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Abstract 

This paper explores some of the major categories of monetary theories and theories of money. 
It defines the essence, the origin, and, to a large extent, the nature of money, classifies 
monetary theories, substantiates some concepts of classical quantity, cash balance, liquidity 
preference, pure monetary theories. It introduces the notions of monetary chartalism, 
monetary commoditizatonalism and monetary constitutionalism into the scientific use. It 
proves fiat essence of modern money. It applies praxiological approach to money research. 
Debatableness of money itself is shown. 

Keywords: money, monetary theories, praxiological approach 

Introduction 

The universe sets a problem of searching for a matter that should prove, on the one hand, that 
economy is the only base for humanity, and, on the other hand, to ensure order and eliminate  
chaos in economic exchanges of society. Such a foundation, saving the human race, is money, 
one of the most important institution. Money is still not fully comprehensible. Furthermore, it 
is, perhaps, unknowable at all. In economic research such metaphorical representations of 
money as  “fat”, “blood” or “language” of economy are known. Money is also identified with 
“water”, “time”, “evil”, “happiness” or other substances. Possibly, the characteristic of money 
as energy phenomenon of human actions is true (Lyukevich, 2011). 
 
Money is a way of thinking. The ability to comprehend money in its historical evolution is 
related to our ability to reinstate conceptual horizons and discourses which have encompassed, 
defined and described money again and again. Hence, it is impossible to distinguish monetary 
history from the history of thought. (Nenovsky, 2009). 
 
Quantitative aspects of the impact of money demand and supply on the economy, though 
debatable, are adequate. The problem of money research is mostly connected not only with 
disquisition of new quantitative, but also that of qualitative regularities. Qualitative 
characteristics of money are even more mysterious. Despite various and versatile research, in 
essence, the origin and nature of money does not seem to be a common notion, the same as 
differentiations and explanations of these concepts. In addition, various characteristics of 
modern monetary system as symbol, notal, representative, fiduciary, fiat, etc. are there. 

  
Literature Review 

There are a lot of works concerning quantity monetary theories, as well as monetarism and 
Keynesianism. The following ones should be noted among the papers of the Russian 
researchers: search for the causes of inflation in the debate of the XVIII - XIX centuries 
between currency and banking schools (Moiseev, 2014); works devoted to inflation targeting 
(Glazev, 2015), transmission mechanism of monetary policy (Ershov, 2016).  
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Economists speak about the shortcomings of the modern monetary system (Rodionov et al, 
2014). All of them are connected, from our point of view, to one factor – today national banks 
do not have at their disposal any effective tools or techniques for direct effects on economic 
growth. (Naumenkova S., Mischenko V., 2015). 
 
Researchers emphasize transcendence of money, calling it “the highest form of abstraction” 
(Abramova, 2013), “anthropo-cosmological substance” (Bazulin, 2008), “special information 
resource” (Krolivetskaja, 2013), “energy phenomenon” (Lyukevich, 2011).  
 
There are some papers, close to the subject of the present research, which are devoted to 
modern chartalism (Dubjansky, 2015), K. Marx’s monetary theory (Tronev, 2007), search for 
the essence of money (Gogohija, 2012), research of communication between the concepts of 
the origin of money and judgment of problems of the modern banking system (Portnoy, 2015). 
Qualitative characteristics of money have practical importance, for example, in constructing 
world rankings (Rodionov etc , 2015), formation of tax scale (Kalinina, 2016), assessing not 
only economic, but also social efficiency investments (Kudryavtseva, 2015). 
 

Problem Statement 

Changes in the economic structure lead to changes in the theory of money and economic 
theory in general. The aims of our survey are to search for qualitative regularities in the 
monetary system. It appears that correct understanding of the nature of money can argue 
theoretical conclusions about stability of the monetary system, or, on the contrary, be the basis 
for judgments about the problem of the current monetary standard, imbalances between social 
and economic relations, impossibility of one or another currency to be the basis of the 
international financial order or to carry out money functions in full. 
 

Methodology 

This study uses systematic approach to the analysis of monetary theories, as well as 
praxiology and phenomenology as a concept of money phenomena learning. A unity of the 
historical and logical method, methods of comparison, scientific modeling, classification and 
grouping techniques are applied. 

 

Base Concepts: Theories of Money and Monetary Theories  

When exploring the money, scientists from ancient to our days are trying to answer the 
question: how, with the development of culture, metals and paper in the form of coins and 
banknotes have become willingly accepted in exchange for goods; why the forms and standard 
of currency change; what determines the value of money; what the reasons for and patterns of 
changes in the purchasing power of money are and so on.  
 
Some researchers believe that the essence of money can only be determined through religious 
and cultural cognition. People will never be able to know what money is. Their knowledge 
about money is not broader than the knowledge of God: namely, that God is in the spiritual 
world. Money is not endless, but uncertain and generates an astounding complex of all kinds 
of psychological reactions, as well as material ones. (Skidelsky, 1992). Secondly, many 
scholars believe that money is primarily a social rather than economic product. And thirdly, 
most economists consider the nature and essence of money through the need to find an 
equivalent for material exchange and obtain essential benefits.  
 
So we can see a system of views about the essence, origin and nature of money, calling them 
the theory of money. Analysis of this system suggests a possibility of three directions for the 
above-mentioned views, which are correspondingly named “transcendental”, “socioeconomic” 
and “economic” theory of money.  
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On the other hand, in order to understand the economic mechanisms, scientists are trying to 
formulate a view about the influence of money on the economy.  
There is a unique economic idea that the price level is directly proportional to the quantity of 
money, and the purchasing power of money is inversely proportional to the quantity of money. 
This concept was formulated in the XVI century (Bodin, 1568). The mathematical ratio 
between the money supply and prices was formulated by Newcomb (Newcomb, 1885) and 
developed by Fisher (Fisher, 1911). There is direct proportion between money supply and 
money demand if the velocity of circulating money (V) and the total quantity of purchased 
goods (total number of transaction in economy over the period in question) (Q) are constant, 
the average selling price (p) will be influenced directly by increase or decrease in the money 
in circulation (M). Changes in the money supply (M) cause changes in prices (p) - the total 
circulation of money in the sense of money expended is equal to the total money in circulation 
multiplied by its velocity of circulation or turnover: MV = ΣpQ – “equation of exchange”. 
 
Wherein, there is a quite different view that the key element of money circulation is not the 
price of things in terms of money, but the price of money in terms of things, or, in other words, 
exchange value of a unit of money. Therefore, the price level is secondary in relation to the 
demand for legal tender money, which depends on the choice of the society to keep resources 
in the form of legal tender-coins, bank notes and bank demand deposits. Based on these 
trends, the equation of exchange is as follows: P = kR ⁄ M. In this formula P is the real price 
of money as the quantity of goods that a unit of legal tender can purchase, instead of p in the 
equation of exchange above there is nominal price of money as the quantity of legal tender 
that a unit of goods can purchase (P = 1 p⁄ ); k is the proportion of real resources that the 
community holds as titles to legal tender; it is the inverse of the velocity of circulation 
(k~ 1 V⁄ ). R  is total resources, enjoyed by the community (other than banks). M- the number 
of units of legal tender. In terms of Fisher’s equation this approach could be expressed as 
 = ���. Where Y –Gross national income in real price; p - price index; �� - nominal gross 
national income; � - the factor to make the ratio of the money supply and national income 
identity; it is part of the national income which people want to keep in the form of cash. Thus, 
the demand for money is directly proportional to the nominal income. (Pigou, 1917. P.53) 
A popular enough “paradox of thrift”: the more one saves for a rainy day, the faster it comes. 
It bases on liquidity preference views. Monetary liquidity, in common, the same as legal 
tender is assets in the form of cash or near-cash (coins, bank notes, current bank account). 
Liquidity preference, the same as the demand for money, refers to the preference for holding 
on to savings as money (i.a. in liquid form) rather than investing them. People will need 
money to satisfy the transaction motive and precautionary motive regardless of the level of 
interest. So, there is only one, namely speculative, motive to change the demand for money. 
Liquidity preference (i.e. demand for money) will be high if interest rates are low and people 
expect them to rise and hold money to satisfy the speculative motive for the future, and vice 
versa.  
 
Then Keynes (Keynes, 1936) notes that economic development implies active investment by 
means of households’ lending money through buying bonds. Rise in investment is followed by 
increase in the money supply. But with the increase in the money supply the cost of money 
(interest rate) reduces. Lower interest rates diminish the speculative motive and increase 
liquidity preference and the demand for money. Thus, you can get into a “liquidity trap”, when 
an increase in the money supply does not result in more investment to ease economic 
depression. The cost of money (interest rate) decreases and people hold cash and wait for 
better investment opportunities.  
 
Finally, there seems to be a view which switches the monetary analyses from a long-term to a 
short-term focus: the primary determinant of the state of macroeconomic aggregate demand - 
whether there will be unemployment, whether there will be inflation - is money, M1 or M2, 
and more specifically, perhaps, its various rates of change (Samuelson, 1969). The conclusion 
that an increase in the money supply leads to a similar increase in inflation and short-term 
fluctuations in real GDP are directly connected with the supply of money, was first made in 
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papers by Warburton (Warburton, 1945-1953). Later Friedman and Schwartz argued that 
money is not an asset which is held for its own sake. It is a “temporary abode of purchasing 
power” waiting to be spent on other types of financial or physical asset. (Friedman and 
Schwartz, 1970) Sooner or later an increase in the supply of money would find its way onto 
the goods and cause price to rise. The demand for money is a function of the yield on money 
and the yield on other forms of holding wealth.  
 
Thus, we select four basic systems of views about the influence of money on economic 
processes, which we call “classical quantity monetary theory”, “cash balance monetary 
theory”, “liquidity preference monetary theory” and “pure monetary theory”. 
 
In quantity theory the most important is that money is the velocity of circulation; in cash 
balance it is that it is kept hold of. That is, the first one is focused on how prices depend on the 
money supply and the second one on what the demand for money is, what people and 
businesses will want to have to maintain the purchasing power. Pure monetarists believe that 
the price of money (interest rates) are the result of interaction between the money supply and 
demand for money. Keynesians do not believe in the impotance of money. A change in the 
money supply may lead to lower interest rates but does not necessarily affect the level of 
national income or result in increase in the general level of prices. Whereas monetarists argue 
that changes in the money supply will lead directly and quickly to changes in the national 
income, Keynes argued that an increase in the money supply would merely result in lower 
interest rates, with no immediate effect on the national income. We will illustrate the 
differences between Keynesianism and Monetarism in conclusion, the figure 1 are below. 
 

 
Fig. I – Cost of money (interest rate) in Keynesianism and Monetarism – summary 

 

Nature of Money 

Now let us regard the system views on the nature of money and introduce the genesis of these 
theories. So we need to distinguish between the categories of the essence, origin and nature of 
money.  
 
It seems that the essence of money is in its own value. The understanding of the essence of 
money gives an answer to the question about the role of money in society, culture, economy, 
civilization in general.  
 
Let us call emergence and being of money in society as their origin. The origin of money is 
not quite known: it does not disappear and does not come to an end. The life of money 
reminds the existence of time, but time with a various standard.  
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The nature of money, in our view, - an underlying cause of capability of one or another matter 
to carry out monetary functions at a historical moment - is the changing form of money. The 
nature of money is, possibly, connected with economics, but, more probably, with social 
relationships, with human spiritual, physiological and psychological activities. The nature of 
money is similar to that of language, information. But it is "secured" rather than simple 
information, and any matter can act as security if only the habit and practice of its use confirm 
its moneyness. 
 
The analysis of concepts from Ancient Greece to the present day allows saying that all the 
views of the nature of money are anyway about to understand the reason: why is money 
value? Why are economic participants ready to exchange their goods for small slices of metal, 
cut paper or bank promises (information) for possible payments? It seems that explanations of 
it are finally reduced to one of three concepts.  
 
On the one hand, many researchers consider that the nature of money is statutable. That is, the 
value of money is stated by that who establishes it. In turn, it is caused by multiple factors 
including subjective views, economic difficulties, wars, etc.  
 
Another opinion which many scientists stick to is that the nature of money is in the general 
value of one kind of the good for all people. This value is not statutable, but is defined by 
supply and demand of the most significant goods. The value of these goods depends on 
circumstances, but indirectly, through free market relations.  
 
And, at last, the third concept: the nature of money is social. Emergence of money is the same 
organic process as emergence of language, law, customs. It is not the result of an agreement, 
contract, special idea, value of goods, but the result of satisfaction of individual interests. 
Acting on the assumption of economic reasonability, economic actors change one goods for 
others, not valuable on their own, but possessing the greatest ability to be exchanged for other 
goods. The value of money is only in the functions which it carries.  
 
Thus, the concepts of Monetary Chartalism, Monetary Commoditizatonalism and Monetary 
Constitutionalism were introduced into scientific use. 
 
Chartalism (from lat. charta - a sheet of paper, here means a symbol or ticket) is a construct 
according to which money has a status and symbolical nature. The state (in early doctrines - 
people) chooses some symbol and legislatively allocates its face value. This matter is not 
valuable as such, and acts as a means of exchange, unit of account, standard of deferred 
payment. But the main function of this monetary substance is to store value, i.e. accumulate 
wealth and divide society into estates. It is necessary, jn as much as public relations dealing 
with exchange are supported by fairness, which means proportionality, but not equality as 
society relies on the principle that everyone is awarded in proportion to their activity If 
proportion is not observed, exchange is impossible, and social relations are impossible too. 
This concept seems to have begun as early as in works by antique thinkers. In this case, the 
analysis of primary sources suggests that the term charta in reference to monetary circulation 
was first used by Knapp, who called money “сhartale zahlungsmittel” (Knapp, 1905. P.21). 
Subsequently, Keynes characterized modern monetary circulation as the “age of chartalist”. 
(Keynes, 1930. P.4).  
 
In the 18th century a concept was formulated, which causes a commodity and evolutionary 
nature of money we call commoditizationalism (from eng. commodity). According to 
amonetary commoditizationalism, money is the matter which nobody will refuse to take in 
exchange for others because of its own value, usefulness of its consumer properties. The 
nature of money is based on exchange of market surplus of products (unlike the antique 
thinkers’ view who found the nature of money in exchanging for satisfaction of one’s own 
needs). The process of commoditization is a loss of exclusiveness, uniqueness by goods (for 
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example, at the expense of a brand) and their transformation into goods of mass demand. A 
popular similar term commodification bears some negative sense. It is used to characterize the 
process during which an increasing number of various goods, services, human activity, 
initially not intended for sale, acquire cost and are bought and sold in the market. One can 
speak about commodification of science, culture, education, family values, etc. It is possible 
to argue with Marxists, but they consider what exactly was called commodification, but not 
commoditization by K.Marx as «Fetischcharakter der Ware». (Marx, 1972. S.47).  
 
The third frame of reference is monetary constitutionalism (from fr. constitutionnalisme). That 
is the way we call a group of beliefs which explain the organic (democratic) nature of money - 
similar to emergence of language, customs of law, etc. The nature of money is in its functions. 
In sociology сonstitutionalism is a concept about formation of personality genetic and 
biological factors. Also constitutionalism is understood as ideals of social democracy in a 
wide sense. In the monetary theory, the word constitutionalism, can be used to refer to the 
views according to which money is a product of human action. In the concept of those 
individuals without any enforcement, special agreement, state regulation but only on the basis 
of economic foresight for economic purposes goods with a lower ability for exchange are 
exchanged for the goods though not valuable as such but with a higher ability for exchange. 
The constitutional concept of the nature of money is the most modern. Its ideas were 
formulated in the 19th century by Menger. Now it is the official views of the origin, nature 
and essence of money in the western economic school. 
 

Modern Money: Different Opinions 
 

Modern money is nothing more than faith obligations of the national bank to accept something 
(even not material) as a means of payment issued by it. Belief in the value of these substances 
is based on practice and habit of using them in economic exchanges. The state also uses in 
payment only what is issued by its National bank. So the essence of modern money is that 
they are property (asset) just because of this obligation (liability) of the National Bank. Thus, 
the present monetary system can really be described as a fiat one («let it be money») - which 
would never occur according to what they believed in the 19th century; at the beginning of the 
20th century it was called temporal, inferior, degenerate money, but in the middle of 20th 
century, it appeared as permanent. 
 
Why is modern money fiat? Let us try to answer this question, tracing the genesis of monetary 
theories. 
 
According to the chartable concept, ancient thinkers believed that people, as participants of 
economic exchange, introduced silver or gold as a currency symbol in the role of medium of 
exchange. (Платон), (Аристотель). Scholars of the Middle Ages timidly objected to the role 
of the State in regulating monetary circulation in part of the replacement specie of specie 
money for notal money. 
 
Later economists still believed in the real value of currency, but spoke about the need to 
support its value by the State. (Locke, 1689), (Barbon, 1690). Physiocrats had already noticed 
that money did not have a real but symbolic value. (Quesnay, 1766). Knapp justified the 
crucial role of the State, not people in money circulation, and pointed to the right of the State 
to determine the status and value of the currency symbol. (Knapp, 1905). Keynes finally 
formulated an attitude to money only as a unit of account, having certain properties, which 
should have the matter so that it could be used as currency (Keynes, 1930). 
 
Once people agreed to make payments by weighing metal. Soon coins appeared that contained 
a certain amount of metal money. After some time, for easy transportation coins were left in 
the custody of moneychangers, and replaced with their note or description of differed payment 
- thus money of account appeared. Coinage becomes the State prerogative. The State reduces 
the weight of the specie, money became Representative, Token (Notal, para-typic). Then the 
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State renounces the use of metal in monetary circulation. Payment is made by piece-of-paper. 
Money has become a symbol: first Managed, and then Fiat. 
Supporters of the commoditizational concept disagree with the ancient and medieval thinkers. 
Smith argues that the nature of money is not about people finding a tool to facilitate exchange 
or about surplus of labor products. (Smith, 1776). Say said that the State could not set the 
value for money: because goods are exchanged for money, to the extent that the value of 
money also determined by demand on the part of goods and by supply them on the part of the 
holders of money. (Say, 1803). Ricardo believed that the State could not set the value for 
money also because it did not have a monopoly on the creation of money, because of the need 
to meet the demand for banks. (Ricardo, 1817). Marx develops Smith’s idea that with the 
advent of banknotes the true value of goods was not money, but work. (Marx, 1959). In view 
of the fact that money was not a commodity, but just a promise to deliver goods, Hicks called 
money the most perfect type of security. (Hicks, 1939). Friedman, using the terminology of 
the 19th century, called modern money not a “promise to deliver the goods” (Fiduciary), but 
Fiat - in general not provided with anything, except for discretion of the monetary (Friedman, 
1960). 
 
In the early stages a product appeared valuable for everybody in the community, therefore it 
was easily exchanged for any other products. The amount of this particular product was easily 
to value with another because everyone wanted them – a product was commoditized. This is 
commodity money. Metals won the competition among other commoditized goods. To 
facilitate the exchange, the State had to put a mark on these special goods, so coins appeared. 
Commodity money has an indigenous disadvantage: to multiply the amount of cash money 
real resources are to be used. Therefore, to comply with its monetary obligations the State 
“cheats” - reduces the weight of the coin, then replaces the coin with a promise to deliver the 
precious metal (bills, devises, bank liabilities). There are public securities - fiduciary money. 
At the end of the 20th century the authorities ceased to connect monetary security with the 
obligation to deliver the goods (coins), so money became Fiat. 
 
In our view, the most truly the nature of money can be explained by monetary 
constitutionalism. Menger, Mises, and Hayek build a theory about effective operation of free 
individuals as the basis of society. Menger formulates an idea that economic expediency 
(influenced by practices and habits) stimulates people to exchange their goods for others with 
a greater potential for exchange, and despite immediate consumption they do not need them. 
(Menger, 1871). Mises stresses that this process is only possible on the basis of people’s free 
behavior. (Mises, 1949). Hayek proves that what we call “money” is only the most liquid 
medium of exchange at this time and in this place. To explain this phenomenon it would do 
more good if the word “money” would describe the property which various objects have to a 
various, yet changing degree, for example “moneyness” and «near-moneyness». (Hayek, 
1976). According to the constitutional monetary concept, something which is commonly 
called money is certain objects, emerged under the practices and habits in the form of the most 
liquid asset which has no other value, but function as generally accepted medium in 
exchanges. In a broader sense, money is the continuum of these objects at all times and in all 
territories. 
 
Initially, producers trade their goods for the units with utility value (for example, wine for 
bread), then for the units that do not meet its needs, but are notable for a great potential for 
exchange (it could be cattle, salt, furs or stones). The economic interest of this trade is based 
on personal preference, without coercion, only on the basis of practices and habits. This free 
people's behavior turns one of the medium of exchange substance to which we used to call 
“money:. When the economy becomes more complex and rich, they begin to use precious 
metals as an intermediary in exchange. The most popular medium of exchange (the so-called 
“money”) starts to acquire other functions. With the development of turnover, according to the 
needs of society, the most liquid exchange tool at this stage, in this time, in this place (in the 
form of pieces of metal, sheets of paper, disembodied information or otherwise) gets 
authorized by the State so that all payments can only be made by using this substance. 
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Conclusion and direction for further investigation 

There are different views of money – monetary theories and theories of money. 
Monetary theories explain the influence money on the economy. Classical quantity monetary 
theory considers the primary function of money as a means of exchange, cash balance 
monetary theory as a unit of account, liquidity preference monetary theory as a store of value, 
and pure monetary theory as a standard for deferred payment (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Concepts of money impact to economy (monetary theories) 

 

Theories Classical quantity Cash balance 
Liquidity 

preference 
Pure monetary 

Beginning 

and founders 

16th cen, (Bodin, 

Newcomb, later – 

Fisher)  

Beg.20th cen. 

(Pigou) 

Mid 20th cen. 

(Keynes) 

Enid 20th cen 

(Warburton, 

Friedman) 

Primary 

determinant  

Quantity of money Exchange value of 

a unit of money 

Money demand  Money supply 

Key feature 

of money 

circulation 

Price level is 

directly 

proportional to the 

quantity of money 

Price level is 

secondary in 

relation to the 

demand for money 

“Paradox of 

thrift”: the more 

money is saved 

for a rainy day, 

the faster it will 

come 

Change in 

money supply 

will lead 

directly and 

quickly to 

changes in 

national 

income 

 
Each theory of money differently systematizes and generalizes the monetary factors - its 
beginning, evolution, the role of the State and others (Table 2). 
 

Table 2: Beliefs about the nature of money (theories of money) 

 

Views Chartalism Commoditizatonalism Constitutionalism 

Beginning Antiquity 17th cen. 19th cen. 

Nature of 

money 

Division of society 

into estates for justice 

Consumer value the goods Free human 

behavior 

Origin of 

money 

Activities of the State Economic exchanges Social interaction 

Role of State No State - no money Prevents illegal (incl. 

counterfeit) currency 

Authorizes the 

appearance and 
form of currency 

selected by 

society 

Significant 

contribution  

Barbon, Locke, 

Quesnay, Knapp, 

Keynes 

Smith, Say, Ricardo, Marx, 

Hicks, Friedman 

Menger, Mises, 

Hayek 
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The genesis of monetary theories, described above, can be used for modelling and forecast of 
the international monetary system. It should be ubstantiated whether crypto-environment 
(cryptocurrency) will be the framework for future money or whether the transformation of the 
modern monetary system will follow some other suit. 
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Abstract 
 

The article is concerned with the issues of managing the groups of creative people. The 

objective of the article is to review a personnel management system based on the example of 

Music Department of Perm Children and Youth Art Center (Russia). The most difficult key 

process in the management of any organization is human resource management. Effective 

personnel administration is a correctly and accurately built system using human resources in 

the organization. Provided the organization has an optimum number of qualified employees, 

such a system makes it possible for the organization to achieve set goals within the shortest 

possible time period and at minimum expense. The issues of personnel administration 

improvement under the conditions of increasing requirements to the quality of public 

administration seem to be especially critical; thus, the given aspect has determined the 

timeliness of the research topic. Based on the results of the music department personnel 

analysis on such criteria as education, qualification, and teaching experience, a project of 

activities targeted at the development of personnel management has been worked out and its 

efficiency has been evaluated. The main advantage of the cultural sector personnel 

management system proposed by the author of the article includes thoroughly developed 

recommendations for the personnel department with regard to recruiting candidates, as well as 

a performance reward system for the music department employees. 

 

Keywords: supplementary educational institution for children and youth; management; 

personnel; music; culture; educational system; performance reward; motivation. 

 
Introduction 

A personnel management system is vital for any company, even if there are only a few 

employees involved in the work process. Personnel management is the domain of senior 

personnel, executives and HR specialists and is targeted at the increase in work efficiency and 

productivity of the organization due to the increase in efficiency of its employees by means of 

psychological, legal and economical methods. Cultural sector personnel management is quite 

specific because people working in this sphere are talented and gifted and require a special 

attitude on the part of their superiors and administrative staff. Thus, the urgent nature of this 

research work proves to be of global importance, for there is a great many of talented people 

all over the world. As a rule, they tend to be drawn together forming creative teams which 

have their own management system, where managers are well aware of artistic people’s 

peculiarities and, as a rule, are creative themselves. Perm Children and Youth Art Center 

(PCYAC) is a municipal interdisciplinary supplementary educational institution for children. 

It implements educational activities and bears signs of a complicated multilevel system. 

Annually more than six thousand children come to the Art Center to study technology, 

tourism, regional history, physical training, sport, art, science, sociology and pedagogy. In 

regards to the education sector a multilevel system determines the methodology of program 

field formation, form and technology of educational activities’ content implementation, as 

well as form and content of various types of educational programs integration. As of 
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January 1, 2016, a hundred and forty children’s clubs and associations had been functioning 

successfully at the premises of the Art Center welcoming 6,771 children from all the areas of 

the city of Perm. The classes were held on a budgetary and non-budgetary basis. As of 

January 1, 2016, 5,550 students had been provided budgetary services within the scope of a 

municipal order. Disabled children have a right to receive two educational services. 1,078 

children attend the Art Center on a fee paid basis, 554 of them are preschoolers. Due to the 

availability of technically-equipped classrooms and a concert hall fitted with up-to-date sound 

and light systems, the largest number of children attend art clubs and associations (57%), such 

as choir, theater and choreography classes. A maximum number of students per class in every 

club testifies to the quality of educational services which meet the requirements of the service 

consumers represented by club members and their parents. As a result of the personnel 

management analysis carried out at the Art Center, a number of problems have been 

determined. They can be classified into several categories: adjustment process of new 

employees, personnel training, succession pool formation and individual growth programs 

implementation. The main problems in the area of new employees’ adjustment include a high 

rate of staff turnover, a small share of young professionals, and an undeveloped system of 

discipleship. Managers from many other countries beside ours face problems of this sort. Such 

problems have to be solved, and the search for proper solutions has stirred a global interest. In 

this context the given article presented to the world scientific community involves new 

concepts and practical significance. As for the matter of personnel training, the main problem 

lies in the lack of adequate professional training: only a small share of the employees have 

obtained a professional education. When it comes to the issue of a succession pool formation 

and implementation of individual growth programs, the main problem lies in the fact that if 

given an opportunity the most promising personnel leave the organization. Thus, it can be 

concluded that the personnel management system does not clearly assign functional duties and 

the process of personnel recruitment is too intense. The personnel training and development 

system, as well as the system of work motivation require a lot of improvement. These 

conclusions are based on the analytical and statistical data on Perm Children and Youth Art 

Center obtained during the years 2013 – 2015. The practical significance of the research 

involves the implementation of the developed project activities as an effective means of 

improvement of personnel management system. The results of the research can be used in any 

similar organization independently of the country of origin.  Practical experience which has 

been obtained as a result of statistical research, questionnaire surveys and implemented 

methods of personnel management in the city of Perm have led to the students’ excellent 

results and, therefore, may serve as a valuable contribution to the world science. This research 

was carried out at the Music Department of Perm Children and Youth Art Center with the 

consent of its authorities and every individual teacher involved in surveys and questionnaires. 

No grants or financial support was offered to the participants. The research was carried out at 

the author’s account.  

 

Methods 

In order to carry out the research the following general scientific methods were used: analysis 

and synthesis, methods of comparative statistical and economical analysis, comparison and 

matching, content analysis. Sports and art clubs and associations are in the maximum demand 

among the younger generation. Out of the total number of club members 40% of boys attend 

sport and technical study clubs. Training and education activities at the Art Center are 

conducted through 174 supplementary education programs with the timeline equal to 1 to 10 

years and 1 professional development program (fencing). 
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Literature Review 

A lot of research works in the world science have been focused on personnel management. 

Thus, exhaustive solutions have been found in order to achieve and implement core principles 

of leadership and personnel management in the context of organizational ethical culture 

development (Infermation Resources Management Association USA, 2016). Differences of 

opinions of employers and employees are elaborately illustrated in the book “Public Personnel 

Administration. Situations and Strategies” (Klingner et al, 2009). Traditional models of 

human resources management from the point of view of such factors as service supply, 

purposeful nature of the communicative model, a type of feedback, value orientation, the role 

of the personnel, the role of a human resource manager, perception of the human resource 

management profession and the focus on education for personnel management are thoroughly 

described in the books by Stephen E. Condrey (2010), Zehra Alakos Burma (2014) and 

N. Nayab (2011), as well as by Russian Scientists A.K. Aykazyan, S.V. Andreyev (2014), 

I.A. Gerchikova (2014), and A.P. Yegorshin (2014). Problems of music education and other 

educational programs have been considered and researched by many modern scientists. Thus, 

for example, P. Miktsa, M. Rider and D. Biggz conducted a survey among orchestra directors. 

As a result, it was confirmed that management personnel strive for measuring up to high 

professional standards, motivate perseverance and patience of the personnel. Besides, 

professional recommendations for the students who aspire to become music teachers have 

been worked out (Miksza et al, 2010). According to the classification proposed by 

M.I. Magura, the following programs have been determined: adapted programs, modified 

programs (Magura, 2015:85) and authorial programs. As a result of Carlos A. Abril and Julie 

K. Bannerman it was determined that teachers perceive micro level factors (school) to have a 

substantial impact on their programs. Teachers’ actions are mostly focused on a micro level, 

although some teachers consider meso-level (school district) engagement to be vital for 

maintaining and improving music programs in a given school (Abril and Bannerman, 2015). A 

comparative study of music programs in traditional and charter schools systems carried out by   

Jamie Kelly and Steven M. Demorest (2016) showed a high level of test results and a high 

level of attendance, which gives us a solid foundation for developing our own testing system.  

Pedagogical principles of children’s supplementary education system development have been 

studied by V.A. Gorsky and A.Y. Zhurkina (2014). The research work by O.E. 

Lebedeva (2015), L.V. Yershova (2014) and L.N. Buylova (2014) is also focused on the 

problems of children’s supplementary education. The fact that music education profession 

requires the best and brightest students with a great potential was studied by Linda C. 

Thornton (2015). Young people and children’s motivation to choose musical-pedagogical 

education as their future career is described in the research work by Michelle L. Henry (2015). 

The research of vacancy market, its analysis and music teachers’ preferences carried out by 

Nicole R. Robinson, pointed to the administrative support in the matters of employment 

(Robinson, 2012). Comparative analysis of personnel management in several countries was 

conducted by Fang Lee Cook, Debby C. Saint, Joe Vong (2014) Ecrem Tatoglu, Ellison J. 

Glaster, Mehmet Demirbag (2016). Our research is concerned with a special field of work, a 

specific sphere which requires managing creative, talented employees. A similar problem was 

studied in the research conducted by Maria Christine Meyers and Marianna Van 

Woerkom (2014). The study of the problem and strategic opportunities in the area of global 

management is touched upon in the research carried out by David G. Collins (2014). New 

perspectives in human resource management under the conditions of globalization considering 

a so-called “brain-drain” problem were studied in the research by Rosalia L. Tang (2016). 

L.E. Yershova notes that all the activities of a supplementary educational institution are 

carried out in a competitive educational environment of the city of Perm and are influenced by 

the growth of the market of private services and depend on per capita financing of the 

municipal order – permanent changes in the system of personalized electronic accounting of 

educational services (Yershova, 2014:27). Innovation-related risks are always inevitable. 

According to the provision of Perm city administration from 09.11.2010, #758 and provision 

from 17.12.2015, #1076, every child has a right to receive one free service. When a service 

has been received, it has to be confirmed in the personalized accounting system by means of 
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an electronic card check-out. Supplementary education is necessary in order to support and 

develop gifted children.   The more we encourage and teach talented children today, the more 

successful the society of a particular country and of the whole world will become. Intelligent, 

educated children of the future will be able to use art in order to stop tragic bloodsheds, 

because every creative, artistic person desires to perfect their personal qualities. Such growing 

talents will create beauty inside themselves and in the surrounding world. In order to bring up 

such a unique generation it is vital to have an appropriate teaching staff which will function 

under the conditions of equal financial support. 

 

Results 

An analysis of the music department personnel was carried out by the author of the research. 

Human resources were analyzed according to such characteristics as education, qualification 

and work experience. As a result of the analysis some changes of the teaching staff have been 

detected. A number of young specialists has increased by 5 teachers, a number of the first rank 

and top-rank specialists has decreased. On the whole it can be said that the Art Center is not 

fully staffed – a factual number of staff members is 4 % (8 teachers) less than planned. A lack 

of teaching personnel has been detected in all personnel categories.  

According to the research work conducted by a Russian Scientist E.V. Maslov, the personnel 

is represented both by in-service-teachers and by secondary job employees. 

(Maslov, 2015:26). In our case the largest part of the personnel has higher pedagogical 

education, there are several teachers with a post-graduate degree. It should be noted that 

during the period of this research the number of employees of supplementary education with 

higher pedagogical education has decreased by 21. The number of secondary job teachers has 

increased by 4 specialists. When taken on staff teachers are aware of their duties and 

requirements related to their professional and personal qualities. When considering a matter of 

promotion, not only the teacher’s professional experience, superiors’ opinion and achieved 

results are taken into account, but the teacher’s self-assessment in the area of potential 

professional growth, as well. The author of the article analyzed the effectiveness of the 

educational process, expressed in the students’ participation in various contests and festivals. 

The ratio of winners and runners-up of contests and festivals to the total number of students 

demonstrates the service consumers’ degree of satisfaction and their ability to apply obtained 

knowledge and creative skills practically. When studying the ratio of the students’ 

participation in festivals, contests and competitions to the total number of  prize-winners 

(Table 1)  it can be observed that their number decreased by 8%  between the years 2014 – 

2015. 

Table 1: Statistics of performance ensembles’ participation in contests, festivals and 

competitions 

Level of festivals and contests 

Academi

c year 

2014-

2015, 

number 

of times 

Academi

c year 

2015-

2016, 

number 

of times 

Rate of 

increase/decrease, % 

Municipal 172 140 81  

Republican  120 101 84  

Regional 26 23 88  

All-Russian 34 54 159  

International 16 10 63  

Total number 

Доля рынка на территории 
368 328 89  
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The number of prize-winners increased by 24% compared to the results of the last year. Thus, 

the ratio coefficient of the total number of students to the number of prize-winners of different 

contests and festivals in 2015 was 13/100, i.e. there are 13 laureates, runners-up and diploma 

winners to a hundred students of the Art Center. Thus, compared to the year 2014 the 

performance indicator and the level of evaluation and self-evaluation of the students have 

increased, which testifies to a highly-qualified and proficient education offered by the staff at 

Perm Children’s Art Center. Such showings are possible only when the teachers’ staff is well-

qualified. Nevertheless, considering the personnel problems mentioned above it seems 

necessary to implement innovations into the management process. The goal of this research is 

to work up strategies of improvement and development of the personnel management system 

at the Art Center. In order to reach the set goals the following objectives have been defined:   

 

1. To perform an analysis of the current personnel management system at Perm 

Children and Youth Art Center. 

 

2. To give ground to the necessity of improving the current personnel management 

system.   

 

3. To work up strategies of improving the current personnel management system.   

 

4. To assess the effectiveness of suggested strategies.  

 

The Object of Research: a Municipal institution for supplementary education “Perm Children 

and Youth Art Center”. The subject of research: a system of personnel management. The 

novelty of this research lies in the development of practical recommendations for chief HR 

officers on hiring and retention of highly qualified staff, which may prevent an organization 

from employee attrition caused by strong competition in the job market. Culture sector 

personnel is especially subject to such changes. Our methods may be used by music 

departments both in state and private institutions of supplementary education worldwide. The 

analysis of statistic data indicates that most teachers in the field of supplementary education 

are middle-aged. The largest share of teachers belong to a senior group (43.86%), the share of 

young specialists is quite small. It is necessary to attract young professionals in order to start 

the process of a natural company renewal.  The teachers whose work experience equals to 10-

20 years make up 32% of the total number of teaching staff. The number of teachers whose 

work experience exceeds 20% comes to 33%. It should be noted that in the year 2015 the 

number of young specialists whose work experience was less than 5 years came up to 9%; 

along with the group of teachers whose work experience was 5 to 10 years, they made up 35% 

of the total number of the teaching staff.  Thus, a gradual staff changeover at the Art Center is 

taking place. The length of teaching experience makes it possible to determine that the 

personnel is highly proficient, but a tendency for the aging of the teaching staff can be clearly 

observed. The structure of personnel formation fully conforms to the legislative acts, all the 

specialists have appropriate education which allows them to participate in educational 

activities; most of the teachers have higher pedagogical education (65%).  The analysis of 

staff rotation indicated an abnormally high level of personnel turnover in 2015 (10%), even 

though in 2013 a significant staff renewal had taken place. Such natural staff rotation has an 

adverse effect on the quality of education, which can be confirmed by the decrease of quality 

indicators. Even though the older teachers retired and were replaced by their younger 

colleagues, it did not produce the desired effect – the students’ performance rating decreased; 

some of the young specialists who had come on staff in 2014 left after having worked for only 

one year, which led to a 10% increase of the turnover coefficient. A social survey was 

conducted among the teachers of the music department in order to determine the typology of 

work motivation and to indicate the staff’s value orientation, forces of motivation and the 

direction of further improvement of the personnel management system. Using a questionnaire 

the type, the force and the direction of the teachers’ motivation were determined. After the 

survey, the staff was divided into four groups based on similar views and opinions. As a result 

of the survey, the teachers demonstrated a high level of motivation. Based on the conducted 
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analysis the author of the research carried out a comparative analysis of the answers on the left 

and on the right sides of the questionnaire ranked by the level of importance for employees 

and a graph built on its basis (Figure 1). 

 

 

Fig 1. Determination of work aspects related to work motivation 
 

All the collected data and image 4 showed a high level of the teachers’ motivation. It was 

confirmed that the teachers have an advanced level of intelligence and regularly participate in 

creative events which allows them to unlock their pedagogical potential and achieve excellent 

professional results. Perm Children and Youth Art Center demonstrates both hygiene 

motivation factors (rewards and benefits) and motives (advanced vocational training and 

promotion perspectives).   The main attention of the Art Center’s administration is focused on 

hygiene motivation factors; in other words, the implemented bureaucratic value system 

implies traditional approaches to work stimulation. The human resource analysis makes it 

possible to conclude that on the whole, the teaching staff is rather qualified and efficient both 

age and ability-wise. The teaching staff is not stable, a gradual renewal of the personnel is 

taking place due to the lack of clear personnel management policy which does not give young 

professionals a chance to gain a stable position in the organization. As a result of the analysis 

of the current personnel management system, it can be concluded that professional 

competence of the personnel that has an ability to analyze, and design their professional 

activities and chooses the most effective and optimal ways to organize the academic process 

should be regarded as the main means of organizational quality changes.  The analysis of the 

personnel management system of Perm Children and Youth Art Center indicated a need for 

the improvement of the personnel management system, which allowed to solve problems of 

personnel requirements, recruitment criteria development and selection of optimal means and 

methods. The supplementary children’s educational institution does not possess its own 

regulations for personnel selection and recruitment. As for the numerical composition of the 

personnel, it can be noted that in spite of being quite low the Center’s personnel turnover 

coefficient has increased compared to the previous time period. It brings us to a conclusion 

that the current level of the personnel turnover gives cause for concern. As for the 

organizational level, it must be mentioned that on the average a number of employees is 

compliant with a standard function span. In order to justify the need for the improvement of 

the personnel management system, a questionnaire was designed and distributed among the 

teaching staff. The music department was selected for the survey. The results of a general 

satisfaction questionnaire conducted at the music department showed a low satisfaction rate 

related to the size of salary and moral incentives. A survey was also carried out in order to 

evaluate the teachers’ inner motivation. As a result, a low level of motivation was observed 

among the personnel of the given department. Thus, a current system of stimulation, officially 

defined as a system of labor and pay organization, can be considered satisfactory but requires 

some improvements.   The author of this research has defined the measures that have to be 

taken in order to improve the personnel management system. The main problem area has been 

pointed out: personnel turnover, especially among young professionals.  At the same time, the 

analysis of personnel motivation according to the results of the questionnaire has 

demonstrated a high strength of motivation among the teachers - most of them have an 

achievable motivation. The teachers are scrupulous about their job and do it efficiently.  They 
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like performing difficult and interesting tasks which allow them to reveal their abilities and 

skills. At the same time, the analysis demonstrated an insufficient clarity and 

comprehensibility for some employees of the personnel development system. It is noteworthy 

that this area showed the most significant deviations as for the opportunity to fulfill one’s 

potential within the organization and its importance for some particular employees. A program 

for Perm Children and Youth Art Center personnel stimulation has been elaborated with the 

consideration of the current crisis situation in the country and in the world (Figure 2). 

 
 

Fig 2. Non-financial ways of motivating the employees 

 

As a result, it has been determined that the main share of expenses falls to the personnel’s 

professional training. The recruitment procedure includes a number of relatively independent 

blocks set in a sequence; each block has a goal, a task, an action plan, tools and methods and a 

responsible party. The hiring process is handled through the interaction of the personnel 

department, the psychologist, the chief HR officer and other executives interested in having 

particular vacancies filled. Various globally recognized methods are applied: the WAIS test in 

order to determine the level of intellectual development and Lusher and Szondi tests for 

emotional and neuropsychic resilience evaluation. HR specialists are responsible for general 

supervision over the observance of recruiting, selection and hiring procedures. 

 

Discussions 

The main blocks (stages) of the employee recruitment process include the evaluation of 

recruitment needs; developing a set of requirements for a job candidate; announcing a 

competition to fill the vacancy; looking for candidates; hiring. The main techniques used at 

Perm Children and Youth Art Center in order to increase the efficiency of personnel 

recruitment and selection include the following: 

 

1. A position requisition form.  
 

A standard position requisition form has been developed and ought to be filled out by 

department managers once every quarter or half-yearly, and in the case of a position with a 

high turnover rate – monthly. A position description has been developed, as well. Internal 

candidates are considered according to the same procedure as the external ones with only one 

exception: one can gather more information about an internal candidate’s abilities and skills. 

Sometimes it is useful to ask candidates to fill in an application form, where they should 

describe their qualifications and experience, explain why they are interested in this particular 

position, and why they regard themselves as a suitable candidate. It gives them an opportunity 

to introduce themselves and helps HR officers to obtain information about a candidate in a 
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standard form. This form also helps to understand the motivation and, if necessary, find out 

the candidate’s ability to commit their thoughts to paper.   

 

2. The development of an application form for candidates which may help HR officers 

to discover some well-kept facts that a candidate wants to keep private. These might include 

facts from the candidate’s biography and professional experience, or it can help to obtain 

important information about the candidate’s professional suitability for a vacant position and 

his or her personality traits.  

 

3. The development of the text which can be used during a job interview in order to 

select a suitable candidate. 

   

A job interview for the candidates that desire to take a teaching position comes down to 

several basic questions and appropriate replies. All the key elements and specific features of 

the requirements applied to candidates had been taken into consideration before a standard job 

interview form for every single position was developed. Time expenditures for every selection 

method have been considered and it has been determined that on the average every candidate 

takes approximately 7 to 20 minutes; only the length of the interview and the time spent on 

test evaluation are included into the time expenditure calculations because an HR specialist 

can fulfill other functional duties while the candidate is filling out an application form. After 

the interview has been completed and tests have been evaluated, a decision concerning the 

candidate’s suitability, the start of a probation period and professional adjustment should be 

made. As a result of the analysis of the current personnel selection system and the new system 

developed according to professional recommendations, it has been decided that the use of the 

system offered by the author of this research would be more efficient. Being of preventive 

nature this system will be used for recruiting and selecting candidates. A personnel planning 

system will be introduced. A prognosis for personnel requirements will be made and a search 

for candidates will be initiated reasonably in advance.  

 

4. The development and implementation of a standard vacancy request form for all 

departments. When recruiting candidates it is necessary to implement a competitive selection 

practice and to attract external sources. It is equally important to develop a candidate 

application form for a job vacancy post, to make up a plan of an interview with a candidate, 

carry out an economic assessment of expenditures for a job interview and develop a standard 

text for a job interview (which has already been done). Development of a hiring plan will 

make it possible to regulate and standardize the whole process, will make the process simpler, 

will decrease time expenditures on the personnel selection procedure and will determine the 

responsible party. The procedure of personnel adjustment is supposed to make the adaptation 

of new specialists to the pedagogical process of the institution smoother. As a rule, 

newcomers face a number of difficulties caused by the lack of information about the work 

process, location, and colleagues’ peculiarities.  The practice of inviting a professional 

psychologist on staff  of an educational institution is widely used abroad, which is confirmed 

in the works by R.T. Marle and T.A. Schmidt (2015), and in our country according to the 

research works by L.V. Ivanovskaya (2014), V.D. Patrushev, I.A. Kolmakin (2014), and B.M. 

Smirnov. A psychologist staffing position is necessary for the music department in our case, 

as well. The introduction of a mentoring or discipleship system, when mentors receive a 

monetary reward for helping newcomers adjust, may defuse conflicts and improve 

psychological climate among the staff.  The project measures consist of the development of 

the following documents: personnel adjustment program, mentoring regulations, a duty 

description for the psychologist responsible for personnel development organization, selection 

and hiring personnel, and newcomers’ adjustment. The program of new specialists’ 

adjustment consists of two basic parts: general and individual and is designed to cover the 

whole probation period.  Every newcomer who does not have a proper work experience (or no 

work experience at all) should have a designated mentor who plans, accompanies and 

evaluates the work of the new employee during his or her probation period. The mentor 

evaluates the work and passes the report to the head of the department.    We have developed a 
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post adjustment form. During the process of career management, it is necessary to consider 

the fact that employees’ interests and needs change as they proceed from one step of the career 

ladder to another, as well as the qualification requirements that they have to meet. Therefore, 

it is necessary for the Art Center to implement differentiated career management systems at 

the initial, intermediary and final stages of the professional growth. Thus, a suggested 

adjustment program for new specialists consists of two main parts – general and individual. A 

duty description for the HR specialist responsible for personnel adjustment has been 

developed. One of the key directions of the personnel management policy at the Art Center is 

providing a sufficient amount of the personnel reserve for taking managerial positions at 

different levels. The evaluation of the economic efficiency of the project has been carried out. 

As a result, it has been determined that complicating the selection process, using a preliminary 

telephone interview may allow HR specialists to eliminate some candidates at the initial stage 

and decrease time expenditures of HR specialists by approximately 40 – 25 minutes. Using an 

effective and well thought-out form of a “vacancy advertisement” and a more “targeted” 

advertisement positioning might narrow down the number of candidates by 10%. The quality 

of targeting the audience by means of advertisement will increase by 50%. The analysis of 

vacancy advertisement placement has indicated that using proper means of advertising and 

changing the sources of advertisement placing might help the organization save up to 50% of 

its advertisement budget. In order to evaluate economic damage related to the personnel 

turnover and conditioned by a lack of motivation, appropriate calculations have been made. 

Implemented initiatives will significantly reduce the rate of personnel turnover. The 

administration of the Art Center paid close attention to the employees and their creative 

approach to work and has made a decision that the personnel’s creativity has to be rewarded, 

which is especially important in the sphere of supplementary education.   

 
Conclusions 

Personnel is a strategic factor which determines the future of any organization. Qualified 
employees distinguished by a high level of motivation represent the main source of 
competitive advantages of the organization. Recently a number of problems related to 
personnel management in organizations has been on rise. The system of personnel 
management has to be tightly connected with the principles of organization management 
restructuring. The following problems are peculiar to Perm Child and Youth Art Center: 
absence of incentive for the employees’ career development,   low level of motivation and, as 
a consequence, an insufficient inflow of qualified specialists, a high level of personnel 
turnover, and a decrease of service quality.  As a result of the survey, statistical data 
processing, questionnaires, observations and economic calculations conducted by the author, a 
need for improvement of the current management system in the culture sector institution was 
substantiated, which made it possible to work out new measures of improvement. As a result, 
the efficiency of the institution has been assessed and the following recommendations which 
can be applied worldwide have been developed. In our opinion, when teachers are hired to 
take a position at a supplementary educational institution it is very important to pay extra 
attention not only to the assessment of their professionalism but to find out their reason for 
choosing this job, seriousness of candidates’ intentions to work in the culture and art sector; 
find out what position the candidates would like to take. If the candidate does not have a clear 
picture of his or her future job or career aspirations, it indicates an insufficient qualification of 
the candidate. From the author’s point of view, only the best professionals should be able to 
work in the educational sphere. They should have a lot of opportunities for professional and 
personal development. Their level of motivation should be considered, as well. All these 
measures will increase the level of provided educational services. In order to manage 
personnel at a supplementary educational institution, one should: understand the peculiarities 
of the current HR system; determine and periodically follow the personnel’s motivation 
concerning their career. In order to increase the effectiveness of operations, to comply with the 
inner motivations of the personnel, to form an internal personnel reserve the following 
measures have been proposed: implementation of a new personnel motivation system which 
considers the motivational profile of the employees; implementation of an adjustment program 
for new specialists, which will allow newcomers to blend into the team and create positive 
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social and psychological atmosphere among the staff; implementation of the personnel reserve 
restructuring program, which will make it possible to not only effectively plan the employees’ 
career development, but will also increase the efficiency of management in general; 
implementation of a clear hiring and selection program will allow HR specialists to use the 
funds allocated for the work of the personnel department. This may lead to an opportunity to 
fill vacant positions on a competitive basis with the best professionals in the field; the teacher 
who is hired after a competition will be valued by the chief of the department who has been 
directly involved in the selection procedure. Besides, it will boost the confidence of the 
teachers who were hired by the organization after a competition. 
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Abstract 
 

Object: Ensuring the successful operation of a conglomerate corporation and attaining the efficiency 

of its activity requires not just the development and implementation of a general corporate strategy 

but also the efficient management of the company’s business portfolio and adequate distribution of 

resources across its major business areas and divisions – with a view to developing existing and 

cultivating new competitive advantages for it. A key precondition for the proper interaction between 

the corporate and business levels is the ability to properly assess the prospects for growth in the value 

of particular businesses based on the corporation’s “parent abilities” matching the needs of business 

units that make it up. Methods: This study is grounded in the fundamental tenets of the parenting 

advantage concept, which describes the process of managerial interactions, as well as the tenets of the 

systemic-resource and target models for efficiency. Results: Based on an analysis of the specificity of 

the interaction between the corporate centre and the business unit, the authors have identified the key 

discrepancies between them in the context of managing the value of the company and business. The 

study points up the equivocal role of the corporate centre in implementing the strategy for growth in 

the value of business units. It provides a rationale for the need to differentiate business units and 

proposes a conceptual approach to managing the value of business units based on strategic fit across 

resources, knowledge, competences, business process elements, and the role of the strategic apex in 

ensuring growth in their value. Conclusions: The research reported in this paper is expected to open up 

wider vistas of opportunity for further research related to the corporate management of the business 

units portfolio and make a considerable contribution to understanding corporate strategy. 

 

Keywords: corporate management; strategic management; business portfolio; business unit; 

synergism 

 

Introduction 
 

Coordinating and integrating the key competences and business processes become possible thanks to 

the theory and methodology of strategic management as the fundamental basis of managing the 

development and the companies’ growth under conditions of turbulence in the environment. In a 

climate of continual changes in the scale and boundaries of activity, it is worth ensuring that the 

company is highly adaptable with respect to various dynamic external and internal factors (Adizes, 

2014; Ansoff, 1979). The promptness of reacting to changes in the conditions ought to be ensured 

within the framework of a corporate strategy adopted, while it also pays to make timely reactive or 

proactive changes to the strategy. The latter is needed in corporate management not just when there 

are cardinal changes taking place in the macro-environment, the ‘business – state – society’ system, 

but also when there are significant innovative solutions generated within the company – in its 

business units. 

 

A company’s business units may differ in a great deal of characteristics (the product turned out, 

technical-technological parameters, key competences, stages in the lifecycle of a business unit and 

the market it operates in, etc.). However, the key criteria for making managerial decisions in the 
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corporate management of business units’ portfolio are the prospects for the creation of a unit’s added 

value and its effect on the value (capitalization) of the company as a whole. To carry this objective 

into effect, the corporate centre ought to possess relevant competences, skills, and resources, which 

should align with the key factors for the success of its business units. In other words, the strategic 

apex (Mintzberg, 1983) ought to create such conditions for the actualization of business units’ 

potential and capabilities, which will ensure boosts in the efficiency of their activity and help 

maximize their value.  

 

A strategic approach, predicated on transforming the business unit’s intra-corporate strategic fit into a 

whole new competitive advantage, which cannot be attained by each and every business unit under 

conditions of independent operation, was a genuine breakthrough in strategic theory in the early 

1990s. Over the last 20 years, there has been conducted plenty of research into the integrative 

interaction between entities within corporate associations which has facilitated further enriching the 

theory and enhancing the practice of strategic management. It has laid down the conceptual, 

methodological, and procedural foundations of this type of management and provided the basis for 

the company’s configuring and coordinating its multi-field activity. Yet, at the same time, there 

remain a whole array of key issues related to strategic theory that need to be given a clear-cut form 

and resolved once and for all. In particular, the theory of root competences has never been employed 

for the purposes of developing an intrinsically sustainable typology of discrepancies arising out of the 

‘strategic apex – business unit’ interrelationship. Most of the existing research is focused on the 

causes of conflicts acting as a concentrated expression of a particular discrepancy: the inhomogeneity 

of organizational culture (Merchant et al, 2012; Roth and Nigh, 1992), the diversity of stakeholder 

interests amid a lack of resources (Zietsma and Winn, 2008), institutional context (Kostova et al, 

2008), etc. This being said, the methodological basis for that research is, normally, a narrowly 

directed approach – from the perspective of psychology, sociology, economics, and the theory of 

organizational conflicts.   

 

In addition, the basis for the authors’ conduct of this study has been the insufficient insight into the 

issue of managing eventual business units, which, based on the parameters of their economic status 

and strategic compatibility, constitute a maximum risk area for the corporate centre. Due to this 

circumstance, the subject to further theoretical substantiation is the issue of assessing the potential for 

growth in the value of these business units, as well as the analysis of the efficiency of alternative 

strategic solutions in the process of putting together a corporate strategy.   

 

Thus, this paper is intended to help fill the gaps and ensure the further development of the corporate 

management theory and provide a rationale for the interaction of the strategic apex with business 

units in the process of putting together business strategies based on managing their value. The paper 

identifies the major discrepancies between the company’s strategic apex and business units and 

provides a rationale for taking a conceptual approach to managing the value of business units based 

on the principles of harmonization of interests and strategic fit across resources, competences, and 

parameters representing the activity of the above entities, as well as the principles of synergy and 

portfolio management. To note, certain tenets brought forward and substantiated as part of this study 

have been taken on board and used in the activity of certain large integrated establishments – more 

specifically:  

 

• the authors have gained an insight into the mechanism underlying the management of the 

value of the TAREKS company group (the city of Novosibirsk) within the system of corporate 

management and determined the major discrepancies between the interests of the head centre and the 

management of the subsidiary companies; 

 

• the authors’ model for the interaction of the corporate centre with business units, which is 

designed to ensure strategic fit among the above entities in terms of resources, knowledge, and skills, 

has been employed for the purposes of cultivating an organizational-economic relationship between 

AO Rubtsovsk Machine-Building Plant (the Rubtsovsk branch of AO NPK Uralvagonzavod) and the 

managing company. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
The theoretical basis for the programme for the interrelationship between the corporate centre and its 

business units is the concept of “parenting advantage”, developed in the 1990s by M. Goold, A. 

Campbell, and M. Alexander (Goold et al, 1994) based on M. Porter’s (1985) competitive advantage 

theory and A. Chandler’s (1962) theoretical speculations on the role played by the corporate centre. 

According to the original concept, the strategic apex ought to ensure the maximization of the value of 

business units that form part of its portfolio or the redistribution of corporate assets through their 

merger or sale to a more preferential owner. The role of the strategic centre consists in not just 

ensuring growth in the value of business units but also offering guarantees for this value to be a lot 

higher than the costs associated with its upkeep, while the positive synergy of their interaction is the 

greatest of all possible boons. Otherwise, the corporate strategy will be inefficient and may ruin the 

value. 

 

To put together an integral picture of existing scholarly knowledge on the activity of the corporate 

centre and its actual participation in creating the group’s value, the authors employed an integrated 

approach to search for relevant literature. First, in their search for scholarly papers published in top 

academic and practice-oriented journals, the authors drew upon Scopus, the world’s largest universal 

abstract database, as well as the Russian Science Citation Index, which currently contains over 9 

million publications by Russian authors. Second, of considerable interest to the authors were 

publications reflecting the domestic and foreign experience of managing integrated corporate 

establishments. The authors’ theoretical analysis of the literature helped identify some of the 

fundamental tenets and prevalent focus areas related to the development of economic thought with 

respect to the issue under exploration, identify some of the common features and some of the 

differences in the nature, character, and specificity of the interrelationship between the corporate 

centre and business units, identify the latest trends in constructing corporation’s divisional structure, and 

more. 

 

The authors’ development of a conceptual approach to managing the value of business units is 

grounded in the experience of Russia’s largest integrated corporate establishment АО NPK 

Uralvagonzavod, which comprises around 40 industrial enterprises, research-and-development 

institutes, and design bureaus across Russia and Europe and is engaged in the design and manufacture 

of automotive and agricultural machinery, road construction machinery, railroad cars, as well as 

products for the military-industrial complex.  

 

The elements of the authors’ conceptual approach incorporate the tenets of the systemic-resource and 

target theories of management. More specifically, the use of the systemic-resource model (Yuchtman 

and Seashore, 1967) helped the authors assess, in the context of the objective of ensuring the 

efficiency of the operation of the company and its business units, the congruence of the required 

strategic resources of the business unit and those of the corporate centre (the key criterion being the 

optimum use of favorable opportunities and relevant resources available in the environment). The use 

of the target model (Holl, 2001) under conditions when the hierarchy’s different levels work within 

different timeframes ensures a proper interlinkage between strategic, tactical, and operational 

objectives across the company’s hierarchical levels, cooptation (the process of absorption of new 

elements into the corporate centre, the company’s policy-determining establishment, as a means of 

preventing its instability), as well as a coalition of business units with a view to creating sustainable 

competitive advantage. Thus, the target model helped determine the degree of coordination of 

multiple and discrepant objectives and limitations at the corporate and business levels factoring in the 

interests of external interested parties. 

 

Literature Review  
 

There has been plenty of empirical research into strategic and corporate management attesting to the 

substantial role and significance of the corporate centre in managing a conglomerate corporation. 

More specifically, a study by D. Collis and C. Montgomery (1998) suggests that the corporate centre 

acts as an intermediary in the internal and external environment wherein the corporation operates and 
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plays a decisive role in creating its value – thus, justifying economically its own existence. In the 

view of R. Adner, C. Helfat, and E. Bowman (Adner and Helfat, 2003; Bowman and Helfat, 2001), 

the strategic apex, may, by facilitating boosts in the efficiency of strategic decisions made, ensure 

greater gains in the added value for its business units as a component of the organizational system 

than their activity can under the conditions of progressing factorization.  

 

It is worth pointing up several key focus areas in terms of exploring the functions of the strategic 

apex as the organizational-economic centre of management and its role in the overall system of 

managing the organization.  

 

The first focus area develops the original concept proposed by M. Goold et al. and focuses on certain 

corporate functions and objectives, including corporate planning, investment analysis, risk 

management, organizational design, etc. (Campbell et al, 2012; Goold et al, 1998). Without question, 

this research facilitates our better understanding of the nature, mechanisms, and resulting role of the 

corporate centre in creating value – however, its narrow focus on certain aspects of the corporation’s 

activity is resulting in somewhat fragmentary knowledge in the area. 

 

The second area of focus is research into the role and functions of the corporate centre, which it 

performs outside the internal market (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Mudambi et al, 2014; Nell and 

Ambos, 2013). It offers empirical testimony to the fact that active corporate centres facilitate the 

realization of synergetic advantage from multinational coordination, which surpasses behavioural 

costs associated with interference with the business of subsidiary companies. However, in the 

authors’ view, a dominant role in this research is played by the potential and limitations of 

international divisions and their significance in the value creation chain. That being said, what is 

being ignored is the prospects of the actual corporate centres, which, in effectuating the objective of 

achieving gains in added value, get to face significant difficulties – their subsidiary companies being 

geographically distanced and scattered and all kinds of cultural (e.g., the characteristics of interaction 

with the management team and colleagues, an attitude toward resolving non-standard objectives, an 

attitude toward failure), regulatory (e.g., difficulties associated with formalizing the document flow 

system; mismatches regarding the requirements for accounting policy), and other discrepancies. 

 

There is another area of scholarly search that has been in wide use in research into the potential and 

resources of the corporate centre and has found reflection in the development of the concept of 

resource-oriented strategic management of an organization. The focus here is on the structure of the 

corporation’s resources, which are distributed unevenly among the businesses that make it up (Grant, 

1991; Peteraf, 1993; Wernefelt, 1984), and the specific potential and competences of the strategic 

apex as a source of added value expected to ensure their best use (Evans and Schulman, 1992; 

Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). Summarizing the findings of research in this area may lead to the 

conclusion that there is a certain degree of differentiation in viewpoints voiced by various authors at 

the terminological and conceptual levels, as well as an insufficient degree of development of applied 

methodological solutions. 

 

Overall, it may be stated that the ideas of the Western founders of scientific management have given 

a powerful impetus to the process of making and development of the theory of management all across 

the globe. The theory of a firm’s behaviour, which is closely linked with the practice of the operation 

of conglomerate corporations, has helped develop a virtually flawless strategy for the interaction of 

the corporate centre with its business units. A detailed insight has been gained into issues related to 

managing the business portfolio and making investment-related decisions on the purchase/sale of 

particular businesses, the types of the organizational structuring of the corporate centre, etc. Yet, at the 

same time, there still remain a number of key issues which require further thorough investigating, 

including the characteristics of interaction between participants in corporate relations in transitive 

economies, the organization of the system of intra-group cooperation between business units making 

up the corporate portfolio, etc. 

 

The issues related to the theory and practice of strategic management and ensuring gains in value 

have been examined in works by Russian scholars as well – as applied to Russian reality. However, 
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considering the fact that on the whole the domestic system of corporate management is still not 

perfect and is continually undergoing reform. A major portion of this research is devoted to 

reconceiving the role of the corporate centre and its functions in Russian holdings (Zietsma and 

Winn, 2008; Ponomarenko and Korotky, 2015; Sokolov, 2014; Chitipahovyan, 2012; Shtefan and 

Lutchenko, 2013), the characteristics of the cross-functional interaction between business units 

(Nakonechnikova, 2014; Tarasova, 2014; Tsevelev, 2016), issues related to managing the value of 

integrated establishments within the system of corporate management (Burenina and Yakushina, 

2012; Karpenko and Askanova, 2015; Orehov, 2014; Reshetko and Sokolov, 2014; Jurkovska and 

Agafonov, 2015), etc. 

 

Worthy of separate mention are a series of research studies devoted to focus areas for the 

development of Russian divisions of international corporations and their engagement in the system of 

intra-corporate social relationships (Gurkov, 2015, 2016). The authors of these studies are pointing 

out a high degree of dependence of Russian businesses on support from their foreign head centre, as 

well as the dualistic nature of the processes of cooperation between the “sister divisions” located in 

different countries.  

 

No less interesting, in the authors’ view, is research (Kochugueva, 2012) devoted to assessing the 

activity of natural monopolies within the Russian economy. An analysis of the strategic status of the 

portfolio of the business units of one of the world’s largest network companies indicates that a total 

lack of competition may significantly detract from the ability of corporate centres to develop their 

root competences, which may lead to the inefficient distribution of resources and greater expenditure 

on the upkeep of non-core businesses. 

 

Summarizing what has been said above, it may be concluded that, on the whole, the development of 

management thought in Russia is proceeding along the path of domesticating the Western theory of 

management and adapting it to Russian reality. Right now, there is just a limited number of 

publications attesting clearly to the practical orientation of the concept of parenting advantage and 

notions of the root competences of conglomerate corporations. Research having a limited empirical 

base and scholarly works being excessively theoretized makes it hard to get a detailed picture of and 

assess the combined effect from the interaction of all participants in the corporate system. It pays to 

convert separate, scrappy theoretical findings into a finished theory of corporate management, which 

should help not just identify and explain corporate processes taking place in the country but also 

make it possible to forecast them. 

 

Based on the aforesaid, the object of this study is to develop a conceptual approach to managing value 

as applied to eventual business units with a potential for generating additional value for other business 

units and producing a synergetic effect via strategic fit across resources, competences, and business 

process elements. This objective was attained through resolving the following objectives: 

 

─ exploring the forms of interaction between the strategic apex and the business unit, 

discrepancies between them, as well as ways to harmonize their interests aimed at ensuring 

the maximization of market value and a synergetic effect;  

 

─ summarizing the types of business units depending on the degree of strategic fit across their 

resources, competences, and business process elements and identifying the ones that are most 

attractive for the corporate centre from the perspective of the objectives set; 

 

─ providing a rationale for the use of a conceptual approach to managing the value of the 

eventual business unit. 

 

Results and Discussion  
 

The strategic potential of business units varies: some are capable of influencing the outcomes of 

operation thanks to a high degree of centralization of management (note that these outcomes will be 

better than those they would exhibit if the units were independent), while for other business units the 
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key function of the corporate centre is facilitating the exchange of knowledge, competences, and 

technology, which would not occur among autonomous units. 

 

At the stage of the divisional establishment growing and developing, what becomes a crucial issue is 

increased bureaucracy and escalating discrepancies between the strategic apex and the business unit, 

caused by poor control and coordination. These discrepancies are grounded in the issue of 

harmonizing the interests of the above entities. This antagonism shows itself especially acutely in the 

goal-setting process, as objectives and limitations for each business unit are normally determined 

without factoring in the interests of a particular business unit. As a consequence, the activity of the 

business unit aimed at achieving its own goals may run afoul of the interests of the entire company. 

 

Based on the authors’ analysis and summary of the outcomes of research conducted by a number of 

scholars specializing in the area of corporate management (Johnson et al, 2014; Gurkov, 2008), as 

well as by reference to the real practice of corporate management in the TAREKS company group, 

the authors identified some of the key discrepancies in the ‘strategic apex – business unit’ 

interrelationship known to have a negative impact on value management processes, such as: 

 

• structural discrepancies – the blurring of the boundaries of areas of responsibility between 

the corporate centre and business units. A branched hierarchical company structure will not let the 

corporate centre efficiently control the situation in its business units, which leads to greater 

timeframes for making and coordinating decisions and, consequently, to slower reacting to changes in 

the needs of the market on the part of the company; 

 

• organizational discrepancies – the strategic apex of a multi-field company determines the 

key factors of success and competitive advantage mainly within the political and social areas, 

whereas the key factors for the success and competitive advantage of each business unit and their 

sustainability belong to the competence of the executive team of business units; to note, it oftentimes 

is virtually impossible to integrate them at the corporate level; 

 

• personal-psychological discrepancies – managers at business units view the company’s 

strategic apex as a means of realizing their claims for success and career growth, ignoring their chief 

role – creating value at the level of the business unit. This leads to the need for the corporate centre to 

tighten up control over their activity and requires developing relevant stimulating mechanisms 

(including negative motivation) that would urge senior management to act in the interests of the 

entire company; 

 

• regulatory discrepancies – in a climate of non-related diversification in the process of 

interaction between the corporate centre and business units, there is a need to factor in the specific 

characteristics of the operation of each of these units. This kind of differentiation has a negative 

effect on the processes of implementing uniform corporate standards. Furthermore, it is worth 

understanding that each business unit is unique in its own way and has its own system of regulations, 

which enable taking account of not just the specificity of the business unit’s activity and the strategy 

for its development but also the objectives which the corporate centre effectuates in implementing the 

system of corporate standards; 

 

• cultural discrepancies – corporate culture and the subcultures of business units influence 

each other and there may arise certain discrepancies between them, which may be reflected in the 

differences in value systems (declines in costs or increases in and differentiation of output), ethical 

norms (the openness degree of business units), the types of management (mechanistic or organic), 

interpersonal relations, etc. 

 

As we can see, the role of the corporate centre in effectuating the strategy for growth in the value of 

business units is multi-faceted: the strategic apex directly participates in creating the value of 

business units through managing interrelationships with entities operating in the external 

environment, ensuring the diffusion of knowledge and competences, optimization of the use of 

strategic resources by several business units, etc. However, limitations imposed on business units in 
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terms of decision-making by the corporate strategy, their inability to participate efficiently in 

managing and enhancing business-processes, etc., may facilitate ruining the value of business units 

and encourage their aspiration for isolation and even total autonomy (business units rely more on 

market mechanisms for self-regulation than on administrative forms of management). 

 

There can be both absolute and relative assessments of the match between the competences of the 

corporate centre and business units under its management (Goold et al, 1998). In the first case, the 

strategic apex ought to ensure growth in the value of business units, while business units ought to 

demonstrate a return on the investment. In the second case, the strategic apex compares, based on the 

principles of benchmarking, its activity with that of other corporate centres, which also shows in a 

mediated fashion in the competition between the business units. In addition, the strategic apex 

assesses: 

 

• the type of competitive advantage which it will ensure the business units; 

 

• the extent of its negative impact on the business units; 

 

• the advisability of retaining the right of ownership in respect of the entire portfolio of 

business units or sale of business units to a corporate centre under whose management they will 

create greater value. 

 

 

It is worth noting here that the complexity and multi-facetedness of the issue of intra-corporate 

interaction, the eclecticism of economic and administrative mechanisms underpinning management 

provide a rationale for the need to coordinate the interests of the organization as a whole with internal 

management processes taking place at the various levels of managing the corporation. It is how 

neatly and competently the distribution of powers and responsibilities between the head centre and 

the management team of business units is constructed along the entire hierarchical chain of 

management and the degree to which one is able to achieve coherence between multiple and 

discrepant objectives and limitations at the corporate and business levels that the adequacy of 

managing the value of subjects of corporate relations will largely depend on. Otherwise, as evidence 

from practice indicates, there is no avoiding a conflict of interests within the corporation (Homayoun 

and Homayoun, 2015; Berezinets et al, 2014; Kuruzov, 2014). In addition, in a climate of quick 

technological changes and political and social-economic instability, issues related to putting together 

and practically implementing corporate and business-strategies appear to be indissolubly bound up 

with those related to interrelationships between various groups of stakeholders (Bonnafous-Boucher 

and Rendtorff, 2016; Magill et al, 2015; Pletnyov, 2014). 

 

Thus, the above makes it possible to bring forward a set of key principles on which the 

interaction of strategic apex with its business units may be expected to be built: 

 

• the company’s integrity for external interested parties – stakeholders ought to have a clear 

idea of the boundaries of the company’s activity and its vision of common objectives. Otherwise, 

investors may develop a misunderstanding as to the advisability of certain types of business and ways 

for the corporate centre to create value for its business units, which may immediately reflect on the 

price of the company’s shares; 

 

• the participation of the strategic apex in managing business units based on strategic fit 

across top competences – the corporate centre’s primary objective is to ensure that the value of the 

business unit as a component of the organizational system is greater than its value in a climate of 

progressing factorization. That being said, the corporate centre can make use of its competences, 

skills, and power to interfere, to some degree or another, with the work of business units and 

administer control over their activity; 

 

• the degree of interest by the senior management of the business unit in the strategic apex – 

managers at business units ought to be motivated to work with the corporate centre, failing which 
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they may start looking on it as a source of additional expenditure, which may have a negative impact 

on the overall efficiency of the company’s activity; 

 

• boosts in the strategic potential of a business unit based on the potential of other business 

units, which is reflected in declines in costs, entry to new sales markets, development of new types of 

products, etc.; 

 

• rotation of managerial personnel within the company and boosts in management potential 

– moving business unit executives consistently along the horizontal makes it possible for them to gain 

the necessary knowledge and skills and cultivate exceptional competence; 

 

• synergy, which is created in integrating the various types of resources, which ensure the 

development of existing and cultivation of new competitive advantages (entry to new markets; 

implementation of large projects). 

 

Based on the above, the authors suggest construing managing the value of a business unit in the 

system of corporate management as a set of goals, objectives, principles, functions, means, methods, 

and instruments that can ensure boosts in the value of a business unit and gains in added value via 

synergetic interaction with other business units through the strategic apex, which acts concurrently as 

both the administrator of the unit’s portfolio and its owner. 

 

The strategic apex provides business units with centralized services and resources (investment-related 

and infrastructural), which ensure economies of scale, intermediary services (the interaction of 

business units with the external community), and “movable management potential” (rotating top 

managers between different business units), with unique key competences being cultivated along the 

way, which may ensure high rates of growth for business units. 

 

By focusing on ensuring well-balanced growth and development for business units (e.g., in alignment 

with the BCG matrix), the strategic apex supports their strategic initiatives aligned with the corporate 

strategy. Nonetheless, during the process of developing its potential, key competences, and 

interrelationships with stakeholders, etc., the level of strategic fit between the company (the corporate 

centre) and the business unit (in terms of resources, knowledge, competences, business process 

elements, and the management system) diminishes. In this regard, it is worth pointing up the 

following types of business units: 

 

• leading business units, which form the company’s strategic core. In relation to these, the 

corporate centre has a wide range of strategic capabilities and competences, which form the basis of 

the corporate strategy and make it possible to boost value without any negative consequences for the 

actual business units; 

 

• autonomous business units, which are self-sufficient units whose efficient operation 

outside the company (as independent organizations) will not change, despite the fact that the 

corporate centre possesses the necessary competences in the area of managing them; 

 

• encumbering – business units incapable of making a substantial contribution to the cause 

of achieving corporate objectives, since their strategic resources, competences, and processes do not 

match the corporate strategy; the corporate centre, in turn, does not possess the resources and 

competences needed for boosting their value. It pays for the strategic apex to resort to the strategy of 

restructuring the corporate portfolio with respect to these business units and keeping them out; 

 

• eventual – business units that are of value to the strategic apex thanks to their potential for 

producing strategic fit between the potential of the business unit itself and the resources, 

competences, and other characteristics of the corporate centre and top business units. Having said 

that, there is likelihood that the efforts of the strategic apex aimed at transforming eventual business 

units into “leading” ones and ensuring gains in the company’s value through a synergetic effect will 

not result in desired outcomes; what is more, decisions made by the strategic apex may lead in this 
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case to some of the value getting ruined. Consequently, the corporate centre’s top competences ought 

to be in line with the corporate portfolio and market potential specific for each, including eventual, 

business unit. 

 

There are various interaction mechanisms (including financial-economic ones) known to ensure 

growth in the company’s value (e.g., in terms of managing non-core assets) that have been developed 

in the theory and practice of corporate management with respect to the first three types of business 

units. The specificity of managing eventual business units and their value has been discussed in the 

literature in quite a scrappy manner (Johnson et al, 2014; Gurkov, 2008), which may require 

developing a proper organizational-methodological instrumentarium for assessing and managing the 

value of eventual business units. Its basis ought to be grounded in a mechanism for harmonizing the 

interests of subjects of corporate relations, which could be implemented based on the integration of 

the systemic-resource and target models for efficiency. 

 

The author’s conceptual approach to managing the value of business units in the system of corporate 

management is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Under the approach, the strategic apex assesses the match across key factors for the success of each 

business unit, its business processes and competitive landscape on the one hand, and the strategic 

resources, strategic influence groups, top competences, and other parameters for the activity of the 

corporate centre on the other. What is more, the business unit itself must be interested in the strategic 

apex as a source of additional competitive advantage. Here, one should expect a match between the 

business unit being interested in help on the part of the corporate centre and the latter’s strategic 

capacity to provide it. As a consequence of this strategic fit, there can be created the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the sustainable development and growth of the company, its competitive 

positions getting bolstered, and gains in the value of business units and the company as a whole. 
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Fig 1. A conceptual approach to managing the value of business units within the system of 

corporate management 
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The approach proposed by the authors was tested on a number of Russian corporate units. More 

specifically, an assessment of the existing businesses of the machine-building holding 

Uralvagonzavod on the parameters of their economic status and strategic compatibility with the key 

competences of the head centre (cutting-edge production technology, design of products with the 

needs of individual clients in mind, and the inter-organizational level of integration of product 

components) helped the authors single out the Rubtsovsk branch of AO NPK Uralvagonzavod as an 

eventual business unit. This business division is largely autonomous financially in terms of both its 

current turnover and long-term prospects – a significant portion of its production volume is associated with 

defence procurement contracts on the manufacture and maintenance of military equipment, as well as 

contracts on modernizing custom machinery designed and manufactured in Russia. At the same time, 

there are a number of issues preventing ensuring strategic compatibility in full measure, like: 

 

1)  a time lag between the development and assimilation of cutting-edge production technologies 

in the head company and their implementation in this particular business division, which is due 

to the elements of the corporate system being largely scattered and distanced territorially; 

 

2)  an incomplete match between the technological and scientific potential of the corporate centre 

and the eventual business unit under examination, which does not always permit ensuring 

the fulfilment of the head company’s objectives on the design of products with the needs 

of individual clients in mind; 

 

3)  the impossibility of meeting in full measure all the needs of the business unit under 

examination for parts to execute special orders through the inter-organizational integration of 

product components. 

 

The eventual business unit in terms of income approach was valuated. It was done in order to 

determine the head centre’s potential strategy against eventual business unit taking into account 

different combinations of factors. 

 

The valuation was based on: 

 

─ Economic Value Added (EVA) model; 

─ Edwards-Bell-Ohlson (EBO) model. 

 

The Rubtsovsk branch of AO NPK Uralvagonzavod total assessed value under current market volatility 

conditions exceeded net asset value by 7.8%. Such index is acceptable in terms of current conditions. 

This particular business generates significant funds flow that ensures its high worthiness. 

 

Due to high management effectiveness and growing financial autonomy of the branch the authors 

suggested the reasonable change strategy. The strategy included expansion of eventual business unit 

liability in terms of policy decisions. That means liability transfer to business level and, as a result, 

the use of inhouse references for competitive tactics development. Monitoring of changes mentioned 

above implementation demonstrated company’s market value increase. Market value was calculated 

by the use of different valuation models (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Eventual business unit valuation (total result), in thousands of USD 
 

Information dynamics parameter 
Under current 

conditions 
In terms of eventual business unit 

liability of policy decisions expansion 
Deviat

ion % 
Company’s valuation by EVA model 

including useful life of Goodwill 
68,965 76,068 +10.3 

Company’s valuation by EBO 

modified model 
47,074 50,887 +8.1 

Company’s total valuation including 

adjustment factors 
58,020 63,478 +9.4 

 
High level of management decentralization against successful business units provides market value 

increase by 9.4%. This conclusion is supported by empirical data of other corporate entities. A nice 

example of a company with a high degree of management  decentralization in relation to successful 

business units is AutoVAZ. In particular, these units have the right to bring in external orders, the 

ability to make independent decisions regarding the use of their extra-plan profit, etc. The managing 

company is only responsible for overall financial and tax planning (Smykov, 2003).  

 

Conclusion 
 
Within the framework of the theories of corporate management and strategic management in a 

climate of turbulence in the external environment and constant changes in the scale and boundaries of 

a company’s activity, particular significance is getting attached to the coordination and integration of 

key competences and business processes within the company’s various lines of activity. That being 

said, priority significance is getting assigned to the strategic management of the company’s business 

units, while the key criterion for decision-making in the area of managing the portfolio of business 

units is the indicator of value. The strategic apex ought to have an idea of key factors for the success 

of its business units and make use of relevant knowledge, skills, and competences at the corporate level 

so as to be able to add value to each business in its portfolio. 

 

Overall, the study has helped achieve the following significant results: 

 

1. The authors have fine-tuned the concept of ‘managing the value of business units within the 

system of corporate management’, which they have done through integrating the company’s 

systemic-resource and target concepts, identifying specific contextual factors of the macro-

environment, and determining the major discrepancies between the company’s strategic apex and 

business units. 

 

2. The authors have identified several types of business units, differing in the degree of 

strategic fit across their resources, competences, and business process elements, as well as the role of 

the corporate centre in ensuring growth in their value. It has been substantiated that eventual business 

units are the most attractive for the corporate centre in terms of strategic fit. This, however, requires 

that the strategic apex develop its top competences, resources, and characteristics. 

 

3. The authors have developed and tested a conceptual approach to managing the value of 

business units, which is predicated on the principles of harmonization of interests, strategic fit across 

resources, competences, and parameters representing the activity of the above entities, as well as the 

principles of synergy and portfolio management. 

 

The authors associate the prospects for further research with extending the focus to multinational 

corporations with eventual business units across Russia. There is a need to elaborate on the issue of 

the possible extent of strategic relationships between the corporate centre and similar business 

divisions of the international corporation and the intensity of financial flows between them. In the 

authors’ view, this topic is worthy of separate, independent research. In addition, future research into 

the area may significantly expand the ken of the scientific community, if the focus is centred on 
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enhancing mechanisms underlying corporate interaction factoring in the interrelationship with other 

crucial aspects of strategic management – the exchange of knowledge and information, getting access 

to production technology, tapping into new sales channels, etc. A combination of quantitative and 

qualitative research methods will facilitate enriching scholarly knowledge and secure a considerable 

contribution to the development of corporate strategy theory. 
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Abstract 
 
Universities increasingly resemble companies in their competition for learners and resources. To facilitate 

students and knowledge circulation for mutual benefits of educational systems, science managers spot 

opportunities and assist in capitalising them. The job profile of the newly-emerged position of science 

manager in EU academic environments requires advanced skills in identifying and facilitating access to 

funding and research opportunities. Science managers should not only cater for prestigious researchers 

with confirmed results, but also for doctoral candidates of visible potential and aptitudes, capable to 

confirm the investment in perspective. The teaching focus shifts towards modern research and project 

work, thus enabling the enhancement of dedicated facilities. Science managers closely cooperate with 

technology consultants, so as to implement all acquired results; in order to do it, proficiently consistent 

background in international organization is needed, as well as extensive partnering experience with 

industry networks and SMEs. 

 

Keywords: scientific research management, 2016 ERA Fellowship, H2020 ENHANCE Project 

 

Introduction 
 

Scientific Research Management Fitting H2020 Proposal Evaluations 
 

In accordance with the job profile of the science manager in EU research and academia, which requires 

advanced skills in identifying and facilitating access to funding & research opportunities, close 

cooperations with international organisations/associations multiply success odds. Research bases may 

target topics like safety and security research, advanced computing, resource & energy efficiency, 

autonomous systems with ambient assisted living, applied science institutes, centres for entrepreneurship, 

innovation and SMEs management. 

 

Science managers hold a central position in matching resources with opportunities, valuable and available 

researchers with the key infrastructure they need, funding with adequate projects, ideas with 

implementation solutions, all meant to comply with the excellence & ethics criteria in H2020 Proposal 

Evaluations. 

 

Horizon 2020 is an EU R&I Program with more emphasis on innovation and cross-cutting issues. 

Independent experts play a key role, hence specific measures for granting confidentiality and for avoiding 

conflicts of interest. In practice, the evaluation procedure follows these steps: individual evaluation, 

including evaluation criteria and proposal scoring; reaching consensus; panel review and ranking, 

including proposals with identical total scores.  

 

Calls/Proposals are challenge-based and open to innovative approaches. Calls are less prescriptive as they 

do not outline the expected solutions to the problem, nor the approach to be taken to solve it. 

Additionally, topics descriptions allow large scope for applicants to give innovative solutions of their own 

choice. Greater emphasis is on impact, via expected impact statements: applicants are asked to explain 
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how work will generate the described impacts and, during the assessment, the evaluator is required to 

estimate this potential contribution. Critical focus is on innovation: H2020 supports all stages in the 

research & innovation chain including activities closer to the market and non-technological, social 

innovation. Proposals may bring together different disciplines, sectors and actors to tackle specific 

challenges (scientists, industry, SMEs, society partners, stakeholders, and, last but not least, end-users). 

 

Science managers should see that the proposals they assemble and manage obtain marks of 4 or 5, to 

stand chances in the competition, complying with the following EU interpretation of the scores, seen in 

http://docplayer.net/23811214-Training-workshop-on-proposal-writing-introduction.html: 

 

• 0 The proposal fails to meet the criterion or cannot be assessed due to missing/incomplete info. 

• 1 Poor. The criterion is inadequately addressed, or there are serious inherent weaknesses. 

• 2 Fair. The proposal broadly addresses the criterion, but there are significant weaknesses. 

• 3 Good. The proposal addresses the criterion well, but a number of shortcomings are present. 

• 4 Very Good. It addresses the criterion very well but few shortcomings are present. 

• 5 Excellent. It successfully addresses all relevant aspects and any shortcomings are minor. 

 
There is a balanced approach to research and innovation, not limited to developing new products and 

services on basis of scientific & technological breakthroughs. The use of existing technologies is 

incorporated in novel applications and constant upgrades/updates, with activities close to market that 

emphasise the widest possible use of know-how generated by supported activities all trough the 

commercial exploitation. The spotlight is on activities operating close to the end-users and the market, 

e.g. demonstration, piloting or proof-of-concept, that include support to social innovation, and support to 

demand side approaches (standardisation, innovation procurement, user-centred measures) to accelerate 

the deployment and diffusion of innovative products/services on markets. 

 

Cross-cutting issues are integrated in the work program fusing social sciences, humanities, gender 

dimensions, strategic approaches to international cooperation, responsible research and innovation 

including science education, open access to science publications, ethics, standardisation climate change 

and sustainable development. 

 

2016 ERA Fellowship Training on Scientific Research Management 
 
ERA Fellowship is a German Federal Government Grant for science managers in EU-13 member states. 

The objective is improving national research systems and their inter-cooperation through providing state 

of the art training and enhancing networking actions among partner countries. It is awarded by 

competition and the author’s application was filed by IAMO to Leibniz Association as collateral action of 

H2020 Project ENHANCE, grant agreement 691681, cf. Acknowledgement. The activities in the program 

target managing scientific research so as to gain fast and wide visibility and to improve the infrastructure 

of science management capacities in post-communist academic and research organizations. The program 

is designed for science managers (middle administrative management) from research organisations, 

research funding organisations or higher education institutions in EU13 area and German counter-parts as 

host organisations interested in sharing knowledge, and in establishing or expanding networks. In the 

German science institution the EU13 fellow gets practical experience in science management at expert 

levels.  

 

As the application stipulated, (www.era-fellowships.de retrieved March 14, 2017, also containing ERA 

Fellowship Application Materials by IAMO Professor Thomas Herzfeld PhD), ERA Fellow-ship 

objectives for the IAMO stay aimed at training and using the fellow, author of this article reporting on the 

project actions, ‘as a multiplier in supporting professionalisation of scientific management in the Faculty 

of Management, Economics Engineering in Agriculture and Rural Development, University of 

Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine Bucharest’. She shared viewpoints with colleagues ‘on 
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topics like third-party funding acquisition, administration of third-party funds, public relations, graduate 

school organisation and scientific events management. She also got the opportunity to learn about the 

structures and functioning of the German scientific sector while meeting staff members of International 

Office of Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, Leopoldina – Nationale Akademie der 

Wissenschaften and Nationale Kontaktstelle Lebenswissenschaften. Besides gaining personal practical 

insights the stay enabled the fellow to broaden her international network with respect to IAMO as well as 

with respect to other fellows during the campus weeks’. With the support of a reflection report she was 

able to identify possible innovations for her home institute. The mentor was ENHANCE Project Team 

Leader Professor Thomas Herzfeld PhD, and all IAMO colleagues working closely with the fellow 

assisted and provided feedback and reflection so as to reach the best training results. To them all I am 

indebted and truly grateful as this has proved an extremely effective learning chance. 

 

Overview of the Evaluation Process Presented in 2016 ERA Fellowship 
 

The impact of grant preparation on evaluation is decisive. The time from proposal submission to grant 

evaluation and signature is set to maximum 8 months. Each proposal is assessed on its merits without 

grant negotiation phases. Science managers also prevent shortcomings in project drafting that might 

generate a lower score for the relevant criterion assessment. Evaluators explain short-comings, but do not 

make recommendations i.e. do not suggest additional partners, additional work packages, or cutting 

resources. Proposals with significant weaknesses that prevent the project from achieving its objectives or 

with resources being seriously overestimated never receive above-threshold scores. Any proposal with 

scores above thresholds and where there is sufficient budget will be selected and successful applicants are 

invited to address shortcomings. 

 
Fig.1. Overview of the evaluation process in EU H2020 Projects, cf. 2016 ERA Fellowship course 

https://www.slideshare.net/empresaenxarxa/aspectes-clau-sobre-el-mecanisme-davaluaci-de-projectes  

 

The role of independent experts is to evaluate proposals submitted in response to a given call, and they 

are responsible for carrying out proposals assessments without delegating the work to another person. 

Reports are closed in the electronic system within a given deadline, as part of the experts’ contractual 

obligations. As significant funding decisions are made on basis of such assessments, experts must report 

any form of misconduct (e.g. plagiarism, double funding) to EC/Agency staff. 
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The principles for project assessment are (according with http://docplayer.net/15164429-H2020-rules-for-

participation-new-instruments-evaluation-criteria.html): 

 

• Independence (experts assess in a personal capacity, not representing their employer or country) 

• Impartiality (proposals are treated equally and evaluated impartially on their merits, irrespective of 

their origin or the identity of the applicants) 

• Objectivity (each proposal is evaluated as submitted: meaning on its own merit, not its potential if 

certain changes were to be made) 

• Accuracy (assessment exclusively on the official evaluation criteria and the call or topic the proposal 

addresses; nothing else) 

• Consistency (the same standard of judgment applied to all proposals). 

 

Confidentiality is kept. Experts must not discuss evaluation matters (proposal content, assessment results, 

fellow experts’ opinions) with anyone, be they other experts or staff in the Commission or Agencies, 

colleagues or students not directly involved in the proposal grading. The sole exception concerns fellow 

experts evaluating the same proposal in a consensus group/panel review. Experts must not contact 

consortium partners, sub-contractors or any third parties.  

Experts never disclose names of fellow experts. No link can be made between an expert and a certain 

proposal since the Commission publishes the experts’ names annually, as a group. Paper or electronic 

documents confidentiality must be maintained at all times and wherever the evaluation work occurs (on-

site or remotely). 

 

Pertinent Evaluation Criteria  
 

There are three evaluation criteria for full proposals: excellence (relevant to the description of the call or 

topic), impact (quality and efficiency of the implementation), and implementation (work plan 

effectiveness, including the extent to which resources assigned in work packages are in line with 

objectives and deliverables). The criteria are adapted to each action type as specified in WP. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Diagram of assessment steps in EU H2020 Projects, cf. the European Commission 
http://docplayer.net/47255378-Horizon-2020-proposal-evaluation-standard-briefing.html 
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Admissibility, eligibility checks & additional requirements should be readily accessible; proposal 

completeness and the presence of all required forms are verified, as well as the inclusion of a plan for 

results exploitation and dissemination. Eligibility is checked by the Commission/Agency, who focus on 

the minimum number of partners, as set out in the call conditions, and on other criteria that may apply on 

a call-by-call basis as delineated in the call conditions. 

 

Excellence is the first criterion hereby analysed. It reveals the extent to which the proposed work 

corresponds to the topic description in the work programme: clarity and pertinence of objectives; concept 

soundness and credibility of proposed methodology; the proposal being beyond the state of the art, and 

demonstrating innovation potential (e.g. ground-breaking objectives, novel concepts and approaches, new 

products, services or business and organisational models); appropriate consideration of interdisciplinary 

approaches and, where relevant, use of stakeholder knowledge. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The excellence criterion within the framework of evaluation criteria in EU H2020 Projects 

 
cf http://docplayer.net/11573603-Sesar-2020-exploratory-research-info-day-proposals-submission-evaluation-

programme-management-requirements.html 

 

Impact shows the expected consequences listed in the work program under a certain relevant topic. It 

includes any substantial outcomes not mentioned in the WP that would enhance the innovation capacity, 

create new market opportunities, strengthen competitiveness and growth of companies, address issues 

related to climate change/environment and bring further relevant benefits to society.  

The quality of proposed measures to communicate project activities to various target audiences and to 

exploit &disseminate project results including data research management is highly relevant.  
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Fig. 4: The impact criterion within the framework of evaluation criteria in EU H2020 Projects  

cf. http://docplayer.net/14960201-Guide-for-applicants.html 

 

 

 

Implementation focuses on quality & effectiveness in the work plan, including the extent to which 

resources assigned in work packages are in line with objectives and deliverables. It deals with the 

appropriateness of management structures and procedures, including the management of risk and 

innovation. Complementarity of the participants’ expertise which the consortium as a whole brings 

together is a factor of interest. Last but not least, appropriateness of tasks allocation ensuring that all 

participants have a valid role and resources in the project to fulfil that given role is assessed. 
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Fig. 5: The implementation criterion in the framework of evaluation criteria in EU H2020 Projects 

 
cf. http://docplayer.net/23946515-Participant-portal-and-practicalities-from-idea-to-bbi-project.html 

 

The operational capacity is assessed as part of the individual evaluation where the expert expresses views 

on whether each applicant possesses the necessary basic operational capacity to carry out their proposed 

activities based on the information provided. At the consensus group, experts consider whether applicants 

lack basic operational capacity. Proposal scoring is assigning marks of between 0 and 5 to each criterion 

based on expert’s comments; the whole range of scores must be used with steps of 0.5; scores must pass 

thresholds if a proposal is to be considered for funding. Thresholds apply to individual criteria. The 

default threshold is 3 and the default overall threshold is 10 (unless specified otherwise in the WP). For 

Innovation actions and the SME instrument, the criterion Impact is given a weight of 1.5 to determine the 

ranking. 

 

Individual evaluation concerns the substance: some proposals might be handicapped by language 

difficulties, others deceptively well written, so read the proposal&evaluate it against the evaluation 

criteria and check to what degree the proposal is relevant to the call or topic. If a proposal does not 

significantly contribute to the expected impacts as specified in the WP for the call/topic, the expert 

reflects it in a lower score. If cross-cutting issues are explicitly mentioned in the scope of the call and not 

properly addressed (or their non-relevance justified), it will reflect in a low score for the relevant 

criterion. A successful proposal is expected to address them, or convincingly explain why they are not 

relevant in a particular case. Proposals addressing cross-cutting issues which are not explicitly mentioned 

in the scope of the call or topic can also be evaluated positively. 

 

Achieving consensus usually involves a discussion on basis of the individual evaluations. For full 

proposals, it is most effective if experts do not immediately converse it on the average score. For first 

stage proposals, the average is a starting point. The aim is to find agreement on comments and scores, and 
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agreement on comments should precede scores. Outlying opinions need to be explored as they may be 

just as valid as others, so experts need to be open-minded.  

 

Consensus is moderated by Commission/Agency staff (or by an expert in certain cases), as they are 

neutral and manage the evaluation, protect confidentiality and ensure fairness, alongside with objectivity 

and accuracy, with all voices heard and points discussed, not to mention the fact that a moderator helps 

the group keep to time and reach consensus.  

 

The consensus report is drafted by the rapporteur who, in some cases, may not take part in the discussion. 

The document provides clear proposal assessment based on its merit, with justification and clear feedback 

on its weaknesses & strengths, with explanations of shortcomings, but without making recommendations. 

In a consensus-targeting debate certain approaches are ineffective and they should be avoided: comments 

not related to the criterion in question; comments too long, or too short and inappropriate language; 

categorical statements that have not been properly verified; scores that do not match the comments; 

marking down a proposal for the same critical aspect under two different criteria. Applicants will read 

these comments and, on this basis, they can challenge the evaluation through the evaluation review 

procedures. 

 

The panel review consists of experts from the consensus groups and/or new experts. It ensures the 

consistency of comments and scores given at the consensus stage and resolves any cases where a minority 

view is recorded. The panel review endorses final scores&comments for each proposal and any new ones, 

if necessary, must be clearly justified before being noted. Then it recommends a list in priority order, 

prioritises proposals with identical total scores, and may hold hearings at which applicants are invited to 

present their proposal. The panel orders them according to their score for Excellence and then the score 

for Impact.  

 

If there are ties, the panel takes into account the following factors: first, the absolute EU budget allocated 

to SMEs, second, the gender balance of personnel doing research and innovation activities; if there are 

still ties, the panel agrees further factors to consider, e.g. synergies between projects or contributions to 

the objectives H2020. The same method is then applied to proposals that address topics that are already 

covered by more highly-ranked proposals.  

 

Observers appointed by the Commission/Agency may attend any meetings or monitor remote evaluation, 

to ensure high quality assessment; they check overall process functioning and advise, in their report, on 

the conduct & fairness of the evaluation sessions (1
st
 stage or 2-stage processes) and, if necessary, suggest 

possible improvement. They do not assess proposals, so do not express any opinion on their quality but 

they may raise questions and full support should be given to them. 

 

The ethics review is important as only proposals complying with the ethical principles&legislation may 

receive funding. For proposals above threshold and considered for funding, ethics screening and, if 

necessary, ethics assessment is performed by independent ethics experts/qualified internal staff in parallel 

with the scientific evaluation or soon afterwards. Proposals involving the use of human embryonic stems 

cells automatically undergo an ethics assessment. For those proposals in which one or more ethical issues 

have been identified, the experts will assess whether the ethics issues are adequately addressed. The 

ethics experts produce an ethics report and give an opinion on the proposal, granting ethics clearance, 

recommending the inclusion of ethics requirements in the grant agreement, or recommending a further 

Ethics Assessment and/or an Ethics Check/Audit. 

 

Types of Actions 
 

The Research and Innovation Action primarily consists of activities to establish new knowledge and/or 

explore feasibility of new or improved technology, product, process, service or solution. It may include 
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basic and applied research, technology development and integration, testing and validation on small-scale 

prototypes in laboratory or simulated environment. Projects may contain closely connected but limited 

demonstration or pilot activities to show technical feasibility in a near to operational environment.  

 

The Innovation Action consists of activities that produce plans&arrangements or designs for new, altered 

or improved products, processes or services. It could include prototyping, demonstrating, testing, piloting, 

large-scale product validation and market replication, as it aims to validate the technical & economic 

viability in a (near) operational environment or support the first application on the market of an 

innovation that has already been demonstrated but not yet deployed on the market due to market 

failures/barriers to uptake. Such projects include limited research activities. 

 

SME Instrument phase 1 deals with feasibility studies verifying the technological/practical as well as 

economic viability of innovation idea/concept with considerable novelty to the industry sector in which it 

is presented (new products, processes, design, services and technologies or new market applications of 

existing technologies). Activities target risk assessment, user involvement, market study, intellectual 

property management, innovation strategy development, partner search, concept feasibility to establish a 

solid high-potential innovation project aligned to enterprise strategy and having a European dimension. 

Bottlenecks in increasing enterprise profitability by innovation shall be detected and analysed during 

phase 1 and addressed during phase 2 to increase the return in investment in innovation activities.  

 

SME Instrument phase 2 envisages innovation projects that address a specific challenge and demonstrate 

high potential in terms of company competitiveness and growth underpinned by a strategic business plan. 

All activities focus on innovation such as demonstration, prototyping, piloting, scaling-up, 

miniaturisation, design, and market replication, aiming to bring an innovative idea (product, process, 

service) to industrial readiness and maturity for market introduction; it may also include some research. 

Under exceptional circumstances, duly justified by the character of an area, a topic may provide for 

actions where the research component is strongly present, as an alternative to the innovation actions 

above. SMEs can subcontract work and knowledge that is essential for their innovation project in the 

spirit of the innovation voucher concept. Proposals should be based on a strategic business plan 

developed through phase 1. 

 

Coordination & Support Actions consist in accompanying measures: standardisation, awareness-raising 

and communication, dissemination, networking, coordination or support services, policy dialogues , 

mutual learning exercises and studies, including design studies for new infrastructure; they may also 

include complementary activities of strategic planning, networking and coordination between 

programmes in different countries 

 

ERA-NET Co-fund supports public-public partnerships, including joint programming initiatives between 

member states, establish networking structures, design, implement and coordinate joint activities as well 

as EU topping-up of trans-national call for proposals. The main activity is the implementation of the co-

funded joint call for proposals that leads to the funding of transnational research and/or innovation 

projects. In addition, consortia may implement other joint activities e.g. joint calls without EU co-

funding. Depending on the research area and the underlying national programmes and their governing 

principles, they target governmental research organisations. The co-funded call will be based on 

contributions from their institutional funding and the beneficiaries carry out the transnational projects 

resulting from their call fully or partially themselves. 

 

Pre-Commercial Procurement Actions encourage public procurement of research, development and 

validation of new solutions that can bring significant quality and efficiency improvements in areas of 

public interest, while opening market opportunities for industry and researchers. It gives EU co-funding 

for groups of procurers to undertake together one joint PCP procurement, so that there is one joint call for 

tender, one joint evaluation of offers, and a lead procurer awarding the R&D service contracts on behalf 
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of the group. Cross-border PCP cooperation must address issues of common EU interest where 

interoperability & coherence of solutions across borders is required. 

 

Public Procurement of Innovative Solutions Actions enable groups of procurers to share the risks of 

acting as early adopters of innovative solutions in opening market opportunities for industry. Each action 

targets a concrete need shared by all participants and requires the innovative solution deployment to a 

significant extent similar across countries hence proposed to be procured jointly. It means that the 

innovative solutions got by all in the group must have the same core functionality and performance 

characteristics, but may have additional 'local' functionality due to differences in the local context of each 

individual procurer. 

 

Conclusions 
 

Wide-ranging decisions at EU level envisaging institutions and organizations influence creativity in 

scientific research. At team level, creative accomplishments occur in small groups, in contexts with 

sufficient access to complementary technical skills, under stable research sponsorship terms, with timely 

obtained resources and outsourced skills, in the framework of facilitating leadership. A potential 

institutional threat to creative science is the increase in competitive research funding at the expense of 

flexible institutional sponsorship. Implications may become dramatic for research management and for 

national research policies.  

 

Creative scientific outcomes followed by fast implementation for enhanced societal change, as H2020 

outlines, are influential in shaping new, cutting-edge research environments. EU research policymakers 

need to know more about the factors contributing to scientific progress in step with the substantial 

changes seen in the last decades in the conditions of conducting research. Public research funding is now 

increasingly allocated via competitive processes rather than long-term institutional block grants; 

enhanced research collaboration is encouraged in a variety of measures including organized research 

centres, networks, excellence centres, and inter-disciplinary teams, to address the diverse challenges we 

currently face (complexity, convergence, knowledge exchange, scale, scope, and internationalization in 

contemporary science). Research performance assessment systems are implemented as a supplement to 

peer review. 

 

In the context of heightened competitive pressures to foster science-driven business development and the 

rise of new global locations for research, policymakers in developed economies hope that adjustments to 

research organizations and broadened institutional environments for science will promote efficiency as 

well as scientific excellence and creativity. Research groups conduct work according to team features like 

size, members’ careers and levels, organizational variables and environment where they operate with 

typical leadership, funding structures, competitive pressures.  

 

H2020 facilitates organizational and institutional influences on scientific creativity including work group 

factors, like research group size or communication patterns, and organizational issues such as sponsorship 

or inter-disciplinary variety. Research management and research policies enhance creative knowledge 

environments.  

 

The scientific community is aware of the fact that novel ideas of value need validation in time and by 

other scientists. Creative processes, including the selection of problems, methods, partners and 

knowledge sources, are key areas of inquiry. Innate individual traits spur creative processes which are 

facilitated by opportunity structures in collaboration networks that enable the generation and diffusion of 

new ideas. Networking favours people placed at the intersection of heterogeneous social groups with 

increased likelihood of drawing upon multiple knowledge sources, leading to the generation of new 

concepts; hence managers who occupy brokerage positions are more often than others the source of good 

ideas. Cohesive collaborative networks provide the benefits of trust, shared risk taking, and easy 
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mobilization in facilitating information and knowledge transfer. Therefore individuals with cohesive 

social ties are more likely to be involved in innovations. The network structure itself has to be suitable for 

diffusing ideas and this is what H2020 Projects strive to achieve: network structures that enhance novelty 

generation, also able to increase propagation. 

 

Considerations of research environments add further elements of organizational and institutional nature to 

the examination of scientific creativity. Research environments influence opportunities for collaboration 

and multi-disciplinary approaches, which in turn affect processes of knowledge discovery. Organizational 

and institutional issues stimulate creative research situations: autonomy for researchers, adequate 

facilities and funding, development of complementary disciplines and fields, staff selection, management 

structures, and leadership. Obstacles include: insufficient basic funding, limited time for research, 

bureaucratic management, narrow range of subject expertise, and excessive evaluation and accountability 

pressures. Research productivity is correlated with the high frequency of intra-organizational 

communication, across disciplinary and thematic lines, with strategies for integrating scientific diversity 

with rigorous standards of scientific excellence. 

 

Further strategies for intellectual integration within the limits of an organization are mobility of 

researchers and inter-department teamwork. Problems in productive research climates stem from human 

resources, instrumentation and funding. Effective dialogues with other groups that have complementary 

knowledge and expertise lead to accomplishing more numerous creative events. Effective group leaders 

bridge seemingly unrelated knowledge areas, carefully select new group members for their merits and 

attributes, have the flexibility to address new problems or ideas that arise, and help post-docs with good 

ideas to attract funds so they can become self-sustaining. Team Leaders prove good intuition about the 

right measure of risk to take on with their new idea, and provide a protected area under which group 

members conduct their research. The variables at the organizational and institutional level must be 

understood as interrelated contributing influences rather than as independent, cumulative factors. 
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Abstract 

Waqf in the education sector is no stranger because its implementation has been implemented starting 

from establishment of traditional educational religious-oriented such as Sekolah Agama Rakyat 

(SAR), Sekolah Agama Negeri (SAN) and madrasah or Sekolah Pondok. However, implementation 

of these waqf at the higher education institution level is still new. There are only few of university 

that have been running these waqf activities currently include Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM), 

Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM), Universiti Teknology Mara (UiTM), Universiti Kebangsaan 

Malaysia (UKM), Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM)  and Universiti Islam Antarabangsa 

(UIAM). This study will used mixed method include qualitative and quantitative to get the detail 

information. This study purposed to find out more detail about the waqf activities at Malaysian public 

university. 

Keywords: Waqf, Public Universities, Endowment, Funding, Education Waqf 

1. Introduction 

Waqf in the education sector has started from the establishment of traditional education institutions 

based on Islamic religion school such as Sekolah Agama Rakyat (SAR), the School of Religious 

Affairs (SAN), madrasah and cottages (Asmak, 2009; Mustaffa & Muda, 2014).  In addition, 
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Muslims are encouraged to give the land for development of Muslim community through the 

education and to help other Muslim in need. The types of waqf for education is usually in a form of 

asset such as land, houses, buildings, books, mosques and other that give fully benefit for the purpose 

of studying (Hisham Sabri, 2007; Mustaffa & Muda, 2014). According to Mohd Jelani (1998) and 

Mustaffa and Muda (2014), the beginning of waqf activities for education is started in Johor Bahru 

where the request of waqf is to meet the requirements of religious schools integrated. 

The passage of time shows the development of waqf activities in education no longer focused on 

religious education but growing to the general education sector (Utusan Malaysia, 2012). The 

development of waqf activities in education sector already consist of the higher education in public 

and private institutions. An example of successful in implementation of waqf in education is Al-

Azhar University where it can cover university expenses using the waqf funds. Another example is 

Pondok Modern Darussalam Gontor (PMDSG) in Indonesia and Al-Fateh University in Turkey (Raja 

Ramli & Abd Hamid, 2014 ). All these universities use the waqf fund in finance their education 

sector. According to Ali and Wahid (2014), the research about waqf is less explored in the context of 

higher education institutions. The waqf focused studied in the field of religious institutions including 

in the school level (Mujani et al., 2014).  Here, this research difference with other research because it 

further explores more to the current scenario of waqf implementation at Malaysian higher education 

institutions nowadays; that least discussed in the previous research.  

2.  Literature Review 

In Malaysia, Waqf started from traditional endowments, including land, buildings, schools, mosques 

and consists of fixed assets. However, the development of the endowment has grown along with the 

development of the country in which the changes in waqf activities that are more focused on cash 

waqf are more effectively (Alhabshi & Abdul Razak, 2012).The difficulties to get property caused an 

innovation of waqf from the property to cash. Cash waqf is refer to the endowment based on money 

or certificate that usually be used in the finance to do charitable and welfare such as investment (Aziz 

et al., 2013; Ismail et al., 2014; Johari & Haji Alias, 2013; Nurrachmi, 2012). According to Ismail et 

al. (2014), the concept of cash waqf is the collection cash money and can be converted to a 

permanent property that can be used for welfare and also community. 

In education institution in Malaysia, there are five public university that has been implemented the 

waqf activities and the others universities that committed to the future application of this waqf. 

Among them is the University Putra Malaysia (UPM), which was established a “Dana Wakaf Ilmu”, 

Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) has establish the UKM Endowment fund, Universiti 

Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) set up the UTM Endowment fund, Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia 

(USIM) with Al-Abrar USIM Waqf Fund, and Universiti Islam Antarabangsa Malaysia (UIAM) with 

IIUM Endowment Fund (Noor Inayah, 2014; Najibah Mustafa, 2014; Siti Zakiah, 2014; MoE, 2015). 

However, there are two university that are committed and already implement the waqf activities that 

are University Teknology Mara (UiTM) and University Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM). 

Wakaf Ilmu UPM involve in the cash waqf where the cash received than will be allocated to Dana 

Wakaf Ilmu UPM fund. The objective of “Wakaf Ilmu UPM” department is to be an organizer for the 

sadakah and development of knowledge through the contribution and waqf activities, encourage the 

community to do the charity, and play a role as a facilitators in the practice of charity include the 

waqf. Besides that, the university can raise fund through the contribution of waqf and gift for 

university facilities. Furthermore, at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) and Universiti 

Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) waqf activities have been managed under its owned Endowment Fund. 

University Technical Malaysia Melaka (UTeM) has compiled a strategic plan in mobilizing 
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university generating income activities through the establishment of an endowment fund to raise 

funds based on the donations from corporate, alumni, staff and the public. The function of this fund is 

as alternative to UTeM citizens and alumni also the general public in contributing a sum of money or 

financial aid to cover the various activities or programs which could give benefit for all based on the 

concept of charity. UiTM is the first university in Malaysia to be allowed to carry out the collection 

and distribution of zakat, and only collection for charity and waqf. This operation was conducted by 

the Center for Zakat, Sadaqah and Waqf (PZWS), the Academy of Contemporary Islamic Studies 

(ACIS). 

However, based on the previous scholars, these studies faced the same problem in order to further 

explore in depth about the waqf model and it concept in higher education institutions. There are some 

challenges or issues that need highlight in this research based on the waqf implementation. The first 

is the term of management system. The management of waqf is important factors that influence the 

waqf implementation. However, the lack of management the waqf fund generated inefficiently (Ali & 

Wahid, 2014). Second is in financial terms. The weak in financial system caused the waqf property or 

cash waqf not develop and rise (Azha et al., 2013). The strong fund helps the institutions to do a lot 

of research and also promotion for fundraising campaign. Third is in the term of specialist unit (Azha 

et al., 2013). Not have any specialist unit for waqf can caused the week in planning the sources, 

manage the fund, and make decision to generate income. Fourth is in the term of marketing. 

Marketing is help to spread information about waqf in community. Lack in marketing activities 

affects the number of contributors involved in activities (Ali & Wahid, 2014). Fifth challenge is in 

the term understanding and knowledge of society. The knowledge of community about waqf in 

education is low and mostly not really understands the concept of waqf for education (Mustaffa & 

Muda, 2014) 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of Study 
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According to Ahmad Zaki (2006) there are five factors that influence the waqf activities will became 

the independent variables. The independent variables that be analyse are: (1) Management and 

administrative, (2) finance, (3) specialist in department, (4) marketing and (5) information. These 

factors will lead the Cash waqf and Waqf Propety development model in Malaysian Higher 

Education Institutions (HEIs). These Cash waqf and Waqf Propety Development Model in Malaysian 

Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) became the variables in this research.  

3. Methodology 

This research will be using mixed method approaches which are qualitative and quantitative method. 

In the qualitative method, information is gained from semi-structured interview among the 

respondents. This approach supposed to give a detail understanding about the topic. While, in the 

quantitative method, information are gained from the questionnaire survey given to the targeted 

respondents which are from the public universities that are new to the waqf implementation. These 

approaches help in understanding and collecting information or problem that happen before its 

implementation of waqf. 

4.  Results 

The implementation of waqf in Malaysian Public University can be described as the beginning or first 

stage in the waqf activity where the university still focused on searching the information about the 

waqf implementation from the other country that already successful. However, it has some barriers in 

the waqf implementation caused difficulty to implement it in all the public universities. The waqf 

development still tied with the basic concept where the community thought that the waqf is only for 

mosque, the site for primary school and secondary school and cemetery. In addition, the contributions 

from outside education sector such as corporate and private company still not have any response. If 

had, they just want something such as reward, a good name and others that can give benefit them.  

The management systems for the waqf activities in higher education institutions are still not strong 

where institutions are still looking for a waqf system that is suitable to be implemented in higher 

education institutions. They also still combined with the bursary department to collect, find the 

sources and distribution of waqf fund. They still not move by themselves yet for this the waqf 

activity. The financial are important in ensuring the success and failure in this waqf activity. Strong 

financial helps the higher education institutions to do a lot of research and also promotion on the 

waqf implementation for fundraising campaign. In addition, the waqf activities should focus on 

activities itself in terms of the sources of waqf fund, fund accumulation and distribution of the fund.  

In the sources of fund, communities still not involved in waqf activities in contribute the fund under 

the term of waqf fund. While, students and university management is a major of receiver for waqf 

fund in higher education institutions. 

The organisational structure plays an important role in conducting waqf activities productively to 

ensure it can be developed. Moreover, a special body should be set up to manage the waqf fund and 

control all waqf activities. However, the lack of staff is not a major problem but most of the 

universities lack the skilled staff and had to search for information from foreign countries. The 

purposed of marketing is help to spread of information for waqf activities in community. Marketing 

activities can help to expand the collection of waqf funds from community, universities staff and 

corporate company. The promotion activities also play a role to improve the collection of waqf funds 

other than to providing information to the public. However, the promotion in all the universities is 

still low and focused only internal staff. It will influence the amount of wakaf fund obtained by each 

university. 
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The understanding and knowledge of society towards the waqf implementation in higher education 

slightly increase. They start understand the benefit of this waqf activities for university and also 

student. Many efforts are suggested to increase the understanding of the community to be more active 

to get involved in these waqf activities. Each university that has been implemented waqf have 

different modus operandi or waqf activity proses but still follow the real concept of waqf. Most 

public universities have started the waqf activities with implemented cash waqf and just a few of 

universities beginning with the waqf property. Most of the universities get their fund from the 

universitiy alumni, staff, community, corporate company and other contributor. Then the fund will 

manage by the unit waqf in each of university and the bursary will collect all existing waqf fund. The 

staff and university management a major recipient of waqf fund other than the local community in 

need. 

5.  Conclusions 

The implementation of Waqf in education sector becomes very important nowadays because it help 

the universities to cover the additional coast while reducing reliance on government funding. The 

history has shown that the practice of waqf in education institutions has grown over the years among 

Muslims in Malaysia where it has been started since the arrival of Islam in the Malay world but 

regarded as a positive tradition that should be expanded (Yaacob, 2013). In addition, the waqf 

implementation in Malaysian Higher Education Institution gives the good impact in term of funding 

where the universities no need reliance to the government fund.  However, there are some factors that 

should be considered by institutions before implement the waqf because the concept is still new in 

higher education institution. 
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Abstract 

 

Innovations affect our actions by improving or facilitating processes for both the business world and the 

daily life. While the biggest recent technical innovations include smartphones, 3D-printing and cloud 

computing, also non-existent innovations – innovations that are announced but not yet released - are 

under discussion and in the process of development. Autonomous vehicles for example that can operate 

in every possible circumstance are not yet developed, prototypes with limitations are however already 

being tested and marketed. This development phase is characterized by mass media communication that 

allows for the process of opinion formation on the customer side. The continuous information stream with 

stressing the advantages of such innovations shall consequently lead to acceptance on the customer side.  

Technology acceptance models and theories in the literature aim at explaining the variables in the process 

of acceptance forming on the customer side for existing innovations (e.g. information systems). These 

models and theories cannot be transferred to non-existent innovations to the full extent, but are applicable 

with minor adjustments according to the carried out comparative analysis and the combination with 

models from the field of marketing. 

The results of this paper can be used by researchers aiming at developing modified acceptance models as 

well as companies trying to evaluate acceptance of innovations in the development process. 

 

 

Keywords: Technology acceptance, innovations, comparative analysis, non-existent innovations   

 

 

Introduction 

 

The last centuries were characterized by different streams of disruptive innovations, influencing not only 

the economy, but also the daily life of the people. Starting with the industrial revolution in the 18th 

century and coming to the 4th industrial revolution (or digital transformation), all disruptive innovations 

are characterized by a breathtaking or new improvement which disturbs an existing environment or even 

destroys and reshapes it (Marquardt et al. 2017). While the influence of the innovation depends on its 

level of impact, the impact of an innovation also relies on the acceptance of the people. Steve Jobs once 

phrased the innovation cycle in the following way “you‘ve got to start with the customer experience and 

work backwards to the technology” (Forbes 2013). 
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The significance and impact of innovations on the one hand and the acceptance of new technologies on 

the other hand demonstrate the correlation on both the customer and 

correlation of the innovation development phase and the customer acceptance forming process can occur 

in two different ways according to the authors:

 

1. Consumer requirements push the market to create an idea for improvement. 

development process of an innovation can take longer, acceptance towards the final product 

is already established on the customer side regardless of the outstanding realization. The 

customer acceptance then further pushes the development phase an

an innovation. The ultimate stage for the success of an innovation is the acceptance towards 

the new product. This process usually occurs with high

development phase (e.g. internet).

2. The second option starts with the innovation itself that then leads to acceptance on the 

customer side in case of success. This shortened innovation acceptance process usually 

applies to innovations that are created without broad and long

development. This shortened process is supported by a quotation of Steve Jobs “A lot of 

times, people don't know what they want until you show it to them” and holds true for the 

publication of the first iPhone (Forbes 2011).

 

The following illustration demonstra

innovation development and acceptance.

Figure 1: Correlation of market and customer (own figure)

While the acceptance forming process for existing technologies has been scientifically analyzed 

numerous times in the literature, the forming process and measurement of new and non

innovations and technology is mostly unexplored. The importance of acceptance towards non

products or technologies is however huge, as major developments

customers for the creation of a final product.

The significance and impact of innovations on the one hand and the acceptance of new technologies on 

the other hand demonstrate the correlation on both the customer and the market (provider) side. The 

correlation of the innovation development phase and the customer acceptance forming process can occur 

in two different ways according to the authors: 

Consumer requirements push the market to create an idea for improvement. 

development process of an innovation can take longer, acceptance towards the final product 

is already established on the customer side regardless of the outstanding realization. The 

customer acceptance then further pushes the development phase and leads to the creation of 

an innovation. The ultimate stage for the success of an innovation is the acceptance towards 

the new product. This process usually occurs with high-impact innovations with a long 

development phase (e.g. internet). 

on starts with the innovation itself that then leads to acceptance on the 

customer side in case of success. This shortened innovation acceptance process usually 

applies to innovations that are created without broad and long-term public notice on the 

pment. This shortened process is supported by a quotation of Steve Jobs “A lot of 

times, people don't know what they want until you show it to them” and holds true for the 

publication of the first iPhone (Forbes 2011). 

The following illustration demonstrates the correlation of the market and the customer regarding 

innovation development and acceptance. 

Figure 1: Correlation of market and customer (own figure) 

While the acceptance forming process for existing technologies has been scientifically analyzed 

numerous times in the literature, the forming process and measurement of new and non

innovations and technology is mostly unexplored. The importance of acceptance towards non

products or technologies is however huge, as major developments are based on the continuous input from 

customers for the creation of a final product. 

The significance and impact of innovations on the one hand and the acceptance of new technologies on 

the market (provider) side. The 

correlation of the innovation development phase and the customer acceptance forming process can occur 

Consumer requirements push the market to create an idea for improvement. While the 

development process of an innovation can take longer, acceptance towards the final product 

is already established on the customer side regardless of the outstanding realization. The 

d leads to the creation of 

an innovation. The ultimate stage for the success of an innovation is the acceptance towards 

impact innovations with a long 

on starts with the innovation itself that then leads to acceptance on the 

customer side in case of success. This shortened innovation acceptance process usually 

term public notice on the 

pment. This shortened process is supported by a quotation of Steve Jobs “A lot of 

times, people don't know what they want until you show it to them” and holds true for the 

tes the correlation of the market and the customer regarding 

 

While the acceptance forming process for existing technologies has been scientifically analyzed 

numerous times in the literature, the forming process and measurement of new and non-existent 

innovations and technology is mostly unexplored. The importance of acceptance towards non-existent 

are based on the continuous input from 
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The following paper is a comparative study of technology acceptance models that is used for explaining 

the acceptance forming process for existing innovations. In a second step, the strengths of these models 

are compiled with additional insights for the application to new innovations. The results set the basis for 

future modification of technology acceptance models. 

 

Technology and technology acceptance  
 

Technology has been defined in various ways throughout the last centuries, as its meaning has evolved 

over the course and according to the changes technology has brought to the people. Technology in 

today’s meaning is predominantly characterized by Gibert (2004): 

 

• Increase of productivity 

• Essential in various fields for further development (e.g. business, health care, education) 

• Positive change for the daily life 

 

The use of technology eventually leads to technology acceptance that is described as a psychological 

process starting with interest and leading to the daily use of an innovation (Kollmann, 1998; Jockisch, 

2010). Technology acceptance describes a construct of evaluation and affect (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) 

that is influenced by the subject, the object and the context (Lucke 1995). 

 

As technology acceptance requires a regular use of the innovation or the intended use as well as a positive 

attitude towards it, technology acceptance describes a prerequisite for a successful innovation. Per above 

definitions of technology and innovations, a new technology describes an innovation, as long as the 

resulting improvement is considered as breathtaking and environment-changing. Due to the similarity of 

the definitions, both terms technology and innovations are to the greatest possible extent mutually used in 

this paper. It is recalled that acceptance describes a phenomenon of social science (psychology), but is 

strongly related to the fields of marketing and thereby to economic sciences. 

 

 

Technology acceptance theories and models 
 

Technology acceptance theories and models are used for the analysis of acceptance and the consideration 

of various influencing factors. While many different technology acceptance models have been established 

in the history, the following research focuses on the fundamental and mostly used technology acceptance 

models. Although many of the selected models reach back as far as 1975, they are still in use and form 

the basis for recently modified and further developed models and theories. The following presented 

models and theories all aim at predicting the phenomenon of establishing acceptance, but follow 

nonetheless a different approach. Models and theories that are presented and further elaborated include: 

 

• Theory of reasoned action (TRA) by Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975 

• Theory of planned behavior (TPB) by Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975 

• Technology acceptance model (TAM) by Davis, 1989 

• Technology acceptance model 2 (TAM 2) by Davis and Venkatesh, 1996 

• Technology acceptance model 3 (TAM 3) by Davis and Bala, 2008 

• Technology acceptance model by Degenhardt, 1986 

• Technology acceptance model by Schlag, 1997 

• Technology acceptance model by Kollmann, 1998 

• Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) by Venkatesh et al., 2003 

• Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 2 (UTAUT 2) Venkatesh et al., 

2012) 
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The "Theory of reasoned action" (TRA) by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) is one of the first established 

models and   displays both influence and trigger factors of a particular behavior. A revised and extended 

version of the TRA was generated shortly after the publication in 1975 and is described as the "Theory of 

planned behavior" (TPB). This model is characterized by the inclusion of three main influencing factors: 

attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). 

 

In 1989 the so-called “Technology acceptance model” was established by Davis (1989), based on the 

TPB. In Davis’ model, the user himself plays a predominant role as the factors of perceived usefulness 

and the perceived ease of use are incorporated. A further extension of the TAM has been suggested by 

Davis along with Venkatesh in 1996 and is known as TAM 2. TAM 2, in contrast to TAM, additionally 

considers external influences on the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use. TAM 3, 

developed by Venkatesh and Bala (2008), further breaks down the influencing factors on the perceived 

ease of use: confidence, perception of external control, system anxiety, playful use of the system, 

perceived enjoyment and usability.  

 

Along on the time scale with the TAM, Degenhardt proposed a model in 1986 that was originally set up 

for explaining the acceptance of the utility of screen texts. Nonetheless, the general idea of the model can 

be applied to other innovations alike, as Degenhardt (1986) limits acceptance to three main elements: 

system configuration (form, function and utility of the innovation), task characteristics (importance and 

frequency in use) and user characteristics (skills or motivation). 

 

A rather infamous, but specific heuristic model was developed by Schlag (1997) to measure acceptance 

of the implementation of road charges in urban areas. In addition to influencing factors (problem 

awareness, objective, responsibility attribution, subjective knowledge, perceived effectiveness, perceived 

fairness, social norm, income) the correlation of mobility and acceptance is incorporated in the model.  

A very complex model that considers acceptance as a dynamic process with different stages was set up in 

1998 by Kollmann and includes peripheral influences on a macroeconomic, socio-cultural, technological 

and political-legal level. Kollmann’s model was created for explaining the acceptance forming process of 

innovative goods and systems. 

 

A recent and famous technology acceptance model, called “Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology” (UTAUT) by Venkatesh et al. (2003), combines the strengths of various previous models, 

including TAM, TRA and TPB, and is based on four latent variables: performance expectancy, effort 

expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions. A moderating effect of gender, age, experience 

and voluntariness of use was incorporated as well for the application on information technology. In a 

further extension of the model in 2012 (UTAUT 2) the variables hedonic motivation, price value, and 

habit were added to the previous model (Venkatesh et al. 2012). 

 

The literature research has not revealed significant developments in the field of technology acceptance in 

the recent years. Instead, the models by Venkatesh et al. as well as Davis have been applied to current 

business cases. 

 

Comparison of Technology Acceptance Theories And Models 
 
Three key elements can be derived from the explored models or theories and include (Geldmacher et al. 

2017): 

 

• external influencing factors, e.g. macro-economic influences 

• individual influencing factors, e.g. subjective knowledge, and  

• stages of use (e.g. trial). 
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For a more detailed analysis, the elements of each model or theory are allocated to one of the three above 

mentioned elements. This allocation allows for a more detailed comparison to the latest UTAUT 2 model 

that aims at combining existing models. Similar wording of model components of different models is 

aggregated (cf. table 1). 

 

 

Table 1: Allocation of variables to elaborated acceptance models and theories (own table) 

 

 TRA TPB TAM TAM 

2 

TAM 

3 

Degenhardt Schlag Kollmann 

External 

influencing 

factors 

Voluntariness    � �    

Image    � �    

Output quality    �     

Usability     �    

Objective    � �  � � 

System 

configuration 

     �   

Political-legal 

influences 

       � 

Macro-

economic 

influences 

       � 

Social-cultural 

influences 

      � � 

Technological 

influences 

       � 

Individual 

influencing 

factors 

Attitude � �       

Subjective 

Norm 

� �  � �    

Confidence     �    

Job relevance    � �    

System 

anxiety 

    �    

Perceived 

effectiveness 

     � �  

Perceived 

enjoyment 

    �    

Perceived 

usefulness 

  � � � �  � 

Perceived ease 

of use 

  � � �   � 

Perception of 

external 

control 

    �    

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 

 �       

Perceived 

fairness 

      �  

Income       �  
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Individual/user 

characteristics 

     �   

Subjective 

knowledge 

      �  

Responsibility 

attribution 

      �  

Stages of 

process 

Problem 

awareness 

      �  

Interest        � 

Trial        � 

Experience    � �    

Behavioral 

intention 

� � � � �    

Use/behavior � � � � � �  � 

 

 

While TRA, TPB and TAM do not include external influencing factors, all other explored models include 

both external and individual influencing factors. Especially the individual influencing factors are of high 

importance in the explored models. Most models and theories distinguish different stages of use, however 

the model by Kollmann incorporates most process stages of the explored models and is comparable to a 

famous marketing model by Lewis: AIDA model (Lewis 1903). The importance of incorporating the 

different stages from attention to interest, desire and action into technology acceptance models has been 

highlighted by Geldmacher et al (2017). 

 

Comparing the different components (variables and influencing factors) of each model and its origin, the 

UTAUT model clearly is a combination of existing models with below explained origins, illustrated in 

figure 2 (Venkatesh et al. 2003): 

 

• Performance expectancy: perceived usefulness (TAM, TAM 2, TAM 3) 

• Effort expectancy: perceived ease of use (TAM, TAM 2, TAM 3) 

• Social influence: subjective norm (TPB) 

• Facilitating conditions (playful use of the system, system anxiety, perceived enjoyment, 

perception of external control (TAM 3) 

• Experience (TAM 3) 

• Voluntariness of use (TAM 3) 
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Figure 2: Relation of elaborated acceptance models and theories (own figure)

Derived from the above analyzed models, two types of theories can be distingui

and external influencing factors: generally applicable acceptance models and theme

models. 

 

While the presented models all refer to existing innovations that are analyzed and measured in regard to 

the level of acceptance, new innovation that are not yet released are not considered in the first place with 

these models (e.g. experience is expected). Nevertheless, the hypothesis is made that most of the models 

are still applicable to a certain extent for non

outlined below. However, it is expected that UTAUT is the most applicable model for non

innovations. This hypothesis is further verified below.

 

 

The Application of Technology Acceptance Models To
 

Before the explored models are evaluated based on their content and methodology, the degree to which 

these models are applicable to non

innovations is an essential step in the product development cycle, as resistance to the product or service 

offered can be easily detected and adjusted accordingly to fit the customer requirements, even before the 

production and selling process starts (Arnold & Klee 2016).

 

For the purpose of model and theory evaluation, the different variables and components in the respective 

models and theories are investigated regarding their transfer for non

of UTAUT are incorporated in this examination. Wh

fully transferable to non-existing innovations, others require an adjustment or different interpretation than 

to the original meaning (cf. table 2).

 

Figure 2: Relation of elaborated acceptance models and theories (own figure)

Derived from the above analyzed models, two types of theories can be distinguished, based on internal 

and external influencing factors: generally applicable acceptance models and theme-specific acceptance 

While the presented models all refer to existing innovations that are analyzed and measured in regard to 

ceptance, new innovation that are not yet released are not considered in the first place with 

these models (e.g. experience is expected). Nevertheless, the hypothesis is made that most of the models 

are still applicable to a certain extent for non-existent innovations with minor adaptions that are further 

outlined below. However, it is expected that UTAUT is the most applicable model for non

innovations. This hypothesis is further verified below. 

Application of Technology Acceptance Models To Non-Existent Innovations

Before the explored models are evaluated based on their content and methodology, the degree to which 

these models are applicable to non-existent innovations has to be explored. Research on the acceptance of 

ntial step in the product development cycle, as resistance to the product or service 

offered can be easily detected and adjusted accordingly to fit the customer requirements, even before the 

arts (Arnold & Klee 2016). 

the purpose of model and theory evaluation, the different variables and components in the respective 

models and theories are investigated regarding their transfer for non-existing innovations. The variables 

of UTAUT are incorporated in this examination. While some variables and components of the models are 

existing innovations, others require an adjustment or different interpretation than 

to the original meaning (cf. table 2). 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Relation of elaborated acceptance models and theories (own figure) 

shed, based on internal 

specific acceptance 

While the presented models all refer to existing innovations that are analyzed and measured in regard to 

ceptance, new innovation that are not yet released are not considered in the first place with 

these models (e.g. experience is expected). Nevertheless, the hypothesis is made that most of the models 

innovations with minor adaptions that are further 

outlined below. However, it is expected that UTAUT is the most applicable model for non-existent 

Existent Innovations 

Before the explored models are evaluated based on their content and methodology, the degree to which 

existent innovations has to be explored. Research on the acceptance of 

ntial step in the product development cycle, as resistance to the product or service 

offered can be easily detected and adjusted accordingly to fit the customer requirements, even before the 

the purpose of model and theory evaluation, the different variables and components in the respective 

existing innovations. The variables 

ile some variables and components of the models are 

existing innovations, others require an adjustment or different interpretation than 
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Table 2: Transferability of different technology acceptance models and theories (own table) 

 

Full 

transferability 

to non-

existing 

innovations 

Part- 

transferability 

to non-

existing 

innovations 

No 

transferability 

given 

Required adjustment/ 

interpretation/ comment 

Voluntariness �   Assumption 

Image  �  

Only partly applicable, e.g. 

companies with a good 

image develop new 

innovations (e.g. Tesla) 

Output quality  �  
Only partly predictable from 

a customer perspective 

Usability  �  

Predictable to a certain 

extent before the release of a 

new innovation. 

Objective �    

System 

configuration 
 �  

System configuration can 

only be assumed by 

customers 

Political-legal 

influences 
�    

Macro-

economic 

influences 

�    

Social-cultural 

influences 
�    

Technological 

influences 
�    

Price value  �  
The price value can only be 

partly evaluated in advance. 

Attitude  �  

Attitude is formed with the 

development process of the 

innovation, based on the 

released information 

Subjective 

Norm 
 �  

Subjective norm as social 

pressure is only to a certain 

extent predictable. 

Confidence  �  

Confidence towards a non-

existent innovation can be 

only party-predicted when 

compared to similar 

innovations or systems. 

Job relevance �    

System anxiety  �  Expected anxiety 

Perceived 

effectiveness 
 �  

Expected effectiveness from 

customer perspective 

Perceived 

enjoyment 
 �  

Expected enjoyment from 

customer perspective 
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Perceived 

usefulness 
 �  

Expected usefulness from 

customer perspective 

Perceived ease 

of use 
 �  

Expected ease of use from 

customer perspective 

Perception of 

external 

control 

  � 
Not assessable before release 

of innovation 

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 

  � 
Not assessable before release 

of innovation 

Perceived 

fairness 
�   Assumption 

Income �   
Influence on prospective 

potential use of innovation 

Individual/user 

characteristics 
�    

Subjective 

knowledge 
�   

Information and knowledge 

increase the level of 

acceptance (Geldmacher et 

al. 2017) 

Responsibility 

attribution 
  � 

Not assessable before release 

of innovation 

Problem 

awareness 
�   Cf. AIDA-model (attention) 

Interest �   Cf. AIDA-model (interest) 

Trial �    

Experience  �  

Partly applicable, e.g. testing 

of self-driving vehicles in 

designated areas 

Behavioral 

intention 
�    

Use/behavior   � 

Not applicable, but 

replaceable with 

“acceptance” as this term 

does not presume the 

use/behavior/affect 

Gender �    

Age �    

Hedonic 

motivation 
�    

Habit   � 

Habit is not predictable with 

non-existent innovations as 

habits cannot develop before 

release. 

 

For further evaluation of the presented models in regard to the application for non-existent innovations, 

three requirements were formulated that relate to both the content (C) and the methodology (M): 

 

• C1 Acceptance modeling: extent of describing the complex process of acceptance building 

including the influencing factors 
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• C2 Transferability: the model is applicable or transferable to both existing and non-existing 

innovations, based on the transferability matrix above (cf. table 2) 

• M Evaluation: the model allows a more detailed measurement of correlation for the 

acceptance forming process (e.g. structural equation modeling) 

 

The above outlined models are evaluated by the authors with respect to the proposed requirements. The 

score is based on a five-point scale with high numbers implying a good evaluation. The three defined 

requirements (C1, C2 and M) are all equally evaluated and added to compose a sum (with 15 points being 

the maximum possible number). It shall be noted that the following scoring is based on a subjective 

evaluation that is recommended to be further examined by e.g. expert interviews: 

Table 3: Evaluation of acceptance models 

 C1 C2 M Sum 

TRA 1 3 1 5 

TPB 2 3 2 7 

TAM 2 3 2 7 

TAM 2 3 3 3 9 

TAM 3 3 4 3 10 

Degenhardt 2 2 3 7 

Schlag 3 3 3 9 

Kollmann 4 3 4 11 

UTAUT 4 4 4 12 

UTAUT 2 5 4 5 14 

 

The high evaluation of UTAUT and UTAUT 2 were expected and are explainable through the fact that 

this theory can be described as a compilation of the other models and the fact that they are more complex 

and include variables for internal and external influencing factors as well as different stages of use. 

 

Although many of the explored models were created for theme-specific purposes, the general idea of the 

models is mostly transferable to all existing innovations. The transferability to non-existing innovations is 

however limited for some of the explore models and theories, as many of the variables require full 

knowledge or even trial of the innovation.  

 

Based on this evaluation, a modification of UTAUT or UTAUT 2 is recommended to further explore the 

acceptance of non-existent innovations. A modification of these models shall consider various following 

aspects according to the authors. Customer statistics for example reveal relevant purchase decisions and 

user requirements for a comparable product or service (Geldmacher et al. 2017) that can be aggregated to 

a variable that influences the acceptance process. In addition to statistics, also models from the field of 

marketing, including the AIDA model in combination with the diffusion theory by Rogers (1962), shall 

be considered when modifying acceptance models and theories. 

 

 

Conclusions 
 

The acceptance of innovations is measurable with technology acceptance models and theories. Only non-

existent innovations that raise awareness through a long development process are legible for acceptance 

measuring with existent models and theories. These models and theories however require minor 

adjustments in case of application to innovations. 
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The authors suggest the modification of existing models and theories, in particular based on UTAUT, per 

above outlined factors to allow for an application and verification for non-existent innovations. Model 

verifications can be conducted by operationalization of the respective variables and evaluation of 

correlations through structural equation modeling. In addition, it is recommended to verify the author’s 

subjective evaluation on the elaborated models and theories by qualitative research (e.g. expert 

interviews). 
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Abstract 
 

The relevance of the problem is related to the need to resolve the contradictions between increasing 

investment in formation of innovation infrastructure and the results achieved. The low level of 

competitiveness of a larger share of domestic products does not allow them to compete not only on 

external, but often in the domestic market. The aim of the research is to develop approaches to selection 

of priorities for innovative development from the point of view of the regional economy, a special 

emphasis is placed on the fact that for sustainable regional development it is necessary to "complicate" 

the economy and increase the level of its diversification. The paper employed the statistical methods of 

research, optimization methods, and production functions. Results: there had been developed the models, 

according to which the priorities of innovative development in the Chelyabinsk region were calculated. 

Key conclusions: for the successful development of innovation in industrial regions, it is necessary to 

create a regional register of industrial technologies, when choosing priorities for innovative development, 

it is reasonable to proceed from the criterion of economic complexity of the region. 

Keywords: innovation development, import substitution, priorities, complexity of the economy, 

investments, network economy. 

Introduction 
 

Possible ways to stimulate innovation in the Russian economy began to be actively developed in the early 

eighties, even before the collapse of the Soviet Union. Even then it became obvious that the current 

mechanisms for "introducing" the results of research and development are not effective, the innovative 

activity of enterprises is low, the competitiveness of products is insufficient, the average age of 

production equipment is constantly increasing, and the technologies used are rapidly becoming obsolete.    

Since then, a number of state concepts for regulating and stimulating innovation have been adopted, the 

national innovation system has been announced, a number of mechanisms for public financing of 

innovation have been created, including the creation of a highly developed innovation infrastructure, and 

state and regional innovative development programs are periodically adopted. However, at present one 

has to state a low level of almost all indicators of the innovation activity of the Russian economy. 

 

The level of innovation activity of large and medium-sized industrial production organizations, calculated 

as the share of organizations that carry out technological innovation, varies little. The dynamics of this 

indicator, for example, in the Chelyabinsk region is as follows: 9.8% in 2012, 7.6% in 2014 and then 

growth to 11.5% in 2016 (Federal, 2016). 

 

During the period from 2005 to 2012, the innovative development programs showed low efficiency, the 

planned targets were achieved less than a third of the planned indicators. In addition, most of the 

indicators were even lower than those foreseen by the inertial scenario, and some showed clearly negative 

dynamics (Kilina, 2013). 
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There is a clear contradiction between the attention of the authorities and state investments in the 

innovation sphere and the results of innovation activities achieved (Rodrik, 2005) 
 

Production function of the regional economy 
 

The identification of priorities for economic development in general and innovation, in particular, is an 

important research task. The impact of public investment on regional growth and convergence has been 

analyzed by different authors and from different perspectives (De la Fuente, 2008; Garrido, 2007; De La 

Fuente, 2008; Lichtenberg, 1995). Criteria for choosing priorities can be different even in theory, 

moreover they differ in practice. As an approbation of a new approach to the selection of development 

priorities, we used the apparatus of production functions and the index of the complexity of the economy. 

According to the statistical reporting for 2000-2015, the production function for a large industrial area 

was calculated in the work. As a result, the following expression was obtained 
 

,LK.Y
.. 1356281252056130256ˆ −

=                        (1)  

where  Ŷ  - gross regional product, billion rubles; 
 

K - cost of fixed production assets, million rubles; 

L - number of economically active population, thousand people. 
 

The resulting production function indicates the narrowing of the regional labor market, a lack of supply 

and demand in this market. This is confirmed by the data in Table 1. As it can be seen, the region has a 

low proportion of employees working in organizations and employed on a regular basis. If in 2011 of 

1.882 million people of the labor resources, 1,123.1 million people worked in organizations, that is, less 

than 62.8%, in 2015 it was already 61.7%. In total, in the sphere that produces products or services at 

market prices, only slightly more than 1 million people were employed in 2015, of which more than 30 

thousand people (3%) - workers in agriculture, hunting and fishing, who are characterized, as a rule, by 

part-time employment. Where are the remaining 39.3% of people of working age employed? 

Approximately half of them are engaged in entrepreneurial activities without the formation of a legal 

entity and in the production of products for their own needs, that is, in personal subsidiary plots and/or in 

the criminal-shadow sector. This situation substantially distorts the structural proportions and the 

assessment of the influence of capital and labor factors on the gross regional product. However, 

calculations are based on the official statistics. 
 

Table 1: dynamics of the number of economically active population of the Chelyabinsk region, 

thousand people *  

z 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Number of economically active 

population 

1882,3 1879,3 1876,6 1859,9 1856,9 

Number of employees in the economy 1758 1759,1 1763,3 1743,8 1727,5 

Number of the unemployed 31,7 28,2 26,1 27,5 34,6 

Number of employees in organizations 1123,1 1119,5 1121,9 1121,7 1088,5 

Share of employees in organizations in 

the number of employed people,% 

62,8 62,6 62,6 63,3 61,7 

* According to the data of Chelyabinskstat (Federal, 2016) and the authors' calculations 

 

Analyzing the received function, it can be stated that, despite the increasing output of production, there 

are significant disparities in the region between production factors. The elasticity of the gross regional 
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product of the Chelyabinsk region is higher in capital than in labor. Consequently, with the existing 

capital-labor ratio and technical equipment in various industries, the economy of the region is labor-

surplus. The increase in the value of fixed assets by 1% leads to an increase in output by 1.252%. At the 

same time, an increase in the number of employed by 1% entails a decrease in output by 1.136%. 

Consequently, to increase the volume of gross regional product, on the one hand, there is a significant 

increase in the funds-for-production of enterprises, and on the other, intensive creation of high-

productivity jobs. As it can be seen from the table, almost no new jobs are created or there are more 

retiring places than newly created ones. At the same time, the low unemployment in the region is 

indicative not so much of a favorable situation in the labor market as of low productivity of workers. All 

are employed, but the effectiveness of this activity is low. Moreover, most of the employed are 

performing simple jobs that do not require special knowledge, employees are trained to cope with routine 

tasks and do not demonstrate demand for complex jobs. Those who are able to perform difficult work, but 

do not have it, either leave the region or the country. The replacement of skilled labor by routine one 

leads to the replacement of complex tasks with simpler ones. In the corporate sector, there is a slow 

degradation, which is intended to be solved financially. The worst thing is that this happens in high-tech 

industries. It is necessary to reverse this trend and achieve a more adequate balance between the array of 

regional jobs and the array of proposed qualifications. Only in this case the labor market of the 

Chelyabinsk region will pass from the primitive to the complex, that is, the developing one. Only in this 

case the proportions between the elasticity coefficients of the production function of the region will 

change. This, of course, will lead to an increase in the efficiency of the regional economy and the growth 

of its impact. However, it is not possible to solve such a problem without increasing the innovative 

activity of enterprises. It should be noted that the analyzed area has a fairly serious but not enough 

realized innovative potential that can be used in this approach. 

 

Problems of Innovative Development of Industrial Regions  
 

The analyzed area is a region with a predominance of medium-technology high-level productions. 

However, the small number of successful innovative enterprises of the new economy and, most 

importantly, the slow pace of their creation, are a significant challenge for the development of the region 

and predetermine the probability of its transition from a group of high-tech industrial regions to the 

periphery of the Russian economy. 

The new economy is characterized by relationships built on direct equitable relationships between 

enterprises, a small need for formal organizational structures, a high decision-making speed, as well as a 

maximally dispersed, flexible and innovation-dependent production. At the same time, the main issue in 

the networked economy is not "how to do the job best?", but "what kind of work is more correct?". In the 

modern conditions, it is much more important to understand what work to do next than to continue to 

intensively carry out the former one. When problems are solved, time and effort are invested in existing 

weaknesses, and when searching for opportunities, investing in development.  

From this point of view, an important problem constraining the development of innovations in the field is 

the excessive vertical integration of large businesses. At the enterprises of the region in the engineering 

industry and in the defense industry, the competitive market of components within the framework of large 

vertically integrated companies (VINC) is not sufficiently developed. Moreover, the management 

companies of the most industry-based VINCs are located outside the region and make decisions that are 

optimal from the point of view of the company as a whole, but these decisions are far from optimal from 

the point of view of regional enterprises or from the point of view of the development of the region as a 

whole. Within the framework of vertically integrated holdings, competencies are collected for the 

organization of full cycle production, which leads to an almost complete absence of subcontracting. The 

experience of the development of the world's largest companies, for example Bombardier, which 

produces medium-haul aircraft, demonstrates the opposite trends: large companies concentrate only key 
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functions, for example conceptual design, and the remaining production stages are outsourced. In Canada, 

only tail empennage and general assembly are made, wings are made in Japan, fuselage in Ireland, 

engines in the USA. At the same time Bombardier concludes a contract for the whole batch of aircraft, 

and its partners in other countries, with this contract they go to banks, take loans, organize production and 

supply their parts. Increasing competition among suppliers encourages them to continually improve their 

products and continuously seek and implement innovations. Our machine-building plants, as a rule, take 

for everything, the level of specialization of production is extremely low, the output volumes of 

production do not adapt to mass production, not to mention the mass production, which significantly 

increases the cost of production and lowers the competitiveness of products. The machine-building plants 

of the region are forced to buy stainless steel in China, despite the fact that the Mechel metallurgical plant 

is located in the region. The problem with most enterprises is that they can produce everything, but they 

cannot do it massively. But in order to produce a competitive product, it is necessary to be included in the 

world cooperation (Knobel, 2016). However, it is clear that this cannot be done quickly, all countries are 

already there, but Russia is not. At the same time, taking into account the proportions and the scale of the 

domestic market, and the market of all Russian exports (household consumption is 54% of GDP, and the 

entire Russian export is 18% of GDP), in our opinion, it is necessary to orient ourselves, first of all, to the 

domestic market . In addition, the experience of most countries also shows that the development of new 

technologies and their scaling is faster and more efficient in the domestic market (Knobel, 2016).   

Criterion of Economic Complexity 

Harvard professor Ricardo Hausmann and his colleague from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

Caesar Hidalgo, proposed an approach to the characterization of national economies, based on the fact 

that the key factors reflecting the degree of intensive development of the economy are its complexity and 

diversification. The central concept of this paradigm is that the economy naturally develops around 

existing technologies and existing competencies, gradually joining the close positions of the 

multidimensional space of industries with their own values of the economic product complexity index 

(PCI) (Hausmann, 2004; Hausmann, 2011; Product, 2015). 

We tried to apply this approach to the regional economy. The practical application of the approach is 

realized by calculating two interrelated indices - the ECI index (economic complexity index) and PCI 

(product complexity index). The application of the PCI index allows combining different products into 

groups, ranking the existing technologies in terms of complexity and development of regional register of 

production technologies. On the basis of such a register, it is possible to create a regional network of 

industrial cooperation and subcontracting. Naturally, such a register should be open for including other 

regions. This will not only increase the number of products with high added value, but also get a 

"network effect." In physics and chemistry there are so-called "second-order reactions". They are 

understood as such processes in which the speed of the process depends not on the number of 

participants, but on the number of interactions between them, and the result of such a process is 

proportional not to the number of participants, but to the square of this number. At the same time, it is 

clear that the result, proportional to "en-square", is a collective phenomenon, and in the economy it can be 

achieved only thanks to the efforts of human capital. Therefore, for innovative development of the region, 

there is not enough interaction between business entities, and in the current level of informatization it is 

not such a difficult task. It is difficult to organize the process. At present, purely administrative methods 

of influence have little effect on the innovation process. The main impact is on the market. However, the 

state retains the functions of coordination, regulation and stimulation of the innovation process. For the 

implementation of industrial policy, a limited set of tools is available to local authorities, some of which 

create incentives, while others impose restrictions. The creation of a regional register of production 

technologies and stimulation of promising forms of production cooperation in individual sectors and in 

the economy of the region, as a whole, refers to stimulating tools. The limiting tools, in this case, include 
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reducing the use of government support measures that distort normal market proportions, and ultimately 

hampering the creation and development of innovative production chains. In business, in this case, two 

multipliers will work: on the one hand, the sales multiplier, which is formed using common distribution 

channels, and on the other hand, the multiplier of production, which will arise due to intraregional 

initiation of demand for production resources, taking into account the need for development of industry 

and interindustry production in the territory of the Region. All these actions should lead to an increase in 

the economic complexity index of the regional economy (ECI), and this will already serve as the basis for 

intensive innovation development, growth of the gross regional product and sustainable regional 

development [14]. 

Principles of choosing criteria for innovative development 

The work is based on the following methodological principles for the formation of innovation activity 

priorities: 

1. The principle of accounting for the diversity of economic competences in the region. This principle 

presupposes that a map of the existing competencies is drawn up using the competence cards of 

enterprises located on the territory of the region. On the basis of such a scheme, those competencies are 

singled out whose development will lead to the complication of the region's economy and the 

manufacture of products with higher added value. This will allow, firstly, to find those activities that are 

provided with the existing competencies, and secondly, are in demand, at least, by the national and 

regional markets. 

2. The principle of complementing by related competences. Each type of product, allotted at the previous 

stage, has certain connections with other industries and sectors. Therefore, it is necessary on the basis of 

the regional register of production technologies, to identify key points for the development of cooperative 

ties, and to build a network of cooperative enterprises. On the one hand, this will allow increasing 

regional diversification of production, and on the other hand, it will allow building long production chains 

of added value.   

3. The principle of ranking the allocated competences from the point of view of resource and financial 

provision. Ranking is the tool by which it is possible to prioritize in order of importance, significance and 

need for implementation. Considering the restrictions existing in each period of time for all types of 

resources, it is necessary to rank the types of products identified in the previous stages of production 

according to the most important criteria at that time (preferably on the criteria of sustainable development 

of the region). 

Methods for solving the problem 

As part of the study, a methodology was proposed to identify the optimal structure of investment in 

innovative projects related to different industries, according to the criterion of achieving the maximum 

complexity of the economic system in which these projects are implemented. The problem is solved with 

a limited investment budget. 

At the first stage, an assessment was made of the extent to which each ruble spent to invest innovative 

projects in a particular industry increases the ECI.  

At the second stage, the optimization task was solved. The target function was the indicator of the 

complexity of the region's economy � = �1 ∙ ���1 + �2 ∙ ���2 + ⋯ + �� ∙ ����,  

         � → ���;                                                                              (2) 
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where M - indicator of the complexity of the economy (the desired utility maximization function); 

D1 – share of the product (project) in the total output; 

PCI1 – level of complexity of the i-th product from the table of specific technologies (2014) [7]. 

As a constraint, the budget constraints of the system were taken: 

 � = �� ∙ �� + �� ∙ �� + ⋯ + �� ∙ ��;                                  (3) 

 

� 0 ≤ �� ≤ �������,�0 ≤ �� ≤ �������,�…0 ≤ �� ≤ �������,�
                                                       (4) 

 
where V - projected investment budget where V - projected investment budget; 

 

C1 – investment costs for increasing the share of innovative products 1 or project N in GRP or in the 

volume of output by 1%, provided that the increase occurred from 0. The indicators С1…СN, are 

calculated according to a certain methodology, and ultimately, have been adjusted by the method of 

expert assessments, depending on the availability and capabilities of related technologies in the region; 

MARCTEA, N – maximum amount of investments of the industry N in the corresponding commodity item 

of the All-Russian Classifier of Types of Economic Activities (ARCTEA). 

The constraint system (4) allows to obtain non-negative values of the parameter D when solving the 

optimization problem, and not to go beyond the maximum possibilities of the regional budget. 

As a result of solving this optimization problem, we obtained a maximized function, as well as the 

indicators D1…DN, which provide an opportunity to draw up an approximate plan of innovative projects 

in the region.  

At the third stage, calculating the coefficients C1…CN was made by establishing a correlation between 

the changes in the volume of production of innovative products from investments in the fixed assets. 

This algorithm was calculated based on the data of Chelyabinskstat and the Customs Service of the 

Chelyabinsk Region. When analyzing the statistical data, a correlation of the presented indices with a lag 

of 2 years was established. (5) Thus, the calculation of the coefficient C for the analyzed period is 

performed as follows: �" = #�$%$(%'(,%')),                                                                        (5) 

 
 

 

where  Ct – required coefficient of the t period; 

 

INVt – investment for the reporting t period, in million rubles investment for the reporting t period, in 

million rubles; 

 

V(t+1, t=2)  – change in the volume of production for the t+1 and t+2 period, that is: 

 

V(t+1, t=2)  =   V t+2   - Vt+1                              (6) 
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The nominal value of the coefficient C is calculated as the arithmetic mean as a result of processing the 

statistical data of investments and production volumes by branches of the economy of the Chelyabinsk 

region from 2009 to 2015 (Hausmann, 2011): � = �% +�%'( +⋯.+ �%'-�     (7) 

 

As a result of processing the results of statistical data, according to formulas 5-7, the values of investment 

cost coefficients were obtained, three positions of which, for example, are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: values of output elasticity coefficients   

 

ARCTEA 

code 

Decoding of the ARCTEA code 

С 

C Extraction of minerals 1,258 

D Manufacturing 0,406 

DA Manufacture of food products, including drinks and tobacco 0,1694 

 

To obtain the final values, these coefficients were corrected with the help of the kH coefficient, reflecting 

the current level of development of the specialization of the enterprises of the Chelyabinsk region in the 

production of the corresponding types of products. The values of the kH coefficients were set in 

accordance with the scale obtained by the expert method. The value of the coefficient varies discretely in 

steps of 0.1 in the range from -0.5 to +0.5. The economic meaning of these coefficients reflects one or 

another level of specialization of production in the region. 

As a result of the solution of the optimization task, 70 non-negative values of D1...DN were obtained, that 

is, priority industries and the commodity nomenclature of innovation activity were identified, and the 

corresponding C*D values reflect the amount of investments for the production of this product. Table 3 

shows the first 3 positions of the results obtained. 

Table 3: the first 3 results of solving the optimization problem with the given constraints values 

of output elasticity coefficients 

Description of commodity position  PCI  D*C,  

million rubles  

D, 

 million rubles 

1. Instruments and apparatus for physical 

or chemical analysis 

2,110 4413 4456 

2. Internal combustion piston engines 

with compression ignition (diesel engines 

or semi-diesel engines)  

1,546 4130,23 4093,9 

3. Lathe machines (including multi-

purpose lathes), metal cutting  

1,629 4041 4054,73 

 

In the course of analyzing the results obtained, it was concluded that the main positions of the investment 

budget for the development of innovative products, proposed on the basis of the solution of the 

optimization task, are based in the field of machinery and equipment (DK). Thus, for the analyzed area, 

the branches corresponding to the ARCTEA positions "production of machines and equipment" have a 

developed potential. Therefore, when investing in this area, one can expect an increase in the index of the 
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region's economic complexity, and in the future, stable dynamics of improving the structure of the gross 

regional product.  

Conclusion 

Thus, it can be argued that in order to resolve the contradiction between the growth of public investment 

in the formation of an innovation infrastructure and the results achieved, it is necessary to change 

approaches to the selection of priorities for the innovative development of industrial enterprises. It is 

expedient to provide business with systematized and structured information on the basis of the regional 

register of production technologies. This will significantly increase the number of interactions of the 

regional business entities on the basis of regional initiation of demand and the regional economy of 

production includes the sales and production multipliers. All this should lead to an increase in the 

economic complexity of the region, improving the structure of the gross regional product and the 

sustainable development of the regional economy. 
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Abstract 

 
The development of information and communication technologies has reformatted all spheres of the 
economy.  The fast introduction of computer networks, the Internet progress promoted to the creation 
of a new kind of economy – information one. Credit organizations after telecommunications 
companies are on the second place on the information technology usage. The presented article 
touches upon virtual credit organizations - the contemporary model of organization in banking sector. 
Classification of virtual banking institutions, in a form of the organization of financial institution is 
represented. In the paper, the interaction models offered by virtual credit organizations for customers 
are investigated. The estimation of its advantages and disadvantages in comparison with traditional 
financial institutions is given. Economic data of virtual credit organizations implementation are 
analyzed. On its basis, the perspectives for advancement and adoption of virtual credit organizations 
in crisis in the Russian Federation and in the world are studied. 
 

Keywords: full-fledged global economic crisis, banking sector, virtual credit organizations. 
 

Introduction 

 
The development of world economy happens in difficult conditions. However, from the banking 
sector, the crisis spread to the industrial sectors of economy and grew into a full-fledged global 
economic crisis that caused a prolonged recession. At the same time, the current global economic 
crisis is L-shaped, characterized by a protracted economic recovery and it is hard to predict the exit 
time from the crisis for sustainable economic development. 
 
In today's environment, when the growth rate of world GDP tends to decrease: it consisted 3,2% in 
2014, 3% in 2015, 2,9% in 2016, all sectors of economy have to look for new forms of existence in 
crisis conditions, defined by a decline in manufacturing department, a decrease in funding and an 
increase in unemployment. (The free trade crisis; The IMF downgraded the outlook for the global 
economy due to Brexit; The IMF worsened the forecast of the fall of the Russian economy in 2016; 
The World Bank reduces the forecast for world economic growth to 2.4 percent in 2016; The world 
economy faces a new global crisis) The banking sector, which one of the first has got into influence 
of the global economic crisis, is no exception. Many financial institutions went bankrupt; others had 
to reduce its branch network and staff. Meanwhile, the measures of financial state support that having 
been provided to banks in many countries are virtually phased out now, and therefore financial 
institutions have to seek innovative ways of development in these conditions in order to ensure lower 
costs for running business. 
 
In such circumstances, more widespread adoption of information and communication technologies 
for significantly cost cutting can come for aid to the financial sector. In particular, the wider 
introduction of virtual financial institutions, allows ensuring full interaction of customers with the 
bank in a virtual environment. 
 
The main sources that reveal the theoretical and methodological aspects of the development of virtual 
financial institutions are the works of Russian and foreign authors: Alehin, Davidow, Mowshowitz 
and many others. 
 
In these studies, the prospects for introduction and development of virtual banks are examined. The 
main forms of interplay with clients are analyzed. The models of the organization of virtual credit 
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organizations existing for today are explored. The estimation of financial justification for the 
implementation of these financial institutions is given. 
 
Meantime, this area is completely new and dynamically developing, and therefore many aspects are 
not considered sufficiently deep or did not have time to get due assessment, despite a large number of 
studies. (Klochkov, Klochkova, Antipova, Kiyatkina, Vasilieva, Knyazkina, 2016; Kočović, Antić, 
Jovović, 2011; Ma, 2011; Sivakumar, Krishnaswami, 2011) 
 

Key research findings 

 
In the middle of the last century with development of information technology the foundation of a new 
type of the economy, which received the name of information was laid. 
 
The next step in the development of the information economy was the introduction of global 
computer networks that contribute to the creation of a single digital space. 
 

Virtual corporation 

 
Other types of industrial cooperation has developed from the emergence of the World Wide Web. 
The conception "virtual corporation" were made known by Davidow and Malone in their book 
"Virtual Corporation", written in 1992. (Davidow and Malone, 1992) 
 
A virtual enterprise is the most advanced and effective form of organization of an enterprise from a 
number of "mentally possible", the best from the point of view of the available technical and 
economic conditions. Thus, a virtual corporation can be defined as a dynamic open business system 
representing a combination of temporarily unified on the principles of cooperation within single 
information (virtual) space of technological resources of autonomous economic agents capable on the 
basis of their coordination and operational distribution to make the final product or service. 
 
The main feature of a virtual enterprise is shown available sets of alternative ways of creation of the 
final product with a possibility of operational management of resources of all independent agents 
(enterprises) on the basis of modern information technology. The making of a virtual corporation 
enables enterprises to significantly increase the number of orders and improve the use of production 
potential, while minimizing the duration of the cycle "demand-production-sales". This is achieved 
through essential growth in efficiency at response to market changes (changes in the timing and 
volumes of supplies, price fluctuations, etc.), the optimal allocation of resources, coordination, and 
shortening the duration of pre- and post-production stages of the product life cycle. (Alasas, 
Ishkildina, Zvonov, Antipov, Ushanova, Demidenko, 2017; Bataev, 2015) 
 
The virtual bank definition similarly emerged with conception of the virtual enterprise. The creation 
of the first fully virtual bank was preceded by the introduction of remote customer service systems. In 
particular, Internet banking (On-line banking, e-banking) - the provision of banking services through 
electronic channels of information transmission, including the Internet, has become widespread in the 
world.  At the present time Internet banking is an integral part of any banking institution. On-line 
banking opened new opportunities for the bank's clients: to obtain information on the status of their 
account and to make certain transactions; now it became possible without visiting the office. And 
sms-messages help to quickly track every action on the account. Bank customers are less using off-
line services and visit bank offices only when absolutely necessary. 
 
In such circumstances, the idea of creating a credit organization, which has only website and 
registered office is shown up: clients will be able to obtain banking services, monitor their bank 
accounts and get help online if needed. Everybody wins: a bank saves on creation and development 
of a regional network, and clients receive faster and more convenient service. 
 
Net-only bank (virtual bank) – a bank that operates exclusively through the Internet, not having 
actual representative offices, with the exception of the legal address. 
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Virtual Bank entirely works in the world wide web. There are two categories of such a system: 
passive and active. The first involves all data on the current account, and the active one enables to 
remotely manipulate finances. 
 

The occurrence of the first virtual credit organizations   
 

In 1995, the prime virtual bank - "Security 1st Network Bank" started its activity in the U.S.A. Over 
the first 18 months of its existence, the average capital gains of "Security 1st Network Bank" was 
20% per month, assets reached $ 40 million, and the number of client accounts - 10 thousand. At 
present, it has the lead place among virtual credit organizations in the world. (Bataev, 2015; Burgess 
and McGrath, 2010; Chorafas and Steinmann, 1995; Mowshowitz, 1994) 
 
In the Western Europe, the prime virtual credit organization began operations in 1996. It was 
Advance Bank, a subsidiary structure of the Dresden Banking Group.  
 
One of the first virtual banks in Germany was Consors-Bank. From the beginning of the work it 
specialized only in securities trading and gave preference to such distribution channel of services as 
the Internet. In addition, such banks as BankDirect (founded in 1999), CoinpuBank (1998), E-bank 
(1999) and some other can be examples of virtual banks. Corporation "Sony" established its own 
virtual bank in 2002, trying to oppose itself to traditional banks. The popularity of the new virtual 
financial enterprise was beyond comparison. Only for the first hour the page was visited by 13 570 
people, 340 of them started their own account at the bank and during the first month of the Internet 
bank opened 21 thousand accounts. (Burgess and McGrath, 2010; Stewart, 2008)  
 
Currently some reasons take place not to allow a wide distribution of the virtual credit institutions. 
Primarily, classical credit organizations are actively promoting Internet banking, which performs 
almost the majority of functions provided by banks. In addition, clients have psychological reasons 
not to believe financial organizations without physical offices. 
 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that in the global financial crisis, such a form, the provision of 
financial services, as a virtual bank, has every chance of development. Primarily, this is due to a 
significant decrease in costs for the maintenance of the bank's branch network, which takes a large 
share of the costs of any financial institution. 
 

Classification of virtual credit organizations by type of its formations 

 
Today there exists a few sorts of banks that fit the conception of a virtual bank with some allowances. 
In the first place, it can be called typical virtual financial institutions as defined previously: banks that 
completely carry out its activities via the World Wide Web, with no offices and representations. In 
the modern world such banks is several hundred, its development is not widely adopted enough yet 
(Figure 1). (Demirer, 2016; Farah, 2011; Gloukhov, Ilin, Koposov, Levina, 2014; Klochkov, 
Gazizulina, Ostapenko, Eskina, Vlasova, 2016) There exists simple instance of such financial 
institutions - "Security 1st Network Bank", which has established in the end of 1995 in Pineville, 
Kentucky. 
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Fig 1: Changing in quantity of 

Source: compiled by the author 
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Fig 2:  Changing in quantity of 
Source: compiled by the author 
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In the United States, virtual financial institution
banks was established at that time
virtual banks with the advancement of Internet banking systems
quantity of the virtual banks with average annual gain in 20% is watched
 
Quite a large financial results were shown by American banks from 2004 to 201
more than eight times (Figure 4). (
real money). 
 

Fig 4:  Changing of

 
Source: compiled by the author 
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Table 1: Forms of interplay between clients and network banks by sections 
 

Section Mass Upper Mass Privileged 

Videoconsulting Call Center workers A worker of the 
specialized line in 
call center (СС) 

Personal account 
manager 

Help 

Services 

Maintenance service 
inquiries 

Maintenance service 
inquiries 

Maintenance service 
inquiries 

Dissatisfactions and 
pretensions 

Solvable online 
complaints and 
claims 

Solvable online 
complaints and 
claims 

Solvable online 
complaints and claims 

Sales On-line registration 
of applications for 
banking products 
(credit and debit 
cards, loans, 
mortgages) 

On-line registration 
of applications for 
banking products 
(credit and debit 
cards, loans, 
mortgages) 

On-line advisory on 
financial management 

On-line registration of 
applications for banking 
products (credit and 
debit cards, loans, 
mortgages) 

On-line performing 
complicate operations 
without visiting the bank 

Online advisory on 
financial management  
and complicated 
products  

Online service: 
concierge service, 
competent parties 

Сontact point Smartphone, tablet, 
BIG PAD, Automatic 
Teller Machine, call 
from a site 

Smartphone, tablet, 
BIG PAD, Automatic 
Teller Machine, call 
from a site 

Smartphone, tablet, BIG 
PAD, Automatic Teller 
Machine, call from a 
site, Bank on TV 

Source: Alehin, 2013 

 

The principal benefits of these models for banks are:  
- the favorable circumstances to supply services of superior quality from any access point to the bank; 
- shortening queues;  
- achieving the highest effectiveness of costs: personnel management, hiring of skilled employees, 
lease of premises and so on. 
- expenditure cutting for traffic payment; 
- providing mobility (terminals can be moved, it is possible to definite a maximum suitable locations 
of sales outlets); 
- rising up customer loyalty; 
- promoting increase in a number of clients and growth of sales; 
- forming the Bank's image – innovative, cares about improving the quality of service  
From the client side: 
- 24-hour assistance and counseling is available anywhere in the world; 
- provides effective planning of working time: no necessity to stand in lines to search for the right 
people, to dial, many times to fill out documents, etc; 
- network banks’ presence in molls, at the enterprises, on transport, etc; 
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- the ability to apply to an advisory service of
- files a complaint without having to visit the office
- enables to study bank documents
 
Estimation of the possibilities of introducing virtual credit institutions in the Russian banking sector

The Russia’s financial system has fairly big pros
banking sector on that are imposed Western sanctions have to find new ways of development under 
the global economic crisis. Lowering expenditures is the 
banks. In this regard, the Russian Federation's banking institutions raises the need for transition to
virtual banks.  
 
The advancement of virtual banks has been happening last five years in Russia
bank appeared in the Russian banking system 
Systems (TCS). Currently there exists more than 
(Klochkov, Gazizulina, Golovin, 2016
 

Fig 5: The amount 
Source: compiled by the author 
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Fig 6: Growth rate of the quantity of the Russian Federation's 

Source: compiled by the author 

 

Fig 7:  Rate of gain of the quantity of 

organization

Source: compiled by the author 
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the loan book, 52nd on the household deposit
terms of retail deposits, while loans 
 
When comparing the network bank TCS with traditional financial institutions in the segment of 
consumer lending, it can be noted that it has achieved substantial profits in c
regime of Western sanctions (Figure
 

Source: compiled by the author 
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performance can be attained. For example, the TCS network bank made a profit of 3.03 billion 
rubles, when competitors from the same banking segment had not come out on positive figures. 
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Abstract 

 
The development and realization of information technology contributed to the formation of a new 

type of economy – informational one. New channels of interaction between clients and organizations 

were caused the introduction and expansion of information and communication technologies; such as 

Internet banking and mobile banking have appeared in the bank sphere. The development of 

appropriate hardware and software in the field of mobile communications has led to a sharp increase 

in clients in the sphere of mobile banking. This paper discusses the basic tendencies of advancement 

of remote banking in the Russian Federation's financial institutions. The assessment of criteria on the 

basis of which mobile banking applications are programed is carried out, the hierarchy of criteria to 

which mobile applications have to satisfy is created. The analysis of the existing mobile banking 

applications in the Russian financial institutions is conducted. The most common operating systems 

for mobile applications are considered. The research results of volumes of thievery through mobile 

banking applications are given. The main forms of hacking of mobile banking applications are 

considered. Based on the carried-out analysis, a conclusion was drawn about the necessity of revision 

the concept of designing mobile banking applications in the direction of providing greater security. 

 

Keywords: information technology management, credit organizations, mobile banking, the amount 

of stolen funds, safety 

 

Introduction 

 
The twenty-first century was marked by the rapid growth of information and communication 

technologies, which have firmly entered in all spheres of economy. Development of computer 

networks and the Internet promoted the emergence of new forms of interplay between various 

subjects of economic interaction. 

 

Banking institutes are one of the most active consumers of information technology, taking the second 

place on investments in this sphere after the telecommunication companies. 

 

The use of information and communication technologies in the banking sector resulted in the creation 

of innovative channels for interaction between clients and financial organizations: Internet banking 

and mobile banking. 

 

The development of mobile banking has greatly expanded the possibilities of remote banking services 

for customers, allowing secure an access from virtually anywhere in the world. 

 

In recent years, the development of hardware and software in the field of mobile communication has 

made possible to move from mobile banking applications, which have the ability to view the balance 

of accounts, to full-fledged banking applications that support enough wide range of banking 

operations through mobile banking.  

 

Despite the widespread adoption of mobile banking services and expanding the range of banking 

operations, the developers of modern mobile banking applications primarily pay attention to the 

convenience of the interface for customers, to increase in high-speed performance and less to safety, 

which causes the growth in the amount of stolen money from customers who use mobile applications. 
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(Bataev, 2015; Dewan S.M., Low G., Land L., Dewan A.M., 2009; Shaikh A. A., Hanafizadeh P. and 

Karjaluoto H., 2017) 

 

The main sources that reveal the theoretical and methodological aspects of the development of 

mobile banking are the works of foreign and Russian authors: Barnes, Dewan, Donner and many 

others. 

 

In these studies the prospects for the introduction and development of mobile banking are examined, 

the main forms of interaction with customers are analyzed. The architecture of mobile banking 

systems existing today is viewed and investigated. An evaluation of financial justification for 

implementation of mobile banking applications is made. (Bataev, 2015; Klochkov, Gazizulina, 2016; 

Klochkov, Klochkova, Antipova, Kiyatkina, Vasilieva, Knyazkina 2016) 

 

At the same time, this direction is completely new and dynamically developing and therefore many 

aspects are not considered rather deeply or have not managed to receive a due assessment, despite a 

large number of researches. 

 

The Research Objective and Methodology 

 
The research objective is mobile applications used in the banking sector. A comprehensive study of 

the perspectives for the implementation and development of mobile banking applications is 

conducted. The analysis of existing on the market mobile banking applications on the parameters: 

operating systems, the convenience of the interface, speed and security is carried out. According to 

the conducted research, priority directions in the development of mobile applications for financial 

institutions are offered. 

 

Key Research Findings 

 
The advancement of information technology, which began in the second half of the 20th century, 

resulted in the creation of a new kind of economy – informational one. In the 21st century the 

computer networks growth enabled users to carry out any operation, without leaving home. 

 

The information and communication technologies has introduced in all sectors of economy, 

particularly, the implementation of computer technology is quickly occurring in the banking sector. 

Credit organizations after IT companies take the second place on realization of information 

technology. 

 

In recent years, owing to the advancement of computer technology in the world and Russia new 

forms of remote customer service using mobile banking applications have begun to develop, such 

form of servicing received the name – Mobile Banking. 

 

Mobile banking is management of the bank account by means of the tablet computer (iPad, HTC 

Flyer, Samsung Galaxy Tab and so on), the smartphone or cell phones. Generally, for this purpose it 

is necessary to load a special application on the mobile devices. 

 

According to estimates of various experts, the number mobile banking users constituted more than 25 

million people in Russia in 2015, and in concordance with prognosis the number of users can exceed 

89 million people by the year 2020 (Figure 1). (Bataev, 2015; Nikolova, Kuporov, Rodionov, 2015; 

Klochkov, Odinokov, Klochkova, Ostapenko, Volgina, 2016) 
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Fig 1: Changing of mobile banking users in Russia, million people
Source: compiled by the author 

 

According to estimates of J'son & Partners Consulting, turnover of payments with usage of mobile 

banking totaled 15, 2 billion rubles in 2014, and it rose by 30% and reached 19, 8 billion rubles in 

2015. The volume of payments through mobile banking 

by 2018, while the average annual growth rate from 2016 to 2018 is 28% (Fig

Klochkova, Volgina, Dementiev, 2016; Nikolova, Rodionov, Afanasyeva, 2017; Shaikh, Hanafizadeh 

and Karjaluoto, 2017) 

 

Fig 2: Changing of the volume of payments through mobile banking, billion rubles
Source: compiled by the author 

 

Today more than 54% of Russian banks offer mobile banking services

using mobile banking applications has PJSC «

and considerable financial investments in advanced information products.

occupies the next place - 37% of all client base, the share of other banks together account

15% (Figure 3). The share of customers using mobile banking applications 
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2015. The volume of payments through mobile banking is expected to be more than 41 billion rubles 

by 2018, while the average annual growth rate from 2016 to 2018 is 28% (Figure 2). (
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20% for most Russian financial institutions. (

Gazizulina, Golovin, 2016) 

 

Fig 3: Allocation of clients who use of 
Source: compiled by the author 

 

The analytical agency J'son & Partners Consulting carried out the comparative analysis of mobile 

banking applications of thirty financial institutions having the most developed mobile banking. The 

study according to forty parameters, 

evaluation of applications stores

Gazizulina, Ostapenko, Eskina, Vlasova, 2016; Nikolova, Rodionov, Bahauovna, 2016

 

Table 1: The highest rank of mobile banking applications

 

№ Application 

1  Tinkoff  

2  Roketbank 

3  Instabank  

4  Online Sberbank 

5  BSPB Mobile  

6  Home Credit 

7  MTS Bank 

8  MInB 

9  UBRaD Mobile banking 

10  Qbank 

11  Layf-Mobile 

12  Otkritie Bank 

13  Alpha-Bank5 

14  PSB-Mobile  

15  ROSBANK Online 

16  OTPdirekt 

17  R-Mobile 

18  MCB Mobile  

48%

20% for most Russian financial institutions. (Gloukhov, Ilin, Koposov, Levina, 2014; Klochkov, 

 

Allocation of clients who use of banking institutions’ applications for mobile gadgets

Partners Consulting carried out the comparative analysis of mobile 

banking applications of thirty financial institutions having the most developed mobile banking. The 

according to forty parameters, such as: functionality, interaction experience, the design and 

evaluation of applications stores and others was conducted (Table 1). (Bataev, 2015; Klochkov, 

Gazizulina, Ostapenko, Eskina, Vlasova, 2016; Nikolova, Rodionov, Bahauovna, 2016) 

Table 1: The highest rank of mobile banking applications 

Credit Organization Rating, %

Tinkoff Bank 92% 

Roketbank 87% 

Instabank 85% 

Sberbank 74% 

Bank «Saint-Petersburg» 74% 

Home Credit Bank 73% 

MTS Bank 72% 

Moscow Industrial Bank 71% 

Mobile banking  
Ural Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development 
70% 

Svyaznoy Bank 67% 

Layf (Probusinessbank)  66% 

FC Otkritie  66% 

Alpha-Bank 64% 

Promsvyazbank  63% 

ROSBANK 62% 

ОТР Bank  61% 

Raiffeisenbank 59% 

Credit Bank of Moscow  56% 

15%

37%

Others

Svyaznoy bank

Сбербанк

Gloukhov, Ilin, Koposov, Levina, 2014; Klochkov, 

 

banking institutions’ applications for mobile gadgets 

Partners Consulting carried out the comparative analysis of mobile 

banking applications of thirty financial institutions having the most developed mobile banking. The 

design and 

Bataev, 2015; Klochkov, 

ating, % 

Others

Svyaznoy bank

Сбербанк
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19  Mobile bank VTB24 

20  Mobile.UniCredit  

21  Avangard Bank 

22  Mobile bank URALSIB 

23  SKB-Bank 

24  
Mobile bank Russian 

Standart  

25  Vozrozhdenie Bank 

26  Telecard   

27  Handybank  

28 Citibank RU  

29  Orient Mobile  

30  
Mobile bank Russian 

Agricultural Bank 

Source: compiled by the author 

 

As we can see in Table 1, just mobile application Sberbank entered the top five applications, while 

mobile banking system from Svyaznoy Bank takes only the 10th place.

 

The range of operations for clients using mobile banking application is wide enough, but the 

operations of accounts overview are on the first place (Figure 4). (

Low, Land, Dewan, 2009; Donner and Tellez, 2008; Klochkov, Its, Vasilieva, 2016

 

Fig. 4:  Allocation of operations employing mobile banking, 

Source: compiled by the author 
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mobile application Sberbank entered the top five applications, while 

mobile banking system from Svyaznoy Bank takes only the 10th place. 

The range of operations for clients using mobile banking application is wide enough, but the 

overview are on the first place (Figure 4). (Barnes and Corbitt, 2003; 

Low, Land, Dewan, 2009; Donner and Tellez, 2008; Klochkov, Its, Vasilieva, 2016) 
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Android and iPhone apps, which seize 25% of the market, hold the leading position to implement 

mobile banking in the Russian banking institutions (Figure 5). (

Zugravu, Moga, Cristea, Maftei,  Oprea, 2011; Klochkov, 

 

Fig 5: High-priority software applications for the implementation of mobile banking
 

Source: compiled by the author 

 

The next main directions is possible to define for mobile 

application, secondly - the speed, and on the third place 

designing of banking applications.

 

None of the applications you use does not give 100% protection of data from 

range of vulnerability makes from 14% to 25% depending on the used software application. 

more attention begins to be paid to security issues and according to experts’ estimates; it can come 

out on top on the importance. (Bataev, 2015; Dass, Muttukrishnan, 2011

Júnior, Bidan, Mé, 2008; Siriram, 2011

  

Kinds of mobile banking brittleness

 
Today the attacks through mobile banking divided 

Yang, 2009; Zhou, 2012) 

 

Physical access to the client's gadgets

 
A criminal can get admission to the file system having a physically access to the 

the application stores the identification data or other sensitive data in clear text, or data "flow away" 

in the clear, it is easy for an attacker to obtain this information and steal money

 

Threat when a person is between the server and the g

 
This attack is directly to communication link: during the classical attack, data between the device of 

the client and the server are interce

victim, for example in public Wi

mobile application, incorrect work with enciphering of transmitted data or total absence of data 
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Android and iPhone apps, which seize 25% of the market, hold the leading position to implement 

mobile banking in the Russian banking institutions (Figure 5). (Chen and Wu, 2011; Cristea, 

Zugravu, Moga, Cristea, Maftei,  Oprea, 2011; Klochkov, Klochkova, Vasilieva, 2016) 

 

priority software applications for the implementation of mobile banking

The next main directions is possible to define for mobile gadgets: primarily – an eas

the speed, and on the third place - safety of the used applications under 

designing of banking applications. 

None of the applications you use does not give 100% protection of data from electronic thievery

erability makes from 14% to 25% depending on the used software application. 

more attention begins to be paid to security issues and according to experts’ estimates; it can come 

Bataev, 2015; Dass, Muttukrishnan, 2011; De Mello Benzi, De Sousa 

Júnior, Bidan, Mé, 2008; Siriram, 2011)  

Kinds of mobile banking brittleness 

Today the attacks through mobile banking divided into three types. (Dass, Muttukrishnan, 2011; 

client's gadgets 

A criminal can get admission to the file system having a physically access to the client's 

the application stores the identification data or other sensitive data in clear text, or data "flow away" 

an attacker to obtain this information and steal money. 

Threat when a person is between the server and the gadget 

This attack is directly to communication link: during the classical attack, data between the device of 

the client and the server are intercepted. For this purpose, one has to be in the same network with the 

victim, for example in public Wi-Fi network, or use a fake wireless access points. Brittleness

mobile application, incorrect work with enciphering of transmitted data or total absence of data 
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enciphering is necessary for the attack’s realization. As a consequence, the cybercriminal can obtain 

and replace the transmitted data that leads to thievery of money from the customer account in the end. 

 

Download a malicious program to the client's gadget in various ways 
 

An attacker can lift their privileges in the system after the installation of malicious applications on the 

gadget and get remote access with full access rights. It resulted in an entire compromise of the 

gadget: a criminal is able to steal sensitive data of mobile banking user or substitute data of payment 

transactions. (Dass, Muttukrishnan, 2011; Laukkanen, 2016) 

 

There exists own ways of protection for every kind of attacks. Thus, for protection against directly 

physical access to the gadget it is necessary to use cryptographic opportunities of the gadget, encrypt 

data and if it is needed remotely reset data, and exercise constant control of security of the application 

that will help to reveal possible brittleness. 

 

Threat when a person is between the server and the gadget requires proper realization of the work 

with the SSL cryptographic protocol that provides secure data transfer. It is also recommended 

confide only SSL-certificate of the bank in a mobile application in case of connection to the server. 

 

To protect against malicious applications it is necessary to update permanently the software on the 

gadget, to use security software and that is important to increase user awareness of information 

security issues. 

 

Therefore, the security of mobile banking application is a whole range of measures, beginning with 

the architecture of the application, development, taking all possible brittleness into consideration, and 

also continuous control of its work and regular updating and modification. (Liu, Min, Ji, 2009; 

Ravendran, MacColl, Docherty, 2011; Saeed, 2011). 

 

In spite of the constant improvement in both hardware and software components of mobile banking, 

the volume of theft through mobile banking applications only increase. 

 

For 2014, owners of mobile banking have been attacked by cybercriminals 942 thousand times 

(Figure 6). If we consider that about 15 thousand rubles is stolen on average for one time through the 

mobile application, the damage amounted more than 14, 13 billion rubles a year (Figure 7). 

(Nikolova, Kuporov, Rodionov, 2015) 

 

In 2015, according to different forecasts, the volume of electronic thievery through mobile banking 

exceeded 21 billion rubles (Figure 7). The changing of electronic thievery was 1.5 times less in 

comparison with the period 2013/2014 year. It is a good tendency, caused by coming out to the first 

place to aspect of the security of mobile banking applications. 
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Fig. 6: Changing of the growth in the number of thefts through mobile banking, thousand units
Source: compiled by the author 

 

Fig. 7: Changing of theft through mobile banking applications, billion dollars

Source: compiled by the author 
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Conclusions 

 
In the final, the next findings are drawn: 

 

- the advancement of mobile banking in Russia goes rapidly, the quantity of clients using mobile 

banking applications is supposed to exceed 89 million people by 2020, and the amount of payments 

using mobile banking would exceed 41 billion rubles by 2018; 

 

- today the convenience of application takes the first place, the speed is on the second one and the 

safety of mobile banking - only on the third one under designing of mobile banking applications; 

- the volume of the stolen means through mobile banking applications increased by 6,72 times from 

2012 to 2015 and amounted to 21,36 billion rubles;  

 

- the volume of thievery through the channels of mobile banking was more than 21,36 billion rubles 

in 2015, the conducted research in the field of stolen funds shows that designers of mobile banking 

applications have to put the safety on the first place in the near future. 
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Abstract 
 

Purpose: The goal is to study the activities for managing the quality of logistics processes in the con-

text of universal responsibility for quality, taking into account the content of logistics processes and 

the components of the logistics system of an enterprise, as well as the principles, functions and meth-

ods of implementing the activities for quality management of logistics processes.  

Design/methodology/approach: In compliance with the concept of processual approach, which de-

termines the need for managing the chains of interrelated processes, the paper formulates the main 

provisions for quality management of logistics processes and specifies the concept of logistics pro-

cess quality, the provision of which permits the creation and maintenance of conditions for organiza-

tion of industrial processes. Findings: The need for developing the methods and tools of functioning 

determines the formation of the mechanism of logistics process quality management as a component 

of the quality management system, including: 1) the procedures and processes of monitoring the con-

ditions of the industrial environment, diagnostics of current parameters of logistic processes and pre-

venting the causes of deviations; 2) the identification of reciprocal responsibility for the quality of 

logistics and industrial processes between all workers of an enterprise. Originality/value: The devel-

oped algorithm of the quality management of logistics processes makes it possible to streamline the 

implementation of logistic activities by setting a clear sequence of management actions in considera-

tion of production stages, which implies the need for constant enhancement of logistics processes and 

improvement of their quality. 

 

Keywords: quality of processes, quality management of logistics processes, principles of quality 

management, methodology of the TQM system, functions of quality management of logistics pro-

cesses 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The currently implemented system of quality management is characterized by continuous develop-

ment and improvement of processes, in consideration of rationality of design and techno-logical solu-

tions, the components of industrial capacity of enterprises.  

 

Therefore, the identification of relationships within the industrial system and between the processes 

must be carried out without time loss, which allows for timely detection and elimination of possible 

deviations in timelines of implementing the production processes, interrelated with those of logistics. 

Any recurring deviation may be interpreted as a malfunction in the management system, which leads 

to deterioration in the quality of all processes [2, 4]. 

 

The purpose of the present theoretical study is to disclose the essence of managing the quality of lo-

gistics processes, with account of methodology of the TQM system. The subject of the study includes 

the principles, functions, processes and conditions of implementing the activities for managing logis-

tics processes.  
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2. Theory 

 

In accordance with recommendations of the contemporary international organization of quality man-

agement, the basic principle of the system is the process approach, the application of which stipulates 

the necessity for categorization of processes into three groups, namely, primary, supporting and man-

agement processes [6, 12].  

 

The processes of logistics, focused at creating conditions for the flow of primary processes, must be 

regarded as supporting ones.  In accordance with the concept of the process approach, all processes, 

occurring at an enterprise are interlinked in inputs and outputs, therefore, the quality of industrial 

(primary) processes directly depends on the quality of logistic (procurement) processes.   

 

The given assumption makes it necessary to clarify the essence and content of the quality of logistics 

processes and quality management. In a narrow sense, the quality of logistics processes must be 

viewed as an aggregate indicator, characterizing the degree of correspondence between the logistics 

process parameters and those of industrial processes, which impacts their regularity and proportional-

ity.  In a broad sense, the quality of logistics processes characterizes the ability of the process to time-

ly provide the industrial processes with necessary resources and ensure their quality during storage 

and allocation to different stages of product lifecycle [10, 11].  Consequently, the quality of logistics 

processes may be viewed as conditions for implementing industrial processes at an enterprise. In this 

case, the activities related to quality management of logistics processes are a subsystem of the pro-

cess quality management system at an enterprise [5].  

 

In our  opinion, the quality management of a logistics process should be viewed as a set of organiza-

tional and technological procedures, directed at creation and maintenance of conditions for imple-

menting the production processes, in consideration of the parameters of production environment 

(both internal and external), which, in their turn, determine the quality of production processes.    

 

The main procedures for managing the quality of logistics processes are: the identification of pro-

cesses, the testing of current parameters and continuous monitoring of causes of logistics process 

deviations, affecting the stability and regularity of industrial processes  [3, 7]. 

 

The process quality management in a logistic system must be implemented, taking the following 

principles into account:  

 

- the identification of the subsystem of logistics process quality assurance in the manage-

ment system;  

- the application of the process approach to formation of logistics process chains;  

- ensuring the quality of the final result of each process in relationship with the requirements 

for the quality of the outcome of the logistics process chain, and in accordance with the requirements 

for the quality of serviced industrial processes;    

- the continuous monitoring of industrial conditions, focused at timely introduction of rele-

vant changes in logistics processes, and continuous improvement in current parameters of certain 

processes and the overall quality of logistics process chains;  

- ensuring the sustainability and stability of logistics processes, as well as the reliability of 

logistics process chains;  

- the formation of the infrastructure for implementing the logistics activities with account of 

the requirements for the quality of interrelated logistics processes;  

- ensuring the involvement of all stakeholders of logistics processes and the coordination of 

their actions by cross-functional (integrated) management of logistics process chains;  

- managing the quality of logistics processes and the attainment of the goal of logistics activ-

ity, on condition of minimizing the costs and resources used.   
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3. Quality Management of Logistics Processes 
 

The research undertaken made it possible to disclose the content of the activities related to quality 

management of logistics processes (table 1). 

 

Table 1: The Content Of Quality Management Of Logistics Processes 

 

Components of the logistic sys-

tem 

Content of logistics processes Content of quality manage-

ment of logistics processes 

Customer servicing Classification of customers; 

standartization of work and the 

analysis of requirements for the 

quality of supplies; setting 

standards of service and warran-

ty maintenance of customers;   

The development of the cus-

tomer servicing system, the 

analysis of requirements for 

the quality of service and war-

ranty maintenance, the identi-

fication of customers’ respon-

sibility for quality, setting the 

criteria of the customer servic-

ing quality 

Procurement logistics The formalization of procedures 

for procurement and supply 

management, the evaluation and 

selection of suppliers, the analy-

sis of delivery contract imple-

mentation. 

The standartization of work 

with suppliers, the elaboration 

of the mechanism for manag-

ing the procurement quality, 

setting the criteria of supply 

quality assessment, identifica-

tion of responsibility for the 

quality of supply. 

Warehousing logistics Setting the requirements for 

conditions of product storage, 

the formalization of business 

processes in a warehouse, the 

formation of the order size and 

packaging, the forecasting in 

stock management. 

The development of the stock-

piling management system, the 

analysis of implementing the 

requirements for stockpiling 

conditions; the monitoring and 

evaluation of input and output 

quality, the claim work with 

suppliers. 

Transport logistics The elaboration of the procedure 

of distributing semi-finished and 

finished products; the creation 

of the system of transport pro-

cess management; the optimiza-

tion of transport plan implemen-

tation   

The standartization of 

transport operations, the iden-

tification of responsibility for 

the quality of cargo during 

transportation, encouraging the  

responsibility of transport 

workers for preservation of 

cargo quality, improving the 

quality of transport means. 

Industrial logistics The elaboration of the procedure 

of submitting the application 

from the planning department, 

the coordination of  sales, pro-

duction and procurement plans, 

the development of the technol-

ogy for recycling and sales of 

production waste   

The analysis of sales, produc-

tion and procurement plans, 

process losses and product 

quality, the monitoring of the 

causes of process deviations 

and quality flaws; the 

standartization of procedures 

for managing the logistics pro-

cesses and the identification of 

responsibility for the quality   

Distribution logistics The establishment of relation-

ships with sellers, software sup-

The identification of responsi-

bility for the quality of fin-
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port of marketing process organ-

ization, the analysis of product 

demand, the selection of chan-

nels for product distribution, 

drafting schedules of product 

shipment 

ished product supply, the anal-

ysis of customer’s satisfaction 

with the quality of supply, the 

development of the system of 

staff motivation, the analysis 

of risks for customer groups, 

associated with quality flaws 

Overall management The development of the system 

for managing the logistics pro-

cesses, the formation of the in-

tegral information system, the 

development of key professional 

competencies for logistics ser-

vice workers, the organization of  

cross-cutting coordination of 

logistics departments, the devel-

opment of the system of staff 

motivation    

The identification of responsi-

bility for the quality of pro-

cesses and plotting the matrix 

of responsibility for logistics 

service workers, the SWOT-

analysis of factors ensuring the 

quality of logistics processes, 

the standartization of work-

flow, the elaboration of the 

mechanism of process quality 

management in the logistics 

system of an enterprise.   

 

In view of the above-mentioned provisions, the algorithm of managing the quality of logistics pro-

cesses includes the following steps:   

 

1 Setting the requirements for the quality of logistics processes, the identification of evalua-

tion criteria and drafting the quality assurance programme. 

2 The identification of the initial information on current parameters of logistics process qual-

ity, taking account of the requirements for the quality of industrial processes.   

3 The continuous monitoring and statistical analysis of logistics processes and conditions of 

the production environment with the purpose of timely detection of causes of logistics process devia-

tions.  

4 The development of corrective and preventive measures for eliminating the identified 

causes of deviations in logistics processes and reducing the risk of loss in the event of their reappear-

ance.  

5 The establishment of continuous communication between the agents of logistics process 

chains to organize the team activity focused at quality improvement.  

 

The proposed approach to quality management assumes the necessity for constant improvement of 

logistics processes on the basis of monitoring the conditions of the production environment, testing 

current parameters of logistics processes, preventing the causes of deviations (instead of quality con-

trol), and identifying the mutual responsibility for the quality of logistics and industrial processes, 

shared by all enterprise workers. 

 

4. The mechanism of managing the quality of logistics processes 
 

The table 2 presents the results of investigating the possibility of applying the modern principles of 

the TQM system for disclosing the content of functions of logistics process quality management. 
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Table 2: The content of functions of logistics process quality management in the con-

text of TQM methodology 

 

Name of the principle Content of principles [3] Functions of logistics process 

quality management 

1 Client (customer, buyer) ori-

entation (focusing) 

Quality management is focused 

at implementation of customer 

requirements and the desire to 

surpass their expectations. 

The development of logistics 

processes, associated with 

customers’ assessment of sup-

ply quality with the purpose of 

timely identification of the 

possibility of satisfying cus-

tomer requirements. 

2 Leadership (responsibility of 

management) 

Leaders at all organizational 

levels ensure the unity of goal 

and the trends of organization 

activities, creating conditions for 

interaction of employees to 

achieve the goals of an organiza-

tion in terms of quality 

Setting the goals of logistics 

activity and the analysis of 

their attainment by managers 

must be carried out on the reg-

ular basis. The plans for prod-

uct (service) quality are part of 

the enterprise development 

strategy assurance 

3 The interaction between all 

employees of an enterprise 

It is extremely important for an 

enterprise that all employees 

must be competent, empowered 

and involved in creating wealth. 

The employees must possess 

the knowledge of teamwork 

methods, which ensures the  

synergistic effect in selecting 

and implementing the solu-

tions for improving the logis-

tics processes 

4 Process approach The consistent and predictable 

results are achieved in a more 

effective and efficient way, 

when the activity is perceived 

and managed as interrelated 

processes, functioning as a co-

herent system 

The creation of process chains 

makes it possible to identify 

the interaction between the 

production and logistics pro-

cesses, which determines the 

control over the use of each 

type of resource and reduces 

the production costs   

5 Improvement The improvement is necessary 

for preserving and maintaining 

the level of process quality, as 

well as for timely reaction to 

changes in internal and external 

conditions of process implemen-

tation. 

The improvement of logistics 

processes must be carried out 

with the involvement of ad-

ministration, responsible for 

providing all resources, neces-

sary for attaining the goals set 

6 Relationship management To achieve sustainable success, 

enterprises manage their rela-

tionships with relevant stake-

holders, such are suppliers. 

The management of relation-

ships with suppliers deter-

mines the bilateral relations 

and permits to optimize their 

impact upon the results of lo-

gistics activities. 

7 Evidence-based decision-

making    

The decisions, based upon data 

analysis and assessment are 

more likely to produce the desir-

able results. 

The analysis of proposals, 

aimed at improvement of qual-

ity, productivity and cost re-

duction, must be carried out by 

united teams including the 

industrial and logistic service 

workers 
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8 The establishment of mutually 

beneficial relationships between 

stake-holders 

The establishment of document-

ed procedures, compulsory for a 

supplier at all stages of relation-

ship with a customer   

Determines the necessity for 

establishment and permanent 

analysis of feedback from 

suppliers and consumers of 

communication, which pro-

motes the enhancement of 

logistics process quality    

 

Let us consider the content of the main functions of logistics process quality management in the con-

text of the overall quality management system. The key function is the support of activities, aimed at 

reducing risks of quality flaws when identifying the logistics process deviations, and the achievement 

of sustainable success through the development of corporate culture and social responsibility of an 

enterprise. The implementation of this function contributes to the progress of risk-oriented thinking in 

elaboration and implementation of management decisions [8].   

 

The next function is to standardize the activity of logistics process quality management through the 

development and ensuring the functioning of the relevant mechanism, governing the procedures, 

methods and processes of logistics quality management. This function provides the implementation 

of the principle of systematic approach to quality management.   

  

Equally important functions are the establishment and maintenance of mutually beneficial relations in 

an informal group (quality assurance team), as well as overall management, regarded as a structured 

process of establishing the interaction between the board and the staff, involved in logistics activities 

of an enterprise.  The implementation of functions mentioned is in line with the content of the princi-

ple of personnel involvement in process quality management.  

 

The following functions of logistics process quality management is the promotion of innovations and 

staff motivation, ensuring the continuous innovative development of methods and processes, as well 

as supporting personnel initiatives to improve the logistics processes.  The implementation of these 

functions corresponds to the principle of continuous improvement of process quality.  

 

The general function of logistics process quality management is delineation of powers, duties and 

responsibilities of the staff for the quality of logistics processes, taking into consideration the compe-

tence approach to management, which is in line with the content of the principle of management 

leadership, inherent in the TQM system.  

 

The implementation of the above-mentioned functions is an important condition for effective func-

tioning of the mechanism of logistics process quality management, complying with the system-wide 

principle of universal responsibility for quality [10].   

 

The scheme below presents the structure of the mechanism for managing the quality of processes, 

implemented in the logistics system of an enterprise. 
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Fig. 1: The Functional Structure of the Mechanism of Logistics Process 

 Quality Management 

5. Conclusion 
 

The development and maintenance of the proposed mechanism of logistics process quality manage-

ment contributes to the solution of the following tasks, implemented as part of logistics activities of 

an enterprise:   

 

- raising the degree of customer satisfaction with the quality of products and services; 

- improving the competitiveness of an enterprise;  

- increasing the productivity and labour efficiency; 

- ensuring the economic sustainability of an enterprise, and the rational use of all types of  

resources; 

- improving the quality of management decisions;  

- implementing the latest achievements in engineering and technology;  

 

It must be noted, that the quality of logistics processes is determined by such factors, as staff, equip-

ment, materials, methods and components of the internal and external environment of an enterprise.  

 

The conducted research has made it possible to reveal the basic components of activities related to 

logistics process quality management.  One of the main components of such activities is the staff, 

involved in the logistics activity of an enterprise.  The second component, ensuring high quality of 

logistics processes, is related to technical support of logistics processes, i.e. the appropriate equip-

ment, devices and tools.  

 

The important component of logistics process quality management is the effective use of manage-

ment tools, including the principles and methods of management, the style of administration and the 

implementation of effective management solutions for improving the technology of logistics process-

es.   

 

The next, equally important component is associated with creating the required moral climate, based 

on mutual interest and responsibility of each worker and the logistic service team of an enterprise as a 

whole.  

 

Finally, the systematic component of activities, related to quality management, is the process ap-

proach, which is an effective tool for managing the quality of logistics processes, including the fol-

lowing procedures:  

 

- identification, verification and validation;  

- internal audit; 

Standartization of procedures 

for managing the quality of 

processes, implemented in the 

logistics system 

The analysis of risks, associ-

ated with quality flaws and 

deviations in logistics pro-

cesses  

 

The mechanism of managing 

the quality of logistics process-

es  

Identification of  

mutually beneficial relations in 

quality assurance teams   

 

Coordination of inter-

action between all 

agents 

Identification of responsibilities 

and duties related to logistics pro-

cess quality management   

Monitoring and improve-

ment of internal and ex-

ternal environment condi-

tions  

Evaluation of logistics process qual-

ity and staff motivation  

 

Elaboration and implementa-

tion of corrective and pre-

ventive measures  
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- the management of current records on the quality of processes, including the assessment 

and analysis of audit results;  

- corrective and preventive measures;  

-  the solutions, aimed at improving the quality of logistics processes;  

- continuous training of the personnel and identification of competences in the area of logis-

tics process quality management.  

 

Thus, the conducted investigation allows us to conclude that the quality of logistics processes and the 

content of functions, related to logistics process quality management in the con-text of main provi-

sions of the TQM system, complies with the content of activities focused at industrial process quality 

management.  This conclusion determines the necessity for restructuring the overall logistic activity, 

the coordinated work of all structural departments of the logistic service, and optimal identification of 

responsibility for quality shared between workers of logistics and industrial departments of an enter-

prise 
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Abstract 

Mobile collaboration healthcare system is one of the most widely accepted choices to support 

medical routine in healthcare organisations. These organisations are well known as having a high 

degree of communication, coordination and collaborative works, mobility and data and information 

access from many devices or tools.  Although the benefits associated with mobile collaboration 

technology have been recognised as offering great potential in the healthcare sector, its successful 

adoption and implementation rate is low and many hospitals did not achieve intended goals in 

Indonesia. This study, therefore aims to develop a mobile collaborative healthcare implementation 

success framework by adapting the DeLone and McLean’s IS success model to identify both critical 

success factors and success measures. In order to meet the study objectives, this study will employs a 

quantitative approach to identify the influence of various information quality, service quality, system 

quality and mobile collaborative healthcare implementation-related variables on Indonesian 

healthcare institutions’ performance impacts.  

 

Keywords: Integrated framework, Mobile collaboration, Healthcare 

Introduction 

Physicians and nurses are highly mobile in their daily hospital routine, moving frequently between 

wards, outpatient clinics, diagnostic and therapeutic departments, conference rooms and operating 

theatres. Their manifold information and communication needs at any number of locations and at all 

times of day and night are difficult to satisfy. Costly clinical workstations, which require additional 

allotment of valuable space, though often used, are not always accessible (Ammenwerth et.al, 1999).  

 

Mobile technology is enabling an organization to work collaboratively or separately on a global basis 

while maintaining its collaborative information sharing capabilities. It has led to significant 

innovations in the healthcare organization, which can improve services to patients (Siau, 2003). 

Mobile collaboration has progressively become a significant concern in computer supported 

collaborative work (CSCW). Some researchers have been conducted by (Syafar et al. 2013a, 2015); 

(Herskovic et al. (2009), Hislop (2008), and Milrad and Spikol (2007) in efforts to recognize the 

implications of mobile work and mobile collaboration on collaborative applications design. 

Researches on application areas of mobile collaboration such as healthcare (Tentori and Favela, 

2008), (Zeng, 2016) and many more have also been studied. Mobile collaborative healthcare is 

helping professionals provide patients with a higher standard of care-to move healthcare back into the 

community, reducing the pressure on hospitals and medical centers while reducing the costs of 

delivering services. 

 According to Ammenwerth (2000), mobile work in healthcare can cover several of tasks as follows: 

• Routine use, everyday activities for healthcare professionals, for example: obtaining regular 

updates for patients. 
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• Mobile communications, the possibility to reach the healthcare worker anytime and anywhere. 

• Mobile information access, possibility to access patient’s medical record from healthcare’s 

mobile devices. 

• Mobile documentation, such as the possibility to avoid double documentation and ability to 

update/access through mobile devices. 

• Nurses and general practitioner’s assessment, outpatient care nurses and general practitioners 

need to use mobile communication in order to provide all relevant patient and medical 

information on the move. 

 

It is indeed that the roles of mobile healthcare are significantly important. Zeng (2016) implied that 

an enterprise information system including mobile healthcare is an array of information technologies 

that will affect data, workflow, and the people in an organization. Professionals with different roles 

need to work as a group in order to successfully implement the systems. Jakab (2016) report, eHealth 

involves a broad group of activities that use electronic means to deliver health-relatedinformation, 

resources and services: it is the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) for health. 

eHealth foundation actions build an enabling environment for the use of ICT for health.  However the 

literature series remain very limited (Fichers et al., 2003). According to Guerrero et al. (2004) and 

Sconavvacca et al,. (2006); a review of the literature in relation to mobile work in general has been 

under-researched, and  research in mobile collaborative work in particular has been under-researching 

(Syafar and Gao, 2013a). Moreover, some research show that nearly 83.33% of companies from 

Indonesia (Dantes and Hasibaun, 2011), 50%-75% of US firms (Hawari and Heeks, 2010), 

approximately 90% China firms failed in ERP Implementations in healthcare. In addition mobile 

collaboration technologies adoption and use in healthcare sectors have not been popular yet in 

Indonesia. 

 

Therefore the objectives of the research are: 

• Investigating and Identifying the critical success factors (CSFs) for adopting and implementation 

of mobile collaborative in healthcare organisations 

• Measuring the performance impacts of mobile collaborative in healthcare organisations 

• Examining the relationship between CSFs for adoption and implementation mobile collaborative 

and their performance impacts. 

• Developing an integrated framework for successful adoption and implementation of mobile 

collaborative in healthcare institutions. 

This study aims to contribute into the body of knowledge on mobile collaborative, such as: 

• Providing integrated understanding of the mobile collaborative adoption and implementation 

process by investigating and identifying the CSFs. 

• Providing knowledge transfer to mobile collaborative tools vendor. The research finding will 

bring better understand the need of potential mobile collaborative system to the vendors. 

• Formulating an integrated model for successful adoption of mobile collaborative that will 

contribute as a guideline of decision making process for healthcare stakeholders and other 

relevant organisations in adopting and implementing mobile collaborative projects. 

 

In developing theoretical and research model, we get inspiration from Delone and Mclean (1992) 

with their IS success model (six dimensions of IS success, such as System quality, information 

quality, service quality, use (adoption), user satisfaction (collaborator satisfaction, net benefit 

(performance impacts).  By adapting Delone and Mclean’s (1992) model for IS factors, we create a 

theoretical model that presents a consolidated view of the literature in the area of mobile 

collaborative healthcare. 

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First, we present literature review, followed by 

proposed framework and research methodology, and the last section outlines a conclusion. 
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Literature Review 

Mobile Collaboration Technology (MCT) 

A mobile user or mobile worker is often regarded as a person performing tasks anywhere and 

anytime, using mobile computing devices with wireless communication capabilities. Typically they 

require functionalities for data synchronization and on-demand collaboration with other people 

(Syafar & Gao, 2013b, Messeguer et al., 2008).  

Mobile workers in this research are Physicians and nurses who have to work within and or out of 

hospitals, move around locally or remotely. Their tasks must be performed on the site within a 

specific timeframe or they have to work at different locations with a carried “portable office” with 

limited resources. They often work based on an irregular schedule with narrow time windows for 

action. They have to cope with great uncertainty and interference. Moreover, they are not possible to 

ensure the availability of communication media when they decide to collaborate.  

Mobile healthcare: adoption and implementation problems 

The emerging growth of mobile technology has the potential to greatly improve sharing information 

and communicate with each other in healthcare routine. According to Standing and Standing (2008) 

the adoption of mobile technology in the healthcare sector has some problems as follows: 

Need for integration of systems. Healthcare information systems are too large, complex systems and 

not well integrated. This means that the application of mobile in relation to data access and 

integration are not easily realised because the core applications of the system are not fully integrated.  

Centralised systems. Healthcare administration and management has been developed along 

centralised lines with larger hospitals being developed to improve economies of scale. These systems 

have been supported by centralised IT systems. However, this type of architecture does not reflect the 

distributed nature of work or patient needs.  

Security and privacy issues. The use of mobile technology in the healthcare sector generates anxieties 

related to security and privacy. As mobile healthcare professionals often store confidential patient 

data the loss of such a device or unauthorised access to it can be highly problematic (Fitch and 

Adams, 2006).  

 

Factors Influencing MCT in Healthcare Adoption and Implementation 

 

Information Quality 

 
The quality of information related to successful healthcare management, according to Lehmann et al., 

(2008) more relevant to the dimensions of accuracy, output timeliness, consistent, complete and 

relevant information and selected mobile devices. Information quality refers to the quality of outputs 

the information system produces (DeLone and McLean, 1992), which can be in the form of reports or 

online screens.  

 

System Quality 

 
Mobile collaboration systems have particular features that are positively impact to the adoption and 

implementation in healthcare organisations and these are explained as follows: 

• Portability. The physical characteristics of mobile devices that enable users to employ them 

more easily. Such features also allow users to collaborate with others anytime and anywhere 

(Syafar & Gao, 2013b, Syafar et al., 2014a, Syafar et al., 2015; Sarker et al., 2010). 

• Reachability. With such technology, a person can be in touch and reached by other people at any 

time (Syafar & Gao, 2013b, Syafar et al., 2014b, Syafar et al., 2015; Sarker et al., 2003; Junglas, 

2003).  
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• Localization. The ability of MCT to track the geographical position of a mobile user (Sarker et 

al., 2003; Junglas, 2003).  

• Identification. The ability of a device to confirm a user’s identity (Syafar & Gao, 2013b, Syafar 

et al., 2014a, Syafar et al., 2015; Sarker et al., 2003; Junglas, 2003).  

• Accessibility.  The extent to which an individual is able to get access to a mobile network at a 

given time and geographical location (Syafar & Gao, 2013b, Syafar et al., 2014a, Syafar et al., 

2015; Sarker et al., 2003; Junglas, 2003).   

 

System quality represents the quality of the information system processing itself, which includes 

software and data components, and it is a measure of the extent to which the system is technically 

sound. 

 

Service Quality 

 
According to Chatterjee et al. (2009), in the healthcare industry system reliability and system support 

use will positively affect within the healthcare context. System reliability: The extent to which the 

system can be depended upon to complete a task without problems and breakdowns. System support: 

The extent to which there is commercial software and hardware support available for the mobile 

device. Quality is a product which is achieved through services to attain customer satisfaction and 

managerially it can be defined as an excellence achieved in providing a service (Besterfield, 2006). 

Service quality has gained importance as it is a source for distinguishing between services and 

provides competitive advantage. The construct service quality has been defined as the degree of 

discrepancy between customers’ normative expectations for service and their perceptions of service 

performance.  

 

 

Performance Impact 

 
Organizational performance impact is accumulated end results of all the organization's work 

processes and activities. The extent to which there is a reduction in the delay of healthcare service 

provided to patients, increase in the accuracy and efficiency of healthcare service, reduction in errors 

in medical records, improved security of medical records, increase in the ability to continuously 

monitor critical patients, etc (Chatterjee et al., 2009). 

 

Campbel, Sarker and Valacich (2006) assume that the above capabilities of MCTs are very much 

required by high expertise mobile workers (e.q. in healthcare organisations). In line with the systems 

quality regarding MCTs, Kent (2016) and Syafar et al., (2014b) claims that with MCTs’ capabilities 

make it possible for mobile tools to be employed by mobile workers. It has a positive business impact 

in that employees are supported to be more productive and more responsive to customers’ 

requirements and collaboration in their organization. 

 

Proposed Framework 

In order to develop the mobile collaboration healthcare framework, we adapt the D&M IS success 

Model as presented in Figure 1. In order to develop the framework, the research questions need to be 

answered. The major question is: How can mobile collaboration technologies assist healthcare 

organization for successful adoption and implementation?  
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Fig 1. Proposed Research Model (adapted from DeLone and McLean IS success model (1992) 

 

Research Methodology 

 
The study will employ a quantitative approach to identify the influence of various information 

quality, service quality, system quality and mobile collaborative healthcare implementation-related 

variables on performance impacts.  

 

Structural Equation Model (SEM) software program will be used to confirm the various hypotheses 

relationship or testing the relationship between multiple latent and measured variables.

 

The data will be collected through questionnaires. The respondents will be Indonesian healthcare 

organisations which have successfully adopted mobile collaborative systems. 

Target respondent groups will be:  

• Senior IS manager (who involving in the adopting process) 

• Healthcare workers (physicians, nurses) 

 

Data analysis will be conducted within two steps: assessing the measurement model, and then the 

structural model for adequacy of data representation. The measurement model will be tested for 

validity and reliability properties. Construct validity will be assessed by convergent and discriminant 

validity, using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). 

 

The proposed research model presented in Figure 1 will be tested with the related hypotheses, drawn 

from theoretical background of this paper. Hypotheses will be proposed for each variables 

relationship. These hypotheses will be drowned from theoretical synthesis from some relevant 

references.  

 

 

Conclusion 

It is expected that the research finding will build an integrated framework that meet all requirements 

for successful adoption and implementation. In addition, it can enhance healthcare planning and 

implementation as well as continuously improved, and automatically adapts to the new and changing 

mobile technologies. By implementing mobile collaborative healthcare routine, mobile information 

and communication systems will have the potential to increase quality of patient care in the long run 

such as: greatly improve communication, facilitate information access, decrease in the delay of 
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healthcare service provided to patients, increase in the accuracy and efficiency of healthcare service, 

reduction in errors in medical records, improved security of medical records, increase in the ability to 

continuously monitor critical patients in Indonesian healthcare institutions. 
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Abstract 
 

The participation of the leading management (Top-line-and Second-Line Managers) in the business 

development of a parent company or a group company is a popular way to incentivise the managers. 

In private equity transactions, managers fairly regularly get the opportunity to purchase shares in 

order to (indirectly) participate in the future business developments of the target company. These co-

investment programmes, in which managers participate, are currently challenged by the tax 

authorities. In co-investment structures, there is a tussle between the tax authorities and the 

participating managers — often in times of disposal of the co-investment — over whether 

reimbursements out of the co-investment programme to the managers represent wage or capital 

income/capital gain. The type of income is a crucial factor for all managers resident in Germany and 

especially abroad. The tax risks of these co-investment models have to be borne by the managers. A 

careful implementation of the management participation programme is necessary in order to structure 

these co-investments as a capital investment for the managers. That leads to low taxation for German 

residents or possibly even no taxation for non-German residents. The article wants to highlight the 

current developments in this context and to carve out solutions for management participation 

programmes for international managers in Germany. 

 

Keywords: Private Equity Transaction, Co-Investment Programme, Management Participation, 

Capital Investment 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In response to global and domestic competition, Cooke (1994) pointed out more than twenty years 

ago, that (here: American) companies try to improve their business performance through a more 

effective use of their available work forces with the implementation of employee participation 

programmes. For this reason, it is a popular practice among shareholders and investors to 

appropriately involve executive employees in target corporate success (Poenicke and Buenning 

2014). These days, there is, in the private equity context, hardly any transaction without the 

participation of the management in a purchased target company (Hohaus and Inhester, 2003). 

Furthermore, family-equity investments, i.e. the participation of family offices in successful 

companies, also regularly use such instruments (Schulte, 2016). 

 

The reasons for the implementation of management participation programmes in typical Leveraged-

Buy-Out Transactions are diverse, but boil down to a sustained increase in corporate value. The 

managers participate in the chances and risks of the current business activities as an incentive for 

better work performance. For these reasons, managers often get the chance to purchase shares of 

amounts equal to one or two gross annual salaries.  
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The legal form of the management participation or co-investment programmes can be very diverse, 

e.g. stock options, preferred shares, rights embodied in a participation certificate, indirect 

participations etc. 

 

Such (indirect) participation in the target companies needs to be efficiently designed for both parties. 

For this reason, in medium-sized or large buy outs, the management participation would typically be 

bundled into a separate investment vehicle (see Section 3). By way of an equity contribution to the 

investment vehicle, the managers receive shares in the investment vehicle, representing an indirect 

participation in the target company. The investment through a vehicle also facilitates the 

administration, when many managers from several countries are to participate in the target company. 

In this article, such programmes will be reviewed with regard to their prominent position in practice 

(Thiele, 2017). 

 

In the context of the purchase of the participation in an investment vehicle, all parties enter into a co-

investor and shareholders’ agreement with respect to their holding of shares in the target company. In 

such agreements, the terms and conditions are codified, especially with respect to exit clauses, leaver 

schemes, drag-along-right, tag-along-right, anti-dilution-protection, and other aspects like admission 

of further co-investors.  

 

The terms and conditions of these agreements especially are regularly scrutinized by the tax 

authorities. Most frequently, the central question in this context is whether a co-investment/equity 
participation of a manager in the target company (directly or indirectly) represents an additional 

source of income apart from the person’s employment relationship in the target organization. And, in 

case of an exit, whether the capital gains out of the disposal of the shares held by managers in an 

investment vehicle, represents capital income at the level of the manager. In some cases, the tax 

authorities consider capital gains to be wages because of a close connection between employment in 

the target and capital investment. The huge tax impacts of these re-qualifications of capital gain in 

work income will be shown in Section 4. 

 

2. Review of Scientific Journals, Views of Fiscal Authorities, and Federal Fiscal 

Court Decisions 
 

Within the usual tax audits done by the fiscal authorities, management participation programmes 

have been focused on for many years (Poenicke and Buenning, 2014). In management participation 

programmes, the main tussle between the fiscal authorities and the managers results in a fiscal 

treatment of these programmes and the revenues earned from them (e.g. profit distributions, capital 

gains).  

 

It is necessary for all parties to differentiate between the employment contract of the manager and the 

special right resulting in the capital participation of the managers (indirectly) in the target company, 

where they also happen to be employed. Such an agreement is generally accepted by the German 

Federal Fiscal Court as a separate privity of contract, which is independent of the employment 

contract (BFH, 2005; BFH, 2006; BFH, 2008; BFH, 2009; BFH, 2014; BFH, 2016a, BFH, 2016b). 

For this reason, the capital contribution needs to be concluded in an independent agreement next to 

the employment contract (BFH, 2016b).  

 

Questions and uncertainties arise in cases where the employment contract and capital participation 

are closely connected. That might be in cases where the benefits of profiting from a separate capital 

contribution are induced by the employment relationship as a kind of remuneration for work (BFH, 

2009). It is a kind of sweet equity contribution, which means a manager receives capital contribution 

in the target company freely or at a cheap rate, overlapping the special right, resulting in a capital 

participation through the employment contract (von Braunschweig, 1998; Hohaus and Inhester, 2003; 

Poenicke and Buenning, 2014). So, such an agreement would totally qualify as wage, which would 

include (i) the non-cash benefit arising from the reduced or free purchase price of capital 

contribution, (ii) revenues from this participation, and (iii) the capital gain at the time of disposal of 

the participation represents wage according to German Income Tax Act (ITA 2009). In contrast, no 
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action under the German tax law would be evoked, if the target company or the investor would grant 

a loan to the managers in order to enable them to finance the capital participation in the target (BFH, 

2010). In this case, it would be necessary to determine the loan conditions in accordance with the 

arm's length principle (Hohaus and Inhester, 2003). 

 

Another big issue in the management participation programmes, which has been challenged for many 

years in the tax audits, is the leaver scheme in the co-investment programmes. In practice, the 

management participation programmes differentiate between managers who leave the company as 

“Good-Leavers”, “Bad-Leavers” and, where appropriate, as “Bad-Bad-Leavers”. As a general rule 

(Koch-Schulte, 2015), the leaver-types can be characterized as follows: (i) a Good-Leaver is manager 

who is unable to work anymore or dies or the employment contract is terminated by the target 

company, (ii) a Bad-Leaver is a manager who terminated the programme or the employment contract, 

or becomes insolvent, and (iii) a Bad-Bad-Leaver is a manager who breaches the manager’s duty 

and/or is dismissed for that (an important) reason. 

 

With regard to such leaver schemes, the tax authorities argue in favour of an overlapping of the 

employment contract and the separate capital participation through the management participation 

programmes (Koch-Schulte 2015, FG Cologne 2015). This is based on a very special decision of the 

fiscal court in which a bad-leaver arrangement in a co-investment programme led to an overlapping 

of the parallel contracts of employment and capital participation (BFH 2013). Basically, other 

underlying aspects of these decisions must be taken into account. However, the tax authorities have 

come to consider this decision to be universally valid. This leads, in practice, to the conclusion that 

the tax authorities assumed an overlapping of the employment and the capital investment solely based 

on a bad-leaver scheme in a management participation programme (Roedding, 2017). 

 

In this context, another senate of the German Federal Fiscal Court has contradicted the authorities’ 

interpretation by a decision published in 2017 (BFH, 2016b). According to the Federal Fiscal Court, 

there is, on the one hand, no overlapping of the employment contract in cases where the management 

participation programme is solely offered to a closed group of employees. On the other hand, leaver 

schemes, as described at the level of the management participation programme, are a consequence of 

these programmes, independent of the employment contract (BFH, 2010; BFH, 2016b).  

 

Consequently, a leaver scheme on its own is not harmful from the tax point of view. The management 

programme must be considered with an overall view, if there is a close connection between the 

employment contract and the capital investment of a manager. Moreover, it is important, that 

managers drawn to participation bear the chances and risks involved in capital investment. 

Comparable to a capital investment, the sale and purchase price of the managers’ co-investment 

should be at fair value. Tauser (2017) criticises this norm set by the fiscal court. 

 

Furthermore, according to the current decision, typical vesting-clauses, which represent sales 

restrictions on co-investment participation by a manager, are acceptable as well. Such clauses are 

generally not contrary to the beneficial ownership of the managers in the interests in the co-

investment vehicle (Tauser, 2017).  

 

Hence, such programmes need not be completely compliant with the arm's length principle (Poenicke 

and Buenning 2014). However, a careful implementation of the co-investment programme is 

necessary in order to avoid tax risks (see Section 4). 

 

3. Typical Structure of Management Participation Programmes 
 

Financial investors, who invest in (here: German) target companies, typically have a multi-level 

acquisition structure (Bussian et. al., 2016). Such an acquisition structures can be simplified to look 

like the following structure, which will be especially helpful in understanding the next chart.  
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Fig. 1: Acquisition Structure of a Financial Investor with a future German Target Company 

(prior to 
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Fig. 2: Typical Structure of 

signing the sale and purchase contract)

 

In this case, HoldCo has established the co

partnership interests in Co-Invest Partnership to the selected m

the payment of the purchase prices, the managers will indirectly 

 

Along with the signing of the sale and purchase agreement 

(‘AcquiCo’) and the seller, the HoldCo, 

investors’ and shareholders’ agreement with respect to their holding of shares in 

an agreement regulates the rights and obligations of all parties and helps to avoid 

example, over the direction of business activities. 

 

Such a structure links the execut

interest of the investor. On the one hand

contributing their own money to the investment vehicle

leverages the managers’ participation 

For these reasons, the managers are incentivized to develop the business of 

the refund value of their capital in 

 

Regarding the restrictions of the German Holding Companies Act (UBGG

Target in private equity transactions can be financed 

and 1 portion equity (Bussian et. al.

only bear (here) 2.5% of the total

indirectly in Target (Eilers et al., 2016).

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Typical Structure of Management Participation in a Co-Investment Vehicle (post 

signing the sale and purchase contract) 

In this case, HoldCo has established the co-investment structure. Thus, HoldCo sells limited 

Invest Partnership to the selected managers in consideration of 

payment of the purchase prices, the managers will indirectly hold shares in the InvestmentCo.

sale and purchase agreement between a separate acquisition vehicle 

HoldCo, InvestmentCo, the Co-Invest Partnership, enters

and shareholders’ agreement with respect to their holding of shares in InvestmentCo

an agreement regulates the rights and obligations of all parties and helps to avoid future conflicts, 

the direction of business activities.  

Such a structure links the executive managers in two respects to Target, which is also the

n the one hand, the managers enter into capital participation by way of 

own money to the investment vehicle, and, on the other, such equity participation 

leverages the managers’ participation in a partially credit-financed purchase by AcquiCo 

For these reasons, the managers are incentivized to develop the business of Target in order to 

of their capital in the case of an exit by the investor.  

trictions of the German Holding Companies Act (UBGG, 1998), the acquisition of 

transactions can be financed maximum with 3 portions (shareholder) loan 

equity (Bussian et. al., 2016). Such a finance structure leads to fact that managers will 

(here) 2.5% of the total equity, while holding 10% of share capital in InvestmentCo and 

2016). 

 

Investment Vehicle (post 

sells limited 

 cash. After 

InvestmentCo. 

between a separate acquisition vehicle 

s into a co-

InvestmentCo. Such 

conflicts, for 

arget, which is also the primary 

capital participation by way of 

equity participation 

 (Table. 1). 

arget in order to increase 

1998), the acquisition of 

(shareholder) loan 

2016). Such a finance structure leads to fact that managers will 

holding 10% of share capital in InvestmentCo and 
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Tab. 1: Incentive System by Debt-Financed Purchase—Consolidated Sources and Uses 
 

Equity Funding by Investor  Debt and Equity Funding by Investor 

         

Sources mEUR Uses mEUR  Sources mEUR Uses mEUR 

Purchase 

Price Target 
95 

Investor  

Equity 
90 

 Purchase 

Price Target 
95 

Investor  

Equity 
25 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Shareholder 

Loan 
72.5 

Transaction Cost 5 
Managers 

Equity 
10 

 
Transaction Cost 5 

Managers 

Equity 
2.5 

Total 100 Total 100  Total 100 Total 100 

 

The table illustrates that managers indirectly participating with 10% of the shares in Target, need 

only to contribute one quarter to reach this ownership in case of debt-financing by the investor (see 

also Table 2). 

 

4. Tax Considerations and Calculations 
 

Based on the review, a careful structuring is required of the co-investment, especially the leaver 

scheme. The tax risks arising from an inappropriate structure has to be borne solely by the managers 

with regard to the transparent structure.  

 

Tax risks can arise at three stages within the holding period—first, at the time of acquiring the 

interest in the investment vehicle; second, during the holding period; and, third, at the time of the 

disposal of the shares in the partnership. These three periods shall be considered from a German 

international tax perspective. 

 

Preamble 
 

Co-investors who are tax-resident in Germany are subject to unlimited German tax liability with their 

worldwide income, e.g. dividend income, interest income from loans, and capital gains. Investors 

who are tax-resident in Germany can be subjected to limited German tax liability with income earned 

in Germany such as capital income, depending on the type of financial instrument and other 

conditions. 

 

(a) Tax considerations during the purchase of indirect interest in the Co-Invest 

Partnership 
 

The sale and the transfer of limited partnership interests in the partnership by HoldCo to the 

managers should be tax neutral provided the transaction is based on fair market value. In case of a 

sweet equity contribution, taxation would arise at the level of a manager. According to the German 

comprehension, the sweet equity contribution would qualify as wage in the amount of the difference 

between the purchase price and the fair market value of these interests. The tax rate of wages can rise 

to 45% plus a solidarity surcharge.  

 

In case of managers living abroad, the German target can be made liable to pay wage taxes as an 

indemnitor. The tax authorities qualify such wages as “wage by third parties”, based on Sec. 38 of the 

Income Tax Act (ITA, 2009). In tax audits, expenses towards the implementation of the co-

investment structure (e.g. notary services, tax, and legal advice regarding statutes and the 

shareholder’s agreements, inter alia) are qualified as “wage by third parties” by the tax authorities. 

This currently causes considerable frictions in practice. 

 

As a result, it is not necessary to check a double taxation treaty in this case. The target probably 

would have repayment claims.  
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(b) Tax considerations in the holding period of the interests in the Co-Invest 

Partnership 
 

In this scenario, the managers can profit from their investment by way of dividend distribution along 

the shareholding chain. In this period, it is not common to partially realise capital gains from the 

disposal of shares because of vesting clauses. Bad leavers, too, touch their capital contribution only 

after the total sale of the shares.  

 

Depending on the legal design of the programme, dividend distribution to the managers could also 

qualify as wages. This can have bad impacts on the manager, as it will be shown in the tax 

calculations at the time of exit. 

 

(c) Tax considerations at the time of disposal of the interests in the Co-Invest Partnership 

 

The most relevant taxable event is the sale of Target shares. Based on the typical drag-along-right in 

the agreement, managers are also obliged to sell their interests in case the investor wishes to realize 

the investment by way of an exit.  

 

There are two levels at which the capital gain can be realized in case of a resale of the target.  

 

The capital gains can be realized at the level of InvestmentCo, which is typically not resident in 

Germany. That means, from a German tax perspective, these capital gains upon disposal of at least 

1% of the shares in AcquiCo would be subject to a limited German tax liability, according to the 

German Income Tax Act (ITA, 2009). However, Germany would not be entitled to tax such capital 

gains pursuant to Article 13, para. 5, of the OECD Model Tax Convention (OECD, 2014). 

 

If, in contrast, AcquiCo sold all shares Target, 5% of any capital gain would be subject to German 

CIT and TT, resulting in an effective tax rate of approximately 1.5%. In addition, the capital gain 

would have to be distributed as dividend to its shareholders, inviting the German withholding tax.  

 

Against this background, InvestmentCo should sell shares in AcquiCo in order to mitigate the exit tax 

burden because there is typically a participation exemption regime in the state of domicile of 

InvestmentCo that should be applicable at the level of InvestmentCo. 

 

Capital gains from the disposal of shares in InvestmentCo realized by investors resident in Germany 

for tax purposes are: 

 

� Subject to the final flat tax at a rate of 26.375%, if the investor holds its shares among its 

private assets and has a participation quota of less than 1%; 

� Subject to the so-called part-income taxation regime, 40% of the capital gain is tax exempt, 

and the remainder is subject to progressive rates of up to 47.48%, if the investor has a 

participation quota of 1% or more; 

� 95% tax exemption for CIT and TT purposes, if the investor is a German corporation. 

 

According to the national law, this tax burden has also to be borne by non-German resident investors. 

If there is a double taxation treaty, comparable to the OECD Model Tax Convention (OECD, 2014), 

between Germany and the country of the manager’s residence, Germany will not have the right to tax 

these capital gains.  

 

In that case, these capital gains will be treated as wage, where Article 15, para. 1 and 2, of the OECD 

Model Tax Convention (OECD, 2014) can be relevant. Non-German resident managers employed by 

Target and stationed periodically at its headquarters would be subject to German taxation only to the 

extent Target has borne the wages. That means the capital gains realized by non-resident managers 

would be subject to limited taxation according to a German international tax convention. As a 

consequence, these capital gains will be taxed as wages with the proportional tax rates up to 47.48% 

(taxable income in the amount of EUR 256,000). 
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The following table will illustrate the tax impacts for managers, whose capital gains qualify to be (i) 

capital gain and (ii) as wage. In this example, Target is sold at a multiple of three and the manager, 

who is not resident in Germany, holds participation to the extent of 10% of the interests in the Co-

Invest Partnership. 

 

Tab. 2: Profit Determination and Taxation Depending on Qualification of Income from Co-

Investment Programme 

 

 mEUR mEUR 

Sales Proceeds of Target 300 300 

Book Value at Level of InvestmentCo ./. 100 ./. 100 

Transaction Cost 5 5 

Capital Gain at Level of InvestmentCo 195 195 

Repayment of Shareholder Loan 0 72.5 

   

Profit Distribution (and Capital Repayment) 195 122.5 

Investor 175.5 110.3 

Co-Investors (90%) 17.5 11 

Co-Investor (10%) 2 1.2 

German Tax Burden (Capital Gains) 0 0 

German Tax Burden (Wage) 0.95 0.57 

Capital Repayment 1 0.25 

Total Net Return (incl. capital contribution) 3 vs. 2.05 1.45 vs. 0.88 

 

Within this realistic scenario, a manager, who has participated with 10% in a managing participation 

programme, will have a total net return to the amount of EUR 3 million (scenario: equity funding by 

investor) and EUR 1.45 million (scenario: debt and equity funding by investor) in case the capital 

gain is qualified as a capital income. Germany would not tax this capital gain in case the investor is 

resident in a contracting state. In contrast, if the co-investment programme is closely linked to 

employment relationship of the relevant manager, the total net return of these investments amounts to 

EUR 2.05 million (scenario: equity funding by investor) respectively EUR 0.88 million(scenario: 

debt and equity funding by investor) . Thus, the capital gain is considered as wage from the German 

tax perspective. That would reduce the capital return compared to the initial investments about almost 

100% (scenario: equity funding by investor) and 160% (scenario: debt and equity funding by 

investor). 

 

Incidentally, this example also shows the leverage effect in case of a partially debt-financed purchase 

of Target (see also Tab. 1). 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

Co-Investment Programmes are a common vehicle in transactions to keep relevant managers on 

board. As part of their incentive, these managers can profit from a separate capital contribution to the 

investment vehicle, where they indirectly participate in the company’s business success. In case of a 

debt-finance purchase of Target company, the managers can extraordinarily profit by participating in 

such a programme.  

 

According to the current decision of the Federal Fiscal Court (BFH, 2016b), leaver schedules can be 

agreed without endanger tax treatment of a programme. It is to be hoped that the fiscal authorities 

will accept that decision and apply that principle beyond the individual case of the decision. 

Nonetheless, the fiscal authorities have—especially in tax audits—a critical view on such 

programmes (Roedding, 2017). Leaver schedules are an important aspect of such programmes for the 

designing of fair conditions. From the economic perspective of an investor, a bad leaver should not 

profit from corporate development in the same way as a good leaver does. So, co-investment 

programmes are basically no tax-driven considerations of the investor (Thiele, 2017). 
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In case of fiscal treatment of the management participation programme, the consolidated overview of 

the individual agreed conditions in the programme is significant. For this reason, co-investment 

programmes need to be implemented very carefully with regard to the strict attitude of the tax 

authorities. It should be ensured that the following fundamentals will be met in management 

participation programmes: 

 

First, the management participation programme must be a special contract next to the employment 

contract. Moreover, it is necessary that the co-investment is purchased at a fair value by all managers 

who participate. In addition, the managers should also bear all risks and chances resulting from that 

investment. That means they will have to hold the beneficial ownership of the interests by way of 

voting and profit participation rights. In case the Target is hit by economic difficulties, managers 

must implement restructuring measures compared to shareholders.  

 

In contrast, besides leaver schemes, it is also not directly harmful from a German tax perspective, if 

only a special group of managers are able to participate in such a programme and there are 

restrictions on the disposal of the interests through the managers.  

 

In case of implementing co-investment programmes without considering tax restrictions, the 

employment contract can overlap the co-investment capital investment. Consequently, all 

distributions to the managers (e.g. dividends, capital gains) will be considered as wages. Managers, 

irrespective of whether they are German or non-German-residents, will be subject to (un) limited tax 

liability in Germany. In case of double taxation treaties, German authorities would carry out their 

right to taxation based on Article 15 of the OECD Model Tax Convention (OECD, 2014). If there is 

no double taxation treaty between Germany and the state of manager’s residence, Germany would 

execute its right to taxation based on the national income tax law (ITA, 2009). Therefore, in case of a 

requalification of capital gain to wage, a manager would bear a German tax burden of up to 47.48% 

compared to a tax burden of 0%. On behalf of the relevant managers, the investors should carefully 

implement a co-investment structure with target assets based on the tax restrictions.  
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Abstract  

The economic discomfort felt by households is a matter of great interest for policy makers and economic 
agents. Increasingly more misery indices and economic sentiment indicators are considered reliable 
measures of the economic satisfaction. The paper has several qualitative and empirical objectives, 
namely: i) a comprehensive review and comparison between the existing misery indices; ii) the 
assessment of the degree of economic discomfort felt by European Union households during 2001-2016 
by relying on a comprehensive range of misery indices and sentiment indicators; iii) performing an 
exploratory statistical analysis, called Cluster Analysis, to identify the presence of similar economic 
discomfort patterns, from both a temporal and regional perspective. Direct results consist in gathering 
into homogeneous, meaningful groups the most resembling countries, and respectively time periods from 
the viewpoint of several objective and subjective indices that reveal the public perception on 
contemporary economic developments. The clustering solution obtained indicates that some countries are 
synchronized in terms of macroeconomic fundamentals that lie at the origin of the computed misery 
indices. Indirectly, the results of the cluster analysis depict the current state of economic convergence in 
the region. 

Keywords: misery indices, economic convergence, correlation, cluster analysis.   

JEL codes: C40, G01, O52 

 

1. Introduction 

European Union (EU) member states’ economies are still confronted with major distortions and 
imbalances in terms of the volatility of currency exchange, unemployment, inflation rate, the share of 
public debt in GDP, the fiscal deficit, the current account deficit, the different pace of GDP growth 
contraction, changes in direct and indirect tax rates etc. All these dimensions of the macroeconomic 
framework are reflected in people’s expectations relative to their standard of living. 

Finding an appropriate measure of the consumer’s satisfaction regarding macroeconomic performance is 
a matter of great importance for policy makers and economic agents as people base their decisions also on 
subjective expectations regarding the future evolution of the economy. 

Traditionally, to assess the macroeconomic performance of a country, researchers rely on fundamental 
variables as GDP growth, government deficit, current account deficit, unemployment rate or inflation 
rate. Nevertheless, economic literature outlines the incomplete nature of this type of analyses. Cherchye 
(1998) stresses the need to create synthetic measures, in order to gather several macroeconomic indicators 
in one variable, able to preserve the informational content of the initial dataset and to allow the hierarchy 
of countries. Rothschild (1999) remarks the predilection of assessing the success or failure of certain 
macroeconomic policies in relation to the real GDP growth rate. Navarro et al. (2014) agree that, although 
GDP is a basic variable in many research studies, it is not the unique tool for assessing the economic 
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development of a country. It has to be complemented by several other intangible variables, such as human 
development, country image, employment conditions, environment, innovation or public sector 
efficiency. A noteworthy contribution to the debates related to finding appropriate and comprehensive 
measures of economic development is provided in the report written by Stiglitz et al. (2009). Their 
purpose is to identify reliable alternative indicators for measuring a country’s economic performance and 
social progress, in addition to broadly used standard indicators such as GDP, unemployment rate, 
inflation. Moreover, they state that GDP might be wrongly used as a measure of societal wellbeing. 

A complementary way to assess the macroeconomic performance of a country is to resort on public 
perception. Over time, economic literature has developed a number of alternatives represented by the 
construction of several composite indices, whose central focus is the determination of the level of 
discomfort (known as Misery Indices) or the degree of satisfaction felt by the population and the private 
sector (known as sentiment indicators). In this respect, the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Europe (2014) provides a classification of the indicators that explain a country’s macroeconomic 
performance in three typologies, namely leading, composite and sentiment indicators. After an in-depth 
review of main indicators developed over time by different countries around the world, the conclusion is 
that analytical and empirical research on issues related to misery indices is extremely limited in the 
existing literature.  

The aim of our paper is to bring together, in a comprehensive and topical approach, the entire typology of 
Misery indices developed over the years, as proxy indicators of an economy’s performance. It is a 
singular analytical and empirical initiative in the existing literature, meant to unify all the Misery indices’ 
meanings. Based on the original formulas proposed by economists, financial institutions or rating 
agencies for calculating the indices, we compute their values in order to obtain a dynamic picture of their 
evolution over time and to identify whether there is a concentration of the state of economic discomfort in 
some EU countries. 

The novelty of our research is given by several features: a) the analysis of a broad range of Misery 
indices; b) the large time frame considered, covering the years 2001-2016; c) the high frequency of data, 
consisting in quarterly data series; d) the methodology employed, represented by an exploratory 
technique, to depict whether there is a concentration of the economic discomfort felt by households in EU 
member countries and how this pattern of resemblance has evolved over a time period of sixteen years; e) 
the granular, country level analysis for each EU member state, to provide a comprehensive and 
individualized snapshot of the changes in the degree of economic discomfort over the time period 
considered. The results of this empirical approach might be of great interest for policy makers at national 
and European level, as they can get a picture on the effectiveness of funding facilities (provided to several 
EU countries after the onset of the financial crisis) in alleviating national vulnerabilities. 

The paper has been structured as follows: section 2 depicts the different alternative public perception 
indices launched until present. We propose delineation between two categories of indices: a) official 
indicators developed by prestigious institutions based on surveys conducted among households and 
economic agents; b) indices that gather different dimensions of the macroeconomic performance of a 
country, developed by professionals and known as Misery Indices. Section 3 illustrates the state of art in 
this research field. The fourth section employs the cluster analysis method to identify similarities in the 
Misery Indices levels, and hence the presence of concentration, from two perspectives: a) a temporal one, 
which accounts for the magnitude of the economic state of discomfort felt in the EU; b) a regional 
perspective, to account for the state of economic discomfort perceived in each of the 28 EU member 
states, at key moments in time. The last section concludes.  

2. Typology of Economic Discomfort Indicators 

In practice, the composite indicators for quantifying the public perception on a country's macroeconomic 
prospects are classified into two main categories:  
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a) Sentiment indices - official indicators built by prestigious institutions based on surveys 
conducted among households and economic agents.  An increase in the indicators’ value provides a 
positive signal, by depicting respondents' confidence in a favorable economic and financial climate. 

The concept of economic sentiment was attributed mostly intuitive meanings, being a variable difficult to 
accurately observe and quantify. Keynes was among the first economists who noticed the correlation 
between the business cycle fluctuations and economic perception changes. In his work The General 

Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, Keynes defines the psychological expectation as anticipation 
on a long-term horizon, on which individual decisions are founded. Therefore, the evolutions of the 
economic discomfort or the state of mistrust represent a signal concerning the future path of the economy. 
When the degree of trust in economic prospects staggers, the first adjustment economic agents make is 
reducing expenses and moving from holding or investing in risky assets to more liquid ones. Hiring and 
investment in machinery and buildings freeze, production falls and unemployment rises. As economic 
agents become more aware of the economic downturn and the negative dynamics of unemployment, even 
if not directly affected they will worsen their own economic expectations, thereby prolonging the state of 
economic downturn.   

Among the most representative indicators included in this category are the Consumer Sentiment Index, 
calculated and published monthly by the Michigan Survey Research Center, the ZEW Economic 
Sentiment computed by the Centre of European Economic Research in Germany and the Economic 
Sentiment Indicator, calculated by the Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs (DG 
ECFIN) within the European Commission.  

These indicators are known for their ability to provide additional information to official statistics, being 
used in economic analyses, monitoring and short-term forecasts, but also in quantitative or qualitative 
analyses made by financial institutions, research centers or academia. According to the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (2014, p.4), the economic sentiment indicators are able to provide 
valuable information, which might be a useful source for developing macroeconomic policies. It is argued 
that sentiment indicators try to estimate future macroeconomic behavior, by taking into account different 
impact factors, such as unemployment, inflation, macroeconomic conditions or politics.  

Drozdowicz-Biec (2012) states that there are three economic fundamentals which influence most the 
consumer confidence levels, namely: the inflation rate, employment and income. Consequently, the 
values attributed to various consumer confidence indicators, measured through surveys, might vary 
widely as a result of people’s perception and sensitivity to changes in economic fundamentals’ level. 

b) Misery Indices - gather the different dimensions of a country’s macroeconomic performance, 
being developed by economists, rating agencies or financial institutions. 

 
This second category has seen an evolution over time regarding the variables included in the index base. 
Nevertheless, the signal provided by the level of the index maintained its substance: a high level indicates 
a high degree of discomfort/dissatisfaction. A common feature of all the indices to be presented below is 
the computation methodology: they all involve the mere summation or deduction of certain equally 
weighted macroeconomic variables. The variables included in the formulas are meant to depict the 
presence of potential imbalances and weaknesses of the national economy in terms of price stability, 
employment, share of fiscal or current account deficit in GDP and real GDP growth rate. It should be 
mentioned that these variables are closely monitored by European institutions in order to assess the 
process of economic convergence in the region. Therefore, indirectly the misery indices signal the 
amplification or mitigation of disparities between EU countries, in terms of fulfillment of economic 
convergence criteria. 

Economic literature recognizes the contribution of the economist Arthur Okun in the development, in the 
'70s, of the first dissatisfaction index known as the original Misery Index. It is determined by simply 
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adding the inflation rate and unemployment rate. It is assumed that both a higher rate of unemployment 
and inflation increase the economic and social costs of a country.  

Relying on the basic Okun’s index, Calmfors and Driffill proposed the interpretation of a country's 
macroeconomic performance by adding the unemployment rate to the current account deficit as a 
percentage of GDP (called the Calmfors-Driffill index) while Barro (1999) amended Okun’s index by 
including in its structure two additional variables, namely the real GDP growth rate and long-term interest 
rates, represented by 30-year government bond yield (the Barro Misery Index). 

In 2008, Carsten Hoegh, director at Credit Suisse, suggested expanding the Okun’s Misery Index formula 
by adding a new component, so as to capture the evolution in the value of real assets held by households, 
namely the annual change of house prices. This variable enters the formula with negative sign, because it 
was considered that a decrease in homes value contributes to increasing economic discomfort. The new 
index had been called Enhanced Misery Index.  

In parallel, we found evidences of three similar attempts. Hufbauer et al. (2008) have proposed, too, the 
inclusion of the housing price variable into the basic formula of Okun’s index and named it the 
Augmented Misery Index, while Dye and Sutherland (2009) called it the Household Economic Stress 
Index (HESI). In 2011 the Center for Economic Development and Business Research has begun to 
compute a Misery Index for three geographic areas (USA, Kansas and Wichita), based on the same three 
variables: consumer price index, unemployment rate and housing price index. 

Moody’s (2009) adapted the Okun’s original formula for calculating the Misery Index to the economic 
context characterized by excessive deficits. As a measure of the challenges some countries will face over 
the next ten years, it has been proposed the New Misery Index, which includes unemployment rate and 
public fiscal balance. 

3. Literature Review 

 
In the following we have summarized the findings of other papers that have previously contributed to this 
strand of the economic literature. 

Starting from the four variables that compose the Barro Misery Index, namely the long-term interest rate, 
the unemployment rate, inflation rate and growth rate, Welsch (2007) tries to reconsider the relationship 
between macroeconomics and subjective well-being, by including them as additional variables in life 
satisfaction regressions. Using annual data for 12 EU countries, covering the period 1992-2002, he finds 
that unemployment, inflation and the growth rate hold the highest influence in a macroeconomic life 
satisfaction regression.  

Lechman (2009) tests the ability of two Misery Indices (Okun’s and Barro’s) to be used as a tool for 
measuring a country’s degree of poverty. The empirical results indicate that Misery Indices are not a 
reliable measure of poverty, but their changes over time and across different countries definitely reflect 
changes in society`s economic performance. Consequently, they are most suited for being used as proxies 
of economic and social welfare. 

Another empirical approach has been proposed by Iqbal and Nawaz (2010) who investigate the effect of 
fiscal decentralization on macroeconomic stability by using Okun’s Misery Index as a proxy for the state 
of macroeconomic stability. The findings indicate fiscal decentralization has a significant positive impact 
on macroeconomic stability. 

Gaddo (2011) performs a comparative analysis of two Misery Indices (namely the Okun and Barro’s 
indices) across 10 countries during 1970-2010 to investigate if there is a link between their evolution and 
international trends or type of government, measured by the political party in power.  
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The paper of Nordin and Said (2011) points that the macroeconomic performance of a country has to be 
periodically monitored, and indicates the use of Okun index for this purpose. 

Grabia (2012) analyzes the various measures of the economic system's efficiency, both widely accepted 
such as the GDP per capita and subjective indicators such as the Okun Misery Index, the rationale being 
that the level of poverty might be a determinant of an economy's efficiency. 

The study developed by Marvasti et al. (2014) found that an increase of Okun’s index more than its 
threshold value is associated with a high income inequality. In a comprehensive study covering over 35 
years Grant (2014) reveals that American households’ macroeconomic perception has a multifaceted 
nature, being based mostly on genuine, individual perceptions of economic conditions, not media reports 
of economic statistics. 
 

       4. Regional and Temporal Distribution of the State of Economic Distress 

Before proceeding to the computation of Misery indices, the time series of the macroeconomic 
variables had been seasonally adjusted because we want to capture those characteristics that seasonal 
movements tend to hide, especially changes in the direction of the series. Also, as a proxy for the EU 
households’ economic sentiment we opt for the Economic Sentiment Indicator as it acts as a barometer of 
an economy’s soundness and welfare. As the paper focuses on households’ perception, we keep only one 
component of the ESI, namely the consumer confidence indicator, which measures the level of optimism 
that households have about the economy, in terms of current economic and financial situation, savings 
intention and expected developments regarding: consumer price indexes, general economic situation and 
major purchases of durable goods. 

The time horizon covers the time frame 2001 to 2016. We rely on quarterly data collected from Eurostat 
so as to have a balanced sample of observations, not to lose valuable information and have an as accurate 
as possible picture on indices changes over time. 

To test the ability of various Misery Indices of being a relevant, adequate and comprehensive measure of 
the state of economic discomfort, we computed the correlation matrix between each Misery index and the 
official EU indicator published by the European Commission, namely the consumer confidence indicator 
(CCI). A high statistical significance of the correlation coefficients between New Misery Index and 
respectively between Barro Index and the other indices suggests that these indices are likely to measure a 
similar dimension of the economic discomfort and hence, their simultaneous use in further empirical 
analyses might be redundant. The low levels of correlation recorded by the Okun and the Calmfors-
Driffill Index indicate that they depict the state of economic discomfort by looking at different 
macroeconomic dimensions, and hence they will be further used in the cluster analyses, complementary 
with the Consumer Confidence Indicator, to give a more comprehensive picture of the level of distress 
dynamics.   

In the following we performed a cluster analysis to identify similarities in the indices levels, and hence 
the presence of economic discomfort’s concentration, from two perspectives:  

a) a temporal one, which accounts for the magnitude of the economic state of discomfort felt in the 
entire EU, by using quarterly data series covering the period 2001-2016;  

b) a regional, spatial perspective, to account for the granular state of economic discomfort perceived 
in each of the 28 EU member states, at key moments of time: 2007 - the year preceding the financial 
crisis; 2008 - the crisis onset; 2009 and 2010 – the years immediately after the crisis and the years 2011, 
2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 for depicting a more recent dynamics. 
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In our study, cluster analysis is used as a tool for data reduction, with the purpose of diminishing the large 
set of observations into a few, meaningful groups sharing common characteristics. The technique of 
clustering is an exploratory analysis, which reveals how the different time periods or countries cluster 
into groups, relying on the values recorded by the two indices mentioned above.  

The group membership is established by identifying a set of homogenous time periods (in our case 
quarters), respectively countries. Entities that belong to the same group are characterized by the highest 
degree of similitude (in statistical terms minimum within-group variation) and maximum between-group 
variation. It is not a typical statistical procedure, as it doesn’t aim at validating a pre-established research 
hypothesis but at discovering the intrinsic structure within the considered variables and aggregating the 
information on temporal or regional data (Yasodha and Ponmuthuramalingam, 2012). 

We have applied the agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis method, which starts by placing each 
entity in its own cluster, followed by successive mergers of resembling clusters until the obtaining of a 
single, large and heterogeneous cluster. The basic steps for performing a cluster analysis have been 
summarized below.  

The first step is to measure the resemblance or similarity between the intrinsic characteristics of the 
indices considered. We employ the Squared Euclidean distance as it is best suited for continuous 
variables and it is able to accurately identify the outliers in the sample considered, by putting greater 
emphasis on entities depicting highly varying features. A high value of the Squared Euclidean coefficient 
indicates a low resemblance. Put in other words, it highlights the presence of pronounced discrepancies 
between the entities analyzed and hence greater heterogeneity across the time period or countries 
considered. On the other hand, the lower its value, the more resembling the entities included in a given 
cluster.   

Secondly, one has to define a clustering algorithm, in the form of a linkage rule to determine when two 
clusters are enough similar to be linked together into a bigger group. We employed Ward’s method, 
which uses the sum of squares for each entity in a cluster to find the grouping with the least sum of 
squares. Ward’s minimum variance algorithm computes the sum-of-squares variance for each cluster and 
will merge only those two clusters that show the smallest increase in the value of the sum-of-squares 
variance (Liao, 2005). 

The third step, comprising the final output of cluster analysis can be synthesized in the form of the 
hierarchical tree or dendrogram, which is the starting point for identifying the time frames or countries 
that show similar patterns of the economic discomfort. It helps indicating sudden, large jumps in the level 
of similarity as more dissimilar time frames or countries are merged. 

The results of the first Cluster analysis, developed on a temporal perspective, revealed the presence of 
three clusters. The first cluster gathers most time periods, its specificity lying in that the quarters 
considered depict values around the mean for both Misery indices. The second cluster groups those 
quarters characterized by the lowest values of the two Misery indices or by values below their mean. 
Most part of the 2001 and 2002, the years 2006 and 2007 and the recent time period during 1st quarter of 
2014 – 2nd quarter of 2016 correspond to the lowest levels of the economic discomfort measured for 
households in European Union countries. Overall, these are good signs for people’s wellbeing, as the 
macroeconomic environment is improving. Looking at fundamentals we observe a persistent decline in 
inflation rate, relatively high unemployment rate (around 8%) and a current account deficit, as a share in 
GDP, of about 1.2%.  

The third cluster gathers the time periods (years 2008, 2009, 2012 and the first 2 quarters of 2013) that 
recorded the highest values, well above the mean, of the two indices. Hence, these particular quarters that 
lastly join the group are characterized by distinctive patterns of misery relative to the other quarters in the 
sample, mostly driven by a high and persistent unemployment rate. 
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The output of the second Cluster analysis, based on a regional perspective to count for country-specific 
fluctuations of the discomfort indicators, provides valuable insights as we are able to detect how the 
financial crisis has accentuated the disparities between the EU member states.  

The main two conclusions are: 

1) there is a constant pattern of ressemblance between several countries, and consequently they 
persistently join into the same cluster for each and every year considered. It is the case of: Belgium, 
France and Italy; Greece and Spain in 7 out of 9 years considered; Austria, Denmark, Germany, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands and Sweden; Romania and Hungary in 8 out of 9 years. We might also argue 
that these countries depict a similar stage of economic convergence, at least in terms of inflation rate, 
unemployment rate and current account as a share in GDP.  

2) related to clusters’ number and composition, the years 2009 and 2015 witnessed the highest 
heterogeneity between countries, which have been clustered in four groups. Prior to 2009, the two Misery 
indices provided mixed signals of economic discomfort. For a given country, one of them point a low 
level of distress, in terms of inflation rate and unemployment while the other show a current account 
deficit, or viceversa. After 2009 and onwards, the two Misery indices evolved in the same direction. 
Starting with 2010, the clusters composition became highly unbalanced, the first cluster gathering most 
EU countries. In 2012 and 2013 it has appeared a cluster comprising two outlier countries, namely Greece 
and Spain, suggesting that they depict particular features, unressemblant to the ones of the majority of EU 
countries. By analysing the values recorded by the two Misery indices for the countries included in the 
first cluster, for each of the years 2010-2015, we noticed they always fluctuated around or slightly 
exceeded their average. Consequently, these countries record moderate levels of the economic 
discomfort. The clusters comprising Greece and Spain always faced the highest values for both economic 
discomfort indices. The remaining cluster constantly gathers the countries recording the lowest levels of 
both Misery indices.     

To sum up, in 2007 and 2008 the analysis delineates between three main groups consisting roughly of: i) 
the core euro area members around Germany; ii) Western European countries and iii) Eastern European 
countries. During and after the financial crisis onset, only the core euro area group around Germany 
remained stable, being included in the same group composition, whereas the composition of the other two 
groups rearranged significantly into a crisis group and the group of less affected EU-members.  

6. Conclusions    

The paper aimed at assessing the degree of economic discomfort felt by EU consumers, as indicated by 
various forms of Misery indices and household confidence measures. The empirical findings summarized 
above have to be connected with the various ranges of monetary, fiscal policy measures or structural 
reforms adopted by these countries or at European level, in order to gain an insight on whether they have 
been efficient for improving the economic prospects and people’s perception of wellbeing, which 
translates in a country’s shift from one cluster to another. Several European and international bodies have 
stepped in and provided complementary financing tools and facilities, namely the European Central Bank 
provided liquidity support under various conventional and unconventional monetary operations, the 
European Commission has diversified its range of financial instruments meant to provide loans, equity 
and guarantees to end users, while the IMF has designed several financing facilities and instruments for 
addressing a country’s balance of payments needs. Thus, this multifaceted array of financing tools has 
had the purpose of addressing the financial and economic challenges that have put pressure on people’s 
standard of living. Specifically, they have been meant to alleviating the quality of financial sector and 
private sector’s impaired balance sheets, to address the market failures and defreeze lending, investment 
and growth, and to lower the public debt deficits. 
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Therefore, by reconciling the spatial clustering of EU countries during the nine years considered with the 
policy measures adopted by EC and IMF, several reasons for the persistent positioning of Greece as an 
outlier country emerge. Greece was the first euro area country that requested financing from the IMF, in 
2010. In addition, it is the EU country that has obtained the largest financing from European 
Commission’s financial assistance mechanisms and this safety net is still active.  

The results have shown that the global financial crisis indeed marked a turning point in the degree of 
economic discomfort felt by European population. In 2012 and 2013 two countries (Spain and Greece) 
clearly detached themselves from the other EU members, as their macroeconomic imbalances increased, 
becoming highly non-resembling with the majority, while for the end-2015 data Greece appears to be the 
only country depicting high values of economic discomfort. 
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Abstract 
 
In this article we present the results of the study of the financial statements of the participants of the 

biggest M&A in the Russian industry. The aim of the research is to determine the declared reasons of the 

buyer to pay the price which exceeds the fair cost of the purchased company and to evaluate the degree of 

validity of buyer’s decisions about such overpayment. The main hypothesis of the study is that usually 

goodwill in the Russian industry is recognized because of the buyer’s expectations of the synergy effect 

from business combinations, which most likely will not be achieved later. For the analysis we have 

chosen financial statements of the acquiring companies that have made the biggest M&A deals in the 

Russian industry in 2008-2013. The selection condition is the recognition of the goodwill in their 

financial statement after the deal. In the next step we analyzed the financial statements for the 2009-2015 

in order to reveal the occurrence of the goodwill impairment. For the companies that have not recognized 

the devaluation of the goodwill we have calculated indicators of assets payback for the end of each year 

and compared them with the identical indicators before the M&A. This allowed us to evaluate the 

changes in the effectiveness of the combined business. Results of the study confirmed the hypothesis that 

the most frequent reason of the acquired goodwill is the synergy effect which is expected by the M&A 

participants. However, the results of the yearly tests for the goodwill impairment and the analysis of the 

merged company assets payback show that such expectations are mostly unfounded. Practical implication 

of the study is the revealing of the low efficiency of the methods which are used to predict the M&A 

results. Every year it leads to the millions of losses from the goodwill impairment and decline in the 

merged company efficiency. This situation creates a threat to the development of the Russian industry. 

We have concluded that in order to decrease this threat a new synergy effect evaluation methodology is 

needed. Such methodology will take into consideration the probabilistic nature of the synergy effect. The 

novelty of the paper is the subject of the research: obtaining of the synergy effect in the M&A deals in the 

Russian industry. Goodwill here is considered an indicator of the deal efficiency. 

Keywords: mergers and acquisitions, Russian industry, synergy, goodwill, impairment. 

Introduction 
 
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is one of the most popular strategies for business development. 

Strategies connected with expansion of an existing business by an established business are usually viewed 

as less risky as opposed to creation of a new business. At the same time, M. Bradley, A. Desai and E.H. 

Kim have confirmed that only 7% of M&A deals lead to an increase of value of a merged business 

(Bradley et al., 1988). A more recent research of M.A. Hitt, J.S. Harrison and R. Ireland showed similar 

results: most M&A don’t produce any additional value, or produce it in very small amounts (Hitt et al, 

2001). J.W. Hunt has decided that almost half of all the M&A does not generate synergetic effects (Hunt, 

1990). M.L. Sirower has proved that 70% of M&A brings fewer profits, than a premium, paid for an 

acquired business (Sirower, 1997). A. Agrawal and J. Jaffe have stated that within the first years after 

conducting the M&A the income of the merged business gets lower or stays the same (Agrawal & Jaffe, 

2000). Despite the unfavourable statistics, while conducting the M&A, the buyer often pays for acquired 
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business the price that exceeds the fair value of its net assets. The central issue of this research is to 

determine the justification of such overpayment, which is recognized as goodwill in financial reporting of 

Russian manufacturing enterprises. 

In the 2000s the obligatory annual goodwill impairment test was implemented in International Financial 

Reporting Standards. Starting from that point researchers have got the opportunity to study the 

justification of goodwill in M&A on the basis of the information containing the volume of recognized 

goodwill impairment. An economic nature of goodwill must reflect expectations of  buyers concerning 

the possible synergetic effects, that can be implemented as a result of M&A procedure and would lead to 

an increase in profits of business and capability of the acquired company to generate an excess profit. 

However, in practice goodwill can sometimes be acknowledged due to some mistakes in fair value 

measurement of assets of an acquired company, tender overpricing and other “waste” components 

(Johnson & Petrone. 1998). 

Theoretically speaking, only the entrepreneur knows his or her own state of affairs best, and so, 

acknowledging the goodwill impairment losses can be a signal that says the following: 

 

1) potential synergies haven’t been implemented; 

2) acquired company has stopped making excess profits; 

3) goodwill consist wholly or partially of “waste” components. 

In practice multiple researches showed the high degree of subjectiveness in goodwill evaluation while 

conducting the impairment test (Generalova et al., 2016). This fact doesn’t allow to fully trust the 

financial reporting in this question. Sometimes there is a high possibility that the goodwill has been 

impaired, but the losses from its impairment were not acknowledged. 

Such researches have never been conducted in Russia despite the more than 25 year experience of market 

relations. The key branch of the Russian economy is an industrial sector, that’s why the subjects of this 

research are groups of companies in partnership with Russian industrial enterprises. Authors have formed 

and tested the hypothesis of the research: acquiring of the synergetic benefits for manufacturing industry 

in Russia is the main declared reason for buying a company at price, exceeding the fair value of its assets 

(such exceed is often considered to be a significant one). This being said there is a high possibility that 

potential synergetic effect would not be achieved, and more than that, effectiveness of buyer’s resources 

exploitation would be lowered. 

Data and Methodology  

We have continued the research of A.E. Ivanov and used his selection of companies (Ivanov, 2016). He 

summarized the results of annual overviews of mergers and acquisitions of the “Mergers and acquisitions 

in Russia”  project of KPMG  group, “Mergermarket”  analytical agency, “Mergers and acquisitions”  

journal and AK&M  news agency. The results showed the biggest M&A deals in 2008-2013, where 

Russian industrial enterprises were either buyers or sellers. Then the deals, where the buyer was a non-

public corporation, were excluded from the list due to the fact that financial reporting of such companies 

is not publicly available and therefore is not subjected to a mandatory audit. This fact doesn’t guarantee 

its credibility. In order to provide the compatibility of financial reporting data of industrial groups and 

consistency of the following deductions, deals where buyers were groups that don’t disclose their 

financial reporting in IFRS (or US GAAP), were cast out. As the result of the following analysis of 

financial reports of the members of the deals that remained in the research, the acquisitions, where the 

goodwill wasn’t acknowledged, were also crossed out. The readings of the reports were re-counted in 

USD millions at the official conversion rate of Russian Central Bank at the date of the deal conclusion. If 

the exact date of the deal conclusion was unknown, then the recalculation was made by the end of the 

month in which the deal was closed. If the month of deal closure was also unknown, then the 

recalculation was conducted by the end of the report year. Hence, the selection was formed and it now 
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includes 60 largest M&A with involvement of Russian industrial companies (10 deals for each year) that 

ended with the recognition of goodwill in financial reporting of the buyer. 

We have used the improved methodology, originally developed by A. E. Ivanov (Ivanov, 2016). Unlike 

the original research project, we’ve studied the financial reports of the selected industrial groups over the 

two years that followed the year of performing the M&A. The choice of the two-year period is due to the 

fact that the greatest risk of goodwill impairment arises in the first two years after the implementation of 

M&A (Ramanna & Watts, 2012, Ivanov, 2015). We’ve defined the exact volumes of dealings, the 

amount of goodwill, acknowledged in financial reports, and justification of its appearance. Then we have 

analyzed the stated financial reports over two years that followed the year of performing the M&A, in 

order to unravel the facts of writing-off the acquired goodwill as the result of impairment. If the group 

wouldn’t agree to disclose the information on goodwill impairment, acknowledged in a certain deal, we 

then would analyze the goodwill fluctuations according to the reporting segments. If the information on 

segments was not disclosed in financial reports, we would analyze the fluctuations of goodwill in its 

entirety. If there were no signs of goodwill impairment in the segments or in the whole group, then we 

would make a conclusion that the goodwill was preserved in the original amount. If some of these 

patterns could be detected, then we would stop tracing the following fluctuations of goodwill because of 

the impossibility to ascertain which goodwill exactly was impaired. To preserve the compatibility of the 

data we’ve recalculated the goodwill balance-sheet value, acknowledged in roubles or in other national 

currency, into the USD at the official conversion rate, determined by the Bank of Russia at the end of the 

corresponding year. Therefore, we’ve specified the M&A, ended in acknowledging of the goodwill 

impairment two years after the deal closure. 

We have calculated and compared the ROA indices over the year that preceded the year of M&A, and 

over the year in which the impairment losses were registered for companies which have registered the 

goodwill impairment. We’ve increased the financial result of the company by the impairment sum in 

order to rule out the influence of the recognized goodwill impairment losses on ROA index. Comparing 

the above mentioned indices allowed us to detect the connection between the decrease of ROA and 

impairment losses acknowledgement. Then we’ve calculated the ROA of buyers, who haven’t 

acknowledged the goodwill impairment in financial reports in the year, preceding the conduction of 

M&A and in the first two years that followed the year of M&A conduction. The ROA index characterizes 

the effectiveness of group assets' effectiveness. In the works of (Li & Sloan, 2009, Jordan et al., 2011) the 

strong positive correspondence between the decrease of ROA and goodwill impairment losses 

acknowledgement was proved. Therefore, the decrease of ROA is an important indicator of the fact that 

potential synergetic effect was, possibly, not achieved, despite the goodwill impairment losses were not 

acknowledged. 

 

Results and Discussion   
 
Analysis of the reports of financial groups that made it to the selection allowed us to prove the part of the 

hypothesis that explained the motives for buying a company at a price, exceeding the fair value of its 

assets. In financial reports of some buyers there were no justification of goodwill (it is a characteristic 

feature of reports made in 2008-2009, later reports of Russian industrial groups disclose more 

information). Sometimes the financial reports of buyers would explain certain motives. The most frequent 

one: in 33% of cases the recognition of goodwill was explained by the expectation of synergetic effects 

appearance from interaction with the acquired company. A range of buyers described the synergetic 

effects in a more specific way: it’s the increase in sales of the group due to entering the new markets, the 

use of intellectual capital to increase the labor productivity in a merged business, the cost savings while 

implementing the economy of scale etc. In practice, the only motive that wasn’t connected with synergy, 

was the pay for assuming control over the acquired company – such motive was declared in 7% of cases, 

but it always neighbored with the expected synergy. From there, we’ve stated that the expected synergy 
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for Russian industrial sector is the main declared motive for acquiring a company at a price, exceeding 

the fair cost of its assets. 

The part of hypothesis about the relevance of goodwill amount in the cost of acquired companies has also 

been proven. The average relation of the amount of acknowledged goodwill to the refurbishment for the 

acquired company amounted to 44%. The similar results (40-50%) were shown in the previous research 

of T. Laamanen (Laamanen, 2007). 

Table 1 provides the data, concerning M&A that ended in recognition of goodwill impairment in financial 

reports of the buyer. 

Table 1: the data on the deals ended in recognition of goodwill impairment in the first 2 years 

after conducting the M&A deal 

 

Factor 

 

The year of the deal Total 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

The amount of deals ander analysis 10 10 10 10 10 10 60 

The amount of deals that ended in 

recognition of goodwill impairment 

7 1 1 5 3 0 17 

The amount of deals that ended in 

recognition of goodwill impairment, and 

in the ROA index decreasing in respect to 

ROA of the year, preceding the M&A 

year 

7 1 0 5 3 0 16 

The average reduction value of ROA in 

the year of recognition of goodwill 

impairment in respect to the ROA of the 

year, preceding the M&A year 

91% 32% - 149

% 

76% - 103% 

Source: financial reportings, authors’ calculations   

 

The main reason for goodwill impairment that was stated in financial reportings of the analysed groups 

became the reducing of the prognosed cashflow rate of the acquired company.  The ROA of the year, in 

which the impairment losses were recognized, have decreased in relation to the year that preceded the 

year of conducting the M&A in 94% of cases and this fact proves the conclusions of the previous 

research material on the strong positive correlation between the decrease in ROA and goodwill 

impairment (Li & Sloan, 2009, Jordan et al., 2011). 

Table 2 gives the data on M&A which didn’t end in goodwill impairment recognition during the first two 

years after the closure of the deal. 

Table 2: The Data On M&A, Which Didn’t End In Goodwill Impairment Recognition, 

During The First Two Years After The M&A Conduction 

 

Factors 

 

The year of the deal Total 

2008 2009 2010 201

1 

2012 2013 

The amount of deals under analysis 10 10 10 10 10 10 60 

The amount of deals in which the acquired 

company either was sold within the stated 

period, or it was impossible to identify whether 

the goodwill lost value.  

1 3 2 1 1 5 13 

The amount of deals in which in the first 2 2 6 7 4 6 5 30 
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years after the M&A, the impairment of 

goodwill wasn’t recognized 

The amount of deals in which the goodwill 

impairment wasn’t recognized in the first 2 

years after the M&A, and the average ROA 

index kept decreasing in the first 2 years after 

conducting the M&A in relation to the ROA of 

the year that preceded the M&A year 

2 1 3 4 6 3 19 

The average value of the decrease of the 

average ROA in the first 2 years after 

conducting the M&A in relation to the ROA of 

the year that preceded the M&A year 

29% 117% 74% 34% 76% 54% 61% 

Source: financial reporting, authors’ calculations 

We have stated that 36% of the largest M&A with involvement of the Russian industrial enterprises in 

which the goodwill was recognized have ended with its impairment within the first 2 years after the 

closure of the deal. This leads to the acknowledgement of the aggregate loss over 4,5 billion USD. What 

is more, in 40% of cases the average ROA was lowered significantly within the first two years after 

conducting the M&A as opposed to the ROA of the year that preceded the year of M&A. It is impossible 

to derive that such decrease is directly connected with the M&A, however, these results justify the more 

close and detailed study of the segmental reporting of the stated groups and also the individual accounts 

of the acquired companies. Unfortunately, financial accounts under IFRS in Russia are made not by all 

industrial groups and enterprises, and the rules for preparation of Russian financial statements differ 

significantly from IFRS requirements. This complicates the conduction of the massive research projects, 

involving econometric modelling of the correlation between the acknowledged goodwill in M&A, its 

share in assets of the group, and the decrease of ROA index after the closure of the deal that ended with 

the goodwill impairment. The following continuation of our research of the whole market of M&A can be 

made possible by the expansion of the selection with groups that belong to other fields. 

Conclusion 

The results of the conducted research proved our hypothesis: the expected synergy in M&A with the 

participation of Russian companies will most likely be a mirage. We think that the evaluation of the target 

company shouldn’t be based on the assumption that the synergy will definitely be achieved, but rather it 

should make allowance for its achievement. Insufficient judgement while preparing for an M&A deal 

leads to an increase in entrepreneurial risk rate. However, methods of assessment of the target companies 

utilized in practice in Russia are usually based on the evaluation of its discounted cash flows after the 

merging due to the lack of sufficient data necessary for applying the market-based approach. Such 

evaluation is characterized by a high degree of subjectiveness and, as the research showed, it often leads 

to overestimating the deal price. Therefore, we came to a conclusion that the effectiveness of 

implementation of M&A as an entrepreneurial strategy in Russian industrial sector suffers from the 

insufficient level of development of synergetic effects evaluation tools.  
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Abstract 
 
The relevance of the quality of institutions evaluation increased after the recognition a slogan – 
"important institutions" by a scientific community. The article is based on the review of scientific 
publications carried out a classification of existing approaches to the assessment of institutions. Exclusive 
conceptual approaches (social, entropy, dysfunctional, costly, effective, and pragmatic) and approaches 
implemented at the empirical level (comparative, legal, regulatory, and behavioral) were dedicated. A 
new key drawback of the popular method for institutional assessment – method ratings – was found. 
Modern methodological problems of assessing the quality of institutions regardless of the level of study 
were defined in this article. According to these problems the most popular are abstraction from the 
internal structure of the institutional system and the complementarity of its elements and concentration of 
estimates at the output of the system. For correcting actions of this key disadvantage the concept of the 
institutional option described on the example of small enterprises of the Russian industry was proposed. 
In conclusion part, practical importance of the concept in the assessment of the quality of institutions at 
all levels of study was presented.  

Keywords: mergers and acquisitions, Russian industry, synergy, goodwill, impairment. 

Introduction 
 
Institutionalists argue that any institutional environment forms a certain level of transaction costs, the 
structure of which determines the forms and mechanisms of doing business. However, the low quality of 
the institutional environment, and therefore an excessive burden of transaction costs sharply affect the 
interests of small enterprises (SME). This is due not only to the specifics of these forms of 
entrepreneurship, but also to the high volatility of the macroeconomic conditions in recent years. 

In Russia the industrial enterprises are in the worst situation from all industries. Excessive burden of 
transaction costs on these businesses impose costs of formation of demand for products, search of the 
investor, the excess tax burden under the standard tax system. The survival of small producers in 
conditions of chronic scarcity of resources and low quality of institutions leads to the formation of such 
informal institutions as “salaries in envelopes", “encashment", "one-day firms", "kickbacks" and so forth. 
In such circumstances a number of methodological issues adequate assessments of the quality of 
institutions for SME are revealed. 

In this article, firstly, the role of institutional factors, depending on the volatility of macroeconomic 
conditions for the development of SME was assessed. Further, systematization of accumulated knowledge 
in the field of quality assessment of institutions, both in Russian and world scientific literature was 
proposed. Main drawbacks of the existing approaches and methods of evaluation were presented, after 
that the author's concept of the institutional option was proposed as a contribution to the solution of 
methodological problems of assessing the quality of institutions on the example of small enterprises of 
the industry. In conclusion the possible applications of the concept of institutional option were shown. 
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The importance of institution quality for development of SME in Russia  

We assessed the significance of institutional environment for development of SME in Russia, using the 
following source limitations. 

1. As indicators of SME development two types of indicators were selected: absolute indicators: number 
of small enterprises in Russia, number of small enterprises in industry; and relative indicators: number of 
small firms per 10 000 population (density, MP), the number of small enterprises per 10 000 population 
(density, WFP). 

2. The time period of analysis is divided into two: 2003-2007 and 2008-2014. This is necessary to ensure 
the comparability of SME development indicators before and after 2008, in which criteria for attributing 
to SME entities in Russia was expanded. In addition, in 2008 the first wave of the global financial crisis 
took place, therefore, these two periods can be designated as pre-crisis and post-crisis. 

3. As is customary, key international ratings were used to assess the quality of institutions: "Perception of 
corruption", "Government Effectiveness", "Business", "Quality of legislation", subscript in the rating of 
"Global competitiveness" – the "Quality of institutions", within the ranking of "Economic freedom" – 
"Fiscal freedom" and "Property Rights".  

As shown (Table 1), during the pre-crisis period the SME developed in the context of stable growth of oil 
prices and GDP prices against to the low quality of institutions. 

Table 1: dynamics of indicators in the pre-crisis period  

 

Indicators 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

The business place, place – – 79 96 106 

Property rights, scores 30 30 30 30 30 

Fiscal freedom, scores 90,6 91,6 91,5 90,8 79,5 

Perception of corruption index 2,7 2,8 2,4 2,5 2,3 

Quality of institutions, scores – – 3,0 3,1 3,3 

Government effectiveness, rank 40 44 38 40 43 

Quality of legislation, rank 48 50 50 39 42 

Economic Sentiment Indicator (Index HSE) 101,2 101,8 101,6 107,9 115 

The index of business confidence in the industry 1,25 0,25 -1,5 0,25 1,25 

The price of oil, $ per barrel 28,9 33,3 54,4 65,4 72,7 

GDP growth rate, % 107,3 107,2 106,4 108,2 108,5 

Number of MP, thousand units 882 891 979 1032 1137 

Number of WFP, thousand units 119,0 128,1 126,5 131,6 138,0 

Density of MP, units per 10 000 population 60,8 61,7 68,1 72,1 79,6 

Density of WFP, units per 10 000 population 8,2 8,9 8,8 9,2 9,7 

Source: compiled by the authors on open data of Rosstat, the HSE, the World Bank, World Economic Forum, 
Transparency International, The Heritage Foundation. 

 
This means that the presence of relatively stable and effective demand in terms of economic growth 
leveled the lack of qualitative institutions for entrepreneurship. 
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In the post-crisis period extensive development of the SME continued background of weak post-crisis 
economic recovery (Table 2). 

Table 2: Dynamics of Indicators In The Post-Crisis Period 

 

Indicators 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

The business place, place 118 120 124 120 112 92 62 

Property rights, scores 30 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Fiscal freedom, scores 79,2 78,9 82,3 82,7 82,5 86,9 85,6 

Perception of corruption index 2,1 2,2 2,1 2,4 2,8 2,8 2,7 

Quality of institutions, scores 3,2 3,2 3,1 3,1 3,3 3,5 3,5 

Government effectiveness, 
rank 

45 43 40 41 41 43 51 

Quality of legislation, rank 39 39 40 39 39 38 37 

Economic Sentiment Indicator 
(Index HSE) 

105,7 81,3 101,5 104,5 105,6 100,1 97,9 

The index of business 
confidence in the industry 

–2,5 –13 –3,5 –0,25 –0,25 –1 –4,75 

The price of oil, $ per barrel 97,7 61,9 79,6 111,0 121,4 108,8 98,9 

GDP growth rate, % 105,2 92,2 104,5 104,3 103,4 101,3 100,6 

Number of MP, thousand 
units 1347,7 1575 1644 1836 2003 2063 2352 

Number of WFP, thousand 
units 156,6 180,1 181,3 188,9 211,4 215,9 224,1 

Density of MP, units per 
10 000 population 

94,4 110,4 115,1 128,5 140,1 144,0 163,7 

Density of WFP, units per 
10 000 population 

11,0 12,6 12,7 13,2 14,8 15,1 15,6 

Source: compiled by the authors on open data of Rosstat, the HSE, the World Bank, World Economic Forum, 
Transparency International, The Heritage Foundation, The Wall Street Journal. 

It can be seen that the average annual rate of growth significantly accelerated from 6% to 11% for the 
whole economy and from 3.8% to 7% for the MP industry. We believe that this was facilitated by several 
types of institutional changes, namely: 
 
1) a significant reduction of transaction costs of opening a new enterprise, which is reflected in the 
improvement of Russia's positions in the rating "doing business"; 
2) a slight decrease in the total tax burden at the macro-level; 
3) a change of the criteria for small businesses, which expanded this sector. 

Thus, the importance of the institutional factor increases during periods of stagnation and recession of 
economy. During the same periods, entrepreneurs are most sensitive to the quality of the institutional 
environment. 
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Modern Approaches to the Assessment of Institutions   
 
Due to the existing variety of methods and the parameters for assessing the quality of institutions authors 
attempted the systematization of the accumulated experience in assessing of institutions, based on a set of 
initial constraints. 

1. For the selection of scientific papers, we used the concept of "evaluation of 
institutions/institutional environment", "quality assessment of institutions/ institutional environment", 
"evaluating the effectiveness of institutions/ institutional environment". 

2. The concept of "efficient institutions" and "institutional quality" we considered as synonyms. In 
a modern institutional economics, both these terms are mentioned when talking about the results of 
institutional functions. 

3. The whole range of possible approaches to the assessment of the institutional environment 
regardless of the level of research and carrier was considered. 

4. We divided the approaches to evaluation into two types - implemented in practice and developed 
exclusively conceptually. In determining the names of approaches, we focused on the essence of the 
approach in the author's presentation. 

Among the exclusively conceptual, from our point of view, we can distinguish the following approaches: 
• Social (Authors: V.V. Volchik and I.V. Berezhnoy [2007]), 
• Entropy (Authors: S.A. Dyatlov [2015], E.V. Balatsky [2007]), 
• Dysfunctional (Authors: O.S. Sukharev [2013], V. M. Polterovich [1999]), 
• Cost method (Authors: E.V. Popov, A.Y. Veretennikova, M.V. Vlasov [2011]),  
• Effective (Author: E.V. Balatsky [2007]). 
 
Approaches implemented at the empirical level include: 
 
• Comparative / competitive (Authors: Rodric D. Subramanian A., Trebbi F. [Rodric, 2004], A. 
Baranov, E. Malkov, L. Polishchuk, M. Rohlin, G. Syunyaev [Baranov, 2015], V. Polterovich and V. 
Popov [Polterovich, 2006], Kunčič A. [2014], LiPuma, J.A., S.L. Newbert, J.P. Doh [LiPuma, 2013], T.P. 
Loginova, I.N. Polushkina [Loginova, 2012], E.A. Panfilova [2013], K.I. Nikitina [2013], J.A. Alonso, C. 
Garcimartín [Alonso, 2009], A.V. Gorshkov, E.S. Silova [Gorshkov, 2006]). 
• Legal (Authors: S.G. Kirdina, I. Kirilyuk, A. Rubinstein, I. Tolmacheva [Kirdina, 2010], La 
Porta R., Lopez-de-Silanes F., Shleifer A., Vishny R. [La Porta, 1997; 1998], Buchanan J. [2014]), 
• Standard (Authors: Voigt S. [2013], L. Feld and S. Voigt [Feld, 2003]), 
• Behavioral (Authors: T.V. Morozova, G.B. Kozyreva [2015]). 
 

As it can be seen, the most commonly used is a comparative approach, based on the rating and index 
methods. Today generally accepted metrics of quality of institutions are such well-known international 
indexes, like the Worldwide Governance Indicator Doing business, The Global Competitiveness Index, 
Index of Economic Freedom, Corruption Perception Index Rule of Law Index, Investment Climate Index 
and institutional index project BEEPS. 

However, criticism of the rating evaluation in the scientific literature circulated not less than the method 
itself. Disadvantages of the ranking method were described by Knack St., [2006]; Thomas M., [2010]; 
Kurtz, M., A. Schrank [2007], Kurtz M., A. Schrank [2007], P. Bardhan [2002]. 

The concept of institutional matrices, which is developing today in the Russian institutional school, 
complements this criticism with a new observation: the vast majority of international ratings assess the 
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institutional changes in the economies of different countries in terms of their compliance with the market 
development paradigm. In the context of the theory of institutional matrices it is, in fact, tantamount to 
the evaluation of the level of development of institutions specifically to national economy compared to 
countries-carriers of the Y-matrix. But, according to research by S.G. Kirdina [Kirdina, 2016] many 
countries are carriers of the X-matrix. In addition to Russia they are China, North Korea, Nepal, Republic 
of Korea, Japan, Brazil, Egypt, Cuba, Laos, Mexico, Myanmar, Peru, India etc. Is this existing standard 
Y-matrices applicable to the institutional systems of these countries? If the answer is yes, so to what 
extent and if the answer is negative, what should be the standard of quality of institutions for the X-
matrix? These questions do not even appear in the world scientific community. 

In general, there are a number of key methodological problems of assessing the quality of institutions 
regardless of the level of research: 
 
1. The deficit of the concepts brought to empirical testing with respect to a specific carrier of the 
institutional environment. 
2. The absence of an universal method of evaluation.  
3. The market paradigm of assessment, incorporated in the most popular method of ratings, does 
not allow to fully trust the obtained results. 
4. Abstracting from the internal structure of the institutional system and the complementarity of its 
elements. 
5. The concentration of evaluations at the "output" as a result of the "work" of institutions. 
 

The Concept of an Institutional Option   

In the process of scientific research of decision-making processes by an individual / group of decision-
makers it is possible to precede from institute – specific tasks which it can solve, a kind of 
"specialization" of the Institute; and from task – search the institutional technologies through which it can 
be solved. In the first case, there is a problem option of the institute, in the second case - an institutional 
option for solving the problem. 

However, the institute is only one of the possible solutions of tasks facing the firm/individual. Along with 
the institute, there is also the opposite technology – non-institutional behavior. Consequently, the 
solutions of the problems have institutional and non-institutional nature. In the case of institutional option 
we are talking only about the first type. 

Institutional option is the set of alternative options of institutional solving the problem, which are 
available to economic agents and used to coordinate their actions. We offer the term bunch of institutions 
– a set of interrelated formal and informal institutions used by economic agents for solving a particular 
problem, achieving a particular goal. In other words, institutional option describes a choice made by 
economic agent from the set of options for institutional linkages.  

Theoretically, the number of possible bunches tends to infinity, but in reality, due to the cognitive 
limitations of the person, as well as the asymmetry of information, the individual / decision maker is not 
able to consider all possible institutional connections (like all possible solutions to the problem). This 
means that the institutional option at the individual / decision-maker level is always limited to a small 
number of options. So, a management of the company, when developing a strategy, business plan or 
justification of other management decisions, chooses, as a rule, 3 scenarios of events. 

The term “bunch of institutions” allows the researcher due to the limitations of structure and disorder of 
the institutional environment to "work" not with a single element or a whole set of institutions at once, 
but with the part of the institutional system, which can be conditionally classified as a relatively 
independent object of study.  
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Let us formulate the basic properties of the institutional option as a separate category. 

1. Hierarchy – institutional option may be selected at several levels of study – of an individual 
(employee) level, individual firm level and at the macro level as a whole. At the level of the whole 
society institutional option will be a combination of all the types of institutional solutions to the problem 
used by the actors. 

2. Breadth of the option (differentiation) – number of bunches. As already noted, at the level of 
individual actors institutional option has got a limited number of institutional bunches, at the macro level  
the number is unlimited, while the number of possible combinations of institutions tends to infinity. The 
wider institutional option is, the higher the differentiation of behaviors (solutions for problems) becomes. 
According to the ideas of V.M. Polterovich, one of the fundamental principles of institutional reforms is 
"maintaining the diversity of institutional forms. The richer "institutional life" is, the more opportunities 
to exit from institutional traps appear" [1999]. G. Haken, in the framework of synergetics claimed that in 
case of conflict situations when one decision fundamentally excludes the other, the only solution is to 
increase differentiation [Haken, 1988]. However, we believe that in relation to the latitude of the option 
measure is very important, since an increase in the latitude of option reduces the predictability of the 
behavior of actors, increasing the entropy and the probability of transition of the whole economic system 
into chaos. 

3. Coordinating property – institutional option implements the choice of actors within the 
institutional technologies of the solution. The starting point is the availability of some problems of 
development in individual / individual firm. Awareness of the problem allows formulating the problem 
for next solving. It is human nature firstly to appeal to existing patterns of behavior – social experience as 
it saves resources and time required for decision-making. After reviewing a set of institutional solutions 
"proposed" by legal system and current business practice – institutional option, the individual/group 
decision maker selects and implements it. The choice in favor of a particular bunches of institution is 
influenced by many factors, among which motives of decision-making, asymmetry of information and 
cognitive limitations of decision makers can be highlighted as the main. If, a necessary institutional 
solution is not found because of different reasons (ignorance, the lack of templates, the motives and 
incentives), the individual / group decision-makers are forced to use non-institutional solution based on 
their own intuition and experience. 

4. Relevance (sufficiency) of an option is determined by the actual behavior of the actors, whether 
they choose those bunches that are represented in it, and with what frequency. In our opinion, the 
relevance of institutional linkage can be recognized when it is used by more than 0.5% of actors (more 
than 5 cases out of 1000). If there are an increasing number of the most popular bunches with the 
specified limit in the total number of ligaments, the higher the demand for the option will be. 
Accordingly, the previous property and the adequacy of the option are not interdependent. The option 
may be differentiated (a wide variety) but it is not required (most of bunches are not used by the actors) 
and vice versa. 

5. Semantics of option is the semantic content of its elements. Evaluating the quality of an option, 
it is impossible to abstract from the semantics of institutions, since it allows characterizing the 
institutional mapping in the option as a destructive or constructive. An important thing is the perspective 
from the position of whose interests we evaluate the option. For example, the destructive bunches are 
viewed from the point of view of the authorities; the institutions of the shadow economy for entrepreneurs 
can be quite rational choice, allowing to reduce transaction costs. In addition, semantics helps to 
determine the coherence of institutions – options for their combination among themselves and, 
consequently, affect the breadth of the institutional option. 

6. Institutional option as well as many institutional changes, depend on technological progress. 
Such influence extends to all stages of the life cycle as individual institutions and institutional option in 
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general. In modern science, the relationship has not been properly studied yet. In our opinion, this effect 
is easy to find out on the example of information transfer technologies. The development of Internet 
technology leads to the fact that open access has an extensive knowledge base, data sets, ready analytical 
solutions and algorithms. Nowadays there are various forums for specialists, Internet community, social 
networking, online consultation of experts, the database of normative and technical documents, database 
of reviews of various type, etc. on the Internet. All this increases the availability of collective experience 
in solving a variety of problems. As a result, the speed of information dissemination increases, which 
generally reduces the level of transaction costs of acquiring knowledge and data. So, the development of 
Internet technology leads to the fact that new institutions arise and propagate much faster than before.  
Thus, the individual can address to his collective (social) experience – the institutional solution of the 
problem - at any time with little transaction costs to solve his specific task. In this case, the influence of 
the Internet on the breadth of the institutional option of the individual / firm is obvious, compared with 
the situation of the absence of such technologies (search through books, the press and acquaintances). 

These speculative arguments about the institutional properties of the option let us assume that it is the 
main mechanism of self-organization of institutional systems. 

We will describe the institutional option on the example of one of the main problems of the development 
of the small industrial enterprises according to surveys – a high level of the tax burden. The figure 1 
shows the logical scheme of institutional option in a macro-level for this case. As shown, the social 
experience (the country's legal system and informal institutions, the business community) is the original 
base of the institutions, which small companies use to generate various institutional bunches. At the level 
of each individual small firm institutional option is determined by the group decision maker or owner 
themselves. It is obvious that institutional option will contain significantly fewer valid, from the 
perspective of the decision maker, bunches of institution, than institutional option on macro levels, where 
the entire set of potential bunches is presented. 
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Fig.1: The logical scheme of institutional option for the problem field MPP-high 

 taxes (macro-level). 

Based on the practice of existing methods of tax optimization for small enterprises, we selected the 
following institutions as the initial elements of ligament fillers: 

1) Formal – Simplified Tax System; benefits provided by general tax regime, including tax 
accounting rules, using which a taxpayer can reduce the tax base; taxation for residents of special 
economic zones, including offshore ones; the institution of the contract, in particular, the lease of real 
estate; institute of the individual entrepreneur, for which since 2017 "tax holidays" are available; institute 
of the economic society, including both options for creating new firms, "friendly", subsidiaries and 
affiliates, one-day firms, and business reorganization in order to optimize taxation (separation, 
allocation); 

2) Informal institutions – shadow turnover and shadow employment. 

Small industrial enterprises form bunches, combining in different variants the listed institutions (on the 
graph this is reflected through the addition of the institutes- elements I), and thereby solve the problem of 
excessive tax burden each within their own targets. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, the concept of institutional option is useful for evaluating the quality of institutions, 
including small industrial enterprises. The main advantage of an institutional option is that it is 
empirically studied with respect to specific problems of enterprise development. 
 
The category of institutional option can be applied to the extent of its practical suitability, being aware of 
the instrumental and conditional nature inherent in all scientific concepts. In particular, the empirical 
value of the proposed approach is expressed in the fact that it allows: 
 
a) assess the degree of differentiation of institutional support for specific problem fields actor; 
 
b) identify institutional ligament competitors, existing as institutional support for the solution of a 
particular problem of a small firm; 
 
c) improve the quality of analysis of institutions at any level of study: macro, meso, micro, mini; 
 
d) take into account the structural complexity, complementarity and semantic content of institutions 
in the quantitative assessment of the quality of institutions; 
 
e) identify the mechanism of action of such institutional environment phenomena as the stability of 
individual institutions and ligaments in time, including the phenomenon of "institutional traps", the 
neglect of institutions, the immutability of institutional matrices; 
 
f) usage of a "problematic" paradigm in the formation of an option allows a quantitative 
assessment of the quality of the institutional environment in dynamics, since binding to a particular 
"problem field" of the environment enables to compare options in terms of semantics and latitude in time. 
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Abstract 

 
The emergence of massive amount of data in clinical and healthcare fields leads to the need to 

implement a Big Data Analytics platform in medical area, due to the advantages of scalability and 

efficiency of these proven architectures and platforms in the processing and management of large 

datasets. Big Data Analytics is the process of analyzing huge amounts of data from different sources 

of data and different formats, like electronic health records, prescriptions, medical imaging or 

genomic data in order to deliver useful information used to take decisions in real time. Software tools 

and applications for predictive analytics or data mining enable those implied in healthcare industry to 

improve the quality of clinical services or an early diagnosis of diseases. Big Data Analytics can 

generate revenues by providing insights for third parties, such as payers (patients, health insurance 

companies), or pharmaceutical. In the paper we will present issues and how we intend to solve them 

with an open source platform for clinical Big Data processing. The objective is to facilitate 

development of more efficient clinical and healthcare applications and improve accuracy of 

predictions. 

 

Keywords: Clinical data, EHR, Big Data Analytics, architecture 

1 Introduction 

Continuously generating massive amounts of large data in fields such as financial, IoT, 

transportation, healthcare, marketing, agriculture and retail, has prompted the emergence of 

technologies dedicated to the acquisition, storage, management and analysis of Big Data. In recent 

years, Bahga and Madisetti (2016) reported that an explosion of clinical data has been observed and 

both data collection from distributed health information systems and clinical data processing and 

analysis have become critical problems.  

 

We can speak of a healthcare ecosystem as Bahga and Madisetti (2016) mentioned, consisting of 

patients, payers (government, health insurance companies, employers), suppliers (doctors, medical 

institutions), pharmaceutical companies and other medical service companies and medical devices 

companies. Clinical patient information is aggregated with ecosystem information (laboratory results, 

diagnostics, treatments, demographics) and is found in EHR (Electronic Health Record) systems. 

 

Data generated in real time, as in Balladini et al (2015), by medical equipment from patient-

connected sensors for measuring physiological parameters (heart rate, respiration rate, body 

temperature, blood oxygen saturation, blood pressure), established diagnostics, laboratory tests, data 

generated by evaluation equipment of patients continuously, the data collected from the critical 

patient monitoring systems (vital signs), reported by Poucke et al (2015), are considered clinical data. 

Clinical data along with physicians, written prescriptions, pharmacy, insurance, social media posts, 
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blogs, web pages, publications about health form Big Data in healthcare.  Because daily, millions of 

records can be collected just of the ECK parameter (1000 samples per second) for a single patient, as 

in Balladini et al (2015) and the clinical data comes from different sources, has different formats and 

is generated with different speeds, we may consider that we are experiencing a Big Data problem in 

healthcare. 

 

Thanks to digitization, Big Data Analytics has grown in the healthcare sector, which promises 

benefits both for the patients in the healthcare institutions and the quality of clinical services, as well 

as for the stakeholders to reduce the cost and to a rapid improvement of quality in healthcare reported   

by Poucke et al (2015), Raghupathi and Raghupathi (2014). Analytics refers to processes, 

technologies, frameworks, and algorithms as Bahga and Madisetti (2016) mentioned, that extract 

fruitful information from rough data. There are four types of analytics - descriptive analytics, 

diagnostic analytics, predictive analytics and prescriptive analytics. Descriptive analytics wishes to 

answer the question, "What happened?" and refers to analyzing past data in an easy-to-read form. 

Diagnostic Analytics wishes to answer the question "Why has it happened?" and refers to analyzing 

past data to diagnose the reasons some events happened. Predictive Analytics refers to predicting the 

occurrence of an event, the probable outcome of an event, or predicting future values using prediction 

patterns, and wishes to answer the question, "What can happen? “. Prescriptive Analytics uses 

multiple prediction models to predict different outcomes and the best mode of action for each result. 

It wants to answer the question, "What can we do to accomplish this?", as reported by Bahga and 

Madisetti (2016).  

 

The objective of this research is to present an architecture for a clinical big data platform that offers 

the capabilities to acquire, store, analyze, and visualize real-time clinical data in order to make the 

best medical decisions regarding the health of patients. The remaining of the paper is organized as 

follows: Section 2 briefly describes the potential and benefits of the Big Data clinical analysis, 

Section 3 reviews the challenges and requirements for a Big Data Analytics platform, Section 4 

shows the architecture of the platform and emphasizes its features, Section 5 formulates conclusions 

about the reported results and shows further research work aiming to demonstrate the benefits of the 

implemented platform by several significant use cases. 

 

2 Big Data Promise and Potential for Clinical Data Analysis 

The features offered by Big Data Analytics, as referred to in Wang et al (2016), such as analytical 

capability for patterns of care, unstructured data analytical capability, decision support capability, 

predictive capability and traceability that can be used in the information technology infrastructure, 

operational, organizational, managerial and strategic domains, can save lives by improving healthcare 

services, reducing patient care costs based on previously unidentified models, and improving the 

organization's financial performance with descriptive analytics and mining/predictive analytics 

techniques used in medical documents and unstructured clinical data analysis. By processing large 

volumes of data, of different formats, with different data generation types (batch, streaming), can be 

identified new markets of interest for hospitals.  

 

Costly healthcare services or laboratory tests and unnecessary treatments can be identified through 

unstructured data analytical processing, as mentioned in Wang et al (2016). 

 

The benefits of Big Data Analytics are reflected at IT infrastructure level by sharing resources and 

thus avoiding additional IT costs. Operational benefits are obtained by improving the quality and 

precision of medical decisions, efficiently processing a large number of health records, reducing 

patient's travel time, reducing diagnostic time, and reducing the length of hospitalization. Managerial 

benefits are obtained from the allocation and control of resources, operations monitoring and, 

improving strategic business decisions. Strategic benefits are obtained from strategic activities on 

long-term decision-making, as described by Wang et al (2016).  
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Decision support capability highlights the ability to generate daily reports on health care, which helps 

in setting actions and decisions at the management level. 

 

For predictive capability, complex statistical tools are used to develop models and estimates of what 

will be done in the future. Reports, alerts, hospital performance indicators, and interactive views are 

harnessed, resulting in improved medical risk, identifying best clinical practice, understanding future 

healthcare trends based on knowledge of patient habits.  

 

Traceability is the ability to track output data from all IT components of the system within a 

healthcare facility, so hospitals can improve the rate of use of medication, reducing patient flow 

delays, as reported by Wang et al (2016). 

 

The potential of Big Data Analytics is also reflected in the epidemiological surveillance, patient-

based decision-making, adverse drug prediction as described by Bahga and Madisetti (2016), non-

invasive and continuous monitoring of physiological parameters according with Simpao et al (2015), 

decreasing the risk of illness as in Simpao et al (2015), monitoring of elderly, people with dementia 

or with Parkinson's disease as in Simpao et al (2015) with the help of wearable devices, detection of 

abuse or errors following the analysis of complaints from health insurances (detecting claim 

anomalies) as mentioned in Bahga and Madisetti (2016), Raghupathi and Raghupathi (2014), 

Balladini et al (2015). 

 

Real-time health monitoring can lead to the discovery of new vital sign patterns that help detect early 

clinical pathologies and plan early treatments or stop the progress of a condition, reducing mortality 

and the cost of caring for patients as reported by Wang et al (2016). 

 

The potential of Big Data in Healthcare has led to the collection of data from the EHR into national 

data sets as in Simpao et al (2015), the development of national projects for Health Data 

(http://www.ahrq.gov), (http://www.hscic.gov.uk) and the creation of anesthesiology-specific 

databases such as the Multicenter Perioperative Outcomes Group (MPOG) conform with Kheterpal et 

al (2013), the National Anesthesia Clinical Outcomes Registry (NACOR) as in Dutton R.P. (2014), 

the Society for Ambulatory Anesthesia Database And the Pediatric Regional Anesthesia Network in 

accordance with Kheterpal (2014), Simpao et al (2015). Improved clinical outcomes have been 

observed in intensive care units for children, where appropriate decisions are made for each patient in 

real time as referred to by Simpao et al (2015). 

 

The term Visual Analytics (VA) as in Zamfir et al (2016) describes a new multidisciplinary field that 

combines different areas of research, including: data mining, data management, data fusion, cognitive 

science and statistics among others as mentioned in Simpao et al (2015). 

 

In biology and medicine, computerized tomography and ultrasound imaging for 3-D digital 

reconstruction and visualization produce gigabytes of medical data according with Zamfir et al 

(2016).  

 

Likewise, the use of VA tools for anesthesia and the installation of AIMS (Anesthesia Information 

Management Systems) as reported by Simpao et al (2015) will become a real source of Big Data, 

especially as it aims to combine electronic anesthesia records with hospital data and ambulatory 

surgery centers with EHR data. Increasing efficiency in patient care, optimizing resource allocation 

and utilization, improving decision-making at both clinical and organizational levels are pursued 

when using VA tools and complex analysis methods. Anesthesia is another area in which Big Data 

collection and the results Big Data Analytics can support predictive risk assessment and resource use 

as mentioned in Simpao et al (2015). VA techniques are used in clinical operations in pediatric 

hospitals for exploring clinical data in accordance with Simpao et al (2015). The field of 

bioinformatics uses Visual Analytics techniques to analyze large amounts of biological data. 

Researchers in this field are experiencing unprecedented increased of data volumes, such as in the 
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human genome project, with 3 billion base pairs per individual as observed by Zamfir et al (2016), 

Simpao et al (2015). 

 

Visual Analytics (VA) tools mitigate the deficiencies of data analysis tools that do not provide 

cognitive activities and work with large, complex and heterogeneous datasets. It also combines 

interactive visual representations with advanced analysis techniques to synthesize, analyze, and 

facilitate visual-analytical reasoning with other data-engaging activities as described by Ola and 

Sedig (2014). 

 

3 Challenges and Requirements 

Management and processing of large data sets as in Peek et al (2014) in the biomedical and health 

domains generate methodological and technical challenges related to data sources, infrastructure and 

analytics.  

 

Data sources consist of health care records, administrative data, web search logs and social media. 

Health care records are data collected for patient care but used for other purposes such as research or 

quality assurance, and contain a wide range of data such as demographics, lab values, distributed 

medications, imaging, other diagnostic data, clinical interventions, clinical notes in text format. 

Health care records pose challenges for researchers, related to data quality and diversity, 

confidentiality of providers and patients, inaccuracy or lack of data. Administrative data is insurance 

data or payment claims, diagnoses, procedures, and access to these data is important for the research 

part but also for the patient's safety improvement. The challenge of working with administrative data 

consist in the fact that data are heterogeneous and multivariate and difficult to collect (many data for 

a patient, hard to create a single analysis file from the multitude of data with many attributes, lack of 

clinical details) and therefore the solution is to link them to clinical data or to other healthcare data. 

Web searches logs are also useful for detecting side effects associated with pharmaceuticals. 

Searching and mining social media raise challenges related to nonstandard languages and 

representations used on social networks and related to, extracting significant information from these 

data sources. The volume of large data sets is a challenge along with the speed at which data is 

collected and their diversity. In the biomedical domain, batch processing and real-time data 

processing technologies are used. Structured data (electronic health records) and unstructured data 

(clinical images) are stored in databases as mentioned in Wang et al (2016). Storage can be done 

using file systems or database systems. In the case of file system storage, one option takes into 

account the data storage and calculation performed on the same machine, such as Hadoop. HDFS 

(Hadoop Distributed File System) from Hadoop has been used to store biomedical data. Data is 

stored for data analysis, backup or archiving. Alternatively, storage with database systems provides 

interrogation and recovery capabilities. For large volumes of heterogeneous data sets, non-relational 

databases (NoSQL databases) are preferred, providing efficient and flexible interrogation 

mechanisms. 

 

Data acquisition is an important challenge for the platform as reported by Augustine (2014), so a 

requirement is low latency in capturing data and using simple queries for data processing. Apache 

Hadoop offers data processing technology in a distributed and data storage environment at the 

original location. In the case of clinical data, their analysis requires statistical and exploratory 

approaches. In order for the clinical data analysis platform to quickly deliver the expected results 

(cost savings, time reduction, optimized results for different research, smarter diagnostics leading to 

precise decision-making) it must provide reliability and scalability for data storage and processing 

according with Augustine (2014). Another challenge in the healthcare industry is to protect patients' 

data. In biomedical applications also, data security and confidentiality must be taken into account, 

whether applications are hosted in cloud or traditional environments. When processing large batch 

data sets, the Hadoop ecosystem is the most widely used architecture. Systems that process a large 

number of predictive modeling clinical methods use Hadoop to simplify the implementation of 
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complex activities. The processing of medical images from different sources is a challenge in the 

healthcare industry as described by Augustine (2014), and Hadoop offers solutions for medical 

imaging analysis and extracting important diagnostic data. 

 

In all these cases of large data sets analysis, statistical methods, machine learning, NLP (natural 

language processing) and semantic methods in accordance with Peek et al (2014) should be used. 

Mainly, these are based on three components of data analysis conform with Wang et al (2016): 

Hadoop Map / Reduce, stream computing and in-database analytics. Mapreduce is a programming 

model for processing in batch form and analyzing data in a parallel processing environment. Stream 

processing supports stream data processing in real time with very useful prediction capability. In-

database analytics is a data mining approach which offers parallel processing, scalability and 

optimization futures for big data analytics as observed by Wang et al (2016). It is a challenge 

according with Ola and Sedig (2014) for the public health workforce to efficiently use data with 

different formats that are available for limited periods of time and in transformation. In order to 

perform operations such as health records, filtering data to eliminate irrelevant data, identifying the 

relationships between different environmental factors in order to make the best decisions for citizens, 

there is a need for tools to support them, such as packets for data acquisition, data analysis, data 

monitoring, and data viewing, and which can be installed on a platform for clinical data analysis as 

reported by Ola and Sedig (2014).   

 

4 Architecture for Big Data Visualization and Analytics 

Currently there are clinical decision support systems (CDSS) that assist healthcare professionals in 

clinical activities, but most do not work with data generated continuously as observed by Balladini et 

al (2015). Storage space is required to store patient archived data in order to extract knowledge from 

them and to develop personalized predictive algorithms as mentioned in Balladini et al (2015). The 

tools used in Big Data Analytics make it easier to store and analyze clinical data. 

 

4.1 The Reference Platform 

We selected as a reference the Big Data Analytics Platform presented in Fig 1. The data managed by 

the platform can be classified in three major categories: Big Data (massive heterogeneous data 

coming from a large number of devices and/or external sources), Organizational Data (data collected 

from the applications running in the organization environment) and Cloud Data (data collected from 

cloud applications outputs). The data transfer to the Big Data platform can be done with specific data 

ingestion components, ETL (Extract Transfer Load) tools which are used for transforming the data 

into the format required by the data warehouse, and CDC (Change Data Capture) tools, used for 

tracking data transfer activities into the warehouse. The Big Data storage system will consist in a 

Hadoop ecosystem accompanied by a warehouse composed of NoSQL and SQL databases. This 

warehouse will provide the data for the Mapreduce specific processing and also for different tools 

like analytical appliances, search engines, data stream engines, batch processing, etc. These tools and 

utilities support predictive analytics, text analytics, data mining, statistical analytics and data 

discovery, and will generate reports and alerts for the end users. 
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In the next sections, we will present our adaptation of a Big Data Analytics Platform for the 

healthcare domain, along with the tools we consider important for clinical analytics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Big Data Analytics reference platform  

(Source: Alberto (2016)) 

4.2 SQL and NoSQL data integration 

Our proposed platform for clinical data analytics features a big data platform capable of storing SQL 

and NoSQL data, a data analysis tool, a web interface used for visualization of the analyzed data and 

tools for data acquisition from various medical data sources. The healthcare data used to be 

acquisitioned by this platform will come from medical equipment, healthcare staff and EHR data of a 

patient. Medical equipment and the equipment used by the healthcare staff for transferring the data to 

the platform will connect to an internal gateway which will then send the data to the platform. The 

EHR data should be stored in real time in the platform. The SQL database will store any SQL type of 

medical data of the patients and also will include information regarding the caretakers of those 

patients. The SQL database will be linked to the NoSQL database in order to understand which 

patient belongs the NoSQL data. 

 

The platform will be connected to a web interface that healthcare staff and patients can access to 

visualize their reports. The reports will be generated by a data analysis tool that will be used by 

doctors or data analysts. 

 

 

Fig. 2: The proposed architecture for a clinical Big Data platform 
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As seen in the Fig 2, the medical data sources are: EHR data, which are the patient data from their 

healthcare state records (such as clinical card), healthcare staff records: the data that the healthcare 

staff (such as nurses or doctors) will manually introduce based on their observation on a specific 

patient, and the medical equipment data: gathered directly from medical equipment such as MRI 

(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) or other clinical equipment used for investigation or measurement of 

different patient clinical parameters. The EHR data will be send directly to the SQL database because 

of its structure, while the medical equipment and healthcare staff data will be send to NoSQL 

database. The gateway is used for connecting the medical equipment in order to store the data 

provided by them.  

 

The user interface that will permit the visualization of the results of data analysis performed on the 

proposed platform will be a web interface that permits two types of log-ins (one for the clinical staff 

and one for patients). This interface will permit patients to review their healthcare records, and permit 

the healthcare staff/data analysts to review their patients records and various statistics or 

recommendations that resulted from data analysis performed on the platform. The healthcare staff 

will also have an option to use the data analysis tool (for example RapidMiner or KNIME). 

 

The data analysis on the platform will be possible to be made across multiple patient records and not 

only on those of which are patient to a specific doctor. For example, a doctor can choose to analyze 

the data of his patient against all the patient data of a specific age range, a specific sex type or with 

some specific diseases.  Based on that analysis, the doctor will have the results of all the treatments 

that had success on a specific disease or will have statistics of future evolution of the specific disease. 

 

4.3 Data analytics in the proposed platform 

In the next figure we will present the data analytics flow process in our proposed clinical platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Data analytics flow process 

 

As we see in Fig 3, the start process of data analytics is the clinical data warehouse. The first step in 

data analytics is data cleansing. Data cleansing is a process in which the data entered is altered in 

order to making sure it is correct by amending or removing the incomplete, incorrect or duplicate 

data. After data cleansing process, the resulted data will be stored in a separate warehouse, that will 

only contain clean data and reports will be generated stating what data was altered or removed. Using 

the clean data warehouse, the data aggregation process can sort the clean data for the purpose of 

obtaining statistical data about patient based on specific variables such as age, profession, sex, type of 

illness, etc.  
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Data sampling process refers to the selection of the types of data that needs to be analyzed. For 

example, a data analyst can select a representative subset of data for further analysis. 

 

The training data process informs the model on how it should work and how it should make 

decisions, while the model validation will be made by testing the generated model against the testing 

data. After the validation, a model will be generated for the user review. 

5 Conclusions and Future Research 

Taking into account the current healthcare situation where the interest in investing in Big Data 

Analytics and the experience in using analytics is low, the architectural considerations, challenges 

and key requirements for a Big Data clinical analysis platform have been addressed, to emphasize the 

benefits that modern technology implementation can bring to health organizations and third parties. 

Reducing mortality among patients, better quality of life, lowering costs and improving healthcare 

services are goals that both data scientists and physicians, and government must take into account in 

day-to-day work.  

 

An analysis of open source components dedicated to such a platform in the form of an experiment 

will be the subject of further research. 
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Abstract 
 
The objective of the current study was to investigate the use of modern technology (i.e., computer, laptop, 
or tablet) and the internet (i.e., Moodle, Elportal, e-learning and online interactive programs, YouTube, 
Google or Seznam, etc.) in learning in the Czech population. The research instrument consisted of a self-
rate questionnaire developed by the author. The sample consisted of 1,008 participants selected according 
to gender, age, education, and region of residence to represent the Czech population. The sample scored 
average in terms of modern technology and internet use while learning. This trend was considerably 
lower the higher the age, regardless education level. Moreover, females used printed study materials more 
often than males. The relationship between the use of modern technology, internet, and preferred form of 
study materials were further examined with selected variables, i.e., gender, age, education level achieved, 
size of place of residence, region, and economic activity. 
 

Keywords: technology, internet, learning, ICT, Czech Republic 

 

1 Introduction 

 
Modern technologies are one of the basic elements characterizing today's society that are not only 
products of contemporary time and culture, but also factors that make a significant contribution to society 
and everyday life. Their ongoing rapid development has allowed their use in all areas of human activity. 
Younger populations in particular use these technologies extensively during their leisure, work, or 
learning time. Furthermore, the use of modern technology has become a natural environment for today's 
youth born into the era of digital life. Today's youth are often referred to as digital learners (Gallardo-
Echenique et al., 2005), digital natives (Gottwaldová, 2015), digital youth (McPherson, 2008), or youth of 
the net generations (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005). 
 
Although the older generation also uses modern technologies in their lives, the position of these 
technologies is different. Their social maturation, including the integration of different tools, media, and 
technologies into behavior patterns and lifestyles took place before those technologies emerged. On this 
basis, modern technologies are becoming incorporated into existing models of life. As a result, the range 
of activities such as leisure or working time that are accessible through modern technologies varies by 
generation. Findings showing the extent that this era of modern technology is reflected in learning for the 
entire society (from adolescence to old age populations) in the Czech sociocultural environment remain 
uncertain. Moreover, use of internet not only for social connection and entertainment, but also for 
academic studies and lifelong learning, has become the aim of presented research studies on the use of 
modern technology and internet in learning. 
 
The term “modern technology” is defined as the use of a computer, laptop, or tablet during learning 
activities in various environments, i.e., at home, at school, or in other institutions and environments. The 
concept of modern technology was chosen for its colloquial meaning, which is generally understood by 
the whole population and was perceived as a synonym for information and communication technologies 
(ICT) commonly used in the literature. Furthermore, use of the internet while learning was defined as the 
use of Moodle – a learning platform designed to provide learners with a single robust, secure, and 
integrated system creating personalized learning environments (Moodle, 2016), Elportal (an e-learning 
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portal of courses and all other forms of e-learning), online interactive programs, YouTube, Google, or 
Seznam, which is a well-known Czech catalog search server. 
 
The process of learning investigated in this research was conceived in congruence with Zimmerman and 
Schunk (2011) as self-regulatory oriented learning processes, whereby learners personally activate and 
express cognitions, effects, and behaviors that are systematically oriented toward the attainment of 
personal goals not strictly tied only to the school environment or formal institutional activities. Moreover, 
learning in this perspective was considered an intentional process in which an individual had to decide 
what to learn, when, how, with what tools, and where, i.e., at home, school, online, or offline. 
 
1.1 Implementation of modern technology and internet in the Czech society 

 
Modern technology (ICT) began its integration into the Czech education system in the 1990s. 
Infrastructure equipment and its use in education, as well as its financing, was at the initiative of 
individual schools. There was no national program or project at that time to coordinate or methodically 
manage schools in the integration of digital technologies into their lives. The issue of modern 
technologies was reflected in public and educational policy only after the creation of documents for the 
National Education Development Program in the Czech Republic entitled White Paper (MŠMT, 2001), 
State Information Policy (VČR, 1999), and Concept of State Information Policy in Education (MŠMT, 
2000).  
 
Whilst the declarations of the White Paper were very general, the key strategic areas were outlined in the 
remaining documents. The first area was to ensure the availability of digital technologies (infrastructure) 
to all learners involved in education (schools, continuing education, or lifelong learning). The second 
wave of ICT development consisted of the creation of a basic framework for integrating ICT into 
education at all levels of schooling with a focus on the importance of teacher preparation. An additional 
document approved by the Ministry of Education, Digital Education Strategy by 2020 (MŠMT, 2014), 
anticipated the gradual involvement of modern technologies in the formal education. It was in this 
document that the full incorporation of modern technologies into the teaching of all subjects was seen by 
the state as a necessary shift within education systems, from the simple memorization of facts to an 
emphasis on digital literacy, communication skills, and computational and logical thinking (Jelínek, 
2015). 
 
The year 1992 is considered to be the beginning of the "internet era" in the Czech Republic (Kasík, 2012). 
The largest increase in the proportion of households connected to the internet and owning a computer is 
dated to the year 2008. 67% of households owned a computer and only two percent fewer households 
were connected to the internet (CSO, 2014b). At the forefront of internet use was the age category of 15 
to 30 years, which spent an average of 17 hours a week on the internet (Koledárová & Tomek, 2012). In 
terms of number of internet users, the population with higher education, i.e. university graduates, were 
the second most numerous group. Most users (96%) used email, with almost two thirds using it daily. The 
second most widespread online activity was searching for information. Social networking quickly 
struggled from the outset to become one of the most popular online activities, however, only 5% of online 
users used social networks during most of their time spent online (ibid). 
 
The social profile of computer users has changed with advanced ICT implementation. The turning point 
for the development of computer literacy was the "Internet to Schools" project. The project equipped 
elementary schools with computers and internet access. This period was also known for "generation 
inversion," where children taught their parents and grandparents to work on and with computers (Sak, 
2000; Arnesh, Erstad, Jahaňák, & Zounek, 2016). Computer literacy and the general availability of 
technologies were indirectly influenced by age and directly dependent on education and family income. 
However, with the considerable shift from fixed to mobile internet use (Fišerová & Horáček, 2015) the 
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absence of a computer or internet connection in the household is nowadays more of an exception. More 
specifically, mobile internet is preferred by three quarters of connected Czechs (ibid). 
 
1.2 Research on Modern Technology and Internet Use in Education 

The attitudes of Czech, Polish, and Slovak university students (n = 260) towards the personal computer 
and its role in lifelong learning and leisure were compared by Chráska (2014). The findings indicated that 
the concept of the PC was perceived in a similar way among Czech and Polish students as an 
irreplaceable means of work, lifelong learning, communication, and leisure time. Moreover, Czech 
students achieved the highest frequency of use of the PC for educational purposes. The authors attributed 
this finding to the most extensive use of an online learning management system  (LMS) and computer-
aided teaching by the Czech university. 
 
Kolesárová (2014) extended the context of use of ICT to include the identification of typical 
characteristics of lifestyles within the Czech population. A representative sample of the Czech population 
over 15 years old (N = 1,818) was used. The author identified a cyber-developmental lifestyle that most 
strongly demonstrated a computerized character, i.e. predominant computer activity while studying. The 
cyber-developmental lifestyle was associated with life beyond marriage in younger generations (the 
average age = 23 years) as reflected by female students or university graduates.  
 
The field of ICT research in education has a wide platform of application (Milková, Pekarková, & Salem, 
2016) covering the areas of computer-aided personalized and collaborative learning (Mamat & Yusof. 
2013), seamless learning systems (Ogata et al., 2015), and online game-based learning in school 
education (Jong, 2015). Moreover, students benefited from the application of ICT in the learning of 
foreign languages (Klimová Frydrychová & Poulová, 2014). Also, combining mobile devices (laptops, 
tablets) and social networks (Facebook, Instagram) was seen as an attractive refreshment of education in 
schools, increasing pupils’ motivation to learn (Maněna, Dostál, Hubálovský, & Hubálovská, 2016). 
 
Moreover, Zounek and Tůma (2014) mapped the representation of ICT in education covered by Czech 
scientific journals between 1990 and 2012. In twenty-two years, only nine empirical studies and only 
thirteen survey studies were published. However, these lacked a focus on the learning processes of 
individuals, their relation to modern technologies, and offered no information as to whether learners used 
computer skills and knowledge acquired from the school environment outside school and vice versa. 
 
According to the findings of a systematic review of international literature on emerging technology (ET) 
in education between 2006 and 2016, all studies aimed to improve and transform the different educational 
processes through the incorporation of ET (Neira, Salinas, & Crosetti, 2017). Out of 288 selected studies 
the most affected population were students in higher education contexts with the objective of improving 
critical thinking, followed by problem solving, collaborative work, creative thinking, and decision-
making. Qualitative research was the most commonly used methodological approach with Web 2.0 
technologies. 
 
Dogruer, Eyyam, and Menevis (2011) concentrated on students’ use of internet in their academic studies. 
The participants (n = 100) were international students who studied at different levels in English 
Preparatory School. Students believed that they could easily use the internet as an educational tool, an 
online search engine, or a resource of knowledge and discussion about shared school subjects. However, 
more sophisticated activities such as the use of educational journals and databases, wikis, and e-learning 
portals were more problematic. 
 
Since coherent information describing the use of modern technology and internet in studying in a 
representative sample of the Czech population is still lacking, the primary focus of this research study has 
been set at the descriptive level. Three main objectives are being investigated. First, to find out to what 
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extent modern technology (e.g. PC, laptop, tablet, etc.) is used during the learning process by the Czech 
population, and what characterizes those respondents who never use modern technology while studying. 
Second, to find out to what extent the internet (e.g., Moodle, e-learning, online interactive programs, 
YouTube, Google or Seznam, etc.) is used during the learning process by the Czech population and the 
discipline most commonly studied by respondents online. And lastly, to find out the preferred format of 
study materials. 
 
2 Methodology 

 
Nowadays the use of modern technology (ICT) and the internet is an integral part of every mature 
society. As work with computer, laptop, or tablet reaches almost all disciplines, it is finding its way to 
becoming a mediator in the process of learning. However, the extent to which the Czech population uses 
modern technology during learning and how this usage is influenced by gender, age, region, education 
and other socio-demographic variables has not been fully explored. Therefore, the purpose of this study is 
to fill this gap and bring the following information across a representative sample of the Czech 
population. More specifically, the research answered the following questions: 
 
(1) To what extent is modern technology (e.g., PC, laptop, tablet, etc.) used for studying within the Czech 
population? The fact that a number of citizens or groups do not use modern technology is significant in 
terms of social cohesion and exclusion. Therefore, respondents who never use modern technology while 
studying were described further. 
 
(2) To what extent is the internet (e.g., Moodle, e-learning, online interactive programs, YouTube, 
Google or Seznam, etc.) used in studying within the Czech population and what is the most common 
discipline that respondents study online? 
 
(3) What is the preferred form of study materials? 
 
We also investigated whether there was relationship between use of modern technology, use of internet, 
and preferred form of study materials against selected variables, i.e. gender, age, education level 
achieved, size of place of residence, region, and economic activity. 
 
2.1 Research and Data Collection Methods 

 
Given the nature of the research questions the research was based on a quantitative methodological 
approach using exploratory methods. To gather the data, a survey including selected items developed by 
the author was part of a wider Omnibus random data collection using a CAPI (Computer Assisted 
Personal Interviewing) method facilitated by trained interviewers implemented in Autumn 2016. 
 
The survey included socio-demographic items covering gender, age (in years and also expressed in age 
categories: 15-29 years; 30-44 years; 45-59 years; 60 and up), education (basic; secondary without 
leaving examination (vocational); secondary with leaving examination; university level education), size 
of place of residence (up to 4,999 inhabitants; 5,000–19,999; 20,000–99,999; 100,000 and up), region 
(Prague; Bohemia; Moravia), economic activity (economically inactive vs. active), and professional 
career specialization (e.g., economics and administration, pedagogy, building construction, etc.). 
 
Specific items were designed to be used in analyses as single items of nominal or interval nature. These 
variables were considered manifest variables that can be observed directly. More specifically, 
respondents answered the question concerning the usage of modern technology (e.g., PC, laptop, tablet, 
etc.) and the use of the internet (e.g., Moodle, e-learning, online interactive programs, YouTube, Google 
or Seznam, etc.) during their learning process on a seven-point Likert's scale ranging from 0 (never) to 6 
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(very often). The findings on internet use during learning have been expanded to identify the field in 
which respondents most often engaged in their study online. The International Standard Classification of 
Education (ISCED 1997) was used to select the field of study (i.e., foreign language, computer science, 
general education programs, etc.). Lastly, preferred form of study materials was investigated (printed 
study materials; electronic study materials; no preference). 
 
2.2 Data Preparation and Statistical Analysis 
 
Influential multivariate outliers and the possible occurrence of missing values were checked. First, 
descriptive statistics of the individual socio-demographic variables were calculated. Second, the general 
assumptions (i.e., level of measurement, random sampling, independence of observation, normal 
distribution, and homogeneity of variance) that apply to parametric techniques were investigated. The 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Shapiro-Wilk test were used to confirm (p < .05) the application of 
nonparametric statistics (U test, K-W ANOVA, Chi-squared test, and Spearman correlation). Effect size 
for all tests was calculated (η2, Cramer’s V, r2). The null hypothesis was rejected given the significance 
level of .05. However, multiple comparisons were checked using Bonferroni correction to reduce the 
likelihood of incorrect rejection of the null hypothesis (Type I error). SPSS v. 24 was used for all 
presented analysis. 
 
2.3 Participants 
 
The research sample included a representative sample of the Czech population (N = 1,008). The sample 
was randomly selected based on quota for gender, age, education, and region of residence. The mean age 
of the sample reached 45.3 years (SD = 17.05) ranging from 15 to 89 years. The gender distribution was 
quite even with 482 (47.8%) males with an average age of 44.3 years (age ranged from 15 to 89 years, SD 
= 17.52) and 526 (52.2%) females with an average age of 46.3 years (age ranged from 15 to 85 years, SD 
= 16.56). The distribution presented also corresponded to the general gender distribution of the Czech 
population (CZSO, 2014a). 
 
Most respondents had acquired secondary education either without a leaving examination (37.6%) or with 
a leaving examination (33%), followed by university (16.2%) and elementary school graduates (13.2%). 
Almost two-fifths of respondents (37.1%) lived in a place of residence with up to 4,999 inhabitants. More 
than half of respondents (63.4%) were economically active, with the region of the capital city Prague 
most represented (12.6%). As far as the professional career specialization of the respondents was 
concerned, mechanical engineering (117, 11.6%), economics and administration (84, 8.3%), business (66, 
6.5%), pedagogy (61, 6.1%), building construction (58, 5.8%), and healthcare (52, 5.2%) were the most 
frequently profiled professions in the sample. The socio-demographic distribution of the sample is shown 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Socio-demographic distribution of the sample 

 

Socio-demographic characteristics 
Frequency 

Socio-demographic characteristics 
Frequency 

N % N % 
Gender Male 482 48 Size of place 

of residence 
up to 4,999 
inhabitants 

374 37 

 Female 526 52  5,000–19,999 183 18 
Age 15-29 years 224 22  20,000–99,999 239 24 
 30-44 years 268 27  100,000 up 212 21 
 45-59 years 263 26 Region Prague 127 13 
 60 up 253 25  Bohemia 480 48 
Education Elementary 133 13  Moravia 401 40 
 Secondary without 

leaving examination 
379 38 Economic 

activity 
active 
inactive 

639 
369 

63 
37 

 Secondary with leaving 
examination 

333 33     

 University 163 16     
Note: For a general overview, relative percentages are presented here and after without decimal places. 
 

3 Results 
 
The level of use of modern technology during learning processes is important information for the future 
planning of both national and international forms of education. The results of the aforementioned research 
questions are presented chronologically below. 
 

3.1 To what extent is modern technology (e.g., PC, laptop, tablet, etc.) used during the 

learning process? 
 
The central values (M = 3.3, SD = 2.44) of the seven-point scale used in the survey ranging from never 
(point 0) to very often (point 6) lie just above the midpoint of the scale. The results suggest that on 
average respondents used modern technology while studying. However, two main groups of respondents 
stood out compared to other respondents included in the survey: (1) those who never used modern 
technology while studying (276, 27%), and (2) those who on the contrary used PC, laptop, or tablet very 
often while studying (318, 32%). Apart from these two opposite trends, the middle point three was the 
point reached most frequently (12%) followed by a high frequency (11%) of answers on the right side of 
the scale (point five of the seven-point scale). 
 
Age of respondents had a high statistical and interpretive influence on the level of modern technology use 
while studying. The use of state-of-the-art technology (i.e., PC, laptop, or tablet) was considerably lower 
the higher the age, regardless of education level. This trend was found in all age categories. University 
graduates, while reaching the highest level of modern technology involvement in their learning, used less 
modern technology while studying at younger ages. 
 
276 (27%) of the sample size (1,008) never used modern technology while learning. More specifically, 
47% (129) males and 53% (147) females were represented by the oldest age group (60 years and older). 
Out of these respondents, 52% (144) of respondents reached secondary education without leaving 
examination (vocational), followed by 74 respondents (27%) who obtained a diploma from secondary 
school with leaving examination, 41 (15%) of respondents who completed elementary education, and 17 
(6%) university graduates. Based on a comparison of the absence of use of modern technology by region, 
22 (8%) lived in Prague, 100 (36%) lived in Bohemia, and 154 (56%) in Moravia. Slightly lower use of 
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modern technology was shown by economically inactive respondents (153, 55%) vs. economically active 
(123, 45%). 
 
3.1.1 What is the influence of the selected variables on the level of modern technology use? 

 
The proportion of use of modern technology by males (Md = 4, n = 482) was not significantly different 
from the proportion of females (Md = 4, n = 526), U = 126150, z = -.14, p = .891, r = .004. The age of 
respondents reached a statistically significant difference, x2(3, n = 1,008) = 173.36, p < .001, η2 = .18. The 
youngest age group (15-29 years) recorded the highest use of modern technology while studying. The 
effect size calculated using Eta

2 showed the percentage of variability in the dependent variable explained 
by the test variable. It was found that quite high proportions (18%) of the change in modern technology 
usage could be accounted for by the age of the respondents. 
 
Studying across four different education groups also significantly influenced use of modern technology 
while studying, x

2(3, n = 1,008) = 76.51, p < .001, η2 = .08. Higher level of education achieved was 
associated with higher use of modern technology. Moreover, a larger size of respondent’s place of 

residence was associated with higher use of modern technology, x2(3, n = 1,008) = 12.60, p < .01, η2 = 
.01, with the largest use of modern technology in the region of Prague, x2(2, n = 1,008) = 21.66, p < .001, 
η2 = .02. Lastly, there was a small negative correlation between economic activity and use of modern 
technology while studying (rrho = -.20, p < .001, r

2 = 4%). Use of modern technology decreased with 
economic inactivity. 
 
We also wondered whether the use of modern technology while studying went hand in hand with 
studying online, and how this usage differed across the age categories of the respondents (see Table 2). 
The findings showed a large negative correlation between age and use of modern technology while 
studying (rrho = -.48, p < .001, r2 = 18%) and use of internet (rrho = -.43, p < .001, r2 = 18%). High levels 
of use of modern technology and online studying were associated with lower age of respondents. A 
perfect correlation was found between the use of modern technology and use of internet (rrho =.90, p < 
.001, r

2 = 81%). These results were not surprising since the internet can only be used together with 
modern technology. However, modern technologies such as PC, laptop, or tablet could be used for 
studying purposes in general without necessarily surfing the internet, i.e. studying online. 
 

Table 2: Average values and intercorrelations between selected variables 

 

 Variables Average values (SD) Age Modern technology 
Age 45.3 (17.05) 1.000  
Modern technology 3.3 (2.44) -.418

**
 1.000 

Internet 3.2 (2.47) -.433
**

 .901
**

 

** = p < .01. 
 
Moreover, a partial correlation was used to explore the relationship between use of modern technology 
and internet, while controlling for the most influential variable, i.e. age of respondents. On this basis, the 
significant partial correlation between use of modern technology and internet, controlling for age, r = .89, 
n = 1.005, p < .001, remained almost unchanged. High levels of modern technology use were associated 
with high levels of studying online, suggesting that controlling for age had no significant effect on the 
strength of the relationship between these two variables. Where modern technology was used, the internet 
was concurrently used by the interviewed respondents as well. 
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3.2 To what extent is the internet (e.g., Moodle, e-learning, online interactive 

programs, YouTube, Google or Seznam, etc.) used during the learning process and 

what is the discipline that respondents most commonly study online? 
 
Respondents used the internet on average (M = 3.2, SD = 2.47) as a learning tool. Likewise, as presented 
above in relation to use of modern technology, there were two main groups of respondents: (1) those who 
never used the internet while studying (294, 29%), and (2) those who used it very often (317, 31%). The 
age of the respondents had a high interpretive influence on the level of the internet use while studying. 
The youngest age category (15-29 years) used the most internet on average while learning (e.g., Moodle, 
e-learning, online interactive programs, YouTube, Google or Seznam, etc.). 
 
Most of the respondents devoted their online studying to developing personal skills (213, 10%), 
studying foreign languages (192, 9%), using computers (101, 5%), and (98, 5%) to trade, management, 
and administration (finance, banking, insurance, accounting and taxation, etc.).  
 
3.2.1 What is the influence of the selected variables on level of internet use? 
 
There were no significant differences in the use of internet between males and females, U = 124391, z = -
.53, p = .60, r = .02. However, statistically significant differences in use of internet were detected across 
four different age groups, x2(3, n = 1,008) = 179.63, p < .001, η2 = .18, with greater use of internet 
associated with younger age (see Table 3). 
 

Table 3: Examining use of internet according to gender and age 

 

Variable 
Gender Age 

r p x
2
 p male female 15-29 30-44 45-59 60+ 

Internet 3.2  3.2 4.5 3.9 2.9 1.7 .02 .596 179.63 .000
*** 

*** = p < .001. 
 

Education level achieved also influenced the use of internet, x2(3, n = 1,008) = 67.16, p < .001, η2 = .07. 
Respondents with a university degree used internet to the greatest extent. Size of respondents’ place of 

residence was not associated with a difference in the internet use, x2(3, n = 1,008) = 7.02, p = .071, η2 = 
.01. Furthermore, the findings revealed a statistically significant difference in use of internet while 
studying across three different groups of the region, x2(2, n = 1,008) = 12.26, p < .01, η2 = .01. Those 
respondents who lived in Prague reached the highest level of internet use for studying. Moreover, there 
was a small negative correlation between economic activity and use of internet while studying (rrho = -
.18, p < .001, r2 = 3%), with high levels of internet use associated with economically active respondents. 
 
3.3 What is the preferred form of study materials? 
 
The area of modern technologies and internet is also related to preference for type of study materials (i.e., 
printed or electronic). Therefore, it was tested whether (1) respondents have a preference and, if so, 
whether (2) this preference was influenced by the gender, age, or education level achieved of the 
respondents. 
 
3.3.1 What is the influence of the selected variables on the preferred form of study materials? 
 
In general, a quarter of respondents (257, 25%) had no preference for study materials. Half of the 
respondents (525, 52%) preferred printed study materials and the last quarter of respondents (226, 22%) 
preferred electronic study materials. The proportion of males was significantly different from the 
proportion of females in their preference of type of study materials, x2(2, n = 1,008) = 12.24, p < .01, 
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Cramer's V = .11. Females used traditional printed materials more often than males and vice versa (see 
Figure 1). Also, the oldest respondents (60+ years) preferred printed study materials, which were on the 
other hand the least preferred form by the youngest respondents. The opposite trend can be seen in 
electronic study materials (see Figure 2). These differences were statistically significant, x2(6, n = 1,008) 
= 53.78, p < .001, Cramer's V = .16. Although both differences were statistically significant, the strength 
of the relationship (a post-test Cramer's V = .11 and .16) indicated that the relationship was weak. 
Knowing the independent variable (i.e. gender and age) did not help in predicting the dependent variable 
(i.e. preferred form of study materials). 
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Fig 1. Absolute values of preference of study Fig 2. Absolute values of preference of study 

materials by gender materials by age 

 
Surprisingly, there were no significant differences between education groups and respondents' preference 
of form of study materials, x2(6, n = 1,008) = .86, p = .99, Cramer's V = .02. However, in general printed 
materials were the most preferred from of study materials across all levels of education. 
 
3.4 Research summary 
 
The data revealed the following basic findings. On average, the Czech population (N = 1,008) uses 
modern technology and the internet while studying. However, there were two main groups of 
respondents. The first consists of those who never use modern technology or the internet while studying. 
The second consists of those who, on the contrary, use PC, laptop, tablet, and internet very often. The use 
of state-of-the-art technology (i.e., PC, laptop, or tablet) and the internet was considerably lower the 
higher the age, regardless of education level. Such a trend was found in all age categories. University 
graduates, although reaching the highest level of the modern technology and internet involvement, used 
less modern technology and internet sources while studying at younger ages. This finding highlights the 
fact that respondents born around the year 1957 and older most likely missed the era of rapid 
development of modern technology and are unable to catch up to this trend. 
 
A third of the research sample never used modern technology while studying. Respondents aged 60 years 
and older represented the most frequent age category opting not to use PC, laptop, or tablet while 
studying. Surprisingly, respondents who never used modern technology while studying had most often 
achieved higher than elementary education, however, with just a few university graduates. Half of the 
respondents who did not use PC, laptop, tablet, or other modern technology while studying lived in 
Moravia, followed by respondents from Bohemia, with the lowest proportion of respondents from the 
capital city Prague. According to our data, the economic activity of the respondents did not have a 
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significant impact on those who never used modern technology while studying, indicating the financial 
accessibility of modern technology. 
 
Out of the selected variables, age of respondents most strongly influenced the use of modern technology 
and internet while studying. Correspondingly, belonging to an age category helped explain 18% of the 
variance in modern technology and internet use while studying (see Table 4). Moreover, education, 
region, and economic activity significantly varied the level of use of modern technology and the internet. 
Size of respondent’s place of residence also influenced the use of modern technology. The largest use of 
modern technology was detected among respondents with the largest size of place of residence (100,000 
up). In contrast, gender did not vary the use of modern technology and internet as learning tool. However, 
in the case of preferred from of study materials, females used traditional printed materials more often than 
males and vice versa. Also, the oldest respondents (60 and up) preferred printed study materials, which in 
contrast were the form least preferred by the youngest respondents (up to 29 years). Although the 
differences in preferred form of study materials were statistically significant, the strength of the 
relationship indicated that the relationship was weak. 
 

Table 4: Summary of test criteria and effect of size of tested variables on modern  

technology and internet use 

Variables 
Gender Age Education 

Size of place 
of residence 

Region 
Economic 

activity 
p r p η2 p η2 p η2 p η2 p r2 

technology .891 .01 .000 .18 .000 .08 .006 .01 .000 .02 .000 4 
internet .596 .02 .000 .18 .000 .07 .071 .01 .002 .01 .000 3 
 
Furthermore, most of the respondents used internet while studying to develop personal skills, pick up a 
foreign language, learn how to use computers, or for future development in the fields of finance, banking, 
insurance, and accounting. 
 
The research presented has several potential limitations. The first concerns the selected research 
technique. The questionnaires used measured probable statements by the respondents instead of real study 
activity. However, a general disadvantage of such an approach is the loss of control over the reliability of 
the data. This deficiency was balanced by the selection of a representative sample. The second limitation 
can be seen while working with nominal data in the form of comparison of frequencies (Chi-squared test). 
The results will always copy the proportion of the frequencies of nominal categories by gender, age, and 
other selected variables. However, the proportions in the data correspond to the proportions existing in 
the population. Lastly, it should be noted that in large data sets even small differences show high 
statistical significance. However, the post-tests were checked and interpreted. Despite all the limitations 
mentioned the presented findings represent unique information in the field of modern technology, 
internet, and type of study materials use in the Czech environment. 
 
Conclusion 

 
The current young generation is the first generation that is growing up and socially maturing through new 
technologies and social networking. Such a development creates differences across generations and 
makes a significant difference between those who have become familiar with new technologies in a later 
stage of life. This trend was also reflected by the predominance of the younger generation in the most 
affected age category by technology development (Kolesárová, 2014). 
 
The competencies needed for the successful self-realization of each individual are different, and the ways 
in which these competencies can be achieved and developed nowadays differ considerably. Without a 
doubt, modern technology plays a crucial role and creates the need to re-evaluate educational goals and 
change practices in the education system. The Vision of the Digital Education Strategy by 2020 (MŠMT, 
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2014) is that the education system will ensure that every individual without discrimination will achieve 
the highest possible competencies that will enable him or her to succeed in the present and future 
information society through the option to use open education in the context of lifelong learning. Despite 
this effort, the current centralized education system has not responded with sufficient flexibility to 
information development.  
 
The aim of this study was to find out how the Czech population uses modern technologies and the 
internet in learning. The results broaden the knowledge in an area still affected by new challenges and 
untapped opportunities. Hence, new initiatives are emerging (Arnesh, Erstad, Jahaňák, & Zounek, 2016) 
calling for increased attention to this area and motivating further theoretical and research activity in the 
area of ICT in Czech education. 
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Abstract 
 
The development of the service sector is an outstanding feature of the world economy. In the non-

favorable economic environment and increasing competition the main goal of Russian companies in the 

sphere of services is to increase their competitiveness. The solution of this problem requires the formation 

of a methodical approach to assessing and analyzing the real state of the competitiveness of enterprises. 

The article describes main features of the IT-service sector (the most promising and dynamically 

developing sectors of the Russian economy) and main problems of IT companies’ activity. Practical 

methods for assessing the competitiveness of service enterprises are analyzed, and the disadvantages of 

these methods are revealed. A methodical approach to assess the competitiveness of IT companies is 

proposed, which takes into account the features of companies’ functioning and includes an objective and 

labor-saving procedure of evaluation. At the first stage of the study factors determining the 

competitiveness of an IT company are defined: current efficiency and adaptability. The main 

characteristics of the factors are considered and their impact on competitiveness is analyzed. The key role 

of an adaptive component, used in evaluation of the competitiveness of IT companies in a rapidly 

changing external environment is proved. The adaptability of the enterprise is analyzed using the example 

of the 20 most successful Russian IT companies in terms of market share dynamics, and a graphic 

interpretation of the assessment is pro-vided by building a competitive field. The position of each 

company in the competitive field is revealed, a map of strategic groups is drawn up for quantifying the 

competitive position of competing enterprises. Analyzed enterprises are divided into the following 

groups: leaders, unstable leaders, persecutors and laggards. Based on the results of the competitiveness 

assessment, it was suggested to develop measures for further developing or changing the competitive 

position of a particular company in accordance with identified challenges. 

Keywords: service sector, IT-sector, IT-industry, assessment of competitiveness, current efficiency. 

Introduction 
 
The service industry is one of the most promising and rapidly developing sectors of the economy. 

Analysis of international trends indicates an increasing role of services in the economies of many 

countries (for example, such countries account for more than 70% of GDP of the European Union 

(Growth, 2017)). The most rapidly developing sector is business services sector, which is presented by 

the following types: audit, research, logistics, information, marketing, advertising, consulting, etc. A 

significant growth in business services sectors is determined during last decade due to the growth of the 

transactional sector of the economy. 

 

For its sustainable development service providers must promptly and adequately respond to all of the 

changes in the external and internal environment. A special role belongs to the companies operating in 

one of the most dynamically developing sectors of modern economy – the information technology sector 

(IT services). 
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In a rapidly changing external environment the importance of efficiency management mechanisms for 

such companies is significantly increased. These circumstances lead to the strengthening of the role of 

research and development aimed at improving the competitiveness of enterprises operating in the field of 

information technology as the most important for ensuring innovating development and growth of the 

Russian economy. Ensuring the competitiveness of enterprises in the sphere of IT-services is a 

challenging, dynamic and complex process requiring the adoption of rational management decisions. 

These decisions should be based on an assessment of the real state of the enterprise's competitiveness, 

which allows identifying the main problems of activity and outlining the ways of their solutions. The 

determination of the evaluation method of competitiveness of such enterprises should be specific to their 

activities, associated with the need for rapid reaction to changes in the external environment. The 

relevance of this study is determined by insufficient knowledge of practical and theoretical aspects of 

ensuring the competitiveness of enterprises in the information sector, as well as problems for effective 

implementation of the necessary tools of competitiveness. 

 

The State of the Sector of Information Technologies 

 
At present, the volume of the world information technology market is estimated at more than 1.7 trillion. 

US dollars, it is included in 25% of the fastest growing large markets in the world economy (Strategy, 

2013). Information technologies increasingly penetrate into every industrial sector; their consumers are 

both end customers and corporate clients. Prospects for the development of the IT services sphere are 

connected not only with the expansion and involvement of an increasing number of industries and 

companies, but also with the constant need of existing users in support, updating and modernizing of used 

informational solutions. 

 

IT industry has experienced two fundamental changes in the paradigm of its development, which is 

reflected in the theory of the three platforms (Jackson, 2014), the features of each of which are presented 

in Table 1, over relatively short time of IT sector existence. The transition from one platform to another is 

accompanied by a significant reversal both in technology development and in the user’s new demand for 

certain types of equipment and information solutions provoked by new technologies. 

 

Table 1: stages of IT industry development 

 

Number of platform Main characteristic Amount of users 

The first platform Using mainframe and terminals Thousands of users 

The second platform Usage of personal computers, Internet, client-

server architecture 

Millions of users 

The third platform Widespread use of mobile devices, big data, 

cloud services and social technologies 

Billions of users 

 

Such variability of demand and the market dependence on the introduction of new technologies is one of 

the main features of the IT industry, defining the direction of competition and the basic competitive 

advantage of existing companies. In conditions of a sharp change in the paradigm of the industry 

development some companies, with relatively high inertia and without ability to adapt to changes in the 

environment, leave the market. Another part of companies for continuing its development has to change 

after the market or, more preferably, to form changes of the market by itself. In the case of the company's 

adaptation, serious changes await all areas of its activity, up to a change of mission as the essence of the 

strategic vision. So, one of the most striking examples is the change in the mission of Microsoft in the 

transition of the industry to the third development platform. 
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It should be noted that for the information technology industry changes in a very high level are becoming 

routine, while in traditional industries cardinal breaking is extremely rare and takes a long time. An 

example is the change in the technological order during the industrial revolution. Change of players in the 

market also has been quite slow and sometimes fall into complete life cycle of the company. Today the IT 

industry that seemed to "tectonic shift" on a planetary scale is in everyday reality, so companies can't 

justify their failures critical scale and nature of the changes, and must be prepared to manage their 

competitiveness in a rapidly and significantly changing environment. For Russian IT companies (figure 

1) the situation is complicated by the fact that they operate in adverse economic conditions. Medium - 

and short-term forecasts of development of Russian IT-market is far from optimistic. It is expected 

significant reduction of effectiveness, including by reducing the presence of foreign companies 

(TAdviser.ru, 2016). This is explained, on the one hand, the continuing decline of the Russian economy 

that makes consumers reduce their budgets, but on the other hand, competitive pressure from global IT 

companies (figure 1). 

 

 
Fig.1. External factors influencing the activities of Russian IT companies 

 

Domestic IT industry satisfies the requirements of the Russian market by less than a quarter, and largely 

due to service provision segment. Approximately 25% of all the software and about 80% of all IT 

services are produced in the domestic market, but all of domestic demand in the segment of providing 

equipment is fulfilled by imports. 

 

In Russia, service companies are widely represented, which operate not only in the domestic market, but 

also in the markets of Europe, the United States and other countries. 

 

Due to the high degree of variability of technology and demand for IT companies it is extremely 

important to be at the forefront in terms of technology, which is quite possible in the conditions of a 

constant inflow of financing and high rates of development of the industry. In this sense, the decline in 

demand in the Russian market amid growing global market is extremely unfavorable for Russian 

companies, since companies lose existing and potential competitive advantages due to falling volumes of 

financing of promising developments. In addition, we should note a higher initial level of development of 

the global companies (registered primarily in the US), which initially puts Russian firms in the position of 

"catch-up", and as practice shows, from the position of “catch-up” it is easy enough to move to the 

position of "laggards." 

 

An objective assessment of Russian companies’ level of competitiveness for competent management 

should be provided in each specific period of time. 
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Methodological approach of evaluating of competitiveness of Russian IT 

companies 
 

Based on the analysis of the conceptual framework, given in the publications of Russian researchers 

(Metelev, 2009; Pogonev, 2010), under the competitiveness of the organizations in business services 

sector we understand the superiority over competitors on a selected market segments in specific period of 

time determined by the range and quality of services, as well as the share of a particular market segment 

and competitive potential. 

Studies show that currently in Russia there is no generally accepted methodology for assessing the 

competitiveness of enterprises in the sphere of business services. In general, the assessment is based on 

the same parameters as for industrial enterprises (Kuchina, 2016). Existing approaches can be divided 

into two large groups: 

 

1. Approaches that assess the competitiveness of an enterprise on the basis of its financial 

performance; 

2. Approaches based on the assessment of the competitive advantages of the enterprise with the 

help of expert assessments. 

The authors believe that financial indicators reflect the current position of the enterprise in the existing 

environment, and competitiveness is defined as a dynamic concept. Therefore, only financial indicators 

are clearly insufficient for evaluating and forecasting the competitiveness of companies. Evaluation and 

calculation methods based on expert (ballroom) assessment allow you to compare competitors; however, 

these methods require the use of mathematical methods, which are quite complicated and expensive. 

In this context, a methodical approach is proposed, which includes an objective and not-time-consuming 

procedure for assessing the competitiveness of IT companies using a small amount of initial information.  

At the first stage of the study, which based on the previously noted features of the functioning of Russian 

IT companies, factors of companies’ competitiveness are determined (figure 2). 

 

Fig.2: Factors determining the competitiveness of IT company 
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Current efficiency of IT companies is determined by the competitiveness of the IT product and the 

efficiency of business processes. To assess the competitiveness of the product there are indicators 

reflecting the performance characteristics of the product (usability, speed, productivity, reliability, etc.), 

product perception characteristics (design, image, etc.), infrastructure characteristics (support conditions, 

service level, availability modifications, etc.). The price of consumption of the product is formed under 

the influence of the following indicators: the price of its acquisition, the cost of operation and support, the 

cost of refusing to use it. 

Evaluation of the effectiveness of business processes is conducted in three areas: 

 

1. Efficiency of the use of resources (indicators of profitability and asset turnover, labor 

productivity, etc.); 

2. Organization of flows and processes (coefficients of the rhythm of processes, indicators of 

supply and sales reliability, indicators of progressiveness of applied technologies, etc.); 

3. Satisfaction of counterparties (the share of constant suppliers, the density of receipt of 

complaints, the turnover rate of staff, the characteristics of the credit history of the enterprise, etc.). 

The current efficiency is related to the transformation of the strategic business process of competitiveness 

management into the operational one (Agilemanifesto.org., 2017). 

The most important criterion of competitiveness is the ability to respond quickly to changes in the 

dynamically developing external environment. Therefore, the next important phase of evaluation of 

competitiveness of an enterprise is the analysis of the potential component of the competitiveness, 

namely, the adaptability of the enterprise. This indicator determines the ability of the enterprise to 

maintain its sustainability and the main development strategy in the conditions of changing the external 

environment and use the opportunities provided by these changes. 

Adaptability of the IT company is a basic element of competitiveness. It consists of two characteristics: 1) 

the loyalty and commitment of customers; 2) the flexibility of the technology and business processes. The 

first characteristic of adaptability can be attributed to ways to ensure the company's sustainability to 

certain barriers that hinder the negative impact of global market changes on the performance of the 

company. Such braking in conditions of high speed and the likelihood of changes may not be so critical 

for the enterprise, since it gives time for adaptation and integration into new conditions without losing the 

main part of the client base. One of the most powerful tools for retaining and attracting clients 

strategically is definitely the strong brand of the company. 

The second characteristic of adaptability demonstrates the company's ability to promote technology and 

business processes that are most attractive to its business in a changing environment. It should be noted 

there are several main areas of flexibility: 

 

1) Diversification of the product portfolio as sold products and products under development. 

2) Innovative products which give a good chance to be in the forefront of the market in a situation 

of the emergence of new technologies shaping the changing demand of users. 

3) Daily use of flexible business processes that are focused on: 

- constant monitoring of trends in technology and changes in consumer demand; 

- simplification of procedures and speeding up the adoption and passing of managerial decisions 

related to the adaptation of the company to environmental changes; 

- maintenance of technical, technological and organizational capabilities of the company's 

adaptation to environmental changes. 
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Authors believe that it is advisable to analyze the adaptive component of competitive-ness, using the 

indicator of market share dynamics for an objective assessment of the competitiveness of IT companies. 

The main advantage of this assessment is the high speed and ease of information collection. 

The assessment of competitiveness based on the rating of Russian IT companies, included in the first 

twenty by the end of 2016 should be considered firstly (Ranking TAdviser100, 2017). The main indicator 

of the rating is revenue and its dynamics over the past few years. The set of the first 20 companies is 

made due to the fact that they own more than 83% of total revenue of one hundred the largest Russian IT 

companies. Table 2 presents the results of calculations of the relative market share of these companies in 

dynamics, and figure 3 shows its graphical interpretation.  

Table 2: stages of IT industry development 

 

Name of company 
2016 

year 

2015 

year 

2014 

year 
Name of company 

2016 

year 

2015 

year 
2014 year 

1. Rosteh 19,27 21,73 21,62 11. RRC Group 2,71 3,57 3,14 

2. NKK 15,72 14,53 16,09 12. SAP CIS 2,53 2,49 2,23 

3. Lanit 10,98 10,60 10,80 13. Compulink 2,16 2,01 2,23 

4. Softline 5,49 4,90 4,49 14. Asteros 2,05 1,97 2,38 

5. TechnoS

erv 
5,03 5,34 5,34 15. Sbertech 1,95 1,57 1,22 

6. Kaspersk

y Laboratory 
4,14 3,89 3,09 16. Infosystems Jet 1,84 1,69 1,70 

7. 1S 3,58 3,71 3,81 17.Optima 1,51 1,25 1,32 

8. ITG 3,50 3,67 3,93 18. Envision Group 1,26 1,33 3,31 

9. I-Techo 2,85 2,95 2,81 19. Satel 1,24 1,20 0,00 

10. Krok 2,73 2,84 3,12 20. AT Consulting 1,14 1,27 1,22 
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Fig.3: Dynamics of the relative market share of IT companies (top-20) 

The presented data indicate the presence of three permanent leaders (Rosteh, NKK, Lanit), whose 

positions remain unattainable for the nearest competitors during the time being investigated. The 

dynamics of the relative market share of the remaining seventeen companies (positions 4-20 in the rating) 

is shown in figure 4. The majority of the companies has unstable dynamics, which indicates their 

insufficient adaptability. 

 

Fig.4:  Dynamics of the relative market share of IT companies (positions from 4 to 20) 
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According to the calculated values of chain growth fractions (Table 3), we can distinguish: 

 

- a group of relatively prosperous companies that demonstrate growth of up-market (1 - 5); 

- a group of companies with a stable negative dynamics of market share change (17-20); 

- a group of unstable companies, where all of the leaders are (6-16). 

 

Table 3: Chain Growth of Relative Market Share, Points 

 

Name of company 2016 year 2015 year Name of company 
2016 

year 

2015 

year 

1. Softline 0,59 0,41 11. Optima 0,26 -0,07 

2. Kaspersky Laboratory 0,25 0,80 12. Rosteh -2,46 0,11 

3.  SAP CIS 0,04 0,26 13. TechnoServ -0,31 0,01 

4. Sbertech 0,38 0,35 14. I-Techo -0,10 0,14 

5. Satel 0,04 1,20 15. RRC Group  -0,86 0,43 

6. NKK 1,18 -1,56 16. AT Consulting -0,13 0,05 

7. Lanit 0,38 -0,19 17. 1S  -0,14 -0,10 

8. Compulink 0,15 -0,22 18. ITG  -0,17 -0,26 

9. Asteros 0,08 -0,41 19. Krok -0,10 -0,28 

10. Infosystems Jet 0,14 -0,01 20. Envision Group -0,07 -1,97 

 

To analyze the competitive situation in the IT market, we will assess the demonstrated competitiveness of 

the company based on comparison of market share and its dynamics (Baeva, 2010). Competitiveness 

assessment is carried out by a graphic method based on the construction of a competitiveness field 

consisting of four quadrants: in the quadrant "unstable leaders" there are companies with a high market 

share (vertical axis), but demonstrating its negative dynamics (horizontal axis); quadrant "leaders" should 

include companies with both high market share and positive growth; "laggards" are market participants 

with a declining small share; "catch-up" are companies that currently have a minor, but growing, share of 

the market, making them contenders for the leadership (figure 5). 
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Fig.5:  Distribution of IT-companies by the level of competitiveness in 2016 

In the presented field of competitiveness there are three leaders of the industry: the NKK, Lanit and 

Rosteh. The first two companies show positive growth, the third one – negative. Despite the fact that the 

decline in market share of Rosteh is the maximum, this company remains the largest company in the 

whole market, and it allows taking her to the group of "unstable leaders". Most companies with 

insignificant market share are concentrated near the vertical axis, showing an increase close to zero. The 

affiliation of such companies to the group of "pursuers" or "laggards" is very conditional. In the group of 

"laggard" RRC Group can be identified; in the group of "laggards" there are Softline, Sberteh and 

Kaspersky Laboratory. 

The result of a complex estimation of competitiveness of the enterprise in IT-sphere should be the 

development of a system of measures for further development or change in competitive position of the 

company in accordance with the identified problems and shortcomings of the existing system on the basis 

of the mechanism of ensuring competitiveness of the enterprise. 

Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, the proposed method for assessing the competitiveness of companies operating in the field 

of information technology allows a comprehensive assessment of competitiveness based on: 

1. Current efficiency (IT product competitiveness and efficiency of business processes). 

2. Adaptability (customer loyalty and commitment; and the flexibility of technology and business 

processes). 

 

The proposed method is universal, quite simple to use, also it relies on a statistical basis, does not require 

complicated calculations, it can be used as a management tool at both the strategic and operational level. 

Using this method it is possible to carry out continuous monitoring of the activities of an IT company, 
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identifying its weak points, and to make informed decisions on the management of competitiveness. The 

advantage of this method is the possibility to determine not only the degree of the current competitiveness 

of enterprises, but also its real and potential willingness to participate in the competition. 
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Abstract 

Software-intensive information systems deployment is an activity informally carried out in most 

companies. However, many of the problems that show up during the operation of the software systems 

are due to lack of accuracy in this process. This work intends to enhance the importance of adopting 

formal practices of information systems deployment. To this aim, an ASAP-based methodological 

guideline is adapted for the deployment of any type of software system, and the gap between this 

proposal and the ones used before is established. The results of this benchmarking show that the 

deployments have been made complying with only some of the methodological guideline activities. This 

work has made possible to convince the organization of the need to formally adopt this methodology, and 

can help other people in charge of ICTs in this job. 

Keywords: software systems deployment; methodology, ASAP, benchmarking 

 INTRODUCTION  

From the beginning of software engineering, there have been many information systems development 
projects which have fallen out of use, and many others have extended their life, reaching high costs, not 
considered initially, as stated by Bohem (1981) and Davis (1993). The CHAOS report (2015) comprised a 
study of 50,000 projects all over the world, from little improvements to great projects. The results of this 
report showed that there is a lot of work to be done in order to have successful information systems 
development. 

 
In the search to optimize its functionality, many organizations choose to buy packages of processes and 
procedures, thinking of a rapid computer solution, without a deeper analysis of their real needs. The 
purchase of an information system is a strategic decision which implies to evaluate the capacity of the 
company for its deployment. For this, critical factors concerning people, processes, and structure and 
resources must be taken into account, as Esteves and Pastor (2001) 

 
With respect to People: choice of the project leader, high management support throughout the project, 
effective communication among all the actors, integration with the technical teams. 

 
With respect to the Processes: to declare the vision and plan of the organization, revision of processes and 
adaptations to join up the system to the processes and vice versa, software validation, testing and solution 
of problems, monitoring and evaluating of results. Finally, about Structure and resources: change of plans 
and organizational culture.  

 
Due to the high complexity and great impact of the information systems in the organizational environment, 
there arises the need to possess tools or guidelines that allow to assure the success in the deployment of a 
software-intensive system (hereinafter software systems). 

 
This work is carried out in the context of the Atacama University, where many software have been 
acquired and developed but without following any formal process for its implementation. In some cases, 
such type of software operates with some difficulties which are overcome during their operation. But, in 
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some other cases, the difficulties are often so serious that lead to the removal of the software. These 
difficulties deal with the environment where they are distributed or simply due to the organizational 
culture, as declared by Cyrus and Nejad (2014). 

  
These types of software systems are generally very promptly required and this means they must start 
operating without following any protocol. Nevertheless, the ICT Department is sure that the adoption of 
formal practices of deployment of software is a priority. To obtain convincing arguments to be presented to 
the organizational authorities, this work adapts a methodological guideline for software systems 
deployment, and carries out a benchmarking of the information systems deployments informally carried 
out. 

 
The rest of the paper continues with the presentation of the work related to this research in section II. In 
section III, the authors' methodological guide proposal is described. In section IV, the evaluation of some 
deployments carried out in an educational institution is carried out to validate the necessity of the proposal. 
Finally, the conclusions of the paper are presented. 

RELATED WORK 

In Gutierrez et al (2013), there is an analysis of ERP deployment methodologies. In this work, an analysis 
of several deployment methodologies using a unified model is carried out. A summary of this study is 
shown on Table 1.   The work presented in this paper is based on ASAP. Jithin (2013) work was relevant 
to understand the phases of this methodology. Another work by Tomé (2009) offers a global vision on the 
life cycle of a SAP solution based on the theoretical principles of the ERP methodologies, finding support 
on the ASAP standard methodology, but adapting it to the concrete needs of a certain deployment. This 
work made possible to analyze how the ASAP methodology was applied to a determined deployment 
going through all the phases mentioned in the methodology and the usefulness of the application of these 
methods and tools makes the project successful. 

 
In Nagpal et al (2015) there is a new classification approach based on the ERP implementation strategy 
that can be categorized as custom-made, vendor-specific or consultant-specific. This research paper also 
conducts a comparative study of leading vendor-specific ERP implementation methodologies along-with 
their example cases. It then discusses how the principles of Agile Methodology as laid down in the Agile 
Manifesto are being incorporated in ERP implementations. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of Methodologies According To Elements of a Unified Model 

 

6 

 

 

Ernst & Young 

LLP 

Consultancy Deloite & 

Touche 
SAP ORACLE Microsoft Open source Open source 

Methodology Total Solution FastTrack ASAP AIM SureStep Open ERP Open BRavo 

Project Management X X X X X X X 

Change Management X X X 
    

Training 
 

X X X X X X 

Strategic Deployment 

Level 
X X X X 

   

Tactical Deployment Level 
 

X 
     

Operating Deployment 

Level  
X X X X X X 
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PROPOSAL OF A METHODOLOGICAL GUIDELINE 

A. Accelerated SAP 

 
The methodology for the deployment of ASAP software (Accelerated SAP), on which this proposal will be 
based, is the solution developed by SAP to make quick and efficient deployments. It was presented for the 
first time in the United States in 1966 and then was launched at a global level. Its aim is to coordinate all 
the necessary elements to guarantee the quick development and success of the SAP projects. SAP is an 
international German Company in charge of supplying ERPs to companies at an international scale and 
proposes its own methodology of ASAP deployment. 

 
The ASAP methodology, shown on Fig. 1, comprises 5 phases of deployment and the main objective is to 
minimize time of the project, maximizing the resources and allowing to generate a model of procedures, as 
seen in Gullegde and Simon (2005).  The first stage of this roadmap is the preparation of the project, in 
which the work plan is prepared, making sure that there is a common vision to reach the objectives of the 
deployment project. At this point, the scope of the project must be clearly defined, together with the setting 
up of the work teams, the assignment of roles and responsibilities and the setting of deliverables of each 
project phases. All of this is laid out in a document known as Project Charter. Finally, in this phase it is 
important to define the chronology of the activities, progress and application of corrective measures, a 
phase where all the consultants must have an active participation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: ASAP Methodology (Accelerated SAP) 
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The second stage is Business Blueprint. At this stage of the project, the business objectives must be 
understood and the processes required to achieve the deployment of the system must be documented. 
Documentation and analysis of the information become the most delicate part of the Project. The way to 
document must be done at four levels, at least: Validation of the scope of the project, Organizational 
structure, Definition of the functional requirements, and Detail of system configuration. At this stage, the 
document known as Blueprint is created, which contains detailed documentation of the business processes, 
and defines the scope in detail and refines the objectives and work chronology. This document will be the 
base for the deployment of the system and its test. 

 
In the Realization stage, everything which has been planned before is carried out, since at this point the 
following aspects become crucial: parametrization of the system and the development of interphases and 
programs, all of this based on the business model and technical models already designed. 

 
Parametrization is the responsibility of the consultants, who will use, as a starting point, the designs 
already made in the previous stage, which must be validated by the user. At this point, minimal 
indispensable developments must be made in order for the deployment to be safe. The interphases must be 
developed, together with the programs of initial load, taking into account that it is necessary to have 
programmers with knowledge of the programming language of the older system as well as of the new 
system to deploy. It is at this point when a new training program is carried out to teach the technical user 
the parametrization of the system. Besides, the plans of the unitary and integral tests of the business 
processes must be conducted, and the documentation and training material for the final user must be 
constructed. Also, the roles and profiles of who will be the final users of the system are defined, and finally 
the cutover plan is described in detail. 

 
The Final Preparation phase is prior to the production output. It is necessary to document the 
parametrization manuals, the users’ manuals, the procedures manuals, and these must be accepted by 
stakeholders. Besides this, the technical user must be trained in all the models implemented of the system.  

 
In the Go Live and Support phase, the training of the final users must be carried out, plus the unitary and 
integral tests to be performed in each of the processes. This will facilitate the user´s acceptance, or the 
correction of the errors that may appear. Finally, stress tests are necessary, of vital relevance since they will 
show whether the system is prepared for the operation in production. The massive load of data in the 
productive environment is carried out, and this information must be checked and accepted by the user, and 
previously purged. This step is essential for the output and must be previously planned since the loading of 
data usually takes some time. The users must be qualified in the operation of the system. 

 
This phase has two immediate objectives, which will provide support for the operation and optimization of 
the system. The project team, at all levels, must be prepared to start helping the user to become an expert in 
handling the operation of the system and the new management procedures. This way, there has come the 
moment to make real the project and to start evaluating the benefits to the business as well as monitoring 
the satisfaction of the users’ community. With the optimization of the system, producing and getting the 
results expected in the planning phase, successful deployment is reached. 

B. Software Deployment Methodological Guideline 

 
This Software Deployment Methodological Guideline (SDMG) is a basic tool for the deployment of any 
computer system, and in this way to successfully reach the objectives of any project of this kind in all 
organization. Therefore, this basic guideline will be useful to: reach clarity about the information collected 
during the deployment of the project; provide basic material for management and assessment; improve the 
way the deployment of systems is carried out; and document progress during a deployment project.  
 
SDMG is not intended as a guideline for ERP deployments, as ASAP is, but as a guideline for every kind 
of software developed or purchased by an organization (ERP, Management Software, and Academicals 
Software, among others). The guideline will be standard and will have key points to be used as reference 
for any deployment (See Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2:  SDMG phases and activities 

Table 2 shows the deliverables at the different phases of SDMG, making it possible to keep a register and 
control of the activities performed during the deployment. 

 
Table 2: SDMG deliverables 

 
Stage Deliverable 

 

 Initial preparation 

 

 

1 

Project chart 

Gantt chart 

Set up of Development and Solution System, in place 

Training of the Project Team about software deployed 

Initial meeting, done 

 Conceptual Framework 

 

 

2 

Data Conversion Plan 

Interphases Map 

Cut Plan, designed 

Document of the Conceptual Framework Stage 
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 Realization 

 

 

3 

Plan of Unitary Tests 

Plan of Integration Test, completed 

Roles and Profiles of the System Users 

Training Plans for the Final User, confirmed 

 Final Preparation 

 

 

 

4 

CutoverPlan, approved 

Final Users’ Trainning, done 

Manuals, done and approved 

Production System, configured 

Production Systems, proved 

Formal Announcement of Start Date of Production. 

 Go Live and Support 

 

5 
Live Productive System 

Services of Users’ Support 

Project closed  

EVALUATING SDMG 

 
To justify the adoption of SDMG, the authors conducted two types of expost evaluations of deployments 
of systems in the University of Atacama: 
 

• Validation list to compare the deployment made with three software systems, as compared to 
SDMG, and 

• Survey to deployers of other two software systems 
 

C. Software Systems Evaluated 

 
The five systems used for the evaluation of SDMG are described on Table 3. 

 
Table 3: software systems used in benchmarking 

 
Code Name Function Year 

S1 SIGA Registration, Academic Register 2013 

S2 ACREDITA FULL Accreditation 2007 

S3 SPDE Prediction of Drop-Out Students 2015 

S4 U+ Financial and Academic Management 2014 

S5 POA Control of Development Plan 2016 

 

D. Validation List 

 
This evaluation was made applying a validation list with three activities and deliverables of each of the 
phases of the SDMG guideline. The validation list, which can be seen in Table 4, shows whether the 
SDMG activities or deliverables were undertaken or not in the deployments of S1, S2, S3 softwares (W/I 
stands for “without information”). 

 
Of the three systems evaluated, System 1, “SIGA (System of Academic Management)” has 82% of the 
activities fulfilled, according to the validation list applied. In order to implement this system, a survey of 
the requirements and business processes of the University was carried out, as a first step, and from this 
point, there appeared the development to be implemented. Builder House Engineers, the firm in charge, 
provided the design documentation, users’ manuals, process manuals, data dictionaries, and data models of 
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the project.  As a company, they were in charge of controlling the changes of the project and held meetings 
with the people in charge of the project registering incidents and observations.  

 
In relation to testing systems and loading historical information, they were made by Decom. This unit 
conducted validations information and system functionality, reporting all incidents encountered, for the 
company to make the corresponding changes to the deployment. We can say that this system meets a good 
percentage of the activities mentioned in this guide. 

 
Regarding the S2 system "Acredita Full", developed by the Decom Unit, it emerged as a pressing need for 
the Undergraduate Unit, all this because of the lack of a system to register everything related to the 
tracking of cohorts of students that entered the university, information was needed from only one source to 
feed the Ministry of Education.  

 
As can be seen, the evaluation of this implementation is 48% of all the validated activities. It can be said 
that this system was developed as was needed, so it was functionally deployed and then around this other 
features were added to have the system that is used until today. 

 
This deployment in the first phase shows that the activities at this stage were not performed as part of the 
deployment. This is so because this system was designed between a user and a developer, emphasizing the 
product and not to the documentation, meetings, test plans and monitoring of deployment. 

 
Table 4: results of validation list 

 

PHASE Name of  Activity/deliverable S1 S2 S3 

Initial Preparation 

Definition of the project team  Y N N 

Specification of the roles of the Project Team N N N 

Technical requirements Y Y Y 

Configuration standards of the software system Y Y Y 

Knowledge transfer to the Project Team Y N N 

Gantt chart of the project Y N N 

Project chart N N N 

Meeting of initial phase Y N Y 

Communication plan N N N 

Conceptual Design 

Identify and define business processes Y Y Y 

Work meeting by modules Y Y N 

Complete the conceptual design document, check it and get approval Y N N 

Establish the schedule of users’ training N N N 

Determine the initial data conversions  Y Y Y 

Identifiy the reports requirements Y Y N 

Identify the interphases requirements Y Y N 

Identify developments Y Y N 

Define forms and reports Y Y N 

Identify the load requirements Y Y N 

  Design of cutover plan and change Y N N 

  Conceptual design document, submitted  N N N 

Realization 

Initial parametrization of the system Y Y Y 

Document of users’ profiles Y N Y 

Definition of unitary tests plans Y N Y 

Definition of integral tests plans Y N N 

Aprove users’ trainning plan N N N 

Development of programs of retrieval and initial loads Y Y N 

Data Preparation Y Y Y 

Establish the functions of the system manager Y Y Y 

Trainning on parametrization N N N 

Final Preparation 

Interphase tests Y Y N 

Making unitary tests Y Y Y 

Making integrated tests Y N Y 

Stress and volume tests Y N W/I 

Dates for system shut down, approved Y N N 
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Formation of final users, done Y Y W/I 

Assignment of users to profiles of the system Y Y Y 

Users’ manual  Y Y Y 

Procedures manual Y N Y 

Final users’ acceptation tests Y N Y 

Load of initial data to the productive system Y Y Y 

Productive system Y Y Y 

Productive system, approved Y Y Y 

Checklist for go live, verified Y N N 

Go live 

Go live productive system Y Y Y 

Support services for users Y Y W/I 

Project, closed Y N N 

Control 
Management of cost control Y N N 

Management of risk control N N N 

  Training plan N N N 

 
 

The S3 "Early Warning System Retention" system displays 40% in activities validated from the list 
designed. IN this system developed by FORIS, the software encapsulates the predictive drop-out model. 
The deployment allows to make an advanced analysis of student desertion, as well as to take action on 
retention measures to apply to students with a high risk of dropping out. 

 
A summary of the results can be seen on Table 5 and Figure 3. 
 

Table 5: Evaluation Summary 
 

  
S1 S2 S3 

Stage 1 6 67% 2 22% 3 33% 

Stage 2 10 83% 8 67% 2 17% 

Stage 3 7 78% 4 44% 5 56% 

Stage 4 14 100% 8 57% 9 64% 

Stage 5 3 100% 2 67% 1 33% 

Control 1 33% 0 0% 0 0% 

41   24   20   
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Fig. 3: Evaluation Summary 

E. Survey 

 
For systems S4 and S5, which were deployed by external personnel, a survey was conducted. This survey 
was divided into several items or dimensions containing questions related to deployment activities, 
proposed by the SDMG methodological guide. This survey is expected to have a vision of how the 
deployments of these new systems were handled in the institution. 
 
The dimensions the survey consider aspects related to: 
 

1) The project initial preparation  

2) The definition of business processes to implement. 

3) The parametrization of the system, development of interphases and programs. 

4) The final preparation of the deployment, previous tasks before the operation. 

5) The deployment of the system. 

6) The type of control taken during the deployment of the system. 

7) The types of documents handled in the deployment process. 
 
Figure 4 summarizes the survey applied to the person in charge of the U+ system. It can be seen that 74% 
of the answers marked “fairly satisfied”. 
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Fig. 4: Results of survey on system S4 

Figure 5 shows the trend of the responses in the survey of the ERP system. It can be seen that most of the 
answers correspond to the criterion "Completely fulfilled" with a total of 47%; and 19% of the responses to 
the criterion "Fairly satisfied". 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Results of survey system S5 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
As there is no basic procedure for implementing software implementations, either ERP, management, or 
process support, in Atacama University, it is of paramount importance to lay the groundwork for this first 
guide to the deployment of software systems for the Institution. Therefore, some guidelines in this guide 
called SDMG were proposed in order to establish a way of working to successfully perform these types of 
implementation projects. 
 
The ex post evaluation of information systems deployments carried out, showed that there were aspects not 
enough considered and that this can have an impact on the operation of software systems. In the first 
evaluation, it was observed that in the three systems deployed was not given much importance to the 
project communication plan, risk management and the process of change, which are relevant activities for 
a sound deployment. 
 
The proposed methodology presented several advantages: it allows maximum utilization of resources, it 
incorporates a process-oriented scheme of work, it involves and ensures prompt acceptance of the system 
by users and the community in general, and it proposes a communication plan so that users feel part of the 
project and do not feel that they are at risk. 
 
With this guide, the time of deployment of the systems can be reduced, as compared to the time initially 
defined. The way these deployments have been executed has exceeded the dates initially stated for them to 
be operative, leading to higher costs in time, personnel and resources, while the information for decision-
making is not available when required. 
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Abstract 
 
The concept of „Career management skills” (CMS) has different meanings across European Union 

states. This paper presents an analysis of the concept of „Career management skills” (CMS) in 

different contexts and details a new proposal for a career management framework which can be used 

by the counselors or practitioners or can be adapted according to their needs. A lot of resources and   

tools for the new proposal of CSM framework were developed and some of them were made as 

Virtual Instruments using the LabView software.  The virtual instrument described in this paper is a 

part of a more complex project that aims to provide applications for a lot of situations which the 

citizen could come across.  

    

Keywords: career management skills, framework, LabVIEW, 

 

Introduction 

The concept of „Career management skills” (CMS) has different meanings across European Union 

states. The European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network (ELGPN) regards career management skills 

as competencies which help individuals identify their existing skills and necessary learning goals to 

improve their employability and social inclusion.  

In Romania, the counselling and career guidance concept is regulated by the National Education Law 
no. 1/2011, at the Art. 350 - (1) „Counselling and career guidance throughout the life refers to all 

services and activities that assist individuals of any age and at any moment of their existence to make 

choices in education, training or employment and manage their careers”. 

Analyzing the actual context of CMS at European and national levels, a new proposal for definition 

of the CMS concept will be presented in this paper.  

The European framework of key competencies for lifelong learning brought forward the idea that 

each citizen needs a wide range of key competencies for adapting flexibly to a rapidly changing 

world. At European level, CMS framework contains skills that are relevant throughout life and are 

pertinent at any stage of career development. In Romania, the need to define the methodological 

framework with specific theories and models for career guidance must be take into account as a 

priority. In this country there is no tradition in applying career counseling processes, which is an 

essential component of modern education and training. A new proposal for the career management 

framework described in this paper will meet some important needs of young people such as: ensuring 

access to educational provision, socio-professional integration of individuals, developing skills and 

competences required to make future changes personally and professionally. A lot of resources and 

instruments were necessary for the new proposal of CSM framework.  Starting from this idea, a 

Virtual Instrument for obtaining the individuals` dominant personality type was developed using the 

Lab View software. The content of the personality test presented in this paper was adapted by Lana 

Bateman from Personality Patterns and published by Huntington House, Inc. Lafayette, LA. This 

content was only transposed into the Virtual instrument to help individuals to calculate rapidly and 

easier their dominant personality type.  

The research on CMS in European and national contexts presented in this paper has been carried out 

within the project LEarning and Decision making Resources (LEADER), project no   2014-1-IT02-

KA200-004105, funded with support from the European Commission, in the Erasmus+ programme. 
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Current state 
 

European approach to Career Management Skills   

The concept of „Career management skills” (CMS) has different meanings across European Union 

states,  but in the European  approach, many countries consider the following definition of the CMS 

available, according to research study by  Sultana (2011): „CMS refer to a whole range of 

competences which provide structured ways for individuals and groups to gather, analyze, synthesize 

and organize self, educational and occasional information, as well as the skills to make and 

implement decisions and transitions”. It is important to note that CMS aims to develop resources and 

key competencies for lifelong learning so that people manage better their life and career. 

The European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network (ELGPN) regards career management skills as 

competencies which help individuals identify their existing skills and necessary learning goals to 

improve their employability and social inclusion. As a result of the researches undertaken within the 

LEADER project, the ELGPN definition of career management skills was adapted to the following 

definition: „Career management skills (CMS) are competencies which help individuals to identify 

their existing skills, develop career learning goals and take action to enhance their careers” (Neary, 

2015).  

In the research study by Sultana (2011) the career learning lends itself to formative types of 

assessment because career learning is arguably a different kind of area of knowledge than 

‘mainstream’ curricular subjects, which tend to be more tightly ‘framed’ in terms of disciplinary 

content. A CMS programme is typically multi-disciplinary, drawing its knowledge and skills based 

on such areas as personal psychology, economics, sociology, ethics, and so on.  CMS provision, by 

definition, tends to be tightly linked to the pragmatic consideration of helping unemployed persons 

finding jobs, and in some cases career learning is recorded and assessed in ways that facilitate 

recruitment. In such cases, assessment can become more goals oriented, and more summative in 

nature. 

The European framework of key competencies for lifelong learning brought forward the idea each 

citizen needs a wide range of key competencies for adapting flexibly to a rapidly changing world. 

Since 2007, the EU Member States have been working on the theme of career management skills 

(CMS). At European level, CMS framework contains skills that are relevant throughout life and are 

pertinent at any stage of career development. Career management skills build on a range of pre-

existing ideas and abilities of an individual, and intersect with other experiences. 

Romanian approach to Career Management Skills   

In Romania, the counselling and career guidance concept is regulated by the National Education Law 

no. 1/2011, at the Art. 350 - (1) „Counselling and career guidance throughout the life refers to all 

services and activities that assist individuals of any age and at any moment of their existence to make 

choices in education, training or employment and manage their careers”. 

The Romanian guidance and counselling system is mainly based on two networks:  

- education; 

- labor market. 

Under the Law no. 1/2011, the Guidance System in Romania is focused on the following type of 

guidance service:  

 

- General education. In this system, the counselling is provided by the School counselors 

and the clients are the pupils, parents and teachers. In Romania, the responsibility and 

administrative control of this service is assumed by the Ministry of Education, Research 
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and Youth, School inspectorates and Institute of Education Sciences. All of these 

institutions are funded by the state budget. 

- Higher Education. In this system, the counselling is provided by the Guidance counselors 

and the clients are undergraduate students. In Romania, the responsibility and 

administrative control of this service is assumed by the Ministry of Education, Research 

and Youth.  

- Labor offices. In this system, the counselling is provided by the Information officers and 

the clients are unemployed people or people searching for another job. In Romania, the 

responsibility and administrative control of this service is assumed by the 

National/County/Local Agency for Employment. 

- Civic Counselling. In this system, the counselling is provided by the Information officers, 

civic counselor, juridical councilor and the clients are citizens. In Romania, the 

responsibility and administrative control of this service is assumed by the City Hall. There 

are many offices throughout the country. They provide information on employment 

opportunities, health services, child care, real estate, European integration, etc. 

 

In Romania, there are also associations and centers which are interested in CMS: 

 

- National Resource Centre for Vocational Guidance. The centre serves as link between the 

official sources of information (both European and national) and the beneficiaries of 

guidance and counselling activities (both individuals and organizations) 

www.euroguidance.ise.ro/ 

- National Association for Educational and Vocational Guidance. The association dealing in 

the field of Educational and Vocational Guidance and Counselling. 

- National Association of School Psychologists - Training in educational and vocational 

guidance www.anps.ro/ 
- Psychologists’ Association of Romania - Training in educational and vocational guidance 

www.apsi.ro/ 

- Counsellors Association of Romania. 

Moreover, the law no. 1/2011specifies the types of activities that should be included in counselling 

and career guidance: 

 

-  information about career, which refers to all the information needed to plan, obtain and 

retain a certain job; 

- career education, that takes place in schools through curricular area "advice and guidance". 

There are included , information about labor market,  it is formed skills how to make choices 

about education, training, work and life in general, opportunities to experience different 

roles in community life or professional life, career planning tools; 

- career counselling that helps people to clarify their aims and aspirations, understand their 

own educational profile, make informed decisions, be responsible for their own actions, to 

manage their career and transition process at different times; 

- employment counselling that helps people to clarify their immediate goals on employment, 

learn about the skills needed to search and get a job; 

- placing at work, which that helps people in finding a job. 

In the national context, counselling and guidance are part of the national curriculum, starting with 

primary school. In the book by  Mihai Iacob (2011), the national curriculum has the following 

content: self-awareness, communication and social competences, the management of the learning 

process, career management and development, life style.  

 A CMS framework is useful for individuals at any point in their lives, to identify their capacities, 

competences and interests to make educational, training and occupational decisions and to manage 

their individual life paths in learning, work and other settings in which those capacities and 

competences are learned and/or used. Guidance covers a range of individual and collective activities 
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relating to information-giving, counselling, competence assessment, support, and the teaching of 

decision-making and career management skills. 

In Romania, career management is a focal point for both the employee and employer. Career 

management framework must include planning and career development. Career planning is a way to 

increase the overall level of performance and align business strategies with human capital present in 

the organization. There is therefore a need to establish appropriate educational and developmental 

programs for each employee to further develop the skills necessary to meet the short and long term 

career in line with the strategies of the organization. 

In the case of CMS, the choice of assessment strategies presents specific challenges and issues given 

by the process of career planning and outcomes. Career planning is an important process of setting 

career goals, development and implementation of strategies, self-assessment and analysis of 

opportunities, and evaluating the results. The planning process engages both organization and 

individual responsibility. The individual can identify their aspirations, abilities and capabilities and, 

by evaluation and counseling, to understand which are the needed requirements.  

The individuals can acquire career management skills in different ways and at different rates. 

Although career management skills can be learned, individuals need to learn in different contexts. 

The career management skills framework must be designed to support the development of carrier 

services in different context, for different people, for different groups, with different personalities and 

different needs. Therefore, the CMS framework should be adapted to the particular needs of specific 

individuals or groups (such as persons with disabilities, refugees, and early school-leavers, 

individuals with different religion, age and gender or minority status). 

The study and research made in Romania has highlighted the fact that the following skills of the CMS 

framework are more relevant especially for the young people: 

 

- realistic self evaluation of personal and professional potential; 

- the efficient use of resources to identify, evaluate and select information about 

professional training, work and career; 

- assuming lifelong learning; 

- communication and social integration skills; 

- skills necessary to achieve realistic career plans and adapting to labor market 

requirements; 

- assuming realistic, achievable goals; 

- stress management skills in case of job loss. 

Therefore, at the national level, it is necessary to develop a CMS framework well organized and 

structured according to the needs of the people, adapted to the current national and European context 

to ensure a global approach of the individual, related to the dynamics of socio-economic development 

at local, regional, national and European level and to the changing demand of the labor market. 

Moreover, a CMS framework should be focused on the individuals` needs, developed according to 

their interests, preferences or aspirations.  

 

Case study 
 

The studies and results presented in this article are based on the researches made by LEADER 

partners from six countries in Europa: Romania (Politehnica University of Bucharest) Italy 

(University of Camerino and Centro Studi Pluriversum), Greece (Athens University of Economics 

and Business and Institute of Entrepreneurship Development), United Kingdom (CASCAiD and 

University of Derby), Spain (DEP Institut) Turkey (Cukurova University). Analyzing the current 

state of the CMS approach at European and national level in each country, it was developed the 

LEADER Framework for Careers with five main areas: 
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� personal effectiveness;  

� managing relationships;  

� finding and accessing work; 

� managing life and career;  

� understanding the world.  

 

Under each of these five areas, the LEADER framework has a series of career management skills for 

which resources and tools were identified and implemented to support individuals in managing their 

careers according with their needs (http://www.leaderproject.eu):   

 

� Personal effectiveness 

- I know who I am and what I am good at. 

- I’m able to reflect on my strengths and address my weaknesses. 

- I make effective decisions relating to my life, learning and work.  

- I remain positive when facing setbacks and I keep a positive orientation to the future. 

- I make use of appropriate technologies to develop my career. 

- I generate ideas that help me to achieve my goals. 

- I am able to set SMART goals (Strategic, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time bound). 

- I can match my skills to labour market needs. 

� Managing relationships 

- I assess the pros and cons of formal and informal sources of information. 

- I interact confidently and effectively with others. 

- I build professional relationships and networks to support my career. 

- I maintain my professional relationships and networks.  

- I use social media networks to support my professional networking and my career. 

� Finding and accessing work 

- I learn throughout life. 

- I can find work and successfully manage selection processes. 

- I create opportunities and alternative career perspectives to build my career. 

- I find and utilise information and the support of others. 

- I know how to negotiate a job or collaboration. 

- I can cope and negotiate successfully with changes and transitions in the world of work.  

� Managing life and career 

- I can decide on and set my career/life goals within appropriate timescales. 

- I manage my goals, my time and personal finances in a way that supports my career building. 

- I am innovative and creative in my thinking about work, learning and life. 

- I maintain a balance in life, learning and work that is right for me. 

- I can cope with adversities and changes which take place in life and career exactly at the moment 

they occur. 

� Understanding the world 

- I understand how changes in society, politics and the economy relate to my life, learning and 

work. 

- I understand how life, learning and work change over time. 

- I can act effectively as a part of society as a whole. 

- I identify, create and capitalize on fortuitous/unforeseen situations, either positive or negative 

ones. 

- I can act at an international level for issues relating to my life learning and work. 

 

This new proposal for a career management framework was tested in Romania and the people 

involved in the testing activities made the following recommendations: 

 

� They have considered the CSM model suitable to the actual needs of the young people. They 

appreciate the content and structure of the CMS considering that it is adequately and useful 

for their career guidance activities.  
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� The practitioners would like to re-design their guidance activities using the resources and   

tools developed according with CSM model tested. They appreciate especially the   

personality tests and the assessment methods. 

� The resources and tools for counselling services relative to the dynamic changes of the labor 

market as well as the development of the available resources is imposed for decreasing the 

rate of university dropout and raising the rate of employment and professional integration of 

students and graduates. 

� The career management skills framework must be improved to support the development of 

carrier services in different contexts, for different people, for different groups, with different 

personalities and needs.  

� The LEADER Framework for Careers can be used in the European context because it has an 

innovative approach of the career counseling concept that will contribute to the development 

of   career guidance skills for practitioners, consolers and teachers.   

 

A lot of resources and instruments for the new proposal of CSM framework were designed and one of 

the most used and appreciated one by the users was made in LabView.  The virtual instrument made 

in LabView is a part of a more complex project that aims to provide applications for a lot of 

situations the citizen could come across. Figure 1 shows the front panel of the Virtual Instrument for 

the personality tests developed using the Lab View software. The personality test presented in this 

paper was adapted by Lana Bateman from Personality Patterns and published by Huntington House, 

Inc. Lafayette, LA. The personality test has 40 items, each item being attributed to one of the 

dominant personality type: the popular sanguine, the strong choleric, the perfect melancholic, the 

phlegmatic calm. 

 

The dominant personality type is obtained by assigning points for each personality trait grouped in 

the four dominant types and then by calculating the sum of the awarded points. The dominant 

personality type is the one that obtained the highest score.  

 

Description of the virtual instrument functioning  
 

The Virtual Instrument has two parts: one for the STRENGTHS" used for selecting sequentially or 

randomly the right answers for a certain personality feature and the other one for the Weaknesses.  

 

To use the virtual instrument, the following steps must be followed: 

 

� STEP 1 - Press the RUN button from the buttons toolbar. 

� STEP 2 - From "STRENGTHS" select one option from the four available, pressing the 

R1,R2, etc  tabs. 

� STEP 3 - From „WEAKNESSES” select one option from the four available, pressing the R1, 

R2, etc tabs. 

� STEP 4 - Click the "Press for result" button. 

� STEP 5 - After the result is showed press the "STOP" button for stopping the application. 
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Fig. 1:  The   front panel of the Virtual Instrument 

 

The application will run until the user will press the STOP button. This means, all functions from the 

block diagram are displayed into a While structure.  The While structure repeats the subdiagram 

inside it until the conditional terminal receives the Boolean value from the STOP button. In order to 

select an option for the STRENGTHS" or for the „WEAKNESSES” the CASE structures were added 

inside of the While structure. The Case structures have four subdiagrams, one of which executes 

when the structure executes according to the   numerical value wired to the selector terminal. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: the block diagram of the Virtual Instrument 
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The numerical value represents the number of the option selected by the user on the front panel. The 

application groups the numerical values into 2D Array using Build Array function. The Index Array 

functions were added on the block diagram of the virtual instrument to extract the numerical values 

only for one trait specifying the index of array. The sum of the numerical values from each array was 

calculated using Add Array Elements and then the results are compared between them to calculate the 

highest value. The dominant personality type with the highest score will be displayed into a String 

Indicator element when the application runs. 

 

Conclusions 
 
Based on the facts presented in this work, one can synthesize the following: 

 

- The following definition of the concept of CMS could be available in the Romanian context    
„Career management skills (CMS) are competencies which help individuals to identify their 

existing skills, develop career learning goals and take action to enhance their careers”. 

- The CMS framework is useful for individuals at any point in their lives, to identify their 

capacities, competences and interests to make educational, training and occupational decisions 

and to manage their individual life paths in learning, work and other settings in which those 

capacities and competences are learned and/or used.  

- The new proposal of CMS framework is well organized and structured according to the specific 

and the needs of the people and is adapted to the current national and European context. 

- The LEADER Framework for Careers can be used in the European context because it has an 

innovative approach of the career counseling concept that will contribute to the development of   

career guidance skills for practitioners, consolers and teachers. 

- The Virtual Instrument for obtaining the individuals` dominant personality type has a simply 

interface that can be used by the individual as an executable file without Lab View software 

installed on their computers. 

- The Virtual instrument helps individuals to calculate rapidly and with high accuracy their 

dominant personality type.  

- The virtual instrument   is a part of a more complex project that aims to provide applications for 

career guidance system.  
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Abstract 
 

This paper aims to study the way ethics influences business success. It is well known that many 

companies may go bankrupt because of lack of a well established overall strategy, poor quality of 

products, lack of innovation, focus on gaining immediate profit etc but is seems that nowadays ethics 

is strongly influencing business success. The study conducted reveals that implications of ethics in 

business are reaching a high level and they are more complex than presumed, ethical behaviour 

bringing significant benefits to a business. 

 

Keywords: ethics, business success, qualitative research. 

 

Introduction 
 

Since ancient times, companies are searching for business success but it seems that, nowadays, more 

than ever, having success is not easy. Business success does not come unexpectedly in a company, it 

presumes efforts, wise strategies, risk assuming and sometimes failure provides the lesson for 

success. Many factors are implied in gaining business success (such as employees, processes, 

management, strategies, etc) and it seems that there is a strong connection between ethics and 

business success. Furthermore, code of ethics is seen as a pillar for business success, companies 

without ethics being not able to exactly determine what is right and fair within their business, 

therefore, ethical practices may lead a company to failure or success. We shall see in the following 

comments what ethics is, and what does business success means; we will explore the importance of 

ethics and closely study the way it influences business success. 

 

Literature Review 
 

What is Ethics? 

 

Longman Business Dictionary (2017) defines ethics as “moral rules or principles of behaviour that 

should guide members of a profession or organization and make them deal honestly and fairly with 

each other and with their customers”. Likewise, a company should apply ethics also when dealing 

with its stakeholders, in addition to its customers or employees (Cleveland, 2002). Moreover, some 

authors, Ferrel et al (2011) and Pauna et al (2014) have shown in their paperworks that fairness and 

honesty represent the heart of a moral business and there should be no discrimination when it comes 

about applying the rules within an organization. A code of ethics may help companies to improve 

their business activities, reducing ambiguities and communicating the ethical vision of the company 

to all interested parties. But what is a code of ethics? After reviewing several definitions of code of 

ethics, Schwartz (2004) issued that “a code of ethics is a written, distinct and formal document which 

consists of moral standards used to guide employee and/or corporate behaviour”. Firms who operate 

at international level are more likely to have a written code of ethics; a study upon this was conducted 
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by McKinney & Moore in 2007. In the specialty literature, Kaptein (2004) and Kaptein & Schwartz 

(2008) clarified that for code of ethics there have been used other various names such as code of 

conduct, integrity code, business code, corporate credo, code of practice, business principles, 

corporate philosophy, corporate ethics statement.  

 

What is Business Success? 

 

There are many points of view about business success which shall be discussed below but what we 

know for sure is that success always brings an award for those who hold it. In fact this award is the 

one who triggers people for gaining success. But an exact recipe that would lead a company to 

success can not be set as success does not mean same thing to everyone: for some people, being 

successful means to reach a top position and have enough money to leave happy, without worries and 

fears regarding the future.  

 

For others, having success may consists of being a top seller on the market. But business success is 

not only about selling products that suites the market. This is the result of having success and it starts 

with the leadership of the company. In his book, Baggett (2000) has shown that within a company, 

leaders should be the firsts who strive for companie’s success and the best leader is the one who 

serves the others, thinks that finding a solution represents a higher priority than placing blame, 

understands the power of synergy, is flexible, open minded, fully accepts responsibility, shares 

knowledge, knows that employees want to be heard and understood, learns from failure, listens with 

his ears as well as with his heart, place effectiveness ahead of efficiency. 

 

For other authors like Gagliardi (2006), business success means to be better than the competitors on 

the market and in its opinion the key of success is to develope dominating competitive positions that 

can not be attacked by competitors. In his book, Gagliardi presented nine formulas that describe how 

to build dominant positions and have business success. 

 

Techniques for eliminating barriers to profitable growth, change management, business process 

improvement represents the basis of business success says Peter Cleveland (2002), senior vice-

president at Ernst&Young. Case studies and methods that lead businesses to success can be found in 

Carstea (2016), Carstea et al (2014), David (2011). 

 

As we can see, there are many points of view of approaching business success but one thing is clear: 

any company is searching for success and the way it reaches it, may differ from one to another.  

 

Link between Ethics and Business Success 

 

According to Ethisphere Institute, the global leader in defining and advancing the standards of ethical 

business practices, among 2016 world’s most ethical companies list there are: Dell, Ford Motor 

Company, Intel Corporation, Levi Strauss & Company, L’Oreal, ManPower Group, Marriott 

International, Marks&Spencer, Royal Carribean Cruises, Starbucks, Xerox (the list includes 131 

companies spanning 21 countries and 45 industries). All these companies are business successful thus 

showing us an implicit connection between ethics and business success.  

 

In his article published by Forbes, Strauss (2016) mentioned that the goal of Ethisphere’s ranking is 

to offer a model on how corporate entitities should manage themselves, improving their own 

activities and have business success. He said that this list “represents some of the best the 

international business world has to offer”. Ethisphere (2017) evaluates firms upon 5 criteria 

considered as core for ethics, namely: ethics and compliance program; corporate citizenship and 

responsibility; culture of ethics; governance; leadership, innovation and reputation. 

 

For this survey, there were also taken into account companies’ size, geographic location, activity 

domain (industry), history of litigation, reputation, ethical track record, and other factors like risks 

exposure, sustainability, etc. Ethisphere does not take into account firms that deal in alcohol, tobacco 

or firearms (Strauss, 2016). 
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Another study conducted by Ethics&Compliance Initiative (2016) is Global Business Ethics Survey, 

a research project performed through online panels from 13 countries. This survey provides reliable 

insights about organizational ethics in global economies that are critical to business success on the 

basis of four key metrics: pressure to compromise organizational standards, observed misconduct, 

reporting of misconduct when observed and retaliation against reporters. Thus, ECI identified some 

principles common to High-Quality Ethics and Compliance Programs that may help company to 

reach business success, among which we mention: ethics and compliance are central to business 

strategy and leaders at all levels across the organization have to build and sustain a culture of 

integrity that prizes ethical decision-making. 

 

Methodological Aspects of the Qualitative Research 

 
In his book, Malhotra (2007) shows that qualitative research provides insights and understanding the 

problem setting, while quantitative research seeks to quantify the data.  

 

Qualitative research aims to provide a deep understanding of people’s contextualized behaviour. It 

aims to explain how and why people behave as they do, therefore there are examined beliefs, 

perceptions, motives, attitudes and opinions as mentionned by Bowie and Buttle (2004). 

 

Survey Method. A survey consists of gathering data by interviewing people. The advantage of a 

survey is that information comes directly from the people you are interested in. The main limitation 

of a survey is that are opportunities for error in the construction of the survey questionnaire.  

 

As stated by Etzel et al (1997), personal interviews are more flexible than phone or mails because 

more information can be obtained by personal interview and interviewers can probe more deeply if an 

answer is incomplete.  

 

The purpose of this study was to determine the connection between ethical behaviour and business 

success, the general objective of the research being to learn about the concept of ethics in business. 

In order to reach the above-stated aim, the following specific objectives were established: 

 

1. To identify individuals representing ethical models for the interviewed subjects; 

2. To identify the factors influencing the unethical behaviour; 

3. To identify the way in which breaking the principles of ethics affects the quality of work 

and products/services provided. 

 

In order to achieve the objectives listed above, a qualitative research was conducted, using the in-

depth, semi-structured interview method. The sample was made of 20 subjects and the structure of 

the interviewed people is presented in Table 1.   

  

Table 1: The Structure of Research Sample 

 

Participant 

Demographics 

Seniority 

[years] 
Field of Work 

Type of 

Company  
Age Gender Studies 

S1 28 State public service National 54 Female Higher education 

S2 27 

Management, supply 

chain, import, 

distribution 

National 47 Male Post-graduate 

S3 8 Furniture design National 27 Male Student 

S4 20 
Automotive, 

financial field 
National 42 Female Higher education 

S5 20 Economics National 40 Female Higher education 
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S6 10 

Non-profit, social, 

humanitarian and 

educational activities 

National 38 Male Higher education 

S7 20 Services National 44 Male 
Post-secondary 

education 

S8 20 Sales National 42 Male Higher education 

S9 20 Culture National 47 Male Higher education 

S10 5 Trade National 25 Male Student 

S11 15 Technical Multinational 33 Male Higher education 

S12 21 Industry National 39 Female Higher education 

S13 21 Economics Multinational 47 Male Higher education 

S14 5 months Nutrition Multinational 22 Male Higher education 

S15 1.5 years Trade Multinational 21 Female Student 

S16 6 months Services Multinational 22 Male Higher education 

S17 19 Automotive Multinational 40 Female High School 

S18 2.5 years Services Multinational 28 Female Higher education 

S19 20 Services Multinational 49 Female Higher education 

S20 1.5 years SPA National 20 Male Student 

 
The subjects interviewed were chosen taken into account their education and training but also their 

work experience (either students or graduates of economics faculties who studied subjects that dealt 

with concepts related to business ethics, or practitioners who were able to express an opinion from 

their own experience). The structure of the interviewed subjects by gender, type of organization they 

work for and their seniority is presented in figures no. 1, 2 and 3. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1: Subjects Gender 
 

40%

60%

Q16. Gender

Female

Male
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Fig. 2: Subjects Division by the Type of Organization They Work for 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Seniority of Interviewed Subjects 
 

The interview guide, which included 18 questions, had both questions covering the general aspects 

under research, such as the awareness of the concept of business ethics and business success definition, 

and questions aimed to identify level of importance subjects give when it comes to complying with 

ethics and the potential correlation between business success, ethical behaviour and quality of provided 

work.  

 

The qualitative research method used was the exploratory one, respectively exploratory investigation 

and as Constantin and Tecău (2013) mentionned, this kind of method is often used in order to 

investigate new and complex fields, collect information where secondary data is hard to get and when 

provision of a theory is intended.  

 

In his book, Lefter (2004) stated that marketing qualitative research may rely on several investigation 

techniques such as direct communication techniques – which may be individual (structured, semi-

structured or unstructured) or in group (debate group, focus group etc.) - or indirect communication 

techniques (projective techniques). In this case, we went for a direct individual communication 

technique namely semi-directive (semi-structured) in-depth interview. 

 

The interviews were conducted between March 2017 and May 2017 and were afterwards transcribed in 

order to conduct a content analysis. 

 

 

60%

40%

Q3. Do you work for a national or a multinational

company?

National

Multinational

25%

10%
65%

Q1. Seniority

Less than 3 years

3-10 years

Over 10 years
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Content Analysis 

 
In the content analysis, the questions of the semi-structured interview were correlated with the 

previously mentioned objectives.  

 
For the first specific objective of the research correlated with the general objective ("To learn about the 

concept of ethics in business" and "To identify individuals representing ethical models"), all 

interviewed subjects asserted they knew what this concept meant and 45% of them considered they 

could identify individuals representing business ethical models (see figure 4). For instance, S10 

mentioned Warren Buffet as model of ethical behaviour, while S13 went for Mehran Tavakoli Keshe. 

 

 
 

Fig 4:  Share of Subjects Who Have an Individual as a Business Ethical Model 

 

When it comes about defining the concept of ethics in business, we mention some opinions: S1 

considers that business ethics is " … a set of moral principles, methods and tools without which a 

business cannot develop ...", S4 asserts that business ethics is correlated with "adherence to moral 

norms", and S19 defines the concept as "promoting and implementing the moral principles within the 

company, in the relations from the internal and external environment (shareholders, employees, 

customers, suppliers, partners, authorities)". 

 

We also found interesting the subjects' answers to the question related to success definition (What does 

success means to you?): S1 "the effort and abnegation towards achieving a goal”, S15 "the capacity to 

succeed regardless of the situation" and S16 "to succeed in achieving all intended goals". 

 

Among the factors ensuring business success mentioned by our subjects, there are: perseverance, 

profit, respect for competition, integrity, courage, seriousness, talent, profit reinvestment, quality, 

staying true to commitments, competent and moral people, professional training, correctness, honest 

partners, consistency, permanent adaptation to market needs, instinct, political stability, luck, 

notoriety, providing high quality products/services for competitive prices, money, work expertise, 

strategy, entrepreneurial spirit, trust in yourself and in what you do etc. 

 

In respect to the second specific objective "To identify the factors influencing the unethical behaviour", 

51% out of respondents mentioned desire for gain, 16% the strong competition, 14% personality and 

19% other reasons.  

 

55%

45%

Q6. Is there an individual who represents a business 

ethical model for you?

Yes

No
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Fig. 5: Share of Factors that Influences Unethical Behaviour 

 

The most interesting answers the subjects gave to question no. 10 (“Which are in your opinion the 

consequences of an unethical behaviour?”) were:  maximum material profit for short period of time, 

achieved by breaking the ethical principles; corporate divergences; bankruptcy; corrupted company; 

personal benefits; legal and financial repercussions from authorities; perpetuation of negative values 

affecting the behaviour as well; customer dissatisfaction; image impairment, etc. 

 

Among the companies that subjects consider having an ethical behaviour we mention:  ICCO Clinics, 

Private Healthcare Network Queen Mary, Saint Constantin Hospital, Ina Schaeffler, Ikea, Apple, 

Emag, Vodafone, Orange, OMV, Telekom, Maurer Imob, Dacia Plant, Transilvania University of 

Brasov, Interbrands, Marketing&Distribution - P&G, Keshe Foundation, Albalact, Sergiana, Bit 

Software Brasov, Hutchinson, Gelu Bagel Shop  etc. 

 

The elements that distinguish ethical companies from others were indicated by the answers to 

question no. 12 (“Which elements distinguish in your opinion ethical companies from the unethical 

ones?”). The elements mentioned by respondents were: professionalism, correctness, management, 

care for customers, care for people/humanity, investment in employees, respect for partners, profit, 

compliance with law, social responsibility activities etc.  

 

The third specific objective - "To identify the way in which breaking the principles of ethics affected 

the quality of work and products/services provided" - got two of the 18 questions of the interview 

guide, namely questions 13 and 14.  

 

 
Fig 6: Share of People Who Were Asked to Brake Ethics at Work 

 

As a result of our survey, 40% of the interviewed people answered that they were asked to brake 

ethics at workplace and among them 75% accepted it thus showing us that some employees do not 

51%

16%

14%

19%

Q9. Considering the following factors, which one influences the 

unethical behaviour in your opinion:

Desire for gain

Strong competition

Personality

Others

60%

40%

Q13. Have you ever been asked to break the code of 

ethics at work?

No

Yes
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betrade companies own values. People at work were asked to offer bribery, sexual favors, imposing 

some people on certain job positions, omission of some items in the financial statements so that 

company may get included in a lower risk class by the bank, violation of government laws, delivery 

of a component made of material other than that requested by the customer, without informing him. 

Those who broke the rules said that this affected the quality of their work generating additional work 

effort (preparation of extra statements), stress affecting the personal well-being so as employees were 

tempted to look for another job. 

 

Conclusions 
 
The most important conclusions of the qualitative research are: 

 

- all subjects interviewed stated that they knew what the concept of business ethics dealt with; 

- 45% of the respondents stated that they could identify individuals representing models of 

ethics in business and they gave several examples in this respect; 

- in respect to determining the factors influencing the unethical behaviour, 51% of 

respondents mentioned desire for gain, 16% the strong competition, 14% personality and 

19% other reasons. 

- in subjects ’opinion, there is a multitude of elements that distinguish the ethical companies 

from the unethical ones (professionalism, correctness, care for customers, legal compliance, 

management, respect for partners, social responsibility activities etc.). 

- 40% of the subjects stated they had faced situations of breaking the ethics within the 

organizations they work/worked for. Those who broke the rules said that this affected the 

quality of their work generating additional work effort, and stress. 

 

Therefore, culture of ethics should be embedded within a company from top down and all employees 

should be aware of it and apply it. Lack of ethics may cause serious problems in a business affecting 

employee performance, employee work relations, company’s image and credibility. 
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The Phenomenon of Ad-blocking in the Light of Research 
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Abstract 
 
This paper concerns a phenomenon with significant economic effects known as ad-blocking that has 
been rapidly growing for several years. The paper analyzes the causes and the scale of this 
phenomenon and its economic effects. In addition to the analysis of reports on ad-blocking, the 
survey conducted on a targeted group of individual Internet users was an important part of this 
project. It enabled to discover their motivations for using ad-block type solutions, the scale of their 
use on various devices, and the conditions on which they would be willing to give up their use. This 
made it possible to formulate some preliminary recommendations on the necessary directions of 
action. 
 

Keywords: ad-filtering, on-line advertising, advertising model, electronic economy.   
 

Introduction 
 

Dynamically developing digital technologies cause profound changes in virtually all areas of the 
contemporary economy and its organizations (Wielki, 2015), and advertising was one of the first to 
experience this (Wielki, 2007). Since the advent of the first Internet banner in 1993, the digital 
advertising market has grown at an extremely fast pace (Jupiter, 2016). Its value was expected to 
reach $66 billion at the end of 2016 in the United States alone (IAB, 2016). The global value of 
revenue from digital advertising was estimated at $160 billion at the end of last year and to reach 
$285 billion in 2020 according to Jupiter Research estimates. This increase is primarily at the cost of 
traditional media, and ads related to mobile devices and so-called wearables will be the main 
contributor to its rapid growth in the coming years. In their case, spending on advertising will grow at 
a rate of 22% per year (Jupiter, 2016a). 
 
Simultaneously with the dynamic growth of the organizations’ spending on various forms of digital 
advertising, there has been a rapid growth of the phenomenon of blocking of advertising by targeted 
recipients, termed ad-blocking, over the past few years. It was already noticeable at the beginning of 
the second decade of this millennium, but its rapid growth became a fact in 2013 and intensified in 
subsequent years (Ryan et al., 2017). This phenomenon is beginning to raise the concerns of both 
advertisers and the entire advertising industry, hitting every entity in the digital advertising ecosystem 
and causing a rapid increase in economic costs in billions of dollars (Cookson, 2015; eMarketer, 
2015; eMarketer, 2016; Manjoo, 2015; PageFair and Adobe, 2015; Searls, 2015).  
 
Hence, given the importance of ad-blocking in the context of its impact on digital economy and its 
development, the main goal of this publication is to analyze the causes, scale, and dynamics of this 
phenomenon. In this context two basic research questions have been formulated: 
 

• What are the main reasons for using ad-block solutions by individual Internet users? 

• What are the conditions under which individual Internet users would be willing to stop using 
ad-block solutions? 

 
The paper is based on data from reports on ad-blocking and own research conducted on individual 
Internet users.  
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Ad-Blocking: The Notion, Scale, Causes of Development, and Economic 

Consequences 

The concept of ad-blocking and the historical aspects of the development of the 

phenomenon 
 

Ad-blocking, also referred to as ad-filtering is, in the simplest terms, the blocking of Web 
advertisements. Various types of software are used to remove or alter the content of advertisements 
appearing on webpages and websites or in mobile applications. There are a variety of solutions used 
for this purpose (such as ad-blocking extensions, browsers, VPNs or DNS) that act as a firewall 
between the web browser and any known ad servers. In most cases, advertisements are blocked by 
end users using open-source web browser extensions (PageFair and Adobe, 2015). 
 
As already mentioned, the phenomenon of ad-blocking began to be clearly visible in 2013.  Figure 1 
shows the dynamics of its growth. And so, the number of desktop devices blocking ads was 54 
million in January 2013, and it already increased to 236 million in January 2017. 
 

 

Fig. 1:  Increase in the number of desktop devices blocking ads in 2010-2017 

 (source: PageFair, 2017) 

At the same time, the number of mobile devices which block ads has also grown very rapidly. It was 

145 million devices in January 2015, and 380 million two years later (PageFair, 2017– see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2: The dynamics of growth in the number of mobile devices blocking ads in 2015-2017 

(source: PageFair, 2017) 

In the case of mobile devices, Asia-Pacific users definitely dominate, as 94% of global mobile 

adblock usage is in this region (PageFair, 2017. Data from November 2016 show that the majority of 

users are from three countries (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3: Countries with the highest number of active mobile ad-blocking browser users in 

November 2016 (source: PageFair, 2016) 

On the other hand, desktop adblock usage is dominated by Internet users in Europe and North 

America (68%). In Europe the majority are from Greece and Ireland (39%) and Poland (33%) (Fig. 

4). 
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Fig. 4: Desktop adblock penetration per on-line capita % (source: PageFair, 2017) 

The rate of growth of US ad-blocking users (% of Internet users) presents Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5: US ad-blocking user penetration, 2014-2018 (source: eMarketer, 2017) 

Main reasons for the growth of the ad-blocking phenomenon 
 
There are a whole host of causes of the growth of ad-blocking in the world. Certain elements are 
common regardless of who did the study, however, some differences show up between them. 
According to the “2017 Global Adblock Report: The state of the blocked web” by PageFair, one of 
the most important factors that motivate users to use ad blocking solutions include (PageFair, 2017): 
 

• Security (exposure to viruses and malware) – 30%. 

• Interruption – 29%. 
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• Speed (slow website loading) – 16%. 

• Too many ads on webpages – 14%. 

• Privacy and tracking by unknown parties – 6%. 
 
In contrast, the results of the survey among UK Internet users by AudienceProject in the third quarter 
of 2016 show the following reasons for blocking of ads by respondents (eMarketer, 2017): 
 

• Websites are more manageable without banners – 31%. 

• I want to avoid offensive or irrelevant messages – 31%. 

• I don’t want my behavior to be tracked – 23%. 

• Websites load more slowly – 23%. 

• I want to limit my data usage – 10%. 
 
In turn, the results of the research conducted among the users of adblock-type solutions in Poland 
conducted in April 2016 show the following reasons for their use (eMarketer, 2016a): 
 

• I’m annoyed by ads on the Internet – 74%. 

• I can’t see the page content because of the ads – 55%. 

• It takes too long for pages to load because of the ads – 23%. 

• I wasn’t interested in the products presented in the ads – 15%. 

• Ad blockers provide more privacy on the Internet – 19%. 
 

The economic impact of the ad-blocking phenomenon 
 
There are a whole host of causes of the growth of ad-blocking in the world. Certain elements are 
common regardless of who did the study, however, some differences show up between them. 
According to the “2017 Global Adblock Report: The state of the blocked web” by PageFair, one of 
the most important factors that motivate users to use ad blocking solutions include (PageFair, 2017): 
 

• Direct costs. 

• Hidden costs. 
 
The first type of costs is those associated with “blocking” of revenues from advertisements (reduction 
of publisher revenue from advertising). In the United States alone, these costs amounted to $3.5 
billion in 2013, and $20.3 billion in 2016 with advertising spending of $42.8 billion (2013) and $68 
billion (2015), respectively. At the same time, global ad blocking costs were $7.2 billion in 2013 and 
were forecast at $41.4 billion in 2016 (PageFair and Adobe, 2015). 
 
As far as the second type of costs is concerned, they primarily apply to small and medium publishers, 
and the mechanism for their creation is as follows. Blocking of ads results in a decrease in revenue 
from advertising for all publishers. This in turn reduces the chances of them investing in the content 
presented on the website. As a result, they become less attractive to recipients. As a result, traffic on a 
website decreases, resulting in reduced advertising revenue (PageFair, 2017; Ryan et al., 2017). 
 

The Phenomenon of Ad-Blocking in the Light of Author’s Own Research 
 
With knowledge based on the analysis of reports on ad blocking and general trends related to it, it 
was decided to conduct in-depth research on a targeted group of individual Internet users. By 
choosing it, the following premises were followed: 
 

1. Age of users. 
2. Education. 
3. Country of origin. 
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As for the first criterion, it was decided to choose a sample of people in the 19-25 age range assuming 
that they intensively or very intensively use the Internet. At the same time, as data from reports 
shows, people using ad-block type solutions are of a higher education (a bachelor’s degree or higher) 
(see PageFair, 2017). Hence, the first, second, and third degree students were selected for the tests. 
 
At the same time, the country of origin of Internet users was an important criterion. It was important 
that they came from a country where ad blocking is widely spread among Internet users. In this 
context, users from Poland, as the population which is the third most intensively using ad-block type 
solutions, were quite an obvious choice (see Fig. 4). 
 
The study was conducted in the period of 01.02.2017–19.05.2017. These were surveys using Google 
Forms. 178 students of the Opole University of Technology and the University of Opole took part in 
the study (the majority of participants were students of the former – 176 people). The largest group of 
people who completed the survey were the students of the first (50%) and the second year (39.9%) of 
first degree studies in economics (51.7%), management (36%), and administration (10.7%). The 
majority of the respondents were women (77%). 
 
There were the following subjects of interest in the study: 
 

1. Internet access tools used. 
2. Intensity of using the Internet. 
3. The level of ad-block type solutions deployment across devices. 
4. Reasons for using ad-block type solutions. 
5. The conditions under which respondents would be willing to stop using ad-block solutions. 

 
As for the first aspect, laptops and smartphones are definitely the two most popular tools for 
accessing the Internet (Fig. 6). 
 

 

Fig. 6:  Internet access tools used (source: own source) 

The assumption regarding the time the respondents spent using the Internet proved to be accurate. 
The majority of the surveyed group uses the Internet intensely. It is over five hours in the case of 
nearly 40% of respondents and three to five hours in the case of 27% (see Fig. 7). At the same time, 
54.5% of the respondents declare that they are connected to the Internet all the time (always-on). 
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Fig .7: Intensity of using the Internet (source: own source) 

Regarding the use of ad-block type solutions by respondents, it turned out that the majority (61.8%) 
uses them (see Fig. 8). This is almost double the average value for Internet users in Poland (33% – 
see Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 8: Intensity of using the Internet (source: own source) 

Another aspect of interest in the study was the question of which device(s) the respondents use ad-
block type solutions on (see Fig. 9). It turned out that they are by far the most widespread in the case 
of laptops (90.3%). For smartphones, the second most popular Internet access tool, this percentage is 
low (less than 13%). However, this is not surprising in the context of the global trends shown above. 
We could even say that this is a relatively high level given the data regarding Poland shown in the 
report by PageFair (see PageFair, 2017). 
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Fig. 9: Devices on which ad-block type solutions are used (source: own source) 

It is remarkably important to know the motivations of Internet users to block ads in the context of the 
growth of ad-blocking (Fig. 10) 

 

Fig. 10: User motivations in the context of using of ad-block type solutions (source: own source) 

Definitely, the most important issue in this context has been the fact that online ads are annoying to 
Internet users (90.9%). Also, a significant percentage of the respondents (68.2%) indicated hindering 
the access to the content by the displayed ads. Both of these issues are undoubtedly directly related to 
aggressiveness of online advertising indicated by the Internet users in various studies. The third 
indicated issue (53.6%) concerns the lack of interest of Internet users in advertised products or 
services, which clearly indicates the lack of proper personalization of the presented advertising 
content. At the same time, it should be pointed out that the issue of online privacy was relatively 
minor (16.4%). 
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At the same time, knowing the reasons for blocking ads, it was also important to gain knowledge 
about in what services available online they are particularly annoying for respondents taking part in 
the study. It turned out that this was primarily the case for browsing Web content (68.2%). Also 
social media were highly ranked (66.4%). This is not particularly surprising since the respondents 
belong to a group of people who are particularly engaged in these media. However, a relatively low 
rank in online games or streaming is surprising (Fig. 11). 

 

Fig. 11: On-line services where ads are particularly annoying (source: own source) 

In the context of the results on the degree of use of ad-block type solutions by the respondents taking 
part in the survey, it was vitally important to know the situations in which they would be willing to 
give up their use (Fig. 12). The most important issues are lower invasiveness of online advertising 
(60.9%) and decrease in the number of Internet advertisements (54.5%). The following situations are 
also a strong incentive to uninstall ad-block type solutions: when payments are required for getting 
access to specific content (43.6%) and where blocking restricts access to certain content (37.3%). 

 

Fig. 12: Situations where it would be possible to uninstall ad-block type solutions  

(Source: own source) 
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Respondents were also asked about their behavior when disabling ad-blocking programs was required 
to access certain content (Fig. 13).  When analyzing the answer to this question, it seems surprising 
that only 32.7% of respondents in such a group are looking for alternative sites offering similar 
content or services. The vast majority (71.8%) decides to disable blocking programs. 

 

Fig. 13: User behavior when posed with the requirement to disable ad-blocking as a condition 

of accessing the content (source: own source) 

Strategies of Organizations’ Reactions to Ad-Blocking Phenomenon 
 
As the presented analyses of secondary data and results of conducted own research show, ad-blocking 
phenomenon is the real challenge for organizations functioning in the ecosystem of digital 
advertising. On the other hand trends related to mobile devices indicate that the problem will escalate 
in the following years. Organizations take miscellaneous actions to counteract or reduce the 
phenomenon scale and its effects. Generally four strategies, observable in the market, can be 
distinguished. First three are reactive strategies, while the fourth is proactive. 
 
Taking under the consideration the first strategy, it bases on persuading the users to cease using 
blocking solutions. This strategy is based on using by publishers different kind of technological 
solutions which allow them to discover whether consumer is using ad-block application. Then 
messages are sent to the users with argumentation that is meant to convince consumers to stop using 
ad-blocking solutions. Matter of effectiveness of such attitude is difficult to measure due to small 
number of available data (eMarketer, 2017). 
 
The second strategy is to set up ad-block walls in the situation of using by consumers ad-blocking 
solutions. The effectiveness of this approach is shown by results of available research. It occurs that 
consumers when encounter the ad-block walls usually look for alternative content sources. Almost 
74% of US ad-blocking users, surveyed in November 2016, left web pages when encountered ad-
block walls. It is interesting that this kind of behavior was rare among younger consumers 
(eMarketer, 2017). This fact is confirmed by presented above results of own research. 
 
The third of used strategies is based on presenting ads that cannot be blocked by the ad-block 
companies. Such strategy started to be used by many publishers including Facebook (ARF et al., 
2017). 
 
The last strategy is based on developing systemic solutions that considered both publishers and 
consumers interests. The result is creation of new model of functioning in digital advertising 
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ecosystem in which method, form and scale of advertising would be accepted by users. Coalition for 
Better Ads initiative, that associates the most significant entities in the market of on-line advertising, 
has made an attempt toward that direction. Within this association preliminary standards of new type 
of on-line ads have been created, which are being tested on more than 25 000 consumers (Coalition, 
2017). 
 

Conclusion 
 
Ad-blocking phenomenon is rapidly becoming an increasingly challenging and economical problem 
in terms of the functioning and development of the electronic economy and business models used in 
it. This mainly applies to those where user access to specific on-line content depends on displaying of 
advertising material (the so-called ad-supported content delivered on-line). The problem becomes 
more significant when online advertising provides publishers more revenue than the access fees when 
using a paywalls based business model (Ryan et al., 2017). At the same time, the phenomenon of ad-
blocking is rapidly expanding onto mobile devices where the dynamics of its growth is even greater 
than in the case of desktop devices. In fact it becomes the new form of the impact of elements of 
electronic space on organizations (see Wielki, 2007)). 
 
In this situation, where publishers and other entities involved in digital advertising bear real and 
increasing economic costs, it is extremely important that stakeholders develop solutions which limit 
the scale of the ad-blocking phenomenon as much as possible. At present, publishers generally use 
three reactive strategies and the most common solution is to block access to content when users use 
ad-block type solutions.  
 
Undoubtedly, besides this type of immediate activity, there is a real need to work out systemic 
solutions that take into account the interests of both publishers and consumers of digital advertising. 
The result should be the creation of a new digital advertising ecosystem based on ad-supported 
content delivered on-line, where the manner, form, and scale of displaying the advertisements will be 
acceptable to users. This particularly applies to the number of advertisements, their aggressiveness 
and the relevancy to individual interests of the recipients and the initiative undertaken by Coalition 
for Better Ads is such type of attempt.   
 
At the same time, it is necessary to continuously monitor the ad-blocking phenomenon and further 
research on the subject as a very important issue for the e-economy. This also applies to the studies, 
whose results are shown in this article, which will continue in a broader scope and scale. 
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Abstract 
 

 Defining accounting harmonization is a good point to start and the perspective suggests an 

implementation of a unitary and uniform legislation according to the requirements and provisions of 

International Accounting Standards and European Directives. As a golden rule, before proceeding to 

harmonization there is important to assess the company’s implementation capacity. In order for the 

information to be accurate, it is important to make it easily verifiable in terms of accuracy. Therefore, 

finding ways to present information so that it is easy to check and facilitate the checks implies having 

sufficient and appropriate evidence to support the accuracy and precision used in the context of 

measurement. The main purpose of the performed work is to answer to the question of the degree 

with which the accounting harmonization will enhance the credibility of the financial statements and 

add value to the company’s business operations. In order to do this, we have performed a qualitative 

research by analyzing the responses of a group of 20 professionals - 10 auditors and 10 accountants, 

given in the distributed questionnaires during March-May 2017 within four companies, located in 

Bucharest. The results proved that the harmonization process is useful and brings multiple benefits to 

the professional’s day-to-day activities and also every professional plays a very significant role in the 

process of harmonization by actively presenting various comparative analyses.  

 

Keywords: - accounting, harmonization, standardization, taxation. 

Introduction and Literature Review 
 

Generally, the application of IAS/IFRS is a very complex process that can be due to the mandatory 

accounting regulations, the management’s initiative, the request of the shareholders or the need to 

have comparative information.  

 

Accounting harmonization is tightly connected to the international accounting standardization and 

standards can be written in clear language and have the required documentation for the 

implementation with proper training. 

 

Among the advantages of the international financial harmonization there is the trust inspired by the 

financial statements prepared according to the International Accounting Standards. 

 

The international harmonization of accounting principles is a topic of rapidly increasing importance 

as the jet age brings the financial centres of the world within a few hours of each other and improved 

means of data processing and of communication make the exchange of information almost 

instantaneous. Accountancy as the common language of business must keep up with this accelerated 

pace in order to maintain meaningful financial reporting (1967). 

 

According to Nobes and Parker (2008), ‘Harmonization’ is a process of increasing the compatibility 

of accounting practices by setting bounds to their degree of variation. ‘Harmony’ is the state where 

compatibility has been achieved. ‘Standardization’ appears to imply working towards a more rigid 

and narrow set of rules. ‘Harmonization’ and ‘standardization’ have often been used interchangeably. 

However, standardization implies a narrowing down to one policy for any accounting topic, whereas 

harmonization implies that differences could be allowed to remain as long as the users of financial 

statements have a means of getting similar information from different statements. Harmonization is 

most useful when it concerns similar users who receive information from companies in different 
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countries. However there are some obstacles to harmonization such as the size of the present 

differences between the accounting practices of different countries, the lack of an international 

regulatory agency, the nationalism, the effect of ‘economic consequences’ on accounting standards.  

 

Deegan (2009) provides theoretical explanations as to why, in the absence of efforts to globally 

harmonize or standardize accounting practices, accounting regulations and practices could be 

expected to vary between different countries. So, between countries are various differences, such as 

differences in culture, religions as a subset of culture, legal systems, financing systems, taxation 

systems, the strength of the accounting profession and accidents of history, which will also influence 

the accounting systems.  

 

On the other hand, Beke (2010) describes and summarizes how the harmonized international 

accounting system can promote business decisions and influence economic environment. According 

to this, the unified, harmonized accounting system will lead to new types of analysis and data, 

furthermore with the possible integration of new indicators from the business management of certain 

countries. He classified the accounting systems, and in his opinion this classification should 

contribute to an improved understanding of: the extent to which national accounting systems are 

similar to or different from each other, the pattern of development of individual national systems with 

respect to each other and their potential for change, the reasons why some national systems have a 

dominant influence while others do not. The reason for differences in accounting principles between 

certain nations could be that they vary in the level of economic development, in the legal system, in 

the taxation system, in the intensity of capital market, so as in the level of inflation, in the typical 

methods of financing an enterprise, in the shareholder background, finally in the political and cultural 

traits, factors that are influencing accounting harmonization. Accounting diversity causes a series of 

problems such as the preparation of consolidated financial statements by companies with foreign 

operations, assessing to foreign capital markets, comparability of financial statements, the lack of 

high-quality accounting information in some parts of the world.  

 

There are several studies analyzing the harmonization in different countries. The commitment by the 

European Union to mandate the use of IFRS for certain EU entities has generated a series of changes 

in global accounting that according to Gielen and Hegarty (2007) can only be described as 

revolutionary. They have shown, studying the case of nine EU Member States: Belgium, Denmark, 

Estonia, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Poland, The Netherlands, United Kingdom that strong 

statutory relationship between financial and tax accounting  may have negative consequences, 

resulting in financial and/or tax accounting systems failing to achieve their objectives. However, a 

few additional considerations may help policymakers in evaluating the appropriate degree of 

relationship between tax and financial accounting given the circumstance of their Member State: the 

Member State’s current situation (historical/tradition and economic); the case for associating tax and 

financial accounting. 

 

Vallisova and Dvorakova (2011) detected the main differences between the Czech accounting system 

and IAS/IFRS and recovered further way of Czech accounting harmonization according to 

accounting global trends. The System of IAS/IFRS is from the beginning the purely accounting 

system and a range of financial and tax accounting are strictly separated. That is no longer in the 

Czech Republic, where financial profit is used as the basis for tax calculating and Czech accounting 

law is closely linked to the tax system.  

 

Wysłocka (2008) presents the progress of harmonization of regulations concerning accounting, 

especially in Poland and describes functions performed by the accounting in market economy: 

reporting, evidential, optimizing, control, analytical. A relevant obstacle on this way is a high level of 

severity of Polish tax law.  

 

Albu et al (2011) investigates the inter-play between institutions, routines and politics in the 

Romanian context and highlights the complexity of accounting change in an emerging country. 

According to them differences in the way IFRS will be applied in Romania and in other countries will 

remain, because of the environmental factors affecting the accounting system such as the 
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characteristics of a code-law country, a dominant position of the State and a reduced importance of 

the accounting profession.  

 

The Benefits of Harmonization  
 

The harmony is desired since it brings in more benefits and this mystery has shown all its clues. Each 

regulatory change had an important role in this process. The professional accountant has a dual role 

to play in relation to the set of alternatives that resulted after a number of changes to both accounting 

regulations and accounting standards. 

 

The decision of adopting the IAS/IFRS should be based on a thorough investigation regarding related 

costs and benefits and whether this decision was justified from a cost-benefit point of view. 

 

It is important to ensure that investors or managers take the proper decisions? Of course it is and 

factors in the situation that may trigger biases that the decision makers have need to be thoroughly 

analyzed. 

 

The auditors rely only to a certain extent on the honesty of directors and no amount of regulation 

necessarily is going to ensure that dishonest people are going to be honest. 

 

The application of IAS/IFRS can be due to the mandatory accounting regulations, the management’s 

initiative, the request of the shareholders or the need to have comparative information. 

 

Switching to IAS/IFRS can also generate costs related to training of personnel, double reporting, 

consulting services or even adjustment of computer information system, but the advantages of 

harmonization are multiple. 

 

These costs should have been budgeted for even though the change of the relevant legislation would 

have been made fast. 

 

All in all, the implementation of IAS/IFRS reporting offers a number of advantages: 

 

-it offers relevant information to investors and therefore is an appropriate accounting system for listed 

companies 

 

-it permits the access to the foreign financing market 

 

-when in the process of decision making, the managers are offered a good information resource. 

 

It is important to look at accounting harmonization as improvement and assess the accounting 

benefits in terms of whether new accounting practices satisfy better the interests of the users of 

economic information, and present the information in an understandable and fair way. 

 

Different people may have different views regarding international accounting, which depend on the 

accounting practices used in the past and the construction of the concept of professionalism. 

Investigating the evolution and history of accounting brings into our attention the limits of 

harmonization.   

 

In order to demonstrate the importance of harmonization, but also its limits we have distributed a 

questionnaire to a sample of professionals, which determines their position regarding the benefits of 

harmonization. The respondents completed and returned 20 surveys, based on which we performed 

an analysis of results using a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – totally disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 – neither agree nor 

disagree, 4 – agree, 5 – totally agree). The primary purpose of the study was to determine the degree 

of importance associated with the process of harmonization.  

 

The questions based on which the results were analyzed are the following: 
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A. Does the new projects related to the changes in the accounting policies have a contribution 

to the enhancement of accounting harmonization?

 

B. Does the consistent application of accounting policies contribute to the true and fair view of 

the financial position and the performanc

 

C. Can the process of harmonization lead to a development of the techniques and practices of 

creative accounting? 

 

D. Are the needs of regulators limiting the process of harmonization?

 

E. Can the accountants improve the process of harmoniz

comparative analysis between the situation before and after harmonization?

 

 

The results of the questionnaire are presented below:

 

Fig.1: The results for question A (based on the answers received related to the changes in the 

accounting policies); 

 

51.95% of the interviewed professionals believe that new projects related to the changes in the 

accounting policies have a contribution to the enhancement of accounting harmonization, while only 

2.6% are reluctant to these due to the flexibility involved in and the chances of making the wrong 

decision. 

 

Fig.2:  The results for question B (based on the answers received related to the consistent 

application of accounting policies); 

related to the changes in the accounting policies have a contribution 

to the enhancement of accounting harmonization? 

Does the consistent application of accounting policies contribute to the true and fair view of 

the financial position and the performance results of an entity? 

Can the process of harmonization lead to a development of the techniques and practices of 

Are the needs of regulators limiting the process of harmonization? 

Can the accountants improve the process of harmonization by actively presenting 

comparative analysis between the situation before and after harmonization? 

The results of the questionnaire are presented below: 

 
 

The results for question A (based on the answers received related to the changes in the 

accounting policies); Source: own analysis 

51.95% of the interviewed professionals believe that new projects related to the changes in the 

ontribution to the enhancement of accounting harmonization, while only 

2.6% are reluctant to these due to the flexibility involved in and the chances of making the wrong 

 
The results for question B (based on the answers received related to the consistent 

application of accounting policies); Source: own analysis 

related to the changes in the accounting policies have a contribution 

Does the consistent application of accounting policies contribute to the true and fair view of 

Can the process of harmonization lead to a development of the techniques and practices of 

ation by actively presenting 

The results for question A (based on the answers received related to the changes in the 

51.95% of the interviewed professionals believe that new projects related to the changes in the 

ontribution to the enhancement of accounting harmonization, while only 

2.6% are reluctant to these due to the flexibility involved in and the chances of making the wrong 

The results for question B (based on the answers received related to the consistent 
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68.42% of the subjects agree the consistent application of accounting policies contributes to the true 

and fair view of the financial position and the performance results of an entity. This result might have 

a positive impact, since it can contribute to building proper measures to manage the suitable 

accounting policies in order to reflect the true achieved perform

 

Fig.3:  The results for question C (based on the answers received related to the process of 

harmonization); 

 
58.7% of the questioned professionals neither agree nor disagree with the fact that the proce

harmonization could lead to a development of the techniques and practices of creative accounting, 

while 34.78% of the subjects disagree with this fact since the financial statements prepared in 

accordance with the local generally accepted accounting 

reflect the true and fair view of the financial statements.

 

Fig.4 : The results for question D (based on the answers received related to the limits of the 

process of harmonization); 
  

84.56% of the subjects agree with the fact that the needs of regulators are limiting the process of 

harmonization since the primary needs to be satisfied are those of the financial information users. 

 
 

68.42% of the subjects agree the consistent application of accounting policies contributes to the true 

view of the financial position and the performance results of an entity. This result might have 

a positive impact, since it can contribute to building proper measures to manage the suitable 

accounting policies in order to reflect the true achieved performance and not a fictional one.

 
The results for question C (based on the answers received related to the process of 

harmonization); Source: own analysis 

58.7% of the questioned professionals neither agree nor disagree with the fact that the proce

harmonization could lead to a development of the techniques and practices of creative accounting, 

while 34.78% of the subjects disagree with this fact since the financial statements prepared in 

accordance with the local generally accepted accounting rules modified after harmonization proved to 

reflect the true and fair view of the financial statements. 

 
The results for question D (based on the answers received related to the limits of the 

process of harmonization); Source: own analysis 

84.56% of the subjects agree with the fact that the needs of regulators are limiting the process of 

harmonization since the primary needs to be satisfied are those of the financial information users. 

68.42% of the subjects agree the consistent application of accounting policies contributes to the true 

view of the financial position and the performance results of an entity. This result might have 

a positive impact, since it can contribute to building proper measures to manage the suitable 

ance and not a fictional one. 

The results for question C (based on the answers received related to the process of 

58.7% of the questioned professionals neither agree nor disagree with the fact that the process of 

harmonization could lead to a development of the techniques and practices of creative accounting, 

while 34.78% of the subjects disagree with this fact since the financial statements prepared in 

rules modified after harmonization proved to 

The results for question D (based on the answers received related to the limits of the 

84.56% of the subjects agree with the fact that the needs of regulators are limiting the process of 

harmonization since the primary needs to be satisfied are those of the financial information users.  
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Fig.5: The results for question E (based on the answers received related to the improvements of 

the process of harmonization); 

From the answers received from the respondents, most of the professionals believe that they play a 

very significant role in the process of harmonization by actively presenting comparative analysis 

between the situation before and after harmonization.

 

58.06% of the questioned people believe that these analysis have a contribution to the enhancement 

of accounting harmonization, while 24.19% 

 

Tax Implications upon the Process of Harmonization
 

The accounting harmonization process begins to reduce the differences between the accounting 

information provided by the companies 

the countries is the tax system, and the degree of connection between the accounting and taxation.

 

There are countries that apply an Anglo

characterised by a high degree of disconnection between the accounting and taxation and countries 

that apply a European-Continental Systems which is characterised by a closely connection between 

accounting and taxation. 

 

Keeping separate tax and accounting r

companies and the link between tax and financial reporting rules can be used in favo

company in order to create book-tax conformity.

 

Our research is concentrated on the impact of 

fiscal policies in different context, situation and sector, its implications have to be measure

accordingly. 

 

It is impossible to split accounting from 

and the interconnection has to be maintained.

 

The context in which the impact will be measured is Romanian legislation, which according to its 

accounting history, it started from European

applying for a part of the companies the Anglo

 

The professional judgment is important in applying the accounting and taxation rules.

 

 

 

 

 
The results for question E (based on the answers received related to the improvements of 

the process of harmonization); Source: own analysis 

 

m the respondents, most of the professionals believe that they play a 

t role in the process of harmonization by actively presenting comparative analysis 

between the situation before and after harmonization. 

58.06% of the questioned people believe that these analysis have a contribution to the enhancement 

nization, while 24.19% neither agree nor disagree to this statement. 

Implications upon the Process of Harmonization 

The accounting harmonization process begins to reduce the differences between the accounting 

information provided by the companies from different countries. A cause for the differences between 

the countries is the tax system, and the degree of connection between the accounting and taxation.

There are countries that apply an Anglo-Saxon system for the accounting practices, which is 

high degree of disconnection between the accounting and taxation and countries 

Continental Systems which is characterised by a closely connection between 

Keeping separate tax and accounting records is in accordance with the financial needs of the 

companies and the link between tax and financial reporting rules can be used in favo

tax conformity. 

Our research is concentrated on the impact of accounting harmonization and since taxation refers to 

fiscal policies in different context, situation and sector, its implications have to be measure

It is impossible to split accounting from taxation because each one has an influence over the other 

d the interconnection has to be maintained. 

The context in which the impact will be measured is Romanian legislation, which according to its 

accounting history, it started from European-Continental influences and finished at the moment by 

art of the companies the Anglo-Saxon influences. 

The professional judgment is important in applying the accounting and taxation rules.  

The results for question E (based on the answers received related to the improvements of 

m the respondents, most of the professionals believe that they play a 

t role in the process of harmonization by actively presenting comparative analysis 

58.06% of the questioned people believe that these analysis have a contribution to the enhancement 

The accounting harmonization process begins to reduce the differences between the accounting 

from different countries. A cause for the differences between 

the countries is the tax system, and the degree of connection between the accounting and taxation. 

Saxon system for the accounting practices, which is 

high degree of disconnection between the accounting and taxation and countries 

Continental Systems which is characterised by a closely connection between 

ecords is in accordance with the financial needs of the 

companies and the link between tax and financial reporting rules can be used in favour of the 

ince taxation refers to 

fiscal policies in different context, situation and sector, its implications have to be measured 

because each one has an influence over the other 

The context in which the impact will be measured is Romanian legislation, which according to its 

Continental influences and finished at the moment by 
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Conclusion 
 

The process of harmonization can help in the construction of a better quality financial reporting 

system. The main findings focus on the important role each professional can have by following the 

opportunity to apply the stable, suitable accounting policies and by performing a thorough analysis 

that could assist investors and decision makers. The results reveal the fact that more than a half of the 

professionals questioned agree that the true and fair view of the financial position of a company is 

influenced by the consistent application of accounting policies, therefore this is a proof that the 

professionals are aware that they have an important role in building and manage the suitable 

accounting policies. Also, more than a half of the subjects believe that by presenting comparative 

analysis between the situation before and after harmonization, this will improve the process of 

harmonization. In this way their role in the process of harmonization is also important. The fact that 

the majority of the subjects believe that the needs of regulators are limiting the process of 

harmonization shows that they are aware that besides the fact that their role is important in the 

process of harmonization, this role is limited by the regulators. This limitation can influence the 

accounting policies, if we are looking from the point of view of the techniques and practices of 

creative accounting, which can be developed by some professionals. Therefore, more than a half of 

the questioned professionals neither agree nor disagree with the fact that the process of harmonization 

could lead to a development of the techniques and practices of creative accounting. 

 

We can conclude that the increase in the relevance of the financial information will be more 

consistent after the harmonization process is complete and the IFRS adoption is realized worldwide. 

If the accounting harmonization is successfully completed, there is a need to be analyzed what the 

taxation harmonization will imply in the future. We will further analyze the answers separately 

between auditors and accountants, by increasing the sample and aiming to obtain sufficient and 

appropriate evidence in order to sustain that the harmonization process will be complete once all the 

related parties act accordingly and work together in accomplishing this.  
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Abstract 

  

Using the title that was chosen above, it is a very ambitious project and I am aware that needs a lot of 

work to justice it. This paper will highlight analogies between second order cybernetics and Pierce’s 

semiotics concepts applied to management techniques using quantitative methods under the umbrella of 

Informational Statistics.If we understand the Business Environment as a Semiotic Space, it looks like a 

multi-attribute living system revealing the life of existing or new developed signs, perceiving 

interpretation to accommodate yourself in this living (viable) space. As a Semiotic Space, the Business 

Room’ noise, clamor like a sign, so easily to identify if you were there as visitor only one time. Defining 

noise: anything from the environment that does not exceed the everyday level of clamor and do not alert 

any single or multiple sensation requesting recognition as sign. Defining Sign: anything that can be 

recognized, calls, signals, shapes, drawings, human beings as “signs for ourselves”. Is used to map out 

systematised opinions or real life situations, reports, other marketing management documents. Here we 

follow his concepts and procedures. Just to see what outcomes one gets. 

 

Keywords: Neg-entropy, Informational  Statistics of Onicescu, Second-order Cybernetics, Semiotics 
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Abstract 
  

 The purpose of this paper is to illustrate some simple algebraic and Informational Statistics techniques 

gives knowledge from different meetings and situation emerging from the process of Decision-Making. 

The first part is shaped as a more personal or colloquial approach using the Second-Order Cybernetic 

concept of Observer INSIDE the black/grey BOX of the process he studied. The component shows that 

the uncertainties created by the mystery of the decision-making depend by the doubts created by those 

chosen to decide and no-one else. It illustrates how combination of simple quantitative methods reveals 

hidden scenarios and deals with true and false money assignments. It is written like a play, and like a 

mathematical riddle. Utility for this approach is made for better understanding of what is next to come in 

the second part of the paper. The paper content also has results and comments of an original algorithm of 

factorial experiments and Informational Statistics combination, adding more information to find States 

Reference Indexes System. 

Keywords: Neg-entropy, Informational  Statistics of Onicescu, Second-order Cybernetics, Semiotics 
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Abstract 
 
This study seeks to clarify the interrelations between Volkswagen’s innovation management, 
environmental sustainability, and market positioning as components of its corporate strategy in recent 
years. In 2015, Volkswagen became embroiled in an emissions scandal in the US and globally. The 
cornerstone of the diesel-scandal could be the fact that the german automobile industry has agreed on 
exhaust gas purification and technical standards. In the meanwhile, it is not just Volkswagen who 
circumvents the US Environmental Protection Agency’s emissions guidelines by equipping its vehicles 
with devices that interfered with the operation of their emission control systems, especially for diesel 
under various brands.1 This scandal may follow from there initial failure to develop an economically and 
environmentally sustainable business model. Both the backlash to this scandal and Volkswagen´s, 
Daimlers, Audi, Porsche and BMW´s recovery of its market share can be expected to be closely related to 
the market importance of sustainable consumption. While technological innovation already forms an 
important part of their business strategy, its market competitiveness has primarily rested on premium-
brand car sales. This case study indicates that a successful repositioning of Volkswagen in the global 
marketplace will demand both a targeted, ecological sustainability-oriented deployment of VW´s 
technological assets and a reframing of VW’s corporate image in environmentally friendly terms as a 
basis for the long-term economic sustainability of the firm. 
 

Keywords: Volkswagen, Environmental Sustainability, Competitiveness, Corporate Strategy, 

Innovation. 

 

JEL Classification: C18 Methodological Issues: General; D22 Firm Behavior: Empirical Analysis; 

D73 Bureaucracy; Administrative Processes in Public Organizations; Corruption 

* Corresponding author, Michael Studeny – michael.studeny@gmail.com 
 

Introduction 

 
In year 2015 Volkswagen became involved in an emissions scandal in the United States in the course of 
which over 500,000 diesel passenger cars under its own brand and that of Audi have been recalled, while 
leading to a fall of over USD $16.9 billion in its market value. Since all of its diesel vehicles have 
dissimulated their diesel-exhaust emissions results, 11 million of these cars have been subject to recalls 
worldwide, while further depressing its sales and financial performance.2 The cornerstone of the diesel-
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scandal could be the fact that the german automobile industry has agreed on exhaust gas purification and 
technical standards. In the meanwhile, it is not just Volkswagen who circumvents the US Environmental 
Protection Agency’s emissions guidelines by equipping its vehicles with devices that interfered with the 
operation of their emission control systems, especially for diesel under various brands.3 Also Audi, 
Porsche, Daimler and BMW have used this method. The table below shos the revenues of Volkswagen 
group, Daimler and BMW group in billion euros of 2015. 
 
 

 
 

Chart. 1 Revenue comparison of Volkswagen, BMW and Daimler in FY 2016 (in million euros) 

Source: Own presentation. 
Basic Data: Statista database.4 

 
 
At once, this case demonstrates not only the failure of the US and European emissions legislation regimes 
to increase the environmental performance standards of large-scale automakers but also the necessity to 
further inquire into company behavior in the automotive sector, especially on the firm level. Rather than 
responding to the influence of policy instruments or economic incentives, private firms can be expected 
to exploit the weaknesses of regulatory frameworks to secure their market position.5 Moreover, this 
incident may spur the whole german automobile industry to further evolve its ecological innovation 
strategies by changing their direction toward the adoption of industry-wide environmental protection 
practices, such as an aggressive deployment of fuel cells technologies as engines of future innovation-
based growth and profitability.6 Also the whole german automotive sector is affected by the changing 
mobility-related consumer preferences and new market entrants, such as Tesla Motors, whose 
digitization-based innovations disrupt established business models. This is likely to call for a 
reorientation of firm-level innovation strategies.7 In this respect, in the automobile industry, the adoption 
of environmental sustainability standards is increasingly considered by corporate decision makers and 
stakeholders not only as a means of avoiding public backlash and government-administered fines for 
ecological damage caused but also as a strategic approach for stimulating consumer demand, increasing 
market share and maintaining firm-level competitiveness, such as through the optimization of cost 
structures, the reduction of production-related waste and ensuring long term firm viability.8 On the 
company level, strategic innovation and strategic behavior can be expected to be weakly interconnected 
and poorly understood in both theoretical and practical terms as drivers of company growth. This 
demands further research into the interrelations between corporate strategies, innovation practices and 
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organizational renewal.9 In other words, the emissions-related scandal into which Volkswagen, Audi, 
Porsche, BMW and Daimler has become embroiled may follow from its initial failure to develop an 
economically and environmentally sustainable business model in view of the transformations that the 
automotive industry undergoes.  
 
More specifically, emerging industry trends, such as car sharing, pose significant challenges for 
traditional business models in the automotive sector that have been slow to change in response to the 
arrival of new technologies, e.g., electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles. This may undermine the future 
sustainability amongst other of for instance Volkswagen’s business strategies in rapidly changing market 
conditions. By contrast, emerging technologies can also provide the german automobile industry with 
opportunities for developing successful innovation-based business models that will eventually serve as 
the basis of its sustainable growth and competitive advantage.10 Thus, this paper presents a case study 
analysis of Volkswagen’s corporate management, marketing strategies, such as in relation to its various 
brands, and their interrelations in the context of its emission performance fraud scandal. This scandal also 
provides a background for this assessment of the crisis management strategies of Daimler and 
Volkswagen, Audi and Porsche on the basis of empirical data on Volkswagen’s research and 
development budgets, economic performance and other indicators.11 
 

Literature Review 
 
The Audi, BMW, Daimler, Porsche and Volkswagen 2017 diesel emissions and syndicate scandal can 
primarily be considered a consequence of its failed innovation strategy. In this context it is demonstrated 
that the whole german automotive industry (particularly Daimler, BMW, Audi, Volkswagen and Porsche) 
used common arrangements about technology standards and emission regulation. It seems like that it is 
almost impossible to achieve the high emission guidelines within the predetermied time. Agreements are 
not forbidden. But it has to be prooven when they are against the law. Right now the European 
Commission is investigating syndicate suspicion. The cornerstone of the diesel-exhaust-scandal could be 
the fact that the german automobile industry has agreed on exhaust gas purification and technical 
standards. In the meanwhile, it is not just Volkswagen who circumvents the US Environmental 
Protection Agency’s emissions guidelines by equipping its vehicles with devices that interfered with the 
operation of their emission control systems, especially for diesel cars produced between 2009 and 2011 
under various brands. In the US and the global automotive market, this has proved a major competitive 
disadvantage, as during the Obama administration environmental regulations had become increasingly 
strict. By contrast, Volkswagen’s competitors, such as Toyota, Opel, Ford, FiatChrysler or even Tesla, 
have successfully carved out a niche in the environmentally friendly automobile sector, while Daimler, 
BMW, Volkswagen (incl. Porsche and Audi) have primarily concentrated on refining its existing 
technologies.12  
 
Especially since state-level environmental standards and consumer protection laws in the US are likely to 
increase their stringency, Volkswagen needs to reorient its business strategy rather than solely 
concentrating on damage control through compensation settlements.13 In other words, the pre-crisis focus 
of Volkswagen’s management on vehicle sales growth and branding-oriented product development may 
need to be expanded to include environmental sustainability.14 The innovation strategy of Volkswagen, 
Audi and Porsche will need to be adjusted accordingly, even though it is already one of the more 
innovative automakers globally, as Volkswagen already vends plug-in and electric vehicles, implements 
lightweight material solutions for car body-shells and establishes joint ventures in emerging markets, 
such as China and South Africa.15 While technological innovation already forms an important part of 
Volkswagen’s business strategy, such as the introduction of modular automobile construction across 
its different brands in 2012, Volkswagen’s market competitiveness has primarily rested on premium-
brand car sales (e. g. the latest model ‘Arteon’), such as those of Porsche and Audi, that has driven its 
profits based on new, innovative automotive products.16 The Volkswagen group has largely failed to 
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capitalize on the potential of novel technologies related to ecological sustainability, such as electricity-
powered vehicles.17  
 
The import of this trend cannot be overestimated, as sustainable mobility defined as the societal ability to 
meet transportation and mobility needs without causing long-term ecological damage to the natural 
environment is increasingly incorporated into national and international policy frameworks.18 
Technological innovation alone may fall short of ensuring the achievement of these goals, especially 
since large corporations, such as Volkswagen, remain directly dependent on their market performance for 
their competitive positioning, rather than being influenced by ecological policy objectives. In addition, in 
the European Union (EU), efforts to prevent the clash of interests between policy makers and industry 
players such as Daimler, BMW and the big Volkswagen group have led to the creation of lax regional and 
national environmental environments that have acted as disincentives for ecological technological 
innovation.19 Notwithstanding, these regulatory pressures have exerted a growing influence on 
Volkswagen’s technological innovation strategy in recent decades, especially in relation to hybrid and 
electric propulsion motors.20 Now, the emissions scandal has demonstrated the risks of failing to integrate 
environmental friendliness into corporate strategy, as in 2016 Volkswagen saw both its Moody’s rating 
reduced and its market capitalization fall by 40% as a consequence of penalties and compensations, 
which has contributed to the competitive advantage of ecologically sustainable car makers, such as 
Tesla.21 Anymore, in the course of the exhaust and syndicate scandal, Volkswagen’s stock price fell from 
the recent years’ record price of EUR 253 in 2015 to around EUR 128 in year 2017, Daimler´s stock price 
fell from EUR 93 to around EUR 60 in year 2017 and BMW´s stock price fell from around EUR 119 to 
around EUR 80 in year 2017. As already previous studies indicate, prior to 2015 Volkswagen consistently 
failed to integrate environmental sustainability priorities into its corporate strategy in the run-up to this 
scandal, since already in 2004 its diesel vehicles had become prohibited for retail in Maine, US, due to 
their low environmental performance.22 This indicates that the pre-crisis innovation strategy of 
Volkswagen had been defined in relatively narrow technological terms rather than conceived of more 
broadly.23 
 

Case Study Analysis 
 

To assess germans car automotive industry management of the emissions scandal, it is important to assess 
its innovation management. As the below table demonstrates the passanger car production and 
registration in 2015. 
  

 
 

Chart. 2 : European passanger car production and registration 2015 (in Million) 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.24 
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German products and the ‘Made in Germany’ label are associated with positive attributes such as quality, 

reliability, durability, efficiency, and safety. Now the exhaust and syndicate scandal is the maximum 

credible accident for the plausibility of the german automotive industry. Even as automobile 

manufacturer have to focus on upgrading the mobility and transportion features of their craft, stricter fuel 

economy regulations are closing in. By 2025, for instance, automobile manufacturer fleets in Europe and 

the United States will have to average upward of 60 miles per gallon, an ambition that becomes more 

difficult if oil prices remain low, stoking consumer interest in popular larger, less-efficient cars like sport-

utility vehicles (SUV) or Pickups. Meeting these standards will need step-change amendments, not 

incremental ones. German vehicles continue to enjoy a globally positive image and are in high demand 

across the world.  

 

A survey of Ernst & Young about 300 firms active in the European automobile industry finds Germany to 

be the most innovative automomile center in international comparison. The table below shows the 

assessment of the innovation power of Germany in 2013. 

 

 

 
 

Chart.  3: Assessment of innovation power Germany 2013 (in %) 

 
Source: Own presentation. 
Basic Data: Statista database. 

 

The table below shows the leading companies in the car industry in Germany in 2014, based on 

innovation capacity. 
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Chart. 4:  Leading companies in the car industry in Germany in 2014, based on innovation capacity 

 
Source: Own presentation. 
Basic Data: Statista database.25 

 

 

 

Chart. 5:  Volkswagen´s share of new vehicle registrations in the EU from June 2016 to June 2017 

Source: Own presentation. 
Basic Data: Statista database.26 
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This data corresponds to the status of the Volkswagen group as the globally leading company in terms of 
research and development spending with a significant innovation-related advantage over Toyota as the 
nearest-ranking global automotive market competitor. As the table below shows, in the year in which the 
emissions scandal hit the headlines, the Volkswagen had significant innovation-related organizational 
resources with the help of which it could reorient its corporate strategy toward a greater degree of 
environmental sustainability. 
 
 

 
 

Chart 6 : Leading automotive firms by research and development spending worldwide in 2015 

 (in billion U.S. dollars) 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.27 

 

 

The new global market entrants, by way as example Tesla Motors, threaten the market positioning of the 

Volkswagen group, Daimler and BMW through their superior innovative capacity, as the below chart 

demonstrates. In other words, based on 2015 data, the research and development intensity of Volkswagen 

has been more than 2.5 times less than that of Tesla that has sought to position itself in the emergent 

sector of electric cars with a significant appeal to consumer conscious of environmental sustainability 

concerns. 
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Chart 7 : Research and development intensity of german car manufacturers in 2015 

 

 

Source: Own presentation. 

Source: Statista database.28 

 

None the less, VW, Audi, Porsche, Daimler and BMW consistently tops global research and development 

spending rankings across all consumer market segments, as the below table based on 2016 fiscal year 

figures demonstrates. This has likely contributed to the economic resilience of VW in the wake of the 

emissions scandal. Furthermore, immediately before the scandal broke out VW demonstrated one of the 

lowest ratios of research and development expenses to global yearly sales in the automotive sector, while 

Tesla has exhibited the highest ratio for 2014. Thus, as the below table shows, in this period Volkswagen 

enjoyed a significant advantage over its competitors in terms of sales performance. This can be expected 

to have assisted VW to cope with the financial consequences of the emissions scandal. 
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Chart. : 8 Selected automakers' R&D to sales ratio worldwide in 2014 

 

 

 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.29 

 

As well Volkswagen has one of the strongest intellectual property portfolios across all economy sectors 

worldwide. As the table below shows, Volkswagen belonged to the top 4 companies with the highest 

number of patent applications in the sphere of industrial design internationally in 2015. These intangible 

assets can be expected to have provided Volkswagen with technological resources for the reorientation of 

its business strategy toward a higher level of ecological sustainability in response to scandal-related 

governmental fines and company value reduction. According to 2017 data, in the US Volkswagen has to 

pay civil penalties related to its violation of the U.S. Clean Air Act to the amount of USD $1,450 billion 

dollars, which is far in excess of any penalties imposed on either domestic or foreign car manufacturers 

before or since 2015 in this country, as the table below indicates.  

 

This penalty is disproportionate to the amount of vehicles affected, since only 584,000 diesel cars have 

violated the US environmental regulations. This is significantly less than 1,600,000 passenger cars of 

Honda’s American division and 500,000 passenger vehicles of General Motors that were found to be in 

violation of the U.S. Clean Air Act in 1998 and 1995 respectively, as the below table shows. 

Notwithstanding, the impact of this emissions scandal on the market positioning of Volkswagen can be 

expected to be limited, since, based on global rankings, in 2016 two of the 12 most environmentally 

friendly vehicles were Volkswagen -made car brands. As the following table demonstrates, Volkswagen’s 

E-Golf is considered to be fifth most ecologically sustainable car worldwide. 
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Chart. 9:  Most environmentally friendly cars worldwide in 2016, based on index score 

 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.30 

 

 

As well, in the same year as the emissions scandal broke out, Volkswagen’s E-Golf ranked among the top 

5 best-selling electric vehicles in the US automotive market. At the same time, in 2015 with 25,700 units 

sold Tesla’s Model S was the clear electric car market leader, while Volkswagen’s E-Golf’s sales 

constituted less than a fifth of this amount, as the table below shows. 
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Chart. 10:  Best-selling all-electric cars in the United States in 2015, based on sales (in units) 
 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.31 

 

 

 

 

Chart.11 : Count of Tesla Motos abaout sold cars from 2010 to 2016 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.32 
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Moreover, in 2015 Volkswagen was the third largest carmaker worldwide with 10.7% of the global 

automotive market share. 

 

 
 

 

Chart. 12: Global car market share of the world's largest automobile OEMs in 2015 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.33 

 

At the same time, the official average CO2 emission levels for newly sold Volkswagen cars indicate that 

it has been consistently trailing behind the environmental friendliness of competing European and Asian 

automotive brands. While between 2012 and 2015, Volkswagen’s CO2 gram per kilometer emissions 

performance improved significantly, the data for this period may fail to factor in the effect of the 

emissions fraud on the figures presented below. Moreover, the pace of the improvement in Volkswagen’s 

cars’ environmental performance does not appear to match that of its key competitors, such as Toyota. 

This is likely to be compensated by the global competitiveness of Volkswagen, especially in emerging 

markets, such as China for instance. In 2014, Volkswagen was perceived as the leading automotive brand 

among Chinese consumers. Presently, Volkswagen appears to have absorbed the majority of the costs that 

the emissions scandal has caused the corporation, as the following table demonstrates. Starting from 

2018, Volkswagen will have mostly overcome the effects of this debacle, since the projected scandal-

associated costs will fall from 62.79 billion in 2017 to 0.5 billion in 2018 (see the chart below). 
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Chart. 13:  Volkswagen's costs resulting from the diesel emissions scandal between 2016 and 2018 

(in billion U.S. dollars) 

 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.34 

 

In its immediate impact, the emissions scandal has caused Volkswagen not only to sustain high litigation 

costs but also a significant decrease in its brand value, as except for Porsche it had not been listed among 

the top 10 most valuable automotive brands globally in 2017. The table below shows the most valuable 

brands within the automobile industry in 2017. 

 

 
 

Chart. 14 : Most valuable brands within the automotive sector worldwide as of 2017, by brand 

value (in billion U.S. dollars) 
 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.35 
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Nevertheless, in the same year Volkswagen remained the leading car manufacturer in the European 

market. Thus, in 2016 Volkswagen’s European market share of 23.9% exceeded by over 10 percentage 

points that of its nearest competitor. In this market, Volkswagen enjoys a significant competitive 

advantage vis-à-vis international carmakers whose market shares range from 3.6% such as for Nissan to 

7% such as for Ford.  

 

 
 

Chart 15:  Selected passenger car manufacturers' European market share from January 2016 to 

August 2016, based on new registrations 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.36 

 

By opposite, presently in the US market Volkswagen only has the ninth largest market share of 3.6% as 

opposed to General Motors that as the local market leader holds 17.2% of the domestic automotive 

market, as the following table declares. 
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Chart 16:  Market share held by selected automobile manufacturers in the United States in 

January 2017 

 

Source: Own presentation. 

Basic Data: Statista database.37 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

 
Based on this case study, it is possible to argue that, as the 2015 emissions scandal recedes into the past, a 

successful repositioning of Volkswagen in the global marketplace will demand both a targeted, ecological 

sustainability-oriented deployment of Volkswagen’s technological assets and a reframing of 

Volkswagen’s corporate image in environmentally friendly terms as a basis for the long-term economic 

sustainability of this company.38 Heretofore, the Volkswagen’s primary aim has been sustainable 

financial performance defined in terms of car sales, whereas this scandal also highlights the importance of 

corporate social responsibility, especially as it applies to the compliance with environmental regulations, 

for its market positioning.39 Thus, Volkswagen appears to be well positioned for the reorientation of its 

technological innovation toward the development of zero-emission electric drive engines announced in 

2016, especially for its premium brands, such as Audi.40 At the same time, branding alone may fail to 

restore the position of the global automotive market leader if it does not incorporate ecological 

friendliness imperatives into its long-term corporate strategy.41 This is likely to be especially important 

for the market positioning of Volkswagen’s luxury brands, such as Porsche and Audi.42 
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Abstract  
 
The research investigates the client’s perspective of outsourcing vendor information technology 
(IT) governance practices and service quality. The research uses a cross-sectional survey 
approach. A total of 100 survey questionnaires were distributed to employees at six client 
organisations in Malaysia that outsource selected IT functions to a local IT vendor.  A total of 92 
survey questionnaires were used for analysis. There is evidence to suggest that from client’s 
perspective, vendor IT governance practices impact on service quality in IT outsourcing 
environment. 
 

Keywords: IT outsourcing, IT governance, IT service quality, survey research, structural 
equation modelling   
 

Introduction 

 
The future of an organisation relies heavily on the quality of information services being used. 
Attempts to achieve sustainable competitiveness through information technology (IT), however, 
have placed a considerable burden on organisations as the scope and complexity of IT expands. 
Increasingly, organisations rely on outsourcing to focus on core competencies (Grover et al., 1996; 
Gupta and Gupta, 1992) and to manage their cost better (Ang and Straub, 1998; Claver et. al., 
2002).  

IT outsourcing is not a new concept for business.1 Generally, IT outsourcing is the practice of 
contracting with a third party service provider (or vendor) for some or all of an organisation’s IT 
functions. IT outsourcing has been practiced, notably in the United States of America (USA) since 
the late eighties. Significant examples of IT outsourcing are Kodak’s outsourcing its IT functions 
to IBM2 and General Motors’ (GM) outsourcing its IT functions to EDS.3 In the current global IT 
services environment, IT outsourcing practices are evolving as many organisations continue to 
identify opportunities and benefits.   

Gartner forecasted global spending for IT outsourcing services would be $251.7 billion in 2012. 
This was a growth of 2.1% over 2011 and a projected compound annual growth rate of 5.9% from 
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2012 through 2016.4 More recently, it was reported that the global IT outsourcing market could 
expect Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 5.84% by 2019.5 
 
With IT outsourcing, organisations are challenged to manage a large spending on IT outsourcing 
and intricacies of outsourcing relationships. Organisations equally face risks of business frauds 
and natural disasters. The last two decades witness continuous debates amongst practitioners and 
researchers on best practices in IT governance as organisations face these challenges. Accordingly, 
regulatory frameworks are instituted in assuring sound business systems and adequate internal 
controls. Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) 2002, in particular, was enacted to enhance corporate 
governance, foster organisational responsibilities, strengthen internal controls and increase 
accountabilities (Damianides, 2004). Concurrently, the industry and academia saw the emergence 
and participate in the development and adoption of IT governance principles, standards and 
framework (e.g. COBIT, ITIL, PMBOK, ISO 27001). Each framework addresses specific 
objectives. Each framework defines specific top management level responsibilities and requires 
that they exercise due diligence in their roles. This governance development is largely driven by 
the need for transparency in managing organisational risks and safeguarding of shareholder value. 
The general concern of IT governance framework in implementation and monitoring of 
performance of IT investments includes IT control structure, protection of IT investment, security 
and control of IT, assurance of information integrity and quality of IT service delivery (Mohamed 
and Kaur, 2012). 
 
IT vendors recognise the need to position themselves in responding to such challenging trend. 
Concurrently, client organisations need to consider how their vendor fits into the mix including 
areas outsourced. This challenge is further heightened by the popularity of selective outsourcing or 
multi outsourcing procurement models. The need for effective governance increases dramatically 
and the success of outsourcing contracts is critically dependent on the quality of the governance 
framework between the service recipient (client) and vendor. Increasingly, vendors are expected to 
demonstrate that their services align with IT governance best practices.  
 
Prior literature shows a growing discussion among researchers on the impact of IT governance on 
organisational performance (Mohamed and Kaur, 2012; Mangalaraj et al. 2014; Lunardi et al. 
2014; Pang, 2014; Tsai et al. 2015). While financial performance, balanced scorecard and strategic 
alignment are among the most common measure for organisational performance in IT governance 
impact research, outsourcing does not appear to be a key research context. In a recent literature, 
Tsai et al. (2015) investigated the mediating effects of IT governance on service quality and 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) performance. While the research considered vendor service 
quality and consultant service quality, the research, however, confined to the implementation of 
ERP system. Further and more recently, there is a call for IT governance research to connect to 
information systems effectiveness as IT governance research in the past appears to place a greater 
emphasis on internal control and compliance (Mangalaraj et al. 2014). 
 
Therefore, this paper aims at presenting empirical findings in encouraging additional research in 
IT governance. IT service quality is chosen as an impact of IT governance in the context of IT 
outsourcing in responding to identified gaps in prior research and to this recent call. The research 
aspires to advance understanding of the impacts of outsourcing vendor IT governance practices on 
service quality.   
 
Hence, the research question (RQ) is: 
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RQ: Do extensive outsourcing vendor’s IT governance practices impact on 

client’s perceived IT service quality?  
 
The objective of the research is to develop and test a theoretical model on vendor IT governance 
practices and IT service quality from client’s perspective. The research aims at gaining insights 
into client’s perspective of vendor IT governance practices and IT service quality in an IT 
outsourcing arrangement. 

 
Literature Review 
 
This section reviews the literature on IT governance and IT service quality. 
 

IT Governance 
 
The word governance is derived from the Greek verb kubernao meaning to steer. According to the 
IT Governance Institute (2005), IT governance is the responsibility of the board of directors and 
executive management. This is an integral part of enterprise governance. Van Grembergen (2000) 
refers to IT governance as the ability of organisations to achieve specified goals or organisational 
capacity, exercised by the board, executive management and IT management to control the 
formulation and implementation of IT strategy and to ensure the fusion of business and IT. 
Essentially, IT governance consists of leadership and organisational structures and processes that 
ensure the organisation’s IT sustains and extends the organisation’s strategies and objectives (De 
Haes and Van Grembergen, 2004; 2005).  
 
Symons et al. (2005) defined IT governance as the process by which decisions are made around IT 
investments. IT governance covers the practice of how decisions are made, who makes the 
decisions, who is accountable for the decisions and how the results of decisions are measured and 
monitored. Executive commitment is vital in ensuring the role that IT plays in enabling and 
executing the enterprise’s strategy. IT governance does not exist in isolation; IT governance is a 
subset of enterprise governance (Korac – Kakabadse and Kakabadse, 2001). It is the responsibility 
of not just of the IT management but of the board of directors and executive management 
(Peterson, 2004). Concurrently, Weill and Ross (2004) support the notion by requiring senior 
levels to specify decisions rights and an accountability framework to encourage desirable 
behaviour in the use of IT. The activity of governance itself improves the understanding and thus 
the working relationship between IT and the rest of the business. As a result, organisations that 
institute best practices in IT governance could expect business value and benefits (Kan, 2003) that 
are readily identified and that include increased revenues, profits and a balance struck between 
value creation (i.e. risk taking) and security (i.e. risk managing) (IT Governance Institute, 2000; 
Symons et al. 2005). Research indicates that board-level IT governance influence organisational 
performance regardless of IT needs (Turel and Bart, 2014) and that firms adopting IT governance 
practices improve their profitability (Lunardi et al., 2014).  
 
Extant literature indicates poor governance and management of outsourcing relationships as the 
primary reason for the failure of outsourcing ventures (McFarlan and Nolan, 1995; Kern and 
Willcocks, 2000). A good structure of governance in an IT outsourcing relationship refers to the 
development of a good contract (Barthélemy, 2003). The outsourcing contract provides a detailed 
specification of “the exchanges of services and products, financial matters, assets and staff 
transfers, communication and information exchanges, service enforcements and monitoring 
methods, key personnel, dispute resolution procedures and other formal issues” (Kern and 
Willcocks, 2000). 
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Perceived It Service Quality
 

Service quality refers to the 
whether such support is handled by the IT department, a new organisational unit or outsourced to 
an Internet service provider (DeLone and McLean, 2003). The quality of service is thought t
the core criterion for overall customer service (Parasuraman et al., 1991). Service quality has been 
reported to be significantly related to costs, profitability, customer satisfaction, customer retention, 
behavior intention and positive word of mouth
the years, the SERVQUAL instrument (Zeithaml et al., 1990) has been used to measure five 
elements of service quality: 
 
Tangibles – appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and communication mat
Reliability – the ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately.
Responsiveness – the willingness to help customers and provide prompt service.
Assurance – the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trus
confidence. 
Empathy – caring, individualised attention which the organization provides to its customers.
 

Research Hypotheses and 
 
The objective of the research is to investigate the client’s perspective of outsourcing vendor IT 
governance practices and service quality. Accordingly
question of whether outsourcing vendor IT governance practices impact on its IT service quality. 
Figure 1 shows the conceptual research framework.
 

 
Fig 1

 

Based on the aforementioned review, the research aims at developing a research model and testing 
a set of hypotheses. This is in seeking out an evidence for the relationship between IT governance 
and perceived IT service quality in an IT outsourcing arrangement. IT governance in the research 
comprises vendor’s involvement 
processes to ensure smooth execution of plans and adequate monitoring,
outsourcing relationship. In this research, perceived IT service quality comprises soft issues that 
cover responsiveness, assurance, empathy and reliability. 
below: 
 
H1a: Vendor’s IT governance structure is positively ass
 
H1b: Vendor’s IT governance structure is positively associated with its IT governance relational 
mechanism. 
 
H2a: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its responsiveness to the 
client.  

Perceived It Service Quality 

Service quality refers to the overall support delivered by a service provider. This is regardless 
whether such support is handled by the IT department, a new organisational unit or outsourced to 
an Internet service provider (DeLone and McLean, 2003). The quality of service is thought t
the core criterion for overall customer service (Parasuraman et al., 1991). Service quality has been 
reported to be significantly related to costs, profitability, customer satisfaction, customer retention, 
behavior intention and positive word of mouth communications (Cronin and Taylor, 1992). Over 
the years, the SERVQUAL instrument (Zeithaml et al., 1990) has been used to measure five 

appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and communication mat
the ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately. 

the willingness to help customers and provide prompt service. 
the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trus

caring, individualised attention which the organization provides to its customers.

and Research Model 

The objective of the research is to investigate the client’s perspective of outsourcing vendor IT 
governance practices and service quality. Accordingly, the research aims at answering the research 
question of whether outsourcing vendor IT governance practices impact on its IT service quality. 

1 shows the conceptual research framework. 

 

Fig 1: Conceptual research framework 

Based on the aforementioned review, the research aims at developing a research model and testing 
a set of hypotheses. This is in seeking out an evidence for the relationship between IT governance 

lity in an IT outsourcing arrangement. IT governance in the research 
involvement at the top level in IT planning with the client, IT 

to ensure smooth execution of plans and adequate monitoring, and vendor
relationship. In this research, perceived IT service quality comprises soft issues that 

cover responsiveness, assurance, empathy and reliability. Accordingly, the hypotheses are listed 

H1a: Vendor’s IT governance structure is positively associated with its IT governance processes. 

Vendor’s IT governance structure is positively associated with its IT governance relational 

H2a: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its responsiveness to the 

overall support delivered by a service provider. This is regardless 
whether such support is handled by the IT department, a new organisational unit or outsourced to 
an Internet service provider (DeLone and McLean, 2003). The quality of service is thought to be 
the core criterion for overall customer service (Parasuraman et al., 1991). Service quality has been 
reported to be significantly related to costs, profitability, customer satisfaction, customer retention, 

communications (Cronin and Taylor, 1992). Over 
the years, the SERVQUAL instrument (Zeithaml et al., 1990) has been used to measure five 

appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and communication materials. 

the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trust and 

caring, individualised attention which the organization provides to its customers. 

The objective of the research is to investigate the client’s perspective of outsourcing vendor IT 
the research aims at answering the research 

question of whether outsourcing vendor IT governance practices impact on its IT service quality. 

Based on the aforementioned review, the research aims at developing a research model and testing 
a set of hypotheses. This is in seeking out an evidence for the relationship between IT governance 

lity in an IT outsourcing arrangement. IT governance in the research 
IT governance 

vendor-client 
relationship. In this research, perceived IT service quality comprises soft issues that 

he hypotheses are listed 

ociated with its IT governance processes.  

Vendor’s IT governance structure is positively associated with its IT governance relational 

H2a: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its responsiveness to the 
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H2b: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its assurance to the client. 
 
H2c: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its empathy to the client. 
 
H2d: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively asso
  
H3a: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its 
responsiveness to the client.  
 
H3b: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its assurance to
the client.  
 
H3c: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its empathy to 
the client.  
 
H3d: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its reliability to 
the client.   
 
The research model is in Figure 2.
 

 

Methodology 
 
This section discusses the research context, data collection and instrument
approach for the research. 
 

Research context 
 
The research aims at finding empirical 
practices and IT service quality from client’s (end user’s) perspective. A total of six client 
organisations were selected for the research. All client organisations are based in Malaysia. The 
outsourcing vendor is a leading public listed company who has been providing IT outsourcing 
services since the 1980s. Malaysia was selected as the research context due to its potential to 

H2b: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its assurance to the client. 

H2c: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its empathy to the client. 

H2d: Vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its reliability to the client. 

Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its 

H3b: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its assurance to

H3c: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its empathy to 

H3d: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its reliability to 

s in Figure 2. 

 
Fig 2: Research model 

This section discusses the research context, data collection and instrument, and data analysis 

empirical evidence on the relationship between vendor IT governance 
practices and IT service quality from client’s (end user’s) perspective. A total of six client 
organisations were selected for the research. All client organisations are based in Malaysia. The 

r is a leading public listed company who has been providing IT outsourcing 
services since the 1980s. Malaysia was selected as the research context due to its potential to 
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ciated with its reliability to the client.  
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H3d: Vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its reliability to 

and data analysis 
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services since the 1980s. Malaysia was selected as the research context due to its potential to 
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further expand its IT service offerings within the Southeast Asia region. A recent newspaper report 
indicates that the IT outsourcing industry in Malaysia was set to double in growth by 2017 with a 
CAGR of 15% from its current 2012 revenue of US$1.7billion.6 

 

Data Collection and Instrument 
 
The research used a survey questionnaire as data collection approach. The survey questionnaire is 
in English and is divided into three parts: Section A, Section B and Section C. Section A of the 
questionnaire seeks to gain information about the profile of the respondents. This section covers 
personal information such as age, gender, education and job level, duration of work experience 
and whether respondent is from the IT unit of the organisation. Section B of the questionnaire 
contains questions about respondent’s perceived IT service quality of the vendor. For this section, 
a five point Likert scale was used.  A five-point represents “strongly agree” while a one-point 
represents “strongly disagree”. Section C of the questionnaire contains questions about 
respondent’s perception of vendor IT governance practices. A five point Likert scale was also used 
for this section. A one-point represents “not at all”, a two-point represents “a little”, a three point 
represents “moderately”, a four-point represents “extensively” and a five-point represents “very 
extensively”. Survey items using Likert scale were based on prior studies. IT governance measures 
were adapted from De Haes and Van Grembergen (2008a, b). Perceived IT service quality 
measures were adapted from Pitt et al. (1995) and Sherman (1997). 
 
In line with the research context, only those from the supervisory, middle management and senior 
management in the client organisation were selected as respondents to the survey questionnaire. 
Target respondents should have regular interaction with staffs representing the outsourcing 
vendor. Respondents were from either the IT unit of their organisations or other non IT units. IT 
outsourcing services rendered by the vendor include helpdesk and desktop management services, 
and IT back end infrastructure services which cover servers, applications and network operations 
management. 
 
A pilot test of the survey questionnaire was conducted among 40 respondents. Cronbach’s Alpha 
coefficient is used to determine reliability of measures. A coefficient above 0.70 indicates internal 
consistency (Hair et al. 1998; Nunnally 1978). The result of reliability analysis indicates that all 
items were reliable (Table 1).  
 

Table 1: Pilot test reliability analysis 

 

Constructs No. of items Cronbach’s Alpha 

Perceived IT service quality 9 0.916 

IT governance 11 0.901 

 
A total of 100 survey questionnaires were distributed to respondents of six targeted client 
organisations. All six organisations are large in size having more than 500 employees. Each 
organisation has different business focus. The research used convenience sampling in view of 
fulfilling the criteria as set out to be in line with the research context as discussed earlier.  
 
Each respondent was briefed about the purpose of the research, and was given a week to provide 
responses to the questionnaire and to return it to the researchers. A total of 92 questionnaires were 
received and used for data analysis. 
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Data analysis 
 
Data collected from the respondents were first entered, coded, cleaned and analysed using SPSS 
Statistics 17.0. Analysis at this stage covers gaining insights into respondent’s profile (descriptive 
statistics), profile of variables (descriptive statistics) and checking for group differences (due to 
the participation of respondents from several organisations). Descriptive statistics will be 
discussed in the subsequent section. Using Kruskal Wallis test (each sample within an 
organisation is fewer than 30), all except two items show no significant difference among the 
cases. The two items (p<0.05) were (i) the outsourcing vendor gives prompt services (measures 
responsiveness) (ii) corporate internal communication addressing general IT issues (measures IT 
governance relational mechanism). As these two items constitute only 10% of total items, the 
researchers considered all cases as one sample. Subsequently, data were analysed using Smart PLS 
Version 3 to determine the relationship among variables in answering the research question. 
 

Results 
 
This section presents and discusses the results of data analysis. Data analysis covers descriptive 
statistics and assessment of measurement and structural model. 
 

Profile of Respondents 
 
Table 2 shows the profile of respondents. 
 

Table 2: Profile of respondents 

 

Characteristics Item Frequency Percentage 

          (%) 

Age 20 - 29 25 27.2 

 30 – 39 45 48.9 

 40 – 49 20 21.7 

 50 – 59 2 2.2 

 Total 92 100.0 

Gender Male 40 43.5 

 Female 52 56.5 

 Total 92 100.0 

Years / current job 1 – 5 55 59.8 

 6 – 10 23 25.0 

 11 – 15 10 10.8 

 16 – 20 2 2.2 

 More than 20 2 2.2 

 Total 92 100.0 

Job level Non-Executive 24 26.1 

 Executive 41 44.6 

 Supervisor 6 6.5 

 Manager 16 17.4 

 Senior Manager 5 5.4 

 Total 92 100.0 

Highest education Up to equivalent  36 39.2 
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 grade 12 education    

 Bachelor’s degree 50 54.3 

 Master’s degree 6 6.5 

 Total 92 100.0 

 
In terms of age group, 25 respondents (27.2 %) were between the age of 20 and 29. The remaining 
(72.8 %) are 30 years and above. In terms of gender, there were more female respondents (56.5%) 
with male respondents being the remaining (43.5 %) proportion. 
 
The number of respondents in the range from 1 to 5 years in their current job is 55 (59.8 %). This 
represents the majority in work duration. Only four (4.4 %) of the total respondents have been in 
the current job for 16 years or more. The remaining proportion (35.8 %) has served in their current 
job between 6 and 15 years. 
 
A majority of the respondents (73.9 %) are in management positions ranging from supervisory to 
middle management and/or senior management. Out of the total respondents, 5.4% represent the 
senior management. 
 
A high proportion of the respondents (60.8 %) were educated at the Bachelor’s degree or higher. 
The rest (39.2%) of the sample had at least an equivalent of grade 12 education. Based on the 
predominant age group that is above 30 years of age, educational background, job level and 
experience in the current job, the respondents would be generally familiar with management 
evaluation process. 
 

Profile of variables 
 

Table 3 shows the profile of perceived IT service quality variables. 
 

Table 3: Profile of perceived IT service quality variables 

 

Code Item SD D N A SA Mean 

The outsourcing vendor:  

OV 11 
 

gives prompt services 
(measures 

responsiveness) 
0 

3 
(3.3%) 

23 
(25%) 

50 
(54.3%) 

16 
(17.4%) 

3.86 

OV 12 
 

is always willing to help 
(measures 

responsiveness) 
0 

2 
(2.2%) 

13 
(14.1%) 

56 
(60.9%) 

21 
(22.8%) 

4.04 

OV 13 
 

is consistently courteous 
to me (measures 

assurance) 
0 0 

19 
(20.7%) 

55 
(59.7%) 

18 
(19.6%) 

3.99 

OV 14 
 

has knowledge to 
answer clients questions 
(measures assurance) 

0 
2 

(2.2%) 
27 

(29.3%) 
53 

(57.6%) 
10 

(10.9%) 
3.77 

OV 15 
 

gives me personal  
attention (measures 

empathy) 
0 

6 
(6.5%) 

29 
(31.5%) 

46 
(50%) 

11 
(12%) 

3.67 

OV 16 
 

understand my needs 
and those of my  work 
group (measures 

0 
4 

(4.3%) 
29 

(31.5%) 
42 

(45.7%) 
17 

(18.5%) 
3.78 
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empathy) 

OV 17 
 

delivers when promises 
to do something 
(measures reliability) 

0 
5 

(5.4%) 
25 

(27.2%) 
46 

(50%) 
16 

(17.4%) 
3.79 

OV 18 show sincere interest in 
solving problems 
encountered by myself 
or others in my work 
group (measures 

reliability) 

0 
8 

(8.7%) 

21 

(22.8%) 

49 

(53.3%) 

14 

(15.2%) 
3.75 

OV 19 performs services right 
the first time (measures 

reliability) 

0 
6 

(6.5%) 

36 

(39.2%) 

37 

(40.2%) 

13 

(14.1%) 
3.62 

 
Overall, majority of respondents were inclined towards agreeing with each measure of IT service 
quality. The mean ranges from 3.62 (the outsourcing vendor performs services right first time – 
measures reliability) to 4.04 (the outsourcing is always willing to help – measures responsiveness). 
 
Table 4 shows the profile of IT governance variables. 

 
Table 4: Profile of IT governance variables 

 

Code Item NAA AL M E VE Mean 

The IT outsourcing vendor 

practices:  

VP20 
 

documentation of business 
and IT governance alignment 
tasks (measures structure) 

0 
7 

(7.6%) 
47 

(51.1%) 
30 

(32.6%) 
8 

(8.7%) 
3.42 

VP21 
 

involvement of their senior 
members in our organization 
at the IT steering 
committee/executive/senior 
management level for 
evaluation/prioritization of 
IT investment (measures 

structure) 

1 
(1.1%) 

11 
(12%) 

42 
(45.6%) 

34 
(37%) 

4 
(4.3%) 

3.32 

VP22 
 

making available 
security/compliance function 
(measures structure) 

0 
3 

(3.3%) 
33 

(35.9%) 
50 

(54.3%) 
6 

(6.5%) 
3.64 

VP23 
 

working jointly with us in 
development and execution 
of our strategic information 
systems planning blueprint 
(measures structure) 

1 
(1.1%) 

10 
(10.9%) 

41 
(44.5%) 

32 
(34.8%) 

8 
(8.7%) 

3.39 

VP24 
 

IT performance 
measurement (e.g.  IT 
Balance Scorecard) in their 
service delivery (measures 

process) 

0 
8 

(8.7%) 
40 

(43.5%) 
33 

(35.8%) 
11 

(12%) 
3.51 

VP25 
 

conformity to Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) delivery 
(measures process) 

2 
(2.2) 

3 
(3.3%) 

39 
(42.4%) 

34 
(36.9%) 

14 
(15.2%) 

3.60 
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VP26 
 

project governance 
management methodologies 
for managing IT projects 
delivery (measures process) 

2 
(2.2%) 

4 
(4.3%) 

48 
(52.2%) 

28 
(30.4%) 

10 
(10.9%) 

3.43 

VP27 
 

IT budget control/reporting 
in their performance 
reporting delivery (measures 

process) 

3 
(3.3%) 

13 
(14.1%) 

46 
(50%) 

24 
(26.1%) 

6 
(6.5%) 

3.18 

VP28 
 

IT governance control 
framework (e.g. 
COBIT/ITIL) delivery 
(measures process) 

2 
(2.2%) 

3 
(3.3%) 

46 
(50%) 

32 
(34.7%) 

9 
(9.8%) 

3.47 

VP 29 Knowledge management (on 
IT governance) delivery 
(measures relational 

mechanism) 

2 
(2.2%) 

4 
(4.3%) 

41 
(44.6%) 

33 
(35.9%) 

12 
(13%) 

3.53 

VP 30 
 

Corporate internal 
communication addressing 
general IT issues on a 
regular basis (measures 

relational mechanism) 

1 
(1.1%) 

1 
(1.1%) 

37 
(40.2%) 

43 
(46.7%) 

10 
(10.9%) 

3.65 

 
The mean score for IT governance measures ranges from 3.18 (IT budget control/reporting in their 
performance reporting delivery – measures process) to 3.65 (Corporate internal communication 
addressing general IT issues on a regular basis – measures relational mechanism). Findings 
indicate that respondents evaluated the vendor IT governance practices as moderate in line with 
the use of scale around the mid-point (as defined in earlier section of the paper). There is evidence 
to suggest that the vendor, from client’s perspective does not yet reach extensiveness in IT 
governance practices.  
 

Measurement Model and Structural Model 
 
The subsequent step was to analyse the convergent validity. Convergent validity is achieved when 
loadings of the measures to respective constructs are at least 0.60 (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Kline, 
2005), composite reliability (CR) of all constructs are above 0.6 (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Kline, 
2005) and average variance extracted (AVE) are above 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). Table 5 
shows the loadings, composite reliability and average variance extracted.  
 

Table 5: Loadings, Composite Reliability and Average Variance Extracted 

 

Construct 

  

Item Loading CR AVE 

Perceived IT service 
quality 

Responsiveness OV11 0.893 0.891 0.804 

Responsiveness OV12 0.90 

Assurance OV13 0.847 0.844 0.73 

Assurance OV14 0.863 

Empathy OV15 0.868 0.877 0.781 

Empathy OV16 0.899 

Reliability OV17 0.898 0.90 0.751 

Reliability OV18 0.851 

Reliability OV19 0.85 

IT governance Structure VP20 0.83 0.848 0.651 
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Structure VP21 0.418 

Structure VP22 0.788 

Structure VP23 0.792 

Process VP24 0.806 0.876 0.587 

Process VP25 0.791 

Process VP26 0.835 

Process VP27 0.698 

Process VP28 0.689 

Relational mechanism VP29 0.871 0.848 0.736 

Relational mechanism VP30 0.845 

 
Item VP21 highlighted in italic and bold (involvement of their senior members in our organisation 
at the IT steering committee/executive/senior management level for evaluation/prioritisation of IT 
investment) that measures structure in IT governance does not meet the cut-off loading. Therefore, 
the item is dropped from further analysis. The rest of the items meet the cut-off loading. The inter-
variable correlations (Table 6) were then examined.  
 

Table 6: Inter-variable correlations 

 

 Structure Process Relational Responsiveness Assurance Empathy Reliability 

Structure 0.807       

Process 0.795 0.766      

Relational 0.618 0.753 0.858     

Responsiveness 0.46 0.586 0.614 0.897    

Assurance 0.559 0.608 0.592 0.686 0.854   

Empathy 0.606 0.606 0.587 0.63 0.726 0.884  

Reliability 0.635 0.615 0.654 0.696 0.733 0.757 0.867 

  
The correlation among IT governance structure, process and relational mechanism ranges from 
0.618 to 0.795. This provides empirical evidence that IT governance measures correlate among 
each other. The correlation among perceived IT service quality ranges from 0.63 to 0.757. This 
provides empirical evidence that the measures for perceived IT service quality correlate among 
each other. The square-root AVE (highlighted in bold) were higher than correlations suggesting 
that the construct was more closely related to its own measures thus supporting discriminant 
validity (Kline, 2005). 
 
The researchers then proceeded with bootstrapping to determine support for hypotheses (Table 7). 
 

Table 7: Support for hypotheses 

 

Hypotheses Path ß Standard 
deviation 

t-Statistic Support? 

H1a Structure -> 
process 

0.80 0.033 24.242 Yes 

H1b Structure -> 
relational 

0.621 0.075 8.287 Yes 

H2a Process -> 
responsiveness 

0.289 0.147 1.966 Yes 
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H2b Process -> 
assurance 

0.374 0.134 2.795 Yes 

H2c Process -> 
empathy 

0.371 0.134 2.776 Yes 

H2d Process -> 
reliability 

0.287 0.135 2.129 Yes 

H3a Relational -> 
responsiveness 

0.397 0.137 2.892 Yes 

H3b Relational -> 
assurance 

0.311 0.141 2.2 Yes 

H3c Relational -> 
empathy 

0.314 0.134 2.339 Yes 

H3d Relational -> 
reliability 

0.438 0.142 3.081 Yes 

 
H1a suggests that vendor’s IT governance structure is positively associated with its IT governance 
processes. Support was found for this relationship (ß=0.80; t-stat=24.242). 
H1b indicates that vendor’s IT governance structure is positively associated with its IT governance 
relational mechanism. Support was found for this relationship (ß=0.621; t-stat=8.287). 
H2a proposes that vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its 
responsiveness to the client. There was support for this relationship (ß=0.289; t-stat=1.966). 
H2b proposes that vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its assurance to 
the client. There was support for this relationship (ß=0.374; t-stat=2.795). 
H2c suggests that vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its empathy to 
the client. Support was found for this relationship (ß=0.371; t-stat=2.776). 
H2d proposes that vendor’s IT governance processes are positively associated with its reliability to 
the client.  Support was found for this relationship (ß=0.287; t-stat=2.129). 
H3a suggests that vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its 
responsiveness to the client. There was support for this relationship (ß=0.397; t-stat=2.892). 
H3b proposes that vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its 
assurance to the client. There was support for this relationship (ß=0.311; t-stat=2.2). 
H3c suggests that vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its 
empathy to the client. Support was found for this relationship (ß=0.314; t-stat=2.339). 
H3d indicates that vendor’s IT governance relational mechanism is positively associated with its 
reliability to the client. There was support for this relationship (ß=0.438; t-stat=3.081). 
 
Figure 3 shows the theoretical path results. 
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Note: -> significant path. **, *** Path is significant at p<0.05 and at p<0.01 respectively.
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performance. The research sets out at gaining insights into client’s perspective of vendor IT 
governance practices and IT service quality in an IT outsourcing arrangement. At the onset, 
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IT governance practices impact on client’s perceived IT service quality? 
 
The objective of the research was set out to develop and test a theoretical model o
governance practices and IT service quality from client’s perspective. The research used survey 
approach. A total of 100 survey questionnaires were distributed to employees at six client 
organisations in Malaysia that outsource selected IT func
survey questionnaires were used for analysis. The research has fulfilled the objective. 
subsequent section discusses
suggestions for future research.
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Summary of Major Findings 
 

The research reaffirms that vendor IT governance practices comprise governance structure, 
process and relational mechanism in IT outsourcing context. IT governance and IT service quality 
measures used in the research indicate reliability across time in outsourcing environment. The 
research provides evidence on the importance of vendor’s having in place IT governance structure. 
This assures the client that vendor is capable to support client in development of IT planning 
blueprint, in providing secure and compliant function, and in catering to relevant documentation 
needs. In outsourcing context, IT governance structure requires joint involvement of vendor’s 
senior management with the client in leading and managing critical IT function for the client. 
   
Vendors who have more extensive IT governance structure (through top management’s 
involvement and assurance of compliance) would experience greater drive in promoting 
appropriate internal control framework (reporting, service level etc.) and better relationship with 
clients (through meetings and communications). Clients could expect better control of their own 
performance and vendor’s performance when vendor practices appropriate IT governance 
structure. This includes establishing standards for vendor performance and implementing relevant 
performance measurement tools when outsourcing. Regular communication and knowledge 
sharing between client and vendor about IT governance and issues arising in outsourcing are 
essential. This finding resonates McFarlan and Nolan, (1995), Kern and Willcocks (2000) and 
Barthélemy (2003). 
 
In this research, perceived IT service quality was conceptualised as the impact of IT governance. 
IT service quality is measured through client’s assessment of vendor. There is evidence to suggest 
that vendor extensive IT governance process and IT governance relational mechanism contribute 
to higher IT service quality from client’s perspective. Client would experience greater 
responsiveness from vendor (in terms of willingness to provide prompt services and assistance) for 
vendor that practice more extensive IT governance. Further, there is indication that vendor 
practicing more extensive IT governance is more courteous to client and is better able to 
demonstrate knowledge on client’s outsourcing concerns. Besides, client could expect vendor that 
practice more extensive IT governance to pay greater attention to client, to better fulfill promises 
and to deliver services right the first time. In sum, this finding is in support of Turel and Bart 
(2014) and Lunardi et al. (2014).  
 

Research contributions 
 

From a theoretical perspective, the research identified perceived IT service quality as impacts of 
IT governance. The research has developed a theoretical model that explains IT governance and 
perceived IT service quality from client’s perspective in IT outsourcing context. Notably, the 
research lends support for the role of IT governance in explaining perceived IT service quality. As 
the measures demonstrate internal consistency, IT vendors could adopt the measures. This 
contributes to practice. The use of structural equation modelling is demonstrated for IT 
governance research thereby adding to methodological contribution. 
 

Limitations and suggestions for future research 
 
The first limitation of the research is the small sample size of 92 respondents. The small sample 
was a limiting factor in determining group differences for IT governance practice and perceived IT 
service quality. Secondly, a convenience sampling was used for the research. Thirdly, data was 
collected at a point of time. Future research could consider higher number of respondents, other 
client and vendor organisations and a longitudinal approach. 
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Endnotes 
 
1https://www.technavio.com/report/global-ito-and-bpo-it-outsourcing-market (accessed on August 
8, 2017) 
2http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/CW50-A-history-of-IT-outsourcing (accessed on July 
29, 2017) 
3http://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/02/03/gm_outsourcing/ (accessed on July 29, 2017) 
4https://www.gartner.com/doc/2092915/forecast-analysis-it-outsourcing-worldwide (accessed on 
August 8, 2017) 
5http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-it-outsourcing-market-cagr-growth-of-584-by-
2019---trends-technologies--opportunities-report-2015-2019---key-vendors-hp-ibm-infosys-
571658261.html (accessed on August 8, 2017) 
6http://www.thestar.com.my/business/sme/2013/10/23/outsourcing-industry-set-to-double-in-
growth-by-2017/#wwHWcEddX7aSIOEd.99 (accessed on August 8, 2017) 
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Abstract  
          
This study critically examined the effect of corporate social responsibility on the profitability of Nigerian 

banks using the ECOWAS bank (popularly known as ECO Bank) and First Bank of Nigeria as case 

studies. The objectives of the study were to: examine the relationship between environmental concerns 

and return on investment; investigate how corporate governance affects the gross margin of consumer 

banks; ascertain whether suppliers’ reward improves return on equity of Nigerian consumer banks. The 

questionnaire was adopted as the instrument for data collection, and the responses derived from the 

questionnaire were analyzed using simple frequency tables, Pearson correlation, regression analysis and 

ANOVA test statistics using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 23. Findings from 

this study indicate that corporate social responsibility has a positive influence on the profitability of 

banks operating in Nigeria, given the institutional deficiencies in the country. It is concluded that an 

investment into social responsibility positively influences the bank’s reputation and image, thereby 

leading to stronger customer loyalty. It is therefore recommended that banks operating in especially 

developing countries like Nigeria look beyond financial profit to social profit derived from social 

responsibility.  

 

Keywords: Corporate social responsibility, profitability, consumer banks, environmental concerns. 

  

1.0 Introduction 

The focus of Corporate Social Responsibility in several industries, such as the banking sector has moved 

from an effort to be solely ethical to ensuring an ethical performance orientation in all aspects of 

business operations. Banks have found the need to contribute to the environment of their operations by 

merging social responsibility to their profitability strategies (Dhaka & Ullah, 2012). The concept of 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is one of moral and ethics, which entails maintaining principled 

leadership and conduct that create solution to societal issues (Mohammed, Hassan & Kazi, 2009). 

Although the major purpose of all commercial banks and generally any business organization is to make 
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profit, there has become a rising recognition of the impact of banking operations on the employees, 

customers, government, competitors, partners, investors and environment. It is posited that commercial 

banks should concentrate their consideration on both expanding its main concern and being a decent 

corporate citizen (Pacific Continental May, 2013; Nurn & Tang, 2010). 

Objectives of the Study  

The broad objective of this study was to explore the effect of Corporate Social Responsibility on the 

Profitability of the Nigerian banking industry. However, the specific objectives were to; 

i. Investigate how corporate governance affects the gross margin of the banks. 

ii. Examine the relationship between environmental concerns and return on investments. 

iii. Ascertain whether suppliers reward improves the return on equity of a bank. 

 

Research Hypothesis 

Hypothesis one 

H01: corporate governance practices do not influence banks gross margin. 

Ha1: corporate governance practices influences banks gross margin. 

Hypothesis two 

H02: there is no relationship between environmental concerns and return on investments. 

Ha2: there is a relationship between environmental concerns and return on investments. 

Hypothesis three 

H03: suppliers reward does not influence return on equity of a bank in any way. 

Ha3: suppliers reward influences return on equity of a bank in various ways.  

 

Like all business organizations, consumer banks profit by having revenues in excess of their expenses. 

The major portion of the bank’s profit comes from the fees that it charges for its services and the interest 

that it earns on its assets, while its major liabilities accrue from the interest paid on its liability 

(Johansson, Karlsson & Hagberg, 2015). The issue of corporate social responsibility and its effect to bank 

profitability is crucial, as it is hypothesized that a successful Corporate Social Responsibility endeavor 

enhances an organization’s reputation, leads to higher productivity and innovation among employees, 

boosts sales revenue through improved customer goodwill, attracts new customers and balances power 

with responsibility (Asemah, Okpanachi & Edegoh, 2013). Based on the above, this study attempts to 

create a relationship between CSR and profitability in commercial banks by studying the impact of 

Corporate Social Responsibility (measured using community development, corporate governance, 

environmental concerns and suppliers rewards) on profitability (measured by sales growth, gross margin, 

return on investment and equity). 

2.0 Literature Review  

White (2012) observed that the awareness for CSR is becoming a major cause of concern worldwide, and 

while several organizations are finding it difficult to deal with this concern, several other organizations 

are benefiting from the CSR wave. Commercial banks play an important role in the shaping of any 

economy – developing and developed. In the Nigerian economy, given the direct link between the 
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prosperity of the banking sector and the development of the economy, Nigerian banks are now under 

more pressure to exhibit responsibility and sustainability (Johansson, Karlsson & Hagberg, 2015).  

Since the establishment of the idea of CSR, there has been a distinctive assessment in the matter of what 

CSR is proposed to fulfill for a firm. According to Cheng (2014), CSR has the capacity to strengthen the 

connection between a business organization and it’s respective stakeholders. It is posited that as an act of 

being socially responsible, commercial banks can lower their loan constraints through better access to 

bank credits for small and medium enterprises, thereby contributing to the growth of the economy. In 

return, the bank is perceived to have the interest of the general populace at heart (Hanke & Stark, 2009). 

 The Case Study  

The study reviewed the CSR practices of two consumer banks in Nigeria: First bank of Nigeria and 

Ecobank. The choice of both banks is as a result of the noticeable CSR practices engaged by both banks 

in their various branches in the country.  

2.1 Empirical Framework 

Corporate Social Responsibility Dimensions 

The expansiveness of the concept of corporate social responsibility has created the need to break down 

the term into sizeable chunks to ensure business organizations are able to fully engage in social 

responsibility. The triple bottom line concept creates an easy to adopt approach to engaging CSR. It 

indicates that the concern of the business organization is mainly financial (costs versus pay), such that the 

business organization is concerned about how it can create value as regards three different entities: profit, 

people and planet, commonly referred to as the 3Ps (Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002). Profit explains how the 

business organizations (commercial banks in this case) produce economic benefits to the society, in terms 

of finance. The people aspect of the triple bottom line explains the bank’s relationship with its employees, 

while planet refers to the commercial bank’s responsibility to the environment.  

In recent literature, the 3Ps have been alluded to as the social, environmental and financial scopes of an 

organization's CSR execution (Slaper & Hall, 2011).  

 Environmental Dimension 

The environmental dimension of the triple bottom line approach to CSR is referred to as the business 

organization’s commitment to reducing the negative environmental impact of its operations. This is 

usually achieved through appropriately disposing of outflows and waste, accomplishing energy 

effectiveness and efficiency, and generally diminishing practices that may adversely influence the 

sustainability of natural resources (Yeung, 2011). Rodriquez, Fernandez and Simonetti (2015) highlight 

the following as the main elements of environmental responsibility:  

i. Adopting environmental performance measures and guidelines that are subjected to 

international environmental protection standards. 

ii. Aiding nation-wide environmental development goals and initiatives 

iii. Promoting environmental mindfulness 

iv. Initiating community-focused discourse on environmental issues.  

Social Dimension  

The social dimension views the business organization’s relationship with its various stakeholders – 

consisting dominantly of the shareholders, customers, employees, government bodies and community 

members. There is a rising pressure for business organisations, especially key entities such as the 
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commercial banks, to give more attention and resources to its relationship with its stakeholders, 

especially community members, as stakeholders have become more aware of their social rights and do 

not hesitate in anyway to push their social demands on the bank (Dylick & Hockerts, 2002). It is posited 

that the bank’s main areas of portraying social responsibility from the social dimension perspective, is by 

ensuring fair employment and labour practices, and by proffering solutions to community challenges, thus 

creating better social relationship with its stakeholders.  

 Economic Dimension 

The economic dimension of CSR deals with understanding the economic influences of the bank or 

company’s operations, which entails understanding the firm’s impact on the economy, as regards 

finances. It indicates how resources for the generation of merchandise and enterprises are conveyed inside 

the social framework. Several CSR authors such as Carroll (1991) in the pyramid of CSR, have inferred 

that of all dimensions of corporate social responsibility, the economic dimension is the most important. In 

the case of consumer banks, the economic dimension of CSR goes beyond the banks recording 

employment figures and debts in their CSR report, but entails core economic issues such as the multiplier 

effect of the firms’ operations, it’s contributions to the economy through taxes and very importantly, 

avoiding actions that damage trust (Jucan & Sabina, 2010).  

 The Consumer Banks’ Cost and Benefits Evaluation of Corporate Social Responsibility 

In the present world system, where consumers place more emphasis on the reputation of a firm than the 

perception of their products and services, consumer banks have not been left out from this system, as 

bank managers have begun to incorporate sustainable business practices into their daily operations, to 

fully benefit from good corporate citizenship (Dhaka & Ullah, 2012).   

Investment in corporate social responsibility portrays the bank as one that is interested in people, planet 

and profit, and not solely its monetary bottom line. This reputation can be very attractive, not just to 

customers or clients, but also to investors, suppliers, vendors, employees and government. In situations 

where the employees and other key stakeholders align to this shared values and vision of positive impact, 

it can lead to better working relationships and increased loyalty, which often results in increased financial 

gain (Pacific Continental May, 2013). CSR prompts more noteworthy corporate budgetary execution and 

furthermore encourages the unmistakable benefits of pulling in improved representatives, diminished 

turnover rate, more significant profitability and decreased working costs. Summarily, the benefits of CSR 

to the banks include: 

i. Higher productivity and innovation among employees 

ii. Increased sales revenue 

iii. Improved customer goodwill 

iv. Ability to attract new customers 

v. Improved balance of power with responsibility 

vi. Enhanced reputation in the workplace (Asemah, Okpanachi & Edegoh, 2013; Nurn & Tang, 

2010).  

 

2.2 Theoretical Framework of Corporate Social Responsibility  
 

 The Stakeholders’ Theory: Supporting the firm’s engagement in CSR practices that encompasses the 

business organisation’s relationship with its various stakeholders is the stakeholders’ theory, which has 

for the most part been utilized while examining corporate social responsibility and its effect on the firm’s 

stakeholders. The stakeholders’ theory basically engages the concept of how stakeholders should be 

engaged in the running of the business organisations’ operations, such that every decision made in the 

organization as regards corporate social responsibility outlines the impact (positive and negative) on the 
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firm’s various stakeholders, which usually constitutes of any body that is affected by the firm’s 

operations, such as the suppliers, customers, employees, government amongst others (Mitchell, Agle & 

wood, 1997).  

 

3.0 Methodology  

The descriptive and survey methods of research were adopted in this study. The survey research method 

was chosen to determine the factors influencing the profitability of Nigerian banks that are engaged in 

corporate social responsibility. The survey instrument; the questionnaire, was designed using likert 

categorical scale to measure respondents’ attitude towards the important factors of the study. The Sample 

Size for this study includes all the employees of First Bank and Eco bank in Nigeria.  

The sample frame used for this data would be based on convenience sampling. Using the formula 

postulated by awokemi (2003), we are able to get the sample frame in which the questionnaires would be 

administered because not everybody in the organization would be reached. The sample frame for this 

study is Eco bank and First Bank. Since all the population cannot be met the questionnaires were 

distributed to the customers and the community.  

 Due to inadequate records keeping, the exact number of these employees are not known, but are 

estimated to be above 10,000. Primary data for this study was collected using the questionnaire, while 

secondary data was gotten from the Internet, journals and articles. Data gathered from the questionnaire 

were analysed using correlation and regression tools of the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS). 

The Pearson correlation tool was utilized to investigate the quality of connection between two continuous 

variables and the regression analysis was used to determine the effect of the independent variable on the 

dependent variable.  

The Research validity, questionnaires included a variety of questions on the knowledge of corporate 

social responsibility and its impact on the profitability of Nigerian banks. The questionnaire is designed 

in such a way that information gained would provide answers to the research questions and hypothesis. 

The questions were formulated in simple language for clarity and ease understanding. Clear instructions 

were given to the respondents. The questionnaires were shared to the employees in Ecobank transactional 

incorporated and they were all filled in the presence of the researcher. 

 Reliability of Research Instruments 

Table 3.1 Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.727 16 

A coefficient of 0.727 indicates the research instrument is reliable, as it is above 0.7, which is the 

benchmark for testing reliability.  

3.1 Corporate Social Responsibility practices of First Bank of Nigeria 

First bank of Nigeria is acclaimed to be one of the leading banks with strong corporate social 

responsibility practices in Nigeria. Of their numerous community engagements the following are the most 

natable ones:  
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i. The creation of the First bank foundation: The first bank foundation is the unit of the bank that is 

concerned with the strategising of the bank’s corporate social responsibility practices. The aim 

of creating the foundation was to ensure careful and well thought out engagement between the 

bank and their customers.    

ii. Partnership with several organisations: First bank partners with several organisations to ensure a 

better societal reach. Such organisations as Cadbury Bournvita, Alexander Forbes amomg others 

for several projects. In recent times, they partnered with these organisations to sponsor the 

‘God’s Children Got Talent’ program, a talent show for young children, in collaboration with the 

Redeeemed Christian Church of God province 4 

iii. Investment in educational growth opportunities such as the e-registration forms initiative for the 

November/December 2014 West African Senior School Certificate Examination (WASSCE).  

iv. Partnership with health care initiatives such as the Sebeccly Cancer Care and Support Centre, to 

build awareness about cancer, pledge action amongst women to get screened and give access to 

quality cancer care. FirstBank is also supporting the Centre’s Light Lagos Pink Campaign, an 

annual statewide fundraising campaign to promote breast cancer awareness and raise funds to 

support breast cancer treatment (First bank foundation, 2017).  

3.2 Corporate Social Responsibility Practices of Eco Bank 

Just like First Bank of Nigeria, The Ecowas bank (commonly known as Ecobank) is top on the lst of 

business organisations in Nigeria that have CSR at the fore-front of tehir operations. Some of the 

Ecobank’s CSR initiatives include: 

i. Support for the promotion of education in the country through several initiatives, such as the 

build of over a 100 seater ultra-modern lecture theatre at the Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu 

University (formerly Anambra State University), as part of its corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) initiatives in 2016. In line with its main startegy of promoting education, Ecobank also 

committed resources to building classroom blocks for three schools across the country; namely, 

C&S primary school, ikorodu Lagos; Government secondary school, Kubwa; Abuja and Eastern 

academy onistsha, anambra state in 2013.  

ii. Ecobank has an Environmental and Sustainability unit within its Group Risk Management 

department. This unit has the primary responsibility for all environmental and sustainability 

management, including environmental and social risks, sustainability business development, 

adoption of green initiatives, energy conservation and carbon footprint management (Ecobank, 

2017).  

 

4.0 Presentation of Result and Analysis  

The data used here were gotten from the hypotheses tested, which were derived from the research 

hypotheses listed in the introduction. This study made use of three sets of hypotheses as seen below: 
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4.1 Test of Hypotheses 

4.1.1 Hypothesis one: The influence of corporate governance practices on banks gross margin   

Table 4.1.1.1 Model Summary 

 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .234
a
 .055 .044 .60552 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Corporate governance has a positive effect 

on the bank’s gross margin 

 

Table 4.1.1.2 ANOVA
a 

 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 1.925 1 1.925 5.251 .024
b
 

Residual 33.365 91 .367   

Total 35.290 92    

a. Dependent Variable: There is a relationship with the bank and its customers 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Corporate governance has a positive effect on your banks gross margin 

 

Table 4.1.1.3 Coefficients 

 

Model B Std.Error Beta t Sig 

(constant) 

Corporate governance 

has a positive effect 

on your banks gross 

margin 

3.782 

 

 

.200 

.382 

 

 

.087 

 

 

 

.234 

9.909 

 

 

2.291 

.000 

 

 

.024 

a.Dependent Variable; There is a relationship with the bank and its customers  
Source: Field Survey 2017 

 
Interpretation: At a significance level, which is less than 0.5, the result shows that corporate

governance practices does influence the bank’s gross margin. Therefore, the null hypothesis was

therefore rejected. The model of the influence of corporate governance explained the extent to 

which it influences the gross margin of banks as 5.5% at 0.024 level of significance where the null 

hypothesis was rejected.  
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4.1.2 Hypothesis two: The relationship between environmental concern and return on investment 

Table 4.1.2.1 Correlations 

 

 

Has your banks 

involvement with 

the environment 

improved their 

returns 

Banks that are 

highly involved 

in their 

environment tend 

to have more 

return on their 

investment 

Has your banks involvement 

with the environment 

improved their returns 

Pearson Correlation 1 .206
*
 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .048 

N 93 93 

Banks that are highly involved 

in their environment tend to 

have more return on their 

investment 

Pearson Correlation .206
*
 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .048  

N 93 93 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Source: Field Survey 2017 

Interpretation: The relationship between the variables (Banks’ involvement with the environment 

and return on their investment) was examined using Pearson correlation. The result from the test of 

the relationship between environmental concerns and return on investment shows that (Beta=0.206, 

p<0.01). This means that environmental concern has a .206 or 20.6% relationship with return on 

investment. The R-square was 0.0424 which amounted to 4.24% of the variation between 

environmental concerns and return on investment. It indicates a high relationship between 

environmental concerns and return on investments. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. 

 

4.1.3 Hypothesis three: The influence of suppliers reward on return on equity 

Table 4.1.3.1 Model Summary 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .438
a
 .192 .183 .44012 

a. Predictors: (Constant), An efficient suppliers reward can help a bank 

increase its ROE 

 

Table 4.1.3.2. ANOVA
a
 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 4.179 1 4.179 21.576 .000
b
 

Residual 17.627 91 .194   

Total 21.806 92    

a. Dependent Variable: A rising ROE suggest that a bank is increasing its ability to generate 

profit 

b. Predictors: (Constant), An efficient suppliers reward can help a bank increase its ROE 
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Table 4.1.3.3 Coefficients 

 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 2.712 .336  8.071 .000 

An efficient suppliers reward 

can help a bank increase its 

ROE 

.356 .077 .438 4.645 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: A rising ROE suggest that a bank is increasing its ability to generate profit 

Source: Fieid Survey 2017 

Interpretation: The result from the test of hypothesis three, showed that suppliers reward influences 

return on equity. The model disclosed that supplier’s reward significantly influences the return on 

investments of banks at 19.2% and with a 0.000 level of significance. Therefore, the null hypothesis was 

rejected.  

4.2. Sustainable Solution Practice Index for First bank and Eco bank  

This section reveals the results of the SSP index of each bank and the results of statistical procedures 

performed. The sustainable practice index (SSPI) result was derived from each bank and was gotten as 

follows; SSPI = Total score gotten from the individual banks x 100/ Total score obtainable. 

Table 4.2.1 sustainable solution practice index for First bank and Eco bank 

S/N Bank Economi

c  

Social  Environmen

tal  

General  SSP 

Score 

SSPI 

index 

Interpretati

on 

rankin

g 

1 First 

bank 

5 8 0 3 16 80 substantial 1
st
 

2 Eco 

bank 

2 2 3 2 10 50 High  2
nd

  

Source: Published accounts of the selected banks based on their CSR practices 2014 

Interpretation: - The results above show that First Bank had the highest SSP score index of 80, which is 

considered to be substantial. Eco bank had a high SSP score as well because they are presently no 

accounting principles in Nigeria on sustainability reports. The result shows that the banks were mostly 

involved in social responsibility with a score of 12 over the total score 31 representing (39%). The 

economic responsibility amounted to a score of 9 over the total 31 representing (29%). The general 

responsibility amounted to a score of 5 over the total 31 representing (16%) and the environmental 

responsibility amounted to a score of 4 over the total 31 representing (13%). Overall the four 

sustainability practices were well represented.    
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Table 4.2.2 Corporate Social Responsibility expenditure of First bank and Eco bank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Source: Published Annual Reports of the Selected banks from 2006-2016 

 
Interpretation: - This research study showed that First Bank Plc has the highest corporate social 

responsibility expenditure of N1,229,513,816 in year 2009 while Eco Bank has the lowest CSR 

expenditure  of N4,147,000 in year 2006. This means that first bank is the leading commercial bank when 

it comes to CSR and it reveals that there is a significant relationship between corporate social 

responsibility on expenditure and profitability. First bank has always been contributing large donations to 

their CSR practices and it shows in their profitability, as they make bigger profits each year. Eco bank 

puts in smaller amount of money or donations to their CSR practices and it also shows that the bank does 

not make profit all the time, as they were making loss in the year 2008-2011. Although CSR brings about 

a decline in the profit after tax, it also encourages more involvement which leads to profit. Therefore, 

contributing to CSR improves the sustainability part of the banks financial statement which includes 

social responsibility. It should be noted that the banks have responsibility to several group of a company’s 

investors both internal and external. 

5.0. Summary of Findings  

The research findings are divided into two; namely theoretical findings and empirical findings. 

 Theoretical Findings  

The stakeholder theory identifies the business actions and decisions that must be taken into consideration 

towards the shareholders, managers, community, customers and employees. Shareholders and investors 

are one of the major stakeholders in the business and they are directly affected by decisions taken by the 

business. CSR is a reflection of stakeholders’ theory as regards the business actions and how it affects 

their profitability. In order for a business to be sustainable in the long run they need to consider the 

environment as a major decision making point. Newton (2014) said that the key to CSR is trust and an 

economic driver of a business is its corporate image, which is what investors and shareholders look at, 

and maintaining it should be an ethical priority. 

 

First Bank of Nigeria Plc EcoBank Nigeria Plc 

Year CSR 

N’ 000  

 

PAT  

N’ 000  

 

CSR 

N’ 000  

 

PAT  

N’ 000  

 

2006 119,887,000 3,2164,000 4,147,000 9710000 

2007 315,883,000 36,679,000 6,102,000 10096000 

2008 438,729,000  12,569,000 7,193,000 (8980000) 

2009 1,229,513.816 3,622,000 4,812,000 (5944000) 

2010 887,743.640 29,170,000 6,123,000 2120000 

2011 904,136.120 44,785,000 6,380,000 (4249000) 

2012 924,613.810 46,124,000 5,907,000 3,165,000 

2013 552,700,000 31,238,627 5,510,000 11,658,000 

2014 849,256,000 11,940,000 6,623,000 29,733,000 

2015 59,460,000 43,175,435 4,719,000 11,304,000 

2016 734,654,400 55,735,220 6,671,000 26,45373 
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Empirical Findings  

The empirical findings which was based on the analyzed objectives, specifies the following:  

The role of community development in enhancing the sales growth of the bank 

The empirical findings based on this objective are stated as follows 

i. Banks involvement in community development can enhance their sales growth. 

ii. Banks non- involvement in community development can affect their sales growth positively. 

iii. Most banks are involved in community development. 

iv. Banks have gained more customers through community development.  

Corporate governance practices affect the gross margin of the bank 

The empirical findings based on this objective are stated as follows 

i. Corporate governance has appositive effect on their banks gross margin. 

ii. Banks have a relationship with their customers. 

iii. The principles and regulations put in place by the bank has improved the gross margin ratio. 

iv. The policies in the bank are in the favour of the customers.  

The relationship between environmental concern and return on investment 

The empirical findings based on this objective are stated as follows 

i. The banks involvement with the environment improves their returns. 

ii. In the long run the bank gains more customer loyalty because of their involvement with the 

environment. 

iii. The banks that are highly involved in their environment tend to have more return on their 

investment.  

iv. The banks have improved the welfare and environment in which they are located in.  

Suppliers’ reward improves the return on equity  

The empirical findings based on this objective are stated as follows 

i. An efficient supplier’s reward can help a bank increase its return on equity. 

ii. A rising return on equity suggests that a bank is increasing its ability to generate profit. 

iii.  The growth and profitability of banks are better optimized through information, financial and 

physical suppliers reward.  

iv. A banks return on assets can increase if their supply chain is as good as the relationship with 

suppliers.  

6.0 Conclusion and Recommendations  

This research concludes that corporate social responsibility has a strong positive effect on the profitability 

of consumer banks in Nigeria. It was observed that banks in Nigeria gain such benefits as improved 

reputation and image, enhanced customer loyalty and ultimately improved profitability when they align 

their operations with social responsibility in the aspect of their relationship with their various 

stakeholders. Based on the above conclusion, it is recommended that commercial banks engage active 

CSR practices with their various stakeholders, banks should also make it a priority to include their 

stakeholders in their decision making. Also banks should be prompt in handling ethical issues involving 

their transactions and activities, and should be very transparent in their dealings with the public, if they 
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intend to be sustainable. On the part of the government, policies and duties concerning CSR practices for 

commercial banks should be clearly outlined and enforced. Summarily, the relationship between 

corporate social responsibility and organisational profitability cannot be over emphasized, as such 

managers, scholars, government and other stakeholders should invest resources into unravelling the 

concept.  
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Abstract 

Non-rigid registration is a crucial step for many computer vision applications such as dimensional 

control in manufacturing, pattern recognition, etc. Generally, such application accuracy depends strongly 

on that of the registration step. In this paper, we propose a new method to determine an efficient Coarse 

Registration that can be refined using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. Firstly, two projection 

planes corresponding to the model and reference point clouds are determined using point dispersions. 

Secondly, all the points of each cloud are projected onto the corresponding planes. Then, two convex 

hulls are extracted from the two projected point sets and then matched optimally. Next, the non-rigid 

transformation from the reference to the model is robustly estimated through minimizing the distance 

between the matched points pairs of the two convex hulls. Finally, this transformation estimation is 

refined using ICP algorithm. The experimental results based on synthetic data show that the proposed 

algorithm outperforms standard ICP in terms of execution time and precision whether with a normal or a 

large transformation. 

KeyWords: 3D point cloud, Convex Hull, Iterative Closest Point (ICP), Principal Component 

Analysis PCA, Non rigid registration 

I. Introduction 
 

Non-rigid 3D point cloud registration is an active research area in computer vision. It consists in 

finding the best transformation to align two clouds. 3D point cloud registration is widely used for reverse 

engineering, manufacturing process, virtual reality and map building in robotics. So far, nonrigid 

registration has been regarded as an on-line process. Therefore, we need to find an accurate 

transformation in a short time. In the literature, there exist many algorithms capable of aligning 3D point 

clouds such as Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [Besl and McKay, 1992], Normal Distribution Transform 

(NDT) [Magnusson, 2009], Ransac [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] and Softassign [Gold et al., 1998]. The 

execution time of these methods increases proportionally to the treated cloud points number. Moreover, 

all of the methods are iterative and their convergence quickness depends on the efficiency of the initial 

transformation estimation they use. For these reasons, a two-stage registration strategy is recommended: 

coarse and fine.The Coarse registration (CR) stage aims to compute an initial estimation used by the fine 

one to obtain, as possible, the most accurate solution. 

Several studies are interested in finding a good method for coarse registration and improving the fine 

registration. In this context, Ma et al. [Ma et al., 2009] improve the step of coarse registration using the 

convex hull. In fact, they extract feature points by Harris corner detector. Then, they use a correlation 

method to match convex hull points of the pairing sets to establish the transformation parameters. 
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Carlos et al. [Torre-Ferrero et al., 2012] introduce a novel approach to find a rigid transformation that 

coarsely aligns two 3D point clouds. The algorithm proposed by Carlos determines 2D descriptors. The 

latter represents an ordered cloud of radial contours that are extracted around an interest-point within the 

point cloud. Then, a similarity measure correspondence between descriptors is determined. The search for 

correspondences is done iteratively following a cell distribution that allows the algorithm to converge to a 

candidate point. Burlacu et al. [Burlacu et al., 2016] propose a tensorial method to choose the initial guess 

of the ICP algorithm. This method is strongly connected to the parameters that can be used to describe the 

displacement of rigid bodies. 

Fan et al. [Fan et al., 2013] introduce a robust approach based on convex hull for medical images 

registration. First, point sets on the medical image surface are extracted. Then, a 3D convex hull is 

constructed. After that, triangle patches on the surface of convex hulls are specified by predefining their 

normal vectors. Each edge of the referenced triangle is compared with all the triangle edges in the other 

point set to find the congruent pair set. Thereafter, the transformation parameters of each triangle pair are 

optimized by minimizing the Euclidian distance between the corresponding vertex pairs. The 

transformation is obtained iteratively by measuring the similarity between triangles. Global optimization 

is achieved through RANSAC. This method is improved in [Fan et al., 2016]. In fact, Fan et al. propose a 

novel convex hull aided registration method (CHARM) to match two point sets subject to a non-rigid 

transformation. Firstly, two convex hulls are extracted: the first from the model and the second from 

reference point cloud. Then, all points of the clouds are projected onto the reference plane through each 

triangular facet of the hulls to extract invariant features. The latter is matched optimally and a 

transformation is robustly estimated by the random sample consensus (RANSAC) scheme through 

minimizing the distance between the matched feature point pairs. 

Other researchers implement non-rigid registration by minimizing the difference between the 

descriptors and invariant features among the potential correspondences between 3D surfaces [Chen and 

Koltun, 2015]. 

At present, the research on non-rigid registration techniques focuses mainly on feature extraction 

using the convex hull in 3D space but none among the proposed techniques shows interest in the shape 

topological structure. The use of a convex hull in 2D space is another point not taken into consideration in 

literature even if it may facilitate the search of correspondences. 

In this context, we propose a new method to find an accurate transformation in a short time. It consists 

in applying first a coarse registration to find an initial transformation, and second a refinement method to 

improve the accuracy. The main contribution in this paper is the transformation of the 3D point cloud 

registration problem into a registration between two plane objects. The algorithm steps can be 

summarized as follows: (i) Projection of each point cloud onto a convenient plane, (ii) Determination of 

the convex hull for each projected point cloud, (iii) Matching between the two projected point clouds,  

(iv) Computation of the transformation estimation and (v) Refinement of the transformation using ICP 

algorithm. Our method is highly robust particularly with large transformation since it is based on a two-

step procedure: coarse registration in the first step and fine registration in the second. Furthermore, the 

proposed method is computationally efficient because the number of points on the convex hull is 

significantly smaller than that in the original point cloud. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we detail our registration method. In 

Section 3, we validate our proposed algorithm through different criteria and metrics. Finally, we conclude 

our work and suggest future works in Section IV. 
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Ii. Method 

In this section, a detailed description of our method will be presented. First, we give an overview of 

the 3D point cloud registration. Let suppose that we have two point clouds to be registered. 

 Let U = {uj|j = 1..n} be the model data where uj ∈ IR
3 
and V = {vi|i = 1..m} be the reference data where vi 

∈ IR
3
. n and m are the points number of U and V respectively. The 3D point clouds registration is the 

process of finding the transformation Trans that aligns two sets of data in the same coordinate. Trans is 

the matrix that matches V to U. It depends on six parameters, namely a translation vector T = (tx,ty,tz)
T 

and a rotation vector R = (α,β,γ)
T
. α denotes the rotation angle relatively to the x axis whereas β and γ are 

the rotation angles relatively to the y and z axes. Therefore, the registration problem can be seen as the 

minimization of the objective function in eq. 1. 

 

∑ ������ − 	
����� + ��    (1) 

 

To have an overview of our approach, Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method which is 

divided into coarse and fine registration. The coarse registration is determined through four steps: 

 

• Projection plane determination: This step is the core of our algorithm. It consists of defining a plane 

in which the point cloud projections preserve the topological structure of the object. 

• Point clouds projection: A set of new point clouds of the model (resp of reference) is then generated 

by projecting the entire model (respectively the entire reference) onto each projection plane. 

• Convex hull determination: the convex hull of the projection points is created by extracting the 

smallest convex set that contains the entire model. 

• Convex hull Matching: Points of the two convex hulls are matched and non-rigid transformations 

between these two clouds are estimated. 

• Transformation Estimation: Estimate the transformation between the pairing matched in the previous 

step. 

The fine registration is obtained by applying the iterative closest point (ICP). Our method is very 

sensitive to noise and outliers. Hence, the accuracy and precision of our method risk to be affected. For 

this reason, it is necessary to apply a smoothing module and a filter to eliminate the noise before any 

processing. Another condition is also applied to reduce the impact of noise when defining the convex 

hull: If the distance between two closing points is considerably larger than an epsilon value, the 

neighboring point is deemed as an outlier and removed. 

A. Projection plane determination 

The most important step in our approach consists in searching a two-dimensional plane which 

preserves the 3D point cloud shape when projected onto plane. Hence, in order to take into account the 

points dispersion, we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to define a plane. PCA is a statistical 

method widely used in image registration and pattern recognition. To compute the principal components, 

PCA operates according to the following three steps: 

• Compute the mean of Point cloud U: The mean of each dimension is computed as follows: 

�� = �
� ∑ ������     (2) 

• Compute the covariance matrix: The covariance matrix, denoted CovU, is a square matrix of size n 

computed as follows : 

���
 = �
� ∑ ��� − ������ − ��������    (3) 
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• Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix: To compute the eigenvectors 

and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix CovU, we compute A the diagonal matrix of the CovU 

eigenvalues. Then, we determine the matrix E of eigenvectors which diagonalizes matrix CovU i.e. 

E
−1

CovUE = A (4) 

The eigenvectors E of matrix CovU are the principal components of the point cloud U. In our case, 

this method gives three eigenvectors which represent the principal components of our data. In fact, it 

turns out that the eigenvector having the largest eigenvalue is the main component of the point cloud. The 

eigenvectors are ordered according to their correspondent eigenvalues and sorted in increasing order. This 

gives us the components ordered according to their significance in relation to points dispersion. We 

decide to ignore the less significant components and consider the plane defined by the two first largest 

components. In fact, we may lose some information, but if the eigenvalues are small, we wont lose a lot. 

The measure of the data representation quality set by the two first principal components is given by the 

percentage of the total inertia contained in the corresponding space. 

B. Point cloud projection 

The principle of the point projection is to project all the points onto a plane. The projected clouds 

preserve the real cloud topology and the distribution of the entire model. This projection process is 

similar to observe a 3D point cloud from a certain viewing direction. This step is achieved in shorter time. 

The point cloud projected has the same original point cloud intensity distributions but in the plane. 

Matching between projection views can significantly improve registration effectiveness since processing 

with shapes in plane is always easier and generates lower noise. 

 

Fig. 1: The flow-chart of the proposed method for the 3D point cloud registration 
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C. Convex hull determination 

The convex hull of 3D point cloud is the minimum convex combination that contains all points. 

These points are commonly used to represent the global structure of the point clouds. In fact, the 

geometric structure of the entire model can be represented by a limited number of points on the convex 

hull. The convex hull is unique for a point cloud and its structure is invariant. It can be achieved 

effectively by using numerous iterative algorithms [Berg et al., 2008]. The computational complexity of 

the convex hull is O(nlog(h)), where h denotes the number of vertices on the corresponding convex hull. 

The topological structure of convex hull can be affected by outliers. For this reason, we need a preventive 

condition to have a consistent and uniform convex hull. A point is considered as outlier if the distance 

between this point and its neighbors is considerably larger than an epsilon value. Fig. 2 shows the convex 

hull (represented by the red color line) of some point clouds used in experimental study. 

 

                                        

(a)        (b)                (c) 

Fig. 2: Convex hull and projected point of bunny, dragoon and E Piece 

D. Convex hull Matching 

Once the convex hull is obtained, it can be used to determine the corresponding point pairs between 

different models. Hence, the transformation parameters between the two convex hulls can be effectively 

estimated by detecting and matching the pairs. In fact, a set of the best-matching candidates is determined 

by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the two convex hulls. 

E. Transformation estimation 

Once the matching step is finished, a transformation between pairing is estimated. In this step, many 

optimization methods can be used. In our model, we use the Singular Value Decompostion to estimate the 

transformation. 
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F. Algorithm 

Algorithm 1 describes formally the five steps of the proposed method. 

 

Algorithm 1: Coarse and Fine registration 

Data: 
, � : two clouds 

Result:  and 	 :final Transformation 

    begin 

1   Compute ���
 the covariance of 
 and ���� the covariance of � : 
���
 = 1

�  ��� − ������ − ����
�

���
 

���� = 1
!  ��� − �̅���� − �̅��

#

���
 

 

2  Compute $ :eigenvalues of ���
 

3  Compute eigenvectors: 

%
 =  [%'(  ; %'* ; %'+ ] 
4  Compute : eigenvalues of ���� 

5  Compute eigenvectors: 

%� =  [%-� ; %-. ; %-/] 
6   Compute the plane normal 01   and 02 

      01  =  %'( ⋀  %'*  
      02  =  %-�  ∧  %-.  
7  Project Points onto planes 

8  Compute the two convex hull 

9  Match convex hull 

10       Estimate Tansformation trans 

11       Apply ICP for refinement using trans as initialization 

           end 

Iii. Experimental Study 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a set of experiments is designed based on real 

models acquired using 3D scanner device from 3D scanner repository [link, a]. The proposed method is 

compared to original ICP implemented in libICP [link, b], for non-rigid registration and applied to a large 

rotation, translation and normal case. The synthetic transformation is generated using the parameters 

selected randomly as follows: α, β, and γ over the range of [0,180], tx, ty, and tz over the range of [0,10 ∗ 

D], where D is the largest dimension of the object. The algorithm is implemented in C++ under Windows 

7 using Visual Studio 2010. All the experiments are conducted on a relatively lowcost PC with 4 GB 

RAM and intel core i3. 

The registration accuracy is evaluated by the standard deviation (stdv) error. This latter is computed as 

the sum average of the Euclidian distances of every corresponding point pair between the model and 

reference point clouds. The computation time is measured by milliseconds. A successful registration is 

defined as the registration having the stdv error closest to 0. To represent the experimental result in 

histogram, we use a semi-cologarithmic scale (i.e. the abscissa is unchanged and the ordinate is replaced 

by its cologarithm e.g. 10E03 is represented by 3 to represent the standard deviation in the histogram). 

Moreover, we use a semi logarithmic to represent the execution time. The algorithm having the highest 
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value in the histogram of accuracy (Precision) is the best one whereas the algorithm having the lowest 

value in the histogram of execution time is the best one.We applied our algorithm and the standard ICP 

algorithm on 50 clouds. Due to space limitation, we restrict to excerpts from the experimental results. We 

have chosen five clouds which are blade, nm, E, bunny and dragon. These latter may be considered as 

representative of the whole. We have to add that the used the blade benchmark for a detailed analysis. 

A. Projection plane choice evaluation 

To evaluate the perfection for each projected plane choice, a mathematical score is computed for each 

projected plane. In fact, our algorithm uses the two first principal components (PC) determined by PCA 

method. Each PC is associated with a score value which is the eigenvalue. The similarity measure 

between the real shape and the shape projected onto plane is computed by the ratio between the sums of 

the two first eigenvalues and the sum of all eigenvalues (see eq. 5). If the ratio is equal to 1, we have the 

same shape in projection and in reality. The success of our approach returns to the fact that in most cases, 

we choose the best projection plane that represents the shape. Table 1 summarizes the obtained results. 

For bunny, blade and dragon, the ratio value is upper than 90%. The eigenvalue of the third component is 

in general very low. Thereafter, it has a negligible impact on the obtained transformation estimation. 

                       (PC1 + PC2)/(PC1 + PC2 + PC3) (5) 

 

Table 1: Principal components for five point clouds 

 

Clouds PC1 PC2 PC3 ratio 

blade 0.913 0.0503 0.0363 96.37% 

bun 0.632 0.307 0.0612 93.88% 

dragon 0.639 0.294 0.0672 93.28% 

E 0.474 0.31 0.216 78.38% 

nm 0.5474 0.31 0.1426 85.74% 

B. Computational time execution evaluation 

The execution time is very important for application in real time. For this reason, it is very important 

to accommodate this aspect. Fig. 3 shows the computational time of standard ICP and the proposed 

method applied on point clouds in the case of large translation, large rotation and in the normal case. It 

can be clearly seen that the proposed method requires less computational time than standard ICP in all 

cases. This returns to the fact that ICP searches iteratively the correspondences and updates the estimation 

in many iterations for a large amount of points. In contrast, the proposed method establishes a small set of 

point matches between the convex hulls of the two point clouds. Then, it estimates an initial 

transformation (see table 2). The latter is refined by ICP which iterates in fewer time to get a search 

result. Therefore, the proposed method exhibits higher computational efficiency and reduce the number of 

iterations. For the coarse registration, the execution time is very reduced to around 0.2 second for 400000 

points. Table 2 gives an overview of the number of points and the execution time for the coarse 

registration (Computation time of the convex hull, projection points and computation of the PCA). The 

number of points used to compute the coarse registration is about 150 points for a blade shape (with 

400000 points). 
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Table 2: Execution time of coarse registration(cr) 

 

Clouds Nb points Nb points of CH CR Execution time 

blade 403624 155 281 

bun 40256 46 30 

dragon 79423 27 46 

E 437645 84 328 

nm 392941 102 345 

C. Precision Evaluation 

The point clouds registration is usually challenging due to a number of factors: large translation and 

large rotation. Hence, in this section, we investigate the convergence and robustness of the proposed 

method to these factors. Fig. 4 shows the precision comparison of coarse registration, fine registration and 

standard ICP applied to the point clouds subject to different transformations( large translation, large 

rotation and normal case). In most cases, fine registration gives the best precision. Thus, the proposed 

method is highly stable for the point clouds registration subject to random transformations with large 

translation, large rotations and in normal case. This proves that the proposed method is effective for the 

registration of point clouds in most cases. 

 

 

(a)           (b)                    (c) 

Fig. 3: Execution time of Fine Registration and Standard ICP in (a)case of large translation, (b) 

large rotation and (c) normal case 

Fig. 5 shows the registration results of blade subject to large translation. The yellow blade in (a) is the 

model, whereas the red blade is the transformation of the model with the specified translation between 0 

and 10*D. Fig. 6.b ,Fig. 6.c and Fig. 6.d show the mean error using coarse registration, fine registration 
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(a)          (b)                   (c) 

Fig. 4: Precision of Coarse Registration, Fine Registration and Standard ICP in (a)case of large 

translation, (b) large rotation and (c) normal case 

and standard ICP, respectively. The points in blue show the mean error that is limited to zero. The errors 

increase as the point approaches to the red color. The mean registration errors of all the point matches in 

fine registration are between 0.001 and 0.027. For standard ICP, the number of blue points is 

approximately the same that green points. Thus, the proposed method is more stable for the data sets 

registration subject to random transformations with large translation. By comparing Fig. 6.b to Fig. 6.d, 

we remark that the error is nearly the same. Fig. 7 represents the registration results of blade subject to 

large rotation. It can be seen clearly that for fine registration, most points are colored in blue and the 

number of green and red points is greater in Fig. 6.d (standard ICP) than in Fig. 6.c (fine registration). In 

Fig. 7 which is the registration results of blade in the normal case, the blade is perfectly aligned (see Fig. 

7.c) using fine registration. In order to have an overall view on the whole tests (in the 50 clouds), we give 

in Fig. 8 the number of times (in%) where fine registration gives the best precision among all tested point 

clouds. The obtained results are 89%, 95% and 82% in the cases of large translation, large rotation and 

normal case, respectively. We conclude that with the most point clouds, fine registration gives 

approximately 90% of the best results. 

 

 

   (a) (b)            (c)                  (d)          (e) 

Fig. 5: Results of the proposed method for the registration of blade in large rotation. (a) The model 

and reference blade, (b) Error maps result of coarse registration, (c) Error maps of fine 

registration and (d) Error maps of standard ICP 
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   (a) (b)           (c)                 (d)    (e) 

Fig. 6: Results of the proposed method for the registration of blade in the case of large rotation. (a) 

The model and reference blade, (b) Error maps result of coarse registration, (c) Error maps of fine 

registration and (d) Error maps of standard ICP 

 

   (a) (b)            (c)                 (d)    (e) 

Fig. 7: Results of the proposed method for the registration of blade in normal case. (a) The model 

and reference blade, (b) Error maps result of coarse registration, (c) Error maps of fine 

registration and (d) Error maps of standard ICP 

 

(a)           (b)                   (c) 

Fig. 8: Precision comparison algorithms for 50 clouds 

 

Iv. Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel two-step 3D point cloud registration algorithm is proposed. In the first step, a 

coarse matching is performed to quickly detect the correspondences, giving thus an initial transformation. 

The latter is used by ICP point to point, in a second step, to refine the matching result and accurately find 
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the transformation. The proposed coarse registration step consists first in projecting the 3D clouds on 

convenient planes determined using PCA, second in computing the convex hulls (CHs) of the two 

projected clouds, and then in matching the obtained CHs which generally represent appropriately the 

cloud shapes.This new method is more accurate than standard ICP in most cases, especially when the 

transformation between clouds is large. Moreover, the time computation is very reduced thanks to the fact 

that the coarse registration is applied to a match smaller points number (convex hull points) than that of 

the original 3D cloud. The result of coarse registration is very close to that obtained using standard ICP, 

yet. 

Two directions are subjects of future works. First, we plan to test similarity between edges of the 

convex Hull. To do this, we must test the length of edges and the boundary angles. Second, we aim at 

performing the step of noise elimination. 
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Abstract 

 
This study aims at identifying Project Management (PM) techniques to increase productivity, quality, 
efficiency and customer satisfaction in telecommunication services in Lebanon. The study ranges from 
high-level approaches for improving project management techniques, to more detailed approaches for 
improving PM practices in the telecommunication industry. A set of questionnaires was conducted with 
the different quality and performance project managers at one of the leading telecommunication 
companies in Lebanon. The limitation of this study is that the set of recommendation may not be 
applicable for other companies. The results of this study can help telecommunication companies to 
improve their project management techniques for a specific project. It will help telecommunication 
business to have a leading edge over the competition by focusing on managing projects and adapt to 
changes more efficiently. This will result in improving service delivery and customer satisfaction. At the 
end, this will result in gaining market shares over competition and improve overall business conditions. 

 

Keywords: project management, telecommunication management, network management, lean, 
Lebanon 

Background to Research 

 

A project is a temporary endeavor that has a definite beginning and end, that is carefully divided into 

several phases to give a unique output (Moder & Phillips, 1970). Projects are temporary that creates 

unique products (Cicmil, S., Williams, T., Thomas, J., & Hodgson, D, 2006) and are closed after attaining 

their objectives. Several million projects were developed and much more are planned according to (“PMI 

report”, 2013). However, when projects are implemented in small to medium size companies, there is a 

clear lack of well-established project management methods (Ilincuta & Jergeas ,2003). This is often since 

small to large size companies lack the number of resources required so projects and resources might be 

given low prioritization in the organization (Rowe, 2007). The PMBOK (Project Management Book Of 

Knowledge) is viewed by such organization as complex and complicated to implement due to lack of 

budget in some cases and a low number of resource available.  The objective of this research is to 

investigate the status of project management techniques used by telecommunication industry in Lebanon 

especially network implementation projects and evaluate different project management techniques 

(Klastorin, 2003) by providing a set of recommendations that can assist with implementing projects 

successfully.  
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Literature Review 

 

 Several research papers have been published on project management methods using different 

implementations approach. It is important that the project is delivered on time, within budget and with 

acceptable Quality of Service (QoS). Usually smaller teams are leaner and more efficient in terms of 

performance as discussed by (Terenghi, F., Kristensen, K., Cassina, J., & Terzi, S. 2014). In any 

telecommunication project management (Fazlović, S., dd Sarajevo, B. T., & Tuzla, R. D, 2012), timely 

delivery is important which requires telecommunication project managers to be highly skilled leaders 

with good communication skills across different teams that will lead to a successful project deployment. 

Project management methods look great on paper, but usually, fail when implemented due to different 

human-related factors. Usually, the human factor is not taken into consideration which will lead to failure 

like any economic factor (Brady, 2006). Research on project management was initially focused on 

adoption methods (Boehm, 2002; Nerur et al., 2005) and the use of having pair individuals for software 

development (Nawrocki and Wojciechowski, 2001; Williams et al., 2000). Later on, more research was 

focused on team dynamics (Moe et al., 2009) and the consequences of test-driven development 

(Erdogmus et al., 2005; Janzen and Saiedian, 2005) which includes adoption and post-adoption settings 

(B. Ramesh, L.A.N. Cao, K. Mohan, X.U., 2006).   

Project Management Approaches 

 

 In project management methodologies (Kliem et al, 1997), there are several methodologies that 

we briefly discuss. The two most extreme approaches are the Waterfall and Agile project management 

methods, other methods are Kanban, Adaptive, Scrum and Lean. 

The Kanban (Abdul-Nour, et al, 1998) focuses on minimizing the work in progress at any given moment 

because many activities are being performed at once which impacts the quality of each of them. Kanban 

also visualizes the work so each employee knows exactly what is needed and foresee issues before they 

start scaling.    

In the adaptive methodology (Lévárdy, V., & Browning, T. R., 2009), the project scope is a variable and 

adjusted in order to get the maximum business value from the project within the given timeframe for the 

project.   

The waterfall method (Hass, K. B., 2007), the requirement is that we need to complete each stage 100% 

before moving on to the next stage. For example, in network infrastructure deployment design, in the 

concept phase, we need to define what we want to make, and what all the features are. Also, we need to 

figure out the constraints, what are the budget, resources and time. In the design and concept phases, we 

make several assumptions that will be tested in the pre-production phase (Boehm, BW, 1988). When we 

get most of the features programmed, we go into the alpha phase. In the alpha phase, a small testing can 

be implemented to make sure some of the main features are working. Once we have all the features in, we 

go into the Beta phase in which we bring in more testers, then we go into the deployment phase. The 

issue with the waterfall model is that all the testing is done in the beta phase. It will be too late to change 

any design at this point in the beta release if we encounter a major issue during testing. Even if some 

testing is done in the alpha phase, the testing is still small and people involved in product testing is 

limited as compared to testing in the beta phase (Larman, C., & Basili, V. R., 2003). In many ways, the 

waterfall model is doomed to fail in production projects.  
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  Project management (Duncan, W. R., 1996) consists of several phases such as planning, 

organizing, securing, motivating and controlling the resources to a successful product. This can define the 

“success” of a project. It may be hard to control a lot of things, but as a project manager (Rowe, SF, 

2007), what can be done is to make some estimates and prediction plan accordingly and deal with them. 

It’s basically predicting what needs to be done and how to do it. For a large customer project services 

releases, it’s hard to manage to come out with a product on time, many projects come out late, over 

budget and maybe under delivering the shiny things that were originally mentioned and planned for. For 

example, in software games, they usually come out late as compared to what was planned for a release 

production date. 

 The mission of any telecommunication company is to increase its market share by anticipating 

market's needs and providing the best telecommunication service (Engwall, M., & Jerbrant, A., 2003). 

First, it is necessary to establish a product strategy that planned product will satisfy the market demand. 

The product plan should ensure customer need and satisfaction with both desirable and acceptable 

behavior. If no consumption is envisaged, there is no point in proceeding with product design. The 

demand for the service (4G and later the 5G internet) in the market may already exist (Adachi, F.,2001), 

and its volume can then be assessed by consumer research and sales figures for identical or similar 

commodities. In practice, the organization marketing department works by focusing on the product design 

while compromising between infinite variety on one side and the designer’s concept of ideal design on 

another side. The strategy of the organization as represented by the Commercial and Marketing 

department focus on one main objective of advertising to expand the market (Moorman, C., Zaltman, G., 

& Deshpande, R.,1992). Expanding the market is normally achieved by: 

• Providing general information about the existence of the product or service 

• Providing technical information about its functional characteristics or utilitarian purposes 

• Drawing the customer’s attention to those attributes of the product that best suits them 

• Winning undecided customers by exhibiting possible attractions to persuade their preference to 

the product in comparison with competitors 

• Creating demand among a passive population of customers 

• Educating customers by spreading the message of what they need 

• Focusing on continuous product development and innovative designs 

 

 Lean development methods (Karim, A., & Nekoufar, S., 2011, Stevenson, W. J., & Hojati, M., 

2007) focuses on delivering more value with less waste in the project environment. The focus on 

empowering people and creates an environment of self-accountability. It relies more on process compared 

to other methodologies especially in standardization and work breakdown structure, which helps 

streamline team workloads. 

 Lean project management focuses on delivering value to customers. Lean was originated by the 

book “The Machine That Changed the World” by MIT (James Womack, 2007). Two of the authors 

(James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones) went on writing another book called “Lean Thinking”, in which 

they emphasized that Lean thinking can be used by and implemented in any organization. Lean project 

management consists of five main points: 

- Value Definition 

- Identify and Map the Value Stream 
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- Control flow while eliminating waste 

- Response to customer pull 

- Perceive Perfection  

 The trend continues the moves toward the convergence of information content, delivery, and 

entertainment. This requires significant capital investment, cost-cutting initiatives, partnering with 

innovative solution providers for creating and delivering contents. In addition to building long-lasting 

loyalty through effective customer service interrupted into superior value to the end consumers. 

Telecommunication companies that can manage this effectively and intelligently will not just compete but 

out-compete. The popular misconception about Lean (Ballard, G., & Howell, G., 2003) is that it is suited 

only for manufacturing. It is not a tactic or a cost reduction program, but a way of thinking and acting for 

an entire organization. The word transformation or lean transformation is often used to characterize a 

company moving from an old way of thinking (Waterfall project management approach) to a lean 

thinking. It requires a complete transformation on how a company conducts business. This takes a long-

term perspective and perseverance. The term "lean" was coined to describe Toyota's business during the 

late 1980s by a research team headed by Jim Womack, Ph.D. (James Womack, Lean Enterprise Institute), 

at MIT's International Motor Vehicle Program. The characteristics of a lean organization and supply 

chain are described in Lean Thinking, by Womack and Dan Jones, founders of the Lean Enterprise 

Institute and the Lean Enterprise Academy (UK), respectively. While there are many very good books 

about lean techniques, Lean Thinking remains one of the best resources for understanding "what is lean" 

because it describes the thought process, the key principles that must guide actions when applying lean 

techniques and tools (Cicmil, S., et al , 2006). Even in the most structured organizations, many workplace 

processes are chaotic and disorganized. This is an opportunity for process improvement using lean 

principles. Eventually, cost savings are realized due to efficient processes and workflows leading to 

profitable business results. Implementing lean process improvement can become quite detailed. However, 

the basic principles (Karim, A., & Nekoufar, S., 2011) are simple and straightforward: 

1.  Focus on customer values: Ultimately, what all customers want is value. Value creation occurs when 

the quality of services received is perceived as high compared to their cost. What does the customer want 

and how to provide it better, faster, and cheaper? The type of network hardware required to achieve high 

customer satisfaction with minimum cost.  

2.  Figure out how the work gets done in a given period of time: There is a lot of assumptions about how 

work get done that don’t mirror exactly what happens. After all, during the daily grind, the company 

doesn’t think about how the work is done, given that they often do it. 

 3.  Remove inefficiencies and waste: waste is defined by anything the customers are not willing to pay 

for and anything that doesn’t add up to customer values (Ronald Mascitelli, 2012). Once it is known what 

the workflow looks like, take a second look at any step in the process that doesn’t directly create value for 

customers. Manage, improve, and smooth the process flow to eliminate non-valued-added activity.  

4.  Track numbers and manage by evidence: Sometimes we need to examine the processes, collect data on 

how well it is working, highlight and eliminate errors, and seek continuous improvements in value.  

5.  Empower the people operating the process: The best person to improve a process is the person who 

carries out the process. Utilize employee’s full skill sets by doing more. If the process is improved, 

employees will likely have time to take on a higher level of work. 
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6.  Improve in a systematic way: The process is not perfect and it won’t last forever without changes. 

Changes will occur in any process

delivering long-term and sustained value.

 It’s clear that Lean approach emerges due to limited resources, time and capital investment. 

Using the Lean method approach which is implem

building customer values, eliminate waste, integrity, build a learning experience, localize responsibility, 

delay commitment, and deliver fast and optimized products. 

Project Management in Telecommuni

  Project Management (Meredith J.R. and Mantel S.J.Jr

before it became a profession to be taught in universities. For example, a construction project in middle 

centuries was oriented around project management skills. Building the pyramids in Egypt was also 

organized and synchronized in a way 

engineering projects (Cicmil, S, 2006) 

completion of any project within expected time frame and expected deliverables.

tools introduce in project management for engineering project was the Gantt chart which was introduced 

by Henry Gantt in 1910. His argument was people were more focused on execution and making quick 

profits instead of focusing on the production of end goods. More tools were developed 

Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT, found in most GUI

Critical Path Method (CPM) (Fondahl, John W., 1961) where it shows the start and end of

with different tasks and sub-tasks involved. The PERT chart is used to draw all activities involved in the 

project and their sequence.  A PERT chart is only as good as the assumptions inherent in the critical path 

represented on the chart. PERT is

weight such as duration of each task as shown in 

 

 

      

Improve in a systematic way: The process is not perfect and it won’t last forever without changes. 

in any process. Being able to replicate the steps of process improvements is the key to 

term and sustained value. 

It’s clear that Lean approach emerges due to limited resources, time and capital investment. 

Using the Lean method approach which is implemented for network infrastructure deployment focuses on 

building customer values, eliminate waste, integrity, build a learning experience, localize responsibility, 

delay commitment, and deliver fast and optimized products.  

Project Management in Telecommunication Network 

Project Management (Meredith J.R. and Mantel S.J.Jr., 1995) has been used for many years 

before it became a profession to be taught in universities. For example, a construction project in middle 

centuries was oriented around project management skills. Building the pyramids in Egypt was also 

ynchronized in a way like implementing project management skills nowadays. Large 

Cicmil, S, 2006) introduced to project management to enable the start and 

completion of any project within expected time frame and expected deliverables. One of the most popular 

tools introduce in project management for engineering project was the Gantt chart which was introduced 

by Henry Gantt in 1910. His argument was people were more focused on execution and making quick 

he production of end goods. More tools were developed later

Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT, found in most GUI-based PM software) tool and 

Critical Path Method (CPM) (Fondahl, John W., 1961) where it shows the start and end of

tasks involved. The PERT chart is used to draw all activities involved in the 

project and their sequence.  A PERT chart is only as good as the assumptions inherent in the critical path 

T is closer to a lean approach (Sutherland, J., 2001). Each task must have a 

weight such as duration of each task as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: PERT Chart Example 

Improve in a systematic way: The process is not perfect and it won’t last forever without changes. 

. Being able to replicate the steps of process improvements is the key to 

It’s clear that Lean approach emerges due to limited resources, time and capital investment. 

ented for network infrastructure deployment focuses on 

building customer values, eliminate waste, integrity, build a learning experience, localize responsibility, 

., 1995) has been used for many years 

before it became a profession to be taught in universities. For example, a construction project in middle 

centuries was oriented around project management skills. Building the pyramids in Egypt was also 

implementing project management skills nowadays. Large 

introduced to project management to enable the start and 

One of the most popular 

tools introduce in project management for engineering project was the Gantt chart which was introduced 

by Henry Gantt in 1910. His argument was people were more focused on execution and making quick 

later such as the 

based PM software) tool and 

Critical Path Method (CPM) (Fondahl, John W., 1961) where it shows the start and end of the project 

tasks involved. The PERT chart is used to draw all activities involved in the 

project and their sequence.  A PERT chart is only as good as the assumptions inherent in the critical path 

closer to a lean approach (Sutherland, J., 2001). Each task must have a 
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Any project has a specific beginning and ending time frame. Telecommunication project (Sherif, Mostafa 

Hashem, 2009) consists of three categories, the first category is the business part which is the objectives 

and deliverables being generated for the project, the second is the Product and Service part and the third 

is the project management deliverables. Telecommunication project cons

hardware components such as firmware, website, content, databases, underline infrastructure (routers, 

switches, bridges, and cables). Also, it requires network infrastructure (wireless and wired), security and 

storage and disaster recovery as shown in 

Figure 2: Typical Telecommunication Project Components

 Each of these components is a project by itself. Project management, in general, is the aspect of 

applying good practices in any telecommunication project (Alfred Sankara, 2010). If requires the 

understanding of different essential elements such as leaders

planning, control and risk management. The telecommunication project manager is required to balance 

between getting the maximum performance possible versus an acceptable reality performance metric. 

There are several requirements to start with telecommunication project; the first step is to acquire all 

information needed about the project requirement. The implementation part of telecommunication project 

requires the knowledge of what is the project, who will get affe

frame requirements to complete the project and the hours of operations for people involved in 

implementing the project as well as hours of operations for users who are impacted by this change. Next 

step is to figure out who will be part of the project team. 

 In any telecommunication project (Alfred Sankara

addressed. The number of suppliers, partners, and vendors for hardware and software components is a 

common issue. Each supplier has his own expectation, constraints, and assumptions. This should be 

included in the overall project plan. In 

dynamic and frequent, so changes in software versions. 

      

Any project has a specific beginning and ending time frame. Telecommunication project (Sherif, Mostafa 

ee categories, the first category is the business part which is the objectives 

and deliverables being generated for the project, the second is the Product and Service part and the third 

is the project management deliverables. Telecommunication project consists of different software and 

hardware components such as firmware, website, content, databases, underline infrastructure (routers, 

switches, bridges, and cables). Also, it requires network infrastructure (wireless and wired), security and 

aster recovery as shown in Figure 2.  

: Typical Telecommunication Project Components 

Each of these components is a project by itself. Project management, in general, is the aspect of 

applying good practices in any telecommunication project (Alfred Sankara, 2010). If requires the 

understanding of different essential elements such as leadership role for the project manager, project 

planning, control and risk management. The telecommunication project manager is required to balance 

between getting the maximum performance possible versus an acceptable reality performance metric. 

l requirements to start with telecommunication project; the first step is to acquire all 

information needed about the project requirement. The implementation part of telecommunication project 

requires the knowledge of what is the project, who will get affected in terms of the number of users, time 

frame requirements to complete the project and the hours of operations for people involved in 

implementing the project as well as hours of operations for users who are impacted by this change. Next 

re out who will be part of the project team.  

In any telecommunication project (Alfred Sankara, 2010); there are common issues that must be 

addressed. The number of suppliers, partners, and vendors for hardware and software components is a 

common issue. Each supplier has his own expectation, constraints, and assumptions. This should be 

the overall project plan. In telecommunication, the change in software requirement is more 

dynamic and frequent, so changes in software versions.  

Any project has a specific beginning and ending time frame. Telecommunication project (Sherif, Mostafa 

ee categories, the first category is the business part which is the objectives 

and deliverables being generated for the project, the second is the Product and Service part and the third 

ists of different software and 

hardware components such as firmware, website, content, databases, underline infrastructure (routers, 

switches, bridges, and cables). Also, it requires network infrastructure (wireless and wired), security and 

 

Each of these components is a project by itself. Project management, in general, is the aspect of 

applying good practices in any telecommunication project (Alfred Sankara, 2010). If requires the 

hip role for the project manager, project 

planning, control and risk management. The telecommunication project manager is required to balance 

between getting the maximum performance possible versus an acceptable reality performance metric. 

l requirements to start with telecommunication project; the first step is to acquire all 

information needed about the project requirement. The implementation part of telecommunication project 

cted in terms of the number of users, time 

frame requirements to complete the project and the hours of operations for people involved in 

implementing the project as well as hours of operations for users who are impacted by this change. Next 

, 2010); there are common issues that must be 

addressed. The number of suppliers, partners, and vendors for hardware and software components is a 

common issue. Each supplier has his own expectation, constraints, and assumptions. This should be 

the change in software requirement is more 
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Telecommunications in Lebanon 

 
 In June 1994, the Lebanese government launched an international public auction for a tender of 

two contracts knows as Build Operate and Transfer (BoT) contracts signed with France Telecom and 

Telecom Finland to develop the mobile network industry. In August 2002, the Lebanese government 

terminated the BoT contracts before the expiration date and transferred the network owner to its custody. 

In June 2004, the Minister of Telecommunications (MoT) awarded two new management agreements for 

operating the two networks. On the expiration of the agreements, the Lebanese Ministry of 

Telecommunications signed in January 2009 another two new management contracts between Orascom 

Telecom Holding S.A.E. and Mobile Telecommunications Company KSC. The Lebanese government 

owns the current two mobile telecommunication networks with outsourcing management agreements. A 

monthly variable management fees as stated in contracts represent the share in return to management 

operations for both contracts.  

 Telecommunication in Lebanon (Telecom in Lebanon- Fact book, 2015) has been driven by 

massive investments (estimated $500 Million in 2016) due to the increasing demand in mobility and 

number of mobile subscribers in the past several years. The objective of both major mobile network 

companies in Lebanon Touch and Alpha as well as OGERO is to make fiber optics as well as 5G 

available throughout the country by 2020 (Telecom in Lebanon- Fact book, 2015).  

Project Management for the Telecommunication Industry in Lebanon  

 The process of change in the telecommunication industry in Lebanon and abroad is difficult to 

implement given the data and voice downtown associated with any change during the production phase. 

Even in the pre-production phase, any change will have a negative impact on service delivery date to 

customers and stakeholders.  Project manager’s plan is to avoid any disruption to business operations or 

delays in scheduled to release a product. There is a history of project delays for all telecommunication 

providers in Lebanon in which these providers failed several times to deliver competently and on time 

seems to be in worst shape in recent memory. One of the most factors contributing to not being able to 

deliver on time is the industry high pace of change. One factor contributing to this is the high turnover 

rate which leads to inadequately trained sales and technical people who lead to poorly delivered projects 

that will require time extensions to bring the project up to expectations. 

Research Method 

 There are two main research requirements that need to be addressed in the method. First, we 

need to determine the population covered for people using and affected by network deployment. Second 

the interview questions and the type of people we are going to interview. For the first requirement, we 

covered about 50% of the telecommunication population in Lebanon given that there are only two 

telecommunication companies operating. Second, we decided to interview with several people 

(employees and managers) from the quality and performance department that can provide meaningful 

data for this research.  
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Results and Analysis  

 In this section, we discuss and analyze the results of two major types for project management, 

the Lean project management for network deployment. During the initial phase of this research, we found 

it beneficial to investigate the environment from more than one point of view. The interview was focused 

on understanding existing methods using in project management for different products and how do they 

adapt to any change whether demand or technological changes. The focus of this section is to investigate 

the primary research question: 

What is your approach for schedule development and project management methodology used for 

network infrastructure deployment and service projects? 

To investigate this question properly, a comprehensive understanding of the company’s different network 

infrastructure and service products need to be undertaken. This is an important step because the work will 

not be a repetition of work that has already been conducted and completed and to ensure the discussion is 

oriented around this key question. 

 This gave a rise to another key research question: 

How are the changes in the market place incorporated in the company’s products and features? 

This will give an idea which PM approach they use when the changes in market place (4G and 5G) 

additional to changes in customer service packages (i.e. student, family, lawyer’s plans) are currently 

being adapted by the company. 

 The objective of this research is to identify the underlying principles and components that make 

up project management for telecommunication industry in Lebanon. This consists of Research and 

Development (R&D) activities and methods, PM methods and related discipline (Burke, R., 2013), and 

the importance to an application to R&D projects such as measurements, risk management and 

facilitating creative team activities. The 4G LTE rollout requires certain hardware enabling with carrier 

aggregation. This also requires transmission, antennas, routers, and power. Like any software and 

hardware products, it also requires tools upgrades for hardware and software. The company installed and 

enabled several new 3G sites including transmission, power, and antennas.  This requires software and 

hardware licenses upgrade. Network infrastructure enhancement includes the Point-of-Service (PS) core 

upgrade. This also includes capacity and licenses, hardware upgrades licenses for new PS, software 

upgrade, features for commercial products.  Core optimization requires improved redundancy, reduce 

utilization and enhance user experience. 

   

 In the year 2018, public safety 4G/5G LTE technology will reach the mainstream markets as 

trials and deployments gain momentum across the world. This expectation is based on the latest global 

market study by ABI Research (ABI Research 2016 Report). Hardware revenue is expected to grow by 

30% annually reaching $540 million in 2025.The United States, UK, and South Korea markets will host 

the world’s first three operational public safety LTE wireless networks by the end of 2017 or early 2018. 

The 5G infrastructure research and development targets lower latency far than 4G equipment and it also 

targets lower battery consumption for better implementation, but there is currently no standard for 5G 
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deployments. However, the Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance (Alliance 5G Network Report, 

2017) defines the following requirements that a 5G infrastructure standard should fulfill: 

 

• Data rates of tens of megabits per second for tens of thousands of users 

• Data rates of 100 megabits per second for metropolitan areas 

• 1 Gbit per second simultaneously to many workers on the same office floor 

• Several hundreds of thousands of simultaneous connections for wireless sensors 

• Spectral efficiency significantly enhanced compared to 4G 

• Coverage improved 

• Signaling efficiency enhanced 

• Latency reduced significantly compared to LTE 

Recommendations for Network Deployment 

 The Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance says that 5G should be rolled out by 2018 to 

meet business and consumer demands. In addition to providing speedy connection, researchers predict 

that 5G networks will cater for new use cases such as the Internet of Things (internet connected devices), 

as well as broadcast-like services and lifeline communication in times of natural disaster. Carriers, 

chipmakers, Original Requirement Manufacture (OEMs) and OSATs such as Advanced Semiconductor 

Engineering (ASE) and Amkor Technology Inc. are simultaneously preparing for the next-generation 

(5G) wireless standard. The network structure requires mobile systems and base stations with innovative 

and faster application processors, basebands and RF devices. Although updated standards that define 

capabilities beyond those defined in the current 4G standards are under consideration, those new 

capabilities have been grouped under the current ITU-T 4G standards. The U.S. Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) approved the spectrum for 5G (Julius Knapp, 2016), including the 28 Gigahertz, 

37 GHz and 39 GHz bands, on July 14, 2016, for vertical Industries: 

 

• Connected Car 

• Connected Robotics 

• Connected Drone 

• Mobile VR/AR 

• Smart Manufacture 

• Smart Home 

 

 The company is highly recommended to start preparing tender requirements for optimization of 

5G network and expansion plan with the widest coverage across Lebanese territories.  The company will 

bring together a coherent plan that effectively utilizes materials, capacity, resources, and knowledge 

available in the production facility. The project management study for the implementation of the 5G 

Network across all Lebanon shall maintain fast Internet to increase the profitability of the company. The 

company’s project management system work must be well scheduled and controlled to produce the 

desired services.  
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Conclusion 

  
 In different telecommunication companies in Lebanon, lean project management methods are 

implemented for almost all types of projects, software, hardware, and services. However, when service 

projects are implemented in the telecommunication environment, these organizations often lack the rapid 

change in the service market due to different customer needs and competition. In this paper, we attempt to 

demonstrate that network infrastructure deployment project management can be conducted using the lean 

system approach which seems to be a fit for the network infrastructure deployment. In tough economic 

situation like in Lebanon where most companies are required to achieve great results with fewer 

resources, a lean project management approach can assist with reduction in expenses and project failures. 
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Abstract 

The main objective of this study is to examine the microfinance services that improve the socio-economic 
welfare of urban households in Malaysia. We distribute questionnaires to 400 respondents across three 
different urban geographic areas in Malaysia in order to collect the relevant data for this study. Stratified 
random sampling is employed in the process of collecting the data. The results show that most of the services 
provided by the microfinance institutions including microcredit, micro insurance, training and social 
intermediation services have assisted the urban households to earn more income and enhance their socio-
economic welfare. The recommendation of this study is detailed in the body of the paper. 

Keywords: Microfinance; Socio-Economic Welfare; Financial Services; Non-Financial Services 
 

Introduction 

Malaysia is a middle-income country and covers two main regions: Peninsular Malaysia and East Malaysia 
(states of Sabah and Sarawak). The government of Malaysia embraced export-oriented industrialisation model 
in developing the country since the year 1970. The model, which emphasised on the manufacturing sector and 
has also successfully transformed the Malaysia’s economy into an export-oriented one (Ministry of Finance, 
2007). The government of Malaysia has set a long-term goal of becoming a developed nation by the year 2020. 
Thus, the government of Malaysia has formulated several policies and strategies to support the nation’s 
economic growth. Those core policies are – New Economic Policy (1970), National Development Policy 
(1991), Vision 2020 (1991), National Economic Recovery Plan (1998), and Malaysia Plan (1971-2020). A 
special group of households namely B40 households was introduced by the Eleventh Malaysia Plan (2016-
2020). B40 households represent the bottom 40 group with an estimated 11.7 million memberships or 40% of 
the population in Malaysia that live with a household income of up to RM 3,855 per month (Economic 
Planning Unit, 2015). 

The economic development is essential to accomplish more equal income distribution among the different 
sections of the society. Nevertheless, there are still considerable concerns on the issue of income distribution in 
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Malaysia. The Department of Statistics Malaysia (2015) highlighted the general economic instability and the 
increasing gap between the rich and the poor. Inequality specifically poses a real challenge for Malaysia. The 
World Bank (2015) shows the income growth especially for the top 20% of Malaysian income earners has 
been strong for many years. However, the B40 of households has encountered the slowest income growth. 
According to Economic Planning Unit (2015), the top 20 urban households accounted for 45.9% of the total 
income, while the bottom 40 urban households accounted for only 17.1%. 

Bank Negara Malaysia (2013) revealed that savings among the lower income households were insufficient due 
to lack of planning and saving for their post-retirement expenses. The B40 households are affected by high 
indebtedness as most of them always applied for personal loans to support their daily expenses. The people 
who earned RM 3,000 or below have debts that are about 700% of their earnings in 2013 (Bank Negara 
Malaysia, 2013). Moreover, B40 households face the issue of increment in living cost. It was reported that the 
B40 experienced 10.1% annual increase in the cost of living between 2009 and 2014 (Economic Planning Unit, 
2015). The rising cost of living in urban areas is usually caused by the fact that they need to spend more on 
their daily consumption such as food, transportation and housing. The implementation of Goods and Services 
Tax (GST) throughout Malaysia has increased living costs in the country, especially on those who live in urban 
cities. Urban households need more income than rural households to stay away from poverty. In addition, they 
also need more resources to access basic amenities, healthcare, childcare and children’s education. In 
particular, house rental in the urban areas account for half of the monthly salary earned by the poor urban 
households (Kaur, 2016). 

Despite the implementation of many policies and programs by the Malaysia government to assist low income 
households, poverty is still visible in urban areas. Enhancing the socio-economic welfare among low income 
households requires microfinance services. Microfinance has been a part of poverty alleviation plans in 
helping the poor who usually would be disqualified from the mainstream credit sector. There are many poor 
households everywhere in the world which are already getting benefits and financial services from 
microfinance institutions (Morduch and Haley, 2002). Microfinance services are considered to be part of the 
tools in alleviating poverty in Malaysia. There are a total of three leading organisations working towards 
poverty alleviation, namely: (i) Amanah Ikthiar Malaysia (AIM); (ii) Yayasan Usaha Maju (YUM); (iii) 
Tabung Ekonomi Kumpulan Usahawan National (TEKUN, or The Economic Fund for National Entrepreneurs 
Group).  

The first institution in Malaysia that provides micro finance services is Amanah Ikthiar Malaysia (AIM). AIM 
which was established in 17 September 1987 mainly emphasises on the provisions of loans to the poor in order 
to develop their business. AIM implements the Grameen Bank framework where the main objectives are to 
provide financing, guidance and training to the poor. AIM and YUM are institutions which only give loans to 
those people who are at or below the country’s poverty line compared to TEKUN which does not only cover 
poor but also those above poverty line. AIM provides three types of economic loans for income-generating 
activities, namely: I-Mesra; I-Srikandi; and I-Wibawa. In addition, the organization provides: a recovery loan 
(I-Penyayang); an education loan (I-Bistari); and a housing/multipurpose loan (I-Sejahtera). The 
implementation of this program is based on the idea of 'trust' to monitor all members. AIM monitors the 
members, who are expected to attend weekly meeting organised by the institution. The meeting has promoted 
the capability of the participants to pay back the loans as the default rate was only 0.92% in year 2009. AIM 
provides free interest credits to the borrowers, which form themselves into groups of five and sequentially 
pledges against each other loans, in line with the model of the Grameen Bank. The total members of AIM as at 
April 2016 were 382,178 in Malaysia (Amanah Ikthiar Malaysia, 2016). AIM was chosen in this study to 
measure the effect of microfinance services in enhancing the socio-economic welfare among vulnerable 
households in urban Peninsular Malaysia because of its wide coverage.  

The main objective of this study is to identify the effect of microfinance services on the socio-economic 
welfare of urban vulnerable households in Malaysia. There are total of five microfinance services provided by 
the microfinance institution, AIM which is microcredit, micro insurance, savings, training and social 
intermediation service. Likewise, this study would like to detect which microfinance services have the effect 
on socio-economic welfare on urban vulnerable households. Hence, there are two academic contributions in 
this study. Firstly, majority of the previous study only focus the socio-economic welfare on rural households. 
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Secondly, as income is part of the sources in enhancing households’ socio-economic welfare. Also, it is 
evidenced that there is no previous research using income as mediating variable in their study. Thus, the focus 
of this paper is to investigate the how well the microfinance services effect on socio-economic welfare among 
urban vulnerable households in Malaysia and also using income as mediator in this study. 

The following part of this paper is organised into few sections. First, this paper reviews the extant from 
previous literatures and discusses the relationship among independent, dependent and mediating variables. The 
empirical approach is presented next, followed by results and bootstrapping tests. Finally, this paper concludes 
by discussing the implications of the findings and acknowledging the limitations of this study 

Literature Review 

This section covers the empirical evidence on the linkage between microfinance services, income and socio-
economic welfare in literature. Socio-economic welfare is defined as a condition whereby a person or groups is 
doing well or somewhat emphasises on a person’s wellbeing or good (Frijerts and Van Prag, 1999). The low 
income households are likely to have low purchasing power, low expenditure, and low quality of life. Thus, 
there is a need for special assistance in improving the welfare of the low income households. Microfinance 
programs are the potential platforms in enhancing the socio-economic welfare in society. Microfinance 
services play a vital platform in alleviating poverty, eradicating poverty and creating wealth among poor 
people. These are among the objectives established by several microfinance institutions. The positive impact of 
microfinance services on poverty had been highlighted by Alam (1988). The financial services provided by the 
microfinance programs were crucial input to enhance productivity at household level. However, it has been 
claimed that the microfinance services had the ability to improve income levels and enhance employment of 
household members (Okurut et al. 2004). Also, Mahjabeen (2008) stated that microfinance institutions 
enhanced income and consumption stream of the households, lessened income imbalanced and welfare 
improvement. According to Mwewa (2013) and Mungai (2015), microfinance services could assist the poor in 
the creation of jobs because it provided the necessary capital for small scale enterprises. 

There are studies that have considered the impacts of microfinance services on socio-economic welfare. One of 
the services that have been the focal point in the literature is microcredit. For instance, Wahid (1994) had 
stated that credit services were the crucial sources for the poor in assisting them to increase their capital in 
improving their standards of living through income investments. It was also agreed that credit is an essential 
tool in assisting borrowers from avoiding the poverty trap (Hermes et al. 2011; Mwangi, 2015; Owuor 2015). 
The credit from microfinance programs also assisted poor households to overcome their liquidity issue and 
fund investments in agriculture, trades and business, increase income, construct and improve employment 
among households. Microfinance services are effective developmental tools in poverty reduction, income 
distribution and achievement of millennium development goals. Salia (2014) analysed the effects of 
microcredit schemes on welfare in Tanzania, Africa. The findings revealed that participation in microcredit 
schemes could lead to poverty eradication among women clients and also financed children’s education and 
health services.  

Besides, Kireti and Sakwa, (2014) demonstrated that microcredit provided more income stream for the poor 
and liberated them from poverty circumstances. Microcredit improves the welfare of low income households 
as they lead to creation of jobs and generation income as well as increase in the household assets (Mokhtar, 
2011; Nawai and Shariff, 2011; Hamdan and Hussin, 2012). 

Few studies have also considered the role of micro insurance including Beattie (2000) that argued that micro 
insurance is a social protection tool, which assisted low income households in escaping from poverty 
circumstances. Besides, Matul (2005) also stated that the affordability to own insurance for low income 
households was not only linked to their income but also to the appropriate supervision of their financial 
sources which had a significant impact on their access to micro insurance. Similarly, Collins et al. (2009) also 
mentioned that micro insurance was gradually acknowledged to be similarly significant to microcredit as low 
income households must ensure a smooth flow of their daily cash and control their daily consumption in 
improving their future economic plan. Therefore, micro insurance is regarded as a powerful tool for low 
income households in enhancing their welfare. 
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Savings (micro savings) is increasingly recognised as equally important to microcredit because low income 
households must balance their cash flows in smoothening their daily consumption and future economic plan 
(Collins et al. 2009). Brannen (2010) conducted a study on the impact of micro savings on the welfare of the 
poor. The results showed that micro savings improved the welfare of the poor in Tanzania. Besides, Babajide 
et al. (2015) studied the influence of innovative micro savings service on welfare and business enterprise 
progress among low-income earners in Nigeria. The findings revealed that savings has a significant impact on 
welfare and also micro savings leads to  poverty alleviation among low income households. 

Training has also been considered in the literature. For instance, Hamdan and Hussin (2012) stated that the 
incorporation of entrepreneurial trainings had been considered as a powerful tool that can improve micro and 
small enterprises in South Africa and Malaysia. Previous studies also agreed with the fact that specific skills, 
and training will assist most of the recipients of microfinance in overcoming different obstacles (Karnani, 
2007; Paul, Nyaga and Karoki, 2013). For instance, Saad (2010) conducted a survey of 1,800 members from 
AIM which were from the rural states of Kelantan and Perak only. The findings indicated that microcredit and 
training activities from AIM lessens poverty, develops the education level of their children and enhances the 
health status of its members. However, the study only focused on rural states in Malaysia and did not cover the 
urban states or entire nation of Malaysia. Furthermore, Al-Shami et al. (2014) consented to the point that AIM 
delivered a variety of training activities in enhancing their customer’s talent to explore new income-generating 
activities, choosing suitable income-generating activities and enhancing their money management skills.  

The perception of group lending from microfinance is a pressing need nowadays in supporting the poor to find 
jobs and increase their standard of living. The group lending assist the poor to access microfinance services to 
better off their expenditure, gain access to market information and boost the activities of entrepreneurship 
(Attanasio et al. 2011). The loan from social intermediation service could generate more income to lenders 
compared to the individual liability (Al-Shami, 2014). The study of Kireti and Sakwa (2014) examined the 
socioeconomic effects associated with the participation of women in the microfinance programs in Kenya. The 
findings revealed that the non-financial service of social intermediation service was able to smooth their 
income level and improve their socioeconomic welfare.  

From the literature review, it is observed that a gap existed as most of the previous papers focus on the impact 
of microfinance institutions on the rural poor. Hence, it finds that income can also be part of the essential 
element for the research framework. This can be evidenced from the experts’ feedbacks as the variable income 
can add value to academic contribution. Moreover, there is none of the previous study using income as 
mediating variable in such a related study. Hence, the variable of income was introduced as a mediating 
variable to the research framework. The study wants to detect the existence of income between microfinance 
services and socio-economic welfare came to be effective or not. 

Methodology 

The target respondents of this study are the household recipient of AIM’s services in Penang, Kuala Lumpur 
and Johor Bahru. According to report from Department Statistics Malaysia (2010), Penang, Kuala Lumpur and 
Johor Bahru are considered as the 0top three urbanised states in Malaysia. Hence, total 400 respondents are 
equally selected from these three different geographic areas in Peninsular Malaysia. Primary data collection 
approach is used in this study. The data was collected via well-designed questionnaires in selected study areas. 
The approach of survey questionnaires was applied in this study as this approach provided an efficient way in 
collecting data. Patten (2016) indicated that the construction of questionnaire is superior to interview method 
because using questionnaire enables the researcher to collect data from several respondents simultaneously.  
Many of the previous studies such as Nawai (2011), Omar et al. (2012), Al Mamum et al. (2014) and others 
also used the survey questionnaire approach for data collection.  

The stratified random sampling approach was used in this study. This is similar to the study of Al-
Mamun (2012). Questionnaires were distributed to microfinance recipients. Furthermore, those qualified 
respondents from microfinance would be gathered by the administrators at the centers correspondingly. 
Questionnaires were then distributed to each respondent. They were given sufficient time to answer the 
questionnaire. Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used to measure the descriptive analysis 
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while structural equation modeling (SEM), Partial Least Squares in SmartPLS 3.0 was used to determine the 
path correlation between the variables. Figure 3.1 shows the research framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Research Framework 

Data Analysis 

The results in Table 1 reveal that about 75% of the respondents are between the age of 26 and 50 
years. This indicates that majority of these household receivers’ category are in need of the financial 
assistance. Nevertheless, only 2.4% of the respondents associating to the age group 61 and above were 
recorded. The percentage in age group 25 or below and 51 – 60 years are 5.3% and 17.8%.  

Table 1: Distribution of Respondents by Age Group 
 

Age Group Frequency (N) Percentage (%) 

25 or below 21 5.3 

26 - 35 84 21.0 

36 - 50 214 53.5 

51 – 60 

61 and above 

71 

10 

17.8 

2.4 

The results in Table 2 implies that almost two third of the total respondents have achieved 
secondary education and below as at the time of this study. This is followed by vocational and college diploma 
with 15.3% and primary education at 6.3%. The rest of the respondents with bachelor degree and above are up 
to 4.4% only. 
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2. Micro Insurance 
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Table 2: Distribution of Respondents by Education 

Education Frequency (N) Percentage (%) 

Primary Education 25 6.3 

Secondary Education 296 74.0 

Vocational / College Diploma 61 15.3 

Bachelor's and above 18 4.4 

Table 3 shows that majority (about 80%) of the respondents are self-employed while those that are 
unemployed and labourer are 7.5% and 13.3% respectively. For the terms of marital status, almost 84% of the 
respondents were married at the time of study. Only 6.0% are single while divorced and widowed are 3.8% 
and 6.2% respectively.  

Table 3: Distribution of Respondents by Employment Status 

Employment 
Frequency (N) Percentage (%) 

Unemployed 30 7.5 

Labourer 53 13.3 

Self-employed 317 79.2 

The results in Table 4 indicate that almost 85% of the respondents earn an income between RM 
1,500 to RM 6,000. Only 10.8% of the respondents have earned less than RM 1,500 while 3.3% of the 
respondents earned between RM 6,000 to RM 10,000 during collection period. This is followed by those 
respondents with income of more than RM 10,000 with only 0.7%.  

Table 4: Household Current Gross Monthly Income of the Respondents 

Household Current Gross Monthly 

Income 
Frequency (N) Percentage (%) 

Less than RM 1,500 43 10.8 

RM 1,500 to < RM 2,500 120 30.0 

RM 2,500 to < RM 4,000 157 39.2 

RM 4,000 to < RM 6,000 64 16.0 

RM 6,000 to < RM 10,000 13 3.3 

More than RM 10,000 3 0.7 

(a) Measurement Model 

SmartPLS 3.0 was used to determine the measurement model of this study. The composite 
reliability and internal consistency assessed the reliability of construct measurement. The reliability of each 
construct was evaluated by the composite reliability with the cutoff value of 0.7 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; 
Hair et al. 2016). On the other hand, the convergent validity was tested by Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 
with the recommended cutoff value of 0.5 and also each item loadings with the recommended cutoff value of 
more than 0.7 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Hair et al. 2016). This indicates adequate convergent validity as all 
items fulfill the requirements. Table 5 shows the results for items loading, average variance extracted (AVE) 
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and construct composite reliability (CR) on this study. The results reveal that all constructs’ items loading, 
reliability and AVE are above the recommended levels.  

Table 5: Items Loading, Average Variance Extracted (AVE) and Composite Reliability (CR) 

Constructs 
Measurement 

Items 

Items 

Loading 
AVE 

Composite 

Reliability 

Welfare 

W2 0.724 

0.560 0.836 
W3 0.732 

W4 0.754 

W5 0.783 

Microcredit 

MC1 0.797 

0.640 0.842 MC2 0.848 

MC3 0.754 

Micro insurance 

MI2 0.726 

0.551 0.830 
MI3 0.771 

MI4 0.721 

MI5 0.749 

Social  

Intermediation  

Service 

SIS1 0.758 

0.540 0.824 
SIS2 0.718 

SIS3 0.739 

SIS5 0.723 

Savings 

SV2 0.729 

0.566 0.839 
SV3 0.764 

SV4 0.791 

SV5 0.723 

Training 

TR3 0.785 

0.621 0.831 TR4 0.794 

TR5 0.785 

Income 

IC3 0.779 

0.628 0.835 IC4 0.786 

IC5 0.812 

Discriminate validity is a test to ensure that the value of AVE at least must be above the threshold 
value of 0.50 and the square root of the AVE also should higher than all other cross correlations (Fornell and 
Larcker, 1981; Chin, 1998; Chin 2010). Table 6 depicted the diagonal values (bold) are greater than the 
corresponding correlation values for each rows and columns. Thus, the discriminate validity was assured. 
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Table 6: Discriminant Validity Analysis 

 

(b) Structural Model 

The structural model stipulates the information about the coefficients of sizes (R2), predictive 
relevance (Q2) and path coefficients of all variables. The results of Table 7 reveal that R2 for dependent 
variable (welfare) and mediating variable (income) are 0.558 and 0.368, respectively. Hence, the research 
explained 55.8% of total variance of all predictors to welfare. Also, income was 36.8% determined by all 
independent variables. Q2 represents a measure of how well-observed values are reformulated by the model 
and its parameter estimates. Q2 > 0 shows that the model has predictive relevance (Chin, 2010). The results of 
this study implied that both variables are 0.247 (income) and 0.295 (welfare) which were more than 0. Hence, 
this model has predictive relevance. 

Table 7: Coefficients of Sizes and Predictive Relevance Analysis 

Variables Coefficients of Sizes, R
2 Predictive Relevance, Q

2 

Income 36.8% 0.247 

Welfare 55.8% 0.295 

The results in Table 8 illustrate the significance of direct path coefficients. The values of 
relationship as shown in t-statistics revealed that two relationships (TR->Income and SIS->Welfare) are lower 
than t-table value of 1.96 (p-value of 0.05) while remaining relationships are all positive relationship and 
higher than t-table value of 1.96 with p-value of less than 0.05. Also, the table indicates that Income->Welfare 
(β=0.439; p<0.001), MC->Income (β=0.191; p=0.001), MC->Welfare (β=0.276; p<0.001), MI->Income 
(β=0.194; p=0.001), MI->Welfare (β=0.204; p<0.001), SV->Income (β=0.241; p<0.001), SV->Welfare 
(β=0.187; p<0.001), TR->Welfare (β=0.195; p<0.001) and SIS->Income (β=0.145; p=0.007) were the only 
significant path coefficients. The relationship TR->Income and SIS->Welfare were not significant predictors to 
relevant variables. Thus, most of the direct path coefficients of this study were significant (p<0.001). 
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Table 8: Significance of Direct Path Coefficients  

 Standardised 

Beta 
t-statistics p-values Decision 

Income -> Welfare 0.439 9.848 < 0.001 Supported 

MC -> Income 0.191 3.465 0.001 Supported 

MC -> Welfare 0.276 5.387 < 0.001 Supported 

MI -> Income 0.194 3.368 0.001 Supported 

MI -> Welfare 0.204 3.608 < 0.001 Supported 

SV -> Income 0.241 4.327 < 0.001 Supported 

SV -> Welfare 0.187 3.690 < 0.001 Supported 

TR -> Income 0.05 0.879 0.380 Not supported 

TR -> Welfare 0.195 3.508 < 0.001 Supported 

SIS -> Income 0.145 2.686 0.007 Supported 

SIS -> Welfare 0.041 0.866 0.387 Not supported 

The results in Table 9 indicate the significance of indirect path coefficients. The mediating variable of 
income was added to five relevant paths of coefficients. It was found that income has a positive and significant 
impact on microfinance services towards welfare except for savings only. Despite the savings is not significant 
with p>0.05, the relationship between the remaining predictors (microcredit, micro insurance, training and 
social intermediation service) was intensely reduced with significant path coefficient (0.084, 0.085 0.063 and 
0.106) (p<0.05) respectively. 
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Table 9: Significance of Indirect Path Coefficients 

 Standardised 

Beta 

t-

statistics p-values Decision 

MC -> Income -> Welfare 0.084 3.112 0.002 Supported 

MI -> Income -> Welfare 0.085 3.234 0.001 Supported 

SV -> Income -> Welfare 0.022 0.848 0.397 Not supported 

TR -> Income -> Welfare 0.063 2.572 0.010 Supported 

SIS -> Income -> Welfare 0.106 3.787 < 0.001 Supported 

 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

In a nutshell, microfinance institutions are required to be promoted to all low income households, 
persistently to extend its microfinance services. The microfinance services help to increase their source of 
income thus enhancing their socio-economic welfare and also reduce their level of poverty with the presence 
of microfinance institutions to develop national economic growth in line with the objectives of the New 
Economic Model Malaysia.  

The main objective of this study was to examine the ideal microfinance services which enhance the 
socio-economic welfare of urban households in Malaysia. The results of this study confirmed the effect of 
microcredit, micro insurance, social intermediation service and training on socio-economic welfare. These 
results supported the hypothesis of the study by affirming the importance of microfinance services in 
enhancing the socio-economic welfare of urban households’ poverty. 

The study found out that majority of the households receivers are between the age group of 36 to 50. 
Most of them have at least secondary education with only minority having post-secondary education. In 
addition, this study found out that many of the urban households were engaged in self-employed businesses by 
starting up their own small businesses. This resulted in their gross monthly income to be between the ranges of 
RM 1,500 to RM 4,000 only. 

The study also confirmed that most of the microfinance services provided by AIM are very 
significant in increasing their sources of income as well as enhancing their socio-economic welfare except for 
savings services. The fact shows that the amount of savings by the households for the microfinance programs 
is less than 1% out of the total loan amount (AIM, 2016). Hence, the amount of the savings does not really 
cater for the needs of the households.  

This study is important as it assists to detect the most influential microfinance services in enhancing 
the socio-economic welfare on the urban vulnerable households in Malaysia. Microfinance services should not 
be treated as the only remedy to counter poverty in universal, but rather as an essential platform in eradicating 
poverty and subsequently, enhancing welfare of society too. Thus, the introduction of few policies by 
government of Malaysia such as National Urbanisation Policy, National Key Results Areas and Government 
Transformation Programme needs to be fully achieved in order to create developed country. Thus, this study is 
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able to assist government in achieving part of the goals of New Economic Model for Malaysia in which to be a 
high income economy which are both inclusive and sustainable. The government of Malaysia through AIM 
should extend promoting microfinance programmes in enhancing the wellbeing for the urban households in 
Malaysia. The government and relevant authorities have the responsibility in generating sustainable and 
favourable policy on microfinance institutions operations. The policy will assist them to inspire more urban 
households in participating microfinance programmes. This can indirectly have multiple effects on 
households’ socio-economic welfare. Microfinance will perhaps likely to empower people by providing them 
with more confidence and assisting them financially in their businesses.  

However, this study was limited only to the collection of selected states in Peninsular Malaysia 
only. There should be more geographic areas to be covered in future studies. Moreover, microfinance 
institutions should always strive to promote more on the quality of products and services to the extent of 
different needs of the borrowers. Hence, this may help to enhance the participation rate in their programmes in 
order to achieve poverty alleviation. Nevertheless, government should also be continuously funding the 
microfinance institutions in order to assist their operational maintenance. This will indirectly enhance the 
standard of living for the society too. 
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Abstract  

 
In the framework of this study, the authors of the paper analyzed the construction sphere by the example 

of St. Petersburg. As a result, the main problems of housing construction financing were identified, an 

algorithm for financing construction sector was developed, correlation and regression analysis of the 

market value of housing was carried out and the main factors influencing its formation were identified. 

 

Keywords: housing construction, housing, construction financing, housing prices, price factors  

 

Introduction 

 

Housing construction belongs to one of the most priority sectors of the national economy due to the fact 

that housing security is the most important indicator characterizing the citizens’ level of well-being and 

the quality of life in general. There are two types of strategies for financial incentives for the development 

of priority industries: 1) strategies based on the stimulation of supply; 2) strategies based on the 

stimulation of demand. 

 

Strategies of the first type go back to the historical period, when the production development level did not 

allow fully meeting the needs of society in every-day goods. During this period, the main task was to 

expand production, and a limited range of potential solvent buyers competed for the products in the 

market. The task of manufacturers was to ensure the production of the goods with minimal costs, which 

allowed expanding the range of customers due to lower prices.  

 

With the development of production and the fierce competition in markets, a new type of incentive 

strategy has emerged. In the process of competition, manufacturers constantly increase production 

volumes, improve the quality of their products and expand its range, but the consumer, despite the desire 

to unlimited increase of the comfort level, is unable to pay the entire volume of output. Stimulation of 

demand becomes a reaction to the threat of a overproduction crisis.  

 

In today’s Russia the provision of affordable and comfortable housing for citizens is extremely acute 

issue, which forces to use a combination of the elements of strategies both the first and the second types 

in order to balance supply and demand. On the one hand, the increase in the volume of housing 

construction should be carried out by increasing the efficiency of the housing financing system and 

developing bank lending to developers and other incentive measures for producers. On the other hand, it 

is necessary to support the demand for housing, by means including, in particular, mortgage lending. 

In connection with the mentioned above, the issues of financial support for housing construction as part of 

a set of measures aimed at housing problem solving are of high relevance and have priority from the 

standpoint of strategic socio-economic development. 

 

The objective of the study is to identify the factors that have the greatest impact on the value of a square 

meter of housing in St. Petersburg which is analyzed divided by districts of the city. To achieve the goal, 

the following tasks were set and solved: 1) analysis of the situation in the housing market of St. 

Petersburg in order to determine the range of factors; 2) carrying out correlation-regression analysis in 
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order to reveal the dependence between the 

factors. 

 

It is supposed that the market price of the housing constitutes of two components 

conjunctural, and the first is dependent of the inalienable properties of the housing which stay unchanged 

for a long time. 

 

Data and method 

 
Analysis of the current situation in the housing market of St. Petersburg allows characterizing the state 

and identification the prospects for of housing construction. 

affordability of housing is the housing prices in the p

level of the average salary in the investigated region (Fig. 1).

 

Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of the Regions of Russia (2016).

Fig. 1. The ratio of the average cost of 1 sq. m of housing 

 

According to the data published by the state statistics bodies, during the analyzed period the cost of 

housing in the primary market of St. Petersburg exceeds the cost in the secondary market by an average 

of 8 thousand rubles per square meter of the total

market is higher than in the primary market, which is confirmed by the situation on average in the 

country. This is explained by a number of factors: 1) the category of secondary real estate includes h

cost apartments in houses built during the last five years; 2) buying a property in a house under 

reveal the dependence between the price of the housing as productive factor and the revealed 

It is supposed that the market price of the housing constitutes of two components - fundamental and 

conjunctural, and the first is dependent of the inalienable properties of the housing which stay unchanged 

of the current situation in the housing market of St. Petersburg allows characterizing the state 

ts for of housing construction. The most important factor determining the 

affordability of housing is the housing prices in the primary and secondary market in comparison with the 

in the investigated region (Fig. 1). 

 
Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of the Regions of Russia (2016). 

 

The ratio of the average cost of 1 sq. m of housing to an average salary

According to the data published by the state statistics bodies, during the analyzed period the cost of 

housing in the primary market of St. Petersburg exceeds the cost in the secondary market by an average 

square meter of the total area. As a rule, the cost of housing in the secondary 

market is higher than in the primary market, which is confirmed by the situation on average in the 

country. This is explained by a number of factors: 1) the category of secondary real estate includes h

cost apartments in houses built during the last five years; 2) buying a property in a house under 

productive factor and the revealed 

fundamental and 

conjunctural, and the first is dependent of the inalienable properties of the housing which stay unchanged 

of the current situation in the housing market of St. Petersburg allows characterizing the state 

The most important factor determining the 

rimary and secondary market in comparison with the 

 

salary  

According to the data published by the state statistics bodies, during the analyzed period the cost of 

housing in the primary market of St. Petersburg exceeds the cost in the secondary market by an average 

As a rule, the cost of housing in the secondary 

market is higher than in the primary market, which is confirmed by the situation on average in the 

country. This is explained by a number of factors: 1) the category of secondary real estate includes high 

cost apartments in houses built during the last five years; 2) buying a property in a house under 
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construction is perceived as a significant risk; 3) when buying a secondary real estate buyer can enter the 

house immediately; 4) mortgage rates on the constructed housing is lower by an average of 1% (Real 

Estate. "Secondary" vs new buildings: what and why is more expensive?, 2017). 

The reverse situation prevailing in St. Petersburg can be explained by the saturation of demand for 

expensive housing in the secondary market and, as a consequence, the dominance of demand for mass 

housing of economy class. 

 

Analyzing the dynamics of changes in the average monthly salary, shown in Fig. 1, we can conclude that 

the average salary does not match the cost of one square meter of housing, which significantly reduces the 

affordability – citizens’ ability to purchase housing. So, in 2016, the average resident of St. Petersburg, 

having spent the entire amount of his/her monthly salary, could purchase 0.47 meters of housing in the 

primary market (0.53 meters - in the secondary market). 

 

In 2016, the construction cost of a square meter of housing in St. Petersburg amounted to 59,294.8 rubles. 

(Housing in Russia, 2016), while the market value - 96 855 rubles. Thus, the cost of housing when it 

enters the market increases by an average of 63.34%. By the gap between the cost per square meter of 

housing and its market value St. Petersburg ranks second in Russia after Moscow. 

Comparative dynamics of residential buildings commissioning and uncompleted construction in St. 

Petersburg for 2013-2015 is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of the Regions of Russia (2016). 

 

Fig. 2. Comparative dynamics of residential buildings commissioning and uncompleted 

construction (thousand sq. m) 

 

An analysis of uncompleted construction of residential buildings in St. Petersburg shows that its volume 

is big and sufficient to significantly affect the economic development of certain territories of St. 

Petersburg and the Russian Federation as a whole. 

 

The uncompleted construction of residential buildings is associated with a lack of money, changes in 

legislation, a currency crisis and other negative circumstances. In 2013 and in 2014, the volume of 

uncompleted construction was comparable to the volume of residential space commissioned and reached 

a huge size due to the deteriorated economic situation in the country. In 2015, construction in progress 

has reduced almost thrice. This is explained by the fact that along with the scheduled delivery of 

construction projects, a number of projects frozen during the crisis were completed.  
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Comfortable living conditions and accessibility of utilities are ensured by the equipment of reside

buildings. To assess the trends in the 

total area equipped with water supply, sewerage, heating, baths, gas, hot water supply, floor electric 

stoves in the districts of St. Petersbur

 

Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of Housing in Russia (2016).

Fig. 3. Equipment of housing stock in 2016 (%)

 

In the districts of St. Petersburg the equipment of residential buildings as a whole is in the quite high 

level. However, the Kurortny district has quite low indicators of residential buildings’ equipment: only 

68% of the total area is equipped with hot water supply, and 67.3% of the total area is equipped with 

baths (shower). 

 

The analysis of the current state of the housing stock in St

- huge gap between the construction costs and the market value of the housing stock;

- significant gap between the market value of housing and the average salary;

- positive trends in uncompleted construction, 

three times in 2015; 

- relatively high level of equipment of the housing stock.

 

Data representing investments in construction in St. Petersburg are shown in Fig. 4 by sources of 

financing. 

Comfortable living conditions and accessibility of utilities are ensured by the equipment of reside

buildings. To assess the trends in the residential buildings equipment, we will analyze proportions of the 

total area equipped with water supply, sewerage, heating, baths, gas, hot water supply, floor electric 

stoves in the districts of St. Petersburg in 2016 (Fig. 3). 

 

Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of Housing in Russia (2016). 

 

Fig. 3. Equipment of housing stock in 2016 (%) 

In the districts of St. Petersburg the equipment of residential buildings as a whole is in the quite high 

district has quite low indicators of residential buildings’ equipment: only 

68% of the total area is equipped with hot water supply, and 67.3% of the total area is equipped with 

The analysis of the current state of the housing stock in St. Petersburg allowed revealing the following:

huge gap between the construction costs and the market value of the housing stock;

significant gap between the market value of housing and the average salary;

positive trends in uncompleted construction, which made it possible to reduce its volume by almost 

relatively high level of equipment of the housing stock. 

Data representing investments in construction in St. Petersburg are shown in Fig. 4 by sources of 

Comfortable living conditions and accessibility of utilities are ensured by the equipment of residential 

equipment, we will analyze proportions of the 

total area equipped with water supply, sewerage, heating, baths, gas, hot water supply, floor electric 

 

In the districts of St. Petersburg the equipment of residential buildings as a whole is in the quite high 

district has quite low indicators of residential buildings’ equipment: only 

68% of the total area is equipped with hot water supply, and 67.3% of the total area is equipped with 

. Petersburg allowed revealing the following: 

huge gap between the construction costs and the market value of the housing stock; 

significant gap between the market value of housing and the average salary; 

which made it possible to reduce its volume by almost 

Data representing investments in construction in St. Petersburg are shown in Fig. 4 by sources of 
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Is there sufficient own funds for the construction? 
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issue – 1,2%     
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agencies    

State – 

16% 

Own 

accumulated 
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existing real 

 

Mortgage 
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Construction 

loan Mortgage 

investment 

company    

State 

budgetary 

funds 

 

Construction and commissioning of housing 

Other borrowed funds (borrowed 

funds received from other 

organizations, investments from 

abroad, extra-budgetary 

organizations) – 10,2% 

Insurance 

companies 

 
Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of Badyranov (2009), Konkin et al (2016), Mataibaeva (2003), Sternik 

(2000). 

 

Fig. 4. Structure of investments in construction by sources of financing (% of total) 
 

Today the construction companies prefer to reduce potential risks, so 64.2% of construction financing is 

from own funds. This situation, in our opinion, has formed due to unstable situation in the economy. In 

the case of shared financing, construction companies lose part of the profit, selling the housing at a lower 

cost, so investments in construction through mortgage constitute only 3.9%. Another source of financing 

is budgetary funds (16%), which, as a rule, are being received on an irrevocable basis and are intended to 

build social housing. 4.5% of financing is carried out from the funds of organizations and participants of 

shared construction. The issue of securities constitutes 1.2%. 10.2% of financing is provided through 

other borrowed funds, including borrowed funds received from other organizations, investments from 

abroad, extra-budgetary funds, funds of superordinate organizations. 

 

As a result of examining analytical reviews, statistical data and the current state of the housing market, a 

number of factors were identified which, in the opinion of the authors, should influence the formation of 

the resultant factor - the market value of square meter (Fig. 5). 
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Market value of 1 

sq.m 

Crime rate Presence of elite housing 

construction 

Development of 

infrastructure 

Transport 

accessibility 
Ecologic situation 

Volume of constructed 

housing 

Equipment of the 

housing 

Individual houses, 

apartments 

Water supply, heating, gas, 

electric stoves, sewerage, hot 

water supply, bath 

 

Number of 

inhabitants 

 

Source: compiled by the authors. 

 

Fig. 5. Factors of the market value included in consideration 

 

Thus, the following indicators will be considered as factors affecting the market value of 1 square m of 

housing: 

 

- equipment of housing (water supply, heating, gas, electric stoves, sewerage, bath, hot water supply); 

- transport accessibility (presented in the form of an index which reflects how many times to travel from 

this or that region longer to center of city than from the Central District);  

- volume of commissioned housing (the number of apartments in residential buildings and the area of 

individual houses); 

- infrastructure development (determined by the availability of schools, hospitals, kindergartens, food 

stores within walking distance); 

- crime rate (number of committed crimes); 

- population (number); 

- presence of elite housing construction (ranking position); 

- ecologic situation (rating of the ecological situation in the districts of the city). 

 

Analysis and results 
 

Now let's investigate the factors that determine the market value of a square meter in the primary and 

secondary housing market in St. Petersburg. The market value of 1 square meter of housing in the primary 

and secondary markets of St. Petersburg will considered as resultant factors. Several indicators, reflecting 

the level of livability of housing, the number of built housing, the ecological situation of the area, 

transport accessibility, development of infrastructure, the availability of elite construction and number of 

inhabitants, were determined as attributive factors. 

Correlation-regression analysis was carried out according to data published in public on various 

information portals, including websites of state statistics bodies (Regions of Russia, 2016), and reflecting 
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the situation in different districts of St. Petersburg in 2016. 

The results of the pair correlation analysis are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Results of pair correlation analysis between the market value of 1 square m in the primary 

market and value factors 

 

Factor Correlation coefficient 

Water supply -0,058 

Sewerage -0,035 

Central heating -0,154 

Bath (shower) -0,409 

Gas supply 0,117 

Hot water supply -0,304 

Electric stoves -0,151 

Number of completed apartment  -0,059 

Area of individual houses 0,428 

Ecologic situation -0,040 

Crime rate -0,127 

Transport accessibility -0,241 

Development of infrastructure 0,591 

Presence of elite housing 0,419 

Number of inhabitants -0,155 

 

An attempt was made to construct multiple linear regression equation for the primary market price, based 

on the same factors. However, the results obtained are statistically insignificant. Table 2 presents the 

results of pair correlation analysis for the secondary market. 

 

Table 2. Results of pair correlation analysis between the market value of 1 square m in the 

secondary market and value factors 

 

Factor Correlation coefficient 

Water supply 0,046 

Sewerage 0,070 

Central heating -0,029 

Bath (shower) -0,653 

Gas supply 0,382 

Hot water supply -0,255 

Electric stoves -0,404 

Number of completed apartment  -0,208 

Area of individual houses 0,392 

Ecologic situation 0,450 

Crime rate -0,228 

Transport accessibility -0,710 

Development of infrastructure 0,713 

Presence of elite housing 0,769 

Number of inhabitants -0,374 
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Based on the pair correlation analysis, four factors were identified that are most closely related to the 

market value of 1 sq. m on the secondary market: 

- bathroom or shower room (x1); 

- transport accessibility index (x2); 

- infrastructure development (х3); 

- ratio of elite and non-elite housing (х4). 

On the basis of these indicators, the multiple regression equation was constructed showing how, in 

aggregate, the factors under investigation affect the market value of 1 sq. m. (Table 3-4). Note that during 

the analysis two variables (transport accessibility index and infrastructure development) were excluded as 

statistically insignificant. 

Table 3. Regression statistics 

 

Regression statistics 

Multiple R 0,983119282 

R-square 0,966523522 

Adjusted R-square  0,959084305 

Standard error  4771,864717 

Observations  12 

 

The coefficient of determination is equal to 0.9665, therefore, the factors considered is determine the 

market value by almost 97%. The elimination of two indicators from multiple regression equation 

reduced the determination coefficient by 1%, which is acceptable. 

The calculated value of F is 0.00000023. The calculated level is less than the selected significance level α 

= 0.05, therefore, this dependence is statistically significant. 

Table 4 shows the P-values for the parameters of the regression equation. All P values are less than the 

selected significance level α = 0.05, which confirms the statistical significance of all parameters. 

 

Table 4. Р-value 

 

  Р-value 

Y-intercept 0,000001 

X 1 0,000013 

X 2 0,000046 

 

Thus, it was revealed that the availability of bath (shower) and the share of elite housing in the region by 

97% determine the market value of housing in the secondary market. 

As a result, in order to predict market value changes in the districts of Saint-Petersburg, the following 

equation was constructed:  Y= -1416.14 * X1 + 3097.12 * X2 + 209699.53.  This equation allows 

predicting the level of market prices for housing in the area based on two main indicators. 

 

Discussion 

 
Providing the population with housing is the most important socio-political and economic problem. The 

scale and pace of housing construction, the real well-being of people, their moral and physical well-being, 

political assessments and behavioral motivation largely depend on the approaches chosen to solve this 

problem. The results obtained in the paper can be used to predict the level of market prices for housing in 

the territory on the basis of factors determining housing quality in the wide sense, but they refer rather to 

the fundamental component of the market value than to its conjunctural component. So the latter should 

become the subject of further investigation. 
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Summary 
 
At present, there is a huge gap between the market value of housing and the financial capabilities of 

population. In this regard, the tendency of construction growth is becoming dangerous, making newly 

constructed housing increasingly less affordable to the population and resulting the decrease of demand, 

and, consequently, the decrease of the construction volume. In the end, this can create a crisis of a 

systemic nature, markedly strengthening in the deteriorating economic situation in the country as a whole. 

In order to diversify the sources and mechanisms of financing, an algorithm for financing housing 

construction was proposed and the current distribution of financial flows in the construction industry was 

analyzed. As a result, it was revealed that construction organizations prefer to finance activities at their 

own expense, which provides them with financial stability and the maximum possible profit. 

 

Correlation-regression analysis made it possible to identify factors that have a significant effect on the 

market value of a square meter in the secondary market. Such factors are the presence of a bath / shower - 

the inverse relationship, the ratio of elite and non-elite housing - a direct dependence. The fact of the 

inverse relationship between the presence of a bath / shower and the market value of a square meter in the 

secondary market can be explained by the fact that the most expensive apartments are located in the 

historical center of Saint-Petersburg, where the largest percentage of apartments was built in the end of 

19
th

 beginning of 20
th

 century, and does not satisfy the modern requirements to equipment. 

 

The scale of the problems of the housing construction development and construction financing, require 

the fastest possible measures to resolve them, to identify and make full use of the world experience and 

best practices of the Russian regions. 
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Abstract  

 
In the situation of the soaring demand for higher education, the topicality of global university rankings 

grows.  Independently on the goals declared by their compilers, the rankings are recognized in academic 

society and beyond it as a comparative assessment of the educational institutions quality. Project 5-100-

2020 was designed to provide financial support to Russian universities striving to maximize their 

competitive positions at the international level. The paper analyzes the effectiveness of Project 5-100-

2020 financing in order to develop the most appropriate measures to achieve the goals. The 

effectivenessis evaluated with application of several criteria: necessity, performance to plan, costs, 

comparative characteristics.  As the result it was found out that regulative provision of the project 

implementation is insufficient, the number of Russian universities participating in the project was 

projected up to the year 2020, recommendations are given to develop key indicators of Russian 

universities based on their comparison with the leading universities of QS rankings, inefficient use of 

financial means in the implementation of the project was identified. 

 

Keywords: funding of education, effectiveness assessment, competitiveness, ranking of universities. 

 

Introduction 

 

Today education in its continual, organic interrelation with science is becoming one of the most important 

factors contributing to economic growth of the country.  

 

It should be noted that by the beginning of the 21st century, the prestige of the Russian educational 

system and university science turned out to be seriously disrupted. Socioeconomic and state political 

transformations of the late 1980s - early 1990s made a considerable impact on education in Russia, 

allowing making higher educational institutions academically autonomous, ensuring diversity of 

educational institutions and educational programs, developing the multinational Russian school and non-

government sector of education. As a result of those transformations the influence of the state on the 

sphere of education decreased a lot, which doomed education to exist in the position of internal 

confinement and isolation from solving topical problems of the country's socioeconomic life. 

 

Today Russia pays a lot of attention to the problems of training engineering, managerial and scientific 

cadres of higher qualification, which has been reflected in a number of official documents that set specific 

objectives and stipulate concrete actions aimed at improving the prestige of the Russian higher school at 

the international level. Now the attention of the state to the problems of the higher school is 

preconditioned by the fact that the prospects and dynamics of socioeconomic development of the country 

depend on the level of its intellectual potential while advancement in rankings is an indicator of progress, 

confirmation of the level of Russian education at the international level. 

 

Development features and tendencies of modern education, its quality, as well as the criteria that 

influence the formation of ranking scores, were studied in detail in the papers by Russian researchers 
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(Rodionov et al, 2014-2016; Vorob

et al, 2014) and foreign scientists (Zahid  et al, 2017; Shin et al, 2011; Dobro

 

According to the Presidential Decree in March 2013 the RF Government initiated a project with a 

working title 5–100–2020. Project 5

and improve the prestige of Russian education. According to the Presidential Decree "On the measures 

for pursuit of state policy in the field of education and science" (No. 599, dated 7.05.201

Russian universities must get into the top

the leading international ranking called QS World University Rankings. 

 

It has been 5 years since the project was started, which mak

analyze the achieved results and evaluate how efficiently the goal of the project is implemented in terms 

of funding - maximization of the competitive position of leading Russian universities on the internati

market. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the 

which obtain subsidies in the context of Project 5

 

In the first part a set of criteria is demonstrated. It has been used to assess t

Project 5-100-2020. The second part contains the results of 

problems and prospects related to the implementation of Project 5

 

The information basis for the research includes 

materials of specialized, issue-related Internet resources, materials of the official and financial statements 

of project office 5-100-2020, statistic data. 

 

Data and method 

 
In order to assess the effectiveness

be using a complex of criteria which characterize program implementation from different angles. This 

complex of criteria shows to which extent the program implementation me

that have been set. It can be used as a landmark for the project initiators in managerial activity, which 

directs this activity in the channel of substantiation, necessity, justifiability and sufficiency. Figure 1 

presents a complex of criteria that will be u

 

.Figure 1 - Approaches to assessing the 

Project 5

Performane 
to plan 

efficiency

2016; Vorobyeva et al, 2017; Davidyuk et al, 2017; Efimova et al, 2017; Guzikova 

et al, 2014) and foreign scientists (Zahid  et al, 2017; Shin et al, 2011; Dobrota, 2016). 
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maximization of the competitive position of leading Russian universities on the internati

market. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the effectiveness of funding of Russian universities 

which obtain subsidies in the context of Project 5-100-2020. 

In the first part a set of criteria is demonstrated. It has been used to assess the effectiveness
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problems and prospects related to the implementation of Project 5-100-2020. 

The information basis for the research includes the RF Government laws and decrees, regulatory acts and 

related Internet resources, materials of the official and financial statements 

2020, statistic data.  
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of funding of Russian universities 

effectiveness of funding of 
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the RF Government laws and decrees, regulatory acts and 
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-2020 funding. 

of educational activity funding in terms of 
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The above approaches supplement each other, so for a full-fledged assessment of the effectiveness of 

educational activity funding it is necessary to implement them as a single package. The complex of 

effectiveness evaluation criteria of educational activity funding includes the following approaches: 

necessity effectiveness, comparative effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, performance to plan effectiveness. 

Let us present each approach in more detail. 

 

1. Necessity effectiveness. First of all, a logical criterion or common sense check-up should be noted as 

an effectiveness criterion. In terms of necessity, one should evaluate the feasibility of taking an action as a 

whole to see if it is reasonable to carry it out and to define the utility from taking it. In the context of this 

approach it is necessary to obtain an answer to the question: "what does it bring?" and "who stands to gain 

from it?". Despite the triviality of this criterion, a failure to comply with it can result in unprecedented 

consequences in practice. In terms of this research, the logical criterion implies calculation of an indicator 

which reflects the amount of money spent to improve a university's status by one position in the QS 

rankings for the period from 2013 to 2016. 

 

2. Performance-to-plan-effectiveness. In order to assess the performance, such indicators are applied 

which characterize the degree of compliance with the planned and projected values, i.e. the "fact/plan" 

ratio,  estimated on the basis of planned and accounting documents and statistical data. In this research we 

are going to use the goal of Project 5-100-2020 as a planned indicator, which prescribes entrance of five 

Russian universities to the ranking of 100 best universities in the world by 2020. On the basis of the 

actual data and identified trends, the position of universities in the rankings by 2020 has been forecast. 

This forecast in terms of the applied approach will be recognized as an actually achievable indicator. 

 

3. Comparative effectiveness. The indicator is applied in the selection of the best option for solving an 

economic problem. The utility of comparative assessments depends on the objectives of a comparison and 

the soundness of the selection for comparison. A comparison will be useful only if consistent 

characteristics are compared, for example, indicators calculated by using the same methodology. 

Comparative analysis of effectiveness is made both as a whole and by individual directions and factors. 

Comparisons to foreign countries can make conclusions inaccurate because of differences in the 

registered and published indicators, methodologies for estimating indicators and unavailability of data for 

cross-over application of methodologies. As noted above, the goal of the program is that Russian 

universities will enter the number of 100 best universities in the world by the year 2020. Due to the 

above, the basis for comparison will include the countries whose universities have different positions in 

the top-100 of the QS rankings. 

Application of the comparative effectiveness criterion is eased by the fact that usage of the data presented 

in the QS rankings implies a single methodology for acquisition, processing and analysis of information 

and presents comparable characteristics and factors. 

Figure 2 presents the distribution of the participating universities which entered the top-100 of the QS 

rankings by countries in 2017. 
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Composed by the authors based on the QS World University Rankings.

 

Figure 2 – Distribution of the participating universities which entered the 
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amounts of funding granted to the universities participating in Project 5-100-2020 and the change in their 

general position in the QS ranking are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Specification of the size of funding granted to participating universities and change in 

their general position in the QS rankings. 

Indicator 
Year 

Total  
2014 2015 2016 

Change in  

the number of positions in the Russian QS 

rankings 

- 615 170 785 

The amount of subsidies, m rubles. 8,700 10,150 10,140 28,990 

Number of m rubles/ position - 17 60 37 

 

In the period from 2014 to 2016 the cumulative advancement of Russian universities in the QS rankings 

included 785 positions. The amount of subsidization for the same period was 28,990 m rubles. On 

average, the costs from the federal budget amounted to 37 m rubles in the context of Project 5-100 for 

improving the position of a university by one point in the international university QS rankings for the 

years 2014 - 2016. 

 

The results of the effectiveness analysis in terms of necessity showed that:  

1. The analyzed distribution of financial flows between participating universities sent by the Ministry of 

Education and Science in order to increase the competitiveness of universities shows that the regulatory 

support received for implementation of the project is not sufficient. For example, in 2014 the subsidy was 

too high for five universities and too low for 9 other universities. This fact bears evidence that there is no 

typical form of agreement on providing universities with a subsidy.  

2. On average, in order to move by one position higher in the QS rankings a university needs 37 m rubles. 

Correspondingly, it can be assumed that universities which spend more money use it inefficiently. The 

following ones can be referred to as such universities: Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology 

(287.9  m rubles); National Research University "Higher School of Economics" (2 472.4  m rubles); 

Novosibirsk State University (60.8 m rubles). 

The stipulated results bear evidence of inefficient implementation of Project 5-100-2020 in terms of 

necessity.  

 

2) Performance-to-plan effectiveness. 

 

Figure 3 shows the dynamics in the number of Russian universities in the QS rankings. 
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Composed by the authors based on the QS World 

Figure 3 – The number of Russian universities participating in Project 5
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university, but as early as in 2017, the situation recovered. Group "600-700" included 2 universities in the 

period 2014-2015. In 2016 the number of universities increased to 5. However, as early as in 2017, the 

number of universities reduced to three. In group "700+" the number of universities was 3 in 2014. In the 

period 2015-2017, the number increased up to four universities. On the basis of the carried out analysis, it 

can be concluded that according to the revealed dynamics 1 university, at most, can get into the top-10 of 

the best universities of the world in the QS rankings. 

 

The results of the effectiveness analysis in terms of performance to plan showed that:   

1. The number of Russian universities in the top-100 of the QS rankings is equal to zero as of today. By 

looking into the dynamics of change in the positions of Russian universities in the rankings, it can be 

concluded that the goals and objectives of Project 5-100-2020 are not achievable in case the other 

conditions remain the same. 

2. The projection of the number of universities in the period until 2020 showed that by this period about 

26 universities will be included in the QS rankings.  

Thus, the conducted analysis demonstrates the inadequacy of the planned indicators and, correspondingly, 

that of the goals and objectives set as part of Project 5-100-2020.  

 

3) Comparative effectiveness.  

 

In order to conduct a comparative analysis in the context of this research, it is necessary to compare the 

current position of Russian universities in the QS rankings to the universities which have positions in the 

top-100. The comparison results of universities by key indicators of the QS rankings are presented in 

Figure 5. 

 

It is seen from the analyzed data that the biggest value in the rankings of Russian universities falls at 

"faculty/student ratio", which is 75.8 (the calculation methodology is presented in detail on the QS World 

University Rankings website. The lowest value was achieved by Russian universities by the value of such 

indicators as "citations by faculty" and "international faculty ratio". The "faculty/student ratio" is the main 

indicator for Russia allowing being included in the QS rankings. In 2015 the RF Government passed a 

Decree regulating the faculty/student ratio in educational institutions. According to the Decree one 

teacher must be accounted for 6 full-time students, or eight part-time students, or twelve students of a 

correspondence course. As a result of this Decree universities will have to reduce the number of teaching 

staff. Consequently, in the QS rankings Russian universities will lose their only advantage which has been 

obtained thanks to a high value of the key indicator "faculty/student ratio".  

 

The results of the comparative effectiveness analysis showed that:  

 

1. The universities in the top-100 of the rankings develop evenly and consistently each of the directions 

considered in estimation of their competitiveness. For example, for the US universities the lowest value of 

the criterion is 55.9 and the highest is 90.1. At the same time, for the Russian universities a high value is 

achieved only by one indicator – "Faculty/student ratio" (75.8).  

 

2. As a result of the policy pursued in the sphere of education, Russian universities have to reduce the 

number of teaching staff. So, they risk losing the only indicator that has helped them occupy positions in 

the QS rankings. 

 

Thus, the carried out analysis shows the imbalanced development of Russian universities by such 

indicators as citation, employer reputation, international faculty, international students and academic 

reputation. It is because of this imbalanced development that Russian universities cannot achieve the f 

top-100 of the QS rankings.  
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Composed by the authors based on the QS World University Rankings.

Figure 5 – Distribution of the key indicators of the universities included in top 100 QS in 2017, by 

4. Cost-effectiveness.  
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order to achieve the best result. 
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Distribution of the key indicators of the universities included in top 100 QS in 2017, by 

countries 

Let us analyze the cost items in Project 5-100-2020 and make an assessment of their rational usage in 

The amount of project funding in 2013-2015 is presented in Table 2. 

 

 

 

Distribution of the key indicators of the universities included in top 100 QS in 2017, by 

2020 and make an assessment of their rational usage in 
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Table 2 – The amount of  Project 5-100 funding (m rubles) in 2014-2016 

 

Year 
Participating 

universities 
Project Office Total 

2016 10,140 349.913 10,489.913 

2015 10,150 370.474 10,520.474 

2014 8,700 220.771 8,920.771 

Total 28,990 941.158 29,931.158 

 

According to the data from the table, it can be concluded that from 2014 to 2016 the total amount of  

Project 5-100-2020 financing was almost 30 billion rubles from the funds of the federal budget. 

The number of purchases of Project 5-100-2020 in 2015-2017 (until 31.05.2017) is presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 – The number of purchases of Project Office 5-100-2020 in 2015-2017 (until 31.05.2017) 

 

Item 

Year 

2015 2016 
2017 

 (until 31.05.2017) 

Number of  

purchases 

(pcs.) 

Total  

amount of  

purchases  

(rubles) 

Number of 

purchases 

(pcs.) 

Total  

amount of  

purchases 

(rubles)  

Number of 

purchases 

(pcs.) 

Total amount 

of purchases  

(rubles) 

Purchase from 

a single 

supplier 

86 103,843,899 27 56,806,652 17 9,888,386 

Price request 

in electronic 

format 

- - - - 5 1,345,630 

Price request  6 4,407,763 18 13,330,009 - - 

Open tender 5 56,120,000 3 29,630,000 1 4,950,000 

 

According to the State Purchase Portal, in the period from the year 2015 to 2017 (until 31.05.2017) 

Project Office 5-100-2020 held 9 open tenders. As a result of the tenders, contracts were made for the 

amount of 90,700,000 rubles. From 2015 – 2017 (until 31.05.2017) Project Office 5-100-2020 made a 

direct purchase (purchase from a single supplier).  Following this purchase, contracts were made for the 

amount of 170,538,938 rubles. Within the years 2015 - 2016, the operator of Project Office announced 

price request 24 times. As a result of this procedure, contracts were made for the total amount of 

17,737,772 rubles, and price request was carried in electronic format for the total amount of 1,345,630 

rubles. 

 

During analysis of the funds spent by Project Office 5-100-2020, it was registered that there were cases of 

inefficient and wasteful purchase operations. For example, the purchase of "Consulting the Customer on 

the matters of (budget) accountancy and tax book-keeping, application of tax legislation" (purchase 

register number No.31502592994, 31603349200). After studying the documentation, it was found out 

that the enterprise paid 1,100,000 rubles for the services that are already part of the chief accountant's 

responsibilities.   The doubtful state purchases of Project Office  5-100-2020 include expensive flights, 

increased prices, double payments to contractors and contractors' employees - these facts suggest 

inefficient usage of the budget funds. 
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Thus, the carried out cost analysis gives evidence of the ineffectiveness and wastefulness of Project 

Office 5-100-2020. 

 

Discussion 

 
The obtained results can be used as a tool to assess educational activity funding. It can be applied in a 

complex effectiveness assessment, namely: in terms of necessity, in terms of performance to plan, in 

terms of costs, comparative assessment. The conducted assessments make it possible to define the range 

of problems in the sphere of education which prevent universities from developing at the international 

level. 

 

Summary 
 

When analyzing the effectiveness of the project a number of problems have been revealed. They do not 

allow the project to achieve the goal which was set earlier, namely: 

 

1) regulative and legislative provision insufficiency of the Project 5-100.  

It is necessary to draw up a standard form "Agreement on subsidy provision to universities for a certain 

period". Thanks to such a form it will be possible to make the Project 5-100-2020 university funding 

mechanism consistent and substantiate the given distribution of resources. It should be noted that this 

agreement for the universities which participated in obtaining subsidies as part of Project 5-100-2020 

should consider previous outcomes of their financing. Given this aspect, for example, it can be found out 

that in the period 2013-2015, NRU "Higher School of Economics" was given subsidies in the amount of 

2472.4 m rubles, but only rose in the QS ranking by 1 position. This fact gives evidence that the allocated 

funds are used inefficiently;  

 

2) Insufficient substantiation of costs at the level of universities and weak mechanisms for cost control, 

no reference to results. So that a university could climb one position in the QS rankings, it needs 37 m 

rubles on average. It is suggested that costs should be strictly controlled and depositing mechanisms 

should be foreseen. 

 

2) inconsistent and unrealistic goal-setting in the context of Project 5-100-2020 

In case the QS ranking method and other conditions remain the same, about 26 universities will be 

included in the ranking by 2020. It has been more than 4 years since 2013 and so far no Russian 

university occupies a position in the top-100 of the rankings. Moscow State University, having the 108th 

position, is the best in the rankings. In terms of the revealed problem, some measures can be proposed to 

revise the set goals and objectives for this program. This aspect is related to the fact that on the basis of 

the forecast it is virtually impossible for Russian universities to achieve the top-100 in the rankings. So it 

is suggested not concentrating on funding the advancement of Russian universities in the rankings but 

instead on obtaining the so-called "QS stars", which reflect the degree of students' satisfaction with the 

quality of educational services, in particular, the quality of teaching. 

 

4) comparative analysis revealed imbalance in the development of Russian universities by key indicators.  

Actually Russian universities get into the QS rankings thanks to only one indicator – "Faculty/student 

ratio". This criterion has 20% share in calculation of the ranking. The criterion "Academic reputation", 

which accounts for 40% in the QS rankings, is 6.5 for Russian universities on average. Such criteria as 

"Citations per faculty" and "International faculty", which altogether amount to a quarter of the specific 

weight in the rankings, equal to 0.   

 

5) inefficient and wasteful purchasing activity of  Project Office 5-100-2020.  

In order to exclude doubtful purchases, the following restrictions can be suggested: 

− purchases made by Project Office 5-100-2020 should be correlated with the targets of the Project; 
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− the control process over purchases made by the Project Office must be toughened. 

Thus, implementation of these measures will allow the best Russian universities to grow in the 

international rankings. However, it should be noted that the problem of university competitiveness on the 

international market is important not only for Russia, but also for the majority of European countries. 

This fact makes it possible to conclude that every year competition on the educational market will 

become fiercer, which will further complicate the advancement of Russian universities to the leading 

positions in the international rankings. 
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Moderation of problem-focused teams 

Barbara Wasilewska, Opole University of Technology, Poland, b.wasilewska@po.opole.pl 

 

Abstract 

 

The aim of this article is to introduce the reader to the subject of moderating employee meetings in 

companies. The key rules for conducting such meetings are provided. The article also gives an 

example of the moderation of a problem-based team dealing with industrial practices. This case 

study is based on a number of methods that stimulate creativity.  

Keywords: moderating, team, creativity, case study. 

 

Introduction 

 

The effective moderation of a team is beneficial to all the cooperating parties. An appropriate 

moderation can encourage innovative solutions, motivate the employees to undertake actions and 

develop their skills, and allow the team’s work to be planned. A moderator should therefore be 

carefully selected to suit a given problem within a company. Moderators are frequently experts 

(advisers) in their fields. Their main tasks include:  

 

• Directing the discussion;  

• Ensuring that the meeting progresses correctly; 

• Using creative competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes); 

• Providing the necessary tools, methods, techniques and procedures. 

 

Whether or not the moderator will be selected from within the company or hired externally 

depends on the additional requirements and needs related to the problem at hand, i.e. the 

complexity of the problem, the need for objectivity, duration of the meeting, particular talents, etc. 

A creative session that is conducted with a team that has a changing composition should be 

moderated by an externally-hired moderator; whereas a team with a permanent composition 

should usually be moderated by an internal employee.  

 

A problem-focused team generally consists of 5–12 employees from the same department who 

meet for a few hours every week in order to discuss ways to increase the quality and efficiency of 

their work and improve their working conditions (Mulvey, Veiga, Elsass, 1996; Shonk, 1992; 

Verespej, 1992). Problem-based teams are one of the five most common types of working teams in 

companies (Robbins, DeCenzo, 2002). Figure 1 shows a problem-focused team in which all the 

members are asked to address a problem by sharing ideas and suggesting improvements.  
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Fig. 1. Problem-focused team 

 

To a large extent, the moderation can be planned in advance. However, the proceedings that 

occur prior to the actual moderation are vitally important. Before the planned meeting, its 

procedures should be agreed upon. The moderator should take into account all the reported 

expectations related to the problem and the arrangements regarding his or her role, and then adjust 

his or her own tools and methods accordingly. This will position the moderator within the 

dimensions of the problem in such a way that the team can focus on addressing the crux of the 

problem, while the moderator takes care of the meeting procedures. In a similar vein, in a study 

(Chybicka, 2006) that addressed the issue of directing the team-thinking process, the author 

translated exercises that would prepare the employees for creative work, group norms and creative 

thinking techniques into theoretical constructs, and described the effect of these constructs on a 

person’s cognitive structure. Appropriately selected working techniques will frequently determine 

the successfulness of a team meeting, strategic workshop, decision-making session and a problem-

solving session (Heidtman, Piasecki, 2017). The case study presented in this article was conducted 

by an external moderator who specialises in communication tools and methods for creative 

problem solving. The types of teams that have been moderated to date include (Karlińska, 

Knosala, 2013; Wasilewska, Knosala, 2014a; Wasilewska, Knosala, 2014b):  

 

• Mixed teams composed of the representatives of different departments that were affected 

by the problem; 

• Project-focused teams;  

• Synectics teams. 

 

It has been established that every type of team mentioned above requires different skills, 

knowledge and methods. This shows that the task of the moderator is specific to each case; 

although on the other hand, the basic stages of the employee meetings remain unchanged.  

1. Stages of the moderation of a problem-focused team 

 Every process of the moderation can be divided into several common stages (CEO, 2012):  

Starting phase (a discussion is initiated): 

• The subject and schedule of the meeting is explained; 

• Conditions are created for the participants to become familiar with one another (getting to 

know one another’s role in the company); 

• A method that will motivate the team to undertake an action is proposed. 

Discussion development phase consisting of: 

• Displays of interest;  

• Free exchanges of opinions;  

• Monitoring of the schedule and main subject;  

• Paraphrasing of tasks and questions. 
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Ending phase (summary): 

• A decision to conclude the discussion is made;  

• Feedback is provided; 

• Thanking one’s fellow participants and goodbyes. 

At every stage of the moderation, communication tools are used to motivate silent or unengaged 

persons to speak up. The questions should sometimes be directed to a specific person, and at other 

times to the entire group. The moderator can also use his or her tone of voice and gestures to direct 

the group’s attention to key information and subjects.  

 

The basic stages of the moderation involve the moderator’s communication skills. Next, the 

tools and methods to be used for working with the team should be established. This comes before 

the main stage of the moderation. For example, in the studied moderation, the company had the 

following expectations in this regard:  

 

• Workshops should be conducted that would improve the team’s effectiveness (i.e. their 

cooperation and mutual expectations), and that would establish the roles within the team 

(each employee’s role and the relationship between the employee and his/her 

department); 

• Responsibilities should be established with respect to three ongoing projects, including: 

the owner of the recipe, the team’s participation in the manufacturing tests (requiring at 

least three inspections), and the scope of the duties and their effectiveness; 

• Support in determining the manufacturing capacity of the company with regard to the 

market and in determining the employees’ attitudes toward the client; 

• A formal framework for cooperation within the new team should be established.  

 

The company and the moderator agreed that the moderator would:  

 

• Organise a meeting and define its aim and working style;  

• Prepare methods for stimulating the team’s creativity; 

• Initiate the discussion (control the group dynamics);  

• Ensure the correct interactions;  

• Provide further motivation during any impasse;  

• Conduct an analysis and summary.  

 

2. Example of a team moderation 

The example provided in this article concerns the moderation of a team built up from two 

departments: the Product Development Department (PD) and the Manufacturing Department (C2). 

Previously, both departments worked independently from each other, and the moderated meeting 

was to constitute the first stage of building a permanent team. The tasks were undertaken during a 

meeting between the employees of a company that was responsible for manufacturing baby and 

child foods, and involved determining the capacity of the production line and developing a method 

for the cooperation between the departments. Methods that would support the moderation were 

suggested alongside these tasks. The representatives of each department were informed about the 

structure of the meeting, and a total of 11 persons worked on the tasks.  

 

2.1. Task 1: Determine the possibilities of the production line 

  
The moderator divided this task into three parts: overview of the production line structure; 

overview of its possibilities; and suggestions for changes. Table 1 describes the methods applied 

in the context of the problem.  

Who: The Product Development Department (PD) and Manufacturing Department (C2). 

Task 1: Determine the possibilities of the production line. 
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Suggested methods: 

 

1. Establishing the structure of the production line: Terminology base (terminology map) 

(Buzan, 2005). 

 

2. Possibilities:  

 

• Semantic analysis (Antoszkiewicz, 1992),  

• Six Thinking Hats (de Bono, 1990), 

• Crushing (Antoszkiewicz, 1992). 

 

3. Changes:  

 

• Creative assessment (Proctor, 2010), 

• Generative Metaphor (Nęcka, 1994). 

 

Table 1. Stages of the moderation and the methods applied 

 

Stage of the moderation Methods applied 

 

Establishing the production line structure 

Terminology base (terminology map): Do all 

members of the double-department team understand 

the problem in the same way? Is the terminology 

related to the process comprehensible?  

 

Possibilities 

Semantic analysis: The meanings of words are 

analysed to deepen the understanding of many 

complex problems or to discover a surprising 

relationship between the objects and problems or 

sub-problems. 

Six Thinking Hats method: The method involves 

using six different modes of thinking, which allows 

everyone to become familiar with various points of 

view and changes the team’s outlook.  

Crushing: The team looks for disadvantages and 

solutions to each problem. This allows the team to 

establish what they know, what information they are 

missing, and who to ask for support (e.g. an expert or 

a layperson).  

 

Changes 

Creative assessment: The ideas are assessed 

according to the two criteria of finances and time. 

Generative Metaphor: A metaphor is established that 

will motivate the team to search for solutions. 

 

Suggestions for solutions and the course of those solutions 

 

Thanks to the application of the terminology base, the team was able to delineate the structure of 

the production line, define the most important terms and determine the crucial relationships 
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between those terms. This knowledge was shared by the workers in C2 and was complemented by 

the PD with an inventory overview. Next, the meaning of the word possibility was considered 

through a semantic analysis. The following synonyms were proposed: perspective, eventuality, 

opportunity, ability and permissibility. Thus, possibility was found to have many different 

meanings. However, exploring these meanings enabled a discussion about what eventualities the 

team could expect, whether the team was looking for innovations or minor improvements, what 

would be permissible and what the team was capable of. The team evaluated the production 

possibilities as extensive, which allowed for a greater degree of experimentation. Some of the 

team members suggested minor improvements, such as cleaning the machines in the middle of the 

week rather than once a week. Other team members suggested innovations, such as removing the 

mesh from a roller which would allow the facility to be used for the manufacturing of fragile 

products. In the terms of the permissibility, the team indicated an increase in the microbiological 

requirements as an issue to be addressed.  

 

Subsequently, the Six Thinking Hats method was used to explore the different perspectives 

among the team. The team considered how the facility’s manufacturing potential could be used to 

create benefits for the clients. The order in which the hats were ‘put on’ was not pre-established: 

anyone who wanted to speak up could choose any hat they wanted. The red hat, which was 

designated as the emotional hat that involved a dominance of feelings and moods, was the most 

popular one. The team shared their feelings, as well as anecdotes from their friends and clients, to 

indicate the needs that the products should satisfy. New ideas included: 

 

• Quick meals for two (a mother and child); 

• Anti-colic baby grits with a maximally simple composition; 

• A stage-based line for women (pregnancy – breastfeeding – return to pre-pregnancy 

condition); 

• A fitness series for adults who are engaged in sport and intense training.  

 

In addition, the team drew attention to the choice of product packaging (small size, quick to open), 

the additions (spices) and the colouring (themed after the seasons of the year). The team moved on 

to the Crushing method without any major setbacks. Flaws in the products’ quality, technology 

and design were analysed. The aim of this analysis was to adjust the focus of the team to the ideas 

that would potentially be implemented. The last method, a creative assessment, allowed the team 

to evaluate their ideas in terms of the financial and time requirements. Figure 2 shows the agreed-

upon courses of action. It was decided that the company would forgo simple, quick solutions in 

favour of those ideas that are time-consuming and expensive but that have greater potential and a 

better chance to stand out against the competition. This decision agreed with the existing trends 

for health-promoting products and the increased client expectations and knowledge.  

 

Fig. 2. Choosing ideas using the creative assessment method 

A fitness series for adults and a
stage-based line for women 

Quick meals for two (a mother and 
child) and anti-colic baby grits with a 
maximally simple composition
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The Generative Metaphor method used the metaphors of the military, education and health to 

promote the ideas for changes. The team indicated a number of aspects that were important for the 

company. The team also confirmed that the metaphors coincided with their corporate culture in 

terms of its rigorous procedures (military), its promotion of health education among the clients 

(education) and its selection of suppliers based on the company’s quality policy (health).  

2.2. Task 2: Determine the mode of cooperation between the two departments 

The second part of the moderated creative session was divided into three parts: the mode; the 

actions to be undertaken; and the additional support tools. Table 2 shows an overview of the 

methods applied in the context of the analysed problem.  

Who: PD and C2. 

Task 2: Determine the mode of the cooperation between PD and C2.  

 

Suggested methods: 

 

1. Mode: 

• Semantic analysis (Antoszkiewicz, 1992),  

• Purge (Nęcka, 1994), 

• Disney method (Noelke, 2008),  

• ALoU (Gawlik, 2001). 

 

2. Actions: Six Shoes (de Bono, 1991). 

 

3. Additional support tools: 

• Provocation (de Bono, 2014). 

• Identification with an object (Nęcka, 1994): creative roles, i.e. the artist, the scholar and 

the jester; 

• Re-establishment technique (Kaufmann, Fustier and Drevet, 1975). 
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Table 2. Stages of the moderation and the methods applied in Task 2 

 

Stage of moderation Methods applied 

Mode  Semantic analysis: Do all members of the 

double-department team understand the 

problem in the same way? Is the terminology 

related to the process comprehensible?  

 Purge: Immediate ideas are discarded and the 

atmosphere among the employees is ‘purged’. 

 Disney method: Playing three different roles 

according to your own expectations.  

 ALoU: Focus is put on the unique features of 

the team.  

Actions  Six Shoes: Actions are chosen that are dominant 

in terms of the task at hand. 

Additional support tools Provocation: Theories are disputed on purpose, 

and situations are created that force the team to 

re-think the problem.  

 Identification with an object: A particular role is 

assumed and the feelings related to it are 

expressed.  

 Re-establishment technique: Familiar elements 

are reorganised without inducing changes to the 

functioning of the system.  

 

Suggestions for solutions and the course of those solutions 

 

The repeated use of a semantic analysis motivated the team to think about the meaning of the word 

mode. The following synonyms were suggested: method, algorithm, tactics and strategy. The team 

concluded that they needed something that would resemble an algorithm for their future course of 

action, i.e. they needed some permanent aspects of their cooperation. At the same time, they 

needed to establish different tactics so that the two departments could perform their roles together. 

The Purge method was used in order to allow the cooperation to begin de novo. Every team 

member criticised the previous, imperfect, relationship between the two departments and talked 

about ideas that could harm the cooperation. The aim of the method was to purify the atmosphere 

and to allow the team to be built afresh.  

 

Next, the Disney method was used: every team member took turns assuming the role of a 

dreamer, a realist and a critic in order to find a mode of cooperation on their own. In this way, 

every participant was able to think about what they expected from the team. The Disney method 

helped to establish that the team members had similar needs, which was met with a great deal of 

surprise, as the employees had expected an argument or conflict between parties. Following this 

stage, the team was able to focus on three issues: the advantages of a team; the limitations of a 
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team and the methods for overcoming them; and the unique features (ALoU). The strengths of the 

cooperation were determined, where the advantages included the fact that every team member 

possessed different types of knowledge. However, the limitations included the time that needed to 

be dedicated for such meetings. The unique features (i.e. the features that made this particular 

team stand out among other teams) included the idea of combining departments that, at the time, 

had been working independently from each other, and that had viewed the same products 

manufactured by their company differently.  

 

The discussion about the modes of cooperation allowed the team to develop a joint plan of 

action. Out of the types of shoes available in the Six Shoes method, the team chose grey sneakers 

and pink slippers, which helped them to establish particular guidelines. The team decided to show 

caring and understanding towards the members of the other department (indicated by the pink 

slippers), and to support each other, especially when one party lacks the knowledge about a 

particular scope of duties; but also to require the immediate execution of tasks, respect for each 

other’s time and to avoid being overly demanding. Furthermore, the team decided that they would 

all come to the meetings prepared and (in accordance with the grey sneakers) they would gather 

objective information, hypotheses and theories as a preamble for their joint work.  

 

These arrangements were complemented with additional support tools that the moderator 

found to be worthwhile for the completion of the task at hand. The Provocation method involved a 

team member who volunteered to assume the role of a provoker, i.e. someone who stimulates the 

team to view problems from an unusual perspective. From this point on, the same person would 

continue to play the provoker in any future meetings. The second support tool involved the 

identification with an object. The team members were asked to assume the following creative 

roles: an artist, a scholar or a jester. Every team member tried to establish which role suited them 

the most. The method was also practised through the identification of a client with a particular 

role. For instance, the moderator asked the team how they would interact with a client who was an 

artist, and what such a client would pay most attention to when buying the company’s products, 

etc. The team suggested that the artist would not care about the price of the product, but would be 

more concerned about the design of the packaging. In turn, the scholar would be an educated client 

who makes informed decisions when buying products; while the jester would expect 

entertainment, gadgets and the joy that comes from having particular products. The final support 

tool was the re-establishment technique, which constituted a summary of the meeting. The 

arrangements from the meeting were written on a flip chart where both departments had to agree 

with every point that was written, and afterwards, each individual team member signed the flip 

chart. As a result, the team decided that the following re-organisation measures were required: 

 

• A full understanding between both departments (with respect and no attempts at 

manipulation); 

• Future ‘trips’ of the PD to the production hall to see the production process with their 

own eyes, and future trips of the C2 to the PD’s design office to become familiar with 

their working methodology; 

• Mandatory, systematic training covering the remit of the other department (to the extent 

required to complete a given task); 

• Regular meetings; 

• Coming to meetings prepared.  

 

Thus, the problem-based team also became an interdisciplinary team. All that was left to do at this 

point before the arrangements for the cooperation could be implemented was to arrange the next 

meeting.  
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3. Summary  

The aim of this article was to show how moderation works in practice. The moderating of 

employee meetings in companies requires both information and organisation. The tasks that were 

undertaken during the meeting used as an example concerned the possibilities of developing the 

company’s production line and the development of a mode of cooperation between two 

departments. In this case, all of the parties found the moderated meeting to be satisfactory. In 

order to assess such a meeting, it worth considering the perspective of both the moderator and the 

participants. Other important considerations include the atmosphere among the employees and 

how the employees handle unexpected situations. Seifert (2009) lists three limitations that will 

affect the final results of a meeting: physical constraints, the group’s efficiency, and the traits of 

the participants. The results may also be determined by a moderator who is equipped with the 

means to activate the group, such as asking the appropriate questions, applying reinforcements and 

signalling the transitions between the different stages (Łasiński, 2007). As various authors have 

pointed out (Seifert, 2009; Lenzen, 1999), skilful moderation over teams allows for the building of 

self-learning organisations. This indicates that moderation is a highly valuable process and is one 

that is needed in companies.  
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Abstract. 

 

Thirty years since the Brundtland Report put sustainable development firmly on the global political 

agenda, three of the nine planetary boundaries which represent a safe operating space for humanity have 

been transgressed through anthropogenic activity (Rockstrom, 2009).  While today’s global supply chains 

represent key arenas for environmental degradation, they also represent a field of opportunity for the 

achievement of sustainability.  Thus, it is encouraging to see that a field of ‘sustainable supply chain’ 

(SSC) scholarship is experiencing geometric growth (Fahimnia et al, 2015).  However, some have 

recently suggested that dominant assumptions within SSC scholarship have led to the prioritisation of 

economic goals over environmental or social protection, leading to a focus on managing supply chains to 

do ‘less bad’, rather than do ‘more good’ (Markman and Krause, 2016).  Considering the reality of 

ecological transgressions and its social implications, this is no longer sufficient.  Calls are therefore being 

heard for the need to ‘think differently’ about supply chains so that they may effectively contribute to the 

pressing goals of sustainable development.  This working paper responds to those calls.  It aims to 

propose the value of the metaphor perspective for: 1) helping to further explicate the problem, and 2) 

addressing the problem. 

 

Keywords: Sustainability, Sustainable supply chain, Metaphor. 

 

Introduction. 

 

‘It is difficult…to walk by a newsstand without seeing at least one magazine cover featuring alternative 

sources of energy, climate change issues or the iconic polar bear floating on a thin sheet of ice’ (Carter 

and Easton, 2011, p.46). 

 

The words of Carter and Easton (2011, above) paint a vivid picture of the place of ‘sustainability’ in 

twenty-first century society.  Popular statements of anthropogenic impacts on the natural environment – 

such as global warming caused by industrial pollution or the destruction of natural habitats due to intense 

timber logging (Lele, 2013) - underpin a call for environmental protection that few now dispute.    

 

Sustainability has therefore become an almost ubiquitous concept that permeates aspects of social, 

political and economic life (Redclift, 2005).  It is most often characterised by reference to the 1987 report 

of the World Commission on Environment and Development, colloquially known as the Brundtland 

Report (WCED, 1987), which remains the most often cited source on the topic (Quental, 2011)
i
. It 

defined sustainable development as ‘development which meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs’ (WCED, 1987, p.8) and has been 

praised for having placed recognition of the dependencies between environmental and socio-economic 

issues on the global political agenda (Sneddon et al, 2008).  
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However, 2017 marks the 30
th

 anniversary of the Brundtland Report’s publication and despite widespread 

acceptance of the issues, alongside profound advancement regarding knowledge and technological 

capabilities (Lele, 2013), natural scientists have suggested that the environmental crisis is actually 

worsening (Rockstrom, 2009).  A Swedish study has suggested that the safe operating limits of three of 

nine key environmental systems – relating to carbon dioxide, biodiversity loss and the nitrogen cycle - 

have already been transgressed (Rockstrom, 2009).  The challenge of sustainable development therefore 

remains firmly atop the academic research agenda across multiple disciplines, from the natural to the 

social sciences.   

 

Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) has thus emerged as an important field of research.  The 

effects of globalisation have interacted with management trends towards vertical disintegration leading to 

long and complex inter-organisational chains of supply and demand (Chen and Paulraj, 2004).   Matthews 

et al (2016) have articulated the important place of supply chain management in sustainable development 

research highlighting that while supply chains.  On the one hand they play a significant role in 

environmental degradation due to for example, the impact on carbon emissions of transport or network 

design decisions (Carter and Rogers, 2008).  On the other hand, they also represent great opportunity for 

achieving the change required for sustainable development, for example by the responsible exploitation 

of power by supply chain leaders to instigate change within expansive and globe-spanning networks of 

organisations.  However, the authors also suggest that dominant trends within sustainable supply chain 

scholarship have failed to provide adequate theoretical explanation for how supply chains can contribute 

to the challenge of ‘returning the political-economic system from a state of ecological overshoot’ 

(Matthews et al, 2016, p.83).   

 

In this context, the present working paper sits at the juncture of sustainable supply chain scholarship and 

the metaphor perspective.  It aims to propose the value of the metaphor perspective as a means by which 

to firstly, explicate and secondly, address the problems recently identified by SSCM scholars – a 

proposition, which to the author’s knowledge has not previously been offered.  In order to achieve the 

aim of this paper, the paper will first articulate the broad ‘problem’ in terms of key, reflexive SSCM 

literature through which issues have been highlighted.  Secondly, it will introduce and defend the 

relevance of the metaphor perspective as a source of explication of the problem through exposing 

metaphoric enablers, as well as a potential solution through its facilitation of ‘disciplined imagination’ 

(Weick, 1989) for a new theory of sustainable supply chain.  

 

The ‘problem’. 
 

The notion that environmental and social imperatives are not at odds with traditional economic goals of 

the firm has arguably been an important driver in the acceptance and continued pursuit of sustainable 

supply chain management (SSCM) practices (Walker and Jones, 2012).  The logic of cost reductions 

associated with environmentally and socially responsible behaviour (such as reduced waste or reduced 

number of employee sick days) is longstanding in nineteenth and twentieth century industrial discourse 

(Desrochers, 2009).  Porter and van der Linde (1995) suggested that the productive use of resources 

(physical or human) is essential for competitiveness in the modern context of globalisation and for 

environmental progress in a world of rapidly expanding population.  Porter and Kramer (2011) have 

promoted a concept of ‘shared value’, contending that corporations should  not consider sustainability 

issues an add-on to day-to-day business pursuits, but rather as a strategic opportunity for  building 

business models around essential solutions to society’s problems thus assuring competitive advantage.  

Illustrating this perspective in SSCM literature, Carter and Rogers (2008) used Elkington’s (1994) triple 

bottom line conceptualisation of corporate sustainability as the foundation for their conceptual framework 

for SSCM.  In their framework, sustainable supply chain activities sit at the intersection of three equally 

sized circles (representing each of the three dimensions) on the assumption that sustainability in the 

supply chain similarly constitutes win-win-win
ii
 solutions (FIG 1).  Shrivastava (2007, p.54) perhaps 
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crystallised the argument in declaring that sustainability ‘is not just about being environmentally friendly; 

it is about good business sense and higher profits.’ 

 

Criticism of such win-win framing of sustainability in supply chain management however is beginning to 

emerge.  While such framing assumes a theoretical balance between each of the three dimensions of 

sustainability, the practical reality of essential trade-offs between environmental, social and economic 

performance has been seen to have led to the prioritisation of economic over the environmental or social 

dimensions (Montabon et al, 2016; Markman and Krause, 2016).   This suggestion may be seen reflected 

in wider observations of trends within SSC research output, such as the predominant concern with the 

question of whether or not sustainability ‘pays’ (Golicic and Smith, 2013), the proportional attention 

given to researching the environmental dimension (which may be seen as presenting more measurable 

economic benefits) over the social dimension of sustainable supply chain (Ashby et al, 2012), alongside 

Carter and Rogers’ (2008) explicit questioning of the value of activities which do not explicitly address 

economic supply chain goals.  The three ring model which intersects three circles representing the three 

dimensions  offers a diagrammatic depiction of this win-win framing has thus received much criticism 

(Giddings et al, 2002; Griggs, 2013; Montabon et al, 2016) (FIG 1)  

 

 
 

FIG 1. Common three ring model of sustainability. 

 

To some minds, such win-win framing have led scholars and practitioners to seek mere amendments to 

supply chain management so as to do less harm (to be less unsustainable) rather than to do good (to be 

truly sustainable) (Pagell and Wu, 2009; Markman and Krause, 2016).  This is reflected in Pagell and 

Wu’s (2009) observation of a tendency to explore how existing supply chain ‘best practice’ can serve 

sustainability requirements.  For example, studies have suggested that existing practises such as lean and 

total quality management (TQM) are congruent with the aims of sustainability because they endorse 

orientations towards more effective use of natural resources through the elimination of waste in supply 

chain processes (Simpson and Power, 2005; Dues et al, 2013).  While this may be pragmatically 

considered as ‘better than nothing’, Pagell and Wu (2009) ultimately concur with Markman and Krause 

(2016) in suggesting that it does not prioritise the sustainability goal of environmental improvement to the 

extent of reversing significant ecological transgressions which currently risk the safety of future 

generations (Matthews et al, 2016).  Pagell and Wu (2009, p.39) even suggest that such efforts towards 

win-win activity promote incremental improvement which may actually delay or prevent the more radical 

change that is required to become ‘truly’ sustainable.  Indeed, Pagell et al (2010) have explored the 

suggestion that truly sustainable supply chain practise requires a fundamental reconceptualization of 

traditional supply chain practises.  They showed that Kraljic’s well-known portfolio matrix may in fact 

need re-thinking in a sustainability context.  Reflecting wider disciplinary perspectives (e.g. Barbier, 

1987) there is thus a growing acceptance within SSC discourse that trade-offs are an inevitable and 

essential feature of sustainability and therefore must be accommodated within supply chain management 

theory. 
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Common amongst these authors’ reflections on the suitability of existing supply chain management 

practices and assumptions is the need to think differently about supply chains and their management 

(Pagell et al, 2010; Pagell and Shevchenko, 2014) in a way which puts ecological performance front and 

centre in supply chain scholarship (Markman and Krause, 2016; Matthews et al, 2016).  Reflecting 

longstanding observations in organisational management and sustainable development research 

(Shrivastava, 1994, 1998; Gladwin et al, 1995; Daly 1996), Montabon et al (2016) have called for the 

replacement of the economically dominant logic in supply chain research with an ecologically dominant 

logic which prioritises ecological health over what is good for the firm or chain.  Markman and Krause 

(2016, p.4) similarly conceptualised a new definition of ‘sustainable practices’ to prioritise the three 

dimensions ‘whereby the environment comes first, society second, and economics third.’ Montabon et al 

(2016) provided an example of a lighting fixture manufacturer which made the decision to source a 

particular component of their product – basic metal stampings which required low skill and simple 

equipment and thus could be sourced cheaply from overseas – in the high wage setting of the United 

States supply market because they prioritised the risk to the environment over the cost of their production.  

Such an approach has therefore been reflected in an alternative diagram of three nested circles which 

foregounds the environment by embedding the economic dimension within society, which is subsequently 

embedded within, and ultimately dependent upon, the natural environment (Giddings et al, 2002; 

Montabon et al, 2016) (FIG 2).   

 

 
 

FIG 2. Nested model of sustainability. 
 

Taking the words of Gladwin et al (1995, p.899), recent SSC literature seems to suggest that the problem 

for future SSC scholarship is the achievement of a ‘new mind’ among supply chain scholars and 

practitioners which is ‘appropriate for a sustainable world’: a new mind which accepts SSCM as more 

than simply a sub-set of SCM (Pagell and Shevchenko, 2014); which puts the natural environment at the 

top of the list of stakeholders (Montabon et al, 2016; Markman and Krause, 2016) and which seeks an 

answer for how supply chains can protect the environment for future generations (Matthews et al, 2016).  

Suggestions for achieving the change required have included calls for the adoption of alternative 

theoretical lenses (Touboulic and Walker, 2015) beyond the traditional sites of theoretical adoption such 

as economics.  Matthews et al (2016) therefore proposes paradox theory as a means by which to address 

the tensions and complexity that are inherent within the essentially contested concept of sustainability 

(Connelly, 2007).  However, the present author proposes that the achievement of a ‘new mind’ for SSC 

scholars must recognise the fundamentally constitutive nature of language in social construction, and 

therefore supply chain thought and action (Alvesson and Karremann, 2000). 

 

A ‘solution’?  Proposing the metaphor perspective. 
 

Popularly understood as stylistic devices, metaphors are more commonly associated with the work of 

Shakespeare than of scientists.  Pinder and Bourgeois (1982) argued that if ‘science’ is about developing 

an accurate and literal description of physical reality, then what place is there for such figurative language 

Economy

Society

Environment
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as metaphor (Grant and Oswick, 1996)?  For educationalists, such a place for metaphor has been secured 

in terms of metaphor’s ability to aid understanding of a relatively unfamiliar concept (in metaphoric 

terms, the target domain) through its comparison with a more familiar one (the source domain) - to 

compare an atom to a solar system is a classic example of the enlightening function of metaphor for 

students who are new to the field of physical sciences (Inns, 2002).  ‘Supply chain’ and ‘sustainability’ 

may similarly be considered complex, intangible concepts which have benefitted from metaphorical 

explanation.  In supply chain literature, the drum-and-rope buffer metaphor has been used to illustrate the 

abstract theory of constraints (Goldratt and Cox, 1984) and Earth as a greenhouse is a popular metaphor 

which illustrates the scientific principles of global warming (Romaine, 1996).  

 

However, in recent decades, organisational and management studies’ adoption of metaphor has reflected 

a theoretical perspective on the metaphorical nature of the human conceptual system (Lakoff and 

Johnson, 1980; Lakoff, 1993).  In their seminal work, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argued that our 

everyday behaviour reflects our metaphorical understanding of experience.   More than simply a useful 

tool for education or a literary flutter, metaphors in fact shape and frame our thoughts and action (Lakoff 

and Johnson, 1980).  Adopted within organisational studies by Gareth Morgan (1980, 1986), Morgan 

(1986) highlighted the paradoxical, liberating and dangerous nature of metaphor in organisational studies: 

offering a way of both ‘seeing’ and ‘not seeing’, they have the effect of both constraining and liberating 

new perspectives on organisational management (Jermier and Forbes, 2012).    

 

In light of the multi-faceted nature of metaphor and the challenges in SSC scholarship outlined above, the 

author therefore proposes a metaphor perspective to firstly, further explicate the ‘problem’ through 

investigating the metaphoric enablers of such dominant SSC assumptions, and secondly, addressing the 

problem in terms of its potential for liberating new theoretical perspectives through new metaphors for 

sustainable supply chains.  These propositions will be elaborated upon in turn.  

 

Metaphors we die by.  
 

Schoeneborn et al (2012) observe the irony of metaphor: it is the utility and success of metaphor in aiding 

comprehension of complex concepts that leads to their status as ‘metaphors we live by’ (Lakoff and 

Johnson, 1980), that is, metaphors which have become taken-for-granted as literal descriptions of 

concrete things.  Organisational concepts such as ‘customer’ and ‘market’, ‘teams’ and ‘strategy’ have 

themselves become terms that are now used literally with little (if any) conscious recognition of their 

metaphorical origins (Peattie, 2004, Tsoukas, 1991) – they have become ‘dead’ metaphors.  While some 

authors see dead metaphors simply as irrelevant, having lost their heuristic value (Black, 1979; 

Schoeneborn et al, 2016), others interpret deadness as dangerous normalisation that leads to false 

consciousness and the legitimation of certain actions over others (Tietze et al, 2003).  The pervasiveness 

of the ‘organisation as machine’ and ‘organisation as organism’ metaphors are important examples in this 

regard.  Despite Morgan (1986) famously proposing six alternative metaphors for organisation, 

Cornelissen (2005) found that organism and machine remain the dominant root metaphors in 

organisational science.  Morgan (2006, p.13) thus decried the tenacity and familiarity of these metaphors 

as having now become taken for granted as second nature. 

 

For the prospects of sustainability, this has been a cause for concern.  A number of studies have suggested 

that such metaphors are incongruent with the requirements of sustainable development (Barter and 

Russell, 2013; Audebrand, 2010).  Barter and Russell (2013) argue organism and machine metaphors for 

organisation have had the effect of de-humanising the biological creatures (humans) of which 

organisations are composed. Through these metaphors, humans have become mere functional 

components of the organisation, perpetuating an orgocentric view which, they argue, is fundamentally at 

odds with the interweaving of nature and humanity represented by sustainable development.  Similarly, in 

the context of strategic management education, Audebrand (2010) argued that the requirements of 

sustainable development necessitated a re-appraisal of the root metaphor of ‘strategy is war’.  As a source 
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domain through which students reason about strategy, war prioritises adversarial relationships that 

undermine the collaboration required for sustainability.  

 

Given the simultaneously damaging and protecting potential of global supply chains, there is considered 

value in critically reflecting on the metaphors that are currently used to reason about supply chains, 

supply chain management and sustainability.  This is considered congruent with recent empirical and 

conceptual work which has suggested that traditional notions of power in supply chains are increasingly 

unsustainable (e.g. Pagell and Wu, 2009; Pagell et al 2010; New, 2015).  The metaphor perspective may 

therefore help to further deconstruct embedded assumptions and expose metaphoric enablers of such 

assumptions (Inns, 2002).   It is considered valuable to ask, what are the key metaphors through which 

scholars reason about supply chains and sustainability? And, what effect do such metaphors have on 

supply chain approaches to sustainable development? SSC scholars have suggested existing supply chain 

theory based on dominant win-win assumptions have failed to explain how sustainable SCM leads to the 

environmental improvement required for sustainable development.  On the basis of the metaphor 

perspective therefore, it may be argued that if we don’t change the supply chain metaphors we live by, 

they may well become the metaphors we die by (Norgaard, 1995; Romaine, 1996). 

 

Metaphors we live by. 
 

If the metaphor perspective supports a critical evaluation of the metaphors that are currently used to 

reason about supply chain in the context of sustainable development, it paradoxically also offers potential 

for liberating new perspectives on supply chain that may be more appropriate for the task of achieving 

sustainability.  Through applying novel source domains to established target domains (such as supply 

chain), live metaphors are tools for what Morgan (1986) calls imaginization– creative thinking that can 

lead to theory-building.  For example, since the publication of Morgan’s seminal work, an extensive list 

of suggestions of alternative metaphors for organisation have been proposed within multivariate efforts at 

theory building.  Organisations have been explored as spider plants, clouds and songs, and theatre (Tietze 

et al, 2003).  More recently, Schoeneborn et al (2012) proposed the metaphor of insomnia to better 

explain inadequacies in organisational learning. 

 

Akin to their educational value in making an unfamiliar concept more familiar to a student new to the 

field, so too can a new metaphor help a seasoned supply chain researcher see the supply chain from a 

‘different angle’ (Inns, 2002).  In this regard, organisational science has emphasised the potential of 

metaphor for facilitating ‘disciplined imagination’ (Weick, 1989) for the purposes of theory development 

(Cornelissen, 2005, 2006).  Therefore according to Grant and Oswick (1996), the perspective of Pinder 

and Bourgeois (1982) which argued the need to ‘purge’ metaphor from scientific discourse simply reflect 

a non-constructivist perspective which prioritises theory testing over theory development.  Weick’s 

(1989) perspective meanwhile asserts that there is a greater chance of higher quality theory to emerge 

from a theorising process which begins with greater variety.  

 

Foropon and McLachlin (2016) and Chen et al (2013) support the potential of theory-constitutive 

metaphors within the supply chain field, however, it has not yet been suggested in the context of SSC 

scholarship.  Matthews et al (2016) have called for a conscious process-approach to theorising in SSC 

scholarship to develop normative as well as explanatory theory.  It is proposed that the experimentation 

potential offered by metaphor (albeit accompanied by rigorous expectations of robustness that have been 

well discussed elsewhere e.g. Cornelissen, 2006) supports the charge for creatively considering how 

supply chains should be managed, instead of simply reflecting (and potentially artificially legitimating) 

ways in which supply chains currently are managed for sustainability (Matthews et al, 2016).  This may 

be considered particularly pertinent in light of critical perspectives which emphasise corporate 

misappropriation of sustainability concepts for corporate gain (Springett, 2013; Milne et al, 2016).  The 

challenge of achieving sustainable development may be encouraged by the opportunity to search for new 
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metaphors for supply chains which protect the environment for present and future generations and not just 

the economic performance of the chain – that is, metaphors we can in fact live by (Romaine, 1996). 

   

 

Conclusion 

 

The aim of the paper was to propose the value of the metaphor perspective as a means by which to 

explicate and address the problems recently identified in SSC scholarship.  These problems relate to the 

dominance of particular economically dominant assumptions about supply chain and sustainability which 

are considered inadequate for the requirements of sustainable development.  On the basis of the 

metaphorical nature of reasoning, it has been proposed that systematic analysis of the metaphors through 

which scholars reason about supply chain might help to deconstruct embedded assumptions in SSC 

scholarship by exposing their metaphoric enablers.  Secondly, it has also been proposed that alongside its 

use in organisational and supply chain literature, the metaphor perspective constitutes a valuable 

approach to experimenting with new metaphors as a precursor to new theory for sustainable supply chains 

and their management.   

 

                                                           
i
 There are protracted debates on the relative uses and critical implications of the terms ‘sustainability’ 

and ‘sustainable development’ (see for example, Banerjee, 2003) however this is considered secondary 

for present purposes and the terms are therefore here used synonymously. 

 
ii
 ‘Win-win-win’ solutions will henceforth be referred to as ‘win-win’ for brevity. 
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Abstract 

The article aims to review and analyze the state of public catering market as illustrated by the 

example of Chelyabinsk. Our study was based on the following methods: data gathering and analysis 

of secondary data; system analysis, statistical method, and method of comparison.We presented data 

on the development of the public catering network from 2012 to 2016. We analyzed changes in 

number of different types of establishments for the indicated period. We gave information on the 

closed and operating establishments of Chelyabinsk for 2016. Basing on the research, we formulated 

the main modern catering trends in Russia. 

Key words: public catering establishments, services market, proportion, consumers. 

Introduction 

 

Public catering is an integral part of a consumer market and a socially significant sector of economic 

activity. Public catering services are formed to a greater extent by business initiative oriented towards 

the purchasing power. More and more people prefer to eat out. Public catering contributes to the 

solution of many social and economic problems: it helps to better use the country's food resources 

and provides the population with high-quality nutrition, which maintains good health, increases labor 

productivity and improves the education quality; it allows an effective use of free time, which is an 

important factor. One of the functions of public catering is to manage leisure time and social 

activities of the population [9]. 

 

State of the public catering market in Chelyabinsk 

Nowadays, the organization of public catering is undergoing cardinal changes, namely, the period of 

work with imported products, which has lasted for more than twenty years, is finishing. An increase 

in the use of domestic raw materials after the food embargo has led to a change in tastes and cooking 

technologies. 

 

From the standpoint of the development of mass catering market, large cities are of a particular 

interest. We propose to consider the state and prospects for the development of this market by the 

example of Chelyabinsk. 

 

Chelyabinsk is a city with over a million dwellers and the administrative center of the Chelyabinsk 

region; it forms part of the Ural Federal District of the Russian Federation. The population of 
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Chelyabinsk, as of 01.01.2017, was 1198858 people, which is the second largest in the Ural Federal 

District and the seventh in Russia [3]. 

 

Modern Chelyabinsk is a large industrial megalopolis, and business, scientific and cultural center of 

Southern Ural. It is among the top five industrial cities of the country. It is also the largest transport 

hub connected with the entire Eurasian continent. The capital of Southern Ural has the international 

airport “Balandino”, which provides aviation communication with the largest Russian cities and near-

abroad and far-abroad countries. The Chelyabinsk railway branch is the largest transport hub of the 

Trans-Siberian Railway. 

76 public catering establishments were opened in the city in 2016. The catering industry is constantly 

changing under the conditions of market transformations and is characterized by the following data 

(Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Development of catering networks in Chelyabinsk 

Type of 

establishment 

year 2012  year 2013  year 2014  year 2015  year 2016  

total 

number 

seating 

capacity 

total 

number 

seating 

capacity 

total 

number 

seating 

capacity 

total 

number 

seating 

capacity 

total 

number 

seating 

capacity 

restaurants 94 8810 98 9798 108 11196 106 11427 107 11324 

cafés 219 11818 241 14243 266 15130 270 14998 271 15464 

snack bars 170 5949 155 5592 154 5543 152 5498 142 5094 

others (bars, 

lunchrooms, 

cafeterias, 

coffee houses, 

cake shops) 

211 6072 210 6612 231 6925 234 6898 228 6642 

canteens 40 2147 46 2335 48 2419 53 2446 67 3010 

Total for open 

networks  

734 34796 750 38580 807 41213 815 41267 815 41534 

 

As of 01.01.2017, in Chelyabinsk there were 1175 public catering establishments with seating 

capacity of 81492 places, including 815 (69,4%) open network establishments with seating capacity 

of 41534 places [10]. 

 

Comparing the data of the following years with that of the previous ones, we established that the 

number of restaurants in 2013 and 2014 increased by 4% and 10% respectively, in 2015 it decreased 

by 2%, and in 2016 there were no changes; in 2014 the number of cafes increased by 10%, in 2015 

by 1,5%, and in 2016 there were no changes; The number of snack bars decreased by 9% in 2013, by 

1% in 2014, by 1,3% in 2015, and by 6.6% in 2016; the number of canteens increased by 15% in 

2013, by 4% in 2014, by 10% in 2015, and by 26% in 2016; the number of other types of 

establishments increased by 10% in 2014, by 1% in 2015, and decreased by 3% in 2016 (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Changes in number of public catering establishments in Chelyabinsk 

 

The turnover of public catering increased in 2016; it amounted to 2,535.0 million rubles, which 

equals 107,6% (in comparable prices) of the turnover by the corresponding period in 2015 [10]. 

 

About 70 public catering establishments closed last year in Chelyabinsk. Veranda restaurant, 

MixPizza, PizzaHouse, and LikePizzaGut pizzerias, and Lunnny svet bar are among others. The 

Megapolis Holding Company partially cut its network and namely, Dzedo sushi bars, which were 

located in the city (outside shopping malls). 

 

At the same time, new restaurants, bars, and cafes (more than 40) opened in Chelyabinsk in 

2016; these are Oliver, Ryobryshkovaya, Rodnya, Double L, and GraftBeerHous restaurants, and 

Nasha komanda pizzeria. The network of street food, mini-cafes, and bakeries expanded and 8 cake 

shops opened. The level of service rises every year, the range of options expands, promising forms 

and techniques of service are introduced. Heads of enterprises and sole traders, who provide public 

catering services, take measures to maintain and increase the volume and quality of the services 

provided. 

 

Chelyabinsk restaurateurs continue to actively develop the segment of national cuisine. 

Caucasian, Ukrainian, Georgian and other cuisines are widely spread in the city, and the sector of 

oriental cuisine is expanding. This trend is of current importance, because such establishments are 

easier to supply with raw materials due to the food embargo [4]. In addition, public catering 

establishments of Azerbaijani cuisine are becoming very popular, as nowadays there are more than 

ten thousand Azerbaijanis living in Southern Ural [2, 7, 8]. 

 

Every year there are summer cafes and summer halls which open and operate in the city's 

territory.  They are arranged in conformity with the functional system that provides for the network 

formation according to the main directions of population flow, pedestrian and transport systems of 
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the city, that is, in parks, recreation areas and crowded places. For example, in the summer of 2016 

there were more than 50 seasonal establishments in the city. 

 

Retail customer service continues to develop in trade networks of Chelyabinsk as they sell 

catering products from the counter (Teorema, Spar, Magnit, Prospekt and other hypermarkets) [5, 6]. 

 

To sum up the foregoing we can conclude that the catering industry keeps on gaining ground in 

Chelyabinsk. 

 

Thus, there have been significant changes in the public catering market lately. The level of 

service is growing, the range of options is expanding, and promising service forms and techniques, 

such as off-premise catering, are being introduced. New catering establishments are distinguished by 

a wide range of services and modern high-performance equipment. 

Trends in the development of the Russian public catering market  

At the same time, the influence of the economic crisis on the development of this sphere cannot 

be left unmentioned. The profitability of restaurant business under these conditions ranges between 0 

and 15% [9]. Restaurateurs’ main task during crises is to keep the business. Practically all enterprises 

have investment plans and ideas for development (this is also facilitated by the appearance of a large 

number of vacant premises at low prices). 

 

Basing on our research, we have formulated the main trends in the development of the modern 

Russian catering market: 

 

1. Presently, there are more affordable establishments which have simple interior and service, 

but offer good and delicious food at low prices. 

2. Newly opened establishments are most often based on a so-called monoconcept, i.e., their 

menu is formed with the use of a single product (mostly with some kind of meat). Monoconcept is a 

kind of fashion, although it is not devoid of a serious economic sense, because it allows the reduction 

of costs by purchasing one product in large quantities and working with one supplier, the reduction of 

menu making costs, etc. 

3. Regeneration of Russian cuisine. Nowadays there are many different interpretations of 

Russian cuisine, such as classical, old, modern, and boyar variety. This is a natural development of 

the process of market’s switching to Russian products, the result of reducing the distance between the 

place where the raw materials are grown and the place of their use. 

 

It is noteworthy that restaurants of European cuisine, especially Italian ones, experience 

considerable difficulties under modern economic conditions due to the switch of food enterprises to 

domestic products, since it is impossible to engage in national cuisine without proper national 

products. According to market experts, the released niche of national cuisine is getting occupied by 

new food enterprises with Pan-Asian cuisine of different Asian countries of the world. 

Conclusions 

Thus, catering services are of specific importance and scale. They are an integral part of the 

sectoral consumer services market, form an effective mechanism to meet the population’s individual 

and personalized needs not only in catering services, but also in leisure activities. Some services are 

integrating into the life and becoming traditional at one stage or another of our country’s economic 
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development, while others are only emerging. Catering services represent a historically developing 

and changing phenomenon of a consumer services market. 
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Abstract 

 Development is the process that gradually progresses to a different stage, usually more 

advanced and more mature, through gradual changes and expansions. The old developmental 

paradigm, focusing on prosperity and economic growth, has often neglected the other aspects of life 

and society, such as the subjective aspects of human and social well-being, crucial to human 

happiness and social quality, the latter being not significantly correlated with income levels and 

economic welfare. In this context, certain clarifications are required, such as: delimitation between 

economic development and economic growth; the distinction between different types of economic 

development indicators; the assessment of economic development must take into account the spatial, 

social and temporal context; the existence of key development indicators for different areas, sectors, 

countries and regions; the existence of differences in the interpretation of development and life 

standards, and last but not least the delimitation of current values of nonvalues as mentioned at the 

UN General Assembly on 12 August 2015: People, Planet, Prosperity and Peace. Based on these 

considerations and correlating with the overall objective of the EU and FAO to reposition the family 

farming on the outskirts of agricultural, environmental and social national agendas, we can say that 

now on a global scale we are in a position to promote a shift to a more equal and balanced 

development. Worldwide, it is intended to promote the directions to: generate discussion and 

cooperation at local, national, regional and global level; raising the awareness and understanding of 

the challenges faced by small farmers; contributes to identifying effective ways to support small 

farmers such as microfinance.  

A question that is put in and we are trying in the limelars of knowledge to answer is if there 

are real chances for mankind to identify those solutions both for the limited resources of the Planet 

and for the aceler growth of the population but especially solutions for peace in the context of the 

current wars, all in an experiment of partnership and prosperity. 

Keywords: Globalization, People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership 

 Introduction 

 On 7-8 June 2017 , Europe’s leading forum on international cooperation and development 

launch its eleventh edition. A large and influential group of speakers, stakeholders and participants 

took part in the multi-faceted programme. In 2017, the activities are based around three main themes:  

Investing in People and Planet, Investing in Prosperity and Investing in Peace and Partnership. The 

three themes are directly linked to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the diferent 

topics highlighted during each session provide insights into the most pressing issues facing the global 

development community and the various approaches to dealing with these. As we know, The 2030 

Agenda for Sustainable
i
  it is about transforming our world. This Agenda is a plan of action for 

people, planet and prosperity. It also seeks to strengthen universal peace in larger freedom.  It 

recognise that eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the 

greatest global challenge and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development.  All 

countries and all stakeholders, acting in collaborative partnership, will implement this plan.  

 The 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 targets which  announced  demonstrate the 

scale and ambition of this new universal Agenda. They seek to build on the Millennium Development 

Goals and complete what these did not achieve. They seek to realize the human rights of all and to 
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achieve gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls. They are integrated and 

indivisible and balance the three dimensions of sustainable development: the economic, social and 

environmental.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Regarding the methodology of research on financial environment, complexity and diversity 

of the issues addressed have required the use of methods, techniques, tools, and procedures of 

scientific investigation and interpretation to which it’s attached particular importance: 

� Documentation, namly, accessing and studying general and specialized bibliography, 

domestic and foreign, state approach to knowledge issues investigated financial environment and 

scientific substantiation of the research; 

� Rational method, used as an instrument of knowledge, reflection, analysis, organization, and 

ongoing scientific research approach; 

� Integration of forms, methods, and logic operations research carried out through the use of 

analysis and synthesis, abstraction and concretization, comparison, generalization, and 

systematization; 

� Statistical methods, through the use of descriptive statistics and statistical analysis; 

� Observation method, carried out systematically and analytically; 

� Discussions with experts from institutions and national and international institutions, but 

also the beneficiaries of financial products and services; 

� Data analysis and interpretation, using graphs, tables, and figures to highlight various 

developments in financial environment. 

Using the classic instruments of scientific research, based on analysis and synthesis, 

induction and deduction, general and particular, and adding modern methods, authors achieved 

substantial and pertinent analyses and studies on financial environment main ways, both 

internationally and especially national. Contributions of authors on investigated issue are highlighted 

during the research work and theoretical and applicative significance value resulting from the 

conclusions and proposals that they have formulated and promoted. 

The research results are presented using formulas, tables, figures, and graphs. The 

theoretical information needed for the research was taken from literature and specialized works in the 

field of financial environment investigated, from home and abroad. Statistical information and 

concrete data on how financial environment works were taken from reports and statistics of institutes 

involved in financial environment in the country and abroad as well as to public bodies and private 

specialist. 

This method of analysis provides a more rigorous substantiation of the decision-making 

process and also maximum reduction in uncertainty. 

The primary data and information sources have been correlated with the secondary 

information resources, regards: economic analysis, reports of the local, regional, national and 

international level, institutions websites, and report analysis.  

The research strategy of the researcher based on the use of a mix of information resources in 

accprding with the reports and analysis: “the action researcher does not become an independent 

observer, but becomes a participant, and the process of change becomes the subject of research”. 
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Results and Discussions 

 The goals and targets will stimulate action over the next fifteen years in areas of critical 

importance for humanity and the planet: 

 People. Determination to end poverty and hunger, in all their forms and dimensions, and to 

ensure that all human beings can fulfil their potential in dignity and equality and in a healthy 

environment. The Earth Globe population has experienced a steady growth, often accelerated, 

reaching 6.1 billion inhabitants in 2000, and currently at 7 billion inhabitants, the living standard has 

also risen corroborated with the average life expectancy of the population. 

 

Table no.1 Average population estimates in 2012 from United Nations (millions) 

 

An Total 

(mlrd.) 

Asia Africa Europa America 

latină 

+ Caraibe 

America de 

Nord 

Australia 

+ 

Oceania 

2010 6.916 4.165 

(60,2%) 

1.031 

(14,9%) 

740 

(10,7%) 

596 (8,6%) 347 (5,0%) 37 (0,5%) 

2015 7.324 4.385 

(59,9%) 

1.166 

(15,9%) 

743 

(10,1%) 

630 (8,6%) 361 (4,9%) 39 (0,5%) 

2020 7.717 4.582 

(59,4%) 

1.312 

(17,0%) 

744 

(9,6%) 

662 (8,6%) 376 (4,9%) 42 (0,5%) 

2025 8.083 4.749 

(58,8%) 

1.468 

(18,2%) 

741 

(9,2%) 

691 (8,5%) 390 (4,8%) 45 (0,6%) 

2030 8.425 4.887 

(58,0%) 

1.634 

(19,4%) 

736 

(8,7%) 

717 (8,5%) 403 (4,8%) 47 (0,6%) 

2035 8.743 4.997 

(57,2%) 

1.812 

(20,7%) 

730 

(8,3%) 

739 (8,5%) 415 (4,8%) 50 (0,6%) 

2040 9.039 5.080 

(56,2%) 

1.999 

(22,1%) 

724 

(8,0%) 

757 (8,4%) 426 (4,8%) 52 (0,6%) 

2045 9.308 5.136 

(55,2%) 

2.194 

(23,6%) 

717 

(7,7%) 

771 (8,3%) 436 (4,7%) 55 (0,6%) 

2050 9.551 5.164 

(54,1%) 

2.393 

(25,1%) 

709 

(7,4%) 

782 (8,2%) 446 (4,7%) 57 (0,6%) 
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2055 9.766 5.168 

(52,9%) 

2.595 

(26,6%) 

700 

(7,2%) 

788 (8,1%) 456 (4,7%) 59 (0,6%) 

2060 9.957 5.152 

(51,7%) 

2.797 

(28,1%) 

691 

(6,9%) 

791 (7,9%) 465 (4,7%) 61 (0,6%) 

2065 10.127 5.120 

(50,6%) 

2.998 

(29,6%) 

681 

(6,7%) 

791 (7,8%) 474 (4,7%) 63 (0,6%) 

2070 10.277 5.075 

(49,4%) 

3.195 

(31,1%) 

673 

(6,5%) 

788 (7,6%) 482 (4,7%) 64 (0,6%) 

2075 10.409 5.019 

(48,2%) 

3.387 

(32,5%) 

665 

(6,4%) 

783 (7,5%) 490 (4,7%) 66 (0,6%) 

2080 10.524 4.957 

(47,1%) 

3.570 

(33,9%) 

659 

(6,3%) 

776 (7,4%) 496 (4,7%) 67 (0,6%) 

2085 10.626 4.894 

(46,1%) 

3.742 

(35,2%) 

653 

(6,1%) 

767 (7,2%) 502 (4,7%) 68 (0,6%) 

2090 10.717 4.833 

(45,1%) 

3.903 

(36,4%) 

649 

(6,1%) 

757 (7,1%) 506 (4,7%) 69 (0,6%) 

2095 10.794 4.773 

(44,2%) 

4.051 

(37,6%) 

644 

(6,0%) 

747 (6,9%) 510 (4,7%) 69 (0,6%) 

2100 10.854 4.712 

(43,4%) 

4.185 

(38,6%) 

639 

(5,9%) 

736 (6,8%) 513 (4,7%) 70 (0,6%) 

Source: Wikipedia (https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popula%C8%9Bia_P%C4%83m%C3%A2ntului)  
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Graph no.1. Estimates / projections of the Earth's population by the year 2100

Source: The population of the planet over the years 1800 

UN 2004 projections. 

 Moreover, the indicator of growth of the population of the Globe is interdependent with the 

indicator of the increase in the average life expectancy, ie

30 years, in the year 2000 due to the increase of the living standard (food at higher costs Accessible, 

and three times cheaper the cost of food than in 1957 and the more developed drug industry, 

respectively, to prevent and combat certain diseases), the global average life of the population has 

reached 65 years. 

 Planet. Determination to protect the planet from degradation, including through sustainable 

consumption and production, sustainably managing its natural

climate change, so that it can support the needs of the present and future generations.

As a result of global industrialization, Earth resources have become increasingly limited, 

their balance being the primary object

be between the main resources, namely air, water, soil, forests and radiation. The evolution of the 

urban population has seen a growing dynamism over time, reaching in 2000 the urban poll to 

about 50%. The World Health Organization's Air Quality Studies have shown in 1988 that about 1.8 

billion people in the urban area were affected by air quality, inspiring toxic substances harmful to the 

human body (sulfur dioxide, fungicides, dust and ot

 We are currently witnessing many scientific debates on global warming, with temperatures 

rising by 1-5 degrees Celsius, with the consequences we are currently witnessing: increasing sea 

levels, spreading tropical epidemics, flooding and dr

glaciers and slowing down the Golf Stream (North Atlantic Ocean). The main purpose of scientists is 

to significantly reduce carbon emissions, emissions that have a direct effect on climate change.

Estimates / projections of the Earth's population by the year 2100

planet over the years 1800 - 2100 according to several statistics established by

Moreover, the indicator of growth of the population of the Globe is interdependent with the 

indicator of the increase in the average life expectancy, ie if in 1900 the average life expectancy was 

30 years, in the year 2000 due to the increase of the living standard (food at higher costs Accessible, 

and three times cheaper the cost of food than in 1957 and the more developed drug industry, 

prevent and combat certain diseases), the global average life of the population has 

. Determination to protect the planet from degradation, including through sustainable 

consumption and production, sustainably managing its natural resources and taking urgent action on 

climate change, so that it can support the needs of the present and future generations. 

As a result of global industrialization, Earth resources have become increasingly limited, 

their balance being the primary objective of supporting living organisms on Earth. This balance has to 

be between the main resources, namely air, water, soil, forests and radiation. The evolution of the 

urban population has seen a growing dynamism over time, reaching in 2000 the urban poll to 

about 50%. The World Health Organization's Air Quality Studies have shown in 1988 that about 1.8 

billion people in the urban area were affected by air quality, inspiring toxic substances harmful to the 

human body (sulfur dioxide, fungicides, dust and other chemicals). 

We are currently witnessing many scientific debates on global warming, with temperatures 

5 degrees Celsius, with the consequences we are currently witnessing: increasing sea 

levels, spreading tropical epidemics, flooding and droughts, failing Flora and fauna species, melting 

glaciers and slowing down the Golf Stream (North Atlantic Ocean). The main purpose of scientists is 

to significantly reduce carbon emissions, emissions that have a direct effect on climate change.

Estimates / projections of the Earth's population by the year 2100 

 

2100 according to several statistics established by 

Moreover, the indicator of growth of the population of the Globe is interdependent with the 

if in 1900 the average life expectancy was 

30 years, in the year 2000 due to the increase of the living standard (food at higher costs Accessible, 

and three times cheaper the cost of food than in 1957 and the more developed drug industry, 

prevent and combat certain diseases), the global average life of the population has 

. Determination to protect the planet from degradation, including through sustainable 

resources and taking urgent action on 

As a result of global industrialization, Earth resources have become increasingly limited, 

ive of supporting living organisms on Earth. This balance has to 

be between the main resources, namely air, water, soil, forests and radiation. The evolution of the 

urban population has seen a growing dynamism over time, reaching in 2000 the urban poll to be 

about 50%. The World Health Organization's Air Quality Studies have shown in 1988 that about 1.8 

billion people in the urban area were affected by air quality, inspiring toxic substances harmful to the 

We are currently witnessing many scientific debates on global warming, with temperatures 

5 degrees Celsius, with the consequences we are currently witnessing: increasing sea 

oughts, failing Flora and fauna species, melting 

glaciers and slowing down the Golf Stream (North Atlantic Ocean). The main purpose of scientists is 

to significantly reduce carbon emissions, emissions that have a direct effect on climate change. 
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Reducing forest areas has a direct impact on the ecosystem as well as on Terra life ", 

according to estimates, over the past ten thousand years the total area of forests in the world has been 

reduced by 15 to 50%. In Africa and Asian monsoon, there are only a third of the wooded areas ten 

thousand years ago; Two thirds of the Russian forests remain, and three continents of the American 

continents. Half of the deforestation of the last ten thousand years has been achieved only in the 20th 

century, and half of them have only affected tropical areas since 1960. At present there are no more 

than three large wooded areas in the world: in northern Eurasia, From Sweden to Sahalin, North 

America, Alaska to Labrador, and South America, in the Amazon and Orinoco rivers. If the actual 

deforestation rate is kept, a quarter of the existing forests will disappear within the next fifty years." 

The soil was, is and will remain an active landmass of the Earth, and the impact of industrial 

chemicals (fertilizers) with a direct impact on food production (pro-active factor) and soil erosion 

(negative factor). 

 At present, the wealthiest states are those that have fresh water sources (clean water). This 

aspect has been known since 1920 when the wealthiest cities of the lime were those that provided the 

inhabitants with drinking water. Excessive water consumption as a result of industrialization, 

increasing the level of comfort of residents, and massive pollution of water sources, draws attention 

to specialists in reducing fresh water sources on Terra, which implies identifying technological 

solutions to optimize sources existing so as to avoid certain constraints on people. 

With regard to the impact of radiation on Earth at the beginning of the 21st century, scientists' efforts 

are focused on finding a process by which to fuse two hydrogen atoms into a helium atom to use the 

resulting energy. Fuel would be seawater, and the secondary effect would be scattering small amounts 

of radioactive emissions. Despite twenty billion dollars of investment, only 10% of the huge 

temperatures needed to get energy through hydrogen fusion failed. " 

 As a result of the richness between rich and poor countries worldwide, the wealthy countries 

do not feel safe and secure compared to the poor population living in the subsistence (survival). 

 Prosperity. Determination to ensure that all human beings can enjoy prosperous and 

fulfilling lives and that economic, social and technological progress occurs in harmony with nature. 

 Several scientists' scenarios show us that new scientific and technological discoveries lead 

us to the hypothesis that a first solution would be that of a "viable global society" that would ensure 

the balance of resource use on Earth. Three great specialists of the moment (Donella Meadows, 

Jorgen Randers and Dennis Meadows) point out to us that in order to create global society "mankind 

should act immediately and simultaneously in three directions: it should limit the population, reduce 

industrial production, Improve technologies ". 

 Peace. Determination  to foster peaceful, just and inclusive societies which are free from 

fear and violence. There can be no sustainable development without peace and no peace without 

sustainable development. 

 At global level, we are currently witnessing a great many military conflicts that often result 

in resource losses. Therefore, the G20 coutries members, since the economic crisis with the objective 

of making decisions on peace, economic stability in the world, and implicitly regulating financial 

markets. Different opinions have emerged globally about group members, one of which was Joseph 

Stiglitz, the winner of the Nobel Prize for Economics, who has been calling for a "G192" for a long 

time, including all UN member states. Another opinion of Poland, Was like the EU executive, 

representing the EU at the G20. At present, the European Union is officially represented at the G20 

meetings of the country holding the EU presidency at the time and by the European Central Bank 

(ECB). To put global order, global stability and global welfare, world leaders should unite on the 5Ps' 

goal: "Yes, we can". 

 Partnership.  Determination to mobilize the means required to implement this Agenda 

through a revitalised Global Partnership for Sustainable Development, based on a spirit of 
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strengthened global solidarity, focussed in particular on the needs of the poorest and most vulnerable 

and with the participation of all countries, all stakeholders and all people. 

As noted in "Peace", cooperation must exist globally between strong and less powerful (even 

poor) countries through group decisions transposed into international co-operation agreements, 

integrated stability programs, integrated programs Sustainable development in financial regulation 

packages, as well as government policies implemented at the level of each state, having as its primary 

objective the balance of the universe. 

 So, here are the Sustainable Development goals: 

1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere; 

2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture, 

3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages; 

4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for 

all; 

5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls; 

6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all; 

7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all; 

8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment 

and decent work for all; 

 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster 

innovation; 

10. Reduce inequality within and among countries; 

11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable; 

12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns; 

13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts; 

14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development; 

15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, 

combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss; 

16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice 

for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels; 

17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable 

development. 

 In Europe, the  family farmers manage 63 percent of all farmland and guard the agro-

biodiversity of soils, water, forests and fish stocks—resources that future generations will need in 

order to survive.  Despite the differences among the countries in Europe, there are issues that are 

common to all of us, and this includes the challenges of strengthening sustainable family farming and 

small-scale production.  

 Romania is part of a growing international movement to recognize the economic, 

environmental and cultural value of family farms. Very important for food security acoording with 
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5Ps is to have technical and financial solution for small farms (including family farms) and small 

entrepreneur. Romania has already taken clear and concrete steps to support its estimated 700,000 

smallholders. But there is always more to be done: 

� Supporting and invigorating smallholder agriculture requires a comprehensive platform of 

policy and development initiatives that are tailored to the unique and diverse needs of family 

farmers.  

� To preserve the long-standing tradition of family farming, favourable policy and regulatory 

environments are needed.   

� Improving access to land, water, markets and credit – as well as standardizing land use and 

property laws – creates a sound foundation for productivity, solid ground on which farmers 

can and will invest in the future of their farms. 

� Public investment in rural infrastructure, public services, training and education can give 

smallholders the help they need to be competitive in an increasingly globalized marketplace.  

� Empowering women and young people to participate in agriculture will guarantee the long-

term viability of family farming.  

 The family farming includes all agricultural activities family and is related to many areas of 

rural development. Family agriculture is a means of organizing forestry, fishing, agricultural 

production, pastoral and aquaculture, which is managed and operated by a family and work 

predominantly dependent family,  including both women and men.  Both in developing countries and 

developed countries, agriculture is the predominant form of family agriculture in the production of 

food. Family agriculture is the most common operational model of agriculture in Europe and 

therefore of great importance in the EU.  Most of the 12 million EU farms are family farms passed 

from one generation to another, and contribute to sustainable socio-economic and environmental 

development of rural areas. There are a variety of family farms in the EU in terms of their size, the 

activities they engage in, resource availability, the degree of market integration, competitiveness etc. 

They operate in different economic contexts, agro-ecological and social ensuring food security while 

meeting the growing expectations of society for food safety, quality, value, origin and diversity of 

food, and thus contribute to smart, sustainable and inclusive. In developing countries, most poor 

people live in rural areas. Social studies and statistics show that today almost 40% of rural inhabitants 

are exposed to ongoing famine.  Apart from projections issued by some analysts, specialists in rural 

areas continues to support the need for a true national development strategies for agriculture, who 

should have as a starting point thee causes of involution investment process in rural areas and 

especially those that put farmers unable to accumulate financial resources or access to 

microcredit/microfinance. 

 Finalizing a strategy for economic development of rural areas must be based on the truth 

that, under the circumstances, a great chance to ensure food security of the nation lies in restoring 

production and trade in the area of family farms. In the context of the reality of activities in rural 

areas, desideratum is a kin to help the development of models of microfinance to respond to these 

realities and to contribute to the current phenomenon of social inclusion and financial, as well as 

sustainable development of farms and support non-agricultural activities. 

 The financial development of the financial sector has a relevant influence on the long-term 

performance and growth of the economy, measured by factors such as the size, depth, access, 

efficiency and stability of the non-banking financial institutions sector (IFN), the financial system as 

a whole. The higher the degree of development of the sector, the more extensive the availability of 

the financial services offered, which allows diversification of the risks. Financial development is a 

process of strengthening and diversifying the provision by IFN of those services that meet the 

requirements of economic subjects in an efficient and real way. 

 Moreover, the financial development of IFN can be systematic, with the outflow or the 

continuous entry, without great variation, of various institutions on the market, ensuring the 
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uninterrupted and unlimited service provision. The development of IFN depends on the following 

factors: institutional environment, business environment, financial stability, financial markets, 

availability and access to capital.   

 The access to safe financial services is a component of financial inclusion that has proven 

vitally important for economic and social development and of critical importance in reducing extreme 

poverty, fostering common prosperity and supporting inclusive development. The lack of availability 

of affordable and adequate financial products is, however, a global barrier to full financial inclusion. 

The young generation faces more challenges in accessing affordable and affordable financial services 

than adults because of their social status due to regulatory issues and other intermediaries in flexible 

financial services. Several countries have already adopted flexible measures on their financial 

regulations for financial institutions. These new elements have been fundamental in the development 

and implementation of favorable national policies for financial inclusion and financial education for 

children and young people. 

 Therefore, a first attempt to analyze the innovative offers of available savings products and 

deposit accounts for children and young people, as well as the financial education programs provided 

by financial institutions in connection with such accounts in Armenia, Belarus, Croatia , The Czech 

Republic, and Moldova. In these case studies, with the exception of the Czech Republic and Croatia, 

the regulation allows those under the age of 18 to open and operate independently. However, banks 

still generally do not have adequate products available for young people. Despite these efforts, the 

development of adequate financial products for the needs of the most vulnerable consumers category 

are key strategic objectives for young people's integration. However, the subject of financial inclusion 

should be directly linked to the policy of guarantee and protection measures for disadvantaged 

groups. Guidelines, principles and rules should be created and respected, especially when working 

with vulnerable groups such as children and young people. The most appropriate economic 

instruments should be used to promote market transparency and prices that reflect the real economic, 

social and environmental costs of products and services (fair pricing). Their potential to reconcile 

environmental protection and smart growth and exploit win-win opportunities should be recognized. 

Financing and economic instruments - The EU will seek to use the full range of fiscal 

policy instruments in implementing its policies. The most appropriate economic instruments should 

be used to promote market transparency and prices that reflect the real economic, social and 

environmental actual products and services (getting prices right). Their potential to reconcile 

environmental protection and smart economic growth and exploit win-win opportunities should be 

recognized. In addition, suitability should be evaluated against a set of criteria, including their impact 

on competitiveness and productivity. Member States should consider further steps to shift taxation 

from labour to resource and energy consumption and/or pollution, to contribute to the EU goals of 

increasing employment and reducing environmental impact in a cost-effective manner. The 

Commission should present a roadmap for reform, sector by sector, of subsidies that have 

considerable negative effects on the environment and are incompatible with sustainable development, 

with a view to gradually eliminating them. To ensure that EU funding should be used in an optimum 

way to promote sustainable development, Member States and the Commission should coordinate to 

enhance complementarities and synergies between various strands of Community and other 

mechanisms for co-financing, as such as cohesion policy, rural development, Life + program for 

research and technological development (RTD), the competitiveness and innovation Programme 

(CIP) and the European fisheries Fund (EFF).  

Related to the access of poor people to financing sources it is good to recall the recent 

UFA2020 Overview: Universal Financial Access by 2020 Report. According to this study the IFC 

estimates that more than 200 million formal and informal micro, small and medium enterprises 

(MSMEs) in developing economies are either unserved or underserved in terms of their financing 

needs. In some cases, the lack of access is because banking outlets are too few, too far or unwilling to 

serve the poor, but more often it’s because many with meager incomes think they’re too poor to be 

able to benefit from financial services. There is progress toward financial access.  
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Between 2011 and 2014, 700 million people became account holders at banks, other 

financial institutions or mobile money services providers, decreasing the number of financially 

excluded individuals by 20%, from 2.5 billion to 2 billion adults. Extending access to financial 

services is necessary to reduce world’s poverty and increase prosperity. 

Figure no. 1.  Action Framework for Universal Financial Access 

 

Source: UFA2020 Overview: Universal Financial Access by 2020, The World Bank Report 

Microcredit, as defined by by the EC, is under € 25,000 loan given to support the 

development of microenterprises and self-employability. It has a double impact: the economic one, as 

a means of creating income generating activities and social one, as a means of social inclusion and 

therefore financial inclusion. 91.8% of businesses in the EU are micro level, comprising over 2/3 of 

the workforce. Micro and small enterprises are the engine of the European economy. However, 

creation and development of micro businesses in Europe is a cumbersome process. People from 

disadvantaged groups such as long-term unemployed, economically inactive young people, single 

parents (usually women), immigrants, the elderly (seniors) or disabled face difficulties for starting a 

small business or become self-employed ( self-employed). In addition to administrative barriers, 

another major problem for them is access to finance. Commercial banks are reluctant to grant small 

loans because the administration costs are large while the profit margins are small. This discourages 

banks to provide loans under € 25,000. Also, the self-employed and micro-entrepreneurs are 

considered too risky by banks, using the scoring method based on credit history and provide 

safeguards for securing the loan. Most times people from disadvantaged groups have no collateral 

and no business track record. Moreover, the financial crisis and economic downturn became more 

expensive for financing debts and the wave of regulations (especially Basel II reform) have made 

more difficult the access to financing. Banks are gradually retiring from local and mutual economy as 

a result of increasingly stringent banking regulations. Therefore, the EU has made a priority of small 

and micro enterprises, through its internal policies, regional and employment. Europe 2020 Strategy 

with 2008 Small Business Act aims to improve regulation and access to finance for small firms by 

Single Market Act and the new Structural Funds programs. Micro crediting is operational by 2007 

JASMINE technical assistance program followed the European Progress Microfinance Facility 2009, 

providing 200 million euro to European microfinance institutions in the form of loans, guarantees and 

equity. A global definition presents the microfinance as providing basic financial services to low-
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income people  who traditionally have lack access to banking services definition (CGAP), including: 

credit, micro-savings, micro-insurance and micro leasing. In EU the focus is on micro crediting, 

defined as loans under € 25,000 which addressed to two groups:  

� Microenterprises, defined as companies with fewer than 10 employees;  

� Disadvantaged persons (unemployed and other inactive persons, social assistance, 

immigrants, etc.) who wish to become self- employed but don’t have access to traditional 

banking services.  

Thus, a distinction is made between micro lending and inclusive lending. The crediting of 

microenterprises is targeting the clients almost bankable (start-ups or existing companies) by amounts 

close to the maximum limit of 25,000 euro. On the contrast, the inclusive crediting is targeting the 

non-bankable clients, people who most likely will remain excluded from the banking system in the 

medium and long term. In fact, the unemployed and economically inactive people who want to take 

the first step in winning an independent income often seek loans under 5,000. So, there are those 

people who want to make the transition with small financial steps from the informal economy or jobs 

with small income to self-employment. Since the cost of administering of small loans is high and 

target groups often need additional counselling and support services for their businesses, the 

European microfinance programs are hardly sustainable, requiring government support. Even itself 

the microcredit operations that could be financially sustainable requires pre- and post-counselling 

subsidizing lending. Entrepreneurship and self-employment are activation instruments of the labour 

market. Many people, especially the ESF target groups (unemployed, immigrants, women, people 

over 50 years, youth) are hard to find a job, but could be very good entrepreneurs. Helping them to 

start a business or conversion into self-employed, in addition to reducing unemployment period is a 

way to develop creativity and innovative potential of a person who generates a sense of trust and 

usefulness. Well-designed, the entrepreneurship policies improves the economic and social inclusion.  

There is a very interesting problem: lending of micro-enterprise versus the social inclusive crediting. 

The definition of European Commission Recommendation 2003/361 / EC of 6 May 2003 is: 

"A micro-enterprise is any enterprise with fewer than 10 employees and a turnover under 2 million 

euro." Lending the micro-enterprise target the top level of the micro financing market, by providing 

loans for bankable or nearly bankable microenterprises. The inclusive social lending are turning to 

self-employed individuals without access to banking services because of their economic and social 

status. These accesses loans in significantly lower. These two types of Micro financing are not 

mutually exclusive. About 63% of European organizations can be classified as "social inclusion 

lenders". Their work includes promoting business start-ups, job creation, and social support for 

persons excluded, reduce poverty. We have to say also something about Social Return on Investment 

(SROI). This indicator for entrepreneurship and microfinance programs shows that the amount of 

public funds granted for the scheme is part of the amounts saved in terms of social benefits which 

have not been granted those persons, as they became self -employed or have found employment 

through microfinance program in question. Such assessments show the economic and social 

usefulness of microfinance schemes. SROI analysis is a process of understanding, measuring and 

reporting the value of social, economic and environmental created in an organization. SROI shows 

how is translated the social and environmental results in tangible monetary value, supporting 

organizations and investors to see the full picture of the benefits of spending their time, money and 

other resources. This investment can be further seen in terms of value created for individuals, 

communities, society and the environment. SROI indicator allows a comparison of the value 

generated by intervention and investment required to achieve that impact. SROI = net present value 

of benefits / net present value of the investment. At European level, there are different models of 

micro crediting, sector which began to develop in 2000 in the western part and in the 1990's in the 

central and eastern. In the western part of Europe because of strict regulatory framework that allows 

banks to grant credit only prevail the linkage model: support organizations accompany clients and 

cooperate with banks for pulling credit. Although the linkage model often generates longer 

procedures for granting and firing longer, have some clear advantages: while banks obtain specific 

information on customer segment and may outsource part of certain operating costs, the nonprofits 

organisations support the target group with a broad of products alongside with learning the techniques 
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of scoring and evaluation of bank customers. In the countries from Central and Eastern Europe, the 

microfinance operations began in the 90s as a private initiative supported by international donors. In 

Romania and Bulgaria the microfinance organizations have a specific status of non-bank financial 

intermediaries and have the right to lend.  Credit unions provide microfinance, savings and insurance.  

In the UK, the community development financial institution (CDFIs) credits small 

businesses and individuals from disadvantaged areas. Types of micro crediting organizations in 

Europe: 

� Non-governmental organizations specialized in microfinance (integrated non-financial 

services); 

� Microcredit banks (converted from non-governmental organizations and foundations); 

� Non-governmental organizations focused on specific groups (acts at small scale); 

� Credit cooperatives (with special legal status); 

� Non-banking financial institutions (microfinance institutions); 

� Institutional support programs (part of the existing programs of development banks); 

� Community development financial institution (CDFI - UK only). 

The European Microfinance market is heterogeneous, immature and fragmented. There is 

not a common business model. The microloans value ranges between 220 - 30.000 euro, the largest 

being granted by banks, non-banking institutions and government organizations. The most pressing 

problem of such institutions is the lack long-term funding sources. It is however noted a trend of 

professionalization, efficient and self-sustaining. A growing number of unemployed people represents 

a source of demand for micro credits. Anyway, without access to stable funding, the growth 

perspectives are limited. It is expected that during the next period, European commercial banks to 

further reduce lending for financially excluded people, small and micro start-up enterprise. 

Microfinance is an important tool to combat the financial crisis and to sustain an inclusive growth. 

The legal framework for microfinance in Romania exists since 1993, currently being over-legalized.  

The Romanian microfinance sector is competitive, being the 5th largest in the European 

Union with experience in accessing decentralized programs. On the other hand, in Romania there is 

no coordination between training programs in entrepreneurship and access to microfinance programs. 

Beneficiaries, They are micro-businesses, including freelancers, sole proprietorships, family 

associations, small, new companies (start-up) companies, innovative enterprises,  farmers.  

Institutions, involved are: donors (EU, European Investment Fund), the fund manager, non-

bank financial institutions, experts, consulting firms, microfinance institutions, and guarantee funds.  

The benefits of the activity of microfinance for Romania mainly consist of: improving 

access to finance for all recipients listed above, improving the quality of financial services and 

support for business development offered by participating institutions, SME development and the 

creation / maintenance of jobs, revenue growth business of the beneficiary companies, while 

increasing the value of micro-credits granted. Thus, microcredit can be a breeding ground for the 

interbank market to creditworthy customers. 

Conclusions 

 What should be done to promote access to microfinance in rural areas in the context of 

sustainable development? The issue of interventions with the objective of building sustainable access 

to microfinance in rural areas has been taken in the direction of development research in a 

comprehensive and systematic way and outlined what matters in rural areas and microfinance. 
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 First of all: the customer experience  -  Clients who have experience in credit-donor projects 

can become poorer or richer: starting with large and short-term financial loans, as initially supported 

by projects supported by donors and who ultimately failed; only short-term short-term loans could 

allow investment to be made at a reasonable risk; to test their ability to borrow, invest, restitute and 

save;  to move on to more profitable investments; to grow rapidly with increasing internal and 

external resources. Once they are successful, they need a banking partner that responds to their 

growing financial needs. This allows them not only to move beyond the poverty line, but also to 

create jobs for the poor. People in disadvantaged groups face particular difficulties in setting up a 

small business or becoming self-employed as long-term unemployed, economically inactive people, 

young people, single parents (usually women), immigrants, the elderly Seniors) or with disabilities. 

Besides administrative barriers, another major problem for them is access to finance. As a final 

conclusion it is considered that the microfinance in the complexity of the financed activities must 

achieve an optimal combination of the presented sources of financing and their destination, having as 

final objective the socio-economic development of the small entrepreneur. 

Following the 5Ps on macroeconomics, microeconomics is of equal importance. How are 

business cycles related? Why are there periods of growth and decline? Which way function,  operate 

and collaborate monetary policies, financial institutions, and markets? 

Adam Smith’s scarcity of resources is at the heart of microeconomics. How do organisations and 

individuals make decisions to invest or spend their resources and which effects do these decisions 

have on the economy? These are decisive questions and it is very obvious, how important this is, 

latest when news report about reducing consumer trust, spending cuts or low investments by 

companies. Each of them impacts, but also there is an interdependence leading to specific cycles of 

economic development and welfare. 

Frequently called Theory of Prices, microeconomics also and additionally deals with price 

developments, inflation rates or employment. While much of it is national level, the global stream of 

money, goods, and services is of significant influence as well. 

Much recent solution for sustainable local developments use on online banking services. 

While underlying reasons are understandable for both sides of the market, retail banking remains an 

important aspect. That not only for economic, but also societal reasons. In addition, it should not be 

forgotten that online banking is retail banking as well, only in a different form and through an 

alternative channel. Banking is part of the service industry, but the important instrument for 

sustainable development. Frequently banks speak about their products, but there is a decisive 

difference between ‘real’ products and services called products. That difference is not only about 

customer experiences, it also has a very different theoretical underpinning and it is about a different 

set of operations influencing, how retail banking works and what its servicing staff needs to 

understand. 

What to do next? 

Creation of a mechanism accordint with 5Ps (People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and 

Partnership) is to help stimulate the creation of a value-added manufacturing chain more higher, so 

turnover is to ensure both current manufacturing costs and pay old debts. 

The funding mechanism structure is adapted to the specific needs of SME’s financing in 

agriculture (seasonal production, risk of natural disasters and other unforeseen events, mixt of the 

financial instruments, minimum guarantees, etc.). 

In the "History of the World from Big Bang to the Present," by Cynthia Stokes Brown, there 

are mentioned questions to which so far scientists, implicitly new investigators, have not yet found an 

answer: 

• "Will they generate current policies, a viable future or a collapse? 
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• Do new technologies have the power to influence the long-term trends of global systems so 

as to either increase or collapse? 

• Is the free market capable of distributing resources so as to ensure a viable future?  

• The market seems to allocate the riches of the rich and to accentuate the poverty of the poor. 

What changes this component of the global system, without which it seems impossible to 

stabilize the population growth? 

• Can people in industrialized societies learn to live in harmony with nature?  

• Can I share my wealth with the population of less industrialized countries? " 
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Abstract 

 

We analyze institutional determinants of the development of local currency (LCY) corporate bond 

markets in the period from 2010 to 2016. We consider a wide range of indicators of the quality of 

institutional environment: the Heritage Foundation's Index of Economic Freedom, the Worldwide 

governance indicators, the World Economic Forum’s indicators of corporate culture, development 

and regulation of financial markets. Unlike most previous studies, we test not only static regression 

models (multifactor linear regressions), but also dynamic models based on the generalized method of 

moments, which allows to solve the problem of endogeneity of variables.  

 

The results show that low quality of institutional environment, macroeconomic and financial 

instability stimulate growth of the share of LCY corporate bonds in the total issuance volume. In the 

periods of instability LCY corporate bonds become less attractive for foreign investors, and issuers 

are forced to raise capital in the domestic market. The most significant factors in both static and 

dynamic model specifications are the World Bank’s indicators of regulatory quality and rule of law. 

A decline in sovereign credit ratings also gives impetus to the development of LCY corporate bond 

markets. 

 

An original result is that more developed stock markets suppress the growth of LCY corporate bond 

markets: equity and corporate bonds are competing financing sources for companies from developing 

countries. A developed banking sector contributes to the growth of the LCY corporate bond market: 

banks act as dealers and market makers. Devaluation of the national currency has a significant 

positive influence on the explained variable. 

 

Keywords: corporate bonds; quality of institutions; developing countries; local currency bond 

markets 

 

JEL: E02, G10, G20 
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Introduction 

 

In the period from 2006 to 2015 the volume of the world bond market doubled (reaching $126.2 

trillion), while the volume of local currency (LCY) corporate bond markets of developing countries 

grew 4.4 times (reaching $ 6.4 trillion; source: authors' estimates based on the Bloomberg database). 

One of topical issues is the analysis of determinants of LCY corporate bond markets. 

 

Results of previous works on the role of institutional factors in development of local currency 

corporate markets are mixed. On one hand,Eichengreen and Luengnaruemitchai (2004), Burger and 

Warnock (2006), Bhattacharyay (2013) showed that a higher quality of institutional environment and 

protection of creditors' rights stimulate development of LCY corporate bond markets (the volume of 

LCY corporate bonds outstanding to GDP increases). 

 

On the other hand, Teplova and Sokolova (2016), Claessens et al (2007), Park (2016) revealed a 

negative impact of institutional factors on the share of LCY corporate bonds in the total volume of 

corporate bonds. In our opinion, a decrease in quality of institutions and setting restrictions on 

international capital flows may be favorable for LCY corporate bond markets. As an example, let us 

consider the market of ruble corporate bonds. In 2014, the USA and the EU imposed sanctions 

limiting the opportunities for key Russian companies to raise funding abroad. This gave an impetus to 

development of the domestic corporate bond market: the volume of ruble corporate bonds 

outstanding increased from 7.1% of GDP (December 2013) to 12.3% of GDP (December 2016, 

source: Bloomberg). Thus, the impact of institutional factors on LCY corporate bond markets is not 

unambiguous. 

 

The aim of our research is to identify institutional determinants of development of LCY corporate 

bond markets on a cross-country sample. We have chosen the period from 2010 to 2016 characterized 

by macroeconomic and financial shocks: the debt crisis in the EU in 2010-2011 and instability in the 

world commodity markets in 2014-2016, which negatively affected economic situation of oil-

exporting countries. We analyze a balanced panel on 15 emerging markets that were the leaders by 

issue volumes of corporate bonds in the pre-crisis year 2013. By means of econometric analysis, we 

examine the impact on the share of LCY corporate bonds of a wide range of factors - quality of 

development of political, legal and economic institutions, indicators of corporate culture and 

governance, quality of regulation of stock exchanges. 

 

In most previous studies (Burger and Warnock (2006); Claessens et al (2007); Bhattacharyay (2013); 

Berensmann et al (2015)) there are applied only linear multifactor regressions. Thus, they do not take 

into account the fact that bond market development indicators, macroeconomic and institutional 

variables can be endogenous. Unlike previous works, we construct both static and dynamic 

(generalized method of moments, GMM) models, which allows us to solve the problem of potential 

endogenous variables. 

 

Static methods and models (for example, the method of least squares, OLS) require the fulfillment of 

a number of conditions (for example, Gauss-Markov’s). Similar assumptions are required when 

constructing models with fixed or random effects. GMM was proposed by Hansen (1982) and is a 

generalization of the methods of moments and of least squares. GMM is widely used in econometrics. 

The main advantage of GMM is that many econometric assumptions and requirements (about 

homoskedasticity, normality of distribution and absence of autocorrelation) are not obligatory. 
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Review of earlier research 

 

Analysis of determinants of development of LCY government and corporate bond markets is 

performed by two main directions. The first direction is the analysis of influence of macroeconomic 

factors (Eichengreen and Luengnaruemitchai (2004); Eichengreen et al (2006); Burger and Warnock 

(2006); Fidora et al (2007); Batten et al (2012); Bhattacharyay (2013)). Eichengreen and 

Luengnaruemitchai (2004) revealed significance of the size of an economy, volatility of the 

exchange rate, competitiveness of the banking sector for development of LCY government and 

corporate bond markets. Burger and Warnock (2006) showed that countries with lower inflation 

and a larger size of the economy have larger domestic corporate bond markets. Fidora et al (2007) 

proved that countries with more stable inflation have larger corporate and government bond 

markets. Bhattacharyay (2013) revealed that the size of the economy, the level of economic 

development, the openness of the economy (in the sphere of international trade), the volatility of interest 

rates are significant factors determining the size of bond markets in Asian countries. In our study, the 

mentioned above and additional factors will be considered as control variables. 

 

The second direction of research is the analysis of influence of institutional factors (Eichengreen and 

Luengnaruemitchai (2004); Burger and Warnock (2006); Claessens et al (2007); Berensmann et al 

(2015); Park (2016)). Conclusions of previous studies on the impact of institutional factors on the 

development of LCY bond markets are not unambiguous. On one hand, most researchers 

(Eichengreen and Luengnaruemitchai (2004); Burger and Warnock (2006); Park (2016)) conclude 

that institutional factors positively influence the volume of LCY bond outstanding (in % of GDP). On 

the other hand, Claessens et al (2007) and Park (2016) reveal that institutional factors can negatively 

affect the ratio of volumes of LCY and FCY bond markets. Berensmann et al (2015) conclude that 

the presence of foreign investors in the domestic bond market contributes to growth of LCY 

corporate bond markets, but may increase the volatility of international capital flows. In this regard, 

liberalization of capital markets in developing countries should be conducted in parallel with 

institutional development and strengthening of domestic financial markets. 

 

The contribution of our study to the empirical literature is the analysis of a wide range of institutional 

variables, including Heritage Foundation's Index of Economic Freedom, indicators of the quality of 

development of political, legal and economic institutions (Worldwide Governance Indicators), 

indicators of corporate governance and culture (ethical behavior of firms, quality of auditing and 

reporting standards), indicators of ease of access to financing in the stock market and the banking 

sector, quality of regulation of stock exchanges by World Economic Forum (Global Competitiveness 

Reports). 

 

As indirect factors of institutional development, we choose indicators of development of the stock 

market and the banking sector. In our opinion, a less protected equity capital in a country leads to a 

less developed stock market and a lower market capitalization to GDP. In the absence of incentives 

for entrepreneurship and growth of public equity, companies will choose debt financing. The more 

the concentration of business, the higher is the volume of publicly traded corporate debt (bonds). In 

the case of prevalence of small and medium-sized businesses and lack of strong regulation in the 

banking sector, the publicly traded debt will be replaced by bank loans. Thus, both the stock market 

capitalization and the level of development of the banking sector can be indicators of the quality of 

property protection institutions. 

 

On the basis of previous works (Teplova and Sokolova (2016); Claessens et al (2007); Eichengreen 

and Luengnaruemitchai (2004)) we choose the following control variables: dynamics of the exchange 
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rate, economic growth, inflation (CPI and PPI), changes in sovereign credit ratings of leading 

agencies (Standard and Poor's, Moody’s and Fitch). A detailed description of variables is presented in 

Table 1. 

 

An originality of our study is in the applied methodology: unlike most previous works, we test not 

only static regression models, but also dynamic models based on the system generalized moment 

method (GMM), which allows us to solve the problem of a potential endogeneity of variables. 

 

Methodology of our research 

 

Based on previous works, we test the following research hypothesis: 

 

(alternative) H1: Institutional factors have a significant impact on the share of LCY corporate bonds 

(in the total issue volume of corporate bonds). 

 

Description of the dependent and explanatory variables (institutional factors and control variables) 

and the expected direction of influence are given in Table. 1. 

 

Our analysis is performed on the basis of linear multifactor regressions and GMM models. We use 

quarterly data on corporate bond issues, macroeconomic and institutional factors in the period from 

2010 to 2016. This allowed us to increase the number of observations in the sample in comparison 

with previous works (Bhattacharya (2013); Burger and Warnock (2006)). 

 

Table 1: Description of variables 

Variable Description Expected 

direction of 

influence 

(+/-) 

Source 

Dependent variable 

dom_cur_ 

bonds 

Share of LCY corporate bonds in the total issue 

volume (%) 

 Bloomberg database, 

authors’ calculations 

Explanatory variables – institutional factors 

lnIEF Logarithm of Heritage Foundation's Index of 

Economic Freedom (0 - minimum, 100 - 

maximum) 

+/- Heritage Foundation, 

http://www.heritage.org/ 

Political World Bank’s Indicator of political stability and 

absence of violence / terrorism (-2.5 - 

minimum, 2.5 - maximum) 

World Bank database 

(Worldwide Governance 

Indicators) 

Government World Bank’s Indicator of government 

effectiveness (-2.5 - minimum, 2.5 - maximum) 

Regulatory World Bank’s Indicator of regulatory quality (-

2.5 - minimum, 2.5 - maximum) 

Rule World Bank’s Indicator of rule of law (-2.5 - 

minimum, 2.5 - maximum) 

Corruption World Bank’s Indicator of control of corruption 

(-2.5 - minimum, 2.5- maximum) 

Ethical Index of ethical behavior of firms (1 - 

minimum, 7 - maximum) 

Global Competitiveness 

Reports of World 

Economic Forum Auditing Index of quality of auditing and reporting 
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Variable Description Expected 

direction of 

influence 

(+/-) 

Source 

standards (1 - minimum, 7 - maximum) 

Financing Index of financing on the domestic stock 

market (1 - minimum, 7 - maximum) 

Ease Index of ease of access to bank loans (1 - 

minimum, 7 - maximum) 

Regul_ Secur Index of quality of regulation of stock 

exchanges (1 - minimum, 7 - maximum) 

Indirect institutional factors 

lnCredit Logarithm of domestic credit to the private 

sector (in % of GDP) 

+ World Bank database 

ln_MC Logarithm of market capitalization (in $ mln) - World Federation of 

Exchanges 

Control explanatory variables 

cur_usd Change in the exchange rate of national currency 

(USD / unit of national currency) for the current 

quarter, % 

- Bloomberg database 

GDP Annual growth rate of real GDP in the current 

quarter (to the same quarter of the previous year) 

+ Trading Economics, 

http://www.tradingeconom

ics.com/ inflation Annual inflation rate (based on CPI), the average 

value for three months of a given quarter (%) 

+/- 

PPI Annual growth rate of the producer price index 

(PPI), the average value for three months of a 

given quarter (%) 

rating_SP Change in S&P long-term sovereign credit 

rating: 0 - no change, +1 - rating upgraded, -1 - 

rating downgraded 

+/- Bloomberg database 

rating_ Fitch Change in Fitch long-term sovereign credit 

rating: 0 - no change, +1 - rating upgraded, -1 - 

rating downgraded 

rating_ 

Moodys 

Change in Moody’s long-term sovereign credit 

rating: 0 - no change, +1 - rating upgraded, -1 - 

rating downgraded 

rating Change in one of long-term sovereign credit 

ratings (S&P, Moody's or Fitch): 0 - no change, 

+1 - rating upgraded, -1 - rating downgraded 

dAsian Dummy variable of Asian countries +/-  

 

In order to solve the problem of multicollinearity, institutional factors were included in the regression 

models separately. In addition, this construction of models allows us to rank institutional factors by 

significance of their impact on the dependent variable. A similar principle is chosen for variables of 

sovereign credit ratings: they are included in models separately. 

 

We consider a balanced panel including 15 countries and 28 quarterly periods. At the first stage, we 

test static regression models with fixed effects: 
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where α  - a constant, 101,.., ββ  - beta coefficients, krating  (k=1,…,4) – one of variables 

characterizing changes in sovereign credit ratings, lnInstitutio  (l=1,…,11) – one of direct 

institutional factors, mc  (m=2,…,15) – country effects (dummies in models with fixed effects, m=1 - 

Russia), other variables are described in Table 1. 

 

At the second stage we test GMM-models allowing us to solve the problem of potential endogeneity 

between indicators of development of corporate bond markets and macroeconomic and institutional 

factors. We apply the system generalized method of moments (GMM-Sys model), proposed by 

Holtz-Eakin et al (1990), Arellano and Bond (1991), Arellano and Bover (1995), Blundell and Bond 

(1998): 
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with additional conditions of the moment: 
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where i and t – a country and a quarter respectively, tiX ,  - the vector of independent variables 

(Table 1, model (1)), iµ  - country effects, ti,ε  - the error. 

 

Descriptive statistics on the sample 

 

Initially, we chose for consideration the BRICS countries which are large economies with relatively 

large bond markets. In December 2016, the volume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding was 12.3% 

of GDP in Russia, 25.6% of GDP in Brazil, 43.8% of GDP in China, and 16.9% of GDP in India. It 

should be noted that the BRICS countries are characterized by different macroeconomic indicators 

but similar institutional indicators. For example, in 2010-2016 the average annual growth of real 

GDP was 1.4% in Russia, 1.4% in Brazil, 8.1% in China, and 7.4% in India. The average value of 

Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom in 2010-2016 was 51 in Russia, 57 in Brazil, 52 

in China, 55 in India (the scale is from 0 (minimum) to 100 (maximum)). In order to identify 

institutional determinants of development of LCY corporate bond markets, we expanded the sample 

including both fast-growing bond markets of developing countries and bond markets of countries 

with a higher level of economic development (S. Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore) as benchmarks. 

So, we considered the top-15 developing countries by issue volume of corporate bonds (in LCY and 

FCY) in the pre-crisis 2013 (Fig. 1). Instability in world commodity markets in 2014-2016 had a 
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negative impact on GDP growth and stability of the 

addition, we did not include the UAE in the sample due to 

corporate bonds (about 0.3%). Instead of the UAE, we chose Poland

markets of corporate bonds in Eastern Europe. All the countries under consideration are characterized 

by certain difficulties in development of political and economic institutions

authoritarian rule. 

 

So, we use a balanced panel data for 

Malaysia, Mexico, Poland, Russia

2010 to 2016. The sample includes

 

Fig. 1. Top-16 developing countries by the issue volume of corporate bonds in 

Source: Bloomberg, authors’ calculations

 

The countries under consideration vary significantly in terms of institutional indicators

 

Fig. 2. Volume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and 

Source: World Bank, Bloomberg, authors’ calculations

negative impact on GDP growth and stability of the local currencies of oil-exporting countries. In 

addition, we did not include the UAE in the sample due to an exceptionally low share of 

(about 0.3%). Instead of the UAE, we chose Poland as one of the major emerging 

in Eastern Europe. All the countries under consideration are characterized 

by certain difficulties in development of political and economic institutions and by elements of 

use a balanced panel data for 15 countries (Brazil, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia

Russia, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, Chile, S. Africa, S. Korea

The sample includes 420 observations. 

developing countries by the issue volume of corporate bonds in 2013 and

authors’ calculations 

The countries under consideration vary significantly in terms of institutional indicators(Fig.

olume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and Regulatory quality, 2016

Source: World Bank, Bloomberg, authors’ calculations 

exporting countries. In 

exceptionally low share of LCY 

as one of the major emerging 

in Eastern Europe. All the countries under consideration are characterized 

elements of 

Indonesia, China, 

Korea) from 

 
and 2016 

Fig. 2-4). 

 
egulatory quality, 2016 
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Fig. 3. Volume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and 

Source: World Bank, Bloomberg, authors’ calculations

 

Fig. 4. Volume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and Index of Economic Freedom, 2016

Source: Heritage Foundation, Bloomberg

 

Descriptive statistics on the sample 

 

 

 

 

olume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and Rule of law, 2016 

Source: World Bank, Bloomberg, authors’ calculations 

olume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and Index of Economic Freedom, 2016

Bloomberg, authors’ calculations 

Descriptive statistics on the sample is presented in Table 2. 

 
 

 
olume of LCY corporate bonds outstanding and Index of Economic Freedom, 2016 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics on the sample 

Variable Mean Median Standard deviation 

Dom_cur_bonds 0.585 0.613 0.302 

Political -0.161 -0.131 0.787 

Government 0.588 0.352 0.725 

Regulatory 0.533 0.390 0.782 

Rule 0.317 0.057 0.797 

Corruption 0.204 -0.066 0.900 

Ethical 4.331 4.100 0.847 

Auditing 5.080 5.000 0.725 

Financing 4.295 4.300 0.726 

Ease 3.458 3.500 0.767 

Regulsecur 4.893 4.838 0.799 

lnIEF 4.173 4.157 0.167 

Cur_usd -0.010 -0.001 0.053 

lnCredit 4.254 4.197 0.640 

GDP 0.042 0.038 0.032 

Inflation 0.043 0.040 0.030 

PPI 0.027 0.036 0.084 

Ln_MC 13.367 13.252 0.856 

Rating -0.005 0.000 0.345 

Sources: World Bank database, Heritage Foundation, Bloomberg, World Federation of Exchanges 

 

Results of Empirical Research 

 

The results of our empirical research demonstrate a stable negative impact of all institutional factors 

on the dependent variable in static and dynamic model specifications (Tables 3, 4). In static models 

(Table 3), all institutional variables are significant at the 1% level. Heritage Foundation's Index of 

Economic Freedom, regulatory quality, corruption control and rule of law have the most significant 

impact on the share of LCY corporate bonds. 

 

In dynamic models, the significance level of variables is different (Table 4). Regulatory quality and 

rule of law are significant at the 1% level. Index of Economic Freedom, corruption control, the 

indices of quality of auditing and reporting standards, the quality of regulation of stock exchanges are 

significant at the 5% level. Government effectiveness is significant at the 10% level, and other factors 

are not significant. 

 

Our results coincide with conclusions by Teplova and Sokolova (2016) regarding the Index of 

Economic Freedom and by Park (2016) regarding rule of law, but contradict results of other previous 

papers (Burger and Warnock (2006); Eichengreen and Luengnaruemitchai (2004); Claessens et al 

(2007)). It should be noted that Claessens et al (2007) revealed a positive, but statistically 

insingnificant influence of democratic institutions on the share of FCY government bonds. Burger 

and Warnock (2006) and Eichengreen and Luengnaruemitchai (2004) chose the volume of 

outstanding LCY government and corporate bonds (in % of GDP) as the dependent variable, whereas 

we consider the relative share of LCY corporate bonds in the total issue volume. 
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We explain the negative impact of the quality of institutions on the share of LCY corporate bonds by 

the fact that holders of corporate bonds in the domestic market are less sensitive to changes in 

institutional factors than global investors. The latter have wider opportunities for diversification of 

investments. In case of an increase in the level of institutional development, the FCY corporate bond 

segment develops at a faster rate than the LCY bond segment, because investment attractiveness of 

corporate bonds increases for global investors. In addition, higher quality of institutions stimulates 

issuers of corporate bonds to attract loans in foreign markets demonstrating lower rates and longer 

maturity. On the contrary, in cases of a decline in the quality of institutions, an emergence of barriers 

to the movement of international capital, a deterioration of the macroeconomic situation, national 

companies become less attractive for foreign investors and are forced to raise capital on the domestic 

market. As a result, the share of LCY corporate bonds increases. 

 

In all considered model specifications market capitalization has a stable significant negative influence 

on the dependent variable. More developed stock markets suppress development of LCY corporate 

bond markets, because they are competing sources of financing for companies in emerging countries. 

This coincides with results of Teplova and Sokolova (2016). Unlike the stock market, a developed 

banking sector has a positive effect on the LCY corporate bond market. If companies prefer debt 

financing, larger ones issue bonds, and smaller ones attract bank lending. The variable lnCredit 

retains a positive sign in all model specifications, but it is significant only in static models (Tables 3, 

4). Thus, conclusions of some previous works are confirmed (Eichengreen and Luengnaruemitchai 

(2004); Teplova and Sokolova (2016)), but this result contradicts to the work by Bhattacharyay 

(2013). 

 

Table 3: The results of regression analysis for static models (regression coefficients and their 

significance) 

Variable FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS 

Cur_usd -0.610 

*** 

-0.544 

** 

-0.597 

*** 

-0.574 

*** 

-0.575 

*** 

-0.539 

*** 

-0.636 

*** 

-0.664 

*** 

-0.706 

*** 

-0.757 

*** 

-0.701 

*** 

lnCredit 0.190 

*** 

0.152 

*** 

0.221 

*** 

0.236 

*** 

0.272 

*** 

0.267 

*** 

0.195 

*** 

0.114 

*** 

0.142 

*** 

0.125 

*** 

0.096 

*** 

GDP 0.583 0.724 

* 

1.137 

*** 

0.703 

* 

1.110 

*** 

1.490 

*** 

1.762 

*** 

1.073 

** 

1.307 

*** 

1.126 

*** 

1.115 

** 

Inflation -0.101 0.023 

 

0.118 

 

-0.644 

 

0.481 

 

0.334 

 

1.285 

*** 

1.552 

*** 

2.207 

*** 

2.120 

*** 

2.080 

*** 

PPI -0.223 -0.139 

 

-0.225 

 

-0.208 

 

-0.198 

 

-0.222 

 

-0.241 

 

-0.272 

 

-0.357 

** 

-0.259 

 

-0.288 

 

Ln_MC -0.114 

*** 

-0.064 

*** 

-0.099 

*** 

-0.109 

*** 

-0.110 

*** 

-0.105 

*** 

-0.086 

*** 

-0.063 

*** 

-0.075 

*** 

-0.099 

*** 

-0.063 

*** 

Rating_ 

Fitch 

-0.123 

** 

-0.145 

** 

-0.135 

** 

-0.110 

** 

-0.116 

** 

-0.100 

* 

-0.131 

** 

-0.179 

*** 

-0.172 

*** 

-0.207 

*** 

-0.178 

*** 

lnIEF -1.177 

*** 

          

political  -0.169 

*** 

         

govern-

ment 

  -0.247 

*** 
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Variable FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS FGLS 

regulatory    -0.269 

*** 

       

rule     -0.246 

*** 

      

corruption      -0.229 

*** 

     

ethical       -0.189 

*** 

    

auditing        -0.121 

*** 

   

financing         -0.169 

*** 

  

ease          -0.179 

*** 

 

regulsecur           -0.081 

*** 

dAsian 0.208 

*** 

0.151 

*** 

0.208 

*** 

0.136 

*** 

0.163 

*** 

0.134 

*** 

0.216 

*** 

0.187 

*** 

0.269 

*** 

0.338 

*** 

0.209 

*** 

Const 6.075 

*** 

0.647 

*** 

0.954 

*** 

1.106 

*** 

0.818 

*** 

0.750 

*** 

1.477 

*** 

1.336 

*** 

1.416 

*** 

1.675 

*** 

1.161 

*** 

Number of 

observa-

tions 

420 

Wald 

statistics 

369.2 

*** 

183.2 

*** 

246.6 

*** 

361.7 

*** 

290.2 

*** 

358.4 

*** 

249.8 

*** 

142,7 

*** 

179.1 

*** 

203.9 

*** 

121.5 

*** 

Notes. The significance level: *** — 1%, ** — 5%, * — 10%. 

 

Table 4: The results of regression analysis for dynamic models (regression coefficients and their 

significance) 

Variable GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

L1. 

Dom_cur_b

onds 

0.142 

*** 

0.152 

*** 

0.150 

*** 

0.128 

*** 

0.136 

*** 

0.147 

*** 

0.154 

*** 

0.146 

*** 

0.153 

*** 

0.154 

*** 

0.149 

*** 

Cur_usd -0.564 

*** 

-0.563 

*** 

-0.560 

*** 

-0.556 

*** 

-0.548 

*** 

-0.538 

*** 

-0.570 

*** 

-0.591 

*** 

-0.574 

*** 

-0.568 

*** 

-0.585 

*** 

lnCredit 0.031 0.011 0.043 0.101 0.115 0.053 -0.007 0.037 0.024 0.005 0.010 

GDP -0.208 -0.284 -0.146 -0.120 -0.097 -0.054 -0.201 -0.142 -0.184 -0.341 -0.257 

Inflation 0.848 1.067 

* 

1.022 

* 

0.325 0.801 1.074 

* 

1.301 

** 

1.240 

** 

1.274 

** 

1.205 

** 

1.365 

** 

PPI -0.040 0.002 -0.020 -0.055 0.001 -0.022 -0.017 -0.035 -0.043 0.001 -0.037 

Ln_MC -0.111 

** 

-0.098 

** 

-0.104 

** 

-0.120 

*** 

-0.116 

*** 

-0.098 

** 

-0.092 

** 

-0.107 

** 

-0.089 

** 

-0.088 

** 

-0.097 

** 

Rating_ 

Fitch 

-0.018 -0.013 -0.014 -0.008 -0.007 -0.009 -0.019 -0.008 -0.017 -0.026 -0.005 
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Variable GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

GMM

-SYS 

lnIEF -0.613 

** 

          

political  -0.055 

 

         

govern-

ment 

  -0.099 

* 

        

regulatory    -0.217 

*** 

       

rule     -0.181 

*** 

      

corruption      -0.100 

** 

     

ethical       -0.013 

 

    

auditing        -0.088 

** 

   

financing         -0.071 

 

  

ease          -0.028 

 

 

regulsecur           -0.064 

** 

dAsian 0.158 

** 

0.119 

 

0.139 

** 

0.081 

 

0.091 

 

0.113 

 

0.160 

** 

0.108 

 

0.175 

*** 

0.176 

*** 

0.133 

* 

Const 4.296 

*** 

1.642 

*** 

1.640 

*** 

1.743 

*** 

1.529 

*** 

1.488 

*** 

1.663 

*** 

2.099 

*** 

1.739 

*** 

1.611 

*** 

1.939 

*** 

Number of 

observations 

420 

Notes. The significance level: *** — 1%, ** — 5%, * — 10%. 

 

In all models (linear regressions and GMM), the change in the exchange rate has a stable negative 

impact (significant at the 1% level) on the dependent variable. Devaluation of the local currency 

stimulates development of LCY corporate bond markets, as debt denominated in FCY becomes more 

expensive. Changes in sovereign credit ratings significantly negatively affect the share of LCY 

corporate bond markets, and their impact is stable in both dynamic and static models. We explain this 

by the fact that an increase in sovereign credit ratings raises the country's investment attractiveness 

and facilitates attraction of FCY loans on the global market, but it is depressing for the LCY debt 

market. 

 

In most model specifications, the dummy variable of Asian countries demonstrates a significant 

positive effect on the dependent variable, i.e. in Asian countries there is a tendency to issue a larger 

share of LCY corporate bonds. 

 

In dynamic models, there is a significant positive effect of the lagged dependent variable 

L1_dom_cur_bonds (Table 4). 
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For other control variables, the results are not stable. In most of static and dynamic models, inflation 

(based on PPI) has a negative impact on the share of LCY corporate bonds, but this impact is not 

significant. This result coincides with conclusions of Burger and Warnock (2006), Claessens et al 

(2007), Teplova and Sokolova (2016). In static models, GDP growth rate significantly positively (at 

the 5% level) affects the dependent variable. On the contrary, in dynamic models, the direction of 

influence of GDP growth rate changes to be negative, and the factor is not significant. Burger and 

Warnock (2006), Teplova and Sokolova (2016) applied linear multifactor regressions and revealed a 

positive relationship between GDP growth and the size of LCY corporate bond markets. 

 

Conclusions 

 

We reveal institutional determinants of development of LCY corporate bond markets. We apply static 

(multifactor linear regression) and dynamic (GMM) models in order to solve the problem of potential 

endogeneity of variables (indicators of development of LCY corporate bond markets, macroeconomic 

and institutional variables). 

 

In static models, all direct institutional variables, as well as an indirect factor of the development of 

the stock market, significantly negatively affect the share of LCY corporate bonds. The most 

significant factors are Heritage Foundation's Index of Economic Freedom, Worldwide indicators of 

regulatory quality, control of corruption and rule of law. In dynamic models, the influence of quality 

of institutional development is also negative, but the significance level of factors is different. 

Indicators of regulatory quality and rule of law are significant at the 1% level. Variables of sovereign 

credit ratings also negatively affect the share of LCY corporate bonds, but they are statistically 

significant only in linear regressions. 

 

We explain the negative impact of the quality of institutions o by the fact that holders of corporate 

bonds in the domestic market are less sensitive to changes in institutional factors than global 

investors. The latter have wider opportunities for diversification of investments. In the case of an 

increase in the quality of institutions, the investment attractiveness of FCY corporate bonds grows, 

and this segment develops at a faster rate than LCY corporate bond segment. Openness of the 

economy contributes to the choice of issuers in global capital markets. A developed stock market 

limits growth of LCY corporate bond market, because in developing countries, stock and bond 

markets are competing sources of funding for national companies. 

 

Financial and macroeconomic instability also stimulates development of LCY corporate bond 

markets. Devaluation of the local currency influences positively the share of LCY corporate bonds 

due to the rise in the cost of debt denominated in FCY. 
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Abstract 

 
This article focuses on Facebook, specifically on the company pages of luxury fashion brands. The 
aim of the article is to find out why the users of this social network add luxury company pages and 
whether the fans of these pages constitute an economic benefit for companies. A quantitative survey 
was conducted using an online questionnaire sent via Facebook. Five hundred fifty-four Facebook 
users from the Czech Republic participated in the survey. The data obtained were analysed using 
exploratory factor analysis, ANOVY and the verbal variability independence test. The results showed 
that up to 70 % of luxury brand customers with Facebook accounts added company pages. The reason 
for adding the pages is, in particular, the opportunity to become a part of the luxury brand community 
and also to get the latest information on brands and upcoming collections. Additionally, it was found 
that fans of company pages are more likely to buy and spend more money than customers who have 
not added a company page. Thanks to this information, we can recommend that companies set up a 
company Facebook page and regularly communicate with their fans. 
 

Key words: Facebook, luxury fashion brand, marketing communication, brand community 
 

Introduction 

 
For most people, luxury brands are an unattainable but fascinating world of expensive cars, handbags 
and clothing. Even though the luxury market is relatively small, it has exceptional economic results. 
In 2014, global sales of luxury goods and services amounted to EUR 850 billion, with the largest 
growth being in the luxury car (10 %) and luxury holiday (9 %) segments (D'arpizio, 2014). In 2016, 
it was already EUR 1.08 trillion (D'arpizio, et al., 2016). The growing group of so-called "High 
Earning, Not Rich Yet" people with high incomes but who are not yet wealthy is the main force 
behind this growth. There are ten times more customers in this category than truly rich people. These 
people want to at least occasionally enjoy something luxurious (Mediaguru, 2013). In the personal 
luxury goods segment (watches, cosmetics, shoes, handbags and clothing), revenues of EUR 223 
billion were achieved in 2014, three times more than 20 years ago. The latest global economic crisis 
has slowed down sales growth, but unlike other segments, it has not recorded negative values 
(D'arpizio, 2014). Luxury goods are therefore a very promising segment, which is also addressed by a 
number of marketing experts. In this article I will focus on luxury clothing brands and on the Czech 
customers of these brands. 

New channels of communication over the internet have become increasingly important for marketers 
in recent years, among which we can include social networks (Ungerman, 2016). The largest social 
network today is Facebook (Kopřiva, 2015). Facebook was founded by Harvard student Mark 
Zuckerberg on 1 February 2004. At the beginning, it was used by Harvard students to get to know 
each other. Once half of all Harvard students had created a profile on Facebook, it spread to other 
prestigious universities and high schools as well as leading corporations. In 2006, Facebook was 
opened to the general public (Treadaway and Smithová, 2011). Since 2007, many fan pages have 
been set up on Facebook to enable companies to promote their products or brands. Facebook users 
can add these pages to their favourites to show their friends what businesses and brands they are 
interested in (Kudeshia et al., 2016). 
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The purpose of this article is to find out what percentage of Facebook users add company pages of 
luxury clothing brands and whether communication on these pages affects purchase frequency and 
how much money customers spend on one purchase. 

Based on this research objective we identified four research questions: 

1) What percentage of Facebook users has added company pages of luxury fashion brands? 

2) Why do fans add pages of luxury fashion brands? 

3) Are there different reasons for adding company pages based on different demographic 

characteristics of fans? 

4) Do company pages on Facebook have an economic benefit for companies? 

 
The answers to these research questions were identified using a quantitative questionnaire survey, 
which will be presented in detail in the methodological part of this article. The theoretical part of this 
article will first familiarize readers with the generic term "brand", with the definition of "luxury 
brand" from the perspective of Czech customers, and will focus on Facebook as a marketing 
communication tool. 
 

Theories 

 
Brand 

 
Brands have been used for centuries to distinguish the goods of individual manufacturers. The word 
"brand" originates from the word "brandr", which means "burn", because a brand or tag was used to 
mark and identify animals in a herd (Keller, 2007). In his definition, Keller compares brands to 
products: "A brand is a product, but a product that delivers other dimensions that distinguish the 

brand from other products created to meet the same need" (Keller, 2007, p. 34). Nowadays, the brand 
is a complex concept. The brand exists primarily in the consciousness of consumers and very often 
coincides with reputation. In other words, a specific brand is what the customer thinks of it (Healey, 
2008). As Walter Landor, the pioneer of branding, memorably said: "Products are made in the 

factory, but brands are shaped in the mind" (Landor in Posner, 2011, p. 128). 

The brand is thus a means of creating and changing the position of the product in the mind of the 
consumer (Vysekalová and Mikeš, 2009). For example, branded clothing is better rated by the 
consumer and reinforces the willingness to buy clothes. Brands generally provide a guarantee of 
unmistakability, especially in the sectors of very similar products such as clothing or electronics 
(Bristow and Mowen, 1998). The key element of branding is therefore that consumers perceive the 
differences between brands in the product category. The differences between brands often relate to 
the properties or benefits of the product itself. Other times, however, they can be guided by the less 
easily perceptible criteria of image. Whenever consumers decide between alternatives, brand plays an 
important role. For this reason, companies benefit from brands whenever consumers face the question 
of choice (Keller, 2007). Today, when there is a plethora of products and substitutes on the market, 
everyone can choose what product to buy. In this competitive struggle, therefore, each manufacturer 
strives to provide the customer with some added value, and this may be a brand (Dědková, 2014). 
 
Luxury fashion brands 

 
"Fashion is not just about clothing. Fashion is in the clouds, on the streets. Fashion is an idea, 

lifestyle and a current event." (Chanel in Brogi et al., 2013). This credo guided world-renowned 
fashion designer Coco Chanel, who set the tone for the world fashion industry until the mid-20th 
century and introduced one of the most luxurious brands in the world. 

What is luxury fashion? There is no clear cut answer to this question. Luxuries are perceived 
differently not only by individual customers but also by residents of different countries. Research 
from the Czech Republic has shown that Czechs have a somewhat simplified view of the luxury 
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goods market. In their opinion, luxury above all demonstrates social status and satisfies the desire for 
recognition. Three-quarters of respondents perceive cars, jewellery and watches as symbols of luxury 
(Obruk, 2010). Among luxury fashion brands, Czech customers most often include Louis Vuitton, 
Prada, Versace and Dior. On the other hand, some of them perceive Guess, Lacoste or Michael Kors 
as luxury brands. These brands, however, are considered premium brands in countries such as the 
USA, Germany or France, which are characterized by lower quality and price (Novotová, 2016). The 
2010 research also looked at the attributes of luxury brands. The most frequently mentioned attributes 
are exceptional quality, the social status that the brand brings to the user, global renown or high price 
(Obruk, 2010).  

These results are practically identical with those from other countries. For example, Phau and 
Prendegast (2000) found that a luxury brand is a subjective notion that consists of exclusivity, 
expected quality, brand awareness and renown. According to Fionda and Moore, luxury brands can 
be divided into two levels from a customer perspective. The first is the material level, which includes 
brand history, quality and unique know-how. The second level is psychological and includes the 
exclusivity and prestige of the brand which affects the carrier's position in society (Fionda and 
Moore, 2009). 

For the purposes of our research, these attributes of luxury fashion brands were used as the starting 
point, which were introduced to the respondents before filling in the questionnaire itself, as well as 
examples of brands that can be clearly considered luxurious. These measures ensured that the 
respondents had a good idea of what a luxury brand was and could correctly fill in a questionnaire 
dealing with the marketing communications of luxury brands on Facebook. 
 
Facebook 

 
Facebook is currently used not only for communication between friends, but also for communication 
between customers and companies (Gamboa and Goncalves, 2014). Companies can communicate 
with existing and potential customers on Facebook via company pages, news, events or paid ads 
(Janouch, 2011). Company pages bring businesses a number of benefits. Facebook users can add 
these pages to their favourites to show their friends what businesses and brands they are interested in 
(Kudeshia et al., 2016). Through these pages it is possible to build two-way communication between 
the company and a potential or existing customer (Janouch, 2011). Businesses should try to establish 
user-friendly relationships using the current page, responding quickly to customer inquiries, and 
listening to what users are saying. In other words, a company page must be a place where the 
customer likes to communicate and feels part of a wider community of fans (Gamboa and Goncalves, 
2014). The advantage of company pages on Facebook is the ease with which fans of these pages are 
identified and the ability to create a strong customer bond with the brand (Shih, 2010). Whether this 
positive relationship also affects customer buying behaviour is the subject of much research. For 
example, Kang et al. (2013) claim that communication on company pages does not have an impact on 
product purchases. On the other hand, research in the Czech Republic has shown that communication 
on company pages motivates customers to buy (Novotová, 2017). It is also important for businesses 
to know what motivates Facebook users to add company pages. Rohm et al. (2013) identified five 
motivations. These include: entertainment, affiliation to a popular brand, access to customer services 
and content, the ability to get product information, and marketing communication which encourages 
them to add the page. 

The motivations for adding the company pages of luxury clothing brands as well as the relationship 
between adding a page and purchasing goods will be dealt with in the practical part of this article. 
 
 

 

Methodology 
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As was already mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of this article is to find out what 
percentage of Facebook users add company pages of luxury clothing brands and whether the 
communication on these pages affects purchase frequency and how much money the customer spends 
on one purchase. 

Based on this objective, a quantitative research method was selected using an electronic questionnaire 
survey. The questionnaire was created through Google – Disk and distributed via Facebook. The 
main group of respondents were citizens of the Czech Republic who are over 18 years of age, have a 
Facebook profile and have bought a luxury clothing brand at least once. In this research luxury 
brands are defined as worldwide renowned brands such as Gucci, Prada or Versace. The sample was 
determined using the snowball nonprobability sampling method. This method was selected because 
of the narrowly and specifically defined sample base, which is poorly accessible. Individuals in the 
sample base have a higher family income and a specific lifestyle that leads them to purchase luxury 
goods. Due to the limited number and especially the poor availability of such respondents, the 
snowball sampling method was judged the only one possible. The research team selected suitable 
respondents who met all the criteria for the sample base. These respondents were sent an online 
questionnaire with a request to forward it to other suitable respondents. 

The questionnaire contained closed selective questions and scaled questions. The results were 
evaluated using the statistical method of exploratory factor analysis, variance analysis (ANOVA), 
and the verbal variability independence test. These methods are briefly presented below. 
 

1) Exploratory factor analysis 

 
Factor analysis focuses on creating new variables and reducing the extent of data with minimal loss 
of information. For factor analysis to be performed, the Bartlett's sphericity test (P-value < 0.05) and 
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) condition must be met. Under this condition, certain bands are 
defined to show the extent to which the use of factor analysis is appropriate. KMO ≥ 0.9 excellent, 
KMO ≥ 0.8 good, KMO ≥ 0.7 average, KMO ≥ 0.6 less suitable and KMO ≥ 0.5 borderline use 
(Meloun and Militký, 2006). For better interpretation of results, Varimax Rotation was performed in 
this article. It is a method that minimizes the number of variables that have high burdens with each 
common factor (Hendl, 2004). 
 

2) ANOVA 

 
The aim of the ANOVA analysis is to determine which of the qualitative or quantitative factors 
significantly affect the monitored quantities. ANOVA was used in this article after exploratory factor 
analysis. For this reason, and due to the large number of units in each selection, the normality of data 
was not verified (Churchill, 1987). A two-choice t-test was performed for two-value factors 
(Budíková, et al., 2010; Meloun and Militký, 2002). For both statistical methods, the H0 hypotheses 
of variance consistency and H1 hypothesis were determined by difference; the assertion was tested at 
a 95% significance level. If H0 was rejected and therefore H1 was accepted, it was further 
investigated which pairs of mean values were different at a given level of significance. To determine 
significant differences, Fisher's LSD post-hoc test was used (Šimonová, 2006). 
 
3) Verbal variability independence test 

 
It is used especially for verifying the dependencies of two verbal variables. The test 
assumes that data on two variables are a selection from an infinite two-dimensional 
set. The H0 hypothesis is tested on the independence of both variables against the 
alternative hypothesis H1, that these variables are dependent (Meloun and Militký, 
2006). 
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Sample of respondents 

 
A total of 554 respondents participated in the survey. Their demographic characteristics, including 
gender, age and highest level of attained education, are shown in Table 1. The vast majority of 
participants in the research were women (403), who buy luxury fashion more often. Men often did 
not know which clothing brands were considered luxurious, and therefore did not fill in the 
questionnaire properly. For this reason, a number of their erroneously filled in questionnaires were 
eliminated. 

Tab. 1: Demographic characteristics of respondents (Source: the author) 

Cathegory Frequency % 

Gender 

women 403 72,7  
men 151 27,3  
Age 

Less than 20 years 18 3,3 
20 to 29 years 357 64,4 
30 to 39 years 101 18,2 
40 to 49 years 51 9,2 
50 to 59 years 19 3,4 
60 to 69 years 8 1,4 
Education 

primary 6 1,1 
secondary without diploma 15 2,7 
secondary with diploma 230 41,5 
colledge 303 54,7 

 
Respondents aged 20 to 29 and 30 to 39 were the most represented in the survey. People over the age 
of 50 often do not have a Facebook account and therefore cannot participate in the research. Most of 
the people involved in the research had a high school diploma or higher education. 

Table 2 below shows the purchase frequency of luxury fashion goods and the amount of money that 
the average respondent spends on one luxury fashion purchase. 

Tab. 2: Purchase frequency and money spent on one purchase (Source: the author) 

Category Frequency % 

Purchase frequency 

Only occasionally  143 25.8 
1x per year 52 9.4 
2x–3x per year 123 22.2 
Once per quarter year 118 21.3 
Once per month 80 14.4 
Several times per month 38 6.9 
Amount spent on one purchase 

up to CZK 10,000 227 42 
CZK 10,001–30,000 227 42 
CZK 30,001–50,000 54 10 
CZK 50,001–70,000 18 3.3 
CZK 70,001–90,000 12 2.2 
CZK 110,000 and more 2 0.4 
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Table 2 shows that most respondents shop only occasionally. On the other hand, a relatively large 
group of respondents make a purchase once per quarter year or two to three times a year. Thus, we 
can say that both occasional customers and regular luxury brand customers are represented in the 
research. Most respondents spend a maximum of CZK 30,000 for one purchase (approximately EUR 
1,154), and only two respondents spent more than CZK 100,000 (EUR 3,846). 
 
Results 

 
In the practical part we will first answer the first research question, which is: 

1) What percentage of Facebook users has added company pages of luxury fashion brands? 

Of all 552 respondents who are Facebook users, 389 or 70 % have accepted at least one luxury 
fashion brand page. This number is relatively high. It is important to note that all respondents who 
participated in the survey are customers of luxury fashion houses. Thus, we can state that up to 70 % 
of luxury brand customers have accepted at least one luxury fashion company page on Facebook. 

The second research question asked about the reason for adding company pages. 
2) Why do fans add pages of luxury fashion brands? 

Based on the research team's deliberations, six reasons were identified that can cause Facebook users 
to decide to add a fashion page. The respondents assessed their agreement or disagreement with the 
reasons in the questionnaire using a seven-point scale where 1 = I totally agree and 7 = I totally 
disagree. The results were first evaluated using descriptive statistics. In the following Table 3, the 
reasons are ranked according to the averages reached from the lowest (largest agreement) to the 
highest. The most common reason is the need to keep up-to-date about one's favourite brand. The 
second reason is that people want to be inspired by the latest fashion trends. The third reason was 
simply that people want to be "in", and therefore add trendy fashion pages. People also add company 
pages because they want to be part of a group of fans of the brand that is created on the company 
page. Another reason is the ability to communicate on the page, i.e. to comment on posts or send 
queries to company representatives via chat. Lastly, people add a company page simply so that their 
friends can see that they have added it.  

Tab. 3: Reasons for adding company pages – descriptive statistics (Source: the author) 

 Brand 

information 
Inspiration To be IN 

Fan 

community 

Communi-

cation 
Friends 

Average 1,6 1,9 3,4 4,1 5,1 5,3 

Median 1 1 3 4 6 6 

Modus 1 1 2 3 6 6 

Standard 

dev. 
0,87 1,22 2 1,93 1,8 1,81 

 
For better clarity, the individual reasons for adding luxury fashion pages are presented in a box fence 
(Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Reasons for adding company pages – box fence 

 
These six reasons were further tested using exploratory factor analysis. The aim of factor analysis 
was to summarize the information contained in a larger number of variables and reduce them to a few 
factors (Table 4). 

Tab. 4: Reasons for adding company pages – factor analysis results (Source: the author) 

KMO 0.744 

Bartlett's test 0.000 

Number of variables entering the FA 6 

Number of factors 2 

Cronbach's alpha 0.743 
*
Extraction method: main component analysis 

**
Rotation method: varimax 

 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin's criterion was 0.744. This means that the use of factor analysis is good. 
Bartlett's test also came out (p-value < 0.05), so factor analysis could be performed. Cronbach's alpha 
was 0.743 for all variables, indicating the high consistency and reliability of the data. Table 5 
summarizes the information about the overall explained variability and the numbers of the correlation 
matrix. The number of factors was chosen according to Kaiser's rule. This criterion is met by two 
factors, which together account for 66.8% of the overall variability. 

Tab. 5: Reasons for adding company pages – results of main component analysis (Source: the 

author) 

Faktor number Eigenvalue Percent of Variance Cumulative Percentage 

1 2,636 43,932 43,932 

2 1,372 22,876 66,808 

 
Table 6 shows the results of factor analysis. The table rows correspond to input items, columns 
represent factors. In order to better interpret the results, rotation was performed using the varimax 
method. 
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Tab. 6: Reasons for adding company pages – Factor Loading Matrix After Varimax Rotation 

(Source: the author) 

Factors 

 Brand community Information 

Brand community 0,861 0,023 

Friends 0,832 -0,059 

To be IN 0,731 0,259 

Communication 0,724 0,126 

Brand information 0,043 0,843 

Inspiration 0,113 0,839 

 
Table 6 shows that the first factor called the Brand Community consists of four reasons for adding 
pages, which are the possibility to be part of a brand community, the fact that my friends see that I 
have added a page, trying to be "in", and the ability to communicate on the page. The second factor 
called Information includes the ability to get up-to-date information about a favourite brand on the 
company page, and the opportunity to get inspiration about the latest fashion trends. 

The third research question dealt with the possibility of different views on these two identified factors 
among different demographic groups of respondents. 

3) Are there different reasons for adding company pages based on different demographic 

characteristics of fans? 

This question was answered by means of a one-factor analysis of ANOVA variance, or the t-test, 
which examined the differences between the average response values of different demographic 
groups of respondents. Differences of gender, age and education were tested. Table 7 shows all the 
tests performed and shows both the F-Ratio / t statistic and the P-value. 

Tab. 7: Reasons for adding company pages – ANOVA and t-test (Source: the author) 

Factor Characteristics F-Ratio/t statistic P-value 

Brand community 

gender 3,368 0,067 

education 7,646 0,000 

age 3,167 0,024 

Information 

gender 29,776 0,000 

education 0,992 0,397 

age 3,715 0,012 

 
For the Brand Community factor, statistically significant differences were found in the characteristics 
of education and age. This factor was reported more frequently by people of lower age (under 30) and 
people with a high school diploma or university education. For the Information factor, a statistically 
significant difference was found for gender and age of respondents. More women and people under 
the age of 30 add the pages for this purpose. 

The last research question focused on the economic benefits of company pages on Facebook. The 
research question was formulated as follows: 
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4) Do company pages on Facebook have an economic benefit for companies? 

The economic benefit for companies was evaluated on the basis of two questions in the questionnaire. 
The first question related to the amount of money that customers spend on one luxury brand 
purchase, and the second asked how often customers buy luxury fashion. The economic benefit was 
therefore assessed on the basis of information provided by customers. The analysis was performed 
using the verbal variability test. First, it was tested whether there is a relationship between adding 
company page on Facebook and the amount of money spent on one luxury fashion purchase. The 
results of this test are presented in Table 8 below. The results show that there is a statistically 
significant relationship between the added page and the purchase amount. 

Table 8: Tests of Independence (Source: the author) 

Added page –  

Amount spent on purchase 

Statistic Df P-Value 

60.778 4 0.000 

The second test investigated the relationship between adding a company fashion page on Facebook 
and the frequency of purchasing luxury brands (Table 9). Here again, a statistically significant 
relationship between the two variables was demonstrated. So we can say that people who add the 
company pages of luxury brands are more likely to buy these brands. 

Table 9: Tests of Independence (Source: the author) 

Added page – 

Purchase frequency 

Statistic Df P-Value 

42.411 5 0.000 

 
Discussion and conclusion 

 
This article dealt with the social network Facebook, specifically the pages that luxury fashion 
companies set up on Facebook. The first question asked what percentage of luxury brand customers 
has added at least one company page of these brands on Facebook. We have found that up to 70 % of 
respondents have added a company page. We discovered that this number is surprisingly large. It can 
be seen that customers are accustomed to adding company pages. There are many reasons why people 
add company pages. In this work, we defined six reasons that we reduced through exploratory factor 
analysis to two factors, namely Brand Community and Information. The Brand Community factor 
includes reasons such as the opportunity to be involved in a community of fans of the favourite 
brand, communications on the page, and the desire to be associated with a luxury brand. These 
reasons are especially important for the younger generation of Facebook users up to 30 years of age 
and for people with higher education (high school diploma, university degree). Therefore, companies 
should strive to create an appropriate environment for discussion amongst their fans. In addition, it is 
advisable to encourage brand awareness by means of appropriate communication. The second 
identified factor is Information. Fans want to get information on the latest fashion collections on the 
company's page and to peer behind the scenes of their favourite brands. Fans also expect the page to 
offer the latest fashion trends and tips on how to work with fashion. Fashion companies should focus 
on both identified factors if they wish to continue to expand their fan base.  

In the last part of the research, we responded to research question number 4, which asked about the 
economic benefits of company pages. The results have shown that people who have added a company 
page typically spend more money on one purchase. Similarly, the purchase frequency is higher for 
fans of a company page than for people who have not added any pages. It cannot be clearly 
determined from the results whether page fans are so influenced by company communications that 
they are more likely to buy and spend more, or whether company pages tend to attract people who are 
loyal customers. Based on the results, we can only say that fans of company pages bring more 
revenue for companies than customers who have not added these pages. Whether the company page 
is the cause of larger and more frequent research is needed in further research. Based on our results, 
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we can state that company pages on Facebook have a large percentage of users today. The most 
common reasons for adding a company page are to be part of the brand community and the 
availability of brand information. Another important finding is that company pages cluster together 
customers who bring the largest revenue to companies. Based on these findings, we can recommend 
that companies establish a company page on Facebook and create a loyal customer base. 
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Abstract 

Research and development of new technology (R&D) is generally more beneficial for society than simply the 

profits made by an innovator, meaning that it produces a positive externality. Therefore, the key feature of an 

innovation analysis is consideration of the effects of floating: an enterprise does not receive the whole profit 

from the R&D completed, since other firms also obtain access to the developed technology (possibly with a 

time lag). For this reason, many firms tend to underinvest in R&D - particularly when a company experiences a 

liquidity constraint. 

This paper highlights the results of research into the influence of liquidity constraint on corporate decisions  on 

investment in research and development (R&D), and the efficiency of their innovative activities. The purpose of 

this research is to analyse the influence of liquidity constraint, expressed both in a tough version in which a 

company has no access to capital markets (for instance, due to a financial crisis or lack of property to secure 

collateral for credit) or in a softer version in which a company can raise credit, but the price of borrowed funds 

is higher than profitability of its activities - on the decision of companies to invest in R&D, the intensity of their 

investments in R&D and anticipated efficiency of innovative activities. This analysis uses a direct indicator of 

limiting credits and an econometric model defining a relation between a decision of companies to invest in 

R&D, intensity of those investments and efficiency of innovative activities. The results show that constraining 

financial indicators have a positive significant interrelation with the decision of firms to invest in R&D and has 

no influence on the intensity of those investments in case of a positive decision. Therefore, the liquidity 

constraint reduces the number of industrial companies deciding to invest in R&D, but does not influence the 

amounts of such investments. This can be explained by the fact that when companies decide to invest in R&D, 

availability of their own funds is more important than the possibility of raising credit.  

There is also a cash effect: the effect of availability of extensive available funds at a large company facilitate its 

financing of R&D and innovation, and thus an inverse U-dependency between competition and innovation is 

confirmed. 

It is concluded that small companies and companies in low-tech industries do not need to boost their R&D 

intensity, but need investment which facilitate the imitation of ready-to-use technology from the developed 

markets. 

 

Key words: costs of research and development, innovation, liquidity constraint, result-driven innovative 

activities, financial status, two-dimensional probit-model.  
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Introduction 

Given today's fast-developing situations and growing globalization, companies must regularly upgrade their 

production technology, create new products and form new sources of competitive advantages associated with 

the creation of intangible assets in order to keep their competitive positions and create new competitive 

advantages. All these things require huge research and development costs alongside generally financing 

innovative activities (Trachuk, Linder, 2016).  

At the same time, most Russian industrial companies currently experience liquidity constraints due to the 

sanctions imposed on Russia by Europe and the USA after the RF reunified with Crimea. For instance, sanctions 

against the financial sector affect 60% of assets of the RF banking system and seriously limit the country’s 

development. More expensive funding for Russian banks and organizations has resulted in an increase in 

interest rates and has made borrowing more expensive - which, in its turn, has had an inevitable impact on 

companies’ investments in their current operations, including in investments in research and development. 

Sanctions have a most deleterious impact on industrial companies since - , firstly - they reduce the options for 

cheap investments. In such cases, the State cannot provide such financing or meet the demands for all 

companies. Secondly, sanctions restrict access to new technologies, which cannot be substituted by either 

Chinese or Russian products over the short term. A ban on importing dual-purpose products, along with 

limitations on non-military higher technology imports may make Russia’s technological inferiority to the 

world’s leading countries even worse. 

For this reason, research of the impacts of liquidity constraint - expressed both in a soft form where the rate of 

return on a company’s operations is lower than the interest rate on loans or a tough form implying that a 

company has no access to the market of crediting - on companies’ investment decisions  in research & 

development, as well as the amounts of such investments and efficiency of innovative activities of Russian 

industrial companies, is highly topical. 

 

Liquidity constraint impact on investments in R&D and innovation: overview of 

research 

The results of such research of liquidity constraint on investments in R&D are ambiguous and contradictory. 

Most studies proved a negative effect of the liquidity constraint on investments in R&D (for instance, Aghion et 

al., 2012; Mancusi and Vezzulli, 2012; Bellone F. et al., 2013) and innovation (Savignac, 2008). However, a 

study (Czarnitzki and Hottenrott, 2011) shows that availability of in-house sources of funding is more important 

for a company deciding on investments in R&D; therefore, such decisions are not sensitive to liquidity 

constraint; a study by Mulkay et al., 2001, shows that decisions to invest in R&D are sensitive toliquidity 

constraint, but no more than decisions to invest in current operations. A study by Bond (Bond et al., 2003) 

argues that investments in research and development do not depend on cash flows and therefore financial 

constraints have no serious impact on decisions of firms to invest in R&D. 

This article uses, for analytical purposes, the methodology chosen in studies (M. L. Mancusi, A. Vezzulli, 2010 

and C. Altomonte, S. Gamba, M.L. Mancusi, A. Vezzull, 2013), which consists in using an index proposed by 

Whited and Wu (2006) considered below. 

 

Study selection and analysed data 

This study uses data on Russian industrial companies over the period of 2013-2016. The analysis encompasses 

industrial manufacturing companies, which were divided into high-tech, medium-tech, and low-tech ones. The 

study covered companies experiencing liquidity constraint: 
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− due to a high cost of borrowings. This group includes companies, whose rate of return on invested 

capital1  was lower than the average interest rate on credits, in which case companies are divided into 

two groups: small and medium-sized ones employing up to 500 people and large ones with headcounts 

of over 500 people, which is due to a different cost of credits for these categories of companies. The 

RF Central Bank’s statistics show that the average interest rate on credits in 2016 was as follows: 

12.8% for large companies, 15.73% for small and medium-sized companies; in 2013 – 11.4% and 

14.2%, respectively2; 

− due to the poor financial condition of companies and, for this reason, without access to the capital 

market. In order to select companies for this category, we selected a normative approach to determine 

the level of financial standing by comparing the estimated financial indicator with the normative value 

approved by laws.  

Sources of information used: databases SPARK, Ruslana, Rosstat, in addition to information from the websites 

of industrial companies, indicators reflected in innovative development programs, statistical reporting form 4 

“Innovation”, supplemented by audit data. Small and medium-sized firms with unavailable financial indicators 

were not considered in the study. 

970 industrial companies were analysed in total, 198 of which were selected (Table 1). 

Table 1. Number of selected companies distributed by headcount 

Companies with a 

headcount of 

Total 

companies 

considered 

 

Companies experiencing liquidity constraints Total companies 

selected  

Companies whose rate of return 

is lower than the average rate on 

credits 

Companies with an 

unstable financial 

position 

 

Up to 250  183 26 17 43 

250 - 499 194 31 14 45 

500 – 999 198 26 12 38 

1,000 – 4,999 127 17 11 28 

5,000 – 9,999 196 23 9 32 

10,000 and more 72 14 5 19 

Total 970 130 68 198 

Table 2. Number of selected companies distributed by industry sectors 

Sectors of  manufacturing 

industry 

Companies whose rate of return 

is lower than the average rate on 

credits 

Companies with an unstable 

financial position 

Total 

High-tech sector 44 18 62 

Medium-tech sector of a high 

level 

31 9 40 

Medium-tech sector of a low 

level 

34 15 49 

Low-tech sector 28 19 47 

Total 137 61 198 

The variables of analysis included: the size of a company, sphere of activity, investments in R&D and 

parameters of export operations. In order to reflect the liquidity constraint impact on innovation, we introduced 

the variable Rdint corresponding to the amount of innovation costs interrelated with total sales revenues in 

2016. This permitted analysis of the impact of innovation costs on the level of demand for capital; companies’ 

decisions to invest in R&D; and efficiency of innovative activities. Table 3 presents descriptive statistics of the 
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studied companies. 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of distribution of the studied companies 

Industry Sector R$D = 1 (% 

of 

companies) 

EXP = 1 

(%of 

companies) 

Expint 

(average 

weighted 

value) 

Standard 

deviation 

RDint 

(average 

weighted 

value) 

Standard 

deviation 

Up to 250 people (43 companies) 
 

High-tech sector 37 8 0.04 0.0031 0.0012 0.00054 

Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

48 7 0.043 0.0025 0.0013 0.00038 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

31 6 0.026 0.0038 0.0015 0.00041 

Low-tech sector 34 4 0.019 0.0024 0.00039 0.000071 

250 – 499  people (45 companies) 
 

High-tech sector 41 19 0.064 0.0028 0.00112 0.00054 

Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

54 16 0.058 0.0036 0.00124 0.00038 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

28 14 0.076 0.0071 0.00105 0.00041 

Low-tech sector 31 11 0.019 0.0063 0.00009 0.000071 

500 – 999 people (38 companies) 
 

High-tech sector 43 32 0.123 0.0027 0.001092 0.000302 

Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

37 19 0.143 0.0034 0.00213 0.00008 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

18 9 0.226 0.0027 0.00109 0.00021 

Low-tech sector 13 14 0.311 0.0032 0.00113 0.000107 

1,000 – 4,999 people (28 companies) 
 

High-tech sector 53 38 0.19 0.00118 0.00209 0.00023 

Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

44 24 0.21 0.00217 0.00103 0.000108 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

35 16 0.18 0.00318 0.00215 0.000411 

Low-tech sector 11 17 0.11 0.00204 0.000107 0.0000173 

5,000 – 9,999 people (32 companies) 
 

High-tech sector 51 41 0.214 0.0031 0.00117 0.00052 

Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

64 32 0.243 0.0027 0.00114 0.00083 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

23 11 0.216 0.00232 0.00119 0.000191 

Low-tech sector 12 15 0.119 0.00114 0.000139 0.0000012 

10,000 and more people (19 companies) 
 

High-tech sector 67 75 0.344 0.0041 0.00217 0.000126 
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Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

69 64 0.343 0.0015 0.00176 0.000153 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

61 52 0.226 0.0028 0.00195 0.000815 

Low-tech sector 37 38 0.219 0.0014 0.00139 0.0000237 

Table 4 summarises all indicators used in the study. 

Table 4. Variables used for the analysis purposes 

Indicator Interpretation  

R$D Fictitious variable equal to 1, if a company invests in R&D, and 0 if otherwise 

EXP Fictitious variable equal to 1, if a company has sales revenues on foreign markets, and 

0 if otherwise  

Сapital investment (CI) Equity investments (current and capital expenses), (RUB’000) 

Expint Share of revenues from export operations in the total sales revenue 

RDint Share of sales revenues aimed at innovation 

LTF_2016 Total factorial output calculated for 2016 

size  Company size measured by the average headcount  

 Index measuring the company’s demand for external funding 

Research methodology 

In order to analyse the liquidity constraint impact on companies’ decisions concerning investment in R&D, and 

the intensity of those investments and efficiency of innovative activities, we used a system of simultaneous 

econometric equations - the technique of which implies that each independent variable y is considered as the 

function of the same set of factors x. Traditional indicators proposed in the studies of this subject were 

considered as independent factors: firm size, sales revenues from export operations (Expint), share of sales 

revenues used to invest in innovation (RDint), full factorial output of companies (LTF_2016), capital 

investments (CI). 

The company size determinant was proposed by Cohen W. M., Klepper S. (1996), and this is explained by the 

fact that investments in R&D require quite extensive funding, which can be distributed by large firms for a large 

scope of products and, therefore, are unlikely to choose to reject participation in R&D. Furthermore large firms 

have better relationships with investors, and this additionally facilitates their access to financing. The full 

factorial output impact on investments in R&D and innovation is described in a study by Blundell et al., (2009), 

proving an important interrelation between the factorial output of a firm and a decision to invest in R&D. A 

study by C. Altomonte, S. Gamba, M.L. Mancusi, A. Vezzull, (2013) points out to a positive interrelation 

between export operations and investments in R&D; in order to analyse the effect of export operations, we 

introduced the variable Expint showing the share of revenues from exports in the total sales revenues. 

Building an econometric model 

The econometric model consists of three components. The first equation of the model evaluates a firm’s demand 

for external funding. The second part consists of two equations explaining a company’s decision to invest in 

R&D and amounts of such investments. The third component shows the interrelation between the efficiency of 

innovative activities and the amounts of investment costs. 

Mathematically, the model appears as follows: 
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%  (1) 

Index of a firm’s demand for external funding 

In order to evaluate the liquidity constraint impact, we use an index proposed by Whited & Wu (2006) – WW, 

which measures a firm’s demand for external funding. The WW index is obtained as a function of maximizing 

the structural investment model, and appears as follows: 

WW =  −0,087 ∗  CF − 0,058 ∗  DIVPOS + 0,034 ∗  TLTD − 0,042 ∗  LNTA + 0,117 ∗  ISG − 0,028 ∗  SG 
      (2) 

where, 

CF = relation of the cash flow to the total value of property;  

DIVPOS = a fictitious variable equal to one if the company pays dividend and zero if otherwise; 

TLTD = relation of long-term debt to own resources; 

LNTA: book value of the company’s property; 

ISG: growth of sales revenues; 

SG: sales revenues. 

The index was calculated based on data presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of variables used to calculate the index. 

 Average weighted 

value3 

Standard 

deviation 

Minimum value Maximum value 

CF 0.3553  0.01637  0.1645 0.7644 

DIVPOS 1 \0 -  0 1 

TLTD 0.5302 0.02139  0.2332 0.7828 

LNTA 8.1274 1.2576  3.7301 16.0951 

ISG 0.0493 0.002596  0.03078 0.07134 

SG 1.408 0.02174  0.1222  1.7444 

 

Investment in innovation 

The second component of the model evaluates the impact of factors on the decision to invest in R&D and - in 

case of a positive decision - the amount of investment in R&D per employee involved in research and 

development. The Hackman Censored Regression model was used for the purpose of analysis, enabling the 

evaluation of   both the company’s disposition to invest in innovation, and the definition of the amounts of such 

investments. The model consists of two components: the first one – a binary choice model determining whether 

“to invest/not to invest”; the second one – a linear model evaluating the amount of investments in R&D. 

Therefore, the Hackman model has two latent variables explaining a decision of firms to invest in R&D: 

yi ==1   �>   у�∗ = 	�� + 	�
""� + 	������ + 	�������
�� + 	������� + 	��CI� +  ��    > @0   �>  У�∗ = 	�� + 	�
""� + 	������ + 	�������
�� + 	������� + 	��CI� +  ��    ≤ @% (3), 

      

where yi = an observable binary variable equal to one, if companies decide to invest in innovation, and zero for 

other companies; 
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y*i = latent (non-observed) endogenous variable measuring factors that affect a company’s decision to invest in 

R&D. The latent variable may be interpreted as a choice criterion; in our case: the anticipated amount of the 

firm’s profit from innovative activities; 

= vectors of parameters;  

i = residual member. 

Accidental errors of the model are assumed to be normally distributed. 

Companies decide to invest in research and development, if = the non-observed endogenous variable is higher 

than the defined threshold = anticipated amount of the firm’s profit from innovative products. 

The second equation of the Hackman model shows the amounts of innovation costs in case a decision is made to 

“invest”, which is expressed as an amount of investments in R&D per employee involved in research and 

development: 

B� = CB�∗ = 	�� + 	�
""� + 	������ + 	�������
�� + 	������� + 	��CI� +  ��    ,�> D� = 10, �>  D� = 0 % (4) 

 

where = the non-observed variable evaluating the amount of investments in R&D per employee involved in 

research and development; 

= vector showing the trend direction; 

i = residual member. 

If the option “not to invest” is chosen in the first equation, is considered equal to zero.  

 

Results of innovative activities 

The third component of the model shows a dependence of the results of innovative activities in the form of the 

following production function of innovation: 

g� = 	�� + 	�
""� + 	���� + 	�������
�� + 	������� + 	��CI� +  ��      (5) 

 

where gi = results of innovative activities expressed in the scope of released innovative products; 

 = vectors of parameters;  

and  i = residual member. 

 

Research results 

Tables 6, 7, 8 show the results of calculations of the liquidity constraint impact on a company’s decision to 

invest in R&D, amounts of such investments, and efficiency of companies’ innovative activities. 

Table 6. Determinants of the index of demand for financing 

Regression equation (dependent variable – demand for external financing)  
 

Manufacturing 

industry 

High-tech sector Medium-tech sector of 

a high level 

Medium-tech sector of 

a low level 

Low-tech sector 

Analysis method 

(LSM – least 

squares method) 

LSM LSM LSM LSM 
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RDint -0.00893*** 

(0.00159) 

Expint - 0.000521 

(0.00100)  

 0.0213 

(0.0113)  

LTF_2014 - 0.0466*** 

(0.00227) 

size -0.0412*** 

(0.00105) 

Constant  0.110*** 

(0.00610) 

Number of 

observations 

62 

Model quality 

evaluation – 

pseudo 

determination ratio 

(  

0.446 

 

Notes: 1) The numbers presented have marginal

2) Statistical significance of ratios: ***

3) robust standard errors are shown in brackets.

According to calculations, the company’s size, export activities, and investments in innovation negatively 

correlate with the size of its demand for external financing, i.e., the larger the company’s size, the lower the 

likelihood of liquidity constraints will be for a firm; this can be explained by the possibility large companies 

have to use available accumulations and es

to larger firms due to a lower asymmetry in information. Smaller firms have more financial limits. Export 

operations also reduce the liquidity constraint impact of companies because exp

domestic and foreign markets. 

Table 7. Marginal effects for the Hackman Binary Choice model (results of calculations of the second 

Manufacturing 

industry 

characteristics 

High-tech industries  Medium

high level

Dependent 

variables  

Decision to 

invest in 

innovation  

Amount of 

investments 

in R&D per 

employee 

Decision to 

invest in 

innovation

Analysis 

method  

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, first 

equation  

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, 

second 

equation 

Censored 

regression 

Hackman 

model, first 

equation

 -0.299*** 

(0.111)  

- 0.0013* 

(0.108)  

-0.548 

(0.124) 

-0.00857*** 

(0.00161) 

-0.00422*** 

(0.00157) 

- 0.000851 

(0.00100) 

- 0.000592 

 (0.00100) 

0.0445 

(0.0097) 

0.0347 

 (0.0202) 

-0.0456*** 

(0.00237) 

-0.0464***  

(0.00236) 

-0.0406*** 

(0.00105) 

-0.0407*** 

(0.00106) 

0.109*** 

(0.00606) 

0.110*** 

(0.00609) 

40 49 

0.449 

 

0.447 

 

Notes: 1) The numbers presented have marginal effect values 

2) Statistical significance of ratios: ***- р0.001; **- р0.01; * - р0.05 

3) robust standard errors are shown in brackets. 

According to calculations, the company’s size, export activities, and investments in innovation negatively 

th the size of its demand for external financing, i.e., the larger the company’s size, the lower the 

likelihood of liquidity constraints will be for a firm; this can be explained by the possibility large companies 

have to use available accumulations and established relationships with banks. Banks also prefer providing credit 

to larger firms due to a lower asymmetry in information. Smaller firms have more financial limits. Export 

operations also reduce the liquidity constraint impact of companies because exporters may be credited on both 

Table 7. Marginal effects for the Hackman Binary Choice model (results of calculations of the second 

component of the model) 

Medium-tech industries of a 

high level 

Medium-tech industries of a 

low level 

Low

Decision to 

invest in 

innovation 

Amount of 

investments in 

R&D per 

employee 

Decision to 

invest in 

innovation 

Amount of 

investments 

in R&D per 

employee 

Decision to 

invest in 

innovation

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, first 

equation 

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, second 

equation 

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, first 

equation 

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, 

second 

equation 

regression 

model, first 

0.548 

(0.124)  

-0.0029*** 

(0.111)  

-0.492* 

(0.108)  

-0.0098 

(0.124)  

-0.149*** 

(0.111) 

-0.00267* 

(0.00158) 

- 0.00805***  

(0.00162) 

0.0211***  

(0.0146) 

-0.0455***  

(0.00236) 

-0.0403*** 

(0.00106) 

0.110*** 

(0.00606) 

47 

0.449 

 

According to calculations, the company’s size, export activities, and investments in innovation negatively 

th the size of its demand for external financing, i.e., the larger the company’s size, the lower the 

likelihood of liquidity constraints will be for a firm; this can be explained by the possibility large companies 

tablished relationships with banks. Banks also prefer providing credit 

to larger firms due to a lower asymmetry in information. Smaller firms have more financial limits. Export 

orters may be credited on both 

Table 7. Marginal effects for the Hackman Binary Choice model (results of calculations of the second 

Low-tech industries 

Decision to 

invest in 

innovation 

Amount 

of 

investmen

ts in R&D 

per 

employee 

Censored 

regression – 

Hackman 

model, first 

equation 

Censored 

regression 

– 

Hackman 

model, 

second 

equation 

0.149*** 

(0.111)  

-0.0024* 

(0.108)  
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Expint 0.193*** 

(0.041) 

0.119 

(0.139) 

0.298** 

(0.030) 

0.116*** 

(0.122) 

- 0.183*** 

(0.071) 

- 0.174** 

(0.298) 

- 0.158* 

(0.030) 

- 

0.076*** 

(0.122) 

 0.311** 

(0.055) 

0.271** 

(0.117) 

0.392** 

(0.123) 

0.2142** 

(0.144) 

0.255** 

(0.172) 

0.308*** 

(0.132) 

0.259*** 

(0.145) 

0.273*** 

(0.115) 

LTF_2016 0.350*** 

(0.034) 

0.405 

(0.111) 

0.148*** 

(0.025) 

0.224*** 

(0.078) 

0.281*** 

(0.051) 

0.438* 

(0.246) 

0.261*** 

(0.019) 

0.401*** 

(0.096) 

size 0.186*** 

(0.012) 

0.001*** 

(0.037) 

0.063*** 

(0.044) 

0.078*** 

(0.062) 

0.175*** 

(0.021) 

0.092*** 

(0.043) 

0.257*** 

(0.032) 

0.014*** 

(0.022) 

Constant  0.471*** 

(0.0179) 

0.457*** 

(0.012) 

0.371** 

(0.286) 

0.261** 

(0.112) 

0.493** 

(0.115) 

0.467** 

(0.107) 

0.398** 

(0.134) 

0.331** 

(0.017) 

Number of 

observations 

62 40 49 47 

Model quality 

evaluation - 

Hackman 

lambda  

0.167 

(0.103) 

0.7319** 

(0.2741) 

 

0.9674** 

(0.3986) 

0.5012*** 

(0.108) 

The correlation 

coefficient for 

the aggregate, 

rho  

0.263** 

(0.082) 

0.328** 

(0.079) 

 

0.2271*** 

(0.2104) 

0.309*** 

(0.065) 

Wald test for 

Но, rho = 0  

2.42 1.98** 6.77** 21.78*** 

Notes: 1) The numbers presented have  marginal effect values 

2) Statistical significance of ratios: ***- р0.001; **- р0.01; * - р0.05 

3) robust standard errors are shown in brackets. 

These calculations show that liquidity constraints have a negative impact on companies’ decisions to invest in 

R&D, and this dependence is most acute for companies operating in medium-tech industries of a high level 

(0.548) and low level (0.492). At the same time, this dependence is less typical of companies in high-tech and 

low-tech industries. At the same time, and for all industrial sectors. liquidity constraints more greatly influence a 

company’s decision to invest in R&D than the “intensity” of a company’s investments in R&D expressed as 

R&D costs per employee involved in innovative activities. Across all sectors, liquidity constraint has a minor 

impact on the intensity of investments in R&D - which can be explained by the fact that the availability of in-

house funds is more important for the decision-making process. This is also confirmed by indicators of elasticity 

of an impact of investments in equity (0.311; 0.392; 0.255; 0.259, respectively).  

All of this confirms the inverse U-dependence between competition and innovation. For instance, exporting 

firms are more likely to invest in R&D due to a higher levels of competition to which such companies are 

exposed. Besides, a sectoral analysis shows that in high-tech industries with a small number of players 

competition targets quality (creating good grounds for innovation) and a competition increase has a positive 

impact on the output; in the market of low-tech sectors with a large number of players competition targets prices 

and we can see an inverse trend where a company refuses to invest in R&D, substituting them with imitation. 

Table 8. Determinantors of results of innovative activities of industrial companies, 2016 (results of 

calculations of the third component of the model) 

Regression equation  (dependent variable – efficiency of innovative activities)  
 

Manufacturing 

industry sector 

High-tech sector Medium-tech sector of a 

high level 

Medium-tech sector of a 

low level 

Low-tech sector 

Analysis method 

(LSM – least squares 

method) 

LSM LSM LSM LSM 
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RDint 0.567** (0.00781)

 -0.772*** 

(0.00173) 

Expint 0.472*** 

(0.00120)  

 0.114 

(0.081)  

LTF_2016 0.0703***  

(0.0234) 

size 0.0217*** 

(0.00205) 

Constant  0.209*** 

(0.00610) 

Number of 

observations 

62 

Model quality 

evaluation – pseudo 

determination ratio (

 

0,114 

 

Notes: 1) The numbers presented have marginal effect values

2) Statistical significance of ratios: ***

3) robust standard errors are shown in brackets.

As was anticipated, liquidity constraints have a negative impact on the results of innovative activities expressed 

by sales of innovative products. However, the highest impact of liquidity constraints is observed in high

and medium-tech sectors of a high level (0.772 and 0.857, respectively).

A positive correlation between competition of markets and efficiency of innovative a

Exporting companies are characterized by higher efficiency of innovative activities even in a situation of 

liquidity constraints. This dependence is expressed more strongly in high

0.441; 0.315, respectively) and more feebly in the low

factorial output have significant effect on the efficiency of innovative activities.

Conclusions and further research

Research and development of new technology (R&D) is generally more useful for society than profits gained by 

an innovator, i.e. it brings a positive externality. Therefore, the key feature of an innovation analysis is the 

consideration of an effect of floating: an enterprise does not receivethe entire benefit fromR&D carried out, as 

other firms get access to the developed technology as well (possibly with a time lag). For this reason, many 

firms tend to underinvest in R&D, particularly when a company experi

Our empirical model makes it possible to arrive at several conclusions concerning the interrelation of liquidity 

constraints, a company’s decision to invest in R&D, and efficiency of innovative activities.

Firstly, we showed the cash effect: the effect of availability of substantial available funds at a large company, 

which facilitate its financing of R&D and innovation. The empirical results of research show that companies of 

a large size, which actively invest in current oper

background of liquidity constraints. Smaller firms are more sensitive to liquidity constraints when investing in 

R&D than large firms, whose investments in R&D are not so sensitive.

Small companies most often cannot use their own in

constraints. In this case, the infrastructure development by the state for supporting the financing of start

projects and small businesses plays a large role in this case:

0.567** (0.00781) 0.439  

(0.00780) 

0.368**  

(0.00757) 

-0.857*** 

(0.00161) 

-0.422*** 

(0.00157) 

0.441** 

(0.00110) 

0.315*** 

(0.00120) 

0.162 

(0.093) 

0.119 

(0.041) 

0.0276 

(0.0173) 

0.0371** 

(0.0171) 

0.0308*** 

(0.00105) 

0.1403*** 

(0.00226) 

0.221*** 

(0.00606) 

0.142*** 

(0.00609) 

40 49 

0,147 0,115 

Notes: 1) The numbers presented have marginal effect values 

2) Statistical significance of ratios: ***- р0.001; **- р0.01; * - р0.05 

3) robust standard errors are shown in brackets. 

As was anticipated, liquidity constraints have a negative impact on the results of innovative activities expressed 

innovative products. However, the highest impact of liquidity constraints is observed in high

tech sectors of a high level (0.772 and 0.857, respectively). 

A positive correlation between competition of markets and efficiency of innovative activities is proved. 

Exporting companies are characterized by higher efficiency of innovative activities even in a situation of 

liquidity constraints. This dependence is expressed more strongly in high-tech and medium-tech sectors (0.472; 

pectively) and more feebly in the low-tech sector (0.201). Neither a large headcount, nor full 

factorial output have significant effect on the efficiency of innovative activities. 

Conclusions and further research 

Research and development of new technology (R&D) is generally more useful for society than profits gained by 

an innovator, i.e. it brings a positive externality. Therefore, the key feature of an innovation analysis is the 

ting: an enterprise does not receivethe entire benefit fromR&D carried out, as 

other firms get access to the developed technology as well (possibly with a time lag). For this reason, many 

firms tend to underinvest in R&D, particularly when a company experiences a liquidity constraint.

Our empirical model makes it possible to arrive at several conclusions concerning the interrelation of liquidity 

constraints, a company’s decision to invest in R&D, and efficiency of innovative activities. 

he cash effect: the effect of availability of substantial available funds at a large company, 

which facilitate its financing of R&D and innovation. The empirical results of research show that companies of 

a large size, which actively invest in current operations, are more likely to invest in R&D -

background of liquidity constraints. Smaller firms are more sensitive to liquidity constraints when investing in 

R&D than large firms, whose investments in R&D are not so sensitive. 

most often cannot use their own in-house funds to finance R&D and experience such 

constraints. In this case, the infrastructure development by the state for supporting the financing of start

projects and small businesses plays a large role in this case: business angels, venture funds, etc. 

0.215  

(0.00863) 

-0.267* 

(0.00158) 

0.201*** 

(0.00182) 

0.121*** 

(0.0229) 

0.0312 

(0.0196 

0.0503*** 

(0.00291) 

0.1670*** 

(0.00606) 

47 

0,147 

As was anticipated, liquidity constraints have a negative impact on the results of innovative activities expressed 

innovative products. However, the highest impact of liquidity constraints is observed in high-tech 

ctivities is proved. 

Exporting companies are characterized by higher efficiency of innovative activities even in a situation of 

tech sectors (0.472; 

tech sector (0.201). Neither a large headcount, nor full 

Research and development of new technology (R&D) is generally more useful for society than profits gained by 

an innovator, i.e. it brings a positive externality. Therefore, the key feature of an innovation analysis is the 

ting: an enterprise does not receivethe entire benefit fromR&D carried out, as 

other firms get access to the developed technology as well (possibly with a time lag). For this reason, many 

ences a liquidity constraint. 

Our empirical model makes it possible to arrive at several conclusions concerning the interrelation of liquidity 

he cash effect: the effect of availability of substantial available funds at a large company, 

which facilitate its financing of R&D and innovation. The empirical results of research show that companies of 

- even against a 

background of liquidity constraints. Smaller firms are more sensitive to liquidity constraints when investing in 

house funds to finance R&D and experience such 

constraints. In this case, the infrastructure development by the state for supporting the financing of start-up 
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Another important conclusion is a more decisive role of own in-house funds for financing R&D. Thus, the 

higher the amount of current investments in operations of a firm, the higher the likelihood that it will invest in 

R&D. 

Our analysis showed that liquidity constraints reduce the number of companies deciding to invest in R&D, 

particularly in medium-tech industries, and have a minor impact on a company’s R&D costs per employee 

involved in innovative activities. This dependence is typical of all the considered sectors of the industry. 

One further result is a confirmation of the inverse U-dependence between competition and innovation. For 

instance, exporting firms are more likely to invest in R&D due to the higher level of competition to which such 

companies are exposed. Besides, sectoral analysis shows that in high-tech industries with a small number of 

players, competition targets quality (creating good grounds for innovation) and a competition increase has a 

positive impact on the output; in the market of low-tech sectors with a large number of players competition 

targets prices and we can see an inverse trend where a company refuses to invest in R&D, substituting them 

with imitation. 

It can also be concluded that small companies and companies in low-tech industries do not need to increase the 

intensity of their R&D, but need investments simplifying the imitation of ready-to-use technologies from 

developed markets. 

At the same time, our research has a number of limitations. For our analysis purposes, we used a direct limiting 

factor of liquidity, which only indirectly identifies liquidity constraints (see an analysis of Kaplan-Zingales) 

because we have no deeper data on availability of credits for the subject companies and the actual extent of 

demand for external funding. For this reason, analysis should be subsequently focused on surveying companies 

of the industrial sector with more accurate evaluation of investment models - based on the Eiler equation, 

accelerator model or error elimination model, which enable definition of an “optimal model” of debt-to-equity 

ratio. 
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1 Rate of return on invested capital (ROIC) means a ratio of net operating profits to the period’s average own 
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borrowings ROIC = (EBIT*(100%-profit tax rate) – % on borrowed capital)/(equity + borrowed capital). 
2 http://www.cbr.ru/statistics/?PrtId=int_rat 
3 The parameter of the company’s headcount was used as a weight. 
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Abstract 

Integrity and cyclical development of the world community allows to consider globalization, on the one hand as 

a process, on the other hand as the system located at a certain stage of development. Assuming that the world 

community - it is a system, so it can be told that it has properties of the system. This, in turn, allows authors to 

highlight in this system a subsystem - business. For management of resistance of subsystem, business authors 

propose to use the Solow growth model and its concept of economic evolutionary process: " ... the nonlinearity, 

instability, bifurcation and chaos in dynamical economic systems." Subsystem of business is in continuous 

harmonic oscillations, it means that the subsystem is unstable, because it does not return to its initial steady 

state, and therefore it has synergistic properties. 

Based on the above, as a result of the study, the authors constructed a mathematical - economic dynamic model 

of stability of the subsystem business, considering inflation component. Entering in a formula particular data of 

the subsystem business, specific business model will be obtained, representing area of stability of the subsystem 

business in the context of globalization. In conclusion, it can be said that obtained economic-mathematical 

model with dynamic inflation component allows to control the stability of the subsystem business in the context 

of globalization. 

Keywords: business sustainability, globalization, mathematical economic model, Solow model, Samuelson–

Hicks model. 

 

Introduction 

Business in a globalized world represents a qualitatively new socioeconomic system. Today’s global business 

community is now in the transition stage from multinational to global corporations. Multinational corporations 

produce and sell their products in different countries using different business strategies and tactics. Global 

corporations produce and sell their products in different countries using uniform strategy and tactics in all 

markets (e.g. Procter & Gamble, Nestle, Toyota, Coca-Cola and so on).In recent years, rapidly developing 

technology allowed scientists to address the problem of basis for sustainable development of our civilization 

and, as one of its components, the basis for sustainable economic development. The latter depends on the 

sustainable development of business, which represents different types of socioeconomic systems. 

 

Literature review  

To questions of a sustainable development of economy have devoted the works prominent Russian and 

foreign scientists - A. Marshall (1890),  Y.A. Shumpeter (1911),  J.M. Keynes  (1936), R. Dofman, 

P.Samuelson and R.Solov (1958),  L.I. Abalkin  (1987), V.B. Zang  (1999) ,V.V., R.A. Brazhe. (2002-2003),   

Martina K.  Linnenluecke (2010), I. Rudskaia,  L. Guzikova (2014), A.J. Silviusa, etc (2015), L.Nikolova, 

D.Rodionov  & J. Kuporov (2015), O. Kalinina (2016), T. Kudryavtseva (2016),  T. Shabunina, S. Shchelkina 

(2017), N. Afanasyeva (2017)    and many others. 

 

Harlem Brundtland (1993), who coined the term "sustainable development", explains it as follows: 

"Humankind is surely capable of making its development sustainable, i.e. ensuring that this development can 

fulfill the needs of the present and never puts at risk the capability of future generations to fulfill their future 

needs."  
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While analysing this problem, A.V. Pozdniakov (2002) showed that the essential possibility for 

sustainable development of socioeconomic process exists because this process has a range of features, as listed 

below: 

 

1. "Development is an irreversible spacial-temporal direction of changes in the states of systems 

(including socioeconomic ones) where some of the elements of previous states are being denied in the posterior 

structure... If external conditions (including the environment created by the total of socioeconomic systems) 

alter, then alters the very structure of a socioeconomic system". 

2. "Socioeconomic system growth rate is a number of times its structural elements are substituted per a 

unit of time. And growth intensity is defined by the growth rate and mass of the system (amount of systems 

involved in the process, amount of people, resources, etc.)". 

3. "Sustainability of development is defined by the length and amplitude of oscillations, e.g. GNP, 

counted from the trend..." 

4. "Social system develops sustainably if the wave amplitude (oscillation about the equilibrium point, 

trend line) reduces and the wavelength increases which is, for sure, possible only if the development 

(movement) rate is high..." 

Further Pozdniakov says that sustainable development can only be possible due to unsustainabilities: 

"Unsustainability actuates, induces the tendency of the system toward a dynamically equilibrated state – 

dynamic sustainability..." 

Thus, the sustainable development of economy, and business in particular, should not be regarded as 

something balanced and monotone, without oscillations and jerks, but as dynamically sustainable development 

with a positive trend which is overlapped by stochastic (i.e. probabilistic) oscillations related to changes in the 

system and its environs. 
 

Methodology 

Systemic approach is a basis for methodology, its key principles are used in the application of the 

dynamical systems theory (in most cases – theory of automatic regulation), methods of mathematical economic 

modelling, decision theory and methods, economic and financial analysis theory and methods, forecasting. 

 

The theory of growth poles or growth centers serves as a basis for modern economic theory of business 

development in different countries. This theory represents an aggregate of three concepts – "dominant 

economy", "harmonized growth" and "universal economy". However, the growth poles theory remains raw, a 

range of important problems are still unsolved, in particular, the problem of population size in the growth 

centers, the problem of population functional hierarchy concerning the level of business development and its 

policy objectives. Issues of the poles theory are often eliminated by means of application of the evolutionary 

systems theory, which consists in the fact that the result of work of any system could be reduced to assessment 

of some integrated index – a value showing the reaction of a system to changes in various local values in the 

environment. 

 

Here, the Gross National Product (GNP) is this value characterizing the reaction of a system to the 

changes in various local values in the environment. 

 

When forming the mathematical economic model (the Model) of business sustainability in a globalized 

world we applied the synergetic approach to study this model. 

 

In the study, we assume that the model of business sustainability is composed of two main subsystems: a 

scientific production system and a financial credit system. Each of the subsystems is self-organizing and 

developing which allows to consider any of their element as a feedback loop consisting of a controlled object 

and a controller. Elements, which form the scientific production subsystem and the financial credit subsystem, 

may be strategic or dynamic. 

 

Conclusions 

In the study undertaken in order to form mathematical economic model we used Robert Solow’s 

Neoclassical Growth Model (Fig. 1) where business is considered as a closed unified unstructured entity 

producing a single universal product, which may be consumed or invested. This statement may be interpreted as 

a representation of business as one complex dynamic element. 

 

Solow in his model uses the Cobb-Douglas Production Function in order to describe business. 
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Fig. 1. Solow Business Description Model 

This model considers five macroeconomic indicators (endogenous variables): Gross National Product 

(GNP); Gross Investment; Consumption Fund; Basic Production Assets (BPA; number of people involved in 

production. 

 

Business system presented in the form of Solow Model is an unstructured dynamical system because it 

contains dynamical elements. In business management, the most significant thing is distribution of GNP 

between savings (gross investment) and consumption. Our analysis made it possible to conclude that business is 

a dynamical system. Also, it was stated that business economics is non-linear because the relation between 

output and resource spend is shown as a non-linear production function. 

 

Among the most important aspects of economic evolution process the authors name "... non-linearity, 

unsustainability, bifurcations and chaos in dynamical economic systems". 

 

As a result, the study outlined the variant of analysis where all GNP growth for the year is entirely used 

for investment, business development. Dynamics of this process is shown in business mathematical economic 

model, the ideology of which was developed by Samuelson-Hicks (1). 

 

Samuelson-Hicks’s approach allowed to present the business system model as a system in simple 

harmonic motion (at r=1), i.e. the system is unsustainable because it doesn’t return to the initial sustainable state 

and, therefore, is synergetic. 

 

In the plane ( )u,η  of phase variables, the system track will look like a canonical ellipse (Fig. 2): 
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where  

a –  share of gross investment in GNP; 

b – changes in the share of gross investment in GNP considering the time factor; 

r – growth of demand for investment when GNP is increased by one; 

η – change in GNP value at given amount of investment; 

u – GNP growth speed. 

As a result, we have got that GNP will range between 
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Fig.2. Dynamics of changes in the state of business eco

Therefore, the study found that the business system model has synergetic properties.

Following the study, we concluded that in order to create a 3D dynamical mathematical economic model 

of business sustainability in a globalized world, it is 

the Samuelson-Hicks Model (1). 
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where               P –   inflationary component;

                         c –   the calculation step.

Upon introduction of inflationary component, the mathematical economic model of business system will 

represent a one-sheeted hyperboloid. 

Economic interpretation of the model: the lower part of the hyperboloid is the area of

development of a business system model (inside a truncated cone), while the upper part of it is the area of 

stability (outside of the cone). 

Application of scientific achievements of recent years allowed the authors to find basis for sustainab

business in globalized world and build a mathematical economic model of its development.
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Abstract  

 

The dynamics of the processes of innovation and of various factors that condition them imply the need for 

systematic research to identify the factors that determine the innovativeness of enterprises. Aside from the 

micro- and macroenvironmental factors, mesoenvironmental regional conditions, largely dependent on 

local authorities, are becoming ever more prominent. This paper seeks to systematise regional factors and 

present the severity of their impact on innovativeness of enterprises. The conclusions are drawn from a 

survey performed in Poland on a sample of 265 small, medium, and large enterprises from the Kuyavian-

Pomeranian voivodeship and 259 small, medium, and large enterprises from the Silesian voivodeship. 

 

Keywords: innovativeness of enterprises, regional conditions of innovativeness 

 

Introduction 

 

Knowledge and innovativeness are the foundation of any modern, competitive, and growing economy. 

Innovativeness has had the full attention of business and science and has been perceived as the driving 

force of development of economies and societies for many years now (Schumpeter 1961), but the 

innovativeness level of Polish economy and enterprises is still unsatisfactory. In global and European 

rankings, Poland scores low on innovativeness and like other Visegrád countries (Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Slovakia) is listed among  “moderate innovators” (European Innovation Scoreboard, 2017).  

Europe’s regions are grouped into four innovation performance groups according to their performance on 

the Regional Innovation Index relative to that of the EU: 

 

• The first group of “innovation leaders” includes 53 regions with performance more than 20% above the 

EU average. 

• The second group of “strong innovators” includes 60 regions with performance between 90% and 120% 

of the EU average. 

• The third group of “moderate innovators” includes 85 regions with performance between 50% and 90% 

of the EU average. 

• The fourth group of “modest innovators” includes 22 regions with performance below 50% of the EU 

average. 

Poland includes 16 regions: Mazowieckie, the capital region, is the most innovative region and the only 

“moderate innovator”; seven regions are “moderate”  and nine regions are “modest innovators” (Regional 

Innovation Scoreboard, 2017). One of the causes of low innovativeness of regions is the low 
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innovativeness of enterprises. Research conducted as part of the Community Innovation Survey (CIS) 

points to a persistent low level of innovativeness in Polish enterprises (EIS, 2017). 

 

Within this paper, innovativeness of enterprises means the capacity of companies to pursue innovation in 

order to introduce new products, processes, marketing ideas and organisational concepts (Hult, Hurley & 

Knight, 2004; OECD & Eurostat, 2005). 

 

The matter of conditions of innovativeness of enterprises is one of the most frequently analysed issues in 

the study of innovativeness, however, the literature on it usually only considers microeconomic and 

macroeconomic circumstances. Meanwhile, we can see at present that the mesoeconomic context, 

understood as a collection of factors that come into play at a regional level and create conditions that are 

more or less conducive to innovative activity by organisations within a given region (voivodeship in our 

case), is becoming ever more important. 

 

The interdisciplinary nature of research into regional impact on innovativeness of enterprises generates 

interest from geographers, economists, management researchers, sociologists. The literature mostly 

features the regional context of conditions of innovativeness as seen from the level of a city, an urban 

area, or a metropolis, that is, from a local level. Urban centres, particularly metropolises, are considered 

the most important locations for innovation, as they offer a large potential for it in a small area. Polish and 

global literature has relatively few overviews of the regional context of the processes of innovation 

(Porter, 2001; Nowakowska, 2009, 2011; Jewtuchowicz, 2005; Bellman et al., 2013). In particular, many 

works deal with the impact of innovativeness on economic development within a given region and 

analyse regional innovativeness systems (Strahl, 2010; Stawasz, 2006; Świadek, 2007, 2011 and others). 

 

This paper considers the impact of regional conditions on innovativeness of enterprises in Poland. As the 

Oslo Manual notes, “identifying the main characteristics and factors that promote innovation activity and 

the development of specific sectors at regional level can help in understanding innovation processes and 

be valuable for the elaboration of policy” (OECD & Eurostat, 2005). 

The chief purpose of the paper is to attempt to answer the following questions: how large is the impact of 

regional conditions on innovativeness of enterprises and what is the relationship between innovativeness 

in enterprises and the assessment of the importance of regional factors. The main goal is the attempt to 

systematise and determine the role of regional factors that impact innovativeness in enterprises. 

 

Regional conditions of innovativeness of enterprises: overview of literature 

 

There are a great number of diverse types of factors impacting innovativeness of enterprises. The 

literature on it usually divides them into two major groups: endogenous and exogenous. Endogenous 

factors are a result of material and non-material resources available to the company, while exogenous 

factors are related to the broadly-understood environment – which is a part of the microenvironment, 

mesoenvironment, and macroenvironment, as well as the global environment. At a time of increasing 

globalisation, the role of regions is, contrary to expectations, increasing, while the economists outline a 

new and independent field of study called the mesoeconomics (Gorynia, 2008), which researches 

economic phenomena that occur at the level of sections, branches, economic sectors and regions. This 

paper analyses mesoenvironmental factors in a regional context, and a region is understood to be a given 

voivodeship. 
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One of the first scholars to notice the impact of outside environment on enterprise creation and 

innovativeness of enterprises was Aydalot (1986), who declared in the 1980s that the source of innovation 

is the environment (innovative milieu) that the company operates in. As Guinet (1995) and other scholars 

of innovation accurately pointed out, innovative activity is interactive, a result of relationships within the 

enterprises and between it and outside agents such as clients, suppliers, research and development units, 

local authorities, financial institutions and any and all other supporting companies. 

 

Sternberg and Arndt (2000) believe that the most important regional determinants of innovativeness of 

enterprises include local availability of qualified personnel, research and development facilities, 

technology transfer, appropriate economic structures, and soft factors (facilities etc.), institutional 

support, and innovative policy factors in the macro- and mesoenvironment (including support for 

operations growth and R&D cooperation). The list of regional factors impacting innovativeness of 

enterprises was expanded with local and central government initiatives, macroeconomic trends, financial 

support, education, economic structure, knowledge and technology transfer, infrastructure, values, and 

norms (Sternberg & Litzenberg, 2004). 

 

Porter (2002) lists four main groups of regional determinants: 1) factor (input) conditions: high quality 

specialised inputs such as human and capital resources, knowledge and technology, physical, 

administrative, and information infrastructure, natural resources; 2) demand conditions: sophisticated and 

demanding regional customers, local demand in specialised segments; 3) related and supporting 

industries: access to capable, locally based suppliers and firms in related fields, inter-industry cooperation 

(clusters); 4) context for firm strategy and rivalry: local context that encourages investment and sustained 

upgrading (including protection of intellectual property), competition among locally based rivals. 

 

Sosnowska, Poznańska, Łobejko, Brdulak, Chinowska (2003) point to factors resulting from the location 

of the enterprise, such as the economic situation of the region, market access, collaborative connections to 

other firms, cooperation with local authorities, contacts with higher education facilities and R&D 

facilities, infrastructure layout, environmental protection restrictions. 

 

Innovativeness of enterprises is shaped by regional politics, actions of institutions from the business 

environment, and technological, social, and economic structure of the region (Jasiński & Wiatrak, 2010). 

 

Meanwhile, Broekel and Brenner (2011) researched an astounding 70 variables describing the socio-

economic situation of a region, divided into 12 groups of factors influencing innovativeness in a region. 

 

Kosała and Wach (2011) have projected the innovative potential of a region based on a number of 

metrics, including research and development spending and its sources, research and science workers per 1 

000 employed, gross value of research tools, the number of R&D units, reported inventions and patents 

granted, foreign trade balance in cutting edge technology products, share of innovative enterprises in the 

overall number of companies. 

 

In Nowakowska’s (2011) view, innovative processes are determined by the potential of the R&D sector, 

academic potential, activity of institutions supporting the innovation processes, technology transfer and 

presence of clusters. 
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Meanwhile, Świadek (2011) has analysed the impact of the following factors: distance from urban areas, 

distance from and relations with the competition, suppliers, buyers, the number of suppliers and buyers, 

interactions between and within sectors, access to capital, employee skills. Bellmann, Crimmann, Evers 

and Hujer (2013) have pointed out the importance of human resources – namely, STEM graduates – as 

well as the distance from research and technology centres and tertiary education facilities, and the 

unemployment rate in the region. 

 

The review of the subject literature and own experiences and observations give reason to name five main, 

codependent groups of regional conditions, which have been assigned 27 factors determining 

innovativeness of enterprises. They are listed in Table 3. 

 

Inasmuch as the list cannot be considered complete or exhaustive of the all the possibilities of a region’s 

impact on innovativeness in enterprises, it does provide a toolkit for the identification of the most 

important conditions and for an assessment of the extent of their influence. 

Research methodology 

 

The aim of the research was to determine the impact regional conditions of innovativeness of enterprises 

have and the links between the level of innovativeness in companies and the assessment of the importance 

of those factors. The research was conducted in Poland, in enterprises located in two Voivodeships of 

different innovativeness level and different economic situation, namely, Silesian and Kuyavian-

Pomeranian. 

 

Silesian Voivodeship was ranked fourth in the country in innovativeness, while Kuyavian-Pomeranian 

came fourteenth (RIS 2017). RIS values position the latter in the weakest EU regional innovation bracket 

(i.e. regional modest innovators), while Silesian is ranked among regional moderate innovators. In terms 

of economic development measured by GDP per capita, the Silesian Voivodeship is fourth in the country, 

while Kuyavian-Pomeranian is tenth (GUS, 2016). 

 

Empirical research has been performed by survey augmented with extended interviews with the 

management of the enterprises. The research tool for the survey stage was a questionnaire prepared by the 

author, while the research was conducted by the Centrum Badania Opinii Społecznej (Centre for Public 

Opinion Research, CBOS). The interviews were conducted according to the CATI (Computer Assisted 

Telephone Interview) method – a quantitative research method. Like in Eurostat research, company size 

was accepted as a criterion for assigning the companies in question to groups (of small, medium, or large 

enterprises). The sample was selected according to the recommendations of the Oslo Manual “that the 

stratification of random sample innovation surveys should be based on the size and principal activity of 

the units” (OECD & Eurostat, 2005). Ultimately, empirical research was conducted on a sample that was 

representative both in terms of size (due to the number of employees) and in terms of sectional activity 

(as per the Polish Activity Classification – PKD), which included 265 small, medium, and large 

enterprises in the Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship and 259 small, medium, and large enterprises in the 

Silesian Voivodeship. The structure of enterprises analysed as part of the research is proportional to the 

structure of all enterprises in the regions (Table 1). The number of research samples and their structure 

allow an assumption that the conclusions drawn from the work presented in the paper on the impact and 
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importance of regional conditions on innovativeness in enterprises are very likely to be representative for 

the entire populations of enterprises in the Kuyavian-Pomeranian and Silesian Voivodeships, aside from 

any micro-scale units. 

 

Table 1: Structure of surveyed companies 

Criterion 
Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship Silesian Voivodeship 

No. of enterprises % of N=265 No. of enterprises % of N=259 

Number of employees: 

10-49 223 84.0 222 85.5 

50-249 37 14.0 32 12.3 

250 and more 5 2.1 6 2.2 

Activity type: 

Manufacturing 113 42.7 108 41.7 

Services 76 28.8 84 32.4 

Commerce 42 15.8 58 22.4 

Mixed 34 12.8 9 3.4 

 

 

The general research was performed between October and December 2016. When preparing the survey 

questionnaire, the author drew from subject matter literature and her own experience from years of work 

at various enterprises. Moreover, in order to better understand the problems that fell within the scope of 

the research and to capture the elements most important to entrepreneurs and the economy, she 

interviewed managers about the regional conditions of innovativeness of enterprises. As per procedure for 

surveys, it started with a pilot study, which allowed for a test of the research tools, clarification of any 

ambiguities and an assessment of the time needed to conduct the survey. 

Results and discussion 

 

Assessment of innovativeness in surveyed enterprises 

 

In order to achieve the main goal of determining the importance of regional conditions of innovativeness 

in enterprises and their influence its level, it was necessary to assess the level of innovativeness in the 

surveyed subjects in both Voivodeships. 

 

Based on the subject literature quoted earlier, several crucial markers of the innovativeness process in 

enterprises were named. These included: the number of innovativenesss in product, in process, in 

marketing, and in organisation over the past three full years (i.e. 2013, 2014, and 2015), the degree of 

novelty of the innovation (on a five-step scale: novel for the enterprise, locally novel, regionally novel, 
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novel for the country, novel internationally), and a subjective assessment of the innovativeness level of 

the enterprise by the survey respondent. 

 

Depending on the number and novelty of the innovations introduced between 2013 and 2015, every 

enterprise was assigned to one of six groups based on their level of innovativeness: “very high,” “high,” 

“average,” “low,” “very low” or “non-innovative.” To measure the appropriateness of the accepted 

criteria for the assessment, the results were cross-referenced with the resulting enterprise structure and the 

self-assessment of the level of innovativeness of enterprises performed by the respondents. 

 

Table 2 presents the innovativeness structure of the entire surveyed sample. The analysis shows that both 

voivodeships have a similar innovativeness structure in enterprises. Non-innovative companies, which 

had not introduced any innovation in product, process, marketing, or organisation in the period surveyed, 

represent more than 50% of the firms in the survey. Around one in five enterprises (20.1%, 21.2%) 

introduced between one and three enterprise-level innovations, putting them in the group of companies 

with a very low innovativeness level. Higher levels of innovativeness show insignificant differences 

between the two voivodeships. The Silesian Voivodeship has a 2.1 percentage point lower share of 

medium innovativeness firms (4-10 company, local, regional innovations, 1-10 national innovations) and 

a 1.9 percentage point higher share of very high innovativeness firms (more than 10 national or sub-

national innovations). It also has a 5.6 percentage points higher share of low innovativeness firms (1-3 

local or regional innovations). The very high percentage of companies that had introduced no innovations 

in the researched timespan and of those at a very low level of innovativeness testifies to a low general 

level of innovativeness in enterprises in both voivodeships in question. 

 

Table 2: Innovativeness structure of companies in the research sample (N=265, N=259) 

Innovativeness level 
Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship Silesian Voivodeship 

No. of enterprises As % of N=265 No. of enterprises As % of N=259 

Non-innovative 156 58.8% 145 56.1% 

Very low 53 20.1% 55 21.2% 

Low 22 8.3% 36 13.9% 

Average 25 9.4% 19 7.3% 

High and very high 9 3.4% 4 1.5% 

Total 265 100.0% 259 100.0% 

 

 

Impact of regional conditions on innovativeness of enterprises 

 

To determine the importance and impact of regional conditions on innovativeness of enterprises, the 

respondents were asked to evaluate 27 regional variables divided into five groups. They were asked to 

evaluate their importance on a five-step scale: very large (5), large (4), average (3), small (2), unimportant 

(1). These factors were then ranked based on the average evaluation score, as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Impact of regional conditions on innovativeness in enterprises – average scores 

 Kuyavian-

Pomeranian 

Voivodeship 

Silesian 

Voivodeship 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF REGIONAL AGENTS BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Financial aid for investment in permanent assets 3,28 3,22 

Subsidising and development of financial institutions, 

facilitating access of enterprises to capital 

2,95 2,93 

Financial aid for autonomous R&D activities in enterprises 2,72 2,65 

Financial aid for purchase of consulting services, licenses, 

patents and so forth 

2,71 2,73 

Financial aid for cooperation with scientific research 

institutions 

2,63 2,72 

Financing for creation and development of special economic 

zones 

2,50 2,52 

Financial support for creation and development of scientific 

research institutions and innovation centres 

2,35 2,29 

ORGANISATIONAL AND ADVISORY SUPPORT OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC AGENTS BY 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Organisational and advisory aid for enterprises (including 

them in projects, organising conferences and training) 

3,36 3,34 

Engaging innovation centres in pro-innovative activity 2,87 2,79 

Public procurement of innovative goods and services by 

local authorities 

2,64 2,48 

Investment in public-private partnership 2,43 2,30 

PROMOTING COOPERATION BETWEEN REGIONAL AGENTS BY LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT 

Price of services offered by institutions supporting 

innovation 

3,53 3,66 

Local government aid for interregional and international 

cooperation (organising fairs, meetings, study visits etc.) 

3,34 3,45 

Facilitating cooperation with training and consultancy 

centres 

3,25 3,33 

Tailoring the offer of business environment institutions to 

the needs of companies 

3,00 3,05 

Location of institutions supporting innovativeness 2,98 3,08 

Facilitating cooperation between enterprises and science 2,87 3,03 

Facilitating cooperation between enterprises and innovation 

centres 

2,86 2,99 

Facilitating access to services of research institutions and 

laboratories 

2,76 2,82 
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Local government aid in the functioning of connection 

networks between enterprises and pro-innovation 

institutions, including clusters 

`2,71 2,52 

CREATION AND AUGMENTATION OF OTHER NON-MATERIAL RESOURCES OF THE 

REGION 

Local government aid for development of human capital 3,45 3,60 

Creation of knowledge centres within the region and 

providing free access to market analyses, databases, 

information sources etc. 

3,24 3,38 

Promoting entrepreneurial and innovative attitudes in the 

region 

3,22 3,29 

Increasing the capability of public administration to handle 

innovation and improvement of functioning of local 

administration 

3,01 3,23 

CREATION AND AUGMENTATION OF OTHER MATERIAL RESOURCES OF THE 

REGION 

Development of transport infrastructure 3,88 3,91 

Development of communications and computing 

infrastructure 

3,65 3,71 

Making the region more attractive for foreign investment 3,18 3,40 

   

 

Financial conditions are an important group of factors determining innovative activity of enterprises. 

Research shows that financial limitations are one of the most important barriers to introducing innovation 

(Kamińska 2016). According to the answers from both voivodeships, the most important financial factor 

for the realisation of innovative processes is financial aid for investment in permanent assets. This factor 

was given an average score of 3.28 in the Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship and 3.22 in the Silesian 

Voivodeship. The second most important factor – per the answers – is the financing and development of 

financial institutions (including lenders and guarantors, high-risk capital) and facilitating access to capital. 

This factor was rated at 2.95 and 2.93, respectively – a lot lower than financing enterprises. 

 

The assessment of the following factors shows little difference between the voivodeships. The Kuyavian-

Pomeranian Voivodeship respondents place financial aid for autonomous in-house R&D to be the third 

most important condition (average grade of 2.72), while those in Silesian greatly prefer cooperating on 

R&D with outside institutions (same grade). The surveyed find financial aid for the purchase of 

consulting services, licenses, patents to be less important, as it was rated respectively at 2.71 and 2.73. 

Respondents in both voivodeships are largely in agreement on the least important factors of this group. 

They put financing the creation and development of special economic zones as second to last, with an 

impact score of 2.50 and 2.52, while – in their opinion – the least important boost for innovativeness of 

enterprises is financial support for the development and creation of scientific research institutions and 

innovation centres (2.35, 2.29). 

 

Analysis shows a notable correlation in the Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship between financial factors 

and innovativeness level of specific enterprises when evaluating the importance of capital aid for 
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permanent investments. This type of financial aid is more important for companies at a higher level of 

innovativeness, with Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (rS) of 0.216 at probability value (p) of 

0.001. Meanwhile, according to more innovative enterprises, subsidising and development of financial 

institutions such as loan funds, which is understandable, as these companies tend to have a better access 

to bank loans. In the Silesian Voivodeship, important correlations between the innovativeness level and 

the assessment of importance of financial factors are more frequent. Enterprises with a higher 

innovativeness level placed more importance on six out of seven surveyed financial factors, with the 

correlations being absent only on the subject of subsidies for special economic zones. 

 

The respondents from both voivodeships have returned an identical ranking of factors in the 

organisational and advisory support group. They consider direct aid for enterprises, including enlisting 

them in innovative undertakings and passing on necessary knowledge and information in conferences and 

training seminars, to be the most important element for increasing innovativeness, with a rating average 

of 3.36 in Kuyavian-Pomeranian and 3.34 in Silesian. Many enterprises believe that a broad engagement 

of innovation centres in pro-innovative tasks translates into a higher level of innovativeness in firms, and 

therefore they place that factor in second place, with a respective rating average of 2.87 and 2.79. 

According to the respondents, public bids from local government have little impact on innovativeness, 

thus the average rates of 2.64 and 2.48. The last of the surveyed factors – development of investments in 

public-private partnership (PPP) – has been listed as the least relevant (2.43 and 2.30), which is 

appropriate considering the current situation in Poland in this regard, with one in five answers stating that 

is has no impact on innovativeness of enterprises. It is not a surprise that organisational and advisory aid 

for enterprises, including bringing them onboard in innovative projects and providing training, has been 

rated the highest. The dynamics of the changes in the current business environment imply the need for a 

constant refreshing of knowledge and new, up-to-date information, and research indicates that 

entrepreneurs are aware of this fact. 

 

The assessment of the importance of organisation and advisory factors varies based on the level of 

innovativeness of a given enterprise. Those at a higher level of innovativeness see involving innovation 

centres with pro-innovative activities and local government procurement of innovative products to be 

more important. This occurs in both voivodeships. 

 

As for the promoting of cooperation of regional agents group, the respondents from both voivodeships 

decided that the three most important factors for increasing innovation were: the price level of services 

rendered by innovation-supporting institutions (ratings in voivodeships respectively 3.53, 3.66), local 

government aid for interregional and international cooperation of enterprises (3.34, 3.45) and facilitating 

access to training and consulting support (3.25, 3.33). The results of a lot of research conducted in Poland 

indicate that a high price of services from business environment institutions is one of the principal 

barriers to innovativeness and development of enterprises (Kamińska, 2016a, 2016b). 

 

Today, when costs are constantly being cut and price is seen as a major element of competitive advantage, 

the price factor is unsurprisingly rated highly. What is interesting, however, is that the entrepreneurs 

surveyed – even though the range of their activity is currently very limited (mostly to local and regional 

market), think in the long term and want to find new markets in other regions and countries, which is why 

organising fairs, study visits, and other meetings that contribute to establishing new contacts is so 
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important to them. Noticing the need for training and new knowledge (third-highest-rated factor in the 

group) is also a good trait of the surveyed managers. 

 

The other factors are ranked similarly in both voivodeships – the entrepreneurs see similar value in 

facilitating collaboration with the science sector and innovation centres. In the last place comes the help 

of local governments for clusters and other forms of cooperation. 

 

When considering the differences in evaluation of different factors in this group and their correlation with 

the innovativeness level in enterprises, it appears that in both voivodeships companies with a higher level 

of innovativeness place a much greater focus on facilitating access to research institutions (rS in the 

Kuyavian-Pomeranian of 0,307 with p below 0,0005, in Silesian, 0,299 with p below 0,0005). 

 

Another investigated group of regional conditions were the various activities related to the creation and 

augmentation of non-material resources of the region. The analysis of answers from both voivodeships 

points that out of this group, the largest importance is attributed to local government actions for the 

development of human capital, rated in both voivodeships at 3.45 and 3.60, respectively. That these 

activities placed this high testifies to the entrepreneurs’ understanding that knowledge and skills of 

employees are key to inspiring innovativeness. Companies are aware of the need for broad knowledge 

and information in order to introduce innovation, and of their own lacks in that regard, which is why they 

rank the need for knowledge centres in their regions and free access to any and all analyses and data 

helpful for innovative undertakings as the second most important factor in this group. In the view of the 

respondents, promoting entrepreneurial and innovative attitudes in a region is more important than 

increasing the capabilities of public administration in innovation and improving its functioning. It is 

worth highlighting that projects accomplished as part of efforts to promote innovativeness and 

entrepreneurship are not costly and their introduction frequently depends solely on the will and activity of 

the local authorities. Of note are the high average notes of the factors in this group (average above 3.0) 

compared to other sets of conditions. 

 

Referencing the evaluations with the innovativeness level of enterprises brings important conclusions. It 

appears that the relatively high rating of these factors is independent of the actual level of innovativeness 

a given company exhibits. 

 

According to the answers, all the listed material assets of a region are very important to innovativeness of 

enterprises. In this section, the highest rank went to the development of transport infrastructure, rated, 

respectively, at 3.88 and 3.91. Second place went to the development of communications and computing 

infrastructure, where average grades were also high, standing at 3.65 and 3.71. Therefore, entrepreneurs 

believe that the development of innovative economic activity is very tightly connected to transport and 

information network, which allow for either face-to-face or computer-mediated communication with 

other agents, including suppliers and clients. Respondents from both voivodeships give a high mark to 

actions intended to make a region more attractive to foreign investments (average ratings 3.18 and 3.40). 

This shows they are not afraid of competition from abroad, while remaining aware that foreign 

investment may contribute to the development of their enterprises and regions. We also do not notice any 

correlation between the assessment of specific factors and the level of innovativeness in a given company. 
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Conclusions 

 

The changing nature of the business environment and the low level of innovativeness in Polish enterprises 

give cause for systematic research to identify the factors that determine the innovativeness of enterprises 

with a view to regional factors. The results produced by the research are congruent with the findings of 

RIS 2017 and point to a low level of innovativeness of enterprises in the regions in question. The research 

presented here has identified the relatively most important factors influencing innovativeness in each of 

five groups of region-level conditions: 

 

1. In the group of factors related to financial support from the local government, both the respondents 

from the Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship and from the Silesian Voivodeship declared that the most 

important element is financial aid for investment in permanent assets as well as subsidising and 

development of financial institutions so as to facilitate access of enterprises to capital. 

 

2. As for the local government organisational and advisory support, the most important factor was 

involving the enterprises in projects, organising conferences and training, and engaging innovation 

centres with pro-innovative activity. The assessment of the two most important factors in this group varies 

greatly, as enterprises in general prefer aid that is offered directly to them and not other institutions. For 

this reason, involving companies in innovative projects directly and allowing them to obtain necessary 

knowledge and information is considered by the survey respondents to be the most important condition of 

innovativeness. 

 

3. Among the factors serving to inspire cooperation between various subjects in a region, the most 

important ones included the prices of services rendered by institutions supporting innovativeness and 

local government aid for companies in interregional and international cooperation. 

 

4. Among the factors creating and reinforcing non-material resources of a region, involving the local 

government in developing the human capital (by handing out grants, stipends, organising training, 

promoting talent, tailoring education to fit the needs of the region and so forth) was deemed the most 

important. Another factor of great relevance of this group is the creation of knowledge centres in regions 

and free access to market analyses, databases, information sources necessary to bring about innovation 

processes. 

 

5. In both voivodeships, development of transport and telecommunications infrastructure was named the 

most important factors in the creation and augmentation of a region’s material resources group. Of note 

are high ratings given to this group of factors underpinning effective operations of enterprises. 

 

When comparing the importance of the five groups of regional conditions, entrepreneurs place the 

creation of material and non-material resources in the first place. In turn, they attribute the least 

importance to financial support of regional agents, aside from subsidising investment in permanent assets 

of enterprises. Considering the high importance placed on financial factors on the micro- and 

macroeconomic level, it is a piece of information of both interest and importance for local governments 

who seek to conduct a policy of supporting innovativeness. At the same time, none of the factors 

reviewed in the survey received an average note of less than 2.0, which would mean that it is of very little 

importance. 
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In both voivodeships, the more innovative companies find the following factors more important than the 

less innovative companies do: 

 

• financial aid for investment in permanent assets, 

• financial aid for cooperation with scientific research institutions, 

• Subsidising and development of financial institutions, facilitating access of enterprises to capital, 

• Engaging innovation centres in pro-innovative activity, 

• Public procurement of innovative goods and services by local authorities, 

• Facilitating access to services of research institutions and laboratories, 

• Facilitating cooperation with training and consultancy centres. 

 

Therefore, more innovative companies are more open to their environment and willing to cooperate with 

it. They appreciate the need to use knowledge and services of research, training, and consulting 

institutions. These correlations are present in both voivodeships. Although the two regions differ in their 

level of social and economic development, only in 3 out of 27 cases do their assessments conflict, 

pointing to a more or less universal nature of the factors in question and the need to take them into 

account while designing and pursuing regional innovativeness policies, while at the same time noting the 

specifics of any given area. 

 

The research has allowed a systematisation of the most important regional factors and an assessment of 

their impact on innovativeness in the regions in question. It is, however, limited by the subjective nature 

of the responses when evaluating the importance of regional conditions of innovativeness of enterprises, 

although attempts were made to minimise any potential errors in replies by a number of measures, 

including selecting respondents among the management. The impossibility of taking into account all 

regional factors and the overlap of factors from various levels of business environment as well as 

applying a scale for the level of innovativeness of given enterprises are the further limiting factors of the 

study. An important research question for the future is the diagnosis of the impact of regional conditions 

on the effectiveness of companies. 
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Abstract 

 

The Member States of the European Union are affected by the same or very similar factors influencing 

employee motivation. In the article, we analyse the level of employee motivation in V4 countries. We 

assume that the level of economy of these states is similar and efficient, after 27 years of labour market 

development and accession to the European Union. Our research was conducted in 2016 and 2017. In 

sociological research 2183 respondents from manufacturing companies were involved in the 

questionnaire by the correspondence method. Respondents are made up of 898 men and 1295 women of 

different age and education, with different practices and different job positions. In the tests, we examined 

the significance of the difference in arithmetic mean and the standard deviation of the motivation factors 

of the observed samples at significance level = 0.05. Subsequently, we tested the samples by the Tukey's 

HSD test. Based on the research results, we have defined four most important motivational factors in the 

analysed countries. We conclude that the requirements for motivating employees in industrial enterprises 

are highly similar in the V4 countries. The most important factors are basic salary, good working team, 

work atmosphere and job security. Other factors include manager access, fair employee evaluation, 

additional financial evaluation, and workplace communication. Despite the similarity between countries, 

there are statistically significant differences. The biggest difference can be observed between Hungary 

and other countries when looking at motivational factors such as workplace atmosphere and good 

working team. Between the Czech Republic and the other countries, there are also differences in the basic 

salary factor. In the case of job security factor, we observe statistically significant differences between the 

Slovak Republic and Poland. 

Keywords: motivation of employees, Republic of Poland, Czech Republic, Republic of Hungary, 

Slovak Republic, Tukey's HSD test.   
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Introduction 

The Visegrad Group (known as V4) represents an informal grouping of four Central European countries - 

The Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, the Republic of Hungary and the Republic of Poland. It is a 

lively and informal regional structure of four EU and NATO member states that claim the same values, 

have a common history, culture and geography. V4 is a dynamic regional grouping of EU member states 

that provides scope for strengthening the coordination and consultation mechanism to find common 

positions and opinions on topical issues of foreign and European policy, regional development, economic 

and cultural cooperation. The Visegrad Group is an expression of the Central European countries' efforts 

to cooperate on a number of areas of common interest within the framework of pan-European integration. 

The Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia have always been part of the same civilization based 

on the same cultural and intellectual values and the common roots of religious traditions that they wish to 

preserve and further strengthen. The Visegrad Group was formed on 15 February 1991 when the 

cooperation between the four nations (after the break-up of Czechoslovakia also the states) was renewed 

in order to support the process of European integration and the transformation of economies. The regional 

cooperation of V4 has been successfully developing for more than 20 years in the sector / 

interdepartmental area, economy, infrastructure, energy, cross - border cooperation, cultural - scholarship 

exchanges, coordination of foreign policy positions and the promotion of common interests both in the 

EU and in relation to third countries / regions. V4 co-operation is coordinated by the Ministries of 

Foreign Affairs and National Co-ordinators of Visegrad. The program is based on the program of the 

presidency, which is approved by the country's presidents at V4 Summits. 

The integration of the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic, the Republic of Hungary and the Republic of 

Poland into the European Community has led to the integration of their labour market into Europe 

(Virglerová et al., 2017). Member State markets should be affected by the same or very similar factors 

influencing staff motivation (Felsead et al., 2015). This is supported by the facts such as similar levels of 

gross domestic product growth per person, cost of living, and average wage (www.etrend.sk/ekonomika). 

Literature Review 

Work satisfaction is one of the most accurate indicators of work motivation (Lorincová, Schmidtová, 

Javorčíková, 2016). The lack of work motivation still does not lead to dissatisfaction, but only to a lack of 

satisfaction (Sacchetti, Tortia, 2013). Satisfaction with work is supposed to encourage and motivate a 

person to perform better (Dugguh & Ayaga, 2014, Roos & Van Eeden, 2008).  

Both current and potential employees are the subject of human resources management. It is necessary to 

constantly invest in their development (Drábek, Lorincová, Javorčíková, 2017, Kucharčíková, 2014, 

Semann and Farkašová, 2015). Each managerial decision is original and specific and it is also its 

information support (Potkány, Krajčírová, 2015). Employees are the source of the transformation process, 

and the principle of efficiency should be respected (Vetráková, Smerek, 2016). Motivation (as a force that 

strengthens behaviour and gives way to behaviour) triggers a tendency to continue. This explanation 

proves that individuals need to be sufficiently energetic and clear about their goals in order to achieve 

their goals. These are internal units to satisfy unmet needs and the will to achieve them (Lorincová, 

2015). Motivation is a procedure that stimulates goal-oriented performance through physiological or 

psychological stimuli. The principle is to close two interface products, namely personality behaviour and 
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organizational uniqueness. This symbolizes those psychological procedures that stimulate the steps and 

determine deliberate goal-oriented action (Shukla, 2012). Motivation is also supportive target behaviour. 

It is the inner strength that causes personal and organizational activity. For an enterprise, motivation of 

employees is the most important in terms of the employment of employees. It can be defined as human 

behaviour targeted and based on the claim that motivation is the inner force of a being shifting individual 

behaviour in different directions (Mura, Horvath, 2015). Employee motivation becomes a competitive 

advantage in many successful businesses (Remeň, Sujová, 2017). When the company's goal is to improve 

employees' engagement, this should necessarily motivate its working groups because motivated groups 

makes efforts, work is finished faster, co-operation increases with greater intensity and has a positive 

impact on business productivity (Lorincová, Potkány, 2016). The relationship between employee 

motivation and employee engagement is bi-directional. If an enterprise wants to improve employee 

motivation, employee engagement should be improved, too (Evangeline, 2016, Gopal, 2016). Also, 

according authors Urbancova and Urbanec, the performance depends largely on many factors related to 

motivation. These factors include assessment of employee performance motivation, employee 

satisfaction, reward, education and development of occupational safety, organizational structure and 

more. The field of study is focused only on employee motivation, with this attribute greatly affecting the 

performance of employees (Urbancová, Urbanec, 2016). Employee motivation is one of the policies 

leading to the improvement of quality and employability in the performance of employee obligations in 

enterprises. A motivated employee is usually perceived according to the ultimate goals he has to achieve 

and therefore directs his efforts in this direction (Teplická, 2004). Providing the best and most appropriate 

work even in tedious conditions is one of the most stable challenges for employees, and it may be the 

object of their motivation (Nedeliaková, Sekulová, Nedeliak, 2015). Motivation is also one of the major 

issues in behavioural sciences, therefore, by virtue of its essential role, it plays an important role in 

managing human resources to achieve the goals of society (Barzokiet et al., 2008, Stacho, Stachová, 

2015). Highly motivated employees will have a higher level of organizational commitment as their 

attitudes, related to work and behaviour, are developed positively. Employees believe that their work is 

important, and this faith leads them to work harder. These workers tend to create higher work as well as 

organizational performance. Therefore, it is less likely that they will leave their job but enjoy more job 

satisfaction (Smerek, 2017). Trying to understand and explain job satisfaction is motivated by calculated 

reasons as well as humanitarian interests. Satisfied employees tend to engage in altruistic behaviour that 

exceeds the formal requirements. On the contrary, unhappy employees have a high tendency to counter-

productive behaviour. Academics and managers have defined the conditions for motivation and job 

satisfaction. Specifically Chatzopolou (2015) defines motivation as a predisposition to behave 

purposefully to achieve specific, unmet needs. According to Luthans (1998), motivation can be defined as 

a process that stimulates, delivers energy, manages and maintains the behaviour and characteristics of 

employees. On the other hand, he argues that motivation can be defined as "an internal force that activates 

individuals to achieve personal and organizational goals". Job satisfaction is the emotional response of an 

individual to the current state of work, while motivation is a driving force to seek and meet some needs 

(Chatzopoulou, 2015). 

Materials and Methods  

At the beginning of the 1990s, the analysed countries had a similar starting level in transforming into 

democratic landscapes. After 27 years of developing labour markets and after joining the European 

Union, we assume that they have very similarly performing economies even today.  The accession of the 
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V4 member countries to the European Union, agreed in referendums in these countries, took place on 1 

May 2004. The only organization within the V4 platform is the International Visegrad Fund based in 

Bratislava and established in 1999. All activities of the Visegrad Group are aimed at strengthening 

stability in the Central European region. Member States understand their mutual cooperation as a 

challenge for themselves and their success as the best proof of their ability to integrate into structures 

such as the European Union (www.visegradgroup.eu).  

 

Since the V4 countries have had a long-term common history, they are intensively cooperating in the 

economic area; they have had a common starting transformation position. The aim of the paper is to 

evaluate two working hypotheses: 

 

WH1:  The importance of motivation factors is similarly high in the Czech Republic, the Slovak 

Republic, Hungary and Poland. 

WH2:  Statistical differences in the level of motivational factors in the Czech Republic, the Slovak 

Republic, Hungary and Poland are statistically insignificant.  

 

We used the questionnaire method to determine the level of motivation and to analyse the motivation 

factors in the monitored enterprises. The questionnaire consisted of closed questions (Hitka, 2009). The 

first part of the questionnaire examined socio-demographic characteristics and qualifications of 

employees in enterprises compared. In this way, we have obtained basic data on respondents about their 

age, gender, work-life in the company, completed education and employment. The second part of the 

questionnaire included questions about motivational factors that can be used to find out about the 

characteristics of the work environment, the working conditions, the system of assessment and 

remuneration in the company, the personal work in the company itself, the social care system and the 

employee benefits as well as information about employee satisfaction or dissatisfaction, value orientation, 

relationship to work, colleagues and the enterprise as a whole. 

 

We analysed the motivation factors in terms of financial evaluation (basic salary, additional financial 

evaluation, fair evaluation of the employee), social security (social benefits, company vision, prestige of 

the company name, development of the region, the relationship of the enterprise to the environment, free 

time); working conditions (physical labour demand, workplace safety, job security, content and type of 

work performed, work performance report, working time, work environment, work performance, 

psychological burden), career development (work experience, skills, prestige, self-decision, self-

realization, education and personal growth, work recognition) and interpersonal relations (workplace 

atmosphere, good working team, workplace communication, The individual motivation factors were 

arranged according to the alphabet for reasons of not influencing the respondents. Employees could 

assign one of five grades to the scale of the Likert scale, where 5 was the maximum and 1 minimum, for 

each question. 

 

In the years 2016 and 2017, 2193 respondents from V4 manufacturing companies (Slovakia - 763, Czech 

Republic - 633, Hungary - 366, Poland - 431) participated in the research by the correspondence method. 

Respondents (898 men, 1295 women) were of different age and education, with different practice and 

different job positions. The data were obtained by the simple random selection method from the entire 

territory of the monitored countries. The detailed characteristics of the respondents are in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of respondents 

Country 
Slovak Republic Czech Republic Hungary 

The Republic of 

Poland 

The total 

percentage of 

respondents 

Gender Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
 

Men 346 45.35 294 46.45 64 17.49 194 45.01 40.95 

Women 417 54.65 339 53.55 302 82.51 237 54.99 59.05 

Age Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 100 

up to 30 years 184 24.12 224 35.39 214 58.47 69 16.01 31.51 

31 - 40 234 30.67 172 27.17 124 33.88 114 26.45 29.37 

41 - 50 217 28.44 148 23.38 18 4.92 133 30.86 23.53 

51 and older 128 16.78 89 14.06 10 2.73 115 26.68 15.60 

Completed 

education 
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 100 

Primary 

education 
21 2.75 16 2.53 6 1.64 0 0.00 1.96 

Secondary 

education 

without 

graduation exam 

(A-levels) 

100 13.11 138 21.80 2 0.55 0 0.00 10.94 

Secondary 

education with 

graduation exam 

(A-levels) 

427 55.96 322 50.87 60 16.39 0 0.00 36.89 

University 

graduates 
215 28.18 157 24.80 298 81.42 431 100 50.21 

Seniority  Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 100 

less than 1 year 65 8.52 87 13.74 60 16.39 30 6.96 11.04 

1 - 3 years 160 20.97 158 24.96 114 31.15 57 13.23 22.30 

4 - 6 years 164 21.49 114 18.01 108 29.51 97 22.51 22.02 

7 - 9 years 133 17.43 81 12.80 42 11.48 118 27.38 17.05 

10 and more 

years 
241 31.59 193 30.49 42 11.48 129 29.93 27.59 

Position Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 100 

supervisor 75 9.83 172 27.17 78 21.31 8 1.86 15.18 

blue-collar 

worker 
371 48.62 223 35.23 174 47.54 0 0.00 35.02 

white-collar 

worker 
317 41.55 238 37.60 114 31.15 423 98.14 49.79 

Source: own processing 

 

Further, we processed the data obtained by evaluating the questionnaires using statistical software 

STATISTICA 12 (StatSoft Inc., 2014). Descriptive statistics have been used to characterize sample files. 

Given the selective nature of the data, we tested the differences between the arithmetic mean values of the 

motivation factors' importance in selected countries using the Tuke's HSD (honest significant difference) 

method at the significance level  =5% . Tukey's HSD test is a single-step multiple comparison procedure, 
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which is also adapted for different numbers of observations in each group. The assumption is the 

independence between the levels of factors, the variance of consistency and the normality. It can be used 

on raw data or in conjunction with an ANOVA (Post-hoc analysis) to find means that are significantly 

different from each other. 

Results and discussion 

We have defined the motivational factors assessed in all the countries surveyed as most important using 

descriptive statistics. This group of factors consists of a workplace atmosphere, a good work team, job 

security and a basic salary (Table 2). These factors are among the top ten most important factors in all 

four countries. 

Table 2: Average values of the most important motivating factors in the monitored countries 

Slovak Republic Ø Czech Republic Ø Hungary Ø 
Republic of 

Poland 
Ø 

Basic salary 4.595 
Supervisor’s 

approach 
4.542 

Atmosphere at the 

workplace 
4.727 Basic salary 4.703 

Good working team 4.591 
Atmosphere at the 

workplace 
4.509 Basic salary 4.634 

Good working 

team 
4.638 

Atmosphere at the 

workplace 
4.565 

Good working 

team 
4.491 

Supervisor’s 

approach 
4.628 

Atmosphere at 

the workplace 
4.615 

Supervisor’s 

approach 
4.515 

Fair appraisal 

system 
4.469 

Education and 

personal growth 
4.618 

Communication 

in the workplace 
4.483 

Fair appraisal system 4.509 Basic salary 4.464 Job security 4.612 Job security 4.316 

Job security 4.477 
Further financial 

reward 
4.381 Social benefits 4.568 

Individual 

decision making 
4.311 

Further financial 

reward 
4.477 Job security 4.355 

Moving up 

corporate ladder 
4.552 

Fair appraisal 

system 
4.299 

Communication in 

the workplace 
4.393 

Communication in 

the workplace 
4.354 

Opportunity to 

apply one’s own 

ability 

4.541 Competences 4.295 

Working time 4.356 Workplace safety 4.319 
Good working 

team 
4.541 Free time 4.290 

Recognition 

(working) 
4.282 Free time 4.186 

Further financial 

reward 
4.508 

Supervisor’s 

approach 
4.281 

The same motivational factors in the observed countries are highlighted roughly. 

Source: Own data processing 

 

a) Analysis of the motivational factor - atmosphere at the workplace 
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"Atmosphere at the workplace“ as a motivational factor was most often rated by importance level  5 (very 

important) where up to 65.8% of all respondents identified this option (Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Frequency of motivational factor - the atmosphere at the workplace 

Country Atmosphere at the workplace 

Total 

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 

Slovak Republic 1 4 43 230 485 763 

Total percentage 0.13% 0.52% 5.64% 30.14% 63.56% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.05% 0.18% 1.96% 10.49% 22.12% 34.79% 

Czech Republic 7 11 32 182 401 633 

Total percentage 1.11% 1.74% 5.06% 28.75% 63.35% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.32% 0.50% 1.46% 8.30% 18.29% 28.86% 

Hungary 2 2 4 78 280 366 

Total percentage 0.55% 0.55% 1.09% 21.31% 76.50% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.09% 0.09% 0.18% 3.56% 12.77% 16.69% 

The Republic of Poland 0 0 12 142 277 431 

Total percentage 0.00% 0.00% 2.78% 32.95% 64.27% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.00% 0.00% 0.55% 6.48% 12.63% 19.65% 

Total number 10 17 91 632 1443 2193 

Total percentage 0.46% 0.78% 4.15% 28.82% 65.80% 100.00% 

Source: own processing 

 

Table 4: Tukey's HSD test results for the motivational factor of the workplace atmosphere 

  
Slovak Republic Czech Republic Hungary The Republic of Poland 

Slovak Republic 
 

0.482145 0.000539 0.578112 

Czech Republic 0.482145 
 

0.000012 0.066300 

Hungary 0.000539 0.000012 
 

0.072765 

The Republic of Poland 0.578112 0.066300 0.072765 
 

Note: significantly important values are shown in bold 

Source: own processing 

 

b) Analysis of the motivational factor – good working team 

 

Motivational factor "good working team" is rated as very important by respondents (60% of respondents) 

(Table 5). This factor was most positively evaluated in Poland (70.53%) and at least in HU (34.97%). 
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Table 5: Frequency of motivational factor - good working team 

Country Good working team 

Total 
Scale 1 2 3 4 5 

Slovak Republic 1 4 34 228 496 763 

Total percentage 0.13% 0.52% 4.46% 29.88% 65.01% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.05% 0.18% 1.55% 10.40% 22.62% 34.79% 

Czech Republic 3 14 43 174 399 633 

Total percentage 0.47% 2.21% 6.79% 27.49% 63.03% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.14% 0.64% 1.96% 7.93% 18.19% 28.86% 

Hungary 4 14 100 120 128 366 

Total percentage 1.09% 3.83% 27.32% 32.79% 34.97% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.18% 0.64% 4.56% 5.47% 5.84% 16.69% 

The Republic of Poland 4 0 17 106 304 431 

Total percentage 0.93% 0.00% 3.94% 24.59% 70.53% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.18% 0.00% 0.78% 4.83% 13.86% 19.65% 

Total number 12 32 194 628 1327 2193 

Total percentage 0.55% 1.46% 8.85% 28.64% 60.51% 100.00% 

Source: own processing 

 

Table 6: Tukey's HSD test results for the motivational factor - good working team 

 
Slovak Republic Czech Republic Hungary The Republic of Poland 

Slovak Republic 
 

0.114520 0.000008 0.705721 

Czech Republic 0.114520 
 

0.000008 0.016376 

Hungary 0.000008 0.000008 
 

0.000008 

The Republic of Poland 0.705721 0.016376 0.000008 
 

Note: significantly important values are shown in bold 

Source: own processing 

 

c) Analysis of the motivational factor – job security 

 

A group of 55.22% of respondents rated the motivational factor "job security" as very important (Table 

7).  
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Table 7: Frequency of motivation factor - job security 

Country 
Job security 

Total 

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 

Slovak Republic 4 10 61 231 457 763 

Total percentage 0.52% 1.31% 7.99% 30.28% 59.90% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.18% 0.46% 2.78% 10.53% 20.84% 34.79% 

Czech Republic 4 9 60 210 350 633 

Total percentage 0.63% 1.42% 9.48% 33.18% 55.29% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.18% 0.41% 2.74% 9.58% 15.96% 28.86% 

Hungary 0 8 34 116 208 366 

Total percentage 0.00% 2.19% 9.29% 31.69% 56.83% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.00% 0.36% 1.55% 5.29% 9.48% 16.69% 

The Republic of Poland 0 8 44 183 196 431 

Total percentage 0.00% 1.86% 10.21% 42.46% 45.48% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.00% 0.36% 2.01% 8.34% 8.94% 19.65% 

Total number 8 35 199 740 1211 2193 

Total percentage 0.36% 1.60% 9.07% 33.74% 55.22% 100.00% 

Source: own processing 

 

Table 8: Tukey's HSD results for motivational factor - job security 

 
Slovak Republic Czech Republic Hungary The Republic of Poland 

Slovak Republic 
 

0.353091 0.776785 0.001997 

Czech Republic 0.353091 
 

0.974128 0.175758 

Hungary 0.776785 0.974128 
 

0.128920 

The Republic of Poland 0.001997 0.175758 0.128920 
 

Note: significantly important values are shown in bold 

Source: own processing 

 

d) Analysis of the motivational factor – basic salary 

 

The motivational factor “basic salary” is the most important of the analysed factors. It is more than 

68.58% of the respondents for whom this factor is highly (Table 9).  
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Table 9: Frequency of motivational factor - the basic salary 

Country Basic salary 
Total 

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 

Slovak Republic 4 7 50 172 530 763 

Total percentage 0.52% 0.92% 6.55% 22.54% 69.46% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.18% 0.32% 2.28% 7.84% 24.17% 34.79% 

Czech Republic 8 11 49 176 389 633 

Total percentage 1.26% 1.74% 7.74% 27.80% 61.45% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.36% 0.50% 2.23% 8.03% 17.74% 28.86% 

Hungary 0 2 22 84 258 366 

Total percentage 0.00% 0.55% 6.01% 22.95% 70.49% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.00% 0.09% 1.00% 3.83% 11.76% 16.69% 

The Republic of Poland 0 4 16 84 327 431 

Total percentage 0.00% 0.93% 3.71% 19.49% 75.87% 100.00% 

Percentage in country 0.00% 0.18% 0.73% 3.83% 14.91% 19.65% 

Total number 12 24 137 516 1504 2193 

Total percentage 0.55% 1.09% 6.25% 23.53% 68.58% 100.00% 

Source: own processing 

 

Table 10: Tukey's HSD test results for motivational factor - basic salary 

 
Slovak Republic Czech Republic Hungary The Republic of Poland 

Slovak Republic 
 

0.003041 0.819967 0.052071 

Czech Republic 0.003041 
 

0.001368 0.000008 

Hungary 0.819967 0.001368 
 

0.508209 

The Republic of Poland 0.052071 0.000008 0.508209 
 

Note: significantly important values are shown in bold 

Source: own processing 

 

Within the achieved results, a high similarity in the level of motivation of employees in the V4 countries 

can be seen. Basic salary, good workforce, workplace atmosphere and job security are among the most 

important factors. Other factors include supervisor’s approach, fair appraisal system, further financial 

reward, and workplace communication. Despite the similarity among these countries, there are 

statistically significant differences. The greatest differences exist between Hungary and the other 

countries, in the case of motivational factors - workplace atmosphere and good working team. We see 

other differences among the Czech Republic and other countries, these differences consider the basic 

salary. Looking at the "job security" factor, there are statistically significant differences between the 
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Slovak Republic and the Republic of Poland. We can partly attribute these differences to the structure of 

respondents in terms of age, education and practice. In Hungary, 59% of respondents are under the age of 

30. This causes a different perception of the atmosphere in the workplace than in other countries. We can 

claim that this is caused by the generation Y and its perception of the surrounding world. From the 

perspective of Polish respondents, we can say that most of them work in enterprises for more than 10 

years. In Poland, there are a high proportion of white-collar workers. In Tables 3, 5, 7, and 9, the absolute 

and relative abundance of the respondents in the V4 countries are described according to motivational 

factors and their preferences in the area of importance. Using Tukey’s HSD test, the tatistically 

significant differences within the analysed motivational factors among countries, is defined in Tables 4, 6, 

8, and 10. Statistically significant differences among the monitored countries are observed in the 

motivational factor of “atmosphere in the workplace” between Hungary and the Czech Republic, and 

Hungary and the Slovak Republic (Table4).  Statistically significant differences can be observed between 

the Slovak Republic - Hungary, the Czech Republic – Hungary, and the Republic of Poland - Hungary 

(Table 6), for the motivational factor called "good working team". Within the factor "job security", we see 

a statistically significant difference between the Slovak Republic and the Republic of Poland (Table 8). In 

the case of the "basic salary" motivational factor, there are statistically significant differences between the 

Slovak Republic – the Czech Republic, the Czech Republic - Hungary, the Czech Republic – the 

Republic of Poland (Table 10).  This means that despite the high similarity of the analysed factors in the 

V4 countries, the respondents in particular countries attribute these factors different, statistically 

significant level. Paradoxically, the statistically significant difference is observed in the basic salary 

among the Czech Republic and other countries. The Czech Republic has the highest level of average 

salary from the monitored countries. 

Conclusion 

Based on the comparison of the most important motivating factors of the analysed countries, we conclude 

that there are very similar requirements of employees of the production enterprises for the motivation in 

the V4 countries. Based on the descriptive statistics, it can be stated that in all V4 countries, employees 

demand the same motivation areas from their employers. Thus WH1 was confirmed. Looking at the 

results in more detail, it can be concluded that despite the high similarity of the analysed motivation 

factors in the V4 countries, respondents attributed them different, statistically significant importance in 

particular countries. So WH2 was not confirmed.    

For this reason, we recommend further investigation. Creating an incentive program is a demanding and 

costly activity for all businesses in these countries. Its effectiveness is based on a thorough and targeted 

analysis of employees. Based on our analysis, the following conclusions can be stated: In the V4 

countries, employees are similar in terms of satisfying their motivational needs. However, the level of 

importance varies between these countries. For this reason, it can be said that there are differences in the 

level of motivation among employees in the V4 countries. At present, it is very important for employers 

to ensure their employees job security and to create trustworthy relationships among them – this can be 

achieved through efficient communication processes. Employers, however, have not paid careful attention 

to this need yet. Research shows that employers rarely allow their employees to satisfy their needs and 

this can have a significant demotivating effect.     
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Abstract 

 

The paper analyzed  the dynamics of GDP and its structure by category of resources in Romania  

in the period 2007-2016 pointing out the relationships existing between GDP and its components 

based on the simple linear regression and multiple linear regression econometric models, 

correlation coefficients, and coefficients of determination, the validity of the model being checked 

by Fisher's test. In the analyzed period, GDP increased by 82 % grace to the contribution of  all the 

economic branches. The main contributors to GDP are Other services (31.8 %), Industry (23 %), 

Trade (18 %), and Financial intermediation and communication (17%), which all together totalize 

about 90 % of the resource supply. The simple linear regression equations and also the multiple 

linear regression equation showed the strong influence of various economic branches on GDP. 

This aspect was also confirmed by the determination coefficient, R2= 0.999, meaning that 99.9 % 

of GDP variation is explained  by the variation of the independent variables, and also by the high 

positive coefficient of multiple correlation, r = 0.999. H1 hypothesis was accepted as long as 

Fisher's calculated value was higher than its tabled value, reflecting that the regression model was 

correctly computed. The development of Romania's GDP should be supported  by services 

(professional, scientific, technical, administrative activities, public administration and defense, 

social insurance, education, health, social assistance, shows, culture and recreation activities), 

industry (mining and quarring, manufacturing, electricity, gas, steamed and air conditioning, 

waste management), as well as  trade, transport, and tourism.  

 

Keywords:  dynamics, GDP, resources, linear regression, multiple regression, Romania 

 

Introduction 

 

GDP is a macroeconomic aggregate that measures the value of the goods and services produced by 

a country in a specific period, adjusted for inflation and is calculated based on the value of all 

products achieved in an economy using average prices in a specific year.  

GDP is used by Governments as a comparison tool to analyze the purchasing power of the 

economy over time to describe the economic health of a country which is a  guarantee of the living 

standard. It is also commonly used to compare the productivity of various countries with a high 

precision. In order to compare GDP level from a year or a quarter to another, GDP is adjusted for 

inflation. It reflects whether an economy is expanding or contracting, reflecting either economic 

growth or decline (Investopedia, 2017). 
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According to Eurostat, six sectors forms the condensed economic structure of the EU since 2010 

as follows: Agriculture: Products of agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture; 

Manufacturing: Products of mining and quarrying, manufactured products and energy products; 

Construction: Constructions and construction works; Trade: Wholesale and retail trade, repair 

services, hotel and restaurant services, transport and communication services; Business services: 

Financial intermediation services, real estate, renting and business services; Other services 

(Eurostat, 2011). 

 

This condensed structure of the economic sectors supplying GDP was adopted by National 

institute of Statistics of Romania and is presented in its methodology SEC 2010, CAEN Rev2. 

 

According to National Institute of Statistics in Romania, GDP is defined as the main 

macroeconomic aggregate of national accounting, representing the final result of the production 

activity of resident producer units. GDP is approached in three ways as follows: (i)Production 

approach: GDP = GVA + TP + D - SP, where: GDP = Gross domestic product (market prices), 

GVA = Gross value added, (basic prices), TP = Taxes on products, D = Import duties, SP = 

Subsidies on products; (ii) Expenditure approach: GDP = FC + GFCF + CS + (E - I), where: FC = 

Final consumption, GFCF = Gross fixed capital formation, CS = Change in inventories, E = 

Exports of goods and services, I = Imports of goods and services; (iii)Income approach: GDP = 

C+ GOS + OTP - OSP+TP + D - SP, where: C = Compensation of employees, GOS = Gross 

operating surplus, OTP = Other taxes on production, OSP = Other subsidies on production, TP = 

Taxes on products, D = Import duties, SP = Subsidies on products ( National Accounts, Romania, 

2013; Romanian Statistical Yearbook, 2012). 

 

In 2015, Romania's GDP was Euro Billion 160 and in 2016 it reached Euro Billion 169.07, (+ 

4.8%), placing the Romanian economy on the 17th position in the EU. At present, Romania's 

economy is almost similar to the economies of Czech Republic, Greece and Portugal, (Eurostat, 

2017). 

 

The growth of GDP was determined by the important contributions of all the economic sector, less 

agriculture, forestry and fishing. In 2016, compared to 2015, the growth rate of various sectors in 

the economy was as follows: wholesale and retail trade, repairs of vehicles and motorcycles, 

transportation and storage, hotels and restaurants (+1,8%), information and telecommunication 

(+0.7%), professional, scientific and technical activities, administrative services and support 

services (+0.6%), industry (+0.4%), and net taxes on product (+0.5%)(Tilica and Arustei,  2017). 

In 2016, the lowest share in GDP was achieved by agriculture, just 3.9%, industry contributed by 

23.1%, constructions by 6%, trade by 18.1%, information and communications by 5.6%, real 

estate by 8.2%, and public administration and defense by 10.2%, the remaining representing the 

share of other sectors (Tudor, 2017). 

 

According to the World Bank, Romania's GDP/capita, adjusted at the purchasing power parity 

increased 4 times in the period 1998-2015 placing the country on the 8th position in the world. 

From this point of view, Romania is on the top position in the EU, increasing its 

GDP/inhabitant 3.5 times in the last 18 years (Amariei, 2016). 
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Romania is a member of the EU-28, and considered a fast developing, upper-middle income 

mixed economy with a very high human development index (HDI) and a skilled labor force, the 

16th largest in the EU by total nominal GDP and the 13th largest based on PPP (purchasing power 

parity)(World Economic Outlook Database October, 2009) . 

 

Taking into account the current economic growth it is expected as Romania's GDP to reach 1 

trillion of USD PPP before 2035. Among the CEECs, Romania continues to be one of the leading 

nations attracting foreign direct investment, only FDI totalizing more than $170 billion since 1989. 

Romania is on the top among the CEECs for electronics manufacturing, and has become a major 

centre for mobile technology and information security, and automobiles and its economic growth 

is 3 times higher than the EU average. 

 

Romania has various natural resources such as: iron, ore, oil, salt, uranium, copper, natural gas. IT 

and motor and vehicle production make this country a leader at regional level. Vehicles, 

machineries, chemical goods, electronic products, electrical equipments, pharmaceuticals, 

transport equipments, basic metals, food products, and rubber and plastics are the top 10 products 

exported by Romania. While exports increased by 7.6 %, imports increased by 9.3% in 2016 

compared to 2015 (Economy of Romania, Wikipedia). 

 

The relationship between GDP and its factors  has been studied by many authors using regression 

models.  

 

In the CEECs, labor quantity and quality, information and communication technology capital 

services, total factor productivity, foreign direct investment inflow, investment on research and 

development, have a positive impact on GDP growth (Pokrivčák et al.,  2016).  

 

In Lithuania, the increase of fixed capital consumption could explain the changes of GDP. 

(Bobinaite et al., 2011). 

 

In India, financial development has a stronger role in the growth of GDP (Ray,  2013). Also, in 

India, FDI, Net FII equity and Import have a positive impact on GDP development.  (Jain et al, 

2015). 

 

In Pakistan, GDP is deeply and positively influenced by national expenditures, goods exports, 

gross saving and final consumption expenditure, and in Bangladesh, national expenditures, 

external debts stock total, goods imports and exports have positive effect on the GDP. (Mehmood,  

2012). Also, in Bangladesh, population, imports of goods and services, agriculture value added, 

manufacturing value added and labor force have positive effects on GDP (Hasan et al., 2016). 

 

In Romania, final consumption and the turnover of companies in retail trade have a positive 

influence on GDP increase (Anghelache et al., 2017). Also, privatization has an important role 

both in the contribution of administrations and various economic branches to GDP (Anghelache et 

al., 2013). The increase of unemployment could led to a decline of real GDP (Dumitrescu et al., 

2009).  
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In this context, the paper aimed to analyze the evolution of GDP and the dynamics of its structural 

components, the degree of determination of GDP by all the economic sectors, using linear and 

multiple regression models. 

 

The paper objectives are: 

(a)Analysis of the dynamics of GDP and its categories of resources in Romania's economy the 

period 2007-2016;  

(b)To study the  relationships existing between GDP and its supplying resources  by means of 

linear regression analysis and correlation coefficients; 

(c)To study  the relationship existing between GDP and its categories of resources by means of 

multiple regression analysis. 

 

The structure of this paper is the following one: Introduction which presents the empirical 

literature on GDP and its structural components in the vision of the EU Commission and National 

Institute of Statistics in Romania, Materials and methods present the source of the data collection, 

the selected economic variables taken into consideration, the mathematical models, the 

methodology used in this research, Results and Discussions which mention the results of the 

calculations based on the utilized econometric models and the corresponding comments and 

interpretations, and finally Conclusions, where the main ideas resulting from this research are 

briefly exposed. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Data collection. The study is based on the empirical data provided by the National Institute of 

Statistics, Tempo-online Database, National Accounts for the period 2007-2016.  

 

The data refer to the following indicators: GDP at Romania's level, considered the dependent 

variable Y, and GDP created by various categories of resources, considered the independent 

variables: X1, X2, ..., X7, whose significance is the following one: X1- Agriculture, forestry and 

fishing; X2-Industry, including: mining and quarring; manufacturing; electricity; gas; steamed and 

air conditioning production and supply; waste management and decontamination activities, X3-

Construction, X4- Trade, including: whole sale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and 

motorcycles; transport and storage; hotel and restaurants; information and communication; X5-

Financial intermediation and insurance; real estate activities; X6-Other services: professional, 

scientific and technical activities; activities of administrative and support services; public 

administration and defense; social insurance of public sector; education; health and social 

assistance; shows, culture and recreation activities; repair of household goods and other taxes on 

product; import duties; X7- Subsidies on product. 

 

Methodology. The study is based on the general mathematical model for GDP, Y, the dependent 

variable:  

 

Y= f (X1, X2, X3, X4,X5,X6,X7, ɛ)                                                                                              (1) 

whose meaning has been already explained above. These values are in Lei Billion, the national 

currency, presented  according to SEC 2010 Methodology of production, in current prices, CAEN 
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Rev2 by category of resources, used by National Institute of Statistics (National Institute of 

Statistics, 2017). 

GDP and its components by resource category were studied as follows: 

 

(a)Dynamics across the period of reference, establishing the growth rate. The comparison 

between the value of the variables in the last year  and the value in the first year of study was 

made based on  Index Method, calculating the index with fixed basis (IFB), according to the 

formula: 

IFB = (Xn/ X1 )*100                                                                                                                   (2) 

where X is the analyzed indicator and n = 1,2,3.....i the number of years in the chronological series 

of data. 

The evolution was studied graphically both for GDP and its components. 

(b)Descriptive statistics was set up for each indicator: Mean, Standard error, Median, Standard 

deviation, Minimum and Maximum values, and coefficient of variation. 

(c)Trend analysis both for GDP and its categories of resources. 

(d)GDP structure by category of resources pointing out the share of each resource in GDP. 

(e)Linear Regression Analysis of GDP, Y, depending on each category of resource, X1, X2, ...X7,  

according to the formula: 

Y= a+ bX + ɛ                                                                                                                             (3) 

where, a and b are the estimators of the regression parameters, whose values were determined 

solving the linear system of equations by means of Least Square Method, and ɛ is a variable, 

reflecting the error. 

The significance of the regression model was verified by Fisher's test.  

(f)Pearson correlation coefficient was used to identify the links existing between pairs of 

indicators, divided into two categories: (i) GDP*X1, GDP*X2, ......GDP *X7, and (ii) X1* X2, X1* 

X3,..... X6* X7, i.e. all the possible combinations between resources. 

 

( )( )

( ) ( )∑ ∑

∑

−−

−−
=

22
yyxx

yyxx
r                                                                                    (4) 

The values of the correlation coefficients were interpreted according to Evans (1996).  

(g)Multiple Regression Analysis was used to identify the relationships between all the categories 

of resources and GDP. The only difference between simple linear regression and multiple 

regression analysis is the number of predictors, " X" variables. 

The formula of multiple regression is:  
Y = b0 + b1 X1 + b2 X2 + …………………… + bi Xi                                                                     (5) 

where b0 is the intercept, the control, i.e. the value of the dependent variable Y without the 

influence of the independent variables X1, X2, ....X7, b1, b2, b3, …, bi are the regression 

coefficients analogous to the slope in linear regression equation, and i=1,2,3,...n, the number of 

variables in the chronological series.  

The interpretation of regression coefficients is given by the value   bi, which shows the expected 

increase of the dependent variable  Y  if Xi increased by 1 unit. 

Multiple regression analysis involves other parameters such as:  

-Multiple correlation coefficient, which reflects the relationship between the dependent variable 

and the independent variables: 
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-R squared ( coefficient of determination) shows in what measure the variation of the dependent 

value Y depends on the variation of the independent values, Xi. 
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-Adjusted R-squared indicates how well the terms fit a curve or line, but adjusted for the number 

of terms in a model. When more useless variables are in the model, adjusted r-squared will 

decrease. When more useful variables are added in the model, adjusted r-squared will increase. 

Its formula is:  
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where: n is the number of points in the data sample, and k is the number of independent 

regressors, i.e. the number of variables in the model, excluding the constant. 

- Standard error(SE) is very similar to standard deviation, reflecting the spread of the data. 
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-ANOVA table includes: 

-DF= degrees of freedom, in our case k=7 for Regression, n-k-1=10-7-1=2 for residual, and n-1= 

10-1=9 for Total. 

-SS=Sum squared, which represents the value of the variation for each of the three items: total, 

factor explained by regression, and random factor ( unexplained by regression). 

-MS-Mean squared, which represents the dispersion value corrected by the number of degrees of 

freedom, respectively MS(i)/df(i), where i is the variation source: Regression, Residual, and Total. 

-SSregression is the sum of the squares of regression deviation, i.e. variation explained by 

regression. 
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-SSresidual is the sum of the squares of the errors, i.e. the variation unexplained by regression. 
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-SStotal is the sum of the individual deviations from the mean, i.e. total variation. 
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SStotal = SSregression + SSresidual equivalent to the formula: 
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F = the calculated value of Fisher's Test = MS (Regression)/ MS ( Residual). The calculated F 

value should be compared to the tabled value  of F (α, df1, df2), where  α is the level of confidence 

( 0.05), df1= k=7, and df2=n-k-1=2.  

Significance F  is the risk that allows to accept the H1 hypothesis, that is the model is good. 

If SignF is smaller than  α, this means that the risk to accept the H1 hypothesis is smaller than the 

proposed risk, and as a consequence the model is good. 

P-value represents the risk calculated to accept H1, and if P-value < α, therefore the calculated 

risk is smaller than the assumed risk, considered acceptable, we may accept H1, meaning that the 

parameters are different than 0.                         

 

Results and Discussions 

 

Dynamics of Romania's GDP. In the analyzed period, GDP increased by 82 %, from Lei Billion 

418.2 in the year 2007 to Lei Billion 761.5 in 2016, reflecting a continuous development of the 

economy ( Fig.1.) 

 

 
Fig.1.The dynamics of Romania's GDP, 2007-2016 ( Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

GDP  trend analysis reflects the evolution of this indicator too ( Fig2.). 

 

 
Fig.2.GDP trend analysis, 2007-2016 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Dynamics of GDP created by various resources. The positive dynamics of GDP was influenced 

by the contribution of each of its resources as shown in Table 1 and Fig.3. 
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Table 1: GDP by category of resources, Romania, 2007-2016 ( Lei Billion) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2016/2007  

% 

X1 20.2 30.7 27.8 29.9 36.4 27.8 34.4 31.5 29.6 29.6 146.5 

X2 96.7 118 120.9 149.2 160.9 149.3 160.6 168.9 169.2 175.5 181.4 

X3 38.9 58.5 52.2 47.9 44.9 44.4 44.9 41.6 41.2 45.7 117.4 

X4 102 125.6 117.2 96.2 88.6 125.9 124.9 132.3 155.6 180.3 176.7 

X5 44 46.9 53.4 58 61.4 65.5 75.8 78.3 87.9 90.7 206.1 

X6 117.3 146.1 140.3 155.3 173.8 184.9 198.8 217.9 230.4 242.5 206.7 

X7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.3 -2.7 -1.0 -2.5 -2.0 -2.4 -2.8 -2.8 175.0 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

 
Fig.3.GDP by category of resources, 2007-2016 ( Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Agriculture, forestry and fishery (X1) contribution to GDP increased by 46.5 % from Lei 

Billion 20.2 in 2007 to Lei Billion 29.6 in the year 2016.(Fig.4). 

 

 
Fig.4.Trend analysis of GDP created in agriculture, forestry and fishing, Romania, 2007-

2016 (Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
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Industry (X2)'s contribution to GDP grew up by 81.4 % from Lei Billion 96.7 in 2007 to Lei 

Billion 175.5 in 2016, taking into account the development of mining, manufacturing, electricity, 

gas, water supply, sewerage and waste management ( Fig.5). 

 

 
Fig.5.Trend analysis of GDP created in industry, Romania, 2007-2016 (Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Constructions (X3)'s contribution to GDP recorded a variable growth  across the whole period, 

but with a general trend of decline. However, in the year 2016 the value of GDP produced in the 

field of construction was  by only 17.4 % higher, accounting for Lei Billion 45.7 compared to Lei 

Billion 38.9 in 2007 ( Fig.6). 

 

 
Fig.6.Trend analysis of GDP created in constructions, Romania, 2007-2016 (Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Trade (X4)'s contribution to GDP was by 70.5 % higher in 2016, reaching Lei Billion 138.3 

compared to 2007 when it accounted only for Lei Billion 81.1. This growth was determined by the 

development of wholesale and retail transactions, the activity of repairs of vehicles and 

motorcycles, and tourism in hotels and restaurants ( Fig.7). 
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Fig.7.Trend analysis of GDP created in the field of trade, Romania, 2007-2016 (Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Financial intermediation and IT (X5) increased their contribution to GDP by 104.4 %, from Lei 

Billion 64.9 in 2007 to Lei Billion 132.7 in 2016. This growth was stimulated by the development 

of activities of financial intermediation and insurance, and real estate, but also due to the 

development of information and communication ( Fig.8). 

 

 
Fig.8.Trend analysis of GDP created in the field of financial intermediation, real estate and 

information and communication, Romania, 2007-2016 (Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Other services, including administrative and support services, research services, public 

administration, social insurance, education, health and social assistance, shows, culture and 

recreation activities, taxes on product and import duties, carried out 106.7 % increase in the 

analyzed period from Lei Billion 117.3 in 2007 to Lei Billion 242.5 in 2016 ( Fig.9). 

 

 
Fig.9.Trend analysis of GDP created by other services, Romania, 2007-2016 (Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
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Subsidies on product ( X7) have brought a weak and negative contribution to GDP, but their 

value increased by 75 % in 2016, reaching Lei Billion 2.8 compared to Lei Billion 1.6 in the year 

2007 ( Fig.10). 

 

 
Fig.10.Trend analysis of GDP created by subsidies on product, Romania, 2007-2016 (Lei 

Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Descriptive statistics in terms of mean, standard error, median, standard deviation, minimum and 

maximum values and coefficient of variation for GDP and its resources is presented in Table 2. 

  

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for GDP and its resources, Romania, 2007-2016 ( Lei Billion) 

 Mean St. Error Median St. Dev. Min. Max. Coeff. of 

var. (%) 

GDP 592.52 32.71 580.15 103.45 418.2 761.5 17.45 

X1 29.79 1.36 29.75 4.32 20.2 36.4 14.50 

X2 146.92 8.31 154.95 26.30 96.7 175.5 17.90 

X3 46.02 1.81 44.90 5.73 38.9 58.5 12.45 

X4 124.86 8.68 125.25 27.47 88.6 180.3 22.00 

X5 66.19 5.19 63.45 16.43 44 90.7 24.82 

X6 180.73 13.14 179.35 41.57 117.3 242.5 23.00 

X7 -2.06 0.21 -2.2 0.67 -2.8 -1.0 32.52 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The values of the variation coefficients have been v ≤ 35%, reflecting that the series of data  are 

homogenous, the variations are relatively small and the mean is enough representative. 

 

GDP structure by category of resources reflects the shares of various resources in GDP. In 

2016, the share of each resource in GDP in the decreasing order was the following one: 31.8 % 

X6, 23 % X2, 18 % X4, 17.4 % X5, 6 % X3, 3.8 % X1, and a insignificant contribution X7 (Table 

3). 
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Table 3: The structure of GDP by category of resources, Romania, 2007-2016 ( %) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

GDP 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

X1 4.8 5.8 5.4 5.6 6.4 4.6 5.4 4.7 4.1 3.8 

X2 23.1 22.5 23.6 27.8 28.4 25.0 25.1 25.2 23.7 23.0 

X3 9.3 11.1 10.2 8.9 7.5 7.3 7.0 6.2 5.7 6.0 

X4 19.3 18.9 18.4 13.5 11.5 17.1 14.6 14.8 16.7 18.0 

X5 15.5 13.9 14.9 15.2 15.0 15.0 16.8 16.5 17.4 17.4 

X6 28.0 27.8 27.4 29.0 30.7 31.0 31.1 32.6 32.4 31.8 

X7 0 0 0.1 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

In the analyzed period, it was noticed a decreasing share in GDP in case of agriculture (X1), 

constructions (X3) and trade (X4), a relatively constant share in case of industry (X2), and a 

continuous increase of the weight of financial intermediate and communication (X5) and other 

services ( X6) to GDP. 

 

Linear regression of GDP depending on each resource category is presented in Figures 11, 

12,13,14,15,16, and 17 which are given below. The graphics illustrate that in the analyzed period, 

GDP was positively influenced by X1-Agriculture, X2-Industry, X4-Trade, X5-Financial 

intermediation and communication,  and X6-Other services, but it was  negatively influenced by 

X3- Constructions and X7-Subsidies on product. 

The coefficients of determination  reflected that GDP variation was determined  in a small amount 

by the variation of  X3- Constructions 5.10 %, and X1-Agriculture  21.3 %,  in a moderate amount 

by X7-Subsidies on product 43 %, and in a high amount by the variation of X6-Other services 

98.2 %, X5- Financial intermediation and communication 94.9 %, X2- Industry  81.4 %,  and X4-

Trade 66.2 %. 

 

 
Fig.11.Linear regression of GDP depending on X1-Agriculture 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
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Fig.12.Linear regression of GDP depending on X2-Industry 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

 
Fig.13.Linear regression of GDP depending on X3-Constructions 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

 
Fig.14.Linear regression of GDP depending on X4-Trade 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

 
Fig.15.Linear regression of GDP depending on X5- Financial intermediation and 

communication 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
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Fig.16.Linear regression of GDP depending on X6-Other services 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

 
Fig.17.Linear regression of GDP depending on X7-Subsidies on product 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The main parameters characterizing linear regression of GDP depending on its categories of 

resources are presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Main aspects in linear regression analysis of GDP depending on its resources 

 Regression function, Y R2 St. Err. F Sign. F. 

Y=F(X1) Y=11.03 X1+263.92 0.213 97.34 2.16 0.179 

Y=F(X2) Y= 3.54 X2 + 71.03 0.814 47.29 35.06 0.00035 

Y=F(X3) Y= - 4.089 X3 + 780.7 0.051 106.87 0.433 0.528 

Y=F(X4) Y= 3.065 X4 + 209.75 0.662 63.72 15.71 0.0041 

Y=F(X5) Y= 6.135 X5 + 186.42 0.949 24.66 150.32 0 

Y=F(X6) Y= 2.46 X6 + 146.7  0.982 14.40 456.0 0 

Y=F(X7) Y= - 101.22 X + 384 0.430 82.83 6.038 0.039 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Taking into account the linear regression function between GDP and its resources, the 

interpretation of the results is the following  one: Y=F(X1) regression function shows that for 1 

unit increase of X1-Agriculture, GDP will go up by 11.03 monetary units; Y=F(X2) regression 

function shows that for 1 unit increase of X2-Industry, GDP will grow  by 3.54 monetary units; 

Y=F(X3) regression function shows that for 1 unit increase of X3-Constructions, GDP will decline 
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by - 4.089 monetary units; Y=F(X4) regression function shows that for 1 unit increase of X4-

Trade, GDP will grow up by 3.065 monetary units; Y=F(X5) regression function shows that for 1 

unit increase of X5-Financial intermediation and IT, GDP will grow up by 6.135 monetary units; 

Y=F(X6) regression function shows that for 1 unit increase of X6-Other services, GDP will grow 

up by 0.246 monetary units; Y=F(X7) regression function shows that for 1 unit increase of X7-

Subsidies on product,  GDP will decrease by - 101.22 monetary units. 

Fisher's test and significance F have confirmed that the linear regression models are valid ( Table 

4). 

The Pearson coefficients of correlation for all the combinations between GDP and its resources 

X1, X2, ...X7, and between all the pairs of resources are presented in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Pearson coefficients of correlation between GDP and its resources and between all 

the pairs of resources 

 GDP X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 

GDP 1        

X1 0.480 1       

X2 0.902*** 0.669** 1      

X3 0.225 0.230 0.300 1     

X4 0.841*** 0.012 0.490 0.062 1    

X5 0.974*** 0.383 0.899*** 0.409 0.766** 1   

X6 0.990*** 0.447 0.917*** 0.334 0.772** 0.983*** 1  

X7 0.655** 0.089 0.573 0.344 0.620** 0.686** 0.662** 1 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

***Significance for 5 %. 

 

The values of the correlation coefficients reflected a positive correlation between GDP and all its 

categories of resources. However, the intensity of correlation differs among various pairs of 

indicators as follows: a very strong positive correlation, r >0.8 was found between (GDP, X2), 

(GDP, X4), (GDP, X5), (GDP, X6), (X2, X5), (X2, X6), and (X5, X6); a strong positive 

correlation, 0.6 < r < 0.79 was found between (GDP, X7), (X1, X2), (X4, X5), (X4, X6), (X4, 

X7), (X5, X7) and (X6, X7); a moderate positive correlation,  0.4 < r < 0.59 was found between 

(GDP, X1), (X1, X6), (X2, X4), (X2, X7), and (X3, X5); a weak positive correlation, 0.2 < r < 

0.39 was found between (GDP, X3), (X1, X3), (X1, X5), (X2, X3), (X3, X6), and (X3, X7);  a 

very weak correlation, 0 < r < 0.19 was found between (X1, X4), (X1, X7), and (X3, X4). 

Multiple regression analysis. The results regarding multiple regression analysis are presented in 

Table 6. 
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Table 6: Results of multiple regression analysis between GDP (Y) and its resources ( Xi) 

Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 1.0000  

R Square 1.0000  

Adj. R 

Square 

1.0000  

St. Error 0.0771  

Observ. 10.0000  

ANOVA 

 Df SS MS F Sign. F  

Regression 7.0000 96323.8241 13760.5463 2316119.5629 0.0000  

Residual 2.0000 0.0119 0.0059    

Total 9.0000 96323.8360     

 Coefficients St. Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 

95% 

Intercept 2.2513 0.333 6.7545 0.0212 0.8172 3.6853 

X1 1.0771 0.0407 26.4441 0.0014 0.9019 1.2524 

X2 1.0067 0.0095 105.9510 0.0001 0.9658 1.0476 

X3 0.9169 0.0264 34.7938 0.0008 0.8035 1.0303 

X4 1.0247 0.0112 91.3031 0.0001 0.9765 1.0730 

X5 0.9743 0.0147 66.1495 0.0002 0.9109 1.0376 

X6 0.9819 0.0101 97.6234 0.0001 0.9387 1.0252 

X7 0.8852 0.1033 8.5693 0.0133 0.4407 1.3296 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Table 7: Residual Output 

Observation Predicted Y=GDP Residuals 

1.000 418.1830 0.0170 

2.000 524.2852 0.0148 

3.000 510.5109 -0.0109 

4.000 533.7717 0.0283 

5.000 564.9960 0.0040 

6.000 595.3858 -0.0858 

7.000 637.4309 -0.0309 

8.000 668.0569 0.0431 

9.000 711.0953 0.0047 

10.000 761.4843 0.0157 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The equation of the multiple regression is: 

Y= 2.2512 + 1.0771 X1+ 1.0066 X2+ 0.9169X3 + 1.0247 X4 +0.9742X5 + 0.9819X6 +0.8851X7,  

where: 
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2.2512 = b0, the value of the dependent variable, Y=GDP; b1= 1.0771 which shows the expected 

GDP growth for the increase of X1 by 1 unit; b2= 1.0066 which shows the expected GDP growth 

for the increase of X2 by 1 unit.... b7= 0.8851 which shows the expected GDP growth for the 

increase of X2 by 1 unit.  

The coefficient of multiple correlation, r = 0.9999 shows a strong positive and direct relationship  

between the dependent variable Y= GDP and the independent variables, GDP resources, Xi. 

The coefficient of determination R2= 0.999 shows that 99.9 % of GDP variation is explained by 

the variation of the variables Xi. 

F calculated value was 2316119 which was compared with the tabled F value ( 0.05,7,2) in 

Fishers' distribution, which was equal to 6.094. Because, F calculated  value >F tabled value, H1 

hypothesis is accepted, that is the regression model is correctly determined, as the variance 

explained by the regression model variables is higher than the variance unexplained by the model.  

Significance F: 0<0.05, therefore  the risk to accept H1 is smaller than the proposed risk, and as a 

consequence the regression model is good. In our case, we accepted H1, and the model is correctly 

determined.  

P-value < α, therefore the calculated risk is smaller than the assumed risk, considered acceptable, 

and in this case we accepted H1, that is the parameters are different than zero ( Table 8). 

 

Table 8: P-value 

  P-value 

Intercept 0.021223107

X1 0.00142696

X2 0.00000000

X3 0.000825009

X4 0.000119936

X5 0.000228453

X6 0.000104912

X7 0.013345924

 

As P-value is smaller than 0.05 for all the variables Xi, we may accept H1 hypothesis, that is all 

the coefficients of the regression model are different than zero. Therefore, there is a significant 

relationship between the dependent variable Y=GDP and the independent variables Xi, GDP' s 

categories of resources, i=1,…,7. 

 

Conclusions 

 

In the analyzed period, Romania's GDP increased by 82 % due to the contribution of all the 

economic branches. In 2016, the highest contribution to GDP was given by Other services (31.8 

%), Industry (23 %), Trade (18 %), and Financial intermediation and communication (17%). The 

lowest contribution to GDP have the following sectors: Subsidies on product, Agriculture (3.8 %) 

and Constructions (6%).  
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Between GDP and its resources it is an important relationship confirmed both by the simple linear 

regression equations and also by the multiple linear regression equation, as well as by the 

determination coefficient whose value was R2= 0.999 reflecting that 99.9 % of GDP variation is 

explained  by the variation of the variables Xi and by the coefficient of multiple correlation, r = 

0.9999 which shows a strong positive and direct relationship  between GDP and its components. 

A very strong positive correlation  r >0.8 was found between GDP and Industry, Trade, Financial 

intermediation and communication, and Other services, a strong positive correlation 0.6 < r < 0.79 

was found between GDP and subsidies on product, a moderate correlation was noticed between 

GDP and Agriculture, and a weak correlation 0.2 < r < 0.39 was noticed between GDP and 

constructions. 

 

The equation of the multiple regression showed that for an increase of GDP created in Agriculture  

by 1 unit, GDP will grow by 1.0771, for an increase by 1 unit of GDP created in industry, GDP 

will increase 1.0066, for an increased of GDP by 1 unit in the field of constructions, GDP will 

grow by 0.9169, for an increase of 1 unit in case of trade, GDP will grow by 1.0247, for an 

increase by 1 unit in the field of financial intermediation and communication, GDP will grow by 

0.9742, an increase by 1 unit in case of other services will led to a growth of GDP by 0.9819 and 

an increase by 1 unit in case of subsidies on product, GDP will increase by 0.8851. 

 

The F calculated  value was higher than F tabled value, which allowed to accept H1 hypothesis 

that the regression model is correctly determined and that GDP. 

 

As a conclusion, the  economic growth of Romania should be based on the development of 

services, industry and trade, which are the most important economic branches which could supply 

more than 73 % of GDP.  
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Abstract 
 

The paper analyzed the dynamics of GDP, Tourism GDP, and tourist arrivals in Romania in the 

period 2007-2016 in order to determine the relationship between these indicators using a linear 

regression econometric model and correlation coefficients. Tourism GDP reached Lei Billion 39.3 

in 2016, being by 100.5 % higher than in 2007. Tourism total contribution to Romania's GDP 

increased from 4.6 % in 2007 to 5.2 %  in 2016. In 2016, total arrivals in tourist accommodation 

structures was 11 million, by 57.8 % higher than in 2007. About, 22.6 % of total arrivals belonged 

to foreigners. The regression model, Y = 11.617 X + 304.41, reflected that 1 unit increase in 

Tourism GDP will determine Romania's GDP to grow by 11.617 units. The regression function Y 

= 4.279 X - 8.7238 showed that 1 unit increase in Total Arrivals  will increase Tourism GDP by 

4.279 units, and the regression function Y = 17.041 X - 4.3905 reflected that 1 unit growth in 

foreign tourists' arrivals will increase Tourism GDP by 17.041 units. All these regression models 

were valid, as confirmed by Fcalc > 6.094 F value (0.05,7,2), and Sign F <0.05, and H1 hypothesis 

was accepted, meaning that Tourism GDP has a positive influence on GDP and tourist arrivals 

have a good impact on Tourism GDP. The determination coefficients and correlations confirmed 

the strong links between these indicators. As a conclusion, macroeconomic policies should 

promote tourism to increase arrivals, receipts and tourism contribution to GDP, employment, and 

investment, its benefic impact on economic growth. 

 

Keywords:  dynamics, travel and tourism income, GDP, regression analysis, Romania 

 

Introduction 

 
From the "art of travel for your own pleasure" as defined by  M. Peyromarre Debord to "an 

activity run in the free time with the purpose to travel or live far away from the residence place for 

entertainment, relaxation, getting experience and knowledge about new cultures and civilizations 

as defined by Jan Medecin, nowadays, tourism is a mean destined to satisfy people's need to 

change the environment, to recover the status of health, to cultivate the feeling of admiration and 

respect for the beauty of nature, and all this is allowed by the development of trade and 

transportation means as affirmed Guy Freuler" (Negoescu et al., 1998). 

 

Across the time, tourism has been continuously developed both as inbound tourism and outbound 

tourism. Today, tourism is the most dynamic sub-branch of international trade and the most 

dynamic branch of the world economy (Popescu Agatha, 2014a). 

 

In 2015, the number of international arrivals reached 1,186 million and tourism receipts accounted 

for USD Billion 1,136 (UNWTO, Tourism Highlights, 2016). 

 

Tourism is a complex phenomenon with a deep economic and social impact. In 2015, the direct 

contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP was USD Billion 2,229.8, representing  3 % of GDP. 

This reflects that tertiary industry including hotels, travel agents, airlines and other passenger 
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transportation services as well as restaurant and leisure have given a direct support to the world 

economy. The total contribution of  Travel & Tourism to GDP accounted for USD Billion 7,170.3, 

representing 9.8 % of the world economy (Travel & Tourism Economic Impact 2016, World). 

 

Tourism has a deep impact on economic growth and social development by means of investments, 

employment, income, exports, infrastructure, local communities and cultural values. Tourism is an 

important driver in the EU economy, which is placed on the top position in the world regarding 

tourism attractions, number of arrivals and receipts (Athanasopoulou, 2013; Popescu Agatha, 

2014b). 

 

Various studies proved a close relationship between tourism indicators such as arrivals and 

receipts and GDP. Most of these studies utilize econometric models to demonstrate the link 

between tourism and economic growth in the EU, Latin America, Asia Pacific, and Arabian 

countries (Ajvaz, 2015;  Mello-Sampayo, 2012;  Eugenio-Martin et al, 2004; Kreishan, 2010;  

Skerritt et al., 2005). 

 

In the developing countries, tourism revenue has a positive contribution to economic growth and 

as a consequence governments should develop economic policies to promote tourism which looks 

to be an important source of economic growth (Ekanayake et al., 2012). 

 

A study on the empirical data for the period 1980-2005 belonging to 150 countries concluded that 

the countries specialized on tourism have not a higher growth rate than non-tourism based 

countries, with one exception for the period 1980-1990, when the data were not fully available 

(Figini et al., 2010). 

 

In 85 countries with a high share of tourism receipts in their exports it was noticed that they are 

facing large fluctuations in tourism arrivals and consequently in the volatility in the annual GDP 

rate (Brakke, 2005). A similar conclusion was drawn for Greece, where the volatility of 

tourism income is 8 times higher than GDP volatility (Eeckels, et al.,  2012). Bayramoğlu et al., 

(2011) found that foreign tourists' expenditures have a deep impact on the economic  growth of  

Greece.  

 

In India, tourism has a benefic impact on economic growth, even though the contribution of 

tourism to GDP, employment, visitor export, internal consumption, capital investment, foreign 

exchange earnings and government expenditure is still far away from the country potential (Anson 

et al.,  2016; Bandekar et al., 2014). 

 

In Nepal tourism has a bi-directional impact on GDP, and on GNI, exports, private consumption, 

imports, being therefore an important factor of economic growth (Paudyal, 2012). 

 

In Iran, the use of the Johansen-Juseliusco integration test suggested a long-run positive 

relationship between the studied variables and tourism receipts, and Granger and Hsiao causality 

tests proved that between tourism income and GDP is a close link in the both directions. 

(Assadzadeh et al., 2012). 

 

In China, it was found a positive relationship between tourist income and GDP, with a benefic  

impact on people's living standard in Guizhou Province (Wang et al., 2015). 

 

A study on a panel of 135 countries pointed out that in Europe it is a bi-directional causality 

between tourism revenue and GDP compared to an unidirectional causality in America, Latin 

America & Caribbean and World. In case of East Asia, South Asia and Oceania, it was noticed a 

reverse direction of causality from tourism revenue to GDP, while in Asia, Middle East and North 
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Africa, Central Asia and Sub Saharan Africa, it was not found any causal relationship between 

these indicators ( Çağlayan et al., 2012). 

 

A study upon the causal relationships between tourism spending and economic growth in 10 

transition countries in the period 1988–2011 affirmed that there is a direct causality between these 

two indicators in Cyprus, Latvia and Slovakia, a reverse relationship in the Czech Republic and 

Poland and neutral causality in case of Bulgaria, Romania and Slovenia (Chou, 2013).  

 

Using regression models, the hypothesis that tourism development has a deep impact on economic 

growth was verified. Capital investment, labor and tourism contribute to economic growth for the 

Mediterranean countries (Gökovali et al., 2006). 

 

In the Balkan countries, the impact of tourism on GDP differs from a country to another due to the 

national practices and legal framework. Tourism has not only a direct impact on GDP but also an 

indirect impact on a large range of socio economic categories, causing difficulties in their correct 

estimation (Gramatnikovski et al., 2016). 

 

In Romania, based on an Input-Output model, it was found that there are close relationships 

between hotels, restaurants and travel agencies and other economic sectors. The development of 

tourism generates an increased demand of inputs from other sectors and also an increased supply 

to other economic sectors, proving that tourism supports economic growth (Surugiu et al, 2009).  

 

In this context, the paper aimed to analyze the evolution of GDP created in tourism industry 

comparatively with GDP at country level and to identify the relationship between  tourist arrivals 

and tourism receipts and contribution of tourism to GDP in Romania in the period 2007-2016, 

using a regression model. 

 

The paper objectives are: 

(a)To set up a comparative analysis of the dynamics of tourism GDP and Romania's GDP; 

(b)To establish the evolution of tourism contribution to GDP; 

(c)To analyze the dynamics of arrivals in tourism accommodation structures (total, of which 

foreigners and Romanians); 

(d)To study the  relationships existing between Romania's GDP and tourism GDP, and between 

tourism GDP and arrivals by means of linear regression analysis and correlation coefficients. 

 

The paper is structured as follows: Introduction including the empirical literature regarding the 

impact of tourism on GDP and economic growth, Materials and methods presenting: the study 

area, the data collection, the selected economic variables taken into consideration, the 

econometrical model used in this research, Results and Discussions including the main results and 

their interpretation, and Conclusions, presenting the main ideas drawn from this research. 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

The studied area 

 

Romania is situated in Southeastern Europe in the Balkan Peninsula. Romania is the 12th largest 

country in Europe as its surface accounts for  238,391 km
2
, of which 231,231 km

2
 land. The length 

of its frontiers accounts for 3,195 km and its border countries are: Bulgaria, Hungary, Republic of 

Moldova, Serbia and Ukraine. It also has a coastline of 245 km length at the Black Sea. 

Romania looks like an "amphitheater" divided three parts: 31 % mountains, 33 % plains and 36 % 

hills. The highest elevation is over 2,500 meters while the lowest area is in the Danube Delta 

(Geography of Romania, Wikipedia). 
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Romania has a high tourism potential grace to its beautiful landscapes and old and rich history. 

The tourism patrimony includes: (a) the components of the natural heritage characterized by a 

various relief with high mountains with beautiful sceneries, glacial lakes, rich plains, attractive 

seashore at the Black Sea, the Danube Delta-the paradise of birds and fishes, a mild temperate-

continental climate, a rich net of rivers and lakes, a diversified flora consisting of old forests, 

meadows, natural parks, dendrological parks, scientific reservations and a large variety of species 

forming its fauna, (b) the components of the anthropogenic heritage determined by the cultural-

historical past including archeological sites of the Dacian  and Roman cities, medieval fortresses 

and peasant fortified cities, historical and art monuments characterizing the local culture and 

civilization such as monasteries, castles, palaces, folk architecture, handicrafts, ceramics, wood 

processing, egg painting, carpet weaving, traditional folk music, dances, and suits, cultural and 

artistic institutions like concert halls, opera houses, museums, memorial houses of various 

personalities in the field of science, literature, art, music, libraries, touristic villages, roads 

crossing the mountains at high altitude, bridges, old medieval cities with a specific architecture 

and attractions.  

 

Also, Romania is rich in natural factors suitable for spa tourism based on its mineral and thermal 

waters, mud and gases with therapeutic properties, salt mines used in the treatment of various 

diseases, and medicinal plants.  

 

The large variety of seashore resorts offer a diversified program for tourists such as: seashore 

tours, cruises, nautic sports, fishing, swimming, scuba diving, yachting, helio-marine cure.  

 

Touristic attractive itineraries offer the tourists the chance to climb the mountains, to practice 

winter sports, to discover caves, to enjoy tasting good wines, to enjoy visiting the cities and 

villages etc. 

 

Therefore, Romania offers a large variety of tourism forms such as: entertainment tourism, leisure 

tourism, cultural and historical tourism, mountain tourism, coastal tourism, spa tourism, medical 

tourism, religious tourism with pilgrimage to important monasteries and churches, agrotourism, 

hunting, fishing, and chances to participate to important scientific, cultural and sport events, folk 

traditions etc (Matei, et al., 2001; Cocean, 2004; Popescu Agatha, 2014b). 

 

Data collection 

 

The empirical data used in this study are provided by the National Institute of Statistics, Tempo-

online Database, for the period 2007-2016.  

 

The data refer to the following indicators: GDP at Romania's level, GDP achieved in tourism 

including hotels and restaurants and agencies of tourisms activities, tourist arrivals: total arrivals, 

of which foreigners' arrivals and Romanians' arrivals. 

 

Methodology 

 

-The graph method was used to illustrate the dynamics of each indicator in the period of reference 

and identify the trend line. 

-The descriptive statistics was determined for each indicator using Excel Data Analysis. In this 

purpose, there were determined: Mean, Standard error, Median, Standard deviation, Minimum and 

Maximum values, and coefficient of variation.  

-The linear regression was the econometric model used in this study in order to identify the 

impact of tourism GDP, considered the independent variable X, on Romania's GDP, considered 
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the dependent variable Y. Also, linear regression was used to evaluate the impact of total tourist 

arrivals, X, independent variable on tourism GDP, considered the dependent variable Y. 

The linear regression was determined using the formula: 

Y= a+ bX + ɛ                                                                                                                             (1) 

where, a and b are regression parameters, whose values are obtained using the Least Square 

Method to solve the linear system of equations, and ɛ is the error. 

-The Least Square Method and the following system of normal equations were used: 

   y a x nb= +∑ ∑                                                                                                               (2) 

   
2

xy a x b x= +∑ ∑ ∑      

The parameters a and b  from the normal equations system were calculated using the formulas: 
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-The standard error, Sest,  of the linear regression was determined using the formula: 

Sest =   

2( )

2

i icalc
Y Y

N

−

−

∑
                                                                                                         (4) 

-R squared (coefficient of determination) was utilized to evaluate in what measure the variation of 

the dependent value Y depends on the variation of the independent values, X. 

-ANOVA represents the analysis of the variance of Y, the dependent variable, due to X, the 

independent variable, Regression of Y due to X, residual variance due to the other factors, 

Residuals and Total variance due to all the factors. 

 

In the ANOVA, we may find: 

-df (degrees of freedom), k – number of variables X, for simple regression K=1, n-k-1 for residuals 

(10-1-1= 8 df  and n-1 for total variation ( 10-1=9).  

-Sum for Regression and Residual is equal to df per Total: k + (n – k – 1) = n – 1. 

-MS-Mean squared represents the value of variance corrected by the number of degrees of 

freedom, respectively MS(i)/df(i), where i is the variation source: Regression, Residual, and Total. 

-SSregression is the sum of the squares of regression deviation, that is the variation explained by 

regression, having the formula: 

 $ 2

1

( )
n

i

i

SSregression y y
=

= −∑                                                                                                  (5) 

-SSresidual is the sum of the squares of the errors, representing the variation unexplained by 

regression, according to the formula: 

 2

1

( )
n

i i

i

SSresidual y y
=

= −∑                                                                                                    (6) 

-SStotal is the sum of the individual deviations from the mean, that is total variation, having the 

formula: 

2

1
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n

i

i

SStotal y y
=

= −∑                                                                                                            (7) 

Finally, SStotal = SSregression + SSresidual,  having the formula: 
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-Fisher's Test was used to verify the significance of the obtained regression model. F = the 

calculated value of Fisher's Test = MS (Regression)/ MS ( Residual). The calculated F was 
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compared to the tabled value  of F (α, df1, df2), where  α is the level of confidence ( 0.05), df 1= 

k=7, and df 2=n-k-1=2.  

-Significance F  is the risk that allows to accept the H1 hypothesis, that is the model is good. If 

SignF < α, this means that the risk to accept the H1 hypothesis is smaller than the proposed risk, 

and as a consequence the model is good. 

 

-P-value represents the risk calculated to accept H1, and if P-value < α, therefore the calculated 

risk is smaller than the assumed risk, considered acceptable, we may accept H1, meaning that the 

parameters are different than 0.                         

-The Bravais-Pearson coefficient of correlation was used to evaluate the relationship and its 

intensity between variables. It was calculated based on the formula: 

( )( )

( ) ( )∑ ∑

∑

−−

−−
=

22

yyxx

yyxx
r                                                                                    (9) 

The Ho (null hypothesis) is that the two indicators Y and X are not linked between them, they are 

independent variables.  

The H1 hypothesis (the alternative hypothesis) is that the two indicators Y and X are connected 

among them, GDP at country level is influenced by tourism GDP, which in its turn it is influenced 

by total arrivals. 

 

Results and Discussions 
 

The comparative analysis between the dynamics of  Tourism GDP and GDP. 

 

Romania has a dynamic economy as confirmed by the evolution of GDP in the analyzed period. 

From a GDP accounting for Lei Billion 418.2 in the year 2007, Romania reached Lei Billion 761.5 

in 2016,  reflecting an increase by 82 % compared to the level of the first year of the time series 

(Fig.1.) 

 

Tourism GDP registered a variable evolution from a year to another in the analyzed period, but the 

general trend is an increasing one. GDP coming from travel and tourism increased by 100.5 %, in 

the year 2016 accounting for Lei Billion 39.3 compared to Lei Billion 19.6 in the year 2007 

(Fig.1.). 

 

 
Fig.1.Dynamics of GDP and GDP from tourism, Romania, 2017-2016 ( Lei Billion) 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 
The evolution of tourism GDP is more dynamic compared to Romania's GDP as atested by the 

values of indices with variable basis shown in Fig.2. The growth rates from a year to another have 

been much higher in case of Tourism GDP compared with the growth rates recorded by Romania's 

GDP in the years 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015 and 2016. In the other years, tourism GDP growth rates 
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have been lower but not too much compared to Romania's GDP growth rates, except the y

2010. The most significant increase was achieved in the year 2016, 

 

Fig.2.Indices with variable basis for GDP and Tourism GDP, Romania, 2007
Source: Own calculations and design based on National Institute of Statis

 

The contribution of Tourism GDP to Romania's GDP 

general trend was an ascending one. Thus, from 4.6 % in the year 2007, tourism contributed by 5.2 

%  to GDP in the year 2016. In 

coming years the share of Tourism GDP has slowly recovered year by year increasing by 0.1 % till 

the year 2012 when it reached 4 %. In 2014, it was recorded a decline to 3.8 % again but in

next two years the weight of tourism GDP reached the highest level of 5.1 %  and respectively 5.2 

% (Fig.3). 

 

In 2016, the direct contribution of tourism to GDP accounted for Lei Billion 10.1 (USD Billion 

2.5), representing only 1.3 % of Romania's GDP

In the same year, the total contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP was Lei Billion 39.3 (USD 

Billion 9.7). The forecast for 2017 is Lei Billion 53.7 ( USD 

GDP in 2017. 

 

Fig.3.The share of tourism GDP in Romania's G
Source: Own computation and design based on National Institute of Statistics, 
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places Romania on the 63rd position in the world. The total contribution to GDP is far away from 

the world average which accounts for USD 

USD Billion 60.1. (Travel &Tourism Economic Impact 2017, Romania, World Travel& Tourism 

Council). 
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Other contributions of Travel and Tourism in Romania's economy.  

 

In 2016, tourism assured directly 197,500 jobs representing 2.4 % of total employment. For the 

year 2027, it is expected as tourism to support 219,000 jobs (2.6 % of employment). The total 

contribution to employment, including indirectly support was 513,500 jobs ( 6.2 %) and in 2017 it 

is expected to raise to 574,000 jobs ( 6.9 % of total). 

 

In 2016, visitors exports assured Lei Billion 8.8 ( USD Million 177.5), representing 2.8 % of total 

exports  and in 2017, it is expected to reach Lei Billion 13.6 (USD Million 3,364.9), representing 

2.9 % of total. 

 

In 2016, tourism investment accounted for Lei Billion 14.7, representing 8.1 % of total investment 

and in 2017 it is expected to grow at Lei Billion 19.8 (USD Billion 4.9), meaning 8.4 % of total. 

For these absolute contributions in the economy, Romania comes on the 63th position for 

employment, on 77th position for visitors exports and on the 35th position for investments. 

(Travel &Tourism Economic Impact 2017, Romania, World Travel& Tourism Council). 

 

The dynamics of arrivals in tourist accommodation structures. The number of total arrivals 

increased by 57.81 % from 5.97 Million in the year 2007 to 11 Million in the year 2016.  

 

 
Fig.4.The evolution of arrivals in tourist accommodation structures, Romania, 2007-2016 

(Million) 
Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The number of foreigners' arrivals registered also a positive trend line, increasing by 60 % from 

1.55 Million in the year 2007 to 2.48 Million in the year 2016. A similar remark is available in 

case of Romanians' arrivals which increased by 57.1 % from 5.41 Million in 2007 to 8.52 Million 

in 2016. Therefore, the arrivals of foreign tourists looks to be a little more dynamic than 

Romanians' arrivals ( Fig.4). 

 

As a result, the foreigners' share in total arrivals remained relatively constant about 22 %, but with 

a slight growth from 22.2 % in the year 2007 to 22.6 % in the year 2016. Romanians keep the 

highest share in total arrivals, 77.8 % in 2007 and 77.4 %  in 2016, and also in 2008 and 2009,  

79.5 % and respectively 79.3 % ( Fig.4). 

 

Descriptive statistics for the studied indicators in terms of mean, standard error, median, 

standard deviation, minimum and maximum values and coefficient of variation for GDP and its 

resources is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the analyzed indicators 

 

 GDP 

 

Tourism GDP 

 

Arrivals-total Foreigners' 

arrivals 

Romanians' 

arrivals 

Mean 592.52 24.8 7.83 1.71 6.12 

St. Error 32.71 2.31 0.50 0.12 0.37 

Median 580.15 23.25 7.4 1.6 5.84 

St. Deviation 103.45 7.31 1.58 0.39 1.19 

Min. 418.2 16.9 6.07 1.27 4.73 

Max. 761.5 39.3 11 2.48 8.52 

Variation 

coeffic. (%) 

17.45 29.5 20.1 22.8 19.4 

+ IND Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
IRECT 

The series of data have been homogenous and the values of the coefficients of variations have 

been v ≤ 35%, reflecting small differences and that the calculated mean is representative. 

Linear regression of  Romania's GDP depending on Travel and Tourism GDP. 

Taking into account the linear regression function between GDP and Tourism GDP, Y = 11.617 X 

+ 304.41, we may conclude that 1 unit increase in Tourism GDP will determine Romania's GDP to 

grow by 11.617 units. The linear regression model is valid as confirmed by Fisher's test and 

significance F ( Fig.5, Table 2).  

 

 
 

Fig.5.Regression of Romania's GDP depending on Tourism GDP, 2007-2016 
Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The coefficient of determination R
2
=0.675 reflected that 67.52 % of GDP variation was 

determined  by the variation of GDP created in Tourism. The difference of variation is determined 

by other factors. 

 

F calculated value was 16.6311 > 6.094 the tabled F value (0.05,7,2) in Fishers' distribution, 

therefore H1 hypothesis could be accepted, meaning that the regression model is valid because the 

variance explained by the regression model variables is higher than the unexplained variance.  
As long as the Significance F = 0.003543 <0.05, the risk to accept H1 is smaller than the proposed 

risk, and this reflects that the regression model is good.   

 

P-value is also < α, meaning that the calculated risk is smaller than the assumed risk. Therefore, 

H1 is accepted as the parameters are different than zero. 
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Table 2: Linear regression of Romania's GDP depending on Tourism GDP 

Regression statistics  

Multiple R 0.821710009      

R Square 0.675207339      

Adjusted R 

Square 0.634608257 

     

Standard 

Error 62.53526502 

     

Observations 10      

ANOVA  

 

df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 

 

Regression 1 65038.56 65038.56 16.6311 0.003543  

Residual 8 31285.27 3910.659    

Total 9 96323.84        

 

Coefficients 

Standard 

Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept 304.4097697 73.36326 4.149349 0.003212 135.2338 473.5857 

X Variable 1 11.617348 2.848699 4.078124 0.003543 5.048237 18.18646 

IND Source: Own computation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Table 3:Residual output for GDP Romania depending on Tourism GDP 

 

Observation Predicted Y Residuals 

1 532.1097904 -113.91 

2 575.093978 -50.794 

3 573.9322432 -63.4322 

4 500.7429508 33.05705 

5 518.1689728 46.83103 

6 542.5654036 52.7346 

7 600.6521436 36.74786 

8 602.9756132 65.12439 

9 717.9873584 -6.88736 

10 760.971546 0.528454 

Source: Own computation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Linear regression of Tourism GDP depending on Arrivals Total. Taking into account the 

linear regression function between Tourism GDP and Arrivals total, Y = 4.279 X - 8.7238, we 

may conclude that 1 unit increase in Total Arrivals will determine a growth of Tourism GDP by 

4.279 units. The linear regression model is valid as confirmed by Fisher's test and significance F 

(Fig.6, Table 4).  
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Fig.6.Regression of Tourism GDP depending on Arrivals Total, 2007-2016 
Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The coefficient of determination R
2
=0.862 showed that 86.2 % of Tourism GDP variation was 

determined by the variation of  Total Arrivals.  

F calculated value was 50.08755165 > 6.094 than the tabled F value (0.05,7,2) in Fishers' 

distribution, therefore H1 hypothesis is accepted and the regression model is valid.  
Because the Significance F = 0.000104 <0.05, we may accept H1as its risk is smaller than the 

proposed risk. Therefore, the regression model is good.   

P-value is also < α, meaning that the calculated risk is smaller than the assumed risk. Therefore, 

H1 is accepted as the parameters are different than zero. 

 

Table 4: Linear regression of  Tourism GDP depending on Total arrivals 

Regression statistics  

Multiple R 0.928588639      

R Square 0.86227686      

Adjusted R 

Square 0.845061468 

     

Standard 

Error 2.880294714 

     

Observations 10      

ANOVA  

 

Df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 

 

Regression 1 415.5312189 415.5312 50.08755165 0.000104  

Residual 8 66.3687811 8.296098    

Total 9 481.9        

 

Coefficients 

Standard 

Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept 

-

8.723766751 4.823606491 -1.80856 0.108129045 -19.847 2.39949 

X Variable 1 4.279811918 0.604727588 7.077256 0.000104312 2.885308 5.674316 

IND Source: Own computation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
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Table 5: Residual output for Tourism GDP depending on Arrivals total 

Observation 
Predicted Y 

Residuals 

1 21.10652232 -1.506522315 

2 21.7484941 1.551505897 

3 17.55427842 5.645721577 

4 17.25469159 -0.354691589 

5 21.36331103 -2.96331103 

6 24.14518878 -3.645188777 

7 25.25793988 0.242060125 

8 27.48344207 -1.783442072 

9 33.73196747 1.868032528 

10 38.35416434 0.945835657 

Source: Own computation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Linear regression of  Tourism GDP depending on International Arrivals. 

 

The linear regression function, reflecting the relationship between Tourism GDP and International 

Arrivals, Y = 17.041 X - 4.3905 reflects that 1 unit increase in foreign tourists' arrivals will 

determine  an increase Tourism GDP by 17.041 units. The linear regression model is valid as 

confirmed by Fisher's test and significance F (Fig.7, Table 6).  

 

The coefficient of determination R
2
=0.829 reflects that Tourism GDP variation was determined   

in a proportion of 82.91 % by the variation of foreign tourists' arrivals.  

 

F calculated value was 38.8246945 > 6.094 the tabled F value ( 0.05,7,2) in Fishers' distribution, 

therefore H1 hypothesis is accepted and the regression model is valid.  
 
Because the Significance F = 0.000250841 <0.05, we may accept H1 as its risk is smaller than the 

proposed risk. Therefore, the regression model is good.   

 

P-value is also < α, meaning that the calculated risk is smaller than the assumed risk. Therefore, 

H1 is accepted as the parameters are different than zero. 

 

 
Fig.7.Regression of Tourism GDP depending on Foreign tourists' Arrivals, 2007-2016 

Source: Own design based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 
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Table 6: Linear regression of  Tourism GDP depending on Foreign tourists' arrivals 

Regression statistics  

Multiple R 0.910576729      

R Square 0.82914998      

Adjusted R 

Square 0.807793727 

     

Standard 

Error 3.208048955 

     

Observations 10      

ANOVA  

 

Df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 

 

Regression 1 399.567375 399.567375 38.8246945 0.000250841  

Residual 8 82.3326248 10.2915781    

Total 9 481.9        

 

Coefficients 

Standard 

Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept 

-

4.390502976 4.79334487 -0.91595808 0.38646641 -15.4439761 6.66297012 

X Variable 1 17.04057383 2.7348291 6.23094652 0.00025084 10.73404663 23.347101 

IND Source: Own computation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

Table 7: Residual output for Tourism GDP depending on Foreign tourists' arrivals 

Observation 

Predicted Y 

Residuals 

1 22.02238647 -2.4223865 

2 20.48873482 2.81126518 

3 17.25102579 5.94897421 

4 18.44386596 -1.543866 

5 21.34076351 -2.9407635 

6 23.72644385 -3.2264438 

7 24.91928402 0.58071598 

8 28.15699305 -2.456993 

9 33.78038241 1.81961759 

10 37.87012013 1.42987987 

Source: Own computation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

 

The Bravais- Pearson coefficients of correlation.  

 

The values of the correlation coefficients reflected a positive correlation between GDP and 

Tourism GDP, r = 0.821.  

Also, between Tourism GDP and Arrivals total it was found a positive and very strong 

relationship, r = 0.928.  

Finally, between GDP created in Tourism and International arrivals is also a positive and strong 

correlation, r = 0.910. 

All the coefficients of correlations have a high significance for  5 % confirming the strong position 

connection between the analyzed pairs of  tourism indicators  as presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Bravais-Pearson Coefficients of correlation 

GDP, Tourism GDP Tourism GDP, Arrivals total Tourism GDP, International 

Arrivals  

0.821 0.928 0.910 

*** *** *** 

Source: Own calculation based on National Institute of Statistics, Tempo on line Data Base. 

***Significance for 5 %. 

 

Conclusions 

 
The paper made a comparative analysis of the evolution of Tourism GDP and GDP in Romania 

proving that travel and tourism is an economic branch with a high dynamics in the period 2007-

2016. Also, the study presented the evolution of tourist arrivals (total, arrivals of foreign tourists 

and arrivals of residents) in tourist accommodation units. The relationship between these 

indicators was studied using linear regression econometric model and Bravais-Pearson correlation 

coefficients. 

 

The hypothesis of the paper was that tourism GDP has a positive influence on GDP, and the 

number of tourist arrivals has an important impact on Tourism GDP. 

 

While Romania's GDP increased in the analyzed period by 82 %, tourism  GDP increased by 

100.5 %. In the year 2016 Tourism GDP accounted for Lei Billion 39.3 compared to Lei Billion 

19.6 in the year 2007.  

 

The Tourism total contribution to Romania's GDP had a general ascending trend, with some 

variations from a year to another.  From 4.6 %  share in GDP in the year 2007, tourism contributed 

by 5.2 %  in the year 2016. The direct contribution of tourism to GDP was Lei Billion 10.1, 

representing only 1.3 % of Romania's GDP. 

 

Tourism development was stimulated by the increased number of tourists visiting the country. In 

2016, the number of total arrivals in tourist accommodation structures was by 57.8 % higher than 

in 2007, accounting for 11 Million, of which 22.6 %  belonged to foreigners and 77.4 %  to 

residents. The international arrivals increased by 60 % reaching 2.48 million in 2016, while 

Romanians' arrivals raised by 57.1 % accounting for 8.52 million. 

 

The regression function of GDP, considered the dependent variable Y, and Tourism GDP, 

considered the independent variable X, was Y = 11.617 X + 304.41, which could be interpreted 

that 1 unit increase in Tourism GDP will determine Romania's GDP to grow by 11.617 units.  

 

Fisher's test proved that F calculated value was 16.6311 > 6.094 the tabled F value (0.05,7,2) in 

Fishers' distribution, and significance F confirmed that the linear regression model is valid, 

therefore the H1 hypothesis was accepted, meaning that between Romania's GDP  and GDP 

created in Tourism is an important positive relationship. This was also attested by the coefficient 

of determination which reflected that GDP variation was determined  only in a proportion of 67.52 

% by the variation of  Tourism GDP.  

 

The regression function reflecting the relationship between Tourism GDP and Total Arrivals was 

Y = 4.279 X - 8.7238, meaning that 1 unit increase in Total Arrivals  will determine an increased 

Tourism GDP by 4.279 units. F calculated value was 50.08755165 > 6.094 the tabled F value 

(0.05,7,2) in Fishers' distribution, and Significance F = 0.000104 <0.05, therefore, the regression 
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model was good and H1 hypothesis was accepted. More than this, the coefficient of determination 

proved that  86.2 % of the variation in Tourism GDP was determined the variation of Total 

Arrivals.  

 

The regression function characterizing the relationship between Tourism GDP and International 

Arrivals was Y = 17.041 X - 4.3905 reflecting that 1 unit increase in foreign tourists' arrivals will 

lead to increased Tourism GDP by 17.041 units. F calculated value was 38.8246945 > 6.094 the 

tabled F value ( 0.05,7,2) in Fishers' distribution, and Significance F = 0.000250841 <0.05, 

reasons to consider the regression model a valid one, and to accept the H1 hypothesis. About 

82.91 % of the variation of Tourism GDP was caused  by the variation of foreign tourists' arrivals.  

Very strong positive correlations were found between GDP and Tourism GDP, r = 0.821, between 

Tourism GDP and Total Arrivals, r = 0.928, and between Tourism GDP and International arrivals, 

r = 0.910. 

 

As a conclusion, in Romania, tourism has been continuously developing in terms of tourist arrivals 

and GDP, having a positive impact on GDP at country level. 

 

The economic growth of Romania should be based on macroeconomic policies which have to 

promote tourism expansion, besides other services components of trade, as tourism is a dynamic 

economic branch.  

 

The large variety of tourist attractions and high quality services of accommodation, transportation, 

entertainment offered by Romania could increase the number of arrivals, overnight stays, and 

income coming from travel and tourism, as well as the contribution of tourism to GDP, 

employment, visitors exports and investment. 
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Abstract 

 
The terminology of modularization is to be found in many branches of industry as an integral part. This 

fact will continue to rise in the future. This can be inferred from some market trends which reinforce the 

causes of modularization. For this reason, the motives for the use of modularization also play an 

increasingly important role in the industry. 

 

Thus, the objective of this research is to review the reasons for the most significant motif for 

modularization which are complexity and diversity of variants that support the use of modularization 

strategy. Besides the literature research of external and internal reasons for complexity and diversity of 

variants, 100 questionnaires on the same subject have been taken into account These questionnaires have 

been completed by 60 professional buyers, 20 experts from the strategy department and 20 persons 

working in the field of modularization. Furthermore, 50 experts in modularization and professional 

buyers have been interviewed separately. 

   

As a result of the research, cost pressure, complexity and organizational effort were stated as the three 

most important reasons for the complexity and diversity of variants. In addition, a comparison of the 

primary data and the literature showed that the results were consistent. The authors therefore emphasize 

the findings from literature research. Moreover, the two surveys highlight that the topic of modularization 

has gained more and more importance due to the causes of complexity and diversity of variants 

throughout the past five years. This means that applied science provides additional input and results for 

the business analyses in the future.  

 

Keywords: Modularization Strategy, Complexity, Variant diversity, Reasons for Modularization 
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M10 Business Administration: General; D22 Firm Behavior: Empirical Analysis 

 

I. Introduction 
 

The terminology of modularization is to be found in many branches of industry as an integral part. This 

fact will continue to increase in the future (Wildemann 2014b). The reason for this is the fact that a target 

conflict between individual products, which is demanded, for example, by the personal wishes of the 

customers and the required standardization. This standardization is to be strived for by the company 

(Wildemann, 2012, 2014a; Wildemann, 2017b). The latter point mentioned leads to cost savings by 

purchasing many identical parts, which can be purchased more favorably from the respective supplier due 

to larger order quantities and thus to offer favorable sales prices for customers. The described conflict has 

played an increasingly important role for several years (Buchmüller et al., 2017). This forecast is based 

on market trends, on the one hand. Here, the increase of the customers’ individual requirements (Stang, 

Hesse and Warnecke, 2002), the decrease of innovation and shortening of the product lifecycles (Waltl 

and Wildemann, 2014; Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b, Krampf, 2012), the continuous increase in vehicle 

models and vehicle derivatives within the past ten years (Daimler AG, 2013; Volkswagen AG, 2013; 

CAR Uni Duisburg-Essen, 2012; Waltl and Wildemann, 2014) and the transformation from a seller’s 

market to a buyer’s market (Waltl and Wildemann, 2014; Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b; Baum and 

Hüttenrauch, 2008) need to be taken into account  Also, the stagnant or even declining demand in the 

triad markets (industrial East Asia, NAFTA and EU) are to be mentioned in this context. Instead, growth 

continues to be reported in the ASEAN and BRIC markets (Waltl and Wildemann, 2014; Hab and 

Wagner, 2012; Baum and Hüttenrauch, 2008). Another two market trends are the increasing 

environmental consciousness in society (Baum and Hüttenrauch, 2008), which have been prevalent since 

the mid-1990s, as well as the decreasing brand loyalty in the automotive sector (Wolters, 2012). Finally, 

reference should be made to the exponential increase in complexity in the context of the expanded range 

of products, the increasing importance of corporate services (Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b) and the need for 

more cooperation caused by great, monetary or non-monetary synergy effects that are not being used 

(Wildemann, 2014a;  Hab and Wagner, 2012). 

 

On the other hand, a global extension of the production network (Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b) and the 

existence of high cost pressure through competitors (Baum and Hüttenrauch, 2008) need to be taken into 

consideration, too.  

  

Based on these presented trends and developments, the following research investigate the exponential 

increase in the complexity of the increasing number of product offerings and its causes because it has 

been a continuous increase of vehicle models and derivatives in the automotive sector within the last ten 

years (Car Uni Duisburg-Essen, 2012). In addition, an almost explosive increase of variant diversity has 

been observed (Wildemann, 2014b). Using the example of the model series or variants, respectively, of 

the German passenger car market, this development is depicted in the two charts below.  
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Fig. 1. Variant development of 1970 compared to 2010

Source: Adapted to Wildemann, 2014b, p. 14

 

Fig. 2. Number of model series in the German passenger car market

Apart from the automotive sector, a continuous increase of the number of variants can also be observed in 

other industries. Here, examples are plant engineerin

mobile phones which differ from each other only marginally (Renner, 2007), as well manufacturers of 

sneakers or contacts lenses (Baum a

 

In addition Schuh and Schwenk (20

point where coordination and control costs get out of hand 

strongly supports the following investigation of the causes

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Variant development of 1970 compared to 2010 

Source: Adapted to Wildemann, 2014b, p. 14 

 

 

Number of model series in the German passenger car market 

Source: Car Uni Duisburg-Essen, 2012 

 

Apart from the automotive sector, a continuous increase of the number of variants can also be observed in 

other industries. Here, examples are plant engineering (Schuh and Schwenk, 2017), the manufacturers of 

mobile phones which differ from each other only marginally (Renner, 2007), as well manufacturers of 

(Baum and Hüttenrauch, 2008).   

nd Schwenk (2017), for many corporates, the degree of complexity has come to a 

point where coordination and control costs get out of hand (Schuh and Schwenk, 2017). 

strongly supports the following investigation of the causes 

Apart from the automotive sector, a continuous increase of the number of variants can also be observed in 

), the manufacturers of 

mobile phones which differ from each other only marginally (Renner, 2007), as well manufacturers of 

), for many corporates, the degree of complexity has come to a 

 This latter fact 
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II. Literature Research 
 
Definition of Modularization  

 

Modularization is a method for structuring products based on defined aspects. Modularization ensures the 

independence of the individual elements by diminishing their interdependence and decreases the amount 

of interfaces (Göpfert, 2009; Canales Salacerry, 2006; Buchmüller et al., 2017). The method can be 

compared to the construction of a Lego vehicle. The method indicates that the construction process 

requires a certain amount of components (Buchmüller et al., 2017). 

 

Definition of complexity and variant diversity 

 

Since the terms ‘complexity’ and ‘complexity control’ often are used in the same context as ‘variants’, 

‘variant diversity’ and ‘variant control’ (Wildemann, 2017a), the definitions of ‘variant diversity’ and 

‘complexity’ will be given below.  

 

According to Firchau et al. (2002), variant diversity describes the number and diversity of different 

variants of a component, a product, and an assembly group (Firchau et al., 2002; Renner, 2007). Heina 

(1999), on the contrary, focuses on diversity on the level of the end product and establishes a 

classification of the term. The external diversity is equivalent to the variety at product level, whereas 

internal diversity is given within a corporate’s production sector at the level of components and assembly 

groups. Due to the prevalent interdependency between the different levels, the expansion of product 

diversity leads to more variance at subordinate levels. Conversely, this means that modifications and 

innovations entail an increase of product variety at the component level (Heina, 1999). In addition, the 

following definition should be mentioned as well. Variant diversity corresponds the number of variants of 

a specific type but it ignores largely their differences because it is difficult to clearly determine them 

anyways (Renner, 2007). 

In contrast to ‘variant diversity’, there is no generally accepted definition of the term ‘complexity’. 

However, the term is used in many different ways and highly specific definitions can be found (Renner. 

2007). The term ‘complexity’ is derived from Latin describes the total of all measures and features or 

multidimensional nature (Duden, 2010).  

 

Lindemann defines complexity as non-transparency, i.e. condition of a system that is hard to understand 

(Lindemann, 2005). Precisely, this non-transparency is caused by the features relations, element and 

dynamic, and is increased by a lack of clarity concerning both the current specification and the distinction 

of single elements and relations as well as through a lack of knowledge (Lindemann, 2005).  

In addition, the production-technical point of view of Adam (2004) should be taken into consideration as 

well. They understand complexity as the multidimensional nature of all features of a production concept 

(Adam, 2004). 

 

The two terms of complexity and diversity are very closely linked. Complexity reflects a feature of the 

system, and diversity is the corresponding measuring unit (Schuh and Schwenk, 2017). Due to this 

connection, the two terms cannot be considered separately, and therefore will be dealt with together in the 

following (Renner, 2007). 
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External reasons of complexity and variant diversity  

 

A company that aims at generating revenues by selling and offering products, finds itself in an area of 

conflict that consists of different factors. Each of these factors has an impact on variance at product level 

in the corporate (Renner, 2007). These factors can be divided into four areas. 

  

• Market and customer complexity (Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b; Baum and Hüttenrauch, 2008; 

Krampf, 2012) 

• Globalization and internationalization (Renner, 2007; Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b; Baum and 

Hüttenrauch, 2008; Wiesener et al., 2016; Ehret, 2008) 

• Standards, regulations, ergonomic requirements, laws and guidelines (Renner, 2007; 

Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b) 

• Technological progress (Renner, 2007; Wildemann, 2014b) 

 

A continuous increase of market complexity poses a new challenge for each and every corporate. On the 

part of the market, there is only a stagnant demand for standard products, whereas the demand for 

individual products continues to increase (Stang, Hesse and Warnecke, 2002). This means that on 

globally saturated markets (Wildemann, 2005b) only those corporates will remain on the market in the 

middle turn that continuously meet the needs of the customer – which tend to become more and more 

complex (Wildemann, 2014a; 2014b; Krampf, 2012; Renner, 2007). However, if this customer focus is 

not properly understood, this can lead to an explosive increase of the number of variants and therefore 

cause numerous economic problems. Another factor that needs to be mentioned in connection with the 

market is the lack of possibilities of streamlining product ranges (e.g. through discontinuing of earlier 

models). Because this could have a negative impact on the image or spare parts stock required by the 

customer (Renner, 2007).  

The ongoing globalization and internationalization of the markets leads to country-specific product 

requirements and, thus, causes variances. These country specifications are changing values in terms of 

design, equipment, quality, handling or costs and political and social structures of the individual countries 

as well. Furthermore, globalization and deregulation leads to rising competitive intensity and dynamic 

which, in turn, leads to shorter development cycles in combination with a sharp increase of product 

quantity in order to remain competitive (Renner, 2007, Wildemann, 2014a).  

 

Apart from market complexity and globalization or internationalization, the different ergonomic 

requirements on a product also play an important role for the number of variants. There is a number of 

differences in connection with different climate conditions (e.g. lubrication and cooling), and also in 

terms of differing regulations, standards, laws and guidelines, e.g. voltage and hertz of the power supply 

system (Renner, 2007), country-specific certification (Görbert, 2014), labeling of measuring units, 

languages, and left-hand or right-hand traffic (Renner, 2007)). Moreover, there often are different “de 

facto standards” (Renner, 2007, p. 25) and habits which require modified variants. The cup holder is one 

example. The habits differ very strongly. Whereas Europeans usually do not require a cup holder, most 

Americans want to have one in their car. Or, the majority of vehicle owners require a cup holder that is 

round and provide a filling capacity of up to 1,5 liters, whereas square formats with a filling capacity of 

0,2 liters are required in Japan (Renner, 2007). 
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The last external reason is the fast, technological progress (Wildemann. 2014a). It is necessary to remain 

competitive. As a consequence, the variant diversity keeps increasing which can be seen very clearly in 

the sector of computers and mobile phones (Renner, 2007). 

 

Apart from these aforementioned external reasons for the prevalent variant diversity, there are internal 

reasons, too, which will be looked upon in the following.  

 

Internal reasons 

Reasons for unnecessary variant diversity emerging from the internal area are a result of existing deficits 

in organizational and technical framework conditions within the company (Renner, 2007; Wildemann, 

2014b).  

 

In detail, the increase of diversity can be explained by the following factors (Baum and Hüttenrauch, 

2008; Wildemann, 2005a; Wildemann, 2005b; Wildemann, 2014a; Wildemann, 2014b).  

• Non-use of existing experience  

• Existing diversity of variants 

• Existing process variety 

• Non-transparency of the existing organization 

• Lack of awareness of the employees  

• Very slow generation of variants in the work progress  

• Lack of access to relevant information  

• Lack of interconnectivity and integration of experts  

• Communication deficits in the areas of development and construction  

• Description of product structure is not sufficient  

• No superordinate strategy for continuous improvement processes 

• Standardization of components is conducted too late  

• The change management in many parts of the corporate is disorganized 

• IT-technical and construction-methodical tools to ensure effective and fast development or 

component parts are missing 

• The prevalent dominance of sales over the areas of production and construction 

 

This means that development and construction have a crucial share in the number of variants (Renner, 

2007).  

 

III Research design and methodology 

 
This research is based on one hand on literature research of the causes for the most important reason for 

modularization – the complexity and variety of variants. These identified reasons are subsequently 

evaluated by a quantitative survey and also checked by qualitative interviews. Both results include 
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reasons for the complexity and eventually for the implementation of the modularization method. The 

results of both research works will be compared in the end.  

 

For quantitative research, a questionnaire was sent out and completed by 100 persons. 60 participants 

work in the procurement department, 20 in the strategic department, and another 20 persons are experts in 

the field of modularization. The questionnaire consists of five questions. The questions include some 

demographic and general questions concerning modularization strategy and also a specific question about 

the reasons for modularization or the complexity and diversity of variants (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Questionnaire for the quantitative research 

Question  

1 How old are you? 

2 What is your profession? 

3 How long are you working on the field of the modularization strategy? 

4 How did the importance of the modularization strategy for companies during the last 5 

years? (Characteristics: decreasing; equally; increasing) 

5 Please evaluate the following reasons if they are crucial for the implementation of the 

module strategy (Characteristics: certainly not (1); probably not (2); maybe (3); probably 

yes (4); certainly yes (5)) 

5.1 Complexity (in market or customers segment)  

5.2 Globalization and Industrialization 

5.3 Laws, standardize and regulations 

5.4 Organizational and technical conditions 

5.5 Technological progress 

5.6 Cost pressures 

Source: Own presentation 

In parallel with the quantitative research described above, short interviews were conducted. For this 

qualitative research, 50 persons were interviewed. 25 of the participants are experts in the field of 

modularization and 25 are professional buyers who are well versed in the topic of modularization 

strategies. Like the questionnaire introduced above, these interviews include five questions. For the main 

part, the questions are basically the same one which were asked in the quantitative research as well. 

However, the last question is different, as shown in the table below (Table 2) 
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Table 2: Questionnaire for the qualitative research 

Question  

1 How old are you? 

2 What is your profession? 

3 How long are you working on the field of the modularization strategy? 

4 How did the importance of the modularization strategy for companies during the last 5 

years? (Characteristics: decreasing; equally; increasing) 

5 Which reasons are crucial for the implementation of the module strategy  

Source: Own presentation 

Over the course of the period of May 2017 to July 2017 the authors have examined a global company 

with multiple production facilities and subsidiaries. The activities of the company are aiming for 

profitable growth and a sustainable increase in value in order to ensure the long-term success. The 

customers, suppliers, and society recognize the company as a competent and reliable partner regarding the 

entire, common value chain. 

 

IV. Results 
 

The research revealed that the persons consulted in both research strands were of an average age of 32,9 

years (questionnaire-based research) and 31,4 years (interview-based research). Furthermore, it was 

discovered that all participants have been working for more than 2 years in the field of modularization 

strategies; which is an average of 4,7 or 3,9 years.  

Moreover, the two research strands provide a point of reference in terms of the development of the 

importance of the modularization strategy because the majority of the persons interviewed found this 

topic to be increasingly important (see chart 3). 
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Fig. 3. Development of the importance of the modularization strategy

Source: Own presentation 

 

In order to obtain a significant result for the last question, the weighting of the reasons derived from 

literature are reported first. Here, it is obvious that 

technical requirements are the highest

Fig. 3. Development of the importance of the modularization strategy 

In order to obtain a significant result for the last question, the weighting of the reasons derived from 

Here, it is obvious that complexity, cost pressure and organizational and 

technical requirements are the highest-rated reasons (rating >4 points). This is followed by the aspects of 

 
 

In order to obtain a significant result for the last question, the weighting of the reasons derived from 

complexity, cost pressure and organizational and 

This is followed by the aspects of 
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technological progress and laws, standards and regulations with a rating of >

globalization and industrialization with a rating of 

Fig. 4 Crucial reasons for the implementation of the modularization strategy

Source: Own presentation 

After the reasons given in the questionnaire had been analyzed, the 

interviews could be taken into consideration. At this point, the following six crucial reasons have been 

stated (sorted by frequency of mention

• Cost pressure (36) 

• Reduction of complexity

• Organizational effort (27)

• Quality (25) 

• Technical aspects (24) 

• Competitive pressure (21)

 

Integrating both results, it is obvious that in both surveys the factors cost pressure, complexity and 

organizational effort can be identified as the most important reasons. At the same time, the factors 

technical aspects as well as standards, regulations 

 

 

 

 

technological progress and laws, standards and regulations with a rating of >3,2 points. Then comes

strialization with a rating of >2,8 points (chart 4) 

Fig. 4 Crucial reasons for the implementation of the modularization strategy

 

After the reasons given in the questionnaire had been analyzed, the different reasons given in the 

interviews could be taken into consideration. At this point, the following six crucial reasons have been 

sorted by frequency of mention): 

Reduction of complexity (30) 

(27) 

(21) 

Integrating both results, it is obvious that in both surveys the factors cost pressure, complexity and 

organizational effort can be identified as the most important reasons. At the same time, the factors 

technical aspects as well as standards, regulations and quality are present in both surveys.  

points. Then comes 

 

Fig. 4 Crucial reasons for the implementation of the modularization strategy 

different reasons given in the 

interviews could be taken into consideration. At this point, the following six crucial reasons have been 

Integrating both results, it is obvious that in both surveys the factors cost pressure, complexity and 

organizational effort can be identified as the most important reasons. At the same time, the factors 
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V Discussion 

 
When the literary findings are compared to the results of qualitative and quantitative research, it can be 

seen that the primary research results confirm and complement the literary findings. The complementt 

corresponds with the factors of quality and competitive pressure. All these results are shown more clearly 

in the following table under the column "Results of the comparison". 

Table 3: Comparison of theoretical aspects and results of primary research 

Theoretical Aspects Quantitative Research 

Results (Average value) 

Qualitative Research 

Results (mentions) 

Results of the 

comparison 

Complexity (in 

market or customers 

segment) 

Complexity (4,7 → 

certainly yes) 

Complexity 

reduction(30/50) 

� 

Globalization and 

Industrialization 

Globalization and 

Industrialization (2,8 → 

maybe) 

X (�) 

Consistency not 

qualitative 

Laws, standardize 

and regulations 

Laws, standardize and 

regulations (3,2 → maybe) 

X (�) 

Consistency not 

qualitative 

Organizational and 

technical conditions 

Organizational and 

technical conditions (4,1 → 

probably yes) 

Organizational conditions 

(27/50) 

� 

Technological 

progress 

Technological progress (3,8 

→ probably yes) 

Technical Aspects (24/50) � 

Cost pressures Cost pressures (4,5 → 

certainly yes) 

Cost pressures (36/50) � 

X X Quality (25/50) Additional aspects 

from primary 

research 

X X Competitive pressure 

(21/50) 

Additional aspects 

from primary 

research 

Source: Own presentation 

 

VI. Conclusions 

 
Based on the two research strands conducted, it can be reported that the importance of individual reasons 

for the implementation of a modularization strategy can be reviewed and its value determined. The results 

of this study confirm and complement the reasons and findings already published in literature.  
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Hence, this paper emphasizes the importance of specific aspects which have an impact on corporation and 

therefore can lead to the implementation of modularization. Moreover, this study can support further 

research in this field. 
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Abstract 

This article deals with prospects of cooperation between Russia and Iraq in different spheres of 

economics. The focus is made on the investment and construction sphere. The article shows main criteria 

of building socially-oriented economic in Iraq. Also, it presents an analysis of current social and 

economic conditions and assesses significance of implementation of social projects on integrated territory 

development in Baghdad. The conclusion is made that attracting foreign investments, including those 

from Russia, may become an important factor facilitating successful implementation of major 

infrastructural projects. 

Keywords: cooperation, Russia and Iraq, investment and construction projects.   

Introduction 

Trade and economic relationships between Russia and Iraq have a long history and started from 1958 

(The Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation, 2003). Since then, the countries 

signed several bilateral treaties, including the Agreement of June 13, 1986, under which the most-

favored-nation treatment was granted. Up to 1990, Iraq was the biggest trade partner of Russian in the 

Middle East. In 1989, the goods turnover exceeded 2 bln US dollars. In the early 1990s, cooperation 

between the countries experienced difficulties due to the international sanctions regime imposed on Iraq 

by the United Nations Organization because it occupied Kuwait. It gave rise to a problem of financing 

major joint projects, mainly, in the oil and gas industry as well as the power industry. For example, 

implementation of the contract signed in March 1997 for development of the West Qurna 2, the biggest 

Iraqi oil field, in cooperation with Lukoil was actually stopped (The Ministry of Economic Development 

of the Russian Federation, 2003). According to current assessment of Iraq, this oil field is the second in 

the world in terms of oil stock, and its oil reserve is measured at 14 bln barrels (Kable Intelligence 

Limited, 2014). Notwithstanding problems in relationships, there were negotiations on the issues of trade 

and economic cooperation between two countries held in August 1993 in Baghdad, the capital of Iraq; 

during those negotiations, the Agreement on Establishment of Russian and Iraqi Committee for Trade, 

Economic and Scientific and Technical Cooperation was signed. In recent years, a political dialogue 

between Russia and Iraq becomes especially active. 

Future development of relationships between Russia and Iraq is mainly determined by their cooperation 

in the oil and gas industry. In 2009, after a long break, development of the West Qurna 2 oil field was 

resumed by a consortium within Lukoil, a Russian corporation, together with Statoil, a Norwegian 

company (Kable Intelligence Limited, 2014). In January 2013, an additional agreement to the contract 

was signed; it provides for extension of the contract duration for up to 25 years. It is expected what the 

estimated project capacity of 1.2 mln barrels will be achieved by 2022. 

Besides Lukoil, Rosneft and Gazpromneft, both Russian companies, also operate in Iraq. Gazpromneft, in 

its turn, develops the Badra oil field in the Eastern Iraq as well as holds exploration works within a 
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consortium together with a Korean, Malaysian, and Turkish companies in the Kurdistan Region. The 

share of the project participation of Gazpromneft comprises 30% (Gazprom Neft Badra, 2017). 

Commercial oil export started on September 1, 2014. 

From January to November 2015, after a long decrease, the goods turnover between the two countries got 

back to the point of 2 bln US dollars (The Federal Customs Service of Russia, 2015). Presently, as one of 

the main tasks of relationships development is the trade diversification. The major share in the goods 

turnover comprises Russian export; it its structure, the main share of supplies is presented by machines, 

equipment, and vehicles; metals and metal products; wood, cellulose and paper products; food products 

and agricultural raw materials (The Federal Customs Service of Russia, 2017). In Iraq export to Russia, 

the main share of supplies is presented by chemical products, machines, equipment, vehicles, and mineral 

products (The Federal Customs Service of Russia, 2017). 

Representatives of the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation believe that trade 

and economic relations between Russia and Iraq have a significant potential for growth not only in the oil 

and gas industry but also in the agricultural industry, education, social and cultural sphere. In particular 

the matter of participation of Russian companies as general contractors or sub-contractors in major 

infrastructural projects implementation was considered; it will facilitate development of Iraq as the whole 

country (Tsybulskiy A., 2016).  

Future development of cooperation between Russia and Iraq in the sphere of 

construction  

Presently, there is an acute lack of the basic infrastructure units in Iraq, including that in the sphere of 

water supply, water waste disposal and electric power generation. Mainly, implementation of the 

infrastructural projects is restrained by a low level of economic and political security. An institutional 

transformation of Iraq domestic economy is needed, including development of mechanisms to engage the 

private sector to implementation of prioritized national projects and programs. This article’s authors 

developed the main criteria for building socially-oriented economics in Iraq (table 1).   

Table 1: main milestones to build socially-oriented economics in Iraq 

No. 
Main quantitative standards/indicators 

Indicators’ values 

As at 

2017 

Forecast 

(2030) 

1. Monthly income of a household (USD) 1000-2500 1500-5500 

2. Social standard of total floor space per a person (m
2
)

 
19 35 

3.  Age of retirement in years (males/females) 65 / 65 65 / 65 

4.  Children per a woman (number) 3.5 ≥ 4.5 

5. Housing growth per 1000 persons per year (m
2 
/ year) 700 1200 

6.  Price of acceptable housing for 1 m
2
 (USD) 550 600 

7.  Average mortgage rate, % 11.3 7 

8. Index of the state social responsibility (ratio of 

constructed (financed) by the state ready housing that 

was purchased to the socially-required volume) 

0.021 0.097 

9. Index of social responsibility of the private sector 

(ratio of housing financed by the private sector to the 

socially-required volume) 

0.151 0.49 
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Recently, power infrastructure units in Iraq were significantly damaged. In many localities, it is still 

difficult to get to electric power supplies. Recovery of large electric power plants requires significant 

investment. The Iraq Development Program adopted in 2011 for 10 years provides for construction of 

several power plants with capacity of about 300 MW. For this purpose, the financing facility from 3 to 4 

bln US dollars per year was provided. It should be noted that the Iraqi Government uses foreign 

investments as on of the financing sources. Thus, the cumulative amount of Russian investment on a 

number of projects in the sphere of power supplies, transportation, and machinery engineering of the Iraqi 

Republic is about 1.5 bln US dollars (Baliyev A., 2013). 

The exchange rate of Iraqi dinar (ID) to US dollar in recent years was rather stable due to high oil 

proceeds and foreign investments. However, from 2013 we may observe non-stable conditions of US 

dollars selling. The Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) played an important role in keeping control over the 

situation by trading in the market and setting US dollar exchange rate on daily trading held by CBI. 

Currently, the exchange rate is about ID 1 to USD 1.2. 

In Baghdad, one of the main trends is the integrated development of urban infrastructure carried out 

within the framework of the Global Strategy of Baghdad Development Until 2030 that provides for 

completion of the following tasks: development of a transport network subject to future growth of the 

city; maintenance of historical districts, agricultural lands; formation of a network of green, cultural and 

touristic units. As presented by the analysis of current social and economic city environment, the main 

share of population still faces the following problems: 

1. Acute security issue. About 61% of households faced this issue. 

2. Underdevelopment of the infrastructure. Many households experience insufficiency or lack of the main 

infrastructure (there are no water waste disposal facilities in 47% of residential buildings; also, there is no 

electricity in 33% of residential buildings). 

3. Low income of households. Presently, Baghdad is characterized by a lack of high 

professional/managerial employment of inhabitants because the state-controlled economic system is at the 

stage of transition to the market basics. An average salary rate in Baghdad does not exceed that in other 

countries of the Persian Gulf. Income of 54% of households is lower that the minimum subsistence 

income that is 673 US dollars per month. To mitigate the situation, the state provides 99% of households 

with state subsidies for basic food products and materials. 

4. High level of unemployment in Baghdad that is about 23% for males and 35% for females. 

5. High level of prices on food products and good of first priority (79% of the total family income); only 

21% are spent on other things (education, healthcare, and recreation). 

6. A car is still a luxury for most of Baghdad households. Only 16% of households have cars that is much 

less that an average rate in the country. 

According to the Central Statistical Organization in Iraq, Baghdad population at the moment is about 6.5 

mln. As forecasted, by 2030, its population will exceed 11.5 mln that will require construction of large 

housing buildings. Presently, the integrated development of Baghdad territory has been started. The 

article’s authors together with Iraqi scientists developed two investment and construction projects one of 

which is focused on construction of housing clusters in Iraqi capital center, and another one is the project 

of integrated development of the territory in the Western Baghdad. 
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Presently, implementation of housing clusters construction involves construction of housing and 

commercial property as well as construction of necessary infrastructure, including, educational, 

healthcare, and recreational units. Total area of development is 1 mln sq. m, it includes 28 city clusters. 

According to preliminary evaluation, implementation of this project will provide from 3 to 4 mln people 

with housing with the city identity and unique structure reserved. 

The total capital investment is calculated in a simplified form according to the engineering and economic 

characteristics of the project, it amounted to 3 bln US dollars, including costs of transport corridors, 

parking lots and garages comprising 80 mln US dollars. Basing on an expert’s opinion, it is forecasted 

that by the twentieth year of the project implementation, the operating expenses will amount to 0.03 bln 

US dollars, including expenses on technical maintenance of the housing complex, and other expenses 

(incidental expenses, advertising costs, and unexpected costs). 

During the project implementation, to finance the project, a loan of 3 bln US dollars will be required. 

Bank interest rate on a long-term loan (in US dollar equivalents) in average amounts to 11.3%. The loan 

term is 20 years. It is supposed that profit taxation at 27.8% will be applied. 

It is expected that the full capacity of the whole project will comprise 19,964 apartments with an average 

floor space of 140-200 m
2
 and the price of 600 US dollars for 1 m

2
, 24,668 parking lots and garages. 

According to the expert’s opinion, it is forecasted that in the current conditions, by the twentieth year of 

the project implementation, profit will comprise 80% of the full load of residential and commercial 

spaces, parking lots and garages, private child day-care centers, water pools, and other infrastructural 

units subject to an optimal plan of development. 

For the optimal plan of operation development, a discount rate of 13% was taken. As a basis of the 

discount rate calculation, the forecasted inflation rate of 4% was used. Besides, the risk of decline in 

demand (1%), risk of an error in calculations (0.5%), risk of error in forecasted purchase prices of goods, 

work and services (0.5%), unexpected risks (1%), risk of aggravation of the global financial and 

economic crisis, and change in the economic environment (6%) were taken into account. 

Basing on the calculations made, the financial project profile subject to the optimal plan was developed 

(fig. 1). 

 

Fig.1. Financial profile of housing clusters construction project subject to optimal plan of 

development 
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Indicators of efficiency of the investment and construction project are shown in table 2. 

Table 2: indicators of efficiency of a project of housing clusters construction subject to the optimal 
plan of development 

No. Indicator description Value 

1. Net present value (billion US dollars) 0.167 

1.1. compliance with assessment criterion + 

2. Internal standard of profitability, % 2.66 

2.1. compliance with the assessment criterion - 

3. Profitability ratio 1.06 

3.1. compliance with the assessment criterion + 

4. Repayment period (years) 17.9 

4.1. compliance with the assessment criterion + 

Mainly, the values presented in table 2 comply with the criteria figures that is a favorable factor and 

draws us to the conclusion that the investment and construction project is efficient. 

As compared to the project under consideration, the project of integrated territory development is not so 

large-scaled. Development of the housing complex will be carried out over the area of 170 acres; it will 

comprise 120 buildings each of those contains 43 apartments. 

The project will be implemented in 3 years and require 413 mln US dollars of capital investment, the 

average current costs will comprise 1.294 mln US dollars per annum. According to an expert’s opinion, it 

is expected that by the fourth year of the project implementation, the complete load of the spaces will be 

achieved, and the proceeds of sale will comprise 576 US dollars.  

For an optimistic plan of development, the discount rate of 3.5% was taken. As the discount rate basis the 

forecasted inflation rate of 2% is used. Besides, the risk of error in calculations (0.5%) and unexpected 

costs (0.5%) are taken into account. 

Figure 2 contains the graph of the financial profile of the project based on the net present value as 

progressive total in millions US dollars. 
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Fig. 2. Schedule of the project financial profile, an optimistic plan 

To assess efficiency of the project, table 3 is prepared. 

Table 3: schedule of economic efficiency values of the project of the integrated territory 
development 

No. Value description Optimistic plan 

1. Net present value (million US dollars)  69.809 

1.1. Compliance with the assessment criterion + 

2. Profitability ratio 1.17 

2.1. Compliance with the assessment criterion + 

3. Period of return (years) 3.5 

3.1. Compliance with the assessment criterion + 

Therefore, subject to the optimistic plan of operation development, the project is efficient because its 

main values comply with the criteria values. 

Due to implementation of the projects presented, it will be possible to reach the balance between the 

social and economic needs of the society and interests of the private sector subject to available support of 

the state and its participation in regulation of necessary processes. In the area of investment and 

construction, Iraq takes a number of measures to raise private investment: it improves laws, provides 

benefits and land plots. In future, the modern Iraqi economy may feel the need for mechanisms that could 

be based on the principles of partnership between the state and private sector. 

Conclusion 

One of reliable ways to form sustainable economic relations between Russia and Iraq is mutual 

investments. Long-term cooperation between the countries is formed in the oil and gas industry, in 

particular in the sphere of Iraqi fields’ development. In the mid-term prospects, Russian companies may 

enter such spheres and housing construction, transportation, and modernization of Iraqi industry. In his 

interview for RIA Novosti, Russian Information Agency, Mazhar Mohammed Saleh, an economic adviser 

to Iraq's Prime Minister explained that Russian companies may enjoy significant benefits and 

advantageous law on investments (RIA Novosti, 2017). 
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The basis of cooperation between Russia and Iraq in various branches of economy may be a united 

scientific and engineering potential by means of arranging education and training of personnel in the 

sphere of science and engineering as well as active scientific cooperation in implementation of program 

and taking measures of interdisciplinary character which results may be used in the course of 

implementing joint projects. 

Research held by this article’s authors together with Iraqi scientists in the sphere of assessing efficiency 

of investment projects on integrated development of Baghdad territory confirm their social and economic 

significance for population of Iraqi capital that is one of the factors of increasing economic security in the 

country and the society in general. Construction of housing complexes will significantly improve living 

and operation conditions of urban inhabitants. Provision of large cities inhabitants with available and 

comfortable housing becomes one of the main trends of Iraq state economic policy. The raising of foreign 

investments, including those from Russia, may become an important factor that facilitate successful 

implementation of the large infrastructural projects. 
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Abstract 

This article describes the world experience and Russian practice of implementing state procurement. We 

held a comparative analysis of certain aspects of the public procurement system used in different 

countries. The focus was made on the protection level for domestic producers. We highlighted positive as 

well as negative characteristics of the public procurement system and main problems that impede to 

increase its efficiency in Russia. 

Keywords: public procurement, world experience, Russian practice, public-private-partnership.   

Introduction 

The continuing functioning of economics branches depends on many external and internal factors. The 

defining significance for national economy development is vested in the state economic politics that is 

based on objectives principles and categories, takes into account the existing trends and interests of social 

groups, and the approaches used differ country to country. 

Balanced regulation of economy in the market economic management is a difficult task for the state. The 

role of the state in distributing resources for the public production is significant and may be expressed by 

the use of fiscal tools to influence or exploit the money impacts. 

In emerging markets, the transition to the efficient production process that ensures the products that are 

competitive in the world scale requires that the state implement consistent structural transformations in 

the economy. The development vector shifts to creation of technologies related to production of 

information products as well as scientific and technical innovations. 

To keep competitive, basic branches of industry, especially, high-tech industries, significant state funding 

is required. One of the main mechanisms to spend budgetary funds is a public contract. Mainly, this 

mechanism is applied in the sphere of fundamental scientific research, production for the military 

industrial sector, and social services. Financing of projects through the public procurement system 

significantly influences on the functioning and development of companies, especially those of them that 

operate in the branches where the state is the only customer. 

In many countries, public procurement constitutes a significant share in percentage correlation to the 

volume of the gross domestic product. In average, this figure varies from 10 to 15%; in developed 

countries, it may comprise 30% or more. In Russia, this figure comprises 25% (more than 30 trn rubles) 

(OECD, 2015). The Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation notes that in 2015 the 

most budgetary funds were spent on procurement of construction work (2.07 trn rubles) and medical 
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products and pharmaceuticals (486.6 bln rubles). Considering significant volume of the public 

procurement, it is important to build an efficient system of procurement activities regulation (Artemyev 

I., 2016). 

World experience and Russian practice in the sphere of public procurement 

In many countries, in the sphere of public procurement a certain institutional environment is created that 

is formed by administrative regulation through legislative system as well as by economic regulators. In 

this matter, a great role is given to financial institutions that establish certain rules of the procurement 

procedure using the funds issued by them as loans. For instance, the world practice shows a wide use of 

procedures that are set by the World Bank. 

The building of an efficient system of public procurement must be accompanied by formation of a regular 

competitive environment and guarantee that the state is impartial in selecting an organization as a service 

provider. As the world practice shows, a competitive procurement mechanism annually saves from 10 to 

25% of budget funds intended to be spent (Zakharov A. N., 2011). A subject of competitive procurement 

may be orders to deliver (complete or render) various products (work or service), from unique to bulk 

goods. As we can observe, the subject matters of international bids may include delivery of several packs 

of nails as well as construction of ready-to-operate greatest industrial and civil buildings (Zakharov A. N., 

2011). 

In Russia, the public procurement system was introduced relatively not so much time ago; it is mainly 

regulated by federal laws. Presently, the legal framework for public procurement in the country is Federal 

Law No. 44-FZ On the Contract System in the Sphere of Goods, Work, and Services Procurement for 

Federal and Municipal Needs dated April 5, 2013, that commenced on January 1, 2014. This law replaced 

a previous law that was not so efficient; it is focused on detailed regulation of procurement among federal 

and municipal institutions. 

Besides, no less important in this sphere is Federal Law No. 223-FZ On Procurement of Goods, Work, 

and Service by Certain Types of Legal Entities dated July 18, 2011, that sets rules for: organizations in 

which the Russian Federation holds more than 50% interest; companies engaged in controlled types of 

activities (water supply, power industry, etc.); natural monopoly holders (railways, oil companies, gas 

companies, etc.); budgetary organizations that hold procurement procedure using extra-budgetary funds 

(owned funds, funds from subcontracting, grants awarded, etc.). This law regulates general principles of 

the procurement procedure. The mentioned customers must independently develop regulations on 

procurement activities applicable to their organization that sets requirements to suppliers and possible 

ways to determine the winner of procurement bids. 

Systems of legal regulation of public procurement used in various countries are similar in a combination 

of their principles on which they are based: openness and transparency of the process, faithfulness and 

equality of rights of all members to the procurement, equality of conditions for all candidates (OECD, 

2015). However, there are some differences in the public procurement process itself. 

For example, ways to publish the information on public procurement differ. In the Russian Federation, 

there is the website (zakupki.gov.ru) where notices of forthcoming procedures must be published. In 
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many other countries, law requires that publications are made in several sources at a time: Internet, 

newspapers, printed media (Vedeneev G. M., Goncharov E. Yu. and Kobzev G. N., 2005). Besides, it 

should be noted that there is a variety of procurement procedure means in Russia (fig. 1): electronic 

auction, request for proposals, request for quotes, open bids, closed auction, restrictive tendering, multi-

staged competition, closed competition, closed competition with restricted participation, procurement 

from a sole supplier. For foreign systems, as a rule, the only procedure is open bids (Vedeneev G. M., 

Goncharov E. Yu. and Kobzev G. N., 2005). 

 

Fig. 1. Total volume of contracts concluded in the 1st half-year period of 2017 broken down by 

methods of determining suppliers (Russia) (Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation, 2017) 

We suggest that the main difference in the public procurement systems is the level of protection of a 

domestic producer. Many countries take efforts in this sphere mainly as a reaction to the foreign trade 

liberalization and large-scaled markets opening. Thus, the People’s Republic of Chine, after it was 

admitted to WTO in 2001, introduced preferences for local producers under the Law on Public 

Procurement. 

In this paper, a comparative analysis of main principles of protecting domestic producers in the USA, 

Great Britain, China and Brazil was held (Table 1). 
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Table 1: main principles to protect domestic producers in various countries (Lucky J., 2012; Frizzo 

H., Oliveira P., 2016) 

Country Main principles to protect domestic 

producers 

WTO 

membership 

Accession to 

the 

Government 

Procurement 

Agreement 

USA If offerings of a domestic producer and 

foreign supplier are equal, the domestic 

producer is preferred. The foreign producer 

may become a winner in a tender if 

imported goods have prominent advantages 

to compare with the US products. 

WTO member 

from January 1, 

1995 

January 1, 

1996 

Great Britain No restrictions are imposed on foreign 

suppliers from members of the European 

Union and the World Trade Organization 

who signed the Government Procurement 

Agreement. In case of other countries, it 

depends on specific features of each 

individual situation and relationships 

between the member countries. 

WTO member 

from January 1, 

1995 

January 1, 

1996 

China Significant restriction of foreign companies’ 

operation in the public procurement market. 

A foreign producer may become a winner 

provided that the products may not be 

purchased in China; domestic product may 

not be purchased on reasonable commercial 

conditions (its price exceeds 20% of a 

comparable import goods); the purchased 

goods are intended to be used abroad. 

WTO member 

from December 

11, 2001 

Accession in 

progress 

Brazil When choosing from two equivalent goods, 

the priority is given to a local producer. A 

foreign producer may be admitted to the 

competition provided that it has a branch, 

representative office of a legal entity inside 

the country, or a joint venture company in 

which a domestic partner has the leading 

role. 

WTO member 

from January 1, 

1995 

- 

Russian law shows the striving for applying the unified regime to the goods of both local and foreign 

origin in cases and on conditions provided by international treaties of the Russian Federation. At the same 
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time, Russia as well as many other countries provides for relatively large number of preferences for local 

producers and sets certain restrictions on participation of foreign companies. 

In particular Russian experience shows some restrictions in the sphere of public procurement of certain 

goods which substitutes are produced within the country, including foreign medications and medical 

equipment, goods for national defense and security, consumer goods industry and mechanical 

engineering. This includes about 132 items, from helicopters, column cranes, baggage elevators, foundry 

machines, automatic cranes, to tires, limestone, plaster, sand, clay, insulating glass units, cement, lime, 

plaster, asphalt products, and other products. 

Price preferences are widely used in the sphere of public procurement of developing countries (Ssennoga 

F., 2006). Thus, they comprise up to 20% in China (European Chamber, 2011), 25% in Brazil (European 

Commission, 2014), 15% in Mexico (World Trade Organozation, 2013). In Russia, price preferences may 

vary. Within the terms of operation as provided by Federal Law No. 223, offerings for delivery of 

Russian products are considered by the customer with a decreasing coefficient of 15% for the price 

criterion. In terms of procurement of medications for companies that carry out the complete cycle of 

medications production in the member countries of the Eurasian Economic Union, this figure comprises 

up to 25%. 

The mentioned scope of preferences and restrictions applicable in Russia significantly facilitated 

achievement of a share up to 31% (to compare with 2015) of domestic products in the public procurement 

segment in 2016. 

Russian law in the sphere of public procurement is aimed at creation of favorable conditions of operation 

not only for large corporations who may satisfy federal or municipal needs for procurement to a larger 

extent but also for small businesses. Thus, according to Federal Law No. 44, customers must purchase at 

least 15% of goods and services of the total annual purchases from small businesses. A small business 

may participate in any procurement provided that it complies with the customer’s requirements and is 

able to fulfill the contract. Initial price of such procurement may not exceed 20 mil rubles. 

Notwithstanding the intention of Russian legislative bodies to ensure favorable conditions for 

procurement activities, there is strict control of relationships between service providers and customers, 

and its violation is subject to a system of penalties developed. Thus, if a public customer violates 

requirements of Federal Law No. 44, its procurement will be annulled and it will be imposed a fine, and 

participants’ organization may be recorded in the Register of Bad-Faith Suppliers. 

Basing on the research held a number of advantages and disadvantages of the public procurement system 

in Russia (table 2).  
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Table 2: advantages and disadvantages of the public procurement system in the Russian Federation 

for participants 

Advantages Disadvantages 

1. An opportunity to find any procurement 

interested and obtain any required document for it. 

2. All participants of the procurement procedure 

enjoy equal rights and obligations. 

3. No hindrances for participation in procurement 

in any region of the Russian Federation as well as 

no restrictions on their number. 

4. Clear legal governing of bids procedure provides 

for an opportunity to track the procedure and 

further actions up to the completion and execution 

of the contract. 

 

1. Corruption and “kick-back schemes” in the 

sphere of public procurement. A customer may 

prepare documents specific to a supplier in which it 

is interested. 

2. Indirect restriction of competition in some 

competitive procedures, especially in terms of a 

request for quotes. 

Often, customers set inappropriate deadlines for 

executing contracts that is almost impossible to 

appeal in a regulatory body. 

3. Great risk of being included in the Register of 

Bad-Faith Suppliers that bans a company and its 

founder for two years to participate in any public 

procurement. 

In developed and developing countries, there is one more serious problem in the sphere of public 

procurement, namely, signs of corruption (The Commission To The Council And The European 

Parliament, 2014). As assessed by the Transparency International (Campos E., Pradhan S., 2007), at least 

$400 bln are annually lost in the world as a result of bribery and corruption in the sphere of public 

procurement; it increases public expenses to 20-25%. Experts say that up to 1 trn rubles are annually 

stolen in Russia out of budgetary funds allocated for public procurement (The First Anti-corruption 

Media, 2012). This results in a number of accompanying problems for competitors who have to spend 

extra resources and time on participation in the bids that are knowingly losing to them. 

Besides, there is a problem of strengthening the presence of cartels in the bids; total damage of their 

activities (in commodities markets, public procurement and government-owned companies’ 

procurements, bids for alienation of state property and titles, etc.) may amount in Russia up to 1.5-2% of 

GDP. Activities of these anti-competitive entities threaten the national economic security and 

significantly damage the state budget; they shake the foundations of the market economy. Russian 

Federal Antimonopoly Service stated that foreign companies more often engage in cartel activities, they 

illegally penetrate, among other things, strategically important branches of economy (Federal 

Antimonopoly Service of the Russian Federation, 2017). 

To increase efficiency of their operation, Russian companies that are potential candidates for completion 

of public contracts try to improve the internal system of procurement management. They take measures to 

improve the organizational structure of the company, acceleration of the process of managerial decision 

making, increase in labor productivity, development of the quality management system, and search for 

reserves to decrease costs of procurement processes, including by means of decreasing transaction costs. 

Efficiency of the measures taken may be assessed using the following system of indicators calculated for 

a given period: 
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1) Total share of terminated contracts: 

S = C� C�� ∙ 100%,                                                                               (1) 

where Ct – number of terminated contracts; 

Cc – number of concluded contracts. 

2) Losses resulting from termination of contracts: 

L = C� ∙ V� + F,                                                                                  (2) 

where Ct – number of terminated contracts; 

Vav – average value of contracts; 

F – amount of a fine. 

 3) Potential profit of measures: 

P� = L� − L�,                                                                                       (3) 

where L0 – level of losses before the measures were taken; 

L1 – level of losses after the measures were taken. 

4) Cost effectiveness of the measures: 

E = (P� − C)
P�� ∙ 100%                                                                       (4) 

where Pp – potential profit; 

C – all costs. 

5) Lost profit: 

P� = N�.�. ∙ V�,                                                                                       (5) 

where Np.l. – number of procedures lost; 

Vav – average value of contract. 
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Interaction between the state and private sector in the sphere of investments and construction in Russia 

may be ensured by means of applying law on public procurement as well as by applying public-private 

partnership (P3) that has gained popular recently and is considered an important tool of financing 

infrastructure projects. According to data of the Center for Private-Public Partnership Development 

(Center for Public-Private Partnership Development, 2017) at the beginning of 2017, there are about 

2,000 P3 projects underway in Russia; the most significant of them are150 projects the cumulative 

investment in which amounts to 1.5 trn rubles. Mainly, the projects are implemented in the sphere of 

transportation (584.6 bln rubles) and public power supply (387 bln rubles). 

Under Russian law, establishment of rights and obligations between P3 parties may be effected by means 

of conclusion of an agreement on P3 or a concessionary agreement. The structure of an agreement on P3 

was introduced not so much time ago, from January 1, 2016, compared to concessionary agreements 

which are in use for a relatively long period of time. The amount of investments under concessionary 

agreements concluded in 2016 comprises about 67.6 bln rubles out of which 62.4 bln rubles are private 

partners’ funds (Center for Public-Private Partnership Development, 2017). 

One of important specific features of concessionary regulations as compared to the public procurement 

system is that financial contribution of the state may be only partial that is directly regulated by Federal 

Law No. 115-FZ On Concessionary Agreements dated July 21, 2005. However, authorities sometimes 

abuse their right to co-finance concessionary projects (Federal Antimonopoly Service of the Russian 

Federation, 2017) and undertake to provide funds using only budgetary funds; it constitutes a violation of 

P3 laws and results in non-efficient spending of budgetary funds as well as unreasonable increase of costs 

of the infrastructural projects. In this case, such agreements must be classified in compliance with 

contracting procurement system laws. 

While it is necessary to increase efficiency of state financial administration, it is important to spend those 

funds rationally, especially subject to forecasted deficit of GDP of 3.2% (2.753 trn rubles) in 2017. One 

of the recent analyses held by Russian Ministry of Economic Development states that the budgetary funds 

saved due to procedures provided by contractual procurement laws in quarters 1-3 of 2016 amounted to 

290 bln rubles (gain of 21% to compare with the same period in 2015). Also, the average increase in price 

of procurement amounted to 8.4% (The Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation, 

2016). 

The saved amount is determined as a sum of all placed procurements in the Unified Information System 

(that is the amount of starting (maximum) contract prices, or SMCP) less the final contract price. 

Assessment of justification of the saved amount that was stated is largely dependent on the SMCP 

calculation method as set by Federal Law No. 44: 

- comparable uncontrolled price method (market analysis); 

- standard cost method; 

- tariff method; 

- design and estimate method; 
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- cost method. 

Subject to article 22 of Federal Law No. 44, the comparable uncontrolled price method is a preferred one 

from the mentioned methods; according to it SMCP is calculated using the following formula: 

SMCP = �
� ∙ ∑ P � !�  ,         (6) 

where v – quantity (volume) of the purchased goods (work or service); 

n – number of values used in calculations; 

i – number of the price information source; 

Рi – price of the goods, work or service per unit as provided in the source under no. i as adjusted for 

coefficients (indices) used to re-calculate prices subject to differences in characteristics and/or financial 

conditions. 

Figure 2 shows statistics under an average quantity of applications filed depending on the procurement 

volume. 

 

Fig. 2 – Average number of applications filed depending on the procurement volume as per results 

of quarters I-III in 2015-2016 (Russia) (The Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian 

Federation, 2016) 

The figure allows us to conclude that the most competitive procurement exists at the stage below 50 mln 

rubles; participants usually decrease the price to the real market price. The least competitive procurement 

is presented in the segment from 500 mln to 1 bln rubles; as a rule, suppliers here may win the contract at 

an increased price because they may be sole suppliers. Taking into account that the share of procurement 

from a sole supplier comprises a significant portion in the total volume (26% as at the 1st half-year period 

in 2017), it is unlikely to ensure much savings in budgetary funds. 
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In one of its more recent reports, the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation 

demonstrated the following offers to improve current law on public procurement (The Ministry of 

Economic Development of the Russian Federation, 2016): 

Implementation of a catalogue of goods, work and service for procurement of federal and municipal 

needs; 

Bringing the Unified Information System in compliance with technical standards for an information and 

analytical system of monitoring and control in the sphere of medications procurement; 

Introduction of liability for unreasonably increased or decreased SMCP or incorrect procedure of its 

calculation; 

Centralization of procurement and justification of SMCP to specialized organizations. 

We expect that the mentioned measures will improve transparency of the public procurement system, 

increase corruption risks and customers’ costs, and increase the level of competition in the market. 

Conclusion 

Within a framework of the research, we concluded that one of the prioritized tasks in the current context 

must be an increased efficiency of the public procurement system. Budgetary funds must be spent subject 

to the balance between interests of the state, society, and private sector with simultaneous assurance of 

financial saving and maintenance of quality of the procured goods, work and service. Mainly, it depends 

on creation of a regular competitive environment in the country. 

As it was demonstrated by the world practice analysis, in different countries the systems of legal 

regulation of public procurement are similar in a combination of their principles on which they are based. 

At the same time, there are many differences in the process of procurement activities itself, starting from 

common methods of procurement procedures and ending with ways of publishing information about 

public procurement. One of the most prominent difference is the level of protection of a domestic 

producer that is expressed in volumes of preferences granted or restrictions imposed on participation in 

procurement in respect of foreign companies. 

Major systemic issues that impede promotion of competition in public procurement in Russia include: 

- сartelized economy and corrupt practices threatening the country's economic security and damaging the 

state budget; 

- loss of quality of goods purchased for state and municipal needs and increase in their value for the 

consumer. 

Things went from bad to worse for the legislative imperfections in Russia in public procurement, poor 

demonstration of the strategic function, formalism and various conflicts of a number of laws. 
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A way out of the existing situation was the public procurement reform and entry into force on January 1, 

2014 of the new federal law, the content of which attracted increased attention from the professional 

community. However, the new law did not throw light on the validity of limits of legal regulation over 

procurement, contracting, planning, monitoring and auditing. In our view, it shows the redundancy of 

legal regulation and the complexity of some legal rules, which may hinder law enforcement practice and 

increase transaction costs. 

The implementation of a systematic approach to the making, allocation and performance of public 

(municipal) contracts will establish the basis for a new and novel institutional environment. The most 

comprehensive assessment of positive effect of the new law can only be given in the medium-term 

perspective. 
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Abstract  

The aim of this paper is to verify the possibility of a connection between a company’s code of ethics 

and its economic results using a sample of 607 companies in the Czech Republic. There are two 

contradictory opinions on the influence of a code of ethics on a company’s economic results, and 

these opinions incline either towards the positive influence of a code of ethics on business results, or 

a negative influence, in particular in the short term. However, it is our belief that the presence of a 

code of ethics has no influence on the economic results of a company (Caha & Vokoun, 2017). The 

following hypothesis was set and subsequently confirmed: The presence of a code of ethics has no 

influence on the economic results of a company. The statistical tests performed on the basis of the 

results of the questionnaire survey showed that the presence or absence of a code of ethics has no 

demonstrable influence on the economic results of a company, irrespective of its size. 

   

Key words: code of ethics, economic results, company 

 

Introduction  

The purpose of a code of ethics and similar guidance is to cultivate a particular company environment 

and culture. A code of ethics defines in detail the moral principles of a company and their application 

to company practice. According to Remišová (2011), a code of ethics should not be perceived as a 

legal document and should be comprehensible, communicable, specific, up-to-date and enforceable. 

Singh (2011), for example, recommends that codes of ethics should be evaluated and revised every 

two years, whereby all company employees should be informed of any changes through training 

sessions. New employees should also be familiarized with the code of ethics, namely prior to the 

commencement of their employment. 

 

According to Ho (2010), a code of ethics only has a positive influence on the ethical behaviour of 

employees if it is presented in an appropriate way.  

 

Codes of ethics are also subject to criticism. Their poor efficacy, poor enforceability, formalism and 

high level of generality are particularly reproached, as is the fact that the behaviour of individuals is 

more or less determined by the values they acquire during childhood (Putnová and Seknička, 2007). 

The question as to what extent a code of ethics is useful for small companies and small entrepreneurs 

with a fixed organizational culture that works mainly on the basis of informal relations, is also 

disputable (Čaník and Čaníková, 2006). A code of ethics is also not necessarily accompanied by an 

improvement in company ethics. Several empirical studies have revealed that codes of ethics give 

companies a negligible advantage, if any advantage at all. Research conducted by McKendall, 

DeMarr and Jones-Rikkers (2002) is an example of one of these studies. In their research, Kaptein 

and Schwartz (2007) also concluded that the efficacy of codes of ethics was relatively low. A global 

survey conducted by KPMG (2008) points to the worldwide trend for increasing numbers of 

companies to define and implement a code of ethics. The research showed that in 2008 the proportion 

of companies with a code of ethics stood at 86%. It is clear from the above that in recent years a code 

of ethics has become a standard basic tool for ethics programmes within large and renowned 

companies. This is also backed up by an informal survey conducted by IBE in 2012, which showed 

that a code of ethics was implemented by 92% of those companies with the highest market 

capitalization based in Great Britain whose shares are traded on the London Stock Exchange (IBE, 

2012). The IBE survey (2012) also reported that in 2012, 73% of all companies had a code of ethics. 

In 2016, according to a worldwide survey conducted by PwC, the largest of its kind, in which 6,337 
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companies from 115 countries participated (including 79 prominent companies from the Czech 

Republic), on average 82% of companies had a formally established code of ethics ( 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2016). One of the latest surveys was conducted in 2016 by Dow Jones and 

Metricstream (2016) and showed that 96% of the 330 questioned companies had a code of ethics. The 

aforementioned surveys indicate the growing trend towards the introduction of codes of ethics in 

business practice. However, it is important to highlight the fact that not all these surveys are 

compatible. In actuality, the results depend on numerous factors, in particular on the structure of the 

respondents. Whilst a higher proportion of large US based companies have codes of ethics, this 

proportion is smaller for small and medium-sized companies and those operating in Asia. It is 

therefore clear that only global surveys with large numbers of respondents from all business sectors 

and companies of different sizes will provide the relevant information required. Unfortunately, such 

surveys are difficult to perform. 

 

According to a survey conducted by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), 

one in five managers or accountants in the Czech Republic has had to deal with a serious ethical 

dilemma in their work. This only confirms the necessity of the introduction of effective ethical 

management tools (Transparency International – Czech Republic, 2015). Džbánková (2003) 

concluded, on the basis of her smaller, less representative survey conducted in 2002, in which 60 

representatives participated from middle and top management in companies operating in Prague and 

Central Bohemia, that 35% of the questioned companies had a code of ethics in place and 22% were 

considering drafting and implementing one. In contrast, Transparency International – Czech Republic 

in conjunction with the Economic University in Prague, conducted a very representative survey in 

2005, which was repeated in 2006. The surveys sought to determine the degree to which codes of 

ethics were applied in companies that operated on the Czech market. The conclusion was that in the 

second half of 2005 only 59 companies (i.e. 10.3%) of the 574 questioned had a code of ethics in 

place. This situation was similar when the survey was repeated in the first half of 2006, whereby only 

104 companies (i.e. 8.4%) of the 1,240 in the sample set had a code of ethics in place. The survey 

also proved that the larger the company the greater the chance a code of ethics existed. Dytrt et al. 

(2011) state that in 2011, less than 15% of domestic companies had a code of ethics in place. In a 

more recent survey conducted by Transparency International in 2013, the results showed that this 

percentage had increased to 46% of domestic companies. In the Czech Republic, the presence of a 

code of ethics tends to be limited to larger companies and public institutions. Smaller companies are 

still only at the stage of exploring their options with regards to this ethical management tool. 

 

Methodology  

In cooperation with the Czech Statistical Office, a sample set of companies was selected from all size 

categories in compliance with EU nomenclature. The emphasis was placed on selecting companies 

that were representative of the basic spheres of the national economy. In total, 1,420 companies were 

included in the sample set. The empirical research, in the form of a questionnaire survey, was 

conducted in the second half of 2016 among the heads of personnel departments. In addition to 

acquiring basic information about the respondents (company name; contact data; area of business 

activity; economic results), the questionnaire contained eight items with respect to codes of ethics. 

All the respondents were guaranteed anonymity with regards to the presentation of the research 

results. The questionnaire survey was conducted by students and academic staff. The majority of 

respondents replied in electronic form by means of an electronic reference within the Google – disc 

web platform. The paper form was used to a minimum extent. The targeting of heads of personnel 

departments resulted in 607 completed and returned questionnaires i.e. a return rate of 42.75%. For 

the analysis, four categories of companies were identified, namely large companies (≥ 250 

employees), medium-sized companies (50 – 249 employees), small companies (10 – 50 employees) 

and micro-companies (< 10 employees). The purpose of the analysis was to determine the 

relationship between the presence of a code of ethics in Czech companies and their positive economic 

results for the last three years, and to determine how widespread the presence of a code of ethics is. 

Within the sample dataset of 607 companies, there were several companies that gave no response to 

the question “Does your company have a code of ethics?” It was decided to assign the answer “No, 

we do not miss it” to these cases on the basis of the assumption that omitting to answer the question 

automatically showed that the company did not have a code of ethics. In addition, our interest was 
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only in whether a company did or did not have a code of ethics. As a result, it was decided, for this 

analysis, to combine the number of responses for “No, we do not miss it” and “No, we miss it” into 

one group “No”. As part of the analysis of the relationship between the presence of a code of ethics 

and a company´s profit or loss, it was necessary to exclude companies which failed to declare 

whether their economic results were positive, balanced or negative. In these cases it was impossible 

to automatically assign any other option. In this work we focus on profitability, so we were only 

interested in the companies which are profitable, rather than those which are breaking even or making 

losses. 

 

Tables and charts of the absolute and relative frequencies were created to illustrate the results of the 

questionnaire survey for the monitored areas. A two-selection test was subsequently carried out on 

the identity or difference between the two proportions and the interval estimates calculated. MS Excel 

was used for the preparation of the tables and charts. R statistical software was used for the 

relationship tests and the calculation of the interval estimates. All the statistical tests and calculations 

of interval estimates were performed at a confidence level of 95% (i.e. at a significance level of 

0.05).The hypothesis was tested separately for each category of company size. A table was put 

together of numbers in which the companies were divided according to size, whether they have a 

code of ethics, and whether they make a profit/loss. The number of profitable companies with a code 

of ethics was calculated as a proportion of all the companies with a code of ethics. This process was 

repeated for those companies that do not have a code of ethics. The proportion of profitable 

companies is highlighted in bold in the tables below. A two-selection test was subsequently 

performed to show whether the difference in the proportions for the profitable companies is 

dependent on the existence or non-existence of a code of ethics, and whether this is statistically 

significant. If the difference was not statistically significant, then this would mean that the existence 

of a code of ethics does not influence the economic results of a company. From the point of view of 

the formulation of the hypotheses, it was necessary to test whether the proportions in both groups 

were the same against the alternative that the proportions were significantly different. The 

proportions were tabulated as decimal numbers rather than in percentages because the R statistical 

software works with decimal numbers. The results of the statistical test were evaluated on the basis of 

the determined p-value and from the interval estimations for the differences in the proportions. If the 

p-value was higher than the chosen significance level (in this case 0.05), or if the interval estimation 

contained zero, the difference in the proportions is statistically insignificant. This means that the 

existence of a code of ethics does not significantly influence profitability. 

 

Confirmation of the hypothesis 

The presence of a code of ethics has no influence on the economic results of a company. 

 

a) Micro companies 

 

Table 1: Frequencies 

Presence of a code of ethics 
Economic results 

 
Break-even Positive Negative Total 

No 32 83 7 122 

Yes 3 13 1 17 

       Source: authors 

 

Table 2: Proportions 

Presence of a code of ethics 
Economic results 

Break-even Positive Negative 

No 0.262 0.680 0.057 

Yes 0.176 0.765 0.059 

  Source: authors 
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Table 3: Results of the two-selection test 

Z - test 0.7588 

p - value 0.448 

Interval estimation of the difference in proportions (-0.134; 0.302) 

                          Source: authors 

 

As the p-value is higher than the significance level of 0.05 and the interval estimation contains zero, 

the statistical test proves that the presence of a code of ethics has no influence on the economic 

results of micro-companies. 

 

b) Small companies 

 

Table 4: Frequencies 

Presence of a code of ethics Economic results 
 

Break-even Positive Negative Total 

No 30 101 5 136 

Yes 8 30 3 41 

Source: authors 

 

Table 5: Proportions 

Presence of a code of ethics 
Economic results 

Break-even Positive Negative 

No 0.221 0.743 0.037 

Yes 0.195 0.732 0.073 

Source: authors 

 

Table 6: Results of the two-selection test 

Z – test -0.139 

p – value 0.889 

Interval estimation of the difference in proportions (-0.165; 0.143) 

                          Source: authors 

 

In small companies, the situation is similar to that in micro-companies. The p-value is substantially 

higher than the significance level and in the interval estimation there is a zero near its centre. The test 

results also therefore prove that the existence of a code of ethics has no influence on the economic 

results of small companies. 

 

c) Medium-sized companies 

 

Table 7: Frequencies 

Presence of a code of ethics Economic results 
 

Break-even Positive Negative Total 

No 17 73 10 100 

Yes 14 44 1 59 

Source: authors 
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Table 8: Proportions 

Presence of a code of ethics 
Economic results 

Break-even Positive Negative 

No 0.170 0.730 0.100 

Yes 0.237 0.746 0.017 

Source: authors 

 

Table 9: Results of the two-selection test 

Z – test 0.219 

p - value 0.827 

Interval estimation of the difference in proportions (-0.125; 0.157) 

                          Source: authors 

 

The numerical characteristics of the statistical tests show that the situation among medium-sized 

companies is almost identical to that found in small companies. The p-value, as well as the interval 

estimation, clearly show that even in this case the existence of a code of ethics has no influence on 

the economic results of medium-sized companies. 

 

d) Large companies 

 

Table 10: Frequencies 

Presence of a code of ethics Economic results 
 

Break-even Positive Negative Total 

No 4 36 0 40 

Yes 14 64 4 82 

Source: authors 

 

Table 11: Proportions 

Presence of a code of ethics 
Economic results 

Break-even Positive Negative 

No 0.100 0.900 0.000 

Yes 0.171 0.780 0.049 

Source: authors 

 

Table 12: Results of the two-selection test 

Z – test -1.814 

p – value 0.0696 

Interval estimation of the difference in proportions (-0.249; 0.0095) 

                         Source: authors 

 

Although the p-value and the interval estimation at the significance level of 95% show that the 

existence of a code of ethics in large companies has no influence on their economic results, the 

conclusion is borderline. The p-value is 0.0696, which is very close to the critical value of 0.05. It is 

visible on the interval estimation that zero, which represents a negligible difference in the proportions 

of profitable companies with a code of ethics and those without one, is at the very edge of the 

interval, as the upper limit of the estimation is 0.0095, which is nearly zero. The lower limit of the 

estimation suggests that the difference may be up to 0.249, which is almost 25%. The conclusion is 

therefore on the edge of the given liability. The values show that the hypothesis is not confirmed as 
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definitively as in the previous cases. If the difference were to be considered as significant, the results 

of the research would show that there is a higher proportion of profitable companies without a code 

of ethics. 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

The statistical tests performed on the basis of the results of the questionnaire survey show that the 

presence or non-existence of a code of ethics has no demonstrable influence on the economic results 

of a company, irrespective of its size. Nevertheless, the conclusion drawn for large companies was 

based on borderline results. If the difference for this category of companies were to be considered 

significant, the conclusion would have to be drawn that the proportion of profitable companies 

without a code of ethics is higher than for those without.  

 

In our opinion, further research should focus on the differences between groups of companies based 

on technical efficiency, labour productivity, research and development expenditures, and profitability. 

MANOVA would also shed some light on the odds of a relationship using interactions of economic 

results, the size of the company and the existence of a code of ethics. Non-financial performance 

variables like employee satisfaction should also be taken into consideration. These variables can 

contribute to the better understanding of the total performance evaluation of an ethical culture within 

companies. 
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Abstract:  

Regarding the seasonal adjustment of Romanian GDP, there are some inconsistencies between the GDP growth 
rates computed based on the sum of seasonally adjusted components and the one computed based on the direct 
seasonal adjustment of the GDP. This paper provides a better understanding of the differences between the 
direct and indirect method of seasonal adjustment of economic time series and illustrates a possible solution to 
the problem encountered. Moreover, the seasonal adjustment procedure for TRAMO-SEATS and X13 will be 
tested using JDemetra+ 2.1. The choice between direct and indirect approach is made taking into account the 
quality of the seasonally adjusted data, the magnitude of revisions and consistency between the aggregates and 
the overall GDP. Although both methods provided satisfactory results, TRAMO-SEATS gave better results with 
regard to quality and revisions. Some key benefits of choosing the right method are the possibility of comparing 
economic series from month to month and making accurate predictions. 

Keywords: seasonal adjustment, direct/indirect approach, JDemetra, TRAMO-SEATS, X13 

 

Introduction 

 
With regard to seasonal adjustment of macroeconomic aggregates, two approaches emerged: direct method 
(adjusting the aggregates independently) and indirect method (adjusting the subcomponents of an aggregate and 
sum up to obtain the seasonally adjusted aggregate). Yet, as Hood and Findley (2001) point out, the direct and 

indirect seasonal adjustment results for an aggregate are usually different. 

The problem of choosing direct or indirect adjustment appears when users take into account the consistency of 
disaggregated and aggregated data. According to the theoretical evidence one cannot say that a method is better 
than another, a more detailed analysis of the data being required (Eurostat, 2015, p. 33).  
 
From a practical point of view, a mix of the two methods is usually used: according to Foldesi et al. (2007), 21 
out of 31 European countries use the direct method for more than 50% of the series and 7 countries use the 
indirect method. According to the same source, 8 countries apply exclusively the direct method and 2 countries 
the indirect one.  
 
Strictly considering national accounts, the direct method is preferable among European countries. This approach 
is used by countries such as Albania (Institute of Statistics of Albania, 2015), Austria (Scheiblecker, Steindl and 
Wüger, 2007), Bosnia and Herzegovina (Agency for Statistics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2013), Bulgaria 
(National Statistical Institute of Republic of Bulgaria, 2017), Czech Republic (Czech Statistical Office, 2008), 
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Estonia (Statistics Estonia, 2009), Latvia (OECD, 2001), Lithuania (Statistics Lithuania, 2008), Ireland (Central 
Statistical Office, 2016), Luxembourg (Haas et al., 2009), Hungary (Hungarian Central Statistical Office, 2012), 
Malta (National Statistics Office Malta, 2008), Poland (Central Statistical Office of Poland, 2016), Sweden 
(Statistics Sweden, 2010), Netherlands (Statistics Netherlands, 2006), Romania (The National Institute of 
Statistics Romania, 2017), Slovenia (Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia, 2017). The indirect method 
is used in the following countries: Andorra (Department of Statistics of Andorra, 2017), Denmark (Graversen et 
al., 2008), Germany (Federal Statistical Office Germany, 2006), France (National Institute of Statistics and 
Economic Studies France, 2012), Republic of Serbia (Statistical Office of The Republic of Serbia, 2011), 
Greece (Hellenic Statistical Authority, 2016), Italy (Italian National Institute of Statistics, 2008), Cyprus 
(Statistical Service of Cyprus, 2008), Portugal (Statistics Portugal, 2007), Finland (Statistics Finland, 2014), 
Norway (Statistics Norway, 2014), Iceland (Central Bank of Iceland, 2012), Croatia (Croatian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2014), Switzerland (Swiss Federal Statistical Office, 2016), Turkey (Turkish Statistical Institute, 
2009). 
 
There are different factors which influence the choice between one method or the other (Foldesi et al., 2007). 
Firstly, according to the authors, user requests and data characteristics must be taken into account. Secondly, the 
indirect method is used when the seasonal patterns of the component series are different from each other or 
when the seasonal adjustment can be performed on each series. Moreover, one can use this method to preserve 
consistency in data. Last, the direct method is usually used when the components cannot be adjusted 
individually.  
 
Maravall (2005) emphasizes the importance of using the direct adjustment, explaining that the dynamic 
composition of the series modifies through aggregation. Moreover, he points out that the constraints between the 
series will not be the same after the seasonal adjustment, which is a non-linear process. Rodriguez and Brathaug 
(2012) affirm that the direct approach is more efficient than the indirect method for seasonal adjustment of 
GDP, as it does not require many revisions. On the contrary, Central Bank of Iceland (2012) points out that the 
indirect method is more accessible to the users as it provides the same additive relationship between seasonally 
adjusted components as the raw series. 
 
In the case of Romanian National Accounts, seasonal adjustment of the GDP is performed using the direct 
approach and the GDP components are seasonally adjusted indirectly. This article proposes a framework in 
order to find a consensus between the two approaches. 
 

Assessing consistency among growth rates for seasonally adjusted data 

Data and formulas for the Romanian GDP and its components can be found at 
http://www.insse.ro/cms/en/content/gross-domestic-product (accessed February 09, 2017), as follows: 

• GDP production aggregates = Total gross value added + Taxes on products – Subsidies on products.  

• GDP consumption aggregates = Final consumption + Gross Fixed Capital Formation + Changes in 
Inventory + Exports of goods and services – Imports of goods and services. 
 

For the purpose of this paper, data for all aggregates and subcomponents in millions of lei average prices of 
2000 were considered. 
As one can observe from the data available at this link, major seasonally adjusted aggregates are computed as a 
sum of smaller aggregates, thus using the indirect method. According to Eurostat (2016), a major drawback of 
this method is the presence of residual seasonality, therefore before proceeding to consistency assessment, a test 
with regard to this issue will be performed. After performing seasonality tests on these aggregates, one can 
observe that no residual seasonality is present. Therefore, there is no concern about the quality of seasonally 
adjusted data.  
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Table 1: Seasonally adjusted GDP major components – autocorrelation at seasonal lags test; Source: 

designed by the authors using Seasonality tests in JDemetra+ 2.1 

Aggregate Autocorrelation at seasonal 
lags p-value, 2011q1 – 2016 
q3 

Autocorrelation at seasonal 
lags p-value, all data 
available 

Total gross value added 0.4544 0.5 

Taxes less subsidies on products 0.8166 1 
Final consumption 0.4526 0.1405 
Actual individual consumption of 
households 

0.4069 0.7051 

External balance of goods and services 1 0.9802 
Exports of goods and services   1 1 
Imports of goods and services 1 1 

 
Astolfi et al. (2003) point out that when comparing the direct and indirect seasonal adjustment methods the 
aggregate and the components should deliver the same message in terms of the sign of the growth rate. 
Therefore, consistency between GDP growth rate (direct seasonal adjustment) and GDP growth rate using the 
sum of the aggregates is analysed, based on data and formulas available at 
http://www.insse.ro/cms/en/content/gross-domestic-product (accessed February 09, 2017). 
The growth rate for the third quarter 2016 compared to the second quarter 2016 was analysed. For the 
consumption side, there is a major inconsistency between the GDP growth rates computed based on the sum of 
seasonally adjusted components (-4%) and the one computed based on the direct seasonal adjustment of the 
GDP (0.6%). With regard to the production side, the two growth rates deliver a fairly similar message (1% 
compared to 0.6%). 
 

Choosing the time span, decomposition method, package and ARIMA model 

Romanian National Accounts quarterly data are available since 1995. UNECE (2012) points out that a time 
series should be at least 3 years long for monthly data and 4 years long for quarterly data, warning that a too 
long time series can be inconsistent. Moreover, according to UNSD (2010), the most suitable length for seasonal 
adjustment of quarterly time series is 5 years. Thus, for the purpose of this article, time series will be considered 
since the first quarter of 2011.  
 
The decomposition method can be assessed using graphical inspection following the instructions provided by 
UNSD (2010): a pure additive model should be used when the seasonal component is not affected by the series 
level, while a multiplicative (log additive) model should be used when the seasonal component evolves with the 
series level. Graphs in annex 1 are used in order to assess what decomposition method should be used for each 
series.  

• The log-additive model should be used for the following series:  
o Total gross value added;    
o Agriculture, forestry and fishing;  
o Construction;  
o Wholesale and retail; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; transport and 

storage; hotels and restaurants;    
o Financial intermediation and insurance;  
o Real estate activities;  
o Professional, scientific and technical activities; activities of administrative services 

and support services;  

o Public administration and defence; social insurance of public sector; education; 
health and social assistance;  

o Taxes less subsidies on products;  
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o Taxes on products, Final consumption expenditure of households;  
o Final consumption expenditure of Non-profit institutions serving households;  
o Individual final consumption expenditure of General government;  
o Collective final consumption expenditure of  General government;  
o Exports of goods and services;  
o Exports of goods.  

• The additive model should be used for the following series: 
o Mining and Quarrying; manufacturing; electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning 

production and supply; water supply; sewerage, waste management and 

decontamination activities; 
o Information and communication; 
o Shows, culture and recreation activities; repair of households goods and other 

services; 
o Subsidies on products; 

o Final consumption; 
o Actual individual consumption of households; 
o Gross fixed capital formation; 
o Change in inventories; 
o External balance of goods and services; 

o Exports of services;  
o Imports of goods and services;  
o Imports of goods; 
o Imports of services. 

 
Astolfi et al. (2003) again point out three issues that should be addressed when comparing different seasonal 
adjustment approaches:  

• the necessity of working with cleaned time series (without calendar effect and outliers); 

• defining seasonal adjustment policy criteria; 

• finding a common set of quality indicators for X13 and TRAMO-SEATS.  
 
With regard to the first issue, according to Grudkowska (2015), JDemetra+ 2.1 TRAMO-SEATS and X13 
packages incorporate tools for both calendar adjustment (Easter effect, Leap year, trading days, working days) 
and outlier detection and adjustment. For the purpose of this article a specific calendar for Romania has been 
defined comprising of all legal holidays in this country. 
 
Considering the second issue, Mirică et al. (2016) point out that seasonally adjusted series should be as stable as 
possible, namely with very small revisions for growth rates. In order to assess the magnitude of varying 
revisions, two criteria will be used, according to Grudkowska (2015): root mean square error, an indicator that 
measures the magnitude of revision and number of revision points for which the relative differences between the 
initial and the final estimation are larger (in the absolute terms) than 2 times the root mean squared error of the 
revisions (red revision points). Moreover, Scheiblecker (2014) points out that inconsistency between 
components and the aggregate may not be acceptable for the users. 
 
The third issue can be easily addressed as JDemetra+ 2.1 offers a vast majority of common diagnostic tools for 
TRAMO-SEATS and X13 including a summary tool that incorporates all diagnostics, so it would not be any 
problem in comparing the results of X13 and TRAMO-SEATS. Nevertheless, there may be situations where one 
must decide between models with similar general diagnostics, a choice that can be based on various criteria 
(Kadane and Lazar, 2004). If that is the case, one can use the Out-of-sample Mean Squared Error test and the 
AIC criterion. As Pena (2001) points out, one of the main features of any model is to provide forecasts as 
accurate as possible, therefore the Mean Squared of forecasts errors must be assumed closed to the Mean 
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Squared of in sample residuals. Moreover, the AIC criterion is successfully used when we need to select a 
model that best fits an unknown reality (see for example, Olofsen and Dahan (2013), Dziak (2012)). 
 
The automatic procedure for both TRAMO-SEATS and X-13 will be tested with regard to the three issues 
defined above. Moreover, we will apply the seasonal adjustment procedure to all major aggregates and check for 
consistency between the GDP growth rates computed based on the sum of seasonally adjusted components and 
the one computed based on the direct seasonal adjustment of the GDP. Also, consistency will be checked among 
the growth rates of the major aggregates computed based on the sum of the seasonally adjusted subcomponents 
and the one computed based on their direct seasonal adjustment. If the obtained results are unsatisfactory, one 
should manually set the ARIMA Model parameters and decomposition method.  
 

Why the automatic procedure in JDemetra+? 

 

According to the Eurostat and European Central Bank joint letter, issued in 2014, JDemetra+ is recommended as 

the official software for conducting seasonal adjustment of official statistics within ESS and ESCB (Eurostat 
and ECB, 2014).  
 
Although, the program offers a wide range of options that can be set manually, the automatic procedure may be 
preferred in practice, due to several reasons. First, as Eurostat (2007) points out, seasonal adjustment is very 

time consuming and usually seasonally adjusted series must be submitted in a very short amount of time.  
Second, the major features of the automatic procedure in JDemetra+ both TRAMO-SEATS and X13 include 
automatic choice of decomposition method, outliers, ARIMA model and calendar detection.  
 

Results 

 
Tables 2 and 3 present the results of the X13 automatic procedure with regard to the three issues stated above 
and tables 4 and 5 present the results of the TRAMO-SEATS automatic procedure. 29 series were decomposed. 
Quality indicators as well as growth rates are presented.  
 
From a technical point of view, one can observe that both procedures produced satisfying results for the 
seasonal adjustment process. The overall quality is good for both methods, with only two exceptions for X13 
(one uncertain result and one severe result). The decomposition method is generally the same as the one chosen 
manually for TRAMO-SEATS (with one exception). For X13, it is different in 8 cases. The AIC looks better for 
TRAMO-SEATS in most of the cases. Also, the Out of Sample Mean test produced only one severe result in the 
case of TRAMO-SEATS and 2 in the case of X13.  
 
The root mean-square root revision history for SA series is better with TRAMO-SEATS for Total gross value 
added and Final consumption, approximately the same for Taxes on products, Subsidies on products, Gross 
fixed capital formation, Exports of goods and services, Imports of goods and services and better for X13 for 
Change in inventories. This suggests that revisions would be smaller if TRAMO-SEATS would be used for 
Total gross value added and Final consumption and X13 for Change in inventories. No red revision points 
appeared, thus suggesting no major model instability. 
 
Considering consistency between growth rates at the aggregates level, the results look much better for TRAMO-
SEATS. Yet, for X13 growth rates are slightly more consistent between the GDP as sum of production 
aggregates and GDP directly seasonally adjusted as well as the GDP as sum of consumption aggregates and 
GDP directly seasonally adjusted. As one can observe, growth rates computed using the sum of production 
aggregates are 0.3 for X13 and 0.2 for TRAMO-SEATS, while growth rates computed using the sum of 
consumption aggregates are 1.3 for X13 and 1.8 for TRAMO-SEATS.  
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Table 2: Romanian Quarterly GDP components – seasonal adjustment quality indicators (2011 q1 to 2016 

q3), source: designed by the authors using X13 Automatic procedure implemented in JDemetra+ 2.1 
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Total gross value added good 295.8
9 

0.419
9 

0.3389 non
e 

log no no no 

   Agriculture, forestry and fishing good 276.2
2 

0.928
2 

1.8761 non
e 

log no no no 

   Mining and Quarrying; manufacturing; 
electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning 
production and supply; water supply; 
sewerage, waste management and 
decontamination activities 

uncertain 244.8
2 

0.002
7 

0.2036 non
e 

 no no 1 

   Construction good 220.4
4 

0.275
3 

1.301 non
e 

log no no 2 

   Wholesale and retail; repair of motor 
vehicles and  motorcycles; transport and 
storage; hotels and restaurants 

good 255.0
9 

0.434
4 

1.0861 non
e 

log 1 no 2 

   Information and communication good 255.9 0.146
3 

0.8413 non
e 

 no no no 

   Financial intermediation and insurance good 173.4 0.164
5 

0.0821 non
e 

log no no 2 

   Real estate activities good 200.0
7 

0.685
5 

0.794 non
e 

log 1 no no 

   Professional, scientific and technical 
activities; activities of  administrative 
services and support services 

severe 198.9
8 

0.894
9 

0.4631 non
e 

log no no 1 

   Public administration and defence; social 
insurance of public sector; education; health 
and social assistance 

good 199.9
7 

0.808
5 

0.4953 non
e 

log no no 2 

   Shows, culture and recreation activities; 
repair of households goods and other services 

good 189.5
2 

0.633
6 

0.2287 non
e 

log no no 1 

Taxes less subsidies on products good 235.2
8 

0.295
3 

0.5855 non
e 

log no no no 

    Taxes on products good 234.1
3 

0.293
4 

0.3356 non
e 

log no no no 

    Subsidies on products good 144.2 0.884
6 

1.0919 non
e 

 no no 2 

Final consumption good 227.4
6 

0.192
8 

0.4596 non
e 

log no no no 

    Actual individual consumption of 
households 

good 281.3
6 

0.483
2 

0.4389 non
e 

log no no no 

       Final consumption expenditure of 
households 

good 268.0
7 

0.007
4 

0.0907 non
e 

 no no no 

       Final consumption expenditure of Non-
profit institutions serving households 

good 113.6
2 

0.2 1.1319 non
e 

log no no 2 

       Individual final consumption 
expenditure of General government 

good 216.1 0.449
7 

0.4799 non
e 

log no no 1 

    Collective final consumption expenditure 
of General government 

good 298.1
1 

0.850
3 

0.5127 non
e 

log no 8 no 

Gross fixed capital formation good 286.1
9 

0.242
5 

0.7619 non
e 

log no no no 
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Change in inventories good 314.1
5 

0.831
3 

2.0216 non
e 

 no no no 

External balance of goods and services good 288.4
9 

0.346
4 

0.157 non
e 

 no no no 

    Exports of goods and services   good 295.7
5 

0.442
2 

0.1777 non
e 

log no no no 

       Exports of goods good 304.8
9 

0.609
2 

0.1534 non
e 

log no no no 

       Exports of services good 292.0
3 

0.769
8 

1.5889 non
e 

log no no no 

    Imports of goods and services good 308.2
1 

0.031
6 

0.4562 non
e 

 no no no 

       Imports of goods good 328.0
5 

0.522
9 

0.4858 non
e 

log no no no 

       Imports of services good 311.4
1 

0.805
7 

0.3584 non
e 

log no no 1 

 

 

Table 3: Romanian Quarterly GDP components – Q3/Q2 2016 Growth rate (%), source: designed by the 

authors using X13 Automatic procedure implemented in JDemetra+.2.1 

Total gross value added (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic procedure) 0.0 

Total gross value added (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the seasonally 

adjusted components) 

0.8 

Taxes less subsidies on products (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic 

procedure) 

2.5 

Taxes less subsidies on products(growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 

seasonally adjusted components) 

2.8 

Final consumption (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic procedure) 0.0 

Final consumption(growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the seasonally adjusted 

components) 

0.1 

Actual individual consumption of households (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic 
procedure) 

0.1 

Actual individual consumption of households (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 
seasonally adjusted components) 

1.2 

Gross fixed capital formation  (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic procedure) -7.2 

Change in inventories (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic procedure) 3.3 

External balance of goods and services (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic 

procedure) 

-4.6 

External balance of goods and services (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 

seasonally adjusted components) 

-7.3 

Exports of goods and services  (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic procedure) 0.1 

Exports of goods and services  (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the seasonally 
adjusted components) 

0.3 

Imports of goods and services  (growth rate directly adjusted using X13 Automatic procedure) -2.6 

Imports of goods and services  (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the seasonally 
adjusted components) 

-1.4 

Growth rate GDP Directly seasonally adjusted data for q3 2016 (NIS Website) 0.6 

Growth rate GDP Directly seasonally adjusted data for q3 2016 (production side computed 
indirectly) 

0.3 

Growth rate GDP Directly seasonally adjusted data for q3 2016 (consumption side computed 
indirectly) 

1.3 
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Table 4: Romanian Quarterly GDP components – seasonal adjustment quality indicators (2011 q1 

to 2016 q3), source: designed by the authors using TRAMO SEATS Automatic procedure 

implemented in JDemetra+.2.1 
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Total gross value added good 276.
06 

0.048
6 

0.1028 non
e 

log no no no 

   Agriculture, forestry and fishing good 266.
13 

0.788
1 

1.8862 non
e 

log no no no 

   Mining and Quarrying; manufacturing; 
electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning 
production and supply; water supply;  
sewerage, waste management and 
decontamination activities 

good 256.
9 

0.947
8 

0.3956 non
e 

 no no no 

   Construction good 229.
58 

0.428
2 

2.2026 non
e 

log 2 no no 

   Wholesale and retail; repair of motor 
vehicles and  motorcycles; transport and 
storage; hotels and restaurants 

good 271.
39 

0.961
2 

1.498 non
e 

log 1 no 1 

   Information and communication good 218.
06 

0.044
5 

0.8303 non
e 

 no no 1 

   Financial intermediation and insurance good 165.
16 

0.466
6 

0.0298 non
e 

log no no 2 

   Real estate activities good 197.
5 

0.647
4 

1.276 non
e 

log 1 no no 

   Professional, scientific and technical 
activities; activities of administrative 
services and support services 

good 208.
27 

0.896
9 

1.0554 non
e 

log no no 1 

   Public administration and defence; 
social insurance of public sector; 
education; health and social assistance 

good 199.
33 

0.827
9 

0.8272 non
e 

log no no 2 

   Shows, culture and recreation activities; 
repair of households  goods and other 
services 

good 189.
28 

0.827
3 

0.8801 non
e 

 no no no 

Taxes less subsidies on products good 226.
8 

0.359
9 

0.6715 non
e 

log no no no 

    Taxes on products good 227.
53 

0.432
3 

0.3812 non
e 

log no no no 

    Subsidies on products good 113.
94 

0.831
5 

1.0629 non
e 

 no no 2 

Final consumption good 273.
42 

0.250
2 

0.4121 non
e 

 no no no 

    Actual individual consumption of 
households 

good 272.
27 

0.004
4 

0.442 non
e 

 no no 1 

       Final consumption expenditure of 
households 

good 271.
26 

0.036 0.5271 non
e 

log no no no 
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       Final consumption expenditure of 
Non-profit institutions serving households 

good 113.
62 

0.2 1.7895 non
e 

log no no 2 

       Individual final consumption 
expenditure of General government 

good 207.
07 

0.464 0.3893 non
e 

log no no 1 

    Collective final consumption 
expenditure of  General government 

good 219.
68 

0.205
2 

0.6032 non
e 

log no no 1 

Gross fixed capital formation good 277.
17 

0.131
5 

0.6711 non
e 

 no no no 

Change in inventories good 307.
78 

0.244
3 

3.7945 non
e 

 no no no 

External balance of goods and services good 288.
49 

0.346
4 

0.6146 non
e 

 no no no 

    Exports of goods and services   good 295.
75 

0.442
2 

0.0943 non
e 

log no no no 

       Exports of goods good 293.
77 

0.648
4 

0.4393 non
e 

log no no no 

       Exports of services good 238.
96 

0.373
2 

0.7961 non
e 

 no no 2 

    Imports of goods and services good 308.
21 

0.031
6 

0.4594 non
e 

 no no no 

       Imports of goods good 308.
42 

0.538
9 

0.1255 non
e 

 no no no 

       Imports of services good 274.
59 

0.947
7 

0.312 non
e 

log no no no 

 

Table 5: Romanian Quarterly GDP components – Q3/Q2 2016 Growth rate (%), source: designed 

by the authors using TRAMO SEATS Automatic procedure implemented in JDemetra+ 2.1 

Total gross value added (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS 

Automatic procedure) 

0.1 

Total gross value added (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 

seasonally adjusted components) 

0.8 

Taxes less subsidies on products (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS 

Automatic procedure) 

1.3 

Taxes less subsidies on products(growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 

seasonally adjusted components) 

0.8 

Final consumption (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS Automatic 

procedure) 

1.7 

Final consumption(growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the seasonally 

adjusted components) 

1.9 

Actual individual consumption of households (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO 
SEATS Automatic procedure) 

1.9 

Actual individual consumption of households (growth rate computed indirectly using the 
sum of the seasonally adjusted components) 

0.0 

Gross fixed capital formation  (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS 

Automatic procedure) 

-5.3 

Change in inventories (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS 

Automatic procedure) 

3.3 
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External balance of goods and services (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO 

SEATS Automatic procedure) 

-2.7 

External balance of goods and services (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum 

of the seasonally adjusted components) 

-3.0 

Exports of goods and services  (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS 
Automatic procedure) 

0.4 

Exports of goods and services  (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 
seasonally adjusted components) 

2.1 

Imports of goods and services  (growth rate directly adjusted using TRAMO SEATS 
Automatic procedure) 

-0.8 

Imports of goods and services  (growth rate computed indirectly using the sum of the 
seasonally adjusted components) 

-0.9 

Growth rate GDP Directly seasonally adjusted data for q3 2016 (NIS Website) 0.6 

Growth rate GDP Directly seasonally adjusted data for q3 2016 (production side computed 
indirectly) 

0.2 

Growth rate GDP Directly seasonally adjusted data for q3 2016 (consumption side 
computed indirectly) 

1.8 

 

Conclusions 

 
Eurostat (2015) highly recommends that the choice between direct and indirect approach should be based 
on statistical considerations with regard to quality and users’ needs. In this paper we proposed a 
framework that addresses these two issues. First, we set up most important diagnosis criteria that can be 
used to assess the quality of the seasonal adjustment process (Overall quality, AIC and Out-of-sample 

MSE test). Second, we identified the criteria that seasonal adjustment of national accounts should comply 
with in order to address users’ needs: consistency between seasonally adjusted aggregates, 
subcomponents and GDP. Third, we proved that all these can be addressed using an easy, fast, open-
source tool: the automatic procedure in JDemetra+ 2.1. 29 series comprising quarterly GDP components 
of Romania were seasonally adjusted using this procedure with satisfactory results in respect to users’ 

needs: good quality of the seasonally adjusted data, small revisions and consistency between the 
aggregates and the overall GDP.  
 
TRAMO SEATS gave better results with regard to quality. Considering revisions, prospects are better for 
TRAMO-SEATS. If there is high demand of very small revisions from the users, the ARIMA model can 

be set manually using a set of simulations as described by Mirică et al. (2016). With regard to 
consistency, results are slightly better for X13 at GDP level but better for TRAMO-SEATS at aggregate 
level. A satisfactory level of consistency is observed between the aggregates and the GDP if the 
aggregates are directly seasonally adjusted and not computed as the sum of seasonally adjusted 
subcomponents.  
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Abstract 
 
The article discusses the outcomes of the existing innovation rankings for evaluating the level of 
the innovation system in St. Petersburg. It has been concluded that the principles of general 
innovation management should be applied in order to develop the regional innovation system 
(RIS) of St. Petersburg.  The need for applying the procedure of regional innovation foresight is 
substantiated. The author has managed to define the key areas for enhancing the efficiency of RIS 
operation for the city of St. Petersburg. 
 
Keywords: region, innovation systems, foresight, general innovation management, principle. 

Introduction 
 
Today the innovation way of developing the country and some of its regions is one of the most 

important priorities in the socioeconomic policies of the Russian Federation.   It is the regional 

innovation system that is the factor of long-term competitive growth both for a region and for the 

entire country.  An efficient innovation mechanism can be created regionally only in case there are 

cleverly determined trends for the RIS development. The paper looks into the RIS of the city of St. 

Petersburg. 

 

St. Petersburg is one of the leading regions in the innovation system of Russia. This conclusion 

can be made on the basis of the ranking of complex socioeconomic and innovation development of 

cities called "AT Kearney Global Cities", 2016 [13], specialized ranking of innovation cities 

"Innovation Cities Index 2015: Global", and the ranking of innovation regions of Russia "AIRR" 

[7]. It is also proven by various national and international investigations. 

 

According to the findings of the research study conducted by the author [8,9], as well as the 

statistics [10, 11] and data from other investigations, it can be generally concluded that the 

regional innovation system exists in St. Petersburg (i.e. there is a quite wide range of research 

institutions, universities and there are many industries where enterprises implement innovations, 

and innovation infrastructure organizations; the contributors to innovation activities interact a lot). 

The system has been operating efficiently in a short term. However, by some parameters of its 

                                                           
1
 The paper has been written under support of the Ministry of Science and Education of 

the RF (project No. 26.6446.2017/BCH). 
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operation one can judge about regression trends and shrinking innovation activities. In the long 

run (in the projection "R&D – R&D results – results of innovation activities"), the regional 

innovation system of St. Petersburg is inefficient, i.e. it can be stated that bigger investments in the 

initial phase of the innovation process - research and development - do not entail equivalently 

growing efficiency in the last phase - the share of innovative products in the GDP and innovation-

based growth of the GDP.  

The strategic development of St. Petersburg RIS 

 
The sustainability of St. Petersburg regional innovation system is related to a wide basis for 

innovation development. However, fast developing new technologies, including biotechnology, 

artificial intelligence, big data processing technology, can change the situation in favor of new 

sectors, if no effective cooperation is ensured between the actors of the regional innovation 

system. 

The strategic development of St. Petersburg RIS must rely on the principles of general 

innovation management. These principles include:  

1-st principle Long-term horizon of RIS development strategy.  

 

The tools of regional innovation foresight must be used to form the list of technologies which 

determine the region's competitive advantages for a long period of time (30-50 years), and to 

design regional innovation policies given the foresight outcomes. Fast development and 

competitiveness in the sphere of technology is only possible in case there is certain scientific and 

technological capacity, created by the region. In addition, favorable investment climate is needed 

to attract finances into perspective technologies.  

 

Our investigations show that St. Petersburg is a leader of innovation development in Russia and 

the activity of region's enterprises in the field of innovation technology development is high.  

However, according to the results of technical efficiency simulation based on a two-phased 

envelopment analysis model
2
, St. Petersburg is losing the signs of technical efficiency in both 

phases - in the first one, related to transformation of R&D outcomes suitable for 

commercialization and further utilization, and in the second one, related to commercialization of 

these outcomes. The inefficiency of the first phase can be eliminated if long-term technology 

priorities are formed and supported in the innovation policies of the region. 

 

The entire scope of regional innovation foresight procedures is shown in Fig. 1.  

As substantiated, it might be reasonable if a university (or a consortium of universities) is 

responsible for setting up a foresight project, since the third mission governs the active role of 

universities as an integrator in the regional innovation system. 

 

                                                           
2
 These investigations were made by the author in previous papers with application of 

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). 
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Fig. 1. The scope of regional innovation foresight procedures

 

The 2-nd the key role of technological innovations based in the interdisciplinary approach as 

the main source of sustainable competitive advantages

As substantiated, it might be reasonable if a university (or a consortium of universities) is 

responsible for setting up a foresight project, since the third mission governs the active role of 
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universities as an integrator in the regional innovation system. 

In case of St. Petersburg, it is reasonable if the role of project organizer is played by one of the 

leading universities, which have strong competences in the field of modern research in natural, 

technical and social sciences. The interdisciplinary requirement is mandatory, since convergence, 

which is one of technological development trends, is impossible without involving various 

branches of knowledge.  Experts in social sciences should be involved for two reasons: firstly, the 

society have to accept new priorities, secondly, convergence of social studies and natural ones 

(such as bio-informatics, social informatics, artificial intelligence) is one of the key factors for the 

future development. Since no university in St. Petersburg is a sole holder of all the necessary 

competences (they develop in many universities, but leaders are needed to implement foresight), it 

is proposed that a consortium of universities should be set up, including St. Petersburg State 

University and universities that are members of the "5-100" project or have the status of a national 

research university. Before setting up the consortium, the competences of universities must be 

audited. It should be done by the project team of regional innovation foresight. In order to increase 

manageability, the team must be made up of representatives from one university and engage 

experts from other universities and research institutes for audit. St. Petersburg Polytechnic 

University can be a good choice as the base for setting up the project team. According to the 

recent QS ranking, St. Petersburg State University has the leading position (240 position) among 

St. Petersburg universities. However, since it is a federal university, SPbSU is not involved in the 

regional environment a lot. The next related to St. Petersburg university in the ranking is the 

Higher School of Economics. It is especially strong in sociology and among young universities of 

the world (51 position in the ranking of young universities). However there is only a branch of this 

university in St. Petersburg, whereas the head university has a federal and international focus in its 

research. Obviously, these universities have to be engaged and their expert competences must be 

used. However, a university involved in the regional environment must become the base. St. 

Petersburg Polytechnic University has the first positions in the ranking in the fifth hundred (401-

410),with strong positions in physics and astronomy. This is the best result among St. Petersburg 

universities. This approach allows applying the second principle of general innovation 

management in reference to St. Petersburg RIS. 

 

The organizational committee of the project should include, apart from representatives of SPbPU, 

members of other leading universities and non-profit-making organizations, which would convey 

the positions of the regional community and executive government bodies. The general structure 

of the organizational committee and consortium, as well as the key objectives are shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. University consortium as the basis for the project of regional innovation foresight of 

St. Petersburg 

Organizational committee of the regional 

innovation foresight project 

Consortium of St. Petersburg universities 

Tracking the emerging 

technologies and possible scope 

Formation of values and 

norms for innovation 

Search for and support of innovation initiatives, networking 
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The 3-rd principle: introduction of innovation management as a tool of not only strategic but also 

operational management.  

 

The organization of the regional innovation foresight project must embrace the time horizon 

relevant for managing the project. Since it is the issue of working out the guidelines for regional 

innovation policies, and investment in technology has a long-term nature, following the examples 

of other regions, it is reasonable that the time of the project should be limited by three years, given 

the results of regular monitoring over its implementation. The frequency of monitoring must be no 

less than once per 2 years, since today the life cycle of technology development is reducing and a 

two year period is the time proposed by many researchers. 

 

In parallel with the regional innovation foresight project, other innovation initiatives should 

develop, as well as the legislation stimulating and regulating innovation activities. The most 

important statutes of St. Petersburg, regulating innovation project financing, are: 

1. St. Petersburg Government Decree No. 355 as of 13.05.2014 "On the Economic and Social 

Development Strategy of St. Petersburg for the period until 2030". 

2. St. Petersburg Government Decree No. 835 as of 28.06.2011 "On Complex Program "Science. 

Industry. Innovations" in St. Petersburg for the years 2012-2015". The total volume of finance for 

the program is 3.6 bil. RUR.  

 

3. St. Petersburg Government Decree No. 495 as of 23.06.2014 "On St. Petersburg state program 

"Development of industry, innovation activities and agro-industrial complex in St. Petersburg" for 

the years 2015-2020". The total volume of finance for the program is 875.6 mil. RUR. 

 

4. St. Petersburg Government Decree No. 496 as of 23.06.2014 "On the state program of St. 

Petersburg "Economic development and knowledge economy in St. Petersburg" for the years 

2015-2020". The total volume of finance for the program is 4.5 bil. RUR. 

 

At the same time St. Petersburg lacks the legislation which directly regulates innovation activities.  

The fourth principle is compliance of the innovation policies with the innovation culture in the 

region. Since regional innovation foresight and regional innovation policies are the products of a 

wide consensus concerning the issues of St. Petersburg strategic development and given the strong 

science, technology and innovation potential, this issue calls for addressing the creation and 

enhancement of a culture contributing to the growth in innovation activities and acceptance of key 

development trends. Since the innovation policies of the strong region should contribute to 

expanding the base of competitive advantages, innovation culture must be focused on facilitating 

innovation activities in various sectors, revealing and setting up new clusters or other modes of 

interaction between agents of innovation activities.  

 

An important principle is market orientation. Since the issue is about prospective areas of regional 

innovation development, the market for innovations should be not only monitored but also created 

and stimulated.  

Conclusion 

 
The findings of St. Petersburg regional innovation system monitoring, discussed  by the author in 

previous publications [5], show that now the support given to innovation enterprises is low and 

does not stimulate innovation activities.  

It should be taken into account that the financial infrastructure of innovation activities should be 

fostered so that innovation enterprises could enter the market.  The region and the state do not 

provide innovation enterprises with sufficient finances to develop new key technologies and form 

a strong innovation system in the region. 
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Venture investors, together with the state, traditionally work as financing sources. However, the 

statistics from Russian and foreign venture funds prove that investing in large projects in new 

sectors, accompanied by a high risk, is not common for venture business. Investors are much more 

likely to invest in industries which are demonstrating a dynamic growth today. Thus, venture 

investors in Russia are mostly willing to invest in software engineering, e-commerce, new 

services, advertising and marketing, as well as new transport and logistics technologies [12]. Thus, 

the issue of searching for promising technologies by venture investors to invest funds remains to 

be one of the most acute. One of the tools to tackle the problem is the system of technology 

brokering in the region.  

 

Thus, this research study of St. Petersburg innovation system allows marking out the key areas for 

improving the efficiency of the system. They include enhancing the quality of innovation policies, 

making interaction between the actors of innovation activities more intense, improving the 

efficiency of investments made into innovation resources, developing the innovation infrastructure 

and overcoming the existing disproportions.   The key areas are substantiated for strategic 

development of St. Petersburg regional innovation system based on the implementation of a 

regional innovation foresight project. The project uses the principles of general innovation 

management and is implemented by a consortium of universities, whose objective is not only to 

define the technologies which drive regional development, but also to determine to what extent the 

community of the city is ready to accept and introduce these technologies.  
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Abstract  
 
This paper deals with one of the topical issues of each company, corporate social responsibility. 
CSR is a voluntary concept beyond the statutory obligations of an enterprise that encompasses the 
economic, social and environmental spheres and fulfills the goals of stakeholders. The history of 
CSR dates back to the early 1950s and it consist of three pillars – economic, social and 
environmental. As in any industry, it is important in the logistics sector of CSR. Logistics is 
analyzed using PESTLE analysis and Porter's five competitive forces model. Finally, the trends in 
CSR are defined. 
 
Keywords: CSR, logistics, analysis 

 
Introduction 

 
At present, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is becoming a topic that is increasingly being 
discussed. The public and the competitors are more aware of how the business behaves towards 
consumers, the social and the environment, the employees and the social needs of society. 
Successful companies are no longer enough to focus on making profits. Also, the popularity of 
social responsibility is growing in the Czech Republic, and the number of organizations involved 
in this concept is increasing. There are competitions of companies where social responsibility is 
the main measure, looking at how the enterprise is perceived by the public. 

According to Jirásek (2007), "be good" is a sought after characteristic of a business - to be a good 
supplier, to be a good employer, to be a good neighbor, etc. It turned out that it may not be the 
biggest companies at all to take a significant place on this scale. Social responsibility not only 
does not stand against economic success but, on the contrary, belongs to it and acts as a motivating 
and reinforcing factor. 
 
Corporate Social Responsibility 

The notion of "Corporate Social Responsibility" (CSR), although discussed over half a century 
ago, currently has no globally valid and consistent global definition. According to Kašparová and 
Kunz (2013) this may be due to the fact that CSR is based on volunteering, it does not have strict 
boundaries, thus giving scope both for a broad discussion and for a very wide understanding and 
interpretation of this complex concept by individual interest groups. Mura (2011) even takes the 
view that if there is a certain unified and universally accepted consensus in understanding the 
concept of CSR, this is because the term CSR has different meanings for different stakeholders. 

Trnková (2004) states that an interested party (group, individual) is any person or organization that 
has direct or indirect influence, whether positive or negative, to the functioning of the company or, 
on the contrary, the company influences it. Stakeholder analysis is a very important part of 
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strategic management in this time (Slabá and Fiala, 2014).  These are the following groups of 
stakeholders (Mádlová, 2010; Trnková, 2004; Dědina and Malý, 2005): 

• customers, 
• employees, 
• suppliers and business partners, 
• owners and investors, 
• managers, 
• local community. 

These groups always vary by organization. However, depending on the type, it is possible to 
estimate what their interest is and what they are trying to do. Customers can be expected to be 
interested in the quality of the product or service, the reasonable price of the product and after-
sales service. Employees assess working conditions in the organization, reasonable wages and 
non-financial benefits, reconciliation of work and personal life. Owners and investors are 
interested in the profit, growth and prosperity of the organization. Business partners expect quality 
contracts and negotiations as well as timely performance of commitments. The local community 
assesses the impact of the company's business on the environment, and the goal of managers is 
above all to harmonize the legitimate interests of each of these major groups. (Steiner, 2008) 

History of CSR 

 
The history of CSR dates back to the early 1950s. The roots of this concept can be found in the 
United States, when Howard Bowen first used the term CSR in its Social Responsibility of 
Businessman (1953) to demand social management considerations. 

In the 1970s, the United Nations took the first debates and formed the foundations for CSR 
content. The concept gained importance in the 1990s, when the European Union became interested 
in it. In 1996, CSR Europe, the most important European headquarters dedicated to CSR, was 
established. Its aim is to provide a Europe-wide promotion of CSR, to provide education and 
advice in this area. 

Another milestone was the Lisbon Summit in 2000, where top EU officials agreed that CSR 
development across Europe needs to be strategically promoted and promoted. 

One of the most important documents in the area of social responsibility is the so-called Green 
Paper issued in 2001 by the European Commission. The Green Paper contains the basic principles, 
tools and approaches to CSR, as well as the first official definition of CSR from the European 
Union, which is based on three pillars of socially responsible behavior. The Kunz Green Paper 
(2012) unleashed a wide-ranging debate amongst representatives of companies, non-profit 
organizations and the general public. It points out that CSR is not only a matter for large firms, but 
must also become an integral part of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), because they 
also depend on the competitiveness of the future Europe. There is important finding from most 
studies focused on the link between firm growth and size that smaller firms grow faster than their 
larger counterparts (Fiala and Hedija, 2015).  

In the following years, two important organizations - Multistakeholder Forum (2002) and 
European Alliance for CSR (2006) - have been formed that bring together European businesses to 
help develop CSR (exchange of experience, monitoring existing CSR tools, creating new jobs, 
etc.). 

As part of the Economic 2020 Strategy, the European Commission issued a Communication on a 
renewed EU CSR strategy for 2011-2014. (Tetreva, 2017; Kunz, 2012) 
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Three pillars of CSR 

 
According to some authors (Kunz, 2012; Zu, 2009; Mullerat and Brennan, 2011; Henriques and 
Richardson, 2004), CSR is built on three basic pillars (so called triple-bottom-line): 

• economic (profit), 
• social (people), 
• environmental (planets). 

 
Fig. 1: Three pillars of CSR. Source: Kunz (2012) 

 
Within the economic sphere (see Table 1), attention is paid to the main goals - continued 
profitability, which subsequently enables the company to finance CSR activities such as 
management and control of the organization, the fight against information and corruption, money 
laundering. Furthermore, organizations focus on fulfilling commitments, payment morals, 
consumer protection and data, compliance with contracts, transparency, credibility, establishing 
ethical codes, including marketing and advertising ethics, and respecting the rules of fair 
competition. The social sphere includes the development of human capital, the reconciliation of 
the personal and working life of employees, as well as outplacement and health and safety at work. 
Environmental issues include, for example, eco-friendly production, ISO standards and waste 
management. 
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Tab. 1: Examples of CSR activities within individual pillars 

 
Pillar Examples 

Economic Area 

Ethics and Avoiding Corruption 
Way of corporate governance 
Credibility and transparency 
Relationships with customers and suppliers 
Behavior towards owners, shareholders 
Respecting the protection of intellectual property 
Innovation and sustainability 
Respecting the rules of fair competition 

Social area 

Creating the conditions for employees to reconcile their personal 
and working life 
Development of human capital 
Outplacement 
Employee policy 
Respecting equal opportunities 
Occupational health and safety 
Open and friendly business climate 

Environmental area 

Reducing negative environmental impacts 
Environmentally friendly production, products and services 
Environmental Management (ISO Standards) 
Investing in green technologies 
Waste management 
Creating conditions to minimize traffic load 
Protecting natural resources, reducing energy and water 
consumption 

 
Source: own processing according to Kunz, 2012 

 
Analysis of the logistics sector 

According to Štůsek (2007), logistics is a common concept, which is understood as the doctrine of 
solution of supply and security problems in various branches of social life. In fact, it is a solution 
to all circulatory processes, regardless of the form of organization. The concept of logistics is 
closely linked to the supply chain. Logistics greatly influences and facilitates the creation of 
values between companies, in the form of electronic information and physical goods. 

Tomek and Vávrová (2007) states that this term was used and applied originallyin the military, but 
since the 1960s it has become a very popular slogan, which has many meanings in it. The goal of 
logistics is to optimize material flow and thus logistics performance based on individual technical 
components, logistics services and logistics costs. Logistics management itself includes three 
dimensions: 

• functions - buying, production, sales and associated activities, 
• institutions - building a network of entities inside and outside the business organization, 
• information processing - planning, management, implementation, control. 
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Logistics companies must strictly stick to "time is money" because they need it quickly and 
efficiently process a large amount of information to deliver the right goods to the right place at the 
right time. Key success factors are economy, fast response and flexibility. 

To analyze the logistics industry, the author chose PESTLE analysis and Porter's model. Macro-
environment analyzes focus on assessing the effects of the environment. PEST analysis is called 
by the initial letters of influence: political (political), economic (economic), social (social), and 
technological (technological). Johnson et al. (2006) suggests that variations such as PESTE, 
PESTEL, SLEPT, SLEPTE, STEEP or STEP are created by rearranging the letters and adding 
other (ecological, legislative) influences. The logistics industry, as well as all sectors, is affected 
by the factors (see Table 2) that cannot be affected.  

Tab. 2: PESTLE Analysis for the Logistics Sector 

Factors Specific examples in logistics 

Political Current political situation 
Position and stability of the government 
Support for foreign trade 

Economic Trend of GDP, Unemployment, Inflation 
The amount of money in circulation 
The emergence of new companies 
Trend of international trade 

Social and cultural Level of education 
People's lifestyle - eating habits, attitudes to 
work and leisure, to ecology 

Technological  Transport and Information Infrastructure 
needed to develop logistics 
Speed of fleet obsolescence 
Government support for research 
New discoveries, results in R & D 

Legislative Legislation, Tax Policy 
Antitrust laws 
Environmental policy of the state 
State regulation 

Environmental  Waste Management 
Access to environmental protection 

Source: own processing 

Of great importance for the development of the strategy is the analysis of the company itself. 
Needed to realize the position it occupies in the business environment. Michael Porter identified 
five forces that decide on their own long-term attractiveness of the market or market segment: 
competitors in the industry, potential new entrants, substitutes, customers and suppliers. (Kotler, 
2007) 

The goal of the model is to understand the forces that work in the business environment and to 
identify what is of the greatest importance for the company and which can be influenced by 
strategic decisions. For an enterprise that wants to achieve success, it is necessary to recognize 
these forces, to cope with them, to respond to them and, if possible, to change their actions for 
their own benefit. Specific examples that businesses encounter in the logistics sector are illustrated 
in Figure 2. Industry's current competitors are the most powerful in the model. There is a large 
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number of logistics companies and it is difficult for them to increase their market share. Often they 
conclude contract contracts for a short time, also because they offer similar services and compete 
mainly with the price. Potential newcomers have easy access to distribution channels, and as there 
is more and more opportunities and no high starting capital, there are almost no entry barriers to 
the industry. 

Negotiating power of suppliers depends on fuel prices, politics, 
Entrance prices have a large share of how profitable the business is. The negotiating power of 
buyers is related to the number of current competitors in the industry 
them, customers can easily compare the prices of the services provided and in some cases vertical 
integration with the manufacturers. Availability of substitutes is high (eg rail, air), but does it 
depend on the nature of the goods transported (bricks or frozen debris?).
 
 

Fig. 2: Porter model for the logistics industry. 
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Conclusions 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is among the appreciated features of an advanced society. 
The balance between profit and social responsibility becomes a strong link between business 
leadership and employees. And if the business wants to succeed in competitive struggle, it will 
gradually be forced to reconcile its economic interests with social and environmental issues, 
because it can only maintain its profitability in the long term and become competitive. 

The long-term financial success of businesses is increasingly linked to corporate social 
responsibility and reporting. In the future, we can assume: 

• the rapid development of modern technologies, which are increasingly demanding 
transparency (disclosure increases not only due to regulations, but also to better access to 
information and greater public interest); 

• building consumer confidence through CSR activities, 
• involving businesses in global challenges (education, environmental protection, health) 
• employee involvement in decision making as they are the working capital of each 

enterprise. 

Further research by the author will continue with a more detailed breakdown of CSR in the 
logistics sector and comparing the CSR activities of individual logistics businesses. 
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Abstract  

 
Research in the field of crisis management in the retail sector is an interdisciplinary endeavour at the 
intersection of crisis management, marketing, logistics and finance. The current study is aimed at 
identifying an optimal set of anti-crisis measures allowing retailers to weather crisis and develop 
sustainably in difficult market conditions. Presently, chains are increasing their share of retail market 
in Russia. It is forecasted that they will account for 30% of total retail turnover by 2018. The paper 
provides analysis of anti-crisis measures carried out by Russian retail chains in 2014-2017. In crisis 
conditions all leading Russian retailers implemented organic growth and multi-format development 
strategies, and at the same time developed long-term partnership programs with manufacturers, 
financial institutions, etc. Such partnerships are instrumental in decreasing operational risks and 
overcoming downturn. The study outlines the types of synergies which retailers can achieve by 
concluding long-term partnerships with players from other sectors. Operational, financial, investment, 
communication and innovation synergies are being discussed. Synergies in supply chain are 
considered using the example of private labels programs. The paper also analyses vertical integration 
strategy aimed at securing reliable procurement of products. The current research project provides for 
subsequent efforts to assess how implementation of partnership programs influences retailers’ 
effectiveness and performance in crisis environment. 
 
Keywords: Crisis management, retail chain, strategic partnership 
 
Introduction 

 
Presently, retail sector executives and scholars are showing an increasing interest in development and 
implementation of anti-crisis programs. 
 
During the last three years, Russian retailers have faced a number of major challenges: 
- Fall in real disposable incomes and lower purchasing power of consumers (according to the 
Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation, real disposable incomes were down by 
0.7% year-on-year in 2014, 3.2% in 2015, and 5.9% in 2016); 
- Decrease of working capital due to tightening of domestic fiscal policy and restricted access 
to international capital markets (Antipin P.A., 2015); 
- Growing legislative pressure, such as amendments to the Federal Law Nr. 381-FZ “On 
Trade” regulating relations with suppliers; 
- Disruption of procurement chains due to embargo on imports of certain products from a 
number of countries and government import replacement policy (Panyukova V.V., 2015). 
 
The objects of the current study are leading Russian retail chains. Among domestic retailers they were 
the first to develop and implement anti-crisis policies. 
By constructing a linear trend function based on the 2009-2016 data (reliability of approximation 
being 0.9912), it can be concluded that the share of chains in Russian total retail trade turnover will 
reach 30% by 2018 (fig. 1). 
 
It is asserted that there is a steady growth of the chains’ share in Russia’s total retail trade turnover. 
The market power of leading federal retail chains is constantly growing as well. 
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This study seeks to identify optimal anti-crisis measures which could be instrumental for retailers as 
well as to assess effectiveness of retailers’ partnership programs in challenging market conditions. 

 

 
Source: based on Rosstat data for 2009 – 2016 

Fig. 1. The share of chains in Russian total retail trade turnover, 2009-2018 
 
The current research comes up with the following hypotheses: 
1. Strategic partnership programs with manufacturers, financial institutions etc. are a powerful 
tool which retail chains can use to prevent and overcome crisis developments. 
2. Strategic partnership programs within the retail sector are aimed at bringing operational, 
financial, communication and innovation synergies. 
 
Literature review 

 
Russian and foreign academic literature thoroughly analyses current trends in retail trade. 
Development and specific problems of retail chains are being addressed in the first place. 
 
Foreign scholars discuss anti-crisis policies in retail trade based on evidence from certain regions or 
chains. For example, an interesting analysis of how crisis management influenced corporate reputation 
of Maxima retail chain, the largest in Latvia and Lithuania, was carried out in 2014. A conclusion was 
made that the organizations regardless of their type and size should pay significant attention to setting 
up crisis management systems, as well as obtain at least basic knowledge in this field as crisis 
significantly affects corporate reputation (Miglė Šontaitė-Petkevičienė, 2014). 
 
Human resources management is one of the crucial elements of crisis management in retail chains. 
Foreign researches underline that in crisis conditions it is necessary to implement a time management 
policy as well as to form a special anti-crisis team with clear responsibilities defined for each of its 
members (Pelin Vardarlıer, 2016). 
 
It is also pointed out that managing relations with suppliers and adapting supply chain play decisive 
role in development of anti-crisis programs (Stavros T. Ponis, Athanasia Ntalla, 2016). Choosing the 
right communication strategy has a noticeable influence on successful realization of anti-crisis 
programs as well. 
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Russian retail chains attempted to overcome the effects of the 2014-2015 crisis by realizing the 
following strategies: the strategy of growth, the strategy of achieving cost leadership, the strategy of 
developing multichannel sales, and the strategy of building customer equity (Bakharev V.V., 2016). 
 
Our research shows that the problem of development and implementation of anti-crisis strategies by 
Russian retailers has not been comprehensively analysed. Moreover, strategic partnership programs 
and fields of their implementation have not been assessed in the framework of retailers’ anti-crisis 
policies. 
For this research, we assume that a strategic partnership “is a long-term partnership in the field of 
business and projects that have a strategic importance, which is formed by a limited number of 
participants and set up in practically any legal form” (Zobov A.M., 2012). 
 
Research design and methodology 

 
Russian (Ilkevich S.V., Shlapak V.S., 2014) and foreign (Dominic Elliott, Kim Harris, Steve Baron, 
2005) scholars argue for using integrated, cross-disciplinary approach for drafting a long-term and 
sustainable business development strategy. We believe that within the services sector such strategy 
should include marketing activities, anti-crisis measures and supply chain management. The current 
paper is based on this approach. 
 
The case study method was used in this research with an aim to identify crucial elements of Russian 
federal retail chains’ anti-crisis programs and these programs’ specific aspects. Case studies were 
conducted based on data available on official websites of the retailers (X5 Retail Group, Magnit, and 
Dixy Group), as well as information obtained from sector reports published by consulting companies 
and via monitoring of Russian and foreign media sources. 
 

Results 

 
X5 Retail Group, Magnit and Dixy Group are the largest players on the Russian FMCG retail market 
in terms of revenues and number of stores. An overview of these companies’ operations and financials 
is presented in the table 1. 

 
Table 1: Russian largest FMCG retailers in 2016 

 X5 Retail Group Magnit Dixy Group 

Market share 7,4% 8% 2,4% 
Number of stores 9187 14059 2802 

Retail space, thousand 
square meters 

4301 5 068 952,5 

Retail revenues, RUR 
billion 

1025,6 1069,3 309,1 

LFL change 7,7% 0,26% 4,4 % 
LFL average check, %. 5% 0,9% 3,5% 

Deloitte Global rank 71 61 198 
*Source: compiled by the author based on data available at companies’ official websites 

 
Russia’s largest retailers reacted to crisis conditions (after the year 2014) in a different way compared 
to regional and local retail chains. Smaller retailers had to concentrate on survival and resisting 
downturn. At the same time, the leading players focused on development, achieving long-term 
competitive advantages and adjusted their anti-crisis strategies in these directions. 
 
Table 2 presents main features of largest retailers’ anti-crisis policies. 
 
In response to the crisis, the three leading Russian retailers have chosen the organic growth strategy, 
which allowed achieving competitive advantages thanks to the economies of scale. Economically 
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viable opportunities for large-scale mergers and acquisitions in the sector did not emerge. According 
to Russian investment bank Aton, all the companies mentioned will demonstrate growth of retail 
space in 2017. It is expected that X5 Retail Group will expand its retail space by 21%, Magnit – by 
15%, and Dixy Group – by 6%. 

 

Table 2:  Main features of largest Russian retailers’ anti-crisis policies 

 X5 Retail Group Magnit Dixy Group 

Organic growth 
strategy 

Aggressive organic 
growth strategy. 
Regional expansion. 

Development of existing 
business model. Regional 
expansion and boosting 
retail space. 
 

Plans regional 
expansion and 
boosting retail space. 
Closing down 
unprofitable stores. 

Multi-format 
development strategy 

Pyaterochka 
discounters, 
Perekrestok 
convenience stores 
and supermarkets, 
Karusel hypermarkets 

Magnit convenience 
stores and hypermarkets, 
Magnit Family, Magnit 
Cosmetics, Magnit 
Wholesale (pilot project), 
Magnit pharmacy (pilot 
project). 

Dixy convenience 
stores, Victoria 
supermarkets, CASH 
cash-and-carry store, 
Megamart and 
Minimart 
hypermarkets. 

Private label 
management policies 

Increasing the share of 
private label products 
to 20% of turnover at 
Pyaterochka. 

Cutting down the number 
of private labels, 
optimising the range of 
goods. Increasing the 
share of private labels to 
20% of turnover 

In 2017, it is planned 
to increase the share 
of private label 
products in total 
turnover from 15,5% 
to 25%. Development 
of new private labels 
under umbrella 
brands. 

Vertical integration Abandoning the 
vertical integration 
strategy. Development 
of strategic 
partnerships. 

In 2016, agreed to build 
an industrial park in the 
Krasnodar region. In 
2017, acquired a Lipetsk 
region-based vegetables 
producer. 

Integrating 
procurement of 
wholesaler Megapolis  
and retailer Dixy 
Group. 

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources 

 
In environment characterized by changing state regulations and general economic difficulties, all the 
above mentioned retail chains revised approaches to procurement and terms of relations with 
suppliers. Entering into direct contracts with suppliers is now prioritized. For example, X5 Retail 
Group signed in 950 new suppliers in 2016. 
 
In 2015-2016, as part of its anti-crisis strategy Dixy Group reconsidered its supplier lists and dropped 
a number of well-known brands. In an effort to optimize its range of products the company moved 
from shelves products with low turnover. However, such anti-crisis policy proved to be ineffective 
and disrupted operations. It should be underlined that Russian discounters and convenience stores 
traditionally carry a wider and deeper range of goods than foreign counterparts. 
 
Synergy in the field of procurement can be achieved by developing and selling private label products. 
Private label programs play an increasingly important role in anti-crisis programs of the leading retail 
chains (information on share of private label products in leading retailers’ total turnover is presented 
in fig. 2). 
 
Due to falling purchasing power and changing terms of relations with suppliers, the share of private 
label products will have a tendency to increase. At the same time, it is necessary to carry out 
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continuing monitoring of demand for private label products and optimize the product range. Our 
analysis shows that Russian retail chains face a number of problems when realizing anti-crisis private 
label strategies: disbalance of private label offerings in specific product categories; inadequate pricing 
policy; lack of feedback from consumers; absence of quality control systems. 
 

 

 
Source: compiled by the author on the basis of companies’ official data 

Fig. 2. Share of private label products in leading retailers’ total turnover in 2016 

 
 
In this connection, retail chains’ managers should concentrate on the following main elements of 
private label development and promotion: distribution strength, pricing, communications system 
(Carmen Abril, Belén Rodriguez-Cánovas, 2016). Stability of relation between producers and retailers 
cooperating on private label products is usually higher compared to traditional supply agreements. 
 
One of the approaches to achieving financial and investment synergy could be private-public 
partnerships. For example, the Russian Prime Minister, the Governor of the Krasnodar region and the 
General Director of Magnit signed a trilateral agreement in 2016. According to the agreement, the 
retailer will invest RUR 9 billion in developing an industrial park on a 146-hectare land plot located in 
the region. In the framework of the project, Magnit will build 14 production facilities, including a 
confectionary plant, a bakery, a tea and coffee packaging plant, an ice-cream plant, etc. In total, the 
company plans to build 40 new food production plants during the next 10 years.Such a business model 
allows the retailer to control and optimize its supply chain. 
 
Synergy in the purchasing field can be also achieved by carrying out joint promotion activities. For 
example, in September 2016 Magnit organized in Volgograd a purchasing seminar for local suppliers, 
during which the retailer presented itself and its terms of cooperation, and at the same time provided a 
platform for local companies to promote their own products. 
 
Synergy in operating activity can be achieved by implementing a vertical integration strategy. 
Cooperation between retailer Dixy Group and wholesaler Megapolis, which developed a joint project 
to deliver consumer products to non-chain stores, can be a good example. The synergy is expected to 
arise from merging procurement, logistics and distributions platforms of the two companies. 
 
In its turn, marketing synergy can be attained by launching co-branding initiatives, such as offering 
joint banking products (debit and credit cards, etc.). One of the examples is a partnership between X5 
Retail Group’s Pyaterochka chain and Pochta Bank. Another example is presented by Dixy Group and 
Qiwi Bank which launched a joint project promoting usage of the bank’s interest-free instalment plan 
cards Sovest in the retailer’s stores. 
 
Synergy in the communications field is achieved by implementing both multi-format development 
strategy and multi-channel marketing and sales. Agreeing with Chaplygin Yu.V., we consider multi-
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channel marketing and sales as one of the options to achieve sales channels synergy and 
communications synergy (Chaplygin Yu.V., 2015). 
 
In unstable market conditions, Magnit is implementing the diversification strategy introducing 
additional store formats. In 2017, the company launched pilot stores in two new formats – pharmacy 
and wholesale (Magnit-Opt). 
This kind of synergy can be achieved both by the chain’s autonomous development and by 
participation in partnership programs. 
 
Marketing synergy can be attained by forming partnerships between retail chains and other service 
establishments. Such partnerships increase traffic, number of purchases, average check, and sales in 
general, which leads to financial and investment synergies. In 2017, X5 Retail Group announced a 
trilateral partnership agreement with private equity fund Acmero Capital and investment company 
Marathon Group to develop retail and services centres at transportation hubs (Passenger Service 
Centres). Each centre will include a Pyaterochka discounter, a pharmacy operated by Marathon 
Group, a food court operated by Acmero Capital, a ticket office, a parcel automat, an ABM, a 
payments terminal, etc. 
 
Another example of marketing synergy could be a shop-in-shop arrangement. By 2021, The Central 
Union of Consumer Cooperatives of Russia plans to open on sublease conditions 5000 shops-in-shops 
to sell farmers’ produce in X5 Retail Group’s Pyaterochka stores. In addition, during the next two 
years the parties could open around 1000 stores under a joint brand, COOP-Pyaterochka. Besides 
marketing synergies, such cooperation will decrease risks connected to agricultural products deliveries 
and allow optimizing the supply chain. 
 
Earlier, in 2015, Dixy Group signed a termless partnership agreement with Pharmacy Chain 36,6 
giving the latter a priority right to open shop-in-shop pharmacies in Dixy stores. 
 
The strategy of achieving innovation synergy via forming partnerships can be assessed using the 
example of cooperation program, which was agreed upon by X5 Retail Group and Internet Initiatives 
Development Fund accelerator in 2017. The Fund will be responsible for organizational and financial 
issues while X5 Retail Group will provide informational support, advice and a platform for 
approbation of the best innovation projects within the retail and services field. However, achieving 
innovation synergies in the retail sector requires size and market power, and could face obstacles such 
as low employee qualification. 
 
Also in 2017, Dixy Group launched an accelerator for retail sector start-ups offering investments of up 
to RUR 1 million for projects, which promise to breakeven in less than half a year. The company is 
ready to consider projects aimed at improving effectiveness of sales process and customer service, as 
well as initiatives in the field of logistics optimization and new product delivery channels. 
 
Innovation projects developed in the framework of partnership can be aimed at: 
- introducing innovations into production processes (for private label products and at retailers’ own 
production facilities, such as farms, etc.); 
- procurement and supply chain optimization; 
- improving customer service and increasing sales conversion;  
- modernizing distribution centres, automating technological processes (for example, cooperation 
between retail chains and logistic operators); 
- developing up-to-date business models for managing retail chains; 
-  optimizing retailers’ business processes. 
 
Conclusion 

 
Partnership programs play an increasingly important role in retailers’ crisis management systems. 
Such programs are aimed at strengthening market position, and at the same time are performing 
communication and marketing functions. 
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Case studies testify that strategies of the three leading Russian retailers rely on multi-format and 
multichannel development, organic growth and expansion of private label offerings.  
 
This approach helps to achieve closer contact with consumers, identify clients’ needs, and develop 
customer-focused offerings, i.e. greatly contributes to positive consumer experience, which is of 
strategic importance for all retailers. 
 
Anti-crisis partnership programs being presently implemented by Russian retailers are targeted at 
procurement, operational, financial, investment, and innovation synergies. 
 
During the subsequent research, it is planned to carry out a questionnaire survey and in-depth 
interviews with retail chains’ executives to assess effectiveness of anti-crisis programs. Financial 
accounts of public retail companies will be used to evaluate the results of anti-crisis measures. 
Additional studies will be required to analyse vertical integration as an element of anti-crisis strategies 
in the retail sector. 
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Abstract 
 

The entrepreneurial environment has been changing for years. The quality, cost and time require-

ments for companies have constantly increased and are still subject to the pressure, to adapt to the 

fast-paced and modified market demands. Shortened product life cycles as well as increased pressure 

for innovation due to increased and globally occurring competition are causing financial difficulties 

for suppliers Metze (2010). Through this described pressure for innovation, manufacturers and first-

time suppliers, often referred to as the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) in the automotive 

industry, and their suppliers, also called tier 1 and 2 suppliers, are moving closer together to optimize 

research, development and other costs, while improving adaptability to market needs in order to iden-

tify competitive advantages - www.vda.de (2016). As a solution, to reduce the financial difficulties, 

often companies install Supply Chain Finance as a tool to save their liquidity and restructure their 

financial structure. They install individual trade financing procedures and get more and more 

independend from their bank partner. This work is based primarily on expert opinions, which mostly 

come from press reports. It presents the positive effects that can arise, both for suppliers as well as for 

recipients of goods, with the optimization of supply chain finance by means of selected instruments 

and their mode of action or the optimization of the financial flow within the chain. 

 

Keywords: Supply Chain Finance, Working Capital, Liquidity, 

 

1  Introduction 

 

To be able to cope with this challenge, companies see themselves compelled to adapt their financial 

flows to their value creation and to optimize their transactions in line with their needs - Huch / Fache 

(2015). This is where the Supply Chain Finance approach developed in North America and in Europe 

is taking place. The market volume which is to be used alone in France, the United Kingdom, and 

Germany, is about 470 billion euros, with Germany having the largest market potential of about 230 

billion euros - Huch / Fache (2015). The global market for supply chain finance is subject to steady 

growth, whose market volume has increased in the past two years from 30 to about 40 percent. This 

can be attributed, among other things, to the very distinctive and capital-intensive automotive indus-

try in Germany. The focus of this paper will be on how the various options will enable a better utili-

zation of working capital. Furthermore, the work formulates that further positive effects, e.g. in-

creased liquidity outside of traditional credit lines, are released and which leads to a stabilisation 

effect of the suppliers – Klüwer (2016). 

 

2 Basics of Supply Chain Management and Its Content and Thematic 

Delineation 

 

2.1 Definitions of the supply chain 

In the literature, there are numerous interpretations and representation of the term supply chain. The 

Supply Chain (German supply chain) is a chain of successively connected suppliers that work 
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together within the value chain and work together in a coordinated manner until the final acceptance - 

Kortus-Schultes and Ferfer (2005). 

 

“The supply chain ... of a company consists of several departments, which can include 

purchasing and customer service. In this way, activities in a supply chain are associated with 

the organization of storage (material), the storage process itself, the supply and delivery of 

materials to the distribution of final products to end users - Kortus-Schultes, Ferfer (2005).” 

 

Lukatsch formulates the concept supply chain as follows: It goes beyond the already mentioned 

interaction of a company and its suppliers and supplements these by the interaction with the 

customer, as so-called demand chain - Lukatsch (2010). The supply chain can be viewed as a link or 

integrated enterprise-wide organization in the value-added process, for the coordination of the entire 

value-added chain. The application fields of the supply chain generate the primary value added of a 

company and therefore represent a significant component in a company, regardless of location, size 

or industry. 

 

2.2 Definitions of Supply Chain Management 

 

The concept of supply chain management is not also clearly defined – Fettke (2007). However, the 

following consensus can be derived. Supply chain management emphasizes both the goal of 

increasing customer satisfaction as well as the cross-company perspective, which not only looks at its 

own company, but rather takes the entire value-added supply chain into focus. The coordination of 

the individual actors is decisive for a successful supply chain management. In addition, the goods, 

information and financial flows must also be taken into consideration - Metze (2010). Kümmer, Grün 

und Jammernegg interpreted this process as follows: 

 

• “Strategic, collaboration-oriented and cross-company management concept 

 

• The planning and control of the majority of the activities is demand-oriented (pull principle) 

• It uses inter-organizational coordination mechanisms with the aim of integrating all value-

added processes - Kummer / Grün / Jammernegg (2006). 

 

2.3 Financial Supply Chain Management 

 

In the case of working capital management, the management of financial resources in relation to 

transactions in procurement and sales is of paramount importance and this role is played by the so-

called financial supply chain. In the Financial Supply Chain Management, two processes can be 

distinguished, the Trade Enablement and Trade Settlement. In trade enablement, the process steps of 

qualification, financing and pricing are focused on the business initiation between two partners in 

order to generate a successful completion. In the case of trade settlement however, the corresponding 

sub-processes such as invoicing, examination, complaint and payment, are taken into account – 

Lukatsch (2010).
 
The financial supply chain management serves as an umbrella term for financial 

considerations within the supply chain. It enables the optimization of information and cash flow 

within the company and beyond. It leads to better use of working capital and helps to reduce the 

financing costs - www.jnm.com (2016.). 
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2.4 Supply Chain Finance 

 

The term supply chain finance is not yet clearly defined

chain management is considered as a superordinate term of supply 

finance is a sub-item, see Figure 1

Figure 1: Structure of the supply chain finance

 

Huch and Fache have defined the Supply Chain Finance (SCF) with respect to other notions as 

follows. 

 

"One way to fundamentally explain the concept of supply chain finance lies in the 

understanding that the SCF can be seen as a complement to the classical supply chain 

management (SCM). While the SCM is characterised

processes, supply chain finance focuses on the financial aspect of the supply chain and its 

optimization. At the core 

supply chain finances what (e.g. 

 

Even financial service providers are using the concept of supply chain finance to market different 

products in different versions - Huch / Fache

optimise working capital (net current assets) in order to increase profitability and ensure liquidity in 

the long run - Neuthinger (2016)

hand, successful companies with enormous cash reserves 

punitive interest rates in the curren

with structural liquidity fluctuations and high financ

flow of payments and deliveries that occur within the value chain is often characterized by a strong 

divergence of the respective maturities. The supplier, standing at the beginning of the chain, makes 

his goods available and in return only refers after a previously agreed time (payment target) His 

consideration, the money for the goods or services.

chain makes his goods available and in return receives his 

services, only after a previously agreed time (payment goal).

turn act on the market with the goods/services obtained.

between companies and in many cases even 

producer's liquidity is created on one hand with a current negative interest rate of 

short term (current money market interest rate 

(28.11.2016), on the other hand, the necessary funds for interim financing of the supplier are financed 

from 4% to over 10% p.a. via credit lines

targets and stocks has always been of great 

required liquidity is lacking, the entire supply chain comes to a halt or even to a standstill

Schulte (2016.). 

 

The supply chain finance intervenes in order to ensure the liquidity of all actors 

process. Purchasing companies are interested in optimizing their liquidity, minimizing their financing 

costs, so as to benefit from optimal purchasing conditions in addition to the sold product.

 

The term supply chain finance is not yet clearly defined - Huch / Fache (2015). The financial supply 

chain management is considered as a superordinate term of supply chain finance but supply chain 

1 - Metz (2010).  

Figure 1: Structure of the supply chain finance (own graphic) . 

Huch and Fache have defined the Supply Chain Finance (SCF) with respect to other notions as 

way to fundamentally explain the concept of supply chain finance lies in the 

understanding that the SCF can be seen as a complement to the classical supply chain 

While the SCM is characterised by the optimization of logistical 

processes, supply chain finance focuses on the financial aspect of the supply chain and its 

At the core of the SCF is thus the question of which actor (e.g. supplier) in the 

supply chain finances what (e.g. stocks) and how (e.g. factoring) - Huch / Fache (2015)

Even financial service providers are using the concept of supply chain finance to market different 

Huch / Fache (2015). The goal of supply chain finance is clearly to 

optimise working capital (net current assets) in order to increase profitability and ensure liquidity in 

2016). The situation is different with suppliers and customers, on

ompanies with enormous cash reserves achieve virtually no interest or even 

punitive interest rates in the current low interest rate environment while on the other hand, suppliers 

with structural liquidity fluctuations and high financing costs often act abstruse - N.N. I (2016.)

flow of payments and deliveries that occur within the value chain is often characterized by a strong 

divergence of the respective maturities. The supplier, standing at the beginning of the chain, makes 

goods available and in return only refers after a previously agreed time (payment target) His 

consideration, the money for the goods or services. The supplier standing at the beginning of the 

chain makes his goods available and in return receives his reward, the money for the goods or 

services, only after a previously agreed time (payment goal). In the meantime, the recipient can in 

turn act on the market with the goods/services obtained. There often exists long payment terms

any cases even up to more than 60 days. Within this period, the 

producer's liquidity is created on one hand with a current negative interest rate of -0.318% in the 

short term (current money market interest rate – 3 months Euribor) - www.kurse.banking.co.at

on the other hand, the necessary funds for interim financing of the supplier are financed 

from 4% to over 10% p.a. via credit lines (overdraft loans) - N.N. I (2016).  Managing payment 

targets and stocks has always been of great importance in working capital management. If t

, the entire supply chain comes to a halt or even to a standstill

The supply chain finance intervenes in order to ensure the liquidity of all actors during the entire 

Purchasing companies are interested in optimizing their liquidity, minimizing their financing 

costs, so as to benefit from optimal purchasing conditions in addition to the sold product.

financial supply 

chain finance but supply chain 

 

Huch and Fache have defined the Supply Chain Finance (SCF) with respect to other notions as 

way to fundamentally explain the concept of supply chain finance lies in the 

understanding that the SCF can be seen as a complement to the classical supply chain 

by the optimization of logistical 

processes, supply chain finance focuses on the financial aspect of the supply chain and its 

of the SCF is thus the question of which actor (e.g. supplier) in the 

2015).“ 

Even financial service providers are using the concept of supply chain finance to market different 

The goal of supply chain finance is clearly to 

optimise working capital (net current assets) in order to increase profitability and ensure liquidity in 

different with suppliers and customers, on one 

achieve virtually no interest or even 

t low interest rate environment while on the other hand, suppliers 

2016.). The 

flow of payments and deliveries that occur within the value chain is often characterized by a strong 

divergence of the respective maturities. The supplier, standing at the beginning of the chain, makes 

goods available and in return only refers after a previously agreed time (payment target) His 

The supplier standing at the beginning of the 

reward, the money for the goods or 

In the meantime, the recipient can in 

often exists long payment terms 

Within this period, the 

0.318% in the 

www.kurse.banking.co.at from 

on the other hand, the necessary funds for interim financing of the supplier are financed 

Managing payment 

importance in working capital management. If the 

, the entire supply chain comes to a halt or even to a standstill - Henke / 

during the entire 

Purchasing companies are interested in optimizing their liquidity, minimizing their financing 

costs, so as to benefit from optimal purchasing conditions in addition to the sold product. Long 
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payment targets and the associated hig

fundamental problem. With rebate

has just a one-time effect - Henke / Schulte

account the interests of all players within the supply chain and creates a win

parties involved - N.N.II (2016). 

orientation of capital flows across the entir

monetary transactions along the supply and value chain. Cooperative action between financial 

intermediaries (banks, factoring and similar financial service providers), suppliers and manufacturers, 

significantly reduces financing costs

finance can be realized are presented in the following chapter; selected financing instruments and 

their effects. 

 

3 Instruments for Optimizing Working Capital in 

 

3.1 Reverse Factoring 

 

The supply chain finance concept is based on factoring or the reverse factoring approach, which is the 

reason why it is important to understand the basic system

factoring is a special type of factoring. 

his end customer at a factor which in turn triggers a direct payment and in principle immediately 

becomes liquid. There is only a contractual

(2015).  Figure 2 shows the interaction of the sequences. In the case of a so

end customer is not informed that the claim made to him is sold to a third party

 

Figure 2: The factoring triangle

 

In return, Reverse Factoring is not aimed at the end customer but at the manufacturer's supplier. It is 

not considered the demand for the respective end customers, but rather the only concern 

sustainable connection between supplier and manufacturer. As can be seen in Figure 3, a joint 

framework contract is concluded with all three contracting parties. The supplier, the manufacturer 

(customer) and the factor are thus aware of the configur

is also referred to as supplier or purchasing financing by the reverse function

case of reverse factoring, the bank assumes a form of interim financing of the supplier's claim. Thus 

the supplier receives his money directly within the agreed discount period and the buyer 

(manufacturer) has to pay only at the original maturity

payment targets and the associated high pre-financing costs are generally known to suppliers as a 

With rebates and discounts, suppliers try to fight against them, but this usually 

Henke / Schulte (2016). The approach of supply chain finance 

account the interests of all players within the supply chain and creates a win-win situation for all 

 The supply chain finance approach is owed to the entrepreneurial 

orientation of capital flows across the entire supply chain and synchronizes the physical and 

monetary transactions along the supply and value chain. Cooperative action between financial 

intermediaries (banks, factoring and similar financial service providers), suppliers and manufacturers, 

tly reduces financing costs - Huch / Fache (2015)
.
 The various ways in which supply chain 

finance can be realized are presented in the following chapter; selected financing instruments and 

Instruments for Optimizing Working Capital in Supply Chain Finance

 

The supply chain finance concept is based on factoring or the reverse factoring approach, which is the 

reason why it is important to understand the basic system - Henke / Schulte (2016.)

factoring is a special type of factoring.  In classic factoring, a supplier sells his trade receivables to 

his end customer at a factor which in turn triggers a direct payment and in principle immediately 

becomes liquid. There is only a contractual relationship between a factor and its customer -

Figure 2 shows the interaction of the sequences. In the case of a so-called silent factoring, the 

end customer is not informed that the claim made to him is sold to a third party -Moonen II

Figure 2: The factoring triangle (own graphic). 

In return, Reverse Factoring is not aimed at the end customer but at the manufacturer's supplier. It is 

not considered the demand for the respective end customers, but rather the only concern 

sustainable connection between supplier and manufacturer. As can be seen in Figure 3, a joint 

framework contract is concluded with all three contracting parties. The supplier, the manufacturer 

(customer) and the factor are thus aware of the configuration and are aware of this. Reverse Factoring 

is also referred to as supplier or purchasing financing by the reverse function – Schaaf (2016.)

case of reverse factoring, the bank assumes a form of interim financing of the supplier's claim. Thus 

the supplier receives his money directly within the agreed discount period and the buyer 

(manufacturer) has to pay only at the original maturity –Huch / Fache (2015). 

financing costs are generally known to suppliers as a 

st them, but this usually 

The approach of supply chain finance takes into 

win situation for all 

The supply chain finance approach is owed to the entrepreneurial 

e supply chain and synchronizes the physical and 

monetary transactions along the supply and value chain. Cooperative action between financial 

intermediaries (banks, factoring and similar financial service providers), suppliers and manufacturers, 

The various ways in which supply chain 

finance can be realized are presented in the following chapter; selected financing instruments and 

Supply Chain Finance 

The supply chain finance concept is based on factoring or the reverse factoring approach, which is the 

2016.). Reverse 

In classic factoring, a supplier sells his trade receivables to 

his end customer at a factor which in turn triggers a direct payment and in principle immediately 

- Moonen I 

called silent factoring, the 

II (2015).  

 

In return, Reverse Factoring is not aimed at the end customer but at the manufacturer's supplier. It is 

not considered the demand for the respective end customers, but rather the only concern is the 

sustainable connection between supplier and manufacturer. As can be seen in Figure 3, a joint 

framework contract is concluded with all three contracting parties. The supplier, the manufacturer 

ation and are aware of this. Reverse Factoring 

2016.). In the 

case of reverse factoring, the bank assumes a form of interim financing of the supplier's claim. Thus 

the supplier receives his money directly within the agreed discount period and the buyer 
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Figure 3: The Three Contracting Party Triangle for Reverse Factoring 

 

The reverse factoring process consists of five stages. In the first stage, a basic contract is concluded 

between the three contracting parties, in which the most important components such as delivery and 

payment conditions are regulated. Then the delivery bet

(customer) takes place. Third, after receipt and inspection of the goods, the delivery is released by the 

manufacturer and transferred to the factor by the supplier. In the fourth stage, the factor assigns the 

amount to the supplier within the discount directly after the request has been paid. After expiry of the 

previously agreed regular payment period, the manufacturer assigns the open amount to the factor. 
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Figure 4: Reverse factoring
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in the form of points and bonuses 

(2015). American Express for example, allows deferred

the sector, the type and extent of use of this form of financing may also result in a non

underestimated additional credit volume whose balance does not have a negative effect

www.business.americanexpress.com 

 

3.4 CRX-Markets 

 

The CRX markets are conceptually part of the FinTech approaches. 

"The term FinTech is composed of Financial Services and Technology and relates to 

technologies, financial services or their provision.

includes technologies for the systematic analysis of large amounts of data (big data).

www.wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de (

Even before supply chain finance, the introduction of digitisation has not stopped

technology-based markets have already established themselves for the optimization of working 

capital  - N.N. I (2016).
 
 In Germany, the conventional factoring have

of the CRX markets. The innovative instrument makes supplier financing more flexible than with the 

classic models, which leads to some advantages for the actors

companies can use the digital s

invoices against additional rebates

situation for the successful transaction, both for the supplier and for the customer. As alre

discussed, there are currently hardly any lucrative investment opportunities for short

liquidity. The marketplace allows the stakeholders to enter into joint exchange in the sense of a 

bidding process after successful IT connection

procedure of the bidding process. 

 

Figure 5: Functional example of a CRX market
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a week how much free liquidity it can provide for the early payment of its suppliers.

gets a list of open items and can thus individually determine its w

individual suppliers thus submit bids in the form of discounts to get their invoices prematurely paid 

by the customer. Since the different bids and the available liquidity are limited, it results in a market

N.N. II, (2016). In the above example, the available 1,000,000 euros would be distributed to Supplier 

II for an additional 6% discount to 750,000 euros and Supplier III would get prematurely paid for an 

additional discount of 5% to a pro rata amount 250,000. The prerequisi

the form of points and bonuses allows the company to refinance the fees incurred - Hülsbömer 

American Express for example, allows deferred of payments of up to 58 days. Depending on 
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underestimated additional credit volume whose balance does not have a negative effect

www.business.americanexpress.com (2016) 

The CRX markets are conceptually part of the FinTech approaches.  

"The term FinTech is composed of Financial Services and Technology and relates to 

technologies, financial services or their provision. This in addition to payment 

includes technologies for the systematic analysis of large amounts of data (big data).
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situation for the successful transaction, both for the supplier and for the customer. As alre

discussed, there are currently hardly any lucrative investment opportunities for short-term surplus 

The marketplace allows the stakeholders to enter into joint exchange in the sense of a 

bidding process after successful IT connection. The example in Figure 5 is intended to illustrate the 

 

Figure 5: Functional example of a CRX market (own graphic). 
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items make this allocation possible. Vendor I, who only offered an additional discount of 4% for the 

invoice payment shown would not be awarded. The example demonstrates that the parties involved 

are subject to a win-win situation due to the bidding process. The suppliers reduce their credit costs, 

as all discounts granted are less than 8% of the capital intake costs no additional credits have to be 

included in the invoice payment shown. The customer obtains revenue from the additional discounts 

granted by the suppliers instead of creating the free liquidity at current negative interest rates. The IT 

bidding market is currently being used and extensively tested by companies such as Lufthansa and 

Vattenfall in order to optimize their working capital. In the event of insolvency, the stakeholders are 

not worse off than without the trading platform, since the platform has a non-committal payment 

promise by the debtor which can be transferred. This does not result in any additional risk for the 

participants - N.N. II (2016). The financing of the platform is generated by the brokerage fees 

incurred for transactions. At the moment, the system is still in its early stages because communication 

with suppliers is predetermined and everyone needs to implement the tool or the IT interface. The 

circle of users is still manageable, but is expected to grow in the future. Disadvantages of the new 

technology lie in the high cost of it interfaces and the long start-up times - N.N. II (2016). 

 

4 Analysis of financial instruments and their impact 

 

4.1 Balance sheet and financing effect of modern supply chain finance products 

 

Liquidity and its exchange play the central role in supply chain finance. The ability to meet his claims 

at an early stage enables the vendor to compensate for his own rebate concessions by pulling cash 

discounts to his suppliers within the supply chain. For this purpose, an example account is created for 

the effectivity calculation. 

 

• An invoice over 100,000 euros 

• Payment term 90 days 

•  3% cash discount for payment within 10 days 

 

A credit of 8% would otherwise be required for the use of the cash account. A borrowing for the 80 

days is worthwhile because the supplier's loan has a higher interest rate. If the supplier like in 

example 3.4 is lower, the effect will be even greater. 

 

Cash discount-effectiveness calculation 

 

1. Determenation of cash disc.amount  2.  Determination of interest rate 
 

z = Invoice amount-discount p = (z * 100 * 360) / (K * t) 

z = 100.000 EUR - 3.000 EUR p = (3.000  *100 * 360) / (97.000 * 80 Days) 

z = 97.000 EUR p = 13,92 % 

 

This is possible for the supplier in supply chain finance through the additional liquidity, even without 

additional bank financing in the case of a CRX market solution. Furthermore, all the instruments 

presented have the effect of debt reduction and thus the reduction of the balance sheet, provided that 

the new liquidity is used to reduce existing bank debt or supplier liabilities - Wöhe / Bilstein / Ernst / 

Häcker (2009.). 

In the example of reverse factoring, receivables are taken from the balance sheet since the non-

regressed purchase of receivables is a "true sale".. Due to the reduction in the balance sheet, the 

equity ratio is significantly increased, as shown in Example 7.  
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Balance sheet without factoring 

 

A Supplier balance sheet for... in Euro 1,000 P 

Div. Assets 4.000 Equity capital 500 

Recieveables from L&L 1.800 Miscellaneous liabilities 3.500 

Bank 200 Liabilities 2.000 

Sum 6.000 Sum 6.000 

 

In the example, 90% of the receivables are purchased. The following balance sheet effect results from 

the purchase, coupled with the assumption that debts are settled in the form of liabilities with the 

additional liquidity.: 

 

With a 90% sale of the receivables from 1.8 million euros, 180,000 euros still remains in the balance 

sheet (remaining 10%) afterthe sales  -with the new liquid assets worth EUR 1.62 million, the 

liabilities of EUR 2 million were reduced to 380,000. The equity ratio thus improved from originally 

8.3% to 14.16% (equity ratio). 

 

Actual effect of the balance sheet redcution based on debt reduction 

 

A Supplier balance sheet for... in Euro 1,000 P 

Div. Assets 4.000 Equity capital 500 

Recieveables from L&L 180 Miscellaneous liabilities 3.500 

Bank 200 Liabilities 380 

Sum 4.380 Sum 4.380 

 

Finetrading has a very similar balance sheet effect. The difference lies in the actual purchase of the 

goods by the intermediary company as a result of which no claim is made in the balance sheet (or 

only for a very short period due to the direct payment of the finetraders) of the supplier- The claim 

shall be payable in the accounts of the intermediary trading company. In the case of financing via 

CRX markets, the supplier balance sheets are also relieved by direct premature debt payments. All 

have one thing in common, the creation of additional liquidity or, in the case of the CRX market, 

through efficient use of the financial flows of suppliers and manufacturers, distribution of liquidity in 

favor of suppliers within the entire supply chain. 

 

4.2 Win-win situation through professional supply chain finance 

 

As the described instruments show, supply chain finance is essentially about creating a win-win 

situation in the process chain or at least optimizing working capital. For this purpose, the financial 

flows are being adjusted to supply flows or exchanged liquidity positions between the individual 

players. On average, buyers only pay their invoices after 30 to 90 days.  The long-term payment 

targets lead to liquidity bottlenecks, especially for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and 

can have an effect on their existence. In most cases a low rating is accompanied by SMEs, which 

leads to poorer financing conditions - Henke / Schulte (2016). In addition, SMEs have a difficult 

access to capital markets, which highlights the importance of optimizing financial flows - Henke / 

Schulte (2016) Through targeted supply chain finance, the existing liquidity within the supply chains 

is released and thus provides an advantage over the value chain. The supplier benefits from the 

additional liquidity, the manufacturer from improved purchasing conditions and thus the material and 

payment flows can be approached in time - Henke / Schulte (2016). The coming together of the 

suppliers and the manufacturers creates, in addition to the financial competitive advantage, a closer 
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relationship with manufacturers, which strengthens the cooperation and reduces the risk of default on 

the part of the suppliers - Huch / Fache (2015). Final is aimed at reducing the total capital cost within 

the supply chain - Huch / Fache (2015). 

 

5 Conclusion and Preview 

 

The work discussed how supply chain finance is trying to present a win-win situation for the financial 

equipment of the entire supply chain. The fundamentals of the idea of trying to support the cost of 

capital throughout the cycle through both innovative new financing models, as well as the fair 

exchange of free liquidity reserves  will benefit all stakeholders. In particular, the IT solutions and 

IT-based market platforms which are still in the early stages, still offer ample optimization and 

further savings potential. If, for example, the same approach is undertaken by competitors within an 

industry, the winner is the one whose supply chain finance has the best optimization. The old 

merchant's wisdom, "the profit is in purchasing" - Klopp (2016) also applies fully to the procurement 

of liquidity. Because of lower financing costs, sales prices can get reduced or higher profits with 

consistent selling prices generated. 
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Abstract 

The given research focuses on the study of enterprise resource planning (ERP) project management 

practice application in the context of choosing the most appropriate practice and improving an 

enterprise’s business results. Organizations worldwide are dependent on ERP systems for their day-

to-day operations, as this software allows enterprises to integrate a wide range of business processes 

throughout different functional areas to increase productivity, efficiency and their competitive 

advantage (Ramburn, Seymour and Gopaul, 2013). Grabot et al. (2008) outline the importance of 

ERP for any company and call it the ‘backbone’ of the information system.  

Research methods applied: review of the literature; analysis of secondary data and primary data 

collected by interviews with industry experts. Through qualitative data and interviews with experts, 

project management (PM) practice was examined to determine the most relevant practice in ERP-

related projects.    

The findings of the empirical part include a list of five methodologies which are used or highly 

recommended for ERP projects; a classification of ERP projects types, which have different 

characteristics, work scope and duration; and a list of twenty factors important for PM practice 

determination. Recommendations from IT and ERP industry experts regarding the qualification of a 

project’s internal and external factors are provided and an example of a matrix for PM practice 

determination is described.   

The findings provide a basis for further studies in the PM field regarding the introduction of 

contemporary information technology and modern ERP to a business environment.  

Keywords: project management, information technology, enterprise resource planning system  

Introduction 

ERP is a class of IT systems which has been developing rapidly since the beginning of the 1990s; 

Ray (2011) explains that ‘enterprise’ means any organization with a set of common goals. Hossein 

(2004) specifies that the system integrates and automates processes within the entire organization 

regardless of what kind of organization it is: a private company or a public or state organization. 

Successful implementation, support, maintenance and further development of ERP is vitally 

important for the existence of any organization. Elimination of problems related to the ERP system is 

essential for the secured functioning and development of the enterprise. The authors assume ERP 

projects have the same nature as any other software projects, acquiring the same signs of failure, 

success, risk and challenges. Ineffective project management techniques could be recognised as the 

intrinsic risk factors while accurate project management (PM) practice determination is definitely one 

of the key influencers of success. But the dilemma is how to improve the PM approach.  
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A wide range of literature sources recommend using Waterfall-based PM methodologies, which 

imply cascading, step-by-step realisation, a long planning period and delivering results at the end of 

the project. But the Waterfall-based approach should not be considered as the only valid methodology 

in a rapidly changing business environment as enterprises need to adopt and exploit flexible and 

dynamic methods and procedures of business process reengineering, bringing agility to ERP projects 

to ensure necessary changes in an acceptable timeframe.        

Theoretical Basis of the Research    

Hossein (2004) defines ERP as “an integrated computer-based system, which manages internal and 

external organizational resources”. Ray (2011) offers a definition which is pretty much the same: 

“ERP is an integrated informational system built on a centralized database and having a common 

computing platform that helps in effective usage of an enterprise’s resources and facilitates the flow 

of information between all business functions of the enterprise and external stakeholders”. Both Ray 

(2011) and Hossein (2004) maintain that ERP-class software is not only about planning and that this 

term doesn’t reflect the actual meaning and capabilities of the ERP system – the software helps run 

business functions throughout the whole organization. 

Eckartz et al. (2009) recognizes three groups of ERP benefits: operational benefits, which include 

improved business processes, cost reduction, productivity and quality customer service improvement, 

and revenue increase; managerial benefits, which include improved decision-making and 

organizational performance; and strategic benefits, which include support of business growth, 

building business innovations, and cost leadership. Bradford (2015) added some other important 

advantages for organizations adopting ERP: data integration, real-time access to information, and 

standardization of business processes throughout the enterprise, including branches and subsidiaries. 

According to the Panorama consulting solutions report (2017), 17% of organizations would like to 

improve business performance by implementing ERP for better customer service (8%), preparing a 

company for growth (9%) and ensuring proper and timely reporting (14%). 

Researchers mention the following project types:  

 

• Initial implementation of an ERP system at an enterprise;  

• Rollout, which is needed at large multinational companies for common business process 

support at branches and subsidiaries (Aloini et al., 2011);  

• ERP upgrading (Munkelt and Volker, 2013; Bradford, 2015; Kalaimani, 2015) – regular 

ERP software version updates that could turn into a separate project as they may include not 

just technical but also functional updates. Ray (2011) named it a ‘booming business’ as the 

company regularly has to pay the vendor for software version updates that must be run by 

functional and technical consultants to ensure smooth day-to-day business activities;  

• External maintenance and system support – to help users in the post-implementation stage 

for systematic monitoring of software performance and continuous improvements (Aloini et 

al., 2011, Ray, 2011) – is becoming a major source of revenue for vendors and consulting 

companies. 

 

Large companies that have been using ERP for many years could still ask for constant enhancements, 

which are required due to fast-paced business development. ERP-related activities such as “data 

migration activity” and “consolidation and harmonization” might be considered as a separate project, 

but more often these tasks belong to the implementation project type. The concept “harmonization” 

could be data realized as “data harmonization” (Bradford, 2015) or harmonization of the ERP system 

with organizational business processes (Hurbean and Fotache, 2010) as well as harmonization of 

various software applications and data sources. If so, it can’t be combined with consolidation projects 

as they have a different aim and include the opposite activities. Munkelt and Volker (2013) 
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acknowledge that implementation projects include different types of customization of ERP systems. 

They categorize sub-types of implementation project types, maintaining that there are codeless 

configurations, application development configurations and customized report configurations. If an 

organization has some specific business processes and there are some gaps in ERP software, it might 

be necessary to develop specific applications.  

 

The authors completely agree with Hossein (2004), who pointed out the challenges of every ERP 

project: product complexity, which could require special consultancy; considerable time 

consumption; high implementation costs. The next common problem mentioned in many sources 

(Tarhini et al., 2015, Ray, 2011, Kimberling, 2012, etc.) which essentially impacts an ERP project is 

change resistance in the customer’s organization. But there may also be other important aspects of 

ERP introduction: quality of business process design, establishing key performance indicators, 

measurement of performance, employee training, etc. Insufficient evaluation of these factors could 

lead the project to failure. According to Ray (2011), there have been several cases where 

implementation projects were not successful, but this seems to be an understatement. From many 

other sources, it is clear that ERP implementation is a real test for an organization. The International 

Project Management Association (2016) acknowledged such project failure criteria as going over the 

budget or deadline and lack of required quality delivered. Finishing the project within the budget is 

one of the main factors of success (Murray, 2009). For the success of every project, it is necessary to 

show the project’s positive effect at the earliest stage, so the authors assume that splitting the project 

into smaller parts, which could be delivered to stakeholders as soon as they are implemented, might 

have a positive influence on the success of the whole project. Most ERP projects employ the old-

school Waterfall-based project management approach that is recommended by a wide range of 

literature sources and vendors’ methodologies (Ray, 2011, Capgemini, 2012, Harmon, 2016). This 

means that the company has to freeze its business processes for 17-25 months while the ERP project 

is executed, which is not possible in real life and could negatively impact business results, even 

dramatically deteriorate market shares and the satisfaction of customers. Responding to market 

demands, companies need to change their business processes regularly, and ERP projects have to be 

aligned to this strategy. The traditional Waterfall approach, with its long planning and realization 

cycles, can’t be used as the only approach in such a sensitive area as business process automation. 

Companies should also employ new methodologies, which bring agility to ERP projects and support 

a flexible and dynamic attitude in strategy realization (Capgemini, 2012). 

 

We completely accept the statement that in case an organization is changing the scope of business 

requirements during the lifecycle of the project, this could be the cause of ERP implementation 

project failure (Ray, 2011). Robson (2013) emphasizes that requirements identified at the gathering 

stage should be revised at the realization stage and the reason is usually the time difference between 

requirement elicitation, modelling and delivering. Users are unable to define their requirements 

precisely due to their lack of understanding of ERP system capability. Using a cascading, step-by-

step ERP project execution framework inevitably leads to time and cost overrun, customer 

dissatisfaction, and lack of planned benefits. It is well outlined that organizations should have an 

effective PM approach to control all stages of realization (Al-Fawaz et al., 2008). Previous studies 

emphasize the role of PM among the critical success factors required for successful ERP 

implementation (Ramburn et al., 2013), stressing that poor PM is a main reason for ERP 

implementation failures. 

 

Despite various previous studies in the ERP field, a clear procedure for PM practice determination 

related to ERP introduction at an enterprise has not yet been formulated. Many related questions 

appear when a company is facing the challenge of introducing new ERP or is trying to enhance the 

existing one: how to determine PM practice? What might be the consequences?  How should they be 

treated? Which PM practice should be chosen considering the project’s characteristics and 

conditions?    
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Research Design  

 
In Figure 1, the conceptual model of the research is given.  

 
Figure 1: The conceptual model of the research: interaction of the dependent and independent 

variables for PM practice determination in an ERP project (created by the authors) 
 

Three research questions (RQ) have been formulated.    

 

RQ1: Which contemporary PM practices are applied for different types of ERP projects? 

RQ2: What factors influence PM practice determination for different types of ERP projects? 

RQ3: What ERP project types are performed on the ERP systems market? 

 

This is an exploratory study; the empirical data were gathered in March-April 2017 during two series 

of interviews with experts in the project management and ERP system fields. Sixteen experts 

participated in the research; the respondents were considered as experts according to the following 

criteria:  

• significant work experience in the field related to the research;  

• a leading position and role at their companies;  

• certification in the field of PM; 

• experience in participating in international projects at leading international IT companies. 

 

The research design is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: 
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Figure 2:  Research Design (created by the authors) 

were conducted. In the first phase, the experts in the project management

The objective was to identify the main contemporary PM practices appli

factors influencing PM practice determination for IT projects.

the ERP project field were interviewed. The objective was to 

and factors influencing PM practice determination for application in ERP projects.

All interviews were conducted directly by the authors in face-to-face meetings or Skype meeting

structured interviews with similar sets of basic questions for every set of respondents

some specific questions which were raised during every interview depend

he answers were documented in a specially designed template.  

Results and Discussion 

the authors state the main results of the empirical study, comparing it with theoretical 

literature sources for clarification as to what extent the results coincide with or differ from 

by other authors.  

Which contemporary PM practices are applied for different types of ERP projects? 

Cockburn (2005, 2007), Singhal (2013), Cobb (2016), Mills (2016), McLaughlin (2016), and 

ntion the main contemporary PM methodologies which companies use. They comprise

Agile project management philosophy and certain methods and methodologies in the Agile family, 

e.g. Scrum, Lean, Kanban, Extreme Programming XP, Crystal, the Dynamic Systems Development 

Driven Development (FDD). The expert interviews conducted

basis for defining a list of five methodologies which are highly 

in ERP projects: Waterfall-based, Scrum, Kanban, Scaled Agile Framework 

and a mixed Agile-Waterfall-based methodology. The experts defined 

Waterfall and Agile, emphasizing that the Waterfall concept is still in 

result, the empirical part of the research was devoted to the investigation 

Traditional PM practice is called Waterfall because of its cascade-like structure. In Waterfall 

the project development process goes through several sequential phases from the 

 

project management 

practices applied in 

factors influencing PM practice determination for IT projects. In the 

was to identify 

and factors influencing PM practice determination for application in ERP projects. 

or Skype meetings. 

of basic questions for every set of respondents were 

some specific questions which were raised during every interview depending on 

comparing it with theoretical 

or differ from 

and Murray 

comprise the 

Agile family, 

Dynamic Systems Development 

conducted by the 

list of five methodologies which are highly 

based, Scrum, Kanban, Scaled Agile Framework 

The experts defined 

concept is still in 

he research was devoted to the investigation 

structure. In Waterfall 

phases from the 
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beginning till the end, and the customer can evaluate the work results at the very end of every phase, 

when it is already late to adopt changes. (Mills, 2016) Traditional plan-driven development according 

to Cobb (2016) is totally planned in advance, so there is a low level of uncertainty. Business users 

approve the well-defined requirements before the actual start of the project, the team meets the 

requirements within the schedule and budget, and any project scope changes are not welcome, 

making the project inflexible and very constant. Munkelt and Volker (2013) and Chow et al. (2016) 

maintain that project models for ERP system introduction resemble the traditional Waterfall approach 

to software development.  

The main idea of the Agile ideology is the priority of high customer satisfaction, frequent software 

delivery for competitive advantage, and high motivation of the customer’s representatives and 

developers who provide sustainable development of working software (Beck et al., 2001). Within 

Agile, practitioners outline the main Agile methodologies, also mentioned in fundamental literature: 

Scrum, Lean, Kanban, Extreme Programming XP, Crystal, DSDM, and FDD. All of them follow the 

same philosophy and practices, but “from an implementation standpoint, each methodology has its 

own recipe of practices, terminology, and tactics” (McLaughlin, 2016).  

Most PM methodologies, frameworks and approaches described in the literature were also cited by 

the experts. They were encouraged to mention any number of relevant PM practices, and some 

experts were keen to give as wide a picture as possible. A list consisting of 17 methodologies, 

frameworks and approaches was obtained. The practitioners also mentioned that in some cases they 

employed their own, in-house-developed methodologies.  

The most frequently used contemporary PM practices in software development projects in the 

international IT landscape according to the experts are given in Figure 3.   

 

Figure 3:  Most frequently used PM practices for IT projects (created by the authors) 

RQ2: What factors influence PM practice determination for different types of 

ERP projects? 

 
The project environment and various internal and external organizational factors have an impact on 

how projects are conducted. Major factors influencing the outcome of a project include the project’s 

characteristics, environmental factors of the company and external factors (Murray, 2009). PMBOK 
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Guide, PRINCE2, and IPMA PEB have underlined environmental factors that may influence the 

project’s performance and success.  

All factors are categorized according to the following groups.  

 

Project factor group:  

• Stakeholders’ level of engagement; 

• Stakeholders’ risk tolerances; 

• Geographic distribution of facilities and resources, etc. 

 

Organization factor group:   

• Organizational culture (shared visions, mission, values, expectations);   

• Organizational structure;   

• Organizational governance, etc. 

 

External factor group: 

• Government or industry standards; 

• Authorities’ regulations;  

• Quality standards. 

 

Conducting the practical research, the authors found out which particular factors truly influence PM 

practice determination in an ERP project. The list of factors was offered to PM experts for discussion, 

evaluation and supplementation with other factors which are important for determining a 

methodology. The experts have extended the list with several factors related to the project, the 

customer’s company and the external environment. The experts were asked to evaluate the factors on 

a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 = no influence on PM practice determination and 10 = significant 

influence. 0 means that this factor wasn’t mentioned by the respondent at all. For the purpose of 

further research, it was decided to use only those factors which were evaluated with a score of 6 or 

more by at least three experts or evaluated with any score by the majority of experts. This theoretical 

statement was fully confirmed by the interviews’ results, allowing the authors to compile a list of 20 

factors influencing PM methodology determination in projects. These 20 factors were taken to the 

next step of the research for evaluation. The prioritized list of influential factors is given in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Factors influencing PM practice determination 

Group of factors Factor name Average score 

Project level Level of project uncertainty 8.63 

Organizational level Flexible attitude to changes in tactics and 

priorities, readiness to adjust 

8.00 

Organizational level Level of bureaucracy 7.88 

Organizational level Knowledge accessibility 7.75 

Project level Quality of definition of requirements 7.50 

Project level Team size 7.25 

External environment Market competition 7.25 

Project level Project planning perspective 7.13 

Project level Project risk level 7.13 

Project level Level of involvement of customer’s team 6.75 

Organizational level Quality of the project’s definition of 

objectives  

6.38 

Project level Project stakeholders’ geographical distribution 6.25 

Organizational level Stakeholders’ risk tolerance 5.63 

Organizational level Resource availability / limitation 5.50 
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Group of factors Factor name Average score 

Project level Stakeholders’ cultural differences 5.38 

External environment Government regulations 5.38 

Organizational level Alignment of project’s objectives with 

company strategy 

4.88 

External environment Product quality standards 4.75 

 

For the clarity of the research, the expert’s name and particular evaluation of every factor was 

excluded and only the average score of the factor was shown in Table 1. All factors in the list were 

arranged by average evaluation score. The factor “Level of project uncertainty” was evaluated with a 

score of 9 or 10 by the majority of the experts; the average score is 8.63. This means that most of the 

PM experts participating in the research recognized this factor as significant. The factor “Product 

quality standards” was evaluated with scores ranging from 1 to 9, and its average score is 4.75. This 

means that the importance of this factor for PM practice determination is not significant according to 

the experts. 

RQ3: What ERP project types are performed on the ERP systems market? 
The following types of ERP projects are mentioned in the literature: initial implementation, rollout, 

upgrading (software version updates), maintenance and support, and consolidation and 

harmonisation. This list is based on Ray (2011), Aloini, Dulmin, and Mininno (2011), Munkelt and 

Völker (2013), Vaman (2007), Bradford (2015), and Hurbean and Fotache (2010). But there was no 

clear, structured classification of ERP projects in the theoretical sources. Due to inconsistencies and 

contradictions in ERP projects type definitions, the authors found a research gap which this study 

aims to fill. Based on the expert interviews, the classification of ERP projects types was updated, 

each type having different characteristics, work scope and duration.   

 

Implementation – Initial implementation of an ERP system at a company which did not have one 

before. SAP experts use the term ‘greenfield’; Oracle experts qualify this type of project as a ‘fresh’ 

implementation. Both characteristics mean that there wasn’t any serious level of business process 

automatization beforehand and an initial configuration of business processes in ERP is required. 

Customization of an ERP system may become part of initial implementation if the company’s 

business processes differ significantly from standard ERP system business processes.    

 

Rollout – In case an enterprise has branches / subsidiaries, all of them should have the same basis for 

communication, smooth business processes and document flow. Global corporations are keen on 

using the same software everywhere, supporting their business processes in all units by rollout of 

business processes installed at the headquarters. Consolidation projects may be considered as a 

subtype of rollout projects; they may happen if a company’s branches and subsidiaries already had 

some ERP systems historically.  

 

Maintenance and support – When an ERP implementation project is finished, the next stage is 

system monitoring, fixing bugs, change requests and realizing small ERP module enhancements. 

From the PM point of view, this type of project is the most flexible, enabling diversity in PM 

practices. 

 

Upgrading (software version updates) – all experts included this type of ERP project in the list as 

ERP vendors constantly improve their software to increase productivity for better business outcomes, 

encouraging customers to move their business processes from obsolete software to new versions.  

Consolidation, integration via harmonization – Ray (2011) proposed consolidation and 

harmonization integration as a type of ERP project, but the experts explicitly distinguished these two 

types of integration. The experts insisted that integration via consolidation of different applications 

on a single ERP platform is in fact a type of rollout project. As for integration-via-harmonization 

projects, most of the experts acknowledged that this constitutes an independent project type. Its 

purpose is the integration of systems built on different ERP platforms or on different versions of the 
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same ERP software. The aim is the harmonization and constant exchange of data originating from 

different sources. 

 

Ray (2011) mentioned migration projects as one of the projects types; however, not all experts who 

participated in the research acknowledged this view. If a company transfers its business processes 

from one ERP system to another due to its natural growth or the need to move from a legacy ERP 

system, the consultant has to create all the settings in a new system. From the new ERP system 

team’s point of view, this is initial or “greenfield” implementation. Data migration from an external 

source to the target system may be part of any project type above. 

 

Based on the findings of the first phase of the research, ERP experts were asked which PM practices 

are applied in different types of ERP projects. Their answers demonstrated the very high level of 

conservativism in the ERP market and extremely slow pace of new trends and experience adoption. 

Of the great variety of PM practices, the experts mentioned just five, though every expert was 

permitted to give multiple answers – see Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: The most frequently applied PM practices in ERP projects according to experts’ 

opinions (created by the authors). 

 
As the next step, the authors compiled a list of factors influencing PM practice determination in IT 

projects. ERP systems experts indicated the possible values of these factors and identified the most 

appropriate methodology for each of the ERP project types. As a result, it was possible to find out the 

impact of every factor and every factor’s values on PM practice determination and to construct a 

matrix for assessing project parameters (conditions) and project environments for PM practice 

determination. Some factors were evaluated as not applicable for particular projects types and were 

excluded from the summary tables. This means these factors have no influence on PM practice 

selection. For example, the factor ‘Stakeholders’ geographical distribution’ doesn’t have any effect 

on PM practice determination in implementation projects. A list of non-applicable factors for projects 

is given below:  

 

• Stakeholders’ geographical distribution; 

• Stakeholders’ cultural differences; 

• Market competition in the project-related area; 

• Alignment of a project’s objectives with company strategy;  

• Product quality standards;  
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• Quality of the project’s definition of objectives; 

• Stakeholders’ risk tolerance; 

The final step of the research was constructing a matrix for assessing project conditions and 

environments and for determining which PM practices are most suitable for a particular project. An 

example of a factor evaluation matrix for the implementation project type is given in Table 2 below.  

 

Table 2: Example of a factor evaluation matrix for determining PM practice for 

implementation projects 

 

Factor name Factor’s value 

Evaluation matrix 

  Water-

fall 
Scrum Kanban 

Project planning perspective Short-term (3-6 months)    

 Medium-term (up to 18 

months) 
   

 Long-term x   

Level of project uncertainty High level  x  

 Medium level    

 Low level    

Quality of definition of 

requirements 
Well defined x   

 Poorly defined    

Level of involvement of 

customer’s team 
High level    

 Medium level x   

 Low level    

Geographical distribution of 

stakeholders 
Co-located    

 Located nearby (< 3000 km)    

 Located far away > 3000km)    

Total  3 1 0 

The highest score is ‘3’, for the Waterfall-based methodology that is recommended by the majority of 

experts for the chosen project type with appropriate conditions.  

Conclusions  

 
The significance of the given research lies in the investigation of arranging and managing ERP-

related projects in the most appropriate way and increasing the effectiveness of relevant information 

technology use for competitive advantage. The comparison of empirical information with the 

theoretical background as well as the overall results the research obtained could assist an enterprise in 

choosing relevant PM practices for a particular project, achieving better business indicators and 

delivering an effective IT environment for business users and stakeholders.  

Further research   
 

The authors intend to continue research on the “Matrix for PM practice determination for ERP 

projects”, test the matrix in different types of real projects, analyse the results and adjust the main 

parameters of the matrix to improve the PM practice determination process.  
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Abstract 

One of the primary objectives of the economic policy in Poland is to generate a strong GDP growth rate. 
In order to maintain a long-term economic growth, it is necessary not only to secure capital for 
investments and introduce appropriate legal regulations. Another prerequisite is to prepare the society for 
challenges underlying the "informational revolution". State that the knowledge they gained in the course 
of their studies may not be sufficient to effectively manage in the current ever-changing economic 
environment. Nevertheless, such knowledge is a good foundation for development of entrepreneurship. 
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the practical skills and qualifications by promoting entrepreneurship 
among schoolboys. This is vital as graduates should learn how to independently operate on the market. 
This study provides an overview of an instrument which is to help to achieve the aforementioned 
objectives. The instrument comprises pre-incubators operating at school. With implementation of this 
project, the graduates of most peoples in the country will become more creative and prone to innovative 
ways of thinking, and that should make Poland more competitive. 

Keywords: economic policy, entrepreneurship, preincubation. 

Introduction 

In the twenty first century there were structural changes in the functioning of the economies of the most 
developed countries. The result of which was economic growth, which was not accompanied by a 
correspondingly high increase in employment (Romer 2000, p. 476-513, 522-523; Kwiatkowski 2020, p. 
7-8). Therefore, unemployment is a problem for many countries (including those in the EU), regardless of 
their political, economic or social policies (Uramova, Pala 2007). They differ only in terms of different 
character, scale and policy in this regard (Acoccella 2002, p. 15-158). However, the common point is that 
the highest impact has on youth. The difficulties finding a job by young people adversely affect the 
economy, especially local.  

In Poland 28% of people (the most among OECD countries) are unemployed, including more than 71% 
of workers aged between 15 and 24 (ed. Jankiewicz, Pająk 2014). Which is not conducive to the social 
and economic development of the country. From a social point of view it is a threat to democracy and 
cohesion of society. It leads to poverty and its related negative effects (e.g. increase in crime, 
deterioration of health, etc.). Unemployment also causes "the violation" of human dignity and - in 
principle- limitation of its freedom (Jan Paweł II 1991). Looking for a job outside the country (as is the 
case in Poland) results in weakening of social and family ties (Jan Pawel II 1979). 

The solution to this problem may be in the increasing of society. Therefore, the purpose of this article is 
to present the pre-incubation system as a tool for increasing the entrepreneurship of young people. It 
allows to shape entrepreneurial attitudes even at the level of the lower secondary school.  
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The article is descriptive and analytical, and is based on observation the functioning of two experimental 
pre-incubators operating in Poznan (whose author of this article was a co-author), critical analysis of 
literature and pre-incubator activities in practice. For its completion were used results of surveys 
conducted on entrepreneurship.  

A survey of business support institutions was conducted to assess the potential of these organizations, the 
scope of support provided, and the forms of cooperation between organizations. The study covered more 
than 70 organizations supporting small business from the Poznan agglomeration. The point of reference 
for the verification of the assistance provided by these institutions was the information received from 
entrepreneurs about their preferences and expectations in terms of development support and the service 
available in this area. Data were also obtained through questionnaire survey on a randomly selected group 
of 90 SMEs. The largest group of surveyed companies were small enterprises employing up to 10 
employees.  

Further data were obtained throuh a study carried out under the project "Adjustment of training needs and 
qualifications of inhabitants from poviats: ostrowski, krotoszyński, pleszewski and jarocinski to the 
requirements of the regional labor market". In the aforementioned poviats, the study included 
entrepreneurs, labor office employees, post-gymnasium directors, guild leaders, and district office 
workers who were responsible for constructing educational offerings in schools (ed. Bondyra 2006). The 
aim was to assess the innovation potential in education, adjust the needs of education to the labor market, 
the scope of cooperation between the economy and education, and the impact of upper secondary 
education on the creative attitudes of young people.  

Recent research made possible to determine the level of entrepreneurship among students and whether the 
process of teaching at higher education stimulates entrepreneurial attitudes. The survey was conducted 
among students of economics from the following universities: Poznań University of Economics and 
Business, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, School of Communication and Management in 
Poznan, SGH in Warsaw, Wrocław University of Economics, PWSZ in Piła and PWSZ in Leszno. In the 
case of the five-year studies, the survey was conducted on fourth- and fifth-year students, while in the 
bachelor-level studies, students were asked to fill in a questionnaire for students in the last year of study. 
A total obtained 700 correctly completed questionnaires, which have been analyzed.  

In addition, research was used: 

•••• OECD - the analysis was conducted on the economic behavior of the inhabitants and the 
approach to economics. Poland took the last place and was overtaken by countries such as 
Thailand, Jordan, Albania, British Virgin Islands (OECD 2016a); 

•••• NBP - conducted by Pracownia Badań i Innowacji Społecznych „Stocznia” and the IQS Group. 
Poles believe that they have a low level of knowledge about entrepreneurship and running their 
own businesses (as much as 69%), a market economy (63% think so) of financial institutions 
(64% of responses) and the use of investment vehicles (67% of indications). At the same time, 
67% believe that they need the knowledge of economics, finance and economy (NBP 2015). 
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Unemployment of Young People as an Important Issue of Economic Development 

Unemployment among young people is long-lasting and global. According to statistical data on the 
OECD countries, a dozen percent of young people find it difficult to get a job (e.g. 16.7% in 2009 and 
15% in 2015) (OECD 2016b) which resulted in reducing the gross income (estimated in 2014) about 360-
605 billion dollars a year, equivalent to 0.9-1.5% of GDP of the entire OECD area (OECD 2016c). This 
phenomenon was named - NEETs (not in employment, education and training), and includes all young 
people who are not working (because they cannot find a job matching their skills or expectations) or are 
afraid to start their own business (because of inability to make independent decisions, risk aversion and 
lack of passion and ideas for life) (Bynner, Parsons 2002, p. 289-309; Wilkinson 1995; York Consulting 
Ltd 2005; Harries, Roberts 2006; Akister, Mutty 2012; Sadler, Akister, Burch 2015, p. 508–520; Furlong 
2006, p. 553–569). However, in different countries it covers a different age category of youth. At the EU 
level it is assumed that it affects people aged 15-24, although Eurostat statistics also include a group of 
people aged 15-29. Outside the European continent (e.g. in Japan and Korea) the NEET category covers a 
much wider group of young people, e.g. people between the ages of 15 and 34 (Furlong 2007, p. 101–
121; OECD 2010, p. 45; OECD 2008, p. 40).  

 
Due to the social problem that this group creates, synonyms for NEETs are eloquent (Quintini, Martin, 
Martin 2007; Bynner 1998, p. 29–54; ed. Bynner, Ferri, Shepherd 1997, p.10; Nudzor 2010, p. 16–17; e-
journal of the British Education Studies Association 2016; ed. Strzelecki, Potrykowska 2012; Szcześniak, 
Rondon 2011, p. 241–251): 
 

• going nowhere, 

• Generation X, 

• unregistered, 

•  omitted by statistics, 

• lost youth, 

• dismissed, discouraged, disappearing young people, 

• uncommitted, 

•  "anti-anti" generation. 
 
In Poland youth unemployment is one of the major problems. Reducing the activity of this social group 
on the labor market has the effect of not using the potential of labor resources and generating negative 
social, economic and demographic effects. They are due to: 
 

• postponing the decision to become independent, start a family and run a household (EC 2012, p. 
7); 

• poverty, marginalization and, in extreme cases, even social exclusion; 

• increase of social pathologies, such as crime, alcoholism, drug addiction, prostitution, etc.; 

• economic emigration (often talented and educated people) (Work Service, Wrocław 2014); 

• occurrence of disorders such as: insomnia, taking a lot of sedatives, apathy, nervous breakdown, 
suicide Plante 2010); 

• disintegration of social bonds and social alienation; 
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• to adjust, after prolonged periods of inefficient searching, to live on benefits and supported by 
parents.  

The first effects of the above described phenomena can already be observed in Poland. This happens 
because among the young long-term unemployed the lifestyle and work attitude are changing. 

Employers also affected by this phenomenon, by losing potential employees. It has a major impact on the 
pace of economic development (for example, getting a job opportunity in the so-called The Old Union 
caused the emigration of young Poles at the level of about 2-3 million people). The unemployed young 
person does not earn (which has a negative impact on state budget revenue) and contributes to increasing 
central and local expenses (including social benefits, labor offices and other institutions dealing with this 
problem, vocational rehabilitation programs, social reintegration and, in the longer term, also payments to 
the pension system). Secondly, it does not contribute to the GDP. The costs incurred by EU countries for 
this (the lost benefits of young people due to unemployment and the increase in public finances due to 
NETTs) were estimated on average in 2011 at 1.2% of the GDP of the Community as a whole. The 
highest were in Bulgaria and Greece (over 3% of their GDP), and the lowest in Luxembourg, Sweden, 
Germany and Denmark (0.2% - 0.6% of GDP). In Poland it is estimated at 2.0% of GDP. Return to the 
labor market 10% of people in this group in the EU will be able to save about 10 billion euro a year 
(Europejska Fundacja na rzecz Poprawy Warunków Życia i Pracy 2012).  

Therefore at the Community level are being taken actions to counteract this. One of them is the 
"European Job Mobility Bulletin", published since November 2010, which aim was bringing European 
citizens closer to the professional opportunities they face in different countries (about the impact of the 
EU on the labor market – Uramová 2007). The bulletin provides information on employers' needs for 
qualified workers and illustrates trends in labor demand and supply in individual EU countries. Further 
steps are based on the priorities set out in the 2020 Strategy. They involve the promotion of learning 
beyond the formal, which includes the development of entrepreneurial skills and the promotion of young 
entrepreneurship etc.  

Efforts to reduce the size of the youth unemployment in Poland, already exist (MPiPS, MIiR 2014). 
However, there is no system in which the institutions of state and local government, as well as non-
governmental organizations and responsible business within the framework, could operate together. Legal 
forms of cooperation exist, but they are limited to analysis and recommendations and do not create 
instruments. The pre-incubation – an instrument important for promoting entrepreneurship among young 
people, is marginalized. System allows with a small financial and organizational investment "to make" 
entrepreneurship. It was confirmed by surveys on entrepreneurship conducted among students of 
economic studies in Poland. They have shown that a large proportion of graduates do not have the 
appropriate qualifications and skills. Knowledge acquired during the studies does not match the 
requirements and expectations of the modern labor market. Low level problem and incompatibility with 
the needs of the market also applies to other levels of education. Education in the country does not shape 
entrepreneurial attitudes, despite - what should be highlighted - existing potential among young people 
and their needs in this area (Brdulak, Godlewska, Matłachowski 2004, p.27–34). Graduates often cannot 
"find" themselves after graduation and fall into passivity. It is also a result of lack of prospects, because 
young people are offered only free internships, so-called junk contracts and work below expectations, 
which is associated with low wages and lack of career prospects. On the other hand, this is a consequence 
of the young man's ambition and lack of self-reliance. 
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Basic Assumptions of Pre-Incubation Supporting Youth Entrepreneurship 

In the classic approach, incubation supports companies that are already established, often with the 
launching of cooperation. However, it is often the case that a person perceives the opportunity to launch 
the products or services on the market, but he does not do it. It concerns also to technologically advanced 
or innovative products developed by academics. This is due to the lack of entrepreneurial skills and 
characteristics typical of entrepreneurial attitudes, also with little economic knowledge or lack of practical 
skills in this field and lack of knowledge of legal issues (e.g. how to obtain licenses or permits, protection 
of intellectual property issues, which are important for undertaking high-tech business activities).  

Incubator is needed to help to "get" entrepreneurial characteristics before starting a business, preparing 
for market practice, and helping to refine business. Therefore, to distinguish this support organizations 
from the "traditional" incubation, the name pre-incubation was introduced. 
The participation of young people in the pre-incubation program will allow for the addition of knowledge 
and will increase the number of established companies (mostly micro-enterprises) and the development of 
skills affecting entrepreneurship, e.g.: 
 

• creative, analytical and synthetic thinking 
• innovation, 
• creativity, 
• perseverance, responsibility and ability to make decisions, 
• independence with the ability to cooperate in a group, 
• negotiation capacity and effective communication, 
•  ability to draw conclusions from mistakes, 
• resource management, 
• planning and implementation of the project. 

The pre-incubation system should provide support in identifying the market for the product or service 
through surveys, search for business partners and customers, and lead to the first sale of a service or 
product offered by a person acting in that institution. The "first sale test" is important in terms of knowing 
customer expectations and determining the demand for the offer. This is important for a future 
entrepreneur when deciding on the establishment of an enterprise. It should also prepare to have contact 
with people or institutions offering capital (e.g. venture capital) or even establish a permanent relationship 
with them in order to facilitate the raising of capital.  

Another benefit which results from the operation of pre-incubation is the awareness of the advantages and 
disadvantages associated with running a business and obtaining professional care in the relevant fields 
(e.g. management, marketing, finance, etc.). 

The most important factors influencing the success of the future company, and guaranteed by the 
functioning of the pre-incubation, are: 

 
• The process of moving from ideas to business start-ups taking place in friendly environment, 
• providing access to research facilities and highly qualified staff, 
• help develop a product or service, 
• providing access to research facilities and highly qualified staff, 
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• assistance in product or service development, 
• opportunity to assess market potential 
• improving the competence and knowledge through training, workshops and case studies, 
• limitation of individual risk. 

In general, it should create entrepreneurial behaviors in different sectors (the participants themselves 
decide on the type of activity). It is also possible to set up more specialized units (for example, 
universities may set up technology pre-integrators bringing together researchers or people who are 
thinking of running a modern technology or social company that brings together people who are socially 
excluded) (Aernoudt 2004). 

Theoretical classes (lectures, etc.) should be conducted in a group of people with similar features (e.g. 
education, experience), because it makes it easy to prepare the participants properly. In the case of 
practical classes (cooperation with companies, problem solving, case study), it gains better results in 
terms of knowledge, competence and age. When pre-incubation activities are addressed to students, it is 
essential to focus on providing them with practical knowledge and good examples. At school they receive 
theoretical knowledge, but practical they must acquire themselves. 

Because aid should be limited in time, it seems reasonable to adopt a time limit a person's activities in 
pre-incubation, just as is the case in the incubator. The co-operation of the person concerned with the pre-
incubation, for students of one to two years, should be sufficient to raise the skill level to make the right 
decision. For people who already have professional experience this period can be shortened to 6 months. 

For concept verification, tested pre-incubation systems were launched in 2006. First in one of the 
universities in Poland and the other in the institution which provides help to the long-term unemployed. 
Their activity was completed in 2010. The effects of pre-incubation system activity were very positive. 
Participants who had a business idea could evaluate its probability and refine this idea with the help of 
experts. People, who did not know how to precise what should be the subject of their business activity, 
could (with expert support) look for free markets niches and develop a business plan.  

An example might be the plan to open an internet cafe by a student in a small town. In the case of 
noticing the existence of market demand, but lack of the own know how, the participants looked for 
similar companies in other countries and on a franchising basis they transferred them to Poland. 

During the pre-incubation system functioning, participation in it allowed to set up an economic activity of 
70% of participants aged up to 24 and 80% over the age of 50 years. The business that was undertaken 
was concerned to different industries. From the standard, e.g. already existing activities (e.g. the 
establishment and maintenance of greenery, ceramics, care for the elderly and children, or the 
manufacture of soaps or candles), to rarely found in Poland (e.g. electronic translation agency, social 
image, selling works of art). 

The market evaluation and the first sale test, not just expert opinions, turned out to be very important. In a 
few cases, their evaluations were wrong. For example the idea of opening an electronic translation 
agency. The business was based on the fact that, after signing the framework contract, the company could 
send the translated text and receive the translated work the same way. Because of the number of 
translation agencies, experts rejected the project as unsuitable for implementation. Attempts by the 
participants led to the execution of questionnaires and consequently to creation of such activities with 
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positive effect (companies participating in the survey declared the signing of the contract with the 
company after its establishment). 

Several dozen percent of the participants did not decide to start a business. This was not often due to the 
lack of ideas, but the risk aversion and little confidence in one's own skills. 

Conclusions 

The survey conducted by the author on institutions supporting SMEs, entrepreneurs and students as well 
as surveys of other institutions (among others NBP) showed that entrepreneurship is of great importance 
for employing young people. However, education in the country focuses on theory rather than on the 
transfer of practical skills. It does not create entrepreneurial behavior. Upper secondary schools (despite 
the entrepreneurship lessons) or universities do not provide knowledge about how to run their own 
businesses, they do not emphasize the value of individualism and innovation. The educational offer 
should therefore be enriched with actions that will promote the development of entrepreneurial attitudes. 
Helpful in this action can be pre-incubators. The 3-year-old test incubators (which were created by the 
author's concept) have shown that they are an effective instrument for promoting entrepreneurship.  

For maximum effect, they should not take participants for a few months (as was the case during the test) 
and a longer period (1-2 years). It would be best if the participation of young people in the pre-incubator 
was guaranteed at the level of post-gymnasium. At this level of education attainment, or at this education 
level a subject entitled entrepreneurship was introduced in Poland. Its aim was to achieve the same goals 
as the pre-incubation (e.g. to increase youth entrepreneurship). It turned out that didn’t fulfil the 
requirements. Teachers treat entrepreneurship lessons like any other school subject (e.g. boring and 
theoretically). Learning definitions and rules does not affect the growth of the society's entrepreneurship 
and even discourages self-reliance.  

The state rightly pointed out that there is a need to increase the entrepreneurial spirit of the society, but 
the lessons should be exchanged for youth participation in the pre-incubator. Such exchanges will bring 
both financial and social benefits. 
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Abstract 

 

Poland has the ambition to maintain a high rate of economic growth over the next several years. However, 

to do this we must meet many conditions. One of them is to ensure that the supply and quality of 

electricity in relation to needs. Article synthetically analysis the basic barriers to energy development in 

Poland, which cause that the development of capacity and electricity transmission can be less than 

demand. As a result, it may cause a significant reduction in the pace of economic development. 

Keywords: economic policy, energy policy, energy development barriers. 

Introduction 

 

The task facing Poland is to increase the dynamics of economic development, which will require the 

supply of electricity in a sufficient quantity and at a relatively low price to economy.  

The aim of this article was to present of the basic barriers to energy development in Poland, which should 

be overcome if we want to ensure the proper supply of electricity to the economy, which is a prerequisite 

for increasing the pace of economic development. 

Power Distribution Network as a Barrier to Economic Growth 

One of the problems with national networks is age. The level of the transmission grid decapitalisation is 

above 70% (Including 110 kV lines of about 75% and 220 kV lines of up to 80%) (AZ-SYSTEM 2009). 

This causes us to have frequent failures (the SAIDI indicator is even several hundred minutes long) (URE 

2016) and significant transmission losses (it is estimated that in 2011 they amounted to 7.3% of total 

energy introduced into the system and cost PLN 2.1 billion) (Rudźko 2012). In addition, the density of 

electricity networks in Poland is twice lower than in our western neighbors. Modernization and 

construction of power grids is limited due to the lack of adequate financial means for the sector to engage 

or lend, as well as bad legal regulations that causes the investment process to be extended even to several 

years.  

Supply of Electricity as a Barrier to Economic Development 

Many experts (Jankiewicz 2014a, p . 341-351) and institutions (Bil et al. 2010, p. 23) warn that Poland 

needs to prepare for possible energy supply disruptions. This is because the power plants have a heavily 

exploited estate. More than 60% of installed power is in units that are over 30 years old (of which 1/3 is 

nearly 40 years old) and only 20% is younger than 20 years. Old units will have to be excluded from 

exploitation (estimated to be over 16,000 MW by 2030) (Ministerstwo Gospodarki 2009; Pricewaterhouse 

Coopers, ING Bank Śląski 2011). Investments accepted for implementation have less power (about 8.5 
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thousand MW) (ARE 2016), rather we will expect increase in demand for electricity in the future. It is 

forecasted that by 2030 there will be an increase in electricity consumption per capita of about 3000 kWh 

and thus will be about 7500 kWh (ie the current average for EU countries) (Jankiewicz 2013, p. 27-38). 

More demand is also expected by economic operators, which will be connected with the increase in 

production and services and the increase in the innovativeness of the economy. It is estimated that by 2030 

the installed capacity in national production units should increase to minimum 46500 MW from the 

current 38000 MW (MAiC 2013).  

The lack of coherent and consistently implemented government policy in the energy sector is not 

conducive to Increasing supply of production sources. Increasing investment, apart from the technical 

aspect, require seek new sources of financing, which is very difficult. In the case of the largest electricity 

producers, the majority owner is state that has serious problems with the sustainability of public finances. 

So the state is trying to maximize revenue to the budget, and for this reason the priority is to make 

dividends from companies in which it has shares, but not their development. Banks, on the other hand, 

will not lend more than acceptable risk (ie up to 4-5 times EBITDA).  

Human Factor as a Barrier to the Development of the Energy Industry 

Currently, in Poland, on the energy market there is a situation of dominance of large state-owned 

corporations, which have a privileged position. This stops the process of introducing market mechanisms 

and restructuring in the sector. When we analyze the costs and effectiveness of operations in the Polish 

power industry, we note that there is potential to reduce employment. Production companies employ up to 

four times as many employees (in conversion on 1 MWh) as compared to the West European level. In 

production companies there are not only over-employment, but also extensive so-called social packages. 

Industry growth requires an increase in labor productivity, which in turn forces a change in personnel 

management. The development of the energy sector will be determined by changes in the structure of 

energy production, causing reducing employment in large enterprises based energy coal, for small RES. It 

will also affect the labor market. There will be an increase in demand for distributed energy specialists and 

infrastructure security (Matusiak et al. 2009; Jankiewicz 2014b, p.113-116). Currently in Poland there is a 

deficit in terms of personnel for the modern economy, including for the modern energy industry. This is 

reflected in numerous reports, discussions and studies undertaken by both government agencies (Poland 

2030 - Development challenges. Report of Strategic Advisors to the Prime Minister), scientific bodies 

(National Foresight Program Poland 2020), as well as the business community and employers' 

organizations (including project the Qualifications for employers, carried out by the Labor Market Council 

PKPP Lewiatan). Utilizing the opportunity that the energy industry can develop for the economy, requires 

a proper education policy. It is necessary to create appropriate courses and specializations in vocational 

and technical schools and also in universities. Bearing in mind that the education of an employee and the 

acquisition of his competence takes time.  

Conclusions 

The above-described synthesis of basic problems in the energy sector shows that we have difficulties in 

achieving the efficiency (including cost) and innovation of the Polish power industry and ensuring a stable 

investment and regulatory environment. Legal considerations have a negative impact on the development 

of the energy market in Poland, inter alia by increasing the risk of the industry, causing preference for 

selected fuels from which electricity is generated, and reducing the company's creditworthiness and thus 
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the ability to finance new investments. Thus, they create significant restrictions on the supply of electricity 

in Poland.  

The alignment of distribution entities, resulting from the separation, caused transmission companies to 

focus on legal and organizational changes rather than on development. 

As a result, despite the decapitalised transmission network, there are no adequate modernization programs 

implemented, and due to the lack of restructuring, there is also lack of funds for the necessary 

investments. A positive development scenario requires a stable legal framework and predictable 

conditions for investment in the power industry. The regulations governing the operation of renewable 

energy must be modified. It is necessary to develop and consistently implement development plans for 

energy sector. The education system needs to be adapted so that the industry receives the employees 

needed. 
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Abstract 
 
This research study focuses on a comparison of selected universities in terms of their communication with 
the public through the Internet. The research subjects include 23 Czech higher education institutions 
offering economics-related majors. The comparison was carried out from the point of view of the use of 
websites and social media outlets (YouTube and Facebook) for the purpose of marketing communication. 
The objective of the research is to define, using the Spearman correlation coefficient, the rank-order of 
individual subjects in the two areas and to determine whether there is a correlation between the level of 
website utilization and that of social media utilization by the subjects of the research. The theoretical part 
of this research study deals with the development of tertiary education in the Czech Republic and 
emphasizes the reasons why marketing is so important for Czech colleges and universities. Furthermore, 
it contains a detailed description of marketing communication and its possible implementation through 
the Internet, i.e., the most commonly used hypermedium among the young generation.  
 
Keywords: marketing in education, websites, social media sites, the Spearman coefficient   
 
Introduction 

 
In recent years, there has been a decline in the number of university students in the Czech Republic. The 
reasons behind this include the population decline as well as pressure on funding higher education 
institution (HEIs), where in 2009 there was a dramatic decrease in the appropriations per student, which 
was nominally leveled only in 2016. This led to increased interest in marketing among universities. The 
main target group of HEIs are young people between the ages of roughly 18 and 23. This group is closely 
associated with communication over the Internet, including using mobile devices. That is why marketing 
that targets this group significantly utilizes online communication. The presented study starts with a 
theoretical introduction, which on the one hand deals with the development of marketing in the area of 
Czech tertiary education, and utilization of the Internet by HEIs for the purpose of communication with 
the target group on the other. The empirical part of the study deals with the research conducted, the goal 
of which is to compare selected universities in terms of website and social media utilization and to 
determine whether there is a correlation between the level of utilization of these two media types for the 
purpose of communication.  

1 Theoretical introduction to the development of marketing in the area of 

education in the Czech Republic The main body of the paper  

The tradition of Czech higher education dates backmore than 600 years ago, to when Charles University 
was established by Emperor Charles IV (ICEF Monitor, 2014). The past 25 years have been a period of 
reforms for theschool system in Czech Republic. The educational reform has been influenced not only by 
democratization in this country after the collapse of communism, but also by a more open approach to the 
world, globalization and the need for competitiveness (Eger, Egerová, 2016). 

Universities now refer to Higher Education as a market, because there is considerable competition for 
students. This is the reason why they are aware of the importance of their reputations (Rutter, Roper, 
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Lettice, 2016). More and more universities apply common marketing techniques to compete effectively. 
It is necessary to understand, manage, and leverage a strong brand position, because a university’s brand 
represents the totality of perceptions and feelings that stakeholders associate with that particular 
university (Luque-Martínez, Del Barrio-García, 2009, Rauschnabel, Krey, Babin, Ivens, 2015). It means 
that universities are no longer just institutions of higher learning but also a business. They spend a lot of 
money burnishing their image (Azoury, Daou, Khoury, 2014). 

After 1989, university education was in high demand in the Czech Republic, as its capacity was limited 
during socialism. The democratization of higher education went hand in hand with the establishment of 
new regional universities, which replaced the higher education institutions in the regions. Marketing in 
the area of tertiary education did not seem to be necessary, as there was a much greaterdemand for 
education compared to its supply, and the institutions were only just learning to communicate with the 
public and handle public relations. Major changes in higher education came with Act No. 111/1998 Coll. 
on Higher Education. Very important was the accession of the Czech Republic to the European Union in 
2004 andthe more intensive involvement of HEIs in EU programs. Important was also the gradual 
establishment of private institutions of higher education after 1999. As has already been said, higher 
education in the Czech Republic has seen a decrease in the number of young people. The statistics 
fromthe Ministry of Education indicate that while in 2009 there were 110 thousand newly enrolled 
students at Czech colleges and universities, in 2016 it was only 82 thousand. The biggest decrease 
instudents occurred at private HEIs, where in 2009 there were 18,597 new students, while seven years 
later there were only 8,592 newly enrolled students. Colleges and universities struggle to attract new 
students and thushave no other choice but to use effective marketing. The times when schools presented 
themselves only in specialized periodicals dedicated to education and at fairs organized by universities 
are long gone. 

Although most colleges and universities handle their marketing themselves, there is an increasing number 
of cases where these activities are consulted with experts. Sometimes,we encounterthe problem that 
commonly used marketing principles are not applied to the area of education. For example, little attention 
is devoted to the school’s mission and shared values. Extensive marketing is mainly the domain of private 
colleges and universities, which depend on tuition fees and thus must build up their brand and prestige. 

The established schools (public ones with a long history) have the advantage of being well-known by 
people; however, that is only the first step. Another important step is to communicate issues related to the 
study program and target the right students. As a result of the lack of college applicants, universities also 
focus on attracting students from abroad – marketing of universities thus takes on an international 
dimension (Kartous, 2014, Křížová, 2017).  

The absence of each student means the lossof a substantial amount of money for schools (according to the 
Ministry of Education, it is about CZK 36,000 per student/year), so there is an effort to accept as many 
applicants as possible and let them study as long as possible. This obviously can have a negative effect on 
the schools’ output in terms of the quality of academic results (Kartous, 2014). 

Experts agree that there is no reason for universities not to use marketing, quitethe opposite. At present, 
the primary goal of marketing is to communicate the portfolio of study programs to applicants in an 
attractive way and convince them that studyingthe majors taught at the school makes sense and there is a 
future in it (Kartous, 2014, Mocková, 2016). A significant topic for universities is brand building 
(Jurášková, Juříková& Kocourek, 2015). 

The development of higher education in the Czech Republic, described above, the increase in competition 
and the demographic decline in the category of 18-to-23-year-olds, combined with the advancement of 
ICT, has resulted in university marketing significantly focusing on utilizing the Internet. 
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2 Use Of The Internet By Universities To Communicate With Their Target Group 

Utilizing the Internet to communicate with the appropriate target group, i.e., young people between the 
ages of 18 and 25, makes perfect sense. Online communication is natural for young people – this group 
has very high computer literacy. Moreover, the importance of the Internet continues to grow in the Czech 
Republic. At the end of 2015, Internet penetration in the +10 age category was 76%, and for the 
generation of people aged 10-24 it was 96% (NetMonitor, 2016). This target group falls into a 
demographic group often referred to as generation Y, also known as the Millennials, which includes 
people born between 1976 and 1995 (some sources, e.g., Šimáková, 2017, define its range as 1985–2000) 
and it needs to be said that this generation has brought a number of changes to marketing and marketing 
communication. One of the basic characteristics of this group is their almost constant online presence, 
which is reflected in interpersonal communication as well as consumer behavior and expectations. Young 
people share information and experiences (both private and consumer-related) and they are also better 
equipped for this than the older generation (they are more likely to have a mobile Internet connection, 
etc.) (Flodrová, Šilerová, 2011). 

The results of the adMeter project conducted by the MEDIAN Company indicate that when it comes to 
websites, the young generation spends most of their time on YouTube and Facebook. According to the 
survey, young people aged 15–24 spend more than 19 minutes a day using mobile apps and more than 
110 minutes browsingwebsites. When consuming website content, young people at the age of 15–24 
spend most of their time watching YouTube videos, which on average takes up more than 32 minutes a 
day, and using the social media site Facebook, where the young generation spends an average of 31 
minutes a day. These two social media outlets are followed by other websites and mobile apps, among 
which social media sites like Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn are gaining traction (Mediaguru, 2017). 

Another communication channel covered by this research study is websites. This channel was selected 
primarily based on qualitative research conducted at the Faculty of Economics of the University of West 
Bohemia in the spring of 2017. The research was carried out in the form of four discussion groups, and 
the research results clearly indicate that websites are the primary channel where students look for 
information about colleges and universities. 

3 Evaluating selected universities in terms of their use of websites, Facebook and 

YouTube 

The deductive approach according to Punch (2008) was used in defining the research problem and setting 
the research goals. Also defined were the research area, research topic and the general as well as specific 
research questions. The research area was defined as marketing in the education sector in the Czech 
Republic. The research topic is the utilization of websites and social media sites by universities for the 
purpose of communication with the public. The research focused on 23 subjects – HEIs, which included 
faculties at public universities (16 = A), independent public colleges (2 = B) and private university and 
colleges (5 = C), all operating in the Czech Republic: 

• A - Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration, 
• A - Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of Economics and 

Management, 
• A - Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia, 
• A - Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology, 
• A - Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia, 
• A - University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management, 
• A - Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague, 
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• A - Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague, 
• A - Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec, 
• A - Tomas Bata University in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics, 
• A - Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice, 
• A - Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně, 
• A - Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava, 
• A - Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno, 
• A - Technical University of Liberec - Faculty of Economics, 
• A - School of Business Administration in Karviná, 
• B - College of Polytechnics Jihlava, 
• B - The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice, 
• C - University of Business in Prague, 
• C -The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague, 
• C -Karel Engliš College in Brno, 
• C -Unicorn College in Prague, 
• C -Moravian University College Olomouc. 

The following general research questions were formulated: 

• What is the level of utilization of websites by individual subjects? 
• What is the level of utilization of social media sites, specifically Facebook and YouTube, by 

individual subjects? 
• What is the correlation between the level of utilization of websites and the level of utilization of 

social media sites in the selected subjects? 

The specific research questions are defined by the individual criteria that were chosen for the evaluation 
of each of the selected communication channels. 

The specific questions aimed atassessing the level of utilization of websites were defined as follows: 

• Is the design of the particular website responsive? 
• Is there a direct link from the homepage to the section for applicants? 
• Does the homepage also address other relevant groups (students, graduates, employees and 

partners)? 
• Is there a direct link from the homepage to the selection and admission policy? 
• Does the homepage provide information about the major fields of study? 
• Does the news section on the homepage provide information about the school’s cooperation with 

industry, international cooperation or lectures given by experts? 
• Does the design of the website reflect the specific target group (evaluated using the five criteria 

listed below)? 

The specific questions aimed at assessing the level of utilization of the social media sites Facebook and 
YouTube were formulated as follows: 

• Can the school’s videos posted to YouTube be accessed directly from the website’s homepage? 
• Does the institution have its own YouTube channel? 
• How many videos does the university channel contain? 
• What is the average number of views of the videos in 1 year? 
• What is the average number of “likes” in 1 year? 
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• Can the institution’s Facebook page be accessed directly from the website’s homepage? 
• How many posts does each Facebook page contain? 
• How many fans does each Facebook page have? 

The specific question related to assessing the correlation between the level of utilization of websites and 
the level of utilization of social media sites (YouTube and Facebook) is identical to the third general 
research question. The association was assessedbased on selected features and evaluated using the 
Spearman coefficient (Chráska, 2016). Based on a theoretical input, we defined the following hypothesis: 

We suppose that if a university utilizes its website at a high level (according to the selected criteria), it 
will most likely also utilize social media sites at a high level. 

The following subchapters present in detail the methodology of the evaluation of individual criteria. 

3.1 The Characteristics of the Criteria for the Evaluation of Websites 

The first criterion for the evaluation of websites is their responsive design. A responsive design is based 
on several rules, the most important of which is the width and layout of elements on the particular 
website, the size of images and the use of the website (Responzivní design, 2016). 

The responsiveness of the design was evaluated according to the Google Search Console. If the website 
of the selected university had a responsive design, it received 1 point, otherwise, it received 0 points. 

Other criteria for the evaluation of the selected universities’ websites relate to the accessibility of 
important information primarily with regard to the choice of the given university. The said criteria were 
evaluated as follows: 

• the homepage contains a link to the admissions office = 1 point (otherwise, 0 points), 
• it is possible to access information about the selection and admission process on the website’s 

homepage = 1 point (otherwise, 0 points), 
• the news section contains information about a lecture by an expert, cooperation with companies 

for the purpose of gaining practical experience, and international cooperation = 3 points (for 
each criterion which is not met, subtract one point; the absence of all three criteria = 0 points), 

• and lastly, are there links to all of the aforementioned stakeholders = 1 point (if at least three of 
them = 0.5 point, none of them = 0 points). 

These criteria were selected based on the opinion of experts on the heuristic evaluation of websites 
(Strauss, Frost, 2012) for the particular purpose and also based on the output of four discussion sessions 
with university students, which among other things showed the students’ deep interest in information 
regarding the possibility of studying abroad and gaining practical experience during their studies. These 
criteria were evaluated by two Internet marketing experts by way of heuristic analysis (E1 and E2). Table 
1a and 1b contain the average values. 

If the rating of the set criteria differed by more than 1 point, the evaluators consulted their results by way 
of a conciliation procedure. 

The last criterion for the evaluation of websites was their design. The following criterionpresents specific 
principles of creating an attractive design forawebsite’s homepage, according to HubSpot, Inc., which are 
further supplemented byother specific principles for the age group of young people aged 18 to 25, 
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according to the American company Nielsen Norman Group, which for a number of years has specialized 
in website evaluation from the users’ point of view.For the last criterion, two students were chosen (and 
trained) as evaluators (Hubspot, 2017), (Nielsen Norman Group, 2016): 

1. If the homepage was clearly organized, it received 1 point (otherwise, 0 points, though it was 
also possible to assign 0.5 points). 

2. If the selected university appropriately addressed their target group, it received 1 point 
(otherwise, 0 points). 

3. If the homepage reflected the specifics of the particular faculty and referred to the added value of 
studying at that particular school(mentioned specific advantages connected with their study 
programs, e.g., the possibility of studying abroad, cooperation with specific companies during 
the studies, etc.), it received 1 point, otherwise, 0 points. 

4. If the homepage contained a call-to-action, e.g., “I want to study”, “I want to learn more”, etc., 
the university received 1 point (otherwise, 0 points). 

5. If the homepage featured dynamic content, e.g., the option to watch a video directly on this page, 
it received 1 point (otherwise, 0 points).  

The tables below (Table 1a and Table 1b) show the evaluation results of the individual universities’ 
websites. 

Table 1a: Evaluation of the level of utilization of websites by individual subjects according to the 

first five criteria 

 

Sources: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

 

 

 

The university Responsive design

E1 E2 E1 E2 E1 E2 E1 E2 E1 E2

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 1 1 0 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 0

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 0 0 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 1 1 1

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 0 0 1 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 0

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 1 1 1 1 0 0,5 1 1 1 0

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 0 0 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 1 1 0

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 0 0 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 0 1 0

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 0 0 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 1 1 0

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 1 1 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 1 1 0

School of Business Administration in Karviná 0 0 1 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 0

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 0 0 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 0 1 0

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 0 0 1 1 0,5 1 1 0 0 0

University of Business in Prag 1 1 1 1 0,5 1 1 0 1 1

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 1 1 1 1 0 0,5 1 0 1 1

Karel Engliš College in Brno 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

Unicorn College in Prague 1 1 0 0 0 0,5 1 0 1 1

Moravian University College Olomouc 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

Applicant Relevant Groups Admission Field of Study
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Table 1b: Evaluation of the level of utilization of websites by individual subjects according to the 

last two criteria, including the overall results 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

The data in the table above answer the individual specific questions connected with the general question 
“What is the level of utilization of websites by individual subjects?”, and thus also answers this general 
question. 

3.2 The Characteristics Of The Criteria For The Evaluation Of Social Networks 

(Youtube And Facebook) 

YouTube 

The first assessment criterion in terms of the level of utilization of YouTube by the particular university 
was the fact whether it was possible to watch some of the videos uploaded to YouTube directly on the 
school’s website. Subject to evaluation was also the existence of the university’s own YouTube channel. 
If these two criteria were met, the university could get 1 point for each criterion, otherwise, they received 
0 points for each criterion. 

Another set of criteria dealt with the number of uploaded videos, the average number of views of the 
university’s videos on its YouTube channel, and the number of “likes” the university’s videos receive in a 
year. The annual averages were used due to the factor of time (a video uploaded to YouTube five years 
ago obviously has a different potential to get “likes” than a video posted in the past year). The specific 
figures for the given criteria are shown in Table 2. 

The university

Total 

evaluation

E1 E2 E1 E2 E1 E2

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 3 3 5 5 8 12 10

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 2 3 5 5 8,5 12 10,25

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 0 0 4,5 2,5 8 6 7

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 1 1 2,5 1,5 9,5 5,5 7,5

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 3 3 3 3 13 10 11,5

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 3 3 5 4,5 11,5 11 11,25

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 2 3 2 0 8 5,5 6,75

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 3 3 2 0 9,5 4,5 7

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 2 2 2 1,5 10,5 6 8,25

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 2 2 5 3 6 5 5,5

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 2 3 5 3 9 9 9

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 2 3 5 4,5 9 12,5 10,75

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 1 2 5 2,5 10 7,5 8,75

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 3 2 5 3 13 9 11

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 1 2 3,5 2,5 10,5 8 9,25

School of Business Administration in Karviná 3 2 3,5 2,5 11,5 7,5 9,5

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 2 3 3 1,5 10,5 6 8,25

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 1 0 5 5 7 7 7

University of Business in Prag 2 1 5 3,5 9,5 8,5 9

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 2 1 5 3 11 7,5 9,25

Karel Engliš College in Brno 1 2 5 5 10 10 10

Unicorn College in Prague 2 1 5 5 10 8,5 9,25

Moravian University College Olomouc 1 2 3 2,5 8 6,5 7,25

News Design Total E1, E2
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Table 2: The specific number of videos, average number of views and average number of “likes” 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

The evaluation of the criteria listed in Table 2 was carried out as follows. If a university did not have a 
single video on YouTube, it received 0 points (which was not the case in any of the research subjects). 
For 1-25 videos, the university received 0.5 points, for 26-50 videos it received 1 point, for 51-75 videos 
it was 1.5 points, for 76-100 videos it received 2 points, and for 101 or more videos it got 2.5 points. 

The evaluation of the average number of views was carried out as follows. If the videos of the particular 
university had an average of 0 views, it received 0 points (again, this was not the case of any of the 
research subjects). For 1-250 views, the university received 0.5 points, for 251-500 views it was 1 point, 
for 501-750 views 1.5 points, for 751-1,000 views 2 points, and for 1,001 or more views 2.5 points. 

In terms of the average number of “likes”, again, the absence of any “likes” meant 0 points assigned (this 
was the case of two research subjects). For the average number of “likes” 0.1-2.5 the university received 
0.5 points, for 2.6-5 “likes” 1 point, for 5.1-7.5 “likes” 1.5 points, for 7.6-10 “likes” 2 points, and for 
more than 10 “likes” it was 2.5 points. These criteria were evaluated using the MS Excel tool. 

It’s important to note the fact that one subject, specifically the Faculty of Management in Jindřichův 
Hradec, does not have its own YouTube channel. In this case, the subject of the evaluation was three 
random users’ videos that were related to the Faculty. 

Facebook 

The first evaluation criterion in terms of Facebook utilization was also the fact whether the university’s 
Facebook page was accessible directly from its website. If that was the case, the institution received 1 
point (otherwise, it received 0 points). 

The university

Video on 

YouTube

Average of 

video 

viewed/year

Average of 

"Like"/year

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 4 318 0

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 19 534 1,3

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 43 207 0,8

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 3 1285 1,7

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 68 169 0,4

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 23 1194 8,2

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 30 394 1,9

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 3 48 1

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 3 435 1,2

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 6 199 0,4

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 4 319 0

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 21 253 1,1

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 18 219 0,2

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 15 18391 57,9

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 6 177 1,3

School of Business Administration in Karviná 7 149 1,5

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 4 423 2,8

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 36 238 1

University of Business in Prag 34 174 0,5

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 7 1023 2

Karel Engliš College in Brno 16 200 1,3

Unicorn College in Prague 110 236 1,1

Moravian University College Olomouc 73 835,4 1,5
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Microsoft Power BI was used to quantify the other selected criteria, i.e., the number of Facebook posts 
and the number of fans of the university’s Facebook page.The total number of posts consisted of the 
number of events, photographs, videos, links and statuses. The specific values are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: The number of posts and fans of selected universities’ Facebook pages 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

The number of posts and fans were evaluated as follows: 

• 0-500 posts = 0 points, 
• 501-1,000 posts = 0.5 points,  
• 1,001 – 1,500 posts = 1 point,  
• 1,501 – 2,000 posts = 1.5 points, 
• 2,001 and more posts = 2 points, 
• 1-1,500 fans = 0.5 points, 
• 1,501 – 3,000 fans = 1 point 
• and 3,001 and more fans = 1.5 points. 

The tables below (Table 4a and Table 4b) show the overall evaluation results for social media utilization 
(YouTube and Facebook). 

 

 

 

 

The university Events Links Photos Status Video

Total of 

contributions 

on FB FB fans

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 137 977 431 92 31 1668 4673

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 191 859 548 503 38 2139 10977

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 133 304 414 53 53 957 1409

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 5 61 111 23 11 211 1475

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 107 88 284 40 35 554 2461

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 121 295 157 17 56 646 3432

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 114 1284 539 89 31 2057 5003

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 51 231 126 144 8 560 1955

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 2 74 268 29 1 374 1361

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 81 267 511 151 48 1058 3061

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 74 257 579 49 39 998 1885

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 75 87 276 34 12 484 1339

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 84 143 497 18 26 768 2676

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 142 272 330 36 29 809 4754

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 124 218 523 360 12 1237 2154

School of Business Administration in Karviná 60 567 963 266 105 1961 3677

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 118 141 188 134 13 594 4069

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 52 244 422 39 187 944 9106

University of Business in Prag 53 128 216 61 44 502 5696

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 49 244 203 54 7 557 3544

Karel Engliš College in Brno 53 261 262 103 52 731 1048

Unicorn College in Prague 30 223 313 78 23 667 3901

Moravian University College Olomouc 28 230 815 79 40 1192 1104
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Table 4a: The level of utilization of YouTube by individual subjects 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

Table 4b: The level of utilization of Facebook by individual subjects, including overall evaluation 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

The university

Link for YouTube 

on websides

YouTube 

channel

Video on 

YouTube

Average of video 

viewed/year

Average of 

"Like"/year

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 0 1 0,5 1 0

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 1 1 0,5 1,5 0,5

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 0 1 1 0,5 0,5

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 0 1 0,5 2,5 0,5

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 1 1 1,5 0,5 0,5

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 0 1 0,5 2,5 2

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 0 1 1 1 0,5

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 0 1 0,5 0,5 0,5

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 0 0 0,5 1 0,5

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 0 1 0,5 0,5 0,5

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 0 1 0,5 1 0

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 1 1 0,5 1 0,5

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 0 1 0,5 0,5 0,5

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 0 1 0,5 2,5 2,5

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 0 1 0,5 0,5 0,5

School of Business Administration in Karviná 0 1 0,5 0,5 0,5

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 0 1 0,5 1 1

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 0 1 1 0,5 0,5

University of Business in Prag 1 1 1 0,5 0,5

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 1 1 0,5 2,5 0,5

Karel Engliš College in Brno 1 1 0,5 0,5 0,5

Unicorn College in Prague 0 1 2,5 0,5 0,5

Moravian University College Olomouc 0 1 1,5 2 0,5

The university

Link for FB on 

websides

Contribution

s on FB FB fans Total evaluation

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 1 1,5 1,5 6,5

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 1 1,5 2 9

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 1 0,5 0,5 5

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 1 0,5 0 6

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 1 1 0,5 7

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 1 1,5 0,5 9

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 1 1,5 2 8

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 1 0,5 0,5 4,5

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 1 0,5 0 3,5

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 1 1,5 1 6

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 1 0,5 1 5

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 1 0 0,5 5,5

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 1 1 0,5 5

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 1 1,5 0,5 9,5

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 1 1 1 5,5

School of Business Administration in Karviná 1 1,5 1,5 6,5

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 1 1,5 0,5 6,5

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 1 1,5 0,5 6

University of Business in Prag 1 1,5 1 7,5

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 1 1,5 1 9

Karel Engliš College in Brno 1 0,5 0,5 5,5

Unicorn College in Prague 1 1,5 0,5 7,5

Moravian University College Olomouc 1 0,5 1 7,5
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The table above answers the specific questions related to the second general question: “What is the level 
of utilization of social media sites, specifically Facebook and YouTube, by individual subjects?”, and 
thus also answers the general question itself. 

 
3.3 Assessment Of The Correlation Between The Level Of Utilization Of Websites And The Level Of 

Utilization Of Social Media Sites 

The important objective of this research was to determine the correlation between the rank-order of the 
individual variants using the Spearman coefficient, with which one can determine the correlation, or 
agreement, between the rank-orders of individual variants, that is, the level of utilization of websites and 
the level of utilization of social media sites (YouTube and Facebook) by the selected subjects – see the 
third general question. We suppose that if an institution is engaged in promotion through its website, it 
will also promote its activities, at a similar level, using social media outlets. Therefore, if the university’s 
promotion on its website is evaluated, using assessment criteria, as very effective, we assume its 
utilization of YouTube and Facebook will also be highly effective. 

To calculate the Spearman coefficient, the order of individual subjects based on their overall evaluation 
needs to be determined(see Table 1b, Table 4b). 

The table below (Table 5) shows the rank-order of individual subjects based on the evaluation in the 
selected criteria. As can be seen, the subject with the highest rating (i.e., that which received the most 
points) was assigned rank “1”, etc. If more than one subject received the same evaluation, they were 
assigned average rank-order numbers (e.g., in terms of their evaluation of website use, two subjects 
received 10 points, which would have put them at 6th and 7th place – therefore, they were both assigned 
the value of 6.5) (cf. Šubrt, T. et al, 2015) 
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Table 5: The rank-order of individual variants based on their evaluation 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017 

The formula for the calculation of the Spearman coefficient is shown below (Figure No. 1). The value of 
the Spearman coefficient ranges within the interval <-1; 1>, where the value 1 means complete agreement 
of the rank-orders; the value 0 indicates zero correlation of the rank-orders, and the value -1 shows 
complete negative, that is indirect, correlation between the rank-orders. 

� = 1 −
6∑ (�	 − 
	)

�
	

(� − 1)
 

Fig. 1: Formula for the calculation of the Spearman coefficient 

Source: Hendl 2009 and Synek et al. 2009 

The values pi and qiare the rank-order indices in Table No. 5. The letter “n” indicates the number of 
subjects, of which, in our case, there were 23. 

Table No. 6 shows the process of calculation of the Spearman correlation coefficient, including its result. 

  

Total Evaluation 

(websides)

Rank Order 

(websides) = pi

10 6,5

10,25 5

7 20

7,5 17

11,5 1

11,25 2

6,75 22

7 20

8,25 15,5

5,5 23

9 12,5

10,75 4

8,75 14

11 3

9,25 10

9,5 8

8,25 15,5

7 20

9 12,5

9,25 10

10 6,5

9,25 10

7,25 18

Total Evaluation 

(social networks)

Rank Order (social 

networks) = qi

6,5 11

9 3

5 20

6 14

7 9

9 3

8 5

4,5 22

3,5 23

6 14

5 20

5,5 17

5 20

9,5 1

5,5 17

6,5 11

6,5 11

6 14

7,5 7

9 3

5,5 17

7,5 7

7,5 7
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Table 6: The calculation of the Spearman correlation coefficient 

 

Source: Author’s own elaboration, 2017, based on the aforementioned sources 

The table above clearly shows that the value of the Spearman correlation coefficient is 0.394. Therefore, 
it indicates a low correlation between the selected values. In this case, it means a low level of agreement 
between the degree to which subjects utilize websites and social media sites. Therefore, we cannot 
assume that the level of utilization of websites by universities correlates to the level of utilization of 
social media sites (as per the evaluation using the selected criteria), which answers the third and last 
general question: “What is the correlation between the level of utilization of websites and the level of 
utilization of social media sites in the selected subjects?” and the stated hypothesis. The level of 
correlation is low. 

Conclusion 
 
This research paper presents the output of asurvey research focusing on the comparison of Czech colleges 
and universities that offer their target group mainly economic majors. The aim of the research was to 
determine how the individual subjects fare in terms of marketing communication through websites and 
social media sites, and also to establish whether a correlation between the level of utilization of these two 
communication channels can be expected (i.e., whether it can be assumed that institutions that utilize 
their websites at a certain level will also engage, at a similar level, in promotion using social media sites). 
Following the calculation of the Spearman correlation coefficient, it was determined that the agreement 
between the level of utilization of websites and social media sites by the selected institutions is low. 

This research study is part of the output of an empirical survey that contributes to the development of the 
application of marketing in the area of higher education, and is a specific follow-up to, for example, 
creating university brands. 

The limitation of the study lies in the fact that it was conducted among economic universities. Another 
limitation can be using of heuristic evaluation - research results seem to be subjective, but it made 
instructed experts. The research may be further expanded to include other universities or their major 

The university pi qi (pi-qi) (pi-qi)2 ∑ (pi-qi)2 n

Spearman's 

coefficient

Masaryk University – Faculty of Economics and Administration 6,5 11 -4,5 20,25 1227,5 23 0,3935

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague - Faculty of economics and Management 5 3 2 4

Faculty of Economics - University of West Bohemia 20 20 0 0

Faculty of Business and Management - Brno University of Technology 17 14 3 9

Faculty of Economics - University of South Bohemia 1 9 -8 64

University of Hradec Králové - Faculty of Informatics and Management 2 3 -1 1

Faculty of International Relations - University of Economics in Prague 22 5 17 289

Faculty of Business Administration - University of Economics in Prague 20 22 -2 4

Faculty of Management - University of Economics in Prague in Jindřichův Hradec 15,5 23 -7,5 56,25

Tomas Bata university in Zlín - Faculty of Management and Economics 23 14 9 81

Faculty of Economics and Administration - University of Pardubice 12,5 20 -7,5 56,25

Faculty of Social and Economics Studies - University of J. E. Purkyně 4 17 -13 169

Faculty of Economics - University of Ostrava 14 20 -6 36

Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno 3 1 2 4

Technical university of Liberec - Faculty of Economics 10 17 -7 49

School of Business Administration in Karviná 8 11 -3 9

College of Polytechnics Jihlava 15,5 11 4,5 20,25

The Institute of Technology and Business in České Budějovice 20 14 6 36

University of Business in Prag 12,5 7 5,5 30,25

The Institute of Hospitality Management in Prague 10 3 7 49

Karel Engliš College in Brno 6,5 17 -10,5 110,25

Unicorn College in Prague 10 7 3 9

Moravian University College Olomouc 18 7 11 121
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fields of study and their online communication with the target group.  
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Abstract 
 

Making use of quality human resources, including managers at all levels of management, is one way to 

gain a competitive advantage for a hotel or a hotel chain regarding its competitors. The authors of this 

article surveyed views on selected management principles that influence the quality of their work in 

meeting the organization's goals. The method of research was a questionnaire survey conducted between 

hotel and hotel chain managers. The research dealt with the assessment of their opinions on the 

importance of selected management principles. In the cases of key variables, statistical methods of 

dependency testing have been applied to allow validation or disproving of the established hypotheses.  

 

The research results show that hotel and hotel chain managers in the Czech Republic determined 

"customer orientation" and "result orientation" as the most important managerial principles. The "fairness 

and commitment to ethical values" and the "commitment to a company " were considered as the least 

important principles. The research confirmed that good relationships and loyalty of customers, 

alternatively loyalty to a hotel or hotel chain, bring results indirectly. The "dependence of assessment the 

significance of managerial principles on management level, age, and expertise of managers" was 

confirmed. No dependence was proven in the "gender and attained education attainment of managers, as 

well as in the "classification and size" of the hotel or hotel chain in which the managers work. 

 

Keywords: hotel, management, manager, managerial principles 

 

Introduction 
 

The success or failure of a particular hotel or hotel chain depends, among other things, on the quality of 

the people who manage them. We can assume that their role will be further enhanced in near future. The 

determination of strategic goals and objectives, the creation of an efficient organizational structure, the 

selection of quality staff, or the ways of managing co-workers, will depend on their quality. Therefore, it 

is necessary to deal with the issue of principles that managers of the hotel industry considered to be the 

most significant in their work. Adherence and application of selected principles should help managers to 

meet established goals of the entire organization or its organizational units. The evaluation of selected 

principles of managerial work (focus on performance, focus on results, customer orientation, team 

orientation, commitment to the company, honesty and commitment to ethical values) provides further 

insight into a comprehensive view of the issue of managerial work in the hotel industry. 

 

Principles of Managerial Work 

 

For the purposes of this article, the authors proceeded from understanding the principles of managerial 

work by Veber et al. (2014). Veber points out that the principles may vary to a certain extent depending 

on the level at which the manager works, the nature of the managerial position, the size of the 

organization, sphere of its activity etc. Although it is not possible to clearly define universal common 

principles and features of managerial work for all levels of management, it is possible to summarize them 

with a certain level of simplification. Managers should be able to use in their work the following 

principles: replenishing and developing their knowledge and skills, increasing the performance of 

managed staff, result orientation, customer orientation, ability work with people, including the ability to 
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manage teamwork, loyalty to the organization, adherence of ethical standards as a part of social 

responsibility, managing the classical managerial functions, emphasis on conceptual thinking, paying 

attention to prevention, proactively acting, managing quality changes and risks, setting priorities, ability 

to formulate visions, missions and business strategies, as well as applying new approaches, methods and 

techniques in management. 

 

The research of this issue is based on previous research concerning the replenishment and development of 

knowledge and skills of managers in the hotel industry (Cech, Koklarova and Cechova, 2015). It has been 

found that the most beneficial methods to acquire the professional skills of managers are the following 

methods: "thinking about my work"; "learning from your own mistakes" "learning at the workplace". The 

least beneficial were the methods of "trying to imitate my professional model" and "extra-work life “. 

 

The contemporary advanced world is representative of the increased interest in continuing professional 

education. The environment in which today’s specialists work and continue their education is ever more 

volatile, more demanding, and more critical of possible mistakes; therefore, specialists are constantly 

forced to expand their knowledge and improve their occupational skills.  

 

The issue of acquiring the desirable skills of managers is being addressed by more and more authors in 

their research activities. For the purposes of this article, the authors focused primarily on the economic 

education of managers (Asztalos 2016, Krpalek, 2015) and on the principles of managerial work (Cech, 

Beranek, Koklarova, 2015). The authors of this article focused on six selected principles of managerial 

work in their research: 

 

- performance orientation; 

- result orientation; 

- customer orientation; 

- team orientation; 

- commitment to a company; 

- honesty and commitment to ethical values. 

 

Within fulfilling the principle "performance orientation" managers should realize that the staff’s 

performance is a set of their characteristics and dispositions that determine how they perform their 

assigned tasks (Krpalkova Krelova, 2016). In the course of time, the performance of workers changes and 

is influenced, among other things, by assigning and organization their work, by work with people in a 

company, by the quality of managing people or quality of interpersonal relationships at work (Dolezal, 

2012). 

 

Result orientation is intended to focus on key objectives so that the results meet all stakeholders while 

adhering to ethical, legal and environmental issues. At the same time, it is necessary to realize that the 

manager is not paid for the hard work, nor for the plans or reports he produces, or the hard work of all his 

subordinates. He or she is paid for the results of the organization or a part of the organization (Pitaš, 

2012). As the Sveiby's model of intellectual capital show, the following principles "good relationships" 

and "loyalty of customers" (customer orientation), or "loyalty to the hotel or hotel chain" can be included 

under the customer's capital of the hotel or hotel chain (Sveiby, 1988). Hammer (2012), out of the nine 

recommendations for the success of an enterprise in the 21st century, dedicates two customer-orientated 

recommendations, specifically to make it easier for customers to collaborate with the company and offer 

to the customer added value.  

 

Fulfilling the "team orientation" principle corresponds to the current developmental tendencies in 

organizational architecture of companies (Berkova, 2016). As a team, we can consider both the grouping 

of people who are associated to fulfil certain tasks, as well as an ad hoc workgroup designed for the 

creative solution or the realization of a specific task. The purpose of promoting teamwork is to persuade 
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workers that each of them contributes to the final results of the group and that cooperation and assistance 

are the right way to achieve their goals. The modern corporate environment and the trends in its 

development in relation to the skills required by professional managers (Ambrožová Ullrich) significantly 

influence team work and help the "team orientation" principle. 

 

For any company in every field, including the hotel industry, loyal employees are a benefit (the principle 

of commitment to the company). Those who do not feel any sense of belonging to the company can do a 

lot of harm to the company. The advantage if an employee accepts positive goals and identifies with 

them, is that he or she then solves problems actively and initiatively. From the company management 

point of view, such a worker is ideal. There are many ways in which the employee's relationship to 

society can be directly influenced. Managers should primarily fulfil their promises and measure each one 

by the same metric, take an interest in both occupational and personal problems of the subordinates and 

ask questions about their opinion (Kralova, 2016). 

 

Observance of ethical values is understood as a part of the corporate responsibility of a managed 

organization. For example, Philip and Milton Kotler (2013) consider corporate social responsibility as 

one of the possible strategies that will enable the company to make long-term and profitable growth. 

Indirectly, it will affect the achievement of results, i.e. the management principle of "result orientation". 

The possibilities of achieving the outstanding reputation of the company in the field of its social 

responsibility in the hotel industry in the Czech Republic were described in the article by Cech and 

Dohnalova (2015). Hotels and hotel chains in the Czech Republic, concurrently with promoting their 

professional interests, aim at ensuring that all business activities comply with generally accepted ethical 

principles of business activity and interpersonal relationships in a democratic society. Emphasis is put on 

customer health protection. It is also necessary to strictly observe hygiene standards and regulations in 

both the catering and accommodation areas. 

 

Methodology 

 

The aim of the research was to find out which principles of managerial work are considered by managers 

in the hotel industry to be the most important in their work. The core set included top-level, middle and 

first-line managers working in independent hotels or hotel chains in the Czech Republic. The authors 

examined whether there is a dependency between the assessment of the significance of the chosen 

principles and managers´ gender, level of management, age, achieved education, expertise, and 

classification and size of the hotel in which the managers work. For this article, a questionnaire survey 

method was chosen. Out of 900 questionnaires, respondents completed 435 of them. A total of 228 

women and 207 men participated in the questionnaire survey. The gender ratio testifies in favour of an 

adequate and random selection from a point of view of respondents´ gender. These respondents form a 

sample set of managers. The return rate of the questionnaires was 48.3 %. The obtained data was 

arranged to groups to distinguish the characteristics of the monitored phenomena. To test the key 

variables, the statistical methods of dependency testing have been applied to allow validation or 

disproving of the established hypotheses. Neubauer claims that: "Statistical data analysis without 

computers is hardly imaginable nowadays" (Neubauer, 2011), and the results of this work have enabled 

the authors to select a suitable program to evaluate the data obtained. 

 

Research includes a large area of management, which is a reason why only a part of the outcomes was 

chosen for the purposes of the article. The research outcomes are described in the following chapter in 

graphs. 

 

Research Outcomes: Questionnaire Survey Assessment 
 

The research outcomes were evaluated according to the six previously mentioned principles of 

managerial work whose appellations were shortened in the figures in the following way: - performance, 
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result, customer, team, firm and ethics. The respondents in the questionnaire ordered the selected 

principles according to importance for their managerial work (1 

important). 

In the article, there is graphically presented a part of outcomes that documents respondents' opinions, 

including their ranking according to established criteria. For the data graphical presentation, the weighted 

means of significance order were used.

 

Fig 1 presents an assessment of the importance that respondents have assigned to the individual principles 

of their managerial work. 

 

 

Fig 1: Assessment of managerial principles significance
 

From the obtained data assessment, it is possible to generalize that 

important principle the following management principles: "customer orientation" and "result orientation". 

As the least important principles they considered: "honesty and commitment to ethical values", and 

"commitment to the company". 

 

Fig 2 shows the importance of gender from a point of view of managerial principles.
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The authors then examined whether there is a dependence between gender and the importance of selected 

principles of managerial work. The following hypotheses were formulated to assess the first principle of 

managerial work. H0 hypothesis: "There is no statistically significant difference between gender of 

managers and their assessment of performance orientation" and H

significant difference between gender and performance

dealing with managerial work were tested identically. Based on the Independence Test of 5 % 

significance level, the zero hypothesis (H

This means that it has not been possible to prove that there is any dependence between gender and the 

assessment of selected principles. 

 

Fig 3 gives an assessment of the import

management they are working on.

 

 

Fig 3: Assessment of importance according to a level of management
 

Respondents at all three levels of management assessed "customer orientation" as the most

managerial work principle. The test of 5 % significance level enabled to reject the zero hypothesis (H
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which tested the "performance orientati

a certain dependence between assessment of these principles importance and levels of management on 

which managers work. All top managers attributed the greatest importance to the "performa
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among managers at middle levels.
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Fig. 4
 

The Test of Independence confirms at the level of 5 % significance that there is a certain dependence 

between the managers' age and their assessment of the following 

orientation" and "commitment to a company". The "result orientation" was assessed as the most important 

principle by respondents at the age of 55
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Based on the Test of Independence at the 5 % significance level, the zero hypothesis (H

independence of individual characters was not rejected. This means 

that there is any dependence between the managers´ education and the assessment of selected principles 

of managerial work. 

 

Fig 6 illustrates the importance of selected principles of managerial work according to their

the related section in which the respondents work.

 

Fig. 6: Assessment of importance according to expertise (section)
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important. It corresponds to the content of their work, as the duties of technicians are related to customer 
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respondents working in the economic section, the "commitment to a company" was considered as more 

important than for the respondents from other hotel sections.

 

Fig 7 demonstrates the importance of selected managerial principles according to the hotel classification 
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Fig.7: Assessment of importance according to a hotel classification
 

The Test of Independence at the 5 % significance level enabled the authors not to reject the zero 
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Conclusion 
 

The article deals with selected principles of the work of managers working in hotels and hotel chains. 

Within the framework of their research, the authors tested selected principles of managerial work 

according to the established criteria. From the assessment of the obtained data it is possible to generalize 

that respondents evaluated as the most important of the listed managerial principles the following: 

"customer orientation" and "result orientation". As the least important principle they chose "honesty and 

commitment to ethical values" and especially "commitment to the company". 

 

The opinion of today's management that emphasizes the need to produce and deliver to customers a 

production that gives them a value have been confirmed. If managers in hotels and hotel chains can 

provide their customers with valuable services, it gives the business a competitive advantage. Good 

relationships and customers´ loyalty, alternatively loyalty to the hotel or hotel chain, brings indirectly 

appropriate results. 

 

As the second most important managerial principle, the respondents chose “outcome orientation". 

Managers realize that all resources and efforts should be oriented towards achieving the objectives of the 

hotel or its part. This point of view requires an ability to set specific goals that ultimately lead to the 

fulfilment of the organization's mission and vision. 

 

On the other hand, the respondents chose as the second least most important management principle 

“honesty and commitment to ethical values". Although the authors foresaw the possibility of this result, it 

gives us food for thought as to whether it should be evaluated in this way. Respect for ethical values 

should be understood by managers as a part of corporate responsibility. 

 

The assessment of "commitment to the company" corresponds to the current situation in the hotel 

industry, where many workers at a particular job work only briefly, or after some time they leave the 

current employer and go to another one in the field. 

 

The authors found that the assessment of the significance of management principles in the hotel industry 

does not depend on gender and the respondents´ education, nor does it depend on the classification and 

size of the hotel in which they work. 

 

Certain dependency exists, if the managers´ responses were organized according to the respondent´s level 

of management, age and expertise. For example, respondents under the age of 24 put the slightest 

emphasis on "result orientation"; on the contrary, they set more emphasis than older respondents to the 

principle of "commitment to the company", which is a very interesting finding. "Output orientation" is 

related to channelling resources and to efforts to achieve the given goals. As respondents under the age of 

24 work mainly at lower levels of management, it can be deduced that these positions do not put as much 

emphasis on planning and the associated goal setting. 

 

The results were the opposite for the group of managers aged 55-64. It can be assumed that the 

respondents at this age group usually hold higher managerial positions, have a lot of experience from 

previous practice, and thus put greater emphasis on key objectives which satisfy all stakeholders. The 

least emphasis was put by these respondents on the principle of "commitment to the company". This may 

be related to the situation where these managers want to evaluate their knowledge and skills as much as 

possible and therefore are willing to change their job before retirement. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper focuses on determinants of educational communication in a multicultural society. For an 
overview, the paper analyzes the entire components of Laswell’s communication model, putting the 
emphasis on the side of the recipient of the message. This area is fragmented and the most problematic in 
a multicultural society. It is also related to the recipients are equipped with tangible didactic tools 
differently in various parts of the world, and, logically, have consequent different skills at handling them. 
 
Moreover, in some parts of the world, there is a digital divide, which not only restricts the use of modern 
forms of electronic communication, but even prevents directly their use in education. Some forms of 
education are, in fact, impracticable in those areas, e.g. E-learning. 
 
Existent cultural differences can also cause problems in everyday communication and thereby hamper the 
optimal progress of educational processes. Together, these determinants impede the work of teachers, 
placing high demands not only on their expert knowledge, but especially on their orientation in a 
multicultural environment, their suitable communication and their best control of the latter. 
 

Keywords: digital divide, education, communication, people, determinants   

 

Introduction 
 
Laswell´s communication model, which was originally intended for mass communication, can also be 
used for educational communication in a multicultural society. Basically, it is defined in one sentence 
"Who - Says What -  To Whom - In Which Channel –- With what effect?", see Chromy, Semeniuk, 
Drtina (2011). Specialists in the field can study in a detailed and comprehensive way each of the separate 
parts of the sentence. 
 
As far as the present article is concerned: 
 
Who - is the message transmitter (source). Anything that relates to teachers, organizations, quality of 
schools, etc. is open to analysis.  
Says What – represents the content and form of transmitted data, information and knowledge. 
To Whom - is the recipient of the message that has certain personal individual characteristics, and 
cultural and social environment in which they live. In this article, the authors suggest a necessary content 
analysis of the communication recipient which should be done by the transmitter when planning the 
course content and development of educational processes. 
In Which Channel - a means associated with the transmitted content and its form. In this article, we will 
deal exclusively with electronic environment, represented by the Internet. This can be understood as a 
specific analysis of the electronic environment planned to be used in education in a multicultural 
environment unrestricted by national borders. 
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With what effect? - represents the effect of the educational process, in this case it is the communication 
transmitter’s impact on the recipient via communication channels; a specific form transmitting the 
required content. 
 
In this article, the authors indicate a necessary analysis of the   recipients at one hand, and they deal with 
the Internet as a communication channel between the recipients and the transmitters. The aim is to 
analyze the main determinants of educational communication in a multicultural society and to consider 
their possible removal, or uniqueness of a solution, and its time limits.  
 
The preparation of modern education should be based on the assumptions which are analogous to normal 
operating communications in a multicultural society in a global environment, these being taken as a 
starting point. According to Charbonneau-Gowdy education is a social process in which communication 
is of crucial importance and she emphasizes that communication methods have dominated approaches to 
teaching and learning for over three decades, see Charbonneau, Gowdy, Cechova, Barry (2012). 
 

Methodology 
 
Based on Laswell’s communication model, individual areas for future research were determined. 
Subsequently, all particular areas were analyzed. The article focuses primarily on the digital divide, i.e. 
communication recipient’s area. In this case, the communication recipient’s topic is very closely related 
to transmission channels (tools) that may not be available to communication recipients, or they are 
available in a limited extent. 
 
The recipient group was geographically bounded according to the possibility of obtaining relevant data.  
Firstly, the recipient area with their particular specific properties that significantly differ according to the 
different areas in which they live, was analyzed. The need for a comparative analysis of cultural 
differences in these areas was stated.  
 
Subsequently, based on a synthesis of several statistical researches, the ability (or, as the case may be, 
facility) of using the Internet use was investigated. 
 
This is related to the subsequent analysis of the capability to maintain standards in terms of information 
and communication technologies. Google Analytics data were used, as they make possible to obtain 
geographically linked data about users and their use of information and communication technologies in 
different parts of the world. These data are associated to visits to specific Websites.  
 
The research questions were set:  
- Whether the communication and business negotiations are based on the culture of the monitored 
territories. 
- Whether the use of the Internet is the same in different parts of the world. 
- Whether a quick and relatively easy removal of determinants of communication in a multicultural 
society may be presupposed.  
 
The synthesis of all the data collected resulted in determinants that, by analogy, are directly related to 
educational processes and their management in a multicultural society.  

 

Results 
 
It is globalization that accounts most for emergence and development of a multicultural society.  Its 
biggest advantage is the growth of technological progress, the development of means of communication, 
dissemination of know-how or other knowledge and skills, job increase, investments and the overall 
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economy growth, and a better understanding of the different cultures by people from all over the world, 
etc, see Safe (2005).  
 

Communication Recipients  
 
At present, not everyone is in favour of the benefits of globalization. This is primarily caused by 
misunderstanding and fear of losing power on the side of individual governments, and fear of the growing 
power of international companies. With the ongoing globalization, traditional knowledge is not being 
transmitted and there is a fear of losing their own identity and uniqueness due to copying the behaviour 
which is common in Western countries. The disappearance of local products and their replacement by 
standardized products represent other threats. A major global problem is the spread of diseases and 
viruses, increased threat of terrorist attacks and the current civil war, especially in Africa.  
 
Specific process of interaction and communication that takes place in different types of situations, when 
people from differing cultural backgrounds (with different languages, nationalities and religions) 
communicate in similar or different ways among themselves, and how they endeavour to communicate 
across cultures, is known as intercultural communication, see Prucha (2010). Every communication is 
based on a society´s culture.   
 
Culture can be defined as an integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, art, morals, law and any 
other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society, see Tylor (2013). Humankind 
participate in the cultural development through their traditions, ways of communication, appearance, 
clothing, way of thinking, behaviour, beliefs, symbols and similarities or differences from other beings, 
see Berkova (2016).  
 
Culture affects the daily lives of people. It is the basis for our living, getting dressed, eating, acting 
toward others. As a follow–up to these there are certain standards in human relationships in family life, 
social and labour spheres.  Culture is closely linked with ethics - determines what behaviour is acceptable, 
and vice versa, in cultures known as universal, ethnic, racial, national, regional, industrial, professional 
and other entities, see Reisinger (2009).  
 
Anthropologists divide culture into superficial and deep ones. Superficial culture includes anything that is 
visible at first glance. Deep culture is the one that is not directly visible, e.g. the language, habits, 
relationships, or other daily activities that make this group different from other, see Guirdham (1999). 
 
Geert Hofstede identified four cultural dimensions that express the most basic level of cultural differences 
between societies and he highlights those that lead to a different conception of the basic parameters of 
people's lives and affect labour and management, see Simonova (2015): 
 
Power Distance Index (PDI) - the extent to which the less powerful members of organizations and 
institutions (like the family) accept and expect that power is distributed unequally. For countries with a 
higher index is typical preference of formal relations.  Employees are governed by the rules and 
instructions of their superiors and are fully dependent on authority (China and others). Low power index 
means that employees have limited dependence on their superiors and are asked for their feedback and 
suggestions (Australia etc.). 
 
Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) - expresses how members of different cultures deal with unfamiliar 
situations and risks. Societies that score a high degree in this index opt for stiff codes of behaviour, 
guidelines, laws, avoiding any innovations or new thinking (Greece, Japan etc.). Employees are loyal to 
their employer and do not like to change their jobs. In terms of communication these societies are 
supposed to show greater suspicion. Societies that have a low level of uncertainty avoidance, act calmly. 
A lower degree in this index shows more acceptances of differing thoughts/ideas. Society accepts threats, 
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is willing to trade without fear, and tends to impose fewer regulations and is more flexible (USA, 
Australia etc.). 
 
Individualism vs. collectivism (IDV) - shows the degree to which people in a society are integrated into 
groups and the degree of an individual´s freedom to their own initiative. In individualistic society there is 
an emphasis on free expression and the independence of the individual. There is more decision-making 
freedom of the individuals in their jobs (USA, UK, etc.). Collective culture prefers overall cooperation 
within the group.  
 
Masculinity vs. femininity (MAS) - determines the influence of sex within society. Masculine society is 
defined by assertiveness, competitiveness, the acquisition of material goods, self-esteem and high work 
enthusiasm. Emphasis is placed on success and job growth, consequently there is work stress and women 
are considered unequal (Japan, Venezuela and others.). Its counterpart represents a preference for 
cooperation, modesty, caring for the weak and quality of life, interpersonal relationships.  Significant 
values are represented by solidarity, tolerance and respect, there is a greater focus on social relationships. 
Male and female roles are of equal value, so these values are expected from both sexes (Norway, the 
Netherlands etc.). 
 
Promoting diverse elements in a group of two or more interconnected cultures leads to cultural conflicts. 
At the same time, there may be different motives: achieving one´ s own goals, confrontations, elimination 
of another culture members or of the whole culture, gaining power, etc. Differences between cultures and 
cultural conflicts arise primarily because of religious issues, see Reisinger (2009). Religion has an 
inherent impact on communication, as different cultural practices may be incomprehensible to Europeans 
and common behaviour may cause many misunderstandings and complications. A typical example is 
Islam, the followers of which pray under any circumstances, regardless of whether there is ongoing work 
meeting or alike.  Huntington identified seven cultures - Western (USA, Europe, Australia), the Arab-
Islamic (Arab countries etc.), Confucian (China, Thailand), Hindu (India), Japanese, Latin American and 
African. Each area and region has defined its own culture and religion. Therefore, each culture is viewed 
differently by the other culture. What may be civilized cultured and in accordance with the religion of the 
western culture may not apply to Islamic culture and vice versa, see Huntington (2001). 
 
According to research carried out by an internationally active major bank, there are obvious shortcomings 
especially in African countries. Language barrier is one of the most serious causes of communication 
interference. When the participants of the educational projects have a problem to communicate and 
understand each other, problems arise on several fronts. When the trainer urges proper handling of 
communication technologies and the recipient pretends everything is fine, although they do not 
understand what this is about, this creates a large technical and communication barrier. Teaching single 
language (English) is unrealistic given the economic situation in most African states. Using the Internet, 
e.g. E-learning program, is also unrealistic. 
 
The particular bank faced other problematic issues that are also important and, which by analogy, would 
impact education in a multicultural environment negatively. These include ignorance of ICT standards, 
disregard for ICT operation safety as well as the safety of the entire local bank. In addition to the 
absolutely fundamental security breach, e.g. during working with money, the report gives an example of a 
common electrical cabinet located outside the bank and accessible to anyone. ICT hardware, which banks 
received as a gift, was in many cases placed in storage without visible effort of putting it into use, see 
Brozova (2016). The above mentioned can be considered as significant determinants of educational 
communication in a multicultural environment. 
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Communication Channels 
 
The process of globalization and its impact on the technical development of the areas that are more or less 
behind the times is also affected by the quality of used information and communication technologies. 
According to the above, cultural, social and other levels of a given area influence the dynamics of 
technological development.  
 
Fig. 1 shows the dynamics of the growth of Internet users in comparison with the development of people 
in the world from 2000 to 2016. In 2016, approximately 46% of the population worldwide used the 
Internet. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison of users of the Internet with people in the world, in accordance with IBRD-IDA 

(2016) 
 
The number of Internet users varies in different regions and within them in individual states. Fig. 2. 
provides the number of Internet users by regions, valid for the year 2015.  

 
Fig. 2: Users of Internet [% of all people] - regions, in accordance with IBRD-IDA (2016) 
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The worst situation of all the regions is clearly in Africa, where only 22.39 % of the total population used 
the Internet in 2015. Comparing the growth rate of Internet users brings interesting information (Fig. 3). It 
provides charts comparing the growing percentage of   Internet users of all residents in different regions. 
 
Fig. 3 shows that Africa falls behind the most, there are almost 2x more users in Asia and the Pacific, 
which together with South America also rate among the weakest regions in the number of users. The 
growth dynamics of the number of users is highest in these regions. 
 
In the remaining regions of Europe, North America and Australia the dynamic growth in the number of 
users is significantly smaller and it can be estimated that it is going to stagnate in the long term in the near 
future. 

 
Fig. 3: Dynamics of growth users of Internet [% of all people] in years 1996 – 2015, in accordance 

with IBRD-IDA (2016, Internet live stats (2015). 
 
In the world, there is quite a high number of people without access to the Internet. The reasons are 
various, e.g. social, demographic, etc., see OECD (2001).  According to the statistics the situation in most 
African states is very bad. The average number of Internet users across Africa is 22.4% of the whole 
population. In Europe, Ukraine with 49.3% of users from the whole population ranks among the last, see 
Internet live stats (2014). It is comparable with the most developed countries in Africa. For example, 
Nigeria 47.4% of users, Tunisia 48.5%, South Africa 51.9%. The vast majority of other states rank below 
the African average, i.e. 22.4 %.  
 

3.3. Quality of IT Equipment 
 
The authors evaluated the quality of IT equipment according to the data obtained from website visits 
through Google Analytics. The source was a significant site for tourism where the total number of visits 
ranges in the millions per year and it includes data about visitors from all regions, as well. The data on the 
IT equipment gained through Google Analytics can be analyzed according to selected criteria. One of 
them is, e.g. the type of device. Other criteria can be, e.g., used CPUs, monitors (pixels, colours), 
operating system, etc. It is possible to obtain data not only for the region but also for individual states and 
even cities.  
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In this article, the authors chose monitor resolution as an indicator. This is an absolutely clear, 
unproblematic indicator which does not require more profound knowledge, as, e.g. that of processor types 
or operating systems, etc. Moreover, the latter can be comparable as far as the capacity is concerned, but 
labelled differently by their manufacturers, etc. 
 
Monitor resolution is a manufacturer declared standard parameter, which determines the quality of the 
display unambiguously. Resolution is normally recorded as an aspect ratio (width x height of the 
monitor). There are different standards, which are based directly on the exact number of points of the 
sides, e.g. for full HD 1920 x 1080, for the low numbers then QVGA 320: 240. The total overall numbers 
characterize the grid display and the quality of the screen, respectively of the user´s needs. Furthermore, 
there are standards, which are based on the reduced number of points, e.g. 16: 9, 4: 3 etc. These reduced 
numbers only determine the proportions, and therefore aspect ratio.  
 
To facilitate the research, the authors recalculated all points of the stated ratios of the monitors to obtain 
the product given by the sides. 
This product represents the total number of screen points and it is an easily comparable parameter for 
display quality. Reduced aspect ratio does not play a role at all. It is possible to get Google Analytics 
number of visitors to specific websites for the sake of individual, completely individual aspect ratios in 
the point total numbers. Based on these numbers of visitors and their precise total number of points 
shown on monitors the authors calculated a weighted average, which represents the average of the given 
region. For greater clarity, it is stated by the authors in millions of displayed points, i.e. in megapixels. 
The same figure is cited as the main parameter of camcorders. 
 
Google Analytics data include two different numbers of visitors. One number is given as a total one. That 
is not applicable for this research because it might contain the same information due to the repeated 
number of visits by individual persons. Therefore, the authors used the latter figure, which indicates the 
number of new visitors eliminating repeated visits of the same person. A little confounding may be the 
fact that the same person could visit the site once via PC, for the second time via tablet and again via 
smart Mobil. The authors did not exclude this possibility, because the research deals with quality of once 
connected equipment, not with numbers of persons. Similarly, the authors did not deal with the location 
of the internet access of the same person:  e.g. at home and on other occasions at work, at an internet cafe, 
etc. They worked at the assumption that the total number of displayed points on an average monitor 
should be approximately the same for all regions. Given the fact the authors determined the number of 
points each month, it can be assumed that the number of displayed points will grow in relation to the use 
of more efficient equipment, or at least will not be lower. Fig. 4 demonstrates the average number of 
points displayed on a monitor for Africa in each month from January 2015 to August 2016. 
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Fig. 4:  Average number of points for Africa in each month from January 2015 to August 2016, in 

accordance with Soukup (2016) 
 
From Fig. 4 it is evident that overall quality resolution of average used equipment decreased in 2016. If 
the average point resolution were shown continuously in individual years and conceived as a single time, 
the discovery would be very surprising. The authors´ surmise was not corroborated. On the contrary, the 
total number of points displayed on the average monitor is almost continuously decreasing in the entire 
region of Africa. This is can be seen in Fig. 5, showing the indicated trend line by 2016. Regression 
equation and the value of reliability R. are demonstrated, too. 

  

 
 

Fig. 5 : Average number of points in the monitor in each month time period January 2015 - August 

2016, and the trend line by the end of 2016 for Africa, , in accordance with Soukup (2016) 
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Regression equation is y = 0,0003x2 - 0,0142x + 0.4565. The value of reliability equals R 2 = 0.7128, 
suggesting that the regression equation is not very reliable. Trend average of points in the monitor is 
definitely downward, as well as a trend line. 
 
Using Fig. 6, we can assess the accuracy of the authors´ research presumption provided that the total 
number of points displayed on an average monitor should be about the same for all regions, and the 
number of displayed points will grow in relation to the use of more efficient equipment. 
 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of average number of pixels in the monitor in each month from January 2015 to 

August 2016 for Africa and Germany, in accordance with Soukup (2016) 
 
It is absolutely obvious that in generally advanced Germany equipment with an average score of about 1 
megapixel higher than in Africa is used. That is quite a huge difference. Additionally, the trend line in 
Germany, according to the chart, is basically growing, the only exception being July 2016, when the 
average score dropped. Nevertheless, the decline is very low, about 0.2 megapixels. To some extent it can 
be explained by website visitors enjoying vacation and holidays or giving preference to mobile devices 
with a smaller resolution on their journeys. Conversely, the trend line in Arica is downward in the long 
term, which is very surprising. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Cultural differences and the status of compliance with standards for information and communication 
technologies significantly affect the level of education in a multicultural society and affect the quality and 
efficiency of educational processes. Nowadays people are very afraid of Islamic culture. This fear is 
accelerated by a huge influx of immigrants from Muslim countries. Mosques and minarets are being built 
in European cities, Muslim communities residents gather in "their" neighbourhoods and protest against 
the ban on wearing Muslim headscarves in schools. They promote their culture and religion in Europe, 
which has a completely different values, customs and religion.  
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This is confirmed, too, by studies of a major bank carried out in various countries in Africa and Eastern 
Europe. Due to fear, mistrust and xenophobia, Europe today has to deal with terrorist attacks and unrest in 
many European capitals. The islamization of Europe results in tendencies to build barricades, to tighten 
immigration policy and eliminate the terrorist threat.  Willingness to tolerate other groups´ points of view 
and interests is disappearing and thus almost all communities act accordingly. 
 
European civilization is rapidly aging and the influence of Western civilization weakens, while Asian 
civilizations are expanding due to their economic, political or military capabilities. Islamic civilization 
demography is increasing. Europe is heading for a period when several different civilizations are adapting 
and competing with each other.   
 
These phenomena can, unfortunately, be classified as significant determinants of educational 
communication in a multicultural society. They cannot simply be ignored or regarded as being clear, 
simple and quick The Internet Live Stats processes the data of the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) and the UN Population Division. The data can be regarded as credible. Internet user is 
defined as a natural person who has access to the Internet through a computer or mobile device in the 
house where they live at any time without restriction.  Age, computer or mobile device ownership is not 
integral to the statistics. Therefore, it is strictly a person who can connect anytime at home without any 
further restrictions. The results of other organizations may vary, depending on the used method. For 
example, the United Nations Statistics Division recommends to enlarge data collection including the 
access to the Internet outside the home, as well, see Internet live stats (2013, 2014, 2015). The World 
Bank (IBRD-IDA) states data in Internet users (per 100 people), which are collected for several income 
groups. These are e.g. high income, upper middle income, lower middle income, euro area aggregate, low 
income. High income regions have an income greater than $ 12,476. Low income regions have less than $ 
1,025, lower middle-income regions have between $ 1,026- $ 4,035, upper middle income regions have 
incomes of $ 4,035- $ 12,475, middle income countries have incomes between $ 1,026- $ 12,475, see 
IBRD-IDA (2016). 
 
The synthesis of these different data is rather difficult, recalculations are necessary, in particular through 
various weighted averages, taking in account, as well, the total population of the regions, etc.  In some 
cases, the authors could use the data of all residents directly regardless of their income. In some cases, the 
data of The World Bank (IBRD-IDA) vary very little considering different income groups in the same 
regions. We assume that the authors did not commit significant statistical errors basing on the total 
population figures data. Above all, they intended to determine the development trends and to predict 
future development. All this makes possible to identify the determinants of educational communication in 
a multicultural society, which are evident from the carried-out research.  
Research questions were answered: 
 
- Whether the communication and business negotiations are based on the culture of the monitored 
territories:  all used sources answered the research question positively. Significant problems arise in a 
multicultural environment communication. 
 
- Whether the use of the Internet is the same in different parts of the world: the research question was 
answered in the negative on the basis of the statistics listed in the text. The results are evident on all the 
graphs. Existing differences are abysmal. 
 
- Whether a quick and relatively easy removal of determinants of communication in a multicultural 
society may be presupposed: the research question was answered in the negative. Removing determinants 
of communication in education in a multicultural environment requires high costs and long time in terms 
of communication channels and standards, willingness and ability to work with them. Determinants of 
common multicultural communications are a long-term issue that is difficult to solve even in states that 
had long been trying to solve it, and devote considerable funds to it, etc., see Kmecova (2016). 
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Standards of information and communication technologies are observed in all the areas - this presumption 
was rebutted. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the quality of the average number of points in the monitor in 
individual months from January 2015 to August 2016 for Africa and Germany. There is a very distinct 
difference in the shown average number of points amounting more than triple. Unfortunately, Fig. 5 
disproves the expectation that the situation will get better. It shows a declining average number of points 
in the monitor in each month from January 2015 to August 2016, and the trend line by the end of 2016 for 
Africa. The authors obtained the data of the research using Google Analytics. The source was a 
significant site for tourism, the total number of visits ranging in the millions per year and including data 
about visitors from all regions, see Soukup (2016). 
 
Unfortunately, based on the research, we cannot expect significant improvements in the coming periods. 
There are truly abysmal barriers in education in a global multicultural environment with the use of 
electronic means, e.g. through e-learning, see Krpalkova Krelova (2016). The situation, however, may be 
different in a local multicultural environment where there may not be huge differences, mainly in 
hardware, but more in quality of human resources. 
 
The authors would like to thank Petr Soukup for providing statistical data from a significant site for 
tourism, the total number of visits of which ranging in the millions annually. 
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Abstract 

 

Additive Laser Manufacturing (ALM) is a set of processes which enable the manufacture of layer by 

layer by adding a metal powder, achieving a physical 3D model from a numerical model, using the 

sintering by laser power. Today, in the dental field had an industrial revolution concerning the 

manufacture of personalized dental implants and crowns, reducing process time, product weight and 

use of raw materials. This technology permits to obtain the products, using less energy, less landfill 

waste. 

Additive Laser Manufacturing processes of metallic powder are achieved by SLS, DMLS, SLM, 

EBM, DMD, LM, Lens, DLF and used pure metal powders, yielding pieces which can be functional 

immediately, not always being necessary a sintering post-treatment. [1-5] 

Each Additive Laser Manufacturing method has advantages and disadvantages because of appearance 

of residual stresses in the material after sintering / melting process. 

The ALM technology for dental industry arrive to a great maturity degree TRL 9- TRL 10, because 

can be used in large series production. ALM technologies are used in different domains like dental, 

tooling, aerospace fields. 

The SLM and DMLS processes are frequently used in Romanian medical industry for realized dental 

implants using Ti alloys (35%) and for dental crowns using Co-Cr alloys (65%).  

The Additive Laser Manufacturing systems sold for Romanian stomatology field are Phenix Systems-

PXS & PXM dental and EOSINT M270. The ALM systems are very performing and can creating up 

450 dental units per day. 

Concerning the Additive Laser Manufacturing (ALM) systems remarked that only 8% of sell of 

Romanian 3D printing companies are intended for dental field. 

 

Keywords: Economical evolution, Additive Laser Manufacturing, metallic powder, innovation 

 

Introduction 

 

Additive Laser Manufacturing is a rapid prototyping technology using a laser power for sintered the 

metallic powders, layer by layer. Using this technology can realize dental crowns, bridges, dental 

implants, chapels and surgical instruments.  

 

The metallic powders used in the Additive Laser Manufacturing technologies depending on the 

industrial domains (medical, aerospace, tooling, jewelry, automotive, etc.), where are used and 

classified as: tool and maraging steels (304L-ST2709B), stainless steels (316L-ST4404D), aluminum 

alloys (AlSi10Mg), cobalt-chromium superalloys (ST2724G, F75, F90), Ni based superalloys (Ni-

Cr), commercially pure titanium (TiCP grade2), titanium alloys (Ti6Al4V, TiAl6Nb7), copper alloys 

(Cu10Sn) and precious metals (gold, platinum, palladium, silver). 

 

The ALM systems manufacturers (Phenix Systems, EOS, ARCAM, Concept Laser, etc) realize and 

approve the material powders, but exist some clients who want used personalized metallic powders 

with special composition and different percentage of chemical elements and for these metallic 

powders, the cost is greater than if is buy the traditional powders of manufacturers. [1-5] 
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In figure 1 is presented the graph of metallic powders percentages used in Additive Laser 

Manufacturing technology in Romanian dentistry. 

 
 

Fig 1: Metallic powders percentages used in Additive Laser Manufacturing  

in Romanian dentistry  

 

 

Economical Evolution of ALM Systems in Romanian Dentistry  
 

Companies selling ALM systems in Romania are frequently found in cities like Bucharest, Cluj-

Napoca, Timisoara. In the last five years, some companies buy ALM systems in Brasov and Sibiu to 

be used in dentistry domain. 

In figure 2 is presented the percentage of the dental companies that bought ALM systems in Romania 

distributed by cities. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Percentage of the dental companies that bought ALM systems in 

 Romania distributed by cities 
 

The marketing of additive manufacturing systems in the world notice that 10% of sales are for 

additive laser manufacturing systems – ALM, approximate 1.7 euros billions. 
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The powder costs vary, for stainless steel is 90 euros/kg and in the case of the titanium alloy is 200 

euros/kg. Costs parts manufactured by ALM does not depend on the complexity of forms parts, 

unlike other manufacturing methods. 

The cost of ALM sintered parts takes into account the cost per kg of metallic powder, the 

depreciation cost of the machine, the laser scanning speed, etc. 

Cheapest ALM systems are using SLS method by indirect sintering of metal powder, but always, the 

pieces will must supported a post-sintering treatment. 

In dentistry, the ALM systems are sold from the company EOS, Phenix Systems, ARCAM, etc. In 

general, a dental SLM (Selective Laser Melting) system cost around 200 000 – 500 000 euros. 

Concerning SLM manufacturing of a cm
3
 stainless steel 316L (90 euros/kg), 26% represent direct 

costs (metallic powder) and 74% represent indirect costs (3% energy, 22% labor, 42% machining, 7% 

overhead). The price of a cm
3
 stainless steel can arrive to 3.20 euros/cm

3
. 

In figure 3 are presented the most sell SLM systems in Romania, SLM 250, Phenix Systems PXS & 

PXM dental, EOSINT M270 and other. 

In Transylvania, the most sell SLM systems are SLM 250, SLM 280 in Cluj and in Brasov. In 

Bucharest, the most sell SLM systems are Phenix Systems PXS & PXM dental and EOSINT M270. 

In Cluj, the SLM systems are used in general in automotive industry and in medicine. In Brasov, the 

SLM systems are used in medicine and in aerospace industry. 

In the Romanian dental clinics, the cost of Co-Cr/Ti dental element SLM manufactured by a STL file 

varies from 6 euros to 45 euros.  

The cost of Co-Cr/Ti dental element achieved by milling varies between 18 euros to 50 euros. So the 

cost using conventional technologies (milling process) is higher than SLM technology. 

 

 
Fig. 3:  Marketing of SLM systems in Romania 

 

The SLM systems work with an accuracy of +/– 20 μm and can produce around 450 units at low cost 

within 24 hrs. This corresponds to an average construction time approximate of 3 minutes per unit. 

The metallic prosthesis realized by SLM/DMLS manufacturing present a constantly high quality of 

crowns and bridges manufacturing. DMLS (Direct Metal Laser Sintering) process is similarly with 

SLM technology, differ the sintering temperature and power laser.  

 

Actually,  the Additive Laser Manufacturing of metallic prosthesis is an industrial production 

process, thanks of high productivity of the systems., the production cost fall whilst the quality of the 

final products result consistently high.  
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Conclusions 
 

The advantages of ALM technologies are: cheaper than precision casting and milling processes; 

homogeneous metallic structure, high precision, good fit, constant quality, consistent tolerances, 

reproducible product properties, exact margin fit, good milling properties (particularly for crowns), 

flexible choice of veneer ceramics, permit a better adherence to ceramics (grace of porosity), 

production parameters are documented and can monitoring the parts production.  

 

The dental parts realized by ALM methods present mechanical properties (density, elasticity and 

mechanical resistance) like the dental conventional technology. 

Due to numerous advantages of ALM processes noted a sales increase of ALM systems in Romanian 

dentistry. 

 

The price of SLM/DMLS systems is very important for dental clinic, but in the same times the 

quality and precision of dental works to satisfy the clients is a real reason to use these technologies. 

In Romania, the dental industry has undergone a revolution in the ten last years, concerning the 

equipments performance and the materials used.  

 

In the dental field in Romania 30% of the production of crowns are made by SLM/DMLS 

technologies and 70% by conventional technologies. 

In Romania, in the future is expected an exponential sales growth of SLM systems in different 

industry like automotive, aerospace, aeronautic, medicine, mechanical, tooling and other. 
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Abstract  

This contribution deals with the economics of the population nutrition in relation to Reference 
budgets across EU. Current developments are analy
to economic data and focus groups investigation. Reference budgets are perceived as guidelines 
which enable people to fulfil their differing social roles to be accepted by others. Various countries in 
Europe have different approaches to this concept
Authors present original comparative results 
discussions. 
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Introduction 

The importance of active inclusion policies and adequate minimum income support for ensuring a 
decent life to all citizens have been emphasised by many official authorities including
the European Commission and the European Parlia
1992a, 1992b; European Commission, 2008; European Parliament, 2009; European Council, 2010; 
European Parliament, 2010, 2011
Committee (2013). The European Commission (2013) proposed the development of comparable 
reference budgets as an instrument to help Member States design efficient and adequate income 
support and to facilitate the Commission’s task of monitoring the adequacy of income support in 
Europe. Reference budgets are illustrative priced baskets of goods and services that represent a given 
living standard (Bradshaw, 1993). 
on the living conditions of households. 
purposes (Storms et al., 2014, Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K., 2015).

Research Design and Methodology

This paper presents the Czech Food basket
pilot project on the development of a common methodology for the construction of cross
comparable food baskets in the EU. 
consisted of the following steps. The first milestone was completed by detailed description 
food based dietary guidelines. The second step was to d
Czech dietary guidelines, starting from a common base
included focus group discussions followed by the next step which allowed to
basket fulfilling essential physical and social needs. The last milestone included p
basket.   
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This contribution deals with the economics of the population nutrition in relation to Reference 
budgets across EU. Current developments are analysed while combining a sociological interpretation 
to economic data and focus groups investigation. Reference budgets are perceived as guidelines 
which enable people to fulfil their differing social roles to be accepted by others. Various countries in 

different approaches to this concept, in the Czech Republic it is a new phenomenon. 
Authors present original comparative results for the Czech Republic based on focus groups 

: reference budgets, nutrition, focus groups, Czech Republic 

The importance of active inclusion policies and adequate minimum income support for ensuring a 
decent life to all citizens have been emphasised by many official authorities including the Council, 
the European Commission and the European Parliament (e.g. Council of the European Communities, 
1992a, 1992b; European Commission, 2008; European Parliament, 2009; European Council, 2010; 

, 2011; European Commission, 2013; European Economic and Social 
ean Commission (2013) proposed the development of comparable 

reference budgets as an instrument to help Member States design efficient and adequate income 
support and to facilitate the Commission’s task of monitoring the adequacy of income support in 

e. Reference budgets are illustrative priced baskets of goods and services that represent a given 
living standard (Bradshaw, 1993). They can show the impact of publicly provided goods and services 
on the living conditions of households. Reference budgets are widely used in Europe, and serve many 

, Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K., 2015). 

Research Design and Methodology 

presents the Czech Food basket which was developed in the framework of the European 
pilot project on the development of a common methodology for the construction of cross
comparable food baskets in the EU. The research activities which were conducted during 2 years 

lowing steps. The first milestone was completed by detailed description 
based dietary guidelines. The second step was to draw up a healthy food basket, based on 

, starting from a common base for comparative reasons. The third milestone 
included focus group discussions followed by the next step which allowed to draw up a total food 

al and social needs. The last milestone included pricing of the food 
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the Council, 
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; European Economic and Social 
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reference budgets as an instrument to help Member States design efficient and adequate income 
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They can show the impact of publicly provided goods and services 

re widely used in Europe, and serve many 

developed in the framework of the European 
pilot project on the development of a common methodology for the construction of cross-nationally 

The research activities which were conducted during 2 years 
lowing steps. The first milestone was completed by detailed description of Czech 

raw up a healthy food basket, based on typical 
sons. The third milestone 

raw up a total food 
ricing of the food 
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Results and Discussion 

Reference budgets propose a minimal financial resources which people need for adequate social 
participation in given society taking into account the specificity of respondents. This results which 
are presented are proposed for the target population wh
age, in good health, without disabilities
social context as well as the price level of the capital city does not have to be the same as in other 
parts of the country. The reference budgets were developed for three model families: a single
household (male/female), a single parent household with two children, a couple with two children. 
The adults are about 40 years old, children are about 10 yea
school and girl who is about 14 years old at secondary school.
ones and representativeness in this case was not the main goal as it would be very difficult for cross
national comparison. We are aware of the fact that household structure vary widely across the 
European Union. The model families which we introduce in this study were chosen as a test case to 
see if the reference budgets methodology could be applicable on the level of European Union. They 
do not have represent the most typical situation and the household composition of the
does not have to reflect the situation of the majority of the target population

Eating habits and food guidelines

In the period 2000-2011, the total food consumption in Czech society consumption in Czech society 
increased by 6.7%, especially the consumption of plant products by 12%. Significant decrease in 
consumption occurred only in beef
occurred in soft drinks (+39.3%), bread wheat (+33.6%), other dairy products (+30%)
(+23.8%), butter (+22%), wine (+20.5%), tropical fruit (+19.3%) and cereal products in total 
(+13.4%). There is notable demand to buy cheaper commodities (such as plant products, meat or 
dairy products) which results in a positive trend of increas
well as dairy products, and thus increase of Vitamin C intake and Calcium. On the other hand, the 
increasing consumption of butter, sugar and sugar products is a negative trend in Czech society.
(Štiková, 2013) 

Eating patterns are different for various European countries. 
important share in total household expenditures, often most important after housing, but situation 
varies a lot. As Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K. 
findings already from the 19th century that poorer households spend proportionally a larger share of 
their income on food than richer households, later studies confirm that food expenditure is the highest 
in low income countries and poor countries spend generally more on low
cereals while richer countries spend more on diary and meat products.
income quintile (with median income) spends about 10% of its total expen
situation in Romania declares 33%.
quintiles spend more on food than the third income quintiles, except for Netherlands, Ireland, United 
Kingdom and France. Situation in Cypr
reaching almost 10 percentage points.

”Given that people in poorer countries and households lower down the income scale tent to spend 
relatively more on food, one might believe t
non-alcoholic beverages are relatively limited. Thi
households in the third income quintile spend about 70% more on food than households in the first 
income quintile, in absolute terms. Simila
the Netherland spend only 10 % 
households in the third income quintile in Romania who spend 34% of thei
on food. If we take account of price differences of food and non
2010 43% higher in the Netherlands than in Romania), households in the Netherlands still consume 
29% more food and non-alcoholic be
Romania.” (Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K.

Reference budgets propose a minimal financial resources which people need for adequate social 
participation in given society taking into account the specificity of respondents. This results which 
are presented are proposed for the target population which consists of children, persons of working 
age, in good health, without disabilities and living in the capital city, Prague. It is obvious that the 
social context as well as the price level of the capital city does not have to be the same as in other 

ts of the country. The reference budgets were developed for three model families: a single
household (male/female), a single parent household with two children, a couple with two children. 
The adults are about 40 years old, children are about 10 years old in case of a boy who is at primary 
school and girl who is about 14 years old at secondary school. These households are hypothetical 
ones and representativeness in this case was not the main goal as it would be very difficult for cross
national comparison. We are aware of the fact that household structure vary widely across the 

families which we introduce in this study were chosen as a test case to 
see if the reference budgets methodology could be applicable on the level of European Union. They 
do not have represent the most typical situation and the household composition of the model families 
does not have to reflect the situation of the majority of the target population.  

Eating habits and food guidelines 

2011, the total food consumption in Czech society consumption in Czech society 
lly the consumption of plant products by 12%. Significant decrease in 

nsumption occurred only in beef, bread and spirits. In contrast, the highest increase in consumption 
occurred in soft drinks (+39.3%), bread wheat (+33.6%), other dairy products (+30%)
(+23.8%), butter (+22%), wine (+20.5%), tropical fruit (+19.3%) and cereal products in total 

demand to buy cheaper commodities (such as plant products, meat or 
dairy products) which results in a positive trend of increasing fruits and vegetables consumption as 
well as dairy products, and thus increase of Vitamin C intake and Calcium. On the other hand, the 
increasing consumption of butter, sugar and sugar products is a negative trend in Czech society.

are different for various European countries. In all EU member states, food has an 
important share in total household expenditures, often most important after housing, but situation 
varies a lot. As Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K. (2015b:67) explain, it confirms the 

century that poorer households spend proportionally a larger share of 
their income on food than richer households, later studies confirm that food expenditure is the highest 

ountries and poor countries spend generally more on low-valued staple foods such as 
cereals while richer countries spend more on diary and meat products. In the Netherlands

(with median income) spends about 10% of its total expenses on food, while the 
situation in Romania declares 33%. It can be observed that in most countries the first income 
quintiles spend more on food than the third income quintiles, except for Netherlands, Ireland, United 
Kingdom and France. Situation in Cyprus, Malta, Bulgaria and Romania shows quite large difference 
reaching almost 10 percentage points. 

”Given that people in poorer countries and households lower down the income scale tent to spend 
relatively more on food, one might believe that in absolute terms differences in spending on food and 

rages are relatively limited. This, however, is not the case. In Europe, on average, 
households in the third income quintile spend about 70% more on food than households in the first 

e, in absolute terms. Similarly, even though households in the third income quintile in 
 of their expenditures on food, in Euros they spend 85% more than 

households in the third income quintile in Romania who spend 34% of their household expenditures 
If we take account of price differences of food and non-alcoholic beverages (which were in 

2010 43% higher in the Netherlands than in Romania), households in the Netherlands still consume 
alcoholic beverages than households in the third income quintile in 

(Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K., 2015b:67) It is evident that food prices are 

 

 

Reference budgets propose a minimal financial resources which people need for adequate social 
participation in given society taking into account the specificity of respondents. This results which 

ich consists of children, persons of working 
and living in the capital city, Prague. It is obvious that the 

social context as well as the price level of the capital city does not have to be the same as in other 
ts of the country. The reference budgets were developed for three model families: a single-person 

household (male/female), a single parent household with two children, a couple with two children. 
rs old in case of a boy who is at primary 

These households are hypothetical 
ones and representativeness in this case was not the main goal as it would be very difficult for cross-
national comparison. We are aware of the fact that household structure vary widely across the 

families which we introduce in this study were chosen as a test case to 
see if the reference budgets methodology could be applicable on the level of European Union. They 

model families 

2011, the total food consumption in Czech society consumption in Czech society 
lly the consumption of plant products by 12%. Significant decrease in 

In contrast, the highest increase in consumption 
occurred in soft drinks (+39.3%), bread wheat (+33.6%), other dairy products (+30%), cheese 
(+23.8%), butter (+22%), wine (+20.5%), tropical fruit (+19.3%) and cereal products in total 

demand to buy cheaper commodities (such as plant products, meat or 
ing fruits and vegetables consumption as 

well as dairy products, and thus increase of Vitamin C intake and Calcium. On the other hand, the 
increasing consumption of butter, sugar and sugar products is a negative trend in Czech society. 

all EU member states, food has an 
important share in total household expenditures, often most important after housing, but situation 

confirms the 
century that poorer households spend proportionally a larger share of 

their income on food than richer households, later studies confirm that food expenditure is the highest 
valued staple foods such as 

n the Netherlands, the third 
ses on food, while the 

It can be observed that in most countries the first income 
quintiles spend more on food than the third income quintiles, except for Netherlands, Ireland, United 

us, Malta, Bulgaria and Romania shows quite large difference 

”Given that people in poorer countries and households lower down the income scale tent to spend 
erms differences in spending on food and 

, however, is not the case. In Europe, on average, 
households in the third income quintile spend about 70% more on food than households in the first 

y, even though households in the third income quintile in 
they spend 85% more than 

expenditures 
alcoholic beverages (which were in 

2010 43% higher in the Netherlands than in Romania), households in the Netherlands still consume 
verages than households in the third income quintile in 

It is evident that food prices are 
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different in various European states but is not always true that the higher food prices are,
households spend on food (in EUR or volumes).
spent on food in PPS (purchasing power standards) in the third income quintile and average total 
household expenditures (in PPS), with some exception
countries are among top spenders on food, whereas the Czech Republic is in the opposite situation.

It is not only the amount of food and expen
which are explained in national dietary surveys. There is a general distinction between the North and 
the South of Europe. Southern European countries declare higher consumption of cereals, nuts, fish, 
seafood, fresh fruit and vegetables, legume and vegetable oils (mainly
Central European countries use more vegetable fats, animal lipids and soft drinks. The dietary studies 
in the Czech Republic show that “the eating habits in these countries are generally not meeting the 
recommendations. The high levels of saturated fats and sugar that are prevalent in overall dietary 
patterns in Eastern Europe are of great concern and are accompanied with insufficient intake of 
important vitamins, calcium and magnesium.” (Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K.,
2015b:70) 

The first dietary recommendations for the Czech Republic were suggested by the Society for 
Nutrition in 1986, later updated form in 1989
Health of the Czech Republic made 
Society for Nutrition published a report "Nutrition recommendations for the Czech Republic" 
followed in 2005 by a report done by the Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic  entitled 
"Nutrition recommendations for the pop
Nutrition presented an innovative nutrition recommendations for the population of the Czech 
Republic in a document for professionals who deal with the nutrition prevention of mass non
infectious diseases and promote good eating habits. 
the children's age, nutrition of pregnant and lactating 
EU document: The Strategy for Europe related to health 
and obesity (a white book) from 2007 and inspired by WHO.
Czech Republic, it was decided to take as a reference framework the information provided by the 
Societies for Nutrition in countries, also known as "DACH" (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) which 
are based on professional and scientific studies and regarded as conclusive.
2014) 

In 2013, the Czech “food pyramid” was suggested the Forum for Healthy Nu
simple explanation of recommended nutrition guidelines specifically set for the Czech population. It 
gives basic recommendations for the content of a food basket. The goal of these recommendations is 
the prevention of health risks which are rooted in the nutrition traditions of Czech population.
2013) 

The table 1 shows Food-based dietary guidelines for different age groups in the Czech Republic 
which were inspired by DACH guidelines and taken as official recommendations for th
Republic. We used this items to ask the nutrition specialist to suggest the menu for Czech population. 
The guidelines which she is using given by a software are related to DACH guidelines and allowed 
her to construct the menu which was discussed in

 

 

 

 

different in various European states but is not always true that the higher food prices are,
on food (in EUR or volumes). There is a positive correlation between the amount 

spent on food in PPS (purchasing power standards) in the third income quintile and average total 
household expenditures (in PPS), with some exceptions. It can be noted that Southern European 
countries are among top spenders on food, whereas the Czech Republic is in the opposite situation.

It is not only the amount of food and expenses but there are different eating habits across Europe 
ned in national dietary surveys. There is a general distinction between the North and 

the South of Europe. Southern European countries declare higher consumption of cereals, nuts, fish, 
seafood, fresh fruit and vegetables, legume and vegetable oils (mainly olive oil). Northern and 
Central European countries use more vegetable fats, animal lipids and soft drinks. The dietary studies 
in the Czech Republic show that “the eating habits in these countries are generally not meeting the 

evels of saturated fats and sugar that are prevalent in overall dietary 
patterns in Eastern Europe are of great concern and are accompanied with insufficient intake of 
important vitamins, calcium and magnesium.” (Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K.,

The first dietary recommendations for the Czech Republic were suggested by the Society for 
Nutrition in 1986, later updated form in 1989. In 1994, the Council for Nutrition of the Ministry of 
Health of the Czech Republic made recommendations on nutrition of healthy population, in 2004, the 
Society for Nutrition published a report "Nutrition recommendations for the Czech Republic" 
followed in 2005 by a report done by the Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic  entitled 

ns for the population of the Czech Republic." In 2012, the Society for 
Nutrition presented an innovative nutrition recommendations for the population of the Czech 

cument for professionals who deal with the nutrition prevention of mass non
nfectious diseases and promote good eating habits. These recommendations were done in relation to 

the children's age, nutrition of pregnant and lactating women and the elderly nutrition, based on t
EU document: The Strategy for Europe related to health problems connected to nutrition, overweight 
and obesity (a white book) from 2007 and inspired by WHO. (Society for Nutrition, 2012) 

t was decided to take as a reference framework the information provided by the 
ion in countries, also known as "DACH" (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) which 

are based on professional and scientific studies and regarded as conclusive. (Society for Nutrition,

In 2013, the Czech “food pyramid” was suggested the Forum for Healthy Nutrition. It is a graphic 
simple explanation of recommended nutrition guidelines specifically set for the Czech population. It 
gives basic recommendations for the content of a food basket. The goal of these recommendations is 

which are rooted in the nutrition traditions of Czech population.

based dietary guidelines for different age groups in the Czech Republic 
which were inspired by DACH guidelines and taken as official recommendations for th
Republic. We used this items to ask the nutrition specialist to suggest the menu for Czech population. 
The guidelines which she is using given by a software are related to DACH guidelines and allowed 
her to construct the menu which was discussed in focus groups. 

 

 

different in various European states but is not always true that the higher food prices are, the more 
There is a positive correlation between the amount 

spent on food in PPS (purchasing power standards) in the third income quintile and average total 
s. It can be noted that Southern European 

countries are among top spenders on food, whereas the Czech Republic is in the opposite situation. 

es but there are different eating habits across Europe 
ned in national dietary surveys. There is a general distinction between the North and 

the South of Europe. Southern European countries declare higher consumption of cereals, nuts, fish, 
olive oil). Northern and 

Central European countries use more vegetable fats, animal lipids and soft drinks. The dietary studies 
in the Czech Republic show that “the eating habits in these countries are generally not meeting the 

evels of saturated fats and sugar that are prevalent in overall dietary 
patterns in Eastern Europe are of great concern and are accompanied with insufficient intake of 
important vitamins, calcium and magnesium.” (Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K., 

The first dietary recommendations for the Czech Republic were suggested by the Society for 
In 1994, the Council for Nutrition of the Ministry of 

n 2004, the 
Society for Nutrition published a report "Nutrition recommendations for the Czech Republic" 
followed in 2005 by a report done by the Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic  entitled 

In 2012, the Society for 
Nutrition presented an innovative nutrition recommendations for the population of the Czech 

cument for professionals who deal with the nutrition prevention of mass non-
hese recommendations were done in relation to 
women and the elderly nutrition, based on the 

problems connected to nutrition, overweight 
(Society for Nutrition, 2012) For the 

t was decided to take as a reference framework the information provided by the 
ion in countries, also known as "DACH" (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) which 

(Society for Nutrition, 

trition. It is a graphic 
simple explanation of recommended nutrition guidelines specifically set for the Czech population. It 
gives basic recommendations for the content of a food basket. The goal of these recommendations is 

which are rooted in the nutrition traditions of Czech population. (FZV, 

based dietary guidelines for different age groups in the Czech Republic 
which were inspired by DACH guidelines and taken as official recommendations for the Czech 
Republic. We used this items to ask the nutrition specialist to suggest the menu for Czech population. 
The guidelines which she is using given by a software are related to DACH guidelines and allowed 
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Table 1: Food-based dietary guidelines for different age groups in the Czech Republic

 

Food 

group Childre

n 0-6 

Children

7-9 

 Kg/per 

year 

Kg/per 

year 

Meat - 

beef 
1.8 5.8 

Meat - 

pork 
1.8 4.2 

Meat - 

poultry 
1.9 2.9 

Fish and 

fish 

products 

0.4 2.6 

Milk: 

semi-

skimmed 

35.3 45.3 

Cheese, 

including 

cottege 

cheese 

5.5 12.9 

Diary, 

fermented 

products 

8.2 31.9 

Eggs 1 1 

Butter 3.1 5.2 

Suggar 11.3 22.3 

Potatoes 10.3 30.9 

Pulses 1.9 2.2 

Flour, 

groats, 

oatmeal 

7.7 7.7 

Rice 1 1.9 

based dietary guidelines for different age groups in the Czech Republic

Age group 

Children 
Childre

n 

10-14 

Student

s 

15-18 

Women 

19-64 

Men 

19-64 

Men 

over 65 

nonwor

king 

Kg/per 

 

Kg/per 

year 

Kg/per 

year 

Kg/per 

year 

Kg/per 

year 

Kg/per 

year 

8.7 5.8 4.4 4.2 5.4 

7.4 4.3 4.2 6 4 

3.9 4.9 3.9 4.4 4.5 

2.9 3 2.4 5.1 4 

 64 75.2 53.6 46.4 38.2 

 17.4 17.2 16.2 17 16.1 

 42.1 43.6 34.6 36.1 46.5 

1 5.9 5.8 3.1 7.2 

3.9 3.9 3.9 6.7 2.5 

 33.5 37.1 24.3 40.5 31.4 

 58.2 72.1 52.9 53.4 53.8 

2.9 1.9 1.6 2.2 1.6 

2.9 15.5 23.5 25.2 10.1 

1 1.9 1 0.5 0.9 

 

 

based dietary guidelines for different age groups in the Czech Republic 

Women 

over 65 

nonwor

king 

Kg/per 

year 

5.1 

8.7 

4.5 

4 

41.8 

18.6 

45.4 

7.1 

2 

25.6 

51.3 

3.1 

9.6 

1.7 
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Bread 20.6 36.1 

Bread,coo

kies total 
6.7 15.5 

Pasta 3.1 4.1 

Vegetables 

fresh, total 
50.8 73.6 

Fruit fresh 

of 

temperate 

zone 

44.3 62.3 

Southern 

fruit 
35 42.2 

Yeast 1 0.8 

Source: ÚZEI, 2014 

Focus groups have taken place in Prague, the group number 1 on Thursday 12.2.2015,
2 and 3 on Friday 13.2.2015. In total there were 23 respondents. This focus group took about 3 hours 
with one break. The group number 2 and 3 took place also in the Prague centre, 
hours and 3.45 hours with 2 brakes. All do
process was done according to rules 
Belgium. During the focus groups 3 ex

Social Participation and Social Needs

The first set of questions within focus groups was dedicated to the topic of Social participation and 
social position of respondents in Czech society. The opening question ask them which social 
positions as adults do they have and consider them as important. 
parent, a husband, a wife, an employee, an employer, a son, a daughter, a child in general 
case of adults which always stay children of their parents and have roles related t
position. Furthermore, a consumer, a buyer, a member of a housing association, a member of 
community, a neighbour, a member of political party or church, a friend, a colleague at work, a 
receiver of social services, a member of church choir, 
member of informal community where people live,  a member of some collectives, movements, some 
positions which allows people to fulfil the capacity to earn money; a citizen; a student given the 
opportunity to learn, a long-life learner,  a citizen as a person who is “ not indifferent about the 
municipality, is in permanent participation, organiser of social and cultural event”, an organiser of 
activities done at voluntary basis, interest groups.

The same question was repeated with the focus on social position of children. They consider as 
important to be for example a member of scouting organisation or any other organization which 
builds strong relations among children or 
comment occurred when we discussed a social position of parents explaining that nowadays a social 
position of employee sometimes substitutes to some extent the function of a parent as people are very 
busy and have lack of time for their own

The template which was given to stimulate the discussion about social positions included other items 
which were not preferred by Czech respondents. There were social roles of a voter or a member of 

 50 47.9 46.4 42.7 22.8 

 11.6 34.8 32.9 41.7 51.7 

4.9 5.8 5.8 4.9 9.1 

 73.7 63.6 56.5 64 70.6 

 59.2 45.9 34.5 21.7 24 

 39.8 40.7 35.1 42.7 33.2 

0.7 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.5 

Focus groups have taken place in Prague, the group number 1 on Thursday 12.2.2015, group number 
2 and 3 on Friday 13.2.2015. In total there were 23 respondents. This focus group took about 3 hours 
with one break. The group number 2 and 3 took place also in the Prague centre, the timing was 3.30 
hours and 3.45 hours with 2 brakes. All documents were translated into Czech language and the 
process was done according to rules given by the team of reference budgets coordinated from 

uring the focus groups 3 experts were present: a moderator, an assistant and a reporter

Participation and Social Needs 

The first set of questions within focus groups was dedicated to the topic of Social participation and 
social position of respondents in Czech society. The opening question ask them which social 

e and consider them as important. The most frequent answers were: a 
parent, a husband, a wife, an employee, an employer, a son, a daughter, a child in general -
case of adults which always stay children of their parents and have roles related to this social 
position. Furthermore, a consumer, a buyer, a member of a housing association, a member of 
community, a neighbour, a member of political party or church, a friend, a colleague at work, a 
receiver of social services, a member of church choir, parents as users of pre-school activities, a 
member of informal community where people live,  a member of some collectives, movements, some 
positions which allows people to fulfil the capacity to earn money; a citizen; a student given the 

life learner,  a citizen as a person who is “ not indifferent about the 
municipality, is in permanent participation, organiser of social and cultural event”, an organiser of 
activities done at voluntary basis, interest groups. 

was repeated with the focus on social position of children. They consider as 
important to be for example a member of scouting organisation or any other organization which 

ong children or in a community of the same minded people.  An interesting 
comment occurred when we discussed a social position of parents explaining that nowadays a social 
position of employee sometimes substitutes to some extent the function of a parent as people are very 
busy and have lack of time for their own children. 

The template which was given to stimulate the discussion about social positions included other items 
which were not preferred by Czech respondents. There were social roles of a voter or a member of 

 

 

29.5 

22.7 

3.9 

67.3 

23.8 

32.1 

0.5 

group number 
2 and 3 on Friday 13.2.2015. In total there were 23 respondents. This focus group took about 3 hours 

he timing was 3.30 
cuments were translated into Czech language and the 

given by the team of reference budgets coordinated from 
reporter. 

The first set of questions within focus groups was dedicated to the topic of Social participation and 
social position of respondents in Czech society. The opening question ask them which social 

The most frequent answers were: a 
- also in the 

o this social 
position. Furthermore, a consumer, a buyer, a member of a housing association, a member of 
community, a neighbour, a member of political party or church, a friend, a colleague at work, a 

school activities, a 
member of informal community where people live,  a member of some collectives, movements, some 
positions which allows people to fulfil the capacity to earn money; a citizen; a student given the 

life learner,  a citizen as a person who is “ not indifferent about the 
municipality, is in permanent participation, organiser of social and cultural event”, an organiser of 

was repeated with the focus on social position of children. They consider as 
important to be for example a member of scouting organisation or any other organization which 

An interesting 
comment occurred when we discussed a social position of parents explaining that nowadays a social 
position of employee sometimes substitutes to some extent the function of a parent as people are very 

The template which was given to stimulate the discussion about social positions included other items 
which were not preferred by Czech respondents. There were social roles of a voter or a member of 
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trade union. There were not fully recognised by our participants as important for social positions in 
Czech society. Trade union membership is not so common. There was 
of trade union, but in general this position was found as not the most typical one. In ano
a typical Czech family, in our case in the reference family, it is not probable that somebody would be 
a member of the trade union. As one respondent mentioned: “Trade unions are less important. Friends 
are more important. Neighbour and inte

The above mentioned social positions were suggested in a template based on Belgian experience. 
When we asked for other social positions specific for the experience of our respondents, the answers 
included the following: a member of community social position, such as people who create their own 
coffee shops, centres for kids, centres for mothers or fathers, community of parents where they do 
activities together like cooking, organizing Santa Claus evening or going 
In villages, the social role of a citizen in the village becomes important which includes activities 
where interaction with society is needed and also citizenship related to voter position. It was 
interesting that other set of positions were connected with ownership of means which actually give a 
certain position to people in their surroundings such as an ownership of a smart phone, especially for 
kids and teenagers, of a tablet or a computer, eventually also access to interne
of children. Another ownership was mentioned in case of animals, especially a dog, as one 
respondent noted: “even if there is a new couple, they buy a new dog to take care of…dog is a mark 
of social status”. Going with dog outside is
pensioners.  

Human Needs and Satisfiers

Another set of question was related to human needs and satisfiers. Based on the answers from our 
respondents we can conclude that  they found as very import
colleagues at work, friendly relationships outside of work, going out, as one respondent noted: “good 
relations are part of the job, it is important for good quality of life and regardless of advantages…”. 
Followed by good relations with grandparents, primary relations in family, at home, security in 
general and security for the kids, economic security given by a job, good quality shoes for kids and 
cloth, shoes for sport, accessories, active live at community level, in
important that cities have sport, social and cultural centres as well as freely accessible parks, 
playgrounds and drop-in centres. They mentioned also centres for handicapped people and accessible 
social services.  

Having a bike or/and a car can be also important satisfier and a need which in some cases becomes a 
must. As one respondent noted noted: “when living in the periphery of the city, a small simple car 
should be a standard, car is a basic need for a family 
to have for a free time activity in the city or outside, for everyday transport around the city the public 
transport is better option and the costs related to the monthly public transport should be calculated 
into the budget. Some respondents agreed that sharing economy is rising, bikes and cars can be used 
on rental basis as well as rental of sport equipment. Other standard activities are related to culture, 
going to theatre several times per year, going for skiing a
nature provided by school or going on summer and winter holiday should belong to a standard, does 
not have to be abroad. 

For financial safety it is important to own a bank account. Large part of the budget is sp
housing which is in the capital city quite expensive. Good quality of schools and kinder gardens as 
well as public spaces was mentioned also. It was confirmed that secondary relations at work and 
outside of family relations are also very important, 
for standard participation in society were confirmed including good food, health care, personal care, 
possibilities for relaxing and leisure, general security and security for kids, good primary relations,
home, cloths and education. Although the respondents were of productive age, they realize that 
seniors in Prague make about 25% of population with special needs for services, communication or 
engagement in community. Based on the Czech dietary guidelines 

fully recognised by our participants as important for social positions in 
Czech society. Trade union membership is not so common. There was one person who was member 
of trade union, but in general this position was found as not the most typical one. In another words, in 
a typical Czech family, in our case in the reference family, it is not probable that somebody would be 
a member of the trade union. As one respondent mentioned: “Trade unions are less important. Friends 
are more important. Neighbour and interaction with the environment is important”. 

The above mentioned social positions were suggested in a template based on Belgian experience. 
When we asked for other social positions specific for the experience of our respondents, the answers 

lowing: a member of community social position, such as people who create their own 
coffee shops, centres for kids, centres for mothers or fathers, community of parents where they do 
activities together like cooking, organizing Santa Claus evening or going with their families for trips. 
In villages, the social role of a citizen in the village becomes important which includes activities 
where interaction with society is needed and also citizenship related to voter position. It was 

f positions were connected with ownership of means which actually give a 
certain position to people in their surroundings such as an ownership of a smart phone, especially for 
kids and teenagers, of a tablet or a computer, eventually also access to internet depending on the age 
of children. Another ownership was mentioned in case of animals, especially a dog, as one 
respondent noted: “even if there is a new couple, they buy a new dog to take care of…dog is a mark 
of social status”. Going with dog outside is important for social interaction, even more for singles or 

Needs and Satisfiers 

Another set of question was related to human needs and satisfiers. Based on the answers from our 
respondents we can conclude that  they found as very important the following: relationships with 
colleagues at work, friendly relationships outside of work, going out, as one respondent noted: “good 
relations are part of the job, it is important for good quality of life and regardless of advantages…”. 

good relations with grandparents, primary relations in family, at home, security in 
general and security for the kids, economic security given by a job, good quality shoes for kids and 
cloth, shoes for sport, accessories, active live at community level, in the place where people live. It is 
important that cities have sport, social and cultural centres as well as freely accessible parks, 

in centres. They mentioned also centres for handicapped people and accessible 

g a bike or/and a car can be also important satisfier and a need which in some cases becomes a 
must. As one respondent noted noted: “when living in the periphery of the city, a small simple car 
should be a standard, car is a basic need for a family - depends on location in Prague”. Bike is good 
to have for a free time activity in the city or outside, for everyday transport around the city the public 
transport is better option and the costs related to the monthly public transport should be calculated 

e budget. Some respondents agreed that sharing economy is rising, bikes and cars can be used 
on rental basis as well as rental of sport equipment. Other standard activities are related to culture, 
going to theatre several times per year, going for skiing and children going to ski courses, schools in 
nature provided by school or going on summer and winter holiday should belong to a standard, does 

For financial safety it is important to own a bank account. Large part of the budget is sp
housing which is in the capital city quite expensive. Good quality of schools and kinder gardens as 
well as public spaces was mentioned also. It was confirmed that secondary relations at work and 
outside of family relations are also very important, not only primary ones in a family. All basic needs 
for standard participation in society were confirmed including good food, health care, personal care, 
possibilities for relaxing and leisure, general security and security for kids, good primary relations,
home, cloths and education. Although the respondents were of productive age, they realize that 
seniors in Prague make about 25% of population with special needs for services, communication or 

Based on the Czech dietary guidelines inspired by DACH countries, the 

 

 

fully recognised by our participants as important for social positions in 
person who was member 

ther words, in 
a typical Czech family, in our case in the reference family, it is not probable that somebody would be 
a member of the trade union. As one respondent mentioned: “Trade unions are less important. Friends 

The above mentioned social positions were suggested in a template based on Belgian experience. 
When we asked for other social positions specific for the experience of our respondents, the answers 

lowing: a member of community social position, such as people who create their own 
coffee shops, centres for kids, centres for mothers or fathers, community of parents where they do 

with their families for trips. 
In villages, the social role of a citizen in the village becomes important which includes activities 
where interaction with society is needed and also citizenship related to voter position. It was 

f positions were connected with ownership of means which actually give a 
certain position to people in their surroundings such as an ownership of a smart phone, especially for 

t depending on the age 
of children. Another ownership was mentioned in case of animals, especially a dog, as one 
respondent noted: “even if there is a new couple, they buy a new dog to take care of…dog is a mark 

important for social interaction, even more for singles or 

Another set of question was related to human needs and satisfiers. Based on the answers from our 
ant the following: relationships with 

colleagues at work, friendly relationships outside of work, going out, as one respondent noted: “good 
relations are part of the job, it is important for good quality of life and regardless of advantages…”. 

good relations with grandparents, primary relations in family, at home, security in 
general and security for the kids, economic security given by a job, good quality shoes for kids and 

the place where people live. It is 
important that cities have sport, social and cultural centres as well as freely accessible parks, 

in centres. They mentioned also centres for handicapped people and accessible 

g a bike or/and a car can be also important satisfier and a need which in some cases becomes a 
must. As one respondent noted noted: “when living in the periphery of the city, a small simple car 

ds on location in Prague”. Bike is good 
to have for a free time activity in the city or outside, for everyday transport around the city the public 
transport is better option and the costs related to the monthly public transport should be calculated 

e budget. Some respondents agreed that sharing economy is rising, bikes and cars can be used 
on rental basis as well as rental of sport equipment. Other standard activities are related to culture, 

nd children going to ski courses, schools in 
nature provided by school or going on summer and winter holiday should belong to a standard, does 

For financial safety it is important to own a bank account. Large part of the budget is spent on 
housing which is in the capital city quite expensive. Good quality of schools and kinder gardens as 
well as public spaces was mentioned also. It was confirmed that secondary relations at work and 

not only primary ones in a family. All basic needs 
for standard participation in society were confirmed including good food, health care, personal care, 
possibilities for relaxing and leisure, general security and security for kids, good primary relations, 
home, cloths and education. Although the respondents were of productive age, they realize that 
seniors in Prague make about 25% of population with special needs for services, communication or 

inspired by DACH countries, the 
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items for the healthy food basket were modified into categories which 
reasons) by the Belgian example. 

The Healthy Food Basket 

Based on the Czech national food guidelines and the menu which was suggested by a nutritionist, we 
have discussed within the focus groups the acceptability of this healthy menu and healthy food 
basket. In general, comments given by focus group participants
dedicated to the style of cooking 
were more of individual nature than a general agreement of the focus group.

Other functions of food which respondents co
and keeping good relationships with friends include
a birthday party or family celebrations. 
during holidays or trips, it is needed to eat out. 
dinner to say thank you to somebody who helped me, for example when moving a furniture.
functions of food are explained by its 
respondents of organising locally produced food events 
are people who have specific needs when food becomes a life style or the focus is on organic food or 
local food or ethnic food. Teenagers can be influences by preference in a peer group such as 
McDonalds or Hello Kitty Marks. 
calculation of prices was based on Belgian example.

In the next step, the basket was a subject of pricing. The month of pricing was March 201
procedure corresponds to guidelines given project partners with the aim to make it comparable across 
countries. The respondents in focused groups in Prague mentioned as the most commo
food shopping Tesco. This was the main reason for using Tesco for pricing the basket. We looked at 
the comparability of shops regarding the price and it can be stated that Tesco has more or less 
average price, it is not the top cheapest sh
items which you compare. We did not face any particular difficulties in pricing while following the 
pricing procedure given in advance by Belgian coordinators. 
point for pricing the kitchen equipment. It was mentioned by respondents as a shop which is widely 
used. 

Table 2: The Czech food budget, monthly amounts in euro, March 2015

 WOMAN

Healthy food basket  

Liquids 1,34

Grain 11,33

items for the healthy food basket were modified into categories which were inspired (for comparative 
 

Based on the Czech national food guidelines and the menu which was suggested by a nutritionist, we 
have discussed within the focus groups the acceptability of this healthy menu and healthy food 

comments given by focus group participants were minor. Majority of them was 
 and eating habit, not to ingredients. The comments and suggestions 

were more of individual nature than a general agreement of the focus group.  

which respondents consider as important for adequate participation in society 
and keeping good relationships with friends include eating out, inviting friends for a meal, organising 
a birthday party or family celebrations. General agreement was on the fact that sometimes

it is needed to eat out. As one respondent mentioned: “I make sometimes a 
dinner to say thank you to somebody who helped me, for example when moving a furniture.
functions of food are explained by its social meaning and relaxing function. We noted a trend 

organising locally produced food events with friends or neighbours. Of course, there 
are people who have specific needs when food becomes a life style or the focus is on organic food or 

ood or ethnic food. Teenagers can be influences by preference in a peer group such as 
McDonalds or Hello Kitty Marks. The suggested conclusion for frequencies which we used for 
calculation of prices was based on Belgian example.  

et was a subject of pricing. The month of pricing was March 201
procedure corresponds to guidelines given project partners with the aim to make it comparable across 
countries. The respondents in focused groups in Prague mentioned as the most common shop for their 
food shopping Tesco. This was the main reason for using Tesco for pricing the basket. We looked at 
the comparability of shops regarding the price and it can be stated that Tesco has more or less 
average price, it is not the top cheapest shop for all goods. The comparison is not easy, it depends on 
items which you compare. We did not face any particular difficulties in pricing while following the 
pricing procedure given in advance by Belgian coordinators. IKEA mainly was used as a reference 
point for pricing the kitchen equipment. It was mentioned by respondents as a shop which is widely 

: The Czech food budget, monthly amounts in euro, March 2015 

WOMAN MAN COUPLE 

SINGLE 
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 2 

CHILDR

EN (boy 

10y-old & 

girl 14y-

old) 

SINGLE 

MAN + 2 

CHILDRE

N (boy 

10y-old & 

girl 14y-

old) 

CHILDRE

10y

     1,34 1,34 2,68 1,57 1,57 

11,33 12,12 23,45 30,54 31,34 

 

 

were inspired (for comparative 

Based on the Czech national food guidelines and the menu which was suggested by a nutritionist, we 
have discussed within the focus groups the acceptability of this healthy menu and healthy food 

ajority of them was 
, not to ingredients. The comments and suggestions 

nsider as important for adequate participation in society 
for a meal, organising 

that sometimes, such as 
I make sometimes a 

dinner to say thank you to somebody who helped me, for example when moving a furniture. Other 
rend among 

or neighbours. Of course, there 
are people who have specific needs when food becomes a life style or the focus is on organic food or 

ood or ethnic food. Teenagers can be influences by preference in a peer group such as 
conclusion for frequencies which we used for 

et was a subject of pricing. The month of pricing was March 2015 and the 
procedure corresponds to guidelines given project partners with the aim to make it comparable across 

n shop for their 
food shopping Tesco. This was the main reason for using Tesco for pricing the basket. We looked at 
the comparability of shops regarding the price and it can be stated that Tesco has more or less 

op for all goods. The comparison is not easy, it depends on 
items which you compare. We did not face any particular difficulties in pricing while following the 

IKEA mainly was used as a reference 
point for pricing the kitchen equipment. It was mentioned by respondents as a shop which is widely 
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10y-old  & 

girl 14y-

old) 

 2,91 

42,67 
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Vegetables 11,34

Fruit 20,19

Diary 17,28

Meat, fish & eggs 10,42

Fat 3,37

Rest 6,93

Total healthy food 82,21

Kitchen equipment 11,55

Physical activity (if 

applicable)  

Total healthy food basket 93,76

Other functions of food  

Take away food 1,24

Eating out 1,97

Invite people at home 23,45

Food on day trip or 

holiday 
0,59

Food for celebrations 0,90

Total budget other 

functions of food 
28,16

Total food budget 121,9

Source: own caluculations 

As for purchasing patterns, there was an opinion mentioned in FG that when people have less money, 
they buy less quality food or they eat less vegetables. As a product which is not acceptable for 
choosing the lowest price they mentioned meat, salami and ham.
following: our respondents shop main
shops or fruit/vegetable markets, some people shop on internet; 
Kika for furniture, Tesco, Billa, Kaufland
shopping and entertainment. For shopping in sup
focus on the country of origin mark.

When we compare budgets for healthy eating, there are substantial variations between countries. The 
highest budget is in Denmark with 312 EUR and the lowest is in the Czec
This is result of a combination of differences in dietary guidelines and price differences. 
budget, according to different food groups
countries in the share of the different food groups in the total budge
Republic has the smallest share of liquids.
Comparable results show, that f
procedure declares the difference between member states in the number of low
category. There are large variations across countries, ranging between 39 priced products in Sweden 

11,34 13,02 24,34 37,57 39,24 

20,19 18,98 39,17 83,65 82,43 

17,28 17,98 35,26 57,99 58,69 

10,42 11,50 21,92 36,69 37,77 

3,37 5,60 8,97 12,95 15,19 

6,93 9,65 16,58 17,84 20,57 

82,21 90,20 172,38 278,79 286,79 

11,55 11,55 14,70 16,60 16,60 

0 0 0 0 0 

93,76 101,75 187,08 295,39 303,39 

     
1,24 1,18 2,42 2,70 2,63 

1,97 1,91 3,88 4,59 4,53 

23,45 23,45 23,47 23,53 23,53 

0,59 0,61 1,20 2,42 2,42 

0,90 0,99 2,36 5,35 5,50 

28,16 28,13 33,34 38,59 38,61 

     
121,9 129,9 220,4 334,0 342,0 

here was an opinion mentioned in FG that when people have less money, 
quality food or they eat less vegetables. As a product which is not acceptable for 

choosing the lowest price they mentioned meat, salami and ham.  Other comments were the 
following: our respondents shop mainly in supermarkets, namely Tesco, sometimes in s

, some people shop on internet; Lidl is popular for cloths, Ikea
Kika for furniture, Tesco, Billa, Kaufland and big shopping malls are popular for combination of 

For shopping in supermarkets it is good to have a car. Some people 
the country of origin mark. 

When we compare budgets for healthy eating, there are substantial variations between countries. The 
highest budget is in Denmark with 312 EUR and the lowest is in the Czech Republic with 82 EUR. 
This is result of a combination of differences in dietary guidelines and price differences. 

according to different food groups, for a single woman shows, there are difference
countries in the share of the different food groups in the total budget. For example the Czech 
Republic has the smallest share of liquids. (Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K., 
Comparable results show, that for vegetables, fruit, meat, fish and cheese the weighted pricing 

the difference between member states in the number of low-priced items for each 
arge variations across countries, ranging between 39 priced products in Sweden 

 

 

50,57 

102,62 

75,97 

48,19 

18,56 

27,49 

368,98 

18,14 

0 

387,12 

 
3,88 

6,50 

23,55 

3,32 

8,09 

45,34 

 
432,5 

here was an opinion mentioned in FG that when people have less money, 
quality food or they eat less vegetables. As a product which is not acceptable for 

Other comments were the 
namely Tesco, sometimes in small local 

is popular for cloths, Ikea and 
combination of 

Some people 

When we compare budgets for healthy eating, there are substantial variations between countries. The 
h Republic with 82 EUR. 

This is result of a combination of differences in dietary guidelines and price differences. As the 
are differences between 
or example the Czech 

, 2015b:93) 
meat, fish and cheese the weighted pricing 

priced items for each 
arge variations across countries, ranging between 39 priced products in Sweden 
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up to 382 products in Belgium or 100 in the case of Czech Republic. The interpretation for Sweden 
explains that people choose seasonal products in the given time of the year and exclude 
items.  (Goedemé, T., Storms, B., Van den Bosch, K.
sense for Sweden, it also shows limitations to such comparative studies where clear instructions and 
detail methodological notes are urgently needed. The investigation in the Czech Republic makes a 
good basis for analysis how the reference households in comparison with other EU countries deal 
with healthy food guidelines and b
habits, amounts of food and expenses which were experienced by respondents in focus 
different European countries.  
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Abstract 
 
The article examines theoretical aspects of public finance management. The author reveals some 

problems of interrelations among public-law entities in terms of budget process. The article analyses 

the issues of interbudgetary relations at the federal subject level in Russian Federation and, in 

particular, those of the financial dependence of most Russian regions and municipal entities; the 

redistribution relations among budgets at various levels; the issues regarding the lack of impetus for 

regions (municipal entities) to accelerate their local revenue potential. The author proposes some 

measures aimed at enhancing the interbudgetary regulation quality that, if taken, will boost the 

financial resources capacity of a federal subject of the Russian Federation, which, eventually, will 

affect the increase in the public finance efficiency. 

 

Keywords: consolidated budget; interbudgetary relations; fiscal capacity; revenue potential; 

interbudgetary regulation instruments; public finance efficiency. 

 

Introduction 
 
Interbudgeraty relations are the most essential element of regulating the budgetary interrelations 

among various authority levels. This element assumes particular significance in a country like Russia 

that shows considerable difference in socio-economic development of not only federal subjects but 

also municipal entities within regions (Kostenkova, 2017). 

 

There is a critical gap in the regional development of Russia deepened by gradual reduction in the 

reliance on local revenues. For example, in 1996, 59 federal subjects had positive balance of the 

interbudgetary relations with federal budget while, currently, the number is smaller and, by various 

estimates, ranges from 13 to 35. Besides, these regions produce about 52% of gross domestic product 

(GDP), with the other 10 federal subjects, which lag behind, accounting for less than 1% (Valentey, 

2012). 

 

Thus, substantial problems, which have their peculiar features in every region, are typical of Russian 

budgetary system. This fact determines the relevance of the research into the problems of 

interbudgetary relations at a regional level, the search for their most efficient solutions, as well as the 

development of directions for enhancing the instruments of interbudgetary relations.  

 

The objective of the current study is to develop a theoretical framework for the interbudgetary 

relations at a regional level and a set of measures for enhancing the budget process efficiency in a 

federal subject of Russia.  

 

The objective can be achieved through fulfilling the following tasks: 

 

� to study the theoretical aspects of public finance management; 

 

� to reveal the problems of the interbudgetary relations at a subfederal level; 

 

� to propose measure that will allow to enhance the budget process quality, which, in its turn, 

will increase the financial resources capacity of local budgets of Russian federal subjects. 
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Material and Methods 
 

The theoretical framework embraces the works by Russian and foreign economists specializing in 

public finance. The research is conducted based on the data obtained from The Ministry of Finance of 

Russian Federation, Samara Oblast Government and both Russian and foreign periodicals.  

 

The system method is chosen as a leading approach to study the problem, with a range of general 

scientific methods applied. These methods are empirical, theoretical, logical and dialectic ones, 

analysis, synthesis, and that of visual presentation.  

 

Results 
 

It is fair to say that, currently, there is no single approach to the conceptual construct, evaluation and 

analysis of budget regulation in science. According to the majority of researchers, interbudgetary 

relations are a budget regulation of the redistribution among local budgets for ensuring the horizontal 

and vertical balance (Solomko, 2015; Shirobokova, 2014). This view does not seem comprehensive 

enough as it fails to take social processes and sector development proportions into consideration. 

 

The author feels a need for more comprehensive consideration of the issue. In this regard, the author 

proposes a clarification of the essence definition of interbudgetary relations, which are one of the key 

elements of budget regulation for making the redistribution more even. The redistribution within the 

budget system is conducted through various mechanisms, with interbudgetary transfers, 

governmental grants, subsidies, grants-in-aid, public budget loans, revenue allocation standards being 

among the main ones. Thus, interbudgetary regulation is a basic element of budget process. This 

results from the fact that rational and equitable state budget distribution among local budgets can be 

referred to as one of the most crucial condition for balanced socio-economic development, economic 

efficiency and social justice, which let the population access the public goods equally and the 

economic entities get different kinds of state support, the right to which is guaranteed by law 

(Volokhina, Malysheva, 2015). 

 

The drawbacks of the interbudgetary relations require effective measures to overcome or minimize 

their consequences. The balanced proportion of budget redistribution becomes possible due to 

interbudgetary regulation provided that an extensive analysis of current situation is conducted in 

order to ensure the correct process. “Consequently, finding justified, transparent, scientifically 

substantiated methods of interbudgetary relations regulation that contribute to the balance of the 

budget system is of primary importance” (Karaulova, 2017). 

 

This article considers the case of the interbudgetary relations in Samara Oblast. It should be noted 

that this region takes top positions in Volga Federal District based on budget process indicators. This 

means that the region’s budget policy ensures certain balance and stability of the budget system, 

provides social support and stimulates investment activity. The cooperation among municipal entities 

and the government of Samara Oblast ensured the increase in tax and non-tax revenues of the 

regional consolidated budget (Figure 1).  

 

For example, the budget revenues increased by 13% in 2016 compared to 2015 and now amount to 

151.6 billion rubles. There is also an increase in uncompensated receipts. The Figure 2 presents the 

revenue structure from the perspective of the revenue types of the Samara Oblast consolidated budget 

in 2016. 
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Fig. 1: The consolidated budget execution in Samara Oblast (Kravchenko, Urman, 2015) 

 

Source: http://samara.ifinmon.ru/analiticheskie-otcheti/analiz-ispolneniya-konsolidirovannogo-

budgeta/ispolnenie-budgeta/  

 

Based on the data analysis, it can be concluded that the two main sources for budget revenues are 

corporate income tax (31%) and personal income tax (31%) followed by excise duties (11%) and 

uncompensated receipts (6%). It should be highlighted that the structure of budget revenue part in 

Samara Oblast has been unchanged over the last 5 years.  

  

 
 

Fig. 2:  The revenues structure from the perspective of the Samara Oblast consolidated budget 

revenues in 2016, %%  
Source: http://samara.ifinmon.ru/analiticheskie-otcheti/analiz-ispolneniya-konsolidirovannogo-

budgeta/ispolnenie-budgeta/ 

 

However, there is a slight reduction in the budget share of districts, settlements and municipalities 

concerning the revenues structure from the perspective of budget levels (Figure 3).   
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Fig. 3: The structure of the Samara Oblast consolidated budget revenues in 2016, %% 

 

Source: http://samara.ifinmon.ru/analiticheskie-otcheti/analiz-ispolneniya-konsolidirovannogo-

budgeta/strukturnaya-dinamika-fakt-postupleniya-dohodov-po-urovnyam-budgeta/ 

 

 

The analysis of receipts at various budget levels showed that the federal subject budget (82.6%) then 

municipality (12%) constitute its largest part and districts (6.8%) follow. The system dynamics seems 

negative as local income of municipalities goes down.  

 

For example, while the federal subject budget increased by 3.6% in 2016 compared to 2012, the 

municipality budget decreased by 1.4%, the district budget – by 2.3% and the settlement budget – by 

0.2%. In order to boost the receipts of non-tax and tax revenues, there were various measures based 

on the 2014-2016 regional state programme ‘Public Finance Management and Interbudgetary 

Relations Development’. They aimed at enhancing the business process quality and the efficiency of 

budget expenditures as well as improving the interbudgetary relations and ensuring long-term balance 

and sustainability of the budget system of Samara Oblast.  

 

The expenditures structure of the Samara Oblast consolidated Budget in 2016 is plotted on Figure 4.  

 

 
Fig. 4:  The expenditures structure of the Samara Oblast consolidated Budget in 2016, %% 

 

Source: http://samara.ifinmon.ru/analiticheskie-otcheti/analiz-ispolneniya-konsolidirovannogo-

budgeta/ispolnenie-budgeta/ 

 

As seen, the expenditures were allocated to education (24%), social policy (19.7%), national 

economy (19.6%), housing and public services (7.4%), nation-wide issues (7.1%). It should be 
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stressed that no significant changes took place compared to the previous period, the order of 

expenditure categories remained the same, however, there is a decrease in social and education 

expenditures. 

 

The statistics for 2015 show the interbudgetary relations efficiency in Samara Oblast is slight as there 

is a lack of balanced local budgets in the region while a number of deficit budgets is rather large 

(73% in municipal regions and 27% in municipality). The budget deficit accounts for 18.5% of total 

deficit for municipal districts and 81.4% of that for municipality.  

 

The analysis shows that the main problem of interbudgetary relations at subfederal level is critical 

difference in fiscal capacities of municipal entities, which often show itself in unfair distribution of 

uncompensated receipts. It is rather common for wealthy municipal entities to shift to the category of 

less wealthy municipalities based on the budget revenues per capita upon the redistribution 

(Kravchenko, Urman, 2015).  

 

The author believes that the prime thing that is necessary to do when approaching this task is to boost 

the regional and local tax revenues. Nowadays, the received revenues share in the budget structure of 

most municipal entities in Samara Oblast does not exceed 20%, which reveals the high dependence of 

local budgets on various interbudgetary transfers from the higher-level authority (Local branch of 

Federal Service for Statistics in Samara Oblast, 2017). 

 

 

According to T. M. Kovaleva and I. A. Boyko (2017), an efficient measure to enhance interbudgetary 

relations would be to change governmental grants for leveling off fiscal capacities by additional 

standards of the revenue allocation of the personal income tax. However, the current standards of 

revenue allocation of personal income tax were set in 2005 and never changed since then.  

 

The conducted study of the tendencies and peculiarities of Samara Oblast budget process makes it 

possible to conclude that, despite certain positive aspects related to rather high level of the regional 

development, the budgetary relations still suffer from a number of unsolved problems, among which 

one can mention: 

 

− the efficiency indicators of budget leveling-off (a balance of local budgets) reveals rather 

considerable horizontal disbalance; 

 

− the decrease in receipts of municipality, district and settlement budgets demonstrates the 

drawbacks of the approaches to subsidies granting and the public management quality 

ensuring in a region;  

 

− insufficient increase in expenditure budget and its deficit shows low efficiency of the state 

financial support measures in recent years; 

 

− large difference in the development of rural and urban territories in Samara Oblast. 

 

The revealed problems of interbudgetary relations in Samara Oblast point at the insufficiency of 

monitoring, which highlights the need for enhancing the instruments of interbudgetary relations 

(hereinafter, IBR). The main directions of this process are presented on Figure 5.  

 

It is possible to agree with many economists who think that the current methodology applied by The 

Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation does not ensure certainty concerning the evaluation of 

interbudgetary relations as it has little indicators (Kadochnikov, 2016; Karaulova, 2017). 

 

In this regard, there is a lack of sufficient analysis of particular spheres of regulating impact. Besides, 

particular indicators and ways of their interpretations are controversial, for example, those of the 

correlation between the subsidies for local budgets and transfers and the leveling off the fiscal 

capacity. Consequently, the existing technique requires enhancement.  
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Fig. 5: The directions for enhancing the interbudgetary relations instruments 

Source: Author 

 

In addition, it is necessary to make a note of the considerable scale of redistributive relations 

determined by the amount of finance contributing to the federal budget from Samara Oblast that is 

almost equal to that of the interbudgetary transfers from the centre, i.e. one can see the finance flow 

from a regional to the federal budget and back. Such centralization of interbudgetary relations result 

in the largest part of regional budget system revenues going into to the federal budget first and 

finance in the form of interbudgetary transfers returning to the regions then (Syatchikhin, 2016). 

Along with this, the insufficient objectivity and explicability of these transfers distribution create the 

exposed environment that is also inclined to corruption. In other words, current state of affairs is 

characterized by the low dependence of regional fiscal capacity level in Russia on socio-economic 

environment, which, in its turn, prevent the development of impetus for regional authorities to 

enhance local revenues.   

 

Discussion 
 

Overall, the results allow to conclude that the most important task of efficient state governance and 

local self-governance is its adequate financial assurance and efficient interbudgetary relations 

(Solomko, 2015). Despite some positive shifts in interbudgetary relations conduct in Samara Oblast, 

the majority of municipalities does not practice the integration of result-oriented budgeting principles. 

The emphasis should also be laid on the insufficient level of the measurement system for 

interbudgetary relations efficiency. 

 

In this regards, it seems relevant to consider the essence of an optimal structure for interbudgetary 

transfers. D. Bergvall, C. Charbit, D.-J. Kraan and O. Merk (2006) think that the transfers use 

efficiency is defined by the degree of their relevance to the social and economic regulation objectives. 

The explanation derives from the fact that the regulation based on purpose transfer allocation will be 

more efficient rather than non-purpose transfer in the conditions of the low quality of state and/or 

municipal finance management. It makes an interbudgetary transfers structure dominated by 

subsidies the most optimal (Sumskaya, 2017). 
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The author thinks that it is important to observe certain conditions. Above all, it is essential to set 

priorities for state financing with the account of certain aspects. The aspects under consideration are 

the socio-economic state of affairs in regions/municipalities, the competitive advantages peculiar to 

those territories that, if used, will ensure accumulation and intensive development of tax and 

economy potential. Besides, it is necessary to provide the transparency of the subsidies distribution 

techniques and ways that should be worked out based on the combination of competitive and non-

competitive distribution mechanisms. The non-competitive mechanisms will bring the opportunities 

for regions with low economic development to receive additional finance. The competitive 

mechanisms will allow to heighten the authorities’ economic interest in receiving subsidies. On this 

basis, it is possible to draw a conclusion that the integration of the budget redistribution mechanisms 

with municipal and state programmes should be obligatory.    

 

The author thinks that the efficiency of interbudgetary relations should be evaluated based on, firstly, 

the quality and, secondly, the budget process effects. The quality evaluation of interbudgetary 

relations should derive from the grouping and systematizing of the indicators based on the tasks. As 

one of the basic objectives of interbudgetary regulation is to level off the territories (both vertical and 

horizontal) as well as economic stimulation, the following aspects are proposed to be considered as 

the indicators of interbudgetary relations quality assessment: 

 

The first evaluation unit of horizontal leveling-off consists of: 

 

1) the indicators of local fiscal capacities variability before and after governmental grants 

aimed at equitability and balance of budgets;  

 

2) the alteration of the first indicator.  

 

The second evaluation unit of vertical leveling-off consists of: 

 

1) the level of sufficient budget revenues at all levels for fulfilling the expenditure obligations;  

 

2) that caused by receiving an interbudgetary transfer;  

 

3) the degree of revenue decentralization reached on the account of setting allocation standards 

by regional law. 

 

The third evaluation unit of economic stimulation consists of: 

 

1) the share of interbudgetary transfers distributed on the competitive basis; 

 

2) the level of state financial support for one economic entity. 

 

It can also be proposed to define a common indicator of interbudgetary relations efficiency using the 

score technique providing a preliminary calculation of standard figures and their compulsory 

legislative consolidation. However, the assessment based on the proposed scheme is complicated, 

above all, due to the currently existing time lag between the implementation of budget regulation 

measures and their effects.  

 

The interbudgetary relation effects can be the following: 

 

− budgetary effects related to the reduction in regional and/or municipal needs for 

interbudgetary transfers, to the increase in their fiscal capacity and balance.  

 

− economic effects related to the positive dynamics of socio-economic regional and/or 

municipal development, to the decrease in interterritorial difference.   
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Thus, the proposed directions of interbudgetary relations enhancement based on their efficiency 

evaluation allow to assess these processes considering the existing drawback of budget process as 

well as the opportunity to detect actual regulation results. The permanent monitoring of the indicators 

will contribute to efficient managerial decisions and their timely correction. 

 

Besides, the author proposes the following key directions for efficiency enhancement of the 

interbudgetary relations instruments. Regarding the governmental grants aimed at fiscal capacity 

equitability, it should be mentioned that the existing distribution system does not allow to solve the 

problems of the municipalities characterized by highly tense budget execution. Taking the financial 

insecurity of alike municipal entities in the contemporary crisis conditions into account, it seems 

relevant to use a Fund of Local Budgets Balance formed for a limited period and loaded by 

transferring a part of finance aimed at leveling off municipal fiscal capacity. It is necessary to define 

a precise goal of their use and introduce compulsory publication of the reports on these expenditures.  

 

Since the share of special-purpose interbudgetary transfers has been increasing lately in Samara 

Oblast, the planned efficiency of granting subsidies to local budgets should be preliminary assessed 

and then one should control the set plan accomplishment.  

 

The mentioned measures are relevant when subsidies are: 

 

− connected with uneven distribution of municipal/states services consumers in municipal 

entities of Samara Oblast; 

 

− oriented towards the reduction in a number of current differences among various municipal 

entities within the region in the process of providing municipal/state services; 

 

− aimed at boosting the quantity and quality of municipal/state services in municipal entities 

of Samara Oblast (the quality and amount indicators of services per capita are compared).  

 

Moreover, the emphasis should also be laid on consolidating the responsibility of the main holders of 

the Samara Oblast consolidated budget for taking decisions on the subsidies distribution among local 

budgets and controlling. In this regard, quite an efficient measure can be outlining the requirements 

for the rules and principles of subsidizing, which prohibit to provide several subsidies to one 

municipality on one direction, and monitoring and controlling the purpose accomplishment within the 

set period. 

 

Nowadays, the existing practice of providing local budgets with grants-in-aid from regional budget 

seems to be an instrument of responsibility redistribution rather than optimization of administrative 

decisions. Therefore, it makes sense to boost the responsibility level of the main spending units of 

regional budgets that have power to vest local self-governance bodies of Samara Oblast with certain 

authorities. 

 

In order to tackle the low efficiency of the measures controlling the performance quality of the 

transferred authorities, one should work out the rules that make it possible to coordinate the amount 

of grants-in-aid and the quality of exercising the state authorities. Besides, it seems necessary to make 

the results of these processes public in press, which will allow to enhance the efficiency of the 

transferred authorities as well as their relevance to the provided financial services due to publicity 

and transparency.   

 

It is vital for the balanced interbudgetary regulation to ensure that regional and federal budgets give 

rational budget loans to local budgets. In the difficult current conditions, it is important to fulfill the 

obligations of returning credit means and prevent past-due debts. Besides, it seems relevant to 

strengthen control over the intended use of granted credits. 
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Conclusion 
 

To sum up, it should be said that searching for efficient instruments and mechanisms of 

interbudgetary relations and developing the directions of interbudgetary relations enhancement are 

becoming rather topical in the contemporary conditions of large difference in regions and municipal 

entities within. A well-designed system of interbudgetary relations is of great economic, political and 

social significance for successful public development of Russia. Therefore, every region takes various 

measures aimed to ensuring the balance of budgets at different levels.  

 

However, the efficiency of the undertaken measures remains slight. The conducted analysis revealed 

a number of interbudgetary regulation problems in Samara Oblast. The first problem is a lack of local 

budgets balance and the financial dependence of many municipalities that are characterized by budget 

deficit. Another problem is excessive redistribution relations among budgets. One more problem is a 

lack of impetus for building local revenue potential at regional and local level. Furthermore, the 

interbudgetary relations between Samara Oblast and the center and among the region and its 

municipal entities are unstable. Besides, this region as well as the majority of other federal subjects is 

characterized by the increasing tendency to centralize the local budgets revenues accompanied by the 

growing share of uncompensated transfers in the regional consolidated budget.  

 

In order to solve these problems, it is primarily necessary to conduct the efficiency assessment of the 

undertaken budget policy measures to introduce the corrections timely. One should also understand 

that the main effort made by the state governance and local self-governance bodies shall be focused 

on accelerating the local tax basis at all level and searching for the reserves to form it. Additionally, 

the consolidation and balance of the interbudgetary relations depends on a more equitable finance 

distribution among budgets; an opportunity to transfer some tax revenues to municipalities; the 

taxation system enhancement; the restriction of finance centralization at the subfederal level.  
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Abstract 
 
This article deals with the competitiveness of the Polish vegetable industry, exactly the tomato 

producers and their competitiveness on the Visegrad Group market. The purpose of the study was to 

examine whether the supply side of the Polish tomato market was competitive with other Visegrad 

countries. The area and volume of tomato production was the subject of the study. The analysis was 

based on statistical data mainly from the FAOSTAT databases. The subject area was taken by 4 

Visegrad Group countries (V-4), i.e. Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Poland as well as 

groups of countries belonging to EU-27, EU-12 and EU-15. The time span generally closes from 

2004 to 2014. The calculated Gini and HHI coefficients have shown a strong concentration in the V-4 

tomato market. They point out that Poland's position as a leader is still strengthening. The rest of the 

V-4 countries are hard to compete with Poland on this market. These countries are increasingly 

leaving the market and losing their customers. This makes the tomato producers in these countries 

often give up the production of tomatoes, which contributes to increasing the Polish market share in 

this market. The great challenge for Polish tomato producers is the need to invest in cultivation of 

tomato under cover, application of new cultivation technologies, search and production of new 

varieties of tomatoes. 

 

Keywords: vegetables, tomatoes, supply competitiveness, production volume, productivity 

 

Introduction 
 

Competitiveness is the ability of entities to compete in open markets. Initially, these are usually 

native markets. It can be seen from supply and demand side. Supply competitiveness is encountered 

among the producers most often in the situation of abundance of offered goods, characteristic of 

developed market economies [Gorynia, Łaźniewska (ed.) 2009]. This abundance is often forced 

manufacturers to lower prices. According to Kowalska [2016] the quality criteria of products offered 

are increasingly important determinants of the competitiveness of entities than the price criteria 

themselves. 

 

According to Porter [1990], building competitive advantage is based on the value of resources used, 

but maintaining it often requires going beyond the home market and taking strategic action 

internationally. The world economy is increasingly open and increasingly international. Poland 

belonging to the OECD, the European Union and the Visegrad Group is currently part of the market 

of countries that do not use barriers to the flow of goods, capital and labor. Free market is the 

foundation for building the international competitiveness of the participating countries.  

 

A review of the competitiveness theory presented by Bednarz [2013] demonstrates the absence of one 

universally binding definition of "competitiveness". However, it emphasizes, for example, that in the 

definitions developed by the OECD or the World Economic Forum, the competitiveness of national 

economies is shaped by internal factors and that the right measure of competitiveness is productivity. 

In the 1980s and 1990s, a new trend of competitive advantage was developing. This trend referred to 

the so-called resource school. Its representatives, however, stressed that available capital, personal 

and financial resources, without appropriate opportunities, good management or communication 

system, would not guarantee market success [Juchniewicz (ed.) 2006]. In the economic literature 

more and more is said about the sustainable competitiveness of the national economy. However, there 

is a problem with its measurement [Popescu et al. 2017]. 
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Market rivalry of entities takes place on three levels: enterprises (microscale), branches (mesoscale) 

and national economies (macroscale). Firlej et al. [2017] list other levels: enterprises and branches as 

well as regions and states. This paper focuses on the competitiveness of the Polish vegetable industry, 

and more precisely on tomato producers and their competitiveness on the Visegrad Group market. 

From an economic point of view, the branch is a sector of the economy (production, trade), which 

includes goods of the same kind, produced using the same technology [Gorynia, Łaźniewska (ed.) 

2010]. 

 

It is believed that the vegetable market, regardless of socio-economic order, is one of the best suited 

to market rules. It is a highly autonomous, self-regulating and competitive market [Szwacka-

Salmonowicz 1991]. The EU vegetable market has seen that tomatoes are one of the most important 

products in this market and at the same time are the least competitive. Their production is heavily 

concentrated in the south of Europe. The largest tomato producers in the European Union were in 

2010-2012 respectively: Italy (35.5% of the EU market) and Spain (25.3%). These countries are 

export oriented [Valenciano, Perez Mesa 2004]. In Poland 4.2% of EU tomatoes were produced, 

which gave it 7th place. It is impossible for Poland to compete with Italian or Spanish producers of 

heat-loving tomatoes, because of the climate, which is very favorable to southern countries. In the top 

ten EU producers of this vegetable was also, from the Visegrad Group countries, Hungary (0.8% of 

production volume) [Tarnowska 2014b]. 

 

The main objective of the study was to investigate whether the supply side of the Polish tomato 

market, which has specific production resources, is competitive with other Visegrad countries 

operating in this branch in the common European market. The area and volume of tomato production 

was the subject of the study. The analysis was based on statistical data mainly from the FAOSTAT 

databases. The subject area was taken by 4 Visegrad Group countries (V-4), i.e. Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Hungary and Poland as well as groups of states belonging to the EU-27, EU-12 and EU-15. 

The time span generally closes from 2004 to 2014. 

 

Vegetables production in the European Union and in the Visegrad Group 
 
Vegetables occupy an important position in the diet of Europeans and their market is changing. In 

2015, the EU-27 produced 63.2 million tonnes of vegetables and compared to 2004 it was less about 

5.9%. There is a downward trend in the European market for this crop, both in fifteen old union 

countries (UE-15) and in the new Member States (EU-12). The changing demand for vegetables 

means that more and more wealthy Europeans choose more quality vegetables to replace cheaper 

volumetric vegetables. This translates into lower total volume of vegetable production. 

 
Fig. 1: Vegetable production (in thous. tonnes) and its change in constant basis (2004 = 100) in 

% in EU (EU-27), broken down by old and new Member States 
Source: own study based on FAOSTAT 
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In Fig. 1, it can be seen that in the period 2004-2015 much more vegetables were produced in the EU-

15 than in the EU-12. Average yearly production was accordingly: 52.1 million tonnes and 11.4 

million tonnes. In the EU-15 countries this production was less volatile than in the EU-12. The 

standard deviation of the dynamics index was 2.1 vs. 6.9 in the EU-12. In both groups of countries, 

vegetable production remained below the baseline year (2004) during the period considered. The only 

exception for the EU-15 was the year 2009, in which it was produced 54.4 million tonnes of 

vegetables, i.e. 1.3% more than in 2004. In all other considered years, growth rates were below 

100%. Higher supply fluctuations was observed in the new Member States of the Community. 

Compared with the EU-15, this indicates a greater instability of the vegetable market in EU-12. On 

the one hand the subsequent impact of the economic crisis on the vegetable market was noticeable in 

the EU-12 (2010) than in the EU-15 (2009). On the other hand, the crisis has rebounded stronger on 

the producers of these crops in the new Member States. This again shows greater instability on this 

market and uncertainty prevailing among producers of vegetables from the EU-12. 

 

Preliminary research confirms that the EU-15 are unrivaled in the EU vegetable market. This is 

evidenced by the volume of production of these crops. Poland, however, has a chance to compete in 

the nearer markets, which are the Visegrad Group countries. These are states that have undergone a 

systemic transformation a quarter of a century ago. They rejected the centrally planned economy and 

geopolitical dependence. The market economy of these countries is not yet developed enough for 

them to compete on a par with countries of the rich west. This is mostly due to lack of capital. 

Visegrad Group countries are characterized by relatively low levels of [Bieńkowski, Stoykova 2016]: 

 

- GDP per capita, 

- technological advancement, 

- innovation. 

 

It was mentioned in the introduction to the study that the competitiveness of national economies 

depends on the abundance of the factors of production. The V-4 countries do not have as much 

capital as the EU-15 states. It is worth noting, however, that the Visegrad Group includes two 

countries with large agricultural production potential across the EU, i.e. Poland and Hungary. By the 

term ‘potential’ it should be understood here primarily big resources of land and labor in agriculture. 

 

In 2012, Poland had 14.5 million hectares of agricultural land, which constituted 8.1% of UR in EU-

27 and 28.8% of UR in EU-12. In turn in Hungary, there were 5.3 million hectares of UR, i.e. 3.0% 

of UR in EU-27 and 10.6% of UR in EU-12. In the same year the number of full-time agricultural 

workers was 2101 thous. AWU in Poland and in Hungary – 426 thous. AWU, which together 

accounted for 25.1% of employed in EU agriculture and 50.3% of labor force in agriculture of new 

member countries of the Community [Tarnowska 2014a]. 

 

Growing vegetables is labor intensive. Thus, this direction of agricultural production may be an 

opportunity to use excessive labor resources in agriculture. Such an excess is observed in the less 

developed new EU Member States, such as Poland and Hungary. 

 

The total area of vegetable cultivation in V-4 was 284 thous. ha in 2014. The dominant crop area was 

in Poland (65.9%), followed by Hungary (28.1%), Czech Republic (3.5%) and Slovakia (2.5%). The 

area under vegetable cultivation in the countries concerned has decreased by 23% compared to 2004. 

However, thanks to the increasing productivity of their crops – the volume of production of these 

crops in V-4 decreased only by 9% in the analogous period. The increase in production was recorded 

in Poland (by 2.2%), the largest reduction – in Slovakia (by 68.4%) [FAOSTAT, 2017]. 

 

The share of tomatoes in vegetable production in the European Union (EU-27) 

and in the Visegrad Group (V-4) 
 

Tomatoes, like peppers, belongs to nightshade vegetables. It is a thermophiles plant of great 

economic and culinary importance in Europe. Tomatoes came to this continent from South America 
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when it was discovered by Columbus. Tomatoes definitely dominate the vegetable market in terms of 

area, size and value of the crop. In 2010-2012, the share of tomatoes in total EU-27 grown vegetables 

was [Tarnowska 2014b]: 

 

- 11.9% of the area, 

- 26.5% of production volume, 

- 25.8% of production value. 

 

Tomatoes are therefore one quarter of all vegetables produced in the Community. FAOSTAT data 

show a large difference in this share in EU-27 and V-4 (Fig. 2). It follows from the above mentioned 

domination of the Mediterranean countries on this market. 

 
Fig. 2: Share of tomatoes in vegetable production in EU-27 and V-4 in 2004-2015 (%) 

Source: own study based on FAOSTAT 

 
In the Visegrad Group, tomatoes accounted for about 14% of all vegetable production in recent years. 

Differences in this share of individual countries from the group V-4 were relatively small. The 

exception was the Slovak vegetable market, which in 2007 was 85% dominated by tomato production 

and supply (fig. 3). This was a result of the drastic drop in total vegetable production in Slovakia due 

to the drought. This production amounted to only 65 thous. tonnes against 109 thous. tonnes of 

average annual production in 2004-2014. Tomatoes were more common than other vegetables grown 

under cover. Thanks to that most of their productions have been saved. From 2007 to 2013 there was 

seen in Slovakia a steady decrease in the share of tomatoes in the size of the vegetables harvest. The 

change in the unfavorable trend was brought only in 2014, when tomatoes accounted for nearly 20% 

of the country's vegetable production. 

 
The fluctuations in the supply of vegetables in Slovakia have no significant impact on the market of 

these crops in the Visegrad Group. In 2014, their production in Slovakia accounted for only 1.5% of 

the total vegetable production in V-4. The biggest player of this market in the discussed group of 

countries is Poland. This country produced over 5.5 million tons of vegetables in the years 2004-

2014. Poland's share in V-4 vegetable market was 77.1% in 2015 and increased by 9.2 pp in 2004. 

This demonstrates the growing position of Poland in the discussed market and the better use of the 

country's productive resources in agriculture. 

 

In the Visegrad Group, Hungary is also an important vegetable producer. In the analyzed period, they 

produced an average of 1.5 million tons of these crops per year. That accounted for 20.3% of this 

market in the V-4. However, after the economic crisis, it was possible to observe the declining 

vegetable production in Hungary (fig. 3). This country is slowly getting out of the vegetable market. 

The attention of Hungarian farmers is increasingly focused on the production of, for example, wine or 

sunflower oil. 
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Fig. 3: Vegetable production volume (in thous. tonnes) and share of tomatoes in vegetable 

production (in%) in the individual countries of the Visegrad Group in years 2004-2014 

Source: own study based on FAOSTAT 

 

Poland as a significant producer of tomatoes in the Visegrad Group 
 
Poland is the largest producer of tomatoes in the Visegrad Group. In 2004, the crops of these 

vegetables in Poland amounted to 14.5 thous. ha (fig 4).  It was 2.5 times larger than in Hungary, 

more than 4 times bigger than in Slovakia and 18 times bigger than in Czech Rep. This year in 

Poland 582 thous. tonnes of tomato was collected, in Hungary by more than half less. The Czechs 

and Slovaks together produced only 14.3% of what Poles did. 

 
Fig. 4:  Area of crops (in ha) and volume of production of tomatoes (in tonnes) in the Visegrad 

Group countries in 2004-2014 
Source: own study based on FAOSTAT 
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The production of tomatoes in Poland was growing until 2009 at an average rate of 21 thous. tonnes 

per year. The world economic crisis, which appeared in Polish agriculture late, i.e. in 2010, caused a 

drastic drop in production. The crop area decreased by ¼ and the production volume fell by 4.1%. 

This year was significant for tomato producers. Survived the strongest, best organized. The crop area 

has not been reproduced yet, but production has continued to grow. Its braking occurred only in 2013. 

 

In the remaining V-4 countries, since the time of their accession to the EU, there has been a tendency 

to reduce the area of tomato crops and the size of their production. These countries have failed to 

resist the competition of more developed southern producers. Poland as the only one of the V-4 

countries handle the tomato market better and better. 

 

It was mentioned in the introduction that the competitiveness of national markets, besides internal 

resources, determines the efficiency of production. The highest yields of tomatoes in the V-4 group 

distinguished Hungary (fig. 5). It is the southernmost country in this group of states. It has the most 

favorable climate for the cultivation of thermophilic tomatoes. The productivity of tomato production 

in Hungary increased most in the period 2004-2008, reaching over 90 tonnes per hectare in the last 

year of mentioned times. The results of Polish producers of this vegetable were almost half lower (48 

t / ha). Czechs and Slovaks in 2008 achieved a yield of no more than 24 t / ha. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5:  Yield of tomato production (in tonnes of ha) in each Visegrad Group countrie in 

2004-2014 
Source: own study based on FAOSTAT 

 
The next period of efficiency analysis close the years 2009-2014. In Poland, constant growth of 

tomato yields was observed at that time. Although these yields have not yet reached the value 

recorded in Hungary, but it can be expected in a few years. What is more, the Polish production 

efficiency was more stable than in the other smaller V-4 countries. The graphs in fig. 5 show much 

more fluctuations in yields in the Hungarian, Czech and Slovakian crops. 

 

In Poland, after the economic crisis, the largest and most modern manufacturers remained. They 

mostly grow tomatoes in greenhouses. This, in spite of the cost of production, alleviates the risk of 

loss of crops caused by natural disasters and the impact of unfavorable weather conditions. 

 

The paper focuses on the tomato market, which is attended by four Visegrad Group countries. For the 

defined market, the Gini-K [Pułaska-Turin 2011] concentration factor was calculated and, 

alternatively, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index - HHI [Czarny, Rapacki 2002] determining the degree 

of monopolisation of this market (tab. 1). 
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Tab. 1: Gini coefficient (K) and Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) for tomatoes 

in the Visegrad Group (V-4) 

 

Index 2004-2006 2012-2014 

K 0,769 0,899 

HHI 5832,8 7171,3 

Source: FAOSTAT, own calculation. 

 
The calculations in Table 1 show a strong concentration on the tomato market in the V-4 group 

(values above 0.75). In the years 2012-2014 this concentration increased to 0.899. It is easy to 

imagine that the country, in which is located the largest part of tomato production in the V-4 group, is 

Poland. This country dominated the tomato market in the Visegrad Group. What is more, Poland's 

position on this market is constantly strengthening and for the rest of the V-4 countries it becomes a 

state with which it is difficult to compete. Poland has undoubtedly the largest resource of land and 

labor in agriculture. This country can therefore use the effects of scale. In addition, Polish farmers 

make great use of the available production resources thus increasing the productivity of the crop. This 

makes it the most important producer of tomatoes on the V-4 and EU-12 markets. Its share in the 

production volume of tomatoes in V-4 increased in the three-year studied period from 66.4% to 

83.5%. 

 

Increased concentration of production in one country makes the tomato market in group V-4 is 

becoming less competitive. This is evidenced by the large increase in HHI's competitiveness index. 

Here again, it is noted that Poland's position as a leader is strengthening. The rest of the V-4 countries 

are hard to compete with Poland on tomatoes market. These countries have increasingly barriers to 

entry to this market and they gradually lose their customers. This makes the tomato producers in 

these countries often give up their cultivation. So they give the field of activity to the largest player 

on the market, which is Poland. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Poland has large production resources in agriculture in Europe's scale. In addition to the huge areas of 

agricultural land, it has above average and unused labor resources in agriculture. Vegetable farming is a 

branch of agricultural production that requires many hands to work. Poland should use this potential. 

This country is a significant producer of vegetables in the European market. Analyzes show the 

country's growing role in the tomato market as well. It would seem that the climate of Poland is not very 

favorable for growing these thermophilic vegetables. The European tomato market dominated southern 

countries (Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece). In the European Union, these countries are essentially 

unrivaled in the tomato market. 

 

Poland as an agricultural country should not abandon cultivation of these vegetables. It has huge 

production potential and it is itself a big market for vegetables, including tomatoes. Research has shown 

that Poland should look for markets for tomatoes in Europe particularly in the nearer and smaller 

countries. It will be easier for Poland to compete with them. This is mainly the other countries in the 

group V-4. After analyses it is clear that these countries are gradually abandoning the industrial 

cultivation of tomatoes. This is a great opportunity for Poland. It can successfully master these markets. 

Geographic proximity has the additional advantage of lower transport costs. 

 

The great challenge for Polish tomato producers is the need to invest in crops under cover, in new crop 

technologies, in the cultivation of new varieties of tomatoes. Polish agricultural producers are 

characterized by lower farming culture than partners from richer western countries. The failure of a 

large part of the Polish vegetable sector is the lack of modern vaults and warehouses equipped with 

devices for making tomatoes for sale. There is also no modern tomato marketing. 
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Abstract 

 

The Higher Education Act of 1965 defined Historically Black College and University (HBCUs) as “a 

school of higher learning that was accredited and established before 1964, and whose principal mission 

was the education of African Americans.” (Congressional Record Service, 2014) It is the responsibility 

for HBCUs to honor the fulfillment of its principal mission by not only “offering culture, a rich history 

and rigorous academic programs but also prepare students for leadership and life after graduation.” There 

are 100 HBCUs enlisted in the most recent Digest of Education Statistics 2015. (NCES, 2016) The 

percentage of African-American college students educated at HBCUs dropped dramatically from 17.3% 

in 1980 to the 8.5% in 2015. (PEW, 2017) However, according to PEW, in 2015 HBCUs conferred 15% 

of bachelor’s degrees to the blacks. Beside the percentage decline of degrees conferred by HBCUs to 

black minorities, HBCUs are still recognized to have successfully educated black Americans, especially 

low-income and the underprepared. (Gasman 2010) HBCUs’ contribution in educating blacks does not 

stop questions regarding the educational quality and value of HBCUs since the 1992 U.S. Supreme Court 

Case of United States v. Fordice.  Earning a college degree for blacks is not only an indicator of academic 

success but also a vehicle to fulfill their career life after graduation. (Kim and Conrad, 2006) The reality 

indicates the unemployment rate for age 22-27 recent college graduates was less than half compared to 

the same age range of black college graduates. (Janelle Jones and John Schemitt, 2014) Such a big 

unemployment gap fails many HBCUs graduates for a successful career life after graduation. How do 

HBCUs prepare students differently to have a successful and productive career life after graduation?  

Research has studied graduates’ majors and careers. However, these research studies do not tell us if 

HBCU students choose their majors based on data of employability. From the researchers’ perspective, a 

student’s choice of major can affect his/her employability; good entry-level employment normally is an 

indicator of a job of satisfactory earnings. The aforementioned gap in employment of HBCU graduates 

versus all graduates could likely be the result of choosing majors of low employability. Thus, the goal of 

this pilot study is to prepare students for a productive career life after graduation by making data-driven 

decisions. In spring 2017, we assessed how the data of employability was used by students at ASU in 

choosing their majors by conducting a pre- and post-survey and a data-driven decision-making workshop 

for both ASU1201 and MGMT 4205 classes.  This study found: All the surveyed 2010 and 2015 College 

of Business Alumni and undergraduate students did not use the employability data to choose their majors; 

Eighty-two percent of the surveyed undergraduate students highly valued the training they received from 

data-driven decision-making workshop. These two major findings support our two hypotheses of this 

research: 1) Most students at ASU do not make their decisions on choosing a major based on widely 

available data. And 2) a majority of students at ASU value the practice of the data-driven decision-

making process once they have been taught to practice such kind of decision making.  In this study, we 

also found that among those surveyed, students who changed their major at least once, fifty percent are 
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influenced by potential job characteristics in making this decision. 

 

Keywords: data-driven decision making, HBCUs, higher education, life after graduation, choosing 

major.   
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Abstract 
Health and fitness app proliferation has been increasingly significantly over the last five years. Previous 

research suggests that privacy of the app user is often violated as users do not understand the 

consequences of agreeing to privacy policies when adopting and using health and fitness apps. This 

research uses a mixed methods approach, focusing on survey from 153 health and fitness users, followed 

by in-depth interviews with 12 app users, and 6 interviews with app developers. This study suggests that 

the level of experience of user has a direct influence on their ability to understand the privacy risks when 

using health and fitness apps. Users who are more experienced in the use of health apps are also more 

likely to have less privacy and consent concerns. This research also suggest that in order to undertake a 

fair trade-off between privacy and app facilitation, developers need to increase their interaction with users 

facilitating the design of health and fitness apps. The developers also need to undertake self-regulation in 

order to facilitate a simple way of gaining consent from user to ensure that app development is not 

hindered by future restrictive government regulation. 

Keywords: privacy, health, fitness, apps 

Introduction 

The advent of information technologies has revolutionized the way services are provided to the health and 

fitness users. Increasingly mobile phone based apps are used to facilitate the user to collect routine data 

about themselves, which they can use for self-help and fitness improvements. Research has established 

many of the benefits of the more traditional Electronic Health Records, which include ease of use, as well 

as easy access to patient records in order to facilitate treatment. This has now transcended to the use of 

smart phone apps facilitating users. The shift in direction is also critically important, as the users are often 

looking a better trade-off between the options that they are provided by the app and to safeguard privacy. 

The safeguarding of privacy of the user is an important issue, but for most designers the urgency to get 

the app out there in the market is often seems to be more important. This often leads to a lack of 

understanding of privacy concerns for the user when new apps are designed and implemented by app 

developers. The literature has continually highlighted that by having a better concern of privacy issues for 

users, app developers can alleviate privacy concerns as well as facilities a higher uptake of health and 

fitness apps. This research aims to understand ways in which trade-offs between privacy and the use of 

health apps can be established. 

Moreover, one of the issues which are present is the gap between the user needs and ways in which app 

development takes place. Increasingly, app development is undertaken at rapid speeds in order to stay 

competitive in the market. This leads to privacy polices being used as an instrument to shift the burden of 

privacy to the user. Long and winding privacy policies are often not even read by the user, leading to 
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blanket consent by the user without even reading the lengthy privacy and consent policy. On the other 

hand, research has shown that privacy trade-offs are often possible between user and app developers, as 

some users are often willing to share their personal information against use of free apps. This research 

aims to understand the ways in which this balance is and can be achieved in future, while focusing on 

ways in which health and fitness app developers can improve this process.  

Literature Review 

Rapid Proliferation of Health and Fitness App and Privacy Concerns 

 

The rapid proliferation of health and fitness apps has been astounding, and this has continued to bring in 

new challenges for users and designers when dealing with ways in which privacy is handled by these 

apps. The use of mHelath apps is often associated with trade-offs that consumers are willing to undertake 

in relation to their privacy and security concerns (Kotz et al. 2016). Research suggests that the perceived 

benefits of an app is that it allows a better management of the control over personal data, but in reality 

this is often not possible due to lack of clarity of privacy policies of these apps (Nicholas et al. 2015). The 

desire to ‘control’ who receives and views the personal health information can in practice be often futile 

(Atienza et al. 2015). The trade-off between the privacy concerns and the potential benefits of health and 

fitness apps are based on the sensitivity of the information which is being communicated by the 

participant (Atienza et al. 2015). The concern of participants is often that while they had little concern 

when receiving general health tips or reminders over a mobile device, however they often show more 

concern when stigmatized diagnosis or ‘bad news’ (Atienza et al. 2015) is given over a mobile device or 

app. It appears that the more personal the data, the less likely a patient is willing to share it over a mobile 

device (Martinez-Perez et al. 2015; Paglialonga et al. 2015; Kotz et al. 2016; Kao and Liebovitz 2017). 

However, if the benefit of using a particular mobile based app or application are in the favor of a user, 

then they may give up on privacy protection policies to a large extent (Nicholas et al. 2015). In many 

cases, the privacy policies are neither read nor understood, and therefore as long as the patient has a 

meaningful benefit from the app, they could forgo many of their privacy concerns (Atienza et al. 2015). 

 

Shifting the Privacy Burden towards the User 

 

While the importance of privacy notices in the adoption of the mobile based mHelath apps has been 
seen as highly significant, they also have a number of issues (Liu 2014). Research has shown that if 
the privacy policies are too inconvenient to read, people are more likely to ignore them, and 
therefore this means most burdens is on users to safeguard their privacy in certain cases, when the 
patients feel that they have less benefit from reading the policies as compared to their perceived 
costs. A recent research undertaken by researchers at Carnegie Mellon has noted that the cost of 
reading the privacy policies could amount to $781 billion a year if there were read by every person 
(Liu 2014). The burden of giving informed consent is often also put on the user, as they must 
understand all the intricacies of the data sharing and use practice, which can often lead to 
significant changes in the way the user views consent and privacy policies. The main issue here is 
that a simple ‘Yes I agree’ button can have many different implications, and often the law assumes 
that the user will be able to understand the intricacies of sharing of data between a large number of 
stakeholders (Liu 2014). The increase in complexities and responsibilities which are assumed by 
the sharing of data through apps can also increase the burden of responsibility on the user. The 
same is often true in clinical organizations, which often do not have the capability or expertise to 
secure patient data in a sufficient manner (Kotz et al. 2016), and therefore this can further increase 
the burden on the patient.  
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Dealing With Regulation Of Health And Fitness Apps 
 

Health and fitness apps often include reminder for pills as well as other fitness data that users may share, 

including location. The regulation of these health apps is often a grey area, as regulations are not clear. 

For example, in Canada the medical devices are subject to Medical Devices Regulation and the Food and 

Drugs Act (Grindrod et al. 2017). One of the main problems identified in the regulation of mobile health 

apps is the lack of regulatory control, which can ensure its reliability, accuracy and performance (Kao and 

Liebovitz 2017). Powell et al. (2014) are of the view that a bewildering variety of mobile health apps 

make it difficult to discern the good apps from the bad ones, especially when dealing with privacy 

requirements, making regulation difficult. The mobile health apps which are created by governmental 

agencies and third party developers have been working to come up with standards and evaluation 

techniques to certify the health apps (Stoyanov et al. 2016), but this is largely hindered due to fast 

changing app development environment. A number of online tools have been developed which provide 

users with ways to validate and use apps based on editorial reviews, such as the iMedicalApps (Kao and 

Liebovitz 2017), however there is no consensus within the literature on using a best approach (Martinez-

Perez et al. 2015; Kao and Liebovitz 2017). 

 

Within the United States, the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) has over time shown a tailored and 

risk based approach to only apps which are intended to be used as an accessory to a regulated medical 

device. However, FDA has chosen to leave much of the regulation of health apps to the marketplace 

(Martinez-Perez et al. 2015; Kao and Liebovitz 2017). Attempts by companies such as Happtique to 

launch certified health apps have largely been unsuccessful due to a number of reasons. The pay per 

health app model only had 19 apps when it was launched in 2013, and the service was closed down only 

two weeks after its launch (Kao and Liebovitz 2017). Several of the apps were hacked, and consumer data 

was compromised, which also led to the sudden demise of the services. Similarly, in UK, the National 

Health Service (NHS) also launched its Health Apps library as an attempt to guide patients and health 

professionals towards safe and effective health apps. However, research on the NHS Health Apps Library 

has shown that none of the 79 NHS endorsed health apps stored encrypted personal data (Huckvale et al. 

2015). Another study on the NHS health apps library shows that out of the 14 health apps listed in the 

NHS health apps library which were related to management of depression and anxiety, only 4 provided 

any patient reported outcomes of claims of effectiveness (Leigh and Flatt 2015). The NHS Health Apps 

Library was finally shut down in 2015. The main problem with the regulation of health apps remains the 

resource intensive process of vetting the apps (Huckvale et al. 2015). Researchers have suggested that one 

possible solution may be to use crown sourced app validation system, which is based on a set of standards 

(Kao and Liebovitz 2017). Validated health professionals may be able to use such a system in order to 

examine the clinical content, so that the usability of the systems could be examined.  

 

Different Developer Concerns on Privacy and Consent 

 
Another issue is that the developer’s understanding of environment often has an impact on the privacy 

perception of the user. The more open Android platform, seems to have an image in the mind of the user 

as having less privacy protection polices (Gu et al. 2017), where developers are looking to turn out apps 

at a fast pace. The open nature of Android systems means that new app development has been highly 

robust, but often at the cost of privacy implications for users, as developers want to be competitive in the 

market place. On the other hand, the Apple based iOS is often perceived by users to be more reliable, and 

therefore allows users to have more confidence in the privacy settings. The permission to request is a 

demand form the app to access the control to a mobile app device, such as access to GPS settings, 

microphone and camera of the device as well as the ability to control the other access requirements of the 

device. The different stages (either at download or later use) of the mobile app can also change the 

privacy perceptions of the end users. During the download stage, android users are more likely to provide 

privacy invasive permissions, due to the nature of the operating systems. This can have a direct negative 

impact on the users with regards to the privacy invasion that may be taking place (Gu et al. 2017). 
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Despite a number of advantages of the health and fitness apps, many different issues of privacy and 

security have been established within the literature, which continue to be a problem due to lack of 

planning/clarity by developers (Martinez-Perez et al. 2015; Paglialonga et al. 2015; Kotz et al. 2016). 

Mobile apps are a new area of attack for hackers and attackers, and therefore increases the vulnerability 

of the personal data within the android environment (Gu et al. 2017) Keeping patient healthy and not just 

caring for them when they are ill, makes sense for the health care providers, and a more efficient way of 

dealing with patient needs (Kotz et al. 2016).  

 

Research Questions 

 

The following research questions have been generated based on the initial review of literature: 

• How do users of health and fitness apps deal with the trade do-off between ease of use and 

privacy? 

• What can app designers do to ensure that a balance between privacy and the need for a 

marketable health and fitness app be struck? 

Research Design and Methodology 
 

Philosophical approach 
 
This research uses an inductive methodology to examine the issues of privacy and trade-offs by the users 

and developers (Creswell et al. 2004; Curry et al. 2009). Inductive methodology is often used to draw out 

theory, emerging from data (Patton 2002) 

 

Research Approach 
 

This research undertakes a mixed methods research approach, using interviews as well as a survey with 

users of health and fitness apps. Qualitative research methods were used as they have a high degree of 

iteration possible, and are exploratory in nature (Bazeley 2013; Miles et al. 2013). This not only allows 

the researcher to understand the wider context, but also to develop the research as new issue come up. 

However, qualitative methods are not without its limitations (Sharlene 2010; Silverman 2010). One of the 

main limitations of qualitative research methods is that the bias of the researcher in interpreting results 

can be highly problematic (Barnett-Page and Thomas 2009; Curry et al. 2009). Secondly, the small 

number of respondents present in the qualitative research can be highly problematic, and therefore a 

quantitative method was also used to supplement the qualitative method. A short survey, which was 

closed ended in nature, was chosen (Morris 2008; Bryman and Cramer 2011; Oakshott 2011). The survey 

was kept to within only 5 questions to ensure that a large number of respondents would take part, and that 

the attention span of respondents was not reduced. One of the main limitations of long surveys is that 

respondents lose interest, and start ticking boxes only to complete a survey (John 2008; Morris 2008; 

Oakshott 2011). However, by keeping a very small and focused survey, this limitation was countered, as 

suggested in literature (Waters 2001; Wisniewski 2005; Davies 2007). 

 

Sample Framework 
 

User recruitment was undertaken through a self-selecting mechanism through the use of social media. 

Recruitment was undertaken from a number of health and fitness groups active on social media platforms 

such as Facebook and Instagram in 2014-15.  
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Sample size and data collection 
 

A short closed ended survey was undertaken from 153 respondents, who filled in an online survey. All 

surveys were complete, as respondents could not fill an incomplete survey. Respondents were also asked 

if they were willing to undertake a 20 min short in-depth interview over Skype. A total of 18 respondents 

agreed to take part in interviews, and a further 12 were able to actually undertake interviews. This was 

followed up with 6 interviews with app developers. App developers were approached through 

email/social media messaging as well. All interviews were conducted in March –July 2015 period and 

data analysis was undertaken in August -September 2015. 

 

Data Analysis 
 

Data analysis was undertaken in two phases. In the first phase, quantitative data analysis was undertaken 

through the use of SPSS. The main focus was to examine the linkages between the different variables, 

using cross tabulation. This was followed by a thematic analysis of the key areas of concern which were 

highlighted by the app users and developers. Thematic analysis was undertaken through coding of data 

into relevant themes, using the approach suggested by  Miles et al. (2013). 

 

Results 

 
The first section outlines the quantitative results from the survey. A total of 253 respondents filled in a 

short questionnaire. The first question was regarding the level of expertise of the respondents. Here, a 

significant number were average users, while 34 percent were experienced users. 

 

 

Figure 1 

The second question was regarding the selling and sharing of data of paid apps. This result gave a mixed 

response from respondents, as clear from figure 2 below. In order to see what the individual type of 

respondent was thinking, a cross tabulation between Q1 and Q2 was undertaken (see figure 3 below). 

This shows a clear result as users who had never used a health and fitness app or were low frequency 
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users, were less likely to agree to sharing and selling of their data from a paid app. On the other hand, 

experienced users tend to disagree, and are more open to selling of personal information even when they 

have paid for an app. 

 

Figure 2 

 

Figure 3 
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The third question was regarding the attitudes when using a free app. Here again, a contrasting result was 

found (see figure 4). While experiences users agree or strongly agree to statement in Q3, average users or 

non-users are more likely to disagree or strongly disagree with this statement. This highlights that the 

level of use and experience of using health and fitness apps is likely to change the perceptions and 

expectations regarding expected privacy of users.  

 

 

Figure 4 

The next question was regarding the likelihood to read a brief privacy policy summary. Here, as is 

evident from figure 5 below, the vast majority of users are likely to read a simple privacy policy 

document. The implies that developers must emphasize the privacy document which is simple to read, as 

long and winding legal type documents may be too difficult to use for all types of users.  
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Figure 5 

The final question was regarding the perceptions of location sharing and implications for users (see figure 

6 below). Location sharing through a social network was a more comfortable notion for an experienced 

user as compared to a novice user. Often, the novice or inexperienced users are not sure about the way in 

which information about them is being shared, and this leads to resentment and concerns of privacy. On 

the other hand, more experienced users who are likely to be used to sharing of locations, seem to be much 

more comfortable about sharing of location through a social network by a health and fitness app. These 

changes in attitudes may be due to the level of experience, or past experiences of users, which tend to 

influence the way in which they perceive the threats and issues of privacy when apps are given intimate 

details about their lifestyles. 
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Figure 6 

A thematic analysis of the interviews highlighted a number of cross cutting arguments. These have been 

highlighted in this section. 

Impact of User Experience on Privacy Perceptions 
 

There was a clear impact on the level of experiences and previous knowhow of the user on their privacy 

concerns. Many of the respondents were more concerned if they had not used health and fitness apps. 

This could be due to their lack of understanding of privacy settings which are associated with the use of 

health and fitness apps. Conversely, as users adopted more apps, it could be possible that they were more 

relaxed about the amount of information which was being made available and shared about them through 

these apps. For example, one of the experienced users was of the view: 

 

‘I really think I have no worries of privacy. If I have not done anything wrong, why would I want 

to hide behind anything?’ 

On the other hand, the inexperienced users tend to be more careful about their privacy settings. Many of 

the interviewees were of the view that they had not used a health app as they were unsure about the way 

in which it shared their personal data across the internet, which led to lack of adoption of health and 

fitness apps. In many instances, information which was good to give out today may not be so in the 
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future. Most of the inexperienced users also felt that without clear privacy policies, their data would be 

shared beyond its original remit, and therefore would expose them to all sorts of problems in later life. 

The concerns of inexperienced users were not unfounded, and appear to focus on their inability to have 

control over the way in which data travels across cyberspace with limited control of the actual user. For 

example, one of the inexperienced app users was of the view: 

‘How can I be sure that my data would not end up hurting me one day in future? Just having no 

control over my own data is unacceptable [to me]’  

Trade-Off Possibilities and Ethical Dilemmas 

 
The trade-off arrangements are often balanced by the users based on the benefits that they draw from an 

app. While experienced users felt that the use of free app was a significant advantage in facilitating their 

health and fitness needs, and the privacy risks were minimal. However, this was not always the case with 

newer users. The lack of concern by the more experienced users was often based on their experiences of 

not having any particular problem due to data sharing. Most felt that it was already an acceptable 

compromise that we share personal data such as location, demographics and other key indicators for free 

services from a host of other apps. A number of the experienced users gave the example of Facebook, 

Google and other social media sites providing them with excellent services for free. This contract was 

based on an implicit understanding that personal data may be used for advertising, targeted data mining to 

fund the free services. This seems like an acceptable risk to many of the experienced users, and most tend 

to hypothesize that health and fitness apps are not dissimilar. 

 

However, concerns of in-experienced users often centered on their perceptions of inability to 

understanding ways in which their data was shared. Most of the new app users felt that once they agreed, 

the app company will be able to track them continuously, and use this information which may not always 

in their best interests. This could be one of the reasons in the first place for their lack of adoption of the 

health and fitness apps. Some of the novice users were however completely impervious to the problems 

of privacy, and were surprised to know that most apps shared their locations or sold their data to third 

party. The perspectives of these users changed significantly as they came to know that their privacy was 

often not protected. 

 

Lack of Interaction between App Developers and End Users 

 
Another area of concern with interviews with app developers was the lack of communication and 

interaction between the developer and the app user. This often meant that developers were not sensitive to 

many of the concerns of the users. Most of the developers felt that if they were to contact users, it would 

jeopardize their projects. The overarching view was that app development was often too fast paced to 

consult users about privacy, and most developers felt that that by having a complete (established) privacy 

policy they were doing their job. There seems to be a focus of the developer community to get the app 

across to the user, and any perceived hindrance in this regard was seen as having a negative influence. 

For example, one of the experienced health and fitness app developers was of the view: 

 

‘I would get fired if I spent too much time ‘flaffing’ about. My clients need an app often at a 

weeks’ notice! How can you expect me to consult the user about privacy policies? We just have a 

standard consent and privacy policy, which we ‘copy paste’ to each app. Never had a problem 

with it?’ 

This attitude of app developers seems to be a significant hindrance in changing the way privacy and 

consent are handled by the community, and often leads to problems. However, in discussion, some of the 
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app developers were open to ideas of facilitating privacy and informed consent, especially if it would 

mean increased user adoption. App developers were of the view that if a simpler system of privacy 

protection was adopted through a system of simple privacy policies, they would welcome it. Other 

developers were of the view that in a highly competitive marketplace, any new systems should not hinder 

their development speed, and therefore not be a hindrance. A common set of protocols could be a way 

forward, where an acceptable consent process could be adopted which was easier for the user to 

understand. 

Possibilities of Self-Regulation of Developers 

 
Another significant issue with developers was the possibilities of regulation of consent and privacy. Most 

developers felt that regulation was not needed as users were provided with full documentation. However, 

most developers admitted that in their view hardly any user ever read these long worded privacy policies. 

In such circumstances, develops were open to ideas of developing a model of consent, which would be 

acceptable to the user, and would ensure that regulation did not hinder the pace of app development. The 

main issue with increase in government privacy regulation which could improve the way in which user 

information is safeguarded is that it would seriously hinder the speed of app development. Most 

developers were of the view that any hindrance in the development process would hurt their business 

models, as they operated on highly competitive time frames. These issues often led to problems when 

more regulation was brought in. An alternative model suggested by a number of developers was that a 

benchmark was created which would bring in an acceptable code of practice among new apps, informing 

the user of the ways in which data sharing and selling was taking place. This increase in the level of 

transparency would be acceptable to user, as nothing would be ‘hidden’, and lead to an increase in 

transparency. It would then be up to the user of the app if they could accept the risks which were 

associated with the adoption of these apps. Such light touch regulation would ensure that the fast 

changing market of health and fitness apps could continue to develop and improve, while providing some 

benchmark for dealing privacy concerns which users may have.  

 

Conclusions 

 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from this research. Privacy trade-offs are often dependent on the 

level of experience that a user has with using a health and fitness app. The user’s ability to understand the 

risk which is associated with the sharing of personal information in an app can have a dramatic impact on 

their willingness to use the app. This research suggests that the more information and knowledge about 

the benefits about an app a user has, the more they are willing to sacrifice the use of their personal data. 

This trade-off is often based on their past experiences of other similar apps, and can influence the way in 

which they adopt the app. The balance between the needs of the user and the developer was another area 

which was explored. One of the conclusions is also that the developers need a more convenient and 

transparent system which can enable them to focus on new app development while also safeguarding the 

privacy of the user. 

 

. The limited interaction between the developer and the user means that the developers are not well versed 

in the privacy and consent needs of the users, and therefore there was a need to increase the level of 

interactions the co-design and user participation in app development. The main focus of developers 

remains on the commercial focus of getting the app out in the market. However, the developers also need 

to understand that privacy issues for customers can lead to a lack of uptake in health and fitness apps. An 

increased awareness of privacy concerns of the user would lead to satisfied customer, leading to higher 

sales of the apps. Therefore, simpler version of the privacy policy could be one of the ways forward. This 

would ensure that the use has a better understanding of data selling to third party entities, and manage 

these risks according to their needs and perceived facilitation through an app. This research has shown 
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that different levels of experiences of users has an influence on the way they deal with privacy risks when 

adopting a health and fitness app, and therefore it would be a possibility for the developer to develop a 

system of trade-off of using personal data against free benefits provided by an app. A clear and 

transparent system of trade-offs between users and developers would ensure that the exchange of free 

benefits against sharing of personal data which is collected in a transparent manner, which cannot lead to 

one party crying foul at a later stage. However, the ethical concerns of any trade-off would also need to 

be clarified in order to ensure that the user’s privacy is protected to an acceptable level for the users. 

 

A better understanding of the user’s perspectives on privacy is also needed by developers to facilitate the 

design of health and fitness apps. Developing a model of trade-offs may be the way forward, where a 

clear exchange takes place. This would allow users to enter a fair relationship when using a health and 

fitness app, with consent to user personal data given against free services in a transparent and clear 

manner, rather than through implied and secretive processes. A transparent model of consent is already 

used (to some extent) by a number of large organizations such as Facebook and Google, which use a 

person’s personal data for advertising and marketing, and provide free services in return. However, in the 

case of health and fitness apps, this relationship is not formalized, and perhaps a model which formalizes 

this relationship is the way forward. Such a clear relationship would also mean that any strict regulation 

would not need to be enacted from regulators and governments. A self-regulation approach, which is 

transparent and allows the user to clearly understand the different types of risks can lead to informed 

trade-offs of privacy while providing users with benefits of using free services facilitated through health 

and fitness apps. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper is concerned with the business aptitude issue. It is a follow-up to our paper dealing with 
the entrepreneurial potential. The paper is aimed to highlight the importance of education towards 
entrepreneurship at schools and shaping of positive attitudes to entrepreneurship. The goal of the 
education should be to provide the theoretical and practical rationale to develop the 
entrepreneurship spirit and entrepreneurial skills. The practical part of the paper examines the data 
concerning the business preconditions of university students which are evaluated by means of the 
independence test. 

Keywords: Business precondition, entrepreneurship, χ2- independence test, Cramer coefficient. 
 
Introduction 

 
Entrepreneurship is understood as a key competence for lifelong learning and as such it is 
addressed in the framework educational programmes at the primary, secondary and tertiary 
education levels. A man with an entrepreneurial attitude actively seeks for opportunities and is 
able to make use of them. Especially entrepreneurship as a key competence provides a good basis 
for developing education leading to entrepreneurship throughout the school education and 
majority of subjects of study at secondary schools and universities. The pupils should be presented 
to entrepreneurship as a full alternative to the employee´s career as early as during their primary 
and secondary education. Apart from the theoretical knowledge concerning starting of the trade or 
a company and its management, the pupils should have a practical option to test doing business, 
for example, in a virtual company or when implementing the school projects. 
(http://www.nuv.cz/p-kap/vychova-k-podnikavosti-2). We think that the study (Deepali et al. 
2017) will be a good inspiration for many pupils. The goal of the study was to provide the 
knowledge basis of mentors when selecting them to involve them in the education within the 
project called "Potential entrepreneurs". Efficiency and knowledge of teachers in the field of 
business was examined. The study also provides practical advice and suggestions towards the 
development of business and establishing the student´s own company. 

The effectiveness of a code of ethics as a management tool for an organization´s external and 
internal relations is, however, not a matter of course. It is based on certain assumptions related to 
its content and the method behind its creation, use, application and enforcement. This not only 
includes its correct orientation and clear and unambiguous formulations, but also the tools by 
which the principles of the code are enforced within an organization (c.f. Caha and Urban, 2017). 

According to Štúr et al. (2014, p. 254), entrepreneurship contributes to creating jobs now, 
economic growth and development, increase in the living standard of population and supporting of 
the technological progress. The process of doing business and entrepreneurship critically 
determines the increase in competitiveness of companies. For the reasons stated above, it is 
absolutely necessary to shape entrepreneurship of pupils and students of all types and grades of 
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schools as well as in the lifelong education process. The development of entrepreneurial education 
at the secondary schools and universities should help remove psychological and professional 
barriers and promote the development of business and the innovation potential growth.  

A large number of authors have addressed and still address the field of doing business, the 
education leading to entrepreneurship and the development of entrepreneurial skills. Brandstӓtter 
(2011), for instance, pays attention to the personality aspects of entrepreneurship, which are 
focused on the characteristics of a manager – entrepreneur as a person and their abilities and 
motivation. We also make reference to the study by Staniewski et al. (2016), in which authors 
describe the sources of entrepreneurship in establishing an enterprise. The results of this study can 
be beneficial for reviewing the European Union´s procedures for providing the financial non-
repayable aid to the entities that want to start their own business. We were impressed by the study 
by Isles (2011) dealing with the good work organisation. The study can help the starting business 
entities by presenting the examples how to make the work organisation more effective in order to 
increase the performance and productivity. The study by Jayawarna et al. (2014) deals with the 
research of creative potential of children as an important determinant of their career possibilities. 
The authors claim that the children´s development capital is affected by the ability of their parents 
to support the potential of their children by giving them sufficient resources and by supporting the 
direct education and indirect transfers into the human capital which build the ability to pursue the 
entrepreneurial career in the future.  

The research of business preconditions was addressed by the author Jiaoa et al. (2016), who found 
out that the business preconditions showed the positive correlation with the technological 
innovation. The innovation is a crucial determinant of success in business and competitiveness of 
the company. We can also highlight the study by Kozubíková et al. (2016) which investigates 
autonomy as an element of doing business in the segment of small and medium-sized enterprises. 
In her research, she evaluated three criteria: sex of the entrepreneur, age of the entrepreneur and 
duration of business activity (starting entrepreneur – experienced entrepreneur). Every business 
entity deals with, among others, the human resources management. This issue is addressed in the 
paper by Merenda (2016) which describes the options of managing the talents that are set in the 
enterprise management within its strategy. The study presents the methods of talent management 
and the steps towards the innovation of entrepreneurial activities. Innovation and creativity 
contribute to profitability and increase the company´s competitiveness.  

In relation to the above, it is essential to realize the need to learn the pupils and students to become 
creative and to develop their innovative, managerial and entrepreneurial capabilities. The path 
towards that may include the newly designed business subjects, modern methods of teaching and 
updated study programmes which will develop the entrepreneurial skills. The current goal of the 
teachers and lecturers should, therefore, be to help develop the entrepreneurial competences and to 
try to consistently link theory and practice. The current topic should be education of the young in 
their entrepreneurship. 

The application part of this paper makes an analysis of the business preconditions. This is a 
follow-up to the joint paper in which we focused on the entrepreneurial potential analysis. 

 
Methodology of research and objective 

Respondents to the survey were the randomly chosen students of the Institute of Technology and 
Business (VSTE) and the University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice (JCU). These 
students study the full-time and part-time forms of the bachelor study, namely the study 
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programmes: Mechanical Engineering, Building, Technology of Transportation (VSTE – 54 
students), Enterprise Economy (VSTE – 82 students) and Economy and Management (JCU – 38 
students). 

A total number of respondents was 174 women and men of different age categories. Given the 
number of students, we do not distinguish any groups (women – men, students of individual fields 
of study, full-time – part-time study, etc.). 

In accordance with the pedagogical research principles (see Gavora, 2010, Chráska, 2007), an 
anonymous questionnaire (of own construction) with 8 questions concerning the entrepreneurial 
potential of respondents was chosen as a research method. To ensure a good informative value, the 
survey was anonymous (it was conducted between April and May 2017). 

The full text of the questionnaire is available from the authors. The research still continues to 
ensure a bigger and more diverse statistical sample. 

The partial outcomes are presented in the paper. The authors of this paper focused only on three 
questions and their independences. 

The goal of the research is to prove of statistical independence among the following questions of 
the survey. 

1) I can make an easy and rational decision at any situation. 

2) I can handle greater amounts of money in an easy and responsible manner. 

3) In case of a failure, I can gather strength quickly and look for more efficient solutions. 

Only one of three types of answers, namely I AGREE, I PARTIALLY AGREE or I DISAGREE, 
could be chosen for all questions. 

The statistical independence was supposed among these pairs of questions. The following three 
hypotheses were set on the basis of research questions: 

H12: An ability to make an easy and rational decision at any situation is not related to easy and 

responsible handling of greater amounts of money. 

(We suppose the statistical independence between the question 1) and the question 2). 

H13: An ability to make an easy and rational decision at any situation is not related to an ability to 

quickly gather strength and look for more efficient solutions. 

(We suppose the statistical independence between the question 1) and the question 3). 

H23: An ability to handle greater amounts of money in an easy and responsible manner is not 

related to an ability to quickly gather strength and look for more efficient solutions. 

(We suppose the statistical independence between the question 2) and the question 3). 

Whether our hypotheses are true will be evaluated in the next chapter. 
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The survey was evaluated using the chi square independence test. This test will help us reveal 
independences between two statistical characters which have a lexical value. We will calculate the 
test criterion �� and compare it with a critical value ���� � ��	, where p is a selected level of 
significance and f is a degree of freedom. If �� is less than the critical value, we accept the 
independence hypothesis. If it is greater, we reject statistical independence between the questions.  

If there is dependence between the questions, the degree of dependence can be identified using the 
Cramer coefficient V, in which case 0 ≤ � ≤ 1, 0 is the weakest dependence and 1 is the strongest 
dependence. More details on the calculations of relevant values can be found in, e.g., Chráska 
(2007) or Gaur and Gaur (2009). 

In this particular case, we will always have the tables of frequencies 3x3 with a degree of freedom 
� = 4 and the number of respondents is � = 174. We use the usual level of significance � =
0,05. The critical value is ��,�� � �4	 = 9,488 (see the statistical tables, e.g.. Chráska, 2007, Gaur 
and Gaur, 2009). We always test the relevance of the H0 hypothesis: Independence of statistical 
characters. 

The prerequisite for the test use is the sufficiently high expected counts. For the 3x3 table, we 
require at least 80% of the counts 2 and more. 

Results 

Now, we will evaluate individual hypotheses using the chi square independence test. 

The hypothesis of the statistical characters independence will be identified. If the independence 
hypothesis is rejected, the questions are statistically dependent and it is possible to identify the 
degree of their statistical dependence. If the number of respondents is greater than 40 (this is met), 
the degree of dependence can be calculated using the Cramer coefficient.  

The tables contains the real (Table 1) and theoretical counts for questions 1) and 2). 

Table 1: Real counts of questions 1) and 2) 

1/2 I agree 

I partially 

agree I disagree �∗� 

I agree 34 21 1 56 

I partially agree 67 33 5 105 

I disagree 4 8 1 13 

��∗ 105 62 7 174 

The numbers ��∗ are the totals of empirically found counts in the column and the numbers �∗� are 
the totals of empirically found counts in the row. In all tables, theoretical counts are rounded to 
two decimal places. 
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Table 2: Theoretical counts of questions 1) and 2) 

1/2 I agree 

I partially 

agree I disagree 

I agree 33.79 19.95 2.25 

I partially agree 63.36 37.41 4.22 

I disagree 7.84 4.63 0.52 

The test criterion is 6.401 and is less than the critical value of 9.488. The questions 1) and 2) are 
independent. The hypothesis H12 is acceptable. 

An ability to make an easy and rational decision at any situation is not related to easy and 
responsible handling of greater amounts of money. 

This part deals with the questions 1) and 3). 

Table 3: Real counts of questions 1) and 3) 

1/3 I agree 

I partially 

agree I disagree �∗� 

I agree 32 20 4 56 

I partially agree 36 54 15 105 

I disagree 0 10 3 13 

��∗ 68 84 22 174 

 
Table 4: Theoretical counts of questions 1) and 3) 

1/3 I agree 

I partially 

agree I disagree 

I agree 21.89 27.03 7.08 

I partially agree 41.03 50.69 13.28 

I disagree 5.08 6.28 1.64 
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The test criterion is 17.305 and is greater than the critical value of 9.488. The questions 1) and 3) 
are independent. The hypothesis H13 is rejected. 

As there is dependence between the questions, we can determine its degree. In case of rxs of 
empirical counts, it is calculated from the formula for the Cramer coefficient as follows: 

� =   !"
#∙�%�#�&,'	��	, 

where �� is a test criterion, n is a number of respondents, r = s = 1. In our case, the Cramer 
coefficient is 0.22. Dependence is, therefore, weak. 

An ability to make an easy and rational decision at any situation slightly depends on an ability to 
quickly gather strength and look for more efficient solutions. 

Table 5: Real counts of questions 2) and 3) 

2/3 I agree 

I partially 

agree I disagree �∗� 

I agree 44 50 11 105 

I partially agree 22 31 9 62 

I disagree 2 3 2 7 

��∗ 68 84 22 174 

The numbers ��∗ are the totals of empirically found counts in the column and the numbers �∗� are 
the totals of empirically found counts in the row. In all tables, theoretical counts are rounded to 
two decimal places. 

Table 5: Theoretical counts of questions 2) and 3) 

2/3 I agree 

I partially 

agree I disagree 

I agree 41.03 50.69 13.28 

I partially agree 24.23 29.93 7.84 

I disagree 2.74 3.38 0.89 

The test criterion is 2.658 and is less than the critical value of 9.488. The questions 3) and 3) are 
independent. The hypothesis H23 is acceptable. 
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An ability to handle greater amounts of money in an easy and responsible manner is not related to 
an ability to quickly gather strength and look for more efficient solutions.¨ 

Conclusion 

A man with an entrepreneurial attitude actively seeks for opportunities and is able to make use of 
them. The entrepreneurship as a full alternative to the employee´s career should be presented to 
the pupils as early as during their primary and secondary education.  Entrepreneurship should be 
developed throughout the process of education as it is crucial competence for the lifelong learning. 

In relation to the above, it is important to identify the degree of business preconditions of the 
pupils and to develop them. It is necessary to learn the pupils and students to be creative and to 
develop their innovative, managerial and entrepreneurial capabilities. The path towards that may 
include the newly designed business subjects, modern methods of teaching and updated study 
programmes which will develop the entrepreneurial skills. The current goal of the teachers and 
lecturers should, therefore, be to help develop the entrepreneurial competences and try to 
consistently link theory and practice. The current topic should be education of the young in their 
entrepreneurship. 

This paper analyses the part of results obtained by means of an anonymous survey conducted 
among the students of two universities (namely VSTE and JCU) in the South Bohemia Region of 
the Czech Republic. The questionnaire focused on examining the business preconditions. 

The paper also investigates the independences among three questions taken from the 
questionnaire. It was proved that there is independence between the questions 1) and 2). The 
hypothesis H12 is acceptable. An ability to make an easy and rational decision at any situation is 

not related to easy and responsible handling of greater amounts of money. The statistical 
dependence between the questions cannot be proved. 

A weak dependence was found at the questions 1) and 3). The hypothesis H13 is rejected. An 

ability to make an easy and rational decision at any situation is related to an ability to quickly 

gather strength and look for more efficient solutions. We cannot prove that these questions are 
independent of each other. 

In case of the questions 2) and 3), there was proved independence. The hypothesis H23 is 
acceptable. The willingness to borrow money to start own business is related to the willingness to 
work without sufficient sleeping. An ability to handle greater amounts of money in an easy and 

responsible manner is not related to an ability to quickly gather strength and look for more 

efficient solutions. 
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Abstract  

Affordability of housing for young people can serve both as an economic and social indicator. It 

demonstrates the region's level of development; opportunities for young adults to realize their potential on 

the labour market; the demand/supply balance on the real estate market; the expenditure-to-income ratio 

of households; mortgage conditions; and the effective demand for housing. This research aims to 

investigate mortgage lending and its affordability for young people in Russia, one of the most vulnerable 

social groups. We also estimated housing affordability by using the ratio of the average income to 

housing prices in the primary (newly built property) and secondary (resale property) markets. These data 

were compared to the level of housing provision in developed countries such as the USA, France, 

Germany and Poland. To ensure the validity of our results, we used official reports of the Federal State 

Statistics Service and the Bank of Russia. We applied Russian and international methodology to measure 

the affordability of housing for young people in Ekaterinburg: we identified the time that first-time buyers 

need to save enough money to buy property in the primary and secondary market. This time depends on 

their average income; the class of property ('economy', 'business', 'premium'); and consumption 

expenditures. Further research can expand its focus to mortgage lending to pensioners.  

 

Keywords: young people, housing conditions, mortgage lenders, affordability of housing 

Introduction 

Young people constitute an important part of the economically active population, which makes it crucial 

for the state to retain them in the country by offering them equal opportunities for self-realization. States 

strive to create decent living standards for young people, give them access to high quality education, 

provide them with good career opportunities or opportunities to start their own business, and housing, 

which is essential to start a family. Thus, housing policy is one of the cornerstones for ensuring young 

people's well-being.  

 

Unlike the Soviet period, when the state housing was free and was allocated on the basis of waiting lists, 

nowadays a house or a flat has to be bought, which influences young people's career plans and their 

decisions to migrate from the country to the city or vice versa. 

 

Young people can choose from a range of options: rent a room or a flat, build their own home, continue 

living with parents if possible, use dormitories or other similar types of public accommodation, join one 

of the federal housing programs for families with children, buy property in the primary (newly built) or 

secondary (resale) markets. If young adults decide to get a home of their own, however, this will require 

some initial capital, a down payment and documents confirming their borrowing capacity, which can be 

problematic. 

 

The housing problem is a complex phenomenon involving the country's population, government and 

participants in the mortgage market. The research literature includes social, legal and economic studies, 

risk management studies, household finance studies, and so on.  

Social studies focus on the condition of the housing market and the affordability of housing (Tikhonova, 

Akatnova, and Sedova, 2007; Nozdrina and Schneiderman, 2012), which includes the affordability of 

housing for young families (Gurevich and Radilovskaya, 2007); the living conditions of households 

(Guzanova, 2012); the relationship between people's income, effective demand, and housing in small 
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towns (Luchsheva, 2012); risks in the mortgage market and ways of their minimization (Rasskazov, 2012 

and Zuckerman, 2010); and the legal aspects of property ownership (Analysis Report, 2005). 

 

The statistical data give us the official picture of the housing situation in the country and the analysis of 

the indicators used by state statistical agencies does not reveal any serious problems in this sphere: on 

paper each Russian citizen is provided with 24.4 square meters of residential space (Housing in Russia, 

2016). For comparison, in the USA this figure is 70 square meters per person; in France and Germany – 

39 square meters (1.6 times more than in Russia); in Poland – 25 square meters (Social Studies, 2016). 

These figures, however, fail to tell us the full story because they ‘leave out’ these countries’ differences in 

the population, traditions, and standards of living. What is more, these figures do not reflect the 

qualitative characteristics of housing and the level of comfort such as a separate bathroom or kitchen.  

 

The Russian government has set the ‘optimal’ residential space per person at the level of 35 square 

meters, which means that the available housing stock has to be expanded by half. Taking into account 

dwellings in various states of disrepair or those that are not equipped for comfortable living, the volume 

of necessary construction should be increased to 70-80% of the currently available housing.  

 

1 Methods 

By applying the logical method, we analyzed the age structure of young people as a group, their territorial 

distribution and the affordability of housing for young people. 

 

We compared housing in Russia and developed countries such as the USA, France, Germany and Poland, 

which included comparing residential space standards. 

 

The statistical method was used in the analysis of the official statistical data from reports and 

compilations published by the Federal State Statistics Service about the age structure of young Russian 

people, their territorial distribution and the average income in different Russian regions. Another source 

was the information provided by the Bank of Russia about the mortgage market and the cost of housing in 

the primary and secondary markets. 

 

2 Research 

The results of the research (Tikhonova, Akatnova, and Sedova, 2007) point out that 15% of the country's 

population (about 22 million people) are in fact confined to dwellings that are totally unsuited for living. 

According to Rosstat (Housing in Russia, 2016), in 2014 6.2% of families were dissatisfied with their 

living conditions and about a third of them (or 31.6%) were planning to make improvements on their 

accommodation. Only 23.8 thousand (5.4%) of young families in the country were lucky enough to move 

into new dwellings in 2015. The majority of those who aspire to improve their living conditions have low 

or middle income: for example, in 2016, only 251 thousand flats were constructed by using the 

population's funds (own or borrowed), which is less than in 2014 and 2015. Similarly, the floor area of 

these flats decreased from 78.4 sq.m. in 2012 to 68.7 sq.m. in 2016 (Statistical publication of the Bank of 

Russia, 2017).  

 

Most renters are looking to purchase a property, which is not only a necessity but is often an 

economically justified step (Starikova, 2014). One of the obvious solutions is to take out a mortgage: 

there are mortgage programs offered by lending institutions and a housing allowance scheme available 

within the framework of the federal housing program, which was transformed into the ‘Young Family’ 

program in 2016.  

 

According to the Rosstat (Statistical information: Population by sex and age), in 2016, the age structure 

of the young population in Russia was as follows: the upper age group, that is, young people aged 28-30 
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accounted for 24.6%; 23-27-year-olds, 35.1%; 18-22-year-olds, 23.2%; and the youngest age group or 

those aged 14-17, 17.1% (Fig.1). 

 

In the period between 2006 and 2016 the share of young people in the Russian population declined from 

27.3% to 21.5%. In absolute figures in this decade the young population decreased from 39 to 31.5 

million, which shows that the country is facing serious problems in its social sphere (Statistical 

information: Young population in Russia in 2006-2016). 

 

Figure 1 illustrates that the distribution of young people is uneven across different federal districts of 

Russia (Statistical information: Russian Regions, 2016; The center for economic and political reforms, 

2016).  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Distribution of young people aged 14-30 across Russian regions in 2016 

 

 

As Figure 1 shows, the North Caucasus (26.8%), Far East (22.9%), and Siberia (22.0%) have the highest 

proportion of young people in their population. 

 

Faced with complex economic and social circumstances of modern Russia, young people seek to improve 

their prospects by moving from rural to urban areas or from small provincial towns to million-plus cities. 

Sometimes they resort to the assistance of their parents, who can buy them a flat but not all parents have 

the income or savings to do so and, therefore, the younger generation has to live under the same roof with 

their parents and leave home after reaching the age of 23-25 (Young people have started to leave parental 

homes later, 2015) if this happens at all, otherwise there can be three or more generations living together. 

Many young people have insufficient means to buy a property, so they opt for renting or taking out 

mortgage loans. 
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A specific type of saving for young people is the usage of their 'maternity capital', which is paid after the 

birth of the second child, regardless of the parents' age and can be used to improve the family's housing 

conditions.  

 

High affordability of housing does not necessarily signify a high level of development of the region's 

housing market but, on the contrary, can show its socio-economic decline: when the property prices are 

low, people cannot sell their flats and abandon them due to the lack of effective demand. Thus, the 

municipal authorities are left to take care of the housing stock that has fallen into disrepair.  

 

To find out whether a young adult is ready to become a first-time home buyer we can use the coefficient 

of housing affordability. There is vast research literature, both Russian and international, exploring the 

methods for calculating the housing affordability coefficient. In Russia, this question has attracted much 

scholarly interest due to the implementation of the national housing program for specific categories of 

socially disadvantaged groups, including young people. The research group led by Professor Sternik 

(2014) achieved particularly interesting results. They propose a model for calculating the coefficient of 

housing affordability, which enables us to calculate the time a household with a certain income needs to 

save to buy a flat, on the condition that their income is sufficient to cover their everyday expenses and to 

make loan payments. All the existing methods, however, focus on determining the minimal number of 

years that would take a family to save enough money to buy a property (Ovsyannikova, Prazukin, 2001; 

Kosareva, Tumanov, 2007); Sternik, Sternik, Apalkov, 2014).  

 

3 Results 

The lack of official statistical data on incomes and expenditures of young adults and their needs, in 

particular their housing need, has led us to conduct our own survey among university students aged 18-30 

in Ekaterinburg. Our survey covered 150 respondents and our aim was to find accurate information on the 

effective demand for housing as of September 2017. We also sought to develop guidelines for choosing 

sources of funds for first-time buyers. The range of strategies includes selling one's old property, using 

maternity capital, and taking up a mortgage. The survey questions included the following: 

a) the number of family members;  

b) the average income; 

c) available options for improving the family's housing conditions (room; economy-class flat; one-, two- 

and three-room flat; the property’s living area);  

d) sources of funds for purchasing property and improving housing conditions (own; borrowed; raised); 

e) readiness to use one's old property to improve the family's living conditions. The survey results are 

presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Survey results 

Household 

composition, 

people 

Number of 

respondents 

Share of 

respondents, 

% 

Income range, rbs 

10 000 10 001-

20 000 

20 

001-30 

000 

30 001-

40 000 

40 001-

50 000 

Share of households, % 

one 59 39,3 10,2 67,8 16,9 5,1 0 

two 45 30,0 28,9 15,6 35,6 17,8 2,2 

three (one child 

under 18) 

31 20,7 6,5 29,0 16,1 35,5 12,9 

four (two 

children under 

18) 

15 10,0 0 6,7 26,7 46,7 20,0 

Average 

household 

income, ths rbs 

- - 5,0 15,0 25,0 35,0 45,0 

Total 150 100 14,0 38,0 23,3 19,4 5,3 

 

According to Table 1, the largest share of respondents belong to single-person households (39.3%). The 

majority of households have incomes between 10,001 and 30,000 rbs, which is lower than the average 

income in Sverdlovsk region – 35,403.3 rbs. This means, however, that young people can find 

employment even without qualification documents, which stimulates them to become more independent 

and to start a family. Only 5.3% of respondents have a high level of income – between 40,000 and 50,000 

roubles – and can consider themselves fairly well-off.  

 

'Affordability of housing' means that people from disadvantaged groups and low-income households can 

purchase a property (Nikitenko). The United Nations use the housing price to income ratio to estimate 

housing affordability, which is defined as the ratio between median housing price and median annual 

household income (Urban Indicators Guidelines. UN Human Settlements Programme, Habitat, 2004). 

The value of this indicator corresponds to years of income it takes a family to buy their own housing.  

We calculated the housing affordability coefficient according to the UN-Habitat methodology. The results 

are shown in Table 3 (we calculated the students' median income by using the data in Table 1).  
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Table 2: Results of calculations of the coefficient of housing affordability in Ekaterinburg's 

housing market (UN-Habitat methodology) 

Indicators Estate real classes quality 

apartment apartment-

studio 

one room 

apartment 

of two rooms 

apartment 

of three rooms 

apartment 

Number object 1 2 3 4 5 

The average 

area, sq. m 

18,0 28,0 35,0 60,0 70,0 

The median 

housing price in 

the primary 

market, ths rbs 

1184,2 1766,3 2111,4 3162,0 3548,2 

The median 

housing price in 

the secondary 

market, ths rbs 

1194,1 1878,3 2386,4 3718,3 4168,6 

The median 

annual 

household 

income, ths rbs 

18,9 18,9 18,9 18,9 18,9 

The coefficient 

of housing 

affordability in 

the primary 

market, years 

5,2 7,8 9,3 13,9 15,6 

The coefficient 

of housing 

affordability on 

the secondary 

market, years 

5,3 8,3 10,5 16,4 18,3 

 

To evaluate these results, we applied the criteria set by the federal program 'Housing' (see Table 3) 

(Government of the Russian Federation, 2014). 

 

Table 3: The criteria of housing affordability in accordance with the federal program 

'Housing' 

Estate real classes quality Results of calculations of the 

coefficient of housing 

affordability 

affordable Up to 3 years 

moderately unaffordable 3-4 years 

seriously unaffordable 4-5 years 

severely unaffordable More than 5 years 

 

If we look at the classification of housing markets (Table 3), we can draw a conclusion that young adults 

cannot afford to buy property since the values of the indicator exceed the threshold value of 5 years.  

 

(1) 
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Since the American methodology does not allow for the specifically Russian realia, in 2000 the 

Foundation of the Institute for Urban Economics (Kosareva, Tumanov, 2007) adjusted this tool to take 

into account the annual family expenditures in the form of the annual minimum subsistence (1): 

����, �,ПМ� =
�

�� − ПМ�х12хК
=

� × �

�� − ПМ�х12хК
 

��  – results of calculations of the coefficient of housing affordability, years; 

V – the average cost of apartments, ths rbs; 

I – the total family income, ths rbs; 

S – the total area of housing, sq. m 

P – the housing price average of 1 sq. m, ths rbs; 

ПМ – the size of the subsistence minimum, the size of the subsistence minimum for an adult for the 

Sverdlovsk region ПМ=9972 rbs;, and for a child under the age of 18 ПМ=10492 rbs; 

12 – the months in a year; 

К – the number of employed and receiving income. 

 

Table 4 shows the results of our calculations of the housing affordability coefficient which took into 

account a household's minimum subsistence requirements. 

 

Table 4: Results of calculations of the housing affordability coefficient in Ekaterinburg's housing 

market which take into account the minimum subsistence, the class of property purchased, the 

household income and composition 

The location 

of the 

property 

Househol

d 

compositi

on, 

people 

Estate real classes quality The best 

housing 

option 

for 

family 

room studio 

flat 

one-room 

flat 

of two 

rooms flat 

of three 

rooms 

flat 

Results of calculations of the coefficient of housing 

affordability, year / the average size per income working 

in the family, ths rbs 

The primary 

housing 

market 

one 2,8/45,0 not not not not room 

2,8/45,0 

The 

secondary 

housing 

market 

one 2,8/45,0 not not not not room 

2,8/45,0 

The primary 

housing 

market 

Two 1,9/35,0 

 

 

 

1,4/45,0 

2,9/35,0 

 

 

 

2,1/45,0 

not 

 

 

 

2,5/45,0 

not 

 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

 

not 

studio 

flat 

2,9/35,0 

 

one-

room flat 

 2,5/45,0 

The 

secondary 

housing 

market 

two 2,0/35,0 

 

 

1,4/45,0 

not 

 

 

2,3/45,0 

not 

 

 

2,9/45,0 

not 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

not 

room 

2,0/35,0 

 

one-

room flat 

2,9/45,0 

The primary 

housing 

three (one 

child 

2,5/35,0 

 

not 

 

not 

 

not 

 

not 

 

room 

2,5/35,0 
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market under 18)  

1,7/45,0 

 

2,5/45,0 

 

2,9/45,0 

 

not 

 

not 

 

one-

room flat 

2,9/45,0 

The 

secondary 

housing 

market 

three (one 

child 

under 18) 

2,5/35 

 

 

1,7/45,0 

not 

 

 

2,6/45,0 

not 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

not 

room 

2,5/35,0 

 

studio 

flat 

2,6/45,0 

The primary 

housing 

market 

four (two 

children 

under 18) 

2,0/45,0 3,0/45,0 not not not studio 

flat 

3,0/45,0 

The 

secondary 

housing 

market 

four (two 

children 

under 18) 

2,0/45,0 not not not not room 

2,0/45,0 

The income 

per each 

working 

person 

- 35,0-45,0 35,0-45,0 45,0 more than 

50 

more 

than 50 

- 

 

As a result of our calculations (see Table 4), we found that young families with the income between 5,000 

and 34,900 roubles per working family member cannot afford to buy a flat. Those with income 35,000 

and more can improve their housing conditions by purchasing a room, a studio flat or a one-room flat but 

buying a two- or three-room flat is well beyond their means. Therefore, the best option for single-person 

households with the average income of 45,000 roubles is buying a room of 18 square meters, which is the 

minimum floor area per person, according to the standard sanitary requirements.  Under these conditions, 

all other options remain unattainable.  

 

If a family has one child, they will be able to buy a room only if each of the parents has an income of 

35,000 roubles or more. In this case, the value of the affordability coefficient will be 2.5 years provided 

that during this period the family keep their expenditures low – at the level of minimum subsistence.  

 

Families with two or more children have to have an income of 45,000 roubles or more in order to afford a 

newly-built 28-30 sq.m. studio flat in three years' time. In this context, we can hardly talk of affordable 

housing for disadvantaged groups. For them, purchasing real estate seems to be out of the question and 

they will have to settle for renting rather than ownership unless their average income increases. Another 

option is to use maternity capital for the mortgage down payment. Table 5 shows the results of our 

calculations of the housing affordability coefficient for households with two children and thus entitled to 

maternity capital.  
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Table 5: Results of the calculations of the housing affordability coefficient for 

Ekaterinburg households with two children entitled to maternity capital. 

The 

location of 

the 

property 

Househo

ld 

composit

ion, 

people 

Estate real classes quality The best 

housing 

option for 

family 

room studio 

flat 

one-room 

flat 

of two 

rooms flat 

of three 

rooms flat 

Results of calculations of the coefficient of housing 

affordability, year / the average size per income working in 

the family, ths rbs 

The primary 

housing 

market 

four (two 

children 

under 18) 

2,0/35,0 

 

 

1,2/45,0 

not 

 

 

2,2/45,0 

not 

 

 

2,7/45,0 

not 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

not 

room 

(2,0/35,0) 

 

one room 

flat 

(2,7/45,0) 

The 

secondary 

housing 

market 

four (two 

children 

under 18) 

2,0/35,0 

 

 

1,2/45,0 

not 

 

 

2,4/45,0 

not 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

not 

not 

 

 

not 

room 

(2,0/35,0) 

 

studio flat 

(2,4/45,0) 

The income 

per each 

working 

person 

- 35,0-45,0 45,0 45,0 more than 

50,0 

more than 

50,0 

- 

 

The calculations were made by applying the basic formula but using the maternity capital as a source of 

funding:  

����, �,ПМ,МК� =
� −МК

�� − ПМ�х12хК
=

�� × �� −МК

�� − ПМ�х12хК
      �2� 

МК - maternity capital; МК=492 348,0 rbs 

 

Maternity capital allows families to improve their housing conditions and to buy a room, provided that 

the average income per each working family member is 35,000 roubles while a household with one child 

under 18 and thus not entitled to maternity capital will have to have an income of 45,000 roubles per each 

working member.  For families with income of 45,000 roubles per each working family member it will 

take 2.7 years to save up enough money to buy a one-room flat in the primary market. Therefore, it is 

necessary for the government to reconsider and adjust the amount of maternity capital depending on the 

family's financial status and housing conditions.  

 

Mortgage lending, which is gaining popularity in Russia, could provide an alternative to maternity 

capital. The eligibility criteria for joining the state mortgage scheme for young families included the age 

of spouses and the size of the family. There are also requirements concerning the loan period and the 

down payment. Moreover, under this scheme, young people cannot buy resale property. Thus, the share 

of those 'lucky' young families who were able to take out such mortgages and improve their living 

conditions was quite low - 23.8 thousand families (or 5.4%) in 2015 (Statistical information: Key 

Characteristics of Russian Regions, 2016). 

 

Therefore, most young families do not rely much on state support and apply for mortgages available 

outside the federal program.  
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It should be noted that ‘Sberbank’ has undoubtedly been the leader in the mortgage market, with the 

average loan of 1.52 million in 2016. The slump in the banking sector in 2014, however, reduced the 

amount of mortgage lending of ‘Sberbank’ by 21.6%. After the 2014 crisis, bank 'VTB24' increased its 

amount of lending up to 293,7 million roubles. This bank issues a rather high number of mortgage loans 

with the average loan of 522 thousand roubles. 

 

Table 6 illustrates housing affordability for various groups of households, including mortgage options. 

One of the main requirements for obtaining a mortgage loan is the down payment, which depends on 

mortgage conditions and usually ranges from 10 to 30% of the loan. For their down payment, families use 

funds from different sources, supplementing their own money with borrowed funds, with the ratio of 

30%/70%. This means that a family might have savings worth 30% of the property cost while borrowed 

funds may constitute 70%. Apart from making their loan payments, however, young people also need to 

earn enough to satisfy their minimal needs (subsistence minimum). 

 

Table 6: Results of calculations of the housing affordability coefficient in Ekaterinburg's housing 

market when using a mortgage loan which take into account the minimum subsistence, the class of 

property purchased, the household income and composition. 

The location of 

the property 

Household 

composition, 

people 

Estate real classes quality The best housing 

option for family room studio 

flat 

one-room 

flat 

of two 

rooms 

flat 

of three 

rooms flat 

Results of calculations of the coefficient of housing affordability, 

year / the average size per income working in the family, ths rbs 

The primary 

housing market 

one ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ not 

The secondary 

housing market 

one ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ not 

The primary 

housing market 

two 2,3/45,0 not not not not room (2,3/45,0) 

The secondary 

housing market 

two 2,3/45,0 not not not not room (2,3/45,0) 

The primary 

housing market 

three (one 

child under 

18) 

3,0/45,0 not not not not room (3,0/45,0) 

The secondary 

housing market 

three (one 

child under 

18) 

not not not not not not 

The primary 

housing market 

four (two 

children 

under 18) 

not not not not not not 

The secondary 

housing market 

four (two 

children 

under 18) 

not not not not not not 

The income per 

each working 

person 

- 45,0  50,0 more than 

50,0 

more 

than 50,0 

more than 

50,0 

- 

 

A single-person household with an average income of 5,000 roubles is incapable of saving up a for down 

payment to buy a property of their own. Even if the average income of this person reaches 15,000 

roubles, it will take them one hundred years to save the required sum. With the average income of 

25,000-35,000 roubles, buying a flat will still remain an unattainable dream since the affordability 

coefficient in this case will be from 7 to 25 years. According to the given criteria (up to three years), only 

families with the average income of 45,000 roubles are able to get a mortgage loan, provide the down 

payment and make regular loan payments. A similar situation applies to households composed of two 

working young adults.   
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Mortgage lending does not help the Russian government address the demographic issues and boost birth 

rates. Families with two or more children can use their maternity capital as a down payment but 

afterwards they would find themselves stuck in a 'no-win' situation since, apart from the mortgage 

payments, they would have to struggle to cover their basic subsistence needs and will risk staying behind 

on their mortgage and losing both their flat and their money. 

 

4 Discussion and conclusion 

Our most relevant conclusions include the following:  

 

1. The method of calculating the affordability index by taking into consideration the income level enables 

us to filter out a whole group of young people whose income is below the subsistence minimum, which 

means that these people will never be able to buy a flat and improve their housing conditions.  

 

2. Those young adults whose average income ranges between 15,000 and 35,000 roubles and who have to 

rent rooms or flats are generally unable to buy property at their own expense.  

 

3. Only for those young people who have an income from 35,000 to 45,000 roubles per person the 

affordability coefficient value approaches 2.9 years set by the federal program 'Housing'. This income 

level enables young families to consider buying economy-class property options at their own expense or 

by using the maternity capital for families with two or more children.  

 

4. Young families with an income of 45,000 roubles per each working family member can become proud 

owners of a one-room flat in a newly built block in 2.7 years. For more comfortable housing conditions 

(two- and three-room flats), the required income level should be over 50,000 roubles a month per each 

working family member.  

 

5. Housing will be affordable only for those young adults whose monthly income is 45,000 roubles, since 

to get a mortgage they need to make a down payment, which banks use at the first stage of the lending 

procedure to exclude those who do not have personal savings or whose savings are inadequate in order to 

avoid problems with mortgage arrears at later stages. Further research can expand its focus to mortgage 

lending to another socially vulnerable group – pensioners. 
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Abstract 

 

The aim of the study is to improve the efficiency of production and economic system control through 

the development and implementation of control mechanisms and models based on the synergetic 

approach that ensures the coordination of subsystems' interests. The production and economic system 

is characterized by features like complexity, non-lineararity, stochasticity, subsystems interests 

contradiction. The mechanisms and models of interests coordinated control are proposed. Numerical 

experiments of developed models are given. 

 
Keywords: coordinated control; synergetic approach; nonlinear models; production and economic 

system. 

 

Introduction 

 

Modern information systems and controlled objects are characterized by increasing complexity, 

stochasticity and spatial distribution. Production and economic systems (PES) in past decades are one 

of the most important objects of analysis, modeling, management and application of information 

technology. In the modeling of economic processes and systems there are used both methods of 

operations analysis that imply rigid subordination of individual economic objects to the center [1, 3, 

4], as well as decentralized models that take into account the multidimensionality of the interests of 

economic information systems and objects and their individual behavior [2, 8, 9]. Therefore, the 

problem of theoretical justification of the effectiveness of such models and assessing the adequacy of 

their behavior is urgent and determines the necessarity for further development of approaches and 

methods that justify the effectiveness of existing control systems, create systems with pre-defined 

properties that reflect the features of the production and economic system as a controlled object. 

To investigate the system with negative feedback and to ensuring the stability of complex systems, 

which is identified by linear deterministic or stochastic differential equations methods of system 

analysis are traditionally used. The PES is a complex nonlinear, dynamic system with elements with 

strong non-stationarity and stochastic parameters, it can be characterized by non-equilibrium, 

instability, bifurcations and chaos. For development the mechanisms for management of such system, 

it is advisable to use an approach that takes into account the ability to self-organizing and allows to 

consider the natural object properties and unifying the unified the processes of self-organization and 

control in complex systems [6, 7]. Therefore, for effective synthesis of mechanisms for PES control 

the system-synergetic approach is used that ensures that complex nonlinear interactions of PES 

elements are taken into account its ability to self-organize, activity and deciding the problems of 

interests conflicting. At the basic of the system-synergetic approach to the PES control there is the 

mechanism of coordinated actions, which makes the system rather sensitive to control actions and 

resonates with the internal systems properties. Such resonant interaction of PES elements is 

determined not by the intensity of the controlled action, but by its coherence with the systems’ 

internal properties. 

 
1.   Production and economic system: the identification 

 
The production and economic system (PES) is the socio-economic system that consist of several 

interacting subsystems - enterprises, market and tax systems, whose joint activity is aimed to the 

growth and development of the economy. Conflicts may appear in PES since the utility (interests) of 
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subsystems can be contradictory. The paper considers the type of conflict between subsystems, 

connected with the presence of contradictory goals (interests). 

 

Interests are the essence of the needs of the subjects of the economic system, which manifest 

themselves in a subjective behavioral function. The objective needs of individuals and public 

institutions are within the framework of rigid objective resource constraints (opportunities) to meet 

them. Each subsystem of the production and economic system is characterized by specific patterns 

that are not reducible to each other. When economic subsystems interact, inter-system contradictions 

arise between objective needs and subjective opportunities to meet these needs. The methodology for 

investigating such contradictions must be based on methods and tools of system analysis, involves the 

identification of cause and effect relationships, analysis of external conditions and factors affecting 

the behavior of agents of subsystems and internal conditions that ensure their adaptive capabilities. 

 

There are a number of different levels and types contradictions in production and economic activity: 

enterprise - tax system, enterprise - competitors, enterprise - consumers. Such contradictions include 

the following. 

 

1. The financial and economic stability and effectiveness of an enterprise depend, in part, on reducing 

tax payments, and the stability of the economy, which in its turn depends on the growth of tax 

revenues into the budget. To smooth this contradiction of interests can be at the expense of 

harmonizing the tax burden on enterprises and the level of tax rates that provide for the simultaneous 

enterprises development and the necessary budget revenues. 

 

2. In realization of its product in the market enterprises strive to maximize their income at expense of 

the highest possible market price. Consumers choose those product which with equal quality have a 

minimum price. Resolution of this contradiction of interest between enterprice-producers is possible 

due to using adaptive pricing management system that ensures the coordination of utility functions of 

the competitors and consumers of products. 

 

3. In implementing their strategic goals aimed at long-term growth and development enterprises 

should monitor solvency and liquidity in order to avoid risks associated with a decrease in the level of 

sustainability and solvency in the short term. This requires a set of measures aimed at managing 

financial resources and cash flows and payments and providing coordinated management at the 

strategic and operational levels of the enterprise. 

 

4. The management of the enterprise stability by the criteria of profitability and profit can be realized 

by balancing: resource flows, output and the prices. 

 

These contradictions are formed with the synergetic interaction of economic systems - the enterprise, 

the market system and the tax system and can be resolved through the development of models, 

methods and mechanisms for managing the interaction of these systems on a single methodological 

platform. In order to solve the problem of reconciling the multidirectional interests of the PES 

subsystems - the enterprise, the market and tax systems at different management levels, it is 

necessary to create a decision support toolkit under uncertainty which will ensure an increase the PES 

efficiency and the economy as a whole. 

 

PES is interconnected subsystems - an enterprise (PS), a market system (MS), and a tax system (TS): 

 

             { }TSMSPSPES ,,=                      (1) 

 

Each subsystem is described by a set of characteristics. For PS there is the cost C, the variable vC  

and fixed fC costs for product, the product price p , the product value q , the income X, the profit П, 

the profitability α , the total tax burden on the PS θ , the tax rates iθ  by type, the minimum level of 

financial stability of the PES minR , parameters of Cash flow in the process of operational financial 

management csinuoutL ,,,,, , where L - financial losses associated with underfunding of 

expenditures, out - the value financing expenditure on the each items of expenses; u - total financing 
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of all items of expenses; in - value of financial resources received; s - the minimum balance of funds 

by the end of the planning period; с - coefficient of penalties for underfunding of expenditure items: 

 

{ }.,,,,,min,,,, ,  П, ,, , , csinuoutRLiqp,XfСvCСPS αθθ=         (2)   

 

For the MS these are the parameters of the price and volume of sales of the PS p, q  and competitors 

K, qKp , demand for this product Q , the Nash equilibrium price NEp , changes in market prices to 

achieve an equilibrium price *p , *kp : 

 

          { ( ) }.,, , *  *,,, QK, qKpp, qNEpNEpkp,NEppQK, qKpp, qMS 










=     (3) 

 

For the TS the main parameters are: the level of actually taxes paid  into the budget T , the level of 

tax charges required for budget minT , PS income, the level of tax burden and tax rates for the PS: 

 

{ }.,,,min, iXTTTS θθ=                     (4) 

 

The relationship between the parameters of the PS, MS and TS can be defined as a system that 

determines the complex nonlinear connections of the PES subsystem and their parameters: 

 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( )

( )( ).,,,,

,,,,,,,,

,,,,,,,*

minmin

cLsinouthu

pqqCXRTp, qg

Q, qpp, qpQ, qpqCp, qfp KK
NE

KK

α=

αθα=θ

=

     (5) 

 

Features of the PES management system are: 

 

a) the need to take into account the properties of a complex controlled object; 

 

b) the need to take into account the synergistic interconnection of factors and uncertainty of the PES 

functioning; 

 

c) the need to PES management system effectiveness growth taking into account its specificity and 

for the purpose of ensuring sustainability; 

 

d) the need to reconcile the diverse interests of the PES subsystems to ensure economic growth. 

 

Therefore, the problem of harmonizing the conflicting interests of the enterprise, market and tax 

systems at different management, and tools development for supporting decision-making under 

conditions of uncertainty is urgent, which depends on the enterprises efficiency and the economic 

efficiency. In this regard, the development of models and mechanisms for managing PES that ensure 

the reconciliation of conflicting interests of economic systems at different economic levels is rather 

relevant. 

 

The PES management system should include management at the enterprise level, at the level of 

market agents and at the government (state) level. At the enterprise level, the management system 

should be unified in terms of functional and managerial verticals. At the level of market agents, the 

processes of creating and implementing strategic plans must take into account the interests of all 

market participants and become mechanisms for the consolidation and balanced management of the 

enterprise. Budgetary and fiscal policy as the most active component of economic and industrial 

policy should be oriented towards the modernization of enterprises. 
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2. Coordinated control in production and economic system: the conceptual 
basic  

Models for PES process control based on complex interactions of diverse subsystems, ensuring 

consistency of economic interests of participants of the economic, financial and market processes. 

The control system structure is defined in the form of three blocks: 1 – block for providing an 

effective enterprise resource management system, aimed at harmonizing the strategic and operational 

levels of management (project management, processes); 2 – block for adaptation of market 

management mechanism that supports the interests of consistency of producers and consumers 

(control pricing processes); 2 – block for tax burden and tax rates regulation as an instrument of fiscal 

policy, aimed at improving economic growth in general (management of the institutional 

environment). Solution of these problems is based on simulation of a system having a hierarchical 

structure which includes the components listed below. 

 

a) simulation of the tax burden and tax rates, taking into account conflicting interests of industrial 

and economic systems (tax subjects) and the economy as a tool of fiscal policy, aimed to the 

development of the PES; 

 

b) simulation of market interactions of producers and consumers. This section is important because 

it leads to the formation of market prices, which are among the most important characteristics of 

the PES effectiveness; 

 

 

c) simulation of resource component for production and economic system. At this level, it is 

considered the conversion of resources into results and the aim is to ensure the most efficient 

allocation of resources for production and to ensure the effective development of the PES. 

 

The coordinated control mechanism for the PES consists of inter-related technologies: the balanced 

efficiency; the financial planning; the prices control; the technology of synthesis of optimal tax rates. 

First two technologies are united in subsystem for the PES resources control.  Functional diagram of 

coordinated control mechanism for the PES is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

The hierarchical simulation system is constructed as follows. First  level is modeling of optimal tax 

system [10], includes the model for determining the effective tax burden and the model for 

determining the optimal level of tax rates on taxes and tax homogeneous groups of subjects [11]. 

Simulation  results at this level area are allowed tax burden in groups of similar taxation objects and 

the optimal tax rates that satisfy the interests of the taxation objects and the economy as a whole.  

 

The second simulation level is the dynamic model of market pricing, designed for the PES control in 

conditions of nonstationarity of environment parameters and dependence spheres of production and 

consumption on the basis of the adaptive pricing mechanism. Prices level formation and changing are 

coordinated both with the strategic objectives of the manufacturers and the changing preferences of 

consumers [12, 13]. The result of the modeling of market processes are Nash equilibrium prices for 

manufactured products that achieve the maximum efficiency for PES. 
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Fig. 1.  Functional model for

 

The third simulation level based on production and economic system control models, designed for the 

optimal combinations of production resources within the constraints generated by the first and second 

levels of modeling [14]. Modeling results are the resources costs, production quantity

production and economic system. 

 

3. Models for the production and economic system 

The model of economic efficiency of production is formed as the ratio of profit and production costs:

С/Π=α , where the profit is Π

of variable and fixed costs CС =

quantity, Π  is the gross profit generated on the sale of goods in 

total cost, including a constant part 

is defined as  Π⋅= PTPT tТ , where 

 

The basis of tax burden simulation is the Laffer assumption about the nonlinear co

X and the level of tax burden θ. For each group of similar taxation objects we design the dependences 

as the follow XT /θ = ,  where θ is the tax burden, 

 

We assume that the production also has non

function is approximated by a quadratic polynomial:  

            

and the tax function ( )θT  has the form: 

                                                                                         

where a and b are function parameters.  Identification of production funct

( )θT  allow to find the first and second Laffer points in which the production and tax functions has 

their maximum respectively. 

Harmonization of the operational financial planning system and the strategic financial planning 

system is provided due to coordination of special indicators of operational and strategic control 

levels. At the operational enterprise level it is ensured the 

Functional model for the PES coordinated control 

on production and economic system control models, designed for the 

optimal combinations of production resources within the constraints generated by the first and second 

levels of modeling [14]. Modeling results are the resources costs, production quantity and prices for 

 

the production and economic system control 

The model of economic efficiency of production is formed as the ratio of profit and production costs:









⋅+−= vf
CqCpq . Total production cost is defined as the sum 

vf
CqC ⋅+ , where α  is the profitability of goods production in 

is the gross profit generated on the sale of goods in q  quantity and p  price, 

total cost, including a constant part fC  and a variable part vqC . The profit tax payable to the budget 

, where PTТ  is the profit tax, PTt  is the profit tax rate. 

The basis of tax burden simulation is the Laffer assumption about the nonlinear connection of output 

. For each group of similar taxation objects we design the dependences 

is the tax burden, T  are  the  tax revenues.  

We assume that the production also has non-linear relation with the tax burden. The production 

function is approximated by a quadratic polynomial:   

                  
( ) θθθ

2
baX +=                          

has the form:  

                                    

( ) 23
θ bθaT +=θ ,                       

where a and b are function parameters.  Identification of production function ( )θX  and tax function 

allow to find the first and second Laffer points in which the production and tax functions has 

Harmonization of the operational financial planning system and the strategic financial planning 

system is provided due to coordination of special indicators of operational and strategic control 

levels. At the operational enterprise level it is ensured the products competitiveness, the overall status 

 

on production and economic system control models, designed for the 

optimal combinations of production resources within the constraints generated by the first and second 

and prices for 

The model of economic efficiency of production is formed as the ratio of profit and production costs:
 

Total production cost is defined as the sum 

is the profitability of goods production in q  

price, С  is the 

. The profit tax payable to the budget 

nnection of output 

. For each group of similar taxation objects we design the dependences 

linear relation with the tax burden. The production 

                  (6) 

  (7)    

and tax function 

allow to find the first and second Laffer points in which the production and tax functions has 

Harmonization of the operational financial planning system and the strategic financial planning 

system is provided due to coordination of special indicators of operational and strategic control 

products competitiveness, the overall status 
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of PES and its  financial and operating efficiency, at the strategic control level it is conducted the 

enterprise investment attractiveness, the growth of its value in the long term. Interconnection of these 

indicators is based on a multifactor model 

  
BLRROA

EBIT

NI

E

A

AE

T
ROE ⋅⋅=⋅⋅

Π
=

−Π
= PT ,                              (8)                

where ROE is the return on equity; NI is the net income; E is the equity capital; EBIT are the earnings 

before interest on loans and income tax; A is assets; ROA is return on assets; LR is the coefficient that 

determines the effect of financial leverage; B is the coefficient reflecting the decrease in profitability 

of the enterprise in the payment of interest on the capital employed and tax deductions. 

 

The model of competitive interaction of the enterprises (in the case of a duopoly) is represented as 

mapping: 
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where ( ) ( )tptp 2,1  are the prices of products of the first and second firms, taken at discrete intervals 

of time t; second terms in both equations show how the change in prices in period t, and how this 

change will affect the price in the next period. Parameters 1k  and 2k  represents the increase in 

prices due to changes in the pricing policy. Variables 1c  and 2c  represents production cost of the 

first and second firms respectively. 

4. Numerical experiments 

We consider the computational experiment implemented the designed harmonized mechanism for the 

tax burden and tax rates. Modeling is based on the statistical data for several years about taxable 

bases for individual taxes, tax revenue for five classes of PES - large enterprises, providing about 50 

% of tax revenue into the region budget. Further we give modeling results for the aggregate tax 

burden and the tax becoming the first group of taxpayers. The first taxpayers can be described as the 

largest taxpayer, which has the following structure of taxable bases: the share of value-added tax is 

0.576; profit taxes - 0,125; the unified social tax - 0,098; property tax - 0.08; other taxes - 0,121. 

 

Production and tax functions, as well as their extremes are:  

( ) ( ) ,101.400105.141,101.400105.141 2637
1

627
1 θθθθθθ ⋅+⋅−=⋅+⋅−= TX  .19.0**,13.0* == θθ      (10)

Analysis of the actual total tax burden for the first group of taxation objects shows that in periods t 

and t-1, its value is more than two points Laffer θ*  and θ**  and is equal to 0.23 and 0.25 

respectively. The insensitive area for the tax burden is from 0 to 0.09 ( hθ ), Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2.  Elasticity function for the production and tax 

Detailed analysis of the production and tax functions for the first group of enterprises showed that the 

current tax burden is such that there is in the third zone. This corresponds to a situation in which the 

tax burden is the right of both the La

production function, while dissatisfaction fiscal interests. Therefore it is a great necessarily for reduce 

the overall tax burden, which will increase the value of production and tax fu

table 1. 

Table  1: Growth rates for the production and tax functions

Tax  burden 

changing Δθθθθ New tax burden 

- 0,23

0,01 0,22

0,02 0,21

0,03 0,2

0,04 0,19

0,05 0,18

0,06 0,17

0,07 0,16

0,08 0,15

0,09 0,14

0,1 0,13

0,11 0,12

0,12 0,11

0,13 0,1

0,14 0,09

0,15 0,08

0,16 0,07

0,17 0,06

0,18 0,05

0,19 0,04

0,2 0,03

0,21 0,02

0,22 0,01

0,23 0 

Elasticity function for the production and tax revenue 

Detailed analysis of the production and tax functions for the first group of enterprises showed that the 

current tax burden is such that there is in the third zone. This corresponds to a situation in which the 

tax burden is the right of both the Laffer points. This means that fiscal policy stimulates the fall of the 

production function, while dissatisfaction fiscal interests. Therefore it is a great necessarily for reduce 

the overall tax burden, which will increase the value of production and tax functions simultaneously, 

Growth rates for the production and tax functions 

New tax burden θθθθ Growth rate for function X Growth rate for function  

0,23 - - 

0,22 0,138 0,089 

0,21 0,260 0,150 

0,2 0,365 0,187 

0,19 0,454 0,201 

0,18 0,526 0,194 

0,17 0,581 0,169 

0,16 0,620 0,127 

0,15 0,643 0,071 

0,14 0,649 0,004 

0,13 0,639 -0,074 

0,12 0,612 -0,159 

0,11 0,568 -0,250 

0,1 0,508 -0,344 

0,09 0,432 -0,440 

0,08 0,339 -0,534 

0,07 0,229 -0,626 

0,06 0,103 -0,712 

0,05 -0,040 -0,791 

0,04 -0,199 -0,861 

0,03 -0,374 -0,918 

0,02 -0,566 -0,962 

0,01 -0,775 -0,990 

 -1,000 -1,000 

 

Detailed analysis of the production and tax functions for the first group of enterprises showed that the 

current tax burden is such that there is in the third zone. This corresponds to a situation in which the 

ffer points. This means that fiscal policy stimulates the fall of the 

production function, while dissatisfaction fiscal interests. Therefore it is a great necessarily for reduce 

nctions simultaneously, 

Growth rate for function  T
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Consider the several cases to change (decrease) in the overall tax burden for first group objects of the. 

The most significant increase in the production function is achieved at the tax burden level of 13-14 

%, but further reduction in the tax rate will not give further effect in the tax revenues growth. 

Elasticity’s analysis of the production and tax functions showed that the area of insensitivity can be 

determined as [0; 0.09], since this segment is the growth of the tax burden leads to a greater reduction 

in tax revenue than that achieved for a given load in output growth. Therefore the recommended 

decision is to reduce the overall tax burden up to 14 % or 9 %. 

 

Changing the overall tax burden is possible by changing tax rates. Moreover, the conceptual analysis 

of the types of taxes remains within the Laffer theory that maintains the unity of methodological 

research. Therefore, for qualitative and quantitative analysis of the need to build on each group of 

objects depending on tax bases of each taxes: value added, income, profit, property. For the first 

taxpayers group tax production functions for each type of tax as well as the extreme points of these 

functions, and the actual tax burden value are as follows (for value-added tax, for profit tax, for 

income tax, for property tax correspondingly):  

( ) ( ) ,105.548103.107,105.548103.107 2536
11

526
11 θ⋅+θ⋅−=θθ⋅+θ⋅−=θ TX

37.0,35.0**;28.0* =θ=θ=θ , 

 

( ) ( ) ,103.479107.368  ,103.479107.368
2536

13
526

13 θ⋅+θ⋅−=θθ⋅+θ⋅−=θ ТX

08.0,09.0**;07.0* =θ=θ=θ , 

( ) ( ) ,108.715102.273  ,108.715102.273
2638

14
628

14 θ⋅+θ⋅−=θθ⋅+θ⋅−=θ ТX

02.0,016.0**;009.0* =θ=θ=θ .                                         (11) 

Many tax rates combinations that implements the single changing in total tax burden can be 

represented in the form of the matrix. For the analyzed companies there have been determined the 

particular solution, and presented in the form of a matrix A. The elements of this matrix reflects the 

need to transform the specific tax rates in the form of an increase / decrease in implementing the first 

option - reducing the overall tax burden in 1% lead to the increase in the production function in 14 % 

and the growth of the tax function in 9 %:     

053.008.033.002.0

023.005.011.007.0

001.001.005.002.0

−−

−−−

=A .                                                         (12)                     

It should be noted that the proposed change in tax rates implements only one of the possible options 

for fiscal policy, which allows to increase the efficiency of the fiscal system. Modeling of 

competitive tax system and finding the optimal tax rates on different PES groups is presented in [9]. 

 

Results and conclusions 

The proposed approach for PES modeling and control is differ from similar ones in that takes into 

account PES properties, complex nonlinear relationships between PES subsystems, internal and 

external environment. This allow to simulate the processes of PES functioning in conjunction with 

the economic agents, agreeing in control their conflicting interests. 

 

( ) ( ) ,108.715102.273  ,108.715102.273 2738
12

728
12 θθθθθθ ⋅+⋅−=⋅+⋅−= TX

15.0,34.0**;23.0* === θθθ
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The conceptual model for the PES control defines a single system-methodological position for 

control structure in three blocks: PES control system that ensures the coordination of strategic and 

operational management processes in the PES; pricing system for the PES as a market mechanism for 

strategic cooperation with competitors and consumers; tax burden and tax rates system as an 

instrument of fiscal policy, aimed to stimulating the PES development and economic growth. 

Conceptual model is the basis of the methodology and aims to improve the decisions making 

effectiveness at the expense of a coherent decision-making in PES control system. 

 

The supposed PES control system unites disparate economic and mathematical methods and models, 

reflects the heterogeneous properties of PES and provides a synthesis of efficient control algorithms. 

Developed decision support tools for the PES control in the form of control mechanisms, methods 

and models has been implemented as an integrated software package. 
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Abstract 

 

One of the most important problem related to understanding the investor's behavior is to study the 

ways he selects, analyzes and interprets the available information and then uses it to make investment 

decisions. It is necessary to find out how an investor forms a certain opinion and comes to his own 

behavior strategy. The investor's behavioral model is variable since the financial market is volatile. 

The behavior of the investor is determined by a combination of rational (objective) and irrational 

(subjective) factors. To describe the influence of a combination of factors on the investor's behavior, 

a model describing this influence is needed. A formal description of interaction is complicated since a 

number of factors are of a qualitative nature, and the factors are also interrelated. The paper identifies 

the main causes and factors of irrationality in investor behavior which is the basis for its analyze and 

control. The fuzzy model, which allows to link a lot of behavioral factors with the utility (efficiency) 

of the solution is developed. Simulation results can be used for the investor’s utility functions 

designing that is required to decisions making justification. 

 

Keywords: investor behavior, irrational factors, utility function, AI model. 
 

Introduction 

 
It was shown [1-7] that under conditions of uncertainty and risk investors are being influenced a lot 

of irrational factors. The majority of financial theories [8-10] are based on the assumption of rational 

investor behavior. A number of researches show that many economic systems cannot be described 

with a sufficient degree of reliability by classical financial theories. Actually, the investor behavior is 

not strong rational and the majority of classical theories erroneously describe real systems [7, 9, 11].  

Investigations of investor behavior in conditions of uncertainty and risk allow revealing a number of 

laws that have influencing to one of fundamental factors - “propensity to risk”. The understanding of 

the factor “propensity to risk”, studying the characteristics that influencing it, will enable to design 

mechanisms which will allow to consider the investor behavior. 

For the decision of this problem it is necessary, firstly, to reveal principal causes of irrational 

behavior to analyze and supervise similar situations and as a result to avoid negative consequences of 

the “incorrect behavior”. Secondly, it is necessary to predict in time and to estimate objectively other 

agents actions, using any deviations from a "rational" behavior.  

In the paper the problem of irrational factors detecting has been decided. A set of investor’s 

subjective factors has been revealed and their impact to investor behavior with using developed 

artificial intelligent model has been revealed. 

1.   Factors of investor irrational behavior: the identification  

One of the major problem associated with understanding of investor behavior is to study the way in 

which he selects, analyzes and interprets the available information and then uses it to form some 

principles and beliefs. In other words, one must determine how the investor understands and comes to 

a definite decision. 

As a result of the analysis of psychological factors [13-16], the violation from the rationality, these 

factors are grouped in accordance with the structure of the decision-making process, as well as the 

preconditions for the manifestation of these factors. It should be noted that there are a lot of ways to 
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classify these factors - by the degree of perception of information for decision-making, by the 

specifics of the subject area, etc. However, it seems more constructive to model and more adequately 

assess the influence of subjective factors on the quality, timeliness and efficiency of decisions taken 

Structuring of the behavioral factors of the decision-maker in the enlarged stages of the decision-

making process: 1 – purpose identification; 2 – information collection and alternatives and criteria 

forming; 3 – alternatives preference relation forming; 4 - alternative choosing. 

The first group includes factors of deviation from rational choice associated with the staging process - 

a problem situation description and the purpose forming. The definition of a goal requires significant, 

not always motivated costs and resources from the decision-maker, the impossibility, the difficulty of 

understanding and expressing an adequately informative goal that is the basis for decision-making, 

inconsistency: 

• The factor of information representation consists in the difference in problem situation 

perception  in case of its description in different formulations ("negative" or "positive"), and, 

consequently, in different preferences of alternatives corresponding to these two statements, 

which contradicts the rationality of the choice in making decisions; 

• The factor of re-investment. When implementing investment projects, there is a periodic 

situation when the investor, investing a certain amount of financial, temporary resources, decides 

to continue financing to maintain its primary investments, even if the prospects for the project 

have deteriorated significantly. The probability of irrational investment of the project is directly 

proportional to the amount of invested money; 

• Biased assessment of assets. The tendency of the subjects to attach greater importance to their 

own assets and to assign to them a higher cost, in comparison with the valuation of another's 

property. This effect is quite clearly manifested in the example of selling your own business, the 

value of which is estimated based on the effort and money spent on creating a business, without 

taking into account the economic indicators and the value of similar assets. 

The second group includes factors and personality traits caused by difficulties in the formation of 

objective constraints in the choice of the analysis of possible options and the allocation among them 

is feasible. Personality traits that contribute to these deviations from rationality are dreaminess, 

impossibility or unwillingness to distinguish desired and real. 

• Information flow factor. The decision-maker is often influenced by a large number of 

heterogeneous information, often unreliable and the opinions of other people, often incompetent 

in the problem at hand; 

• The factor of conservatism. Delayed change by the decision-maker of established beliefs and 

principles under the influence of a new information flow; 

• Use of incomplete and inaccurate information. In certain situations, limited information is 

perceived as exhaustive and sufficient. This leads to its misinterpretation and, as a result, to 

irrational decision-making; 

• The tendency to subjectively perceive the situation. A biased evaluation of existing information 

forms a subjective, often erroneous, opinion and, as a result, erroneous decisions; 

• incorrect use of instrumental methods of information evaluation. In the conditions of existence of 

necessary and sufficient information, individuals can use incorrect methods to assess it; 

• The factor determinism. It manifests itself in a tendency to see patterns in situations in which 

there is in fact an accident. The desire to predict certain events inclines the decision-maker to 

describe situations with deterministic characteristics. A similar situation occurs when several 

similar events create a belief in the occurrence of a phenomenon; 

• Propensity to simplification. If the complexity and uncertainty of the situation increases, the 

subject loses rationality and begins to use simplifications. In connection with the difficulties of 

processing a large amount of complex information, some of this information can be lost, which 

leads to a simplification of the task. However, unrecorded information often has a high degree of 
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significance. This explains why fairly simple approaches work well on the market, and complex 

decision-making systems, even if applied, are not always adequate; 

• The factor of simple access. The economic agent attaches too much importance to information to 

which there is simple access, so the frequent repeated use of such information can be perceived 

as an irrefutable truth; 

• Subjective assessment of probability. There is a difference between the actual probability of an 

event and the way an individual evaluates this probability; 

• The factor of "slow" changes. Greater weight is given to general, not absolute changes. 

Individuals may not take into account the non-standard behavior of the system, if it occurs 

gradually, at certain intervals in time; 

• The factor of the greatest significance of recent events. The most recent events tend to be given 

much more weight. The entity may feel that the business is no longer working after a sequence of 

unprofitable trades, although in fact it continues to function within the computed profit-and-loss 

relationships; 

• Low propensity to change target goals. The essence of this effect is that in the subconscious of 

the individual there can be a conflict between his beliefs (assumptions) and the real reality. To 

avoid this, the subconscious tries to resolve this contradiction by "adjusting" historical facts to 

the existing beliefs. In other words, the human subconscious often "writes off" emerging 

problems on the "minor" shortcomings of the applied method, instead of pointing out the need 

for its modernization; 

• Difficulties in choosing criteria and alternatives. Often such difficulties arise in individuals who 

are not prone to self-restraint or who are painfully related to external restrictions. In this case, 

virtual alternatives are formed, which can lead to undesirable consequences. 

The third group integrates factors of personality traits leading to irrationality, and is associated with 

problems of evaluating the preferences of alternatives on a variety of criteria. On the subjective 

formation of transitive relations, the following factors influence the preferences of alternatives: 

• Accounting for differences, not similarities. In order to simplify the choice between different 

alternatives, individuals do not notice (ignore) the common features of phenomena, focusing on 

their differences. This can lead to different preferences for the same alternatives in the same 

situations; 

• Nonlinearity of preferences. This effect is manifested in situations of comparison of possible 

amounts of profits or losses, at which the significance of the difference in absolute value between 

them is smoothed as the values increase; 

• Giving more importance to growth than to absolute change. The individual perceives not so 

much the absolute value of his wealth as his change, and the losses always seem more significant 

than the equivalent income. Individuals are more likely to take a greater risk to avoid losses than 

to obtain additional profits. 

The fourth group of irrational behavior factors is associated with the decision-making stage and is 

connected with such personality traits as caution, indecisiveness, radicalism, impulsiveness: 

• Rejection of losses. The negative emotions experienced in connection with losses are much 

stronger than the positive emotions associated with making a profit. The investor gives twice the 

value of losses than profits. In reality, an investment project with the same probability of profit 

and loss will not be of interest to the investor, even if the profit is one and a half times more than 

the loss; 

• The factor of risk - competence. Most decision-makers tend to take more risks in areas in which 

they are more competent, no matter how this competence and professionalism can influence the 

likelihood of a decision; 
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• Subjective control factor. The propensity of the subject to a greater risk in situations in which, in 

the opinion of this subject, there are real opportunities to influence the results of events. A 

similar situation develops if the subject needs to take a set of decisions that do not directly affect 

the future result; 

• Propensity to take risk depending on previous financial results. The degree of risk aversion 

largely depends on previous results (for example, investment decisions). If they were positive, 

then the risk aversion may temporarily decrease, and vice versa, after a succession of failures it 

only aggravates, leads to the appearance of "fear of mistakes"; 

• Increased risk for net profit. The individual is inclined to take a much greater risk when investing 

the funds of previous financial transactions. The propensity to risk the profit received from 

investing is increasing; 

• The factor of choice of alternatives is manifested in the fact that when all alternatives are 

presented simultaneously, the subject chooses certain of them on some principle, and if the 

alternative is sequentially provided, he concentrates his choice on one of them. 

The diagram of the cause-effect relationship of the factors of the investor's irrational behavior reflects 
the most significant factors and is presented in fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Cause-effect relationship of subjective factors of the investor's propensity to take risk 

Thus, there is a significant set of personal, psychological characteristics of economic agents that 

cause significant deviations from rationality in the choice of solutions. The individual, in whose 

behavior the listed features are clearly expressed, does not take into account the whole set of 

available information about the problem, in fact making the boundaries of the objective function, 

decision criteria, limited many alternatives, or unreasonably exposing them as the best part of them. 

The revealed effects and patterns of behavior of economic agents in conditions of uncertainty and risk 

allow to explain many facts of economic agents irrational behavior. Especially brightly, irrational 

behavior manifests itself under uncertainty and risk in entrepreneurial, investment, innovation, and 

financial activities. Risk propensity is one of the most significant factors in the implementation of 

investment activities of innovative projects. The studying of factors influencing propensity to risk, 

determining the degree of their significance, provides certain possibilities for using this knowledge to 

influence the behavior of the economic agent (decision-maker). 

In order to model the agents’ behavior and take into account the consequences of irrational decisions 

arising from the occurrence of these deviations (errors), it is necessary that the modeling scheme 

include the following independent models: the model for controlled object, the model for decision-
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maker, the model for generate alternatives. In microeconomic modeling, the enterprise acts as an 

object if a decision is made to implement an investment project for the modernization of fixed assets, 

the release of new products, optimization of the structure of output, etc. The model of the object 

reflects the influence of the decisions made on the controlled object. The model of the subject 

(decision maker) reflects the existing psychological, cognitive features of the subject and the structure 

of the factors of the decisions made. The model of alternatives presents a description of attributes and 

alternatives and reflects the evaluation of options from the perspective of goals and selection criteria 

and the structure of their set. An example of the application of decision-maker model is shown below. 

 

2.  Impact of irrational factors on investor's risk propensity: The model 
 

The propensity to take some decision differs for each decision maker. It coordinates by objective 

external and internal constraints which include: 

• Objective environment factors; 

• Internal research object factors; 

• Demand, pressure of economic partners, competitors, consumers; 

• Legislative regulatory restrictions that determine the liability (administrative, financial) for the 
management functions and regulatory between participants in the economic process; 

• Social and moral obligations as determined goal that is implementation of the event will be 
successful. 

The decision to choose is influenced by the relationship to decision maker to the described factors. 

One of the major unsolved problems of decision-making process modeling is the problem of 

subjectivity, which is not described by classical mathematical methods. To solve these problems a 

utility functions are used. In analyzing a decision in finance on the investor behavior the rational 

choice theory is usually used. It is based on the approach generated optimization model. Rational 

behavior is behavior which provides the best decision in terms of a particular purpose. As shown 

above a number of decisions based not only on rational considerations, but also in social traditions, 

subconscious reactions, moral installations scattered facts of personal experience in some field, and 

are the result of irrational behavior. Under high degree of uncertainty economic agents are not able to 

analyze the whole complex of factors and goals, and often apply special fragmentary discourse. 

Classical analytical approach does not involve consideration of subjectivity in the decisions making, 

not investigate reasons and methods of mutual influence in the construction of economic evaluations. 

To solve the problem of decisions selection about investment strategy we take into account the 

different risk propensity of potential investors and use tools based on the utility function of 

Neumann-Morgenstern [12]. To construct a utility function it is necessary to determine the nature of 

the behavioral study of alternatives influences on the functions type, as well as consider the impact of 

subjective factors to the risk propensity.  

Practical application of utility theory in assessing of investment projects attractiveness identifies the 

following advantages of utility curve: 

• as the expression of individual investor (expert) preferences utility curve once being built can 
make investment decisions in the future, taking into account their preferences, but without any 
consultation with expert; 

• in general utility function can be used to delegate the decision making. It is logical to use a utility 
function of top management as to ensure its position in the decision it seeks to take into account 
the conflicting interests of all contractors. The utility function may change over time, reflecting 
the financial terms. Thus, utility theory can be formalized approach to risk and thus research to 
justify decisions taken under uncertainty and risk. 

Because of the complex cause-effect relationship of subjective factors, irrational behavior, and risk 

propensity to determine the impact of factors it is appropriate to use artificial intelligence (AI) 
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methods. With the help of fuzzy set theory the AI model was developed which allows to analyze and 

evaluate the impact of subjective factors for investors' risk propensity. 

The implementation of fuzzy model is carried out in Matlab environment using the module Fuzzy 

Logic Toolbox [13, 14]. The simulation results are used in construction the utility functions of 

investment projects and demonstrated in fig. 2-5. The input data serves 25 parameters - subjective 

factors. Initial data processed by the system and generates an output variable is the risk propensity. 

All variables in the model are normalized in the interval from 0 to 1. The membership function for 

the resulting parameters "risk propensity" and "counterparty behavior" are shown in fig. 2, 3. A rules 

base consist of 100 rules and has a form of "if-to" records and reflects different combinations of 

interconnection all input factors (irrational factors) and output (result) indicator "risk propensity", fig. 

4. As shown above subjective factors of the investor's risk propensity have a complex relationship. 

Therefore, the input variables are in turn the resulting parameters for the factors of the lower 

hierarchical level which is clearly shown in fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 2. The membership function for the 

resulting parameter "risk propensity" 

Fig. 3. The membership function for the 

parameter "behavior of counterparties" 

 

Fig. 4. The rules base 

 

Fig. 5. Impact estimation of irrational factors on the risk propensity 
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The simulation result is represented as the vector of values of variation of subjective factors (input 

variables) and assessing of parameter "risk propensity" (output variable), table 1. 

Table  1: Simulation results 

Ex

per

ime

nt 

No. 

Risk –

Com-

petence 

Rever

sibilit

y of 

soluti

ons 

Novelty 

of 

events 

Behavi-

or of 

counter

parties 

Number 

of 

counterp

arties 

Biased 

asset 

appraisal 

Profit 
Risk 

propensity 

1 0,055 0,095 0,985 0,145 0,975 0,115 0,155 0,147 

2 0,185 0,095 0,965 0,145 0,955 0,115 0,155 0,202 

3 0,205 0,175 0,925 0,195 0,935 0,145 0,225 0,341 

4 0,205 0,185 0,925 0,225 0,915 0,145 0,225 0,359 

5 0,245 0,205 0,855 0,245 0,875 0,225 0,245 0,403 

6 0,285 0,245 0,835 0,285 0,835 0,265 0,275 0,434 

7 0,325 0,305 0,775 0,315 0,785 0,315 0,315 0,464 

8 0,355 0,325 0,775 0,345 0,785 0,335 0,335 0,476 

9 0,385 0,355 0,765 0,385 0,765 0,375 0,365 0,494 

10 0,425 0,365 0,625 0,395 0,625 0,415 0,385 0,532 

11 0,425 0,395 0,475 0,415 0,485 0,455 0,435 0,585 

12 0,455 0,435 0,415 0,445 0,455 0,475 0,465 0,605 

13 0,505 0,475 0,395 0,495 0,435 0,515 0,495 0,645 

14 0,625 0,615 0,375 0,615 0,405 0,635 0,635 0,655 

15 0,735 0,745 0,345 0,775 0,385 0,745 0,705 0,685 

16 0,755 0,795 0,315 0,805 0,345 0,775 0,725 0,717 

17 0,795 0,795 0,295 0,805 0,325 0,775 0,765 0,723 

18 0,835 0,815 0,285 0,835 0,285 0,825 0,815 0,792 

19 0,885 0,845 0,255 0,865 0,255 0,875 0,855 0,881 

20 0,915 0,885 0,235 0,925 0,235 0,915 0,895 0,961 

21 0,915 0,915 0,195 0,955 0,195 0,925 0,925 0,965 

22 0,935 0,925 0,135 0,975 0,165 0,955 0,955 0,985 

23 0,975 0,965 0,135 0,985 0,135 0,975 0,995 0,995 

 

As shown in fig. 6 the curve that determines the dependence of the variable “profit” and investors' 

“risk propensity”, has three different areas. 
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Fig. 6.  Utility function 

Area 1: Strategy of risky investment. Under the profit increasing the risk propensity has the tendency 

of significantly growth. Changing the low profits significantly affect the decision. 

Area 2: Strategy of risk-free investment. Under the profit increasing the parameter “risk propensity” 

is practically unchanged. The mean change in income has weak effect on the decision. 

Area 3: Strategy of risky investment. Under profit increasing the risk propensity has the tendency of 

significantly growth. The profit growth significantly affects the decisions. 

Thus, based on AI model the impact of subjective factors on the risk propensity were determined. 

The results can be used in construction of utility functions of investment projects, taking into account 

the influence of subjective factors on the tendency of decision-makers to take risks. 

Due to the application of AI model the problem of impact of subjective factors on the investor's risk 

propensity was solved. With the help of fuzzy modeling of the expert system, a fuzzy model was 

developed that makes it possible to analyze and evaluate the influence of subjective factors of the 

investor's propensity to take risks for the final decision adoption. The obtained results can be applied 

for constructing the utility functions of innovative projects that take into account the influence of 

subjective factors of the propensity of the decision maker to risk. 

Results and conclusions 

The transformation of methodological approaches in the decision-making theory in the study of the 

economic agents behavior is considered. The impossibility of an isolated using of rational choice 

theory as an adequate description of economic activity due to the objective existence of a multitude of 

causes of the irrationality of the decision-maker is shown. The main factors of the individual's 

irrational behavior, structured according to the stages of the decision-making process, based on the 

economic agent's personality-stable psychological features are selected and systematized. The AI 

approach for taking these effects in the decision making is proposed. 

Given the complex causal relationship of irrational factors and to determine the degree of their 

influence on the investor's risk propensity, the fuzzy model is proposed. This model is used to 

construct the utility function, which is an objective basis for selecting behavioral alternatives. The 

practical use of the utility function can be found in the problems of economic decisions selecting. 

This will improve the quality and effectiveness of management decisions. 
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Resumé  
 

L’espace aménagé représente l’adaptation mutuelle d’un territoire donné et des besoins résultés des 

activités socio-économiques menées dans les limites du territoire pour répondre aux besoins de vie de 

la population. Dans ce contexte, les aménagements hydroélectriques ont été achevés ayant en vue le 

désir d’exploiter le potentiel hydroélectrique des eaux de surface. La plupart de ces aménagements 

visaient d’obtenir de l’électricité, de l’eau potable pour les localités, la réduction des inondations et 

des déluges. 

 

Les questions liées à l’environnement n’ont pas été une priorité pendant la mise en œuvre des 

premières unités hydroélectriques, mais progressivement ils ont prouvé que ces aspects peuvent 

produire des changements importants dans l’existence et la stabilité des écosystèmes naturels. Dans 

les dernières trois-quatre décennies, les spécialistes ont fait des recherches approfondies qui ont 

montré qu’il y a aussi un impact négatif sur l’environnement, à la fois de la part des grandes centrales 

hydroélectriques mais aussi de la part des micro-hydro-électriques.  

Mais en mêmes temps, les unités de barrages hydroélectriques sont en mesure a maintenir un 

équilibre écologique de l’écosystème environnant, en raison de leurs surfaces de l’eau. Dans ce 

contexte, ils peuvent devenir un support dans le développement d’un tourisme de niche représenté par 

hydro-tourisme. 

Celui-ci essaie de mettre en valeur les barrages et leurs annexes de fonctionnement comme partie 

technique et opportunité de valoriser l’eau des lacs, toutes comme support pour des multiples 

activités touristiques. 

 

Mots-clé: hydrocentrales, tourism, environnememt, Olt, Roumanie. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

L’hydro-ingénierie implique généralement plus de travaux. Le volume des travaux de terrassement et 

des excavations représente des centaines de milliers ou des millions de mètres cubes, aussi comme 

ceux de béton qui sont coulés dans les barrages. Les excavations et les bétonnages des galeries et des 

puits souterrains ou pour les cavernes des centrales hydro-électriques couvrent des dizaines de 

kilomètres et impliquent des centaines de milliers de mètres cubes.  

Les travaux de forage et injection pour les terrains de fondation  avec des suspensions de ciment afin 

de les renforcer et les étancher, totalisent des dizaines de milliers de mètres linéaires pour une seule 

activité d’aménagement paysager. En ce qui concerne les travaux d’aménagement des bassins 
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torrentiels, l’emplacement des travaux hydrotechniques transversales est une question de premier ordre 

et, en même temps, très complexe (Hutte, 1996).  

Celle-ci dérive des caractéristiques géomorphologiques, climatiques, morpho-métriques et 

hydrologiques spécifiques pour chaque bassin hydrographique torrentiel et de la fonctionnalité et 

l’efficacité de ce travail. Puis, une autre chose très importante - le nombre de localités et le nombre 

d’habitants déplacés doit être le plus petit possible. Enfin, les effets sur la biodiversité doivent être 

minimisés.  

Avec la réalisation de ces plans, l’eau est destinée à l’utilisation pour des objectifs tels: 

• pour l’alimentation avec d’eau potable et des eaux industrielles; 

 

• la production d’électricité; 

 

• alimenter les systèmes d’irrigation;  

 

• la diminution des inondations et des déluges;  

 

• travaux de drainage et la protection des rives; 

 

• le développement du transport fluvial, de la pisciculture; 

 

• soutenir le hydro-tourisme avec diverses activités touristiques. 

Tous ces aspects techniques sont importants, parce que les opportunités d’investissements dans le 

tourisme dépendent de la manière dont les barrages et les lacs d’accumulation ont été construits. Avec 

une durée de vie moyenne de 50 à 100 ans, les centrales hydroélectriques sont des investissements à 

long terme dont différentes générations peuvent bénéficier. Ils peuvent être facilement mises à jour 

pour intégrer les nouvelles technologies et ont des coûts d’exploitation et de maintenance très bas. 

Pour le bassin de la rivière Olt, environ 50 mini-centrales hydroélectriques sont en phase de projet (Le 

Plan national d’aménagement les bassins fluviaux de la Roumanie, 2013). Les mini-centrales 

hydroélectriques ont des effets nocifs sur l’environnement aquatique naturel, de cinq à huit fois plus 

élevés par rapport aux centrales hydroélectriques moyennes et grandes, par unité d’énergie produite 

(effet spécifique par kWh produit). Ainsi, en termes de la surface d’impact, la zone riveraine touchée 

est énorme: environ 200 m de rivière touchés pour une unité GWh par, an pour les petites centrales, par 

rapport à env. 17m par unité GWh/an pour les grandes centrales avec des lacs d’accumulation.  

 

2. Méthodologie 
 

La base de cet article est une étude de recherche sur «La diagnose des effets directs et indirects des 

installations hydroélectriques sur le tourisme en Roumanie», réalisée entre mars 2014 - mars 2015 avec 

le programme «Nucleu», financé par l’Autorité Nationale pour Recherche Scientifique de Roumanie.  

L’accent a été mis sur la situation en Roumanie considérant que presque toutes les unités 

hydroélectriques majeures ont été construites au cours des années 1970-1989, quand on ne donnait pas 

beaucoup d’attention aux questions environnementales. Dans ce sens, on a réalisé une analyse des 

principales unités hydroélectriques sur les rivières Olt et Argeș, importantes artères hydrographiques 

qui coulent directement dans le Danube. Dans cet article, la présentation est appliquée seulement pour 

la rivière Olt, parce qu’elle détient la plus grande et complexe unité hydroélectrique établie sur les 

rivières intérieures qui sont des affluents directes du fleuve Danube. 

Cette méthode de documentation bibliographique a été complétée avec une sur le terrain afin d’obtenir 

des données et des informations de SC. Hidroelectrica SA Olt, de l’Administration nationale «Apele 

Române» (Eaux Roumaines), à travers les filiales départementales Sibiu et Vâlcea, de l’Agence de 
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protection de l’environnement de Sibiu et Vâlcea qui gère une grande partie de l’énergie 

hydroélectrique du bassin de la rivière Olt (figure no. 1).  

 

Figure no. 1. Zone d'étude 

Source : les auteurs 

La documentation est fondée sur des projets et des rapports de WWF en Roumanie (Hidroelectrica du 

département Vâlcea, 2014) et aussi des études sur des questions environnementales, sur l’hydrologie, 

avec des chapitres se référant au même bassin. En outre, en usant la méthode morphographique de la 

rivière, on a fait l’interprétation de l’ancienne carte topographique, avant de la construction et ensuite 
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combinée avec des observations directes du terrain. Ainsi, on a analysé les différents types d’inter-

fleuves, vallées et pentes se situant de chaque côté de la rivière Olt. 

Les municipalités des localités visitées ont fournis des détails importants, aussi comme les 

commentaires offerts par la population locale. Plus précisément, des études récentes sur l’impact de ces 

unités hydrotechniques ont été utiles, en termes de formes de pollution présentes dans les bassins 

hydrographiques. On a mis l’accent sur la perception des habitants concernant les avantages et les 

désavantages que ces aménagements hydro-énergétiques ont apportés. Tous ces aménagements hydro-

énergétiques ont affecté spécialement l’économie et la vie de certaines localités situées prés de ces 

unités. Du dialogue directe avec les autorités et la population locale, on a vu que les grandes unités 

hydro-énergétiques ont eu et ont encore un impact considérable sur la biodiversité naturelle et le topo-

climat local, avec des effets négatives aussi sur les activités agricoles et forestières. 

Toutes ces dates et informations ont démontré qu’il existe un impact majeur provoqué des grands 

aménagements hydrotechniques sur la vie sauvage, terrestre et aquatique, mais aussi sur les 

agglomérations humaines des zones voisines. On a mis l’accent dans cet étude sur la recherché 

appliquée – on a étudié le développement du tourisme tout autour des lacs d’accumulation sans 

produire des impacts nouveaux sur la qualité actuelle de l’environnement, sauf ceux parus après la 

création des aménagements  hydrotechniques.  

 

3. L’analyse effectuée sur quelques aménagements hydrotechniques sur le 

corridor de la rivière Olt 
 

La création de ces unités hydrotechniques a nécessité le déplacement artificiel du lit afin de construire 

les barrages, ensuite - la finalisation de ces derniers et des digues, le replacement des eaux dans le lit 

initial, la création des lacs d’accumulation. La dernière étape a compris la dotation technique avec des 

équipements pour obtenir l’énergie électrique et le transport de celle-ci. 

Apres 1990, ils ont commencé la construction de micro-hydroélectriques dans le bassin 

hydrographique de la rivière Olt. Pendant les derniers 25 ans, la sélection des locations des futures 

micro-hydroélectriques sur les rivières moyennes et petites en Roumanie a été une priorité 

(Administration du Bassin Eau OLT- ABA Olt). 

Dans l’étude finalisée, on a analysé les localités voisines et les lacs d’accumulation Avrig, Viștea, 

Turnu, Călimănești, Drăgășani sur la rivière Olt. Pour chaque localité hébergeant un lac 

d’accumulation, une fiche d’analyse avec des détails a été réalisée, comprenant: la position 

géographique et territoriale administrative, les voies de communication pour accessibilité, dates 

démographiques essentielles, informations sur l’économie locale, les équipements pour infrastructure 

édilitaire, informations sur le climat et l’hydrographie, la flore et la faune (tableau no. 1). 

Aussi, on a ajouté dans le texte du document des détails sur les zones protégées (parcs nationaux, parcs 

naturels, réserves et aires protégées du Réseau Natura 2000). Les équipements touristiques ont été 

présentés (unités pour logement, alimentation publique, recréation) et ils ont fait des propositions pour 

le développement du tourisme. 

En addition, on a présenté en bref les monuments historiques classifiés, les musées, les collections 

ethnographiques et les maisons mémorielles; on a complété ceux-ci avec des informations sur les 

caractéristiques ethnographiques, sur des événements culturels traditionnels et artistiques modernes. 

Ces données sont utiles pour soutenir le développement de plusieurs formes de tourisme dans toutes 

ces localités. On n’a pas omis les données sur la qualité de l’environnement et sur l’impact causé par 

l’existence de grands lacs d’accumulation, en particulier par la collection d’informations sur le terrain.  

L’accent a été mis sur la façon dont la valeur d’une unité hydrologique peut être une base pour le 

développement du tourisme et de l’économie locale. Les aménagements hydrotechniques devraient 
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évaluer plus attentivement leurs problèmes d’impact et devenir une nouvelle opportunité pour le 

développement d’un tourisme de niche, appelé hydro-tourisme.  

Tableau no.1: Les dates importantes pour les localités situées autour des barrages 
 

* l'Institut National de la Statistique (2016) 

** ces objetifs culturels sont des monuments historiques et sont enregistrés sur la Liste du Patrimoine National  

Source : les auteurs 

 

Avant de faire des propositions pour le développement du tourisme, l’accent a été mis d’abord sur la 

connaissance des changements majeurs que les aménagements hydrographiques apportent à 

l’environnement. Ceci est important parce que le tourisme aussi peut avoir ses influences négatives. 

Dans ce contexte, on a pris en compte les exigences du développement durable et le soutien d’un 

tourisme à petite échelle en ce qui concerne les équipements et les capacités de fonctionnement, de la 

réalisation des services touristiques.  

 

 

 

Hydroélectriqu
e Premier an de 

fonctionnement 

Surface 
du lac 

Haute. 
barrag

e 

Ville/localité 
Surface/ no. 
Habitants 

(2016)* 

Activités économiques 
Objectifs naturels et 

culturels** 

Unités de 
logement 

(2016)* 

Avrig - capacité 

installée de 14,2 

MW, mise en 

service en 1989 

330ha 18m 

La ville Avrig à 
une altitude de 400 

m. Inclut les 

villages Bradu, 

Săcădate, Mârşa 

Glâmboaca. Située 

à 20 km de Sibiu 

S=1336 ha 

P=15590 

habitants 

micro-activités 
industrielles pour 

façonner le bois, 

matières premières 

agricoles, commerce, 

services publics et 

privés 

3 aires naturelles 

protégées, 2 églises, 1 

château nobiliaire, 1 

monument d’art 

commémorative. Elle fait 

partie de la zone 

ethnographique Ţara 

Făgăraşului 

8 unités de 

logement 

dont 1 hôtel 

et 2 

pensions 

touristiques, 

4 motels/ et 

1 chalet 

Viştea-capacité 

installée de 14,2 

MW, mise en 

service en 1989 

172ha 20m 

La localité Viştea 

avec les villages 

Viştea de Jos, 

Viştea de Sus, 

Viştişoara, Olteţ et 

Rucăr. Distance à 

Sibiu - 55 km, 30 

km jusqu’à Avrig 

S=9014 ha  

P=2215 

habitants 

professions agricoles 

de base: façonner du 

bois, des scieries, 

commerce local, 

services publiques de 

santé  

2 aires protégées, 3 

églises, 1 auberge-

monument historique. 

Elle fait partie de la zone 

ethnographique  Ţara 

Făgăraşului 

1 pension 

touristique 

„Elena” 

avec 24 lits. 

Turnu-capacité 

installée de 70 

MW, mise en 

service en 1982 

154ha 44m 

Ville Călimăneşti- 

comprend Jiblea 

Veche, Jiblea 

Nouă, Păuşa, 

Seaca. Station 

balnéaire d’intérêt 
national, à18 km 

au nord de 

Râmnicu Vâlcea, 
19 km de Brezoi, 

81 km sud de Sibiu 

S= 10450 ha 

P=8821 
habitants  

les activités 

économiques de base - 

l’industrie du tourisme, 

commerce local, 

façonnage du bois, 

fabrication du papier, 

du carton et 

emballages, 
constructions, services 

agricoles secondaires, 

services publics et 
privés 

castrum romain, 3 

monastères, 1 ermitage 

orthodoxe, 3 églises, 1 

ensemble urbain, 1 gare 

datant de 1899, 4 vieilles 

maisons, 8 croix de 

pierre-tous sont 
monuments historiques; 

la zone ethnographique 

Vâlcea 

51 unités de 

logement, 

dont 9 

hôtels, 14 

villas, 17 

pensions 

touristiques, 

4 motels, 2 
haltes 

touristiques, 

etc. avec 
3359 lits 

Călimăneşti-

capacité installée 

de 38 MW, mise 

en service en 

1981 

88,2ha 28,5m 

Drăgăşani-

capacité installée 

de 45 MW, mise 

en service en 
1981 

950 ha 32m 

la municipalité 

Drăgăşani 

comprend les 

villages Capul 

Dealului, Valea 

Caselor, Zămeni, 
Zlătărei. La ville 

est située à 192 km 

de Bucharest, 72 
km de Craiova, 64 

km nord de 

Ramnicu Vâlcea 

S= 4491 ha 

P= 20698 

habitants  

production de roues de 

voiture/ (SC Magnetto 

Wells), production de 

matières plastiques; 

fabrique de chaussures; 

le vignoble Drăgăşani, 

fameux en Roumanie 

pour la production du 

vin et des barils; unités 
de production pour 

légumes et fruits (SC 

Lefrucom SA et SC 
Vitivinicola). Il y a un 

institut de recherches 

viticoles.  

les ruines romaines 

‘Russidava’ (ou 

forteresse „Domnului de 

Rouă”) découvertes dans 

le quartier Momoteşti, 

près de la route nationale; 

4 églises dont 3 sont 
monuments historiques, 3 

édifices civiles, 

monuments historiques; 
la maison mémorielle de 

l’écrivain Gib Mihăescu; 

le Musée du Vin au 
centre-ville 

7 unités de 

logement (4 

hotels, 1 
motel, 2 

pensions 

touristiques) 
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4. Les principales caractéristiques des localités avec des équipements 

hydrographiques sur la rivière Olt 
 

La rivière se forme au contact entre le massif calcaire de Hășmașu Mare (1793 m) avec le massif Șipoș 

(1566 m) à une altitude de 1280 m. Dans la zone des montagnes, elle forme deux très beaux défilés - 

des paysages naturels uniques: Tușnad et Turnu Roșu - Cozia. La rivière reçoit environ 270 affluents 

grands et petits sur toute sa surface de bassin. 

Une particularité du bassin Olt est donnée par l’existence de champs d’eaux hypo- et méso-thermiques, 

eaux sulfureuses et en particulier les carbo-gaseuses, étant renommées à cet égard celles situées à l’est 

de la rivière Olt (Bicsad, Sancrăieni, Tuşnad) aussi comme les zones Bodoc, Biborțeni, Malnaș, 

Covasna, Vâlcele et Zizin qui concentrent des ressources naturelles importantes avec un très grand 

potentiel en Roumanie. La population compte environ 2.110.507 habitants du bassin dont environ 

56,2% en milieu urbain et 43,8% dans les zones rurales. 

Sauf Călimăneşti, la population est légèrement en baisse. La densité moyenne de la population est 

d’environ 88 habitants/km². Dans le bassin de la rivière Olt, il y a 42 villes dont six capitales 

départementales et 314 – communes/localités. En outre, le long de la vallée, les Romains ont construit 

une ligne de fortifications - Limes Alutanus - qui comprenait les anciens forts: Romula, Acidava, 

Buridava, Castrum Traiana, Alutela (Arutela). La rivière traverse les villes Miercurea Ciuc, Sfântu 

Gheorghe, Făgăraş, Râmnicu Vâlcea et Slatina.   

Pour l’analyse effectuée, seulement 6 des unités hydroélectriques ont été prises en considération – cinq 

du secteur médian et une du cours inférieur du fleuve. Les agglomérations administratives sur le 

territoire desquelles ces barrages et lacs d’accumulation fonctionnent comprennent une municipalité, 

deux villes et une localité/commune. Dans la ville et station balnéo-climatérique Călimăneşti il y a 

deux centrales hydroélectriques (détails dans le tableau no. 1). 

Au fil du temps il n’y pas eu des préoccupations particulières pour développer le tourisme en 

connexion avec ces lacs d’accumulation. Les barrages non plus, avec leurs équipements techniques ne 

sont pas devenus des attractions touristiques pour être ensuite promus à travers des visites, avec 

d’autres objectifs naturels et culturels ayant une plus grande attractivité. 

5. Les types d’impacts environnementaux causés par les unités hydroélectriques 

analysées 
 

Les unités hydroélectriques analysées font partie de la catégorie des grandes – ils ont travaillé pendant 

de nombreuses années pour leur mise en service. Considérant ce point de vue, la recherche sur le 

terrain a offert des commentaires exprimant autant d’impacts sur l’environnement.  

Les facteurs naturels et anthropiques qui conditionnent la dynamique du bassin hydrographique 

agissent comme un système complexe. Un facteur ou un complexe de facteurs avec rôle actif d’entre 

ceux-ci se remarque, caractérisant l’évolution du bassin d’eau. Le degré d’artificialité des systèmes 

fluviaux se réfère aux principaux aspects de la location géographique, aux particularités du relief, eaux, 

climat et bio-pédologie qui sont spécifiques de ce secteur.  

 

L’impact geomorphologique et erosionnel  
 

• Des changements sur le lit de la rivière comme pente, avec un dépôt plus rapide de sédiments, 

érosion modifiée, la vitesse lente de l’écoulement de l’eau; 

 

• L’apparition, en temps, dans les zones ou certains affluents se versent dans le lac, des cônes de 

déjection formés des alluvions qui peuvent provoquer des inondations latérales pendant les 

pluies torrentielles; 
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• La création d’alluvions sous forme des barres là où des petits affluents se versent dans le lac, 

fait qui conduit à la production de rejets/d’eau par-dessus les côtés/bords dans sa partie 

supérieure/amont d’entre eux;  

 

• La formation des alluvions au fond des lacs – la rate rapide des alluvions s’accumulant conduit 

à un colmatage plus rapide des lacs; 

 

• Les processus torrentielles se produisent aux sources de tous les bassins fluviaux/affluents de 

la rivière Olt, dans des zones à forte infiltration de l’eau météorique, dans les vallées étroites 

inférieurs, forte modélisées lors de pluies fortes;  

 

• Les procès gravitationnels les plus courantes sont les glissements de terrain, suivis par 

effondrements/et glissement de terrain; 

 

• Les déforestations des grandes fonds forestiers des montagnes Lotrului, Căpăţânei, Făgăraş 

conduiront à l’érosion des pentes et les pluies torrentielles causeront/un envasement rapide des 

lacs d’accumulation; 

 

• La diminution de la capacité naturelle d’autoépuration des eaux de la rivière a cause de la 

création du lac d’accumulation.  

 

Les changements climatiques se manifestent à travers un processus de hausse des températures pendant 

la saison chaude ce qui diminue le volume d’eau par évaporation dans les lacs d’accumulation. En 

outre, l’augmentation des périodes de sécheresse provoque le même phénomène. Les amplitudes 

thermiques plus élevées entre la saison chaude et froide accentuent les processus d’érosion sur les 

pentes, principalement vers les affluents dont les eaux sont débouchées vers les lacs d’accumulation.  

 

L’impact climatique crée par les lacs d’accumulation 
 

• pour le système hidroélectrique d’Olt, on a constate des elements qui represente déjà des 

petitis modifications du climat local; 

 

• la différence entre le mode de chauffage et de refroidissement de l’eau face aux zones de terre 

frontalières conduit à ces changements microclimatiques;  

 

• les milieux aquatiques moyens et grands des lacs d’accumulation du riviére Olt par 

évapotranspiration provoquent une augmentation des jours nuageux, surtout pendant le 

printemps et pendant l’automne;  

 

• le printemps et l’automne, le phénomène du brouillard local se produit plus souvent, sur l’eau 

et dans les environs,  on augmente l’humidité locale;  

 

• la zone située entre 1-50 m, comprenant les rives et les pentes au-dessus des lacs 

d’accumulation, sont caractérisées par une humidité plus élevée et des dépôts plus abondants 

de rosée; 

 

• pendant la saison froide, la température est plus élevée, à cause de l’eau qui cède plus 

lentement la chaleur stockée - phénomène particulièrement visible pendant l’automne et au 

début de l’hiver;  

 

• les amplitudes thermiques entre les températures diurnes et nocturnes augmentent; ainsi se 

produisent les brises de lac (phénomène spécifique de la saison chaude);  

 

• les vents ne sont plus concentrés sur le couloir de la rivière et frappent les rives opposées des 

lacs d’accumulation, ainsi accentuant l’érosion des berges. 
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Des observations météorologiques pour les lacs d’accumulations grands et moyens ne sont pas 

expressément faites en Roumanie. De telles études ont été menées au Canada, aux Etats-Unis et en 

France. Dans cette étude, les observations empiriques provenant des Agences d’Environnement et 

celles des habitants, qui ont été souvent plus attentifs à ces phénomènes influençant leurs activités 

agricoles, forestières et de pêche, ont été les plus importantes. 

 

L’impact sur la flore et sur la faune  
 

La construction d’une centrale hydroélectrique provoque des modifications pour l’habitat de 

nombreuses espèces de flore et de faune terrestres et aquatiques. Certains habitats sont fragmentés, des 

autres sont détruits par les inondations. Après la fermeture du chantier, certains habitats se régénèrent 

partiellement mais ils ne peuvent pas inclure la variété des espèces d’avant. Dans de nombreux cas, on 

fait des reboisements pour le renforcement des pentes, mais ceux-ci comprennent seulement 1-2 

espèces d’arbres. L’impact se traduit par:  

 

• le bétonnage des lits des rivières sur la section des lacs d’accumulation signifie destruction des 

paysages et des ecosystèmes; 

 

• la disparition de la diversité des espèces herbacées, dont certaines sont endémiques; beaucoup 

de ces espèces ne peuvent être déplacés dans d’autres régions;  

 

• le manque de sédiments et les basses températures ne favorisent pas la formation des sols 

fertiles pour la végétation naturelle et pour les cultures agricoles;  

 

• les variations fréquentes du niveau provoquent un effet négatif supplémentaire pour la 

végétation aquatique et pour celle limitrophe;  

 

• à cause d’une surélévation des niveaux qui se produisent en amont de lacs, le risque 

d’inondation des zones environnantes augmente et les remblais d’ici peuvent être affectés;  

 

• la diminution de la dynamique naturelle de l’eau induit une diminution de la flore et la faune 

aquatiques; la dynamique est imposée par la consommation d’énergie;  

 

• la diminution du nombre d’invertébrés existants dans le passe au niveau des couches de terre 

fertile et la restauration déficiente du nombre d’espèces et d’individus par espèce;  

 

• la réduction de la stratification naturelle de l’eau dans le lac du barrage avec un impact sur les 

formes de vie dans l’eau; 

 

• la vitesse de fuite plus reduite dans l’amont du barrage influence la glace formée dans l’hiver 

qui va se fondre plus difficilement et qui fond plus rapidement an aval, avec un impact négatif 

sur la faune ichtyologique.  

 

«Les montages en cascade», tels que ceux de la rivière Olt et du Danube, ont des effets négatifs sur les 

écosystèmes aquatiques, parce qu’ils y ont construit plusieures centrales hydroélectriques successives 

le long des cours d’eau. La rivière Olt, avec toutes ces unités hydrotechniques a perdu beaucoup de ses 

caractéristiques et ses fonctions multiples. 

La végétation existante dans des prairies riveraines, composée de plantes ligneuses et herbacées est 

disparue, maintenant cette zone étant occupé par des lacs d’accumulation. Les espèces d’amphibiens et 

de reptiles de cette zone ont beaucoup décliné, en raison des inondations des bras morts des rivières, en 

ruinant leurs lieux de nidification. 
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Impacts sur les agglomerations urbaines et ruraux 
 

• des changements pour les régions extérieures des villages et des localités, qui ont été inclues 

par les plans hydrotechniques;  

 

• la destruction des formes de sol existentes, avec élimination jusqu’au substrat de la roche; leur 

reprise peut durer des dizaines de décennies; 

 

• l’apparition de la poussière qui se dépose vers les localités limitrophes, produite par l’érosion 

éolienne des alluvions déposées ou sur-soulevées vers le fond du lac, zone qui est soumise au 

séchage pendant la diminution de l’eau pendant l’accumulation; 

 

• la réalisation des routes d’accès au chantier et des routes vers les unites hydroélectriques 

conduit à des changements majeurs des paysages naturels;  

 

• la section des pentes par les routes d’accès remet en question leur stabilité et le développement 

des torrents sur les pentes plus abruptes;  

 

• les actions anthropiques simples appliquées aux paysages, avec un aspect plus simple et 

monotone du point de vue esthétique et environnemental;  

 

• les lacs d’accumulation empêchent un transport de substances fertiles pour l’agriculture, qui se 

déposent principalement dans les embouchures des rivières, dans les deltas; 

 

• des changements pour l’utilisation des terres agricoles du voisinage des lacs d’accumulation, 

pour réduire l’impact de la pollution des eaux souterraines et de surface avec des produits 

chimiques; 

 

• la croissance des potentiels menaces d’inondations extrêmes dues à des pluies torrentielles qui 

ne peuvent être gérées rapidement par le barrage et le lac d’accumulation;  

 

• en aval du barrage, le débit d’eau est réduit et les alluvions se déposent plus rapidement, le bas 

du lit de la rivière monte, fait qui pourrait conduire à des inondations;  

 

• à cause des colmatages au fond du lac, les conditions locales pour pratiquer la voile peuvent se 

déteriorer et la formation de dégel peut se produire; 

 

• la réduction du nombre d’espèces précieuses de poissons, spécifiques des rivières et la 

réduction des activités de pêche;  

 

• un phénomène d’élevation de la nappe phréatique avec des effets significatifs sur les 

agglomérations humaines et industrielles, sur les installations de collecte de l’eau et de 

canalisation des eaux usées et sur la faune et la flore locales;  

 

• les surfaces grandes d’eau avec caractere stagnant, causées par les lacs d’accumulation 

provoquent le développement des colonies de moustiques; 

 

De plus, l’image globale d’une unité hydrologique est celle d’un environnement aquatique très 

anthropique, qui devient très pollué. Les sources de pollution diffuse sont représentées en particulier 

par: le stockage et l’utilisation d’engrais organiques et chimiques; l’élevage des animaux de ferme; 

l’utilisation des pesticides pour détruire les parasites. 
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Conclusions  
 

En Roumanie SC. Hidroelectrica SA et A.N. «Apele Romane/Eaux Roumannes» sont les 

administrateurs des barrages les plus importants du pays. En conséquence, SC Hidroelectrica et A.N. 

Apele Române ont l’obligation d’assurer l’exploitation dans des conditions de sûreté et la maintenance 

des travaux complexes en conformité avec les réglementations d’exploitation en vigueur. Chaque 

année, pendant les mois avril-mai, le Ministère de l’Environnement et des Changements Climatiques 

par l’intermède du Département pour Eaux, Forêts et Pisciculture organise dans chaque département, 

avec les Comités Départementaux pour Situations d’Urgence des actions pour vérifier la manière dont 

les gens ont nettoyé les cours d’eaux et ont fait les travaux d’entretien pour les fossés et les rigoles dans 

les localités, pour assurer le fonctionnement des sections de coulissement des eaux grandes. 

 

La première unité hydroélectrique à réserve avec pompage en Roumanie, qui comprend les unités 

hydroélectriques sur la rivière Olt de Drăgăneşti, Ipoteşti, Frunzaru, Rusăneşti et Izbiceni appartenant à 

Hidroelectrica, a été mise en service au début de mai 2014. Le bassin Olt, par le potentiel 

hydroélectrique important et la nécessité pour les services publics d’approvisionnement en eau, a subi 

des interventions humaines intensifiées, qui ont influencé beaucoup les érosions et les accumulations 

de la rivière. En ensemble, on considère que l’influence des installations hydrotechniques a été plus 

positive que négative, parce que les inondations ont été réduites et des sources d’eau pour l’irrigation 

ont été créées, mais la perte de biodiversité est bien négligée.  

 

Mais les unités hydroélectriques apportent des bénéfices économiques régionaux réduits et isolés, parce 

qu’elles ont un cycle de durée de vie limitée. Quand même, le soutient des investissements dans la 

croissance mondiale de l’efficacité énergétique et dans l’application des mesures pour économiser 

l’énergie stimule des multiples industries et génère des effets économiques plus importants à long 

terme, toutefois sans détruire la nature.  

La difficulté des procédures pour louer les terrains entourant les lacs d’accumulation, l’accord difficile 

des documents environnementaux diminue beaucoup l’utilisation de ces unités hydroélectriques dans le 

tourisme, en Roumanie. Très rarement, les zones près des anciens sites de travail impliquant des 

infrastructures urbaines, des cabanes et des villas ont été exploitées ensuite pour le tourisme;  

Sur les pentes des montagnes et des collines, localisées près des lacs d’accumulation du secteur médian 

de l’Olt, il y a une zone avec un microclimat favorable aux activités touristiques et climatériques, 

étendue verticalement, depuis la surface du lac jusqu’à une altitude d’environ 750-800m. L’activité 

touristique la plus fréquente est la pêche sportive, seulement avec permis de pêche.  

Meme si l’hydro-tourisme a des chances réales de développement, SC Hidroelectrica SA et AN Apele 

Române sont moins intéressés de ce domaine. La modernisation des villes adjacentes en élargissant et 

en créant un réseau de services publics pourra ensuite conduire au développement de la région en 

renforçant le potentiel touristique naturel et anthropique.  

 

Contributions des auteurs: Tous les auteurs ont une contribution égale à la préparation de cet 

article scientifique. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper is focused on the issue of business potential. The objective is to point out the need of 
investigating business talent and business potential, which are prerequisites for successful business 
activities. In the article there is presented results of researching statistical independencies between 
selected questions of the questionnaire investigation. The practical part of the paper examines the 
data concerning the business potencial of university students which are evaluated by means of the 
independence test. 

Keywords: Business potencial, entrepreneurship, university students. 

Introduction 

 
Currently, educating young people to be more business savvy is becoming increasingly more 
popular. Raising young people to be more business savvy is without a doubt a current topic that 
many people research not only from the scientific-research aspect but from the aspect of gradually 
increasing unemployment as well, which leads to schools more often practically implementing the 
concept (Kmecová 2016). For example Ostaeyen’s (2014) contribution caught our attention. The 
author focuses on analyzing business potential. The study by Zupan et al. (2015) is aimed at the 
issue of securing business potential of students. We also mention the expert scientific study (Caha 
2011) in which the author stresses the need for business education, and the development of 
competences needed for practice. The studies (Chen 2011; Wenhua, Xia 2012) are beneficial for 
the reader as well focusing on business talents. 

Due to the increasing level of unemployment in the member states of the European Union, 
significant attention in this area is being paid to business education. Changes aimed at developing 
business skills are being implemented in the education process, and in education and study 
programs. Although gained knowledge does not guarantee success in business, they are 
prerequisite for finding the most fitting ways to success in business and also help with dealing 
with potential issues that can occur in business. Educational institutions need to realize the need of 
implementing subjects for furthering business competences and the necessity of cooperating with 
the business community. Novák et al. (2016) state that the quality of education is currently a 
pressing issue that influences the labor market. This does not only apply to the Region of South 
Bohemia (Novák et al. 2016) but to the entire European Union as well. 

The skills associated with successful businesses should start be taught in elementary schools. The 
realization should transpire that business competences are important not only in business but in 
personal life and practice as well (Marešová et al. 2014). Business education should be the target 
of interest of the entire education system (Kmecová 2015). Another beneficial study (Kulakovskyi, 
Kulakovska 2016) presents case studies of solving problematic situations that hinder the 
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development of business. The study claims that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) play 
a significant role in developing business. They are a suitable environment for business. The 
authors of  Vochozka et al. (2016) state that the rapidly developing small and medium-sized 
enterprises contribute to creating new work opportunities; they are effective, which positively 
influences their competitiveness. In SMEs, a number of innovative activities takes place, which 
contributes to economic development (Vokoun 2015). There is no doubt that small and medium-
sized enterprises positively affect (Kmecová 2015) regions. That is why it is important to realize 
that enough attention needs to be aimed at business education in primary, secondary, and tertiary 
education. Jayawarna et al. present an interesting opinion according to which the development of 
human capital starts in childhood and is influenced by the ability of parents to support the 
potential of their children by directly supporting their education and indirect transfers to human 
capital that further the abilities to focus on a career in business in the future. 

The effectiveness of a code of ethics as a management tool for an organization´s external and 
internal relations is, however, not a matter of course. It is based on certain assumptions related to 
its content and the method behind its creation, use, application and enforcement. This not only 
includes its correct orientation and clear and unambiguous formulations, but also the tools by 
which the principles of the code are enforced within an organization (see Caha and Urban, 2017). 

For our entry, we chose current topics such as investigating business potential and the 
dependencies of selected questions of the questionnaire in the area of business potential 

Description of the Research Sample 

The respondents of the questionnaire survey were randomly selected students of the Institute of 
Technology And Business and the University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice. They were 
full-time and part-time Bachelor’s students studying Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, 
Transport and Transportation Technologies (VŠTE – 54 individuals), Business Administration 
(VŠTE – 82 individuals), and Management and Business Economics (JČU – 38 individuals). 

There were in total 174 respondents of different ages (both women and men). Due to the number 
of students, we do not divide them into any type of group (women – men, students of individual 
study fields, full-time or part-time students, etc.). 

According to the principles of educational research (see Gavora 2010, Chráska 2007), an 
anonymous questionnaire (of own construction) featuring seven questions about the business 
potential of the respondents was chosen as the research method. The research was conducted 
anonymously in order to secure the stated values. The full text of the questionnaire is available 
from the authors. The research continues to secure a larger and more diverse statistical sample. 

The entry presents partial results. The authors of the entry focused only on three of the questions 
and their mutual independencies. 

Objective 

The objective of the research is to investigate the statistical independence between the following 
questions of the questionnaire survey: 
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A) Was the change of your daily routine a strong motivation for founding a business? 

B) Would you be willing if needed to work for as long as necessary without getting enough sleep? 

C) Would you be willing to take on a loan to start your own business? 

All of the questions were only allowed to be answered with YES or NO. 

We expected there to be statistical independence between pairs of these questions. Based on the 
research questions, three hypotheses were established: 

HAB: The change of routine as strong motivation for starting your own business is in correlation 

with the willingness to work without sufficient sleep if needed. (We expect statistical dependence 
between questions A) and B).) 

HAC: If changing the daily routine is a strong motivation for starting a business, we expect the 

willingness to take on a loan to start the business to be present. (We reject statistical independence 
between questions A) and C).) 

HBC: Willingness to take on a loan to start the business is in correlation with the willingness to 

work without sufficient sleep. (We reject statistical independence between questions B) and C).) 

If our hypotheses are right will be assessed in the last chapter. 

Methodology 

To evaluate the questionnaire survey, the chi-square test of independence was used. This test helps 
investigating the independence of two statistical categorical variables. 

The empirically acquired number ��� in individual groups is noted in a contingency table. The 
featured test compares these numbers to calculated theoretical numbers ���, meaning numbers 
that could be expect in the case of the independence of the statistical variables. The expected 
theoretical numbers are calculated in the equation 

��� =  ��∗ ⋅ �∗�� , 
where ��∗ a �∗�are marginal numbers (meaning sums of the numbers in the rows or columns) and 
are noted in a table that has the same dimensions as the contingency table, � is the number of 
respondents or answers. 

The value of the tested criteria is given by the relation  


� = � ��� −  �����
������,���

, 
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where r, s are the number of rows or columns of the table. We reject the hypothesis about the 
independence of the valuables every time when the 
� value of the tested criteria is higher than the 
critical value of distribution with a number of degrees of freedom � = �� − 1��� − 1�. We chose 
the 0.05 level of the test of significant; it is one of the most commonly used levels. The critical 
value 
�.�� � ��� can be found in statistical tables and in Chráska (2007) and Gaur and Gaur (2009). 

Sufficiently high expected numbers are prerequisite for using the test. For a four-field 2x2 table, it 
is at least 5. For larger tables, it is customary to require at least 80 percent of 5 (or 2) and higher 
numbers. 

In the case that the phenomenon rejects independence, it is then possible to determine its level. For 
more than 40 respondents, we can use the Cramer coefficient 

� =  � 
�
� ∙ �� ���, �� − 1�, 

where 0 ≤ � ≤ 1; 0 is the weakest dependency, and 1 is the strongest dependence. 

In our concrete case, there will always be four-field tables (� = � = 2) with the degree of freedom 
1, n = 174, the level of significance 0.05, and the critical value 
�.�� � �1� = 3.841. We always test 
the validity of the hypothesis H0: Independence of statistical variables. 

Results 

1) The verification of the hypothesis HAB using the chi-square test of independence will be carried 
out first. 

Table 1: Actual numbers of the questions A), B). 

A/B B) yes B) no '∗( 
A) yes 85 33 118 

A) no 28 28 56 

')∗ 113 61 174 

 

Table 2: Expected number of the questions A), B). 

A/B B) yes B) no 

A) yes 76.63 41.37 

A) no 36.37 19.63 

 

The value of the tested criteria is 
� = 8.103 and is higher than the critical value 
�.�� � �1� =3.841. There independence between questions A) and B) is rejected. The hypothesis HAB is 
accetable. 
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The level of dependence is calculated using the Cramer coefficient � = 0.216. The dependence is 
low. 

2) Actual and theoretical numbers for verifying the hypothesis HAC using the chi-square test of 
independence are featured in the following tables. 

Table 3: Actual numbers for questions A), C). 

A/C C) yes C) no '∗( 
A) yes 75 43 118 

A) no 30 26 56 

')∗ 105 69 174 

 

Table 4: Expected numbers for questions A), C). 

A/C C) yes C) no 

A) yes 71.21 46.79 

A) no 33.79 22.21 

 

The value of the tested criteria is 
� = 1.581 and is lower than the critical value 
�.�� � �1� =3.841. There is acceptable independence between questions A) and C). The hypothesis HAC is 
rejected. 

 

3) To verify the hypothesis HBC using the chi-square test of independence, we used the following 
number tables.  

Table 5: Actual numbers for the questions B), C). 

B/C C) yes C) no '∗( 
B) yes 76 37 113 

B) no 29 32 61 

')∗ 105 69 174 

 

Table 6: Expected numbers for the questions B), C). 

B/C C) yes C) no 

B) yes 68.19 44.81 

B) no 36.81 24.19 

 

The value of the tested criteria is 
� = 6.434 and is higher than the critical value 
�.�� � �1� =3.841. There is dependence between questions B) and C). The hypothesis HBC is acceptable. 
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The level of dependence is calculated using the Cramer coefficient � = 0.192. The dependence is 
low. 

Conclusion 

The skills connected to business can be taught and teaching them can start as soon as elementary 
school (Marešová et al. 2014). Educating not only young people to be more business savvy is a 
very current topic. Business competences are crucial for conducting business but also for personal 
life and practice. That is why it is important to analyze existing business potential and support its 
development in young people but also in employed and unemployed individuals. 

This entry is aimed at analyzing a part of the results that were collected during an anonymous 
questionnaire survey among the students of two universities (VŠTE and JČU) in České 
Budějovice. The questionnaire focused on investigating business potential. 

In this paper there are investigated the dependencies of three questions of the questionnaire. It was 
accepted that there is a dependence between questions A) and B). The hypothesis HAB is 
acceptable. There is a low level of dependence between changing the daily routine as a strong 
motive for starting a business and the willingness to work without sufficient sleep. 

There is independence between questions A) and C). The hypothesis HAC is rejected. There is no 
connection between the motivation to start a business based on the change of the daily routine and 
the willingness to take on a loan to start a business. 

There is a low level of dependence between questions B) and C). The hypothesis HBC is 
acceptable. The willingness to take on a loan to start a business is in connection with the 
willingness to work without sufficient sleep. 
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Abstract:  
 

Maintaining the energy security is one of the key economic priorities, in which long-term monitoring 

and shaping of the energy structure takes a leading role. Such monitoring should be accompanied by 

forecasting the energy needs of the economy and determining the sources of their coverage. Bearing 

in mind the above circumstances, the main aim of this article is to carry out a long-term analysis of 

the Poland’s energy balance in the context of current and future conditions of the European climate 

policy and the sources of risk generated by changes observed for Polish mining production. The 

research period covers the years 1965-2015, and the research was conducted using basic statistical 

risk measures, including structural ratios, trend analyzes, standard deviations and coefficients of 

variation, additionally using a risk checklist based on literature studies on European legal and 

economic conditions in the field of energy and environmental protection policy. Undoubtedly, it can 

be stated on the basis of the conducted research that the changes in the Poland’s energy balance, 

caused largely by the European Union’s anti-coal policy, pose a serious threat to hard coal extraction 

and consumption, however, due to their evolutionary and slow nature, they are not a source of risk 

that would contribute to immediate collapse of demand and complete liquidation of mining 

production.  

Keywords: energy balance, mining production, energy risk, hard coal mining industry in Poland. 

 

Introduction 
 

The determinants of much diversified character play a vital role in planning the coverage of 

electricity demand. In the process of their identification it is helpful to analyze historical trends in 

terms of sources of covering the current demand and changes taking place in the energy balance, as 

well as in-depth studies on the current and planned implementation of provisions of the regional and 

local energy policy. At the same time, it is worth emphasizing that these changes are usually very 

slow due to the time-consuming and capital-intensive nature of the modernization of energy 

infrastructure, therefore the process of adapting the energy to the new energy and environmental 

requirements usually covers from a dozen or so to a few dozen years (Turek, 2015). Consequently, 

the effective and efficient planning of the energy balance structure should take into consideration the 

current trends in electricity demand and the structure of coverage of this demand, the type and size of 

the energy infrastructure, access to specific energy carriers and costs of their acquisition, as well as 

the legal and environmental conditions (Michlak & Nawrocki, 2015).  

 

In addition to identifying and considering the above mentioned conditions, their prioritization in the 

planning process is also important, which will decide the direction of national energy development 

for many years to come. On the one hand, we have a choice of priority of the energy security as 

regards which focus should be on the available national energy sources, regardless of their economy 

or adverse environmental effect, and, on the other hand, the environmental priority, in which 

abandoning own energy carriers in favor of imported raw materials less harmful to the environment is 

possible. The priority in the process of shaping the energy policy may also be minimizing the costs of 

electricity production, which frequently moves the environmental and energy security objectives into 

the background (Bluszcz, 2016). For this reason, balancing the objectives of the energy policy in 

practice is a very difficult task to implement and depends not only on economic decisions (Kowalska-

Styczeń & Sznajd-Weron, 2016), but also on a number of objective circumstances, such as the 

availability and sufficiency of energy sources, the price of energy carriers or the provisions of law. It 

is also worth mentioning that social factors, including the perception and the level of social 

acceptance for individual energy carriers, play a major role in shaping the energy policy, which often 
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render impossible, in part or in whole, the realization of the assumptions of national energy strategies 

(Spałek, 2014). 

In the Polish economy, hard coal has been the dominant energy carrier for many years. Poland also 

remains one of the world’s ten largest hard coal producers (Burchart-Korol et al., 2016). Nonetheless, 

the Polish hard coal mining industry has been struggling with serious financial problems since the 

beginning of economic transformation (Sierpińska & Bąk, 2013; Olkuski, 2013) and is still 

undergoing a profound repair restructuring (Jonek-Kowalska, 2015; Karbownik & Bijańska, 2000), 

particularly intensive in the last five years (Bąk, 2007). One of the main causes of the systematic 

financial collapse and the liquidation of mining production in Poland is the European Union’s anti-

coal policy forcing the diversification of energy sources and a significant increase in the share of 

renewable raw materials in the national energy balances. Therefore, the author of this article attempts 

to assess the validity of such a thesis, considering initially the changes in the energy balance as one of 

the many sources of risk for the Polish mining production (Bijańska & Wodarski, 2014; Brodny et al., 

2017).  

 

Bearing in mind the above arguments, the main aim of this article is to carry out a long-term analysis 

of the Poland’s energy balance in the context of current and future conditions of the European climate 

policy and the sources of risk generated by the changes observed for Polish mining production. In 

order to accomplish this task, the following were conducted during the research: the identification 

and analysis of changes in the Poland’s energy balance in 1965-2015, the assessment of risk related 

to the change of the share of individual energy carriers in the energy balance and the assessment of 

the financial results of the Polish hard coal mining industry in the context of identified changes in the 

energy balance.  

 

Methodology 

 
The research part of this article is divided into two subsections, for which the research methodology 

was individually adjusted. The first one concerns the long-term analysis of changes in the energy 

balance and uses statistical data on the consumption of individual energy carriers in Poland in 1965-

2015. This analysis refers to renewable and non-renewable resources using the trend functions 

adjusted to data and using the medium-term rate of changes to assess the intensity of research 

processes (1). 

 �� = ��� − 1	 × 100%    (1) 

 

where: 

 �� = �� ���� × ���� ���� × �� �����    (2) 

 � – chain dynamics index, � – the number of observations. 

 

The second subsection refers to the risk identification and assessment that was carried out using 

typical measures of variation in the form of the standard deviation (3) and the coefficient of variation 

(4): 

� = �∑ (� − �̅)������ − 1  (3) 

where: �̅ – the arithmetic mean, � – another variable in the sample, � – the number of observations in the sample. � = ��̅ × 100% (4) 
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where: �̅ – the arithmetic mean, � – the standard deviation. 

In addition, the Pearson correlation coefficient for assessing the linear correlation strength (5) 

between the analyzed variables was used to assess the relations between the electricity consumption 

and the hard coal share in the Poland’s energy balance and the results of the Polish hard coal mining 

industry. 

 !" = #$�(�, &)�! × �"  (5) 

 

where: #$� (�, &)– the covariance of x and y variables, �! , �" – standard deviations of variables x and y. 

 

In addition to the quantitative risk assessment carried out using the above parameters in the context of 

the Poland’s energy balance, a descriptive analysis of the sources of risk in the Polish hard coal 

mining industry was presented in the research section, which was conducted using a risk checklist 

containing the most important factors affecting the functioning of the analyzed sector.  

 

Research results 

Structure of the energy balance in Poland and its changes 
 

In the structure of the Polish energy balance, hard coal has been dominating for many years, which is 

largely due to the availability and abundance of this raw material that is located in the Upper Silesian 

and Lublin Coal Basins (Chart 1). Nevertheless, over the past fifty years of analysis, the share of this 

raw material in primary energy consumption has systematically decreased from 88% in 1965 to 52% 

in 2015. Coal is being replaced by natural gas and crude oil. The share of natural gas is rising in the 

analyzed period from 3% to almost 16%, and the share of crude oil is rising from 9% to over 26%. 

Thus, the diversification of energy sources is observed primarily as regards non-renewable carriers. 

The share of renewable energy sources in the Polish energy balance is growing very slowly and, by 

1997, it did not exceed 1%. Among these sources, Poland uses mainly biomass, wind energy and 

hydropower. As a result, despite the changes noted, coal has remained a key energy resource in the 

Polish economy for many years.  

 

 
 

Chart 1. Structure of the energy balance in Poland in 1965-2015 [%] 
Source: own work on the basis of data of BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2016. 
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The reduction in the share of hard coal in the Polish energy balance is strongly correlated with the 

changes in total primary energy consumption (Chart 2), which was mainly accompanied by 

a decrease in hard coal consumption as the most important energy carrier. This is clearly confirmed 

by trend functions (quite well matched to actual data) illustrating the changes in energy and hard coal 

consumption in 1965-2015, in the form of a parabola of very similar values of polynomial 

coefficients. The greatest energy and hard coal consumption was therefore in 1975-1989, when the 

Polish economy was developing mainly due to energy-intensive heavy industry. Since 1990, after the 

economic and systemic transformation, the consumption of primary energy and hard coal has been 

steadily decreasing, as a result of changes in the structure of the Polish economy, including the 

liquidation of a significant part of heavy industry and the shift of economic activity towards less 

energy-intensive industries as well as services and trade. The reduction in electricity consumption 

also increases the efficiency and efficacy of power plants and combined heating plants, achieved 

through the modernization and replacement of technical infrastructure into a more modern and 

innovative one (Kmieciak et al., 2012). The above conclusions also clearly confirm the reduction of 

the energy-intensity of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which shows the change in the manner of 

Poland’s economic development from extensive to intensive. These circumstances were not and are 

not conducive to the maintenance or growth of mining production, which was even more evident in 

2001-2015, when electricity consumption was characterized by a slow upward trend, despite which 

the hard coal consumption continued to decline. During that period, hard coal was systematically 

replaced by crude oil and natural gas. It should be noted here that, despite less harmful impact on the 

environment, these raw materials – like hard coal – are not renewable. It is therefore difficult to say 

that a significant reduction in both consumption and hard coal share in the Poland’s energy balance is 

the result of only the European Union’s anti-coal policy.  

 

 
 

Chart 2. Consumption of primary energy and non-renewable energy sources in Poland in 1965-

2015 [Mtoe] 
Source: own work on the basis of data of BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2016. 

 

The above argument also supports the very slow increase in the use of renewable resources (Chart 3) 

and their share in the Polish energy balance, which by 2003, in terms of value, did not exceed 1 Mtoe 

(compared to the total consumption of 88.5 Mtoe) and, in percentage terms, was not more than 1%. It 

is only since 2005 that a significant increase in the use of renewable energy sources has been 

observed, whereby in 2015 their share in the structure of meeting the energy demand was slightly 

more than 5%. Whereby, since 1965, the Polish economy has been using only hydropower and, to 

a very limited extent, wind energy from renewable resources. The increase in the latter has been 

observed since 2003, as has been the increase in the use of biomass as a new renewable energy 

source.  
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Chart 3. Consumption of renewable energy sources in Poland in 1965-2015 [Mtoe] 
Source: own work on the basis of data of BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2016. 

 

At this point, it is worth mentioning the objective limitations related to the possibilities of using 

renewable energy sources in Poland. Thus, the use of water energy would require significant 

investment outlays and long-term development of technical infrastructure. The development of 

hydropower sector is not an easy and short-term task. Poland – due to geographical location and the 

resulting climatic conditions – cannot also use the potential of solar energy. It is also not rich in 

geothermal energy sources. In connection with the above, by 2017, primarily wind energy and energy 

from biomass combustion have been used from available renewable energy sources. In this respect, 

Poland has favorable geographic, climatic, and agricultural conditions, in the form of possibilities of 

growing energy crops, including willow, straw, poplar, and miscanthus. In addition, the wind energy 

development was supported by the investment subsidy system, which unfortunately was seriously 

reduced in 2016. The value of the so-called green certificates used to subsidize the production of 

wind energy, was significantly reduced. New more stringent regulations on wind power plants have 

been introduced, which state that such a facility should be located at a distance of at least ten times 

the height of the wind turbine (i.e. about 1.5-2 km) from the buildings, which significantly hinders 

and increases the development costs of infrastructure. In addition, since 2017, wind farms will not be 

able to sell energy at a regulated price that will adversely affect their financial results and the 

development of the entire industry, as more than half of wind power companies suffered financial 

losses in 2016.  

 

Energy balance and sources of risk for Polish mining production 
 

In the light of the above, it can be stated that the changes in the Poland’s energy balance, including 

the decrease in the use and share of hard coal in total electricity production, pose a threat for the 

possibility of selling this raw material by Polish mining enterprises. Limiting the possibilities of 

selling negatively affects the revenue side of the financial result and it is a source of market risk for 

entities operating in the Polish coal mining industry. Nevertheless, the changes observed are 

evolutionary in nature and allow for the adaptation to changing market conditions. This is confirmed 

by the risk intensity assessment in the form of changes in the Poland’s energy balance, the results of 

which are presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Measures of risk of mining production in Poland 

Specification Arithmetic 

mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Coefficient of 

variation 

Primary energy [Mtoe] 99.9 16.7 17% 

Crude oil [Mtoe] 17.1 5.6 33% 

Natural gas [Mtoe] 9.1 3.3 37% 

Coal [Mtoe] 72.6 17.4 24% 

Hydropower [Mtoe] 0.6 0.2 36% 

Solar energy [Mtoe] 0.0003 0.0018 612% 

Wind energy [Mtoe] 0.2 0.5 288% 

Geothermal energy, biomass, and other 

renewable resources [Mtoe] 
0.4 0.6 181% 

Source: own work. 

 

According to the data presented in Table 1, the electricity consumption in Poland in the over 50-year 

analysis period was characterized by low variation expressed in the form of a coefficient of variation 

of 17%. As regards raw materials with the highest share in the energy balance, it was crude oil and 

natural gas, whose share and use increased steadily, that were characterized by the average level of 

risk. The variability of hard coal consumption can also be found average. Renewable resources – 

except for hydropower – are characterized by high variability in time, which is the result of the low 

value of their use, increasing several times in recent years of the conducted analysis. It can therefore 

be stated that the intensity of risk related to pushing hard coal out of the energy balance is at an 

average level and does not constitute a sudden and violent threat to the functioning of mining 

enterprises in Poland. This is also confirmed by the annual average rate of change presented in Table 

2, which is about 3-5% per year for non-renewable energy sources substituting coal . In turn, the 

annual average hard coal consumption itself decreases only by 0.36%. 

 

Table 2. Average annual rate of changes in the Poland’s energy balance in 1965-2015 

Specification Average annual rate of changes 

[%] 

Primary energy  0.71% 

Crude oil  3.12% 

Natural gas  4.76% 

Coal  -0.36% 

Hydropower  1.39% 

Solar energy  310.88% 

Wind energy  61.20% 

Geothermal energy, biomass, and other renewable resources  11.17% 

Source: own work. 

 

Given that the risk is analyzed and assessed in the context of deviations from the assumed financial 

result, it is worth looking closer at the results of the Polish hard coal mining industry (Chart 3). 

Hence, the Polish hard coal mining industry was profitable only in the years 2003-2005 and 2010-

2012. In other periods, it was a loss-making industry. Taking into account the systematic downward 

trend in hard coal consumption observed since the beginning of the 1990s, it is hard to see the reasons 

for the improvement of the financial result in increasing the volume of sales. Thus, in 2003-2005, 

positive financial results followed from effective restructuring and reduction of mining production 

costs (Gumiński et al., 2008) and, in 2010-2012, the increase in revenues corresponded to an increase 

in the price of hard coal on the world and domestic markets. It is worth pointing out that Polish hard 

coal is characterized by low price competitiveness resulting – especially in recent years – from high 

and ever increasing unit production costs, which, together with the deteriorating quality, are the main 

cause of problems with the sale of this raw material.  
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Chart 3. Financial result of the Polish hard coal mining industry in 1990-2015
1
 [in PLN mln] 

Source: own work on the basis of data from the Ministry of Energy. 

 

The Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to complete the analysis and assessment of the 

relations between the financial results of the Polish hard coal mining industry and the consumption of 

primary energy and its individual carriers. The calculation results are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients for the relations between the financial results of the 

Polish hard coal mining industry and the consumption of primary energy and its carriers 

Specification 
Correlation coefficient 

financial results – primary energy -0.2183 

financial results – crude oil 0.2229 

financial results – natural gas 0.3056 

financial results – renewable resources -0.0104 

Source: own work. 

 

According to the results in Table 3, there are weak positive relations between financial results and the 

crude oil and gas consumption, but they are statistically insignificant, as are the two other negative 

relations between the results and the consumption of primary energy and renewable resources. It can 

therefore be concluded that no significant and linear relations between the results of mining 

production and the level of consumption of primary energy and its carriers have been observed.  

 

Checklist of significant sources of risk in the Polish hard coal mining industry 
 

In the situation of evolutionary changes in the Poland’s energy balance, it is hard to recognize them 

as the main cause of the crisis in the mining industry and the decommissioning of a large part of 

unprofitable hard coal mines in 2016, especially that in 2008-2016 a record value of hard coal 

imports to Poland was recorded, which is confirmed by the existence of a significant and absorptive 

market for this raw material in the Polish power sector. At the end of research it is worth to draw 

attention to the other sources of risk, which in recent years have accompanied and intensified their 

impact on the mining production in Poland. Thus, the significant sources of internal risk include: 

                                                
1
 The financial result statistics are available from the post-transformation period, hence the limited 

research period. 
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• the growing unit cost of production (Magda, 2013; Gawlik, 2008; Gawlik & Ksztelewicz, 

2005), 

• a decrease in productivity, 

• the lack of financial liquidity, 

• the lack of funds for investments (Michalak & Turek, 2012). 

The first two sources of risk are the consequence of a significant decrease in production at less 

significant decrease in employment, which, with a high share of fixed costs, results in increased unit 

costs and lower overall productivity. What makes the situation worse is the high – about 25% – share 

of administrative workers, thus non-productive, in total employment. In turn, losses in mines result in 

a reduction in internal financing, which, together with the reluctance of investors to lend to indebted 

enterprises, results in a loss of financial liquidity. Moreover, the lack of financial resources negatively 

affects current and development investment opportunities, thus jeopardizing the further functioning 

of the entire sector.  

 

External factors complicating the situation in the Polish extractive industry include: 

• the fluctuations in coal prices on the international market with a high level of globalization 

of the raw materials market, 

• the influx of cheaper hard coal from imports, 

• prohibition of financial support for the hard coal mining industry in the European Union. 

Since 2008, Poland has been a net coal importer, which, taking into account its mining traditions, 

resource reserves, and production capacities, is remarkable. Nonetheless, imported coal – mainly 

from Russia and Kazakhstan – is cheaper and meets the requirements of Polish energy producers to a 

greater extent. The situation is further aggravated by fluctuations in the hard coal prices on the world 

market, which in the period of declines transfer very quickly to the globalized domestic market and 

contribute to deepening the losses of Polish mining enterprises. Meanwhile, the possibilities of 

financing a declining industry has been significantly reduced by the European Union’s directive on 

banning public aid for the hard coal mining industry, leaving the possibility of subsidizing hard coal 

mines only in the event of their permanent decommissioning.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Summing up the considerations in this article, it must be stated that changes in the Poland’s energy 

balance are a source of risk for mining production, as they signify a reduction in the demand for hard 

coal, which limits the market for this raw material. Nevertheless, these changes are taking place 

slowly, which makes it possible for the mining enterprises to adapt to the changing economic 

environment and it should no longer present a threat to the further functioning of the sector, because 

even if the rate of reduction of coal consumption rises to 1% per year, this raw material will disappear 

from the Poland’s energy balance not sooner than in over 50 years. A serious threat, however, is the 

coupling of all the sources mentioned in the article, which when cumulated, intensely and 

permanently negatively affect both the revenue and cost side of the result, contributing to deepening 

of losses of Polish mining enterprises.  

 

On the basis of the presented analysis it can also be stated that in the Polish energy policy priority is 

given to energy security supporting maintaining coal as a leading energy raw material due to its 

national availability. It is also accompanied by a social priority in the form of a postulate of 

maintaining jobs in the region and the economy. Now and in the future, however, it can significantly 

impede the implementation of environmental priorities resulting from the European Union 

regulations, since Poland will find it difficult to achieve almost 20% share of renewable raw materials 

in the energy balance by 2020. It will also be impossible to realize the economic priorities, due to the 

lack of price competitiveness of the Polish raw material and the high costs of its acquisition. In such 

circumstances, it seems reasonable to try to balance the presented priorities by improving the price 

competitiveness of Polish mining production and to take greater account of renewable energy sources 

in energy policy, which will allow all raw materials markets to be equally and rationally developed.  
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Abstract 

Managers face constant changes to the external as well as the internal environment of the company 
which, in order to be mitigated, require their continuous education. The aim of this article was 
therefore to find out from a sample set of 607 companies in the Czech Republic as to whether 
educational courses for managers are organized through in-company educational schemes and if so, 
whether they are provided as one-day or multiple-day courses and on a one-shot or periodical basis. 
We are convinced that educational courses should be multiple-day and periodic in order to be 
effective in meeting their aims. We have divided the surveyed companies into four categories 
according to company size, and set the hypothesis that in more than 50% of the companies, 
educational courses for managers are a part of in-company training, taking place over a number of 
days and occurring periodically. The hypothesis was not confirmed, but the results of the statistical 
assessment of the questionnaire survey showed that educational courses for managers in the CR are 
organised in a statistically significantly higher proportion than 50% of companies (except for medium 
sized companies). The proportion is the highest amongst large companies, where it can be 
significantly statistically estimated at more than 80 %. The results also show that educational courses 
are usually organized on a one-shot and one-day basis. Only the large companies category saw a 
majority organizing multiple-day educational programmes. The share of companies organizing 
periodic educational programmes represents a substantial minority. 
 

Keywords: education, development, manager, extension, Czech Republic  

 

Introduction  

Managers face more and more responsibility for a continuously growing range of activities to which 
must apply their professional and managerial skills. They are therefore not only responsible for the 
development of the competences of their subordinates, but also - and chiefly - their own competences 
(Tyler, Dymock and Henderson, 2016) so that they can respond efficiently to the changes of the 
external as well as the internal business environment. There are numerous studies of the importance 
of education for managers. Farahani (2011) stresses the necessity of further education for managers 
by claiming that what managers learn at universities may incorrect in a couple of years, and that 
managerial qualifications are not only developed through “school attendance”, but require the 
complex, continual development of a manager in all areas of their personality. Aragon and Valle 
(2013) examined the importance of the education of managers for organizational performance. These 
authors point out the fact that although managers play a key role in a company’s success, most of the 
education and training budget is spent on lower order employees, rather than managers. They 
nevertheless admit that the precise contribution of a manager’s education to the company is usually 
hard to quantify, as the finance performance of a company is affected by numerous other factors. 
Akrofi (2016) also deals with the relation between the development and education of managers and 
company performance in his work. The study is based on an analysis of empiric data obtained from 
222 managers from various regions. The research proved an overall positive impact of the 
development and education of managers on organizational performance, and implies important 
consequences for the effective development of managerial skills as a tool for the improvement of the 
effectiveness of an organization. Čech, Chromý and Skupinová (2015), amongst others, are 
convinced that if managers develop their competences and skills they not only improve their own 
potential but also the potential of the company as a whole.  
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Managers have started to realize the importance of education, and their responsibility for it, although 
they continue to prefer short-term one-shot courses. As an example of this Notman (2016) states that 
an interest in short-term one-shot courses is growing amongst managers. On the other hand, long-
term education for managers has the opposite trend, which contradicts the fact that the long-term 
education of managers is the driving force of the economy. Gwiazdzinska-Goraj a Rudnicki (2016) 
published a study, which was carried out in 2002 – 2010 and dealt with managers in agricultural 
companies, in which they showed that 50% of managers participated in some form of education. 
Moreover, the research proved the benefits of continuous education for managers, which results in a 
higher success rate when applying for UE funds. A study carried out by Grovo, U.S., in which 500 
middle managers from various industry sectors participated, shows that no less than 98% of managers 
feel the need for more courses, particularly in the fields of professional development, conflict solving, 
time management and project management. The study also shows that two out of five managers are 
not prepared for company management and less than a half of managers are highly effective in their 
positions. However, 76% of the respondents claim that even inefficient managers are often very well 
remunerated and supported. The study also contains the interesting fact that up to 80% of managers 
temporarily change their behaviour and attitudes immediately after an education course, but return to 
old habits within half a year. 98% of the respondents had the opinion that regular educational courses 
for managers have a positive effect which enables companies to retain employees and maintain 
morale at the workplace alongside an overall satisfaction with income (Schimel, 2016).  Among 
research carried out in the Czech Republic, we can mention one piece based on a questionnaire 
survey carried out among 419 Czech managers in middle and top management which produced some 
interesting findings. According to this research 65% of managers were satisfied with the courses they 
had taken part in. Other findings dealt with a lack of educational courses, the absence of practically 
oriented courses, insufficient links to practice, lack of qualified trainers (and trainer incompetence 
often affected not only the results of the courses but also the motivation for further participation in 
educational courses amongst managers) or the fact that the price/effectiveness ratio of the courses is 
often unbalanced (Kressová, 2010). Folwarczná (2010) also dealt with the development and 
education of managers in her research on managers and personnel.  Through this,  she mapped the 
methods of education for managers in the Czech Republic and compared them with the methods 
applied in more developed countries, and also the ways in which the evaluation of the effectiveness 
of education programmes was made. The problems with managerial training sessions and courses are 
actually often based on the fact that they lack specific measurable goals, as Schimel (2016) points 
out. He also claims that no more than 28% of training sessions and courses for managers have 
specific and measurable goals. On the other hand, he points out the importance of education for 
managers in the example of fast growing companies recruiting new managers from amongst the best 
consultants and sales representatives. These, however, do not automatically become successful 
managers and in order for this to happen it is often necessary for them to take part in suitable training. 
Plakhotnik (2017) also agrees with this, stating that organizations should support managers through 
educational courses even before they are promoted to managerial positions. 
 
The methods and frequency of education for managers differs depending on the company size and 
nature of business. Bager et al. (2015) stress the importance of educational methods based on 
experience. Experience is transformed into knowledge and skills through reflection and interaction. 
However, they point out that managers from small and medium companies use such educational 
programmes to a demonstrably smaller extent than those of large companies due to limited time and 
the fact that these managers do not deal with the development of the company and the development 
of themselves on a long-term basis. There are also some studies indicating that a lot of managers 
from small and medium companies have already realized this fact, which is also backed by a study by 
Wang and Zhou (2009), who emphasise a need for the development of managers, mainly in the areas 
of company strategy, management, finance and law, as seen from the results of interviews with 
managers from small and medium companies in China. 
  
Education programmes for managers may have various concepts which contain the individual 
components of education for managers. Nguyen and Hansen, (2016) point out that education 
programmes for managers should be complex, and should distinguish and stress the difference 
between managing (doing things correctly) and leading (doing the right things, being proactive with a 
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vision of permanent development), which is crucial from the point of view of company development, 
particularly for top management. Elmuti, Minnis and Abebe (2005) propose a simple three-
component structure of programmes for education for managers, so that a manager masters all of the 
skills necessary to lead and manage employees. The third component, which contains action-based 
trainings (simulation and case studies), is key according to the authors. Managers can actually only 
achieve the necessary experience and perfect their abilities through practice. New educational 
technologies will play a more and more important role in education for managers. Wankel (2016) 
points out the advantages and the unique opportunities of this kind of education particularly in the 
field of intercultural know-how. 
 

Methodology  

The aim of this study is to examine from a sample set of 607 companies whether educational courses 
for managers are organized through in-company educational schemes and, if so, whether they are 
provided as one-day or multiple-day courses and on a one-shot or periodical basis. We are convinced 
that educational courses should be multiple-day and periodic in order to be effective. We assumed 
that there are significant differences with regard to the company size, which is why we divided the 
sample set into four categories according to company size. We set the following hypothesis. 

In more than 50% of companies, education for managers forms a part of in-company education and 

takes more than one day; in the majority of companies this is periodic. 

Hypothesis verification 
We used the results of a questionnaire survey of 607 companies of different sizes and specializations 
in order to exam the hypothesis. Our task was to examine whether the percentage of companies where 
in-company education also involves managers is higher than 50%, and whether such education occurs 
periodically and lasts more than one day. To refine the analysis, we divided the companies into four 
groups according to their sizes, namely micro companies (with less than 10 employees), small 
companies (10-49 employees), medium companies (50-249 employees) and large companies (250 or 
more employees). 

In phase 1 of processing we dealt with the question of whether the percentage of companies running 
educational courses for managers exceeds 50%. The first problem was that the questionnaire was 
incomplete in some cases. Example: the fact that a company ran education for managers was not 
ticked but the fact that it performed this on a one-time basis or that it took one day was ticked, and so 
on. In order not to discard such data completely, we included companies that mentioned the education 
of managers of any type (duration or frequency) among the companies that run educational courses 
for managers.  Companies for whom nothing was filled in for questions relating to education for 
managers were included among the companies not providing education for managers. The data, 
classified in this manner, was processed in a table of absolute frequencies and relative frequencies in 
percentage, in relation to company size, then a one sided one selection test on proportion was 
performed. From the point of view of statistical analysis, we therefore examined the hypothesis that 
the proportion of the companies that provide education for managers is a maximum of 0.5 against the 
alternative that the proportion is significantly higher than 0.5. As the output from the statistical tests, 
we present the values of the test statistics, the p-values and the lower limit of the one-sided interval 
estimation from the proportion of the companies providing education for managers. All the tests and 
calculations of the interval estimations are performed with the confidence of 95%, i.e. at a 
significance level of 0.05. 

In phase 2, from the 607 companies we selected those that ran education for managers (there were 
399 companies). In these companies we then looked at whether the education was organized on a 
one-day or multiple-day basis, and whether it was one-shot or periodic. As the question relating to the 
duration had multiple options we counted the answers “14 days and less”, “more than 14 days”, “one 
month or less” and “long-term (longer than a month)” as one answer: “multiple-day”. All 399 
companies replied to the frequency question (single-shot/periodic). Only 278 companies responded to 
the duration question (one-day/multiple-day), the remaining 121 companies did not mention the 
duration of their educational programme. We therefore divided the processing into two parts. We 
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examined separately the proportion of the companies that perform one-day and multiple-day training 
for those that replied to this answer in the questionnaire, and the proportion of the companies that 
organize single-shot or periodic trainings. We made tables for absolute and relative frequencies again, 
including graphs, and performed one-sided one-selection tests on this proportion at the confidence 
level of 95%, as well as a calculation of the interval estimations. In the first part we tested whether 
the proportion of the companies that performed multiple-day trainings was less than 0.5 (50%), 
against the alternative that this proportion is statistically significantly higher than 0.5. In the second 
part we tested whether the proportion of the companies that performed periodic (cyclic) trainings was 
less than 0.5 (50%), against the alternative that this proportion was statistically significantly higher. 
As the outputs of the statistical tests we present the values of the test statistics, the p-values and the 
lower limits of the interval estimates for the proportion. We performed all the tests for the purpose of 
more detailed analysis, dependent on the company size, at the confidence level of 95%.  

The frequency tables and graphs are in MS Excel and the statistical tests and calculations of the 
interval estimations in the R statistical software. 

The results of the statistical processing 

Education of managers forms a part of in-company education in more than 50% of companies 
 

Table 1: Education of managers forms a part of in-company education – 

absolute frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education for managers 

In place Not in place Total 

Micro company 48 93 141 

Small company 84 95 179 

Medium company 59 105 164 

Large company 17 106 123 

                                Source: authors 

 

Table 2: Education of managers forms a part of in-company education – relative 

frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education for managers 

In place Not in place 

Micro company 34.0% 66.0% 

Small company 46.9% 53.1% 

Medium company 36.0% 64.0% 

Large company 13.8% 86.2% 

                Source: authors 

 

The Results of the Statistical Tests 

The statistical test proves at the confidence level of 95% that the proportion of the companies that run 
educational courses for managers is statistically significantly higher than 50% if the p-value is lower 
than the significance level of 0.05 and therefore if the lower limit of the interval estimation is higher 
than 0.5. The results are shown in the following table, the statistically significant values are in bold: 
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Table 3: The results of the statistical tests 

 

Company size Testing statistic Z P-value Interval estimation limit 

Micro company 3.789 7.542∙10-05 0.591 (59.1%) 

Small company 0.822 0.2055 0.469 (46.9%) 

Medium company 3.592 0.0002 0.577 (57.7%) 

Large company 8.024 5.082∙10-16 0.803 (80.3%) 

                       Source: authors 

 
As the results of the statistical tests show, with the exception of the small companies group, the 
proportion of the companies that run educational courses for managers has proven statistically 
significantly higher than 50%. The proportion of 53.1% was ascertained in the small companies 
through the questionnaire survey, but with regard to the data distribution it was impossible to prove 
reliably and at the chosen significance level that the real proportion exceeds 50% in this group. The 
lower limit of the interval estimation is 46.9%. The hypothesis was confirmed in the remaining 
groups. The lower limit of the interval estimation fluctuates slightly below 60% in the micro and 
medium companies while the estimation for large companies reaches as high as 80%. This is a very 
significant difference. As the results show, higher emphasis is put on the education of managers in 
large companies than in the micro, small and medium ones. 
 

Education of managers is multiple-day in most companies and is usually run 

periodically 
 

Table 4: Education of managers – duration, absolute frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education type – duration 

One-day Multiple-day Not mentioned Total sum 

Micro company 23 15 55 93 

Small company 33 19 43 95 

Medium company 39 49 17 105 

Large company 30 70 6 106 

  Source: authors 

 
Table 5: Education of managers – duration, relative frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education type – duration 

One-day Multiple-day Not mentioned 

Micro company 24.7% 16.1% 59.1% 

Small company 34.7% 20.0% 45.3% 

Medium company 37.1% 46.7% 16.2% 

Large company 28.3% 66.0% 5.7% 

            Source: authors 

After the removal of the companies not mentioning the duration of the educational programmes we 

observed the following frequencies: 
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Table 6: Education of managers – duration, without “not mentioned”, absolute frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education type – duration 

One-day Multiple-day Total  

Micro company 23 15 38 

Small company 33 19 52 

Medium company 39 49 88 

Large company 30 70 100 

      Source: authors 

 
Table 7: Education of managers – duration, without “not mentioned”, relative frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education type – duration 

One-day Multiple-day 

Micro company 60.5% 39.5% 

Small company 63.5% 36.5% 

Medium company 44.3% 55.7% 

Large company 30.0% 70.0% 

         Source: authors 

 

The Results of the Statistical Tests 

As in the previous case, the statistical test proves at the confidence level of 95% that the proportion of 

the companies that run the multiple-day education for managers is statistically significantly higher 

than 50% if the p-value is lower than the significance level of 0.05 and therefore if the lower limit of 

the interval estimation is higher than 0.5. The results are shown in the following table, the statistically 

significant values are in bold: 

 
Table 8: The results of the statistical tests 

 

Company size Testing statistic Z P-value Interval estimation limit 

Micro company -1.298 0.903 0.276 (27.6%) 

Small company -1.941 0.974 0.265 (26.5%) 

Medium company 1.066 0.143 0.469 (46.9%) 

Large company 4.000 3.17∙10-5 0.620 (62%) 

          Source: authors 

 

The results of the statistical tests show that multiple-day educational courses for managers are only 

run in a majority of the proportion of large companies. In the medium companies this proportion 

fluctuates near to this value, while the interval estimation points to the lower limit of the proportion 

of 46.9%. This proportion is much lower than 50% in micro companies and small companies, which 

means that one-day educational programmes are run in a much higher proportion in both these 

groups. 
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Education of Managers Is Periodic (Cyclic) In Most Companies 

 
Table 9: Education of Managers – Frequency, Absolute Frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education type – Frequency 

One-shot Periodic (cyclic) Total  

Micro company 73 20 93 

Small company 76 19 95 

Medium company 67 38 105 

Large company 52 54 106 

  Source: authors 

 

Table 10: Education of Managers – Duration, Frequency, Relative Frequencies 

 

Company size 

Education type – Frequency 

One-shot Periodic (cyclic) 

Micro company 78.5% 21.5% 

Small company 80.0% 20.0% 

Medium company 63.8% 36.2% 

Large company 49.1% 50.9% 

       Source: authors 

 

The Results of the Statistical Tests 

Again, as in the previous case, the statistical test proves at the confidence level of 95% that the 

proportion of the companies that run periodic educational courses for managers is statistically 

significantly higher than 50% if the p-value is lower than the significance level of 0.05 and therefore 

if the lower limit of the interval estimation is higher than 0.5. The results are shown in the following 

table: 

 

Table 11: The Results of the Statistical Tests 

 

Company size Testing statistic Z P-value Interval estimation limit 

Micro company -5.496 0.999 0.154 (15.4%) 

Small company -5.848 0.999 0.141 (14.1%) 

Medium company -2.830 0.998 0.289 (28.9%) 

Large company 0.194 0.423 0.430 (43%) 

            Source: authors 

 

The test results show that educational courses for managers are not run periodically in more than 

a half of the companies, irrespective of the company size. In the small and large companies the 

statistical test estimates the lower limit of about 15%, in medium companies below 30% and in large 

companies slightly above 40%. 

 

Conclusion 

It follows from the results of the statistical evaluation of the questionnaire survey that, irrespective of 
the company’s size, education for managers is applied in a statistically significantly higher proportion 
than 50% (with the exception of medium-sized companies, which only approaches the limit 
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according to the test results, but does not exceed it significantly). The highest extent of education for 
managers is seen in large companies. The proportion can be statistically significantly estimated at 
more than 80%. Nevertheless, the fact has emerged that education is more likely organized on a one-
shot basis and courses are usually no longer than one day. Multiple day educational programmes are 
only run in large companies in the majority proportion. Companies run periodic (cyclic) educational 
programmes in a substantial minority proportion. Only the large companies category approaches the 
value of 50% in this area, although the statistical test did not prove that the proportion is statistically 
significantly higher than 50%. 
 
Although the hypothesis was not confirmed we can say that companies in the Czech Republic are 
aware of the importance of education for managers to a significant extent, especially the large, 
medium and micro-companies. Small companies in particular should concentrate much more on 
implementing education for managers. In terms of the duration of educational courses, the results 
showed that large and medium companies organize education for managers over a longer period to a 
much higher extent. The amount of multiple-day education events should be increased in micro-
companies and small companies. According to the research results, companies of all size categories 
should include periodic education programmes of a long-term character for managers.  
 
We recommend that further research activities should concentrate on the other important factors that 
influence the effectiveness of education for managers, such as the models and methods of education 
for managers, the application of cutting-edge technologies and motivational tools. 
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Abstract 
 
The relationship between the quality of the products and services provided by an organization and the 

costs involved in ensuring it, is a matter of concern for specialists from different fields. 

According to Philip Crosby's approach, the primary responsibility for quality lies with the 

management, namely non-quality costs are equal to the effects of implementing of wrong decisions 

and ignoring the real causes that lead to nonconformities in organization processes. A real help for 

organizations is the implementation of the quality management system, that facilitates an appropriate 

framework for setting the policies, objectives and processes necessary for its operation and 

development. 

 

Keywords: Cost of quality, quality management system, cost control, correction, corrective action, 

actions to address risks and opportunities 
 

Introduction 
 
Different specialists have been concerned about the issue of quality costs, due to the 5-15 % or more 

of these costs in the production cost, that could reach more in some cases.  Furthermore, Klein L., 

Haiduc Cr. (2003) estimated that the costs related to detection and prevention are 10-20%, and 

internal and external costs pertaining non-quality are 80-90% from the total amount of quality costs. 

Thus, the cost of quality leads the management team to improve the quality, providing the necessary 

information in the making and implementing the right decisions (Crosby, 1979). 

 

As shown in the figure 1, different classifications of these costs can be found over time (Beckford, 

1998), (Bendell ș.a., 1991), (Juran, 2000), (Olaru, 1995). 

 

Regardless of the approach, we can consider finally that quality costs include the costs incurred to 

meet the requirements for the implementation and delivery of products and services, plus losses due 

to address / resolve situations related defects and / or complaints. 
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Fig. 1: Costs of Quality 
 

Maintaining the Costs of Quality under Control 
 

Mostly, the solutions adopted to keep the quality costs under control, and further reducing them, 

depend on the consumption of resources involved, the efficiency, the level of priority, but above all 

their realism (Defeo & Juran, 2014), (Mihalcea, 2012), (Shingo,1990). 

 

From a quality management system perspective, there are several directions an organization needs to 

follow to ensure compliance with the requirements of the products and services provided: customer 

satisfaction evaluation, internal audit, implementing corrective actions, preventive actions (2008 

version), actions to address risks and opportunities (version 2015), relationship with suppliers and 

other stakeholders relevant to the organization, monitoring and measurement of process performance 

etc. (ISO 9001:2008), (ISO 9001: 2015). 

 

Perhaps the most common concept in organizations, that have implemented a quality management 

system, and not only, is CAPA (corrective actions - preventive action), introduced as such, especially 

after the 1994 (1995 in Romania) version of the ISO 8402, where the term "preventive action" is the 

first time defined. 

 

Applying this concept, it involved from the beginning, for organizations to design and use supporting 

documents (forms), initially in physical form - the most commonly encountered: Corrective Action 

Report and Preventive Action Report, afterward, with the development of the means (intranet, 

internet), to take shape electronically, reaching today's increasingly diverse and complex applications 

(MasterControl's CAPA Systems, EtQ Reliance, SmartSolve® CAPA Management, etc.). 

 

Currently, due to ISO 9001 new version, the organizations are faced with the need to adapt the CAPA 

system to the new requirements, represented by the exclusion of „preventive action” and introduction 

of the „actions to address risks and opportunities”, as a requirement for quality management system. 

 

The way each organization chooses to meet the above requirements can make the difference between 

struggling for survival in a changing market and tackling a road to success. The authors opinion, the 

steps are exemplified in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Steps to success 
 

In order to facilitate access to data on the quality costs paid by the organization to ensure the 

compliance of the products and services offered, in table 3, the authors propose and present an 

"Action Plan for Nonconforming Product, Nonconformity, Risks and Opportunities" (PANPNRO), 

along with examples from a car service organization. This instrument can be used by any 

organization, regardless of its field of activity. 

 
Table 1: PANPNRO 

 

Id
en

ti
fy

 a
n

d
 d

o
cu

m
en

t No. 1 2 

Identification date 06/05/2017 06/05/2017 

Field/ process/ position Production Reception 

Description 
The color of the product 

differs from that 

specified by the customer 

Project implementation errors 
to the client's requirements  

Nonconforming product/ 
nonconformity/ risk / 

opportunity 
Nonconforming product Risk 

E
v

a
lu

a
te

, 
d

ec
is

io
n

 m
a
k

in
g

 a
n

d
 i

m
p

le
m

en
t 
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n

s 
a

n
d

 a
ct
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n

s 

Constatator – name and position Delivery agent Product Manager 

Causes of nonconformities                         
(if applicable) 

Not applicable 
Client's requirements 

incomplete or inaccurate  

Correction (if applicable) 
Acceptance under 
concession by the 

customer  
Not applicable 

Responsible for correction 
implementation 

Delivery agent Not applicable 

Correction deadline 06/05/2017 Not applicable 

Corrective/ addressed risk/ 
addressed opportunity action 

Not applicable 
Documented requirements 

confirmed together with the 

customer  

Action deadline Not applicable By order 

Responsible for action 
implementation 

Not applicable Engineer 

E
v

id
en

ce
-b

a
se

d
 

d
ec

is
io

n
 m

a
k

in
g

 Correction records  Invoice, Discount form, Not applicable 

Responsible for correction 
verification 

Production Manager Not applicable 

Action records Not applicable 
Minute records with the 

customer 

Responsible for action 
verification 

Not applicable Product Manager 
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Action effectiveness reviewing 
deadline 

07/05/2017 Monthly 

Effectiveness review decision  
Effective. Recommend for 

maintaining the action. 

The consumed resources  1000 $ 10$ x 15 orders = 150 $ 

 
The data structure presented in Table 3, can be included in a simple, widely available software 

application such as Office Excel. Using the software filtering and sorting facilities, it enables 

organizations to get a fair and up-to-date image of the cost level on each category: corrections / 

corrective actions / risk-management actions / improvement actions, which can be deducted each turn 

on field / process / position. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The proposed work instrument PANNPNR, allows any organization to have an adequate image of the 

level of quality costs split into categories of general interest: corrections (with or without corrective 

action), prevention (risk treatment) and improvement (opportunities capitalize). 

 

The information provided by this instrument can be used as a starting point for organizations in 

implementing the sixth principle of quality management "evidence-based decision-making". 
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Abstract  

Governments are continuously working on improving their e-services delivery in order to serve 

citizens, other governments and businesses at the most effective and efficient manner.  At the same 

time there are an extensive number of studies concerning the evaluation and assessment of e-services 

to improve users/citizen satisfaction with regards to e-government services. The purpose of this paper 

is to study the e-government services quality factors that are of key importance from the viewpoint of 

e-service providers in the Sultanate of Oman and what procedures followed in measuring service 

quality to ensure users' satisfaction. The study is based on six most important quality factors 

(personalization, performance, usability, and security, users’ involvement, and web design) where 

about a qualitative content analysis approach was followed to e-service providers’ view of quality 

and how it is measured. The analysis of the in depth interviews and the application of content 

analysis categorized the perspective of the e-service providers into three main categories: e-

transformation strategy, technical requirements, and citizen’s participation. 

Keywords: e-government, e-services, content analysis, interviews, quality factors, user 

satisfaction. 

Introduction 

Governments are continuously working on improving their e-services delivery in order to serve 

citizens, other governments and businesses at the most effective and efficient manner.  By using 

electronic service via internet, the governments of different countries are able to offer more 

convenient and faster access to their services and information to the users or citizens. The concept of 

e-services is now in initial phase of growing, even though it has become a hot issue for the 

researchers in last few years. Quality of e-service plays a leading role in context of providing 

efficient and reliable e-services to the users or citizen. Quality of service is a measure of how well a 

delivered service matches the customer’s expectation1 (Hein, 2014). Quality of service is also 

explained as an assessment of customer as a whole service excellence (Zeithaml  1988)  .  

To maintain e-service quality, service provider provides services which fulfill users/citizens service 

expectations as well as satisfy users/citizens need. Service providers often perform self-assessment 

and follow international standards as a benchmark to maintain high level of service quality to reach 

the highest degree of participation, awareness, trust, and engagement among users(Sharma, Al-Shihi, 

& Govindaluri, 2013). There are also numbers of studies of e-government services quality with 

attention to the user side (Loiacono, Watson, & Goodhue, 2002; Manoharan, 2013; A Parasuraman, 

Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985; Stiakakis & Georgiadis, 2009; Ziemba, Papaj, & Descours, 2014)as well as 

various models to assess the quality of e-services. However, very limited number of studies 

considered the quality of e-services from the service providers’ side to reveal their perceptions 

towards quality concerns when they offer services to intended users(Halaris, Magoutas, 

Papadomichelaki, & Mentzas, 2007; Stiakakis & Georgiadis, 2009).  These types of studies are 

particularly important as they help with bridging the gap between the expectations of both service 

users and service providers. 
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The purpose of this paper is to identify and examine quality factors of key importance from the 

prospective of service providers in Oman.  It is based on qualitative content analysis of transcribed 

in-depth face to face interviews with e-transformation project managers of ten government entities 

that provide e-services in Oman to examine their view of quality and how it is measured to ensure 

satisfaction among users.  

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, will discuss some related work in the area of e-

government service quality. Section 3 will present the methodology used in the study and data 

analysis.  A discussion on the results will be highlighted in section 4 and a summary of the work will 

be presented in section 5. 

Related work 

Service quality defined under many different perspectives, based on customer’s perspective, service 

performance, customer expectations, and perceptions of service. In context of e-government, quality 

of e-service becomes an important ingredient to fulfill the users/citizens satisfaction (Hein, 2014). 

Many researchers in last decay perform different researches to find out the effective quality 

dimensions and measuring methods of online service quality which influences on the quality of e-

services. (Alanezi, Kamil, & Basri, 2010) defined a large number of electronic service quality studies 

which identify different dimensions for measuring the quality of services.  The foundation Model of 

service quality is define by (A Parasuraman, et al., 1985)  proposed the development of first service 

quality measuring instrument which named SERVQUAL with ten key quality dimension by focusing 

on traditional quality services.  

Quality plays a leading role in maintaining trust between citizens/users and government.  The 

purpose of e-government in general, is to make information available online to citizens/users and 

allow them to communicate with the system by exchanging information.  The governments need to 

improve the information communication technology for the assurance of reliable communication 

which fulfil the high quality service expectation of citizens/clients (A Parasuraman, et al., 1985). 

For measuring quality of service different scales are proposed by researchers in different domains 

like SERVQUAL (A. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988) in domain of service quality, SiteQual 

(Yoo & Donthu, 2001) in domain of e-service quality, EtailQ (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2003) in 

domain of e-service quality, E-S-Qual (A Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Malhotra, 2005) in domain of e-

service quality, WebQual(Loiacono, Richard T., & Goodhue, 2007) to measure website quality. e-

Selfqual(Ding, Hu, & Sheng, 2011) is applied to evaluate the online self-service quality of online 

retailers based on SERVQUAL. SALT (Magoutas & Mentzas, 2010) framework is used monitoring 

the satisfaction of e-government services, while SSTQUAL (Lin & Hsieh, 2011) based on self-

service technology, a holistic assessment model for e-government service from the citizen’s 

perspective (Osman et al., 2011), E-GovQual (Papadomichelaki & Mentzas, 2012)  is applied  in 

domain of e-government  as well as EGSPTA(Zaidi, Siva, & Marir, 2014). 

There were also a number of studies in the domain on quality of e-services that focused on particular 

quality factor for their special impact on quality of e-services some of those factors were, Website 

design, reliability, responsiveness, security, usability, and efficiency.  An extensive study which is 

based on a systematic literature review (AlBalushi & Saqib, 2015) on these quality factor revealed 

that the key quality parameters that effects the user/citizen satisfaction can be categorized under 

(content, performance, security, personalization, and citizen involvement).  

Methodology 

A. Design 

 
In order to identify and analyze key factors that can impact e-government service quality, this study 

employed a qualitative approach in interviewing key e-government service provides a similar study 
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was conducted in the context of Saudi Arabia e-government services(Alanezi, mahmood, & Basri, 

2012). This approach guided the research process to explore the subjective experiences, examine 

meanings of the experiences, compare these meanings, and construct concepts illustrating the unique 

experiences of the participants (Krippendorff, 2004).  The researcher started with some initial quality 

factors in mind that was validated to be the most important quality factors or e-services(AlBalushi & 

Saqib, 2015). 

B. Sample 

 
Directors or managers in charge of the development and maintaining of e-government services from 

top ten government entities in terms of services offered to citizens and public were targeted in this 

study.  The selection of government entities was based on the number of e-services they offer and 

their level of maturity with the e-services offered.   

C. Interview process 

An email was sent that included points of purpose, confidentiality, participants’ rights and the 

researcher’s responsibilities. To explore the participant’s perception of e-government service quality 

in Oman, the researcher developed a range of questions and sub-questions through various themes. 

The interview medium was Arabic as it was more comfortable for the participants in providing more 

detailed information.  All interviews were tape recorded better data analysis after the consent of the 

interviewee. The interviews started with a broad question about e-government service quality. 

Moreover, the interviewees were asked to specify the procedures used for the purpose of assessing 

the service quality provided by e-government‘s websites and how they deal with users 

concerns/complains to achieve citizen’s satisfaction in connection to the e-services offered.  After 

each interview, the researcher transcribed the interview and it was sent for verification to confirm the 

responses and the view in three cases a follow up interview was done by telephone for some 

unclear/missing information.  

D. Data Collection 

Qualitative interviews were conducted with the participants (IT manager/e-services lead team) from 

November 2016 to February 2017. The interview had two main sections, the first section explored the 

maturity of the government entities with respect to the number of years e-services were offered, the 

number of visitors, expertise inside the department with regards to developing and maintaining the e-

services, channels from which they hear from the public.   The second part of the interview shed light 

into the concerns they often receive from e-services users and what are the quality concerns they take 

into account before e-service provision.   

E. Data analysis 

Qualitative content analysis (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004)was employed in this study. Qualitative 

content analysis focuses on concepts to probe the meanings of the phenomena(Hsieh & Shannon, 

2005) as “a research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the 

systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns”. After transcribing the 

audio recorded interview, there are a number of steps follows to analyze the interview contents as 

follows (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004): 

Step #1: in order to become familiar with interview transcripts, two independent researchers read the 

transcripts several times.  

Step #2: The analysis began with a search for codes; these are odes containing aspects related to the 

quality factors, improvements, complains, evaluation, satisfaction, etc. 
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Step #3: the above 2 steps were carried out with each of the transcripts and each category to ensure 

the relationship held.  

Step#4:  all related categories from all the transcribed interviews were consolidated until no further 

relationship emerged.   

Step #5: Finally, the notes on the original interview transcripts were reviewed to identify any possible 

outliers that could be incorporated into the categories. Further, direct quotes were extracted from the 

transcripts to support the qualitative data analysis findings (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). 

The data analysis process of qualitative content analysis is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Results 

The core theme of e-government service providers in Oman was “pre-request for e-service initiation 

in Oman” which was derived from three main categories:” national strategy of e-transformation”, 

“technical requirement,” and “citizen participation.” As presented in Table 1. The theme entails those 

characteristics and features that major e-services providers finds it necessary before the initiation of 

any e-services.  The theme is covering three key areas that are considered as main pillars for any 

business “strategies and policies, technologies and people”.   

Category 1: National strategy of e-transformation 

This category comprised of the following subcategories: “national strategy”,” process definition”, 

“process re-engineering” and “systems integrations”.  These categories are considered as a strategic 

level basis for the success for the online services since key concerns as such reviewing the current 

processes to simplify, eliminate or integrated others will be the basis for a successful e-

transformations.  At a national level it is very important for regulators to understand that system 

integration is a must particularly with those types of services involving multiple government entities.   

Category 2: Technical requirements  

This category comprised of the following subcategories:” performance”, “confidentiality”,” 

usability” and “availability”.  It is evident that most of the quality factors identified as per the 

literature was classified a key quality factor important to e-services users.  Users are often required to 

fill an overwhelming amount of forms while the utilization of e-services have some set rules and 

                 Fig 1. A procedure for qualitative content analysis 28 
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objective of reaching e-government service at ease.  Users are often concerned with privacy, security, 

and the confidentiality of the data and their transactions which is important to be taken by services 

providers to gain more trust from users.  While usability and website design is considered another 

important factors given that the users come from different backgrounds, experiences, and computer 

literacy.  These websites should be easy to learn and interact with.  Lastly is the technical issues 

connected to service availability and accessibility sometimes it is out of service providers control but 

users should be aware and notified of such issues before hand if it is in the hand of service providers. 

Category 3: citizen participation  

It was evident by most of the government entities that they are receiving a number of concerns from 

users via various channels concerning a particular issue faced by individuals or something that is 

becoming a concern by the majority of the users.  There is no systematic way to study these concerns 

and follow a proactive approach of addressing some issues before they come to existence.  Users 

often discuss and voice their opinions on some new types of e-services they might benefit from with 

the provision of such service online.   

 

Table 1: Content analysis key quality concerns of e-services from service providers view 
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Discussion and Conclusion  

The purpose of this study is to explore those factor or indicators of e-service from the perspective of 

service providers prior to service initiation.  The analysis of the experience of service providers 

resulted in a theme: pre-request of e-service initiation in Oman having three main categories 

“national strategy e-transformation, technical requirements and citizen participation”. The intension 

of the study is to contribute to the development and initiation of government e-services of a particular 

quality level to meet with users expectation, the study will also contribute to raise awareness among 

service provides of key quality factors that should not be overlooked.  The relationship between what 

service providers are offering and what users are expecting in terms of level and quality of service is 

of key importance to meet user satisfaction.   

The qualitative results of the study while it uncovered some important aspects that this research and 

any future research opportunity should consider particularly in the GCC and in Oman while it was 

evident from the interview and the data analysis that some government entities were so advanced in 

the number, quality of e-services offered, and new services are always initiated.   Most of them lack 

systematic approach to look into the user’s issues and concerns that are often received from multiple 

channels in order to follow a proactive approach and resolve some common issues before they 

escalate or even come up and initiate new e-services as per user wish list after conducting a 

reasonable feasible study.  

A common concern by all government entities at a strategic level was the integration of systems 

between government entities is a must to meet quality factors in connection to performance and 

reliability. While at a technical level, usability, ease of use, and website design is an important factor 

to assure user satisfaction, accuracy of information provided, and lesser number of calls inquiring 

about the forms and information required.  At a citizen level it is very important to raise awareness of 

the advantages provided by the provision of e-services and proper training or test prior to complete e-

service launching in order to get feedback and offer the service as required by most of the public 

users.   
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Abstract 

 Mobile learning is about using mobile technology to access digital information while moving from one 

place to another. It supports anywhere, anytime learning approach by taking the latest advancement in 

mobile device to redefine the responsibility of teachers and students, and connect formal and informal 

learning together. Due to the development of mobile technology, it becomes necessary for instructors to 

take advantage of such development for effective learning process. However, instructors and instructional 

designers face challenges due to the lack of standardization of the pedagogical and curriculum theories in 

mobile learning domain compared to traditional learning domain. Therefore, this study proposes an 

ontology based approach to provide a roadmap for designing mobile learning courses in general and 

learning objective and outcomes in specific.  The study follows METHONTOLOGY development 

method and uses protégé tool to construct the ontology. The study provides some initial evaluation results 

on the proposed ontology.  

Keywords: mobile learning, learning objective, ontology 

Introduction  

Mobile learning considers as a new research area that keep developing and shaping as the development of 

mobile devices continue. Nowadays, it is becoming in the reach of all people and education sector is also 

taking advantages of this technology as many student own smart mobile devices and had mobile 

subscription (Poushter, 2016). Through these devices we can access to video and audio files, geo-

locating, informational and academic resources ,and communicate with others through social media 

(Johnson & Witchey, 2011).   

Many kinds of learning incorporate in M-learning overcome the traditional way of learning. For example, 

learners can learn alone using these devices or collaborate with others. Moreover, they can receive 

customized learning according to their context information. Furthermore, learning can take place outside 

the educational institutions boundaries, throughout the life. In any type of learning, instructors need to 

define the learning objectives for their students to help them focus on what is needed from them.  

Moreover, students need to know the suitable mobile application to support them in their learning 

experience. Therefore, there is a need to standardize the pedagogical requirements of mobile learning 

experience.  

Despite the exposure in dependency on Mobile learning solution, it still considered in its infancy and 

development stage (Liaw, Hatala, & Huang, 2010). It has poor standardization of the educational and 

pedagogical requirements to support teaching and learning objectives (Barbosa, 2013). (Churchill, 2011) 

stated that most research done on technologies supporting teaching neglect discussing the significant role 
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of mobile application in learning experience. (Park, 2011) indicated that there is lack of solid theoretical 

framework in guiding instructional design and assessing the quality of learning activities supported by 

mobile technologies. Also, there is still scarce research on sustaining successful mobile application for 

attaining ideal learning outcomes that align between learner & instructors expectations and generating 

new skills in response to society's needs (Rajasingham, 2011).   

While there are different stakeholders affected by the lack of standardization in Mobile learning domain. 

For instance, instructors face difficulties in integrating Mobile learning applications in the learning 

experience due to their lack of knowledge of the emergent Mobile learning applications (Khaddage, 

Lattemann, & Bray, 2011). There is a wealth of options of available Mobile learning applications which 

made the selection of the right applications for a given learning objectives more complex.  They rely on 

other instructors or review the experience of others who have use that application earlier (Cherner, Dix, & 

Lee, 2014). This process is time consuming and it hinders the instructors on using mobile applications in 

education.  

The challenge here is not only on the instructor, it also affect instructional designers in adapting new 

technologies to educational setting. (Hosler, 2013) has stated, "Implementing emerging technologies pose 

threats and challenges to well-established processes, procedures, and pedagogy entrenched in many 

higher education institutions". 

Another issue is with mobile application developers who use programming languages and source code to 

create software that meets client requirements. (Khanghah & Halili, 2015) claim that the design of mobile 

learning applications is difficult process, which needs to combine the knowledge of programming and 

graphic design with the knowledge of pedagogical practice to design effective learning environment. 

While mobile applications developers may not have such knowledge as they are focusing more on the 

programming part.  

Even the learner face challenge when searching for educational applications related to their age and their 

specific learning objective. What suit for kids cannot be qualified for adult and university students 

because kids need applications that are easy to use and have visual presentation and entertainment, while 

adults search for applications for just in time learning to enhance particular skills (Notari, Hielscher, & 

King, 2016). The alignment between the learning objectives, the learning experience supported by mobile 

application and the specific target group is very important.    

From the other side, ontologies considered as a way for conceptualizing the terms in any domain. It used 

to share common understanding of subject area and it is very powerful for sharing and retrieving 

information (Noy & McGuinness, 2001). Moreover, ontologies are the state of art for constructing 

domain knowledge and Mobile learning applications can be consider as a specific kind of knowledge in 

regard of the learning objectives that support, the learning outcomes, and the learning theories that is 

based on. For mobile course design, there is a need to standardize the term used in designing Mobile 

learning experience and making this information accessible in convenient way for anyone want to 

implement or design mobile learning experience. There are a number of studies that used ontology based 

approach in the mobile learning domain (Abech, da Costa, Barbosa, Rigo, & da Rosa Righi, 2016), 

(Benlamri & Zhang, 2014), (Bremgartner, Netto, & Menezes, 2014)and (Soualah-Alila, Mendes, & 

Nicolle, 2013).  However, these studies focus on customizing the learning experience to learner’s 

preference like learner profile (their background, learning style, and interest), context information related 

to time and location, and description of the device used. However, there is still a gap in defining learning 

objectives for mobile learning domain while it is a very important component in the mobile learning 

domain.  Therefore, this study will use ontology based approach to further the understanding and 

knowledge of educational community (instructor, learner, application designer, instructional designer) 
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about mobile-based learning objectives and outcomes. The following sections of the paper is divided as 

follows; section 2 presents a background study on learning objectives in the domain of mobile learning 

and ontologies, section 3 presents the research method used for the development of the ontologies, section 

4 provides some initial evaluation for the proposed ontology while section 5 presents the summarizes the 

main contribution of the paper.  

Background study 

Mobile Learning 

There are varieties of schools of thoughts that focus on mobile learning. One of the researcher stated that 

mobile learning is any kind of learning that is away from the normal environment or the one that count on 

mobile devices (Sharples, Taylor, & Vavoula, 2010). There is another important definition stated by the 

e-Learning Guild, it related  mobile learning to any sort of activity that allowed individuals to be more 

productive when dealing with essential information  through devices that people usually carry on daily 

basis and had constant connectivity besides fitting  in a pocket or purse (Wexler, Brown, Metcalf, Rogers, 

& Wagner, 2008). 

Huang discusses another diverse attitude to m- learning. He argues that, the term Mobile learning is not a 

new. It has been used to describe any learning that take place while student moving. For example, student 

who read book on the bus is learning. Instructors who talks to his student while moving is also learning. 

The term was more about the mobility of the learners and nothing to do with technology however, with 

the technology advancement in ICT tools, especially in mobile phone, it become synonymous with 

mobile devices (Huang, Zhang, Li, & Yang, 2012).  

Ontology 

Ontology is a form of naming and definition of the types, proprieties and interrelationship of the entities 

that really exist for a particular domain (Noy & McGuinness, 2001).  

(Gruber, 1995) define ontology as an explicit specification of conceptualization.  It considers as the most 

common definition for describing ontology as a conceptual model. Ontology is an explicit specification of 

knowledge level of a conceptualization, that affect the creation of  a particular domain or task (Van 

Heijst, Schreiber, & Wielinga, 1997).  

Ontology types and applications 

There are various reasons for using ontologies on different domain including; sharing common 

understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents, enabling reuse of domain 

knowledge, making domain assumptions explicit, separate domain knowledge from the operational 

knowledge and analyzing domain knowledge (Noy & McGuinness, 2001). In general, there are two main 

reasons for using ontologies on learning environment which are representing knowledge and 

communicating knowledge (Ahmed, 2012).While (Stenzhorn, Beibwanger, & Schulz, 2007) 

distinguished between ontologies in three basic types: Top level ontology, top domain ontology and 

domain ontology. 

This study will use domain ontology because it specifies concept and its relationship for a particular 

subject area and we are talking about specific domain that is Mobile learning course design, specifically 

learning objectives and outcomes design.  
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Learning objectives  

Learning objectives is what the learner supposed to learn after completing the course. It defines the 

competency and the performance capabilities that the learner supposed to gain. According to (Mager, 

1997) there is three fundamental components of learning objectives: 

• Performance: it describes what the learner should be able to do. 

• Condition: it defines the conditions under which the learner should be able to do it. 

• Assessment: how well it must be done.  

Setting the right learning objectives will help instructors and instructional designers on selecting the 

appropriate learning material for the learners. Moreover, it will help application developers on focusing 

their work on designing Mobile learning applications that achieve specific learning objectives instead of 

designing applications blindly without taking learning objectives on consideration. This will help them to 

see the missing area of application development that need to be fulfill for the student.  

Furthermore, setting learning objectives is very important in education. This make educational 

institutions send their instructors to training course in order to know how to write learning objectives. The 

reason for that is setting appropriate learning objectives guide student on their learning experience. It let 

them focus on what they are supposed to learn. Starting with the learning objectives will guide the 

instructor on selecting the right course content, appropriate assessment and instructional strategies. It also 

will help student on focusing on their learning and monitoring their own progress. 

There are many taxonomies and classification of learning objectives and outcomes used by instructional 

designers, trainers and educators to write effective learning objectives. Theses taxonomy is about the goal 

of the learning process. Bloom’s Taxonomy (B. Bloom, Krathwohl, & Masia, 1984) is the most widely 

used by instructors in designing learning objectives. The original taxonomy has three domains of 

learning, which are the Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor. The cognitive domain is about the mental 

skills or the knowledge that the learner should acquire. While affective domain is about the attitudes, 

psychomotor is about the skills (B. S. Bloom, 1956b). Moreover, there is other taxonomy developed after 

Blooms taxonomy for example, the SOLO (Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes) Taxonomy. It is 

an alternative of blooms cognitive domain. It describe the levels of learners understanding of a subject. It 

help both the instructor and learners in showing how the learner are progressing in their learning (Biggs 

& Collis, 2014). Furthermore, Finks (Fink, 2013) come up with a taxonomy that is not hierarchy as the 

other taxonomies but rather relational and interactive. It covers the cognitive and affective domains of 

learning. 

Ontologies in learning objectives for Mobile learning domain  

Although there is a breadth and depth of ontologies related studies in the educational domain, to the best 

of our knowledge there are no specific ontologies for learning objectives in Mobile learning domain. 

However, there are some similar studies related to learning objectives. For example, (Shroff, Keyes, & 

Linger, 2015) develop a taxonomy that link the learning theories with bloom's cognitive learning 

objectives and application classification. Another work done by (Andhare, Dalrymple, & Bansal, 2012), 

they standardize the learning objectives according to Bloom, Anderson and Krathwohl taxonomies of 

domain learning objectives and follow the instructional objective format defined by (Mager, 1997) to 

design the ontological model. 
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Research Methodologies  

This study was conducted in order to help the educational community in designing appropriate Mobile 

learning experience by building ontology based domain knowledge for M-learning. The propose approach 

will focus on setting the learning objectives for Mobile learning and make this information accessible for 

educational community. This section will define the ontology development method, the tool used for 

constructing the ontology and the evaluation approach for that.   

Development methodologies  

There are various methods for ontology building. Since 1995, there were many methods developed for 

ontology like Methodology By Uschold And King (Uschold & King, 1995), Methodology By Grüninger 

And Fox (Grüninger & Fox, 1995), The approach of Amaya Berneras et al. (Bernaras, Laresgoiti, & 

Corera, 1996), METHONTOLOGY (López, Gómez-Pérez, Sierra, & Sierra, 1999) , and The SENSUS 

Ontology (Patil, Knight, & Russ, 1997).  

 (Fernández-López 1999) evaluate these methods. He found that most of these methods were not fully 

mature and it does not follow the IEEE stander. Among these methods, METHONTOLOGY consider the 

most mature one and it is widely used in many researches.  

In 2001, ontology 101 has been develop by (Noy & McGuinness, 2001). It consider as the most practical 

and detailed method for constructing ontology from scratch, however, it has low compatibility with the 

IEEE standard. Later on, (Presutti, Daga, Gangemi, & Blomqvist, 2009) has introduce the eXtreme 

Design (XD) methodology and (de Almeida Falbo, 2014) introduce the second version of SABiO. The 

two methods depend on agile development process that is based on collaboration, incremental and 

iterative methods.  

After careful consideration of the methods and referring to the scope of the study, METHONTOLOGY is 

selected to build the ontology. The reason for that is the study will not include people at this stage to build 

the ontology. In addition, METHONTOLOGY is commonly used in many research areas and has high 

compatibility with IEEE standards compare to other methods. 

Ontology tool  

Ontology tools are used to provide support for the ontology development process and for the subsequent 

ontology usage. The study will use Protégé tool because it is widely used by many ontology developers 

and it is available for free. 

Ontology evaluation  

Ontology evaluation refers to checking whether the ontology correctly conceptualizes the real world. It 

also check the content if it is correctly implemented, and that the ontology performs properly in the real 

world (Gómez‐Pérez, 2001). 

The study will be evaluated at the verification level to ensure that the ontology is developing in right way. 

Therefore, automatic analysis using OOPS Ontology Pitfall Scanner! ( http://oops.linkeddata.es/), will be 

implemented for the evaluation. It is a web based evaluation method used to deduct common errors on 

ontology construction.  
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Construction of learning objectives ontology 

This study will used METHONTOLOGY methods for the development of learning objectives ontologies 

as discussed in the previous section as illustrated in Fig 1. The steps for building the ontology will be 

explain in the following sections. The study will focus on constructing the ontology and evaluating it on 

verification level. The implementation will not be covered at this stage and thus the maintenance will be 

done after implementing the ontology.  

 

Fig 1. METHONTOLOGY process 

Specification & Knowledge acquisition phase  

It is the first step in the development of the ontology. Through this step, the goal, scope and domain of 

building the ontology will be define to guide the development of the ontology. This study has been 

conducted to provide instructors, instructional designers and application designers with common 

knowledge of learning objectives and outcomes for Mobile learning domain using ontology based 

approach. The proposed ontology will help instructors and instructional designers in determining and 

writing the learning objectives for Mobile learning activities. In addition, it will help mobile application 

designers on seeing the missing part for developing applications related to specific learning objectives.  

The construction of the ontology will be limited to the studies found on the literature review based on 

competency questions developed in Table 1, which will help in identifying ontology purpose and scope.  
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Table 1: Competency questions 

Q Competency questions  Outcome  Reference  

Q1 What are the components of 

learning objectives? 

Criteria, performance, 

condition 

(Andhare, et al., 2012) 

Q2 What are the domains of 

learning objectives? 

Cognitive, psychomotor, 

affective 

(Anderson, Krathwohl, & 

Bloom, 2001), (B. S. Bloom, 

1956a), (Simpson, 1971) 

Q3 How to write learning 

objectives? 

Identifying domain, level 

of domain, and selecting 

verbs 

 

Q4 How can M-applications 

support learning objectives? 

Each level of domain has 

M-application to support 

(Shroff, et al., 2015), 

Q5 What are the verbs that can 

be used to write learning 

objectives? 

Express, identify, find, 

etc. 

(Anderson, et al., 2001), (B. S. 

Bloom, 1956a), (Simpson, 

1971),  (Biggs & Collis, 2014), 

(Fink, 2013), (Harrow, 1972) 

Q6 What are the levels in each 

domain? 

Remember, understand, 

apply, etc. 

(Anderson, et al., 2001), (B. S. 

Bloom, 1956a), (Simpson, 

1971),  (Biggs & Collis, 2014), 

(Fink, 2013), (Harrow, 1972) 

Q7 What is the relationship 

between learning objectives 

and Mobile learning 

experience? 

Each domain in learning 

objectives can be apply to 

different Mobile learning 

experience 

(Shroff, et al., 2015) 

 

Conceptualization phase  

This phase provide a conceptual model of the ontology. The knowledge collected in the previous phase 

will be analyzed and structured in a conceptual model. Therefore, the main concepts of the ontology 

should be identify. These concepts are identified as M-learning, learning objectives, mobile application, 

learning theories and learning domain. Then, these concepts are organized in hierarchy structure to show 

the classes with their subclasses. For example, cognitive, affective and psychomotor are subclasses of 

learning domain. After that, UML model is created to define the relationship between concepts as 

illustrated in Fig 2.   

Formalization phase 

In this phase, the conceptual model is transfer to computable model through ontology tools and 

languages. Protégé development tool and RDF language are used to construct the ontology.  Fig 3 

provides the visual presentation of learning objective ontology generated by OntoGraf tool. 
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Fig 2. UML model for learning objectives ontology 

 

Fig 3. Part of learning objective ontology for M-learning 
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Evaluation 

It is necessary to evaluate the ontology to ensure that it operate as intended to do. This will be by ensuring 

that the information is completed in each concepts, and the class attributes, and instance attributes are 

consistent and makes sense with each concept.  

After performing OOPS pitfall scanner, it was found total of 102 errors between critical, important and 

minor cases. Most of the errors, 85 cases, were minor cases because of missing annotations. Critical 

errors appear because of defining multiple ranges or domains in properties and the important error 

because of missing domain or range in properties. After considering the suggestion of the tool the errors 

dropped to 4 cases which indicates good result because there is no critical errors and almost all of the 

errors were minor cases which are not really a problem as indicated by the OOPS tool. Fig 4 present the 

new result after modification.  

 

Fig 4. OOPS result 

Conclusion  

Research on Mobile learning area shows that there is lack of standardization of pedagogical requirements 

to support learning objectives. Therefore, this paper present an ontology based learning objectives for 

Mobile learning domain. The proposed ontology is based on other and previous work on ontologies 

development in mobile learning and learning objectives.  It will help instructors and instructional designer 

in writing the appropriate learning objectives for their courses and select the suitable mobile applications 

for it. Moreover, it will help student to find the best applications for their courses and mobile application 

developer on developing applications for educational purpose. The ontology was developed using protégé 

development tool and evaluated using OOPS Ontology Pitfall Scanner!.  

For future work, the ontology should be implemented to specific course and validated using other 

evaluation methods like expert evaluation to check the completeness and usefulness of this ontology 

when a course is developed.  Moreover, this study was focus on the learning objectives for mobile 

learning however, it is intended to expand to include all parts of course design for mobile learning 

domain like the pedagogical approach used, the assessment technique, learners profile and their context 

information. For instance, researchers can go deeper to include the assessment part to insure that learning 

outcome achieve the learning objectives intended for the course.  
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Abstract 

The objective of this paper is to analyze the participatory experiences to integrate Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) tools into teaching-learning processes. Nowadays, there are 
available numerous virtual learning objects, educational platforms, interactive systems and many 
other Open Learning Resources. Despite the ICT’s widespread, not all the technologies are suitable to 
address the learning objectives or educational requirements; therefore, it is imperative not only 
developing, but also giving structure, and formalizing educative resources. 
 
This paper also describes the experience of Mexican teachers building the Learning University 
Network (RUA). The processes have been developed to get assembled, organized and 
institutionalized Open Educational Resources with unified criteria; in order to support and recognize 
educative necessities throughout teaching and learning processes. Here, it is showed the system and 
participatory mechanisms to encourage the National Autonomous University of Mexico members to 
collaborate and build resources that aim to solve the educational needs in the whole process. The aim 
includes the RUA’s evaluation and implementation know-how in the classrooms. 
 
Keywords: 

ICT, Online Educative Resources, Participatory Processes, Teaching and Learning Process. 
 
Introduction: 

In the last years, there has been a rapid growth in developing and integrating Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) into Teaching and Learning activities. Initiatives as how to 
manage the whole school or university until specific learning objects appeared. Complete platforms 
as Moodle, Sakai, Blackboard among others has been developed, as consequence of distance 
education evolution.  
 
At the beginning, there were correspondence, cassettes and magazines distance courses, later CDs 
appeared. Even more basic education in homeschooling modality with special books and 
certifications appeared since 1950s decade (Courtenay, 2011). Currently, ICT incorporation into 
education processes allow complex, flexible and interactive tools. ICT permit fast information 
interchange and efficient communications, facilitating teaching-learning processes. 
 
In the other hand, virtual education resources proliferation has not been enough. Now, it is possible to 
find a wide variety of this kind of resources in the World Wide Web, however not all topics of 
knowledge have related resources, there are different levels of developing. In consequence, it is 
possible to find conventional documents, books or journals; but some resources have been developed 
in very complex way. Some resources are very complex, with text, hyperlinks to navigate, evaluation 
and feedback, but it could be difficult to integrate digital resources into comprehensive curricula of 
schools or universities. 
 
This paper is around the next research questions: How to develop reliable digital education resources 
related to big quantity of knowledge subjects? Is it possible to utilize participatory mechanisms to 
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build complex resources as a community? The Mexican University case is shown as an experience of 
participatory process approach to answer this questions. 
 
Literature Review 

Teaching and learning processes characteristics, methods and efficiency has been discussed 
throughout human history. Some periods and societies education was only for rich or religious 
people; un many cases small or individuals’ interaction with teachers. Education in ancient Greece 
was regarded as an essential component of a person’s identity and the type of education a person 

received was based strongly on one’s social class and the culture of one’s poli (Gvelesiani & 
Javakhishvili, 2013).   
 
Education challenges have multiple aspects to deal with, for instance: the quality of knowledge and 
its transmission, inequity access conditions to acquire knowledge, high costs, lack of infrastructure 
and educators, and high rates of demand (Kremer, et al., 2013), (OECD, 2012).  
 
Learning Theories  

Diverse authors since 1950’s decade have proposed theories and models to understand individual and 
organizational learning. Each of them has identified variables that affect the way people learn and 
make decisions. Table 1, shows some of the main theories.  
 

Learning 

Theory 

Brief description Reference 

Theory of 
cognitive 
dissonance 

Continual adjustments, between cognition and action, 
result in one of three relationships with reality: 
Consonant relationship: Two cognitions or actions 
consistent with each other 
Irrelevant relationship: Two cognitions or actions 
unrelated to each other 
Dissonant relationship: Two cognitions or actions 
inconsistent with each other 

(Festinger, 1957) 

Cognitive, 
Affective and 
Behavioral 
Components of 
Attitudes 

Stimuli provokes some attitudes that can be measure 
as: affect, cognition or behavior variables 

Rosenberd and 
Hovland, 1960 in 
Freisbend, 1973 
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 
1975) 

Theory of 
Reasoned 
Action. 

The search for factors that systematically affect the 
amount of change due to active participation can be 
successful only when two conditions are met: First, the 
processes intervening between active participation and 
change in the independent variable must be well 
understood; and second, the investigator must be able 
to exercise sufficient control over the items of 
information to which subjects are exposed, so that the 
active participation experience will consistently 
facilitate the desired change in the dependent variable 
under investigation. 

 
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 
1975) 

Social Learning 
Theory 

Human behavior can be modeled by observation  (Bandura, 1977) 

Adapted Theory 
of Reasoned 
Action  

Introduces impact on intention from external variables 
demographic and personality among others, and  

(Crosby & 
Muehling, 1983) 

Organizational 
Learning 

Describes organizational level of learning, and 
interchanging among individuals and the organization. 
Emphasize errors detections capabilities. 

(Argyris, 1992) 
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Theory of 
Planned 
Behavior 

Links beliefs and behavior. Generally speaking, a 
person will attempt to perform a behavior if he believes 
that the advantages of success. 
Some researchers reject it outright as an adequate 
explanation of human social behaviour. These 
investigators tend to deny the importance of 
consciousness as a causal agent (Wegner, 2002; 
Wegner & Wheatley, 1999) 

(Ajzen, From 
intentions to actions: 
A theory of planned 
behavior. , 1985) 

Double Loop 
Learning 
Theory 

About individual learning, and how experience can 
modify the goals, objectives or decision choices. First 
loop following rules, second loop adapting goals. 

(Argyris, Single and 
double loop models 
in research in 
decision making, 
1976) 

Five Disciplines Proposed five competences to build a learning 
organization: Systems approach, individual mastering, 
changing individual and organization mental models, 
motivate learning sharing same vision than 
organization, increasing solve problem capacity 
conforming teams to learn and share the knowledge.  

(Senge, 1990) 

Knowledge 
Creating 
Company 

knowledge creation is present when an organization 
generate and disseminate, deliberately, knowledge that 
enable or allows developing new products or 
modifying current processes. The author sustains the 
existence of two kinds of knowledge: tacit and explicit. 

(Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995) 

Knowledge 
management 

Davenport and Prusak’s enounced three phases model: 
Generate, Codify, and Transfer. Later, Davenport 
affirmed than only humans generate knowledge, in 
consequence computers by itself are not enough to 
produce knowledge.  

(Davenport & 
Prusak, 2000)  
 
(Davenport, 2005) 

Knowledge 
management 
Cycle 

European Committee for Standardization, identified 
five core activities of knowledge: Identify, Create, 
Storage, Share and Use. 

(CEN, 2004) 

Communities of 
practice 

It is based in how to acquire specific knowledge thru 
sharing information and experiences. 

(Wenger, 2010) 

Table. 1: Learning Theories. 

 
E-learning 

E-Learning is an electronic education system or distance program that integrates ICT and didactic 
elements to teaching and training students on line, in other words, the system is based in knowledge 
acquisition within electronic media. E-Learning is a distance education modality (EcuRed, 2015). 
 
At UNAM, specialized E-Learning courses situated on line education advantages and disadvantages, 
when it is utilized a whole educative system, for instance an educative platform (CUAED-UNAM, 
2012-1016):  
 
Elimination of distance and time barriers, permanent availability of virtual resources and 
communication media as forums, chats, videoconferences, e-mails, blogs, social networks, slides 
presentations, books, journals and magazine, wikis and others. Assessors can be or not presents. Their 
benefits are: content changes and managing are easy to control, systems are flexible to add or change 
contents and times to adapt it according didactic requirements, organizing information, supervising, 
evaluating and feed backing constantly and individualizing is possible. Also stakeholders of the 
systems can enhance communications among them and with similar institutions. It is possible to share 
digital resources with similar courses or sessions. 
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In counterpart, some challenges detected utilizing virtual educative resources are: it is necessary to 
obtain reliance, trust and available for each study level. In other plane, teachers have to utilize 
educative resources with knowledge, not only about the subject of the course, but also about 
differences among face to face, semi-face to face and distance courses, considering furthermore the 
ICT skills.  Even more it is indispensable to integrate pedagogic approaches, ICT knowledge and 
psychologic profiles. Adding to the requirement of infrastructure available for students and teachers 
as other critical factor, specially in countries or zones with economical insufficiency. Same point with 
normative to have access into virtual educative resources, 
 
In their study about Everlyn Kahiigi and co-authors conclude that there emanate two problems in e-
learning implementation within the higher education context (Kahiigi, et al., 2008):  
 

1) the limited uptake of technology as an instruction delivery method; and  

2) the ineffective use of technology to support learning. 

 
Educative challenges 

Educative international organizations, like the UNESCO, already worked and developed studies 
about the obstacles and advantages on the use of ICT in education (UNESCO, 2008; OCDE, 2017). 
For instance, it is relevant to mention an OCDE study that identifies four forces of change that will 
impact on high level education systems over the next decades (OCDE, 2017); those forces are: 
 

• Globalization: The curricula will be internationalized, impacting in two ways: by increasing 
the pair to pair collaboration and by increasing the competition. 

 
• Demography: Countries belonging to OCDE registered reductions in the traditional 18-to-

25-year-old student age group will affect institutions. On the other hand, countries that do 
not belong to OCDE have also increased their education demands. Those demands are 
currently not fully covered; even more, there is an increase in educative demands among 
higher age groups. Mostly all countries are increasing their participation on higher education 
levels; and that demands are not overcome to date. 

 
• New government forms: There are strong demands to improve public administrations. Lately 

there is an increase on all educative institutions to improve their areas in: Accountability, 
transparency, efficiency and effectiveness, responsiveness and forward vision. All those 
components are now considered of primordial importance to assure good public governance. 

 
• Technologies: ICT developing an innovation has a large impact in education, but not in the 

expected magnitude. In contrast, e-learning does have a great potential; even when, to date, 
there are not monitoring studies. Institutions like the OCDE assure that there is an important 
increase in the number of students that opt for virtual environments. 

 
On the other hand, the use of participatory virtual technologies, like Creative Commons and Web 2.0, 
to build digital contents does have rapid increase rates. This increase is mainly due to the increase of 
broadband and new software tools. 
 
Mexico and education  

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development in Panorama 2017 study showed Mexican 
High Education Institutions have an insufficient capacity to face up to the student’s education 
demand. Among others, study concludes only 16.8% people aged among 25-64 years-old receive a 
university degree (OCDE, 2017). 
 
To have quality attention it is necessary to generate new ways to spread knowledge. ICT are offering, 
to general societies, more and more opportunities. The Virtual Systems developing enable easier 
productive and social processes Teaching-Learning Systems are not far of that changes, organizations 
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as UNESCO have formulated studies about advantages and disadvantages (UNESCO, 2008), 
however in Mexico there is not an accurate analysis of the situation and future actions to get teachers 
assimilation of ICT tools. 
Open Educative Resources. 

Due to editorial and distribution costs - and the business model of traditional editorials - many 
scientific journals started charging the authors with a publication fee. The cost of scientific journals 
implied a barrier, especially for scientist in the third world. Even more, the mandatory research 
copyright cession, in favor of the editorial - even with fees for the author of the manuscripts - was the 
origin of a movement. Such movement, called Open Access, started mainly in the USA, but quickly 
spread on many countries. Peter Suber defines Open Access as the movement that has the goal to 
assure the openness and freedom of scientific information to anyone. The academic activities 
supporting this idea started around 1966, spreading widely since them (Peter Suber, 2009). 
 
While UNESCO has published the definition of Open Educative Resources (OER) as learning, 

teaching and research material deposited in the public domain or published under an intellectual 

property license that allows their free use, adaptation and distribution (UNESCO, 2017). Resources 
can be learning objects, full courses, simulations, manuals, books, and many other documents related 
to education and knowledge. 
 
The participatory planning approach applied to the education process. 

Participatory planning definition is: to build a desired future for a given system with all the involved 
people’s actions and opinions. This approach is common when doing interventions of social 
organizations. Some advantages of this approach over the people involved are: 
 

• They assume the plan’s ownership and act consequently 
• They know the system and it´s interactions; so, there is high confidence and reality when 

analyzing and collecting the data. 
• They are a critical mass, with capacity of provide ideas and solutions in a wide variety of 

ways, including plenty knowledge of the today state and the past of the system. 
• Many obstacles usually generate by the community on the system are overcome. 

 
As Ming Sum and colleagues said: several studies on participatory process in education are focused 
on the students’ participation (Ming‐sum, T.B.K. et al, 2005 y Kucharčíková, A, 2016). This 
approach is straightforward for the education process, since mostly all learning and teaching process 
want to improve the students’ capabilities; and the enabling media to reach the goal is basically the 
professor and the information and knowledge, including the mechanisms teachers decide to transfer. 
 
In education, there is the collaborative learning concept. Developed by Vigotsky in the nineteen 
seventies, this concept is defined as: the learning organization thru interaction of pairs (Vigotsky, 
1978). It is well documented an important group of efforts to set collaborative models; for instance 
the Badia job about: Learning through project’ making and ICT (Badia, 2006). Most of these efforts 
are focused on facilitating the interaction among administrators and users thru technological tools. 
 
Other projects, related to collaboration, are those that incorporate a specific ICT to stimulate 
collaboration. One example is given by Koschman, it is called: “Computer Supported Collaborative 

Learning” (CSCL); that is collaborative learning based on technologies for educative interaction 
(Koschmann, 1994). Also, Raidell Avello conducted a study focused on different sorts of ICT and 
their impacts when doing collaborative learning (Avello, 2016). Therefore, current collaboration 
research is mainly centered on the classroom and among students. 
 
Despite the central role of teachers, the projects are not including in a systematic way the efforts from 
professors and researchers on the design and making ICT tools for learning, nor when building and 
electing tools during the teaching and learning process. 
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The system presented in next section, is centered in encouraging teachers’ participation during the 
digital resources building, associated to the UNAM curricula. From the pedagogic stand point, 
teachers’ participation is critical, due to their role as designers of the learning objectives, contents and 
dynamics on the day to day class. Is for this teachers’ role, that assuring participation of all the 
elements related to the teaching and learning process is key when building tools. The main goal is to 
build the ICT according to the educative needs on each phase of the process, to have them evaluated 
and then to make them put in practice in the classrooms. 
 
The Learning University Network Macro-System Analysis. 

Figure 1 shows the background of Learning University Network (RUA by its acronym in Spanish) 
within the main components of its macro-system: National Autonomous University of Mexico 
(UNAM). As the support of the system, infrastructure has a fundamental role; academic activities at 
UNAM included education from the equivalent to High school to postgraduates, continuing education 
courses, and seminars. Those activities are conducted in an area over 2,815,591 m2. That zone 
represents 2,183 buildings. The distribution of educative levels across the buildings is: 
 

• University education: 15 departments, 5 multidisciplinary units and 5 National Schools. 
• High Schools: 14 units. 
• Research Institutions: 33 Institutes, 15 research centers, 10 university programs. 

 
Over time, ITC have been included at all levels of the university, not without great efforts. By 2017, 
the UNAM has: 
 

• 78,233 computers, all with Internet connection. 
• 138,635 active accounts in the University Wireless Network. 
• Supercomputing abilities, with 228 billion arithmetic operations per second. 

 
Despite the large computer’s amount, the numbers are not enough, considering that the UNAM’s 
population is constituted by 349,539 students and 40,184 academics, for the year 2016-2017. 
The University does have 120 academic programs at university level, with 208 educative options, 92 
graduate programs (master’s and doctorate), 3 high school programs, 35 technical programs among 5 
areas: Social Sciences, Biological Sciences, Chemistry and Health Sciences, Physics and 
Mathematics, Humanities and Arts. In this setup, teachers are continually generating educative 
resources, practices, strategies, interactive systems, simulations, test questions, evaluations, and many 
other educative resources. The amount of materials is increasing constantly and keep track of all of 
them is not easy; but for instance, UNAM published a total of 1,944 books, in electronic and 
hardcopy formats, just for 2016. 
 
On the other hand, in México there are several approaches oriented to make all publicly funded 
scientific information freely available, without any restrictions. In particular, the “Ley de Ciencia y 

Tecnología, Artículo 65, Capitulo X. Del Acceso Abierto, Acceso a la Información Científica”, 

Tecnológica y de Innovación y del Repositorio Nacional (Science and Technology Law, article 65, 
chapter X, Regarding Open Access, Scientific, Technological, Innovation and National Repository 
Information Access) (H. Congreso de la Unión, 2014). Besides the UNAM’s adhesion to this law, the 
institution has joined the Berlin declaration, whose mission is: “to support new knowledge 

possibilities, not only in the classic way, but using the open access paradigm, through the use of 

internet. We define open access as an extensive human knowledge source and as a cultural heritage 

approved by the scientific community “(Open Access 2003). Accordingly, UNAM has included open 
access and freely available resources though its own plans and programs since 2011 (UNAM 2011, 
2015). 
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Fig. 1: Learning University Network (RUA) Macrosystem. 

Many individual and institutional efforts have been done to make all UNAM information, completed 
with public resources, available and free to the members of the university and to the public. Among 
other efforts, an Open Educative Resources initiative appeared: The Learning University Network. 
 
The System: Learning Univerisity Network 

Felipe Bracho said: Learning Univerisity Network (RUA) is a cooperative institutional effort (Bracho 
2017). The RUA started in 2011 and it is a virtual mechanism to hold Open Education Resources 
(OER). While, Castillejos added: the RUA goal is to make easily available to teachers all materials 
related to the UNAM curricula. Materials included in the RUA are generated by the UNAM or other 
university authors.  
To date, the program “Toda la UNAM en linea” is the initiative that holds all the institutional efforts 
to publish open access information. The RUA is part of those efforts, but focused on educative 
resources (Castillejos et al, 2016).  
 
The RUA is currently ministered by the Dirección General de Cómputo y Tecnologías de 

Información y Comunicación (DGTIC). Many OER, focused on the university programs, have been 
published by DGTIC under the RUA, at least until 2016. A summary of the number of OER 
published is: 
 

• Iniciación Universitaria (University Initiation Program): 1,649 

• Escuela Nacional Preparatoria (ENP, High School): 5,735 

• Colegio de Ciencias y Humanidades (CCH, High School): 4,230 

• Bachelor programs: 3,700 
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• General interest subjects: 1,033 
Nowadays, RUA contains different kinds of OER, as documents, books, apps, Web pages among 
others. All of OER has been reviewed by Academic Commit, and classified by school, semester, 
subject and themes, each of them with subdivision: 
 

• Knowledge you must to knew 

• Learning Resources for the topic 

• Self-evaluation 

• Teacher’s resources 

• Additional resources. 
 
To date, DGTIC has been focused mainly on High School programs: CCH and ENP. High school 
OER about almost all the courses are already published. Therefore, the RUA is offering a group of 
advantages. According to Castillejos, advantages to the teachers’ incudes (Castillejos et al, 2016): 
 

• All OER can be used any time and everywhere. 

• All members of the university have the possibility of publishing their own materials. 

• Current participation channels are enhanced to all university members. 

• The society has now high quality and resourceful OER. 

• RUA is an institutional media to review and spread OER. 

• All repositories with learning objects have high growing rates; this opens the door for 
automatic interchange among digital libraries and systems to educative applications. 

• And for the students: 

• To motivate, awake, and keep interest about the subjects. 

• To serve as a learning guide to the students 

• To evaluate knowledge and abilities 

• To increase the learning opportunities 

• To promote independent learning 

• To speed up the study time 

• To ease the access for learning materials without restrictions 

• To get information about each course, including the syllabus and activities for each 
subject. 

• To keep track about antecedents and follow ups on each subject  
 
RUA’s working processes and participation mechanisms. 

Figure 2 includes the main processes, actors and activities needed to build, evaluate and divulgate 
OER. The efforts are focused to achieve the ITC incorporation to the educative process as efficient, 
effective and useful tools, capable to transmit abilities and knowledge at UNAM. 
 
Therefore, the RUA has been designed and built according to the current Mexican laws and following 
international agreements regarding publishing research and teaching findings. Findings include all 
scientific, technological, and innovation data, already included in the strategic program “Toda la 

UNAM en Línea”, since 2011. This strategic program is the fundamental stone that sustain all RUA’s 
activities. 
 
Five central processes to build the RUA are shown in Figure 2. Each process is linked to a 
responsible actor. Each actor is in charge of conducting or make possible the task, shown in the top of 
each process. All products and results are described in the lower part of each process. Relevant issues 
and characteristics are described in the lower section. 
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Figure 2: Processes and actors included in the building process of the 

Network. Own elaboration, based on internal working documents and personal 

interviews with Dirección General de Cómputo y Tecnologías de Información y 

Comunicación

Each process implies large efforts and the need of involvement from authorities and professors. 
Included process and interactions to achieve community participation are:
 

1. Call for participation on developing digital resources.
 
The call for participation has been
Innovación y Mejoramiento de la Enseñanza

Enhancement Education Projects, PAPIME)” under the ministration of the 
Asuntos del Personal Académico

year, the PAPIME is funding project
applications, associated with the curricula and focused on strength the learning and teaching 
schemes (DGAPA, 2017). Independently from this call for participation, all university instances, 
teachers and researchers that develop or have developed their own materials are constantly 
invited to share them through the RUA.
 
Generally speaking, the only request is that all resources must be published and developed using 
free technologies, without restrictions
interactive. There is not a predefined format, so, any document, practice, simulation, or game 
that is linked to the UNAM curricula can be included freely.
DGTIC on their own is offering scholarships to te
This 180 hours’ course, given to UNAM professors, is called “Digital resources for didactic 
planning” (UNAM, 2016). 
 
This task is conducted by the professors, who add their 
courses and on the Open Educative Resources (OER) development (RUA).
2. Sending materials for the RUA
 
Any OER can be uploaded to the RUA through a Web Page form. In order to ease 
communication and take advance of the onlin
users and the RUA is virtual. The RUA’s Web Page has a section to login. All UNAM 

Processes and actors included in the building process of the Learning University 

Own elaboration, based on internal working documents and personal 

Dirección General de Cómputo y Tecnologías de Información y 

Comunicación (DGTIC) employees (UNAM, 2016). 

Each process implies large efforts and the need of involvement from authorities and professors. 
Included process and interactions to achieve community participation are: 

developing digital resources. 

has been linked to the Programa de Apoyo a Proyectos para la 

Innovación y Mejoramiento de la Enseñanza, (Program to Support the Innovation and 
Enhancement Education Projects, PAPIME)” under the ministration of the Dirección General de 

Asuntos del Personal Académico (Direction of Academic Employment Subjects, DGAPA)
year, the PAPIME is funding projects that propose building manuals, programs and digital 
applications, associated with the curricula and focused on strength the learning and teaching 
schemes (DGAPA, 2017). Independently from this call for participation, all university instances, 

d researchers that develop or have developed their own materials are constantly 
invited to share them through the RUA. 

Generally speaking, the only request is that all resources must be published and developed using 
free technologies, without restrictions, with free copyrights and, with preference, to be 
interactive. There is not a predefined format, so, any document, practice, simulation, or game 
that is linked to the UNAM curricula can be included freely. 
DGTIC on their own is offering scholarships to teachers focused to achieve a RUA certification. 
This 180 hours’ course, given to UNAM professors, is called “Digital resources for didactic 

This task is conducted by the professors, who add their knowledge and expertise when giving 
courses and on the Open Educative Resources (OER) development (RUA). 

Sending materials for the RUA 

Any OER can be uploaded to the RUA through a Web Page form. In order to ease 
communication and take advance of the online infrastructure, all the interactions between the 
users and the RUA is virtual. The RUA’s Web Page has a section to login. All UNAM 

Learning University 
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d researchers that develop or have developed their own materials are constantly 

Generally speaking, the only request is that all resources must be published and developed using 
, with free copyrights and, with preference, to be 

interactive. There is not a predefined format, so, any document, practice, simulation, or game 

achers focused to achieve a RUA certification. 
This 180 hours’ course, given to UNAM professors, is called “Digital resources for didactic 
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Any OER can be uploaded to the RUA through a Web Page form. In order to ease 
e infrastructure, all the interactions between the 

users and the RUA is virtual. The RUA’s Web Page has a section to login. All UNAM 
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researchers and teachers are allowed to login. Once logged in, there is a “suggest resources” 
option to suggest materials. All OER materials must be provided with: a title, a short description, 
the relation with any of the UNAMs’ curricula, and the apps and/or documents (or links to them). 
Once the request is uploaded, DGTIC analyze and verify that the OER complies the copyrights, 
under the law - Ley Federal de Derecho de Autor - and the UNAM editorial guidelines (UNAM, 
2007). 
 
3. Validation 
 
Evaluating the pertinence of contents is a complex task. May be this task will be unnecessary in 
the near future, given that all materials are generated by the university members. However, the 
learning process from DGTIC when building collaborations among professors has motivated 
them towards content validation. Content validation has allowed to strength the academic 
collaboration within the institutions and members, extend current collaborations, and even to 
build new partnerships. 
 
Validation is conducted by an Academic Comitte. Each school or institution designs an ad-hoc 
academic body in charge to validate the OER. The procedure includes a meeting with DGTIC 
personnel to set goals and mechanisms needed when validating OER. The procedure includes: 
 

• An evaluation, emitted from each participant professor. 
• A collegiate judgment.  

 
The process is reported online and the chief in charge of the institution is responsible to follow 
up the procedure. Final decision is registered in RUA’s Web Page (UNAM, 2016). 
 
4. Publication 
 
Once the validation is done, there is a group of normalization and classification processes that 
must be meet prior publication. Normalization includes sometimes, the reconfiguration of 
materials to forms, styles, orthography, and grammar reviews. This reconfiguration is mainly 
done to achieve a standard on quality, regarding readability and easiness to display. None of the 
contents are modified. The classification includes the adjustment of an international standard: 
LOM (IEEE Std 1484.12.1 for Learning Object Metadata); this adjustment is called “LOM-
RUA”. LOM-RUA is a metadata that describes features and relevant data about the OER. The 
metadata are grouped in eight categories: General, Lifecycle, Technical information, Educative 
uses, Rights, Classification, and Control and Captures (RUA 2017). 
 
5. Spread, divulgation and use on the classrooms 
 
The fifth and last process is may be the largest challenge to the DGTIC personnel. The final goal 
of this effort is to achieve a full appropriation of the RUA contents by professors and students, 
mainly in the classrooms. This activity involved the willingness and decision from each teacher 
and researcher from every school and course; both elements out of the scope from the DGTIC. 
Consequently, to set spreading and use mechanisms is, in principle, a task that must be done by 
all (the teaching and learning actors, and the DGTIC personnel). 
 

To date, DGTIC is conducting a project under the research-action methodology that support the 
constructs and a model building that help the use of materials in the classroom. 
 
Conclusions 

Teachers and researchers are, without doubt, the ones who better know the needs, strengths, and 
obstacles on the teaching and learning process due to their responsibility on giving a course. Here we 
want to stress that teacher participation process must be incentivized right from the design of 
educative tools. Open Educative Resources development by teacher’s communities promotes the 
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intervention of the educators’ groups on the design, elaboration, publication, and sharing materials of 
university’s curricula. This promotion can encourage the utilization of each OER: if it has enough 
modularity to adapt at any course and learning objectives. And second: each OER would be enough 
strong to transmit a clear and effective knowledge. 
 
Teachers participation is the key to overcome resistance to change problems. However, we must be 
aware that, in some cases, there are needs to be covered prior to the use an OER. We must have the 
proper technologies (ICT), knowledge, and skills that allow the OERs use. This use includes building 
tools with relevant features to get the message thru and transmit the knowledge centered in the 
learning and teaching process. Those lacks make it harder the production and use of virtual educative 
resources.  
 
In UNAM case, participatory approach has encouraged participation and interest of teachers to learn 
and utilize OER into their classrooms. The Academic Program (PAPIME) to develop digital 
resources has had a good reception, increasing each year teacher participation. Therefore, universities 
must motivate the teachers work in creation and utilization of educative resources, associated with 
education budgets with same goal. 
 
Presently, DGTIC is working in developing teachers’ participation mechanisms. Currently, there is an 
effort to measure according constructs appropriated to a technological appropriation model (Saga and 
Zmud, 1999) and to the formulation of the use spreading strategy. Given the UNAMs’ size, and the 
amount of institutions and curricula, it is very challenging for DGTIC personal alone to build the 
RUA. It is possible that in the near future the OER integration and creation for each course will be 
done by each school and department. 
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Abstract  
 

Poland is still mostly a country of emigration, which features a substantial degree of departures. For 

many years now the rate of emigration continues to amount to approx. 2 million people. At the end of 

2015, nearly 2.4 million Polish citizens resided abroad. Simultaneously, there is substantial 

transformation in the demographic structure of emigrants and emigration directions, and the effects of 

departures are becoming increasingly noticeable in the demographic and economic fields. Emigration 

abroad is thus becoming a huge challenge for the development of many Polish regions. 

Simultaneously, in recent years the number of arriving foreigners increased substantially. It is 

estimated that over 1.5 million foreigners resided in Poland in 2016. It is expected that along with the 

increasing social and economic appeal, Poland will attract increasing numbers of immigrants. The 

difference between emigration and immigration flows reduces gradually and Poland is becoming a 

country of immigration instead of emigration. It is expected that around 2020 Poland will become a 

country of net immigration.  

In this context, the purpose of the paper is to present the nature and scale of the migration processes 

occurring in Poland. The paper starts with an overview of the migratory movement, with 

consideration of the development of foreign migration in Poland. Then, the paper presents selected 

statistical data on immigration – permanent and work-related, and relates them to the period after 

Poland joined the European Union. The forecast for abroad migration in Poland in 2014-2015 is also 

presented.  

 

Keywords: Poland, immigration, emigration, labour market, migration cycle 

Introduction 

 

In Poland, similarly to Europe as a whole, migration became an integral element of the social and 

economic reality, and affects it strongly. They concern both emigration of Poles to other countries 

and an increasing inflow of people into Poland. Poland is no longer only a country of emigration, but 

its significance as an appealing country for immigrants increases, especially for immigrants from 

outside of the EU.  

Over 1 million Ukrainian citizens worked in Poland in 2016, constituting the largest group of 

foreigners coming to Poland for work (Chmielewska, Doroczek, Puzynkiewicz, 2016:6). 

Approximately 200 thousand foreigners can be deemed as so-called long-term migrants, because they 

have a valid residence permit (UdSC 2015). It is estimated that the maintenance of the work 

resources at the current level until 2016, Poland would need to have another 5 million foreigners 

(Iglicka 2013:1). However, literature on migration views the country mainly as one that sends its 

migrants and this was the focus of most research papers conducted nationwide (Cieślińska 2012, 

Slany, Ślusarczyk 2012, Iglicka 2010, Kaczmarczyk, Okólski 2008a, Rajkiewicz 2002, Sakson 2002)  

and in regions (Solga 2013, Heffner 2012, Jończy 2010, Rauziński, Szczygielski 2009, Rostropowicz 

– Miśko 2007). The notion of viewing Poland as a target country is only just being developed. 

Gradual, but increasingly noticeable changes in mobility are also being observed. Poland’s economic 
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and political transformation, and then its accession to the European Union and gradual opening to 

western labour markets contributed to the mass emigration of the Poles (Rokita-Poskart 2014: 163). 

The consequence of this emigration was labour shortages on the Polish labour market.  The shortages 

were becoming compensated by foreign workers mainly from the post-USSR countries, including the 

largest group of Ukrainian citizens.  

It can be assumed, based on the concept of the migration cycle (Okólski 2012, Fassmann, Reeger 

2012:12, 66) implying the transformation of an emigration country into an immigration country, that 

Poland will also be the subject of this process (Kaczmarczyk, Okólski 2008b). This was the case for 

the Mediterranean region, which was an “exporter” of labour until the 1980’s and 90s, when it 

became the target of migrant inflow (Cangiano, Strozza 2008:156-163, Hierro 2016). This type of 

mobility changes don’t only happen in Poland. They are also becoming visible in other Central and 

Eastern European countries, e.g. the Czech Republic (Drobohlav, Dzúrová 2007, Klvaňová 2010, 

Janská, Čermák, Wright 2014) and Hungary (Jakobi 2010). These countries are referred to in 

literature as future immigration countries (Okólski 2012: 23) or transforming countries (Gropas, 

Triandafyllidou 2007) .   

The purpose of the paper is to show in a statistical frame the changes occurring in Poland in the 

recent years in terms of the migration processes, i.e. emigration and immigration. 

 

Emigration from Poland – nature and scope of the phenomenon 

For decades Poland has been a traditional country of emigration (Solga 2013: 126-154). Migration 

took on massive sizes as early as in the 19th century due to deep social changes, including an 

accelerated demographic growth. It is estimated that between 1860-1940, approx. 5 million people 

left Poland, including 1.7 million who travelled to the USA and only 20-30% came back 

(Kaczmarczyk 2005:111). Between 1939-1944, migration was compulsory and was strictly related to 

military operations, after which resettlements took place as consequence of the post-war political and 

territorial changes in Poland. The period of 1951-1955 featured halting the departures, due to the 

politically-driven stoppage of abroad migration. In the 1960’s, despite the restrictive state policy, 

permanent and temporary emigration grew constantly. In this period there was an increase in 

economic immigration to socialist bloc states, whereas departures to capitalist states was selective. In 

the case of FRG departures, emigration was limited almost exclusively to people of German descent. 

The number of Poles taking up jobs abroad in the 1960’s is estimated at approx. 10-30 thousand 

people annually (Stola 2001: 62-101). 

The 1970’s is a period of border movement liberalisation and, in consequence, of increased abroad 

emigration of the Polish people. Over 4.2 million people left to Western European states. The 

dominance of temporary economic departures became consolidated in this period. The scale of 

departures was large at the end of the decade – in 1976, over 10 million people left Poland (i.e. 11 

times more than in 1970), including nearly 7 million departures to the GDR (Kaczmarczyk 2005: 

123). 

It was only in the 1980’s when the foreign travel restrictions were radically liberalised by the 

authorities of the People’s Republic of Poland and migration became massive. It is estimated that the 

total number of emigrants amounted to 2.2 - 2.35 million people between 1980-1989, including 1.1 - 

1.3 million long-term emigrants (Okólski 1994: 34). 80% of permanent emigrants and 45% of 

temporary emigrants left for the FRG, thus substantially increasing the scale of family ties with the 

country. A major part of this migration was illegal. Most featured tourist departures which ended in 

permanent or long-term residence abroad, often without the ability to join families left in the country.  

The political changes of 1989, introduction of free passport access for Polish citizens and 

abolishment of the visa policies by most western countries contributed to substantial changes in the 

migration processes. In the 1990’s, temporary economic migration, often of circulatory nature, has 

become the primary form of foreign mobility of the Polish people. Therefore, the most important 
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motivation of abroad migration were economic aspects, whereas political and national factors which 

were dominant earlier ceased to be relevant after transformation (Solga 2015a: 47-59). The scale of 

emigration was substantial and it is estimated that approx. 3 million people left the country annually 

in that period (Okólski 2001: 31-62).  

An important turning point for international mobility was Poland’s access to the European Union in 

2004. From that moment on
1
 Poles were free to travel to the EU states as residents, workers and 

entrepreneurs. This circumstance started a huge wave of departures and between 2004 and 2006,  the 

number of migrants nearly doubled (table 1). Simultaneously, the migration processes featured a 

completely new situation in qualitative terms. It turned out that the post-accession outflow of people, 

which earlier was mostly circulatory, changed into emigration, i.e. long-term residence abroad. The 

data deriving from the census conducted in 2011 demonstrates that approx. 2 million people resided 

abroad for more than 3 months, most of which – 1.5 million – resided abroad for over 12 months. 

This means that for each thousand of Polish citizens, over 50 resides temporarily abroad for at least a 

quarter of a year (Anacka, Okólski 2014: 45-69).  

The post-accession period featured a clear change in the structure, models and directions of 

emigration (Heffner, Solga 2014: 189-203; Anacka, Okólski 2010: 141-162). The census data 

demonstrates that the modern Polish emigrants are equally male and female, young people (83% in 

reproductive age) and people coming from cities (70%), who are also well educated (20% with higher 

education) (Fihel, Kaczmarczyk 2013: 112-159).  

According to the newest estimations of the Central Statistical Office, at the end of 2015, nearly 2.4 

million Polish citizens resided abroad temporarily (above three months), and most of them – over 1.9 

million – resided in the UE member state (table 1).
2
. Most Poles are still residing in Great Britain 

(720 thousand), Germany (655 thousand), the Netherlands (112 thousand) and Ireland (111 

thousand). A substantial increase in the number of Poles residing in Germany (almost by 7%) and in 

Great Britain (by 5%), i.e. main target countries of emigration from Poland has been noted in the 

recent years. Still, majority of temporary emigrants (approx. 80%) resides abroad for at least 12 

months. They are therefore long-term emigrants and should be included in the population censuses of 

the immigration countries as residents.

                                                             
1
 Repealing the restrictions to EU labour market access was executed successively. It was Great 

Britain, Ireland and Scotland that opened their labour markets for new EU countries the earliest, i.e. 

on the date that Poland joined the EU – 1 May 2004. The last countries to do so were Germany and 

Austria in 2011. 

2 Currently, the migration research system conducted by the Central Statistical Office uses an 

approach that integrates statistical information about migration, thus allowing the compilation of data 

about the scale and directions of abroad migration and specific forms of mobility (e.g. migration 

related to education, economic migration to Poland from outside the EU/EEA). The main sources of 

data about abroad migration and international security are: functioning national registration systems, 

registers, databases, statistical research, including: population censuses, sample surveys (BAEL, EU-

SILC), Eurostat and OECD database, mirror statistics and foreign administration sources.  
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Table 1: Estimated emigration from Poland for temporary stay in years 2004-2015
a
 

Country of 

residence 

Emigrants in thousands 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Total 1 000 1 450 1 950 2 270 2 210 2 100 2 000 2 060 2 130 2 196 2 320 2 397 

Europe 770 1 200 1 610 1 925 1 887 1 765 1 685 1 754 1 816 1 891 2 013 2 098 

European Union 

(27 countries)
b
, 

including: 

750 1 170 1 550 1 860 1 820 1 690 1 607 1 670 1 720 1 789 1 901 1 983 

Austria 15 25 34 39 40 36 29 25 28 31 34 36 

Belgium 13 21 28 31 33 34 45 47 48 49 49 52 

Cyprus . . . 4 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 

Czech Republic . . . 8 10 9 7 7 8 8 9 9 

Denmark . . . 17 19 20 19 21 23 25 28 30 

Finland 0,4 0,7 3 4 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 

France 30 44 49 55 56 60 60 62 63 63 63 64 

Greece 13 17 20 20 20 16 16 15 14 12 9 8 

Netherlands 23 43 55 98 108 98 92 95 97 103 109 112 

Spain 26 37 44 80 83 84 48 40 37 34 32 30 

Ireland 15 76 120 200 180 140 133 120 118 115 113 11 

Germany 385 430 450 490 490 465 440 470 500 560 614 655 

Portugal 0,5 0,6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Sweden 11 17 25 27 29 31 33 36 39 40 43 46 

Great Britain 150 340 580 690 650 595 580 625 637 642 685 720 

Italy 59 70 85 87 88 88 92 94 97 96 96 94 

Countries outside 

the EU,  

including: 

20 30 60 65 67 75 78 85 96 102 112 115 

Norway 

 

. . . 36 38 45 50 56 65 71 79 84 

         a - data concerning the number of people temporarily residing abroad: until 2006 - above 2 months, for years 2007-2015 - above 3 months, b - until 2006, of 25 

countries. 

Source: Information on the scale and directions of temporary emigration from Poland between 2004 – 2015, Central Statistical Office, Warsaw 2016, p.
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Inflow of immigrants to Poland – selected statistical data  

The constitutional transformation after 1989 and Poland’s accession to the European Union (2004) 

resulted in an increased inflow of immigrants, which is becoming increasingly noticeable in the 

recent years. In 2015, Poland hosted nearly 92 thousand of foreigners registered for temporary 

residence of over 3 months, while in 2005 there were just over 41 thousand foreigners (Rocznik 

Demograficzny 2016:454). In 2016, over 211 thousand foreigners had documents confirming their 

right of residence (Rocznik Demograficzny 2016: 447). Currently, the most important source 

country for immigration to Poland is Ukraine. The citizens of Ukraine are leading the statistics in 

terms of establishment, work and higher education studies (Lesińska et. al. 2012 :3).  

The knowledge on the presence of foreigners in Poland is available from several sources, 

including: 

- data of the Foreigners Office (including, among others, registers concerning establishment 

permits, fixed-term residence permits, EC long-term resident permits, refugee status approvals, 

tolerated stay permits, permanent residence cards), 

- data of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy (including data concerning work permits and 

registered declarations on intent of entrusting a foreigner with work). 

 These registered apply to slightly different groups of immigrants. The statistics collected by the 

Foreigners Office concern people for whom Poland becomes a temporary (time for which the 

document is issued) place of residence and centre of interest (this group includes both foreigners 

residing in Poland for many years as well as refugees and foreign students). On the other hand, 

work permits and declarations (simplified form of employing foreign workers, allowing the 

citizens of Ukraine, Belarus, Russia, Moldavia and Georgia to take up work for 6 months without 

a permit) concern the group of immigrants whose main purpose of arrival is taking up work and 

usually returning to their country of origin. These persons can be classified as “economic 

immigrants”. Of course, both groups overlap, because “permanent immigrants” take up work and a 

certain group of “economic immigrants” can obtain residence documents.  

The backbone of immigrants in Poland features people arriving to find work. When analysing the 

statistical data concerning work permits and declarations on the intent to entrust work, it is 

possible to see an increasing relevance of foreign labour on the Polish labour market (figure 1). 

Starting from 2007, the number of documents issued began to rise. In 2008, there was 1/3 more 

documents than in 2004, in 2009 - nearly two and a half more, and in 2010 - the number tripled in 

comparison to 2004. Between 2011 and 2014, the average annual number of issued work permits 

fluctuated around 40 thousand. However, in 2015, we recorded a substantial increase in their 

numbers, as over 65 thousand permits were issued, while in 2016 - over 120 thousand.  
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Figure 1. Work permits issued to foreigners in Poland in years 2004 - 2016 and registered 

declarations on intent of entrusting a foreigner with work in years 2007 -2016 

Source: Ministry of Family Labour and Social Policy, http://psz.praca.gov.pl/rynek-pracy/statystyki-i-

analizy/zatrudnianie-cudzoziemcow-w-polsce [22.08.2017]. 

Declarations on the intent to entrust work (simplified form of foreigner employment) is present in 

the Polish legal system from 2006, however the statistics only include data from 2007 onwards. 

Their numbers recorded all across the country are presented in figure 1.  In 2007, there were 

nearly 22 thousand declarations, but only a year later over 156 thousand foreigners, i.e. seven 

times more, were registered! This shows that the interest in short-term (seasonal) employment of 

foreigners (mainly Ukrainians) was enormous. From 2014, we can observe substantial increases in 

the number of registered documents. In 2016, their number exceeded 1.3 million. The documents 

that allow foreigners to take up legal work are issued mainly to Ukrainian citizens.   

The number of documents allowing foreigners to become long-term residents in Poland was also 

subject to comparison. Figure 2 presents the numbers of positive decisions issued to foreigners 

applying for: permanent residence permits, temporary residence permits and long-term EU 

residence permits. In 2015-2016, we recorded an increase in the number of positive decisions 

concerning residence legalisation. This mainly results from the situation in Ukraine, because its 

citizens are the most numerous group of applicants. In 2015, Ukrainians constituted over 60%, in 

2014 - over 40%, and earlier - approx. 1/3 of the applicants (The Office for… 2015).  
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Figure 2. Positive decisions issued to foreigners in Poland applying for: permanent residence 

permits, temporary residence permits and long

Source: The Office for Foreigners, 

One of the Polish demographic forecast scenari

relevance of immigration will increase, while emigration will decrease (Populat

2014:100) (figure 3). These assumptions are compliant with the entries of the “Poland 2030. The 

third wave of modernity” report, which includes recommendations for Poland’s social and 

economic growth in the following years. 

 

Positive decisions issued to foreigners in Poland applying for: permanent residence 

permits, temporary residence permits and long-term EU residence permits in years 2005

2016 

Source: The Office for Foreigners, https://udsc.gov.pl/statystyki/ [22.08.2017]. 

One of the Polish demographic forecast scenarios until 2050 assumes that about

relevance of immigration will increase, while emigration will decrease (Population Projection, 

se assumptions are compliant with the entries of the “Poland 2030. The 

third wave of modernity” report, which includes recommendations for Poland’s social and 

economic growth in the following years.  

 

Positive decisions issued to foreigners in Poland applying for: permanent residence 

term EU residence permits in years 2005-

os until 2050 assumes that about 2020, the 

ion Projection, 

se assumptions are compliant with the entries of the “Poland 2030. The 

third wave of modernity” report, which includes recommendations for Poland’s social and 
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Figure 3. Forecast of international migration (permanent) in Poland for years 2015-2050 

Source: Forecast of population residing in Poland for years 2015-2050 (2016), Central Statistical Office, 

Warsaw, http://stat.gov.pl/obszary-tematyczne/ludnosc/prognoza-ludnosci/prognoza-ludnosci-rezydujacej-

dla-polski-na-lata-2015-2050,8,1.html. 

The factors that favour the inflow of immigrants include economic growth, solidification of labour 

market segmentation and adverse demographic changes (Vishnevsky 2013). Ageing and shrinking 

society, and thus gradual decrease of labour resources, are deemed as the most important factor 

that stimulates immigration (Sassen 1988, Münz et. al., 2007, Harper 2016). These phenomena 

occur in Poland. It is predicted that the demand for services related to elder care and health care, 

mainly in geriatrics, will increase, thus stimulating the inflow of foreign labour, especially its 

feminisation, which is favoured by the increasing rate of occupational activity among Polish 

women (Maj 2017:68). According to the estimations, the number of foreigners in the overall 

population in Poland will increase and around 2060 will amount to approx. 11% and foreigners 

will constitute 16% of the group of 15-64 (Fihel, Okólski 2017: 37).   

Summary  

The experiences of western European states demonstrate that economic growth allows domestic 

labour to change employment and resign from working in secondary (unappealing) labour market 

sectors for primary (appealing) labour market sectors, thus causing the demand for replacement 

workers (Hudson, 2007). In the western European states, these generally included immigrants 

from less developed countries. The demand for workers was (and is) also stimulated by 

demographic changes, i.e. ageing of society and the deterioration of current and future labour 

resources. We are currently dealing with virtually the same situation in Poland which, for many 

years, was a country that people were leaving – permanently or periodically – for work. Currently, 

the emigration outflow has stabilised, despite still being high, but the inflow of foreigners, mainly 

people that intend to take up work, is becoming increasingly important. Periodical immigration is 

therefore dominant, whereas establishment immigration is substantially less relevant. Poland is 

mainly the target of people that are ready to take up work in sectors (occupations) from the 
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secondary labour market, which are not appealing from the point of view of domestic labour. 

Entrepreneurs are increasingly aware that they have to seek for employees, which causes positive 

changes, among others affects the improvement of working conditions (Polek – Duraj 2017: 220). 

However, in some industries, even these activities do not improve the availability of native labour. 

For Polish employers, foreigners therefore supplement the shortages in the labour market 

(Kubiciel – Lodzińska 2017), which can increase in the following years. It is estimated that the 

labour resource in Poland will decrease in 2060 in comparison to 2010 by 6.2 million people 

(European Committee 2012: 438) and the size of population in a mobile age, i.e. 18-44 will 

decrease by 6 million until 2050 (Population Projection 2014:148). Aside from work and 

permanent migration, also educational immigration is becoming increasingly relevant (Kubiciel-

Lodzińska, Ruszczak 2016). According to the data of the CSO, the Polish universities featured 

nearly 66 thousand foreigners in the academic year 2016/2017, and over half of this group were 

students from Ukraine (CSO 2017).   It is estimated that around 2025-2029, Poland will become a 

net immigration country (Fihel, Okólski 2017: 37).  

It will be a challenge for Poland, which has a relatively homogenous society, to establish 

instruments that support the integration process (Solga 2015b:133-147). Currently no such need is 

noticeable, because the largest group is comprised of periodical immigrants that come to Poland 

for work, mainly from Ukraine, which is culturally similar.  The question remains whether and 

how will the nature of immigration to Poland change, i.e. whether the persons that were initially 

economic migrants will decide to settle or not. The existing research demonstrates that Ukrainian 

workers, who are the dominant group among immigrants coming to Poland, do not intend to do so 

(Kubiciel-Lodzińska 2012:144). It seems however that Ukraine cannot be treated as a source of 

labour for Poland in a long-term perspective, because its society, similarly to Poland, is also 

ageing and Ukraine’s population will decrease from 44 million in 2017 to slightly over 35 million 

in 2050 (Worldometers 2017).  

It is possible to assume that Poland’s migration policy should ultimately be focused on 

encouraging immigrants to settle down and the question remains as to the type of foreigners that 

Poland needs – foreigners that will execute simple works (non-qualified or ready to execute such 

works) or qualified workers. Countries with broader immigration experiences, e.g. the 

Netherlands, started to focus on the latter group (Zorlu, Hartog 2001: 21). It seems that the labour 

market will determine the immigration trends. However, considering the experiences of old 

immigration countries, foreigners should not be treated as a buffer – import them when they are 

necessary and export them when the economic situation diminishes (Plewa 2007:12). Dassetto 

(1990) specifies three sequences of the immigration process. In the first stage, foreigners are 

usually economic immigrants belonging to the margins of society. The second stage is dominated 

by family reunification, it becomes important to consider the notions related to immigrant 

children’s education, making use of the state’s social aid, health care and gradual integration with 

society. The third, last stage features the process of long-term inclusion and integration of 

immigrants with the society of the receiving country. Poland is only at the beginning of this road.  
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Abstract 
 

The technology for control an efficiency in production and economic systems based on the 

situational balanced management methods is considered. The concept for production efficiency 

modeling regarding to life cycle stages, costs and prices level is proposed. For adjustment the 

controlled variables under endogenous deviations the situational balanced model is offered. 

 

Keywords: production and economic systems; modeling; coordinated control; multiple criteria 

for decision making. 

 

 
Introduction 

 

To improve the economy productivity and to create the sustainable innovation development system 

for enterprises of different industries, organizational and legal forms, sizes and spatial location it is 

necessary to develop mechanisms of multi-level strategic planning and management. The control 

system, based on these mechanisms should include strategic planning at different level – the level of 

enterprise, the level of market agents and the level of state. At the enterprise level the strategic 

planning system must be unified in functional and management verticals. At the market level the 

development and implementation of strategic plans is to take into account the interests of all 

enterprise. At the state level, fiscal policy should be formed to be the most active component of 

economic and industrial policy, focused on the development of the capacity of enterprises as 

productive and economic system (PES) and its modernization. 

Therefore the problem of modeling and controlling tools creating for the PES operation under 

systematic modernization of the economy, taking into account the interests of economic agents 

matching the most PES, market and institutional environments is of great importance. The solution of 

this problem and developed application decision will increase the efficiency of controlling processes 

in PES. 

The analysis of the investigations in the field of modeling and control in different organizational 

systems [1-5] is showed the following. Problems related to the economic-mathematical modeling and 

control of the processes of harmonization the economic interests of participants in production and 

economic, in market and fiscal processes are not solved. Previous studies do not deal with dynamic 

pricing for enterprises products in a competitive market under changing consumer preferences and 

competitors behavioral strategies. 

 

1. The proposed approach 

The concept of management performance of PES is based on using modelling techniques and 

situation analysis. Analyzed factors are: changes in macroeconomic conditions, changes in the 

markets and marketing resources; enterprise management initiatives. As a result of this approach the 

following factors are determined: 

a) the impact of resources (materials, wage, interest on loans, etc.) prices rising on the financial 

conditions of the company;  

b) the impact of resources prices rising on the production costs;  
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c) the product effectiveness;  

d) the possibility for efficiency increasing by costs reducing, streamlining of production and sales, 

price regulation;  

e) administrative decisions in the field of improving the valuation of assets (in order to mergers, 

resale, credit, replacement of fixed assets, etc.). 

A system of performance management as an integrated technology based on the use of specific 

methods and models that are adequate to revealed problems is developed. The technology consists of 

the following stages. 

Step 1. Analysis of industrial, economic and financial conditions of the enterprise. At this stage the 

identification of the current enterprise’s conditions based on financial activities analysis and financial 

management analysis methods is curried out. 

Step 2. Product efficiency estimation by types and stages of product life cycle. Efficiency  studying is 

carried out from two perspectives: static analysis to determine the profitability (loss ratio) for each 

product and identification an areas for improvement of the issue; dynamic analysis based on the 

identification of production functions for each product. Identification is performed the first stage of 

product life cycle, as well as trends in sales volumes and prices on the basis of econometric modeling 

methods. In this step, an assessment of the product position on the curve of its life cycle is performed; 

production capacity of the enterprise with the position of product life cycle is curried out. Then 

production efficiency is being evaluated by the monogrammed modeling method. 

Step 3. Situational balanced management of economic parameters - product volume, price, and cost 

based on the methods of situational modeling and using of production rules.  

Step 4. Decision making about economic parameters changing. 

 

2. Modeling of economic efficiency 

 

Researches in the field of companies’ economic diagnostics have revealed a number of problems. 

First, companies are still oriented towards financial evaluation methods, built on a system of 

accounting and reporting, which largely corresponds to the dynamic economic conditions and 

consider the factor of periodicity analysis - not taken into account the economic efficiency of each 

product range, thereby sustainable management of all products is not implemented.  

Second, analysis results are lagging in time and cause inconsistencies normal functioning more 

worsen enterprise economic conditions. 

High dynamic of internal and external company environment currently makes to the instruments of 

economic governance new, higher requirements. These tools should be based on economic-

mathematical methods and models that reflect the basic economic laws governing the enterprise 

activities and should ensure: 

a) the representation of relationships between economic variables in the wide-range of possible 

values and their possible combinations in order to achieve a certain level of production 

efficiency; 

b) the presence of fixed (pre-calculated) lines (values) of economic efficiency which is the 

standard profitability (efficiency) levels; 

c) the identification of different requirements for achieving certain performance levels as well as 

defining the efficiency changes range for the uncertainty of input data; 

d) the performance evaluation of economic variables changes. 

System properties of the enterprise’s economic mechanism include a large number of indicators that 

have a strong influence on each other. Quantitative description of these relations is a difficult 
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problem. Their rational (required) values must be justified, and the options selected for use by "cost-

effeciency". 

In the offered technology for efficiency assess is used tools such as "maps of economic behavior" 

based on monographic models [6, 7]. Such models allow  to assess the effect of various combinations 

of economic variables on the enterprise’s economic efficiency. The versatility of this tool ensured by 

using the following methods of information representations: 

1. Valuation method which is to convert the absolute values of economic variables to their relative 

values and allows to apply this tool for any business and  products. 

2. Benchmarking technique is to form a universal model of conformity mutual relations between 

the main economic variables of production and sales of products, which provides a fixed level of 

efficiency. 

By application of these methods it is possible to graphically reflect in the map many possible 

combinations of the basic economic variables which obtained the same efficiency level. 

Using multivariable normalized models allow to prevent the adoption of irrational and wrong 

decisions, to save significant amounts of financial resources, to expedite the process of finding the 

most appropriate solutions that achieve the desired performance. Most valuable for practices is the 

breadth and integrity of the information field covered graph-analitical models, which give 

information about the production efficiency depending on the possible combinations of multivariate 

economic parameters. 

The technology for producing economic evaluations is to determine the values of key factors 

determining the inputs to the model and performance evaluation. An application technology for using 

monographic models has the following features: 

- the same level of efficiency depends not only on the absolute values of economic parameters 

and their mutual relations. This means that the same level of efficiency can be achieved at 

different production scales; 

- multivariance of models allows to solve various problems. 

The main objective of the model is the use of monographic definition and formation of such a mutual 

correspondence between resources, production volumes and prices at which it is provided a desired 

level of performance sufficient for sustainable operation and enterprise growth. 

Efficiency is the productivity of the resources distribution under the production process. As indicators 

reflecting production efficiency (effectiveness) and business activities are the profitability (of sales, 

of assets, etc.). Further we will use performance as return on sales kind 

         
( )
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vf
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сqCpq

CС

P

С

P

⋅+

⋅+−
=

+
==α ,                           (1) 

where α – profitability (relative gain) in the production of goods in volume q; P – gross profit 

generated on the sale of goods in volume q  at a price p ; C – total costs, including the constant part 

fC  and a variable part vv сqC ⋅= ; the relationship between cost and volume of output is considered to 

be linear vf сqCC ⋅+= . 

Analysis of the equation (1) shows that the same level of efficiency can be achieved at various 

combinations of the factors standing in its right part. A certain level of profit is influenced by various 

factors, therefore, it is necessary to analyze their impact on the profit and formulate the most 

reasonable (rational) in these conditions a combination of these factors. Traditionally, such analysis is 

carried out within the concept of CVP-analysis (cost-volume-profit), or operational analysis, and 

modern accounting principles. 

We also assume that the amount of profit affects four factors: price p , unit variable costs vс , total 

fixed costs 
fC ,  the volume of production q . In order to ensure the universality of developed models 
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using a valuation method, this consists in the transition from the absolute values of these variables to 

their relationship like 
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expression (1): 1−
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As seen from (2) the relationship between 
vc

p
 and 

v

f
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⋅
 is linear, with the same level of efficiency 

achieved a variety of combinations of variables of these relations. Let us consider the relations 
vc

p
 

and 
v

f

cq
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⋅
 in the expression (2) at different levels of economic efficiency α : 0=α  - break-even; 

0>α - profitability; 0<α - unprofitability. 

If 0=α , then 1=
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−
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p
. This implies that a reduction value of the first term by a predetermined 

amount, such as price reduction, in order to maintain the break-even, the second term must be 

reduced by the same value. This is the essence of sustainable management of economic variables. 

Similarly, if 0>α , then 1>
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. This analysis suggests 

that the largest difference 
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can judge the level of economic efficiency and control its 

change as well as to manage balanced economic characteristics when the external and internal 

conditions of the functioning of the enterprise. 

The essence of the method of sustainable management is presented below. Graphically law (2) can be 

reflected as shown in Fig. 1. 

The abscissa represents the relative price 
vc

p
  as a fraction of variable cost. In the financial 

management practice is assumed that the unit price must be set at a level not lower than the direct 

(variable) costs. If revenues from product sales are variable costs, or loss equal to fixed costs, then the 

corresponding output, implemented at such a price, called a point of closing (meaning the inverse 

relationship of the volume of sales of its price - the demand curve). At a price higher than the closing 

point, the company produces these products, even at a loss, because the closing of enterprises will 

cause even greater losses. At a price less than the closing point, the company ceases its activities. 

The axis of ordinates in Fig. 1 plotted values of permanent relationship in costs businesses 

attributable to this type of product, to variable costs for the production of this product. 
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Substantially the numerator of this ratio characterizes the costs associated with the establishment and 

operation of basic production assets of the enterprise, their maintenance, repairs, payments for rent, 

land, heating, electricity and water supply, payr

Denominator defines the variable costs of production of the volume of production in the amount of 

units. 

In general, this ratio determines the amount of indirect costs attributable to one rub

smaller this ratio, the more efficient production, its technology, productivity an

The information field of the model shows that there are two essentially different personal efficiency 

areas: the loss 0<α , situated to the left and above the breakeven line

profitability 0>α  is the right and below the break

There is visible and the second pattern: loss levels increase with distance 

break-even (with increasing ratio of cost 

profitability levels increase with the removal of the right and down from the line to break even.

Thus, the values of the level of profita

fixed and variable costs and relative prices.

of production and sales of these products, unit va

the unit price, gross profit from sales of this product) is determined by many factors, differing in the 

degree of influence on these parameters: type and the level of production technology, compositio

and technical level of equipment, product quality, species, quality and prices of raw materials used, 

the supply and demand of these products in the market, the organizational structure of the company, 

number of employees and its distribution units, wage

ranges of the main economic indicators of the enterprise, reflecting the features of its functioning.

Monogrammed representation of 

The first feature is the fact that the same relative level of normalized earnings (profitability) depends 

not only on the absolute values of economic parameters, but on their mutual relations: the price to a 

specific variable costs, fixed costs to total vari

This means that the same relative income can be provided entirely at different scales of production.

Application of valuation allows providing

same economic management regardless of the scale of production.

Fig 1. Homographic model 

Substantially the numerator of this ratio characterizes the costs associated with the establishment and 

operation of basic production assets of the enterprise, their maintenance, repairs, payments for rent, 

land, heating, electricity and water supply, payroll management (nonproductive) personnel. 

Denominator defines the variable costs of production of the volume of production in the amount of 

In general, this ratio determines the amount of indirect costs attributable to one rub. direct costs. The 

smaller this ratio, the more efficient production, its technology, productivity and work organization.

The information field of the model shows that there are two essentially different personal efficiency 

, situated to the left and above the breakeven line 0=α , and the area of 

is the right and below the break-even line. 

There is visible and the second pattern: loss levels increase with distance to the left from a direct 

(with increasing ratio of cost 
v

f

cq

C

⋅
 and a decrease in the relative price 

profitability levels increase with the removal of the right and down from the line to break even.

of the level of profitability and loss level are determined by matching the ratio of 

fixed and variable costs and relative prices. The size of each of the five analyzed parameters (volume 

of production and sales of these products, unit variable costs, fixed costs attributable to these items, 

the unit price, gross profit from sales of this product) is determined by many factors, differing in the 

degree of influence on these parameters: type and the level of production technology, compositio

and technical level of equipment, product quality, species, quality and prices of raw materials used, 

the supply and demand of these products in the market, the organizational structure of the company, 

number of employees and its distribution units, wage, taxes [8, 9] . These factors affect the possible 

ranges of the main economic indicators of the enterprise, reflecting the features of its functioning.

ation of these relationships between indicators has the following features. 

first feature is the fact that the same relative level of normalized earnings (profitability) depends 

of economic parameters, but on their mutual relations: the price to a 

specific variable costs, fixed costs to total variable costs or fixed costs of specific to variable costs. 

This means that the same relative income can be provided entirely at different scales of production.

providing a universality of graphic models and their suitability f

same economic management regardless of the scale of production. 
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profitability levels increase with the removal of the right and down from the line to break even. 

bility and loss level are determined by matching the ratio of 

The size of each of the five analyzed parameters (volume 

riable costs, fixed costs attributable to these items, 

the unit price, gross profit from sales of this product) is determined by many factors, differing in the 

degree of influence on these parameters: type and the level of production technology, composition 

and technical level of equipment, product quality, species, quality and prices of raw materials used, 

the supply and demand of these products in the market, the organizational structure of the company, 

These factors affect the possible 

ranges of the main economic indicators of the enterprise, reflecting the features of its functioning. 

indicators has the following features. 

first feature is the fact that the same relative level of normalized earnings (profitability) depends 

of economic parameters, but on their mutual relations: the price to a 

able costs or fixed costs of specific to variable costs. 

This means that the same relative income can be provided entirely at different scales of production. 

universality of graphic models and their suitability for the 
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The second feature is that the graphic lines on the models are in most cases the discrete solution level 

of efficiency to be achieved under certain relations between the economic parameters indicated on the 

input axes of the graphical model. The third feature is the multivariance of models that allows solving 

problems in various productions, i.e. defining and setting parameters can be reversed. 

 

3. Decision support for efficiency control 

 

To develop decision solutions based on the method of sustainable management, it is necessary 

initially to determine possible changes in the controlled variables - prices, unit variable costs, total 

fixed costs attributable to a particular type of product, the volume of production, as well as calculates 

the effects (efficiency) implementation of various control methods. 

Balance control involves the preservation of the previous values of the production efficiency of a 

particular product in situations of change one or more controlled variables on the basis of changes in 

other variables. One of the possible alternatives such compensatory effect that returns profitability of 

the production to their former positions is to change one of the control variables in the model (2). 

Quantify the values of variables can be controlled with the use of analytical expressions. Formulas 

are derived from the condition of conservation of the same level of profitability of ensuring 

fulfillment of (2). 

Consider the following possible situations and the appropriate control action.  

1. Changes in the composition of fixed assets fC∆ , which leads to an increase in fixed costs at 

constant values of the other variables – constp = , constq = , constсv = ; in this case we need to use 

the following action (Fig. 1) 1-2-3, and the compensating effect is  
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.   (3) 

2. Resources cost increasing at vс∆ , which leads to increase a unit variable cost at constant values of 

the other variables – constp = , constq = , constC f = . This case requires action 4-5-6 and the 

compensating effect is  
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3. Product demand growth at q∆ , that promotes changing in output at constant values of the other 

variables – constC f = , constp = , constq = . This case requires action 7-8-9 and the compensating 

effect is 
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11 0000 
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qС                         (5) 

 

4. Product price reducing at constant values of the other variables – constq = , constсv = , 

constC f = . This case requires action 10-11-12, for calculation the compensating effect see (3)-(5). 

5. Output becomes unprofitable 0<α , then see items 1-4. 

All other situations, both internal and external can be attributed to the complex [10], which can be 

decomposed into its constituent situation discussed above. 
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Suggested options for management decisions necessary to neutralize the negative consequences as a 

result of one of these situations can be represented as follows. As a part of the price control: increased 

wholesale prices for the products; change the pricing method in the enterprise; improving product 

quality. In terms of production volume management: increase (decrease) in production; optimization 

of the structure of production of products; search and access new markets. In terms of cost 

management: minimizing receivables and payables; formation based system of allowances for basic 

salary; optimization of stocks of raw materials; renting extra storage space; change in base 

distribution of fixed costs (in material costs); energy-saving technologies in the workplace; e) the 

introduction of "lean production". 

In the implementation of contingency management should also consider the following limitations. 

Factor for the "price" such restrictions are the production cost, the stage of product life cycle, 

competitors' prices for the same products, market share, brand recognition. For factor "production 

volume" is defining production capacity, a developed market and the demand for manufactured 

products. 

For neutralization negative effects of these situations the method of compensating balanced control is 

to promptly bring the control object to its previous state, i.e. to the same measure of performance in 

terms of external and internal disturbances. Management decisions are implemented by influencing 

variables
fv Ccqp ,,, .  

Application of given formulas facilitates the analysis within the model and gives the best estimate of 

changes in the production and economic system conditions in the event of disturbances in values of 

external or internal environment factors. 

Conclusion 

The proposed approach for PES modeling and control is differ from similar ones in that takes into 

account its properties, complex nonlinear relationships between economic agents of internal and 

external environment. This allow to simulate the processes of PES functioning in conjunction with 

the economic agents, agreeing in control their conflicting goals and criteria. 

There is designed the new conceptual approach of creation a performance management system for 

functioning of PES in a rapidly changing factors. This approach is based on the application: 

econometric methods for analyzing and identifying the current product life cycle stage; balanced 

compensating control methods for stabilizing disturbances. The developed control technology 

provides an effective analysis tool for monitoring and management of an economic efficiency of  

PES. 

The advantages of proposed technology include quick information obtaining, implementation a 

situational approach in decision making procedures. Application of the technology makes it possible 

to respond external disturbances and internal changes of system factors, to control their deviation 

from the normal level, to form an optimal production product based on target efficiency. 
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Abstract  

Risk is an intrinsic element in the operation of special economic zones. The level of risk depends on a 

large number of factors and actions that are hard to foresee in their entirety. Effective risk 

management is largely determined by the accuracy of risk classification that makes it possible to 

identify the risks correctly and to make arrangements for risk control efforts. The article presents a 

classification of risks associated with the operation of special economic zones according to a range of 

criteria. The authors have developed a classification of risks that occur during the operation of special 

economic zones and affect the state and zone tenants. The authors substantiate and describe each type 

of risk: legislative, economic, organizational, political, infrastructure, social, innovation and 

environmental.  

Keywords: risk, special economic zones, SEZ, risks for the government when creating and 

operating SEZ, risks for SEZ tenants. 

Introduction 

Risk is one of the key concepts in finance that is defined as the uncertainty of financial results 

in the future due to the uncertainty of the future itself. Risks associated with the operation of special 

economic zones (henceforth SEZ) are defined as the possibility of negative financial outcomes 

because of an ineffective structure and operation of special economic zones, ineffective tactic or 

strategy of investment or breaches of the law committed by parties to law relations within the 

territory. Today, the majority of researchers agree that it is impossible to completely mitigate risk and 

that investment is always accompanied by risk to one degree or another. This makes the problem of 

risk assessment particularly relevant to the operation of special economic zones both from the 

perspective of the government and the state treasury, and the investor.  

 

The widely used term "risk" has numerous definitions and is used as a substitute for such 

concepts as "event", "probability of an event", "compensation", "compensation of damage", 

"liability" etc. In the 1930s, Alfred Marshall and Arthur Pigou developed the neoclassical theory of 

risk that holds that an entrepreneur working and making decisions in an environment of uncertainty 

where profit is a random variable is guided by two criteria: the expected value of his profits and the 

scale of profit fluctuations (Bladen, Vincent W., 1974). J.M. Keynes supplemented neoclassical risk 

theory with the factor of reward from risk-taking according to which an entrepreneur will take on 

additional risk in the hope of a bigger expected profit. Risk theory was further developed by G.L. 

Johnson, T. Schultz, and E. Heady, who focused on systems analysis, theories of management and 

decision-making, and by H. Markowitz, J. Tobin, and J. Lintner. Most of the economists stick to the 

traditions of classical risk theory and generally interpret risk as a potential quantifiable possibility of 

loss (Reamer, Norton and Downing, Jesse, 2016). 

 

The risk object is the operation of special economic zones whose structural and functional 

effectiveness cannot be predicted with the required accuracy and comprehensiveness.  

 

Several roles are identified in the institutional structure of SEZ governance: the government 

and the regulator (the state), the developer of the zone (the state or a private investor), the operator 

(private companies that maintain infrastructure and market the zone) and users (resident firms 

(ASEAN, 2016). The risk actors in the case of SEZs are parties to law relations (government, 
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operators, zone tenants, investors) as well as other parties involved, each of whom has a specific 

competence as to the risk object. 

 

Despite the positive reputation of SEZ programs

across countries. The performance of SEZs is directly linked to the investment climate in the 

countries, including economic and political problems, insuf

ineffective legal and judicial system. In 2010, the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization conducted a survey of some 7,000 companies active in 19 countries in Sub

Africa in such sectors as agriculture, mining, manufacturing, utilities, construction and services. 

Investors were asked to rank the importance of 12 location factors influencing their business. The 

results of the survey are presented in Figure 1. 

 

The survey showed that economic stability and political stability were the top two concerns of 

investors. By contrast, the transparency of the legal framework was ranked fifth, while incentive 

packages landed 11th among the 12 factors. 

of risk for the investor and the state as they cause uncertainty in the operation of SEZs. 

 

Fig 1. Ranking of importance of location factors that make SEZs attractive to investors

Economic and political problems, insufficient property rights protection and an ineffective 

legal and judicial system are the key risks to SEZs' operation. 

1 Methods  

The basic research methods were analysis, synthesis and comparative analysis. The 

have analyzed the problems associated with the operation of special economic zones. In the course of 

the study, types of risk have been systematized according to the following properties: risk actors, 

place of origin, factors of occurrence, industr

damage/potential losses; degree of

lifecycle, level of occurrence. Problems associated with the operation of special economic zo

been analyzed and the key risks faced by the state when establishing and operating special economic 

zones have been summarized. As a result of the analysis, three main components of each type of risk 

have been identified. The dataset for the analy

Cost of raw materials

Transparency of legal framework

Availability of skilled labor

Availability of local suppliers

Bilateral agreements and treaties

Incentive package

operators, zone tenants, investors) as well as other parties involved, each of whom has a specific 

Despite the positive reputation of SEZ programs in general, their performance has varied 

across countries. The performance of SEZs is directly linked to the investment climate in the 

countries, including economic and political problems, insufficient property rights protection

ineffective legal and judicial system. In 2010, the United Nations Industrial Development 

conducted a survey of some 7,000 companies active in 19 countries in Sub

iculture, mining, manufacturing, utilities, construction and services. 

rank the importance of 12 location factors influencing their business. The 

results of the survey are presented in Figure 1.  

The survey showed that economic stability and political stability were the top two concerns of 

investors. By contrast, the transparency of the legal framework was ranked fifth, while incentive 

packages landed 11th among the 12 factors. These domestic and external factors are the main sources 

of risk for the investor and the state as they cause uncertainty in the operation of SEZs.  

1. Ranking of importance of location factors that make SEZs attractive to investors
Source: UNIDO (2011) 

Economic and political problems, insufficient property rights protection and an ineffective 

legal and judicial system are the key risks to SEZs' operation.  

The basic research methods were analysis, synthesis and comparative analysis. The 

have analyzed the problems associated with the operation of special economic zones. In the course of 

the study, types of risk have been systematized according to the following properties: risk actors, 

ctors of occurrence, industry (area) of occurrence, sources of occurrence, severity of 

damage/potential losses; degree of predictability, insurability, stage of a SEZ project/ tenant project 

lifecycle, level of occurrence. Problems associated with the operation of special economic zo

been analyzed and the key risks faced by the state when establishing and operating special economic 

zones have been summarized. As a result of the analysis, three main components of each type of risk 

have been identified. The dataset for the analysis was extracted from official websites of special 
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1. Ranking of importance of location factors that make SEZs attractive to investors 

Economic and political problems, insufficient property rights protection and an ineffective 

The basic research methods were analysis, synthesis and comparative analysis. The authors 

have analyzed the problems associated with the operation of special economic zones. In the course of 

the study, types of risk have been systematized according to the following properties: risk actors, 

, sources of occurrence, severity of 

, stage of a SEZ project/ tenant project 

lifecycle, level of occurrence. Problems associated with the operation of special economic zones have 

been analyzed and the key risks faced by the state when establishing and operating special economic 

zones have been summarized. As a result of the analysis, three main components of each type of risk 

sis was extracted from official websites of special 
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economic zones in the Asia-Pacific Region and scientific publications. The analysis covered various 

types of special economic zones as per the types of the main tax risks in the zones. 

2. Research 

2.1. Classification of main risks of SEZ operation. The effectiveness of risk management is largely 

determined by the accuracy of risk classification that makes it possible to identify the risk correctly 

and make arrangements for risk control. Classifications of risks occurring during the operation of 

special economic zones can be based on numerous criteria. Table 1 presents a general classification 

of risk by different criteria.  

Table 1: Classification of main risks associated with operation of special economic zones 

Criterion Type of risk 

Actors State, regions 

Tenants, investors 

Social groups, individuals 

Industries 

Economic agents (business partners, rivals) 

Other stakeholders 

Place of origin External 

Internal 

Factors of occurrence Economic 

Political 

Social 

Environmental 

Legal (legislative) 

Information 

Organizational 

Innovation 

Industry (area) of 

occurrence) 

Financial 

Production 

Commercial 

Transportation etc. 

Source of occurrence  Systematic (depends on the state and specific features of the actor) 

Nonsystematic (beyond actor's control, for example, natural disasters, 

political transformations, terrorist attacks and crime) 

Severity of 

damage/potential losses 

 

Partial 

Acceptable 

Critical 

Catastrophic (failed plans disable the operation of a tenant or the SEZ 

as a whole) 

Degree of predictability  Known  

Predictable 

Unpredictable 

Insurability Insurable 

Uninsurable 

Partially insurable  

By stage of tenants' 

project/SEZ lifecycle  

Pre-investment 

Investment  

Operational 

Level of occurrence Macro-, meso,- and micro-level 

Compiled by the authors 
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The above classification offers an in-depth explanation of the occurrence of risks associated 

with the operation of special economic zones. It is important to look closer at the risks for the key 

stakeholders – the state (as the regulator and developer of SEZs) and the tenant (investor).  

2.2. Types of SEZ operation risks for the state. From the point of view of the state represented 

by authorized bodies, the risk associated with the operation of special economic zones can be 

expressed as the probability (threat) of non-collection of tax revenues for the treasury and extra-

budgetary funds because of tax concessions, ineffective and non-refundable investment in 

infrastructure and SEZ operation etc. (Sinenko, Оlga, 2016). 

The main task of the state establishing special economic zones is to recruit tenants and attract 

investment in the development and operation of the zone. However, the risks faced by the state are 

rather high (Table 2). The risks are primarily associated with the need to design an appropriate legal 

framework for the operation of special economic zones and depend on the policies being carried out 

by the state. Conflicting legislative provisions and unappealing conditions for tenants increase the 

probability of the occurrence of various risks associated with the operation of SEZs (Zeng, Douglas 

Zhihua, (2017). Biased tenant selection criteria and the lack of transparency in the process of decision 

making by officials can make it difficult to attract investors, prevent tenants from meeting their 

performance targets and damage the reputation of the special economic zone in general. 

Table 2: Main risks for the state when establishing and operating special economic zones 

Risk Manifestation 

Legislative risks Ineffective control and regulation of the zone 

The risk of shadow market activity (clandestine businesses or activities that are 

not allowed in the zone) 

Government relations problems faced by tenants and the zone as a whole. 

The incentive package does not appeal to foreign investors 

Unbiased and incorrect tenant selection criteria and lack of transparency in 

decision making by zone directors 

Absence of a unified strategy for establishing and developing SEZs 

Economic risks The government may not recoup its investment in zone infrastructure, including 

transportation and engineering networks 

Tax revenue shortfalls resulting from tax and tariff concessions offered to zone 

tenants  

The government might lose money due to incorrect SEZ performance 

evaluation and ineffective spending of public funds on infrastructure 

Tax revenue shortfalls due to business migration to SEZs in other regions 

Tax revenue falling due to companies re-registering to change their legal status 

or restructuring to become foreign investors to be entitled to tax concessions 

Loss of customs duty because equipment imported into a SEZ has been resold 

within the country 

Shortfalls in corporate tax collection due to the use by tenants of cost 

overstatement schemes: depreciated cost of assets (intellectual property), bogus 

expenditures on staff training etc. 

Organizational 

(administrative) 

risks 

Non-transparent and inefficient SEZ governance structure. Poorly devised and 

ineffective mechanisms of distribution of duties among government bodies and 

at all levels of governance  

The risk of current operational problems overshadowing strategic goals of SEZ 

operation 

Ineffective marketing events aimed at attracting investors (forums, exhibitions 

and presentations with the participation of world business leaders) 

Political risks Wrong positioning  

SEZ administration plagued by red tape 

Corruption 

Risks of sanctions (restricted access to external markets) 
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Infrastructure 

risks 

Ineffective location of SEZ 

Absence of some elements of infrastructure (creation of so-called industrial 

islands) 

Construction of facilities taking too long 

Insufficient energy capacity 

Poorly developed transport infrastructure  

Lack of modern engineering infrastructure 

Social risks Shortage of skilled personnel for SEZ operation 

Low standard of living in the area 

Wage levels 

Innovation risks Absence of developed infrastructure for innovation in SEZ 

Absence of or poor cooperation with scientific organizations (research centers, 

business incubators etc.) 

Ineffective mechanisms of promoting and introducing innovations into 

production in SEZ 

Unwillingness of foreign investors to establish R&D departments abroad 

Environmental 

risks 

Environmental pollution because of "dirty" manufacturing practices 

Land utilized for SEZ (shrinking of arable or protected land) 

Compiled by the author 

The second group of risks is associated with the effectiveness of public spending on 

infrastructure and operation of special economic zones. The economic risks of the state are not 

limited to tax revenue shortfalls due to tax concessions (tax risks of the state) or the migration of 

businesses to special economic zones in other regions. There are also losses for the government's 

budget that are caused by expenditure on creating and operating SEZ infrastructure. There are no 

guarantees that the money invested by the state will be recovered and the special economic zone will 

be a success (Mayburov, I. A., Ivanov, Yu.B., Sinenko, O.A., eds., 2017a). 

 

In order to prevent business from migrating to special economic zones, some cities close to 

Shanghai announced an 'X+1' plan for policy support in 2000, meaning these cities offered one 

additional form of policy support in addition to the policy support offered by Shanghai (X). In 

response, Shanghai expanded the planning area of the Economic and Technological Development 

Zones (ETDZ) from 67 square kilometers to 173 square kilometers (ADB, 2015). 

 

Organizational risks, such as poorly devised and ineffective mechanisms of distribution of 

duties among government bodies, constitute another important group. All too often organizational 

risks interrelate with legal and political risks. Legal loopholes hamper the operation of special 

economic zones, breed red tape and corruption, which can become an antagonizing factor for 

potential investors and tenants. Bureaucratic barriers affect the speed of decision making and values 

of performance indicators, so in order to reduce the risks it is necessary to streamline the rights and 

responsibilities of government officials, clearly define the order of administrative processes and 

merge the locus of decision making with the locus of responsibility. 

 

Infrastructure risks are to a certain degree the progeny of economic risks. The availability of 

transport and engineering infrastructure is directly linked to the availability of funding for elements 

of infrastructure. There is also the risk that the government will have to cover the cost of maintaining 

infrastructure in the absence of functional tenants. In a research study by Zeng, Douglas Zhihua, 

(2017), zone location at the crossroads of major transportation routes, near ports and border areas 

with access to the domestic market or the market of neighboring countries is an extremely important 

factor. Another risk faced by SEZs is that of turning into an "industrial island". For example, the 

Airbus Park in Tianjin could not attract high-skilled labor, which became a limiting factor for 

production and growth (ADB, 2015).  

 

This highlights the huge importance of social risks, of the availability of skilled workforce in 

the first place and the overall quality of life in the area for the state and an investor.  
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The critical role of innovation risks for the state was shown in a number of Chinese studies. 

Guo Zheng, for example, proved that SEZs that were created in China's industrial regions with 

advanced infrastructure for innovation have the biggest economic effect on local development 

(Zheng, G., Barbieri, E., Tommaso, M., Zhang, L. (2016). The unwillingness of foreign investors to 

establish R&D departments abroad is often attributed to the impossibility of divulging manufacturing 

secrets and the lack of skilled staff (Zeng, Douglas Zhihua, 2015). 

 

Environmental risks have been put into a separate group due to the substantial impact of 

economic activity on the environment and considerable funds and resources that have to be spent on 

clearing up the aftermath of such risks. (Kechichian, E. and M.H. Jeong, 2016). The state has to 

handle an important task of man-made disaster risk management and minimization of the 

environmental impacts of production. Liu Xiaomei (2004) states that India and China have 

encountered the problem of SEZs being created on agricultural land. In the PRC, for example, 55% of 

the SEZ territory in 2003 was claimed from arable land.  

2.3. Risks of SEZ operation for the investor. Today, tenants of special economic zones have to 

make managerial decisions in an environment of risk. In terms of the place of origin, risks for the 

tenant can be divided into external and internal. External risks originate in an environment that is 

external to the tenant at the macro- and meso-levels.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. - Links between factors of SEZ operation risks for the state and the tenant 
Compiled by the author 

The factors of risk for the state and the investor are mutually influential and interdependent 

(Fig 2). A number of risks are common to both the state and the investor. The state, however, 

influences most of the external risks for the tenant, whereas the latter is often capable of only 

foreseeing them and factoring them into her business activity. External risks at the meso-level are 

linked to the immediate surroundings that can have a detrimental impact on the tenant (ineffective 

work of the SEZ regulator, failure to properly estimate competition, staff incompetence etc.) Any of 

the risks can cause significant economic losses or even bankruptcy of the tenant. 

Internal risks of the tenant do not differ much from those faced by companies based outside 

special economic zones. A summary of classifications of the internal risks of the tenant as a business 

entity enabled the authors to identify the following groups of risks: 

- economic (ineffective utilization of invested funds; price risk; accounts payable, tax risk 

etc.) 

- organizational (ineffective organizational structure, legal risks, workforce risks (staff 

turnover, human factor risk), marketing risk etc. 
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the investor as a 
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Economic 

Organizational 

Technological 

Financial 

Specific etc. 

External risks of tenant at 
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Political 
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Risks associated with 

business partners 

(competitors, partners, 

customers, staff members, 

SEZ management company 

(SEZ operator) etc.) 

External risks of tenant 
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- technology risks (obsolete technology and equipment, production risks, transport risks etc.) 

- financial risks (irrational financial and investment policies, currency risk; credit risk etc.);  

- specific risks that are specific to an industry or area of business (bad weather etc.) 

When making economic decisions, a tenant of a special economic zone needs to 

simultaneously identify, assess the impact and probability of risks (Mayburov, I. A., Ivanov, Yu.B., 

Sinenko, O.A. eds., 2017b). The key question in managing the risks of SEZ operation for the tenant is 

to correctly set the goals that match the economic interests of his business. For the state, it is of 

principal importance to ensure effective and transparent administration of the SEZ operation. Experts 

with the Asian Development Bank (2015) consider wrong positioning to be the most dangerous risk 

for development countries. It stems from unrealistic assessments of existing conditions and potential 

by host areas. The ineffectiveness of zone programs in most African countries is attributed to 

insufficient infrastructure and ineffective governance institutions (Farole, T., and G. Akinci, eds., 

2011). In Russia, most of the SEZs have failed to become drivers of development and economic 

growth in their host territories. A carefully elaborated policy and development strategy and 

administrative procedures restrict the playing field for corruption and increase the trust of investors 

and the public in special economic zones. 

3. Conclusion and Future Research 

Special economic zones are an instrument for limiting the government's influence on the local 

economy. Yet it is extremely important for the state to have a clear concept of SEZ development that 

takes into account risks associated with the operation of special economic zones and is aligned with 

the priorities of the domestic and international economic policies and the best global trends. The key 

factors of risk to the operation of special economic zones are connected with the creation of a 

business-friendly institutional environment that meets various conditions: legal (transparency of the 

legal framework), social, innovation, and infrastructure (lack of mechanism of state-investor 

partnership for creating innovation and social infrastructure etc.) ones. Failure to properly assess any 

of the risks can be detrimental to the reputation of the special economic zone and discourage potential 

tenants from investing in the program. Further research will be aimed at developing a universal 

approach to assessing the effectiveness of estimation of risks to the operation of special economic 

zones in Russia.   
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Abstract 

 
 The article presents the results of the study related to the development and implementation of the 

bank's credit risk management mechanism, which ensures the growth of using financial resources 

efficiency based on the regulation of the risk-return relationship. The model for the formation of 

homogeneous groups of borrowers based on cluster and factor analysis methods is developed. It is 

distinguished by the principles of class formation and allows to form management decisions to reduce 

the likelihood of risk events and increase manageability of credit risks. A model for determining the 

optimal structure of clients is proposed, which allows to minimize the total damage to the emergence 

of credit risks and allows to form management decisions to achieve the optimal structure.  
 

Keywords: risk management; credit risks; scoring model; statistical analysis of financial 

information; optimization model. 

   
Introduction  

The choice of specific methods for analyze and control the investment risks depends on the 

capabilities of the available information, the requirements for the final results and the level of planned 

reliability of investment. We can distinguish the following investment risks in banking: credit risk, 

interest rate risk and liquidity risk. Credit risks are one of the basic bank risks and are associated with 

non-payment of liabilities in the performance of borrowing activities. This risk is appeared in the full 

or partial non-return of borrowed resources or interest on them. This risk can be defined as the 

probability and magnitude of the damage incurred by the credit institution due to the inability or 

unwillingness of the borrower to provide the appropriate cash flows to repay the loan debt and 

interest [4], [7], [12]. Interest rate risk arises from adverse fluctuations in the interest rate, which 

leads to an increase in the costs of paying interest or a decrease in income from investments and 

proceeds from loans granted. The liquidity risk manifests itself in the likelihood of a lack of ability to 

meet the anticipated or sudden situation of cash requirements in the company. 

Traditionally in order to monitor the solvency of customers credit institutions there are used scoring 

models and analyze the credit histories of previous clients to compile a rating of borrowers and 

determine the probability of repayment of a loan by a potential borrower. The main problems solved 

in scientific research related to the construction and use of scoring models in decision-making can be 

grouped into two groups. 

The first group of problems is related to the selection of an adequate complexity of the solved tasks 

of the toolkit, the formation and justification of factors included in the model. Known models for 

assessing credit risk use a statistical approach and are based on the processing of empirical 

information of past credit histories, but differ in the ways of constructing approximating dependences 

- neural network, fuzzy and hybrid algorithms for constructing an approximation [5], [6];  

econometric methods [1], [3], [14]-[18]. The methods of gathering the necessary information, the 

need for and the number of qualitative characteristics to be included in model designs are discussed 

to more accurately reflect the portrait of the borrower, the methods for identifying the models, 

analyzing their quality and prognostic properties, and others. 

The second group of problems is connected with the development of automation systems for the 

processes of collecting, processing and storing information about borrowers, with the design of 

support systems for making investment decisions of the bank [2], the formation of customer 

databases. In the conditions of a large flow of dissimilar customers, the main requirement in the 

development of such systems is the speed of decision-making. 
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 The analysis of existing methodological approaches and analytical tools showed that existing models 

of credit risk assessment do not allow revealing trends in the behavior of certain categories of 

customers with a similar economic profile [4], [7]. The formation of such groups of clients will allow, 

on the one hand, to identify common patterns of economic behavior of agents, on the other, to form a 

set of differentiated requirements on the part of the credit organization, presented to borrowers of 

certain groups, taking into account their specificity; thirdly, take into account the propensity to take 

risks of the person making decisions on the elements of the loan - volumes, terms, percentages. 

 

1 Description of the mechanism 

For effective functioning of banking system it is necessary to develop a risk management mechanism 

that will provide an acceptable risk-return relationship depending on the risk appetite of the decision-

maker. The bank's risk management mechanism has been developed and described in the following 

stages. 

Stage 1. Classification of customer-borrowers. It is necessary to develop measures for client 

(customer) insurance, that is, to identify the requirements that would be attractive enough for them, 

while at the same time guaranteeing the inflow of deposits and repayment of loans. The development 

of individual requirements for each particular client is not productive. Therefore, there are several 

main groups of clients that have similar characteristics and properties, using cluster analysis methods. 

Stage 2. Risk assessment by customer groups. To assess the level of risk in each of the educated 

classes k, the variation coefficient: 
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damage caused by the i-th client; kx - the average value of damage in the k-th class; kn - number of k-

th class.  

Stage 3. Development of the optimal structure of the client. The purpose of this stage is to obtain a 

set consisting of the numbers of each class of customers that provide the minimum aggregate risk 

(damage) that an organization can incur in the event of clients failing to fulfill their obligations. At 

the same time, each class of customers is characterized by the following characteristics: the class size, 

the total revenue of the class, the specific volume of working capital for each client, the coefficient of 

variation in the deviation of the amount of cash flow in violation of the terms of contracts. At the 

same time, the search for optimal structures is conducted from the position of the decision-maker's 

attitude toward risk. This stage is realized with models and methods of mathematical programming. 

Stage 4. Managing the structure of the client base. At this stage the existing structure of clients is 

managed to bring it closer to the optimal structure obtained. This stage is based on the use of 

production rules "if-then". An analysis of the discrepancy between the existing and optimal structures 

is carried out according to the selected classes, the elements of which have similar individual 

properties reflecting the interests of the clients entering this class. In accordance with these interests, 

the size of each class should be influenced. Management methods are: interest policy, a set of 

requirements for borrowers to obtain a loan, the flexibility of working with deposits (the possibility 

of extending and early termination of deposits), a set of fixed parameters of services or their 

individual character. 

Stage 5. Forming management decision and evaluation of its effectiveness, assessment  the impact of 

risk management methods on the bank's competitiveness. To assess the impact of proposed risk 

management measures, the organization is encouraged to use the hierarchy analysis method. The 

purpose of the analysis is to compare the current position of the organization in the market with the 

position it will take as a result of the proposed changes in the policy of working with clients. The 

choice of this method is due to the fact that it involves carrying out such an assessment, taking into 

account both quantitative and qualitative indicators. 

First, the problem is structured in the form of a hierarchical structure with several levels: goals, 

criteria, alternatives. The criteria for assessing lending services are: 1) the rate of interest for which 

loans are issued; 2) the severity of the claims against the borrower (surety, bail, income certificates); 
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3) adaptability of contracts, flexibility of rendered services; 4) waiting time for obtaining a loan. The 

criteria for evaluating the services for accepting deposits: 1) the annual interest accrued on the 

invested amount; 2) the degree of reliability of the organization that receives deposits; 3) adaptability 

of contracts, flexibility of rendered services; 4) transparency of clients organization's activities. 

Alternatives are the current position of the organization and the expected position that the 

organization will take on the market due to proposed risk management activities. 

The proposed mechanism allows to change the risk-return ratio and increase the efficiency of using 

the bank's financial resources. 

 

2 Classification of  borrowers 

The principle for assessing credit risk is based on the use of multidimensional analysis of credit 

history data of borrowers - clustering, factor analysis (the variance and the method of principal 

components) and has the following stages: 

• Reduction in the sample size of credit histories of clients, research of significant factors affecting 

the creditworthiness of borrowers; 

• Classification of clients, identification of homogeneous groups with the same level of risk 

(reliable and risky customer groups); 

• Prediction the level of credit risk for a potential client and justifying a decision to refuse or issue 

a loan. 

For effective risk management in a credit institution, it is necessary to develop such requirements for 

borrower clients that are attractive enough for them and at the same time guarantee repayment of 

loans. However, for each specific borrower to develop individual requirements is not appropriate. To 

solve this problem, it is necessary to distinguish several main groups of customers with similar 

properties. And then, based on the properties that characterize customers in homogeneous groups, to 

develop adequate requirements for each client group requirements. 

To determine the significant factors that change the credit rating of enterprises-borrowers we assess 

the level of risk of insolvency of enterprises using the method of factor analysis, which allows to 

solve problems. First, to reduce the dimension of the initial data, describing the credit history of 

previous customers, without losing important information. Secondly, combine in several factors the 

studied indicators, described different properties of customers. In this case, the correlation factors are 

combined into factors, that is, such correlation coefficient between them exceeds 0.7. This 

combination allows you to redistribute the variance between the individual factors (components) and 

get a visual data structure. 

We use the principal component method as a procedure for reducing the size of the original data 

without loss of information content. The essence of the method is to transform the original correlating 

variables into another set of miscorrelating variables on the basis of the rotation of the factors. 

In order to assess the risk of investment activity, it is necessary to find the statistics of violations by 

customers of the terms of contracts and the amount of damage caused to the credit organization, due 

to each such violation. In this case, each of the identified classes of customers is characterized by a 

number of indicators - the number of class, the specific volume of working capital attributable to each 

client, the coefficient of variation of cash flow in violation of contractual obligations, and others. The 

magnitude of the risk as the amount of damage risk (non-payment in the period of the principal debt) 

can be considered as a regression dependence on the factors of the average loan size, the period for 

which the loan is issued, and a number of other identified factors.  

The specification and identification of regression should be carried out using information about the 

damage and credit characteristics for customers of each class. The forecast of the risk level of a 

potential customer can be carried out on the basis of one of mentioned methods. 
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3 Development of borrowers optimal structure   

The problem of optimization the structure of the client base is set as follows. Designations of the 

task: k - number of classes of clients; ni - number of i -th class; iV - coefficient of variation in the i-th 

class; rv - is a coefficient reflecting the propensity of the decision maker to take risks; Dyi - the 

specific volume of working capital for each client in the i-th class; iinDy - working capital in the i-th 

class; N0 - number of clients in the base period; T - the growth rate of the client base; iDmin - the 

minimum value of circulating assets of the i-th class. 

The optimality criterion that minimizes the risk-return relationship is defined as: 
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In (1) the expression ∑ nDyVr iiv  reflects the amount of damage in the form of a reduction in the 

volume of working capital, ∑ nDyi  - is the total volume of circulating assets in all classes. Inequality 

(2) restricts the total number of clients in the planned period, which should be no less than the 

product of the current number 0N  by the average growth rate for the period T. At the same time, the 

condition for the limitation of the minimum working capital of each class in the total share of the 

organization's circulating assets (3). 

The solution of system (1) - (3) is the definition of the numbers of each class, that is, the structure of 

the client base that provides the most acceptable risk-return ratio, taking into account the propensity 

to take risks of the decision maker. 

 

4 Management decisions to minimize risks 

The next stage of the mechanism is to manage the existing structure of customers in order to bring it 

closer to the optimal structure obtained. Having information on the optimal structure of clients, the 

organization faces the problem of changing the existing structure of the client base. This stage of the 

proposed technology consists of production rules for managing the number of each client class 

received. 

An analysis of the discrepancy between the existing and the optimal structure should be carried out 

according to the selected classes. Each class has specific characteristics, classification characteristics 

that reflect the interests of the clients entering this class. In accordance with these interests, the size of 

each class should be influenced. 

The means of influencing the interests of clients for a credit organization are: interest policy, a set of 

requirements for borrowers to obtain a loan, the flexibility of working with deposits (the possibility 

of extending and early termination of deposits), a set of fixed parameters of services or their 

individual character. When working with classes of borrowers, an effective means of managing the 

number is the set of requirements that the client must meet to obtain a loan. Such requirements 

include� the necessary number of guarantors; the� availability of income statement;� the need to 

secure a loan with collateral. 

If the current number of a certain class of borrowers is less than optimal, the existing requirements 

should be mitigated to ensure the flow of customers into this class. Conversely, to reduce the size of 
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the class, more stringent requirements should be applied to customers whose interests coincide with 

the characteristics of the managed class. 

At each moment of time, the structure of the working capital of the organization engaged in credit 

and savings activities consists of the following scheme: 

     FFLICDIFFLICWC +∆±+=++= ,        (4) 

where C - contributions received in the current period; LI - loans and interest on them, the maturity 

of which expires in the current period; DI - deposits and interest on them, subject to return in the 

current period; LI∆  - the difference between the amount of deposits and the amount of loans, the 

maturity of which expires in the current period; LIC ∆±  - the amount of funds that can be issued in 

the form of loans; FF - free funds of the organization. 

Consider the expected structure of working capital in the future period n. This should be done based 

on the concluded deposit and loan agreements, the maturity of which expires in the period n. 

Suppose, in period n, the structure of working capital will be formed at the expense of contracts 

concluded in periods 1, 2 and 3. Suppose that in the future period n it will be necessary to return 

deposits (together with interest accrued on them) made in periods 1 and 2: ( )211 CCrLI sn += , 

where rls is the interest accrued on deposits. Suppose that in the period n borrowers, based on loan 

agreements, will have to repay loans (and interest on them) received in periods 2 and 3, then 

( ) ( )[ ]3322 DIDIDIDIrLI kn ∆++∆+= , where rk is the interest for the loan. 

The amount of personal savings that can be deposited into the bank in the future (Bn) can only be 

approximately predicted, based on data for similar periods of past years. For clarity, suppose that 

during the period n personal savings will not be received. Suppose, at the moment, there are customer 

applications for the provision of services for deposits and loans. Let's define the possibility of the 

organization providing these services with a maturity period that expires in the period n, that is, we 

determine the amount of deposits that can be accepted for safekeeping and the amount of loans that 

can be issued before the period n. 

To minimize the risk of insufficient liquidity, the following condition must be met: 

       FFLIDI nnn +≤ ,  

or               ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] nnnks FFLICLICLICrCCCr ++++++≤++ ΔαΔΔ 33223211  ,      (5) 

where α is the share of deposits deposited prior to period n, which can be issued as a loan with a 

maturity in period n. 

Depending on which service is more in demand, the organization can adjust the coefficient α. With a 

greater demand for loans, α increases, with a larger number of applications for depositing deposits - 

decreases. When deciding on the provision of deposit storage services, the credit committee of the 

organization should conduct such a calculation and conclude whether the organization will be able to 

satisfy the application and to what extent to return the deposit and the interest thereon within the 

required time. If the inequality is not met, then either change α, or decrease the amount of deposits 

accepted for deposit, or change the maturity of contracts. 

Thus, using the schedule of the structure of working capital versus time, it is possible to prevent the 

risk of insufficient liquidity associated with the lack of available funds due to their incorrect 

distribution. 

Developed mechanism also allows minimizing the damage from reducing liquidity due to early 

termination of deposits by some investors. Based on the amount of damage that is possible in a 

certain class of investors, we can conclude on the amount in which the amount of free funds of the 

organization is reduced in comparison with that planned under existing contracts. Taking into account 

the size of this possible damage in the considered schedule will allow the organization to build such 

strategy of distribution of circulating assets at which the liquidity risk will be minimized. 
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5. Numerical experiments 

The authored mechanism for credit risks management ensuring credit risks minimization of the 

financial organization consists of the five stages: 1. Classification of customer-borrowers; 2. Risk 

assessment by borrowers groups; 3. Development of the optimal structure of borrowers; 4. 

Management of the borrower’s structure; 5. Working out of management decisions. 

We apply this mechanism in one the financial organization in Bashkortostan republic and assess the 

mechanism economic efficiency.   

Model experiments are conducted using statistical information about borrower’s credit histories in the 

financial organization and statistical processing program Statistica 7.0. The features of the data under 

study are their heterogeneity and multidimensionality. The model sample under study includes data 

on 38 clients and consists of the following indicators characterizing borrowers: credit period (month), 

credit value (value), gender (0 - male, 1 - female), age (age), children (children), average monthly 

income (income). For each borrower we also introduce a variable, characterizing the presence or 

absence of problems with the credit repayment (0 - there is no problem, 1 - the problem exists), and 

the economic losses risk  for the organization. The fragment with initial data for analysis is presented 

below, table 1. 

 

Table 1: Initial data about borrowers (fragment) 

Client's 

number 
Months 

Value, 

rub. 
Age Children 

Gender 

(0-male, 

1-female) 

Income, 

rub. 
Problems 

1 5 10000 25 1 0 15000 1 

2 12 10000 36 2 0 10000 1 

3 12 13000 56 3 0 8000 0 

4 12 15000 45 4 0 12000 0 

5 6 15000 39 2 0 11256 0 

6 12 17000 42 0 0 18000 1 

7 12 25000 44 0 1 23000 1 

8 12 25000 48 0 0 25035 1 

9 6 25000 20 0 1 30000 0 

10 12 25000 21 0 1 15065 0 

 
First, homogeneous groups of customers are formed according to two indicators determined by the 

first factor, selecting the variable "month" and "value". Clustering is carried out in two stages - 

qualitative analysis using hierarchical methods and analysis with using the k-means method. 

Exploration analysis to determine the possible number of groups is carried out using a hierarchical 

classification using different measures of similarity and differences in objects in groups - Euclidean 

distance, Manhattan distance, Chebyshev distance - to assess the degree of proximity of objects 

within groups and measures of distances between clusters - single, complete communication. By 

varying the distance measures, one can qualitatively evaluate the possible composition of clusters and 

the number of these clusters. An analysis of the different partitions of the original sample by the 

method of hierarchical classification showed that it is possible to form three to six clusters. For a 

more reasonable grouping of objects, it is necessary to use clustering methods that use quantitative 

criteria to assess the quality of the partition. These methods include the k-means method. Below are 

the results of the partitioning, in which four groups (k = 4) and showing a significant difference 

between the classes formed among themselves.  
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The data was supplemented with information about the cluster to which the particular client belongs. 

Father for each cluster we calculate the basic descriptive statistics, build regression models and 

generate forecasts. The statistical characteristics are the mean, the standard deviation and the number 

of objects in each class is shown in table. 2. 

 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for determined clusters 

Cluster 

Number 

of 

borrower

’s 

Borrower’s  

numbers 

Descriptive statistics 

for the variable month 

Descriptive statistics 

for the variable value 

Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

1 7 1-16, 24, 30 33,4 15,44 327142,9 76313,9 

2 6 17-21, 37 16 15,95 125000 41833,0 

3 7 25, 31-36 51,4 13,35 52142,9 11495,3 

4 18 
22, 23, 26-29, 

38 
14,6 12,26 22222,2 8292,8 

 
At this stage the following information was received: the number of borrower’s clusters, cluster size, 

the share of working capital of each class in their total value, information about unit working capital. 

The most numerous cluster (18 borrowers) is the fourth, characterized by the lowest credit values, 

from 10 to 35 thousand rubles, and the average credit fluctuation is quite high (37 %). This cluster is 

rather unstable and determines about 10 % of the total credit value, table. 3. 

 

Table 3: Summary information about clients clusters 

Indicator 
The value of the indicator in the cluster 

1 2 3 4 

Number of class, people. 7 6 7 18 

Total credit, rub. 2 290 000 750 000 365 000 400 000 

Share of total credit,% 60,2 19,7 9,6 10,5 

Minimum  credit, rub. 290 000 100 000 40 000 10 000 

Maximum credit, rub. 500 000 200 000 70 000 35 000 

Average credit, rub. 327 143 125 000 52 143 22 222 

Average credit period, months. 33,4 16 51,4 14,6 

Standard deviation for credit, rub. 76 314 41 833 11 495 8 293 

Variation for credit 0,23 0,33 0,22 0,37 

 
The third cluster is quite stable - the coefficient of variation is about 22 %, the credit value is low - 

from 40 to 70 thousand rubles and about of 9.6 % of total credit sum, but the credit period for this 

cluster is largest - an average of 51.4 months. The second class is small, has a high value of the 

average credit, can be characterized as a medium stable. The cluster which gives the highest income 

is the first, it is about 20 % of all customers who take significant credits for not very long tome - on 

average 33 months, the cluster is stable. 

For a deeper analysis of each customers cluster and for decision-making on credit policy, it is 

necessary to investigate statistics on the credit repayment. It is possible to design the regression 

model (for each cluster) of the credit repayment (in accordance with contractual obligations) from the 

variables of credit value, credit period and other significant factors. 

Results of optimization which are being obtained for the three cases of variable rv  are presented in 

table 4. 
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Table 4: Results of optimization in depending on  rv 

Cluster 
Working 

capital per 

borrower 

Number 

of 

borrower 

Sum of 

working 

capital 

Share of 

working 

capital 

in total, 

% 

Risk level under the propensity to 

take risks of the decision maker 

Case 1 

rv=1 

Case 2 

rv=0.4 

Case 3 

rv=0.2 

1 103 961,41 295 
30 702 

666,46 
27 9,11 3,71 1,85 

2 83 178,54 410 
34 114 

073,85 
30 12,00 4,87 2,44 

3 47 092,33 362 
17 057 

036,92 
15 11,12 4,56 2,28 

4 3 080 000,00 10 
31 839 

802,26 
28 0,00 0,00 0,00 

  

The ratio of risk-return is 7.73 % (for case 1), 3,09 % (for case 2) and 1,55 % (for case 3).  

Next, we need to compare the existing structure of borrowers with the obtained optimal structure. To 

ensure comparability, it is necessary to increase the number of each cluster in the existing structure in 

proportion to the received growth factor of the borrower. This coefficient is equal to 1.43. 

 

Table 5: Comparison of the existing and optimal structures of borrowers 

Cluster 

Number of  

cluster with 

the current 

structure, 

people 

Comparable 

class size 

under the 

existing 

structure, 

people 

Number of 

cluster s with 

the optimal 

structure, 

people 

Difference 

between the 

current and 

optimal class 

size 

Ratio of 

current and 

optimal class 

numbers,% 

1 238 340 295 -45 86,76 

2 351 499 410 -89 82,16 

3 163 232 362 130 156,03 

4 5 7 10 3 142,86 

Total 754 1 078 1 078 - - 

 

The number of the first and second cluster is required to be reduced. The first cluster of borrowers is 

characterized by credit value ranging from 15 to 290 thousand rubles. The credit period in the first 

cluster is from 30 to 60 months. The second cluster is also characterized by long credit period - from 

20 to 24 months. The third cluster is comparable to the first two from the credit value, but the credit 

period is from 1 to 12 months. The number of the third cluster is required to be increased. It is 

proposed to do this by moving the customers entering the first two classes. The total number of 

customers which is to be reduced in the first two classes is comparable to the appropriate one in the 

third cluster which is to be increased. 

Thus, it is required to increase the attractiveness of credit services, which are characterized by a credit 

value from 20 to 350 thousand rubles and credit period from 1 to 12 months. For the customers 

wished to take credit for longer that one year its recommended to make the obligation requirement 

more strictly. 

The fourth cluster is significantly different from the first. The credit value in this cluster is in the 

range of 2 to 4 million rubles. This segment includes borrowers who take credits to invest projects. 

The fourth cluster is weakly filled. Accordingly, it is possible to study in detail each customer and 

evaluate the investment attractiveness of the project for which the credit is taken. This explains the 

minimum risk level in this cluster. 
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In order to achieve an optimal ratio of risk and profitability it is necessary to increase the size of the 

fourth cluster to 10 persons. To increase the attractiveness of this cluster it is necessary to develop an 

individual approach to each customer, for example, variable credit conditions. This cluster is the 

safest from the point of view of terms of contracts fulfillment, which is it possible to weak credit 

conditions in order to increase number of this cluster. 

Having the risk values in each cluster we can compare the risk and profitability ratios, reduced to 

comparable numbers of cluster for the proposed optimal structure and the current structure. 

 

Table 6: Current and optimal cluster structure on the risk / profitability ratio 

Risk 

propensity 

Existing structure Optimal structure Change in 

working 

capital 

with risk, 

mln.r 

Working 

capital, 

Mln.r 

Risk / profitability 

ratio, % 

Working 

capital, 

Mln.r 

Risk / profitability 

ratio, % 

Pessimistic  

option 

109 338 

8,61 

113 713 

7,73 4 998,99 

Realistic  

option 
3,44 3,09 4 622,50 

Optimistic  

option 
1,72 1,55 4 493,06 

 

Changing in working capital with apply the proposed decision to minimize risks is calculated as 

follows. The expected value of working capital is reduced by the risk value  that the organization may 

incur as a result of risk situations. This risk is calculated from the risk / return ratio and depends on 

the risk appetite of the decision-maker. Thus, the expected values of the organization’s circulating 

assets are obtained taking into account the risk. The difference between the amount of funds that is 

expected under the existing policy of the organization and the amount that can be received when 

making the proposed management decisions is calculated. 

As a result of the developed mechanism application the growth of working capital in the organization 

is about from 4.1 % to 4.6 % depending on the propensity of the decision maker to take risks. 

 

6  Results and conclusions 

Investment activity is one of the most actively developing forms of economic activity. The problem 

of investment risk has sufficient scientific elaboration. However, in such a sphere of investment 

activity as credit activity, the risks are regarded as applied and do not have a serious scientific 

elaboration. In this regard, the problems of managing the credit risks are important and significant. 

The scientific novelty of the work is as follows: 

• The credit risk management mechanism has been developed that makes it possible to assess risks 

in homogeneous classes of customers and to formulate management decisions to minimize risks; 

• The principle for clients classification into homogeneous groups based on cluster and factor 

analysis methods is proposed. It makes it possible to reduce the likelihood of risk occurrence and 

improve manageability of credit risks; 

• The model for optimizing the structure of clients is proposed, which allows to minimize the total 

damage to the occurrence of risks and allows to form management decisions to achieve the 

optimal structure. 

The results of the developed mechanism application in the credit organization have proved the 

reliability of the developed mechanism, and its economic effectiveness has been confirmed. The 

results obtained will contribute to the effective use of the developed risk management mechanism for 
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the sustainable organization development, to the well-founded planning of working capital and to the 

investment efficiency growth of the credit organization as a whole.  
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Abstract  

A variety of economy areas are subject to digitalization, and logistics (digital logistics) is not an ex-
ception. The reason of speedy digital logistics progress basing on the functioning machinery, and a 
great attention to this transformation have merely economic reasons of driving down of logistic ele-
ment costs which is present in every product or commodity and, along with the logistics, has influ-
ence on basically all economy sectors. For example, there is the Permanent Digital Transport and 
Logistics Forum in the European Union. In our opinion, the existing trans-formation models are ex-
tremely useful in connection with Russia’s and EEU member countries’ decision on the digital trans-
formation of economy. Highly-developed and contemporary transport and logistical systems are now 
the key factors in economic competitiveness of the country. Roads, railroads, inland waterway sys-
tem, seaports and airports facilitate union of different regions of the country, population and em-
ployment centers and international exchange. Maintenance and improvement of effective and striking 
transport and logistics infrastructures for people and freight traffic keep being the pivotal points of 
the modern national and global markets. This becomes particularly important in the light of predicted 
growth of population and inevitable fundamental changes in industry, energetics (especially in oil and 
gas sectors) and farming industry. Movement of goods and manufacturing component between goods 
manufacturers, growth of urban logistics, international supply chains and logistics are already an in-
terface between such phenomena as digital economy and new industries. It is necessary to say that 
logistics amounts to from 10% to 20% in every final product. Logistics costs vary greatly and may 
amount to a negligible component for merely digital products, transmitted via Internet, or, for exam-
ple, total up to 60% for oil. The issues of logistics and digital economy are considered in this article.  

Keywords: smart logistics, digital transformation, digital logistics, digitalization.  

Introduction 

To date, highly-developed and contemporary transport and logistical systems are now the key factors 
in the economic competitiveness of the country. Roads, railroads, inland waterway system, seaports 
and airports facilitate union of industrial, agricultural and resource regions, population and employ-
ment centers and international exchange. Maintenance and improvement of effective and striking 
transport and logistics infrastructures for people and freight traffic keep being the pivotal points of 
the modern national and global markets, particularly in the light of predicted growth of population 
and inevitable fundamental changes in industry, energetics (especially in the oil and gas sectors) and 
farming industry. Movement of goods and manufacturing component between goods manufacturers, 
growth of urban logistics, international supply chains and logistics are already an interface between 
such phenomena as digital economy and new industries. It is necessary to say that logistics amounts 
to about 10% in every final product (about 20% in the Russian economy). Logistics costs vary greatly 
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and may amount to a negligible component for merely digital products transmitted via Internet, up to 
60% for oil, for example. It is just development of international logistics that has in large part made 
the sanctions against the Russian Federation extremely ineffective. Today, logistics in digital econo-
my is forced to become a kind of “intellectual glue” (that facilitates smart mobility) of a large amount 
of concepts, and reflect all phenomena of this new mode of economy transfer, which are still not 
quite understandable. In practice, a new branch is developed - smart mobility, which unites move-
ment of physical objects and people. Differences between methods of movement of people and ob-
jects blend. While understanding of the digital economy phenomenon is multidimensional, economic 
growth, today country competitiveness and prosperity of its citizens are dependant on it as shown in 
the book by Kupriyanovskiy V.P. et al (2017). 

Problem Statement 

The most substantial part of changes is new paradigms of production and logistics which are extreme-
ly rapidly developing. The logistics company DHL has given the most capacious description of this 
ongoing process (2015): 

“Engineering and manufacturing sectors (E&M) are in the zone of sweeping changes. Trends, deter-
mined and described by us in this paper, confirm that E & M companies must be ready for a totally 
new and competitive market in the nearest 10-20 years. Many enterprises have extensively begun to 
reorganize their manufactures and business models for being prepared for these changes.  

Their goal is to become more client-minded and competitive.  

We, in DHL, consider that supply chains management will become the key factor and driver for 
achieving it.  

However, our studies show that managers of supply chains will have to deal with even higher level of 
complexity in future. A wider and more individual product range, various details, more suppliers, 
more interfaces along the chain of added value and consideration of individual requirements of new 
markets are essential. Hence, we expect a number of serious consequences for future supply chains”.  

Review of Literature 

Other logistics in digital economy, called “digital logistics”, springs up as a response to a global chal-
lenge for logistics sector. In the article by Kupriyanovskiy V.P. at all (2017) there is the list of the 
principal challenges: 

• logistics must dwell and function in the rapidly changing, competitive and globalizing econ-
omy; 

• in digital economy there are centers of global economic gravity which are rapidly changing;  

• as a result of such changes, supply chains become more complicated;  

• in digital economy the state of society changes and customers expectations are growing; 

• it becomes necessary to operate with limited resources; 

• it is essential to solve problems of development sustainability and environment impact;  

• there is a speedy progress of new parts of digital economy. For example, growth of role and 
value of circular economy results in a necessity of creating of logistic cycles close systems.  

Let us analyze the transformation of logistical processes at a global scale.  

The enterprise called Cloud Strategies has been developing in the USA. According to the design of its 
initiators, the Cloud Strategies must allow to implement modern technological initiatives in lines of 
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setting up of “smart” industrial productions, shops, cities and transport systems, grid technologies in 
energetics and resolving of issues of social interaction, e-commerce, goods supply chains monitoring 
(including global logistics flows). In authors’ opinion, in years to come, the “cloud” and super-
computer technologies will allow to implement modern technological initiatives in such lines as the 
development of “smart” industrial productions and shops, “smart” cities and transport systems, grid 
technologies in energetics. At the same time, the most popular will be “cloud” and super-computer 
solutions designed for social interaction, e-commerce, and goods supply chains monitoring (including 
global logistics flows).  

In 2015 the World Economic Forum (in Davos) admitted the Digital Transformation Initiative, DTI. 
In 2015-2016 the project was focused on six fields: Logistics, Media, Consumer Goods, Electricity, 
Automotive Industry and Health. It also examined four cross-industry themes: Digital Consumption, 
Digital Enterprise, Social Implications and Management Platforms. In 2016-2017 the project will 
extend to 8 more industrial sectors: Chemical Industry, Mining and Metals, Oil and Gas, Insurance, 
Aviation, Accommodation, Professional Services, Telecommunications, Retail. Cross-industry 
themes are Management Platform, Politics Impact and Regulation of Social Consequences and New 
Technologies Impact (Analysis of Global Experience of Industrial Development and Approaches to 
Digital Transformation of Industries, 2017).  

According to estimates of the World Economic Forum, digitalization will have immense potential for 
business and society over the next decade and can deliver over $30 trillion more for global economy 
over the next 10 years (up to 2025) (Figure 1).  

 

Fig. 1. The value of digitalization across the industries analyzed by the Digital Transformation 

Initiative 

Source: based on the data from the Digital Transformation Initiative (DTI), 

http://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/introducing-the-digital-transformation-initiative/ 

At present, as the Internet has been developing, e-commerce market is one of the most attractive 
business lines in Russia and abroad. E-commerce market in Russia is one of the most dynamically 
developing markets.  
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Fig. 2. E-commerce market volume in Russia and forecast for 2014

Source: based on the data from InSales

https://www.insales.ru/blog/2015/09/30/ecommerce_services_report_2015/
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Put simply, task of fulfillment is considered 

to be fully implemented if an ordered product has been delivered to a customer in its proper quality, 
with minimal financial resources and efforts.  

augmented reality into their 
logistics to 

As analytics estimate, sales volume in this 
sector amounts to several billion US dollars, but by 2020 it will amount to more than 150 billion dol-

Even today, a carried out in the USA 
technologies. 

only modifies production logistics 
Pricing chains are being transformed into 

time data processing gains in 
only 3.5% of factories around the 

Here it opens a huge market: in 
necessity of 

platform for tasks of innova-
Whereas logistics 

as a new mechanism of accelerated consistent development of economic 
flow required for 

It affects not only systems information realm 
providing movement of product flows and management of infrastructure balanced development of 

n, management of all key 
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business processes of transport and logistical companies of passenger and cargo transportation ser-
vices, supply chains management as it shown yn the book by Bubnova G.V. et al (2017). 

In our opinion, the digital logistics must be based on IT-support of harmonized systems, and produc-
tion, trade and economic processes of goods and product flows movement in “pricing chains”. It’s 
applied problems are reduction of time, labor, financial losses connected with data search, as well as 
IT-applications for optimal patterns of business partnership basing on effective modeling of horizon-
tal production-economic and trade-economic communication between different companies.  

Smart carriage as an innovative product, the digital logistics product which allows to create innova-
tive comprehensive transport services depending on continually changing customer needs. Target 
consumer group of digital logistics in the sphere of freight transportation is, first of all, entrepreneurs, 
small and medium business enterprises which are now in desperate need of information analysis sys-
tems and technologies for management of business processes in the context of incomplete and con-
tradictory information. Digital logistics of the passenger field is closely associated with the key pro-
ject of smart mobility as shown in the book by Kupriyanovskiy V.P. et al (2017). 

For business processes management, establishment of effective environment for business in Russia, it 
is necessary to create and use not only appropriate for these conditions IT-systems, but also adapta-
tion of “transparent” IT-technologies based on the united transport-logistical and trade infrastructure 
which provides for networking of business processes and creation of “customer value chains”.  

Thus, we think that among primary tasks which provide for creating of chains (SCM), it is possible to 
emphasize information flow optimization between all participants of supply chains, which results in 
reduction of standby time, delays and costs related, growth of loyal customers number, yield increase 
as a result of grading of service improvement by means of reduction of order processing time, etc.  

We support the point of view of authors, claiming that, today the Supply Chain Management technol-
ogy (SCM) is considered as the “digital SCM, using “the Internet of Things”.  

The name of the process changes too - Supply Chain is substituted by Supply Chain 2.0 - as well as 
optimization criteria does. “Minimal expenses and costs” economic criterion, generally accepted in 
logistics theory, becomes irrelevant, whereas “maximal economic impact, benefit, value” steps for-
ward. Within the framework, a goal, new approach to logistics and KPMG Supply Chain Manage-
ment, “Demand-Driven Supply Chain 2.0. as a direct way to efficiency”, is significant.  

Results 

Establishment of development mechanism and effective functioning of transport-logistical systems 
and centers, basing on digital transformation of logistics, will allow to create a cooperation platform 
for synchronized development of Eurasian transport links, development of priority Eurasian surface 
transport routes (corridors) in the frame of UNECE and UNESCAP project.  

Bubnova G.V. et al (2017) mentioned to form the aforesaid mechanism it is necessary to: 

• develop digital transport and digital logistics concepts;  

• develop methods of identification of “value” points, information useful for establishment of 
harmonized price chains and the “jointless”, transparent logistics aimed at achieving of the 
common result;  

• describe the multidimensional competency model, “knowledge” chains; determine the list of 
cognitive maps, to form the competency matrix (science schools, best practices) with com-
petency marks (keys);  

• create a new architecture of business systems with a jointless integration;  

• start working with IT-integration of adjoining enterprises production processes and creating 
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cross-industry cooperatives;  

• enable adoption of service models of traditional fabric consumption;  

• establish a project office and Logistics and Transport Competency Center, which will in-
volve successful companies, leading research and educational organizations, leading scien-
tists and specialists in different subject fields;  

• determine the operator of the digital platform; activate harmonization and standardization of 
technologies, architectures and business models for problem solving of logistics and Supply 
Chain Management;  

• replicate the best practices of transport and logistical companies business in cross-industries;  

• train specialists for IT-logistics so that they have a special range of competencies to create 
information flows in digital economy and analytical applications for optimization of busi-
ness processes on different levels of economy management.  

Conclusions 

Obviously, enabling of radical improvement of the underlying indices of Russian organizations activ-
ities which deal with material production, transportation and trade, is possible only with the funda-
mental reconsidering and radical change of business partnership, restructuring of transport and logis-
tical systems. What is meant here is not only forming of new logistic structures using current 
transport infrastructure but also development of the latter. As well as finding of combined solutions, 
enabling the organization of important strategical directions of material flows movement using new 
technologies of transportation and modern methods of economic phenomena management. Namely, 
integrated logistical solutions basing on modern methods of estimate of transaction costs and specific 
assets in logistical systems, and generation technology of “smart projects”.  

In our opinion, the application of new digital solutions specifies direction for innovative development 
of transport systems and centers, as well as determines relevance of the digital logistics transfor-
mation.  
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Abstract 

The configuration of global markets undergoes substantial changes as affected by digitization. Many 

traditional industries become less significant in the global economy structure alongside the rapid 

growth of new sectors, generating fundamentally new needs. The determinant role in the ongoing 

transformation is acquired by research and invention, which requires creation of system of research 

and invention management in digital economy field enabling coordination of efforts of interested 

parties - representatives of the Federal Agencies of Executive Authority, companies, higher educa-

tional establishments and scientific organizations.  

Intensive development of digital economy society inevitably involves tasks in knowledge manage-

ment field. The priority sources are information and knowledge acquired from the knowledge-based 

experience. And, competencies, being a competitive position on the market, are innovativeness, ex-

pert knowledge, creativeness, cognition. Therefore, transition from physical to digital economy re-

quires fundamentally new approaches not only in industries and factories, but also in formation of 

human resources for digital economy: education, staff training, establishment and innovative human 

capital management.  

In the paper we considered approaches, tools and mechanisms of formation of key conditions for dig-

ital economy staff training and perfection of the educational system which must provide digital econ-

omy with the competitive work force. The crucial point of the approach must be formation of the 

support system of exploratory and applied research in digital economy (research infrastructure of 

digital platforms), providing technological independence of every direction of transparent digital 

technologies which are competitive on a global basis.  

Keywords: digital transformation, digital economy, digitalization, competencies, competency-

based approach. 

Introduction 

Study of problems of education and formation of research competencies is determined by transfor-

mations in social aspect and economy of Russia, new requirements for a profession, new approaches 

in professional education.  

Inherent innovators (schools, higher educational institutions), supranational standards, new customer 

requirements (family, business, society, government) are the drivers of education development. At 

present, in authors’ opinion, factors affecting the education are as follows:  
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• the Fourth Industrial Revolution; 

• globalization;  

• cultural and social diversity; 

• new requirements of families, society, government; 

• the 21st century skills and competencies; 

• new meaning of education; 

• new forms, technologies and educational tools; 

• sustained educational and career path.  

In the course of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, a traditional competitive position in the form of 

inclusive institutes and strong leaders was associated by a major factor of high technologies access. 

Technological explosion leads to quality changes in business and management. Among technological 

development trends relating to the 21st century educational transformation there are the following 

trends as well as it shown in the paper by Andreeva et al (2017): 

• transition from “manufacturing” being a “manufacturing by means of human physical force to 

“brainfacturing” - a smart manufacturing or “manufacturing by means of human intelli-

gence”; 

• transition from the 20th century “high-tech” and “low-tech” concept to the 21st century “ad-

vanced” industries concept; 

• transition from В2В, В2С to М2М - IoT concept (“Internet of Things”). 

The ten main trends identified by authors de Wit, Hunter, Howard and Egron-Polak (2014) are as 

follows: 

• growing importance of internationalisation at all levels (broader range of activities, more stra-

tegic approaches, emerging national strategies and ambitions); 

• increase in institutional strategies for internationalisation (but also risks of homogenisation, 

focus on quantitative results only); 

• challenge of funding everywhere; 

• trend towards increased privatisation in IoHE through revenue generation; 

• competitive pressures of globalisation, with increasing convergence of aspirations, if not yet 

actions; 

• evident shift from (only) cooperation to (more) competition; 

• emerging regionalisation, with Europe often seen as an example; 

• numbers rising everywhere, with challenge of quantity versus quality; 

• lack of sufficient data for comparative analysis and decision-making; 

• emerging areas of focus are internationalisation of the curriculum, transnational education and 

digital learning. 
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To date, in Russia a number of stuff training and accordance of curriculum with the digital economy 

needs are insufficient. There is a significant staff deficiency in educational process of all educational 

levels. Moreover, there have been established an infrastructure of science and innovations in Russia 

which is represented by different development institutions, technological parks, business incubators, 

which can and should be used for digital economy development.  

Problem Statement 

Nowadays, the world is a dynamic global reality. The next decade will be an era of more significant 

changes in education. There will appear a new global architecture of education. Over the next two 

decades, new technologies and digitalization processes will change radically the education approach, 

and it is necessary for us today to take measures to get prepared for these changes in advance. The 

knowledge and information may be digitalized and transfered by electronic means, it changes educa-

tion. The best world educational institutions post all their curricula on the Internet. Number of remote 

students has increased significantly. The educational process becomes more flexible and personal-

ized, practice projects will be addressed as more important, major purpose of education will be to 

help students to be able to deal with enormous scope of information. Jointing of academic and tech-

nological areas, opportunities of blended teaching methods, early vocational guidance in new indus-

tries - all these are only a part of trends which determine future of education. The major part of break-

through solutions in this area is realized by means of not traditional academic institutions, but by new 

players of the educational market: financial and technological companies, scientific associations, 

bright individual initiatives. A new transnational market, which can promptly enough become a nota-

ble competitor of traditional educational institutions, change educational markets and set new rules of 

game for them, is being formed. Consequently, commitment of the Russian economy to innovative 

development, overcoming crisis phenomena have demanded fundamental, substantial and organiza-

tional transformations from education. Typical for the “industrial” 20th century, traditional techno-

cratic approaches in management have become irrelevant. In the 21st century, management effective-

ness will in many respects be determined by readiness to solve professional tasks in the context of 

prompt changes, ability to generate these changes, to interpret them as an integral part of one’s life, 

examine and solve problems.  

Ongoing changes all over the world, society, professional area in Russia and abroad newly identify 

issues of development and preservation of competencies, skills, a part of which is unnecessary now, 

but in future they may become popular. Therefore, here arises a problem of preservation of skills 

(even though on description level), important for history educational culture, but even more critical 

need is to form “new” skills which were not operational earlier. It is connected not only with intro-

duction of ICT into educational area, or further entrance of networking cooperation in it, but also 

with application of non-traditional research technologies, which presupposes other methods of stu-

dents activity organization.  

Review of Literature 

In the context of higher education modernization, the competitive approach provision was theoretical-

ly substantiated as an alternative for traditional education, oriented to formation of knowledge and 

skills of future students. In the 1990s of the 20th century, world community on the level of UNESCO 

determined a range of competencies which should be considered as an important result of education 

in the 21st century. In the report of the International Commission on Education for the 21st Century, 

called “Education: a hidden treasure”, Jacques Delors represented four matters - global skills, which 

must be the basis of education:  learn to experience, learn to do, learn to live together, learn to live. In 

other words, education should be directed not so much to communication and learning of specific 

subject knowledge, but more to ability to find necessary information, change it, apply it in different 

professional situations, being in contact with other people at the same time and carrying one’s point. 

Thus, the competence may be considered as being an integrative personal quality which is formed on 

the basis of a combination of subject knowledge, skills, experience reflected in theoretical and ap-

plied readiness for its realization on the level of functional literacy.  
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The concept of competency was firstly applied by D. McClelland in his writings. Though, thanks to 

the paper of Richard Boyatzis “Competent manager”, the term “competencies” became commonly 

used much later. The concept of competency was spread by R. Boyatzis.  

Competence and competency are the terms which are commonly used as synonyms. But Charles 

Woodruff and other researchers consider that the word “competence” shall be used to tell about an 

ability to do one’s work competently and a worker’s activity. Thus, in order to avoid misunderstand-

ing and confusion it makes sense to separate the two concepts: 

• competence is a concept relating to an individual, which tells about aspects of behavior re-

quired for performance of work; 

• competency is a concept relating to labor activity, which tells about the area of professional-

ism where a worker is competent.  

D.K. McClelland, R. Spencer and other researchers consider that the competency consists of: 

• motives, representing basic needs, which rule and drive one’s behavior forcing a person to 

make his choice;  

• qualities - basic propensities to a specific behavior or method of reaction; for example, self-

confidence, self-control, stress tolerance and endurance;  

• “I am” concept - personal orientation and values; 

• knowledge volume - knowledge of facts or technical (how to fix a computer fault) or com-

municative (how to provide a feedback) procedures; 

• cognitive and behavioral skills which are behind the scenes (for example, capacity for de-

ductive and inductive conclusions) or those which are in view (for example, active listen-

ing).  

D.K. McClelland determines the aforesaid competency components as being the basic qualities. He 

determines the competency as being the basic personal quality having causal relation to effective per-

formance on the basis of criteria and other situations. Others (for example, A. Fletcher) emphasize 

that “for competitive work performance it is important not only knowledge but also its practical use”. 

The Russian Managers Association includes two major groups of competencies into the professional 

frame of competencies: lafe skills and hard skills. The first group of competencies includes commu-

nicative and personal competencies, the second - interprofessional, professional and branch compe-

tencies.  

Over the last years, many researchers consider emotional intelligence as being an important compe-

tency for university graduates. D. Goldman has determined the emotional intelligence as a “capacity 

for understanding of personal emotions and feelings, feelings of other people, motivating oneself, 

controlling of emotions towards oneself or one’s relationship”.  

V. Dulevich and M. Higgs have examined in details how much components of the emotional intelli-

gence (self-consciousness, emotions control, empathy, partnership, communication) and personality 

type comply with such competencies as sensitivity, flexibility, adaptiveness, resiliency, influence, 

ability to listen, leadership, consistency, motivating of others, vitality, resolution and achievement 

orientation.  

At the present stage, different educational systems are attempted to be included in educational institu-

tions. As an example may serve different models and systems basing on informative and communica-

tive technologies. Researchers of informative and communicative technologies emphasize that up-to-

date communicative means have already reached their development level which allows to transfer 

from a teacher to a student not only contents, but also an emotional message, which is significant for 
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effective learning and skill acquisition. This fact says that it is necessary to adopt new teaching skills 

which allow a teacher to organize cooperation effectively, as well as in the virtual world. Innovative 

character of the teaching process basing on this type of learning is pointed out by S.S. Neustroev, 

A.V. Simonov (2015), who say in their research that “electronic learning (e-learning), nowadays, 

plays a role of a giant accelerator of educational innovative development... In addition, it is noticed 

that being essentially a tool of online study mode, e-learning increasingly involves all range of up-to-

date network informative and technological solutions which satisfied the Internet with different social 

services of communication, online exchange of information and cooperation, formation and support 

of networking professional societies”. This results in changes of early existing points of view accord-

ing to which the up-to-date IT solutions were considered as being the tools and means additional to 

the traditional educational system for giving to the state-of-the-art IT solutions an independent tool, 

independent educational modes, a tool which is being integrated on equal terms with the traditional 

system. Use of different models of network cooperation in teaching societies leads to formation of 

new skills, not used by teachers in the past time.  In this context, the problem of new teaching skills 

development and preservation of old skills (skill archive) is of interest. Whereas preservation of old 

skills is supposed to be a major didactic task in future supplementary vocational education.  

The report, called “Expecting for “the tenth wave”: competencies and educational models of the 21st 

century” (2015) sets the question of future skills which presupposes skills allowing staff to be com-

petitive in future social and economic and technological reality, which are necessary not only for em-

ployment and a successful career, but also for social activism and a superior quality of private and 

domestic life; with that the author emphasizes the updating of industrial practices, guidance institute, 

practice societies, etc. “What functioned in the past - may possibly fail in the future” (new practices, 

new skills and new professions are required). Talking about future skills, P. Luksha (2015) emphasiz-

es the key types of literacy and basic skills (controlling of concentration and attention, cooperation 

(as a critical skill which must be built in different aspects of work and learning), working in cross-

disciplinary spheres, flexibility and adaptiveness, capacity for learning, “forgetting” and “learning 

again” throughout life, responsibility at work - ethics in cooperation with other associates and work 

ethics of human-oriented services, ect.) These key types of literacy and basic skills outline also skills 

required for the 21st century teachers. Into the list of these skills Pavel Luksha includes flexibility 

and openness, readiness for accepting and creating new things, creating of blended pedagogics, peda-

gogics of supporting cooperation between pupils and teachers, learning through joint research, men-

toring and coaching (basing on pupil’s goals), research teaching, project-oriented education, “skill 

archive” which presupposes training of skills of records creation of obsolescent skills and their re-

covery if required.  

Results 

At the present stage of the competency-based approach development, competencies and ways of their 

formation in different professions are being specified, itemized and designed. Academic and profes-

sional communities take part in this process. Analysis of state and public regulatory documents, spec-

ifying necessary competencies, make it possible to talk about introduction of intellectual, skills com-

ponent of education with closely related know-how and knowledge with respect to wide spheres of 

culture and activity. The Atlas of new professions emphasizes the importance of acquiring of supra-

professional skills and know-how which will allow a worker to increase the effectiveness of work not 

only in his branch but also in related branches, preserving his relevance. The authors see innovative-

oriented skills and competencies which are of high demand in digital economy as the follows:  

• personal qualities: admitting of basic national values, intellectual curiosity, initiativity, in-

sistence, leadership skills, social and cultural inclusion in public life, deliberate and respon-

sible actions; 

• competencies: critical thinking, creative thinking, communication ability, team spirit, coop-

eration and partnership; 
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• basic know-how: reading and writing in several languages, quantitative literacy, humanities 

knowledge, natural-science knowledge, financial and business literacy,  information-

al and communicative literacy; 

• professional skills: cognitive ability, system ability, complex problem solving, content crea-

tion skills, processing skills, communicative skills, resources management skills, technical 

skills, physical capabilities.  

Supraprofessional innovative-oriented skills which have been indicated by employers as being the 

most important for their employees in the digital economy era are as follows:  

• multilingual and multicultural skills (free English and the second language knowledge, com-

prehension of national and cultural context of partner-countries, comprehension of specifics 

of work in branches of other countries);  

• cross-industry communication skills (comprehension of technologies, processes and market 

environment in different related and non-related branches);  

• customer-oriented approach, skills of handling with customer needs; 

• programming of IT-solutions/ complicated automated complex management/ working with 

artificial intelligence;  

• skills of working with collectives, groups and individuals;  

• systems thinking (ability to determine complex systems and work with them,  including sys-

tems engineering). 

• skills of project and process management;  

• lean production, production process management basing on constant striving for elimination 

of all kind of loss which presupposes involving of every employers in business optimization 

and maximal consumer orientation;  

• working in the mode of high degree of uncertainty and rapid shift of problem situations (to 

be quick in decisions, skills of reacting to changes in conditions of work, skills of resource 

allocation and time management); 

• ecological thinking;  

• capability for artwork, good aesthetic sense.  

Means (mechanisms) of solving problems of education in forming of present competencies at the 

regional level may be as follows:  

• formation of Competency Affirmation Centers;  

• clustering and networking of higher education institutions, business and professional com-

munities on the basis of effective feedback with consumers through, for example, technical 

parks, innovative clusters with the leading higher education institutions being anchor struc-

tures; 

• elaboration and implementation of effective mechanisms of group learning support basing 

on state and private partnership; 

• proceeding with the introduction of dual learning components into learning process;  
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• proceeding with the integration of the new model of professional education management in 

the Voronezh region with activity organization of branch (supervisory) committees 

training in economy;  

• globalization of education and expansion of foreign educational franchise; 

• polarization of exclusive (offline) and mass (online) modes of higher education; 

• introduction of digital technologies into the group learning system

technologies) in learning; development of virtual tutors (virtual teachers 24/7) and mento

ing networks; introduction of artificial intelligence into continuous education practice; d

velopment of educational paths and wide expansion of

es);  

• perfection of talent investment model and other financial/insurance tools; 

• expansion of international standards in education as a job market requirement (4+2, PhD, 

tenure); 

• establishment of business higher educational institutions (University 4.0 and higher models); 

• establishment of the regional innovative and educational lift providing branch economy d

velopment in the following areas: production and technology, science, cu

ing, innovations, information; 

• innovations management in the frame of forming model of “open innovations”;

• development of innovative entrepreneurship.

In accordance with the “Digital Economy in Russi

institutional environment for research development and inventions in digital economy in Russia up to 

2024 are as follows (Figure 1).  

Fig. 1. Tasks of Establishment of Institutional Environment for Research Development and 

Source: based on the data from the Program «Digital Economy in Russian Federation”

http://government.ru/docs/28653/ 

The results of digital economy research and invention in Russia for the period up to 2024 are presen

ed on the diagrams below (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4). 
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the Voronezh region with activity organization of branch (supervisory) committees on staff 

; gamification (game 

technologies) in learning; development of virtual tutors (virtual teachers 24/7) and mentor-

ing networks; introduction of artificial intelligence into continuous education practice; de-

MOOC (massive open online cours-

expansion of international standards in education as a job market requirement (4+2, PhD, 

establishment of business higher educational institutions (University 4.0 and higher models);  

establishment of the regional innovative and educational lift providing branch economy de-

lture, staff, consult-

an Federation” Program, tasks of establishment of 

institutional environment for research development and inventions in digital economy in Russia up to 

 

Tasks of Establishment of Institutional Environment for Research Development and 

The results of digital economy research and invention in Russia for the period up to 2024 are present-

Creation of effective partnership of the leading scientific, educational organizations and 
business communities (as well as at international scale) for conduction of advance research 
and invention with account of domestic companies needs when producing digital economy 

Creation of Competency Centers providing an expert support in current research and 
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Fig. 2. Proportion of domestic costs of research and invention in ICT sector in the total volume 

of domestic research and invention costs, percent

Source: based on the data from the Program «Digital Economy in Russian Federation”

http://government.ru/docs/28653/ 

Fig. 3. Number of patent applications (published) submitted by Russian applicants in Russia 

and abroad, in accord

Source: based on the data from the Program «Digital Economy 

http://government.ru/docs/28653/ 
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Fig. 4. Proportion of national patent invention applications in the total volume of submitted in 

Russia patent applications, in accordance with a technological field

Source: based on the data from the Program «Digital Economy in Russian Federation”

http://government.ru/docs/28653/ 

Conclusions 

The modern economy is characterized by the advent of the sixth technology revolution and globally 

share growth of digital technologies and production.

science in formation of innovative competencies of graduates of all national economy branches, 

stipulate the necessity of innovation consideration as the key factor in tasks teaching of effective 

market introduction of innovative projects. 

1. In the era of digital economy, business development with a complex nature inevitably requires a 

consistent implementation of innovative programs and projects.
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quired during learning and practicing.
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plans, collect and analyze the information required for choosing the best practice of an experiment 

implementation in order to communicate research results), having an opportunity to apply these 

knowledge and skills in one or another activity.
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scientific concepts, theories, concepts, paradigms of different areas of general and professional cul-

ture, universal method of practical and theoretical educational activities, research methods.  

This article proposes a critical analysis and generalization of results, which have been obtained earli-

er, for research competency development. There have been presented new approaches and laid out 

specific practical results. This paper will allow to converge different points of view and shift focus to 

the direction of character changing research competence, representing it as being an element of per-

sonal qualities which are expressed in readiness and capacity for unaided invention and obtaining of 

new knowledge as a result of communicating of a functional transformation activity context on the 

basis of existing knowledge, skills and working practice. This will allow to increase competitiveness 

and resiliency of the younger generation which will in the nearest future become the basis of civil 

society and government.  
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Abstract 
 

Researchers have found that even international merger and acquisition (M&A) are popular, they usually 

fail for its complexity. A large number of studies looked on the failure from financial, non-financial, 

managerial and HRM perspectives, but reasons for the failure is not yet understood. Recently few studies 

have tried with process perspective to penetrate into merger integration without much success. We argue 

that focus on pre- and post-merger stages is good but not enough to provide a total picture of the process. 

This study uses a longitudinal approach to analyze the establishment, development and consolidation of a 

cross-border merger between banks from four Nordic countries. Based on theories on strategic motives and 

culture, a theoretical framework has been developed showing how merger can lead to better 

competitiveness and performance. By using a qualitative method, data has been collected through semi-

structured interviews with officials from the merging firms, and secondary materials and documents during 

the period of 1997-2015. The merger process is described in four stages. The first stage deals with the 

initiation and establishment of the merger. Critical period and cultural clashes are covered in the next stage. 

The third stage concentrates on the development of synergy and other measures. The final stage reflects on 

how the process has consolidated and what result it has so far achieved.     

 

Keywords: consolidation, merger, synergy, culture  

 

Introduction 
 
Researchers have found that even international mergers are popular, they usually fail for their complexity 

(Weber at al., 2013). Complexity in merger occurs as different changes take place in the new organization 

to cope with diversified conditions and needs of the integrating partners. Recently few studies have tried 

with process perspective mainly by reflecting on pre- and post-merger stages to penetrate into merger 

integration without much success (Gomes et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2016).  We argue that focus on these 

vital stages is necessary but not enough to provide a total picture of the merger process. Stahl et al (2013), 

Hyder and Osarenkhoe (2017) claim that longitudinal research can be appropriate to capture the dynamism 

of speed and happenings in mergers from a sociocultural viewpoint. By using a longitudinal approach this 

study analyzes the establishment, development and consolidation of a cross-border merger between banks 

from four Nordic countries.  

 

Based on theories on strategic motives and culture, a theoretical framework has been developed showing 

how merger process can lead to better competitiveness and performance. Usunier (2003) highlights culture 

because parties when interacting expect each other to behave in line of their acting and doing. It becomes 

difficult to fulfill motives when communication goes wrong.   

 

Data has been collected through semi-structured interviews with officials from the merging firms, and 

secondary materials during 1997-2015. The merger of Nordea, the newly created bank, is described in four 

stages. The first stage deals with the initiation and establishment of the merger. Critical period and cultural 

clashes are covered in the next stage. The third stage concentrates on the development of synergy. The final 

stage reflects on how the process has consolidated and what result it has so far achieved.     
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Empirical study 
 

Merging stage (1997-2000) 
 

This is a period when the mergers among the four Nordic banks from Sweden, Finland, Denmark and 

Norway took place. The founder CEO identified four specific motives: growth; flexibility; increased sales 

and synergies. When the banks entered the merger, they brought with different national and organizational 

cultures with them. Initially the differences were not perceived as a big issue due to the geographical 

closeness. But already in the first merger between Finland and Sweden, conflicting issues including 

language, decision making, organizational structure and implementation of decisions came out. In 1999, 

the management organized cultural seminars to identify and minimize gaps. With the inclusion of Danish 

and Norwegian banks, the official language was changed from Swedish to English to facilitate 

communication. With the inclusion of four banks from the four Nordic countries, a major vision of the 

management was fulfilled.  

 

The choice of the merging banks was based on the complementary nature of the resources. The motive was 

to combine the partners’ unique competence and become a Nordic bank with a large customer base. The 

Finish partner was accustomed with large customers while the Swedish bank’s expertise was dealt with 

small customers. The Norwegian bank had large customers with specialty in fishing, shipping and oil 

industry. The Danish partner’s competence was related to retail banking and customer relationship. The 

total number of employees went up to 38,000 making the company largest employer in the Nordic financial 

sector. Operating profit for Nordea went up to EUR 2,435m in 2000. Further it passed the milestone of two 

million clients using internet banking.  

 

Critical stage (2001-2004) 

 
Several concrete motives including reduction of cultural and organizational gaps, integration of the 

diversified activities, developing synergies and best practices to generate most value for the clients had 

been set. To achieve these, three issues were found important: (1) one Nordea business model; (2) one way 

of doing business and (3) developing one Nordea business support system. When internal decision-making 

started during 2001-2002, it was realized that merging partners had different opinions on decision-making 

and implementation. Due to national feeling and experience, partners considered their own solutions better 

than the other.  

 

For developing competitiveness, management emphasized on finding synergies and best practices. A lot of 

activities over the borders started and one of the interviewees claimed that SAS planes were full with 

Nordea executives around 2001-2002 travelling to capitals of the four Nordica countries. Everything had to 

be done quickly to show the market positive outcome of the merger. In 2001, a group of executives from 

the four countries were assigned to identify what unique and successful concepts they had and how they 

could implement those solutions in the whole organization. Cost for different activities went up quickly 

and more time was engaged in solving differences.   

 

Development stage (2005 - 2010) 

 
Situation gradually improved in 2005 and onward due to cost reduction and internal efficiency. 

Implementing synergy, which was a main motive at this stage, seemed many times difficult to achieve. 

Instead of implementing the partners’ expertise, it became more important to acquire best competence 

worldwide. By the end of 2007, number of systems used in Nordea was down to four from nearly 200.  

Retail banking was an important area of expertise for the Danish partner that came to be widely used 

elsewhere in Nordea. An effort was made to find ways how to implement a common retail banking system 

across the Nordic countries. Cultural differences, which were initially painful, made a substantial 

contribution to realization of synergy in Nordea. Slow Swedish processes speeded up due to pressure from 

the Finnish side, while the Swedish humanistic view became an important part of management to deal with 

customers and employees. The critical way of looking at things by the Danes got others thinking about the 

true complexities of international business and the need to be more cautious for competitiveness. The 

bank’s post-merger activities concentrated on creating more value for the customers than the pre-merger 

partner banks had offered individually. 
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Consolidation stage (2011 – 2015) 
 

At this stage, the main motive was to end up with a bank with the same value and vision. The previous 

country managers had a limited focus. Over time the situation changed as activities were distributed 

according to functional areas, such as production, IT and business support, HRM, and accounting. The 

bank management used different strategies to make the integration process successful without hampering 

financial position of the bank. The aim was to build one integrated bank. Harmonization and one way of 

doing things required top management to know how things were done in the four different countries. 

Having functional cross-border managers also required close contact with managers from other Nordic 

countries. The previous values – “focus, speed, and performance” – served their purposes, and the new 

values – “great customer experience, it’s all about people, and one Nordea team” – were introduced to 

unite the banks under the same umbrella and with the same identity. 

 

By becoming the largest bank in the Nordic region, Nordea fulfilled some of its commitments to the 

stakeholders. For the third consecutive year, Nordea was named “Best bank in the Nordics” by World 

Finance magazine (Nordea Annual Report, 2013), but the work to achieve one Nordea was not yet 

completed. The next step was said to become a major bank in Europe with a one-bank focus but with a 

different approach. The newly appointed CEO rephrased the vision: “And, in the coming years, we will 

take the steps towards One Nordea – a digital, agile, efficient, and robust bank that fully capitalizes on its 

size and the immense expertise of our 30,000 employees” (Nordea Annual Report, 2015, p. 4). 

 

Conclusions 

 
This study has shown how different banks engage in merger to become a new integrated organization. 

Although the potential of growth has been high, the process of achieving the goal has been difficult. In the 

first stage, most time went to cultural issues and narrow down the cultural differences. However, cultural 

differences could also play a complementary role as the integration process continued. In the critical stage, 

the management saw how the cost went up and there was little control on the bank’s economy. The next 

stage was characterized by synergies, particularly based on new technological solutions. Creating common 

value for the merger appeared to be the final goal of the merger process. In future research, result of this 

study can be compared with merger in some other industry by applying a longitudinal case study method.   
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 Background  

Lean thinking is a philosophy based on the concepts of lean production (Sacks, Koskela, Dave & Owen, 

2010). Lean production management principles were developed by Toyota led by engineer Ohno who has 

focused his efforts into finding ways to convert waste ‘muda’ into value, and to alter attentions and 

thoughts from the narrow focus of craft production on worker productivity and mass production on 

machine to the entire production system (Womack & Jones, 1996; Howell & Lichtig, 2008) 

 

 The first consideration of the ideas of lean production for use within construction is attributed to 

Koskela (1992) who proposed the need to review construction production as a combination of conversion 

and flow processes to remove waste, when traditional thinking of construction was only focusing on 

conversion activities and ignoring flow and value considerations (Garnett, Jones & Murray, 1998; 

Senaratne & Wijesiri, 2008; Mossman, 2009).  

 

The five principles of lean are: Value, Value stream, Flow, Pull and Perfection (Womack & Jones, 1996). 

According to Garnett et al. (1998), Lean Project Delivery System (LPDS) is divided into four 

interconnected phases: project definition, lean design, lean supply, and lean assembly.   

 

LC includes: practice of just in time (JIT), use of pull-driven scheduling, reduction of variability, 

improvement of flow reliability, elimination of waste, simplification of the operation, and benchmarking 

(Aziz & Hafez , 2013).  Evidence of the use of lean thinking has shown improved productivity, increased 

reliability, improved quality, more client satisfaction, increased predictability, shortened schedules, less 

waste, reduced cost and improved safety ( Mossman 2009;  Maaninen-Olsson & Müllern,  2009). 

Contractor firms have begun to seek ways of increasing their competitive advantage by removing all 

kinds of waste inherent in the construction process by means of implementation of lean construction 

techniques (Polat & Ballard, 2004). Having the characteristics of both “production” and “service” 

systems, the construction industry is shifting toward the lean production concept  

 

The next chapters will present a summary of the tools and techniques used in the implementation of Lean 

construction found in the literature, in addition to the frameworks offered by different authors to reach a 

successful implementation.       

Lean Construction Management  

Lean Thinking is a philosophy of business management that focuses on reducing waste while creating 

value in the eyes of the customer (Staats, Brunner & Upton, 2011). Waste in construction is defined as 

"the difference between the value of those materials delivered and accepted on site and those used 

properly as specified and accurately measured in the work, after the deducting cost saving of substituted 

materials and those transferred elsewhere" (Pheng & Shang, 2011).        
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The main sources of waste are classified as: Design, procurement, materials handling, operation, and 

others.   Apparently, waste is a major problem in the construction (Polat & Ballard, 2004) and should be 

eliminated using lean principles and techniques. The main objective of lean is to deliver a custom made 

product, instantly delivered with nothing in stores and to organize and manage processes like product 

development, operations, design, production, supply chain interactions, and customer relationship ( 

Hamzeh, Ballard & Tommelein, 2012).  

Principles of Lean Construction Management   

 
Principles of Lean focus on the optimization of the whole process of production through waste 

eradication, improving continuously, collaboration as well as satisfaction of customer by handing the end 

user’s wanted value (Enache-Pommer, Horman, Messner & Riley , 2010)  

 

The following are the five prime principles of Lean method of production as originally outlined by 

Womack and Jones (Bertelsen, 2002): 

a) Customer value identification – it is of great importance to bring satisfaction to a customer by 

meeting the required specification and value. Therefore distinctly value defining for services or product, 

the value of customer turn into the mutual target for players on the project.  

b) Stream value mapping – these techniques focus on operations that generates value. It is the measures 

between the entire process required to make available a service or product as well as the degree to which 

customer value is met. It represents the end-to-end process of delivery by reducing non-value added 

activities.  

 

c) Make the product flow, wait is waste – this is the maintenance of good flow of work in order to 

actualize the greatest of work sequence. The sequential flow of work whereby the service or product at no 

time stop across the whole value chain will concurrently minimize waste as well as increase customer’s 

value.  

d) Usage of Pull Logistic – this is the production of services or production in accordance to the demands 

of customers, meaning what the customer is looking for and when the customer wants the product or 

service.  

e) Seek out Perfection in all Processes – this is to pursue perfection at all time by improving the process 

continually and by the implementation of right approaches to the process.  

Lean principles that are widely used in operations are fundamentally driven by customer in terms of 

understanding customer value, value stream analysis, continuous flow, “pull not push” demand-driven 

flow, and perfection (Aziz & Hafez, 2013).  

 

These principles are universal; they apply to different kinds of productions like physical production, 

information and design and even to construction. Below are the modern lean techniques mostly used in 

each stage of the construction in order to eliminate waste.   
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Table 1: Lean techniques used in different stages of construction 

 

Source  Lean Construction Techniques  

Design  Cross functional team, Sharing incomplete information.  

Procurement  Pull scheduling, Supplier training, Kanban. 

Material Handling 5S, Just in time deliveries. 

Operation 
First Run Studies, Last Planner, Increased visualization, Multi -skilled 

workers, huddle meeting.  

 

  LCM Tools and Techniques 

Lean production principles affords many tools and techniques which when applied in the construction 

industry can be used to improve its performance to effect efficient process in the construction phase of a 

project (Shehata & Gohari  2011; Salem, Solomon, Genaidy & Minkarah, 2006). Lean construction 

techniques are gaining popularity because they can affect the bottom line of projects. The most common 

Lean tools and techniques  that are mostly documented in the literature  are briefly described as follows:  

2.2.1  Increase Flexibility  
 

This could be achieved by engaging multi-skilled players in the process’s flow. The productivity rates is 

increased by reducing changeover time to move from an activity to the next (O’Connor & Swain, 2013).  

 

2.2.2  Pull Approach  
 
The utmost important as well as imperative lean method features is adopting the pull planning as a 

suitable approach. From Sacks et al. (2010), the flow is an approach of monitoring product flow in which 

the extent of ‘Work In Progress Inventory’ (WIP) between process stages is reduced, plus only products 

demand “pulled” by ultimate “customer” process are formed in pull system. 

2.2.3   Last Planner System (LPS)  
 
The Last Planner System (LPS) directs planners away from after-the-fact detection of variances and helps 

them improve predictability, and reliability in planning and workflow (Ballard, 2011). What is meant by 

predictability is the capability of properly defining which tasks can be done on site, and predicting 

variations related to uncertainties while allocating a proper buffer for them. As for plan reliability it is 

measured by the Percent Plan Complete. Workflow however can be understood as: (1) material flow 

through the supply chain, (2) task flow on a project, (3) location flow of work through locations, and (4) 

assembly flow that describes the flow of work from a construction phase to another.  

The Last Planner System includes: (1) the master schedule containing milestones of the entire project, (2) 

the phase schedule developed from collaborative planning, (3) the look-ahead plan, and (4) the weekly 
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work plan. In the master schedule, dates for major milestones of the entire project are specified and 

critical path method (CPM) is done to determine the overall project duration (Ballard & Kim, 2007).  

2.2.4   Just in Time Technique  
 
Just in time as creating only what is required or wanted, when it is required, as well as in the quantity 

required. Thus, it is a Pull system that answers to definite demand of customers also primes to lessen 

inventories as well as good equipment efficiency. 

It is based on the concept that inventories are not valuable and should be regarded as waste; accordingly, 

units should be available only when required. Three methods are associated with just-in-time: First, the 

kanban system is used to minimize inventories according to backward requests that flow through cards, 

baskets, or digital signals. Second, production leveling ensures that fluctuation in demand can be met by 

the right sequence of products in minimum batches (Miltenburg, 2002). Third, decreasing the number of 

setup activities reduces the number of activities performed during downtime so that changeovers do not 

interfere with minimum batches.  

 

JIT is as a set of principles, tools and techniques that allows a company to produce and deliver products 

in small quantities with short lead times to meet specific customer needs (Liker, 2004). JIT is viewed by 

Pheng & Shang (2011) as a long-term strategy that can promote excellence and eliminate waste 

throughout the entire organization.  

 

2.2.5 Continuous Improvement  
 
According to Sacks et al. (2010), improving continuously can assist in minimizing variations as well as 

workflow improvement. Thus, the continuous improvement principle is supported by the lean techniques. 

Furthermore, continuous improvement of the building procedure can be grouped into two forms: 

‘Operation Improvement’ and ‘Process Improvement’ as opined by (O’Connor & Swain, 2013).  

 

2.2.6 The Five S’  
 
This was presented in business to identity housekeeping in plants as in lean manufacturing. The ‘Five S’s’ 

are namely; Straighten, Sort, Shine, Standardize and Sustain. In building, employing this tool (5S’s) 

permit for a see-through job site, at which material flow proficiently between pertinent jobs in site and the 

warehouses.  In construction, the five S’s allow for a transparent job site, at which materials flow 

efficiently between warehouses and specific jobs in the field. 

 

Sort: is the process of separating material by reference and placing materials and tools close to the work 

areas with consideration of safety and crane movements.                                                                      

Straighten: materials are to be piled in a regular pattern and tools were placed in gang boxes. Each 

subcontractor took responsibility for specific work areas on the job site.                                   Standardize: 

includes the preparation of a material layout design which contains key information of each work activity 

on the job site.                                                                                                                      Shine: consisted 

of keeping a clean job site. Workers are encouraged to clean workplaces once an activity had been 

completed.                                                                                                                           

 Sustain: the final level of housekeeping is to maintain all previous practices throughout the project. 

Personnel should view it as a continuous effort.  
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2.2.7 Visual Management  
 
In construction process, visualization is significant to avoid any information ambiguity. From Salem et al. 

(2006), it assists in identifying the workflow as well as creating responsiveness of on-site action plans. 

The practice comprises displaying the status of completed work, work in progress, material availability, 

layout changes as well as other resources locations to  effectively advance production 

planning/scheduling and control as well as minimize the propensity for errors within the course as Sacks 

et al. (2010) advocated. They further stated that, Safety signs, notice boards electric wiring, Mobile signs, 

project milestones as well as ‘Planning Programming & Coordination’ (PPC) charts are some of the 

visualization forms that can be employed in building projects.  

 

2.2.8 Multi-Tasks Team 

 
Lean production promotes multi-skilling of teams of workers so they will be able to perform more than 

just a few specialist tasks and assemble a multitude of systems, thereby avoiding process fragmentation 

otherwise imposed by tradition or trade boundaries. Multi-skilled workers can better support and maintain 

CFPs by being able to do a broader range of work, which is especially important when work flows are 

variable. 

 

 

2.2.9 Huddle Meetings  

 
Is a brief daily start-up meeting where team members briefly give the status of what they had been 

working on since the previous day's meeting.  This tool ensures rapid response to problems. 

Benefits of Lean Construction Management   

Studies have focused on the advantages of lean construction in improving cost Structure (Salem et al. 

2006), productivity (Agbulos, Mohamed, Al-Hussein, AbouRizk & Roesch, 2006; Kung, Alex, Al-

Hussein & Fernando, 2008); Delivery times, plan reliability (Cho & Ballard, 2011), quality (Pakdil, 

2014), relationship between working partners, and job satisfaction to reach a lower employee turnover 

(Nahmens, Ikuma, & Khot, 2012).  

 A study about the possibility of applying  lean manufacturing  principles  to construction , the results of 

the study  showed  the potential  benefits  of the implementation  in  improving construction in terms of 

team work , safety , and  increased machine uptime.  A 50 % increase in process efficiency for block-

laying and plastering from 13 cases of low-rise residential buildings in Saudi Arabia was reported by Al-

Sudairi (2007).  In the UK, Balfour Beatty, reported its experience with sports stadium construction (the 

Emirates Stadium): it applied JIT delivery of the pipe reinforcement cages and saw a 20% improvement 

in productivity (Gao & Low, 2014).In addition to a 20 to 30 % reduction in construction time in a project 

UK , and a decrease in the overall cost of the project by 5 to 12 % . 

In the USA, the benefits of lean construction implementation were tangible: a car park project in Ohio 

implemented lean construction techniques and was completed under budget and 3 weeks ahead of 

schedule. The subcontractors were also more satisfied with their relationships with the general contractor, 

Salem et al. (2006) noted. This is consistent with the finding of Song and Liang’s (2011) study that time 

saving was among the greatest benefits of using lean construction concepts, because these helped to 

generate teamwork among the subcontractors.  

Lean motivates staff to continuously improve and solve problems with tools like Kaizen, value-stream 

mapping, and root-cause analysis. Standardized work processes map the right practices to improve 

performance and train and cross-train employees.  
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Construction is challenging because the output is a management-based project delivery system that 

emphasizes the reliable and speedy delivery of value. Thus, Construction industries are putting more 

effort on emphasizing these principles on all the project stages to improve the quality of their work and 

reduce their cost in order to be competitive in the market (Al Aomar, 2012 )  

To reach this goal lean methods and tools are to be applied in all sectors of construction to reduce delays, 

reruns, and re-work. These tools are important in structuring the supply chain, allocating resources, and 

designing pieces to attain reliable work flow (Koskela, 1992; Hamzeh, 2012).  

Typologies of Lean Construction Management Implementation frameworks  

A framework is considered as the guiding torch that helps a manager in providing necessary 

direction during the change management programs that are implemented in an organization. It 

explains either “what constitute a change management program” or it discusses about “how to carry 

out the implementation of a change management program”. (Anand & Kodali, 2010) It also consists 

of various elements or blocks, which an organization needs to follow when trying to implement a 

new methodology or changing its current way of functioning. Thus, in promoting lean and 

providing the means of implementation, a framework is normally adopted by researchers with the 

aim to provide technical knowhow about lean and the milestone towards lean transformation. 

Different types of lean production framework were proposed by researchers worldwide, however 

they can be categorized into two broader themes, namely ‘design/conceptual’ frameworks and 

‘implementation’ frameworks. Conceptual framework discusses the contents of lean production, i.e. what 

the elements of lean production are, whereas the latter deals with frameworks that can provide a 

discussion on how to implement lean production, including what the sequence of activities should be and 

so on (Gao & Low, 2014). 

Another comparative study was performed by Paez et al. (2004), in their study; each framework was 

assessed with respect to its human and technological aspects. The finding implied that most frameworks 

did not equally take into account of both lean tools on the shop floor and the development of the 

workforce. 

Below is a comparison between the mostly used frameworks presented in the literature in term of LC 

frameworks and the type, Approach and process used in the implementation. The following frameworks 

provide an idea about how and what to consider when applying lean in construction .in addition each of 

them adopt one or more lean tools to reach the optimum lean design.  

 

1). Frameworks Proposed By Anand And Kodali (2009) 
 

It is a design framework which constituted 65 lean elements and an implementation framework 

with ten stages where each stage contained different tools or practices. 

The implementation starts at a managerial level with one piece flow at a time and encourages the 

use of just in time techniques in the production.  

 

2). Framework Proposed By Upadhye Et Al. (2010) 
A lean manufacturing system implementation framework for medium size manufacturing enterprise 

to improve the readiness of a manufacturing company in supplying quality products at the right 

time, quantity and price as required by its customers. It focuses on the elements needed to 

implement Lean practices to ensure continuous improvement through one piece flow at a time.    
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3). Framework Proposed By Rose Et Al. (2010) 

 
This framework is used in small and medium enterprises and aim to improve their performance in 

the area of inventory level, cycle time, and delivery time and product quality The top management  

considers employee empowerment and  involvement, continuous improvement, Multifunction 

employees, 5S, Standardization, Visual control. teamwork, effective communication in considering 

the content of the  implementation .  

4). Framework proposed by Van Aken et al. (2010) 
 

A framework used by top and senior management  in designing and improving 

continuously that aims to assist an organization in systematic design, management 

and assessment of short-term rapid improvement projects or Kaizen events in a 

company.  

Framework proposed by Wong and Wong (2011) 

The implementation framework is designed based on the famous five lean principles proposed by . It was 

formed based on workers involvement in Kaizen activities. These activities usually started from 

understanding the condition of current state before moving towards the desired future state. Practitioners 

need to plan, check and monitor their lean implementation at the enterprise level to reach a pull approach.  

 6). Framework proposed by Anvari et al. (2011)                                                        

The model starts with an initial investigation, preparation, focus on a specified pilot project, expand to the 

whole organization and– pursue of perfection.  It is a dynamic approach that helps top management 

current in defining its future state based on the current status. 

7). Framework proposed by Wanitwattanakosol and Sopadang (2011) 

The  framework proposed by the top management of the company to Re-engineers the business activity ,  

apply value stream mapping and evaluate the supply base of an organization. Computer simulation, value 

stream mapping and JIT scheduling method are among the suitable TTPs to be used in this context.  

8). Framework proposed by Vinodh et al. (2011) 

The framework used by senior employees claimed to understand and implement, with both “What” and 

“How” criteria in the integration.                                                                        It incorporates Six Sigma 

methodology – DMAIC, i.e. define, measure, analyze, improve and control with lean principles such as 

value stream mapping, waste elimination, set-up reduction. 

9). Framework proposed by Suhartini et al. (2012) 

 The proposed lean system Kaizen framework focuses on standardizing the process; JIT and Jidoka; and 

continuous improvement. Further, Kanban and visual tools are designed to attach with the trolleys. Poka-

yoke is designed to improve the flow of trolleys and ergonomics of workers. It represents a well-designed 
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and systematic problem-solving framework  through the use of 5-why, fishbone diagram and PDCA to 

evaluate and analyze the problem. 

10.) Frameworks proposed by Salimi et al. (2012) 

Top management presumed that application of lean tools will improve the operation performance of an 

organization through applying just in time techniques. 

11 ). Framework proposed by Karim and Arif-Uz-Zaman (2013) 

The implementation framework was used to implement lean tools in manufacturing processes as well as 

to develop continuous improvement techniques within organizations. 

The Framework consists of five phases: Value proposition, Value Stream, Flow phase, Pull, and 

Perfection. The culture for continuous improvement techniques will be developed and every staff who 

engaged to the relevant Kaizen area has to change their mindset and work in a cross functional team.  

12). Framework proposed by Jagoda et al. (2013) 

A continuous improvement model that encourages shop floor employees to focus, measure, communicate, 

innovate, and evaluate the previous actions. By evaluating the progress of improvement at regular 

intervals, adjustments can be made on an on-going basis.  

More than thirty five different Lean frameworks were  discussed  in the literature .   After reviewing them 

all , the researcher have focused only on the frameworks that are used  in the implementation phase - 

which are 12 only- .Other frameworks that are related  to lean adoption , lean transformation ,  lean 

assessments , lean design would not be discussed here. 

Moreover the researcher didn’t include in his study the frameworks  that serves as a reference for waste 

identification. The main purpose of the study is to analyze the frameworks that are related directly to the 

implementation process.  

In order to achieve the goal of this study, criteria for the review and analysis of lean implementation 

frameworks such as the of the implementation type, the approach to it, and the Implementation process  

are outlined in tables 2 and 3 as well as a comparison in table 4.  
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Table 2: Comparison between LCM implementation frameworks 

Framework Proposed 

by  
Type Approach  Implementation Process  

1-Anand and Kodali  

Conceptual + 

Implementation 

Top-down Just in time , one piece flow 

2- Upadhye et al.  Conceptual 

Top-down Kaizen , one piece flow  

3- Rose et al.  Conceptual 

Top-down Multifunction employees, 5S, 

Standardization, Team work, 

Visual control. 

4- Van Aken et al.  

Conceptual + 

Implementation 

Top-down  

Kaizen 

5- Wong & wong  Conceptual 

Top-down Kaizen , standardization ,(plan, do 

, check), Pull 

6- Anvari et al. Implementation 

Top-down Kaizen , Focus on Pilot project  

and then expand on the whole 

organization . 

7- Wanitwattanakosol & 

Sopadang  Conceptual 

Top-down Just in time , Value stream 

mapping . 

8-Vinodh et al.  

Conceptual + 

Implementation 

Top-down DMAIC ( Six Sigma) , Value 

stream mapping. 

9- Suhartini et al. 

Conceptual + 

Implementation 

Top-down Kaizen , Just in time , 

Standardization , Visual control  

10-Salimi et al.  Conceptual 

Not 

specified 

 

Just in time. 

11- Karim & Arif uz 

Zaman.  

Conceptual + 

Implementation 

Top-down Cross functional team, Value 

stream , Pull , Kaizen . 

12- Jagoda et al.  

Conceptual + 

Implementation 

 

Bottom -up  

 

Kaizen , last planner  
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Table 3: Lean tools presented in the implementation frameworks. 

  Framework  

Tool  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Just in Time  X           X   X X     

One piece flow  X X                     

Kaizen    X   X X X     X   X X 

Multi-function employee     X               X   

5S      X                   

Standardization      X   X       X       

Visual control       X            X       

Pull         X           X   

Plan, Do, Check          X               

Pilot            X             

Team work     X                   

Value stream mapping              X X     X   

DMAIC                X         
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Table 4: Analysis of the Implementation frameworks  

Framework Advantage  Disadvantage 

Main 

Application  

1-Anand and Kodali  Very detailed  Lack of contingency Just in time  

2- Upadhye et al.  Improve the readiness 

lacks the flow of the 

implementation  

one piece 

flow  

3- Rose et al.   Helps SME TTP  Is not well studied  5S  

4- Van Aken et al.  

Assist an organization 

in systematic design Designed of kaizen events only  kaizen  

5- Wong & wong  

Comprises most of the 

important elements of 

lean, 

Lacking technical knowhow 

among shop floor employees 

plan, do , 

check 

6- Anvari et al. 

Categorizes previous 

studies into 3 stages  

Reasoning to apply this 

frameworks is no clearly 

mentioned  

Last 

planner  

7- 

Wanitwattanakosol 

& Sopadang   Helps SME 

Suitable for lean supply chain 

only  just in time  

8-Vinodh et al.  

Improve the first-time-

right in a project 

 Doesn’t  benefit the company as 

a whole  DMAIC 

9- Suhartini et al. 

Well designed, 

systematic problem-

solving Applied in specific areas  Just in time  

10-Salimi et al.  

Identify the preferences 

of TTP 

Doesn’t  include the aspects of 

how to implement  Just in time  

11- Karim & Arif uz 

Zaman 

Ensure long-term 

sustainability 

biased towards top-down 

approach Pull  

12- Jagoda et al.  

total involvement of 

employees    

Last 

planner  

Conclusion 

Lean is a culture that emphasizes collaboration, reliability of scheduling and delivery of the most value - 

from the client’s perspective - while consuming the fewest resources.  

The fundamental principles of Lean are: defining value from the customer's perspective, understanding 

the value stream of all steps in the process used to create the end product, reducing waste, smoothing the 

flow of value added activities, utilizing collaborative pull scheduling to provide each internal and external 

customer what they want, when they request it, and seeking perfection by committing to continual 

improvement in all areas of the process.  
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Different LCM tools and techniques are used worldwide in order work on well defined deliverables at a 

reliable and predictable pace and to eliminate re-work and waiting, The project manager should be aware 

of these tools and study the market and the project conditions in order to know which tools and technique 

fits more. 

Lean principles drive efficient deliveries with eliminating waste and creating predictable, reliable 

workflows.  On projects that develop and maintain a Lean culture of continuous improvement, 

improvements in communication, scope definition, coordination, cost and schedule performance is 

experienced  

After reviewing the above lean implementation frameworks, this study finds that most of the 

proposed framework are analyzed to be conceptual and implementation at the same time. and this is 

very important in term of defining  not only the elements and principles needed, but also  the 

methods an equipment  to be used in the  implementation . 

Moreover, It is clear that the approach used in most of the frameworks is a top-down approach; 

only one framework focuses on the bottom-up approach which emphasizes more on shop floor 

employees’ initiatives in carrying out lean. 

Both approaches are important in the implementation; the involvement of all the internal 

stakeholders of a company is a must towards a complete integration.  

Moreover most of the studies presented have focused on the use of Kaizen and just in time as tools 

of the implementation  but  none have presented  the Last planer, 5S, and huddle meeting tools .  
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Abstract 

 

This article analyzes the trend in the real gross wages of ICT workers in the Czech Republic during 2000-

2016, i.e. the trend in the wages of ICT managers (CZ-ISCO 133) and marginally also the trend in the 

wages of ICT specialists (CZ-ISCO 25) and ICT technicians (CZ-ISCO 35). The wage trend is analyzed 

by gender and sector (business and non-business sector). Our analyses practically show a permanent 

increase for all analyzed categories of ICT professions growth during 2000-2008 (economic boom). After 

the year 2008, the wages in ICT professions stagnated, with the exception of the wages of ICT managers, 

and the real wages of ICT technicians actually dropped. Our analysis proved the impact of the sector 

(ICT) and gender on the average real wage in the Czech Republic. 

Keywords: ICT Managers, wages in ICT, gini index, gender aspect, sphere aspect. 

 

Introduction  
 
Professionals working in information and communication technologies (ICT) and the banking sector 
(Marek and Doucek, 2016) are among the best paid in the Czech Republic. As many professional studies 
show (Dedrick, Gurbaxani, and Kraemer, 2003; Zelenyuk, 2014; Hanclova, Doucek, Fischer and 
Vltavská, 2015; Hanclová, and Doucek, 2012), the importance of ICT stems mostly from its positive 
impact on labor productivity. The running of the entire society practically depends on ICT. All banking 
transactions on the global market are virtually made by means of information and communication 
technologies, and transportation, logistics and international trade depend on them as well. Information 
and communication technologies are believed to be of great importance for the public administration and 
local governments, which the current trend has confirmed (Marek, Doucek, and Nedomova, 2016; 
Nedomová, Doucek, and Maryška,2015). 
 
The first relations of economy and wages are presented in Smith (1776). The modern period enrich 
economy by different new jobs, ICT including. Wages in ICT, which are usually higher than average 
wages in economies, represent an important dimension of ICT implementation (Marek and Doucek, 2016 
; Torrent-Sellens, 2008). The same pay for the same work, i.e. an equal pay for the work of ICT 
professionals in the economy, is also a current topic. The importance of heterogeneous work teams 
comprised of men and women is emphasized mainly in the studies done in the United States (Simard, 
Davies Henderson, Gilmartin, Schiebinger, and Whitney, 2014).  
 
The goal of this article is to analyze the trend in the real gross average wages of ICT managers in the 
Czech economy during 2000-2016. The wage trend is analyzed in view of the gender and sector of ICT 
managers. For the year 2016, we also calculated the Gini index for ICT managers, ICT specialists and 
ICT technicians and compared it with the Gini index for the Czech economy. The Gini index shows the 
equality in the pay of ICT workers. All calculations and analyses were made using standard functions in 
the MS Excel program.  

Data Collection and Methodology 
 

We used select data from the Average Earnings Information System (AEIA). Based on the source (ISPV, 

2017), it is a system that regularly monitors the earnings and work hours of employees in the Czech 
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Republic. The Average Earnings Information System contains data obtained from regular statistical 

surveys called the “Average Earnings Quarterly Survey,” which are included in the statistical survey 

program announced by the Czech Statistical Office (CZSO) in the collection of laws for the relevant 

calendar year. The statistical survey program for the relevant calendar year is laid down by the decree in 

the collection of laws.  

 

The Average Earnings Quarterly Survey is harmonized with the structural survey of the European Union 

called the Structure of Earnings Survey (see Commission Regulation (EC) No. 1916/2000 as amended). 

We analyzed the gross monthly wage or salary and hourly earnings as well as the individual components 

of the gross monthly wage (salary), i.e. bonuses, extra pays and reimbursements. The gross monthly wage 

in our data group was calculated as a multiple of hourly earnings in the second quarter and average 

monthly working hours for each year. We rounded off the average working hours to a whole number. We 

analyzed the number and structure of hours worked (e.g. overtime) and not worked (e.g. sickness and 

vacation). The Average Earnings Information System includes the Labor Cost Regional Statistics 

providing detailed information about wage gaps in the individual regions of the Czech Republic. The 

administrator of the Average Earnings Quarterly Survey is the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. The 

survey and its progress is overseen by a commission composed of the representatives of the Ministry of 

Labor and Social Affairs, the Czech Statistical Office, the Ministry of Finance, the Czech National Bank, 

the Bohemian-Moravian Confederation of Trade Unions, the Confederation of Industry and 

Transportation of the Czech Republic, CERGE EI, the University of Economics in Prague and other 

institutions. The Average Earnings Information System is maintained by TREXIMA, Ltd. 

 

When performing analyses, we always work with data for the second quarter of the relevant year because 

this quarter has the most stable working hours out of the entire year. The size of the analyzed sample of 

ICT professionals gradually increased from over 8,000 in 2000 to over 53,500 in 2016 and the size of the 

sample for the Czech Republic increased from one million to over two million. In 2000, this sample 

included approximately 560,000 records about men’s wages and 495,000 records about women’s wages 

(in 2016, this sample already included 1,027,000 and 1,091,000 records). For the business sector, we had 

824,000 records in the year 2000 and 1,412,000 records in the year 2016. For the non-business sector, we 

had 229,000 records in the year 2000 and 708,000 records in the year 2016. This quantity of analyzed 

data provides a good premise for very good validity of our following analyses. 

ICT Professionals - - Managers, Specialists and Technicians 
 

Occupation classification is another point of departure used in our article. The classification of different 

occupations, including the skills required for different occupations, has been made in the Czech Republic 

for approximately 50 years now. In 2010, the Czech Republic switched from K-ZAM to CZ-ISCO 

(Klasifikace zaměstnání, 2017) that divides ICT professions into the following three main groups (CZSO, 

2017):  

• ICT managers (CZ-ISCO 133); 

• ICT specialists (CZ-ISCO 25) and 

• ICT technicians (CZ-ISCO 35). 

Our article compares wage data over a rather long time period of 17 years (2000-2016). During such a 

long time period, inflation of course becomes a factor that is not negligible. Therefore, we converted our 

data to the second quarter of 2016, based on inflation data from the Czech Statistical Office, which means 

that it is the real gross wage. After that, we converted the data to EUR, using the average CZK/EUR 

exchange rate for the second quarter of the relevant year that we had obtained from the Czech National 

Bank (CNB, 2017). 

 

We further modified our data because e.g. the average wages of ICT managers were already included in 

the average wages for the entire Czech Republic. Therefore, it was necessary to first exclude the wages of 
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ICT managers or potentially the wages of ICT specialists and ICT technicians from the average wages for 

the Czech Republic, which meant recalculating average wages so that they could be correctly compared.  

The Gini Index – an Income Inequality Indicator 
The Gini index was developed by the Italian statistician Corado Gini in 1912. The index compares the 

Lorenz curve with the equality curve. It is in fact the ratio of the area that lies between the line of equality 

and the Lorenz curve (area A) and the area that lies under the actual Lorenz curve (area B) over the total 

area under the line of equality (area A). The index can be simply formulated as follows:  

 
A B

GI
A

−
=  

The Gini coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 (area B equals area A) would mean a completely 

egalitarian system of wage distribution, and 1 (area B is 0) would mean complete inequality. These 

extreme values are of course only hypothetical and unattainable in real life. For our wage sample, it 

means that a higher Gini index means a bigger gap in wages.  

Results and Discussion 

 

Our analysis focuses on the trend in the wages of ICT managers in the Czech Republic, specifically real 

gross wages (adjusted for inflation). We compared these wages by gender – the wages of women and men 

in both the business and non-business sectors. 

Comparison by ICT Profession 
 

First let’s see what the trend in the wages of ICT managers looks like as compared to the average wage in 

the Czech Republic. This information is provided in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig 1 Trend in the average wage for ICT and for the Czech economy  

Source: Data [10], authors 
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Fig 1. clearly shows that the trend in average wages in the analyzed categories is very similar over time – 

it has the same phases of growth, drop, stagnation, etc. However, there is a very considerable difference 

in wage dynamics and especially in wage levels. The wages of ICT managers are several times higher. 

For instance, the average wage of ICT managers in 2016 was 3,112 EUR, while the average wage for the 

entire Czech Republic (without ICT) was only 1,024 EUR, which is more than three times less. The 

difference in wage dynamics is reflected in the average growth coefficient, which is 1.053 for ICT 

managers and only 1.044 for the Czech Republic (Table 1). The average wage of ICT managers went up 

by 5.3% a year on average, which represents 107 EUR, while the average wage in the entire economy 

went up only by 4.4% a year, which represents 31 EUR. The average wage of ICT specialists and ICT 

technicians shows a rather similar trend during 2000-2008. Between 2008 and 2016, the average wage of 

ICT specialists oscillates toward that gained in 2008. On the other hand, the wages of ICT technicians 

kept going down until the year 2014 due to the economic crisis. Based on the analysis of the Czech 

National Bank (2017), the wage growth in 2008 was a result of the fact that it was an election year and 

because of a big shortage of professionals practically in all professions in the Czech Republic. This 

shortage remained pretty much the same during the following years, but there was less need for 

professionals due to the economic crisis. The problem recurred in the Czech economy in 2014 as the 

economy started recovering after the crisis. 

Gap between Men and Women and Sectors 
 

ICT is generally believed to be mainly a male domain. Therefore, we will take a look at women and men 

working in ICT. The wage level in the Czech Republic also depends on the sector - the business and non-

business sector. Therefore, we compared in detail the four mentioned categories (by gender and by 

sector), which resulted in many tables and figures. We decided to use mainly the figures that clearly show 

the discovered gaps. We will first look at the trend in the average wage of ICT managers by gender and 

sector. 

 

 
Fig. 2:  Average wages – ICT managers by gender and sector  Source: Data [10], authors  
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Fig 2 clearly shows that the average wages of male ICT managers working in the business sector are the 

highest by far. The second highest wages are those of their female counterparts working in the same 

sector; they are actually considerably higher than the average wages of male ICT managers working in 

the non-business section. The lowest average wages are those of female ICT managers working in the 

non-business sector. The gap between men and women working in the business sector is also interesting 

because it is much bigger than that in the non-business sector. The smaller gap in the non-business sector 

is also a result of the fact that this sector represents public administration organizations where employees 

are remunerated based on pay groups. But even so, the gap between the wages of female ICT managers 

and their male counterparts increased after the year 2008 (i.e. during the economic crisis). The wages of 

both analyzed groups seem to finally approximate between 2015 and 2016 (the growth of the Czech 

economy). The wages of female ICT managers working in the business sector departed from the two 

previously mentioned categories already in 2003, and the wages of male ICT managers are considerably 

higher than those of female ICT managers working in the same sector – approximately by 25 – 30%. Our 

analysis clearly proves that the wages of Czech female ICT managers are considerably lower than those 

of their male counterparts.  

 

We also analyzed in depth the wages of male ICT managers. We wanted to find out the average wage of 

ICT managers working in the business sector and in the non-business sector. We also wanted to find out 

the average wage in both sectors without ICT and to compare it with the average wage in the Czech 

Republic. Again, we would like to point out that the data are recalculated so that one category would not 

distort the other one. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Average wages of men – ICT influence Source: Data [10], authors  
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Fig 3. clearly shows that the average wages of ICT managers in the business sector are considerably 

higher than those for all other categories. They are followed by the wages of ICT managers working in 

the non-business sector. Therefore, we can see a significant impact of the profession of ICT manager, as 

well as of the sector, on the average wage. Wages in the business sector are much higher than wages in 

the non-business sector. The non-business sector also shows a smaller gap between the average wage for 

the Czech Republic than the business sector. We can clearly see very fast growth in the average wages of 

ICT managers in the business sector during the economic boom between 2000 and 2008.  

 

We will now perform a similar comparison for women. The results are shown in Fig 4.  

 

 
Fig 4. Average wages of women – ICT influence  Source: Data [10], authors  

 

Similar conclusions are true about the average wage of women as well. However, their average wages are 

lower in the same categories than those of men. This is why the gap between the average wage of women 

and the average wage for the Czech Republic is in general smaller. Based on Eurostat (2017), the average 

wages of women in the Czech Republic are lower by 23.3% as compared to the average wages of men.  

 

In the long run, male ICT managers working in the business sector are paid the best. ICT managers 

working in the non-business sector are second best paid. They are followed by female ICT managers 

working in the business sector and finally female ICT managers working in the non-business sector. 

Therefore, it pays off to work as an ICT manager since the wage gap between the entire business and non-

business sectors and the Czech economy is very significant.  

 

Let’s look at the following table that shows both the average annual growth coefficient and the average 

annual absolute increment in all analyzed wage categories.  
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Table 1: Annual average basic characteristics of wage trend   

 

Category 
Average Annual Growth 

Rate 

Average Annual Absolute 

Increment (EUR) 

Men Business 1.045 38 

Men Business ICT 1.043 57 

Men Business ICT Managers 1.053 116 

Men CR 1.045 38 

Men Non-business 1.045 33 

Men Non-business ICT 1.043 32 

Men Non-business ICT Managers 1.054 62 

Women Business 1.044 27 

Women Business ICT 1.044 45 

Women Non-business ICT 1.046 32 

Women Business ICT Managers 1.060 80 

Women CR 1.050 29 

Women Non-business 1.050 29 

Women Non-business ICT 

Managers 1.041 46 

Source: own calculations 

 
Note to Table 1: The same average growth rate in the analyzed period shows a different absolute 

contribution to the average wage growth because the level of average wages in the analyzed occupation 

category was different at the beginning of 2000.  

 

The table surprisingly shows the fastest annual average growth in female ICT managers – 6%, which, 

however, represents an annual average increase by 80 EUR, while male ICT managers show the highest 

average annual increase by 116 EUR but a slower average growth – 5.2%.  

 

We also analyzed ICT professions in terms of income equality and inequality (measured by the Gini 

index).  

 

The Czech Republic is one of the countries worldwide that show the smallest Gini index, which means 

that the Czech economy is an egalitarian economy in terms of wage differentiation. We can compare the 

Gini index in different select countries. The index in 2014 (according to OECD, 2015) was as follows: 

Chile (0.503), Mexico (0.472), Turkey (0.402), USA (0.41), Israel (0.36) and Portugal (0.338). The Gini 

index is the lowest (i.e. shows the biggest equality in terms of wage differentiation) in Slovenia (0.25), 

Denmark (0.249), Norway (0.252), Czech Republic (0.255), Slovakia (0.249), Austria (0.276), Finland 

(0.262), Sweden (0.274) and Belgium (0.262). For the purposes of our analysis, we are mainly interested 

in the ICT management category. We used the Gini index for this comparison. The calculation results are 

shown in Fig 5.  
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Fig 5. The Gini index in ICT - 2016  Source: own calculation 

 

Although it may seem that there is a big gap between individual specializations, this gap is in fact 

insignificant (due to the scale). It is surprising that the redistribution rate is smaller in ICT than in the 

Czech economy. We would have expected it to be higher than that for the entire Czech Republic. It is 

probably due to relatively high wages and because these professions are paid approximately equally well 

and thus there is no big gap in distribution equality. Another interesting finding is that wage equality is 

practically identical for ICT specialists and ICT technicians. The wage trend in both these categories was 

very similar up to the year 2009 (Figure 1), but starting in 2010, the wages of ICT technicians kept 

dropping (this concerns mostly the professions that require a secondary education). 

 

The exchange rate of the local currency (the Czech Crown – CZK) shows an interesting impact on 

average wages reported in EUR. While the permanent appreciation of the Czech Crown (approximately 

3% per year) in 2000-2008 promoted the growth of real wages, later on (up until 2013), this appreciation 

only diminished the impact on the decrease in real wages. At the end of 2013, the Czech National Bank 

abruptly devaluated the Czech Crown by approximately 10% and thus intervened to keep the CZK/EUR 

exchange rate at 27 CZK per EUR for two and a half years (this affected wages in the second quarter of 

2014). Average wages practically dropped in all analyzed ICT profession categories. The intervention, 

which ended in April 2017, could not yet be reflected in our analysis, but in spite of a practically fixed 

CZK/EUR exchange rate, average wages have started going up since 2014. 

Conclusions 
 

Our analysis of the real gross average wages of ICT managers by gender and sector and the related 

analysis of their average wages compared to the average wages for the Czech economy during 2000-2016 

provided the following major results. 
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The average wage of ICT managers is approximately triple the average wage in the Czech economy. The 

average wage of ICT specialists is approximately double the average wage in the Czech economy and the 

average wage of ICT technicians is about 1.5 times higher than that in the Czech economy. 

 

The comparison of the average wage of male ICT managers and their female counterparts shows that 

men’s wages are higher by approximately 30% as compared to women’s wages. This conclusion means 

that gender inequality is higher in ICT managers than in the Czech economy as a whole (23.3 %) 

(Eurostat Gender Statistics, 2017). The inequality in ICT managers is also significantly higher in 

comparison to the inequality in ICT specialists (14.9 %) and ICT technicians (16.3 %) (Nedomova, 

and Doucek, 2015). 

 

Our analysis by sector clearly shows that the average wages of ICT managers are significantly higher 

particularly in the business sector (Fig 3. a Fig 4.).  

 

Surprisingly, the wage level inversely proportionally impacts the equality in the wages of ICT 

professionals. The Gini index of ICT managers is the smallest, while the Gini index of ICT specialists and 

ICT technicians is slightly higher, although even their index is relatively small as compared to the Czech 

economy or other developed countries in Europe and around the world. 

 

When analyzing the wages, we noticed the non-negligible impact of the change in the CZK/EUR 

exchange rate on average wages. While the permanent appreciation of the Czech Crown in 2000-2008 

promoted the growth of real wages, after the intervention of the Czech National Bank in 2013 (which 

shows up in the analysis results in 2014), not even the fixed CZK/EUR exchange rate stopped average 

wages from going up, thanks to the economy’s better performance and recovery. However, these trends 

are yet to be confirmed based on additional analyses, especially for the year 2017 when the Czech Crown 

is expected to slightly appreciate with respect to EUR (by 2 to 3%). 
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Abstract 

Tourism is today an inherent part of the lifestyle and needs of people. Quality management in tourism has 
undergone a similar evolution as other industries and service disciplines. In the seventies and eighties of 
the 20th century in particular, company and industry standards started to be formulated, especially in hotel 
businesses and transport companies. Hotel chains and airlines in the United States may serve as examples. 

Keywords: Tourism, quality system, complaints, quality standards. 

Introduction 

In the first decade of this century so-called “National Systems of Quality of Tourism Services” were 
gradually developed and implemented in a number of European countries. These are based on the 
principles of ISO 9000 or EFQM1  management models and respect the local business environment and 
specifics of a particular tourism sector. A comprehensive literary overview that is of global importance 
does not exist, and it is necessary to rely on national specifications for quality requirements. 

Service Quality 

The service quality is represented by products in tourism, which are characterized by immateriality, short 
durability, heterogeneity, and human factor effect. Many destinations offer substitution products, as well 
as the services the clients use on their way to different destinations can be almost identical, so quality 
becomes a critical moment of differentiating one destination from another. At today’s strong competitive 
pressure, the strategies of traditional tourist-based destinations are based on product quality and 
differentiation. The decisive elements of competitive struggle have taken place especially in European 
destinations, which, in most cases, cannot compete with new low-cost exotic targets, proximity to the 
client, high quality of services and their appropriate interconnection with the service chain and rapid 
response to changes in target groups. (Palatková, 2006)   

                                                           
1 The EFQM excellence model is a voluntary tool for evaluating organizations regardless of their size, 
industry, or maturity. EFQM (European Quality Management Foundation) is a non-profit foundation that 
brings together organizations seeking sustainable excellence. 
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Quality is a constantly verbalized word in all modern industries and it is the key to achieving customer 
satisfaction. It can be divided into two types:  

• Technologically driven and product-oriented definitions that defined quality in terms of 
compliance with requirements based on company specifications. 

• Definitions depending on their purpose which are market-orientated and customer-oriented, 
focusing on customer benefit and satisfaction. (Swarbrooke, 2007)  

“Quality is what a client desires, plus what the destination can offer to the client in differentiating and 
profiling his product compared to competitors.” (Palatková, 2006) Quality has a very subjective nature in 
the field of tourism services. The quality of the product - the tourism product - is according to the ČSN 
ISO 9004-2 standard, both by defining the need to satisfy the service, the character of the service in terms 
of value added to the customer, and by comparing comparable services to one another.  

Quality Standards   

Determining quality standards helps to tell customers what quality of service they can expect. It also 
serves as a basic standard and a tool for motivating employees. Determining quality standards is very 
difficult. There are several ways:  

• Standards based on business conditions. In the tourism industry terms and conditions that 
are contractually secured and are included in the price. This may be the hotel’s star rating. 
These conditions can be considered as setting a minimum service quality standard.  

• The organization sets basic standards for employee behaviour and service performance 
rules, including how complaints should be handled. The results of the above-mentioned 
shopping method can serve as a basis for this. These standards and regulations should be 
made public and can serve both customer information and, in particular, the internal 
organizational chart for employees. 

• For specific services, organizations provide certain guarantees that should not be exceeded. 
• If the service provider is a member of a professional association, the minimum quality 

standards can be set by these associations. Their non-compliance can be sanctioned; 
punishment may also be their exclusion from the association. 

• The introduction of ISO 9000 standards is now a universal service quality criterion that 
guarantees a consistent quality of service. By obtaining a certificate of compliance with the 
required ISO standards, which are international quality indicators, the organization will 
significantly increase its competitiveness in the given market. 

• In the predominantly monopolistic environment of public services, quality standards are 
introduced from the outside, by the higher authority. The quality of public service provision 
is not only tested for compliance with standards but it can also be valued. (Vaštíková, 2008)    

The new Civil Code, in connection with claiming a tour, has brought some changes. Compared to the 
original modification, when it was possible to claim the trip within 3 months of its end, the period was 
now reduced to 1 month from the end of the trip. The Civil Code directly states that the defect of the tour 
must be denounced by the customer without undue delay. It is best to solve the defects of the on-site tour 
with the delegate. If there is no rectification to the satisfaction of the customer, after returning from the 
holiday, it is necessary to complain in writing to his organizer. This is usually the case for a travel 
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agency. If the trip was purchased from a travel agency agent, you can claim it directly from them. Claims 
should be based on ‘evidence’ of your claim, various photographs, videos, witness testimonies, etc. 

The new Civil Code also introduces a completely new institute, namely damage to holiday disruption, 
sometimes also called compensation for spoiled holiday. The organizer of the trip is responsible to the 
customer for fulfilling the obligations under the contract, even though these obligations are provided by 
the third parties. In the event of breach of these obligations, the organizer is liable to the customer for 
damage to the holiday. This compensation may be claimed as a defeat or substantial disruption of the 
holiday. At this time, it is not yet clear how the tournament organizers will be set up and what amounts 
can be claimed. A more detailed adjustment will therefore be brought by the judicial jurisprudence. 
(Hlucháňová, 2014) 

Now the so-called compensation for the loss of pleasure from vacation is known and used. This, however, 
is based on the so-called ITQ Code that is volunteered by some travel agencies. This Code is based on the 
so-called Frankfurt Table, which guarantees to all clients a consistent approach to resolving travel claims 
and corresponding compensations. 

Another novelty is the organizer’s obligation to remove the defects of the trip within the time limit set by 
the customer. If he fails to do so, the customer can arrange for the trip to be rectified, and subsequently 
claim reimbursement for the organizer. However, the question remains how these costs can be high and 
what the organizer will have to pay back to the customer. Judicial jurisprudence will probably be the 
answer. 

The Civil Code also addresses the case when the trip will have significant defects. The organizer must 
first arrange a correction to allow the tour to continue. If the customer refuses to correct this remedy for 
good reason, the organizer will ensure the customer’s transport to the original place of departure (or other 
agreed place) at his own expense. However, the new Civil Code does not specify what will be the major 
defects of the trip or what will be considered a valid reason for refusing to continue the trip. 
(Hlucháňová, 2014) 

Violation of Laws and Other Regulations 

The results of the 2015 inspections carried out by the Czech Trade Inspection Authority have shown that 
there are still travel companies and travel agencies in the market that have problems in complying with 
generally binding legal regulations. Weaknesses have been identified in more than a third of the 310 
controlled travel companies and agencies. Fines in excess of CZK 700,000 were imposed in 82 cases; 
proceedings in the next dozen cases are ongoing. “Incomplete or deceptive information on the extent, 
conditions and manner of claiming, including deception of the length of time for submission, have been 
shown by the inspectors at every sixth inspection. Tourism service providers continue to use banned 
unfair commercial practices as they do not inform consumers with true and professional care about their 
tours or selected destinations. They also often fail to comply with the formal requirements for the receipt 
and settlement of complaints or set a deadline for their settlement”, said Mojmír Bezecný, Central 
Director of the Czech Trade Inspection. (Česká obchodní inspekce) 

In the period from 1 January to 31 December 2015, a total of 310 inspections were carried out in which 
inspectors of the Czech Trade Inspection Authority verified the compliance of the conditions for the 
provision of tourism services for consumers with the requirements of the relevant generally binding legal 
regulations. Particular attention was paid to verifying whether travel companies and travel agencies have 
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not used unfair commercial practices to acquire clients and whether they comply with the obligations laid 
down by the law on certain business conditions and the performance of certain activities in the field of 
tourism (zák. č. 159/1999 Sb.).  

During the year, the Czech Trade Inspection Authority received over two hundred complaints from 
consumers, dissatisfied with the offer and level of services provided by travel companies and agencies, 
and then with the settlement of the claim. When investigating by inspectors, the violation of duties under 
the control authority of the CTI was proven in 36 complaints filed. (Česká obchodní inspekce) 

The following table shows that out of the total of 310 controls, a violation of generally binding legislation 
was found in 117 of them, i.e. 37.7%. (Česká obchodní inspekce) 

Table 1: Controls of travel agencies and agencies in 2015 

Inspectorate Number of 

controls 

Inspections with 

findings 

Violation in % 

Central Bohemian Region and 
Prague, the Capital City 

69 34 49,3 % 

South Bohemian Region and 
Vysočina Region 

47 13 27,7 % 

Plzeň Region and Karlovy Vary 
Region 

58 13 22,4 % 

Ústí n. L. Region and Liberec 
Region 

52 22 42,3 % 

Hradec Králové Region and 
Pardubice Region 

22 8 36,4 % 

South Moravian Region and 
Zlín Region 

30 18 60,0 % 

Moravian-Slesian Region and 
Olomouc Region 

32 9 28,1 % 

Total 310 117 37,7 % 

Source: Česká obchodní inspekce 2016 

Solving Deficiencies 

Problems need to be resolved right on the place of vacation with the delegate. If the holiday does not go 
as it should and the travel agent’s assurances or customer expectations with reality differ from reality, the 
matter needs to be solved right away. Every deficiency of a trip is to be declared by law without undue 
delay. The organizer must immediately provide a remedy and if he fails to do so within a reasonable time, 
we can arrange for the remediation itself and the organizer has to reimburse the costs. If you cannot 
remove a fault on the spot - if you were promised, for example, a room with a balcony, but the hotel does 
not have any balconies, you definitely have the right to financial compensation. (Zelený, 2016)   

The new Civil Code also remembers the situation where the trip has significant deficiencies. In this case, 
the organizer must first arrange a correction so that the tour can continue. However, if you reject the 
proposed solution for duly justified reasons, the travel organizer is obliged to bring you back at your 
place of departure. However, the Civil Code does not specify what can be considered as material 
deficiencies, and what can be the good reason for having refused to go on holiday. The guideline will 
only provide the results of the first litigation. If you want to complain, you have to be able to prove that 
there was something wrong with the trip. The tip is simple: shoot photos, videos, seek testimony. Along 
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with other travellers, you can write a collective statement. For example, you can request a written 
document from the hotel staff or the carrier.  (Dlouhá, 2014) 

  
How Much Discount to Ask 

“If you require a discount on the price of a trip, you can be guided by the so-called Frankfurt discount 
table. It lists the many types of deficiencies and the corresponding discounts that are admitted to 
customers by the courts,” says dTest attorney Zelený. (Dlouhá, 2014) 

And what can you find in the table? 

• A different hotel than the agreed one: 15 to 20 percent discount. 
• A room without (promised) balcony: 5 to 10 percent discount. 
• Rooms without (promised) sea view: 5 to 10 percent discount. 
• A room without (promised) air conditioning: 10 to 20 percent discount. 
• Non-functional elevator: 5 to 10 percent discount. 
• Too little space in the room: 5 to 10 percent discount. 
• Rust or mould in the room: 10 to 50 percent discount. 
• Insufficient cleaning: 10 to 20 percent discount. 
• Noise at night: 10 to 40 percent discount. 
• Self-service buffet instead of service: 10 to 15 percent discount. 
• Monotonous food: 5 percent discount. 
• Missing or dirty pool (if promised): 10 to 20 percent discount. 
• Dirty beaches: 10 to 20 percent discount. 
• Missing transfer from the airport: actual costs spent. (Evropské spotřebitelské centrum pro 

ČR) 

  In general, however, you should evaluate the trip deficiency in a realistic way and ask for a reasonable 
discount - significantly increasing the chance that the travel agent will be willing to agree. It is also 
possible to turn to one of the associations in which the agencies are associated, if they would not try to 
make an appointment with their member. There are two associations in the Czech Republic - the 
Association of Czech Travel Companies and Agencies and the Association of Czech Travel Agencies. 
However, the travel agency may not be a member of either of them. If the travel agent does not want to 
agree with you, there is a court. However, the practical experience of consumers shows that they often 
only hire a lawyer - once they start to act with the travel agent and threaten to sue, the offices often 
change their attitude because they want to avoid the court. But of course, it depends on whether your 
discount claim is justified or not. (Dlouhá, 2014) 

 
Conclusion 

The results of the inspections of the tourism service providers show that the travel companies and travel 
agencies still have a role in the market, which have problems with compliance with the basic 
requirements laid down for this area of business by generally binding legal regulations. The biggest 
problem is the provision of true and complete information about the conditions and extent of liability for 
defective performance, the services offered, and the fulfilment of formal requirements in dealing with 
consumer complaints.  
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Abstract 
 
 One of the most efficient ways to improve the effectiveness of innovation policies is a foresight 
approach, which is applied nationally, at a sectoral level, regionally and corporately. The author proposes 
principles have must be complied with so that the results of foresight studies will be useful for innovation 
policies of the region. Also, the author has developed an evaluation system  of elements of foresight and 
efficiency evaluation model of foresight studies. The article justified the role of universities in forming 
the structure of the region's economy. In the context of the regional innovation system, were identified the 
universities' functions defined by its key features. 
 
Keywords: region, innovation systems, foresight, development, regional strategic projecting. 

Introduction and Literature Review 

 
The growing complexity of innovation processes in a region calls for a wide range of methods to develop 

innovation policies with due consideration of all involved actors' interests. One of the most efficient ways 

to improve the effectiveness of innovation policies is a foresight approach, which is applied nationally, at 

a sectoral level, regionally and corporately. Moreover, foresight is fostered by growing uncertainty of the 

external environment.  

 

Thus, regional strategic projecting is becoming more and more important to follow the development 

trends in science and technology and pursue relevant strategies on the basis of regional foresight.  

Foresight is there to supplement the exiting elements of regional planning and improve their efficiency 

[Meissner, 20142].  

 

In literature there is quite a variety of definitions of foresight, with each of them embracing some 

features. According to the generally recognized approach, foresight is seen as systematic activities 

designed to project long-term development trends in science, technology, economy and society in order to 

identify the areas for strategically important research and technology, contributing to the growth of 

economic and social benefits [Martin, 19953]. In this context foresight can be seen both as a tool for 

policy development (if it is used one time as a basis for further strategic decisions) and as a process by 

which policies are not only developed but also evaluated and enhanced.   

 

In the Russian legislation, the concept of foresight (sientific anticipation) was introduced in the Program 

for Nano-Industry Development in the Russian Federation until 2015, approved by the RF Government 

                                                           
1 The paper has been written under support of the Ministry of Science and Education of the RF (project No. 26.6446.2017/BCH). 
2Meissner, D. (2014). Approaches for developing national STI strategies.STI Policy Review, 5(1), 34–56. 
3Martin, B.R. (1995). ForesightinScienceandTechnology, TechnologyAnalysis&StrategicManagement 7(2), 1995, 139–168. 
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on 17.01.2008. [4]. Supplement 1 to this document, which specifies the main terms used in the Program, 

provides the following definition: "Foresight is a systematically organized process intended to identify 

long-term development prospects for science, technology, economy and society aimed at determining 

strategic areas for research and new technologies capable of bringing utmost socioeconomic benefits". 

Thus, the important social role of foresight is immediately emphasized not only as a narrow projection 

tool, but also as a wider methodology aimed at improving the life of the entire society. 

 

Some researchers [Calof et al., 2015
5
] emphasize that foresight is not about fortune-telling or assessing 

probability of certain scenarios. Foresight is intended to widen the understanding of the propulsions for 

developing the society and enhance its readiness for inevitable change.  "Foresight asks 'what range of 

plausible futures might our organization have to be prepared for, and which strategies can help us build 

resilience and create adaptive capacity to anticipate and thrive in the turbulence of change?'... Essentially, 

foresight employs a rehearsal approach to preparedness by addressing the 'what if' scenarios. Foresight 

establishes a context (i.e. the boundaries and possibilities of what are deemed plausible narratives) for 

both the extent and speed of potential change and the adaptive risks of a designated sector, emerging 

market or technology domain" [
6
, p. 69]. 

 

The main principles of foresight concept:  

 

- commitment of various social forces – business, academic community, government bodies and civil 

society on discussion and comparison of long-term projections, development strategies, elaboration of a 

more comprehensive vision of the future, consensus achievement and agreement on the ways to achieve 

the future;  

 

- communication of actors;  

- concentration on the longterm;  

- coordination. It means that science and technology are evaluated in reference to economic and social 

achievements;  

- consensus – the need for coordinated operation of business, academic community, government bodies 

and civil society, which are trying to achieve consensus based on the society development scenarios 

worked out by experts;  

- process consistency, based on structured judgments of experts [Streltsov, 2007
7
]. 

Foresight is actively used in Russia to solve the problems related to shaping national science, technology 

and innovation policies.  Thus, foresight is used as a basis for developing the Strategy for Science and 

Technology Development of the Russian Federation [
8
], a list of critical technologies has been made and 

is relied on to form technology platforms, etc. Foresight sessions have been used in a sectoral and 

regional context.  

 

Researchers distinguish several stages in foresight development and several generations of foresight 

research, which can co-exist or prevail depending on the purpose of foresight. 

 

                                                           
4The Program for Nano-Industry Development in the Russian Federation until 2015. Approved by the RF Government on 

17.01.2008. URL: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_106174/ (date of visit 28.01.2017). 
5Calof J., Richards G., Smith J. Foresight, Competitive Intelligence and Business Analytics - Tools for Making Industrial Programs 

More Efficient //Foresight. 2015. Vol. 9. No. 1. PP. 68-81 
6Calof J., Richards G., Smith J. Foresight, Competitive Intelligence and Business Analytics - Tools for Making Industrial Programs 

More Efficient //Foresight. 2015. Vol. 9. No. 1. PP. 68-81 
7Streltsov R.S. A Tool for Long-Term Projecting // Vladimir State University, Electronic journal "Regional Economy and 

Governance" No. 18, December 2007, (Part 2) [Electronic resource] Access mode: http://journal.vlsu.ru/index.php?id=1905. 
8The Long-Term Strategy for Science and Technology Development of the Russian Federation. Approved by the RF Presidential 

Decree 01.12.2016.URL: http://sntr-rf.ru/materials/strategiya-nauchno-tekhnologicheskogo-razvitiya-rossiyskoy-federatsii-na-

dolgosrochnyy-period/Date of visit 06.01.2017. 
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Foresight principles are implemented given a coordinated interaction of all agents and stakeholders of a 

region's socioeconomic sphere. 

 

Regional foresight is a process of  systematical determination of new strategic scientific areas and 

technology achievements, which  will seriously affect the region's economic and social development in 

the long term [
9
].  

 

Linkages of the foresight level and the relevant innovation system should be emphasized (Fig. No. 1 ). 

This linkage has a dual nature. On the one hand, foresight investigates the future of technologies and 

establishes priorities for investing in research and development and new technologies.  These priorities 

are a basis for developing innovation policies of a country (region) or innovation strategy of a company. 

On the other hand, innovation systems rely on cooperation, interrelations between research and 

development areas, markets and industries, which allows defining early signals in technology 

development.  Given the uncertainty and high risk of innovation development, it is necessary to create a 

vision of future through research foresight, as well as to discuss this future and identify the general 

consensus among all actors of innovation systems.  

 
Fig.1:  Interrelation of foresight levels and innovation systems 

 
Over the recent years, regional foresight is widely used both in developed and developing countries. 

Herewith, as emphasized by researchers [
10

], the functions of regional foresight in developed and 

developing countries are different. In developed countries, where innovation ecosystems are already 

formed, regional foresight is a means of strategic planning and efficient distribution of budget expenses. 

In developing countries foresight is primarily a communication tool. It is used to develop new modes of 

cooperation and form innovation ecosystems. 

                                                           
9Prudsky V.G., Oschepkov A.M. Foresight as a Basis for the Socioeconomic Strategy of a Region //Perm University Gazette. Series: 

Ekonomika. 2012. Special issue. PP. 22-27 
10Vishnevskiy, K., Meissner, D., &Karasev, O. (2015b). Strategic foresight: state-of-the-art and prospects for Russian corporations. 

Foresight, 17(5), 460–474. 

MICROLEVEL 

MESOLEVEL 

MACROLEVEL  

National foresight National innovation system 

Industrial foresight Industrial innovation system 

Regional foresight 
Region innovation system 

Corporate foresight Corporate innovation system  
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The following factors can be distinguished among those affecting the growing popularity of foresight as a 

policy development tool: 

 

1. Due to globalization, rapid technology and organization changes occur. It improves the value of the 

ability of all actors of innovation activities to adapt and learn in a fast changing world. I.e. all actors of 

innovation activities must develop new strategic priorities given these rapid changes. In order to achieve 

it, they should be able to understand each other and know about the key areas of development and 

technologies, determining long-term prospects. 

 

2. Rapid change in technology development considerably reduces the value of even the most advanced 

projection models [Havas, 2003
11

]. Thus, the importance of flexibility and diversity in projecting the 

future is growing.  

 

3. As mentioned above, today policy development is a set of integrated actions influenced by many 

factors.  These are different interests of key actors, new requirements to the education system, 

environment protection issues, issues related to improving the population's quality of life, ensuring long-

term competitiveness, the problem of regional inequality etc. Most of these problems do not have obvious 

solutions. Moreover, the growing uncertainty of the external environment have to be considered. So, 

diversified methods have to be applied and a consensus should be found in various strata of society.  

 

4. Given the growing complexity in political decision-making, decision-makers have to learn new 

knowledge and behavior models, which allow them to consider a wide range of uncertainty factors and 

effectively use various methods for determining development priorities. In turn, it provokes the need for 

new competences, affecting the system of education and staff training.  

 

5. As mentioned above, various modes of cooperation (clusters, research networking, technology 

platforms, etc.) become a key factor in creating, distributing and commercializing knowledge and 

technology, and, consequently, in meeting social needs and improving the economic situation. These 

cooperations are often informal and hard to identify officially, which requires involving a wide circle of 

actors with various interests in the processes of forecasting future priorities.  

 

6. Researchers mark out the growing gap between the speed of technology changes and the capability to 

form adequate technology politics, which makes it important to learn the causes of this gap and work out 

some mechanisms to narrow or remove it.  

 

7. The world economic crisis and its consequences have important implications. Given the attempts to 

encourage economic growth in many developed and developing countries, governments have to cut down 

on public spending, or, at least, justify its expediency. This is especially topical for regions, given the 

limitations of their budgets. Correspondingly, long-term expenses on research and development should be 

also substantiated and clear for society.  

 

8. Apart from the above factors, we should single out the ability of foresight to pick up "weak signals", 

which can affect the future development. Foresight can work as a system of "early prevention" against 

plausible threats of accepting one or other technologies are preferred or neglected. It can also be a tool of 

the "learning economy", not causing serious negative environmental, political or economic effects.  

It should be noted that foresight itself is not aimed at evaluating the plausibility of the scenarios that have 

been worked out in its course. However, in foresight, future situations to be prepared for are determined; 

                                                           
11Havas, A. Socio-Economic and Developmental Needs: Focus of Foresight Programmes, KTK/IE Discussion Papers 2003/13, 

Institute of Economics Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest 2003, Paper presented at a UNIDO workshop on Implementation 

of the Regional Programme on Technology Foresight for CEE/NIS held in Ankara, Turkey on 8-12 December 2003, p. 4-7. 
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strategies are mapped out, increasing flexibility and adaptability of the regional innovation system actors 

and allowing anticipating change in the dynamic external environment [
12

]. 

 

Regional foresight has been developing for quite a while in the European Union. The experience of 

applying regional foresight is reviewed in their paper by [Meshkova, Kozlov, Tretyak, 2011
13

]. The 

authors give cases of regional foresights in Catalonia, Uusimaa (Finland), Liege (Belgium), Limousin 

(France) and Lombardia (Italy). The authors of the paper [Kindras, Meissner, Vishnevskiy, 2015] also 

analyze the experience of Linz (Austria) and three Ireland's regions (Border, MidlandandWestern – 

BMW).  

 

Another important feature of the project to discuss in more detail is foresight in the context of regional 

innovation systems. The competitiveness of every region is judged in terms of its current and future 

capabilities to update and create favorable conditions for innovation activities.  

The Methodological Basis of Foresight 

 
In today's practice of foresight studies in Russia there are attempts to form foresights in Bashkortostan, 

Irkutsk region, Perm Krai, Samara region and some other regions.  

The foresight study in Bashkortostan served as a basis for elaborating the region's development strategy 

and was limited by working out a system of priorities.  

 

In Samara region, in order to form the strategy for socioeconomic development of the region, a "road 

map" was designed. It substantiated the main areas of regional innovation development, described the 

factors for constructing scenarios, determined the critical challenges and threats and the ways to react to 

them.   

 

One more example of regional foresight in Russia is the "Foresight study of human capital development 

in Krasnoyarsk Krai until the year 2030" [16], which was carried out under financial support of the 

Krasnoyarsk Krai Fund of Scientific and Technological Activities Support. In this study, global 

development trends were identified, possible threats and critical situations were evaluated for Russia as a 

whole and Krasnoyarsk Krai in particular for the period 2010 to 2030.  

 

After federal law No.172 "On strategic planning in the RF" was adopted in 2014, the basis for longterm 

planning on the national, sectoral and territorial levels has been set and it is expected that the processes of 

creating regional foresight studies will activate in order to form development priorities of the region and 

tackle specific problems in a certain locality, as well as to promote cooperation with other territorial 

subjects. 

 

Moreover, an attempt was made to apply foresight technology for Vasileostrovsky District, St. Petersburg 

and Ust-Luga region. In 2014-2015 St. Petersburg saw foresight studies in terms of the club "Future St. 

Petersburg". However, these studies, from our standpoint, did not consider the potential of regional 

innovation systems and their features to a sufficient extent or at all.  

 

Apart from providing a vision of the future development for the regional innovation system, foresight is 

intended to specify its parameters and determine the ways for the best consistent achievement of the 

planned outcomes. Correspondingly, its results must be the basis for development "road maps" for the 

innovation system of the region and for the region's interaction with other innovation systems, which is 

                                                           
12Calof J., Richards G., Smith J. Foresight, Competitive Intelligence and Business Analytics - Tools for Making Industrial Programs 

More Efficient //Foresight. 2015. Vol. 9. No. 1. – PP. 68-81. 
13 Meshkova N.V., Kozlov V.A., Tretyak V.P. Lessons of Regional Foresights in the EU countries  //Regional Economics: Theory 

and Practice. 2011. No. 18 (201).  
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very important in the conditions of globalization and growing openness of innovation activities. The 

following principles must be complied with so that the results of foresight studies will be useful for 

innovation policies of the region. 

 

1. Leadership and responsibility for implementation of foresight studies and decision-making. 

Even though foresight studies focus on quite distant future and embrace wide circles of stakeholders, 

successful experience in conducting these studies determines the need to organize them as projects with 

clearly appointed project leaders (managers). Managers take a decision about organizing studies and 

determine the configuration of the project, its key points. 

 

2. Balanced participation of all stakeholders in the process of regional innovation foresight. 

These are key actors in innovation activities (enterprises, research institutes, higher educational 

institutions, representatives of small innovation business and clusters, representatives of executive 

government bodies, responsible for innovation policies in the region and representatives of different 

groups of population)/ Direct participation of stakeholders in foresight studies and discussion of their 

results guarantee that all actors will have a common vision of the innovation development ways in the 

region, understand the steps to be taken, and share the responsibility for implementing the decisions that 

have been made.  

 

3. Organization of effective communications at all levels of foresight studies. Despite the fact that 

the key role in organization of regional innovation foresight belongs to the project leaders, 

communications must be maintained between all actors. It will contribute to the development of the 

project. Spreading information about the foresight study via a web-site, establishing contacts and 

connections with other projects in the region are necessary so as to avoid unwanted actions and determine 

the key priorities.  

 

4. Flexibility. Regional innovation foresight must have quite a flexible structure, be able to adapt to 

the changing needs of the key actors and integrate useful initiatives, which were not initially considered.  

5. Consistency. It is necessary that the matters under discussion, identified trends and moving forces 

of innovation development should be embodied in documents ("road maps"), addressed to the people 

responsible for innovation policies in the region.  

 

6. Assessment at all stages of foresight implementation. Since the results of foresight must become 

the basis for adopting and pursuing regional innovation policies, it is necessary to assess foresight at all 

stages - from the project team to the actual results.   

 

The methodological basis of foresight is formed by a constantly expanding set of tools [
14

], including 

special qualitative and quantitative methods (table No. 1).  

 

Table 1: Classification of foresight methods 

 

Characterization of the group of methods Methods 

Methods, using expert knowledge for long-term 

strategy development 

The Delphi method 

Expert panels 

Brainstorming 

Intellectual maps 

Scenario analysis 

SWOT, STEEP and PESTEL analysis 

Quantitative methods based on statistics and other Trend method 

                                                           
14Shvetsov A.N. Projecting in the system of locality development elements  //Works by the federal research center "Computer 

Science and Control", RAS. 2009. Vol. 43. PP. 5-24 
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Characterization of the group of methods Methods 

initial data Simulation modeling 

Cross-factor analysis 

Method of system dynamics 

Big data analysis 

Methods for determining key impact points for 

long-term goal-setting 

Relevance trees 

Morphological analysis 

Determination of key technologies 

Development of road maps 

Source: developed by the author on the basis of [
15

] 
 

Methods are selected depending on the approach pursued by regional innovation foresight initiators.  

One of the main problems of regional innovation foresight is the fact that its authors do not consider the 

innovation drivers and the interests of the members of innovation activities existing in the region. In this 

case it looks as if the foresight results are isolated from the innovation development drivers existing in the 

region and their nature is too general, which impedes them from being introduced in the region. In order 

to combat this problem, scenarios must be developed in the course of regional innovation foresight in 

parallel with its evaluation.  

 

The following elements of foresight are to be evaluated (Table No. 2) 

 

Table 2: Evaluation of foresight studies elements 

 

Element Criterion Evaluation 

method 

Grading scale 

Foresight 

goals 

Adequacy of goal-setting 

Achievability 

Consistency 

Consideration of all 

stakeholders' interests 

 

Interviews 

Comparison with 

the results 

Responses to interview 

questions 

Full or partial achievability 

Full or partial consideration 

of stakeholders' interests 

Project team Qualification level and 

relevant experience 

Representativity in relation 

to all stakeholders 

Effective communications 

in the team 

Independence level of the 

team members 

Analysis of 

documentation 

(personal and 

from previous 

projects) 

Interviews with 

the team members 

Analysis of 

stakeholders 

Responses to interview 

questions 

Full or partial achievability 

Share of the team members 

previously involved in similar 

studies 

Scope 

Project 

initiator 

Position of the initiator in 

the project team 

Interaction with the team 

Document 

analysis 

Interviews 

Does the initiator bear 

responsibility? 

How effective is interaction 

with the team? 

Stakeholders Identification of all 

regional stakeholders 

Identification of all 

interests of the 

Analysis of 

stakeholders 

Document 

analysis 

All stakeholders are presented 

Stakeholders' key interests are 

identified 

Intercepting points of 

                                                           
15J. P. Gavigan, F. Scapolo, M. Keenan, I. Miles, F. Farhi, D. Lecoq, M. Capriati, T. D. Bartolomeo (eds), A practical Guide to 

Regional Foresight, FOREN, Foresight for Regional Development Network, European Communities 2001 

(http://forera.jrc.es/documents/eur20128en.pdf, accessed on: 2008-02-08), p. 100 
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Element Criterion Evaluation 

method 

Grading scale 

stakeholders 

Interaction between the 

stakeholders 

interests (common interests) 

are found 

Methodology Diversity of the applied 

methods 

Correspondence of the 

applied methods to the 

goals set 

Balance of the approaches 

Efficiency in achieving the 

goals 

Quality of the obtained 

results 

Document 

analysis 

Analysis of the 

project results 

Matrix analysis 

Interviews 

Evaluation of every method 

contribution in goal 

achievement 

Conformity evaluation of the 

applied methods and obtained 

results 

Efficiency evaluation of the 

achieved goals by using 

specific methods 

Study 

management 

Sequence of actions 

Management efficiency 

Integrity of actions 

Document 

analysis 

Interviews 

Correspondence of the project 

to the requirements for 

results, resources, time 

limitations 

Consistency and non-

contradiction of the results 

Project 

resources 

Sufficiency of the 

resources 

Quality of the resources 

Efficiency of resource 

distribution 

Document 

analysis 

Interviews 

Project resources are used 

efficiently (value for money) 

Project results Importance for the project 

initiator 

Importance for the 

stakeholders 

Importance for the region 

Document 

analysis 

Interviews 

Results are used to work out 

the region's development 

strategy 

All stakeholders have a 

notion about the foresight 

results 

 Source: developed by the author based on [Makarova, Sokolova, 201416; Sokolova, 201517].  

 

It should be noted that although foresight can be seen as a project, as stipulated above, its features 

determine the specifics of foresight studies. If for traditional projects, first of all, their efficiency is 

evaluated (both commercial efficiency measured in net present value or internal rate of return, and 

efficiency in terms of the achieved goals appraised on the basis of cost and benefit analysis), then for 

foresight studies the most important criterion of success is its impact on a relevant strategy (for example, 

innovation strategy of a region) or a possibility to organize next study based on it, i.e. integrity, value of 

the results, their possible application in specific guidelines, etc.So, quantitative methods are mostly used 

for evaluating traditional projects, whereas approaches relying on qualitative criteria are more common 

for foresight studies. 

Efficiency evaluation model of foresight studies is presented in Fig. No. 2. 

                                                           
16Makarova, E.A.,Sokolova, A. (2014)," Foresight evaluation: lessons from project management ", Foresight, Vol. 16 Iss 1 pp. 75 - 

91 
17Sokolova, A. (2015). An integrated approach for the evaluation of national Foresight: The Russian case. 

TechnologicalForecasting&SocialChange, 101, p. 216-225. 
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Fig. 2: The efficiency evaluation procedure of a foresight study 
 

Source: developed by the author. 

Since foresight studies must be closely connected with the specifics of innovation activities in the region, 

a single methodology cannot be developed. Regions should begin foresight studies from different starting 

points and consider the features of the developing or developed innovation system. So, prior to discussing 

a methodological approach to managing regional innovation foresight in Russia, it should be pointed out 

that this approach calls for specification for every individual region. 

 

Given that the results of foresight are the basis for taking strategic innovation decisions at a regional 

level, it is logical that the executive government bodies, responsible for innovation policies, should be 

considered as the main customer of foresight studies.  We see representatives of universities as leaders of 

the project team.  

The Role of Universities in Forming the Structure of the Region's Economy 

 
The importance of universities for innovation development of the region does not need any special 

substantiation. Universities are the main suppliers of qualified staff for the region. They create and spread 

the latest knowledge and technology, i.e. they are paramount creators of the region's intellectual capital. 

They also perform a very important function in managing interaction between graduates and employers. 

By organizing research studies, universities become the centers attracting not only intellectual, but also 
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physical and financial capital. The "third mission" (together with education and science) of universities 

discussed by many scientists is about forming this capital [Rolfo, Finardi, 2012
18

].  

 

Today activities of universities can be compared to those of an industrial enterprise, manufacturing and 

offering various types of products to the market. In application to universities these are: 

 

 educational programs; 

 research studies done according to contracts with enterprises, government bodies, academic 

organizations, non-profit making organizations and other customers; 

 new knowledge; 

 appearance of new products (samples) and areas of their application; 

 qualified labor resources; 

 technologies and intellectual property rights for them; 

 new sociocultural norms and relations. 

 

From the position of regional innovation systems, universities can be seen as an economic agent, whose 

function in the region is to produce and spread knowledge for other economic agents. American 

researchers point out two models of interaction between universities, industry and state in terms of their 

influence on the development of the regional economy. 

 

The first model was developed in Massachusetts Institute of Technology and used in such countries as 

Iran, Spain, Brazil, the UK and India. This model is related to setting up temporary scientific teams made 

of highly-qualified engineers and visiting professors from universities involved in fundamental research 

studies and interested in practical implementation of their results.  

 

The second model was developed in Stanford University and exported, mostly, in new industrial 

countries of the Pacific region, especially in Korea. This model is based on creating new higher education 

institutions and (or) new training courses for university graduates or joint research programs in close 

cooperation with industrial research laboratories. This second approach ends up in creating a new type 

(the so-called "mixed") institutions, which are considerably different from the existing "traditional" 

universities. Universities are more and more trying to turn into research universities. Wide tasks of 

contemporary science go outside the boundaries of university limitations. At the same time modern 

development trends of higher education (for example, life long learning concept) make it necessary to 

withdraw from the traditional university educational model [Lee, 2000
19

, c. 58].  

 

THE external milieu of contemporary technical universities and existing integration modes of science, 

education and industry, with constantly growing importance of education in the economy predetermine 

the emergence of structures which transfer the findings of scientific research studies conducted by 

universities to industry. Universities act as a central link in forming local innovation industrial clusters. 

Joint activities of three institutions - academic, educational, state and cooperative - allow them to develop 

consistent innovation policies, aimed at generating entrepreneurship in high-tech sectors, advancing new 

scientific areas and new business models (Fig. No. 3).  

 

                                                           
18Rolfo, S., Finardi, U. (2012). University Third mission in Italy: organization, faculty attitude and academic specialization, The 

Journal of Technology Transfer, Vol. 37, no. 2, pp. 1-15. 
19Lee Y.S. The sustainability of university-industry research collaboration: an empirical assessment // Journal of Technology 

Transfer. – 2000. – Vol. 25. – P.  111-133. 
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Fig. 3: The Role of Universities in Forming the Structure of the Region's Economy 

 
In the context of the regional innovation system, the universities' functions are defined by its key features. 

As discussed in the previous papers by the author [Rudskaya], the main feature of the regional innovation 

system is formation of many cooperative interactions between various members of innovations activities 

in the region. Universities help this interaction by creating elements of the innovation infrastructure - 

technology parks, business incubators, technology transfer centers, laboratories and research centers with 

business participation, innovation industrial clusters, etc. In a number of regions (including some Russian 

ones), universities are actively involved in the entrepreneurial framework of the region by creating not 

only elements of the infrastructure, but also entrepreneurial structures themselves - small innovation 

enterprises (spin-off companies). 

 

So a new type of universities can be mentioned – "entrepreneurial university", which is an active 

stakeholder of the regional innovation system [Clark, 2011
20

]. 

 

However, it is possible to point out the elements of indirect impact of universities on cooperative 

interactions in the region, such as creation of regional programs of staff training, participation in project 

expertise, distribution of the results of federal and international research projects in the region, etc. 

The second important feature of the regional innovation system, where universities are actively involved, 

is formation of the regional human, social and intellectual capital. Universities train staff, spread 

knowledge and contribute to a growth in entrepreneurship via activities of business incubators and spin-

off companies (small innovation enterprises), set up on the basis of universities, as a rule, by their 

                                                           
20 Clark, Burton R. Creating entrepreneurial universities: organizational pathways of transformation  (scientific editor D.A. 

Aleksandrov). – Moscow: Publishing House of the National Research University "Higher School of Economics" (NRU HSE), 2011. 

240 p. 
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employees - teaching staff, researchers, students or graduates. Moreover, universities should play an 

important role in defining anticipating needs of the labor market by answering the question about which 

jobs will be mostly demanded in the medium-term and long-term perspective, as well as which 

competences (knowledge, abilities, skills) of the existing professions will form the long-term competitive 

advantages of the region.  Through creating such enterprises, universities will be able to attract strong 

entrants focused on professional carrier in the region and keep the best graduates in it. 

 

The third important function of universities in the regional innovation system concerns their interaction 

with executive government bodies, responsible for development and pursuit of regional innovation 

policies. Universities carry out an analysis of the internal and external environment of the region, define 

the directions for innovation development and become platforms for discussing widely the proposed 

measures of innovation policies. 

 

Following these considerations, in 2007 OECD suggested a methodology for estimating the impact of 

higher education on regions [
21

]. In the methodology three blocks of indicators were studied: indicators, 

characterizing universities' contribution to innovation activities of the region (innovation university-based 

infrastructure, cooperation growth, direct contribution to creating innovation - patents, licenses); 

contribution to the development of the human capital in the regions (expanded access to higher education, 

creation of life-long learning system, highly-qualified staff training and liquidation of regional 

disproportions, search for and nurturing talents, sustainable interaction with employers, stimulation of 

entrepreneurship, employment growth); contribution to the sociocultural and environmental development 

(improvement of the environmental situation, creation of new places of cultural attraction, enhancement 

of demographic situation). In 2017, according to this methodology, the results of complex research of the 

Russian regions and contribution of universities in their development were published [Leshukov, 

Evseeva, Gromov, Platonova, 2017
22

]. They did not allow establishing direct dependence between the 

universities' characteristics and regions' development level, which calls for further research in this area. 

However, a group of regions was pointed out, where universities can be seen as innovation development 

drivers. They include Moscow and Moscow region, St. Petersburg and Leningrad region, Krasnoyarsk 

Krai, Perm Krai, the Republic of Tatarstan, the Repubic of Sakha - Yakutia, the Republic of Kalmykia 

and Chechen Republic.  

 

The functions of universities in the regional innovation system are shown in Fig. No.4. 

                                                           
21OECD: Higher Education and Regions. Globally competitive, locally engaged, 2007 [Electronic resource] // URL: 

https://www.oecd.org/edu/imhe/highereducationandregionsgloballycompetitivelocallyengaged.htm 
22Evaluating the Contribution of Regional Higher Education Systems in the Socioeconomic Development of Russia's Regions / O. 

V. Leshukov, D. G. Evseeva, A.D. Gromov, D. P. Platonova; National Research University "Higher School of Ecnomics", Institute 

of Education. — Moscow: NRU HSE, 2017. 
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Fig.4: Functions of universities in the regional innovation system 

 
The impact of universities on the results of regional innovation foresight relies on their "third mission". If 

one of the key implications of foresight is to foresee the future development of the region, three directions 

of foresight, related to university research studies, can be defined (Table No.3). 

 

Table3: Interconnection of the foresight and the functions of universities 
 

Areas of foresight Description of the area 
Interconnection with the 

functions of universities 

Knowledge of the 

future (cognitive 

area) 

Foresight determines new trends, 

driving forces of development and 

gives resources for strategic decision-

making It is aimed at identifying the 

priorities of innovation development 

based on consistent understanding of 

the future development of science, 

technology, economy and society 

Identification of new 

development directions for 

science and technology 

Identification of new knowledge 

and skills required in future 

Discussion of the 

future (normative-

value direction) 

Foresight is carried out by open 

discussion and is aimed at working 

out common understanding of 

development priorities 

Foresight implies involvement of 

various stakeholders at different 

Universities, due to the diversity 

of their products and linkages, 

can become the best platform for 

a dialog between various 

stakeholders and search for a 

common vision of the future 

Universities 

Highly-qualified 

staff training 

Conduct of scientific 

research studies and 

spread of their results 

Formation of the region's intellectual, human and social 

capital  

Creation of 

elements of the 

regional 

innovation 

infrastructure 

Interaction with 

government bodies of 

the region 

Formation of cooperation interactions, formal and 

informal networking, sociocultural norms of the region 
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Areas of foresight Description of the area 
Interconnection with the 

functions of universities 

levels Conduct of research studies for 

better understanding of 

development priorities 

Formation of the 

future (practical 

direction, application 

of foresight results) 

Based on the foresight results, 

strategic decisions are taken, which 

allow implementing these results in 

specific actions at the regional level 

Implementation of possible 

projects 

Participation in strategic 

decision-making 

Search for and attraction of 

partners 

Conclusion 
 

Thus, regional innovation foresight should be carried out with active involvement of the region's 

universities and on their platform. 

Summarizing the above-mentioned, we see regional innovation foresight as a project. In its essence, the 

project must have a certain goal, time limits, resources and a team. It should also have a certain 

management independence. Regional foresight meets all these conditions. 

The finance of regional budgets can be seen as resources of the project. However, given the importance of 

the research study for all actors of the regional innovation system, private investors should be attracted 

for co-financing, such as enterprises, investment funds, venture capital funds and non-government 

organizations. 

As defined above, the project team should include university representatives, because they are the force 

which is capable of considering the multi-variation of development to a full extent and attracting all 

stakeholders to participate in the project. To coordinate actors' work the university sets up an organization 

committee of the regional innovation foresight project. 
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Ensuring the Recruitment of Competitive Civil Service (1) 
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Abstract 
 
Human Capital Management is one of the components of the civil service’s competiveness. The 
global financial and economic crisis and the ageing society has been putting it in danger. Most of the 
countries had decreased the wages as well as the headcount in the public sector, which weakened 
employee retention and the public appeal of the civil service.  These variables altogether decreased its 
human capacity and competitiveness.  Several countries are currently in the process of the 
implementation of human capital strategic planning as a managerial tool for wages, headcount and 
demographic challenges. It is capable of making medium and long-term estimation for capacity 
needs, even in a restrictive environment. 
 
Keywords: workforce planning, civil service, human resource management, recruitment 

1. Introduction: The Management of Human Capital as a Determinant of 

Competitiveness 
 
Although, the term ‘competitiveness’ tends to be used often in relation to Public Service (2), it is not 
quite clear how it is supposed to be interpreted in this case. The lack of clearness becomes even more 
apparent by raising the issue in the form of the following question: How to reveal the interrelation 
between a country’s competitiveness and the contribution of civil servants? (Théophile, 2014) 
 
The problem of interpreting the term in this context lies in the lack of market rivalry, i.e. there is no 
individual profit generated or fierce market competition in the public sector. The emphasis is laid on 
different aims, such as serving public interest, reducing social inequalities, granting access to public 
services, etc. 
 
However, there is a certain level of competition but of a different kind: the parties involved compete 
for the available resources, which consequently influences the sector’s economic competitiveness. 
(Gellén, 2012) 
 
Therefore, the interrelation makes more sense, if the issue of competitiveness is not only addressed as 
a matter of financial and economic performance, but that of a steady social welfare increase as well. 
 
By this extended interpretation, it is commonly accepted that enhancing the competitiveness of the 
economy is one of the state’s primary objectives. The state ought to create and protect values 
simultaneously. It is important to realize that for the government, to be able to provide economic 
stability, it is crucial to establish its own (stability) first. (3) 
 
Accordingly, there is an evident relation between the level of governance stability and the level of 
economic competitiveness. (sustainable economic development?) This is also supported by the 
competitiveness reports produced by the World Economic Forum, which see governmental instability 
as a threat to business ventures. (4) 
 
Besides stable governance, these reports also take other variables of economic welfare into 
consideration, such as the efficiency of bureaucracy, corruption, tax levels, the complexity of the 
regulations, infrastructure as well as the education level of the workforce. (5) 
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Other reports focus on the regulatory environment of the state and how it boosts and impairs the 
operational efficiency of businesses. (6) They also consider the ageing society to be one of the 
negative influencing factors of economic development. (7) 
 
In terms of public service, several of the aforementioned variables can be viewed as competitiveness 
factors, for instance the efficiency of bureaucracy, in which human capital management is deeply 
involved. The quality and amount of human capital affect the governmental capacity and ability, for 
this reason it is a vital indicator of government performance. 

2. Threats to Public Sector Human Capital 
 
However, Public Sector Human Capital must face many threats, including the restriction measures 
due to global financial and economic crisis and population ageing. 

2.1 Restriction measures 
 
Because of the global financial and economic crisis countries had to introduce a range of restrictions 
in the public sector, which required the reconstruction of the public finance system in some cases. 59 
per cent of the OECD countries lowered the wages, whereas 28 per cent of them had several layoffs, 
hence their human capacity decreased. (Huerta Melchor, 2013) 
 
However, it is quite hard to tell the level of sufficiency of this decision, and it is even harder to 
compare the countries concerned. Although most of the OECD analyses (8) use several indicators of 
efficiency, the number of clear conclusions to draw from them is limited. 

 
Fig. 1: The Share of Public Sector Employees of Total Employment Source: ILO statistics (9) 

 
In case of the share of public sector employees of total employment there is obviously a high degree 
of variation. (3,7-33,4%) This could be accounted for the differences in the organizational and 
personal scope of public service, which varies by country, as well as for the differences in how public 
service is performed. It is important to note that in countries, where public services are outsourced to 
private contractors, the share of public sector employees is lower. For this reason, -as the experts of 
OECD have also pointed it out-, the operational costs of public service (OECD, 2010) should always 
be considered, when the number of employees and vacancies are being compared. It is usually 
determined by the GDP per person. 
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Fig. 2:  The Share of Operational Costs of GDP (2007, 2009, 2013 and 2014). (OECD, 2012) 

 
The share of operational costs of GDP shows a significant variance amongst the countries. (18,8-
58,7%) However, the common view tends to consider it to be rather a matter of how public service is 
provided within a country than a matter of efficiency. For example, in countries where providing 
several kinds of tax reductions surpass direct financing of public services in state support, the 
expenses are lower. In addition to that, in several cases we might detect a fair decrease in the share of 
the operational costs over the years, but it does not mean that they were successfully reduced, it is 
just that they seem less due to the increased GDP of the respective country. (OECD, 2010) 
 

 
Fig. 3: General Government Spending, as a share of the GDP and per person (2009, 2013 and 

2014). (OECD, 2016) 
 
Comparing the countries based on the share of government expenditure of their GDP per person is 
another way to go. If we solely rely on the presented data, we can see that Luxemburg- being ranked 
as the first one- spends ten times more than Mexico. Nonetheless, it would not be advisable to jump 
straight away to the conclusion, saying Luxemburg is being more efficient or competitive than 
Mexico, which operates only on the tenth of its per capita government spending. (OECD, 2010) 
 
The examples show that these indicators -such as the headcount or the amount of government 
expenditure- are not suitable for measuring human resource management in terms of efficiency. 
Their importance rather lies in pointing out possible contradictions and anomalies within the 
management process and identifying further areas of research. 
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2.2. Ageing Population 
 
Population ageing is another threat to human capital. It is not only an issue of the supply systems but 
it has been also increasing the competition for the young, highly qualified work force in the labor 
market. 
 
According to analyses conducted before 2010, the level and pace of population ageing have 
increased, and the situation has worsened from a demographic point of view: whereas in 2000 there 
were only one inactive inhabitant to three active ones, in 2050 these proportions- based on the 
forecasts-, are likely to change to 2:3, and nearly 1:1 Europe-wise. (OECD, 2007) 
 

Table 1: The Age Distribution of Inhabitants in the 27 Member States of the EU 1990-2060 

(shown as a percentage of the overall population) (Bossaert, Demmke and Moilanen, 2012) 

 

Age/year 1990 2000 2009 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 

0-14 19,5 17,2 15,5 15,4 14,5 14,0 14,1 14,0 

15-64 66,8 67,2 67,2 64,6 61,9 59,2 57,1 56,0 

65-79 10,6 12,3 12,7 14,4 16,6 18,0 17,8 17,8 

80+ 3,1 3,3 4,5 5,7 6,9 8,9 11,0 12,1 
 
It is also a common phenomenon that ageing workforce is more significant in the public sector than 
in any other segments of society and vice versa: the share of young talents is the lowest in the public 
sphere. (OECD, 2007) 
 
However, nowadays the effect of this issue on the European Union needs to be addressed in a subtler 
manner. (BISS, 2015) Apparently, the ‘older’ and the ‘newest’ members are characterized by 
different trends. (10) 
 
The share of employees over the age of 50 is significantly lower (30,8%) in the recently joined 
member countries than the older ones. (41,1%) If we compare the data of 2010 and 2014 it becomes 
clear that in the newest member countries, the number of public service employees over the age of 50 
has decreased over the years as opposed to the older ones, in which it has increased. 
 
The highest decrease could be seen in Hungary (7%), whereas the most significant increase was 
experienced in Ireland. (12%) The number of public service employees over the age of 50 is the 
highest in Italy (64%) whereas it is the lowest in Slovenia (22%). (BISS, 2015) 
 
This is usually accounted for the generation change occurred along with the fall of the socialist 
regime during the nineties, however, it might be a slight contradiction that those who were fresh 
graduates back then now make up the group of those who are already over 50. In addition, the most 
significant decrease in the number of older employees has happened over the course of the four years 
between 2010 and 2014. 
 
The way I see it, the differences shown in the age distribution of the public sector amongst the 
countries is rather a consequence of their different takes on personnel policies, trying to adapt to the 
environment of the regional labor market. For instance, the employee attraction of the public sector is 
a lot lower in the western part of Europe than in the less developed countries due to the higher 
competition in the labor market. For this reason, Western-European countries make efforts to hold the 
employees back from retiring. 
 
In France, the number of years of employment necessary to be eligible for full pension has been 
increased, the minimum age requirement to work in public service has been abolished, (OECD, 2007) 
and the elder generation is provided with tuition-free training and career counseling when it comes 
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about switching to another position, they are supported by occupational psychologists to retain their 
ability to work and the culture of knowledge transfer between the generations is highly encouraged. 
(Bossaert, Danielle, Demke and Moilanen, 2012) 
 
In Denmark, a strategy has been implemented to tackle the challenges of the ageing workforce: the 
older employees are provided with flexible working hours and new training opportunities. Within the 
framework of collective contractual agreements, they can work even 15 hours less a week if they are 
above the age of 60 without having their pension affected, and they are eligible for 12 days more paid 
holiday when they are above the age of 62. They can get a bonus after mentoring new hires. (OECD, 
2007) 
 
In Germany, even from the beginning of the nineties one has started to address the issue of the 
disadvantageous effects of the ageing workforce, yet, in 2014 the percentage of people occupied in 
public service over the age of 50 was considerably high, 48%. (BISS, 2015) 
 
An employee life cycle approach has been developed to manage careers to solve the problems caused 
by the generation change and to prepare for the retirement of their workforce. The core of this 
approach is that they take the different needs and requirements of each life stage into account. In case 
of younger employees, they focus more on settling down, starting a family and when it comes about 
the older ones the emphasis shifts to health care, knowledge and sharing their experience. 
 
One of the tools of adapting to the different needs is a long-term, flexible-working-hours scheme, 
which enables the employees to cut back on their working hours during the times when they need to 
take care of their kids or sick parents and later they can make up for the deficit by working more than 
usual. (Bossaert, Demmke and Moilanen, 2012) 
 
Flexibility is also of prior importance when they draw up the retirement plans. They allow their 
employees to work part-time for a while before retiring from their job without having their pension 
decreased proporinately (in case of decreasing the working hours by 50 per cent, their pension only 
decreases by 17 per cent). The employees can choose whether they want to work part-time until their 
retirement or work full-time and retiring earlier than initially planned. (OECD, 2007) 

3. The Strategic Planning of Human Resources 
 
The strategic planning of human resources has been certainly becoming a common tool of getting to 
work on the issues arisen from downsizing and pay cuts, which is capable of indicating the human 
capacity needed for task completion and sustaining HRM efficiency, even in a restrictive work 
environment-let that be planning for the mid or long-run. 
 
HR Planning is also a way to improve the efficiency of downsizing programs, since it helps to avoid 
occasionally taking measures strictly alongside with fiscal policies. It also helps to get through the 
austerity by supporting the rearrangement of the HRM system. 
 
All the HR processes and functions such as recruitment, onboarding, competency management, 
compensation, training and performance management, etc. could be reinvented through the 
implementation of HR Planning. It requires a complex set of standards to be met: (Huerta Melchor, 
2013) 
• The leaders have an analytical, strategic point of view 
• The strategic objectives should be in line with the HR planning 
• The required competencies for task completion should be cost-efficient 
• Flexible and quick adjustment to the occurring changes of the labour market 
• Identifying future needs for improvement 

 

The OECD statistics suggest that most of the member countries have already implemented Strategic 
HR Planning in a centralized or decentralized way on an institutional basis. Usually it takes up 1-3 
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years, but in some cases, it could take even five (Austria, Ireland, South-Korea, Slovakia and Spain). 
(11) 
 
Even though most of the OECD countries use HR Planning in one way or another, it has not been 
fully implemented yet. Having HR Management aligned with policy strategies is often difficult to 
manage and for this reason the quantitative and qualitative needs of executing the policy objectives 
are overlooked. 
 
The island-like solutions are stucked within the organizational framework and do not become 
common practices. The institutional capacities and skills for planning are limited. The rigid and 
centralized HRM practices do not let adapting to the individual needs of the organization. There are 
no priorities and there is a frequent organizational opposition. (Huerta Melchor, 2013) However, 
some countries could be viewed as outstanding examples of successfully improving the strategic HR 
functions of their public service segment. 

3.1. Belgium (Fedweb.belgium.be, 2017)  
 
The main principle of the Federal Public Service of Belgium (FPS) is the continuous reinvention. In 
this relation, the main emphasis is put on continuity, which means that they systematically keep 
reflecting on the environmental changes as a way of helping them to improve the responsiveness of 
public service. 
 
The government units keep utilizing more and more managerial tools and techniques for 
organizational development. Strategic management tools are one of them. 
 
They have realized they need a clear strategy in order to have everyone – both the leaders and the 
employees-, focused on the aims and objectives which are the most important for the organization. 
The strategic approach is made up of several components, such as strategic positioning, management 
plan, personnel plan, directing contracts/agreements and tracking. These elements together ensure the 
strategic function of the organization. 
 
The strategic positioning of the system is about deciding on which role to take in the economic 
environment and in the society. It determines the answer to questions such as what the aims and 
objectives of the organization are and what a possible threat to them could be or what the 
opportunities out there are that they could take to their advantage. What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of the organization and who might be considered a part of their focus group? Which field 
do they want to operate in and what is the level of their expertise and their competitive advantage? 
What are the demands of their customers they need to satisfy? What are their long-term goals of 3-5 
years and which operational objectives could be allocated to them? What are the tools they need to 
achieve their goals? 
 
The answers to these questions become a part of the management plan as well as of the director 
contract. The former one is an agreement in between the political and professional leaders of the 
organization, which contains strategic (3-5 years) and operational objectives (max. 1 year). 
 
The latter is also for determining short and long-term objectives of the following areas: 
 
• Improving efficiency, cost minimization 
• Simplifying processes 
• Improving customer-orientation 
• Sustainable development 
• Equality 
• Improving internal control 
• Cooperation with other institutions 
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Each objective has key performance indicators (KPI). They take all of the critical/risk factors of 
delivering success in achieving the objectives into consideration. The level and scope of cooperation 
is determined in a customized agreement. 
 
The Personnel Management Plan helps to assess the quantity of human resources needed for meeting 
the short and long-term strategic goals within the budgetary resources and it evaluates and tracks the 
performance results as well. In addition, it serves the development of the personnel management 
related decision making process. 
 
In practice it aids headcount management, workforce forecasting and the annual allocation of HR 
expenses while addressing potential change issues in the future, such as retirement, permanent leave, 
training, promotions etc. It matches individual career plans with the organizational human resource 
management plan, which makes internal mobility a part of resource management. From a strategic 
point of view it is probably the most important fact that it it takes the strategic goals of the 
organization into consideration when it comes about determining the amount of work-force and 
competencies needed. It makes a distinction between contractual, statuary, full-time and part-time 
staff, and it treats the resources of the external entrepreneur separately. They have developed an 
electronic planning platform (SEPPfed), which makes the organizational FTE and financial data 
available. It can analyze the mid-term effects of personnel decision making in terms of headcount and 
expenses. 
 
The tracking of the implementation of the strategic plan is ensured by the annual self-evaluation of 
the managerial leaders. It is based on the strategic and optional aims of the managerial plan. They 
reflect on the status of their projects allocated according to the organizational aims to see whether 
they have started yet, if not then why, and which stage of the development they are at. They examine 
the possible consequences of the problems arising during the execution of the projects. The examined 
data is supported by the CAF and Balanced Scorecard applications. 

3.2. The United States (GAO, 2012, cited in Huerta Melchor, 2013) 
 
In the U.S. Human Resource Planning is a vital part of a complex, strategic planning on federal level, 
which aligns human capital strategy with the aims, objectives and the mission of the government 
units and agencies. HR planning is the responsibility of HR executives, they have to forecast and 
analyze the demand for skills and positions, as well as to plan and evaluate on how human resources 
are managed. 
 
The HR strategies are an important part of organizational strategies, performance and financial 
planning. Several methods are used for developing HR strategies: HR Planning, Personnel Planning, 
sharing HRM practices, strategic partnership on an executive level. The efficiency of these methods 
is constantly measured with the help of KPIs, which are also used for tracking organizational 
performance. 
 
Strategic Human Capital Plan (HR-plan) contains long-term goals, operational objectives, strategies, 
KPIs and milestones. It is used to evaluate the efficiency of the processes of the system. 
 
Each of government units and agencies is obligated to submit its own HR-plan to the Office of 
Personnel Management. (OPM) Each of these HR-plans is aligned with the organizational strategy 
and performance plan of the respective agency. The plan is used for the organizational distribution of 
human resources and personnel decision making. 
 
The necessary key competencies to executing the vision and the mission of the organization are 
determined to help to identify the individual training and professional development needs. These key 
competencies are also the foundation of talent management. 
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The government units and agencies compare the available and required competencies together to 
come up with solutions to make up for the lack of competencies, such as recruiting, outsourcing, 
reorganization, training, transfer, employee retention program and technological improvements. 
 
They keep tracking the changes of the labor market, which helps the top management to address the 
changes effectively in a timely manner and keep up with the organizational aims. 
 
The OPM has implemented a Federal Workforce Planning Model, which provides the scope of 
performance appraisal. Within the framework of the model, the Government Accountability Office 
has established five principles to align the organizational human resources program with the 
organizational strategic objectives. These principles support the units to develop long-term strategies 
for recruitment, selection, hiring, training and retention. 
 
• Determining strategic direction: the main pre-condition of a successful strategic workforce 

planning is to know exactly where to move things forward. The planning is usually initiated by 
the organizational and HR executive management and it results in determining the strategic 
objectives, how and how fast they should be executed. They develop a communications strategy 
with the involvement of the employees and external partners. 

• Analyzing workforce demand: an agency has to determine the necessary skills and 
competencies for accomplishing its goals. It should take into account several demographic, 
technological, financial and other external factors, which could prevent meeting its objectives 
and changing the processes.  

• Developing personnel strategies for meeting workforce demands: the action plans for meeting 
the demands are based on the analysis of the workforce demands. It ensures that the 
competencies needed for achieving the organizational goals are available in the future.  

• Tracking and evaluating development: it ensures the efficiency of the workforce plans and aids 
the execution of the strategies.  

• Developing workforce planning capacity: providing the necessary conditions for efficient 
workforce-planning. (administrative duties, training capacity, etc.) 

3.3. France 
 
In France, strategic HRM is based on a 2-level job classification system (Gestion Prévisonnelle des 
Effectifs, des Emplois et des Compétences). 
 
The classification takes place on ministry (répertoire ministeriel des emplois) and departmental 
(répertoire interministeriel des emplois) level. The job design takes place within the civil service 
units, which lack diversity and proper coordination. Similarly named positions stand for a different 
set of tasks and responsibilities or the other way around: differently named positions require the 
employees to complete nearly the same tasks. This makes it quite difficult to compare the positions, 
hinders mobility and reduces the efficiency of selection and training. With the help of the 
classification system, the positions are put into different reference position categories based on 
government functions. These categories take up positions with common objectives, requiring similar 
professional knowledge to complete the tasks. The reference positions provide a common 
terminology and language for the ministries, which enhance communication as a result. They build 
bridges between similar positions and help to assess their level of similarity. 
 
The reference positions consist of the following elements: (Ministère, 2010a) 
• job description 
• main tasks and responsibilities  
• competencies 
• knowledge 
• special requirements 
• improvement tendencies  
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They use a standardized terminology for determining competencies and professional knowledge. 
 
The classification system of the positions supports the transparency of civil service, HR planning, 
career-path development planning and helps to identify training and replacement needs. (Ministère, 
2010b) 

3.4 Hungary 
 
In Hungary, the public service HR does not have a statistical decision support system, therefore the 
preconditions of strategic workforce planning are not met. The future personnel changes cannot be 
foreseen and the short-term and long-term demands of the public service labor market cannot be 
predicted either. Data collection is narrowed down to only a few categories: headcount, wages and 
working hours. This means that statistics lack a significant part of the information needed for the 
strategic ability to act. 
 
A forward-looking, positive step has been taken recently by the Hungarian government to establish a 
Government Personnel Decision Support System (hungarian abbreviation: KSZDR) based on a 
standardized database. The purpose is to have an analytical and evaluating information system to 
significantly ease the Human Resource Management and Organizational decision making for the 
government by making it well grounded, quicker and more flexible. According to the plans the 
KSZDR will be able to provide the necessary data and information for HRM decision making. In the 
KSZDR database the following types of data could be differentiated: 
 
• Organizational data: it contains the most important features of the organization, such as the 

organization type, scope of activities, hierarchical place, internal structure, tasks, headcount, etc. 
• Personnel data: contains employee-related data such as demographics (e.g., age, gender) status 

(type of legal status, position, rating) and sociological data (education, prior work experience) 
• Job function-related data: it contains the tasks, activities and responsibilities associated with 

each position as well as the necessary competencies and skills for eligibility. 
 
The reporting function of KSZDR will offer three types of services for the decision makers: 
conducting a standard statistical analysis based on a predefined distribution of the employees 
according to categories (e.g., legal status, organizational units, management levels and branches, 
employers, employees, gender, age). On the other hand, whenever it is needed, the system is also able 
to generate the required amount of output with the required content based on the data stored. 
 
Monitoring the HRM activities of the public service units as well as evaluating according to 
standardized indicators, which fit the information needs of HRM. Another tool of monitoring could 
be a standardized performance evaluation system based on the integrated strategic HR management 
public service model. (Szakács, 2014)  
 
The reporting function might also be used for scientific research purposes. The analyses, forecasts 
can aid identifying the latest development trends, which could be of great use to the governmental 
personnel decision-making process. 

4. Conclusion in Light of International Experiences 
 
The international experiences have shown that strategic manpower planning ensures the continuous 
replacement of the workforce. The initial static approach has been changed to a dynamic approach. 
Whereas back then it used to be more important for the organizations to analyze and understand their 
ever-changing work environment as well as to adapt to it, today they rather try to predict possible 
changes and want to get ahead of them and be ready for organizational renewal whenever they feel 
like it is needed. They align the planning with the organization’s strategic positioning, build their HR 
strategy in line with the organizational strategy and ultimately, they end up having an HRM system, 
which on the one hand takes the actual headcount and the current number of positions and 
competencies into consideration, on the other it measures the short-term and long-term demands and 
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at the same time it considers the possible changes in terms of the organizational system, tasks and 
available resources. 
 
They evaluate the organizational and individual risks. On an organizational level, they measure the 
extent of the available human resources’ capacity to see what those long-term and short-term 
demands are which it might be unable to fulfill or unable to face without compromising the quality of 
certain services. On an individual level, they assess the detrimental effects of capacity problems 
related to trainings and manpower planning (lack of expertise, work overload). 
 
They use those tools of the resource management (personnel plan, performance contract, CAF, 
Balanced Score Card) which are already proven to be working and provide continuous feed-back. 
 
The results of strategic HR management play an important role in selecting, evaluating and 
motivating the leaders of the organization. The planning is based on the positions and the relating 
competencies. They usually retrieve the necessary data for planning from different systems, such as 
payroll, recruitment and other organization-specific data systems. (’Public Service Management 
Dashboard’ in Canada for instance) 
 
Based on the above mentioned points, strategic workforce planning is a cyclical process, consisting 
of easily differentiable stages:  
• Setting up the strategic framework (mission, strategic objectives, work environment of the 

organization) 
• Measuring the human resources available (headcount, age distribution, profession distribution) 
• Anticipating personnel development (retirement, promotion, permanent leave)  
• Assessing short-term, mid-term and long-term demands 
• Analyzing the differences between predictable demand and natural personnel development 
• Developing action plans for meeting demands  
• Analysis, evaluation, feed-back based on the experiences of the different planning systems 
• A common set of functional principles can be concluded based on the experiences of the 

different planning systems: 
• Strategic Partnership: manpower planning takes the function, strategic aims, future goals and 

mission of the organization into consideration, HR strategy is aligned with the organizational 
strategy when drawing up the action plans, strategic directions and objectives. 

• Forecast: the necessary quantity and quality of human resources for completing the tasks are 
forecasted for the short-term and long-term needs, both, the shortages are indicated, and the 
necessary actions to be taken are determined to overcome these shortages.  

• System Approach: treating and improving the HR processes, functions as an integrated system 
greatly contributes to employee attraction and retention. 

• Signing up for high quality during the entire process of planning, execution, feed-back and 
intervention. 

• Multifunctionality: data is not only used for decision-making but also for scientific research and 
external communication. 

• Standardization: bringing the reports, data sheets, analytical framework and methodology in line 
with each other. 

• Customization: planning is highly adjusted to all the divisions, managerial sections, departments 
and units, from governmental level to institutional level.  

• Complex Analysis: quantitative data is supported by qualitative data to perform a complex 
analysis.  

 

Several OECD countries have developed a strategic human capital plan to be able to provide the 
necessary human capacity for achieving their long-term objectives. The public sector has been 
struggling with replacing its retiring workforce, which makes human capital planning stand out in 
importance even more, especially in those OECD countries, where the public sector is likely to be 
less attractive than the private one. Human capital planning indicates the personnel’s natural 
development as well as the changing mid-term and long-term competency needs of the various tasks. 
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Having a Human Resources Information System set in place is an inevitable precondition of that, 
which provides the necessary data and information for HR planning and decision making. 
 
In Hungary, the establishment of strategic workforce planning to the public service HR system is still 
at an early stage. However, it has been already confirmed and regulated by the government. 
 
A decision support system is about to be developed, which provides a wide range of statistical data 
about the personnel as well as about labor coordination activities. Besides, changes can be tracked 
with the help of indicators. Last, but not least, it supports the thorough analysis of correlations within 
the framework of analysis-evaluation models. Hopefully, it could be of great help to the 
governmental decision-making process. 
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Notes 

(1) The work was created in commission of the National University of Public Service under the 
priority project KÖFOP-2.1.2-VEKOP-15-2016-00001 titled „Public Service Development 
Establishing Good Governance” in (the) Miklós Zrínyi Habilitation Program.  

(2) By public service I mean the public service officials, public service units, civil servants, state 
servants, government officials which are included in the Act LII. of 2016 on state servants as 
well as in the Act CXCIX of 2011on civil servants. The term public service employees is 
used to indicate those being employed in public service as civil servants according to the Act 
XLII. of 2015 on Public Service Employment. The term public sphere stands for the entire 
public sector.  

(3) Competitiveness was extensively discussed during the European Congress held in Lisbon. 
The term was interpreted as the indication of a nation’s ability to sustain a certain level of 
living standards as well as social cohesion, and ensure a high employment rate. The European 
Congress in Götheborg has agreed to also include the environment in the definition. (De 
Kerviler, 2011) 

(4) Regarding Hungary, in 2008-2009 this value amounted 3,5 on a 30-degree scale, in 2015-
2016 it has decreased to 0.7.  (Schwab, 2015) 

(5) Additional relevant threats are political instability, the level of corruption, the level of 
bureaucratic efficiency, the level of taxes, the complexity of tax regulations, inappropriately 
trained personnel, low employee morale, infrastructural shortages. See the Methodology of 
Global Competitiveness. (Báthory, 2005) 

(6) The legal environment of Hungary had got significantly restricted in 2015, which limited the 
competitiveness of the businesses as a result. On a10-degree scale (0=the legal environment 
completely inhibits competitiveness, 10=the legal environment enhances competitiveness) 
Hungary’s value has fallen under 3 from 4. IMD WCY Executive Opinion Survey. (Molnár, 
PhD., Udvari, 2012) 

(7) According to a 2015 study Hungary’s economic development is the most affected one by the 
negative effects of the ageing society. (Molnár, PhD., Udvari, 2012)  
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(8) The analyses are based on the entire headcount of the public sphere. 

(9) Adapted by OECD: Emploi dans le secteur public = Panorama des administrations publiques 
2015, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2016. 

(10) The division of ’old’ and ’new’ member states differentiates between the member states 
joining the EU before and after 2004. 

(11) 10 countries (Austria, Belgium, Mexico, Netherland, Poland, Portugal, Italy, Slovenia, Spain 
and Turkey) have indicated that they have a centralized public service workforce planning, 
whereas an additional group of 17 countries claimed to have a decentralized planning system 
involving different ministries and agencies. (OECD, 2011) 
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Abstract  

The studies attempted to discuss one of the most important and contemporary issues, i.e. the operation of 

a logistics center on both national and global level in respect of intermodal services, with particular 

emphasis on transport strategy. The issue was described on the basis of the following aspects: 1. The 

essence of logistics center operation as a link in a chain of logistics services. 2. Role and significance of 

intermodal transport for services rendered by a logistics center. 3. "Euroterminal Sławków" Sp. z o.o. as 

an example of intermodal transport logistics center. Applied research method is participatory action 

research. Analytic and synthetic method was adopted to provide the issues in detail. 

Keywords: logistics center, logistics services, intermodal transport, quality, added value.   

Introduction 

The role of transport for operation of logistics centers — and even for the entire economy — on both 

national and global level is continuously increasing. There are several relevant factors driving this 

increase. One of them is the contribution of transport in creating added values for services rendered and 

their associated products (goods) by making time and space efficient as a result of physical movement of 

goods to specified locations on specified time. An equally, or even the most, important factor is the 

dependence of companies and shops on transport providing them with procurement and distribution 

services. This dependence comes from the fact that numerous companies are located in different sites 

than their sources of supply and recipients of their products. Thus, the importance of intermodal transport 

services increases in connection with the following phenomena: work specialization and division, mass 

consumption, product volume economy, constant attempts to reduce costs, development of cooperation, 

market competition, making product life cycle shorter and pursuing to improve customer service. These 

issues are additionally overlapped with market globalization widening the gap between senders and 

recipients. They are often located thousands of kilometers from each other. As supply chains in modern 

economy expand, the importance of transport ensuring communication between senders and recipients 

(sellers and buyers) rises. The main aim of the article is to looking for solutions to improve the national 

logistics system in terms of global trends in logistics development. The essential information and 

observation results were obtained by the method of participatory action research. 

The essence of logistics center operation as a link in a chain of logistics services  

A logistics center operating as a multi-entity company constituting a substantial link for the provision of 

logistics services performs several critical functions. According to studies, the highest priority is assigned 

to: ensuring high customer service quality; optimization of stock; minimization of material and product 

flow time; coordination, integration and cooperation with various entities on actions related to resource 
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flow as well as decreasing logistics costs to an optimum level. Let’s shortly discuss each of these values 

constituting the essence of logistics center operation.   

The first value is related to ensuring high customer service quality. As numerous studies demonstrate, 

customer service has recently been the primary stimulus focusing common attention. The terms 

„customer logistics” and „customer approach”, understood as efficient recipes for success in business, 

prove that the results of the studies are correct. Therefore, one of essential matters pertaining to the 

operation of a logistics center is to have a logistics system for effective customer service, referred to as 

Efficient Consumer Response (ECR). Logistic components of customer service are features to which 

customers generally attach special importance. They include: delivery time, product stock availability and 

flexibility, frequency, promptness, accuracy, completness and reliability of supplies. One of the main 

purposes of logistics center operation is referred as „8R”: Right product, Right quantity, Right 

condition/quality, Right place, Right time, Right information, Right price and Right customer. 

It should be noted that rates assigned by customers to individual values during order performance are 

subject to change and depend on market segment, type of products supplied, physical distribution system 

(traditional, supply chain) and competition growth. The aforemenetioned aspects are quantifiable and 

measurable. It is also easy to determine their performance standards, that is service standards providing 

specific customer expectations or demands on a given market in relation to logistics services (Kisperska-

Moroń and Krzyżaniak 2009:77). 

The second value constituting the essence of logistics center operation is optimization of stock. It is 

associated with JIT (Just-In-Time) concept for both supply system and stock. JIT suggests that stock 

should be available as required — not earlier and not later. JIT includes four basic assumptions: no stock; 

short order performance cycles; frequent replenishment of goods; high quality (no defects). The concept 

is used for the management of distribution, stock and schedules and consists in delivering strictly defined 

quantities of materials on required time, allowing to minimize stock-related costs and waste. In the full 

sense, it can be said that JIT means not only stock management, but also comprehensive quality culture 

and partnership with suppliers and employees (Coyle, Bardi and Langley 2010:277).  

The third crucial value pertaining to logistics center operation is minimization of material and product 

flow time. Within the center’s logistics operations, this purpose is connected with CRP (Continuous 

Replenishment) system. It is used for the development of methods of order and supply performance that 

both eliminate the possibility of stock unavailability and reduce stock on logistics channel or supply chain 

level. To attain these goals, it is required to retrieve updated data from Points of Sale (POS) which are 

indispensable for developing stock demand forecasts, placing supplementary orders and controlling 

product streams — from suppliers, through warehouses to retail shops. The stock replenishment system 

synchronizes product supply with product demand reported by consumers and end users (Fajczak-

Kowalska 2013:121). It should be emphasized that CRP is directly correlated with QR (Quick Response) 

strategy. It is derived from the need to shorten order performance cycle time and restrict its randomness, 

complete order in place and on time required by customer or end user, improve manageability and 

information control capability in relation to both company and partners participating in the supply chain, 

as well as to reduce stock with simultaneous increase of responsiveness towards customer needs within 

the entire supply chain (Coyle, Bardi and Langley 2010:276).  

The fourth fundamental value for the essence of logistics center operation include coordination, 

integration and cooperation with various entities on actions related to resource flowwithin supply chain 
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process. It is expressed as the ability to cooperate with other entities, undertake team works to harmonize 

various actions executed by particular entities (contractors) for achieving common goals superior to 

individual goals (Kisperska-Moroń and Krzyżaniak 2009:307). In other words, this value consists in the 

capability and need to start joint investments and organizational undertakings used for attaining various 

individual goals and for yielding to common goals aimed at creating values and gaining competitive 

advantage. Moreover, coordination, integration and cooperation are to be used to improve the ability to 

take on common risks and to solve problems jointly (Witkowski 2010:41-42). 

The fifth value on which the substance of logistics center operation is based is to reduce logistics costs to 

an optimum level. Significant reduction of logistics costs to the best — optimum — level is possible 

owing to efficient management and coordination of individual supply chain internal processes controlled 

by logistics centers. This, in turn, translates into creating additional values (profits) for all entities 

constituting a given center (Skowronek and Sariusz-Wolski 2012:263). It is worth noticing that the 

essence of logistics center operation requires an economic and social perspective, revealing further 

equally important goals, such as: improved management of operating supply chains; increased 

intermodality of freight transport; best possible use of national and international roads; supporting the 

development of business on local and national level by providing logistics services for specific entities 

from manufacturing, commercial and service industries; proper management of business and greater 

development of spatial order; local growth; recovery of downtown areas previously used for industrial 

purposes; development of logistics services related to municipal logistics. It should be observed that these 

goals pertaining to the essence of logistics center operation are examined in view of general organization 

objectives. Thus, the hierarchy of logistics goals must be adopted to company goals and strategy. This 

mutual relationship between company and logistics goals in respect of strategic and operational actions 

indicates compatibility of goals of business entities, assuring efficient administration of information 

resource flow while ensuring appropriate service level (Kisperska-Moroń and Krzyżaniak 2009:295).   

Role and Significance of Intermodal Transport for Services Rendered By a 

Logistics Center  

R Intermodal transport is specific for the infrastructure related to logistics center services. In respect of 

logistics, transport as a business is responsible for haulage (flow) of goods and products from factories, 

raw material and material suppliers and manufacturers of semi-finished and finished products, through 

wholesalers, agents and warehouses to retail points of sale (shops, market chains) and end consumers. In 

other words, transport is an essential link (function) connecting other components of logistics supply 

chain for which a logistics center is responsible (Zamkowska and Zagożdżon 2015:223). It should be 

noted that aside from its independent function, transport considerably affects or even conditions the 

performance of other logistics functions of a center, such as: procurement, distribution, product return 

service, stock-building or customer service. Furthermore, transport interacts with other logistics areas and 

its organization is strictly linked to and affects their operation. Typical examples are relations between 

transport and warehouse operations, including stock control or logistics-related customer service. If a 

decision is made on, for instance, reducing delivery speed by utilizing slower means of transport and by 

limiting haulage frequency, transport costs are decreased. Such actions require the increase of stock level 

and, as a consequence, the increase of warehouse storage area and of costs related to frozen capital. As far 

as logistics-related customer service is concerned, it is vital to provide customers with as high product 

availability as possible by expanding chain of warehouses or executing frequent haulage operations over 

long distances. Customer service can be improved by the selection of fast yet more expensive means. 
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They ensure shorter delivery time but with higher costs (Majchrzak-Lepczyk and Gołembska 2015:78). It 

should be pointed out that transport costs are the most important component of the entire structure of 

logistics costs. They are superior to costs of any other logistics actions, such as stock maintenance, 

warehousing, order processing, etc.   

Changes implemented into global logistics and consistent pursuit to integration of supply chains greatly 

influence the role and tasks of individual types of transport. Manufacturing concentration, that is 

organization of production in given single locations (regions) characterized by low production costs, 

causes that the increasing number of raw materials, materials, semi-finished products and finished 

products is transported on a global level over long distances. Therefore, the importance and utilization of 

long-distance transport increase. This particularly includes maritime transport that, on a global scale, 

guarantees the highest cost efficiency of logistics processes (Kowalska-Napora 2015:74). On the other 

hand, local logistics systems — mainly distribution and final delivery systems — are usually based on 

road transport. In relation to increasing customer requirements and higher market standards related to 

logistics customer service, average delivery distance is consistently decreasing. In comparison with other 

types of transport, road transport has significant competetive advantage. It is ensured by: easy access to 

any location; great service operability arising from vehicle fleet availability; high flexibility in adopting 

to customer needs; relatively fast delivery speed (especially in medium- and short-distance transport); 

service reliability and promptness of service performance (Grenda, Ślachcińska, Majdan 2017: 165-169).  

Thanks to these features, road transport is the most popular and expansive means of transport both in 

Poland and in other EU countries. Demand for the remaining means of transport in Poland slightly differs 

from this demand in other member states (see Diagram 1).     

 
 

Diagram 1: Types of cargo transport in Poland and in EU countries 
(Source: Own work) 

Term Translation 

transport samochodowy road transport 

transport kolejowy rail transport 

transport morski maritime transport 

transport rurociągowy pipeline transport 

transport śródlądowy inland transport 
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The analysis of types of cargo transport used in Poland clearly indicates that the most popular is road 

transport (59%) and the following are, respectively, rail transport (20%), maritime transport (11%), 

pipeline transport (9%) and inland transport (1%). The same analysis pertaining to EU countries provides 

slightly other results. The most popular is also road transport (44%), whereas the following means are, 

respectively, maritime transport (40%), rail transport (10%), pipeline transport (3%) and inland transport 

(3%). 

Due to this significant discrepancy, the European Union’s policy attempts to balance the share of 

individual means of transport and better utilize the capacity of other means. Furthermore, the European 

Union — in fashion of the United States policy according to which 40% of cargo is transported by rail — 

strives to leverage the position of rail transport due to its considerably lower power consumption and 

reduced environmental pollution (Liberadzki and Mindur 2007:119).     

Deciding on a particular means of transport, a logistics center is always guided by cost-benefit (trade-off) 

analysis and seeks appropriate relations between costs incurred and logistics-related customer service 

level obtained. In respect of long-term logistics center operation, the latter criterium seems to be more 

important. In this case (service cost-quality ratio), delivery speed, service reliability, delivery promptness 

and cargo safety should be considered (Kisperska-Moroń and Krzyżaniak 2009:148). Transport plays 

critical role in the operation of a logistics center responsible for quality and effectiveness of logistics 

actions (i.e. added value within supply chain). Moreover, special importance is now attached to 

intermodal transport. The significance of intermodal transport results from distinct work specialization 

and division, mass consumption, increasing relevance of product volume economy, constant attempts to 

reduce costs, development  

of cooperation, severe competition, making product life cycle shorter and pursuing to professional 

customer service. Market globalization affecting the increase of distances between manufacturers and 

recipients is also crucial. More and more European companies currently buy goods and materials on 

Asian or African market and then send their products e.g. to the United States. In the context of modern 

economy, the longer the supply chain, the greater the importance of intermodal transport that ensures fast, 

safe, effective and economic connection between senders and recipients, i.e. sellers and buyers. It occurs 

because the concept of intermodal transport services primarily includes the possibility of using at least 

two means of transport. For instance: from point A to point B — road transport, from B to C — rail 

transport, from C to D — maritime transport, whereas from D to E — again road transport. This concept 

is a systemic approach to transport, covering all transport-related processes as a coherent, comprehensive 

and integrated entirety. It should be pointed out that the application of intermodal transport basics 

requires logistics centers to manage transport processes along the entire route, from sender to recipient, 

taking into account various economical, technical, engineering, organizational and legal aspects. Such 

modern transport approach allows more efficient execution of commercial transactions, more effective 

cooperation of senders and recipients (companies and shops), better customer service quality and at the 

same time better company quality and reputation as well as its higher profitability (Rydzykowski 

2011:217). 
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"Euroterminal Sławków" Sp. Z O.O. As An Example of Intermodal Transport 

Logistics Center    

"Euroterminal Sławków" International Logistics Center is a logistics center located at westernmost point 

of contact of two types of railway tracks: standard-gauge tracks (with standard European rail width: 1435 

mm) and broad-gauge tracks (1524 mm or 1520 mm track gauge), being the junction of two Pan-

European Transport Corridors connecting the East with the West and the North with the South. Another 

chief asset of this site is the vicinity of the most urbanized Silesian agglomeration with high demand for 

transport services.  

The aim of Euroterminal construction was to create not only an important center of logistics services 

provided on transcontinental routes of movement of goods (via Trans-Siberian Railway and the so-called 

New Silk Road: China – Kazakhstan – Russia – Ukraine – Poland – Western Europe) or a center enabling 

the combination of maritime and land transport (via ports at the Black Sea and the Adriatic Sea), but also 

to create positive environment for projects executed on lands belonging to CZH in Sławków. 

„Euroteminal Sławków” Logistics Center is currently a state-of-the-art Polish logistics center for 

intermodal transport that will pursue to increase its competitive capabilities owing to synergy effect 

(Euroterminal Sławków Sp. z o.o. 2015).    

Thanks to its location at the junction of two railway systems, the logistics center in question can provide 

transshipment of the majority of goods. It is a functional and spacious structure with proper infrastructure 

and organization in which intermodal logistics service related to stock management are rendered. They 

include: goods receipt, storage, distribution, release and haulage (including non-standard and oversize 

goods), as well as consolidation and commissioning of goods on pallets, packaging for retail and 

crossdocking. Additionally, Euroterminal provides transshipment, protections, rail and road forwarding 

and customs clearance owing to Customs Office that was moved to Sławków.  Moreover, the center 

provides auxiliary services, that is: container unloading (filling and emptying), technical assessment and 

assessment of suitability for food products, minor container repairs, shipping depot and full terminal 

service. Logistics advisory and other services are also provided on the basis of customer requirements and 

expectations. They are rendered by business entities which are independent in relation to senders or 

recipients (service providers specializing in various logistics issues) (Ibidem).  

The aforementioned intermodal services can be provided using "Euroterminal's" container terminal with 

surface area of 18,550 m2, container overhead crane with lifting capacity Q = 45 T and secondary 

equipment (reach stakers). Total container transshipment capacity exceeds 230,000 TEU per year. 

Furthermore, the center is equipped with up-to-date warehouses with surface area of 2660 m2 and 4860 

m2 and a roofed storage yard with surface area of 3600 m2 with two overhead cranes (lifting capacity of 

one crane Q = 25 T). Both warehouses have access to standard- and broad-gauge tracks.  

As can be seen, current capacity of "Euroterminal Sławków" as a state-of-the-art logistics center with 

extended infrastructure, great transshipment range and the possibiity of cargo series handling in virtually 

all directions, allows to establish a business entity with remarkable potential that can really face up with 

strong and constantly growing competitors on the logistics market. This is particularly important in view 

of the scheduled extension of broad-gauge track to Vienna except Poland (international agreements have 

been signed by stakeholders from Russia, Ukraine, Slovakia and Austria).  
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Euroterminal construction was executed as a project co-financed by the European Union from European 

Regional Development Fund as part of „Transport” Operational Programme for years 2004–2006. 

Investment works consisted in the transformation of the transshipment terminal for conventional goods 

into a state-of-the-art logistics center for intermodal transport, i.e. utilizing more than one means of 

transport (rail, road and maritime). Total value of all investments within Euroterminal area completed in 

recent years using both external sources of financing and CZH own funds exceed PLN 100,000,000.00.     

"Euroterminal Sławków" center handles intermodal transport from the Western and Eastern Europe 

(Ukraine, Russia) and from Polish seaports. Goods in containers are shipped to the east — not only to 

Moscow or Kiev, but also to South Korea, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan and numerous other markets. 

Euroterminal also handles railway transport for shipping distributed containers (e.g. to Karaganda, 

Almaty and Kulsary). Such connections guarantee efficient movement of goods between EU countries, 

supplied to EU countries by sea, and transport of these goods to Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan 

and Uzbekistan. It should also be noted that main business partners of "Euroterminal Sławków" logistics 

center are: PCC Intermodal S.A., Hupac Intermodal (Switzerland) Russkaya Troyka (Russia) and „Liski” 

Ukrainian National Logistics Center (Ibidem).     

As for containerized cargoes, in 2010–2011 cargoes were mainly handled along N-S (north-south) line. 

Increasing number of containers handled along E-W (east-west) line can also be noticed. See Diagram 2. 

 
Diagram 2:  Trend of containers handled along E-W (east-west) line  

(Source: Own work) 

As far as handling of other cargoes (bulk, metallurgical, palletized and non-containerized) is concerned, 

percentages of cargoes handled (loaded and unloaded) on broad-gauge (1520 mm) and standard-gauge 

(1435 mm) cars and road vehicles are provided in Diagram 3.   
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Diagram 3:  Handling of other cargoes (bulk, metallurgical, palletized and non-containerized)   
(Source: Own work) 

Term Translation 

samochody road vehicles 

Huge contribution in cargoes transshipped in "Euroterminal Sławków" is attributed to road transport 

which performs delivery and pick-up functions (main areas covered by this type of transport are: southern 

Poland, Czech Republic, Austria and Germany) in relation to cargo shipped by and received from rail 

transport. 

Due to constantly increasing volume of container transshipment [from 2008 to 2010, the volume 

increased from 4798 TEU (monthly average in 2008) to 14,496 TEU (monthly average for 10 months of 

2010), whereas in October 20,496 TEU was transshipped, "Euroterminal Sławków" Logistics Center is 

planning to realize further investments pertaining to IT system improving process management and 

enabling coordination with market partners. It will allow to facilitate logistics service, shorten operation 

time, improve transport safety and standardize procedures directly affecting the increase of service 

quality. As a result of increasing transshipment volume in Euroterminal, storage and transshipment 

infrastructure for handling containerized cargoes is going to be extended. Upon the completion of 

investment works, Euroterminal’s transshipment capacity should increase to approx. 400,000–500,000 

TEU per year (Ibidem).    

Attempting to evaluate the operation of "Euroterminal Sławków" Logistics Center in view of its 

undertakings and tasks, it should be stated that the center is prepared for comprehensive logistics 

handling of goods on both national and international level using rail/road transport and warehouse 

infrastructure. The Company is currently aiming at increasing the number of containerized cargoes 

handled by Euroterminal along W-E line. The terminal displays an enormous potential to develop 

intermodal transport on global level. One of its operations may be related to a new intermodal connection 

referred to as „Słowiański Express” (Slavonic Express), opened during the third quarter of 2011 in 

cooperation with e.g. PKP LHS Sp. z o.o., Hupac Intermodal, Fesco and Russkaya Troyka, connecting 
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Sławków and Bryansk. Cargoes delivered from Western Europe by rail are transshipped onto flat 

container broad-gauge cars. This is a regular connection (trains depart from Euroterminal in Sławków 

every Wednesday). A block train is to supply goods to Russia.      

Since Euroterminal in Sławków is also well located for maritime transport (with increasing importance of 

Baltic ports in Gdańsk and Gdynia), series of containerized cargoes sent along north-south line are crucial 

for the Company’s business. Cooperation in the form of intermodal connections with Gdynia is planned 

to be extended in the foreseeable future. As part of cooperation with Mearsk Polska, intermodal transport 

is going to be provided in Sławków or in Katowice area for southern Poland with potential further 

eastward expansion using broad-gauge railway. Moreover, discussions concerning intermodal north-south 

connections from seaports via Sławków towards Austria and Slovenia are held.    

Conclusions 

In modern times characterized with dynamic globalization, intermodal services provided by logistics 

centers in respect of transport are fundamental and condition a company’s market presence, its efficient 

operation and proper satisfaction of demand and market expectations.  They include various actions — in 

particular intermodal transport services, such as road, rail, maritime/inland, air or pipeline transport. One 

of advantages of such centers is their ability to utilize the most effective and economic means of 

transport, contributing to streamline logistics operations taken internally and externally within the entire 

supply chain process. A model example of such center providing the aforementioned service is 

"Euroterminal" International Logistics Center in Sławków.  
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Abstract 

 
Attention is drawn to the current situation of the Russian eLearning market in higher education.  The 
development of eLearning is a priority for Russian higher education and is also of great interest to 
venture capital investors.  Along with eLearning market analysis, the authors disclose the position of 
some leading Russian universities in World University Rankings.  As an example, the authors explore 
both an overview of the electronic  environment of Peter the Great Saint Petersburg Polytechnic 
University and its position in World University Rankings.  The article states that the described 
methodologies for the development of Russian higher education increase visibility of Russian 
universities. 

 

Keywords: e-learning, e-learning market, higher education, world university rankings, electronic 
information-educational environment, on-line courses platforms. 

Introduction 

The priority direction for development of the Russian higher education system is improving its 
attractiveness for both Russian and foreign students. This, in turn, as stated by Rodionov et al (2016) 
means raising the quality and competitiveness of Russian higher education in the global and regional 
educational space, as well as increasing the share of export of educational services in Russia's GDP. 

As mentioned by Rodionov et al (2014) one of the tools of universities visibility both at the national 
and especially at the global level became University rankings. To increase internationally the prestige 
of Russian higher education and to support the country leading universities, since 2013 a state 
programme, “5-100-2020”, has been launched. The main program strategic target is to make sure that 
at least five Russian universities will occur among the participants of the project in the Top 100 world 
universities according to the ratings Quacquarelli Symonds World University Rankings (QS WUR), 
Times Higher Education (THE WUR) and Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU). 

The rating THE WUR 2015/2016 academic year included 800 universities from 70 countries. Russian 
universities were presented in the ranking by the following universities: Lomonosov Moscow State 
University (rank161), Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University (rank 201-250), 
Novosibirsk State University (rank 401-500). In addition to the above mentioned universities, 
National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk State University, Kazan (Volga region) 
Federal University, Southern Federal University and Ural Federal University were included in the 
rating. All these universities are the program “5-100-2020” participants.  
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As one of the tools of boosting attractiveness of Russian Universities both for Russian and 
international students as well as rating parameters in both National University Ratings and World 
Universities Ratings can serve various forms of learning that are being implemented in universities 
nowadays. One of them, widespread worldwide, is eLearning. 

The authors aim to analyze the current position of the leading Russian universities in both national 
and international universities rankings, as well as to analyze the use of eLearning technologies, 
particularly MOOCs, in order to increase the attractiveness of Russian universities in the regional and 
global educational space. 
 

Analysis and Results 

 

Russian National Universities Rankings  

 
National University Ranking (NUR) started as a special project of the Interfax group in 2009 with the 
aim of developing and testing mechanisms for independent evaluation system of Russian universities. 
The methodology of rating calculation was based on the following parameters: 

Table 1: Ranking indicators of the Russian National University Ranking (Interfax) 

Indicator Percentage 

1. University Activities Assessment in the field of “Education” 20 

2. University Activities Assessment in the field of “Scientific 
Researches” 

20 

3. University Activities Assessment in the field of “Social 
Environment” 

15 

4. University Activities Assessment in the field of “International 
Relations” 

15 

5. University Activities Assessment in the field of “Innovations and 
Entrepreneurship” 

15 

6. University Brand Assessment 15 

Source: National University Ranking Interfax  

Russian Rating Agency RAEX (Expert RA) since 2012 has been implementing a major project for 
the analysis of competitiveness of Russian universities. One component of this independent research 
and communication project is an annual ranking of Russian universities. Table 2 presents the criteria 
developed by the Agency RAEX (Expert RA), to assess the activities of Russian universities. The 
value of each integral factor is determined by groups of indicators characterizing the situation on the 
most important aspects of the University. 
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Table 2: Ranking indicators of the Russian National University Ranking (RAEX) 

Integral Factor Percentage 

1.  CONDITIONS FOR RECEIVING A QUALITY EDUCATION 0,5 

1.1 group: teaching level 

1.2 group: international integration 

1.3 group: resource security 

1.4 group: demand among applicants 

2.  THE LEVEL OF DEMAND FOR GRADUATES FROM 
EMPLOYERS 

0,3 

2.1 group: quality of career of graduates 

2.2 group: cooperation with employers 

3.  LEVEL OF RESEARCH ACTIVITY 0,2 

3.1 group: innovative activity 

3.2 group: scientific achievements 

3.3 group: innovative infrastructure 

Source: National University Ranking RAEX  

Thus, the studied research allow us to state that rankings of the Russian national universities, on the 
one hand, reflect the national features in the assessment of universities. On the other hand, the content 
of the national rankings parameters, in general, coincide with the contents of criteria used in 
international rankings, particularly in the ranking of the world best universities (Table 3): 

Table 3: Ranking metrics of the QS World University Rankings (QS WUR) 

Metrics Percentage 

1. Academic reputation 40 

2. Employer reputation 10 

3. Faculty/Student ratio 20 

4. Citation per faculty 20 

5. International faculty ratio 5 

6. International student ratio 5 

Source: QS World University Rankings  

Current Position of the Leading Russian Universities in the National 

Universities Rankings 

Traditionally leading national ranking positions belong to Lomonosov Moscow State University, 
National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI" (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute), Moscow 
Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT /MIPT Moscow), Saint Petersburg State University 
(Table. 4). 
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Table 4: The Russian National University Ranking (Interfax) 

Name of the University 2017 2016 2014/2015 

Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score 

Lomonosov Moscow State University 1 1000 1 1000 1 1000 

National Research Nuclear University 
MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics 
Institute) 

2 856 2 862 2 874 

Moscow Institute of Physics and 
Technology (MIPT /Moscow Phystech) 

6 722 4 848 3 852 

Saint-Petersburg State University 3 735 5 811 6 839 

Novosibirsk State University 5 727 3 862 7 817 

National Research University Higher 
School of Economics (HSE, Moscow) 

4 734 6 780 10 747 

Tomsk State National Research University 
(TSU) FSBEI HPO  

8 707 9 738 8 797 

National Research Tomsk Polytechnic 
University  

10 680 10 738 9 764 

Bauman Moscow State Technical 
University 

12 621 7 771 4 849 

Russian University of Friendship of 
Peoples (RUDN University) 

9 706 8 756 5 839 

Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg 

Polytechnic University 

14 607 13 699 14 681 

Source: National University Ranking Interfax  

Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University (SPbPU) (where the authors of the article 
work as professors) consistently occupies the top lines of Top-100 leading Russian universities 
(Table 5). 

Table 5: Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University Ranking (RAEX) 

 Ranking in 
the UNR 

Rating 
functionality 

Quality of 
Education, 

rank 

Demand of 
Employers, rank 

 Research 
Activity, rank 

2017 10 3,890 12 13 8 

2016 11 3,821 14 10 8 

2015 11 3,737 15 9 6 

2014 11 3,4685 15 14 7 

2013 9 3,7750 12 13 7 

2012 9 3,7501 7 24 7 

Source: SPbPU Rankings  
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The data of the national rating RAEX (Expert RA) show the biggest demand for the universities 
where economic and managerial training courses are provided. According to the experts, the steady 
growth of students’ interest to these training areas is associated with steady and good career prospects 
with those qualification, as well as a fairly high earnings level in the economic field. 

Current Position of the Leading Russian Universities in the World Universities 

Rankings 

Currently 22 Russian universities are parties in the rating QS World University Ranking. The leaders 
among them are Lomonosov Moscow State University (rank 108), Saint-Petersburg State University 
(rank 258), Novosibirsk State University (rank 291), Bauman Moscow State Technical University 
(rank 306), Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT /Moscow Phystech) (rank 350). In 
addition, 4 local universities have been able to improve their performance in the rankings and take 
part in the Top 400 (Table 6). 

Table 6: Ranking of the Russian Universities in QS WUR 

Name of the University 2016/17 2015/16 

1.  Lomonosov Moscow State University  108(=) 108 

2.  Saint-Petersburg State University  258(↓) 256 

3.  Novosibirsk State University  291(↑) 317 

4.  Bauman Moscow State Technical University  306(↑) 338 

5.  Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT /Moscow 
Phystech)  

350(↑) 431-440 

6.  Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO 
University)  

350(↑) 397 

7.  Tomsk State University  377(↑) 481-490 

8.  National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University  400(↑) 481-490 

9.  National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow 
Engineering Physics Institute)  

401-410(↑) 501-550 

10.  National Research University Higher School of Economics 
(HSE, Moscow)  

411-420(↑) 501-550 

11.  Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University  411-420(↑) 471-480 

12.  Kazan (Volga region) Federal University  501-550 551-600 

13.  Far Eastern Federal University  551-600(↑) 651-700 

14.  National Research Saratov State University  551-600(↑) 601-650 

15.  Southern Federal University  551-600(↑) 601-650 

16.  The National University of Science and Technology MISIS  601-650(↑) 701+ 

17.  RUDN University  601-
650(=) 

601-650 
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18.  Ural Federal University  601-
650(=) 

601-650 

19.  Lobachevsky University  701+(=) 701+ 

20.  Plekhanov Russian University of Economics  701+(=) 701+ 

21.  Voronezh State University  701+(=) 701+ 

22.  Novosibirsk State Technical University  701+ - 

Source: World University Rankings Review (Summer 2016 – Spring 2017) 

Taking into account the metrics of the QS WUR (see Table 3), the 2017 rating RAEX experts (Expert 
RA) note that the greatest progress of the Russian universities has been reached in the field of 
scientific publications indexed in foreign scientometric databases. Thus, the 2016 rating showed an 
average of 0.20 published works per year per one scientific and pedagogical employee of the top 100 
Russian universities; in comparison to that, the results of current rating show 0.29 publishings. Also, 
the growth in the field of citation scientific papers is recorded: the average number of citations per 
scientific and pedagogical employee have increased from 0.32 to 0.53. 

The Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) was first published in June 2003 by the 
Center for World-Class Universities (CWCU), Graduate School of Education (formerly the Institute 
of Higher Education) of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China, and since 2009 is updated on an 
annual basis by ShanghaiRanking Consultancy. Only two leading national universities were present 
constantly in the rating ARWU since 2003: Moscow State University and St.-Petersburg State 
University. In 2016, the rating includes Novosibirsk State University, taking up a position in the 
group “401-500”. ARWU 2017 includes already 4 national universities: Moscow State University 
(rank 93), St.-Petersburg State University (group “301-400”), Novosibirsk State University (group 
“401-500”) and Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (group “501-600”). Table 7 shows the 
dynamics of Russian national universities’ position in the Academic Ranking of World Universities 
(2015-2017): 

Table 7: Ranking of the Russian Universities in ARWU 

University 2017 2016 2015 

Moscow State University Top100 (93) Top100 (87) Top100 (86) 

St.-Petersburg State University Top400 (301-400) Top400 (301-400) Top400 (401-450) 

Novosibirsk State University Top500 (401-500) Top500 (401-500) 
_ 

Moscow Institute of Physics and 
Technology 

Top600 (501-600) 
_ _ 

Source: drawn out by the authors on the basis of ARWU 
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Traditionally Russian universities get low assessment on such indicators as “The number of highly 
cited researchers” and “The number of alumni and staff winning Nobel Prizes and Fields Medals”.  

Times Higher Education (THE) is the leading provider of higher education data for the world's 
research-led institutions. THE DataPoints suite of tools is designed to provide detailed performance 
information across all of the core areas of university activity. Times Higher Education World 
University Rankings now ranks 2,150 institutions worldwide, with 1 million data points analyzed 
across 2,600 institutions in 93 countries. Table 8 shows the current position of Russian national 
universities in the Times Higher Education World University Rankings: 

Table 8:  Ranking of the Russian Universities in THE WUR 

 University 2017 2015/2016 

Rank Overall 
Score 

Rank Overall 
Score 

1. Lomonosov Moscow State 
University 

188 51.5 161 51.9 

2. Moscow Institute of Physics 
and Technology 

301- 350 40.7- 43.3 501 - 600  

3. ITMO University 351- 400 37.6 – 
40.6 

 
 

4. Higher School of 
Economics 

401 - 500 
32.6 – 
37.5 

  

5. Kazan Federal University 401 - 500 
32.6 – 
37.5 

301 - 350  

6. National Research Nuclear 
University MEPhI 

401 - 500 
32.6 – 
37.5 

251 - 300  

7. Novosibirsk State 
University 

401 - 500 
32.6 – 
37.5 

401 - 500  

8. St.-Petersburg State 
University 

401 - 500 
32.6 – 
37.5 

401 - 500  

9. Tomsk Polytechnic 
University 

501 - 600 
27.6 – 
32.5 

251 - 300  

 Tomsk State University 501 - 600 27.6 – 
32.5 

  

10. Bauman Moscow State 
Technical University 

601 - 800 
18.6 – 
27.5 

501 - 600  

11. Peter the Great St.-

Petersburg Polytechnic 

University 

601 - 800 
18.6 – 

27.5 

201 - 250  

Source: drawn out by the authors on the basis of THE WUR 
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The rating THE WUR 2015/2016 academic year included 16 Russian leading universities. In 2017 
the list of Russian leading universities ranked by THE WUR expanded to 24 universities.  

Thus, the studied research allow us to state that leading Russian universities managed not only to 
enter the World Universities Rankings, but also to occupy a strong position there, despite some 
fluctuations in the ratings.  

The presented above allows us to make a conclusion that Russian higher professional education has 
become a valuable product in demand internationally. The diagram below shows a tendency of 
foreign students studying in Russian universities increase: 

 

Fig.1: The proportion of foreign students in the total number of students studying in Russia, % 

 

eLearning as a means of increasing the attractiveness of Universities 

As stated in Introduction, one of the tools of boosting attractiveness of Russian Universities both for 
Russian and international students can serve various forms of learning that are being implemented in 
universities nowadays. One of them, widespread worldwide, is eLearning. ELearning refers to the use 
of electronic media, information and communication technologies (ICT) in education.  

Between October and December 2013 a total of 249 institutions (of which 241 are EUA members) 
from 38 countries and higher education systems completed the survey on eLearning conducted by 
European University Association. Russia was represented by some of the leading universities such as 
Moscow State Linguistic University, National Research University Higher School of Economics, St. 
Petersburg State University, Southern Federal University and Peoples’ Friendship University of 
Russia. The results confirm a strong trend towards institutional strategies for e-learning. Half of the 
respondent institutions have already established such a strategy, and a further 26% are preparing one. 
Relatively few institutions (14%) have strategies at only faculty level. 

No less than 96% of the institutions surveyed use e-learning, mainly in blended learning (91%), but 
also for online learning courses (82%). However, there is potential both for expanding its 
development, given that only 53% of them use it across the board, and for exploring other types of 
application such as inter-institutional collaboration and joint online degree programmes (Fig.2). 
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Fig.2:  Types of eLearning 

As it was stated by The Worldwide Market for Self
2015 Forecast and Analysis the global market for eLearning is one of the fastest growing segments of 
the global education market, the average growth rate over five years has been 9.2% (Figure 3).

Fig.3:  Worldwide eLearning Market Fi

The largest users of eLearning today are the USA, Europe, Asia and Latin America, the leaders of 
implementation growth and usage of this educational form are the countries of Asia (Figure 4).

Fig.4: Worldwide Self-paced eLearning Fiv

The growth rate of the eLearning market is an important indicator that shows how much the market is 
developing in a particular country. As 
allow us to estimate the potential profit that the investors willing to invest in international projects on 
eLearning may get (Figure 5). 
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As it was stated by The Worldwide Market for Self-paced eLearning Products and Services: 2010
2015 Forecast and Analysis the global market for eLearning is one of the fastest growing segments of 
the global education market, the average growth rate over five years has been 9.2% (Figure 3).

Worldwide eLearning Market Five-Year Growth Rates 

The largest users of eLearning today are the USA, Europe, Asia and Latin America, the leaders of 
implementation growth and usage of this educational form are the countries of Asia (Figure 4).
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Fig.5: the Amount of Venture Capital Financing of eLearning Projects Worldwide

Trends 2015: Learning and Teaching in Euro
Association, states that internationali
environment. Indeed, when asked which developments have been
of respondents mention the former and 62% the latter (Q
Respondents were asked to consider the importance of the same set of items in the near future.
turned out, internationalization and
increase in value: 83% for the former (+13

Massive Open Online Courses as a means of boosting eLearning worldwide

Since 2012, known as “the Year of the MOOC”, 
expanded  worldwide and become 
universities around the world have launched MOOCs. According to Class Center, a MOOC 
aggregator, by the end of 2016, around 58 millio
2016, 2,600+ new courses were announced, taking the total number of courses to 6,850 from over 
700 universities (Figure 6). 
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Fig.6 : Growth of MOOCs by Class Center 
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published by UNESCO and the Commonwealth of Learning (2016) stated the possible objective for 
using MOOCs by Higher Education Institutions and Universities:  

• MOOCs can offer a good marketing model; 

• MOOCs can attract better and/or more on campus students; 

• MOOCs can attract new kinds of students; 

• MOOCs provide innovation in educational provision; 

• MOOCs result in scalable educational services; 

• MOOCs can improve the quality of on campus education; 

• MOOCs can reduce the costs of regular course provision; 

• MOOCs can be a research area; 

• MOOCs can be mass environments for exploring research questions 
 

The diagrams below present MOOC distribution by subjects in 2015 and 2016. 
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Fig.7: Course Distribution by Subjects by Class Center
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and business courses has led to a decrease in the humanities and social science courses, but overall 
there is still a healthy balance of technical and non-technical courses. In 2016, consistent with the last 
year, courses in business and technology form a big chunk of the courses that have been announced 
so far.  

Russian eLearning Market 

The Russian eLearning market began to develop in 2000, and according to the experts it is lagging 
behind the global market for 5-7 years (Table 9). 

Table 9: The Amount of Venture Capital Financing of eLearning in Russia 

 2014 2015 2016 

Deal 
Value, 

$, 
million 

Number 
of 

Deals, 
$, 

million 

Deal 
Value, $, 
million 

Number of 
Deals, $, 
million 

Deal 
Value, $, 
million 

Number of 
Deals, $, 
million 

Cloud 
Technologies/Computer 
Software 

47,7 13 34,4 11 41,8 19 

Educational Services 5,7 7 4,1 7 2,9 4 

Mobile Application 8 7 1,5 3 2,2 3 

Source: PwC & PBK 2015-2016 

Despite some venture investment decline, the Russian eLearning market attracts venture investors. 
According to experts J'son & Partners Consulting, for the last 2.5 years Russian projects attracted 
about $15 million. 

In order to transmit the MOOCs, there are various commercial or non-profit platforms shown in 
Table 10. 

Table 10: Commercial and non-profit platforms 

Name of Provider Time 
Type 

Type Users, 
million 

Number of 
Courses 

Investments, $, 
million 

Coursera, 2012 Fixed time Freemium 7,1 641 >65 

EdX, 2012 Fixed time Freemium 2,5 215 30 

Udacity, 2012 Fixed time Freemium 1,6 38 20 

Udemy, 2010 Open 
schedule 

Paid 3,0 16000 48 

Lynda, 1995 Open 
schedule 

Paid 4,0 2800 103 

Khan Academy, 2006 Open 
schedule 

Free 10,0 6000 n/a 

MIT OpenCourseWare, 
2002 

Open 
schedule 

Free n/a 2180 >60 

Source: J’son & Partners Consulting (2014) 
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The Russian eLearning market is presented by more than 50 providers of MOOC courses, according 
to experts J'son & Partners Consulting. The number of registered users on the largest MOOC 
platforms is made up of tens of thousands, and in some cases exceeds 100 thousand persons, 7.2 
million inhabitants of Russia at least once studied online. In contrast to the global market of online 
education, the distinctive feature of the Russian market is a paid training model. The most significant 
free of charge projects include the free nonprofit academic educational projects Lektorium 
(www.lektorium.tv) and Universarium (www.universarium.org), as well as an aggregator of online 
courses UniverTV (www.univertv.ru) (Table 11).  

Table 9: Russian Online Market by Segments 

General 
Profile 

Academic 
Knowledge 

Language 
Platforms 

Schoolchildren/Students Aggregators 

Uniweb LectoriumTV Lingualeo YaKlass Edumarket 

Netology-
FoxFord 

Universarium Busuu Clearmath Besmart 

Zillion Intuit Study.ru Moyuniver Postnauka 

Lendwings  Englishtown Globallab UniverTV 

 Lingust Inlearno Yarbula 

 Newtutor Uchinovoe 

Eutorion  

Tutotonline 

Source: J’son & Partners Consulting (2014) 

Among Russian universities, the following online courses platforms become widespread: 

• Lomonosov Moscow State University  - Universarium; 

• Saint-Petersburg State University – Coursera; 

• National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE, Moscow) – Coursera; 

• Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT /Moscow Phystech)  - Coursera; 

• The Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration 

(RANEPA) – Uniweb/Hexlet. 

Discussion 

In 2015, the eight leading Russian universities - National Research University Higher School of 
Economics (HSE, Moscow), Lomonosov Moscow State University, National Research Nuclear 
University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute), National University of Science and 
Technology (MISIS, Moscow), Saint-Petersburg State University, Peter the Great St. Petersburg 
Polytechnic University, ITMO University and Ural Federal University - initiated a project to start a 
National Open Education Platform on the basis of an open platform Open edX. All the courses placed 
on National Open Education Platform are for free and without any formal requirements to the basic 
level of education. For those students who want to have their MOOC results accepted there is an 
opportunity to get a certificate. To get the certificate the students have to pass the personal 
identification and all the obligatory tests and the exams. 

The Russian national platforms courses have some certain features: 

• all courses are developed in accordance with the requirements of Federal State Educational 

Standards; 
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• all courses meet the requirements of the learning outcomes of educational programs of 

universities; 

• special attention is paid to the effectiveness and quality of online courses and assessment 

procedures of learning outcomes.

The National Open Educational P
universities: each participant will invest in the project RUB 50 million within three years. According 
to the Association “The National Open
there were hosted more than 90 courses, 
thousand. On average one participant

The electronic information-educational environment
University includes electronic media, eLearning resources, complex of Information and 
Communication Technologies that allow students to develop their educational programs in full 
volume irrespective of the location of students.

The electronic information-educational environment of Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic 
University includes the following resources:

• distributed e-learning system (network of educational portals of instit

courses across platforms;

• information and education project Open Polytech;

• “private offices” and a portfolio of students and teachers;

• information-library complex;

• sites of the University; 

• official groups and pages in social networks;

• automated control systems of educational process;

• IT services. 

 

Fig.8:  Peter the Great Saint-

To improve the situation on the Russian eLearning market, in November 2016 the Russian pas
of the priority project “Modern Digital Educational Environment of the Russian Federation
developed. Within three years in the framework of this project one billion roubles in grants will be 
allocated to Russian universities for the development 
portal for online courses integrated with a Unified system of identification and authentication, as well 
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as to develop a system for assessing the quality of acquired knowledge. The number of online courses 
created within the project should reach 3,5 thousand. 

Thus, within the framework of the project “Modern Digital Educational Environment of the Russian 
Federation” the new approaches of the implementing educational programs based on the use of 
eLearning will be developed. In particular, we are talking about the use of virtual academic mobility 
and the creation of individual learning paths. 

Conclusion 
 

UNESCO and the Commonwealth of Learning Survey stated the obvious benefits of Massive Open 
Online Courses such as: 

• improving access to Higher Education. MOOCs are regarded as contributing to the 
democratization of Higher Education, not only regionally but globally as well. Students are 
able to access complete courses offered by universities all over the world. 

• providing an affordable alternative to formal education. MOOCs are for large numbers of 
participants and can be accessed by anyone anywhere as long as they have an Internet 
connection. The MOOCs are open to everyone and offer a full/complete course experience 
online mostly for free. 

 

Along with the obvious merits of eLearning, there are still a number of controversial points. One such 
point is as Novak-Kalyayeva (2013) stated the recognition of the autonomy of each person and 
respect for its uniqueness which is the supreme principle of information network functioning. This 
should be taken into account while creating student’s personal identification system to pass MOOCs 
courses. 

Another point is that today, there is a high demand for a high-quality content produced on the basis of 
the studio with a camera crew, director and educator is highly demanded. Amateur recordings of 
lectures and webinars are of no interest to their users. 

One more point is about the cost of creating MOOCs. It very much depends on its duration and 
content and varies on average from 50 thousand to 1 million rubles. In the Western practice the 
figures are higher – MOOC-courses can cost >$150 thousand. 

Despite all mentioned issues analysts and experts of the Ministry of Education and Science of the 
Russian Federation expect the outcome of the project as a comprehensive description of optimal 
patterns of eLearning application for educational process that can be offered for implementation in 
Russian universities. In the long term this will help to improve the quality and efficiency of 
educational programs to expand opportunities for students to choose their individual educational path. 
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Abstract 

Among the topical problems of the theory of public administration, the issue of human rights, as its 

theoretical basis and practical imperative, occupies a special place. State administration by its social 

purpose and structure largely correlates with the structure and social function of human rights as a 

social institution, and their interaction is quite organic. In conditions of social transformations against 

a background of democratization of managerial processes, the observance and maintenance of these 

rights in everyday life is a mission of administration. The analysis of the theory and methodology of 

public administration based on modern approaches, enriched by human rights issues, allows us to 

reveal the significant democratic potential of public administration in the process of its modernization 

in the face of contemporary global challenges and threats. The priority state of human rights in the 

European society, the insufficient elaboration of the tasks of public administration for the observance, 

maintenance and protection of human rights justify the research topic and confirm its relevance. 

 

Keywords: governance, public administration, human rights, improvement of public 

administration 

Introduction 

The need to update the systems of state power and governance on the basis of human rights is caused 

by the global challenges of our time, which include, in particular, systemic problems: the acceptance 

of international law; processes of integration, disintegration, migration and intercultural 

communication; prevention of terrorism, implementation of collective security and so on. At the 

national level, these, among others, are the problems of public administration, caused by the 

increasing implantation of new information technologies of the society self-control in the daily life, 

and the increasing responsibility of the authorities for the metamorphosis of real democracy and its 

implementation in a close connection with the public. We are talking about the need to change the 

paradigm of power in the center and at the local level in favor of broad involvement of citizens into 

the processes of formation and implementation of state policies. Openness and transparency of the 

procedures carried out by authoritative structures, an access to public information, etc. are the 

guarantee of the legality and controllability of power by a civil society, and the evidence of formation 

of a free, decentralized, non-hierarchical tradition of communication between an individual and 

authorities. This is the only way both to public legitimization of power and for ensuring its 

effectiveness through public support and democratic practices that propose the direct participation of 

citizens in the preparation, adoption and implementation of managerial decisions in accordance with 

the principles of human rights. 
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The important aspects of human rights have been developed by such researchers as Andrews, R. and 

Van de Walle, S. (2012), Gosepat, S.G. and Lomann, K. (2008), Jellinek, G. (1979), Kolosovska, I. 

(2015) and others. The problems connected with human rights in the context of public administration 

have not been sufficiently studied, which indicates the relevance of its scientific development. 

Analysis and Results 

Argumentation of Human Rights as a Theoretical Basis of Public 

Administration and Its Practical Imperatives 

Fundamental rights and freedoms of a person and citizen in the broadest sense are defined as legal 

opportunities that are necessary for the existence and development of the individual, are recognized 

as inherent, must be universal and equal for everyone and secured and protected by the state in the 

amount of international standards. However, each component of the definition is full of polemical 

potential and actual and undeniable only under certain conditions. Fundamental human rights do not 

belong to people as such, that is in absolute terms, but only in relation to certain other persons, 

provided that that society recognizes and determines by regulations the human rights and mechanisms 

of their respect by all members of society. 

Personalistically, relative importance is a fundamental common feature of all rights, after all the 

phrase that everyone recognizes human rights remains largely relative. The existence of crime, 

corruption, terrorism limits the universalism and comprehensiveness of human rights by the need at 

the national level to put considerable efforts towards their observance by all members of society. This 

is the ideal which the humanity aspires. Globality in this context does not increase the optimism 

about the reality of its full implementation. A. Wildt (1997) noted that the idea of fundamental rights 

in the context of their universalism is ambiguous, as these are the most general human rights by 

means of which the others are justified and legitimized. The fundamental rights here mean the most 

important by content rights, i.e. "at least invariant core of minimum rights in the context of their 

integrity and inherence". Fundamental rights enshrined in the constitutions of states and major 

international legal acts, is the legal basis for the derivative, but no less important rights. According to 

R. Alexy (2008) it’s also possible to highlight the central and peripheral human rights on the grounds 

that the former basically are mostly insensitive regarding historical changes, while the latter being 

distanced from the center of legislative impulsing become increasingly dependent on historical 

variations. 

Thus, the fundamental human rights are certain opportunities that are necessary for normal existence 

and development of a person in certain specific historical conditions which are determined 

objectively by the achieved level of economic, social and spiritual development of mankind and must 

be general and equal for all people. Provided by the state, they are designed to form and maintain 

human dignity and individuality. 

Improvement of the current system of public administration requires the forming of innovative 

theoretical concepts that can substantiate its strategic and tactical imperatives. European democratic 

values, as a system of public priorities based on the inherited traditions of European humanism and 

Christian virtues, and on the liberal idea of natural and inalienable human rights, meet such 

requirements most of all. Human rights are their institutional, legal, moral and ethical, and, taking 

into consideration the level of cultural foundations development, the civilizational foundation. The 

process of shaping the concept of human rights in the dynamics of the European statehood forming 

significantly influenced the forming of a deep understanding of their rights among the population of 

the European countries, the belief that the state is obliged to ensure these rights realization, and the 

awareness of the power of a civil society which is capable to influence the power significantly. These 

days, this understanding, conviction and awareness were marked by the forming of a modern version 

of the human rights concept, which became the basis of approaches to governance in the European 

society. 
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In the concept of human rights the notion of human dignity, i.e. dignity, which is an integral organic 

characteristic of a human being, holds a prominent place. This is dignity that belongs to the man by 

the right of being born a man, regardless of origin, status or moral principles. While personal dignity 

is a concept close to the concept of honor, which is the product of individual activity of a man as 

social beings and has axiological characteristics and individual origin.  

Human dignity is a fundamental characteristic for a person in his relations with the authorities which 

can by coercion in certain circumstances humiliate, harm, destroy a person, that is to violate his/her 

rights. Human rights and freedoms protect the person’s dignity from infringement by the authorities. 

So one needs to understand that human rights only protect people from humiliation and attacks on 

dignity on the part of the government, which is one of the potential violators of those rights and 

freedoms. Human rights do not guarantee neither wealth nor justice, nor happiness.  

However, there is interdependence and interconditionality of human dignity with the conditions of a 

person’s existence, including material ones and the status in the society. Stipulation of the idea of 

human dignity by the right to a decent human existence theoretically has its roots in the works of 

jurists of the late nineteenth century. The right to a decent human existence determines social and 

economic doctrine of "freedom from want" and is complemented with the rights to a fair trial, 

education, consumer protection and so on. H. Ellinek (1979), in particular, believed that the 

implementation of socio-economic rights is directly dependent on the extent of the implementation of 

rights which a person claims and what extent of the legislative power the state has. 

The concept of human dignity in this context is largely associated with the formulated by V. 

Solovyov (1990) the right of every person to a decent existence, which he deduced from the idea of 

the common good, which, in fact, conditions satisfaction within reasonable limits of any private 

interest. The state under such conditions has a supporting role and provides the conditions for a 

decent human existence of each person, offering, above all, the minimum level of material well-

being.  

The concept of the right to a decent human existence, formed in the late nineteenth century and 

enriched by the experience of renewal and the desire for a “welfare state” after the Second World 

War, was in line with the liberal system of values in which this right expanded the positive task of the 

state to ensure social equality of initial chances. In the mid-twentieth century the state-eudemonistic 

approach to the concept of socio-economic and cultural rights was suggested, which meant as 

Szymańska (2016) stated the ability of the political system to ensure high living standards and create 

the illusion of concern about the prosperity of the people. 

This approach received development in the concept of “quality of life” which in the declared goals of 

public policy and social work of the developed countries brought to the fore the desire for raising the 

quality of life. Within these concepts, the concept of the right to a decent human existence was 

mainly reduced not so much to qualitative as to quantitative characteristics of the “consumer goods 

basket” and “living wage”. 

The Advisability of Governance Improvement Based On Human Rights 

The state of the power system in the society is largely determined by the state of observance of 

human rights, which can serve as a criterion for government effectiveness. As a criterion for 

effectiveness, determining the content, the main directions of improvement and effectiveness of 

organizational and managerial activities of managing subjects (leaders, managers, machinery of 

government, etc.), human rights embody the connection between state management and society, 

which determines the readiness of the state to ensure the harmonious development of society. The 

level of observance, guaranteeing and protection of human rights by the government, thus, 

determines the society perception of the government ability to adequately perform its functions. 
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The sources of the state and law forming were at the same time the sources of the human rights 

concept, because they appropriately interpreted the role of a person who realized his own status as a 

personality and its subjectivity in the development of European statehood and governance. As a 

multifaceted phenomenon, human rights belong to both law and other social regulators, such as 

morality, state-power relations, ideology, ethics, religion, education, and others. Despite its 

universality, human rights always belong to a particular culture and era, because any thesis can have 

a universal significance only within a single culture, for example within Western legal societies, 

perhaps even within one state, if this state is democratic. 

The ambiguous understanding of human rights by societies of different continents, faiths, traditions 

and cultures emphasizes a certain conventionality of the universality of human rights depending on 

cultural and religious factors. The concept of human rights is a specific product of the civilizational 

space, which in the modern humanitarian sphere is usually defined as the West. The development of 

the human rights concept on an interdisciplinary basis is seen as the evolution of Western political 

and legal doctrines that have as their natural outcome modern notions of human rights in their 

interaction with the state, particularly in the processes of state administration. The universality of 

human rights does not mean that the whole world must follow the Western culture patterns. At the 

same time, as it was stated in Amnesty International Annual Report (2016-2017), no arguments can 

be an excuse for mass violations of human rights by the state and officials on the basis of cultural 

differences. A culturally neutral or intercultural argumentation for human rights does not come from 

economic prerequisites, because human rights exist regardless of the management conditions or the 

political system specifics, and in this regard require universal legal protection. Thus, human rights are 

at the level of intercultural and timeless importance. The problem of human rights is transposed to the 

humanitarian background of intellectual discussions in the historical, spatial and industrial sense.  

Algorithms of interaction of human rights with the state are reduced to their “observance”, 

“guaranteeing” and “protection” by the latter. In this regard, the observance of human rights in the 

framework of public administration should be understood as managerial actions, which, in fact, do 

not violate human rights in the legal field adopted at the state level. The implementation by state 

structures, in the person of civil officials, of authority over a person, group, collective, people that do 

not violate the rights of a particular individual personally or as a member of these sets also marks the 

observance of these rights. The guaranteeing of human rights by government bodies should be 

understood as management actions aimed at the forming and implementing of appropriate 

(regulatory, organizational, institutional, procedural etc.) conditions for the observance of human 

rights by the authorities when implementing their powers, and members of the society in relation to 

each other, with respect to groups, collectives, peoples and between them, and providing guarantees 

of these rights in accordance with the legalized scope and authority. In the preceding work (Novak-

Kalyayeva 2013) we stated that the protection of human rights by government bodies is carried out in 

case of their violation and occurs within the limits of their powers, and the legal qualification of the 

violation of human rights stipulates the appropriate production of law enforcement and judicial 

bodies and justice bodies.  

The need for universalization of public administration on the principles of human rights is based on 

the fact that then the activities of government bodies in the fullness of their functional purpose will 

lead to the fact that human rights will be respected. This, in turn, will lead to the universalization of 

managerial activities, since it covers both the majority of the population and virtually all spheres of 

the society functioning. That is, respect for human rights is the most natural state of government. 

Public administration and human rights are linked by various forms of ties and are changing under 

the influence of the same factors. The same factors influence the state administration and the 

observance and protection of human rights in democratic countries, in particular the level of 

development of productive forces and market relations simultaneously determines the state of the 

economy and the opportunities for satisfying the social rights of citizens; the level of professionalism 

of managers and executives in the power structures simultaneously affects both the quality of 

management and the state of human rights at both the higher and local levels and so on. And one of 

these phenomena generates another. So, there is a connection both functional and cause-and-effect. 
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Statistical connection is the dependence of the state of observance and protection of human rights on 

the state of controllability of public institutions and their ability to ensure the implementation of 

guaranteeing of regulatory legal acts, organizational and other legal regulatory documents. In the 

preceding work (Novak-Kalyayeva 2014) we mentioned that the connection of states is characterized 

by the fact that the state of power implementation at each particular moment of time leads to the state 

of observance and protection of human rights for the future: the process of shaping the human rights 

concept in the dynamics of the European state significantly influenced the formation of awareness of 

their rights among the population of European countries, and the power of civil society to influence 

the authority, which in our day was marked by the formation of a modern version of the human rights 

concept, which has become the real basis of the approach to the management of European countries. 

The concept of human rights, being inseparable from democracy, motivates the actions of 

government bodies and gives them a perfect and noble content. In general, the principles of modern 

public administration are reduced to the principles of effective governance: in a world where 

technological and social changes occur at high speed, management structures and officials need to be 

more autonomous in making managerial decisions and in choosing from alternative policy planning 

and implementation of options. The responsibility of government bodies to society is growing. State 

Effectiveness, Growth, and Development Overview (Bandiera 2014) said that the combination of the 

classical mechanism of administrative supervision and control with the latest management methods 

based on results, managed competition and so on, and public control mechanisms can produce 

positive results. Although the recent studies on the problems of implementing these, as well as others, 

based on the principles of “Good governance” concepts, lead to very mixed conclusions. Reformatory 

intentions, for example, the concepts of a new public management according to R. Andrews and S. 

Van de Walle (2012) turned out to be rather weak, and the processes of reforms carried out at the 

local levels, according to the researchers, do not show the expected effectiveness.  

The theory and practice of modern public administration is formed and implemented on the basis of 

the norms of the main international human rights instruments that define the responsibilities of 

governments to ensure respect for and implementation of human rights. The state-members of the 

international law acts within the framework of the international system for the protection of human 

rights have engaged to take the necessary measures to implement these rights, including economic 

ones, according to the real capabilities of the state. As stated by Rodionov et al (2017) national legal 

frameworks compatible with the principles of human rights can strengthen the tandem of “power - the 

individual” in the activities of government bodies and the position of civil society organizations in 

interaction with the government on the basis of human rights. 

Integration as the process of approachment of national political structures aimed at mutual 

cooperation with the aim of forming a certain integrated set of political systems at the interstate level 

is a component of many modern public administration concepts. One of the expected results of 

integration is the unification of these structures with the obligatory availability of both formal and 

informal public institutions for the general solving of significant issues. Fersman (2014) mentioned 

that in the integrated commonwealth, the level of transactions between participants in integration and 

opportunities for satisfying interests on the basis of common values increases, which increases the 

requirements for the quality of intercultural interaction.  

The relevant concepts of public administration, focused on high quality of service to the population, 

taking into account the imperatives of the information society, have radically influenced the paradigm 

of public administration, which should determine the attitude to information as a strategic resource. 

Proper information support for management processes is a necessary basis for making effective 

management decisions. The main ideas, program and activities for the application of information and 

communication technologies in public administration are adopted, as stated by Szymańska (2016), in 

particular, in the EU countries in the form of an e-government concept, the implementation strategy 

of which is aimed at ensuring the possibility of providing public services primarily through the 

Internet at all levels of government. The introduction of “E-Government” significantly influenced the 

state administration. As a result, the effectiveness of communication between the population and the 

state, where the technical conditions were created for this purpose, has risen dramatically. K. Van 
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Kersbergen and F. Van Waarden (2004) noted that the problems remain debatable, in particular, with 

respect to the prospects for administrative integration, instruments for social, political and economic 

control, the ethics of civil officials and verification of the documents in connection with possible 

dishonesty of employees. Thus, the significant regional factors of universalization of public 

administration concepts remain common traditions of European management culture. 

Discussion 

The Problems of Democratization and Acceptance of Human Rights in the 

Countries of Democratic Transit 

The modern management paradigm assigns a significant role to local self-government, whose aim is, 

depending on the level of the government system democratization, to undertake in a varying degree 

the significant part of the executive authorities competences and powers. The harmony between the 

competencies as a sphere of responsibilities and authority as the right to implement them, in turn, not 

only establishes the status, but also stipulates the ability of a local government to be responsible for 

the public policies implementation. According to I. Kolosovska (2015) an important participant of the 

management activities become public organizations and movements, political parties, trade unions, 

business structures; the interaction between them and authorities of course is the determining factor 

in the prospects of real democracy and social legitimization of power. 

The population of those European countries, which were freed from authoritarian regimes only in the 

last quarter of the twentieth century, have ambiguous attitude towards a human rights problem. For a 

certain part of citizens, who have grown up in a “Soviet power” and “people's democracy” 

framework, human rights is largely an abstract concept perceived as a “figure of speech”. A 

considerable part of people, especially older generations, are not ready to believe that the respect for 

the human personality can be the basis of state policy or that the personal freedom and its self-

realization opportunity may be a criterion of the self-control, true democracy and effectiveness of the 

government. 

The level of civil activity of the population has been significantly raised by various social network 

since they are able to provide people with the opportunity of the self-expression, consolidation with 

the like-minded, obtaining the information needed and the ability to influence social and managerial 

processes in on-line environment. As a consequence, governments and local authorities have lost the 

opportunity to maintain a certain detachment from the civil society (which was typical for the 

management practices of the twentieth century), and thus they have been forced to reckon with its 

positions. At the same time, the boundaries of the possible political influence of the self-organized 

society are determined by the necessity not only to avoid the transformation of participatory 

democracy in democracy slogans and anarchy, but also to overcome the pressure of populism, to 

avoid a reduction in the level of professionalism in policy development and responsibility for the 

possible consequences of emotional and ill-considered political decisions. Besides, in the countries 

under democratic transition, the situation is complicated by the fact that governments and local 

authorities are lack of vertical and horizontal interaction experience, both in the system of 

administration and in the interaction with the public due to low level of mutual trust and weak 

awareness of the effectiveness of the entire spectrum of tools and possibilities for cooperation 

between authorities and society. 

Conclusions 

The concept of human rights as a dynamic system of the morality and law rules, guaranteed by the 

state, develops together with the society, responds adequately to the changes occurring in all spheres 

of the human life, and is able to be a universal motive, factor and purpose of a public administration 

system functioning in accordance with the needs of a modern society. Interaction of human rights and 

public administration at the national level in the management activities encourages the formation of a 
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powerful energy potential, providing the global effect of democratization and the supremacy of law 

through the democratic reforms. 

Human rights as the basic principle of public administration are considered as a generally accepted 

theoretical and methodological basis and a non-confrontational platform for economic, political and 

ideological approaches coordination to the implementation of authority at the global, regional and 

national levels of governance. As a basis of public administration, human rights determine an 

implementation of all its functions and, thus, motivate the managerial activities and give them more 

universality and excellence. 
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Abstract 

 

In this paper, we analyse the Microsoft SharePoint Online platform and its capabilities and discuss               

the implementation of some of the outstanding features of this platform in small and medium-sized               

enterprises (SMEs) in New Zealand. Accurate and timely processing of data has become increasingly              

necessary as businesses face fierce global competition. Being able to use information systems to              

outperform the competition adds a competitive advantage and ensures sustainable growth. SharePoint            

Online, a collaborative platform, can do a great deal to boost business through optimising and               

streamlining processes. SharePoint is not only a document management and storage system, but also              

a powerful tool that enables working collaboratively and helps analyse an organisation's data.             

Additionally, Office 365 is fully-integrated with SharePoint. However, the implementation has to            

meet certain requirements to take full advantage of its benefits. 

Keywords : Capabilities, Benefits, Microsoft SharePoint, Productivity, New Zealand SMEs 

 

Introduction 
 

Businesses are constantly seeking profit maximisation and improving productivity is one of the best              

ways of doing this. However, in a world characterised by fast changes and producing vast amounts of                 

data every second, working more efficiently is not always easy. Likewise, society is living in a time                 

of hyper connection, we must capitalise on working collaboratively more than ever before. SMEs are               

increasingly adopting innovative ways of working such as using cloud computing, sharing files in              

real time and utilising new communication channels with clients and employees [2]. It is known that                

New Zealand businesses lag behind in the utilisation of Information and Communication            

Technologies and that this lag limits productivity [8]. This is where SharePoint becomes a powerful               

ally. As software packages evolve and mature they find new uses and Microsoft has found this to be                  

the case with SharePoint Online. This software package now has features that enable SMEs to create                

an intranet where employees can share, search and manage content as well as collaborate with each                

other across the organisation in a secure environment [5]. This makes it a powerful productivity tool                

in the modern workplace. In addition to this, employees may want to seize the opportunity to                

integrate Microsoft Office 365 to enhance the performance at work or even make use of advanced                

data analysis tools such as Power  BI and produce reports with relative ease. 

KEY COMPONENTS AND CAPABILITIES OF MICROSOFT      
SHAREPOINT  ONLINE 

SharePoint Online is a cloud-based platform aimed to develop a business intranet that provides a way                

to create content, which can be completely customisable to meet the current and future business               

needs. This content creation process lends itself to content editing and collaboration in a single               

unified platform. Essentially, SharePoint allows designing sites and pages regarding how the            

published content is displayed. From a document management viewpoint, this solution store            

documents in a centrally managed repository, which are easily accessible from the browser or the               

Microsoft OneDrive file hosting service, as it may apply [10]. In the past, having a local SharePoint                 
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environment was often cost-prohibitive to SMEs, but now that this tool is part of the Microsoft Office                 

365 suite based on the cloud, it becomes cost-effective. The following are the main components of                

Microsoft SharePoint Online: 

Sites to customise the workplace 

A site is a group of related web pages which becomes a space of collaboration where the members                  

can exchange information easily. The sites and pages can be utilised to create workspaces assigned to                

departments, projects, teams or any particular need of the company.  

Lists 

A list is a website component to store, share, and manage information. This tool is extremely useful                 

when it comes to creating databases rapidly, in much the same way as using Microsoft Excel, but                 

with the difference that it is online.  

Web parts 

A Web Part is a modular unit of information that forms the basic building block of components                 

displayed on a site. Depending on the permissions of the user, it is possible to edit a page through                   

using Web Parts to display content, pictures and charts, lists of documents, embedded code, maps,               

etc.  

Document Libraries 

A Document Library is a file hosting storage used by the organisation to store all files related to the                   

department or project. A library can be used to organise files and make it easier to find them. In this                    

way, everyone can have access to them and share them with colleagues easily from any location. The                 

access to files will depend on the employees’ permissions. Additionally, Microsoft SharePoint Online             

integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Office 365,  which means the document changes are instant.  

Workflows 

A workflow is a sequence of events triggered by actions carried out within the intranet. This is one of                   

the outstanding features of SharePoint Online powered by Microsoft Flow. It allows automating the              

activities of the business process increasing productivity. The design of the business process in              

SharePoint turns out a critical area if the company want to take the most of this tool as automation                   

will depend on the structure of the intranet and its content. 

Views 

A view is used to visualise the items of a list or library in different ways according to the selected                    

fields. This can be modified in order to display specific data. As usage of the lists grows, using                  

different views to organise the information is needed. 

User  Permissions  

This functionality provides or restricts user access to the site or its contents. Site permissions apply                

normally throughout a site, and they allow assigning different access based on user role. 
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PowerApps 

Microsoft PowerApps powers SharePoint Online to create sophisticated business applications to           

interact with the business  information without writing code.  

Mobile Experience 

The platform is mobile-enabled which means the co-workers can use their mobile devices to access               

the sites or interact with other services at any time and in any place.  

Some of the most significant capabilities that SharePoint Online brings to help users increase              

productivity at work  are: 

• Connectivity at any time, from anywhere, on any device with a responsive website             

design 

• Centralisation and control of the information 

• Storage of documents in the cloud via OneDrive 

• Smart search system 

• Collaboration and sharing of documents in real-time 

• Revision and approval of documents 

• Alert notifications to stay updated when lists or items change 

• Improved graphic user interface to allow any employee to interact with the platform             

easily 

• Automation of tasks by using workflows 

• Integration with a range of different productivity apps and services 

PRODUCTIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY IN NEW ZEALAND SMES       
ENTERPRISES 

Some tend to associate productivity with working hard rather than working smart, and the former, in                

terms of worldview, may lead to undermining the productivity. In short, productivity is described as               

the process of doing more with less resource. The time has come and gone where productivity is a                  

luxury. These days increasing productivity is indispensable to stay in business, and the usage of               

technology is critical to enhancing it in the organisation. The development of New Zealand IT and the                 

mere fact of utilising data smartly could lead to an economic boost of up to $4.5 billion [7].  

New Zealand is a small economy, which suffers from constraints of scale and other inefficiencies.               

Nevertheless, this is not an excuse to be disconnected from the world. IDC reported in 2016 that four                  

out of five New Zealanders over the age of 18 own a smartphone [6]. The advances in mobility and                   

cloud computing are changing the way of working, and utilising mobile-enabled IT solutions to be               

connected at the right time will allow us to transform business processes, operations or develop more                

profitable business  models. 
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There has been evidence that SMEs in New Zealand are not taking sufficient advantage of computers                

apart from accounting applications, spreadsheets and word processors. In addition to this, most users              

are not computer specialists [3]. This means that either SMEs lack understanding of the potential of                

implementing more technological tools, or they believe these tools are still cost prohibited. Today              

there are several options, within budget, to take full advantage of new technology. Businesses are not                

making the money they should, and workers are not earning high enough wages because of the levels                 

of productivity [1]. 

THE  POTENTIAL OF  SHAREPOINT  ONLINE 

The proper use of SharePoint Online brings significant productivity growth for the business. Mobility              

and connectivity are some of the most significant improvements in this release. Access to the intranet,                

which is the business information centre, everywhere and at any time helps co-workers to make more                

informed decisions. This also allows being connected with your work team to send and receive               

information in order to close deals faster. Work flows faster when everyone knows and can access to                 

the business resources easily such as official documents, policies, and information. Modifying the             

business process to make it interact with SharePoint can streamline and automate processes.             

Administrative processes, for instance, can reduce the amount of paperwork, streamline the approval             

process and share the outcomes easily. The communication and collaboration are fully integrated by              

means of Office365 (Outlook, Skype or OneDrive).  

With regard to data analysis, SharePoint displays specific primary reports automatically. However,            

advanced analysis and visualisation of data may be done via Power BI web-part. The real value of                 

collecting and exchanging data is in using analytics to provide further information and insight.              

Instead of only inspecting raw data, analytics can solve the problems of the business. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Without a doubt, SMEs need to expand their horizons in terms of how to use technology for                 

productivity enhancement. Microsoft Sharepoint Online is a versatile tool that can boost the             

productivity of SMEs and it is not necessary to utilise all functions available from the very beginning,                 

as it is easily scalable. This platform has proven to help enterprises all over the world automate                 

business processes and help provide a robust collaboration solution for employees. Nevertheless, it is              

imperative to implement easy to use solutions to promote the sense of ease of use and education                 

programmes to increase the employee’s familiarity with the computer systems. The perception of             

ease of use is inextricably linked to system’s success. Failing to take it into account can result in a                   

failed SharePoint Online implementation. Moreover, a genuine commitment is required by the            

management in order to obtain the best results.  

Microsoft has made SharePoint incredibly easy to customize, but the help of a professional is still                

needed for configuration. It is not intended itself to be a plug and play solution. Building an effective                  

intranet means more than only having access to commonly used enterprise content. It is important to                

underline that software adds no value in itself and that users usually do not care about the technology                  

they are using; instead, they want solutions. Therefore, the management should invest time in internal               

conversations and in developing the business strategy as well as how SharePoint and its capabilities               

help streamline specific processes. Not to mention that the design of the intranet has to be                

user-centred in order to be useful. 

Finally, many other technologies can provide extraordinary benefits in terms of efficiency,            

productivity and sustainability. SMEs should not forget to do a thorough analysis of their business               

requirements and processes to select the best IT solution and to take the most of it. Even small                  
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enhancements in productivity growth can have a significant impact on the income and well-being of               

co-workers. 
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Abstract 
 
The article is devoted to socially responsible investing (SRI) and its role in achieving sustainable 
development goals. Analyzing the dynamics of growth of socially responsible investment in the 
world, the authors explore the reasons of non-perception of the Russian financial and credit market 
important international initiatives in the field of SRI. Linking the issue of socially responsible 
investing with the level of development of corporate social responsibility in the business environment 
and showing the interaction and interdependence of these technologies, the authors formulate 
proposals which will give financial Russian market of a socially responsible nature, and turning his 
face to the issues of sustainable development. Among the proposed measures, there is the 
development of the Russian code of socially responsible investing. 

Keywords: socially responsible investment; corporate social responsibility; sustainable 

development; environmental responsibility; credit and financial institutions.  
 

Introduction 

 
Sustainable development has become the main element of the global vision of our planet’s future. The 
2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris convinced skeptics of climatic changes and 
became a historic turning point in slowing the global warming (Climate Agreement, 2015). On 
September 25, 2015, in New York, the 193 member-states of the United Nations (including Russia) 
unanimously adopted a new sustainable development agenda, which is an ambitious global 
programme for sustainable future. They set 17 sustainable development goals (SDG) regarding 
climate and social and economic problems until 2030. Nowadays, it is these goals that are associated 
with sustainable development worldwide, with the search for the best ways to achieve them being the 
first priority for both the world and national economies.  

 
Upon analyzing and grouping the goals into 3 dimensions (ecological, economic and social), the 
environmental safety appears to be the key condition for achieving the 17 SDG (Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. The grouping of the 17 SDG into 3 dimensions: ecological, social and economic (Smith, 

2017) 
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Among the contemporary problems able to do a potential harm, that of the climatic changes takes a 
lead. According to some experts, our planet has entered the era of dangerous ecological disasters. For 
now, about 40% of serious diseases and untimely deaths are connected with harmful environmental 
effects. Natural calamities deprive the global economy of 9% and the world GDP loses 3 % due to the 
ecosystem fragility, which has been rather noticeable in 2017. The share of the GDP losses is going to 
reach 8-10% due to the ecosystem degradation unless anything is done to change the situation.  
 
The environmental changes have a significant effect on social and economic processes. Inaction may 
cost 2-4% of the world finance, which exceeds the sources used towards tackling the ecological safety 
challenges.  
 
The realization of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (including the climate-related goals) 
will require $2-3 trillion annually but, despite all the good intentions of governments, only $160 
billion is available. Currently, no country is ready to sacrifice the stability of its economic system for 
the 17 SDG achievements. Besides, considering the fact that very few instruments of monetary and 
tax policy are left in the developed countries, it becomes obvious that almost no-one is able to achieve 
these goals on their own. It normally requires the effective cooperation among a government, business 
and society.  
 
Financial systems play the leading role in the process of achieving the sustainable development: 
money should work and be dynamic not static. This will require the creation and application of 
various financial instruments and technologies ensuring the solutions to the vital issues and achieving 
the sustainable future based on a new social contract. New financial instruments and technologies 
should be oriented towards society and applied on the world scale.  
 
In order to make financial systems work for the good of the civil society rather than for the few (as is 
well known, in the contemporary world 1 % of the population has the same income as the rest 99 %), 
it is important to change the way the financial institutions function and ensure their social orientation. 
In this regard, the tools of socially oriented investing should be applied in business practice globally.  

 
Literature Review 

 
The single approach towards defining ‘socially responsible investment’ has not yet formed in the 
body of contemporary economic literature. The PRI Association states that “responsible investment 
represents an approach to investing that is oriented towards the inclusion of environmental and social 
factors and governance (ESG) into the investment decisions for a better risk management and long-
term sustainable feedback (PRI Association, 2017)”. The Russian researches usually touch upon 
socially responsible investment that is, according to Demyakhina E. V. (2014), the guarantee for the 
sustainable economic and social development and the improvement of the living standards in general. 
Another view that is worthy states that socially responsible investment is the investment process 
which proves the investor’s responsibility for the consequences of these investments for the society, 
environment and their sustainable development and demonstrates the investor’s personal views and 
beliefs regarding socially important issues and social and cultural values through the voluntary and 
conscious choice of investing criteria and methods (Savina, 2015). There is an opinion that “socially 
responsible investments (SRI) are the investment of a company’s real assets in socially important 
public objects. This implies taking steps towards the solving the vital social issues” (Budenko, 2015). 
 
In both publications and practice one can find the terms ‘social investments’ (SI) and ‘socially 
responsible investments’ (SRI) which are often used interchangeably. Taking into account such 
ambiguous views, there is a need for clarifying the definitions of these terms. 
 
Social business investments are the finances as well as material, technological, managerial and other 
resources which business structures direct to the implementation of corporate social programmes and 
publicly important social projects in order to have internal (for the company) and external (for 
society) positive social and economic effects. SI are directed to the improvement of corporate policy 
and practice, relationships with internal and external concerned parties - the company’s stakeholders. 
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Socially responsible investments are the result of taking the decisions on investments considering 
their social and ecological consequences within traditional financial analysis. Socially responsible 
investments generate the need for the improvement of the policy and practice of a company and, 
unlike SI, function indirectly. The basis of SRI embraces the studying and defining companies as 
eligible for investing. The companies should meet certain criteria of corporate social responsibility 
that should be understood as open and transparent business practice based on ethics, respect for their 
employees, stakeholders and consumers as well as concern for the environment.   
 
While social investments normally imply the inclination towards social responsibility, socially 
responsible investments are not always of social nature. For example, the investments in an oil 
production project are not social but if a borrowing company act according to the corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) principles, these investments can be considered as socially responsible.  

 
Materials and Methods 
 
The research was conducted based on the economic and logical analysis, expert evaluation method, 
and system approach.  
 
The analysis of the dynamics of socially responsible investments in various world regions 
demonstrated that SRI represents the sustainable trend even in a volatile environment. This 
conclusion can be proved by reports presented at the 2015 United Nations Climate Change 
Conference and 2016 World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. The ecological and social 
aspects are presented in almost all investments projects (Table 1).  

 
Table 1: The dynamics of socially responsible investments in various world regions in 2014-2016 

(trillion USD) 

Countries 2014 2016 

Europe 10,775 12,040 

USA 6,572 8,723 

Canada 729 1,086 

Australia and New Zealand 148 516 

Asia 45 52 

Japan 7 474 

Total 18,276 22,890 

Source: Global Sustainable Investment Review 2016 

 
The period of 2014-2016 saw an increase in socially responsible investments: 11.7% in Europe (from 
early 2014), 32.7% in the USA, 49% in Canada, the increase of 15.7% in Asia despite relatively small 
number of professionally managed assets. Overall, the amount of SRI has increased by 25% 
compared to 2014 and reached 22.89 trillion US dollars.  

 
The 3-year profitability of the 20 largest foundations of SRI ranges from 40% to 60%. The average 

profitability of the largest SRI foundations for 3-year term is almost twice as high as that of 

Standard & Poor's (Table 2). This indicates positive dynamics of socially responsible investments on 

foreign financial markets (in post-crisis era).  
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Table 2: The 20 ethical foundations profitability for 3-year term, in percentage 

 

No Foundation 
3-year 

profitability in 

% 

1 Stewart Investors Asia Pacific Sustainability B GBP Acc 60.3 

2 F&C Responsible Global Equity 2 Acc 59.2 

3 Stewart Investors Worldwide Sustainability B Acc GBP 57.8 

4 Pictet Water I dy GBP 57.2 

5 Vanguard SRI Global Stock Acc GBP 53.1 

6 FP WHEB Sustainability C Acc 52.9 

7 Henderson Global Care Growth I GBP 51.0 

8 Royal London Sustainable World Trust C Acc 50.9 

9 Candriam Sustainable North America C Cap USD 49.6 

10 Liontrust Sustainable Future Global Growth 2 Acc 48.8 

11 Old Mutual Ethical R Acc GBP 47.8 

12 Pictet Timber I dy GBP 45.5 

13 Sarasin Responsible Global Equity P Acc 45.0 

14 Aberdeen Multi Manager Ethical Portfolio I Acc 45.0 

15 Candriam SRI Equity World C Cap EUR 44.2 

16 Liontrust Sustainable Future European Growth 2 Acc 43.0 

17 Liontrust Sustainable Future Absolute Growth 2 Acc 41.9 

18 EdenTree Amity European B 40.5 

19 BlackRock GF New Energy D2 USD 40.4 

20 Jupiter Ecology I Acc 40.0 

Source: Trustnet Limited, 2017 

 
It is obvious that over the last 40 years the developed countries have come far in their practice of 
socially responsible investing. It has evolved from a single case of ethical investing, which is 
happening in Russia at the moment, to a separate segment of financial and stock markets having its 
own participants and infrastructure. Such investments are becoming prevalent and relevant even in 
crisis.  
 
The 21 world largest bank group (39 countries, 90 banks, 80% of the world financial market (The 
Equator Principles Association, 2016)) signed the Equator Principles. 
 
The number of financial institutions that signed the United Nations Principles for Responsible 
Investment increased from 100 in 2006 to 1,488 in 2016, with its assents estimated more than 
60 trillion US dollars, which amounts to approximately a half of those of the world institutional 
investors in total (Responsible Investing is increasingly gaining power, 2016).  
 
Taking such a step, the banks assumed the responsibility for the stability of the projects they invest to. 
The assumed responsibility is based on the transformation of the role played by financial institutions 
on the project finance market. Previously, ensuring the ecologically and socially responsible 
development was a unique prerogative of the borrowing party. Having maintained the non-
interference earlier, the banks have come to the comprehension of their role and responsibility in the 
context of smart use of natural resources and social aspects regulation. 
 
Unfortunately, Russia is still not a part of this as the system of socially responsible investment as such 
does not exist yet, the leading international initiatives in the field are not widely spread, every 
financial organization acts separately choosing its own way. For example, none of more than 600 
functioning Russian banks share the Equator Principles and only few, e.g. Vnesheconombank, 
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URALSIB (Abramovich, 2016), adhere to some United Nations Principles for Responsible 
Investment. The disregard for those principles explains why the Russian financial institutions have 
not yet become full-fledged members of the world financial systems.  
 
The current state of affairs is mainly due to the fact that the existing investment system is not oriented 
towards the sustainable development of the economy and society. The scheme (Figure 2) shows that, 
compared to the majority of other countries, Russia does not have a number of the key SRI elements, 
with social and economic environment being more likely to prevent rather than trigger sustainable 
development.  

 

 
Fig.2. Investment purposes 

 
Results 

 
What are the reasons for the irresponsiveness of the Russian financial and credit market to the 

essential international initiatives regarding socially responsible investment?   

 
These are the main of them.  
 
First of all, one should note the banks’ apprehension about losing their borrowers if they are to 

observe the ecological and social requirements. It is no secret that the majority of business 
structures do not burden themselves with the responsibilities for environment and labour relationship.  
 
On should not fail to highlight the lack of impetus for the financial services sector to actively 

introduce the consideration of ecological and social factors to the investment activity. Both the 
government and the corporations and associations of the finance sphere do not pay sufficient attention 
to the problem of socially responsible investment. For example, despite being adopted by the 
Association of Russian Banks (ARB) in 2008, the Code of Banking Ethics does not have any 
reference to the socially responsible investment. The Association of Russian Banks has united about 
80% of Russian banks (about 90% of the Russian bank system assets) (Abramovich, 2016), however, 
unfortunately, up to date, the Code is accepted by only 140 participants (the data obtained on the 
official website), with their number increased by 7 in 2016, and is not common among large financial 
organization. No mention of socially responsible investment can be found either in the charter or 
other documents of the Association of Regional Banks of Russia. In this context the Russian largest 
banks with state share show no initiative or example in terms of adopting the principles for the 
socially responsible investment.  
 
The striking example of a passive state position is the adoption of more than 10 executive orders and 
programmes regarding the protection of the unique natural complex of Baikal lake at the federal level, 
with none of them being realized. Only when Vnesheconombank, which shares the United Nations 
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Principles for Responsible Investment, become the responsible creditor of the Baikal Pulp and Paper 
Mill, the production was halted.  
 
Another thing that prevents SRI is the underdevelopment of the stock market as a form of 

financing. For example, in 2016 the number of IPO in Europe was 265 projects for 28.4 billion euros, 
in 2015 it was 364 projects for 57 billion euros (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2017), whereas in Russia 
there were 3 projects for 750 million dollars in 2016 and 4 projects for 510 million dollars in 2015 
(The IPO database, 2017).  

 

The negative impact is also caused by the structural crisis that Russian economy faces. This crisis 
also involves the financial sector that is currently unable to receive foreign credits due to the sanctions 
imposed for political reasons and used as an economic pressure tool (according to the information 
dated by March, 2017, the 7 largest Russian banks (more than 50% of assets (Financial portal 
Banki.ru, 2017)) are subject to the sanctions).  
 
Besides, the Russian financial system does not generate “long-term” money (it is very expensive 
for current state of economy).  
 
The low information transparency of the financial sector does not stimulate SRI either.  
 
On the whole, the above-mentioned factors point to the fact that, unlike the developed countries, the 
state of affairs in Russia does not stimulate the achievement of global sustainable development goals 
nor does it stimulate the most essential tool – SRI. The provision of the responsibility for the 
improper presentation of the social and ecological aspects in the projects has not been included in the 
government and the Central Bank agendas yet. 
 
The projects with high profitability, which are intended to satisfy the economic interests of business 
without necessary relation to social and ecological needs, are still in preference. Even though all the 
documents are well designed, in practice normally the extra control over the implementation of such 
projects is not executed and the responsibility commitments are not evaluated.  
 
The investment priority is still the orientation towards gaining profit in a short term. The only 
exception for the environment or social problems to be taken into consideration is when the 
participants of investment projects have or count on getting credited by foreign financial structures. 

 

Discussion 

 
What are the measures that should be taken to transform the landscape of the Russian credit 

and financial market making it socially responsible and turning it towards the sustainability 

problems? 
 
Some problematic issues are mentioned above and one should put a sufficient emphasis on tackling 
them. However, there are two significant issues that, if ignored, will impede the dynamics of forming 
the socially responsible investment in the country.  
Above all, the business community should reach the appropriate degree of social responsibility, which 
will allow to claim the CSR to be not only declared but also put into practice of many Russian 
companies. So far, only a couple of hundreds of business structures (mainly large business 
representatives) can be mentioned in this connection. They maintain their positions in different 
rankings from year to year and are familiar to the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs 
(RSPP), the Association of Russian Managers and experts community (there are 165 companies in the 
National Register of corporate nonfinancial reports of the RSPP). If a credit and financial 
organization does not have the appropriate pool of socially responsible potential borrowers, of course, 
it is unlikely to limit its actions and credit opportunities assuming the commitments imposed by 
certain international initiatives.  
 
In this case, one can notice the mutual influence and interrelation between socially responsible 
investment and corporate social responsibility.  
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On the one hand, the business structures, whether they want it or not, have to implement the ISO 
standards, demonstrate the adherence to the Global contract requirements, draw up the nonfinancial 
reports based on the GRI, comply with other requirements of the main CSR documents. And the 
occasional charity alone is not an option. 
 
On the other hand, the formation of the system platform of CSR in the business environment provides 
the financial institutions with the favorable conditions for backing the initiatives about the socially 
responsible investment. 
 
However, the current state of affairs in both the country’s financial and credit system and its business 
environment should be perceived adequately.  
 
Even in the emergence of favorable conditions, one should not expect active steps towards joining the 
Equator Principles and the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment on behalf of the 
Russian banks as the commitments they would have to assume are rather strict. The examples from 
the CSR development practice show that only the pressing circumstances push the Russian companies 
towards the implementation of the international CSR standards. Thus, in case of SRI, the first step 
should be a Russian document, perhaps, The Russian Code of Socially Responsible Investment. It is 
sure to be carried out taking into account the provisions of the main international SRI initiatives, but 
also considering the changing landscape of Russian business environment and stock market. Whether 
this mechanism function or not depends on who the initiator will be and what resources will be used 
to carry out the Code draft. And, certainly, the success will depend on the interest of the Government 
and Central Bank in solving this problem.  

 
Conclusion 

 
The contemporary conditions make it clear that the mechanism of socially responsible investment is 
the key tool of sustainable development.  
 
The successful integration of SRI into the practice of Russian financial institutions can be realized 
only if this process becomes systemwide including both the support for commonly acknowledged 
world initiatives and the development of the Russian document (the Russian Code of Socially 
Responsible Investment) whose adoption will expand the scale of the socially responsible investment 
in the country. The realization of such measures will allow to enter a new development stage, create a 
wide number of the opportunities to minimize and optimize risks (including the ecological and social 
ones), ensure the implementation of policies and procedures providing the proper reaction to 
negatives factors. Besides, it will allow to define the space for synergy and the achievement of high 
results in social and economic activity. Moreover, there will be the possibility to create such a 
Russian investment system, which would consider the ecological safety as the integral part of the 
technical and technological progress, creating the favourable environment for human life.  
 
Finally, there will appear the possibility to conduct a systematic transformation of the investment 
processes management system, create new socially oriented systems based on the common world 
initiatives, modern risk management practices, new technologies (including IT), innovation 
management, performance quality management system (GRI 4), project management. The new 
socially oriented management system of investment flows will ensure the effective realization of 17 
SDG and be synchronized with the key objectives of the concerned parties. 
 
The procrastination of the reforms will lag increasingly behind (compared to the developed 
economies) in terms of the social and economic development pace.  
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Abstract 

 
The paper highlights the training of design engineers for reducing manufacturing costs at the design 
stage using prescription of product precision based on size dependent geometric tolerances. Given the 
complexity and multitude of such cases, the authors have made several LabView applications to help 
designers. In the present paper, there is presented an application in case of precision prescription of 
true position. For this, one of the cases has been generalized and the necessary mathematical models 
have been achieved. The author's application provides support to designers and technologists for 
prescribing and interpreting precision of true position based on the principle of maximum material 
level. 

 

Keywords: human resources, cost reduction, LabView, prescribed precision, tolerance 
 

1. Introduction 

In designing activity, an important factor influencing the final cost of a product is the precision 
prescribed for the characteristics of its surfaces, namely the precision of the dimensions, macro-
geometric shape and micro-geometric shape, the precision of the relative position, etc. From the 
literature (Ionescu N., 2016) it is known the principle according to which the lower the tolerance of a 
characteristic, the higher its cost of realization. At very small tolerances prescribed for certain 
dimensions, the cost can increase exponentially. Under these circumstances, each class of tolerance 
prescribed in the design by the design engineer can lead to significant variations in the cost of 
manufacturing the product. One way to reduce manufacturing costs is to prescribe the precision of 
certain features of products or their components based on size-dependent geometric tolerances. This 
approach leads to increased tolerances of shape and position depending on the actual size and 
consequently to the reduction of manufacturing costs. Both ASME (ASME, 2009) and ISO (ISO, 
2015) standards have numerous cases where dimensional tolerances can be used, such as the 
maximum material principle , the envelope condition , and the minimum material principle . 
 
Prescribing precision based on size-dependent tolerances is a complex activity that involves a lot of 
knowledge and a high design experience. Under today's competitive pricing markets, the professional 
training of designers has a very important role in reducing manufacturing costs. In many cases, 
design engineer training relies heavily on knowledge of software commands used without prioritizing 
design skills in accordance with the functional role and without actually looking for cost reduction 
solutions at the design stage. 
 
In this context, an idea of creating an easy to use, but complex, tool appeared and our team designed 
it as a LabVIEW virtual instrument using existing literature (Abaza, 2014, Savu, 2014). This tool 
supports both engineers: the designer, who prescribes the size-dependent tolerances and the 
technologist, who should be able to know and interpret these prescriptions in the design process of 
manufacturing technologies. Currently, there are no support applications for interpretation of 
precision prescribing based on size-dependent geometric tolerances. How to interpret and implement 
such prescriptions depends on the experience of the designer or technologist. 
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The paper is a part of a more complex project that aims to provide applications for a larger number of 
situations that the designer or the technologist could come across. It also aims the design of indicators 
that will be used in a general methodology for assessing the product recyclability. 

 

2. View Points On the Design Engineers' Competences 

The design activity involves the designers' competence to prescribe dimensional precision (DP), 
macro-geometry or shape precision (SP), micro-geometry or roughness precision (RP), relative 
position precision (PP), etc. Based on the experience, the authors consider that the main competencies 
of designers can be synthesized as follows: 
 

- to be able to analyze and interpret all aspects of prescribing DP, SP, RP, PP, existing in the 
assembly and execution drawings; 

- to set the values of the required sizes in prescribing DP, SP, RP, PP, including by choosing 
appropriate values based on standards; 

- to inscribe the DP, SP, RP, PP in drawings based on individual and general tolerances in 
design activity, in accordance with the standards; 

- creatively use the DP, SP, RP, PP in the complex professional projects involving execution 
drawing and assembly drawings in computer assisted design; 

- to make decisions on the tolerance of dimensional, shape and position characteristics in 
individual and general tolerance classes, taking into account the functional role of parts and 
surfaces, and assume responsibility for their concordance with the functional role and 
rational prescription tolerances based on cost-tolerance dependency; 

- A distinct ability, of particular importance, is the prescription of the macrogeometric shape 
and the position based on the size-dependent tolerances, respectively on the principle of the 
maximum material, the envelope condition, the principle of the minimum material and the 
reciprocity condition. 

 
Various studies carried out as part of the projects as well as the professional training experience of 
the authors have highlighted that design engineers often do not know the correct meaning and use of 
these notations, prescribe them intuitively, sometimes based on experience, and in very many cases of 
complex designs, some prescriptions are wrong or incomplete. The applications developed by the 
team of authors and the researches they have carried out aim to help the designer to prescribe and the 
technologist engineer to implement in manufacturing the prescribed features in the piece in an 
intuitive and simulated – assisted environment. Based on the experience gained through the first 
application regarding precription precision of straightness (Ionescu C., 2016) based of maximum 
material principle, the authors continue the work of realizing applications in LabView to help 
designers and technology by addressing true position precision in this paper. 

 

3. Prescribing True Position Precision Based On Size-Dependent Tolerances 

The true position, also named in ISO standards position (ISO, 2015), is a characteristic of surface 
position, by means of which we require the tolerance to the relative position of certain surfaces be 
different from that set by the nominal dimension of relative position, namely the one inscribed in the 
tolerance frame. In that case, the nominal dimensions that determine the relative position of surfaces, 
in relation with the datum, are no longer tolerated, but they are inscribed in a rectangle, assigned with 
the significance of „exact theoretical sizes” (Ionescu N., 2016).  
 
For the realization of the application it is considered a very common case in the design activity, 
namely the true position of a cylindrical surface (hole) compared to three reference surfaces, 
according to the example in Figure 1. If we prescribe the true position precision of the surface only 
by tolerance of the 50 and 60 mm dimensions (based on individual o general tolerances), the 
tolerance zone for the hole axis is parallelepipedal. If we consider the “theoretically exact” 50 and 60 
dimensions and prescribe precision based on the true position tolerance, as in Figure 1, the tolerance 
zone will be cylindrical with a circular transverse section (circle C3 in figure 2; circle C6 in figure 3). 
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Fig. 1: Example of true position prescription based on maximum material principle  

 
When prescribing true position precision based on the principle of maximum material applied to the 
tolerated surface, the diameter of the tolerance zone may vary from the value Ø0.2 if the effective 
hole dimension is the maximum of the material (minimum diameter, Dmin = 40.2) and Ø0.6 (sum of 
the inscribed value 0.2 and the difference between the effective diameter 40.6 and the maximum 
material diameter Ø40.2) if the effective hole diameter is at least the material (Dmax = 40.6). 
 
In Figure 2, the centers of the actual C2 circles must be within the tolerance zone of Ø0.2. The locus 
of the points having the minimum distance from the origin P of the axis system is the circle C2, 
referred to as the Virtual Condition Boundary, which must not be violated. 

 

 
Fig. 2:  Generation of virtual condition boundary  

 
At minimum of material level (Dmax), the diameter of the tolerance area increases to Ø0.6 and the 
centers of circles C4 (effective diameters) must be included in this area (figure 3). In this case, the 
locus of the points of the C4 circles at maximum distance to the origin P generates the C5 circle, 
referred to as the Resultant Condition Boundary. 
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Fig. 3: Generation of virtual resultant condition boundary  
 
For actual diameters with intermediate values, between Dmin = 40.2 and Dmax = 40.6 at the tolerance 
value of 0.2 inscribed in the drawing, the difference between the actual diameter and the maximum 
material level is added.  
 
From the above it follows that this case, although it is only one of the many relatively simple cases, 
has a relatively complex interpretation and can raise serious problems for less experienced designers 
and manufacturing engineers. In order to create the application to help them, we need to generalize 
this case and translate the whole situation into mathematical models that help us make the LabView 
application. 
 

3. Mathematical Modeling of True Positioning Precision Prescription  

For generalization, Ti is denotes inscribed true position tolerance (Ø0.2), with DMML = Dmin the 
diameter of the hole to the maximum material level (Ø40.2), with DLML = Dmax the hole diameter at 
the minimum material level (Ø40.6), Def = actual (effective) diameter and with x0, y0 the coordinates 
of centers of circles C1 and C6. 
 
In relation to the coordinate system (Figure 2), the circle C2 represents the virtual condition boundary 
(VCB) and is, in fact, the locus of the minimum position of the circle C1 points from point P. C2 is 
centered in the origin and has the equation: 
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Circle C1 has the coordinates of the center x0 and y0 and will have the equation: 
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where x0 and y0 must be included in the tolerance zone of ØTi, so: 
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For the resultant condition boundary (RCB) (fig. 3) the ecuation of circle C5 is: 
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Generalizing relations (3) and (6) is obtained: 
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The relation (7) is the general equation of the true position tolerance zone. It can be noticed that if Def 
= DMML = Dmin we get the relation (3), and if Def = DLML = Dmax we get the relation (6) because TD = 
Dmax - Dmin = DLML – DMML = ES – EI is the prescribed tolerance of the hole. 
 

4. Designing the Application In The Labview Programming Environment  
 

4.1. Description of application 

The virtual instrument developed by authors in LabVIEW allows the user to specify, using numeric 
control elements, the following entry values: nominal diameter of the hole, effective hole diameter, 
length, the lower limit deviation, the upper limit deviation and inscribed position tolerance. 
 
For example, the LabView application for design and technology engineers allows the user who 
encounters positioning precision based on the maximum material principle to enter the nominal 
diameter Dnom (40 in the example shown in figure 1), the upper limit deviation ES (0.6), the lower 
limit deviation EI (0.2) and true position tolerance (0.2) valid for maximum material level (MML). 
The application displays true position tolerance (intermediate) resulting from obtaining a certain 
effective diameter (Def) of hole as well as the interpretation according to the figures 2 and 3.  

 

4.2. User interface design 

On the Front Panel there are different types of control elements, as is shown in the figure 4, which 
are used for introducing data as it follows: 
 

- Five numeric control elements and two numeric control elements of the Knob type having 
the digital display visible used to specify the diameters. The control elements were 
configured to allow the numerical values introduction with three decimals; 

- Two String Indicators elements to display the length calculated values with their units; 
- Three numerical indicator elements configured to display the numerical values with three 

decimals; 
- One XY Graph type indicator element used for graphical representations. 

 
Figure 4 shows a concrete example of the program. The user types the values of the nominal diameter 
of the hole, the position sizes related to datums, the lower limit deviation EI, the upper limit deviation 
ES, and the inscribed position tolerance Ti. Taking into account that the effective diameter is 40.4, the 
software does the difference between 40.4 and 40.1 which is 0.3 and is automatically added to the 
inscribed tolerance which equals 0.6. Doing so, the sizes calculated values will be Lc = 50±0.3, lc = 
60±0.3, DMML = 40.2, DLML = 40.6 and T size dependent position tolerance equals 0.6. 
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Fig. 4:  Front panel of the virtual instrument 

4.3. Interface Design with the Designer 

The mathematical modeling of the data was made by developing the programming algorithm using 
the Block Diagram of the virtual instrument as is shown in the figure 5. For the graphic 
representations, there were used a For structure, Build Array and Bundle functions. Also, a Formula 

Node was used to calculate the results according to the formulas 1 – 7. The transformation of numeric 
values into text values was performed using the Number to Fractional String function. A Case 
structure was used for calculating the results only that the value of the effective diameter specified by 
the user belongs to the [DMML, DLML] range. The virtualinstrument will run until the user will 
press the Stop button because all functions and elemets are displayed into the While structure action 
towhose conditioning terminal is connected a Bolean control element. 
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Fig. 5: Block Diagram window of the application 

4.3. Using the application 

To use the virtual instrument, the technologist or the designer has a friendly and simple interface. In 
order to obtain the values of the size dependent geometrical tolerances the following steps must be 
followed: 
 
STEP 1: Specify the nominal diameter of the hole Dnom; 
STEP 2: Specify the sizes; 
STEP 3: Specify the lower limit deviation EI, the upper limit deviation ES; 
STEP 4: Specify the inscribed position tolerance Ti from execution drawing; 
STEP 5: Specify the effective diameter of the hole Def; 
STEP 6: Run the program to display the computed values and the graphical representations of the 
tolerance dependency on the actual dimension and the drawing of the hole. 
STEP 7: The virtualinstrument will run until the user will press the Stop button. 
 

In the manufacturing process, the tehnologist engineer will enter the input data according to figure 4. 

After the piece has been machined, the diameter of the piece is measured (actual diameter) and is set 

in the application (Figure 5 – entry data). According to this effective diameter, the application 

provides the tolerance value at the true position in the output data window and the tehnologist can 

determine the position of the hole axis relative to the reference surfaces (datums). 

 

5. Conclusions 

The competences of design engineers to prescribe, interpret and implement precision of product 

characteristics based on size-dependent geometric tolerances are particularly important for reducing 

manufacturing costs of products. The application developed by authors in the LabView programming 

environment has a three-fold purpose: engineers’ training, support for design engineers in designing 

activity and support for technology engineers in manufacturing according to prescriptions on true 

position precision based on size-dependent tolerances. To accomplish this and other similar 

applications, mathematical modeling of the way in which the tolerance zone is generated and 

modified with the change in effective size is required. 

 

The application developed in the paper is part of a wider project of authors aimed at creating a set of 

similar applications for prescribing precision of shape and position. The application can also be 

adapted for shafts with the indication that in this case the diameter of maximum material level is the 
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maximum diameter of the shaft and the minimum material level diameter is the minimum diameter of 

the shaft. 
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Abstract 
 
Strategies often fail not because they are poorly designed but because they are poorly implemented. 

Empirical research has identified and described numerous obstacles to successful strategy 

implementation, however little work has been done regarding normative analysis of such problems 

and how they relate to and impact strategy implementation processes. 

This article builds upon a previous analysis of middle management’s role in strategy implementation 

by extending the analytical model presented in that study in terms of transformational input-output 

relationship as well as in terms of how values are assigned to certain project results. 

The authors show that the owner of a strategy should set incentives such that a strategy 

implementation manager puts forward sufficient effort to push the project beyond a minimal 

implementation level, otherwise the strategy owner runs the risk of realizing a negative return. As a 

consequence he may have to take on a higher share of cost associated with implementation risk than 

in non-strategic projects. The authors further discuss alternative compensation approaches in order to 

overcome some of the issues inherent in classic incentive schemes. 

 

Keywords: Strategy Implementation, Incentives, Normative Analysis, Risk Sharing. 

 

Introduction 

Sound strategy execution is at least as important as high quality strategy formulation (Hrebiniak 

2008). Two out of three strategies never get fully implemented (Johnson 2004). Multiple studies have 

identified and described factors which cause problems in strategy implementation (Alexander 1985; 

Al-Ghamdi 1998; Wernham 1985; Beer & Eisenstat 2000). However, the issues at hand are not only 

process related but also behavioral in nature (Kolks 1990). Yet little research effort has been 

conducted in the past to go beyond pure descriptive analysis when it comes to understanding issues 

around strategy implementation activities. Building upon a recent study (Kiehne et al. 2017) this 

paper is aiming at making a contribution in this regard by looking at and analyzing how and when 

certain incentives promised to a manager responsible for implementing a strategy work and when not. 

 

Literature Review 

“Strategic management is defined as the set of decisions and actions resulting in the formulation and 

implementation of strategies designed to achieve the objectives of the organization” (Pearce & 

Robinson 2000). While there are schools of thought that strategies sometimes are emergent in nature 

and develop from within an organization (Mintzberg et al. 2001), this study takes on a classic 

normative view (Ansoff 1965; Andrews 1971; Porter 1985) with hierarchically formulated strategies 

limiting the degrees of freedom for lower level strategies within the organization (Welge & Al-

Laham 2012).  

 

Strategy implementation can be defined as the transformation of strategic plans in specific, 

strategically directed action of all members of an organization (Al-Laham 1997). For analytical 

purposes strategy formulation and implementation are considered subsequent phases of the strategy 

process even though there is agreement in the literature and empirical evidence that implementation 

issues should be considered already when the strategy is being formulated (Bourgeois & Brodwin 

1984). 
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The organizational variables that need to be worked on depend on the given context (Balogun & 

Hailey 2008). Strategy implementation impacts both the structural framework of an organization as 

well as process interactions (Skivington & Daft 1991). Autocratic, participative, and cultural 

implementation styles have been empirically confirmed (Lehner 2004). Using an approach which 

matches given context variables (Nutt 1989) or strategic orientation (Andrews et al. 2011) 

significantly increases the likelihood of implementation success. High management involvement 

tactics generally yield better results than approaches with less involvement (Nutt 1987). Participative 

leadership styles take top management closer to where the work is done. It improves flow of 

information, provides additional  perspectives and minimizes resistance to change (Salih & Doll 

2013). Not involving middle management reduces process complexity for top management but 

should be balanced against negative effects of potential demotivation (Westley 1990). 

 

Consensus as a strategic success factor should be managed along the dimensions of understanding 

and commitment. While commitment without full understanding of a strategy may deliver good 

results, no level of understanding can make up for lack of commitment (Floyd & Wooldridge 1992). 

Strategic alignment among the top management team has been found to positively impact 

organizational performance (Bourgeois 1980). The same is true in the context of a customer oriented 

strategy for managers and front-line employees (Ho et al. 2014). While some research suggests that 

the right level of consensus is contingent to the type of strategic process (normative or emergent) and 

the state an organization is within that process (Wooldridge & Floyd 1989), other studies found that 

consensus on the strategic approach (the means) or the strategic objectives (the ends) together with 

the strategic environment as mediating factors drive organizational performance (González-Benito et 

al. 2012). Yet, consensus on approach don’t seem to correlate directly with consensus on objectives 

(Dess 1987). Consensus can be induced top-down as well as develop from within the organization 

(Markóczy 2001). In an international context, the degree of risk taking and the openness of decisions 

together with consensus positively impact performance (Roth 1992). Consensus has been found 

impact organizational performance more for differentiation strategies than for low-cost strategies 

(Homburg et al. 1999). Poor consensus may cause ineffective upward communication which in turn 

has negative effects on the quality of strategic decisions (Beer & Eisenstat 2000). 

 

Communication as an important success factor for strategy implementation (Raps 2005) supports the 

achievement of consensus between management and operating staff (McDermott & Boyer 1999). 

Communication should be rich, two-way, critical and constructive (Balogun 2006). It need to be clear 

and in the language of the recipient, i.e. it must not only transport information but also translate it and 

put in context as required (Miller et al. 2008). Constant communication helps employees to connect 

their tasks with high-level goals of the organization (Johnson 2004). Communication is seen as 

particularly important for firms following prospector or differentiated defender strategies (Slater & 

Olson 2000). Adequate information systems help to integrate communication and control activities 

(Shah 2005). Communication should be directed both vertically to sell the change from top 

management to the organization (Hambrick & Cannella 1989) as well as horizontally for the purpose 

of lateral coordination (Wooldridge et al. 2008). 

 

Structural changes as a means to implement strategies should be avoided if possible and no form of 

organizational structure seem to be superior in implementing strategic decisions (Miller et al. 2004). 

Before adjusting an organization, tools like the Balanced Scorecard based system of strategic 

schemes should be used to manage change within existing structures (Kaplan & Norton 2006). 

 

Middle managers are key players in strategy implementation (Huy 2011; Wooldridge et al. 2008). 

Their participation tend to increase performance, but only up to a certain level. Increases in efficiency 

because of reduced complexity have to be traded off by top Management with loss of strategic control 

(Ahearne et al. 2014). Middle managers are a center of knowledge and idea generation for top 

management and particularly contribute during the phase of strategy formulation by generating 

strategic options to choose from (Wooldridge et al. 2008). They are an important source of innovation 

for top leadership (Kanter 1982).  

Middle management can point at potential implementation problems (Salih & Doll 2013). They know 

who in their staffs is best qualified to support implementation activities (Huy 2001), help connect top 
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management with operational levels by facilitating the communication of the strategy 

Jimmieson 2006), translate strategic 

programs to be executed (Huy 2001)

experienced because of the change 

(Huy 2001). They keep day-to-day 

enough time to actively support the change process 

negatively impact the overall outcome. 

will be successful, that they have the required skillset for execution, and that strategic goals are not in 

conflict with their personal goals 

owner and manager is important (Guth & MacMillan 1986)

incentive systems which work best 

Performance based measurement systems should be aligned with the 

the company competes in (Micheli et al. 2011)

 

Culture has been shown to be an important success factor 

support or resist change correspondingly to their social status. Social emotional matters need to be 

actively searched for by top management by installing adequate communication forums or 

questioning taken-for-granted beliefs 

 

Research Methodology 

This study is normative in nature. It uses a quantitative model derived by 

paper (Kiehne et al. 2017) and extends it in terms o

well as output valuation approach

implementation environment as described in the previous section

 

Fig. 1: Model of Managerial Motivation

 

Theoretical Basis 
 

Lyman Porter and Edward Lawler’s model of managerial motivation 

transformed into a quantitative principal

assumptions: 1) the manager makes decisions in line with the Bernoulli principles, 2) th

manager derives from intrinsic and extrinsic rewards can be described by a von Neumann

Morgenstern utility function, 3) the implementation manager and the owner of the strategy enter into 

levels by facilitating the communication of the strategy 

strategic content (Salih & Doll 2013), and synthesize the change 

(Huy 2001). Middle managers help their staffs to cope with uncertainty

change (Herzig & Jimmieson 2006), and by managing their emotions 

day operations running (Huy 2001), which sometimes don’t leave 

time to actively support the change process (Hornsby et al. 2002) which in turn 

impact the overall outcome. It is important that middle managers trust that the 

will be successful, that they have the required skillset for execution, and that strategic goals are not in 

conflict with their personal goals (Judge & Stahl 1995). Particularly goal alignment between strategy 

(Guth & MacMillan 1986), for example with performance oriented 

best for employees with high level of consensus (Ho et al. 2014)

Performance based measurement systems should be aligned with the chosen strategy and the industry 

(Micheli et al. 2011). 

ulture has been shown to be an important success factor (Alamsjah 2011). Middle managers may 

support or resist change correspondingly to their social status. Social emotional matters need to be 

actively searched for by top management by installing adequate communication forums or 

granted beliefs (Huy 2011).  

This study is normative in nature. It uses a quantitative model derived by the authors in an earlier 

and extends it in terms of transformational input-output-relationship as 

approach. Theoretical results are discussed in the context of a strategy 

as described in the previous section. 

1: Model of Managerial Motivation (source: Porter & Lawler 1968) 

dward Lawler’s model of managerial motivation (see Figure 1) 

transformed into a quantitative principal-agent model (see Figure 2) by making following

assumptions: 1) the manager makes decisions in line with the Bernoulli principles, 2) the value the 

manager derives from intrinsic and extrinsic rewards can be described by a von Neumann

Morgenstern utility function, 3) the implementation manager and the owner of the strategy enter into 

levels by facilitating the communication of the strategy (Herzig & 

, and synthesize the change 

uncertainty 

, and by managing their emotions 

which sometimes don’t leave 

which in turn may 

It is important that middle managers trust that the strategy 

will be successful, that they have the required skillset for execution, and that strategic goals are not in 

. Particularly goal alignment between strategy 

performance oriented 

(Ho et al. 2014). 

strategy and the industry 

. Middle managers may 

support or resist change correspondingly to their social status. Social emotional matters need to be 

actively searched for by top management by installing adequate communication forums or actively 

the authors in an earlier 

relationship as 

Theoretical results are discussed in the context of a strategy 

 

(see Figure 1) can be 

following additional 

e value the 

manager derives from intrinsic and extrinsic rewards can be described by a von Neumann - 

Morgenstern utility function, 3) the implementation manager and the owner of the strategy enter into 
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a contract which regulates (monetary) rewards based on

measurable in an cardinal way and which takes on values between 0 (strategy not implemented) and 

100 (strategy fully implemented), 4) the effort

approximated by a mathematical input

leads to certain output (performance) can be expressed by a probability function without shifting the 

upper or lower boundaries of the range of possible outputs. In line w

model, the owner of the strategy cannot directly observe the (directed) effort of the implementation 

manager, and 6) the manager has an alternative, risk free source of income

 

Fig. 2: Modified Porter
 

The Analytical Base Model 
 

The base model assumes a linear input

the implementation manager and output is the degree to which the strategy has been implemented

line with the assumptions described in the previous section, the owner of the strategy knows that 

increased effort on behalf of the manager 

stochastic dominance without impacting t

owner cannot directly conclude from observed output levels to the manager’s (directed) effort. 

Expected output increases with a factor x times effort I brought forward by the manager: E(O) = x * 

I. Output is assumed to be normally distributed with variance 

being his risk-averseness factor. The strategy owner is risk neutral. 

additively separable UM(B,I) = -

manager and “y” being the manager’

alternative is RFI. 

Both the owner of the strategy as well as the 

individual well-being, which yields following formal optimization problem:

The strategy owner is maximizing his expected utility level

����,� ��	
� = x * I
*
 –

where f is the variable compensation factor

compensation and I
*
 is the effort level chosen by the manager given

The manager is aiming at maximizing his 

����∗ �����, �∗� = f *

a contract which regulates (monetary) rewards based on project outcome, which is assumed to be 

and which takes on values between 0 (strategy not implemented) and 

, 4) the effort-performance relationship can be expressed or at least 

a mathematical input-output relation, 5) the uncertainty that certain input (effort) 

leads to certain output (performance) can be expressed by a probability function without shifting the 

the range of possible outputs. In line with the original Porte

the owner of the strategy cannot directly observe the (directed) effort of the implementation 

, and 6) the manager has an alternative, risk free source of income. 

: Modified Porter-Lawler Model (source: Kiehne et al. 2017) 

 

se model assumes a linear input-output relationship where input is the effort level I chosen by 

the implementation manager and output is the degree to which the strategy has been implemented

the assumptions described in the previous section, the owner of the strategy knows that 

on behalf of the manager increases expected output in the meaning of first order 

stochastic dominance without impacting the upper and lower output boundary. Therefore, t

cannot directly conclude from observed output levels to the manager’s (directed) effort. 

Expected output increases with a factor x times effort I brought forward by the manager: E(O) = x * 

to be normally distributed with variance σ�. The manager is risk averse with 

averseness factor. The strategy owner is risk neutral. The manager’s utility function is 

- e
-a*B

 – y*I
2 

with “B” being a monetary reward received 

being the manager’s penalty of work factor. The manager’s risk free income 

Both the owner of the strategy as well as the implementation manager strive to maximize their 

which yields following formal optimization problem: 

The strategy owner is maximizing his expected utility level 

– [f * x * I* + F] 

the variable compensation factor (applied to the realized output), F is 

is the effort level chosen by the manager given the agreed contract conditions.

The manager is aiming at maximizing his security equivalent  

f * x * I
*
 + F – 

�
� ∗ �

� ∗ 	�� – y * I
2
 

project outcome, which is assumed to be 

and which takes on values between 0 (strategy not implemented) and 

performance relationship can be expressed or at least 

output relation, 5) the uncertainty that certain input (effort) 

leads to certain output (performance) can be expressed by a probability function without shifting the 

ith the original Porter-Lawler 

the owner of the strategy cannot directly observe the (directed) effort of the implementation 

 

where input is the effort level I chosen by 

the implementation manager and output is the degree to which the strategy has been implemented. In 

the assumptions described in the previous section, the owner of the strategy knows that 

in the meaning of first order 

the strategy 

cannot directly conclude from observed output levels to the manager’s (directed) effort. 

Expected output increases with a factor x times effort I brought forward by the manager: E(O) = x * 

. The manager is risk averse with “a” 

The manager’s utility function is 

reward received by the 

The manager’s risk free income 

to maximize their 

is the fixed 

the agreed contract conditions. 
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where B is the total expected compensation f * x * I + F received by the manager. The term 
�
� ∗ �

� ∗
	�� can be interpreted as the risk premium demanded by the manager and y * I

2
 is the disutility of 

work experienced by the manager for the effort level brought forward. 

The manager will only enter into the contract if his expected security equivalent is at least equal or 

greater than his risk free income alternative RFI which yields the following boundary condition 

(cooperation condition): 

SEM (B, I
*
) = f * x * I

*
 + F – 

�
� ∗ �

� ∗ 	�� – y * I
2
 ≥ RFI. 

The optimal effort level I
*
 can be found by setting the first derivative with respect to I of the 

manager’s target function to zero:  

I
* = 

f * 
�
�	�

 

If the strategy owner sets the fixed compensation such that the cooperation condition is just being 

fulfilled, the optimal contract parameters f and F can be deducted by inserting the effort level chosen 

by the manager into the other equations and performing some rearrangements 

fopt = 
�

���∗	�∗�∗�
�

��
 . 

and inserting fopt into the cooperation condition 

Fopt = RFI - �� !� ∗ 	 " �
�

#∗� −	
�∗	%�
� & . 

For a full description of the mathematical solution see for example (Laux 1990). 

 

The base model yields some interesting insights into what drives successful implementation 

processes (Kiehne et al. 2017). 

First, setting the right incentives is important in terms of how implementation managers act. This 

aspect will be further elaborated on and discussed during the remaining parts of this paper. 

Second, the strategy owner will have to accept a certain risk premium over and above what the 

manager requests based on the model parameters in order to minimize the risk that the cooperation 

condition is violated in case unexpected issues appear during project execution. 

Third, the strategy owner has to consider both process issues as well as behavioral issues when 

managing the overall process where behavioral issues do add to and reinforce process issues.  

Fourth, the strategy owner needs to address both objective risks (tangible aspects of the 

implementation process) as well as perceived risks. Behavior of the implementation manager is 

driven by how he perceives the situation of the project, especially its risks and chances of being 

successful (successful in terms of the manager receiving the reward he expects for his effort). Thus 

perceived risks can negatively impact project results even if there are no real problems present 

 

Critique of the Analytical Base Model 
 

The base model described in the previous section has two significant shortcomings that need to be 

addressed for a more refined analysis in the context of strategy implementation. One of these is the 

fact that change processes are not linear. Change happens in several phases and this should be 

reflected in the design of the model. The other issue is that the base model assumes that strategy 

owner and implementation manager share the return of the project (the implementation manager 

receives his compensation, the strategy owner keeps the rest which under the assumptions taken can 

be positive or negative). This assumption is problematic for at least two reasons: 1) the monetary 

value of a successfully implemented strategy is hard to assess. 2) the value of a successfully 

implemented strategy can be expected to be significantly higher than the compensation the 

implementation manager receives and consequently the variable compensation factor f would be very 

small (and sensitive to data volatility).  

 

Valuation of Successful Strategy Implementation Projects 
 

Attaching a value to a new strategy is a challenging task. Using portfolio techniques , the value of 

one strategy vs. another (or the status quo) could be defined as the discounted cash flow difference 

between the two alternatives over time (Damodaran 2012). However, since only one scenario 

becomes reality, one stream of cash flows would always have to be estimated with corresponding 
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inaccuracy in results. For publicly traded companies, the change in market capitalization could be 

used to approximate how the markets value a new strategy. Problem here would be to determine 

when the markets start to reflect a new strategy in stock prices and how to eliminate other interfering 

factors. Realistically, the value of a strategy can be only very roughly approximated. Tying a 

manager’s compensation to it would add a significant amount of uncertainty for him which, as 

pointed our earlier, is something the strategy owner would try to avoid since it unnecessarily 

increased the overall compensation level of the manager.  

 

Change Process  
 

A strategy can be considered successfully implemented when it is sufficiently applied at all levels of 

the organization which can be interpreted as “all members of the organization being aligned with the 

strategy to be implemented” (Kolks 1990).  

For practical matters, the authors suggest that the degree to which a new strategy is being applied by 

an organization is assessed by defining key performance indicators (KPIs) during the planning phase 

and tracking their achievement. Tools like the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton 1996) and 

Strategy Maps (Kaplan & Norton 2004) can be very useful in such a context. While many of such 

KPIs would still be qualitative in nature or only ordinarily measurable, thus resulting in a significant 

degree of subjectivity in setting individual scores and aggregating them to an overall target 

achievement value, the overall result can be expected to be sufficiently representative and not too 

sensitive to individual ratings. It has to be recognized though, that in cases where more than one 

manager is responsible for implementation or several strategies are being implemented in parallel 

(both may be the case for example when several functional strategies are being rolled out in one 

organization in parallel or at least with overlapping timing) assessing individual contributions may 

become difficult. 

 

The base model assumes two things: 1) change happens linear, 2) project value materializes 

proportionally to implementation success which takes on values between 0 and 100%. Organizational 

theorists generally agree that change processes, especially strategic change processes, at the 

organizational level take place in three phases (Balogun & Hailey 2008): 1) mobilize, 2) move, 3) 

sustain. At the individual level, people affected by strategic change go through phases of shock, 

denial, awareness of incompetence to fulfill the new role, acceptance, testing new roles and 

behaviors, search for meaning based on individual success and failures, integrating new behaviors 

into day-to-day work (see Figure 3). 

 

In line with the organizational change model shown in figure 3 the authors separate the transitional 

relationship of the modified Porter-Lawler model shown in figure 2 into three phases (see Figure 4). 

Research on organizational change suggests that the mobilization phase takes on relatively more 

effort than the move phase. In the model this is reflected by the fact that the transformational factor 

�� = 	 
(�(  of the mobilization phase is smaller than �� =	 
�)	
(��)	�(
 of the move phase. Once the process 

enters into the sustain phase, relative effort again increases vs. the move phase (x3 < x2). The degrees 

to which the strategy can be considered implemented are called implementation levels S. S1 is the 

first hurdle to be overcome. Unless the organization can be mobilized to actually start changing, the 

overall project is bound to fail. S3 represents a fully, non-reversably implemented strategy while S2 is 

the minimal level to be achieved during the move phase in order to consider the strategy 

implemented. However, without further activities a risk remains that the change could be at least 

partially reversed and the organization falls back into old patterns of behavior. 
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Fig. 3: Organizational an

 

Incompletely implemented strategies hardly work and hence have no or even negative value for the 

strategy owner. For the purpose of this analysis, the authors therefore define the value of a strategy to 

be 0 for implementation levels below S

is a constant value. 

 

Fig

3: Organizational and Individual Change, source: (Balogun & Hailey 2008)

Incompletely implemented strategies hardly work and hence have no or even negative value for the 

strategy owner. For the purpose of this analysis, the authors therefore define the value of a strategy to 

vels below S2 and K for implementation levels equal or above S

Fig. 4: Revised Transition Model 

 
Balogun & Hailey 2008) 

Incompletely implemented strategies hardly work and hence have no or even negative value for the 

strategy owner. For the purpose of this analysis, the authors therefore define the value of a strategy to 

and K for implementation levels equal or above S2 where K 
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Extension of the Analytical Base Model 
 

In line with what was pointed out in the previous section, the transition function shown in figure 4 

can be expressed as  

S(I) = 

(
�(
∗ �+ 

~
;S   for I < I1 

 

�)	
(
��)	�(

∗ �� −	 ��� +	��+ 
~

;S    for I1 < I <= I2 

 

+)	
�
�+)	��

∗ �� −	 ��� + �� +
~

;S   for I2 < I 

S(I) is normally distributed with variance σ2. As in the base model the strategy owner can not directly 

observe the effort level of the manager. If the manager is indifferent between two effort levels he will 

chose the one which results in higher expected utility for the strategy owner. Higher effort on behalf 

of the manager leads to distributions of results which are statistically dominant by the first order vs. 

distributions with lower effort without changing the upper or lower boundaries of the distribution 

itself.  

The value function can be expressed as 

V(S(I)) = 0 for S(I) < S2 

 K for S(I) ≥ S2 

The strategy owner still seeks to maximize his expected utility level 

����,� �(	
) = V(S(I)) – [f * E[S(I*)] + F]  [equation 1] 

The manager still aims at maximizing his security equivalent  

����∗ ���(�, �∗) = f * E[S(I
*
)] + F – 

�
� ∗ �� ∗  �� – y * I

*2
 [equation 2] 

Where B represents total compensation f * S(I*) + F received by the manager. 

In order for the manager to accept the contract offer of the strategy owner the well-known 

cooperation condition still has to hold 

SEM (B, I
*
) = f *E[S(I

*
)] + F – 

�
� ∗ �� ∗  �� – y * I

2
 ≥ RFI [equation 3]. 

With x1 = 

(
�(

, x2 = 

�) 
(
��) �(

 and x3 = 

+) 
�
�+) ��

, setting the first derivative with respect to I of equation 2 equal 

to zero brings 
, 
-.

, � = 0 = f * x1– 2 * y * I
*
   for � ≤ �� 

 f * x2 – 2 * y * I
*
   for I1 < I <= I2 

 f * x3 – 2 * y * I
*
   for I2 < I. 

Rearranging for I
*
 yields as the activity level chosen by the manager 

I
*
 = 

�∗ �1
�∗�  with  j = 1   for � ≤ �� [equation 4] 

 j = 2   for I1 < I <= I2 

 j = 3   for I2 < I 

which corresponds to the result of the base model. 

As in the base model, the strategy owner will try to set the fixed compensation F as low as possible, 

i.e. such that the cooperation condition is just being fulfilled as an equation. After rearranging for F 

we get  

F = RFI – f * E[S(I)] + 
�
� ∗ �� ∗ �� + y * I

2
 [equation 3a]  

Inserting equations 3a and 4 into equation 1 yields  

���� �(	
)  = V(E[S(I
*
)]) – [f * E[S(I

*
)] + F] 

 = V(E[S(I
*
)]) – [f * E[S(I

*
)] + RFI – f * E[S(I

*
)] + 

�
� ∗ �� ∗  �� + y * I

*2
] 

 = V(E[S(I
*
)]) – [RFI + 

�
� ∗ �� ∗  �� + y * I

*2
] 

 = V(E[S(I
*
)]) – [RFI + 

�
� ∗ �� ∗  �� + y * "�∗ �1

�∗� &
�
] [equation 5] 

Setting the first derivate with respect to f of equation 5 equal to zero yields 

0  = � ∗ � ∗  �� + f * 
�1

�

�∗� 

 = f * [a* �� + 
�1

�

�∗�  [equation 6] 
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Equation 6 only holds true for f = 0 because the term in squared brackets is always positive for a risk 

averse manager. However, a variable compensation factor equal to zero would eliminate any 

incentive effect (according to the cooperation condition, the strategy owner would have to offer the 

manager a fixed compensation RFI + y * I2 while the manager, according to equation 4, would 

always chose an effort level of 0). This is obviously not desirable for the strategy owner.  

 

Let’s look at two cases. First, we assume that the effort level I* chosen by the manager was smaller 

than I2. In this case V(E[S(I*)]) = 0. Since the term in squared bracket of equation 5 is always larger 

than zero, the strategy owner would realize a negative return. Second case assumes I
*
 to be equal or 

larger than I2 which leads to V(E[S(I*)]) = K. As long as K is larger than the term in squared brackets 

of equation 5, the strategy owner would benefit from offering the manager a contract. Since there is 

no absolute minimum for equation 6 other than f = 0 and since equation 5 is a strictly monotonic 

decreasing function with respect to f, the strategy owner will set the variable compensation factor f as 

low as possible while inducing an activity level of at least I2.  

I* = fopt 
�1

�∗� ≥ I2 [equation 7] 

fopt = 
�∗�∗��

�+
   (with �234567 �8 because I ≥ I2) [equation 7a] 

Inserting equation 7a into equation 3a yields for the fixed compensation to be offered to the manger 

(with �234567 �8 because I ≥ I2): 

Fopt  = RFI – fopt * E[S(I
*
)] + 

�
� ∗ �� !

� ∗ �� + y * �∗�
 

 = RFI - 
�∗�∗��

�+
 * S2 + 

�
� ∗  "�∗�∗��

�+
 &

�
∗  �� + y * ��

� 

 

Discussion 

Compared to the base analytical model, the extended model reflects a transformational relationship 

between effort brought forward by the implementation manager and implementation result which has 

been divided into three different change phases: mobilize, move, sustain. Further, the value function 

of a strategy implementation project has been changed from a continuous and proportional 

relationship between effort and expected result to a step function. While for practical matters it may 

be difficult to define which degree of implementation has to be achieved in order to create value for 

the strategy owner (i.e. define implementation levels S1 and S2), it should be clear that incompletely 

implemented strategies at best have a value of 0 if not negative because of the disturbing effects on 

the organization. 

 

The fact that the strategy owner has a very high interest in achieving a certain minimum 

implementation level forces him to take on more costs associated with implementation risk than in 

the base case. This can be demonstrated as follows: As can be seen in equation 7a, and in contrast to 

the optimal solution in the base analytical model, the optimal variable compensation factor does not 

depend on the variance of the implementation result S(I). In other words, regardless of how risky the 

implementation project is, the strategy owner always has to offer the same variable compensation 

level. The only place were project risk is being considered in the compensation theme is the fixed 

portion F. Here the amount to be offered to the manager increases with the level of project risk. 

Assuming two project scenarios with identical expected input-output relationship but were project 1 

has a higher variance in output than project 2, the implementation manager would request a higher 

fixed compensation F for project 1 than for project 2. However, the strategy owner would have to 

offer the same variable compensation factor for both projects in order to induce the desired effort 

level of the manager. Since the expected total project value for project 1 and 2 are the same, the 

strategy owner’s expected utility, i.e. the expected net gain, for project 1 is lower than for project 2. 

 

Alternatively to the compensation scheme discussed sofar, the strategy owner could grant a variable 

compensation only if an implementation level of at least S2 is being realized. This kind of incentive 

scheme is being widely used in corporate practice. The main issue with such an approach is that it 

potentially incentivizes the manager to engage in risky activities since he would benefit from positive 

results more than suffer from negative ones. Imagine the following scenario (remember: the strategy 

owner cannot observe the manager’s activity level):the manager has two alternative plans to 
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implement the strategy. P1 which requires little effort IL on his behalf but also has relatively small 

chances of success w1 and P2 which requires high effort IH on his behalf but would also yield a higher 

likelihood w2 of being successful. If the opportunity gains by avoided disutility of work due to lower 

effort IH – IL for the manager is higher than the reduction in utility from [(w2 – w1) * variable 

compensation] if S2 is achieved, he may opt to go for P1. For the strategy owner this would mean a 

significant reduction of his expected utility, i.e. expected net gain. 

 

Another alternative approach could be to tie variable compensation to both positive and negative 

variances vs. a minimum implementation target. The modified target function for the manager would 

then read  

����∗ ���(�, �∗) = f * 9�9�(� ∗): − ��: + F – 
�
� ∗ �� ∗  �� – y * I

*2
 [equation 2a] 

This would avoid the adverse selection issue described above. However, since a corresponding 

adjustment as in equation 2a would also have to be made to equation 3a the situation for the strategy 

owner in terms of setting the variable compensation factor would not change and also not his total 

expected utility (because E(S(I
*
 = I2) = S2 ). Therefor such a model would result in similar risk 

sharing consequences as in the extended analytical base model.  

 

Conclusion 

The question if a minimum target should be established and if incentives should be tied to realized 

outcomes relative to such minimal target cannot be finally answered in this study. The issue may be 

rather psychological than analytical depending if a manager is motivated more by closing a gap to a 

target or by striving for a certain absolute performance. 

 

Even the extended model presented here may be too simple to provide sufficient insights into what 

drives implementation processes from a behavioral point of view. The authors therefore suggest to 

further refine the approach by either introducing more sophisticated input-output-relations (possibly 

non-linear) or by considering alternative utility functions for the manager and/or the strategy owner. 

In order to deal with the mathematical complexity of such refinements, one could consider to use 

simulation tools instead of exact theoretically derived solutions. 

 

Further, as suggested in (Kiehne et al. 2017), analyzing empirically reported implementation issues in 

terms of process and behavioral issues as well as objective and perceived risks, may yield additional 

insights. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides an analysis of labour force market dynamics of the 2008 financial crises and 

discusses the extent to which entropy measures can be useful in predicting regional employment 

dynamics. We find that the Shannon entropy and Tsallis entropy is more suitable for prediction of size of 

employment downturn (recession index) while the Rényi entropy is the dominant predictor of rate of 

employment downturn in recession phase. The results of the statistical analysis show that when Shannon 

entropy was growing through the recovery phase before the crisis, regions experience a higher rate of 

employment decrease in the following recession period. On the other hand, the higher the Shannon 

entropy was, the smaller recession index. However, the Tsallis entropy plays a different role in 

comparison to Shannon entropy. The higher the measured Tsallis entropy was, the more significantly the 

region was affected. In conclusion, the use of entropy as a resilience indicator in terms of regional policy 

is a significant predictor of regional resilience. 

Keywords: Entropy, Economic Activity, Regional Resilience, Economic Crisis 2008 

Introduction 

 
The use of predictors based on the calculation of entropy has been already tested in many economic 

studies. However, only few studies exist in the area of analysis of the economic resilience. The prediction 

of the impact of the economic crisis on the region will always be a topical issue. Employment is one of 

the key macroeconomic indicators and we therefore attach great importance to its analysis. Quantifying 

entropy as a measure of uniformity in distribution of economic activities in the region is a suitable 

predictor because it is influenceable (e.g. in the form of subsidies for a certain economic activity, etc.). 

This paper aims to evaluate the importance of indicators based on the calculation of entropy derived from 

regional employment in the main economic activities in terms of predictors of regional economic 

resilience. Main research question is whether the higher diversity of regional employment (among 

economic activities) make a region more resilient against shocks and, thus, could weaken the effects of a 

shock. To achieve this goal, labour dynamics of 186 regions of 11 EU Member States has been reviewed 

in the context of the economic crisis in 2008. These countries were selected mainly for the purpose of the 

geographical and historical diversity (three countries were from West, four are from South and four are 

form East Europe). The research question of this paper is whether entropy measures are significant 

predictors of regional recession (measured by employment). 
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Within the analytical part of the article, we estimate the β coefficients of regression analysis that indicate 

the importance and role of examined predictors based on the entropy calculation. The results of the 

statistical analysis show that the Shannon entropy and Tsallis entropy is more suitable for prediction of 

size of employment downturn (recession index) while the Rényi entropy is the dominant predictor of rate 

of employment downturn in recession phase. The results of the statistical analysis show that when 

Shannon entropy was growing through the recovery phase before the crisis, regions experience a higher 

rate of employment decrease in the following recession period. On the other hand, the higher the Shannon 

entropy was, the smaller recession index. However, the Tsallis entropy plays a different role in 

comparison to Shannon entropy. The higher the measured Tsallis entropy was, the more significantly the 

region was affected. In conclusion, the use of entropy as a resilience indicator in terms of regional policy 

is a significant predictor of regional resilience. 

The article shows how the level of regional employment entropy determines the level of regional 

economic resilience (measured through the lens of the employment dynamics in main sectors). The 

analytical part also presents evidence to support three research hypotheses that describe the relationship 

between three entropy indicators (Shannon, Rényi and Tsallis entropy) and four examined resilience 

indicators. The methodological part describes the approach by Ron Martin (Martin, 2012) who has 

developed the procedure for measuring regional economic resilience. We adopt his approach in this 

paper. 

Regional Resilience 

 
Since the 1970s, the study of the resilience of socio-ecological systems has been the topic of many 

investigations. At the beginning of the 21st century, some regional economists use this concept in relation 

to the dynamics of the region's economy, claiming that viewing the region through resilience prism can 

help explain how these systems respond to various perturbations (see e.g. Reggiani (Reggiani et al., 

2002)). 

The first fundamental definitions were presented by Holling (Holling, 1973) and Perrings (Perrings, 

1998). For example, Hill et al (Hill et al., 2008) describe the definition of economic resilience as the 

ability of the region's economy to recover from a perturbation that had a negative impact on the region's 

development. Rose (Rose, 2009) sees resilience as the ability to absorb the influence of external shocks. 

The economic resilience of the regions to the national and international economic crises is often 

mentioned in the European Union since the beginning of the global economic crisis in 2008. The 

usefulness of understanding the factors behind the regional resilience phenomena is justifiable by the fact 

that the impact of the global economic crisis on the economic situation of the EU regions was 

asymmetrical. 

On the other hand, a number of regions continue to suffer economic downturns or have been hit by a 

second wave of economic downturn after a relatively short recovery. The quick and successful recovery 

of the economies of some regions raises the question of what is behind this success. Moreover, a 

comprehensive assessment and synthesis of what makes some regions more resilient than others, and 

what regional policy makers can do to increase the resilience of the regions to the future economic crises, 

needs to be answered. 

There are three ways of seeing the economic resilience of the regions. The first is based on the so-called 

"engineering" concept of resilience (Modica and Reggiani, 2015). An essential characteristic of this 
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approach is to assess the ability of the region to “go back” to its original state before crisis. For example, 

it may be a return of the growth rate of employment in the region to the same level before the crisis. 

Within this approach, the economic resilience of the region is quantified according to the level of 

recovery of the selected indicator of the corresponding state before the economic downturn of the 

economy. The rate of economic downturn or recovery is usually measured in relation to the dynamics of 

regional employment or regional product, either in terms of achieving absolute value or even in terms of 

renewing the rate of growth of these quantities.  

This approach is easily applicable and is used in studies of British economist and geographer Ron Martin 

(e.g. (Martin, 2012), (Martin et al., 2016)). Within this engineering approach, it is also possible to 

evaluate the time of returning to the level before the negative economic downturn. Other suitable 

indicators for quantifying economic resilience index can be based on, for example, employment by 

industry, labour productivity, the number of workers, employment rate, economic activity rate, gross 

value added, the number of enterprises in the region or the number of enterprises in export sectors 

(Martin, 2012). 

The second approach to regional resilience is the so-called "ecological" concept that emphasises the 

magnitude of the disturbance that the region is able to absorb before it deviates from the original state. As 

Walker et al (Walker et al., 2002) states, an emphasis is placed on the behaviour of the system beyond 

equilibrium. The resilient region has the ability to absorb the deviation from equilibrium by changing its 

internal structure. The purpose of this adaptation is to preserve the function of the system. 

The two approaches mentioned above are criticised because, according to some authors ((Pike et al., 

2010), (Martin and Sunley, 2007)), they do not sufficiently address the economic development 

perspective over the long term, which is inconsistent with the perceived dynamics of successful 

economies. This resulted in the third approach called "adaptive", also known as "evolutionary" approach. 

This third approach highlights the ability of the system to undergo, either in a preventive way or in 

response to a sudden change, the modification of its structure or function to minimise the impact of 

destabilising change. The supporters of this approach highlight the adaptive capability of the system. 

They understand the region as a "complex adaptive system" that can never be in balance, and therefore 

the economic resilience of the region is achieved by a constant change in the region's economy. 

Resilience turns into the continuous ability to adjust to stress, and the analysis of resilience becomes the 

study of how economics adjusts to varying stages in economic cycles (Pendall et al., 2009). 

It should be stated that a change in the internal structure of the economy might not necessarily be 

desirable. In connection with regional resilience the so-called hysteresis in the labour market is often 

mentioned (e.g. (Martin, 2012)). This is a situation where the economic downturn leads to a steady 

increase of the natural rate of unemployment. This negative hysteresis effect in the labour market occurs 

when the economic downturn is strong enough to cause a change in the behaviour of economic subjects 

and change the structure of the economy, thus adversely affecting the course of the adaptive process of 

the region's economy. 

However, some authors believe that crises can lead to the transformation of economies towards an 

economic structure that is in line with the idea of sustainable development (e.g. see (Folke et al., 2003), 

(Duit et al., 2010), (Shaw, 2012)). The crisis can cause or permit the necessary transformation of 

economic systems ((Pike et al., 2010)).  
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This understanding is related to the Schumpeter concept of “creative destruction”. From this point of 

view, the mechanism of the positive impact of the crisis is perceived by the fact that the crisis removes 

those kinds of economic activities that can be considered less productive. Removing non-productive 

activities will create space for new opportunities for the development of new industries (Simmie and 

Martin, 2010). 

Data, Methods and the Model 

 
For the purpose of verifying the research question, it was necessary to implement the following 

preparatory steps: 

1. Obtain and treat employment data from selected EU Member States. 

2. From pre-crisis data, quantify predictors based on selected entropy measures. 

3. From the post-crisis data, quantify the appropriate dependent variables. 

4. The generated variables are subjected to a correlation analysis 

 

Data on employment in selected EU Member States was obtained from Eurostat (Eurostat, 2017). Exactly 

235487 employment records (1 record per specific country, region, quarter and economic activity) were 

obtained from 11 EU Member States classified by region, economic activity and quarter. The basic data 

structure is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Employment data structure 

Category N Details 

Country 11 CZ, ES, FR, UK, DE, IT, PL, SK, GR, HU, PT 

Region f(country) 

 

CZ=8, ES=18, FR=22, UK=36, DE=34, IT=21, PL=16, SK=4, 

GR=13, HU=7, PT=7 

Time (quarters) 74 1998Q1 – 2016Q2 

Economic activity 17 

21 

Before 11 August 2008 - ISIC Rev.3.1, digits 1 (UN, 1989) 

Since 11 August 2008 - ISIC Rev.4, digits 1 (UN, 2008)  

Employment 

records 
235497 Min = 0.125 Max = 2187.769 Mean = 50.25 Std. Dev = 72.049 

 

The data contained a large number of shortcomings that had to be removed. Namely, these were the 

following issues: 

• Renaming of regions in different countries over the years (for example, Inner London was 

divided into Inner London-East and Inner London-West or Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany in 2011 

also changed). The problem has been solved by merging the nomenclature over the years, and if 

the region was divided, the region was treated as before the division. 

• Changing the methodology of the classification of economic activities in 2008 (from ISIC 

Rev.3.1 to ISIC Rev.4). It was not possible to unify these two methodologies; therefore, it is 

necessary to consider this change in the following analyses. 

• For some countries, data was not quarterly but annual. Since these issues were mostly presented 

in the first values of time series (FR  1998Q1 – 2002Q4, DE  1998Q1 – 2005Q2, PL  1998Q1 – 

2000Q2 and HU  1998Q1 – 1999Q1), these values were ignored in the affected regions. 
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The treated data was further processed in the Matlab tool. Because of the seasonal fluctuations in some 

regions, all regions were treated with the X13-ARIMA-SEATS (Lengwiler, 2016). 

Because of adopting Ron Martin’s methodology for resilience analysis, we had to proceed with the 

finding of significant peaks and troughs. This was done by the BBQ algorithm (Harding and Pagan, 2002) 

implemented in the Matlab tool (Engel, 2005). Due to the high variability of the peak position in the 

immediate vicinity of the economic crisis of 2008, it was necessary to specify a general rule that would 

suppress this variability. For the needs of analysis, one peak (continued to be marked V) as the beginning 

of employment downturn due to crisis (2008-2010) and two troughs, one after crisis (we will mark E) and 

one before the crisis (hereafter D) will be selected from the set of all peaks and troughs. Figure 1 

illustrates all of the characteristics described above for the 14th region in Spain (NUTS2 ES53 - Balearic 

Islands), i.e. the original time series with visible seasonal influences (green), seasonal adjusted series by 

X13-ARIMA-SEATS (red), � (red ), the trough before the crisis (red , in the text marked �) and 

trough after the crisis (red , in the text marked �). 

 

Fig. 1:  Employment in Spain for 14th region (green), smoothened time series (X13-ARIMA-SEATS 

- red), peak V (red +) and troughs D and E. 

For the purpose of creating explanatory variables, a number of indicators based on several significant 

definitions of entropy were used. The following will briefly define significant entropy rates. 

In the following, the entropy rates are used on employment data to produce the final number of predictors 

of the impact of the 2008 economic crisis in the EU’s regions. The entropy itself is calculated from the 

relative frequency of employment in different economic activities in the individual regions of the EU 

Member States. 
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The relative frequency (probability) p of employees in a specific quarter and region can be expressed as 

follows: 

 ��,�,	,
 = ��,�,	,
∑ ��,�,	,

  
(1)  

where � = 1. . �������� , � = 1. . �������,� , � = 1. . ����� ,  = 1. . �!������� "���#��� and ��,�,	,
 is number of 

employees in i-th country, j-th region, k-th time and within l-th economic activity. 

The above-mentioned entropy rates are then quantified using this relative frequency, since the 

condition ∑ ��� = 1 holds. 

Rényi entropy (Renyi, 1960) (Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1948)) for i-th country, j-th region, k-th time 

can be calculated according to the following formula: 

 

$%,�,�,	 =
&'(
') 11 − +  ,-. / ��,�,	,
%


 , �0 + ≠ 1
− / ��,�,	,
  ,-. ��,�,	,

 , �0 + → 13 

(2)  

where ��,�,	,
 represents the relative representation of the l-th economic activity in the j-th region of the i-

th country at time k. 

Tsallis entropy (Tsallis, 1988) (Shannon entropy) for i-th country, j-th region, k-th time can be 

calculated according to the following formula: 

 

4%,�,�,	 =
&'(
') 1+ − 1 51 − / ��,�,	,
%


 6 , �0 + ≠ 1
− / ��,�,	,
  ,-. ��,�,	,

 , �0 + → 1 3 

(3)  

For the simpler notation, we will use the following for Rényi entropy $%,�,�,	 = $%,�,�,	�  and for Tsallis 

entropy 4%,�,�,	 =  $%,�,�,	� . 

The following indicators were selected as suitable predictors: 

• The values of specific entropy at time 7�,� − 8, where 7 is the peak at the beginning of 

employment decline due to the crisis in the i-th country, j-th region and 8 = 0,1,2: 

 $%,�,�,;<,=>? (4)  

• The variance values of the selected entropy in the interval 〈A, B〉, where A is the time before the 

crisis and B represents the last quarter before change in the ISIC methodology: 

 DEF%,�,� = / G$%,�,�,	 − 1A�,� − B / $%,�,�,

H


IJ<,=
K.H

	IJ<,=
 

(5)  

 

• The slope of the linear regression line of entropy development at 〈A, B〉 interval: 
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 8 ,�L%,�,� = MA�,� − BN ∑ �$%,�,�,	H	IJ<,= − ∑ �H	IJ<,= ∗ ∑ $%,�,�,	H	IJ<,=MA�,� − BN ∑ �.H	IJ<,= − P∑ �H	IJ<,= Q.  
(6)  

• The geometric mean value of entropy quotients 〈A, B〉: 
 -L,RLES%,�,� = T U $%,�,�,	VW$%,�,�,	

H
	IJ<,=

X<,=YZ
 

(7)  

 

The 〈A, B〉  interval was used instead of the 〈A, 7〉 interval due to a change in the ISIC methodology that 

caused a sudden change in entropy development. Since the change of methodology was in the immediate 

vicinity of the peak after the crisis, this change did not cause any significant alternation in quantification 

of economic changes before the crisis. 

Three measures of entropy were specifically selected for further analysis, namely the Shannon entropy, 

Rényi entropy (q=2) and Tsallis entropy (q=2). In combination with the indicators defined above, 18 

potential predictors were developed, the distribution of which is summarized in Table 2. The set of all 

predictors will be denoted as FL-. 

Table 2: Potential predictors’ distribution and the naming convention 

 Shannon Rényi (q=2) Tsallis (q=2) 

Entropy s = 0 Shannon0 Renyi0 Tsallis0 

Entropy s = 1 Shannon1 Renyi1 Tsallis1 

Entropy s = 2 Shannon2 Renyi2 Tsallis2 

Variance varShannon varRenyi varTsallis 

Slope slopeShannon slopeRenyi slopeTsallis 

 Geometric mean geoShannon geoRenyi geoTsallis 

 

Dependent variables were prepared in a similar way as predictors. Four indicators were prepared in total: 

• The recession index FL[\�,� expressed as a share of employment in the i-th country, j-th region at 

the time of the post-crisis trough ]�,� and employment at peak time immediately after the crisis 7�,� (indicator express size of employment decline in recession phase): 

 FL[\�,� = ��,�,!<,=��,�,;<,= 
(8)  

 

• The value of the employment variance in the interval 〈7, ]〉: 

 DEF\�,� = / G��,�,	 − 17�,� − ]�,� / ��,�,

!<,=


I;<,=
K!<,=

	I;<,=
 

(9)  
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• The value of the regression line slope approximating the development of employment in the time 

interval 〈7, ]〉: 
 8 ,�L\�,� = M7�,� − ]�,�N ∑ ���,�,	!<,=	I;<,= − ∑ �!<,=	I;<,= ∗ ∑ ��,�,	!<,=	I;<,=M7�,� − ]�,�N ∑ �.!<,=	I;<,= − P∑ �!<,=	I;<,= Q.  

(10)  

 

• The geometric mean value of employment quotients from 〈7, ]〉 interval (indicator express rate 

of employment downturn in recession phase): 

 -L,\�,� = T U ��,�,	VW��,�,	
!<,=>W
	I;<,=

^<,=Y_<,=Y`
 

(11)  

 

The general multinomial regression model will then have the following form: 

 a�,� = bc + bWFL-�,�W + ⋯ + bfFL-�,�f + g�,� (12)  

where a�,� ∈ {FL[�,� , DEF\�,� , 8 ,�L\�,� , -L,\�,�} is the selected indicator (dependent variable) for the i-th 

country and j-th region, M is the number of predictors, b	 is the value of the k-th coefficient, k=0,...,M, FL-�,�
  is the value of the ith country and j-th region for the l-th predictor,  = 1, . . , k, and g�,� is the error 

in the observed value for the i-th and j-th case. 

Possible extensions are mixed models in the following form: 

 a�,� = bc,� + bW,�FL-�,�W + ⋯ + bf,�FL-�,�f + g�,� (13)  

Subsequent analyses were performed in the SPSS statistical tool. 

Results 

 
The first step was to select the optimal dependent variable (recY, varY, slopeY or geoY). Due to the large 

number of predictors, a stepwise method in SPSS Statistics was used to select appropriate dependent 

variables for the individual dependent variables (other methods generally returned a large number of 

highly correlated explanatory variables). Table 3 shows the found patterns for the dependent variable 

recY. Data from all regions was used for the analysis. 

Table 3: Model summary of stepwise method for dependent variable recY 

Model R 

R 

Square 

Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 

1 ,236a ,056 ,051 ,057338 ,056 10,711 1 181 ,001 

2 ,299b ,089 ,079 ,056466 ,034 6,630 1 180 ,011 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Shannon1 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Shannon1, Tsallis2 
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The most suitable predictor in this case is Shannon1 and the Tsallis2 predictor was added for the second 

model. Table 4 summarizes important information about the coefficients for both selected models. From 

the VIF values, the Shannon1 and Tsallis2 predictors are relatively strongly correlated (corresponding to 

a correlation coefficient of 0.81). 

Table 4: Coefficients of stepwise models for dependent variable recY 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B 

Std. 

Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) ,644 ,087   7,400 ,000     

Shannon1 ,080 ,024 ,236 3,273 ,001 1,000 1,000 

2 (Constant) 1,222 ,240   5,087 ,000     

Shannon1 ,167 ,041 ,495 4,022 ,000 ,334 2,990 

Tsallis2 -,998 ,387 -,317 -2,575 ,011 ,334 2,990 

 

As the second dependent variable, the employment variance (varY) was chosen. However, the stepwise 

method has not returned any outputs, so it can be concluded that there is no significant predictor in the FL- set for the employment variance. Therefore, it is possible to exclude it from further analysis. 

Another chosen dependent variable is the slope of regression line of employment (slopeY). Table 5 shows 

that only one significant predictor was found (Shannon0).  

Table 6 summarizes selected important properties of the coefficients of the model. 

Table 5: Model summary of stepwise method for dependent variable slopeY 

Model R 

R 

Square 

Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square Change F Change df1 df2 

Sig. F 

Change 

1 ,217a ,047 ,042 12,15783 ,047 8,913 1 181 ,003 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Shannon0 

 

Table 6: Coefficients of stepwise models for dependent variable slopeY 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B 

Std. 

Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 52,061 20,333   2,560 ,011     

Shannon0 -16,827 5,636 -,217 -2,985 ,003 1,000 1,000 
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The last dependent variable is the geometric average of the employment shares (geoY). The Stepwise 

method identified three significant models (see Table 7), whose coefficient of determination is, at first 

glance, more significant than the previous dependent variables. For this reason, geoY was chosen as the 

most suited dependent variable in the context of this analysis. 

Table 7: Model summary of stepwise method for dependent variable geoY 

Model R 

R 

Square 

Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square Change F Change df1 df2 

Sig. F 

Change 

1 ,307a ,094 ,089 ,0075014 ,094 18,834 1 181 ,000 

2 ,372b ,139 ,129 ,0073352 ,044 9,298 1 180 ,003 

3 ,431c ,186 ,172 ,0071525 ,047 10,314 1 179 ,002 

a. Predictors: (Constant), varRenyi 

b. Predictors: (Constant), varRenyi, geoShannon 

c. Predictors: (Constant), varRenyi, geoShannon, varTsallis 

 

Table 8 summarizes the selected properties of the coefficients of each model. From the VIF values, the 

varRenyi and varTsallis predictors in the third model show a high collinearity (correlation coefficient of 

0.955), which must be taken into account in further analyses. 

Table 8: Coefficients of stepwise models for dependent variable geoY 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B 

Std. 

Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) ,991 ,001   1449,741 0,000     

varRenyi -,822 ,189 -,307 -4,340 ,000 1,000 1,000 

2 (Constant) 1,500 ,167   8,992 ,000     

varRenyi -,662 ,193 -,247 -3,438 ,001 ,926 1,080 

geoShannon -,509 ,167 -,219 -3,049 ,003 ,926 1,080 

3 (Constant) 1,532 ,163   9,403 ,000     

varRenyi -2,531 ,611 -,945 -4,139 ,000 ,087 11,452 

geoShannon -,540 ,163 -,233 -3,315 ,001 ,922 1,084 

varTsallis 177,306 55,210 ,734 3,211 ,002 ,087 11,486 

 

Potential models for further analysis were Model 2 (the best model without collinearity) and Model 3 (the 

best model in general). Because the analysed data are naturally hierarchically structured by individual EU 

member states, it is possible to use the so-called mixed models. For each model, all possible combinations 

of fixed and random intersections and guidelines were tested, i.e. four options: 

• Fixed intercept and fixed slope, 
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• Random intercepts and fixed slope, 

• Fixed intercept and random slopes, 

• Random intercepts and random slopes. 

 

Table 9 illustrates the values of the various information criteria for these four combinations for Model 2. 

At first glance, it is clear that all criteria positively respond to the addition of random slopes (beta 

coefficients). For this reason, this model can be called the optimal model in the context of available data 

and selected indicators without the occurrence of collinearity in explanatory variables. 

Table 9: Information Criteria for model 2 (geoY) with dependent variables varRenyi and geoShannon 

Intercept Fixed  Random Fixed Random 

Slope Fixed  Fixed Random Random 

-2 Log Likelihood -1266,106 -1268,851 -1279,837 -1279,881 

Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) -1264,106 -1264,851 -1273,837 -1271,881 

Hurvich and Tsai's Criterion (AICC) -1264,084 -1264,784 -1273,701 -1271,653 

Bozdogan's Criterion (CAIC) -1259,914 -1256,465 -1261,258 -1255,109 

Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (BIC) -1260,914 -1258,465 -1264,258 -1259,109 

The information criteria are displayed in smaller-is-better form. 

 

Table 10 presents the information criteria for Model 3. Similar to Model 2, the best results of the model 

are with random slopes. Only the CAIC and BIC information criteria favour a classical regression model 

without any influence of particular country. 

Table 10: Information Criteria for model 3 with dependent variables varRenyi, geoShannon and 

varTsallis 

Intercept Fixed  Random Fixed Random 

Slope Fixed  Fixed Random Random 

-2 Log Likelihood -1286,047 -1290,193 -1295,729 -1291,981 

Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) -1284,047 -1286,193 -1287,729 -1281,981 

Hurvich and Tsai's Criterion (AICC) -1284,025 -1286,125 -1287,500 -1281,634 

Bozdogan's Criterion (CAIC) -1279,860 -1277,818 -1270,980 -1261,044 

Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (BIC) -1280,860 -1279,818 -1274,980 -1266,044 

The information criteria are displayed in smaller-is-better form. 

 

However, it appears from the results of both models that the influence of the country affects the data, and 

therefore the use of mixed models is appropriate. 
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Discussion 

 
Results show that the higher the instability (high varRenyi), the greater the rate of decline of employment 

in regional recession phase. High varRenyi could mean either growth or decrease or even fluctuation 

around the average of entropy calculated based on Rényi (q=2). The Adjusted R Squared of the model for 

dependent variable geoY predicted based on only varRenyi as predictor is about 0,089. Because of this 

result, this model was enhanced by geoShannon. The results show similar relation like in the case of 

varRenyi. The more geoShannon grows before the crisis the higher speed of employment downturn in 

regional recession phase.  

This can be justified by two cases. The growth of entropy could have occurred based on dismissal of 

employees in sectors that had a large share in the economic activity of the region or, conversely, the 

growth of entropy is caused by hiring employees in less represented economic sectors. This second 

interpretation could have been caused by massive subsidies from the European Union before the 

economic crisis. In both cases, the entropy was increasing in the pre-crisis period. 

The predictability of the second model (see table 7) expressed by Adjusted R Square is higher than in the 

case of the first model (0,129). This improvement of models predictability is because of additional 

information of Shannon entropy, which is calculated and aggregated during expansion phase before 

beginning of crisis. However, the third model shows possible collinearity but the predictability is even 

higher than in the second model (Adjusted R Squared is 0,179). Despite the multi-collinearity issue, the 

model has good significance for prediction usage. Moreover, mixed model analysis shows the importance 

of country influence to modelled geoY. 

Conclusion 

 

This article gave a new look at the financial crisis in 2008 and discusses the extent to which entropy-

based indicators can be useful in predicting regional employment dynamics. The results of the statistical 

analysis show that while variation of Rényi entropy was high and Shannon's entropy grew in the pre-

crisis recovery phase, the regions showed a higher rate of decline in employment in the subsequent 

recession. We find also that the Shannon entropy and Tsallis entropy is more suitable for prediction of 

size of employment downturn (recession index) while the Rényi entropy is the dominant predictor of rate 

of employment downturn in recession phase. On the other hand, Tsallis entropy plays a different role. The 

higher the Tsallis entropy measured, the lower the rate of employment in the recession phase. Last part of 

results show importance of country influence because the information criteria were the lowest in the cases 

of random slopes in both the second and the third model (for geoY). Results show that use of entropy, as 

an indicator in terms of regional policy is a significant predictor of regional resilience. Based on these 

conclusions, it can be stated that the diversity of economic activities (expressed in terms of entropy 

measures) presents a significant antecedent to predict the impact of the crisis on a region. 
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Abstract  

The purpose of the research is to observe employee labor stimulation system development in 

conditions of economic sanctions in two Russia's largest financial state-owned Corporations ‘Bank for 

development and foreign economic Affairs (Vnesheconombank)’ and Sberbank. Research is 

introducing recommendations to improve the remuneration system in the conditions of crisis 

management. For the first time special attention is paid to the role of labor stimulation policy of retail 

bank front-office staff within the system of anti-crisis measures regulating the banking sector. 

 

Keywords:  human resources management, labor evaluation, labor incentives, staff motivation, 

remuneration policy, compensation policy, banking sector. 

 

Introduction 

The banking sector is one of the most challenging areas to manage. Managing credit institution and 

bank staff in the times of economic crisis becomes even more difficult. Negative phenomena in the 

economy caused by started in 2008 economic crisis, has received a new impulse with the introduction 

of U.S. and European Union economic sanctions against Russian financial institutions in 2014. 

Economic crisis and sanctions primarily touched upon the banking system, which took the brunt, as 

they have restricted the access of banks to obtain long-term loans for investments in the external 

capital market. Economic sanctions were imposed firstly on systemically important Russian banks and 

the largest Russian state-owned corporations. Thus, special attention in this article will be given to this 

most complex period of Russian banks development. The aim of this research is to offer 

recommendations for staff remuneration system optimization in the crisis management conditions 

based on the analysis of Russia's largest financial state Corporation ‘Bank for development and foreign 

economic Affairs (Vnesheconombank)’ and Sberbank evolution of employee work stimulation. 

 

State corporations differ in several ways: the organizational structure and the share of state 

participation in the authorized capital, functions, staff, performance. For the successful implementation 

of staff remuneration and labor stimulation policy one must take these differences into account 

(‘Unified principles’, 2015). According to Frank Research Group, Sberbank takes the 1st place in 

Russia by volumes of attracting funds and lending to the population (Frank Research Group). Sberbank 

has the largest branch network in Russia, running 15 000 points of service, which serve more than 130 

million customers (‘Annual report of Sberbank for 2016’). Vnesheconombank’s feature is that it is 

100% owned by the Russian Federation (Federal Law of 17.05.2007 No. 82-FZ). Vnesheconombank is 

working to improve the competitiveness of Russian economy, its diversification and stimulation of 

investment activities. Vnesheconombank is not a commercial bank, its activities are regulated by 

special law No. 82-FZ ‘On the Development Bank’, which entered into force on June 4, 2007. 

Vnesheconombank does not compete with commercial lending institutions and participates only in 

those projects that cannot be funded by private investors.  
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The monetary policy pursued by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation during the crisis and 

sanction period reduced the influence of crisis factors on systemically important banks development. 

In particular, the Government of the Russian Federation decided to support the Development Bank 

through capitalizing it with funds from the federal budget in order to retain its volume in the 

development of the national economy. The second favorable factor was the policy of banks' sanation, 

which increased competition among bank employees in the labor market. The Bank of Russia's policy 

on banks' sanation became an important non-economic factor for increasing the bank employees work 

motivation, as it objectively gave the employees fear of losing their jobs, created favorable conditions 

to the leading bank employers to increase the share of qualified personnel including branch network 

front - office staff: sales and operations managers, cashiers. 

Theoretical and Literature Review 

During the reviewed period, Russian scientists are actively turning to the study of the issues of 

preserving the stability of Russia's financial and socio-economic systems (Eskindarov, M., 2012; 

Eskindarov M., 2015; Belyaeva I. & Pukhova M., 2017; Osipova O., 2015; Kozhevina O. & Bataeva 

B., 2017) and analyzing the fundamental issues of anti-crisis management transformation (Abdikeev, 

N., Ivanyuk, V., & Pashchenko, F., 2017; Ryakhovskaya A., & Kovan S., 2013). 

The issues of stimulating of bank employees labor in the conditions of the economic crisis are mainly 

raised by practitioners. The economic crisis aggravates many social issues, including social 

differentiation of the population. Government of the Russian Federation initiated a scientific study, 

under which Russian scientists are carrying out a multilateral analysis of development of the principles 

of remuneration for employees of state bodies and organizations with state participation, including 

Russia's systemic banks (‘Unified principles of labor’, 2015). In 2017, scientific publications devoted 

to bank employees labor stimulating in the midst of an economic crisis, appear directly in the press 

(Osipova O., 2017; Artamonov A., 2017). However, there is no analysis of retail bank front-office staff 

monetary incentivizing specifics. This appears to be a huge problem in terms of turnover as it’s a 

group of employees that directly serves the bank clients. The authors set themselves the task of 

presenting a systemic vision of remuneration system evolution of the two leading Russian banks in the 

context of the economic crisis. 

 

Methodology  
 

The methodological basis is the modern understanding of the theory of Human Capital in the context 

of the Concept of Sustainable Development, the Concept of Human Development and the Decent 

Work Conception; Management by Results, a System of Balanced Indicators, a Socio-synergetic 

Theory. The method of statistical analysis, the results of sociological research are used in the work. 

Results  

One of the important anti-crisis tools in the conditions of economic sanctions, used by banks, was the 

optimization of the organizational structure and the number of employees. In crisis conditions the 

systemically important Russian banks made reorganizations, organizational and staff arrangements, as 

well as staff reduction. Unlike a number of commercial banks, leading players of the Russian banking 

sector continued to develop the employee labor stimulation system basing not only on the fear of 

employees losing their jobs. An ambitious task was set to preserve and develop the image of a socially 

responsible employer in the crisis economic conditions. The task was rather complicated, considering 

that in 2014, for example, Vnesheconombank suspended the indexation of employee salaries. This 

forced the bank management to pay more attention to a better distribution of the stimulating part of 

salary for all employee categories under conditions of ever-growing prices for essential goods. 

 

Certain activities in labor stimulation system carried out in 2011-2013 helped to mitigate the possible 

negative consequences of economic sanctions on the degree of employees' satisfaction. The most 

interesting among them is Sberbank’s accumulated experience, due to an extensive branch network 
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and a significant number of front-office staff. In the years leading up to the introduction of economic 

sanctions, the leading Russian bank paid special attention to the development of labor stimulation 

policies in close correlation with the Bank’s changing strategy. In 2011 Sberbank introduced the 

unified incentive system for retail branch front-office staff. 

 

The implementation of the first phase of the unified remuneration system in 2010 was complicated by 

the absence of a centrally implemented formalized retail branch business model throughout the 

country. There was a decentralized approach in terms of roles, functions of retail branch employees, of 

rationing their number. Automated data sources for productivity and bonus calculations were 

decentralized and disjointed. 

 

The Sberbank Strategy adopted in 2008 recognized labor stimulation system as the most important 

leverage for the Bank's tasks, determined the vector of its change towards transparency and objectivity, 

strengthening the remuneration dependence on the results of each employee’ work, and the unification 

of the principles of financial incentivizing throughout the bank's system. The most important task was 

to ensure a level of pay that would ensure worthy and fair material income for employees. Sberbank 

planned to increase the salary level to an extent significantly higher than the inflation rate, which could 

contribute to the increase in the efficiency of its activities. Sberbank also decided to expand and 

improve the system of non-material labor stimulation, which in the conditions of increasing the share 

of highly qualified employees became increasingly important. The implementation of these changes 

was reinforced by the introduction of a system of balanced indicators, their use as criteria for assessing 

the quality of work and determining the material remuneration. The change in the mentality of 

employees and their approach to work, the introduction of a quality monitoring system and customer 

satisfaction, which also correlated with the salary system, was stipulated separately. To succeed, the IT 

systems were centralized and modified, constant management mechanisms improvement was in place, 

technological systems were set, and a transition to a fully centralized and automated system of labor 

incentive system was launched. Employee productivity growth by 50% was among the key factors 

used to evaluate Retail Strategy success (‘Sberbank Development Strategy until 2014’). 

 

In accordance with the Strategy, in 2011 Sberbank began to introduce a new incentive system 

simultaneously with the new centralized business model of the retail branch network. It was based on 

Grade Pay System launched a year earlier: a system of official ranks based on Hay Group 

methodology, which was used to determine the correct salary ratios between different positions on the 

basis of criteria of responsibility, knowledge, freedom in decision-making. 

 

Based on the strategy and business objectives of the job roles two versions of a combination of 

guaranteed and variable parts in the annual structure of incomes of employees of the retail network 

were developed and proposed for implementation. Branch managers had base salary as 60% and 40% 

bonuses as of the annual income. Line staff had a salary of 50%, the rest of the annual income 

consisted of three types of incentives In particular, to get the target amount of the monthly premium, 

the employee had to collect a certain number of points for operations conducted. Failure to comply 

with the labor rate led to the zeroing of premiums, overfulfillment of two or more times did not result 

in a proportional increase in earnings. The practice of introducing a new incentive system showed its 

imperfection. The number of points in relation to the types of transactions was the same for the entire 

retail network, the basis for assessing the operation in points was labor intensity and priority for the 

bank. Information on how to transfer the exchange rate of points into Russian Rubles was closed 

directly from line staff. The reasoning for this were differences in market wage rates in the territories, 

which was revealed in the relatively low level of involvement of workers in the first year of the 

system's existence. In addition to external Employee Involvement Surveys, Sberbank itself monitored 

the employee incentive system satisfaction level. First employee responses in December 2011 are 

worth mentioning:  62% of sales managers responded positively to the question ‘I understand how my 

monthly premium is calculated’, while 59% of the 307 interviewed workers doubted that the more they 

work, the more they earn (‘Results of the First internal survey’, 2012). 

 

Sberbank began to measure the level of staff involvement through an annual survey of more than 

100,000 employees. The survey is conducted according to the standard methodology used by other 

companies and measures the following parameters: pride in the Bank as a company, evaluation of the 
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Bank as an employer, identification with the Bank at the level of goals, values and future, and how the 

Bank encourages employees to work at their maximum potential. The results of annual research have 

shown that the involvement of employees in general is gradually growing and is on the same level with 

the majority of the western commercial banks. From 2011 to 2016, taking into account the 

modernization of the system, it increased by 15% as GFK reports. 

 

Despite the weaknesses identified in 2012, by the time of the imposition of economic sanctions, the 

Bank had established a system of HR management based on new system of motivation and labor 

remuneration, also the income level of the staff was set to market. This helped to ensure transparency 

of payments for employees and increase the efficiency of the financial component of motivation. 

Sberbank also implemented measures which led to the significant increase in labor productivity 

accompanied with the reduction in staff numbers. Indicators of Bank productivity and efficiency of the 

staff costs in 2014 were consistent with the level of similar indicators of comparable scale international 

banks in developed and emerging markets (‘Report of OAO Sberbank of Russia for 2014’). 

 

Further standardization and separation of functionality between the various retail branch specialties 

was continued in terms of the economic sanctions. Two-year front-office staff incentive calculators’ 

performance monitoring gave the opportunity to plan the quantitative branches’ role mixes more 

accurately. Geomarketing researches have allowed to more closely track hiking thread in office, to 

introduce flexible work schedules for employees based on peak loads (breaks for businesses, the 

payment of salaries, pensions, benefits, transfers). Thus, the workload and types of work were 

scheduled more precisely in time and space which led to plan accurately the job mix and staff counts. 

More accurate planning and centralization of IT systems made it possible to start the process of getting 

rid of complicated, zeroing and restrictive incentive formula elements, introduced in the very 

beginning mainly to replace the missing operational governance mechanisms. 

 

Branch network 2011 - 2012 was transferred to a centralized model of work. From the second half of 

2013, the calculation of front-office employee incentives was reoriented towards paying for the 

employee's personal contribution in the framework of his job’s standard functionality for a centralized 

sales and service model. Effective second quarter 2014, the sales incentive formula calculation order 

has been reduced from four actions to two. Sales or transactions that were not part of the standard 

functional of the employee in his position, were not paid anymore. The standard functionality of the 

employees was clarified, the intersections in the jobs functional were either eliminated or remained, 

but, as compared to 2011 - 2012, became minimal. A review of the set of quarterly key performance 

indicators (KPIs) was conducted. If in 2011-2012 the number of quarterly KPIs was unified to all 

positions, effective 2014, as a result of employee feedback, each job role had its particular set of KPIs  

individualizing its impact. As a measure to stimulate cross-selling in the changed roles of sales 

manager and consultant, these jobs were introduced crossed quartered KPIs (‘Retail Front-office 

employees incentivizing procedure by Sberbank’, 2011). 

 
In October 2014, a third survey of employee incentive system satisfaction survey was carried out 

(‘Results of the Third internal survey’). Like the poll of 2012, the survey of 2014 was conducted 

among employees having received at least two monthly and quarterly modified-type incentives. 20 

months work within the framework of a countrywide unified model of the branch network and an 

improved payroll system led to a decrease in the role of the uncertainty factor in calculating and 

forecasting the income of Sberbank employees compared with 2011-2012. The results of the survey 

showed that employees began to understand better how their monthly and quarterly incentives were 

calculated, the relationship between the accrued bonus and their functionality (an average increase of 

24% compared to 2012) and the essence of teamwork as well as cross-sales (+ 22%). The change in the 

quarterly award for cross-selling was supported by focus group sales managers and consultants having 

received quarterly incentives for the second and third quarters of 2014 (+25 and + 19% respectively). 

The most satisfied groups were sales managers, consultants and operation specialists. Despite a 

significant increase in satisfaction with the labor incentive system after simplification of calculations, a 

number of fundamental areas required further elaboration. Among them, revealed tendency of 

employees to less labor-intensive sales (47% preferred answers) and overall satisfaction with the 

methods of calculation and the incentive size (‘I like the current motivation system’, ‘I consider the 
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current motivation system fair,’ ‘This is the best motivation system I've worked with in Sberbank’) - 

21%, 45% and 27% total preferences matching each of the above job groups, respectively. 

 

The third stage of Sberbank’s front-office employee labor incentive system development covers the 

period from 2015 to 2016, when, to a certain extent, there has been an adaptation to economic 

sanctions imposed on Russia. The changes were carried out simultaneously from the fourth quarter of 

2015 to all types of positions in all Sberbank's regions within the framework of the existing centralized 

sales and service models. In connection with the transition to new income structures, for the line 

specialties the proportion of guaranteed and variable parts of monthly income increased by 7%, 

simultaneously the quarterly incentive was abolished. This made it easier to attract staff from the labor 

market; reduce the turnover of line personnel; to tie and focus the attention of front-office staff on the 

monthly performance results. At the same time, due to the cancellation of the quarterly incentive, the 

assessment of compliance with corporate competencies (5+) and the assessment of the accomplishment 

branch team-wide goals, which have been exhibited on a quarterly basis, have been eliminated. As 

practice has shown, at present, the risks of abolishing the quarterly evaluation and bonus system have 

not been realized. Calculation of monthly incentives of sales managers and consultants started to be 

based solely on piece-rate principles of labor payment (‘The Labor Code of the Russian Federation of 

December 30, 2001 No. 197-FZ). Employees were sent a signal that their earnings did not depend on 

the time they spent in the office, but only on their performance in the workplace.  

 

Operational specialists and chief specialists service model was unified and reduced to transaction and 

settlement-cash services for clients. At the same time, the former specialized in less complex ‘short’ 

operations, while the latter specialized in cash settlement services and more complex, long-term 

customer transactions. The purpose of the work in this and other positions was customer service. The 

incentive calculations were unified as well. 

 

Third survey of employee incentive system satisfaction was made in the second quarter of 2016, three 

quarters after the change in the basic conditions of the branch network employee work stimulation 

system. The change in the structure of income in the direction of increasing the guaranteed part was 

supported by all line specialties (‘With a new system of motivation, I earn more’, ‘This is the best 

motivation system for line staff, which I worked with in Sberbank’, ‘I like the current motivation 

system’). The growth to the affirmative responses of 2014 was an average of 6% for sales managers, 

12% for consultants and 10% for specialists (‘Results of the Fourth internal survey). The transition 

from a formally unlimited piece-rate incentive calculating type to mono-KPI with a de facto set 

maximum fixed income limit was more painful for specialists: on the question ‘The more efficiently I 

work, the more I earn,’ satisfaction decreased by 34%, ‘The new monthly bonus system fosters 

competition in the team’ showed a decrease of 32%. However, chief specialists having worked at the 

time of the survey on a similar bonus system of 18 months did not experience such a dramatic drop in 

satisfaction (-17% and -7% respectively), which may be explained by a higher salary at another rank of 

job, as well as a longer, than the specialists, adapting to the new bonus conditions (‘Results of the 

Fourth internal survey). 

 

In 2012, there were two coefficients for assessing the performance against the load normative (for 

credit and non-credit products) and the bonus cap, all used in calculating the monthly premiums of 

sales managers. In 2014, two coefficients were replaced by one, and in 2015 all these were abolished 

and replaced by a piece-rate premium calculation without any limits. The abolition of the incentive 

coefficients estimating meeting the load standards, the threshold value of payments and the refusal of 

trigger payments received broad support from selling employees. Withdrawing the ceiling of the 

premium raised satisfaction and competition among employees engaged in sales. After the transfer of 

consultants to the piece-rate incentive system and payout caps 2016, the sense of fairness of payment 

increased in the collectives. On average, the approval of innovations was reflected in the increase in 

overall satisfaction with changes in the system of labor incentives, the questions ‘I like the current 

motivation system’, ‘This is the best system of motivation of line staff, which happened to work in 

Sberbank’, ‘I consider the current system of motivation fair’ had + 11%, + 10%, + 8% increase in 

satisfaction compared to 2014.The new system of incentive calculating has increased the competition 

in the team, and raised the importance of individual contributions (+20%). Thus, the employees 

confirmed that the innovations provided full coverage of the new functional posts, provided a link 
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between the actions of employees and the results of their individual efforts and eliminated additional 

management barriers - conditions and limitations of incentive payments. 

 

In 2014, Vnesheconombank also continued to work on system of labor remuneration development 

aimed to increase employee motivation in order to conscientiously and qualitatively perform their 

duties. Without that it was impossible to successfully fulfill the strategic goals that the bank was 

facing. An annual staff assessment was conducted in 2014 to determine the individual performance of 

employees for the year 2013. Besides production indicators, individual achievements by employees, 

also the development of professional and personal competencies were taken into account. In 2014, 

4,836 Vnesheconombank Group employees (1,950 men and 2,886 women) passed the performance 

evaluation, which is 402 more than in the previous reporting period. The results of the evaluation 

served as the basis for paying employees an individual part of the annual bonus (‘Vnesheconombank's 

Group Sustainability Report 2014’). This work to a large extent allowed to mitigate the social tension 

in the organization in the conditions of economic sanctions, to optimize the number of staff on more 

transparent, understandable principles to the employees.  

 

Since 2014, due to new economic and political challenges, it became necessary to strengthen the 

innovative adaptive activity of employees. Vnesheconombank continued to develop the procedure for 

lump-sum bonuses for employees participating in solving urgent bank problems as well as to 

implement initiatives that promote the development of a state corporation [6]. In the years that 

followed, much attention was paid to improving the key performance indicators of workers. The level 

of remuneration of employees is based on sufficiently standardized mechanisms that provide a 

differentiated approach to incentive payments, depending on the performance of corporate-wide key 

performance indicators and evaluation of individual performance of employees. 

 

In order to improve the remuneration system, increase its transparency and objectivity, the first stage 

of the Vnesheconombank's labor standardization system was implemented in 2015. Work rating of 

three independent structural divisions of the Bank was performed (‘Annual report of 

Vnesheconombank - Development Bank 2015’). In 2015, in order to improve the effectiveness of 

evaluation procedures, the Bank introduced an automated WebTutor system with an individual office 

feature, in which each employee can get acquainted with the rating of his individual performance. The 

most notable results in the development of the internal regulatory framework were achieved by EXAR, 

providing quarterly procedures for monitoring and evaluating the performance of workers (‘Non-

financial report of Vnesheconombank's group - 2015’, p. 128). 

 

Since the salary increase in order to motivate employees is an ‘impermissible luxury’ in the context of 

the economic crisis, in systemically important Russian banks special attention was paid to the 

encouragement of an intangible nature, which is an important component of the social policy of the 

organization (Osipova O., 2015). The application of intangible incentives allows the organization to 

deepen the dedication of employees, increase their interest in their own professional level, reduce 

panic in the team and, as a result, improve the quality of their professional activities. In 2014, 89 

employees of Vnesheconombank received the distinctions ‘Best employee’ or ‘Excellent employee of 

Vnesheconombank’, the names of 10 employees were included in the Vnesheconombank's Book of 

Honor, 140 employees received the Gratitude of Vnesheconombank Chairman (‘Vnesheconombank's 

Group Sustainability Report’, 2014). A good tradition in Vnesheconombank was the congratulation of 

pensioners - members of the Council of Veterans of Labor on the Victory Day. In honor of the holiday, 

a gala dinner and a ceremony of awarding a number of veterans with a badge ‘Excellent employee of 

Vnesheconombank’ are organized (‘Annual report of Vnesheconombank - Development Bank 2015’). 

The leaders of Sberbank paid much attention to the development of non-material incentives as well 

(‘Sberbank Development Strategy 2014 – 2018’, p. 49). 

 

Vnesheconombank and Sberbank have been implementing an HR policies for a number of years, the 

priority of both is to ensure the social security of staff in order to attract, retain and motivate 

employees, create conditions to fulfill their professional and personal potential. Benefits and 

compensation for bank employees, carried out within the framework of social programs developed in 

previous years, also helped to alleviate social tension in the face of economic sanctions. 
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Conclusion 

Despite the significant differences between the two systemically important Russian banks - the largest 

Russian state corporations, it is possible to identify similar measures to improve their work in the 

conditions of the economic crisis. Both banks paid considerable attention to the development of the 

incentive system for their employees. 

 

Basing on the studied statistical material, a pilot sociological survey of Vnesheconombank employees 

and the results of the study of the involvement level of Sberbank’s front-office staff, we can reveal that 

a socially responsible personnel policy is possible in the conditions of the economic crisis. Leading 

Russian banks were able to improve the HR management of organizations and the reward system  

thanks to improving the system of labor rationing, the transition to KPI, optimization of staff numbers 

and increasing the individual performance of each bank employee. The management of 

Vnesheconombank and Sberbank in the face of economic sanctions paid great attention to improving 

the monetary remuneration system efficiency for all categories of employees, from front-office 

employees to top managers. Thanks to continuous work to improve the system of front-office incentive 

payments, Sberbank has made significant progress in increasing the productivity of line personnel. 

 

A special emphasis by two banks was made on the development of intangible methods of stimulating 

labor, including the preservation of the social package. The extended social package provided to 

employees now meets the basic expectations of the staff. However, there are opportunities for its 

improvement. The staff of the leading banks is represented by different age and job categories: thus 

further development of an optimal system to boost stimulating effect on the entire staff of the bank is a 

complex but quite solvable multifunctional task. 
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Abstract  

The main purpose of the article is to define 

sustainable economic development in Russia. Much attention is given to identifying risk factors and 

possible directions for the development of PPP institute in Russia. At the end of 2016 and the 

beginning of 2017 positive tendencies

of recession overcoming. In view of this, the assessment of PPP projects realiza

economic growth was carried out. The author of the article uses the following general scientific 

approaches: analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, method of classification, logical analysis, 

methods of comparative analysis and

institute in Russia is at its early stages

become an instrument for sustainable economic development in Russia.
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Introduction 

Nowadays, searching for the ways of sustainable economic development is the key problem for every 

modern country. As its solution can determine economy

achievement of sustainability represents a sophisticated problem today. The results of the crisis

showed that all economic development issues are 

with them. Growth rate reduction in western countries in recent years acts as a signal to a se

stagnation, according to Mau (2017)

 

Outcome of the global processes and economic imbalance within the country 

became one of those countries which suffered greatly from the consequences of economic crisis in 

2008. 

Figure 1 demonstrates countries Gross Domestic P

this, GDP's growth rates in Russia in 2009 was 

lower than the growth rate of EU and USA respectively.

 

Fig 1

Evidently, such a severe economic recession after the rapid growth in early and middle 2000's 

only the result of global crisis, but also internal problems 
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development remains relevant. Today oil price volatility, fluctuati

are deterring factors behind economic growth.

down, according to the results of 2016. Expectations for 2017 are even more positive. In the view of 

International Monetary Fund (2017)

Bank (2017) give similar estimates, thinking that 

 

Today specified requirements for growth indicators have to influence directly on the choice of state 

regulatory mechanisms, which in its turn have to become the foundation for the harmonious 

development of economic, social and ecologic 

 

Public Private Projects (hereafter PPP)

several reasons. First of all, they are instrument

resulting in growth economic activity. Secondly, they are aimed at accomplishment of social tasks. 
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suggested technological breakthrough as one of the growth strategy. The idea was developed by 

Murphy et al (1989). 

 

The first endogenous growth theories were developed after the publication of Romer (1986) and Lucas 

(1988) researches. Such theories consider reasons for actualization of economic growth factors such as 

advancement of education and innovations. However, the non-applicability of these theories to the 

countries with developing economies stimulated Galor (1999 and 2005) to work out Unified growth 

theory, which demonstrated the development of correlation between population growth rate, 

technological advances and standards of living.  

 

Nowadays, institutional theory appears to be one of the latest modern concepts of economic 

development. Acemoğlu et al (2001) associated economic growth with the development of institutes. 

Moreover, according to the authors, the level of political institutes predetermines the development of 

economic ones.  

 

Submitted theories and models of economic growth help to formulate requirements imposed on the 

modern instruments for increasing economic development of countries. 

 

PPP institute is theoretically well interpreted in economic growth and sustainable development terms 

for several reasons. Firstly, PPP is an instrument of private and public sectors integration, 

manufacturing capacity, capital and investments. Secondly, PPP can be seen as an instrument of 

innovative projects co-financing and technical progress as a consequence. Thirdly, it fosters the 

development of human capital assets and also the improvement of living standards. Many socially 

important projects in education, medical, building sectors and infrastructure are implemented on the 

basis of PPP. Finally, PPP institute has features of inclusive institute according to the Acemoğlu and 

Robinson concept. 

 

At this moment a number of researches, devoted to the assessment of PPP's influence on some 

countries economic growth, has been conducted. For example, Pimentel et al (2016) measured 

influence of investments in PPP on a dynamics of macroeconomic indicators. Similar attempts were 

made by Aschauer’s (1989), who tried to estimate an influence of investments in PPP on fluctuation of 

economic activity. Jasiukevicius (2013) tried to establish relation between economic growth and 

public-private partnership market development in the countries of European Union. The conducted 

researches did not prove any positive correlation between investments in PPP and economic growth. 

 

Apart from above mentioned works, there is a large number of consultancy's works as well as World 

Bank's and other international organization’s publications on this theme. For example, the main 

principles to implement PPP's projects in order to make them the foundation for economic growth, are 

formulated by Hamilton (2013) in the presentation of United Nations Economic Commission for 

Europe. One of the notable publications among consultancy’s publications on this topic is Booz&co's 

report provided by Shediac et al (2008). This work was aimed at showing the value of PPP projects 

implemented in infrastructural sphere for economic growth.  

 

Apart from positive estimates, there are also more conservative ones towards PPP's ability to become 

the basis for an achievement of sustainable development. As Jomo et al (2016) demonstrated in their 

research, PPP projects are more expensive than public procurements and that benefits from PPP 

projects differ from one sector to another and that PPPs often fail to yield ‘value for money’.  

 

The listed reviews and reports of international organizations and consultancies are often descriptive 

and pragmatic, and they do not give objective and reliable assessments of PPP's value for economic 

growth of the country. Today it is possible to observe divergence between the development of PPP and 

the results of empirical studies.  

 

Research question 

In this research the author makes an attempt to define usability of PPP institute as an instrument for 

sustainable economic development in Russia and to estimate PPP projects influence on the economic 
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growth of the country. In this respect, the aim of this study is to define risks and opportunities for PPP 

projects realization as an instrument for economic growth in Russia. 

 

To solve the formulated problem, the following aims were set: 

 

• To conduct an analysis practice in realization of PPP projects in Russia,

• To identify risks of using PPP projects as an instrument for sustainable 

Russia, 

• To define principle growth direction for PPP 

 

Research design and methodology

This research is based on the review of western countries practice in the context of cooperation of 

public and private investments, analyses of the information submitted by World Bank, The C

Bank of the Russian Federation, Russian Federal State Statistics Service, regulatory legal acts, related 

publications and proceedings of the research and practice conference. 

is based on the database of the website 

The author of the article uses the following general scientific approaches: analysis, synthesis, 

induction, deduction, method of c

statistical methods. 

 

Results 

PPP institute in modern Russia had two stages of legislative recognition. In 2005 it started wit

enactment of Federal Law №115-

form of public and private cooperation, known both in pre

Soviet Russia. Furthermore, in 2015 the Federal Law 

made PPP agreements legal in Russia, was drafted and passed.

 

In this regard it is possible to conclude that PPP is a 

practice of such projects realization has

projects and drew the following conclusions.

 

• Rapid increase of PPP projects popularity in Russia in 2013

 

Figure 3 demonstrates a huge increase in volume of investments

2015) and in a number of concluded contracts (1.7 times in comparison with 2015) for the considered 

period. 

 

           Fig 3. Investments and amount of public private projects in Russia from 2005 to 2016
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public and private investments, analyses of the information submitted by World Bank, The C

Bank of the Russian Federation, Russian Federal State Statistics Service, regulatory legal acts, related 
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on the database of the website ‘Infrastructure projects Platform’.  
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induction, deduction, method of classification, logical analysis, methods of comparative analysis
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-FZ ‘On concession agreements’, that established concessions as a 
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015 the Federal Law №224-FZ ‘On public-private partnership’

ssia, was drafted and passed. 

In this regard it is possible to conclude that PPP is a relatively new institute in Russia, so that the 

practice of such projects realization has not taken significant effects so far. The author analyzed

the following conclusions. 

Rapid increase of PPP projects popularity in Russia in 2013-2016. 

huge increase in volume of investments in 2016 (2.4 times in comparison with 

2015) and in a number of concluded contracts (1.7 times in comparison with 2015) for the considered 

Investments and amount of public private projects in Russia from 2005 to 2016
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growth of the country. In this respect, the aim of this study is to define risks and opportunities for PPP 

conomic growth in 

This research is based on the review of western countries practice in the context of cooperation of 

public and private investments, analyses of the information submitted by World Bank, The Central 

Bank of the Russian Federation, Russian Federal State Statistics Service, regulatory legal acts, related 

of the article 

The author of the article uses the following general scientific approaches: analysis, synthesis, 

methods of comparative analysis and 

PPP institute in modern Russia had two stages of legislative recognition. In 2005 it started with the 

established concessions as a 

revolutionary Russia and in 20-30's of 

private partnership’, that 

Russia, so that the 

analyzed 2.446 

(2.4 times in comparison with 

2015) and in a number of concluded contracts (1.7 times in comparison with 2015) for the considered 

 
Investments and amount of public private projects in Russia from 2005 to 2016 

fluctuations 

For example, 
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in 2008 the dynamics of investments was influenced by the contract for building a motorway Western 

Rapid Diameter to the amount of 12.720 ml. r

 

• Most of the projects are implemented at a

Federation, mostly leaders in gross regional product (hereafter 

 

If to analyze investments at a federal, regional and municipal level, it is possible to 

of the projects are implemented in partnership w

bn. rubles or 60% of the total volume.

unevenly – most of the projects are implement

Moscow and Saint Petersburg account for 828 bn. r

of cumulative investments in 2005

Nenets Autonomous District,  

(Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Investments by constituent entity of 
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Moscow Region 
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the Volgograd Region 

the Saratov Region 

the Novosibirsk Region

Pearson correlation 

 

To illustrate the fact that the unevenness in investments distribution is not an accident, the Pearson 

correlation index was calculated. 

investments at the level of subjects can be explained with 

 

• Preferred sphere of realization

operation of public service vehicle.

 

Concerning sphere of projects implementation, most of the investments are attributed 

sector – 61% of aggregate investments (Figure 4

aggregate investments) and the social sector (17% of aggregate investments). If to compare 

with the global ones, it is obvious that the 

 

According to the World Bank (2015

projects are transport (63% of total sum of

 

      Fig 4. Investments by spheres in 2005

• The implemented projects are capital intensive and need a high volume of investments.

in 2008 the dynamics of investments was influenced by the contract for building a motorway Western 

12.720 ml. rubles (or 96% of investments in 2008).  

ost of the projects are implemented at a regional level, in constituent entities of Russian 

gross regional product (hereafter – GRP). 

investments at a federal, regional and municipal level, it is possible to conclude

in partnership with constituent entities of Russian Federation 

the total volume. Whereby investments at the regional level are distributed 

most of the projects are implemented in federal cities and megapolisis. For example, 

Petersburg account for 828 bn. rubles of investments, 58% of regional level or 35% 

of cumulative investments in 2005-2017. They are followed by the Moscow Region, the Yamalo

the Volgograd Region, the Saratov Region,  the Novosibirsk Region 

: Investments by constituent entity of Russian Federation 
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84%  

To illustrate the fact that the unevenness in investments distribution is not an accident, the Pearson 

correlation index was calculated. Performed calculations showed that differences in volume of 

investments at the level of subjects can be explained with unevenness of created GRP (Table 

sphere of realization - transport, building of road and railroad infrastructure

operation of public service vehicle.  

Concerning sphere of projects implementation, most of the investments are attributed to the transport 

aggregate investments (Figure 4). It is followed by energy and housing sector (18% of 

the social sector (17% of aggregate investments). If to compare 

that the similar sectors remain leaders. 

2015), the sectors with the highest volume of investments in 

e transport (63% of total sum of investments), energy (34%), housing (4%). 
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To illustrate the fact that the unevenness in investments distribution is not an accident, the Pearson 

calculations showed that differences in volume of 

unevenness of created GRP (Table 1).  

infrastructure, 

to the transport 

). It is followed by energy and housing sector (18% of 

the social sector (17% of aggregate investments). If to compare these rates 

, the sectors with the highest volume of investments in PPP 

 

The implemented projects are capital intensive and need a high volume of investments. 
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Transport sector has not only the highest level of gross investments, but also an average cost of project 

realization – 23.512 bn. rubles for 1 project (Table 2). The transport sector is followed by the 

communication, public services sphere and utility infrastructure, which average investments for one 

projects are much lower – 2.211 ml. rubles and 1.229 ml. rubles respectively.  

 

Table 2: Average cost of a PPP project by sphere 

Sphere 
Investments, 

mn. rub 

Total amount of 

contracts 

Average cost of a 

project 

Transport 822,909 35 23,512 

Housing and energy 236,879 1806 131 

Social 226,165 228 992 

Communications 44,221 20 2,211 

Engineer-technician infrastructure 11,061 9 1,229 

TOTAL 1,341,241 2,100 28,075 

 

• Preferred form of agreement - concession, public private projects agreements are not used. 

 

Today a large number of public private projects are implemented in Russia (Table 3). Concessionary 

agreements are the most popular form of agreements according to the number of negotiated contracts 

and volume of investments (37% of the cumulative investments). They are followed by different types 

of public contracts, such as investment agreements (32%), life cycle contracts (8%), lease 

arrangements (0.4%), energy service agreements (less than 0.1 %). Corporative partnership agreements 

amounted to 3.6% of aggregate investments and became less popular form of agreement.  

 

Table 3: Types of PPP contracts in Russia 

Type of the contract 
Amount of 

contracts 

Investments, mn. 

rub 
Share, % 

Concession 2,195 872,487 37% 

Investment agreements 74 755,294 32% 

Life cycle contracts 11 186,650 8% 

Corporative partnership agreements 16 102,733 3,6% 

Lease arrangements 70 9,662 0,4% 

Energy service agreements 3 31 Less than 0,1% 

Other contracts 73 457,852 19% 

TOTAL for 11 years (from 2005 till 2017) 2,442 2,384,710 100% 

 

• Long-term investments – 10 years is an average period of realization. 

 

Period of projects realization varies based on form of concluded agreements. As was shown, 3 major 

groups of agreements, completed in Russia on terms of public private cooperation can be singled out – 

concessions, PPP/PIL agreements, public contracts. An average period of realization of this type of 

agreements is calculated in Table 4. Generally speaking, according to the calculation, PPP projects are 

mostly mid- and long term. 
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Table 4: Average term of PPP projects realization 

 

Arithmetic 

average 
Mode Median 

Std. 

dev. 
Skewness Maximum Minimum 

Total, years 11 10 10 9.15 1.92 49 1 

Corporate 

partnership, years 
13 15 15 4.21 (1.77) 16 4 

Concession, years 11 10 10 9.14 1.91 49 1 

Public procurement, 

years 
11 5 7 10.58 1.88 49 1 

 

The specific features of PPP projects listed above suggests that PPP institute in Russia is in its early 

stage at the moment. Practically half of all projects due to volume of investments are a variety of 

public procurement by definition, but they are attributed to PPP in Russia and included in government 

statistics.  

From the other hand, at this moment PPP contracts, established by Federal Law №224-FZ «On public-

private partnership», are not used. Nevertheless, concessions are the most popular form of agreements. 

It indicates that PPP institute is not fully implemented in Russia. 

 

Influence of PPP projects risk factors on economic growth in Russia 

The idea of PPP consists in cooperation of private and public sector on equal terms for socially 

important project realization. However, this cooperation model has its own restrictions in Russia. 

According to the terminology of Acemoğlu – Robinson, Russian economy is extractive one and 

characterized by a considerable state influence on social spheres of life, underdeveloped market 

relations, rule of bureaucracy.  

 

All these facts increase risks for using this type of projects as an instrument for economic growth in 

Russia. The main risk factors can be restricted to 4 key factors, listed below. 

 

Firstly, the large state participation in Russian economy. 

 

Nowadays the rate of state participation in the economy is very high. According to the Federal Anti-

Monopoly Service 2015 report, the contribution of state and state-owned companies to the GDP is up 

to nearly 70%. As a comparison, in 2005 the state contribution was equal to 35% of Russian GDP. 

Despite the fact that these indicators are not the result of empirical analysis, but the expert opinion, 

similar assessments of state participation are presented in other federal documents. 

 

According to the publications of the Analytical Center for the government of the Russian Federation, 

state participation in economic process increases. To confirm this dynamic experts of Analytical 

Center carried out an assessment of state participation in the view of state-owned companies in 

corporate sector and state procurements. Thus the analysis of companies included in the TOP-100 of 

Expert Ra ranking has shown that the revenue of these state-owned companies has increased from 46% 

to 51% in 2014. In terms of public purchases, the number of contracts negotiated with 50 largest state 

companies are equal to 41-42% from the amount of executed contracts under the Federal Law  

№44-FZ. «Gazprom» and «Rosneft» became the main customers under the Federal Law №223-FZ. 

Their revenue from the total price of published lot was up to 43% in 2015.  

 

Secondly, significant state influence on the business success.  

 

In Russia state plays an important role in realization of socially important projects and also greatly 

influences effectiveness of large business. Crony capitalism index, compiled by the analytical center of 

The Economist magazine, demonstrates this tendency. It turned out to be the highest for our country in 

2015. This indicator also shows that private investments and initiative are rather low developed. 
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As far as the experience of PPP projects realization in Russia is concerned, business corporations, 

controlled by the state, often act as «private partners». The list of private partners, which are taking 

part in the realization of the largest infrastructure projects is given in the Table 5. The analysis of 

capital structure and final beneficiary of these companies has shown that in the largest projects, private 

partners are in fact quasi-public companies.  

 

Table 5: Private partners in most expensive projects 

Company 
Cost of the project, 

mn. rub 
Beneficiary 

Company’s share 

capital owned by state 

LLC Magistral' severnoy 

stolitsy 
212,720 

VTB Bank Bank of 

GPB (JSC) 
21%  

OJSC Mostotrest 176,900 JSC Russian Railways 100% 

LLC EcoLine, LLC 

Hartiya, LLC MSK-NT , 

LLC MKM-Logistika, LLC 

Spetstrans 

142,283 Not identified - 

LLC VIS TransStroy 113,142 PJSC Gazprom 50,2% 

OJSC Mosinzhproekt 82,000 
The government of 

Moscow 
100% 

 

Thirdly, the problem of Acemoğlu – Robinson «vicious circle». 

 

Difficulties in adaptation of western models for correlation between state and business can be 

explained through the use of Acemoğlu - Robinson «vicious circle» concept. The advent of inclusive 

economic institutions is impossible in countries with a domination of extractive political institutions 

(for example, in Russia), according to Acemoğlu and Robinson. The last one (economic institution) is 

predetermined by the first one (political institution).  

 

So that the adaptation of western models in extractive economy inevitably leads to the transformation 

of core principles. As a result, possibilities for corruption and abuse of authority emerge: 

 

• Holding competitions (tenders) for interested parties at signing contracts; 

• Considerable participation of public funds in realization of projects; 

• Escalation of costs for implementation of a project; 

• Rise in final product price. 

 

Fourthly, lack of correlation between PPP projects implementation and economic growth of the 

country. 

 

Theoretically, the use of PPP institute presupposes the attraction of private sector and private 

investments in socially important spheres. Enhancing business activities and investments leads to the 

GDP growth and the development of an appropriate infrastructure for the free movement of 

commodities, services and citizens. Investments increase in such spheres produce the multiplicative 

effect, that positively influences economic growth. 

 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that there is also no correlation between the growth of GDP and PPP 

investments in Russia (Figure 5). 
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            Fig 5. Investments in PPP projects and GDP dynamics

However, the divergence of short

PPP investments dynamics and GDP growth. Investments in PPP projects are long

characterized by the lasting effect on economy, that cannot influence G

prospects. Long-term projects are quite expensive at the first stage of their implementation and they 

bring income in mid- and long-term prospects, 

implementation is not seen.  

 

Discussion 

Based on the received results, it is possible to make some valid conclusions concerning status of PPP 

projects in Russia and their usability 

 

• It is impossible to establish correlation bet

and growth of Russian GDP in the short term, because most of PPP projects are at

realization; 

• PPP projects realization depends to a greater extent on public initiative and financial suppo

Equity of public contribution far exceeds equity of private contribution, what leads to the decline in 

efficiency of projects realization;  

• PPP institute is at its early stage

application in Russia, furthermore 

popular in Russia; 

• At this stage, concession 

total sales revenue amount to 0.2% of GDP, that 

 

However, despite the fact that PPP institute is underdeveloped in Russia at the moment, there are still 

some positive trends in economy, demonstrating potential for its development. One of the trends is the 

increase in volume of private investments in

aggregate private investments and share of private property in cumulative investments increase from 

2000 to 2016.  

 

               Fig 6.
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However, the divergence of short- and long-term tasks may be the reason for such configuration of 

PPP investments dynamics and GDP growth. Investments in PPP projects are long

characterized by the lasting effect on economy, that cannot influence GDP growth in near

term projects are quite expensive at the first stage of their implementation and they 

term prospects, due to this the short-term effect from PPP projec

Based on the received results, it is possible to make some valid conclusions concerning status of PPP 

projects in Russia and their usability as an instrument for sustainable development in Russia.

It is impossible to establish correlation between an increase of investments in PPP projects 

and growth of Russian GDP in the short term, because most of PPP projects are at the early stage of 

PPP projects realization depends to a greater extent on public initiative and financial suppo

Equity of public contribution far exceeds equity of private contribution, what leads to the decline in 

 

PPP institute is at its early stage of development and there was no successful practical 

furthermore agreements established under the Federal Law №224-

At this stage, concession is a functional form of agreement between state and business. Their 

total sales revenue amount to 0.2% of GDP, that hardly influences economic growth.  

However, despite the fact that PPP institute is underdeveloped in Russia at the moment, there are still 

some positive trends in economy, demonstrating potential for its development. One of the trends is the 

investments in fixed capital. According to the diagram (Figure 6) both 

aggregate private investments and share of private property in cumulative investments increase from 

 
. Private investments in fixed capital in Russia 

term tasks may be the reason for such configuration of 

PPP investments dynamics and GDP growth. Investments in PPP projects are long-term and 

DP growth in near-term 

term projects are quite expensive at the first stage of their implementation and they 

term effect from PPP projects 

Based on the received results, it is possible to make some valid conclusions concerning status of PPP 

an instrument for sustainable development in Russia. 

of investments in PPP projects 

the early stage of 

PPP projects realization depends to a greater extent on public initiative and financial support. 

Equity of public contribution far exceeds equity of private contribution, what leads to the decline in 

and there was no successful practical 

-FZ are not 

functional form of agreement between state and business. Their 

However, despite the fact that PPP institute is underdeveloped in Russia at the moment, there are still 

some positive trends in economy, demonstrating potential for its development. One of the trends is the 

. According to the diagram (Figure 6) both 

aggregate private investments and share of private property in cumulative investments increase from 
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This indicator shows that private investors have level of trust for Russian economy. In spite of 

economic sanctions and fluctuation of oil prices and national currency, private investments maintained 

its share in cumulative investments at the level of more than 50% in 2014-2016. This means that there 

is a growth potential for public private partnership. 

 

However, not only an increase of volume of investments is important for the growth acceleration of 

country's economy based on the PPP projects realization, but also the selection of the most potential 

economic spheres for its realization. In this respect the following can be attributed to the feasibility of 

using PPP institute for the economic growth in Russia.  

 

• Firstly, the use of development banks potential for accumulating long money in socially 

important projects, 

• Secondly, development and legislative recognition of comprehensive and transparent business 

assessment when negotiating PPP contracts, 

• Thirdly, establishing of accessible and transparent accounting of socially important projects 

realization, 

• Fourthly, attraction of financial resources of pension savings. Example of the best practice in 

this direction is Canada. Within Ontario’s Infrastructure Investment Program large pension 

funds of Canada OMERS and OTPP invested nearly 10% of investment portfolio resources as 

direct investments in PPP, 

• Fifthly, technology and reorientation of PPP projects. Such Russian scientists as Glazyev 

(2012), Malinetskii (2010) suggest Russian adoption to VI wave of innovation as an 

opportunity to be one of the world’s major economies. PPP projects priority spheres 

reorientation can become the basis for technological advances within the country.  

 

Implementation of such capabilities appears to be a complex issue and depends not only from the state 

initiative, but also from business interest to negotiate PPP contracts and invest in socially important 

projects. Development of institutional environment and adoption of an inclusive model of socio-

economic development is the key factor for achievement of partnership between business and state. 

 

Conclusion 

Today PPP institute is at its early stages in Russia and has its own specific issues, that limit PPP 

potential as an instrument for sustainable economic development. As it is shown in the research, PPP 

projects are implemented in Russia for account of public resources, investments of quasi-public 

companies and, in a lesser extent of private investors funds. This specific situation increase budget 

expenditure and imposes additional risks for the state. Moreover, as practice shows, PPP projects are 

more expensive than public procurements. In this regard, at this stage of PPP development in Russia it 

is not possible to say that there is a measurable effect of PPP projects implementation on economic 

development in Russia.  
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Abstract 

The paper presents the empirical results of several hypotheses deals with factors that influence 
corporate restructuring in the form of asset’s sales. The estimation of short-term wealth effects  at 21 
days around the sell off announcement for five BRICS markets and 1247 events shows positive 
reaction with cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) of 1,2 % for two-day announcement windows 
(−1;0) and of 1,28% for  five-day announcement windows (-3; 1). The method of calculation the 
normal daily return  does not change the testing results. The  analysis  of completed sell off 
transactions with a deal value  more than US$ 5 million demonstrates that overleverage can be 
considered as a significant motive for break-ups decisions.  The financial and focused hypotheses  
can not be rejected for BRICS firms. The logit model identifies the divestitures factors for 780 
BRICS firms on the period 2000-2016. We econometrically (cross-sectional multivariate analysis) 
estimated factors that determine CAR on the event window (-3; 1). The paper is focused on the 
parent’s debt measures, CEO power and state ownership in the explaining the company's exit choice. 
Several indicators measure the company's financial distress in current study, including traditional 
(debt to equity, net debt ratio) and original (overleverage, as the excess of the actual debt over the 
target level).  

JEL: G30; G34 

Keywords: sell off; divestitures; financing hypothesis; financial distress, BRICS firms 

Introduction 

 

Motivation of corporate restructuring are often investigated in the context of analysis of growth 
strategies and the M&A schemes (full purchase of control or partial, payment of money or financial 
assets, etc.). The researches in business breakdown (spin off, sell off) are less popular.  The paper 
continues the academic line to study the motivations and success factors of  the divestiture (break-ups 
decisions).  

According to EY interview (Hammes and Krouskos, 2016), 49% of the CEO plan to divest in the 
next two years, 28% of respondents are ready to take this step during one year (a survey of 900 heads 
of real sector companies and 100 private investment funds). Value of corporate assets sales in 2015 
reached US$ 523,6 bn, showing almost 30% growth to the level of 2014 (US$ 403,9 bn). 

Decisions on firm’s splitting, brake up and sell off assets are often motivated  by the financial distress 
and the lack of cash flow – so-called financing hypothesis. This hypothesis implies that poorly 
performing (ROA, ROE low levels), overleveraged firms with lack of liquidity can push companies 
to the selling policy. This choice becomes especially important when outside funds are too expensive 
(high WACC).  The risk of bankruptcy forces companies to conduct divestments (to split up the 
business, to sell all or part of the business units). 70% of the divestments are motivated by the need to 
raise funds by EY review (Hammes and Krouskos, 2016). 

We analyze two reasons of restructuring (financial and managerial). The general purpose of this 
paper is to identify how much the shareholders of the parent company can benefit  from the sell off 
strategy (we test short term wealth effect), what factors really push the company to such a decision 
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and whether the outsider can predict the probability of such an event. The study reveals factors that 
increase the short term shareholders wealth. 

Restructuring in the form of sell off may be dictated by non-financial reasons, for example, by 
changing the corporate strategy from diversification to focusing. A whole line of academic research 
proves that focusing (core operations) can create additional value (Daley et al, 1997, Rajan et al, 
2000). The main explanation for this benefit is the elimination of information asymmetries between 
firm’s management and investors. On the other hand, if the market is sufficiently developed, 
investors are able to independently build an investment portfolio. 

For firm’s management view, divestment can be interpreted as recognition of failures, erroneous 
decisions that were made earlier. Overstayed  top management unlikely  admit mistakes and choose a 
sell  off strategy. Therefore, in our work, we test the hypothesis that the behavioral features of 
decision-making (psychological rejection of recognition of past mistakes) forces management to keep 
inefficient (initially or not effective with regard to external changes) units in the portfolio, even in the 
situation of limited financial resources. Change of top management and CEO  (often due to poor 
financial results) generates a change in strategy, restructuring. 

Business brake up (divestiture of assets) can also be forced due to the pressure of antimonopoly 
regulation. An example of the 1980-ies  — US corporation AT&T, which was forced to allocate part 
of the divisions, which gave birth to seven new companies on the market. 

A bright feature of emerging capital markets is a  small share of public companies. The processes of 
business separation and asset sales are quite active, but analysts can explore it only by comparing 
operational measures before and after deals (financial statements are often not available). In which 
cases can we conclude that the divestiture will lead to an increase in the parent’s market value? Who 
benefits from changing the investment portfolio? In the academic literature, a whole line of studies is 
devoted to these questions (Rosenfeld, 1984, Jain, 1985, Mulherin and Boone, 2000, Veld  and Veld-
Merkoulova, 2002, Gadad and Hardy, 2005, Prezas and Simonyan, 2013). Interest in sell off  also is 
manifested by consulting companies (BCG, 2014,  EY, 2016 - Hammes and Krouskos, 2016).  

We focus this research in emerging markets, in particular BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 
Africa). The following characteristics unite these countries: 1) the complexity of attracting external 
capital and the relative high cost of capital  due to country risks, 2) the conglomerate structure of 
most companies due to markets imperfections, including corporate control,  communication 
problems, low  trust level  and the difficulty of building business links, 3) low competition in 
different markets, including labor and capital markets. 

The study conducted the four research directions on the time horizon of 2000 — 2016. We collect 
sell off data by countries and industries. Statistical methods were used to evaluate the market 
reactions by sell off announcements.  Econometric methods were used to identify  factors that 
determine the decision to split the business. Cross-sectional model assumes further examination of 
the link between selling firms' financial condition (different debt measure) and market reaction. Logit 
model specification allows us to estimate the probability of sell off.  

Sell off statistics   

According to the Boston Consulting Group (BCG, 2014), at least 1 thousand sell off transactions with 
public companies (sale or allocation of assets) occur annually on the global market. The largest 
increase in asset sales took place since 2012. In 2012—2015, such deals were annually over 1600. 
Our statistical analysis shows (source: Zephyr Bureau Van Dijk) that the group of BRICS countries 
get second ranks with the number of divestments. 14,7% - the share of BRICS in M&A in the world 
and 17,3% - in divestments. Among BRICS countries, a large share  of transactions in amount 
(numbers) of deals and in market value  belongs to China  (35%), and the Russian market get the 
second rank. We document a cyclic activity in the sell offs over  the period from 2000 to 2016. The 
greatest activity in the BRICS countries was observed in 2003—2004, in 2009, in 2013—2015. The 
following industries are the leaders for the target companies in BRICS in sell off deals: industrials (at 
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least 15% share by years), real estate (10-13%), high technology (10%), energy (10%). Selected 
statistics of sell off  in emerging markets are shown in the Table 1 (source: Zephyr Bureau Van Dijk). 

Review of previous studies 

Previous  studies on asset divestiture generally finds positive wealth effects on the announcement. 
Our study continues the research of  Clubb and Stouraitis (2002), Powell and Yawson (2005), 
Coakley et al. (2008), Nguyen (2014)   on the identification of factors that can explain the magnitude 
of the reaction of stock prices to sales announcements and develops conclusions by Schlingemann et 
al. (2002)  to identify factors that facilitate the decision-making on the asset’s sale.   Kengelbach et al. 
(2014, BCG report) document  that the stock market reaction to divestiture is higher for companies 
with high debt, which confirms the financial or liquidity (lack of liquidity) motive for the sale.  
Taking into account the level  of parent’s assets diversification we try to confirm the significance of 
the focus motivation (Cooney et al., 2004). The efficiency motive is investigated by comparing 
wealth effect for a profitable and unprofitable subsamples (Shin (2008) for Korean market). 
Alexandrou and Sudarsanam (2001) show  that during the economic crisis  the frequency of 
divestiture increases, and the market reaction is more pronounced. Based on the findings of previous  
studies we  test different hypotheses (the lack of liquidity, focusing,  the impact of the crisis on 
decision-making). 

Hypotheses and methodology of our research 

The paper focus attention to examine the motivation for divestiture and to test the hypothesis of 
recognizing the benefits of these solutions by market investors in the capital markets of the five 
BRICS countries. Several hypotheses on the sample of BRICS companies are testing. The first set of 
hypotheses deals with the verification of the motive for selling assets of the local market due to high 
debt and the luck of liquidity. The second set of hypotheses analyzes the reaction of the stock market 
to announcements of public companies. We consider completed sales of more than (50% + 1) control 
of functioning target firms with a deal value more than $ 5 million. The third set of hypotheses is 
related to the influence on decisions to get rid of the company's intellectual capital. We are interested 
in the question of how investments in R&D, in human capital (for example, the invitation of a new 
CEO) affect the processes of corporate restructuring. The CAR dependence to the characteristics of 
parent companies and deals is tested. 

Several research methods are used in this study — logit model (step-by-step algorithm), event  study 
(ES) for estimating market reaction to announcements and econometric analysis (3) on the panel data. 
The paper proves that in emerging  markets (BRICS) the reaction to sell off is different, but generally 
positive. In general, we can assume that, in contrast to M&A, the stock market evaluates  sell off 
decisions with an increase in daily return. Logit model allows us to identify factors that increase the 
likelihood of  sell off decisions. The factors of financial distress, ROE of parent firm, as well as 
components of firm’s  intellectual capital, are tested.  

A stepwise logit model assumes that at the first step, we estimate the probability of sell off with 
control variables and then new, controversial variables are added to them. At each step with the 
addition of variables, the statistical estimation of the model (chi-square statistics) is recalculated. 
Acceptable level of statistical significance was adopted in 5%.  

H1: Divestment announcements in the form of sell-offs generates a positive response in the share 
price of the seller (parent firm) in the emerging capital markets (BRICS) in the form of positive 
cumulative abnormal return (CAR): 

                                                            ��������	


�� > 0                                                                             (1) 

Since the calculation of abnormal return (AR) and CAR involves modeling of normal returns on 

event window (-10; +10 days), several approaches have been implemented in our work. The normal 

return  for parent company’s stock was estimated at 120 trading days before the event window (-10; 
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+10) by: 1) the average daily return of the stock; 2) the market model with the "raw" beta coefficient;  

3) the market model with the introduction of the adjusted beta using formula by M. Blum (this 

formula is used by Bloomberg analysts). 

H2: If a company has a high debt or overleverage, then the probability of choosing an asset sales 

strategy is higher. 

The hypothesis is checked by logistic regression  (2) with the introduction of control variables: 

������ − ��� = 1, industry average = 0' = () + (+Debt  level + ∑ 0� Company factors �7, 8 −

1' + ∑ (� Industry factors �7, 8 − 1' + ∑ :� Market factors + ε�                                                      (2)                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                 
H3. For sell off decisions human capital of parent firm is important. The arrival of a new 
management team and CEO will allow the company to more actively carry out restructuring (we 
consider 2 years period before the announcement). 
Firms with high R&D costs are not always recognized in emerging markets as winners. It is more 
difficult for such companies to sell a business units. Although there may be a different interpretation 
of these costs: to bring the development to commercial success, the company may not have enough 
funds and the company will be interested  in selling assets to focus efforts. The sign of influence in 
the model is not obvious.  

H4. The high  R&D costs reduce the likelihood of the sell off. 

Logistic regression was also used to test hypotheses 3 and 4. 

H5. The market recognizes the motivation for restructuring and the reaction increases if the target 
companies of the non-core industry  and if the parent company the year before announcement was in 
a distress. 

H6. The stock  market reaction increases in the case of a high cost of capital (WACC) in the global 
market. 

H7. Abnormal return  is higher if there are state control in the ownership structure. 

H8. The market recognizes large sales. The larger the target company (in relative terms to the parent 
company), the more significant  the market reaction is and more pronouncement  the wealth effect  of 
sell-off. 

Hypotheses 5-7 test a set of factors that can influence the market reaction to the announcements. 
Hypothesis 5 and 6 is related to the effect of the transaction motive (focusing or liquidity problems). 
Hypothesis 7 reveals the problematic of the agency problem when it is assumed that the state is 
viewed by the market as a weak controller. For hypothesis 5, we compare the industry of the target 
company and business, which forms more than 50% of the revenue of the parent company.  The 
dummy variable "Related" get  3 values:  0, if the target company's industry intersects with the largest 
business lines less than 15%, dummy = 1 if the intersection is from 16% to 50% and dummy = 2 if 
the target company's business area belongs to the main business of parent firm. 

The impact of the target size is not  obvious. On the one hand, large deals are widely sanctioned in 
the press, are under the attention of analysts and can generate a bigger  market reaction (for M&A 
Hayward, 2002 documents  such result). On the other hand, investors can perceive large sales as a 
dangerous signal about the prevalence of short-term interests over long-term ones, especially if  
efficient  assets are sold, in terms of the future benefits of shareholders (long-term rather than short-
term). The problem of tracking a short-term reaction is that market investors can also think short-
term. The traditionally used method of event study analysis (ES) can distort conclusions on this issue. 

General market financial problems diagnose a dummy variable Dcrisis =1 for 2008 and 2009.  
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The explanatory variable for testing hypothesis 2 (H2) is the debt measure. These variables were 
included sequentially and we looked for the specification that best characterizes the model. In 
addition, control variables were used (a multivariate regression based on panel data is built in our 
work). 

To test hypothesis 3 (H3), the dummy variable CEOChange was introduced. It is assumed that the 
new management team will choose a restructuring strategy, including a change in the investment 
portfolio. The change of CEO is considered 2 years before the announcement (ie, in years t-1, t-2). 
The results of the calculations are shown in Table 6. 

To test hypotheses 2-8, we use the following controlling explanatory variables: the size of the parent 
company (ln (size)), intangible assets (intangible assets / total assets), dividend payout, asset turnover 
ratio, return on capital (ROC, ROE) and spread of returns with industry average. The industry 
characteristic is formed by the growth rate: industry growth. We argue this choice as follows: 
companies in financial distress  are forced to sell assets in periods of market volatility, high WACC 
(we used S&P 500 (excluding financials) cost of capital (WACC) estimation by J.P. Morgan 2017), 
low return on assets (capital). A high dividend reduces the available funds for the continued 
functioning of inefficient assets. The financial motive of sales increases. In our study, the dummy 
variable DIVR (degree of diversity) is considered. DIVR =1 if the parent company has a number of 
big (with a share of more than 10%)  business directions more than 5 and DIVR =0, if the company 
has less than 5 big business lines (each share has more than 15%). 

Three variables for parent  firm diagnose an inefficient assets: asset turnover (the lower the turnover, 
the higher the probability that the company choose sell off), return on capital (ROC and ROE), the 
gap between the industry average return on assets and reported by company. 

We assume that high growth rates in parent industry open up new investment opportunities, for the 
realization of which funds will be required and the company may choose sell off policy. In fact, the 
hypothesis of a lack of liquidity is tested. We assume that  financial distress companies  in a recession 
choose sell off policy. In our model  we use a complex variable: DoverLev*GDP = (dummy high 
debt)*(economic growth). A significant positive value of  this variable should confirm our 
hypothesis. 

Since BRICS markets demonstrate a large state participation on the parent's equity, the possible 
influence on the decision to restructure may be motivated not only economic reason but also the 
interests of the state as the main owner. On the other hand, the management of companies with such a 
specific owner can demonstrate the effects of "digging in" - making decisions in their own interests. 
A number of studies confirm that companies with state control conduct a specific dividend policy 
(less dividends payment), choose a financial leverage below the optimal one. The hypothesis tested in 
our  work: state ownership (more than 50%) inhibits the sell offs.  The variable that is taken into 
account in  our model - the dummy GovControl. Statistics for 780 BRICS companies and industry 
average are given in Table 1. Source of Tables 1 —  9: A.Teplov’ estimations. 
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Descriptive statistics of the model’s variables and the testing results  

Table 1: Sample descriptive statistics and industry average 

Model  variables 

Sell off Industry 

mean St.dev mean St.dev 

STD/TA 0,18 0,11 0,15 0,16 

NDR 7,15 0,36 1,37 0,20 

TD/TA 0,31 0,22 0,27 0,16 

Total debt/ total equity 1,07 1,66 0,98 1,13 

Return on equity 0,13 0,27 0,15 0,24 

Asset turnover 0,65 0,44 0,88 0,94 

Dividend payout 0,31 0,54 0,30 0, 59 

DIVR 0,66 0,28 0,32 0,17 

Overleverage 0,26 0,15 0,22 0,18 

EBITDA/TA 0,08 0,19 0,12 0,17 

Tangible/TA 0,61 0,51 0,72 0,43 

R&D/TA 0,01 0,07 0,02 0,06 

MBR 0,83 1,12 0,58 0,73 

Ln(sales) 3,23 1,13 4,77 0,68 

GovControl 0,26 0,29 0,37 0,32 

                                    

The parent’s debt level is diagnosed in our study by a few measures (6 basic and some dummies), 
starting from the simplest ones (often used in research) and ending with innovative ones (as excess 
over the target level). 
1) debt to equity. This is a traditional indicator of debt in academic research  

2) net debt ratio (NDR). NDR = (Debt-cash) / EBIT 

3) Book leverage = Total debt / TA = (LTD + STD) / TA = TD / TA 

4) Short term debt / TA = STD / TA 

5) Overleverage = Fact firm leverage  - Target leverage — the indicator compares the actual recorded 
debt  (NDR) with the regulatory (model) level. 
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6) Fin - is a dummy variable, a binary indicator.  Fin =1 if  in the year of divestiture, the parent 
company has reduced its debt compared to the year preceding the divestiture, otherwise Fin =0. 

To test the hypothesis H2, the target (model) level of debt is determined by five main indicators: 
company size, growth prospects (according to the Market to Book ratio), the uniqueness of the 
product (the amount of R&D costs) and the availability of tangible assets according Harford et al 
(2009).  

Results of testing hypotheses 

Results of event  study 

Table 2 presents the results for the full sample of five markets. Table 3 shows country specific market 
reaction (estimates for three countries separately at different time windows). The Table 4 shows the 
differences in CAR estimates for South African companies (113 deals), depending on the choice of 
the method for calculating the normal return (Adj. beta by Blum (1975)). We conclude that the 
method of calculating the normal return  does not fundamentally change the result and final 
conclusions. 

Table 2: Cumulative abnormal returns for 5 BRICS markets (1247 obs.) 

Event windows CARs t- stat min CAR max CAR СAR>0 

(-5,5) 1,05** 2,27 -18,5 21,6 0,627 

(-3,3) 1,09*** 2,78 -9,1 16,2 0,684 

(-3,1) 1,28*** 3,65 -5,2 15,8 0,75 

(-1,1) 1,1* 1,74 -19,2 16,9 0,746 

(-1,0) 1,2*** 4,04 -6,6 18,7 0,642 

(-1,5) 0,7 1,43 -8,1 22,0 0,578 

                                          * 10%, **  5%, ***  1% 

The sample includes deals with control sales of 50%+1 or more. Econometric analysis takes into 
account the variable of selling share. Market reaction to 100% control selling (truncated sample) is 
slightly higher than in Table 2.  Our CAR results are somewhat lower than estimates (Prezas and 
Simonyan, 2015 - sell-offs CARs from 1,04%  to 1,58%). According to BRICS, the average 
statistically significant CAR values range from 1,1% to 1,28%, depending on the observation 
window. The maximum CAR in our research  is documented  on the window (-3; +1). For Brazil and 
South Africa, the market reaction is less pronounced  than in Russia, China and India (Table 3). Table 
3 shows results for the market model with «raw beta».  
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Table 3: CARs for local markets 

* 10%, **  5%, ***  1% (-10; +10) (-5; +3) (-1; +1) (-1; 0) (0; +1) 

Russia 

CAR, % 3,31* 1,58* 1,2** 1,62** 1,41** 

t-statistic 1,79 2,08 2,21 2,15 2,38 

Brasil 

CAR, % 1,26* 0,19 0,9 1,3* 0,23 

t-statistic 1,66 0,84 1,47 1,87 0,63 

S Africa CAR, % 0,48 0,65 0,11 0,045 0,197 

t-statistic 0,69 3,32*** 0,49 0,05 0,925 

 

Table 4: CARs for South Africa. Different models for normal daily return 

 

t statistics are shown in 
parentheses 

                                         CAR (%) 

(-10;+10) (-5;+5) (0;+1) (-3;+1) 

120 days average return 0,491 (0,702) 0,562 (1,79)* 0,122 (0,546) 0,698 (3,11)*** 

raw beta and market model 0,478 (0,688) 0,497 (1,64)* 0,197 (0,925) 0,682 (3,21)*** 

Adjusted beta and market 
model 

0,482 (0,696) 0,544 (0,791)* 0,237 (1,126) 0,721 
(3,429)*** 

 

The model for estimating the target level of debt is shown in the Table 5. The results correspond to 
the findings of Harford et al (2009). 

Logit model variables and results 

Table 5: Debt level factors for 780 BRICS firms 

* 10%, **  5%, ***  1% 

 

Dependent var, NDR 

Coefficient St,Dev z-Statistic Prob, 

C -0,035 0,032 -1,102 0,269 

Tangible/TA@�+ 0,059*** 0,022 2,791 0,008 

 Ln�sales'@�+ 0,017** 0,007 2,432 0,015 

MBR@�+ -0,026** 0,011 -2,442 0,015 

EBITDA/TA@�+ -0,316*** 0,065 -5,126 0,000 

Ind Basic Materials -0,092*** 0,027 -3,363 0,001 

Ind Industrials 0,041 0,036 1,122 0,262 

Ind Oil&gas -0,136*** 0,033 -4,328 0,000 

R-squared 0,289 
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The statistical significance of the NDR in logit model is at the 5% level, which is acceptable. Debt to 

equity, TD / TA, STD / TA indicators showed lower statistical significance (10%) — Table 7 (four 

different model specifications). 

Table 6: The impact of the financial distress on the sell off decisions. The best model 

specification 

Dependent var, Sell off 

Method: ML - Binary Logit 
(Quadratic hill climbing) 

Coefficient St  Dev z-
Statistic 

Probab 

C 8,912 0,957 9,315 0,000 

Overleverage 0,931*** 0,179 4,882 0,007 

Ln(sales) -1,042*** 0,104 -8,553 0,000 

Tangible/TA 1,176*** 0,323  3,466 0,000 

Asset turnover -0,759*** 0,335 -3,512 0,001 

ROE -0,030* 0,011 -1,742 0,083 

DIVR 0,046*** 0,038  2,870 0,004 

WACC 0,037** 0,034  1,981 0,047 

GovControl -0,018* 0,025 -1,714 0,066 

GDP 0,023* 0,093 2,198 0,055 

DoverLevGDP 1,113*** 0,288 2,996 0,000 

McFadden pseudo R2 (R-
squared) 

0,347468 

LR statistic 214,0763 

S.D. dependent var 0,484465 

Akaike info criterion 0,881468 

Schwarz criterion 0,914061 

Hannan-Quinn criterion 0,903352 

Restr. deviance 597,5400 

Prob(LR statistic) 0,000000 

                                                                                         * 10%, **  5%, ***  1% 

 

Table 7: Statistical significance of debt indicators of the parent company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            

                                                                                                    * 10%, **  5%, ***  1% 

Coefficient St,Dev z-Statistic Prob, 

Total debt/Equity 0,703* 0,395 1,782 0,077 

STD/TA 1,512 1,025 1,475 0,120 

TD/TA 1,551* 0,946 1,683 0,091 

NDR 0,631** 0,379 1,882 0,031 
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Table 8: WACC (%) dynamics in the global market. S&P500  analysis 

 Median WACC  25% percentile 75% percentile 

2000 7,8 6,9 8,7 

2001 8 7,1 8,9 

2002 8,2 7,2 9,3 

2003 7,3 6,4 8,3 

2004 7,5 6,5 8,5 

2005 7,9 6,9 8,8 

2006 8,2 7,4 8,9 

2007 8,2 7,4 8,9 

2008 8,9 8,1 9,7 

2009 9,2 8,3 10,3 

2010 9,1 8 10 

2011 8,8 7,7 9,9 

2012 8,7 7,2 9,8 

2013 8,5 7,1 9,7 

2014 8,5 7 9,3 

2015 8,1 6,9 8,9 

2016 7,6 6,5 8,5 

 (excluding financials)      Source: J.P. Morgan Report 2017 

 

Sources of shareholders’ wealth gains 

 

       Cross-sectional multivariate analysis was realized by model                                                       (3) 

���� = 0) + 0+�EF_ H7I�� + 0JEKL� + 0MNO�P��O�PQR�� + 0S�NE� + 0T���Q8�U�

+ 0VW�O��X8P��� + 0YZ[\��

+ 0][XU^H8P_�+ 0` ZaP7H7H� + 0+)b���� +  0++bc_7XH8� + 0+J��^X8P_� + d� 
 

CAR = (-3; +1) is regressed to a number of explanable and control variables (3). Three model 
specifications are shown in Table 9.  If the parent company belongs to two fast-growing Asian 
countries (China and India), then dummy Сountry = 1. Otherwise, the dummy variable takes a zero.  
If the parent industry is metal, oil or gas, then dummies Industry = 1. 
 

Table 9: Multifactor cross-sectional results 

variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

REL_ size   0,00689 0,00613 0,00599 

Related -0,00084 -0,00113 -0,00122 

Exp  0,00593* 0,00575* 

Overleverage 0,03466** 0,03767** 0,04111** 

ROE -0,00115   

GovControl 0,06121*  0,09476** 

DIVR 0,00115  0,00758* 

WACC 0,46871* 0,31266* 0,41331* 

Сountry 0,02498** 0,02166** 0,02369** 

Industry 0,00433* 0,00447* 0,00816** 

Dcrisis 0,00098 0,00114 0,00232* 

                                                                                                            * 10%, **  5%, ***  1% 

R2 

R2 Adj. 
0,085*** 
0,0369 

0,099*** 
0,0485 

0,091*** 
0,0423 
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The experience of restructuring transactions (2 years before announcement, variable Exp) is 
recognized by the stock market (CAR). Perhaps an active company is well-known by analysts and 
new deals are of interest, given the past reaction to similar announcements. The second explanation is 
the formation of management experience (human capital). In the crisis years and years with 
expensive money (WACC), the market reacts more strongly to announcements. The sign of the 
reaction is positive. CAR higher for India and China (dummy Country). The market is more sensitive 
to announcements in commodities (metal, oil, gas). 
 

Conclusions 

All our hypotheses have found empirical confirmation. At 780 BRICS companies, we confirm the 
hypothesis of financial distress. Overleverage can be considered as a significant motive for break-ups 
decisions and the asset’s sale. NDR is an acceptable indicator of debt level, but the best explanatory 
power has showed by “Overleverage”, which compares the target and actual debt level. Model by 
Harford et al (2009) allows to determine the target debt level for BRICS firms. Traditional debt 
indicators have less explanatory power. The focus hypothesis also can not be rejected for BRICS 
firms (Table 6). The worse the firm’s financial performance, the higher the likelihood of a sale. A 
large size of the parent company does not stimulate the sale of assets. It may be easier for a company 
to raise funds from an external market, or select a spin off  strategy. Companies with state 
participation are also less likely to choose a sell off strategy. Highly diversified companies are easier 
to sell off  some assets. 
The study documents positive short-term wealth effects on the announcement of asset sales. 
Cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) of 1,2 % for two-day announcement windows (−1; 0), of 1,28% 
for  five-day announcement windows (-3; 1), and 1,10% for the tree-day window (-1; 1). CARs begin 
to increase 3 days before the announcement day and growth continues until the fifth day after the 
event. 
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Abstract 

At resent, the process of innovative development is best described by the comprehensive systems 

approach, the one that allows to solve difficult tasks faced by innovative economy. Innovative 

activity is very risky, so when making decisions on its implementation we have to first carry out a 

detailed analysis of its efficiency. In this study we propose, work out and describe an optimisation 

model for performance management of an innovation program at an industrial enterprise, using the 

dynamic programming methods. This model allows to take into account cash flow changes and 

permits participation in individual investment projects or shifting their start/completion dates. When 

building the model, we formalised correlations between individual parameters and constructed an 

optimisation model for program implementation that comprises three innovation projects. The 

proposed model can be used for express analysis of an innovation program's performance at an 

industrial enterprise. 

Keywords: innovation program, optimisation model of management, dynamic programming, 

optimality principle, NPV's optimality criterion. 

 

Introduction 

 
Today in the Russian Federation, we are witnessing that the transition to strategic, long-term R&D 

and innovation policy has taken place in almost all economic initiatives of the government, including 

those in the industrial policy. 

 

Implementation of innovation at industrial companies is associated with high risk of loss of desired 

profits; because of this, the shaping of a model of innovation program's performance management is a 

challenge. 

 

Risk management in innovation projects within a program is done relying on mathematical economic 

models. Due to its deep insight into the nature of innovation process, a mathematical economic model 

is what allows us to estimate and forecast the outcomes of innovation projects and try to steer this 

implementation. (Marmier et al., 2013; Marxt and Brunner, 2013; Mikkola, 2001; Moutinho et al., 

2015; Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008; Schumpeter, 1939; Short et al., 2012; Borowiec, 2013; Buyanov et 

al., 2002; Grachova, 2001). 

 

Research within area of management innovation and organizational performance was done by 

Walker, R. M., Damanpour, F., & Devece, C. A. (2010); Damanpour, F., Walker, R. M., & 

Avellaneda, C. N. (2009); Hull, C. E., & Rothenberg, S. (2008); Adams, R., Bessant, J., & Phelps, R. 

(2006); Tidd, J. (2001). 
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The economic-mathematical models developed by S. Myers and D. Pogh are well-known: the 

"Longer" model of financial planning and the model of the best cash asset placement (capital 

planning problem) are widely adopted by colleagues and used in the methods of sensitivity 

assessment and scenario analysis. Recently, other models have been getting popularity – those 

proposed by M.V. Gracheva: project efficiency assessment model with regard for risk-aversion 

measures; optimization of integrated risk cost model; optimization of integrated internal and external 

risk costs model; these are also used in the methods of sensitivity assessment and scenario analysis. 

The complexity of calculating the probability-simulation models of assessment, management and 

optimization proposed by A.G.Novokreshchenov – based on the method of simulation modelling – 

has led to a situation where such models are very rarely applied to the practical problems of 

investment. 

 

The above mentioned mathematical economic models are successfully used for risk assessment when 

it is associated with innovation projects, and for management of such projects; none of them, 

however, does consider optimisation of the very process of an innovation program's performance 

management. 

 

The challenge is that the shaping and building of such an optimal model for innovation efficiency 

management at an industrial enterprise is related to solution of mathematical problems that are not 

widely used in practice due to their complexity. Therefore, in this study we propose a model that 

allows us to solve such problems through express analysis procedure. 

 

The goal of this paper is to build an optimisation model for innovation efficiency management at an 

industrial company (hereinafter - enterprise), by a chosen optimisation criterion 'net present value' 

(NPV). 

To achieve this, we shall have to solve the following series of tasks: 

- to substantiate a methodological approach to the attainment of the goal; 

- to build an optimisation model of innovation efficiency management in a company. 

 

Methodology 

 

The most widely used and effective mathematical methods that have found both theoretical and 

practical use in research are as follows: differential calculus, mathematical statistics, linear algebra, 

dynamic programming, graph theory, theory of probability and games theory. 

 

In this paper the solution of the problem of managing the effectiveness of an innovation program at 

an enterprise relies on the method of dynamic programming - the one that is widely and successfully 

used for choosing an optimal plan for multi-stage economic problems when the outcomes of each 

successive stage depend on those of the previous one. 

 

Dynamic programming is closely related to representation of management process as a chain of 

successive actions or steps unfolding in time and leading to a goal. Thus, management process can be 

divided into two stages, represented as a dynamic succession and interpreted as a step-by-step 

program that develops temporally. 

 

Designing and building a mathematical economic model (hereinafter 'model') of managing an 

innovation program in a company allowed us to reduce economic analysis of the processes under 

consideration to mathematical analysis and effective decision-making.  Model building stages: 

 

- identifying structural and functional elements and their fundamental qualitative features that 

bear upon the attainment of the goal; 

- introduction of symbols to designate the innovation characteristics taken into account; 

- formalisation of relations between individual model parameters, i.e. construction of the 

model per se. 
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This approach was what allowed us to choose the most effective mode of innovation program 

management, by a certain optimisation criterion that simultaneously is the key effectiveness 

indicator, i.e. the net present value (NPV). 

 

Result 

The innovation program of an enterprise is comprised of three innovative projects carried out 

concurrently, due to which cash receipts from one project can be used to cover expenditure on the 

other. All the three innovation projects can be considered as effective, by the key indicators: NPV 

(net present value), IRR (internal rate of return), PI (profitability index), DPP (discounted payback 

period). 

 

The proposed model helps optimize fund distribution and management within a company between the 

three innovation projects at the given level of effectiveness. 

 

A company with available cash in the amount of K has a goal to distribute them optimally between 

the chosen n (n=3) projects that make up the innovation program of the enterprise. 

 

The planning period of the investment program we are considering here is broken up into m steps (in 

our case a 'step' means a quarter of a year): 

Mm ...2,1= , 

where M is the planning period of the investment program equal to 24 quarters. 

The first advance towards solution of this problem is defining possible time boundaries of the initial 

stage of financing each i-th project ( ni ...2,1= ): working out the timetable of the start of all projects 

(Fig. 1). Here j refers to the number of the planning period when the project can be started. 

Factors that lay constraints upon joining an investment program may be the ones with different 

causes, such as: seasonality, various increased uncertainties (including, consequently, risks related to 

effective implementation), decreased relevance of the project's underlying idea per se, the risk of 

competitors' takeover of the market sector, etc. An obstacle to an earlier initiation of the project may 

be lack of funds. Also, to this category can belong delays in obtaining the permits, licenses and 

approvals necessary for the project's implementation, and other extraeconomic factors. 

Let us now indicate these constraints as 
min

il , 
max

il  (min/max number of the planning period when 

the i-th project can be started): 
maxmin

ii ljl ≤≤  

Hence, when considering the problem we have to take into account the project's specific features 

along with its environment (e.g., the company's interests can intersect those of other project 

participants (like investors, banks, the government, etc.)). In connection with the above, setting the 

start-date needs coordination and agreement, the results of which may not always match existing 

opportunities and capabilities. 

 

Fig. 1:  Dynamic model for project implementation 
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In Fig. 1 you can see the planning horizon with j=M (M = 24 steps). Within this span we can see the 

investment projects under consideration (for illustrative purposes, they are placed one under the 

other). The dates for the start of each ij-th project (i.e. the i-th project starting in j-the period) do vary: 
maxmin

ii ljl ≤≤
. 

In the model we are building, we'll follow the rule of discreet cash-flow distribution, at that the 

estimated plan of each of them is based on the same time scale (quarters of a year). At the same time, 

project start dates, accordingly, are also discrete and defined relying on the same time scale where 

innovation planning is done. 

Financial receipts are the forecasted cash flows from the innovation projects' implementation 

Financial yield appraisal for this or that project is based on the NPV indicator. The goal of the 

enterprise is to yield the max. possible income from each of the investment program's projects, which 

means maximisation of the net present value (NPV). what is necessary is to arrange the projects on 

the temporal scale in the most optimal way, relative to each other, so that the financial feasibility of 

the program is ensured and the net present value is obtained. 

Its is supposed that the company can participate in funding all or some of the projects in the program, 

i.e. that each element of the cash flow is taken for the company with some fixed portion 
ijX , which, 

in its turn, leads to by the enterprise receiving a corresponding share in the project's NPV. Let us 

indicate the minimum permissible company's share in the i-th project as 
i

pmin
, while the maximum 

permissible one as 
i

pmax
. Then this constraint for all the projects will look as: 

i

l

lj

ij

i
pXp

i

i

maxmin

max

min

≤≤ ∑
=

 

Thus, the constraint described above indicates the permissible boundaries of the minimal and 

maximal participation of the company in the i-th project. Generally, the constraint shall look like the 

following: 10 maxmin ≤≤≤ ii pp . 

The possible share can be considerably smaller than 1. The causes are so numerable that in practice it 

is rather normal than extraordinary, which is what makes us include this constraint into the model we 

have developed. For instance, company might have insufficient funds K to invest in one of the 

projects that needs financing already at the first step. Therefore, the enterprise may have to reject the 

idea of raising extra funds and invest only part of financing thus taking the role of co-investor. 

Otherwise, we witness normal competition among companies for profitable projects where they may 

find an opportunity to finance only part of them. 

Accordingly, the model's target function shall look as follows: 

)1(max)(
1

max

min

→⋅=∑ ∑
= =

n

i

l

lj

ijij

i

i

XNPVXNPV

  

Also we have to take into account that at least one of the projects must be funded at the first step. 

The source of funds at investment step m may be external receipts 
mb : both incomes from projects 

started earlier and current receipts. 

At step one (m=1) of the innovation program, the company allocates its funds in the following 

manner: 

( )2
1

'

1

max

min

max

min

KXbrXa
n

i

l

lj

ij

m

m

n

i

l

lj

ij

m
i

i

ij

i

i

ij
+⋅=+⋅ ∑ ∑∑ ∑

= == =

  

where K - equity capital; 
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s; themselvefunding need that projects  thefrom proceeds -
1

1

max

min

∑ ∑
= =

⋅
n

i

l

lj

ij

i

i

ij
Xb   

m

ij
a  - the entry of the input matrix sitting at the intersection of line m and the column corresponding to 

the cash flow of ij-th project (the input matrix )( NMA ×  with the dimension of M lines to N columns, 

is defined at the pre-investment stage of project planning (where N is the set of all investment project 

versions where each of the variants only differs from the others by its start date)); 
'

mr  - cash balance of the company, after all transactions and operations at this particular step. 

Accordingly, the right-hand side of the above equality shows the funds with which the innovation 

projects will be financed, whereas the left-hand side reflects the parameters on which these amounts 

of cash receipts do accumulate themselves. Under the double amount sign are concentrated aggregate 

proceeds and expenses across all n-th projects, the ones that occur at step 1 of the innovation 

program. It is also clear that we have to introduce, within this model, a constraint on non-negativity 

of parameter 
'

mr , which testifies to the fact that cash is allocated optimally in the context of equity 

financing and cash inflows from the projects under consideration. In practice, however, no company 

in the world relies solely on its own funds. So, when allocating cash on step 2 and on subsequent 

steps, we have to consider the cash flow distribution pattern within two possible scenarios: 

1. Positive balance (by 0' ≥mr ) 

A positive balance indicates temporarily free cash that remains at the disposal of the enterprise. 

Following the famous rule that 'money must work', when we work out a financial model we should 

take into account how free cash is placed on deposit bank accounts at E% interest rate. Thus, an 

entrepreneur shall gain income from this operation at the next step, in the amount of )1('

1
Er

m
+⋅

−
: 

( )3)1('

1

1

'

1

max

min

max

min

ErXbrXa m

n

i

l

lj

ij

m

m

n

i

l

lj

ij

m
i

i

ij

i

i

ij
+⋅+⋅=+⋅ −

= == =

∑∑∑∑   

2. Negative balance (by 0' <mr ) 

If negative balance occurs, the company raises funds from external sources at the rate of R %, and 

pays interest on it in the amount of Rr
m

⋅
−

'

1
 from the projects' proceeds. 

The remainder is allocated to project funding and distributed accordingly. If at step m the volume of 

external income is sufficient to repay all the necessary integrated expenses, then the remainder is 

allocated to repayment of the principal debt related to loans and credits drawn earlier. If, however, the 

amount of proceeds is less than that of necessary expenses, the company is compelled to raise 

additional funds again: 

( )4
'

1

1

'

1

'

1

max

min

max

min

RrXbrrXa m

n

i

l

lj

ij

m

mm

n

i

l

lj

ij

m
i

i

ij

i

i

ij
⋅+⋅=−+⋅ −

= =

−

= =

∑ ∑∑ ∑   

If our goal is to place constraint on the company's raising external funds at step m, then the following 

condition is to be met: 0' ≥mr . 

From all the variants of the i-th project's start date we have to accept only the one that allows us to 

allocate funds within the optimal version of the innovation program, i.e. to reach the point of 

extremum of the target function (see formula 1), given the above mentioned constraints (see formulas 

2-4). 

Let we introduce a Boolean variable: 
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Then, the one and only solution can be achieved due to mutual exclusion of the versions of a single 

project with different start dates: 

( )6
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min

max

min

∑∑
==

=⋅
i

i

i

i

l

lj

ij

l

lj

ijij XXδ   

Constraint (6) mandatorily leads to 0 value for rejected projects. This is possible only if the total of 

participation shares in all the alternative variants (with different start dates) of a project numbered i 

(the right-hand side of equation 6) is equal to the participation share in the one and only accepted 

variant of the i-th project (the left-hand side of the same). 

Consequently, it would seem quite possible to provide a detailed description of a dynamic model for 

cash flow optimisation in innovation projects (table 1). 

As a result, we have developed a model of dynamic programming with Boolean variables where 

optimisation is achieved by the sole criterion: net present value. 

This model permits participation in individual investment projects or shifting their start dates; among 

its virtues we have also to recognize the fact that if delays in the project start occur it allows to take 

into account cash flow change. Delay causes may be various, due to inflation, seasonal fluctuation, a 

regard to the interests of other project participants, etc. 

 

Table 1: Innovation project program: a description 
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3. Decision-making condition 
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Moreover, this model allows to recognize extra financing by funds on bank deposit, or from external 

sources. Therefore, the model we have built allows us to optimize solutions when considering the 

various versions of innovation program implementation in a company. 

 

In the process of innovation project planning, however, we are faced with a range of problems that 

can also considerably distort the outcomes of the model presented here: acquisition of necessary data, 

assessment of all risks, and cumbersome computation. In order to estimate a risk adequately, what we 

need is to formulate, on the basis of the data we have, plausible hypotheses of probability 

distributions of a project's key parameters. Consequently, the described model is capable of data 

processing, relying on probability calculation whose accuracy shall always remain the responsibility 

of those who are in charge of the project design. 
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Conclusions 

 

In this study we propose, work out and describe an optimisation model for performance management 

of an innovation program at an industrial enterprise, using the dynamic programming methods. 

This model allows to take into account cash flow changes and permits participation in individual 

investment projects or shifting their start/completion dates. When building the model, we formalised 

correlations between individual parameters and constructed an optimisation model for program 

implementation that comprises three innovation projects. The proposed model can be used for 

express analysis of an innovation program's performance at an industrial enterprise. 

In this study we propose principal ways and methods for building an optimisation model to manage 

performance of an innovation program at an industrial enterprise. In their further research, the authors 

of the paper are planning to supplement the model design with the following parameters: internal rate 

of return (IRR), profitability index (PI), discounted payback period (DPP). 

Application of this optimisation model to innovation program's effectiveness management shall allow 

an industrial enterprise to minimise its risks and maximize profits. 
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Abstract 

There is formed interfirm enterprise management tasks complex informational model. Statistic 
modeling industrial enterprises production process parameters on united balance model base, 
differing with their system integration on base of united information base and software. Coordinated 
operative account and accounting in united balance model leads to showing initial and final 
inventories and circulation of materials, middle, non-finished and mature product for set operative 
time in natural units and in money. Elaborated model allows assessing enterprise production process 
condition and rising economic analysis results usage effectiveness in several level production plans 
preparation and realization and, in result, rising set production plans realistic execution estimation 
level. 

Keywords:  Modeling; Production process; Parameters; Economic analysis. 

Introduction 

Modern Russian economy needs low-cost and lean mechanisms creation with realizing 
organizationally-technic and economic enterprises measures on manufactured product 
competitiveness rise. An important role in these mechanisms belongs to wide and systematic 
searching internal reserves of economizing in production, assessing and choosing variants of 
improving constructions, technologies and ways to organize production. 

It increases role of statistic modeling industrial enterprises production process parameters and 
practice interest to its entering in all enterprise management levels (Gluhov at al (2007), Demidenko 
and Malevskaya-Malevich (2016), Mednikov (2012), Nikolova et al (2017), Nikolova et al (2014), 
Semenov at al (2016), Silkina (2017), Sokolitsyn at al (2016), Sokolitsyn at al (2016)).  

Like in other discrete production processes mathematic models, the elaborated model base is 
production process identification on initial, middle and output resources and products. The modeling 
includes the following resources kinds: raw materials, basic materials, bought and middle products, 
workforce and equipment. Products are middle and end production-household activity results of firm 
enterprises and their units, i.e. manufactured in production process details, assembly units and mature 
product. 
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Technology is «receipt» of receiving a product from determined resources combination, when 
«receipt» is data on resources costs on production product unit. Then enterprise production process 
can be shown as interconnected technologies dozen. One enterprise production-household activity 
element in one production process part can be a product (for example, detail), and in another – a 
resource (detail in assembling). Therefore, dividing into resources and products for manufacturers 
and consumers in and out the enterprise is conditional and has no principal mean. Therefore below 
we use term «resource-product» and, if it’s important for mean, say about an element as about a 
resource or a product. 

Enterprise production process resource-products dozen creates elaborated model resource-products 
dozen. 

In mathematical modeling economic processes, possible technologies dozen, each of them transfers 
resources combination into determined product from their identified dozen, creates technologies 
dozen. Each single technology provides making only one identified resource-product kind. It’s 
because that the model doesn't consider continuous layout enterprises and enterprises, in which 
production process high share is for technologies with rigid structure of manufacturing some sever 
resource-products. Therefore, technologies dozen is marked with products sub-dozen from general 
resource-products dozen. 

About considered technologies dozen there are hypotheses, leading eventually to linear production 
models. First hypothesis: this dozen is finite; second: each average resource on product unit on each 
technology is independent on this technology usage intensity (technologies homogeneity); third 
hypothesis: average resource on some technologies doesn't change with their uniting into one 
complex technology in one production unit (technologies additivity).  

In real economy the majority of dependences are more complex, non-linear, and, therefore, linearity 
hypothesis simplifies reality. But the suggested simplification is necessary because of two conditions. 
Firstly, the production process characteristic links linearity allows simplifying production process 
mathematical description and usually enough adequately express real this process character. 
Secondly, deviations from linearity are compatible with inevitable «noise» of modeling – casual 
changings in production process, account and calculation errors. 

All three mentioned hypotheses mean that each of production process parts can be shown as initial 
technologies linear combination, where the linear forms coefficients are average resource-products 
and its variables are technologies usage intensities. 

Literature Review 

One of the most important enterprise management mechanisms, concerned with providing 
competitiveness and increasing its activity effectiveness, is statistic modeling enterprise production 
process parameters, which elaboration is executed on united balance model base. Elaborated model 
allows assessing enterprise production process condition, rising economic analysis usage 
effectiveness in several level production plans preparation and realization. It requires studying several 
literature sources in this enterprise management area, in which forming model of defining  enterprise 
production process parameters is considered taking into account several aspects of enterprise 
production-household and financial activity in market environment uncertainty conditions. 

In modern organizationally-economic conditions much attention is paid to real production process 
data transformation for process-mining analysis. Dišek at al (2017) consider real data transformation 
from several information systems to format, achievable for production process process-mining 
analysis in big automobile company. It allows detail analyzing production process, identifying 
“bottlenecks”. And Khalili and Chua (2014) suggest resources optimization for planned production 
with forming integrated pre-configuring and grouping components. For predicted complex 
configurations production resources and costs optimization, it adopts two new ideas – pre-configuring 
and components group, integrated into the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model. These 
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concepts are the base for optimization MILP-model development for appropriate models adaptation 
and optimal production plan creation. 

Ben-Gal and Singer (2004) present new statistical process control methodology, based on context 
modeling discrete processes. The method uses context trees models series to estimate process results 
condition distribution, got on previous observations data. Kullback-Leiber divergence statistic is used 
to find sufficient changes in trees during the process. The method is used in flexible production 
system simulation. 

Now very common is approach to structure design matrix usage for both module product analysis and 
module product design architecture decomposition level optimization. For example, Qiao at al (2017) 
suggest to use module analysis with structural design matrix (SDM), which identifies interrelations 
between components groups and clusters them into modules to get competitive advantages in product 
design processes. There hybrid approach, based on multidimensional scaling and clustering, is used 
for component SDMs in product elaborations. Suggested method allows dividing product architecture 
in corresponding modules and creating optimal modules for each number of clusters, which is 
especially important if its number is set by top management. And Algeddawy and Elmaraghy (2013) 
consider issues of using hierarchical clustering to automatically create hierarchical product 
architecture on SDM. Got tree of clustering presents product architecture, which deepness shows its 
decomposition. Optimal decomposition level and number of clusters are determined and mark 
potential products and process platforms. Besides that, especial attention in modern conditions is paid 
to optimization process design support in uncertainty (Steimel and Engell (2016)). This work 
considers two-step stochastic optimization usage for support of solving process design problems on 
early process development stage, when several potential production process elements can be 
described only with sufficient uncertainty. 

Now issues of analyzing functioning and predicting several technologies and objects development 
with mathematical programming get enough attention in several aspects of their production-
household activity (Yabuta et al (2017), Brezhnev and Chernetskiy (2016)), which allows rising their 
competitiveness and effectiveness. 

Therefore, mathematical programming methods are widely used for describing and analyzing 
production and technologic processes of household subjects of several industries and property forms, 
because they have enough universal character. 

Research Methodology 

Conceptual approach to statistical modeling enterprises production process 

parameters 
 

Enterprise resource-products transformation production process is modelled using the mentioned 
technologies dozen per defined time – usually year. Like in other such models, stocks of all identified 
resource-products are defined on considered time begin and end, and resource-products circulation 
(consumption) per this time. Any technological process usage intensity is measured as its product 
volume per considered time. 

Technologies dozen is also used to model that enterprise production process part, in which the same 
resource-products are manufactured on several technologies, or resource-products can be changed 
with entering new technologies and organizational measures, changing average resources of the 
products. Results of elaborations and organization measures, named in general organizationally-
technical measures on economizing resources, are shown like changed or added technologies as new 
«receipts» of getting resource-products. 

Existing hierarchical enterprise management structures use economic information of several detail or 
generalization degrees. Higher unit level in management structure – more generalized economic 
information is needed because of its volumes and limited elaboration possibilities. Therefore, there is 
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●●●●  

production process model aggregation task for enterprise production structure aggregated units. Each 
aggregated unit (works or production, whole enterprise) correspond a linear-functional management 
structure unit (works or production chief, production director), using fit to his level generalized 
economic information. 

Enterprise production structure can be shown as a logical scheme of uniting workplaces into several 
aggregation levels production units. Enterprise production structure abstract example, formed on four 
unit aggregation levels (primary units, works, productions and whole enterprise) is in picture 1. This 
structure is a general enterprise management scheme part. 

For each aggregated production unit and each enterprise management body there can be its 
production process generalized model depending on choose as «black boxes» (primary undisclosed 
information sources) workplaces, primary units, works or productions. Picture 1 includes 10 several 
possible variants of forming production process model for all enterprise production structure levels 
aggregated units. 

Principle of considering supervised unit as a «black box» means that the supervising unit controls 
only resource-products inflows, outflows and stocks of the supervised unit. Such principle is common 
and inevitable in multivariate calculations on several decisions economic analysis. The elaborated 
enterprise production process model is for several economic analysis tasks. For each of these tasks 
better use deter-mined production process model variants depending on several conditions. 
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Pic. 1 - Abstract enterprise production structure and variants of forming 

production process model for several aggregation levels units: ●●●●  - «black box» 

information source; ���� - information receiver 
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only local model of production process part, executed and controlled by the considered unit. The 
better is maximal production process differentiation for more precisions finding all chain of changes 
in all supervised units (till workplaces) costs and results relation. Therefore in the local model of 
production process, for example, works, usable are variants 2 and 3, shown in picture 1, in their 
preference order. 

For organizationally-technical measures variants analysis and choose, requiring additional costs of 
resources, distributed by higher level units, is necessary to use these higher level units local models 
of production process. 

Enterprise production program variants analysis requires whole enterprise production process model. 
Like in the previous tasks, the better is maximal production process differentiation for more 
precisions finding its «bottlenecks». It allows using model variants 7-10 (picture 1) in their 
preference order. 

Statistical modeling enterprises production process parameters 

Production process initial characteristics statistic description is used to form and use complex 
information model of current condition, developing and functioning the enterprise (Sokolitsyn et al 
(2013), Sokolitsyn et al (2015)). This model helps to determine and compactly write figures, methods 
and algorithms of solving enterprise work economic analysis tasks. 

Uniting enterprise controlled and planned characteristics and figures description and measurement 
requires that enterprise information model mathematically-statistical description can be used in its 
work planning. Therefore enterprise mathematically-statistical description must be determined by 
essence of tasks of planning. 

Basic task of planning, using economic analysis mathematically-statistical methods, is forming 
enterprise technological and financial plan in matrix form. There are economically-mathematical 
methods of forming matrix technological and financial plans, based on classic balance input-output 
model. 

Let’s set production process initial characteristics marks. Their definitions are based on “resource-
product” term – each material or labor resource or product of any production process unit. 

Details elaboration and assembly units’ assembly middle conditions identification is determined by 
particular economic analysis task. For example, assembly units and details elaboration functionally-
cost analysis can require production process identification until detail operations, and constructing-
technologic elaborations economic analysis on early project stages requires identification only until 
basic future product components and resources. In any case all resource-products in middle, non-
identified, elaboration or assembly stages, are first previous in technological process identified stages. 

Let’s mark: { }niiI ,1| ==  is enterprise resource-products dozen for enterprise work economic 

analysis; depending on particular economic analysis task this dozen can include only input and output 
resources and products for single workplaces, primary units, works or whole enterprise; Iор is 
equipment type-sizes, professions and workers levels sub-dozen; Т is basic technological equipment 
work time regime fund in analyzed period (below named «period Т»); V={v1,v2,…,vn} is enterprise 
resource-products circulation vector-column in period Т; Y={y1,y2,…,yn} is resource-products inputs 
from environment and production stocks vector-column in period Т; for equipment and workers – 
their units or groups effective time funds (depending on classification); W={w1,w2,…,wn} is 
enterprise resource-products and production stocks manufacturing vector-column in period Т; for 
equipment and workers – their underload; dil is i product direct cost coefficient per l resource-product 
unit in production process; for equipment and workers – exploitation hours number; D={dil|i, l∈I} is 
enterprise resource-products direct costs coefficients square matrix. 

Coefficients dil describes costs relation in production technological processes with set resource-
products elaboration and assembly initial and middle conditions description differentiation level. 
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Used hypotheses are usual for economically-mathematical modeling production technological 
processes: 

1) modeled technological processes dozen is finite; 

2) average resources (direct cost coefficients) per product unit for each product are independent on 
process usage intensity; 

3) average resources of some processes don’t change with their uniting into one complex 
technological process in one production unit. 

In case of resource-products identification on some sever classification levels which used in the 
enterprise classification group has own number as particular resource-product kind. Such method 
allows forming production process model the same time for several equipment, labor resources and 
materials classification levels. 

In this model equipment and labor resources are got from the environment, i. e. requires no resources 
excluding financial. It means that 

∑
∈

∈=
Ii

i
d

op
Ifor    0 l

l
. 

Figures vi, i∈I of vector-column V are determined the following way: 

,Ii,w)yv(dv
i

I
ii

=+−=∑
∈

ll

l

l
      (1) 

if 

vl≥yl,  l∈I, vi≥wi, i∈I. 

In matrix form equation (1) is written as: 

V=D(V-Y)+W,  V-W=D(V-Y),      (2) 

when V, V-Y, V-W is, correspondingly, resource-product circulation, production and consumption 
vector-column. 

Let’s solve equation (2) relatively to V: 

V= (E-D)-1(W-DY)        (3) 

(E is single square matrix with scale nxn). 

Reciprocal matrix (E-D)-1 is determined with dividing (4), if described by matrix D production 
process has no «turns», i. e. no middle process product is resource for itself: 

(E-D)-1=E+D1+D2+…+Dk+…,      (4) 

if corresponding k≤n then Dk=0. 

Let’s mark this matrix through F: 

F=(E-D)-1={fij|j∈I}, 

where fij for  i≠j is i resource-product total costs coefficient per j resource -product unit. 

FD=F-E=DF.         (5) 
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According to (3) and (5) 

V=FW-(F-E)Y         (6) 

or 

V-Y=F(W-Y). 

Marking matrix (5) as F*, we get 

                    V-W=F*(W-Y).                                                                                                                (7) 

Matrix equations (5)-(7) are the base of forming FIG enterprises balance. 

Let’s mark as I0⊂I resources sub-dozen, got only from environment. Set Iop⊂I. It must confirm that 
vi=yi, i∈I0. Then from (6) we get FIG enterprises balance equation: 

F(i)(W-Y)=0, i∈I0,     (8) 

where F(i) is i row of F matrix. 

All other resource-products must confirm that 

vi-yi≥0, 

i. e. 

    F(i)(W-Y)≥0, i∈I\I0.    (9) 

Besides that, there are limitations on resource-products consumption from the environment: 

Y≤Y0,                                                                            (10) 

where Y0 is corresponding limitation vector-column in plan period Т;  

and limitations on manufacturing products: 

W≥W0,                                                                              (11) 

where W0 is minimal tasks vector-column on manufacturing products. 

All non-negative W and Y values, confirming (8)-(11), form firm enterprises possible plan in period 
Т. 

Fact (present) production process condition corresponds to one of system (8)-(11) possible answers: 
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because 0*
=

ij
f  for i∈I, j∈I0 according to initial resources dozen I0 definition (including equipment 

and workers sub-dozen Iop). 

Let’s mark as til time of closing (manufacturing forwarding) i resource-product unit in production 
process of making l resource-product unit. For equipment and workers til=0, i∈Iop, l∈I. For i=l set til 
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equal to time of closing I resource-product in its own circulating stock, if this stock isn’t included 
into any production process of making another l resource-product (then time of closing in this 
circulating stock is included into time of closing in production process). It gives the stocks levels 
characteristic: 

,=i,
T

t

,I∈,I\I∈i,≠i,td
T

1

=h
i

opii

il

l

ll

l

ll

 

where hil is level of direct closing (stock) of i resource-product in production process of making l 
resource-product unit, particularly – circulating stock if i=l. For equipment and workers, definitely, 

hil=0, if opop I∈,I∈or I∈,I∈i ll . 

Let’s mark H={hij|iij∈I} – square matrix of levels of direct closing (stocks) resource-products in 
production process. Let’s define  

opksopsi
I
∈

i I
∈

kiks I
∈

s  ,0=g  ;I\I
∈

s  I,
∈

k  ,fh∑ ∑ f=g ll
l

                                                (12) 

- level of direct closing k resource-product in production process of making s resource-product. 

All possible gks characteristics if k, s∈I form matrix of levels of total closing resource-products in 
production process: 

.FHF=}I
∈

s,k|g{=G ks  

gks characteristics is used for calculation  

op
ks

ks
ks I\I∈s  I,∈k    ,T

f

g
=τ  

- time lag between manufacturing k and s resource-products. 

Therefore, there is financially-industrial groups’ enterprises production process initial 
mathematically-statistical characteristic and natural figures system. 

Elaborated statistic model of defining production process parameters used for calculating both 
primary and united natural figures and money figures, which provides interconnecting tasks of 
account, planning and economic analysis and allows increasing level of complexity, coordination and 
trust of the corresponding considered management object description. Therefore, the suggested model 
of defining production process parameters is the base instrument in forming complex economic 
analysis, which is the most important enterprise management function despite the industry and 
specific conditions. 

Providing production process description trust, especially high-tec enterprises. An important reserve 
of enterprise production process description and analysis trust increase with set detalization level is in 
production, making mature product with entering information massives of labor object move in 
technologic process operations. 

Operative and statistic accounts coordination is provided with giving needed for CEA statistic data 
(about fact labor and material costs on technologic process operations) not with special sample 
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researches(observations), but with current operative information accumulation and correcting statistic 
averages on resources costs. 

Statistic account and accounting coordination is provided on the base of entering normative 
production costs account method, which is not pure account enterprise accouter measure, аnd 
organizationally-production and technically-economic measures complex, including not only 
account, but also planning, norming, operative dispatching, organizing production, labor, materially-
technical supply. 

Normative method fundament must be high organized, developed normative household. The 
enterprise needs improving current changes account of cost norms and normative figures by 
constructing, technologic, production, economic, commercial and general purposes. These data must 
present technologic operations, works kinds, details, middle and end product, homogenous product 
groups, costs articles and organizational and science-technical measures destinations, technically-
economic, intensive and extensive factors and production resources usage degree. Therefore 
normative costs account method is information base for forming statistic enterprise production 
process description model, which allows increase its digitization level in digital economy conditions. 

Therefore, providing complex, detail and true firm enterprises production process description is a 
complex problem with various methodological and organizational aspects. 

Practical Result 

With coordinated operative account and accounting, united balance model of statistical modeling 
enterprises production process parameters includes initial and final stocks and circulations of 
materials, middle, non-finished and mature product in set operative period in natural and money 
volumes. It allows getting needed data for both basic production operative management and material 
values accounting. 

Elaborated enterprises production process parameters definition economic-mathematical model can 
be used for solving wide tasks ring of managing market economy household subjects of several 
industries and property forms. 

Elaborated production process model realization provides solving the following economic analysis 
tasks complexes: 

- production process initial characteristics account; 

- primary natural figures calculation; 

- united natural and money figures calculation. 

Diminishing costs on entering elaborated model requires using standardized software. Calculating 
considered in model figures consist in standard matrix calculations, and the production process model 
is realized in one of mechanically-assembling productions an energetic machine-making enterprise, 
having leading position in St-Petersburg and Russian North-West in this industry. 

Limitation 

Factors, limiting such economic analysis multivariate include used production way and costs 
operative account system capabilities, and also needed recalculation possibilities (or previously 
calculated presence) production process plan conditions for analyzed time intervals. It leads to 
necessary mark three main conditions of economic analysis frequency and variance increase on 
suggested methods: 

� presence of united centralized system of operative detail production account on controlled in 
enterprise balance model labor objects elaboration and assembly middle conditions; 
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� entering normative production costs account method, including systematical taking into account, 
cumulating and giving every set period for planning all caused changing resources costs norms and 
fact costs deviations; 

� organizationally-technical possibility to calculate and correct operative plan tasks to production 
units with wanted frequency. 

Significance of Research 

Elaborated enterprises production process parameters definition economic-mathematical model has 
significant universality. Firstly, it is usable for each enterprise management unit on each production 
process part with each set description decomposition or aggregation level. Secondly, it can be used in 
several kinds’ economic analysis tasks. Such, presented production process description is made for 
operative, retrospective and perspective economic analysis kinds several ways, but in structure and 
contents it must be unified, corresponding to united conceptual balance model – statistic enterprises 
production process parameters definition. 

Conclusions and Recommendation 

Providing complex, detail and true enterprises production process description is complex problem 
with several methodological and organizational aspects. Solving economic analysis tasks, based on 
united complex enterprises production process description with taking into account several 
enterprises production-household activity factors requires corresponding mathematical and 
informational support. If factor economic analysis mathematic apparat is enough elaborated and 
universal for all analyzed figures factor models, then making the factor models with statistic 
modeling enterprises production process parameters on existing statistic enterprise data is non-
worked task in both methodological and organizationally-informational aspects. This task is most 
effectively solved in special complex economic analysis subsystem creation framework, which core 
is united complex balance enterprises production process parameters statistic definition model. 
Useful is making all needed for several economic analysis tasks particular figures factor models from 
this general balance enterprises production process parameters statistic definition model. 

Existing enterprise management systems are maximally prepared to wide entering only retrospective 
economic analysis tasks, using traditionally cumulated account-statistical production data. 

Obviously, solving these questions in particular enterprise management system can be several. 
Therefore elaborating economic analysis models and software, oriented not on particular enterprise 
management system, and on whole discrete industrial enterprises, require clear unites standard (type) 
base, on elaborated complex balance enterprises production process parameters statistic definition 
model base, universal for several enterprises of the firm, and also tasks and ways to build its original 
«top» for particular enterprise of the firm. 
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Abstract 
 

There are elaborated and backgrounded (on approval balance relations and reliability conditions) 

principal schemes of development strategies with long-term and short-term crediting, own means, 

differing from used methods of investment projecting with taking into account requirements of 

providing financial sustainability. There is elaborated perspective development optimization model, 

which takes into account processes cycles of production, investment means sources formation and 

distribution for development and suggests achieving maximal and sustainable return on enterprise 

activity. 

 

Key-words: Optimality; Balance relations; Model; Financial sustainability. 
  

Introduction 

In modern Russian development economic conditions the main task is growing industrial production 

and whole economy, and for particular enterprises – forming socially-economic conditions for their 

effective strategic development. Sustainable enterprise development in both production-household 

and financial aspects is sequence of made managerial decisions quality and resultatives. Enterprise 

development, taking into account its sustainable financial providing, must be executed with strategic 

management mechanisms improvement. Therefore sustainable enterprise development basis is 

managerial decisions optimization with complex taking into account its current financial and 

investment activity, destined to investments results maximization, i. e. it needs creating 

organizationally-economic mechanisms and instruments, allowing finding optimal coordinating 

enterprise investment and financial activity taking into account its specifics (Kudryavtseva at al 

(2015); Mednikov at al (2016); Mednikov at al (2017); Niyazova at al (2016); Nikolova et. al. (2015); 

Nikolova et. al (2014); Novikova and Polutorny (2008); Sokolitsyn et. al. (2016); Sokolitsyn et. al. 

(2017); Trubitskov et. al. (2012)). However literature sources analysis shown necessarily of 
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additional this problem investigations because of science-practical sufficiency. Therefore this work as 

economically-organizational background of forming optimal enterprise development strategies uses 

the following conditions:  presence of clearly formulated and backgrounded general aim – 

corporative enterprise mission on particular activity and development destinations; satisfying balance 

structure, and also enough financial sustainability (payability); presence of conditions and abilities to 

credit developing strategic good group production or activity kinds with borrowing external and own 

investment sources for development aims. Objective function of strategic enterprise development is 

total economic return increase, and limitations are economically-organizational background range, 

caused by requirements to support in strategic perspective (at least in investment development project 

realization time, and maybe the enterprise “lifecycle”) sustainable payability (enterprise liquidity), 

business activity (actives circulation), investments attractiveness (return on assets not less then stock 

market interest rate) etc., which are the base of economic-mathematical model of defining optimal 

enterprise development strategies. 

Literature review  

One of the most important enterprise development mechanisms, concerned with providing 

competitiveness and activity effectiveness increase, is forming optimal strategies, which elaboration 

is based on approval balance relations and reliability conditions of principal schemes of development 

strategies with both long-term and short-term credits and own means. In result it requires elaborating 

perspective enterprise development optimization model, taking into account processes cycles of 

production, investment means sources and its distribution for development taking into account 

maximal and sustainable return on activity. Therefore it needs studying several literature sources in 

this strategic development sphere, considering forming development strategies taking into account 

several enterprise production-household and financial activity aspects. 

Thus (Pan, J. and Xiao, Q. (2017)) inquire investments optimization problem for investor, objecting 

to maximize expected value of temporary relation of assets and liabilities with limited liquidity and 

stochastic interest rates, and show, that using stochastic control method and variable measurement 

technic allows solving problems of optimal investment strategy and optimal temporary relation of 

assets and liabilities for value functions with constant perceiving relative and absolute risk. And 

Demidenko and Malevskaya-Malevich (2016) shown, that making profit and increasing company 

market value are possible, if production costs are diminished faster then sales, and it can be achieved 

with using fundamental neoclassic principle “diminishing marginal costs effectiveness”. Besides that, 

they suggest to use more sustainable to rising risks and uncertainty new economic model. Some 

interest is in case of defining enterprise information system development strategies for Latvian 

Telecommunication Company, identifying typical practical problems of building enterprise 

architecture and defining information system development strategies role in enterprise management 

improvement (Pirta and Grabis (2014)). Hjaila, et al., (2017) focus on integrated game theory 

approach development for coordinating supply chains, consisting from some enterprises, in uncertain 

competitive approach, and suggest new way to analyze game results, based on Pareto-optimal 

Stakelberg situations set with mutual win. Especial interest is for elaborating enterprise development 

strategies, based on forming competent approach. Thus, for example, Amiri, et al., (2009) suggested 

hybrid multicriterial model of decision-making for firm competence assessment, considered for 

exclusive and uncial  firm opportunities in market, based on using set theory in results change, аnd 

Kulik and Tkachenko (2016) considered problem of forming optimal enterprise development 

strategies with elaborating special competencies set, which is the base for defining optimal strategy. 

Besides that, some works enough inquire problem of forming enterprise development strategies 

taking into account impact of sufficient economic factors or current conditions. For example, 

(Damayanti, et al., 2015) plot to consider, can profit, made by small and middle business in 

Indonesia, rise with forming corresponding investment strategy, including creating mutual 

foundations, i. e. find investors opportunities, especially for small and middle enterprises, in defining 

effective investment strategy.  
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And (Rokhlinand and Mironenko (2016)) consider dynamic monopoly model of product and price 

strategies choice for single product with discounted profit maximization in infinity time with 

corresponding limitations. 

Research methodology 

 
Conceptual approach to forming optimal enterprise development strategies 

 

Changes in Russian economy require improving management mechanisms of forming enterprise 

development strategies and providing their financial sustainability. But choosing only one best 

enterprise development strategy variant from the set is usually hard, because on predicted assessment 

enterprise development figures they can contradict. 

Estimating each of these strategic development variants value becomes possible with the choice 

objective function, limitation and border usage conditions, which will form enterprise development 

strategy optimization task. 

This task economic interpretation and mathematic formulation: objective function, limitation and 

border conditions, - will be defined with current financial viability level. Thus, for unpayable 

enterprises in pre - or crisis conditions setting this task will be in choosing most effective 

reorganizational for this activity actives and passives management strategy. For financially - 

sustainable enterprises setting optimization task is supporting and developing achieved financial 

sustainability level with realizing such organizationally-technic measures complex, which will 

provide possibility to improve the majority of basic financial viability figures. 

According to this concept, this basic development strategy parameters optimization task can be 

presented in the following general setting: 
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where )F(x i  is objective function; n is number of development strategy destinations (independent 

unknown variables); iδ  is i development strategy destination priority normed expert estimation; ix  (

n 1,i = ) are independent unknown variables, enterprise equity structure management vector 

(unknown volume of one means kind sell, other kind buy, paying debts etc.); w is constant of 

providing current liquidity ( ОА-КЗ2w = ); ia , ( n 1,i = ) are coefficients at unknown variables 

in limitation on own circulating capital; q  is minimal - approval level of own circulating capital (

КР-ОА*l0,ВАq += ); α is top limit of enterprise assets sale and buy; )n 1,(i ρ ,ρ ''
i

'
i =  are 

correspondingly bottom and top borders of i enterprise assets kind change; )n l,(i  =
i

ρ  is i 

enterprise assets kind share in its total costs on equity. 

Let’s consider economically-organizational background of forming optimal enterprise development 

strategies: (1) presence of clearly formulated and backgrounded general aim – corporative enterprise 
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mission on particular development destinations; (2) satisfying balance structure, and also enough 

financial sustainability (payability); (3) presence of conditions and abilities to credit developing 

enterprise with borrowing external and own investment sources for development aims. 

With such common background sustainable and effective in strategic perspective development 

possibility can be achieved, for example, with realizing the following actives and passives 

management scheme (procedure) (pic. 1):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 1. Strategic enterprise development means sources and distribution destinations 

This combined investment scheme economic interpretation consists in the following (according to 

variables numeral marks and indexes): 

1) First strategic development impulse (similar to investments character in macroeconomical theory) 

can be external credit means – long-term credits and loans, and also own means sources – assuming 

that all cash flows are discounted on time factor and inflation temps. 

This means are distributed in two destinations: 

in 
2
х  volume – directly on development aims, concerned with enterprise reprofilation, modernizating 

and widening production facilities, technical preparing and marketing production of strategic group 

etc., which realization requires fixed capital FC increase; 

other this means sources part ( 21 х-х ) - on circulating capital CC increase, firstly on inventory and 

costs, caused by launching strategic product group and producing tactic group. 

2) It is assumed that investment project is caused by possibility to achieve (with realizing included in 

it development destinations) enough profit rate on investment capital, i.е. not less average calculated 

interest rate on loan means ACIR, аnd it means that investments result must be making undistributed 

(net) profit not less 1ах  (when ACIRа = ). 

3) Together with long-term credits and loans, investments source for perspective and current 

production can be short-term credits and loans, creditor indebtedness means - in 
3
х volume, which 

are also distributed: 

in 
4
х volume  - on development aims (FC increase); 

in )x-х( 43 volume  - on current production aims (recovering and rising CC inventory). 
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4) New profit 1aх  can be distributed even in three destinations: 

in 5х volume  - on paying liabilities to all levels budgets and non-budget foundations, interests for 

bank credit, creditor indebtedness to suppliers and enterprise personnel; 

in 6х volume  - on development aims, requiring fixed capital FC increase; 

in )xxaх( 651 -- volume  - on circulating capital CC increase. 

5) It is assumed that 
3
х credit means usage result will be undistributed net profit 3aх . 

6) Got profit 
3

aх  (which, like before made profit
1

ах , is similar to induced investments in 

macroeconomical processes) also be distributed in three destinations: 

in 
7
х volume  - on in-time paying short-term indebtedness; 

in 
8
х volume  - on development aims (FC increase); 

in )(
873

xxaх −− volume  - on current production aims (CC increase). 

This scheme allows formulating limitations and border conditions, defining sphere of approval on 

providing financial sustainability enterprise development strategies parameters figures. 

Most generalizing development functional seems return on assets 
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Objective function of forming development strategies can be also other functional, for example: 

revenue (predicted) from strategic and tactic goods groups realization 
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where Rt-1, )КЗ-CC(  are correspondingly current revenue and net circulating assets, as 

constants may be eliminated from development strategies optimization task; then predicted revenue 

objective function will be 

;
8643121
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and profit from realization 
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where a  is investment resources single effectiveness ("profit rate on capital") can be set 

parametrically. 

 
Modeling optimal enterprise development strategies 

Suggested development strategy realization scheme (pic. 1) allows presenting the following 

perspective prediction balance structure (pic. 2): 
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Pic. 2. Procedure of forming and distributing means on development strategy aims (arrows 

numeral marks corresponds to stages of forming and using means) 

Enterprise equity and technical potential during corresponding investment project realization will be 

increased and become 

.х - хах х  ах хА 753311 -++++                                                                  (1) 

Trust of suggested scheme of forming and distributing investment means (elaborated including usable 

minimal number of variables and limitations; such scheme retains, despite its generalized character, 

very real for the majority of household economic condition) is proved with basic balance equation (1) 

trust, аnd also with including into this scheme a range of other balance relations and household 

development proportions of modeled production object: 

diminishing (selling) circulating capital in strategic development process is not assumed 

(2)                                                                                                 ;0х -х 21 ≥  

Payed creditor indebtedness volume must not exceed expected from all investments sources usage 

undistributed profit, and payed new creditor indebtedness volume must not exceed its average level 

);хКЗ(5,0)хх(ах ах 37531 +≤++                                                           (3) 

analogically other, enough obvious, balance relations 

;0 х-
43

≥х                                                                                                     (4) 

;0 х-
651

≥− хах                                                                                            (5) 

;0 х-
873

≥− хах                                                                                          (6) 

no hard-realized fixed capital above fixed passives - capital and reserves, which will provide other 

crisisless sustainable development most important balance proportions trust 
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8642311
ххххFCКРахаххFCКР ++++−≥+++−  

therefore 

                                                    ;0
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current payability in strategic development process must not be lost, i.е. liquidity gaps are forbidden 

and its level cannot be less than achieved at investment problem realization start 
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Assets circulation cannot be diminished because of development strategy realization 
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After some formulated limitations (2) - (10) transformations and simplifications task of development 

strategies optimization on functional of increasing total economic return on activity can be presented: 
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Setting for next limiting conditions transformations unknown variables aggregates allows writing task 

of development strategies optimization: 
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Such formalization is of partial-linear programming sums kind, known methods of solving which 

uses their transformation into linear programming sums 

Practical results 

The elaborated setting task of forming optimal enterprise development strategies uses as functional 

the total economic return (return on assets) figure. The limitations are payability normatives, 

conditions of providing enterprise financial activity, aim figures of revenue, net profit and return. 

Partially-linear development strategies optimization task functional kind caused its realization as 

partial-linear programming sum.  

Elaborated economically-organizational principles of forming optimal enterprise strategies can be 

used for solving wide tasks ring in several industries and property forms household subjects 

management, because these principles have enough generalized and universal character. 

Limitation 

Suggested setting task has limitations, besides payability normatives, conditions of providing fitting 

to enterprise activity financial sustainability requirements, aim figures of revenue, net profit and 

return in market environment uncertainty conditions. It requires more detail account and prediction of 

external and internal environment impact on enterprise production-household activity in fast 

changing Russian economy conditions. 

Significance of Research 

Suggested setting task of forming optimal enterprise development strategies in market environment 

uncertainty conditions differs with enough complex schemes, showing caused by these strategies 

investment processes, stages of recovering circulating capital inventories, forming revenue and profit. 

Optimal development strategies’ functional is total economic return (return on assets) figure. Besides 
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this development strategy functional, the work includes possibility to form on Pareto complex 

functional, including, for example, also such objective functions, as net profit and assets circulation. 

Realizing elaborated task of forming optimal enterprise development strategies will allow rising their 

financial sustainability and competitiveness in modern Russian economy conditions. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

On approval balance relations and optimal enterprise development strategies reliability conditions 

base there is elaborated procedure of forming and distributing means on development strategies aims 

from long-term and short-term credit means, own means, differing from used investment projecting 

methods with taking into account requirements of providing financial sustainability. On this 

procedure base there is elaborated conceptual approach to forming optimal enterprise development 

strategies. According to suggested conceptual approach there is formed perspective enterprise 

development optimization model, taking into account production processes cycles, sources of 

forming investment means and their distribution on development aims taking into account 

requirement of achieving maximal return on activity.  

Uncertainty in achieving calculated (predicted) formed strategies parameters because of exo- 

and endogenous environmental factors impact (sequence) can be in some degree eliminated with 

suggested enterprise development optimization strategic models modification as stochastic 

programming tasks. 
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Abstract 
 
Small Business Act for Europe pinpoints that small and medium size businesses have the key role in the 

EU economy. SME policy framework developed in 2008 for EU member states puts special emphasis on 

ICT technologies. Therefore, the purpose of the research is to evaluate situation with the small and 

medium size enterprises in Baltic countries and to highlight reasons which are behind managerial choices 

to use cloud computing for their IT resources. Qualitative research methods i.e. in-depth interviews with 

cloud experts and managerial authorities of SMEs in Baltic countries were used in this research. Results 

of the interviews are analysed using technology – organization – environment model which helps to 

structure favourable and unfavourable conditions for cloud computing in the Baltic countries. Based on 

opinions of SMEs the research summarises experience with cloud computing technology in Baltic 

countries as well as reveals potential for the development of cloud computing and main restricting factors 

for successful implementation of this new solution. The paper analyses main barriers for the successful 

development of cloud computing taking into account both supply and demand side and other impacting 

factors and provides solutions on how to overcome those restrictions. The main value of the paper is 

usage of technology-organization-environment model for the analysis of interview results which allows to 

reveal justified conclusions about the existing situation and provide implementable recommendations for 

SMEs regarding cloud computing technology. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Small and Medium Size Enterprises, Entrepreneurship 

 

Introduction  

 
Small and medium size enterprises (SME) are taking the key place in the European Union (EU) economy. 

A comprehensive SME policy framework has been developed by the European Commission (2008) with 

a special emphasis on the information and communication technologies. Bajenaru (2010) mentioned that 

because of the resource limitations SMEs should consider to use such information and communication 

technology (ICT) systems as cloud computing and other alternatives in comparison to traditional “in-

house” information technology (IT) systems which require considerable amount of financial resources. 

As noted by Zabalza (2012) cloud computing (CC) allows to keep IT resources (data, infrastructure and 

applications) in the internet as a “pay-for-use” service managed by one or more providers.  

 

Cost and time saving, increased efficiency, flexibility and scalability of resources, increased collaboration 

in innovation, quick recovery of data in case of emergency, better communication with a client are 

mentioned among key advantages of cloud computing. On contrary security and confidentiality, 

legislation and compliance, switching costs and lack of control often are highlighted as main drawbacks 

of CC services.  

 

According to Giannakouris (2014) cloud computing is novel and relevant for the Baltic economy 

however, the usage of CC services in Baltic countries is relatively low if comparing with Northern 

European countries i.e. in 2014 it was 6% in Latvia and 13% in Lithuania whereas in Denmark it was 

38% and in Finland 51%. Nevertheless, Giedrimas (2011) pinpointed that over the last years all Baltic 
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countries were engaged in various activities which promote cloud computing i.e. in Baltic Grid project 

called Baltic Cloud which was created to develop infrastructure for the joint cloud in Latvia, Estonia, 

Lithuania and Belarus.  

Based on the fact highlighted in the study carried out by Milian (2013) that internet infrastructure in 

Baltic countries is one of the most developed in Europe i.e. internet speed in Latvia, Lithuania and 

Estonia is one of the fastest in the world, the paper analyzes how do SMEs in Baltic countries perceive 

cloud computing technology and what are the reasons for the slow spread and implementation of CC 

technology in the Baltic SMEs. The aim of the paper is to research the situation with small and medium 

sized companies in Baltic countries, to understand factors and reasons behind the managerial choices of 

IT systems by creating a framework which is adjusted for peculiarities of geography of the study. Results 

of the research are analyzed using Technology – Organization – Environment (TOE) model, which helps 

to structure and understand favorable and unfavorable conditions for the cloud computing development 

within the region. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

 
According to Gartner (2009) cloud computing can be defined as a computing style, which provides 

external users an access to scalable and flexible IT facilities over the internet. Tsai (2012) noted that 

cloud computing architecture involves three levels i.e. software as a service (SaaS) where all software are 

installed on external servers, platform as a service (PaaS) where operating systems are installed on 

external servers and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) where data or networking components are stored on 

external servers. Several advantages of cloud computing can be highlighted on the micro level. Zabalza 

(2012) mentioned that cost reduction and time saving have been mentioned as main economic 

advantages, whereas in KPMG Cloud Survey Report (2014) it was stressed that improved labour 

flexibility, better customer service and communication with partners as well as improved data analytics 

are the main benefits regarding increased flexibility of resources. McCarthy (2012) also mentioned that 

communication and collaboration in technology innovation and data analysis as well as improvements of 

sustainability can be highlighted among organizational benefits on micro level. However, Law (2013) 

stressed that easy disaster recovery and higher auditable security are considered to be important factors 

concerning data security and backup system on the micro level. 

 

When discussing financial benefits of cloud computing which lead to considerable changes in the cost 

structure, than according to Etro (2011) growth of enterprises, new development of labour market i.e. 

creation of new jobs, reallocation of labour in the IT sector as well as change in government expenditures 

and indirect change in revenues due to taxes can be considered as main impact factors on macroeconomic 

situation. In terms of challenges concerning adoption of cloud technology security risk, lack of control, 

lack of customization, economic disadvantages and compliance are mentioned as main drawbacks.  

 

The main criticism of cloud computing is related to the fact that the service is completely based and 

independent on internet technology which always implies a certain security risk. The security problems 

may emerge as the result of failing to verify the physical infrastructure i.e. location of information and 

methods used for data protection are often unknown for majority of SMEs. Several authors including 

Belicove (2013) emphasize that lack of control in case of emergency is another drawback of cloud 

computing. For example, the cloud computing platform of Amazon during the last three years 

experienced at least three major interruptions which resulted in loosing information of the clients. 

 

Lack of customization and compatibility is analyzed by Yi-Wen (2015) who stresses that in general 

benefits from cloud computing are varying from industry to industry. Regarding economic disadvantages 

Keskin and Taskin (2015) have described pricing model of cloud computing where high switching costs 

were stated as the main drawback. Sommer (2013) also mentioned that potential growth of costs in the 

cloud computing providers’ industry including rise of amount of payment for extension of storage 

capacity can be highlighted as another economic drawback. Finally, compliance i.e. legal aspects of 
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storage of personal data outside the companies in the cloud is another concern of cloud computing which 

need to be taken into account. 

 

Several studies including research carried out by Neves (2011), Carcary (2014) and Tsai (2012) revealed 

that the main impediments which impact decision of managers to adopt or not adopt cloud computing in 

their companies are fear of capital investment and complexity, lack of realizing possible benefits, lack of 

technical resources as well as lack of time and IT skills, security issue, data ownership and protection and 

also philosophy of managers and their subjective opinion. Risk of intellectual property leakage, high 

switching and not determined final costs as well as problems of integration with existing systems were 

also mentioned as impediments for use of cloud computing in SMEs. 

 

In terms of drivers for adoption of cloud computing in small and medium size companies, Gutierrez, 

Boukrami and Lumsden (2015) in their study revealed that pressure of competitors, technology efficiency 

and pressure from the business partners are the main factors which stimulate introduction of new 

technologies in the companies. Another research carried out by KPMG (2014) also revealed that cost 

efficiency, facilitation of labour flexibility and improvement of communication with clients and business 

partners can also be named as favourable aspects for introduction of cloud computing. 

 

Kushnir (2010) noted that in Baltic countries density of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME) 

per 1000 people is quite high i.e. in Latvia and Estonia it is around 31-40 and in Lithuania it is 41-50 

MSMEs per 1000 people. The same indicator for the USA is around 21-30. All three Baltic countries 

have also well-developed ICT infrastructure including internet speed and broadband connections. 

Nevertheless, research carried out by Meijere (2017) revealed that despite the considerable benefits which 

can bring the usage of the latest information technology solutions, many companies in SME segment are 

not ready to invest in IT and increase performance and competitiveness of their companies. Similarly, 

Vasiljeva (2017) recommended that in order to get the most benefits SMEs should align their business 

needs with cloud computing technology as well as that all technical, organizational and legal aspects 

should be taken into account to mitigate possible risks of CC. 

 

Regarding adoption of innovation Rogers (1983) has developed five stage innovation adoption model 

which consists of knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and use. The innovation adoption 

model apart from all five above mentioned stages called as communication channels also include prior 

conditions for innovations. There might be a case when Knowledge – Persuasion – Decision stages 

transform into Knowledge – Decision – Persuasion stages.  For example, because of collectivistic 

behaviour which was a part of historical development in Eastern Europe some managers in Baltic 

countries might choose Knowledge – Decision – Persuasion stages as typical approach for adoption of 

innovation because they would assume that initiative and motivation for adoption of new technological 

solutions should come from the government or industry associations. 

 

In order to research innovation adoption process both on a company’s as well as on region’s level 

Technology – Organization – Environment or TOE model is often used as a theoretical basis for 

analyzing adoption of cloud technology which is described in the research carried out by Alshamaila 

(2013). According to the TOE model the innovation adoption process is defined by technological, 

organizational and environmental aspect. Technological context covers internal technologies which are 

already implemented in the company as well as external technologies which are used in the market but 

are not implemented in the company. Baker (2011) stressed that the internal technologies which place a 

certain boundaries for the scale and speed of technological change in a company are important in the 

process of innovation adoption. Organizational context covers such features of a company as its size, 

managerial design, communication links and amount of available resources in general. Each of those 

factors can either facilitate or prevent implementation of innovation. Finally, environmental aspect 

includes market situation, industry characteristics and other external factors which form business 

surroundings.  
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Based on literature review, Table 1 summarizes major strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and treats 

related to implementation of cloud technologies in the companies. 

 

Table 1. SWOT analysis of cloud computing implementation (designed by authors) 

Strengths Weaknesses 

- cost saving 

- time saving 

- easy set-up 

- improved efficiency of resource utilization 

- higher workforce flexibility 

- scalability and flexibility of system capacity 

- unclear final cost of cloud computing utilization 

- dependency on the Internet connection 

- lack of speed 

- lack of customization 

- large electricity consumption 

Opportunities Threats 

- enhanced communication with partners/clients 

- easy extension 

- easier collaboration in innovation 

- guaranteed fast recovery of lost data 

- opportunity of 24/7 real time management 

- security and confidentiality problems 

- loss of control over data 

- intellectual property theft 

- could be more expensive than in-house systems 

- service provider reliability and trustworthiness 

 

Research Methodology  

 
Multiple-case study method which provides an opportunity to research differences and similarities within 

each setting and across diverse settings of the cases was used in this study. Data are based on primary 

sources. Semi-structured in-depth interviews with nine senior executives of Baltic SMEs and four cloud 

computing experts were conducted to discover their attitude concerning cloud computing. In-depth 

interviews provide a possibility to outline new issues and aspects of the problem as well as new opinions 

and challenges which was also stressed in the study carried out by Barnham (2015). Decision making 

authorities were selected for the interviews including senior executives or IT managers. Because of 

geographical differences interviews were conducted using Skype video calls.  

 

Concerning development of interview questions, those were formulated in a way that covers all important 

aspects and issues of the TOE model which is applied when analyzing interview results. Based on the 

factors and purposes of the interview all questions were designed in three parts i.e. 1) questions about 

implemented IT systems, selection of in-house solutions, internal infrastructure; 2) experience with cloud 

computing and attitude towards cloud technology; 3) discussion on common perspective for the cloud 

potential and reasons for relatively slow implementation of technology in Baltic countries. In order to 

facilitate discussion and elaboration on the topic from interviewees, the questions of the interviews were 

designed as open-ended. Manual coding method was used to process information gained during the 

interviews which then can be analyzed by the TOE model. 

 

A purposive sampling method was used to cover diverse of companies i.e. in terms of industry, size, 

structure etc. Patton (1990) highlighted that important advantage of purposive sampling is a possibility to 

focus on relatively small sample which contain participants of information rich cases. The main focus was 

on companies which have implemented and were utilized IT systems in their daily business operations. 

The sample consisted of two parts. The first part included companies both from IT and non-IT industries. 

The main selection criteria was operation of company in the market for at least three tears, being SME in 

terms of number of employees and turnover and diversification of industries and business activities across 

the sample. The second part of the sample consisted of independent IT professionals and cloud providers 
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in order to get an independent observation and opinion regarding technology supply and impediments for 

implementation of cloud computing. 

 

Main Findings and Analysis of Results 
 
Questions for the in-depth interviews were grouped in three blocks. Each block covered around ten to 

fifteen questions. The first block included questions about the internal and external IT system used in the 

company i.e. “Does the company has an internal IT system?”, “Does the company experience lack of 

capacity of the resources?”, “Does the company uses backup services?”. The second block of questions 

covered questions related to experience with cloud computing technology for example, “When did the 

company started to use cloud computing and what was the reason?”, “How expensive is to rent the 

cloud?”, “Do you have any negative experience with the cloud?”. Finally, the third block of questions 

was dealing with opinion regarding the potential of cloud computing in the Baltic countries and 

impediments for the spread of technology i.e. “What would be the impediments for the SMEs in Baltic 

countries to employ cloud technology?”, Which companies will benefit the most from the implementation 

of cloud computing?”, “What would the potential of cloud computing technology in the Baltics during the 

next 3-5 years?”. 

 

Summarising answers expressed by the representatives of small and medium size companies revealed that 

almost all companies within the sample used some kind of cloud technology. Respondents appreciated 

security and backup systems of cloud computing providers and considered it sufficient. The reasons for 

shifting to the cloud computing was almost the same across the sample i.e. necessity to make data 

accessible from any place and device, need of scalability of IT resources as well as need in automatization 

of standard manual processes and provision of safe backup of the company’s IT system.  

 

When asked about the main advantages of cloud computing, respondents from SMEs mentioned 

flexibility, scalability and accessibility. Some respondents also stressed that cloud computing is especially 

beneficial for small and medium size companies. Regarding impediments for spread of technology 

majority of interviewees stated that fear of technology and mentality of people are the primary obstacles. 

Lack of knowledge and weak promotion of cloud computing and its benefits were also mentioned as 

restricting reasons of introducing new technologies in companies. 

 

The second group of interviewees i.e. independent IT experts and cloud providers shared their opinions 

about general vision of the cloud as well as about impediments for cloud development both from supply 

and from demand side. Device independency, high speed of work, efficiency, scalability and flexibility 

were highlighted as advantages of the cloud. Experts also pinpointed the possibility to avoid high initial 

investments and shift from capital expenditure to operational costs of the cloud technology. Although 

majority of reliable cloud computing services are not free of charge, cost advantage of the cloud was 

mentioned as important positive aspect because a company by using cloud technology can decrease its 

spending for electricity, own data centre support and security implementation as well as for IT personnel. 

Security considerations and time consuming for shift of big data amounts were mentioned as potential 

drawback of the cloud. 

 

Lack of partners in Baltic countries who provide cloud services as well as lack of promotional activities 

for cloud computing which links to poor knowledge among Baltic entrepreneurs on the topic about the 

cloud were mentioned as impediments for the cloud computing from the supply side. Some respondents 

stressed that because of business threats some local hardware companies are reluctant to promote cloud to 

their clients which results in absence of the local marketing programmes for the cloud. Security and 

compliance considerations, consideration about performance and technical specifications, reluctance to 

change and move by IT department, fear of new technology and lack of education were mentioned as 

main obstacles for successful cloud development from the demand side. 
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Aggregated results of the interviewed sample were analysed using Technology-Organization-

Environment model and its three contexts of cloud computing adoption. In terms of technological context 

which covers such factors as advantage, uncertainty, compatibility, complexity and trialability, relative 

advantage of cloud computing including flexibility, scalability, accessibility, improved efficiency, speed 

of work, facilitated capacity of resources, was understood by majority of respondents across the sample. 

Factor of uncertainty concerning security and reliability was observed during the interviews both with 

representatives of SMEs and IT experts. Lack of knowledge and experience with the cloud which is 

closely linked to poor marketing activities also rises uncertainty among potential clients. Compatibility 

was noted by all respondents as a significant factor for innovative technology implementation and it 

should match technological needs of the company and be in line with other software application which is 

not always a case of the cloud technology. Complexity of cloud technological context was highlighted as 

favourable for the technology spread and easiness of utilization was mentioned by majority of 

respondents. Finally, trialability was stressed as an important factor for adoption of cloud technology and 

those companies which could test the cloud during some EU supported project had smooth and fast cloud 

adoption process. 

 

Size, top management support, innovativeness and openness to new technologies and prior technology 

experience are key factors which form organizational context. Theoretical aspect of company size 

concerning adoption of new technologies is not clearly defined in the literature. Respondents considered 

that it would be easier for SMEs to implement cloud applications as they are more flexible and efficient in 

decision making which facilitate cloud adoption. Top management support and management attitude 

towards cloud computing was a crucial factor for shifting or not shifting to the cloud technology. 

Respondents also mentioned that fear to loose jobs concerning IT personnel can be direct impediment for 

the positive managerial decision. Many interviewees also pinpointed that fear of new technology can be 

considered as main obstacle against the innovativeness and openness to new technologies. Nevertheless, 

during the interviews IT experts noted that rate of innovativeness in Baltic countries is on the medium 

level so, therefore companies and its managers have average openness to innovations. Prior technology 

experience in organizational context was also mentioned as important factor because those managers 

which have used some cloud solutions earlier would be more open and ready to implement the cloud 

technology to larger extent. 

 

When applying the TOE model, competitive pressure, industry, market scope, supplier support and legal 

aspect are factors which form environmental context. Although in the previous research carried out by 

Alshamaila (2013) competitive pressure was mentioned as a factor with strong impact on the decision 

making process within a company, across the interviewed sample this factor was never directly 

mentioned as important for adoption of innovation. In terms of industry factor some respondents stated 

that every industry can benefit from cloud solutions. During the interviews a positive correlation between 

internationalization and globalization of a company and utilization of cloud services was observed. It 

means that the market scope i.e. operation of a company in several countries facilitates implementation of 

cloud technology. Regarding supplier support all respondents agreed that a large number of providers 

offer cloud services in the market. However, the interviewees also noted that due to weak promotional 

channels and lack of IT consultancy, the promotion of cloud services is weak across the Baltic countries. 

Based on interview results legal aspect was added to the environmental context of TOE model because 

this factor plays a significant role in the process of cloud technology diffusion in the Baltic countries. 

According to the opinion of experts confusion concerning data storage regulations which were created 

during the past decade is important drawback. Limitation to use the EU funds for IT development 

regarding implementation of the cloud also relates to the legal aspect i.e. cloud expenditure is not covered 

by the eligibility criteria of the fund as it is considered to be mostly operational cost. Finally, according to 

the official statistics mentioned in the study carried out by Schneider (2015) relatively high rate of 

shadow economy in the Baltic countries is also important part of the legal aspect which strongly acts 

against implementation of cloud technology. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations  

 
Summarising analysis based on TOE model it can be concluded that the technological context is partly 

applicable for adoption of cloud technology. Majority of clients understand the relative advantage of this 

solution and can deal with complexity issues. Nevertheless, uncertainty and lack of trust exist even 

among experienced users of the cloud and therefore, form significant impediment for dissemination of 

cloud computing. Among other revealed drawbacks there were problems with compatibility and 

customization of the cloud as well as poor trialability possibilities for it.  

 

The organizational context of the TOE model is more favourable. Although the innovativeness of the 

region is on a satisfactory level, fear of technology still exists. Managerial factor would not be an 

impediment for cloud solutions if the IT personnel would support shift to new technologies.  

 

The environmental context contains significant impediments for adoption of cloud computing in Baltic 

countries. Although the market scope of companies in the Baltic countries is relatively favourable, lack of 

information and marketing activities about new technological solutions has created limited awareness 

about benefits of the cloud. Therefore, uncertainty regarding security and reliability of the cloud is 

increasing and spreading among the target audience without logical rationale.  

 

The relatively small sample size of respondents can be mentioned as one of the weaknesses of this study. 

Mainly the management side of the company was interviewed and answers from the managers were 

analysed and discussed. In order to gain more objective overview of the company, representatives from 

other departments and especially IT staff should also be interviewed. The fact that all interviews were 

conducted via Skype can be named as another drawback because it might create some barriers in 

communication and some non-verbal language and emotions which would be present during the face-to-

face interviews, might be missed out. Therefore, as for further research the sample size of companies to 

be interviewed as well as number of interviews within the company should be increased. Also, as 

different impediments were revealed during the interviews, further researches can analyse each of them 

more in depth. For example, the grey economy in relation to cloud computing as well as promotional 

activities for increasing trust and usage of the cloud by customers can be highlighted as directions for 

further research. 

 

Based on analysis and conclusions the following recommendations can be made to facilitate introduction 

and use of cloud technology in the SMEs of Baltic countries: 

• Cloud technology promotion targets should be shifted from IT department to management of the 

company; 

• Marketing programmes on industry level and also on governmental level should be 

implemented; 

• IT consultancy within the Baltic region should be developed; 

• Educational activities aimed for promotion of cloud solutions should be increased by the use of 

conferences, managerial courses and seminars etc.; 

• Regulations on data storage should be clarified and delivered to the companies; 

• Eligibility regulations of the EU funds should be adjusted to speed up IT industry development 

especially regarding simplification of application procedure and extending the funds for the 

operating expenses. 

 

To conclude, cloud technology has remarkable potential in the Baltic countries and there will be a rapid 

growth of technology in the nearest future. However, the industry of cloud computing and the IT 

associations should carry out a wide range of various activities to facilitate introduction of cloud solutions 

in the companies and to eliminate existing impediments. 
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Abstract 

Liquidity is more important than profitability for the survival of an organization. Banking industry is the 
key financial institution in Pakistan having a substantial impact on the Gross Domestic Product of the 
country. This research investigates and analyzes the determinants of liquidity in private banks of Pakistan 
for the period 2004- 2015. Liquidity is impacted by micro as well as macroeconomic indicators. The 
study includes capital adequacy, size, operational efficiency, asset quality, and return on assets as micro 
economic indicators. Gross Domestic Product and Inflation are included as macroeconomic indicators.  
Microeconomic data is collected from State Bank of Pakistan’s financial statement analysis report as well 
as published annual reports of private banks in Pakistan. Macroeconomic data is collected from World 
bank data. The study has analyzed the relationship through Pooled, Fixed and Random Effect Regression 
techniques. To assess the most reliable results f-test, Breusch Pagan and Hausman tests is used. The 
private banks in Pakistan conclude that capital adequacy, size, operational efficiency, asset quality and 
profitability have an insignificant impact on bank liquidity in pooled regression. However, inflation and 
gross domestic product have substantial influence on bank liquidity in all the regression models. The 
study will not only help banks in understanding the determinants of liquidity but will also help analyzing 
the relationship of liquidity with micro and macroeconomic variables.  
 
Keywords:  Bank Liquidity, Capital Adequacy, Size, Operational Efficiency, Asset Quality, Return on 
Assets, Gross Domestic Product and Inflation 

Introduction 

Banks play a pivotal role in any financial system. Banks are financial institutions that play the role of 
intermediary between the surplus economic units and deficit economic units and facilitate the saving and 
capital formation in an economy. To be able to perform its role effectively, banks must be safe. The 
soundness of a bank entails two things: it should be liquid and profitable. However, liquidity and 
profitability seems to be inversely related. Liquidity is defined as the capability of bank to finance 
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increases in assets and meet obligations as they come due, without incurring objectionable losses (Bank 
for International Settlements, 2008). More liquidity would impinge upon bank’s profitability and higher 
profits could be at the expense of liquidity. This requires that a balance needs to be maintained. If a bank 
is liquid it is perceived to be solvent as well. Hence, the importance of liquidity for a commercial bank 
cannot be undermined (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983). A bank’s survival hinges on the fact that it is able to 
meet its financial obligations (Vodova, 2013).  Banks need liquidity for two reasons: First, bank deposits 
are convertible on demand into cash, i.e., to meet withdrawals (Calomiris and Kahn, 1991; Diamond and 
Rajan, 2001), and secondly, bank need liquidity so that it is able to accommodate customers when they 
come for loans  
 

Pakistan’s banking sector is divided into five segments; private, public, Islamic, foreign and specialized 
(State Bank of Pakistan). Private Banks in Pakistan is more in number and is more profitable than other 
segments. These banks were even profitable when banks in developed countries were facing bankruptcy 
problems. It is mandatory on commercial banks in Pakistan to maintain liquidity according to the 
requirements of Central Bank. Required reserves, which in the case of Pakistani banks mean cash reserve 
ratio (CRR)1and statutory liquidity ratio (SLR)2, are not there to provide banks with liquidity. Their 
purpose is to help the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) control the banks’ creation of new deposits as well as 
to maintain money supply.  A bank could ensure liquidity with reserves in excess of those required. But 
excess reserves are expensive and carry an opportunity cost in the form of interest a bank could be 
earning on something else. Although SBP, through its prudential regulations provide guidelines to the 
banks to ensure sufficient liquidity at all times.   

Over the past years, bank liquidity has become the subject of research in many countries. Banks faces 
liquidity problems when unexpected withdrawal arises. In case bank is unable to service the demand it 
damages the credibility of the bank and future revenues. On the other hand maintaining high liquidity 
reduces current and future cashflows. Hence, all commercial banks have to pay attention on its profit 
maximization, and during this, they should capable to meet its obligations, in order to achieve equilibrium 
between the profitability and liquidity (Alshatti, 2015). The aim of this paper is, therefore, to identify 
micro and macroeconomic determinants of liquidity in private banks in Pakistan. This study will 
endeavor to add to the current literature on the subject as the researches available on banks in Pakistan are 
limited and do not investigate the impact of macro as well as micro determinants on liquidity in depth. 
Therefore, this research seeks to answer the following questions: 

Research Problem 

What is the impact of micro and macroeconomic factors on bank’s liquidity? It is needed to understand 
and to know what their determinants that affect banks in difficulties are. There are various micro and 
macroeconomic factors that can affect bank liquidity.   

The study is structured into sections and has five sections in all. Section-One is the Introduction to the 
study. Section-Two of the study deals with previous studies about determinants of bank liquidity. A 
survey of the literature on bank liquidity is carried out and covers some of the seminal work undertaken 
in the area of liquidity in commercial banks. Section-Three deals with research methodology used in 
collecting and analyzing the data. Section Four deals with presentation, analysis and interpretation of the 

                                                           
1
 CRR is the minimum proportion/percentage of a bank’s deposits to be held in the form of cash. SLR is the minimum percentage 

of deposits that a bank has to maintain in the form of approved securities. 

2
 The Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) refers to the proportion of deposits the commercial bank is required to maintain with them 

in the form of liquid assets in addition to the cash reserve ratio.  
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data. Section Five is the last section which provide summary of result, discussion, conclusion and 
recommendations. 

Literature Review 

Lesson learnt from the recent financial crisis is that Banking institutions have a crucial role in financial 
system of a country. Bank liquidity plays a key role in performance of the bank because of which 
empirical and factual investigations have paid more attention on banks liquidity in present time. 
Following are the studies in this section targeted to explain the liquidity of banks through its 
determinants. Recent financial crisis have taught the financial institution that bank liquidity need is 
crucial for banks facing uncertainty in recession (Freixas et al., 2015). Other studies have also validated 
that, in recent global financial crisis, the shortage of bank liquidity was the basic stimulus of all the bad 
events in financial institutions (Munteanu, 2012; Sudirman, 2014). They also found that there were 
difficulties in managing funds for many profitable banks because there was lack of understanding of 
liquidity risk in the period of crisis (Munteanu, 2012). Further, Sudirman, (2014) supported the these 
studies that the barriers in creation of bank liquidity increased the widespread bad situations for banks in 
the crisis.  
 
 The central bank should have taken some actions such as, to examine the internal factors critically when 
encountered with a crisis condition (Freixas et al, 2015). In order to control liquidity risk, Freixas et al, 
(2015); Sudirman, (2014) emphasized that a bank should increase its capital, efficiency, maintain its asset 
quality, and escalates profitability as liquidity sources. These actions might eliminate the causes of 
disparity in the liquidity held among banks (Freixas et al., 2015). Other studies validated that the liquidity 
is an important factor for the banking and banking specific components (Moussa, 2015; Munteanu, 2012).                                                                                   
 
It is necessary for the bank to meet its obligations for its creditors and depositors and fund investments. 
Further, Moussa, (2015) found that there is not only significant impact of some micro and macro-
economic variables but also insignificant impact of some other variables. Sudirman, (2014) also found 
that bank performs as an intermediary institution; the bank should have liquidity as much as it can be by 
macro-economic factors, such as, inflation, interest rate, economic growth, and capital market 
development. 
 
According to “the modern theory of financial intermediation”, there is key role of liquidity creation since 
comprehensive measures of bank liquidity creation still do not exist in financial institutions (Berger & 
Bouwman, 2009). They explored that there was a positive correlation between bank value and bank 
liquidity creation (Hackethal et al, 2010; Berger & Bouwman, 2009). Further found that it is probability 
that the  higher capital  subdue liquidity creation and can able to enhance banks' ability to create more 
liquidity(Berger & Bouwman, 2009; 2014). Moreover , they focused and found that capital has a positive 
and significant impact on liquidity creation for large banks, and insignificant for medium banks, whereas, 
negative and significant for small bank (Berger & Bouwman, 2009; Chatterjee 2015). On the contrary, 
Hackethal et al, (2010) did not find any micro economic variables, such as size to have any substantial 
impact on creation of liquidity. 
 
Freixas et al.,( 2015) presented a model where they discussed the low rates advantages for the efficient 
process of redistribution of liquidity in the interbank market. In addition, they found that during a crisis 
period, the failure to reduce interest rates destroy financial strength by increasing the risk of bank runs. 
Eventually interest rate empowered the liquidity shocks that could be created sensitivity of banking under 
suboptimal interest rate policy (Freixas et al.,2015).   Vodová, (2008) identified determinants of liquidity 
of commercial bank with the help of macroeconomic variables where they explored that liquidity of 
banks dropped down mainly due to financial crisis. They also examined that the bank solvent assets 
decreased as a result of higher capital adequacy, size of bank and higher bank profitability. In addition, 
his research also measured bank liquidity by macro-economic factors such as v bank lending activity that 
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increases with bank profitability, decrease unemployment, growth of gross domestic product (GDP) and 
rate of inflation. Moreover, (Vodová, 2008; Wuryandani, (2012)  worked on micro-economic factors like 
interest rates, interest margin, and the level of non-performing loans and checked their effect on liquidity 
of commercial banks. Whereas, Wuryandani, (2012); Deléchat, et al, (2012) divided the determinants of 
banks liquidity into two category of bank liquidity “Precautionary and Involuntary”. In addition, he 
defined the precautionary liquidity, as microeconomic factors, that is, the ratio of total cash, demand 
deposit at central bank, and other banks, to total asset. He defined involuntary liquidity as 
macroeconomic factors, that is, the ratio of total traded securities of central bank, government, and others, 
to total asset. Furthermore, he examined that the precautionary liquidity affected by operational bank 
activities such as saving, credit and deposit. In contrast, involuntary liquidity has affected by financial 
system and macroeconomic conditions. He highlighted the history of precautionary and involuntary that 
they are strongly determined each other. Moreover, he also discussed that fiscal policy has sustainable 
influence on small banks liquidity in precautionary and involuntary. In addition, he examined that 
monetary policy, with respect of reserve requirement, that could affects only small bank’s precautionary 
liquidity. 
 

Diamond & Dybvig, (1983) explored the demand for liquidity. They also examined how Bank Deposit 
Contracts can provide grants important to those of exchange markets and presenting clarification of banks 
runs in order to achieve more deposits. They further explained that prevailing demand deposit contracts 
have various equilibrium components for liquidity. In addition, they described one of that equilibrium 
components is bank run that causes damage in real economic. These demand deposits avoid bank runs 
when government provides deposit insurance (Diamond & Dybvig, 1983, 2000).  

Alper et al.,(2012) explained that the manipulation of liquidity position of banks such as macroeconomic 
factors may leads to effect bank lending . They also found that bank liquidity is crucial in credit supply. 
Berger & Bouwman, (2009) described that if bank do not use comprehensive liquidity creation techniques 
it will curb the bank liquidity. So that, they have developed four measures and explored the magnitude for 
liquidity creation such as cross-sectional variation, it’s interred temporal patterns, high and low liquidity 
creators and the relationship between liquidity (Berger & Bouwman, 2009). Vodová, (2013) discovered 
that interest rate on loans, capital adequacy, and bank profitability have significant relationship with bank 
liquidity whereas, bank size, monetary policy, interest margin and interest rate on interbank transactions 
have insignificant relationship with bank liquidity. Further he examined the relationship between GDP 
growth rate and bank liquidity is suspicious and undetermined. Hartlage, (2012) delineate the insight of 
maturity transformation of bank borrowing and lending that is beneficial function of banks. It was 
examine that banks may raise the amount of credit through lending for long period and borrowing for 
short period of time. He further disclosed that US financial system had faced the risk of a system wide 
failure from inadequate liquidity. He also discussed that financial regulators around the world have 
proposed new internationally uniform bank liquidity standards which enhancing the Basel Capital 
Accord. 

Hypotheses 

The literature suggested that there are two hypotheses; 

H0: The micro and macro-economic determinants have significant impact on bank liquidity 

H1: The micro and macro-economic determinants have no significant impact on bank liquidity 

Dependent variable 

 Bank Liquidity  
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Independent variable 

Micro Economic Variables 

• Capital adequacy 
• size 
• operational efficiency 
• asset quality 
• return on assets (Profitability) 

Macro-Economic Variables 

• Gross domestic product  
• Inflation  

Model 

 
The examination of the empirical researches, led to the development of the following model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The regression model developed for the study is as under: 

Liquidity = f (Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Efficiency, Profitability, Size, GDP, Inflation) 

 Or  

Yt = β0 + β1X1t + β2X2t + β3X3t + β4X4t + β5X5t + β6X6t + β7X7t + β8X8t + ut  

Where; 

External 

Factors 

Internal 

Factors 

Operational 

Efficiency 

Asset Quality 

Capital 

Size 

Profitability 

Liquidity 

Inflation 

GDP 
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Yt = Liquidity represents net loan to total assets for bank i at time t. 

X1t = Capital Adequacy depicts the ratio of total equity to total asset for bank i at time t.  

X2t = Asset Quality represents ratio of nonperforming loans (NPL) to total (gross) loans for bank i at 

time t.  

X3t = Efficiency represents the ratio of administrative cost to net income for bank i at time t.  

X4t = Profitability represents ratio of total assets to net income for bank i at time t. 

X5t = Size depicts asset growth rate of total for bank i at time t. 

X6t = Growth rate of gross domestic product (GDP) of bank i at time t. 

X7t = Inflation calculated as Consumer Price Index at time t. 

ut = Error term 

Methodology 

The study focused on twelve private banks (appendix 1) operating in Pakistan for the period of 2004-
2015. The research includes two macro-economic factors and six microeconomic variables to determine 
the factors which contribute to the liquidity of the private banks in Pakistan. Macroeconomic variables 
include gross domestic product and inflation. Micro economic variables include; profitability, asset 
quality, efficiency, size, capital and liquidity. Liquidity ratio serves as dependent variables while 
remaining macro and micro variables are independent variables. The micro economic variable data was 
collected from State Bank of Pakistan’s data hand book while data of macroeconomic variables was 
collected from Economic Survey of Pakistan and World Bank country wise data reports. 
 
The research utilized quantitative research method by employing panel data techniques to establish the 
relationship of liquidity with micro and macro variables used in the study. Results were analyzed through 
STATA through descriptive as well as econometric analysis. Descriptive analyses assess and observe the 
means of the variables and further express the normality of the distribution. Pooled ordinary least square 
(OLS), fixed and random regression techniques were utilized to infer the results. Pooling provides more 
reliable and consistent estimate of the parameters in the model. Fixed and random effect technique 
provides less bias results and is consistent when evaluated with pooled regression. 
 
Technique Determination Tests 

 
To determine which techniques provide most reliable results, following tests were conducted: 
 
F-test of the combine significance of the fixed effects intercepts is achieved to select between both 
models such as Pooled OLS and Fixed effect model. It is stated that all of the fixed effect intercepts are 
zero in null hypothesis. Rejection of null hypothesis leads to utilization of fixed effects method.  
 
LM Test assists in selecting between random effect and pooled regression. The null hypothesis states that 
variance across individual variable is zero indicating that there is no significant difference across units 
(i.e. no panel effect). If chi square is less than ten percent it signifies that random effect has more reliable 
results. 
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The Hausman specification test evaluates the reliability of fixed effects model and random effects model 
by analyzing the significance of chi square. In case of null hypothesis fixed effect model is considered 
due to higher efficiency while in case of rejection of null hypothesis, random effect model is preferred. 
 

 

 

Results 

 
The research adopted both descriptive as well as econometric analysis to establish the micro and 
macroeconomic determinants of liquidity. 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 
Descriptive statistics include information of twelve private banks included in the research for the period 
of 2004 to 2015. 
The following Table 1 gives descriptive results of micro economic variables of twelve banks: 

 

Table 1 : Descriptive Statistics of Micro Economic Indicator of Liquidity of Banks 

 

  Capital Size 
Asset 

Quality 
Profitability Efficiency Liquidity 

Overall 
      

Mean 0.08 0.19 0.11 0.01 1.88 0.49 
Maximum 0.52 1.53 0.90 0.04 54.02 0.98 

Minimum 0.00 -0.22 0.00 -0.08 -112.46 0.23 

Std. Dev 0.06 0.19 0.12 0.02 11.33 0.11 

Observations 144 144 144 144 144 144 

Within 
      

Maximum 0.17 1.46 0.63 0.45 19.85 0.86 
Minimum 0.01 -0.27 -0.15 -0.04 -104.97 0.30 
Std. Dev 0.02 0.19 0.08 0.01 11.02 0.10 

Observations 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Sample (N=144), 12= number of years between (2004-2015), 12=number of banks in the sample studied 

 

Descriptive Analysis Micro Economic Determinants 

 
Capital Adequacy: The capital adequacy represent on average 8% of risk weighted average and 
according to state bank of Pakistan “it has to be maintain a minimum CAR of 10 percent on an ongoing 
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basis at both standalone and consolidated basis”. So the private banks in Pakistan hold on an average 8% 
of CAR and to make sure that banks have adequate reserve to bear a rational amount of losses before they 
become illiquid. But there is a little variation in CAR between banks (standard deviation = 0.02). 
 
Size: The mean equals to 19% that show some banks are small and some are medium in size. There is no 
much variation in size between banks (standard deviation =0.19). 
 
Asset Quality: depicts ratio of nonperforming loans to total (gross) loans for bank which is equal to 11% 
 
Profitability: the mean return represents 1.1% of total assets for bank which shows the average return is 
not acceptable and there is not much variation within banks as SD=0.01. 
 
Efficiency: Represents ratio of administrative cost to net income for bank which is equal to 1.88 is 
acceptable. 
 
Liquidity: Liquidity represents net loan to total assets for bank is equal to 48.5%. Fluctuation in the 
liquidity ratio of banks is typically indicated by the standard deviation, which is 0.098.   
 

The following table 2 gives descriptive statistics of macroeconomic variables for the period of 2004 to 
2015 of twelve banks in Pakistan. 
 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Macro Economic Indicators of Profitability 

 

  Gross Domestic Product Inflation 

Mean 0.05 0.10 
Maximum 0.09 0.17 
Minimum 0.00 0.05 
Std. Dev 0.02 0.03 

Observations 12.00 12.00 
12= number of years between (2004-2015), 12=number of banks in the sample studied 

 

Descriptive Analysis Macro Economic Determinants 

 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP): The growth of GDP is on average 4.7% over the period of (2004-
2015). Standard deviation is low.  
 
Inflation: Inflation calculated as Consumer Price Index and the mean is 9.5% during 2004-2012. The 
standard deviation is 0.034(high). There is no much difference in inflation between the years of sample. 
 
Regression Results 

 
The following table 3 gives regression results of pooled, regression and fixed effect models. 
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Table 3: Regression Results of Model 1: All Private and Public Commercial Banks 

 
          Pooled Regression                 Fixed Effect     Random Effect 

    

 
     Adj. R square     0.16   R square    R square 

          Within                0.23  Within 
 0.22 
                          Overall               0.11  Overall                  
0.20 
 

     F test        4.99          F test                 5.24 
Independent 
Variables Coef. 

Std. 
Err. t P>t Coef. 

Std. 
Err. t P>t Coef. 

Std. 
Err. z     P>z 

Capital -0.254 0.144 -1.75 0.082 
-
0.161 0.185 -0.87 0.385 

-
0.070 0.153 -1.11 0.267 

Asset Quality -0.105 0.088 -1.19 0.236 
-
0.174 0.100 -1.74 0.085 

-
0.130 0.088 -1.47 0.141 

Efficiency 0.000 0.000 0.81 0.421 0.000 0.000 0.05 0.961 0.000 0.000 0.41 0.685 

Profitability 0.396 0.557 0.71 0.478 1.300 0.643 2.02 0.046 0.776 0.580 1.34 0.181 

Size -0.033 0.044 -0.75 0.454 
-
0.039 0.041 -0.95 0.344 

-
0.036 0.042 -0.86 0.039 

Inflation 0.800 0.310 2.59 0.011 0.783 0.284 2.76 0.007 0.780 0.288 2.78 0.005 

GDP 2.121 0.494 4.29 0.000 2.140 0.457 4.69 0.000 2.151 0.461 4.67 0.000 

_cons 0.346 0.053 6.53 0.000 0.342 0.054 6.32 0.000 0.009 0.010 0.880 0.377 
Dependent variable is Liquidity at 5% significance level, 12=number of banks in the sample studied 

 
R square is approximately 16% in pooled regression and is 23% and 22% in fixed effect and random 
effect respectively. The value of F also indicates that the models used are satisfactory.  
 
Regarding the significance of individual variables, gross domestic product and inflation are significant in 
all the regression models. All the variables experience substantial relationship with liquidity besides 
capital, asset quality and size. 
 

Technique Determination 

 

Pooled or Fixed Effect: F-test 
 
Since F test probability is significant in fixed effect, it can be derived that Fixed Effect is better than 
Pooled regression. 
 
Pooled or Random Effect: Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test assists in selecting between 
pooled regression and random effect. 
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Table 4: Breusch and Pagan LMT 
 

liquidity        0.012 0.110 
e          0.008 0.092 
u        0.001 0.033 

 

Var(u)  0.000000 

chi2(1)  17.31 

Prob > chi2  0 

 
Significant probability of chi square infers that random effect is better than pooled regression. 
 

1. Fixed Effect or Random Effect: Hausman Test showed in table 5 was applied 
for deciding the appropriate test between fixed and random.  

 
Table 5 Hausman Test 

 

chi2(8) 1.54 

Prob>chi2 0.957 
 
Since chi square is not significant, it is inferred that fixed effect regression results are more consistent and 
reliable than random effect regression results. 
 
Discussion 

This research attempt to analyze the impact of microeconomic factors (Capital adequacy (CAR), bank 
size, operational efficiency, asset quality, and return on assets (ROA)) and macroeconomic (GDP, 
Inflation) factors on banks’ liquidity. Various studies have examined bank liquidity and its relation with 
internal (microeconomic) and external (macroeconomic) factors. The literature of various studies has 
provided the base for developing the hypotheses in this paper. The results highlight that at 5% 
significance level, capital adequacy ratio, bank size and asset quality have a negative relationship with 
bank liquidity. Asset quality has negative relationship with liquidity indicating that Nonperforming loan 
increases liquidity of bank decreases. This is because the banks not only loose the principal amount but 
also loose the annual revenue on advances.  Increase in bank size, requires more capital to be invested in 
infrastructure which leads to increase in expenses and decrease in liquidity. Microeconomic factors such 
as efficiency, profitability and macroeconomic factors such as GDP and inflation have positive impact on 
liquidity. The positive relationship of efficiency and liquidity depicts that as administrative expenses to 
EBT increases, bank increases the liquidity to fulfill its expenditure requirements. This study explore that 
all bank specific items, (Capital adequacy (CAR), size, operational efficiency, asset quality, return on 
assets (ROA) have an insignificant effect on bank liquidity in pooled regression.  In fixed effect 
regression, only profitability has significant impact on bank liquidity. In random effect regression only 
bank size has significant impact on bank liquidity. Both the macroeconomic factors, GDP and Inflation, 
have significant impact on bank liquidity in all three regressions. Similar results were found by 
Wuryandani, (2012). Banks in Pakistan are risk averse and invest a significant percentage of its capital in 
Government Papers which reap low returns. This is because of the risky business environment, due to 
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unstable economic and political condition in Pakistan.  Thus, in order to increase profitability, banks 
increase its liquidity in Government Papers and also decrease Nonperforming loans. 
 
Sudirman, (2014) found that there are some significant variables which capital, interest rate, profitability, 
asset quality, , funding, , inflation, and capital market development determine the banking liquidity. 
Banks are dependent on deposits and external funds for their liquidity needs (Singh & Sharma, 2016). 
Further they found that when funding cost rises, banks begin to hold more liquidity (Singh & Sharma, 
2016). They explore that in order to maintain adequate liquid buffer or capital; banks facilitate them from 
other sources (Singh & Sharma, 2016). Capital adequacy showed a coefficient of -0.254 and p value of 
0.082, exhibiting a statistically negative and insignificant impact on bank liquidity at 5% significant level. 
In contrast of this study, the results of other studies showed capital adequacy has positive impact on 
liquidity (Vodova, 2013; Berger and Bouwman 2009). Singh & Sharma, (2016) found that high level of 
capital give the permission for more liquidity creation. In addition, they discussed that holding liquidity is 
difficult for banks as no income is generated by liquid assets (Singh & Sharma, 2016). Moreover, 
according to state bank of Pakistan “it is obligatory to hold liquidity at 10% because if a situation of 
unpredicted customer demand arises, banks may face a liquidity stress which might lead to a crisis in the 
banking system as a whole”. The results of this study stated that bank size, capital and asset quality have 
indirect and negative impact on liquidity means liquidity increased with the decrease in the capital, bank 
size and asset quality and vice versa. Results of all three regressions are showing that efficiency and 
profitability have direct and positive impact on bank liquidity which is also showing that when efficiency 
and profitability increases bank liquidity increases in banking industry of Pakistan. Similar results were 
reported by Lartey et al (2013); Odunga et al (2013). Profitability of banks could be increased from 
investment in risky assets, but due to the risk involved in the investment, adequate liquid buffer is needed 
(Singh & Sharma, 2016). Positive relationship between liquidity and profitability depict that total equity 
to total asset increases so that liquidity increases.  Inflation and Gross domestic product have coefficient 
value of 0.800 and 2.121 in pooled regression. At 5% significance level, both the macroeconomic 
variables significantly determine bank liquidity. When inflation increases interest rate can be adjusted 
accordingly and then banks can generate reserves and increases liquidity. There are various studies on 
gross domestic product and its impact on bank liquidity. Whereas, research on impact of inflation on bank 
liquidity suggests that increased inflation decreases bank liquidity (Vodova, 2011; Moussa, 2015). 
Contrary to this, (Singh & Sharma, 2016) results suggested that as the inflation rate of an economy 
increases, banks begin to hold more liquidity to curb the effect of inflation on the economy.  
 

Limitations 
 
This research is limited to private banks of Pakistan those established in 2004 and working up to 2015. 
We do not consider foreign and government banks working in Pakistan which shows that there is need to 
consider whole banking system which gives a true picture. There is also need to consider other Micro and 
Macroeconomic determinants. 
 

Recommendations 
 
The implications of the study will give financial institutions insight to analyze the other micro and 
macroeconomic factors and bank liquidity that stimulate or hinder behind the performance of the bank.  

Conclusion 

Liquidity is essential for the better functioning of the banking system. It is useful for the bank to meet its 
obligations to borrowers and lenders and fund investments. In the context of this article, we found after a 
study of 12 banks in Pakistan over the period (2004-2015) that capital adequacy, size, operational 
efficiency, asset quality, return on assets have a substantial impact on bank liquidity, however in all the 
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regression model shows not only gross domestic product is significant but also inflation is significant in 
fixed effect on bank liquidity. The entire research shows microeconomic factors are significance for bank 
liquidity and fixed effect regression results are more consistent and reliable. 
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Appendix-1 

  
S.No. 

Banks Name 

1 Allied Bank 

2 Askari Bank 

3 Bank Alfalah Ltd 

4 Bank Alhabib 

5 Faisal Bank Ltd 

6 Habib Bank Ltd 

7 MCB 

8 HMB 

9 Soneri Bank 

10 United Bank 

11 Samba 

12 Silk Bank 
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Abstract 

 

Occupational Health and Safety OHS is becoming necessary to manage sustainable performance in the 

enterprise. Executives are seeking efficient systems to manage global performance and steer their 

strategic goals. That’s why centered human factors systems are needed.A global OHS vision helps 

executives and managers to evaluate at first their OHS maturity through different management levels, and 

secondly make the right decisions to develop their OHS strategy for better performance: OHS maturity in 

strategic management level, in HR management dimension and finally in operational management.A 

combined AHP and Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is used to challenge the established OHS 

maturity model. By this way, the model is scientifically stronger that converts qualitative data collected 

from experts to quantitative ones. 

 

Keywords: Fuzzy, AHP method, OHS Occupational Health and Safety, Maturity matrix 

 

Introduction 

 

Measuring the global performance of a company is steering its effectiveness and its attractiveness, hence 

also measuring the health of its employees.  

In the book Managing the Risk of Workplace Stress by David J. Cooper (2004), steering performance 

without considering the human factors dimension keeps from seeing the global image of company’s 

health and other impacting levers. 

Indeed, OHS is multidisciplinary field concerning activities and work environment risks according to S. 

D. Summerhayes in Design Risk Management: Contribution to Health and Safety (2010). 

Depending on the adherence degree to OHS, it can be in the first step a measure to satisfy standards and 

local regulation. In a second step it can be a simple marketing lever to improve company’s attractiveness. 

Finally, F. Székely mentioned in European Management Journal (2005) that the long-term approach 

consists on considering the OHS as a strategic tool of sustainable and global performance. 

Indeed, occupational health intervention is not only about improving conditions and workplaces, but it 

aims to improve productivity and make performance more sustainable as mentioned by A. J. Oswald, E. 

Proto, and D. Sgroi in Happiness and Productivity (2014), also by G. Spreitzer, C. Porath in Harvard 
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Business Review (2012), and by P. Garibaldi, J. O. Martins, J. V. Ours in Ageing, Health, and 

Productivity (2011). 

It is common that an employee in good health performs better, especially when risk activities are 

controlled and human factors capacities and limits are taken into consideration (David J. Cooper (2004)). 

This research will highlight the contribution of OHS and make it a priority in decider’s agendas to invest 

more in human factors. 

That’s why it is interesting to study OHS maturity to 1) determine the gaps compare to international 

standards in terms of OHS practices 2) set a development roadmap to improve one enterprise OHS 

maturity 3) and finally maintain a continuous improvement by monitoring and reengineering OHS 

indicators. 

Our maturity evaluation model is about 1) categorizing Key Performance Indicators KPI that impacts 

OHS according to the literature and OHS experts 2) weighting these indicators according to AHP method 

3) evaluating maturity level of a company according to Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method 3) 

illustrating the impacting levers of OHS and suggesting an action plan to enhance OHS maturity. 

Occupational Health Maturity 

Literature Review 

According to International Labor Organization ILO, a worker dies every 15 seconds (more than 2.3 

million deaths every year) from a work disease or simply an occupational accident. This statistics are 

scaring and must be taken seriously into consideration. 

 

In one hand, these absences and sick leaves are a big cost to the companies. In the other hand, 4% of 

global Gross Domestic Product is the estimated cost of the OHS poor practices according to C. Clarke, C. 

L. Cooper in Managing the risk of workplace stress (2004). 

 

Visibly, there is an emerging opportunity to enhance company’s maturity in terms of OHS. Unfortunately 

in many countries talking OHS in the company is just unimaginable, it depends closely on the culture of 

the company that is in most of times a top down culture as mentioned by J. Purcell in People management 

and performance (2008).  

 

In the other hand, enhancing work conditions improves global performance and develops a sustainable 

vision. Indeed, F. Székely affirmed in European Management Journal (2005) an organization that 

manages better the human factors dimension can give a big push up to the company’s efficiency and 

attractiveness. 

 

According to European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, 1999, the economic effects of 

occupational safety and health in the Member States of the European Union. Bilbao, European Agency, 

stress cost in European Union is 20 Billion euros a year. It is also a source of about 60% of non working 

days. In 2001 stress was the first cause of sick leave according to the same source. 

 

Even if the economic considerations are not pushed forward, they are usually taken into consideration 

when new measures and practices of OHS are opted for. In Europe, these measures are rising thanks to 

high requirements of protecting employers and regulations. 

 

Some countries such as UK are opting for raising public policy awareness about OHS positive impact. 
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Other countries such as Finland and Netherland are putting their efforts into developing instruments to 

assess costs and benefits to encourage OHS. The ethical and responsibility levels are also rising. 

 

Today, the awareness about the OHS question is raising and companies are more receptive about 

upgrading their OHS maturity and this is a positive point. And what makes things easier for decision 

makers is to have the right tools to evaluate their maturity first and than steering their performance by 

KPIs involving OHS dimension. 

 

It is interesting to cite GRI standards in sustainability KPIs that covers many dimensions of the 

organization and their interaction with the environment especially some of OHS indicators. GRI is a rich 

referential of global reporting in many activity sectors (M. Arnaboldi, G. Azzone, M. Giorgino in 

Performance Measurement and Management for Engineers (2015)). 

 

According to World Health Organization WHO, occupational health deals with workplace aspects of 

safety and focus on first-degree prevention of identified hazards. The safety and health of employees have 

several determinants. For examples, accidents, workplace’s risk factors that can cause cancers, 

musculoskeletal, respiratory, hearing loss, circulatory and communicable diseases, and disorders caused 

by stress. 

Maturity Matrix 

 

As stated by HSL Health and Safety Laboratory, Occupational Health Management refers to: preventing 

workers from suffering adverse effects on their health caused by their job, by avoiding or controlling risks 

through task and worker adaptation. 

 

IOSH the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health, as the biggest professional health and safety 

membership organization, organized OHS maturity survey by HSL. What is interesting in their approach 

is the evaluated dimensions. It concerns Business beliefs, Fairness, Mindful, Collective Responsibility, 

Leadership and Learning maturity levels. 

 

HSE Health and Safety Executive study about Occupational health provision on the Olympic Park and 

athletes’ village in collaboration with ODA Olympic Delivery Authority 2012 study another aspects. 

They focused on workplace, workers, and well-being dimensions to measure the OHS maturity. 

 

Finally, Regional health agency ARS made a state of the art of occupational health management in the 

Ile-de-France healthcare establishments. This study is axed of on different process of OHS: 1) How deep 

is the OHS processes are institutionalized 2) How is OHS taken into account in work activities 3) How 

OHS risks prevention is managed and steered. This approach is axed mainly on operational management 

level of OHS. 

 

What is interesting here is comparing different levels of evaluating OHS maturity according to the aim 

and context of each study. It also depends on the final supplier of the maturity evaluation. 

 

In our study we defined different levels of maturity evaluation axed on a global view of the company and 

its interaction with their environments including strategy’s level which is more exhaustive and defines a 

global view of performance. This level of evaluation explains how top down OHS strategy can create 

sustainable performance, and how efficient can culture change be in institutionalizing new practices in 

OHS. That’s why the involvement of executives in this project is highly recommended as mentioned by 

A. Mazur in “Model of OHS Management Systems in an Excellent Company” research (2015). 
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The established maturity matrix is destined to decision makers and executives to be used as a strategic 

lever of management: 

 

First of all, we focus on strategy management aspects especially management style, leadership, culture 

and values in the company and its relationship to sustainability as developped by J. Purcell, N. Kinnie, J. 

Swart, B. Rayton, S. Hutchinson in People management and performance (2008). 

 

Strategy defines the culture and values of the company that’s why it is interesting to evaluate OHS 

maturity from top to down management as mentioned by J. Purcell in People management and 

performance (2008). 

 

Indeed, according to J. P. Helfer, M. Kalika, J. Orsoni in Management, Strategy and Organization (2010), 

if executives are aware about the positive impact of developing an OHS strategy, things goes easier and 

sponsorship of the OHS project is guaranteed. Executives and leaders are by nature the key actors of 

strategic change.  

 

At a second level, we focus on Human Resources Management HRM, especially how careers are 

managed, how can we evaluate the company’s social climate, and how deep is awareness to wellness at 

work (A. Mazur in “Model of OHS Management Systems in an Excellent Company” research (2015) ). 

Indeed, Human Resources Management is a source of value creation and has as aim to optimize intern 

resources as mentioned by R. J. Burke, C. L. Cooper in Building more effective organizations: HR 

management and performance in practice (2007). After the last financial crisis, social responsibility is 

promoted and traditional practices in HR management are questioned. So today we talk about 

Stakeholders instead of Shareholders. It means that the enterprise has to develop its social responsibility ( 

C. Boyd in Human resource management and occupational health and safety ( 2003)). In other words, the 

immaterial resources are considered as a wealth and a competitive advantage for the company as 

mentioned by A. Dietrich, F. Pigeyrein in Human Resources Management (2005). So we can talk about 

social performance instead of economic performance as a restrictive way to evaluate effectiveness and 

attractiveness. 

 

Finally, we evaluate operational management aspects, which is the traditional level in OHS diagnostic. 

For example, work conditions as workplace ergonomics, risk and safety management and all the devices 

used to manage work accidents and prevention, without missing the evaluation of the performance system 

and analyze the steering systems to monitor activities and measure key of performance as productivity 

and effectiveness. (M. Arnaboldi, G. Azzone, M. Giorgino in Performance Measurement and 

Management for Engineers (2015) and F. Djellal, F. Gallouj in Measuring and improving productivity in 

services(2008)). 

 

In the next paragraph we will explain the methodology we follow to develop our OHS maturity matrix. 

  

Methodology 

AHP Method 

 

In order to evaluate the importance of each index of OHS maturity evaluation and prioritize them, we will 

use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. It is a mathematic model based on Multi Criteria 

decision-making method to organize and analyze complex decisions from subjective data. It is also called 

scales method for comparison. Tha’s what Han Li, Mei Qiang, Lu Yu-mei developped in Analysis and 

Study on AHP-the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method, China Journal of Safety Science (2004). 
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To compare criteria, we use consistence matrix of binary comparison. However, due to human 

subjectivity, AHP method tolerates relatively small inconsistency in human judgment usually provided by 

expert reviews. 

AHP in our case is used to weight and define the priority order of the overall evaluation areas of OHS in 

the company called first class indexes, and KPIs in each evaluation area also called second-class indexes. 

Fuzzy Evaluation Method 

 

Principals of comprehensive fuzzy evaluation will be used to define the membership of OHS maturity 

matrix which is in the fuzzy evaluation method the evaluation matrix Rijk : 

 

 

����  = ���		  ��	
 ⋯ ��	� ⋮     ⋮ ⋱ ⋮���	   ���
 ⋯ ����
�           (1) 

 

Where k = 1, 2,..., m, m is the evaluation level, i is the class indexes number, and j is the second indexes 

number (Wang Jian, Xu Ya-bo in Application of Fuzzy Mathematics, Safety Evaluation, Theory and 

Research 2 (2005)). 

 

The second-class indexes are ranked by importance degree according to the judgment matrix. This matrix 

is set using 1-9 scale method also named Saaty scale, weight vector Wij , and membership matrix Rik of 

each second class index are got from the equation:      

         
( ◦  is the fuzzy operator) 

 

 

���	 ��
  … ���� ° ���		  ��	
 ⋯ ��	� ⋮     ⋮ ⋱ ⋮���	   ���
 ⋯ ����
� =  ���	 ��
  … ����   (3) 

 

 

Model Conception 

The Occupational Health and Safety maturity index evaluation is build from a global view of the different 

impacting indicators including different levels of managing OHS in a structure whatever is the nature of 

its business or its organization: Strategic management M1, Human Resources management M2, and 

Operational management M3 (see Table 1). 

 

Mi are the first class indexes and Mij are the second class indexes. Each index is evaluated from a lower 

to a higher level of OHS maturity, using fuzzy method (Zhang Jun, Yang Wei-ping, Yang Li-gong in 

Application of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (2011)) : 

 

V={Institutionalized; Advanced; Basic; Absent} 

 

Each level’s meaning is fully explained in Figure 1, from an operational level to a strategic one. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

���  = ��� °  ����                                (2) 
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APPLICATION CASE 
 

Our theoretical model has been applied in a service company context involving OHS experts and different 

management levels. The data case are shown 

The weight and membership results of the second

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Occupati

Maturity 

level 

Overall evaluation 

area

OHS 
maturity 
level (M) 

Strategic management 

 

 

Fig. 1: OHS Maturity 

Our theoretical model has been applied in a service company context involving OHS experts and different 

management levels. The data case are shown below: 

The weight and membership results of the second-class index are shown in Table 2. 

Occupational Health Maturity index evaluation 

Overall evaluation 

area 
KPIs of the area 

Strategic management 
(M1) 

Sustainability management 
(M11) 

Organization (M12) 

Culture (M13) 

Change management (M14) 

HR management 
(M2) 

Career management (M21) 

Social climate (M22) 

Wellness management 
(M23) 

Operational 
management (M3) 

Work conditions (M31) 

Risk management (M32) 

Safety management (M33) 

Performance management 
system (M34) 

Our theoretical model has been applied in a service company context involving OHS experts and different 
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The first class index membership by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and the weights of the first class 

index are shown in Table 3. 

 

 

After the application of our OHS maturity evaluation model, we reach these results: 

Let’s put M as the vector of OHS maturity level, M=WR. 

 

W is the first class index vector 

R is the first class index membership matrix (see Table 3) 

Numerically, we get the value of OHS maturity level like that: 

 

M=(0.0817; 0,2942; 0,5304; 0,0817) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Weight and membership results of the second class index 

1st class 

index 

2nd class 

index Weight Level 

Mi Mij Wij 

In
st

it
u

ti
o

n
a

li
ze

d
 

A
d

v
a

n
ce

d
 

B
a

si
c
 

A
b

se
n

t 

M1 M11 0,4239 0 0,1 0,5 0,4 

  M12 0,0835 0 0,7 0,3 0 

  M13 0,2873 0 0,4 0,6 0 

  M14 0,2053 0,4 0,6 0 0 

M2 M21 0,2249 0,4 0,6 0 0 

  M22 0,3545 0 0,2 0,8 0 

  M23 0,4206 0 0 0,6 0,4 

M3 M31 0,2412 0 0,3 0,7 0 

  M32 0,0930 0 0,2 0,6 0,2 

  M33 0,2852 0 0,2 0,8 0 

  M34 0,3806 0,2 0,5 0,3 0 

 

 

 

Table 3: Maturity level membership matrix of the first class index 
 

Ri Wi weight Institutionalized Advanced Basic Absent 

M1 0,1667 0,0821 0,3390 0,4094 0,1696 

M2 0,3333 0,0899 0,2058 0,5360 0,1683 

M3 0,5000 0,0761 0,3383 0,5670 0,0186 
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Results Analysis 

 

First lecture of the results and according to the maximum membership degree principle, the OHS maturity 

of this company is “basic” which means that OHS is only here to respond to legal obligation, so the 

company acts as a reactive actor in OHS to external constraints and structuring problems with high 

impact.  

As a recommendation, we suggest adopting transformation program to reengineer the existent processes. 

This program has as an aim to inject human factors in the structures of the company. In practice, redesign 

KPIs by injecting OHS indicators to both monitoring and improving sustainable performance. It is also 

necessary to set a coaching program to accompany the leaders, executives and middle management to 

lead the culture change and institutionalized the new practices and measures around Occupational Health 

and Safety. This change will also impact positively the strategy of branding beyond the positive impact 

on business goals. 

In the other hand, we observe that the most impacting factor that has the highest weight is operational 

management factor especially the performance management system. That means production system and 

how it is monitored are reflecting OHS maturity. Indeed, this level reflects how deep executives are 

sensitive to human factors dimension and shows the gap between the current production system and 

standards in OHS. 

Well, to improve OHS maturity, we should focus on work conditions and risk management system 

because they are impacting levers to enhance OHS in operational management system. We can also 

improve safety management and develop performance system by including global performance concept. 

Global performance guaranties a sustainable effectiveness and attractiveness if OHS is integrated to 

business strategy. 

 

Conclusion 
 

This study has as a major aim to highlight the positive impact of a centered human factors strategy and 

change the received ideas of executives and decision makers about Occupational Health and Safety. 

To institutionalized OHS best practices, we need a long-term culture change but the benefit is recognized 

in a short term. 

Combining the fuzzy evaluation method and AHP method is a strong way to talk about OHS maturity 

with more scientific argument and less subjectivity. 

 

This model’s strength lies in its scalability, it can be used in other maturity evaluation process especially 

continual improvement process and quality approaches. 

This model can also be used in different activity domains, in industry or in service sectors, only the used 

survey can be adapted to each context, which is a part of a preparative analysis to the OHS maturity 

program. 

 

Otherwise, this scientific model will encourage decision makers to support OHS as a priority in 

performance system and enhance the importance of human factors in management systems. In these 

conditions, we are going towards a sustainable performance. 

 

As a perspective, we can experiment this model by using other scientific method such as entropy method 

(Zhao Guang-jin, Research on Mine Enterprise’s Safety Management Based on Entropy Theory (2012) 
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and Qiu Wan-hua, Liu Bei-shang, Hou Lin-lin in REM Assembly Based on the Reliability of Entropy, 

Systems Engineering (2008)) to determine indexes weightings of the OHS maturity matrix, by using the 

information system data of the company instead of interviewing experts. This experimentation will allow 

a comparison between objective data source and subjective one and watch the impact in final result. 
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Abstract 

This study examines the activities of the Social Services (Dinsos) of the Special Region of 

Yogyakarta (DIY) using the Social Welfare Institutions (LKS) Census and the arrangements of 

Regional Regulations of DIY on LKS. The implementation of both agenda of Dinsos DIY is in 

the cooperation with Dinsos and the Regency/Municipal LKKS, universities, and NGO. This 

research aims 1) to portray the phenomenology of Good Governance LKS in DIY in order to 

study the phenomenology of Good Governance LKS in DIY and 2) to find out the methods and 

frequency of the guidance of LKS of Dinsos DIY. The research approach applied qualitative 

method. The research setting took place in Dinsos DIY. The data collection used the methods of 

observation, interview, and documentation. The qualitative data analysis used the technique 

from Miles and Huberman (1984). The results show that Dinsos DIY has not put strong focus in 

setting the guideline to the Social Welfare Institutions especially on governance issues. 2) The 

guideline tends to be project-based which is top down and has not covered the fundamental 

needs related to governance issues. The suggestions for the research are: 1) Dinsos DIY needs 

to improve the empowerment and guidance of the LKS focusing on the governance of LKS 

DIY so that it can achieve more trust from various parties. 2) Further research in the theme of 

the governance of LKS in DIY are essential to describe the map of strengths and weaknesses in 

order to find out the quality of each LKS in DIY.  

Keywords: Phenomenology, Governance, Social Welfare Institutions (LKS), DIY 
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Introduction 

 The history of DIY starts with the unification of the Sultanate Region of Yogyakarta 

and the Principality of  Paku Alaman. In 1945, the king declared to join The Unitary State of 

the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI). Based on the Government Regulations No. 18 Year 1946, 

Yogyakarta is declared as the Province of DIY. Then in 2012, DIY was set as a Special Region 

through the Laws No. 13 Year 2012 on Yogyakarta’s special status. Since its joining with 

NKRI, the governance of DIY consists of 1 municipality and 4 regencies with the area of  

3.185,80 km
2
. In 2010, the population of  DIY reached the number of 3.452.390 people with the 

population density of  1.084 people per km
2
. DIY is well-known because its head of the 

province  is a king. In addition, Yogyakarta is known as the city of tourism, city of education, 

and city of culture. Sugiyanto and Yenni S.U (2013) mention that the elements labeling DIY 

form a special identity differentiating DIY from other regions.  

One of the impacts of DIY various labels is the rise of some social problems in DIY 

driven by three factors, those are: a) geographical factor, b) historical factor, and c) population 

and technology development factor. As it is stated by Bambang Soewondo (1977), the birth of 

DIY was rooted from the Sultanate. Therefore, the palace became the center of learning for the 

society. In Yogyakarta, the cultural education was started from the 18th century and taken place 

around the palace. One of the positive impacts of the Dutch and Japanese colonializations is 

that Yogyakarta people pioneered many social organizations dealing with education and social 

community actuator. Sugiyanto (2004) proposes that the Yogyakarta people upholding high 

sense of culture and courtesy and egalitarianism make the newcomers feel at home. These 

newcomers spread the information that living in Yogyakarta is safe as many facilities provided 

by the local government. Such attitude and culture encourage the development of urbanization 

in Yogyakarta. The openness of DIY government toward the population diversity has 

significant impacts on the natural population and migration growth causing the population of 

DIY to reach the number of 3.627.962 people in 2016.  Due to the population density and 

natural disasters, various social issues occur in DIY such as: poverty, negligence, disability, 

immorality or behavioral disorders, the existence of victims of disaster, violence, exploitation, 

and discrimination (Untung. S, 2014). The mentioned social issues become the evidences that 

the social endurance in DIY is getting weaker and the social function of some citizen of DIY is 

suppressed and vanished due to the harsh life.  

Sugiyanto (2011) states that one of the positive impacts of Yogyakarta’s label as the 

city of education and the rising of social issues in DIY is that these circumstances encourage the 

social awareness to set up various non-profit organizations including Non Government 

Organizations and Social Welfare Institutions (LKS). Instead of being initiated by the 

government, these organizations are initiated by the willingness and motivation of individuals 

or particular groups. The factors driving both individuals and groups in founding LKS are based 

on certain values such as: nationalism , humanity , religious , and cultural. These values 

stimulate high spirit and enthusiasm in founding various LKS. Hence, the presence of LKS has 

two meanings, those are: first, LKS acts as a mediumto restore the suppressed social function 
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and  as a means to improve social welfare for the people with social welfare problems (PMKS). 

Second, LKS serves as a social capital both for the society and government in DIY.  Fukuyama. 

F (1995) defines social capital as a series of informal values shared among members of certain 

group facilitating cooperation among them. The research result by Tjahjono (2011) shows that 

social capital is a property from the subject to increase both personal and organizational 

outcome. Based on these definitions, the founding of LKS will lighten the burden of the 

members and government as well as it becomes a medium for charity for people interested in it.  

Considering the very high number of LKS growth in DIY, Regional Government 

Dinsos DIY conducted a census on LKS aiming to gain the accurate data of LKS in 2015 as a 

base in giving services to PMKS and to find out the classification or category of LKS having 

score A, B, C, D, or E. The census data result will be used as Government sources or references 

to arrange some policies and  program so that the LKS quality of service is increasing. 

From the census result, there are 366 LKS in DIY. This number shows that the public 

participation level in handling social welfare issues in DIY is quite high and relevant with the 

public needs. On one hand, the huge numbers is an asset as social capital since it provides 

opportunities for the government in reducing various existing social issues. On the other hand, 

there are new rising issues related to the lack of quality of LKS performance by a number of 

individuals collecting personal benefit in the name of LKS. 

 In relation these issues, this paper focuses on the governance issues of LKS in DIY 

and describing the role of government in setting the guidelines for LKS as previous research on 

governance of LKS-based theme are still very limited. The existed researches tend to highlight 

the role of LKS in mentoring the client as conducted by Jumayar Marbun (2012), Risma 

Indriyani (2015), and Anwar Sitepu (2010). 

Problem Formulation, Objectives, and Research Method  

 This research examines how the phenomenon of governance of LKS in DIY and 

portrays the government role in conducting the guidance on LKS. This research aims at finding 

out the general description about the phenomenon of LKS governance in DIY. The method used 

was qualitative phenomenology. Primary data source was gathered from 18 informants from the 

Social Service and Regional/ Municipal LKKS. Meanwhile, the secondary data was gathered 

from the documents of the reports of LKS census results in 2015. The data was collected using 

interview, unstructured observation, and documentation study while the data were analyzed 

using qualitative method.  

Theoretical Review 

 This research will describe the meaning of an experience as revealed by Creswell 

(1989) in phenomenology method. Phenomenology approach delays (epoche) all assessments 

on natural attitude until certain basis are found. The epoche concept differentiates the data area 
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(subject) from the researcher’s interpretation. The epoche concept/ delaying becomes the center 

in which the researcher arranges and classifies preliminary guesses about the phenomenon to 

comprehend the information delivered by the informants.   

Corporate Governance  

 Khairandy. R & Malik. C (2007) state that Corporate Governance was developed in 

United States starting from 1970’s. Anthony, A & Subarto, Z (2004) put forward their view that 

corporate governance means a matter relating to effective decision making resulting from 

company culture, ethics, system, value, business process, policy, and organizational structure 

aiming at encouraging the growth of company performance, resources management, and 

effective and efficient risk as well as the company responsibility toward other investors and 

stakeholders. 

 The Government Regulation No. 101 Year 2000 defines good governance as “The 

governance developing and implementing the principles of professionalism, accountability, 

transparency, ultimate service, democracy, efficiency, effectiveness, law supremacy, and 

acceptability from the society”. Based on this concept, corporate governance limits and 

manages personal behavior within the system so that the culture of greed representing the fight 

for personal freedom and collective responsibility do not occur. The reason is that a conflict 

between personal and public interests will always raise and precede each other within any 

organizations. Therefore, either for the owners and the agents, they hide the information from 

one to another (Berle and Means, 1932). 

 In order to be a professional one, companies, governments, and nonprofit 

organizations should implement the principles of good governance as an essential subject 

(Sektiono D, 2016). Considering the increasing demand for thorough accountability  within 

nonprofit organizations,  transparency, and information sharing are needed in fulfilling the 

rights of public.  

 According to Alijoyo. A and Subarto, Z (2004), a good dimension of governance 

consist of transparency, accountability, independence, responsibility, and equity. This 

dimension is described in the form of justice and equity in fulfilling the rights of shareholder 

and stakeholder in accordance with  laws and regulations. This situation is in accordance with 

the theories of stakeholder introduced by Mason and Mahoney (2008),  Charron (2007) and 

Kooskora (2008) which are acceptable and can be applied for the LKS governance. A good and 

ideal organization will definitely apply the good governance principles in organizing its 

activities. These principles are applied to maintain the organization’s actions so that they can be 

in line with the goals and the actions taken do not suffer its members. 
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Social Welfare Institutions (LKS) 

 The Laws of Republic of Indonesia Number 11 Year 2009 about the Social Welfare. 

“Social Welfare Institutions are the social organizations and associations performing the 

governance of social welfare formed by the society both the incorporated and non- incorporated 

ones”. 

 Based on the definition above,  F.W. Taylor (1911) and Seashore (1976) stated that an 

organization is a social entity consciously coordinated with  a limitation  that can be relatively 

identified and operated based on constant basis to achieve the goals. Legally, the position of 

LKS is under a foundation or social agency having primary task to organize the social welfare 

services that aim to solve problems and fulfil the needs of society. Based on the position of 

LKS, it is obvious that the role of LKS as a mediator between the government and society, 

especially PMKS and other related stakeholders’ interest with the social services products 

which is value-free. Based on this, the movement arena of LKS is grounded on charity and 

social works so that the social marketing strategies rely on the philanthropic market. The results 

from the country’s donation and support will be allocated as the source of production cost. 

Meanwhile, the forms of LKS production are the advancement of knowledge and skills, 

awareness building, and basic life rights fulfillment in the scope of social welfare improvement.  

 LKS as a formal organization must focus its performance not on the efficiency but on 

the effectiveness depending on the professional social workers and social welfare workers as 

well as the social volunteers in which the three are not a hardware technology but human ware. 

Furthermore, the benefit gained is not materials and it is not shared to the investors. The benefit 

is in the form of trust  and is developed to improve and expand services to clients.  

 According to Dawam R.M (1995) states that there are two donor types in nonprofit 

organizations both from institutions and individuals with various sources such as NGO, 

governmental agencies, charity institutions, international agencies, or financial institutions and 

banks. These sources can be both local or foreign ones. Meanwhile, individual donor is the 

individuals from the society or commercial ventures both local and foreign ones. 

Finding And Discussion 

The Governance Phenomenon of LKS in DIY 

 Considering that society is now becoming more critical, principles of good governance 

have become a solution for professionalism demand within non-profit organization including 

LKS. This is because in implementing good governance, there are some principles to be taken 

as consideration; such as accountability, transparency, independence, responsibility, and 

appropriateness in fulfilling the rights of shareholder and stakeholder as stated on the agreement 

and the current regulation. Institutionally, LKS consists of owner and management. Owner is 

someone possessing the right to delegate task to management. There is also a task delegation 
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from owner of social body or institution to management in running the organization to be in 

accordance with the vision and mission. This task delegation applies the principles of good 

governance. By conducting a proper task delegation in accordance with good governance, the 

implementation phenomenon form of good governance principles applied by the organization 

can be identified.  

 As one of social bodies in Indonesia which focuses on the handling of social problems, 

LKS is regulated by Laws Number 11 year 2009 about social welfare., Social Ministerial 

Regulation of Republic of Indonesia Number 187 about Social Welfare Institution., and Social 

Ministerial Regulation of Republic of Indonesia Number 17 year 2012 about Accreditation of 

Social Welfare Institution.  

 The Regional Government of DIY makes some efforts in verifying data to govern the 

operational of LKS. It is by considering that there have been many reports form society and 

Regional/Municipal LKKS on LKS performance which is not benefiting society and 

specifically is bringing disadvantageous for client. The effort also includes clustering or 

labelling the quality of LKS based on its governance into five categories as follows: 

 Independent LKS with the very good qualification is symbolized by letter A, 

Developing LKS with good qualification is symbolized by letter B, Growing LKS with average 

qualification is symbolized by letter C, Embryo LKS with fair qualification is symbolized by 

letter D, and Problematic LKS with poor qualification symbolized by letter E.  

 The assessment criteria covers: institutional, legal permit, human resource and 

funding, service program, initiative and creativity. According to the data collection form of 

LKS year 2015 conducted by respective regional/municipal Dinsos under the control of DIY 

Dinsos; some data are compiled: 

 Municipal Dinsos of Yogyakarta; the number of LKS listed in DIY Dinsos is 82 LKS, 

the ones listed in Yogyakarta municipal Dinsos are 68 LKS with the following detail; 7 LKS 

have changed their address to be no longer within the area of Yogyakarta without filing report, 

5 LKS declare themselves to no longer have activity or have been closed due to particular 

reason and 2 LKS are listed twice (doubled). From those 82 LKS, those with operational 

validity are only 68 LKS. From these 68 LKS, the verification result indicates that 10 are in B 

qualification, 31 are in C qualification, 24 are in D qualification and 3 are in E qualification. 

 Regional Dinsos of Bantul; there are 105 LKS listed in DIY Dinsos. However, the 

factual data shows that there are only 81 LKS in Bantul regency; there has been a different of 

24 LKS with the condition as follow: 2 LKS are closed and are out of service, 12 LKS are 

actually Islamic boarding school and therefore should not be categorized as LKS, 6 LKS have 

changed their address without filing report, and 4 LKS are coordinative LKS which are not 

providing any service for client. Out of those 81 LKS, based on the verification result, 21 LKS 
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are categorized into B, 34 LKS are categorized into C, 18 LKS are categorized into D and 8 

LKS are categorized into E. 

 Regional Dinsos of Kulonprogo; there are 49 LKS listed in DIY Dinsos. However, the 

factual data shows that there are only 47 LKS Kulonprogo regency; there has been a different of 

2 LKS with the condition as follow: 2 LKS are closed or are no longer operating. Out of those 

47 LKS, based on the verification result, 3 LKS are categorized into B, 25 LKS are categorized 

into C, 15 LKS are categorized into D and 4 LKS are categorized into E. 

 Regional Dinsos of Gunungkidul; there are 54 LKS listed in DIY Dinsos. However, 

the factual data shows that there are only 51 LKS in Gunungkidul regency; there has been a 

different of 3 LKS with the condition as follow: 3 LKS are closed or are no longer operating. 

Out of those 51 LKS, based on the verification result, 1 LKS is categorized into B, 31 LKS are 

categorized into C, and 19 LKS are categorized into D. 

 Regional Dinsos of Sleman; there are 109 LKS listed in DIY Dinsos. However, the 

factual data shows that there are 115 LKS in Sleman regency, 6 LKS have been listed at DIY 

Dinsos. Out of those 115 LKS, based on the verification result, 2 LKS are categorized into A, 

29 LKS are categorized into B, 44 LKS are categorized into C and 24 LKS are categorized into 

E. 

 Referring to the census result conducted in 2015, it is recorded that in DIY there are 4 

LKS in A category, 64 LKS in B category, 169 LKS in C category, 92 LKS in D category and 

39 LKS in E category. The data shows that only 2 LKS or the 0,5% of those are in a very good 

predicate, whilst 39 LKS or 10,6% are indicated to be problematic or in alarming condition, and 

92 LKS or 25,13% are growing. If those in good and average category are combined, there will 

be 233 LKS or 63,66%. 

 Based on the aforementioned data, it has become a task for Dinsos to conduct an 

intensive guidance on LKS in D category or those which are growing, most importantly on 

those in E category which are highly possible to be out of service if being neglected. This 

finding has been a concern for DIY regional government since several years before conducting 

the census.  Thus, while coordination for data collection on LKS is on progress, DIY regional 

government has organized academic team to prepare the arrangement of regional regulation 

about LKS on 2013. The academic team has successfully made preparation on the arrangement 

of regional regulation about LKS. The academic team has arranged regional regulation on LKS 

which has been stipulated through the provision of Regional Regulation Number 11 year 2015 

about National Welfare Institution. 

The Role of DIY Regional Government in Mentoring LKS  

 In performing its task to mentor LKS, DIY Regional Government is cooperating with 

Coordinating Agency for Social Welfare Activities (BK3S), State-owned Enterprises (BUMN) 
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and private companies, University, Forum for shelter house, Social Welfare Education and 

Training Centre, Regional/Municipal LKKS,  Regional/Municipal Dinsos, etc. The followings 

are mentoring role performed by DIY Dinsos: a) the role of judge; Dinsos has a role as a judge 

for LKS. In case of LKS violating several regulations and still does the violation after being  

given verbal and written warning, Dinsos will proceed the case by enforcing the closure of the 

LKS. According to an informant, the last time this role being conducted was on 2014. b) 

injector; the role of injector is performed by Dinsos toward several LKS undergoing issues 

related to its organization health such as energy, inspiration, participant’s enthusiasm. c) 

initiator on planning, execution and evaluation; initiative is highly necessary in the events of 

being stuck, multiple opinion and dead-lock. d) counselor; the role is frequently performed by 

DIY Dinsos. The managerial of LKS or independent LKS frequently consult with Dinsos 

related to problems they have, either specifically or closed or publically or opened. Take for 

example, many LKS consult about permit renewal, annual report preparation, service issue, etc. 

e) supervisor and evaluator; DIY Dinsos performs its role as supervisor together with its role in 

monitoring post activity of technical guidance or other activities to take a closer observation on 

the application of technical guidance. Thus, Dinsos will be able to identify the difficulty or the 

obstacle as well as the level of success. e) mediation and negotiation; there are two roles of 

mediation and negotiation performed by Dinsos, those are mediation and negotiation associated 

with negative connotation such as conflict both the ones occurred internally and externally -e.g. 

LKS which rejects government regulation-, and mediation and negotiation associated with 

positive denotation; in this case DIY Dinsos provides and develops support in a way that it is 

willingly participating in group activity such as collaborating LKS whose client is children with 

NGO Save the Children to enhance parenting capacity. f) facilitator and supporter; the support 

given by DIY Dinsos are in a form of material such as food aid, office equipment or furniture 

donation, milk, computer, etc. whilst, the non-material support given are management support, 

consultation service, etc. g) coach or trainer; in order to enhance the capacity of LKS 

management, DIY Dinsos organizes annual technical guidance on “enhancing institutional 

capacity” collaborating with BK3S, University, Practitioner, etc. as training sources. h) 

Communicator; DIY Dinsos delivers various information on both the policy of Dinsos itself and 

information from Regional and Central Government; the information should be valid and in 

time. As the data is often late and invalid, reinform (rectification) to prove the authentication is 

conducted whether through verbal, text message, or written form. 

 The total of 366 LKS in DIY, as of the potential source of social welfare, has been 

utilized by DIY Regional Government and Regional/Municipal Government as partner in 

handling social issues within the area, and is benefited by society as shelter house –a place to 

have consultation and assistance in coping with problems. The mentoring activity provided by 

DIY Regional Government covers: a) technical guidance on LKS management., b) profession 

or specialist training, such as financial management, parenting., c) technical guidance on 

productive economic business., d) technical guidance on preparation on the selection of  

outstanding and accredited LKS., e) the provision of operational fund stimulant., f) education 

and training on Voluntary Workforce (TKS) and Community Social Worker (PSM)., g) 

education and training for Social Worker., h) training, capacity building, 
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 Activities of the technical guidance covers: a) LKS management, b) profession or 

specialist training such as financial management, parenting., the provision of operational fund 

stimulant., d) preparation for accreditation, e) LKS data collection., f) productive economic 

business, g) LKS competition, and many other activities whose duration and opportunities are 

very limited. For the limited sources, the provision of mentoring toward LKS in a form of 

specialist technical guidance is conducted only once in a year and not every LKS can be the 

participant considering that the average technical guidance can only accommodate around 50 

LKS. For this reason, one LKS can approximately have one opportunity in 2 until 3 years. This 

condition affects the governance quality of LKS that the 63,66% of all is still concerning. On 

the other hand, LKS is expected by external party such as governance, son governance, client 

and public to be dynamic and variative. Hence, not every LKS can meet the standard. To 

achieve this, management and organization are very necessary. This also includes the data base 

which is expected to be able to control governance and give appreciation and support to LKS 

for its participation in supporting social welfare. 

 There are 2 factors causing LKS to have considerably low quality, those are: a) most 

LKS in Yogyakarta are dominated by individual and family philanthropic spirit which open a 

possibility for variative governance in accordance with the financial ability. With such 

condition, LKS tends to rely on external donation and therefore not every LKS is able to 

conduct social rehabilitation, to provide social security and to support social empowerment as 

well as to provide social protection., c) monotonous annual agenda and -on most cases- family-

based management lead to low managerial skill, less transparent staff and also effects the 

system accountability to be prone to conflict which may also cause moral hazard in a way that it 

makes clients a victim since their right is not fulfilled as how they supposed to be. All of this 

will eventually decrease public support and trust toward LKS. 

 The above findings describe that LKS in DIY is partly experiencing sources crisis 

including leadership crisis and tendency to bureaucratic pathology, and also variative growth. 

On the other hand, the selection for the best LKS in DIY has once sent its representative in 

national scale competition and was successfully achieved position of 10 best LKS. It indicates 

that LKS in DIY shows national-scale positive capacity; proven from the achievement as 5 best 

LKS on 2012, 2013, 2015 and 2016. From these contrasting facts, a significant different among 

the organizational performance, seen from factors of human resource and independence of the 

respective LKS, can be seen. Rationalization to justify moral hazard (deceitfulness) on 

everything that we do in order to fulfill self-satisfaction without any strong reasoning and 

justification is unaccountable both morally and ethically. 

 In a modern management system, there are always instruments called internal control 

and external control in every work unit. Thus, even the slightest irrelevance will be detected 

early and correction will be done automatically. Some LKS are not yet implementing internal 

control instrument and for LKS which already have the instrument there is still possibility for 

not functioning it maximally due to certain reason. 
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 The human resource of LKS is mostly dominated by volunteer, and so 50% of the total 

LKS haven’t hired permanent employee with salary in accordance with current regional 

minimum wage; seen from the low rate compensation. Such condition proves that LKS haven’t 

been able to provide high compensation for its employee. Managerial policy tends to prioritize 

the use of funding on physical facilities, which allegedly trigger deceitfulness among its 

employee such as having individual part time job and side job, and possibly other activities that 

generate money to balance their income with individual or family expenses. As supposedly a 

non-profit organization, both new and developing LKS, should prioritize human resource 

reinforcement. However, the newly found phenomenon is the other way around; many LKS 

focus more on their physical condition and hence leads to chaotic management. 

Conclusion 

 LKS is a social capital for public and more than 90% of the LKS funding source 

highly relies on philanthropy market, state aid and individual effort. Having an external source 

of energy, every LKS needs a proper management to gain trust from shareholder and 

stakeholder. 

 Several findings related to the management of LKS in DIY are as follow: a) licensing 

problem which rarely checked by DIY Dinsos., b) LKS founder mostly also acts as 

management and so gives a very dominant role., c) part of the management have double 

position., d) 70% of the LKS management are volunteers and family., e) if employee is paid, the 

salary will be under DIY regional minimum wage. There are eight roles of guiding and 

mentoring and 10 types of mentoring with unstable frequency.  There are 39 LKS in alarming 

condition to close its financial access.  

 The result of the research is recommended to be used by practitioners and activists of 

LKS as well as by governance at a local and national scale in making a policy to improve the 

service quality, policy quality, and interaction pattern among management. To avoid data 

confusion, DIY Dinsos is advised to register and list LKS in an online system; as the result of 

research by Aditya Kurniawan, (2012). The future research is recommended to study the 

mechanism of policy making in every LKS in order to monitor the discipline of each stipulated 

regulation, both internally and externally. Thus, LKS will gain higher and wider trust from 

public. 

 The weakness of this research lies on the data confusion in DIY Social Service, BK3S 

and Regional/municipal LKKS. Researcher hasn’t confirmed directly to LKS management. For 

this, researcher recommends the future research focuses more on LKS governance whose 

subject of the research is LKS management and also to conduct research on LKS which once 

gained a national achievement so that the research result would be beneficial for LKS in 

alarming condition.  
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 Dinsos is advised to strengthen the control toward LKS to minimize deceitful acts 

within its governance; since those acts will negatively impact client, philanthropy market, 

government and public. 
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Abstract 
 

This study will focus on the effects of social and environmental issues on producers in their 

attempt to enter international markets. Trade serves as an avenue through which interrelationships exist 

amongst economies. In order for resources to be efficiently and effectively utilized, measures are put in 

place to promote trade transactions across national boundaries. These measures entail requirements 

producers may be asked to meet which relates to a wide range of sustainability metrics, respect for basic 

human rights, worker health and safety, the environmental impacts of production, community relations, 

land use planning and others. The aftermath of these measures on commercial relations amongst 

economic regions is what makes this study considered as a topic of interest. This paper tends to highlight 

the effect of these measures on international business using comparative analysis. Infringement of social 

rights and environmental degradation, are deeply rooted in modern industrial revolutions. However, 

large-scale industrialization, besides its unquestionable benefits, triggered a systematic assault against 

human dignity and environmental health. The ensuing expansion of world trade further worsened the 

consequences. More so, environmental and social issues may manifest in diverse ways, thereby affecting 

operations in international market and also limiting the number of participants in international market. 

 

Keywords: International market, social and environmental issues. 

1. Introduction 

Of a truth, trade relationships amongst countries are inevitable because some countries have absolute 

advantage in some resources while others have absolute disadvantage. As a result of this, commercial 

relations will exist among economic regions which give rise to regulations, measures and policies to 

promote exchange or trade among countries.  The effect of these measures in international market is what 

this paper tends to focus on. However, social and environmental issues have got entangled in international 

trade since the beginning of industrialization, which triggered a boom in the international flow of goods 

and services. McKenzie, Lionel W. (1954) mentioned that exchange of capital, goods and services among 

governments or individuals creates an avenue for specialization and brings about increase in a country’s 

capacity to produce goods and render services. This portrays the significance of foreign trade in an 

economy because it also makes it possible for countries to have access to goods and services which it has 

absolute or comparative disadvantage over. Also international trade is beneficial to the economy because 

it promotes increased efficiency and greater wealth among trading nations. Despite the significance of 

international trade, the growing tendency of economies to operate across national boundaries is presented 

with challenges which can be detrimental to economic growth and development. The challenges come 

into play in the area of measures or standards placed on international trade that is most times difficult to 

comply with by producers (mostly from less developed regions). Most of these measures emerged in 

developed economies to deal with sustainability problems driven by production issues and to improve the 

quality of products sourced from different countries. 

 

Also, as a result of human activity, changes occurred in the environment that led to environmental 

degradation. These environmental issues bring about changes which can be temporal or permanent to the 

atmosphere, water or land thereby causing pollution. More so, to collect export earnings nations would 
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relentlessly boost export production, most often overlooking the serious harm they were inflicting upon 

the environment and human rights which may be either reversible or irreversible. Though, social issues 

may have an effect on the surrounding communities, but the extent of social and environmental impacts 

depends on the industry sector and can be categorized into low risk, medium risk or high risk. The effects 

of standards implemented by the economies which brought about the social and environmental issues are 

what this study will focus on. This standard implies a generally accepted behavior in a society and a 

guideline that regulates the effect of human activity upon the environment. Standards are placed by 

countries to protect or promote trade and growth. The international market is subject to regulations made 

by governments in “home” and “host” countries. 

 

Countries adopt strategies to promote domestic trade against foreign competition or as a way to avoid it 

been used as a dumping ground by some countries who export inferior or substandard and harmful 

products. These countries use some of these forms; - tariffs “taxes imposed on imported goods which 

make them expensive and less competitive relative to goods produced domestically”, subsidies “transfer 

payments given by governments to domestic suppliers of goods and services to increase production and 

make domestically produced goods more competitive”. Quotas “it is a limit on the amount of goods that 

can be imported in a given period”. These measures limit imports into a country by protecting 

commercial activities within that country against foreign competition as mentioned by Jones, Ronald W. 

(1961). On the other hand, protectionism as a strategy mostly proves to be counterproductive because it 

creates a reaction whereby other countries engage in their own protection policy thereby leading to high 

cost of goods and services. More so, an act of protectionism creates short term gains at the expense of 

substantial long term gains. The outcome of these trade barriers is that it leads to increase in cost of goods 

and this becomes unaffordable or too expensive for citizens in less developed or developing regions that 

rely on this trade from their meager income. It is against this background the effect of social and 

environmental issues in international market is considered as a topic of interest. As such, this study is 

further sub-divided into four sections. Section two reviews literature pertinent to this study while section 

three covers standards in international market. Section four will cover the effects of social and 

environmental issues and some challenges faced by African exporters in their attempt to enter the 

international market while section five concludes the study. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Daniels, J. et al (2007) mentioned that due to the world economy that has become global in scope, 

there is exchange amongst countries which leads to market expansion due to commercial transactions like 

investments, sales, transportation, private, logistics and governmental that occurs between two or more 

regions beyond their political boundaries. In as much as these commercial relations are beneficial, it is 

faced with some obstacles. For instance, to trade in international market producers or manufacturers are 

increasingly required to adopt standards before they are able to showcase their products through export. 

More so, a producer may even be excluded from international value chains if he fails to comply with the 

set standards. A producer’s inclusion in a sustainable value chain fosters better environmental and social 

practices and can improve financial outcomes for participating producers as mentioned by von Hagen and 

Alvarez (2011). The effect of this exclusion for less developed or developing regions will be inability to 

attain sustainable growth and reduce chronic poverty failing their interaction and integration with the rest 

of the world, which obviously entails making strong efforts to comply with the social and environmental 

policies as mentioned by Oluwasola (2014). There are variations in the standards operating in countries 

which impact their accessibility and these differences may have a significant impact on producers 

especially small and medium scale enterprises (SMEs) and small farmers. A number of studies also found 

mixed evidence on the net income for producers and some even found a negative impact on net income 

for producers. This was the case where the increased earnings did not compensate for the additional costs 

and increased labour involved in complying with standards’ provisions as mentioned by Jaffee (2008). 

However, the overall impact of standards is not always entirely visible when donors or non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) temporarily cover certification costs. Lastly, there is a risk that increased supply of 
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certified products may create increased competition to find buyers. Nebel et al.,(2005) mentioned that 

oversupply may lead to certified products being traded without being distinguished from noncertified 

products, resulting in diminishing or eliminated premiums. On the other hand, business related positive 

effect can outweigh direct financial impact of standards. These business conditions like a guaranteed sales 

for certified produce, better relationships with buyers, increased yields and enhanced quality. 

 

3.0. Standards in International trade 

Social and environmental standards have increasingly become the tool of choice in international 

value chains, covering agricultural products, electronics and services. Standards first emerged in 

developed countries, but a growing number of new standards are now being created in developing 

countries. These standards emerged as a market instrument to tackle multiple sustainability issues that 

cannot be resolved through compliance with national legislation and compulsory market requirements. 

Standards used in international business can be set by non-governmental organizations (NGOs), private 

enterprises and consortiums of companies.  However, the number of available standards is much higher in 

larger and richer countries where there is an increased demand for certified products.  However, major 

worldwide brands have coordinated their manageable sourcing responsibilities into their corporate 

techniques.  Although, many studies have explored the nature of these standards and their effects on 

various stakeholders but no large scale empirical evidence is available on how accessible and user 

friendly these standards are for producers.  

More so, the new economic order has two aspects: on the one hand, formerly poor countries from the 

South have managed to carve out industrial apparatuses of their own, thereby reducing their dependence 

on imports from the North, especially in terms of processed goods like machinery, chemicals etc. This is 

doubtless a good thing. While on the other hand, their export production is, to a great extent, destined to 

developed countries’ markets. The latter (with the EU as the flagship) have embarked upon a far-reaching 

program aimed at stopping environmental degradation and social rights infringement, imperatively 

requesting that goods and services be sold in the respective countries’ markets, whether domestically 

produced or imported, conform to a set of social and environmental standards. Consequently, a host of 

exporting firms from developing countries (and not solely) that used to export their goods on western 

markets or wish to do it in the future, are now making great efforts to comply with these standards. Based 

on the fact that these standards are hard to surmount an obstacle, such standards are viewed not as a 

necessity but rather as a surrogate for non-tariff barriers on imports and therefore hinted at as veiled 

protectionism.   

Subsequently, the exports of agricultural products operate within a political, social and legal guideline. 

The most significant principles in any system are those characterizing, allotting and authorizing property 

rights, guidelines and conventions defining suitable and non-suitable forms of cooperation and 

competition (measures, tenets of agreements etc.). Frameworks in regards to property rights are essential. 

Rights to utilize, trade and change resources is fundamental to market improvement, since this assigns to 

individuals the privilege to advantages and disadvantages in production and marketing activities. 

Standards indicating entry conditions and limits on agreeable and aggressive strategies likewise 

encourage international trade. Standards set up and enforced can reduce exchange cost by expanding 

accessible information to buyers and consumers. These standards can include basic weights, measures, 

quality evaluation and contract forms. 

Why are social and environmental standards hard to comply with? It is hard to comply with because such 

standards differ a great deal from the common standards that have been used in international trade as 

barriers against imports. Moreover, governments often arbitrarily impose irrelevant, even useless 

standards, on purely protectionist purposes. By contrast, social and environmental standards are both 

relevant and necessary but they are hard to fulfill by exporters because they entail large investments as 
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well as production and distribution chains restructuring and ultimately, serious governmental 

involvement. Surely, this often surpasses poor countries’ possibilities. 

 

3.1. Social rights and environmental issues 

 
This focuses on why social rights and environmental issues emerge in international trade. 

Exportation of products with high environmental impacts may bring about pollution in the economy that 

imports such product. As a whole, international exchange among countries leads to increase in world 

output which implies that the total volume of pollution and environmental degradation is likely to 

increase. Environmental effects of trade could be direct or indirect. More so, international trade 

environmental effects may also be beneficial. This arises through the spread of environmentally friendly 

technology, more efficient production which tends to reduce materials and energy use per unit of output. 

Based on social rights and environmental issues, trading nations may come under pressure to improve 

environmental standards when products quality or trans-boundary impacts are at issue. The social and 

environmental standards are a thorny issue because it requires the convergence of national policies in the 

field (mutual acceptance or recognition), even the inclusion of inter-regional agreements. The EU is on 

the front lines to defend environmental health and social rights observance. As mentioned by Kishlanski 

et al (1995), the relationship between environment and international trade is an indirect one: it goes 

through the industrial development process that began in the West two hundred years ago. Industrial 

activity has been acting as a threat to the environment continuously ever since. However, these 

environmental issues centers around;-Property rights (patents, trademarks), taxation, institutional 

environment within which the global marketer must operate, movement of equity and expropriation 

threats that often necessitate signing of trade frame working agreements and so on. 

Provisions were made for protecting the environment and conserving resources by international trade 

agreements. Nations are permitted in World Trade Organization (WTO) to take into account the 

ecological effects of items, but not those associated with production process. This has prompted various 

trade disagreements about whether particular measures are defended on the grounds of security of life and 

wellbeing, or are essentially masked protectionism. Efforts to regulate the international legal system 

include individual country efforts e.g. USA, international Trade Commission and the GATT system. The 

GATT system is a set of norms and procedures which member governments have accepted to create order 

and predictability in international trade relations. Countries that industrialized at an early age also became 

great exporters of the goods and services they produced thereby triggering a boom in the international 

flow of goods and services. As mentioned by United Nations (2005), the ceaseless increase in export 

production has been inflicting pernicious effects upon environment health and human rights, which were 

nevertheless long overlooked.  Yearly, S. (1995) mentioned that developing countries’ industrialization, 

which was much delayed, chiefly unfolding after the 2
nd

 world war, further compounded the harm to the 

environment. Since industrialization in the developing world generally embraced the highest polluting 

industries, (coal and steel, textiles, etc.) pollution eventually spanned the Planet.  

 

Trade issues get reactions at various levels; national, regional or international. To promote trade, 

institutions for transnational environmental standards were set up by the European Union. Also, an 

environmental monitoring authority was established by the North American Free Trade Agreement but it 

has little control. Global ecological issues are addressed by the Multilateral Environmental Agreements 

(MEAs). However, propositions have been made for a World Environmental Organization to administer 

worldwide ecological approach, and to fill in as a supporter for natural interests in global trade. In 

situations of ineffective environmental policies at the provincial or worldwide level, national approaches 

are expected to address any trade related environmental issues. More so, labeling and certification 

requirements established by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or governments can go a long way 

in promoting international trade in areas of corporate practices and consumer awareness.  
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4.0. Effects of social and environmental issues in international market (African 

Experience)  
 

Considering the fact that interrelationship exists among economies through trade which is seen as a 

means of sustainability for most less developed regions; these economies would always want to be 

involved in global market. Trade amongst economies leads to market expansion thereby improving total 

welfare and consumer choice. These environmental policies do provide opportunities in the area of 

redirection to “green” innovation and productivity growth in which most advanced firms gain while 

others loose. It also aims at protecting human health and the environment. Even though international trade 

has been recognized as been valuable based on the propositions that there will be trade flows among or 

between participating countries, if gains are possible, this is often not the case in reality. These policies 

bring about various hindrances to some key exports, especially those in which some developing countries 

and particularly Africa have a comparative advantage, which restrict trade flows. Jabati et al, (2013) 

mentioned that as a result of these trade obstructions, African nations have found it difficult to take full 

advantage of the opportunities embedded in international trade. African economies are enriched with 

agricultural products and over 50% of the world trade comes from developing countries and these 

economies depend on these key exports for sustaining their economy. As such, special and differential 

treatment provisions call for consideration of the needs of less developed or developing regions when 

establishing and implementing these measures. The effects of these measures or policies on exports from 

less developed regions is that it leads to;- 

 

� Lengthy and unfair bans on some products from Africa. 

� Application of measures to ban exports without sufficient scientific evidence. 

� Inability of some exporters to participate in the international market due to prohibition or 

restriction of their products which denies them access to developed market. 

� Decrease or hindrance to economic growth of less developed regions which depend solely on 

these exports for sustainability. 

� Exclusion from the market due to inability to meet up with the measures or policies. 

� An increased energy prices or non availability of some certain products. It also affects the 

availability and price of certain products because of increased tax or ban as a result of its effect 

on human health or the environment. 

 

Subsequently, developed regions have many advantages over the less developed regions in internal and 

foreign markets because they have adequate facilities and access to technology. These facilities make it 

possible to test quality and safety of products. This enables developed regions to set high standards for 

imports which are difficult or impossible for less developed economies to meet. In the long run, the 

effects of these measures on exports from these economies is that it hinders their capacity to show case 

their products and participate in the international market which in turn has a negative effect on the 

economic growth and development of these economies.  Social and environmental issues also affect the 

number of participating economies in the international market thereby leading to reduction in global trade 

transactions.  

 

4.1. Africa’s export in international market. 
 

As at the year 2016, the world's total export of goods and services was estimated at 17,018,115 

million US dollars of which the top 5 countries (United States of America, China, Germany, Japan, and 

France) account for 44.46 % of it. According to WTO (2017) statistical review, merchandise trade by 

region 2015-2016 illustrates Africa’s participation in the global market. Developing economies recorded 

a decline in the share of merchandise exports from 43.4(2015) to 42.4(2016). Also in its participation in 

world merchandise trade, there was a slight decrease in 2016 to 42% of world exports and 40% of worlds 

imports. Developing economies in Asia happen to account for the largest share of developing economies 
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trade in the world (28% of total world exports and 25% of total world imports) followed by developing 

economies of Latin America. Africa recorded a slight decline in trade in 2016 and accounts for 2.2% of 

the total world exports and 3.2% of the total world imports. This shows that it is importing more than its 

exporting which is not healthy for the economy. To attain economy growth, there is need for increased 

exports. Africa accounts for a small fraction (2.2% in 2016) of the global exports of merchandise trade. 

This analysis shows that Africa is not having full access to developed market because its percentage share 

in global trade is too little. Africa’s participation in international market (in terms of export) can be 

hindered by its inability to meet up with social and environmental standards in international market and 

any other factor. As such, there is need for an increased participation of Africa in global market because it 

will go a long way in boosting the economy and pave way for attaining economic sustainability in these 

regions.  

 

4.2. Challenges faced by African exporters in their attempt to enter international 

market 
  

Export is of great significance to an economy because to an extent it influences the growth of the 

economy. Exchange by economies in the global market brings about expansion if goods thereby 

increasing consumer choice. Also because some countries are better at producing some goods than the 

others, there is need for trade relationships among countries. As much as African exporters want to be 

fully involved in the global market, there are faced with some stumbling blocks which limit their level of 

participation. Some of these challenges are;- 

1. Inadequate scientific and technical infrastructures which makes it difficult to meet up with 

measures set in international market 

2. Lack of financial or technical resources to implement stringent requirements. 

3. Insufficient awareness and misapplication of regulations. 

4. Poor communication and networking within and between countries. 

5. Frequent changes in the importing countries requirements; compliance in the new food laws 

and requirements of importing countries. 

6. Lack of capacity to mitigate against unfair trade barriers. 

7. Lack of an effective monitoring control and surveillance system. 

8. Tax policies. 

9. High cost of doing business. 

 

More so, African producers especially SMEs are often poorly informed and may not possess the technical 

knowledge or have access to modern technologies necessary to implement social and environmental 

standards. These limitations can make it very difficult for them to compete in global markets. For 

instance, about 22 percent of all Nigeria’s exports go to Europe and this account for 25 percent of 

Nigeria’s trade. These possibilities are limped by such a large number of imperatives including high cost 

of doing business, inadequate infrastructures, lack of standardization, and unfavorable international trade 

rules and practices.  

5. Conclusion 
 

Of a truth, international transaction is needed among countries, thereby creating room for market 

expansion across the territory. More so, these trade transactions amongst countries have a multiplier 

effect on a nation’s growth and development which leads to an increased involvement in international 

business. Although, the aim of this policy is to improve individual well-being and environmental 

sustainability of the economy; but it met unusual strong resistance by stakeholders who are faced with 

challenges in the market. The world seems to be hardly prepared for an outright battle for containment of 

environment deterioration. Though certain developing countries are making some headway but the 

capacity of firms to comply with technical regulations is at the present time, limited. However, for an 
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effective quality and safety assurance systems there is need for capacity building, and improvement in 

scientific and technical infrastructures of the less developed economies. 

 

Environment protection involves administrative efforts, no-negligible expenditures and not least, 

determined political will. Governments must get involved by providing industries with information, 

guidance, and infrastructure in the field. EU’s new legislation in the field is in fact, a starting block that 

will surely trigger emulation among countries and regions in the long run. Yet in the short run, EU’s rules 

are a challenge for its trade partners that must comply with them or otherwise risk been excluded from the 

single market. Such an outcome would be disastrous for many developing countries, whose dependence 

on the single market is vital. 

 

Also, as efforts to encourage free trade, European Union aims to play a key role in keeping markets open 

worldwide and helping Europe to exit from the economic crisis. European Union trade policy is working 

to; create a global system for fair and open trade which reflects and respects the needs and concerns of 

developing countries, open up markets with key partner countries, ensure trade is a force for sustainable 

development etc. In addition, a more effective policy that tackles new economic realities is being 

proposed. This new policy tagged “trade for all” is a new trade and investment strategy that will make 

trade agreements more effective at delivering new economic opportunities in Europe. With this one could 

conclude that liberal trade is of great significance to economic growth and development of less developed 

regions because it brings about increased savings and investment which has a multiplier effect on the 

nation’s growth 
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Abstract 
 
Startups are small newly founded companies in the process of developing a viable business model. 
Startups usually have a potential of exponential growth while having unclear future as they are 
providing a new product and creating a new market. In this paper we present results of our three-year 
long research where we studied over 70 startups using regular one on one interviews with the 
founders. The obtained data were processed using descriptive statistic methods. First we expected to 
find some evidence that would be beneficial for startups to have systematic approach and first mover 
approach as well. We found no conclusive evidence of such benefits in either approach, so we have to 
stay by the null hypothesis what has very interesting implications for these young companies in the 
unstable environment as well. Our results create options for an alternative approach like pivot and 
trial and error and uncovering opportunities for companies that do not have global first mover 
advantage but could take advantage of regional one. That is why we see entrepreneurs, investors, and 
accelerators benefiting from our results.  
 

Keywords: startup, business model, systematic approach, first mover advantage 

 

Introduction 
 

In this paper, we present the results of our research project on business models and startup strategies. 
In the topic of startups, we are dealing with current questions of emerging approach to 
entrepreneurship. While among established companies the best practices are identified, the business 
model of startup seems not to behave within them. In this paper, we will study whether there is a 
better way how to approach the business model development and whether it is recommendable to 
reach for first mover advantage.  
 
A business model describes the logic behind a company. The main goal of each business model is to 
generate cash flows to cover the costs, invest in the company’s growth, and pay investors. According 
to Thomas Wheeler and David Hunger (2008), "the business model is a method for making money in 
a certain business environment. It includes the key structural and operational characteristics of the 
company – ways how to create and generate profit." What matters is not just the system of making 
money but also the way of managing processes. According to Allan Afuah (2003), these activities 
"generate profit in an enterprise depends on which of them a company performs, how they perform 
and when." In addition to setting processes, it is crucial to creating the correct timing of launch. 
 
Startups usually operate in a highly risky environment. According to Eric Ries (2015), the startup is 
"a human institution designed to bring a new product or service under conditions of extreme 
uncertainty." This creation of blue ocean is the most typical characteristic for startups. The desired 
exponential growth is achieved only by a small fraction of startups. However, it is the main 
motivation for all founders. "The essence of the startup is unconventional thinking, creativity, 
originality, or novelty" (Ljudvigova, 2017).  British developer and co-founder of the American 
accelerator YCombinator Paul Graham (2012) see in the startup business, that is destined for rapid 
growth."  This growth can be driven by sales or number of users.  
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According to the European Business Association of Business Angels (2016), there are about 300 
million founders currently running 150 million businesses worldwide. Every year approximately 50 
million new projects are launched (137.000 per day). CB Insight's research (2016) analyzed the 
causes of 101 startup failures and had shown that 9 out of 10 startups fail to 1-3 years. So the startup 
model is 40% riskier than standard business models. According to this research, the most common 
reasons for failure include the lack of finance (29%) and the reliance on goods and services (18%). 
According to Bloomberg's analysis, 8 out of 10 startups fail over 18 months, mainly due to lack of 
understanding of customer needs and inadequate revenue generation. According to KPMG Startup 
Survey (2016), up to 84% of startups consider sales and revenue growth to be their most important 
priority. 
 
There are two main ways how to think about the business model and product development. A startup 
can think systematically or spontaneously. According to Cambridge Business Dictionary, the system 
means “an agreed set of methods or organized plan.”  The systematical approach is a step by step 
procedure. Startup founders and their coaches usually think that the systematical approach is better. 
“There is convincing evidence that writing a business plan contributes to startup success. It forces the 
founders to think to systematically through every aspect of their business.” (Barringer, 2010) One of 
the well-known systematical methods is Design thinking. This technique has 6 phases: “Definition, 
Research, Interpretation, Idea Generation, Prototyping, and Evaluation.” (Yayici, 2016) In the startup, 
we can talk about next phases of development: The first one is the definition of a customer problem. 
This discovery usually comes from analyzing daily life. Afterwards, founders start to do own 
research and define some results. Using brainstorming or survey by talking with potential customers, 
founders with teams create a solution and minimum valuable product (MVP). In the last phase, they 
put the MVP in a real market and evaluate the product and the processes. In each phase, it is the most 
important to think strategically and systematically.  
 
On the other side, startups can create their business models spontaneously. According to Cambridge 
Business Dictionary, to be spontaneous means ”done things in a natural, often sudden way, without 
any planning.” This approach is about intuition and experiments. Using spontaneous approach, a 
startup can skip 2-3 steps in planning and can focus only on MVP and can test it without any research 
on a real market.  
 
Startups usually rely on first mover advantage. A company can achieve first-mover status in 
numerous ways. For example, a firm “can produce a new product, use a new process or enter a new 
market.” (Kornum, Bjerre, 2005) In case of startups, we talk mostly about a creation of a new 
product/service or some unique process which brings irresistible customer value. Robinson and 
Fornell (1985) analyzed 371 mature consumer goods business and found “first-movers to have higher 
market share than later entrants. Along similar lines, other studies have focused on cigarettes 
(Whitten, 1979), startup and adolescent business (Lambkin, 1988), prescription drugs (Bond and 
Lean, 1988) and new corporate ventures (Miller et al., 1989) and results brought that generally 
speaking, pioneers attained an important market share advantage over later entrants (about 24% on 
average for pioneers vs. 9.7% for late entrants). This fact creates a desire to be first on the market and 
create a blue ocean. (Mauborgne and Kim, 2015). In the case of doing business on foreign markets, 
the big advantage can also be the fact that your company is the first on this market. Most researchers 
use the term "first mover" to refer to the first company to enter a market. This step can bring many 
advantages, but also disadvantages. According to Investopedia, the first mover is a term that 
describes a certain competitive advantage a business obtains by being the first to bring a specific 
product or service to market. Among other things, being first typically enables a company to establish 
strong brand recognition and customer loyalty before other entrants to the market arise. In research of 
Suarez and Lanzola (2005) authors noticed, that “first mover status can confer advantages, but it does 
not do so categorically. Much depend on the circumstances.” The truth is, that first-mover can bring 
some positives as possibility to build customer loyalty, better market stability or effective cost-
cutting, but it also brings disadvantages (sometimes it is expensive to be first, and sometimes the 
market is not ready, and a product or service is not sold as good as a company expected).  
 
Competitiveness and startup stability in the international environment is dependent on several factors. 
For a startup to have a product with reasonable business potential, with simple to understand 
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customer benefits and good scaling possibilities looks likes as critical prerequisites. It is important 
from early stages to pay attention to branding, positioning and market targeting of the product. 
Building a strong brand appears to be one of the critical strategic areas bolstering the competitiveness 
of any business in today world. For startups, it is also important to find the optimal financing scheme 
where various options as government programs, bank loans, subsidies need to be considered and 
analyzed.  
 
The success and lifespan of the startup also rely on the specifics of its business model, the direction 
of business activities, and the specific strategy that should be global or at least regional in the case of 
a startup originating from smaller, local economies. According to Slávik and Hagarová (2016), “the 
key issue for the startup is the design of a viable business model that needs to evaluate the key 
resources so that the output will be valuable for both the customer and the entrepreneur.” Remeňová 
(2017) studied the revenue models; she wrote that whether the startups have one or more revenue 
streams depends on the business model and customer segmentation. A new type of organizational 
structure suitable for startups called holacracy was identified and described by Skorkova (2016). In 
this type of organizational structure, a startup has decentralized management and is significantly 
selforganized. Blštáková and Joniaková (2015) studied how the human resources impact the 
competitiveness of companies. They found that businesses will face two fundamental challenges to 
formulate strategies for competing in the labor market changed conditions and the development of 
employees’ potential. Bolek (2016) studied competitiveness, systematic approach and information 
technologies. He wrote that information technologies are driving force of the current society and that 
they need a systematic approach to be fully utilized. The startups generally prefer services as the 
initial costs of such businesses are lower, and so contribute to the trend of deindustrialization. This 
phenomenon can be perceived as a positive development. However, deindustrialization can also be a 
result of growing primary sector and thus a sign of regression, as described by Hlavová (2017). Based 
on their research Zagoršek and Slávik (2017) claim that a strategy requires a certain business model 
configuration to be effective. 
 
The competitive advantage of startups is often based upon a combination of simple key factors and 
activities such as advertising, effective partnership building, customer communication, product 
quality its scalability and usability supported by deliberate brand management. Last, but not least, the 
form of entry of the foreign market, which largely depends on the financial possibilities of the 
startup, the nature of the product or service, the distance of the market it wants to penetrate is of great 
importance. Startups that want to become global must be able to identify the best business model that 
suits the needs of individual local or regional markets (Maner, 2013).  
 
There are few recommendations for the startups, which should be followed, or at least mindfully 
considered, when starting the business: “get international, speak customers' language, do not be 
unreasonably constrained by cost concerns and consider an acquisition.” (Fetik, 2013). Become and 
think globally, considered scaling and growing possibilities, which may be exploited immediately 
after the development of the prototype. Focusing on customer's language is also very important. 
Customization is also necessary, even though we live in a world where men use English as a business 
language, ordinary population of the foreign countries incline more to use a service or an application, 
which they understand. Initial startup costs are often overrated as several co-working centers that 
offer rental space at very favorable prices can now be used, as well as the possibility to use various 
state development programs, subsidies or to take part in the startup competitions with a possibility of 
winning money to start a business. The last step is focused on acquisitions. Often, even smaller 
acquisitions that involve entering new markets or joining forces with a new partner and exploiting 
offered synergy effect. Acquisition of a company is also an excellent strategy for expansion into 
foreign markets. 
 
Globalization and the internationalization of economic space have also made it often necessary to 
view the market as global or at least regional. Nowadays, due to the development of science, 
research, technology, and trend of constant innovation, it is possible to sell products or provide 
services to anyone in the world. At the same time, the customer also has an almost unlimited supply 
of goods and services. This is the reason why nowadays, more than ever, a great emphasis is put on 
marketing - especially on building a positive PR, effective branding and building customer value.  
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One of the basic features of the startup is its scalability - applying a scalable business model that is 
based on the potential to achieve significant revenue growth without significant cost increases. In this 
way, the startup can provide a fast pace of growth in a short time. This scalability is very 
challengeable for Slovak startups. They should think about foreign markets from the early beginning, 
at least, about the regional market, for example – European Union.  
 
The startup, which makes a product for the mass market, is much easier to build in America, directly 
in touch with the big market there. Who wants to make B2C startup from Slovakia, a company with a 
product for end-users, needs a very low cost for the profits of the users and at the same time be able 
to form a project for markets whose culture does not know very well. Slovak startups have to prove 
that they are profitable to attract users from the funds they get from the investors, that is, they manage 
mainly mass marketing on global markets. (Forbes Slovakia, 2017) 
 
When choosing a suitable form of entry to the foreign market, the time plays a key role because most 
startups need to expand almost immediately after the completion of product development to find out 
whether they evoked an interest of foreign customers and investors. Firms can use different modes to 
enter foreign markets: exporting, licensing, franchising, establishing Joint Ventures, setting up a new 
wholly owned subsidiary (Hill, 2014) or can also consider about mergers and acquisitions. 
 
Export is the most widespread form of entry, there is possible use direct export (when firms sell 
services or goods directly) or indirectly form through agents and distributors. Many Slovak startups 
are also trying to search customers and clients abroad directly, questionable is how much they can 
analyze the foreign market and capture all the potential opportunities in this market.  
 
Considering entry mode is one of the strategic issues to decide. Startups choose the export as the 
main form of entry into foreign markets (direct export 67.35 %, indirect export 16.33 %). The next 
popular entry mode is franchising, about one-tenth of the startups are considering using this form. 
Licensing is also recommended as an effective entry mode for applications and technological 
products. However, just under 2 % of the startups use this entry mode (this information is the result 
of the last phase of the questionnaire collection of our research).  

Objectives and methods 

The main objective of our paper is to investigate whether a systematic approach is suitable for such 
unstable and young companies as startups or the more chaotic approach bear some advantages in 
finding opportunities. Next, we are looking into first mover advantage and whether its pursue is more 
desirable than deferring and waiting for others to test the market. 
 
Under the systematic approach, we understand an approach where a company strictly follows its plan 
and does not do fundamental changes to it. This is aligned with the position that a plan needs time to 
operate efficiently and the benefits from the plan are emerging progressively. Frequent changes on 
the other hand negatively influence the progress that has to restart every time such a change is made. 
The opposite approach is the chaotic approach but is not meant derogatory. It is more randomized 
approach incorporating behaviors reaching from randomized, opportunistic to forced, all having 
common the strong dependence on outside circumstances. Such approach can be beneficial if there is 
some substantial unknown variable.   
 
In first mover approach, a startup is pursuing first mover advantage developing and proposing a 
unique product on the target market, using the proactive approach. The company then collects all the 
advantages that are associated with it. On the other hand, some second movers are deferring their 
move and waiting how the situation develops. They react and learn from their competitors’ errors and 
try to enter the market with a refined product. 
 
During our three-year research project, we studied over 70 startups covering their business model and 
competitive strategy. In this paper, we present the results of the third and final research round. The 
sampling took place as follows. First, we created a list of startup accelerators and incubators. Next, 
we contacted all accessible ones within Bratislava region and asked them for assistance. We then 
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either received a list of startups with contact information, or the request was forwarded to the 
startups, or the cooperation was denied. Finally, we arranged personal meetings that were then further 
followed and usually took 2 hours. The first round took place in winter 2015, second in summer 2016 
and third in winter 2016. 
 
In our research, we applied following methods.  First, we made a general description of the data that 
we acquired in our research. We described the present state of startup companies, using descriptive 
statistical methods. During the third round of our research, we collected the data from 53 surviving 
startup companies using a one on one in person interview with standardized structured questions, 
interviewing the company founders.  Next, we studied the association between systematic and first 
mover approach and performance factors of startup companies represented by a number of users, 
paying users, revenue on costs and international reach. To analyze whether the differences were 
significant we used the t-test. We considered the results to be statistically significant if the p-value 
was 0.05 or less. To analyze the data we also used the inductive statistical method of multiple linear 
regression supported by ANOVA. However, these results are not included in this paper as they were 
not conclusive and did not add any additional value. 
 
In general, the variables were constructed that they could have values from 1 to 5, where the greater 
number, the better. This could measure the difference from none to great, the development from 
almost none to fully developed or performance from zero to creating an income. 
 
As a whole, the business model indicator consists of variables based on Osterwalder and Pigneur’s 
Business model canvas presented in Table 1, where at least one variable represents each block of the 
business model. If there are more variables for one block, an average of these variables was used. 
 
 

Table 1: Business model indicator construction 

Key 

Partnerships 

1.Partners 

Presence 

Key Activities 

(KA) 

1.KA Presence 

Value 

Propositions 

1.Customers’ 

Needs 

Satisfaction 

2.Product 

development 

 

Customer 

Relationships 

(CR) 

1.CR 

Development 

 

Customer 

Segments 

1.Customers 

Identification 

Key Resources 

(KR) 

1.KR Presence 

Channels (Ch) 

1.Distribution Ch 

Development 

Costs Structure 

1.Cost Structure Knowledge 

Revenue Streams 

1.Knowledge of Final Price 

2.Knowledge of Demand 

 
Source: Own Research 

 
Our research has limitations in the subjective way of self-evaluation. Self-evaluation is a legitimate 
method used in a broad field. Self-evaluation provides satisfactory results because the respondents 
are usually best familiarized with the research object, however, sometimes it can be skewed.  

Results 

In the results section, we present the results of our research. We describe the studied startup 
companies in general, as we describe the basic characteristics of the startups and their environment. 
Then we describe the results of success indicators and the tendency towards systematic and proactive 
approach.  
 
In our research, we studied 53 startups that are characterized in Table 2. As by definition, startup is a 
small and young company. There were typically 2 to 12 members in a startup company, existing for 2 
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to 5 years. A startup in our sample is at least testing its prototype while a typical startup has achieved 
its first revenues.   
 

Table 2: Sample description 

Variable N Mean St.dev. Min Max 

Age of startup 51 3,84 1,78 1 10,5 
Number of team members 52 7,13 5,67 1 30 
Business idea development 53 4,36 0,75 3 5 
Total addressable market (EUR) 46 2,8x109 10,9x109 5x103 62x109 

Global market 53 3,59 1.39 1 5 
Business model (9-45) 47 39,41 5,72 18 45 

Source: Own Research 

 
The average market size that a typical startup in our research sample addresses is almost 3 billion 
EUR and it is an international market. Judging the business model, the entrepreneurs consider their 
business model as almost final at this stage. 
 
To create a more comprehensive picture of start-ups, we evaluate the competitive environment as is 
described in Table 3. The life cycle of the industry as well of the key technology is in growth phase 
what means that the market and the opportunity are still growing. The dynamics of the environment is 
rather high, but the predictability of future development is also higher. The Competition intensity is 
rather higher as well. In other words, the startups are active in a growing industry, dynamic and 
competitive industry with predictable future. 
 

Table 3: Environment description 

Variable N Mean St.dev. Min Max 

Life cycle of industry 53 2,69 1,06 1 4 
Life cycle of key technology 53 2,82 0,98 1 4 
Environment dynamics 53 3,16 1,24 1 5 
Predictability of future development 53 2,79 0,94 1 5 
Competition intensity 53 2,98 1,12 1 5 
Segmentation 53 2,94 0,88 1 5 
Costs 53 3,42 1,02 1 5 
Price 52 2,85 0,91 1 5 

Source: Own Research 

 

In general, startups from our sample serve several segments offering a product that is rather different 
from competitors. Their costs are considered to be lower than the costs of competitors. Meanwhile, 
the price is considered to be the same what indicates price as a mean of differentiation. The other way 
of differentiation they use is different key technology.  
 
To measure the success of studied startups we selected the number of users, the number of paying 
users and the portion of revenue on costs as economic indicators and the international market 
penetration as international reach indicator. Our results are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Indicators of success 

Variable N Mean St.dev. Med Mod Min Max 

Number of users 53 3,87 1,14 5 5 1 5 
Number of paying users 53 3,21 1,31 3 3 1 5 
Revenue on costs ration 53 3,40 1,66 3 2 1 7 
International reach 53 3,58 1,40 4 5 1 5 

Source: Own Research 

 
Most of the studied startups had several thousands of users while having several tens of paying user. 
Most startups could not cover their costs from revenues. However 17 (32,08 %) were profitable. Most 
startups are already operating on the global market. 
 
Next, we studied whether there is a common approach in respect of systematicness and proactivity 
what is summarized in Table 5.  
 

Table 5: Systematic and proactive approach 

Variable N Mean St.dev. Min Max 

Systematic approach 53 0,60 0,49 0 1 
First mover approach 53 0,42 0,50 0 1 

Source: Own Research 

 
We wanted to find out what portion of startup companies have thoroughly planned their approach and 
are following these plans. We also studied what portion chose to be proactive and tried to gain the 
first mover advantage with the pioneering proactive approach. We found that the biggest share of 
startups (22/53, 41,51%) declared a pioneering approach, trying to gain the first mover advantage, 
followed by second movers adapting to changing the environment (21/53, 39.62%) and other 
approaches (in SUM passive, reactive, waiting for 10/53, 18.86%).  
The most companies tried a systematic approach (32/53, 60.38%) rather than nonsystematic (chaotic, 
spontaneous, opportunistic, forced, 21/53, 39,62%). These systematic companies tried to set their 
goal and the way how to achieve it, and then they followed their designated path.   

Discussion 

In this section we investigate whether there is a positive impact of first mover approach and 
systematic approach on the success of companies. We want to test whether startups that are proactive 
and pioneering in their field and hold to their plans can have more users, paying users, revenues on 
cost ratio and are more widespread on foreign markets compared to their competitors with a different 
approach.  

In the examination we anticipated that the traits of systematicness and proactivity would manifest 
themselves in some indicator of success. We analyzed its impact on users, customers, revenue to cost 
ratio, and international reach using t-test, logistic and linear regression, however, we did not find any 
conclusive evidence for such outright relationship. In our research, we expected one of two outcomes 
that either a more systematic approach would lead to some advantage based on a principle that it 
allows companies to focus on the goal as analogously described by Collins (2001) as the flywheel 
concept. Alternatively, that companies would benefit from a more random approach using trial and 
error and so finding their way through the business environment. However, as can be seen in Table 6, 
we were not able to prove none of these results as they were inconclusive. That means that there was 
no clear impact of systematic approach and it has to be further researched. The explanation could be 
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that some situations require more systematic approach while other more random as the startups are 
still looking for the business model. 
 
 
 
 

Table 6: The difference in outcome between systematic and chaotic approach 

 Chaotic approach 
(N=21) 

Systematic approach 
(N=32) 

  

 M SD M SD t-test P 
Number of users 3.62 1.84 4.03 0.93 -1.29 0.20 
Number of paying users 3.05 2.05 3.31 1.51 -0.72 0.48 
Revenue on costs ration 3.19 2.86 3.53 2.71 -0.73 0.47 
International reach 3.64 1.73 3.56 2.19 0.20 0.84 
Significance level*p<0.05 
Source: Own Research 

In Table 7 we analyze the first-mover approach. As you can see we did not found any significant 
difference in success whether companies were first movers or not. Because startups are very small 
companies finding themselves in the beginning phase of their development, testing their ideas, it 
seems that one way how startups are looking for ideas is copying startups in other regions. These 
startups being copied do not have the reach and power to fight the global competition by now, so the 
regional market is not occupied right now and can be claimed by the local startup.  

It is also meaningful to think about first mover advantage in two ways: the first-mover advantage can 
be achieved by occupying a new market or by being the absolute pioneer with a new product on the 
existing market.  

In their paperwork from 1988, Lieberman and Montgomery noticed that first mover advantages arise 
from three primary sources: technological leadership, preemption of assets and buyer switching costs. 
In the case of a startup, it is possible, at least, to have two of these sources from the very beginning. 
Standardly startup´s ideas are very innovative and are followed up by a brand new product. Via 
crowdfunding campaigns or investor´s interest startups can get enough money. When talking about 
successful startups, the truth is that their products are scalable and can quite quickly reduce both 
product and buyer costs. Managers often put great emphasis to first mover advantage. According to 
Victor Finch (2016) “Those institutions – whether in financial or technology sectors – that are willing 
to move first are most likely going to gain the largest benefits.” 

Startups can also benefit from the first mover advantage by implementing a local strategic decision. 
For example, startup Orderlord is providing “restaurant delivery management software.” Their 
platform helps to increase customer retention, to boost loyalty and repeating orders and helps to 
reduce costs thanks to extra gained efficiency. In 2014 startup acquired a very valuable customer 
(Sushi time) and in the same year, the startup has also acquired its first foreign customer - 
McDonald´s in Vienna. Startup´s office is situated in Bratislava, what is close to Vienna, so 
geographic distance was not a problem for business development.  Thanks to membership in the EU 
it was also easier to sign the mutual business agreement. With this local Vienna customer, they have 
started to operate on Austria market very quickly. Now they are operating in 16 countries worldwide. 
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Table 7: The difference in outcome between first mover and deferring approach 

 Deferring 
(N=31) 

First-mover 
(N=22) 

  

 M SD M SD t-test P 
Number of users 3.81 1.63 3.95 0.90 -0.46 0.65 
Number of paying users 3.19 2.09 3.23 1.23 -0.09 0.93 
Revenue on costs ration 3.16 2.87 3.68 1.84 -1.19 0.23 
International reach 3.53 2.12 3.68 1.85 -0.38 0.71 
Significance level*p<0.05 
Source: Own Research 

As indicated, startups incline to a systematic approach. However, if the real market changes their 
mind, they have to act spontaneously. David Menger and Hynek Husník from Prague were coffee 
lovers, and in 2012 they decided to create a social network that would provide users with the 
opportunity to write reviews and upload photos from cafes. Moreover, so on November 7, 2012, the 
first version of the social coffee network Storyous was created. The name comes from the main idea 
where users will write stories - their impressions of cafes. Over six months, the app downloaded more 
than 1,000 people who created 837 stories. Later, they added the option of booking tables, ordering 
meals and paying. After a short time, they found that the restaurant systems are outdated and cannot 
be linked to modern payment tools. These systems cost 3,000 - 5,000 €, their graphics are old and not 
user-friendly, all of them are offline, and they do not allow connection between kitchen and storage. 
So they spontaneously thought to create a universal system for restaurants or cafes - Storyous.Pro. It 
is an online system that has several advantages: simplicity, great UX, online access to revenue, 
review of sold products, kitchen connection, storage and 24/7 service. The data is encrypted via an 
SSL certificate. One of the biggest benefits is low investment costs. The company provides two 
variants. The Start version is suitable for small and medium businesses with or without a kitchen and 
includes a large tablet, network printer, rack, and online training. The Profi version is expanded with 
additional tablet and printer, warehouse management and mobile waiter. The company is constantly 
growing and currently manages more than 3,000 operations with more than 3 million payments per 
month. The Storyous team is more than 100 people, and their average age is 26 years. The clients 
include Pilsner Urquell, Ambiente, mamacoffe, and others. 
 
Some business ideas and models are created systemically: at first find and define the problem, then 
create a solution, business model, test, and finally launch at the real market. 
 
Andrej Wittner worked in HR, where he still faced the same problem - the finding of right 
employees. Personnel managers often say they because of not systematic or pragmatic CV they do 
not invite the right people. All the CVs appear to companies as a single piece of mass with the same 
skills: creativity, responsibility, teamwork, flexibility, and others. This was the main reason why 
Andrej took part in the StartupWeekend Bratislava competition in 2012 and together with his team 
created a platform Challengest that connects students and potential employers. If a company searches 
for employees, it creates with Challengest a case study. Candidates who apply for a given position 
will send a case study in addition to their CV. The team in Challengest and in that company will 
evaluate the results and hire the best one. After they start the project, they have received an 
investment of € 110,000 to cover operating costs. So the startup could be fully exploited, and the 
founders left their jobs. Income comes directly from companies that want to find high-quality 
employees at relatively low-cost and time efficiency. At the same time, startup offers long-term care 
in branding by companies as quality employers. The company earned the HR Gold award at the end 
of 2013, has been working with more than 40 companies and the results are very positive. Clients 
include Microsoft, Eset, Dell, Erste Bank, Hewlett-Packard, Heineken, Orange and many others. The 
vision is to create a successful international company. They are currently planning to expand to the 
middle Europe and afterward to the USA. Despite the systematic approach as well as the investment 
obtained, the company still cannot get the amount that would cover at least the operating costs. 
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Conclusion 

We occupy the position that as a conference paper it is important to report negative results and their 
implication also especially if they are as interesting as ours are. The approach of a company is 
strategically important as it is fundamental and it has trade-off characteristics, what means that 
companies can choose only one and all the processes are then aligned with this approach. The results 
of our paper suggest further investigation of how and in which circumstances play the systematic 
approach a role and how it shapes the success of the business. As indicated in our research the 
evidence of one approach to be more promising was inconclusive. That gives a great evidence that 
there could be plenty of circumstances when it is beneficial for startups to have a more randomized 
approach. That means that a thrive for a system or a plan must not always be the right thing to do in 
startups as suggested by Van Gelderen et al. (2005). Likewise, the inconclusive evidence of positive 
effect of first mover approach creates the need for further research. It seems that companies do not 
have to thrive for first mover advantage globally but can benefit from being the first mover on the 
regional market. We also conclude that in the startup development stage of a company the chance 
plays a great role in the future success and that the idea can be more important than the approach 
itself as indicated by our research. 
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Abstract 

 

We analyze the SMO, Naïve Bayes and J48 performance on a text training dataset. We have done the 

same analysis having pairs of synonyms, when taking into account the assumption that the synonyms 

selection must be done according to the meaning of the information in the document. 

Keywords: SMO, Naïve Bayes, J48, performance, synonyms. 

 

1.Introduction 

 

Nowadays, machine learning techniques have developed very quickly and they are being used to 

solve many real-life problems. Document classification is a very actual issue and it has many 

applications in economy, spam filtering, social media, etc. Document classification uses the following 

machine learning techniques: SVM classifiers (Support Vector Machine) like in Khashman and 

Nwulu (2011), Bayesian classification like in Witten et al (2005), classification based on association 

rules like in Manning et al (2008). The authors Mandru (2016) and Popescu and Mandru (2016) 

present decision trees and in Guermeur (2005) the authors highlight the k-NN (k-Nearest-Neighbor) 

classifier, as another machine learning techniques. 

These machine learning methods can be used for complex information systems management, like the 

ones presented by the author in Carstea (2013) and Carstea (2015) and for mathematical models like 

the one presented by Florea and Rosca (2015). 

In this paper we make a comparison of the accuracy and error rates of three classifiers, SMO, J48 and 

Naïve Bayes on a text training dataset. The training dataset contains also synonyms and we want to 

see the classifiers’ behavior in this situation. 

In literature there exist many studies on extracting synonyms automatically, like the authors presented 

in the paper Wang et al (2012). In the paper Murata et al (2013) the authors use machine learning 

methods for the automatic selection of synonyms. In our paper we are focusing on studying the three 

classifiers performance on a training dataset with and without synonyms. 
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2. Text classification problem 
 
Text classification is used in a variety of fields, like spam detection, social media, language 

identification, etc and it has a huge commercial potential.  

 

A text classification definition is given by Manning et al (2008): let us consider as input a document 

d, a fixed set of classes { }ncccC ,...,, 21=  and as output a predicted class Cc∈ . One can use a 

Supervised Machine Learning Method that means we consider as input a document d, a fixed set of 

classes { }ncccC ,...,, 21= , a training set of m labeled documents ( ) ( ) ( )mm cdcdcd ,,...,,,, 2211
. Then the 

output will be a learned classifier denoted by cdg →: . 

 

Let us denote the document space by X. In text classification, the authors consider in Manning et al 

(2008) a description Xd ∈ of a document and a fixed set of classes { }ncccC ,...,, 21= . Classes are 

called categories or labels. Basically, text classification means to assign subjects to categories. 

 

3. Weka environment 
 

The classifiers  SMO, Naïve Bayes, J48 are implemented in Weka (Waikato Environment for 

Knowledge Analysis). Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for solving data mining 

problems. It is written in Java and runs on almost any platform. In Witten et al (2005) the authors 

present the features of Weka: data mining, machine learning, preprocessing, classification, regression, 

clustering, association rules, attribute selection, visualization  

There are three major schemes implemented in Weka: 

1. Classification;  

2. Numerical forecast /prediction; 

3. Another meta-schemes. 

  

4. Case study using SMO, Naïve Bayes, J48 classifiers 
 

We have used a training dataset consisting of 40 documents having 2131 words, respectively 10 

documents for the following categories: sport, social media, spam and travel. We have studied the 

accuracy and error rate when applying three classifiers: SMO, Naïve Bayes and J48. 

The dataset was tested using two methods for testing the accuracy: percentage split method, where 

66% of the data was used as training dataset and 33% as testing dataset and the 10-fold cross 

validation method. We have obtained the results from the Table 1. 

Table 1: Accuracy and error rate -all 

Method 
Accuracy Error Rate 

SMO Naïve 
Bayes 

J48 SMO Naïve 
Bayes 

J48 

Percentage 
Split 66% 

63.63% 81.81% 54.54% 36.36% 18.18% 45.45% 

10 Folds 
Cross 

Validation 

65.62% 71.87% 53.12% 34.37% 28.12% 46.87% 

 
From Figure 1 we can see that the Naïve Bayes classifier achieved the highest accuracy (81.81%) and 

the lowest error rate (18.18%) using the percentage split 66% option. 
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Fig. 1. Accuracy and Error Rate using percentage split method 

 
From Figure 2 we can see that the J48 classifier achieved the lowest accuracy (53.12%) and the 

highest error rate (46.87%) using 10-folds cross validation option. 

 

Fig. 2 Accuracy and Error Rate using 10-folds cross validation method 
 

Our study was conducted also on the time recorded to build the model for the three classifiers. The 

results are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Time to build the model for SMO, Naïve Bayes and J48 

Method Time (sec) 

SMO Naïve Bayes J48 

Percentage Split 66% 0.02 0.08 0.02 

10 Folds Cross 
Validation 

0.09 0.03 0.09 

 

The results show that the best amount of time was achieved by SMO and J48 classifiers with 

percentage split method (0.02 sec), followed by Naïve Bayes classifier that achieved the time 0.03 sec 

for 10-folds cross validation method.  

 

Fig. 3 Amount of time to build the model 

In conclusion, Naïve Bayes classifier achieved the highest accuracy, while SMO and J48 classifiers 

achieved the best amount of time for building the model, with percentage split method. 

In our training dataset we had a pair of synonyms: holiday and vacation and we have obtained the 

accuracy and error rate from Table 1. We made a simulation of accuracy and error rate by replacing 

vacation with its synonym holiday in the training dataset. We have obtained the results from Table 3. 

Table 3. Accuracy and error rate by replacing synonyms 

 Accuracy Error Rate 

 SMO Naïve Bayes J48 SMO Naïve 

Bayes 

J48 

Percentage 

Split 66% 

63.63% 81.81% 54.54% 36.36% 18.18% 45.45% 

10 Folds Cross 

Validation 

68.75% 71.87% 53.12% 31.25% 28.12% 46.87% 

Time for building model
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One observes that the accuracy of SMO with 10-folds cross validation method has increased from 

65.62% to 68.75%. The conclusion is that replacing one word with its synonym can be done with the 

help of an expert in respective domain, in order to increase the accuracy of the model. 

5. Conclusion 

 
In our study we make a comparison of the accuracy and error rates of three classifiers, SMO, J48 and 

Naïve Bayes, on a text training dataset. Firstly, we do not take into account the synonyms, and 

secondly we replace the synonyms in entire document. 

In first case, the results show that Naïve Bayes classifier achieved the highest accuracy (81.81%) and 

the lowest error rate (18.18%) using the percentage split 66% option, and the J48 classifier achieved 

the lowest accuracy (53.12%) and the highest error rate (46.87%) using 10-folds cross validation 

option. 

In second case, the accuracy of SMO with 10-folds cross validation method has increased from 

65.62% to 68.75%. 

The conclusion is that when taking into account the synonyms, their selection must be done according 

to the meaning of the information in the document. 
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Abstract 

The article analyzes process of leadership and its way of acceptance by leaders at level of direct 
leadership from the perspective of all published accessible documents in the army of the Czech 
Republic. This paper finds out the current conditions of represented area, causes, defines and 
specifies the issue with following methods: dimensional analysis, stakeholder analysis and 
problem tree analysis. The result of this study is a proposal for further steps that will be taken to 
ensure a unified promulgated concept in the field of leadership of the ACR. 
 
Keywords: Analysis, Direct leadership, Leader, Army of the Czech Republic  
 
Introduction 

 
Nowadays a new trend is appearing that army shouldn’t be different from democratic society. 
Thanks to that a new need is created to describe existing leadership’s styles and considering new 
form of leadership. Application of democratic form of commanding means replacing authority of 
power by partnership in conditions of the Czech professional army. 

M. Janowitz, describes that the fulfillment of term army authority has already changed. More 
emphasis is focused on the treatment, persuasion and consent of the group than authority of power 
(Janowitz, 1964). The leaders cannot present their under influences of authority of power. It is 
necessary to behave as army professional, partner, adviser, defender, speaker of subordinates and 
team worker. If they are able to behave this above mentioned way, they are able to get natural 
influence and then become good partner of soldiers and be successful in their work function. It is 
important to realize that army leader has only responsibility of accepted decisions (Woolfe, 2002). 

Based on this notification is important to be apprising with all factors which can impact the 
leadership in different kind of circumstances. Leaders need for their decisions the newest 
information which accurately reflecting reality. The growing up volume of information is 
connected with increasing difficulty of their processing. In contemporary conditions leadership 
requires maximal concrete. The requirement as efficiency, precision and speed are more important 
than before.  Also the range of working assignment is extended (Bartholomees, 2010). 
 
Theoretical background  
 
In the Czech Republic the process of professionalization of armed forces was finished on 1. 1. 
2005. First change for army leaders has manifested in external environment. The security risk has 
transformed the characters of the threats to asymmetric form (terrorism) and non-military 
character (natural disasters). This requires international army cooperation and close connection 
with civil folders. The second change has been appeared in intern environment. Soldiers of basic 
service were replaced by professional soldiers in basic positions. The consequences of this transfer 
can be seen, among other things, in the potential need to modify the pattern of commanding of 
subordinates (Laštovková, 2014). Based on the findings of literature, documents and researches 
relating to the given issue, the following research problem has been defined: What is the key 
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problem in the process of leadership and its way of acceptance by leaders at level of direct 
leadership from the perspective of all published accessible documents in the army of the Czech 
Republic. 

The army leader should be a manager and also coordinator, who streamline the work of 
subordinates to achieve defined goals.  Commanders of all levels are required to ensure the 
sequence of training at all stages of preparation during the planning and execution of the training 
and to seek to use the planned number of hours efficiently to meet the stated objectives. In order to 
achieve these above-mentioned aspects, it is necessary for the leaders in the given locations to be 
able to rely on sufficient publication support that can facilitate the process of leadership and the 
way of its acceptance. 

Currently a huge amount researches and articles about leadership styles and their acceptance of 
leaders are published (Plamínek, 2002). The first aspect is the linking of pedagogical psychology 
to the leader's work. It emphasizes the training and professionalism which are basic features of the 
present army. The obligation to conduct professional training is the responsibility of each leader. It 
is necessary to have basic knowledge in this area and to guide the educational process of his 
subordinates to achieve effective and highest quality results (Armáda České republiky, 2007). 

Further there are also discussed trends in the effective preparation of leaders for the modern 
security environment. It focuses on the requirements of person's ability and their preparation to 
fulfill the functions and tasks in this setting (Ministry of Defense, 2005). Some authors are 
focusing on the training of senior officers. In the career courses is reducing the number of teaching 
hours and content of selected topics. For keeping required quality of military career courses is 
necessary to create highest and efficient system of autonomously preparation of soldiers for 
instance with using e-learning.  

In the United States leadership is compiled by document called Leadership, Competent, Confident, 
and Agile, which was published in 2006.  This edition was edited and extended to profounder 
details and concluded new area in 2015 (Department of the Army Washington, 2006). It contains 
all features, which are connected to process of leadership in the army. It is very accurate and 
educative document. The follow example of similar publication is Developing Leaders - a British 
Army Guide, which was published in England in 2014 (The Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, 
2014). 

Methods 

For clarifying the introductory issue of process of leadership and his way of acceptance from 
perspective of accessible published materials and document at the level of direct leadership were 
applies following methods: dimensional analysis, stakeholder’s analysis and method tree problem 
analysis. 

The goal of this study is to analyze the mentioned above process through chosen methods and 
based on them defined, reframe and specifies the key problem in training and development of 
leaders on the level of direct leadership. 

The problematics is solved in several below mentioned perspectives: 

1. To reveal the widest range of aspects of the problem by using dimensional analysis. 
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2. To identify all entities and persons involved in the problem by influencing their interest and 
power through stakeholder analysis. 

3. To formulate and specifies the issue through tree problem analysis. 

The limits of the research are following. The article is focused mainly on direct level of leadership 
in the Army of the Czech Republic. Another limiting condition for solving selected problems is 
that the defined methods are applied only within the Army of the Czech Republic. Due to the 
timing of article processing and gradual changes related to the given issue, an Analysis of Direct 
Leadership in the Army of the Czech Republic has been examined until August 30, 2017. 

In the Czech army, several publications and documents exist, which describing army leadership. 
At present, unfortunately, compared to foreign countries, the publications are not uniform. There 
is no uniform concept that would be presented in a single publication focusing on the issue of 
leadership. For analyze the aspects of the issue was applied dimensional analysis. 

Table 1: Dimensional Analysis 

 

Dimension 

Critical 

question 

 

Questions to analyze the issue in defined 

dimension 

Answers to 

questions 

Substantiv

e 

What? Doing something wrong, or failing to do 
something? 
Is it necessary to change attitudes or practices? 
Is the irritant we see the actual problem or 
merely a symptom of it? 
Active threat or source of irritation? 
Is the problem masked (e.g. covert human 
relations issues) 
 

There are not 
possibilities to issue 
on a unified 
concept of 
leadership in the 
process of 
leadership and the 
way of its 
acceptance in the 
army leaders. 

It is necessary to 
unify fragmented 
individual 
documents into one 
concept. 

We are dealing with 
the problem. 

Problem is obvious. 

Spatial Where? Is it merely local or are their some remote 
influences? 
Recognize the exact area concerned? 
Is the problem isolated or linked to several 
other problem areas. 

This is a problem in 
our country Czech 
republic. 

The coming trends 
have influence from 
other foreign 
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armies, where the 
concept of 
leadership is 
worked out as a 
comprehensive 
publication. 

It is necessary to 
make improvement 
in publication 
which are available 
in ACR 

For example, they 
do not have such a 
sophisticated 
concept of 
leadership in 
Slovakia. 

Influences the 
leaders at all levels 
of command and 
their subordinates, 
impact on the 
population. 

Temporal When? Which are parts are new and which are old? 
Is the problem happening or looks as though it 
may happen? 
Is the problem always there, irregular or 
cyclic? 

The problem is 
constant, real and 
actual. 

Quantitati

ve 

How 

much? 

Is there a single cause or are there many? 

How many people are affected by the 
problem? 

Is the problem applicable to a broad category 
or very specific sub-area? 

Are there several elements to the problem with 
complex interactions? 

Appears as a shortage or surplus? 

This is a specific 
issue that has 
multiple causes. 

It applies to all 
components of the 
ACR and mainly to 
the leaders.  

There is insufficient 
uniform published 
leadership concept. 

Qualitativ

e 

How 

serious? 

 Is it an issue with deep values or surface 
practicalities? 
 Is it a live-or-die issue, or one to do with 
managing quality? 
What priority does the issue have top or 
bottom? 
What values are being violated?  

The problem 
concerns the 
fundamental values 
and principles of 
the whole 
leadership in the 
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 To what degree are they being violated?     
Proper/improper values? Not all values should 
be honoured. 

ACR. 

It is about 
improving the 
quality of 
documentation 
provided in the 
field of leadership 
in the army. 

The priority is high 
because the 
documentation is 
linked to the 
implementation of 
the leadership 
process and the way 
of acceptance by 
the leaders at all 
army level. 

Source: made by the author   

Stakeholder’s analysis 

Based on the discussed problematic and defined goal of study was conducted the stakeholders 
analysis. Stakeholders is a person or organization which is active connected to process of leading 
and his acceptance or their interest can be positive of negative affected. It can influence the 
running of define aspects and results (Grasseová, 2008). First step is identifying stakeholders and 
their interest. Than is creating analysis matrix of power and interest to reveal key stakeholders 
(high power and high interest). 
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Table 2: Analysis of stakeholders 

Stakeholders Their interest 

President , Parliament a 
government CZ 

Responsible for political-strategical level of leadership and 
management. 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Responsible for practical establishments, which conclude the 
processes of leadership in international organization which Czech 
republic is member of. 

Ministry of defense Responsible for function of army strategical level of leadership and 
management for realization accepted army establishments to fill 
state security policy.  

Chief of the General Staff 
of Armed Forces (NGŠ 
AČR), 

Is representor of army strategical level of leadership and 
management AČR and he is responsible for construction, training 
and reaching operational abilities ACR which are defined by Army 
strategy CR. It assures delegation of need authority to leadership 
and management and for transmits allocated units to subordinates 
to international leaders. 

Commander of Air  Force 
Commanders of Land 
Forces 

Responsible to be represented of fulfillment defined army values. 
They require accomplish assignment, understand requirements 
assure their training, support and develop of subordinates and 
motivation to achieve the highest results, keeping standards of 
army training, helping to create safety environment. 

Training Command - 
Military Academy 

 Be responsible for organization and providing basic, professional, 
specialize training, career and army education and training officers,   
first class sergeants and command sergeant majors. 

Capabilities Development 
and Planning Division 

Be responsible for professional management of system of the 
leadership, define principles and standards in area of common 
preparation of land, air forces and Combat Search and Rescue  
ACR 

Personnel Agency AČR  Be responsible for realization of management of career soldiers, 
evaluating of professional quality, education, personal 
administration (key choice of leaders). 

Military schools To be responsible for acquiring and developing competences to 
leadership, ensure theoretical knowledge in define areas in student 
of accredited study. Organize a provide career courses for higher 
officers. 

Military professionals Be responsible for their working assignments in their position. 
They support with their practical knowledge to the process. 

Secondary 
Professional public Interest about defense strategy of our country. 

Source: made by the author   

 

Following step for stakeholder’s analysis is estimating the level of power and the degree of 
influence of each stakeholder.  The stakeholder power refers to the quantity of resources: human, 
financial and political resources available to the stakeholder and their ability to mobilize them. 
The influence refers the sum of power level of each stakeholder has in terms in human, financial 
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and political resources. For assigning the level of interest and influences were defined below 
mentioned scale. 
 
Level of interest 

0 – A very uncertain assumption, there is no evidence to support the claim. 
10 – A very certain assumption is the evidence to support the claim. 
 
Level of influences 

0 – An insignificant assumption, that the influence of the stakeholders is negligible. 
10 – A very significant assumption, the influence of stakeholders on achieving the goal is 
substantial 

Table 3: Evaluation the level of power and interest 

Stakeholders Interest Power Recommendation 

President , 
Parliament a 
government CZ 

8 2 

Continually inform 

Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 

4 1 
Track and answer questions 

Ministry of defense 10 10 Intensely communicate and manage 
relationship, lead dialogue 

Chief of the 
General Staff of 
Armed Forces 
(NGŠ AČR), 

10 10 
Intensely communicate and manage 
relationship, lead dialogue 

Commander of Air  
Force 
Commanders of 
Land forces 

4 10 

Ensure satisfaction 

Training Command  
Military Academy 

4 10 
Ensure satisfaction 

Capabilities 
Development and 
Planning Division 

10 10 
Intensely communicate and manage 
relationship, lead dialogue 

Personnel Agency 
AČR 

7 1 
Continually inform 

Military schools 4 10 Ensure satisfaction 

Military 
professionals 

8 0 
Continually inform 

Secondary    
Professional public 1 1 Track and answer questions 

Source: made by the author   

Identification of person and subjects are divided to stakeholder’s matrix. Based on level of power 
and influence they are categorizes to each appropriate area.  As can be interpreted from the 
mentioned above table of the level of influence and interest, the greatest influence and interest in 
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solving the given issue should have the Ministry of Defense, the Chief of Staff of the Czech 
Armed Forces Development and Capabilities Development and Planning Division. 

Level of interest: 

High: President , Parliament a government CZ,  Ministry of Defense, Chief of the General Staff of 
Armed Forces, Capabilities Development and Planning Division, Personnel Agency AČR, 
Military professionals. 

Low: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Commander of Air force, Commanders of Land forces, 
Training Command - Military Academy, Military school, professional public. 

Level of power: 

High: Ministry of Defense, Chief of the General Staff of Armed Forces, Commander of Air force, 
Commanders of Land forces, Training Command - Military Academy, Capabilities Development 
and Planning Division Military schools. 

Low: President, Parliament a government CZ, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Personnel Agency 
AČR, Military professionals, professional public. 

Graphically, stakeholder analysis can be illustrated as follows: 

 

Fig 1: Graphical indication of stakeholder’s analysis matrix 
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Problem tree analysis 

This part is focused on formulation of problem through problem tree analysis.  It is necessary to 
define the required state of the problem to appropriate and prehension formulation of the issue. 
The expected condition is unique publication of leadership in ACR. The concept should contain 
explanatory basic terms, structure, competency model, requirements of leaders, leader’s 
performance indicators, preparation and de development, support by everyday situations, possible 
problem and their solution and others. 

 
Fig 2: Problem tree analysis 

Source: made by the author   

Conclusion and recommendation for next procedure 

To fulfill aim of this study were applied the following methods dimensional analysis, 
stakeholder’s analysis, problem tree analysis.  The previous formulation of key problem was: 
“What is the key problem in the process of leadership and its way of acceptance by leaders at 

level of direct leadership from the perspective of all published accessible documents in the army of 

the Czech Republic”. 

Based on the study the key problem has been rephrased and specifies to following formulation: 
“There is no unique concept of leadership in one publication in the army of the Czech Republic”. 
On the basis conducted analysis has been suggested following steps. First step is to analyze all 
availability publicized concept of army leadership and make comparison of them.  The second step 
is creation the suggestions of concept to unique publication. Than is necessary to lead a discussion 
with key selected individuals. Based on the result of these discussions will be done correction of 
text. After final correction the concept will be submit to selected structures. Than will be review 
and approval procedures. Afterward the publication will be published, it should be possible to 
educate carefully chosen individuals how to apply the publication to benefit in practice. 
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The analysis provides complex review about this problematics and thanks to analysis has been 
specified the formulation about problem and set up following steps. The study is also serving as a 
background for dissertation thesis with the title direct leadership in the army of the Czech 
Republic. 
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Abstract 
 
What risk means? Risk - (in the spelling of risque from French) is the potential of gaining or losing something of 

value.  

Risks can be identified in any field of activity. It is extremely important to be able to identify, quantify and manage 

them. Comparing to the risk, uncertainty in agriculture takes a multitude of forms and is determined by the random 

character of natural (climatic) events. 

Agriculture is one of the largest and most significant industries in the world. Agriculture, as we all know, is the 

backbone of any country. 

Agricultural productivity is important not only for a country's balance of trade, but the security and health of its 

population as well.  

Agriculture covers a wide range of subjects: economic situation, financial aspects, structure, trade, rural 

development, markets et cetera. [1] 

A common phenomenon in agriculture is an asset structure incompatible with farming conditions. [2] 

 

Key words: risk, risk in agriculture, risk management, agriculture  

 

 

Introduction  

 
Risk can be defined as a possible, predictable or unpredictable event that generates material profits or losses. 

Starting from this definition we can uncover idea that risk should not arise only as a negative event, because it can 

also bring extraordinary opportunities for those who know how to evaluate and manage it. In fact, in the Guide 

proposed by The Economist Books, it is said that "for the risks assumed investors get a gain" and, in general, "the 

higher the risk, the more substantial the gains will be.” [3] 

 

In the world of finance, risk management can be defined as a practice to identify potential risk in advance, analyze it 

and take precautionary steps to reduce/curb the risk. It is well known that when an organization makes an 

investment decision, it exposes itself to a number of financial risks. These risks might be high inflation, volatility in 

capital markets, recession, bankruptcy, etc. In order to control the exposure of investments to such risks and to 

minimize it, fund managers and investors practice risk management. [4] 

In conclusion, the risk should not be avoided but primarily identified and evaluated in order to turn potential 

negative outcomes into opportunities.  

 

Materials And Methods  

 
Last few years were tumultuous in the agricultural sector due the price volatility, with sharp swings in product and 

input prices. The macro-economic disturbances, disease outbreaks and adverse weather (floods and droughts) 

affected the markets quite a lot. With agricultural policies that are more decoupled from production and prices, 

farmers are now more exposed to market forces than in the past. 

 

Now, the risk management in agriculture is an essential tool for farmers to anticipate, avoid and react to possible 

shocks. The standard of living of those who depend on farming, the strength of the viability of farm businesses, an 

environment which supports investment in the farming sector can be preserved with an efficient risk management 

system for agriculture. 
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The National Union of Insurance and Reinsurance Societies of Romania (UNSAR) considers that France's risk 

management model has proved to be functional and has inspired several European Union countries to manage 

agricultural issues. Thus, risk management in the agricultural sector could be achieved by subsidizing insurance 

premiums, a measure that would increase the accessibility of agricultural insurance and would cause insurance 

companies to cover risks that are not insured in Romania at this time, such as the drought. We mention that at the 

level of the EU countries, 82% of the European and national subsidy is oriented towards the subsidization of 

insurance premiums. Mutual funds are also an effective tool for farmers as a solution to unsafe risks with a 

significant impact but also a lower frequency. In France, for example, this mutual fund covers systemic 

environmental and sanitary risks. [5] 

 

Farming is risky. Farmers live with risk and make decisions every day that affect their farming operations. Many of 

the factors that affect the decisions that farmers make cannot be predicted with 100 percent accuracy: weather 

conditions change; prices at the time of harvest could drop; hired labour may not be available at peak times; 

machinery and equipment could break down when most needed; draught animals might die; and government policy 

can change overnight. All of these changes are examples of the risks that farmers face in managing their farm as a 

business. All of these risks affect their farm profitability. 

 

Risk in farming can be structured in five areas : production, marketing, financial, institutional and human. 

 

• Production risk – the weather, the pests and deseases can affect the crop and livestook performance. Low 

rainfall or drought, outbreaks of pests or diseases may lead to low yields. Hail or heavy rains could damage 

or even wipe out crops. It is impossible for farmers to know how much rain will fall, or whether there will 

be a hail storm when are sowing their seeds or fertilize their land,or if there will be a problem with pests or 

diseases, but still they have to decide whether they are going to plant their crops or raise their livestock. 

They dont know for sure that the investemnet in plough, plant and fertilize their crops can be recovered. So, 

this is why there is a risk. The equipment can be also a source of production risk. A scenario can be a 

tractor that may break down during the production season resulting in an inability to harvest in time, thus 

affecting yields. 

 

• Marketing risk  -changes in prices are beyond the control of any farmer. The price of farm products is 

affected by the supply of a product, demand for the product, and the cost of production. Price movements 

can be predicted when they are follow seasonal or cyclical trends, that can also be predicted. The lack od 

rain affects crop production and as a result prices rise. 

 

• Financial risk – occurs when money is borrowed to finance the farm business The risk is the incertitude of 

future interest rates, the assurance of having funds when needed and, of course, the ability of the farmer to 

generate income for refunding the loan. 

 

• Institutional risk - unpredictable changes in the provision of services from institutions that support farming, 

such as banks, cooperatives, marketing organizations, input dealers and government extension services. 

Price support and subsidies are part of government policy, an uncertain risk rated as institutional one. 

 

• Human risk - refers to the risks to the farm business caused by illness or death and the personal situation of 

the farm family. Such kind of incidents can disrupt farm performance. Migration away from rural areas can 

cause labour shortages for the farm. When farmers plant their crop or commit resources to raise livestock 

they cannot be certain whether they will have enough labour to manage the farm enterprises. 

 

All these 5 types of risk, production, marketing, financial, institutional and human, exist on most farms. The ability 

to repay debts depends on levels of production and the prices received for produce sold. Financing of production 

depends on the ability to borrow capital and the ability of the lender to supply capital in time. The different types of 

risk often need to be considered together.  

 

Decisions about the farm are made in the context of the farmer’s goals and objectives. They guide and influence the 

decisions the farmer makes. Because decisions are made to achieve goals and objectives, it is helpful for farmers to 

understand the essential elements of decision-making. The basic decision-making process is shown in Figure 1. The 

goals are set; farmers look at the different ways to achieve the goals; they evaluate the different alternatives; select 

the best alternative; plan for implementation; and review and evaluate the consequences of the action. This is often 

called the decision-making cycle. [6] 
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Figure 1 Risk management: the decision-making cycle 
 

 
Source: http://www.fao.org/  

 

Results And Discussions 

 
Based on the specific of the country, climate, and local agricultural production systems, risks faced by farmers are 

numerous and varied. The key risks faced by farmers are shown in Table 1.[7] 

 
Table 1. Key Risks Faced by Farmers 

 

RISK  EXAMPLES/FACTORS  EFFECTS 

Weather risks 

Rainfall or temperature 

variability or extreme 

events 

Lower yields, loss of 

productive assets or 

income 

Biological risks 
Pests, disease, 

contamination 

Lower yields, loss of 

income 

Price risks 

Low prices, market 

supply and demand, 

volatility 

Lower prices, loss of 

income 

Labor and health 

risks 
Illness, death, injury 

Loss of productivity, 

loss of income, 

increased costs 
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Policy and political 

risks 

 Regulatory changes, 

political upheaval, 

disruption of markets, 

unrest 

Changes in costs, 

taxes, market access 

                              Source: https://nevegetable.org/big-five-risks-faced-farmers 

 

 
In agriculture exists multiple risks that should be well noted. For example, even if farmers have managed their own 

direct risks, indirect risks can cause losses – an outbreak of aflatoxin in maize in a given country may lead to the 

imposition of an import ban by potential buyers. Even though farmers and the supply chain they are involved with 

may have well managed this risk and their maize is aflatoxin free, they will suffer from the country’s market access 

restrictions 

. 

Table 2, provides some examples of the different tools according to severity and stakeholder.[7] 

 
Table 2. Risk Management Tools 

 

  POTENTIAL RISK MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS 

S
E

V
E

R
IT

Y
 O

F
 R

IS
K

 

  

HOUSEHOLD/COMMUNITY MARKETS GOVERNMENTS 

Nonspecific 

Sharecropping 

Farmer self-help groups 

Water resource management 

New technology 

Improved seed 

Irrigation 

infrastructure 

Extension 

Agricultural research 

Weather data systems 

Low 

Crop diversification 

Savings in livestock 

Food buffer stocks 

Formal savings   

Moderate 

Labor diversification 

Risk pooling (peers, family 

members) 

Money lenders 

Formal lending 

Risk sharing 

(input suppliers, 

wholesalers) 

State-sponsored 

lending 

High/ 

Catastrophic 

Sale of assets 

Migration 
Insurance 

Disaster relief 

State-sponsored 

insurance 

Source: https://nevegetable.org/big-five-risks-faced-farmers 

 
One of the major risks in agriculture is the weather. It is also very difficult to generalize weather-related risks due 

the vast variety and complexities of global climates. The negative impacts of weather events can be aggravated by 

poor infrastructure and mismanagement. From this point of view there are two main types of risk to consider: 

unforeseen events (windstorms or heavy rain) and cumulative events that occur over an extended period (drought). 

Key weather risks are shown in Table 3.[7] 
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Table 3. Main Weather-Related Risks Affecting Agriculture 

 

HAZARD COMMENT 

Drought (rainfall deficit) 

 Crop varieties adapted to mean rainfall and water balance 

 Rain-fed agriculture predominates globally 

 Annual or multiannual 

 Key risk to livestock 

Excess rainfall and flood 

  Excess rainfall causes direct damage and indirect impacts 

 Riverine, flash, coastal floods 

 Watershed management, drainage, irrigation have impact on flood 

High temperatures 
  Impact on evapotranspiration and related to drought 

 Seasonality and vulnerability to crop stages 

Low temperatures 

  Frost (short-term low temperatures, early and late season damages) 

  Freeze (winterkill) 

 Growing degree days (lack of warmth during season) 

Wind 

 Cyclonic severe events (hurricane or typhoon) 

  Frontal windstorm 

  Local windstorm and tornado 

Hail  Localized, but may be severe 

         Source: https://nevegetable.org/big-five-risks-faced-farmers  

 

 
Insurance is a small part of an array of approaches and instruments that are available to help the financial 

management of risks through transfer to a third party. 

The risk-layering concept is useful for planning and structuring of risk financing and transfer. Layering risk allows 

systematic decisions for more efficient risk retention, mitigation, and risk transfer. [8] 

 

In terms of recommendations we can name all bellow: 

• Government policies should take a comprehensive approach to risk management, estimate all risks and 

their relationship to each other and avoid focussing on a single source of risk such as prices. 

 

• Agricultural risk management policies should focus on catastrophic risks that are rare, but cause significant 

damage to many farmers at the same time. The plans should be defined in advance in terms of procedures, 

responsibilities and limits of the policy response. 

 

• One way of providing disaster assistance can be the subsidized insurance which tends to crowd out the 

development of private insurance markets and has not been successful in preventing additional ad hoc 

assistance being granted after the event. 

 

• Good “start-up” conditions should be facilitated and we refer here at information, regulation and training, 

which – should be the primary role for the government in the development of market-based risk 

management tools such as futures, insurance and marketing contracts. 

 

• Farmers themselves should preserve the management of normal risk. Government policies should not 

provide support to deal with normal risk. [9] 

 

Conclusions 
 

Risk management is and will be a key driver of policy in agriculture. Climate change is likely to increase the 

probability of extreme events. Especially for "Small farms, it is the most important for adapting to climate change" 

[10] by analysing risks and preventing them. Catastrophic risks affecting agriculture will continue to require 

government action to ensure quick recovery. This is particularly the case for risks and risk management strategies 

involving externalities like pest and disease risks.  

 

The challenge ahead is separating this legitimate policy objective of assistance to disasters from the management of 

“normal risks” and the provision of general income support to agriculture. 
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Farmers should develop a broad range of strategies that take into account the advantages and disadvantages (benefits 

and costs) of each risk management option individually and in combination. In this case, several training activities 

sessions should be organized to sensitize farmers to the need for a more systematic risk management and also to 

assurre them about the importance of financial institutions, which matters when it comes of risk management, 

because they affect the way risk is managed. 
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Abstract:  

The principle of openness and transparency constitutes one of the components of the set of modern principles 
imposed on public administration. The principles of openness and transparency are related to the requirements to 
make public administration accessible for outside inspection and supervision and to protect public interest, in 
order to reduce the probability of corruption and bad government. Accessibility of information and online 
services of public administration play one of the key roles in bringing public administration closer to the public. 
In this paper, the authors confirm the relationship between the level of corruption and the degree of 
implementation of the e-government methods in selected countries of Eastern Europe. Cluster and correlation 
analysis was used to achieve this aim.  

Keywords: corruption, eGovernment, cluster analysis, correlation analysis 

Introduction 

As citizens, we are currently often confronted with the issue of corruption, either in the form of corruption 
allegations and its proofs or in relation to the introduction or discussion of new anti-corruption measures. 
Although corruption is not a new phenomenon, there is no unambiguous and universally accepted definition of 
corruption as yet. And it is the difference in perception and the effort to name the problem that has led to the 
formulation of numerous definitions of corruption. Heidenheimer (1989) defines corruption as any behaviour of 
public officials that deviates from the accepted standards by favouring private interests.  

In general, it has been well established that corruption is one of the causes of undermined trust of citizens in the 
state and elected politicians in particular, and with the aggravating corruption in the country, the risk of state 
failure increases in all state institutions. However, according to Kotlánová (2012), corruption is present in all 
types of state bodies and political systems, as well as in all areas of state administration. As Heidenheimer 
(1989) specifies, corruption does exist in all societies; however, certain societies meet the prerequisites for the 
presence of a larger degree of corruption than others. He adds that corruption flourishes the most in states 
without stable political systems and societies where the interests of individuals or a certain group prevail.  

Restriction of mutual interactions between officers and the public may be a way to reduce corruption, mainly in 
the public sector. This can be achieved through e-government methods.  

In our paper, we intend to confirm or disprove the relationship between the level of corruption and the degree of 
e-government implementation in the country. To meet this aim, methods of analysis and synthesis and cluster 
and correlation analysis are used.  

Literature Review 

In literature, we can find many contributions whose authors state that e-government plays an important role in 
enhancing transparency and accountability of public administration. The prevailing opinion is that internet is a 
promising tool for improving both citizens' engagement and democratic, as it allows easy access to public 
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information and communication with officials on the part of the citizens, as well as supporting accountability of 
public officials to the public. (Halachmi, 2013) 

The attitude of OECD is similar: E-government is an important tool to ensure public administration 
transparency. Citizens get easier access to information, which also facilitates monitoring of the activities of 
public administration bodies, which significantly mitigates the threat of corruption, favouritism and other types 
of inappropriate behaviour of the officials (OECD) 

E-government has become an umbrella term, including all use of information and communication technology 
(hereinafter referred to as ICT) in state administration and includes information sharing and transactions within 
government (G2G), between government and businesses (G2B) and between government and citizens (G2C) 
based on such technology. Restriction of mutual contacts between officials and the public may be one possible 
way to reduce corruption, particularly in the public sector. This can be achieved through e-government. Not only 
can electronic government ensure higher level of public awareness, it can also remove any discretionary powers 
of public officials (Mistry, 2012; Mistry, Jalal, 2012; Seo, Mehedi, 2016) and facilitate decentralization (Goel 
and Saunoris, 2016). Torres et all (2006) and Andersen and Rand (2006) studied the connection between 
corruption and e-government and concluded that well-designed ICT policies can be effective in fighting 
corruption.  

Other studies based on growth theories and the institutional theory identified advanced technologies, education, 
technological openness, government and regulation effectiveness as the driving forces of e-government 
development (Lakka, 2013) and point out the clear connection between effective management and successful e-
government implementation (Jeff et al., 2012) as well as indisputable relation of the level of corruption and the 
expected result of e-government implementation (Bussell, 2011). The authors successfully use a number of 
methods in their studies, including panel data models (Lakka et al., 2013), the Unified Theory of Acceptance and 
Use of Technology (UTAUT) model (Alawadhi, 2009) (Bussell, 2011), interview analysis (Naputupulu, 2013), 
and regression statistical methods (Lee et al., 2011), (Jeff a kol., 2011), etc. 

Analysis of the relationship between corruption and e-government level is exceptionally significant in countries 
with a high level of corruption. In a study on the impact of e-government measures on the control of corruption 
index (World Bank index), Andersen et all (2009) found that e-government implementation often results in 
considerable reduction of corruption. According to conservative estimates, the shift from percentile 10 to 
percentile 90, as far as e-government implementation is concerned, represents reduction of corruption manifested 
by a shift from percentile 10 towards percentile 23 in the corruption measurement control. Many studies have 
proven that countries that invest more money in electronic administration achieve greater corruption reduction 
when compared to countries where such investments are not realized (Andersen et all, 2011). 

Linhartová (2016), and Mistry and Jalal (2011) performed an analysis of publicly available data (open data) of 
an extensive set of countries. With the application of correlation coefficient and regression analysis, a positive 
effect of e-government methods on reduced corruption rate was confirmed for a majority of the countries.  

Data 

Established indexes measuring the degree of corruption (CCI) and the index of e-government implementation in 
the country (EGOV) will be used for modelling the relationship between the level of corruption and the level of 
e-government implementation. The analysed time series is the period from 2008 to 2015. We analysed the data 
related to the group of East European countries that were evaluated as the most mutually similar by means of a 
cluster analysis.  

The data determined for the cluster analysis used to compare selected 27 EU member countries in terms of ICT 
use were provided by Eurostat, the statistical office of the European Union. The data were gathered during a 
Europe-wide Community survey on ICT usage in households and by individuals, which is coordinated annually 
by Eurostat. 

The data concerning cultural dimension were adopted from (Hofstede, 1984) and (Hofstede et all 2010), the 
dimension in question being “individualism vs. collectivism” – under collectivism people are motivated by 
norms and obligations imposed on the group as a whole (Kacen & Lee, 2002). However, the extent of 
individualism and collectivism varies among the respective countries (Nayeem, 2012), (De Mooji & Hofstede, 
2015). The United Kingdom and the Netherlands score the highest, while Portugal and Greece score the lowest. 

The cluster analysis employed the data with information about the use of the Internet for communicating with 
public administration, data on the use of cloud computing by individuals and information about the rate of 
individualism (Hofstede et all 2010). The vertical axis of the graph (see fig. 1) shows the distances (difference) 
between the individual clusters and the horizontal axis shows the individual states. A dendrogram could be 
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created in order to standardize the data. Complete connection was used as the clustering rule and euclidean 
distances as the metric.  

ICT usage and cultural dimension
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Fig. 1:  ICT usage and cultural dimension 

 

One can see that the cluster including the countries of Eastern Europe – Lithuania, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, 
Czech Republic, Latvia – is clearly identifiable. Similar history may be seen as the link between these countries.  

 

A number of evaluation frameworks have been created worldwide in the last 10–15 years, focused on the 
comparing the development of electronic public administration (e-government) in selected countries of the 
world. The E-government Development Index (EGDI) is used to estimate the level of e-government in the given 
country. EGDI was first drawn up in 2003 and it is in the interval of <0;1> where the value of one represents a 
high level of e-government implementation and the zero Index level represents a low level of application of the 
methods in the field of public administration.  

The authors decided to use the World Bank index for the analysis of the corruption rate, which separates Control 
of Corruption as an individual value. The index is focused on quantification of the corruption level for the 
assessed state. The number in the interval of <-2.5;2.5> includes information about corruption among public 
officials, illegal fund channelling, informal payments, corruption among government officials, MPs and anti-
corruption measures. The lower the number, the worse the corruption and vice versa.  

Examined Model 

We consider a linear mathematical model of a dynamic system focused on the relationship between the change in 
corruption level (CCI) and the level of e-government (EGOV). The model is based on the publications by 
Andersen (2009, 2011) and Linhartová (2015), which also describe in detail its different versions and discuss the 
solutions of these models. In a mathematical model, the phenomenon of delay means a time shift, therefore 
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differential equations with delayed argument are the usual model of systems with delay. The relationship in 
question can thus be expressed as follows: 

����

��
= ������� − ∆� + �������� + �� (1) 

 

  

Where ����� − ∆� is the level of corruption in time � − ∆ and ������� the level of e-government in time �, 
�� , � ∈ {1,2,3} are coefficients. The ∆ parameter expresses the time necessary for capturing the change of the 
variable CCI, let us continue calling it a delay and assume that ∆= 1 .  

 

 The natural consequence of the requirement of continuous succession ������ from the interval �0,  ! to the 
"historical" function ���"��� ��#�−1,0!� is the initial condition of solving ������ the equation (1) in the current 
form ������ �0� = ���"�0�.  

The existence of the relationship between the change in the value of the corruption level index, the degree of e-
government implementation and the corruption rate in the previous period will be verified by a correlation 

coefficient. The correlation relationship between the defined quantities entering the analysis will be verified 
using the Spearman correlation coefficient value (hereinafter referred to as "the correlation coefficient") at the 
standard significance level, i.e. 0.05. The correlation coefficient value will be calculated by the STATISTICA 
statistical software, version 12. 

A zero hypothesis will be defined and later verified in the course of the calculation process, which determines 
there is no correlation relationship between the monitored quantities.  

The performed analyses examined the existence of a relationship between the values from 2008 to 2014 and the 
relationship between the change in EGOV and CCI in the course of the above period. Moreover, this relationship 
was examined with regard to a potential time delay between the change in the EGDI value and the change in the 
CCI index. 

 CCI(t-1) EGDI(t) DEGDI(t) CCI(t)-CCI(t-1) 

CCI(t-1) 1.000000 0.748252 0.314685 0.804196 

EGDI(t) 0.748252 1.000000 0.748252 0.594406 

DEGDI(t) 0.314685 0.748252 1.000000 0.069930 

CCI(t)-CCI(t-1) 0.804196 0.594406 0.069930 1.000000 

Tab. 1: Correlation    

 

Spearman correlation coefficient for the individual variables of all evaluated countries is given in Table 1. The 
values that Statistica marked as statistically significant are in bold. The table shows that there is a positive 
correlation relationship between quantities CCI(t-1) and EGDI(t). The higher the level of e-government 
implementation in a country, the better was the corruption situation.  

Discussion 

eGovernment cannot be understood solely as electronic communication of citizens or any parties in general with 
the state, although criteria such as band width, connection speed, the requirement of a computer in every 
household, etc. are often monitored in EU evaluations. In our opinion, it should entail the functions of the public 
authorities and provision of public services by means of modern information and communication technologies. 
However, there should be complex transformations of both internal and external relationships of public 
administration through ICT and the related optimization of internal processes of the public bodies. On the one 
hand, these are external services of public bodies, on the other hand there is procurement of the activities 
performed by public authorities including mutual assistance and communication with other public bodies.  

Effective electronic administration can bring a wide range of benefits, including higher efficiency and savings of 
public funds followed by the private sector. One of the most significant benefits of using eGovernment is higher 
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transparency and improved engagement of citizens in public life. As a side effect, eGovernment also enhances 
safety and data protection. When used appropriately, it can also ensure unalterability and explicitness of 
documents and procedures within public administration. After implementation, eGovernment allows to remove 
errors, check work quality, deadlines, and delays within the proceedings and basically enables the suspicion of 
power abuse or other ineffective or unfair employee activities to be revealed. However, these side effects may 
cause passive and sometimes even active resistance of public administration workers against eGovernment.  

eGovernment includes much more than just tools, it incorporates review of procedures and change of behaviour 
in order for the public services to be provided more effectively. 

The potential cost savings are substantial and are not limited to public administration only. According to 
(https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/lab-market-what-happens-after-projects-end) in Denmark, for 
example, the use of electronic invoices meant annual saving of EUR 150 million for tax payers and 
EUR 50 million for businesses. If the system is implemented in the whole EU, the annual savings could exceed 
EUR 50 billion. The introduction of the eProcurement system for public procurement in Italy caused reduction of 
costs by more than EUR 3 billion.  

From another perspective, eGovernment could be seen by companies as a space open to corruption. In this 
respect, it is referred mostly to its implementation and subsequent operation of its individual parts. In these cases 
the public contracts are extremely profitable, which logically creates an environment for corruption.  

Conclusion 

Arguably, there is a relatively strong dependence between the eGovernment level and the corruption rate. We 
find it very interesting that mostly in the beginning of eGovernment implementation or at its early development 
stages, the degree of corruption in the society can even increase. This is also related to the fact that the 
implementation of the individual eGovernment components brings relatively attractive public contracts. With a 
continuous eGovernment development in society, there is a clear and positive change that follows and the space 
for corruption becomes limited. Thus it can be stated that the positive side effects of eGovernment include not 
only reduction of corruption in the society but also increasing effectiveness in public service provision and 
administration, as well as public fund collection.  
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Abstract 
 
The provision of services in governmental portals has influenced the strategies of electronic services 

offered by several governments all over the world. More than offering services, development related 

policies have tried to widen the scope of their actions, bringing together the necessary aspects for an 

accurate alignment between the implementation of public services and the needs of the population.  

The focus of this article is to present a model of e-government system development which analyses 

the system integrity of organization management, operation application, information resources and 

technology by the use of analytic and synthetic methods, dynamical modelling and solving the system 

of delay differential equations.  

The characteristics of Czech Republic are used as an illustrative example based on The Digital 

Economy and Society Index.  

It can be expected that the procedure for solving the dynamic model, described in the article, that uses 

contemporary mathematic methods of so-called “Differential Equations Theory” with delayed 

argument, can be successfully used for both modelling further concrete economic relations and for 

economic models in general and in various conditions. 

 

Keywords: E-government, Dynamic Modelling, Delay Differential Equations 

1. Introduction 
 

Information technology has taken the world by storm. Its emergence has given rise to a new level of 

digital knowledge systems. Its application has been catalytic to the rapid changes taking place in the 

way people work, live and think, and is facilitating the development of our society and civilization in 

a new era. However, along with the tremendous benefits of information technology comes the 

challenging problem of e-government and information security management. 

 

Currently, it is a natural trend in theoretical scientific disciplines to study various situations using 

increasingly precise models which, among other things, enable us to analyze more accurately the 

simulated processes, to search for more exact meaning of the circumstances under which they run, 

and to derive practical conclusions, bases, optimum solutions, and such from the findings. 

Measurement of economic quantities then corresponds to the use of quantitative methods, i.e. 

methods based on mathematical disciplines. 

 

The aim of this article is to present a model of e-government system development which analyses the 

system integrity of organization management, operation application, information resources and 

technology by the use of analytic and synthetic methods, dynamical modelling and solving the system 

of delay differential equations. The model allows for the influence of previous periods, thus leading 

to the system of differential equations with delay. 
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2. Literature review  
 

The provision of services in governmental portals has influenced the strategies of electronic services 

offered by several governments all over the world. More than offering services, development related 

policies have tried to widen the scope of their actions, bringing together the necessary aspects for an 

accurate alignment between the implementation of public services and the needs of the population.  

 

Consequently, Local Public Administrations are now faced with a challenge of administrative 

modernization which tries to draw citizens closer to their services and, concurrently, to dematerialize 

their processes (Rocha & Sá, 2013; Sá & Rocha, 2012). 

 

Over the last years, the quality of services in the public sector has been the subject of significant 

concerns. Many organizations have started to self-assess and measure the quality of the services they 

provide. 

 

The European Commission (2013), in a press release, declared that in the universe of EU Citizens, 

46% use the Internet to look for a job, to use the public library, to submit tax declarations, to register 

births, to request a passport or to use other public administration services. In the same document, it is 

said that 80% of the citizens believe that the public services offered on the Internet allow them to 

save time, 76% appreciate their flexibility, and 62% claim to save money with them. 

 

Faced with the growing technological evolution and daily access to public services by populations, 

governments all over the world are constantly challenged to transform and reinvent themselves, in 

order to provide efficient, effective and economical services.  Citizens, users who evaluate the 

provision of these services, are increasingly well informed on the one hand, and demanding on the 

other hand. Lee and Kim (2014) contend that the ability to measure the quality of a service is a 

prerequisite to obtain a high quality level. In their study, Khawaja and Bokhar (2010), reveal that 

organizations struggle to evaluate the quality of the services they provide to clients, that is, they find 

it difficult to evaluate if, in the context of a service, there are any faults or if the delivery takes place 

within the stipulated time. 

 

Local Public Services are thus facing the challenge of administrative modernization, trying to bring 

the residents closer to their services and, simultaneously, dematerializing their processes (Rocha and 

Sá, 2014; Sá and Rocha, 2012).  

 

Based on these assumptions, concepts, models, frameworks and methodologies need to be developed 

to evaluate, in the specific context of local authorities, the quality of Electronic Government services, 

in order to improve the level of satisfaction attached to these services. 

Methods and Data Sources 

The study of various models, focus on simulating conditions, and search for outcomes, optimal 

solutions and so on are among the most important current trends. For example, McNelis (2003) in his 

paper applies neural network methodology to inflation forecasting in the Euro-area and the USA. 

Ioana et al. (2015) present a new concept for Fuzzy Logic in economic processes. They then 

compared the effects of reform policies on access to institutional credits in the Nigerian agricultural 

sector before and after the reforms (1978 - 1985; and 1986 -2009).  In his paper, Zhang (2012) 

investigated the sensitivity of estimated technical efficiency scores from different methods including 

stochastic distance function frontier.  In related work, Boucekkine et al.(1999) also studied the two-

stage optimal control problem involving two deterministic AK models, and Harada (2010) examined 

the switch from the Solow to AK economies using a similar technique. Many studies have been 

conducted in order to validate the hysteresis hypothesis, e.g. Pérez-Alonzo (2010). 

 

Particular specific sets of tasks concerning differential equations with dynamic arguments were being 

solved by L. Euler and M. Kondors, but their systematic study only began in the 20th century.   
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In their monograph, Kobrinskij and Kuzmin (1981) pointed out the necessity of using historic 

variables in dynamic economic models that have impact on system development and lead to major 

changes in the character of the entire process. Simonov (2003, 2009) has modified existing micro and 

macro economical models, such as the Walras-Evans-Samuelson (WEC) model with regard to delay 

between offer and demand, Allen’s model on the single-commodity market, with regard to delay of 

deliveries and dependence of demand and offer on the price and speed of price changes Alen, Vidal-

Wolf’s model of single-product sale Dykchta and Samsonjuk (2003) etc.  

 

Included in the category of dynamic economic models we can recognize such economic and 

mathematical models, the structure of which includes behaviour of the analysed system over time. 

McNelis (2003) presents a dynamic model of e-government system development, composed of fourth 

first-order differential equations. The author has come up with a model which describes the temporal 

variation of three static variables:  

 

Suppose M is the Government Efficiency level state value of a government system. 

 

A is the state variable of corresponding Economic Performance level. 

 

R is the state variable of corresponding Digital Public Services level. 

 

T is the state variable of present technological Infrastructure development level.  

 

The model is then represented by fourth-dimensional ordinary differential equations: 

 

M´(t) = – k1M(t) – k2A(t) + k3T(t) 

A´(t) = k4M(t) + k5R(t) + k6T(t) 

R´(t) = k7M(t) + k8T(t) 

 T´(t) = k9T(t-∆) (1) 

where ki, i = 1..9 are non-negative constants. 

 

3. Analysis of the solution  
 

Let us now analyse the problem mentioned above using the modern theory of so-called functional 

differential equations, a very special part of which is also the theory of linear difference equations 

with delayed argument. In order to numerically solve the problem in question for the system of 

differential equations with delayed argument, a method was used, which has been, in current studies, 

derived for solving marginal problems for systems of so-called functional differential equations. 

 

General theory, which makes it possible to solve not only the above mentioned problems, but also 

others, can be found in a monograph Kiguradze and Půža (2003), and its application on the above 

mentioned types of differential equations with delay, including the description of the way the desired 

solution was designed can be found in for example Novotna (2015) and their cited bibliography.  

 

Calculations were made using the system Maple, which is used as mathematical software because of 

the possibility to deal with calculations symbolically. It is very similar to the programs Mathematica 

and Maxima, which offer much fewer functions. An indisputable advantage of Maple is that it can 

not only make analytic calculations with formulae, but it can equally provide a numerical calculation 

or graphic representation of results. Therefore, it is a system with a very attractive and user-friendly 

environment which offers a range of options regarding the application of quantitative methods in 

practice, application problems, and scientific calculations for many disciplines, etc. 
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Numerical procedures for solving ordinary differential equations used in Maple are transferred, via 

the theory mentioned above, to solutions of differential equations with delayed arguments. 

 

4. Situation for the Czech Republic - illustrative example  
 

To demonstrate the initial problem solution we have selected the environment of the Czech Republic 

in the sense of setting the initial solution conditions at values known for the Czech Republic.  

The data were acquired from the IMD World Competitiveness Center (hereinafter “IMD”) (2015) 

comparing the competitiveness of different countries in the new issue of “Yearbook 2015” and from 

the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) (2015), which is a composite index developed by the 

European Commission. 

 

(DG CNECT) to evaluate progress of EU countries towards digital economy and society. IMD 

compares the individual pillars of overall competitiveness, including economic performance, state 

governance efficiency, efficiency of enterprises and infrastructure. DESI collects a set of relevant 

indicators divided into 5 dimensions: Connectivity, Human Capital, Use of Internet, Integration of 

Digital Technology and Digital Public Services. 

 

In 2015 the Czech Republic took the 29th position according to IMD. The current advance of the 

Czech Republic to a better position was promoted by economic growth, positive development of 

government finance and improved motivation and organization in business. These factors collectively 

contributed to an improvement in the relative status of the Czech Republic in economic performance 

(26th position), governance efficiency (31st) and business efficiency (31st).  

 

When compared to other countries, according to IMD the Czech economy is attractive due to its 

skilled work force, cost competitiveness, level of education and reliable infrastructure.  

 

Based on the DESI 2015 index evaluation, the Czech Republic achieved an overall score of 0.46 (1 

being the maximum level), which put it in the 17th position out of 28 EU member states. Czech 

citizens demonstrate a good level of digital skills, which enable them to use the Internet for a wide 

range of activities. At the same time, Czech small and medium enterprises are at the top of online 

sales in the EU, their turnover reaching top positions.  

 

However, the Czech Republic shows substandard results in ensuring advanced digital public services. 

This area remains the principal challenge for the Czech Republic. This is illustrated by the mere 14% 

of users who use the Internet to fill in and send forms to public administrative bodies, which places 

the Czech Republic at the 26th position in the EU for this metric.  

 

5. Model Solution 
 

To demonstrate the options of solving the initial problem we assume “historical development” of the 

T variable before time t=0, which may be simulated by function y=0.6sin(t)+27. The development of 

the respective variables will be monitored for 86 months.  

The initial conditions were set as follows: 

 

M(0) = 31,A(0) = 38,R(0) = 0.46,T(0) = 27. 

After insertion of selected parameters into the system the result is: 

 

M´(t) = – 0.001M(t) – 0.001A(t) + 0.015T(t) 

A´(t) = 0.0001M(t) + 0.0003R(t) + 0.0001T(t) 

R´(t) = 0.00001M(t) + 0.00002T(t) 
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T´(t)=0.01T(t-∆) 

 

 

 

The first set of graphs illustrates a system solution in the event the delay in the fourth equation is 

three months.  

 

The second set of graphs demonstrates a solution in the event the parameter k1 is altered to 0.009 and 

the remaining parameters are maintained. The value of this parameter will have a significant impact 

on the development of government efficiency and slow down its increase: 

 

  

  

Figure 1. -  The delay is three months. (Source: Own processing) 
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Figure 2. – The parameter k1 is altered to 0.009. (Source: Own processing) 

The third set of graphs demonstrates a solution in the event the parameter k9 is altered to 0.01 and the 

remaining parameters are maintained. The value of this parameter will have a significant impact not 

only on further technology development but also on the development of government efficiency and 

will considerably accelerate its increase: 
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Fig. 2. -The parameter k9 is altered to 0.01. (Source: Own processing) 

 

 

To conclude, the examined system demonstrates unambiguous complex dynamic performance. Based 

on an analysis of the above solutions of delay differential equation systems it can be stated that an 

alteration of system parameters has a significant effect on the overall system stabilization. As far as 

we are able to estimate the parameter value, conclusions can be made concerning other system trends 

and stabilization options.  

 

The newly used methodology of delay differential equation system numerical solution using the fixed 

point method provides for a successful solution to the above problem and thus for performing an 

analysis of the effect of the individual parameters alteration. Alterations of the coefficient of delay 

impact on system performance were the sole alterations demonstrated as an illustration.  
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6. Conclusion 
 

When modelling complex economic issues we often have to face the fact that trade-offs between 

variables are temporal. The dynamic character can be captured by including delay exogenous and 

endogenous variables in specifying the structure of a model. 

 

Another way to include dynamic processes in models is to see time as a continuous variable and to 

describe dynamic models by means of differential equations. 

 

The new model allows for the influence of previous periods, thus leading to the system of differential 

equations with delay. Its solution required use of modern methods of the theory of functional 

differential equations. 

 

It is to be expected that the procedure for solving the dynamic model, described above, that uses 

contemporary mathematic methods of so-called “Differential Equations Theory” with delayed 

argument, can be successfully used for both modelling further concrete economic relations and for 

economic models in general. 
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Abstract 

This article deals with the application of the neuro-fuzzy approach in estimating the number of 
companies going bankrupt in the Czech Republic. The prediction is based on macroeconomic 
indicators from 2011–2016, namely inflation, interest rate and unemployment rate. Unlike statistical 
models, the neuro-fuzzy models have the advantage of rules made up directly from the used data, and 
therefore they enable modelling of complex, dynamic and non-linear problems. Based on the 
obtained results, it can be stated that the designed ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System) 
is able to predict the number of financial failures of companies with sufficient accuracy and thus give 
a picture of the future market development.  
 
Keywords: Neuro-fuzzy, bankruptcy, macroeconomic indicators  

 

Introduction 

 

Many models based on mathematical, statistical and advanced methods have been implemented to 
predict financial failures of companies. Currently, there are numerous real financial applications 
whose behaviour is non-linear and uncertain. These issues, together with other drawbacks of the 
traditional methods (discrimination analysis, logistic regression,…), resulted in an increased interest 
in soft computing methods that include artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is 
advantageously used to solve various non-technical problems, see, for example (Dostál et al., 2016; 
Dostál et al., 2017). 
 
The aim of this paper is to design a neuro-fuzzy model for estimating the number of companies going 
bankrupt in the Czech Republic. The model inputs are formed by macroeconomic indicators, for 
which previous literature has proven that they affect the number of company bankruptcies in a given 
period of time. The prediction of company bankruptcies is a widely discussed topic these days, which 
should be analysed to reveal the symptoms that result in this situation. In most cases, bankruptcy is 
regarded as a continuous process that may manifest itself in several stages. The bankruptcy process 
may take  
5–6 years (Korol, 2013). Therefore, it is not a sudden phenomenon that would be impossible to 
predict with a certain degree of probability.  
 
The number of companies going bankrupt in the Czech Republic has been decreasing recently. In the 
first half-year of 2017, the number of bankruptcies was the lowest in the last 6 years. There were 414 
declared bankruptcies of companies, which is 66 fewer than in the first half-year of 2016. On the 
other hand, the number of motions for bankruptcy has increased considerably. However, according to 
CRIF – Czech Credit Bureau (2017), this phenomenon has not been caused by any macroeconomic 
aspects, but most probably is rather linked to the insolvency act amendment, which has been in force 
in the Czech Republic since July 2017. The development of bankruptcies of legal persons since 2011 
in the respective months is shown in Figure 1.  
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The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: Part 2 gives an overview of literature, 
describing publications focused on the use of artificial intelligence for predicting company 
bankruptcies and macroeconomic determinants affecting the number of these bankruptcies in time. 
Part 3 lists the methods used for solving the problem of bankruptcy prediction. Part 4 discusses the 
process of solving the problem and the achieved results. Part 5 concludes by providing a summary of 
the whole paper content and giving its particular outputs.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Literature Review 

 

In the last decades, a large volume of research has been published, dealing with the prediction of the 
future in order to improve the decision-making process in the area of economics and finance. This 
research has resulted in a number of changes in the development and use of prognostic methods 
(Keles et al., 2008). Most financial models are based on the assumption of data normality and linear 
relationship between the variables. Based on these assumptions, the majority of prediction models in 
the last years were based on statistical methods and regression was used for model estimation. The 
methods used for these purposes include logarithmic regression, the probit and logit model, etc. 
(Séverin, 2010). However, currently there are numerous financial applications whose behaviour is 
non-linear and uncertain. For this reason, new techniques based on artificial intelligence, such as 
fuzzy logic (Vigier et al., 2016) and neural networks (Keles et al., 2008), started to emerge.  
 
Many studies have proven that the artificial intelligence methods, in particular the neural networks, 
are more accurate, adaptable and robust compared to the traditional statistical models (López 
Iturriaga et al., 2015; Geng et al., 2015). They show great results in predicting financial failure. 
Several authors focus on bankruptcy prediction using methods of artificial intelligence (Kim and 
Kang, 2010; Mohamed and Salama, 2013; Vigier et al., 2016). However, most of them concentrate 
solely on the application of neural networks or fuzzy logic separately, not in mutual combination. 
One of the methods that use the fuzzy logic functionality together with neural networks are the 
ANFIS systems (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System). The authors that have used ANFIS to 
predict bankruptcy of companies include Zanganeh et al. (2011), whose results show that the ANFIS 
model achieves better results in predicting bankruptcy than logistic regression.  

Fig 1. Number of bankruptcies of legal persons in 2011–2016 (CRIF, 2017) 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
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Plenty of company bankruptcies are affected by the macroeconomic situation of the respective 
country. Moravec (2013) analysed the dependence of macroeconomic indicators on the number of 
bankruptcies in the Czech Republic for 1993–2012. By a correlation analysis, he established that in 
the years in question there was a dependence between the number of declared bankruptcies and 
macroeconomic indicators – gross domestic product, indebtedness, interest rate and inflation. The 
results of Liu (2004) imply that the degree of failure among businesses reacts to changes in nominal 
interest rate, price level and the amount of state debt. The research of Ahmad et al. (2009) examines 
long-term dynamic relations between company bankruptcies and selected macroeconomic variables 
using the ARDL (Autoregressive Distributed Lag) econometric analysis. It is based on the hypothesis 
whether the financial failures of businesses in Malaysia can be explained by macroeconomic 
indicators, namely state indebtedness, inflation and gross domestic product.  

Methods 

 

Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and Its Architecture 

 

Models based on conventional mathematical tools are not suitable for solving incorrectly defined and 
vague systems. On the contrary, fuzzy inference systems using the fuzzy IF-THEN rules can model 
qualitative aspects of human knowledge. These systems are able to transform human knowledge and 
experience to the form of rules and membership functions of a fuzzy system. For this reason, 
effective methods for refining membership functions need to be found in order to minimize any 
output errors. The most frequently used membership functions for predicting company bankruptcies 
have the form of a Gaussian curve (Keles et al., 2008, Zanganeh et al., 2011). ANFIS (Adaptive 
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System) developed in the early 90s by Jang (1993) is one of the methods for 
refining the model parameters. Neuro-fuzzy networks use the functionality of fuzzy logic and neural 
networks that are able to learn from the input data independently. These are fuzzy systems using 
neural networks for setting system parameters and at the same time they enable these parameters to 
be changed adaptively (Keles et al., 2008). For more information on ANFIS see (Jang, 1993). 
 

Figure 2 shows ANFIS architecture with two inputs x1, x2 and one output Output: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The circle in Figure 2 marks a fixed node, whereas the rectangle marks an adaptive node. An adaptive 
node means that the parameters are changed during adjusting or training of the neural network. The 
Sugeno fuzzy model is used as a means for modelling fuzzy rules to the required outputs: 

Fig 2. ANFIS architecture with 2 inputs (adjusted according to Behnia et al., 2013)  
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Where pi, qi and ri are parameters that are changed during learning.  
 
The ANFIS architecture has five layers and is designed as a feed-forward neural network; the 
function of neurons in the individual layers is as follows: 
 
Layer 1 – All nodes in the first layer are adaptive. Each neuron is transformed into a linguistic form 
by fuzzification and the shape of the membership function is determined for each neuron.  
 

�1�μ�(	
) 
 

Where x1 is the node input and Ai is a linguistic description (e.g. “small” or “large”) of the node. O1i 
is a degree of the membership of fuzzy set A (=A1, A2, B1 and B2). The Gaussian curve is usually 
used as the input function, as it guarantees a smooth transition from 0 to 1.  
Layer 2 – Nodes in the second layer are fixed. Each neuron in this layer represents one rule, whose 
weight is subsequently determined by multiplying the individual inputs: 
 

�2 = # = μ�(	
)μ��(	�) 
 
 
Layer 3 – Nodes in the third layer are also fixed. It is a normalization layer used for normalizing the 
rule strength. The normalized rule strength is determined by the ratio of the weight of the rule of the 
given neuron and the aggregate weight of all neurons j. The output of each node in this layer is 
determined: 
 

�3 = #%��� = #
∑ #��


 

 
 
Layer 4 – All nodes in the fourth layer are adaptive. It is a defuzzification layer, in which the strength 
of the consequence of each rule is counted (result of the part after THEN) based on the first order 
Sugeno model: 
 

�4 = #%���� = #%���(�	 + �	� + �) 
 
where #%��� is the normalized strength of the rule from the previous Layer 3 and (� , �,a �+ is a set of 
parameters of the given node.  
 
 
Layer 5 – The fifth layer includes only one node and counts the network output as a sum of all its 
inputs determined by the equation: 

�5 = - #%����

�

�

  

 
Afterwards, the results are defuzzified by a weighted average.  
 
 
There are two adaptive layers in the ANFIS architecture (Layer 1 and Layer 4). Parameters related to 
input membership functions are modified in the first layer. The fourth layer includes 3 modifiable 
parameters (pi, qi and ri) that belong to a first degree polynomial. The aim of the training and learning 
algorithm is to set all modifiable parameters so that the output corresponds to the required values. 
The back-propagation method is used in training the neural network, looking for optimal values for 
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the modifiable parameters by the smallest square method, in order to minimize the error between the 
input and output pairs (Keles et al., 2008).  
 

Data 

Macroeconomic data obtained from the databases of Eurostat (Eurostat, 2017) and the Czech 
Statistical Office (Czech Statistical Office, 2017) were used for compiling the paper. Based on the 
research presented in previous literature (Moravec, 2013; Ahmad et al., 2009), the monthly values of 
the indicators of inflation (INFL), unemployment rate (U) and PRIBOR interest rate (IR) related to 
the period of 2011–2016 were used. These indicators were established as the macroeconomic factors 
affecting the number of company bankruptcies. The numbers of bankruptcies of legal persons in the 
Czech Republic were obtained for the corresponding years (CRIF – Czech Credit Bureau, 2017). 
 
The data set includes 70 samples and is randomly divided into 2 parts: training (60 samples) and 
testing (10 samples). The model inputs are the above variables listed in Table 1. These inputs are 
used to predict the number of bankruptcies in the current month.  
 

Table 1: Inputs used in the model 

Inputs Name 

X1 Inflation (INFL) 
X2 Interest rate (IR) 
X3 Unemployment rate (U) 
  
Output Name 

O1 Number of bankruptcies (NB) 

 

 
A correlation matrix was created to determine the effect of the respective macroeconomic indicators 
on the number of bankruptcies (Table 2), which shows the strength of the relationship between the 
input variables and the output variable (number of bankruptcies, NB). The matrix clearly shows that 
the number of bankruptcies in the individual months is most affected by the unemployment rate (U), 
followed by inflation (INFL). The least significant, yet not negligible impact was established for the 
PRIBOR interest rate. It is therefore clear that all three macroeconomic indicators have a certain 
degree of influence on the number of bankruptcies in the Czech Republic, which is why they will be 
incorporated in the model for predicting financial failure of businesses.  
 

Table 2: Correlation matrix of macroeconomic indicators 

 
INFL IR U NB 

INFL 1 
   

IR 0.611 1   
U 0.814 0.592 1  

NB 0.554 0.399 0.682 1 

 

 

 

Processing and Results 
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MathWorks MATLAB with the Fuzzy
ANFIS system training and testing,
network training and testing must 
division of the training and testing
determine the optimal values of the
the predicted and real data.  
A large number of experiments were
parameters applied to the generation

 
� Gaussian-bell shaped membership
� Train FIS optimum method:
� Generate FIS method: Grid

 
 
 

Fig 3. Structure of the

 
 
The generated model (Figure 3) 
decision-making mechanism is given
0.030741. Graphic depiction of the
value was somewhat higher, namely
 
Rule 1: If (INFL is in1mf1) and (IR

Rule 2: If (INFL is in1mf1) and (IR

Rule 3: If (INFL is in1mf1) and (IR

……….. 

Rule 124: If (INFL is in1mf5) and

Rule 125: If (INFL is in1mf5) and

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Training

Fuzzy Logic Toolbox was used for creating the model. 
testing, 2 facts need to be taken into account. First, the data

 be different, and second, the data set must be well mixed
testing sets. The iteration process was used in the training stage,

the parameters by minimizing the sum of the squares of deviation

were performed in order to achieve the best possible results.
generation of the final fuzzy inference system (FIS) are as follows:

membership function (gbellmf – 5 5 5). 
method: Hybrid learning. 

Grid partition.  

 

the model for predicting the number of bankruptcies 

 includes 125 rules. An example of these rules that constitute
given below. The error value in the model training process
the results is shown in Figure 4. In the testing stage, the average

namely 5.2677 (Figure 5).  

(IR is in2mf1) and (U is in3mf1) then (NB is out1mf1) (1)  

(IR is in2mf1) and (U is in3mf2) then (NB is out1mf2) (1)  

(IR is in2mf1) and (U is in3mf3) then (NB is out1mf3) (1)  

and (IR is in2mf5) and (U is in3mf4) then (NB is out1mf124) 

and (IR is in2mf5) and (U is in3mf5) then (NB is out1mf125) 

Training stage results generated by the ANFIS system 

 Before the 
data for the 

mixed before the 
stage, aiming to 

deviation of 

results. The 
follows:  

constitute the 
process reached 

average error 

 

 

 

 (1)  

 (1)  
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The testing data for the model quality
example in Table 3. Furthermore,
bankruptcies for the given month.
 
The correlation coefficient for the
the created ANFIS model can be 
bankruptcies for the given calendar
solving economic problems dealing

Table

Monthly 

period 

Inflation % 

(INFL) 

May-16 0.4 
Sept-15 0.4 
Dec-11 1.9 
Mar-16 0.4 
June-11 1.9 

 

Table 4: Model

Sample number 
Monthly 

period 

1 Oct-11 

2 May-13 

3 May-16 

4 Sept-15 

5 July-15 

6 Dec-11 

7 Mar-16 

8 June-11 

9 Oct-14 

10 Apr-13 

R2 for  

 model = 0.9383  

 

Fig

quality testing consisted of 10 randomly selected samples,
Furthermore, Table 4 shows the real and estimated values of the 

month. The correlation between these values is shown in Figure 

the real and estimated values is 0.9383. Therefore it can be
 considered a suitable model for predicting the number of

calendar month and the means of artificial intelligence can be
dealing with financial failure of companies.  

Table 3: A few sample data used in model 

Interest rate % (IR) 
Unemployment 

rate % (U) 

Number

bankruptcies

(NB)

0.29 4.1 70 

0.30 4.8 82 

1.16 6.6 98 

0.29 4.1 74 

1.20 6.8 119

Model estimates and real observations (testing data) 

 Real NB 

(RNB) 

Estimated NB 

(ENB) 

RNB-ENB

(real - estimated)

101 104 -3 
 109 111 -2 
 70 71 -1 
 82 74 8 

64 60 4 
98 107 -9 
74 71 3 

 119 111 8 
92 94 -2 
131 125 6 

Mean of Mean of  
RNB = 94 ENB = 93  

Fig 4: ANFIS model results for the testing data 

samples, see the 
 number of 
 6.  

be stated that 
of company 
be used for 

Number of 

bankruptcies 

(NB) 

 

 

 

 

119 

ENB  

estimated) 
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Conclusion 

 
The artificial intelligence models are currently being used in a number of scientific fields, economics 
undoubtedly being one of them. They are able to solve important financial problems and make 
prognoses based on economic data. One can find many studies dealing with modelling of problems in 
economics. However, there are few studies focused on the creation of models for predicting 
bankruptcies of companies based on macroeconomic data.  
 
This paper focused on the design of the ANFIS model for estimating the number of bankruptcies of 
legal persons in the Czech Republic with the use of macroeconomic indicators. The indicators of 
inflation, interest rate and unemployment rate were used for this purpose. Based on the obtained 
results, it can be stated that the designed ANFIS model is able to predict the number of financial 
failures of companies with sufficient accuracy.  
 
When compared to the statistical models, the neuro-fuzzy models have the advantage in the form of 
“rules” that are drawn up based on the used data and thanks to the excellent computing and modelling 
abilities, ANFIS systems are especially suitable for modelling of complex, dynamic and non-linear 
problems.  
 
For further research, it would be advisable to extend the model by adding more macroeconomic 
indicators and monitor the predictive strength using other outputs.  
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Abstract 

Creating a system of interaction and active participation of elderly people in forming their 

incomes by using various planning and finance mechanisms acts as an important factor to improve 

their living standard, to increase incomes of regional and municipal budgets through service 

industries and to stabilize the costs of services in the conditions of inflation processes. 

 

In this research study, according to the reviewed results of surveys conducted in 2017, 

primary and secondary statistics about the living standard of elderly people over the period 2011-

2016, recommendations are suggested aimed at searching for and applying planning and finance 

mechanisms to increase their living standard under the conditions of accelerating inflation.   

 

Key words: senior citizens, living standard, service sector, incomes, inflation  

 

Introduction  
 
Topicality 

 

The problem of improving the living standard of the elderly is extremely topical, since, 

firstly, the level of population's real income is constantly going down, even though Russia is a social 

state; secondly, incomes of regional and municipal budgets have a reducing trend, which narrows the 

capabilities of help provision; thirdly, the service sector is focused on meeting the needs of wealthier 

population strata, which is caused by a growing cost of services in comparison with the average 

inflation indicators countrywide, in particular, the cost of consumer goods basket.       

                                                                

 Problem Statement 

 

Due to a budget deficit, no growth in the real income of the elderly is observed and so the 

specific weight of senior citizens in St. Petersburg who continue to work is the largest (40%), with 

the mean being around 30% countrywide.  Over the last five years, the income growth rates of non-

working seniors considerably fall behind the inflation rates, although it is provided for in pension 

payments, which determines a constant trend for reducing the living standard. As a result, the 

availability of services for the elderly is going down. It negatively affects their living conditions, 

earnings of the service sector and formation of the municipal budget.   

 

 Research Goal 

 

Based on statistics, surveys and foreign experience in providing a high living standard, 

methods to form sources for stimulating labor of the elderly in St. Petersburg, guidelines are to be 

worked out to improve the planning and finance mechanism for increasing the living standard of the 

senior citizens in St. Petersburg. 
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Research Objectives   

 

- to investigated the national experience in improving the living standard of the elderly;  

- to identify potential financial sources ensuring growth in real incomes of the elderly;  

- to determine the existing and possible industries which can use the labor of the elderly in 

the service sector.  

  

Research Hypothesis 

 

If a variety of planning and finance sources is used to provide a decent standard of life for 

the elderly people in St. Petersburg, the latter ones become actively involved in the social life and in 

the activities of the service sector. So conditions for their psychological well-being can be formed 

and they can gain respect on the part of a wider public.      

 

 Literature review  
 

The surveys of the elderly in Russia, described by Pisarev A.V. (2001) in his research study, 

show that the main motive to work after retirement age is a material factor (60-78%), including the 

following reasons: need to help their grown-up children and grand-children; wish "to get rid of the 

feeling of isolation". "Sense of unspent energy" was selected by 12 to 20% of the elderly [1]. [1 

Pisarev A.V. Wellbeing of an Elderly Person in Today's Russia. M., ISPI RAS, 2001, pp. 12-13]. 

Consequently the author determined the importance and the need to actively involve senior citizens in 

different forms of labor.  

 

In the paper by Bogacheva N.L. and Tyvin L.F. (Bogacheva N.L.. & Tyvin L.F.. (2011)) 

they look into the forms of stimulating the labor activity of senior citizens to ensure growth of their 

real incomes, including provision of services to the people living next door, which are in high 

demand today.  

 

Litvinov I.B., in his dissertation study (Litvinov I.B. (2005)), discusses the reasons for 

inhibiting a wider use of the elderly labor in service enterprises and rightly stipulated the following 

ones: no capability for retraining or upgrading - 16.5%; care for members of the family and close 

relatives (grandchildren, ill people, older people etc.) - 15.6%, unsatisfactory health as a significant 

obstacle to being able to continue work  - 14.7%. The latter reason, in our opinion, can be the case for 

those older than 72, since according to the Central Research Institute for Expertise of Employability 

and Labor Organization of the Disabled (Moscow), around 80% of senior citizens (younger than 72) 

are fully or partially capable to work.  However, some of them, who want to continue their labor 

activity, according to the data of Litvinov I.B. (Litvinov I.B. (2005)), lay down such terms as: an 

opportunity to get an easier job (15-20% of respondents); to improve their qualifications not in an 

educational institution but directly at a workplace in the service sector, being able to feel the moral 

climate in the team, future labor conditions, to adapt quicker  (20-25%); to shift for a part time job 

(10-18%), etc., all of which, in our opinion, is important for employing the elderly in the service 

sector. 

 

Generalization of the national and foreign experience performed by Pisarev A.B. (Pisarev 

A.B. (2001) shows that, with the introduction of part-time modes of work, industrial and service 

enterprises see an increase in the efficiency coefficient of equipment use by 10-15%, staff turnover 

reduces by 15% because fewer people resign for family reasons, the whole day and inter-shift 

working time fund is used more effectively, with the use of part-time mode of work and introduction 

of ribbon and staircase working schedules, which consider the customer flow motion by hours of the 

day and days of the week in 1.5 and 2 shift public service enterprises, the productivity grows by 4-

7%,  in retailing - by 10-12%, the quality of servicing improves Pisarev A.V. (2001) (Pisarev A.V. 

(2001)). It proves the plausibility of effective use of senior citizens' labor in the service sector. 

Moreover, according to the UNO recommendations about the right of the elderly people to take part 

in social, cultural and economic development (Declaration of Human Rights of Older People, UNO) 

the state has to provide them with participation and their individual support on the usual terms with 
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people of other age groups, as well as to comply with the main labor standards adopted by the 

International Labor Organization in 1998, which declare the following five fundamental principles 

(Tornow W.W. (2001)) the right to freedom of associations; the right to make collective agreements; 

freedom from mandatory or forced labor; liquidation of child labor; liquidation of discrimination in 

employment, including in terms of labor payment by age or gender. 

 

In their research study Sonina Yu. V., Kolosnitsyna M.G. (Sonina Yu. V. & Kolosnitsina 

M.G (2015)) conclude that the dynamics of economic activity among the elderly is derivative on the 

employment capabilities in such sectors as education, health care, science, military industry complex 

(MIC) and housing and utility sector (HUS), i.e. where the state prevails. Thus, the share of the 

employed in these industries among all working elderly males increased from 40% in 2004 to over 

55% in 2013. Similar change is true for women - a growth from 60 to 67%. In the work of Rodionov 

and all (Rodionov D. & Nikolova, L. & Velikova, M. & Kalubi, R.D.M. (2016)) specifies specific 

mechanisms for the employment of older people in these areas of activity. Further they mention that, 

neither part-time employment, nor self-employment have become growth factors of senior citizens' 

economic activity over the recent years. In order to use effectively the potential of these workers, who 

are well-educated and have up-to-date skills, the state has to develop special politics, encouraging 

diverse and flexible forms of employment, retraining programs, self-employment opportunities and 

other  direction for the service sector has aggravated, are highlighted in their paper by Rodionov D.G. 

and Zhilyaeva I.A. (Rodionov D.G. & Zhilyaeva I.A. (2017)).  

 

The above-mentioned researchers' opinions prove our hypothesis about the plausibility and 

suitability to expand the forms of senior citizens' further participation in the service sector.  

 

Analyzing the activity of the elderly, Barsukov V.N. (Barsukov V.N. (2016))), correctly 

determines the following main areas for the state and society be involved in, which will contribute to 

an effective use of senior citizens' labor potential. In our opinion focusing on training and retraining 

of pre-retirement aged workers in the direction of the service sector will allow solving the tasks of 

senior citizens' employment, making their incomes grow and helping them to have a job closer to the 

place where they live, since the objective of the service sector is mostly related to giving services 

primarily in the residential area of the customer, being within a transport or walking distance.  The 

paper by Kolosnitsyna M.G., Gerasimenko M.A. (Kolosnitsyna M.G. & Gerasimenko M.A. (2014)),  

substantiates, without specialization, in general words, the issues concerning the improvement of 

economic activity among the elderly, in such areas as: legislation enhancement; wider use of financial 

tools; information campaigns to change the attitude to older workers in society (among employers, 

colleagues). More definitive forms of incentive taxation of senior citizens are presented in the paper 

by Goncharova N.L. and Kozlova E.A. (Goncharova N.L. & Kozlova E.A (2015)). 

 

The experience of Tatarstan is interesting in fighting the isolation of the elderly by uniting 

them with young families with kids, who do not live jointly with their own grandmothers and 

grandfathers or do not have their own grandmothers and grandfathers. (The newspaper «Arguments 

and facts (2007)).  

 

At the same time, the issues of using planning and finance sources as a factor improving the 

living standard of the elderly have not been investigated enough. 

 

Research methodology  
 

In order to determine to what extent our hypothesis is substantiated in terms of using the 

diversity of planning and finance sources to ensure a decent living standard for elderly people, which 

can stimulate their active involvement in social life and employment in the service sector, what will 

form the conditions for their psychological well-being and respect on the part of the wider public, the 

author, using statistical analysis methods, has analyzed primary and secondary sources of 

sociological research studies and statistics, evidence from St. Petersburg and and some other regions 

of the Russian Federation over such an important period in the life of the state as 2012-2017. The 

importance of this period is governed by the fact that it saw both reduction in microeconomic 
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characteristics and aggravation of the external economic and political situation. It contributed to 

change in reasons related to the living standard of the elderly.  

 

Based on the questionnaire sheets, developed by the authors and containing five questions, 

data was acquired and analyzed about the reasons why senior citizens continue to work. The data was 

collected at 51 workplaces in the service sector, in the municipality "Shushary", St. Petersburg, which 

belong only to the private sector or the economy and are, as a rule, branches of large firms, including 

the majority of industries: consumer services, health care, trade, catering, housing and utility sector.   

          

 The research materials, statistic and sociological studies have been processed based on 

correlation analysis methods, common features have been identified and conclusions have been made.  

 

Research findings  
 

Given the data of literature in terms of the suitability to involve senior citizens in jobs in the 

service sector and according to the survey conducted by the authors among employed pensioners in 

an individual municipality, the following features have been revealed concerning the employment 

structure preferences by types of activity: for elderly males the possible spheres of activity are the 

housing and utilities sector, education, health care; for females approaching the retirement age the 

most acceptable employment can be in health care, education, housing and utility sector and retailing. 

 

According to Rosstat sampling inquiry, cash income data is presented for households 

consisting of the elderly for the years 2011 and 2015 (see Table 1). This data for the analyzed year 

2015. In comparison to 2011, with an official inflation index equal to 1.515, the cash income 

increased by 106.0%. It increased more from labor activity (140.1%), with a simultaneous sudden fall 

of social payments, pensions and subsidies.  Given that the majority of senior citizens belong to the 

families with low levels of earnings, their consumer goods basket is somewhat focused on purchasing 

food and paying for housing and utility services, whose growth rates over the same period were even 

higher that those stipulated in the official statistics and amounted to 159.7%. Thus, senior citizens' 

monthly income can be determined in 2011 as equal to 39107.6 rub. per month. The growth in 

earnings over 5 years is only 101.6%. Special attention must be paid to the insignificant growth and 

absolute value of cash receipts from individuals and organizations where senior citizens used to work, 

apart from social protection bodies, as well as from such sources as property income, which grew 

considerably (156.2%), including renting out properties (137.2%). An example of positive experience 

can be given, when, pooling the property, three elderly women started to live in one apartment and 

rented out the other two. Moreover, now they use only one car, so they have money for rest, trips and 

medications. 

 

Today, according to the survey published by Rosstat in 2017, the length of employment after 

retirement pension is awarded was an average of 4.9%  in Russia in 2016, whereas in 2011, labor 

activity was simultaneously terminated by 5.2%  with the year of pension granting, which is the 

evidence of the sharp leave of the elderly from their customary sphere of activity.  

 

At the same time, the financial state of the elderly, characterized by the levels of minimum 

wage (hereinafter MW) and minimum pension established in the region, is essential for ensuring their 

living standard. In particular the current value of MW in St. Petersburg for the year 2017 is 

established as 16,000 rubles.  

 

The amount of the senior citizen's living wage in St. Petersburg (SPb) in 2017 is established 

as 8 540 Russian rubles, the same as countrywide, but it is lower than the amount of 8 803 in 2016, 

by 3%, which equals to 263 rub. a month.  This amount is significant for a person who receives a 

minimum pension. It is sufficient to buy 5 loaves of bread. At the same time the amount of living 

wage is several times higher than the MW established countrywide, but almost twice less that the 

MW established for working people in SPb. It is this figure which is considered when a social 

additional payment to a pension is granted. I.e. the minimum pension in St. Petersburg (SPb) in 2017 
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is equal to 8 540 rubles. But there are other local payment, which also have to be taken into 

consideration to understand what pension the elderly receive in St. Petersburg.  

 

The reviewed system of monthly payments to the elderly in St. Petersburg (SPb) in 2017 

shows that St. Petersburg has a special system of social support measures from the local budget. 

According to the Social Code of SPb, the money is received by the disabled, families with children, 

veterans, survivors of the seige and some other categories of citizens. There are special subsidies for 

the elderly too.  

 

The demographic characteristics of aging are common for the majority of developed 

countries. According to American statisticians, by 2030, when those from the baby-boom generation 

achieve the age of 65, the number of the elderly (over 65 years old) will amount to 70 mil., i.e. two 

times more than now, and 30% of the population will be older than 50. A similar situation is observed 

in other developed countries. It is expected that by 2025 the share of elderly citizens in the Russian 

Federation according to the low and high levels of projection options will be from 27.2% to 27.5% 

(see Table 4), and the number of working-age population will reduce, on average, by 0.8 mil. people.  

 

Thus, for the first time in history, thanks to a healthy lifestyle and achievements of medicine, 

people started to live much longer. As a result, given that the constitution has provisions about the 

social form of the state and provisions about free health care, there is a risk that budget means will be 

insufficient to solve these problems. It is necessary to develop a system of private medical insurance 

and increase the length of labor activity for the elderly in jobs they are capable of coping with, 

focusing in social aid on senior citizens aged after 72. 

 

              One of the special features of budget activities of St. Petersburg municipalities is, on the one 

hand, a wide range of measures conducted in social policy, and, on the other hand, these measures are 

financed not in accordance with the normative standards, but with whatever remaining funds that are 

available. It is also true in respect of helping veterans. Along with that, the indicator of specific 

expenses aimed at providing the activity of local government bodies themselves is considerably 

higher than the social policy costs.  

 

A strive to secure savings through purchase of real estate property, which is considered a 

good investment, does not considerably improve the living standard of the elderly, both due to 

overproduction in residential construction and due to a stricter control over lease and sub-lease 

incomes.  

 

Frugality, common for Germans, is not inherent in Russians. They save little of their cash 

incomes in bank accounts and rarely buy securities. The reasons for this lie both in the instability of 

banks, their systematic bankruptcy and in high volatility of Russian securities.  

 

Russia does not have a teaching system of reasonable family budget planning, which does 

not allow families to save money on such expenses as: buying at sales, operating electrical appliances 

(including the heating systems and the washing machine) at a night tariff; collection of rainwater not 

only for watering plants in the garden, but also for household purposes. In this case there is no need 

to pay for water supply and discharge, whose cost, according to the data of Degtereva V.A. and 

Kuporov Yu.Yu. (Degtereva V.A. & Kuporov Yu.Yu (2017), is comparable to the cost of consumed 

water; collection of receipts to get refunds from medical insurance funds, use car pooling and share 

all the expenses. 

 

In order to tackle the problem of aging and preventing the problems of social isolation, to 

prepare the elderly for retirement, to widen their mind, to prepare them for adequate labor and social 

activities, one of the thing to to is develop educational institutions, the so-called "universities of the 

third age", which have been successfully applied in some regions of Russia since 2000s (for example, 

Vladimir, Rostov and Tumen Regions) (Socioeconomic Development Strategy of Rostov Region 
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until 2020. (2012)) and the direction of the training programs are detailed in the work Wacker, R. R., 

Roberto, K. A. (Wacker, R. R. & Roberto, K. A (2013)). 

 

Conclusions 
 

Given the conducted investigations about the nature of cash incomes obtained by households 

which consist of the elderly over the years 2011 and 2015, it can be reasonably concluded about 

exceptional benefit for senior citizens to be involved in adequate labor. In this case growing incomes 

neutralize inflation processes in the country, allow filling in vacancies in low-paid jobs in the service 

sector, primarily in the HUS, education, health care and retailing. 

 

At the same time, the role of pensions, and, especially social payments and benefits in the 

incomes of senior citizens' households is rapidly reducing, which is caused by a transfer to a point 

system for determining the amount of pension and by toughening the procedure for granting social 

benefits and payments. Moreover, the analysis revealed the insignificant growth and absolute values 

of cash inflows from individuals and organizations where the elderly used to work, apart from the 

social protection bodies.  Consequently, expansion of the existing and search for new planning and 

finance mechanisms are necessary to ensure a decent living standard for the elderly.  

 

After looking into the organization of the conditions for continuation of employment among 

people of retirement age, it has been revealed that this issue is considered less and less in Russia, 

which is proven by a conducted analysis of the length of employment after pension is granted due to 

a retirement age  in the RF, when over five years, from 2011 to 2016, the share of senior citizens who 

terminated their labor activity after pension was granted increased from 4.9% to 5.2%. This is the 

evidence of a sudden leave of the elderly from their usual sphere of activity without being prepared to 

a new type of activity, which calls for urgent means to adapt future senior citizens to new types of 

activity. 

 

Review of social benefits and subsidies established for the elderly by regional government 

bodies given their budget capacities demonstrated their large diversity. The living standard in the 

northern capital is somewhat higher than in many regions of Russia, so the minimum pension in St. 

Petersburg (SPb) in 2017 is much higher than in neighboring localities. Payments and additional 

payments from regional budgets are provided to the elderly given the established senior citizen's 

living wage in the region of residence.  So the source of means from the regional and municipal 

budgets is very limited and cannot be seen as a major one to maintain a decent living standard of the 

elderly. 

 

The revealed systems of interaction and active participation of elderly people in forming 

their incomes by using various planning and finance mechanisms acts as an important factor to 

improve their living standard, to increase incomes of regional and municipal budgets through service 

industries, whose work they will be capable to activate, as well as help to stabilize the costs of 

services in the conditions of inflation processes. 

 

The reviewed demographic projections by individual age groups show that in the Russian 

Federation by 2025 the share of the elderly will be from 27.2% to 27.5%, and the number of the 

working-age population will reduce, on average, by 0.8 mil. people. Consequently, planning and 

finance sources of future pension payments must be searched for, including further development of a  

private medical insurance system, capable to increase the length of labor activity for the elderly in 

adequate jobs, with a focus on  senior citizens aged after 72 in providing social aid. 

 

 The analyzed mentality of the Russian population shows that Russians are not taught 

reasonable planning of the family budget, the experience of reasonable expenses, so they do not try to 

save money for everything possible or invest it with profit, in particular, in pension. It is explained by 

economic insecurity, caused both by the instability of the ruble, frozen funds of non-government 

pension funds by the state, instable operation of banks, volatility of Russian securities, changing 
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legislation, unreliability of entrepreneurs as partners, who transfer money to social funds for their 

employees.   

 

Recommendations 

 
- clearly determine the list of the elderly living in a certain region (district), who have the 

right to use any form of local budget financial sources of aid. For example, the elderly entitled for 

incentives in St. Petersburg  should include individuals who have worked in this territory for not less 

than the minimum period for retirement (10 years) upon achievement of the pension age (now 

minimum of 10 years), retired at the age of 55 for women and 60 for men (in case of change in the 

law about the terms of retirement, new terms of retirement are applicable), which will make it 

possible to considerably increase payments to indigenous inhabitants of the city, as a rule, having no 

connections with other regions; 

- make payments from the municipal budgets, in case there are enough city's budget 

planning and finance sources, to the elderly whose employment record in St. Petersburg  is less than 

10 years; 

- form individual territorial budget planning and finance sources, which will be available for 

individuals living in a certain administrative district, as a rule, for more than 10 years (separate 

locality, micro-district, municipality, district), and, in case the budget sources allow, for the 

retirement age residents living there for a shorter period of time;   

- via the system of taxation, stimulate  creation of out-of-city planning and finance sources  

a) specific enterprises in relation to their former workers;  

b) national, in reference to individuals of certain nationality, compactly living in the locality 

of the region, who can be used as target for specific social groups of retirement age in accordance 

with the wish of the organizers of this event; 

c) financial sources of the Eurasian Union can be used to support the elderly who have 

employment experience in the territory of the state member of the Eurasian Union based on an 

interstate agreement. 

d) budget planning and finance sources of other municipalities of the Russian Federation 

(republics, krays, regions, cities and towns, etc.) can be used in St. Petersburg for the relevant social 

groups in compliance with inter-territory agreement or directly to a certain senior citizen with 

financial means being sent to them directly from the source located outside St. Petersburg (an 

offsetting system between federal subjects can be applied).     

Develop the following types of planning and finance sources to increase the living standard 

of the elderly:  

- chargeable service market for the elderly, in particular, with the use of budget means; 

- chargeable service market to use adequate labor of the elderly, including with the use of 

additional payments form budget means to the individuals who provide them with jobs (an an 

equivalent of additional payments from SPb budget to entrepreneurs hiring teenagers); 

- tax free system of mutual services in terms of a specific locality (house committee, home 

owner association, housing association, micro-district, village, municipality, district, city, town, etc.),   

- family relations between single (as a rule, childless) senior citizens in the following 

organizational forms: property pooling and joining single old people with young families with 

children, who do not live together with their own grandmothers and grandfathers or have no 

grandmothers and grandfathers; 

- advocate rational methods of household running, including the use of examples of single 

people who pool their property on some legal basis and live together in one home while renting out 

the rest and thus having an additional source of income, as well as using pooled property with a large 

coefficient of loading, i.e. with improved efficiency.  

- introduce an educational system of finance and reasonable family budget planning, at the 

pre-retirement stage of life provide free professional education, retraining, advanced training of future 

senior citizens in service jobs (in housing and utility, education, health care and retailing. On the one 

hand, it will considerably reduce the share of senior citizens involved in unskilled labor, who are 

ready to work in low-paid jobs without official registration to ensure at least some allowance to 

pension. On the other hand, the number of employed senior citizens in qualified jobs will grow. 
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Further research should be directed in the area of preparing specialized methodological 

guidelines to introduce the proposed measures in the practical activity of regional and municipal 

divisions. 
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Abstract 
 

The article is based on the growing importance of labor rating as a tool of integrated impact on the 

enterprise performance. A study of the organization on labor rating is presented by a group of 

enterprises in the leading sectors of the Republic of Tatarstan, including an assessment of the quality 

of labor standards, intensity of labor and calculated standards. The areas for improvement of labor 

rating that could form the basis for the development of a regional program for the improvement of the 

labor rating management system are identified. 

 

Keywords: human resources, labor rating, quality of labor standards, labor intensity. 

Introduction 
 

One of the important functions of the enterprise management is labor rating. The best foreign 

practices confirm the positive impact of the labor rating system on the operating efficiency of an 

enterprise and its subsystems: production, financial, economic, human, social, etc., as a result of the 

functions assigned to the system of labor rating. 

 

For example, the current labor standards for the various types of operations determine the labor 

intensity of the work, the number of industrial production personnel required, the professional and 

skill mix of workers and, as a result, the scope and timing of the work. The use of such indicators as 

wage per operation (type of work) and the wage per hour of the standard and actual time worked, 

along with the labor intensity, make it possible to control the production costs.  

 

Indicators of the impact of the rating system on the quality and efficiency of production are assumed 

abroad as the frequency of absence from work and staff turnover rate [1]. As a result of a series of 

economic and sociologic surveys of a number of foreign firms, these indicators have been reduced by 

more than 80% through a reasonable approach to the labor standards.  

 

The relevance of the problem stated in the article is associated with the fact that the high degree of 

labor rating integration with the production and technical, financial and economic areas of the firm 

operations implies an increase in the status of labor rating as a part of the management of economic 

stability not only of individual enterprises but also of territorial entities. 

 

The object of the article is to study the state of labor rating at the enterprises of the Republic of 

Tatarstan and to develop the recommendations for its improvement. 

Methodology of the Study 
 

In the course of the study, the following methods were used: analysis of regulatory documents, 

statistical methods of research, such as data grouping and analysis, systematization and aggregation 

of facts and concepts. 
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Results of the Study 
 

The state of the labor rating organization was studied at the enterprises of various types of ownership, 

representing the chemical industry (Nizhnekamskneftekhim PJSC, Kazanorgsintez PJSC, NPP 

TASMA LLC, KZSK OJSC, Nefis Cosmetics JSC) and the machine-building complex of the 

Republic of Tatarstan (Radiopribor JSC, Kazan Helicopters PJSC, Kazan Plant Electropribor OJSC, 

Kazancompressormash OJSC, Teplocontrol JSC, KamPRZ OJSC, Kamaz-Diesel OJSC).  

 

An analysis of the level of labor rating organization was carried out in the following areas and 

indicators: 

- Assessment of the level of coverage of the various categories of industrial production personnel 

(IPP) by the labor rating;  

- Assessment of the scientific validation of the labor standards of different categories of IPP and 

indicators of standards performance; 

- Consideration of labor intensity in labor rating; 

- Assessment of the intensity of the calculated standards; 

- Assessment of the level of automation of labor rating. 

 

The performed study identified that more than a half of workers, both in IPP and by separate 

categories, are subject to labor rating at the industrial enterprises of the Republic of Tatarstan. At the 

same time, more workers in the machinery than in the chemical industry are subject to labor rating 

(78.7% and 69.4%, respectively). Of special interest are data on the high relative share of time-

workers covered by labor rating (87.8% in the machinery and 78.4% in the chemical industry).  

 

The attainment of this level of labor rating coverage in this category of workers is associated, to a 

certain extent, with the expansion of time wage system application at the enterprises of the machine-

building complex, which is to be seen as a positive trend.  

 

However, in our view, the high coverage rates of labor rating of time-workers are also explained by 

that availability of regulations (instructions) which indirectly indicate the volume of work rather than 

modern, advanced standards, specifications and guidelines that clearly indicate the required amount 

of work per unit of time (standardized tasks) are generally considered as labor standards. The 

following information may be reported as additional support: only 38% of the enterprises surveyed 

are subject to the development, issuance and recording of standardized tasks for time-workers.  

 

An important indicator of the state of the labor rating organization is the composition and structure of 

the labor standards in force. 

 

A study of the degree of scientific evidence of labor standards in the chemical industry, in particular, 

at Nizhnekamskneftekhim PJSC and KZSK OJSC, showed that the relative share of the technically 

based standards in piecework jobs is 90.5%, in time-paid work – 98%. 

 

In the machinery, the relative share of technically based standards is slightly lower than that of the 

leading enterprises in the chemical industry (80% in piecework jobs and 74% in time-paid work), and 

consequently, the relative share of the empirical and statistical standards is higher than in the 

chemical industry, which is explained, in our view, by the large volume of labor rating work and the 

performance potential of rate fixers, inadequate to this volume. 

 

A positive point is the roughly equal relative share of the technically based standards for workers 

with different labor compensation systems at the most of the surveyed machinery enterprises, which 

provides a basis for making conclusion about the quality of work on labor rating. 

 

An absolute indicator of the relative share of the technically based standards gives only a rough idea 

of the quality of standards in force. This is due to that it is impossible to determine precisely what 

type of rates should be applied at a given enterprise so that the standards calculated according to them 

can be considered technically based, because of the large variety of operating processes, the extent of 
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production and forms of labor and production organization, the different levels of production 

specialization, and the standardization and normalization of units and parts. It is possible to draw 

conclusions about the work done at the enterprise to improve the quality of existing standards over a 

period. 

 

Since there are no scientifically valid criteria for establishing a normal level of standards 

performance, it is possible, with known degree of accuracy, to adopt the best level of standards 

performance, proposed by the research institute, based on data from leading enterprises with different 

types of production: 

 

- Mass production – 110%; 

- Serial production – 113%; 

- Lot and single piece production – 117%. 

 

However, within the site and individual work stations, it is not possible to objectively assess the 

intensity of the existing standards using such indicator, since there are significant differences between 

the actual and standardized time of operation on this scale as a result of the impact of specific 

characteristics and conditions of production. In addition, the low reliability of statistical recording of 

deviations from normal working conditions, that is, the downtime of workers and equipment, the 

overtime, the deviations from the requirements of the process, the performance of work by workers 

with lower qualification than that provided for by the technology, deviations from the lot, etc., does 

not allow for the precise determination of the actual time spent. 

 

It is also important that the level of standards performance by individual workers or a group of 

workers depends on differences in levels of standards intensity and individual productivity. If all the 

norms were to be equally intense, the differences in their levels of performance precisely 

corresponded to the differences in individual productivity levels. 

 

Therefore, the most common way to examine the quality of the standards is through the performance 

indicators and the distribution of workers by the performance levels, as shown in Table 1. 

 

The analysis of these indicators is based on the following assumption: the higher the standards 

performance rate, the lower the quality of the standards development. 

 

Table 1: Distribution of workers by standards performance levels 

 

Name of indicators Relative share of workers by standards 

performance, % 

Machinery 

enterprises 

Enterprises of 

chemical industry 

Of the total number of workers covered by rating:   

Do not comply with the standards, % 

Comply with the standards, 100–105% 

Comply with the standards, 105–130% 

Comply with the standards, 130–150% 

Comply with the standards, 150–200% 

Comply with the standards, 200% and more 

2.7 

23.6 

30.0 

13.6 

14.1 

17.8 

- 

32.4 

24.4 

33.0 

10.2 

- 

Average % of labor standards performance 160.2 122.6 

 

For illustration, the distribution of workers by standards performance levels is shown in Figure 1. The 

data in Table 1 and Figure 1 show a high level of performance in the machinery, average rate is 

160%, with almost 32% of workers complying with the standards for more than 150%. 
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Fig. 1: Distribution of workers by standards performance levels at the enterprises surveyed 

 

Given the high relative share of technically based standards, this situation seems counterintuitive at 

first glance. In fact, in practice, technically based standards include all the standards based on time 

and motion study, i. e. obtained using analytical and research methods, or based on the standard time 

and mode of equipment operation. This leads to that the standards are often established regardless of 

how the work is organized, what working practices and methods are applied, how well the specified 

modes of equipment operation correspond to the best possible ones. 

 

As a result, the technically based standards also include such standards that only record the prevailing 

conditions of work and the organization of work (without prior analysis and improvement). It is 

obvious that these standards cannot be recognized as of high quality and are not very different from 

the empirical and statistical ones. 

 

Approaches to the justification of standards used at most enterprises cannot be considered adequate in 

this situation. In fact, in the planned economy, the objective of the enterprise's production and 

commercial operations was to meet the plan targets, and the objective of labor standards was to 

economize such a limited resource as working time. In the market economy, the objective of labor 

rating should be chosen on the basis of the maximum satisfaction of the market demand. As a result, 

the very approach to the practice of calculating and justifying the standard should be conceptually 

changed, which is discussed in sufficient detail in the thesis of L. R. Bartunaev [2].  

 

In his view, it is not the labor standard for each worker to be justified on the basis of organizational 

and technical requirements. On the contrary, the organization of labor, production and management 

should aim at the unconditional fulfillment of the labor standards, which ensure the objectives of the 

enterprise are met in the market conditions, not the plan. 

 

Such a focus on labor rating changes the usual (traditional) scheme of calculation, justification and 

establishment of the standards. They should not be established in accordance with the modes of 

operation of the processing equipment, as it was in the previous system of labor rating, but, 

conversely, the equipment and its modes of operation should be adapted to the market demand. The 

market justification of the labor standard value is implemented in three stages:  

 

- The value of the monthly demand for the product is set equal to the monthly production rate;  
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- The daily production rate is determined by dividing the monthly production rate by the number of 

working days in a month;  

 

- The standard hours per piece is calculated by dividing the length of a working day by the daily 

production rate [2]. 

 

The number of working machines and their modes of operation should be such that the enterprise is 

able to meet the market demand for the goods, since the unsatisfied demand is the lost advantage. 

This is one form of appearance of the law of demand that objectively provides for the need to 

conform the labor standards as a function of management to the market requirements.  

 

The following areas of analysis of the level of labor standards organization is the analysis of labor 

and standards intensity. The labor intensity factors and the analysis of labor standards form an 

integral estimation of the quality of labor standards development. 

 

Maintaining an optimal level of labor intensity is one of the important functions of the labor rating. 

This is because the excessive labor intensity causes unacceptable reduction in performance 

efficiency, inattention, loss of care, resulting in injuries and accidents, and an increase in the share of 

defective products. Low-intensity work is ineffective and adversely affects individual and collective 

production rate.  

 

A study of these factors in the group of the surveyed enterprises led to the conclusion that 67% of 

enterprises do not maintain accounting of labor intensity. Only 33% of enterprises take into account 

the labor intensity in developing the technically based standards at the establishment of time off. 

These include KZSK OJSC, Kazancompressormash OJSC, Kamaz-Diesel OJSC, KamPRZ OJSC. 

 

At the same time, the variety of methodological approaches to measurement and assessment of labor 

intensity does not allow for an objective judgment on the scientific validation of the intensity 

calculations at industrial sites.  

 

It should be noted, however, that in order to improve the quality of existing standards and the level of 

organization of labor rating in general, the problem of labor intensity recording in the process of 

developing and establishing labor standards is currently important not only to the enterprises of the 

surveyed population, but also to those that are not. The need for such a question is confirmed by the 

fact that only 25% of enterprises establish a certain dependency of labor compensation on the level of 

standards intensity. An example is Kazan Plant Electropribor OJSC, KZSK OJSC, KAMAZ-Diesel 

OJSC. 

 

As regards the analysis of standards intensity, there are similarities to the ratios found in the analysis 

of labor intensity, due to the close relationship between the intensity of standards and labor. 

 

The indicated trends in the labor rating organization require a study of the regulatory framework. In 

the 1970–80s, the Central Bureau of Labor Rating, together with research organizations, established a 

substantive regulatory framework (more than 500 names of cross-sectoral standards and more than 

3,000 names of industry standards), allowing to rate about 90% of work in the production sector, as 

well as much of the work in the area of non-production services. 

 

The collapse of the state regulatory and research system covering all sectors of the economy resulted 

in little or no new and amended current uniform and model cross-sectoral standards and rates. 70% of 

the enterprises surveyed use the rates issued in 1975–1991, which are long-outdated, do not meet the 

technical and organizational level of production and cannot contribute to the rational use of labor 

resources and productivity. The rates developed on the basis of such standards do not take into 

account new technologies, regulations, new equipment, new types of work, tools, mechanization and 

automation of work stations, optimized business processes of enterprises. 
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Only 30% of the enterprises surveyed use, in addition to the model mechanical regulations, internal 

standards developed by the labor rating specialists. These enterprises may include 

Kazancompressormash OJSC, Kamaz-Diesel OJSC, Kazan Helicopters PJSC.  

 

Automated methods for calculation of the labor standards and rates should play a special part in the 

work for labor rating organization. The use of these technologies improves productivity by 5–7 times 

[3], which is particularly important to the current situation of declining quantity of rate fixers.  

 

Other advantages of the use of automated calculation methods include the achievement of equal time 

intensity of standards, which provides a confidential psychological climate at the workplace, as well 

as the possibility of calculating the time standards in the early stages of production planning, in the 

absence of processes. 

 

Meanwhile, the automated methods for the calculation of labor standards and rates are still of limited 

use [4]. Kazan Helicopters PJSC may be marked as a leader in the application of automated methods 

of labor rating, which operates an automated CAD system of labor standards NORMA, developed by 

the Kazan branch of National Institute of Aviation Technologies, now the Aeronautical Technology 

Research Institute (KNIAT). The system covers the main processes (machining, galvanics, stamping, 

welding) and ancillary processes (manufacture of special tools, cold and hot-stamped dies, cutting 

and measuring tools; input, intermediate and final inspection) [3]. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
The integration of the analysis results allows for making the following conclusions. The target for 

increasing internal efficiency of production through the saving use of all types of resources, including 

living labor, is insufficiently applied in the practice of the Tatarstan industrial business. At present, 

the labor rating is not a means for reducing the cost of living labor and the existing methods of 

establishing standards largely oriented towards a planned economy do not meet current conditions.  

 

The improvement of labor rating at the enterprises of the Republic of Tatarstan is proposed primarily 

in the following main areas: 

 

- Updating the regulatory framework for labor, developing of model industry standards;  

- Comprehensive justification of labor standards, taking into account not only internal but also 

external factors and conditions; 

- Improvement of tariff rating; 

- International cooperation in the field of the labor rating; 

- Expansion of microelement rating, automation and computerization of work on labor rating in a 

single cycle with automated design of processes and work organization, which will allow for the 

expansion of the rating area to virtually all categories of personnel without exception.  

 

Of special note is that new high-speed video cameras and algorithms for the identification of video 

images, the motion scanners open new levels for the use of the domestic microelement labor rating 

system [7], which, unlike the western systems, established a psychophysiologically acceptable level 

of labor intensity or a rate of work, in which fatigue is not more than acceptable.  

 

Measures implementation within these activities should reduce production costs, increase labor 

productivity, improve labor organization and production management, establish the dependency of 

the labor compensation on the end result of work, improve production efficiency and increase 

competitiveness. 

The practical value  
 

The recommendations presented in the article can be as a basis for a regional program for 

improvement of the management system of labor rating, which will lead to a sustained increase in 
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labor productivity, improved personnel motivation, increase of production efficiency and 

competitiveness of products. 
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Abstract 
  
Institutions of higher education increasingly engage in internationalization efforts, for a variety of 

reasons. The collection of practices these institutions engage in, which can be called conventional 

internationalization models (CIM) largely focus on centralized and institutionalized efforts. This paper 

reviews typical aspects of CIM, noting their benefits while also spotlighting the costs they entail and the 

open spaces they leave. The paper then introduces the self-internationalization model (SIM) as a 

complement and a supplement to CIM. SIM offers a less centralized approach to internationalization, 

focusing instead on individual initiatives taken by faculty, academic managers and students. SIM offers 

institutions a way to continue their ongoing internationalization efforts given the anticipated educational 

landscape of the future, in which educational models are foreseen to be flexible, student-oriented and less 

costly because of the rapid increase in the supply of quality technology-based education, hybrid 

education, and internationalization of institutions of higher education through diverse modus operandi.  

This paper explains the functional aspects of SIM, and its comparative advantages and disadvantages vis-

à-vis CIM. Furthermore, it provides guidelines for the design and implementation of comprehensive, 

innovative and dynamic internationalization models combining SIM and CIM in a manner that is suitable, 

convenient, affordable, and beneficial for all stakeholders in higher education institutions.  

 

Keywords: Higher education institutions, Internationalization, Self-internationalization, Types of 

education internationalization 

 

 

Introduction 

 
Internationalization is of growing significance worldwide, with economic, political, and social changes 

driving an increasingly global knowledge economy. Internationalization within universities continues to 

develop apace, as institutions move from equating international strategy with international student 

recruitment to developing mature internationalization agendas that incorporate recruitment, research 

collaborations, and capacity-building (International Strategy Office, 2015). The 2014 Trends Report 

highlighted the ways in which international education has developed into a means to achieve a range of 

broader goals, ranging from study abroad to improving students’ work readiness, the strategic 

development of international collaborations to drive up national university research rankings, and using 

transnational education to construct regional identity. These changes are expanding the nature of tertiary 

education at all levels to include personal skill development, novel ways of thinking, and practical job 

preparation in addition to subject-specific knowledge and skills (International Strategy Office, 2015). 

According to an OECD study published in 2012, the number of students enrolled in universities outside 

of their country of origin had doubled over a period of ten years; this trend has been increasing since then 

and is likely to develop at an even faster pace in the future. This trend persists even given the current 

political conflicts of different natures and scope playing out across the globe. Advances in technology, 

modernization of academic institutions in terms of systems and culture, innovative and flexible curricula, 

and competency-based pedagogical approaches are the driving forces behind the search for modernized 
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internationalization approaches to higher education. The OECD (2012) study also emphasized the need to 

increase and improve international educational systems’ and programs’ capacity to meet the needs and 

demands of the current labor market. This requires matriculating students who possess competencies 

(knowledge, ability, values and attitude) such as foreign-language proficiency, social relationship 

management skills, intercultural work skills and the overall ability to work in a global setting.   

 

As in business industries, international alliances and collaborative projects between academic institutions 

are increasingly becoming ubiquitous, at all levels of primary, secondary and higher education.  Focusing 

on this from the perspective of individual universities, internationalization is key to increasing their scope 

of activity, for reaping benefits from economies of scale, and for evolving into truly globalized and 

globalizing educators, as their roles and core functions in the 21
st
 century continue to change and evolve 

according to market forces (Khan et al, 2014). Globalization, as an influential force, has already 

transformed higher education systems, policies and institutions (Held et al, 1999).   This is an ongoing, 

accelerating process; the evolution of global communities, combined with the emergence of knowledge 

societies, is the driving force behind modifications in management approaches in institutions of higher 

education, such as changes in managerial attitudes and cultures (Deem and Brehony, 2005). A proactive 

attitude towards globalization, and the effects and changes it is bound to bring, can be adopted and 

expressed through an academic institution’s approach to institutional internationalization (Khan et al, 

2014) 

 

Academic institutions, regardless of their origins, sizes, or the nature of their educational services, must 

be innovative and entrepreneurial when it comes to their internationalization programs and services. To 

meet the emerging trends and demands in the industrial world as well as in society at large, researchers 

such as Knight (1997) and De Wit (1995) have called for two primary strategies. One of these strategies 

is called program related strategies which involves academic initiatives in education, research and 

services. The other strategy calls for organizational-level strategic action by institutions of higher 

education, through the institutionalizing of all internationalization initiatives, programs and services and 

their facilitation through proper and effective management and operating systems. These strategies, to a 

great extent, are the extension of conventional internationalization models (CIM) whereby, in a nutshell, 

institutions retain ownership and control of all aspects of the internationalization process and centralize 

all efforts on this front. Indeed, many universities have undertaken measures in alignment with CIM, 

which has been characterized by its traditional initiatives and activities such as student and staff mobility, 

curriculum change and institutional collaboration for both teaching and research (Alemu, n/a). 

 

By contrast, this paper proposes an alternative, innovative model of internationalization for institutions of 

higher education. Due to the radically new, complex, differentiated, and globalized socio‐economic, 

cultural and political context, internationalization of higher education is facing new actors, aims, 

activities, rationales and processes (Alemu, n/a). This transformation has led scholars to reexamine 

terminologies, conceptual frameworks, values, purposes, goals, means, and impacts of the 

internationalization of higher education (IAU, 2012). It builds on the fact that, in the changed educational 

landscape, convenience, low cost, time-efficiency and quality have become key characteristics of modern 

education. Conversely, the salience of such traditional elements such as physical location and preference 

for local standards has diminished.  This flux provides fertile ground for the proposed self-

internationalization model proposed in this paper, which institutions of higher education - regardless of 

their specific academic programs and nationality - can adopt to complement and supplement their 

existing, centralized initiatives to internationalize their professors, students, academic programs and 

academic leadership. 
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Literature Review 
 

The following literature review surveys existing theories and practices concerning internationalization 

approaches taken by institutions of higher education around the world.  

 

Internationalization in Higher Education: Areas and Activities 

 

Internationalization in higher education has been defined in many ways. Knight (2003) defines 

internationalization at the national, sectoral, and institutional level is “the process of integrating an 

international, intercultural or global dimension into the purpose, functions or delivery of postsecondary 

education”.  Internationalization at large also involves promoting cooperation and solidarity among 

nations, improving the quality and relevance of higher education, and contributing to the advancement of 

research for international issues (OECD, 2003, Knight, 2004).  

 

In the current literature, a variety of terms exist related to internationalization in higher education, 

including international education, international studies, internationalism, transnational education, and 

globalization. There are also various categories of internationalization branches such as academic 

mobility, international cooperation, studies abroad, and international exchange. Other terms focusing on 

the internationalization on the content of students’ learning include: multicultural education, intercultural 

education, cross-cultural education, education for international understanding, peace education, global 

education, and transnational and global studies (De Wit, 2002; De Wit, 1995). Internationalization is also 

defined as the process of integrating an international and intercultural dimension into the teaching, 

research and service functions of the institutions to improve the quality of education and research for 

students, faculty and the society in its whole (Knight, 1994).  

 

In other words, the internationalization of higher education institutions is the process of integrating the 

institution and its key stakeholders, such as students, faculty, management staff into a rapidly changing 

and globalizing world (Hawawini, 2011). Clearly, this broad spectrum of terms covers a wide area of 

impact, which would benefit by being broken down into different zones of activity. In his study on the 

internationalization of higher education, Bernardo (1998), highlighted several potential areas for 

internationalization within an academic institution: 

 

• Student and staff mobility. 

•  International curriculum.  

• International studies. 

• Research collaboration.  

• International networks.  

• Transnational distance education.  

• International quality assurance systems. 

• Faculty development and exchange.  

• Foreign language studies.  

• Building international perspectives.  

• International networks. 

• Branch campuses.  
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With specific focus on teaching and learning activities (touching on the areas of international curriculum, 

international studies, building international perspectives, and forming students’ international networks, 

from the list above), universities conduct a wide variety of internationalization programs based on 

different models. Some of these fall into the category of ‘internationalization at home’ whereby 

incorporating intercultural and international dimensions into the curriculum, teaching, research and 

extracurricular activities helps students develop international and intercultural skills without ever leaving 

their country (OECD, 2004).  Other rapidly developing forms of internationalization are emerging which 

can be categorized as ‘internationalization away’, including, for example, transnational education 

delivered through off-shore campuses, joint programs with foreign institutions, and different forms of 

distance learning. The latter category seems to suggest a more far- reaching approach, especially given 

that higher education is now seen as an integral part of the global knowledge economy (Henard, Diamon 

and Roseyeare, 2012). 

 

The Potential Benefits of Internationalization of Academic Institutions 
 
The effects of internationalization of educational institutions benefit all stakeholders in education. These 

benefits include improving students’ preparedness for life and career after their studies, enriching the 

curriculum, enhancing the institution’s international profile and presence, increasing its research and 

knowledge production, and diversifying its faculty and staff (Marmolejo, 2012). Other benefits include 

increasing international awareness among students, faculty and management staff, sharing knowledge and 

experience among participating institutions (Luijten-Lub, 2007), and institutions complementing each 

other´s skills, resources and knowledge (Knight, 2009). Furthermore, as academic institutions work hard 

on improving their practices, operational efficiency and productivity to compete successfully with other 

quality institutions across the world (European Union, 2015), their efforts are supported by 

internationalization practices by providing a source of global presence, prestige, and standards (Chan and 

Dimmock, 2008). National and international agencies use internationalization of students as one of the 

criteria to rank and accredit academic institutions; high-ranked and accredited academic institutions 

attract quality students, qualified faculty and much-needed funding from governments and donor agencies 

(Mansor, 2009; Daly, 2011). Internationalization is also a source of increased and diversified revenue 

generation, since it can expand the number of full-fee paying foreign students (Knight and De Wit, 1995). 

 

Other emerging demands and needs of the education industry - such as increasing demands for courses 

and programs taught in foreign languages, increasing mobility of faculty among institutions in a time of 

scarce resources (Cantwell and Maldonado-Maldonado, 2009), and investing in researchers at home and 

abroad - form key interests that institutions have in becoming globally relevant.  Academic mobility 

enhances research and teaching internationally as do other general professional development activities 

and programs of the academic institutions (Colucci, Ferencz, Gaebel and Wächter, 2014). Obviously, 

academic staff with international experience and exposure can add value to all academic activities and 

support systems (Colucci et al., 2014).  

 

Student mobility is a similarly key issue. Professional development opportunities are encouraging 

students to move around the world, train themselves, learn from distinct cultures and discover attractive 

and well-paid jobs (Altbach, 2009). In addition to granting institutions of higher education increased 

revenues, students’ mobilization also grants them name recognition and brand management abroad 

(Becker, 2010). On top of all those factors, the role of information and communication technologies in 

influencing the internationalization of academic institutions and their programs and services cannot be 

overstated. Indeed, information and communication technologies are one of the key parts of the academic 

transformation of the 21
st
 century (Altback et al, 2009). The internet, e-mail, and online social networks 

have provided innovative ways of attracting and reaching out to ever-increasing students, many of whom 

can study remotely, should other pedagogical choices may not be available or may be severely limited.  
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In sum, both internal (institutional) and external (contextual) factors are responsible for encouraging 

academic institutions to align themselves with the flow of the forces of internationalization. An OECD 

(www.oecd.org/edu/imhe) study finds the following forces driving internationalization forward in the 

academic industry:  Increasing national and international visibility; leveraging of institutional strengths 

through strategic partnerships; enlarging the academic community within which an institution can 

benchmark its activities; mobilizing internal intellectual resources; adding important, contemporary 

learning outcomes to students’ experience; and developing stronger research groups. Moreover, national 

governments promote internationalization to develop national university systems within a broader, global 

framework; produce a skilled workforce with global awareness and multi-cultural competencies; use 

public higher education funds to promote national participation in the global knowledge economy; and 

benefit from trade in educational services (www.oecd.org/edu/imhe). 

 

The increasing presence of the phenomenon of internationalization in the education industry, as in any 

business industry, cannot be ignored; all academic institutions must be aware of its forces and embrace 

strategic approaches not only for coping with it, but also for leveraging it to their benefit. As discussed 

above, the competitive advantage and sustainable growth of academic institutions depends on how they 

address the diverse challenges presented by the emerging globalization of economic, market, social and 

technological forces, and take advantages of the numerous opportunities these present.  In the following 

section, we will discuss typical strategies that institutions have adopted in doing so. 

 

Conventional Models of Internationalization 
 

Universities traditionally use a variety of models or paths in undertaking their internationalization 

initiatives and programs. Quite often, an international program office within a university management 

system is responsible for most of the university’s international expansion, speaking both geographically 

and program-wise. Universities follow different paths, ranging from what might be the narrowest - only 

sending students out to other countries for a brief duration, or only having management-to-management 

contact with other academic institutions.  Others follow broader approaches to internationalization, which 

can expand to involve all sorts of exchanges between academic institutions: sending and receiving 

students; exchanges of faculty; joint management trainings; joint and double -degree programs; and 

research collaboration. There is certainly no one specific overall model for conducting 

internationalization initiatives (Knight, 2009).  

 

Other researchers such as Hawawini (2011) classify internationalization models into the following 

categories: 

 

1. Import and export models in which academic institutions import and export students through a 

variety of academic program and activities. This mode is also called inward and outward 

internationalization.  

2. Academic joint ventures (also called international joint venture), in which universities offer 

complementary and supplementary academic programs This model includes collaborations such 

as student exchange programs (inward and outward) under different agreements including joint 

and double -degree programs, certifications, specializations, and internships that students can 

benefit from (between two academic institutions).  

3. Academic partnerships, alliances and consortia, in which two or more academic institutions are 

co-joined. Such partnerships could be absolute, or limited to certain areas, but cooperation is 

robust and spans multiple areas, such as student and faculty exchanges, joint programs, faculty 

researches, etc.   

4. Campuses abroad, in which academic institutions establish physical presence in a different 

country, comparable to direct foreign investment by firms (Kim and Zhu, 2010). Institutions can 

establish campuses abroad offering a variety of academic programs and services to local and 

international students. 
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All these modes and models involve official programs, which are centralized, well-institutionalized, and 

designed to serve institutional requirements and interests. Proper systems for planning, implementing, and 

evaluating of such models is crucial for them to be established successfully and grow in the long run. For 

example, one primary perspective through which one can approach internationalization is that of forming 

partnerships. The American Council on Education (2016) recommends several key elements for 

successfully creating and managing international partnerships: (1) Planning and preparation; (2) Aligning 

the organizational goals and objectives with overall missions and priorities of the institution; (3) 

Identifying and studying modes and alternatives of potential collaborations; (4) Evaluating and selecting 

amongst proposed partners; and (5) Ongoing management, evaluation and feedback of collaboration. 

 

Limitations Associated with the Conventional Model of Internationalization 
 

This paper has thus far assumed, and listed, the benefits of internationalization for all stakeholders in 

educational programs and services. To present a well-rounded survey, however, we note that there are 

some authors holding anti-internationalization positions, expressing concerns about the detriments of 

internationalization of academic institutions. For example, Baburaian (2011) suggests that 

internationalization presents risks to the host or receiving nations; by attracting external universities and 

other related institutions, these countries or specific cities/places can become unnaturally crowded, 

creating an over-supply of educational services and programs. Other effects may include quality decline, 

cultural degradation and social problems in the host nation or cities. Other limitations associated with 

internationalization are shortages of necessary or required academic programs, existing 

internationalization packages are too expensive for students, faculty and academic administrators, 

especially from developing nations (Daly, 2011). Other studies find that not all academic leaders are 

forward-looking and visionary and therefore, internationalization programs, systems or culture may never 

be initiated by such institutions. Moreover, many some nations in the world today prohibit their citizen to 

travel abroad for a variety of reasons; other travel limitations are imposed by educational institutions 

seeking to avoid liability. Institutionalized internationalization programs are also limited because there 

are institutional requirements such as criteria for academic transfers and revalidation of academic works, 

variations in institutional academic standards, and, differences academic calendar.  

 

While some of these challenges relate to the potential and actual benefits of the internationalization 

philosophy and functions, we suggest that most of them pertain to the management system and process 

used in managing internationalization efforts: 

 

1. Bureaucracy: Involving slow decision-making and ineffective implementation of decisions. 

2. Connected at the top: Large-scale internationalization decisions - such as designing academic 

programs, or forming strategic alliances with other academic institutions - are often taken to 

serve the interests of the educational organization, its policy makers and top managers. The 

interests of other beneficiaries and their needs are often ignored or not fully taken into 

consideration. 

3. Anchored: Internationalization programs and services are limited and lack innovation and 

flexibility. 

4. Kept lean: Lack of resources – including personnel, finances, time, space, or technological 

infrastructure - inhibit the growth of internationalization options and facilities beyond the 

conventional frontiers of the institution. 

5. Non-entrepreneurial: Lack of knowledge and interest in exploring and expanding the resources 

(such as networks, strategic partners and global issues), internationalization programs in many 

universities are left in the hands of few traditionally-minded operational staff. 

6. Marginalization:  Lacking a comprehensive approach to internationalization within a university 

system often results in internationalization efforts becoming, or being perceived as, peripheral to 

the core issues and programs of the institution. 
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Moreover, often features like flexibility, options-for-all, fairness and meritocracy are ignored in the 

conventional model of internationalization where preferences, self-interest and connections traditionally 

dominate the decisions of allocating resources and selecting individuals (students, faculty, administrators 

for example) for internationalization purposes.    

  

 To address these limitations associated with existing management and operation systems of 

internationalization programs, this paper puts forwards a self-internationalization model, seeking to 

complement the conventional model of internationalization.  

 

The Self-Internationalization Model 
 

This paper introduces the self-internationalization model (SIM). This model focuses on the activities of 

students, faculty and management of academic institutions as they search, explore and select options of 

participation in (or, undertaking of) international projects, assignments, and activities on their own – all 

without the direct involvement or guidance of their academic institution.  Whereas CIM aims to create an 

international/ intercultural environment in research, teaching and studying with the aim of supporting the 

international/intercultural interactivity of involved individuals in all the field mentioned above (Knight 

1999), it does so through centralized processes managed by the academic institutions themselves. In 

contrast, SIM calls for creating such an environment through the efforts of the beneficiaries themselves, 

with the institution playing a far more limited role such as guiding and assisting in internationalization 

initiatives and, verifying and recognizing internationalization efforts undertaken by students, faculty and 

administrative staff, for example. 

 

The value of such an approach is best introduced by noting the changes that characterize the 

contemporary educational landscape: Increased demand, changed mobility patterns, public disinvestment 

in higher education, growing privatization of higher education, increasingly cost/quality -sensitive users 

of education, prevalence  of non-traditional students, demand for innovative programing, competition for 

quality faculty and students, and massification commodatization of education (Hudzik, 2012), universities 

must think beyond their traditional-internalized approaches to internationalization. Overly structured and 

systemized approaches to internationalization are not enough to fully exploit the emerging systems of 

internationalization, which increasingly go beyond trade fairs and international scholarships to include 

global socio-political events, technologically-mediated educational opportunities of different natures, and 

other academic and non-academic learning venues.  

 

So, self-internationalization by whom? Academic leadership, faculty and students alike can pursue 

activities and initiatives in line with internationalization, according to their interests and choice. For 

example, from the perspective of students, adopting the self-internationalization model by their institution 

would mean that students - whilst studying in their own home institution - will explore academic and non-

academic activities, events and programs globally, and select according to their own convenience, interest 

and needs. An example of an academic activity might be participation in a Massive Online Open Course 

(MOOC); an example of a non-academic activity might be online mentoring of a child in a disadvantaged 

region of the world.  By allowing and encouraging students to engage in such activities, the institutions 

will promote habits and skills of self-learning and self-evaluation in line with the university’s learning 

outcomes and standards. The institution’s role in this is that of facilitator and encourager, providing 

monitoring and assessment. For participating in self-defined academic activities, students should be 

awarded academic credits towards their core-curricular requirements including foundational courses, 

specialization courses and general education courses. Engaging in co-curricular activities - including 

language, cultural, or leadership programs - will allow student to get credits for internationalization, 

social-services, community services and the like, meeting a variety of other graduation requirements, 

such as required internships, or professional experience abroad. In summary, institutions should 

encourage students to create their own internationalization pathway and engage in its activities. The 
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academic institution will not need to arrange or organize these activities. However, it will need to invest 

resources in (a) encouraging students to do so and (b) accrediting such activities. 

 

Similarly, internationalization of faculty and of academic leadership under SIM implies that responsibility 

and freedom to initiate international trainings, scholarships, research collaborations, sabbatical programs, 

co-teaching projects, and the like, should be given into the hands of faculty and academic administrators. 

Training programs identified and participated in by faculty, on their own, that is in in line with the 

teaching activities and standards of the university should be valued and recognized as much as official 

university-internal programs. Faculty and academic leadership should be allowed to organize their own 

international visits including social, cultural, and academic events, conferences, and workshops. They 

would be encouraged to seek research collaboration, or to create opportunities for international team-

teaching with faculty from other nations and disciplines 

 

What, then, is the role of the institution under the SIM model? This role involves, first of all, taking a step 

back, and allowing beneficiaries to take initiative rather than attempting to guide and control them 

through institutionally devised and sanctioned programs. This will entail quite a mindset-shift, for some 

institutions. In a more practical sense, it will include adaptations in institutional encouragement and 

reward. The university will need to develop flexibility in its academic accreditation, credit transfers, and 

selection of disciplines, in order to review and accredit student accomplishment in an academically 

responsible manner. It will need to recognize and reward internationalization activities, self-initiated by 

faculty and management. 

  

To provide institutional support and resources, in case of any need for support by students, faculty and 

management engaged in self0internationalization efforts, a university can open a self-internationalization 

office, perhaps as a sub-unit within the domain of its International Program Office. Through such a unit 

or elsewise, the university can provide advisory services as needed, particularly after institutional 

experienced and knowledge has been gained through tracking early self-internationalization activities.  It 

can serve as a resource expander and provide referrals, as well as grant validation and recognition of the 

projects and activities undertaken by students, faculty and management. It can set guidelines for what 

types of internationalization initiatives ‘count’ in terms of student accreditation or faculty productivity, 

and formally acknowledge projects as ‘counting’ once they have been completed. Furthermore, the 

university could particularly promote and support self-initiated programs that harmonize with its existing 

CIM programs and activities. Finally, the university should engage in efforts to collect data about SIM 

activities undertaken by students, faculty and managers. In the aggregate, these can be reported to 

accrediting bodies, ranking agencies, donors, etc. Individual activities can be reported for public relations 

purposes. In a more proactive way, institutions could prepare their members for participation in SIM 

activities, seeing them all as institutional ambassadors whose activities advance the goals of the 

institutions and beyond while promoting the interest of the nations they belong to. For example, offering 

a workshop on application to study-abroad programs might enhance students’ chances of acceptance. 

Offering a workshop on online learning skills necessary for success in MOOCs might lead to students 

taking a lead role, with increased visibility, in those courses. The self-internationalization office, whether 

established in within the domain of the International Program Office of a university system or in some 

other organizational framework, should be independent in its operations, and allowed to keep records, 

prepare promotional materials, and organize workshops and seminars promoting the concept and 

practices of the self-internationalization model.    

 

It should be stressed, that this paper is not presenting a choice to institutions between centralizing all 

internationalization efforts or abandoning the field to individuals. The proposal differs from this choice in 

two important dimensions. First, in that universities do not need to choose between CIM and SIM; SIM 

can easily be adopted as a complementary approach to an existing CIM framework. Second, in that far 

from requiring universities to take a hands-off approach to internationalization, SIM is best served by 

taking a proactive stance – but a non-traditional one. Such a stance would encourage individual 
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innovation and initiative in the realm of internationalization, reward it, capitalize on the returns of these 

efforts, and spotlight and reinforce particularly successful efforts. Eventually, such spotlight and 

reinforcement might upgrade an individual initiative into being a part of the university’s formal CIM 

model. Such recognition would only serve to increase motivation for innovation at the SIM level.  

 

Operationalization of the Self-Internationalization Model 
 

To operationalize the model, participants in SIM including students, faculty and administrative personnel: 

 

1. Initiate search for programs in different countries on their own.  

2. Make contacts with organizations (educational and non-educational) identified to learn about 

their projects and activities. 

3. Sharing information about the intended program with IPO in order to make sure that program is 

acceptable and recognized by the academic institution. 

4. Apply for the programs, and if accepted, participate in the program and get 

certification/diploma from the program offering institution. Such programs will either be self-

financed, shared-financed and fully funded by the institution. 

5. Bring the certificate/diploma and demonstrate to the IPO of the university and the related 

organizational units to register the certificate and get the required internationalization credit.  

  

 

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Self-Internationalization Model 
 

SIM presents a variety of viable alternatives to complement and supplement existing internationalization 

management models. It provides flexibility and self-managed programs allowing students, faculty and 

management to serve their own interests and needs, and to do so at a timing of their own choice. 

Efficiency and fairness in the process of internationalization will be enhanced through the bypassing of 

institutional red-tapes and bureaucracy, limitations and administrative barriers.  Also, SIM will reduce the 

burden of permanent staff, fixed budget, time and international travels. It will incentivize members of all 

of the beneficiary groups to self-initiate, innovate, develop new projects and increase their networking. 

Moreover, institutions will be relieved from some of the traditional obligations and responsibilities 

associated with CIM, such as: 

 

1. Contracting with other partner institutions. 

2. Arranging visas and other international travelling documents. 

3. Admissions and graduations from foreign universities. 

4. Maintaining and serving the needs and interests of partner institutions. 

5. Financial resources. 

6. Health, safety and insurance-related issues; 

7. Pressure from partner institutions to be accredited and ranked by international or national 

agencies in order to merit partnership. 

8. Looking for or designing programs to meet diverse needs of different parties (students and 

faculty from different academic and experience backgrounds). 

9. Any other risk or conflict associated with the participation in international programs, either 

by students, faculty or administrative staff. 

10. Developing, managing and maintaining university-level strategic alliances in a changing 

world. 

 

Like any other idea or project or model, SIM is not without its limitations; it has several weaknesses, 

some of which are transitional or whereas others are permanent. For example, there are likely to be 

collisions between SIM efforts CIM efforts at universities in the establishment stages of SIM.  The need 

to cope with hundreds, even thousands, of small-scale initiatives requiring attention (e.g., accrediting an 
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online course for a single student) will require manpower; particularly, at first, as the system gains 

familiarity with each initiative for the first time. From the faculty perspective, it would be realistic to 

expect clashes between some SIM activities and traditional faculty duties of teaching, research and 

service. Organization and having an effective and flexible management system in place in collaboration 

with the existing internationalization efforts of the institutions is another challenge SIM will face. Other 

challenges are: 

 

1. Different academic and internationalization programs may will require different accreditation 

and revalidation mechanisms and standards.  

2. Mismatching of the timing of the internationalization programs opted for by a student or faculty 

offered by foreign organizations and the academic calendar used by an academic institution. 

3. Lack of direct supervision and control over the selection of the foreign programs (academic and 

non-academic) will jeopardize the quality standards desired by the institution. 

4. Potential for conflicts with the already established programs and associates, and probably losing 

incoming students and faculty. 

5. Potential loss of the external funds and donations coming from private and public agencies 

aimed at the internationalization efforts and activities of the university. 

6. The risk of losing the existing programs and links and/or initiating new programs and links with 

the industrial world abroad such as internships and research funds.  

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
 

In the 21
st
 century and beyond, emerging and complex challenges facing humanity demands from 

institutions of higher education - regardless of their size, origin and the nature of the academic programs 

and services they offer - to prepare graduates with global knowledge and a global mindset. 

Internationalization is no longer an optional activity; it is rapidly becoming a core, strategic, goal and 

value for academic institutions. Current and future university graduates must be multi-perceptive, have 

broad knowledge-horizons, and possess the ability to cope with change. Their international and 

multicultural competencies are key for enhancing their success in the global job market. Neither the 

industrial world nor the society we live and work in can afford to continue to nurture individuals with 

limited knowledge and experience of international issues and with limited intercultural skills with regards 

to interaction, communication, decision making, team work etc. (Knight, 2003; Knight, 2004). 

Internationalization opens many possibilities for higher education institutions and, managed well, can 

yield a range of benefits for the institution and its broader community, including, but not limited to, its 

students and faculty. However, institutions face a range of challenges when it comes to managing 

internationalization (Hénard, Diamond and Roseveare, 2012).  

 

In the globalized knowledge society, international competition in higher education has become more 

intense; the interest in measuring this phenomenon has increased concurrently (Delgado-Márquez, 

Hurtado-Torres and Bondar, 2011). Many HEIs are becoming global, as competition has accelerated and 

exchange programs and international branches have proliferated. This has decreased the “psychic 

distance” between all involved, and increased the “push-pull” experienced by students, professors or 

whole institutions (Khan, et. al. 2014). In this way, the new “academic capitalistic system” has pushed 

universities towards higher degrees of competitiveness and merit, engaging in a cycle of competition with 

each other - for the prize of attracting the best students, the highest quality of professors and the most 

funding - so as to increase their status and prestige; this all forms an ever-reinforcing circle. Like the 

business sector, this service industry is vying for resources, faculty and students. HEI management 

decision-making is constantly exploring the pros and cons of internationalization: Will it bring the 

institution additional resources, or wind up costing more than it is worth? The impact of HEI 

internationalization is being felt widely felt, and should be helped along, promoted and supported by both 

the private and public sectors to increase innovation and competitiveness within and amongst institutions, 

and in countries at large (Khan, et. al. 2014).  
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As global education becomes even more demanding, complex and competitive, international alliances in 

the forms of partnerships in diverse activities, which enhance the links and mobility between universities 

of different countries and regions, should become the main strategy of these institutions. Not only will 

they attract the most talented student body, but will further enhance the competitiveness of faculty, which 

in turn, will continue attracting the best students, thus increasing the international prestige of the 

institution. Finally, as universities are relying ever more on their own sources for self-financing, 

internationalization efforts and initiatives can be optimized by looking for alternative complimentary 

options such as self-internationalization models partially supported by an ever-increasing number of 

online programs which will bring paying “customers” to an efficient and relatively low-cost platform of 

exchange and learning.  

 

In closing, we provide a few recommendations for internationalization efforts of HEIs to succeed, grow, 

and sustain their institutions not only in the short but also - and most importantly - in the long run while 

bringing together the two contrasting but complementary models of CIM and SIM.   

 

First, an institution encouraging SIM needs to clarify, at all levels, that SIM activity is viewed as 

important, and that it counts, in terms of expected faculty productivity and rank and tenure 

considerations. Second, academic institutions (universities, schools and colleges) should incorporate the 

SIM- internationalization program in the mission of the institution; and, to adequately support the 

mission, institutional culture and policies should be re-organized. and re-energized. Third, the com-

mitment and enthusiasm of the university´s staff - let it be the international office in charge of faculty 

exchanges or the faculty itself, who understands the importance of these experiences - must be secured, as 

it is key for continue creating opportunities for intellectual stimulation and learning. These include the 

promotion of exchange opportunities, selection mechanisms and criteria, a range of relevant and attractive 

agreements with host partners, recognition of overseas study, financial support and a credit transfer 

system to participate in an exchange program. Fourth, in developing internationalization planning, 

academic institutions must involve key stakeholders to reflect the institution’s commitment to 

internationalization and receive support from various interest groups in the implementation process.  

Fifth, any internationalization program within an academic institution must encompass these strategic 

actions: As mentioned earlier, internationalization must be given an important attention, place and space 

in the strategic planning of the institution; internationalization activities and programs must be 

institutionalized. It means that establishing a full-fledged international program office with enough 

resources (people, budget and technology) is essential for planning, implementing and following up 

initiatives; all key stakeholders must contribute in regular meetings, revisions, and feedbacks in order to 

learn from the current practices of internationalization and remain informed; formal and continuous 

assessment mechanisms and systems must be put in place in order to assess goals, progress and outcomes 

of internationalization; and, internationalization models and alternative revisions, negotiations and 

renegotiations should be an ongoing process and activity on the campus. 

 

Finally, working in close collaboration with other key players and stakeholders in higher education sector 

including government, industry and community will make any initiative and proposal attractive, 

acceptable and doable. 
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Abstract  

Power plants, hospitals, banks and waste water treatment plants are just some of the critical infrastructure 

components. Each of them directly affects the quality of life of society. Together they form a system 

whose functioning guarantees the security and stability of the state. Hence, ensuring effective protection 

of critical infrastructure is today one of the most important challenges for operators of this infrastructure, 

public administration and security services. Technical infrastructure, human errors, but also criminal, 

terrorist and other crimes can be a threat to the operation of critical infrastructure. That is why the article 

discusses various concepts of critical infrastructure and describes its key features of the infrastructure 

protection system. In the following, solutions were proposed to improve the critical infrastructure 

protection system, addressing legal, procedural, organizational and technical issues. 

 

Keywords: Critical infrastructure, protection, safety 

Introduction 

„The ones which have a clear vision of what is awaiting them,  

they will deal more effectively with every threat” 

Tukitydes 

The safety and the development of states and societies are dependent to a large extent from different 

systems guaranteeing meeting the diversified needs. In order to every individual person, nation, or state 

developed in the undisturbed way, the infrastructure solutions are needed. Systems guaranteeing safety of 

citizens, health, the electric energy and water supply and into other necessary goods constitute the critical 

infrastructure. However it should be emphasized that the discussed type of the infrastructure is 

particularly susceptible to threats of different kind.  

Each of the systems classified as critical infrastructure may become a potential object of the penetration 

or the terrorist attack, although the purpose of the attack may be different. Hence, it is particularly 

important to ensure the safety of all critical infrastructure facilities (including systems and subsystems, 

and components) and personal security. One of the areas of widely understood critical infrastructure 

protection of the state is secure. Critical infrastructure protection should be understood as a set of actions 

that prevent the unauthorized or unreachable trespassing of unauthorized persons into the area, the intent 

of which is the destruction and neutralization of personnel and military equipment and technology.  The 

protection purpose is to ensure order and security in the area of the facility, counteracting acts of 

diversion or the manifestations of terrorism. The task of protective measures is to ensure the effective, 

direct and indirect protection of certain facilities and personnel, which may be the subject of the 

identification and assault of terrorist groups or common criminal groups.  
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Therefore, the critical infrastructure protection system should protect objects against all external and 

internal threats and lay down appropriate organizational structures, develop procedures for operation, 

equipping facilities with technical protection measures, etc. Critical infrastructure protection is constantly 

improving, as new threats are still emerging, and potential opponents have increasingly better means of 

fighting. In view of the above, the purpose of this article is to: Identify Critical Infrastructure Protection 

System and formulate proposals for its improvement. 

The Essence of Critical Infrastructure 

The term ,,critical infrastructure” is relatively new. In the past, it was used as a name for strategic objects 

such as roads, bridges, viaducts, and water and transport systems. In the 1990s President Bill Clinton's 

directive of 22 May 1998 contained information on the critical infrastructure protection of the state 

understood as systems and installations necessary for the functioning of modern society and 

administration [The Clinton Administration’s Policy on Critical Infrastructure Protection: Presidential 

Decision Directive 1998]. In turn, the EU Council Directive 2008/114/EC of 8 December 2008 identifies 

critical infrastructure as a component, system or part of infrastructure located in the territory of the 

Member States, which is essential for maintaining the necessary social, health, safety and material 

prosperity or social population and whose disruption or destruction would have a material impact on the 

Member State concerned as a result of the loss of these functions [Directive 2008/114/EC on the 

identification and designation of European Critical Infrastructures]. 

It is also worth mentioning the definition developed by the experts of the NATO Civil Protection 

Committee, who interpret critical infrastructure as objects, services and information systems that are vital 

to the state, and their damage or destruction could have a profound impact on state security, national 

economy, health and safety, public and proper functioning of the government [NATO’s Role in Civil 

Emergency Planning 2006:11]. According to the Polish Crisis Management Act, critical infrastructure 

constitutes systems (buildings, installations, services) critical for the security of the state and its citizens 

and to ensure the smooth functioning of the public administration, institutions and entrepreneurs [2007 

Crisis Management Act, Journal of Laws of 2001]. 

Critical infrastructure includes economic sectors, institutions, distribution networks, systems that ensure 

the continuity of the flow of goods and services vital to the country's defense, economic security, health, 

and security. Infrastructure should be considered as ,,critical” when its malfunction, capacity limitation or 

destruction could affect the weakening of the country or region [Executive  Order  13010 - Critical  

Infrastructure  Protection.  Federal  Register 1996:37347-37350]. 

Identification of the Protection System of the Critical Infrastructure 

The term protection of an object ,,should be understood as a set of undertakings preventing the intrusion 

into the premises of unauthorized persons and carrying out a destructive action” [Lipski  1996:453]. The 

concept of Janusz Wojtal and Marian Milewicz is slightly different, stating that it is ,,a set of 

organizational, tactical, technical and physical measures to prevent crimes and offenses against property, 

and to prevent the occurrence of damage arising from these events and to prevent unauthorized persons 

entering the protected object” [Wojtal and Milewicz 2008:581]. On the other hand, the concept of 

physical (personal) protection ,,includes a system of human protection (physical protection), together with 

the provision of necessary technical means, such as communication and direct coercion” [Wójcik 
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2003:3]. Property protection is provided by guard posts, observation, patrolling, traffic control, 

intervention groups and technical security (mechanical and electronic).  

Therefore, the protection of critical infrastructure objects is ,,any effort to ensure the functionality, 

continuity and integrity of critical infrastructure to prevent threats or vulnerabilities, and to mitigate and 

neutralize their effects, and to rapidly restore this infrastructure in the event of a disaster, attacks or other 

events disorting its proper functioning” [2007 Crisis Management Act 2001]. 

1. Physical security - understood as a set of undertakings aimed at minimizing the risk of disruption of 

critical infrastructure in an unauthorized manner by people who were in critical infrastructure. It 

consists of the protection of persons, understood as actions aimed at ensuring the safety of life, health 

and personal integrity and the protection of property (preventing offenses and offenses against 

property and preventing the occurrence of damage arising from these events) and preventing 

unauthorized persons from entering the protected area. 

2. Technical protection - including a set of measures and procedures to minimize the risk of disruption to 

critical infrastructure, operations related to the technical aspects of the construction and operation of 

critical infrastructure facilities, equipment, installations and services, including technical protection 

measures. Technical critical infrastructure protection covers issues related to the compliance of 

buildings, equipment, installations and services with applicable standards (e.g. construction) and other 

regulations (e.g. fire) to ensure the safe use of critical infrastructure and the technical security of the 

facility, fences, barriers, CCTV systems, access systems, etc. 

3. Personal protection - a set of ventures and procedures designed to minimize the risk of people who, 

through authorized access to critical facilities, equipment, installations and services, can cause 

disruptions in their functioning. This protection should therefore be linked to employees and other 

people temporarily located within the critical infrastructure (service providers, suppliers, visitors). 

4. An IT Protection – is a set of undertakings and procedures aimed at minimizing the risk of disrupting 

the operation of critical infrastructure related to the use of IT systems and networks. It also means 

protection against cybercrime and cyber terrorism and effective countermeasures against such 

incidents. 

5. Legal protection - a set of ventures designed to minimize the risks associated with the activities of 

other economic, state or private entities whose activities could lead to disruption of IK services, 

facilities, installations and services. In this respect, it is important to use legal instruments that are not 

permissible, through the ability to control and possibly block or reduce management decisions, such 

as hostile takeovers, mergers, or sales of certain infrastructure items that may interfere with its 

functioning. 

The organization and implementation of critical infrastructure protection tasks is one of the voivodship, 

county and municipal crisis management bodies that are required to create national, provincial, district 

and municipal crisis management plans. 
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Improvement of the critical infrastructure system 

In order to ensure the safety of critical infrastructure, a suitable protection system, consisting of a number 

of different elements, should be constructed. This system is designed to ensure the safety of persons, 

property and non-disrupted object functioning. The creation of an object security system is preceded by 

preliminary actions aimed at the precise (detailed) knowledge of the subject matter, the circumstances in 

which it is implemented, the potential risks and the possibilities of limiting it. 

Detailed cognition of the protection object will ensure that activities known collectively as the object 

recognition. It will thus determine the existence (by place, time and circumstances) of immediate danger 

or threat thereof (potential danger) of persons or protected property [Basałyga 2007:3-4]. 

Proper cognition of the object, area, device will be possible thanks to [Bejgier and Stanejko 2012:168-

169]: 

1. An on-site verification, e.g. direct contact with the subject of protection, within which to determine: 

− nature of the protection object (e.g. industrial plant, dam, power plant, etc); 

− location of the object of protection (its location, as well as distance from Police units, fire 

brigades, city guards, hospitals etc); 

− object of protection from the outside (immediate surroundings of the object, area, equipment, 

including the type and condition of the fence, lighting, traffic intensity, nature and nature of 

adjacent objects, etc.); 

− object of interior protection (area of the object, its topography, distribution of rooms, their 

availability and destination, internal communication, etc.); 

2. Documentation such as architectural foundations (bearing and partition walls, chimneys and 

ventilation systems), executive projects of technical security systems (alarm systems, building and 

mechanical protection systems), organizational schemes (arrangement of rooms and their use and 

distribution), orders circular, instructions relating to safety. 

3. For background interview (information concerning crime in the most immediate surroundings and 

inside the object of protection, susceptibility of the object of protection to threats). 

4. For external security, especially the Police, Transit Police, mobile intervention teams, protection of 

neighboring objects. 

5. For internal conditioning (organization of work) such as employment structure, personal and material 

movement, time of activity of the protection object, etc.  

Effective protection of an object occurs only when the subject of protection is sufficiently known and 

determined. It is therefore necessary to establish the detailed conditions and circumstances under which 

protection is provided.  In the case of an object, area or device, this shall include its location in the field, 

the manner of separating it from other (no longer protected) objects, the way of isolating from them, its 

characteristics (posing or enhancing threats), and the types and used security methods, both physical and 
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technical.  It is also necessary to know the hazards surrounding the protected object. It is therefore 

important to know the dangers, both objectively as well as potential, within the facility. For this purpose, 

it will be necessary to take steps to identify hazards. In order to be able to speak about the full 

effectiveness of the facility's protection, risks must also be assessed in addition to hazard identification.  

As a further area of critical infrastructure protection, normative documents should be indicated. Critical 

infrastructure protection regulations are contained in legislation covering various areas of the state, such 

as telecommunications; production and trading of fuels and electricity; performing defensive tasks by 

entrepreneurs; creation of strategic reserves; powers of the Minister competent for State Treasury matters 

in some companies; realization of protection of persons and property.  On the basis of these documents, 

the concept of a protection system should be developed in each critical infrastructure complex. It is an 

informal document, but its development greatly improves the efficiency of the planning process of the 

facility and improves its performance, hence it is recommended as an integral part of the process. The 

concept usually takes the form of a text document varied, if necessary, with graphical attachments. Based 

on the concept, the ,,Object Protection and Defense Plan” is being developed. The plan defines the scope 

of the activities related to the organization of the facility protection system and the ways of minimizing 

the effects that may affect the operational capacity.  

According to the provisions of the act, critical infrastructure protection plans should contain [Lidwa, 

Krzeszowski and Więcek 2010:60–62]: 

− the list of objects and systems of the critical infrastructure, 

− Critical Infrastructure Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment, 

− characteristics of resources that can be used to protect critical infrastructure, 

− variants of acting in cases of threats or disrupting functioning of the critical infrastructure, 

− variants of action in cases of threats or disruptions of the functioning of critical infrastructure, 

− the principles of cooperation of public administration with the owners and possessors and 

dependent objects, installations or equipment of critical infrastructure in the scope of its 

protection, including the rules for the transmission of information, 

− indication of the dates and procedures for updating the plan. 

There are strict rules on each Critical Infrastructure facility that should be included in the relevant 

documents [Świerszcz and Piedziuk 2016:107-136]. The specificity of critical infrastructure operation 

necessitates precise specification of norms and rules, both on site and adjacent areas. Therefore, it is 

justified to develop for each Critical Infrastructure Critical Facilities Operational Procedures.  

The concept of procedure is most often associated with specific proceedings relating to a given case. 

Procedures in the airport security system should be understood as an agreed manner (rules) of conduct at 

various organizational levels in the event of a crisis. They can be treated as a specific hazard-mitigation 

algorithm, resulting in hazard monitoring, compilation, and power usage scenarios, ways to minimize the 

scale of losses and the effects of threats [Sobolewski 2011:64]. 
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Fixed Operational Procedures should include such information as: hazard identification, protection zones, 

crisis management procedures, organization of the physical and technical protection system and the 

location of such facilities within the facility, access and control rules, pass patterns, organization of the 

communication system, training and exercise requirements, etc.  

Another important document from the point of view of the organization of the protection system to be 

developed at the level of a critical infrastructure facility is the ,,Engineering Protection Plan”. This 

document should contain the necessary information on the development of the engineering infrastructure, 

including the organization of masking and fortification components, e.g.: the extension of road and 

engineering dams to restrict traffic and access to particularly dangerous directions, concrete protection 

walls, observation posts and checkpoints, etc.  

Another area of improvement can be classified as operational security. Critical infrastructure objects are 

subject to mandatory protection. There are significant differences depending on the type of object. Other 

requirements are, for example, for a gun manufacturer and different for a power plant. That is why some 

institutions have their own security services, others hire outside companies. According to experience, 

security companies often do not meet the standards required for such important facilities. Therefore, a 

rational solution would be creating a Defense and Defense Group to carry out: the identification and 

prevention of threats, the protection of personnel, equipment and infrastructure, the elimination of 

Weapons of Mass Destruction, medical and fire safety, and the development of engineering. It would be 

appropriate to create an organizational structure for the Group, which could consist of four main cells: 

Passive Defense Team, Recovery Capability Team, Ground Defense Team and Secret Information Agent 

Division.  

Definitely the most important issue in the development and implementation of critical infrastructure 

protection strategies is the development of mechanisms for cooperation between government departments 

and the private sector. Private sector owns the majority of critical infrastructure facilities, completely 

controlling their state, development, investments, including security. This private sector is in the first line 

of attack, but there is no access to classified information collected by government departments, especially 

from operational sources. The government, on the other hand, creates strategic defense plans based on 

their own analytical knowledge and gives them the appropriate legal classified information, but gathering 

data does not have full knowledge of the opportunities or vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure owned 

by the private sector. This knowledge is very closely guarded by infrastructure owners as one of the most 

sensitive factors in assessing the ability to win a position on a competitive market. It is necessary to find a 

platform for exchanging information and work together to better understand conditioning and 

interdependence. Improving reliability and security in the e-economy should strengthen the position of 

critical infrastructure owners.  

Another technical element of the Critical Infrastructure Protection System is technical supportive 

measures. The essential function of the technical protection subsystem of a critical infrastructure object is 

to create a safe environment for the functioning entities in the premises of the facility. This is achievable 

through the proper functioning of the traffic system and the granting of access rights to individual zones 

of the facility. The proper organization of the intrusion detection and information system is also 

important. All these elements must be integrated into one common system managed by the Surveillance 

Center.  
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Taking into account particular current threats, critical infrastructure facilities should be equipped with the 

following groups of technical means: 

1. Warning and lighting equipment such as automatic ground sensors and lighting, such as lighted mines, 

rocket lighters (signaling cartridges), wide beam headlamps and searchlights mounted on watch 

towers. 

2. Instruments for observation in conditions of limited visibility. Security subdivisions should have 

adequate equipment for observation and combat in night conditions and limited visibility. Such 

instruments include: luminescent binoculars, night vision goggles and night vision eyewear active. 

3. Engineering dams. In the area of counteracting the movement, inhibiting or delaying the intrusion of 

the opponent, connected to the observation system. Includes barbed wire / concetrina barriers 

(concrete barriers, portable buildings, barbed wire - portable pneumatic piercing devices) and stone 

and concrete blocks. 

4. Protective system, in the form of entrance and entry controls, guard posts adequately protected against 

the effects of conventional weapons and NBC (nuclear, biological, chemical) destruction. Taking into 

account the location of all the facilities of a given critical infrastructure complex, it is proposed to 

divide into the following four protection zones: 

− Periphery Protection Zone - a separate area of the site outside the external fence of the protected 

object. This zone does not install alarm systems and systems, but should maintain a strip 25 m 

wide, free from high bushes and grasses, providing access to the ground adjacent to the facility; 

− Peripheral external protection zone - terrain area between the external and internal fence of a 

critical infrastructure facility. In this zone, there are installed external devices and alarm systems, 

lighting, wired communication system for protective forces. In the outer perimeter protection zone, 

at least two independently operated alarm systems, e.g. fencing and surface systems, and 

underground systems, two surface systems including active infrared and microwave barriers, and 

other system combinations; 

− Direct external protection zone - terrain directly adjacent to individual buildings in a critical 

infrastructure facility. In this zone, external devices and alarm systems are installed, which can be 

used with surveillance cameras. In the area of direct external protection, single alarm systems - 

terrestrial, underground or fence - should be used; 

− Interior protection zone - indoor area with all windows, doors, air vents, etc. In this zone, internal 

alarm systems are installed. There are also used surveillance cameras systems that are compatible 

with internal alarms and other physical security devices in this zone. 

The next area concerns the protection of important personnel. This protection is accomplished through 

individual personnel equipment in armaments and special equipment (anti-skid vests, protective clothing, 

personal medical equipment, etc.) and personal protection provided by the service department, as well as 

the development of appropriate procedures. The third area is document protection and information 

security. 
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Documents in accordance with binding regulations should be kept in separate offices (open and secret 

offices with foreign document handling points) and in workplaces specified in the requirements of safes, 

armored cabinets and containers. The principles of protection and access to these sites will determine 

procedures at the workplace [Ćwik 2017: 170-174]. In case of attempting to penetrate these places, any 

staff member will be required to follow the procedure (violation of the security zone by an unauthorized 

person). The next area is related to passive defense, which aims to ensure the implementation of tasks 

such as: identification, identification and monitoring, warning, alerting and reporting of contamination. 

The last area is the recovery of operational capacity. It may include the destruction of dangerous and 

explosive objects (IED - Improvised Explosive Device and UXO -  Unexploded Ordnance), health care, 

fire safety and damage remediation. 

Conclusions 

Protecting critical infrastructure, due to its importance for the state security system, has a priority in the 

present day. The threat posed by organized criminal groups has been increased. They aimed at gaining 

weapons, ammunition and explosives. At the same time, terrorism has developed, and the cost-effective 

target of attacks by terrorist groups may become critical infrastructure.  

It is also not possible to underestimate the possibility of the emergence of strictly military threats. 

Therefore, the safety of critical infrastructure facilities can be assured. By effective protection, which 

always depended on the possibility of detecting the presence of an intruder - even before entering 

protected areas - and informing the fact to the physical security services. The assessment of the 

functioning of the facility protection systems shows that the weakest link still remains people who are 

designated for protection, as well as defective security systems.  

In order to improve the level of protection of critical infrastructure complexes, the following actions 

should be taken: 

1. To develop detailed operational procedures for the protection of facilities 

2. to conduct ongoing analysis of external threats (especially in terms of terrorist threats) and internal 

threats and to implement practically the conclusions derived therefrom; 

3. improve organizational solutions that enhance the effectiveness of protection systems (create 

organizational structures such as the Defense and Defense Group); 

4. successively increase the installation of modern, technical security devices, both mechanical and 

electronic; 

5. to equip critical infrastructure facilities with modern communication technologies and robotic 

signaling equipment and transport vehicles for value and service; 

6. to conduct periodic training on the protection of objects and property of considerable value with the 

persons responsible for the organization and implementation of those goals and the administrators of 

alarm systems in the field of work control and maintenance of equipment;  

7. to develop cooperation with other security services, such as the army, Police, etc., in the field of risk 

information exchange and take action in the event of a breach of the protection system. 
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Abstract 

 
The purpose of this research is to diagnose the spread of the phenomenon of social loafing in-group 

activities of manufacturing companies. The theoretical part of the article is prepared by using the methods 

of scientific literature analysis, synthesis, chronology, and analogy. After a detailed analysis of the 

researches, the dimensions for a new questionnaire have been distinguished. After attributing the items to 

the dimensions, the expert assessment of the questionnaire was organized. On the basis of the results of 

the assessment, the appropriate for diagnostics version of the questionnaire was obtained. The empirical 

research was conducted using the questionnaire developed by the authors, i.e. by carrying out the closed-

type questionnaire survey for employees working in-group activities of the manufacturing companies. 

Only employees of three of the eight groups of manufacturing companies involved in the research admit 

to loaf socially. It was found that interaction with the leader of the group has quite a large influence on 

the emergence of the social loafing of the group. When evaluating the emotional commitment it was 

found that employees are more likely to be committed to colleagues working in the group than to the 

company where they work. The analysis of the group support aspect highlighted the differences between 

generations and avoidance to interact in an informal environment, i.e., outside the workplace. 

Keywords: social loafing, in-group activities, manufacturing companies, emotional commitment  

JEL Classification: M12, M19 

Introduction 

Relevance of the research  

Work in a group provides business entities an opportunity to work more efficiently, exploit strengths of 

current employees, creating a synergy effect, and to generate income without increasing the number of 

employees in the organization. However, a variety of studies show that when working in groups, 

contribution of each member of the group to the performance of the common task may be unequal – i.e., 

social loafing occurs when working in groups. Social loafing is a tendency when individuals reduce 

personal effort when working in a group and use the efforts of other members of the group, when the lack 

of control and direct supervision, and the growth of the size of the group become the key conditions to 

facilitate the emergence of social loafing in established real groups (Latane et. al., 1979; Karau and 

Williams, 1993; Murphy et al., 2003; Brandyberry and Bakke, 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2010; Omar et al., 

2010; Ying et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015; Klug and Bagrow, 2016; Perry et al., 2016; Shih and Wang, 

2016; Vveinhardt and Banikonyte, 2017). 
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Loafing is also promoted by the individuals’ belief that the group will also succeed without the 

contribution of single individuals and, therefore, some members of the group expect that their colleagues 

will idle. In anticipation of such behaviour of colleagues they consciously reduce the efforts when 

working in groups in order to avoid a possible exploitation by colleagues. This explanation is often 

treated as a “Sucker effect“ (Asmus and James, 2005; Lam, 2015). It should be stated that the “Sucker 

effect“ and the perceived social loafing are interrelated, since both of them result from the beliefs and 

attitudes that colleagues are likely to reduce the individual efforts in-group work. The relevance of this 

research is presupposed by the fact that the phenomenon of social loafing not only has influence on the 

results of tasks performed in groups, but can also influence the organizational climate, the relations 

between employees, the implementation of the strategic goals of the organization and the successful 

operation of the organization as a whole. This article presents the causes and possible consequences of 

social loafing in organizations for work performance. The results of the research are analysed in the 

following major sections: the reputation, the image, the goals, the justice, the commitment, the support of 

the group, the coherence of the group, the results of the group, competition vs. cooperation. 

The problem of the research is posed by the question: what is the extent of the spread of social loafing in 

group activities of manufacturing companies and what influence can the consequences of the analysed 

phenomenon have on the performance of the companies?  

Level of exploration of the problem  

Some studies show that the phenomenon of social loafing occurs regardless of age or the nature of 

activity. For instance, the phenomenon was observed among preschool children (Thompson and 

Thornton, 2014), among students (Arevalillo-Herraez, 2014; Schippers, 2014; Li and Ma, 2014; Teng and 

Luo, 2015), in sports (Jones et al., 2014; De Backer et al., 2015; Czyz et al., 2016; Haugen et al., 2016), 

among representatives of different occupations in different work organizations (Chen et al., 2014; Ying et 

al., 2014; Klug and Bagrow, 2016; Perry et al., 2016; Shih and Wang, 2016). The geography of the 

studies also shows that the problem is of the multicultural nature. Since, as stresses Lee et al. (2014) 

emphasize, social loafing is a general social disease „whereby individuals exhibit lower performance 

when they work in a group than when they work alone, causing waste of manpower in organizations“.  

Looking at the reasons that encourage employees to give more energy when performing the tasks, and to 

work more creatively, a wider field of research of the problem is highlighted. For example, evaluation of 

congruence between values (Newton and Mazur, 2016), when incongruence of values becomes the cause 

of social conflict and ostracism (Scott and Duffy, 2015; Erkutlu and Chafra, 2016), not mentioning the 

fact that the employees do not want to become “mugs”, distinguishing from the colleagues (Høigaard et. 

al., 2006a, 2006b), and the leadership remains a relevant problem (Lee et al., 2015). 

Other reasons identified by researchers are a low level of coherence and identification with the group, 

(Srinivasan et al., 2010), poor relationships with the managers and the perception of social injustice, 

(Jassawalla et al. (2009), the existence of an external subject (an experimenter, an observer, a chief, an 

evaluator, a teacher) and his/her expectations (Karau and Williams, 1995), tasks are scarcely defined, are 

“vague” (Perron, 2011; Lam, 2015), social loafing is associated with anonymity and is occurs more often 

when working with strangers (Williams et al., 1981; Chen et al., 2014), when the person works alone, 

visibility of task is high, and it is easy to evaluate the efforts of the individual (however, when the same 

person works in a group, visibility of his/her tasks decreases) (Poddar, 2011). Also, when the reward for 

the success of the group is distributed equally to all members of the group, social compensation for others 

may occur as doing a larger volume of work than it had been planned for each member of the group. This 

unequal distribution of work under certain conditions leads to the loss of motivation: in the course of time 

members of the group would rather reduce their efforts (along with the chance for success of the entire 

group) than will carry out more than they think is fair according to equal parts of work (Todd et. al., 

2006). The relationship between the decrease in motivation, the “sucker effect” and the total 

remuneration to the whole group may be noticed, as under the conditions when individual members of the 
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group are rewarded equally for the final product of the group (i.e. the result) some members may think 

that they won’t receive a fair part of reward for a strong individual contribution to the overall group 

result. For this reason, they tend to loaf (Sturman and Ford, 2011). The purpose of this research is to 

diagnose the spread of the phenomenon of social loafing in-group activities of manufacturing companies. 

Methods of research  

The theoretical part of the article is prepared by using the methods of scientific literature analysis, 

synthesis, chronology, and analogy. After a detailed analysis of the researches, the dimensions for a new 

questionnaire have been distinguished. After attributing the items to the dimensions, the expert 

assessment of the questionnaire was organized. On the basis of the results of the assessment, the 

appropriate for diagnostics version of the questionnaire was obtained. The empirical research was 

conducted using the questionnaire developed by the authors, i.e. by carrying out the closed-type 

questionnaire survey for employees working in-group activities of the manufacturing companies. 

Methodology of the research   

The original version of the questionnaire included 8 scales (reputation, image, goals; social loafing; 

justice; commitment; support of the group; coherence of the group; results of the group; competition vs. 

cooperation), 20 subscales and 118 items. This version was submitted to the experts for assessment. Five 

experts (3 of them scientists and 2 business representatives) participated in the expert assessment. The 

expert assessment was organised in several stages: 

First stage – selection of experts in accordance with the documentary way of selection (evaluation of 

potential experts’ competencies, areas of research, specialization and experience in relation to the object 

of the research);   

Second stage – adjustment of the aims and terms of expert assessment of the questionnaire is carried out 

(individually with each of the experts participating in the assessment); 

Third stage – interviews with randomly selected experts are conducted (1 scientist, 1 business 

representative) in order to clarify the suitability of the structure of the questionnaire for the research;   

Fourth stage – based on expert assessments (verbal and written) the correction of the questionnaire is 

carried out. 

During the assessment, the experts were asked to evaluate the suitability of the submitted scale for the 

questionnaire, the suitability of the item for the scale and to evaluate the general suitability of the 

questionnaire for the research. Five-point Likert scale was used for evaluation of the items. Points 1-2 

meant that the scale/item was absolutely unsuitable and should be withdrawn because of its incorrectness 

and/or unsuitability for the scale/subscale and the questionnaire in general, and points 4-5 meant that the 

scale/item was suitable. 

Taking into account the comments and recommendations of the experts, the changes of the structure of 

the questionnaire are reflected in the decrease of the number of subscales (19 subscales) and items (92 

items). The structure of the questionnaire and the internal reliability of scales of the questionnaire 

determined after the survey are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Internal reliability of the scales of the questionnaire 

 

Scale 
Cronbach 

alpha 
Scale 

Cronbach 

alpha 

The reputation, the image, the goals 0.650 The support of the group 0.878 

Social loafing 0.924 The coherence of the group 0.712 

The justice 0.759 The results of the group 0.838 

The commitment 0.725 Competition vs. cooperation 0.713 

Research results 

The research was carried out in departments of eight manufacturing companies (in case of this research, 

departments are equivalent to groups). The groups involved in the research consisted of 4 (min) to 11 

(max) persons (i.e., two groups of 4 employees; two groups of 5 employees; two groups of 6 employees 

and two groups of 11 employees). The questionnaire survey of groups of employees in the manufacturing 

companies has highlighted certain tendencies. Firstly, the employees of the companies admit that social 

loafing exists in their working groups, but avoid mentioning about their “personal contribution” to the 

spread of this phenomenon. The results of the survey carried out show that social loafing behaviours are 

typical in all the eight investigated groups, but respondents of only three groups (out of 8) agree that they 

sometimes reduce their individual efforts, while working in their group. Secondly, the results of the 

research showed that social loafing is the most typical when there are “favourable” conditions to transfer 

their tasks to other colleagues. Social loafing is also characteristic to employees, who could represent the 

category of the longest serving employees according to the socio-demographic indicators. Considering 

that perceived social loafing dominates almost in all of the departments of the employees, taking into 

account the “Sucker effect”, even the influence of a small group of employees may be particularly 

significant to social loafing, what should be taken into account by the leaders of the working groups. 

One of the most pronounced problematic areas found in-group activities of manufacturing companies is 

interaction with the head of the group. Although as a whole, the overall satisfaction of employees by 

justice (i.e., the role of the manager, interaction with the manager, satisfaction by authorities and 

management) in the research sample indicates that the employees evaluate the justice resulting from the 

role of the managers favourably, however, the fact that the relationship with the managers in the 

organization indicates certain problematic aspects is highlighted at a more elaborate level, i.e., at the level 

of subscales. Employees of 7 out of 8 divisions say that managers are biased and do not hold back from 

inappropriate comments to employers. The results of the research also showed that the behaviour of the 

managers with employees has an impact on the employees’ behaviour – disrespectful behaviour and 

deliberately formed competitive situations do not motivate, so the managers’ behaviour can affect the 

employees and encourage them to get involved in social loafing. During the research the employees 

mentioned the fact that the results of the employees showing different efforts are evaluated equally (or the 

employees achieving worse results are valued more highly in the organization than the employees 

achieving good results) as one of the possible reasons of a reduction in the personal effort. They also 

doubted the fairness of distribution of tasks by the managers (it is assumed that the guiding principle was 

that those who worked most received the highest load) and the decisions taken by the manager. 

Emotional commitment in groups of companies is strong, but the employees’ tendency to be more firmly 

committed to the colleagues than to the company where people work both with respect to the analysed 

departments in general and socio-demographic indicators was found. One of the most prominent factors 

indicating a low level of commitment to the organization is that employees frequently consider their 

intention to change jobs (characteristic to 4 departments out of 8). The most frequent intention to change 

the workplace is among the employees who create the maximum added value for the organization (i.e., 

those who carry out the technical and physical manufacturing work, who traditionally account for about 
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70-80% of the total number of employees in a manufacturing company). Possibly due to the low 

emotional commitment to the organization, the indicators of staff turnover in the organization can be 

quite high. The strongest commitment to the organization and colleagues is characteristic of the 

employees whose both working conditions and other demographic indicators indicate stability (the need 

for it) (e.g., managing positions, the administrative nature of the work, a fixed salary, etc.). The minimum 

commitment is characteristic of the employees, whose both working conditions and other demographic 

indicators show less stable conditions, i.e., the employees who may be inclined to pursue both personal 

career and better working conditions, doing the physical work. 

A moderate level of group support, which is most strongly revealed in cooperation and support to each 

other in important moments, is typical of the companies, but the employees are reluctant to be involved 

into friendship outside the workplace, i.e. in an informal environment. Academic literature suggests that 

when employees know each other, they form certain relationships, which they do not want to spoil by 

getting involved into the activities of social loafing. It is important to note that the group support in 

companies is the strongest among the employees, when socio-demographic indicators show the 

employees of possibly different profiles (Table 2): those who have a strong support of the group 

(employees who are 41-45 years old, have been working for the organization for 16-20 years, do 

technical (physical) work, perform tasks that are not related to the tasks of the colleagues, receive a 

differentiated pay; have adult children)); those who have a weak support of the group (employees who are 

26-30 years old, with higher education; carrying out the coordination, administration tasks that are either 

strongly or partly depend on the colleagues). 

Table 2:  Summary of distribution of the results of the research in respect of 

 socio-demographic indicators 

 

Demographic criteria 

Average estimates of scales (mean) 
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Sex 
Male 2.84 2.84 3.5 3.64 3.58 3.53 3.55 3.55 

Female 2.74 2.86 3.49 3.76 3.23 3.47 3.51 3.49 

Age 

18-25 years 2.79 2.43 3.75 3.4 3.63 3.55 3.73 3.48 

26-30 years 2.78 2.79 3.4 3.61 3.23 3.61 3.5 3.52 

31-35 years 2.76 2.93 3.51 3.84 3.42 3.4 3.44 3.53 

36-40 years 2.67 3.19 3.48 3.9 3.67 3.69 3.57 3.97 

41-45 years 3 2.91 3.51 3.48 3.88 3.57 3.8 3.56 

51-60 years 2.76 2.66 3.37 3.61 3.49 3.55 3.45 3.34 

61 years and more 3.02 3.42 3.5 4.05 3.85 3.73 3.5 3.7 

Education 

Higher 2.72 2.74 3.48 3.74 3.47 3.46 3.54 3.53 

Higher (college) 2.25 1.88 4.31 3.2 3.6 3.67 3.29 3.18 

Vocational 3 2.95 3.6 3.57 3.55 3.53 3.64 3.55 

Secondary 2.94 3.16 3.32 3.64 3.53 3.7 3.41 3.57 
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Demographic criteria 

Average estimates of scales (mean) 
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Length of service 

in the 

organization 

Up to 1 year 2.65 2.23 3.7 3.82 3.72 3.51 4.11 3.47 

1-3 years 2.78 2.95 3.47 3.46 3.23 3.41 3.33 3.47 

4-7 years. 2.97 2.79 3.54 3.62 3.52 3.51 3.6 3.55 

8-10 years 2.66 2.86 3.56 3.74 3.7 3.56 3.68 3.85 

11-15 years 2.85 3.19 3.36 3.78 3.24 3.53 3.03 3.55 

16-20 years 2.57 2.6 3.18 3.88 4 3.59 3.57 3.15 

21 years and more 3.33 3.5 3.75 3.8 3.2 3.71 3.52 3.61 

Level of position 

held 

Top-level manager 2.58 3.44 3.13 3.6 2.4 3.27 2 3.55 

Middle level manager 2.68 2.75 3.58 3.98 3.97 3.59 4.02 3.74 

Lowest level manager 2.69 3 3.45 3.78 3.23 3.52 3.33 3.56 

Ordinary employee, 

professional 
2.86 2.82 3.51 3.61 3.5 3.51 3.53 3.5 

Specifics of work 

Provision of services 2.9 3.05 3.38 3.69 3.44 3.48 3.43 3.47 

Technical, physical work 2.88 2.83 3.54 3.59 3.53 3.54 3.56 3.51 

Other (coordination, 

administration) 
2.46 2.62 3.53 3.95 3.48 3.48 3.59 3.73 

Results of work 

Depend on colleagues 

very much 
2.73 2.82 3.58 3.72 3.41 3.52 3.46 3.56 

Not really depend on 

colleagues 
2.69 2.76 3.44 3.79 3.74 3.51 3.57 3.45 

Depend on colleagues 

partly 
2.92 2.9 3.42 3.58 3.41 3.49 3.57 3.57 

Other (completely 

independent, I perform 

unrelated tasks) 

2.93 2.85 3.6 3.66 3.88 3.59 3.66 3.4 

Remuneration 

Fixed 2.83 2.94 3.46 3.77 3.54 3.57 3.55 3.55 

Differential 2.86 2.68 3.68 3.47 3.68 3.57 3.61 3.48 

Confidential 2.74 2.87 3.42 3.71 3.34 3.47 3.44 3.57 

Other 3 2.81 3.56 3.7 3.6 3.31 3.76 3.39 

Marital status 

Single 2.63 2.69 3.36 3.42 3.32 3.52 3.43 3.49 

Married 2.88 2.94 3.48 3.81 3.64 3.54 3.62 3.61 

Divorced 2.58 3.08 3.4 3.73 3 3.31 2.9 3.52 

Living with a partner 2.89 2.69 3.72 3.53 3.45 3.53 3.6 3.4 

Family 

commitments 

I am raising a child 

(children) with my spouse 
2.82 2.91 3.43 3.76 3.58 3.45 3.59 3.53 

I don’t have children 2.79 2.76 3.54 3.62 3.44 3.54 3.55 3.52 
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Demographic criteria 

Average estimates of scales (mean) 
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Other (children are grown 

up) 
3.11 3.19 3.65 3.77 4.13 3.76 3.67 3.73 

Source: own 

xxx 
The estimates, which are the lowest on the scale and do not reach (and/or are equal) 3.00 estimate are 

presented in the cells marked in dark grey color. 

xxx The estimates, which are the highest on the scale, are presented in the cells marked in light grey color.  

xxx The lowest values of the estimates of the scale that are > 3.00 are marked in black bold text in the table 

The results show that the group support may be determined by differences between the generations, 

which accordingly affect the differences in approach towards the job, group and tasks carried out. But it is 

also important to consider the fact that the group support is different for employees, whose: job includes 

physical and administrative work (with a stronger support in production); in the tasks, the results of which 

depend on colleagues and in the tasks, the results of which are independent of the colleagues (the stronger 

group support was found when tasks are unrelated), etc. It is important to draw attention to the fact that 

during the research it was found that social loafing and group support correlate with each other (i.e., 

characterized by a negative moderate correlation), and this informs about a more active involvement in 

social loafing when the group support decreases. 

The group support is closely related to the coherence of the group, which is one of the key factors to 

reduce the extent of social loafing in-group activities. The research has found the relationship between the 

coherence of the group and the group support (group support increases with the strengthening of 

coherence of the group). However, the results of the research showed that there are weak relationships 

between employees within companies, even in the groups of respondents, where the level of coherence in 

the group is relatively high, in terms of most socio-demographic indicators the employees have little 

similar interests, there is the lack of informal communication and mutual relations in a more relaxed 

environment outside the workplace. Cooperation occurring as mutual help has most influence on 

coherence of groups of employees, however, it can be assumed that it is likely that such help is 

determined by a variety of other reasons (work specifics, machine operating schedule, etc.). 

It was found that the employees’ satisfaction with the working process and the work outcomes is related 

to the group support. Thus, the aforementioned problem areas may also affect the results of the group of 

employees that determine satisfaction with the working process and satisfaction with the work outcomes. 

It is important to pay attention to the fact that the satisfaction with the work outcomes and process is the 

most characteristic in respect of the length of service and position in the organization: i.e., satisfaction 

with both the outcomes and processes is most characteristic of the employees working within the 

organization for a short period of time (i.e. up to 1 year), thus, it can be assumed that this satisfaction is 

determined by adaptation in the organization, since the employees are not yet fully aware of the 

organizational culture, processes, procedures, etc. It is important to note that the results of the group have 

a moderately strong relationship with justice (i.e. the results of the group are directly influenced by the 

role of the manager and managers’ interaction with the employees and the resulting satisfaction with the 

management). It should be emphasized that the dissatisfaction of the manager with the work processes 
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and the results of the work is also reflected in the managers’ behaviour and interaction with the staff, and 

this determines low level of employees’ interaction with the manager. 

The results of the research showed that the disposition of employees of companies to cooperate is 

stronger than the disposition to compete with other groups of employees. However, the employees are 

characterized by the objective to surpass the results of others, and winnings-induced feeling is favourite 

(it is admitted in 6 departments out of 8). It is obvious that deliberately caused competitive situations are 

not acceptable to employees, but other departments are characterized by a natural need for competition.   

Conclusions 

Only employees of three of the eight groups of manufacturing companies involved in the research admit 

to loaf socially. It was found that interaction with the leader of the group has quite a large influence on 

the emergence of the social loafing of the group. When evaluating the emotional commitment it was 

found that employees are more likely to be committed to colleagues working in the group than to the 

company where they work. The analysis of the group support aspect highlighted the differences between 

generations and avoidance to interact in an informal environment, i.e., outside the workplace. 

The following main problem areas have been identified in the researched groups: social loafing 

determined by perceived loafing; a strong influence of the role of the manager on the scale of social 

loafing in the organization; weak emotional commitment of employees to the organization; weak mutual 

relationships and relationships affecting the reduction of the group support and coherence; weak 

orientation of employees towards achievement in the departments that create the greatest added value to 

the organization (production). 
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Abstract 

 
The dilemma of congruence of personal and organizational values prevailing in the studies fosters the 

new search for answers and ways to achieve the coherence of employees and the organization. The values 

congruence phenomenon is mostly investigated using quantitative approach. The quantitative employees’ 

surveys help to identify the gap between particular values of employee and organization, however do not 

highlight the reasons for this gap. Personality psychologists affirm, analyzing values only based on 

quantitative methods is extremely difficult, because it is possible to measure only the individual reactions 

to them and to identify trends. The qualitative methods can reveal not only the visible and rationally 

perceived aspects of different reactions and assessments, but also deeper underlying approaches that 

influent the reasons of occurring trends. Qualitative research a method allows to reveal latent causes 

arising from different experiences and practices of organizations. In terms qualitative approach the 

phenomenon of values congruence is not widely investigated. In order to obtain the necessary qualitative 

information, which helps to look at the values congruence phenomenon in organization in deeper way, a 

comprehensive questionnaire of congruence of personal and organizational values is designed. The expert 

evaluation of the quality of content of a newly designed interview questionnaire was carried out. The 

validity of the content of the developed interview questionnaire in the qualitative and quantitative 

approaches was carried out, invoking the group of six experts. Data of the expert evaluation (assessments, 

comments, observations and suggestions) was rationally used to adjust and prepare the final interview 

questionnaire for congruence of personal and organizational values. The final version of the questionnaire 

on the basis of results of the expert evaluation is presented in this paper. Interviews with managers would 

allow identifying and properly interpreting the obtained results of quantitative research. 

Keywords: personal values; organizational values; values congruence; semi-structured interview; 

expert evaluation; instrument validation. 

Introduction 

In recent decades, the interest in and an increasing number of studies on the topics of congruence of 

personal and organizational values were inspired by the perception of importance of this concept. 

Analysis of empirical research shows that value congruence is associated with positive influence both on 

the person and the organization. However, the studies in the academic literature are of empiric nature, and 

therefore the results and conclusions are formed on the basis of statistical data. However, there is a lack 

of qualitative research, which, combined with quantitative research, would allow to provide a more 

comprehensive view of why the congruence of personal and organizational values in practice of some 

organizations is strong, and what determines that the gap between the values of employees and the values 

of organization is formed in the practice of the other organizations. Interviews with managers would 
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allow identifying and properly interpreting the obtained results of quantitative research. However, in 

order to obtain the necessary qualitative information, a comprehensive questionnaire of congruence of 

personal and organizational values is necessary. Therefore, on the basis of the detailed analysis of 

scientific literature and topics related to the objective of value congruence in organizations, the interview 

questionnaire of congruence of personal and organizational values was designed. Expert evaluation was 

applied to substantiate the designed interview questionnaire, to identify its shortcomings and validity. 

The research problem is raised by the question: what are the major drawbacks of the newly developed 

interview questionnaire of congruence of personal and organizational values, and how to ensure the 

quality of its content on the basis on the expert evaluation? The aim of the research is to carry out expert 

evaluation of the quality of content of a newly designed interview questionnaire of congruence of 

personal and organizational values, and to present the final version of the questionnaire on the basis of 

results of the expert evaluation. To achieve the aim of the research, the following objectives have been 

set: 1) to discuss the congruence of personal and organizational values in the theoretical aspect; 2) to 

carry out expert evaluation of the interview questionnaire of congruence of personal and organizational 

values; 3) to present the results of expert evaluation of the interview questionnaire of congruence of 

personal and organizational values; 4) to present the final version of the interview questionnaire of 

congruence of personal and organizational values. The study was carried out on the basis of the following 

research methods: analysis of academic literature based on its systematization, synthesis, generalization 

and comparison, expert evaluation.  

The Importance of Congruence of Personal and Organizational Values for the 

Organization 

The importance and stability of the values of the organization is the key to long-term success of the 

organization (Garza and Morgeson, 2012). It is wrong to believe that values are changing over time, and 

can easily be replaced in respect of certain changing circumstances by “new” ones, thus, easily adaptable, 

as organizations adapt to new changes in order to survive in the market (Bradley and Caldwell, 1999; Jin 

and Rounds, 2012). On the contrary, a feature of the strong organization is clear values, embedded not 

only in the codes, but also in behaviour and equally known to and understood/perceived by all members 

of the organization (Begley and Boyd, 2000; Suar and Khuntia, 2010; Garza and Morgeson, 2012; 

Bourne and Henkins, 2013). McDonald and Gandz (1994) describe a “healthy” organization as the one 

that successfully integrates its organizational values as a means to implement its plans. Therefore, the first 

step on purpose to base the activities on values is to identify fundamental values and describe what they 

mean for the organization in practical terms (Voss et al., 2000). However, the fact that the values are 

articulated in the annual reports, strategic plans and/or the mission of the organization does not 

necessarily mean that they are reflected in the real behaviour. Organizational values become really 

prevailing ones only when they are internalized: realized by employees, they are complied with, and this 

is reflected in the behaviour (Johnson and Jackson, 2009). Therefore, the management must influence the 

values through variety of management mechanisms (Michailova and Minbaeva, 2012). As the 

organizations where executives failed to understand the importance of organizational values in their 

activities can expect numerous problems, including unnecessary formalism and procedures, buck-passing 

and avoidance of responsibility, extension of responsibility (is transferred to more members), 

concentration of power and wrong (restricted) selection (Deng et al., 2016).  

For organizations seeking to ensure compliance with their values (Adkins et al., 1994; Suar and Khuntia, 

2010), the search for the dialogue towards value congruence is becoming the aim of employees and the 

organization (Michailova and Minbaeva, 2012). In organizations, providing attention to management on 

the basis of values, there is a dilemma of how to seek and ensure the congruence of values of the 

organization and the employees. However, often the actions of organizations are incongruent with the 

values expressed by employees, or vice versa, as a result of which the conflict between the employee and 

the organization develops (Jehn, Thatcher and Chadwick, 1997; Jehn, Northcraft and Neale, 1999; 
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Verplanken, 2004; Fitzpatrick, 2007). In order to achieve strong value congruence at the organization-

wide level rather than at the level of individual employees, organizations have to properly identify, 

describe, communicate and act on the basis of actual organizational values. 

Analysis of academic literature shows that usually studies of a random sample or in the case of a 

particular organization, its groups are conducted (Edwards and Cable, 2009). However, each organization 

has its own organizational culture with a unique system of values, and therefore understands the 

significance, meaning and importance of values in different ways (Verplanken, 2004; Lok and Crawford, 

2000). Even identical values, but declared by different organizations, can be expressed differently in 

behaviour of employees of different organizations or not expressed at all. Not comparing different 

organizations, such examples can also be detected on the level of the unit or units of international 

companies in different countries. Intercultural differences between employees of international 

organizations presuppose that even in the units of organizations located in different states, different 

organizational values, suited to this country and its culture, are set or formed purposefully (Seong and 

Kristof-Brown, 2012). Therefore, the question arises whether it can be stated that the results obtained are 

really representative of and proposals are recommended to apply in another organization? The dilemma 

of congruence of personal and organizational values prevailing in the studies fosters the new search for 

answers and ways to achieve the coherence of employees and the organization. However, nothing more 

than a practical touch may answer the questions of what the congruence or the gap between the values of 

the employee and the organization means for the organization. Therefore, the managers of every 

organization themselves or with the help of external consultants have to discover and identify why certain 

value gaps potentially occurred, what causes its increase in the congruence of certain personal and 

organizational values, and the lack of what measures or what wrong behaviour does not allow embedding 

the necessary values in the organization.  

To achieve this aim, the interview questionnaire of congruence of personal and organizational values is 

developed. Interview questions for managers, were developed after a thorough analysis of academic 

literature on the phenomenon of value congruence in organizations and its problems. The structure of the 

instrument is developed in consideration of the object of the study and objectives of the research in the 

context of the full research of personal and organizational values, i.e., it is recommended to carry out the 

interview after identifying personal values and values prevailing in the organization subjectively 

evaluated by employees. The interview questionnaire, which consists of 8 categories of questions is 

designed to find out how an organization works with values in practice: what is the attitude of the leaders 

towards the values and their importance, value congruence in the organization, what actions of the 

formation, internalization, support of values have been carried out, in what ways values are supported and 

their uniformity is ensured in the organization, and how values influence the selection of employees. The 

questionnaire consists of 28 questions, which will facilitate the identification of specific organizational 

practices that will reveal, why the gap between the values of the employees and the organization occurs in 

organizations or the reasons of value congruence. On the basis of the results of the interview, it is 

possible to develop recommendations for reduction and/or elimination of the gap in congruence of 

personal and organizational values. As one can see from the categories and the questions assigned to 

them, it is assumed that the complex formation of values within the organization, ensuring the existence 

of not only formally declared, but also really existing values in the organization, must be consistently 

thoughtful and reasonable. 

Organization of Expert Evaluation 

Substantiation and provisions of the choice of the method of expert evaluation 

Olson (2010) has empirically proven that experts see the problematic issues, which can reduce the quality 

of the research data, even if different experts have unequally evaluated them as problematic. Therefore, 

critical evaluation of the experts’ recommendations could lead to elimination (Chaiyawat and Brown, 
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2000; Schilling et al., 2007) or more detailed review of irrelevant questions. Experts rephrase or 

recommend a new wording for the question associated with the measured constructs, as well as suggest 

new questions (Tilden et al., 1990; Hughes, 1998; etc.). Therefore, a more comprehensive suitability of 

the content of the instrument, determining its significance for the researched population, becomes the 

result of expert evaluation. Taking into account the advantages of the expert evaluation, the method to 

evaluate the newly developed interview questionnaire for research of congruence of personal and 

organizational values and verify the quality of its content has been selected: whether the categories of the 

questionnaire are distinguished and questions constituting the categories, evaluation of which can identify 

the congruence of personal and organizational values, match the object of study.  

Logical Sequence of Expert Evaluation 

The essence of expert evaluation is the specific problem analyzed by experts, with evaluation and formal 

processing of data. Congruence between expert opinions on the researched question and objectivity of 

their conclusions is determined. Reliability is ensured by professionalism of the researcher, validity of 

wording of the questions, the object of the research and professional experts. Objectivity of expert 

evaluation is ensured by the proper choice of professionals, organization of the survey, expert evaluation 

data processing, many logical and statistical procedures. Reliability and objectivity of expert evaluation 

of research are ensured in the following stages: the problem is raised, aims, limits of expert evaluation are 

provided; the standardized expert evaluation questionnaire has been prepared; experts have been selected, 

their competence is verified, the expert group has been formed; the survey of experts has been carried out 

and expert evaluations coordinated; information received has been formalized, the data has been 

processed, its analysis and interpretation of research results carried out.  

Criteria for selection of experts 

To ensure the scientific objectivity, there is a focus on the selection of criteria, as the persons capable of 

evaluating some feature, are not of equal competence. To ensure the quality of the results, qualified and 

independent experts were selected on the basis of the principles formulated for their selection. Finley et 

al. (2003) argues that the expert group should consist of experts from different fields, selected on the 

basis of their competencies in the researched field, interested in the question of research from the 

practical point of view, and none of the experts should contribute to the desired conclusions of the 

research. Therefore, competent persons having special knowledge, experience and knowing the area 

directly related to the object of the expert evaluation, thus, able to properly evaluate the research 

instrument, were selected as experts. The following criteria of expert competence were applied: academic 

degree, position, area of research interests, academic, and practical experience. The experts participating 

in the expert evaluation were supposed to have conducted research related to the employees’ values in 

organizations. The phenomenon of congruence of personal and organizational values in accordance with 

its object of study is of interdisciplinary character. This approach presupposed the use of different 

perspectives of social sciences, so the scientists whose research interests are organizational behaviour, 

organizational culture, organizational psychology, human resource management, and who could provide 

the necessary high-quality information on the evaluated object, its features and functioning, were chosen 

as experts. 

Sample of experts 

The group of experts must ensure the completeness and reliability of the information received, the 

opportunity to verify it and validate statistically, therefore, the accuracy of expert group evaluation, which 

depends on the size of the group of experts, is very important. According to Lynn (1986), the minimum 

number of experts is 5, however, Podvezko (2008) argues that in order to achieve credible and objective 

results, 6–9 specialists in the specific area have to be interviewed. After selection of potential experts in 

accordance with the established selection criteria, 27 requests inviting to participate in the expert 
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evaluation have been sent by email, however, 6 experts agreed to participate in the research. To ensure 

the anonymity of experts, the names and surnames of the experts are not published, but the characteristics 

of the experts who participated in the study are presented: academic degree, pedagogical title, area and 

field of science, areas of research interests, scientific and/or practical experience. The expert group 

consisted of experts with an average of about 15 years of academic experience in the area of human 

resource management, whose areas of research interest are human resource management, and the 

scientists who participated in the research have published scientific papers on the topics of analysis of 

organizational values. Thus, the available competence and work experience of persons selected for 

evaluation allows treating them as experts of evaluation of the phenomenon of congruence of personal 

and organizational values. 

Method of the Research 

MacCarthy and Atthirawong (2003) argue that the experts must not affect one another’s opinion, 

therefore, the active individual survey in writing by correspondence, which provides an opportunity to 

involve experts regardless of their place of residence and workplace, has been chosen as the method of 

expert evaluation. Questionnaires were sent to the experts personally by email, so they did not know the 

identity of other experts involved in the expert evaluation and did not have mutual contacts, it is therefore 

considered that the experts did not have any influence on each other’s opinions.   

Results of the Expert Evaluation 

Analysis of the quantitative expert evaluation 

In order to determine the compatibility of the expert opinions in respect of questions of the questionnaire, 

the averages of total estimates of expert evaluations, which show how much the question is appropriate 

for the category and meaningful to the developed questionnaire, were calculated. The summary of 

indicators of expert evaluation of the interview questionnaire is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Summary of indicators of expert evaluation of the interview questionnaire 

 

 Questions E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 Average 

Relevant 

information 

about the 

organization 

How would you briefly present the 

organization you manage?  

4 3 5 4 3 2 3.50 

How long does the organization exist 

on the market? 

3 3 5 4 3 2 3.33 

The attitude of 

the executives to 

values, their 

relevance to the 

organization 

 

What are the values of your 

organization?   

 

5 5 5 5 4 5 4.83 

What are the benefits of the current 

system of values to the organization?   

4 5 5 5 5 1 4.17 

Who are the values of your 

organization designed for? 

4 5 4 5 5 3 4.33 

Value 

congruence  

Do you think that formally declared 

values are identical with the values 

actually prevailing in the organization?   

5 3 5 5 5 4 4.50 

Do you think that organizational values 

are acceptable to the majority of the 

employees of the organization? 

5 3 5 5 5 4 4.50 

Formation, 

internalization 

of values 

In what way were the organizational 

values formed? 

5 5 5 4 5 4 4.67 

Who participated in the identification 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.00 
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 Questions E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 Average 

of values? 

What principles did you refer to when 

shaping specific values? 

5 5 5 5 5 3 4.67 

How are the values formalized in the 

organization?  

4 5 5 5 5 3 4.50 

How did you communicate the values 

to the employees? 

4 5 5 5 5 3 4.50 

Integrity of 

values 

Are values the same for everyone: both 

for employees and managers?  

5 5 5 5 5 3 4.67 

Do both employees and managers 

comply with the same values? 

5 5 5 5 5 4 4.83 

How do you behave with those 

employees who do not accept 

organizational values? 

4 5 5 5 5 5 4.83 

Reflection of 

values in 

practice of the 

organization 

What real work examples reflect 

organizational values? 

3 5 5 3 5 4 4.17 

How are organizational values 

recognizable in employees’ daily 

activities?   

5 5 5 5 5 5 5.00 

How long did it take you to understand 

that the organization actually works in 

accordance with the desired 

organizational values? 

3 3 5 5 5 5 4.33 

Actions to 

support 

congruence 

In what ways are organizational values 

supported?   

5 5 5 5 5 5 5.00 

Who is responsible for the maintenance 

of values in the organization? 

5 5 5 3 5 5 4.67 

How is monitoring of values carried 

out in the organization? 

2 5 5 5 5 5 4.50 

How often do you evaluate the declared 

and actually prevailing organizational 

values? Who is responsible?  

5 5 5 4 5 4 4.67 

What action do you take if you notice 

the gap between the values of the 

employees and the organization?  

3 5 5 4 5 5 4.50 

How would you accept the idea to 

change the values by new ones, if 

existing values are not acceptable to 

most members of the organization? 

5 3 5 5 5 4 4.50 

The role of 

values in 

staffing  

What is the principle of selection of 

new employees? 

5 3 5 5 5 4 4.50 

Does the value system of employees 

have any influence during the selection 

of employees?  

5 3 5 5 5 4 4.50 

How do you find out what the values of 

the applicants are? 

5 3 5 5 5 5 4.67 

How do you socialize a new employee 

and make him/her familiar with the 

values? 

5 5 5 5 5 4 4.83 

Source: own 
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The experts evaluated the questionnaire on a five-point scale, where they were asked to evaluate and 

write the approval of the submitted questions from 1 – “I disagree that this question is suitable to disclose 

the analysed problem” to 5 – “I agree that this question is suitable to disclose the analysed problem”. 

When calculating the average of total estimates, the estimates of each expert for the question were 

summarized and the average estimate was calculated. The averages of total estimates of expert 

evaluations that range from 3.33 to 5 indicate that some of the questions in the questionnaire should be re 

viewed. The analysis of the averages shows that there is low level of experts’ approval to the questions as 

suitable for the category of relevant information about the organization, in which both questions were 

evaluated as partly suitable for the formed category or for the questionnaire. The average of the question 

“How would you briefly present the organization you manage?” is 3.5, and the average of the question 

“How long does the organization exist on the market?” are 3.33. All the other items in the questionnaire 

have received high experts’ approval (from 4.17 to 5). A more detailed analysis of the experts’ comments 

will allow identifying the reasons of why some of the questions received lower approval to the 

appropriateness for the analysed problem. 

Analysis of The Qualitative Expert Evaluation 

It was planned in advance that each participant of the interview will provide the subjective personal 

opinion, however, it will be analyzed only in the context of the object of the research. Comments, 

observations and suggestions made by the experts for each category of the questionnaire and its questions 

have been analysed. 

Category of questions “Relevant information about the organization”, most experts made comments on 

the abstractness of the question “How would you briefly present the organization you manage?” E2 

argued that first of all it was not clear what “briefly” meant, in addition the expert noted that it might be 

difficult to summarise a variety of answers to the question. According to E4, this question is dangerous, 

as the informants themselves can define criteria for presentation, what means that they will focus on 

different priorities, which can be unnamed and therefore one will have to speculate whether this is a bad 

thing. In the opinion of E6, this question lacks clarity, therefore, the answers may be very different, and 

useful information will hardly be provided, since it is likely that area of activities of the company, origin 

and the size of the capital, and other publicly available information will be stated in the responses, thus 

the expert suggests to evaluate the usefulness of the question critically or reassess its wording. According 

to E1, the question “How long does the organization exist on the market?” is not quite clear, it is difficult 

to understand what is intended to diagnose by this question, since it is the actual information that is 

publicly available, however, according to the expert, it is the right question to start the interview. E2 notes 

that it is a supporting question for data analysis, but not for revealing the subject. E6 agreed with the 

comments made by other experts stating that information about the year of foundation of the company is 

publicly available and, therefore, suggested to reject it, but if the question was left, the expert 

recommended a more precise wording – in which year was the organization established/started 

operations, or similar. Taking into account the experts’ comments and the averages of evaluation for this 

category of questions, relevant information about the organization was eliminated from the interview 

questionnaire, as factual information will be analysed in advance during preparation for the interview 

with the head of the certain organization.    

Category of questions, “The attitude of the executives to values, their relevance to the organization”. 

The question “What are the values of your organization?” received the maximum scores by the experts. 

This shows that the item is suitable for the category. However, to clarify the question, the additional 

question “Are they formalized?” will be asked. E4 pointed out that the question “What are the benefits of 

the current system of values to the organization?” is dangerous, as declarative statements can be 

provided. In the opinion of E5, the concepts of values and benefits should not be compared. Therefore, 

the expert suggests inquiring about their importance to the organization, or asking how they help pursue 

the aims, i.e. contributes to the achievements. E1 advises to unify the concepts, as the concept of values is 
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used in some questions, and the system of values is used in other questions. On the basis of the experts’ 

comments, the wording of the question was corrected as follows: “What is the importance/purpose of 

existing values for the organization?” The question “Who are the values of your organization designed 

for?” according to E3, is similar to the previous question. E6 thinks that the wording of the question is 

unclear and asks whether it is intended to ask who (what stakeholders) are the values oriented to, or for 

what purpose they are selected. On the basis of experts’ comments, the question was revised to “What 

stakeholders are the values of your organization oriented to?” According to E5, the evaluated category 

does not reflect the questions, therefore, the expert proposes to rename the category to “General 

information about values”, and if the existing category was left, the questions should be reconsidered. 

Taking into account the logical comment of the expert, the category “The attitude of the executives to 

values, their relevance to the organization was renamed to General questions about organizational 

values”. 

Category of questions Value congruence. The question “Do you think that formally declared values are 

identical with the values actually prevailing in the organization?” according to E4 is very good. 

However, E1 notes that perhaps firstly there should be the question whether values in general are 

described formally. According to E2, the executive’s answer to the question would be “yes” or “no” 

because of the wording of the question, so the expert suggests to formulate the question as follows: to 

what extent/percentage do they coincide? If a 100 per cent responded, the answer would be “yes”. 

However, the expert notes that it would be appropriate to leave the current wording only if the aim is to 

receive a “yes/no” answer. E6 assures that the question is important, however, the expert, as well as E2 

offers to correct the wording as follows: To what extent / how much are the declared values identical with 

the values actually prevailing in the organization? In addition, E2 offers to add the specifying question 

“Why do you think so?” On the basis of the experts’ comments, the wording of the question was adjusted 

as follows: “How much/to what extent are formal values identical with the values actually prevailing in 

the organization?” and the specifying question “Why do you think so?” was added. When evaluating the 

question “Do you think that organizational values are acceptable to the majority of the employees of the 

organization?” E6 recommends changing the wording by concretizing the question. E1 considers that 

maybe it should be asked not only whether the values are acceptable, but are they followed. According to 

E2, there are several values, so if some are acceptable, and the others are not, how to answer this 

question? The authors agree with this comment, however, there were some doubts on the questions of 

extent / amount / degree / percentage reasoning, as they are quantitative terms, therefore, it was decided 

to retain the wording that is posed by the question “to what extent”, since it is more abstract and more 

distant from the quantitative measurement. On the basis of expert comments the question was corrected to 

“To what extent/amount/degree/percentage do the employees of the organization comply with 

organizational values?” 

Category of questions Formation, internalization of values. When evaluating the question “In what way 

were the organizational values formed?” E4 emphasises that the question is good, but the “way” can be 

understood differently, and in this case, it remains a mystery, i.e., what the informant was oriented to. 

According to E6, it should be clarified, what values are meant – formal or real. On the basis of the 

experts’ comments, the question was concretized as follows “How were organizational values formed?” 

The question “Who participated in the identification of values?” has received the maximum amount of 

expert evaluation, only E6 noted that “identification” is not the right word. The question “What principles 

did you refer to when shaping specific values?” according to E6 basically repeats the question presented 

above “How were organizational values formed?” On the basis of the expert’s remark and corrections 

carried out for the mentioned question, aiming at cohesion of questions, it was decided to remove it from 

the interview questionnaire. E4 evaluates the question “How are the values formalized in the 

organization?” positively and points out that it is a good question. E3 argues that the word “formalized” 

can be unclear, E6 stresses that the wording of the question is unclear and specifies whether it means 

what was done after the organization has chosen values or in what documents they are written. Taking 

into account the experts’ comments, the question was corrected as follows: In what documents were the 
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formed values formalized in the organization? E4 pointed out that the past tense in the question “How did 

you communicate the values to the employees?” is not appropriate. E6 partly repeats this comment 

arguing that the wording of the question is unclear: whether it is intended to find out what was done after 

the values were chosen and how they were communicated to the current employees, or how new 

employees are familiarized with the values. Taking into account the experts’ comments, the question was 

corrected as “How were the formed values communicated to the current employees?” 

Category of questions Integrity of values. When evaluating the question “Are values the same for 

everyone: both for employees and managers?” E4 recommends rather asking by what (what kind of 

behaviour, what behavioural manifestations) it is shown. In other words, what makes them think so? 

According to E6, the wording of the question is unclear: do you want to learn about formal values (they 

are the same by default), or about real values? On the basis of experts’ comments, the item was adjusted, 

as “What manifestations of behaviour show that values are the same for all the employees?” The question 

Do both employees and managers comply with the same values?” According to E1, perhaps it would be 

appropriate to ask whether it is required to comply with them equally. E4 is trying to find out on the basis 

of what they can evaluate it. Considering the experts’ comments, the question has been adjusted to “To 

what extent do employees and managers comply with the same values?” and asked earlier than the latter 

in the questionnaire. When evaluating the question “How do you behave with those employees who do not 

accept organizational values?” E1 offers to change the words do not accept to do not comply. E4 pointed 

out that there is some doubt as to whether a leader of authoritarian type will respond honestly, so this may 

be just a declaratory, conventional answer. On the basis of the experts’ comments, the question has been 

corrected to “How are the employees who do not accept organizational values treated?” 

Category of questions Reflection of values in practice of the organization. Question, “What real work 

examples reflect organizational values?” E1 thinks that this is quite a broad question, so it should be 

concretized, depending on the situation, in accordance with the values of the organization presented by 

the manager. According to E4 and E6, the question is good, but the wording of the question is unclear. On 

the basis of the experts’ comments, the question has been deleted because of its unclear wording and 

another basically very similar question in this category of questions. The question “How are 

organizational values recognizable in employees’ daily activities?” has received the maximum approval 

of experts and has not received any specifying comments from any expert. According to E1, it is unclear 

what is intended to find out by the question “How long did it take you to understand that the organization 

actually works in accordance with the desired organizational values?” because possibly they do not 

follow values within the organization by now. E2 had a question, is it really intended to assess the 

duration of understanding? The duration of understanding may differ from the real duration of 

application, so the expert offers to change it to: “How quickly did the organization start work in 

accordance with the values implemented?” On the basis of recommendations of E4, the question, which 

would identify how long it took to understand that an organization is not actually working in accordance 

with the organizational values, is also required. On the basis of the comments of both experts, an 

additional question “How much does the organization actually work in accordance with the desired 

organizational values”, was included and in accordance with the experts’ proposal, the question was 

concretized as follows: “How quickly did the organization start work in accordance with the values 

implemented?” 

Category of questions “Actions to support congruence”. The question “In what ways are organizational 

values supported?” received the maximum approval of experts, and no comments in respect of the item 

were expressed. According to E4, the question “Who is responsible for the maintenance of values in the 

organization?” is interesting, but it provokes a response that there has to be one person, at least a part of 

informants can focus on this. In the opinion of E1, the question “How is monitoring of values carried out 

in the organization?” is unclear. E4 had some doubts about the question “How often do you evaluate the 

declared and actually prevailing organizational values? Who is responsible?” whether it will be asked 

how it is done? E6 offers to unify the terminology, as the terms declared, formal, desired, existing values 
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are used. Based on the expert’s observation, the terms in the entire questionnaire have been reviewed 

repeatedly and only those terms that would be the most understandable for everyone have been selected 

and unified in the questionnaire. According to the authors, there are differences in terminology, so the 

different terms were used purposefully. The declared values are those that are declared and most likely 

they are not followed, and the management possibly does not care about it. The desired values are those 

wanted by the management (this adjective is more positive than the “declared”), but if the management 

wants, then not all is lost with the organization. The term “current values” simply states the fact that these 

values exist, but it is unclear whether they follow them, or just want to follow, they merely exist values. 

Considering the experts’ criticism, the question was revised to “How often do you evaluate the declared 

and actually prevailing organizational values? Who is responsible? How is it done?” According to E4, 

the question “What action do you take if you notice the gap between the values of the employees and the 

organization?” is really good, but usually these questions are not responded openly, the response is 

oriented to what it should be, or to how it would be good. According to E2, the question “How would you 

accept the idea to change the values by new ones, if existing values are not acceptable to most members 

of the organization?” is ambiguous. On the one hand, one can respond about the procedures, “what 

would I do if”, on the other hand, one can reply “I would evaluate it favourably, unfavourably, it depends 

on who offers”. In the opinion of E4, the easiest answer to the question is “favourably”. And then it is 

unclear what lies behind it. According to E6, the wording of the question is somewhat unclear. Do you 

want to ask, what would encourage? The question was revised to “What would encourage changing the 

existing values by new ones, if the existing values are not acceptable to most members of the 

organization?” 

Category of questions “The role of values in staffing”. The question “What is the principle of selection 

of new employees?” according to E2, is a supporting questioned for the analysed topic, as there is nothing 

about values. The expert also asks, whether the word principle is really right, or it is intended to find out 

about the procedures? According to E6 it is also better to ask not about on the basis of what principle, but 

about the criteria and who selects new employees. On the basis of the observations made by the experts, 

the question was eliminated from the category “The role of values in staffing”. When evaluating the 

question “Does the value system of employees have any influence during the selection of employees?” E1 

clarifies whether it is the “values” or “value system”. According to E2, this is a closed-type question. The 

expert also asks if it is really necessary. E6 suggests to change does to how much. The question has been 

corrected to “How much do employees’ personal values influence the selection of employees?” The 

question “How do you find out what the values of the applicants are?” has raised some doubts to E2. The 

expert considers whether the researchers will really be satisfied with the answers that they will ask about 

it, or will watch the applicant’s behaviour during the interview. Therefore, according to E2, it may be 

important to clarify not only what the values are, but also the congruence with existing values of the 

organization. On the basis of the observations made by the experts, the wording of the question was 

corrected to the following: “How do you find out the match of the applicants with the existing 

organizational values?” According to E4, the question “How do you socialize a new employee and make 

him/her familiar with the values?” is a very good question, because usually a new person is left to the 

mercy of fate, according to the principle: if he survives, then he deserves it. In E6 opinion, socialization 

and familiarization with values are two separate and quite broad questions. Therefore, taking into account 

the experts’ comments, the question is abbreviated to: “How are new employees familiarized with 

organizational values?” 

General Experts’ Comments after Filling in the Expert Evaluation Form 

According to E2, closed questions during the interview are rarely used, therefore they recommend to 

think about all general questions starting by “do”, “does”, “are”, since otherwise, according to E2, it is 

probably easier to give the questionnaire and not to conduct the interview. E4 also suggests avoiding the 

questions you can answer “yes” or “no”. The remark of these experts was taken into account and the 

questions were corrected in order to avoid “yes” or “no” answer. E1 argues that when evaluating the 
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questions there was the impression that the two things are intertwined: the compliance of employees with 

organizational values and congruence between the values of the employees and the organization. Some 

questions are more about how much the values are complied with, some about how much the values of 

employees and the organization are similar. To E1 it is unclear; therefore, E1 wants some concreteness. 

However, it should be emphasized that the interview with the leaders of organizations is an integral part 

of the research of congruence of personal and organizational values. The quantitative research, during 

which employees of organizations are surveyed, evaluates what the values of the employees are, what the 

prevailing values of the organization are, and how much congruent they are. The approach to the 

phenomenon of value congruence in the organization that gives the results is possible only by complex 

analysis of the phenomenon, i.e., taking into account both the employees’ values and the values within 

the organization, thus these aspects should not be bypassed. The aim is to look at the phenomenon of 

value congruence from the perspectives of both subjects: the organization and the employee, therefore, 

both the congruence which is more evaluated from the employee’s perspective, and compliance with 

organizational values, which is evaluated from organizational perspective, in case of the interview, the 

manager’s perspective, are analyzed.  

E2 voiced a number of considerations on what is intended to measure by specific questions: whether they 

are procedures or analysis of specific responsibilities or opinion, or something else. The expert did not 

comprehend which model was followed when arranging the questions from the wording of the questions. 

For example, why there are questions about the selection, socialization, but there are no questions about 

training, performance evaluation, if the personnel subsystem is taken. According to E2, the researchers 

have perfectly mastered E. Schein’s concept of organizational culture, therefore, it is recommended to 

cover a wider context of values, including details about the artefacts. E2 also argues that the preliminary 

interview that would show whether we obtain the desired information, i.e. whether the informants 

understand the questions as expected, should help much more. E5 argues that the questions are good, but 

like E2 states that the pilot research, i.e. research of 3-5 informants, would be necessary to understand the 

diversity of responses, received during the interview and to clarify the questions. It was refused to cover a 

wider context of values in the research, as it is focused on congruence of personal and organizational 

values and strengthening of the congruence in the organization. Therefore, the important details that are 

contextually related with the values in the organization will be naturally highlighted during the interview 

with the head of the organization. 

E4 explicitly said that he filled in the evaluation form as a practitioner, because he had established two 

state institutions and is the head of one it, which has just been established. E4 argues that it was 

interesting to read the questions and think about how he would answer himself, so he thanked for the 

invitation to participate in the expert evaluation. In addition, the author emphasises that in order to 

maintain the consistent logic of the research, during the interview the managers are firstly asked about 

values of the organization, and later, when questions about formalization of values are available – about 

organizational values. It is assumed that if the managers purposefully formed the values of the 

organization, then we have to ask about organizational values, but if the values were not formed 

purposefully – then it will be asked about the values of the organization, thus, avoiding confusion, as 

neither organizations, nor organizational values are bypassed when researching the values.  

Conclusions 

The research was carried out on purpose to verify the validity of the content of the developed interview 

questionnaire in the qualitative and quantitative approaches, invoking the group of six experts. Qualitative 

analysis of the experts’ comments helped to identify the reasons of the questions evaluated by low scores 

during the quantitative analysis and problematic questions. Data of the expert evaluation (assessments, 

comments, observations and suggestions) was rationally used to adjust and prepare the final interview 

questionnaire for congruence of personal and organizational values. Taking into account the results of the 

analysis of the content of the questionnaire, the wording of the questions, which raised uncertainty, was 
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revised; some questions that overlapped or did not match the specific category of questions were 

eliminated. The questionnaire was also supplemented by several specifying questions. After correction of 

the interview questionnaire of personal values and organizational values, the number of categories 

decreased from 8 to 6, and the number of questions in them has changed from 28 to 23. After the detailed 

analysis of the results of the expert evaluation, taking into account the averages of estimates of the items 

and in particular focusing on the experts’ comments for each category and the questions of which they are 

composed, the questionnaire has been adjusted and prepared for the research. It is recommended to apply 

the questionnaire for qualitative research of congruence of personal and organizational values in 

organizations. The questionnaire will help find out how an organization works with the values in practice, 

as well as identify the possible causes of the gap between publicly declared values and their application in 

practical activities of the organization and thus to develop guidelines for reduction and/or elimination of 

the gap in congruence of personal and organizational values. 
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Abstract  

The article refers to the research conducted at University of Defence in Brno among students of the sixth 

semester of undergraduate degree. The purpose of the research was to establish whether the occurring 

interpersonal relationship at the college is a part of the education quality system. 

 

Keywords: relations, interpersonal relationship, quality of education, CRM.   

Introduction 

Interpersonal relationships which occur between employees and students at colleges, play an important 

role. They are being built in three interweaving areas (unit, organization, and customer). Developing 

skills in these areas contributes to increased work efficiency for both individuals and the entire team, and 

this translates into improved performance. 

The concept of interpersonal relation occurring in literature concerns persons and groups and mutual 

abilities which these entities are able to provide into the area of bilateral cooperation as part of everyday 

functioning in given areas. Human relationships in the marketing term constitute the extension of the role 

played by a customer service and associate it with quality improvements. The essence of marketing based 

on relations focuses on two destinations – acquiring the clients and then on keeping them (Christopher, 

Payne and Ballantyne 1991:4). An every company should make employees aware of the essence of a 

positive customer approach. The loyalty of the staff may be the cause of the company's advantage over its 

competitors. An employee is one of the factors that determine the purchase of a product or service 

(Kowalska, Olszańska, Urban 2016:237). 

Mutual interactions of groups of teachers and students and relations within these groups often decide 

about the college character and its  perception by the external environment. 

The concept of mutual relations, in social psychology and sociology is determined as the complicated 

sequence of diverse behaviors, manners of the intercommunication, mutual awarding and punishing 

social in the context of performed social roles. Positive interactions require a proper communicating with 

other people, affecting them, which means interpersonal abilities (Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek, Szwedzka 

2016:267-271). This type of abilities are manners of dealing with other people which supports 

construction of mutually accepted connections. They contribute to the development of the involved 

people and the realization of their aims. 
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To the main goals of the college development belong: creating an atmosphere conducive to solve the 

problems and built of trust amongst employees, the improvement and the increase in the efficiency of the 

college and the forming of the attitude of the willingness to implementing the changes. The development 

of the college is conditioned with many factors such as (Kuźma 2000:125): 

- determining the current problems; 

- producing motivation for implementing changes; 

- seeking ways of solving these problems; 

- planning action; 

- making observation of changes; 

- evaluation of the implemented change and further forecasts. 

Relations occurring at the university 

Relations play the particular role in services (Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek, Saniuk 2015:444-455). It results 

from character of services which are a process, last in the time, and which are composed of many 

different interactions comprising the relation. Certainly it is possible to state, that the service has a form 

of the relational structure (Rogoziński 2006:14). In the context of professional services the relation 

between the professional (academic), and customer (student) is being defined as ,,constant interactions 

between them lasting in the time” (Ibidem:18).  

The concept of relation is used in literature from the scope of management studies in very different 

contexts and meanings. It is possible to find basics of using this notion in the history of economics. 

According to K. Marks an exchange of goods expresses the connection between individual producers via 

the market (Lange 1974:25). The notion relation comes from the Latin word relation which means 

relationship, reference, contact, account and ,,occurring relation between people or social groups” 

(Bralczyk 2005:701). In Polish language the notion relation is understood as every connection, 

interdependence relationship, etc. between elements, objects or processes (Kulikowski 1981:440), as 

,,relationship occurring between objects, notions, sizes, etc.” (Encyklopedia Popularna PWN 1982:656), 

„relation occurring between people or social groups” (www.sjp.pwn.pl) or „relation between something 

and something” (Słownik wyrazów obcych 2002:506). J. Otto is defining the relation, as ,,long-lasting 

and developing process which is a result of the earlier individual transaction, favorable for mutually 

advantageous, repeated buys”. At the macro level these are relations occurring between the company and 

different market subjects so as: government, suppliers, consumers, intermediaries. On the other hand, on 

the micro level these are relations between the organization and the customer.  

R.W. Griffin claims that, ,,an organization is a group of people working together in structured and 

coordinated fashion to achieve a set of goals” (Griffin 2007:5). Every college is an organization which 

functions according to widely accepted norms and principles described in the management literature. The 

functioning of a university as an organization is subject to continuous processes and the influence of 

internal and external factors, but the sense of existence of each such organization is one and consists in 

the fact that it is necessary for the society. Fulfilling this function requires forming determined social 

environment compound of employees (administration and teachers), but also of establishing and 

describing the strategic objectives of the organization. The college as the organization should be 

responsible for the quality and the way of fulfilling social functions (Drucker 2001:34-35).  
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Relations occurring in the college characterise a group of teachers and students. They are defined as the 

bonds between parties developed in the course of a long process, on the basis of which a number of 

different factors are commonly created by the value that both sides derive benefits from. In the case of the 

college every of relations has a different character and a different degree of the intensity. Relations with 

employers or government subjects will have a different character, and other with students. This process is 

prolonged, therefore the college, according to the chosen strategy, should make decision, which relations 

in her case are worth of investing its available resources and to which level it is worth to invest in it. 

Amongst the relation with different partners on the market relations with customers attract the particular 

attention. Through its creating it is possible to reach its competitive advantage. In reference to R.A. 

Coulter and M. Ligas ,,as long as the customer - student is pleased with the service which he receives, 

there’s a higher probability that employing him will grow and interactions will be continued” (Coulter 

and Ligas 2004: 483). S.U. Yang and J.E. Grunig defined relations between students and college as 

„interdependence between students and the university, and consequences of this interdependence” (Yang, 

Alessandri and Kinsey 2008:149). 

The essence of relations management 

Relations should be created and managed in full awareness. However, creating a relationship does not 

depend solely on the university, because any action taken by the university will not produce the expected 

result if the partners in its surroundings do not want to engage in it. In this case the customer is picking up 

a decision, whether wants to become involved into the relation with the organization. In many cases, may 

not have such will (Gronroos 2006:402). To reach the relation effort of two sides is needed. On the 

competitive market of education services a college is responsible for creating and improving the relation.  

The relations management with the customer is one of concepts which for a few years is a substantial 

issue in an academic publications and the business practice. In the last decade, it has been a time of 

significant changes in the global market, driven by increasing competition, globalization, rising customer 

expectations from growing awareness and new technologies (Buchnowska 2006:13-14). In a changing 

environment, one of the most valuable assets of every business becomes the customer and knowledge of 

it (Orzelska 2010:229). A company is built by customers, its condition depends on behaviours of 

customers, and therefore everything begins and  finish with a client (Lisiecka 2006:46-55). Thanks to the 

individually selected offer and additional appropriate conditions the customer can become not only a 

buyer, but, in the longer temporary horizon, a partner also. The management should be focused on the 

customer, on creating the value of the customer and values for the customer (Skrzypek 2006: 90-99).  

It is imperative to change the approach of ,,mass” traditional marketing to the full range of company-

customer relationships. A customer relationship management is a business strategy that builds customer 

loyalty to the company /brand by developing long-term, mutually beneficial relationships using the latest 

information technology (Deszczyński and Deszczyński 2011:19). 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) strategy is one of the methods of the consumer relationship 

management. This approach is based on a partnership and widening connections of both sides - that is of 

marketing of the relation, which supplemented with technical solutions a CRM constitutes the base for 

development (Deszczyński 2011:19). According to J. Otto, CRM is mainly determined by the strategy of 

the business, in which the customer is the center of attention (Otto 2004:27). The CRM is based on a 

belief that „gaining new clients is repeatedly more expensive than supporting loyal buyers” (Fonfara 
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1999:104), therefore the CRM strategy enables recruiting loyal customers, guaranteeing demand, 

satisfying turnovers, and in the more distant temporary perspective is contributing to the development of 

the enterprise, among other things by consolidating the market position.  

Institutions focused on their development should keep permanent relations with customers not only 

through the alteration of provided services and the improvement in their quality, but also through creating 

the appropriate atmosphere so that they want to come back to this institution or to recommend her 

services other. A crucial thing is meeting the expectations of the target customer, even being up to such 

expectations, and  then establishing such relations so that they still want to cooperate with the institution 

and recommended it to other. The basis of marketing partner is ,,moving the centre of gravity from the 

completion of individual transactions with the customer for building long-lasting relations with the 

customer in order to hold it in a long stretch” (Gordon 2001:123-124). 

Marketing of higher education services is a process creating and managing the knowledge transfer 

through building the partner relations with customers in order to accomplish quality requirements on the 

market amongst students and the aspiration to getting the societal acceptance and satisfaction of the very 

organization. Colleges should incessantly concentrate their attention on customers and aspire for 

supporting them as long as possible. In the specialized literature it is emphasized that the partnership 

should not concern an exclusive of partners and be focused on getting the new ones who can bring the 

determined intrinsic value in from a point of view of the subsequent development for the producer of 

education services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Interrelations between quality, customer service and marketing 

(Source: Payne A. (1996), Marketing usług, PWE, Warszawa, 261) 

Close cooperation and partnerships enhance the university's competitiveness and build student 

confidence. Additional benefits for higher education institutions are the recommendation from the 

customer-student. She is gaining a particular importance when the customer is looking for a reliable, 

responsible and competent educational service. Commands are treated as a source of additional benefits, 

and the strength of the relationship and client-student propensity for recommendation is closely linked to 

the good of the university (Reichheld 1981:45-55). Satisfied students constitute a so-called group of 
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QUALITY  
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Quality must be determined from 

the customer perspective based on 

regular research and observation. 

The level of customer service should be 

determined on the basis of a research of customer 

needs and competition; They need to be adapted to 

the needs of different market segments. 

Quality understood as the sum of partial qualities should 

refer both to the process elements (e.g. by eliminating 

weakest products) and to people (e.g. the ability to deal 

with ,,moments of truth” in dealing with customers. 
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,,attorneys” (lawyer, counselor) of universities who are usually resilient to competition, are eager to use 

the services of a ,,well-known” company and provide positive feedback to the community. The 

,,attorneys” institutions are at the top of the ladder of loyalty. Gaining them means that the contractor 

attains the highest level of relationship and trust of the client (Wereda 2009:170).  

According to E. Piwoni-Krzeszowska a purpose of construction of partner relations with customers is 

accepting adequate solutions about organizational, instrumental, information, personal and psychological 

character. This action can lead for building the partnership with customers about the favourable, friendly 

or tying grade (Piwoni-Krzeszowska 2004:52). P. F. Drucker stated that the starting point for business 

management should not be product, service, market or final product users but, above all, customer values 

and needs (Drucker 1999:29). This loyalty in the broadest sense is synonymous with the dissemination by 

the customer of positive information about higher education among third parties. Maintaining long-term 

customer relationships plays an important role, both from the point of view of increasing the effectiveness 

of the activity and the ability to obtain recommendations passed on to other customers (Otto 2004:155). 

Customer orientation should be an essential element of the functioning of the university, where strong 

competition displaces a weaker deal. Identifying the audience, their preferences and expectations gives 

the opportunity to design and improve the offered educational services. By offering a high level of 

service, it is possible to gain the trust of the customer, which is the guarantee of a long lasting relationship 

between the university and the student. The level of satisfaction of the student must become a priority of 

the quality system functioning at the college. 

The Process of Educating and the Quality of Education 

According to W. Okoń education are ,,all activities (external and internal) that enable people to learn 

about nature, society and culture, and to participate in shaping them, while achieving the most 

comprehensive development of dexterity, ability and aptitude, interest and passion, conviction and 

attitudes. Also acquire the desired professional qualifications” (Okoń 1995:41). 

This refers to J. Kędzierska, who said that education ,,is the whole of such actions, processes and methods 

of influencing individuals and groups to result in education, e.g. acquisition of qualifications and general 

competences. Understanding this general education is meant to master basic knowledge, skills, habits, 

development of abilities and general aptitudes” (Kędzierska 2003:858). 

Education is a regular, repetitive activity, so it can be seen as learning process (Sobol 1993:631). While 

talking about the process of educating, it is necessary to take a wide range of this notion into account. 

This can be a general education process, to acquire the qualifications needed in today's world, regardless 

of the profession, or the process of special, which means professional education, that allows one to 

acquire the competences to pursue a profession. Regardless of the accepted definition of the learning 

process, particular attention should be paid to the fact that this process is effective (the effectiveness of 

education can be determined by comparing the obtained results with the objectives of education) (Palka 

1993:22), care of his quality should be taken.  

Ensuring the highest quality of educational services is important both to the recipients of this service - 

students and later graduates as well as their suppliers, e.g. employees (Piotrowska-Piątek 2009:32-37). 

Each of participants in this process, has different needs and is paying attention to the other aspects, what 

is conditioned with different causes.  
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In academia, the quality of education is usually determined by the level of the activity and the results of 

the didactic work of academic teachers. K. Żegnałek, however, defines it as a component of the following 

elements: the quality of candidates for study, the program of study, the quality of academic teachers and 

the motivation of the learners (students) (Żegnałek 2011:117). It should be remembered that the quality of 

education also includes the non-teaching factors e.g. a hardware base, organization and implementation of 

the teaching process, the identity of the program in the field of education cycle, improve research and 

teaching academic staff and students within their own work, scientific and organization. 

With regard to higher education, quality assurance can be defined as any planned and systematic effort 

directly related to the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of education and research necessary to 

provide an appropriate level of confidence that the service will meet the customer's quality requirements 

(Skrzypek 2006:17). 

A. Krajewska believes that the quality of education is the sum of the positive characteristics of the 

didactic process resulting from the interaction (e.g. relations) of teachers and students in formulating 

learning objectives, the process and conditions of their implementation, the degree of their achievement, 

evaluating actions taken by participants in the learning process and standards accreditation. The positive 

characteristics of the didactic process are the practical qualities determined by the characteristics of the 

interaction between teachers and students and the characteristics of the lecturers and students themselves 

(Krajewska 2004:221–222). 

The relationship between universities and external actors is also important in the learning process, as such 

cooperation can significantly influence the level of attractiveness of graduates in the labor market. 

Characterization of interpersonal relations in the education process on the 

example of the University of Defence in Brno 

In carrying out the research a quantitative method was used. Within the framework of the research a 

survey was conducted among 78 students of the 6th semester of full-time studies studying Security 

Management at the University of Defence in Brno. Students have the following specializations: Civil 

Protection, Security Services and Cybernetics Security. The purpose of the research was to determine 

whether the interpersonal relationships at the university are part of the quality system of education. The 

following research hypothesis has been accepted - positive relationships between students and academics 

and university cooperation with outside organizations are important elements in the successful 

implementation of the education process. The characterization of examined groups of students are 

presented in table 1. 

 
Table 1: Basic characterization of examined groups of students 

 

Criteria   % 

Gender  

Woman  24 

Man  76 

Age  
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Professional status

Work 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

The participants of the survey were stude

education is dominated by men, 76% men a

largest group was under 25 (95% of the respondents), and 5% were 26

professionally, of which 96% follow the direction of their studies. 

To identify the extent to which students assess interpersonal relationships in the institution and the quality 

of their education, they were asked to refer to the written statements on a scale of 1 to 3 (

1-not) . The results are shown in the tables below.

Table 2: Basic characterization of examined grou

Answers % 

No  8 

Neutral 12 

Yes 80 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

Table 3: The University

Answers % 

No  21 

Neutral 37 

Yes 42 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

To 25 years old  95 

26-35 years old  5 

Above 35 years old  0 

Professional status  

Employed  73 

Unemployed 27 

 

Assent with the course of studies  96 

Dissent with the course of studies  4 

The participants of the survey were students of both sexes. At the University of Defence in Brno higher 

education is dominated by men, 76% men and 24% women. The students are mainly young people. The 

largest group was under 25 (95% of the respondents), and 5% were 26-35. 73% of the students work 

professionally, of which 96% follow the direction of their studies.  

students assess interpersonal relationships in the institution and the quality 

of their education, they were asked to refer to the written statements on a scale of 1 to 3 (3-

) . The results are shown in the tables below. 

 

Basic characterization of examined groups of students 

University purchases on improving the quality of education

 

0 20 40 60 80

No 

Neutral

Yes

e in Brno higher 

nd 24% women. The students are mainly young people. The 

35. 73% of the students work 

students assess interpersonal relationships in the institution and the quality 

-yes,  2-neutral, 

 

ng the quality of education 

 
100
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Table 4: The university employees are competent teachers. 

Answers % 

 

No  12 

Neutral 32 

Yes 56 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

Table 5: The cooperation of the college with employers is ensuring that programs of the education 

will enable to get essential qualifications for the placement in the region 

 

Answers % 

 

No  23 

Neutral 40 

Yes 37 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

Table 6: I am pleased with chosen subject 

 

Answers % 

 

No  8 

Neutral 10 

Yes 82 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

Table 7: There are employment prospects in the profession after graduation 

Answers % 

 

No  12 

Neutral 15 

Yes 73 

Source: author’s own elaboration. 

 

0 20 40 60 80 100

No 

Neutral

Yes

0 20 40 60 80 100

No 

Neutral

Yes

0 20 40 60 80 100

No 

Neutral

Yes

0 20 40 60 80 100

No 

Neutral

Yes
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Among the respondents, 82% are satisfied with the chosen field of study, which may indicate that the 

respondents have made an informed choice of a course of study that is consistent with their interests or 

related to their occupation.  

Among the surveyed students 80% think that the relationship between the university and students is 

friendly, meaning that students can count on the help and support of the faculty in gaining knowledge, are 

not afraid to ask questions, are treated with kindness. Such conditions create the basis for their 

development, creativity and make the students willing and actively participate in the classes. The 

statement on employment prospects after graduation (73%) was also positive. 

More than half (56%) of the respondents said that their lecturers are competent teachers. Academic 

teachers are an important part of the learning process because they, in their own words as well as their 

own example and attitude, shape behavior patterns in students, provide them with the appropriate 

knowledge, and acquire the skills they will need in future professional work.  

The implementation of the didactic process at the University of Defence in Brno is focused on preparing 

graduates as specialists in the organization and functioning of the security system in public administration 

and business entities. The main purpose of education is to prepare students to function in the most 

important subjects of the national security system, prepare them to meet the challenges of the future, 

including functioning in the conditions of accelerated socio-economic development of the country, 

globalization and the unpredictability of modern threats. The positive opinion of the students regarding 

the prospects of employment in the profession and the fact that the classes are conducted by competent 

lecturers indicate that the current process of education of students at the University in Brno ensures that 

students acquire appropriate professional competences and thus is effective.  

On the other hand, the lowest is the statement that the university's co-operation with employers ensures 

that the training programs will enable them to acquire the qualifications needed to find a job in the region 

(37% of respondents). This may mean that the university does not actively cooperate with the practitioner 

community in the development of study programs and, consequently, does not take into account their 

suggestions and suggestions on both subjects, forms of work and the number of hours. 

Conclusions 

The process of education is an essential element of the activity of each university. The relationships 

between students and academics and the relationships of universities with external organizations are 

becoming increasingly important in the successful implementation of this process.  

As a result of the research, the accepted research hypothesis has been positively verified, assuming that 

positive relations between students and academic teachers and the cooperation of universities with 

external organizations are important elements in the effective implementation of the education process. 

The research conducted at the University of Defence in Brno have shown that the relationship between 

students and academics is friendly, most students are satisfied with their chosen field of study. 

Respondents also found that there are good chances of employment in the profession after graduation. 

Among negative indications, it was most often reported that university-employer collaboration does not 

ensure that education programs allow them to acquire the qualifications needed to find a job in the region, 
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so the university should pay more attention to cooperation with external institutions dealing with security 

aspects. 
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Abstract 
 

The article is devoted to a comprehensive study of philanthropy and fundraising in Russia. The purpose 

of the article is to analyze the socio-economic and cultural origins of this phenomenon in the Russian 

society, to determine their impact on the formation of modern charitable institutions and the activities of 

the third sector of economy. On the basis of the research, the attitude of Russians towards charity and 

fund-raising has been revealed as activities, as well as the value of the marketing aspect for the 

development of a full-fledged fundraising infrastructure and mechanisms for interaction with donors. 

Keywords: charity, fundraising, non-profit organizations, marketing. 

Introduction 
 

In recent decades, in many countries, much attention has been paid to charity. Studies show that, despite 

the continuing volatile situation in the global economy, charity is developing in 140 countries; in Russia, 

even the indicator of monetary donations has increased, as well as the share of those who provide 

assistance directly to the needy strangers (World charity rating, 2016). The urgency of cognition and 

development of this phenomenon is connected with pragmatic tasks: it contributes to the solution of 

social problems, helps to improve the quality of life of millions of people and improves the positive 

interaction of business, state and non-profit organizations. The skills of this cooperation in Russia are 

only being formed and are becoming an incentive for the development of a specific type of activity of 

non-profit organizations - fundraising. 

 

Given the worsening financial situation of the institutions of the third sector of economy, especially to the 

extent that it depends on government revenues, fundraising becomes one of the factors of economic 

survival and effective functioning of non-profit organizations, allowing to attract additional resources 

from various sources. 

 

 The purpose of this study is to try to answer the important questions for modern non-profit organizations: 

how charity has been carried out in Russia for many centuries; how to solve the problem of raising funds 

for those who need it at different times; what socio-economic and cultural grounds for this activity exist 

in the Russian society and how they influence the formation of modern charitable institutions and the 

activities of the third sector of economy? 

 

The presented data were obtained as a result of two stages of the study carried out by the research group 

of the South Ural State University. The study included: 1) an analysis of the socio-economic and cultural 

aspects of the origin of charity in Russian society; 2) a study of the attitude of Russia's adult population to 

charity and fundraising. 
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The study has showed that the Russian charity has gone from private donations of monarchs and the 

church to mass involvement of the population in this process. Later this served as an incentive for the 

development of fundraising - a specific type of activity of non-profit organizations. In modern conditions, 

the marketing aspect of fundraising, related to the search for sources of financing in a competitive market, 

is being updated, as well as the ways of influencing this situation. To create a full-fledged fundraising 

infrastructure for non-profit organizations, it is necessary to rely on public opinion on charity and 

fundraising, formed by the modern adult population of Russia - real and potential benefactors. 

 

The results of the research can be used to improve the marketing activities of non-profit organizations, 

allowing to increase the effectiveness of work with philanthropists. Simplifying, it can be said that the 

variety of channels of fundraising that provides fundraising, and the degree of satisfaction of the donor 

(donor), affect the amount of charitable donations that can range from several hundreds to tens of 

thousands of dollars. 

 

The scientific novelty of the study is to study the interaction of factors that determined the development 

of charity and fundraising in Russia; refuting the established opinion that the formation of domestic 

fundraising and charity is exclusively under the influence of the Western values. 

 

In this article, we would like to include these issues in a historical context, in a short historical overview, 

presenting the long path that charity has taken in Russia before its modern system arose, including 

private, public and state charity. 

Socio-economic and cultural foundations of domestic philanthropy and 

fundraising  
 

Charity is the provision of material and spiritual-moral assistance to those in need. Charitable activities 

are understood to mean voluntary activity of citizens and legal entities for the disinterested (free or 

concessional) transfer to citizens or legal entities of property, including monetary funds, for the 

unrestricted performance of work, the provision of services, and other support (Federal Law "On 

Charitable Activities and Charitable Organizations", 1995). 

 

Fundraising is understood as an activity to find and attract funds to provide socially significant, non-

commercial activities. The word is borrowed from the English vocabulary (from English "fundraising", 

"fund" - "financial resource" and "raising" - "increase, increase"), there is no exact Russian equivalent of 

this word. In studies of domestic authors, the term has been used since the mid-1990s, when a new 

economic reality required a multitude of new names to designate new phenomena. The peculiarities of the 

transformation of social and economic relations of that time contributed to the introduction of a multitude 

of foreign borrowings into the language, one of which is the word "fundraising". 

 

Abroad, fundraising is widespread, but there are significant differences in the level of its development in 

various regions of the world. The world leader in fundraising and in philanthropy is the United States, 

although the progenitor of charity, as a social phenomenon, is the European continent (Peshkova, N.N., 

2014). In the ancient world, donations were distributed throughout the Mediterranean region. Examples 

of philanthropic activities in the ancient era are associated with the names of Plato, who doneted money 

of the Academy, which bore his name; Epicurus, who bequeathed part of the property to the school he 

created; Theophrastus, bequeathed funds for the maintenance of the Aristotelian Lyceum he headed. 

Ptolemy, ruling by Egypt, founded the famous Alexandrian library and constantly supported it financially 

(Borgman, K. and Smith D.A., 2006). 

 

The practice of fundraising in Russia is still quite new, as a result of which it is widely believed that the 

formation of domestic fundrising and charity is exclusively influenced by the Western values (Peshkova, 
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N.N., 2014). However, the socio-economic and cultural sources of these phenomena are connected with 

the historical past of Russia and the peculiarities of the Russian mentality. 

Fundamentals of philanthropy (and subsequently fundraising) in Russia were determined by the 

interaction of several factors: 

 

1) the Christian culture of charity, which has established in the popular consciousness the notion that 

the main moral duty of believers is an unselfish giving; 

2) the peculiarities of the Russian mentality - the so-called "Russian sincerity", known all over the 

world, based on the imperative of the spiritual and moral motives of life behavior; 

3) the formation and development of the sector of the economy, which today is called the non-profit 

or "third" sector, and the need to ensure its mixed financing. 

 

These factors were identified in the course of historical development and in different historical periods 

performed their function either alone or in a complex. 

Primary Manifestations of Charity in Ancient Rus 

 
Charity in Russia has centuries-old traditions, which are found in ancient Rus during paganism. In the 

course of the historical development of social relations in tribal communities of the Eastern Slavs, 

valuable social stereotypes of behavior that influenced their life activity were fixed. These stereotypes 

were realized in various forms of communal-clan and economic assistance and mutual assistance. So, 

during the "bratchina" - a holiday celebrated by the rural community in honor of its patron saint, the 

community members allocated a certain number of products for public needs, that is, the process of 

redistribution of products in favor of those in need. Thus, in addition to honoring the gods, such festivals 

carried in themselves important functions to protect and assist poor members of the community, emerged 

the mechanism of economic equilibrium and joint consumption in situations of social and economic 

inequality. During this period, the foundations of the traditions of Slavs for caring and helping the weak 

and the poor were laid. Slavs helped the least protected members of the community, such as children, old 

people and women (Firsov, M.V., 1999). All this can be considered the primary manifestations of public 

charity. 

 

With the weakening of pagan beliefs and the adoption of Christianity in Kievan Rus, charity had further 

developed. Prince Vladimir of Kiev Prince of 996 officially imputed to the duty to engage in public 

charity, having determined tithes for the maintenance of monasteries, churches, hospice and hospitals. For 

many centuries, the church and monasteries remained the focus of social assistance to the needy, showing 

the believer an example of mercy. 

Charity in the Moscow State 
 

The period of the reign of Ivan IV the Terrible (1547-1584) is known not only for the severe tests of the 

oprichnina, but also for the centralization of power, the strengthening of the state, and also for the 

beginning of the adoption of laws on charity on the scale of state policy. In the era of Grozny, the 

processes of institutionalization of charity are beginning: 

 

1) laws were issued aimed at providing assistance to various groups of people in need; 

2) charitable institutions were created - the almshouse; 

3) foundations of mixed financing of philanthropic institutions were laid - both at the expense of the 

state treasury, and at the expense of private donations (Utkin, A., 2013). 

 

In pre-Petrine Rus, charity included the following main areas: the distribution of food and clothing; 

creation of shelters and an almshouse for those who did not have the opportunity to live independently by 
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their labor; creation of special orders dealing with the charity of the poor; oganization of medical care. A 

distinctive feature of the charity of this period was the "blind" distribution of alms, which was given to all 

who ask for it.  

Directions of charity in the Russian Empire 
 

In the Petrine era, the institutional and legislative foundations of philanthropy are further developed; the 

principles of multi-channel financing of charitable institutions were being developed. Legislation of this 

time ordered to place incapable of work in hospitals, almshouses, to give old and maimed "fodder" 

money, arrange hospitals, to take care of the charity of military ranks. 

 

Under Empress Catherine II in 1775, Offices of public charity were created, which were entrusted with 

the care of the organization and maintenance of hospitals, almshouses, orphanages and workhouses and 

houses for the soul-sick. Funds for their maintenance were formed basically due to donations of private 

persons and establishments, and also state grants. 

 

In 1796, the department for the management of charity in the Russian Empire was established - the Office 

of the Institutions of the Empress Maria (also the fourth branch of His Own Imperial Majesty's Office, the 

Mariinsky Department). This is one of the largest philanthropic organizations of pre-revolutionary 

Russia, the main activities of which were to help children, disabled people, widows and the elderly. 

 

Under Alexander I, charity in the sphere of education was spread, which was coordinated by the Ministry 

of Popular Enlightenment; the network of invalid houses for retired military personnel has expanded. The 

Empress Elizaveta Alekseevna, the wife of Alexander I, founded the "Emperor's Philanthropic Society" 

and the "Women's Patriotic Society". On the account of this society there were hospices, houses of free 

and cheap apartments, shelters for shelters, folk dining rooms, sewing workshops, dispensaries and 

hospitals. The financial basis was made up of contributions, which were donated by private individuals 

and entire estates. 

 

The reign of Emperors Alexander II, Alexander III and Nicholas II is the "golden years" of charity and 

mercy. At this time, a whole system of guardianship begins to take shape. Many members of the House of 

Romanov at their own expense built charitable institutions, shelters and hospices. 

 

Private charity is actively developing. Numerous dynsaties traders and industrialists donated funds for 

charity and charity. Throughout the country, the names of philanthropists from the dynasty of the 

Strogovs, the Bozov dynasty and the dynasty of the Demidov breeders were known. 

 

Since the end of the XVIII century, manifestations of charity in the form of patronage - the patronage of 

art, the collection of large libraries, collections, the creation of art galleries, theaters, etc., were opening 

up. The Russian history included patrons of Tretyakov, Mamontov, Bakhrushiny, Morozov, Prokhorov, 

Shchukin, Naydenov, Botkin and many others. By the end of the XIX century in Russia there is a wide 

system of charity: private, public, state. There is a need for a theoretical interpretation of practical 

experience. 

 

In the early XX century. There are fundamental works devoted to the questions of private and public 

charity. Leading expert of the time on public assistance to those in need Maskimov E.D. (1858-1927), 

publishes articles both in general periodicals (Novoye Slovo, Russkoye Bogatstvo, Russkie Vedomosti, 

and others) and in special publications (Bulletin of Charity and Labor Aid) . A large number of works 

have been published that tell of the philanthropic activity of representatives of various classes in the 17th-

19th centuries. In 1907, the official reference publication Charity in Russia appeared.  
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There is a comprehension of certain directions of charitable activity and at the same time a 

comprehension of social processes through the historical experience of foreign countries. Thus, national 

self-determination of the ways of charity development takes place at the turn of the 19th and 20th 

centuries. 

 

The Russian experience of charity in turn also had a positive effect on the emergence of a culture of 

patronage in Western countries. Among the most striking examples - the Nobel Prize. When it was 

created, the Swedish industrialist A. Nobel, who lived in Russia for a long time, used the practice, which 

was widely used in pre-revolutionary Russia, when patrons contributed the so-called "eternal" 

contribution to the bank, the prices for which were sent to charity (Tyutyunnik, V.M., 1988). 

Charity and Fundraising in Soviet Russia 
 

The October Revolution brought decisive changes to the entire traditional structure, practically destroying 

its public and private content and replacing them with the state system of provision. All charitable 

organizations, public and private, were transferred to the Soviet state, all charitable institutions were 

transformed into state-owned or closed. Charitable activity at that time was assessed as "one of the means 

of the bourgeoisie to mask its parasitism and its exploitative essence by means of a hypocritical, 

humiliating" help to the poor "in order to divert from the class struggle" (Firsov, M.V., 1999). 

 

In the USSR fundraising was also not given much attention, since private donations were impossible, 

government organizations were financed from the country's budget. Over the years, this has contributed 

to the weakening of the initiative of citizens and organizations, the development of dependency attitudes, 

the consolidation of the habit of shifting the solution of all problems to the shoulders of the state, 

justifying their inaction and lack of initiative. 

Revival of charity and formation of fundraising in Russia at the turn of the ХХ-

XXI centuries 
 

At the end of the 20th century Russian society entered a period of systemic crisis. First and foremost, the 

crisis affected the social and economic sphere, then came the political chaos caused by the collapse of the 

Soviet Union as a superpower. In the second turn, crisis phenomena overtook the spiritual and moral 

sphere, which manifested itself in the process of general transformation of sociocultural values (Streis, 

V.A., 2011). 

 

The negative consequences of the socio-economic situation in Russia in the 1990s. XX century, which 

exposed many problems, led to the plight of many people in the country. In such circumstances, it 

became necessary to revive philanthropic activities to provide comprehensive support to socially 

unprotected members of society and non-profit organizations. Revival of charity and development of 

fundraising activity became a necessary regularity (Kesaeva, Zh.E., 2014). 

 

The legislative basis for the revival and development of Russian charity was laid in 1995 with the 

adoption of the Federal Law "On Charitable Activities and Charitable Organizations." The law defines 

and establishes the framework of this phenomenon of Russian society, affecting the behavior of 

individuals and the functioning of public institutions. In addition, charitable activities are regulated by the 

relevant articles of the Constitution of the Russian Federation and the Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation. 

 

Individual subjects of the Russian Federation, developing federal legislation, adopt their own laws on 

charity. These documents regulate the relations arising in connection with the implementation by citizens 

and legal entities of charitable activities on its territory and determine the forms, grounds and procedures 
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for its support by state authorities on the territory of the subject and local self-government bodies. An 

example is the lawmaking of Samarskaya, Arkhangelsk, and Novosibirsk oblasts. 

The federal law indicates voluntary implementation of charitable activities and establishes tax incentives 

for organizations and individuals who are engaged in charity. In the list of goals of charitable activities 

prescribed in the law, namely, in our opinion, predetermine the development of fundraising activities of 

non-profit organizations: 

 

- assistance in the field of education, science, culture, art, education, spiritual development of the 

individual; 

- support of socially significant youth initiatives, projects, children's and youth movement, children's 

and youth organizations. 

 

The development of charity, on the one hand, and the acute social and economic problems that lead to the 

deterioration of the financial situation of non-profit organizations, on the other hand, have stimulated the 

formation of fundraising activities in Russia. Non-profit organizations should seek ways to reduce the 

dependence of their incomes on the government and taxpayers. 

 

The legislative framework for the development of fundraising was laid in 2006 by the adoption of the 

Federal Law "On the Procedure for the Formation and Utilization of Targeted Capital of Non-Profit 

Organizations." In addition, according to the initiative of the Commission of the Public Chamber of the 

Russian Federation on issues of charity, charity and volunteerism, several collections of 

recommendations were published, conferences and studies on this problem are regularly held (Zadorin, 

I.V., 2008). 

 

Studies show that in modern Russian society, charity and fundraising perform similar functions: 

 

- economic - ensuring diversification of sources of financing for non-profit organizations and 

projects; providing economic support to citizens who, due to objective characteristics and life situations, 

find themselves in a difficult situation; 

- social - contributing to the reduction of social tension by supporting social projects, socially 

unprotected strata of the population, thereby filling the shortcomings of the state's social policy; 

- market - promoting the improvement of the activities of non-profit organizations in the conditions 

of the functioning of market mechanisms - first of all, due to the promptness and targeting of the 

delivered assistance, which increases its effectiveness; 

- public - influencing public opinion by mitigating the distortions of social relations, leading to a 

restriction of the possibility of consumption of public goods and self-realization by poor citizens, while 

simultaneously - cultivating altruistic attitudes in society; 

- marketing - through meeting the needs of philanthropists, providing donors with services to 

implement charity projects; Implementation of mechanisms for feedback of the population and power 

structures. 

 

Studies show that at present the number of philanthropists who donate to non-profit organizations in 

Russia is constantly increasing, but the country still occupies low positions in the World Rating of 

Charity (World charity rating, 2016). 

 

The motives of charitable activity are most often associated with a feeling of compassion, pity, and duty 

(Kulakova, O.S. and Novikova N.A., 2017). The philanthropist does not expect to benefit from his 

actions, does not expect a reward. However, if the non-profit organization is engaged in fundraising, then 

donors tend to expect some compensation.  
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Marketing Aspect of Fundraising Development in the Modern Russian Society 
 

Today, fundraising is an integral part of the infrastructure of European non-profit organizations. In 

Russia, the creation of a full-fledged fundraising infrastructure and mechanisms for interaction with 

donors are in the process of becoming. 

 

Fundraising is, to a large extent, the definition of priorities, which become weighty arguments when non-

profit organizations appeal to a wide range of financial sources. Most of the process of fundraising is 

"justification" of their needs to organizations or people on whom it depends, to support them or not. At 

the same time, support is not prescribed by law and is not their moral duty. This is their choice. And this 

choice must be justified. 

 

The marketing aspect of fundraising development presupposes the definition of the organization's 

behavior regarding the search for sources of financing in accordance with the situation on the market, and 

the impact on this situation. It includes understanding the motivation of potential sponsors and the 

organization itself, programming activities, implementing it, monitoring implementation, evaluating both 

the activity itself and its results. In other words, the marketing aspect is to ensure predictability of the 

results of fundraising activities, to minimize uncertainties and risks associated with meeting the needs of 

philanthropists looking for a worthy use of their means. The motivation of philanthropists appeals in this 

case not only to a sense of duty, but also prestige, because it is a testament to the prosperity of business. 

Therefore, it is important to formulate goals as clearly as possible and to try to guess the true needs and 

expectations of the sponsor. 

 

The conditions for the development of effective fundraising in Russia include: 

- firm intention of the country's leadership to bring Russia to the innovation path of development; 

- presence in the country of active wealthy people - business owners and top managers; 

- stimulating the interest of business to sponsor the non-commercial sphere and establishing fruitful 

cooperation between these spheres that benefits the society as a whole; 

- entrepreneurial activity of a significant part of the Russian society. 

Attitude of Russians towards charity and fundraising as an activity 

 
In modern conditions, it is important to solve the problem associated with the identification of the main 

factors affecting the development of charity in Russia. The study was conducted by the research team of 

the South Ural State University in March 2017. 

 

The purpose of the study is to reveal the attitude of the adult population of the Russian Federation to 

charity and fundraising. 

 

The object of the study is the adult population of Russia (from 18 to 65 years). 

The research is based on the methodology and technique of carrying out sociological surveys of the 

population. 

The study was conducted in the capitals of the federal districts of the Russian Federation for a re-

representative sample. 

The volume of samples amounted to 3118 respondents. The sampling set corresponds to the 

characteristics of the population of the Russian Federation by sex, age, education and type of settlement. 

Means of collecting primary information - a questionnaire consisting of 14 content questions, 

grouped by the following blocks: 

1. Awareness of charity and attitude to this type of activity. 

2. Awareness of charitable foundations and their attitude towards them. 
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3. Personal involvement in charitable activities. 

4. Determination of priority directions of charitable assistance. 

5. Awareness about fundraising and attitude to this kind of activity. 

1. The attitude of Russian citizens toward charity is generally positive, and this is natural from the 

basic understanding of the word "charity". However, there are differences in what specific areas and types 

of charity the population recognizes as important. Citizens, first of all, expect philanthropists and 

philanthropic organizations to solve acute social problems that are directly related to the life and health of 

the population (especially its socially vulnerable groups), as well as environmental problems and 

education issues. Activities related to the development of culture and art, sports, scientific research, at the 

grassroots level are perceived as less priority. Obviously, it is believed that this activity is not related to 

the satisfaction of basic needs and, under conditions of economic instability, is less important, secondary. 

2. Proceeding from the social "approval" of charitable activities, many Russians declare their 

feasible participation in it: approximately 73% of respondents, they said, took part in various forms of 

charity over the past three years. However, for the overwhelming majority, this participation was limited 

to very small amounts transferred to those in need of extra-institutional order. First of all, this is 

determined by the low material capacities of people, although 59.5% of the polled Russians expressed a 

willingness to participate in charitable activities. 

3. In public views, the main subject of charity should be the state (30%). A somewhat smaller 

number of respondents (27%) believe that everyone's duty is sometimes to help those who are in need. 

44% of citizens believe that charity should be disinterested, 

4. Attitude to non-state actors, professionally engaged in charitable activities, is very ambiguous. On 

the one hand, the declared awareness of Russians about charitable organizations is quite high - only one 

third of respondents said they did not hear anything about their activities or found it difficult to answer. 

However, as is known, real awareness is usually lower than that claimed during surveys. 

Public opinion about charitable organizations is not fully formed, as evidenced by the high degree of 

ambiguity, the contradictory nature of assessments of charitable organizations: on the one hand, the 

majority of Russians believe that these organizations bring more benefits than harm and contribute to the 

solution of problems Social problems (68%); On the other hand, more than a quarter of Russian citizens 

believe that charitable organizations are the proxies of business structures and contribute to money 

laundering (16.5%). 41.5% of respondents in general consider the activities of charitable organizations as 

insignificant and inconspicuous for the majority of citizens. 

5. Surface awareness and ambiguous attitude towards charitable organizations in many ways nourish 

the weak interest of citizens to cooperate with them. Only 24% of respondents wishing to provide 

charitable assistance would entrust their funds to an independent Russian charitable organization, while 

60% of citizens would do it themselves. In the opinion of the majority of the population, the independent 

provision of charitable assistance is more effective today than calling for the mediation of professional 

funds and organizations. 

6. Public opinion about fundraising is not formed. The indicators of the unshapeness of public 

opinion are: 

- low declared awareness of Russians about fundraising: only one third of respondents said they 

heard about such activities, and only 6% faced it. Real awareness is usually lower than declared; 

- the superficial nature of the declared awareness: it is not surprising that 67% of citizens found it 

difficult to assess and express any opinion about fundraising; 

- high degree of ambiguity, inconsistency of assessments of fundraising activity: on the one hand, 

two-thirds of citizens aware of fund-raising consider this activity necessary for the successful operation of 

NGOs, on the other hand, a third of informed citizens consider such activity to be reprehensible, because 

it is "begging for money". 

The study showed that the development of skills of fundraising requires time. If we want to create 

an effective system of fundraising in the country, it is necessary that the three areas mature and unite: 

1. Politics - it is necessary to achieve that people understand what the meaning of fundraising is, 

what are its possibilities and limitations. This knowledge should be brought to the authorities, to 

the organization's employees and to potential sponsors. 
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2. Technology - the transition from simple philanthropy to a thoughtful social partnership. 

Business and the non-profit sphere are doomed to cooperation, their interest in each other is 

mutually reinforcing. 

3. Relationships - building relationships with sponsors and with the public at large. Relations with 

sponsors have been developing for a long time. It takes time and effort for the business 

community to support the idea of sponsorship. Non-profit organizations should formulate 

arguments that will attract external sponsors. 

 

In order to achieve economic equilibrium in the situation of socio-economic inequality in modern Russia, 

it is necessary to take the following key actions: 

- development of state programs to increase the economic literacy of the population; 

- development of state programs for involving the population in charitable activities; 

- optimization of the taxation system for organizations and entrepreneurs engaged in charity; 

- development of the theory and practice of fundraising and its active implementation in the practice 

of non-profit organizations; 

- development of an optimal strategy in the constantly changing interaction of the state, the market 

and the non-profit sphere by government agencies. 

 

Thus, the process of establishing charity and fundraising in Russia, firstly, is represented by its history of 

development in the socio-historical process; secondly, characterized by the fact that it performs important 

social functions; thirdly, it can be noted that with the change of ideology, the mechanisms of aid and 

support remain in society, which are fixed in a new historical reality; fourthly, he finds interpretation in 

linguistic forms and conceptual constructions. 

 

The historical experience of the development and functioning of the sphere of charity and fundraising in 

our country demonstrates how the lack of state funding was compensated by the public activity of 

organizations and individuals; it is very relevant for the development by government agencies of an 

optimal strategy in the constantly changing interaction of the state, the market and the non-profit sphere. 
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Abstract 

External debt is one of the most important problems for underdeveloped countries and emerging markets 
like Turkey. External debt and its refinancing remain the main challenges for Turkey over the last 
decades. The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of interest rates, savings, exchange rates and 
budget deficits on external debt in Turkey through the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) bounds 
testing approach developed by Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001). The ARDL test has many advantages 
over the other time series methods. The dependent variable is the ratio of external debt to GDP.  The 
explanatory variables are the exchange rate, interest rate, savings rate and the budget deficit. The results 
reveal that those variables have significant effect on the accumulation of external debt both in the short 
and the long runs. To improve this outlook, many structural reforms are required to increase domestic 
savings and competitiveness and boost potential output. 

Keywords: External Debt, savings, budget deficit, interest rates, ARDL 
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Abstract  
 

The aim of this paper is to examine the performance of regulatory impact assessment (ex ante and ex 

post) in Russia in relation to existing framework of the RIA system and actual practice since its 

implementation in 2010. Evaluation is an emerging field in Russia and regulatory reforms meet particular 

challenges because of both framework problems and implementation context. The paper describes the 

procedures of regulatory impact assessment in Russia in their evolution and provides authors’ view of the 

problems and challenges that RIA in Russia can have. Special attention is paid to the methodology of 

RIA. The work is based on the analysis of existing problems in russian model of RIA and its 

systematization. The paper proposes a hypothesis that solution of these problems will improve RIA 

procedure at the federal level in Russia.  

 

Keywords: regulatory impact assessment, ex post analysis, Russia. 

 

Introduction 

 

Regulatory impact assessment  (RIA) is intended to improve the quality of regulation and to enhance the 

accountability and legitimacy of policy-making and law-making. Although  RIA is mostly used as ex 

ante, its logic and main components can be deployed ex post, too. The aim of the research was to examine 

the performance of RIA (ex ante and ex post) in Russia in relation to existing framework of the RIA 

system and actual practice. The authors set the task to systematize the problems of the RIA system itself 

and of the implementation of the RIA procedures.  

 
Regulatory impact assessment  (RIA) is intended to improve the quality of regulation in the hope that it 

will achieve the minimum of adverse impacts, especially in relation to business and economic 

performance. RIA systems are also expected to enhance the accountability and legitimacy of policy-

making and law-making.  The essential sense of this tool is encompassing not only government-internal 

effects and administrative costs but also external effects such as economic, social and environmental 

impacts. 

 

RIA emerged in the United States during the seventies but nowadays every OECD country has 

implemented and required some form of  RIA. NonOECD countries, including Russia, have adopted this 

practice more recently.  

 

Although  RIA is mostly used as ex ante, its logic and main components can be deployed ex post, too.  

 

The aim of this paper is to examine the performance of RIA (ex ante and ex post) in Russia in relation to 

existing framework of the RIA system and actual practice. 

 

Most studies assume that the availability and use of information from RIAs lead to better law-making and 

improve regulatory quality (Hahn and Litan, 2000, OECD, 2005; European Commission, 2004).  Policy-
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makers in number of countries have begun to use ex post evaluation tools to assess systematically the 

outcomes of regulatory decisions. Such analyses take place after implementation of new rules and 

examine the relevance, effectiveness, impacts and unintended outcomes of regulatory decisions. Karpen, 

Xanthaki (2017) point that RIA has to be systematic (coherent, not episodic or random) and comparative 

(more than one option has to be appraised, including the option of “no-change”). 

 

RIA implementation in Russia started in 2010 on federal level, in 2012 with a pilot phase on regional 

level (in 2014 – fully implemented on regional level). The Ministry of Economic Development (MED), 

the authorized coordinating and oversight body of  RIA in Russia, has been inquiring the institutional 

mechanisms and best practice of RIA in the world several years before that. But in spite of this immersion 

in the achievements and of having clear political support, actual deployment of RIA has been and stays 

limited. 

 

In 2010 the Order of the Ministry of  Economic Development No. 398 enacted truncated procedure of  

RIA comparing to OECD countries practice. Ex ante RIA procedures comprises limited scope of the 

secondary legislation governing relations in: 

 

- Organizing and implementing state control and overseeing; 

- Establishing, application and enforcement of requirements for products or related design 

processes, processes of manufacturing, construction, assembling, setting up, operation, storage, 

transportation, distribution and utilization; 

- Conformity assessment; 

- Safety of production processes. 

Assessment is conducted by the MED. The external evaluation,  as well as the public discussion, 

do not provided for by the modalities. 

 

A first step towards the development of the current mechanism of ex post evaluation has been taken in 

2011 by the adoption of Government Decision No. 633. According to this Decision, legislation governing 

business and investment relations, had to be subject to analysis in order to identify the provisions which 

unduly hinder doing business and investment. The analysis could get started at the initiative of the 

overseeing authority (the MED) or at the initiative of businesses. 

 

RIA mechanisms further developed in 2012-2013 with the adoption of the Presidential Decree on the key 

activities for improvement of governance No. 601 and several acts following the decree. In particular, the 

MED had enacted the guideline of implementation the procedures and modalities of RIA in regions of 

Russia and the Government Decision No. 1318 had changed the procedures of RIA on federal level. 

 

All the above acts declared that RIA in Russia is aimed to determine and assess the effects and positive 

and negative consequences of draft legislation adoption. The assessment is based on identification of the 

problem, regulatory objectives and possible solutions to the problem. The main point is to identify the 

provisions of the draft legislation which are creating or fostering the creation new redundant obligations, 

prohibitions and restrictions for natural and legal persons in business and economic sphere. Also the 

provisions contributing unjustified costs for natural and legal persons as well as all types of state and 

municipal budgets have to be considered. The list of  activities  requiring RIA procedures has been 

expanded.  Besides the above-mentioned relations, RIA is now required for the acts governing the 

relations in taxes and charges sphere, state customs services, establishment, reorganization and 

dissolution of the legal persons, the application of liability measures in business and economic sphere.   

 

Quality oversight is still carried out by the MED, the procedures are concentrated on the Ministry’s web 

portal. But the federal executive body that had prepared a draft are now becoming the responsibility 

centers for maintaining the RIA procedures. 
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Since 2012 the public discussions on the draft acts has been implemented (via the web portal 

regulation.gov.ru). Procedures of the discussions and participating expert society has been in the making 

since. The expert society was really active in the beginning of the implementation the RIA procedures. As 

a result, more than 60% of the drafts have been receiving negative assessment. It is important to note that 

government regulation does not require the decline of the act that was voted down by RIA procedures. 

Anyway, it can be sent back for the further changes. Nevertheless, the Russian Union of Industrialists and 

Entrepreneurs claims in its reports that no legislation having the negative assessment has passed the 

Government ever since the procedure had been introduced.  

 

In 2015 the Government Decision No. 83 had launched the procedures of ex post assessment for 

secondary legislation. This Decision had repealed the provisions of the above-mentioned Decision No. 

633 and, in fact, had substituted the previous analysis procedures for the procedure of the evaluation. The 

evaluation’s stated objectives are: 

 

- Analysis of the regulation goals achievement; 

- Identifying and assessment of actual positive and negative impacts of the regulation; 

- Actual compliance costs for businesses, investors and other economic subjects. 

 

Hence, the new mechanism unlike the old one, provides the goals achieving analysis and the impact 

assessment. 

 

The plan of ex post evaluation is published annually by the MED. The plan goes through public debate 

and then gets approved by the government. Federal executive bodies that had issued the legislation 

undergoing the assessment procedures according the plan, have to prepare the RIA report for the MED. 

The report includes evaluation of an act by the given set of indicators that should be used depending on 

the purposes of evaluating. The report should also include the recommendations on further changing the 

legislation, its suspension or repeal. In some cases the report can be subject to a public discussion but it’s 

not mandatory. The report then has to be submitted to the MED for making the final decision.  

 

It must be noted, that representative data of ex post RIA practice in Russia is not available since the first 

plan of assessment was approved in 2016 for 2017. But the comparative analysis of the RIA framework 

and mechanisms in Russia and OECD countries as well as actual practice in the regions of Russia where 

this tool has been introduced earlier, give us ground for thinking of several challenges that RIA in Russia 

can have: 

 

Coverage - limited scope of legislation undergoing RIA. 
 

The most successful in RIA countries such as Australia, Germany, Canada, apply RIA to all regulation 

that imposes an appreciable burden on any sector of the public. Furthermore, the principle of 

responsibility for the RIA procedures maintenance and for the regulation impacts had been well 

established in those countries. Whereas in Russia ex post evaluation is only provided for the legislation 

that went through the ex ante RIA procedures. The latter assessment  only apply to the acts governing the 

above-mentioned limited scope of relations. It is important to underline that RIA applies to the secondary 

legislation only so one of the main policy-making process – primary legislation adoption – is now out of 

RIA coverage. 

 

Methodology of impact assessment 
 

It is well known fact that RIA can be based on cost-benefit analysis, compliance costs analysis, business 

impacts testing, fiscal analysis etc. OECD (2004) increasingly supports application of the benefit-cost 

principle. A classic cost-benefit principle is that the flow of discounted benefits should overweigh the 
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flow of costs. The cost-benefit analysis involves the assess of the most direct effects, as well as 

consequences of side effects that can occur beyond the specific sector being regulated. Russian RIA 

procedures tend to use compliance cost analysis.  This method provides quite narrow view comparing to 

cost-benefit analysis: there is no evaluation of side effects and no quantifications of compliance costs (as 

well as benefits). 

 

Absence of alternatives 
 

Generally, RIA is a process for assessing the likely effects of a proposed policy changes against the 

benchmark of the status quo (“no-change” hypothesis). When the “no-change” option is not appraised, 

the RIA is weakened (Karpen, Xanthaki, 2017). The mechanism of RIA in Russia does not consider the 

possibility of status quo, self-regulation, regulation of professional associations etc. and does not apply 

the comparative analysis that would include these options. 

 

Limited purposes of assessment 
 

The main purpose of the RIA in Russia can be defined as “avoiding excessive regulation and following 

excessive costs”. But the objectives of RIA as a better governing tool are more complex. RIA is a 

systematic, comparative appraisal of how proposed legislation might affect stakeholders, society, 

economic sectors and the environment.  

 

 Lack of public involvement 
 

Ex ante RIA in Russia requires the open public debates involving stakeholders, experts etc. On the early 

stages of the RIA the public concern was significant (as mentioned above). Now the interest of public 

fades. For example, in June, 2017 there are more than 600 draft legislations open for the debates on RIA 

web portal. Only 16 of them have comments. There are 116 comments in general and 79 of them are 

related to 3 drafts. In the same time the MED keeps holding the negative decision rate for the drafts on 

40% level so it is not the case of significant enhancement of regulation quality. Most likely the absence of 

the direct link between public opinion and a draft adoption is de-motivating. There is no reason to believe 

that ex post procedures will draw more public attention. 

 

The practice of ex post RIA in Russia needs to be researched deeper when the first annual plan of 

evaluation will be fully implemented but it can be said now that the framework itself has several 

problems that prevent the RIA from being as useful for good governance as it can be. 
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 Abstract 
 
The paper studies the main problems of international migration, and the role of international 
organizations in regulating migration processes. It proves the statement that the existing migration 
regulation system is based on individualism, excluding justice and altruism. The purpose of the research 
is to reveal the problems of migration regulation in the context of the growing globalization of economic 
relations. The informational base of the research includes international acts in the field of migration 
(charters, conventions, agreements, and resolutions), materials of the United Nations General Assembly, 
the International Labor Organization (ILO), and the International Organization for Migration (IOM), and 
the World Health Organization (WHO).  

 

Keywords: international migration of labour force, regulation of migration processes, refugees, labour 
migration, adaptation strategy. 

 

Introduction  
 

International labor migration in the 1990s is a very significant aspect of the globalization of the world 
economy. It was not just a quantitative increase of migration and widening of geographical distribution of 
labour migration, but there were also changes in quality of migrants, as well as a reassessment of the role 
of labor migration in economy of developed and developing countries. According to the World Bank, the 
growth in the number of immigrants in developed countries until 2025 will lead to an increase in 
aggregate income in these countries by $ 365 billion. It shows a significant impact of labor migration on 
the most important macroeconomic indicators. This situation has required an analysis of a wide range of 
issues related to formation and modification of migration policy at the national and international levels. 
 
Research methods. The growing importance of international migration in the context of globalization was 
studied in scientific research; it was formed in migration concepts at the end of the 20th century and the 
beginning of the 21st century. A significant contribution towards development of this problem was made 
in materials of Cristiano Codagnone, Christina E. Lee, N. Luhmann, K. Newland, Michael J. Piore, J. 
Simon, P. Stalker, G. Freeman, Samuel P. Huntington, Fred Halliday and others.  
 
The paper defines that migration processes split into two components: labor migration and forced 
migration (refugees, immigrants). For the first component the activities of international organizations are 
aimed to protect migrants’ rights through the development of legislation, providing suitable living 
conditions for migrants. According to the materials published in the article ‘General Assembly Adopts 
Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, as United Nations, International Organization for Migration Sign 
Key Agreement the article’ (2015), in 2013, the total number of migrants living outside their countries 
reached 232 million people, or 3.2% of the world's population. For comparison: in 2000 there were 175 
million, and in 1990 - 154 million. 
 
In the ‘International Migration Report’ (2013), the main reason for increasing migration flows is the 
widening gap in living standards between the ‘golden billion’ countries and the rest of the world. About 
59% of migrants live in developed countries; about 60% of them are from developing countries. Thus, the 
phenomenon of migration is caused by socio-economic reasons.  
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The second case is related to protecting refugees, the total number of which reached 33.9 million people. 
The main reason for this phenomenon is a high level of conflict in the world, continuing wars, especially 
for control over natural resources. 

 
Regulation of migration processes is carried out at the level of universal organizations, as well as through 
a system of regional agreements in the framework of national legislation. Movement of labour force and 
forced displacement under the conditions of open borders are beyond control of one country, that’s why 
the collective efforts of all participants in the world society should be applied for solving issues in 
migration process.  
 
In some ways such organizations as the World Food Programme, the United Nations Children's Fund, the 
World Health Organization (a special agency develops specific standards of physical health of migrant 
workers and their families), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), UNESCO (a special 
service develops education programs for migrant workers and their families), the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) are involved in solving migration issues.  
 
Coordination of migration processes is based on the principle of satisfaction of the developed world needs 
in the workforce, and the maximum control of unwanted refugee inflow. This system is unbalanced: the 
gap between the rich North and the poor South is increasing; the North is ‘draining’ human capital from 
the developing world and, under the pretense of humanitarian functions, is gaining control over migrant 
flows. It has been processed through special structures, financed by developed countries. 
 
There is a number of migration problems, which do not find solutions (or any proposals for overcoming 
them are ineffective) in the framework of the existing migration regulation system. One of them is a 
dominance of operational approach, in which the world community does not solve the problem, but 
struggles with the consequence of this problem. Thus, UNHCR (the United Nations Refugee Agency) 
coordinates the distribution of refugee flow, but the solution of the problem remains unaddressed. 
Similarly, socioeconomic backwardness being the main reason for migration is not taken into account by 
organizations in the field of migration. 
 
The main task of international organizations in the field of migration is to create the most favorable 
conditions for the beneficiary's club members. Thus, UNHCR (2011) addressing the problems of victims 
of armed conflicts also serve as a deterrent to refugee flow to developed countries. To this end, the 
movements of refugees are closely monitored, only 17% of refugees leave their region of origin, the rest 
often move to neighboring countries. In recent years, the refugee flow has been redirected to Asia and 
Africa, while the number of refugees in the developed countries has decreased. 
 
According to the Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (2013), the growing 
responsibility for displaced persons continues to lie with developing countries, where more than 4/5 of all 
refugees live. 
 
The camp approach to refugee migration is mistaken. This approach leads to an inadequate quality of life 
for refugees, an increase of the UNHCR's needs itself, a loss of socialization of refugees who are 
psychologically accustomed to a state of dependency. In research study of Pyazantsev (2003), refugees 
integrated into society are able to provide themselves with more adequate and decent living conditions 
compared to the artificially created living conditions in camps. According to statistics published by 
UNHCR (2012), currently 35% of all migrants live in special camps located in Africa and Asia (total of 
all refugees living in camps, 92% live in camps in Africa and Asia), 54% are resettled on their own. 
 
Since the vast majority of refugees remain within the neighboring regions, must be strengthened regional 
cooperation. However, most of the refugee-hosting countries are in conflict with the refugee-producing 
countries. The situation is complicated by the fact that special conventions regulating the protection of 
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refugees have been signed by a limited number of the countries. For example, in 1990, the UN General 
Assembly adopted the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers 
and Members of Their Families (a comprehensive international treaty dealing with the protection of the 
rights of migrant workers). It was mainly ratified by developing countries, i.e. countries that export labor, 
but not countries that accept migrants. 
 
In the research study by Kapur and McHale (2005), intellectual migration is detrimental to the socio-
economic development of exporting countries. The funds invested by a state in human capital are not 
payed off. The best experts leave the country looking for more favourable conditions. For example, 80% 
of migrants from India at the age of 25 and older have university degrees, while in India this figure for 
this age group is only 2.5%. 
 
The modern migration of highly skilled persons belongs to completely different organizational level, 
materializing in a kind of international corporation of ‘bounty hunters’. Migration flows also increase due 
to the movement of labour within a single corporate structure - TNC, which branches are located around 
the world. 
 
States inviting migrants to work are ready to accept only certain categories of migrant workers: workers 
who agree to do heavy, harmful and unskilled labour for a minimum wage (construction workers and 
subsidiary workers, seasonal workers, etc.), experts in new and promising sectors of the people's 
economy (programmers, highly specialized engineers, bank employees), specialists with a worldwide 
reputation (musicians, doctors, writers, scientists, artists, athletes), businessmen who invest their capital 
in a foreign country, creating new jobs. 
 
The system is based on redistribution of labour in favour of developed countries, while developing 
countries bear losses because of labour shortage. Although poor countries receive compensation for the 
loss of labour in the form of remittances from migrants, but these funds ultimately work for the developed 
economies. For example, in the early 2000s they have twice exceeded the volume of foreign aid, the net 
private capital inflow increased ten times. About half of all migrant remittances are from countries with 
income levels of $ 736 to $ 2935 per capita. In 2013, the amount of international migrants’ remittances 
was $ 549 billion, of which 414 were to developing countries (officially recorded amounts of cash 
transfers.) The true amount of recorded and unaccounted remittances through official and unofficial 
channels is probably more than 1.5 times or even more). Pyazantsev (2003) mentioned, in 2000 migrants’ 
remittances from abroad to their countries amounted to more than 10% of the GDP of Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Cape Verde, El Salvador, Jamaica, Jordan, Nicaragua, Samoa, Yemen.  
 
According to Kapur and McHale (2005), the funds inflow is so significant for economies, that some 
countries even induce labour export. For example, in 2003, Pakistan promulgated a plan for the additional 
‘export’ of 200 thousand migrant workers. The advantages of this income source include not depending 
on the attitude of a donor country, not having loan burden like IMF loans. However, these funds will be 
again returned to the beneficiary club: half of them through inflated transfer fees, another part through the 
purchase of manufactured goods by developing countries in developed countries. 
 
In 2013, half of all international migrants were living in just 10 countries: 45.8 million of international 
migrants resided in the United States, Russia and Germany hosted the second   and   third   largest   
numbers   of migrants  worldwide  (11  million and 9.8 million accordingly),  followed  by Saudi Arabia 
(9.1 million), the United Arab Emirates (7.8 million), the United Kingdom (7.8 million), France (7.4 
million), Canada (7.3 million), Australia (6.5 million) and Spain (6, 5 million).  
 
Minakova et al (2015) mentioned that unskilled workers have formed a special layer on the international 
labour market that becomes the object of exploitation by various international organizations. Western 
countries with increasing wealth as a magnet attract the indigent from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and 
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the CIS countries. The difference in cultures and ineffective adaptation strategy give rise to the problem 
of integration of migrants into a new socio-cultural environment. 
 

Conclusion  

 
At present, there are four types of integration models: illusory, exclusive, republican-imperial and 
multicultural. The illusory model deliberately ignores immigrant communities (Japan, Italy), the 
consequence is the marginalization of society and the restriction of immigrants’ rights. Within the 
framework of the exclusionary model (in Switzerland, Germany and Belgium) migrants come mainly 
through strictly regulated guest worker programs, which do not provide a pathway to citizenship, and 
formal and informal cultural contacts between migrants and local population are unequal and restrained. 
The republican model (the UK, France) allows immigrants to integrate into society if they have already 
lived in the country (second-generation immigrants) or came from controlled territories. The most loyal to 
immigrants is the multicultural model of USA, Canada, Australia, and Sweden where immigration 
becomes a permanent phenomenon; migrants remain in the country and successfully integrate into the 
community. The shortcomings of these models give rise to the discontent of the indigenous population, 
leading to numerous inter-ethnic clashes: in Sweden, France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland and Eastern Europe. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper mainly analyses the forecasting of sub-sovereign credit ratings using machine learning 

methods in the non-US, Europe and other regional and sub-sovereign ratings. Specific focus is based 

on developing an accurate forecasting model based on machine learning. We examine its forecasting 

accuracy on two forecasting horizons, one and two years ahead. The study was designed to determine 

the cost sensitivity of various machine learning methods and to develop an accurate decision-support 

system that minimize the cost of credit rating classification for sub-sovereign entities across countries 

and world regions. We looked at each side of the economic, financial and debt and budget, revenues 

and expenditures, to provide sufficient inputs for the machine learning models. The analyses is to 

consider the ordinal character of the rating classes, classification cost (cost-sensitive) which is used as 

objective function, in assessing credit ratings and evaluating of bonds i.e. regional credit rating 

modelling.  

Keywords: sub-sovereign, credit risk, credit rating, machine learning. 

Introduction 
 

Recently, credit rating agencies worldwide have gained higher rate of criticisms for their influence on 

the economic crisis that started in 2007. These rating agencies are often criticized for their perceived 

inaccurate ratings and slow reactions to new information (Paudyn, 2013; Kim and Park, 2016). The 

role of these credit rating agencies is very influential on the financial markets in the production of 

credit risk information of issuer’s and its allocation to market participants. Credit rating reviews the 

solvency of an entity or a particular debt obligation in a single ordinal class. The credit rating can be 

defined as a degree of the ability of a firm to meet its debt servicing obligations in time, and gives a 

way to quantify how close the entity is to avoidance. The main property of ratings is to translate 

credit risk into a single class to make them very attractive to the market participants. Credit ratings 

boost borrowing conditions by the cost of credit and the availability of the credit. For example, a 

lower bond rating would increase the risk quality demanded by the market and therefore the cost of 

borrowing; a lower rating could also result in the reduction of the potential market for the 

downgraded debt, since some investors are either incapable or not ready to hold debt below a certain 

rating (Cheung, 1996). In a municipal and regional setting (sub-sovereign), credit ratings are usually 

used to express the general financial performance. This rather difficult evaluation is based on diverse 

criteria than the financial performance of firms (Beck et al., 2017). Regional financial performance is 

influenced by various socio-economic determinants. 

 

In recent years, the demand for sovereign (country) and sub-sovereign ratings has improved mainly 

due to the unpredictable globalization of markets (Liu and Tan, 2009). Investors and mainly managed 

funds are gradually based on international change. A change in these ratings can be a major input in 

the re-weighing of international portfolios. However, previous literature has been concentrated on 

sovereign (Bennell et al., 2006) and municipal ratings (Hajek, 2011), except for the vast amount of 

literature on corporate credit ratings, see e.g. Huang et al. (2004) or Hajek and Michalak (2013) for a 

review. The study by Cantor and Packer (1996) explored the determinants and effect of sovereign 

rating assigned by the two leading agencies, Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s using a sample of 49 

countries at a specific point in time. They measured eight economic variables to evaluate the 

determinants of ratings using the ordinary least square method. The cross-sectional analysis suggests 

that sovereign ratings are generally consistent with the macroeconomic fundamentals, which the two 

agencies appear to weigh equally. Reinsen and Von Maltzan (1999) studied the links between 
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sovereign credit ratings and dollar bond yields spread over the years 1989 to 1997 so as to judge 

whether the three rating agencies, namely, Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s, and Fitch IBCA can 

increase or decrease boom-bust cycles in emerging markets. The study firstly assessed whether the 

rating agencies have an impact on the market using the event study methodology as well as 

employing a Granger causality test in order to establish the extent to which sovereign rating lead or 

cause changes in yields spreads beyond and above other observable yield determinants. They found a 

significant impact of upgrades and downgrades on spreads for a combination of ratings by the three 

agencies. The Granger causality test revealed that changes in sovereign ratings are mutually 

interdependent with changes in bond yield. 

 

Past ratings reflect a variety of factors, including wars, revolutions, fiscal and monetary policies, and 

external shocks. As we enter the new millennium, fiscal discipline, debt management, structural 

inefficiencies constraining productivity, and the contingent liabilities arising from weak banking 

systems are among the significant economic policy challenges facing many sovereign and sub-

sovereign entities. The associated credit risk, which may seem manageable for a time, can quickly 

spring up as events in a number of emerging market countries since 1997 have shown. Rating 

agencies believe that an understanding of sovereign and sub-sovereign ratings’ criteria is more 

relevant now than ever before.  

 

Since the emergence of decentralization in developed countries in the 90s contributed to changing 

fiscal and tax relationships between the central and regional political levels. The shift had significant 

concerns on the borrowing policy of local and regional governments because their borrowing 

capacity, their resorting to international capital market and their dependence on credit ratings are all-

greater than before as asserted by (Huang et al., 2004). 

 

The costly nature of credit rating is due to the fact that rating agencies invest large amount of time 

and human resources to perform the credit rating process. These lead to more effort, which is 

required in order to simulate the credit rating process of rating agencies through statistical (Gaillard, 

2009) and machine learning methods (Hajek and Michalak, 2013). The difficulty in designing such 

models lies in the subjectivity of the credit rating process. Complex relations between financial and 

other variables are evaluated. Such intricate process makes it difficult to categorize credit ratings 

(rating classes) through statistical methods. Machine learning methods can be applied for the 

modelling of such complex relations. These make accurate predictions of credit ratings possible. This 

is important for all market participants to make investment decisions, including investors, financial 

institutions and sub-sovereign entities. Prior literature on the prediction of sub-sovereign credit 

ratings has been limited to statistical methods (Gaillard, 2009). Here we aim to fill this gap and 

employ a variety of machine learning methods to predict sub-sovereign credit ratings. We 

hypothesize that machine learning methods significantly outperform the previously used statistical 

methods. Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to develop an accurate forecasting model based on 

machine learning. We examine its forecasting accuracy on two forecasting horizons, one and two 

years ahead. To consider the ordinal character of the rating classes, classification cost (cost-sensitive) 

is used as objective function.  

 

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we provide a review of related literature. Section 3 

presents the research methodology. Section 4 shows the results and the final section concludes the 

paper. 

Related Literature 
 

The primary activity of rating agencies is to issue ratings for bonds and other debt obligations of 

corporates. They also publish overall issuer ratings, to which the agencies sometimes refer as senior 

indiscreet ratings. The two main objectives are steady and precise of ratings, can be conflicting, 

resulting in a trade-off. The exact definition of issue ratings differs along the agencies. It usually is a 

measure of long run overall credit quality, but can possibly take into account additional information 

on expected recovery amounts. The ratings assigned by Standard & Poor’s are expressed in 

letterform, ranging from AAA, the highest, to CCC, the lowest. These ratings represent an attempt to 
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divide a pattern of risk into discrete risk classes based on an assessment of the capacity of the debt 

issuer to pay interest and repay the principal in accordance with the terms of the issue.  

 

The assessment of the credit risk of provincial governments (sub-sovereign credit ratings) take into 

account actual and projected developments in a wide number of areas, including demographic 

economic, financial and debt indicators. Informed judgment by the rating agency analysts also plays 

an important role. The highest rating, AAA, indicates an extremely strong capacity to pay interest and 

repay principal, while the lowest rating, CCC, indicates a serious vulnerability to default on payment 

of interest and or repayment of principal. Debt rated from AAA to BBB is considered “investment” 

grade, while debt rated at BB and below is considered “speculative” grade. Since 1974, plus and 

minus symbols have been attached to the ratings from AA to CCC in order to show relative standing 

within the major rating categories. Standard & Poor’s also introduced rating outlooks in the summer 

of 1989, which indicate the likely direction of the next rating change if current economic and 

financial conditions continue. A higher credit rating shows a low credit risk. According to the 

assessed object, credit ratings of the state, company, provincial governments, financial institution, 

single bond, etc. exist.  

 

Credit rating is a result of a credit rating process and a rating class defined on a rating scale to 

represent it. Rating classes are allotted to assessed objects whiles credit ratings are used by bond 

investors, debt issuers, and governmental officers to measure the risk of companies. They provide a 

means of determining risk premiums and marketability of bonds, allowing firms issuing debt to 

estimate the likely return investors require. Bankers and companies considering providing credit rely 

on credit ratings to make important investment decisions; many regulatory requirements for financial 

decisions are based on credit ratings, etc. Credit ratings are costly to obtain because rating agencies 

invest large amount of time and human resources to perform the credit rating process. Therefore, 

much effort has been made in order to simulate the credit rating process of rating agencies through 

machine learning methods (Hajek and Olej, 2011; Hajek and Michalak, 2013; Zhong et al., 2014; 

Jones et al., 2015). 

 

Sovereign and sub-sovereign ratings are usually the assessment of each government’s ability and 

willingness to service its debts in full and on time. Rating is a forward-looking evaluation of the 

default probability. Sovereign (sub-sovereign) ratings address the credit risks of national (regional) 

governments but not the precise default risk of other issuers. Ratings given to other private and public 

sector entities in each country can, and often do vary. Ratings of some issuers could be the same as 

the sovereign’s, while others are a bit lower. 

 

The important set of research places emphases on the determinants of credit ratings. The existing 

research on these subjects has been analyzed in order to address the issues relating to the 

methodology applied, the data collection, the construction of indicators and variables best suitable for 

the research goals, and the understanding of the results. Looking over the years, (Flandreau and 

Flores, 2009) present a unique comparison of sovereign ratings and findings that Standard and Poor’s 

and Moody’s ratings turned out to be slightly more accurate than those of Fitch. 

Research Methodology  
 

In this study, sub-sovereign credit ratings cover both developed and emerging countries, including 

Europe, North and South America, Africa and other parts of the world. The input data was obtained 

from Moody’s Credit Rating agency for the years 2003-2007, with the output credit ratings from 

2008 and 2009 for one-year and two-year ahead forecasts, respectively. In these ratings, the input 

variables are designed specifically for the credit rating assessment, based on the variables presented 

by Moody’s. Specifically, the forecasting model was based on several categories of variables, 

including economic, financial, debt, etc. In this paper, a comprehensive time series dataset of sub-

sovereign entities was collected over the period of 2003–2007, and  257 regions was extracted from 

Moody’s ratings and  categorized into 15 rating classes. The study was designed to minimize the cost 

of classification.  
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The input variables (Table 1) were extracted from Moody’s financial reports from 2003 to 2007. 

These variables represent the inputs of models, while the rating classes 1 (one-year forecasting 

horizon) and 2 (two-year forecasting horizon) from Moody's rating agency stand as the outputs of the 

models.  

 

The economy, which is most probably the factor, generates the resources to repay the sub-sovereign 

debt. Country and government rating class show long-term foreign currency credit ratings for 

sovereign and government bonds (Mohapatra et al., 2017). GDP per capita is a percentage of national 

GDP per capita and it is included to gauge relative economic performance and assess the likely 

impact of redistributive programs on fiscal performance. GDP/national average denotes the relative 

wealth levels which may be unevenly distributed across a country and reflect regional concentrations 

of economic activity. These differences may influence the fiscal capacities of sub-sovereign 

governments. GDP in PPP represents the current exchange rates that is used as the basis to measure 

economic size for the purpose of international rankings, however, it does not fully account for real 

cost-of-living differences across countries, they may, in certain cases, inaccurately reflect relative 

standards-of-living. Real GDP change is the economic growth, as measured by the annual percentage 

change in GDP, adjusted for inflation, is a key variable of economic performance. The 

unemployment rate indicates the size of the output gap and of the under-utilization of human 

resources, as well as a signal of potential political pressure on government to take action to stimulate 

the economy.  

 

Net debt per capital is the ratio of net direct and guaranteed debt over population provides an 

internationally comparable gauge of debt levels. Debt/GDP is the amount of total gross government 

debt as a percentage of GDP. It shows the key factors for the sustainability of government finance. 

The short-term debt includes the total debt instruments with maturity period less than a year, for 

example government securities and treasury bills. The long-term debt instruments are payable within 

a period of time more than one year. Debt maturity is the principal amount of note, draft and any 

other debt instruments due for payment to investors by the government. It outlines the length of time 

until the debt obligation of the government stock matures or redeemed.  

 

Own revenue encompasses all revenue -taxes, charges and other revenue generating sources, partially 

controlled, by the government. This ratio indicates whether government has financial flexibility or 

not to address its fiscal challenges that may arise. Governmental transfers capture all revenues 

transferred from higher levels of government, whether intended as general fiscal support or as cost-

sharing for particular spending categories. Earmarked revenue refers to all revenue flows that are 

dedicated to specific purposes, other than debt service, which ultimately limit the debt service 

capacity of a government. Interest/operating revenue shows the government’s ability to execute 

interest payment from operating revenue. Debt service helps in some cases to ascertain potential 

fiscal pressures on government as a result of excessive debt burden. The borrowing ratio helps to 

ascertain the annual cash requirement of government. Total expenditure as a percentage of GDP 

measures the impact or effect of a subgroup government’s expenses on the entire national economic 

output. Operating balance used to determine the structural capacity of government to maintain 

operating expenditure below operating revenue. A self-financing ratio with a value less than one 

implies the need to borrowing to meet capital budget requirements. The NWC ratio provides a point-

in-time view of an entity’s liquidity position and provides an indication of the need for market access 

in the short-term. Below is the brief description of steps of the methodology. 

 

Step 1: Proposal of variables are the input variables in (Table 1) that was extracted from Moody’s 

financial reports from 2003 to 2007. These variables represent the inputs of the models, while the 

rating classes 1 (one-year forecasting horizon) and 2 (two-year forecasting horizon) from Moody's 

rating agency stand as the outputs of the models. The forecasting model was based on several 

categories of variables, including economic, financial and debt. 

 

Step 2: Data collection is a collection of a comprehensive time series dataset of sub-sovereign entities 

that was collected over the period of 2003–2007 that was extracted from Moody’s rating from 257 
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regions categorized into 15 rating classes. The study was designed to minimize the cost of 

classification. 

 

Step 3: Data preprocessing, the data was cleaned by filling in missing attributes, then transformed 

through normalization and aggregation to reduce the number of attributes of the variables for the 

analysis. 

 

Step 4: Data analysis, Statistica was used to analyze the descriptive statistics such as the mean and 

standard deviation of the variables. 

 

Step 5: Cost matrix was proposed to take the ordinal character of the output into account. 

Step 6: Various machine learning algorithms were used to forecast sub-sovereign credit ratings. The 

experiments were carried out in WEKA. 

 

Step 7: Statistical tests were performed to detect significant differences between the ROC and 

average cost of the model. 

 

In Table 1 below, Statististca was used to analyze the input variables to obtain the descriptive 

statistics such as the mean and the standard deviations for their institutional quality, economic 

structure and performance, debt profile and the financial performance. 

 

Table 1: Input and output variables for sub-sovereign credit rating forecasting 

 

Category Input Variables Mean Standard Deviation 

Economic Country_rating_class 4.18 4.04 

 Developed country (0/1) 0.54 0.50 

 Government rating class 5.26 3.83 

 City (0/1) 0.44 0.50 

 Previous sovereign default (0/1) 0.36 0.48 

 GDP per capital 21939.92 18311.96 

 GDP/(national average) 105.20 44.36 

 GDP in PPP 22729.18 13388.28 

 Real GDP change 3.19 2.88 

 Unemployment rate 6.40 3.84 

Debt Net debt per capital 188.63 3906.52 

 Debt/GDP 7.06 13.76 

 Debt/operating revenue 6.22 73.32 

 Short-term debt/debt 16.33 22.78 

 FX debt/debt 7.23 19.24 

 Long-term debt/debt 51.46 41.39 

 Debt maturity 7.88 3.73 

Financial Own revenue/OR 40.42 29.45 

 Government transfers/OR 46.85 27.99 

 Earmarked revenue/OR 23.86 25.92 

 Interest/OR 2.53 2.66 

 Debt service/TR 7.65 9.63 

 Cash surplus/TR -0.45 8.55 

 Borrowing/TR 7.29 10.95 

 TE per capita 2261.95 2819.64 

 TE/GDP 12.26 7.75 

 Operating balance/OR 13.49 10.89 

 Gross operating balance/OR 10.99 11.14 
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 Self-financing ratio 0.97 1.04 

 Capital spending/TE 19.72 12.91 

 TR-TE(%) 0.14 2.98 

 NWC/TE 4.18 22.40 

Output variables Rating class +1 6.62 4.75 

 Rating class +2 6.71 4.76 

Legend: TR is total revenue, TE is total expenditure, OR is operating revenue, and NWC is net 

working capital. 

 

Methods 

 

Here I briefly present the machine learning methods used for forecasting. 

 

The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a very simple and probabilistic and an efficient classification algorithm 

classifier that calculates a set of probabilities by counting the frequencies and combinations of values 

in a given data set. The algorithm uses Bayes theorem and assumes all attributes to be independent 

given the value of the class variable. 

 

A Bayesian network, Bayes network, belief network, Bayesian model or probabilistic directed acyclic 

graphical model is a probabilistic graphical model (a type of statistical model) that represents a set of 

random variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph. 

 

J48 is an algorithm used to generate a decision tree developed by Ross Quinlan. J48 version was used 

with the minimum no. of instances per leaf = 2, and confidence factor for pruning = 0.25. 

 

Random Forest is an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other tasks that 

operate by constructing a multitude of a decision tree training time and outputting the class that is the 

mode of the mode or the mean prediction of the individual tree. Maximum depth of trees was set as 

unlimited, no. of trees to be generated = 100, and no. of variables randomly sampled as candidates at 

each split = log2 (#predictors) + 1 

 

Simple logistics is an algorithm used to classify building logistic regression models. 

 

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm that can be used for 

both classification and regression purposes. SVMs are more commonly used in classification 

problems and as such, finding a hyperplane that best divides a dataset into two classes. SMO 

algorithm with complexity parameter C= {1, 2, 3, … , 15}, polynomial kernel function with exponent 

= {1, 2}, RBF kernel function with gamma = 0.01. SMO is an algorithm that generally substitutes all 

missing values and changes nominal attributes into binary ones. It also normalizes all attributes by 

default in the case that the coefficients in the output are based on the normalized data. 

 

Radial basis function (RBF) neural networks are neural nets that have three layers. The first input 

layer feeds data to a hidden intermediate layer. The hidden layer processes the data and transports it 

to the output layer.  

 

Multilayered Perception (MLP) is a feedforward artificial neural network that generates a set of 

outputs from a set of inputs. MLP is characterized by several layers of inputs nodes connected as a 

direct graph between the input and the output layers. MLP uses backpropagation for training of the 

network. The following setting was used for MLP: neurons in hidden layer = {1, 2, 3, ….,15}, 

learning rate = 0.1, and no. of iterations = 500. 

 

Table 2 below illustrates the 15-rating classes of the rating agencies used as the cost matrix used to 

determine the cost sensitivity. 
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Table 2: Cost matrix 

 

Predicted/ Target class Aaa Aa+ Aa Aa- … C 

Aaa 0 1 2 3 … 15 

Aa+ 1 0 1 2 … 14 

Aa 2 1 0 1 … 13 

Aa- 3 2 1 0 … 12 

… … … … … … … 

C 15 14 13 12 … 0 

Source: own calculations 

Results 
 

In Table 3 below, average results across 10-fold cross-validation are presented. 10 folds were 

generated as 66/34 percent split of training/testing data. This procedure avoids overfitting of the 

machine learning methods. 

 

For Rating +1, Naïve Bayes algorithm achieved 1.4571 average cost and 0.801 ROC (area under 

receiver operating characteristics). The ROC shows how the algorithms perform on all classes on 

average. In other words, a high ROC value indicates that the algorithm performed well also on 

imbalanced classes. In case of sub-sovereign credit ratings, these are the best and the worst credit 

ratings. The result of Naïve Bayes was the worst one, together with the RBF neural network. Similar 

results were also observed for Rating +2. In contrast, Random Forest and SMO algorithm performed 

best for both forecasting horizons, providing almost two-times lower classification cost compared 

with Naïve Bayes. As expected, the cost increased with a longer forecasting horizon (for Rating +2). 

To compare the results, we performed Student’s paired t-test and marked the significantly better 

results at p<0.05 in bold in Table 3. Obviously, the differences were significant for both accuracy 

measures, in particular for average cost. The empirical hypotheses articulated in the beginning of this 

chapter from the results of the sub-sovereign credit rating forecasting signifies that Random Forest 

and SMO algorithm performed significantly better than the statistical methods.  

 The results strongly suggest that the machine learning models based on current available financial 

and economic data could present accurate classifications of credit ratings. Even though, the rating 

agencies and many other institutional writers stresses on the importance of subjective analyses in 

determining the ratings, it seemed that a small list of input variables largely determine the rating 

results. This also asserts that the set of variables discovered in this study represent the most relevant 

information for the credit rating decision.  

The proposed model gives an easier idea of the evaluation of the sub-sovereign credit rating for 

public administration managers, banks, investors, or rating agencies. In future, such models should be 

developed in a way to make it possible to precisely forecast credit rating. This can be realized by 

using input variables significant for credit rating process and, consequently, by the classification of 

the sub-sovereigns into rating classes. 
 

Table 3: Results of sub-sovereign credit rating forecasting 

 

 RATINGS +1 RATINGS +2 

 Average cost ROC Average cost ROC 

Bayes Net 0.914 0.876 0.850 0.895 

J48 0.971 0.735 0.939 0.725 

Random Forest 0.747 0.886 0.835 0.870 

SMO 0.751 0.881 0.825 0.890 

RBF Network 1.400 0.807 1.289 0.760 

Simple Logistics 0.861 0.866 0.890 0.869 

MPL 1.045 0.820 1.102 0.838 

Naive Bayes 1.457 0.801 1.354 0.797 

Source: own calculations 
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Conclusion 
 

Credit ratings contribute greatly to the capability and clarity within the financial markets. They have 

become the precondition for the development of emergence of the capital markets and also a very 

important tool in the regulatory context. In this study, a comprehensive time series dataset of sub-

sovereign entities over the period of 2003–2007 was extracted from Moody’s rating agency. The 

study was designed to determine the cost sensitivity of various machine learning methods. The main 

aim was to develop an accurate decision-support system that minimizes cost of credit rating 

classification for sub-sovereign entities across countries and world regions. We looked at each side of 

the economic, financial and debt and budget, revenues and expenditures, to provide sufficient inputs 

to the machine learning models. 

 

We found that Random Forest has the most accurate forecasts with 0.747 average cost for Rating +1 

(and 0.835 for Rating +2) and ROC of 0.886 for Rating +1 (0.870 for Rating +2). SMO performed 

even better for Rating +2. It is therefore recommended to combine Random Forest for a short-term 

credit rating prediction and SMO algorithm for a long-term forecasting. 

 

This paper was limited in several ways such as the unavailability of more recent data. Moreover, a 

more precise costs matrix defined by experts based on actual costs would also be beneficial. The 

experimentation was carried out in WEKA. 
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Abstract 

Due to the high demand for new employees in the technical fields and also because of the low 

unemployment rate, employers are forced to change the strategies related to human resources 

management. The focus of this article is the engineering branch and deals with changes in the 

relationships between companies and universities. These changes are described in the article. In 

addition, their benefits are analyzed from the side of the University and students, as well as by the 

companies. 

Keyword: human resources management, university, company, relation 

Introduction 

Employers are looking for new ways to get more workers into their companies. This trend is 

worldwide. Major efforts have been made by the European Union to increase the fundamental 

interaction between research, education and innovation, as key driver of a knowledge-based society. 

Furthermore, the Union recognized that the relationship between the business community and the 

university, considering its double role as education and research institution, is of strategic importance 

for a modern vision of future and development. Several “case-studies”, made across the whole 

Europe, have demonstrated an increase of opportunities by “structured business-university 

partnerships”, especially in industrial innovation and social deployment (AdriaHUB, 2007). For this 

reason, many companies have established a department focusing on human resources management: 

the organization function that focused on the management and direction of people (Tracey, 2016). 

They are forced to do so for several reasons. As the main one, it should be noted that in the 

engineering field there is long-term shortage of educated qualified workers in relation to the number 

of vacancies for the given position. At the same time after the end of the period of economic crisis 

and economic stagnation is a very low level of unemployment in the Czech Republic, 2,9% in June 

2017 (Czech statistical office, 2017). Of course, these negative impacts have also positive effect on 

the engineering sector. Due to the large shortage of employees, it is a very common phenomenon that 

firms drag employees on each other on the basis of offering better salary conditions. Therefore, there 

is a significant increase in wage conditions.   

The spectrum of companies looking for new employees among students and graduates of the faculty 

is very wide. Some companies are still using obsolete methods. Unfortunately, not all of them are 

efficient enough. That is why employers must look for more direct methods of contacting potential 

employees in order to attract attention. Some of them are described below.    

Primary and commonly used approaches 

In this paragraph are presented commonly used approaches that companies use to attract students to 

their businesses. Unfortunately, some of these methods are not always effective enough and they are 

often overlooked by students. 

The first commonly used approach is advertisement. The most common form of advertising is a job 

offer with a short company description and a link to their website where students can find more 

information. The most important is placement of advertisement. The least suitable placement is in a 
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university magazine or university newspaper. However, these publications end up more often in the 

nearest wastebasket without noticing of advertisement. The second possible form is a poster located 

in the university premises. Students most often look at the poster only if the poster is different from 

others in a row. For this reason, it is advisable to place a poster near an interactive screen, a corporate 

product, etc., which students can explore further. For example, when they need to shorten the time 

before the lesson begins. A similar approach is in the case of promoting the university at public 

events such as Science and Technology Days. It is always important for companies to attract potential 

employees (students) to the place where the advertisement is placed. The last possible placement is at 

university portals and student portals, which are often attended. 

Other commonly used approaches are: 

• Offer of excursions to industrial enterprises during the study. 

• Offer bachelor´s and diploma´s theses, which serves to establish future cooperation. Often it 

also brings innovative solutions for the contracting authority. 

• Granting scholarships to students during their studies and thus creating a contractual 

obligation for future employment. 

• Technical lectures made by practitioners that are integrated into the studies. These lectures 

usually include a brief introduction about the company and some motivational part why a 

student should choose this business as their future job. 

• Occupational fair held at the University. Where companies have their own stands with a 

presentation of their industrial field, product and job vacancies. 

Newly Used Approaches 

The new approaches that companies begin to apply directly at the University zone are mainly the 

rental of premises. Subsequently, in these spaces (most often the rooms), he creates design offices. In 

these offices students can attend training programs, brigades, etc. For students, it has the advantage of 

being able to earn money while studying and also to gain experience. However, this they can do 

normally. But in this case the students do not need to leave the university campus and they save much 

time that lose on traveling. Another advantage is that students can spend more time in work between 

lessons. In the total they can to work in the sum of more time. 

The second most important step for companies is to engage in University Projects. Such a project is, 

for example, the University Formula SAE. The SAE International Formula SAE program is an 

engineering design competition for undergraduate and graduate students. The competition provides 

participants with the opportunity to enhance their engineering design and project management skills 

by applying learned classroom theories in a challenging competition. The engineering design goal for 

teams is to develop and construct a single-seat race car for the non-professional weekend autocross 

racer with the best overall package of design, construction, performance and cost (SAE International, 

2017). In this case, companies provide expert consultations, cooperate on the production of 

components, and last but not least, provide funding. Thanks to this collaboration, companies have the 

opportunity to reach out to students, to make deeper co-operation and to reach out students for further 

co-operation after graduation. 

The latest approach is centered on the establishment of a university subject at the University, which is 

strongly oriented towards industry field of supportive firms. These companies are at the beginning of 

creation of a concept of subject and design of a study plan. Companies also provide practice know-

how enriching learning materials. Experts participate in lessons during study year also. 

Of course, it is not ideal to concentrate on university students only. There is need to increase interest 

in promotion at elementary and secondary schools.  Companies are aware of this fact. That is why 

they lecture at these institutions as well. This step is generally beneficial because it increases interest 

in the field as such. At the same time, appropriate support (based on the trend of today) is an active 

presentation on the university social networks and student social networks. 
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Conclusion 

Industry-university cooperation has been recognized as an important strategy to make innovation 

happen in an industrial society today (Nomakuchi and Takahashi, 2015). Over the last few years the 

number of students who have been working during their studies has increased. It can be said that a 

quarter of students are preparing job opportunity in field where they would like to continue after 

graduation. The other quarter of students irregularly work in different sectors. Although they do not 

have a specific focus, these general practical skills and knowledge are beneficial for their work 

opportunities in subsequent years. From this trend, it can be seen that the methods of direct contact 

between the possible employer and the student are able to ensure an increased supply of workers. For 

this reason, it is necessary to continue to maintain and to develop the established methods. 

At the same time, the cooperation is beneficial for both parties (Mora Valentín, 2000). The changes in 

relation bring financial benefits for companies and universities. Other benefits of new approaches 

include higher transfer of practical know-how to the university. Therefore, it can be stated that close 

cooperation between industry and universities in recruiting workers is an effective way. Thanks to 

these changes, the nature of the university has shifted from a simple "knowledge factory" to an 

"entrepreneurial-relational university" with links to industry and research facilities (Uyarra, 2010). 
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Abstract 

 

During a preliminary study about Customer Retention strategies, one of the most important outcomes was 

that, according to loyalty & retention professionals, there are 3 major needs for a Customer Retention 

Strategy to become successful: knowing your customers, adaptability to customer’s feedback & freedom 

in choosing the right solution for retaining a churning customer. 

Exploring these needs from an individual-psychological perspective while entering on the semiotic field 

of happiness, smile and basic human needs where the Romanian academician Solomon Marcus (Smile 

and Suspicion in "Multimedial Communication" (1982), ed. E.W.B.Hess-Luttich, vol.1, Semiotic 

Problem of its Notation. Günter Narr Verlag, Tubingen, , p.77-85.) proposed semiotic of at least order 5 

to understand the variants of a smile between two persons, we can confidently say that, to an extent, all 

the three needs  have in common 2 things: customers & empathy – or, in a simplified way, humans & 

emotions. 

The article aims to start challenging every Customer Retention Strategy that businesses around the world 

use today without taking into account personal and not brand related customer feelings. 

 

Keywords: Customer, Retention, Emotions, Statistics.   

 

Introduction 

 

taking into account the AI recent developments with direct impact on the humanity fundamental values 

like love and freedom merged with the digital transformation of all businesses across the globe and with 

the new sharing economy, there are three essential questions to answer to understand in depth the 

evolution of Customer Retention Strategies: 

1. Do customers have the power to change a business only with their feelings? 

2. Are we in the Era where customers should be aware they don’t need to ask anymore as it should 

be enough to feel in order to be understood? 

3. Are businesses ready for this Era or they are just overestimating their power to control the 

customers? 
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Theoretic considerations 

 

Customer Loyalty & Retention – The concepts 

Loyalty, as defined by Dixon, Freeman & Toman, represents “the willingness of someone - a customer, 

an employee, a friend - to make an investment or personal sacrifice in order to strengthen a relationship. 

For a customer, that can mean sticking with a supplier who treats him well and gives him good value in 

the long term even if the supplier does not offer the best price in a particular transaction” (Dixon, M.; 

Freeman, K.; Toman, N. (2011), Increasing Customer Loyalty, USA: Harvard Business Review.) 

Retention was best defined in 1970 by German economist O. Hirschman. Hirschman defines the opposite 

of retention as being one of the answers of customers to decrease the quality of a product or service the 

organization offers – more precisely, the exit option. “Some customers stop buying the firm's products or 

some members leave the organization. [...] As a result, revenues drop, membership declines, and 

management is impelled to search for ways and means to correct the elements which have led to exit.”  

(Hirschman, A.O. (1970). Exit, Voice, and Loyalty, USA: Harvard University Press). 

The confusion One of the best definition describing the return of investments differences between the two 

concepts comes from Frances Frei, Senior Associate Dean for Executive Education and the UPS 

Foundation Professor of Service Management at the Harvard Business School: “When companies pay 

customers to remain customers, it’s part of a customer retention program. When companies invest in 

activities that increase customers’ willingness to pay, they have a customer loyalty program.” (Frei. F. 

(2009). Illusions of Customer Loyalty, Decision to Lead. [Retrieved June 22, 2014] Available: 

https://decisiontolead.com/2009/10/03/illusions-of-customer-loyalty/). 

Human Motivations and Values 

Human motivations 

Self-determination theory initially developed by professor Edward L. Deci and clinical psychologist 

Richard M. Ryan and it is considered a theory of motivation. “Self-Determination Theory (SDT) 

represents a broad framework for the study of human motivation and personality. SDT articulates a meta-

theory for framing motivational studies, a formal theory that defines intrinsic and varied extrinsic sources 

of motivation, and a description of the respective roles of intrinsic and types of extrinsic motivation in 

cognitive and social development and in individual differences (http://selfdeterminationtheory.org/).” 

Summarizing one of the most important outcomes of the SDT, there are 5 intrinsic motivators also used 

by Rajat Paharia (Paharia, R. (2013). Loyalty 3.0, USA: McGraw-Hill.)  to explain the basics of the 

Gamification concept: 

1. Autonomy – I control; 

2. Mastery – I improve (which they refer to as “competence”); 

3. Purpose – “I make the difference”; 

4. Progress – “I achieve”; 
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Social Interaction – “I connect with Others”. 

Values 

The starting point for values considerations within this research is Schwartz’s Theory of Basic Values 

(Schwartz, Shalom H. (2012). "An Overview of the Schwartz Theory of Basic Values". Online Readings 

in Psychology and Culture).  

The theory claims there are ten basic personal values well known irrespective of culture and region: self-

direction (e.g. creativity, freedom), stimulation (e.g. novelty, daring), hedonism (e.g. pleasure, enjoying 

life), achievement (e.g. ambitious, successful), power (e.g. authority, wealth), security (e.g. family 

security, safety), conformity (e.g. politeness, self-discipline), tradition (e.g. respect for tradition, humble), 

benevolence (e.g. helpful, responsible), universalism (e.g. world at peace, wisdom). 

The above concepts were integrated in the questionnaire under three main sections (except standard 

demographics): 

1. About the respondent – with focus on personal values, independent of consumption behavior of 

the individual. This is also the fixed point to compare personal beliefs with the customer’s 

consumer routine.  

2. About brands – with focus point on a brand randomly named by the respondent, without any 

predefined values and without previously influencing the choice by using adjectives related to the 

brand choice (e.g. satisfied/dissatisfied). 

3. About the responded when he acts like a customer/consumer – the core of this section represents 

in fact the mix between sections 1 and 2 related again to personal values, therefore, closing the 

circle of the research. 

The Study 

Target group 

The target group is enlarged to avoid any expertise, social environment pre-segmentation and is 

addressing all regular consumers around the globe with no limitations. An intermediate version of the 

questionnaire can be found here: https://goo.gl/fEFPdp. 

The database structure: 

Currently, there are more than 100 answers within the database that allowed to test the database 

credibility.  

From an informational standpoint, the level of influence is lower than 5% which confirms the high level 

of the data credibility.   

The segmentation variables related to demographic aspects of the research already generate both a first 

level of correlation (gender + revenue for female) and no correlation on male segment.  
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With the above preliminary considerations, the next step is to implement factorial analysis in order to 

reduce the number of resolving variables. 

Table 1: MONALIS, Methodology of Onicescu Negentropic Analysis in the Language of 

Informational Statistics 

 

Preliminary Results 

The first results, using a basic linear regression analysis, are not yet enough to confirm or infirm the 

hypothesis within the motivation questions, but for sure shows in these early stages of the study that there 

is a strong connection between general level of customer satisfaction and several factors that are 

influencing direct experience, as detailed below. 

Answers were analyzed for the following question: How would you rate your experience with 17 - 

Choose a single company... in the last year? 

The linear regression analysis shows a positive Adjusted R Square as represented in the tables bellow. 

Q1: Constantly adapts to customers and the market, being always among the first to improve the full 

package (shop / online experience, prices, products, services, benefits). 

 

 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O

C A GEN B Total Prim and second order interaction 37

Studii VENIT Feminin Masculin general (1) negative interaction suggests hidden or secret fenomenon 38

superioare < 1000 Euro 26 11 37 (2) positive interaction implies synergetic fenomenon 39

> 1000 Euro 18 13 31 40

Total superioare 44 24 68 41

postuniv. < 1000 Euro 12 7 19 informational gain through interaction and thru combination 42

> 1000 Euro 22 8 30 Studii VENIT over GEN 1% -1% 43

Total postuniv. 34 15 49 Studii GEN over VENIT 4% -1% 44

Total general 78 39 117 GEN VENIT over Studii 4% -1% 45

Quantity of subtle information received adjusted 0.513 informational ?,"#","" 46

A from C A from B A  int BC Energy = 3% non existing informationINTERACTION,"T","direct" 47

92.9% 24.2% 95.4% C= Studii 48

B from A B from C B int AC 2% no infogain 0% no infogain 49

0.5% 1.9% 11.8% 2% ˥(b)% superioare 4% ˥(a)% 50

C from A C from B C  int AB GEN Studii RELATION VENIT info.gain GEN Masculin 51

46.8% 8.1% 59.6% identical structuressuperioare thru < 1000 Euro 0% no infogain Feminin 52

int = from interaction of not at all identical structuressuperioare thru > 1000 Euro 3% no infogain Masculin 53

superioare INTERACTION 4% no influence 54

VENIT Studii GEN info.gain VENIT < 1000 Euro T 55

HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEpostuniv. Feminin 5% weak info.gain< 1000 Euro 56

identical structuressuperioareMasculin 0% no infogain > 1000 Euro T 57

direct ? 58

> 1000 Euroweak distorsionsRELATION 4% 1% Feminin identical structures RELATION 59

Studii VENIT GEN info.gain Studii postuniv. Studii GEN RELATION VENIT info.gain Studii postuniv. 60

HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILE> 1000 Euro Feminin 6% weak info.gainpostuniv. identical structuresFeminin thru < 1000 Euro 0% no infogain superioare 61

identical structures> 1000 Euro Masculin 0% no infogain superioare identical structuresFeminin thru > 1000 Euro 2% no infogain postuniv. 62

> 1000 Euro 63

˥(b)% 1% GEN VENIT POTENTIAL Studii GEN Masculin 0% no infogain 64

2% no infogain identical structures < 1000 Euro la superioare Feminin 2% no infogain Energy= 1% ˥(a)% 65

# identical structures > 1000 Euro la postuniv. Feminin 1% no infogain 0.556 ENERGY 66

A= VENIT 0% no infogain identical structures direct Masculin B= GEN 11% moderate 67

4% ˥(c)% directa Feminin identical structures 0% no infogain 1% ˥(c)% 68

Informational 0.501 ENERGY VENIT GEN INTERACTIONStudii info.gain VENIT < 1000 Euro© Dr. Niculae 69

adjusted = 0% non existing information identical structuresFeminin thru superioare 1% no infogain< 1000 Euro V. MIHAITA 70

identical structuresFeminin thru postuniv. 1% no infogain> 1000 Euro 71

Δ(b/a□c)= I(b/ac)-θ(b)

 Δ(b/a◊c)=

I(b/a)+ 

I(b/c)-

I(b/ac)-

θ(b)

:1-θ(a)/I(a/bc)

 Δ(c/b)=I (c/b)-θ(c)

 :1-θ(b)/I(b/c)

 :1-θ(c)/I(c/a)

Δ(c/b,ao)

= 

I(c/b,ao) -

- θ(c/ao) :B int with

 :A change/no by
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Table 2: Linear regression analysis Q1 

 

Q2: Knows you well, so well that you can always receive personalized offers, fully adapted to your 

needs, when you need it, how you need it. 

Table 3: Linear regression analysis Q2 

 

Q3: 17 - Choose a single company... website is built in such a way that it almost takes decisions for you 

in a way that helps you. 
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Table 4: Linear regression analysis Q3 

 

Q4: Constantly, things that were dissatisfying in your experience with 17 - Choose a single 

company... including the services offered, including the services offered, have changed without having to 

complain. 

Table 5: Linear regression analysis Q4 

 

Q5: 17 - Choose a single company... has the ability and speed to react quickly & efficient to a new offer 

or service from competitors. 
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Table 6: Linear regression analysis Q5 

 

Q6: How easy would it be for you to stop being 17 - Choose a single company...customer or start buying 

less? 

Table 7: Linear regression analysis Q6 
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Ideas to Explore 

Based on the preliminary results of the case study presented below, we consider relevant to further 

explore the following ideas: 

1. Customers perception is relevant enough to be used as benchmark in identifying in a 

relevant way the probability to churn based on personal motivations and values? 

2. What other type of Big Data could be added to the questionnaire answers to build a churn 

prediction model with higher than 0.5 probability rate? (e.g. Facebook activity)? 
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Abstract 

 

Customer Loyalty & Customer Retention are two frequently used concepts, especially as part of modern 

organizations strategies. They have become a priority because they share an essential purpose for 

sustainable businesses: keeping customers their revenues. This common purpose seems to lead to a strong 

overlapping and confusion, starting from the usage of terminology and ending with the strategy definition 

and design. Therefore, it becomes strongly debatable if there are structural differences in the return of 

investment between the two strategies, when referring to timeframes. This article is aiming to opening the 

debate around to the confusion perception and will focus on delivering preliminary answers about the 

assumed fundamental differences, having as a main focus the Customer Retention Strategy, concluding 

with a case-study exercise build with MONALIS, Methodology of Onicescu Negentropic Analysis in the 

Language of Informational Statistics. 

Keywords: Customer, Retention, Loyalty, Statistics.   

Introduction 

 

Customer Retention or Customer Loyalty? Or both? Are these concepts different from the marketing-

management strategy perspective? Is the return of investment the same? How are they perceived by 

marketing professionals? Within this paper we are going to start answering the questions above using 

statistics concepts – this also being the core motivation of the research. 

Theoretic considerations 

Customer Loyalty & Retention – The concepts 

Loyalty, as defined by Dixon, Freeman & Toman, represents “the willingness of someone - a customer, 

an employee, a friend - to make an investment or personal sacrifice in order to strengthen a relationship. 

For a customer, that can mean sticking with a supplier who treats him well and gives him good value in 

the long term even if the supplier does not offer the best price in a particular transaction” (Dixon, M.; 

Freeman, K.; Toman, N. (2011), Increasing Customer Loyalty, USA: Harvard Business Review.) 

Retention was best defined in 1970 by German economist O. Hirschman. Hirschman defines the opposite 

of retention as being one of the answers of customers to decrease the quality of a product or service the 

organization offers – more precisely, the exit option. “Some customers stop buying the firm's products or 

some members leave the organization. [...] As a result, revenues drop, membership declines, and 

management is impelled to search for ways and means to correct the elements which have led to exit.”  

(Hirschman, A.O. (1970). Exit, Voice, and Loyalty, USA: Harvard University Press). 
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The confusion One of the best definition describing the return of investments differences between the two 

concepts comes from Frances Frei, Senior Associate Dean for Executive Education and the UPS 

Foundation Professor of Service Management at the Harvard Business School: “When companies pay 

customers to remain customers, it’s part of a customer retention program. When companies invest in 

activities that increase customers’ willingness to pay, they have a customer loyalty program.” (Frei. F. 

(2009). Illusions of Customer Loyalty, Decision to Lead. [Retrieved June 22, 2014] Available: 

https://decisiontolead.com/2009/10/03/illusions-of-customer-loyalty/). 

Organizational systems – Intelligent Organizations 

Organizational systems 

We will further refer to Henry Mintzberg's organizational systems, described in 1989 in his book Inside 

Our Strange World of Organizations. We will summarize only the 3 types of organizational structure used 

during the study. (Iacob, D.; Cismaru, D.M. (2003). Organizaţia inteligentă – zece teme de managementul 

organizaţiilor, România: Editura Comunicare.ro.) 

• The machine bureaucracy best described as hyper-formal, with highly increased focus on precise 

rules, procedures, regulations: banks, airlines (mostly in their operational departments). 

• The divisionalised form of bureaucracy is assumed to be the most commonly found in today’s 

large corporations. Based on the “headquarters” organizational concept, the main differentiator 

versus machine bureaucracy is a certain higher level of autonomy that generates higher 

adaptability potential.  

• Adhocracy. To be found mostly in young organizations. Main differentiator versus the above 2 

forms is the higher tendency to focus on experts than on hierarchical authority.  

Intelligent organizations. 

We considered relevant for our study the following works on intelligence organizations:  

• Dragomirescu, H. (2001). Studiu tematic elaborat în cadrul proiectului prioritar „Societatea 

informaţională – societatea cunoaşterii“, Academia Română. 

• Liang, T.Y. (2004). Intelligence Strategy: The Integrated 3c Ok Framework of Intelligent 

Human Organizations, Human Systems Management. 

• Iacob, D.; Cismaru, D.M. (2003). Organizaţia inteligentă – zece teme de managementul 

organizaţiilor, România: Editura Comunicare.ro. 

To summarize the above mentioned authors' views on the characteristics of intelligence organizations, 

these are the aspects we considered to be most relevant to the study: 

• Adaptability – the capacity to respond to external and internal factors as part of an established, 

stable and organized process; 

• Knowledge – knowledge management and/or collective intelligence; 
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• Efficiency – as in net positive contribution the organization has on its environment; 

• Power to change and influence its environment – similar to the dynamics of human mental 

functions; 

The Study 

Preliminary Remarks 

Hypothesis: high confusion between Customer Loyalty and Customer Retention within the marketing 

specialists’ community, but with significant differences between the needs of the two strategies. 

Target group: 88 Romanian professionals involved in Customer Retention both strategy development & 

customer facing functions. 

In order to assure a high number of non-altered responses, none of the concepts was explained prior to 

filling the questionnaire. The core question of the study was “Please specify the order of importance of 

the elements below in your daily activity (where 1 is essential for retaining customers).”, with the 

following 7 options (structured based on the intelligent organizations features mentioned above): 

1. The power to influence customer decision; 

2. Freedom to decide the way to retain customers; 

3. The level of power you have to make changes; 

4. Time and effort expended to implement a change; 

5. Retention strategies’ adaptability to external and internal customers' feedback; 

6. Retention tactics dynamics in regard to competitors; 

7. Knowing the customers and availability of information about them; 

Furthermore, the core question was used to build the pyramids of acquisition, loyalty & retention 

strategies needs. We considered adding the acquisition strategy as being an additional comparison factor 

to increase relevance. 

Analysis and Preliminary Results 

Qualitative 

When asked "What is the order of importance of the following strategies in your organization?", 51% of 

respondents considered that acquisition strategies are the most important ones, followed by 40% opting 

for the loyalty strategies and only 9% considered the Customer Retention strategies as the most 

important. Which leads to confirming, from a qualitative stand point the confusion between retention and 

loyalty strategies – it is practically impossible not to want to retain your customers. 
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Consequently, the pyramids of the acquisition, loyalty and retention strategies needs are the following:

Fig. 1: The pyramid of loyalty/customer experience strategies needs

Fig. 2: The pyramid of acquisition strategies needs

Consequently, the pyramids of the acquisition, loyalty and retention strategies needs are the following:

 

Fig. 1: The pyramid of loyalty/customer experience strategies needs 

 

Fig. 2: The pyramid of acquisition strategies needs 

Consequently, the pyramids of the acquisition, loyalty and retention strategies needs are the following: 
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Fig. 3: The pyramid 

Observations 

All strategies, whether they are acquisition, loyalty or retention, have two essential needs for the 

businesses of today or of tomorrow: knowing the customer and adaptability 

confirmation that customer retention specialists do have adhocracy needs.

We can notice that the third need, in order of importance is different for each strategy 

of above).  

Acquisition strategies: marketing tactics dynamics in regard to competitors is

power to influence customer decision, the level of power employees have to generate changes and the 

freedom specialists have to decide how to address customers. 

Loyalty/Customer Experience Strategies 

customers becomes more important versus acquisition strategies, and it takes out the competitors’ 

dependency.  

Customer Retention – the power to influence customer’s decision to churn becomes more important as 

the relationship tends to be more personal (e.g. direct contact vs. loyalty programs).

Ideas to explore 

Based on the preliminary results of the case study presented below, we consider relevant to further 

explore the following ideas: 

1. Specialists perception is relevant enough 

between Customer Loyalty & Retention Strategies without taking into account the actions 

they take in their organizations to retain customers? (e.g. specialist might confuse the 

naming, but use the right str

 

Fig. 3: The pyramid of retention strategies needs 

All strategies, whether they are acquisition, loyalty or retention, have two essential needs for the 

businesses of today or of tomorrow: knowing the customer and adaptability – we therefore get the 

at customer retention specialists do have adhocracy needs. 

We can notice that the third need, in order of importance is different for each strategy – (marked in each 

Acquisition strategies: marketing tactics dynamics in regard to competitors is more important than the 

power to influence customer decision, the level of power employees have to generate changes and the 

freedom specialists have to decide how to address customers.  

Loyalty/Customer Experience Strategies – the freedom specialists have to decide how to address 

customers becomes more important versus acquisition strategies, and it takes out the competitors’ 

the power to influence customer’s decision to churn becomes more important as 

ds to be more personal (e.g. direct contact vs. loyalty programs). 

Based on the preliminary results of the case study presented below, we consider relevant to further 

Specialists perception is relevant enough to be used as benchmark in defining the confusion 

between Customer Loyalty & Retention Strategies without taking into account the actions 

they take in their organizations to retain customers? (e.g. specialist might confuse the 

naming, but use the right strategy); 

All strategies, whether they are acquisition, loyalty or retention, have two essential needs for the 

we therefore get the 

(marked in each 

more important than the 

power to influence customer decision, the level of power employees have to generate changes and the 

to decide how to address 

customers becomes more important versus acquisition strategies, and it takes out the competitors’ 

the power to influence customer’s decision to churn becomes more important as 

Based on the preliminary results of the case study presented below, we consider relevant to further 

to be used as benchmark in defining the confusion 

between Customer Loyalty & Retention Strategies without taking into account the actions 

they take in their organizations to retain customers? (e.g. specialist might confuse the 
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2. What other indicators could increase the relevance of the difference in needs for each 

strategy and be integrated in a prediction statistical model of customer churn propensity. 

Case Study 

Assumptions 

We consider the trust that respondents have in strategies level of adaptability within a company with the 

below statistics (study outcome) and we assume the fact that they can have the ability to retain an X 

number of potentially churning customers in a given number of days (for all forms of organizations). The 

business coordinator asks predict the intermediate number of customers that the specialists believe they 

can retain according to the distribution below. 

 

Fig. 4: Strategies level of adaptability 

Table 1: Strategies level of adaptability analysis assumptions 
 

Specialist Acquisition 
Machine 
bureaucracy  Adhocracy 

Divisionalised 
form of 
bureaucracy  

67 38 50 

Loyalty 58 31 75 

Retention 75 77 87 

 

No specialists Acquisition 
Machine 
bureaucracy  Adhocracy 

Divisionalised 
form of 
bureaucracy  

133 108 162 

Loyalty 142 115 137 

Retention 125 69 125 

66,70%

38,50%

50,00%
58,30%

30,80%

75,00%75,00% 76,90%
87,50%

0,00%

20,00%

40,00%

60,00%

80,00%

100,00%

Divisionalised form of 

bureaucracy 

Machine bureaucracy Adhocracy

Stragies level of adaptability

Acquisition Strategies Loyalty Strategies Retention Strategies
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Penalty Customers Promised Strategy 

0 50 50 Adhocracy 

5 17 12 Acquisition 

0 50 50 Acquisition 

 
 

Table 2: Potential in the Experienced Period and Planning: Scenario: The strategy is not known; 
the plan is the confidence of the specialist himself and takes the intermediate value 

 

Potential Acquisition 
Machine 
bureaucracy 

Adhocracy Plan 

Divisionalised 
form of 
bureaucracy  

67 38 50 50  

Loyalty 58 31 75 58  

Retention 75 77 87 77  

 
 

Table 3: The inverse matrix values were multiplied by 100 for visibility, so pure values would be 
interpreted as divided to 100, total 0.946 

 

Divisionalised 
form of 
bureaucracy 

Loyalty Retention Plan Pure values 

3.99 -0.70 -1.68 50 28.8 

-0.75 -2.69 2.75 58 18.3 

-2.77 2.99 0.16 77 47.5 

 
Table 4: MONALIS, Methodology of Onicescu Negentropic Analysis in the Language of 

Informational Statistics. 
 

Specialist 
   Plan     3 strg 

Divisionalised 
form of 
bureaucracy 19.32 6.94 23.75 50.00 47.68 31.06 26.25 105.00 155.00 

Loyalty 16.72 5.66 35.62 58.00 41.28 25.34 39.38 106.00 164.00 

Retention 21.62 14.06 41.32 77.00 53.38 62.94 45.68 162.00 239.00 

 57.66 26.66 100.68 185.00 142.34 119.34 111.32 373.00 558.00 

 31% 14% 54% 100% 38% 32% 30% 100%  

 10% 5% 18% 33% 26% 21% 20% 67% 100% 
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Potential 
Acquisition 

Machine 
bureaucracy Adhocracy 

Diff. Indif. Indif. Indif.  3 
strg 

Divisionalised 
form of 
bureaucracy 

67 38 50 
155 56 40 59 155.00 56 

Loyalty 
58 31 75 

164 59 43 62 164.00 59 

Retention 
75 77 87 

239 85 63 91 239.00 85 

 200 166 212 558 200 166 212 558.00 200 
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C A Strategii B Total Prim and second order interaction 37

Specialist Colegi in achizitii adhocrat general (1) negative interaction suggests hidden or secret fenomenon 38

nu retentie f.divizata 67 50 117 (2) positive interaction implies synergetic fenomenon 39

loializare 58 75 133 40

Total nu retentie 125 125 250 41

Retentie f.divizata 75 0 75 informational gain through interaction and thru combination 42

loializare 0 87 87 SpecialistColegi in over Strategii 40% -18% 43

Total Retentie 75 87 162 SpecialistStrategii over Colegi in 40% -18% 44

Total general 200 212 412 Strategii Colegi in over Specialist 22% -22% 45

Quantity of subtle information received adjusted 0.523 informational 46

A from C A from B A  int BC Energy = 5% just a hint of information 47

0.5% 98.0% 98.9% C= Specialist 48

B from A B from C B int AC 0% no infogain 0% no infogain 49

99.6% 60.7% 99.8% 50

C from A C from B C  int AB Strategii Specialist INTERACTIONColegi in info.gain Strategii achizitii 51

0.1% 2.7% 82.8% HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEdiff .structures thru f.divizata 21% moderate gainadhocrat 52

int = from interaction of not at all HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEdiff .structures thru loializare 22% moderate gainachizitii 53

INTERACTION 22% no influence 54

Colegi in Specialist Strategii info.gain Colegi in loializare T 55

HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEdiff .structuresachizitii 23% moderate gainf.divizata 56

HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEdiff .structuresadhocrat 21% moderate gainloializare T 57

T direct 58

identical structures POTENTIAL 40% 40% identical structures RELATION 59

Specialist Colegi in Strategii info.gain Specialist nu retentie Specialist Strategii RELATION Colegi in info.gain Specialist Retentie 60

HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEmoderate differencesachizitii 20% moderate gainRetentie HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEmoderate dif ferencesthru f.divizata 17% moderate gainRetentie 61

HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEmoderate differencesadhocrat 15% moderate gainRetentie HIDDEN RELATIONSHIP BY CONTROL VARIABILEmoderate dif ferencesthru loializare 18% moderate gainRetentie 62

63

Strategii Colegi in RELATION Specialist Strategii adhocrat 0% no infogain 64

0% no infogain RELATION w eak distorsions thru nu retentie 2% no infogain adhocrat Energy= 65

RELATION very dif f .structures thru Retentie 99% very strong gainadhocrat 0.500 ENERGY 66

A= Colegi in 22% moderate gainmoderate influence ? adhocrat B= Strategii 0% non existing information

# directa diff.structures 23% moderate gain

Informational 0.502 ENERGY Colegi in Strategii INTERACTIONSpecialist info.gain Colegi in loializare © Dr. Niculae

adjusted = 0% non existing information RELATION w eak distorsions thru nu retentie 2% no infogain f.divizata V. MIHAITA

RELATION very dif f .structures thru Retentie 99% very strong gainloializare

Δ(b/a□c)= I(b/ac)-θ(b) Δ(b/a◊c)=

I(b/a)+ 

I(b/c)-

I(b/ac)-θ(b)

:1-θ(a)/I(a/bc)

 Δ(c/b)=I (c/b)-θ(c)

 :1-θ(b)/I(b/c)

 :1-θ(c)/I(c/a)

Δ(c/b,ao)= 

I(c/b,ao) -

- θ(c/ao)
 :B int with

 :A change/no by
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Abstract 

The paper presents the results of an extensive survey of the business sphere in the Czech Republic 
(about 460 enterprises) realized in 2016, focused on strategic management and decision making. 
Using the dimensional reduction, from the point of view of sectoral differentiation, the factors of the 
meso-environment and the macro-environment are analyzed and their influence on the profitability, 
development and competitiveness of Czech enterprises is assessed. 

Keywords: Business Environment, Meso-environment, Macro-environment, Competitiveness 

Introduction 

With the existing business sphere in the national as well as the  international context, it is 
increasingly possible to observe and indicate ground-breaking, often discontinuous changes in macro, 
meso and micro-environment. Since the beginning of the 21st century, this attribute has been 
amplified by the fact that the changes taking place in the macro-environment and in the meso-
environment have not induced or have had an adequate response in the internal environment of the 
businesses, i.e. their microclimate. This real-existing state, by a renowned scientific community 
declared as a management paradigm, or the macro-meso and micro-environment paradigm, is 
reflected in a number of contemporary economic and management theories, including strategic 
planning cycle methods, the basic scientific approach of which is strategic situational analysis. It is 
important to note that in recent years this trend has been accelerating and deepening, and in this 
reality one of the reasons for the growing interest of the professional and lay public in the impact of 
the business environment on the profitability, development and competitiveness of enterprises can be 
seen. 

Literature Review 

The external business environment includes  the meso-environment, or close business environment, 
and macro-environment (Šulák, Vacík, 2005). Mallya (2007) characterizes the meso-environment as 
a branch  business environment that is defined by five forces (the power of suppliers, customers, 
competitive ring, new potential competitors and the threat of substitutes). On the contrary, the 
macroeconomic environment can be described as wide-ranging /many sided and complex, including 
the influence and impact of external factors on the enterprise, from social-cultural, technological, 
economic, political- legal, ecological, ethical, etc. (Gregory, 2001; Murray-Webster and Office of 
Government Commerce, 2010). Similarly, Jakubíková (2008), Dedouchová (2001), Gomes et al. 
(2011), Nigel et al. (2003), Swayne, Duncan and Ginter (2008) devide the business environment  into 
macro-environment (general environment), micro-environment (close or branch environment) and 
enterprise. Other authors specify the business environment in addition from the point of view of the 
national and international (global) perspective (Wetherly, Otter, 2014; Austin, 1990; Veber et al., 
2004; Keillor, 2013; Malach, 2005).  

The world-known and widespread tools for evaluating macro-environment and meso-environment are 
in particular STEP analysis facilitating a broad scan of actual or potential factors that have or could 
have an impact on the enterprise, its future development and its very existence (Wetherly, Otter, 
2014; Gregory, 2001; Murray-Webster and Office of Government Commerce, 2010; Jain, Trehan, 
Trehan, 2011; Worthington, Britton, 2009; Acs et al. 2014; Sanders, 2007; Gajewski, 2017) and 
Porter's Five-Power Model (Porter, 2008), who was followed by other authors (Gibb, 1987; 
Lundström, Stevenson, 2005). Porter through the Five-Power Model, explains how the individual 
branches "work", because in his  opinion five  of the analyzed forces (the intensity of competing 
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between existing competitors, the bargaining power of customers, the bargaining power of suppliers, 
the threat of substitutes and the threat of competitors) determine the branch structure  which 
influences the profitability of the branch (Porter, 2008; Magretta, 2012). Porter's model was criticized 
by a number of authors (Lynch, 2005; D'Aveni, 1994; Harvey et al., 2001). The criticisms were 
mainly concerned with the static nature of the model in the current "hyper-competitive" environment 
and the ability of enterprises to gain profits. According to the mentioned authors, the model is not 
able to help enterprises cope with a rapidly changing business environment and ignores the 
importance of human resource management. According to critics, Porter supposes that if there is an 
intensive  economic competition, enterprises will achieve low profits, no matter what their 
management capabilities are. Research studies, to the contrary, showed  different finding. Several 
studies compared the relative importance of the specific effects of the branch and the specific effects 
of enterprises on their profitability, and it was found out that only a small share of the capabilities of 
enterprises can be attributed to the branches in which enterprises operate and so the profitability of 
enterprises depends mainly on abilities of managers (Rumelt, 1991; Mauri and Michaels, 1998). In 
spite of this criticism, Porter, in his scientific papers, explains that the structure of the branch is 
surprisingly constant, although there is a predominant idea in the scientific community that 
"business" changes very rapidly. He reveals the structure of a branch (as soon as the branch passes  
the arising phase) is relatively stable in a long-term perspective and that a change in structure and 
also profitability requires a relatively long time (Magretta, 2012). 

The analysis of the business environment, or rather all of its components (micro-environment, meso-
environment and macro-environment) becomes the essential part of the process of strategic 
management of enterprises. Strategic management is an important part of enterprise management in a 
dynamic and competitive environment of the 21st century. Strategic decisions help managers evaluate 
changes in the external environment and suitably respond to them. An effective strategy allows to 
optimise using the enterprise resources and so creates space for stability, development and 
competitiveness of enterprises operating in today's highly changing business environment 
(Salamzadeh et al., 2016). 

The development of the world economy requires acceleration of the adaptation of the business 
environment to the requirements of the home and world markets (Dagnino, King, Tienari (2017). 
This fact is also related to the lifelong deepening of managerial literacy and ethical attitudes of 
managers and senior executives. The business environment is not static, it is constantly evolving 
depending on the development and level of the national and world economy. Successful management 
of enterprises in the superturbulent environment of the 21st century is becoming an increasingly 
difficult task. Only those managers who are constantly trying to complement their theoretical 
knowledge and to use them practically in the environment where they operate  are supposed to be 
succsessful (Adamik, Matejun, Zakrzewska-Bielawska, 2011; Dytrt, 2006; Jain, Trehan and Trehan, 
2010). At the same time, the dynamics of internal enterprise resources supports business growth and 
business sustainability, and last but not least, it helps to create a competitive advantage in the 
enterprise environment (Teece and Pisano, 1997, Augier and Teece, 2006, Ambrosini and Bowman, 
2009, Kuuluvainen, 2011). This statement is also confirmed by the author's extensive research 
focused on strategic management issues of Czech enterprises in terms of their sector differentiation, 
size categorization and scope of activity.  

Material and Methods 

The research was carried out by a group of 456 enterprises from the whole Czech Republic, 
composed of 109 micro-enterprises, 140 small enterprises (up to 50 employees), 124 medium-sized 
enterprises (up to 250 employees) and 83 enterprises (over 250 employees).  The predominant 
representation of small and medium enterprises in the test set corresponds to the structure of 
economic entities in the Czech Republic characterized by a very high representation of small and 
medium-sized enterprises. Their share in the total number of active business entities is 99.83 %, the 
comparable share is also reported by countries in the European Union. Besides size categorization of 
enterprises, enterprises were classified in terms of the basic sectoral differentiation of the Czech 
Republic (excluding the quaternary sector), namely manufactoring and industrial (187 enterprises), 
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services (255 enterprises) and primary sector (14 enterprises) and in terms of province extent they 
were regional (189), national (126) or supranational (141). 

The aim of the paper is to analyze and assess the influence of meso-environment and macro-
environment factors on profitability, respectively the success of enterprises in terms of their sectoral 
differentiation. For testing, the dimensional reduction (DR) method, which extracts information from 
multidimensional data into a smaller number of variables (Cook, 1998; Cook and Lee, 1999;  
Chiaromonte, Cook and Li, 2002) was used. The dimensional reduction reduces the dimension of 
variables (meso-environment and macro-environment factors) with respect to the explained variable 
(enterprise profit/loss - HV.) Given the expected different structure of the meso-environment and 
macro-environment factors in different sectors of the national economy, the dimensional reduction 
was performed for each sector separately. 

DR meso-environment  

Dr(formula = HV ~ KON + DOD + ZAK + DISTR + OP + FI + VS + VU + MSS + PS + VLAD 

+MED + ES, data = MS, MVP, MPS, method = “sir“) 

Meso-environment factors 

HV - economic result (profit/loss), KON - competitors, DOD - suppliers, ZAK - customers, DISTR - 
distributors, OP - business partners, FI - financial institutions, VS - universities, VU - research 
institutes, MSS - local authorities and autonomy, PS – political parties, VLAD - government, MED - 
media, ES - ecological associations 
MS - service sector, MVP - manufacturing and industry, MPS - primary sector 

DR macro-environment 

Dr(formula = HV ~ DEMV + DISP + ZIVS + UV + MOB + PVC + VAV + PAT + TRT + MZVP + 

HDP +  + USAZ + INF + ZCP + NEZ + STAV + RZO + DANE + LEG, data = MS, MVP, MPS, 

method = “sir“) 

HV – economic result (profit/loss), DEMV - demographic development, DISP - distribution of 
income, ZIVS - lifestyle, UV - level of education, MOB - population mobility, PVC - leisure time 
approaches, VAV – government expenditures on research and development, PAT – patents, TRT – 
transfer of technologies, MZVP- rate of obsolescence of production means, HDP - gross domestic 
product, USAZ - interest rates, INF - inflation, ZCP - business life cycle, NEZ - unemployment, 
STAV - government stability, RZO - foreign trade regulation, DANE – tax policy, LEG - legislation 
MS - service sector, MVP - manufacturing and industry, MPS - primary sector 

Besides the dimensional reduction, Pearson's Chi-quadrate Test was used to determine the 
dependence / independence of selected categorical variables (meso-environment and macro-
environment factors) in relation to the profitability of enterprises. In the test, we assume zero (H0) 
and alternative hypothesis (HA). The zero hypothesis (H0) indicates that there is no dependence 
between the selected characters, whereas the alternative hypothesis (HA) assumes the dependence 
between the selected characters. The evaluation criterion for verifying or rejecting the hypothesis is 
the p-value at a specified significance level of α = 0.05. For the primary sector, the test of dependence 
/ independence of the tested variables was not performed due to the scope of data. 
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Results and Discussion  

Table 1: Influence of the meso-environment factors on the profitability of enterprises in terms 

of their sectoral differentiation 

 Dir1 Dir1 Dir1 

Services Manufacturing 

enterprises 

Primary sector 

Competitors 0.222625 -0.06435 0.04890 

Suppliers -0.031152 0.49897 -0.04249 
Customers  -0.125936 -0.19113 0.04485 
Distributors 0.224714 0.03375 -0.06323 
Business partners -0.080058 -0.02135 -0.01239 
Financial institutions -0.002253 -0.34143 0.02917 
Universities -0.665084 -0.08129 0.56652 

Research institutes, Academy of 

Sciences 

0.284509 0.28762 -0.76784 

Local authorities and autonomy -0.051542 -0.59327 -0.16540 
Political parties 0.244768 0.18837 0.06761 
Government  -0.504027 0.32039 0.08220 
Media 0.117814 0.06571 0.11811 
Ecological associations 0.151404 0.09188 0.16009 
Source: Own research.   

Note. Due to the low representation of primary sector enterprises, its results can be considered as 
indicative, research in this sector will be the subject of further research. 

For the service sector, factors that negatively affect the profitability of enterprises dominate to a 
greater extent, in particular at universities in terms of their cooperation with the business sector and 
government policy. The results can be commented with the assumption that it is the matter of the 
level of opinion of the managers, not the real state of the business practice. They document a negative 
view of the current role of universities, respectively a lack of appreciation of the role of tercial 
education institutions in the development of the business sector. The economic policy of the 
government negatively assesses the development of this sector, especially in the field of innovation 
process. Some of the specifics of the service sector may also be reflected in the results compared to 
the manufacturing sector, such as a higher proportion of micro-enterprises, high representation of 
service specialists and increased competition. 

For production, the positive effect was observed with suppliers, negative, on the contrary, with 
financial institutions and local authorities and autonomies. Suppliers are one of the decisive factors, 
their quality limits the final profit, and enterprises pay extraordinary attention to their decision and 
production processes. When commenting on the negative impact on financial institutions, local 
authorities and autonomies, there is the same situation as in the service sector. As for the first factor it 
is, in particular, the negative view of the managers of the above-mentioned institution, when it is 
mostly perceived as a repressive state institution. 

On the contrary, for the primary sector a positive impact on universities has been shown and a 
negative impact on research institutes and academies, which is the opposite of the service sector. The 
primary sector has only confirmed the tendencies of the previous sectors, with the crucial role of the 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (the area of basic theoretical research) in cooperation 
with the relevant base of research institutes (application research) for its stabilization and 
development. The current state is constantly criticized by the business sphere, and the resources of 
the government and relevant ministries point to reserves in this area. 
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Table 2: Dependence / independence of meso-environment factors on profitability of the tested 

Enterprises 

 p-value p-value 

Services  Manufacturing 

enterprises 

Competitors 0,00005217 0,9289 

Suppliers 0,4189 0,0113 

Customers  0,8524 0,955 
Distributors 0,007646 0,4247 
Business partners 0,5053 0,7473 
Financial institutions 0,06022 0,5172 
Universities 0,002301 0,9748 
Research institutes, Academy of 

Sciences 

0,1376 0,9168 

Local authorities and autonomy 0,4108 0,3795 
Political parties 0,1452 0,7662 
Government  0,0158 0,9766 
Media 0,4021 0,9211 
Ecological associations 0,3487 0,9017 

Source: Own research.   

Dependence on the profitability of enterprises (Table 2) was proved in the service sector for the 
following factors: competitors, distributors, universities, but also the government. These results 
correspond at the general level to the service sector character pointing to the ever-increasing 
competitive struggle mainly in the service sector, which is partly due to the massive entry of foreign 
entities into the market of the Czech Republic, often also the offer of above-standard services to 
customers. Distributors in this sector also play a significant role as they affect the final profitability of 
the provided services. The unexpected result can be seen in collaborating with universities, from 
which it can only be deduced its higher dynamics, frequency, less time consuming and faster 
operative and flexible implementation of knowledge in the field of services. 

For the manufacturing sector, dependence was only indicated for the suppliers, which proved the 
significance of the input resources affecting the overall profitability and efficiency of the production 
process.  

The fact that for other factors the dependence on business profitability has not been proved, may 
indicate unsatisfactory literacy of managers of small and middle-sized enterprises in strategic 
management and decision-making , when managers do not fully appreciate the importance and role of 
meso-environment factors in creating added value, product uniqueness and enterprise 
competitiveness. 
 
Table 3: Influence of macro-environment factors on the profitability of enterprises in terms of 

their sectoral differentiation 

 Dir1 Dir1 Dir1 
Services Manufacturing 

enterprises 

Primary sector 

Demographic development 0.111565 0.31190 -0,09545 

Distribution of income -0.328866 -0.34893 0.4295 

Lifestyle   -0.282581 -0.05560 - 
Level of education 0.509325 -0.14519 0.2386 
Population mobility -0.305454 -0.10096 -0.09545 
Leisure time approaches 0.361179 0.38074 0.3818 
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Government spending on 

research, development 

-0.037277 -0.41150 -0.09545 

New patents -0.045444 0.20544 -0.4295 

Technology transfer 0.002626 0.15403 0.1909 
Obsolescence rate of production 

means 

-0.123675 0.19057 0.3818 

GDP development -0.017310 -0.07761 - 
Interest rates -0.153895 0.17215 0.1909 
Inflation  0.320081 0.19934 -0.1909 
Life cycle of the enterprise -0.220153 0.04796 - 
Unemployment  0.084723 -0.03499 - 
Government stability -0.092615 0.02528 - 
Foreign trade regulation -0.060837 0.23693 -0.3818 

Tax policy -0.150689 -0.13296 -4.174e-17 
Legislation 0.283832 -0.42032 -  
Source: Own research.   

For the service sector, a positive impact on enterprise profitability was indicated for factors: levels of 
education, approaches to leisure time and inflation, negative for the income distribution factor. All of 
these factors are linked to the service sector. The current development of services requires a high 
degree of education and specialization. Inflation directly affects purchasing power of the population 
and, at the same time, significantly affects the pricing of the provided service products. Also, the 
specifics of the service sector are fully reflected here. 

On the other hand, in the manufacturing and industrial sectors the negative impact of the government 
spending factor on research and development and legislation was demonstrated. The results document 
a negative view of managers of financial support for science and research, especially the 
manufacturing sphere considers it to be totally insufficient. The results of the extensive survey only 
confirmed the expected situation in the area of science and research in the Czech Republic. Following 
this finding, the negative evaluation of the legislative factor is logical. Insufficient and complicated 
laws, implementing regulations, complicated and overwhelming administration, rather annoying the 
production sphere, must naturally be reflected in the negative attitude of managers. 

Within the primary sector, the positive impact on factors of income distribution and approaches to 
leisure time and negative impact on patents and foreign trade regulation were indicated. As already 
mentioned, the results can be considered highly indicative due to the small scale of the test set. The 
positive assessment of income distribution can be attributed to the primary sector's dependence on 
state financial resources. There is no relevant background to assess the leisure time factor, and this 
will need to be further specified by follow-up research. 
 

Tab. 4: Dependence / independence of macro-environment factors on the profitability of the 

tested enterprises 

 p-value p-value 
Services  Manufacturing 

enterprises 

Demographic development 0,6355 0,8687 

Distribution of income 0,5733 0,419 
Lifestyle   0,7021 0,4067 
Level of education 0,05759 0,7105 
Population mobility 0,2911 0,7181 
Leisure time approaches 0,4484 0,8195 
Government spending on research, 

development 

0,3557 0,9651 

New patents 0,05365 0,6297 
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Technology transfer 0,01552 0,2526 
Obsolescence rate of production 

means 

0,01499 0,108 

GDP development 0,2726 0,4945 
Interest rates 0,1738 0,864 
Inflation  0,01514 0,7114 
Life cycle of the enterprise 0,003161 0,3301 
Unemployment  0,4159 0,9358 
Government stability 0,1104 0,7162 
Foreign trade regulation 0,02244 0,8432 
Tax policy 0,0148 0,3843 
Legislation 0,05753 0,4224 

Source: Own research.   

Data and results in Tab. 4 indicate in the service sector dependence of economic and legislative 
factors (inflation, business life cycle, tax policy and foreign trade regulation) as well as in the 
technological area (rate of obsolescence of provided services, transfer of technologies) on the 
profitability of enterprises. In the manufacturing sector, no dependence was statistically confirmed on 
any of the tested factors although according to the author the rate of obsolescence of the 
manufacturing means plays a significant role. The outputs document the difference in sectoral 
differentiation between services and manufacturing sector, when the service sector is highly 
dependent on the purchasing power of the population, and factors such as inflation and tax policy 
play a significant role. At the same time, differences can be seen in the life cycle of enterprises in 
both tested sectors, both in terms of a sharp competitive battle in the service sector, but also in the 
rate of obsolescence of the provided services and manufacturing means related to the intensity of 
innovation processes in both sectors. 

Conclusion 

The results of the analysis of the effect of the meso-environment factors on the profitability of 
enterprises in terms of their sectoral differentiation can be summarized as follows: 

• The services sector documented a negative view of the current role of universities and the 
economic policy of the government. 

• For the manufacturing sector, suppliers are one of the most important competitive factors, 
their quality limits the final profitability of enterprises, and therefore this factor is paid an 
increased attention. The negative evaluation of financial institutions expresses the 
unfavorable view of the managers of these institutions in terms of their function and 
mission. As for local authorities and autonomies it can also be seen as the lack of synergy 
between the production enterprises and their management and these institutions. 

• The results from the primary sector confirm the insufficient role of the Academy of Sciences 
of the Czech Republic and of the research institutes in its stabilization, but especially the 
increase of its competitiveness on foreign markets. 

The analysis of macro-environment factors on the profitability of enterprises in terms of their sectoral 
differentiation allowed the following conclusions to be drawn: 

• The services sector has a positive impact on the profitability of enterprises at the level of 
education, leisure time and inflation. These factors express the specifics of this sector, as 
well as the importance of managers' education, the role of time factor in value creation and 
the crucial role of inflation in business decision-making policy and consumption. 

• For the manufacturing and industrial sectors, the results point to a negative view of 
managers of the  financial support for science and research by the government and 
disproportionate administrative burdens on enterprises. 
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• The results of the primary sector very indicatively imply a significant pro-growth role of the 
income distribution factor and indicate a possible overload of top managers in particular. No 
relevant data for evaluation of other factors were available. 
  

The results of the dependence / independence test of macro-environment and meso-environment 
factors in the service sector have shown dependence especially on macro-environment factors in the 
economic and legislative areas, for meso-environment factors at competitors, distributors, 
surprisingly  universities and the government. In the case of manufacturing sector in the context of 
meso-environment statistical testing  the dependence on the profitability of enterprises was only 
indicated by the suppliers. The macro-environment analysis has not confirmed the dependence on any 
of the tested factors. A reduced (in the manufacturing sector to zero) impact of macro-environment 
factors was expected as macro-environment factors can only eliminate enterprises, not significantly 
affect them. In the framework of the Pearson's Chi-quadrate Test of dependence / independence of 
the tested variables, the basic specifics of the sectoral differentiation of enterprises have been 
confirmed. 

These results demonstrate the urgent need to focus research activities on strategic management and 
decision-making and on the business environment. The gained findings implemented in business 
practice will have a character of pro-growth measures. 
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Abstract  

Nowadays significance of an optimal proportion of borrowed and own capital of companies is 

intensifying due to the crisis. To find the right solution, it’s necessary to answer the questions, that 

have not been analyzed profoundly in the literature: what the choice of  a borrowing type depends on,  

how it influences on the company financial stability and its’ long term efficiency. Those issues are 

analyzed in the research with the help of a risk-management tool, which is monitoring of a market 

reaction to financial decisions. 

The aim of the study is the definition and the quantitative assessment of the difference of the shares 

price response to attraction external capital (bank loans and bonds issue). To achieve the aim an event 

study is carried out. The key data is based on the observations of the activities of the companies’ 

share prices that are usually taken into consideration by Moscow Interbank Stock Exchange for its’ 

index calculation  since January 2000 till March 2016. In this research we come to a paradoxical 

conclusion that the news about bonds issue has a negative influence on the shares price comparing 

with the information about bank loans. 

JEL: G1, G100, G140, G150, G210 

Keywords:  bonds, loans, share prices reaction, event study 

Introduction 

Nowadays Russia is still affected by the consequences of the latest crisis. Thus, for running a 

business successfully a company has to pay a lot of attention to the sources of financing which can be 

short term loans or a credit debt, or an advanced capital. Long term financing helps to generate 

financial resources that become additional capital sources for the future and stimulate further 

development of a company. So, companies can finance their own activities, as well as activities of 

others, with their own money (for instance equity shares, privileged shares, unallocated profit) or 

with an external funding. 

Borrowing increase has its’ positive and negative features. The positive ones are a possibility of fast 

growing: tax benefits, excess of ROE on ROC, and the negative ones are financial stability risk, value 

of capital elements and WACC. It should be emphasized that, a lot of researches in the area of 

corporate finance are dedicated to the achievement of an optimal proportion of own and borrowed 

capital.  Nevertheless, issues of debt elements choice and its influence on financial stability and long 

term efficiency of a company are less studied. The research of Stock Market reaction on different 

forms of borrowed capital solves this issue partially. 

Thereby, this research is aimed to uncover one of issues studied no profoundly enough, which is of 

current importance in general and Russia in particular. In this case, the novelty of this research lies 

first of all in examination of event study regarding bank crediting and bonds issuing considering the 

companies counted by MICEX for the index calculation. The aim of the research is definition and 

evaluation of difference of the reaction of share prices to declaration of borrowed capital attraction 

from various sources. 

Literature Review 

The theme of capital structure optimization and justification of liability sources choice is attracting 

researchers’ attention for several decades. First works were mostly concentrated at perfect markets 

and introduction imperfections into them. Empirical researches of well-developed capital markets 

started appearing just in 1980-s. Researching of emerging markets started in 2000-s and econometric 
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comparison of liability sources in Russian market has never been carried out due to lack of statistics 

and market visibility (the market of corporate bonds started developing only after the crisis in 1998
th

). 

Nevertheless, clearing up the essence of the research it should be emphasized, why the attraction of 

borrowed capital (for instance, bond issues or crediting) is more preferable rather than using a 

company’s own capital (shares issue). Substantiation of this can be found in the following researches: 

Hovakimian et al. (2001), Gaud et al. (2007), Cotei & Farhat (2011), Salman & Munir (2012), Lewis 

& Tan (2016). Those substantiations are as follows:  In spite of positive influence of shared 

sponsorship on the efficiency of a company, the following imperfections should be taken into 

consideration – the shareholders will have to share the profits if the company is successful. All the 

above arguments prove the attraction of borrowed capital as the most preferable. 

The reasons of some other authors, answering the questions, why a debt declaration could be 

important for the share price, should be taken into consideration, as well. For instance, Godlewski et 

al. (2011), Davydov et al. (2014), Elian & Young Taft (2014), Li et.al (2015) justify the fact that 

bank crediting and bond issue are significant events for a company as well as an annual reporting or  

a dividend policy.  So, all the above makes the evaluation of the influence of various types of debt 

financing on share prices allowable.  

As various sources of debt financing are being researched, conclusions of Godlewski et al. (2011) 

about the influence of syndicated loans and bonds on Russian stock market is of current interest. The 

analyzed period is June 2004 – December 2008.  The most interesting conclusion is that the stock 

market reacted negatively to a debt agreement declaration.  It was explained that the shareholders 

have a moral hazard towards the debt-holders.  The authors didn’t find out any significant difference 

between the reactions to the declaration of syndicated financing and to bonds issue. So, the authors 

confirmed the opinion that Russian companies could be more inclined to limit their dependence on 

their external debt than companies in other countries. 

Brealey et al. (1971), Diamond (1984), Aivazian et al. (2006), Arena (2011) and Allen et al. (2012) 

performed in their works gap analysis comparing bank financing and bond issue. In their researches 

the authors come to the conclusion that banking institutions have some informational advantages in 

comparison with bond market, and those advantages make working with banks less expensive for the 

companies. The authors explain that banks can decrease their expenses on monitoring of the 

companies’ activities due to obligatory requirements to credit contract execution. Opening of a 

settlement account in a lender bank and a possibility of daily monitoring of borrower’s financial 

flows give the banks a possibility to obtain confidential information which is closed for market 

investors and to communicate directly with top managers of the borrowers. So, a bank is well 

informed about financial situation of a company and prospects of its’ growth. One of the obvious 

advantages of borrowing from a bank is a possibility of monthly annuitant payments, that allows a 

company during the whole period of crediting to decrease the risks that increased due to appearance 

of external funding. 

Aivazian et al. (2002, 2006) came to the conclusion that the size of the business and assets of a 

company can significantly influence on the difference of credit interest rates of bank financing and 

bonded debt. The authors assume that smaller companies have impact of informational asymmetry. 

So bond issues will be more costly for them than bank crediting.  

Research Methodology 

The tested cases are based on the market news about attraction of borrowed capital by the companies. 

Hypothesis 1. Financial decision of a company to attract borrowed capital influences the share price 

negatively. 
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CAAR (financial decision) <0 

This hypothesis gives an opportunity to verify  the results of researches that were carried out earlier 

and to prove risks increase for capital owners while gearing grows Theoretically, in this case, the 

price reaction of the shares may be ambiguous, as, on the one hand, this can cause significant 

increase of gearing and to influence market price of the shares and the whole business negatively, on 

the other hand, it can mean getting the benefit of the financial instrument and the price increase due 

to capital reduction (reduction of WACC), and further development of the company. As far as in this 

case contrastive analysis of “a bad” news was used, hypothesis 1 assumes that the “bad” news 

influence should be stronger. 

Hypothesis 2. Financial decision of a company about a bonded debt influences the share price 

negatively. 

CAAR (bond issues) <0 

This hypothesis is based on an assumption that the company value will not be increased, i.e. the 

Board decision to attract borrowed capital issuing bonds is met by the Stock Exchange negatively. As 

far as the informational transparency of the most of Russian companies is rather low, it is considered, 

that transactional expenses for bonds allocation in complete selection of companies are pretty high. 

This hypothesis characterizes a bonded debt as “a bad” news. 

Hypothesis 3. Financial decision of a company to obtain a bank loan influences the share price 

positively, i.e. positive cumulative average abnormal return is recorded at the action moment and 

after it. 

CAAR (bank loans) >0 

While analyzing the literature dedicated to the defined subject it was found out that for bigger 

companies bank loans, as a source of additional money, are more attractive than bonds. Taking into 

consideration credit lines, such a borrowing can be estimated as “a good” news, because, on the one 

hand, banks can verify risk factors of the company rather easily, on the other hand, a company gets an 

opportunity to manage its’ gearing. 

Hypothesis 4. Shares price reaction is sharper if a company decides to get a bonded debt rather than a 

bank loan. 

|CAAR (bond issues)| > |CAAR (bank loans)| 

As it was defined in the researches of the influence of “good” and “bad” news on the total company 

value and shares price, the “bad” news influence is stronger. Thus, it can assume that shares price 

reaction to bonded debts is sharper than on credit lines. It’s worthwhile to mention, that the 

hypothesis not just helps to uncover the issues of the research, but introduces scientific novelty.  

Event study is the most appropriate method of evaluation of shares price reaction to a financial 

decision (credit lines, bonded debts). Comparison of an expected shares return with actual one during 

the events are in action is the key idea of this method. An expected return can be evaluated with the 

help of modeling of compensation of market or any other type of risks. Shares price reaction to 

financial decisions should be measured with abnormal returns (the difference between expected and 

actual return), measured within the analyzed period on the daily basis, and cumulative abnormal 

return. 

The key problems of choice are considered below by using event study method. 

The first problem that an analyst comes across is an exact definition of the event date. A share price 

reaction to a financial decision of a company is a news event that indicates a sharp price changes. It 
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can be concluded, that appearance of such news in the market causes a price shock, or, using 

financial terms, abnormal return (AR), that can be calculated as a difference between the actual return 

fixed on a certain date and an expected return. In other words, an abnormal return (AR) is the 

difference between share returns before the event and after it: 

  ARit = Rit – ERit                         (1)  

where ARit means the abnormal return of the share (i) on the date (t). Rit is the actual daily value of 

share return,  ERit is “normal” (expected) return of the share (i) on the date (t). 

Abnormal return should be calculated for each date (t) within the event window (-n; +n) and bound to 

a certain event (credit line declaration of bonds issue). 

According to the results of each trading day (t) the share return (R) is calculated as a ratio of the 

closing price (P) of the share (i) at the date t  (Pit) to the closing price of the share (i) at the date (t-1).  

But in order to avoid complications working with positive and negative numbers a simplified method 

of share return calculation is applied using lognormal allocation: 

      ��� = ln
�	


�	
��
                                 (2) 

The second problem is definition of an event window duration in the middle of which is a company 

financial decision about borrowed capital attraction, and of a period of shares return observation, i.e. 

definition of a consideration period for substantiation of normal shares return. Some ideas, how to 

define those periods are introduced below. For studying the most significant events, for instance, 

merger agreement, a longer event window may be considered. However, for analysis of an influence 

of financial decisions declaration,  a dividend policy, financial results on shares price a shorter period 

is recommended and its’ total duration should be not longer than 41 days. For example, Oler et al. 

(2007) noticed in their research that the most common duration of an event window is 21 days.  It 

should be emphasized, that this particular event window duration will be used in this research. 

Moreover, it should be born in mind, that an analysis of too long period may cause “a noise” 

consideration. At the same time, if a selected period is too short the event significance may be taken 

wrong due to possibly wrong indication of the dates in databases. For instance, in the research by 

Park (2004) is mentioned that if the period is longer than 100 days, the results are less receptive to the 

size of the event window. Thus, it was decided to take into consideration the estimation period of 90 

trading days. 

Figure 1 demonstrates graphically the correlation of the event window, estimation period and the date 

of the event, which was the company Board of Directors decision about attraction of borrowed 

capital. 

 
 Figure 1: Graphical location of the event window and the estimation period  
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The third problem an analyst comes across is substantiation of a calculation model for each day of 

normal return. The most commonly used is the model of an average share return (average daily 

return is being calculated for each share within an analyzed period, and it’s assumed that it will stay 

constant within the event window). 

                                        �
� =

�

�
 ∑ ���

����
��������         (3) 

where L is a period of forecast, i.e. a time frame before an event window (-n; +n).  

The second popular model is market model. The key difference between market model and the model 

of average return is estimation of market (systematic) risks for each researched company. The method 

is based on regression modeling considering a linear relation of shares return of an analyzed company 

and total market return (stock market index). Moreover, it should be emphasized, that some foreign 

researchers use more inclusive models (for instance, a three factors model by Fama, French (1993)), 

that take into consideration not just market factors, but also industrial ones. 

In the research by Holler (2014) about 400 works were examined with the method of event study and 

the market model was considered as a reasonable one, so, further in this research this model will be 

used. For definition of stock market index the calculation of share return for each share is 

recommended, using lognormal allocation: 

                    ��� = ln (
�


�
��
)                                  (4) 

where It  is the value of stock market index on the day t, It-1 is the value of stock market index on the 

day (t-;+1). 

For market research in MICEX is taken into consideration as a stock market index. 

Thus, the calculation of an abnormal return with the market model application looks in the following 

way: 

ARit= Rit - (���+��� Rmt)                                                     (5) 

                                                          if  

ERit  = (���+��� Rmt)                                   (6) 

where Rmt i is a value of market return index on the day t, α�  и β"   are parameters of  a regression 

model evaluated with least square method (LSM). 

The regression model evaluates an approximate value of beta-coefficient usage of which is slightly 

incorrect, as it supposes a complete following the existing trends in future. Thus, the research was 

corrected by Blume (1971) who took into consideration that in future beta-coefficient of the shares 

tends to a unit (systematic risk tends to an average value in the market). Similar correction was made 

by Bloomberg (where the weight of beta is 33% of unit value); 

                      βblume = 0.67 * βLSM + 0.33 * 1                         (7) 

Average abnormal return (AAR) is calculated for all the selected shares for each day t within an event 

window (-n; +n). Thus, abnormal return of the selected shares is averaged. This gives an opportunity 

to evaluate, if the event influences on the market situation significantly, then getting of a positive 

value of an average abnormal return and not equal to zero is highly possible.  

The formula for calculation of the indicator for each day t looks in the following way: 
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where N is a number of events (shocks) happened to the selected shares within the analyzed period. 

Fourthly, next stage for event study method application is calculation of cumulative average 

abnormal return (CAAR), which is based on the calculation of average abnormal return for each 

event window (-n;n). CAAR is calculated for each considered news, for instance, for a Board of 

Directors’  decision about bonds issue of or about bank loans.  

                                             )##�* = ∑ ##���
+
���                                                                 (9) 

The formula for test statistic calculation is presented below.. It’s applied to define the statistic 

significance of the average abnormal return values and cumulative average abnormal return values: 
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It should be emphasized, that the calculation of the indicator above should be made with the help of 

the statistic command “ttest”, which helps to find out if the selected shares have equal average 

indicator. If it really is, it means that the event study is carried out properly and consideration of the 

influence of the analyzed events on the companies’ values can be carried on. 

For an additional check up of the hypothesis of the significance analyzed selection a normality test by 

Jarque-Bera should be used according to assumptions of the event study. Otherwise, the significance 

of the research results could not be estimated. The statistic command sktest can be realized through 

STATA. Greene (2003) mentions in his research that this test is the most efficient for detection of 

correctness of the analyzed indicators allocation or they are allocated according to Student’s method. 

The test results give an opportunity to verify the hypothesis that the event influences significantly on 

the prices of the shares of the analyzed companies. The research of the normality of allocation will be 

done with the help of Jarque-Bera test in order to verify cumulative average abnormal return. 

The criteria of companies selection was based on MICEX, which is a benchmark for substantiation of 

expected return (application of the market model). 35 Russian companies
1
 were and 16 years period 

was analyzed. A date of an event means the date of an official publication of a company decision to 

attract external money. In case of bond issues the date of the documentary decision on bond issue was 

taken into consideration. In case of bank loans official news indicating the details of the decision 

(value of the loan, date of opening, duration) were taken into consideration. The selection doesn’t 

include the cases of money attraction with the help of Eurobond transactions and syndicated loans, 

For getting information about financial decisions of the companies the following sources were used 

bond searching service and the site of cbonds company (cbonds.ru), the site of The Center of 

Corporate Information Disclosure (e-disclosure.ru) The information about share prices of the selected 

companies and MICEX was taken from the site of Russian Investment Holding “Finam”.  

The analyzed selection consists of 197 events: 88 bond issues decisions and 109 cases of bank loans’ 

attraction. The events allocation in terms of time is not homogenous. Before the 2009
th

 most of the 

news were about bond issues (25 companies out of 35 declared such a decision), and during the post-

crisis recovery the number of organizations attracting bank loans increased. The calculation of 

                                                             
1
 Analyzed companies: “Gazprom”, “LUKOIL”, “Magnit”, MMC “Norilsk Nickel”, “NOVATEK”, 

“Rosneft”, “MTS”, “Tatneft”, “Urals”, “Severstal”, “ALROSA”, “Megafon”, “RusHydro”, 

“Rostelecom”, “NLMK”, AFK “Sistema”, ANK “Bashneft”, “FosAgro”, “PIK Group”, “MMK”, 

FGC “UES”, “LSR Group”, “Dixy Group”, “Cherkizovo Group”, “Inter RAO”, “Pharmstandard”, 

“Acron”, “Rosseti”, “Aeroflot”, “TMK”, “Mechel”, “Mostotrest”, “Sollers”. 
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abnormal return bound with the selected events indicated that 

case of bond issue fluctuates from 0,5 to 1% (see 

Figure 2: The histogram of AR allocation (bond issue

Besides, the test by Jarque-Bera was applied to check the normality of allocation. (See table 1). The 

test results give us a reason to affirm that return of CAAR is allocated normally or close to it, and 

application of the events study method is possible f

analyzed financial decisions). 

Table 1: 

The results of estimation of the selection of bank 

return allocation is shown in the figure

bound with the selected events indicated that the median value of abnormal return in 

case of bond issue fluctuates from 0,5 to 1% (see figure 2). 

 

The histogram of AR allocation (bond issues) 

Bera was applied to check the normality of allocation. (See table 1). The 

test results give us a reason to affirm that return of CAAR is allocated normally or close to it, and 

application of the events study method is possible for the future for bond issue (the first type of the 

 Results of Jarque-Bera test (bond issues) 

 

The results of estimation of the selection of bank loan news are similar. The histogram of abnormal 

figure 3, and results of the test are presented in the table 2.

the median value of abnormal return in 

 

Bera was applied to check the normality of allocation. (See table 1). The 

test results give us a reason to affirm that return of CAAR is allocated normally or close to it, and 

bond issue (the first type of the 

 

news are similar. The histogram of abnormal 

. 
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Figure 3: The histogram 

Table 2 indicates that the allocation of cumulative abnormal return in case with bank crediting 

corresponds the normal one, and future calculations will not contradict the conclusions.

Table 2: The results of Jarque

 

Results of the hypothesizes testing and conclusions of bond issu

crediting comparison 

Table 3 shows the results of the calculation of statistic significance in the event window (

The average abnormal return a day befor

and the next day it is 5%, the second day shows 10%. 

before the event happened can be explained with 

Within two days after the information appearance the reaction of the shares is visible.

 

The histogram of AR allocation (bank loans) 

Table 2 indicates that the allocation of cumulative abnormal return in case with bank crediting 

corresponds the normal one, and future calculations will not contradict the conclusions. 

 

Table 2: The results of Jarque-Bera test (bank loans) 

 

 

the hypothesizes testing and conclusions of bond issue and bank 

Table 3 shows the results of the calculation of statistic significance in the event window (

The average abnormal return a day before the event is 10%, at the moment when the event happened 

and the next day it is 5%, the second day shows 10%. It should be emphasized, that significance level 

before the event happened can be explained with insiders’ information admission to the market.

thin two days after the information appearance the reaction of the shares is visible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 indicates that the allocation of cumulative abnormal return in case with bank crediting 

e and bank 

Table 3 shows the results of the calculation of statistic significance in the event window (-10;+10). 

the event is 10%, at the moment when the event happened 

that significance level 

information admission to the market. 
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Table 3: Evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bond issue

and bank 

Figure 4 presents the chart of cumulative

about borrowing is negative, that proves hypothesis 1.

Figure 4: The reaction to the decision about attraction of external sources of financing 

Table 4 demonstrates the results of the calculation of the statistic significance of average abnormal 

return in the event window of 21 days. The results become statistically significant two days before 

the anticipated event, i.e. the decis

average abnormal return a day before the event and at the moment when the news appeared the 

statistic significance is 5%. Meanwhile, the news doesn’t have a spillover effect influencing the 

prices, as next day the value of the average abnormal return doesn’t indicate the statistic significance.
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Evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bond issue

and bank loans in the event window of 21 days 

 

 

cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR). The reaction to the news 

about borrowing is negative, that proves hypothesis 1. 

The reaction to the decision about attraction of external sources of financing 

issues and bank loans) 

Table 4 demonstrates the results of the calculation of the statistic significance of average abnormal 

rn in the event window of 21 days. The results become statistically significant two days before 

the anticipated event, i.e. the decision about attraction of borrowed capital by bonds issue. 

average abnormal return a day before the event and at the moment when the news appeared the 

Meanwhile, the news doesn’t have a spillover effect influencing the 

s, as next day the value of the average abnormal return doesn’t indicate the statistic significance.

Event Window AAR p-value

-10 -0.09% 0.500

-0.05% 0.765

0.09% 0.571

-0.04% 0.782

0.24% 0.192

-0.05% 0.824

0.09% 0.619

-0.09% 0.570

-0.04% 0.796

-0.13% 0.051

0.11% 0.042

-0.13% 0.041

-0.32% 0.075

0.07% 0.711

-0.11% 0.537

0.05% 0.725

0.08% 0.534

-0.16% 0.227

-0.06% 0.725

-0.08% 0.545

10 -0.05% 0.771

Evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bond issues 

average abnormal return (CAAR). The reaction to the news 

 
The reaction to the decision about attraction of external sources of financing (bond 

Table 4 demonstrates the results of the calculation of the statistic significance of average abnormal 

rn in the event window of 21 days. The results become statistically significant two days before 

ion about attraction of borrowed capital by bonds issue. The 

average abnormal return a day before the event and at the moment when the news appeared the 

Meanwhile, the news doesn’t have a spillover effect influencing the 

s, as next day the value of the average abnormal return doesn’t indicate the statistic significance. 
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Table 4: Evaluation of the statistic 

Figure 5 demonstrates the chart of 

issue. The chart shows that the maximum decrease happened two days before the event.

confirms the hypothesis 2 that the financial decision about bonded loan influences the share 

negatively. 

Figure 5: The reaction to the decision about attraction of external sources of

The table 5 presents the results of the calculation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal 

return in the event window of 21 days. The results become statistically significant two days before 

the event which is the decision about attraction o

abnormal return indicates the significance 10% two days before the event and 5% at the day when 

event happened. 

 

Evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bond 

in the event window (-10;+10) 

 

 

the chart of cumulative average abnormal return for the news about bond 

he chart shows that the maximum decrease happened two days before the event.

confirms the hypothesis 2 that the financial decision about bonded loan influences the share 

The reaction to the decision about attraction of external sources of

 financing (bond issues) 

The table 5 presents the results of the calculation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal 

return in the event window of 21 days. The results become statistically significant two days before 

the event which is the decision about attraction of borrowed capital by bank crediting. The average 

indicates the significance 10% two days before the event and 5% at the day when 

of the average abnormal return for bond issues 

n for the news about bond 

he chart shows that the maximum decrease happened two days before the event. This 

confirms the hypothesis 2 that the financial decision about bonded loan influences the share prices 

 
The reaction to the decision about attraction of external sources of 

The table 5 presents the results of the calculation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal 

return in the event window of 21 days. The results become statistically significant two days before 

f borrowed capital by bank crediting. The average 

indicates the significance 10% two days before the event and 5% at the day when 
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Table 5: The evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bank

loans

The figure 6 demonstrates the chart of accumulated average abnormal return for the event which is 

the decision about bank crediting. 

the share prices positively. 

Figure 6: The reaction to the decision about attraction of external

Thus the hypothesis 3, saying that the financial decision of the company about the bank crediting 

influences positively on the share prices, is confirmed.  A decision of  Board of Directors 

issue is taken as “a bad” news in Russian market, at the sa

is taken positively.  Due to asymmetry of information in t

stronger.  

The calculations confirmed all the four 

positively to a decision about bank crediting and negatively to bond issue. 

opening of a credit line is much easier, as well as gearing regulation. 

The evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bank

loans in the event window (-10;+10) 

 

 

demonstrates the chart of accumulated average abnormal return for the event which is 

the decision about bank crediting. The figure shows that the news about bank crediting influences on 

The reaction to the decision about attraction of external financing

 sources (bank loans) 

the hypothesis 3, saying that the financial decision of the company about the bank crediting 

influences positively on the share prices, is confirmed.  A decision of  Board of Directors about bond 

bad” news in Russian market, at the same time the decision about bank crediting 

is taken positively.  Due to asymmetry of information in the market reaction to “bad” news

all the four hypothesizes put in this research. In general, the market reacts 

tively to a decision about bank crediting and negatively to bond issue. This can be explained that 

opening of a credit line is much easier, as well as gearing regulation. It should be emphasized, 

The evaluation of the statistic significance of the average abnormal return for bank 

demonstrates the chart of accumulated average abnormal return for the event which is 

shows that the news about bank crediting influences on 

 
financing 

the hypothesis 3, saying that the financial decision of the company about the bank crediting 

about bond 

me time the decision about bank crediting 

he market reaction to “bad” news is 

hypothesizes put in this research. In general, the market reacts 

This can be explained that 

It should be emphasized, that 
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the evaluations mentioned in this research do not take into account the following factors: the market 

attitude (“bulls” or “bears” trends), gearing increase higher than the average level in the industry, a 

position and a name of a creditor, which belongs to the top three and having a possibility «to beat out 

the debts”, a choice of a currency, urgency and value of the capital.  If the above mentioned 

characteristics of borrowers and loans could be taken into consideration the paradoxical reaction of 

Russian investors could be explained better.  

All the above mentioned in this article can be considered as the first step towards revealing of the 

problem of unattractiveness of corporate bonded loans for the companies of the real economy sector 

in Russian market. 

Conclusion 

The consequences of the latest instability period started during the crisis of 2014-2015 are still 

affecting economic situation in Russia in general, as well as the situation in the companies. As a 

result, the problem of an optimal proportion of own and borrowed capital became more critical. 

Moreover, possible sharpening of disadvantages of borrowing increase (financial stability risks, 

increase of capital elements value and WACC) became more significant, in spite of related 

advantages (possibility of fast growth, tax benefits, exceeding ROE on ROC); 

Thus, uncovering of the issues, less studied in the literature and dedicated to the choice of debt 

elements and its influence on companies’ financial stability and long terms efficiency,  became of 

current importance. Monitoring of a market reaction to the ways of borrowed capital attraction, as 

one of the risk-management tools, resolves those issues partially. 

The key conclusion of this research, characterizing its’ novelty, emphasizes a paradoxical reaction: 

the appearance of the news about bond issues in the market has a negative influence on the share 

prices, in contrast to the information about bank crediting. Moreover, the results of the research can 

be really useful for portfolio managers orientated to corporate public debts, as well as for managers of 

companies selecting sources of financing. 
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Abstract  
 
The text deals with the specifics of the situational and systemic leadership. It discusses the 
selected characteristics of critical thinking skills for the cognition, decision making and leadership 
behavior in challenging, complex and dynamically changing conditions and circumstances of 
modern corporate environment. It presents selected multidimensional models, within which the 
critical thinking qualities can be identified and the level of their parameters is measured. 
 
Key words: leadership, leader, corporate environment, cognitive continuum, personal, mental 
and psychophysical condition, critical, situational and systemic thinking, rationality, analysis, 
intuition, insight. 
 
Introduction 
 
In the following text, we will focus on some issues related to leadership in terms of critical 
thinking for learning, decision making, negotiation and people´s leadership in specific situations, 
complex systems, and relationships, and in the dynamically changing conditions and 
circumstances of a modern corporate environment. The reason is, that the environment in which 
today's specialists work and continue their education is ever more volatile, more demanding, and 
more critical of possible mistakes; therefore, specialists are constantly forced to expand their 
knowledge and improve their occupational skills (Cech at al). 
 

Theoretical background 
 
Our environment is constantly changing. Similarly to humans, the characteristics of human 
systems that we create in this environment, for different purposes and functions, are changing. The 
modern corporate environment evolves and transforms more dynamically than the natural 
environment and, in relation to these changes, the quality requirements on the natural potential of 
leaders, managers, and entrepreneurs change either. The concept of a modern corporate 
environment is used in the context of professional leadership for management and business. This 
environment has been brought closer to the parameters of the unstable environment due to various 
changes (modern information technologies, globalization and others). The environment, which 
used to be the domain of crisis management, the environment in which security forces were more 
likely to perform. The characteristics of this approach are as follows: 
 

a) The high complexity of factors and relationships related to conditions and circumstances. 
b) The high dynamics of changes in conditions and circumstances. 
c) Increasing the frequency and asymmetry of the effects of various non-standard and difficult 

to predict or structurally intervening variables. 
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Professional Leader (Three Areas, Functions and Abilities) 
 
Professional leadership for both management and business in this environment involves, among 
other things, three areas. The first area includes proactivity in thinking, learning and decision 
making, discovering weaknesses, hidden potentials1of resources and abilities, and creating 
opportunities, exploring and developing (inventing and innovating) ways of solving tasks, 
simplifying existing and organizing new processes etc. The second area represents sharing 
information and creating knowledge for decision making and negotiation, working with 
information networks and networks of links, processes, etc. The third area covers the creation, 
organization, and management of human relations and processes between human systems as a 
whole and their external environment, i.e. the management and management of people and human 
systems. For professional leadership the following activities and functions are essential and 
distinctive: 
 

a) Proactive learning, decision making, negotiation, and leadership. 
b) Knowledge creating and sharing. 
c) Relationships and processes creating and organizing.  

 
These activities and functions constitute the essence of what enables the existence, survival, and 
prosperity of any entity (an individual, a team, organizational unit - firm) in a corporate 
environment. The existence of a subject in the long-term context depends on the extent to which 
its internal environment is intelligent, vital, and consistent with the external environment. The 
quality of its existence depends on how it uses, develops and cultivates its potentials in changing 
conditions and circumstances. How it recognizes, decides and acts, how it organizes relationships 
and shares knowledge in the internal environment. Therefore we will further on concentrate in 
particular on thinking that enables the learning and decision making, as well as actions and other 
aspects. 
 
It turns out that in case of people working in this environment besides the knowledge, abilities, 
and skills that can be acquired or created by education and training, there is an area of natural 
potentials, that can neither be identified, diagnosed, or “measured” by the usual mono-disciplinary 
methods and procedures, and nor created, cultivated or developed by various education models 
and preparation methods. However, simple and always valid prescription for knowledge 
management does not-exist, say Konecny and Tomastik (2015). Nor can they be replaced or 
improved by sophisticated modern communication or information technologies or artificial 
intelligence. However, they do exist and are related to the qualities of critical thinking skills that 
the modern environment increasingly requires from professional leaders. In particular: 
 
• Mobility between concrete and abstract (e.g. heuristics type problem solving, decision-making 
and behavior in a particular situation versus systemic, process, algorithm or mediated / indirect / 
decision-making and management). 
• Mobility on a cognitive continuum from predominantly analytic to predominantly intuitive (L. 
Kostroň, 1997, K. R. Hammond, 2000; D. Kahneman, 2012). 
• Mobility in the sense of applying an adequate way of recognizing and judging for correct 
decision making and effective negotiation in complex and dynamically changing conditions, 
relative relationships and circumstances of job situations. Deliberate decision-making, negotiation, 
and management of people burdened by uncertainty, randomness, lack/excess of information and 
high risk, etc. 
 

                                                 
1 Potentials either in the internal or external environment, or due to changes in the characteristics of relationships and their 
organization. 
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These aspects are closely interwoven with each other, or conditioned by the personality or 
personal condition of a particular individual, including mental, psycho-physical, and in relation to 
leadership, as well as social condition. The personal condition includes not only mental and 
psychophysical condition of an individual, for example in the form of concentration in the sense of 
undisturbed attention and discipline of mind, thinking process. But also personality disposition 
such as maturity of an individual manifested as autonomy, stability, and situational adaptability 
without losing authenticity or personal identity. The personal condition also includes the level of 
self-awareness, self-control, openness, and curiosity as a realistic situational and systemic 
reasoning and the ability to learn in the process of solving problems. Another prerequisite features 
involve invincibility in the sense of patience, endurance, persistence and personal integrity (inner 
integrity, balance, and harmony), the aspect of which is not / fragility, de facto antifragility (Taleb, 
2014). 
 
The need for these abilities and their optimal organization reflects in decision-making and 
leadership of all entities operating in a modern corporate environment. Their significance 
dramatically increases in two specific versions of conditions and circumstances, and the 
significant increase in the frequency of occurrence of these variants is one of the major 
characteristics of the development of this environment.  
 
The first version represents decision-making of the team leader in task situations. The other covers 
decision of the leader of a larger human unit in the system context - making decisions in 
predominantly non-standard, complex conditions, dynamically changing relationships, states and 
processes linked with the increase of asymmetric influences, coincidences or other intervening 
variables (such as failure of information flows in the form of network collapse). These are 
situations where the correct solution cannot be realized with the help of the usual tools of 
cognition, ways of thinking, using logic or so-called "rationality", but only with the help of "mind 
relaxing" in terms of mobility on the cognitive continuum, using the original "scientific" 
observation method that allows both insight (into situation) and view (on system, context, totality 
of relationships and processes) and provides sufficient number of information sources for 
judgment and correct decision making. This relaxation allows the openness or mobility of 
thinking, creates the ability to step out of a reactive into the proactive level, resulting in 
determining the quality and level of mental condition. It also represents the crucial point for 
distinguishing the level of the individual's potential for leadership and management. 
 
These two versions are considered in terms of leader and leadership in the full sense of the words, 
and therefore in a bit varied term than in usual classical management. It is a qualitative 
differentiation and in terms of the requirements of the business practice of selecting and modeling 
the training of professionals, we had to distinguish more precisely the situations, the tasks and the 
conditions of their fulfillment, in terms of their demands on the quality of people and human 
systems. Therefore we work with the continuum model: leadership - management, whose basic 
parameters derive from human relationships (human system - system) - the situation (conditions 
and circumstances) - the task (the requirements of the problem solution). In the following table, 
we present a pragmatic differentiation of the forms of leadership of people and human systems in 
relation to the requirements of the situation (conditions and circumstances) and the role (function, 
activity). Table 1 represents a continuum for the qualitative differentiation of characteristics of 
human system management forms in environmental conditions and circumstances: 
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Table 1: Forms of People´s Leadership in Relation to the Characteristics of the Situation and 
the Responsibility 

Dominant 

Form of 
Management  

Characteristics 

of Conditions 
and 

Circumstances 

of Environment, 

Situation, and 

Task 

Responsibility Job Position 

(example) 

Management Type 

Ratio 

A M L 

Administration There are only 
one way and 
method. The task 
is well structured. 
Managing people 
in standard 
conditions8. 

For meeting a 
partial goal, a 
task. 

Production 
Line 
Manager 

70% 20% 10% 

Management There are more 
ways, but their 
number and 
functions are 
limited. 

For the entire 
system 
perfomance. 

Manager of 
a company 
or self-
contained 
entity. 

30% 50% 20% 

Leadership There are a lot of 
ways and 
methods. 

For meeting the 
goal or mission 
accomplishment
. 

Project 
Team 
Leader. 

5% 15% 80% 

Source: Own  
 
Predominant features of the characteristics for distinguishing the forms of leadership: 
 
a) Administration as a capacity for a standardized, well-structured, usually technical,                 
manufacturing or institutional environment, with formalized inputs, processes and output 
functions. It relates to the standardized system and the rules for its functioning and purpose. 
Determining aspect is meeting the task and the record. An example is the production manager. 
 
b) Management as a capacity for roles and functions in the more complex environment of the 
human system itself and its functioning in moderately structured conditions being the subject to 
gradual change and transformation. The need for transformation of an approach according to a 
situation. The capability of adaptation, survival, and prosperity of the system in a relatively stable 
environment as well as ensuring the effective fulfillment of its functions. An example is an 
entrepreneur, the manager of an independent company. It is determined to maintain the 
capabilities of the human system as a whole in the environment, or its improvement or 
transformation. 
 
c) Leadership (leader of a small team and leader of a large organizational unit) as a capability to 
manage the transformation of human systems in changing conditions and circumstances in the 
context of situations and environments. 
 
Important factors are therefore the time factor, a factor of the character of the conditions and 
circumstances of the situation, and the factor of the characteristics of the task. In this respect, the 
position of a leader is "the least stable" over time. The most stable positions are the positions of 
management, especially in terms of institutions or industries. In other words, fulfilling the task or 
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mission accomplishing change the conditions and requirements and thus also the way of learning, 
the character of decision making and leadership. The mission is accomplished, the task is 
executed, and leadership as a dominant style passes into management, or administration and 
organization. The quality of the leader must come to the foreground and then, after completing the 
task or mission, consciously withdraw, retreat to the quality of the ruler, economist or 
administrator of processes, or transform into a different quality. 
 
From here, requirements for the characteristic qualities of critical thinking for administration, 
management, and leadership are developed. The pragmatic requirements of business practice on 
selection and preparation for the challenging environment have also led to even more subtle 
categorization of leadership within management, i.e. organization, administration and management 
of human systems. The more subtle differentiation of the leader's status, according to the 
conditions of the situation and the characteristics of the task or mission, is as follows: 

• Team Leader - situational leadership. Assignment - role in the situation (a higher level of change 
and transformation of the environment, a higher level of variability of tasks/assignments and a 
higher level of complexity, variability of conditions and environmental circumstances, 
competencies - tactical decision-making. There is also less predictability of development, a lower 
reliability of methods and techniques of preparation and training. It is necessary to adapt to or 
create new ones (tactics of struggle - the opponent changes/learns). Situational, specific (tactical), 
critical and process thinking prevail. Output – task fulfillment. 

• System Leader (a firm, a corporation) - system leadership. Assignment - mission; operational and 
strategic decision-making capacities. Systematic, abstract (strategic), critical and process thinking 
prevails. Output – mission accomplishment.  
 
The business practice shows that it is more appropriate to use the terms of critical situational 
thinking and critical system thinking rather than the terms of tactical thinking or strategic thinking 
for learning and deciding in two of the above-mentioned versions. The essence of situational 
(tactical) thinking is reflected, clever action adequate to the situation and the role. The term tactics 
comes from the Greek taktiké techné (the arts to organize an army). It is used for thinking, 
learning, and decision-making in the present situation, and represents a kind of rational, planned 
and smart situation-adequate action. The tactic is perceived as effective, operational application of 
the potential, resources, and strengths in a particular situation, or as a set of specific procedures in 
individual sub-tasks and task situations. Situational approach and thinking emphasize a pragmatic, 
effective way of fulfilling or solving a task, the output is an act in the form of a specific acting, 
action taking. 
 
The core of systemic (strategic) thinking is the act of decision-making dealing primarily with 
long-term intentions or the overall picture of the situation, conditions, and circumstances that 
encompasses extensive human systems, multi-level contexts, relationships and processes, their 
condition and the potential dynamics of their transformation and changes. The systemic approach 
and thinking highlight the frameworks, intentions, values, the basic directions, and principles. The 
output represents a decision and dealing, frequently in the form of formative instruction. 
 
Both ways allow identification of the weakness (empty space) in the overall situation, the system, 
and the environment, and provide the right solution into the negotiating decision. However, the 
interface between situational and systemic thinking is blurred, and the two areas are mutually 
interwoven, especially in terms of thinking and learning. It turns out that in the above two versions 
of leadership, the success is not determined by the size, strength, power, or "perfect" readiness 
(though these factors always play a role), but by intelligence manifested as cleverness or deliberate 
and critical thinking, core characteristics of which is attention, openness and mobility on the 
cognitive continuum. These aspects are based on the level and quality of the personal, 
psychophysical and mental condition of each particular individual. We have called this cleverness 
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critical thinking, i.e. thinking that creates the right conditions for deliberate, accurate and prompt 
judgment enabling proper decision-making and effective action, including leadership. 
 
How to look for real leaders and how to identify whether they have the quality, the real 
manifestation of which is the ability to come to the foreground, make right decisions and act in the 
above-mentioned versions? Pragmatics of business practice requirements for the selection and 
preparation of professional managers has shown that due to the dynamics of development and the 
complexity of conditions, circumstances and relationships, the usual way of thinking about the 
leadership of leaders using one or two-dimensional modeling, corresponding to the type of 
organization, function or position, or according to the scientific discipline, which deals with it, 
proves less useful. The reality of professional practice in terms of selection and preparation in the 
long term has shown the following: 
• The validity of a proven diagnosis of specific abilities or mental functions or personality 
dispositions usually carried out in relation to a particular occupational, job or system position and 
under standard conditions, has declined sharply due to changes of the conditions and 
circumstances of the situations of tasks and missions. 
• As well in terms of preparation, the dynamics of change and variability of complexity of 
circumstances and influences, intervening variables in fulfilling tasks or missions, has seriously 
reduced the expectations put into adopting optimal tools or "correct" and standardized algorithms 
of procedures, in terms of effectiveness of fulfilling the task, despite the fact that at the end of the 
training, individuals demonstrated their excellent mastery and control, as measured by pedagogical 
diagnostics. 
 
The concept of a cognitive continuum, according to K. R. Hammond (2000) proved its usability, 
providing parameters for criteria of ability qualities, which we have called the leader's mental 
mobility in relation to the characteristics of the situation and the requirements of tactical or 
strategic tasks. A focus was put on solving the relationship between the individual - the situation - 
the task, which led to creating the following models and methodology of X-Stream. The models 
and methodology are based on the pragmatics of the requirements of the situations of practical 
tasks on the qualities and abilities of the individual and the human system. The pattern of models 
is the result of a long-term influence in the selection and preparation of professionals and 
commanders in the security environment as well as managers and entrepreneurs in the MBA 
training model of 2009-2017. The business practice has verified, that the methodology and its 
models allow for an objective survey of the level of required qualities of potentials and abilities, 
because the individual, his / her mobility, should be monitored from several points of view and 
within more, at least three contexts: 
 

Table 2: Mobility of an Individual in Relation to the Leader's Competencies 

Mobility of an Individual Parameters 

Social context Individual – team member – team leader 
Cognitive context (dominant cognitive 
characteristics) 

Analysis – critical thinking – intuition 

External environment context - situation 
(of a system) and task (mission) 

Situation (conditions, circumstances) and tasks 
(values, functions, activities, final state). 

Source: Own. 
 
The methodology has several models, the competence model of a professional leader (Ambrozová, 
Koleňák, Ullrich, Pokorný, 2016), the subtle skills model, the model for identification of 
individual parameters, situation and tasks, the cognitive continuum model and others. 
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In addition to traditional hard and soft skills, that back up a successful management of tasks, 
performance of functions and activities in changing and complex situations, the model of subtle 
skills emphasizes aspects of mental condition; psychophysical condition, critical and creative 
thinking, mental qualities such as discipline, stability, distance, concentration, endurance, 
patience, openness to changes and others (Ullrich, Pokorný, 2012). The critical thinking plays a 
crucial role in situational and systemic leadership. The importance and characteristics of truly 
critical thinking in leadership, decision-making in challenging conditions and stress, which 
features suggested and studied K.R. Hammond (2000) or L. Kostroň (1997) have currently been 
increasing for several reasons. These include, for example, the quantity and availability of 
information and knowledge, their topicality and reliability, and validity. For example, the rate of 
obsolescence of information and knowledge is so high that the ability to create own and "fresh" 
one significantly influences the potential success of the decision. Similarly, the amount of 
information (related to cognitive optimum) plays an important role in decision making, and the 
ability of prompt, fine, and accurate differentiation, falling more into the domain of insight and 
professional intuition, is a highly valued feature (Cejpek, 2005). 
 
Critical thinking should be discussed for two modalities that are grouped together in the context of 
leadership in a modern corporate environment - critical situational thinking and critical system 
thinking. The critical thinking for these modalities has three aspects or dimensions. Above all, it 
enables to identify a weakness (empty space) in the whole situation and system; further, it also 
allows to decide on the optimal way of an effective procedure and, in the final dimension, to 
formulate recognition and decision as knowledge for communication and sharing. Critical thinking 
in situational and systemic leadership is manifested as a mobility on a cognitive continuum. The 
central concept of the cognitive continuum is quasi-rationality (Hammond, 2000), which 
represents the situation and role-adequate representation of analysis and intuition (insight) as 
modalities of the cognition. Forms of cognition on the continuum between intuition and analysis, 
always contain elements of both intuition and analysis and are summed up under the term of 
quasi-rationality. This allows thinking as a process to be better applied not only in linear tasks, but 
also in heuristics (both according to Hammond, 2000 and Kahneman, 2012), or tasks requiring 
decision-making under uncertain conditions, permanent changes and transformations, or under the 
influence of random processes, etc.  All the tasks can be arranged on a cognitive continuum with 
respect to their ability to create intuition, quasi-rationality or analytical cognition. Mental mobility 
in the actual representation of these modalities in the form of requirements on an effective way of 
learning, enables, for example, the ability of subtle and accurate differentiation between facts and 
fictions (for example, minimizing deformation of the meaning and information due to stress or 
expert cognitive stereotype), ability to cope with change and transformation of the conditions of 
the task situation as well as the ability to properly handle the circumstances, relationships and 
sources of information and knowledge, as well as ways of cognition etc. Critical thinking is also a 
quality that requires reflection, undisturbed concentration, and openness, constant cultivation and 
improvement in changing environmental conditions and circumstances. One of the possible 
versions of the positive operationalization of critical thinking as the quality or ability that every 
individual who has the right to lead other people and human systems should possess, is as follows: 
"Critical thinking is an individual's ability to create optimal conditions for correct judgment in a 

situation and role that manifests itself in mental mobility. Mental mobility saturates the following 

measurable parameters: 
a)  Cognitive variability and mobility between analysis and intuition. 

b)  Sceptic curiosity and courage, openness and spontaneity of learning. 

c) A psychophysical condition in terms of stability of quality and quantity of mental 

functions performance over time (attention and memory). " 

 
Other models of methodology (Ambrozová, et al., 2016) allow to parametrically capture any 
specific situation, role or function, and at the same time formulate requirements on the abilities of 
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the human system (company) or the capabilities and skills of an individual. The following table 
lists three basic elements used by the methodology to describe the multidimensional model and its 
characteristics. 
 

Table 3: Basic Elements for the Methodology Modeling 

Model 

Components 

Basic Characteristics Basic Parameters 

for Successful 
Running 

Situation  The state and processes of the external environment in 
which the task is being executed. 

Conditions and 
circumstances 

Task Purpose, function, activity, result, task (to be executed). Outputs 
Individual  State and processes of the internal environment 

(potentials, capabilities). 
Quality of potentials, 
abilities, knowledge, 
and methods 

Source: Own. 
 
The three elements (individual - task - situation) can be described using the following dimensions: 

a) The analysis - intuition dimension (cognitive continuum) refers to the way of 
cognition. 

b) The static - dynamic dimension refers to the dynamics of the changes over time. 
c) The simple – complex dimension, refers to the characteristics of the conditions and 

circumstances of the situation and the task. It includes aspects such as things (phenomena) versus 
relationships, details versus the whole, concrete versus abstract, structured versus unstructured. 

 
These dimensions should be seen as parallel continuums of qualities that complement each other 
and are not opposed. On one side of the continuum, there is a maximum of one quality (0.999), but 
this maximum is not absolute. The second quality is also present, even if only in the minimum 
representation (0.001). At the center of the continuum, there is an equilibrium state in terms of the 
requirement for the presence of both. The figure below shows a three-dimensional model for 
describing the tasks and situations in which the leader can move. The practice-based model results 
from the following assumptions: 
 

a) Each situation can be considered as a state and process. 
b) Each situation can be described by three dimensions. 
c) Each situation is specific, there are no two identical situations. 
d) Each situation requires specific ways of learning and cognition and their combinations, 

specific solutions and procedures. 
 

In business practice, a three-dimensional model has proven for identification of situations and a 
multi parametric model of competencies for identifying the potential, the qualities of an individual 
and the human system to handle the situation of the task effectively. The above-mentioned 
assumptions and model in Figure 1, form the basis for the typology of the ways of thinking of 
professionals, leaders, for cognition, decision-making, negotiation, and leadership. 
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Fig 1 – Three-dimensional Model for Description of Environmental Requirements and 

Situations of Tasks   
Source: Ullrich, 2017. 

 

The individual extreme positions in the three-dimensional model can be given an example of a 
specific type of position for a way of cognition, deciding and negotiating. For example, position 2 
corresponds to the situation and task that are in a dynamic and complex environment. From the 
point of view of cognition, decision-making, and negotiation, it requires prevalence of analytical 
competence. This may be the position of an exchange broker or IT manager or banking sector. 
Further examples of the individual extreme positions of the three-dimensional model are given in 
Table 4. 
   

Table 4: Examples of Position Types 

Position 

Number 

Position Type in 

Management 

Dimension 

analysis– intuition 

Dimension 

static – dynamic 

Dimension 

simple – complex 

1 Small Businessman analysis dynamic simple 
2 Crisis Manager analysis dynamic complex 
3 System Unit Leader Intuition dynamic complex 
4 Small Team Leader intuition dynamic simple 
5 Workshop Manager analysis static simple 
6 Principal analysis static complex 
7 Marketing Manager intuition static complex 
8 Project Manager intuition static simple 

Source: Adopted and modified Kostroň, L. 1997.  

 
Using the model, you can also describe any situation, system, process, professional environment, 
profession, role or mission, and its requirements or demands on a way of cognition for decision 

Analysis 

Simple  

Complex 

Static 

Dynamic  

Intuition 

1 

2 3 

4 

5 

6 7 

8 
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making and leadership. It is particularly suitable for modeling difficult-to-structured situations and 
tasks within the domain of heuristics. 
 
Conclusions 
          
The development of a modern corporate environment puts new demands on the quality of natural 
leadership capabilities for situational and systemic learning, decision making, negotiation, and 
leadership of people and human systems. The business practice shows that selection and 
preparation of leaders for effective acting in this environment requires changes not only in 
approaches and methods but also in focusing on the quality of the natural abilities of specific 
people that are decisive for the correct solution of situational tasks and systemic decision making 
in complex conditions and dynamically changing circumstances. It turns out that attention should 
be focused especially on the characteristics involved in actual critical thinking, while the 
predominant feature represents the mobility on the cognitive continuum. Methods of selection, 
methodology and preparation models must be multidimensional and multi-parametric so as to 
enable individuals to grasp selected indicators of critical thinking in a wide range of situations and 
tasks from simple and well-structured to tasks and situations with high complexity, development 
of dynamics and uncertainty of outcome. Thus we can identify individuals who have not only an 
appropriate level of subtle qualities but also their appropriate combination or organization that 
enables them to manifest, update and apply in situational and system leadership. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper highlighted the types of programming scripting used in simulating the actual ERMS 

functionality. This simulation need to be developed in completing the study on validating the 

Preservation Electronic Records Event History Metadata (PEREHM) model viability. By simulating 

the actual ERMS functionality using Personal Home Page (PHP) Hypertext Preprocessor scripting, a 

dedicated prototype can be developed. This is because the difficulties have occurred in terms of using 

the actual ERMS for testing new ideas especially in solving the related issues on the existing ERMS 

functionality. Thus, this has also can affected the reputation of the current ERMS if there are 

functions that needs to be modified and eliminated. By avoiding these sensitivity issues, the 

development of the prototype is the best solution. An in-depth review on the several types of scripting 

language for the prototype development is conducted. However, the PHP scripting language is 

selected. This is because the PHP are widely known as a web system development tools and open 

sources. By having these characteristics, the developed prototype can be easily access on web and 

also ease to be modified. On top of that, this paper also presenting the example scripting of PHP that 

have been used in developing the prototype for electronic records. This includes structuring the 

prototype scripting using the actual set of e-records metadata that used by ERMS. This is to ensure 

the developed prototype can significantly simulate the actual ERMS functionality. As this simulation 

being tested, the result has shows that the main objective of the study is completely achieved. Thus, 

this can be concluded that the used of PHP scripting language for the purpose of prototype 

development has adequately simulated the real system functionality. This is where the PHP scripting 

has been selected to be used in this study.   

 

Keyword: Simulation, Electronic Records Management System (ERMS), Personal Home Page 

(PHP), Hypertext Preprocessor, PEREHM Model 
 

Introduction 
 

In the process of validating the Preservation Electronic Records Event History Metadata (PEREHM) 

model, the testing on the actual ERMS need to be conducted. This was to ensure the PEREHM Model 

viability in solving the issues regarding incomplete e-records metadata reported can be validated. 

However, the process of validating cannot be tested in the actual ERMS system. This was because the 

issues on receiving permission for existing ERMS scripting modification have become unethical. 

This was where the simulation system was needed to test the entire elements contain in the PEREHM 

Model (Bunawan, Nordin & Haron, 2015). Due to this development, several types of programming 

language scripting have been reviewed. Through the reviews, the PHP Hypertext Preprocessor 

scripting has shown the common scripting used in simulating the ERMS functionality (Gonzales & 

Casquejo, 2013) Thus, the PHP scripting has also enabled the developed system to be accessed 

through the web. By presenting the prototype through web, this can ease the process of the testing. 
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This was because the real user can easily test the prototype without having any limitation on the 

system functionality and accessed in validating the PEREHM Model viability.  

 

Literature Review 
 

Currently, the creation of electronic records (e-records) has extremely evolved (Peters & Buntrock, 

2014; Yaacob & Sabai, 2011). This evolvement has given an impact towards the management of e-

records. This impact can be seen through several issues occurrences regarding ERMS functionality 

(Chasse, 2015). According to Iwhiwhu (2010), the ERMS can preserve the security, integrity and 

authenticity of record for the purpose of permanent preservation.  There were various types of ERMS 

available to be used as e-records management system. These includes the TRIM Context Software 

(Talbot, 2013), Generic Office Environment (Hussin & Saman, 2015) and also IBM FileNet (Paknad, 

Raynaud-Richard, & Pogodin, 2014). However, towards changes on the technology, the demands 

from user to suite current technology management on ERMS have increase (Simon, 2014). This 

increasing demand was to ensure current issues on the management of e-records can be solved 

properly. This was because the changes on the technology lead to the changes on management on e-

records as well. This is where the issues and challenges in managing the e-records have rapidly 

increased (Bunawan & Nordin, 2015; Asogwa & Ezema, 2012). Part of the issues that have been 

discussed by the scholar is on the e-record event history metadata (Niu, 2013).  

 

On top of that, the number of system application that simulates the ERMS functionality has 

increased. This has been proven by Miah & Samsudin (2016) who stated that many universities have 

used their own specific software as an effective mechanism in handling the academic records. This is 

because the users have their own preferable software in handling the e-records within their life cycle. 

By simulating the ERMS functionality, the purpose of handling daily business transaction activity on 

e-records can be managed nearly to the actual ERMS behavior and functionality. This has also can 

eliminate the issues regarding misused or misconduct the actual ERMS for specific purposes or 

means in testing new research ideas. Thus, this is also supported by Idowu & Bari (2012) which 

stated that simulation system is to act as decision support for the real system, understand and 

estimate how future changes in the real system can affect the current system with its new change.  

 

Moreover, Nahas & Maaita (2012) stated that the selection of suitable programming language has 

become the major factor in the development of system. According to Haverbeke (2014), a good 

programming language can help the programmer to talk about the action that computer has to 

perform. These have shown that in developing the simulation system, the appropriate selection of 

programming scripting was important. However, by selecting inappropriate programming language 

scripting, this can affect a developed system if it was not compatible to be used. This is where the 

PHP scripting programming language has been selected for the prototype simulation.  

 

Overall, the PHP scripting is an open source that widely used (Paudel, 2016) and multipurpose 

scripting language for web application development (Hosek at el. 2012). According to Padmanabhan 

(2013), the PHP was installed on more than 20 million Web sites and 1 million Web servers. This has 

shown that the PHP is most preferable tool to be used in developing any dedicated system. Through 

this explanation, this has shown that the selection of PHP scripting in simulating the ERMS for 

PEREHM Model validation process has adequately justified. 

 

Methodology 
 

In this paper, a systematic review technique is adopted. According to Wang et al. (2016), the 

systematic review technique can provide a comprehensive coverage and analysis of related literature. 

Moreover, the study conduct by Ahali (2016) shows that a systematic review technique help to 

search, appraise and synthesize available literature to satisfy the aim of the study. Additionally, this 

followed by Hessels and Larson (2016) which explain that the systematic review is required to 

summarize their research evidence, thereby accelerating the translation of evidence into practice and 

guiding future research as appropriate. Overall, these have shown that the systematic review 

technique is widely adopted as the structured technique to be used in gathering information and 
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evidence for supporting constructive research ideas. Thus, this is where the technique has been 

adopted to present the main ideas of this paper. 

 

Result 
 

As presented in the literature, the selection of PHP as a tool in developing the ERMS simulation is 

justified. By using the PHP, the entire element of PEREHM Model has been validated adequately 

(Bunawan et al, 2015). Therefore, the next table is tabulated to present the motivations factors on the 

selection of PHP as a tool in developing the ERMS simulation. 

 

Table 1: PHP Selection Motivation Factor 

No. PHP Selection Factor 

1. Common Scripting Used 

2. Access Available Through Web 

3. Support Any Business Activities 

4. Ease to Update 

5. Ease to Program 

6. Ease Real Testing Process 

7. Over Million Users 

 

 

Based on Table 1 above, this has shown that there are Seven (7) factor of selecting the PHP for 

simulating the ERMS. These includes a common scripting used, access available through web, 

support any business activities, ease to update, ease to program, ease real testing process and has been 

applied over million users throughout the world. These are the seven factors that has been synthesized 

through the entire literature gathered in terms of the selection of PHP.  

 

Conclusion  
 

As a conclusion, the seven motivation factor that being described in the result section is firmly 

justified by the scholars. These factors can also be used as a reason for other domain research in 

justifying the selection of PHP as the tool for testing any developed model. As being proven 

workable to adequately validate the PEREHM Model, the PHP is recommended to be used in other 

field of research.   
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Value, attitude, and intention to quit as an entrepreneur: 

An empirical study on Indonesian youth 
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Abstract 

Youth entrepreneur is one nation strategy to develop its economic and social development.  Extensive 

research has been conducted to examine student's intention to become entrepreneur. Specifically, a great 

deal of research on entrepreneurship have been conducted to explore and predict various factors that 

influence youth intention to become an entrepreneur. However, limited research has been examined to 

understand youth intention to quit as entrepreneur, especially in Indonesian youth context. Young 

entrepreneur have inherent characteristics such as lack of experience, skill, and some of them are 

mentally not stable in working such as easy to change their jobs. Therefore, understanding intention to 

quit among youth entrepreneur may contribute not only in entrepreneurship literature but also support 

Indonesian government, academicians, and entrepreneurs themselves in understanding and creating ways 

to make young entrepreneurs sustain in entrepreneurship. Thus, this study aims to predict the relationship 

between personal values and intention to quit as entrepreneur with attitude toward entrepreneurship as a 

mediating variable in the context of young entrepeneur in Indonesia. Respondents were 150 students 

which collected from a private university in Tangerang, Indonesia. Respondents were collected by using 

purposive sampling technique. Structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to analyze the data. Results 

indicate that the relationships between personal values (i.e., instrumental and terminal values) and attitude 

are not significant, but attitude has significant impact toward intention to quit as entrepreneur. This paper 

provides an analysis of the data, a discussion of the findings and the directions for future research.  

 

Keywords: values, attitude, intention to quit, entrepreneur 

 

 

Introduction 
  

Youth is one key element in a nation. Understanding youth and all things related to youth is important 

since youth will become leaders of a nation in future. Entrepreneurship is one activity is that attract to 

young people. Specifically, studies show that the main attraction for young people to become 

entrepreneurs is self-employment that has the potential to create jobs, significant financial rewards, 

prestige, and others. Many studies have been conducted in predicting and understanding the intentions of 

youth to become an entrepreneur (e.g. Ozaralli & Rivenburg 2016; Dogan, 2015; Hattab, 2014; Kuttim et 

al., 2014; Peng et al., 2012; Campo, 2011; Turker & Selcuk, 2008; Van Gelderen et al., 2008). On the 

other hand, young people have characteristics that may hamper them in becoming sustainable 

entrepreneur that not easily give up in their entrepreneurship. Temptation to work with established 

companies and having consistent and stable income are two main factors that may influence their 

intention to quit as entrepreneurs.   

 

Intention to leave or quit is a condition when a person not feel comfortable and enjoy with their jobs or 

works. Intention to quit may happen to entrepreneurs when those entrepreneurs have difficulties and 

problems with their business. Especially for young entrepreneurs, intention to quit as an entrepreneur is 

one thing that they can easily considered as one way solution when young entrepreneurs are having 

encountered with problems. Many researches have been conducted in understanding intention to leave in 

the context of organization and companies (e.g. De Hoer, Giacomin, & Janssen, 2016; Rizwan, 2014; 

Masum et al., 2010; Saungweme & Gwandure, 2011). Furthermore, research in entrepreneurship also 

shows that intention to leave is one important topic (e.g. Forster-Holt, 2013; Zhu, Burmeister-Lamp, & 
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Hsu, DeTienne, 2010; Justo & DeTienne, 2008), however, it is rarely studied (DeTienne, 2010). 

Moreover, as far as the researcher knowledge, there is no research conducted in predicting of young 

entrepreneur's intention to quit especially in the context of Indonesia. 

 

Young and tough entrepreneurs are especially needed for Indonesia as a developing country. The 

resilience of young entrepreneurs is expected to be able to survive in creating jobs and will have an 

impact on the improvement of the nation's economy. Predicting the intention to quit young entrepreneurs 

in empirical studies is one way to understand the toughness of young entrepreneurs who some of their 

common traits are more unstable and sometimes easier to give up.. Therefore, this paper aims to examine 

the relationship between personal values and intention to quit as entrepreneur with attitude toward 

entrepreneurship as a mediating variable. Personal values will be measured by applying terminal and 

instrumental values as proposed by Rokeach (1973). Terminal values refer to beliefs in achieving ultimate 

goals and instrumental values represent ways in achieving that end goals. Those instrumental and 

terminal values represent two separate, yet functionally connected systems (Rokeach, 1973). Thus, both 

types of these values affect people behavior in their daily life. However, few researches have been 

conducted to understand instrumental and terminal values of entrepreneurs (e.g. Jakubczak, 2016; Uy, 

2011). Furthermore, as far as the researcher knowledge, there is no study that focuses on applying these 

two types of personal values in predicting youth intention to quit as an entrepreneur in Indonesian 

context. Based on the explanation before, the research questions of this paper can be stated as follows: 

 

RQ1 : Is there a positive relationship between terminal values and attitude toward entrepreneurship? 

RQ2 : Is there a positive relationship between instrumental values and attitude toward entrepreneurship? 

RQ3   : Is there a negative relationship between attitude toward entrepreneurship and intention to quit as 

entrepreneur?       

 

 

Literature review 
 

Entrepreneurial Intention 
 

Intention is a motivation to engage the behavior in the future (Blackwell, Miniard, & Engel, 2006).  This 

motivation is the main antecedent variable in explaining people behavior. Several main attitude theories 

such as  theory of reasoned action, planned behavior theory, and the theory of trying  put intention as the 

main antecedent variable that influence behavior. Related with entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial intention 

is defined as the intention to start a new business (Van Gelderen et al., 2008; Pilis & Reardon, 2007). 

 

Entrepreneurial intention is one dependent variable that has received great attention by many scholars. 

Youth entreprenurial intention is important since youth are potential driver of economic development of a 

nation. Moreover, many researchers also focus in understanding youth entrepreneurial  intention (e.g. 

Ozaralli & Rivenburg 2016; Dogan, 2015; Kuttim et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2012; Turker & Selcuk, 2008; 

Pilis & Reardon, 2007). Youth entreprenurial intention is important since youth are potential driver of 

economic development of a nation. 

 

One phenomenon in working environment is the intention quit of the employee. Intention to quit is 

defined as individual’s decision to stop working a company or organization (Aziz & Ramli, 2010). 

Intention to quit can be applied in entrepreneurship area. Specifically, start-up entrepreneurs or 

businessmen with long experience, or young or old entrepreneur may face the possibility of quitting from 

entrepreneurship. There are several factors of entrepreneurial exit such as family matter (e.g. DeTienne & 

Wennberg, 2014), personal characteristics (e.g. Justo & DeTienne, 2008; Stam, Thurik, & van der Zwan, 

2008), institutional environment (e.g. Stam et al., 2008), and others. 
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People intention can be influenced by many factor. Attitude theories such as the theory of planned 

behavior (Ajzen, 1988) and the theory of trying (Bagozzi)  shows that two main antecedent variables of 

people intention are attitude and subjective norm. This research applied the value-attitude-behavior 

hierarchy that was developed by Homer and Kahle (1988). In other words, this hierarchy shows that 

personal values influence people behavior indirectly through attitude.  

 

Attitude 

 
An attitude is defined as a learned predisposition to behave in a consistently favorable or unfavorable way 

toward a given object (Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015, p.172). Attitude is considered as one main variable 

in explaining people variable in which attitude can be divided into three dimensions: cognitive (i.e., 

belief), affective (i.e., feel), and conative (i.e., intention). 

 

Attitudes can be explained into two main types in people behavior perspectives (Blackwell et al., 2006). 

The first type is attitude toward the object (Ao). Ao represents a consumers’ evaluation toward objects 

such as products, brands, or services. The second type is attitude toward the behavior (Ab). It represents 

an evaluation of performing a particular behavior such as buying or doing something. As Ab focus on 

performing behavior, then it can be stated that Ab is related strongly to behavioral intention (Blackwell et 

al., 2006). Thus, this research applied the concept of Ab in predicting people intention. 

 

Values  
 

Personal values are one significant variable in explaining people attitude and behavior. Value refers to a 

desirable trans-situational goal which varying in importance and its serves as a guiding people principle 

in life (Schwartz, 1992). Specifically, values influence many aspects in human lives and it represents 

what are important to our lives (Bardi & Schwartz, 2003). 

 

Entrepreneurship research show that one important variable that influence entrepreneurs’ behavior is their 

personal values (e.g. Malovics et al., 2015; Rohani, Kamariddun, Yahya, & Sanidas., 2015; Nguyen & 

Nguyen, 2008; Halis, Ozsabunouglu, & Ozsagir 2007; Hemingway 2005; Lindsay, Jordaan, & Lindsay, 

2005). However, those studies applied personal values in general. Rokeach (1973), on the other hand, 

suggested that personal values can be divided into 2 types: instrumental values and terminal values. 

Terminal values refer to a condition that is ideal or desired end goals. On the other hand, instrumental 

value is an ideal way of behaving in order to achieve terminal values. Those  instrumental and terminal 

values represent two separate, yet functionally connected systems (Rokeach, 1973). Thus, both types of 

these values affect people behavior in their daily life.  

 

This research developed a model that picture the relationship between personal values (that is, 

instrumental and terminal values) and attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur. It is predicted that there 

will be a positive relationship between these two types of values toward attitude toward becoming an 

entrepreneur. As attitude theories show that the stronger the attitude of a person then the stronger the  

intention to perform a behavior. Since this research focus on intention to quit as an entrepreneur, this 

negative relationship between attitude and intention to quit is predicted. 
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Research model and hypotheses 
 
 

 

                                                H1 

                                                                                                                      H3 

                                           

                                                   H2 

Source: developed for this research (2017) 

 

Hypotheses: 

H1: Instrumental values will be positively related to attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur. 

H2: Terminal values will be positively related to attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur. 

H3: Attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur will be negatively related to intention to quit as an 

entrepreneur. 

 

 

Research method 
 

Sample and  sampling design  
 

The target population covered in this research was undergraduate students who are small and medium 

business entrepreneurs and live in Jakarta and Tangerang. The sample size of 150 was set for this 

research. This research applied purposive sampling. In particular, only students who has his own business 

within the past 1 year period can be a respondent of this study. 

Survey  
 

Data were collected a self-administrated questionnaire and was collected in one month period. The 

questionnaires were delivered to respondents by the researcher and research assistants. This method was 

chosen because this method gives flexibility time for respondents in answering the questionnaire. To 

appreciate respondents' time, a pen was given to respondents in order to appreciate their participation this 

research. 

 

Measures and the goodness of measures  
 

This study applied multi-item scales that were adapted from previous studies to measure constructs in this 

research model. Five-point Likert scale was used to measure all items in the questionnaire. All constructs’ 

indicators were adapted from Sihombing et al (2016), Ariff et al. (2010), and Linan and Chen (2000). The 

goodness of measures was tested through reliability and validity analysis. analysis (Sekaran & Bougie, 

2013). Sekaran and Bougie (2013) pointed out that reliability analysis is making sure that the instrument 

is consistently measure the concept that is measured. This analysis apply the examinations of Cronbach‘s 

Coefficient Alpha and item-to-total correlations (Churchill, 1979). After having done with reliability 

checking, validity analysis is conducted to assess how well the instrument measures the particular concept 

(Sekaran & Bougie, 2013). Construct validity is applied in this research through the assessment of 

convergent and discriminant validity. Discriminant validity of the applied constructs was tested by 

assessing correlations between constructs (Bagozzi et al., 1991). Specifically, discriminant validity was 

achieved when the factor correlations were significantly different from one. 

 

 

 

 

Instrumental 

values 

Terminal values 

Attitude toward 

becoming an 

entrepreneur 

Intention to quit 

as an entrepreneur 
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Analysis Data 
 

After the research data was examined to confirm that the data are realible and valid, then a structural 

equation modeling (SEM) was used to test the relationship between constructs. SEM predicts the 

relationships among the latent variables and encompasses two components: a measurement model and a 

structural model (Schreiber et al., 2006). 

 

Results and discussion 
 

Respondents profile 

 
A total of 120 questionnaires were returned out of 150 distributed. Eight questionnaires were eliminated 

due to incomplete questionnaire. Hence, 112 usable questionnaires were obtained, yielding a response 

rate of 74.6%. The profile of the sample reveals that male constituted about 55 per cent of the sample. 

Those between 18-20 years old represent 70.5% of the sample, and most of them (78.6%) have 

experience as entrepreneurs for about 1 year. 

 

Descriptive statistics, reliability, and validity 
 

The means, standard deviations, and correlations for terminal values, instrumental values, attitude, and 

intention to quit are shown in Table 1. The table also shows a positive relationship at 0.01 has been found 

among personal values, attitude, and intention. However, no significant relationship has been found 

between religious values and attitude, and religious values and intention. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations 
 

Variables                       Mean     Std.              1             2      3               4                                                                     

Deviation 

  
1. Terminal Values           4.594     0.522             1 

2. Instrumental Values     4.455     0.547         0.529**          1     

3. Attitude              4.096     0.744         0.139          0.205*            1 

4. Intention to quit            1.604     0.708         -0.416**    -0.285**    -0.379**      1 

     

Note: n = 112; **correlation is significant at the 0.01 level, * correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

 
 

Before testing the hypotheses, the goodness of measures was established through reliability and validity 

analysis (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013). Sekaran and Bougie (2013) pointed out that reliability analysis is 

making sure that the instrument is consistently measure the concept that is measured. This analysis 

applied the examinations of Cronbach‘s Coefficient Alpha and item-to-total correlations (Churchill, 

1979) as shown in Table 2. Two items of the research questionnaire (one from instrumental values and 

one from attitude) were excluded because the item-to-total correlation was below 0.4. 
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Table 2. Cronbach Alpha and item-to-total correlation 
 

Indicator(s)                     Cronbach’s Alpha  Item-to-total correlation 

 

Terminal Values                 0.840 

- Success is the purpose of my life (TV1)      0.559 

- Being an honest person is the purpose of my life (TV2)    0.612 

- I want to obtain the happiness of life (TV3)      0.702 

- Being responsible is my purpose in life(TV4)     0.657 

- I want to have a good future (TV5)        0.707 

 

Instrumental Values    0.712 

- Honesty helps me to obtain my goal (IV1)      0.443 

- Hard work is the key to achieving my goals (IV2)     0.571 

- To achieve my purpose in life, success is one way to achieve    0.422 

that goal (IV4) 

- Work with diligently is my way to achieve my life     0.593 

purpose (IV5) 

 

Attitude      0.830 

In my opinion, being an entrepreneur is: 

- Very unpleasant- very pleasant (Att2)      0.535 

- Very unwise-very wise (Att3)       0.596 

- Very negative – very positive (Att4)      0.772 

- Very bad – very good (Att5)       0.736 

 

Intention to quit     0.827 

- I intend to quit becoming an entrepreneur within the     0.621 

next 1 year (Int1) 

- I plan to no longer be an entrepreneur in the next 1 year (Int2)    0.755 

- I will try to quit becoming an entrepreneur within 1 year (Int3)    0.738 

 

 

 

Validity analysis refers to how well the instrument measures the particular concept (Sekaran & Bougie, 

2013). Construct validity is applied in this research through the assessment of convergent and 

discriminant validity. Discriminant validity of the applied constructs was tested by assessing correlations 

between constructs (Bagozzi & Yi, 1991). Specifically, discriminant validity was achieved when the 

factor correlations were significantly different from one. Table 1 above shows a coefficient correlations 

among constructs are different from one indicated discriminant validity was achieved. On the other hand, 

Hill and Hughes (2007) stated that convergent validity was assessed by applying exploratory factor 

analysis (Table 3). Table 3 shows that the factor loadings are statistically significant indicated that 

convergent validity was achieved.  
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Table 3. Exploratory Factor Analysis 

 

                             1               2                 3                 4  

TV2                   0.769 

TV3                   0.703 

TV4                   0.873 

TV5                   0.731 

IV2                                                                           0.618 

IV4                                                                           0.766 

IV5                                                                           0.702 

Att2                                  0.644 

Att3                                  0.730 

Att4                                  0.900 

Att5                                  0.895 

Int1                                                      0.687 

Int2                                                      0.883 

Int3                                                      0.892 

 

 

Structural Equation Modeling 
 

Structural equation modelling was applied to validate the proposed model (Figure 1). The structural 

equation analysis was conducted in two main steps: the estimation of the measuring model (Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis, CFA) and the estimation of the structural model. The measurement model focuses on the 

link between factors and their measured variables. Furthermore, the relationship between the constructs 

was assessed in the structural model. 

 

CFA using maximum likelihood method was performed to assess the measurement model (Table 4). The 

results show a marginal-fit model (GFI = 0.784, CFI = 0.867, RMR = 0.055, CMIN/DF= 1.781). Table 5 

shows the parameter estimated for structural paths. The results indicated that estimates for a set of 

recommended indices (GFI = 0.780, CFI = 0.864, RMR = 0.060, CMIN/DF= 1.794) were in the range of 

accepted threshold. It can be stated that the proposed model has an acceptable fit. 

 

Table 4. Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

 

Path                                     Standardized Regression          CR 

                                                         Weight 

Goodness of Fit 

TV2    � Terminal Values                    0.571 

TV3    � TerminalValues                     0.805                             5.871 

TV4    � Terminal Values                    0.673                             6.703 

TV5    � Terminal Values                    0.855                             5.990 

IV2     � InstrumentalValues                0.745                              

IV4     � Instrumental Values               0.504                             4.509 

IV5     � Instrumental Values               0.737                             5.906 

Att2 � Attitude                                     0.563                              

Att3 � Attitude                                     0.616                             5.237 

Att4 � Attitude                                     0.926                             6.508 

Att5 � Attitude                                     0.859                             6.438 

Int1 � Intention                                     0.667                              

Int2 � Intention                                     0.927                             7.701 

Int3 � Intention                                     0.822                             7.560 

 

CMIN/DF = 1.563 

GFI           = 0.885 

CFI           = 0.944 

RMSEA   = 0.071 
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Table 5 shows that all path estimates were found not to be statistically significant except the path between 

attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur and intention to quit (H3). Those two hypotheses that are not 

significant are the relationship between terminal values and attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur 

(H1) and the relationship between instrumental values and attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur (H2).  

 

Table 5. Parameter Estimates for Structural Paths 

 

Hypo 

-theses Path Standardized CR Absolute fit 

   Regression Weight    

        

H1 ATT <-- TV 0.065 0.360 

CMIN/DF = 1.827 

GFI = 0.865 

H2 ATT <-- IV 0.111 0.582 CFI = 0.915 

H3 INT <-- ATT              -0.295           -2.637 RMSEA = 0.086 

     

 

Note 

TV    : Terminal values   

IV     : Instrumental values 

INT  : Intention to quit 

ATT : Attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur 

 

 

Discussion   
 

Personal values are our beliefs or principles that will direct us in understanding what is meaningful and 

important to us. Rokeach (1973) divided personal values into two types of values: terminal and 

instrumental values. Terminal values refer to beliefs that are ultimate things to achieve such as happiness 

and success in life. On the other hand, instrumental values are beliefs as modes of conduct to achieve 

ultimate things in life such as hard-working and honest. In this research, the two types of personal values 

are having no significant relationship with attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur. 

 

The insignificant relationship between personal values (terminal and instrumental values) with attitude 

toward becoming an entrepreneur can be explained as follows. This research applied student samples in 

understanding their intention to quit as an entrepreneur. Several research shows that many young people 

have embraced personal values such as individualism (Jang, 2015; Sihombing, 2014; Sun & Wang, 

2010), materialism (Jang, 2015), freedom, and others. These values such as individualism and 

materialism are across many countries as influenced by western culture and spread through globalization 

and technology. In other words, it can be stated that the personal value of the young today is not focused 

on their ultimate goals in life such as happiness, success, responsible people, honest people, and a good 

future. Yet, young people focus on their own personal values such as individualism and materialism as 

stated earlier. 

 

This research confirms the negative relationship between attitude toward becoming an entrepreneurs and 

intention to quit as an entrepreneur. This result of the relationship between attitude and intention is 

consistent with previous findings (Rahab & Wahyuni 2013; Ibragimova et al. 2012; Kuang et al. 2012; 

Cai & Shannon 2011; Teh & Yong 2011; Teh et al. 2011;  Zhang 2011; Bock et al. 2010; Chen et al. 

2009; Lin 2007; Wu and Li 2007; Lin & Lee 2004). Thus, it can be stated from the research results that 

respondents in this research (i.e., youth entrepreneurs) have positive attitude toward becoming an 
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entrepreneur (mean = 4.096) and they have no intention to quit as an entrepreneur (mean = 1.604). The 

result can be interpreted that the more they have positive attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur, the 

less their intention to quit as an entrepreneur. This result was delighted since it is hoped youth 

entrepreneur is can be tough and sustain in their job as entrepreneur. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

This research is motivated by a need to understand the relationship between personal values and attitude 

toward becoming an entrepreneur, and the relationship between attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur 

and intention to quit as an entrepreneur. Entrepreneur’s supports, especially young entrepreneurs, will no 

doubt have a positive impact on the nation's economy. However, young entrepreneurs need to continue to 

be given attention, nurtured, and supported by the government and the society so that they become a 

formidable businessman who can create jobs for many people and a positive impact on the environment, 

society, and nation. 

 

We believe our study adds to the understanding of the determinants of intention to quit among youth 

entrepreneurs. Specifically, this research found that personal values (i.e., terminal and instrumental 

values) have no significant relationship with young entrepreneur’s attitude but their positive attitude 

toward being entrepreneur has negative significant relationship with their intention to quit as 

entrepreneur. Understanding entrepreneurship, especially knowledge of factors that explain 

entrepreneurial intention to quit are indispensable for practical and theory matter. 

 

 

Limitations and Recommendation for Further Research 
 

The main objectives of this study are to predict the relationship between personal values (i.e. terminal and 

instrumental values) and attitude toward becoming an entrepreneur, and the relationship between attitude 

toward becoming an entrepreneur and intention to quit as an entrepreneur. There are two main limitations 

of this study. First, this research applied students who are young entrepreneurs as research respondents. 

Specifically, this research tests the fit of the model within a single university in Indonesia. Thus, the 

results of this study were limited to this sample. Furthermore, generalization cannot be made to 

Indonesian youth. In relating with this, further research should attempt to replicate this research to a wide 

array of settings and populations.  

 

Second, this research applied cross-sectional survey data to test the hypotheses. On the other hand, cross-

sectional survey data reflects that respondents are recorded only one time. Therefore, the results only 

infer the temporal relationship between variables and not the causality among variables. Thus, it is 

recommended that future studies utilize a longitudinal study. 
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Abstract  
 

The Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a vital piece of system plans and the nature of framework 

relies on upon how it is spoken to and utilized by clients. The colossal measure of consideration has been 

paid to better plans of HCI. The new bearing of research is to supplant normal customary strategies for 

connection with intelligent, versatile, multimodal, and common strategies. The surrounding insight or 

pervasive registering which is known as the Third Wave is attempting to implant the innovation into the 

earth so to make it more common and imperceptible at the same time. The virtual reality systems are 

additionally an advancing field of HCI which can be the normal interface without bounds. This paper 

endeavors to analyze and study on multiple aspects of HCI based on a survey. 
 

Keywords: HCI and Interdisciplinary Overlapping Fields, Organizational and Environmental Factors, 

Constraints.   

 

Introduction 

 

The HCI is a study that deals with how the human interact with the computer and how in turn of the 

human interaction computer are or not develop any interaction with the human [9]. HCI “is recognized as 

an interdisciplinary subject” [1]. Current study highlights Pervasive Computing change faces, learning 

cultures, structures, communications, intellectual properties, information securities, data presentations 

and web dis-plays to make attraction for human interaction [8]. There is a big clash between the health 

issues as well as the use and safety of the computers. Many researches indicate that computers developers 

do not focus much on the safe use of the computers. The computer developers do not put more focus on 

the ease of use but focusing on the new and eye capturing function into the computer. It is a very common 

research area and it deals with the computer technology and large focus on the computer interface and 

user. It usually refers to the use of machine in such a way that it becomes very helpful and very 

supportive for the success of the human being as well as incorporation of new designs which are easy to 

use and not harmful for the human being as well. There are three parts with which HCI deals, these three 

parts can be considered as a triangle as all are interconnected with each other and are very important; (i) 

                                                           
1
 First Author 

2
 Corresponding Author 
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user, (ii) computers, and (iii) interaction between user and computer. The overlapping between HCI and 

figure related interdisciplinary fields is shown in Figure 1

The user involves the group or bunch of people suing the computer and will use the computer in the 

future. This category is very important and the people using the computer are tend

group when we talk about the safety issue related to the computer. The national and cultural differences 

of user are also very important and playing very important role. 

 

The computers include any technology ranging from simple 

includes the VCR, DVD CD player. It includes the direct technology which a human is interacting every 

day and obviously not limited to simple desktop computer.

 

A human mind cannot work just like a computer and a compu

there is a great difference between both of them but the matter of discussion here is that both computer 

and human in interacting with each other in a best way.

 

The HCI may be very helpful but there are many di

losing real experiences as well do not try to use his own senses but relying more on a machine. This 

scenario is not healthy and we are becoming slaves of the technology. This paper present result of a 

survey conducted for highlighting the importance of HCI in human life and its consequences.

 

The paper is organized as follows; in section 2 we present literature review, section 3 describes 

methodologies and in section 4 we present the finding and recommenda

survey. Finally, in section 5 we present our conclusion.

Literature Review 

In development of any usable system, user involvement is very important and is a widely accepted 

principle. The study focuses on the nature of the use

The research not only focus on the advantages of user involvement but also focus on the early activities 

of any development process. Studies and researches suggest that user involvement usually have posit

impacts like it becomes easy to satisfy a customer. It is also effective mean of information capture while 

talking the user as a source of primary information. But the important thing which should be kept under 

consideration is the role of the user. Th

user, (ii) computers, and (iii) interaction between user and computer. The overlapping between HCI and 

ed interdisciplinary fields is shown in Figure 1 

 
 

 

The user involves the group or bunch of people suing the computer and will use the computer in the 

future. This category is very important and the people using the computer are tend to be most vulnerable 

group when we talk about the safety issue related to the computer. The national and cultural differences 

of user are also very important and playing very important role.  

The computers include any technology ranging from simple computer to portable computer it also 

includes the VCR, DVD CD player. It includes the direct technology which a human is interacting every 

day and obviously not limited to simple desktop computer. 

A human mind cannot work just like a computer and a computer cannot operate just like a human body so 

there is a great difference between both of them but the matter of discussion here is that both computer 

and human in interacting with each other in a best way. 

The HCI may be very helpful but there are many disadvantages of the interaction and human being are 

losing real experiences as well do not try to use his own senses but relying more on a machine. This 

scenario is not healthy and we are becoming slaves of the technology. This paper present result of a 

vey conducted for highlighting the importance of HCI in human life and its consequences.

The paper is organized as follows; in section 2 we present literature review, section 3 describes 

methodologies and in section 4 we present the finding and recommendations for each question in the 

survey. Finally, in section 5 we present our conclusion. 

In development of any usable system, user involvement is very important and is a widely accepted 

principle. The study focuses on the nature of the user involvement and benefits of the user involvement. 

focus on the advantages of user involvement but also focus on the early activities 

of any development process. Studies and researches suggest that user involvement usually have posit

impacts like it becomes easy to satisfy a customer. It is also effective mean of information capture while 

primary information. But the important thing which should be kept under 

consideration is the role of the user. There is also need to introduce more cost-effective practices [2]. A 

user, (ii) computers, and (iii) interaction between user and computer. The overlapping between HCI and 

The user involves the group or bunch of people suing the computer and will use the computer in the 

to be most vulnerable 

group when we talk about the safety issue related to the computer. The national and cultural differences 

computer to portable computer it also 

includes the VCR, DVD CD player. It includes the direct technology which a human is interacting every 

ter cannot operate just like a human body so 

there is a great difference between both of them but the matter of discussion here is that both computer 

sadvantages of the interaction and human being are 

losing real experiences as well do not try to use his own senses but relying more on a machine. This 

scenario is not healthy and we are becoming slaves of the technology. This paper present result of a 

vey conducted for highlighting the importance of HCI in human life and its consequences. 

The paper is organized as follows; in section 2 we present literature review, section 3 describes 

tions for each question in the 

In development of any usable system, user involvement is very important and is a widely accepted 

r involvement and benefits of the user involvement. 

focus on the advantages of user involvement but also focus on the early activities 

of any development process. Studies and researches suggest that user involvement usually have positive 

impacts like it becomes easy to satisfy a customer. It is also effective mean of information capture while 

primary information. But the important thing which should be kept under 

effective practices [2]. A 
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group of researchers in Information Systems interested in the advancement, usage, and effect of 

information technology and systems in social and organizational settings [6,7]. 

The basic purpose of the paper is to provide a brief overview of the HCI. The brief overview means the 

definition of HCI, benefits of HCI and to determine the recent technology, to find out the future outcomes 

related to this field, the design or architecture system which is used for the design of HCI like multimodal 

and unimodal and finally the use or application of HCI [3]. 

Beyond HCI discuss affective learning as a way to design systems to elicit positive responses from users 

(feeling at ease, being comfortable, enjoying the experience) and topics such as user frustration caused by 

an interface and how interface agents (anthropomorphism) and synthetic characters affect us [4]. Brave 

and Nass also examine the effects of emotions during HCI and how emotions tend to alter attention and 

memory, bias judgment and motivate behavior [5]. 

HCI and usability are core aspects and are very necessary in system development, as very necessary to 

enhance the facilities for the users and satisfaction of the users. HCI will push the users and designers to 

find out the different ways by which HCI can be improved like its graphics, layout font, utility and color 

etc.  by incorporating all these aspects, the system design will be easier to use, more efficient, practically 

visibly and satisfaction of the user will also be increased by this. 

Methodology 

There are many steps that are included in this research process; literature review, artificial intelligence 

questionnaire, data collection, data analysis, and conclusion. 

Data Collection 

The primary and secondary data was collected from different sources. The data collected from both of 

these sources was used in analysis of this research. The secondary data was collected from the various 

sources for example journals, research papers, documentaries etc. After collection of data the analysis 

was performed. A questionnaire was prepared and it was filled by forty respondents. Questionnaire 

contains the questions of all aspects that are considerable in the research process of HCI. The 

questionnaire consists of the questions and scales. These scales are helpful in the analysis that what users 

think about HCI and its consequences. The questionnaire was developed after thoroughly studying the 

secondary data resources in detail.  

The scale that was used for the data collection contains five parameters to measure the answers 

Strongly disagree  

Disagree 

Neutral  

Agree 

Strongly agree 

 
The questions and rating of each question by respondents is presented in Table 1. 
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1. Is your computer convenient to use?

2. Is your computer interface is very easy to use?

3. Is the keypad of your computer is convenient method of 

data input or not? 

4. Do you prefer using laptop over desktop computer for 

your daily task? 

5. Is setting up a wireless connection on computer easy?

6. Is it very difficult to complete the tasks on interface?

7. Do various instructions and 

computer’s screen difficult to understand?

8. Is every task on computer performed in a straightforward 

manner? 

9. Is your system’s speed faster?

10. Have your computer good feedback system?

 

Findings 

The questionnaire paper was filled by the 40 respondents who were randomly selected and could answer 

it accurately and were well aware of the HCI. Here we present the analysis of data collected in form of 

charts followed by the explanation. The PIE

category on the horizontal axis. 

The analysis of the response of Question No. 1; “Is your computer convenient to use?” is shown in Figure 

2. 

Figure 

 

Table 1: Question and feedback 
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Is your computer convenient to use? 18 20 2 

Is your computer interface is very easy to use? 13 23  

Is the keypad of your computer is convenient method of 9 28  

Do you prefer using laptop over desktop computer for 14 15 1 

Is setting up a wireless connection on computer easy? 8 23 2 

Is it very difficult to complete the tasks on interface? 3 10 9 

Do various instructions and commands which appear on 

computer’s screen difficult to understand? 
1 10 12

Is every task on computer performed in a straightforward 4 25  

Is your system’s speed faster? 6 23 3 

Have your computer good feedback system? 5 19 4 

The questionnaire paper was filled by the 40 respondents who were randomly selected and could answer 

it accurately and were well aware of the HCI. Here we present the analysis of data collected in form of 

charts followed by the explanation. The PIE chart is used present the percentage of respondents for each 

The analysis of the response of Question No. 1; “Is your computer convenient to use?” is shown in Figure 
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The questionnaire paper was filled by the 40 respondents who were randomly selected and could answer 

it accurately and were well aware of the HCI. Here we present the analysis of data collected in form of 

chart is used present the percentage of respondents for each 

The analysis of the response of Question No. 1; “Is your computer convenient to use?” is shown in Figure 
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The response shows that 95% of the respondent were agreed and strongly agreed that they are 

conveniently using their computers. This reflects that today’s computer have improved a lot in the HCI 

aspect. 

Analysis of the response of Question 

Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Response of Question No. 2

 
In the light of above analysis of the response, it is concluded that the GUI of application being used are 

very easy and comfortable. There were 90% of the respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed with 

this question statement. 

 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 3; “Is the keypad of your computer convenient method of data 

input or not?” is shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4: 

 
The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that only 22% of the respondent were strongly 

agreed and 70% were agreed that the keyboard is very convenient for data entry into computer. The 

research has greatly emphasized on the ergonomics of the computer usage and keyboards are being 

continually improved to avoid possible finger strains. This aspect of HCI needs or attention to improve. 

 
Analysis of the response of Question No: 4; “Do you prefer using laptop over desk

daily task?” is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4: Response of Question No. 3 
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The response shows that 95% of the respondent were agreed and strongly agreed that they are 

conveniently using their computers. This reflects that today’s computer have improved a lot in the HCI 

No: 2; “Is your computer interface is very easy to use?” is shown in 

In the light of above analysis of the response, it is concluded that the GUI of application being used are 

ere were 90% of the respondents who either agreed or strongly agreed with 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 3; “Is the keypad of your computer convenient method of data 

The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that only 22% of the respondent were strongly 

agreed and 70% were agreed that the keyboard is very convenient for data entry into computer. The 

ed on the ergonomics of the computer usage and keyboards are being 

continually improved to avoid possible finger strains. This aspect of HCI needs or attention to improve.   

top computer for your 
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Figure 5: Response of Question No. 4

The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 72% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above but still reasonable percentage of respondents i.e. 20% strongly disagree and prefer to use 

desktops. So, the desktop will remain in use for fu

 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 5; “Is setting up a wireless connection on computer easy?” is 

shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Response of Question No. 5
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and above but still reasonable percentage of respondents i.e. 23% strongly disagree and lower. The HCI 
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recommended that videos based tutorials should be part of the user manuals.  
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Figure 6: Response of Question No. 5 

The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 77% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above but still reasonable percentage of respondents i.e. 23% strongly disagree and lower. The HCI 

research should address the issue of easy usage of new technologies that are to come in future. It is 

recommended that videos based tutorials should be part of the user manuals.   

Analysis of the response of Question No: 6; “Is it very difficult to complete the tasks on interface?” is 

 

The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 72% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above but still reasonable percentage of respondents i.e. 20% strongly disagree and prefer to use 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 5; “Is setting up a wireless connection on computer easy?” is 

The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 77% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above but still reasonable percentage of respondents i.e. 23% strongly disagree and lower. The HCI 

new technologies that are to come in future. It is 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 6; “Is it very difficult to complete the tasks on interface?” is 
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Figure 7: Response of Question No. 6

 
The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 32% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above in completing the task on the user interface of the application. But, 48% were of the opinion 

that it is not difficult. Therefore, we can conclude that GUIs of the application should provide the 

facilities to complete that tasks on one interface.  

 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 7; “Do various instructions and commands which appear on 

computer’s screen difficult to understand?” is shown in Figure 8.

 

Figure 8: Response of Question No. 7
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on the computer screen should have help feature that could be displayed when mouse is hovered on it. 

 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 8; “Is every task on computer performed in a straightforward 

manner?” is shown in Figure 9. 
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The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 27% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above in understanding the commands and instructions that appear on computer screen. But, 60% 

were of the opinion that it is not difficult to understand. Therefore, we recommend that each that appear 

on the computer screen should have help feature that could be displayed when mouse is hovered on it. 
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Figure 9: Response of Question No. 8

 
The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 72% of the respondent were strongly agreed 

and above in completing that tasks on computer in straightforward manner without

are only 13% who disagree with this aspect.

 

Analysis of the response of Question No: 9; “Is your system’s speed faster?” is shown in Figure 10.

 

Figure 10: Response of Question No. 9

 
The analysis of the data regarding this question 

and above were satisfied with the computer specifications. Hence, it could be concluded that 

organizations and people are continuously updating their computing resources. This is a healthy sign for 

the flourishing the IT industry. 

  

Analysis of the response of Question No: 10; “Have your computer good feedback system?” is shown in 

Figure 11. 
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and above were satisfied with the computer specifications. Hence, it could be concluded that 

organizations and people are continuously updating their computing resources. This is a healthy sign for 
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Figure 11: Response of Question No. 10

 
The analysis of the data regarding this question shows that 60% of the 

and above were satisfied and only 20% did not agree.

Conclusion 

The HCI is in simple words relationship of human mind to the computer and computer’s relation to the 

human. We presented the analysis of a survey conducted to 

interact with the computers. We also presented some recommendations for the researchers in the HCI 

field to further improve some aspects of HCI for layman users.
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Abstract 
 
Currently, the urgent problem of managing the development of socio-economic systems is the search for 

optimal mechanisms and methods for organizing internal resources and potentials with the ability to adapt 

flexibly to a dynamic external environment. Therefore, new methodological approaches are needed to 

evaluate and manage the processes of integrating the potentials of a balanced development of enterprises, 

taking into account the characteristics of external impulses that affect the development of the economic 

system. The aim of the study is to find approaches to improving the management of enterprise 

development through the organization of processes of integration of potentials and their balancing in 

development indicators. 

Keywords: economic potential, balance of potentials, processes of integration of potentials, balanced 

development, management of development of socio-economic systems. 

Introduction 
 
Modern conditions of functioning and development of enterprises are characterized by an increase in the 

dynamism of internal and external factors of various forms of manifestation that determine the ability of 

economic entities to realize the accumulated economic potential. In these conditions, the realization of the 

aggregate potential of the economic system is largely determined by the level of integration of local 

potentials for balanced functioning and development. Such a set of local potentials must take into account 

a set of resources and resources that ensure the achievement of an adaptive dynamic equilibrium of the 

economic system in the face of multidirectional factors of different forms and characteristics (Alabugin, 

2005). 

Inadequate performance of unbalanced development can largely be explained by the inconsistency of the 

capabilities of internal subsystems of the enterprise to prevent multidirectional negative effects of 

external factors. This is reflected, in particular, in the inability of the enterprise to ensure the balance of 

operational processes and to function successfully in a competitive environment. In addition, internal 

imbalances in the integration of internal capacities are not capable of ensuring the sustainability of the 

enterprise's development in the long run and increasing the level of economic potential (Trusova, 2016). 

The need to identify the interrelations and interdependencies of determinants that contribute to or hinder 

the enhancement of the economic potential of an enterprise, it is necessary to investigate the entire system 

of contradictions associated with its functioning. Identifying and determining the level of influence of 

factors-the determinants of contradictions, as well as evaluating their relationship with the results of their 

combined effect, allows forming a mechanism for a balanced development of the enterprise in dynamic 

environmental conditions. For this purpose it is expedient to use the laws and principles of taxonomy. 
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Characteristics of types of contradictions in realizing potentials of balanced 

development of enterprises  

The inherent methodological connection and the conditionality of the contradictions in the realization of 

the potentials of the system make it possible to systematize the types of contradictions according to the 

signs of the closeness of the cause-effect relations (Fig. 1) 

 

Fig. 1: Graphical model of the set of interrelated and interrelated contradictions of the potentials of 

the system 

In the conditions of systematization, it becomes possible to compare the types of contradictions among 

themselves by the similarity (difference) in characteristics. This distinguishes the systematic approach 

from classification, which does not provide a comparison of the identified types of objects 

(contradictions). The variety of types of contradictions in the context of the integration of potentials is 

determined by the large number of directions of integration and its impacts on the balance of enterprise 

development (Dudin, 2015). 

The main system-forming contradictions in the processes of integrating the potentials of a balanced 

development of an enterprise will allow us to systematize the diversity of contradictions and the types of 

problems they determine. The whole set of signs of the contradictions in the development of economic 

systems can be represented in 4 groups, differing in the level of analysis of contradictions (Camelo-

Ordaz, 2015): 

 

1. Theoretical level. 

2. Methodological level. 

3. Methodological level. 

4. Application level. 

 

At these levels, contradictions are determined by determinants based on the need for changes in the 

system and the possibilities of theory, methodology, management methods, and experience in their 

implementation. 

At the theoretical level, such determinants are: 
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- need to define the main complex concept of "integration of the potentials of balanced development"; 

- clarification of the concepts of "integration of potentials" and "development balance"; 

- tightness of the relationship and the impact of quality management of the integration of potentials on the 

balance of development; 

- stabilizing effect of the cyclicality of the processes of integration of potentials on the reduction of 

imbalances in development. 

At the methodological level, the determinants are: 

 

- impact of imbalances of the goals of the supporters of preferential development of individual potentials; 

- impact of the conditions for minimizing imbalances of the goals of the supporters of the primary 

development of individual potentials; 

- influence of conditions for minimizing imbalances of sustainability and efficiency objectives on the 

stability of potential integration processes. 

 

At the methodological level, the following determinants can be identified: 

 

- achievement of positive synergistic effects of integration of potentials; 

- change in the entropy of the synergy of the potential integration processes; 

- flexibility and controllability of processes of potential integration; 

- ensuring the stability of integrating impacts of the integration of development potentials on the 

development balance. 

 

At the application level, the factors-determinants include: 

 

- increasing uncertainty and dynamism of environmental factors; 

- unbalanced development of local potentials of the enterprise; 

- imbalance of integrating and disintegrating influences of the goals, strategies and structures of the 

enterprise related to the realization of its economic potential. 

 

Evaluation of contradictions in integration of enterprise development potentials  

The need to manage the contradictions of the integration of development potentials at the applied level 

implies the formation of a system for managing the integration of potentials in the context of three 

groups: 

 

- operational potential; 

- investment potential; 

- financial potential. 

 

From the point of view of describing the state of the economic system, the operational potential (О) can 

be represented as a characteristic of the functioning and organization of operational business processes, 

expressed in their ability to take the properties necessary for the effective functioning and development of 

the enterprise in changing environmental conditions. At the same time, this group of potentials includes a 

set of local potentials that characterize the level of resource use efficiency in the context of individual 

operational business processes. 

The investment potential (I) of an enterprise is characterized by a demonstrated and potential opportunity 

to carry out investment activities in the conditions of existing organizational and resource constraints. In 

turn, the investment potential also includes a number of local potentials that determine the ability of the 

enterprise to make effective investment decisions, as well as to carry out investment activities with the 

required level of profitability and an acceptable level of investment risk. 
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The financial potential (F) of the enterprise is characterized by the current and potential opportunity to 

provide financing for the operating and investment activiti

financial resources and external opportunities associated with the use of various financial instruments 

capable of achieving the required profitability and business value with an acceptable level of financial 

risk. 

In general, we can distinguish the following types of potential imbalances that characterize 

level of research: 

 

- Corporate contradictions are caused by discrepancy of interests of separate participants and stakeholders 

in relation to business; 

 

- operational contradictions characterize imbalances in the implementation of individual business 

processes that form an added value;

state of the resource base that ensures the implementation of the current activities of the enterprise.

 

Fig. 2: Characteristic of imbalances of integration of enterprise development 

At the same time, the whole set of local potentials and contradictions of the economic system is 

characterized by a high level of entropy caused by existing imbalances in the directions of functioning 

and development of individual business proc
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At the same time, the whole set of local potentials and contradictions of the economic system is 

characterized by a high level of entropy caused by existing imbalances in the directions of functioning 

and development of individual business processes, priorities for using resources, the interests of 

individual participants, the level of reaction of individual enterprise processes to changes in the external 

environment and other factors that determine the direction of movement and development of b

individual local potentials and the entire economic system. 

The most important internal potential of the economic system is the organizational or managerial 

potential, characterized by the ability to purposefully balance the activities of individual pr

the associated potentials to achieve system-wide (corporate) goals. In this case, the necessary 
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where GP is the general (cumulative) economic potential of the system; х1, х2, х3…хn – a set of 

interconnected and interdependent local potentials; f  is a functional describing the interconnection of 

potentials among themselves and parameters of environmental constraints. 

Such a theoretical model should be able to harmonize the potentials in the iterative processes of 

evolutionary development by the criterion of compromise of the goals expressing the interests of the 

proponents of preferential development and expressing the properties of the individual potentials of the 

economic system. To implement such processes, it is necessary to form an integration management 

mechanism (IMM) that improves the quality of management in order to achieve and stabilize the 

sustainability of a balanced development of the enterprise. 

The development balance is achievable in the context of the integration of potentials according to the 

criteria for the positive synergy of the manifestation of potentials. In this case, the task of the 

management system is also to find the optimal compromise and determine the priorities of the current 

functioning and long-term development, which also forms a set of limitations in the choice of the optimal 

control structure for the manifestations of the system potentials. Such initial assumptions of the model 

determine the need to include methods for identifying and implementing a set of potentials in the 

enterprise management system. The variety of potentials determines the importance of improving and 

supplementing the methods of impact management. At the same time, the toolkit for advanced 

investment, transforming management and change management, even with the use of knowledge 

management systems and balanced indicators, is insufficient. 

In modern conditions of spatio-temporal disintegration and scales of integration processes, in the 

development of enterprises, the relevance of the balance of internal subsystems as carriers of 

development potential increases. 

Stability of integration processes in the management mechanism can be achieved by the criterion of 

minimizing the imbalance of the sustainability goals and the effectiveness of the balanced development of 

the enterprise. Currently, the underestimation of the potential for stabilizing the quality of management of 

potential complexes is explained by the lack of a methodology for managing the processes of integration 

of potentials, aimed at balancing the development and stability of the results of integrating the processes, 

resources and interests of various business stakeholders. This implies the improvement of theoretical 

models of convergent dynamics of processes, the development of concepts, principles, indicators and 

methods of managing the processes of integrating the potentials of a balanced development of the 

enterprise (Xingyi Liu, 2016). 

Substantiation of factors, directions and methods of improving the quality of management will help to 

identify strategies and structures that ensure the stability of the processes of integration and the balance of 

development of the enterprise's aggregate potential. The lack of quantitative assessments of stability and 

balance increases the likelihood of risks of economic losses from erroneous management decisions in the 

context of these imbalances. The lack of indicators and criteria for the integration of potentials in 

enterprises reduces the effectiveness of strategies and plans for balanced development. In this regard, it is 

necessary to improve the theory and methods of improving the stability of a balanced development of 

enterprises in terms of the integration of potentials. Forming a mechanism to improve the quality of 

management contributes to improving the organization of processes, the use of resources, as well as the 

interests of various stakeholders of the enterprise, which in turn determines the possibility of achieving 

positive effects of synergies of potentials (Niculiţǎ, L., 2010). 

Research and management of the balance of local potentials from the point of view of managing the total 

potential of the economic system presupposes an assessment of the ability of the enterprise's business 

processes to increase the added value per unit of time, despite the increase in the inertial forces of the 

system and an increase in the total entropy, expressed in increasing aggregate risks. The final assessment 

of the balance of the potentials of the enterprise implies the study of the compliance of their parameters 
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with the established requirements, determined for each group of parameters of the enterprise development 

potentials. 

The manifested result of local potentials can be considered as a point in n-dimensional Euclidean space, 

while the coordinates of the point are the values of the indicators of local potentials over which the 

estimate is made. The standard in this case is the required value of the parameters of the state of 

individual potentials, based on the required characteristics of its quality with respect to any higher-level 

potential (Raffaele Fiocco, 2016). 

By the combination of the correspondence of the parameters of local potentials to the established 

requirements, the evaluation of the potential balance is estimated as: 

            K� = ��1 − x		
� + �1 − x�	
� +⋯+ �1 − x��
�,                              (2) 

 

where хni – a standardized indicator of compliance with the n-th required (normative) indicator of the i-th 

type of development potential. 

,
a

a
X

ni norm

ni
ki =                                                             (3) 

where ani – value of the n-th indicator of the i-th type of development potential, anorm ni – required 

(normative) value of the n-th indicator of the i-th type of potential (Pollack,2016). 

Conclusion 

Achieving the required level of integration of potentials for long-term development of enterprises is one 

of the key tasks of modern research in the management of socio-economic systems, and at the present 

time, integration processes are not sufficiently studied by methods of improving the quality of 

management based on additional functions and quality indicators of their application to achieve stable 

Results of balanced development of the enterprise. At the same time, this approach can be implemented 

on the basis of the formation and management of the integration of balanced development potentials at 

various levels. 

 

At the enterprise level, the result of the assessment of the development potential allows us to determine 

the balance of local potentials, and to identify their compliance with the parameters of the development of 

the enterprise as a whole. In addition, this approach allows us to analyze the current state of the total 

economic potential of the enterprise, and to identify key imbalances that restrain its development. This 

analytical information can serve as a basis for management actions, including the development of 

management regulations to improve the operation of the enterprise and the balancing of its individual 

business processes and regulations. 
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Abstract  
 
Waste management seems to be a wide challenge for cities in developing countries. Resource 
constraints and inefficient institutions inevitably call for labour from the informal sector in this 
activity. We employ the contingent valuation method and a logit model to estimate recyclers’ 
Willingness To Accept (WTA) to participate in recycling household’s waste in Lima (la Victoria 
District). We examine various aspects, including socioeconomics factors, awareness and recycling 
activity.  
The required WTA estimate is 1,355.86 Soles (USD 413.13), higher than both the minimum living  
wage fixed at 750 Soles and the monthly per capita productivity of recyclers, calculated at 986.05 
Soles (USD 300.45), using a market prices method in the latter. The economic value of solid waste  
finance more than 70 percent of the recyclers’ monthly willingness to accept, considering 
recyclers productivity. Although this is a promising outcome, there is a need for further research 
on the effects of education, attitudes, and awareness of solid waste management from both the 
public and private sectors.  
 
Keywords: Waste management, contingent valuation, informal sector, Lima.   
 
 
Introduction 
 
Overview 
 
Municipal waste management in developing countries is characterized by the weak participation of 
the public sector, although it implies a large part of the municipal budget, between 3-15 percent 
according to estimates (Masood and Barlow 2013, Wilson et al., 2012). The presence of resource 
constraints and inefficient institutions imply the role of the informal sector in this management 
(Gutberlet, 2008). In the case of Peru, around 100,000 people work as recyclers, more than 50 
percent of them in Lima Metropolitan (Diaz and Otoma, 2012). Informal sector in waste 
management is characterized by its diversity of practices (waste collection, disposal and resale of 
recyclable products,...) and profiles: recyclers, sellers, micro enterprises, NGOs, communities, etc. 
It is also defined by its low productivity level and the presence of high risks for health by 
emissions of harmful substances impacting workers and their families living near landfills. 
However, the role of the informal sector is essential for the municipal waste management, through 
the interrelations between the public sector and private enterprises in the formal sector. Similarly, 
governments and cities in developing countries have an increasing responsibility to develop an 
integrated and inclusive approach to waste management (Gutberlet, 2008; Sembiring and 
Nitivattananon, 2010). 
 
We employed the contingent valuation method to estimate the recyclers’ perception of Lima (la 
Victoria District) to recycle. We examine various aspects of recyclers’ perception of municipal 
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waste collection, in particular. First, we investigate the factors that can improve participation in 
municipal waste collection, including socioeconomics factors, awareness and recycling activity. 
Then, we analyse average incentive levels, approximated by the willingness to accept (WTA) 
required attracting recyclers’ participation in municipal waste collection and whether incentives 
are appropriate, given the current recyclers’ productivity and municipal waste market price.  
The contributions of this study are twofold. First, few studies include the informal sector in 

contingent valuation approach (Afroz et al., 2009). This study is probably the first to concern 

evidence about recyclers’ perception in Lima about municipal waste. Second, most of studies 

concern evidence for willingness to pay (Damigos et al., 2016; Afroz & Masud, 2011; Akhtar et 

al., 2017; Challcharoenwattana & Pharino, 2016; Ezebilo, 2013; Hazra et al., 2013; Rahji & 

Oloruntoba, 2009) and few concern willingness to accept (Basili et al., 2006; Cho et al. (2015). 

 

Waste Management in Lima and la Victoria District  
 
La Victoria (Lima City) is one of the smallest district of Lima (8.74 km²), but the waste production 

per capita is almost double, compared on average to the other districts (0.976 kilograms<1.94 

kilograms). The commerce and industry generate waste represented by the so-called Gamarra 

Mart, which includes thousands of shops (fruit markets and popular kitchens and restaurants). The 

streets are contaminated by solid waste, affecting hospitals and other places that clearly seek an 

improvement in the quality of life. As presented in Figure 1, the main component of the Municipal 

waste is the organic waste, approximately 45% of the total waste.  

 
 

Fig 1: Main components of the municipal waste in the Coast Region of Peru, 2013. Source: 
6th National Report on Solid Waste of Municipal and No Municipal Management, 2013. 

 
 
Since 2011, the Ministry of the Environment has been implementing a national program called the 
Program for Sorting at the Source and Selective Collection of Solid Waste. According to the 
Ministry (2014), the criterion of a recycling economically efficient implies the collection of waste 
at the source by 100 percent community support of a locality. 
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Methodology 
 
Measuring  
 
The contingent valuation method attempts to measure changes in the welfare of people in money, 

due to an increase or decrease in the quality and / or quantity of a good, this measure in monetary 

units is usually expressed in terms of the maximum amount that a person would pay for a good, 

also known as the Willingness to Pay, or the minimum amount that a person would accept to be 

compensated for not having a good or service, also known as the Willingness to Accept. 

To model willingness levels for tolerating loss, the utility function is defined as follows, 

 

�� = ����, �; 
�� + � 

 

Where j=0 is the initial situation and j=1 represents the changed situation, in this case the 

improvement in the quality of the environment, and y represents the family income, p is the vector 

of prices that individuals face to get their goods and q represents the quantities that individuals 

ultimately consume, ε the error term. 

Hanemann (1984) describes the mathematical behavior equivalent to the willingness to pay, in this 

investigation we represent in a similar way the mathematical behavior for the willingness to 

accept. 

 

Pr���� = Pr [����, �; 
�� + � < ����, � + ��; 
�� + �] 
Pr���� = Pr [����, �; 
�� − ����, � + ��; 
�� < � − �] 

Pr���� = Pr [∆� < � − �] 
Pr���� = Pr [∆� < �] 

Pr���� = � �∆�� 

 

Where �  remains the cumulative distribution function of η which also remains η =� − �, and Pr 

represents the probability of such a situation occurring. It is understood that the payment is an 

amount to receive (Hanemann, 1984), so ��  is positive in the equation, in addition the initial 

situation and the amount received are more useful than the final situation. If the indirect utility 

function is linear we have for the initial situation: 

 

�� = !� + "�� + ��� + � 
 

Finally we observe: 

�� = !� + "� + � 

 

The difference between these two utilities represents the change in well-being: 

 

∆� = �� − �� = !� − !� − "�� + � − � 

!� − !� + � − � = "�� 

! − � = "�� 

�� =
! − �

"
 

 

Where �� represents the disposition to Accept. 

Logit model 
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The participation in recycling is influenced by socioeconomic factors, awareness of recycling 

activity and initial bid amount. These potential determinants are examined by estimating the 

following binomial logit model, 

#$ =
1

1 + &'()
              

where * = "� + "$+$ 

#$  represents the probability of an event occurring given certain variables called +$, the utility of 

the model consists in that *$  as takes infinite values, the probability that the event occurs will be a 

dichotomous variable with a value of one if the respondent states that they do want to accept the 

amount of S /.1200 soles per month to recycle and a value equal to zero if the respondent states 

that he does not want to accept the amount. "� represents the intercept of the model. +$ represents 

a set of explanatory variables of the model, corresponding to the survey questions to recyclers. 

The subscript � refers to the number of variables included in the model (5 exogenous variables). "$ 

represents the set of betas parameters related to each of the explanatory variables, the subscript i in 

this case is related to the explanatory variable that we mentioned in the previous paragraph. The 

coefficients are 6, one for each model variable and one intercept. �$ represents the error of the 

econometric model. Finally, the average productivity of a recycler has been defined using the 

market price method.  

 
Questionnaire design 
 
The questionnaire included five sections. The first and fifth section presented questions about the 

recyclers’ socio-economic characteristics, such as gender or education. The second section 

included questions related to awareness. The third section reported information about willingness 

to accept and the fourth to the recycling activity. 

 
 
Data description 
 

Sample selection 
 
The population analyzed is the total of recyclers working in the La Victoria district, Lima. Due to 

the lack of formal data on the amount of recyclers in the district of La Victoria, a short random 

interview with some recyclers in the La Victoria district was carried out. From this interview it can 

be seen that there are approximately 400 recyclers in this district. This data was corroborated with 

personnel working in the municipality of La Victoria who were not clear about how many 

recyclers are currently working in La Victoria. To make the calculation of the sample of analysis, 

we use the characteristic formula for the calculation of a sample for a finite population of 

individuals, according to the following equation: 

 

, =
- �*.� � 


/.�- − 1� + *. � 

 

 

Where n represents the sample size, Z the Degree of reliability (1,645), p the probability of 

occurrence of the event (0.5), q the probability of non-occurrence of the event (0.5), d the level of 

significance (0.10) and N the size of the total population (400). 

 

Therefore, our total sample represent 58 persons. In addition, a pilot survey was carried out on 20 

recyclers, which were added to the research sample for the purpose of improving the sample size 

and thus moving away from the problems that can present a small sample, because while the 
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samples are larger the estimators have diverse desirable statistical properties. Finally, 78 surveys 

were carried out. 

 
 
 
 
 
Socio-economic characteristics 
 
The population surveyed consisted of among 400 recyclers from La Victoria district aged from 20 

to 82 years old. A questionnaire was administered to 78 individuals. The survey was conducted via 

face-to-face interviews in 2016. 

 

Table 1 summarizes the socio-economic characteristics of the respondents. The target population 

included recyclers. Due to particularity of the recycling activity, mostly occupied by men; the 

sample was composed by 98.7% male and 1.3% female. The respondents’ ages ranged from 20 to 

superior to 71, with the majority (38.5%) between 51 to 60 years old. The education level 

corresponds from basic school completed (29.5%) to high school uncompleted (34.6%).  

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for recyclers’ socio-economic characteristics 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Awareness of and attitudes toward recycling 
 

Characteristics 

 

Number of 

respondents 

Gender 

Female 1(1.3%) 

Male 77(98.7%) 

Age 

20-30 9(11.5%) 

31-40 5(6.4%) 

41-50 12(15.4%) 

51-60 30(38.5%) 

61-70 17(21.8% 

> 71 5(6.4%) 

Education 

High school completed 18(23.1%) 

High school uncompleted 27(34.6%) 

Basic school completed 23(29.5%) 

         Basic school uncompleted 10(12.8%) 
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The respondents were generally concerned about the problem of municipal waste (Table 2), 

according to the mean statement (6). However, the respondents seem not concerned about health 

impact of recycling activity (3). The awareness about environment seems moderate (5). Then, the 

respondents reported the awareness on their activity, comparing to other collectives. The impact 

activity is higher (14), considering other groups (authority (6.2), community (6.8)). Finally, the 

respondents are very concerned to improve their labor situation and occupy a formal job.  

 

 

Table 2: Awareness of the socio-environmental effects of waste management in La Victoria 

district (Lima, Peru) 
 

Variable 

Mean 

(S.E) 

Problematic of urban waste (0=no problem-10= high problem) 6 (2) 

Awareness on waste impact on health (0= no impact-10= high impact) 3(3) 

Awareness about environment (0= no impact-10= high impact) 5(3) 

Awareness of the recycler's activity on environment (0= no impact-20= High impact) 14(2.5) 

Awareness of the authority's activity on environment (0= no impact-20= High impact) 6.2(4.2) 

Awareness of the community's activity on environment (0= no impact-20= High impact 6.8(4.3) 

Willingness to occupy a formal job (0=no; 1=yes)  0.8(0.4) 

 
Results 
 
Factors influencing participation in recycling activity 
 
 
Table 3 summarizes the definitions and descriptive statistics for the explanatory variables.  
 
 

Table 3 Definitions and descriptive statistics for explanatory variables 

Variable 

Definition   Mean (S.D) 

WTA Willingness to accept  1567.3 (1323.4) 

 

DAY WORK 
Number of day worked in a 

week 
6.2 (1) 

DISTANCE Number of kilometers 

covered in a week 
16 (9.1) 

PROD Productivity per Capita  1469.9 (1282.1) 

HEALTH 

Awareness of the health 

effect of Waste Municipal 

Collection (1-10: 1 not at all 

concerned; 10 very 

concerned  
  

0.3 (0.3) 
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The results to estimate the minimum wage for a recycler of the La Victoria district would be 
willing to accept to carry out future activities of recycling, is on average S /. 1,355.86 soles per 
month (Table 4). The econometric model was corrected for heteroskedasticity problems with the 
standard errors and Huber-White (QML) method of covariance.  
On the other hand, the test of significance for the variables is checked with the z-statistic that is 
analogous to Student's t of linear models and has a null hypothesis of non-significance for each of 
the variables, therefore for all variables model can be verified to reject the null hypothesis raised 
in this test, which means that all coefficients of the model are significant, except the intercept 
coefficient, fulfilling the expected results in a model with logistic cumulative distribution. 
Similarly we can evaluate the joint significance of the variables of the models with the statistical 
LR (likelihood ratio) which is also equivalent to the statistical F for linear models and has as null 
hypothesis the joint significance of the estimated coefficients, so we can observing that there is no 
probability to accept this hypothesis, and for this reason the coefficients as a whole are significant 
to explain the behavior of the probability of the event. 
 
The 0.McFadden in parallel with the account 0. are the most suitable indicators to analyze the 
goodness adjustment of the model. We can observe the first value obtained is equal to 0.79 which 
is totally acceptable for these cases , despite not being a relevant data of the model. For the case of 
account 0. we obtained a value of  94.87 and we must take into account that for this value is 
expected a behavior above 60%. This value implies that the model is predicting correctly 94.87% 
of the cases. Therefore we can conclude that the goodness adjustment of the Logit model is 
adequate. 
 
The coefficient associated with the variable WTA indicates the probability of accepting the labor 
supply decreases by 0.507% when the amount earned at least by a recycler increases from  S/. 1 
sol. Additionally, we observe when current productivity of the recycler increases from S/. 1 sol, 
the probability of the recycler accepting the labor proposal decreases by 0.424 percent. When the 
current recycler travels one kilometre more, the probability of accepting the labor supply decreases 
by 39.55 percent.  
The positive sign on the coefficient for the variable DAY WORK indicate recyclers working more 
days are more likely to accept the job offer. Finally, the perception of the health problem is 
positively related with the labor proposal.  
 
 

Table 4: Determinants of participation in recycling activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Productivity of Recyclers 
 

Variable   Parameter estimate z-Stat 

WTA -0.005084 -2.64607 

DAY WORK 3.516134 3.320909 

DISTANCE -0.503327 -2.783587 

PROD -0.004248 -2.276223 

HEALTH -6.039835 -3.154475 

C -3.028436 -0.518837 

McFadden R-squared 0.79     

LR statistic 85.81 

Prob(LR statistic) 0 
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According to the Sixth National Solid Waste Report for the Management of the Municipal and 
Non-Municipal Scope 2013 of MINAM (2014), the composition of urban solid wastes from the 
coast Region, including Lima Metropolitan is shown in figure 1. Table 4 reports only 4 types of 
recyclable materials. 
 
SINIA (2016) in its environmental indicators, reports that in the district of La Victoria in 2013 a 
total of 126,997 tonnes of municipal solid wastes was recorded, that is, if we count the total of 
paper, cardboard, glass and plastic which could have been obtained in that year would have the 
calculation of table 8. We report the economic value of these materials at market prices with the 
prices of 2016, obtained from the survey applied to recyclers for these materials. 
The evidence shows that for a minimum wage equivalent to S / .1,355.86 soles per month, it seems 
a total of S / .16,270.32 soles by year, it would have been possible to cover the annual salary of 
487 recyclers (Table 5). To conclude, we observe that the estimated population registered in 
SIRTOD (2016) for the district of La Vitoria in 2016 concern 169,239 inhabitants, so we estimate 
that each recycler in this group of 488 must attend to 346.8 inhabitants of the district and thus be 
able to cover 100% of the area, collecting solid waste in source of origin, minimizing the use of 
energy, maximizing the use of recyclable materials, improving the working conditions of 
recyclers, generating formal employment, reducing pollution, and of this sustainable development, 
achieving eco-efficient self-financing of eco-efficient recycling. 
 
 

Table 5: Economic value of the material recycled from 2013 (2016 price) 
 

Category of waste Proportion Total Kg Average Price 2016 Economic Value  

Papel 3.79% 4´813,186 S/. 0.36 S/. 1'732,747 

Paperboard 3.26% 4´140,102 S/. 0.25 S/. 1'035,026 

Glass 2.88% 3´657,514 S/. 0.12 S/. 438,902 

Plastic 5.56% 7´061,033 S/. 0.67 S/. 4'730,892 

S7. 7'937,566 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
With the use of a contingent valuation method and a logit model, we have estimated that a recycler 
from the La Victoria district would be willing to accept (WTA) a minimum monthly wage of S / 
.1,355.86 Soles on average. We built an indicator of recycler’s monthly per capita productivity in 
the district of La Victoria by the amount S / .986.05 Soles at market prices. 
 
The economic value of the average recycling activity in the district of La Victoria, estimated at S /. 
7,937,566 Soles, can currently finance up to 72.72 percent of the recycler’s monthly disposition to 
accept recycling glass, paper, plastic and cardboard in 2013 in the La Victoria district, at 2016 
prices. The WTA fixed at a monthly salary of S/. 1,355.86 Soles can finance up to 488 eco-
efficient recyclers. Given that the district of La Victoria currently has an estimated population of 
169,239 inhabitants, each eco-efficient recycler could meet 347 inhabitants’ needs for waste 
management. Under a future scenario of eco-efficient recycling, 100% of workforce could be 
financed by the value obtained from municipal solid waste in the district of La Victoria. 
 
In addition to the willingness to pay method, the present work focused on the WTA can serve as a 
complementary reference for local governments, NGOs and recycling enterprises to maximizing 
the use of recyclable materials, improving the working conditions of recyclers, generating formal 
employment and achieving sustainable development goal self-financing recycling. 
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Abstract 

The article is devoted to testing the analytical potential of free cash flow in macro- and 

microeconomic research on the financial stability of nonfinancial businesses. Using the example of 

Russian companies in the transport industry, it is shown that the possibilities of applying this 

indicator in conditions of an undeveloped financial market are limited. An analysis of available 

information about Russian companies in the industry under study in the Bloomberg Professional 

system revealed that the FCFF to net debt ratio data, which could theoretically be successfully 

applied in monitoring the financial stability of the corporate sector, is not indicative. In particular, 

there are inaccuracies and inadequate information on companies of interest. At the level of individual 

enterprises, the potential for free cash flow in assessing financial stability should be generally 

assessed positively. For this purpose, it was proposed to apply the ratio of the company's value, 

estimated on the basis of the adjusted value of FCFF, and its net debt, which corresponds to the 

concept of assessing the corporate liabilities by Black-Scholes-Merton. It is argued that the accuracy 

of the assessment largely depends on the completeness of the information on the company's 

investment and financial plans, the possibility of their implementation, in turn, is often limited in the 

Russian financial market. 

 

Keywords: free cash flow, free cash flow to firm, financial stability, corporate financial stability. 

 

1 Introduction 

Assessing financial stability of nonfinancial businesses is in demand when justifying a wide range of 

management decisions (Bobyleva and L’vova). Moreover, we are talking about macro- and micro-

levels of analytical problems. In first case, as suggested by I. Fisher (1933, p. 341-343) and later 

argumented by H. Minsky (1992, p. 7-8; 2017), the financial instability of nonfinancial businesses is 

a factor of the financial systems’ fragility, which actualizes monitoring the financial stability of the 

corporate sector. In the second case, the financial stability of the company, which in the most general 

sense is associated with an acceptable low probability of financial insolvency (bankruptcy), is 

analyzed by external analysts as a factor of creditworthiness, investment attractiveness, and payment 

discipline of the counterparty. At the same time, internal analysts are interested in a systematic 

assessment of financial stability in order to justify decisions on the operating, investment and 

financial activities of an economic entity. 

 

The scope of practical application of the commented assessment in the context of microeconomic 

problems is detailed in the classic works of the bankruptcy forecasting school by W. Beaver (1966, 

p. 71), E. Altman (1968, p. 609), J. Wilcox (1970, p. 11), J. Argenti (1976, pp. 16-17), J. Taffler 

(1983, pp. 295-296, 306) and others. 
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It should be noted that the methodology for assessing the financial stability of nonfinancial 

businesses is not unified and requires development (Lvova et al, p. 682). Macroeconomic research on 

this issue is mainly limited to a small set of indicators. The assessment appeals to individual macro 

indicators (including the volume of industrial production, the volume of investments in fixed assets, 

the volume of direct investment) or is based on financial ratios calculated from the aggregate 

financial statements (Financial Soundness Indicators). Particular attention in the context of financial 

stability is paid to the level of the debt burden of the nonfinancial sector (Drehmann and Juselius) 

which is also evaluated on the basis of macro-indicators or using aggregated micro-indicators (Adrian 

et al, p. 30; Donets and Ponomarenko; Donets and Mogilat, Financial Position of the Largest 

Enterprises). 

 

The toolkit, which can be used for microeconomic research of financial stability in this case, is more 

diverse. However, traditional financial ratios are generally used as benchmarks for a variety of 

models. In particular, despite the high importance of cash flows in assessing the financial health of 

enterprises (Beaver; Wilcox; Altman and Hotckiss, p. 110-115) and the priority role of assessing 

solvency in modern insolvency systems (Abramishvili et al, pp. 362-363), preference is given to the 

indicators of the balance sheet and the financial results report. Thus, the analytical value of cash 

flows is somewhat underestimated, which determined the general direction of the study. In this paper, 

we refer to the free cash flow of the firm, analyzing the analytical potential of the indicator in order to 

assess financial stability on the example of Russian transport enterprises. 

 

 Methodology 

At the first stage of the research, the potential of free cash flow on the example of FCFF to net debt 

ratio is tested for macroeconomic analysis of the financial stability. Based on the financial meaning 

of the coefficient, it is assumed that if its average value for the sample is more than one, then the 

analyzed companies in the period under study with a common equal are characterized by financial 

stability. Negative dynamics of the average value of the coefficient, from the position of assessing 

financial stability, is undesirable. 

 

As an example, selected Russian companies specializing in commercial cargo transportation
1
, that 

correlate with the second stage of the study. Initially, the sample included 28 public companies, that 

had information about them for the query of interest are available in the Bloomberg Professional. 

According to the results of the company data analysis, the sample had to be reduced to 17 units, 

because, firstly, the economic activity of individual companies did not correspond to the investigated 

sector; Secondly, even for a three-year period (from 2012 to 2016) for some companies, financial 

reporting data was completely or partially absent; Thirdly, cases of duplication of financial data on 

companies in 2015 and 2016 were noted. 

 

Information on the companies excluded from the sample is presented in tab. 1. 

 

Table 1: The list of the companies excluded from the sample 

 

# Name The reason(s) to 

delete from the 

sample 

Short Description 

1 Molkom Misclassification The Company produces a wide range of dairy 

products. Its products include milk, yogurt, butter, 

cheese and diary desserts. 

2 Aviapark The Company produces general construction works 

for the aviation industry. 

3 UPPO The Company, also known as Ulan-Udenskoe 

Priborostroitelnoe Proizvodstvennoe Obiedinenie, 

manufactures electro technical and electronic 

equipment for aviation. It also offers a variety of 

consumer goods, as well as industrial and 
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# Name The reason(s) to 

delete from the 

sample 

Short Description 

technological products. 

4 Sovfracht No relevant 

financial data 

available 

The Company provides transshipment of oil via ports 

and rails and provides a range of related services. 

5 Koltsovo 

Airport 

The Company operates an airport in the Urals on the 

border of Europe and Asia. The airport offers 

international air passenger transportation services. 

6 Novorossyisk 

Grain Plant 

No relevant 

financial data 

available for 

2014, 2015 

The Company operates a grain terminal and services 

related to grain cargo transshipment. Its infrastructure 

includes railways and roads, transport garages, 

mechanical workshops, power plants, and 

laboratories. Novorossyisk Grain Plant operates in 

Russia. 

7 Passenger Port No relevant 

financial data 

available for 2014 

The Company provides passenger transportation and 

tourism related services. 

8 Yakutia 

Railways 

The data for 2016 

duplicates the 

previous year 

The Company primarily transports coal and metal 

ores. 

9 Vostochny Port The Company is located in the Russian Far East and 

provides mainly coal handling with usage of 

conveyer equipment. It also transports metals, timber, 

ore, chemical cargoes, cement, and other 

commodities. 

10 Kuban Territory 

Agency of Air 

Transport 

Misclassification; 

besides, the data 

for 2016 

duplicates the 

previous year 

The Company provides electronic services for 

customers and travel agencies with ability to access 

flight schedule information, as well as book 

reservation and tickets for airlines. 

11 Transsignalstroy The Company provides automatic control, 

teleautomatics, radio-communications, power supply, 

fire-alarm and protective signaling, and traffic safety 

equipment. 

Source: Bloomberg Professional. 

 

The final list of the analyzed companies is given in tab. 2. 

 

Table 2: The analyzed sample 

 

# Name Short Description 

1 Vanino Commercial 

Sea 

The Company offers shipping port services: loads, unloads and stores 

shipping containers, loads and unloads general cargo and provides 

other related services. 

2 Uralpromaheldortans The Company provides cargo handling and industrial rail 

transportation services. It manages enterprises of power industry, 

building materials manufactures, as well as wholesale and retail trade 

in Russia. 

3 Transstoursevice The Company operates a bus service in Moscow: offers rides and 

tours around the city, corporate transportation, renting out buses for 

intra- and intercity routes, airport shuttles, and bus repair. 

4 TAXF The Company operates a taxi service in Russia. 

5 Taganrogsky 

Morskoy Torgovy 

The Company operates a port facility. It loads and unloads ships; 

forwards freight; warehouses goods; offers customs services; moors 
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# Name Short Description 

Port and tows ships; and loads and unloads shipping containers. 

6 Omskiy Aeroport The Company provides a full range of services including domestic 

and international air transportation, air traffic control, terminal 

management and cargo handling. 

7 Omsk River Port Omsk River Port, or Omsky Rechnoy Port, operates a port facility in 

Western Siberia. 

8 Novorossiysk 

Commercial Sea Port 

The Company owns and operates the Novorossiysk Port on the Black 

Sea. It processes, loads, and unloads cargo. Novorossiysk 

Commercial Sea Trade Port handles mainly crude oil but also 

services dry cargo such as metals, cement, sugar, grain and 

containers. 

9 Novoroslesexport The Company is a large universal port, located on the northeast coast 

of the Black Sea. It handles cargoes, with priority to container 

handling and transshipment of timber goods. 

10 Murmansk 

Commercial Seaport 

The Company owns and operates commercial seaport on a territory 

of Murmansk, Russia. It processes, loads, and unloads cargo and 

crude oil. 

11 Kurumoch 

International Airoport 

The Company operates the Kurumoch International Airport and 

offers domestic and international air transportation services, 

including traffic management, storage, airplane maintenance and 

other related services. 

12 Commercial Sea Port 

of Magadan 

The Company, also known as Magadanskiy Morskoy Torgoviy Port, 

provides cargo processing, storage and warehousing services. 

13 Commercial Port 

Posiet 

The Company operates a seaport and warehouse in Russia that 

provides shipping services and cargo processing. 

14 Commercial Port of 

Vladivostok 

The Company handles a variety of cargoes, including bulk, liquid 

cargo, forest products, and general cargo, including containers as 

well as passenger ships. The port operates an oil terminal and 

provides storage and transportation services. 

15 Center for Cargo 

Container Traffic 

The Company (also named as TransContainer) provides rail container 

transportation services: offers freight-forwarding, logistics, terminal 

services, container trucking, and rail transportation services. 

16 Anapa Airport The Company offers scheduled flight services. The Company serves 

a resort zone of the Black Sea coast of Caucasus. 

17 Aeroport 

Tolmachevo 

The Company operates an airport in the Ural Region, Russia. The 

Airport offers domestic and international transportation services, 

including traffic management, storage and airplanes maintenance. 

Source: Bloomberg Professional. 

 

In the second stage of the study, the potential of free cash flow is tested for microeconomic analysis. 

In particular, the assessment of financial stability is proposed to be carried out by the value to debt 

ratio, which is calculated on the basis of free cash flow and net debt of the enterprise. 

 

In this case, we are talking about the valuation of the company on the basis of a revenue approach, 

one of the methods within which the DCF model, traced back to J.B. Williams (1938) and I. Fisher 

(1930), acts Depending on the purposes of modeling the cash flow, it can be presented to the owners 

of the company (cash flow to equity) or to all people that finance the company's activities (cash flow 

to invested capital). There is the free cash flow to equity (FCFE – free cash flow to equity), with 

which valuation of the company's shareholder value is associated (Lucasevich, p. 105), and free cash 

flow to invested capital, which can be countered by the total value of the company (FCFF – free cash 

flow to firm). Discounting a particular type of cash flow, we get either the value of the company's 

equity, or the value of the total invested capital, which must be adjusted for the amount of debt. 
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Following the Black-Scholes-Merton 

to be considered as the price paid to creditors by owners for the possibility of further business 

continuation. In the event that the value of the company as acting exceeds the corresponding price, it 

is advisable for the owners to satisfy the demands 

the financial stability of the business. Positive dynamics of the indicator also positively characterizes 

the company being analyzed. 

Note that in the original model of BSM it is not a question of n

moreover, in the original version of the model is represented exclusively by 

corporate debt’ (Merton, p. 452). However, an estimate based on net debt is more correct, since, if 

necessary, part of the debt can be repaid 

formula FCFF (fig.1). 

 

Fig 1:
 

The model is reasoned by the initial financial meaning of the indicator. Applying this approach, we 

can obtain the correct value of the residual income for investors.

since they are usually characterized by the regular substantial rate of non

situation contradicts the principles of reasonable and fa

However, it cannot be ignored. 

 

This model was tested on the example of a transport company operating in one of the major ports of 

the Baltic Sea. The company in question provides services for the supply and 

the territory of the port, services for renting a locomotive with a crew, freight forwarding services and 

so on. The choice of the company is due to the growing role of the large ports of the North

Russia in the conditions of fulfilling the instructions of the President of Russian Federation, who 

ordered to export Russian cargo only through native ports. Only in St. Petersburg and Leningrad 

region the owners of Russian port terminals until 2025 invest in the development of capa

more than 1 trillion rubles
3
. The fact that the industry under consideration will develop dynamically 

in the coming years makes it, undoubtedly, an interesting object for research.

 

3 Results 

According to the results of the first stage

free cash flow for macroeconomic analysis of the financial stability is limited. Information necessary 

for the calculation, even with respect to public companies, is often absent

 

Merton corporate liabilities model (BSM-model), net debt is propo

to be considered as the price paid to creditors by owners for the possibility of further business 

continuation. In the event that the value of the company as acting exceeds the corresponding price, it 

is advisable for the owners to satisfy the demands of creditors, which allows a positive assessment of 

the financial stability of the business. Positive dynamics of the indicator also positively characterizes 

Note that in the original model of BSM it is not a question of net debt, but of the total debt 

moreover, in the original version of the model is represented exclusively by ‘the simplest case of 

. However, an estimate based on net debt is more correct, since, if 

bt can be repaid by cash. In addition, it is proposed to make corrections to the 

Fig 1: The model of FCFFadj evaluation
2 

The model is reasoned by the initial financial meaning of the indicator. Applying this approach, we 

obtain the correct value of the residual income for investors. It is critical for Russian companies 

since they are usually characterized by the regular substantial rate of non-operating income. This 

situation contradicts the principles of reasonable and fair representation of financial statements. 

This model was tested on the example of a transport company operating in one of the major ports of 

the Baltic Sea. The company in question provides services for the supply and cleaning of wagons on 

the territory of the port, services for renting a locomotive with a crew, freight forwarding services and 

so on. The choice of the company is due to the growing role of the large ports of the North

fulfilling the instructions of the President of Russian Federation, who 

ordered to export Russian cargo only through native ports. Only in St. Petersburg and Leningrad 

region the owners of Russian port terminals until 2025 invest in the development of capa

. The fact that the industry under consideration will develop dynamically 

in the coming years makes it, undoubtedly, an interesting object for research. 

first stage of the study, it was revealed that the analytical potential of 

free cash flow for macroeconomic analysis of the financial stability is limited. Information necessary 

for the calculation, even with respect to public companies, is often absent (tab. 3). 

 

 

 

 

, net debt is proposed 

to be considered as the price paid to creditors by owners for the possibility of further business 

continuation. In the event that the value of the company as acting exceeds the corresponding price, it 

of creditors, which allows a positive assessment of 

the financial stability of the business. Positive dynamics of the indicator also positively characterizes 

t, but of the total debt which, 

‘the simplest case of 

. However, an estimate based on net debt is more correct, since, if 

cash. In addition, it is proposed to make corrections to the 

 

The model is reasoned by the initial financial meaning of the indicator. Applying this approach, we 

t is critical for Russian companies 

operating income. This 

ir representation of financial statements. 

This model was tested on the example of a transport company operating in one of the major ports of 

cleaning of wagons on 

the territory of the port, services for renting a locomotive with a crew, freight forwarding services and 

so on. The choice of the company is due to the growing role of the large ports of the North-West of 

fulfilling the instructions of the President of Russian Federation, who 

ordered to export Russian cargo only through native ports. Only in St. Petersburg and Leningrad 

region the owners of Russian port terminals until 2025 invest in the development of capacities of 

. The fact that the industry under consideration will develop dynamically 

of the study, it was revealed that the analytical potential of 

free cash flow for macroeconomic analysis of the financial stability is limited. Information necessary 
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Table 3: Data on FCFF and net debt of the analyzed companies 

 

# / 

Y 

Free Cash Flow to Firm, 

mln USD 

Net Debt, 

mln USD 

FCF/ND 

ratio 

2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 

1 no data no data no data 4.01 13.28 12.66 
   

2 no data no data no data -0.07 -0.08 -0.11 
   

3 no data no data no data 0.02 0.01 0.00 
   

4 0.003 0.006 0.003 -0.002 -0.005 -0.004    

5 -0.09 0.07 0.19 0.05 0.02 -0.19 -1.70 4.33 
 

6 no data no data no data -0.14 -0.45 -0.23 
   

7 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 -0.81 -0.30 -0.52 

8 0.34 0.38 0.45 1.76 1.43 1.40 0.19 0.27 0.32 

9 no data no data no data -1.29 -3.03 -0.19 
   

10 no data no data no data -2.33 -2.35 -3.42 
   

11 -0.77 -3.28 -0.18 0.54 3.68 3.82 -1.41 -0.89 -0.05 

12 no data no data no data -0.01 1.05 1.53 
   

13 no data no data no data 1.86 2.65 2.52 
   

14 no data no data no data 0.78 0.47 1.84 
   

15 0.09 2.53 2.24 6.08 4.86 3.66 0.01 0.52 0.61 

16 no data no data no data 0.04 -0.29 -0.44 
   

17 no data no data no data 3.09 3.91 3.11 
   

Notes: # – the number of a company in a sample (see tab. 2); FCF/ND ratio is calculated by the 

authors. 

Source: Bloomberg Professional. 

 

It should be noted that the analyzed companies repeatedly observe a negative value of net debt. This 

means that the FCFF / ND ratio for these companies will not be correct. Thus, conclusions about 

financial stability using the analyzed indicator are possible only for five sample companies, which 

even in this case is not indicative. 

 

Consider the results of the second stage of the study. 

 

It should be revealed how the difference in cash flow estimation can change the business value using 

the discounted cash flows model for the FCFF. To demonstrate the differences the authors applied the 

case of the company that has significant other income and expenses that reflects on the FCFF 

estimation. All calculations are based on retrospective analysis of financial statements and subsequent 

forecast. The WACC model, based on the cumulative approach, was used to determine the discount 

rate (tab. 4, 5). 

 

Table 5: Business valuation using the common model 

Indicator, mln 

RUR 

2
nd

 half-

year 1 
Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Post-

forecast 

period 

EBIT 47,025 90,798 94,985 98,833 102,853 107,055 
 

Income tax on 

operating 
-14,836 -28,645 -29,966 -31,180 -32,448 -33,774 
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Indicator, mln 

RUR 

2
nd

 half-

year 1 
Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Post-

forecast 

period 

activity 

NOPAT 32,190 62,153 65,019 67,653 70,405 73,281 
 

A&D 6,669 13,338 13,338 13,338 13,338 13,338 
 

Capital 

expenditures 
-6,669 -14,338 -15,077 -15,755 -16,464 -17,205 

 

Working capital 

increasing 
0 -1,154 -852 -782 -818 -854 

 

FCFF 45,528 90,983 94,285 97,528 101,025 104,678 109,389 

Present value of 

FCFF 
43,655 76,908 67,371 58,908 51,581 45,179 

 

Present value of 

terminal value 
342,113      

 

Firm value 685,715      
 

Long term debt -234,765 
      

Equity value 450,950 
      

Note: the applied discount rate is 18.3%. 

Prepared by the authors 

 

Table 6: Business valuation using the improved model 

 

Indicator, mln 

RUR 

2nd half-

year 

2015 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Post-

forecast 

period 

EBIT 47,025 90,798 94,985 98,833 102,853 107,055 
 

Other income 

and expenses 

(net) 

29,707 57,359 60,004 62,435 64,975 67,629 
 

Income tax (T) -15,346 -29,631 -30,998 -32,254 -33,566 -34,937 
 

NOPATadj 61,386 118,526 123,992 129,014 134,262 139,747 
 

A&D 6,669 13,338 13,338 13,338 13,338 13,338 
 

Capital 

expenditures 
-6,669 -14,338 -15,077 -15,755 -16,464 -17,205 

 

Working capital 

increasing 
0 -1,154 -852 -782 -818 -854 

 

FCFFadj 74,724 147,355 153,258 158,889 164,882 171,144 178,845 

Present value of 

FCFFadj 
71,649 124,561 109,510 95,971 84,185 73,865 

 

Present value of 

terminal value 
559,339      

 

Firm value 1,119,08      
 

Long term debt -234,765 
      

Equity value 884,315 
      

Note: the applied discount rate is 18.3%. 

Prepared by the authors. 
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The tables show that there is the huge difference between results, getting by the alternative models. 

This demonstrates how it is important to estimate the FCFF correctly. In summary, we note that the 

traditional method of calculating the FCFF requires revising. It seems that the research results are 

potentially demanded to develop the methodology of financial analysis, business valuation and value-

based management. 

 

Further, for the second (correct one, from our point of view) cost calculation option, the forecast 

value to debt indicator was determined, which made it possible to assess the financial stability of the 

company in question. To do this, we used the forecast data on the schedule of repayment of the 

existing debt in the amount of 234,8 million rubles. In addition, information was taken into account 

about the lack of plans to attract new borrowings. Net debt was correlated with firm value assessed 

on the FCFF basis (tab. 6). The calculation results are presented below (tab. 7). 

 

Table 7: Value to debt ratio for company 

 

Figure 
2nd half-

year 1 
Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Net debt  186,593 109,857 60,576 -13,991 -79,916 -131,027 

Debt 234,765 198,476 135,786 80,567 38,897 10,789 

Δ Debt - -36,289 -62,690 -55,219 -41,670 -28,108 

Interest paid -26,552 -22,448 -15,357 -9,112 -4,399 -1,220 

FCF  74,724 147,355 153,258 158,889 164,882 171,144 

Cash and equivalents 48,172 88,619 75,210 94,558 118,813 141,816 

Firm value (beg. of the 

period) 
1,119,080 1,139,246 1,187,456 1,238,068 1,291,817 1,348,885 

Firm value / Net Debt 6.00 10.37 19.60 - - - 

Prepared by the authors 

 

Obtained results let us assume that the analyzed company is financially stable and its financial 

position is expected to improve. However, it also shown in the table that net debt often takes on 

negative values, which does not allow a correct assessment of the company's financial stability by the 

proposed method. This indirectly suggests that the company has limitations in attracting additional 

sources of financing. In addition, a significant amount of cash indicates the existence of restrictions 

on the available forms of investment for relatively small Russian companies. However, it is possible 

that, given the rapid development of this industry, the company will still adjust its investment and 

financial plans. 

 

 Conclusions 

The study showed that the potential of free cash flow for macroeconomic analysis of the financial 

stability in case of the Russian nonfinancial business sector is inadequate. Although the free cash 

flow to debt ratio (or its modifications) is widely used in practice, in the Russian context free cash 

flow is often replaced by marginal profit
4
, which is a very significant simplification and, accordingly, 

can lead to inaccurate conclusions. The reason for such a replacement is completely explained by the 

lack of necessary information, which was illustrated by the example of the Russian Railroads and 

Transportation Services Sector. 

 

It should also be noted that the number of companies, based on the results of a detailed analysis of the 

sample, eligible for research, has decreased almost twofold. This situation reflects the features of the 

financial market, which is characterized by a low level of development of the corporate segment. The 

share of public companies, characterized by liquid shares, relative to the total population of 

companies is extremely small (Darushin et al, p. 820-821). At the same time, the level of 

transparency of financial information about companies is unsatisfactory, which allows to judge the 

high level of information asymmetry, which, in turn, is an important factor of financial instability 

(Mishkin, p. 6). It is also worth noting that the data of information and analytical systems requires 
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careful verification and, therefore, partly limits the ability to work with large data sets about 

companies. 

 

With regard to the possibility of applying free cash flows to assess and forecast the financial stability 

of a particular company, the success of its application will largely depend on an understanding of its 

investment and financial plans. Thus, the assessment of financial stability using this indicator will be 

relevant exactly for as long as the company's plans for investments and sources of financing its 

activities are detailed. Equally important is the overall level of development of the financial market, 

which influences the implementation of the company's investment and financial plans. 

 

Endnotes 

1 In the Bloomberg Professional, there is a combined ‘Railroads, Transportation Services Sector 

(ICB)’, which is correspondingly comprised of the 2 775 and 2 777 sectors by the FTSE Industry 

Classification Benchmark. 
 

2 Prepared by the authors. 
 

3 
Sologub A., Kovtun N. There will be a trillion. The ports of St. Petersburg and Leningrad region for 

8 years will attract more than 1 trillion rubles. Business Petersburg. June 8, 2017. URL: 

https://www.dp.ru/a/2017/06/07/Portitrillioneri. 
 

4
 As an example is the review of the financial stability of the CBR, in which net debt is estimated in 

relation to EBITDA (Financial Stability Review, p. 13). 
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Abstract 

The austerity implementation experience of the Estonian Government during the European financial 

crisis has high value both in practical terms when improving preparations for future crises, but also as 

a case for academic research, especially when compared with the other Baltic States and Visegrad 

countries. The crisis response was even more complicated as a simultaneous goal was set to fulfil 

Eurozone accession criteria. When studied carefully and Estonian experience is valuable from the 

wider future perspective as it offers experience and answers as to whether extreme austerity is an 

efficient solution to counter a financial crisis, the economic and social costs it includes, the best 

administrative practices too be suggested when implementing austerity and some hints how to 

implement unpopular austerity politically. 

 

Keywords: European Union, austerity, public sector, financial crisis, management 

JEL Classification: E42, E58, G18, H12. 

 

Introduction 

The economic developments, financial choices, political dilemmas and final achievements of the 

Baltic States in the years of financial crisis (2008-2011) offer both valuable practical experience and 

academic inspiration for research. These countries, while following similar goals and paths between 

regaining independence and accession to the European Union (EU) in 2004, have chosen in many 

aspects different priorities after the EU accession, which led them into different economic and 

political situations at the beginning of global financial crisis in the year 2008. 

 

Comparative regional research on financial, economic and social stress management during the 

financial and economic crisis in 2008-2011 is extraordinarily interesting, as it includes a set of very 

similar states historically and economically, but these states chose rather different strategies in 2008-

2011 to counter the crisis. The financial crisis management experiences in the Baltic States and 

Visegrad countries also offer bases for theoretical analysis in terms of transition models and 

strategies, as the region consists of countries following the shock-therapy model, like Estonia and 

Latvia, and countries following a model of gradual adaptation, like Lithuania or Poland. 

 

From the Estonian perspective, financial crisis management provided the valuable possibility to 

research the social and political reaction to the “broken hopes” of long term stability and economic 

growth, which was expected to arrive after Estonia´s accession to the eurozone and Schengen visa-

free regime as a reward for years of reforms and efforts. 
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Estonia´s path through the financial crisis in the years 2008-2011 was in many aspects different from 

the rest of the Baltic States, the Northern countries and the Visegrad states, as during the process of 

fiscal stabilisation, Estonia also set the goal of fulfilling the eurozone accession criteria (the 

Maastricht criteria) and joining the eurozone with any cost. This additional demanding goal defined 

clear limits to the stabilisation and rescue strategies during the hottest stages of crisis. As a result, 

Estonia was one of the rare societies in the EU and the eurozone where austerity was chosen by the 

government to combat the financial crises, and this led to strict austerity measures in the years 2009 

and 2010.  

 

But the final costs of austerity and financial stability where even higher, as joining eurozone forced 

Estonia to participate in financial stability mechanisms and bail-out programmes in 2013-2017. 

Accordingly, the Estonian experience is valuable from the wider future perspective of the European 

Union and eurozone, as it offers experience and answers as to whether extreme austerity is an 

efficient solution to counter a financial crisis, the economic and social costs it includes, and the best 

practices when implementing austerity. 

 

Economic choices for radical fiscal consolidation and actual economic outcomes 

There are two central research questions to be addressed in the following analysis. First, it should 

establish if the Estonian government can be considered as a passive policy-taker or an active 

policymaker during the financial crisis. And second, which were the central variables of 

governmental policy and strategic communication during the crisis? 

The recessions in Estonia can generally be divided into two distinct periods: the first phase lasted 

from the second half of 2007 to the intensification of the global financial crisis in the autumn of 2008, 

and the second phase from the autumn of 2008 until the end of the recession by the end of 2009. 

The starting economic and fiscal circumstances in Estonia in 2007 were quite specific when 

compared to its regional neighbours or euro area members. First, there were several positive variables 

easing the entrance to the crisis: there existed a tradition of balanced central budgets, small central 

government debt (4.4% from the gross domestic product (GDP)), and a special reserve fund for a 

crisis situation. There were also no government bonds issued in the whole history of re-independence. 

As Estonia was using the currency board system, government was a passive actor in terms of money 

supply and interest rates. Additionally, the Estonian budgetary law did not allow to submit budgets 

even with minor deficit, even when in the EU level the Maastricht rules allowed a 3% budget deficit 

for the states applying for euro area membership. There were no limitations to sovereign debt, but at 

the beginning of the crisis Estonia did not have a tradition of national bonds. The government’s 

ability to finance a budget deficit was also influenced by the actual interest rate asked by the 

commercial banks. 

The first phase of the recession was relatively mild and saw a domestic demand-led adjustment that 

was primarily related to a deceleration in credit growth. The second phase of the recession, which 

started with the deepening of the global financial crisis in September 2008, saw a sharp reversal of 

foreign capital flows and a steep fall in exports. The austerity measures taken in Estonia in 2008–11 

were triggered by the fall of foreign capital inflows and lending in the first quarter of 2008, which 

resulted in FDI dropping from its previous level of 2 billion euros in 2007 to 1.2 billion euros in 

2008, causing an immediate drop in GDP in the second quarter of 2008 and a fall in budget revenues 

(Statistics Estonia, 2013a). As a reaction to the fall in budget revenues, a budget reduction was passed 

by the parliament of Estonia in June 2008, reducing spending for the rest of 2008 by 384 million 

euros, which was almost 7% of the budget. 
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To reduce growing expenditures, public sector wages were first reduced by around 20% in the last 

quarter of 2008 and investments and numerous state procurements were cancelled. Despite these 

austerity measures, even after the correction the total revenue side of the budget remained in deficit in 

2008. The government’s austerity policy caused a chain reaction where the reduction of public wages 

and cancellation of investments and state procurements reduced the government’s tax revenues and 

payments to commercial banks too; as a result, the purchasing power and the ability of the private 

sector to service the existing debt declined. The only group which fully escaped the cuts in political 

reasons was pensioners, as the average monthly pension even grew by about 20% in 2008, which has 

been described as the government’s ‘insurance policy’ to maintain political support among voters in 

an ageing society. 

Table 1: Main economic indicators for Estonia, 2007–2012 

 Economic indicator 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

GDP (chain-linked volume growth, %) 7.5 -4.2 -14.1 2.6 9.6 3.9 

Total general government revenue (EUR b) 5.843 5.961 5.978 5.841 6.269 6.831 

Change in total general government revenue (%, 

in comparison to previous year)  2.02 0.29 –2.29 7.33 8.96 

Total general government expenditure (EUR b) 5.46 6.44 6.251 5.813 6.088 6.872 

Change in total general government expenditure 

(%, in comparison to previous year)  17.95 –2.93 –7.01 4.73 12.88 

Net lending (+)/net borrowing (-) 0.383 –0.479 –0.273 0.028 0.181 –0.041 

Average monthly gross salaries (EUR) 724.5 825.2 783.8 792.3 839 887 

Change in average monthly gross wages and 

salaries (%, in comparison to previous year)  13.90 –5.02 1.08 5.89 5.72 

Civil servants wages from average wages (%) 108 106 96 98 99 101 

Monthly average old-age pension (EUR) 226.3 278.4 301.3 304.5 305.1 312.9 

Change in monthly average old-age pension (%, 

in comparison to previous year)   23.02 8.23 1.06 0.20 2.56 

Unemployment rate (%) 4.6 5.5 13.5 16.7 12.3 10 

Consumer price index (%) 6.6 10.4 –0.1 3 5 3.9 

Harmonised competitiveness indicator (%) 4.2 6.1 1.6 –2.8 1.3 –0.3 

Source: Bank of Estonia, 2013.  

In 2009, despite previous hard efforts Estonian budget planners had the even more complicated task 

of fiscal consolidation in front of them, as government decided to make drastic expenditure cuts 

across the board in December 2008. The latter were preferred to the targeted cuts which were not 

used as consensus was not reached on the priority of sectors. The majority of the expenditure cuts 

were seen as temporary and planned to last for two years (Government of Estonia, 2008). The cuts 

resulted in a central government budget deficit of 2.9% which narrowly met the Eurozone accession 

criteria on government budget deficit (maximum 3% from GDP is allowed), but was extraordinarily 

large under the current budget law (which is not allowing deficit at all). 

Thus for the first time since Estonia had regained independence, a budget with deficit was planned in 

2009. As a result of the drastic budget cuts Estonia experienced a fall in GDP reaching 14.1% and a 

decline in industrial output of 24%, while average monthly gross wages and salaries dropped by 5% 
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and unemployment increased by 8 percentage points. At the same time, as in 2008, pensions were not 

cut in 2009 but grew again by 8% from an average of 278 euros per month in 2008 to 301 euros in 

2009.  

Although the Estonian economy showed some signs of growth in 2010, the budget for upcoming year 

was planned in a conservative way. The revenue side of the budget remained in general on the same 

level as in 2009 at around 5.8 billion euros while spending was cut by about 7% from 2009. Spending 

and revenues were balanced mainly due to the government’s drastic decision to halt payments into the 

second pillar of the Estonian pension system. Although payments were restored after two years and 

the state even increased its contributions to compensate for the losses, the popular belief that the 

pension system is firm and unshakable has not been restored. In 2010, Estonia finally fulfilled the 

Maastricht criteria and decided to adopt the euro and join the euro area in 2011. Seen as political 

success for the government, it also softened public reactions against austerity policy implemented and 

justified by government. 

The government budget for 2011 was planned rather optimistically, based on the view that both the 

Estonian economy and government spending would be growing. As the Estonian economy saw 

growth both in terms of GDP and industrial output, a budget deficit was avoided, and revenues 

exceeded the expenditures by 1.2% (relative of GDP). Salaries grew together with pensions, and 

while the growth in the average pension was largely nominal at 1 euro per year, average salaries grew 

by around 5% (Statistics Estonia, 2013a). While fiscal factors began to normalize, social tensions and 

pressure continued, caused by the high unemployment level (12.3%), reduced healthcare 

accessibility, high inflation (5%) and limited credit options by private banks. As a result, labour 

migration especially towards Nordic countries grew (consisting both highly educated doctors and 

construction workers with low education). 

In 2012, the GDP growth in Estonia stabilized at 3.9% and aggregate gross domestic product reached 

the highest level in the country’s history (Bank of Estonia, 2013). Although the budget proposal for 

2012 was initially planned to be in deficit with expenditures exceeding revenues by 0.68 billion 

euros, at 6.80 billion euros to 6.12 billion euros, in actual terms of fulfilment the budget was more 

balanced at 6.4 billion euros (Ministry of Finance, 2012). Both wages and pensions continued to grow 

as average salaries increased by 5.7% and the average monthly pension by 2.5% (Bank of Estonia, 

2013). 

Which were the social effects of austerity measures taken by the government in 2008–11? Despite the 

government’s efforts, costs for social policy were also growing during the crisis, pushed by a quickly 

growing consumer price index and political promises to raise pensions every year. According to 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) data, Estonian social costs grew 

from 12% of GDP in 2007 to 18% of GDP in 2011 (OECD, 2011). To the Estonian labour market, the 

influence of crisis and budget cuts was evident but arriving late. If before the crisis in 2007 the 

unemployment rate was 4.7%, then in 2008 it rose only to the 5.6% level since employers tended to 

hope that the crisis would be short and preferred temporary salary cuts instead of reducing the labour 

force (Statistics Estonia, 2013a). In 2009, however, unemployment more than doubled to the level of 

13.8%, and in 2010 it reached the top level of 16.9%, and lowered to the 12.5% level only in 2011 

(Masso & Krillo, 2011).  

Average monthly wages, reached 724 euros in 2007, followed by more than 10% growth to 825 euros 

in 2008, a decline to 783 euros in 2009, a small growth in 2010 to 792 euros and a 5% growth in 2011 

to 839 euros. What differed in the Estonian wage correction process and dynamics from the other 

Baltic States was that at the beginning of the crisis Estonia’s public sector salaries were higher than 

private sector salaries, which turned in opposite way to the end of austerity (Masso & Espenberg, 

2013).  
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Tax revenues were growing during the years of crisis – starting from 31.5% of GDP in 2007, the tax 

percentage grew to 31.8% in 2008 and to 35.8% in 2009 (falling slightly to 34.3% in 2010). While 

this level is significantly lower than the EU-27 average (39.6% in 2010) it is higher than tax levels in 

Latvia (27.5% in 2010) and Lithuania (27.4% in 2010). Also, the trends in both southern Baltic States 

and Europe-27 have been different from Estonian choices – while the Estonian government grew the 

tax share in terms of GDP, the EU-27 kept it stable, and Latvia and Lithuania were able to reduce it. 

During the years of crisis, social pressure started to influence migration (starting from the year 2010), 

when emigration grew by 25% on a yearly basis. In 2011 this growth continued with the speed of 

20% and reached a remarkable 80% growth in 2012 (Statistics Estonia, 2013b). 

Political choices and communication during the austerity period 

How did the Estonian government use the toolbox to achieve fiscal consolidation prescribed by the 

laws, which were the main actions indicating the government’s role in initiating the austerity policy 

and which were the main principles of Estonian austerity policy? 

To implement austerity the Estonian government chose to achieve fiscal consolidation by taking the 

path of across-the-board measures (Pollitt, 2010, 17–18) rather than targeted cuts. Although it is 

easier to achieve consensus for across-the-board measures, the targeted cuts approach would in an 

ideal case offer higher economic returns or less social stress. Analysing the duration of the measures 

(i.e. whether the cuts and the immediate burdens are being introduced as a temporary or a long-term 

measure), we can see that the government acted exactly according to the theory described by Rubin 

(1980) and started with the minimum possible cuts in expenditures across the board to compensate for 

the lack of revenues while hoping that the crisis would prove temporary. Later the government 

continued ‘slicing’ the costs to reach a balance, which it followed with unsuccessful attempts to 

increase revenues as the economic situation deteriorated and drastic cuts in spending were needed to 

avoid a budget deficit in 2009 and 2010. There were not many alternatives to austerity for the 

Estonian government. Since Estonia had a currency board at the time, the government was unable to 

influence money supply and interest rates. 

Although there were no limitations on sovereign debt, Estonia had no tradition of issuing national 

bonds at the beginning of the crisis, and although the government had a legal right to change the 

exchange rate, in practical terms it rejected this option as it would have resulted in failure to meet the 

euro area accession criteria. And so austerity focused only on budget corrections. Maintaining and 

increasing Estonia´s investment grade was set as one main priority by the Estonian government 

during the crisis. At the end of 2011 Estonia had managed to keep an A1 rating by Moody´s, AA-

/Stable by Standard and Poor’s and A+/Stable by Fitch (which was better than Italy´s grade and equal 

to Span's grade). Estonian grades have also been higher than the grades of its Baltic neighbours, 

which both scored in the range of BB+/BBB. Despite its efforts Estonia never joined the countries 

with triple a AAA rating, symbolising balanced state finances and a stable economy. 

With regard to long-term crisis management, the fundamental issue facing the Estonian government 

during the economic crisis was the question of whether fiscal consolidation should be achieved 

through cutting costs, increasing revenues or going for both options simultaneously. Since meeting 

the euro area accession criteria (the Maastricht criteria) was a parallel goal for the government 

alongside crisis stabilization, the Estonian political elite decided to choose the first option. In this way 

the Estonian experience also offers a valuable contribution to the theoretical framework of fiscal 

consolidation which would generally tend to support the opposite model of immediate gains through 

revenue-based measures, with spending cuts following only in case revenue raising proves 

insufficient (see Wolman & Davis, 1980). 
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In terms of strategic political communication the Estonian government followed the logic discussed 

by Katzenstein (1985) and Pierson (1996) for a small state corporatist government where the 

government presents itself as a policy ‘taker’ in a partial force majeure situation. 

The government purposely took the role of partial actor (policy-taker) who merely tries to save the 

situation caused by a global crisis. And the government did succeed in convincing the voters that the 

fiscal situation was desperate and its choices were limited but that full commitment to austerity would 

save the situation and even if the government did not succeed, it was morally and economically the 

most sustainable solution. 

Was austerity a necessity or the only option for the Estonian government to 

achieve fiscal consolidation?  

In terms of macroeconomic conditions, the decline of the GDP by 14.1% in 2009 was one of the 

highest in the EU, but it was lower compared to the Latvian economy which dropped by −17.1% and 

quite equal to the Lithuanian economy decline of −14.8%. At least in the Baltic context, the Estonian 

GDP suffered less than the Latvian or Lithuanian GDPs (Statistics Estonia, 2014). In the Baltic 

context Estonia was also the most stable country in terms of budget balance. The highest deficit in 

Estonia occurred in 2008 reaching 2.9% only to be followed by 2% in 2009. In 2007 and 2011 the 

Estonian budget saw surpluses. Estonia was also the only country among the Baltic States having a 

special stabilization reserve for the case of economic shocks. Next to witnessing a balanced budget, 

also Estonian tax revenues were growing during the years of crisis – starting from 31% of GDP in 

2007 and reaching 34% in 2010. While this level is significantly lower than the EU-27 average (39% 

in 2010) it is still higher than the tax levels in Latvia (27.5% in 2010) or Lithuania (27.4% in 2010). 

Estonia started the debt crisis with the lowest debt level (4.6% of GDP in 2008) in the EU and euro 

area; Latvian debt reached 19.5% in 2008 and Lithuania met the crisis with a debt of 15.6% in 2008. 

In 2009 governmental debt was growing in Estonia, in all selected reference countries and in the EU 

on average. While Estonia almost doubled its debt level to a mere 7.2%, Latvia reached 36% and 

Lithuania 29%. The average governmental debt of the European Union’s member states in the same 

time increased from 61.6% in 2008 to 73.6% in 2009. One further indicator which can explain 

Estonia choosing austerity during the financial crisis is inflation. Estonian inflation increased by 6.6% 

in 2007 and reached 10.4% already in 2008. While there was no direct economic need to counter 

inflation with austerity, austerity nevertheless offered Estonia an excellent possibility to bring 

inflation below 3% which was the main obstacle in its way to fulfilling Maastricht criteria and 

entering the Eurozone. 

Based on the above described indicators, it can be admitted that austerity was not the one and only 

fiscal choice for the Estonian government. In terms of GDP dynamics the Estonian situation was 

better or equal to its Baltic neighbours and in respect of the fiscal deficit and governmental debt 

Estonia scored the best results in the euro area and the whole European Union. Hence, the main 

reason for choosing austerity seemed to be the willingness of the Estonian government to reduce the 

inflation level in order to be able to access the euro area. When looking back to austerity choices from 

year 2017 and comparing Estonian post-austerity development with Latvian and Lithuanian 

development two specific differences are visible. First Estonia ended up with remarkably lower 

public sector debt (9,5% in Estonia compared to 40% in Latvia and 40% in Lithuania), but it also 

ended up with lower economic growth in 2013-2016, which led to the situation where former slowest 

economic performer Lithuania has bypassed both Latvia and Estonia in terms of GDP per capita per 

purchase power (27900 USD in Lithuania vs 27700 USD in Estonia).   

One major argument used to legitimize austerity as a partial force majeure was the fact that in 2007–

13 Estonia was allocated more than 3.4 billion euros from the EU Structural Funds and so Estonia 
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simply had to follow European guidelines. The need to find active support among the member states 

of the euro area for Estonia’s entry was used as another argument. 

At least the Estonian government itself considered its ability to manage the economic crisis and 

simultaneously maintain voters’support to be an example to follow to others – the Estonian prime 

minister and the government coalition have expressed the opinion that Estonia was one of the most 

successful EU members in combating the financial crisis and that other member states of the EU 

should learn from the experience of Estonia (Ansip, 2012). 

Conclusion 

Among the CEE countries and the Baltic States, Estonia has been often symbolizing opened, 

innovative, competitive economy, social shock therapy models, balanced governmental budget and 

low debt level. While the years of economic boom in 2004-2007 offered numerous temptations in 

terms of social spending and institutional investments, the following years (2008-2011) of pressure 

and austerity tested the hidden values of political elite, survivability of economy and preferences of 

population. 

When Baltic States were hit by global financial crises the starting points and strategies chosen for the 

fiscal consolidation were different. First, the aim to join the OSCE and the Eurozone played 

important role for Estonia when choosing its strategy and in many aspects different tools from its` 

Baltic partners during the economic crisis. Second, the goal to join Eurozone was seen as a priority 

for any cost and fulfilling the Maastricht criteria seemed possible only through austerity and budget 

cuts strategy. Third, there was both political and social consensus that additional costs and loans will 

not be a part of the solution, rather they would destabilize the situation. Fourth, Estonia was able to 

choose austerity as having no pressure of long term governmental debt, no tradition of budget deficit 

and low cost-level for social services. During the financial crisis Estonia continued its previous 

practice as hard-liner in terms of social security, but added to it image of committed follower of 

European solidarity 

Estonia and in many aspects all three Baltic states offer also a valuable example of economic 

recovery from very high GDP decline (in 2009 GDP decline topped with -17,7% in Latvia, -14,8% in 

Lithuania and -14,1% in Estonia) without devaluation, bail-out or additional loans (Raudla and Kattel 

2013, 733).  

Especially in financial and legal terms Estonia followed more the decisions and debates of Finland 

(than its Baltic neighbours), which is the only Eurozone member next to Estonia among Nordic and 

Baltic countries. There is also another similarity: Finland and Estonia were the only states next to 

Luxembourg actually fulfilling Maastricht criteria in 2010 and 2011. Second, main partner and source 

for Estonia of inspiration in the way towards austerity was Germany. Cooperation and relations 

between Baltic States however remained as formal as they were before. 

When looking at the cost of austerity, then two problems have grown, which will slow Estonian 

development in upcoming years, first, the growth of unemployment and especially structural 

unemployment; second, missing investments in energy sector which have resulted in the highest 

energy costs per person (form GDP) in the EU.   

When looking back to crisis years and Estonian government´s later comments to crisis experience, 

then no lesson was learned or even seen necessary. On the contrary, according to the opinion of 

Prime Minister (Andrus Ansip) and Minister of Finance (Jürgen Ligi), Estonia was one of the most 

decisive, moral and successful member states in solving problems during the crisis and the other 

member states should learn from Estonia. The only admitted lesson from crisis was that buffers - 

governmental stability funds, need to be bigger because of possibility of unexpected pressure, but no 

changes are needed in terms of government revenues and taxes. The philosophical debate on pro-
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Thatcherism and the opposite classical welfare state model was also used to support the government’s 

argument that austerity is the one and only strategically acceptable solution to the crisis. 

Can Estonia´s austerity experience serve as an example for other CEE new-comers in Eurozone? It is 

possible only for the countries that have no high level of governmental debt needing renewing 

systematically and no tradition of budget deficit. Among the Eurozone members only Finland and 

Luxembourg meet these central pre-conditions. Important question to answer before following 

Estonia's way of austerity, is whether the measures taken supported a long term economic and social 

stability and growth or lowered competitiveness and social security. 
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Abstract 

The development of modern business technology provides an opportunity for future virtual entrepreneurs 

to start-up a product and build their very own empires at a very low cost and no border interactivity with 

the consumer because the information is easily accessible. The generation with the most potential to 

become future virtual entrepreneurs is the Nexus generation This paper aims to present reviews of Nexus 

generation behaviour and analyze the reasons why the Nexus generation has the potential to become 

virtual entrepreneurs. Today is the era of technological advancement. Many researchers in the Social 

Sciences claim that Nexus is the first generation of this era of technological growth. They are well 

educated, confident, achievers who take advantage of opportunities and are highly technologically savvy. 

The stumbling blocks are the unemployment rate among the Nexus generation and the lack of 

opportunitiesto become entrepreneurs. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the 

entrepreneurial potential of the present Nexus generation graduate and to determine the qualities which 

contribute to them becoming virtual entrepreneurs. This study is significant because it will contribute to 

the development of Malaysia's growth in line with the National Strategic 2015 set by the Government. 

Keywords: Nexus generation, virtual entrepreneur, graduates, Malaysia. 

Introduction 

Every developing country has its own vision of becoming a developed country. Malaysia is no exception. 

Malaysia's Vision 2020, launched in 1991, envisages Malaysia as a fully developed country economically, 

politically, socially, spiritually, psychologically and culturally by 2020 (By, Prime, The, & Rakyat, 2016; 

Yunus, 2006). In order to achieve this vision, the government has implemented several initiatives such as 

the National Blue Ocean Strategy (NBOS) (Economic Planning Unit, 2015). The National Blue Ocean 

Strategy (NBOS) involves strategic planning and operations for positive, high impact programs and 

services for the public. They are to be low cost to assemble and should be able to be executed quickly in 

order to assist the nation's growth (Economic Planning Unit, 2015; Laird, 2015). 

The National Blue Ocean Strategy is divided into many strategies including creating more jobs for Nexus 

generation graduates. Aligned with this, the Ministry of Human Resources has provided an automated 

online job matching service called JobsMalaysia (United Nations, 2002). JobsMalaysia was previously 

known as the Job Clearing System, an electronic labour exchange (ELX). Through JobsMalaysia, the job 

seekers are able to search for suitable job vacancies publicly for free through the facilities of the Ministry 

of Human Resources (Laird, 2015). However, even though it acts as a one-stop centre for labour market 

information, the objective of the system is to improve and ensure manpower utilization. It optimises 

opportunities for job seekers but it does not apply to fresh graduates, especially from the Nexus 
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generation (Laird, 2015; Zulkifli, Omar, &

reasons why companies do not hire fresh graduates. Below, Figure 1 has been adapted from 

http://hk.jobsdb.com/hk/en/staticcontent/hiring

employment.htm (Zulkifli et al.,2016).
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The asymmetrical growth of job opportunities and youth population presents a great challenge to many 

nations. At the same time, driven by the growth of high Internet usage and the disposable income in 

recent years, digital businesses are also becoming a hot topic among globally. Empowering youth through 

entrepreneurship initiatives is seen as a feasible option to ensure the development of a balanced and stable 

economy. Hence, the Malaysian government support for young entrepreneurs' development is very 

encouraging. Various services such as the business advisory, loans and funding have been offered to 

stimulate the interest of these young people and to encourage them to establish their own start ups 

(http://www.cedar.my/publications-store/64-new-gen-entrepreneur-in-malaysia-a-vibrant-economic-

force.html). 

Objectives 

Towards 2020, The National Youth Policy, is part of the Government’s policy for greater democratic 

participation and impartial economic and social progress for all (Secretariat, 2015). The Government aims 

to support youth who form the Nexus generation and is steadfast in its aim to execute the new policy for 

youth over the five-year time frame 2015-2020 (By et al., 2016; Laird, 2015). Hence, the main objectives 

of this conceptual paper are: 

i. To identify the Government plan to develop job creators among the Nexus generation. 

ii. To explore the characteristics and behaviours that make Nexus generation the best choice over other 

generations to become future virtual entrepreneurs. 

iii. To identify the reasons for unemployment in the Nexus generation. 

 Job Creators 

Nowadays, all developing countries have the issue of unemployment among fresh graduates. This makes 

it hard for the government to sustain the nation's economy (Yunus, 2006). The era of globalisation has 

made the labour market more vibrant with rapid changes in technology and the changing needs of 

companies (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, &Zickuhr, 2010; Zulkifli et al., 2016). The economy of a developing 

country like Malaysia is directly connected to the rate of unemployment. The Malaysian economic 

recession in 1997 led to a massive downsizing of companies. It is a lesson that needs to be kept in mind 

(Zulkifli et al., 2016). The unemployment rate increased rapidly and individuals were left high and dry. 

During that period, entrepreneurship managed to sustain the economic lives of some of these individuals 

by providing an alternative source of income (Petkova, 2009; Zulkifli et al., 2016). Entrepreneurship is 

still needed to create new jobs as large firms are no longer creating jobs as they once did (M. Hoppe, E. 

Union, 2016). Large organisations are downsizing to cut costs in order to remain competitive in the 

market. In August 2013, the unemployment rate increased by 3.1% a month compared with previous 

months - 3.0% in July and in August 2012 only 2.7% (Yunus, 2006; Zulkifli et al., 2016). 

Due to the issue of unemployment among local university graduates in Malaysia, the government would 

like to see the youth sector becoming self-employed as entrepreneurs. The Government addressed this 

issue by changing the position of “job seeker” into “job creator” through the National Blue Ocean 

Strategy (NBOS) (Laird, 2015; By et al., 2016). The Government’s plan is a final five-year strategic 

development through the Eleventh Malaysia Plan to ultimately achieve Vision 2020 (Economic Planning 

Unit, 2015). The strategic development plan consists of six strategic thrusts. One of the main focuses of 

the six strategies is for youth, who are the nation’s hope for the future as well as being an important asset. 

By implementing the new National Youth Policy, the Malaysian government hopes to encourage the 

Nexus generation through capacity building, education, skills training, entrepreneurship, sports and 

volunteerism (Secretariat, 2015; United Nations, 2002).  

Through the National Youth Policy, the government and the Malaysian Global Innovation and Creativity 

Centre (MaGIC) established a one-stop centre that provides a comprehensive ecosystem for entrepreneurs 
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to develop the businesses and services required by entrepreneurs (New Straits Times, MaGIC Empowers 

Nation's Economy, 2015). Entrepreneurship is needed to create new businesses while simultaneously 

creating new jobs (M. Hoppe, E. Union, 2016). The Malaysian Global Innovation and Creativity Centre 

(MaGIC) encourages start-ups by entrepreneurs to market their products abroad using online technologies 

such as websites, social media and mobile applications (New Straits Times, MaGIC Empowers Nation's 

Economy, 2015). 

In addition, the Government implemented entrepreneurship education because of the relationship between 

regional trade and industry development through new ventures and job creation (Entrepreneurship, 2016). 

The strong emphasis on economic success and job creation has indeed moved entrepreneurial education 

into a top position at the higher education level (Entrepreneurship, 2016; Secretariat, 2015). Malaysia's 

Higher Education Minister Datuk Seri Idris Jusoh stated that future graduates of institutes of higher 

learning will no longer need to depend on government or private sector jobs but will be able to create jobs 

for themselves and others (News Malaysia, 2015). This statement came as a reply to a question regarding 

the future of the country’s higher education system, quality of graduates, lecturers and researchers at 

universities (News Malaysia, 2015; Secretariat, 2015). 

The introduction of this policy shows the government’s emphasis on the importance of integrating 

entrepreneurial values and cultures among Higher Education Institutions' (HEIs) graduates. At a launch in 

April, 2010 by the Ministry of Education (MOE), Higher Education Entrepreneurship, it became apparent 

that the Development Policy is the current policy concerning entrepreneurship education. The aim of this 

policy is to boost the development of more holistic and well organizes entrepreneurship programs (S. 

Shamsudin, A. Mamun, N. Nawi et al., 2016). Following the launch of the policy, the MOE as well as the 

HEIs gave taken a number of initiatives to implement entrepreneurial education and development to 

increase the number of entrepreneurs among Malaysia’s younger generation. 

Meanwhile, by endorsing the implementation of entrepreneurial education in the Malaysian Higher 

Education, as well as ensuring the aim of the Higher Education Entrepreneurship Development Policy is 

achieved, the Strategic Plan on Entrepreneurship Development in Higher Education (2013-2015) was 

launched on April, 2013 (Kementerian Pengajian Tinggi Malaysia, 2013). Specifically, the 

implementation of the policy aims to produce graduates from HEIs with thinking and entrepreneurial 

attributes as well as to increase the number or entrepreneurs among graduates who are engaged in 

business. This will serve as a catalyst for the achievement of an economic transformation in the country. 

Hence, entrepreneurship education particularly is one of the best solutions to reduce the dependency of 

graduates on being employed. With this in mind, it is also essential to investigate how generation 

evolution plays a role in stimulating job creators. 

Generation Evolution 

A generation can be considered a group of the population who has shared experiences and has a history 

that influences their thinking and behaviour (O'Keeffee, Thomson, & Dainty, 2013; William J. Schroer 

Principal). Each generation shares the same experiences and they remain with them as they grow up 

through different stages of life even though not every individual in a generation has  identical personal 

experiences (Lifestyle, 2011).  

Researchers have referenced Jane Holroyd's Study of Generation Evolution. Baby Boomers are a 

generation now approaching retirement age. The Baby Boomers are those born roughly between the 

years 1946 and 1964 (aged 53-71) (Lifestyle, 2015). This is the generation which has had it all, raised by 

parents who experienced the Great Depression but then the prosperous post-war era 

(http://socialmarketing.org/archives/generations-xy-z-and-the-others). Many benefited from free tertiary 

education and relatively low housing costs. Generally speaking, some range from being self-obsessed to 

“stuck in their ways”. Baby Boomers’ life experiences were completely different from other generations 
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in their attitudes, behaviors and society (http://socialmarketing.org/archives/generations-xy-z-and-the-

others).  

Meanwhile, Generation X are those who were born between 1965-1980 and are now aged 52 to 37 

(Lifestyle, 2011). Generation X is a smaller population group than the previous Baby Boomer generation. 

Generation X is often labeled as the slacker generation and sometimes referred to as the lost generation 

(Moorthy, 2014; William J. Schroer Principal). This was the first generation that had lots of day care and 

experienced divorced parents which led them to being uncommitted and distracted. Generation X  job 

hops several times. It is also known as the "why me?" generation (Lifestyle, 2011). While their parents 

grew up in the era of the Civil Rights movement, Generation X is considered as the generation that quit 

without trying to identify the problems or care about the social issues around them. They more likely 

want to keep their heads down rather than change the world. Generation X is the generation with the 

lowest rate of selection for participation in research compared to others generation (William J. Schroer 

Principal; Lifestyle, 2011; Sally Kane, 2017). 

Lastly, the Nexus generation or Generation Y comprises those born between 1980s and 2000s. Nexus 

members are considered to be very sophisticated technology stars, resistant to most traditional marketing 

and sales trends because they have grown up, seen it and been exposed to it all,since early childhood 

(Lenhart et al., 2010; O'Keefee et al., 2013; Sally Kane, 2017). Nexus members are more ethnically 

different, much more segmented and have grown up quickly with Cable TV channels, satellite radio, the 

internet and so forth (Howe et al., 2013). The Nexus generation is not brand loyal and the rapidity of the 

Internet has led the group to be correspondingly flexible by varying in fashion and up to date styles and 

their modes of communication (Hargittai&Hinnant, 2008; O'Keeffee et al., 2013) 

Nexus Generation  

The Nexus generation is a group of people that was born between 1980 and 2000 and is commonly 

referred as Generation Y, the Millennials, eco-boomers or dot.com generation (San, Omar, &Thurasamy, 

2015). Nonetheless, there is much divergence and argument concerning the age range of the Nexus 

generation. 

In 2010, Malaysia's the Nexus generation was 40% of Malaysia’s population (Barford& Hester, 2011; 

Howe et al., 2013; Zulkifli et al., 2016). Compared with other generations, the Nexus generation formed 

the major part of Malaysia’s population. Malaysia’s internet usage, as a percentage of the population, 

based on age, revealed that 38% were 15-24 years old, 26% were 26-35 years old, 23% were aged 

between 36-44 years old, 9% were from the age of 45-54 and 5% were aged 55 and above (San et al., 

2015). Based on those statistics, the majority of the Internet population in Malaysia was the Nexus 

generation with 49%  (San et al., 2015). 

Past studies have explored the organizational needs of the Nexus generation because 66% of Nexus will 

lead the way in the future (Barford& Hester, 2011). As a result, the organizational expectations and needs 

of the generation have now been well explained. The Nexus generation tends to be self-reliant, 

independent and require freedom and flexibility to complete tasks at their own pace and in their own way 

(Howe et al., 2013; Sally Kane, 2017). They are the most technologically savvy and educated generation 

to enter industry (Hargittai&Hinnant, 2008; Lenhart et al., 2010; O'Keeffee et al., 2013). The Nexus 

generation tends to think in a short term mode and expecting direct feedback (Sally Kane, 2017). This 

generation is very responsible and sees work as a chance to show their skills and their significance within 

the organization. It is a generation that has grown up in rapidly changing surroundings in a more 

globalized and mobilized world and experienced technological advances such as the Internet and mobile 

phones (Hargittai&Hinnant, 2008; Lenhart et al., 2010; O'Keeffee et al., 2013). 
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Though there has been some research done on the Nexus generation around the globe, not as much 

research has been done on the Malaysian Nexus generation especially research that looks into their 

characteristics and their learning methods (Majid et al., 2016). Some recent research includes the 

investigation of cultural values and career goals of the Malaysian Millennials (Maimunah & Hoo, 2014), 

and employer rewards and Malaysian Millennials (Maznah et al., 2014). However, it is interesting to note 

that the few of the findings in these studies confirm that the Malaysian Nexus generation is particularly 

technologically savvy and that the use of web technologies is a common part of their daily routines 

(Majid et al., 2016).These findings confirm that the Nexus generation in Malaysia is no different from 

their Western counterparts in relation to technology and the use of web technologies. 

 

Key Aspects of Nexus Generation 

For the purpose of the study, the Nexus generation is considered to consist of individuals born in the 

1980s and early 2000s, and are currently aged between 17 and 37 years (San, Omar, & Thurasamy, 2015). 

The general definition differentiates them from the generations before them such as the Baby Boomers, 

Generation X and the following generation referred to as Generation Z (Sally Kane, 2017). The Nexus 

generation made up the largest growth sector in the labour force in the 2010s with numbers estimated as 

high as 80 million or more and therefore, companies cannot simply ignore their needs, requirements and 

attitudes. Based on the previous cohort, the Nexus generation has come to be defined by the 

characteristics formed mainly by the world and the culture in which they grew up (William J. Schroer 

Principal; Paper, Fitri, & Universiti, 2016; Sally Kane, 2017). 

There are a few common key aspects of the Nexus generation. However, that does not mean that all these 

key aspects can be found in all Millennials. The broad statements are based on an average statistical 

perspective. The Nexus generation is technology savvy (Lenhart et al., 2010). It grew up with technology 

and relies on it to perform its jobs. Growing up with smartphones, laptops and other gadgets, this 

generation is plugged in 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (Lenhart et al., 2010; O'Keeffee et al., 2013). It 

likes to communicate through email and text messaging rather than face-to-face contact and prefers 

webinars and online technology to traditional lecture-based presentations (Sally Kane, 2017). They were 

born into an interconnected world, and presume that people can and should be connected at all times 

(Hargittai & Hinnant, 2008). The Millennial generation grew with strong virtual friendships and 

communication. A great variety of social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter and other platforms are 

used by them to make communications easier (Hargittai & Hinnant, 2008; Howe et al., 2013; Sally Kane, 

2017). The Millennials understand how to use internet technology and social media and try to show the 

value of these modes to their parents and older members in the workplace.  

The Nexus generation is family-centric (Moorthy, 2014). Nexus members are willing to trade high pay 

for shorter working hours and flexible time schedules to better their work-life-balances (Moorthy, 2014; 

Paper et al., 2016). Other generations may view this attitude as a lack of commitment or discipline, but 

Nexus members of the legal profession for example have a different vision of workplace expectations. 

They often value family upper most and it "comes first" before work (Sally Kane, 2017). The Nexus 

generation sees nothing wrong with taking off early or finishing important tasks at the office rather than 

taking them home. In an always-connected world, Millennials do not feel the need for rigid office hours 

to be productive (Barford & Hester, 2011). For the Millennials, salary is in general, of secondary 

importance. They consider work as fun and a hobby and gaining extra free time is more important 

(Moorthy, 2014). 

Another characteristic of the Nexus generation is that it is achievement and team oriented (Hargittai & 

Hinnant, 2008; Zulkifli et al., 2016). Having been nurtured and pampered by parents who didn't want to 

make the same mistakes as their parents, Millennials are more confident, ambitious and achievement-

oriented (Solnet, Kralj, & Kandampully, 2012). They have high expectations of their job tasks. They seek 
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new challenges and are not afraid to question authority (San et al., 2015).The Nexus generation desires 

significant work and a solid learning curve (Yunus, 2006). On the other hand, Nexus members value 

teamwork and seek the input and commitment of others. They are loyal and committed members. They 

want to be included and involved in any task. They try to avoid competition and prefer situations where 

there is no winner or loser, but rather a good compromise (Howe et al., 2013; Yunus, 2006). 

Lastly, they crave attention and continuous development for a better future (Sally Kane, 2017). Nexus 

members need constructive criticism and supervision. They value being kept in a group and often need 

repeated commendations and encouragement (W.Horsaengchai, 2011). Millennials appreciate a mentor 

who can help lead and expand their talents. The disadvantage of Nexus employees is that they are always 

looking for something fresh and better. Their way of learning is going far beyond traditional methods. 

Millennials are searching for new opportunities for self development and it is not uncommon for a 

Millennial to stay with a firm for only two to three years before moving on to a better position perceived 

to be better elsewhere (Hargittai & Hinnant, 2008; Yunus, 2006; Lifestyle, 2011). They are not afraid to 

change their place of employment several times, which is a clear difference between them and people of 

the older generations. On the positive side, working for several firms provides them with a lot of 

experiences (Sally Kane, 2017). The Nexus generation is constantly learning and is a better educated 

generation. Overall, when it comes to work values, the Nexus generation is seen as appreciating 

flexibility, leisure, innovation, more emphasis on a participatory management style, a balance between 

work and personal life and social value.   

 

Nexus Generation as Virtual Entrepreneur 

An entrepreneur is one who plays a major role in the economic development of a nation 

(Entrepreneurship, 2016; M. Hoppe, E. Union, 2016). Basically, an entrepreneur can be regarded as a 

person who has the initiative, the ability to express his/her ideas and implement their skills, and the 

motivation to set up a business or an enterprise of their own (Uyar & Deniz, 2012). An entrepreneur 

always looks for significant accomplishments of his own or in collaboration with a team. An entrepreneur 

is conduit for social change and works for the common good. Entrepreneurs will look for opportunities, 

identify them and seize them mainly for economic profit (Uyar & Deniz, 2012). Entrepreneurship 

research defines entrepreneurs as individuals who discover, evaluate, and exploit profitable opportunities 

(M. Hoppe, E. Union, 2016). Thus, entrepreneurs often need a new idea or knowledge, not just in a useful 

or tested form, but more creatively (Petkova, 2009). The characteristic of looking for opportunities, 

taking risks and having the courage to develop a plan through to reality, combine into a special entity that 

can be defined as an entrepreneur (Petkova, 2009; Uyar & Deniz, 2012). 

For anyone considering starting a business, ongoing development of entrepreneurial learning is essential 

to ensure he/she is being exposed to the realities of entrepreneurship and is equipped with the skills to 

support them when he/she starts a business (New Straits Times, MaGIC Empowers Nation's Economy, 

2015; Secretariat, 2015). Entrepreneurship is a dynamic and social process wherein individuals, alone or 

cooperatively, identify opportunities and if necessary redesign the ideas to be practical, targeted activities 

in social, cultural or economical contexts (M. Hoppe, E. Union, 2016). Figure 3 sets out the five levels of 

learning related to entrepreneurial skills and illustrates that entrepreneurship education has five levels of 

skills that can be developed when studying entrepreneurship (Petkova, 2009). First is the “know why” 

referring to attitudes, values and motivation, “know how” is identifying abilities, while “know who” are 

the short and long term social abilities. The “know when” refers to long-term social skills and finally the 

“know what” relates to knowledge of the market place and goods (Petkova, 2009). 
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Figure 3: Five Levels Of Learning of Entrepreneurial Skills    Source : Johannison. B, 1991) 

However, few studies have been carried out on the traits of Nexus members as entrepreneurs (W. 

Horsaengchai, 2011). The unique situation for Nexus members as entrepreneurs is that they are the first 

generation to grow up with entrepreneurial role models (O'Keeffee et al., 2013; Yunus, 2006) such as 

Steve Jobs who developed the Apple company and Mark Zuckerberg, the social media sensation who 

developed Facebook. These role models have been enough to inspire them to join their ranks. 

Next, the Nexus member is highly collaborative and team oriented (Hargittai & Hinnant, 2008). Nexus 

members will pitch ideas, gain feedback from peers and display everything for the world to see and 

respond to. They work better in a team rather than alone (W. Horsaengchai, 2011). The main feature of 

the Nexus generation is that they are highly technologically savvy (Sally Kane, 2017). They came of age 

at the peak of the digital revolution. The Nexus members developed a unique understanding of the inner 

workings of the new devices which they tried to figure out through trial and error to gain knowledge 

(Howe et al., 2013). 

 Lastly, the Nexus generation member is the type who is motivated by purpose and thinking outside the 

box (Barford & Hester, 2011). The Nexus member is very passionate about work but not solely about 

money. Nexus members are blessed with many characteristics that are unique when compared to older 

generations. They like thinking outside the square to learn how to do things in new and creative ways 

(Uyar & Deniz, 2012) Nexus members tend to be thrilled about their jobs and they will attempt to do the 

job efficiently. They will not easily give up and they always learn from failure (Petkova, 2009). 

Meanwhile, the virtual entrepreneur or online entrepreneur is being accepted and emerging in Malaysia 

(San et al., 2015). A virtual entrepreneur is a technology user with the capability of filling the world with 

virtual objects of their own design, with the freedom to direct their virtual experiences throughout the 

world (Lenhart et al., 2010; San et al., 2015). A virtual economy evolves through a user’s collective 

efforts or contributions to create virtual objects or goods. The rise of Internet dispersion in Malaysia has 

created new virtual entrepreneurs among the Nexus generation (San et al., 2015; New Straits Times, 

MaGIC Empowers Nation's Economy, 2015). The Internet has become a platform for businesses and 

service providers to communicate information and deliver products and services to consumers (New 

Straits Times, MaGIC Empowers Nation's Economy, 2015). According to Turban, et al. (2009), the 

Internet is a useful tool to convey information to consumers as it is flexible, open, informal, and 

interactive. The internet had changed the way businesses operate and the way consumers purchase goods 

and services (Lenhart et al., 2010). Of all the generations, Nexus is the first generation to be raised in the 

era of technology and social media (W. Horsaengchai, 2011; Sally Kane, 2017). Hence, the Government 

really needs to support the Nexus generation in becoming future entrepreneurs (Secretariat, 2015; New 

Straits Times, MaGIC Empowers Nation's Economy, 2015; Entrepreneurship, 2016). 
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Conclusion 

 
The youth population plays an important role in this nation, so it is essential to develop and prepare our 

young people with attitudes, knowledge and skills necessary for Malaysia’s development and economy. 

Furthermore, nowadays, businesses must adapt to the new realities and understand the work value of the 

new generation that is entering the workplace. At the same time, the digital technologies offer tremendous 

growth opportunities but require entrepreneurs to fully unlock their economic potential as the bases of 

new businesses.  
  

To summarize, this research contributes to Malaysia's economic growth by investigating the development 

of job creators among Nexus members. There is growing evidence from previous studies that globally, 

the Nexus generation faces increasing difficulties when entering the workforce. Without the right 

guidance from the start, our youth will be less proficient at making choices that will improve their career 

scenarios and their future. The resulting effect of inadequate education, low-productivity, unemployment 

and the increasing poverty from one generation to the next must be identified in the Government’s plan to 

overcome these problems (Secretariat, 2015). Hence, there is a necessity for the Malaysian government to 

develop strategies aimed to give young people a chance to make the most of their productive potential.  
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Abstract 

In today’s marketplace, businesses are increasingly realizing that a true competitive advantage lies in 

building a strong customer experience. Since customers have endless choices and, hence, more 

demanding, neither low prices nor smart advertising are enough to win their business. Nowadays, 

customers expect outstanding experiences more than ever before. As such, companies hoping to maintain 

a competitive edge should adopt innovative strategies to enhance interactions with their customers. The 

objective of this article is, therefore, to explore the way big data can improve customer experience. In this 

respect it was revealed that this data revolution can enable businesses to gain an in-depth understanding 

of their customers and of their needs. Big data can also allow businesses to transform customer feedback 

into actionable insight and customer satisfaction in real-time. Moreover, it can provide every individual 

customer with a customized customer experience that meets his needs and behavioral patterns. Given 

these opportunities, we strongly believe that big data can help companies deliver engaging customer 

experiences and, thus, stand out in an increasingly competitive advantage. 

Keywords: big data, customer experience, customer retention, competitive advantage  

Introduction 

 

In an increasingly competitive marketplace, it is no longer sufficient to propose a reliable product or a 

competitive price. With modern technologies, today consumers are highly connected, well informed and 

digitally empowered. Accordingly, they have higher expectations and are more demanding than ever 

(Newman 2017). In fact, they are longing for an astounding customer experience, which many businesses 

ultimately fail to provide. 

In that past, customer experience was a journey that had a clear beginning, middle and an end. As such, 

nearly all customers followed the same path. Nowadays, customer experience is non-linear and 

unpredictable.  It is a journey that does not solely take place in a brick-and-mortar store, on an e-

commerce website or when calling a support line. Rather, it encompasses instances of knowledge sharing 

and discussions that occur beyond a business’ owned channels (Lemon & Verhoef 2016). In fact, there 

are massive amounts of data or big data that are generated at a rapid pace by customers and other users on 

social media platforms. This valuable data could be beneficially used to improve customer experience 

and, hence, help companies compete in an increasingly complex consumer marketplace (Newman 2015). 

Thus, instead of relying primarily on transactional and demographic data for strategic marketing 

information, businesses could extract value from these huge amounts of data (Faizi et al. 2017).  

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to examine how big data could be leveraged to enhance customer 

experience. The remainder of the present article is organized as follows. Section Two provides a brief 

overview of customer experience. Section Three discusses how big data can be used to improve customer 

experience. Section Four concludes this paper. 
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Customer Experience:  A Brief Overview  

Customer experience refers to the sum of all interactions and experiences that a customer has with a 

company’s products, services, people and processes throughout their business relationship. These 

interactions and experiences can include awareness, discovery, cultivation, advocacy, purchase and 

service (Singh 2016).  Though customer experience can encompass a lot of constituents, it can briefly be 

defined as the perception the customer has of a given brand.  

A customer experience can take place in a physical store, online or when communicating with a contact 

centre. It happens while visiting a store or a website, interacting with an employee and while receiving a 

shipped order. According to Richard Owen, vice president of Dell Online Worldwide, customer 

experience goes from the instant a customer sees an advertisement to the moment he or she accepts the 

delivery of a product, and beyond (Roumeliotis 2012).  

Given that 21
st
 century consumers have more power and choice than ever before, they are a mouse-

click away from competitors. For this reason, customer experience has become an important and 

powerful part of a business strategy. Today, offering an amazing customer experience will not only help 

businesses build long-term relationships with their customers, but it will also create a competitive 

advantage and increase revenue and sales. Therefore, every organization’s brand heavily relies on the 

customer experience it delivers.  

According to a survey conducted by Gartner in 2014, 89% of the surveyed companies expected to 

compete mostly on the basis of customer experience by 2016 versus only 36% in 2010 (Sorofman 2014). 

Gartner also predicts that by the year 2018, more than 50% of businesses will implement major business 

model changes to enhance customer experience (Gartner 2016). 

Within the same context, a study published by Walker, a customer intelligence consulting firm, stipulates 

that by 2020, customer experience will overtake product and price as the primary brand differentiator.  

For illustration consider the following figure. 

 

Fig. 1: Companies’ ratings as to the most important  

Element to their business strategy by 2020 

When companies that were surveyed were inquired about how important are experience, price and 

product are to their business strategy, the figure clearly shows that more emphasis is on the experiences 

that a company delivers to create a competitive advantage. This means that customer experience will be 

the main factor that will distinguish one company from another. 
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A more recent survey carried out by Econsultancy in association with Adobe also confirmed the 

continued dominance of customer experience in terms of the focus of marketers. In fact, 91% of the 

surveyed B2B brands continue to make customer experience a strategic priority in 2017 (Econsultancy 

2017).   

As is clear from the evidence above, customer experience continues to grow as a priority for companies 

in every industry. Since no business can exist without customers, companies across all industries are 

focusing on how to attain higher customer satisfaction rates and more importantly on how to reduce 

customer churn.   

How Can Big Data Enhance Customer Experience?  

The rapid growth in the quantity of information that has been generated in the last couple years has 

resulted in the emergence of a new concept termed ‘Big Data’ (Bakillah et al. 2014). Big data is currently 

one of the hottest technology trends that is used in a variety of fields for various purposes. This data 

revolution is expected to transform not only how companies and industries use and process data but will 

also reshape the face of our world (Schmarzo 2013).  This data can, for instance, help in a political 

campaign, prevent disasters or boost a company’s revenue. Big data can, thus, open up many new 

avenues and opportunities. Given the potential value that can be derived from big data, our purpose in this 

section is to examine the ways in which it can improve customer experience.   

First, big data can enable businesses gain a better understanding of their customers (Marr 2016, Wang 

2014).  Thanks to big data technologies, companies can have access to tremendous quantities of valuable 

information about their customers.  In fact, many businesses are not longer confined to collecting 

demographic information (age, gender, marital status, ethnic group, etc.) of their customers or their 

transactional data, namely how much, how often and which products or services they spend their money 

on. In addition to this traditional data, companies can better understand their customers by leveraging data 

generated on social media. Today, a customer’s journey is not solely taking place in a physical store or on 

an e-commerce website. Rather, it mainly consists of instances of knowledge-sharing and discussions that 

are happening beyond the channels of a business. With the hundreds of various social media networks 

that are available, there are billions of data points that a business could tap into to get its customers’ 

insights.  On Facebook or Twitter, for instance, big data can enable businesses to get valuable information 

on their customers’ latent interests, preferences and needs. More importantly, they can help get the 

customers’ attitudes and perceptions towards a given brand (Voulgaris 2014). Shortly after trying a brand, 

a customer can hop up on Facebook or YouTube and spread the news. Never before have businesses been 

able to listen to what customers say to friends or to other people about a product or service. Fortunately, 

with big data, it is possible to quickly capture and process every comment or post that an individual 

makes on these social media networks. Massive amounts of data captured from Internet of Things devices 

can also reveal much information on how customers use products, when they use them and for how long 

they make use of them.  

Second, big data can also help businesses convert customer feedback into actionable insights and 

customer delight in real-time.  In fact, by retrieving the mixture of data sets that are generated from 

various streams and then analyzing them, businesses can identify in real-time problems that their 

customers are encountering with their products or services (Nasir 2015). They can, thus, see what is 

working and what is not and can identify patterns in their customer engagement strategies that need 

improvement (Newman 2017).  Armed with this pertinent information, businesses can fix the problems 

that have been detected or at least provide customers with the immediate feedback that they usually 

demand. In the past, collecting and processing data before passing it to the right person to make 

actionable decisions or adjustments often took months. By contrast, big data can allow businesses to act 

as quickly as possible not only to resolve problems that customers have detected but also to fix problems 
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before they even happen.  By being proactive, a business is able to remain in control of the user’s or 

customer’s experience at all times. Moreover, these real-time or instant interactions or feedback will 

ultimately drive customer satisfaction and provide a greater customer experience (Lane 2011). The faster 

businesses respond to requests and complaints, the better they are likely to cater to meet the needs of their 

customers. 

Third, big data can also be used to offer a personalized customer experience (Montaño & Pal 2014). 

Today, customers want neither a one size fits all approach, which provides all customers with the same 

offers, nor any goods or services that work. They aspire to have customized offers that both save them 

time and take into consideration their interests or preferences. Henceforth, a customized customer 

experience is no longer merely wanted, but highly expected. However, if a consumer’s data is stuck in 

silos or scattered among different departments or teams, no business will be capable of taking full 

advantage of this data because no one will have a total view of its customers.  

However, by embracing big data technologies, businesses can aggregate all customers’ data, be it 

structured, semi-structured or unstructured. As such, they can gain a 360-degree view of every individual 

customer and, thus, get deep insights into what is important to the customer (Lopez 2014). Therefore, 

instead of ‘spamming’ a customer with one needless offer after another, businesses can via big data 

technologies recommend goods and services that go in line with a customer’s interests and preferences. In 

addition, big data can allow businesses to get engaged with their customers on the right channel with the 

right message and at the right time. 

From the discussion above, it quite clear that leveraging the power of big data captured from diverse 

internal and external data sources can enable businesses to craft a seamless customer experience that will 

help them attract and retain customers and increase revenues.  

Conclusion 

The purpose of this paper was to examine the ways big data technologies can improve customer 

experience. In this vein, it was clearly shown that this valuable data can provide companies with a better 

understanding of their customers and can help them convert customer feedback into actionable insights in 

real-time. It was also demonstrated that big data can be used to personalize customer experience 

following customers’ needs and preferences. Taking all these potentials into account, we think that big 

data provides businesses with an ideal opportunity to deliver strong customer experiences that will 

significantly increase revenue. 
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Abstract 

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have gained popularity in the last couple of years as they enable 
learners to access world class education from leading universities and colleges at a low cost or even for 
free. MOOCs are, therefore, expected to significantly alter the traditional modes of learning. However, 
these online video courses will not only impact the way education is delivered in academic institutions, 
but will also disrupt how corporate learning is conducted.  In fact, given the limitations and requirements 
of in-house training, MOOCs can be learning assets in the workplace. The objective of this paper is, thus, 
to explore the potential benefits of using MOOCs for corporate training and development. In this respect, 
it was revealed that MOOCs can allow employees to learn at their own pace and can help businesses 
reduce instruction time and, hence, boost productivity. Moreover, the use of these online learning 
resources can cut down training costs, improve employees’ retention rates and allow employers to 
monitor and evaluate the learning performance of their workforce. Accordingly, they should be 
incorporated in all corporate training initiatives. 
 

Keywords: MOOC, human resources, corporate training, professional development  

Introduction 

 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have quickly grown in popularity in the last couple of years and 
become a favored way of interactive online learning. In fact, learners all over the world are currently 
opting for these online video courses to complete higher education studies from a variety of universities 
or colleges, or to enhance their personal and professional skills. Since no physical attendance is required, 
courses can be accessed by anyone at any time and from anywhere in the world just with an Internet 
connection. 

As opposed to traditional modes of distance learning, which have basically been used for distributing 
text-based educational resources, a MOOC focuses more on multimedia materials such as videos and 
animations and uses quizzes for assessment and immediate feedback. In addition, MOOCS foster 
interaction amongst a varied global learning community.  

Today, a large number of MOOCs taught by professionals in the field are offered by many leading 
universities in the world either as an additional resources or reference materials of a course or even as an 
independent module. Given this valuable opportunity, students and learners in general resort to these 
video educational resources to enhance their learning in different subjects and to explore academic topics 
of interest. However, the popularity of MOOCs is not only confined to educational institutions but is also 
extended to the business world given the growing awareness in the role MOOCs might play in workforce 
training.  
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Therefore, the objective of this paper is to explore the potential opportunities of using MOOCS in 
business contexts. The rest of the present article is structured as follows. Section Two gives a brief 
overview of MOOCs. Section Three details the reasons why MOOCs should be used in the workplace. 
Section Four concludes this paper. 

MOOCs: A Brief Overview  
 
Since their introduction in 2008, MOOCs have drawn a considerable amount of interest within higher 
education and corporate learning.  These educational video resources, actually, have the potential to 
widen access to world class universities and to offer new and alternative routes to education and to 
corporate learning and development. MOOCS are, thus, likely to disrupt many of the sectors’ traditional 
approaches and assumptions.  
 
The MOOC acronym – massive, open, online and course – has been interpreted in distinct and sometimes 
conflicting ways. However, all interpretations  more or less converge on defining  a MOOC as a model 
for delivering educational content online to an unlimited number of students or participants from 
anywhere in the world for free or nearly free. Accordingly, MOOCs can be seen as a way to democratize 
and re-visualize education so that all learners, anywhere, regardless of their social status or income can 
have access to education (Kanani 2014).  
 
Most MOOCs provide the usual traditional classroom material in the form of video lectures, which are 
often sliced into 10 or 15-minute segments.  Learners enrolled in a MOOC can also read assigned 
materials, complete quizzes and tests and interact with instructors and other learners in online forums. 
 
Though different types of MOOCs have emerged in the last few years, MOOCs can generally be divided 
up into two major categories: cMOOCs and xMOOCs (Haber 2014, Rhoads 2015).   
 
A cMOOC is based on the learning theory of Connectivism which emphasizes the power of connecting 
with other learners. In a cMOOC, learning occurs through the interaction of learners with learning 
materials and with each other (Daniel 2012).  According to George Siemens, one of the MOOCs pioneers, 
cMOOCs rely on the idea that learning happens within a network, where learners use social media 
platforms to make connections with content, learning communities and other learners to co-create and 
share  their collective knowledge (Siemens 2012).  Given that the participants in a cMOOC co-produce 
and share information with each other and get engaged in joint experiences and discussions, they assume 
the dual role of both the instructor and the learner. 
 
Unlike cMOOCs which emphasize knowledge creation and generation, xMOOCsrely on knowledge 
duplication and are modeled on more traditional learning theories and teaching methods where the 
professor is the expert and learners are consumers of knowledge (Hai-Jew 2014, Jemni & Khribi 
2016).  These MOOCs are a combination of pre-recorded video lectures and assessments that are centered 
around a teacher rather than around a community of learners. Currently, hundreds of xMOOCs are 
offered to the general public via platforms such as Coursera, EdX, and Udacity. As such, they are the 
most common type of MOOCs. 
 
Despite their common goal of offering open and free or relatively free education and training to learners, 
both categories of MOOCs have distinct structures and qualities. Each MOOC category establishes a 
different type of learning environment that suits specific modes of knowledge acquisition. 
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Why use MOOCs to Enhance Corporate Training?  

When new employees are hired, they are generally offered onboarding training which enables them to 
acquire the skills, knowledge and behaviors needed so as to become valuable contributors to an 
organization.  However, given that company policies, processes and product specs change over time, it is 
of utmost important to provide all employees with continual training so that they could stay up-to-date 
with the requisite skills, professional knowledge and industry trends that might benefit them at work.  It 
is, thus, essential that employees be given access to new training courses on a regular basis. Nevertheless, 
given the constraints and limitations of on-site training sessions, an increasing number of employers have 
started incorporating MOOCs to help further train their employees. Rather than being restricted to 
traditional training programs (face-to-face or online), employers resort to MOOCs as a new corporate 
training mode for the numerous benefits that they provide (Carson 2014, Hamori 2017, Wang et al. 2017, 
Radford et al. 2014).  

The first potential benefit of using MOOCs for corporate training is that they offer a flexible learning 
experience. On a 24/7 basis, employees can access training at the time and place that suit them. In fact, 
rather than being required to attend a three-day or a one-week training session which is oftentimes 
exhausting, or being obliged to wait for a scheduled session that takes into consideration all employees’ 
needs, preferences and constraints, any individual employee can learn at his own pace and in moments 
that do not conflict with his own work responsibilities or personal life. As such, all staff members are 
likely to take full advantage of these video learning materials.  

The second potential benefit of incorporating MOOCS in training is that they can help businesses reduce 
instruction time and, thus, boost productivity. Given that MOOCs can be accessed by any employee 
irrespective of time and place, the wasted time and  costs associated with the employees not being at their 
desks during a face-to-face training  session are, thus, saved (Nielson 2014). In this respect, some studies 
have demonstrated that the shift from on-site to e-learning training has proven to decrease the instruction 
time by up to 60% (Ferriman 2014) Though a lot of evidence is not yet available, the use of MOOCs can 
contribute to more training time savings and, thus, lead to more productivity. Before McAffe, the 
American global computer security software company, renewed its hiring strategy, the latter was more 
than  80 hours long and was composed of  about 40 hours of pre-work, 5 days of on-site instruction as 
well as  post-work to be completed at home. However, the incorporation of MOOCs as new training 
model enabled McAffe to save both time and generate more lucrative sales (Meister 2013).  

An additional advantage of using MOOCs is that they reduce the costs related to employee training and 
development as they are usually offered for free or at a minimal cost (Ong & Jambulingam 2016).  
Following a study conducted by Bersin by Deloitte in 2014, corporate training is a $70 billion industry in 
the United States and a $130 billion industry worldwide (Bersin 2014). These expenses are even expected 
to increase in the future. However, while these are good signs that business is booming, not all companies 
have extra money to spend on training their employees. Therefore, one way to cut down training costs is 
to have recourse to MOOCs (Dodson et al. 2015). The latter do, in fact, enable businesses to deliver high-
quality training at a low cost. Instead of having to pay for an on-site instructor or expert or spending 
money on travel, accommodation, logistics, and resource-related expenses, the incorporation of MOOCs 
can save an organization a lot of money.  Moreover, once a MOOC is online, the course can be delivered 
to as many employees as possible. This means that once the first group of employees has been trained, 
there are no marginal costs related to the training of additional employees.  

A further advantage of using MOOCs for corporate training is that they help improve employees’ 
retention rates. Retaining employees in this competitive talent marketplace has, actually, been found out 
to be one of the biggest priorities and concerns for business leaders (Schawbel 2016). Given this fact, the 
constant access to learning materials that MOOCs can always guarantee can keep employees well 
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informed and can enhance their engagement. Indeed, as long as employees are enriched with the 
education and skills they need to carry out different daily work duties, they are more likely to thrive in the 
organization. In this context, A recent survey by Udemy revealed that 46% of US employees noted that 
limited or lack of learning opportunities is the major reason why they are bored or disengaged in their 
roles (Wiechers 2016). MOOCs for corporate training and development can help companies not only with 
retention, but also with developing their future leaders. MOOCs can make employees feel they are 
growing professionally and expanding their understanding of work processes. This provides the personnel 
with the energy and power to deal with the different challenges they might face while at work and make 
them feel a sense of personal satisfaction. 

In addition to the above-mentioned benefits, MOOCs can also help businesses track employees’ learning 
performance and assess the knowledge retention for corporate training efforts. Thanks to big data 
technologies, an employer can know which skills or information have been taught to which employees. It 
is also possible to identify employees who completed a specific course and how long it took them to 
complete it. Just by analyzing an employee’s interaction behavior towards a MOOC, an employer or 
manager can spot which course or part of a course is easy or hard to understand and also to identify   
motivated employees who have acquired the desired skill sets (Faizi et al. 2017). In this way, every 
individual employee can be assigned a customized training experience. However, not only can MOOCs 
enable an organization to detect motivated employees internally, but also to find prospective employees 
who have the skills and experience that the company is looking for. When a company offers its MOOCs 
externally, it can reach out valuable candidates that might not have been found otherwise (Castellano 
2014). In this respect, many companies such as Eurotunnel, SNCF and Orange have started using 
MOOCs not only for training purposes but for hiring decisions as well.  

Conclusion 

Our purpose in this article was to examine the potential role that MOOCs may play in corporate training 
and development. In this vein, it was found out that these online video courses can allow employees to 
learn at their own pace given that they can be accessed irrespective of time and place.  Therefore, unlike 
in-house training, MOOCs can also reduce training time and, thus, boost productivity. In addition, the use 
of these online video courses can cut training costs, enhance employee retention rates and can help 
employers track and assess the learning performance of every individual employee. Given all these 
benefits, we believe that MOOCs are potentially an excellent solution that businesses should incorporate 
in their training initiatives.  
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Abstract 

 
Due to the increasing threat of long-term blackout and its impact on all sectors of human activity, it is 
necessary to increase crisis preparedness of the public administration for such possibility. It is necessary 
to map the capabilities of all entities for the crisis management purposes and to check their ability to 
respond to the situation for the purpose of the operational processing of crisis managements plans in the 
crisis preparedness phase. Checking the ability to respond is carried out using risk analysis, processing 
planning documentation and subsequently carrying out exercises of responsible crisis management 
authorities. Working groups have been set up to analyze impacts on the life and health of the population, 
its property and environment with regards to ensure the functionality of all key stakeholders as a part of 
the Blackout 2017 exercise preparation in the selected region of the Czech Republic. The article focuses 
on the results obtained by a working communication group, with the emphasize put on providing 
communication between responsible authorities and providing information to the population about the 
situation development. Article puts emphasizes on the analysis of the mobile networks functionality as 
the most widely used communication and information tool. 

Keywords: communication, mobile operators, area analysis, blackout 

Introduction 

 
This section should follow keywords.  This section should provide background of the study and highlight 
research motivation.  Information and communication technologies (hardware, software, netware and 
telecommunication) have contributed significantly to the development of globalization. Current society is 
going through digital age which is based on the use of the latest scientific knowledge in the field of 
information and communication technologies. Besides its positive consequences, such as facilitating 
communication, economic benefits, data archiving, etc., it also brings a negative impact in the form of 
latent risks such as the possibility of data misuse, cyber-terrorism and pathological addictions. 

Providing timely and relevant information on the development, course and way of dealing with the crisis 
situation is vital to the population affected by a disaster. In the case of blackout, communication through 
ordinary telecommunication means is highly limited or almost impossible. Communication via mobile 
phones, in particular, is very vulnerable. Mobile transceivers are usually nonfunctional during disasters. 
For example, during hurricane Katrina, more than 70 % of mobile transceivers were malfunctioned 
(Nicholas, 2017). On that account, it is necessary to re-evaluate the use of mobile phones in the event of 
disaster. It is possible to use portable devices with battery power - Citizen Band radio, satellite phones, 
General Mobile Radio Service radio, Amateur radio (Nicholas, 2017). These devices have its advantages 
and disadvantages (such as affordability, reach, popularity among the population). In the Czech Republic, 
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these communication tools are not very spread among the population and the crisis management 
authorities. In relation to the crisis preparedness of the crisis management bodies as well as the 
population, it is necessary to become ready for such situation since the lack of information and the 
absence of communication can give rise to negative impacts, losses or damage. Negative impacts can be 
minimized even before the actual crisis situation occurrence by a thorough analysis of the field that maps 
out potential responses in the area affected. Adaptation and mitigation measures have been subsequently 
proposed based on the results of the analysis. 

The objective of the article is to present the results of implemented analysis aimed at functioning of 
communication and information technologies in the South Bohemian Region serving for the needs of the 
exercise Blackout 2017. Based on the results of the analysis, there are identified problems areas ready for 
solutions. There will be proposed a way of communication between the crisis management authorities and 
the affected population. The results will serve to change and supplement the crisis documentation of the 
South Bohemian Region. 

Current Situation 

Crisis communication 

Crisis communication is an interactive information process, verbal, visual or written between the 
organization and the stakeholders (Feam-Banks, 2010). Crisis communication plays crucial role in the 
crisis management (Zhao, 2007). 

The term “crisis communication” is generally used in two ways: 

• It describes communication activities of an organization or agency facing a crisis. It needs to 
communicate concerning the crisis within the organization, with various partners and the public.  

• The term “crisis communication” is associated more often with emergency management and the 
need to inform and alert the public about an emergency. In this case, crisis communication might 
refer to the community leaders’ efforts to inform the public (Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention, 2014). 

The second way of communication is being dealt with in the presented article. The underlying thread in 
both forms of crisis communication is that an unexpected and threatening emergency requires an 
immediate response. The content, form and timing of the communication can help reduce, sustain the 
harm or make the situation even worse (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). 

There are currently several topics dominating the area of crisis communication: 

• Characteristics of crisis communication in the social media (Sakasi et al, 2010, Muralidharan et 
al, 2011, Lotan et al, 2011). 

• The role of media in the crisis communication (Lotan et al, 2011, Utz et al, 2013, Starbird et al, 
2015). 

• Organization or crisis response strategy (Yates and Paquette, 2011, Sutton et al, 2013, Rutset et 
al, 2014). 

• Communication behaviour in the times of crisis (Xie et al, 2017, Esworthy et al, 2015). 

Focusing attention on crisis communication through mass media and social media arises from their 
position and role in contemporary society. All these communication means require electrical power for 
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their operation. During the research into this topic, it was found out that, no research which would deal 
with the issue of providing communication in the case of blackout, has been carried out in the area of 
crisis communication. The authors of the article were unable to obtain information on the way in which 
the analysis of the area was carried out from the point of view of communication possibilities in other 
states. From the point of view of dealing with the crisis communication with the population affected by 
blackout that happened abroad, a network of amateur radios was used in Japan in 2011. Japanese radio 
amateurs powered their stations with car batteries or portable generators and transmitted rescue requests, 
information on refugee centres and availability of supplies. Similarly, the network is used in the USA 
during hurricanes and other natural disasters (Nollet and Ohto, 2013). 

Czech Republic 

The territory of the Czech Republic (CR) has not been affected by a large-scale and long-term blackout 
yet. The high stability of electricity supply in the Czech Republic is also evidenced by the distribution 
continuity indicators (Dušek, 2016). The average duration of one interruption of electricity supply for the 
customers in the previous year was 116.96 minutes, with an average of 2.21 interruptions (Energy 
Regulatory Office, 2017). Short-term local outages in the period 2000-2016 were predominantly related 
to natural disasters (floods, storms, snow calamities and icing) and anthropogenic dangers (transformer 
stations fires, unintentional damage to the facilities) caused by human factor failure. Electricity supplies 
to all locations were restored within 48 hours at the latest. In the context of crisis preparedness, it is 
necessary to take into account all aspects of life, eg. Preparedness of the population, social and healthcare 
facilities in relation to communication skills (Brehovska et al, 2015). 

In the case of the threat analysis for the Czech Republic (Government of the Czech Republic, 2016), the 
risk of large-scale disruption of power supply (45.73 points out of 100) and the risk of disturbing the 
functionality of major electronic communications systems (32 out of 100) was assessed as an 
unacceptable risk. For unacceptable risks, the competent authorities of the central state administration 
have to create type plans. During the implementation of threat analysis for the area of regions, the risk of 
large-scale disruption of power supplies was identified as unacceptable risk in 13 of 14 regions of the 
Czech Republic (Šindlerová, 2017). On the basis of the created type plan, crisis management authorities 
are obliged to incorporate ways of addressing the crisis situation into the crisis plans of regions and 
municipalities with extended powers. Emergency communication and connection also form part of the 
crisis documentation, however, they are of limited use for addressing the danger of blackout. 

In spite of the above mentioned facts about the supply stability, considering the increasing vulnerability 
of the population to crisis situations, crisis management bodies prepare themselves for the risk of long-
term blackout by the form of exercises in individual regions. Exercises with blackout topic took place in 
the Czech Republic in 2014 in Prague, in 2015 in the South Moravian, the Olomouc and the Hradec 
Králové Regions and in 2016 in the Vysočina Region. In 2017 it will take place in the South Bohemian 
Region. Each region has approached the organization and scope of the exercise in a different way. Even 
one of the regions practised as if all communication channels were working, which is in fact unrealistic. 
The benefits of such type of exercise are highly limited. 

Aim and Methodology 

The aim of the paper is to carry out research into the possible ways of communication in the case of a 
long-term power outage in the territory of the South Bohemian Region in the Czech Republic. Partial 
goals are exploration of communication through mobile operators and radio communication. The basic 
issue addressed is thus connection and passing information between the population, crisis management 
bodies and integrated rescue services. The basic research method is analysis, where the analysis of the 
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individual communication possibilities and impacts during a long-term blackout has been performed. The 
information was obtained by research into the information sources and literature and in particular, by a 
semi-structured interview and a questionnaire given to the representatives of individual entities that 
provide one of the connection services. The final information has been compiled and using the deduction 
method, the final conclusions have been drawn while coming from assumptions to conclusions. 

Results and Discussion 

As a part of a preparation of the Blackout exercise in the South Bohemian Region (Czech Republic) 
which will be held in November 2017, 13 working groups have been created. Working groups have dealt 
with the key areas influenced by blackout (e.g. food, healthcare, drinking water, fuel and transport). The 
task of each working group has been: 

1. Identify elements belonging to the topic area. 
2. Determine the impacts of power failure. 
3. Identify the preserved activities. 
4. Decide what is necessary for emergency provision in the set area. 
5. Determine how to address impacts in the affected area. 
6. Select the entities for the provision of basic functions for priority electricity supplies in the 

affected area. 

The article deals with the analysis of the area in terms of ensuring the functionality of the information and 
communication technologies in case of a large-scale blackout in the region. Emphasis was put on mobile 
operators as the number of used mobile devices is growing. The analysis of the area was carried out by 
the Regional Fire Brigade in cooperation with experts from the individual organizations responsible for 
traffic operation, postal services and telecommunications. 

Identify Elements Belonging To the Topic Area 

The following elements were identified in the area of communication, postal services and 
telecommunications within the region: 

• Digital Radio Network of the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic – PEGAS. 
• Analogue Radio Network of the Fire Rescue Service of the Czech Republic. 
• Mobile operators. 
• Fixed line operators. 
• Satellite telephones. 
• Radio broadcasting, 
• Television broadcasting, 
• Internet, 
• Local information systems, 
• Unified system of warning and notification, 
• Postal Services. 

These elements are used not only by crisis management bodies and components of the Integrated Rescue 
System, but also by the population whose security needs to be ensured during blackout. 

It was found out as a part of element identification that some entities owning such elements are part of the 
critical infrastructure - VI Information and Communication Systems Area under the Government 
Regulation of the Criteria for Determination of the Critical Infrastructure Element (Government 
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Regulation, 2014). Components of the Integrated Rescue System, in particular the Operational and 
Information Centers are dependent on receiving information to provide protection to the population. They 
are also components of the critical infrastructure elements. 

For the elements included in the critical infrastructure, it is essential that the functionality is maintained 
even in the event of a large-scale, long-term power outage since the disruption may have implications for 
state security, economy and providing the basic living needs of the population as well as their health and 
property. 

Determine the Impacts of Power Failure 

After identifying potentially endangered elements, impacts have been identified with regard to the 
preparedness for dealing with crisis situations and protection of the population. The most significant 
problem is the limitation or complete disruption of communication between citizens, crisis management 
authorities, administrations authorities and business entities. Communication interruption will arise from 
the congested base transceiver station (BTS), discharged users‘ mobile phones, failure of mobile 
operators BTS which are not backed up with back-up sources). Disruption of communication on the part 
of the citizens affects the provision of assistance to the citizens who will not be able to reach the 
emergency lines for help. In addition, population will not be provided by a long-term warning via the 
Unified system of warning and notification (sirens) and local information systems. The provision of 
information to the population will be as well limited by television and local radio. This disturbs the 
standard communication channels used during other types of crisis situations. This may lead to increased 
damage to human health, the impossibility of providing pre-hospital emergency care or even the death of 
persons. In addition to the above-mentioned impacts on human health, the failure of communication and 
information technologies will have significant social impacts on the population (making access to funds 
through electronic banking impossible, limitation of purchases via credit cards, transport, etc.). 

In the case of crisis management bodies and the components of the integrated rescue system, their 
telephone numbers at mobile operators can be given priority. For telephone numbers with priority calling, 
unlike normal phone numbers, call priority is set. Priority levels are 1+, 1, 2, and 0 depending on the 
particular participant in the crisis communication. In addition to the priority calls which depend on the 
BTS functionality time as well, components of the Integrated Rescue System can still use radio stations 
for making emergency communication. 

Identify the Preserved Activities 

A key step in the whole analysis of the territory was to identify the preserved information and 
communication technologies. The step was based on interviews with liaison security officers or experts of 
the entity, about the extent to which they are able to provide crisis communication. From the point of 
view of population protection, the most important is the mobile operators’ network and systems providing 
information for the population; this is the reason why attention is focused on them.  

There are three major mobile operators in the Czech Republic - O2 Czech Republic, T-Mobile and 
Vodafone. Currently, O2 Czech Republic and T-Mobile share networks including the infrastructure 
excluding core exchanges. If the T-Mobile network is available, there is a high probability that the O2 
Czech Republic network will also function. To ensure communication, it is necessary to have the whole 
structure of the infrastructure running from the mobile phone via the base stations, the controllers to the 
core exchange. The keystone for crisis communication during the blackout is BTS power. The other 
elements are sufficiently ensured during blackout and are described in the text below. All operators 
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declare their readiness to provide priority calls in the case of request for activation during an emergency 
or crisis situations. 

O2 Czech Republic 

Mobile services are made up of two core exchanges within the Czech Republic and other infrastructure 
(backbone network, transport network, access network, BTS). About half is backed up by batteries. 
Backbone networks are backed up for 4 hours and BTS for 2 hours. BTSs are not backed up in marginal 
locations. The operator is able to provide about 2 pieces of mobile BTS for the needs of crisis 
management authorities. The operator also runs fixed lines. Their use is, due to the need to power 
elements of data transmission and reception, most likely improbable. 

T-Mobile  

Mobile services are made up of four core exchanges within the Czech Republic. They are located in 
objects with their own motor generator and fuel for a period of min. of 24 hours. If the refuelling is 
provided, the operation of the core exchanges will be unlimited. Similarly, other infrastructure to the level 
of BTS controllers is resolved. Both operators have about 10,000 BTS in the Czech Republic area. BTS 
are backed up by batteries. In places with good accessibility there is a backup for about 2 hours, with poor 
accessibility up to 8 hours. If the BTS is located in a building with motor generator, it is usually 
connected to it and its functionality is maintained as long as it runs. Assuming that the way to the 
controllers and exchanges is maintained, the system will be functional. 

Vodafone 

Mobile services are made up of three core exchanges within the Czech Republic. They are located in the 
buildings with their own motor generator and fuel supply for min. of 24 hours. When refuelling, the 
operation will not be interrupted. Similarly, additional infrastructure to the level of BTS controllers is 
resolved. BTSs are backed up by batteries with a capacity from 2 hours to 24 hours. 

It was found out during analyzing mobile operators, that a single company - HUAWEI contractually 
maintains the network functionality for all three mobile operators. The relationship between mobile 
operators is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig 1. Maintaining the mobile operators network functionality in the Czech Republic [author‘s own 

source] 
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The production and transmission by national TV and radio broadcast providers will be maintained. The 
problem here is on the household side, i.e. the receivers. TV sets without a back-up power source will not 
work. Radios will work in passenger cars or radios with charged batteries. It is advisable to use 
emergency radio, which uses manual recharging or solar power. However, among the Czech population it 
is not a well-known product. 

The created questionnaires were sent to the entities after the interviews were finished to check, complete 
and update the information. 

The functioning of a Unified system of warning and notification, serving to alert the population in the 
case of emergency and crisis situations, depends on the siren type. In the case of installed rotary sirens, 
their dysfunction is obvious as they are permanently dependent on the power supply. Electronic sirens 
have backup batteries with a maximum operating time of 72 hours. 

The digital radio network of the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic - Pegas, the Tetrapol 
system, is used for the needs of the components of the Integrated Rescue System (the Czech Police, the 
Medical Rescue Service, the Fire Rescue Service of the Czech Republic and selected units of the 
Volunteer Fire Brigades of the Municipalities). On the territory of the South Bohemian Region, backup 
batteries for approximately 10 hours are on the 22 base stations and 10 points of radio links. For longer 
run, 6 base stations have a backup motor generator. However, only 2 base stations will fully provide 
services in two parts of districts. The remaining 4 base stations will be minimally functional, only for 
users who have been logged in under this cell prior to disconnection. 

The fire rescue service of the South Bohemian Region and the volunteer fire brigade units of the 
municipality included in the coverage can moreover use the analogue radio network. It consists of 
transceivers, repeaters, radio controlled radio stations, base stations, receiving radio stations integrated 
into the operating and information centre via ErcLink, data links (IP MPLS-KI element) and base 
stations. There are 16 basic elements (transceivers, repeaters); most of them are backed up by batteries for 
about 6-24 hours. For longer maintenance of run, 5 elements have their own backup motor generator. 
They provide full connections for the majority of the region's territory and are connected to the Regional 
Operational and Information Centre. During battery backup, it is possible to communicate under the 
transceivers/repeaters without linking to the Operations and Information Centre. Elements that do not 
have their own motor generators can be connected to power generators with power consumption up to 0.3 
kW. 

The operation of Internet services from various providers cannot be guaranteed.     

Decide what is necessary for emergency provision in the set area 

From the results of the territory analysis, it is clear that in order to ensure the functionality of the 
information and communication technologies, the supply of electrical energy to the elements of the 
critical infrastructure and other important elements must be provided. These are mainly BTS, 
transmitters, receivers, transceivers and exchanges. Based on the survey results, a list of priority locations 
was created. For priority locations, power supplies should be provided mainly from back-up power 
sources that form part of the elements or are installed on a one-time basis. The supply of fuel and 
lubricants must be provided by the operator of the facility, the crisis management authorities and the 
components of the Integrated Rescue System to the back-up power sources. Currently, the calculation of 
the quantity and frequency of fuel supplies to the priority points takes place since the first deliveries will 
have to be realized no later than 6 to 24 hours after the blackout has occurred. Indispensable condition for 
refuelling the motor generators is to enable access to these elements by their owners. 
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Determine how to address impacts in the affected area 

From the perspective of providing basic functions in the affected area and the basic needs of the 
population, it is necessary to thoroughly address the following issues: 

• List the essential transmitters/receivers to maintain basic connections. 
• Verify the possibilities of connection of a backup power source and accessibility of the location 

throughout all seasons. 
• Provide backup power supply for transmitters/receivers and their transport to a location as well 

as a specialist to connect the back-up source. 
• Provide fuel and lubricants for the backup power sources. 
• Determine people for priority calls. 
• Map the possibility of using mobile base stations which are used for commercial use. 
• Use of radios in cars and possibly in mobile phones. 
• Create mobile phone charging points. 

Select the entities for the provision of basic functions for priority electricity supplies 

in the affected area 

In determining bodies for ensuring basic functions in the affected area, entities have been identified in 
each area that play a key role in providing communication between stakeholders or providing information 
to the public. These were mobile operators, fixed line operators and radio and television broadcasters. In 
addition to individual operators, it is necessary to include entities which provide operation of these 
technologies. Most of these entities are privately owned, which makes implementation of preventive and 
mitigation measures more difficult. 

Conclusion 

Crisis communication between stakeholders has to be ensured regardless of the type and extent of the 
crisis situation. 

The results of the analysis of the functionality of the information and communication technologies have 
shown that without the secured connection between the crisis management authorities and the 
components of the Integrated Rescue System, the management and dealing with the crisis situation of a 
long-term blackout will be limited or almost impossible. The main contribution of the article is creation 
of the overview of the functionality of communication and information systems on the territory of the 
South Bohemian Region in case of long-term electric power supply failure (blackout). This makes it 
much easier for the crisis management authorities to prepare for this situation by modifying the 
documentation and activities of the components of Integrated Rescue System. Dealing with the issue 
during the real blackout would reduce the operational capacity of the intervening units and assistance to 
the affected population. For this purpose, it will be necessary to establish "connection system islands" 
which will provide a basic exchange of information between crisis management bodies, components of 
the Integrated Rescue System, business entities and the affected population. The "connection system 
islands“ will only be able to be used for crisis management purposes and for the protection of life, health 
and property. 

The article proposes six steps of how to perform the area analysis used for the preparation of blackout 
exercises. It presents range of relevant issues for securing communication between affected population 
and responsible authorities. The analysis of the territory from the point of view of communication was 
very time consuming. 
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An important problem encountered by the working group was the different willingness to provide 
information from owners and operators of information and communication networks. Most owners and 
operators are private companies and the willingness towards volunteer co-operation is low. At the same 
time, there is a limited range of legislation that can be used for mandatory co-operation in the area of 
crisis preparedness. It is obvious that this problem is not appropriate to solve from the regional level, but 
it is necessary to solved them from the national level. Work on creating of mitigation measures will 
require communication with owners and operators of information and communication networks and also 
funds. Co-operation with these subjects will be absolutely crucial in the real blackout occurrence. 

For the reasons of information protection, it was not possible to present all the obtained information in 
detail, such as a specific list of priority points. To ensure communication, it is necessary to finalize the 
conditions for the priority calls and the lists of persons who can use such system; provide fuel and backup 
motor generators; create a network of charging points for mobile devices and a system for exchanging 
information with the affected population. 

The preliminary calculation of fuel amount shows a high demand on the amount of fuel needed, its 
transport and a large number of motor generators for the operation of information and communication 
network elements which are not currently available. Other problematic area seems to be lack of a 
sufficient number of experts (authorized persons) who are able connect backup power sources to the 
required object. Similar requirements for increased supply of fuel, motor generators and experts have also 
come from other working groups. Furthermore, there is a high economic burden on the entities that will 
buy and maintain motor generators and eventually provide their delivery. 
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Abstract 
 
The article describes the practical use of system thinking in product design. The aim of the article is to 
propose a set of qualitative research methods that can be used to get information about a creative project 
as a system and use it in practice. The article shows the gradual use of methods on a project that 
originated at a university in its creative workshops. The data are collected through questionnaires and 
interviews. The grounded theory method identifies issues from the acquired data and is further solved by 
the mental mapping technique. Missing parts of the system are added using the backward mapping 
method. The resulting model is built up using System Thinking Language and is published as a Causal 
Loop Diagram. This approach enabled both the visible and invisible side of the design process to be 
displayed. The mental model of the entire design process is very extensive, so the published model solves 
only one selected category. This category is "project assignment," which is the first phase of the design 
process. This article is intended for students of creative disciplines at the university who are ready to use 
systems thinking as well as design thinking. The originality of the article is that it seeks systemic solution 
to problems that does not have a negative retrospective effect on another part of the design process in the 
studio. 

Keywords: backward mapping, causal loop diagram, design process, grounded theory 

Introduction 

 
The project, as designer's deliberate efforts to design a new product innovation, is a system. The visible 
and invisible elements of this system are interconnected by the design process activities. According to 
various authors (Ambrose and Harris, 2011; Hanek, 2013; Knapp, J. Zeratsky, J., Kowitz, B., 2016), there 
is a different number of phases, but one aspect is always common to the design process. It includes design 
thinking, which is a way of thinking that is customer focused. In the design process, we often create 
models or prototypes to verify with the customer whether the designer's ideas about the product are the 
same as the customer's expectations and whether they will purchase the product. We are thinking of a 
project that results in product innovation as a system of interconnected parts, so we are in the process of 
systems thinking. The article connects both types of thinking and creates a new model. Our model is 
mental; we cannot produce it as a three-dimensional (unlike the designer in the fashion design studio - it 
is a model that is the product of system design thinking). The mental model solves problems and 
challenges that are hidden in a particular design process and which we have systematically identified 
through qualitative research. The aim of the article is (1) to propose solutions to the problems we have 
identified and (2) to publish research methods that allow system thinking to be translated into usable 
practice. The article is intended for all who read the Fifth Discipline (Senge, 2006) and want to bring the 
knowledge about systems thinking into life. We do not claim that our mental models are the only correct 
ones. However, we claim that we have reached them on the basis of data collection, which we have 
subjected to carefully aligned research methods of analysis and synthesis. The user of the article needs to 
judge themselves whether our approach to mental modeling meets their expectations. 
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Literature Review 

As Soukalová (2016) specified, an important part in the process of technology transfer, innovation and 
competitiveness development in the economic and social system is played by universities, particularly by 
their research and development centers and departments. Universities guarantee independent research and 
freedom of knowledge that has its rational and ethical dimension, morals and conscience shared by an 
independent community of teachers and students. Implementing results of research and development, 
thoughts and individual creativity in practice is a predisposition of continuous innovative activity and of 
increasing the competitiveness of national economies. Strážnický (in Soukalová, 2016), however, points 
out certain pitfalls of transfer of creative innovations. He claims that the basic precondition of technology 
transfer is (1) knowledge that relates to the functionality of the transferred solution, (2) its applicability in 
the market and (3) willingness of the authors to disclose supporting information when negotiating with 
business partners. Strážnický remarks that it is still true that design sells. That is due to the fact that most 
technical solutions repeat and a new design is a significant added value of a product that manufacturing 
companies are interested in. 

Design thinking is a style of thinking that uses the ability to combine three components. (1) empathy in 
responding to customer needs, (2) creativity in the creation of new solutions, (3) rationality in analysis 
(Hanek, 2013). The design process is a combination of design thinking and system approach. At each 
stage of the design process, problems and challenges may arise that accelerate or slow down the design 
process. Ambrose and Harris (2011) define seven stages of the design process that are in line with the 
proposed procedures for creative project management: (1) define, (2) research, (3) ideate, (4) prototype, 
(5) select, (6) implement, (7) learn. The objective of this paper is to find barriers and advantages in the 
design process at the university and propose solution that will facilitate transfer of innovations. We 
consider transfer of innovations to be successful in the following cases: (1) Transfer of a product or 
service to the market using transfer or the relevant license to a commercial company that incorporates the 
product or service in its market portfolio. (2) Transfer of a product or service to the market when at least 
one customer buys the product or service.  

We can also consider innovation to be potentially successful when the product is displayed at an 
exhibition, in a catalogue or presented in some other relevant ways. This definition of successful 
innovation is based on educational and creative mission of universities. We cannot expect every product 
made by students to be intended for the market. The objective of creation in studios is to make a product 
that is potentially innovative, interesting and valuable in its field. Such products also include models, 
mock-ups and prototypes. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this article, we primarily focus on the 
students´ outcome that has been successful in the market (if only partially). 
 

Materials and Methods 

For the analysis of the design process and design thinking, we chose to use qualitative research. We 
started collecting data through questionnaires in November 2016. With respect to the fact that our target 
group was rather peculiar, i.e. students of art studios, we used a specific graphic form. We presumed that 
students would find this way of expressing familiar and we would get relevant data in a more efficient 
way. The questionnaires did not contain any questions, but were in the form of a calendar. There were 
three milestones on a timeline, the first of them concerned the initiation of their common project at the 
faculty and the other two were check points of the project. We addressed 85 visual art students and 
received back 65 filled questionnaires from the following studios: graphic design, spatial design, 
industrial design, product and digital design, fashion and shoe design. Work of the students from these 
studios is capped at the end of each term by handing over a specific innovative product in 2D 
visualization or as a 3D mock-up, model or prototype, which is the third milestone in the calendar-like 
questionnaire. In our survey, we assumed that the students´ goal is to carry out the assignment of the 
supervisor, pass the studio exam, and receive the credit hours. We asked, for instance, the following 
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questions: What barriers and advantages do you see in your studio? Did you set your product target at the 
very start? Do you have an idea at what stage of the design process you currently are? Do you have a 
schedule for your further activity? How did the project assignment form suit you?  

We analyzed the data from the questionnaires using Grounded Theory and open coding process. 
Grounded theory is a qualitative research method that is typically used as a means of developing theoretic 
and conceptual understanding of social and interpersonal phenomena. We classified the answers received 
in the questionnaires by topics. Each topic represented a certain problem or challenge. For each 
challenge, we grouped the relevant phrases and pieces of sentences. After completing the analysis, we 
selected a questionnaire filled by a student who was successful in innovation transfer and we proceeded 
to the second part of the survey: an interview with a selected author of a product. We decided to conduct 
the interview with the author of a specific design of a fashion collection. We recorded the interview and 
then transcribed it word for word. We analyzed the sentences from the interview in the same manner as 
we did with sentences in the questionnaire: we grouped them using the open coding process by topics. 
During the analysis of the questionnaire and interview we dealt with every single sentence, which is in 
line with recommended processes of Grounded Theory. We asked: What is the gist expressed with this 
sentence? (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). After dividing the sentences into categories, we assessed the 
relation between them. We wrote down the results using the mental modelling technique during which we 
assessed the relation between two elements: A causes B. The relation between these two elements is also 
expressed with the polarity of the relation. Generally, we can say: If A happens, then B is greater; or if A 
happens, then B decreases. We marked the polarity using the (+) or (-) sign next to the arrow. 

However, events around us are more complicated. Oftentimes, they have many reasons and simplified 
explanation using the cause and effect is insufficient. Such thinking is referred to as linear thinking. The 
mental model we recorded on the basis of the assessment of primary data is imperfect. The lack of 
feedback suggests we need to consider wider context. However, primary data did not allow us to do so, 
since the student only dealt with the problems or advantages in the design process from her own 
perspective. Yet, this poses no problem for the survey, quite on the contrary: opinions and experience of 
the students were a valuable basis that we intended to gather. We continued with the analysis by applying 
another research method: backward mapping (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).  

The backward mapping method is a strategy for the analysis of policies and their implementation that 
starts with the description of the desired behaviour on the lowest level of intervention, in this case with 
the designer or in the studio (Elmore, 1980). The analysis may continue by defining the policies, 
resources and support that is necessary from the highest level if the analysed problem is to be solved. 
Backward mapping presumes that the closer a participant is to the source of the problem, the greater 
his/her ability to influence it. Therefore, backward mapping method asserts that the ability to solve 
problems of complex systems does not depend on the hierarchical structure and system control, but rather 
on whether we delegate maximum powers to act at the moment when the problem occurs. Using the 
backward mapping method, we extended the mental model of linear thinking and “closed its loops”. With 
this step we arrived at a better mental model that corresponds with the technique of systems thinking 
(Senge, 2006). Summary of the ascertained conclusions resulting from the questionnaire and interviews 
was written using the Causal Loop Diagram (CLD), which contains, besides polarities, also specification 
of the loops (reinforcing, balancing). All the research methods we used are shown in the chart below 
(Figure 1).  
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Fig. 1:Research methods, inspired by Simonsen & Friberg, 2010 (own resource, 2017) 
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Case study from Fashion Design Studio 

Using the case study from the Water for All Project we show the possibilities of design thinking in the 
working process of authors creating a new innovative design. “Water for All” is a project by the Faculty 
of Multimedia Communication, Tomas Bata University in Zlín, which is based on the environment of 
cultural and creative industries. All studios under the faculty participated in it. Twelve studios, in a joint 
effort, dealt with “Water” as a topic of their creation from the beginning of the academic year (September 
2016). Outcomes of the project are exhibitions, fashion shows, websites, a catalogue, Facebook 
campaign, conference and scientific publication. A partial outcome of the fashion show is a collection of 
dresses inspired by the problem of the Aral Sea (see Fig 2. below). 

 

Fig. 2: Questionnaire. Aral Sea. (Adela Malendova, student, 2016) 

 

Results and Discussion 

From the primary data we identified several research problems using coding and formulated research 
questions. The research problems are as follows: (1) Innovations are not interesting to customers, (2) 
Problematic transfer of innovation to the market, (3) Negative assessment by the student of the studio. 
For further analysis, using the backward mapping method we selected the first of the above defined 
research problems. Following the experience of IDEO a design agency (Knapp, Zeratsky, Kowitz, 2016) 
we reformulated the problem so that is sounded rather open and optimistic. It is a good predisposition so 
that we do not get overwhelmed by problems that sound negativistic right at the beginning. That is why 
we formulated the research question in the following way: How might we get a potentially successful 
innovation? As it showed, the answer to this question is not obvious at first sight. Introducing a product to 
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the market was simplified to that extent that in our case, it is the moment when the first customer buys the 
product and there is demand of other customers for the same or similar product made by the same 
designer. If we were to solve all the research problems, our systems model would become far too 
extensive. We divided designers´ answers into chosen segments and grouped them under headings, as you 
can see below.  

Quality of Assignment from the Studio 
 
"The assignment was understandable. The leader has shown us two paths. I see a small disadvantage 

with regard to the field, perhaps it is easier for graphic design. The block of experts did not help the 

garment industry much. The supervisor asked me to work with the graphic artist, I gave up. I am a 

beginner. Brainstorming in the studio helps me a lot, even if coming up twice a week with new ideas and 

get somewhere is not always easy. "[Questionnaire - AM] 

 
In order to compile a mental model, we need to paraphrase sentences and interviews. Paraphase: The 
manager of the studio increases the clarity of the assignment. An experienced designer will work better 
with other studios. Brainstorming increases the number of new ideas. Brainstorming also increases the 
quality of the assignment from the studio (supported by the studio). Against the usability of ideas, the 
designer's new ideas are being put under pressure by the studio's management. 
 

Consistency Of The Idea With The Vision Of The Designer 

 
"Clothing must be wearable. In order (for the clothing) to be accepted by as many people as possible and 

therefore to function properly, as a communication medium, to gain a wider awareness. To create a 

model that could fit into the off-the-rack shop. I think I could really reach out to a retail chain that would 

use my ideas. What if I wrote for fun, for example, to H&M, maybe it would be happen? Perhaps it would 

be nice, but it is not very real. I am a little afraid that I am doing something that will never happen, 

probably it's not a brilliant idea. I would love to address somebody with my collections and made my 

mark, for example, by exhibitions, by being in a publication. Time will tell. Not everyone can be famous. 

"[Questionaire - AM] 

Paraphrase: The author has a vision that is customer focused and serial production for business. The 
better the vision, the higher the potential for success of the product. The designer doubts her ability to get 
the product to the customer. Doubts have a negative impact on her motivation. The designer's motivation 
is to be known about through her products. The more successful the product, the greater the motivation of 
the designer. 

Record of parts from the interview, which took place four months after submitting the questionnaire 
(June, 2017), are next. This section talks about the past because the student has already completed her 
collection and evaluated her design thinking. 

Designer Experience 

 
"... I wanted to get it into the store. It did not work out. The initial enthusiasm is somewhere else, yes, I 

wanted to send it to some shops, but the problem is that a lot of those stores are foreign and for me it 

means more complications, they want to work with more familiar names." [Interview - AM] 
"I'm beginning to be afraid of sewing. I'm a beginner, I see this as an obstacle. [AM - Questionnaire] 

I certainly had a great graphics problem, and I could not make much choice, I needed a great resolution. 

So it was a problem to find an image that could then be graphically converted to be high resolution." 
[AM - interview] 
Paraphrase: The designer's experience with communication with clothing stores is missing. An 
experienced designer is one who has had success with their products, the more successful the products, 
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the more experienced the designer. Experienced designer has a greater opportunity to acquire special 
abilities to communicate with clothing stores. The designer needs to increase the potential for success of 
their product by working with other studios. 
 
Motivation of the Designer 

 
"But it was certainly interesting because the dean opened the exhibition in the dress. That's the best thing 

that can happen. This is how we transfer something about us and something about our thinking." 

[Interview - AM] 

Paraphrase: The higher the potential for product success, the higher we can expect the designer's 
motivation. The closer the product captures the original assignment, the more usable the idea and the 
higher the potential for success. Success is when a product purchased by a customer. If the customer is a 
dean of the faculty, then the product is in line with the intention of the faculty. Success is when the 
product is presented. When the product is (potentially) successful, it is also presented. 

The mental map (Fig 3.) was made on the basis of the rephrasing of the designer´s statements. The 
polarity of relations between most of selected elements is positive, (+) symbol. It means that the 
following element has the same growth (and also decrease) tendency as compared with the preceding 
element. If there is the (-) symbol next to the arrow pointing at the following variable, it means that the 
following element has the opposite growth tendency when compared with the preceding element. Most of 
the elements in the figure below (Fig 3.) are linearly dependent, that means they simplify the relation 
between cause and effect. This mental model (Fig 3.) is only partially acceptable from the system point of 
view (Šusta, 2015). The model is largely open because most of the elements lack feedback loops, so it is 
based on linear thinking. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Mind model according questionnaire and interview (own resource, 2017) 

All the mentioned relations between elements (Fig 3.) are strictly based on the records of the 
questionnaire and interview with the designer. However, these opinions do not give us, for the time being, 
the answer to our research question: How might we get a potentially successful innovation? Systems 
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thinking (in another mental model Fig 4.) is comprehensive and describes more aspects of reality. Using 
backward mapping, we suggested the solution to the problem that is addressed by the research question.  
We investigated which elements and links (left-hand side of Table 1) we can include in the design process 
in the implementation stage and which ones we cannot (Table 1 see below right-hand side Table 1). The 
elements from right-hand side Table 1 we did not include in the model but they cannot solve our problem 
and they are beyond the possibilities of our solution implementation.  
 

Table 1: Backward mapping method (own resource, 2017) 

Activities and resources needed to gain potentially successful innovation 

Such variables we discussed and placed in the 
model (blue color in Fig 4). The development of 
variables is directly related to the findings of the 
research. 

Such variables that we discussed but did not place 
in the model or left it as an explicit variable (red 
color in Fig 4.) 

• Sorting ideas and usability of ideas and 
links between them 

• The link between the potential of a 
successful product and the pressure on 
new designer ideas 

• The link between the clarity of the 
assignment and the doubts of the designer 

• Link between the sorting of ideas and ideas 
 

• Quality of the original assignment from the 
faculty 

• Designer's vision 
• The link between the quality of the original 

assignment from the faculty and the vision 
of the designer 

• Product presentation 
• Product success 

 

The above-mentioned new variables and their relationships (Table 1) have helped us to close the loops 
and to promote the mental model to the systemic causal loop diagram. On the basis of all the findings 
stated above and of the backward mapping method we prepared a back-loop diagram that is shown in the 
figure below. All conclusions resulting from the backward mapping method were recorded into the 
mental model that we can call systemic, as it contains closed back-loops, see Figure 4 below. Blue dashed 
arrow marks added relations between elements we identified using the Backward mapping method. 

We know that the Causal Loop Diagram can hardly be marked as complete at any stage. We also cannot 
say for certain that ours is right. Everyone has their mental model that they project into their thinking. 
However, the published Causal Loop Diagram (Fig 4.) is compiled according to the answers to the 
questionnaire and the interview. We try to analyze each sentence of primary data in order to find a 
suitable management policy that supports potentially successful innovations. According to Peter Senge 
(2006), the behavior of the system is influenced by its structure. The structure of the system is partially 
invisible. Using system language thinking, we reveal the structure of the system so that we could answer 
the research question: How can we get a potentially successful innovation? 
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Fig. 4: Causal Loop Diagram as a new mental model (Own resource, 2017) 

In accordance with the systems thinking method (Senge, 2006) and in order to make the back-loop 
diagram easy to understand, we marked all closed loops with two symbols: (1) with R for reinforcing, 
which means that with every new circulation through the loop all the elements within have the tendency 
to grow or to fall; (2) with B for balancing, which means that the Loop has a balancing task, or – to be 
precise - rather counteracting, and it contains an odd number of minuses. As these are back-loops, it does 
not matter from which element we start telling their story. A systematic creative project does not have 
any explicitly defined beginning or end. 

Loop R1. If the number of potentially successful designer products increases over time, this will increase 
the designer's experience as it expands their portfolios. If their experience is greater, he or she can start 
communicating with retail chain stores, and this again increases the potential for their success in the 
design market. Experienced designer will also work better with other studios and this collaboration will 
also increase the number of potentially successful products. 
Loop R2. Once a designer reaches an idea that has a high potential for success, he or she will be under 
the decreasing pressure of new ideas, and their ideas will be more usable as they can develop and think 
more. ("... even if coming up twice a week with new ideas and get somewhere is not always easy..."). 

Loop B1. Increasing pressure on new ideas of a designer increases the number of new ideas that come up 
thanks to brainstorming technique. Brainstorming enhances the quality of the assignment from the studio, 
helping to make the assignments more comprehensible. The high clarity of the assignment reduces the 
designer's doubts and increases his / her motivation, which again will contribute to the higher product 
success potential. 
Loop B2. Decreasing pressure on new ideas reduces the number of new ideas, which also reduces the 
need to sort them, and this affects fewer usable ideas, which will again reduce the potential for product 
success. The lower potential of product success will increase the pressure on new designer ideas. 
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Archetype Limits to Grow 

The structure of the archetype is composed of one reinforcing loop and one balancing loop. To simplify 
the description of the archetype, let us assume that it consists only of loops R1 and B1. Reinforcing loop 

R1: The ongoing process is strengthening itself by creating opportunities for increased growth. A 
condition that must be fulfilled is that the increasing variable has the potential for success of the product. 
As it grows, the designer's experience is also increasing. Experienced designer is better able to work with 
other studios, which increases the product's success potential. Balancing loop B1: The slowdown occurs 
as a result of the balancing process that will begin to apply when the "limit" is reached. This limit is in 
our case the part of the system that acts on the variable pressure on the new ideas of the designer. For 
example, it may be the capacity of a studio that is unable to develop other designer ideas. Focusing on 
lots of new ideas consumes both financial and human resources and thus opposes the brainstorming. Once 
the brainstorming variable is reduced, the quality of the input from the studio is also reduced. When the 
studio does not give an explanation of the assignment, its clarity will be reduced, the designer's 
motivation will be reduced and the product's potential for success will be reduced. 

How Might We Increase The Potential For Product Success? 

 
It remains to answer the research question: How might we increase the potential for product success? We 
are looking for a solution that is given by the structure of the system. Given the fact that we have 
discovered the Limits to Grow archetype in the mental model (Fig 4.), we will focus on the use of the 
guiding principle by Peter Senge (2006). We must solve the negative effects of this archetype. We cannot 
see only the growth loop and the growth process. It is also necessary in the process of completing the idea 
to strengthen the capacity of the atelier, which is oriented towards new ideas and their appropriate sorting. 
As is clear from the feedback chart, the potential for product success not only increases the number of 
usable ideas, but also the intelligibility of the assignment and the designer's motivation. The clarity of the 
input increases not only the implicit variable quality of the input from the workshop but also the 
brainstorming. 

Conclusion 

An analyzed problem may be described as a system structure, which means interlinking all the 
components of the system. (Šusta, 2015). The only demonstration of the structure that we are able to 
capture using our senses are events. Qualitative research is based on the analysis of events, as we ask 
about what happened and we get answers. Research Question: How might we get a potentially successful 
innovation? We have found one strategy that we have described in the article and justified on the basis of 
design thinking in the language of systems thinking. Behavior that threatens our goal is to quietly reduce 
the product's product potential through low pressure on new designer ideas and lowering the quality of 
the assignment from the studio. This danger corresponds to the Limits to Growth Archetype. We will 
prevent it from negatively impacting the capacity of the studio to create new ideas and stay in a 
brainstorming process that improves the quality of the assignment from the studio. We do not give up 
new ideas, even if we do not implement them all, their search process increases the clarity of the 
designer's assignment. New ideas also deal with the choice of new communication and research 
approaches to design thinking. That is how we can better understand the customer, the assignment 
becomes clearer, and we get closer to our model, model or prototype to a successful innovation. 
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the effect of green supply chain practices on environmental development. There is 

a growing need to study the effects of green supply chain practices towards environmental development 

in the manufacturing industry due to the large environmental impact and the growing pressure for 

companies to go green. A survey was sent to 621 Malaysian ISO 14001 certified manufacturing 

companies. With a total of 146 usable questionnaires, the response rate was 23.51%. This study identified 

that green purchasing and eco-design has a positive effect towards environmental development. These 

results present empirical evidence of the relationship between green supply chain practices and 

environmental development. The adoption of green supply chain practices by manufacturing firms would 

be justified, not just by merely moral grounds, but also the positive effect companies gain in their 

performance. 

Keywords: environmental development, green purchasing, eco-design, reverse logistics  

Introduction 

In recent years, the issue of sustainability and the environment has become a key managerial concern. 

Presently, businesses, societies and governments are giving more attention to the issue as there are 

escalating challenges revolving around balancing between environmental and business requirements. In 

view of the challenges faced by organisations, green supply chain practices has emerged as an approach 

that extends the environmental responsibility of organizations throughout their entire supply chain.  There 

is a growing need to study the effects of green supply chain practices towards corporate sustainable 

development in the manufacturing industry due to the large environmental impact and the growing 

pressure for companies to go green.  

Although green practices are well founded in developed nations, however, they are not well established in 

developing countries (Gonzales et al., 2010). Little is known about the potential of green supply chain 

practices towards corporate sustainable development in the Malaysian context. The increasing number of 

ISO 14001 certification shows that Malaysian corporations aim to endure in the current highly-

competitive contemporary business setting (Rahman, 2012). Hence, this paper seeks to investigate the 

effect of green supply chain practices (green purchasing, eco-design, reverse logistics) towards 

environmental development. 
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Literature Review 

Corporate Sustainable Development 

The WCED defined sustainable development as development that meets the requirements of present-days 

without conceding with the abilities of the forthcoming generations to meet their essentials which is 

concerning the integration of economic, environmental and social impacts of development (WCED, 

1987). There are various viewpoints of analysis in studies on Corporate Sustainable Development (CSD). 

CSD is recognised as an extensive notion because it comprises of an entire set of normative concerns 

associated with both the function of businesses in society and the natural setting (Sharma and Ruud 

2003).  

The main purpose of CSD ought to be for the achievement of a firm’s economic performance at the same 

time considering the societal wellbeing and environmental constraints (Sharma 2002; Osterle et al., 

2010).  Yet, the most vital and vigorous debate related to sustainable development is the method and 

utility of assessment for future needs and desires by an organisation (Saaty, 2008). The requirements of 

upcoming generations are an attached component of the sustainable development idea (Orlitzky, 2008). 

Thus, the primary worry to CSD is concerning the decision for forthcoming generations’ essentials, 

where sustainability decisions must have more than a superficial assessment of upcoming necessities, 

because intergenerational fairness is a difficult, vital and emotional notion that is important for corporate 

sustainable development dimensions (Yam, 2012).  

One of the broadly recognised CSD frameworks explains the paradigms of CSD through three linked 

dimensions, identified as environmental, economic and social developments (Erol et al., 2009). These 

three extents of CSD are recognised respectively, environmental development through cooperate 

environmental management for refining the ecosystem, economic progress through firm value creation by 

refining the efficiency and effectiveness of services and products, finally, social development through 

corporate social responsibility in terms of increasing social wellbeing and encouraging better societies 

(Bansal 2005). This study adapts the works of Chow and Chen (2012) and defines CSD as the extent to 

which firms are willing to adopt environmental, economic and social development in their operations. 

This paper presents findings on the effect on environmental development. 

Environmental Development 

In general, the complexity in measuring environmental development is evident through the assortment of 

information utilized, from subjective indications, case studies, and surveys to proprietary information 

sources (Montabon, Sroufe and Narasimhan, 2007). Numerous researches have resolute to environmental 

development by utilizing a survey due to its extensive and merely perceptual view (Montabon, Sroufe and 

Narasimhan, 2007). But countless studies have identified a list of items to measure environmental 

development, such as decreasing water usage (Erol et al. 2009), recycling waste, reversing logistics and 

redesigning products (Prahinski and Kocabasoglu, 2006) and making green purchases (Diabat and 

Govindan, 2011). 

This study identified the characteristics of present dimensions and measured environmental development 

from a rather broad and fundamental view. Numerous taxonomies depict environmental development, 

extending from reactive to proactive advances (Pradeep, 2012). In a majority of cases, the reactive 

advancement entails activities that could reduce the environmental effect of products and services through 
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proper waste disposal (Schianetz and Kavanagh, 2008). On the other hand, the proactive advancement 

entails alternate fabrication procedures that reduce waste and emissions (Bansal, 2005). Alternative 

processes includes, utilizing minimum conventional fuels and reducing negative effects towards animals 

and the natural environments (Lindgreen et al., 2009). Also, they are practices that reduce procurement of 

non-renewable resources, chemicals, components and decrease energy utilization (Baumgartner and 

Ebner, 2010).  

Green Supply Chain Practices 

In the 21
st
 century, Green Supply Chain (GSC) has appeared as a significant element of the environmental 

and supply chain approaches in many companies. GSC practices can be defined as applied organisational 

activities motivated to allocate and circulate environmental management, in specific progressive 

environmental managing practices, through the whole supply chain, by extending relationships between 

large-sized buying organisations and their suppliers (Lee, 2008). In this context, supply chains attempt to 

preserve internal wellbeing and environmental sustainability by the ability to self-regulate based on data 

from the external environment (Vachon and Klassen, 2006). 

As establishments that form a supply chain become conscious of customer requirements for goods and 

services delivered without harming the environment, administrators will make choices that support the 

incorporation and organisation of GSC practices along the supply chain (Vachon and Klassen, 2008). It is 

commonly thought that supply chains and establishments can achieve competitive advantage by being the 

pioneers to embrace environmental sustainability and adopt GSC practices (Green et al., 2012). This 

study adopts the green supply chain practices that were identified by Eltayeb (2009). They conducted a 

study by reviewing twenty one literatures on green supply chain practices and determined that the green 

supply chain practices can be categorised into three main practices, namely (1) green purchasing, (2) eco-

design and (3) reverse logistics.  

Green Purchasing 

Green products purchasing is one of the responses towards addressing environmental concerns. As green 

goods are somewhat new for Malaysian industries, there are limited recognized studies about green 

consumers, green marketing and green product in Malaysia (Shahnaei, 2012). Previous literatures in 

Malaysian identified, cost reductions, marketing prospects and financial earnings from the trade of green 

goods, to be the key reasons organisations are implementing green practices (Eltayeb, Zailani and 

Jayaraman, 2009). As of current, companies are gradually dealing with their environmental performance 

to ensure the supplies and machinery utilized by them are environmentally-friendly and are fashioned 

from environmentally-friendly procedures.  

Largely, green purchasing concentrates on assisting organisations attain savings in the long run by 

keeping them from any possible losses to their brand value (Shi et al., 2012). In a wider context, green 

purchasing guarantees the commitment of supply chain managers towards sustainable development by 

obtaining or purchasing environmental friendly inputs to address the general environmental concerns 

(Kumar et al., 2009). Subsequently, when the virtuous of the company overlaps with the benefit of the 

society in which it functions, there is a synergistic consequence. Therefore, the company would benefit 

from improved operations management combined with increased sales as the society shifts toward 

sustainability and consciousness for greener products. 
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In addition, green purchasing specifically addresses the environmental concerns of manufacturing firms 

and are intended to significantly influence environmental management (Diabat and Govindan, 2011). 

Also, a study by Green et al. (2012) identified that green purchasing provides enhanced economic and 

environmental management, this leading to enriched operating and organizational outcomes. Owing to 

this, businesses are aiming for green purchasing among their consumers and implementations of 

environmental management concepts in their manufacturing processes for sustainable development (Hajli 

and Hajli, 2013).  

Eco-Design 

Eco-design includes activities that change the resources and materials utilized throughout the 

manufacturing procedures to be less harmful and more environmentally friendly. The main purpose of 

eco-design is to reduce an item’s environmental effect throughout its entire life cycle. The eco-design 

practise assimilates environmental features into the product designing processes, keeping in mind the 

complete movement of the product in its supply chain (Handfield et al., 2002).  

Eco-friendly or ecological design places importance on investment recapture and is identified to 

positively affect environmental outcomes. This has been proven in a study by Cheng and Shiu (2012) 

where they identified, in the manufacturing industry, teamwork with retailers and suppliers’ resulted in 

better environmental performance. Therefore, eco-design facilitates corporations to increase 

environmental performance and to close the supply chain by managing product practicality while 

decreasing the environmental effects of product life-cycle (Zhu et al., 2008). Hence, environmentally 

accountable design or eco-design is a crucial GSC practice that assists firms towards realizing their goals 

such as replacing harmful and hazardous materials with environmentally friendly substances, decreasing 

resource usage, and increasing organizational obligation towards their products. 

Due to standards and consumers’ increasing consciousness of environmental concerns, firms must change 

their daily actions from design to eco-design to remain competitive. According to Lauring and Thomsen 

(2009), the only manner to enhance corporate sustainable development is to improvise. That is, to move 

to more sophisticated types such as product differentiation and innovation through eco-design. However, 

a substantial reduce in environmental effect is not attained by merely including a ‘green’ limitation but 

then again environmental effect is reflected from the designing stage.  

Reverse Logistics 

The concept of reverse logistics has been discussed in many past literatures and was initially defined as 

“the function of logistics in product recovery is to decrease resources, reuse, substitute resources, recycle 

materials, discard waste, restore, remanufacture and amend” (Lee, 2008). This decrease in resources take 

account of both the reduction of resources utilized in goods and the reduction of waste and energy 

attained through the design of environmentally-friendly goods (Gupta et al., 2013). Previously, when the 

alternative of decreasing resource has been used extensively, the subsequent intention was to recycle 

materials, and the reusing of discards through reverse logistics. Yet in organizations, reverse logistics was 

typically the last option employed (Gupta et al., 2013).  

Through the changes of time, in the existing business setting, companies are not solely competing on a 

producer to producer basis, but also on supply chain to supply chain basis. Somewhat, the real 

competitive encounter is between supply chains (Gupta et al., 2013). Hence, establishments globally have 
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started understanding the significance of reverse logistics towards corporate sustainable development. 

Thus, companies are required to deal with the reverted goods in an efficient fashion to gain consumer's 

relationship and reduce the related expenses (Yacob et al., 2012). Consequently, the encouraging findings 

of reverse logistics among businesses through waste management provides hope to commercialize this 

idea and are increase practical executed. In a quantifiable manner, reverse logistics is beneficial for the 

enhancement of sustainable development both at the individual businesses and supply chains level 

(Starostka-Patyk and Grabara, 2010).  

Research Design and Methodology  

A survey was sent to 621 Malaysian ISO 14001 certified manufacturing companies from the Federation 

of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) directory 2014 of Malaysian Industries (FMM, 2014). This research 

was carried out using a 7-point Likert scale for environmental development. The scales are from 1= a 

small extent to 7= a large extent. The items were adopted from Chow and Chen (2012). For green 

purchasing, eco-design and reverse logistics, this study uses a 5-point Likert scale. The scales are from 1= 

not at all to 5= very high extent. The items were adopted from Eltayeb (2009). 

 The questionnaires were e-mailed to the respondents. After three reminder emails, two postal mails and 

in-person surveys, 146 completed questionnaires were received. With a total of 146 usable 

questionnaires, the response rate was 23.51%. The response rate is considered adequate given the low 

levels of reply from mail and electronic mail surveys (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013) and generally low 

response rate for this sort of correlational study in Malaysia. The response rate of this study is also 

recognised to be satisfactory in relation to similar studies in Malaysia, such as Eltayeb (2009) whose 

research on green supply chain initiatives stated a 23.9% response rate and Vachon and Klassen (2006) 

whose research on green supply chain initiatives attained a response rate of 23%.  

SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science) software for Windows release 21.0 was used to analyse the 

data. The profile of responding firms are shown in Table 1. The table indicates that most organisations 

(32.9%) are from the electrical and electronics industry and the second highest being from the wood and 

furniture industry at 17.1%. The remaining percentages were distributed between the metal and 

machinery, chemicals, food and beverage, rubber and plastic, paper, textile and apparels and finally the 

other industries. From the table, it can also be observed that there are only a few newly started up 

organisations (5.5%) and most of the firms are well established and have been functional for more than 

15 years (83.6%). Likewise, most organisations are noticeably large firms with exceeding 250 employees 

(75.3%). 
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Table 1: Profile of Responding Firms 

Variable Categories Frequency Percentage 

Type of Industry Electrical & Electronics 48 32.9 

 Chemicals 11 7.5 

 Food & Beverage 8 5.5 

 Rubber & Plastic 3 2.1 

 Textile & Apparels 1 0.7 

 Paper  2 1.4 

 Wood & Furniture 25 17.1 

 Metals & Machinery 15 10.3 

 Others 33 22.6 

Age of Firm Less than 5 years 8 5.5 

 5 – 9 years 5 3.4 

 10 – 15 years 11 7.5 

 More than 15 years 122 83.6 

Number of  Less than 100 14 9.6 

Employees 100 – 250 22 15.1 

 251 – 500 40 27.4 

 501 – 1000 40 27.4 

 More than 1000 30 20.5 

 

Results and Discussion 

A study by Chiarini (2013) reported that, components of social influence, environmental concern, green 

product knowledge, and environmental labeling are significantly related toward green purchase behavior 

by organizations. Therefore, towards pursuing sustainable development goals and preserving the 

environment, implementing green purchasing practices in organizations is essential (Su et al., 2008).  

Thus this study hypothesizes that: 

H1. Green purchasing has a positive effect towards environmental development. 

 

This design for “green” is sometimes referred to or defined as design for the environment. Whereby, the 

purpose of eco-design is to reduce products’ environmental effect without causing an undesirable trade-

off with other design standards, such as prices and utility for sustainability. Thus, eco- design emphasises 

investment recovery and will positively influence the sustainable development of organisations by 

decreasing the environmental effect of designs (Green et al., 2012). Thus this study hypothesizes that: 

 

H2. Eco-design has a positive effect towards environmental development. 

 

The concept of reverse logistics has been defined as “the part played by logistics in merchandise returns, 

decreasing sources, recovering, materials replacement, reuse of materials, waste removal and restoring, 

mending, and remanufacturing” (Lee, 2008). It is essential for manufacturers to handle the reimbursed 
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merchandises in an optimal manner to improve customer's relationship and reduce the related charges 

(Yacob et al., 2012). Reverse logistics aids the practical application of sustainable development both at 

individual business and supply chain levels (Starostka-Patyk and Grabara, 2010). Thus this study 

hypothesizes that: 

 

H3. Green purchasing has a positive effect towards environmental development. 

 

Regression analysis was conducted to test the hypotheses. Results of the regression analysis of green 

supply chain practices on environmental development are shown in Table 2.  

 

Table 2:  Multiple Regression Result: Effect of Green Supply Chain Practices on Environmental 

Development 

 

Variables 

DV: Environmental Development 

Standard Beta t-value p-value 

Green purchasing 0.215* 2.531 0.012 

Eco-design 0.264** 3.070 0.003 

Reverse logistics -0.038 -0.453 0.651 

F value 4.476**   

�
� 0.140 

Adjusted �� 0.109 

�
� change 0.127 

F change 6.721** 

   Significant levels: *p<0.05, **p<0.01 

 

Referring to Table 2, green purchasing (β= 0.215, p<0.05) showed a significant effect on environmental 

development. By implementing green supply chain practices, firms generally gain a competitive 

advantage by adapting their internal and external aspects of their firm. In this study, it has been identified 

that green purchasing does not only provide internal benefits to the firm but also external benefits to their 

suppliers. In other words, green purchasing practices in firms reflects on their suppliers, besides the focal 

firm. This view is supported by Rao (2006), where he stated that generally, green purchasing encourages 

effectiveness and cooperation amongst business partners and their main companies. In addition, green 

purchasing also has a significant effect on the company’s commitment to the society, environmental 

development, decreasing waste and attaining cost savings.  

 

This study also identified that eco-design (β= 0.264, p<0.01) has a significant effect on environmental 

development. Results from this study identified a significant effect between eco-design and 

environmental development. Eco-design, in contrary to green purchasing and reverse logistics, is an 

internally-focused type of green supply chain practice. This means, firms try to improvise the 

environmental qualities of its goods internally, with some collaboration or interface from external groups, 

such as suppliers and consumers. Therefore, the impact is directly linked to the internal productivity and 

gains to the company. A past study by Green Jr et al. (2012) recognized that effective adoption of green 

supply chain practices like eco-design, would lead to better environmental and social outcomes which 

includes enhanced operational and organizational productivity.  Green Jr et al. (2012) also further stated, 

that eco-design targets to meet the requirements of consumers for eco-friendly products and services 

fashioned from green design.  
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The results of this study also identified that there were no significant relationships between reverse 

logistics towards environmental development. This finding can be explained through the fact that the 

government does not play the central role of a facilitator to provide structured responsibilities and 

obligations for the diverse components involved for environmental conservation and a better social living 

standard. Therefore, firms are not embracing reverse logistics wholly, instead, reverse logistics is viewed 

as an optional practice in firms. This finding is supported in past literature by Kersten (2008), where most 

firms do not embrace reverse logistics whole-heartedly because there is no strong government 

enforcement for reverse logistics to be practiced in all firms. Therefore, the ultimate potential of reverse 

logistics for the environment, society and the nation is yet to be achieved.  

 

Conclusion 

This study identified that there exists a statistically significant positive effect of green purchasing and 

eco-design towards environmental development. The findings of this study is supported by past literature 

by Chiou et al. (2011), where they determined that greening the supply chain within firms lead to 

noticeable benefits towards the social standpoint, environmental outcomes and added advantages to the 

corporation. Firms with green supply chain practices can position themselves to gain opportunities and 

influence the effect of environmental development by concentrating on green purchasing and eco-design, 

in order to meet environmental requirements encouraged by the government. Also in this research, the 

Natural Resource Based View theory was used to shed light concerning the current business environment 

and how firms seek to attain competitive advantage by implementing green supply chain practices for 

competence in forthcoming years. The findings of this research indicate that managers in Malaysian 

manufacturing companies have to comprehend that green supply chain practices have significant gains, in 

terms of satisfying the increasing demands of customers for greener products which can be directly 

reflected on environmental development. In line with this finding, managers in the Malaysian 

manufacturing industry are encouraged to amplify their implementation of green supply chain practices 

so as to lead towards corporate sustainable development.  
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Abstract 
 
Having studied the location theories developed by world scholars it was concluded that the attention 
paid to the location theory of agriculture was insufficient. J.Thünen is one of the few scholars who 
considered the issues of farming location. However, economic environment has changed 
significantly, transportation costs are no more the main ones, and production gravitates towards 
market outlets and resources. Agricultural resources include financial (the most mobile), human (less 
mobile) and land (not mobile) resources. Therefore, in present-day conditions there is a need for the 
development of the theory of location considering human resources and market outlets.  Labor input 
in the sphere of crop farming and livestock breeding was analyzed, and on this basis, levels of 
farming location were offered. Implementation of the developed approach to agricultural location can 
ensure sustainable development of rural areas through conservation and development of human 
resources in rural areas and increase of efficiency due to heavy, large-size production location close 
to agricultural product processing centers. 
 

Keywords: location theory, agriculture, human resources, labor cost, efficiency, Russian 
Federation. 
 

Introduction 
 
Since first theories of location appeared, significant changes have taken place both in production and 
people's life on the whole. Most theories were focused on a transportation constituent, which was 
caused by inferiority of roads, vehicles and methods of products preservation. Modern production is 
provided with good hard-surfaced roads, efficient freight transport and products processing providing 
commodities transportation over long distances.  There is an adverse trend of rural depopulation in 
Russia. The reasons of the depopulation are rural unemployment, low level of infrastructure 
development, insufficient efficiency of farming and demographic problems. Development of a 
modern theory of agricultural location, relevant for current conditions of the economic environment, 
will ensure efficient use of human resources, increase efficiency of farming and provide stable 
conditions of the economy.  
 
The purpose of the studies is to develop a theory of agricultural location meeting the current 
requirements of national economy performance.  
 
To achieve the goal it is necessary to accomplish the following tasks: 
 
– to study existing theories of location;  
 
– to reveal specific features of the theory of location;   
 
– to substantiate the choice of production location based on labor costs; 
 
– to estimate labor costs for main branches of farming in the Russian Federation;   
 
– to develop the location scheme of the regional farming.  
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The object of the research is social and economical processes mediating location of agricultural 
production branches. 
 
The subject of the research is economic relations in the field of agricultural location. 
 
Working hypothesis is in a scientific guess supposing that reasonable farming location based on labor 
costs will even and sustain living standards for the population of the region and provide efficient 
location. 
 
Theoretical and methodological basis of the research includes some theoretical propositions, 
methodological approaches and philosophy, results of the research of Russian and foreign scholars in 
the field of production location.   
 
The following methods were applied: abstract-logical, comparative methods, methods of grouping 
and case study, statistic analysis and system analysis methods. Tabulated graphical forms were used 
for material presentation, systematization and scientifically grounded interpretation of the empirical 
data. 
 
The information - empirical base of the research includes scientific papers devoted to the problem 
under study, materials of the Federal Service for National Statistics of the Russian Federation, data 
from financial and economic reports on Russian Federation agricultural producers, results of research 
of regional scientific research institutions, monographic and economic research data, printed media 
and Internet materials.  
 

Results and Discussion 
 
The founder of the theory of location was J.Thünen. In his paper "The Isolated State with Respect to 
Agriculture and Political Economy" some patterns of agricultural location were defined (Thünen, 
1826). 
 
J.Thünen studied agricultural production location on the basis of an abstract model of the isolated 
state with a city in its centre which is the only market outlet and an industrial products supplier. The 
difference between prices for both farming and industrial products is the difference between transport 
costs for products transportation to the market outlet. On the basis of difference in transport costs per 
product unit, J. Thünen highlighted the best areas for the location of production of certain types of 
products. In this way J. Thünen proved the fact that the higher the productivity is, the closer to the 
market the production shall be located and, correspondingly, vice versa, the lower the production 
intensity is, the farther from the market outlet it is located. 
 
J. Thünen developed a model of six concentric rings or areas. In the centre there is a central city, the 
consumer of farming and industrial products.  
 
The first level is for a free farmstead located in the suburban area. Gardening and stabled cattle-
breeding are the basis of the area. This level is characterized by high-technological and intensive 
production. To support soil fertility organic fertilizers are used, there are no fallows at all. It should 
be mentioned that there are no organized crop rotation in its pure form. 
 
The second level is for forestry. Its proximity to the centre is accounted for by high production 
volumes and consequently, heavy transport costs. Large volume of consumed at that time wood was 
due to great demand for fire wood and timber for construction.  
 
The third level is for crop rotation farming. The number of crops includes grain, tilled crops and 
perennial grass in equal proportions.  Livestock is kept stabled.  There are no fallows, and soil 
fertility is supported by organics and perennial grass in crops rotation. 
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The fourth level is for ranching, the land is used less intensively. More than 40% of the used land is 
for cattle grazing, and in the rest part of the area grain crops are grown and a considerable area is 
provided for fallows. Grains, livestock for slaughter, and animal products (butter, fat etc.) are 
transported to the market.  
 
The fifth level is for a three-course farming system where shares for fallows, winter and spring crops 
are equal. The major specialization is grain farming and cattle-breeding for farmer's own needs. 
There are small meadows and pastures to provide animals with fodder.  
 
The sixth level is for cattle and sheep-breeding. Farming is extensive. The most part of land is range 
lands and hay meadows, grains are grown for farmer's own needs. The main products are meat, wool, 
skins and other animal products.  
 
Some drawbacks of Thünen's model are its abstract character, a limited number of factors, and a large 
number of restrictions. Nevertheless, J.Thünen laid the foundation of agricultural location and 
application of abstract mathematical models in economics.  
 
W. Launhardt was another scientist who studied the issues of the theory of location.  Location of an 
industrial plant was the main subject of his concern. He like Thünen, was focused on transportation 
costs. He proceeded from the abstract model where production costs are similar through the whole 
territory and the point of optimal location is closely connected with the weight of transported 
products and transport costs.  As a result, he developed a location triangle (Launhardt, 1882). 
 
Launhardt's weight or location triangle is the first model aimed at the solution of the problem of 
optimal location of production. The positive aspect of Launhardt's model is a great number of points 
of sources of raw materials in case a convex polygon is formed, and the negative aspect is the fact 
that only transportation costs are taken into consideration as a factor of industrial location. 
 
The next scientist who significantly contributed to the theory of industrial location was A.Weber. In 
his work "Über den Standort der Industrie (Theory of the Location of Industries) (Weber, 1909) he 
developed J.Thünen's and Launhardt's theories.  
 
He introduced new factors of industrial location, set a task to minimize all production costs, and 
classified the factors of industrial location according to the extent of their influence on production 
cost reduction. The following factors impacting industrial location were identified:  raw material cost, 
labor cost and transportation cost. A. Weber excluded raw material cost from the analysis as taken 
into account in transportation costs. He called other factors impacting industrial location, "united 
agglomeration", which was the third factor of production location.  Each factor was analyzed to find 
the optimal location for an enterprise. 
 
To find the optimal point of transportation Launhardt's location triangle is used. Production with a 
significant material index is located closer to sources of raw materials; production with a low index is 
located closer to consumption centers. 
 
At the next stage, location of labor is taken into consideration. A settlement attracts production to it, 
and production moves to it from the transportation point if labor cost saving exceeds transport cost 
saving. 
 
To consider a joint impact of transport and labor orientation A.Weber offered to use isodapanes. 
Transport costs increase caused by the relocation of the production to the point of human resources is 
even in all directions. Due to this there are points with similar growth of transport costs and lines 
connecting these points are called isopadanes.  
 
At the final stage of production location, agglomeration orientation of an enterprise is defined.  To 
estimate agglomeration changes A.Weber used a saving index based on cost savings and increase in 
production output.  
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Analysis of the influence of agglomeration factors assumes exclusion of other factors impact except 
for transport costs. On the basis of transportation orientation, production alterations in transport 
points caused by the influence of agglomeration factors are found. These changes are efficient if the 
effect of agglomeration is higher than costs for relocation.  
 
Location of agglomeration production takes place on the bases of drawing isodapanes around 
transportation points. Some isodapanes are critical ones, i.e. transportation cost over-expenditure is 
equal to the effect of production agglomeration. According to A.Weber, production relocation from 
transportation points is feasible if these producing units are not beyond their critical isodapanes 
connected in one place. 
 
An indispensable condition of production location is availability of close market outlets which are 
concentrated mostly in settlements. Theory of industrial location with consideration for settlements 
availability was developed by W.Christaller. Christaller did not rely on the study of the existing 
system and location regularities but proceeded from the concept of ideal production location. 
 
In his work "Central places in Southern Germany" W.Christaller proceeded from the idea of ideal 
conditions of location, i.e. is a valley with equally fertile soils and even distribution of population.  
Specialization, growth of commodity production and product range cause a gap between production 
centers and centers of consumption (Christaller, 1933). 
 
Central places according to W. Christaller are production centers, providing themselves and some 
areas with commodities. According to the theory of central places, production distribution areas are 
formed as regular hexagons, which cover all the settled territory. W. Christaller explained why basic 
necessities shall be realized in all settlements, such goods as clothes, household goods etc. shall be 
disposed in middle-sized settlements and luxury goods only in large cities. 
 
Each central place does not only provide its area (hexagon) with required products but also areas of 
settlements of the lower level. Therefore, a central place has a production distribution area in 
proportion to its rank.  
 
W. Christaller's theory drawbacks are the abstract character of the model and difficulty of its 
implementation due to the fact that influence of climate and environment conditions, raw material 
locations, etc. is not taken into consideration. At the same time this theory should be regarded ideal, 
and in comparison with it recommendations for the improvement of the existing production location 
can be developed. 
 
Location theory was further developed by A. Lösch. Using J.Thünen's, W. Launhardt's, A. Weber's 
ideas A. Lösch built his own theory of industrial location based on profit maximization. A. Lösch 
found out that location of enterprises in case of free competition is determined not only by profit 
maximization, but by the growth of the number of firms and coverage of all available territory. The 
optimal location of an enterprise is at the top of the regular hexagon of the "Christaller's grid".  
 
An economic region according to August Lösch should be described as a market with boundaries 
determined by inter-regional competition. А. Lösch studied market areas defined by the radius of 
efficient production distribution, and an economic landscape, which is the highest level of the region 
which unites market areas (Lösch, 1940). 
 
Lösch's significant contribution to the location theory is in the development of the theory of spatial 
economic equilibrium. Besides, he gave a mathematical description of the process of operation of the 
system of consumers and manufacturers, where each business entity is attached to a certain point in 
space. Functions of cost and demand are the components of the equilibrium model. Equilibrium is 
characterized by the following conditions:  
 
1) market areas are of a minimum size and have the form of a regular hexagon;  
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2) enterprise location provides full coverage of the whole possible area; 
 
3) stable equilibrium is provided by the going of the boundaries of market areas along indifference 
curves; 
 
4) lack of surplus revenue;  
 
5) location of every enterprise provides maximization of advantages both for consumers and 
manufacturers. 
 
A. Lösch's significant contribution into the development of the location theory is in the developed by 
him mathematical tool, determining the location of the equilibrium point of the enterprise considering 
demand in a certain market area and production costs. Profit maximization and coverage of the whole 
area are the defining moments in the location of an enterprise. The abstract character of the theory 
and imperfection of the mathematical tool are the drawbacks of Lösch's theory. These drawbacks do 
not derogate his contribution into the spatial location theory. 
 
The location theory was further developed in "Spatial Economy: Cities, Regions and International 
Trade" by Paul Krugman. He managed to formalize in the form of an economic model  the idea  of 
enterprise gravitation towards market outlets and materials suppliers, which leads to the concentration 
of production attracting a great number of enterprises (Fujita, Krugman, Venables, 2001). 
 
Cumulative expansion of a region economy is possible only when it reaches a certain big size, then it 
starts growing on its own bases.  
 
Stratification of regions according to the level of their development is explained by P. Krugman's 
"centre-periphery" theory. The center attracts labor, financial and material resources which are used 
for innovations. 
 
Kruman's agglomeration model takes into consideration two types of goods: manufactured (M) and 
agricultural (A). Agricultural enterprises produce similar range of products and industrial enterprises 
produce different products. Production of manufactured goods is characterized by the economy of 
scale, and agriculture on the contrary is characterized by the absence of the economy scale. 
 
P. Krugman defined two groups of factors important for taking the competitive advantages of 
regions. Natural resources and geographical location, i.e. factors independent of human activities 
belong to the first group. Some regions have significant natural resources - mineral, wood and land 
resources and some regions have favorable climatic conditions or are located on the international 
trade routes.   
 
Factors of the second group are the result of human activity; high level of human capital assets 
development, economy of scale (agglomeration) and institutions providing economic development 
belong to this group.  
 
It should be mentioned that a number of scientists criticize this Krugman's work, accusing him of the 
development of the theory on the basis of integration of other scientists achievements. However, in 
spite of the criticism P. Krugman's work is worthy of noticing. 
 
On the basis of the studies of the theories of industrial location we see that only J. Thünen paid 
considerable attention to farming.  Farming location was not the main subject of other academic 
economists' research.  
 
Imperfection of the approaches to farming location and some gaps in the theories are the reasons for 
further development of this issue. 
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Recourses, processing centers and market outlets impact agricultural location. On this basis a number 
of assumptions for use of labor costs as a location index were defined. 
 
Firstly, growth of transportation costs impacts labor costs for production of specific products as it is 
impossible to transport freights without any personnel. 
 
Secondly, land resources are not mobile while financial resources are very mobile; therefore, 
production should be located considering human resources.  
 
Thirdly, raw materials are hardly used in farming, so, production location gravitates to processing 
centers and market outlets related to settlements, which are sources of human resources. 
 
Table 1 shows farming labor costs estimate and their further grouping according to the levels of 
location.  

 
Table 1: Labor cost estimate and levels of location of branches of farming in the Russian 

Federation 

 

Parameter  
Man-hour costs per 1 ha/1 

animal unit  
Level of 
location 

Greenhouse vegetables * 25440.98 Level I   
Horse-breeding  192.00 

Level II  
Dairy breeding  104.17 
Potato  65.24 

Level III  
Feeding roots and melons and gourds  44.78 
Apiculture ** 33.33 

Level IV  Fruit and berry crops  32.06 
Beef cattle breeding  31.23 
Field vegetables 25.20 

Level V  
Sugar beet  23.30 

Grain legume crops 15.65 

Level VI  
Maize for silage  and green fodder 15.42 
Grain maize  11.01 
Soya bean 10.71 
Silage crops 10.00 
Winter  cereals 9.51 

Level VII  

Spring cereals 9.34 
Perennial grass  8.00 
Rape  7.83 
Grain Sunflower  7.63 
Sheep and goat breeding (meat-producing) 6.88 
Grassland and pastures 5.61 
Annual grass 5.04 
Swine breeding 3.66 
Eggs 0.36 
Poultry husbandry  0.05 

Source: calculated by authors using statistical data 

* – greenhouse area is represented in ha, not sq.m for relevant comparison; 
** – bee-families; 
 
Based on the conducted analysis of labor costs in farming in the Russian Federation (Table 1) there 
were obtained some groups; on their basis levels of agricultural location are represented in Figure 1. 
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Source: development of the author 

 

Fig.1: Levels of location of farming branches 
 
The first level is represented by greenhouse facilities and aquaculture. It is advisable to locate these 
types of farming production within urban territories due to the considerable labor costs. Lack of 
necessary information about labor costs of aquaculture facilities and difficulty of comparison of 
scopes of work did not allow us to include this type of activity in our research. 
 
The second level of location is for horse-breeding and dairy breeding. It is advisable to locate these 
types of facilities in the suburban areas as labor costs for these activities are more than 100 man-
hours per cattle. At the same time beside labor costs, dairy breeding location depends on low 
transportability of fresh products and high degree of processing of products.  
 
The third level includes potato, feeding roots and cultivation of melons and gourds; high level of 
labor costs is caused by heavy weight of products which increases transport cost and labor cost for 
both cultivation and transportation. 
 
Apiculture, beef-farming and fruit and berry crops cultivation have a high level of labor costs (31.23-
33.33 man-hours, which allows us to include these types of production into the fourth level of 
location.  
 
Labor costs for field vegetables and sugar beet are 25.2 and 13.3 man-hours per 1 ha of the harvested 
acreage respectively. They comprise the fifth level of location. It should be noted that vegetable, 
sugar beet and fruit and berry crops should be located in close proximity to vegetable stores, cannery 
and sugar plants.  
 
The sixth level of location is for grain legume crops and feeding and industrial crops. Labor costs for 
these crops are 10.00-15.65 man-hours.  
 
The seventh level is composed by crops and animal breeding which have the lowest labor costs. 
Grains, natural hay meadows, pastures, perennial and annual grasses, used for hay-harvesting, rape 
and sunflower for grains belong to the branch of plant cultivation in the seventh level of farming 
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location. Animal-breeding belonging to this level is sheep-, goat and swine - breeding and poultry 
and eggs production.   
 
The formation of levels should be based on cluster technologies and creation of food internal regional 
clusters, which ensures efficiency improvement of farming due to the agglomeration effect.  
 
Therefore, it is recommended to locate the most labor-consuming production in close proximity to 
settlements, which will provide rational use of human resources, including minimum migration and 
minimization of transport costs for population for commuting and products transportation to the 
centers for products realization and processing. 
 

Conclusions 
 
For the last century, technologies, forms and methods of farming have changed considerably; 
significant human resources are not required any more.  These processes have led to rural population 
migration, reduction of the number of rural settlements, considerable part of which is by less than 60 
% inhabited compared with the level of 1989, and some settlements ceased to exist. The proposed 
system of farming location will enable efficient use of human resources on the basis of their 
concentration. High concentration of population will in its turn enable decrease of migration 
processes and costs of state authorities for the support of underpopulated and dying out settlements. 
Rational peripheral farming location will provide local population with working places and decrease 
over-population of the regional centers.   
 
Beside the use of labor cost in the proposed model it is necessary to apply environmental standards, 
soil, climate and natural conditions and take into account the state of the market. 
 
Theoretical relevance of the research is in the development of the theory, methodological support and 
substantiation of measures for rational location of farming considering labor costs. 
 
The results of academic and research work devoted to rational region farming location can be used to 
substantiate the trends of the development and increase of the efficiency of the farming sector of the 
region or the country as well as to achieve sustainable development of rural areas.  
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Abstract 

 

Innovation stimulate economic growth. Regarding the role of innovation in  adaptation of countries, 

regions and firms to dynamic environment and enhancing their competitiveness, it is important to explore 

how innovation framework conditions in Poland differ from the other the EU countries with a similar to 

Poland level of innovation. Thus, the particular emphasis was put on Moderate Innovators countries. 

Hence, the aim of this paper is to investigate how innovation framework conditions in Poland differ from 

the other the EU countries with a similar to Poland level of innovation. To study multivariate analysis and 

the zero unitarization methods were applied. These methods allowed to divide Moderate Innovators 

countries into four groups and to multivariate analysis of the main drivers of innovation performance 

external to the firm. The time period was 2009–2015 and was limited by data availability. The study was 

based on data from the European Innovation Scoreboard 2017 related to innovation framework conditions 

dimensions: human resources, attractive research systems and innovation-friendly environment. This 

paper contributes to the existing literature by providing new insight on understanding the issues in regard 

to innovation framework conditions. The analysis revealed, among others, the necessity to strengthen in 

Poland actions to enhance main drivers of innovation performance external to the firm. It is assumed that 

the obtained results may be useful for country, regions and firms in fostering competitiveness. 

Keywords: innovation framework conditions, Moderate Innovators countries, the European Union. 

 

Introduction 
 

The circumstances of rapid changes impact on countries, regions and firms. Keeping up with changes, it 

seems necessary to maintain and foster the capacity to competitive advantage. In this regard, a 

fundamental driver of competitiveness and economic growth is innovation. The importance of innovation 

to enhance competiveness of countries, regions and firms has been widely argued in the economic 

literature (see, e.g., Huggins & Thompson, 2015, 103-128; Fagerberg et al., 2012, pp. 1121-1131), 

especially in endogenous growth theory and knowledge spillovers theory. In particular, above theories put 

emphasis on the linkage between competiveness of countries, regions and firms (see, e.g., Asheim et al., 

2011, pp. 1133-1139; Huggins & Williams, 2011, pp. 909-910). When considering this issue, the 

essential for economic growth is create appropriate conditions for innovation (Asheim et al., 2016, pp. 1-

19). Against this background, the particular emphasis should be put on drivers of innovation performance. 

Regarding the significance of the country and regional policy to support competitiveness enhancing, the 

crucial are innovation drivers external to the firm. 

Concerning the above, it is very important to explore how the main drivers of innovation performance 

external to the firm differ between countries with a similar level of innovation. Hence, the aim of this 

paper is to investigate innovation framework conditions in Poland against the other Moderate Innovators 

countries. 

The study was carried out under theoretical and empirical analysis of the problem based on a related 

literature review and data from the European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) related to Moderate Innovators 
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countries (the EU countries with innovation performance below that of the EU average). The time period 

is 2009–2015 and is limited by data availability. 

The paper is organized as follows: First part presents a short overview of the literature on innovation 

framework conditions. Second part provides methods of the research. Next part presents the findings. 

Last part concludes the paper. 

This paper contributes to the existing literature by providing new insight on understanding the issues 

related to innovation framework conditions. In order to understand the differences between Moderate 

Innovators countries in context of the main drivers of innovation performance external to the firm, the 

zero unitarization method and multivariate analysis were applied. These methods enabled to division of 

Moderate Innovators countries into four groups related to the level of indicators of innovation framework 

conditions. 

Theoretical Background and Hypothesis Development 

There is a widespread agreement in the academic literature that innovation is a key factor of development 

of country, regions and firms (see, e.g., Asheim et al., 2011, pp. 1133-1139; Huggins & Thompson, 2015, 

103-128). With this regard, particularly salient is cooperation between regions and firms. Hence, achieved 

cooperation will enhance the competitive advantage of country, regions and firms. However, for such 

cooperation, suitable framework conditions for stimulation innovation are required. In this context, since 

early to current state of literature on innovation a strong emphasis is put on innovation drivers (see, e.g., 

Grillitsch & Nilsson, 2015, pp. 299-321; Florida et al., 2008, pp. 615-649) and the importance of 

combination of exogenous and endogenous drivers of regional development in shaping conditions for 

fostering the competitiveness of country, regions and firms (Barca, 2009, pp. 1-244). As regards firm 

capabilities in increasing innovation performance the special attention is put, among others, on leadership 

practices, development of individual knowledge, employees’ skills and innovativeness, support culture 

(Lawson & Samson, 2001, pp. 377-400), investment, innovation activity (Zygmunt A., 2015, pp. 89-92) 

and project and firms’ management (Maj, 2016, pp. 123-130; Bębenek, 2017). 

On the other hand, the circumstances of dynamic environment enhance also the role of drivers of 

innovation performance external to the firm. In this respect, the contribution of the national and regional 

innovation systems in foresting innovation and increasing competitiveness, is crucial and connected with 

innovation-friendly environment, attractive research systems and human resources. From this point of 

view, such contribution is essential for creation network between, among others, research organisations, 

institutional environment, universities and firm (see, e.g., Asheim et al., 2016, pp. 1-19). Hence, the key 

role played knowledge spillovers and knowledge bases. Thus, human capital as an important driver of 

innovation performance external to the firm, is highlighted. According to a number of theoretical and 

empirical studies, human capital “operates by increasing regional income and wealth” (Florida et al., 

2008, pp. 615-649) and become “a meaningful determinant for generating business growth” (Zygmunt J., 

2017, pp. 226-236). In this context, the significance is put on the quality of human capital (see, e.g., 

Asheim et al., 2016, pp. 1-19), measured, among others, by the percentage of adults in the population 

with a bachelor’s degree and above (Lee et al., 2004, pp. 879-891). A wide body of empirical literature 

assessing also the role of attractive research system as the essential driver of innovation performance 

external to the firm. The argument put forward here is that research system generates knowledge 

necessary for stimulation innovation performance (see, e.g., Asheim et al., 2011, pp. 1133-1139). This 

requires, among others, scientific research inputs for firms (Tödtling et al., 2006, pp. 1133-1139) and 

conferences and specialized journals (Fagerberg et al., 2012, pp. 1121-1131). Innovation performance 

external to the firm depends also on innovation-friendly environment. This highlights, among others, the 

growing importance of opportunity-driven entrepreneurship, as the core to “access and exploit knowledge 

and generate innovation” (Huggins & Thompson, 2015, 103-128). 
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An increasing rank of drivers of innovation performance external to the firm in foresting innovation and 

competitiveness, requires undertake studies how the main drivers of innovation performance external to 

the firm differ between countries with a similar level of innovation. Hence, the following hypothesis was 

posed: despite Poland belongs to the group of the EU countries with a similar level of innovation, 

innovation framework conditions in Poland differ from the other Moderate Innovators countries. 

Methods of the Research 

The data of this study were extracted from the last report of the European Innovation Scoreboard 

(European Commission, 2017) and refers to the main drivers of innovation performance external to the 

firm. In this respect, the EIS contains three dimensions regarding to human resources, attractive research 

systems and innovation-friendly environment. These dimensions and their eight specific indicators are 

consistent with endogenous growth theory and knowledge spillovers theory. The study uses data 

concerning Moderate Innovators countries, such as: Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, 

Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, and Spain. The time period was 

2009–2015 and was limited by data availability. The descriptive statistics of diagnostic variables (mean, 

standard deviation, minimum, maximum) are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of diagnostic variables 

 

Variables Mean 

St. 

Dev. Min. Max. 

Human resources x1t  New doctorate graduates 1.24 0.67 0.30 2.69 

x2t Percentage population aged 25-34 

having completed tertiary education 34.05 9.01 22.41 51.46 

x3t Percentage population aged 25-64 

participating in lifelong learning 6.90 2.90 3.00 12.04 

Attractive research 

systems 

x4t International scientific co-

publications per million population 451.71 166.24 201.42 763.67 

x5t  Top 10% most cited publications 7.06 1.98 3.81 9.79 

x6t Foreign doctorate students 8.75 5.47 1.06 20.98 

Innovation-friendly 

environment 

x7t Broadband penetration 8.03 4.76 0.14 16.71 

x8t Opportunity-driven 

entrepreneurship 2.15 0.97 0.78 4.18 

Source: own calculations based on data from the European Innovation Scoreboard 2017 (European 

Commission, 2017). 

 

All diagnostic variables distinguish sufficient variability (coefficient of variation is higher than 0.1). 

In order to investigate how innovation framework conditions in Poland differ from the other Moderate 

Innovators countries, the zero unitarization method and multivariate analysis were applied. These 

methods provides a basis for an analysis the differences between the European Union countries 

(Balcerzak, 2015, pp. 190-205) and “enable comparing the values of synthetic index for all years” 

(Balcerzak, 2015, pp. 191). Thus, four classes of Moderate Innovators countries were grouping: (i) the 

countries with the very high level of indicators of innovation framework conditions, (ii) the countries 

with the high level of indicators of innovation framework conditions, (iii) the countries with the average 

level of indicators of innovation framework conditions, (iv) the countries with the low level of indicators 

of innovation framework conditions. Such grouping was done with regard to each of the EIS innovation 
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dimensions related to the main drivers of innovation performance external to the firm: human resources, 

attractive research systems and innovation-friendly environment. 

At first, the normalisation of diagnostic variables was conducted. In this regard a constant reference point 

(the range of the normalized variable) was calculated, according to the zero unitarization method (Kukuła 

& Bogocz, 2014, pp. 7): 

������ = max�� ���� −  min�� ����                                (1) 

 

In order to normalise diagnostic variables the following formula was used (all diagnostic variables are the 

stimulants) (Kukuła & Bogocz, 2014, pp. 7): 

���� = ���� − min�� ����max�� ���� − min�� ����                                      (2) 

, where ����  ∈  �0,1�; (� = 1,2, … , �); (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

Subsequently, the synthetic measure was calculated in compliance with the following formula (Balcerzak, 

2015, pp. 196): 

"#�� = 1� $ ����                                                    (3)&
�'(  

, where ����  ∈  �0,1�; "#�� ∈  �0,1�; (� = 1,2, … , �); (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

Next, on the basis of the synthetic measure and assumptions for grouping the EU countries proposed by 

Balcerzak (Balcerzak, 2015, pp. 196), the division of Moderate Innovators countries into four groups was 

made: 

(i) the countries with the very high level of indicators of innovation framework conditions: 

"#�� ≥ "#*�++++++ + "("#��)                                  (4) 

, where (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

(ii) the countries with the high level of indicators of innovation framework conditions: 

"#*�++++++ ≤ "#��  <  "#*�++++++ + "("#��)                      (5) 

, where (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

(iii) the countries with the average level of indicators of innovation framework conditions: 
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 "#*�++++++ − "("#��) ≤ "#�� <  "#*�++++++                     (6) 

, where (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

(iv) the countries with the low level of indicators of innovation framework conditions: 

    "#�� < "#*�++++++ − "("#��)                                    (7) 

, where (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

Where (Balcerzak, 2015, pp. 196): 

"#*�++++++ = 1� $ "#��                                                   (8)4
�'(  

, where (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

"("#��) = 51� $("#�� − "#*�++++++)64
�'(                        (9) 

, where (� = 1,2, … , �); ( = 1,2, … , !) 

Above procedure allowed to investigate how innovation framework conditions in Poland differ from the 

other Moderate Innovators countries. 

Findings 

Tables 2 to 4 depict the results of multivariate analysis of innovation framework conditions between 

Moderate Innovators countries (in appendix). In compliance with the obtained results, the main drivers of 

innovation performance external to the firm differed in Poland from the EU countries with a similar to 

Poland level of innovation (in 2009-2015). Regarding human resources dimension, the results 

distinguished relatively high diversity between Moderate Innovators countries, in level of new doctorate 

graduates, percentage population aged 25-34 having completed tertiary education and percentage 

population aged 25-64 participating in lifelong learning (Table 2). Among these countries, Poland rank 

predominantly with average level of innovation framework conditions in the field of human resources. In 

this regard, Poland highlighted high similarity with such countries as Hungary and Italy. On the other 

hand, the results indicate in Poland decreasing level of new doctorate graduates, percentage population 

aged 25-34 having completed tertiary education and percentage population aged 25-64 participating in 

lifelong learning. This situation should be treated as negative in relation to build a competitive advantage 

of country, regions and firms. The results also reveal the highest diversity between Poland and Estonia, 
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Portugal and Spain - countries with the highest level of indicators connected with human resources 

dimension. 

Concerning attractive research systems dimension, the results indicate location of Poland in the last place 

between Moderate Innovators countries (Table 3). This situation was seen in the period 2009-2015 and 

should be treated as negative in regard to maintain and enhance the capacity to competitive advantage of 

country, regions and firms. Based on the results, the high distance between Poland the other Moderate 

Innovators countries appeared with respect to Estonia, Portugal, Cyprus, Italy and Spain. According to 

the obtained results, similar to Poland, low level of international scientific co-publications per million 

population, top 10% most cited publications and foreign doctorate students, distinguished such countries 

as Malta (in 2011) and Lithuania (in 2012-2015). 

Regarding innovation-friendly environment dimension, the obtained results highlight a relatively high 

distance between Poland and the other countries with a similar level of innovation (Table 4). Among 

Moderate Innovators countries, Polish firms ranked into average group (in 2009, 2013-2015) and low 

group of countries (in 2010-2012). This situation, in relation to relatively lack of enhancement of 

broadband penetration and opportunity-driven entrepreneurship should be treated relatively negative, 

especially in the context of enhancing competitiveness of country, regions and firms. With respect to 

innovation framework conditions in the field of innovation-friendly environment, Poland differed 

significantly from especially such Moderate Innovators countries as: Portugal, Lithuania, Italy and 

Estonia. 

Conclusions 

The results confirm that in terms of the main drivers of innovation performance external to the firm, 

Poland differed (in 2009-2015) from the other Moderate Innovators countries. With respect to innovation 

framework conditions, Poland outstand the most from the group of the EU countries with a similar level 

of innovation, in terms of attractive research systems dimension. In particular, Poland characterised the 

lowest level of international scientific co-publications per million population, top 10% most cited 

publications and foreign doctorate students. Such situation, against the background of decreasing level of 

new doctorate graduates, percentage population aged 25-34 having completed tertiary education, 

percentage population aged 25-64 participating in lifelong learning, and relatively low level of specific 

indicators depicted innovation-friendly environment, may cause an limited innovation abilities to foster 

competiveness of countries, regions and firms. 

These findings have practical and policy implications. In this respect, the findings imply the necessity to 

strengthen actions to enhance main drivers of innovation performance external to the firm. This can 

contribute to foster country, regions’ and firms’ capabilities to adaptation to rapid changes and 

uncertainty in the environment. The findings call also for strengthening the network between universities, 

institutional environment, research organisations and firms. 

This study is not without limitations. This paper based on indicators of innovation framework conditions 

and data from the European Innovation Scoreboard. It would be interesting to whether the obtained 

results also hold for another drivers of innovation performance external to the firm. 

The complexity of innovation framework conditions requires further studies. In terms of future research, 

it seems important, among others, to focus on the causes of differences between Poland and the other 

Moderate Innovators countries in terms of main drivers of innovation performance external to the firm. 
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Annex 

Table 2: The results of multivariate analysis of innovation framework conditions between 

Moderate Innovators countries – Human resources dimension (in the period 2009-2015) 

 

Legend: HR – Croatia, CY – Cyprus, CZ – Czech Republic, EE – Estonia, EL – Greece, HU – Hungary, IT – Italy, LT – Lithuania, 

MT – Malta, PL – Poland, PT – Portugal, SK – Slovakia, ES – Spain. 

Source: own calculations based on data from the European Innovation Scoreboard 2017 (European 

Commission, 2017). 

 

 

No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM

1 PT 0.7065 1 ES 0.6276 1 EE 0.7446 1 EE 0.6432 1 PT 0.6479 1 PT 0.6714 1 ES 0.6922

2 ES 0.6141 2 EE 0.6039 2 ES 0.6726 2 ES 0.6132 2 EE 0.6466 2 ES 0.6376 2 EE 0.6208

3 EE 0.5843 3 PT 0.5796 3 PT 0.6621 3 PT 0.6110 3 ES 0.6069 3 EE 0.6091 3 PT 0.5939

4 CY 0.5412 4 CY 0.5333 4 CZ 0.5591 4 CZ 0.5202 4 LT 0.5209 4 CY 0.5038 4 LT 0.5510

5 LT 0.4467 5 LT 0.4551 5 LT 0.5495 5 CY 0.5048 5 CY 0.4772 5 LT 0.4953 5 CY 0.5039

6 CZ 0.4284 6 CZ 0.4187 6 CY 0.5165 6 LT 0.4925 6 CZ 0.4643 6 CZ 0.4796 6 CZ 0.4846

7 SK 0.4155

7 PL 0.3127 7 SK 0.4308 7 SK 0.3816 7 SK 0.3247 7 IT 0.3413 7 SK 0.4020

8 HU 0.3097 8 HU 0.2922 8 IT 0.3771 8 HR 0.3334 8 PL 0.2928 8 SK 0.3328 8 IT 0.3485

9 IT 0.2971 9 PL 0.2833 9 HU 0.3422 9 IT 0.3302 9 HU 0.2913 9 HU 0.3161 9 HU 0.3121

10 SK 0.2916 10 IT 0.2810 10 PL 0.2995 10 HU 0.3272 10 EL 0.2508 10 PL 0.2751 10 EL 0.2971

11 PL 0.2949 11 IT 0.2502 11 EL 0.2697

11 EL 0.2016 11 EL 0.2314 11 HR 0.2776 11 HR 0.2693

12 MT 0.1697 12 HR 0.1944 12 EL 0.2728 12 EL 0.2684 12 MT 0.2348 12 MT 0.2380 12 PL 0.2456

13 HR 0.1158 13 MT 0.1682 13 MT 0.1970 13 MT 0.1911 13 HR 0.1814 13 HR 0.2235 13 MT 0.2123

Low Low Low

Average

Low Low Low Low

High High High

Average Average Average Average Average Average

High High High High

2013 2014 2015

Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High

2009 2010 2011 2012
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Table 3: The results of multivariate analysis of innovation framework conditions between 

Moderate Innovators countries – Attractive research systems (in the period 2009-2015) 

 

Legend: Like in table 2. 

* Calculations for Greece were based on such specific indicators as international scientific co-publications per million population 

and top 10% most cited publications. The data about foreign doctorate students were not available. 

Source: own calculations based on data from the European Innovation Scoreboard 2017 (European 

Commission, 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM

1 ES 0.8602 1 ES 0.8426 1 ES 0.8519 1 ES 0.8541 1 PT 0.8617 1 PT 0.8718 1 PT 0.8433

2 PT 0.7381 2 PT 0.7234 2 PT 0.7404 2 CY 0.8038 2 ES 0.8096 2 ES 0.8248 2 CY 0.8296

3 CY 0.6690 3 CY 0.7027 3 PT 0.7506 3 IT 0.7287

3 IT 0.6450 3 IT 0.7509 3 IT 0.6588

4 CY 0.6287 4 IT 0.6221 4 EE 0.6568 4 IT 0.6242 4 EE 0.6802 4 CY 0.7280 4 ES 0.6506

5 CZ 0.5263 5 EE 0.5422 5 IT 0.6495 5 EE 0.6084 5 CY 0.6146 5 EE 0.6689 5 EE 0.6190

6 EE 0.4905 6 CZ 0.4800 6 CZ 0.4976 6 CZ 0.4740 6 CZ 0.5750 6 CZ 0.6554 6 MT 0.5918

7 EL 0.4868 7 EL 0.4363 7 CZ 0.5675

7 EL 0.4318 7 EL 0.4241 7 HU 0.4208 7 HU 0.3883

8 HU 0.4407 8 HU 0.4028 8 HU 0.4063 8 HU 0.3934 8 EL 0.3960 8 EL 0.3856 8 EL 0.3613

9 SK 0.3454 9 SK 0.2995 9 SK 0.2745 9 MT 0.3687 9 MT 0.3422 9 MT 0.3600 9 HU 0.2833

10 MT 0.3072 10 LT 0.2203 10 SK 0.2655 10 SK 0.3194 10 SK 0.3097 10 SK 0.2649

10 MT 0.1829

11 LT 0.2110 11 LT 0.1652 11 HR 0.1418 11 HR 0.1546 11 HR 0.1132 11 HR 0.1434 11 HR 0.1235

12 HR 0.1183 12 HR 0.1115 12 MT 0.0862 12 LT 0.0869 12 LT 0.0585 12 LT 0.0731 12 LT 0.0808

13 PL 0.0708 13 PL 0.0594 13 PL 0.0567 13 PL 0.0254 13 PL 0.0414 13 PL 0.0483 13 PL 0.0571

2009 20152010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Very High

High High

High High High High

Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High

Average Average Average Average

High

Average Average Average

Low

Low Low Low Low Low Low
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Table 4: The results of multivariate analysis of innovation framework conditions between 

Moderate Innovators countries – Innovation-friendly environment (in the period 2009-2015) 

 

Legend: Like in table 2. 

* Calculations for Malta were based on such specific indicator as broadband penetration. The data about opportunity-driven 

entrepreneurship were not available. 

Source: own calculations based on data from the European Innovation Scoreboard 2017 (European 

Commission, 2017). 

No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM No. Co. SM

1 PT 0.9062 1 IT 0.6562 1 PT 0.7240 1 PT 0.9062 1 PT 0.8685 1 LT 0.8336 1 EE 0.8250

2 PT 0.6479 2 IT 0.6562 2 LT 0.7737 2 LT 0.7866 2 EE 0.7500 2 LT 0.7848

2 LT 0.6025 3 LT 0.6464 3 LT 0.6495 3 EE 0.7158 3 EE 0.7500 3 PT 0.7745

3 ES 0.5599 4 CZ 0.6830 3 PT 0.6031

4 IT 0.5105 4 ES 0.5838 4 EE 0.5551 4 IT 0.6337 4 CZ 0.6049 4 CZ 0.5018

5 EE 0.4591 5 EE 0.5487 5 ES 0.5021 5 CZ 0.5692 5 ES 0.4427 5 ES 0.3961 5 ES 0.4278

6 HU 0.4642 6 CZ 0.4608 6 ES 0.4942 6 SK 0.3869

6 HU 0.4023 7 CZ 0.4565 7 HU 0.4293 6 HU 0.3780 7 IT 0.3755 6 HU 0.3661

7 CZ 0.3945 7 HU 0.4482 7 SK 0.3773 8 HU 0.3712 7 SK 0.3399

8 SK 0.3397 8 SK 0.3647 8 SK 0.3665 8 SK 0.4024 8 CY 0.2781 9 CY 0.2792 8 IT 0.2909

9 MT 0.3386 9 MT 0.3096 9 MT 0.3075 9 CY 0.3028 9 IT 0.2636 10 PL 0.2385 9 PL 0.2504

10 EL 0.3003 10 MT 0.2432 10 MT 0.2576 11 MT 0.2122 10 CY 0.2273

11 PL 0.2188 10 PL 0.2188 10 PL 0.2188 11 PL 0.2188

11 CY 0.1962 11 CY 0.2004 11 PL 0.2188 12 EL 0.2019 12 EL 0.1430 11 HR 0.1250

12 CY 0.1373 12 EL 0.1836 12 EL 0.1951 12 EL 0.2030 12 EL 0.1214

13 HR 0.1019 13 HR 0.1571 13 HR 0.1032 13 HR 0.1337 13 HR 0.0753 13 MT 0.0692

Low Low

Low

Low
13 HR 0.0312

Average Average

Low Low

Low

Average

Average Average Average

Average

High

High

High High High High

2014 2015

Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
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Abstract 
 

The proposed study is devoted to the actualization of information on the use of various tools and 

methods of marketing communications, the metrics used to measure marketing communications 

effectiveness, share of advertising expenditures from revenue at Russian enterprises. The submitted 

article presents the results of a survey of Russian enterprises from St. Petersburg on this topic. During 

the study, it was found that respondents consider the most effective advertising on the Internet and 

social networks, advertising at the point of sale, participation in exhibitions, sales promotions 

activities and direct contacts with customers via e-mail and telephone. The main problem in 

measuring the effectiveness of marketing communications, the participants of the study considered 

setting up at the enterprise a system for collecting and analyzing information on the results of 

advertising campaigns. 

 

Keywords: Effectiveness of marketing communications, tools and methods of advertising. 

 

Introduction 
 

The problem of measuring the effectiveness of marketing communications has been and remains an 

actual task for strategic and operational management levels. The range of tools and methods of 

marketing communications is expanding, new possibilities of measuring effectiveness appear. The 

volume of information available to analyze the results of marketing communications is increased. 

The objectives of the study are to understand what means and methods of marketing communications 

are now considered to be the most effective at Russian enterprises, what indicators are used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of marketing communications, what are the ways and methods to measure 

effectiveness, what are the problems of measuring the effectiveness of marketing communications at 

Russian enterprises. The proposed study was focused on the operative level of management, 

associated primarily with the increase in sales volumes.  

 

Literature Review 
 

The effectiveness of marketing communications is a wide concept. As noted in the article by 

McAlister, Srinivasan, Jindal, and Cannella, (2016), the effectiveness of marketing communications 

relates both to the operative and to the strategic levels of organization management. The effectiveness 

of marketing communications includes measurements of the effectiveness of the use of advertising 

media (Klimin, (2011)), the effectiveness of the content of advertisements (Kutlaliev, Popov, (2006)), 

the impact of media planning indicators on the effectiveness of communication (Tikhonov, (2012)), 

the cost effectiveness of marketing communications in terms of generating additional profits 

(Dubolazov, Klimin, Tikhonov, (2014)). In articles of Klimin, Tikhonov (2016), Klimin, Tikhonov, 

Orlov (2017), Glukhov, Ilin (2014) consider impact of various social, psychological and cultural 

aspects of advertising slogans and illustrations on communication effectiveness.  
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Trofimova, Zelenina, (2015), Glukhov, Ilin, Koposov, Levina (2014), Bril, Kalinina, Ilin (2017) 

discuss the importance of the campaign in the organization's activities, considers the methods to 

assess its effectiveness, as well as models used in the calculation of the advertising budget. 

 

Article by Novoselsky, Mozgovaya (2015) deals with methods of evaluating the effectiveness of 

advertising campaigns. Evaluation of the effectiveness of advertising takes into account the complex 

current market conditions and factors that promote or inhibit the solution of commercial problems of 

the enterprise. 

 

In contemporary marketing communications much attention is paid to SMM and measuring its 

effectiveness (CMO survey by the Duke University, (2014)). Marketing through Social Media 

nowadays represents one of the most effective ways to introduce the company and its products on the 

market. Beqiri Gonxhe (2016) make an overview on Social Media and its impact in marketing 

strategy, he gives an example of marketing social media strategy. 

 

The article of Belogorodsky (2006) focuses on measuring the effectiveness of marketing 

communications based on media planning indicators, such as frequency, reach, number of advertising 

contacts. 

 

Advertisers, advertising agencies, research firms, Internet companies are engaged in advertising 

effectiveness measurement. The largest volume of statistical information is owned by firms TNS, 

Nielsen, Google, Facebook. This allows them to make a long-term and in-depth analysis of the 

effectiveness of marketing communications in various media (Wood, Poltrack, (2015)). 

 

Research Design and Methodology 
 

The research was conducted in the period January-May 2017 using the Internet service for surveys.  

The base for the survey was the Alumni Club of the Institute of Industrial Management, Economics 

and Trade of the Peter the Great Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University (Graduate School of 

Business Technologies) and the St. Petersburg International Business Association (SPIBA). 80% of 

respondents specifically responsible for marketing and sales in their organizations. 

 

For the convenience of understanding figures and tables with the distribution of answers to the 

questions of the questionnaire, it is presented in Appendix A. The questionnaire presents 

classification questions (questions 1-5) and questions for the realization of the research objectives. 

The number of correctly completed questionnaires that were obtained during the study (120 pcs) in 

the most cases does not allow the division of enterprises into groups according to the classification 

and perform a comparative analysis of the answers to questions for the implementation of the study 

objectives by groups because of a significant sampling error. 

 

In Fig. 1 shows the distribution of classification into business types of the organizations surveyed. In 

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of organizations by revenue size.  
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Fig. 1:  Business type of organization, share of respondents, % 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Approximate turnover of organization over the last year, share of respondents, % 
 

Results of the Study 

 

Below is an analysis of the answers to the most interesting questions of the questionnaire about 

effectiveness of marketing communications. One of the important questions in the questionnaire was 

question 7. “Specify what percentage, in Your opinion, of the total turnover is spent on advertising in 

Your organization?” (Fig. 3) 

 

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% 40.0% 45.0%

1. B2B, business-to-business.

2. В2С, business-to-consumer.

3. В2G, business-to-government.

4. В2I, business-to-institution.

5.  Difficult to answer

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0%

1. Up to 120 mln. rub;

2. From 120 to 800 mln. rub;

3. From 800 to 2000 mln. rub;

4. More than 2000 mln. rub;

5.  Difficult to answer.
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Fig. 3: Share of advertising expenditures from revenue, share of respondents, % 

 

Table 1 presents data on the share of advertising expenditures from revenue for B2C and B2B of 

organizations, as well as for enterprises with different revenue per year. 

 

Table 1: Share of advertising expenditures from revenue, share of respondents, % 

 

Share of advertising 

expenditures from 

revenue  

Type of market 

of organization 

Volume of revenue of organization,  

million rubles in year 

B2C B2B Up to 120 120-800 800-2000 

More 

than 

20000 

Up to 1% 20 42 32 38 62 29 

From 1% to 3% 24 20 16 38 12 7 

From 3% to 5% 16 12 24 9 13 7 

From 5% to 10% 22 12 12 5 13 43 

From 10% to 20% 12 12 16 5 13 7 

From 20% to 30% 4 2 0 5 0 7 

From 30% to 50% 2 0 0 0 0 0 

More than 50% 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Weighted average 6,4 4,2 4,7 3,5 3,9 6,6 

 

Companies with revenues of more than 2,000 million rubles a year are approaching the expenditures 

of advertising at a rate of 10% of revenue, as is typical for large American and European companies 

(CMO survey by the American Marketing Association and Duke University, (2014)). 

The average score of the answer to question 9. “Rate the effectiveness of Your company's advertising 

media” are shown in Fig.4. Was made a calculation of the weighted indicators where the respondents 

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0%

Up to 1%;

From 1% to 3%;

From 3% to 5%;

From 5% to 10%;

From 10% to 20%;

From 20% to 30%;

From 30% to 50%;

More than 50%;

Other
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evaluated the effectiveness of the following methods of advertising on a scale from 1 to 5. The most 

effective means of advertising based on these results are online advertising, social media marketing, 

sales promotions and POSM. 

 

 
Fig.4: Effectiveness of advertising channels, points 

 

Also presented is an analysis of what methods of advertising on the opinion of B2B and B2C 

companies are the most effective. (Fig. 5)  
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Fig. 5: Effectiveness of advertising channels among B2B and B2C, share of respondents, % 

 

Social media has an significant impact in marketing, especially in communication and connection of 

businesses with their customers. There is a question 8 in the survey about using social media among 

Russian companies (Fig. 6). The Russian companies allocate three leaders according of SMM, it's 

Vk.com, Facebook and Instagram. Among the messengers has no clear leader.  
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Fig. 6: Popularity of SMM platforms, share of respondents, % 

 

In Fig. 7 are the answers to the question 10. “What are some ways Your organization evaluated the 

preliminary effectiveness of planned advertising and marketing activities, advertising media, 

advertising materials?” 

 

 
Fig. 7: Methods of the preliminary analysis of effectiveness, share of respondents, % 
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In Fig. 8 are the answers to the question 11. “In what ways does your organization determine the 

final effectiveness of advertising?” 

 
 

Fig. 8: Methods of the final analysis of effectiveness, share of respondents, % 
 

In Fig. 9 are the answers to the question 12. “What are the indicators of advertising effectiveness are 

measured in Your organization?” 

 

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0%

The Respondent buyers in the areas of 

sales

Watching the buyers at the sale

Customer satisfaction surveys by phone

Special telephone surveys of consumers

Surveys by email

Analyze the effectiveness of advertising 

and on-line sales

Yandex. Metric and/or Google.Analytics.

Statistical and mathematical models

Expert evaluation of our organization

Compare the sales without advertising and 

with advertising.

Don't measure the total advertising 

effectiveness.

Other methods

Difficult to answer
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Fig. 9:  Effectiveness indicators, share of respondents, % 

 

The most popular results among the respondents are the increase of revenues and profits from 

promotional events, brand and organization awareness, as well as the profitability of advertising 

costs, that is, the ratio of profit from advertising to the advertising expenditures (ROI). 

 

It is important that the process of performance measurement is regular, it is necessary not only to 

determine the timing of the advertising, but also to know the deadlines of measuring results of 

advertising. In Fig. 10 are the answers to the question 13. “How often do you measure the 

effectiveness of advertising in Your organization?”. 
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satisfaction (NPS, etc.).

We do not expect the indicators of 

advertising effectiveness

Difficult to answer

Other
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Fig. 10: Frequency of measuring, share of respondents, % 

 

Top 3 popular answers: either not measured at all or there is no clear regularity, either measured once 

a month. The top 3 includes more than half of the companies participating in the survey. Only 9% of 

companies measure the effectiveness of weekly and 5 % daily. This indicator is very important, as it 

allows to evaluate an advertising campaign in the dynamics. 

 

In Fig. 11 are the weighted answers in score to the question 14. “How often Your organization 

uses is in the following subjects, topics of advertising?” 

 
Fig. 11: Subjects, topics of advertising, points 
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In Fig. 12 are the answers to the question 16. “What are the challenges of measuring the 

effectiveness of advertising You encounter in Your organization?” 

 
Fig. 12: Challenges of measuring the effectiveness of advertising, share of respondents, % 

 

Discussions and Conclusions 
 

Discussion of the results will begin with the question 16. The main problem for assessing the 

effectiveness of advertising (excluding answer “Advertising is not the main source of increase 

revenue and profits …”, which is typical for small businesses where the receipt of orders primarily 

associated with personal selling, personal connections and recommendations) is the establishment of 

a system for collecting and analyzing the necessary information, for which professionals are needed, 

and money, which is not inclined to allocate management for these purposes. The problem of 

establishing a connection between advertising and sales is also informational in nature. In this regard, 

the importance of creating integrated information systems for the collection and analysis of marketing 

information on various indicators of the effectiveness of marketing communications is increasing. 

The construction of integrated information and communication systems is one of the conditions for 

the innovative development of the enterprise as a whole. (Silkina G.Yu., (2017)). These systems 

should include data from call centers, CRM systems, analytical tools for Internet advertising, 

consumer surveys, data from social networks. For such data, the regularity of their collection and 

processing is important. However, according to the answers to question 13. "Only how many do you 

measure the effectiveness of advertising in Your organization?" only 5% of respondents said that 

their organization collects daily data, 9% of organizations collect data weekly. 

 

During the study, the differences in the share of advertising costs from the revenue between B2C and 

B2B (weighted average 4,2%) companies, as well as between companies with different revenue 

levels, were confirmed. 38% of B2C companies spend on advertising from 3% to 10% of revenue, 

weighted average 6,4%. 62% of companies in B2B markets spend on advertising from 0 to 3% of 

revenue, weighted average 4,2%. For B2B market, this indicator is more stable, most of the 

companies have about the same indicator. Unfortunately, in Russia there is no organization that 

would regularly monitor the share of advertising costs in revenue for a large number of companies, 
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as, for example, the American journal Advertising Age (Ad Age Datacenter, (2017)). Data from the 

Internet in Russia on this indicator from various sites are very fragmentary and not representative. 

 

The most effective among the means of advertising in the opinion of the respondents are advertising 

in the Internet and social networks, advertising at the point of sale, exhibitions, sales promotion 

activities and direct contact with consumers via e-mail and telephone. Thus, it can be concluded that 

advertising efforts are increasingly shifting to direct advertising, direct contacts with individual 

consumers in various ways. This corresponds to the trend of growth in the cost of Internet advertising 

in Russia in the first half of 2017 (Association of Communication Agencies of Russia, (2017), Table 

2). 

 

Table 2: The volume of advertising costs in Russia in the first half of 2017, billion rubles 

 

Advertising media 

The volume of advertising costs 

in Russia in the first half of 

2017, billion rubles. 

Increase in comparison 

with the previous half-

year,% 

TV 77,5-78,0 12 

Radio 6,7-6,9 3 

Press 8,3-8,5 -14 

Out of Home (Outdoor advertising, 

Transit advertising, Indoore 

advertising, Advertising in 

cinemas) 20,8-21,2 10 

Internet 74,0-75,0 23 

Total 190,0-192,0 14 

 

More than 85% of companies from survey use social media. Doing a bit of analysis we found that 

61% of B2C companies use as a tool SMM the social network Vk.com. Probably, this is because this 

service is created in Russia and more people-oriented, not organization. B2B companies are using 

Facebook more than Vk.com (69% of the companies). 57% of B2B companies use Facebook and 

Vk.com together. The following were highlighted as important components of the use of social 

networks is to communicate to the target audience the necessary information about the company's 

products and to communicate, to get feedback about the product in real time from real buyers. The 

main question of using social media: for what purposes do we need them? This question was not 

asked in the study and we plan to use it in the future. Increasing sales through social networks is not 

the main purpose of their use. According to the study of Statista (2015), only 10% of online retailers 

in Germany indicated that increasing sales through social networks is the main goal of their use. 30% 

of respondents indicated that they use social networks to create a marketing platform, 28% - to 

establish a closer relationship with the client, 24% - to increase the level of recognition.  

 

For preliminary analysis of effectiveness the majority of respondents analyze data past advertising 

campaigns, use an expert assessment of specialists in advertising and marketing, and conduct a trial 

placement of advertising in selected media. Comparison of sales volumes without advertising and 

with advertising is the main indicator of the final evaluation of the advertising effectiveness. This 

emphasizes the operational level of perception of the effectiveness of advertising by respondents in 

this study.  

Advertisers know and apply the ROI metric in measuring the effectiveness of advertising. This 

suggests that accounting for the growth in sales and profits from marketing communications, as well 

as accounting for advertising costs in Russian enterprises in some form is being conducted. 

The general conclusion: the popularity of methods and means of advertising which can show a real 

connection between their use and sales growth is growing. 
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In the future, our research team plans to continue research in the field of research methods for 

evaluating the effectiveness of advertising used in Russian enterprises in accordance with the 

questionnaire in Appendix A to track changes in the opinions of respondents.  

 

Our research was focused on the study of indicators, ways of measuring the effectiveness of 

advertising at the operative level, which is primarily connected with the increase in sales volumes. In 

the future, we plan to expand the field of study and explore the impact of advertising on the 

performance of the firm at a strategic level. 
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Appendix A. Questionnaire 
 

1. What is the type of businesses of Your organization? (multiple possible answers) 

1. The manufacturer of the goods. 

2. Services (except wholesale and retail trade). 

3. Wholesale trade organization (agent). 

4. Retail trade organization. 

5. Public, non-profit organization. 

6. Other_______________ 

 

2. In which markets of goods and services does your organization operate? (multiple choice are 

allowed) 

1. Products/services for businesses (B2B, business-to-business).  

2. Products/services for citizens (B2C, business-to-consumer). 

3. Goods/services for government organizations (B2G, business-to-government). 

4. Products/services for public, non-profit organizations (В2І, business-to-institution). 

5. Other_______________ 

 

3. What does your organization do, write in your own words: __________________________ 

 

4. The approximate turnover of Your organization over the past year: 

1. Up to 120 million rubles. 

2. From 120 to 800 million rubles. 

3. From 800 to 2000 million. 

4. More than 2000 million. 

5. It's difficult to answer. 

 

5. Approximately, how many employees work in your organization? 

1. Up to 20 people. 
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2. From 20 to 100 people. 

3. From 100 to 500 people. 

4. More than 500 people. 

 

6. Does Your organization have on-line sales (via website, mobile app, social networks, etc.) and 

what share of turnover they bring you? 

1. We have no on-line sales. 

2. We have no on-line sales, but we are planning to organize. 

3. The proportion of turnover on-line sales to 25%. 

4. The proportion of turnover on-line sales from 25 to 50%. 

5. The proportion of turnover on-line sales of 50 to 75%. 

6. The proportion of turnover on-line sales from 75 to 100%. 

7. There are on-line sale, but the share of turnover is difficult to determine. 

 

7. Specify what percentage, in Your opinion, of the total turnover is spent on advertising in Your 

organization?  

1. Up to 1%. 

2. From 1% to 3%. 

3. From 3% to 5%. 

4. From 5% to 10%. 

5. From 10% to 20%. 

6. From 20% to 30%. 

7. From 30% to 50%. 

8. More than 50%. 

9. Other________________/I find it difficult to answer 

 

8. In which social networks, messengers (short message services) does your organization (not you 

personally) have accounts, groups, pages for communicating with potential and existing 

customers? 

1. Vkontakte (Vk). 

2. Facebook. 

3. Odnoklassniki.(OK). 

4. Instagram. 

5. Twitter. 

6. Periscope. 

7. YouTube. 

8. Telegram. 

9. WhatsApp. 

10. Viber. 

11. Skype. 

12. Other _______________________ 

 

9. Rate the effectiveness of Your company's advertising media on the proposed scale: 1 - minimal 

effect, 5 - maximum effect. 

1. TV. 

2. Radio. 

3. Press. 

4. Advertising on transport, including the subway. 

5. Advertising in the Internet, except social networks and mobile applications. 
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6. Advertising in social networks 

7. Mobile app. 

8. Mailings by e-mail. 

9. SMS sending, send via instant messenger Telegram, WhatsApp, etc.  

10. Outdoor advertising on billboards. 

11. Signs, shop window decoration at point of sale. 

12. Internal advertising at points of sale (posters in the trading room, etc.). 

13. Internal advertising in shopping malls, business center and other public places. 

14. Advertising before movies in cinemas 

15. Souvenirs. 

16. Promotions: tastings, product presentations, etc. 

17. Promotions: discounts, sales, gifts, contests, sweepstakes, etc. 

18. Event marketing (event): festivals, performances, schools for buyers, press conferences, etc. 

19. Sponsorship.  

20. Participation in exhibitions. 

21. Telephoning potential customers. 

 

10. What are some ways Your organization evaluated the preliminary effectiveness of planned 

advertising and marketing activities, advertising media, advertising materials? (multiple choice 

are allowed) 

1. Carry out a trial placement of the advertisement in the selected advertising media with the 

subsequent control of effectiveness. 

2. Tested advertising materials in focus groups or personal interviews with consumers. 

3. Test advertising materials to consumers via surveys online, via e-mail. 

4. Use technical means testing of promotional materials (eye tracker, magnetic resonance scanner, 

polygraph, preview of videos with a joystick "like/dislike" etc.). 

5. For selecting advertising media we use a special software for media planning, the services of 

advertising agencies or advertising media having such programs. 

6. Analyzed data from past advertising campaigns. 

7. Build statistical, mathematical models of the impact of planned advertising and marketing 

activities on the performance of the organization. 

8. Use expert judgment of our experts in marketing and advertising. 

9. Use expert judgment of outside experts in marketing and advertising. 

10. Other methods ____________ 

11. We do not pre-measure the effectiveness of advertising. 

12. It's difficult to answer. 

 

11. In what ways does your organization determine the final effectiveness of advertising? 

(multiple choice are allowed) 

1. The respondent buyers in the area of sales (Consumer surveys at points of sale). 

2. Watching the buyers at the point of sale. 

3. Customer satisfaction surveys by phone. 

4. We conduct special telephone surveys of consumers. 

5. Conduct consumer surveys on your website or by e-mail. 

6. We analyze the effectiveness of advertising on the Internet through on-line sales data. 

7. Analyze the effectiveness of advertising on the Internet through Yandex.Metrics and / or 

Google.Analytics. 

8. We apply statistical and mathematical models to determine the dependence of sales volumes on 

advertising costs. 
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9. We use expert estimates of employees of our organization. 

10. Compare the sales volumes without advertising and with advertising. 

11. We do not measure the final effectiveness of advertising. 

12. Other methods (please specify) ______________________________ 

13. I find it difficult to answer 

 

12. What are the indicators of advertising effectiveness are measured in Your organization? 

(multiple choice are allowed) 

1. The level of publicity Your organization and brand. 

2. The increase in revenue and profits from promotional activities. 

3. The profitability of advertising expenditures (the ratio of profit from advertising to the 

expenditures of advertising). 

4. The memorability of the advertising slogan.  

5. The memorability of advertising illustration, advertising image. 

6. The number of consumers who saw or heard advertising of Your organization. 

7. The increase in the number of telephone calls to the organization after advertising. 

8. The increase in the number of visitors after advertising. 

9. The increase in the number of purchases and buyers after advertising. 

10. Indicators of the effectiveness of advertising on the Internet (site traffic, number of purchases 

via the Internet, etc.). 

11. Comparison of results of activity of our organization and competitors with a simultaneous 

comparison of advertising activity of our organization and competitors. 

12. The indicator of loyalty and customer satisfaction (NPS, etc.). 

13. Other indicators (to add so):_________________________________ 

14. We do not calculate any indicators of advertising effectiveness. 

15. I find it difficult to answer 

 

 

13. How often do you measure the effectiveness of advertising in Your organization 

(independently or through outside organizations)? 

1. On a daily basis. 

2. On a weekly basis. 

3. Once a month. 

4. Once in a quarter. 

5. Once in six months.  

6. Once a year. 

7. Not regularly, but we do. 

8. Don't measure the effectiveness of advertising. 

9. I find it difficult to answer 

 

14. How often Your organization uses is in the following subjects, topics of advertising? Rate 

scale: 1 - do not use advertising at all, 5 – always use. 

1. Sales promotions (discounts, gifts, contests, sweepstakes, etc.). 

2.The prices of goods. 

3. Advertising properties, features, advantages of the product. 

4. Branding with beautiful illustrations. 

5. Brand is: a name, logo, corporate motto. 

6. Advertising sponsorship, philanthropy, the organization's involvement in socially significant 

activities, events. 
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7. More _______________________ 

 

15. On what area in Russia appears to be promoting Your organization? 

1. One or several closely located settlements (local advertising).  

2. In different regions, Federal districts of Russia (regional advertising). 

3. In most regions of Russia (national advertising). 

 

16. What are the challenges of measuring the effectiveness of advertising You encounter in Your 

organization? Choose no more than three basic problems. 

1. Specialists in advertising and marketing (including research companies and advertising 

agencies) do not know how and what to measure, do not own methods, do not know the indicators 

of effect and campaign effectiveness. 

2. We are unable to establish the relationship between advertising and sales. 

3. We can't create a system of data collection to analyze the effectiveness of advertising. 

4. Advertising is not the main source of increase revenue and profits, so the problem of measuring 

its effectiveness, we were not particularly interested in. 

5. Management does not want to finance research on the effectiveness of advertising, does not see 

in this sense, does not believe in such an opportunity, does not allocate money, workers, other 

resources. 

6. I believe that advertising effectiveness can’t be measured. 

7. Other (enter)______________________________ 

 

17. Who do you work for in your organization? 

1.Senior Executive management (Director, Deputy Director, senior Manager). 

2.Head of middle management (head of Department). 

3.Specialist. 

18. Do you work in advertising, marketing, sales? 

1.Yes, these are my main job responsibilities. 

2. I am related to this, but this is not my main job description. 

3. No, I have nothing to do with this. 
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Abstract 

 

The aim of the paper is to investigate regional dimension of entrepreneurship in a developing economy, 

with a focus on Północno-Zachodni Region which represents one of NUTS-1 regions in Poland. 

Concentration on this region may provide a valuable insight since it embodies not only developing, but at 

the same time transition economy. Regional dimension of entrepreneurship in Północno-Zachodni Region 

was studied with fixed effects panel regression. Welch F was used to test estimated results. Panel data 

includes 315 observations for the 2000-2014 period. Data sources were EUROSTAT and Central 

Statistical Office of Poland. The main finding is that substantial for entrepreneurial activity in a 

developing economy is the share of high-skilled people in relation to total employment. Evidence have 

been provided that together with human capital growth the increase of entrepreneurial attitudes is 

observed. The results indicate also that a developing economy tends to follow the path of developed 

countries in a positive relationship between unemployment rate and the share of self-employed within 

total workforce. The findings may be interesting for policymakers, especially in terms of supporting 

entrepreneurial attitudes among high-skilled people. 

 

Keywords: entrepreneurial activity, developing economy, regional dimension, Poland.   

 

Introduction 

 

A considerable amount of literature deals with the influence of various factors on entrepreneurship. It has 

been found that regional entrepreneurial activity is influenced by business conditions (e.g. Gries and 

Naudé, 2009), demographic attributes (e.g. Bosma and Schutjens, 2011), amount of human capital (e.g. 

Huggins et al., 2017). The evidence have been also provided that entrepreneurial activity in regions may 

be dependent inter alia on informal institution, such as entrepreneurship culture (e.g. Fritsch et al., 2014). 

But for all that, the debate on regional dimension of entrepreneurship, in particular with regard to 

developing economies is still incomplete. 

 

 

The aim of this paper is to investigate regional dimension of entrepreneurship in a developing economy, 

with an emphasis on Północno-Zachodni Region which represents one of NUTS-1 regions in Poland. The 

focus on this region may provide revealing findings since it represents both developing and transition 

economy. To test for regional dimension of entrepreneurship fixed effects panel regression has been 

employed. 

 

This paper contributes to the existing literature by presenting an analysis of regional dimension of 

entrepreneurship in a developing and at the same time transition economy. The findings may be 

supportive in establishing successful entrepreneurial policy in economy in question. 

 

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. First section presents the theoretical background leading 

to the hypotheses of this paper. Second section includes method of the research. This is followed by 

sample and variables description. The findings are presented in fourth section. Conclusions are included 

in the final section. 
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Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development 
 

Regional economic development depends on heterogeneous factors. They involve inter alia innovation 

activity (e.g. Zygmunt A., 2015; Bębenek, 2017), companies competitiveness (e.g. Maj, 2016). Essential 

determinant of regional development is entrepreneurship. However, regions differ in entrepreneurial 

activity. Various dimensions are accountable for it. One of them is a regional economy structure. It is 

claimed that the structure of regional industries substantially determines entrepreneurial activity since, as 

emphasises Wyrwich, it impacts on “the demand for entrepreneurs, as well as the supply of entrepreneurs 

[…]” (2012, p. 425). According to Reynolds et al. high share of services is accompanied with high startup 

rates (1995). 

 

In entrepreneurship literature economy structure is generally measured as a share of employment in 

respective industries to total employment in a region/country (e.g. Fritsch and Falck, 2007). The 

differences in regional economies may also be assessed with Krugman specialization index. However, the 

effect of economy structure on entrepreneurial activity in developing regions may be ambiguous. 

Therefore, in this paper no clear assumption on relationship between Krugman specialisation index and 

entrepreneurial activity is provided. This approach is in line with other studies (e.g. Wyrwich, 2012). 

 

Entrepreneurial activity is also determined by unemployment rate. Numerous studies provide evidence 

that entrepreneurship increases with the growth in unemployment rate (e.g. Wagner and Sternberg, 2004). 

However, this relationship seems to be intricate. For example Audretsch and Fritsch emphasise that high 

unemployment rate may reflect “slack growth” (1995, p. 360) which drives to dissipating of 

entrepreneurial attitudes, and at the same time may encourage new firm creation since “the pool of 

potential resources available to new entrants will tend to be higher” (1995, p. 360). It is also claimed that 

relationship between high unemployment rate and entrepreneurial activity represents the “refugee” effect 

which embodies in diminishing unemployment in subsequent periods (Thurik et al., 2008). 

 

Significant for entrepreneurial activity is also knowledge. It has been found that inadequate knowledge 

inhibits entrepreneurship (Storey, 2016). However, relation between entrepreneurship and knowledge 

seems to be bidirectional, since as argue Acs et al., entrepreneurial activity constitutes “important 

spillover mechanism[…]” (2005, p. 14) for new knowledge. Some studies have identified also that impact 

of knowledge creation on entrepreneurial intensions does occurs, however this linkage is not direct 

(Stuetzer et al., 2014). 

 

Entrepreneurial activity is associated with the amount and structure of human capital (Zygmunt J., 2017). 

Positive impact of human capital for entrepreneurial activity has been identified in many studies (e.g. 

Gries and Naudé, 2009; Storey, 2016; Huggins et al., 2017). It has been observed that e.g. an 

enhancement of management education may be significant for nascent entrepreneurship growth 

(Wennekers et al., 2005). 

 

In view of the foregoing, in this paper the following hypotheses are tested: 

 

H1 Unemployment positively affects entrepreneurial activity in a developing economy 

 

H2 Together with growth in knowledge inflows, entrepreneurial activity in a developing economy 

       increases 

 

H3 Entrepreneurial activity in a developing economy is positively influenced by human capital 
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Method of the Research 
 

To analyse regional dimension of entrepreneurship in Polish Północno-Zachodni Region, a panel 

regression was employed. The panel had one time dimension t, with t= 2000, 2005,…, 2014, and one 

cross-section dimension r for the regions which comprise Północno-Zachodni Region, with  

r = Wielkopolskie Voivodeship, Zachodniopomorskie Voivodeship, Lubuskie Voivodeship. 

To test hypotheses, the estimated model was described as: 

 

��� = ����� + 	���
 + �&���� + ������ + ������� + ������ + �� + ��� 
 

where, 

��� − entrepreneurial activity, 

other variables – as defined in table 1. 

 

F test was used to check for joint significance of differing group mean and to determine the usage of fixed 

effects estimation. Model’s statistical significance was verified with Welch F test. To control for the 

autocorrelation and the heteroscedasticity, Durbin-Watson and Wald statistic were employed 

respectively. Lagged influence of variables was considered (with t-1, and t-2 lag). High level of 

collinearity
1
 between variables was identified with Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 

 

Sample and Variables 
 

For this research, Polish Północno-Zachodni Region (NUTS-1 level, PL4) was analysed. This region is 

one of six NUTS-1 regions in Poland. Północno-Zachodni Region consists of three NUTS-2 regions: 

Wielkopolskie Voivodeship (PL41), Zachodniopomorskie Voivodeship (PL42), Lubuskie Voivodeship 

(PL43). It represents 21% of Polish territory and 16% of Polish population
2
. 

 

The analysis of regional dimension of entrepreneurship in Polish Północno-Zachodni Region were 

conducted for the 2000-2014 period. Data source were EUROSTAT and Central Statistical Office of 

Poland. Panel data comprises of 315 observations. 

 

Dependent variable (entrepreneurial activity) was measured as the share of self-employed within total 

workforce for region r and year t (���). This approach is consistent with e.g. Gries and Naudé, 2009; 

Wyrwich, 2012; Fritsch et al., 2014. 

 

Explanatory variables were as follows: Krugman specialization index, unemployment, inflows of 

knowledge, human capital. Differences in the economic size of regions were taken into account and most 

of the indicators of variables in question were expressed per inhabitant or to total employment in 

respective regions. 

 

The control variables were included in the estimation (incomes of households and output region growth) 

to account for regional differences. Income of households embodies regional demand (Wagner and 

Sternberg, 2004) and impacts positively on entrepreneurial activity (Reynolds et al., 1995). Thereby, it is 

expected that together with income growth a tendency to self-employment increases. Output region 

growth is claimed to be interrelated with entrepreneurial activity (Bosma and Schutjens, 2011). Hence, it 

is anticipated that the enhancement of output region growth in a developed economy is followed by the 

rising in entrepreneurial activity. 

 

The definitions of explanatory variables and data sources are shown in table 1. 

(1) 
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Table 1: Definitions of explanatory variables and data sources 
 

 
Source: own study based on Krugman, 1991; Bosma and Schutjens, 2011; Wyrwich, 2012; Huggins et 

al., 2017. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Variable Definition Data source 

 

 

Krugman specialization 

index (���) 

 

��� =  �| !�� −"" #!�$
%

!&�
 × 100 

 

where: 

� − the number of economy sectors 

 !�� − the share of employment in a sector * in 

total employment in a region + in time , 

 #!� – the share of employment in a sector * in 

total employment in Poland in time , 

 

 

 

own calculation 

based on data from 

Central Statistical 

Office of Poland 

 

Unemployment (	��) 
Unemployment rate (in %) in region +  

in time , 
EUROSTAT 

Inflows of knowledge 

(�&��) 

Intramural R&D expenditure in euro per 

inhabitant in region + in time , 
EUROSTAT 

Human capital (����) 

Share of population with tertiary education 

degrees in relation to total employment (in %) in 

region + in time , 

EUROSTAT 

Incomes of households 

(�����) 

Log of income of households in euro per 

inhabitant in region + in time , 
EUROSTAT 

Output region growth 

(����) 

Log of gross domestic product in euro per 

inhabitant in region + in time , 
EUROSTAT 
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Descriptive statistics of variables is presented in table 2. 

 

 
Table 2: Definitions of explanatory variables and data sources 

 

Variable Obs. Min Max SD Mean 

��� 45 13.1893 23.4715 2.4667 16.8309 

��� 45 6.6000 23.0000 4.0931 12.8622 

	�� 45 6.0000 26.3000 6.2526 14.1444 

�&��  45 4.8000 94.8000 21.0668 24.8733 

���� 45 9.8000 24.6000 4.4162 16.7089 

����� 45 8.0709 8.7796 0.2168 8.4506 

���� 45 8.2523 9.2350 0.2799 8.7307 

Source: Own estimation. 

 

High level of collinearity between some variables was identified. Therefore, the variable ���� was 

excluded from the data set and from further studies in this paper. Correlation matrix is shown in 

Appendix (table 3). 

 

Findings 
 

Table 4 reports the estimate of equation 1 with the share of self-employed within total workforce in the 

2000-2014 period as dependent variable. 

 
Table 4: Estimation results 

 

 Model 

�!�  

./01, −49.1358 

 (94.2254)  

�!�  −0.0948 

 (0.0613) 

	!�    0.3418** 

 (0.1415) 

	!�2� −0.0713 

 (0.1502) 

	!�2
 0.0972 

 (0.0594) 

�&!�  −0.0251 

 (0.0185) 

�&!�2� −0.0345 

 (0.0304) 

��!�      0.3843*** 

 (0.1137) 
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��!�2� 0.2786* 

 (0,1517) 

���!�  3.3925 

 (6.9459) 

���!�2� 3.8398 

 (4.4389) 

345 � − 1678+9: 0.8943 

;*,ℎ*0 � − 1678+9: 0.6243 

;9=.ℎ >     4.1034** 

 

Heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent. Standard errors in parenthesis. Level of statistical 

significance: ***? ≤ 0.01; ** ? ≤ 0.05; *? ≤ 0.10. Source: Own estimation. 

 

 

The analysis does not reveal any significant relationships between Krugman specialization index and the 

share of self-employed within total workforce. Indeed, the results indicate that some cross-region 

heterogeneity in the degree of sectoral specialisation does not influence entrepreneurial activity in 

developing, transition regions. The results are consistent with the observation of Wyrwich, who for the 

former German Democratic Republic did not found any statistically significant connection between 

Krugman specialization index and startup rate (2012). 

 

According to research expectations, the direct link between unemployment rate and the share of self-

employed within total workforce has been found. The coefficient of the estimation confirms the 

anticipated contribution of unemployment on entrepreneurial activity in developing regions. The results 

support Hypothesis 1 and indicate the relevancy of necessity entrepreneurship. The findings confirm 

previous studies that have identified that the growth of unemployment leads to the enhancement of “out 

of need” entrepreneurship (e.g. Audretsch and Fritsch, 1994; Fritsch et al., 2014; Storey, 2016). 

 

Contrary to research expectations, an attempt to identify an increasing effect of knowledge inflows on 

entrepreneurial activity in developing regions has not lead to any significant results. Indeed, the evidence 

that together with a rise in intramural R&D expenditure the growth in the share of self-employed within 

total workforce is observed, has not been found. These results do not correspond to Hypothesis 2, 

however they are in line with some of studies for developed regions, which emphasize a lack of direct 

relationship between regional knowledge and startup activity (e.g. Stuetzer et al., 2014). 

 

The results indicate that the contribution of human capital to entrepreneurial activity in developing 

regions is statistically significant. The coefficient of the estimation confirms the expected effect of the 

share of population with tertiary education degrees in relation to total employment on the share of self-

employed within total workforce. Hypothesis 3 is supported. It is particularly interesting that the positive 

impact of human capital is also lagged (t-1 lag), however with significance at the 0.1% level. The results 

are in line with e.g. Gries and Naudé, 2009. 

 

Unexpectedly, the results for control variable are not statistically significant. It indicates that findings 

corresponding to the positive impact of demand on entrepreneurial activity have not been found. The 

analysis does not reveal any significant relationships between income of households and the share of self-

employed within total workforce. Hence, the results do not provide any support for explanations that 
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demand determines entrepreneurial activity, and then are not consistent with previous studies (e.g. 

Reynolds et al., 1995). 

 

Conclusions 
 

This paper investigated regional dimension of entrepreneurship in a developing economy, with regard to 

Polish Północno-Zachodni Region. The results indicate that unemployment has positive effect on 

entrepreneurial activity in developing regions, which suggest its relevant consequence for nascence of 

entrepreneurial behaviours in these regions. However, these observations are not exclusive only for 

developing economies, since significant positive relationships between unemployment and 

entrepreneurship have been found also in developed countries (e.g. Thurik et al., 2008). The findings 

suggest also that the focus on human capital in developing economies may contribute to an increase of 

entrepreneurial activity. The evidence of a positive effect of tertiary education on the share of self-

employed within total workforce should encourage policymakers to establish and intensify schemes for 

encouraging entrepreneurial attitudes among high-skilled people. 

 

Various shortcomings of the study presented here should be acknowledged that provide directions for 

further research. First, although dependent variable was proxy in line with literature, a limitation of this 

research is the lack of information on the self-employment in the agricultural sector in respective NUTS-2 

regions, which makes impossible to learn whether dependent variable should be corrected for high 

employment in question (with regard e.g. to Acs et al., 2005). Second, despite analyzing regional 

dimension of entrepreneurship with a focus on principal variables, this paper does not control for 

regional: migration rate, foreign direct investment, density. These dimensions may reflect the level of 

human capital, knowledge inflows and demand for goods and services (e.g. Reynolds et al., 1995; 

Wyrwich, 2012), therefore it seems interesting to test to what extent these factors determine 

entrepreneurial activity in Północno-Zachodni Region. Third, whereas this study allows to observe 

relationships for one of NUTS-1 regions in Poland, future discussion on entrepreneurship issues in a 

developing, transition economy should involve all Polish regions. 

 

Notes 

 

1. Pearson’s correlation coefficient > 0.9 

2. Data for 2016. Source: Central Statistical Office of Poland 
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Appendix 

 

 

Table 3: Correlation matrix of dependent variable and explanatory variables 
 

���  ��� 	��  �&�� ���� ����� ����
���  1 

      ��� -0.2313 1 
     	��  0.1307 0.6186** 1 

    
�&�� 0.4302** -0.3422** -0.5381** 1 

   ���� -0.2779 -0.4356** -0.7318** 0.5298** 1 
  ����� -0.1942 -0.4680** -0.8743** 0.6164** 0.8752** 1 

 ����  -0.0877 -0.5406** -0.9059** 0.7116** 0.8635** 0.9771** 1 

Level of statistical significance: ** ? ≤ 0.05. Source: Own estimation. 
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Abstract  

Definition of exploitation strategy for water distribution system is determined by many factors which 

have different functions in the socio-economic system. The paper presents characteristics of external 

environment of water distribution system, which potentially influence definition exploitation policy. 

The research includes analysis of exploitation strategy for a small water distribution system located in 

the poorly urbanized area (small municipality) and comparison of importance of decision criteria 

considered with the criteria considered for typical urban water distribution system. The basic research 

question is: Do the size and character of a water distribution system strongly influence decisions on 

implemented water distribution system exploitation strategy? 

Keywords: water distribution system, structural analysis, exploitation strategy.   

 

Introduction 
 

Water distribution systems constitute part of the basic elements of contemporary technical 

infrastructure of urban and rural areas. It is a complex engineering system composed of transmission 

networks and auxiliary equipment (e.g. controllers, checkouts etc.), scattered territorially over a large 

area. Simplified structure of a water distribution system and its functions are presented in the figure 

below (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Acquiring and collecting Processing Distributing 

- acquiring water from 

sources 

- transporting and collecting 

water in a well or a tank  

- bringing water to a treatment 

facility 

- conducting required biological 

and physiochemical processes 

- bringing water to the supply 

area 

- distributing water in the 

supply area 

Fig. 1: Structure and functions of water distribution system 

 

 

From the water distribution system operation point of view, its basic features are: functional 

variability and territorial dispersion. Functional variability results from the need to adjust the system 
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to temporary fluctuations in demand for water. Territorial dispersion on one hand allows for the 

realization of the basic goal of supplying water to consumers; while on the other is a serious 

impediment to maintenance work (inspections, repairs, etc.) as it implies the need to move people and 

equipment necessary to carry out the work and to ensure proper communication.  It is important to 

note that water distribution networks are usually large assets, of the value significantly higher than 

the income of its operator. There is therefore no financial or technical capacity to reproduce a 

significant part of the network in a short period of time. Hence, it is important to adopt exploitation 

policy striving for maintaining the system and adjusting it to growing requirements (increasing 

number of customers, increase in the length of the water distribution network, changes in legal 

requirements, etc.), by systematic but not extensive actions (compared to the size and value of the 

facility being used). 

 

The basic research question is: Does the size and character of the water distribution system 

significantly affect the adopted exploitation strategy? Such a question has shaped the goal of research 

and the method of their implementation. The paper analyzes the exploitation strategy of a small water 

distribution system in poorly urbanized areas (small municipality) and compares the importance of 

the criteria under consideration for this system and the typical urban system (Loska, 2016). The 

article consists of four chapters. The chapter 2 describes the STEEPVL (Social, Technological, 

Economic, Ecological, Political, Value and Legal) method, defining the goal of the method and the 

steps to its implementation. The next chapter presents the research structure. This chapter 

characterizes the research object and analyzes factors influencing the exploitation strategy of the 

water distribution system exploited by the small municipality. The MICMAC analysis (Matrice 

d'Impacts croises-multiplication appliquée anclassment) has been carried out, allowing for the 

assessment of the influence and dependence of the features and the visualization of the results. A 

comparative analysis of the results obtained for the large city water distribution system with the 

results obtained for the water distribution system exploited by the small municipality was also carried 

out. The last chapter is a summary and definition of directions for further research. 

 

Assumptions of Structural Analysis 

Structural analysis is a tool that enables structuring and analyzing sets including large number of 

factors (variables) influencing each other (Grzybowska, 2012). The first stage of its implementation 

is to identify the type of interaction between the pair of factors. Applying structural analysis to each 

pair of A and B factors will yield answers to the following questions: (i) does the A factor have a 

direct impact on the B factor? (ii) If so, is this impact small, medium, or crucial? For this purpose, it 

is necessary to determine whether it is direct and what is its strength (low, medium, high or 

potential).  The impact is assessed in three points scale, that offers also opportunity to identify 

potential impact and is defined as follows:   

 

− „0” – no impact;  

− „1” – small impact;  

− „2” – medium impact (crucial, but not essential);  

− „3” – crucial’ P – potential impact. 

 

The structural analysis matrix can be processed with tools such as the MICMAC, based on the 

algebraic Boollean logic. Application of the MICMAC program enables analysis and comparison of 

hierarchy of individual variables, taking into account their direct and indirect impacts, which is a rich 

source of information about the system being analyzed. The strength of structural analysis is in 

particular its ability to identify relations between variables when mutual influences are not obvious 

and may remain unrecognized even by experts in the field. The fundamental limitation of the method 

is the necessity of limiting the number of variables considered in such a way as to allow experts to 

determine, within a reasonable time, their mutual relations. The algorithm used in the MICMAC 

software is based on three fundamental stages (Ahmed  et al., 2009):  

 

− Stage 1: Determining factors that have influence on the given occurrence  
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− Stage 2: Describing relations between factors by building matrix and drawing direct and indirect 

impact graph  

− Stage 3: Identifying groups of factors including crucial factors and drawing the influence-

dependence chart 

 

Structural analysis with MCMAC software enables identification of factors influencing a given 

research area (fig.2): 
 

 

Fig. 2: Example of structure of factors influencing a given research area 

 (based on Nazarko et al., 2017) 

The groups of factors presented in the figure 2 can be characterized as follows (Nazarko et al., 2017):  

 

− crucial factors, which are characterized by large-scale impact and a high degree of dependency on 

other factors- due to high instability, these factors require critical scrutiny 

− aim factors, are dependent on other factors and tend to be influenced by such factors rather than 

vice versa;  

− result factors, are characterized by low impact and high dependency on other factors and are 

especially susceptible to changes in crucial factors;  

− determinant factors (motorbikes, brakes) have a strong impact on the system, are characterized by 

a low level of dependency on other factors, and can be regarded as a driving or breaking force;  

− regulatory and supplementary factors are characterized by minimal impact on the system and can 

prove to be beneficial in achieving strategic goals;  

− autonomic factors are characterized by exerting the least impact on changes taking place in the 

system as a whole unit; 

− external factors are characterized by having a relatively smaller impact on the system than 

determinant factors, but a greater impact than autonomic factors, and are not impacted upon by 

other variables.  
 

Methodology 
 

Introduction of the Object of the Research  
  

The object of the research is a water distribution network supplying the small municipality. It is a 

rural municipality located in Wielkopolska (Greatpoland) region in Poland. The first plans for 

construction of the aqueduct were made in 1911. Currently the water distribution network extends 

over a total area of 185.5 km2, of which 134.3 km2 is the rural area and 51.2 km2 is urban area.  

 

Currently, the company manages a system of about 190 km. Over 60% of the system are installations 

that were  made more than 20 years ago, 20% are installations that are between 11 and 20 years old, 

and the remaining 20% are installations less than 10 years old. The system consists of cement-

asbestos pipes (18%), PVC pipes (65%), cast iron pipes (15%) and PE pipes (2%). 
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The goal of the enterprise is to supply water to the consumers, providing:  

 

− quantitative parameters, taking into account needs of customers varying in time and space, 

 

− quality parameters, taking into account the need to adjust and maintain the water characteristics at 

the level defined by legal requirements.  

 

In pursuit of such goals, the network's performance is crucial for the company, including: 

− operation aspect - providing organizational and economic conditions for the efficient use of all 

network elements (sale of water produced to end users) 

 

− maintenance aspect - providing technical capabilities for effective operation and efficient use of 

the network, by monitoring and maintaining parameters at the required level, e.g. water pressure 

in the network, carrying out scheduled inspections, maintenance and repairs and performing 

unscheduled work resulting from emergency events. 

 

It is important for network managers to consider what external factors should be taken into account 

when determining the exploitation policy for water distribution network, and which of them will have 

the greatest impact both on the performance of the customer response and on the company's own 

efficiency.  

Selection of factors  
 

The research was to identify, select and organize a set of features describing the impact of the 

external environment on the water distribution network's exploitation policy. Due to the objective of 

the research, the external environment features developed by A. Loska (Loska, 2017) for the large 

water distribution system were used for further consideration. The identification of the external 

environment was carried out in the research with an expert method (involving researchers and 

employees of the company) using the STEEPVL model. This model includes seven criterion classes, 

each of which determines the selected aspect of the external environment: Social, Technological, 

Economic, Ecological, Political, Value, Legal. The factors can be defined as follows (Nazarko & 

Kuźmicz, 2017):  

 

 

− Social factors include culture, health consciousness, population rate, age distribution and 

importance of safety. Trends in social factors affect the demand for products and how enterprises 

operate,  

 

− Technological factors cover technological aspects such as R&D activity, technology incentives 

and the rate of technological change. They can determine barriers to entry, minimum efficient 

production level and influence outsourcing decisions. Technological shifts may affect costs, 

quality, and lead to innovation,  

 

− Economic factors can relate to economic growth, interest rates or exchange rates. They have 

major impact on how enterprises operate and make decisions Environmental factors cover 

ecological and environmental aspects, which may influence enterprises. Growing awareness of 

the potential impact on environment affects business activity, technologies involved and final 

products,  

 

− Political factors mean to what degree the government intervenes in the economy. They include 

areas such as tax policy, labour law, trade restrictions and political stability,  

 

 

− Legal factors include different national and international regulations on different levels of 

government and mechanisms to monitor and ensure compliance with these laws.  
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The identified features for each of the criteria classes are shown in the Table1. 

 

Table 1: The list of the factors, as a result of the analysis using the STEEPVL model ( Loska, 2017) 

 
Classes  

of factors 
Factors  

Social (1) Level of request and consumption of water in the activity area of the enterprise. 

(2) Staff potential of the enterprise. 

(3) Staff potential of the maintenance department of the enterprise 

Technological (4) Level of modernity of the water supply system 

(5) Access to innovative exploitation solutions on the water supply system. 

(6) Level of the use of innovative methods and tools in the exploitation of the water supply 

Economic (7) Dynamics of changes in the price (cost) of water supply to consumers. 

(8) Expenditures for development and modernization of the water supply system. 

(9) Expenditures for activities of the maintenance department. 

Ecological (10) Influence of the water supply system on the environment. 

(11) Impact of exploitation activities for the water supply system on the environment. 

Political (12) State and region policy in the field of water management. 

(13) Enterprise policy for ensuring supply of water to customers. 

(14) Importance of the maintenance activity for the enterprise. 

Value (15) Life style and consumption patterns of the local community. 

(16) Level of acceptance of maintenance works of the water supply system by the local 

community. 

Legal (17) Legislation in the supply of water to consumers. 

(18) Legal requirements and standards for the exploitation of the water supply system. 

 
The criteria and features presented in the table 1 were the subject of further research conducted by the 

team of experts. 

 Research framework  

The analysis of external factors influencing the selection of the exploitation strategy of the water 

distribution system in a small municipality was carried out in accordance with the steps outlined in 

Chapter 2.  The first step was to determine the relationship between the factors.For developing 

contextual relationships among variables, the opinion of five experts, (three from industry and two 

from academia) was taken. For expressing the relationship between different critical factors, four 

symbols have been used to denote the direction of relationship between the parameters i and j:  

 

− V is used for the relation from enabler i to enabler j (i.e. if enabler i influences or reaches to 

enabler j). 

− A is used for the relation from enabler j to enabler i (i.e. if enabler j reaches to enabler i). 

− X is used for both direction relations (i.e. if enablers i and j reach to each other). 

− O is used for no relation between two enablers (i.e. if enablers i and j are unrelated). 

 

Based on this contextual relationship, the SSIM has been developed. To obtain consensus, the SSIM 

was discussed in a group of enterprise experts and based on their responses, SSIM has been finalized 

and is presented in table 2. 
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Table 2: Structural self-interactive matrix (SSIM) 

 

 Factor 

pi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1 V V 0 0 V V 0 0 0 0 X V V A V 0 V 

2 X 0 0 A A X 0 0 0 0 A A 0 0 0 0 

3 0 0 X 0 0 V 0 0 0 A X 0 X 0 0 

4 A A 0 X 0 V 0 0 A V 0 V 0 0 

5 V 0 0 A 0 0 0 V A 0 0 0 V 

6 V X X 0 X 0 0 A 0 X 0 A 

7 A A A A A A 0 X V A 0 

8 V X V A X X 0 0 A A 

9 V X 0 A X 0 A 0 A 

10 V 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 

11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

12 V 0 0 0 V 0 

13 V A 0 0 A 

14 0 X 0 A 

15 V A 0 

16 0 0 

17 0 

 

The SSIM is transformed into a reachability matrix format by transforming the information in each 

entry of the SSIM into 1s and 0s in the reachability matrix. The substitution of 1s and 0s are as per 

the following rules (Attri et al., 2014):  

− If the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is V, the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes 1 and the (j, i) 

entry becomes 0.  

− If the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is A, the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes 0 and the (j, i) 

entry becomes 1. 

− If the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is X, the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes 1 and the (j, i) 

entry also becomes 1.  

− If the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is O, the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes 0 and the (j, i) 

entry also becomes 0. 

 

Following the above rules, the initial reachability matrix is developed. In the next step, the team re-

examined and verified the impact of each factor. As a result of the analysis, a new, verified matrix 

was developed, which was further analyzed (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Matrix after verification by experts 

 

 Factor pi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

8 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

12 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

13 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

14 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

15 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

17 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

18 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 

 

In the next step, the team assessed the impact between factors using the scale presented in the second 

chapter („0” – no impact; „1” – small impact; „2” – medium impact (crucial, but not essential); „3” – 

crucial’impact) and developed conical matrix. Conical matrix is developed by clustering factors in 

the same level across the rows and columns of the final reachability matrix. The drive power of a 

factor is derived by summing up the number of ones in the rows and its dependence power by 

summing up the number of ones in the columns. Next, drive power and dependence power ranks are 

calculated by giving highest ranks to the factors that have the maximum number of ones in the rows 

and columns, respectively (Table 4 ). 

 

Table 4: Conical matrix 

 

Factor 

pi 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Drivers 

power 

1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 2 3 0 1 0 0 22 

2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 0 12 

3 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 10 

4 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 11 

5 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 3 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

6 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 7 

8 0 2 0 3 2 3 0 0 3 2 3 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 23 

9 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 0 0 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 16 

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 0 12 

12 0 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 0 3 2 1 1 3 3 36 

13 0 2 0 2 0 3 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 22 

14 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 17 

15 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 11 
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Fig. 3: MICMAC graph for water distribution system exploited by a small municipality

figures was prepared with MICMAC software (

To answer the question: Does the size and character of the water distribution system significantly 

affect the adopted exploitation strategy? 

results obtained for the large urban water distribution sys

in Poland (Loska, 2016).  Direct influence/dependence maps of compared waer distribution systems 

were presented on Fig.4 and the division of the factors of the structural analysis, based on direct 

impacts was presented in Table 2. 

 

a)                                                    

Fig. 4  :MICMAC direct influence/dependence map

system

for water distribution system exploited by a small municipality

es was prepared with MICMAC software (http://en.laprospective.fr) 

To answer the question: Does the size and character of the water distribution system significantly 

affect the adopted exploitation strategy? The results of the research should be compared with the 

results obtained for the large urban water distribution system located in Dolnośląskie (Silesia) region 

Direct influence/dependence maps of compared waer distribution systems 

he division of the factors of the structural analysis, based on direct 

esented in Table 2.  

                                                                           b)                                                   

 

 
direct influence/dependence map a) small municipality water distribution 

system b) large city water distribution system 

for water distribution system exploited by a small municipality (This 

 

To answer the question: Does the size and character of the water distribution system significantly 

lts of the research should be compared with the 

ąskie (Silesia) region 

Direct influence/dependence maps of compared waer distribution systems 

he division of the factors of the structural analysis, based on direct 

b)                                                   

water distribution 
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Table 2: The division of the factors of the structural analysis, based on direct impacts 

 

Groups of 

factors 

Small municipality water 

distribution system 

Large city water distribution system 

(Loska, 2016) 

Crucial factors 

 

None (6) Level of the use of innovative 

methods and tools in the exploitation of 

the water supply 

(8) Expenditures for development and 

modernization of the water supply 

system. 

(14) Importance of the maintenance 

activity for the enterprise. 

Determinant 

factors 

(12) State and region policy in the 

field of water management. 

None 

Autonomic 

factors 

 

(5) Access to innovative exploitation 

solutions on the water supply system 

(15) Life style and consumption 

patterns of the local community. 

(10) Influence of the water supply 

system on the environment. 

Result factors 

 

(9) Expenditures for activities of the 

maintenance department. 

(10) Influence of the water supply 

system on the environment. 

(11) Impact of exploitation activities 

for the water supply system on the 

environment. 

(14) Importance of the maintenance 

activity for the enterprise. 

(7) Dynamics of changes in the price 

(cost) of water supply to consumers. 

(9) Expenditures for activities of the 

maintenance department. 

External 

factors 

 

(1) Level of request and consumption 

of water in the activity area of the 

enterprise. 

(17) Legislation in the supply of 

water to consumers. 

(18) Legal requirements and 

standards for the exploitation of the 

water supply system. 

(5) Access to innovative exploitation 

solutions on the water supply system 

(12) State and region policy in the field 

of water management. 

(15) Life style and consumption 

patterns of the local community. 

(17) Legislation in the supply of water 

to consumers. 

(18) Legal requirements and standards 

for the exploitation of the water supply 

system. 

Aim factors 

 

(8) Expenditures for development and 

modernization of the water supply 

system 

(13) Enterprise policy for ensuring 

supply of water to customers. 

None 

Regulatory 

factors 

None (13) Enterprise policy for ensuring 

supply of water to customers. 

Supplementary 

factors 

 

(2) Staff potential of the enterprise. 

(3) Staff potential of the maintenance 

department of the enterprise 

(4) Level of modernity of the water 

supply system. 

(6) Level of the use of innovative 

methods and tools in the exploitation 

of the water supply 

(7) Dynamics of changes in the price 

(cost) of water supply to consumers. 

(2) Staff potential of the enterprise. 

(3) Staff potential of the maintenance 

department of the enterprise 

(4) Level of modernity of the water 

supply system. 

(11) Impact of exploitation activities 

for the water supply system on the 

environment. 

(16) Level of acceptance of 

maintenance works of the water supply 
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(16) Level of acceptance of 

maintenance works of the water 

supply system by the local 

community. 

system by the local community. 

 

A comparison of the impact of selected indicators for both water distribution systems shows distinct 

differences. First of all, for the small system (Fig. 4a, Table 2 - left), crucial factors have not been 

distinguished, with a significant impact and a high degree of dependence on other factors. For large 

systems (Fig. 4b), factors (6), (8), (14), related to increasing the innovativeness of operations in the 

enterprise and associated financial outlays were pointed out. At the same time, on the opposite side - 

autonomic factors that have the least effect on the changes occurring in the system as a whole are 

indicated respectively (5) and (15) for the small water distribution system and (10) for the large water 

distribution system. This shows that for a small system, a client, a relatively small, slowly changing 

municipality, does not generate / enforce compliance with changing conditions because the changes 

are very slow and invisible. The policy pursues the preservation of the existing substance (property) 

in good condition, and the main external factor influencing it (determinant factors) are legal changes 

and regional policy. This corresponds to the placement of "expenditures for the development and 

modernization of the water supply system" (13) in the focus groups, i.e. those that are rather the result 

of activities other than the cause and represent possible corporate goals. In the result index, for a large 

enterprise, it is important to place an "environmental impact" in a group of autonomous factors with a 

low impact on the system. It seems, however, that this is not a lack of concern for the environment, 

but with a greater focus on the price of water sold (7) and an active policy (9) aimed at reducing its 

start-up - more attention is paid to maintaining this price on acceptable level by "taking care of the 

environment by preventing the waste of this resource. 

 

Conclusion 
  

The STEEPVL-based model has been developed to analyze interactions among different factors of 

the external environment in shaping the exploitation policy of a small municipal water distribution 

network. This model has been developed on the basis of consensus of experts from industry and 

authors of this paper. 

 

On the basis of a comparative analysis of external factors influencing the selection of exploitation 

strategies in the small municipal water distribution system and in the large municipal water 

distribution system, significant differences in exploitation strategy formulation can be observed. 

Managers of small water distribution system are less interested in innovations, but they recognize the 

importance of innovation as a possible future goal. In addition, they consciously acknowledge the 

essence of shaping the activities of their own organizational units and the way water is used in 

relation to the environment. In contrast, in a large urban area, innovations are important and 

environmental elements are treated as an element of preventing excessive consumption and wastage 

of natural resources such as water. 

 

Irrespective of the difference in approach to the development of exploitation policies for water 

distribution systems by business managers, the added value for both companies is to draw attention to 

the fact that strategy development requires a broad spectrum of social, economic and environmental 

factors. Each of these factors reflects the nature of the impact of the decisions made both on the 

company and its stakeholders. 
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Abstract 
 
This article describes research findings aimed at identifying the customer's perception of the quality of the 
visual processing of marketing information media in relation to the perceived quality of the offered 
services in the search for SMEs. The basic population for the purpose of the survey is the population of 
the East Slovakian region. 1055 respondents were surveyed and it was possible to include 987 
respondents' answers based on the criterion of completeness of completed questionnaires. Data collection 
was conducted through simple random sampling in October and November 2016. To verify the 
hypotheses we used the StatSoft STATISTICA software. Due to the nature of the analyzed variables we 
used correlation analysis. Based on the research findings, respondents who prefer internet communication 
media to traditional ones, tend to think that a high-quality, visually-executed information carrier 
guarantees the quality of service. In general, there is a tendency for a visually produced information 
carrier to guarantee a well-served service. At the same time, we can say that there is a statistically 
significant dependence between the opinion on the equality of information media quality and the quality 
of the service provision. Also, our survey revealed that there is a statistically significant dependence on 
the relevance of interventional information carriers to the quality of visual processing of these 
information carriers. The results of our research are relevant to SMEs, which focus on the quality of the 
visual processing of marketing information media. Research results should help SMEs in the quality of 
their customer service. 

Keywords: marketing communication, visual processing, marketing information carriers, quality of 
services.   
 
Introduction 

 
From a commercial perspective, success in the online environment depends in large part on company 
familiarity with the size, characteristics, and demands of the Internet user market. Thus, better 
understanding of who is using the Internet, what they demand from it and how they behave in an online 
context is crucial for businesses, looking to establish an effective online presence (Perju-Mitran et al. 
2014). Marketing strategy and communication is not the privilege of large companies; it also plays a 
significant role in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (Kašík & Šnapka 2017).  Companies use 
marketing communication to advertise various products they sell to increase their prestige and image, 
moreover to attract more customers and increase their profitability (Jirák & Köpplová 2009; Gavurová & 
Šoltés 2016). In order to succeed in the current hyper-competitive environment, the SMEs carry out 
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marketing communications activities (Štefko et al. 2010; Šnapka & Kašík 2012). Kotler (2007) 
emphasizes that for small and medium sized businesses the problem is not the communication itself but 
how to say it, to whom and how often. The answer to these questions is just marketing communication 
(Gay et al. 2007; Gburová & Matušíková 2016). In addition to the use of marketing communication tools, 
the quality of the visual processing of marketing information carriers is also important, which is one of 
these tools (Edmiston - Strasser 2009). In general, it can be said that with the Internet a new space has 
been opened to promote its products, services or brands. Specifically, it is a new dimension in the level of 
creating direct and effective relationships with the customers (Frankovský & Birknerová 2016; Svec et al. 
2015; Grncay et al. 2015). Investing in marketing activities in the online environment is incomparably 
lower compared to the cost of other forms of promotion (Janouch 2010; Scott 2010). 

Expenses on online promotion in the UK, according to the eMarketer survey (2016), amounted to 9.64 
billion pounds (10.51 billion euros) in 2016. This year, these expenses are at 10.60 billion pounds (11.56 
billion €). The forecast for 2020 predicts an average year-on-year rate of 2.2%. In 2020, the estimated 
cost of digital advertising is 13.11 billion pounds (14.30 billion euros). Based on the Marketo survey 
(2013), we note that 90% of the information transmitted to the brain is visual and visual information is 
processed 60.000 times faster than texts. There is an 85% chance that viewers or potential customers will 
rather buy the product after looking at a video about the product. 46.1% of the respondents said that the 
quality of the visual processing of marketing information carriers affects the credibility of the company.  

Several authors in various disciplines, such as Klabiková Rabová (2015) in the study  “Marketing 
communication of SMEs specialized in cosmetic industry“, as well as Hwang and Lee (2017) in their 
study “Using an Eye-Tracking Approach to Explore Gender Differences in Visual Attention and 
Shopping Attitudes in an Online Shopping Environment“. Another study responding to the problem is 
“Business information visualization intellectual contributions: An integrative framework of visualization 
capabilities and dimensions of visual intelligence” by Bačić and Fadlalla (2016). 
 
Methodology  
 
Based on the above described facts, the main goal of the research was to analyze customer perceptions of 
the quality of visual processing of offline and online marketing information media in relation to the 
perceived quality of offered services when searching for SMEs. The main objective consisted of two 
research questions: 

• Is there a significant dependence on the visual quality of the information media and the quality 
of the services provided? 

• Is there a significant dependence on the relevance of information media to the quality of visual 
processing of information carriers? 

For the purposes of our survey, we proceeded from material obtained from primary sources. The basis of 
primary sources was based on data obtained through the realization of the survey in a questionnaire form. 
The basic set of respondents consists of inhabitants of the Eastern Slovak region, which can be identified 
as the main target group for the SMEs, operating within the region. In the survey, 1055 respondents were 
interviewed, and it was possible to include 987 respondents' answers based on the criterion of the fully 
completed questionnaires. Data was also collected electronically, using online form creation and data 
collection tools (the online Google Form tools). The online version of the questionnaire was sent to the 
respondents via the available email addresses. Data collection for the main research was conducted in 
October - November 2016. 
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Based on the questions, we identified the attitudes and preferences of the respondents in relation to the 
analyzed problem of our research. Specifically, the aim was to identify the relationship between the 
quality of the visual processing of the traditional (offline) forms of the marketing information media (i.e. 
the traditional information sources - Advertising Billboards, Advertising News, Advertising Leaflets, TV 
Advertising, Radio Advertising, Daily Press) and online forms of marketing information carriers (i.e., 
Online information sources - Internet sites, Online catalogs of companies, Online advertising, Community 
discussions, Business blogs, Social networking profiles) and perceived quality of services offered by 
SMEs. 

Subsequently, with the use of other mathematical-statistical methods to solve the problem, a 5 and 10 
degree interval scale, also referred to as the Likert scale, was used in the questionnaire. Our hypotheses 
have been confirmed through the StatSoft STATISTICA statistical program. Based on the size of the file 
and the characteristics of the primary data and the analyzed variables, the correlation coefficient Phi and 
Gamma was used.  

48.53% of women and 51.47% of men participated in the questionnaire survey. The largest group of the 
respondents surveyed was a group of respondents from the age 18 to 25 with a share of 21.28%.  The 
second most frequent group was the group of respondents from the age 26 to 30, representing a share of 
13.78%. On the basis of a deeper perspective, respondents from the age 18 to 35 represent a share of 
46.61%. For all other age categories surveyed, the proportion of respondents did not exceed 12%. 
Regarding the highest level of education, the biggest group was the ones with secondary education 
without a school leaving examination and their share of 31.51%. The share of respondents with a 
secondary education with a school leaving examination was 28.37%. The share of graduates of the first 
level of higher education represented 20.77%. The share of respondents who achieved the second level of 
higher education represented 19.35%. 

Results 

The first part of our research focused on detecting the extent to which traditional (offline) or online 
sources of information preferred by respondents believe that quality visual processing of information 
carriers guarantees the quality of the services provided. We used the correlation coefficient Phi to analyze 
this area. All of the respondents' answers were in the survey, none of them were omitted. Based on the 
formulated research problem, the following hypothesis was formulated: 

H1: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the opinion on the equality of the 
quality of the information carriers and the quality of the provided services on the preference for obtaining 
information. 

Table 1 : Crosstabulation – H1 

Preferred sources of information on products and 
services 

Allegation: Generally well-
processed information carrier = 
quality services provided Total 

Yes No 
Through the Internet 558 157 715 
Traditionally, without the use of the Internet 180 92 272 

Based on the findings in Table 1, respondents who prefer Online communication carriers to traditional 
ones tend to think that a high-quality visual information carrier guarantees the quality of the service. In 
general, there is a tendency for a visually produced information carrier to guarantee a well-served service.  
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The following Table 2 gives us the exact output of the correlation analysis, and thus the extent to which 
the preferred channel (traditional or online) influences the view of equality of quality of services and 
quality of visual processing of information carriers.   

To confirm or refute the above hypothesis, it is necessary to formulate partial hypotheses for testing the 
individual components of the files in the question: 

• H0: We assume that there is a statistically significant dependence between the view of the 
equality of the quality of the information carriers and the quality of the provision of the services 
on the preferences of obtaining the information. 

• H1: We assume that there is no statistically significant dependence between the view of the 
equality of the quality of the information carriers and the quality of the provision of services on 
the preferences of obtaining information. 

Table 21 Symmetric Measures – H1 

Variables Value Approximate Significance 

Nominal by 
Nominal 

Phi 0.122 0.000 

Cramer's V 0.122 0.000 

N of Valid Cases 987 

The correlation coefficient π with an output value of 0.122 tells us about the weakness of the analyzed 
elements. Tests depending on the dimension of the set “p” at the nominal data level and at the correlation 
coefficient p are not studied under standard circumstances. We consider the statistically significant 
dependence on an output value of 0.20, which is understood as the medium-term dependence at this 
coefficient. Therefore, the output of p value equals to 0.000, which suggests to accept the H0 and reject 
the original H1 hypothesis. Therefore, we accept a position implying our hypothesis. Moreover there is 
statistically significant dependence between the analyzed elements.          

The second part of our research focused on the extent to which respondents perceive the relevance of 
traditional and Online information carriers as being dependent on the quality of the visual processing of 
information media. We analyzed 100% of the file data 987 respondents answered. We used the Gamma 
correlation coefficient with respect to the ordinal level. Based on the formulated research problem, the 
following hypothesis was determined: 

• H2: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of the traditional 
information carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

• H3: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of online information 
carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

 

 For the final evaluation of the H2 hypothesis, the following partial hypotheses are required: 
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• H0: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of the traditional 
information carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

• H1: We do not expect a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of traditional 
information channels on the quality of the visual processing of these information carriers. 

Table 32 : the degree of relevance of traditional information carriers 

 

 Variables 

What importance do you attach to the quality of visual 
processing of the following types of information carriers - 
Traditional information carriers? Total 

Minimal 
importance 

Less 
important 

I can not 
judge 

More 
important 

Maximum 
importance 

The degree 
of relevance 
of traditional 
information 
carriers 

Strongly 
irrelevant 

15 0 16 149 0 180 

Slightly 
irrelevant 

7 48 35 144 261 495 

I can not 
judge 

8 10 5 42 2 67 

Slightly 
relevant 

18 20 3 29 31 101 

Strongly 
relevant 

16 31 7 65 25 144 

Total 64 109 66 429 319 987 

Table 4:  Symmetric Measures – H2 

 

Variables Value 
Asymptotic 
Standardized 
Errora 

Approximate Tb 
Approximate 
Significance 

Ordinal by Ordinal - Gamma -0.109 0.034 -3.117 0.002 

N of Valid Cases 987    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

From Table 4, with a negative correlation output value, it can be assumed that this is a negative 
correlation between the relevance of the traditional information carriers on the quality of the visual 
processing of these information carriers. The absolute value of output equals to 0.109, which is a weak 
correlation. Based on the above, we accept the H0 and reject the alternative of this hypothesis. Therefore, 
we agree with the standpoint, that the importance of visual processing of traditional information media is 
low to the extent that it is capable of inducing a less perceptible relevance of these information carriers. 

For the final evaluation of the H3 hypothesis, the following hypotheses are formulated: 
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• H0: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of online information 
carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

• H1: We do not expect a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of online 
information carriers on the quality of visual processing of these carriers. 

Table 53 : The relevance of Online information carriers 

 

 Variables 

What importance do you attach to the quality of visual processing 
of the following types of information carriers - Online information 
carriers? 

Total 

Minimal 
importance 

Less 
important 

I can not 
judge 

More 
important 

Maximum 
importance 

The 
relevance of 
Online 
information 
carriers 

Strongly 
irrelevant 

3 4 8 7 2 24 

Slightly 
irrelevant 

39 8 27 44 5 123 

I can not 
judge 

8 17 10 24 19 78 

Slightly 
relevant 

13 33 41 171 93 351 

Strongly 
relevant 

8 40 29 143 191 411 

Total 64 71 102 115 389 310 

Table 6 : Symmetric Measures – H3 

 

Variables Value 
Asymptotic 
Standardized 
Errora 

Approximate Tb 
Approximate 
Significance 

Ordinal by Ordinal - Gamma 0.430 0.033 11.842 0.000 

N of Valid Cases 987    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis; b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis 

It can be seen from the above Table 6 that among the elements of the attributed importance of the quality 
of the visual processing of Online information carriers to the degree of relevance of these information 
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carriers is a strong dependence, as evidenced by the output value being equal to 0.430. Thus, we receive 
an opinion implying our partial H0 hypothesis and dismiss its alterative, the H1. There is a statistically 
significant dependence on the relevance of interventional information carriers to the quality of visual 
processing of these information carriers. 

Conclusion 
 
In a competitive environment communicating with customers is undoubtedly an important factor in the 
success of SMEs. Based on a well-chosen marketing communication and the quality of marketing 
information carriers, the company informs consumers of their products and services. Due to the 
development of the Internet and scientific and technological progress, the customer purchase cycle has 
become more complex. The development of communication media gives customers a broad access to 
information. This choice of the customers makes it difficult for companies to select individual 
communication media and compose a communication mix in line with the customer's path. 

Based on the above-mentioned analyzes we can state that apart from the chosen communication media, 
the quality of the visual processing of these media and the individual marketing information carriers are 
also important. Customers who prefer Internet communication media instead of traditional ones tend to 
think that a high-quality, visually-executed information carrier guarantees the quality of the services. In 
general, there is a tendency for a visually produced information carrier to guarantee a well-served service. 
Our survey also confirmed that there is a statistically significant dependence on the relevance of 
interventional information carriers on the quality of visual processing of these information media. This 
dependence, however, has not been confirmed in the case of traditional information media, which, in 
terms of promotional activities, is considered to be a significant point of view. 

The popularity of the online environment for marketing communication activities is also reflected in the 
advertising spending. An example for this is an eMarketer (2016) analysis of the UK market, which 
estimates that by 2020 we can expect an average increase in digital advertising spending of 2.2%. In 
particular, we can speak about an increase from the current value of 10.60 billion £ (€ 11.56 billion) to 
13.11 billion £ (€ 14.30 billion) in 2020. 

Based on the results of our survey, the SMEs should certainly take care of the quality of the visual 
processing of marketing information media. Research results should help the SMEs to provide the quality 
of their customer service. Implementing and correctly understanding the quality of online marketing 
information carriers in the context of marketing and the SME strategies over the long term, which 
represents an indisputable competitive advantage while improving the quality of the services offered by 
the SMEs. Specifically, it is to grasp current trends and practices in marketing communication with what 
makes easier the implementation of the future innovations. 
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Abstract  
 
The aim of this article is to identify customers' perceived usefulness of offline communication tools when 
searching for SMEs. The aim of this paper is to help clarify the impact the selected offline 
communication tools have when reaching target audiences of SMEs. The basic set for the purpose of the 
survey is the population of the Eastern part of Slovakia. 1055 respondents were addressed, and it was 
possible to include 987 respondents' answers based on the criterion of completeness of the completed 
questionnaires. The aim was to identify the attitudes and preferences of respondents in relation to 
traditional (offline) forms of marketing communication focusing on SMEs. Specifically, we focused on 
offline communication tools such as Advertising newspapers, Advertising billboards, Advertising leaflets, 
TV advertising, Radio advertising, and last but not least, an advertisement in the Daily press was 
analysed. Data collection was conducted through simple random sampling in October and November 
2016. To verify the hypotheses we used the software StatSoft STATISTICA. Due to the nature of the 
analysed variables we used correlation analysis. Based on research findings, it can be noted that a total of 
27.56% of respondents prefer traditional offline communication tools to get information about SMEs. 
Given the existence of a statistically significant dependence on the impact of online communication tools 
when searching for SMEs, the strongest dependency identified for Advertising leaflets and Advertising 
newspapers. The weakest dependency was identified in the case of Billboards. The research results are 
intended to assist SMEs in deciding on the strategic direction of their marketing communications. 
 
Keywords: Marketing communication, Offline environment, Consumer behaviour. 

Introduction 

 
Communication plays a very important role among humans and it is an indispensable part of their lives. 
The situation is the same in the business world, where enterprises and especially small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) implement marketing communication activities to succeed in the current hyper-
competitive environment (Lajčin et al. 2014; Šoltés & Gavurová 2010). Despite the fact that nowadays 
online marketing communication is undeniably important, traditional (offline) marketing communication 
also has its place and meaning in corporate communication (Matušíková & Gburová 2016; Fedorko et al. 
2015). Kotler (2007) emphasizes that not the communication is what matters for small and medium-sized 
businesses but rather that what to say, how to say, to whom and how often. The answer to these questions 
is the marketing communication. Marketing communication with its communication methods presents the 
company and ultimately helps to satisfy the needs of consumers (Zamazalová 2009; Hradiská 2010; 
Šnapka & Kašík 2013). Nowadays, social changes as well as constant innovations in the field of 
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communication technologies strongly influence the marketing development as well as the marketing 
communication (Gerrikagoitia et al. 2015, Štefko et al. 2010, Gavurova et al. 2017). Přikrylová (2010), 
emphasises that one group of companies can not adapt to the rapid development of the technologies or to 
the market reality itself, which in most cases results in a decrease in the sale or the disappearance of the 
company. The second group presents companies which are open to new opportunities, which are not 
afraid to experiment with the new strategies and thus to reach out to target groups more effectively and 
flexibly (Constantinides 2014; Kašík y Šnapka 2015). The global expenditures of eMarketer advertising 
spending (2016a) was amounted to 571.36 billion € in 2016. A significant increase in the percentages 
(6%) is expected for 2017. According to foresight, these expenditures will increase by an average 5.83% 
year-on-year by 2019. Of the total ad spending, digital advertising spending for 2016 was 67.12 billion €, 
representing 35.8%. Traditional offline advertising in printed form (newspapers, magazines) is 
represented by 13.9%. Other traditional ad forms for people away from their homes had a 3.9% share, and 
ads addressed directly to potential customers had a 2.2% share of total ad spend. It is worth mentioning 
that on the one hand the eMarketer (2016b) predictions for traditional or offline advertising will decrease 
in 2017-2020, on the other hand digital advertising spending will increase year-on-year by 2.28% on 
average. In 2017, digital advertising spending will increase compared to television advertising in the 
amount of € 77.17 billion to € 67.73 billion (eMarketer 2016c). According to the foresight of the 
Marketing Charts portal (2017) for the period 2017-2012, the hardest hit of the media types examined, 
newspaper advertising is the only market expected to see a decline in revenues between this year ($16.8 
billion) and 2021 ($12.2 billion). Based on the distribution of expenditure by region, our region falling 
under Central and Eastern Europe is at the level of spending 12.74 billion €. The eMarketer portal 
(2016d) predicts this year's increase of 13.09 billion, representing a 2.7% year-on-year increase. 

Several authors from different industries, such as author Klabikova Rabová (2015) in the study 
"Marketing communication of SMEs specializing in cosmetic industry", as well as authors Khoshnodifar, 
Ghonji, Mazloumzadeh and Abdollahi (2016) in their study "Effect of Communication channels on the 
success rate of entrepreneurial SMEs in the agricultural sector ". Another study responding to the issue is 
the "SME practice towards integrated marketing communications" by Balboni and Gabrielli (2010). 

Based on the above described facts, the main purpose of this article is to find out how customers perceive 
offline communication channels service providers use to communicate with their target audience in online 
and offline environments alike and how such communication affects behaviour of their consumers. 
 
Methodology 
 
For the purpose of solving the aim of our survey, we proceeded from the material obtained from primary 
sources. The basis of primary sources consists of the data obtained through the realization of the research 
in a form of questionnaire. The basic set consists of the inhabitants of the Eastern Slovak region. These 
respondents can be identified as the main target group of SMEs operating within the region. 1055 
respondents were interviewed. Subsequently, based on the criterion of completeness of the completed 
questionnaires, 987 respondents' answers could be included in the analysis. Data collection was done in 
electronic form. Online forms for creating and collecting data were used in a questionnaire form (the 
online Google Forms tool). The online version of the questionnaire was sent with the consent of the 
respondents via the available email addresses. Data collection for the research was conducted in October - 
November 2016. 

The aim of the questionnaire was to identify the attitudes and preferences of the respondents in relation to 
the analysed problem of our research. In particular, the aim was to identify the respondents' attitudes and 
preferences in relation to traditional (offline) forms of marketing communication (i.e., traditional 
information sources - Advertising billboards, Advertising newspapers, Advertising leaflets, TV 
advertising, Radio advertising, Daily press). 
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Regarding to the mathematical and statistical solution of the issue, the questionnaire questions used a 5 
and 10 degree interval scale, also referred to as the Likert scale. Verification of our hypotheses was 
carried out through the statistical program StatSoft STATISTICA. Based on the size of the file and the 
characteristics of the primary data and the analysed variables, the Wilcoxon double-choice test was used.  

Based on the results of the questionnaire survey, 48.53% of respondents were women and 51.47% were 
men. The age structure of the surveyed respondents was dominated by a group of respondents in the 
range of 18-25 years with a share of 21.28%. The second largest group is the age group of respondents 
from the age 26 to 30, representing a share of 13.78%. Within broader intentions, respondents from the 
age 18 to 35 represent a 46.61% share. In all other age categories in the survey, the proportion of 
respondents did not exceed 12%. Regarding to the highest level of education, respondents with secondary 
education without maturity (31.51%) dominated. The proportion of respondents with secondary education 
with a school leaving examination was represented by 28.37%. The share of graduates of the first level of 
higher education represented 20.77%. The share of respondents who achieved the second level of higher 
education represented 19.35%. 

Results 
 
The first part of our research focused on detecting the extent to which traditional (offline) or online 
sources of information preferred by respondents believe that quality visual processing of information 
carriers guarantees the quality of the services provided. We used the correlation coefficient Phi to analyze 
this area. All of the respondents' answers were in the survey, none of them were omitted. Based on the 
formulated research problem, the following hypothesis was formulated: 

H1: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the opinion on the equality of the 
quality of the information carriers and the quality of the provided services on the preference for obtaining 
information. 

Table 1: 1 Crosstabulation – H1 

 

Preferred sources of information on products and 
services 

Allegation: Generally well-
processed information carrier = 
quality services provided Total 

Yes No 
Through the Internet 558 157 715 
Traditionally, without the use of the Internet 180 92 272 

Based on the findings in Table 1, respondents who prefer Online communication carriers to traditional 
ones tend to think that a high-quality visual information carrier guarantees the quality of the service. In 
general, there is a tendency for a visually produced information carrier to guarantee a well-served service.  

The following Table 2 gives us the exact output of the correlation analysis, and thus the extent to which 
the preferred channel (traditional or online) influences the view of equality of quality of services and 
quality of visual processing of information carriers.   

To confirm or refute the above hypothesis, it is necessary to formulate partial hypotheses for testing the 
individual components of the files in the question: 
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• H0: We assume that there is a statistically significant dependence between the view of the 
equality of the quality of the information carriers and the quality of the provision of the services 
on the preferences of obtaining the information. 

• H1: We assume that there is no statistically significant dependence between the view of the 
equality of the quality of the information carriers and the quality of the provision of services on 
the preferences of obtaining information. 

Table 2: 2 Symmetric Measures – H1 

 

Variables Value Approximate Significance 

Nominal by 
Nominal 

Phi 0.122 0.000 

Cramer's V 0.122 0.000 

N of Valid Cases 987 

The correlation coefficient π with an output value of 0.122 tells us about the weakness of the analyzed 
elements. Tests depending on the dimension of the set “p” at the nominal data level and at the correlation 
coefficient p are not studied under standard circumstances. We consider the statistically significant 
dependence on an output value of 0.20, which is understood as the medium-term dependence at this 
coefficient. Therefore, the output of p value equals to 0.000, which suggests to accept the H0 and reject 
the original H1 hypothesis. Therefore, we accept a position implying our hypothesis. Moreover there is 
statistically significant dependence between the analyzed elements.          

The second part of our research focused on the extent to which respondents perceive the relevance of 
traditional and Online information carriers as being dependent on the quality of the visual processing of 
information media. We analyzed 100% of the file data, 987 respondents answered. We used the Gamma 
correlation coefficient with respect to the ordinal level. Based on the formulated research problem, the 
following hypothesis was determined: 

• H2: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of the traditional 
information carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

• H3: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of online information 
carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

 For the final evaluation of the H2 hypothesis, the following partial hypotheses are required: 

• H0: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of the traditional 
information carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 

• H1: We do not expect a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of traditional 
information channels on the quality of the visual processing of these information carriers. 
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Table 3: 3 The degree of relevance of traditional information carriers 

 

 Variables 

What importance do you attach to the quality of visual 
processing of the following types of information carriers - 
Traditional information carriers? Total 

Minimal 
importance 

Less 
important 

I can not 
judge 

More 
important 

Maximum 
importance 

The degree 
of relevance 
of traditional 
information 
carriers 

Strongly 
irrelevant 

15 0 16 149 0 180 

Slightly 
irrelevant 

7 48 35 144 261 495 

I can not 
judge 

8 10 5 42 2 67 

Slightly 
relevant 

18 20 3 29 31 101 

Strongly 
relevant 

16 31 7 65 25 144 

Total 64 109 66 429 319 987 

 

Table 4 Symmetric Measures – H2 

 

Variables Value 
Asymptotic 
Standardized 
Errora 

Approximate Tb 
Approximate 
Significance 

Ordinal by Ordinal - Gamma -0.109 0.034 -3.117 0.002 

N of Valid Cases 987    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 

From Table 4, with a negative correlation output value, it can be assumed that this is a negative 
correlation between the relevance of the traditional information carriers on the quality of the visual 
processing of these information carriers. The absolute value of output equals to 0.109, which is a weak 
correlation. Based on the above, we accept the H0 and reject the alternative of this hypothesis. Therefore, 
we agree with the standpoint, that the importance of visual processing of traditional information media is 
low to the extent that it is capable of inducing a less perceptible relevance of these information carriers. 

For the final evaluation of the H3 hypothesis, the following hypotheses are formulated: 

• H0: We assume a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of online information 
carriers on the quality of the visual processing of these carriers. 
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• H1: We do not expect a statistically significant dependence of the relevance of online 
information carriers on the quality of visual processing of these carriers. 

Table 54 : The relevance of online information carriers 

 

 Variables 

What importance do you attach to the quality of visual processing 
of the following types of information carriers - Online information 
carriers? 

Total 

Minimal 
importance 

Less 
important 

I can not 
judge 

More 
important 

Maximum 
importance 

The 
relevance of 
Online 
information 
carriers 

Strongly 
irrelevant 

3 4 8 7 2 24 

Slightly 
irrelevant 

39 8 27 44 5 123 

I can not 
judge 

8 17 10 24 19 78 

Slightly 
relevant 

13 33 41 171 93 351 

Strongly 
relevant 

8 40 29 143 191 411 

Total 64 71 102 115 389 310 

 

Table 6:  Symmetric Measures – H3 

 

Variables Value 
Asymptotic 
Standardized 
Errora 

Approximate Tb 
Approximate 
Significance 

Ordinal by Ordinal - Gamma 0.430 0.033 11.842 0.000 

N of Valid Cases 987    

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis; b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis 

It can be seen from the above Table 6 that among the elements of the attributed importance of the quality 
of the visual processing of Online information carriers to the degree of relevance of these information 
carriers is a strong dependence, as evidenced by the output value being equal to 0.430. Thus, we receive 
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an opinion implying our partial H0 hypothesis and dismiss its alterative, the H1. There is a statistically 
significant dependence on the relevance of interventional information carriers to the quality of visual 
processing of these information carriers. 

Conclusion 

SMEs marketing communication is an important area of knowledge based on the current strong 
competitive environment, both domestically and globally. It should be noted that under the influence of 
the rapid development of information technologies, it is possible to identify changes in the target 
audience - customer preferences in what way they seek information about products and services. On the 
other hand, it is the overwhelming amount of advertising content that consumes these target audiences on 
a daily basis. 

The current status shows that the total ad spending per year is growing and this trend will continue for the 
future. Digital advertising has already exceeded TV advertising in terms of spending, and even though 
advertising costs are rising year on year, digital advertising spends grow at a much faster rate year on 
year. The region of Central and Eastern Europe, which includes Slovakia, but also the neighbouring 
Czech Republic, estimates a share of total advertising spending worth 13.09 billion €, which is just 2%. 
Even though the importance of online marketing promotion is growing, we believe that traditional or 
offline marketing communication continues to be an importance and position in the marketing 
communications of SMEs and businesses in general. 

The offline environment is linked to the online environment, and on the basis of advertising spending 
trends, online advertising costs can be expected to rise and advertising spending in daily press sharply 
declines in the next period, up to 2021 (Marketing Charts 2017). Based on the results of our survey, we 
can conclude that with regard to traditional (offline) promotion tools, people prefer to search for 
information via advertising leaflets and advertising newspapers. On the contrary, the least-used 
information sources for people in the offline environment are Advertising billboards. 

The results of our research are relevant for SMEs, which are sceptical about the offline environment from 
the perspective of marketing communications. The research results are intended to assist SMEs in 
deciding on the strategic direction of their marketing communications. It is important to implement and 
understand offline marketing tools within SMEs marketing activities and strategies. Finally, it must be 
emphasized that from a long-term perspective, the proper understanding of the promotion instruments in 
general is a necessity in the current market environment. 
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Abstract 

 

The aim of this paper is to describe the necessity of scientific background for governmental industrial 

policy. Existing separately, any industrial policy may lose connection between governmental aims and 

reality. Scientific approach represents a great number of models of isolated economic systems, which may 

predict economic behavior or give us an opportunity to make forecasts for the future. It seems evident, 

that the industrial policy of the Russian Federation needs to be based on the scientific theory. Nowadays, 

the idea of improving endogenous regional development via the increase of agglomeration and 

urbanization effects is being widely negotiated. The main idea of the growth poles theory has an evident 

similarity with the theories based on industrial localization. In fact, this theory is widely used in French 

regional planning experience and has already shown its potential. The concept of this theory is focused on 

estimation of leading components of the theory and benefits which can be obtained by applying it to the 

Russian economy. 

 

Keywords: agglomeration, network effects, industrial policy. 

 

Introduction 

 

The main aim of Strategic Development for the Russian Federation is to create strong and competitive 

economy, which is supposed to be based on innovations and modern technologies. Nowadays, we can 

find out a lot of factors which need to be improved, but we have to admit that industry sector is an 

absolutely significant one. Coming up with ideas of industrial renovation, government may be extremely 

awkward in its desire of total supervision. Improving economic reality should have efficient cooperation 

between aims and rules. On the one hand, the government is able to use as many resources as it has, but 

on the other hand, it should clearly understand the market rules and take in account the location, resources 

and strategical development of each company. Such point of view may persuade the government to place 

company´s strategies and aims into the center of industrial development as a starting point. Undoubtedly, 

we see the growth poles theory as a necessity for implementation in the regional industry sector with the 

following adaptation for the whole country. Nevertheless, we have to pay attention to the drawbacks of 

the theory, such as a decreasing level of creativity in conditions of increasing industrial location. 

 

Theoretical Background 
 

According to the benchmarking analysis of the factors and institutions that determine long-term growth 

and prosperity, which was made in The Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017, innovations are 

named as the most important factor for finding new growth engines, but laying the foundations for long-

term, sustainable growth requires working on all factors and institutions identified in the Global 

Competitiveness Index. Leveraging the opportunities of the Fourth Industrial Revolution will require not 
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only businesses willing and ability to innovate, but also sound institutions, both public and private; basic 

infrastructure, health, and education; macroeconomic stability; and well-functioning labor, financial, and 

human capital markets.  

 

Undoubtedly, innovations as a key point are vital today, but they may be just a single step to change the 

economic system, but not to form the structural base. To find out the routs of modern economical 

processes we have to explore the theoretical background and its evolution. So, a brief mentioning of the 

founders of economic space theories will be suitable in the frames of this article.  

 

The content of theories of spatial development deserves a special interest, especially the study of the 

interrelations between the "first" generation of French economists such as of F. Perrouxand (Perrouxand, 

1967) and J. Boudeville (Boudeville, 1966) and an activity of the "Association of Regional 

Science" (Association de Science Régionale de Langue Française (ASRDLF)), which was founded in 

1961.  

 

The data of the theory created the essential theoretical basis for M. Porter's theory of clusters (Porter, 

2003). Additionally, M. Porter (Porter, 2003), in particular, refers to the fact that he relied on the ideas of 

A. Marshall (Marshall, 1879), representatives of the "German" and "California" schools and the Italian 

"school" of industrial districts, etc. One of the most curious facts is that global spreading of the Porter 

theory (Porter, 2003) in France led to the state program to develop the poles of competitiveness. That is 

why it was included into the research.  

 

There are also Russians scientists such as: M.K. Bandman (Bandman, 2014), A.G. Granberg (Granberg, 

2011), V.V. Leontief (Leontief, 1990), O.A. Lomovtseva (Lomovtseva, 2015), O.S. Pchelintsev 

(Pchelintsev et all, 1998), A.А. Taubaev (Taubaev et all, 2002), R.I. Shniper (Shniper et all, 1991), who 

have contributed a lot into the issue of research.  

 

The matter and content of economic and social transformation were studied by A.V. Buzgalin (Buzgalin 

et all, 2016), P. Drucker (Drucker, 1994), K.A. Khubiyev (Khubiyev et all, 2004), and others.  

 

Materials and Methods 
 

The theory of spatial and industrial policy stems from the range of theories on regional development. For 

example, endogenous regional development theory along with the theory of production force location 

were also studied in our research. Research methodology deals with general approaches. It provides the 

principles for organizing, planning and conducting research. In carrying out the economic research, we 

used quantitative methods (statistics and econometrics), data analysis techniques, and training in research 

methods. The aim of described theories is to determine the causes of inequalities in space location for 

manufacturers, distributors, markets and differences in demographic processes. The vast majority of 

models was based on the interconnection of transport costs – time deadlines-money expenses, but 

globalization has changed not only described factors, but also added a number of modern ones 

(communication, virtual space, integration into the global economy, acceleration of economic growth). 

Expansion of global markets leads to dramatic differences in regional development and inspired scientists 

to clarify a "coordinating" infrastructure as a key point in a regional economic development. The 

diversification theory of regional production and formation of industrial potential is based on the growth 

poles theory, and was first put forth systematically by F. Perrouxand (Perrouxand, 1967) improved by J. 

Boudeville (Boudeville, 1966). The main idea of the growth poles theory is that economic development, 

or growth, concentrates in a specific pole, which may take place on the territory of one or several regions. 

The so-called pole moderates industrial development in a wide variety of sectors, mainly through direct 

and indirect effects. Direct effects are produced by dealing with suppliers and customers (upstream linked 

industries & downstream linked industries). Indirect effects take place when employees operate as a 

customer and expand economic activities in the other sectors. An agglomeration effect has an impact on 
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spreading new technologies, labor movements, investments and, therefore, may lead to unbalanced 

regional development. By dividing “poles” into two groups: global supply chain and local industrial 

companies, the theory shows us the correlation between the size of the company and value of 

infrastructure (transportation process).  

 

For a global supply chain there are no limits in outsourcing of its activities and production in any 

location. The only one factor, which is really matters, is the location of resources. 

 

Availability of resources, which is necessary for industrial development and growth, allows an industry to 

generate the growth in cooperating sectors and to spread the growth impulses. The impulse can be 

horizontal or vertical, the first contributes to the development of a new type of activity and stagnation of 

non-flexible industries (conservative), the second introduces innovations in the industry and creates the 

deformation of the related industries. The growth poles are the targeted points for launching the region's 

economic development, attracting investments and generating agglomeration effects, as well as expanding 

sales markets. At the regional level a pole is located in the urban zone or generates it by itself, at once, 

creating an agglomeration effect of attraction, development and expansion of coordinated industries. 

Boudeville (J. Boudeville, 1966) showed the transformation of processes from the macro (country) to 

micro (region, territory, and city) levels, in the form of a matrix of sectoral balance, investment resources, 

infrastructure – in his description of the pole structure. 

 

Nowadays, the most famous theory which proves the benefits of agglomeration effect and spatial 

localization is a cluster approach theory. The first scientific steps to create it were taken by A. Marshall, 

later it was transformed into the cluster theory by M. Porter (Porter, 2003). The key factors of production 

which may give firms competitive advantages in the regions, according to this theory, are capital, labor 

and natural resources. 

 

The cluster associations mean a group of companies which have a strong presence within the territory and 

occupy the related market niche in production of a similar type of goods (services). On the regional level 

of clusters M. Porter (Porter, 2003) identified potentially competing forces that affect the regional 

economy: convergence and agglomeration. 

 

As for convergence, it leads to a decrease in the growth rate of the industry, even despite stability or the 

increase in economic activities. Agglomeration itself enlarges the returns on activities either from one 

industry (localization), or from the diversity at the regional level (urbanization) (Kudryavtseva, 

Rodionov, Kravchenko, Maryta, 2016), (Russian cluster observatory, 2017). It must be mentioned, that 

strong cluster links stimulate active growth rate of employment, the number of firms and patents in the 

region of the cluster location, but also in the geographically adjacent territories (Shabunina, Shchelkina, 

Rodionov, 2017). 

 

Therefore, regional economy is definitely affected by both competitive forces. The cluster approach has 

influenced the process of development of regional strategies in European countries, as well as the regional 

governance in the Russian economy (Rodionov, Kudryavtseva, 2016). The new research is aimed to study 

the agglomeration effect as a key factor for global cities, for economic clusters and industrial complexes, 

as well as for international trade. It seems to be relevant as modern economic activity is increasingly 

concentrated in super-dense urban spaces (Ukrainskyi, 2011). E. Glaser, R. Florida, P. Krugman (Glaeser 

E.L.et all, 2000). It has to be mentioned, that as a result of the agglomeration effect, the world is 

becoming increasingly "hilly": the main national and regional locomotives of economic growth are 

concentrated on the sites of global and large cities, which are limited. 

 

A significant attention is paid to the role of the agglomeration effect in the process of new knowledge 

creation and the innovation process, as the high-dense environment of modern large cities creates lots of 

talents with different knowledge, which leads to the birth of innovations. (Ukrainskyi, 2011). 
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The spatial expansion of the agglomeration is affected by a comparative decrease in the costs of goods 

transportation. This phenomenon is convincingly described by E. Glaser (Glaeser E.L. et all, 2000), on 

the basis of the American economy. 

 

However, we must mention the less studied network effect, which is considered a controversial force of 

agglomeration effect. According to Ukrainskyi (Ukrainskyi, 2011) there aren’t enough economists in this 

scientific field. An interesting conclusion of this idea is that in the future cities may just disappear, and all 

human activities will be dispersed in a huge number of free spaces, which would create a new era of 

global information networks and computer technologies. 

 

Results and Discussions 

 
Today, the modern economy world is under the influence of agglomeration and network effects. It is 

evident enough, that the agglomeration leads to the concentration of the population in the city, and causes 

huge problems for villages and small, medium-sized towns. It’s not so obvious in small countries, but in 

Russia we can easily estimate the net profit which comes from using large territories. 

 

The agglomeration creates competition, the network effect generates the creative forces and recourses for 

new means of communication and development of business environment in the world. 

 

Additionally, the agglomeration effect increases productivity of any industry, as well as cuts the 

expenses, but there are additional challenges or obstacles for the development and industrial 

breakthroughs. The necessity for sustainable economic development shows that agglomeration tools and 

net effects can be implemented on the country's territory, taking into consideration the degree of influence 

in every region. 

 

 
Picture 1 – Region model of growth poles 

 

              – Net effect  

              – Agglomeration effect 
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The network effect is the study of local communities and lands as a part of united network taking into 

account: firstly – migrants, trade and money exchange, secondly – human, natural, financial resources on 

a vast territory. 

 

Conclusion 

 

To sum up, a starting point for sustainable development and diversification of the domestic economy is 

the collaboration between business and governmental institutions, which would contribute to 

modernization processes and stimulate innovative activities of economic entities. These goals are directly 

related to the development of innovative territorial clusters. It would lead to the growth and localization 

of the leading industries that would have interaction with each other, as well as with scientific and 

educational organizations. The promotion of the clusters development involves the following tools: 

industrial, scientific, technical, educational and regional policies, which, therefore, were named as the 

crucial elements of the innovation state policy. The clustered regional innovation systems would lead to 

increasing cooperation between business entities and government, e.g. by creating forums and special 

web-sites, such as “windows of communications and feedbacks”. 

 

As a result, the investment attractiveness and competitiveness of companies and regions would increase. 

The framework of cluster policy in Russia is established in the Concept of Long-Term Social and 

Economic Development of the Russian Federation. However, developing a regional industrial policy 

should be focused on the agglomeration and net effects. All these aspects are parts of economic process 

which have an enormous impact not only on individual region, but also on the country's economy. 

Developing strategies, the government should take into account the balance between localization 

processes and keeping distance. Otherwise, in the future we may have overdeveloped and overestimated 

urban industrial zones and with total absence of commonly needed services in distant areas. 

 

In conclusion, as a summary of our research we should identify the following issues: 

- the creation of industrial policy should be based on collaboration between business, government and 

other social institutes , which constitute economic environment; 

- main targets of industrial policy should have scientific background and be based on location, variety of 

energy resources, market demand, manufacturing costs; 

- the potential of industrial transformation and natural forces (such as net & agglomeration effects) should 

be in the equilibrium position. 

-net effect should be considered within the regional policies of development and a social criteria system 

should be created, which will allow to maintain the balance between agglomeration and net effects. 
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Abstract 

IT Governance is a set of rules, relationships, and processes that help manage your organization so that 
the IT supports the organization's strategic goals to the maximum. It defines how IT/ IS supports 
business and covers risks. There are a number of factors affecting IT Governance and its successful 
implementation and management, inhibitors that inhibit its successful implementation and subsequent 
management. A survey carried out in the Slovak Republic shows that the most significant ones are 
considered to be the non-existing system of IS/IT metrics and the unclearly defined responsibilities of 
the company departments. The implementation of IT Governance has a positive impact on increasing 
the competitiveness of the organization and strengthening its market position. 
 
Keywords: Information Technology, Information Systems, Governance, IT Governance, IT 
Management 
 
Introduction 

Today information systems supported by information technologies (IS/IT) can help businesses succeed 
in the competition, strengthen the market position, streamline work, take advantage of opportunities 
offered as well as identify potential threats. In today's rapidly changing business environment, leaders 
are deciding in conditions of uncertainty. In turbulent environments, the decision based on 80 percent 
of information supplemented by pervasive intuition is often better than waiting for a 100 percent of 
information (Ljudvigová, 2014). Zagoršek (2012) identified a high level of informatization. Based on 
his research he claims that information technologies impacted the product as well as organizational 
structure. By creating partnerships with individual stakeholder groups, businesses overcome the 
constraints resulting from the complexity of the business environment and the range of information 
technologies needed to produce a product that often goes beyond the capabilities of one enterprise. The 
creation of these important relationships makes it possible to share the unique capabilities of individual 
companies together, and also contributes to the transfer of knowledge among the partners (Gubová et 
al., 2017). Černý (2014) notes that the competition struggles in recent years have forced businesses to 
implement, as much as possible, innovative software solutions in practice or improve the existing ISs. 
The value of IS/IT for businesses and its implications is reflected in the increasing sensitivity of 
organizations to IS/IT risks, especially with regards to the size of IS/IT investments. Errors in IS/IT 
security and their malfunctions increase the company's dependency on IS/IT functions. IT Governance 
is the way to mitigate this risk. IT Governance includes a set of rules, relationships and processes that 
help manage your organization so that the IT supports the organization's strategic goals to the 
maximum. IT Governance, similar as Corporate Governance, is one of the more recently areas 
addressed. Over the last 10 to 12 years many definitions and approaches occurred in this area in terms 
of terminology. The concept of IT governance has been enforced by ISACA (Information Systems 
Audit and Control Association - the international association focused on the areas of audit, 
management, control and security of information systems) since the mid-1990s. 
 
The main objective of the research presented in this scientific paper was to deepen and expand the 
knowledge of inhibitors and critical factors of IT Governance, based on foreign and domestic literature, 
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in order to identify the current state of knowledge in this field, to compare and synthesize the acquired 
knowledge based on data and information obtained through a questionnaire survey in companies in 
Slovakia.  
 

Literature Review 

Attention is drawn in this chapter to a critical comparison of inhibitors and critical success factors in IT 
Governance. We present several views of the authors on this issue, which coincide in many points but 
also differ in different partial views. Conformities and differences depend on the chosen angle of view 
as well as the degree of detailed elaboration or the level of generalization chosen. 
 
IT Governance is a concept that emerged in the 1990s and one of the first authors who used it were 
Henderson & Venkatraman (1993), Venkatraman & Loh (1993) to describe a comprehensive set of 
intra-company relations involved in achieving the strategic linking of business activities with IS/IT. 
Administration of the IS/IT area, referred to as IT Governance, is one of the basic functional 
governance models. IT Governance inspired by Corporate Governance aims to ensure the effective use 
of IS/IT with a focus on strategic alignment of IS/IT with business activities, risk management, 
resource management, value management and performance measurement (ITGI, 2003). The definition 
of IT Governance, which was conceived up by Rose and Weil, is accepted by most authors and 
considered to be the starting point in their work. They define IT governance as "a decision-making 
framework of rights and responsibilities to encourage desirable behaviour in the use of IS/IT." (Weill 
and Ross, 2004) The increasing amount of work on IT Governance points out that there is no single 
agreed definition of IT governance, but that the stated definitions differ in various aspects. Webb, 
Pollard and Ridley use content analysis to integrate the diversity that is reflected in many definitions of 
IT Governance and define it as follows: IT Governance represents strategic alignment of IS/IT with 
business in order to achieve the maximum value through development and maintaining an effective 
control, accountability, performance management and risk management in the area of IS/IT. (Webb, 
Pollard and Ridley, 2006). Similarly, R. Butler and M.J. Butler originated from the definition of Weil 
and Ross in constructing a framework for IT Governance, which considers the following three 
elements to be the most important: processes, structures and relational mechanisms that also appear in 
the works of other authors (Symons, 2005; Larsen et al., 2006; De Haes and Van Grembergen, 2008; 
Butler and Butler, 2010). According to Wilson and Pollard (2009) the elements of IT Governance are: 
structures and processes, supplemented by control frameworks, which they regard as essential tools for 
application, implementation and development of IT Governance. 
 
IT Governance architectures typically focus on finding rational solutions to problems, decision-making 
at different levels or on other variables. By aligning decisions to address these issues, prioritizing 
resources and staffing capabilities, investing in strategic objectives of the company, the management of 
this framework can help reduce costs, streamline processes, and achieve an added value. These effects 
ultimately lead to increased organizational competitiveness and strengthening the company's market 
position. Achieving such improvements should therefore be a reason for businesses to formulate and 
effectively implement IT Governance (Lee et al., 2008). Ensuring consistency between IT Governance 
and organisation, emphasised by Gottschalk (1999), requires understanding of organizations 
themselves and their processes. At the same time, it emphasizes the importance of the funds allocated 
to the project, its adequacy and the provision of qualified human resources within the required time 
horizon.  
 
Multiple factors have a significant impact on IT Governance. Some of these include the socio-technical 
factors, to which only limited attention is devoted in IT Governance literature. Most research focuses 
on IT Governance as a structure or process (Musson & Jordan, 2005). Peterson et al. (2002) and 
Kingsford et al. (2003) are one of the few authors to address the implications of IT Governance outside 
the IT Governance mechanisms and structures. Willson & Pollard (2009), with reference to Peterson et 
al. Indicate that focusing on tools and structures is not a sufficient guarantee of efficient IT Governance 
and, like Muson & Jordan (2005), they also claim that success in IT governance is dependent both on 
organizational and social factors as well as on the efficiency of IT Governance processes, structures 
and mechanisms. Bai & Lee (2003), in their study to examine the organizational factors affecting IS/IT 
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and the strategic planning process, suggest that a common factor that can influence the company's 
performance is the complexity of communication between groups of managers and stakeholders. De 
Haes & Van Grembergen (2005) also supported the importance of good communication strategies for 
IT Governance. McLeod & Smith (1996) identified two key preconditions for the effective direction of 
IT Governance and the IS/IT strategy: IT Governance trainings, which are perceived in terms of staff 
training within an IS/IT project, and external support in the form of external consultants and suppliers, 
which will enable to acquire the expertise required to implement internal IT Governance.  
 
Research Objectives and Methodology 

In designing a research model concept for a part of inhibitors and critical factors in IS/IT 
administration and management, we used the current state of knowledge. In this scientific paper we 
focus on the partial part of the research model, which is the issue of IT Governance inhibitors.  
 
The research applied the general theoretical methods including analysis, synthesis, induction, 
deduction, comparison, analogy, generalisation; the specific methods including questionnaire survey, 
mathematical-statistical and analytical-logical methods; the empirical methods, in particular 
observation.  
 
A questionnaire survey was selected as the basic research tool for obtaining data from company 
practice in Slovakia. The survey has been conducted between companies in the Slovak Republic. These 
are companies that are included in the extensive database of our University and cooperate with us on 
different surveys. The research sample included 363 enterprises with the largest share of small and 
medium-sized enterprises, while the small enterprises had a share of 31.40% and the medium 29.48%. 
The share of large enterprises was 22.87% and micro-enterprises 16.25%. In terms of sectoral 
coverage, the biggest shares had: industrial production 14.33%, information and communication 
13.50%; wholesale and retail; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 12.12%. The share of the 
enterprises in terms of geography: the highest share solely in the Slovak Republic 37.47% and 23.14% 
in Europe; the lowest share only in Slovakia and the Czech Republic, namely 9.92%; and only in a 
certain region of the SR 10.74%. The structure of the surveyed sample according to the IS/IT customer 
or the IS/IT contractor is the following: 71% IS/IT customers from the business field, 23% suppliers of 
IS/IT products and services. 
 
Results and Discussion  

In this section, we present the views of respondents on the extent to which individual IT Governance 
inhibitors are considered to be more or less important.  The starting point was an approach towards 
increasing the organization's performance, the motivation and the interest in its further enhancement. 
The results tell us that only 21.55% of enterprises have no motivation and interest in improving 
performance, of which only 3.03% with a clear opinion and 24.52% a with partial one (tab. 1). In 
71.35% of organizations, we identified the existence of the motivation and the interest in increasing 
performance, but up to 47.38% of organizations with only a partial confirmation. 
 

Table 1: There is no motivation and interest in increasing the organization's performance 

 

Opinion Micro Small Medium Big Total 

a) I totally approve 0.28 % 1.10 % 0.83 % 0.83 % 3.03 % 
b) I rather approve 3.03 % 8.82 % 6.89 % 5.79 % 24.52 % 
c) I rather disapprove 7.71 % 14.05 % 14.33 % 11.29 % 47.38 % 
d) I totally disapprove 4.96 % 7.16 % 6.89 % 4.96 % 23.97 % 
e) Other 0.28 % 0.28 % 0.55 % 0.00 % 1.10 % 
Total 31.40 % 16.25 % 29.48 % 22.87 % 100.00 % 

Source: Authors' calculations 
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The lack of an effective IS/IT management and a management model are considered to be an issue by a 
total of 41.60% enterprises, of which only 12.12% of enterprises expressed their full approval and 
29.48% partial approval. The lack of an efficient model is not considered to be an issue by as many as 
55.93% of enterprises, with a partial approval 41.05% and a complete approval 14.88% (tab. 2). 
 

Table 2: There is no effective model, or an IS/IT governance and management methodology 

 

Opinion Micro Small Medium Big  Total 

a) I totally agree 3.58 % 4.68 % 2.48 % 1.38 % 12.12 % 
b) I rather agree 11.02 % 4.13 % 8.82 % 5.51 % 29.48 % 
c) I rather disagree 13.77 % 4.13 % 12.40 % 10.74 % 41.05 % 
d) I totally disagree 2.48 % 2.48 % 5.23 % 4.68 % 14.88 % 
e) Other 0.28 % 0.83 % 0.28 % 0.00 % 1.38 % 
f) They did not state 0.28 % 0.00 % 0.28 % 0.55 % 1.10 % 
Total 31.40 % 16.25 % 29.48 % 22.87 % 100.00 % 

Source: Authors' calculations 

More than half of businesses (51.52%) consider to be an issue the unclear definition of responsibilities 
of IS/IT and other units for achievement of IS/IT benefits. Even in this case, however, most of the 
answers are found in the opinions of partial approval or partial disapproval. A clear approval of this 
factor was confirmed by only 12.40% of the enterprises, partially by 39.12%. A clear disapproval of 
this statement was confirmed by almost the same percentage of businesses as was the case with the 
clear approval, namely 13.50%, a partial disapproval was expressed by 32.78% (tab. 3). 
 

Table 3: There is no clear definition of the responsibility of IT and other departments for 

achieving the benefits from IS/IT 

 

Opinion Micro Small Medium Big  Total 

a) I totally approve 3.03 % 1.65 % 5.51 % 2.20 % 12.40 % 
b) I rather disapprove 5.51 % 14.60 % 11.29 % 7.71 % 39.12 % 
c) I rather disapprove 3.31 % 12.12 % 8.82 % 8.54 % 32.78 % 
d) I totally disapprove 3.31 % 2.75 % 3.31 % 4.13 % 13.50 % 
e) other 0.83 % 0.00 % 0.28 % 0.00 % 1.10 % 
f) They did not state 0.28 % 0.28 % 0.28 % 0.28 % 1.10 % 
Total 16.25 % 31.40 % 29.48 % 22.87 % 100.00 % 

Source: Authors' calculations 

 
The cooperation of IS/IT units with other user units is not considered by the respondents to be an 
inhibitor in IS/IT Governance. Only 26.72% of enterprises have confirmed bad cooperation; 67.49% of 
enterprises do not have such a problem. 
 
As a result of the previous findings, it can again be positively stated that most businesses have no 
problem with the willingness of the IS/IT units, which was confirmed 77.41%; of which with a full 
approval 31.13% and a partial approval 46.28%. The reluctance on the part of IS/IT departments was 
identified by a total of 14.60% of the enterprises as a problem, of which only completely 2.48% and 
partially 12.12% (tab. 5). 
 
The poor quality of business and SLA contracts for identifying IS/IT service management issues 
between the provider and the customer was identified as a problem by only 4.46% of enterprises. 
Similarly, a low share of approving responses was also found when responding to the question of 
whether the quality of these contracts was problematic. Only 2.48% of enterprises clearly identified it 
as a problem, 19.83% of enterprises partially considered it to be a problem. Most of the responses were 
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reflected in the opposing positions, with a partial disapproval of 54.82% and a complete disapproval of 
20.11%. 
 
Up to 65.10% of enterprise inclined towards the opinion that a non-existing system of IS/IT 
management metrics is a problem. A clearly approving opinion was expressed by 14.60% of 
enterprises, partially by 40.50%. As many as 43.25% do not consider the non-existent system of IS/ IT 
metrics a problem, of which partially 33.06% and completely 10.19% (tab. 4). 
 

Table 4: Non-existent system of metrics for IS/IT Governance and their processing system 

 

Opinion Micro Small Medium Big  Total 

a) I totally approve 4.96 % 4.96 % 2.20 % 2.48 % 14.60 % 
b) I rather approve 5.23 % 12.95 % 13.22 % 9.09 % 40.50 % 
c) I rather disapprove 4.13 % 11.02 % 10.74 % 7.16 % 33.06 % 
d) I totally disapprove 1.93 % 2.20 % 2.48 % 3.58 % 10.19 % 
e) Other 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 
f) They did not state 0.00 % 0.28 % 0.83 % 0.55 % 1.65 % 
Total 16.25 % 31.40 % 29.48 % 22.87 % 100.00 % 
Source: Authors' calculations 

 
The poor quality of services of IS/ IT suppliers was clearly confirmed by only 2.48% of enterprises, a 
partial issue with the service quality was identified by 14.05%. Overall, there are 82.65% of enterprises 
with no IS/IT service quality issues, of which completely 23.42% and partially 59.23%. 
 
The problem of inadequate work capacities of IS/IT units was confirmed by 11.29% of enterprises. 
Larger shares were recorded in this question with partial answers, whether agreeing or disagreeing. A 
partially agreeing opinion was expressed by 35.54 % of enterprises and a partially disagreeing by 33.61 
%. The share of 15.70% of enterprises does not consider this factor as an inhibitor that would affect 
IS/IT management. 
 
The issue of IS/IT literacy, both on the side of users and IS/IT service providers, was also monitored in 
the part mapping the level of IS/IT alignment with business activities. The level of preparation on the 
user side was also incorporated into the question by which we explored the basic IS/IT management 
problem areas, and precisely in this answer we recorded the highest share of all problem areas 
identified by enterprises, up to 27.58%. Compared to this finding, it can be considered a surprising 
result in assessing the lack of user preparation for applications, where only the total of 5.79% of 
enterprises confirmed a completely approving opinion that could be considered problematic. In this 
statement, the bulk of the responses concentrated into partially approving 35.54% and partially 
disapproving opinions 46.56%. As a clear issue it was ruled out by 11.57% of enterprises (tab. 5). 
 

Table 5: Insufficient qualification preparation of users in relation to applications 

 

Opinion  Micro Small Medium Big  Total 

a) I totally approve 1.10 % 1.93 % 1.38 % 1.38 % 5.79 % 
b) I rather approve 6.06 % 11.29 % 9.37 % 8.82 % 35.54 % 
c) I rather disapprove 6.34 % 15.15 % 15.98 % 9.09 % 46.56 % 
d) I totally disapprove 2.75 % 2.75 % 2.48 % 3.58 % 11.57 % 
e) Other 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 
f) They did not state 0.00 % 0.28 % 0.28 % 0.00 % 0.55 % 
Total 16.25 % 31.40 % 29.48 % 22.87 % 100.00 % 
Source: Authors' calculations 
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In the summary of this subchapter, our focus will be on the overall evaluation of the obtained results of 
the individual surveyed parameters on the basis of a summarizing view in which we have included 
answers to the individual questions in the approving opinions of the respondent, where they have 
expressed a completely and partially approving opinion. The results summarised by individual survey 
areas and a share of the approving opinion are shown in tab. 6. 
 

Table 6: Summary of the approving opinion of the variables examined 

 

Variable 

Share of the 

approving 

opinion 

1. Lacking motivation and interest in increasing the organization's performance 28 % 
2. There is no effective IS/IT governance and management methodology 42 % 
3. There is no clear responsibility of individual units 52 % 

4. Bad cooperation of IS/IT units and user units 27 % 
5. Reluctance of IS/IT units 15 % 
6. Poor quality of commercial contracts and SLAs 22 % 
7. Non-existing system of IS/IT metrics 55 % 

8. Low-quality services of IS/IT suppliers 17 % 
9. Insufficient working capacity of IS/IT unit 47 % 

10. Insufficient qualification preparation of users 41 % 
Source: Authors' calculations 

 
The most significant IT Governance inhibitors were considered: a non-existent system of IS/IT metrics 
(55%) and an unclearly defined corporate responsibility (52%). Only these two variables recorded a 
share of over 50%, others had lower shares. The lowest shares of up to 20% were achieved by: the 
reluctance of IS/IT units (15%). 
 
Conclusion 

IT Governance identifies the approach and way of managing the whole IS/IT area in an organization, 
aligning IS/IT with the business activities and the strategy of the whole organization. Mutual 
compliance has a positive impact on enhancing the organization's competitiveness and strengthening 
the company's market position. The results of several researches proclaim that a good structure of IT 
Governance can positively affect the performance of companies, increase their competitiveness or 
strengthen their market position. According to research by Lee et al. (2008), some of the leading 
companies even reported an increase of almost 40% in ROA by applying the IT Governance concept 
that changed structures and redistributed tasks between individual business units and IS/IT units. There 
are a number of inhibitors affecting IT Governance, which can slow down the final effect of this 
approach. A research carried out in the Slovak Republic shows that the most significant ones include a 
non-existing system of IS/IT metrics and unclearly defined responsibilities of the company units. 
 
IT Governance is gradually becoming an integral part of the management concept of any modern 
organization and is the responsibility of the top management. However, the implementation and 
sustainable development of IT Governance penetrates through all levels of organization management, 
constantly refining and achieving the benefits of this concept.  
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Abstract 
 

The paper presents the most important issues related to environmental costs in a electricity production 

company under the current III period of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. In the current stage of EU 

ETS a clear distinction has been made with respect to free allocation of CO2 allowances for electricity 

generation producers and other industries. In some countries it is possible to receive free EUAs by the 

energy sector, however, under strict exemption from the obligation to buy the EUA at auctions, under the 

so-called derogation. For the purposes of this article an example of the management of CO2 emissions in 

the modern power unit is discussed. As part of the discussions, the possibility of receiving a free 

allocation of CO2 allowances (EUAs) for the installation under derogation following investment under 

the National Investment Plans and management of the purchase of EUA for production was analyzed. 

Based on the mathematical model, the costs associated with the purchase of the EUA were calculated 

over the years, and then the sensitivity of the level of purchase of CO2 emissions to the cost of electricity 

production was analyzed.  

 

Keywords: emissions, EU ETS, CO2, electricity 

 

1. Introduction 

European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) operates in 31 countries which are 28 European 

Union members plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway, from almost 12 years. However, legislative and 

regulatory changes are still being implemented, causing increased uncertainty, which significantly affect 

the costs incurred by installations that are obliged to participate in it. From the all sectors which the EU 

ETS covers, the electricity sector is particularly exposed to the significant costs involved in CO2 

emission permissions (European Union Allowances – EUA) purchase. It is due to the large amount of 

CO2 by-products and the differing regulations on free allocation of CO2 allowances, as described in this 

article. Since the launch of the system in 2005, the installations covered by it, had to comply with a 

number of environmental requirements, with the biggest changes occurring at the I-II and II-III interim 

periods, in 2008 and 2013 years. The EU ETS is now in its third phase – significantly different from 

phases 1 and 2. The main changes compare to the previous phases includes, according to European 

Comission, a single, EU-wide cap on emissions applies in place of the previous system of national caps. 

Auctioning is now the default method for allocating allowances in phase 3, and it is instead of free 

allocation which had place in 1st and 2nd phase. Harmonized allocation rules apply to the allowances still 

given away for free. 300 million allowances is set aside in the NER 300 (New Entrants Reserve) to fund 

the deployment of innovative renewable energy technologies and carbon capture and storage through the 

program.  

The current period, which began in 2013 year, made a clear division of the free allowances for CO2 

emissions for electricity generation producers and other industries. The original premise was to 

completely eliminate the free allocation to all electricity generators and the rule to purchase all the EUA 

needed at auctions. However, exception from this rule is derogation mechanism which allow to electrical 

installations to receive some amount of free allocation. 
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Withdrawing the governmental allocation of CO2 allowances (EUAs) that had previously been granted to 

installations free of charge and substantially covered actual emissions, meant that the cost of participating 

in the system was not so significant. Moreover, the installation was not so much exposed to the risk of 

extremely high variability of rules in the CO2 market community.  

 

Currently, the only way to obtain a free allocation to the power sector is derogation mechanism, which 

applies only to some countries in the EU ETS. Derogation mechanism means the investment in 

construction of a new or upgrading of an existing power plant. However, even in these privileged 

countries, starting from a year 2020, energy sector will not receive a free allowances even with a 

derogation mechanism. The auction system introduced in the third period is intended to provide an access 

to the primary EUA market without using exchanges or brokers. However, as the practice shows, the 

purchase prices of EUA units at auctions are very close to those of the secondary market. A detailed 

assessment of the impact of environmental costs, including mainly the purchase cost of the EUA, as these 

cost is the most variable and much higher than other environmental costs.  

 

The paper presents a model of environmental cost management in an electricity generation companies. 

These costs have a significant impact on the cost of generating electricity and due to the large variability 

they should be taken into account and calculated on a continuous basis. Excessive EUA price levels may 

lead to unprofitable generation of electricity due to the impossibility of concluding contracts for sale at 

the desired price, when taking into account the cost of environmental charges. The analysis takes into 

account the possibility of receiving free EUA allocations that affect the cost-effectiveness of electricity 

production and significantly reduce the cost sensitivity associated with the compulsory purchase of 

EUAs. 

2. Emissions Management on the Example of Coal Power Plant 

Emissions management in the installation includes both the aspect of choosing the best moment to 

purchase EUAs, which mean at the lowest possible price and with the longest possible payment at the 

same time. All available market mechanisms should be used to reduce the cost of generating electricity.  

2.1. Using the Derogation Mechanism 

 
An important mechanism in the EU ETS, which is to encourage energy companies to modernize existing 

electricity sources or build new ones, is the mechanism for allocating free CO2 emission allowances, so 

called derogation mechanism. The result of that is the reduction of the obligation to pay for each tone of 

CO2 emitted. This voluntary mechanism was introduced in Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, 

Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Bulgaria and Romania. Obviously, in order to obtain such a disposable 

European Union Allowance EUA, significant financial resources should be invested in the modernization 

of electricity sources in order to reduce CO2 emissions or to build new high-efficiency sources of 

electricity. The CO2 emissions trading market is in the process of continuous development, where 

increasingly stringent CO2 emission limits are being established. In the third period of this trading 

system, i.e. in the years 2013-2020, consisting in particular of the purchase of CO2 emission permits 

through government auctions, the above mentioned derogation mechanism was introduced, which 

included the possibility of derogating from the purchase of CO2 emission allowances at auctions for 

power sector. 

 

To estimate the best choice for managing CO2 emissions, a cost management model was developed for 

the actual coal-fired power station which is mandatory covered by the CO2 emissions trading scheme. 

The 460 MW block is classified for the derogation mechanism, so that in the first year of operation it will 
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receive 70% of CO2 allowances needs and in the last year of the third phase, 2020 will not receive free 

EUAs. This block has a high net efficiency of 43%. It should also be emphasized that the fluidized bed 

boiler used in the installation is currently the largest boiler in the world and technically suitable for the 

use of oxy-combustion process, which could be an alternative to reducing future CO2 emissions in the 

case of a high EUA price increase of € 52 / EUA, according to Hnydiuk-Stefan and Składzień (2017). 

Cost-free to operate on CO2 emissions would require an annual average of free allocation 3,000,000 CO2 

emissions (EUA) per year, according to data from Community Independent Transaction. This would 

almost equal the allocation of real-level emissions so that the installation owner would not have to buy 

additional permissions in the free market. With the accession of the third period, from 2013 onwards, the 

power units, will not receive a free allocation of CO2 allowances like in the first and second phases of EU 

ETS. The only form of obtaining additional free allowances is the derogation mechanism, however, 

provided the investment is implemented as planned in the national investment plans. Detailed rules are set 

out in Article 10 (c) of Directive 2009/29 / EC concerning the possibility of transitional allocation of free 

allowances for the modernization of electricity generation units. Under the derogation, analyzed 

installation will be able to receive the free EUA quoted in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Maximum annual amount of free CO2 emission allowances received under the derogation 

mechanism 

 

Year 

Free allocation under derogation 

for the analyzed investment 

(kEUA) 

CO2 emission allowances shortage 

(kEUA) 

2013 2100 900 

2014 1950 1050 

2015 1800 1200 

2016 1620 1380 

2017 1410 1590 

2018 1170 1830 

2019 870 2130 

2020 0 3000 

Source: Own calculations based on European Transactions Log [11] and EU ETS Directive 

 

The declining free allocation that the installation is able to obtain through investments covered by the 

National Investment Plan increases the EUAs shortfall, and the remaining amount is estimated in Table 1. 

The exact cost of the environmental fees that will be incurred by the owner of the electricity generating 

plant is difficult to predict as it depends on the purchase time of the EUAs. Factors influencing the EUA 

price levels are described in research study by Hnydiuk-Stefan (2017). For the purposes of this article, it 

was assumed that the cost of purchasing 1 Mg of CO2 emissions in the EU ETS market is between 5 

EUR/EUA - 8 EUR/ EUA, so the cost of covering the shortage is as follows [Table 2]: 
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Table 2: Annual costs cover the shortage of emissions for discussed installation 

Year 

Cost of covering CO2 shortage at assumed CO2 price [euro] 

 

5 euro/EUA 

 

6 euro/EUA 

 

7 euro/EUA 

 

8 euro/EUA 

2013 4 500 000.00 5 400 000.00 6 300 000.00 7 200 000.00 

2014 5 250 000.00 6 300 000.00 7 350 000.00 8 400 000.00 

2015 6 000 000.00 7 200 000.00 8 400 000.00 9 600 000.00 

2016 6 900 000.00 8 280 000.00 9 660 000.00 11 040 000.00 

2017 7 950 000.00 9 540 000.00 11 130 000.00 12 720 000.00 

2018 9 150 000.00 10 980 000.00 12 810 000.00 14 640 000.00 

2019 10 650 000.00 12 780 000.00 14 910 000.00 17 040 000.00 

2020 15 000 000.00 18 000 000.00 21 000 000.00 24 000 000.00 

Source: Own calculations  

2.2.Methodology for estimating the impact of environmental costs on the specific cost 

of electricity production 

The cost of the environmental charges significantly affects the profitability of electricity production. It is 

therefore reasonable to estimate the environmental cost each time during contracting the sale of 

electricity. The difference between the contracted electricity sales price and the cost of generating it will 

set the amount of profit or loss for the installation. The average specific cost of electricity generation can 

be calculated in each case using the formulas from the book by Bartnik and Hnydiuk-Stefan (2016): 
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where: 

ela , fuela , 
2COa , COa , 

2SOa , 
X

aNO , dusta , 
2COb ‒ controls, 

δserv – annual rate of constant cost regardless of the value of investment (cost of maintenance of overhaul 

of equipment),  

elε  ‒ internal electric load of the power plant (its value is relative to the technology applied in electric 

power generation), 

ƞel  ‒ gross electric power efficiency (its value is relative to the technology applied in the electric power 

generation), 

u   − ratio of the chemical energy of the fuel in its total annual use for which the purchase of additional 

CO2 allowances is not required, 

2COp , COp ,
x

pNO 2SOp , dustp  – specific rates per emissions of CO2, CO, NOx, SO2, particulate matter, 

PLN/kg, 

2COρ , COρ ,
xNOρ ,

2SOρ , dustρ – emission of CO2, CO, NOx, SO2, per unit of the chemical energy of 

fuel, kg/GJ (relative to the type of fuel). 

r    − discount rate, 

tA   − annual operating time, 

T – calculated exploitation period of a power plant expressed in years (depreciation rate), 

xsw,m,was  − coefficient used to account for the cost of supplementing water, use of auxiliary materials and 

waste disposal, 

xsal,t,ins  − coefficient used to account for the cost of remuneration, taxes, insurance, etc. 

z  – coefficient expressing immobilization of capital. 

 

3. Results of calculation examples 

From the economic perspective, the most beneficial technology is the one in which the cost of power 

generation avelk ,  is the lowest. It is relative to: specific cost of investment i, internal electric load of the 
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power plant elε , its annual operating time tA, fuel prices and their variability in time, ratio u of the 

chemical energy of the fuel in its total annual use, for which the purchase of additional CO2 allowances 

and tariff rates on the use of the environment is not required.  

Table 3: Data used for specific cost of electricity production calculations 
 

 

Using the formulas (1, 2) and data in Table 3, the following calculation results are presented in Figures 1 

and 2.  

 

Fig 1. Impact of EUA prices and derogation mechanism based on the ratio of the chemical energy of the 

fuel in its total annual use for which the purchase of additional CO2 allowances is not required U, on the 
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specific cost of electric power generation elk for a coal-fired power plant during the pay-back period and 

after depreciation period. 

 

Fig 2. Impact of EUA prices and derogation mechanism based on the ratio of the chemical energy of the 

fuel in its total annual use for which the purchase of additional CO2 allowances is not required U, on the 

specific cost of electric power generation elk for a coal-fired power plant after depreciation period. 

As Figures 1 and 2 presents, both factors like this related to the level of amount which is required to 

supplement the shortage of EUAs as well as the price of their purchase are relevant. Obtaining free EUAs 

in a quantity that secures even part of the production needs is important for the cost of generating 

electricity, as it sets different acceptable price levels for EUA purchases.  

The cost of producing electricity with a 50% free allocation for one year of production and the purchase 

price of the rest CO2 emissions needs at 8 EUR/EUA is the same for the company as the cost of 

purchasing the full amount of allowances for one year at a maximum of 5 EUR/EUA. On the other hand, 

if the EUA is to be purchased without free allocation, which will occur in 2020 year, at a price of 8 

EUR/EUA, then the electricity cost per 1 MWh will be 2.5 EUR higher compared to CO2 emissions 

purchase price of 5 EUR/EUA. 

It is therefore appropriate to use financial instruments such as forward contracts or options to secure the 

future purchase price, thus eliminating the risk of EUA price increases that could lead to financial losses 

for the installation. However, due to the constant volatility of the EUA price levels, it is justified to keep 

track of market prices and to contract EUAs at a price acceptable to the company. The acceptable price 

means the EUA price level at which the contract price of the electricity sales is higher than the specific 

cost of electricity production. 
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4. Summary and conclusions 

The analysis points to the significant environmental costs of the coal-fired power plant, mainly related to 

the purchase of additional CO2 emissions, which are required to keep compatibility under EU ETS. Even 

in the case of the construction of modern coal blocks for supercritical parameters, which are characterized 

by one of the lowest emission factor in using hard coal as a fuel, environmental costs are significant and 

can affect the cost-effectiveness of electricity generation. It is extremely important to properly plan the 

mandatory purchase of EUAs in order to balance the real emissions in a given year with the amount of 

surrender EUAs under EU ETS. The increasing level of EUA shortage should be consistently included in 

the price of electricity. 

In order to guarantee specific prices when purchasing the EUA shortfall, the installation should use 

market mechanisms such as post-delivery contracts or options when an acceptable level of EUA purchase 

occurs on the market. With currently available financial instruments offered by the stock exchanges, the 

plant owner can take one of the available possibilities for CO2 buying or diversify the cost of CO2 

emissions purchasing by combining all available strategies. 

 

Contracts for the sale of electricity in futures without taking into account the cost associated with the 

purchase of a sufficient number of EUAs units can cause significant losses for the company due to high 

volatility of EUA prices. The model indicated in the paper can serve to assess current environmental costs 

associated with the purchase of CO2 allowances and other environmental costs such as supplemental 

water prices, waste disposal and charges for the other emissions to the atmosphere such as NOx, SO2, 

CO. 
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Abstract 

 

Nowadays, questions related to citizens’ financial literacy, their abilities to plan for future and to 

make sound financial decisions are considered to be critically important, because of strong 

relationship between the level of personal financial knowledge and skills and households’ well-being. 

The aim of the current research is to evaluate financial knowledge of Latvian young population. The 

paper reflects the results of the pilot study conducted among 17-19-years-old citizens. A preliminary 

evaluation of their knowledge in macroeconomics was performed, using data from annual financial 

competition, organized by the University College of Economics and Culture. Last year students of 

Latvian secondary and vocational schools performed tasks and answered the questions in the field of 

macroeconomics and personal budgeting. The results of 94 participants were analyzed. The obvious 

conclusion was that the level of students’ knowledge in macroeconomics is higher than the level of 

knowledge in personal budgeting. 

 

Keywords: financial literacy, Latvia, youth, macroeconomics, personal budget.   

 

Introduction 
 

The interest to the issues related to financial knowledge and skills of citizens, as well as to the 

consistency between study programmes in schools and HEI and emerged needs for financial 

education, are prioritized at the government level of many countries, including Latvia.  According to 

the OECD report (2015), 34 countries have been implemented first or even second (revised) National 

strategy for financial literacy, whereas in 25 countries a National strategy “is being actively 

designed”. It is logically to assume that till 2017 this number has been increased. 

 

In Latvia the National Strategy for Financial Literacy was implemented in 2014. It has been 

coordinated by the Financial and Capital Market Commission (FCMC) – a regulatory authority of the 

Latvian financial sector. The Strategy was drawn up in cooperation with strategic partners – the 

Ministry of Education and Science, National Centre for Education, Consumer Rights Protection 

Centre, BA School of Business and Finance, as well as the Association of Commercial Banks of 

Latvia and Latvian Insurers Association. Since 2014 many other organizations have been engaged in 

various kinds of activities aimed to enhance awareness of the importance of financial knowledge in 

the society and to increase the level of citizens’ financial literacy, including the University College of 

Economics and Culture.  

 

One of the projects towards promotion financial literacy in Latvia is an annual competition for last 

year students from Latvian secondary and vocational schools named “Financial ABC” which is 

organized by the University College of Economics and Culture since 2016.  

 

This paper reflects the results of 2017 competition – achievements of students in performing financial 

tasks. The authors stated the hypothesis, based on the OECD report on PISA (Programme for 

International Student Assessment) 2012 results (OECD, 2014). Unfortunately, Latvia did not 

participate in PISA 2015 - financial literacy assessment of 15-year-olds’ ability to apply their 
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accumulated financial knowledge and skills to real-life situations involving financial issues and 

decisions. Latvian results in PISA 2012 was 501 score (not statistically significantly different from 

the OECD average). The authors assumed that students will demonstrate average-level results in 

competition “Financial ABC 2017”. To evaluate the level of knowledge, results were assigned to the 

Evaluation criteria for study results, i.e. to the school grades. Besides, the authors predicted that the 

students’ knowledge in macroeconomics will be better than their knowledge in personal budgeting, 

because of the content of educational programmes in Latvian schools. Thus, the stated hypotheses 

were the following: 

 

H1: Most of Latvian students’ demonstrate average level of financial knowledge  

 

H2: The level of students’ knowledge in macroeconomics is higher than the level of knowledge in 

personal budgeting 

 

Multiple-choice test data was analyzed, applying such methods, as ranking and analysis of 

frequencies. The received results allowed making preliminary conclusions on students’ knowledge in 

specific financial questions. The testes hypotheses were confirmed, indicating the lack of focus on 

personal budgeting issues in financial education programmes realized in Latvian schools. To receive 

more reliable results, database should be enlarged. Considering that the project “Financial ABC” is 

planned to be organized on the regular basis, it is possible to continue the research. 

Financial literacy  

 
As a starting point for a comprehensive investigation of financial literacy issues was a programme 

initiated by OECD in 2003. Since that time the importance of financial education, and consequently, 

the level of citizens’ financial literacy level has been recognized by many countries.  Financial 

literacy of citizens was recognized as one of the prior task in development of the national educational 

programmes. High level of financial literacy allows people to succeed in their planning (Lusardi and 

Mitchell, 2011), to participate in financial markets and perform better on their portfolio choice (van 

Rooij et al. 2011; Chu et al. 2017), making sound financial decisions (Fraczek, B. and Klimontowicz, 

2015), and, consequently, to improve their and their families’ well-being (Behrman et al. 2012; van 

Rooij et al. 2012). 

 

Since 2008 an interest to financial literacy issues extremely increased, considering a global negative 

impact of the financial crisis. It becomes obvious, analyzing the statistics from academic data bases. 

The authors made a search for scientific publications in EBSCOhost Business Search Complete, 

ScienceDirect and Scopus in the period 2008-2017, using the key words “financial literacy”. We 

found 10844, 9523 and 10887 results respectively. 

 

Financial literacy referred to (1) financial knowledge, (2) financial skills, (3) financial behaviour or a 

certain combination of elements (ASIC 2011; Kozup, Hogarth 2008; Atkinson, Messy 2011; Hung et 

al. 2009;  PISA/OECD 2012; Widdowson, Kim 2007). The most commonly used definition was 

offered by the OECD: [Financial literacy is a] „combination of awareness, knowledge, skills, attitude, 

and behaviors necessary to make sound financial decisions and ultimately achieve individual 

financial wellbeing” (Atkinson and Messy, 2011). 

 

Definitions of financial literacy, provided by various researchers and organizations, are quite 

different that can be explained by the multidimensionality and the comprehensive structure of the 

concept.  Financial literacy has a number of elements, including:  

 

• basic numeracy skills, such as the ability to calculate rates of return on investments, the 

interest rate on debt, and basic arithmetic ability; 

 

• an understanding of the benefits and risks associated with particular financial decisions, 

including spending, borrowing, leverage and investing; 
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• the ability to understand basic financial concepts, including the tradeoff between risk and 

return, the main attributes of different types of investments and other financial products, the 

benefits of diversification, and the time value of money;  

 

• the capacity to know when to seek professional advice and what to ask, and the ability to 

understand the advice given by professional advisers (Widdowson, 2007). 

 

Some examples of the proposed definitions of the term “financial literacy” are summarized in the 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Definitions of Financial literacy 
 

Source Definitions of the term “financial literacy” 

PISA –Programme 

for International 

Student Assessment 

(2012) 

„Financial literacy is knowledge and understanding of financial concepts 

and risks, and the skills, motivation and confidence to apply such 

knowledge and understanding in order to make effective decisions across a 

range of financial contexts, to improve the financial well-being of 

individuals and society, and to enable participation in economic life”. 

Kozup and Hogarth 

(2008) 

“…a set of critical thinking skills to weigh and assess the pros and cons of 

a particular decision relative to one’s own needs, values, and goals”  

Mandel (2007) “ …ability to evaluate the new and complex financial instruments and 

make informed judgments in both choice of instruments and extent of use 

that would be in their own best long-run interests” 

Atkinson and Messy 

(2011) 

“…combination of awareness, knowledge, skills, attitude and behaviours 

necessary to make sound financial decisions and ultimately achieve 

individual financial wellbeing”.  

 Remund (2010) “Financial literacy is a measure of the degree to which one understands 

key financial concepts and possesses the ability and confidence to manage 

personal finances through appropriate, short-term decision-making and 

sound, long-range financial planning, while mindful of life events and 

changing economic conditions”. 

Worthington (2006) “Financial literacy means different things to different people, and this is 

reflected most clearly in the many definitions used in the literature. For 

some it is quite a broad concept, encompassing an understanding of 

economics and how household decisions are affected by economic 

conditions and circumstances. For others, it focuses quite narrowly on 

basic money management: budgeting, saving, investing and insuring”.  

Hastings et al.  

(2013) 

“…it [financial literacy] has been used to refer to knowledge of financial 

products (e.g., what is a stock vs. a bond; the difference between a fixed 

vs. an adjustable rate mortgage), knowledge of financial concepts 

(inflation, compounding, diversification, credit scores), having the 

mathematical skills or numeracy necessary for effective financial decision 

making, and being engaged in certain activities such as financial 

planning.” 

Source: Authors’ compilation of the definitions 

 

In the current paper the authors focus on financial knowledge as an integral part of financial literacy 

concept, because the process of data collection (multiple-choice and practical tasks for students) did 

not assume the assessment of other components, such as attitude and behavior. Students knowledge 

was measured, mainly focusing on such financial literacy elements, as numeracy, knowledge of basic 

financial concepts and awareness of different types of risks. 

 

Measuring of financial literacy level is a complicated process, because the development of the 

measurement instrument should be performed considering all the elements. Besides, financial literacy 

is not only about financial knowledge, but also about skills to apply knowledge and attitude to 
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financial issues, i.e., readiness and willingness to solve financial questions. In assessment of the 

financial literacy level the experts frequently use OECD measurement scale (Hung et al. 2009; 

Krizek and Hradil, 2012), instrument applied in DNB Household Survey (van Rooij et al., 2012) or 

American Life Panel (Heinberg et al., 2010) and others.  

 

Data about financial literacy level of Latvian citizens are available in the report from OECD/INFE 

International Survey of Adult Financial Literacy Competencies (OECD, 2016). First survey of 

financial literacy in Latvia was conducted by the FCMC and carried out in cooperation with the 

research centre SKDS in Q3 2014. In total, 1009 respondents aged 18 to 79 years were surveyed. The 

questions developed by the FCMC experts the questions from OECD base questionnaire have been 

included in the questionnaire for the survey. The data of the study was used for development of a new 

FCMC measurement system – Financial Literacy Index. The second stage of the survey was realized 

in 2015. The evaluation of financial knowledge of Latvian citizens is planned to be made on a regular 

basis. Besides, individual researchers conducted survey among Latvian citizens to evaluate their 

financial knowledge (Titko et al. 2015). 

Methodology 

 

Data analyzed in the current research was received from participants of the annual financial 

competition organized by the University College of Economics and Culture in collaboration with the 

educational vortal “Customer School” (Klientu skola) developed by the Financial and Capital Market 

Commission – FCMC (klientuskola.lv) and the educational portal “Money School” (Naudas skola)  

developed by the Bank of Latvia (naudasskola.lv). In 2017 107 pupils representing last year classes 

of 39 Latvian secondary schools and vocational schools participated in this competition.  

 

To be representative sample size should be approximately 380 participants, considering population 

statistics as of 2016 in the age group 15-19 years (Central Statistical Bureau, 2017). The authors had 

data only from 94 participants provided qualitative responses to all the questions.  

 

55% of participants were girls, and 45% were boys. 48% of the total number of participants 

represented schools of Riga (capital of Latvia). 

 

Tasks for 2017 year competition were developed covering such fields as financial sector participants, 

regulation of the financial sector, factors affecting economic development and national well-being, 

banks and other financial services providers, investments, e-services and e-security, financial risks 

and insurance, personal budget, planning and others. All the tasks and questions were grouped into 

two content blocks: A) Macroeconomics, and B) Personal budgeting. 

 

This paper reflects the results of the analysis of participants’ answers to seventeen multiple-choice 

questions from the first block (A) and sixteen questions from the second block (B). To improve a 

visibility of the results, each question was labeled (Table 2, Table 3).  

 
Table 2: Multiple-choice questions from block A and block B; content and labels 

 

Block A Block B 

Q Content Label Q Content Label 

1 Factors affecting the size of wages 

and salaries in market economy  

Salary 1 Private person’s 

liabilities  

Liabilities 

2 Relationship between the consumer 

price index and the inflation rate  

Consumer 

price index 

2 Private person’s 

assets 

Assets 

3 
 

The indicators of the standard of 

living in a country 

Standard of 

living 

3 Statements about 

deposits 

Deposits 

4 Purchasing power of the pension  Pension 4 Risk of investments  Investments 

5 The institution regulating the 

activities of financial institutions  

FCMC 5 Statements about 

loans 

Loans 
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6 Factors affecting the lending 

interest rates in euro  

EIRIBOR 6 Statements about the 

II level of pension  

II level of 

pension 

7 Factors affecting money supply Money 

supply 

7 Private pension 

funds 

PPF 

8 Nominal lending interest rate Nominal 

interest 

rate 

8 Statements about 

insurance 

Insurance 

9 Relationship between the nominal 

lending interest rate and the real 

lending interest rate  

Real 

interest 

rate 

9 Credit limit for 

account 

Credit limit 

10 Effect from the Central Bank sells 

state securities  

CB 

instruments 

10 Contactless payment Contactless 

payment 

11 Key tasks of The Bank of Latvia  The Bank 

of Latvia  

11 Calculation of the 

interest with demand 

deposit 

Demand 

deposit 

12 What does The Bank of Latvia do 

with damaged euro banknotes? 

Damaged 

banknotes 

12 Calculation of the 

interest with term 

deposit  

Term 

deposit I 

13 Relationship between  EUR/US 

dollar exchange and export and 

import in Latvia 

Currency 

rate I 

13 Calculation of the 

interest with term 

deposit 

Term 

deposit II 

14 US dollar rate change if American 

companies pay dividends to their 

stakeholders, foreigners, in US 

dollars 

Currency 

rate II 

14 Calculation of the 

mortgage loan 

payments  

Mortgage 

loan 

15 Progressive tax rates are set by: Progressive 

tax rates 

15 The institution 

holding the Credit 

register  

Credit 

register I 

16 Factors affecting the real wages 

and salaries  

Real wages 

and 

salaries  

16 Statements about 

the Credit register 

 

Credit 

register II 

17 The rule of 70 -  inflation level  Rule of 70    

Source: Authors’ contribution 

 

For every correctly answered question (Q1-Q17) participants received 1 point. Consequently, a 

maximal number of points possible to receive was equal to 17, and a minimal number of points was 

0. For easier interpretation of the results, points were assigned to the Latvian grading system 

(Ministry of Education and Science, 2017) assuming that the educational achievements are assessed 

in a ten-point system.  Dividing 17 points into 10 equal figure diapasons, marginal grades were 

received to estimate participants’ “grades” (Table 3). 

 
Table 3: Interconnection between number of points and grading system  

 

Number of points Grade in 10-point 

system 

Number of points Grade in 10-point 

system 

0 – 1,7 points 1 (very very weak) 8,6 – 10,2 points  6 (almost good) 

1,8 – 3,4 points 2 (very weak) 10,3 – 11,9 points 7 (good) 

3,5 – 5,1 points 3 (weak) 12 – 13,6 points 8 (very good) 

5,2 – 6,8 points 4 (almost satisfactory) 13,7 – 15,3 points 9 (excellent) 

6,9 – 8,5 points 5 (satisfactory) 15,4 – 17 points 10 (with distinction) 

Source: Authors’ contribution, based on Ministry of Education and Science (2017) 
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Results 
 

First stage of the data analysis was to determine a number of participants provided correct answers, 

analysing the responses regarding each task separately.  This number as a percentage of total number 

of participants is reflected in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1: Number of participants (% of total number)  

correctly answered questions (block A tasks) 

 
Source: authors’ compilation of results 

 

The authors provisionally determined 30% as a lower threshold of knowledge, whereas 70% - as a 

higher threshold in order to interpret results of participants. The best results the students 

demonstrated answering the questions Q8, Q11, Q15, Q16 and Q17 (more than 75% of participants 

answered correctly). 

 
• Q8. Commercial banks set the nominal lending interest rate: (4 answer variants) 

• Q11. After Latvia has joined the Eurozone, the key tasks of The Bank of Latvia are the 

following: (4 answer variants) 

• Q15. Progressive tax rates are set by: (4 answer variants) 

• Q16. On the condition that other circumstances do not change, the real wages and salaries 

will increase if: (4 answer variants) 

• Q17. Based on “the rule of 70”, how long it will take for prices to double, considering that 

the inflation level is equal to 5%: (4 answer variants) 

 
The worst results the students demonstrated answering the questions Q9, Q10 and Q12 (less than 

30% of participants answered correctly). 
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• Q9. If the nominal annual lending interest rate is 16% and the estimated inflation rate 18%, 

the real lending interest rate is: 

• Q10. If the Central Bank sells big amount of state securities on open financial market, then 

its purpose is to: 

• Q12. What does The Bank of Latvia do with damaged euro banknotes? 
 
It is interesting that the most of students (57 of 94 participants or 61%) as a answer to Q12 selected 

the variant „sends to the European Central Bank to replace with new banknotes”. 

W can judge about students’ awareness of Latvian financial sector, analyzing the answers on Q5 

“Which institution regulates and supervises the activities of the Bank of Latvia, savings and loan 

associations, insurance agencies and insurance brokers, participants of financial instrument market, 

private pension funds, payment institutions and electronic money institutions?” The correct answer is 

“Financial and Capital Market Commission”. However, 25% of participants answered “Ministry of 

Finance”. It points to the fact that some questions are not highlighted within the economic subject in 

Latvian school. FCMC regulates the financial sector since 2001, and this information should be 

delivered to students. 

Analyzing differences between results provided by boys and girls, the conclusion is that they are not 

significant. Besides, the number of participants-girls was higher that, in turn, could affect the results. 

Results provided by boys and girls are reflected in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Number of correct answers provided by boys and girls as a percentage of the total 

number of correct answers (block A) 

Source: authors’ compilation of results 
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A number of participants providing correct answers to multiple-choice questions from block B 

“Personal budgeting” is reflected in Fig. 3.  

 

Best results the students demonstrated answering the questions Q11 and Q12 – 96% and 88% of 

correct answers respectively. The questions were aimed to check the ability of students to calculate 

the interest with deposits. However, it could not indicate a high level of numeracy, because the results 

of Q14 (calculation of monthly payment for mortgage loan) were relatively low (40% of correct 

answers).  

 

Fig. 3: Number of participants (% of total number) correctly answered questions  

(block B tasks) 

Source: authors’ compilation of results 

The worst results were in Q5 and Q16 – questions about lending practices and Latvian Credit register. 

Students also demonstrated low level of knowledge, answering the question Q6 about the 2
nd

 level of 

Latvian pension system. However, analyzing the responses of boys and girls separately, it is seen that 

the girls provided considerably more correct answers to questions Q5 and Q6 (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4: Number of correct answers provided by boys and girls as a percentage of the total 

number of correct answers (block B) 

Source: authors’ compilation of results 

 

Analyzing the results from both stages of the competition, it is obvious that the first hypothesis is 

confirmed. The most frequent “grade” received by the participants was 5 (“satisfactory”). About 50% 

of participants performed 50%-60% of tasks correctly. About 10% of students demonstrated very low 

knowledge (less than 30% of correctly performed tasks). The same number of students demonstrated 

upper level – more than 70% of correctly performed tasks.  

 

As for the second hypothesis, it also has been confirmed. 61% of participants, answering 

macroeconomic questions, received high “grades” (“almost good” and better). In turn, answering the 

questions related to personal budgeting issues, the number of good and excellent students was quite 

lower (only 31%). Students “grades” are summarized in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Students achievements assigned to 10-point grading system  
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Discussion and conclusions 
 

The given paper reflected the results of the competition “Financial ABC” between the representatives 

of Latvian secondary and vocational schools that was organized in 2017 by the University College of 

Economics and Culture in cooperation with the educational vortal “Customer School” developed by 

the Financial and Capital Market Commission and the educational portal “Money School” developed 

by the Bank of Latvia. 

 

Two hypotheses were stated by the authors:  

 

H1: Most of Latvian students’ demonstrate average level of financial knowledge – Confirmed 

 

Most of students performed at “5” (almost good), answering the questions related to macroeconomics 

and personal budgeting (Fig. 5).   

 

H2: The level of students’ knowledge in macroeconomics is higher than the level of knowledge in 

personal budgeting - Confirmed 

 

Answering the questions from the block A “Macroeconomics” the students demonstrated better 

results. It can be explained by the content of the educational programme in Latvian schools. 

„Economics” is one of the obligatory courses. However, the programme is oriented to teaching such 

topics as money, demand and supply, employment and other macroeconomic issues. Questions in the 

field of consumer financial behaviour (personal budget, investments, loans and etc.) are not 

prioritized. Actually, such topics should be discussed within the separate course or the number of 

teaching hours for “Economics” should be increased.  

 

Considering the limited number of participants of the competition, received results cannot be used as 

a basis for making conclusion about financial literacy level of all young citizens in Latvia. Thus, it is 

necessary to continue the research. The competition is panned to be organized on a regular basis and 

it is possible to provide a large volume of information for further analysis.  

 

The authors of the given paper contribute to the informational base with the data about financial 

knowledge of Latvian young citizens. Considering that FCMC survey respondents are adults in the 

age of 18-79, but participation  of Latvia in OECD survey among 15-years-old students is not regular, 

such kind of data from individual researchers and organizations allow understanding the problems in 

financial education in Latvia and making some steps to improving the situation. 

 

In the future studies, the authors plan also to provide expert evaluation of the questions in order to 

determine their complexity. In this case, students can receive more points answering correctly more 

difficult questions.  
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Abstract 

 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) issues are still on the agenda due to the growing social needs, 

emerging issues faced by a global society, as well as under the pressure of local authorities and newly 

implemented CSR-oriented management practices. The aim of the study was get an insight into and 

an understanding of CSR and Sustainability, perceived by middle-sized and large Baltic companies. 

The current paper reflects the results of the survey conducted in 2015, and is limited to only Latvian 

sample data analysis. Latvian sample consisted of 59 business sector representatives. Latvian business 

sector representatives see CSR primarily as a corporate image driver. However, they are aware of the 

CSR role in improving of employee and customer satisfaction. Perceived importance of CSR is 

predicted to be increased in the future, but the relevant investments will not increase so much. 

 

Keywords: corporate social responsibility, Latvia, large and middle-sized companies.   

Introduction 
 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) and related issues are frequent topic for debates in the academic 

and business environment. There is an empirical evidence of the academicians’ interest to CSR: 

search for the keywords “corporate social responsibility” in the academic data bases yielded 40185 

results in ScienceDirect, 10469 results in Thomson Reuters Web of Science, and 59710 results in 

Scopus, applying the limitation of 30 years for publishing period, which is 1986-2016 (results of the 

authors' made analysis). 

 

Modern history of corporate scandals that was started in 2001 with Enron Corporation contributed to 

the transformation of corporate social responsibility from theoretical concept to practical aspect of 

any business activities. 

 

Companies operating in the Baltic States, as well as in other countries of the European Union, are 

“forced” to pay attention to the corporate social responsibility issues under the pressure of the 

European authorities, which is the implementation of the Directive 2014/95/EU of the European 

Parliament and of the Council regarding non-financial data reporting by large companies (European 

Parliament, 2014).  

 

Current paper reflects the results of the large-scale study on corporate social responsibility that was 

conducted within the framework of the project “Comparing state of CSR in Baltics and Finland”. The 

aim of the research was get an insight into and an understanding of CSR and Sustainability, perceived 

by middle-sized and large Baltic companies. The representatives of 172 companies were surveyed, 

using the specially designed questionnaire. Research period covered August-October of 2015. The 

only Latvian sample results are reflected in the given paper. Latvian sample consisted of 59 business 

sector representatives.  

 

The authors of the given paper analyzed the respondents’ answers on questions grouped into three 

main categories: (1) awareness of CSR significance, (2) CSR in practice, (3) Issues of CSR 

implementation and management. The data was processed with the application of descriptive statistics 

methods.  
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The results of the survey were promising. Most of respondents recognize the importance of corporate 

social responsibility and expect an increase of it in their companies in the next 5 years. However, the 

awareness of the importance of responsible business does not always result in the appropriate 

investments into CSR-oriented activities.  

Theoretical Aspects of Corporate Social Responsibility  

 
The interest of academicians and practitioners to the issues regarding corporate social responsibility 

has not been decreased over the years, but, conversely, it is still increasing. To illustrate this 

statement, the authors analyzed the statistics generated by the academic data bases EBSCOhost 

Academic Search Complete, Thomson Reuters Web of Science, Scopus and ScienceDirect. We 

looked for the number of published papers in each particular year in the period of 30 years (1986-

2016), searching for the key words “corporate social responsibility”. The results are reflected in the 

Figure 1.  

 

 
Source: Authors’ compilation based n data from EBSCOhost, WoS, Scopus, ScienceDirect 

Fig. 1: Search for “Corporate Social Responsibility” in Academic Data Base 

The breaking point (Figure 1) could be assigned to the Year 2001 (Enron corporate scandal). The 

graph of the number of the published papers devoted to CSR (at least in Scopus) demonstrates the 

exponential growth.  

 

The concept emerged in 1950-s; it was introduced by Bowen in 1953. A comprehensive overview of 

the evolution of CSR definitions has been made by Carroll (1999), Dahlsrud (2008), who performed 

of a content analysis of previously developed definitions and by Ismail (2009), who focused on 

analysis of CSR concept through prism of management theories. Several definitions of the concept 

are summarized in the Table 1. 
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Table 1: Definitions of Corporate Social Responsibility 
 

Source CSR definitions 

European 

Commission (2017) 

CSR refers to companies taking responsibility for their impact on society 

Chin, 2014  CSR is far from a cost, a constraint, or a charitable act, but a source of 

opportunities, innovation and competitive advantages. Implementations of 

good social responsibility make the corporation obtain more materials and 

human resources to gain a favourable social image and realize the 

corporation’s long-term interests. 

Crowther & Aras 

(2008) 

[CSR] definition is concerned with the relationship between a corporation 

and the local society in which it resides or operates. 

Ismail, 2009 [CSR] is a concept whereby business organizations consider the interest of 

society by taking responsibility for the impact of their activities on 

customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders, communities and other 

stakeholders as well as their environment. 

Frederick et a. 1992 [CSR] a principle stating that Social corporations should be accountable 

for the Environmental effects of any of their actions on their community 

and environment 

Jones, 1980 [CSR is] the notion that corporations have an obligation to constituent 

groups in society other than stockholders and beyond that prescribed by 

law or union contract, indicating that a stake may go beyond mere 

ownership 

 

Analysing the concept of corporate social responsibility, different scholars and practitioners 

emphasize the role of various CSR components. For instance, Caramela (2016) named such SCR 

aspects, as (1) environmental efforts, (2) philanthropy, (3) ethical labour practices, and (4) 

volunteering. Mandina et al (2014) described SCR as (1) philanthropic project, (2) employing locals, 

(3) investment incentives, (4) Environmental management, and (5) adherence to the legal systems of 

the country- indigenization act. In turn, The World Business Council for Sustainable Development 

defines CSR components as “commitments and activities pertaining to:  

 

• corporate governance and ethics; 

• health and safety; 

• environmental stewardship; 

• human rights (including core labour rights); 

• sustainable development; 

• conditions of work (including safety and health, hours of work, wages); 

• industrial relations; 

• community involvement, development and investment; 

• involvement of and respect for diverse cultures and disadvantaged peoples; 

• corporate philanthropy and employee volunteering; 

• customer satisfaction and adherence to principles of fair competition; 

• anti-bribery and anti-corruption measures; 

• accountability, transparency and performance reporting;  

• supplier relations, for both domestic and international supply chains.” (Hohnen and Potts, 

2007) 

 

Many researchers focused their attention on studying the motives for companies to be socially 

responsible (Campbell, 2007), specifically, on the investigation of the impact of CSR-oriented 

business activities on company’s financial performance. CSR and company’s performance has been 

studied for more than 30 years (McGuire et al, 1988; Pava and Krausz, 1996; Van de Velde et al, 

2005; Nelling and Webb, 2009; Palmer, 2012). 
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Meta-analysis of 52 studies over 30 years allowed concluding that business social performance is 

positively correlated with business financial performance (Orlitzky et al, 2003). Palmer (2012) 

analyzed performance of 333 companies included in the S&P 500 in the period of 2001-2005. The 

conclusion was that CSR performance (expressed by MSCI ESF (Environmental, Social, and 

Governance) index) leads to increase in a company’s gross margin. Zhang and Gu (2012) analyzed 

the relationship between financial performance expressed by Tobin’s Q and seven CSR indices, using 

the sample of US companies in 2010-2011. The study revealed a positive relationship between CSR 

on employees and a corporate performance. Rajput et al (2012) conducted their analysis in the Indian 

market: analysis of 500 Indian companies in 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 led to the conclusion that 

CSR expenditure by the firm results in improved financial performance.  Pan et al (2014) studied the 

link between CSR and corporate financial performance in China, using data of 228 listed companies 

in the period 2010-2013. General findings substantiated the impact of CSR on ROA, ROE, and EPS.  

 

In turn, a range of studies revealed no statistically significant relationship between CSR scores and 

financial results of companies. Hirigoyen and Poulain-Rehm (2015), studying 329 listed companies in 

the United States, Europe and the Asia-Pacific region for the years 2009 and 2010, concluded that 

overall social responsibility score had no statistically significant impact on accounting measures of 

financial performance. Johansson et al (2015) examined 311 Swedish companies in the period 2006-

2009, and found no statistically significant relationship between CSR and financial performance.   

 

Different results are explained by the specifics of analyzed companies, diversity of the regions, and 

the difference of measures used as CSR proxies. Issues of measuring corporate social responsibility 

are studied as a separate research topic (Saveanu et al, 2014; Wood, 2010).  

 

The given paper focused not on measuring corporate social responsibility in Latvian companies, but 

on investigation of the overall attitude to CSR demonstrated by business sector representatives. 

Despite the huge amount of studies on assessment of organizational attitudes towards CSR ( Dzansi 

and Okyere, 2015; Bluhm and Trappmann, 2015;  Echevarria-Cruz et al, 2015; Brown, 2001; Abdul 

and Ibrahim, 2002; Mazurkiewicz et al, 2006), there is a limited number of researches based on Baltic 

sample data.   

Methodology 

 

For large-scale survey companies were selected mainly, based on the criteria described in the 

Directive 2014/95/EU. Non-financial information should be disclosed by the “large public-interest 

entities (listed companies, banks, insurance undertakings and other companies that are so designated 

by Member States) with more than 500 employees” (European Commission, 2016). One thousand 

companies were selected in each country. Latvian sample involved also 250 largest companies in 

terms of turnover and number of employees. Small companies also participated in the survey. 

However, the response rate was rather low – only 59 companies provided full and qualitative 

responses. 

 

As for companies’ size, which representatives participated in the survey, the distribution in terms of 

the number of employees and turnover is reflected in the Table 2. National companies were 

represented by 45% of respondents, but Baltic and international companies – by 13% and 33%, 

respectively. Representatives of the companies were owners (5%) and board members (18%), as well 

as held the position of a middle-level manager (49%) and others (27%).  
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Table 2: Research sample distribution 
 

Number of 

employees 

Respondents Turnover Respondents 

1 4% 0 – 0,99 mln EUR 18% 

2 – 49 29% 1 – 9,99 mln EUR 20% 

50 – 249 18% 10 – 49,99 mln EUR 24% 

250 – 999 22% 50 – 99,99 mln EUR 13% 

Over 1000 27% Over 100 mln EUR 25% 

Source: Authors’ compilation of the survey results 

 

Respondents were offered to answer 16 multiple-choice questions (Table 3) from the large-scale 

project „Comparing state of CSR in Baltics and Finland” questionnaire, developed by the project 

participants. The questions were designed, based on ISO 26000 framework, as well as on experience 

of the participants representing Latvian Corporate Social Responsibility Platform – CSR Latvia, 

Responsible Business Association of Lithuania – LAVA,  Responsible Business Forum Estonia – 

RBF Estonia and Finland Corporate Responsibility network - FIBS. Data was collected electronically 

through TNS-Gallup platform.  

 
Table 3: Survey questions 

 

Questions Content 

Q1 How relevant is the corporate responsibility theme in your company at present? 

Q2 Why is your company investing in responsibility? 

Q3 

Q4 

Who are the driving forces behind your business, and influence most in how 

committed your company is in responsibility? 

Has your company deployed the following responsibility management practices? 

Q5 Which corporate responsibility issues do you consider relevant in your company? 

Q6 What measures have you taken to enhance the relevant corporate responsibility 

themes? 

Q7 What kind of cooperation does your company practice with non-profit 

organisations at present? 

Q8 Does your company comply with some of the following international guidelines 

or operational principles? 

Q9 How does your company benefit from corporate responsibility? 

Q10 Through which features do you follow the fulfilling of your corporate 

responsibility objectives? 

Q11 What are the challenges to your management of corporate responsibility at 

present? 

Q12 What do you see as the most challenging corporate responsibility theme at 

present? 

Q13 With which stakeholder group are you having the biggest challenges in 

communicating/sharing your CSR values? 

Q14 How would you see the significance of corporate responsibility changing in your 

company within the next 5 years? 

Q15 How would you see the amount of your company’s corporate responsibility 

resources to develop within the next 5 years? 

Q16 Do you plan to report about CSR under EU non-financial information disclosure 

directive? 

Source: Authors’ compilation of the survey results 
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The authors of the given paper focused their attention on respondents’ viewpoint about CSR 

significance, CSR-related practices in respondents’ represented companies, as well as on respondent’s 

evaluation of the issues in the process of CSR implementation and management. 

Results 
 

Respondents were asked about the relevance of CSR activities in their companies at the current 

moment, as well as their vision of the CSR future importance in 5 years.  51% of companies consider 

CSR to be very important topic for their company at the moment. Only 11% of the respondents 

selected the answer “not relevant”. The only 5% of the respondents assumed that CSR significance 

will decrease in the future. 38% of the respondents selected the answer “the significance will remain 

stable”, whereas 55% are waiting for increasing importance of CSR in their companies. 

 

And, accordingly, there should be a link between the change of SCR significance and amount of 

CSR-related investments. However, the number of respondents considering that the importance of 

CSR will increase in 5 next years is larger than the number of respondents predicting increase in 

investments (35%). 44% of the respondents stetd that “investments will remain stable”, and only 7% 

predicted decrease in this type of investments. 

 

As for perceived benefits from CSR-oriented business practices, most of the respondents (76%) stated 

that CSR “facilitates the development of sustainable corporate image”. Other frequently selected 

statements about benefits from CSR were “aids in streamlining operations” (25%), “accommodates 

innovation of new products and/or services” (20%) and “aids in saving expenses” (20%). 

 

Respondents were offered to mark the reasons for investment into responsibility in their companies. 

Several options were possible to select. The results are reflected in Figure 2. 

 

Source: authors’ compilation of survey results 

Fig. 2: Reasons for CSR investments 

 

Respondents were also asked about responsible management practices in their companies. The most 

popular answer was “a company has composed a code of conduct” (56%). The results are summarized 

in the Figure 3. 
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 Source: authors’ compilation of survey results 

Fig.3: CSR management practices 

 

Evaluation of the process of achievement CSR objectives in the respondents’ represented companies 

is made mostly through evaluation of “work satisfaction and occupational well-being” (64%) and 

“customer satisfaction” (60%). The full list of responses is provided in the Figure 4. 

 

Source: authors’ compilation of survey results 

Fig. 4: Evaluation of the fulfilling SCR objectives 
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Most of the respondents treat measuring of the impact of CSR activities as the most challenging 

process on the way towards responsible business. The second place takes financial issue – “the 

expenses of CSR operations”. Respondents’ answers are summarized in the Figure 5. 

 
Source: authors’ compilation of survey results 

Fig. 5: CSR management issues 

 

Evaluating most challenging CSR-related issues for the companies at present, the respondents 

prioritised “fair competition and compliance to the law” (31%), as well as “managing supply chains” 

(29%) and “operations against corruption and bribery” (22%).  

 

The results of the given study provide an insight into CSR perceptions in Latvian business 

environment, that, in turn, allow founding a basis for the following investigation of CSR practices in 

Latvian and Baltic companies. The survey should be iterated in the nearest future with a larger 

number of participants. Probably, the interest to CSR will increase with the necessity to disclose non-

financial information in accordance to the Directive 2014/95/EU. At the moment, 44% of the 

respondents still “have no information about the directive requirements”. 

Discussion and conclusions 
 

The current paper reflected the results of the survey that was conducted within the framework of the 

project “Comparing state of CSR in Baltics and Finland”. Representatives of the business sectors of 

Baltic countries participated in the survey; the given paper reflects the results received within the 

Latvian sample. 

 

Respondents demonstrated the awareness of CSR significance; however, they link it mostly with the 

construction of the corporate image. On the other hand, companies are enhancing and securing their 

responsibility in society, as well working to increase their reputation as good employer by increasing 

employees’ satisfaction (62%). The tendency is promising - 49% of respondents see CSR as starting 

point or core for their business. 

 

It is obvious that conclusions about companies’ re-orientation towards corporate responsibility should 

be made not only based on declarations, but on the real situation. 
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The most popular responsible management practice used by the companies is the code of conduct 

(56% of respondents). There is an evidence that almost half (40%) of companies has at least some 

kind of strategy on CSR. Only one third (38%) says that the responsibility aspects are embedded in 

the incentive and compensation systems of the management. Only 35% of the respondents measure 

the CSR objectives and results, and only 27% report on results publicly. Good indicator of 

management involvement in strategic approach on CSR is fact that about one third of the respondents 

have someone responsible for CSR issues on companies’ board level. 

 

Regarding the issues in the field of corporate responsibility, management is concerned about methods 

to measure CSR feedback and return on investment, and how to manage the expenses on CSR 

operations and raise the commitment of personnel. Companies are struggling with CSR issues – such 

as raising the part of fair competition in industry, mapping supply chain and sharing company's values 

to mitigate the risks of company's corporate interests, as well as introducing the corruption and anti-

bribery programs in company's operations. The biggest challenge for stakeholders is to create a 

common understanding and cooperation related to CSR issues with supply chain partners, 

shareholders and customers. 

 

Based on the respondents’ viewpoint, the importance of CSR will increase in the following 5 years; 

investment on the other hand – not that much. 

 

Reliability of the research results was limited by the relatively low sample. It was assumed to be 1000 

companies, including 250 large companies. However, the response rate was unexpectedly low – only 

59 respondents provided full and qualitative responses. This,, in turn, predetermined the way of data 

processing. For example, the idea to make a correlation analysis to see any relationships between the 

answers and respondents’ profile data was rejected, because of limited amount of data.  

 

It is assumed by the authors that corporate responsibility topics will increase their relevance in Europe 

in the nearest future in any case, since the Directive of the European Parliament on non-financial 

information disclosure entered into force on January 1, 2017. Thus, the first reports should be 

prepared by large companies in 2018. It means that the survey should be repeated in 2018-2019 to see 

the progress and to evaluate the change in the attitude to CSR activities among business sector 

representatives.  

 

The prospective further research areas could be referred to certain aspects of corporate social 

responsibility. For instance, tax governance as a part of CSR or CSR investments.  
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Abstract 

The paper examines hysteresis of gender inequality in durations of unemployment. Spain, Switzerland 
and the European Union were compared and we found out that women tend to stay longer in 
unemployment than men, which causes higher inequality with rising durations of unemployment in Spain 
and the European Union, while in Switzerland gender inequality didn’t exist. Analysed series were 
computed with our new method of gender inequality calculation and were tested for hysteresis with linear 
univariate unit root tests, both without structural break and with structural break. Cross dependence was 
tested with Pesaran CD test and hysteresis in full panel was tested with IPS, LLC and Moon Perron test. 
Stationarity was proven in all series of Switzerland, while some series of Spain and the European Union 
were non-stationary, meaning that gender inequality there depended on time.  
 
 
Keywords: duration of unemployment, gender, inequality, unemployment   
 
Introduction 

 
Gender inequality on the labour market has been a major concern of policy makers during the last 
decades. Women are still unemployed more than men. Women also tend to be unemployed longer than 
men, while we have almost equality among those who are unemployed for less than three months, with 
increasing of time inequality is occurring in disadvantage of women (Eurostat, 2017). In this paper, we 
introduce new method of gender inequality in unemployment calculation and check for hysteresis in 
gender inequality in durations of unemployment. Paper is valuable because compares gender inequality in 
durations of unemployment in Spain, Switzerland and the European Union and explains differences 
between them. Spain is country with turbulent unemployment rates, who were both very high and low in 
various times, while Switzerland is a country with very low unemployment rates. Our motivation is to 
discover how time influences changes of gender inequality in unemployment. 
 
Paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce a literature review of gender inequality research during 
the last years. Afterwards, new method of gender inequality in unemployment calculation was described 
and methods of unit root testing were listed. In section Results, gender inequality in unemployment series 
of Spain, Switzerland and the European Union were presented. Results from linearity test and univariate 
tests of the series were presented next. Afterwards, the results of cross dependence and unit root tests in 
territories panel were presented. Finally, we give our conclusions.  
 

Literature Review  
 
Gender inequality was researched since recently, after 2000. Azmat, Gűell and Manning (2004) and 
Queneau and Sen (2007) were the first one who were devoted to gender inequality investigation. They 
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calculated gender gap as the difference between the unemployment rate of females and males and as a 
ratio of unemployment rates of women to men. Koutentakis (2015) analysed gender inequality by 
constructing a steady state of the gender gap from job finding rates and job separating rates. Others, such 
as Ollikainen (2006), Theodossiou and Zangelidis (2009), Gokulsing and Tandrayen-Ragoobur (2014) 
and Baussola, Mussida, Jenkins and Penfold (2015), implemented probability analysis to outflows and 
inflows to unemployment, in order to discover how unemployment by genders behaves.  
 
Stationarity of unemployment rates was analysed by many authors, among them are Ayala, Cunado and 
Gil-Alana (2012), Camarero, Carrion-i-Silvestre and Tamarit (2008), Garcia-Cintado, Romero-Avila and 
Usabiaga (2015), Fallahi and Rodriguez (2015) and Marques, Lima and Troster (2017). While there is 
still a lack of stationarity analysis of gender inequality in unemployment. Queneau and Sen analysed 
gender inequality in unemployment using augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test (2007) and using Phillips 
Perron test (2009), which lead them to conclude that gender inequality is disappearing with time but is 
still persistent. Bakas and Papapetrou (2014) confirmed that gender gaps are persistent using the ILT unit 
root test. Sahin, Song and Hobijn (2010), Peiro, Belaire-Franch and Gonzalo (2012) and De la Rica and 
Rebollo-Sanz (2017) discovered that in times of crisis, unemployment rate of men is increasing faster 
than the unemployment rate of women, which decreases gender inequality, but this is only a temporary 
effect which disappeared quickly after the crisis.  
 
Women are usually longer in unemployment than men, according to Pašic, Kavkler and Boršič (2011). 
Economic crisis prolongs duration of unemployment, according to Bachmann and Sinning (2016). Flek, 
Hála and Mysíková (2015) discovered that the duration of unemployment is higher among youth. They 
also discovered that the probability of finding a job is decreasing for the people unemployed for more 
than one year. Böheim, Horvath and Winter-Ebmer (2011) discovered that people who are long term 
unemployed have a misleading perception of wages on labour market, which leads them to expect higher 
wages and reject wage which don’t meet their expectations, which prolongs their duration in 
unemployment. Duration of unemployment can be decreased through training programmes which are 
designed to help unemployed to find jobs faster, it was also discovered that women who finish this 
training find jobs faster than men (Arellano, 2010). 
 
We contribute to literature of gender inequality researching, by proposing a new method of gender 
inequality calculation from quantitative data of the duration in unemployment. Gender inequality series 
were then tested for stationarity, cross dependence and stationarity in full panel.  
 

Data and Methodology 

We have used annual data about the duration of unemployment (thousands) from the Eurostat database 
(2017), of Spain, Switzerland and the European Union for the sample period 1996-2016. These time 
series were then modified as follows. 
 
Let ��∗ = ��∗ ��⁄ 
 × 100 resp. ��∗ = ��∗ ��⁄ 
 × 100, where ��∗ ,  ��∗ is proportion of men resp. women 
unemployed in each duration category (�∗) from the total unemployed people (��). Then we multiply ��∗ , 
resp. ��∗ by unemployment rate of men (��) resp. women (��) to obtain weighted proportions ��∗  resp. ��∗ . Weighted unemployment gender inequality rate (����) was subsequently calculated as 
 
 ���� = ���  × �����, (1) 

 
where �� is the average unemployment rate and ����  was calculated as 
 
 ��∗ =  ��∗ ⟹  ��� = 0, (2) 
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 ��∗ > 0 ∧  ��∗ = 0 ⟹  ��� = −1, (3) 
 
 ��∗ > 0 ∧  ��∗ = 0 ⟹  ��� = 1, (4) 
 

 ��∗ < ��∗ ⟹  ��� = � ��∗ ��∗⁄ ! − 1" × �−1
, (5) 

 
 ��∗ < ��∗ ⟹  ��� =  ��∗ ��∗⁄ ! − 1. (6) 
 

Finally, series of gender inequality rate ���#$, denoted as  
 

 ���#$ = ���� × 100, (7) 
 
were computed and analyzed in this paper.  
 
To prove, that gender inequality doesn’t depend on time and don’t follow the random walk we need to 
prove that the computed series are stationary, resp. that series’ characteristics such as mean, variance, 
auto-correlations doesn’t change over time, that is, they are constant (Lyócsa, et al., 2011). In this paper, 
we employ both individual and full panel linear univariate unit root and stationarity tests. We test 
stationarity of each series using individual unit root test for each country. 
 
We decide to analyze the stationarity of our series using Philips-Perron Unit Root test (PP), Augmented 
Dickey Fuller test (ADF) and Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin test (KPSS). We also employ Phillips-
Perron Unit Root test with the presence of one structural break to obtain better results. 
 
Note, that the series may appear as non-stationary in the PP test if the structural break is present in the 
series (Queneau & Sen, 2007). 
 
Stationarity was tested on Dickey Fuller type regressions (Dickey & Fuller, 1979): 
 
With trend and intercept: ∆&� = '(&�)� + +,- + .̂ + ∑ 1̂2∆&�)2 + 3̂�4∗25�  (8) 
 
With intercept: ∆&� = '(&�)� + .̂ + ∑ 1̂2∆&�)2 + 3̂�4∗25� , (9) 
 
where ∆&� stands for the first difference of &�  denoted as ∆&� = &� − &�)�. ∑ 1̂2∆&�)2 4∗25�  stands for an 
additional correlation in the time series, 3̂� stands for estimated error of regression. Number of lags k was 
determined by Newey-West method. 
 
The stationarity was tested by:  
 
1) Perron’s modified t-statistic (Phillips & Perron, 1988):  
 

 6� = �789
:;9"� <⁄ ∙ ->5� − �< �:;9)789

:;9 " ∙ ��∙?@�>8
789 ". (10) 

 
2) Augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistic (Dickey & Fuller, 1979): 
 

 -> = >8?@�>8
. (11) 
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3) Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin LM-statistic (Kwiatkowski, et al., 1992): 
 
 BC = ∑ D�< E(F<⁄�  (12) 
 
In stationarity, statistics E(< and G,< are consistent estimates of the variance parameters E< = lim�→L M)� ∑ NO��<P��5�  and G< = lim�→L ∑ NOM)�D�<P��5�  where D� = ∑ ����)�  and �� = &� − &�)�, DN�'(
 is a coefficient standard error, -> is t-ratio of '. 
 
To test stationarity of the computed series when structural break is included, we employ Phillips-Perron 
unit root test (Perron, 1997) with break-point for the regression: 
 
 ∆&� = .̂ + QR�S�MT
� + +,- + U(�M�MT
� + V,��MT
� + '(&�)� + ∑ 1̂�∆&�)�4∗�5� + 3̂� , (13) 
 
where �S� stands for intercept-break dummy, and it is equal to one if - > MT , zero otherwise. �M�  stands 
for slope-break dummy and equals to one if - = MT and - − MT + 1 if - > MT, zero otherwise. ��  stands 
for dummy variable which equals to one for - = MT  and zero otherwise. MT  �1 < MT < -
 stands for break-

date. Only one break-date is allowed in this test. W regressors in X∆&�)2Y25�4∗
 stand for additional 

correlation in the time series according to Queneau and Sen (2009). Break date MT  has been chosen as the 
date that minimizes Dickey-Fuller t-statistic.  
 
Cross-dependence, for the null hypothesis that series are independent, was tested using Pesaran CD test 
(Bakas & Papapetrou, 2014) 
 

 Z� = [ <�\�\)�
  ∑ ∑ ](�2\25�^�\)��5� !, (14) 

 
where ](�2  is the average of the pairwise correlation coefficients from the ADF regressions residuals. 
 
Stationarity of highly dependent panel data was tested using Moon Perron test (Moon & Perron, 2004) for 
the AR(1) model 
 
 &�,� = �1 − G�
.� + G�&�,�)� + ��,� (15) 
 
 ��,� = V�_ �̀ + 3�,� , (16) 
 
where V�_ is a vector of coefficients corresponding to the common factors �̀ �W × 1
, 3�,� is cross-sectional 
uncorrelated idiosyncratic error term.  
 
Two statistics -a∗  and -T∗ were considered as 
 

 -a∗ = √\� :;∗)�!
c9d8 efg8 ef

�,\→Lhiiij k�0,1
 (17) 

 
and 
 

 -T∗ = √kM G,∗ − 1![ �\�9 -l�m�)�n∆R m�)�_ 
 �o8 ep8e9" �,\→Lhiiij k�0,1
 (18) 
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where G,∗ is pooled least squares estimate of G, G = 1 for the null unit root hypothesis, q(rs is a cross-
sectional average of t8rs, t8rs = q(rs, t8rs is the long run variance of 3�� (Khraief, et al., 2015). 
 
Stationarity of independent panel data was tested using: 
 
1) Levin, Lin and Chu (LLC) test, where the null hypothesis is that panels contain unit roots (] = 0) 

against the alternative hypothesis that all panels are stationary. Following t statistic was used 
 

 -u∗ = �v7w∗ − kMD,\ x78v878y(9z x{w∗7w∗ z, (19) 

 
where D,\ is average of long-run toward short-run variances individual ratio, E(u8  is the standard deviation 
of slope coefficient, E(F(< is the standard deviation of the error term, .�∗  and E�∗ are tabulated values of the 
test for time T (Khraief, et al., 2015). 
 
2) Im, Pesaran and Shin (IPS) test, which presume that all panels contain unit roots (null hypothesis) 

against the alternative hypothesis that some panels are stationary.  
 

 6� Ta|��; +
 = √\O�_Ta|�w)@���w
P�����w
 , (20) 

 
where -_��l\�  is the standardized statistic of individual ADF statistic limiting distribution (Khraief, et 
al., 2015). 
 

Results 

In Spain and the European Union, gender inequality was decreasing in all series. While in Switzerland, 
women and men were equally represented in the unemployment duration categories, or inequality was 
low. Highest inequality was among those who were unemployed for more than 18 months, in 
disadvantage of women. While the lowest inequality was among those who were unemployed for less 
than three months. From this we can conclude, that women tend to be unemployed longer than men. If 
women don’t find job within 6 months, it is very probable that they would stay unemployed longer than 
men. Crisis in 2008 caused an increase of the number of men in long-term unemployment, both in Spain 
and the European Union. Which resulted in shifting all series towards equality, and suddenly men were 
unemployed longer than women in the European Union and Spain (Figure 1).  
 

 
Fig 1: Inequality among genders in selected unemployment durations during period 1996-2016  

Source: Own calculations 
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Before we checked if gender inequality depends on time, or there are other factors who influence it, we 
check for linearity of data. According to results from linearity test, we found all series being linear (Table 
1).

Table 1: Linearity test results  
 

Duration of unemployment W-stat p-value Result 
Spain 

Less than 1 month 0.0588 0.8085 Linear 
From 1 to 2 months 0.5471 0.4595 Linear 
From 3 to 5 months 0.1087 0.7416 Linear 
From 6 to 11 months 0.0241 0.8766 Linear 
From 12 to 17 months 0.2363 0.6269 Linear 
More than 18 months 0.8394 0.3596 Linear 
Switzerland 

Less than 1 month 1.2177 0.2698 Linear 
From 1 to 2 months 1.0201 0.3125 Linear 
From 3 to 5 months 0.0572 0.8110 Linear 
From 6 to 11 months 0.0242 0.8763 Linear 
From 12 to 17 months 0.7102 0.3994 Linear 
More than 18 months 0.3712 0.5424 Linear 
European Union 

Less than 1 month 0.6771 0.4106 Linear 
From 1 to 2 months 0.8700 0.3509 Linear 
From 3 to 5 months 0.7392 0.3899 Linear 
From 6 to 11 months 0.0929 0.7606 Linear 
From 12 to 17 months 0.0149 0.9029 Linear 
More than 18 months 0.0051 0.9428 Linear 

Source: Own calculations 
 

We used stationarity tests (10), (11) and (12) for linear data. All series of Switzerland were stationary, 
while only gender inequality among those unemployed for less than 3 months in Spain and less than one 
month in the European Union, were stationary (Table 2). Non-stationarity in Spain and the European 
Union could be caused by neglecting the influence of structural breaks. The series could be stationary, but 
because structural breaks were not included, false non-stationarity was concluded.  
 

Table 2: Stationarity test results 
 

Type of test With trend and intercept With intercept 

Spain 
Test ADF PP KPSS ADF PP KPSS 

Less than 1 month -3.627* -5.360**** 0.137* -2.050 -2.378 0.268 
From 1 to 2 months -5.675**** -6.387**** 0.116 -2.179 -2.609 0.386* 

From 3 to 5 months -2.143 -2.482 0.099 -1.089 -1.105 0.445* 

From 6 to 11 months -1.354 -1.738 0.107 -1.213 -1.304 0.412* 

From 12 to 17 months -1.126 -1.377 0.110 -1.563 -1.654 0.422* 

More than 18 months -1.226 -0.941 0.142* -2.191 -2.530 0.499** 
Switzerland 
Less than 1 month -5.025**** -5.669**** 0.111 -5.031**** -5.571**** 0.129 
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From 1 to 2 months -3.401* -3.699** 0.153** -3.293** -3.446** 0.176 
From 3 to 5 months -4.898**** -5.423**** 0.149** -4.924**** -5.239**** 0.158 
From 6 to 11 months -4.351** -4.744**** 0.147** -4.477**** -4.756**** 0.159 
From 12 to 17 months -3.575* -3.921** 0.141* -3.756** -3.999**** 0.141 
More than 18 months -4.127** -4.540**** 0.081 -4.265**** -4.586**** 0.129 
European Union 
Less than 1 month -4.455** -5.185**** 0.119 -2.493 -2.599 0.516** 
From 1 to 2 months -3.004 -3.178 0.106 -1.598 -1.519 0.457* 
From 3 to 5 months -2.809 -2.908 0.102 -1.907 -1.889 0.417* 
From 6 to 11 months -1.886 -2.062 0.118 -1.318 -1.312 0.467** 
From 12 to 17 months -2.157 -2.256 0.104 -1.489 -1.497 0.477* 
More than 18 months -0.949 -1.225 0.126* -1.182 -1.265 0.505** 

Source: Own calculations 
 

To discover, if series of the European Union and Spain were non-stationary, we performed stationarity 
test (13) with one break. Obtained results were better. All series of Switzerland were also stationary. By 
including a structural break in the analysis of stationarity, all series of Spain, except those who were 
unemployed for more than 18 months, were stationary. Stationarity was also proven in inequality series of 
the European Union, among those who were unemployed for less than 1 month and from 6 to 18 months. 
Structural breaks had only a temporary effect on gender inequality, and the consequences from it, quickly 
disappeared (Table 3).  
 
The null hypothesis of cross-dependence test (14) was rejected for Spain and the European Union, 
meaning they are highly dependent, while for Switzerland couldn’t be rejected, no dependence was 
proven (Table 4).  
 

Table 4: Cross-dependence results 
 

 Spain Switzerland European Union 

 t-stat p-value t-stat p-value t-stat p-value 

Pesaran CD 4.1132 0.0000 1.0039 0.3154 5.0868 0.0000 
Source: Own calculations 
 
Since data of Spain and the European Union were highly dependent, stationarity in them was tested using 
Moon-Perron test (17) and (18), which couldn’t be used for data of Switzerland, because they were 
independent. Stationarity in panel data of Switzerland were therefore tested using LLC (19) and IPS test 
(20). Stationarity in panel data was proven for all three territories (Table 5). 
 

Table 5: Panel unit root test results 
 

t-stat Swiss Spain European Union 

LLC -7.7696***   
IPS -7.3520***   
Moon-Perron ta  -6.8125*** -7.5814*** 

Moon-Perron tb  -5.8563*** -6.6096*** 

Source: Own calculations 
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Table 3: Results for stationarity test with break 

Source: Own calculation 

 Length of 
unemployment 

MT W∗
 .̂ QR +,  U( V, '( E<

 �<
 - �Bu 

Spain Less than 1 month 2000 0 3.140** 
(2.72) 

-0.217 
(-0.29) 

-2.639*** 
(-4.63) 

2.996*** 
(4.88) 

1.853** 
(2.91) 

-0.154 
(-0.74) 

0.562 0.913 -5.579** 4.145 

From 1 to 2 months 2011 5 -4.742*** 
(-6.54) 

2.016 
(1.69) 

0.266*** 
(4.67) 

-0.638** 
(-2.43) 

-0.861 
(-0.72) 

0.125 
(0.89) 

0.796 0.845 -6.306*** 5.885 

From 3 to 5 months 2009 3 -15.497*** 
(-5.28) 

8.661*** 
(5.10) 

1.093*** 
(5.99) 

-1.721*** 
(-6.55) 

-3.413** 
(-2.58) 

-1.233** 
(-2.94) 

0.458 0.983 -5.321** 0.476 

From 6 to 11 months 2008 5 -11.975** 
(-4.14) 

7.136*** 
(8.04) 

0.710** 
(3.66) 

-0.983** 
(-4.48) 

-5.713*** 
(-6.97) 

-0.682 
(-2.01) 

0.480 0.990 -4.960* 0.605 

From 12 to 17 months 2009 0 -10.966*** 
(-5.57) 

9.138*** 
(5.60) 

0.551*** 
(4.81) 

-1.753*** 
(-6.08) 

-4.667** 
(-2.85) 

-0.171 
(-0.88) 

0.749 0.961 -6.026*** 3.696 

More than 18 months 2007 5 -58.403** 
(-4.39) 

-1.874 
(-1.79) 

4.414** 
(4.35) 

-2.186** 
(-3.87) 

2.511* 
(2.35) 

-4.425** 

(-3.73) 
0.742 0.955 -4.573  

Switzerland Less than 1 month 2002 0 2.772*** 
(3.82) 

2.202*** 
(3.19) 

-0.908*** 
(-4.13) 

0.847*** 
(3.78) 

-1.232 
(-1.52) 

-0.249 
(-1.49) 

0.689 0.594 -7.490*** 2.421 

From 1 to 2 months 2004 1 -1.522** 
(-3.25) 

-2.199*** 
(-4.10) 

0.187 
(1.56) 

0.052 
(0.39) 

1.217* 
(1.97) 

-0.565** 
(-2.46) 

0.489 0.721 -6.814*** 0.833 

From 3 to 5 months 2004 0 -0.420 
(-0.99) 

-1.222** 
(-2.51) 

0.040 
(0.42) 

0.102 
(0.98) 

1.977*** 
(3.39) 

-0.200 
(-1.09) 

0.497 0.538 -6.565*** 3.106 

From 6 to 11 months 2000 0 2.738*** 
(3.37) 

-0.092 
(-0.16) 

-1.311*** 
(-3.54) 

1.372*** 
(3.69) 

0.866 
(1.47) 

-0.363* 
(-1.77) 

0.518 0.592 -6.648*** 1.537 

From 12 to 17 months 2010 0 -0.033 
(-0.06) 

-0.499 
(-0.43) 

-0.153* 
(-2.14) 

0.577** 
(2.39) 

-0.221 
(-0.18) 

-0.335 
(-1.31) 

0.903 0.423 -5.206** 1.699 

More than 18 months 2007 4 -4.613** 
(-3.28) 

-5.727*** 
(-3.94) 

-0.005 
(-0.02) 

0.665** 
(3.14) 

1.104* 
(2.33) 

-3.854*** 
(-6.84) 

0.311 0.968 -8.612*** 0.661 

European Union Less than 1 month 2004 1 -3.934*** 
(-5.38) 

-0.318 
(-1.29) 

0.317*** 
(4.09) 

-0.200** 
(-2.94) 

0.234 
(0.81) 

-0.976** 
(-2.85) 

0.239 0.821 -5.769*** 0.186 

From 1 to 2 months 2010 3 -2.745*** 
(-4.61) 

0.488 
(1.69) 

0.143*** 
(4.44) 

-0.151** 
(-2.73) 

-1.109** 
(-3.25) 

-0.886* 
(-2.211) 

0.190 0.894 -4.705  

From 3 to 5 months 2014 5 -8.149** 
(-4.56) 

5.039* 
(2.77) 

0.512*** 
(4.75) 

-1.910** 
(-3.05) 

-3.449* 
(-2.51) 

-5.449** 
(-3.98) 

0.284 0.906 -4.708  

From 6 to 11 months 2013 4 -12.841*** 
(-5.66) 

4.313** 
(3.45) 

0.968*** 
(5.84) 

-1.999*** 
(-4.60) 

-2.830** 
(-2.63) 

-3.617*** 
(-4.66) 

0.278 0.952 -5.949*** 0.721 

From 12 to 17 months 2009 1 -3.879*** 
(-6.12) 

1.997*** 
(5.16) 

0.205*** 
(5.21) 

-0.340*** 
(-5.18) 

-1.251** 
(-3.03) 

-0.433** 
(-2.27) 

0.248 0.946 -6.529*** 
 

1.222 

More than 18 months 2013 0 -3.258*** 
(-3.83) 

-0.031 
(-0.07) 

0.222*** 
(4.09) 

-0.319* 
(-2.08) 

0.015 
(0.04) 

0.055 
(0.23) 

0.197 0.979 -4.009  
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Conclusion 

Women were unemployed longer than men, with increasing of time in unemployment gender inequality is 
increasing in disadvantage of women. We introduce a new method of gender inequality in unemployment 
calculation, which consist of a ratio between the unemployment rate of women and men and is weighted 
with an average unemployment rate. Series computed with this method were then tested for linearity and 
since they were all linear we used linear univariate unit root tests to check for hysteresis in them. To 
obtain better results we used three methods which we compared. Only gender inequality series of 
Switzerland were stationary in all cases. Number of a stationary series increased in Spain and the 
European Union when a structural break was included, but there were still some inequality series that 
depended strictly on time. Structural breaks had only a temporary effect on gender inequality series, and 
consequences from them disappeared very quickly. When analysing for dependence on territory panel, 
only Switzerland series were independent. When testing for hysteresis on territory panel, we used proper 
tests depending on results from the cross-dependence test, and according to tests used, all series were 
stationary in territory panels. Even when it looks that gender inequality in durations in unemployment is 
disappearing, it is still persistent and further analysis is needed.  
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Abstract 

Social networks are one of the current modern methods of employee recruitment. For every person, 
finding and getting an adequate job is an important life step. Equally, it is also very important for an 
enterprise to get the right candidates. Therefore, in the process of employee recruitment, enterprises 
use different ways that depend on many factors. In addition to the classic methods used by businesses 
in the process of recruiting and selecting employees, modern methods have gradually evolved. These 
methods allow faster contact between the employer and the potential job seeker. One of these options 
is the use of social networks. The aim of paper is to define the perspective and usability of social 
networks for employers of small and medium-sized enterprises within recruiting employees. The 
survey was focused on students and graduates from Slovak and Italian universities. Research has 
shown that respondents have been using social networks to search for work only exceptionally, but 
they see the benefits and potential for them in the future. In order to attract potential job seekers, we 
recommend employers to publish job offers also with the help of modern technologies.  
 

Keywords: employee recruitment, social networking, employee search, HRM. 
 
Introduction 
 
Nowadays, information technologies have a significant impact on all areas of our society, its 
development and the overall development of society (Vetráková, Smerek, 2016). Thanks to this trend, 
businesses have become more interested in modern technology (Hada, Gairola, 2015). Different types 
of people use modern technology, which means that businesses have an impact on a large number of 
potential job seekers. The innovations and development in field of internet and social networks 
require new trends as well as an adequate approach to human resource management (Pozo-Rico, 
Gilar, Castejon, 2016). In today's job search, social networks are a very effective channel of 
communication, which is also declared by research of Topolovec-Vranic and Natarajan (2016) 
or Amadoru and Gamage (2016). These authors share the view that the use of social networks has 
grown over the last 10 years. Social networks provide access to information about potential job 
seekers, can quickly disseminate job offers and provide feedback (Jere, et al. 2017). Services, 
provided by social networks within the Internet, represent an expanding social phenomenon. Today, 
especially students perceive social networks as a space for expressing their own personality.  
 
The main goal of the recruiting process is to obtain the right employees at the lowest possible cost 
with adequate quality of the job potential of the candidates at the optimum time. We understand 
employees' work potential as knowledge, experience, skills, talent or some specific personality 
characteristics needed to meet the desired goals and missions of a particular business (Kachňáková, 
Nachtmannová, Joniaková, 2008). Factors from the outside environment of the organization may also 
affect the process of recruiting employees. These include, for example, demographic, economic, 
technological and legal conditions. These factors cannot be influenced but should be taken into 
account when deciding on concrete steps in the process of recruiting. 
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Material and Methods 

Different methods are used to recruit employees. With rapidly changing times and trends, the 
methods are changing, too. Print media has been in use since the 17th century, when the first 
newspapers began to appear in Europe, later in the 18th century in America. Newspapers had an 
impact on almost every household, which caused the later boom of print media. Therefore, the 
company, the company that used this resource to advertise the job, had the highest chance of reaching 
as many potential candidates as possible. After the arrival of television and radio, some companies 
have also started to use these methods to offer a job. We have observed the greatest change in the use 
of different methods since the onset of the internet phenomenon. Companies follow trends in the use 
of different media by their potential candidates. Without costly studies, they noticed that the internet 
and especially today's popular social networks were the best place to attract potential employees. 
There are two main social networking functions in the labour market. The first one is to provide 
information on job offers and the second one is to present information on employee productivity and 
quality.  In this way, both employed and unemployed people receive job vacancy information and 
each individual is in touch with others. Employees do not use job offers for themselves but they 
inform their unemployed friends. Therefore, the number of working friends determines the amount of 
available job vacancy information and increases the possibility of finding a job (Cappellari, 
Tatsiramos, 2015).  
 
Nowadays, there are many social networks and they include Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, 
WhatsApp, Google+, YouTube, Skype, Pokec and ICQ and others. They offer solutions not only for 
students and graduates but also for all who are looking for a job. Data from social networks can help 
many job seekers. On the other hand, social media are helpful to companies in finding a suitable 
employee. Using large data social networking options is the biggest opportunity for students. More 
and more businesses and businesses agree that processing large volumes of social data is an 
opportunity for both students and businesses. Students who succeed are not the ones who have the 
most to put on the Internet. Successful students know best to use these data. Social networks provide 
a stepping stone in finding jobs and obtaining information easier that could contain unique and 
valuable employment information (Fieseler, Meckel, Müller, 2014). 
 
The job search process begins by creating profiles on Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and Facebook. 
Social media and websites allow them to connect with potential companies or other employers 
(Batagan, Boja, 2015). Through the social media, it is easier to get the full background of a candidate 
with detailed references that staffers need. Most companies have their own web portal. In most cases, 
these companies also have their profiles on social networks. Specialized personnel agencies have 
found that internet communication or communication using social networks was much more effective 
than regular ads for specific professions or groups of people. The main reason for lower printed 
media preference is that young people less read daily press and spend more time on social networks. 
Another advantage is that the information spreads very quickly and has an impact on many people in 
a very short time (Potkány, Hajdukova, 2015). The research of Melanthiou et al. (2015) also points to 
the many benefits provided by social networks. Social media allow users to present themselves in 
different ways. For example, one of the options is through participation in expert groups or in groups 
that are connected with companies interested in job seekers. Nowadays, most people agree that the 
job search process can be a long and time-consuming process (Nikolaou, 2014). The combination of 
formal and informal job searching is the most successful way to find a job.  
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Table 1 : Composition of the research sample 

 

Data to identify respondents 
Italy Slovakia 

Absolute 
frequency 

Relative 
frequency 

Absolute 
frequency 

Relative 
frequency 

Gender 
Male  51 48 103 41 
Female  56 52 186 59 

Age 

Up to 20 years 9 8 11 3 
21 – 25 years 64 60 232 73 
26 – 29 years 34 32 55 17 
30 years and more 0 0 18 6 

Completed 
education 

Secondary education 46 43 163 52 
Higher education of I. degree 32 30 103 33 
Higher education of II. degree 29 27 47 15 
Higher education of III. degree 0 0 3 1 

Source: authors 
 

 
We have used the descriptive statistics and the chi-square test of the good match based on the 
contingency table for producing the results. The contingency table presents the frequency distribution 
of the two categorical variables simultaneously. It claims that the expected and observed frequencies 
are equal, which means that the nominal variables are independent. The rejection of the zero 
hypothesis means that the difference between the observed and expected frequencies in the table is so 
great that it cannot only be random and therefore there is a relationship between the nominal 
variables. We determined the statistical significance of the difference between the respondents using 
the level of significance p on the sample of Italian and Slovak students and graduates (p > 0.05 
among countries is not statistically significant difference; 0.01< p <0.05 between countries is a small 
statistically significant difference; 0.001< p <0.01 among countries is a statistically significant 
difference; p < 0.001 between countries is a very significant statistical difference) (Rimarčík, 2007). 
 
In research, there was a questionnaire used by Potkány, Hajduková (2015). The aim of the 
questionnaire survey, which we conducted in 2017, was to define the perspective and usability of 
social networks in recruiting employees for small and medium-sized enterprises.  The survey was 
designed for students and graduates of Italian and Slovak universities. In total, 423 respondents were 
involved (107 from Italy and 316 from Slovakia) in the structure according to Table 1. 

Results and Discussion  

 
Based on the results of analysis of the use of different types of social networks, we can state that most 
respondents from Italy use the social network WhatsApp (89.72%). Facebook is used by 83.18% of 
Italian respondents. Instagram and YouTube are represented similarly to Italian and Slovak 
respondents. 57.94% of respondents use Instagram and 41.12% of respondents prefer YouTube. Also, 
99.37% of respondents from Slovakia have a profile created on the social network Facebook. More 
than half of respondents say they use the Instagram social network (53.16%). YouTube is the third 
most common social network, which is used by 42.72% of respondents.  
 
Italian respondents use social networking to find employment in 49 cases from the total of 107 
respondents. Slovak respondents are most often connected to social networks anywhere via mobile 
devices (exactly 190 out of 316 respondents). The answer “at home” was the second most frequent 
answer selected by 119 respondents out of a total of 316. Slovak respondents use Social Networks to 
find employment in 146 cases out of a total of 316 respondents.  
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Italian respondents most prefer the option to look for work over the Internet, up to 87.85% of 
respondents. The second most common answer was to find a job with personal contact. More than 
half (57.94%) of Italian respondents chose this option. The way of looking for work through the 
Office of Social Affairs and Family was preferred by 38.32% of respondents and 35.51% of Italian 
respondents chose to work through social networks. The Internet as a way of seeking employment 
holds a dominant position among Slovak respondents (76.58%). The second most frequent response 
was with the known (64.56%) and 46.84% of the respondents choosing the option through social 
networks. The way of looking for work through the Office of Labour of Social Affairs and Family is 
used by 37.97% of the Slovaks interviewed. 
 
Consequently, we determined how many respondents use social networks to find employment. The 
respondents had a choice of more options and the main question was whether they use or not use 
social networks for that purpose. The observed results do not indicate any statistically significant 
difference. The participants in both surveys said they were using social networks as a tool for finding 
employment. This option was marked by 91.59% of Italian respondents and 89.24% of Slovak 
respondents. 
 

Table 2 Comparison of differences within job search 

 

  Chi-squared Degrees of 

freedom 

p-level 

Pearson's chi-squared 0.4826791 df=1 p=0.48721 
M-V chi-squared 0.5008238 df=1 p=0.47914 
Source: own research 
 
Furthermore, we investigated what kind of social network respondents used. Italian respondents are 
seeking job most through specific social networking sites of enterprises (67.29%). The looking for 
employment through special applications on social networks is the second most common option for 
them (for exactly 40.19% of respondents surveyed by Italy). Most of the Slovak respondents use 
social networks to find employment through friends' recommendations (67.41%). On the other hand, 
42.72% of Slovak respondents are looking for employment on specific pages of enterprises within 
social networks.  
 
There is a statistically significant difference in the view of respondents in terms of social perceptions 
as a credible tool for finding a job (Table 2). 30.84% of Italian respondents see social networks as an 
untrustworthy way of seeking employment, while Slovak respondents perceive social networks as a 
trusted tool (up to 50% of the respondents identified this possibility).  
 

Table 3 Comparison of differences in assessing the reliability of social networks 

 

 Chi-squared Degrees of 

freedom 

p-level 

Pearson's chi-squared 86.41233 df=3 p=0.0000 
M-V chi-squared 77.03946 df=3 p=0.0000 
Source: own research 
 
 
In the context of analysing the benefits of social networks in finding employment, the statistically 
significant difference was not confirmed by the opinions of Italian and Slovak respondents. In both 
cases, respondents indicate that social networking services have benefits in finding a job. This view is 
presented by 90.65% of respondents from Italy and 90.19% of respondents from Slovakia (Table 3). 
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Table 4 Comparing differences in benefits of social networks 

 

 Chi-squared Degrees of 

freedom 

p-level 

Pearson's chi-squared 0.0196889 df=1 p=0.88841 
M-V chi-squared 0.0198306 df=1 p=0.88801 
Source: own research 
 
Italian respondents argue that the greatest benefit of social networks in finding a job is a large amount 
of information in one place (58.88%). The benefit of rapid feedback is also very significant for Italian 
respondents (51.40% of respondents indicated this possibility). The "comfort" option was marked by 
49.53% of respondents from Italy. More than half of Slovak respondents see the biggest advantage in 
time-consuming social networks (53.80%). The second significant advantage for Slovak respondents 
is a large amount of information on social networks. Italian respondents (79%) see potential in the 
social networks for looking for employment, in the future. In contrast, 21% of Italian respondents 
claim that social networks have no potential for the future. In Slovakia, 67% of respondents see the 
potential to job seeking in the future. Another 24% of respondents do not see the potential for the 
future.  
 
Social media and the Internet are widely used in the recruitment process by both human resources 
and job seekers. Personnel managers use social and Internet technology to access a large amount of 
information about job seekers. Their aim is to avoid negligence in hiring and discover the real person 
of the applicant. Personalists continue using social media in the process of recruiting even though 
they are still considered socially irresponsible and violating privacy. This can lead to negative 
impacts on company reputation and disputes between job seekers and companies. Also, the reliability 
and validity of information obtained from social media are debatable. On the other hand, job seekers 
know that their social media profiles are likely to be checked by potential employers. Many of them 
even believe that employers have the right to control the profiles of applicants for social media. In 
spite of this, many jobs seekers do the so-called "posting paradox" when they publish and share 
content that is inappropriate to be seen by their potential employer. This paradoxical behaviour opens 
a key question about the factors that predict the behaviour of potential job seekers in the social media, 
(irrespective of suitability or inappropriateness, especially with regard to their awareness of potential 
employers) (Ouirdi et al., 2015b). 
 
In addition to psychological openness, employers expect to find some other personality features that 
are considered important when deciding to be recruited in relation to the use of social media. For 
example, how candidates use social media, their dependence on social media and possibly low self-
control. When using social media to a greater extent, it is expected that shared content could 
potentially be detrimental to their career or job search. We can observe this fact among Facebook-
dependent people and frequent Facebook users with a clear negative impact on their work or study. 
People with a greater need to be more frequent on the Internet are more likely to share potentially 
problematic material. It is also assumed that people with low self-control would disagree with the use 
of social media when deciding employers to take up employment (Drouin et al., 2015). 
 
Employers control several things related to the personal lives of employees or potential employees 
that could endanger the business or the enterprise itself. It is very easy to harm a business by someone 
who has undesirable behaviour. Multi-national or multicultural societies are oriented towards 
extremists or employees with racist views that could be expressed on social networks and could 
endanger the enterprise. According to the Eurocom Worldwide Global PR Network survey, two of 
the five technology companies (nearly 40 percent) view profiles of potential employees on social 
networks such as Facebook or LinkedIn. This is just another example of the fact that very personal 
photos or information published on social media websites may seem like a good idea but can affect 
the future career of an employee (Bawaba, 2011). 
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Study results of Ouirdi et al. (2015a) demonstrate the sensitivity of younger users to social impacts. 
The reason could be that younger users are more sensitive to pressure from friends and are using 
social media in general. This could also be transferred to the workplace. Younger people show a 
stronger interest in relationships with other people, including co-workers. In comparison with older 
workers, younger workers have stronger motives for growth in terms of new learning, education and 
development. Therefore, they could be more sensitive to the perception of social impact on the 
workplace and to accept innovation and progress in their careers. Highly educated people are more 
motivated by community interests, inclusion in society and reputation. It is possible that highly 
educated people are increasingly exposed to social influence in the profession and are more 
vulnerable to this pressure.  
 
Based on the research results, we have come to the conclusion that Slovak personnel should focus on 
social networks such as Facebook, Google +, YouTube and Instagram, in search of potential 
employees. They should include these networks in the classic way of looking for job seekers, because 
they are among the most used in Slovakia. Volkova et al. (2017) present similar facts. The results of 
their research claim that Facebook is the most successful tool used in the recruitment process. 
Searching for potential employees also depends on the type of user on social networks. The survey 
showed that most respondents actively use social networks. These two studies show that the place, 
where respondents are joining social networks, has changed significantly. Nowadays, there is no 
problem connecting to the Internet, almost anywhere. Operator coverage increases each year and 
almost everybody has the internet on the phone. Our respondents are most often connected using 
mobile devices. Methods used by potential job seekers in finding an employment are equally 
important.  
 
The survey found that Slovak respondents mostly use the Internet, personal acquaintances, and social 
networks to find employment. The possibility to look for employment through social networks is 
more often used than the results from previous years according to the above-mentioned surveys it is 
important to take into account factors such as basic salary, working environment and the possibility 
of career growth (these factors are a priority for Slovak respondents) so that job seeker is interested in 
the job offer. If respondents choose to use social networks to find employment, they will follow the 
recommendations of their friends.  
 
The level of trustworthiness of social networks has improved from the point of view of Slovak 
respondents. In research of Bartaková, Brtková, Gubiniová and Hitka (2017), which was carried out 
on a sample of 211 students and university graduates from Slovakia and 181 from abroad, social 
networks were evaluated as a less trusted tool for finding employment. In our research, Slovak 
respondents have already perceived social networks as a credible tool for finding employment. 
 
Further, we investigated what social networks had benefits for potential employees. The Slovak 
respondents see their advantages, especially in the timelessness. We can conclude that the use of 
social networks, as a modern job search tool, has seen an increase in Slovakia. The respondents see 
the potential in this modern method, and they will use it more in the future, given the current trend of 
growth. Therefore, it is very important for employers to have their profiles on social networks with 
attractive job offers attractive to potential job seekers. 
 

Conclusion 

 
The reality of the present affirms us how quickly the world around us changes. Competitive struggle 
is a very important factor that significantly shapes the environment around us and affects the 
competitiveness of the business on the market, at the same time (Stacho et al., 2015; Potkány, 
Stachová, 2015; Nedeliaková et al., 2017; Smerek 2017; Smolková et al., 2016; Urbancová, Urbanec, 
2012). Therefore, in the field of human resource management, there is a great deal of attention 
devoted to the emerging generation, especially today's university students. They bring a different 
view of the world, other habits and ideas about the working environment and often have their own 
innovative views (Kucharčíková et al. 2016). The survey's priority (which we have addressed to 
students and university graduates in the form of questionnaires) was to find out if they are using 
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social networks when looking for jobs in Italy and Slovakia and what will be the trend of social 
networks in recruiting employees in the next period. From our survey, we estimate that social 
networks, as a modern job search tool, have great potential in the future and have the opportunity to 
become a full-fledged way of looking for an employment. Authors Gelinas et al. (2017) share the 
same view.  
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Abstract 

The goal of this article is to identify how working expectations and motivations of generation Y 
working in parent’s businesses varies from the working expectations and motivations of whole 
generation Y. We proceeded a qualitative research design to gain opinions of generation Y members 
working in parent’s businesses. Three main dimensions of the working motivation were surveyed: (1) 
Reasons for entering a family business, (2) What does work in a family business mean? and (3) Their 
general working motivation. Main findings of the article are the importance of work-life balance, 
flexibility, possibility of career development and own will to continue his or her family tradition for 
generation Y members working in parent’s businesses.  

Keywords: Motivation, Generation Y, Succession, Family Firms 

Introduction 

Family businesses are important actors of the Czech economy. In the Czech Republic was the 
tradition of family business restored after the collapse of the totalitarian regime. These regimes did 
not allow free enterprise; therefore, family business was not even the subject of scientific research. 
However, nowadays the issue of family business in the Czech Republic is receiving more attention. 
According to Machek (2017), it is a young, but popular and rapidly developing science discipline in 
management. Similarity can be found with topic of youth employment, especially with theme of 
generation Y-members and their work motivation. 

Generation Y are the individuals born from 1980 to 1995 (McCrindle, 2014). This term includes 
people who are currently completing their university studies or are economically active for a 
relatively short period of time. Statistically, this represents 21% of citizens of the Czech Republic 
(CSO, 2016). Thanks to historical events, they have a different view on the world than previous 
generations. Therefore, it can be expected that their access to family businesses have specific features 
than previous generations. Members of the Y generation enter the labor market and at the same time 
enter these individuals into family businesses. This contribution focuses on those whose parents are 
doing business and they can become their potential successors. The aim of this article is to find out 
whether the work expectations of members of the generation Y whose family are owning business 
differ from the motivation of the whole generation Y. The article should help to understand 
motivation and preference for young people to enter into companies owned by their family. 

Due to lack of statistical data, the research was carried out using the method of qualitative research. 
The article is structured in the following way. In the first part Literature review are presented the 
work motivation and preference of the Y generation. Then the way of data acquisition is explained. 
Finally is presented a summary. 

Literature Review 

Generation Y is characterized by certain specificities. Compared to previous generations, it is 
characterized by a high degree of individualism, openness, willingness to experiment and liveliness 
for the thing (Twenge, Campbell, 2012). It is referred to as the most technically skilled, having the 
best access to education and more individualistic than the previous generation (Eisner, 2005). This is 
due to continuous contact with state-of-the-art technologies, which the most important is the Internet. 
Attempting to achieve their personal and work goal is leading members of this generation to find 
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meaningful work in a working group that is similarly set up. This generation differs with access to 
money, which it does not perceive as the most important criterion for choosing a profession. 
Important features in deciding about profession gives gen Y to character of work, the opportunity to 
work, while enjoying life and contributing to the creation of a satisfied human society (Allen, 2004). 

A typical characteristic of generation Y is multitasking. This feature brings many benefits, such as the 
ability to work on multiple different tasks at once. Lewis (2003), on the other hand, states that they 
often use technology not only to fulfill their tasks but also to personal issues (such as watching 
videos, sending messages or reading on forums) at the workplace. 

The examined generation Y is often perceived as one of the first globally interconnected generations. 
Therefore, it is being researched worldwide regardless of nationality. Due to this fact, the Czech 
environment was examined (Šilerová, Flodrová, 2011), which did not show significant differences of 
motivation from the results of obtained by global surveys. Differences can be seen in cultural affairs. 
However, cultural topic is not explored in this text. Generation Y seeks a job position from which it 
can develop and grow. And it has much greater emphasis on flexibility and self-development than 
previous generations. It also wants to step up in the career ladder if they are offered that opportunity. 
Otherwise, members of this generation set up their own business (Sheahan, 2005, Twenge, 2010). 
Consultancy company’s surveys focused on defining gen´s Y work motivations and preferences in 
choosing a profession can be used. They are up-to-date and applicable for the purposes of this 
research. 

Characteristics of the generation Y are influenced by factors and criteria by which its members decide 
while choosing a future profession. The propensity for individualism to some extent explains the 
importance of a work-life balance that is rated as key factor. Other key criteria for choosing a job are 
flexibility, development and career growth, meaningful work, financial rewards (Deloitte, 2017, 
Universum Global, 2014, Pwc, 2016, Harward Business Review, 2016, Manpower, 2016). 

The work-life balance is one of the most important criteria for generating Y to decide on accepting a 
job offer. Leisure, family, and career development even favor this generation before financial 
rewards. Up to 34% of respondents from the global survey with more than 16,000 respondents said 
the managerial role was not attractive to them, as they were worried that they would take too many 
hours a day and would not have enough time for their free-time activities. (Universum, 2014) 

Another incentive factor is flexibility. Like the previous work-life balance, it stems from 
individualism and openness. (Twenge, Campbell, 2012) Flexibility is reflected in adapting to working 
life. Typical is the optional working time, the freedom to decide on working conditions and 
associated possibility of home office. (Deilotte, 2017) Generation Y members want to create their 
individual surroundings and timetable for their work to suit their lifestyle. (Kubátová, 2004) 

Willingness to learn new things to support own personal growth, is another typical stimulating feature 
of the generation under studies. Education contributes to personal development, which leads to self-
worth, and consequently helps to achieve own goals. This is supported by the already mentioned 
individualism. This is another factor of motivation - career growth. Generation Y is entering the labor 
market and expects to rise rapidly in career rankings and is generally not willing to stay at the same 
job for too long period. (Universum, 2014) 

Surveys were conducted among members of the generation Y, but notwithstanding their preferences 
regarding the type of ownership of the company. Due to the differences between family and non-
family businesses, these research questions arise: 

1) What motivates members of the Y generation to work in their parents' businesses? 

2) Do these reasons differ from the results of the whole generation? 

Methodology and data 

Selected statistical databases focus on issues of generation Y and factors affecting career choices. 
However, there is no diversion between the companies that are selected by the Y generation, 
following their form of ownership. The absence of a wider statistical database leads to the creation of 
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this qualitative article. Its empirical part is created based on in-depth unstructured interviews with 
twenty representatives of gen Y.  

These interviews were conducted in the first half of year 2017 at neutral public places so the 
interviewees were not exposed to any environmental pressures and their ideas could be fully 
demonstrated. Each interview lasted about two hours. Respondents were selected based on several 
criteria. They had to be members of generation Y, people born between 1980 and 1995. Their parents 
must have a family business and be active in both statutory and executive positions for at least 5 
years. The family business has a turnover more than 20 million crowns and employs between 12 and 
250 employees. Business ownership is only in the hands of the family or wider family. Important 
condition was the active working participation of the interviewee within the family business.  

Eight women and eleven men were interviewed. Examined family businesses operate in following 
areas: food (6), engineering (5), services (4), agriculture (2), textile (2) and construction (1). These 
companies are owned by either one of the parents or parents and someone else from the family (most 
often the founder). 

Interviews were based on a pre-prepared scenario. To verify the reliability of the statements, 
questions were raised on each topic several times, but each time at a different time and with other 
words. The aim was to answer the above questions. That is why the interviews concerned the 
following topics: 

• Reason for entering a family business. 
• Work duration in a family business. 
• What does the work for their family mean? 
• Overall work motivation. 

Reasons for entering family business 

The first part of the interview was conducted to find out the real reason for entering a family 
business. From the nature of the defined goal, the answers will differ from the answers of people who 
do not have the opportunity to enter their parents' family business. However, it is important to get 
better understanding of the possible differences of Y generation representatives in family businesses 
than others. Responses can be divided into three types. 

 
Typical reason for ongoing family businesses is tradition. The continuation of the family tradition as 
a reason to enter the family business has given a corresponding part. Another respondent admitted 
that she had no choice but to get into a family business after they had finished their education. From 
such responses, it can be concluded that parents in these cases developed some pressure and that their 
child was not exposed to a choice. 
 
 The third type of answers showed the fact that respondents was given the opportunity to arbitrarily 
decide. They entered the family business at their own discretion. Most respondents were in the third 
category of responses. They decided on their own, based on experience or discretion. These 
interviewees also reported different length of time in the family business. For the first two types of 
responses, interviewees engage in family business either during their training or immediately after 
their termination. Also, the subject in which the interviewee was educated informed him whether he 
was preparing for work in a family business or not. No respondent who entered family business 
because of tradition or necessity was educated in another field. 

 
Respondents admit that they are dealing with the resistance of parents and workers who prevent 
changes in the processes involved. They see this as a frustrating factor, but also on the other hand as a 
challenge that makes them work harder and do more.  

What does the work for their family mean? 

In third part interviewees were asked to find out what the work for their family mean. Focus was 
made to capture mainly different responses than the generation Y, which does not work in family 
businesses. Relationships with parents have been mentioned in a different form. One praised that 
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relations with parents had improved with their entry into the family business. Communication has 
improved, clarification has been made of the relationship and way of working in the company's 
hierarchy. 
 
On the other hand, the involvement of offspring can also lead to a deterioration of family 
relationships. For example, three respondents said they sometimes feel that their parents would rather 
see someone else's place at their work place. 
Per respondents is also more difficult to distinguish working hours from their free time. Most of them 
said often think about work at weekends and does not even know when they work and when they do 
not work. They also admit that they try not to think about working by relaxation, but it is not easy. 

 
An interesting insight brought answers to the field of work with modern technologies. Respondents 
mostly talked about technologies as something quite common to them, but not as common to others. 
There was complete agreement among respondents on the use of modern technologies. They marked 
themselves as advanced users and maybe the most active on the Internet from the whole family 
business. 

Overall work motivation  

 
Main part of the interviews was conducted to identify the factors that led respondents to enter and 
continue working in their parents' family business. From the interviews of all interviewees, it can be 
stated that the crucial role of continuing their work is to meet the need to combine working life with 
personal. 
 
The interviewees said that their work in a family business allows them to organize time per 
themselves. That was, per most of the respondents, one of the key factors that motivated them to 
enter the family business. This is associated with another often-mentioned benefit - flexibility. 
Organization of work per their selves, but also the possibility of switching to another job and the 
opportunity to try everything. Without bureaucratic impediments and internal regulations, it is easier 
for them to quote. 
 
Another reason was the possibility of self-development. Respondents recognize that they are 
educated in their fields. In their words, they have access to less information, so they are more actively 
searching for them. Their parents are more easily allowed to learn more than they would in a non-
family business. 
 
Like the previous stimulus, career growth has been mentioned. Answers on this subject depended on 
the job position the examiner found when entering the company, compared to his current situation. 
Everyone who saw a certain career shift mentioned this thing as important for staying in a family 
business. 
 
Another reason for joining the family was the effort to maintain a family tradition. The responses all 
agreed that they have a big emotional attitude to the company and want to act at least if their parents. 
Tradition is, per their words, unrelated to the organization of their business affairs, but it motivates 
them to stay in the company. 

Conclusion 

By comparing the results of the surveys and the actual examination, many conclusions can be drawn. 
Studies show that for members of the generation Y are particularly important in their working life 
work-life balance, flexibility, personal development and career growth, meaningful work, and 
financial rewards. Within the investigation, itself, these factors have also emerged as important. Other 
factors that decide to enter or work in a family business are their own will to continue family 
tradition. 
Per the survey, work-life balance is achieved. The organization of working time by one's own person 
leads to the fulfillment of both work-life balance and flexibility. Career growth is not planned in more 
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detail in the surveyed companies, but one can see a gradual approach to the target position. The 
meaningfulness of Y's work is that their work is beneficial to the environment and the people their 
parents employ. These factors coincide with the results of generational surveys. Financial reward is 
an important aspect, but its weight has not been sufficiently verified. Therefore, it can not be stated 
whether it can be categorically included among the main motivational factors. 

The limitation of this research is that it can not be determined whether the present generation entering 
the labor market is significantly different from other generations. The result of this investigation can 
only be applied to a limited part of the population and there is no possibility of comparison with past 
generations. Further research could therefore be dealt with by other generations and their reasons. 

In conclusion, generations Y enter their parents' businesses on the same criteria as non-family 
companies, but with the added incentive to maintain tradition. It has been shown for gens Y are 
particularly important in their working life to combine work and private life, flexibility, personal 
development and career growth, meaningful work, and a continuation of family tradition. This 
motivation factor distinguishes the investigated person from the rest of their peers. It should therefore 
be considered in any further work with the Y generation in family businesses. 
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Abstract 

 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the level of ‘greening’ growth in European Union countries. Research 

was carried out based on the taxonomic linear ordering method, which enabled multidimensional 

comparative analysis of multi-featured objects. It is based on indicators related to economic, social, and 

environmental issues, according to the OECD methodology. The adopted method made it possible to 

evaluate the studied phenomenon as a whole, providing grounds for assigning the 21 selected countries 

into five groups, characterized by similar levels of green growth. The conducted analysis shows that 

Germany was characterized by the highest level of ‘greening’ growth, while Poland received the lowest 

rating. Generalizing the results of the study, it can be stated that the degree of greening the economic 

growth of EU countries is insufficient, especially in the context of pursuing the long-term goal which is 

the entrance to the path of sustainable development. 

Keywords: green growth; sustainable development; taxonomic linear ordering method. 

   

Introduction 

In the past decade governments of EU member states have been under pressure to present a credible exit 

strategy to address the financial and economic crisis (2007-2008). Paradoxically, the crisis also provided 

a chance to revive activities aiming at a low-emission economy. It contributed to verification and reforms 

of such sector policies which so far had been both costly and harmful to the environment. (Huhtanen, 

2010, s. 91–92; OECD, 2009b) 

In the age of ‘bootstrapping’, the recommendations of OECD concerning resolution of both climatic 

issues and other environmental challenges at minimum cost seem current and adequate. Many countries 

use the crisis as an opportunity to implement the ecological tax reform which, as a source of additional 

budget receipts, at the same time will reduce labour tax burdens (OECD, 2009a, p.2). Mechanisms such 

as environmental taxes and tradable allowances systems help relieve tax burdens (or at least a part of such 

burdens) from corporate and personal income tax and social insurance contributions. Taxes on energy and 

CO2 emissions can also become a natural element of a broader budget consolidation package providing 

an attractive alternative to increasing taxes on payroll or revenues from economic activity and to cutting 

down on public expenses (OECD, 2011b, s.4). 

The implementation of reforms in OECD countries commenced in the first place under the so-called 

green growth strategy. Recently, the term ‘green growth’ has rapidly encroached on the international 

public debate. The concept was rolled out in 2005 by the United Nations Economic and Social 

Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) as a way of finding options for introducing a low-
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emission model of sustainable development for fast developing Asian countries (Satbyul, Ho, Yeora, 

2014, s. 37–38; ESCAP, 2005). 

As a consequence of the last financial crisis interest in green growth has increased among politicians and 

scientists. The term that was rarely used before 2008 is now a leading discussion point for many 

international institutions. The World Bank together with five other multilateral development banks agreed 

to implement the concept of green growth (The World Bank, 2012; OECD, 2012). In turn, the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) developed the assumptions of Green 

Growth Strategy (the Strategy) consisting of four documents: Towards Green Growth, Towards Green 

Growth: Monitoring Progress – OECD Indicators, Tools for Delivering on Green Growth and Towards 

Green Growth: A summary for policy makers (OECD 2011a, b, c, d). In addition, a new international 

body – the Global Green Growth Institute, supported by many governments, was set up. Its mission is 

providing respective countries with advice related to the implementation of the assumptions of the 

concept. Moreover, a decision to organize cyclic meetings at the highest level and to create a cooperation 

network was made (Global Green Growth Forum, Green Growth Leaders). During G-20 summits in 

France and Mexico in 2011 and 2012 the world’s largest economies made a commitment to promote the 

idea of green growth (Jacobs, 2012, s. 4). 

In 2012, under Mexican presidency, the G20 forum introduced a term ‘inclusive green growth’, that is, 

green growth fostering social inclusion as a cross-section priority of the G20 development agenda. During 

the meeting in Seoul on 19–20 March 2012 the necessity to concentrate activities for the sake of inclusive 

green growth was emphasized, indicating that it was the key element of achieving long-term sustainable 

development (OECD, 2015).  

Generally, two main conditions that determine the dynamic development of the green growth concept can 

be identified. First, there is a growing fear of environmental instability of conventional paths of economic 

growth and the related risk of irreversible change in the fundamental environmental base required to 

maintain the achieved level of economic welfare. The increasing awareness of imminent climatic crisis 

brought attention to the fact that environment and economy cannot be treated separately any longer. The 

existing hazards point to the need for considerable modification of consumer behaviour, structure of 

industry and technologies in use. 

Secondly, the financial and economic crisis created a field for formulating agendas encouraging 

reconstruction of growth on more ecological and socially sustainable grounds. The high level of 

economic stagnation means that the alternative cost of ‘green’ investments is temporarily limited, so the 

fiscal stimulus packages introduced by governments in response to the crisis contain many measures 

oriented in particular at ‘green’ growth. Emphasis was put on the necessity for a strategic approach in 

order to ensure that upon exit from the crisis and at the following stage the implemented policies are most 

adequate in terms of economic efficiency, environmental integrity and social justice and are consistent 

both at a national and international level (OECD, 2010, s. 13; Reilly, 2012, s. S86). 

Also, a third reason is given (although not officially) for increased interest in the green growth concept, 

namely the recently decreasing impact of the sustainable development concept on the development of 

economic policy. Immediately after the Earth Summit in 1992 the principle of sustainable development 

was commonly adopted by governments and in many countries it had a significant impact on priority 

treatment of environmental goals. In the 1990s a sudden ‘abundance’ of regulations concerning 

environmental protection, and in the business sector – procedures related to implementation of 
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environmental management – could be observed. However, at the beginning of the new millennium the 

global trend towards sustainable development slowed down significantly. What is more, it turned out that 

practical measures undertaken by states in that respect were not sufficient enough to prevent global 

changes in the environment. Sustainable development became just one of many obligations of 

governments. Simultaneously, they realized that in a world where the increase in GDP (and the 

employment it generates) remains the main driving force for voters and businesses and a priority of 

government policy, it would be a mistake to focus environmental discussion only on the existing barriers 

and costs and the related need for restraining economic growth. This is particularly significant with 

reference to issues of climatic changes where the main care point is the economic costs of mitigating 

climatic changes and international negotiations concerning the global distribution of associated burdens. 

Therefore, the fundamental assumption of the green growth concept is departing from the negative and 

politically unattractive perception of environmental issues in economy (Stern, 2007; Jacobs, 2012, s. 6). 

It should be also remembered that green growth, despite being a separate category, is not in opposition to 

the assumptions of sustainable development. According to a manual prepared by the European 

Commission, the concept of green growth was developed in order to supplement the concept of 

sustainable development (European Commission, 2012). With regard to the position of UNO, it can be 

stated that green growth is seen as an efficient tool to ensure long-term sustainable development. In 

addition, taking into account the goal we should be aiming at, that is, a ‘green’ economy built on solid 

grounds, the following definition of green growth can be proposed: economic growth which takes into 

account rational utilisation of natural capital, prevents and reduces pollution, and creates chances to 

improve the overall social welfare by building a ‘green’ economy, making long-term sustainable 

development possible. Such a treatment makes it possible to emphasize the integrity of the trio: green 

growth – green economy – sustainable development (Kasztelan, 2015b; 2017a). 

Literature most often quotes the definition proposed by OECD, being the institution most involved in 

promoting this concept throughout the world. According to the report of the OECD (2017), ‘green growth 

is about fostering and development, while ensuring that natural assets continue to provide the resources 

and environmental service on which our well-being relies’. Green growth strategies developed at the 

national level are to encourage businesses and consumers in environmentally friendly behaviours, to 

improve the optimal reallocation of jobs, capital, and technology toward greener activities, and to provide 

motivation for the development of eco-innovation (OECD, 2011a; Kijek, 2013; Kijek and Kasztelan, 

2013).  

The OECD proposed a set of indicators for defining and tracking changes towards green growth. In 2011, 

the first OECD report was published, showing the conceptual framework, the initial proposal of a set of 

30 key indicators of green growth and the results for selected indicators from the OECD database. 

(OECD, 2011b). In 2014 the second version of the report was published, based on the national sets of 

green growth indicators ((Federal Statistical Office, 2013; Havranek and Sidorov, 2011; Hak et al., 2014; 

Statistics Korea, 2012; Statistics Netherlands, 2011 and 2013). A new report proposed 41 core indicators 

grouped around four main objectives: establishing a low carbon, resource-efficient economy; maintaining 

the natural asset base; improving people’s quality of life; and implementing appropriate policy measures 

and realizing the economic opportunities that green growth provides. In addition, in order to facilitate 

communication with decision makers, media, and society, it was decided to develop a representative set 

of six key indicators. They will allow monitoring several key elements of the concept of green growth, 
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that is, carbon and material productivity, environmentally adjusted multifactor productivity, a natural 

resource index, changes in land use and cover, and population exposure to air pollution (OECD, 2014).  

The latest report was published in June 2017. It updates but also extends the set of indicators presented in 

the previous editions of the document. In comparison to 2014, methodological changes include: indicators 

taking into account in economic efficiency measures the degree of natural resources consumption and the 

scale of pollutant emissions; revised indicators of technological innovativeness and the level of 

environmentally harmful subsidies used; improved indicators of human exposure to air pollution and 

related economic costs (OECD, 2017). 

In the updated OECD database, 99 detailed green growth indicators can be extracted, based on the 

experiences of the member states. However, there is no one synthetic metric that would allow one to 

evaluate and compare the phenomenon at an international level. Green growth of a given country can be 

measured but expressing it with one universal meter requires application of a proper method. This 

amounts to the formation of an aggregate indicator, also called a synthetic variable, which is the basis for 

structuring examined objects by the level of multi-feature phenomena. 

Related surveys carried out so far covered, among other things, an evaluation of green growth in 21 

selected OECD countries and were based on Hellwig’s model. Analyses involved 33 indicators of green 

growth for the years 2010-2014 (Kasztelan, 2017b). In addition, in South Korea surveys aimed at utilising 

12 OECD framework indicators for comparing green growth strategies implemented in 30 countries. 

(Satbyul, Ho, Yeora, 2014).  

The main goal of this paper is to evaluate the green growth of selected EU countries, based on the set of 

OECD indicators and taxonomic linear ordering method enabling multidimensional comparative analysis 

of multi-featured objects. This type of analysis provides answers to the following questions: (1) At what 

stage are the individual countries placed in terms of implementing the green growth assumptions? (2) 

What is the overall situation of EU countries according to the studied phenomenon? (3) What are the 

weak points of greening growth in the analyzed countries? For the purposes of implementing the main 

research objective, the article utilises the literature method, comparative method, and deductive 

reasoning. The article concludes with a summary identifying the areas for further research. 

 

Research Methodology  

The assessment of the degree of "greening" the economic growth has been carried out based on the 

taxonomic linear ordering method (taxonomic classification) (Hellwig 1968). Taxonomic procedures are 

used in the study of complex phenomena that cannot be measured directly (e.g. green growth of 

countries). For this purpose synthetic measures are constructed. Each of the multidimensional spatial 

objects (e.g. country) is assigned a metric value that allows for their linear ordering (Kijek, A. 2013). 

Taxonomic analysis provides an estimate of the level of diversity of objects (e.g., countries) described by 

a set of statistical characteristics (e.g., indicators). Linear ordering is used to establish a hierarchy of 

individual objects based on their distance from a reference (e.g., the country for which a particular index 

is a reference). In a linear hierarchy the maximum degree is 1 (Łogwiniuk, 2011). 

Evaluation of the green growth of the EU countries was conducted based on five groups of indicators 

(table 1). The reference years 2011–2015 were chosen due to the rule of the last available year. 

Diagnostic variables defining the level of green growth for particular countries were adjusted in an 
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attempt to meet two criteria: substantive and formal. Substantive indicators selection was based on 

literature studies, first of all strategic documents of the OECD (2011 b, c, d; 2014) and review of OECD 

databases. On this basis, 27 countries (EU members, no data for Cyprus) and 99 diagnostic variables were 

chosen.  

The next step was to check if they meet formal criteria, that is, whether they are measurable, complete, 

and ensure comparability. Firstly, from the database minor and difficult comparable indicators were 

eliminated. At this stage, the number of indicators was reduced to 73. In the next step, after analyzing the 

initial data matrix, the following countries were eliminated due to large information gaps: Bulgaria, 

Croatia, Malta, Romania, Latvia and Lithuania. Furthermore, given the lack of data for the individual 

indicators, their number was limited to 50. 

Ultimately, 21 countries and 50 diagnostic variables were selected for the green growth analysis (table 1). 

Among the selected variables, twelve were considered to be smaller-the-better (de-stimulants) reducing 

the synthetic measure of green growth, whereas the rest were regarded as larger-the-better (stimulants) 

characteristics having a positive influence on the measure. 

Stimulants (selected indicators) are explanatory (independent) variables whose increased values cause an 

increased value in the dependent variable (green growth of countries), while de-stimulants are 

explanatory variables whose increased values induce a decrease in the value of the dependent variable. 

Since the set of independent variables (metrics) contains variables that cannot be aggregated directly 

using appropriate standardization, normalization formulas were applied. Among the normalization 

formulas, unitarization methods were selected based on the interval of a normalized variable. This was 

dictated by the fact that it can be used for three types of variables: stimulants, de-stimulants, and 

nominants. The zero unitarization method was used as follows (Kijek A., 2013; Kukuła, 2000): 
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where: 

t

ikz
 is the  normalized value of the kth characteristic in the ith object in the t period (t = 1, 2, ..., T) 

t

ikx
 is the initial value of the kth characteristic in the ith object in t period 

Diagnostic features normalized in the abovementioned way take the value from the interval [0; 1]. The 

closer the value to unity, the better the situation in terms of the investigated feature, and the closer the 

value to zero, the worse the situation.  
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Among the methods for creating synthetic metrics, a non-reference method with the system of constant 

weights was selected, which was influenced by the previously used normalization method of the 

investigated features. Taxonomic metrics of green growth for the respective periods were built as follows: 
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Table 1: Selected indicators of green growth 

 

Indicators group 
Indicators sub-

group 

Indicator 

symbol 
Indicator name 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

AND RESOURCE 

PRODUCTIVITY 

CO2 productivity 

x1 

Production-based CO2 productivity, GDP per unit of energy-related CO2 

emissions (US dollars per kilogram, 2010) 

x2 Production-based CO2 emissions, Index 2000=100 

x3 

Demand-based CO2 productivity, GDP per unit of energy-related CO2 

emissions (US dollars per kilogram, 2010) 

x4 Demand-based CO2 emissions, Index 2000=100 

Energy 

productivity 

x5 Energy productivity, GDP per unit of TPES (US Dollar, 2010) 

x6 Energy intensity, TPES per capita (Tonnes of oil equivalent) 

x7 Total primary energy supply, Index 2000=100 

x8 Renewable energy supply, % TPES (Percentage) 

x9 Renewable electricity, % total electricity generation (Percentage) 

Non-energy 

material 

productivity 

x10 

Non-energy material productivity, GDP per unit of DMC (US dollars per 

kilogram, 2010) 

x11 Biomass, % of DMC (Percentage) 

x12 Municipal waste generated, kg per capita (Kilograms per capita) 

x13 Municipal waste recycled or composted, % treated waste (Percentage) 

Environmentally 

adjusted 

multifactor 

productivity 

x14 

Environmentally adjusted multifactor productivity growth (Percentage 

points) 

x15 Contribution of natural capital (Percentage points) 

NATURAL ASSET 

BASE 

Freshwater 

resources 
x16 Total renewable freshwater per capita (Cubic metres per capita) 

Land resources x17 Forest, % total land area (Percentage) 

Forest resources x18 

Forests under sustainable management certification, % total forest area 

(Percentage) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DIMENSION OF 

QUALITY OF LIFE 

Exposure to air 

pollution 

x19 Mean population exposure to PM2.5 (Micrograms per cubic metre) 

x20 Percentage of population exposed to more than 10 micrograms/m3 

x21 Mortality from exposure to PM2.5 (Per 1 000 000 inhabitants) 

Access to sewage 

treatment and 

drinking water 

x22 Population connected to public sewerage, % total population (Percentage) 

x23 

Population with access to improved sanitation, % total population 

(Percentage) 

x24 
Population with access to improved drinking water sources, % total 

population (Percentage) 

ECONOMIC 

OPPORTUNITIES 

AND POLICY 

RESPONSES 

Technology and 

innovation: 

Patents 

x25 

Development of environment-related technologies, % all technologies 

(Percentage) 

x26 Relative advantage in environment-related technology (Ratio) 

x27 
Development of environment-related technologies, % inventions 

worldwide (Percentage) 

x28 Development of environment-related technologies, inventions per capita 
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Technology and 

innovation: R&D 
x29 

Environmentally related government R&D budget, % total government 

R&D (Percentage) 

International 

financial flows: 

Official 

Development 

Assistance 

x30 Environmentally related ODA, % total ODA 

x31 ODA - all sectors - biodiversity, % total ODA 

x32 ODA - all sectors - climate change mitigation, % total ODA 

x33 ODA - all sectors - climate change adaptation, % total ODA 

x34 ODA - all sectors - desertification, % total ODA 

x35 ODA - renewable energy sector, % total allocable ODA 

x36 ODA - water supply and sanitation sector, % total allocable ODA 

x37 ODA - environment sector, % total allocable ODA 

x38 Net ODA provided, % GNI 

Environmental 

taxes and 

transfers 

x39 Environmentally related taxes, % GDP 

x40 Environmentally related taxes, % total tax revenue 

x41 Petrol tax, USD per litre, 2010 

x42 Petrol tax, % end-user price 

x43 Diesel tax, USD per litre, 2010 

x44 Diesel tax, % end-user price 

x45 Total fossil fuel support, % of total tax revenue 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

x46 Real GDP, Index 2000=100 

x47 Real GDP per capita (US Dollar, 2010) 

x48 Population density, inhabitants per km2 

x49 Labour tax revenue, % GDP 

x50 Labour tax revenue, % total tax revenue  

Source: own elaboration based on OECD database. 

 

The procedure chosen for evaluating the green growth provided multidimensional comparative analysis, 

allowing comparison of multi-featured objects. Taxonomic meters were applied, which replaced research 

description using a set of diagnostic features with one aggregate volume that is a synthetic variable. It 

allowed a comparison between selected member states of the EU providing grounds for classifying them 

into uniform groups characterized by similar levels of green growth. According to the values of the zi 

indicator the EU countries were assigned to one of the five groups with regard to their level of green 

growth. Group I consisted of member states with the highest while group V was with the lowest level of 

green growth. 

 

Results 

The level of green growth in the selected 21 European Union countries was evaluated based  

on 50 variables, and the outcomes of the analysis were presented in Table 2. The conducted analysis 

shows that Germany was characterized by the highest level of ‘greening’ growth. The taxonomic metric 

of this country was estimated at 0.4873. Five classes of countries were distinguished that differ in the 

level of green growth. Besides Germany, Group I included: Denmark, Great Britain, Sweden and France. 

The lowest evaluation of the studied phenomenon among all 21 member states was Poland for which zi 

indicator amounted to a mere 0.2906. It is worth noting that none of the examined countries recorded at 

least an average level (0.5000) of a synthetic green growth meter. 
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Table 2: Classification of 21 EU member states according to the value of the synthetic measure 

describing the level of green growth 

 

Group 

number 

The number 

of countries 

in the group 

The level 

of green growth 

OECD countries 

I 5 above 0,4501 Germany (0.4873), Denmark (0.4866), United Kingdom 

(0.4865), Sweden (0.4796), France (0.4769) 

II 4 from 0,4001 to 0,4500 Finland (0.4272), Italy (0.4082), Ireland (0.4076), Belgium 

(0.4075) 

III 7 from 0,3501 to 0,4000 Spain (0.3978), Portugal (0.3836), Luxembourg (0.3758), 

Hungary (0.3754), the Netherlands (0.3729), Austria 

(0.3635), Slovak Republic (0.3539) 

IV 4 from 0,3001 to 0,3500 Slovenia (0.3375), Czech Republic (0.3303), Estonia 

(0.3294), Greece (0.3173) 

V 1 below 0,3000 Poland (0.2906) 

           Source: author’s calculation. 

 

An extended analysis of respective indicators showed that in all studied countries only 14 (28%) 

indicators presented outstanding (higher than 0.5000) standardized average values. The worst case 

recorded was the development of environmental technologies (0.1080) and certain indicators referring to 

international financing cash flows for the benefit of environment protection: % of total allocable ODA on 

environment sector (0.1529), % of total allocable ODA on renewable energy sector (0.1808) and % of 

total ODA on biodiversity (0.1862).  

Foreign sources of funding, both public and private, may be particularly useful for those countries that 

have problems acquiring the national funds. Official development assistance (ODA) is an important 

source of government-funded international financial flows. It can help catalyze investment for pro-

environmental projects and technologies, thus realizing also general development goals. It is also an 

important factor for the flow international know-how (OECD, 2017). 

The results of surveys also indicate that the EU member states have low environmental taxes, including in 

the first place fuel taxes. This is testified by the values of standardized average taxes on diesel (0.1714) 

and petrol (0.1750) calculated as USD/litre, as well as the low share of environmental taxes in overall tax 

revenues (0.2059). In comparison to regulation instruments such as emission limits or mandatory 

technology norms, application of environmental taxes contributes to achieving environmental goals by 

polluters at minimum cost. In addition, revenues from ecological taxes foster financial consolidation and 

reduction of other burdens (e.g. taxes on labour and capital). 

On the other hand, if we wish to identify areas with reference to which high standardized average values 

of synthetic indicator measures were recorded, without any doubt we should mention indicators 

describing the percentage of population having access to wastewater treatment plants and good quality 

drinking water (more than 0.8000). Other standardized and averaged values of synthetic measures of the 

indicators did not exceed 0.7000 and ranged from 0.2241 to 0.6804. 
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Conclusion 

The proposed activities which put economic development and environmental quality together as 

alternatives can lead to considerable controversies. On the other hand, progress towards green growth 

offers a chance of a wider consensus and acceptance in that respect. At the time when many governments 

face increasing environmental hazards, apart from constant pressure to generate economic development, 

the green growth policy provides societies with chances to achieve the maximum return on investment in 

economic and environmental progress. 

The results of the study show that much still remains to be done in sustainable greening of the economic 

growth in EU countries. The results of the research presented in this article were based on green growth 

indicators selected from the OECD database. The use of the taxonomic linear ordering method in the 

research, which belongs to the group of multidimensional taxonomic methods, allowed the classification 

of the selected EU countries into one of five groups identified based on their green growth level. Taking 

into account the adopted research methodology it can be stated that none of the countries surveyed is even 

half way to achieving fully green growth. 

The obtained results support the usefulness of synthetic metrics for evaluating the level of green growth 

at the national level. It should be stressed, however, that the research was based on 50 out of 99 indicators 

included in the OECD database. There is, therefore, a significant information gap with regard to specific 

indicators. Due to better data availability, it would be possible to expand the set of indicators for the 

analysis, as well as the number of countries, which in turn would lead to more comprehensive evaluation 

of green growth. 
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Abstract 

 
In conventional insurance, the basis of the contract is not mutual help where each of the policy holders 

contribute money to help one another when they face difficulties; rather the insured transfers their risks 

onto the insurer, who in return transfers the same risks onto the reinsurance operators. Hence, the 

contractual relationship in conventional insurance is not based on risk sharing where each and every one 

supports and helps the other, but instead on risk transfer which fosters an atmosphere of selfishness in 

protecting each individual party. Furthermore, the conventional insurance practice is embedded with 

unethical elements, which include but are not limited to: investment in Shari’ah non-complaint elements, 

gambling, uncertainty, and usury. In essence, it is some of the practices related to insurance that are 

against Shari’ah, not the concept of insurance itself. When something is not in conformity with Shari’ah, 

unethical consequences arise. In an effort to avoid the unethical and Shari’ah non-complaint issues in 

insurance practices, one practical solution is to replace conventional insurance with a Shari’ah compliant 

version known as Takaful. To ensure the preservation of a harmonious society, Shari’ah aims to mould 

our conducts in all aspects of our rituals and daily life activities. Takaful operators need not to be anxious 

of loss of profits since Shari’ah compliance does not equate to financial loss because Islam actually 

encourages business activities and trade where transactions are also compliant within the boundaries of 

Shari’ah. With Takaful functioning as an alternative counterpart to conventional insurance, solutions will 

be drawn up for many problems. For instance, major prohibited elements which include uncertainty, 

usury, and gambling will be eradicated. Additionally, prohibited business activities are steered away from 

Takaful scheme. What makes Takaful contracts totally unique compared to conventional insurance 

contracts is that the latter is based on the exchange of risk whereas the former is based on the concept of 

risk sharing. Setting aside the financial gains, moral and societal gains are also expected from Takaful 

where solidarity among the society is promoted with the concept of mutual cooperation put into action 

throughout the community.  

 

Keywords: Risk Sharing, Solidarity, Takaful & Insurance  

 

Introduction 
 

Conventional insurance is based purely on the element of interest, whether it is life or general insurance 

(Salman, 2014; Salman & Htay, 2014; Ali et al., 2014; Kasim et al., 2015). The main objective of the 

insurance company is to generate interest income by investing its funds in traditional investment 

instruments. The policyholders have to pay surcharges if they fail to pay their premium on time. 

Moreover, when life insurance policy reaches its maturity or death claim, the amount payable under such 

policy is much more than the amount received by way of premium. Both in general and life insurance, the 

insurance funds are invested in instruments which are interest based (Qaiser, 2014).  
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Conventional insurance is based on the uncertainty whether it is life or general insurance (Htay & 

Salman, 2014; Kasim et al., 2015), whereby the policyholders pay the premium with the expectation that 

they will be able to claim in the case of misfortune and future loss. In this situation, it is not clear for what 

the policyholders are paying. The future loss is not sure, and hence, there exist uncertainty of the 

substance for which the policyholders are spending their money (El- Gamal, 2000; Kasim et al., 2015). 

Insurance involves gambling because it is the game of gain or loss. If the policyholders make the claims, 

it will be the loss for the insurance companies, and if there is no claim, the insurance companies make a 

profit and the policyholders will get nothing and lose their premium (Salman & Htay, 2014). Also, 

Actuaries use the statistical method to estimate the probability of gain for the insurance companies, and 

then the underwriting process and premium is determined. Hence, it is trying to ensure that insurance 

companies are in the upper hand to benefit more from the game (Kasim et al., 2016). When the insurance 

operator receives the premium, it will be invested in income-generating activities such as investment in 

short-term deposit or companies by buying the shares. The investment revenue is generated out of 

prohibited activities such as investing in the interest-bearing loan or liquor business. Conventional 

insurance operators are not currently restricted on where they can invest. They can invest anywhere 

regardless of Shari’ah compliance (Salman, 2014). 

The practice of insurance involves interest, uncertainty, gambling and involvement in prohibited 

elements. Thus, Shari’ah scholars unanimously agreed on the prohibition of insurance and the Muslim 

scholars introduced Takaful to replace the conventional insurance. Therefore, this paper shows how 

Takaful is free from prohibited elements and based on risk sharing and solidarity.  

 

What is Takaful: A Brief Introduction 

 
If the history of takaful is examined, it can be traced back to Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). The concept 

of Al-Aqīlah was established by the Prophet (PBUH) in the decision given in a dispute among two 

women from the tribe of Huzail (Hassan, 2011; Salman et al., 2015 Salman et al., 2015). Al-Aqilah is a 

concept of mutual assistance by the members in the society whereby they jointly contribute for the 

payment of compensation the in the event that any of the member committed murder and has to pay 

compensation to deceased family. The notion and concept of takaful initiated from the idea and concept 

of Aqīlah and it has been experienced since the Prophet’s (PBUH) through to the present day (Htay & 

Salman, 2013; Salman et al., 2017; Salman et al., 2017).  

It is obvious that nowadays insurance has become a necessity rather than a luxury. Overall, the growth of 

the insurance industry is tremendous due to employment and regulatory requirements, which force us to 

buy it (Salman et al., 2017). The concept of insurance is against Islamic principles and also with ethical 

perspective (Htay & Salman, 2014). In Islam, something is not in line with Shari’ah, it will incur 

unethical consequences from the Islamic perspective. The objective of Shari’ah is to moul our conducts in 

all aspects of our ritual and daily life activities in order to ensure that we can stay in the harmonious 

environment and society.  

For insurance to be a perfect tool, it should be transformed into Takaful. Since Takaful has been 

introduced as an alternative to conventional insurance. Takaful is an insurance product which is free from 

prohibited elements. 

 

Takaful is based on the principle of Taʿāwun (cooperation) and Tabarru (mutual help) where the risk is 

shared collectively by members of a policy (Billah, 2002; Maysami & Williams, 2006; Usmani, 2007; 

Htay & Salman, 2013; Faruk & Rahaman, 2015; Htay & Salman, 2015).  
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The contract used in Takaful differs completely from conventional insurance because the former is based 

on risk sharing while the latter is based on the exchange of risk. The policyholders in Takaful are helping 

one another by mutually giving the protection in the event that anyone of them have met with a 

misfortune. With that, Takaful will be able to promote the solidarity and brotherhood among the society 

as well as practice of mutual and cooperative concept in the community.  

Moreover, Takaful is based on mutual-cooperation which can bring the society together, inject the 

harmonized atmosphere, consider the needs of society for the long-term success and sustainability of the 

insurance operators. Consequently, unfairness and unethical practices can be minimized to some extent. 

Regarding surplus distribution, surplus is profit in insurance and the insurance operators take it without 

sharing with the policy holders. However, in Takaful, the surplus is shared among the participants, and so 

it is a good and unique practice. Takaful contribution is structured in such as a way that some portion of 

the contribution is allocated to the risk sharing fund from which the claims are paid. This fund is based on 

the concept of risk sharing among the participants under the supervision of Takaful operators to help the 

financial needs of the participants according to the terms and conditions of Takaful contract. It can be 

assumed to be the unique features of Takaful because, in the conventional insurance, the policy holders 

pay the premium and consequently, it will be the revenue for the operators, and when there is any claim, 

it is recognised as expenses for the operators. Thus, in the later practice, there is no concept of risk 

sharing. 

Takaful is not a religious product, but rather, it is a commercial product. It is suitable for anyone, 

regardless of religion. Its importance and significant role in the finance industry is tremendous. It can be 

remarked that takaful has a more value-added substance than insurance and it is the ultimate solution for 

anyone who is seeking financial protection for their potential misfortune. 

 

Conclusion  
 

Like insurance, takaful can provide financial assistance while remaining free from the prohibited 

elements involved in the insurance practices. In addition, Takaful is known as ethical insurance. It is 

based on the concept of mutual help and cooperation and it fosters solidarity and brotherhood among the 

participants.  
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Abstract 
 

Whether it relates to personal life or business transactions, one of the main factors that make human being 

unsafe is misfortune. It has become custom that people who wish to transfer or mitigate the consequences 

of misfortune do so through the purchase of insurance premiums, which serve to compensate misfortune 

with financial aid when the conditions of such insurance coverage occur. There is no doubt that insurance 

is part and parcel of practices in all types of human societies as witnessed all over the globe. However, 

some negative elements, such as the uncertainty, usury and gambling, are often included into the practices 

of conventional insurance. Due to the unfair ethical nature of these aforementioned practices, 

conventional insurance is sometimes rejected since these practices are against the teachings of Islam. In 

order to benefit from insurance and steer away from such practices, an alternative form of insurance 

known as Takaful has been recommended by experts in Islamic finance. Since its introduction, Takaful 

seems to have gained momentum not just in Muslim majority lands but also in the non-Muslim countries. 

Hence, this study aims to discover to what extent has Takaful been accepted in the countries where 

Takaful products are presently offered, and to what extent is it potentially possible to introduce Takaful in 

non-Muslim countries. The sample countries included in this paper are Singapore, India, Canada, the 

USA, and Australia. By looking at the literature review, it was revealed that the availability of Islamic 

Banks in the non-Muslim countries is quite limited compared to those in Muslim majority countries. 

Furthermore, there is a huge potential to introduce and disseminate Takaful throughout India which is 

home to a Muslim population of 180 million people. By looking back at the existing and potential 

development of Takaful, the presence of significant numbers in the Muslim communities is one main 

factor that facilitates the potential expansion of Takaful into future market. Furthermore, it can be said 

that Takaful has the huge potential for growth with the existing Islamic banks in non-Muslim countries 

serving as jump boards for future Takaful products. Thus, the findings conclude that there is higher level 

of acceptability and possibility of Takaful in the conventional systems of Singapore, India, Canada, the 

USA, and Australia.   

 

Keywords: Acceptability, Possibility, Takaful, Conventional Insurance  

 

Introduction 

 
Human activities and transactions are always vulnerable to error and mistake, which makes them exposed 

to risks. Risks may be minor, but all too often these risks may affect property, business transactions, and 

even lives in the form of hurdles and wounds. With such risks arising, the question on how to assist such 

unfortunate people is posed; with one of the solutions to tackle such situations is through insurance 

policies. The most sublime form of insurance aims at distributing liability among the concerned parties 

through understanding and mutual co-operation; hence potential victims can have peace of mind from 

such dangers and unforeseen risks can be steered away from.  
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Albeit beneficial, elements such as gambling, usury and uncertainty are entwined into the fabric of 

conventional insurance, which are deemed as unethical and prohibited under certain belief systems, 

including Islam. As noted by Billah (2007), specialists in Islamic finance proposed an alternative 

unconventional insurance, known as Takaful and based on ethics and fairness, mainly due to the fact that 

contemporary scholars of Islam concluded that conventional insurance is Islamically prohibited.   

Takaful is based on the concept of Tabarru’ and Taʿāwun (cooperation) where each and every member of 

the insurance policy collectively share the risk (Billah, 2002; Maysami & Williams, 2006; Usmani, 2007; 

Htay & Salman, 2013; Faruk & Rahaman, 2015; Htay & Salman, 2015). 

Acknowledging its great benefits, Takaful is not exclusively for the Muslims. In addition to offering the 

assurance and protection that conventional insurance does, Takaful includes additional attractive features 

particularly the fact that Takaful is free from uncertainty, usury, and gambling. This makes Takaful more 

attractive compared to conventional insurance. Furthermore, Takaful opens the door to potential Muslim 

customers because some Muslims steer away from conventional insurance due to the prohibited elements, 

whereas Takaful is halal-certified, making it acceptable in Islam. Another unique feature of Takaful as 

compared to conventional insurance is that when there is a surplus then all parties, including the insured, 

are expected to share it with the Takaful operators. Htay and Salman (2013) reckoned that this additional 

benefit serves as a criterion between Takaful and conventional insurance. 

The Milliman Research Report (2017) informs of a 13% to 14% growth per annum in the total 

contributions of the overall global Takaful market for the period of 2012-2015. Despite its strong growth, 

compared with the global insurance the market share of Takaful is comparatively low. However, this can 

be justified by acknowledging the fact that the Takaful industry is relatively new with only 35 years of 

presence in the market as compared to conventional insurance which dates back to more than a 

millennium. 

The researchers are motivated to observe to what extent Takaful is accepted and possible to be introduced 

into conventional environment markets with ethics being a central part of Takaful. This study aims to 

examine the acceptability and possibility of introducing Takaful in Singapore, India, Canada, the USA, 

and Australia, as case studies to carry out this research. 

 

Case studies of Takaful in Non-Muslim Countries 

 

Singapore  

 
The year 1995 marked the first time when Takaful products were first offered in Singapore where the 

Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) spearheads the role of regulating Takaful under the same 

framework as conventional insurance. Lian (2008) stated that this is the case because supervisory 

oversight and prudential concerns are largely common to both forms of insurance.  To ensure a level 

playing field between conventional insurance and Takaful, MAS works closely with industry players to 

make sure that regulatory and tax incentives for both conventional products and Shari’ah compliant 

products are treated alike. This leads Muslim respondents in Singapore who observe Shari’ah compliance 

in financial products to be aware of the existence of Takaful (Maysami & Williams, 2006).  

 

India  

 
India offers a multitude of factors that attract the introduction of Takaful products. As observed by the 

IRDA Annual report (2010-2016) there is a decline in life insurance offices with a low life insurance 

penetration rate, serving as evidence for a diminishing demand for life insurance policies among Muslims 

in India. Surprisingly, India’s investment in the Saudi Arabian market has been a success with Takaful 
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investment in the form of the Saudi Indian Company for Cooperative Insurance (SICCI), which is owned 

by an Indian public company called the LIC. This success ought to encourage the Indian government to 

consider and encourage the introduction of Takaful throughout India. Another factor found by Htay and 

Salman (2013) is related to demographics in India, whereby the second highest Muslim population in the 

world are based in India
i
. Most Muslims are reluctant to participate in forms of insurance which are 

prohibited in Islam given there is no Takaful alternatives in India. Adding to this argument, Salman et al. 

(2015) states that not only is India home to the second largest Muslim population in the world after 

China, India is also the second most populous country in the world with a population of 1.27 billion 

people
ii
 providing huge potential to Takaful provider. 

 

Canada 

 
Many factors make Canada a fertile place for Takaful schemes, with some of these being: the highest 

growing rate in Canada being within the Muslim population, the acceptance of mutual insurance, 

favourable GDP growth in Canada, and the current existence of concept and faith based insurance 

practices, with the potential to integrate the concept of Takaful into the practice of Christian faith based 

insurance companies in addition to commercialized insurance companies (Htay & Salman, 2015). Ethics 

are enshrined in Takaful which makes it favourable in Canada, keeping in mind the diversity of Canada in 

its religious and cultural backgrounds. To curb the current moral hazard and adverse selection in some 

insurance policies, as revealed by Htay and Salman (2015), Takaful products serve as a good venture to 

consider, giving Canada much potential to serve as a hub for Islamic finance in North America.  

 

The USA 

 
Two elements that make the USA attractive to Takaful schemes is the potential for increased demand in 

the US and the stability of Islamic investments. Being a country of immigration, Takaful offers yet 

another opportunity for American Muslims to assimilate in the fabric of society at their own terms, 

acknowledging the need for a comprehensive policy on regulating the Takaful industry therein and 

encouraging future growth in the US market. The sense of second generation American Muslim’s identity 

has dissolved into the American fabric but is retained in the form of religious adherence. While the US 

market has traditionally focused on three separate sectors of securities, banks, and insurance, Hashmi 

(2016), observed that the global growth of Islamic finance in these three areas has also occurred, where 

the researcher found that securities insurance policies in the form of Takaful in the form of Sukuk are 

among the fastest growing sectors and the US market can benefit greatly from these two.  

 

Australia 

 
Despite the small percentage of Muslims in Australia compared to other developed nations, Islamic 

financial services are growing and on the rise in the Australian market, which includes Takaful. Although 

the industry consisted of mutual operators in Muslim majority countries, the relative success of these 

schemes has lead these Islamic financial services to be introduced into developed non-Muslim countries 

with a growing involvement in the market. Despite this penetration, Australia poses certain challenges to 

Takaful providers. Jamie Reid (2008), predicts that if the Muslim population of Australia continues to 

grow then the viability of introducing Islamic financial services in Australia will become viable, both to 

mutual and profit financial institutions. Jalaluddin (2015) took the stance that Takaful services have the 

potential to create jobs for all Australians, Muslims and non-Muslims, and hold a high ability to generate 

profits since Australian Muslims are a segment of society that require ethical alternatives in insurance 

services to protect their properties and belongings.  
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Conclusion  

 
In this paper, a few developed countries have been selected as case studies to project the potential of the 

Takaful industry as an alternative form of insurance. Bearing in mind that Takaful is suitable for both 

Muslim customers and non-Muslim due to ethical issues conventional insurance is steered away from by 

Muslims, Takaful appeals to a wider range of customers promising excellent potential and high rapid 

growth due to this wider coverage. Furthermore, the distribution of surplus among all the parties in a 

Takaful scheme, including the insured, makes it more attractive compared to conventional insurance. 

Parallel to Takaful, the increasing growth rate of Islamic banking also offers a field for Takaful operators 

because Islamic banks need protection for their depositors. Another opportunity for Takaful industrial 

players to penetrate the market is considering societies with a high growth of Muslims. As is the case of 

India and Singapore, countries with high Muslim populations where Islam is not the official religion and 

that they are the minority, offers a potential mass market for Takaful schemes, serving to saturate the 

urgent need of Muslims in these countries in the form of Islamic compliant financial products, 

particularly Takaful services. With high demand and low supply, more Islamic financial institution should 

be set up in these countries due to the limited number of Islamic financial institution therein, serving as a 

call to the major Takaful operators to take the initiative to explore these virgin markets that are yet to be 

given their full potential. 
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Abstract 

There are numerous search engines on the Internet, thanks to which users can quickly access 
information from all over the world. One of the world’s best-known search engines is Google; 
however, in Europe it has two local competitors – Yandex and Seznam.cz. This paper focuses on the 
Czech search engine, Seznam.cz, and an evaluation of its position in the Czech market as well as, on 
a wider scale, the European market. The analysis of the economic performance of Seznam.cz 
revealed that the company has excellent financial results. The two main search engines used by 
Czech Internet users are Seznam.cz and Google. Market research has indicated that while in the past 
the most widely used search engine was Seznam.cz, in recent years its share has been rapidly 
dropping, and since 2016 the majority of Czech Internet users have been using Google. The 
Seznam.cz Company has recently been transforming into a media empire and news server. With 
respect to the wide range of its services, the company can be expected to grow despite a decrease in 
its search engine market share. 

Keywords: search, engines, Seznam.cz, local 

Introduction 

Search engines are a type of Internet website (Kotler, 2007). Tonkin (2016) considers Google to be 
the most successful one in the world. It uses very advanced algorithms for sorting websites, which 
can offer relevant results even for complex key phrases. Developing such an algorithm is very 
difficult. Google is one of the most valuable companies in the world (Levy, 2012). Search services 
sort information and are essential in today’s society. It is very difficult to compete with such a large 
and valuable company. Despite this fact, several local search engines are faring well. In the article, 
we will focus on the search engine of the Seznam.cz Company, which for years has surpassed Google 
in the Czech market. 

The Analysis of Search Services in European Countries 

Google clearly dominates among web search services in the European market. The only exception is 
Russia, where the Yandex search engine is used more frequently. This is confirmed by statistics 
provided by the Alexa.com tool, which has been recommended as a suitable tool for evaluating 
website traffic by a number of studies (Bruce, Sedhain, 2006, Vaughan, Yang, 2013, Fishkin, 2015). 
The Yandex search engine also has a strong position in Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan, although 
according to Alexa.com (2016), Google is the most widely used search engine in all these countries. 
However, according to Similarweb.com (2016), the most frequently used search engine in 
Kazakhstan and Belarus is Yandex. The Yandex Company also operates in the Turkish market, 
although its position there is the weakest among the countries mentioned above. 

In most European countries, Google is not only the most widely used web search service, but also the 
most visited Internet website in general. According to Alexa.com (2016), only in Albania, Russia and 
Malta does a the most frequently visited website differ. In Russia, the top website is the social media 
site VK. In Albania, according to Alexa.com (2016), the most visited websites are local news servers. 
However, these statistics are not confirmed by Similarweb.com (2016), which names Google as the 
market leader in these countries. 

Google’s dominant position is strongest in Western European countries, where the second most 
frequently visited Internet website is often YouTube.com, also owned by Google. Third on the list is 
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Facebook.com. The most visited websites in Western Europe also include Amazon.com. Mainly in 
smaller European countries, local news websites and e-auction portals also rank high. This is due to 
the fact that in these countries global companies are not interested in having a strong market share (no 
local representation exists). 

The prominent web search engines used in European countries are Google, Yandex and Seznam.cz 
(Table 1). The last of these has a strong position in the Czech market. No other web search service 
has made it to the top 5 most frequently visited websites in any European country (Alexa.com, 2016). 
According to Alexa.com (2016), the Seznam.cz search engine is the third most frequently visited 
website in the Czech market. The first two places are held by Google.com and the video portal 
YouTube.com. The same position of the Seznam.cz search engine in the Czech market is also 
confirmed by the service Similarweb.com (2016). 

Table 1: List of European countries where Google is threatened by a local search engine 

Country Local search engine Estimated total number 
of visits in September 
2016 to the local 
search engine 

Estimated total number 
of visits in September 
2016 to Google 

Russia Yandex.ru 2,415 million 1,419 million 
Ukraine Yandex.ua 237 million 421 million 

Czech Republic Seznam.cz 178 million 192 million 

Belarus Yandex.by 81 million 69 million 
Kazakhstan Yandex.kz 50 million 35 million 
Source: Similarweb.com (2016) 

Apart from the Google search engine and the local search engines mentioned above, also operating in 
the European market is Microsoft’s global search engine, Bing, as well as the Yahoo search engine. 
However, both of these search engines have a rather low market share in European countries (Rosoff, 
2014).  

According to a study (Paananen, 2012), Yandex’s higher position compared to Google is attributed to 
the more advanced use of the Russian language (better knowledge of synonyms, declination, etc.) 
However, since 2012 Google has significantly improved its algorithms for foreign languages and thus 
a new study is needed. A study (Raddad, 2013) from 2013 already prefers Google to Yandex. The 
study conducted by Bihun (2017) compared the speed of the Google and Yandex search engines. 
Google displayed the results faster and thus received a higher rating. The main reason for the 
dominant position of Yandex over Google in Russia lies in the marketing activities of Yandex and the 
overall advantage of the fact that it operates on home turf (users tend to prefer local services).  

No scientific study comparing Seznam.cz and Google has been conducted. Technical literature has 
not dealt with this search engine. The author of this paper will be one of the first researchers to focus 
on the Seznam.cz Company and its search engine in the following text. 

Brief information about ICT in the Czech Republic 

The Czech Republic is a country in the Central Europe with population of 10.56 million. The gross 
domestic product is USD 192,9 billion, inflation  0,7 % and unemployment 5,5 % (CSO, 2017). ICT 
has played an increasingly important role in economics growth.  

The table no 1 presents the basic data about households, individuals and enterprises and ICT. 
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Table 1: Households, individuals, enterprises and ICT in the Czech Republic 

Items Percent (2016) 
Households with a computer in the Czech Republic 75,6 
Households with Internet access in the Czech Republic 76,1 
Mobile phones in households 98 (2015) 
Individuals in the Czech Rep. using the Internet 76,5 
Individuals in the Czech Rep. using Internet banking 47,4 
Individuals in the Czech Republic purchasing over the Internet 26,7 
Individuals in the Czech Republic reading on-line news 62,2 
Enterprises in the Czech Rep. with the Internet 93,6 
Enterprises in the Czech Republic with a Website 82,2 
Resource: CSO (2017) 

In the behavior of the population groups, however, are differences. For example: Individuals in the 
CZ using the Internet, age group 16 – 24 group = 96,3 %, Individuals in the CZ using Internet 
banking, age group 35 – 44 = 71 % and Individuals in the CZ purchasing over the Internet, age group 
25 – 34 = 72 % (in the last 12 months). 

For the purpose of our article, it is also worth mentioning that in the Czech Republic it is a good level 
of information technology education at schools (Eger, 2015, Rambousek, Štípek, Wildová, 2015) and 
ICT is used also in company training and lifelong learning (Eger, Egerová, 2013).  

The Networked Readiness Index, that comprises four components which measures the environment 
for ICT, the readiness of a society to use ICT, the actual usage of all main stakeholders and the 
impact that ICT generate in the economy and in society, was 4,7, rank 36 (World Economic Forum, 
2016).  

The Czech Republic has one of the most dynamic ICT markets among Central European Countries. 
The ICT development index 2016 for the CZ was 7,20, rank 32 (LTU, 2017). The Czech Republic is 
one of Europe’ s top locations for ICT investments. The list of successful investors in the country 
involves Microsoft, Skype, DHL, Tieto, Red Hat, SolarWinds, IBM etc. Two of the world’s few 
antivirus-software providers, AVAST and AVG, grew out of this environment. Of all the countries 
where the Latin alphabet is used, the Czech Republic is the only one whose domestic web search 
provider, Seznam.cz, is challenging Google on the local market (CzechInvest, 2015). 

The history of the Seznam.cz Company 

The Czech portal Seznam.cz was first presented on April 30, 1996, by its founder, Ivo Lukačovič 
(Peterka, 2016). At that time, the Czech Internet had only recently been established and had few 
users. It was often available only to the academic sphere, where it was used by students to create 
websites aimed at providing entertainment. Then student Ivo Lukačovič was no exception when in 
1995 he created a fun website about Jára Cimrman (a fictitious figure of a Czech genius, created as a 
practical joke by Jiří Šebánek and Zdeněk Svěrák and now a prominent phenomenon in Czech 
culture). With his website dedicated to Jára Cimrman, Ivo Lukačovič realized the major problem of a 
website not being indexed by a search engine, which made it very difficult to find on the Internet 
(Peterka, 2016). There was no search engine on the Czech Internet and for the small number of Czech 
websites, it would have been quite useless and very difficult to create. Moreover, the authors of Jára 
Cimrman’s character forbade Lukačovič to continue developing his seemingly official website about 
the fictitious figure (Seznam.cz, 2017).  

Instead of the fun website, Ivo Lukačovič decided to create a sort of website catalogue, Seznam.cz, 
which was to contain, in an organized fashion, references to all websites on the Czech Internet and be 
a kind of portal for Czech users of the Internet (Peterka, 2005). He modeled Seznam.cz on the 
American website Yahoo and his website received a favorable response. A year later, Ivo Lukačovič 
added the site’s own search engine to Seznam.cz (originally, users of full text search were redirected 
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to the AltaVista website), which searched and indexed Czech websites. Seznam.cz quickly continued 
to add further services, following the model of Yahoo. These included, for example, email and an 
entertainment site. 

At the beginning, Seznam.cz was not very profitable (Zeman, 2004). Advertisers purchased 
advertising on Seznam.cz out of friendship and as financial support. At the time, there were very few 
Internet users and companies did not yet understand this medium. Advertising on the Seznam.cz 
homepage cost a mere CZK 4,800 per month (Zeman, 2004). Ivo Lukačovič created custom websites 
for others and used any profits to further develop Seznam.cz. A major improvement in the financial 
situation came with the arrival of other people in the company, who helped to build up a business 
plan. Seznam.cz launched sites dedicated to the sale of cars or real estate over the Internet and 
intensified the effort to explain to companies the advantages of online advertising. Already in 1998, 
the 100,000 visits a day mark was exceeded, and in the same year Seznam.cz became the most visited 
Czech website (Seznam.cz, 2017). 

In 2000, Seznam.cz became a joint-stock company and the Swedish company Spray Ventures bought 
30% of the company’s shares for USD 2 million (Seznam.cz, 2017). This major investment helped 
the Seznam.cz Company to achieve major growth. In 2001, due to large investments in new services, 
Seznam.cz found itself in the red, though in 2002 the investments resulted in further growth. In 2002, 
Seznam.cz generated a profit of CZK 27 million and defended its position as the market leader of the 
Czech Internet. A substantial part of the revenue came from targeted advertising displayed with 
search results. Conventional banner advertising made up only 25% of the revenue. 

In late 2003, the monthly traffic on the Seznam.cz homepage was, according to iAudit statistics, 
2,265,566 actual users (Seznam.cz, 2017). What helped to increase the website traffic was the newly 
added news section of the portal. At that time, Seznam.cz had 146 employees, which represented a 
year-on-year increase of almost 200%. In 2004, the revenue doubled to more than CZK 500 million, 
and the number of users also grew. At the end of that year, the monthly traffic approached 3 million 
actual users. In 2005, Seznam.cz invested substantial resources in the development of new full-text 
web search (until then, the company depended on other companies, for a short period of time in 2002 
also on Google). With its own web search service and advertising in it, in 2006 Seznam.cz achieved a 
revenue of over CZK 1 billion. In the coming years, Seznam.cz continued to grow thanks to 
acquisitions of other companies, adding new services and improving existing ones. In 2007, the 
company became an investor in the Stream.cz video-sharing website, a competitor to YouTube in the 
Czech market. As of 2010, Seznam.cz modified its websites to give them a responsive design (the 
design of a large number of services underwent a complete overhaul).  

In 2016, Seznam.cz launched its own news portal called Seznam Zprávy (Seznam.cz, 2017). This 
news site focuses primarily on video news coverage and the editorial office is made up of prominent 
Czech journalists (Lupa.cz, 2016). Seznam.cz is thus becoming more of a media empire and responds 
to the drop in its search engine’s market share compared to its competitor, Google. 

Financial Results 

The development of financial indicators between 2006 and 2015, according to Justice.cz (2017), is 
summarized in Figure 1. The revenue from sales of the company’s products and services grew from 
CZK 1 billion in 2006 to nearly CZK 3.5 billion. The graph clearly shows that since 2011 the growth 
has not been as substantial as between 2006 and 2011. The company was profitable the entire time. In 
2015, the company achieved its largest pretax profit of CZK 1 billion. 
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Figure 1: Selected financial indicators of Seznam.cz between 2006 and 2015 

 Source: Justice.cz (2017) 

The development of the number of staff from 2006 to 2015 is shown in Figure 2. The substantial 
increase between the years 2009 and 2010 was caused by the merger of the sales department with the 
entire Seznam.cz Company. Since 2012, the company has had more than 1,000 people on staff and 
the number continued to grow gradually until 2014. In 2015, the number of employees slightly 
dropped. 
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Figure 2: Development of the number of staff in Seznam.cz from 2006 to 2015 

 Source: Justice.cz (2017) 

Website Traffic to Seznam.Cz Sites 

Apart from the search engine, the Seznam.cz domain currently encompasses several other services. 
These include e-mail, weather information, a TV guide and a dictionary. According to Netmonitor 
(2016), in September 2016 the Seznam.cz domain registered 385 million visits. The number of actual 
users that month was 6 million. Most users visit the Seznam.cz homepage, while approximately 35% 
of visitors use the webmail service. The weather information site is displayed by about 4% of the 
visitors, the TV guide by fewer than 2% and the dictionary is used by 1% of visitors. 

The Seznam.cz Company is one of the co-owners of the popular news server Novinky.cz, which in 
September 2016 registered 107 million visits. Also popular is the online tabloid magazine Super.cz, 
with 80 million visits in September 2016. Another widely-read site is the sports news service 
Sport.cz, with website traffic of 41 million visits. Other essential services for Seznam.cz include the 
companies register at Firmy.cz and the maps at the Mapy.cz domain. These two services combined 
had website traffic of 30 million visits in September 2016. The last major website run by Seznam.cz 
is the video sharing portal Stream.cz, with website traffic of around 14 million visits. Unprofitable 
services of the Seznam.cz Company include the social media sites Lide.cz and Spoluzaci.cz. The 
traffic to these websites, which enjoyed a prominent position in the market between 2006 and 2010, 
i.e., before the arrival of Facebook, has been dropping continually. 
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Table 2: List of the most visited websites owned by Seznam.cz, source: Netmonitor (2016) 

Website Visits in September 2006 
(millions) 

Visits in September 2016 
(millions) 

Change between 
2016 and 2006 

Seznam.cz 126 386 306 % 

Novinky.cz 33 107 324 % 

Super.cz 23 79 343 % 

Lide.cz 15 5 -300 % 

Spoluzaci.cz 7 1 -700 % 

Sport.cz 7 41 586 % 

Mapy.cz 6 18 300 % 

Firmy.cz x 12 x 

Stream.cz x 14 x 

 

A Comparison between the Seznam.Cz and Google Search Engines in the 

Market 

Neither Seznam.cz nor Google provide exact statistics about the number of search queries or statistics 
regarding visitor traffic to the websites with their search engines. This makes it difficult to compare 
the two services, and the exact values of the market shares of these two search engines vary. 
Moreover, their market shares change over time, so it is necessary to conduct research regularly.  

For the purpose of this article, its author chose two data sources to assess the market shares of the 
Seznam.cz and Google search engines in the Czech market. The first source is the visitor traffic to the 
popular weather portal www.in-pocasi.cz, which does not have a narrowly defined target group and 
thus can capture the situation in the entire market. The other source is the statistics of the Toplist.cz 
(2016) portal, which collects data from hundreds of different (mostly small) websites in the Czech 
Republic. Subject to the assessment was the traffic directed to the target websites from the two search 
engines, which is their primary function, and which will conveniently illustrate the overall visitor 
traffic to (and popularity of) the search engines tested. 

The research data from the Czech weather portal www.in-pocasi.cz are summarized in Table 3. A 
total of 71 million visits between the years 2007 and 2017 were included in the research. From 2007 
to 2010, is Seznam.cz has a clearly dominant position in terms of visitor traffic directed to the 
weather site from this search engine (in 2007 it was approximately seven times as much compared to 
Google). Between 2011 and 2014, there is a noticeable stagnation, with more or less stable market 
shares. However, since 2015 the market share of the Seznam.cz search engine has been dropping 
constantly, with Google taking over the dominant position. This is related to the current efforts of the 
Seznam.cz portal to transform itself into a media service. 
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Table 3: Development of the shares of the Google and Seznam.cz search engines in the overall 

organic traffic to the Czech weather portal 

Year Google’s share Seznam.cz’s share 

2007 12% 88% 

2008 16% 84% 

2009 24% 76% 

2010 35% 65% 

2011 45% 65% 

2012 40% 60% 

2013 40% 60% 

2014 44% 56% 

2015 48% 52% 

2016 55% 45% 

2017* 60% 40% 

* Statistics available only for the first half of the year 

Source: Google Analytics (2017) 

Table 4 summarizes the situation in the Czech market based on data from Toplist.cz (2017), which 
provides search engine share statistics for the past two years. These statistics also confirm the current 
dominant position of Google in the Czech market, roughly to the same extent as the previous 
analysis. 

Table 4: Development of the share of traffic from the Google and Seznam.cz search engines, 

according to Toplist.cz statistics 

Year Google’s share Seznam.cz’s share 

2016 60% 40% 

2017* 65% 35% 

* Statistics only for the first half of the year 

Source: Toplist.cz (2017) 

Conclusion 

The major local search engines in Europe are Yandex and Seznam.cz. Seznam.cz ranks among the 
most prominent companies in the Czech market. Over the past twenty years, it has grown from a one-
man project to a company with over 1,000 employees. The Seznam.cz portal currently offers a wide 
range of services, from its search engine, entertainment and news sites, to a classifieds site. Such a 
wide range of services allows the portal to dominate the Internet and generate a pretax profit of 
around CZK 1 billion. The revenue from sales of the company’s own products and services grew 
from CZK 1 billion in 2006 to almost CZK 3.5 billion in 2015. Based on the analysis of the 
company’s economic results, Seznam.cz is considered a financially sound and strong company. The 
position of Seznam.cz in the European market is unique. Over the past 10 years, Seznam.cz and 
Yandex have been the only companies in Europe that have managed to outperform Google in terms 
of market share.  
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The portal’s main source of income is the advertisements displayed with search results. Between 
2000 and 2010, Seznam.cz was the most widely used search engine in the Czech Republic and was 
way ahead of its competitors (particularly Google). Thanks to Google’s investments in the Czech 
market and its higher-quality web search technology, the primacy of Seznam.cz has gradually 
decreased over the years. Since 2015, the most frequently used search engine in the Czech market is 
undoubtedly Google. The market share of Seznam.cz has significantly dropped to approx. 35-40%. 
The remaining 60-65% share is that of Google. No other search engine has a share of more than 1% 
in the Czech market. In recent years, Seznam.cz has been transforming itself into a media empire. 
Seznam.cz makes up for the decrease in income from its web search services by developing other 
services, and despite the expectation of a further drop in revenues from advertising associated with 
the search engine, the company’s future is not threatened. 
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Abstract 
 
The significant growth in biological data has driven computer scientists to create fast, efficient and 

accurate algorithms for searching databases at the fastest possible search responses, in order to assist 

the biologists to retrieve the existing information quickly from any biological database. Furthermore, 

the trends in parallel programming models have also encouraged the computer researchers to improve 

the searching approaches to cope with this exponential increase. This research provides a 

comprehensive summary of some searching methods, as well as the state-of-the-art for the Parallel 

Boyer-Moore-Quick Search Algorithm (P-BM-QS). The results of the literature review show that the 

hybrid technique of P-BM-QS will improve the searching speedup in comparison with one direction 

algorithms. It could be concluded from the literature review that the proposed P-BM-QS is 

appropriate for large data sets, in terms of searching time. 

Keywords: String Matching, Boyer-Moore Algorithm, Quick Search Algorithm, Bidirectional 

Algorithm, Parallel Computing, OpenMP, Windows Thread. 

Introduction 

The tremendous increasing in the amount of Biological data draws the attention of the researchers to 

investigate the best approaches to reduce the search response time in order to extract meaningful 

information from the biological sequence in an accurate way. One of these approaches is to develop 

efficient and speed string matching algorithms. A string matching algorithm can be defined as: a class 

of string algorithms that attempts to find the occurrence(s) of a string Pattern (P) within a Text (T) 

over some alphabet (∑) where T is longer than P (Al-Mahasneh, 2014). Such algorithms are 

considered as one of the most significant studied area in computer science. They are widely used in 

many applications including information retrieval, web search engines, library systems, DNA 

sequencing, signal processing, error correction, pattern recognition and in many other fields (Naser et 

al., 2012). 

Despite the fact that the development of processors technology and other advances have reduced 

search responses to negligible times, string matching problem still remains a useful area of research 

and development for a number of reasons. Firstly, as the size of data continues to grow, sequence 

searches will become increasingly taxing on search engines. Secondly, pattern matching still remains 

an integral part of faster matching algorithms, typically comprising the final part of a search. Lastly, 

researchers have to understand the classical methods of pattern matching to develop new efficient 

algorithms. With the developments of new string matching techniques, efficiency and speed are the 

main factors in deciding among different options available for each application area. Each application 
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area has certain special features that can be used by string matching technique which is suited for that 

area (Kouzinopoulos and Margaritis, 2010). 

Accordingly, one of the areas that can be combined with string matching algorithms in order to speed 

them up is parallel computing. Parallel computing can be defined as: multiple processors that work 

simultaneously in order to accomplish one task. Parallel computing can be classified into two basic 

architectures depending on the way the communication between the processing elements occurs: the 

distributed memory architecture and the shared memory architecture (Hussain et al., 2010a). The 

most widely used Application Programming Interface (API) for shared memory parallel processing is 

Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) which is set of directives, runtime library routines and 

environmental variables that is supported on a wide range of multicore systems, shared memory 

processors, clusters and compilers. OpenMP consists of a set of specifications for parallelizing 

programs on shared memory parallel computer systems without the explicit need for threads 

management. To parallelize an existing algorithm, the parallel parts it contains must be identified; the 

speed-up to the execution will then be proportional to the level of the algorithm’s parallelism (Rao et 

al., 2013).  

In this paper we merged one of the most two popular matching algorithms; Boyer-Moore and the 

Quick Search Algorithm, in addition to utilizing parallel computing in order to obtain a fast string 

matching algorithm that is called Parallel Boyer-Moore-Quick Search Algorithm (P-BM-QS). The 

proposed algorithm can reduce the number of comparisons performed by using the idea of searching 

from both sides (from right to left by using Boyer-Moore  and from left to right by Quick Search 

algorithm) to combine them in one algorithm. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of the Boyer-Moore and Quick 

search algorithms, in addition to the related works of matching algorithms.  While Section 3 presents 

our proposed algorithm. Section 4 provides the conclusion remarks along with the future works. 

Related Works 

In this section a basic description of the Boyer-Moore algorithm and Quick search algorithm is 

presented. Furthermore, we introduce some of the related works that used Boyer-Moore algorithm 

and quick search and other algorithms to tackle the problem of string matching. 

The Boyer-Moore algorithm is a fast exact pattern matching algorithm that was published by Boyer 

and Moor in 1977 (Sheik et al., 2004 ; Jaber et al., 2013; Al-Mahasneh, 2014). This algorithm with its 

variations is based on comparing a pattern from its rightmost end. In addition, it jumps along the text 

instead of searching every single character in that text. Additionally, it allows for larger shifts which 

can be pre-computed from the pattern. The best-case complexity of this algorithm is: O (n / m), this is 

due to the reason that a pattern of length (m) can be aligned (n / m) times with a text of length (n). If 

there is no match between P and T, (n / m) is the amount of comparisons necessary to determine that 

P does not occur in T (Cantone and Faro, 2003). This algorithm is based on three basic concepts; the 

right to left scan, the bad character shift rule and the good suffix shift rule. Together, these concepts 

lead to a method that typically examines fewer than (m + n) characters (an expected sublinear-time 

method) Hussain et al. (2010a).  

On the other hand, Quick Search Algorithm (QS) is an algorithm that scans the pattern (P) from left 

to right, when a mismatch character is encountered; the pattern is always shifted to the right by at 

least one character, but never by more than (m) characters. Additionally, this algorithm is considered 

to be simple and practical. Also, it can be coded, debugged and executed quickly. It is very easy to 

implement and scans the pattern in the most natural forward order (Hussain et al. 2010b). The Quick 

Search is an efficient algorithm when using large alphabets with a short pattern during the text search 

Hussain et al. (2010b), but show less efficient behavior for small alphabets with a long pattern Naser 

et al. (2012). 

One of the researches that compared Boyor-Moore algorithm with other matching algorithms is the 

work done by Diwate and Alaspurkar (2013). This work discussed the techniques, complexity and 
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efficiency of pattern matching algorithms. Also, they presented an analysis and made a comparison 

among four different pattern matching algorithms; Naive, Rabin Karp Algorithm, Boyor-Moor and 

Kunth-Morris Pratt  They concluded that Boyor-Moore and Kunth- Morris Pratt algorithms are the 

most effective for searching, where Knuth-Morris Pratt algorithms having less time complexity and 

Boyor-Moore algorithms has less preprocessing time complexity. 

Another work by Al-Mahasneh (2014) presented a new string matching algorithm to improve the 

pattern matching technique. The algorithm scans the text from two sides simultaneously using two 

windows. All the processing of this algorithm depends on the pre-processing phase in Boyor Moore 

and the Quick search algorithms on the left and right windows respectively on the text. They 

concluded that the performance of the proposed algorithm is much better than that of the traditional 

algorithms including Boyer-Moore algorithm because it reduced the number of comparisons needed. 

Based on two factors, the number of comparisons performed, and the search time needed; a 

comparison between Boyor-Moore and its improved versions in order to investigate which one is 

better was presented by Choudhary et al. (2012). This work explained the Boyer-Moore(BM) 

algorithm and then explained its improvement as Boyer-Moore-Horspool (BMH), Boyer-Moore-

Horspool-Sundays(BMHS), Boyer-Moore Horspool-Sundays2(BMHS2), improved Boyer Moore-

Horspool-Sundays (improved BMHS), Boyer-Moore improvement (BMI) and composite Boyer-

Moore(CBM). They concluded that; in terms of the number of comparison performed, the 

performance of BM, BMH and BMHS are almost the same. Furthermore, the improved BMHS 

outperformed BMHS as number of comparison decreased. BMI and BMHS2 performed even better 

than Improved BMHS. On the other hand, in terms of search time, BM and BMH performed almost 

the same but BMHS search time increased, Improved BMHS search time is less than that of BM, 

BMH and BMHS. In BMI searching is faster than the above four algorithms and BMHS2 search time 

is even less than BMI. According to this, BMHS2 is the best among all six algorithms as search time 

and number of comparison both are less than all other algorithms. 

Additionally, there have been many works to improve Bidirectional algorithms. One of these works is 

the one presented by Hussain et al. (2013) where it improved a Bidirectional exact pattern matching 

algorithm to solve the problem of exact pattern matching. The researchers solved this problem by 

comparing the character of a pattern to selected text window (STW) from two sides (right and left). 

The improved algorithm time complexity of preprocessing phase is O(2m), and O(mn/2) for the 

searching phase. According to the researchers, there is one drawback for the proposed algorithm 

which is the need to improve the shift decision of the preprocessing phase of exact pattern matching 

problems, to move pattern to the right of selected text window with long distance.  

Cantone and Faro (2003) presented a variant algorithm for Boyor-Moore string matching algorithm 

called Forward-Fast search algorithm. This algorithm achieved good results when dealing with very 

short or small alphabets. The improved algorithm applied repeatedly the bad-character rule until the 

last character of the pattern is matched correctly at the end of matching phase. Also, it computed the 

shift advancement as a function of the matched suffix pattern, and the first character of the text past 

the current window (forward good suffix rule), the space complexity of this improved algorithm is O 

(m.│∑│) and time complexity O (m.max (m.│ ∑│)). 

Quick search algorithm plays a significant role in real-time applications, therefore Hnaif, et al. (2009) 

presented a parallel Quick search algorithm to speed the packet content filtering for Network 

Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). This work parallelized the Quick search algorithm using 

OPEN/MP and Pthread. The improved algorithm was used in NIDS to enhance the speed of matching 

process between incoming packets contents and snort rule sets. The process of packet filtering is 

speeded up by 40% using the proposed method. 

Rao et al. (2013) presented an evaluation study for string matching problems with parallel 

approaches. Their work was based on the recent developments of parallel string matching, and the 

main idea of each algorithm and its complexity. In this study, they investigated the problem of 

sequential and parallel approaches in the context of string matching. This works presented the 

performance of the different algorithms and their effectiveness. Additionally, they developed a 
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parallel string matching with JAVA Multi-threading with multi core processing, and performed a 

comparative study on Knuth Morris Pratt, Boyer-Moore and Brute force string matching algorithms 

based on the running time. This study showed that the Boyer-Moore string matching algorithm is the 

most efficient one among the three string matching algorithms with multicore processing in 

comparison with earlier versions of these algorithms. 

Parallel Boyer-Moore-Quick Search Algorithm (P-BM-QS) Framework 

This section presents the Parallel Boyer-Moore–Quick Search Algorithm (P-BM-QS) framework. All 

of the literature reviews that were discussed in the previous section have one main objective which is 

to reduce the computation time for the searching algorithm.  In this section, the proposed method that 

is used to achieve this objective is discussed. 

To clarify the problem area, Figure 1 shows the main steps and the framework of the proposed P-BM-

QS method. 

 

Fig.1:The proposed P-BM-QS method 

 

The proposed method contains four main phases, each phases is described in details as follows: 

1)  Pre-Processing the DNA datasets: The aim of this phase is to prepare the representation of the 

data sets that will be stored in the databases. This phase is carried out in one step. In this step the data 

is retrieved from a text file by opening the file, then reading the data line by line. Each line that has 

been read is cleaned by removing the wild-card characters such as N and X, accession number (ID), 

family name and so on. 
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Fig.2: An Example of DNA Sequence 

 
2)  Search Queries in Data Sets: The second phase of this framework involves the searching 

process. The searching process of this work could be: 

a. Enter the query (Q) or queries.  

b. Search the query in the DNA Database (Figure 2 shows an example of a DNA sequence in 

the DNA database).  

 

3) Initializing the Windows Threads API: The P-BM-QS was implemented using Windows 

Threads or shared memory programming model. Threads are light weight processes; it is quite easier 

to write threaded programs because the applications which are threaded and run on a single machine 

can also run on multiple machines without major changes. The master thread will create one thread 

for Boyer-Moore algorithm which is working from left to right. After this, another thread is created 

for the quick search algorithm. However, the two threads are working simultaneously.  
 
4) Joining the results: Finally, synchronization is needed before the results are combined and all 

threads are terminated. To accomplish synchronization, the thread lock is used between the threads to 

obtain the final results and terminate all threads. However, it waits for all threads to be completed and 

then detaches the threads. Afterwards, it joins all the final results. 

 

Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we highlighted the problem of the high computational demands of searching algorithms. 

We conducted a review of many published state-of-the-art approaches, which hope to form the 

direction of future research in the area. We also proposed in this paper, the parallel Boyer-Moore–

Quick Search Algorithm (P-BM-QS). The need for further investigations in utilizing parallel 

computing methods to solve this problem is still needed. Future efforts can be possibly directed to the 

implementation of parallel techniques such as hybridization between distributed and shared memory 

models, hybridization between GPU and CPU methods.  
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Abstract 
 
Ensuring the sustainable development of economic entities of all levels is a priority task of their 

management, both at the state, and at the regional and corporate levels. The diversity of existing 

approaches to the definition of the term "sustainable development entity" and the numerous approaches to 

determining the sign of such development complicate the evaluation of the phenomenon. The aim of the 

research is the development of a universal tool that allows us to identify and assess the level of 

sustainable development of such economic entities as a region, enterprise, individual entrepreneur; this 

tool should be based on the criteria predetermined by the logic of economic processes. A balanced 

scorecard was chosen as a tool for achieving the goal. Research methods include comparison, financial 

and economic analysis, and expert method. The results of the research allow firstly to identify the 

uniformity of the criteria of sustainable development for economic entities, meso-, micro - and nanolevel, 

and secondly, the admissibility of usage to assess the level of sustainable development of static and 

dynamic indicators that reflect the income and resources of the final results of the operation to the 

original, receipts, payments, commitments to their own resources, thirdly, to develop options for the 

development strategy of economic entities depending on the combination of the results obtained and the 

type of business entity. 

Keywords: sustainable development, business entity, balanced system of indicators, development 

strategy. 

Introduction 
 
Functioning of economic entities of macro-, meso-, micro - and nanolevel (whether integrated Union of 

countries, region, industry, holdings, enterprise and even individual entrepreneur) is carried out on the 

basis of such economic principles as self-sufficiency and self-financing.  

First, the business entity needs resources to ensure the purpose of its functioning, these resources are 

characterized by a certain value and are not always their own. This circumstance requires the provision of 

such operating results that would be able to cover (recoup) the costs spent for achieving the purpose of 

the business entity resources. The principle of self-repayment mainly characterizes the operational 

(current) level of management of business entities. 

Self-financing characterizes an ability of a business entity to provide self-development from its own 

sources of financing. The principle of self-financing concerns mainly the strategic level of management 

of the business entity.  
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Nevertheless, the analysis of the correspondence of the operational results of functioning of economic 

entities to their strategies often reveals their complete inconsistency. 

The objectives of functioning of economic entities are formed under the influence of the interests of a 

wide range of stakeholders. Thus the purposes can have both economic and noneconomic nature. All 

mentioned above predetermined the relevance of the study of sustainable development of subjects at 

different levels of management and the development of a methodological tool for assessing the level of 

their sustainable development. 

Approaches of the Defining the Term “Sustainable Development” And Its Criteria 

of A Business Entity 

In 1987 the Brundtland Commission published its report "Our common future" to link the problems of 

economic development and environmental stability, in which the term “sustainable development” was 

presented as "development that meets the needs of the population without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs" (Report, 1987). As early as the beginning of the twentieth 

century, A. Pigu considered the approach of his predecessors in the development of Welfare theory as 

insufficient due to "market failures" or non-market ties, as well as the existence of monopoly and 

monopolistic competition, which inevitably cause a gap between public and private interests (Pigou, 

1920). Thus, the precondition for the emergence of the concept of sustainable development, firstly, is the 

welfare theory, and secondly, the stakeholder theory. There are many approaches to defining the essence 

of sustainable development. 

So the definition given in analyzed literature (Cerin, 2017; Dernbach, 1998; Dernbach, 2003 ) is a broad 

definition, which does not limit the volume of stability. The definition reflects the need to preserve 

resources for future generations, defining it as one of the main features that distinguish sustainable 

development from traditional environmental policies. The overall goal of sustainable development is the 

long-term stability of the economy and the environment; this would be achievable through integration and 

solution of economic, environmental, and social problems during the decision-making process. In 

applying this definition of sustainable development, one aspect concerns the sustainability of capital 

(Emas, 2017). The author believes that there are several types of capital: social, natural, and artificial, 

which predetermines two approaches to the definition of sustainable development. The "weak" definition 

of sustainable development implies that artificial or manufactured capital can become an alternative to 

natural capital. The "strong" definition of sustainability reflects the exceptional characteristics of natural 

resources that cannot be replaced by manufactured capital. Most ecologists and environmentalists are 

supporters of a strong definition of sustainability (Stoddart, 2011). An important step in promoting the 

concept of sustainable development was the declaration on environment and development (Rio 

Declaration, 1992), which consolidated the general principles of this concept: long-term sustainability; 

the principle of compensation payments for environmental pollution; precautionary principle; principle of 

common and differentiated responsibility. 

In Russian economic science the most common formulation of sustainable developmentis the 

development that meets the needs of the present, but it does not put at risk the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs (Mazunina, 2009). 

R. Kolmanovsky and N.N. Renkas emphasize that the most important criterion of sustainable 

development is achievement of strategic balance between human activity and the maintenance of 

reproducing possibilities of the biosphere, which is especially important for regional development 

(Kormanovskaya, 2006). 

Principles of sustainable development, according to the approach of A.P. Zakharov, include: 

1) improving the quality of life; 

2) guaranteed health of people; 
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3) satisfaction of the basic life needs of both the population and future generations; 

4) fight against poverty; 

5) rational patterns of production and consumption; 

6) rational environmental management; 

7) conservation of ecosystems, protection of the climate and ozone layer; 

8) ensuring environmental safety; 

9) elimination of all forms of violence against man and nature (prevention of wars, terrorism and 

ecocide); 

10) global partnership (Zaharov, 2011). 

We are of the opinion that sustainable development of business entity is the state of permanent efficiency 

and stability of development, strict implementation of all commitments, under the condition of 

independence in decision-making. 

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Assessing the Level of Sustainable Development 

of a Business Entity  

Since we have identified four principal components in the definition of sustainable development, it was 

logical to use such a tool as a balanced system of indicators for the purposes of assessing the level of 

sustainable development. A balanced system of indicators was proposed for the wide use by D.P. Norton 

and R.S. Kaplan (Kaplan, 1992; Kaplan, 1993; Kaplan, 1996). A balanced system of indicators can be 

used to manage the activities of economic entities, both state and municipal (Rohm, n.d.), and also 

corporate levels (Epstein, 1997; Hahn, 2001). 

Traditionally, a balanced scorecard consists of four key prospects − "Finance", "Customers", "Internal 

business processes" and "Learning and growth". However, this basic set of perspectives can be adapted to 

the specifics of a particular industry, enterprise or economic phenomenon, in particular, the "sustainable 

development of the entity". 

Stacey Barr notes that high-performance organizations gain a higher return on initiatives and 

improvements (Barr, n.d.). And as factors providing a higher yield, she noted factors such as: "leverage of 

influence", "understanding problems", "knowledge", "truth". Each factor has its own evaluation 

instruments: for the factor "leverage of influence" such instruments are the ability and the efficiency of 

their use, for the factor "understanding the problems" they are reports, for the factor "knowledge" they are 

results of analysis of the situation; for a factor of "truth" it is the speed and accuracy of the data. 

Assessment of the level of sustainable development of industrial enterprises and small business 

enterprises (manufacturing) is proposed to carry out with using a balanced scorecard (BSC) that includes 

the following components: 

 

1) evaluation of the effectiveness of the operation; 

2) assessment of the stability of development; 

3) assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations; 

4) evaluation of independence in decision-making. 

The functioning of the economic system (enterprise) is the process of refining (converting) the enterprise 

of natural resources in manufacturing products, satisfying social needs in material goods (products, 

services). In the categories of a particular economy, functioning of the economy is a process of 

transforming resources (through their spending) into the results of activities, characterized by a certain 

level of efficiency. Resources and efficiency are considered as means of achieving a goal – the result. 

Obligations of enterprises, from an economic point of view, are related to the definition of financial 

solvency – the capacity to repay loans and payables in time and in full volume. Independence in decision-
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making is largely determined by the capital structure and the specifics of building relationships with 

contractors of the enterprise. Assessment of the processes and phenomena is proposed to be carried out 

using the following groups of indicators. 

The assessment of the performance of activities is based on the DuPont equation for economic and 

financial profitability. 

The DuPont formula for economic profitability shows the relationship between indicators of economic 

profitability (Rk), net profit ratio (Rt) and the coefficient of business activity (turnover capital) (Ktc): 

Rк =  Rt × Ktc,                                                            (1) 

where Rк =

�

�
× 100% – economic profitability – the ratio of profit from sales (Qs) to the average 

capital of a company (K), expressed as a percentage; 

Rt =

�


�
× 100% – net profit ratio (sales) – the ratio of profit from sales (Qs) to revenue (Qr), 

expressed as a percentage; 

Ktc =

�

�
 – coefficient of business activity – the ratio of revenue (Qr) to the average capital of 

enterprises (K). 

The formula reflects the efficiency of using company's capital. All the components of the DuPont formula 

should have a positive growing trend; growth indexes should be greater than one. 

The DuPont formula for financial profitability shows the dependence between the indicators of financial 

profitability (Rfp), rate of return (Nrr), the coefficient of the business activity (capital turnover) (Ktc) and 

financial leverage (FL): 

Rfp = Nrr × Ktc × FL,                                   (2) 

where Rfp =
�� �����

��
× 100% – financial profitability - net profit ratio (Qs clear) to the company's 

average annual net worth (OC), expressed as a percentage; 

Nrr =

�  !"#�


�
× 100% – profit ratio (profit margin) is the ratio of net profit to revenue, expressed as 

a percentage; 

FL =
�

$%
 – financial leverage – the ratio of the average of the company's capital to the average annual 

equity. 

 

All the components of the DuPont formula for financial profitability should also have a positive trend. 

Estimation of stability of development is based on mapping the dynamics of capital and financial results 

with the "Golden rule of business": 

IQ�  !"#� > ) Q� > )Q� > )* > 1.0                  (3) 

Decoding of this rule is more reasonable to start from the right:  

I – indicator of index growth; 

IК > 1.0 – the constant growth of capital invested in the activities of the enterprise, which should ensure 

the development of its business; 

IQr > IК > 1.0 – a growing business should generate a significant increase in financial results at the 

enterprise, the growth rates of which should exceed the growth rate of investments; 

IQs > IQr > IК > 1.0 – the company should ensure the priority in the growth rates of the final financial 

result (profit) compared to the growth of the economic result (sales revenue); 
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IQs clear > IQs > IQr > IК > 1.0 – the growth rate of net profit exceeding the growth rate of gross profit 

should be provided by an increase in other revenues and a decrease in other expenses of the enterprise. 

Estimation of the degree of fulfillment of obligations can be realized on the basis of the "Golden 

Financing Rule": 

       Ivc > Ici > ). > 1.0,                          (4) 

The value of capital can be determined by the formula [19]: 

/0 =  ∑ (0)3
4
356 − 83) × :;< ,          (5) 

where VC – value of capital – the difference between discounted receipts (CI) and payments (P) over a 

number of periods [8, p. 77]; 

CIt – cash inflow in the period t 

Pt – payments in the period t; 

N – number of periods; 

t – current period index (t = 0, ..., N); 

q – discount factor (1 + i); 

i – interest rate expressed in decimal fractions ir ∕ 100; 

ir – interest rate, %. 

The "golden rule of self-financing" is fulfilled under conditions 1 and 2: 

Condition 1: IQr > IQoc, at which revenue should grow faster than the total cost of the enterprise (Qoc). 

Condition 2: IQr < IQoc, at which revenue grows slower than the total costs of the enterprise, but 

accounts receivables grow slower than creditor indebtedness. 

The lack of efficiency in the formation of financial results and costs can be compensated by improving 

the efficiency of working capital management of the enterprise. 

The assessment of independence in decision-making is primarily assessed by indicators of financial and 

market stability, which can also be grouped in the Golden Rule of sustainability: 

                      I=  > I%>? > I@A > 1.000 ,                         (6) 

where WC – working capital (the difference between permanent capital and non-current assets); 

Cfi – coefficient of financial independence shows how much equity owns in the entire capital of the 

enterprise; 

Lpc –level of permanent capital of the enterprise, which shows the share of its own financial resources in 

the composition (asset) of the liability. The higher the indicator, the higher the financial and market 

stability of the enterprise will be. 

For the integral evaluation of the level of sustainable development of the enterprise these indicators 

should be estimated on the basis of a system of criteria and endowed with weight. The use of integral 

indicator of sustainability assessment will allow comparative analysis of both enterprises and holding 

structures. 

The stages of formation of the balanced scorecard are: 

1) determination of the composition of indicators and their evaluation, for example, on a three-point 

scale; 

2) weighting of the indicators within each component. In this case, the sum of the weights of the 

component indices must be equal to 100%. 

3) selection of four evaluation indicators (one for each component); 
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4) determination of the weight of each component, the sum of the weights of all components being 100%; 

5) conducting a final assessment of the level of economic sustainability of an enterprise on the basis of an 

integral indicator. 

The use of the balanced scorecard, as well as their scoring, allows you to give a set of indicators to a 

single system of assessment, integrate them into the overall criterion of sustainable development, 

according to which there is a possibility of comparative analysis of the level of sustainable development 

of enterprises. 

Criteria for scoring of indicators and linkages methods for the assessment of the level of sustainable 

development for the industrial enterprises and small business enterprises are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: criteria for scoring indicators and interrelations of methods for assessing the level       of 

sustainable development of an enterprise 

 

Indicators Criteria for scoring indicators, ballpoints 

1 2 3 

Assessment of efficiency of functioning 

Economic profitability  <0 0-d, I>1, I<1 >cr, I>1 

Net profit ratio 

 

<0 >0, I<1 >0, I>1,  

when a positive 

value appears 

Activity ratio I<1 I=1 I>1 

Dynamics of DuPont equation for 

economic profitability 

IRк > IRt > IKtc > 1.000 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

Financial profitability <0 0-d, I>1,<1 >dep, I>1 

Rate of return <0 >0, I<1 >0, I>1 

Finance leverage >2 <2, I>1 <2, I<1 

Dynamics of DuPont equation for 

financial profitability 

IRfp > INrr > IKtc > IFL > 1.000 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

 Stability evaluation 

Net profit <0 >0,I<1 >0, I>1, when a 

positive value 

appears 
Sales profit 

Revenues from sales I<0,5 I<1 I>1 

Capital in the mid-annual 

measurement 

I<1 I>1 I=1 

The Golden Rule of Business 

IQs clear > IQs > IQr > IK > 1.0 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

Assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations 

Value of capital <0 >0, I<1 >0, I>1 

Cash inflow I<0.5 I<1 I>1 

Payments 

The Golden Rule of Financing 

Ivc > Ici > Ip > 1.0 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

Evaluation of independence in decision-making 

Working capital <0 >0, I<1 >0, I>1 
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Coefficient of financial 

independence     (equity ratio) 

<0.5 >0.5, I<1 >0.5, I>1 

Level of permanent capital of the 

enterprise 

<0.6 >0.6, I<1 >0.6, I>1 

The Golden Rule of Sustainability 

Iwc > ICfi > ILpc > 1.000 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

 

An assessment of the level of sustainable development of a meso-level entity – region management is 

carried out using the static values of indicators, as well as their growth indices. 

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the functioning will be estimated by DuPont's formula for 

economic profitability, determined by the indicators of the total number of enterprises in the region [21]. 

Evaluation of stability of development analogous to the "Golden Business Rule" built for the regional 

level on the basis of a comparison of the indexes of growth in profits, revenue and assets of a set of 

enterprises in the region (The central database, n.d.). 

Assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations should be based on the volume of revenues and 

expenditures of the consolidated budgets of the regions (Russian regions, 2010-2014). 

Evaluation of independence in decision-making should be carried out in terms of the level of absolute 

value and indices of growth of own circulating assets and the autonomy ratio of the aggregate of 

enterprises of the region (Russian regions, 2010-2014). The criteria for scoring indicators are presented in 

Table 2. 

Table 2: criteria for scoring of indicators and linkages methods for the assessment of the level         

of sustainable development of the region 

 

Indicators Criteria for scoring indicators, ballpoints 

1 2 3 

Assessment of efficiency of functioning 

The economic profitability of the enterprise 

population of the region 

<0 0-d, I>1, I<1 >cr, I>1 

The profitability of turnover (sales) of the 

enterprise population of the region 

<0 >0, I<1 >0, I>1, 

when a 

positive 

value 

appears 

The coefficient of business activity of the 

enterprise population of the region 

I<1 I=1 I>1 

Dynamics of DuPont equation for financial 

profitability of the enterprise population of the 

region 

IRк > IRt > IKtc > 1.000 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

Stability evaluation 

Sales profit of the enterprise population of the 

region 

 

<0, 

I<0.5 

>0, I<1, I<1 >0, I>1, 

when a 

positive 

value 

appears I>1 
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Revenues from sales of the enterprise 

population of the region 

   

Assets of the enterprise population of the region I<1 I>1 I=1 

The golden rule of business of the enterprise 

population of the region 

IQs clear > IQs > IQr > IK > 1.0 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

Assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations 

Surplus (+) / Deficit (-) of income and expenses <0, I>1 <0, I<1 >0, I>1, I<1 

Incomes of the consolidated budgets of the 

region 

I<1, I<1 I≥1, I≥ (1+tinf) I≥(1+tinf), 

I≥1 

Expenses of consolidated budgets of the region 

The golden rule of financing 

Ivc > Ici > Ip > 1.0 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

Evaluation of independence in decision-making  

Working capital of the enterprise population of 

the region 

<0 >0, I<1 >0,I>1 

Coefficient of financial independence of the 

enterprise population of the region, % 

<50.0 >50.0, I<1 >50.0, I>1 

The golden rule of sustainability 

Iwc > ICfi > ILpc > 1.000 

Not performed Partially 

performed 

Performed 

 

The Testing Of the Proposed Methodical Approaches to Assessment of the Level of 

Sustainable Development of Economic Entities of Different Levels 

Approbation of author's method of assessing the level of sustainable development of business entities is 

conducted at the meso-level – as an example Chelyabinsk region was taken (Table 5), the micro-level on 

the example of machine-building enterprises of the Chelyabinsk region, PAO "Chelyabinsk forging plant" 

(Table 3) at the nanoscale – for example, small business and trading company LLC Verevkin 

Chelyabinsk (Table 4). 

Table 3: the results of the assessment of the level of sustainability of the development of the 

industrial enterprise of PAO "CHKPZ" during 2014-2016 

 

Indicators 

Indicator value 
Growth 

index Weight of 

indicators

, % 

Evaluation 

score, 

ballpoints 

Weighted 

estimate 

2014 2015 2016 
2015/ 

2014 

2016

/ 

2015 

201

5 
2016 2015 

201

6 

Economic 

profitability, % 
8.9 8.9 10.5 1.004 

1.17

8 
3.571 2 3 

0.07

1 

0.10

7 

The profitability of 

turnover, % 
9.7 10.2 9.4 1.055 

0.92

4 
3.571 3 2 

0.10

7 

0.07

1 

The coefficient of 

business activity, 

turnover per  year 

0.916 0.873 1.113 0.952 
1.27

5 
3.571 1 3 

0.03

6 

0.10

7 

Financial profitability, 

% 
10.3 8.8 9.4 0.856 

1.06

0 
3.571 2 3 

0.07

1 

0.10

7 
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Rate of return, % 3.0 2.6 2.2 0.880 
0.84

3 
3.571 2 3 

0.07

1 

0.10

7 

Finance leverage 3.812 3.894 3.843 1.022 
0.98

7 
3.571 1 1 

0.03

6 

0.03

6 

Dynamics of DuPont equation for financial profitability 3.571 2 2 
0.07

1 

0.07

1 

Assessment of efficiency of functioning 25.000 
  

0.46

4 

0.60

7 

Net profit, mln. rub. 141.7 126.5 144.0 0.893 
1.13

9 
5.000 2 3 

0.10

0 

0.15

0 

Sales profit, mln.rub. 465.2 497.4 620.9 1.069 
1.24

8 
5.000 3 3 

0.15

0 

0.15

0 

Revenues from sales, 

mln.rub. 

4800.

3 
4867.6 6576.2 1.014 

1.35

1 
5.000 3 3 

0.15

0 

0.15

0 

Capital in the mid-

annual measurement, 

mln.rub. 

5237.

8 
5576.4 5910.3 1.065 

1.06

0 
5.000 2 2 

0.10

0 

0.10

0 

Implementation of the golden rule of business 5.000 2 2 
0.10

0 

0.10

0 

Stability evaluation 25.000 
  

0.60

0 

0.65

0 

Value of capital, 

mln.rub. 
10.7 138.8 -94.8 

12.92

0 

-

0.68

3 

6.250 3 1 
0.18

8 

0.06

3 

Cash inflow, mln.rub. 
8767.

8 
10359.2 10694.3 1.182 

1.03

2 
6.250 3 3 

0.18

8 

0.18

8 

Payments, mln.rub. 
8757.

1 
10220.4 10789.1 1.167 

1.05

6 
6.250 3 3 

0.18

8 

0.18

8 

Implementation of the golden rule of financing 6.250 3 1 
0.18

8 

0.06

3 

Assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations 25.000 
  

0.75

0 

0.50

0 

Working capital, mln 

rub. 

2446.

8 
2570.9 2981.1 1.051 

1.16

0 
6.250 3 3 

0.18

8 

0.18

8 

Coefficient of 

financial 

independence 

0.262 0.257 0.260 0.979 
1.01

3 
6.250 1 1 

0.06

3 

0.06

3 

Level of permanent 

capital of the 

enterprise 

0.709 0.669 0.720 0.944 
1.07

6 
6.250 2 3 

0.12

5 

0.18

8 

Implementation of the golden rule of sustainability 6.250 1 2 
0.06

3 

0.12

5 

Evaluation of independence in decision-making 25.000 
  

0.43

8 

0.56

3 

Integral assessment of the level of sustainable development of 

the enterprise 
100 

  

2.25

2 

2.32

0 
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Increasing the level of sustainability of development in 2016 compared with 2014-2015 is due to the 

strengthening of assessments on the components: efficiency of functioning (+0.143 points), independence 

in decision-making (+0.125 points), stability of development (+0.05 points). 

It is obvious that a state order for products is the driving factor in ensuring and improving the 

sustainability of development of the industrial machinery business in the conditions of crisis trends in the 

economy. 

Table 4: the results of the assessment of the level of sustainability of the development of the trading 

company LLC Verevkin Chelyabinsk for 2014-2016 

 

Indicators 

Indicator value Growth index 
Weight 

of 

indicato

rs, % 

Evaluatio

n score. 

ballpoint

s 

Weighted 

estimate 

2014 2015 2016 
2015/ 

2014 

2016/ 

2015 
2015 

20

16 
2015 2016 

Economic 

profitability, % 
235.9 213.3 190.7 0.904 0.894 3.571 2 2 0.071 0.071 

The profitability of 

turnover, % 
21.6 17.4 13.6 0.804 0.780 3.571 2 2 0.071 0.071 

The coefficient of 

business activity, 

turnover per year 

10.910 12.270 14.060 1.125 1.146 3.571 3 3 0.107 0.107 

Financial 

profitability, % 
356.2 307.5 204.7 0.863 0.666 3.571 2 2 0.071 0.071 

Rate of return, % 18.2 14.6 10.9 0.802 0.748 3.571 2 2 0.071 0.071 

Finance leverage 1.793 1.715 1.331 0.957 0.776 3.571 3 3 0.107 0.107 

Dynamics of DuPont equation for financial profitability 3.571 1 1 0.036 0.036 

Assessment of efficiency of functioning 25.000 
  

0.536 0.536 

Net profit, thousand 

rub. 
3715.0 3040.0 2189.0 0.818 0.720 5.000 2 2 0.100 0.100 

Sales profit, 

thousand rub. 
4412.0 3616.0 2716.0 0.820 0.751 5.000 2 2 0.100 0.100 

Revenues from 

sales, thousand rub. 
20402.0 20804.0 20022.0 1.020 0.962 5.000 3 2 0.150 0.100 

Capital in the mid-

annual 

measurement, 

thousand rub. 

1870.0 1695.5 1424.0 0.907 0.840 5.000 1 1 0.050 0.050 

Implementation of the golden rule of business 5.000 1 1 0.050 0.050 

Stability evaluation 25.000 
  

0.450 0.400 

Value of capital, 

thousand rub. 
-104.0 -41.0 28.0 0.394 -0.683 6.250 1 3 0.063 0.188 

Cash inflow, 

thousand rub. 
21341.0 19843.0 20839.0 0.930 1.050 6.250 2 3 0.125 0.188 
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Payments, thousand 

rub. 
21445.0 19884.0 20811.0 0.927 1.047 6.250 2 3 0.125 0.188 

Implementation of the golden rule of financing 6.250 3 1 0.188 0.063 

Assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations 25.000 
  

0.500 0.625 

Working capital, 

thousand rub. 
1043.0 988.5 1069.5 0.948 1.082 6.250 2 3 0.125 0.188 

Coefficient of 

financial 

independence 

0.558 0.583 0.751 1.045 1.288 6.250 3 3 0.188 0.188 

Level of permanent 

capital of the 

enterprise 

0.558 0.583 0.751 1.045 1.288 6.250 3 3 0.188 0.188 

Implementation of the golden rule of sustainability 6.250 2 2 0.125 0.125 

Evaluation of independence in decision-making 25.000 
  

0.625 0.688 

Integral assessment of the level of economic security 100 
  

2.111 2.248 

Improving the sustainability of the development in 2016 compared to 2014-2015 is due to the 

strengthening of assessments: the degree of implementation of commitments (+0.125 points) and 

independence in decision-making (+0.063 points). 

It is obvious that in a small business in terms of reducing the volume of sales, ensuring regular payment 

discipline and increase of own financial sources is a reliable protection against crisis phenomena in the 

economy. 

Table 5: the results of the assessment of the level of sustainable development of the Chelyabinsk 

region for 2013-2015 

 

Indicators 

Indicator value Growth index Weight 

of 

indicat

ors,  % 

 

Evalua

tion 

score, 

ballpoi

nts 

Weighted 

estimate 

201

3 
2014 2015 

2014

/ 

2013 

2015/ 

2014 

2

0

1

4 

2

0

1

5 2014 2015 

Economic profitability 

of the enterprise 

population of the 

region, % 

2.3

0 
2.85 5.54 

1.23

9 
1.944 6.25 2 2 0.125 

0.12

5 

The profitability of 

turnover (sales) of the 

enterprise population 

of the region, % 

4.7

6 

13.4

8 
14.85 

2.83

2 
1.102 6.25 3 3 0.188 

0.18

8 

The coefficient of 

business activity of the 

enterprise population 

of the region, turnover 

per year 

0.4

83 

0.35

3 
0.373 

0.73

1 
1.056 6.25 1 3 0.063 

0.18

8 
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Dynamics of DuPont equation for financial profitability 6.25 1 2 0.063 
0.12

5 

Assessment of efficiency of functioning 25 
  

0.438 
0.62

5 

Sales profit of the 

enterprise population 

of the region, bln. rub. 

73.

5 

213.

1 
258.3 

2.89

8 
1.212 6.25 3 3 0.188 

0.18

8 

Revenues from sales of 

the enterprise 

population of the 

region, bln. rub. 

154

4.8 

1581

.0 
1739.2 

1.02

3 
1.100 6.25 3 3 0.188 

0.18

8 

Assets of the enterprise 

population of the 

region, bln. rub. 

319

7.1 

4477

.0 
4662.0 

1.40

0 
1.041 6.25 2 2 0.125 

0.12

5 

Implementation of the golden rule of business 6.25 2 3 0.125 
0.18

8 

Stability evaluation 25 
  

0.625 
0.68

8 

Surplus (+) / Deficit (-) 

of income and 

expenses, bln. rub. 

-

11.

8 

-4.1 -2.5 
0.34

6 
0.624 6.25 2 2 0.125 

0.12

5 

Incomes of the 

consolidated budgets of 

the region, bln. rub. 

132

.1 

142.

5 
153.5 

1.07

9 
1.077 6.25 2 2 0.125 

0.12

5 

Expenses of 

consolidated budgets of 

the region, bln. rub. 

143

.9 

146.

6 
156.1 

1.01

9 
1.065 6.25 2 2 0.125 

0.12

5 

Implementation of the golden rule of financing 6.25 2 2 0.125 
0.12

5 

Assessment of the degree of fulfillment of obligations 25 
  

0.375 
0.37

5 

Working capital of the 

enterprise population 

of the region, bln. rub. 

744

.6 

1562

.0 
1348.9 

2.09

8 
0.864 8.33 3 2 0.250 

0.16

7 

Coefficient of financial 

independence of the 

enterprise population 

of the region, % 

39.

60 

47.0

5 
40.61 

1.18

8 
0.863 8.33 1 1 0.083 

0.08

3 

Implementation of the golden rule of sustainability 8.33 1 1 0.083 
0.08

3 

Evaluation of independence in decision-making 25 
  

0.417 
0.33

3 

Integral assessment of the level of sustainable development of the 

region 
100 

  
1.854 

2.02

1 
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Increasing the level of sustainability in 2015 compared to 2014-2013 is due to the strengthening of unit 

assessments: effective functioning (+0.187 points), assess the stability of development (+0.063 points). 

Dynamics of assessments of these components reflects the high dependence of the region's indicators on 

those of large industrial enterprises.  

Nevertheless, there are significant trends in the level of sustainable development at both the meso- and 

micro- and nanoscale levels. 

Conclusion 
 

In this study the author's definition of the sustainable development of the business entity is formulated as 

a state of permanent efficiency of functioning, ensuring the stability of development, rigorous fulfillment 

of all obligations, subject to independence in decision-making. 

An approach is proposed for assessing the level of sustainable development of the economic entity of the 

meso-, micro- and nano-level using a balanced system of indicators adapted to the level of management.  

The approbation of the author's method of evaluation in relation to the region, and industrial engineering 

enterprises and small trade business was carried out based on the development of the scoring criteria for 

the components of the BSC and the analysis of financial and economic indicators of business entities. 

The results of the approbation made it possible to identify the level of sustainable development of the 

business entity and determine the reasons for its positive dynamics. At the same time, the factors specific 

for economic entities of each level, which have a predominant influence on the level of their development 

stability, have been identified, which makes it possible to develop management decisions of a strategic 

nature aimed at strengthening the positive influence of these factors and weakening, if any, their negative 

influence in the long term. 
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Abstract 
 
The article presents the results of the analysis of the influence of the industry factor on the dynamics of 

tax revenues in the subsidized regions of the North Caucasus Federal District. It is proved that the low 

level of tax revenues is determined by the deformed structure of the economy with simultaneous 

heterogeneity of the actual sectoral tax burden. Based on the results of the study, tactical and strategic 

measures of economic policy aimed at increasing the fiscal efficiency of subsidized regions are revealed. 

Keywords: tax revenues, sectoral structure, gross regional product, tax burden, sectoral disproportions. 

Introduction 
 
One of the attributive features of Russia's current tax system is the growing imbalances in the dynamics 

of the formation of tax revenues by individual regions (Dzhurbina, 2016), which in turn neutralizes the 

positive effects of fiscal federalism and contributes to the preservation of the depressed economic state of 

some subjects of the federation. Analysis of the industry specific tax revenues in the context of extremely 

low activity of subsidized regions to develop their own tax base will allow developing concrete proposals 

for improving economic and fiscal policy. 

 

Literature Review  

 
In international practice, the problem of sufficiency of tax revenues is investigated in relation to 

developing countries. In particular, in the work of economists of the World Bank it is proved that the 

level of the tax burden of states with low per capita GDP is usually lower than the potential one, which 

creates difficulties in adequately financing the needs of society and slows economic growth. (Minh Le et 

al., 2011). This statement can also be projected onto the regional level of large federal states, whose 

territorial subjects are quite differentiated both in terms of socio-economic development indicators and in 

terms of the level of their own tax opportunities. 

The traditional quantitative approach to the comparison of regions and countries in terms of average per 

capita tax revenues or the tax burden (as a percentage of GDP/GRP), in our opinion, is not sufficiently 

correct, since it does not take into account the structural features of the economy, as well as the 

institutional characteristics of the tax system. (Alfirman, 2003) In order to assess the influence of 

structural factors in the process of econometric modeling of tax revenues, additional explanatory 
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variables are used, such as: the share of the industrial sector (Eltony, 2002), the share of agriculture in 

GDP (Gupta, 2007), the share of the natural resource sector (Botlhole et al, 2012), etc. 

 Empirical studies show that this group of factors refers to a universal characteristic of the sectoral 

structure of the economy that corrects the aggregate tax potential of a region or state, calculated on the 

basis of a basic macroeconomic indicator, for example, GDP/GRP. For example, the materials of the 

scientific work carried out on the actual data of Turkey confirm the positive influence of increasing the 

share of industry and the negative - of agriculture, on the dynamics of tax revenues, and this statement is 

valid for a long time interval. (K. Karagoz, 2013). 

At the same time, the use of the regression approach does not allow analyzing tax receipts in the context 

of the entire variety of economic sectors due to the multicollinearity between the regressor factors, as well 

as a significant increase in the requirements for the number of initial observations. That is why in the 

modern studies of tax systems, the industry approach finds limited application. However, its application 

in the framework of traditional statistical procedures, in our opinion, opens additional opportunities for 

analyzing the fiscal opportunities of taxpayers, as well as the scientific justification of the priorities of the 

structural economic policy of the regions, aimed at reducing the subsidy of their budgets. 

Comparative Structural Analysis of Tax Revenues in Subsidized Regions 

It is advisable to start studying the branch specificity of tax revenues in subsidized regions from a 

comparative structural analysis in the context of the most important sectors of the regional economy. This 

makes it possible to quantify the actual proportions of the economic complex of a particular region and to 

specify the initial factual basis for their "decomposition" into determinants of a more particular order. 

The sectoral structure of aggregated tax revenues in the subjects of the North Caucasus Federal District 

and Russia as a whole, calculated on the basis of official statistics for 2015, is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: sectoral structure of gross tax revenues in the regions of the North Caucasus Federal 

District in 2015, %* 

 

Region 
Branch of national economy 

A** B C D E F G H I J K 

Republic of Dagestan - 5,2 20,8 6,9 5,5 7,1 7,9 2,9 21,1 16,6 6,0 

Republic of Ingushetia 
0,5 

10,

5 
1,2 4,4 9,9 4,1 3,9 2,8 36,0 19,9 6,8 

Kabardino-Balkar Republic 1,6 0,2 34,7 8,4 2,4 6,7 3,5 6,2 16,3 13,7 6,3 

Karachay-Cherkess Republic 1,9 4,9 18,6 11,4 4,2 12,5 4,7 4,9 18,3 11,1 7,5 

Republic of North Ossetia 0,7 0,5 17,70 8,5 7,1 9,3 3,5 9,9 23,5 12,9 6,4 

Chechen Republic 
0,3 

32,

5 
1,6 -3,4 1,7 3,2 4,8 2,8 36,3 15,1 5,1 

Stavropol Territory 4,9 7,2 16,5 7,7 7,0 15,5 9,2 9,1 6,9 10,1 5,9 

Russian Federation (by the 

sum of regions) 
0,6 

30,

9 
18,7 3,0 4,9 10,9 6,4 10,4 2,9 4,0 7,3 

* Source: calculated by the authors according to (Finances of Russia, 2016).  

** Legend (hereafter in the tables): A - agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, fish farming, B - mining, C 

- processing industries, D - electricity, gas and water production and distribution, E - construction, F - 

wholesale and retail trade; repair of vehicles, motorcycles, household products, G - transport and 

communications, H - real estate transactions, rental and provision of services, I - public administration 

and military security; social insurance, J - education, health and social services, K - other activities. 

According to the data in Table 1, the composition of tax revenues in the whole country is characterized by 

a rather low sectoral diversity. In particular, the sectors "Extraction of minerals" and "Processing 
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industries" generate more than 50% of tax revenues; trade, household services and real estate transactions 

provide about 20% more. 

The sectoral proportions of the formation of tax revenues in the regions of the North Caucasus Federal 

District differ significantly from the Russian Federation as a whole. This statement, first of all, is true for 

extractive industries, whose role in the formation of tax revenues is extremely low and varies from 0.2% 

in the Kabardino-Balkar Republic to 10.5% in the Republic of Ingushetia. Only in the Chechen Republic, 

the share of the natural resource sector in fiscal payments is at the level of average Russian indicators. 

The exceptionally low contribution of processing industries to tax revenues takes place in the poorly 

industrialized economies of the Chechen Republic and the Republic of Ingushetia (1.2% and 1.6% 

respectively). 

A distinctive feature of the sectoral disproportions of tax revenues in the regions of the North Caucasus 

Federal District is the expressed priority of the sphere of tertiary non-market services. For example, the 

sector "Public Administration and Ensuring Military Security" generates 6.9% of total tax revenues in the 

Stavropol Territory to 36.3% in the Chechen Republic (with an average for Russia of 2.9%). At the same 

time, in four regions of the okrug this type of activity absolutely dominates the structure of tax revenues. 

If we take into account its aggregate fiscal "contribution" taking into account the spheres of education and 

healthcare, the share of the tertiary non-market sector exceeds 30% of the total fiscal revenues in the 

Karachay-Cherkessia and Kabardino-Balkar republics, 52.2% and 56.0% in the Chechen Republic and 

republic of Ingushetia respectively. 

It is symptomatic that the aggregate share of the tertiary market sector (transport and communications, 

real estate transactions, financial activities, hotels and restaurants) is significantly lower than the 

corresponding average Russian indicators. This is due both to the insignificant role of these activities in 

the structure of regional added value (as will be further emphasized) and to their transition to the 

"shadow" sector. 

Thus, the structure of tax revenues by sector is determined by the territorial features of distribution and 

the level of development of the productive forces of each region. It will be further shown that the sectoral 

heterogeneity of the fiscal productivity of the regions can be explained by the complex and non-linear 

influence of economic, administrative and territorial factors creating a unique structure and dynamics of 

tax revenues. 

Disproportions of Regional Economy and Decrease in Its Tax Capacity 

The determining factors of differentiation of subjects of the federation according to the criterion of 

generated tax revenues are of an objective nature and are determined by the unequal potential of certain 

sectors of the economy to the formation of fiscal obligations. For their characterization it is expedient to 

analyze the structure of gross added value in the regional context (Table 2). 

Table 1: sectoral composition of the gross regional product in the regions of the North Caucasus 

Federal District in 2015, %* 

 

Region 
Branch of national economy 

A* B C D E F G H I J K 

Republic of Dagestan 14,1 0,4 3,6 2,2 20,5 25,8 6,5 2,6 7,0 9,7 7,6 

Republic of Ingushetia 6,4 1,7 6,1 3,8 14,1 18,0 5,4 2,8 23,3 15,1 3,3 

Kabardino-Balkar Republic 16,2 0,1 14,2 5,9 7,2 18,5 5,3 3,5 11,2 14,8 3,1 

Karachay-Cherkess Republic 19,2 1,5 13,3 8,4 8,0 9,8 4,4 5,5 14,8 12,6 2,5 

Republic of North Ossetia 15,6 0,3 8,5 5,4 8,5 18,3 6,6 3,6 16,0 13,6 3,6 

Chechen Republic 7,2 1,7 2,7 1,9 15,4 17,1 5,6 4,4 19,0 19,5 5,5 
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Stavropol Territory 15,1 0,7 11,8 5,3 7,7 17,9 9,4 6,2 9,2 12,5 4,2 

Russian Federation (by the sum 

of regions) 
5,0 10,6 17,4 3,7 7,0 19,0 9,3 11,5 5,8 7,6 3,1 

* Source: calculated by the authors according to (Finances of Russia, 2016). 

These tables give grounds for stating that there are significant differences in the GRP structure of the 

subsidized subjects of the NCFD from the average Russian proportions, which is determined by 

historically established approaches to the location of the productive forces and by the lack of valuable 

minerals produced on an industrial scale. 

Characterizing the features of the development of the economic complex in the subjects of the North 

Caucasus Federal District, one should emphasize negative deindustrialization processes that were 

accompanied by the replacement of released niches by trade, mainly by "shadow" agriculture, including 

private households, as well as public sector hypertrophy (education, healthcare , public administration). 

The prevalence of agriculture observed in most of the regions of the okrug, whose share varies from 6.4% 

in the Republic of Ingushetia to 19.2% in the Karachay-Cherkess Republic (with an average Russian 

value of 5% GRP), appears to be the most important factor in reducing tax revenues due to a lowered 

level Tax burden in this area. The significant role of agriculture in the structure of the economic complex 

is an indirect indicator of weak urbanization, which in turn initiates negative effects for effective 

implementation of fiscal procedures and rules: low level of wages and incomes of the population, labor 

migration, high share of the informal sector. 

Negative impact on the taxability of the constituent entities of the district is provided by the extremely 

low level of development of the manufacturing industry, which on the national scale ranks second in the 

generation of fiscal revenues, but in the regions under consideration it forms between 2.7% and 14.2% of 

the gross value added (at an average Russian rate of 17, 4% GRP). The actual replacement of the 

manufacturing industry with the service sector and trade, on the one hand, is in line with current trends in 

the strengthening of the role of the tertiary sector, but on the other hand it leads to an expansion of the 

horizons of informal economic activity and a reduction in the tax capacity of the subsidized regions. 

Analysis of the structure of value added across the regions of the Russian Federation allows us to come to 

the conclusion that the subjects forming tax revenues within the national average are characterized by a 

diverse composition of GRP, in which the shares of processing industries and trade are approximately at 

the same level. In general, the existing sectoral disproportions determine the low volume of fiscal 

revenues generated by the economy, and also substantially limit the strategic opportunities for their 

increase without a purposeful financial "recharge" from the federal center. 

Sectoral Tax Burden and Its Impact on the Aggregate Fiscal Productivity of 

Regions  

The Russian tax system, declaratively establishing the principle of fairness of taxation, actually 

contributes to the uneven distribution of fiscal pressure on various sectors of the economy. The reasons 

for the heterogeneity of the sectoral tax burden are determined by the existence of an objective diversity 

in the structure of operating expenses, differentiation of the level of profitability, and also by different 

initial possibilities for legal and illegal minimization of fiscal obligations. The listed reasons are 

exceptionally bright in the regional context, contributing to the strengthening of the territorial 

heterogeneity of sectoral fiscal pressures (Table 3). 
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Table 3: share of tax payments in value added industries (tax burden) in the regions of the North 

Caucasus Federal District, 2015, % 

 

Region 
Branch of national economy 

A* B C D E F G H I J K 

Republic of Dagestan -0,04 63,0 27,7 15,1 1,3 1,3 5,8 5,3 14,4 8,1 5,3 

Republic of Ingushetia 0,52 37,8 1,2 7,1 4,3 1,4 4,4 6,2 9,5 8,0 7,4 

Kabardino-Balkar Republic 1,02 21,7 25,4 14,9 3,4 3,8 6,9 18,4 15,1 9,6 13,1 

Karachay-Cherkess Republic 0,91 30,9 13,2 12,9 4,9 12,1 10,1 8,6 11,7 8,4 8,5 

Republic of North Ossetia 0,38 13,4 17,4 13,2 6,9 4,2 4,4 23,0 12,3 7,9 9,8 

Chechen Republic 0,35 141,2 4,3 -13,5 0,8 1,3 6,3 4,8 14,1 5,6 6,6 

Stavropol Territory 4,22 134,2 18,1 18,9 11,8 11,2 12,7 19,1 9,7 11,1 10,6 

Russian Federation (by the 

sum of regions) 
2,31 60,3 22,3 16,9 14,7 11,9 14,3 18,8 10,7 11,3 20,0 

 

The tax load indicators presented in Table 3 show its pronounced sectoral heterogeneity: the maximum 

burden - more than 60% of the value added - "carries" the mining sector, at the other extreme (about 2%) 

is the agricultural sector characterized by an unstable financial situation. 

Regional indicators of the tax burden of the subjects of the North Caucasus Federal District in most cases 

"lag" behind the average Russian values. For example, payments of the extractive sector outstrip the 

national average in only three constituents of the region where oil and gas are extracted and transported, 

while in other regions the tax burden is relatively small. 

The effectiveness of taxation of agriculture is also extremely low, both due to the traditionally low 

profitability of activities, and because of the production of a substantial part of the output on personal 

farmsteads, in fact excluded from controlled economic turnover. 

Attention is drawn to the tax burden in the construction sector, fiscal obligations of which range from 

0.8% in the Chechen Republic to 11.8% in the Stavropol Territory (the average Russian value is 14.7%). 

This is due to the high share of the shadow economy in this sector, as well as the use of budgetary 

resources to finance socially important facilities. 

The tertiary sector of public services (health, education, public administration) objectively has a limited 

fiscal capacity, represented primarily by the personal income tax. The revenues of this tax, in turn, are 

determined by extremely inertial determinants of wages and the number of employed in the public sector. 

A comparative analysis of the data in Table 3 allows us to conclude that the public sector demonstrates a 

higher level of fiscal discipline compared to commercial economic entities. This statement is especially 

true for such areas as wholesale and retail trade, construction, production and distribution of electricity, 

gas and water. It is necessary to emphasize that the current situation should not be unambiguously 

interpreted only from the point of view of informal activity, since the financial results and profitability of 

the above sectors lag behind the average Russian values. 

In general, in all regions of the region (with the exception of the Stavropol Territory), the lower sectoral 

tax burden has a negative impact on the dynamics of budget revenues. Unused reserves for increasing 

fiscal discipline are observed in the wholesale and retail trade sectors (from 0.2% to 2.0% of the produced 

added value), processing industries (from 0.7% to 3.7%), and construction (from 2, 9% to 13.9%). 
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Discussion of Results and Findings  

The sectoral aspect of regional differentiation of tax revenues is determined by the different ability of 

certain sectors of the economy to form and execute tax obligations, which in turn are formed under the 

influence of two most important factors. 

First, the subjects of the federation are diverse in the branch structure of the gross regional product: in the 

subsidized regions, it is shifted in favor of agriculture, administration and trade. At the same time, the 

"donor" regions specialize in the extraction of minerals, industrial production and financial 

intermediation. 

Secondly, the indicators of the actual tax burden of the economic sectors indicate that the maximum share 

(about 60%) is generated by the "Mining" industry, while agriculture is widely represented in the 

subsidized subjects of the Russian Federation (due to unstable financial condition) and trade (Due to the 

presence of a large informal sector) generate tax payments of 2.3% and 11.9% of value added, 

respectively. The current situation is determined by the unique structure of expenditures, the 

heterogeneous level of profitability, and the initiation of opportunities (including illegitimate ones) to 

minimize fiscal obligations. 

The study of tax revenues of the subsidized regions of the North Caucasus Federal District from the point 

of view of the sectoral approach makes it possible to conclude that the insufficient fiscal efficiency of 

these entities is determined both by structural imbalances in the produced added value and by pronounced 

fluctuations in the actual sectoral tax burden, Factors is highly differentiated. 

Thus, the influence of the low sectoral tax burden, which itself is an indicator of the unstable financial 

state of taxpayers, as well as the presence of "failures" in the implementation of administrative 

procedures, is most clearly manifested in the republics of Ingushetia, North Ossetia, Kabardino-Balkaria 

and Karachaнy-Cherkessia In order of decreasing importance of this factor). In the Stavropol Territory, 

on the contrary, actual seizures in the sectors "Mining" and "Agriculture" are much higher than the 

average Russian values, however their positive effect is offset by the presence of other sectoral 

imbalances. 

The negative impact of the structural factor, primarily due to the low level of industrialization with 

simultaneous activation of the non-profit sector of the tertiary sector (public administration, security) is 

most pronounced in the Chechen Republic. The deformity of the regional economy is also the reason for 

the extremely low tax efforts of the Republic of Dagestan, whose basic sectors (trade, construction, 

agriculture) are traditionally characterized by a significant "shadow" component. 

Conclusion 
 

The reasons for the insufficient fiscal performance of the subsidized entities of the North Caucasus 

Federal District are concluded both in an objective sectoral imbalance of the regional economy whose 

dominant sectors are immanently low in tax capacity and in weak administration of tax revenues. 

Sectoral variations in the tax burden, acting in concert with the heterogeneous geographical distribution 

of the branches of the national economy, contribute to the non-linear strengthening of regional inequality 

by the criterion of fiscal productivity. 

Current measures to increase tax revenues should be oriented towards "pulling" the level of tax burden in 

agriculture, construction and manufacturing to the average Russian level. This implies not only a tactical 

intensification of the control activities of the tax authorities, but also a set of measures of an institutional 

nature to remove "from the shadow" of the agricultural, construction and industrial sectors. 
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The system economic policy of the regions should take into account the fiscal component, the priorities of 

which at the initial stage are the structural reorganization of the economic complex of regions in favor of 

the "tax-intensive" sectors: secondary (manufacturing industry) and commercial tertiary (financial 

activities, transport and communications). Undoubtedly, this will require considerable financial support 

from the federal center both through the mechanism of conditional transfers, and through the tools of 

program-targeted and project financing. 
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Abstract 
 
Diminishing natural resources, environmental pollution and persistent social inequalities in many 
countries clearly indicate that the current economic model is increasingly inconsistent with public 
expectations. Corporate interests are increasingly determining economic globalization, and the 
development of the private business interests are increasingly at odds with the public ones. Due to the 
negative effects of economic development on social and environmental aspects private business 
successfully exploit free-market ideology. In order to change the destructive direction of established 
practice, it is necessary to involve business into the decision process of the world's most pressing 
issues, and work together to create a sustainable future of the world. The paper aims to develop a 
conceptual integrated organizational management model expanding it upon the relationships among 
organizational management system and stakeholder management in pursue of sustainability. This 
paper makes several contributions: extends discussions on the development of stakeholder 
management issues and enhances theoretical foundation disclosing interdependencies among 
organisational sustainability, social responsibility and stakeholder management. As a result an 
organizational management model is presented that offers guidelines how to integrate these three 
important issues in management practice. The discussions on conceptual level have been stimulated 
and reasoned from theory on stakeholders and their relationships management, corporate social 
responsibility and sustainability by revealing these interfaces in organizational management.  
 
Keywords: sustainability; stakeholder management; social responsibility; organizational 
management; integrated management system  
 

Introduction 

 
New trends in economic development, the usage of information technologies and globalization of the 
world economy present new challenges not only for business community in different countries and 
governments, but also for the humanity as the whole. Unprecedented global environmental, social and 
economic issues require innovative solutions from different world-view and perspective. Diminishing 
natural resources, environmental pollution and persistent social inequalities in many countries clearly 
indicates that the current economic model is increasingly inconsistent with public expectations.  

Macro issues consist of aggregate micro problems. Due to the negative effects of economic 
development on social and environmental aspects, private businesses are given a particular attention, 
especially large global corporations which gained more power by successfully exploiting free-market 
ideology. Corporate interests are increasingly determining economic globalization, and the development 
of the private business interests are increasingly at odds with the public ones. In order to change the 
destructive direction of established practice, it is necessary to involve business into the decision process 
of the world's most pressing issues, and work together to create a sustainable future of the world, based 
on ecological sustainability, social justice, peace, human rights, democracy, prosperity, consciousness 
and similar values.  

Long-term organizational success depends on how they are able to integrate sustainability aspects into 
the organizational environment and feel the mood and expectations of stakeholders in order to meet 
their needs and create socially responsible cooperation.  
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Management system exists in every organization, which includes the environmental management 
system, occupational health and safety, and financial management as well as quality management 
system if the organization has developed and implemented it. Organization management system 
includes organization's business policies together with goal setting and their achievement system, and is 
a way of managing organizations. In order to implement social responsibility initiatives, the most 
important consideration should be given to the organization's internal systems integration. 

In pursuit to answer the guiding research question, the objective of the article is to introduce the 
modern attempts in the development and validation of the scientific and practical problem presenting a 
conceptual integrated organizational management model with the focus on the relationships among 
organizational management system, social responsibility and stakeholder management in pursue of 
sustainability.  

The goal pursued allows highlighting the scientific problem of the paper: how to integrate corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) principles into the organizational management model adjusting the 
interests of stakeholders and enterprise in a more effective way.  

The methods of the research include comparative structural analysis and synthesis of scientific 
literature. The theoretical arguments possess intuitive appeal based on systematic comparative and 
logical exploration of empirical studies as well as scholarly insights. 

The scientific novelty of the research lies in the presentation of research disclosing wider perspective 
and incorporating stakeholder management issues and disclosing a systematic and proactive approach to 
organization where these three components can be managed and the problems envisaged. Since the very 
idea of trying to view social responsibility and sustainability as complementing each other is not new, 
however framing the former into the enterprise value-based change principles promoting CSR through 
specific action points is a new standpoint for the academic research. In result, the relations among 
organizational sustainability, social responsibility and stakeholder management are emphasized and an 
all-embracive organizational management model is presented. A model takes into consideration 
theoretical aspects of social responsibility, stakeholder relationships management and sustainability 
disclosing interfaces and how these three dimensions can be incorporated and managed as a system. The 
benefits of the model of an integrated management system in organization are reasoned and it might be 
used to explain actual behavior of organizations regarding their aspirations for sustainability. The 
chapter also contributes to the expansion of knowledge about stakeholder management.  

Considerations on Social Aspect of Sustainability 
 
Previous theories on business and its place usually concentrated on its economic role whereas 
sustainable development ideas gave emphasis on business environmental dimension from the 
perspective of politics, research and practice. Today the modern understanding of sustainable 
development became wider and encompassed one more important aspect - social dimension. (Dagiliene 
et al., 2014). Sustainable enterprise aims at minimizing trades and maximizing synergies between 
economic, social and environmental aspects. All economic activities must create enough value in 
everybody’s life do not harm our ecological system and insure the survival of future generations without 
exposing to danger global sustainability. Issues of global sustainability and organizations activities are 
interdependent and must be important to all types of organizations (Garvare & Johannson, 2010; 
Scherer & Palazzo, 2007). 

The analysis of academic literature has shown that in understanding the relations among three spheres of 
sustainable development, social actions are more consistent with the concept of sustainable 
development than others.  

Early definitions of sustainable actions emphasized the importance of relating business responsibility to 
power, more recently the importance of balancing the multiplicity of interests represented by internal 
and external groups emerged. Consequently, businesses found that they disregard their responsibilities 
because consumers, employees, national government bodies, international organizations (such as 
European Union) demand business to act in more socially responsible manner (Fairbrass, et al., 2005).  
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In recent years, scientists studying the implementation of the principles of sustainable development, in 
most cases relate it with social responsibility of organizations (Ebner & Baumgarther, 2006; Engel, 
1997; Rego & Cunha, 2008; Garvare & Johansson, 2010). In response to numerous demands for 
corporations to play a more active role in the overall welfare of society, many businesses have paid 
considerable attention to the social impact of their economic activities in recent years (Hingley, 2010; 
Wildes, 2008).  

Corporate social responsibility may be defined in different ways regarding expected obligations or other 
ethical behavior. While earlier understanding of CSR often had a local, person orientated philanthropic 
focus, modern notion of CSR is comprehensive and diverse integrating social and environmental 
interests in business and in its relationships with the stakeholders on a voluntary basis (González-
Rodríguez et al., 2013; Wettstein, 2012 b; Wood, 2010). Other authors (cf. Wettstein, 2012 a, b; Scherer 
& Palazzo, 2007, Crane et al., 2008) refer to CSR as an “umbrella term” because business 
responsibilities and its role in society include subfields such as business and society, business ethics, or 
stakeholder theory. With regard to the terms "business social responsibility" and "corporate social 
responsibility", they are often treated as synonymous ones; however, the concept of corporate social 
responsibility is narrowed to a specific enterprise-level by integrating social responsibility principles 
into its activities. 

Thus, CSR can be treated as a companies’ commitment to take into account wider social impacts of 
their activities regarding different stakeholders. Often companies must use their resources to bring 
benefit to the society by demonstrating their commitment and participating in the community life as 
well as contributing to its initiatives, independent of direct firm profits. From this scenario, it follows 
that any company not only displays a range of negative and positive impacts on society through its 
profit-seeking activities but also meets certain obligations to contribute to the management of those 
impacts, wherever they levy external costs or harms on others (González-Rodríguez et al., 2013; 
Daszynska-Zygadlo et al., 2016). It is obvious that stakeholder management and corporate social 
responsibility share relevant and potential synergies, but this topic is underdeveloped in scientific 
works. 

Stakeholder Paradigm in Socially Responsible Corporate Management 
 

It is difficult to imagine business without stakeholders and relationships with them. The only issue is 
how purposely, ethically and considerately these relations are managed. All businesses have wide range 
of different stakeholders and their groups (owners, shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, 
partners, communities, etc.) and companies need to satisfy their needs and balance their and 
organizational interests. Therefore, communication and relationships with stakeholders should always 
be on a daily agenda. The question is whether all businesses, or in other words their leaders and 
managers, have a planned strategy to guide these relationships? Do they have a set of values to guide 
and maximise the potential of these relationships? Or is this managed in an ad-hoc basis when there is a 
threat? Or do they take actions without having clear strategy and only from economic self-interest? 

Changes in economic development, national or local security, and expectations of society influence how 
social performance is defined and how it involves stakeholders and thus the performance of a 
corporation. It is evident that the pressure for corporate accountability is increasing (Beurden & 
Gossling, 2008; Orlitzky et al., 2015; Zaharia & Grundey, 2011). Considering company’s operation on 
micro level, it involves understanding of stakeholder needs and expectations with the intention of 
achieving medium and long-range success, and thereby demonstrating sustainability. 

Two very clearly expressed respects emerged associated to stakeholders in the beginning of 21st century. 
First - the aim to respond to the demands by the interest groups – employees, suppliers, dealers, local 
communities and even nations. The second – attention to broad and complex issues as unemployment, 
racial discrimination, pollution, and poverty - commonly defined as actions that aim to social betterment 
(Holmqvist, 2009). The notion of ‘stakeholder management’ for organizational sustainability has been 
described as an organization behaving in such a way as to satisfy the needs and expectations of its 
stakeholders. According to Garvare (2010) and Habisch (2011), the aim of organizational sustainability 
will be accomplished if organizations act to maximize the quality of their products to customers, subject 
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to meeting the wants and expectations of non-customer stakeholders. This viewpoint reflects a new 
paradigm in the conventional understanding of organization purpose; furthermore, it offers an important 
improvement in the quality of organization management. 

Stakeholder management from corporate social responsibility and sustainability approach has 
demonstrated to business its strategic opportunities, i.e. a company that knows or anticipates legitimate 
expectations of stakeholders and is ready to satisfy or balance those expectations, in the course of time 
will gain a competitive advantage over its rivals in the market. 

Benefits of Stakeholder Relationships for Organization 
 

Organizations and namely top management are well aware that organizations have their stakeholders 
though how to deal with the interdependent network of these relations between organization and 
stakeholders it is not always clear. Stakeholders and their groups are unique in every organization. 
Stakeholders can be internal or external and their interests are closely interrelated with organization’s 
wealth as they face a common risk as well as probable benefits or losses depending on organization’s 
performance. It is not enough to acknowledge the importance of stakeholders and their interests in 
organization management but it is often difficult and not clear how to implement effective stakeholder 
relationships. Very often business give preference to the focus on profit, results not paying enough 
attention on people and their relationship management. But current trends in the global business world 
manifest the significance of people in striving for success.    

Value of stakeholder relationships should not be ignored and must be regarded as being developing, and 
mutually defined (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Value of stakeholder relationships for organization (source: the Authors) 
 

A collaborative model of stakeholder relationships can be a source of opportunity and competitive 
advantage (Buchanan, 2013; Ebner & Baumgarther, 2006; Fairbrass et al., 2005; Post, 2013). The 
benefits of the relationships are evident in turbulent and very competitive business environment and can 
offer stability to certain extent, possibility of influencing circumstances, capacity expansion in addition 
to increased organizational effectiveness. Such holistic approach creates synergies as effective 
relationships with one stakeholder or group can bring benefit to another stakeholder or group, e.g. 
sustainable relations with local community has positive effect on customers as well.  

This encompasses all activities in an organization starting from research and strategy development 
alongside of creation and implementation of business processes and demonstrates how stakeholders and 
relationships have impact on organization’s activity. The relationship model discloses systematic 
approach to organization in a society where companies can have or experience both active and passive 
interrelationships with their stakeholders. Organization-stakeholder relationships reveal a 
multidimensional nature of the phenomenon and are under permanent development, mutual dependence 
and should be controlled by direct and indirect agreements. These agreements are often tacit, subjected 
to ongoing negotiation and indicate the expectations of both parties from their relationships as well as 
possible gains in return. . Therefore, organizational wealth as final output of its performance and 
stakeholder strategy is given emphasis over the profit. The modern approach focuses on wealth 
maximization rather than profit maximization. This gives a longer term horizon for assessment, making 
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way for sustainable performance by businesses. Finally, according to Adam Smith – a businessmen in 
order to fulfil their profit motive in turn benefits the society as well. Maximization of wealth is more 
modern approach and is treated as more advanced to profit maximization. Profit maximization 
represents a short-term perspective as compared to wealth maximization. Wealth maximization entails 
corporate benefit while profit maximization entails shareholders’ benefit. Wealth maximization 
therefore ensures a more stable, larger market share, greater financial market performance in terms of 
value of stocks, more long-term financial benefits for stockholders this therefore makes wealth 
maximization of greater benefits compared to profit maximization. Wealth maximization also 
maximizes the achievement of other objectives. Wealth can be derived in many different ways by 
creation of employment, payment of wages and salaries, and purchasing products because the new 
products create new jobs. People prosper when they get profit from their investments; they have wealth 
when they use their achieved profit for creating value for themselves, families, community.  

It is claimed that stakeholder relationships can be seen as being the vital spark of the organization. It is 
just as if we people live in an interdependent and synergetic relationship with the environment, not 
excepting organizations. Relationships with the stakeholders are source of energy and information, 
assets and supplies that are vital to the existence. These relationships provide companies with social, 
intellectual, environmental, and financial capital that assures company sustainable development in a 
long-term perspective. The numerous researchers ( cf. Marrewijk, 2003; Mattingly & Berman, 2006; 
Porter & Kramer, 2006; Godfrey & Hatch, 2007; Juscius & Snieska, 2008; Garcia-Castro et al., 2008;  
Matten, & Moon; 2008; Dahlsrud, 2008; Juscius, & Jonikas, 2013; Rangan et al., 2015) claim that CSR 
is beneficial to organizations in creating consistent social networks and social capacity. Corporate 
activity that plays important and positive role in the community life can generate social participation 
and positive attitudes towards the business, and can be a significant factor in economic success and 
sustainable development (Silberhorn & Warren, 2007). Most of the carried research (Wood, 2010; 
Saeed and Arshad, 2012; Porter  & Kramer, 2006; Aupperle, et al.,1985; Griffin & Mahon, 1997; 
Orlitzky et al., 2003; McWilliams & Siegel, 2000; Waddock & Graves, 1997) link CSR to profitability 
and conclude that CSR investments bring better financial gains to organizations, both in marketing and 
accounting actions (Boutelle, 2004) and finally assures mutual value (Figure 2) 

 
Fig. 2: Contribution of stakeholders to value creation 

 (source: the Authors) 
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Considering stakeholder influence to organization, the organization is seen as a relationship network where 
different individuals or groups and their interests meet and, depending on the achievement of 
organization’s goals, everyone can contribute and/or get benefit. Reciprocal relationships help to achieve 
competitive advantage and provide exclusive attributes and elements to organization that are impossible to 
copy. It is hardly possible to imitate relationship model as it is very sophisticated, distinct and exclusive 
process. The organizational advantages can be achieved in the long run are as follows:  

• Enduring recognition. 
• Cost reduction.  
• Positive image. 
• Employee job satisfaction and positive motivation.  
• Synergy from stakeholder relationships. 
• Greater competitiveness, and  
• Increased trust. 

The analysis of stakeholders relationships in organization reveal different beneficial aspects not only to 
organizations operations but also to organizations’ wealth where combination of tangible and intangible 
factors (economical, technological and social) make organization balanced and sustainable. Therefore, 
stakeholder approach offers better understanding and wider perspective of the organization.  
 
Theoretical Framework of Integration of Social Responsibility and Stakeholder 

Issues in Organizational Management 
 

There is growing understanding that there is a need for transformation in order to reduce harmful 
environmental and societal impacts created by our currently unsustainable business practices. Therefore, 
sustainable development deals with the diverse social, environment, and economic issues and raises a 
number of important questions on balancing present material needs against those of the future ones or the 
ways of balancing environmental protection with poverty relief. Economic sustainability is a foundation 
for corporate success, without financial success it won’t survive. Social sustainability express philanthropic 
and people orientated business context encompassing very important issues as education, health care, 
poverty, income and gender inequality, human rights, people with special needs. This approach focuses 
more on external stakeholder needs such as harmonization of community and business interests in a 
mutually beneficial way, philanthropy and voluntary participation in community and society initiatives. 
Environmental sustainability in business reflects its influence on environmental issues, natural resources or 
global warming. It emphasizes the importance of knowledge on the environmental laws and their 
enforcement, effective and responsible use of enterprise resources, reduction of pollution, brownfield 
revitalization, "green" products (suitable for processing that consume fewer resources during the 
manufacturing process to promote more economical use of energy and other resources), etc. The same key 
issues are highlighted in the United Nations Global Compact which is an important document identifying 
the milestones for global corporate social responsibility and consist of ten principles that cover such topics 
as labor, human rights, environmental protection, and anti-corruption. These vital themes could not be 
handled without including 21st-century corporations and setting for them new values, strategy and 
responsibility. Generalizing in a sentence and summarizing what was said above  it might be concluded 
that the term sustainability must be used involving careful analysis that goes far away beyond a single 
enterprise entity: integrating public expectations and enterprise value-based change CSR is promoted 
through five principles and five so called corresponding interactive action points (Idowu, 2016, p. 
307): 

- principle of resource perpetuation;  
- principle of worthy contribution -  both correspond to defining scope of influence and 
catalyst; 
- principle of benefit stacking; 
- principle of qualitative management – both above transform into motivation; 
- principle of strategic satisfaction – review of the process. 
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“Nowadays business orientation to socially responsible business is determined by common tendency when 
both individual persons and participators of collective activity realize their responsibility for all those 
people who are influenced by results of their activity “ (Bernatonytė& Simanavičienė, 2008, p. 502). 
Stakeholders evaluate how well the organization has met their expectations and/or how organizational 
strategy has affected the groups and organizations in the external business environment (Holmqvist, 2009; 
Aggerholm et al., 2011). Managers can both lead and serve by practicing CSR in the everyday workplace 
and in the boardroom as well (Wildes, 2008). Employees are no longer defined within a Tayloristic notion 
of humans as raw materials, but recognized as meaning-making corporate citizens. Communication is no 
longer merely understood as a tool in solving a specific problem but recognized as constitutive of the 
organization in terms of dialogical processes, complex discursive formations and interpretation of meaning 
among the organizational stakeholders (Alvesson, 2002; Aggerholm et al., 2011; Stuart, 2011). 

It is difficult to imagine corporate social initiatives not involving employees in them.  Different surveys on 
CSR indicated that employees were inseparable and one of the most important stakeholder groups in 
organization, and management should start exercising their social responsibility in a company from them. 
It is more than evident that organizations both depend on a high degree of employee commitment to their 
corporate moral brands and expect a high degree of employee commitment because of their corporate 
moral brands (Morsing, 2006). Consequently, matching expectations and involving employees in CSR 
initiatives increases production, stimulates improvements in services, and enhanced performance 
(Dahlrsud, 2008). Furthermore, employees feel loyal to companies that take their interests into account and 
treat them well. This results in lower employee turnover and helps to save intangible cost of training and 
development. The efficient and responsible management of the company reflects the ability to maintain 
profitability, contribution of business operations to sustainable economic development, socially 
responsible marketing, financial risk management, financial reporting, etc. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Integrated management model for CSR and stakeholder management  

 
(source: the Authors)
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In order to implement social responsibility initiatives, the most important consideration should be given to 
the integration of internal systems in organization. Other authors provide the integration of management 
systems as a way to achieve operational excellence. Integrated management system is a term denoting a 
management system that can meet the requirements of many standards and other specific objectives of the 
organization. The organization must be an integrated system in which the responsible persons harmonizes 
the relations between the individual elements and integrates the objectives of the whole. It can be argued 
that an organization has implemented an integrated management system (including quality management, 
environmental management, social responsibility management, occupational safety and health at work and 
other management systems) that meets the requirements of international standards, and it can be treated as 
one of the alternative measures facilitating the integration of social responsibility and management system 
(Figure 3). 

Integrated social responsibility management system can be a tool to manage social responsibility issues. 
After the development and implementation of an integrated management system, the organization is run as 
interrelated and interacting processes system, in which each process is controlled as system of interrelated 
and interacting processes operated by P - D - C – A cycle approach. Empirical studies have demonstrated 
that in many cases the CSR programs are treated favorably as their necessity is understood, but only part of 
them aims to make social responsibility an integral part of organization's values (Hingley, 2010). 
Organizations, in assessing the social responsibility with the same criteria as they use for evaluation of its 
performance and strategic perspectives, can make sure that the CSR is not the additional costs or charitable 
behavior; it naturally might be considered as opportunities for innovation and competitive advantage.  

Results and Concluding Remarks  

Diminishing natural resources, environmental pollution and persistent social inequalities clearly indicate 
that the current economic development model of nations in general is increasingly inconsistent with public 
expectations. 

Naturally, the social and economic issues require innovative solutions from different perspectives ensuring 
that development take into account the needs of the present generation but at the same time does not hinder 
future generations from the ability of to meet their own needs. This is what sustainability is "about”. 
Therefore, long-term organizational success depends on how they are able to integrate sustainability 
aspects into the organizational environment and management. We argued that application of effective 
management system creates the prerequisites for sustainable and successful operation of the company. 
From this perspective, the paper developed and validated the scientific and practical problem presenting a 
conceptual integrated organizational management model and expanded upon the relationships in 
organizational management system, social responsibility and stakeholder management in pursue of 
sustainability. Thereby special emphasis on the social dimension comes into play as a very important 
aspect for company sustainable development and strengthening company’s strategic position on the 
market.  Furthermore, majority of scholars agree that inclusion of social responsibility activities in 
organization strategy creates intangible assets and can even increase the firm’s profitability and 
competitiveness.  This viewpoint can be reasoned and approved as the construction of CSR integration 
model helps to understand the importance of the relations with stakeholders and rationalize their potential 
influence in the process of CSR implementation. Productive relationships with stakeholders can provide 
different benefits in a form of tangible and intangible resources and information necessary to survival. In 
that way relationships help to generate social, intellectual, environmental, and financial capital. The 
organizations get benefits not only in growth and long-term sustainability but assure mutual value as well 
disclosing mutual interdependence where everyone can provide and have benefit depending how 
successful the organization is in the achievement of its goals. This approach offers new perspective for 
corporate purpose together with more up-to-date quality criteria for management.  

This paper makes several contributions: extends the existing understanding and discussions on the 
development of social responsibility and stakeholder management issues. The theoretical discussions have 
been inspired and deducted from theory on stakeholders and their relationships management, corporate 
social responsibility and sustainability by revealing these interfaces in organizational management. 
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Secondly – it enhances theoretical foundation in analysis of relations between organisational sustainability 
and stakeholder management. As a result an organizational management model is presented. The 
standpoint is evident and implies that, with the intention to meet the needs of all stakeholders and create 
value, the company must manage these processes in an efficient way. Therefore, guidelines and model of 
integrating these three very important elements -stakeholder relationships management, sustainability and 
social responsibility - can generate fluent implementation of these issues starting from strategic level and 
ending at tactical one. This encompasses various and different organizational processes: from research and 
strategy development to the design and implementation. Furthermore, the view of organization as a system 
closely related to society and engaged in array of different rapport with stakeholders reveals the 
perspective for generating wealth from these interrelationships. 

The research suggests practical implications as well. As far as integration and implementation of 
stakeholder management, social responsibility is a multidimensional process; the issue is treated from 
organizational aspect and is limited to organizational management processes. Integrated social 
responsibility management system can be a practical tool to manage social responsibility issues. After the 
development and implementation of an integrated management system, the organization is run as 
interrelated and interacting processes system, in which each process is controlled as system of interrelated 
and interacting processes operated by P (plan) - D (do) – C (check) – A (act) cycle approach.  The benefits 
of the model of an integrated management system in organization are reasoned and it might be used to 
explain actual behaviour of organizations regarding their aspirations for sustainability. Organizations, in 
assessing the social responsibility with the same criteria as they use for evaluation of its performance and 
strategic perspectives, can verify that the CSR is a competitive advantage rather than additional costs or 
charitable behaviour. 

Although this study makes several contributions, it also has several limitations that provide perspectives 
for future theoretical and empirical refinement. We view this as the starting point for more detailed and 
empirical research agenda, which can be refined from different aspects. Owing to the study’s exploratory 
character, the findings of our study stress the need for additional theoretical and empirical research in the 
area of management by upgrading the model with the expert and practitioners opinion and then testing it 
on real data taken from empirical research.  
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Abstract 
 
The relevance of the topic of the article is due to the acceleration of the pace of changes occurring in the 

external environment of the enterprise and the need to ensure the functioning and development of 

enterprises under these conditions. At the same time, the applied scientific and methodological base is not 

sufficiently focused on raising the level and dynamics of the enterprise's viability, taking into account the 

dynamic nature of the environment. The purpose of the article is to substantiate the necessity of priority 

development of organizational and economic relations between the subjects of the enterprise in order to 

ensure its viability. The approach outlined in the article is based on a comparison of the level and 

dynamics of labor productivity in different countries, a comparative analysis of the essence of viability in 

various sciences, an analysis of the economic performance of domestic enterprises, a generalization of the 

practical activity of enterprises in the development of organizational and economic relations. The 

viability of an organization is understood as the ability to function independently and develop under the 

influence of unfavorable external factors on the basis of self-organization. It is proved that successfully 

developing enterprises in modern conditions achieve sustainable economic indicators mainly due to the 

transformation of organizational and economic relations, which are understood as a complex system of 

relations arising in the process of production and labor activity between employees and employers 

regarding the definition, establishment and performance of functionals, and also the allocation of 

resources for their implementation. Progressive and balanced types of organizational-economic relations 

are distinguished. Under the progressive one, it is suggested to understand the organizational and 

economic relations that are oriented and ensure the readiness of the subjects of these relations to achieve 

results that exceed the requirements of the market environment. Under the balanced one - organizational 

and economic relations, characterized by mutual satisfaction of the interests of employers and employees. 

The conditions are determined, observance of which allows forming progressive and balanced 

organizational and economic relations. 

Keywords: organizational and economic relations, enterprise viability. 

Introduction 
 
In modern conditions, the acceleration of changes, increasing their depth and scale, makes enterprises 

more sensitive to the emergence of new challenges, increasing the risk of loss of viability. These changes 

are caused by political, economic, social, technical and technological, institutional, organizational and 

other factors. The acceleration of changes is manifested at all levels of the economy - from the economy 

of the household to the economy of the country. At the household level, an example of accelerating 

change may be a reduction in the average life span of household appliances - in 10 years since 2004, the 

overall level of replacement has almost doubled. 
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At the microeconomic level, there is also an increase in dynamism and instability. So, from 1982 to 2001, 

the share of executive directors on the Fortune 300 list, which occupy this post for more than six years, 

has almost halved, since 1935. By 20

decreased 6-fold (from 90 to 14 years) 

enterprises are becoming unviable, that is, they are not able to function independently and develop

dynamically changing, unstable competitive environment.

The dynamics of the environment at the level of macroeconomics can be traced through economic cycles, 

price fluctuations, etc. For example, according to analysts' estimates in early 2000, the ec

in Russia is characterized by significant positive changes: since 1998, the GDP has grown by an average 

of 7% per year, and the country has moved from 72 to 53 in the world in terms of well

the rapid increase in wages, the growth of disposable income of the population reached the level of 26% 

per year (Smirnov, 2009). However, under the influence of the global financial crisis that began in 2008, 

positive trends have been replaced by significant negative results 

Russia ranks 57-60 in the ranking of countries in terms of living standards. This shows that the Russian 

economy as a whole and individual economic entities are not sufficiently stable. According to experts, 

economic growth until 2008 was mainly associated with the loading of available free capacities. In the 

current conditions of aggravation of competition in the labor and capital markets, the need to increase the 

efficiency of the use of resources and labor productivity as th

of the enterprise becomes more evident.

Globalization has a significant impact on the acceleration of change. Obviously, domestic economic 

entities compete not only among themselves, but also with foreign enterp

of development of foreign enterprises, and, consequently, their viability, is much higher. According to the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), labor productivity per working hour 

in Russia in comparison with the economically developed countries of 1995 was more than 4 times lower. 

By 2015, the gap has narrowed somewhat, but still remains very significant 

At the microeconomic level, there is also an increase in dynamism and instability. So, from 1982 to 2001, 

the share of executive directors on the Fortune 300 list, which occupy this post for more than six years, 

has almost halved, since 1935. By 2016, the average life span of companies in the S&P500 rating has 

fold (from 90 to 14 years) (Meyer, 2003; Anthony, 2016). An increasing number of 

enterprises are becoming unviable, that is, they are not able to function independently and develop

dynamically changing, unstable competitive environment. 

The dynamics of the environment at the level of macroeconomics can be traced through economic cycles, 

price fluctuations, etc. For example, according to analysts' estimates in early 2000, the economic situation 

in Russia is characterized by significant positive changes: since 1998, the GDP has grown by an average 

of 7% per year, and the country has moved from 72 to 53 in the world in terms of well-being; following 

growth of disposable income of the population reached the level of 26% 

. However, under the influence of the global financial crisis that began in 2008, 

positive trends have been replaced by significant negative results - by 2017, according to various sources, 

60 in the ranking of countries in terms of living standards. This shows that the Russian 

economy as a whole and individual economic entities are not sufficiently stable. According to experts, 

til 2008 was mainly associated with the loading of available free capacities. In the 

current conditions of aggravation of competition in the labor and capital markets, the need to increase the 

efficiency of the use of resources and labor productivity as the most important condition for the viability 

of the enterprise becomes more evident. 

Globalization has a significant impact on the acceleration of change. Obviously, domestic economic 

entities compete not only among themselves, but also with foreign enterprises. At the same time, the pace 

of development of foreign enterprises, and, consequently, their viability, is much higher. According to the 

operation and Development (OECD), labor productivity per working hour 

mparison with the economically developed countries of 1995 was more than 4 times lower. 

By 2015, the gap has narrowed somewhat, but still remains very significant - about 3.5 times (Figure 1). 

 

At the microeconomic level, there is also an increase in dynamism and instability. So, from 1982 to 2001, 

the share of executive directors on the Fortune 300 list, which occupy this post for more than six years, 

16, the average life span of companies in the S&P500 rating has 

An increasing number of 

enterprises are becoming unviable, that is, they are not able to function independently and develop in a 

The dynamics of the environment at the level of macroeconomics can be traced through economic cycles, 

onomic situation 

in Russia is characterized by significant positive changes: since 1998, the GDP has grown by an average 

being; following 

growth of disposable income of the population reached the level of 26% 

. However, under the influence of the global financial crisis that began in 2008, 

according to various sources, 

60 in the ranking of countries in terms of living standards. This shows that the Russian 

economy as a whole and individual economic entities are not sufficiently stable. According to experts, 

til 2008 was mainly associated with the loading of available free capacities. In the 

current conditions of aggravation of competition in the labor and capital markets, the need to increase the 

e most important condition for the viability 

Globalization has a significant impact on the acceleration of change. Obviously, domestic economic 

rises. At the same time, the pace 

of development of foreign enterprises, and, consequently, their viability, is much higher. According to the 

operation and Development (OECD), labor productivity per working hour 

mparison with the economically developed countries of 1995 was more than 4 times lower. 

about 3.5 times (Figure 1).  
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Fig.1. Labor productivity in different countries of the 

A comparison of the dynamics of labor productivity over the past 10 years between countries shows that 

the highest growth rates - more than 2 times 

and Latvia. The lowest growth rates in Italy 

productivity increased 1.6 times, which is somewhat higher than the average for the countries in question 

(47%) (Figure 2). 

Fig. 2: Dynamics of labor productivity in different countries of the world for 1995

by 

Acceleration of the processes of change, and as a result of the high turbulence of the external and internal 

environment of the enterprise, exacerbates the need to study the factors and conditions for ensuring the 

viability of the enterprise. 

What is viability?  

The term "viability" is the subject of study of the biological, sociological, psychological and economic 

sciences. In biology, viability is understood as the ability of an individual or population to maintain its 

existence under changing conditions. Regard

together to overcome conflicts and unfavorable internal factors. In psychology, a person who is able to 

adapt, realize self-regulation and development, constructing a constructive relationship is

be viable. Applied to organizations, this concept is used relatively recently 

century, and in recent years the interest of both Russian and foreign researchers to this phenomenon has 

been increasing (Bhamra, 2012

Blagutin, 2014; Makarov, 1997).

enterprise we will understand its ability to independently function and develop under the influ

unfavorable external factors on the basis of self

Self-organization means the process of ordering the structure of a dynamic system, taking place without 

external organizational influences. Self

Fig.1. Labor productivity in different countries of the world (GDP per 1 worked hour, USD, 1995

2015) (calculated according to [4]) 

A comparison of the dynamics of labor productivity over the past 10 years between countries shows that 

more than 2 times - are shown by countries such as Ireland, Korea, Lithuania 

and Latvia. The lowest growth rates in Italy - about 6%. In Russia for the years 1995-

productivity increased 1.6 times, which is somewhat higher than the average for the countries in question 

Dynamics of labor productivity in different countries of the world for 1995-2015. Calculated 

by (Organization, 2017; Economist, 2013). 

Acceleration of the processes of change, and as a result of the high turbulence of the external and internal 

ronment of the enterprise, exacerbates the need to study the factors and conditions for ensuring the 

The term "viability" is the subject of study of the biological, sociological, psychological and economic 

sciences. In biology, viability is understood as the ability of an individual or population to maintain its 

existence under changing conditions. Regarding social systems, viability is seen as the ability to work 

together to overcome conflicts and unfavorable internal factors. In psychology, a person who is able to 

regulation and development, constructing a constructive relationship is

be viable. Applied to organizations, this concept is used relatively recently - from the end of the 20th 

century, and in recent years the interest of both Russian and foreign researchers to this phenomenon has 

Bhamra, 2012; Gittell, 2006; Kerr, 2017; Lengnick-Hall, 2011; Richtner, 2014

Makarov, 1997). Summarizing different points of view, under the viability of the 

enterprise we will understand its ability to independently function and develop under the influ

unfavorable external factors on the basis of self-organization. 

organization means the process of ordering the structure of a dynamic system, taking place without 

external organizational influences. Self-organization is based on certain relations between the subjects of 

world (GDP per 1 worked hour, USD, 1995-

A comparison of the dynamics of labor productivity over the past 10 years between countries shows that 

Ireland, Korea, Lithuania 

-2015 the labor 

productivity increased 1.6 times, which is somewhat higher than the average for the countries in question 

 

2015. Calculated 

Acceleration of the processes of change, and as a result of the high turbulence of the external and internal 

ronment of the enterprise, exacerbates the need to study the factors and conditions for ensuring the 

The term "viability" is the subject of study of the biological, sociological, psychological and economic 

sciences. In biology, viability is understood as the ability of an individual or population to maintain its 

ing social systems, viability is seen as the ability to work 

together to overcome conflicts and unfavorable internal factors. In psychology, a person who is able to 

regulation and development, constructing a constructive relationship is considered to 

from the end of the 20th 

century, and in recent years the interest of both Russian and foreign researchers to this phenomenon has 

Richtner, 2014; 

Summarizing different points of view, under the viability of the 

enterprise we will understand its ability to independently function and develop under the influence of 

organization means the process of ordering the structure of a dynamic system, taking place without 

ons between the subjects of 
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the system. Within the framework of the enterprise, such relations are organizational and economic - it is 

a complex system of relations that arise in the process of production and labor activity between 

employees and employers (or owners of the enterprise) regarding the definition, establishment and 

performance of functionals, and the allocation of resources for their implementation.  

Role of Organizational-Economic Relations in Ensuring the Viability of an 

Enterprise   
 

A comparative analysis of the performance of a number of mining enterprises showed that the change in 

labor productivity in the period 1990-2000. It is primarily due to an increase in the capacity of the main 

equipment (Figure 3). 

 

Fig. 3: Dynamics of labor productivity and excavator capacity at Russian mining enterprises for 

1990-2011. Calculated by (Technical, 2012) 

The increase in labor productivity in the subsequent stage (2000-2010) is associated with successfully 

developing enterprises (Figures 3 a, b, c), mainly with the implementation of organizational 

transformations and the transformation of organizational and economic relations, including a reduction in 

the number through the outsourcing of services (works), optimization of the number of auxiliary and 

maintenance personnel. 

Other enterprises (Figures 3 d, e, f) retain the orientation toward increasing the capacity of the equipment 

while increasing labor productivity. The conducted researches show that the workers of the above-
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mentioned enterprises have mastered and reproduce this way of increasing labor productivity, without 

seeking to change the system of organizational and economic relations. This is confirmed by the results of 

the questionnaire survey - the majority of respondents connect the prospects for the development of 

production with technical re-equipment, and not with improving the organization of labor, production and 

improving the state of jobs. 

The conducted time-keeping observations and subsequent calculations revealed that 20-60% of working 

time losses is caused by uncoordinated interaction and insufficiently high level of development of 

organizational-economic relations. These losses of working time lead to a rise in the cost of a unit of 

labor, which is unprofitable both for the employer and for the employee, because the profit and the 

stimulating role of wages are declining. 

The dependent position of the personnel in relation to the increase in labor productivity is maintained by 

the institutions operating at the enterprises (rules, regulations, instructions) regulating the procedure for 

rationing, organization and payment of labor. This is manifested in the lag in the rates of growth of labor 

productivity from the wages of the average worker, which can reach 2-3 times during the years. 

The quality of organizational and economic relations determines the coordination of interaction between 

employees and the readiness for self-organization of the collective. The basis of any relations of subjects, 

including organizational and economic, is exchange as an act of mutual satisfaction of needs or a process 

of obtaining mutual benefits. Proceeding from this, the sustainable viability of the enterprise can only be 

achieved if the interests and responsibilities of employees and employers are balanced (Figure 4).  

 

Fig. 4: Influence of organizational-economic relations on the viability of an enterprise 

The main economic interest of the owner of the enterprise is the receipt of profit, the employee - pay for 

the function performed. Therefore, in order to balance the interests and responsibilities of business 

entities in the context of ensuring its viability, certain conditions must be met: 1) the volume of 

investments does not exceed the amount of EBITDA received; 2) the level of efficiency of the use of 

resources and wages is not lower than the industry standard; 3) the growth of labor productivity must 

outpace the growth of wages. 

Ensuring the viability of the enterprise is impossible without the development of production, which is 

achieved on the basis of investment. The inflow of investments is determined by the attractiveness of the 

enterprise and is achieved on the basis of increasing the efficiency of the use of labor. The investment 

attractiveness of an enterprise depends on how much its employees have effectively worked in the past 

period. This is confirmed by the results of a correlation analysis of the efficiency of labor utilization 

expressed by the specific volume of profit before deduction of interest expenses, taxes and accrued 
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depreciation per employee (EBITDA) and the specific volume of investments with a time lag of one 

calendar year that showed a high degree of tightness of communication These indicators - the coefficient 

of pair correlation was 0.67-0.8 (Figure 5). 

 

Fig.5: Connection between investments and EBITDA in Russian coal-mining  

enterprises (2003-2015). 

Types of Organizational and Economic Relations  

Compliance with the above conditions makes it possible to form progressive and balanced organizational 

and economic relations. By progressive understand organizational and economic relations, oriented and 

ensuring the readiness of the subjects of these relations to achieve results that exceed the requirements of 

the market environment. Balanced organizational and economic relations are characterized by mutual 

satisfaction of the interests of owners (employers) and employees (Table). 

Table 1 : interrelation of organizational and economic relations of personnel and the viability of an 

enterprise 

Type of 

organizational- 

economic 

relations 

Level of viability Characteristics of the viability level 

Progressive and 

balanced 

High - changes in the 

internal environment are 

ahead of changes in the 

external requirements 

(conditions) 

The growth rate of labor productivity outstrips the 

growth rate of wages; Labor productivity, wages and 

efficiency of resource use are higher than the industry 

benchmark; Income (EBITDA) exceeds investment 

Either 

progressive, or 

balanced 

Medium - changes in 

the internal environment are 

comparable with changes in 

the external requirements 

(conditions) 

Any one of the ratios is violated: the growth rate of 

labor productivity outstrips the growth rate of wages; 

Labor productivity, wages and efficiency of resource use 

are higher than the industry benchmark; Income 

(EBITDA) exceeds investment 

Neither 

progressive, nor 

balanced 

Low - changes in the 

internal environment lag 

behind changes in the 

external requirements 

(conditions) 

Two or more ratios are violated: the growth rate of 

labor productivity outstrips the growth rate of wages; 

Labor productivity, wages and efficiency of resource use 

are higher than the industry benchmark; Income 

(EBITDA) exceeds investment 
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Conclusion 

It should be noted some commonality in the mechanism for ensuring the viability of various systems, 

namely one of the basic elements of such a mechanism are the relationships within the system and with 

the external environment. 

 

In economic systems, the development of organizational and economic relations should go in the 

direction of achieving a balance of interests and responsibility of business entities, as well as results 

exceeding the requirements of the market environment. The formation of progressive and balanced 

organizational and economic relations allows enterprises, in conditions of accelerating the dynamics of 

the environment, to update and achieve the goal at a faster rate, that is, to remain viable.  
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Abstract 

Data and information quality (DIQ) is a critical issue for effective asset management in modern higher 

education (HE) sectors. Managing DIQ is essential to any asset management program. Problems with 

data quality can result in a number of unpredictable negative consequences. Several studies have provided 

strong evidence to indicate that most of HE institutions have DIQ problems. DIQ has recently been 

brought to the forefront and has become a pressing issue. This is particularly important in an environment 

where HE institutions begin to share their information systems with their stakeholders such as suppliers 

and business partners. Moreover Universities have millions of digital assets, thousands of users, hundreds 

of policies, many departments and stakeholders, and just one goal that is easy, affordable digital asset 

management that works the way everyone expects it to work. In such an environment, knowledge on how 

to manage the quality of the information asset has become very crucial in order to support the HE 

development. This paper describes a study, which explores DIQ problems with existing HE’s asset 

management system, and identifies key factors that impact on DIQ. The study applies a DIQ issues for 

asset management in a preliminary case study of a large HE institution in Makassar, Indonesia. The 

findings of the study suggest that the importance of DIQ issues for effective asset management in HE 

needs to be widely understood. The paper also provides recommendations that may be useful to HE 

managers/practitioners. 

 

Keywords: (DIQ), (HE) 
 

Introduction 

Assets management is an important part of university management, so the assets management has 

significant impacts on universities’ teaching and scientific research. With the deepening university 

reform, assets management has become a vulnerable link in university management and badly harmed the 

harmonious development of higher education (HE). To understand the current conditions and 

shortcomings of university assets management and to enhance the efficiency of university assets 
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management will be meaningful for the benefits of university assets (Wang, 2015). Data quality issues are 

at the heart of effective asset management. Managing data quality is essential to any asset management 

program as there are enormous benefits to be gained from ensuring the quality of data, e.g. information 

integration, interoperability, reduced costs, quality decision support, institutional integration, process 

innovation, knowledge management, and ability to reuse data. There is a growing need to address the 

issue of DIQ of asset management systems of HE institutions, by analyzing existing practices and 

providing current DIQ problems and its solutions to assist engineering enterprises to capture, process and 

deliver quality data and information. It is essential to ensure quality of data in monitoring systems, 

control systems, maintenance systems, procurement systems, logistics systems, and range of mission 

support applications to facilitate asset availability, readiness, reliability, effectiveness, and management. 

Therefore, when enterprises are managing their valuable engineering assets, it is critical that DIQ issues 

are placed in high priority.  

In managing physical assets through the entire asset life cycle, large amounts of data is needed for long 

term performance and reliability prediction, as well as informing the decision making process on how and 

when to retire an asset. Although very large amounts of data are being generated from condition 

monitoring systems, little thought has been given to the quality of such generated data. Thus the quality 

of data from such systems may suffer from severe quality limitations (Saunders 2004). This paper aims to 

explore DIQ problems with existing asset management systems in HE sectors, to identify the issues that 

are particularly relevant in the asset management domain, and to understand what differences may exist 

in the data quality critical factors that exist in the management of physical assets. 

Data and Information Quality in Higher Education 

Asset management in Indonesian HE institution is not considered as a core business activity therefore 

they depend on the traditional organizational information sources to manage engineering assets. These 

traditional sources represent tacit and implicit knowledge of engineers, operators, and information 

contained in information systems, which have been primarily designed to increase productivity rather 

than improving efficiency of the processes involved in production. A unified and modern assets 

management system has not been established. Therefore, university assets management is still in a 

dispersed state, without realizing the centralized management, which harms the assets management and 

the long-term development of universities. An imperfect management system will inevitably cause the 

misty of responsibilities. Although some Indonesian top universities try to reform the assets management 

system, the phenomena of unclear responsibilities are still common and tend to be severe. In many 

universities, the assets are usually jointly managed by different agencies. For instance, university 

dormitories, canteens, cafes and other real estate are chiefly managed by the logistics, while the monetary 

assets by financial department. University assets are respectively managed by different agencies. This 

assets management mode seems accomplishing the specialized management. However, it usually results 

in the unclear of responsibilities. Wang (2015) emphasize that once there is a problem raised, it is not 

easy to determine who is responsible. 

At the same time, a variety of operational and administrative systems exist in asset management, which 

not only control and manage the operation of asset equipment but also provide maintenance and 

administrative support throughout the entire asset lifecycle. In practice, data is collected both 

electronically and manually, in a variety of formats, processed in isolation, stored in a variety of 

customized and off the shelf legacy systems, shared among an assortment of operational and 

administrative systems across faculties, study programs and other departments, communicated through a 

range of sources and to an array of business partners and sub contractors. Data captured and processed by 

these systems is not comprehensive and is process dependent, making it difficult to be reused for any 

other process or process innovation (Syafar et al., 2015).  

Most importantly, there has always been a degree to which data has been obtainable, sometimes due to 
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lacking data acquisition standards (Syafar & Gao 2013, Syafar et al., 2014), sometimes due to university 

culture, and sometimes due to the inability of a head of asset manager to judge what data is important. 

One such example is that of out door devices, which have mainly been used to monitor the condition of 

asset equipment (Syafar et al., 2013, Syafar et al., 2014a). Whereas, such information could provide the 

engineering asset manager with vital failure and maintenance trends (Syafar et al., 2014; 2014a), and 

coupled with financial information it could provide decision support for budgetary constraints, asset 

improvement, and planning and scheduling to support academic and students activities.  

Research Method 

For this research, two large Australian Institutions were selected as case sites. Case study research is used 

to study the contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context (Yin, 1994) and it can be used where the 

research and theory are at their early, formative stages (Benbasat et ul., 1987). As data quality for asset 

management has received little attention in the research community, there is a need to examine whether 

the data quality is a critical issue to any asset management program and what the key factors are to ensure 

data quality in managing assets. Therefore, case study research appeared to be appropriate for this study. 

In data quality studies, four types of stakeholders have been identified by Strong et al. (1997); Wang 

(1998): 

1. data producers;  

2. data custodians;  

3. data consumers; and  

4. data managers. 

 

To apply this stakeholder's concept into an asset management environment: 

1. Data producers are those who create or collect data for asset management system.  

2. Data custodians are those who design, develop and operate the asset management system.  

3. Data consumers are those who use the asset information in their work activities.  

4. Data managers are those who are responsible for managing data quality for asset management 

systems.  

 

Data was collected using semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders of asset management systems. 

Each interview included questions about the background of the organization, as well as its asset 

management practice, the participants' roles, and their views about data quality issues in managing assets. 

Additional information was obtained from secondary data including reports and internal and external 

documents. The purpose of the case study was to investigate what was actually happening in real-world 

Institutions in relation to data quality issues associated with engineering asset management within 

engineering enterprises. 

Preliminary Research Findings 

Selected case study of HE institution (mentioned as institution A in this paper) is a nationally recognized 

of public (government) university that has 887 university lecturers, 720 administrative staffs and provides 

services to approximately 31.000 students within 11 faculties and more than 100 study programs.  

DQ problems 

Institution A used multiple systems to process various functions of asset management. It used MainPac 

only for electrical and mechanical assets management, and PC Works for work management that had a lot 

of checks and validation rules built into the system. The main focus was about quality rather efficiency. 

To improve the speed and efficiency, Institution A decided to use Maximo to replace some of its legacy 

systems. The current Maximo is actually help educational institutions thrive the asset management 
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solution with: 

• Visibility to respond faster and make better decisions. Complete, real-time visibility improves 

responsiveness and supports high-level, integrated use of information technology for effective, 

adaptive and mobile operational capability. 

• Control to maximize return on investments and reduce risk. Built on a cost-effective, robust, secure 

and agile foundation, the solution delivers higher-quality services for improved customer 

satisfaction. 

• Automation to streamline processes, accelerate growth and build greater agility into business 

operations. This reduces operational cost, risk and complexity by integrating business and IT services 

across the enterprise. 

However, the change of system has caused several problems. Users of the Maximo package do not find it 

easy: the work management tool used for work scheduling is perceived as inappropriate for recording, as 

well as accessing the detailed information for assets, for example time and location. It is perceived as 

tedious to do combination for job allocation for different people in work planner. Consequently it appears 

that people are becoming less diligent in recording information. As one interviewee commented "Now we 

are worse off particularly from the data quality point of view". It was indicated that a trial period should 

have been taken place before the adoption of the new system, so that difficult issues are resolved. In 

addition the User Interface needed to be much easier and simpler to use by the workers. 

Field people communication 

Out door person within Institution A can produce unreliable data. In this Institution, the task of collecting 

the data is accomplished under adverse environmental conditions by a variety of personnel skill levels. 

The format for data collection vary considerably, as there is no set method for the accomplishment of 

such, and the data desired may be different for each system. One of the causes for data errors overtime 

has been due to the lag between out door data collection and entry into the computer. The longer the time 

lag, the less the chance there is for cleaning up the data to make it useful. Therefore, the earlier the data is 

recorded, the earlier it can be validated for possible future analysis. Possible reasons for this lag are 

laziness and a lack of awareness of the importance of the data on the part of those who collect the data. 

Another cause for data errors is the use of paper based collection technique. The need to write things 

down means, that the out door workers are less interested and motivated in recording the data. The lack of 

information feedback subsystem for data collection also proves to be another cause of error. Overtime, 

out door workers realized that the whole process was simply pointless as they perceived that no follow 

ups were made and hence lost interest and motivation. The data collection subsystem must not only 

incorporate the forms for recording the right type of data, but must consider the personnel factors (skill 

levels, motivation, etc.) involved in the data recording process. The person who must complete the 

appropriate data form(s) must understand the system and the purposes for which the data are being 

collected. If the person is not properly motivated to do a good thorough job in recording events, the 

resulting data will of course be highly suspect. 

Data Collection Technology 

To better aid the out door people in data collection, data recording technology should be improved such 

that it will not discourage the collection process. Ways of achieving this include better interface design 

and the replacement of paper based techniques. Several ideas have been thought in order to improve the 

quality of the collected data in Institution A. The Institution has identified a need for developing a 

wireless mobile device system to assist the out door workers for receiving real-time job details and 

making job entries at the place where the job is conducted. This application will use smart phone with 

GPS based data for locating a particular asset and allow the users to update the asset location data using 
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location identification feature.  

Discussion 

DQ Problems 

There are often different types of operational and administrative systems in engineering enterprises, 

which not only control and manage the operation of asset equipment but also provide maintenance and 

administrative support throughout the asset life cycle (Syafar et al., 2013, Syafar et al., 2014a). In 

practice, data is captured both electronically and manually, in a variety of formats, distributed over large 

and complex communication networks, shared among an assortment of off the shelf and customized 

operational and administrative systems, communicated through a range of sources and to an array of 

business stakeholders. The problem of data quality becomes crucial when huge amounts of data are 

exchanged and distributed in such an intensive way as in these contexts. What is more, more often these 

assets operate in unstable environments and consequently generate maintenance demands hitherto unseen. 

In such circumstances, incomplete and historic information hampers the ability of a plant manager to 

make far-reaching decisions on asset operation; maintenance scheduling, planning and execution; and 

asset disposal (Syafar et al., 2015). 

Wang et al. (1994), Tayi and Ballou (1998), and Orr (1998), term data quality as 'fitness for use'. The 

brevity of this definition covers most important aspects of data usage. Orr (1998) argues that the issue of 

data quality is intertwined with how users actually use the data in the system, since the users are the 

ultimate judges of the quality of the data produced for them. In engineering asset management, the issue 

of data quality has it roots in multiplicity of data acquisition tools and methodologies, and the exchange 

of the data thus captured within an assortment of systems. Therefore, according to Syafar and Gao 

(2013a) conforming to user requirements is extremely difficult. 

Integration of Asset Management Systems 

Most HE institutions today purchase specialized systems from difference suppliers. The asset 

management systems used to not only for controlling and managing the operation of asset equipment but 

also to provide maintenance and administrative support throughout the asset life cycle. Some of these 

systems include: reliability assessment systems, operational data historians, enterprise asset maintenance 

systems, asset capacity forecasting systems, and physical asset data warehouse systems. Normally these 

systems are bought from multiple vendors and each is specialized to accomplish its task. Such disparate 

systems can often lead to an extremely difficult integration job for the end-user. However, to be effective 

to all levels of decision-makers in an university, physical asset management systems need to be 

integrated. Integration is required in order in implementing condition-based maintenance (CBM), since 

CBM-enabled enterprise asset maintenance systems rely on condition monitoring systems to notify them 

of the need for maintenance.  

Data Exchange 

There is a need for data exchange between asset management applications for seamless access to 

information across heterogeneous systems and different departments/study programs within a university. 

The life cycle performance data of the various assets are kept in individual uncoordinated databases. The 

numerous information systems and databases for todays engineering asset management in HE institutions 

run with little or no interaction. However, there is a lot of information that must be communicated across 

departments/study programs and among different users, and the existing systems do not offer this 

functionality. Therefore, providing the enterprise personnel (service and operation, back-office, 

management) with the seamless access to information is crucial to academic success. 
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There exist IT systems that support to some extent the institutional goal to optimally manage their assets, 

such as condition monitoring applications and computerized maintenance management systems. The 

former focus on an asset and its process data; they are usually closed systems, physically linked to an 

asset, and providing no interface to other asset systems; finally, their output is usually convenient and 

understandable for equipment specialists only. The latter are typically back-office applications, having no 

verification data link to the out door (i.e., asset themselves). 

Data Cleaning 

Data cleaning is a labor-intense, complex, and costly task. Data quality problems that are addressed by 

data cleaning can roughly be divided into two categories, such as single source and multi source 

problems, each of these two categories is further divided into two sections, i.e., schema and instance 

related problems (Rahm & Do, 2000). Schema level problems may replicate in instances, and can be 

resolved at the schema level by an improved schema design, schema translation and schema integration. 

Instance level issues signify data errors and inconsistencies not visible at the schema level. Generally, the 

most common examples of dirty data (Hurwicz 1997; Jake et.al. 2003) are: format differences, 

information hidden in free-form text, violation of integrity rules (e.g., in the case of redundancy), missing 

values, schema differences. There will be a need for data cleaning in HE asset management to develop. 

Training 

From a data and information quality perspective, training in real world cases has not been addressed 

enough. Managing assets requires all aspects of training as well as appropriate documentation of the 

system. It was found that selected university tended to focus more on the ‘hardware’ part of the systems’ 

development process, putting less effort on the ‘soft’ part, that is, the training of how to operate, manages 

the system. The people's skills, people's abilities to use the system efficiently are very critical to ensure 

data quality in asset management system. If people do not have the skills and knowledge to control the 

system, then even the perfect system would not be able to produce high quality information. Lack of 

training can cause serious damage and have an adverse impact on information quality. It is easy for 

Institutions to find reasons/excuses for avoiding adequate training for the staff and management. 

According to Syafar et al. (2015) education and training is vital for everyone who will use the new 

system. It’s because the system does not just about know the minimum necessary to access data and 

information, but the system will improve business process, achieve operational efficiencies and increase 

collaborative-shared information in real-time. Therefore, effective and quality training should aim to 

improve the critical mode of knowledge held by different data roles (data collector, data custodian, data 

consumer) in a data production process work with more focus on enhancing data collector's know-why 

knowledge for high data quality. 

Conclusions 

This case study provided a better understanding of data and information quality issues for HE asset 

management as well as providing useful practitioner findings from real-world practice. Key data quality 

issues discussed should help HE institutions obtain a better understanding of data quality issues 

throughout the process leading to activities which will help ensure information quality. Although the 

university may not have controls on those factors, this HE institution can actively manage those changes. 

Institutions could use external pressures to accelerate a whole of internal academic information quality 

management.  

University has not established complete assets evaluation mechanism, which causes confused assets 

management, resulting in serious losses of assets. Currently, the phenomenon of “emphasis on purchase 

over management” is common in Indonesia university assets management. The lack of regulations makes 

multiple aspects of management out of control. Many universities are even not clear about their assets, let 
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alone the complete assets management. In addition, the losses of university assets caused by changes of 

original utility of assets have become increasingly prominent. Interests drive human, which is the 

classical theory of economy. University assets managers are no exception. According to the university 

assets management conditions, we hope that they can increase DIQ in order to ensure the normal teaching 

and scientific research, and the assets managers’ awareness of assets appreciation can be enhanced 

significantly. 
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Abstract  
 

The purpose of this paper is to create a unitary risk management framework for projects funded from 

European non-reimbursable funds in Academia as beneficiary in order to ensure a reduction in 

exposure to losses.The paper briefly presents a risks management methodology developed by 

analyzing a range of 40 projects focused on the development of human capital and implemented in 

Academia.There are methodologies to approach and manage the risks occurring at Beneficiaries but 

different notions and concepts are applied. Moreover, it should be noted that they are developed with 

the organization as starting point, the elements directly affect the organization and universities are 

public institutions in which a wider range of activities (both didactic and research activities) are 

carried out, thus a risk approach is required at the project level.Following the analysis of the projects 

implemented in Academia over the last five years, it was found that project managers in Academia do 

not have project management expertise, therefore guidance to properly manage projects is needed. 

In this paper, a qualitative risk analysis was proposed by using the risk matrix. Exposure to risk is 

directly related to the probability of materializing the risk. Using the proposed methodology, a 

qualitative risk analysis can be carried out from internal or external factors that directly or indirectly 

affect the achievement of the objectives assumed at each project level. This methodology can be 

transposed and correlated with existing risk management methodologies in Academia. 

The risks management methodology also includes a risks register. 

 

Keywords: Risks, risk management methodology, projects funded by European funds 

1. Introduction 

In terms of innovation, but also due to the challenges of globalization, projects are constantly subject 

to constraints (Alhawari, et al., 2012; PMI 2013) and risk management is of interest for Academia. 

Practices in project management are increasingly needed as a thorough identification and 

management of risks can be provided.  

Also, using project management practices can ensure better communication between project partners, 

thus facilitating decision making and prioritization to achieve the objectives (Marcelino-Sádaba et al., 

2013). 

Risks are classified according to one of their characteristics, without taking into account the 

interactions that may arise between the risks that may occur concurrently. In fact, the project manager 

often faces risks from different groups / categories that occur at the same time (Marle, F., 2011; Vidal 

et al., 2009). 

To manage the risks, there are project management models, but management models that are tailored 

to project types and organizations are required because not all of these models can be transposed into 

different types of projects (Turner et al., 2010). 

Uncertainty represents an event with unknown probability which is not susceptible to analysis 

(Kolisch, 2010). Throughout the life cycle of the project, project managers must identify risks and 

uncertainties that can not be evaluated (Ward and Chapman, 2003). 
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2. Risk Management - Approach to Projects 

Risk management is a complex process of identifying, analyzing, and responding to possible risks 

that may arise over the life cycle of a project. Thus, the risks can occur at the

the implementation phase and in the sustainability period.

Thus, by monitoring the implementation of projects (internal control), risk management is directly 

ensured. 

Achieving a coherent risk management involves:

� preliminary anal

fundamental and determinant in the proper assessment of risks;

� identifying significant / strategic risks that may affect the effectiveness and 

efficiency of activities related to specific

� defining the degree of tolerance / acceptable level of exposure to risks;

� assessing the likelihood that the risk materializes, the impact assessment and its 

exposure; 

� establishing the strategy (control measures) for the management and monitori

risks. 

The key word in terms of risk management is the term "systematic". We do not have to deal

consequences of any events that have occurred, because this does not improve the causes. Therefore, 

a proactive management style must be adopted

implement measures aimed at identifying possible risks before they materialize and produce 

unfavorable consequences on the set objectives.

Throughout the lifecycle of the projects, especially during their im

with other entities (partners, authorities, public institutions, etc.). In this environment there are threats 

and opportunities that can condition / endanger / promote the achievement of the objectives assumed 

by the projects and implicitly at the level of the university. Interaction of public institutions with the 

external environment is inherently one that assumes the acceptance of uncertainty as a standard 

variable of management activity. 

If uncertainty is a daily reality, then the reaction to it must be a permanent practice.

Risk management involves addressing a proactive management style:

Fig 1: Risk management involves addressing a proactive management style

Risk management provides an efficient and effective 

achieving the goals assumed at the Academia.

1

•The project manager must anticipate any problems that may arise before 

the materialization of risks; 

2
•The inherent risks will not materialize

3
•Limit the direct and indirect effects of risk

Approach to Projects  

Risk management is a complex process of identifying, analyzing, and responding to possible risks 

that may arise over the life cycle of a project. Thus, the risks can occur at the project design stage, in 

the implementation phase and in the sustainability period. 

Thus, by monitoring the implementation of projects (internal control), risk management is directly 

Achieving a coherent risk management involves: 

preliminary analysis of all risk exposures, the identification of risk sources being 

fundamental and determinant in the proper assessment of risks; 

identifying significant / strategic risks that may affect the effectiveness and 

efficiency of activities related to specific objectives, 

defining the degree of tolerance / acceptable level of exposure to risks; 

assessing the likelihood that the risk materializes, the impact assessment and its 

establishing the strategy (control measures) for the management and monitori

The key word in terms of risk management is the term "systematic". We do not have to deal

consequences of any events that have occurred, because this does not improve the causes. Therefore, 

a proactive management style must be adopted, which means that it is necessary to design and 

implement measures aimed at identifying possible risks before they materialize and produce 

unfavorable consequences on the set objectives. 

Throughout the lifecycle of the projects, especially during their implementation, universities interact 

with other entities (partners, authorities, public institutions, etc.). In this environment there are threats 

and opportunities that can condition / endanger / promote the achievement of the objectives assumed 

jects and implicitly at the level of the university. Interaction of public institutions with the 

external environment is inherently one that assumes the acceptance of uncertainty as a standard 

 

ity, then the reaction to it must be a permanent practice. 

Risk management involves addressing a proactive management style: 

Risk management involves addressing a proactive management style

Risk management provides an efficient and effective organizational framework for 

achieving the goals assumed at the Academia. 

The project manager must anticipate any problems that may arise before 

the materialization of risks; 

The inherent risks will not materialize

Limit the direct and indirect effects of risk

Risk management is a complex process of identifying, analyzing, and responding to possible risks 

project design stage, in 

Thus, by monitoring the implementation of projects (internal control), risk management is directly 

ysis of all risk exposures, the identification of risk sources being 

identifying significant / strategic risks that may affect the effectiveness and 

assessing the likelihood that the risk materializes, the impact assessment and its 

establishing the strategy (control measures) for the management and monitoring of 

The key word in terms of risk management is the term "systematic". We do not have to deal with the 

consequences of any events that have occurred, because this does not improve the causes. Therefore, 

, which means that it is necessary to design and 

implement measures aimed at identifying possible risks before they materialize and produce 

plementation, universities interact 

with other entities (partners, authorities, public institutions, etc.). In this environment there are threats 

and opportunities that can condition / endanger / promote the achievement of the objectives assumed 

jects and implicitly at the level of the university. Interaction of public institutions with the 

external environment is inherently one that assumes the acceptance of uncertainty as a standard 

 

Risk management involves addressing a proactive management style 

organizational framework for 

The project manager must anticipate any problems that may arise before 
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Fig. 2: Risk Management 

3. Risks management methodology at projects level 

In the first stage, each project should identify the r

project. In the second step for each identified risk, a more detailed description must be made, 

identifying at the same time the causes that have favored their emergence.

Therefore, the risks management meth

establishment of control measures, in order to diminish the possibility of their defense, as well as to 

mitigate the consequences of the products as a result of their materialization.

3.1 Identifying the risks that may arise over the life cycle of projects

These can be identified by looking at both internal factors 

external ones that can lead to unwanted effects having a direct impact on project object

indirectly on the Academia. 

 In order to identify the factors that can lead to risks, the project and their documents will be analyzed 

in detail. Risk factors identified by the analysis will be quantified in a risks register. 

Objectives 

/Activities Risk 
Causes 

for risk Probability

   

3.2 Risks description and risk exposure assessment

Exposure to risk is a probabilistic concept, being directly related to the probability of materializing 

the risk. It is the significance just before the occurrence of the risk. Exposure to risk operates with an 

implicit hierarchy of identified risks.

For risks assessment, in this methodology, the risk is mathematically expressed according to the 

following formula: 

Risk = Impact x The probability of occurrence of an event

The formula used presents the risk calculated as a product between impact and probability.

Exposure to risk is a combination of probability and impact, being a two

indicator. 

1.
• Identifying threats

2.
• Hierarchy of threats and risks

3.
• Systematic risk analysis

4.
• Prioritization in resource allocation (based on cost

5
• Periodic reallocation of resources and change of priorities

Risk Management - Organizational Framework in Achieving Objectives

3. Risks management methodology at projects level  

In the first stage, each project should identify the risks that might arise over the life cycle of the 

project. In the second step for each identified risk, a more detailed description must be made, 

identifying at the same time the causes that have favored their emergence. 

Therefore, the risks management methodology is the basis for identifying and assessing risks; the 

establishment of control measures, in order to diminish the possibility of their defense, as well as to 

mitigate the consequences of the products as a result of their materialization. 

fying the risks that may arise over the life cycle of projects 

These can be identified by looking at both internal factors - the vulnerabilities of the project and the 

external ones that can lead to unwanted effects having a direct impact on project object

In order to identify the factors that can lead to risks, the project and their documents will be analyzed 

in detail. Risk factors identified by the analysis will be quantified in a risks register.  

Table 1: Risks register 

Inherent risk 
Suggested 

solution 

Residual risk

Probability Impact Exposure 
Proba

bility 
Impact 

      

3.2 Risks description and risk exposure assessment 

probabilistic concept, being directly related to the probability of materializing 

the risk. It is the significance just before the occurrence of the risk. Exposure to risk operates with an 

implicit hierarchy of identified risks. 

is methodology, the risk is mathematically expressed according to the 

Risk = Impact x The probability of occurrence of an event 

The formula used presents the risk calculated as a product between impact and probability. 

is a combination of probability and impact, being a two-dimensional, matrix type 

Identifying threats

Hierarchy of threats and risks

Systematic risk analysis

Prioritization in resource allocation (based on cost-benefit analysis)

Periodic reallocation of resources and change of priorities

 

Organizational Framework in Achieving Objectives 

isks that might arise over the life cycle of the 

project. In the second step for each identified risk, a more detailed description must be made, 

odology is the basis for identifying and assessing risks; the 

establishment of control measures, in order to diminish the possibility of their defense, as well as to 

the vulnerabilities of the project and the 

external ones that can lead to unwanted effects having a direct impact on project objectives and 

In order to identify the factors that can lead to risks, the project and their documents will be analyzed 

Residual risk 

Exposure 

 

probabilistic concept, being directly related to the probability of materializing 

the risk. It is the significance just before the occurrence of the risk. Exposure to risk operates with an 

is methodology, the risk is mathematically expressed according to the 

 

dimensional, matrix type 

benefit analysis)
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A matrix for exposure to risk can consider the levels: very low (VL), low (L), moderate (M), high 

(H), very high (VH) for both impact and probability, which results in risk such as VL -VL, L - VL, M 

-VL, etc. 

Considering that this analysis will be done step by step, we propose the use of a 5-step staircase to 

obtain a risk exposure matrix. These values can be both qualitative and quantitative.  

In order to be able to apply the methodology presented at the level of the project management team, a 

high managerial capacity at the project level is required which is quantified as follows: Each risk will 

be classified at the level of the analyzed project using a subjective scale for probability and impact. 

This creates a risk matrix in which color codes will provide a way to assess the risks in terms of 

impact on the project. 

Table 2: Risk matrix - exemplary with a degree of tolerance matrix defined in 

according to the project parteners 

Impact 

0.8 0.08 0.24 0.40 0.56 0.72 

0.4 0.04 0.12 0.20 0.28 0.36 

0.2 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.18 

0.1 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07  0.09 

0.05 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 

 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

Probability 

Table3: Color code contrains and Relation between the project risk impact 

 

Color Code Constrains  Project impact 

Between: 0.00 and 0.05  Low 

Between: 0.06 and 0.14  Moderate 

Between: 0.15 and 1  High 

 

All risks that have an exposure level above the accepted risk tolerance limit 

require control measures to make these risks residual. 

Establishing the risk tolerance limit is an act of managerial accountability, as it has important 

implications for the costs associated with control measures and the costs of exposure to risk. 

 Conclusions 

The methodology will be a working tool that will be used to implement projects at Academia. Taking 

into account the fact that the development of projects proposals, their implementation and ensuring 

sustainability are done by the project teams with the administrative support of the Academia, it is 
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necessary to have a risks management methodology at the level of the projects that can be made 

available to the project teams and adapted to each project proposal. 

The role of this methodology was to provide a unitary risks management framework for projects 

funded by European funds (proposed and implemented by Academia). 

At the same time, the methodology will also be useful in the reporting process at the level of the 

Beneficiaries who will apply it at institutional level. 

The reasons behind the development of this methodology are: 

� at the level of Beneficiary, the risks are managed by the management team of each project 

on the basis of the experience of the project manager / without a unitary approach as to how 

to identify, evaluate and manage the risks that occur at the level of the projects; 

� substantial terminological differences in the methodologies used at national level in the 

management of different types of risks; 

� substantial differences in establishing the criteria on the basis of which the impact of 

different types of risks is assessed; 

� differences at national level regarding the assessment of the impact of certain risks. 
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Abstract 

 

The objective of this paper is to design new methods of creative project management and verify whether 

they are practically applicable by the means of Water for All Project, a case study of product innovation. 

Our effort is based on the method of Earned Value Management, which we modify so that it can be used 

in a creative environment and we use a universal unit for measuring the planned as well as implemented 

value. This unit comprises difficulty points assigned to the project products. Through our own procedure 

we define an exact reference mode of the project so that we can complement it with a simulated process 

using dynamic modelling. This allows us to compare on the model the planned and actual development of 

the project with the simulated development that also contains forecast of the further advancement of the 

project. The simulation includes elements such as fatigue during the project, team members´ motivation 

and quality of the work done. We describe the use of new methods step by step on the case study of the 

Water for All Project. 

 

Keywords: Culture and creative industries, system dynamics, systems thinking, creative project 

management 

 

Introduction 

 

Monitoring the progress of a certain project is a challenging managerial task. Unless it is defined what the 

project wants to achieve before it actually starts, it is impossible to assess the degree of deviating from the 

original intentions and whether the project has been successful or not. In the project portfolio in the field 

of cultural and creative industries we keep facing the same problem over and over again: cultural 

creativists often don´t have an idea how their project will advance and how many resources they are 

going to need in order to implement it. This means that project managers in this environment don´t have 

relevant plans for their projects. They manage their creative projects intuitively and underestimate the 

importance of planning. This implies that they are not able to monitor its actual implementation. Their 

argument for such an attitude to planning is that traditional methods are not practically applicable. The 

reason is as follows: a creative process is hard to predict, which means that during the project 

implementation many unexpected situations that cannot be planned will arise. However, sponsors and 

customers who order this type of projects require objectively verifiable information to be able to conclude 

whether their assignment has been fulfilled and whether the project achieved the goals expected. 

Therefore, managers in cultural and creative industries have to know at what stage of a project they are at 

a given moment so that they could inform the sponsor accordingly. Managers of creative projects need to 

know the reasons why projects get into trouble, how such problems can be prevented and how they can 

improve their project management. If we offer them suitable methods of monitoring project development 

so that they could use them without any administrative obstacles, we will increase the efficiency of their 

decision-making when managing projects. The objective of this paper is to design new methods of 

creative project management and verify whether they are practically applicable by the means of Water for 

All Project, a case study of product innovation. 

 

Literature Review 
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We design new methods for cultural and creative industries. We first had to define clearly the 

environment. According to Guntern (in Steiger and Lippmann, 2012; Bačuvčík 2012), a creative product 

is a product that meets four criteria: it has to be original, unique, valuable for users in terms of its 

functions (a product must function as it is supposed to) and formally perfect (in other words, a product 

must be beautiful). Creative project management is a method of creating a new value which is based on 

the unique talent of the creator aspiring to create a high-quality product within pre-defined limits. The 

way of creating new value consists in setting relevant processes for creative project management. In 

addition to the processes of project management, a project manager of a creative project also needs to 

take into account the talent of the creator and uncertainty of future achievements that are based on the 

invention of the author of the design. A creative project is a temporary organization that is formed with 

the view to deliver original and formally perfect products that contain intellectual property and are 

delivered in accordance with the objective and within limits that have been mutually agreed in advance 

(Svirakova, 2014). 

Bartoška (2011), Lacko (2004) and Rehacek (2015) note that in management of actual projects, 

regardless of the industry, we can find a lot of incorrect approaches that are the root cause of not adhering 

to the budget, not meeting deadlines or failing to deliver the scope of the project and its objectives. 

Wrong decisions made by managers resulting from incorrect assessment of the situation in a project result 

in losses. An unsuccessful project is a result of managers´ insufficient knowledge of the actual 

development of the project as compared with its plan. Taraba (2015) points out that the appropriate use of 

project management methods under the supervision of a competent project manager can be one of the key 

success factors of the company. Simon Collyer and Clive M. J. Warren (2008) focus on the issue of 

projects in a dynamic environment. They claim that an appropriate approach to monitoring the scope of a 

project is to divide it into stages that are easier to plan and manage. Other authors deal with project 

monitoring using the tools of system dynamics: several significant studies on project management were 

written on this topic by Cooper (1980), Richardson and Pugh (1981), Morecroft and Abdel-Hamid 

(1983), Abdel-Hamid (1984), Ford and Sterman (1998), Lyneis et al., (2001), Park and Pena-More 

(2003), more recently by Bérard (2010) and Ghaffarzadegan, Lyneis and Richardson (2010), Cosenz 

(2017). These authors focus, among others, on simulated monitoring of the currently earned value 

according to the EVM method (Earned Value Management). They compare the value created with the 

plan in relation to the approaching scheduled date of completion and point out the rising level of stress. 

Their models simulate a situation when a project is behind schedule while the deadline is approaching.  

The value-added method, which is often used in the Czech environment by its English equivalent Earned 

Value Management, as well as its abbreviation (EVM), is an important part of the International Project 

Management Institute (PMBoK, 2013). The EVM method can be characterized as a systematic project 

process for finding deviations in a project based on a comparison of the work done and the planned work. 

However, as stated in Skalický (2016), the EVM method, although it has the word "management" in the 

name, does not control the project but only supervises it. Project control is based on calculated indices - 

deviations and performance. Therefore, it is questionable whether we can use the EVM method to track 

the actual course of a project if we want to manage the project as a system (Skalický, 2016). 

This article comes up with new methods for monitoring the development of a project in a cultural and 

creative environment. It uses the Earned Value Management method by applying its principle and then 

modifies it, which leads to the creation of a new method called CREA TRACK, which is the first stage of 

a more advanced method CREA TRACK PLUS. Results of CREA TRACK can be presented with MS 

Excel, which is common software. CREA TRACK PLUS enables its users to predict the development of 

a project: the prediction is based on system dynamics modelling and it requires simulation software (e.g. 

Vensim, iThink, Stella etc.). It allows for including some system elements for future project development 

that would be omitted in CREA TRACK such as: the quality of the project team, lack of time for 

completing the project in the entire scope and lack of communication within the project. 

Materials and Methods 
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The objective of the research is to verify whether the new methods, i.e. CREA TRACK and CREA 

TRACK PLUS, are applicable to projects in the creative environment. We verified the use of the methods 

on the Water for All Case Study. At the beginning of the research, the following two research questions 

(RQ) were asked: 

RQ1: Can we alternatively apply the Earned Value Management (EVM) method using the assignment of 

points to the difficulty of outcomes so that the objective of the research is met? 

RQ2: Can we use the system dynamics model for quantifying the problematic behaviour of a project and 

predict its future development?  

So that the research is complete and provides the framework necessary for defining the problem and 

relevant solution, we used two methodologies:  

1. Quantitative research – project content analysis based on predicting the difficulty as an alternative to 

Earned Value Management (EVM). The indicators that we measure by data quantification are the 

following: (1) The planned value (PV) of the project, which corresponds to PV under the EVM method, 

when we quantify the effort that is planned to be expended over a given time in order to ensure the 

desired outputs of the project. (2) The actually earned value (EV) of the project, which corresponds to EV 

under the EVM method, is quantification of the actually achieved value of the output at a given moment. 

(3) The actual costs (AC) of the project, which corresponds to AC under the EVM method, the units are 

difficulty points calculated from the budget in the given currency. (4) Planned costs (PC) of the project – 

a new indicator that is modified and prepared in accordance with the planned budget of the project, the 

units are difficulty points converted from the budget in monetary units at a given time. The indicator is 

abbreviated as PC meaning Planned Costs of the project at a certain moment. 

2. Qualitative research – interview as input information for system dynamics modelling. 

Managers/members of the management team who participated in the project preparation and 

implementation were interviewed. The key elements that are the cause of a problematic behaviour of a 

project are determined on the basis of an interview with the project manager and members of his/her 

team. Questions for the interview are formulated in advance so that the researcher has the opportunity to 

be initiative. It is a semi-structured interview with narrative elements: the interviewer adjusts to the 

project type and knowledge of the interviewee during the interview. Such interviews give the interviewer 

the possibility to be initiative and explore in a detail issues that may arise during the interview. The 

interview is recorded with the consent of the interviewee. The recording is then transferred in a written 

form for the purpose of further analysis. 

Case study Water for All Projects 

Using the case study from the Water for All Project we show the possibilities of design thinking in the 

working process of authors creating a new innovative design. Water for All is a project by the Faculty of 

Multimedia Communication, Tomas Bata University in Zlín, which is based on the environment of 

cultural and creative industries. All studios under the faculty participated in it. Twelve studios, in a joint 

effort, dealt with “Water” as a topic of their creation from the beginning of the academic year (September 

2016). The Water for All Project  has two main objectives. The first one is systematic work with the 

general public. Students came up with a warning that concerned the gradual depletion of water on the 

Earth. They accentuated that the problems does not only concern developing countries, but also the Czech 

Republic and it needs to be addressed. The second objective is to instigate cooperation not only between 

the studios, but also between the faculty and companies that can help students implement their design 

drafts that concern the “Water” issue. Outcomes of the project are exhibitions, fashion shows, websites, a 

catalogue, Facebook campaign, conference and scientific publication.  

Formulation of dynamic hypotheses 
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We see correct formulation of dynamic hypotheses by the model creator as a part of the methodology for 

system dynamics modelling. When formulating them, so-called thought mapping is used, in particular its 

effective tool, causal loop diagrams. These diagrams allow for clear description of the system elements 

and their mutual bounds. In the preparatory phase, we focus not only on hard data that can be obtained 

from the content analysis of the project, see the first part of the research methodology (quantitative 

research), but also on soft data that can be classified as behavioural information about the project. The 

concept of system thinking (Senge, 2006) is a suitable method of expressing dynamic hypotheses. The 

tool for displaying this type of thinking is the feedback loop diagram thanks to which we can display 

relations between causes and consequences in the systems researched as well as feedback impacts of 

various decisions on the future development of variables that we could include in the model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.: Main hypothesis of the project problem: 

Decrease project delay. Basic Causal Loop Diagram - CLD. (Svirakova, 

2017). 

The main hypothesis of the problem we want to solve by modeling corresponds to the System Archetype 

Limits to Growth (Senge, 2006). The problem is the delay in delivery of the project products compared to 

the plan. We deal with the delay by extending the project team to new members. We need newcomers 

(rookies) in the team, but at the same time they cause another delay in the project, because their 

performance is not first-rate and they cause a greater need for reworking of the project's partial products. 

The following solutions are offered: Training rookies faster so that they could be swiftly relocated to 

experienced team members who make fewer mistakes. Strengthening the coaching process is one of the 

scenarios to improve project productivity and reduce the delay over the plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

System Dynamics Project Model 
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On the basis of dynamic hypothesis H1 that is shown in the picture above (Fig. 1.) we compiled a basic 

system dynamics model that contains a cycle of reworking unapproved (low-quality) outputs of the 

project. This model (Fig. 2.) was complemented by data from the reference mode, which is the data 

obtained in quantitative research of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Basic model – Stock and Flow Diagram - SFD: rework cycle.  (Svirakova, 2017). 
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Analysis of conversation and causality search 

Qualitative research aims to use its results to refine the system-dynamic model. Its basic elements are set 

according to the dynamic hypothesis, in which the basic project cycle of reprocessing of non-approved 

project products is displayed (see Fig. 1, Fig. 2). In addition, part of the interview with the project 

manager and its analysis is recorded. Relationships between selected elements of the system are briefly 

characterized by the language of system thinking. 

Report of a part of the interview with Project Manager Water for All Project  

Project Manager: "The main problem of the project ... for sure communication and distribution of 

information, both to each other and to the head of the studio, and of course also to the students of the 

project. ... I know there is a delayed realization and, in general, the whole organization mainly of 

websites that were to be ready by the end of December and will be ready by the end of January. The only 

thing I have (to track the actual course of the project, note: the interviewer) is a schedule that we put 

together at the beginning of the project, in which we have set deadlines for fulfillment, but I have never 

implemented them ... I mostly use my head and my diary. Interviewer: "Do you think the problem can be 

avoided and in what way?" Project Manager: "I think the problem can be partially avoided. I think, for 

example, setting reserve in terms of time is an effective helper. Another prevision should be personal 

meetings of the team and mutual motivation, support of other members, such "psyching up" to work. And 

especially COMMUNICATION. COMMUNICATION. COMMUNICATION. Let each other know when 

something goes wrong and find the cause. Ask for help. Talk about problems and slips within deadlines. 

Speak. Speak. Share it. I think that is crucial: when the problem is known, it can be solved." 

Paraphrased in the language of system thinking and the new hypothesis: A less experienced team 

manager means a reduced continuous check of the implementation of the project timetable (+>), the 

communication of monitoring progress in the project is reduced (+>) leading to a longer delay of the 

project than the plan (->). 

In addition, the elements and links between them follow the main dynamic hypothesis: the more emphasis 

on the recruitment of new members to the team (+>), the more newcomers in the team (+>) and after a 

certain coaching process, the more experienced members of the team (+>). The odd number of arrows is 

changed by the negative polarity in the loop. The loop is counterpart. New Hypothesis 1 (NH1): More 

experienced team members lead to a better ongoing control of the timetable, which leads to a reduction in 

project delay compared to the plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Incorporation of the new NH1 hypothesis into the basic feedback loop diagram. (Source: 

own processing, 2017) 

Based on an analysis of the interview with the project manager Water for All Project, we first extended 

the main dynamic hypothesis in the feedback loop diagram against Figure 1 (Fig. 1 Formulation of 

Dynamic Hypotheses). The result of this extension is the structure shown above (Fig. 3). According to the 

concept of the whole model, elements that represent new dynamic NH1 hypotheses are added to the main 
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hypothesis. These new elements are linked by feedback loops with relevant elements of the Basic CLD 

for the Water for All Project (Fig. 1, Fig. 3). The base model uses black thin arrows. Added loops are 

highlighted in color and highlighted by a stronger line.

Results and Discussion 

The project started in July 2016, its duration scheduled for the end of 2017, i.e. the planned duration o

the project is 72 weeks. The graph (see below) is set to 75 weeks for the duration of the project, leaving 3 

weeks as a time reserve. In the initial weeks of the project, its actual course (EV 

4) is the same as planned, and appro

After this period, the project actually begins to delay the plan, and at the end of the period under review, 

which is the 52th week of the project, the plan is worth 

The chart also includes the development of planned cost values 

cost over time (AC - Gray curve). Values 

project and evaluated using difficulty points, a modification of the EVM method we named as the CREA 

TRACK method. The values in the table are the reference framework of the system (projec

we work in system dynamics models. This is how 

whether the project is behind schedule, whether the project is actually more expensive than we planned. 

The unit for comparison is the difficulty points. Problems in the project that may contribute to devi

from the plan have been identified by qualitative research and are simulated in the project model. The 

project reference frame is embedded in a system

its graphical expression. The aim of our arti

CREA TRACK method, but also the full implementation of the CREA TRACK PLUS method, so we 

only use Vensim outputs rather than MS Excel (see Figure 4 below). We can now comment on whether 

the proposed methodology has met the research goal of verifying the pract

dynamics modeling for projects in a creative environment.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): Can an universal "point of difficulty" unit for project scope determination be 

used as part of project tracking and use the modified EVM as a r

dynamics model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Comparison of all four measured values from the CREA TRACK method. Source (own 

hypothesis. These new elements are linked by feedback loops with relevant elements of the Basic CLD 

ig. 1, Fig. 3). The base model uses black thin arrows. Added loops are 

highlighted in color and highlighted by a stronger line. 

The project started in July 2016, its duration scheduled for the end of 2017, i.e. the planned duration o

the project is 72 weeks. The graph (see below) is set to 75 weeks for the duration of the project, leaving 3 

weeks as a time reserve. In the initial weeks of the project, its actual course (EV - red dotted curve, Fig. 

4) is the same as planned, and approximately until the 18th week (PV - blue full curve, Fig. 

After this period, the project actually begins to delay the plan, and at the end of the period under review, 

week of the project, the plan is worth 1335 points of difficulty (EV - red dotted curve). 

The chart also includes the development of planned cost values (PC - green intermittent curve) and actual 

Gray curve). Values were determined by quantitative research, data analysis of

project and evaluated using difficulty points, a modification of the EVM method we named as the CREA 

in the table are the reference framework of the system (projec

models. This is how we find out what interests us most in the project: 

whether the project is behind schedule, whether the project is actually more expensive than we planned. 

The unit for comparison is the difficulty points. Problems in the project that may contribute to devi

from the plan have been identified by qualitative research and are simulated in the project model. The 

project reference frame is embedded in a system-dynamic model, although MS Excel can also be used for 

its graphical expression. The aim of our article is not only the use of the modified EVM method, the 

CREA TRACK method, but also the full implementation of the CREA TRACK PLUS method, so we 

only use Vensim outputs rather than MS Excel (see Figure 4 below). We can now comment on whether 

ethodology has met the research goal of verifying the practicality and usability of system 

modeling for projects in a creative environment. 

1): Can an universal "point of difficulty" unit for project scope determination be 

sed as part of project tracking and use the modified EVM as a reference framework for a system 

Comparison of all four measured values from the CREA TRACK method. Source (own 

processing, 2017). 

hypothesis. These new elements are linked by feedback loops with relevant elements of the Basic CLD 

ig. 1, Fig. 3). The base model uses black thin arrows. Added loops are 

The project started in July 2016, its duration scheduled for the end of 2017, i.e. the planned duration of 

the project is 72 weeks. The graph (see below) is set to 75 weeks for the duration of the project, leaving 3 

red dotted curve, Fig. 

blue full curve, Fig. 4, Fig. 5). 

After this period, the project actually begins to delay the plan, and at the end of the period under review, 

red dotted curve). 

green intermittent curve) and actual 

were determined by quantitative research, data analysis of the 

project and evaluated using difficulty points, a modification of the EVM method we named as the CREA 

in the table are the reference framework of the system (project) with which 

we find out what interests us most in the project: 

whether the project is behind schedule, whether the project is actually more expensive than we planned. 

The unit for comparison is the difficulty points. Problems in the project that may contribute to deviation 

from the plan have been identified by qualitative research and are simulated in the project model. The 

dynamic model, although MS Excel can also be used for 

cle is not only the use of the modified EVM method, the 

CREA TRACK method, but also the full implementation of the CREA TRACK PLUS method, so we 

only use Vensim outputs rather than MS Excel (see Figure 4 below). We can now comment on whether 

icality and usability of system 

1): Can an universal "point of difficulty" unit for project scope determination be 

eference framework for a system 

Comparison of all four measured values from the CREA TRACK method. Source (own 
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The answer is: Yes, we have applied the project reference frame in the system dynamics model, see the 

research result (Fig. 5.) above in all four project performance parameters: planned PV value, generated 

EV value, planned PC costs and actual costs at a given time AC. All of these curves are ready to be 

compared with the simulated course of a project in a system dynamics model because we have been 

placed in the Vensim software using the graph function. The graph shows the state of the project at the 

52th week: the material extent is behind the plan, but the cost is higher. So we actually created fewer 

outputs for more money. Planned costs are not exceeded, even until the 52th week of the project, the 

planned project financing has a higher dynamics at the beginning of the project, so a slower cost 

drawdown is planned in the last approximately 10 weeks of the project. 

Research Question 2 (RQ2): Can we use the system-dynamic model to quantify the problematic behavior 

of the project and estimate its future development? 

The answer is: Yes, the problematic behavior has been described and it is demonstrable that the problems 

in the project exist, see the report from the interview with the project manager as a output of qualitative 

research. The parts of the interview were analyzed, translated and paraphrased by system thinking, and 

we processed the results of the analysis into an extended causal loop diagram (Fig. 3). Through 

qualitative research, we have identified the need to add new variables that have not yet been included in 

the basic model: the quality of tracking process quality, communication in project. We have quantified 

these variables for system dynamics modeling. An increasing tendency in the number of experienced 

workforce, that is, the Experienced Workforce variable, causes the interest in controlling the 

implementation of the project schedule to be increased, and the measured delay in the project is more 

communicated in the team, thus reducing the project delay compared to the plan, which confirms the new 

NH1 hypothesis. The model shows the advantage of a computer simulation: a managerial decision is 

without risk, the organization does not bear the negative consequences of its incorrect assessment of the 

situation. However, it is important to note that the implementation of management decisions is not easy 

and will probably bring with it another negative backward impact on the development of the project. For 

example, if we decide to shorten the time for adapting newcomers to the team, we need to hire new 

coaches and not burden experienced team members with these processes, which would lead to further 

delays in the project. Efficiency of scenarios can also be judged by their economic impact or the financial 

advantage of deploying the chosen strategy. 
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Fig. 5: CREA TRACK PLUS -

Water for All 

Conclusion 

The data for CREA TRACK were processed by the EVM method under the standard A Guide to the 

Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMI, 2013). However, the method differs from the EVM 

methodology (as it is actually applied), with its units that make reports and work with project monitoring 

that is part of control process significantly simpler. Thanks to the 

applying the CREA TRACK method we know where exactly we are in the project implementation and 

how much we have deviated from the plan. We focus our research on the actual project development and 

we want to find out what are the reasons that result in schedule variance. We processed these causes in a 

system dynamics model so that we could predict further development of the project and what the chances 

are it will meet its goals. The fact we used CREA TRACK had one positive si

naturally prepare background documents for the final report on the fly.

With CREA TRACK we contribute to emphasising the importance of planning in a creative environment 

and we offer an easily accessible method for monitoring the actu

implementation without ineffective use of project team members´ labour costs as a unit. Labour costs 

(planned and consumed) are measured by the PC indicator as Planned Costs and by the AC indicator as 

Actual Costs and we can process them and show the project development in a graph following the same 

principles on which the CREA TRACK method is based.

We called the other method based on dynamic simulation of the project CREA TRACK PLUS, because it 

is an extended version of the CREA 

course of project development by adding other variables that either slowed down or accelerated the work 

on the project outputs. For this step, we first obtained relevant data from our research

- comparison of the reference frame and dynamic simulation of the 

Water for All Project. Source (own processing, 2017) 

The data for CREA TRACK were processed by the EVM method under the standard A Guide to the 
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methodology (as it is actually applied), with its units that make reports and work with project monitoring 

that is part of control process significantly simpler. Thanks to the reference mode that we used when 

applying the CREA TRACK method we know where exactly we are in the project implementation and 

how much we have deviated from the plan. We focus our research on the actual project development and 

the reasons that result in schedule variance. We processed these causes in a 

system dynamics model so that we could predict further development of the project and what the chances 

are it will meet its goals. The fact we used CREA TRACK had one positive side-effect: it made us 

naturally prepare background documents for the final report on the fly. 

With CREA TRACK we contribute to emphasising the importance of planning in a creative environment 

and we offer an easily accessible method for monitoring the actual development of project 

implementation without ineffective use of project team members´ labour costs as a unit. Labour costs 

(planned and consumed) are measured by the PC indicator as Planned Costs and by the AC indicator as 

ss them and show the project development in a graph following the same 

principles on which the CREA TRACK method is based. 

We called the other method based on dynamic simulation of the project CREA TRACK PLUS, because it 

is an extended version of the CREA TRACK method. We extended the model that simulates the probable 

course of project development by adding other variables that either slowed down or accelerated the work 

on the project outputs. For this step, we first obtained relevant data from our research. We could compare 

comparison of the reference frame and dynamic simulation of the 

The data for CREA TRACK were processed by the EVM method under the standard A Guide to the 

agement Body of Knowledge (PMI, 2013). However, the method differs from the EVM 

methodology (as it is actually applied), with its units that make reports and work with project monitoring 

reference mode that we used when 

applying the CREA TRACK method we know where exactly we are in the project implementation and 

how much we have deviated from the plan. We focus our research on the actual project development and 

the reasons that result in schedule variance. We processed these causes in a 

system dynamics model so that we could predict further development of the project and what the chances 

effect: it made us 

With CREA TRACK we contribute to emphasising the importance of planning in a creative environment 

al development of project 

implementation without ineffective use of project team members´ labour costs as a unit. Labour costs 
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We called the other method based on dynamic simulation of the project CREA TRACK PLUS, because it 
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course of project development by adding other variables that either slowed down or accelerated the work 
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the simulated development of the project with its actual development thanks to the reference mode of the 

achieved value of the project.  

Both methods, CREA TRACK and CREA TRACK PLUS, are in line with the new requirements that 

concern project management, i.e. going beyond the boundaries of technical and engineering disciplines 

and create a procedure that will be in line with transdisciplinary and integration approach (Saynisch, 

2010). Cultural and any other creative or scientific projects of the 21st century cannot be based on 

intuitive management or on bureaucratic processes that leave very little space for changes to the plan. A 

creative environment must remain dynamic and it has to keep offering new challenges including the 

integrated possibility of making changes to the planning process. The advantage of CREA TRACK 

consists in simplifying the units of measure through which we can quantify the progress of the project 

plan and its implementation. The advantage of CREA TRACK PLUS is the prediction of further 

development of the project, testing of various scenarios and policies for decision making of managers. 

However, this method can only be implemented if there is an experienced project supervisor who can use 

software for system dynamics modelling. 

The objective of the research, i.e. verifying whether the CREA TRACK and CREA TRACK PLUS 

methods are suitable for monitoring project implementation and thus for increasing the effectiveness of 

project managers´ decision making, has been met. Both methods can be practically applied, which has 

been proved by the research of the Water for All Project Case Study.  
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Abstract 

The Czech National Bank adopted a foreign exchange rate commitment to keep the exchange rate of 
the Czech crown at 27 CZK to € 1 in November 2013. The purpose of weakening the Czech currency 
was to avoid the risks of deflation and to support the competitiveness of the Czech exports by making 
goods cheaper on foreign markets. Higher demand for Czech goods should lead to a drop in 
unemployment and stimulate the Czech economy. The main goal of the article is to compare selected 
instruments of the monetary policy of the Czech National Bank in achieving the inflation target – 
open market operations, minimum reserve requirements, forward guidance, quantitative easing, 
negative interest rates and foreign exchange interventions. An evaluation of the economic 
development of the Czech Republic is performed at the end. The main interest rates of the Czech 
National Bank reached a level of technical zero. The potential of conventional instruments of 
monetary policy has ran out. The usage of negative interest rates faces legislative barriers and would 
lead to erosion of the profitability of the banking sector. Foreign exchange intervention helped to 
increase exports. Prolonged weakening of the Czech currency leads to an increase in the difference 
between the artificially weakened Czech currency and its real market potential which represents a 
risk to the entire economy. 

Keywords Foreign Exchange Interventions, Forward Guidance, Negative Interest Rates, 
Quantitative Easing 

1 Introduction 

The last two decades of the 20th century were characterized by a gradual reduction of inflation and 
reduction of price fluctuations in most important world economies. This development has created 
conditions to reduce interest rates and to support an economic growth. A monetary policy began to be 
very important. Central banks affect the liquidity of the banking sector through short-term interest 
rates. This economically very successful period, which is known as the Great Moderation, resulted in 
the emergence of the crisis on the US mortgage market in 2007 (Stock & Watson, 2002). The global 
financial and economic crisis has changed monetary policy. The interest rates were close to technical 
zero (zero lower bound, ZLB) and could not fall (Swanson & Williams, 2014). Transmission 
mechanism, which has been supplying liquidity to banks, collapsed (Svensson, 2013). Central banks, 
including the Czech National Bank, had to use untested monetary policy instruments. 

 
In early November 2013, the Czech National Bank (CNB) began to intervene in the foreign exchange 
market to weaken the exchange rate of the Czech crown to the level 27, - CZK per 1 €. The 
importance of this action was to meet the inflation target at 2 %, which the bank has set and a support 
the competitiveness of the Czech export. A weaker Czech crown leads to cheaper domestic 
production on foreign markets, which creates a presumption for increasing sales. Higher sales lead to 
the growth of production by companies that focus on exports and thus contribute to the growth of real 
output and employment. Depreciation of the Czech crown, on the other hand, brings an increase of 
prices of imported goods, which reduces household consumption and is leading to higher prices of 
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inputs, on which the Czech economy depe
to considerable criticism. Some legal experts assess foreign exchange intervention as illegal 
(Lazarevič, 2013). The economists criticize foreign exchange intervention because they threaten the 
consumer demand (Brožka et al., 2013).
 
Status and activities of the Czech National Bank regulates the constitutional act no. 1/1993 coll., 
Constitution of the Czech Republic, and act no. 6/1993 Coll., on the Czech National Bank. Under 
Article 98 of the Constitution of the Czech Republic and in line with EU primary law, the primary 
objective of the CNB is to maintain price stability. Achieving and maintaining price stability, i.e. 
creating a low-inflation environment in the economy, is the central bank’s ongoing
creation of conditions for sustainable economic growth. (Czech National Bank, 2017a) The Czech 
legislation does not specify conditions for achieving this goal. The European Central Bank, which 
defines "quantitative definition of price 
defined as a year-on-year Increase in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) for the euro 

area of below 2%.” (European Central Bank, 2016) 
 
The inflation target at 2 % is consistent with the characteristics of price stability of the European 
Central Bank (Czech National Bank, 2013).

2 Theoretical Solutions 

2.1 Open Market Operations 

The most commonly used tool of conventional monetary policy are open market operations and 
automatic facilities, i.e. the deposit facility and the marginal lending facility.
The figure 1 demonstrates the development of the two
deposit facility - discount rate and the marginal lending facility 
period 2008-2017. 

 

Fig. 1 – Development of the two

discount rate and marginal lending facility 

Source: Authors’ interpretation ba

 
The potential of most frequently used monetary policy tools ran out, as both main rate 
rate and the discount rate reached in November 2012 the zero lower bound. The Lombard rate 
reached a level of 0.25 %. Banks in the Czech Republic have too much liquidity. The us
marginal lending facility is rather exceptional.

The last possible standard instrument
resources in the banking system are Minimum reserves. Minimum reserves were previously used as 

inputs, on which the Czech economy depends, as it has a minimum of natural resources. CNB faces 
to considerable criticism. Some legal experts assess foreign exchange intervention as illegal 

, 2013). The economists criticize foreign exchange intervention because they threaten the 
mer demand (Brožka et al., 2013). 

Status and activities of the Czech National Bank regulates the constitutional act no. 1/1993 coll., 
Constitution of the Czech Republic, and act no. 6/1993 Coll., on the Czech National Bank. Under 

ution of the Czech Republic and in line with EU primary law, the primary 
objective of the CNB is to maintain price stability. Achieving and maintaining price stability, i.e. 

inflation environment in the economy, is the central bank’s ongoing contribution to the 
creation of conditions for sustainable economic growth. (Czech National Bank, 2017a) The Czech 
legislation does not specify conditions for achieving this goal. The European Central Bank, which 
defines "quantitative definition of price stability", defined price stability as follows: "Price stability is 

year Increase in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) for the euro 

” (European Central Bank, 2016)  

consistent with the characteristics of price stability of the European 
Central Bank (Czech National Bank, 2013). 

 

 

The most commonly used tool of conventional monetary policy are open market operations and 
ic facilities, i.e. the deposit facility and the marginal lending facility. 

The figure 1 demonstrates the development of the two-week repo operations - 2W repo rate, the 
discount rate and the marginal lending facility - Lombard rate of the CNB in the 

 
Development of the two-week repo operations - 2W repo rate, the deposit facility 

discount rate and marginal lending facility - Lombard rate of the CNB in the period 2008

Source: Authors’ interpretation based on the data of Czech National Bank, 2017b

The potential of most frequently used monetary policy tools ran out, as both main rate - the 2W repo 
rate and the discount rate reached in November 2012 the zero lower bound. The Lombard rate 

of 0.25 %. Banks in the Czech Republic have too much liquidity. The us
marginal lending facility is rather exceptional. 

possible standard instrument by which the central bank influences the volume of free 
are Minimum reserves. Minimum reserves were previously used as 

nds, as it has a minimum of natural resources. CNB faces 
to considerable criticism. Some legal experts assess foreign exchange intervention as illegal 

, 2013). The economists criticize foreign exchange intervention because they threaten the 

Status and activities of the Czech National Bank regulates the constitutional act no. 1/1993 coll., 
Constitution of the Czech Republic, and act no. 6/1993 Coll., on the Czech National Bank. Under 

ution of the Czech Republic and in line with EU primary law, the primary 
objective of the CNB is to maintain price stability. Achieving and maintaining price stability, i.e. 

contribution to the 
creation of conditions for sustainable economic growth. (Czech National Bank, 2017a) The Czech 
legislation does not specify conditions for achieving this goal. The European Central Bank, which 

Price stability is 

year Increase in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) for the euro 

consistent with the characteristics of price stability of the European 

The most commonly used tool of conventional monetary policy are open market operations and 

2W repo rate, the 
he CNB in the 

2W repo rate, the deposit facility - 

Lombard rate of the CNB in the period 2008-2017. 

sed on the data of Czech National Bank, 2017b 

the 2W repo 
rate and the discount rate reached in November 2012 the zero lower bound. The Lombard rate 

of 0.25 %. Banks in the Czech Republic have too much liquidity. The usage of the 

which the central bank influences the volume of free 
are Minimum reserves. Minimum reserves were previously used as 
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an instrument for covering waves of deposit withdrawals by commercial bank clients. It is unlikely 
that there will be a sudden outflow of deposits from banks, unless the CNB reports negative rates. 
The Minimum reserves are currently used to smooth over interbank payments. 

2.2 Forward Guidance 

Forward guidance (FG) is the central bank's communication strategy, which consists of publishing 
information about monetary policy (Klíma & Komárek, 2014). The opportunity to influence the 
exchange rate in a situation ZLB first appears in the record of the meeting of Bank Board dated 19. 
12. 2012 (Czech National Bank, 2012). The determination of the CNB to influence the exchange rate 
of the Czech currency is apparent from other records of the meetings of CNB Bank Board on 28 3. 
2013, then on 2. 5. 2013 and on 27. 6. 2013. The record of the meeting of CNB Bank Board on 1. 8. 
2013 shows that the CNB Board accepted to initiate foreign exchange intervention as the instrument 
for further easing of monetary conditions and finally decided not to use this instrument (Czech 
National Bank, 2013). The initiation of foreign exchange interventions dated 7. 11. 2013 surprised 
political representation, entrepreneurs and the ordinary people. Raiffeisenbank analyst Michal Brožka 
commented on this: "We did not count with the beginning of foreign exchange interventions in view 

of the ongoing revival of the Czech economy." (Brožka, 2013) CNB did not manage forward guidance 
at all. 

2.3 Negative interest rates 

Negative deposit rate affects the commercial banks for holding an excess of liquidity. It stimulates 
them to a higher economic activity – such as investment money lending, offering mortgages, etc. 
Negative interest rates were used in 2009 by the Swedish National Bank for the first time (Severiges 
Riksbank, 2009). Sveriges Riksbank was later followed by the Bank of Japan and the European 
Central Bank. 

 
The usage of negative nominal interest rates in the Czech Republic is a legal and economic problem. 
In terms of economic theory, the interest is a form of reward for lending money. E.g. Jurečka defines 
this idea as follows: "Interest is income for depositing money in a bank, is expressed in monetary 

units" (Jurečka, 2010). In the Czech legislation, there is no precise definition of the concept of 
interest. General business conditions of commercial banks reflect the economic concept of interest on 
which Czech legislation is based. 
 
The balance sheet of the Czech banking sector reached by the bank statistics at the end of March 
2017 the amount of 7,106,000 million CZK. The most important item of the asset side are loans 
provided to residents. Their volume amounted to 5,104,000 million CZK. The volume of deposits of 
residents, which constitutes the most significant item of liabilities of banking sector amounted to 
4,043 ,000 million CZK (Czech National Bank, 2017c). 
 
The figure no. 2 and no. 3 of the development of the assets and liabilities of commercial banks in the 
period 2008-2016 is below. 
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Fig. 2: Development of assets of commercial banks in the period 2008

With regard to the policy of interest rates of commercial banks in the Czech 
convenient for households to leave the money "appreciate" in the form of deposits in savings 
accounts, even though the central bank still did not use negative interest rates.

 

Fig. 3 : Development of liabilities of commercial banks in

With regard to the interest rate policy of commercial banks in the Czech Republic, which reflects 
their over-capitalization, it is not very convenient for households to "capitalize" on money in the 
of deposits on savings accounts or on time deposits. This despite the fact that neither the central bank 
nor the commercial banks have used negative rates.
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increasing liquidity (money supply) of commercial banks, which contributes lower interest rates and 
leads to higher demand for corporate loans (Rejnuš, 2015). 
Quantitative easing was used for the first time by the Japanese Central Bank at the turn of the 
millennium. Later, during the financial crisis in 2008-2012, it was also used by other central banks - 
the US Fed, the Central Bank of England and the European Central Bank. 

2.5 Foreign exchange intervention 

When the Czech National Bank decided to use foreign exchange intervention, it used the study by 
Professor McCallum (Tomšík & Vlček, 2015). McCallum´s model is based on Hicks' IS-LM model, 
which shows the interaction of real output, interest rates and money (Hicks, 1980). This model proves 
that an open economy with a low inflation rate in the situation ZLB can support inflation by 
weakening the exchange rate of foreign ex-change intervention. McCallum´s model of monetary 
policy in a situation ZLB is based on Taylor´s rule and can be expressed as follows (McCallum, 
2015). 

The rule of monetary policy in the ZLB: 

�� − ���� =  �	 − ��
∆�� − ∗� − ������ỹ� + �� 

where 

�� − ���� the change of the nominal exchange rate 

∆�� the change of prices 

∗ the targeted inflation rate 

�� constant 

����ỹ�  the product gap 

�� the white noise - uncorrelated random variables with zero mean and constant variance 

 

The model assumes a very open, export-oriented economy and very low inflation rate. The foreign 
exchange interventions devalue currency exchange rate. The central bank buys foreign assets - 
foreign currency and sells domestic assets - the local currency. The central bank as the issuer of the 
domestic currency may carry out foreign exchange intervention indefinitely. Inflation expectations 
lead to a real increase of prices, which performs additional inflationary expectations. The 
depreciation of the real exchange rate of the domestic currency increases the demand for "cheaper" 
domestic goods in foreign markets and brings a fall of demand of "expensive" foreign goods. The 
context can be expressed as follows. 

The relationship of the real exchange rate: 

�� �⁄ = �� �⁄ × ��/��  

where 

RD/F represents the share of price level in abroad and domestic price level 

ED/F represents the number of units of domestic currency, for which you can buy foreign currency 
unit (e.g. 27 CZK/€) 

PF is the price level of foreign currency 

PD is the price level of the domestic currency 

 

The drop of real exchange rate lasts until the nominal exchange rate reflects the influence of 
interventions on the domestic market. 
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3 Objectives And Methodology

The aim of this article is to assess the suitability of using various instruments of the monetary policy 
to achieve the inflation target. Another objective of this article is to evaluate the economic 
development of the Czech Republic in the period before t
evaluate the success in fulfilling the inflation target, which CNB has set before the intervention 
started. Key foreign studies were presented for the purpose of assessing foreign exchange 
intervention – “Theoretical analysis regarding a ZLB on nominal interest rates” by McCallum and 
Svensson's "bulletproof" monetary policy recommendation at zer
used to process the paper. In particular, induction and deduction, analysis, synthesis, an
In order to assess the dynamics of the economic development of the Czech Republic in the period be
fore and after the start Czech National Banks´ foreign exchange interventions, the time series 
prepared for the period 2008 - 2016 will be used
through macroeconomic policy objectives 
Unemployment and Inflation Rate. The article was prepared using data from the Czech Statistical 
Office, the European Statistical Office and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of the Czech 
Republic. 

4 Results 

Analysis of the economic situation of the Czech Republic in the period before and after the 
weakening of the Czech crown is described in following chapters.

4.1 The Development Of Gross Domestic Product

In the days before start of CNB interventions, Czech economy faced to the economic downturn, 
stagnation of foreign trade, high unemployment and zero growth in consumer prices 
Below is an overview of the development of GDP in the period 2008 

 

Fig. 4 : Development of GDP in the period 2008
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% in 2013. The slump of the Czech economy at that time was deeper in comparison with other 
countries of Central Europe. Any other economy had negative economic growth in 2012 and 2013. 
The reason was mostly restrictive government policy, which significantly wea
demand, consumer and business confidence in the Czech economy.

 
There were elections in the Czech Republic in 2013. The new government conducted a number of 
changes to support the economic growth. The Czech Republic obtain more grants from t
Structural Funds. The Czech government increased the minimum wage and reduce some taxes. The 
Czech economy reached economic growth of +2.7 % in 2014 and +4.5 % in 2015.

4.2 Competitiveness Of Foreign Trade

The Czech economy has a positive trade balance s
internal market and it is fully dependent on imports of raw materials. For the successful development 
of the Czech economy in the long
difference of export and import. 

The development of Czech foreign trade of goods in the period 2008 

Fig. 5:  Development of Czech foreign trade 

interpretation based on the 
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balance during the same period increased by only 45,509 million CZK.
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occurred immediately after the initiation of foreign exchange intervention. Czech exports in 2014 
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Foreign exchange interventions of the Czech National Bank helped to increase the competit
Czech goods in foreign markets through its lower price. In 2014, exports increased by 13% and 
imports by 12%. In 2015, exports grew by 6.7% and imports by 7.8%. The competitiveness of our 
economy, measured by exports, has not diminished and impo
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Fig. 6 :  Development of the number of registered unemployed persons by the Labor in the 

period 2008-2016. Source: Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, 2017 

 

In 2013, the number of unemployed persons registered by the Czech Labor Office was two times 
higher compared to the state of the year 2008. 

 
Since 2013, the number of unemployed persons is steadily declining. 

4.4 Inflation 

CNB's monetary policy reacts to monetary policy inflation, which is based on general inflation but it 
does not include the impact of indirect taxes.  

 
The development of consumer price and monetary policy inflation in the period 2008 – 2016 is 
illustrated in Figure 7. 
The limited growth of prices in 2012 and 2013 was caused primarily by the decline of the Czech 
economy. 
 
There was a reduction in household consumption and investment. In 2013 there was a significant fall 
of fuel prices. Conversely, there was an increase in food prices and regulated prices due to the 
increase of contributions to renewable energy sources. Inflationary impact had also the fiscal 
government policy. 
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Fig. 7 :  The development of consumer price inflation and monetary policy in the period 2008 

2016. Source: Czech National Bank, 2017d

 

The low growth of prices in 2012 and 2013 was due to a decline of the Czech economy, a decrease in 
household consumption and investments. Fuel prices fell significantly in 2013. On the contrary, food 
prices and regulated prices increased as a result of the in
contrary, the government supported inflation by increasing indirect taxes.
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will not affect the nominal interest rate and monetary supply. Interest rate channel, which is very 
important, therefore, cannot be considered. The effect of interventions on the exchange rate must be 
carried out through other channels - signaling channel, channel portfolio balance and coordination 
channel. McCallum´s study does not specify how to calculate the volume of interventions, that would 
weaken the currency. Since the launch of interventions regime in November 2013 to September 2016, 
the CNB intervened in the range of approximately 900,000 million CZK. This is significantly more 
than CNB expected at the beginning of the intervention. 

 
The Czech economy is closely linked with the economies of the Eurozone countries. Czech 
government managed to restore consumer and business confidence in the Czech economy, which had 
a positive impact on economic growth. CNB in the form of foreign exchange interventions applied a 
little-tested instrument of monetary policy. A weakening of domestic currency is a simple step. 
Closing intervention regime could be much harder. CNB since mid-2015 was forced to intervene 
more frequently and in larger volumes of money to defend the exchange rate commitment before 
foreign exchange speculators. The use of interventions over a longer period would increase the 
difference among artificially weakening domestic currency and its real market potential, which 
carries a risk to the entire economy. Despite all the negatives mentioned above, the intervention 
regime was better solution than the use of negative interest rates. The competitiveness of our 
economy, measured by exports, has not diminished and imports have not slowed down. The Czech 
economy has a long-term positive trade balance. Foreign exchange interventions have increased the 
competitiveness of Czech products by cheapening them on foreign markets. In the long run, however, 
it is not possible to establish the competitiveness of Czech goods on foreign markets, mainly on its 
price. 
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Abstract 
 
Information security management is still very little known and definitely underused in the conditions 
of enterprises which are active in the electronic market. There is a lack of adequate security 
awareness against IT security threats that relate to the growth of ICT. In terms of business size, it is 
generally assumed that the smaller the enterprise is, the less the enterprise is concerned with 
information security. However, vulnerable information assets need to be secured in any enterprise 
that sells products and services electronically, as the consequences of risks could be existential. The 
paper presents the results of a survey focusing on the current state of information security 
management in Slovak e-business and evaluates a correlation between the costs incurred for 
information security and the level of information security in the examined enterprises. 
 
Keywords: Information security, e-business, assets, threats 
 
Introduction 
 

Information is a central concept of today's society, which we acquire through efficient data-linking 
using information and communication technologies (ICT). Because information is too large, it needs 
to be processed, sorted, analyzed, compared, but especially selected and saved. If we assign meaning 
to information, we gain knowledge that is of great importance to society as it brings a certain 
advantage to its owner. As this benefit is visible in the society, there are always enemies who want to 
get it for themselves. The owner's job is to protect crucial information and knowledge. Enterprises 
also overlap with information through all stages of their life cycle and a transformation process. 
Protecting important knowledge, confidential information and other information assets is their duty. 
If an enterprise acquires knowledge, it gains a competitive advantage and can overtake its opponents. 
On the other side, the opponents are trying to gain such advantage by performing various information 
security attacks. Information security management system (ISMS) helps businesses successfully 
address threats and protect confidential information and knowledge at an appropriate level. 
 
The introduction and active use of e-commerce is undoubtedly a modern way of offering goods and 
services and one of the fastest growing spheres of the economy (Skitsko & Ignatova, 2016). Securing 
business environment, devices, business processes, business secrets and supplier relationships against 
information security threats can be rapidly obsolete because of the constant and rapid development of 
ICT (Bolek, 2015). If the business processes are supported by ICT, new information security risks 
and the possibility of leakage or loss of confidential information will still arise. This leakage or loss 
causes disclosure of business secrets, investigation, lost working time, additional time to repair 
vulnerabilities, additional financial costs, loss of competitive advantage, opportunities, reputation, 
reduction in work efficiency, existential problems and many others. It is essential to protect 
enterprises against threats, ideally by suitably applied information security management system. This 
system introduces a procedural approach to information security, thus ensuring constant improvement 
of the quality protection of enterprises's information assets. This paper is a partial output of the 
survey focused on the current state of ISMS in Slovak e-business. 
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Literature Review 
 

Computerization encourages businesses, regardless of their size or focus, to quickly acquire standards 
of information assets' security. From a historical point of view, large businesses were first to deal 
with information security because they processed a large amount of data on daily bases. Larger and 
richer businesses had enough resources to invest in asset security. Small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) thought that cyber threats target only large businesses. However, more and more 
attackers focus on SMEs because they do not adequately protect their sensitive data (Král, 2011). 
According to Ernst & Young, there are five main reasons why businesses should deal with 
information security (EY, 2014): 
 

� Constant changes in the business environment, 
� The ecosystem of digitally linked objects, people and data, 
� Making the internet available for traditionally closed operating technologies (e.g. critical 

infrastructure, internet of things), 
� Cloud, 
� Mobile technologies and customer orientation. 

 
Businesses are increasingly experiencing the risk of information security disruption, but many do not 
respond when a security incident occurs (Huo, Meng & Chen, 2015). As a result of the expansion of 
computer networks and the internet, businesses are more susceptible to attacks on confidential 
information, data, information systems (Bolek, Korcek & Beňová, 2015), ICT and employees. 
Protecting business information against threats is the domain of information security management, 
which is defined as follows: 
 

� ISO/IEC 27001 standard defines ISMS as a system that protects confidentiality, availability 
and integrity of information by introducing a risk management process and providing 
confidence to stakeholders that the risks are sufficiently managed (STN ISO/IEC 27001, 
2014), 

� ESET (2014) considers ISMS to be the basis for risk management to establish, implement, 
operate, monitor, revise, maintain and improve information security in organizations, 

� According to ENISA (2015), ISMS represents a system that achieves required qualitative 
characteristics of information security (confidentiality, availability, integrity) in services 
offered by organizations, 

� Singh et al. (2013) claim that ISMS is a system of balanced intersection of technical, 
managerial and human aspects of information security in an organization, 

� Ondrák, Sedlák & Mazálek (2013) perceive ISMS as an effective documented management 
system of information assets aiming to eliminate their potential loss or damage. 
 

Based on the definitions above, we consider ISMS to be a comprehensive system within the overall 
organization management system that protects information from risks. By maintaining this system, 
the organization becomes trustworthy from the point of view of all stakeholders, such as employees, 
suppliers or customers. The introduction, implementation, monitoring and improvement of ISMS 
consists of many activities that need to be performed at regular intervals. 
 
The availability of cheap mobile devices and the expansion of the internet have become key factors 
of the increasing use of the internet (Yazdanifard, Edres & Seyedi, 2011). E-business is growing in 
proportion to the expansion of the internet (Wu, Zhou & Yuan, 2012). Enterprises' success depends 
on the effective use of ICT (Prakash, Soni & Mittal, 2014). New electronic markets are emerging 
wherever the internet is available. E-commerce is on the rise, as evidenced by the Eurostat (2017) and 
countries such as China and the United States, which multiply their revenues from electronic sales of 
goods and services annually (Cohen, 2016). Slovakia also confirms the upward trend (Dvorský, 
2016). The annual increase in the number of e-businesses and the progressive computerization of 
society (e-government, e-health) indicate that the development of e-business in Slovakia will 
continue. However, the development will not be possible unless businesses observe basic dimensions 
of information security (confidentiality, availability and integrity of information assets). At the time 
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of a large number of threats, offensive methods and techniques, the e-businesses can not afford to 
ignore information security. We are convinced that the right way is to apply a process approach to 
ISMS which guarantees adequate information security of e-business by minimizing the consequences 
of risks. 
 
Access to information security in e-business is different for each business size category. From the 
point of view of governance and enforcement of information security, microenterprises and SMEs 
have a specific environment compared to large enterprises. The smaller the enterprise, the bigger 
differences are between them (Dekýš, 2010): 
 

� SMEs and microenterprises have little or no security team, 
� Information security management is performed by the IT department, 
� Budget for security is either part of an IT budget or does not exist, 
� SMEs and microenterprises have a lower range of financial, time and human resources 

allocated to information security, 
� SMEs and microenterprises generally use open-source projects to minimize expenditures. 

 
Unlike microenterprises and SMEs, large enterprises can more easily allocate resources to create a 
separate IT security unit, also because of the risk of greater consequences of security incidents. 
Moreover, they are more aware of the legal requirements in the field of information confidentiality 
and are of interest for ISMS professional consulting companies, which they are easier to cooperate 
with (SHREDIT, 2017). Large enterprises can focus on more sophisticated security solutions due to 
much larger budget than SMEs and microenterprises. Large businesses have more processes, 
employees, larger IT infrastructure, so they need to secure far more information assets than SMEs 
and microenterprises. 
 
Research Objectives and Methodology 
 
The main objective of the paper is to evaluate the perception of ISMS's importance in e-business on 
the Slovak electronic market. Successful achievement of the main goal is based on meeting the 
following partial objectives: 
 

� To evaluate the survey focused on information security management in enterprises operating 
on the Slovak electronic market, 

� To review enterprise-rated variables and analyze the variables in terms of business size, 
� To evaluate relationships between the examined variables using the correlation analysis, 
� Assess the dependence between information security costs and the level of information 

security in the researched enterprises according to the following hypothesis and based on 
studies by Černý (2014), Singh et al. (2013), Stehlíková & Horovčák (2012): 
 
• H0: There is no statistically significant correlation (r < 0.3) between the costs spent on 

information security and the level of information security provided by the enterprises, 
• H1: There is a statistically significant correlation (r > 0.3) between the costs spent on 

information security and the level of information security provided by the enterprises. 
 
The objectives of the paper are achieved using statistical methods and general methods of scientific 
work. When examining the structure of the data set we used descriptive statistics and the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) to verify the normal distribution of the data. When examining 
dependencies between the variables in the case of normal distribution, we used Pearson correlation 
coefficient and, in the case of other distributions, Kendall's Tau-c and Spearman's correlation 
coefficient. The following table lists the variables whose values are input into data analysis. 
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Table 1: Research variables 

 
ISMS – Information Security Management System 

ISMS1 Necessity of dealing with ISMS within e-business 
ISMS2 Possibility to protect e-business without ISMS 
ISMS3 Possibility of ISMS to improve e-business results 
ISMS4 The need for ISMS in the e-business of the respondent 
ISMS5 Practice of ISMS in the enterprise 
ISMS6 Share of information security costs from total costs 
ISMS7 Sufficiency of financial resources for information security 
ISMS8 Satisfaction with the information security level in the enterprise 
ISMS9 The level of information security in the enterprise 

Source: Authors' own work 
A data collection was carried out in the form of an electronic questionnaire distributed in Slovak e-
businesses from October 2016 to January 2017. The number of respondents is 91, which we consider 
to be a representative sample with respect to data sensitivity and the number of e-businesses in 
Slovakia. This number reached 9355 in 2015 with the year-on-year increase of 1105 e-businesses in 
(Heureka, 2015). The survey variables are continuous and measured on a scale from 0 to 100 points. 
The following table shows a structure of the data set by economic activity (NACE Rev. 2). 
 

Table 2: Structure of the data set by economic activity 

 
Economic activity according to NACE Rev. 2 % 

A – Agriculture, forestry and fishing 5.49 % 
C – Manufacturing 2.20 % 
F – Construction 2.20 % 
G – Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 50.55 % 
H – Transportation and storage 1.10 % 
I – Accommodation and food service activities 1.10 % 
J – Information and communication 2.20 % 
K – Finance and insurance activities 1.10 % 
M – Professional, scientific and technical activities 6.59 % 
O – Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 1.10 % 
P – Education 2.20 % 
R – Arts, entertainment and recreation 2.20 % 
S – Other service activities 21.98 % 

∑∑∑∑ 100.00 % 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
The most surveyed enterprises come from the G section (50.5%), the S section (21.98%) and the M 
section (6.59%). The results confirm that most e-businesses are focused on retail or wholesale. In 
terms of business size, 73.63% of microenterprises, 23.08% of SMEs and 3.30% of large enterprises 
were involved in the survey. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 

The ISMS survey in businesses that trade on the Slovak electronic market has brought a number of 
valuable insights that reveal the current perception of importance and attitude towards ISMS. 
Descriptive statistics of the examined variables are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the ISMS variables 

 

Variable Min Max Kurtosis 
Skewnes

s 
Mode Median M SD 

ISMS1 0 100 -0.73 -0.51 100 70 64.89 30.02 

ISMS2 0 100 -1.03 0.23 50 49 45.02 30.23 

ISMS3 0 100 -0.79 -0.09 50 50 51.75 29.38 

ISMS4 1 100 -0.74 -0.41 100 60 61.26 29.33 

ISMS5 0 100 -0.70 0.66 0 24 30.08 28.59 

ISMS6 0 77 4.64 2.04 5 6 12.63 15.11 

ISMS7 0 100 -1.03 0.48 – 29 36.95 32.15 

ISMS8 1 100 -0.54 -0.61 50 70 66.63 27.09 

ISMS9 1 100 -0.68 -0.52 80 70 62.93 27.68 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
The variable named ISMS1 determines whether it is necessary to deal with ISMS within e-business 
on a scale from 0 points (definitely not) to 100 points (certainly yes). Data shows that businesses (M 
= 64.89, SD = 30.02) claim that ISMS should be addressed in e-business. Median represents 70 
points, while up to 25% of respondents rated the variable by more than 93 points. E-businesses are 
aware of the importance of ISMS. Since the results of the K-S test at a significance level of α = 0.05 
confirm that the data are distributed normally (Z = 1.16; p = 0.120), we assume that with 95% 
reliability the interval for the mean value of ISMS1 is between 58.64 and 71.14 points. 
 
Another variable is the possibility of protecting e-business without ISMS (ISMS2). We examined 
whether e-business could be protected against risks without the comprehensive ISMS, where 0 points 
mean "definitely not" and 100 points mean "certainly yes". The results show the indecision of 
business representatives in this issue (M = 45.02, SD = 30.23, Modus = 50, Median = 49), although 
more respondents are skewed (0.23) to lower values. Only 10 % of respondents reported more than 
88 points. These respondents argue that securing e-business is certainly possible without the ISMS. 
The data is normally distributed (K-S test, Z = 1.00, p = 0.269), so we can determine the 95 % 
confidence interval for the mean value of the normal distribution (38.73, 51.32). 
 
The ISMS3 variable studies whether the established ISMS can improve the economic performance of 
an e-business on a scale from 0 (definitely not) to 100 points (certainly can). In this case, the results 
are again indecisive (M = 51.75, SD = 29.38, Modus = 50, Median = 50). Respondents can not judge 
whether ISMS affects the business performance or not. The data are flatter (-0.79), slightly sloping to 
smaller values (-0.09) and normally distributed (K-S test, Z = 0.86, p = 0.465). The 95 % confidence 
interval for the mean value of the statistical population is between 45.63 and 57.87 points. 
 
The fourth variable (ISMS4) measures the need to introduce, deploy, maintain and continually 
improve ISMS in an e-commerce business on the same scale as the previous variables. 50 % of the 
respondents rated ISMS4 more or less than 60 points. The most common value is 100 points and 
there is 15.38 % of such businesses. On average, the survey participants lean towards the need for 
perfecting the ISMS in their business (M = 61.26, SD = 29.33). 75 % of respondents reported more 
than 46.5 points. According to the K-S test's results at the significance level of α = 0.05, the data are 
normally distributed (Z = 0.89; p = 0.407). Therefore, we can assume that the mean value is between 
55.16 and 67.37 points with 95 % reliability. 
 
The ISMS5 variable examines whether businesses establish, implement, maintain, and improve ISMS 
in their environment. The variable is specific because it was categorized into four intervals the 
respondents were familiar with. Values were divided into categories from 0 to 25 % (enterprises 
establish the ISMS), up to 50 % (establish and implement the ISMS), up to 75 % (establish, 
implement and maintain the ISMS) and up to 100 % (improve the ISMS). 0 % means that businesses 
do not perform any ISMS activity. Figure 1 shows the shares in the given categories. 
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Fig. 1: Share of enterprises practicing ISMS 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
Most enterprises are only in the initial phase of ISMS (41 %). However, up to 13 % of e-businesses 
do not carry out any activity in this area. Interestingly, 8 % of the researched enterprises already have 
the ISMS established, implemented and are improving the system. On average, e-businesses reach M 
= 30.08 points; SD = 28.59 points. 75 % of the values are up to 50 points. These data show that 
businesses do not implement and are paying little attention to the ISMS. Because the data are not 
distributed according to the normal distribution (K-S test, Z = 1.47, p = 0.018), the 95 % confidence 
interval of the mean value can not be reliably determined. 
 
The share of information security costs from total business costs (ISMS6) measured in percentage 
follows. On average, enterprises invest 12.63% of total costs in information security (M = 12.63, SD 
= 15.11). An overview of costs in terms of business size is shown in Figure 2. SMEs invest no more 
than 18.86% of total costs followed by microenterprises (10.81%) and large enterprises (9.67%). We 
consider the cost shares of all business sizes to be surprisingly high, but the results may be distorted 
by a low number of respondents in the SMEs and large enterprises' categories, as well as a few high 
values in the data set. The most of e-businesses use 5 % of information security costs. Half of the 
values are less or more than 6 %. It is visible in the descriptive statistics that the data are not normally 
distributed. This is confirmed by the K-S test (Z = 2.49; p <0.001). According to the statistics, we can 
see that the relatively high mean value is affected by several high values. The mode and the median 
show a more realistic data layout. Therefore, we claim that the e-businesses allocate to information 
security around 5 % of their total costs, which we consider to be appropriate. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Share of information security costs from total costs by business size 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
By ISMS7 we studied, if an enterprise has enough funds for adequate protection of its information on 
a scale from 0 (definitely not) to 100 points (certainly yes). The mode represents 29 points. 
According to kurtosis, the data set contains more extreme values (-1.03), but skewness shows smaller 
values (0.48). On average, the respondents determined that the enterprises do not have sufficient 
financial resources for information security (M = 36.95, SD = 32.15). The average values by business 
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size are shown in Figure 3. According to assumptions, large enterprises have the most free funds, 
averaging 51.33 points, followed by microenterprises (37.33 points) and SMEs (33.67 points). 
 

 
Fig. 3: The average amount of financial resources for information security measured in points 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
In our opinion, the ideal interval for evaluating the sufficiency of financial resources is 75 points or 
more. However, only 19 % of the e-businesses reported such figures. Only 25 % of the enterprises 
have rather enought resources, more than 59 points. Up to 10 % of the respondents selected values of 
0 or 1. This means that around one tenth of the e-businesses do not have enough resources to secure 
enterprise information. 95 % confidence interval can not be determined because the data are not 
normally distributed (K-S test, Z = 1.33, p = 0.043). The mode can not be calculated due to two 
values with the highest frequency (1 and 50). 
 
The ISMS8 variable examines the extent to which e-businesses are satisfied with securing their 
information assets. The respondents assessed the variable on a scale from 0 points (definitely not 
satisfied) to 100 points (certainly satisfied). On average, the business representatives are rather 
satisfied (M = 66.63, SD = 27.09). Up to 50 % of the values are over 70 points. Kurtosis determines 
more flat data (-0.54) which are skewed to the right (-0.61). According to the K-S test, the data do not 
meet the condition of normal distribution (Z = 1.33; p = 0.043). In summary, most enterprises are 
rather satisfied with their level of information security. 
 
The variable of enterprise's information security level (ISMS9) is linked to the previous variable 
(ISMS8) because it measures the perceived security level on a scale from 0 (minimum) to 100 points 
(maximum). The mean value is M = 62.93 points; SD = 27.68 points. The enterprises claim that their 
level is sufficient. We argue that the level should be much higher because of the current threats' 
danger. The information security level determined by the respondents and grouped by business size is 
shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4: The level of information security determined by enterprises 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 

Microenterprises have the highest observed information security level among other business sizes, 
averaging 67.58 points. SMEs follow with 50.71 points. The information security level of large 
enterprises is rather insufficient (44.67 points). The large enterprises are more aware of the need to 
protect information than businesses of other sizes and thus identify their shortcomings more. In 
addition, they need to secure many more areas, systems and processes than other enterprises. The 
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respondents most often rated the information security level at 80 points. Only 25 % of the e-
businesses have the level of less than or equal to 47.50 points. The data are not normally distributed 
(K-S test, Z = 1.63, p = 0.006). The values of the information security level can be explained in two 
ways. Either the level is really sufficient and the results reflect the real situation, or the enterprises 
lack security awareness and education while the respondents believe that the level of information 
security is good enough. We refer to the second part of the claim. 
 
Correlation Research of the Information Security Management System 
 
In the previous section, we found that the interval variables (scales) ISMS1, ISMS2, ISMS3 and 
ISMS4 are normally distributed by using the K-S test. Therefore, correlations between these variables 
are identified by the Pearson correlation coefficient whose results are found in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Correlation matrix of variables with normally distributed data 

  SY01 SY02 SY03 SY04 

ISMS1 
Pearson Correlation 

– 
0.24 0.39 0.42 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.020 0.000 0.000 
N 91 91 91 

ISMS2 
Pearson Correlation 0.24 

– 
0.00 -0.24 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.020 0.966 0.022 
N 91 91 91 

ISMS3 
Pearson Correlation 0.39 0.00 

– 
0.39 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.966 0.000 
N 91 91 91 

ISMS4 
Pearson Correlation 0.42 -0.24 0.39 

– Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.022 0.000 
N 91 91 91 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
The ISMS1 scale correlates with ISMS2 (r = 0.24; p = 0.020) and ISMS3 (r = 0.39; p <0.001) just 
weakly. The strength of these scales' interdependence is small. There is a medium correlation 
between ISMS1 and ISMS4 (r = 0.42; p <0.001). It means that the variables have a moderate 
relationship. There is no correlation between the ISMS2 and ISMS3 scales (r = 0.00, p = 0.966). This 
represents that the possibility of protecting e-business without ISMS and improving the economic 
performance of e-business through ISMS are unrelated. The scales of the ISMS2 and ISMS4 
variables, r = -0.24; p = 0.022, as well as the ISMS3 and ISMS4 scales, r = 0.39; p <0.001, correlate 
weakly. Because the values of ISMS5, ISMS6, ISMS7, ISMS8 and ISMS9 are not normally 
distributed according to the K-S test results, we used the Spearman's and Kendall's Tau-c coefficients 
to examine the correlations. The results with higlighted values of more than weak correlations are 
shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: Results of Spearman's correlation and Kendall's tau–c 

 

 Statistic 
ISMS

1 

ISMS

2 

ISMS

3 

ISMS

4 

ISMS

5 

ISMS

6 

ISMS

7 

ISMS

8 

ISMS

9 

ISMS

5 

Kendall's tau–c 0.16 0.08 0.11 0.22 
– 

0.31 0.30 0.05 0.18 
Spearman Correlation 0.22 0.10 0.14 0.30 0.42 0.41 0.05 0.26 

ISMS

6 

Kendall's tau–c -0.06 -0.01 0.08 0.07 0.31 
– 

0.18 -0.09 0.06 
Spearman Correlation -0.10 -0.01 0.11 0.11 0.42 0.24 -0.13 0.08 

ISMS

7 

Kendall's tau–c 0.05 0.15 0.01 0.12 0.30 0.18 
– 

0.12 0.22 
Spearman Correlation 0.09 0.21 0.02 0.16 0.41 0.24 0.17 0.32 

ISMS

8 

Kendall's tau–c 0.03 0.13 -0.04 -0.01 0.05 -0.09 0.12 
– 

0.51 
Spearman Correlation 0.04 0.18 -0.06 -0.04 0.05 -0.13 0.17 0.68 

ISMS Kendall's tau–c 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.18 0.06 0.22 0.51 – 
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 Statistic 
ISMS

1 

ISMS

2 

ISMS

3 

ISMS

4 

ISMS

5 

ISMS

6 

ISMS

7 

ISMS

8 

ISMS

9 

9 Spearman Correlation 0.20 0.18 0.24 0.11 0.26 0.08 0.32 0.68 
Source: Authors' calculations 
 
According to Spearman's correlation coefficient, the ISMS5 scale correlates moderately with the 
scale of ISMS6, r = 0.42, and ISMS7, r = 0.41. The Kendall's Tau-c results do not confirm such 
strength of interdependence in both cases. The ISMS5 scale with SY06 (τ = 0.31) and ISMS7 (τ = 
0.30) correlates only weakly. We are inclined to the Kendall's Tau-c results due to lower coefficient 
values. The level of ISMS establishment, implementation, maintenance and improvement in e-
businesses is only weakly related to the costs incurred for information security and also to the 
perceived sufficiency of financial resources to adequately protect business information assets. 
 
Other combinations of the scales, except for the satisfaction with the information security level in the 
enterprise (ISMS8) and the level of information security in the enterprise (ISMS9), are weakly 
correlated. The scales of ISMS8 and ISMS9 correlate moderately as evidenced by Spearman's rho (r 
= 0.68) and Kendall's Tau-c (τ = 0.51). The satisfaction with the information security level in the 
enterprise is moderately related to the level of information security in the enterprise. In general, only 
some of the scales have medium linear dependence (ISMS8 and ISMS9, ISMS1 and ISMS4). The 
correlation of other ISMS scales is only weak or possibly nonexistent (e.g. ISMS2 and ISMS3). 
 
Testing the Hypothesis 
 
The basis of the hypothesis is that the amount of funds spent on information security relates to the 
level of information security determined by e-businesses. If an enterprise spends more, it perceives 
higher level of information security, or from the other point of view, if the e-businesses perceive the 
high level of information security, they also have higher information security costs. We test the 
hypothesis by the correlation analysis of the share of information security costs from total costs 
(ISMS6) and the level of information security in the enterprise (ISMS9). Because the results of the K-
S test for ISMS6 (Z = 2.49; p <0.001) and for ISMS9 (Z = 1.63; p = 0.006) prove that the data are not 
normally distributed, we selected Spearman's correlation coefficient and Kendall's Tau-c to measure 
the correlation. The results are shown in Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Results of the interdependence of ISMS6 and ISMS9 variables 

 

 Category Statistic Value 
Asymp. 

Std. Error 

Approx. 

T 

Approx. 

Sig. 

Symmetric 

measures 

Ordinal by Ordinal 
Kendall's tau–c 0.06 0.07 0.78 – 
Spearman Correlation 0.08 0.11 0.72 – 

N of Valid Cases – 91 – – – 
Source: Authors' calculations 
 
The Spearman's correlation coefficient (r = 0.08) and the Kendall's Tau-c (τ = 0.06) are very low and 
close to zero, which reflects the trivial mutual linear dependence of the studied variables. Because of 
these results we accept the null hypothesis. The relationship between the costs spent on information 
security in the e-businesses and the level of information security set by the e-businesses is minimal. 
There is no statistically significant correlation between the variables. The minimal correlation of the 
variables is shown in Figure 5, where the points are randomly distributed. 
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Fig. 5: Correlation diagram of ISMS6 and ISMS9 variables 

Source: Authors' calculations 
 
It is possible to explain this knowledge from the point of view of dividing security measures into 
technical and organizational measures. While technical measures are costly, organizational measures 
do not necessarily mean additional costs, although they also contribute to raising the information 
security level. For example, if an enterprise develops, publishes and adheres to an information 
security policy, which is not a technical control, it will significantly increase the perceived level of 
information security with little or no additional costs. Therefore, investing in information security 
does not affect the perceived level of information security in e-businesses. 
 
Based on the results of the ISMS variables, we note that businesses operating e-commerces on the 
Slovak electronic market have only a basic overview of the information security and are prepared for 
information security threats at the basic level. The enterprises agree that the ISMS needs to be 
addressed in e-business. They are aware of the ISMS importance. They also advocate that the ISMS 
should be implemented in their environment. However, the e-businesses do not pay enough attention 
to the ISMS. Most enterprises claim that they establish the ISMS (41 %), which means that they use 
at least basic security measures (e.g. antivirus software, firewall, TLS protocols). On the other hand, 
up to 13 % of the surveyed enterprises do not perform any ISMS activity. Additionally, the e-
businesses are rather satisfied with their level of information security which they consider sufficient. 
We are attributing such unfavorable condition to the perception of the information security level 
based on the application of only basic security measures and due to low security awareness. We 
exclude the impact of the lack of financial resources due to the nonexistent correlation between the 
costs spent on information security and the level of information security in the e-businesses. 
 
Conclusion 
 
To conclude, we found out that e-businesses are aware of the importance of ISMS and incline to the 
need to improve it, but they do not introduce the ISMS. E-businesses are rather satisfied with their 
level of information security, which they see as sufficient. We also identified that businesses only 
have a basic overview of information security and are prepared for information security threats only 
at the minimum level. Considering the hypothesis, we researched whether the information security 
costs out of total costs (ISMS6) and the level of enterprise information security (ISMS9) depend on 
each other at least at a moderate level (r > 0.3). Because the Spearman's correlation coefficient (r = 
0.08) and Kendall's Tau-c (τ = 0.06) are close to zero, we have accepted that a zero hypothesis is true. 
The linear correlation of the examined variables is trivial. There is no statistically significant 
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correlation between the information security costs and the information security level. Unlike Singh et 
al. (2013), Černý (2014), Stehlíková & Horovčák (2012), we have not confirmed the dependence 
between the information security costs and the information security level in e-business. 
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Abstract  

The paper considers the development of methodological approaches to financial analysis of distressed 

companies considering certain specifics of emerging economies within framework of sustainable 

development of global economy. The research explains reasonability of shift from “accounting” 

approach to “flexible market analysis model” of distressed companies’ at emerging markets and 

provides concrete methodological approach based on cash flow analysis, comparative interfirm 

analysis, comprehensive transactions investigation, concerning presence (absence) of distressed 

company’s intention to continue activity. This approach to financial diagnostics contributes to 

proactive crisis management and to the transformation of insolvency model from liquidation towards 

restructuring of distressed business. 

 

Keywords: financial analysis, cash flows, bankruptcy prediction, insolvency, bankruptcy 

Introduction 

Problems of business insolvency and bankruptcy, assessment of distressed companies’ restructuring 

possibilities or reasonable assets appraisal during corporate liquidation are currently important for all 

countries. However, in emerging markets bankruptcy threat usually concerns much wider range of 

companies. Financial distress of companies from fast-growing economies (India, China, etc.) can be 

partially related with unsustainable growth rate
1
 of some companies, i.e. such growth which 

outperforms the possibilities of funds raising. In long-established, but currently stagnating market 

economies some businesses suffer from lack or insufficient government support (both direct financial 

injections and indirect lightening of taxation and lending).  

 

Issues of monitoring the opportunities for a business rescue, choosing corporate rehabilitation 

procedures, determining of market value of distressed companies have extremely high importance in 

emerging countries with short history of market economy (Russia, Ukraine, Belorussia, Kazakhstan, 

etc.). Insolvency institute in these countries does not provide appropriate solutions for above-

mentioned problems due to its imperfection: positive experience of business recovery within 

bankruptcy procedures is practically absent (Table 1), “grey schemes” for delaying terms of 

proceedings and assets stripping tend to become a common practice, illegal seizures of distressed 

enterprises are used by means of insolvency procedure for property repartition, creditors’ claims 

during liquidation are satisfied at the low level. For example, in Russia according to official statistics 

of Unified Federal Register of Bankruptcy Information (UFRBI) in 2016 the share of settled debts 

decreased in comparison with 2015 – from 5% to 3,2%.  
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Table 1: The amount of insolvency proceedings in the last ten years in Russia (number of cases) 

 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Accepted 

applications on 

insolvency 

(bankruptcy) 

83068 30015 27032 35545 33270 27422 33226 27351 35583 41040 

Financial 

rehabilitation  
39 33 48 53 91 94 92 67 58 68 

debt repaid 8 3 6 2 6 7 3 4 4 0 

External 

administration 
947 752 579 604 908 986 922 803 817 882 

solvency 

restored 
31 41 40 11 14 13 25 15 18 14 

Composition 106 126 126 127 255 376 563 585 598 651 

Source: Unified Federal Register of Bankruptcy Information (UFRBI). 

 

Nevertheless, in such countries pre-conditions for shift from prevailing liquidation of distressed 

business towards focusing on its rehabilitation became to develop. This process should be 

accompanied by closer attention to analytical instruments of assessment of distressed companies’ 

perspectives. The development of methodological approaches to financial analysis of distressed 

companies considering certain specifics (that is so-called “creative accounting” (Griffiths, 1986), 

deliberate bankruptcy with systematically repeating financial schemes of debt settlement avoidance) 

is an important economic and legal problem.  

 

Hypothesis of the research is reasonability of shift from “accounting” approach to “flexible market 

analysis model” based on cash flow analysis, comparative interfirm analysis, comprehensive 

transactions investigation, concerning presence (absence) of company’s intention to continue activity. 

Necessity to take into account of economic and political factors makes this potential methodic 

difficult to formalize, so it is possible to develop only methodological approaches. 

 

Literature Review 

Financial diagnostics is a critical condition of proactive crisis management. So, financial analysis of 

distressed companies is traditionally considered by specialists in two main aspects – predicting 

insolvency (proactive activity) and analysis of already insolvent firms (reactive crisis management to 

reveal main problems and suggest solutions).  

 

Methods of predicting corporate distress were initially suggested by Altman (1968), then by Conan & 

Holder (1979), Taffler & Tisshaw (1977), Taffler (1982), Jones (1987), Zmijewski (1984), Platt 

(1990), Beaver (1998, 2005), etc. Many further models developed discriminant analysis approach and 

were based on economic statistics of certain (usually – developed) country collected during certain 

period of economic cycle and not always suitable to contemporary emerging markets.  

 

There are also papers examining analysis methods in financial distress, which “is, in short, the 

dynamic process towards corporate failure” (Fawzi et al., 2015). It should be argued that financial 

distress is not equal entering to liquidation (Grice & Dugan, 2001), but is a turning point in corporate 

life cycle: so, financial analysis can help to reveal main problematic issues and design recovery plan.  

 

Practice of management of already insolvent companies under bankruptcy proceedings in different 

jurisdictions, including emerging economies, has been studied by many national specialists (Wessels, 

2006; Lowitzsch (ed), 2007; Giorgini & Vallens (ed), 2015; Lvova & Bobyleva, 2012; Lvova, 2014; 

Karelina & Erlikh, 2012; Lai, 2016).  
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In 2008 Ministry of Economics of the Russian Federation started a mutual project with European 

Bank of Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) on development of Federal standards of financial 

analysis as guidelines for insolvency administrators. This work was not completed but widely 

criticized for the lack of consistency, complexity of financial analysis and concrete analytical 

methodic not corresponding with the current level of bankruptcy institute development in Russia.  

 

So, today scientific and practical works on financial analysis methodology for distressed companies 

in emerging economies are still practically absent; most of papers on bankruptcy are usually devoted 

to the legal framework examining whereas economic aspects of insolvency proceedings, including 

financial analysis issues, are undercharacterized. This determines the choice of the paper topic. 

 

The Possibilities of a Common Methodology in Emerging Countries 

In Russia financial diagnostics of distressed companies under bankruptcy proceedings is regulated by 

two special legal acts: “Rules of financial analysis for insolvency administrator” (approved by the 

Government Decision of the Russian Federation at 29 June 2003 №367) and “Temporary rules of 

identification of deliberate and fictitious bankruptcy by the insolvency administrator” (approved by 

the Government Decision of the Russian Federation at 27 December 2004 №855). These provisions 

did not fully meet their objectives from the moment of coming into force. During the last years their 

limitations, impossibility of performing main goals became more obvious due to adoption of new 

Federal Law “On accounting” (Law at 06 December 2011 №402-FZ), changing of financial and 

economic conditions in Russia and insolvency institute by itself.  

 

Irrelevancy of these documents and their insufficiency to creditors’ and court’s requirements were 

discussed among academics and practitioners for several times at Subcommittee of crisis 

management of Chamber of Commerce and Industry and in scientific papers (Bobyleva, 2010). 

Among disadvantages of applicable rules the following are usually considered: prevailing of 

“accounting” type of analysis, choice of inconclusive and even incorrect ratios. In a whole, these 

Rules on analysis have the following limitations: 

 

− do not orient at deep financial analysis to make relevant decisions; 

− do not aim at revealing of key success factors of the company, main drivers of business 

recovery, do not allow to evaluate the scale of crisis, discover factors of its development; 

− assessment of capability of breakeven activity does not include widespread methods of 

managerial control (direct-costing analysis, factor analysis, risk management); 

− main attention is usually paid to current operating activity of the distressed company 

while financial and investment activities are not considered. 

 

The implementation of traditional methodology of analysis and diagnostics also gives the possibilities 

to use creative accounting and benefit from it. For example:  

− overvaluation of assets by: intentionally not writing off bad accounts receivable, 

gathering illiquid inventories, recognition of loans issued as «financial investments» in 

assets; 

− artificial improving of financial results by recognition bad receivables in sales revenue 

enlarging financial results; 

− formal filling of Cash flow statement as it usually has no sense, because tax authorities 

are not interested in it and banks giving loans also check this statement in a formal way. 

 

So, it can be concluded, that a company shows “bad” ratios, when it lost the hope for recovering or if 

deliberate or fictitious bankruptcy took place. 

 

The imperfection of the methodology and its creative implementation are not the only reasons for the 

fact that the analysis does not recognize insolvency. In emerging economies the number of 

bankruptcies is connected with economic conditions only partially (Figure 1). In identical economic 

conditions in Russia in the period of 2005−2007 the amount of insolvency proceedings differed in 2-

3 times. The big number of applications in 2006 can be explained by the easy procedure of 
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application for the “missing debtors” bankruptcy and 

procedure became more complicated and the number of insolvency proceedings sharply reduced.

Another example is crisis of 2008

bankruptcies. The amount of bankruptcies in 2008 even decreased 

 

Fig 1:  The amount of insolvency proceedings opened by the court in 1993

 

The volatility of the amount of initiated cases shows, from the one hand, the immaturity of the 

Russian insolvency system and, from the other hand, to a certain degree can be explained by 

governmental support of “strategic

example, in spite of low efficiency and “bad” ratios

for 2010”, PJSC “AvtoVAZ” received 25 bln rubles.

company received net loss of 74 bln rubles, the loans were restructured with the help of government. 

 

Another typical situation was with OJSC “Transaero Airlines”. By 2015 the company has 

accumulated debt approximately 1,1 bln

The loans have been approved because the company had “good” financial ratios for a long period 

before (in particular it was achieved by creative accounting 

The creditors took into consideration tha

with national aviation authorities. So

made the decision not to support air carrier

 

These examples demonstrate that financial analysi

the real situation within the company, especially taking into account specifics of public protection

selected companies. Financial diagnos

approaches according to their legal status

 

In this regard, the question arises if

emerging countries. As it is known

on subjective (A-methods) and objective (Z

considers both firm’s goodwill, personality of director, competitiveness, etc. Z

calculation of financial ratios and their linear combinations, use statistical method to assort such 

classifying measures variance of which between considered groups would be maximal but within 

these groups – minimal (multiple discriminant analysis, MDA). The most 

suggested by E. Altman (USA), J. Conan and M. Holder (France), R. Taffler and H. Tisshaw 

(England), H. Platt and M. Platt (USA), W. Beaver

which vary significantly in dependence on subjective view o

period of time in the certain country. It can be concluded that 

American model at Russian conditions is unacceptable. Using of “alien” models in emerging markets 

is incorrect also due to the next reasons:
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issing debtors” bankruptcy and so-called “assetless companies”. In 2007 the 

more complicated and the number of insolvency proceedings sharply reduced.

Another example is crisis of 2008−2009: paradoxically it has not caused strong increase in 

bankruptcies. The amount of bankruptcies in 2008 even decreased to 90% of the 2007 level

The amount of insolvency proceedings opened by the court in 1993-2015

The volatility of the amount of initiated cases shows, from the one hand, the immaturity of the 

Russian insolvency system and, from the other hand, to a certain degree can be explained by 

strategic” enterprises in crisis despite the financial analysis results. For 

in spite of low efficiency and “bad” ratios, according to “Anti-crisis Government Pro

received 25 bln rubles. It gave short-term effect but in 2015

s of 74 bln rubles, the loans were restructured with the help of government. 

s with OJSC “Transaero Airlines”. By 2015 the company has 

accumulated debt approximately 1,1 bln Euro which it was unable to repay and so went bankrupt. 

been approved because the company had “good” financial ratios for a long period 

achieved by creative accounting – overestimation of intangible assets). 

consideration that the company was “too big to fail”, had close relationships 

s. So, they continued crediting the company while the government 

ade the decision not to support air carrier.  

These examples demonstrate that financial analysis based on certain ratios calculation can not show 

the real situation within the company, especially taking into account specifics of public protection

Financial diagnostics of such companies needs special methodological 

ccording to their legal status and belonging to a group of strategic ones. 

In this regard, the question arises if financial ratios can be useful for bankruptcy prediction in 

As it is known, world widespread bankruptcy prediction methods can be divided 

methods) and objective (Z-methods). A-methods are based on expert opinion, which 

considers both firm’s goodwill, personality of director, competitiveness, etc. Z-methods include 

inancial ratios and their linear combinations, use statistical method to assort such 

classifying measures variance of which between considered groups would be maximal but within 

minimal (multiple discriminant analysis, MDA). The most popular models 

suggested by E. Altman (USA), J. Conan and M. Holder (France), R. Taffler and H. Tisshaw 

Platt (USA), W. Beaver. These models have different number 

in dependence on subjective view of analyst and used data in the specific 

period of time in the certain country. It can be concluded that simple transfer of, for instance, 

American model at Russian conditions is unacceptable. Using of “alien” models in emerging markets 

e to the next reasons: 
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07 level.  
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Russian insolvency system and, from the other hand, to a certain degree can be explained by direct 

analysis results. For 

crisis Government Program 

m effect but in 2015 the 
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− ratios used in the model for advanced market economy are not always possible to find in 

financial reporting of companies working in emerging economy; 

− calculated ratios can be incorrect due to falsification of accounts, its “creative” character, 

i.e. understatement of sales revenue, profit, assets; 

− financial statements of companies from emerging economies imperfectly corresponds 

with IFRS and GAAP what makes impossible standard interpretation of financial 

analysis results. 

 

There are some national bankruptcy predicting models, in particular for Russia (Kovalev & Volkova, 

2000; Zaytseva, 1998; Sayfullin & Kadykov, 2003; Davydova & Belikov, 1999), but they also should 

be applied carefully: proposed sets of ratios seem controversial; suggested ratios gravities are poorly 

proved. Disadvantages of these models are objective: transitionary proportions in Russian economy 

do not allow to derive normative values, results of empirical studies for gravities’ determining give 

highly volatile results. 

 

So, one of our conclusions is that in emerging countries existing methodology of bankruptcy 

diagnostics and prediction for the future based on financial statements gives few information about 

company’s present situation. 

 

Modern “Market” Approach to Financial Analysis of Distressed Companies 

Existing “accounting” approach to analysis based on financial statements, taking into account above-

mentioned limitations and specific features of companies’ activity in emerging economy, makes 

implementation of new ‘market’ methodological approach to analysis essential. Market model of 

analysis is hard to formalize because of many possible scenarios in prejudice of alignment of 

approaches. It has so called “cloud character”, i.e. stipulates goals and tasks of analysis, its stages, 

methodical approaches, but leaves freedom of concrete options choice. 

 

In the same time, the financial analysis of debtor is considered by the court as one of evidences 

within official bankruptcy procedure and it should give explicit conclusions about: (a) financial 

standing of the debtor; (b) possibility (impossibility) of conducting breakeven activity by the debtor; 

(c) availability (unavailability) of solvency restoration. 

 

This approach is a basis of the Russian Federal Standard Draft of “Rules of financial and economic 

analysis of the debtor” which has been developing by the group of specialists since 2015 and now is 

at the validation phase
2
 (Bobyleva, Lvova et al., 2015). Standard considers obligatory conducting of 

basic financial analysis of the debtor which can include one or two stages and parallel analysis of 

presence (absence) of evidences for transactions’ voidance (Figure 2).  

 

First stage is aimed at verification whether the debtor was indeed carrying out of its general business 

activity and (or) there was absence of intention (reasonability) to continue such activity. If the fact of 

main activity absence was established, the first stage is terminated. As a result, there is substantiation 

of further liquidation procedure. 

 

Second stage is conducted while the fact of presence of general business activity or intention to 

continue was established. The result of second stage is conclusion about possibility (impossibility) of 

conducting breakeven activity by the debtor, availability (unavailability) of its solvency restoration, 

substantiation of further appropriate bankruptcy procedure opening.  
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Fig. 2: Order of basic analysis of financial analysis of the debtor 

 

Analysis of external conditions is aimed at recognition of influence of macroeconomic, regional and 

industrial factors at the debtor’s financial standing. It should be noticed that flexibility of such model 

of analysis implies, that insolvency administrator considers not all but relative to debtor’s business 

factors from Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Analysis of external conditions of the debtor’s activity 

 

Description of factors Tasks of analysis 

1. Macroeconomic factors 

1.1. Geographic location, 

economic conditions of the 

region   

To recognize the influence on debtor’s activity of natural, 

seasonal, environmental factors, investment climate, 

taxation regime, specifics of region where the debtor acts 

1.2. Inflation in the country and 

within certain region 

To recognize the influence on debtor’s activity of inflation 

level  

1.3. Medium interest rates for 

similar scale and industry 

business  

To compare credit conditions for debtor’s business with 

mid-market ones 

1.4. Currency rate To learn correlation between currency rate changing and 

fluctuations in prices of the debtor’s goods and services if it 

used import raw materials and other units bought for 

foreign currency 

1.5. Other external factors related 

to debtor’s business 

To recognize the influence on debtor’s activity of tariffs, 

stock exchange indexes, etc. 

2. Specific market factors (according to debtor’s business) 

2.1. Specifics of industry public 

regulation  

To learn specific issues of government control of debtor’s 

business industry which usually has significant importance 

at emerging markets 

2.2. Market of debtor's 

commodities (services)  

To determine influence of competitive environment, 

consumer demand and prices. Analysis should include such 

 
11. Substantiation of certian further bankruptcy procedure opening

10. Substantiation of possibility (impossibility) of debtor's solvency restoration

9. Analysis of possibility (impossibility) of conducting breakeven activity by the debtor

Stage 2

8. Analysis of debtor's financial activity

7. Analysis of debtor's investment activity

6. Analysis of liquidity, solvency and financial sustainability of the debtor

5. Analysis of debtor's financial outcomes

4. Analysis of debtor's liabiblities

3. Analysis of debtor's assets

2. Analysis of internal conditions (business processes) of the debtor's activity

1. Analysis of external conditions of the debtor's activity

Stage 1
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categories as debtor’s consumer groups; sales volume in 

dependence on types of goods sold and domestic / foreign 

market distribution; methods of payment, debtor's market 

share, main competitors in relation to types of goods sold, 

prices dynamics, presence of substitutes 

2.3. Purchase of supplies To recognize the influence on debtor’s financial standing of 

changing in raw materials prices, corresponding volume of 

deliveries (for example, price increase, reduction in 

requirement of raw materials, etc.)    

2.4. Terms of bank credit To analyze the influence of interest rate, credit terms, credit 

scoring of debtor's business by the bank 

 

As the result of external conditions analysis, the influence on debtor’s business activity of above-

mentioned factors should be recognized, the main damaging factors for debtor’s financial standing 

should be emphasized, the possibility of necessary business adaptation to these factors should be 

assessed. Investigation of voidable transactions can be considered as an element of deliberate 

bankruptcy analysis.  

 

Characteristics of indebted company itself (block №2 within Stage 1 at Figure 2) includes analysis of 

internal features which should allow to propose following conclusions about: 

 

− change in the assortment, volumes of production and sales of goods (services) and the 

reasons of it; 

− change of costs’ structure, level and reasons of it; 

− reasonableness of purchasing prices at supplies, their correspondence with market prices, 

law and good business practices; 

− correspondence of prices for goods (services) sold to market prices; 

− opportunity and reasonability to save certain types of debtor’s activity; 

− organizational and production structure and their correspondence to main business types, 

goals and tasks of the debtor’s activity; 

− interconnections of the debtor’s firm within group of companies (if applicable); 

− dynamics of number of employees, payroll, incentive rewards relatively certain 

employees’ categories, and reasons of changes in these measures; 

− quality of financial accounts and statements, tax compliance; 

− debtor’s strategy: existence of business plans, current budgets, extent of their 

elaboration, implementation opportunities and possible risks. 

 

The next step is Assets analysis (block №3 within Stage 1 at Figure 2) which should contain the 

following information: 

 

− book value of all debtor's assets as at the last reporting date including explanation of 

main elements; 

− assets classification into 4 groups: (1) assets, without which the main debtor’s business 

activity would be impossible; (2) assets, sale of which would be problematic; (3) asset, 

which could be sold to cover creditors’ claims, court expenses and insolvency 

administrator remuneration; (4) assets, which are impossible to sale; 

− possible estimated market value of debtor’s assets; 

− value of pledged assets (book and collateral); 

− transactions and actions of debtor’s supervisory bodies, conducted within explored 

period of time, resulted in illegal disposal of debtor’s assets. 

 

Analysis of debtor’s liabilities (block №4 of Stage 1) serves to discover reasons of significant change 

in debt to equity proportion, reveal voidable liabilities, find opportunities for due dates restructuring 

and suggest the conclusions about: 
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− constitution and structure of debtor’s liabilities; 

− liabilities dynamics (separately at each type of liability), reasons of their change and 

consequences for the debtor’s activity; 

− reasons of past-due debt arising and its types; 

− reasonableness of liabilities and its classification; 

− liabilities which come due in the next month, two months, quarter, half year, year; 

− debts which can be settled by instalment; 

− constitution and size of claims by creditors’ classes, debt volumes and duration; 

− opportunities and conditions of debt restructuring according to due dates by making 

agreement with certain creditors. 

 

Financial outcomes block (№5 of Stage 1) includes the analysis of sales revenue, cost of goods sold, 

distribution and administrative expenses, non-operating gains and losses, gross profit, operation profit 

and pretax profit, net profit. After this step, analysis of liquidity, solvency and financial sustainability 

(block №6) follows. At these stages of analysis widespread financial ratios are still used, but, taking 

into account all their limitations, they are accompanied by cash flow analysis as suggested by Fawzi, 

Kamaluddin & Sanusi (2015). Nevertheless, this approach is also imperfect due to difficulties in 

relevant information obtaining. 

 

Investment activity analysis (block №7) has attracted not enough attention till now. Nevertheless, it 

reveals sources of investment projects financing, examines whether it would be necessary to continue 

existing investment projects (or terminate them), to restore solvency and achieve breakeven activity 

by the debtor. Analysis of financial activity (block №8) is aimed at determining the level of credit 

and other financial instruments usage. 

 

If at the Stage 1 it was found that the debtor has not both performed current activity and planned it for 

future, conclusion about impossibility of solvency restoration should be done. In his case the analysis 

is considered as enough evidence to commence liquidation procedure. If the analysis lead to opposite 

conclusion that the debtor has indeed performed current entrepreneur activity, the Stage 2 of analysis 

begins.  

 

Breakeven activity is considered as possible (block №9 of Stage 2 at Figure 2) if future sales revenue 

will exceed costs, potential gains exceeding losses. 

 

Analysis of possibility (impossibility) of debtor's solvency restoration (block №10) is based on 

conclusions of block 9 (possibility of breakeven activity). The tasks here are to examine each 

bankruptcy procedure and provision to choose suitable for debtor’s solvency restoration; to calculate 

the value of claims to cover under rehabilitation procedures; to determine potential amount due 

(positive cash flow) by the debtor. If this amount due exceeds calculated value of claims, the 

conclusion about positive opportunity of debtor’s solvency restoration within terms set by 

Bankruptcy Law is provided. So, if analysis in block 9 and 10 had positive results, concrete 

rehabilitation measures should be specified, cost-benefit and potential performance analysis should 

be provided, certain time limits should be set. 

 

In parallel with general basic analysis the specific transactions analysis is to be conducted. This 

process is also difficult to formalize because the legal provisions of each emerging economy set 

different meaning and grounds of transactions voidance evidences. Methodological approach 

considers the following elements of such analysis: 

 

− choosing of transactions for detailed investigation by examining of contracts content in 

comparison with their actual performance, materials of court and other inspections; 

credit contracts, etc.; 

− classification of received data by voidable transactions categories: interested-party 

transactions; significant transactions; credit contracts, pledges, surety contracts; 

guarantee agreements; transactions with debtor’s assets; suspicious transactions made 
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within main debtor’s business activity; suspicious transactions at bank accounts of the 

debtor; inconsistent salaries payments including incentive bonuses; 

− transactions from this sample are classified at ones made before bankruptcy proceeding 

opening (not less than 3 years before) and at others made under court procedure; 

− legal grounds for transactions voidance should be formed and the juridical possibility of 

voidance should be assessed. 

 

In Russia, according to the Bankruptcy Law, there are three types of voidable transactions and special 

indicators (“red flags”) should be investigated within this type of analytical activity (Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Recognition of transactions voidance in Russia: types of deals and “red flags” 

 

Type of voidable transaction “Red flags” 

1. transactions with unfair 

counter-performance  
− undervaluation or overvaluation of prices of sold (purchased) 

goods in comparison with market level; 

− inherently unprofitable for the debtor terms and (or) forms of 

payment for sold and purchased items; 

− any forms of disposal or encumbrance of debtor's assets 

without proportional decrease in liabilities. 

2. transactions intended to 

causing harm to creditor’s 

interests 

− unilateral transaction made by the debtor having sighs of 

insolvency or insufficiency of assets; 

− transactions with interested parties; 

− other conditions of transaction (assets or liabilities within 

transaction have value more than 20% of book value of 

debtor’s assets; debtor changed his address in anticipation of 

transaction and did not inform creditors, abolished documents 

or damaged assets, etc.). 

3. transactions giving 

preference to one creditor 

prior to others 

− transaction can lead to change in priority of lien; 

− usually: transactions between indebted company and banks, 

demanding more security of pledged immovable property. 

 

As the result calculation of losses for creditors’ claims satisfaction from suspicious transactions 

should be provided taking into account the proportion of decrease in value or size of debtor’s assets.  

 

Conclusion 

The current study has successfully confirmed hypothesis established in the introduction: distressed 

companies in modern emerging economies should be analyzed by applicable “market” approach 

while accounting ratios have certain limitations. Implementation of suggested “flexible market 

analysis model” based on cash flow analysis, comparative interfirm evaluation, comprehensive 

transactions investigation, concerning presence (absence) of company’s intention to continue 

business activity will allow to assess possibilities of business rescue in reasonable way. 

 

Market model of analysis will, first of all, help to shift concentration from consequences of crisis in 

distressed or indebted company (i.e. negative change of assets and liabilities, losses arising, etc.) to 

discovery of external and internal factors of unsuccessful performance, searching of conditions to 

recover business.  

 

If liquidation procedures are more appropriate for a certain debtor this methodological approach to 

analysis would help better appraisal of debtor’s assets value, the amount of bankruptcy estate. 

 

Though suggested model was developed for Russia, it can be adjusted for other emerging economies 

while basic conditions are quite common. 
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Endnotes 

1
 Opposite to Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR). Concept of SGR was originally developed by R.C. 

Higgins in 1977 and implies the maximum rate at which company sales can increase without 

depletion financial resources. (Higgins, 1977; Platt et. al, 1995; Ross et. al, 2008). 

 
2
 Author of this paper is a member of this Federal Standard project design team. 
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Abstract 

Preferred stocks are used both to raise funds for investment projects and lock-in control in the 
company. On the one hand, the founder is able to retain control in a company using preferred stocks 
to select better investments projects, on the other hand he is able to finance ones with newly issued 
preferred stocks i.e. preferred stocks should be treated as instruments for sustainable development of 
a company.  
However, conflicts of interests may occur between common shareholders and preferred stock owners.  
Accurate valuation of common and preferred stock can resolve the agency conflicts, improve 
financial stability of a company in the market and overcome financial crisis in the business. 
The paper studies the determinants of the price difference between voting common shares and 
nonvoting preferred shares in the four largest preferred stock markets: Brazil, Germany, Russia and 
South Korea. In these countries, preferred shares are treated as equity type securities and dual-class 
share structure with preferred shares as inferior equity class is widely used. The paper presents 
determinants of the dual-class premium across the markets: control contest, inferior liquidity of 
preferred shares, corporate governance, company ownership structure and value of shareholder voting 
rights provided by each stock class estimated through option prices technique. 
 

JEL: G13, G32 

Keywords: sustainable development, corporate control, preferred shares 

Introduction 

The concept of sustainable development requires to take into account the interests of all groups: 
common shareholders, debt providers and owners of hybrid securities (preferred stocks, convertible 
securities). Conflicts of interests may occur between common shareholders and preferred stock 
owners, shareholders and bondholders due to market imperfections. One of the methods to deal with 
agency conflicts is the valuation methodology of different financial assets of a company which can be 
used to improve financial stability of a company in the market and overcome financial crisis in the 
business. Our paper is devoted to characteristics of preferred stock market and valuation of preferred 
stocks as long as explaining the price difference between common and preferred shares. 
 
The paper studies the determinants of the price difference between voting common shares and 
nonvoting preferred shares in four countries: Brazil, Germany, Russia and South Korea. In these 
countries preferred shares are treated as equity type securities and dual-class share structure with 
preferred shares as inferior equity class is widely used. Those markets are the largest ones of 
preferred stocks as equity type securities. Preferred stocks in Russia were firstly introduced in the 
early 1990-s after completion of privatization process. In South Korea preference shares were used by 
Korean conglomerates as instrument for deleveraging in 1980-s. The history of preferred stock 
issuances in Germany and Brazil is longer. However, in all four markets preference stocks provide 
similar set of rights to shareholders. 
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The paper presents determinants of the dual-class premium across the markets: control contest, 
inferior liquidity of preferred shares, corporate governance, company ownership structure and value 
of shareholder voting rights provided by each stock class estimated through option prices technique. 

 

Literature Review 

Private benefits of control are not attributable to minority shareholders but to the controlling ones. 
Meanwhile value of voting rights owned by minority shareholders is going to increase in case of 
control contests among management teams. In turn the lower the difference between ownership 
stakes of largest and second largest shareholders the higher the probability of control contest. It 
implies no one shareholder owns control stake in a company. It also means that each minority vote 
might be decisive in contest for control. Non-voting stock in such case will be irrelevant and its value 
will not be affected by increase in probability of control contest. Therefore observed voting premium 
depends both on value of private benefits of control and probability of control contests (Rydqvist 
(1987), Zingales (1995), Chung and Kim, (1999)). If there is a shareholder who owns control stake in 
a company control contests probability ceases and voting premium decreases. 
 
Liquidity is the second determinant that explains preference stock discount. On the one hand «bid-
ask» spread is treated as a proxy for asset liquidity (Amihud and Mendelson, (1986)). On the other 
liquidity measure based on trading volume can be used (Amihud (2002)). Both measures are widely 
used in empirical studies. We use relative trading volume of common and preference shares as a 
proxy for liquidity differences. Liquidity effect is more pronounced in some extreme cases like one in 
Norway where significant impact of the liquidity of certain market segment on the voting premium 
was observed. In Norway foreign investors could invest only in non-voting shares, therefore non-
voting shares were traded at a significant premium to the voting shares (Ødegaard (2006)). 
 
The protection of minority shareholders depends on the efficiency of corporate governance as 
mentioned by La Porta et al. (2000). When shareholder rights are better protected by law, minority 
shareholders are willing to pay a higher price for the company shares (La Porta et al. (2002)). Thus 
the likelihood of expropriation of non-voting minority shareholders depends on the level of corporate 
governance in the company. The lower the legal protection for minority shareholders, the higher the 
private benefits of control (Zingales, (1994), Zingales, (1995)) and vice versa (Nenova (2003)). Legal 
environment determines the institutional framework for all companies in a country, while level of 
corporate governance in certain company may vary significantly. Companies may embed special 
provisions in the corporate charters to protect rights of minority shareholders better. In order to 
evaluate level of corporate governance several proxies can be used. A corporate governance index 
introduced by Gompers, Ishii, Metrick (2003) includes a range of corporate governance quality 
variables. In this paper we estimate corporate governance quality using ADR dummy variable and 
free-float variable. In order to list ADR on its shares a company has to increase the level of corporate 
transparency in terms of information disclosure. ADR issuance can be treated as a signal to the 
market participants about company aims to improve quality of corporate governance as mentioned by 
Matos (2017). Doidge et al. (2009) proposed the higher the level of private benefits of control in a 
company, the lower the propensity to cross-list its shares on a foreign exchange. There is empirical 
evidence that cross-listing decreases voting premium (Coffee, (1999), Doidge (2004)). Free-float 
proxy for corporate governance was used in paper (Wang, Xu (2004)). 
 
A higher level of ownership concentration reduces the likelihood of control contests, so the voting 
premium will be lower. The presence of controlling shareholder diminishes the magnitude of control 
contests. The type of controlling shareholder is extremely important. According to Caprio and Croci 
(2008) the premium will be higher, if a family owns a significant stake in a company or controlling 
block of shares. Maintaining control in a company for a family is more important than for other types 
of shareholders. A family is more prone to expropriate minority shareholders. Similar findings on the 
Brazilian market regarding the influence of the family on the size of the premium were derived by 
Saito, Di Miceli da Silveira (2010). In line with this we test the same hypothesis using dummy 
variable equals one if significant stake in a company is owned by a family and zero otherwise. The 
premium becomes lower when change of control is unexpected, that is typical for companies where 
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the control stake is owned by the government. Thus, we used dummy variable equals one if 
ownership stake of 20% or more is owned by the government and zero otherwise. 
 
There is no clear evidence of significance and expected sign of leverage as an explanatory variable 
for voting premium as mentioned in paper of Barclay and Holderness, (1989). Jensen, (1986) showed 
on the one hand the higher degree of leverage, the more difficult access to free cash flow for 
managers thus there should be inverse relation between leverage and the premium. The presence of 
debt disciplines the managers limiting investments in bad projects. Threat of bankruptcy and 
obligation to repay debt force managers to adhere shareholders’ interests. On the other hand effective 
control of management over company assets is higher with debt thus there should be direct relation 
between leverage and the premium (Harris, Raviv, (1988)). The disciplining role of leverage can be 
changed as a result of amendments of legal environment (Kang, Kim (2006)). We also incorporate in 
our model ROA and natural logarithm of market capitalization as a proxy of company size. These 
variables can explain the probability of control contests. 
 
The difference in shareholder rights of each stock class can explain significant portion of dual-class 
premium. As a rule unlike common stock, preferred shares are not granted with voting rights. 
However preferred stock receives voting rights when dividend payments are omitted and lose it when 
dividend payments are resumed. Unlike previous literature we proposed a new explanatory variable 
of the dual-class premium - a market value of corporate voting rights attached to a common stock. 
The empirical estimates of the new explanatory variable were derived from option prices using put-
call parity relation based on procedure proposed by Kalay et al. (2014).  
 
We presented main papers trying to explain price difference between common and preferred shares in 
Brazil, Germany, South Korea and Russia in the table below. 
 
Table 1: Key empirical research papers on preferred stock discount in Brazil, Germany, South 

Korea and Russia 

 

Country Authors Period Methodology 
Number of 
companies in the 
sample 

Brazil 

Carvalhal A., 
Subrahmanyam A. 

1994, January - 
2004, December 

1. event-study; 
2. panel 
regression (GLS) 

141 

Saito R., Di Miceli A. 1995-2006 
1. pooled 
regression; 
2. FE model 

87 

De Souza V.F., 
Fernandes M. 

2003, June - 
2013, July 

1. RE model; 
2. FE model 

48 

Germany Fatemi A., Krahnen P. 1990-1993 
1. pooled 
regression 

58 

South 
Korea 

Chung H. Kee, Kim 
Jeong-Kuk 

1992-1993 1. OLS 119 

Lee I. 
2000, January - 
2010, November 

1. OLS 113 

Russia Muravyev A. 1997-2005 
1. FE model; 
2. OLS 

71 in FE; 99 in 
OLS 

Source: Authors’ analysis 

 
As it’s seen from the table above research methodology used in these papers based primary on panel 
regressions with fixed-effect estimator. It should be noted that the determinants of the price 
difference between common and preferred shares mentioned in the table 2 below are not sufficiently 
tested in Russia, Germany and Korea. Confusing results were obtained on determinants like 
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ownership structure, liquidity, and the proportion of voting shares in total shares outstanding. In 
addition, the most recent sample period is limited by 2013.  
 

Table 2: Frequency analysis of the studies devoted to determinants of price spread between 

common and preferred stocks 

 

  Total Russia Brazil Germany Korea 

Overall 7 1 3 1 2 

Liquidity 6 1 3 1 1 

Dividends 7 2 3 1 1 

Corporate governance 6 1 5 - - 

Ownership structure 12 - 8 4 - 

Shareholders rights 7 3 4 - - 

Accounting measures of performance 7 - 6 - 1 

Control contests 7 3 1 1 2 

Source: Authors’ analysis 
 
The impact of value of shareholder voting rights on the price difference has not yet been evaluated. 
Thus, a new study of the determinants of the spread is required, that allows to test the significance of 
the determinants in key preferred stock markets in the world. 

 

Institutional Framework 

Despite the similarity of preferred stock in Brazil, Germany, Russia and South Korea there are some 
unique features of preferred stock in each market.  
 
Issuance of preferred stock in Brazil were allowed in 1976. Instead of elimination of preferred shares 
from the market as an asset class the reform of 2001 granted preferred shareholders with higher level 
of protection and benefits. Today companies in Brazil have to choose one of three privileges for 
preferred shareholders: a minimum dividend of 3% of the book value of the share; a higher dividend 
rate than for ordinary shares (higher by 10%); the right to sell shares at a price of at least 80% of the 
price of the controlling stake in the M&A deal (tag-along right). Preferred stock holders are granted 
with voting rights if dividends are not payed during three consecutive years. 
 
There are three main features of preferred stock in Germany. First preferred stock provides small 
advantage in terms of dividends privileges in comparison with common stock embedded in the 
corporate charter. For instance, according to corporate charter of BMW preferred stock dividend is 
assumed by 0.02 euro higher compared to common stock dividend. Corporate charter of Volkswagen 
provides 0,06 euro more per preferred share compared to common stock. Second dividends on 
preferred stock are cumulative and there is no upper bound for preferred stock dividends. And third 
preferred stock holders are granted with voting rights if dividends are not payed during two 
consecutive years. Unlike US where only common stock are listed in Germany both stock classes are 
listed. The maximum share of preferred stocks as a percent of total shares outstanding is 50% by law 
and as a rule most companies in Germany issued exactly 50% of shares outstanding as preferred 
shares that is higher than in US market. 
 
In Russia, the maximum share of preferred stocks as a percent of total shares outstanding is 25% by 
law. The legislation provides three approaches to calculate dividends: fixed amount, as a percent of 
nominal value of shares, special procedure for dividends calculation. Most Russian firms approves in 
its corporate charters special procedure for dividend calculation that is based on 10% of net income in 
accordance with Russian accounting standards divided by the number of preferred shares outstanding 
which is 25% of shareholder capital. Another important provision embedded in corporate charter of 
Russian firms provides dividends for preferred stock not lower than ones on common stocks. If 
calculated value of preferred stock dividends is lower than one on common stock final dividend for 
preferred stock should be at least as high as dividend on common stock.  
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In South Korea, preferred stock market developed gradually. Before 1986 the national authority 
allowed to issue preferred stock treated as more debt than equity type security. Dividends for 
preferred stock was guaranteed at the level of national key rate. Preferred stock dividend was 
cumulative. In 1986 preferred stocks without voting rights and dividends equal to dividends for 
commons stock plus 1% were introduced. These types of preferred shares are called «old preferred» 
and most common in the market nowadays. Due to absence of other provisions apart from higher 
dividends to compensate lack of voting rights these preferred shares became less popular among 
market participant and devalued strongly. Because of that national market authority implemented 
amendments into corporate law in order to better protect preferred shareholders. In October 1996 
after amendments were implemented into Commercial Act companies were allowed to issue new 
preferred stock. Minimum threshold level of dividends for such stock must be embedded into 
corporate charter. New preferred shares could be converted into common stock in one-to-one ratio 
after definite period of time. And dividends for new preferred stock were cumulative. Despite the 
availability of new type preferred shares for issuance in the market old type preferred are still actively 
traded in the market. Moreover, most of the preferred stock in Korean market are old-type preferred. 
The maximum share of preferred stocks as a percent of total shares outstanding is 25% by law like in 
Russia. 
 

Data and Sample Description 

The main source of data is Thomson Reuters and DataStream databases. We have additionally 
checked ownership data in ORBIS database, provided by BUREAU VAN DIJK, as well as in the 
CAPITAL IQ database provided by McGraw Hill Financial agency. The sample includes companies 
incorporated in Brazil, Germany, Russia and South Korea and issued preference shares in exchanges 
of the countries. As long as preferred stocks are not granted with voting rights by rule we exclude 
preferred shares with voting rights («Voting Rights Per Share» is set to zero). Financial companies 
(banks, insurance companies) were excluded from the sample. We excluded «new preferred» type 
shares in Korea. «New preferred» shares have cumulative dividend payments and can be 
automatically converted into ordinary shares after the expiration of the time specified in the 
company's charter. Having such provision doesn’t allow to compare market price spread of these 
preferred shares with the spread of market values in other countries. In order to select only «old-type» 
preferred shares, we relied on the special designation of shares of an old type in the KRX ISIN 
SYSTEM. «Old-type» preferred name includes «P» symbol while «new-type» - «PB». In Brazil, 
several companies issued several types of common stock (for instance, «Altus Sistema»). We 
excluded the class of common shares without voting rights. Some brazilin firms have several classes 
of preferred stocks («A» and «B» classes). In such cases we included more liquid class in the sample.  
 
In order to estimate the basic model of dual-class premium we examine more than 200 listed firms 
that have both common and preferred shares throughout the period from 2007 to 2017. We exclude 
companies with incomplete information, as well as shares that are not traded on the exchange in the 
period 2007-2017.  
 
The sample consists of 213 companies from four countries: 69 in Brazil, 19 in Germany, 49 in Russia 
and 76 in South Korea. As it presented in the table below most of the companies that issued both 
common and preferred stocks operate in utilities (half of the market in Russia), consumer cyclicals 
and basic materials sectors. However institutional organization of national economies has a 
significant impact on the distribution of companies in terms of industry breakdown. Utilities 
preferred stocks prevail in Brazil and Russia, while there are only one company in Germany and none 
in South Korea in this sector. It is also should be mentioned that technology and telecommunication 
companies do not usually use preferred stock.  
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Table 3: Industry breakdown of companies with preferred stock in Brazil, Germany, South 

Korea and Russia 

 

Brazil Germany Russia South Korea 

Total 69 19 49 76 

Healthcare - 3 - 6 

Consumer Cyclicals 17 4 3 10 

Industrials 10 6 4 15 

Basic Materials 14 2 6 15 

Technology - 1 - 9 

Consumer Non-Cyclicals 2 2 1 17 

Utilities 21 1 24 - 

Energy 2 - 7 4 

Telecommunications Services 3 - 4 - 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Authors’ estimates 

 
The numbers of dual-class companies with preferred stock as a share of all companies in domestic 
market are as follows: 19% (2%, 10% and 4%, respectively. The share of companies in the sample by 
market capitalization: 18%, 12%, 10% and 34%.  
 
Number of companies newly issued preferred stock by markets is presented in the table below.  
 

Table 4: Quantity of new preferred stock issues in Brazil, Germany, and South  

Korea and Russia 

 

 
Brazil Germany Russia 

South Korea 

Old-type New-type 

Total for the period 2007-2017 7  - 33  7 8 

2007 2  - 3  3 3 

2008 - - 6  - - 

2009 - - 2  1 - 

2010 -  - 3  - 1 

2011 2  - 15  1 1 

2012 1  - 3  - - 

2013 -  - - 1 1 

2014 - - 1  - - 

2015 1  - - - 1 

2016 - - - - 1 

2017 1  - - 1 - 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Authors’ estimates 

 
Apart from Russia newly issued preferred stocks in Brazil, Germany and Korea are rare. To explain 
such anomaly, we looked at the average age of companies in the sample. As shown in the table below 
the oldest preferred stock issuers are incorporated in Germany. It is in line with data in previous table. 
No one company issued preferred stock in Germany in the sample period. 
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics of companies age that issued preferred stock in Brazil, 

Germany, South Korea and Russia 

 

  Brazil Germany Russia South Korea 

Average 60 107 52 47 

Median 57 105 51 49 

Min 11 21 9 - 

Max 145 259 166 93 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Authors’ estimates 

 

Research Methodology 

We use panel data regression with fixed-effect estimator as main research tool. Summary of variables 
used in the model are presented in the table below.  
 

Table 6: Summary of research variables, definitions, and  

coefficients’ signs 

Variable Meaning Description Expected 
sign 

DCP Market price 
spread 

The difference between common and preferred 
stock prices, divided by preferred stock price as 
of the last trading day in each quarter 

Explanatory 
variable 

CTRL_FIGHT Proxy for control 
contests 

The difference between stake of the largest and 
second largest shareholder as of the last day of 
each quarter 

- 

DIV Dividend 
differences 

The difference between dividend on preferred 
share and one on common share divided by the 
price of preferred share 

- 

LIQ Liquidity 
differences 

Natural logarithm of trading volume ratio: 
preferred stock volume in numerator, common 
one in the denominator 

- 

SIZE Company size Natural logarithm of company market 
capitalization 

? 

ROA Assets 
profitability 

Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) 
divided by Total Assets 

? 

LEVERAGE Leverage Total Liabilities divided by Total Assets ? 

FREE_FLOAT Share of stocks 
owned by market 
participants 

Number of free-float stocks owned by market 
participants divided by total shares outstanding 

- 

ADR Company issued 
ADR on its stocks 

Dummy variable ADR=1, if company issued 
ADR on its shares, 0 otherwise 

- 

GOV Company is 
owned by the 
government 

Dummy variable GOV=1, if the government 
owns more than 20% of voting shares, 0 
otherwise 

- 

FAM Company is 
controlled by 
family 

Dummy variable FAM=1, if family owns more 
than 20% of voting shares, 0 otherwise 

+ 

VR Value of voting 
rights 

Value of corporate voting rights estimated 
based on put-call parity relation 

+ 

 
We use new valuation technique to determine corporate voting rights value on the basis of 
synthesizing non-voting stock using put-call parity for market prices of options. We use the most 
liquid options on common stocks in Brazil, Germany, Russia and South Korea (sample used for 
option based calculations is different from the sample used in the basic model of dual-class 
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premium). Synthetic common stock ��(�) is constructed using market values of call option �, put 
option � and present value for their common strike �: 
 

��(�) = � − � + �(�)                                                                                     (1) 
 

Accordingly, the market value of corporate vote can be described as the difference between market 

values of common stock � and synthetic common stock ��(�): 
 

���(�) =
����(�)

�
                                                                                          (2) 

 
The holder of an option on common stock can’t vote on underlying unless he or she exercises the 
contract. As such he or she doesn’t have a right to vote at a shareholder meeting. Because of that 
synthetic stock doesn’t vote until option has expired so the difference between the values is a 
measure of corporate voting rights value. 
 
In order to implement new technique in purpose of voting rights value calculation in emerging 
markets we need first carefully study financial contracts specifications. For instance, most of the 
options traded on exchanges are American but not European. Therefore, early exercise premiums 

�������
���  and ������

���  due to expected dividends must be considered. Accordingly, for American style 

options value of corporate voting rights is estimated as follows: 
 

��(�) = � − �������
��� − � + ������

��� + �(�) + �(� !)                                          

(3) 
 

It should be taken into account increasing relation between voting rights value and time to options 
expiration. In order to eliminate time dependence of voting rights value we annualize data. First, we 
obtained implied discount factor using the equation: 
 

��� =
����(�)

�
=

���∗#
$%&'

�
                                                                                      (6) 

 

where ���&� – implied discount factor. 
 
Hence: 

() = −
*+ (,�-.�#)

�
                                                                                             (7) 

 
And annualized voting rights value: 
 

/��� = 1 − (1 − ���)
123

'                                                                                  (8) 
 

In order to get reliable estimates, we calculate median estimates of corporate voting rights value in 
each country and then use given estimates as an explanatory variable for overall dual-class premium 
in each country for the last 30 trading days to better fit results with current market environment. 

Conclusion 

Preference share market provides opportunity for companies in Brazil, Germany, Russia and South 
Korea to raise funds in the market and lock-in control in the company as long as such instruments are 
not granted with voting rights. However, preference shares in the countries are quite different from 
ones in other stock markets.  
 
We explained key determinants of the dual-class premium across the markets: control contest, 
inferior liquidity of preferred shares, corporate governance, company ownership structure and value 
of shareholder voting rights provided by each stock class estimated through option prices technique.  
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Taking into account key determinants influenced price difference between common and preferred 
stocks the national authorities should implement amendments to corporate law to better protect 
preferred shareholders using provisions and thus boost the popularity of preferred stocks among 
markets participants. 
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Abstract 

The results of Russian public policy in oil industry taxation are examined and serious challenges are 

identified: although the reforms have positive macroeconomic effect on Federal Budget revenues, 

growth in extraction and primary distillation, some problems still require the solution – oil industry 

tax burden increases, results of oil extraction at fields with high capital expenditures decrease. Today 

the Russian Government is put in a dilemma either strengthen long-term sustainability by 

implementation of strategic tax maneuver – the introduction of Excess profit tax (successfully applied 

abroad) and create conditions for industry development or pursue a goal of short-term filling of the 

Budget because of difficult economic period for Russia. Strategic tasks and the main focus of further 

tax regime reforming for improving the sustainability of the Russian economy are emphasized in the 

paper. 

 

Keywords: oil industry tax regimes, investment opportunities of oil companies, tax maneuver, excess 

profits tax, tax on financial result, Russia  

 

Introduction 

Oil industry is the main income-producing sector of the Russian economy. From 2006 oil & gas 

revenues provide about 40-50% of Russian consolidated budget (Ministry of Finance, 2016). Any 

changes in this industry (including taxation) may have great multiplying economic effect not only in 

Russia but all over the world since Russia is one of the world leaders in oil reserves, its production 

and export. 

 

Nowadays the following trends in the Russian oil industry development should be emphasized:  

 

− despite oil extraction increase, depletion of oil fields is rising; 

− the quality of new geological discoveries decreases and therefore the capital intensity of 

the development of complex and remote fields is growing; 

− export’s geography is changing: there is decline of oil & gas deliveries to Europe and 

growth to region of Asia/Pacific; 

− new entrants appear at the international market; 

− many countries shift to alternative energy sources and develop energy-saving technologies;  

− taking into account the dependence of Russia on equipment’s import and foreign loans, 

current sectoral sanctions encourage delay of some investment projects’ execution; 

− recession in Russian economy slows down the growth of fuel and energy domestic demand 

and reduces investment activity within fuel and energy complex. 

 

All these serious challenges need an adequate response. One of the main steps within solution of oil 

industry problems (and, hence, problems of oil-depending Russian economy) is formation of 

adequate tax regime, which would allow, from the one hand, to provide completion of budget and 

performing of social functions by the State, and to meet needs of long-term development of this 

leading branch of economy – from the other.   

 

Thus, the goal of the research is an assessment of the existing oil tax regime’s performance and 

justification of its development key indicators to improve the sustainability of the Russian economy.  

Methodology 
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In the research we assessed the effect of tax system on Russian budget and on the investment 

activities of the largest Russian and foreign oil companies in 2010-2016. The selection of companies 

is determined by their significant role in the oil world production and export. The study period 2010-

2016 is selected due to the possibility of observing the influence of dramatic changes in oil prices in 

2014. 

 

The effect of changes in oil tax revenues for the Russian budget was evaluated in Russian currency 

and in dollar equivalent taking into account purchasing power parity. The analysis of the dynamics of 

companies’ tax burden was made in the following areas: 

− the resulting indicators of activities (sales, assets, EBITDA); 

− the tax burden by types of taxes; 

− the share of taxes in revenue; 

− the tax burden per barrel of oil equivalent. 

 

The Results of Tax System Modernization during the Last Years and 

Perspectives for Further Reforms 

Contemporary tax regulation system has been forming from the late 2002. The important part of 

reforms in the beginning of 21
st
 century was the introduction of mineral extraction tax (MET) in 

2002. Then taxation reforms of 2007 (Spilimbergo, 2007), 2013-2014 and many other adjustments 

took place. As the result, taxation system became more transparent and close to international practice, 

completeness of the budget has increased together with the growth of extraction and refining 

activities.  

 

As far as the effect of modern tax system on oil companies is concerned, the research shows that the 

share of the total tax burden in the Russian companies’ revenue remains high and is much more than 

the largest of the foreign oil companies. For example, in 2016 the maximum percentage of taxes in 

the revenue was observed in “Bashneft” – 60% of total revenue, the minimum - in “LUKOIL” (19% 

of total revenue). Among observed foreign companies the maximum share of taxes in revenue was in 

“EXXON” – 20%. It is also interesting to notice that in Russian oil companies a high proportion of 

taxes in revenue is the consequence of high “industry” taxes (MET, export duties, excise duties). In 

the largest foreign oil companies the share of “industry” taxes in revenue is small – about 1-2% 

(except EXXON where it is about 20%). 

 

Thus, it can be concluded that the tax regulation in the Russian oil industry is still based on gross 

revenues from extraction, refining and export: it allows to administer taxes in relatively effective way 

and to fill the budget, but it neither stimulates the development of oil companies’ investment potential 

nor provides correlation between financial results of companies and paid taxes. 

 

Nowadays the strategic tasks of further tax regime reforming are the following: 

− establishing of stable and predictable terms of taxation;  

− nature rent withdrawal without sacrificing of financial sustainability and investment 

attractiveness of efficient companies of fuel and energy complex; 

− efficient allocation of revenues generated by fuel and energy sector between the State and 

business (determination of optimal tax burden); 

− attraction of investments to hard-to-reach reserves’ extraction, exploitation of small, 

depleted oil and gas fields.   

 

An important part of tax regime strategic reform in Russia can become an introduction of widely used 

in developed oil producing countries supplementary charges – Excess profits tax (EPT) and Tax on 

financial result (Alexeev & Conrad, 2009; Lvova, 2015). These taxes implementation provides tax 

differentiation depending on concrete oil extraction conditions, acceptable level of net revenue in 

case of availability of operational profit. All tax mechanisms based on such excess profits taxes has 

significant advantages in comparison with prevailing using of mineral extraction tax (MET): they 

reduce opportunities for selective approach to taxation of certain oil projects, stimulate investments to 

discovery new fields since the tax does not apply until the full payback of capital expenditures. This 
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reform can substantially bring together conditions for development of Russian and foreign 

companies, increase the competitiveness of Russian producers. 

 

In 2016 the concept of Tax on financial result was developed together by Ministry of Finance and 

Ministry of Energy of Russia, which implies pilot adoption of this new tax in 2018. In parallel export 

duty will gradually decline to balance internal and external oil prices. 

 

Nevertheless, in contemporary Russia the shift to EPT has also weaknesses and certain threats. Our 

SWOT-analysis (Bobyleva, 2015) evolved the following: 

 

− complexity of establishing new system of cost control and tax administration, providing 

true recording of production, investment and financial measures. In Russia it is difficult to 

build because of practice of “creative” accounting, transfer pricing; 

− many project, price and currency risks should be assumed by the State, which can lead to 

decrease of budget incomes.  

 

Conclusion 

Thus, the threats of dramatic tax maneuver for Russia seem quite serious. After EPT implementation 

budgetary revenues can diminish, in particular, because many projects of hard-to-reach reserves’ 

extraction will be under construction in the coming years and have relatively low profitability. In a 

whole, systematic approach to reformation of oil industry tax regime should consider concrete stages 

(road map) of such tax shift to achieve balance between the society’s interests and oil companies. 

Long term milestones and road map should exclude the possibility of frequent and random law 

adjustments and give oil companies and the State an opportunity to plan for a long perspective.  

 

Currently, the process of global shocks in oil industry continues (high volatility of prices, the 

reduction in demand and its geographic change, sanctions against Russia). This is the reason why this 

research is in progress. 
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Abstract 

The research motivation is based on the transformation of the external energy strategy of Russia in 

the conditions of sanction regime. For sure these limitations approved by world leaders made swing 

the domestic energy policy of the Russian Federation. The special attention is paid to the current 

trends in the sphere of international energy relations (with emphasis on Europe). The author 

investigates the new goals of Russia's new energy paradigm given unfavorable external economic 

conjuncture. In the article special attention is also paid to the issue of political motivation of anti-

Russian sanctions directed at impeding Russia’s development and its Fuel & Energy Complex, in 

particular. Today, against the background of the current political situation, the energy strategy of 

Russia is exposed to adjustment. In order to develop the theme, the author specifies current 

tendencies, describes the action of Moscow at international energy market and as a result gives a 

forecast. Russia has the important task of ensuring technological independence on the energy sector 

on the basis of import substitution of the equipment, broad diversification of the directions of export 

of energy resources, preservation of leading positions in the world market of peaceful nuclear energy, 

stabilization of world oil prices etc. The author concludes that the external energy strategy of Russia 

is important part of foreign policy strategy of the country, and it is focused on practical cooperation 

with all countries and is aimed at protecting interests of the state. 

 

Keywords: international relations, cooperation, energy policy, sanctions. 

 

Introduction 

Energy interests traditionally play a huge role in Russia’s international policy. Relevant tendencies of 

foreign relations, acute contradictions between states and transnational companies as rivals at energy 

markets, battle for establishing total control of transit corridors – all these factors influence Russia’s 

foreign and domestic energy policy. Given that international relations have become the zone of 

confrontation, with economics and energy sector being hostages of the geopolitical games. External 

energy ties have to be adjusted to dynamically changing rules of international cooperation. 

Unfortunately, the standards of peaceful world’s existence are devastating including vigorous 

violation of international laws, evasion of Security Council resolutions etc., that are not solving 

interstate tensions and contradictions. 

 

This state of affairs is not enough for the USA administration that clearly set the goal to expand its 

hegemony to new capacious markets. Evidently the energy EU market is a great base for that. But 

there is a big problem: it is occupied by energy companies of Russia. So “the winter is coming” for 

the whole country. The US initiated a broad campaign against Russian threat, blocked Ukraine for 

secure transit deliveries to Europe, implemented sanctions against Moscow, calls for blocking 

advantageous for the EU project Nord Stream 2. As the main partner of the USA, Europe supported 

anti-Russian restrictions. US/EU companies are forbidden from participating in technology-intensive 

Arctic deep-water, shale, and heavy oil projects. Russian companies, however, are used to relying on 

foreign partners and do not yet have the capabilities for solo exploration and development in deep-

water. As West Siberia - the bedrock of the Russian oil industry - continues to mature, venturing into 

frontier projects will be essential for maintaining stable output [1]. But the American international 

policy is not the subject of this article. Ultimately we are interested in Russia’s energy policy in the 
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context of above-mentioned conditions. As a result, Russia found itself between a rock and a hard 

place (on the one hand – sanctions, one the other hand – low oil prices), within the condition of 

credibility gap. Energy sector suffered the greatest losses: embargo concerns high-technology 

equipment, important investment programs were squeezed, joint programs of Arctic oil and gas 

fields’ exploitation were frozen, Russian energy giants – Gazprom, Gazpromneft, Rosneft, Transneft 

etc. were deprived of cheap borrowings. The sanctions against Russian energy sector, and Russian 

counter-sanctions in 2014-2017, are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: western sanctions against Russian energy sector, and Russian counter-sanctions in 2014-2017 

 

Year Country Sanctions against Russian energy sector Russian counter-sanctions 

2014  USA April 11 – sanctions against Crimean company “Chernomorneftegaz” 

July 16 – sanctions against: Russian energy companies (“Rosneft”, Russia's largest independent 

gas producer “Novatec”) and Feodosia oil terminal; Russian banks  (“Vnesheconombank”, 

“Gasprombank”) – prohibition of debt financing for more than 90 days 

September 12 – restrictions on cooperation with Russian energy companies (“Gasprom Neft”, 

“Lukoil”, “Gasprom”, “Surgutneftegas”, “Transneft”, “Rostech”) 

March 28 – mirror sanctions lists against USA, EU, 

Canada 

August 7 – one year import restriction on certain goods 

from countries that imposed sanctions (list included 

products, raw materials and food country originaing 

from the United States of America, European Union 

countries, Canada, Australia and Norway) 

August 11 – restrictions on government procurement of 

foreign goods of light industry 

EU May 12 – asset freeze of 2 Crimean companies (Chernomorneftegaz and Feodosia) 

August 1 – restricted access to EU capital markets for Russian state banks (“Sberbank”, “VTB”, 

“Gasprombank”, “Rosselhosbank”, “Vnesheconombank”); prohibition of the export from EU of 

goods for a number of projects in Russian oil industry (in particular, several types of pipes and 

drilling tools) 

September 12 – the same sanctions against others Russian enegry companies (“Rosneft”, 

“Transneft”, “Gasprom Neft”); european companies are prohibited to provide Russian partners 

with exploration and production services of  deepwater and Arctic oil, as well as for projects of 

shale oil 

December 20 – a large expansion of the list of goods and technologies of energy sector that 

can’t be exported to Crimea and for the use in the Crimea (oil and gas exploration and 

production) 

Canada April 12 – sanctions against Crimean company “Chernomorneftegaz” 

April 29 – sanctions against Russian banks (“Rosenergobank”, “Eхpobank”) 

July 24 – sanctions against Russian energy companies (in particular, “Vnesheconombank”, 

“Gasprombank”, “Novatec”) – cessation of financing to energy companies and financial 

institutions from “the black list” 

Ukraine May 26 – general joining to the EU sanctions against Russia 

August 14 – adoption of Sanctions law that permits the termination of transit of energy resources 

through Ukraine 

Albania 

Iceland 

Liechtenstein 

Montenegro 

Norway  

October 15 – general joining to the EU sanctions against Russia 

Australia June 19 – sanctions against several Russian companies (including “Chernomorneftegaz”) 

September 1 – prohibition of export of weapons and equipment for the oil and gas sector to 

Russia; access of Russian state banks to the Australian capital market; investments into / trade 

with the Crimea 
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Japan August 5 – sanctions against Crimean companies “Chernomorneftegaz” and “Feodosia” 

2015  USA July 30 – sanctions against subsidiaries of “Vnesheconombank”, “Rosneft” Mirror extension of the sanctions lists against countries 

that imposed sanctions to Russia 

June 24 – a one-year renewal of special economic 

measures against the Western countries from August 6, 

2015 to August 5, 2016 

July 29 – order on waste disposal of products under 

embargo (enterded into force August 6, 2015) 

Food embargo against Albania, Montenegro, Iceland, 

Liechtenstein and Ukraine 

EU March 14 – sanctions renewal against Russian companies until September 15, 2015 

June 22 – economic sanctions renewal until January 31, 2016 

Canada February 18 – sanctions against Russian oil company “Rosneft” 

June 29 – sanctions against “Gasprom”, “Gasprom Neft”, “Surgutneftegas”, “Transneft” 

Ukraine December 30 – import prohibition related to all the goods originating from the Russian 

Federation 

2016 USA September 1 – sanctions against subsidiaries of “Gasprom” June 29 – renewal of the food embargo from August 6 

2016 until December 31, 2017 EU July 1 – sanctions renewal against Russian companies until January 31, 2017 

Ukraine July 6 – renewal of import prohibition related to all the goods originating from the Russian 

Federation (until December 31, 2017) 

Montenegro 

Albania 

Norway  

Liechtenstein 

October 15 – general joining to the EU sanctions against Russia  

2017  USA January 13 – sanctions renewal for one year 

June 20 – restrictions for Sergey Nazarov, Deputy Minister of economic development of the 

Russian Federation  

August 3 – tightening of the sanctions regime against Russia; restrictions on the transfer of 

American technology to exploration and production of Russian oil, for deep water, Arctic 

offshore and shale formations (not only for companies under sanctions, but for all oil and gas 

projects); restrictions on the supply of technologies and services required for the construction of 

pipelines and on energy companies financing from USA. Persons investing in the energy sector 

in Russia, can also fall into the black list. U.S. policy should among other things be to oppose 

the construction of the pipeline "Nord stream — 2". 

June 30 – conter-sanctions renewal until December 31, 

2018 
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The Key Development Vectors of Modern Russian Energy Policy in the Context 

of Western Sanctions 

In this article the author used mainly sources and domestic media in Russian language (Energy 

strategy, Energy companies press releases, CDU TEK, Ministry of Energy of Russian Federation) 

with adding statistic data from official foreign Internet editions (Cambridge Econometrics) and news 

agencies (Reuters, Financial Times). The article highlights experts’ opinions (Bloomberg and 

McKinsey) on the range of relevant issues. 

Research question is “What are the key development vectors of modern Russian energy policy in the 

context of Western sanctions?” In order to answer this question (research design), the author gives 

good grounds for modifying old Energy strategy of Russia, specifies current tendencies, describes the 

action of Moscow at international energy market and as a result gives a forecast, with using the 

methodologies of system and analytical approach, synthesis, review, benchmarking assessment and 

deduction. 

 

Although this research was carefully prepared, the author is still aware of its limitations and 

shortcomings. It’s impossible to take into account all factors in the multiple international energy 

landscape. One single action or a law can change the world energy balance, so the author has to make 

certain assumptions based on real facts all other things constant. 

 

Granting geopolitical background in the world, policymakers of the Russian Federation modify the 

National Energy Strategy, adopted in 2009. In order to optimize goods structure of exporting energy 

resources and to decrease dependence of the federal budget on world oil prices, Russian government 

implemented “tax maneuver”. It really reduces oil products export duties and increases production 

tax [2].   

 

Another step of domestic changes in the National Energy Strategy is the technological one. Russia 

places greater focus on technological independency of Fuel & Energy Complex based on import 

substitution of the “illicit” equipment. In theory that should reanimate the range of Russian 

enterprises and stimulate economic development. 

 

Home energy policy heavily tied to its foreign component. Russia is bound to diversify export 

directions of energy sources, with maintaining and reinforcing energy cooperation with its traditional 

partner – Europe, despite current political confrontation. Energy sphere inevitably will be the center 

of seeking for touch points between Russia and Europe. It is notorious that the European Union plans 

to decrease energy dependence on Moscow through expanding its list of energy resources suppliers 

and transiting to Renewable Energy Sources, innovative initiatives etc. 

 

But we are supposed to see the results of these processes on a long-term horizon. Nowadays 

notwithstanding the European anti-Russian rhetoric, the figures of interstate energy cooperation show 

sustainable growth, with Russian oil and gas companies at the top-list of biggest energy resources 

suppliers [3]. 

 

The Europe's dependence on foreign oil supply (mainly including Russian companies) increased from 

76% in 2000 to more than 88% in 2016 and this demand is still in growth. Russia is a main Europe's 

supplier of oil products with more that 30% share [4]. Rosneft and Lukoil lead the list of biggest oil 

exporting companies. 

 

Natural gas is also a weak point of the EU in terms of suppliers’ diversity. Russia (mainly Gazprom) 

remains the leader of gas deliveries to the Old World; Norway takes the second place in this field. At 

year-end 2016 Gazprom is reported to intensify its influence on Europe natural gas market with 

increasing its share in import by 2,5 % to 33,5% [4]. Despite this tendency of growth Gazprom’s 

export monopoly is considerably challenging both legally and practically by new producers, with 

several producers lobbying the regime for more flexibility when it comes to the issuance of export 

licenses.  
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After the project “South stream” being frozen, Gazprom was continuing to look for appropriate 

alternatives, one of that has become “Turk Stream” [5]. The offshore part of the pipeline will cross 

the Black Sea bed. Maximal depth along the route will reach 2,200 m. The length of the offshore part 

will amount to 910 km. 

 

As planned, the Turk Stream pipeline will surface on the shore of the European part of Turkey near 

Kıyıköy with gas delivery point at Lüleburgaz for the Turkish customers, and a border crossing 

between Turkey and Greece in İpsala serving as delivery point for the European customers. 

Construction of the Turk Stream gas pipeline was commenced on May 7, 2017 in the Black Sea near 

the Russian coast. On June 23, 2017, the docking of the shallow and deep-water parts of the Turk 

Stream gas pipeline took place and the laying of the deep-water section started [6]. 

 

Another ambitious project of Gazprom - Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline (fig 2) is suggested to extend 

from the Russian coast of the Gulf of Finland to the German coast at Greifswald. Many analysts 

believe that this project has attracted undue attention, as it is merely a commercial undertaking. 

Moreover, Nord Stream 2 has been found by Europe’s legal services to be consistent with existing 

European law. Other experts continue to express concerns about the increasing of the Gazprom’s 

monopoly and non-fulfilment of planned diversification of the EU energy supplies and supply routes. 

There is a skeptical approach among European policymakers, so the project’s proponents and 

opponents are unlikely to agree on a joint assessment of the project any time soon.  

 

According to the competent American edition Bloomberg, "The United States government," the last 

Senate anti-Russian sanction bill says, "should prioritize the export of United States energy resources 

in order to create American jobs, help United States allies and partners, and strengthen United States 

foreign policy"[7]. It seems aimed against Nord Stream 2 that proves above-mentioned suggestions 

about the US intention of gaining European energy market.  

 

The key goal of Nord Stream 2 consists in bypassing unstable Ukraine from gas transit corridor. In 

the past the unpleasant incidents initiated by Kiev have already expose Europe to danger of being 

frozen. The European Union has to choose between its own energy security and both the wish to 

please the United States administration and support Ukrainian authorities. 

 

Contradictory relations with Europe make Russia look for other vectors of external energy partners. 

In this regard Moscow is trying to become an active participant of energy space in Asia-Pacific 

Region that is correlating with Russia’s international economic policy. Russia possesses necessary 

possibilities for “east expansion” – vast territories, favorable geographic position, enormous resource 

potential required by neighbors, external policy based on non-interference in internal affairs of other 

countries. But there are some difficulties: inveterate distrust in relations, intense competition for 

conquering perspective Asian markets, lack of Far East region’s infrastructure development and the 

necessity of its correlating with regional transport arteries. For establishing conditions of intensifying 

export-import relations with Asian states Moscow can participate in creating trade corridors within 

such projects as “Eurasian initiative” and “Silk Road Economic Belt”. 

 

Russian atomic industry maintains leadership at the world market of peaceful nuclear development. 

The key projects of this sector are Busher-2 in Iran, Kudankulam in India, Tianwan Atomic Power 

Station (APS) in China, Ruppur in Bangladesh, Paksh-2 in Hungary, Hanhikivi in Finland and 

Akkuyu in Turkey [8]. Moscow is interested in expanding export geography of high-tech solutions, 

which are able to bring not only economic dividends but political ones too. For example, an APS 

built by specific technology will require further maintaining by country of origin and concrete fuel 

for ensuring the function security. That is all can confine the possibility of sanction and other 

discriminating measures.  

 

Moscow continues consistently to pave the way for maintaining the federal budget, benefiting from 

oil production cuts up till March 2018. The Cartel and other non-OPEC countries have vowed to 

rebalance the global market after the halving of oil prices since 2014 decimated the budgets of oil-
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dependent producers [9]. 

  

Prior to the agreement, Russia had also reached a new post-Soviet oil peak, surpassing expectations 

from abroad. The ramp-up has been partly driven by development of condensate-rich gas fields in the 

Urengoi area. Brownfields have also experienced better decline rate management and more 

investment [10]. 

 

For Russia this agreement is a victory of energy diplomacy, because this means the more or less 

stable oil prices, consequently a ruble’s solid rate of exchange and a permanent budget revenue. 

While the government previously admitted that it had higher hopes for the agreement, expecting oil 

prices to stabilize at around USD55-60/bbl., it has no regrets in backing OPEC and believes 

the market situation has improved. If the deal is extended, it will be hard for participating companies 

in Russia to withdraw. This gives them the opportunity to focus on exploration efforts and grow their 

resource base while the market rebalances. 

 

Conclusion 

Russia’s economy has stabilized after the dramatic drop in the price of oil in 2014 and 2015, but the 

future of Russia’s Fuel & Energy Complex, and its precise interaction with global energy actors, are 

hard to predict. What is clear, given the importance of energy sector to the Russian economy and 

given Russia’s leading role on the global oil and gas landscape, is that the fate of these industries in 

Russia will significantly determine the country’s economic trajectory. In turn, understanding Russia’s 

oil and gas future will be essential for an understanding of broader global energy markets. 

 

To sum up it’s necessary to underline that even in the context of credibility gap Russia is ready to 

hold a dialogue on the energy agenda. Moscow is modifying its energy strategy to maintain and 

expand external markets and in the meantime the biggest country in the world is trying to modernize 

economics, technically re-equip its production and increase immunity to menaces and challenges. 
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Abstract  

The present paper is aimed at identifying legal barriers to effective organization of a corporation’s 

crisis management within pre-bankruptcy period. At the moment, there is a lack of legal regulation of 

interaction between corporate management bodies in case when temporary financial difficulties can 

be overcome due to efficient management policy. Reformation of bankruptcy legislation reflects 

search for the best model of distribution of rights and obligations within a corporation at the stage of 

bankruptcy predication. However, the conducted study shows that the proposed model is not logical 

enough. The analysis of the recently introduced innovations reveals that bankruptcy legislation still 

does not take into account the subtleties of corporate legislation and the specifics of the position of 

sole executive body (or the "head of the debtor" in the terminology of the Bankruptcy Act) in the 

corporate management system. The authors discover insufficiently clear definition of the subjects of 

responsibility for late submission of bankruptcy petitions. Besides the reforms leave out of account 

the difference in the issues of convening an extraordinary general meeting in different types of 

corporations. The research covers the issues of protective mechanisms encouraging a corporation’s 

managers to adopt proactive bailout measures. 

 

 

Keywords: Crisis management, bankruptcypredication, obligation to file a bankruptcy petition, 

bankruptcy 

 

Introduction 

Economic unsteadiness nationwide causes the increase of incidents of financial instability at the 

"micro level": numerous commercial entities which used to function successfully before face a crisis 

period. Finding themselves on the verge of bankruptcy can be typical for many companies, even if it 

occurs due to an unfavorable coincidence of temporary circumstances. In such cases it is a matter of 

vital importance not to aggravate the situation by negative consequences of corporate conflicts. In its 

turn, taking into consideration the specifics of bailout measures, the absence of detailed legal 

regulation leads to the development of individual approaches to the standards of  due behavior of the 

members of the management bodies, in the period when they have to take risky decisions in the 

interests of a corporation. Meanwhile, these decisions are not always taken under the conditions of 

unanimous consent. In connection with this, the present study is supposed to identify the main legal 

barriers to the implementation of effective antirecession policy as well as outline the prospects for 

optimizing the regulation of actions of a corporation’s managers within the pre-bankruptcy period. 

 

Literature Review 

The notion "pre-bankruptcy period" is not regarded as a full-fledged legal term, while economic 

content does not correspond to the content of bankruptcy signs under «The Insolvency (Bankruptcy) 

Act» (hereinafter - the Bankruptcy Act). The theory of crisis management distinguishes four  stages 

of pre-bankruptcy, from emergence of financial instability to the bankruptcy itself (Zharkovskaya et 
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al., 2011). Unlike economic ones, legal signs of insolvency are based on the fact of the existing 

unpaid debt. Only the actual inability to meet creditors' claim for a certain sum within a certain 

period, regardless of economic reasons, is important for initiating a bankruptcy case (Art. 2 of the 

Bankruptcy Act). 

 
The heterogeneity of the concept of "pre-bankruptcy period" causes the need for complex studies at 

the interface between economics and law, but currently it is difficult to talk about full-fledged 

interaction of representatives of these sciences. Studies in the field of crisis management and 

financial diagnostics of enterprises are very extensive. It is important to mark out the role of 

academic works of the following scientists: Bobyleva A. (Bobyleva et al., 2015, Bobyleva and 

Lvova, 2016), Lvova O. (Lvova and Bobyleva, 2014), Zaytseva O. (Zaytseva, 1998), Goncharov M. 

(Goncharov, 2001), Zharkovskaya E. (Zharkovskaya et al., 2011),  Korotchenkov A. (Korotchenkov, 

2016), Kochetkova A. (Kochetkova and Kochetkov, 2017) etc. 

 

Yet, taking into account instability and often inconsistency of  legal regulation of the period of taking 

bailout measures, it should be recognized that current legal studies in this field do not cover 

significant aspects. However, profound regulation could favor effective implementation of the 

achievements of scientists in the field of crisis management. Until July 2017 there had been no 

development of legislation regulating the activities of the debtor as well as founders, members of 

management bodies, creditors, etc. during pre-bankruptcy period. Accordingly, legal studies in 

specified this area are not numerous.  

 

In the area of bankruptcy prevention, it is worth to mention articles by Karelina S., Professor of the 

Department of Entrepreneurial Law of the Moscow State University, reflected in the section 

References (Karelina, 2013, 2011). Besides, significant contribution was made by the researchers of 

Perm University, who prepared a number of articles on legal framework of bankruptcy prevention 

(Golubtsov et al., 2014; Zhukova and Kondratieva, 2012).  

 

As for studies on specifics of a corporation’s management at the pre-bankruptcy stage, interaction of 

management bodies and correlation of corporate and bankruptcy legislation, it is necessary to 

emphasize the deficiency of scientific research on these issues. The matters of corporate management 

during the crisis period haven’t been examined in details yet. Sufficient attention is paid to the issues 

of liability for committing unlawful acts on the threshold of bankruptcy. However, in view of the 

legislation’s rapidly changing it is still impossible to assert existence of a profound theoretical 

foundation. 

 

Data and Methodology 

The methodology of the presented study is based on the analysis of the current provisions of Russian 

bankruptcy legislation in correspondence with corporate one and the results of the latest reform of 

bankruptcy law, which is devoted directly to rights and responsibilities of participants in corporate 

relations on the threshold of bankruptcy. Furthermore we have studied materials of court practice on 

the issues of bringing the head of the debtor to liability for failure or untimely submission of a 

bankruptcy application during the last 3 years in order to identify trends in the increase of cases of 

using subsidiary liability mechanisms for the benefit of meeting of creditors’ claims.  

 

Research Questions 

As it has been mentioned above, the pre-bankruptcy period can be conventionally divided into two 

stages from the legal point of view. Although at the first is the stage "economic" signs of bankruptcy 

already exist, there are no formal legal signs of bankruptcy, and, therefore, the grounds for the 

creditor's appeal to the court. At the second stage the signs of bankruptcy appear according to Article 

3 of the Bankruptcy Act. The first stage falls only under partial regulation by the Bankruptcy Act and 

is referred to as "bankruptcy predication". The predication of bankruptcy is interpreted as the debtor’s 

awareness of inability to meet the obligations that will occur in the future (Telukina, 2004: 126).  
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Thus, the moment when it should become obvious exactly for the debtor’s head is of significant 

importance.  

 
The procedure of carrying out bailout measures and their composition are not duly regulated yet. The 

Law only indicates the possibility of taking measures aimed at restoring the debtor’s solvency 

(Articles 30-31 of the Bankruptcy Act). In the absence of such regulation, those responsible for the 

corporation’s sustainability have to be guided only by the general framework of current legislation. 

No special regime provides benefits and / or a special procedure for taking bailout measures. 

Adequacy of legal regulation depends on the ability to encourage managerial actions aimed at 

achieving financial sustainability without unreasonable risk of qualifying such actions as 

misbehavior. 

 

It is worth notifying that on July 29, 2017 the Bankruptcy Act was significantly amended, and to 

some extent the amendments concern the complexity of a corporation’s structure as well as the 

division of powers between its bodies. Until then, the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act focused 

mainly on the debtor’s CEO and his |her duties in the situation of threat or real signs of insolvency, 

whereas proper attention was not paid to the role of other bodies. Meanwhile, other management 

bodies frequently consider it necessary to avoid the initiation of bankruptcy proceedings and to use 

all available means to improve the situation without drawing someone’s attention to it. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Formally, in the presence of any of the circumstances listed in Article 9 of the Bankruptcy Act, the 

CEO is authorized and simultaneously obliged to file bankruptcy petition regardless of the approval 

of the appropriate collegial management body. This was fixed in the Decree of the Plenum of the RF 

Supreme Court №29 of 15/12/2004. Moreover, the CEO is obliged to apply "in the shortest term, but 

not later than in a month from the date of occurrence of relevant circumstances" (Par. 2 of Article 9 

of the Bankruptcy Act).  

Until 29/07/2017 a non-appeal to the court in the presence of formal grounds entailed only the chief 

manager’s personal responsibility. Presently the composition of those responsible for initiating the 

bankruptcy process has been expanded. According to clause 3.1 of Article 9 of the Act, "if the 

debtor’s head did not apply to the arbitration court with an application of the debtor within a 

specified period and the grounds for the appeal were not eliminated, within ten calendar days from 

the expiry of this term, those who are entitled to initiate the convening of an extraordinary general 

meeting of shareholders of the debtor, or others controlling the debtor, are obliged to demand a 

meeting of the debtor's management body entitled to  initiate liquidation of the debtor, in order to 

take a decision to appeal to the arbitration court with a bankruptcy petition. The meeting must be held 

in no later than ten calendar days from the day the claim for its convocation is filed. This body is 

obliged to take a decision to appeal to the arbitration court if the relevant circumstances are not 

eliminated by the date of its meeting". In its turn, the Article 61.12 now provides subsidiary liability 

for the failure or untimely filing of the debtor's application for all those obliged to apply to the court, 

as well as for those responsible for convening a meeting to make a decision on filing applications of 

the debtor to the arbitration court, and / or adoption of this decision. 

 

The purpose of the research is to evaluate the potential effectiveness of these innovations for the 

purpose of optimizing a corporation’s management during the crisis period. In fact, the most valuable 

amendment is joint responsibility of all those who have the opportunity to influence application to a 

court. The introduction of joint responsibility, undoubtedly, allows to reduce risks of the actual 

pressure on the CEO by the shareholders and the board of directors in order to prevent the filing of an 

application and the transfer of all responsibility for such failure to the CEO. Nonetheless, it should be 

noted that "pitfalls" still remain, so further attention will be focused on them. 
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The Scope of Obligated Persons 

First of all, the introduced rule does not clarify the composition of those who are obligated to 

convene a general meeting. Those entitled to claim for convocation of an extraordinary general 

meeting, for example, under the Law "On Joint-Stock Companies", include a revision committee, an 

auditor, and shareholders possessing at least 10% of voting shares. At the very least, they should be 

somehow informed about the transformation of their right to claim for convocation of a general 

meeting into an obligation. How are they offered to learn about the circumstances referred to in 

Article 9 of the Act, and, moreover - about the expiry of the term of the sole executive body's 

obligation to apply to the court? It seems that the Bankruptcy Act in the present edition does not 

distinguish the body responsible for holding a general meeting, including an extraordinary one, and 

those entitled to apply to this body for convocation of an extraordinary general meeting. Furthermore, 

the Law “On Joint-Stock Companies” claims that in case when the relevant body fails to meet the 

requirements for convening a general meeting, those who require its convocation have the right to 

apply to the court with a claim for compulsory conduct of the meeting. The Bankruptcy Act does not 

specify whether this right transforms into obligation, and whether the 10-day period is relevant in this 

case. It would be more logical to point out the obligation of the relevant body to initiate an 

extraordinary meeting. 

Thus, in a corporation where the presence of the board of directors is mandatory (i.e. public joint 

stock company), those responsible for non-convening or untimely convening of an extraordinary 

general meeting must be members of the board of directors. In the event that the decision is not 

adopted at the convened general meeting, according to the logic of the Act, responsibility must be 

born by shareholders. Speaking about a limited liability company, where, as a general rule, it is the 

sole executive body that is responsible for convening a general meeting, the obligation in case of 

violation of  his own duty to file an application becomes pointless because of the coincidence of the 

obligated individuals in one person. Yet, if the meeting has been convened, for instance, at the 

request of another authorized person, but shareholders have not taken a positive decision, then, 

respectively, the liability extends to them. 

 

Moment of Creation of Obligation to File a Bankruptcy Petition 

A number of controversial issues is connected with the definition of the moment of "activation" of 

the authorized body’s obligation to convene an extraordinary general meeting. The expiry date of the 

term of filing a petition by the CEO which is the beginning of a 10 day period for convening an 

extraordinary meeting, appears to be clearly undetermined. One of the reasons for this is the 

uncertainty of occurrence of the initial CEO’s obligation to apply to the court. 

It is significant to underline the unambiguity of the date of creation of the circumstances specified in 

Article 9 of the Bankruptcy Act, or the date when they should become obvious to the chief manager. 

Meanwhile, subsequent qualification of the CEO’s conduct as illegal depends on the definition of this 

moment. The courts consider this moment as the date of summing up the results of financial and 

economic activities during the calendar year, or the date of the formation of the balance sheet. In 

addition, creditors or insolvency officers refer to the date of the court decision to collect the debt, or 

the date of bringing to the tax liability, in short, the dates to which the company's obligation to pay 

off the  debts with a particular creditor is related to. Yet, the moment of creation of the obligation is 

not identical with the moment of acknowledgement of impossibility to execute it. 

 

So according to the Bankruptcy Act there is no time for the sole executive body to coordinate filing 

of an application with other management bodies of the corporation. Any initiatives resulting into 

loosing of time are more likely to lead to CEO’s further possible personal responsibility in the event 

of insufficiency of assets. Court decisions usually contain statement that the debtor's head, having 

been informed about the company’s financial condition, could not fail to realize the need to apply to 

the court (‘Consultant Plus’, 2017). The fact of shareholders’ pressure is not of legal significance. 

The absence of the collegial body’s consent, or even the need to raise this issue and get approval are 

unacceptable excuses for CEO’s omission. 
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Interlacing the corporate bodies’ competences when deciding whether to file a bankruptcy petition 

It appears that the legislator adheres to a somewhat contradictory logic, pointing out that the decision 

of a corporation’s supreme management body is mandatory only in case when the sole executive 

body has not applied to court on his own initiative. The secondary nature of the general meeting’s 

decision and the absence of its necessity in case of a sole decision taken by the CEO, do not fully 

coincide with the basic rules of corporate law, which provide for a strict separation of bodies’ 

competence and accountability to each other. Current civil and corporate law do not stipulate cases of 

alternative competence of the shareholders’  general meeting and the sole executive body. The issue 

still requires clarity whether a decision by the supreme management body is necessary or not. And in 

case it is necessary, it would be reasonable to begin the initiation of the bankruptcy process with the 

convocation of an extraordinary meeting. This sequence of order seems to be much more logical, not 

only in the view of correlation with the basic rules of building a management system in a corporation, 

but also in terms of distribution of responsibility. It is impossible to exclude the situation of putting 

pressure on the chief manager during the period when the latter is already legally required to apply to 

the court. At the same time the board of directors or shareholders may be planning to take 

rehabilitation measures, such as profitable bargains, negotiations with the creditor on debt 

restructuring, etc. As a result, the chief executive officer will still be responsible if the bankruptcy 

petition is filed by the creditor, since the first person who has an obligation and courts assume the 

CEO’s initial knowledge of the company’s financial condition. Besides, the sole executive body in 

the joint-stock company is not authorized to claim for a convocation of an extraordinary general 

meeting.  Joint responsibility may not occur, considering the indistinctness of the moment of time 

when the obligation to convene an extraordinary meeting for those who are entitled to this arises. 

Also, members of the board of directors can formally fulfill their obligation to hold the meeting after 

gaining time, and, thus, relieve themselves of liability. It is also possible that the obligation to 

convene the meeting is fulfilled, but the required quorum simply is not gathered, with all the ensuing 

consequences provided for by corporate legislation. In all these cases the head of the debtor remains 

the only liable person. 

Current legislation does not stipulate any protective mechanisms for the head of the debtor against 

actual pressure put by controlling shareholders, which is still a gap. It is unlikely for the CEO to take 

such a radical decision on behalf of the corporation  regardless of the opinion of the shareholders’ 

opinion in standard business practice. A voluntary appeal to the court does not always lead to 

bankruptcy, and in this case the CEO is likely to lose his / her position. Moreover, Par. 2 of Article 

61.13 claims that "if the debtor's application is submitted in case of the debtor's ability to meet the 

creditors' claims in full, or the debtor has not taken measures to dispute the applicant’s  unreasonable 

claims or claims made by creditors in the bankruptcy case, the debtor, the debtor’s head and other 

individuals controlling the debtor shall be liable to creditors for damages caused by committing 

bankruptcy proceedings or unreasonable recognition (undisputable) of creditors' claims". 

 

Thus, at the crucial moment the head of the debtor carries both the risk of failing the company, 

having hurried up with the application (and, therefore, most likely, losing the position), and the risk 

of being brought to further liability for a possible revealed failure to fulfill the obligation of applying 

to court. The CEO has "shortest time" to resolve this dilemma. Under such circumstances, especially 

in the context of a corporate conflict, it is not surprising that the CEO’s decision may turn out to be 

unreasonable, according to the terminology of Article 53.1 of the Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation, Article 71 of the Federal Law On Joint Stock Companies, the Decree of the Supreme 

Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation №. 62. There is no need to establish the CEO’s 

unconscionability for qualification his / her behavior as unlawful in order to demand compensation 

for the company’s losses caused by such a decision, or to bring him / her to subsidiary responsibility 

in case of bankruptcy. Unreasonableness of his / her actions is enough.  

 

The designated risk generates the risk of mismatch of management bodies’ actions in the period of 

bankruptcy predication. The current Bankruptcy Act does not take into account the specifics of the 

debtor’s head’s position in the corporate management system and lack of his | her competence for 

making some strategic decisions. Despite the amendments, the Act still requires to take corporate 

decisions separately, regardless of the position of other management bodies, which potentially 
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reduces the effectiveness of crisis management at the corporate level. 

 

Furthermore, in accordance with the new edition of paragraph 1 of Article 30 the debtor’s head as 

well is obliged "to take all reasonable measures to prevent the bankruptcy of the debtor in reasonable 

time". It seems to be illogical that this responsibility falls solely on the CEO if speaking about a 

corporation. The CEO’s obligation to notify other bodies and shareholders has been excluded, while 

the obligation to immediately publish information and whereas the obligation to solely take urgent 

bailout measures has been enrolled. These amendments seem to be, at least, rather controversial.   

 

Conclusions 

It is supposed that, in order to optimize the interaction of a corporation’s  management bodies for 

sorting out anti-crisis issues, it is necessary to consolidate the obligation of the head to send firstly an 

official notification both to the members of the board of directors, if any, and to the shareholders. 

Perhaps, this action should be bound to the moment when the debtor obtains the right (but yet not the 

obligation) to file a petition. Meanwhile, considering the terms of corporate procedures, it is not 

entirely fair to limit the  CEO’s obligation by "the shortest period". If the Act establishes the 

possibility of taking measures to restore the corporation’s solvency, there is a certain need to provide 

a time space within which non-appeal to court with a petition will not be qualified as unlawful 

omission. 

 

The decision to apply to court with a bankruptcy petition is proposed to be made initially at the level 

of the supreme corporate management body. Therefore, in case of a complex corporate structure of 

the company, the members of the board of directors should be primarily responsible for ensuring the 

timely decision. It is rational to establish the CEO’s  obligation to officially inform the body 

responsible for convening a general meeting and, accordingly, to impose subsidiary liability only in 

the event of its non-performance. We believe that the one-month period, currently provided for to the 

head of the debtor to file the application could be sufficient to convene a general meeting. In 

accordance with the decision of this meeting the chief manager must apply to court. The requirement 

to convene a general meeting just after the head of the debtor misses the time term for applying to 

court is undoubtedly illogical, since it can be convened immediately after revealing of relevant 

circumstances, without violating the corporate subordination of the supreme management body and 

the chief executive officer. 

 

Considering that the bailout measures are not regulated either, and these measures are implemented 

outside of judicial control, taking most of these measures is always followed by risk of further 

liability. In this connection, amendments to the Bankruptcy Act providing the obligation to take 

measures solely for the chief manager are not completely constructive. The obligation to act in the 

corporation’s favor reasonably and in good faith, and therefore - to care for its financial stability, is 

assigned to all members of management bodies, regardless of the pre-bankruptcy period. The 

imposition of additional obligations requires their detailed specification, as well as giving legal 

significance to actions taken to fulfill this particular obligation, in order to avoid mentioned risks. 

Additional regulation is needed for a corporation’s management at each stage of the pre-bankruptcy 

period. The importance of legal tools for optimizing crisis management should not be 

underestimated, since gaps and contradictions in the legal regulation of activities within the pre-

bankruptcy period give rise to vulnerability of key participants of the crisis management process and 

the potential threat of the invalidity of their activities.  
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Abstract  

This study examines institutional arrangements that are deemed necessary for planning, coordinating 
and implementing energy access policies and programs for emerging markets and developing 
economies. The article discusses modalities for energy access partnerships, and reviews various 
strategies to mobilize financial resources to bridge the energy access gap, based on the examples 
from several developing economies.  
With expanding policy dialogue, knowledge sharing, relevant partners’ engagement and financial 
resources mobilization being considered as prerequisites to ensure universal energy access, a sector-
wide development approach to energy access is proposed as key element for longstanding and 
substantial engagement of governmental agencies and development donors. In conclusion, the 
authors come up with recommendations for future financing mechanisms, and discuss the role of 
Sustainable Development Goals as the opportunity to increase the level of technical, financial and 
human resources, and achieve one of its targets – universal access to modern energy services. 

 

Keywords: energy access financing, institutional framework, international energy cooperation, 

sustainable development 

 

Introduction 

Sound institutional frameworks and timely, effective intergovernmental coordination are 
prerequisites for channeling donor funding, planning development strategies and cooperating on 
cross-border power trade, as well as regulating efforts towards long-term sustainable development 
through competent and responsive national institution, accountable for delivering results in terms of 
reliability, quality and timeliness. These criteria are interrelated and depend on governmental actions 
and policies. For instance, reliability and quality depend on actions taken to augment capacities of 
grid operator, potential mini-grid operators and household system installers. Reliability and quality of 
service provided by grid also depend on actions taken to add and maintain adequate generation 
capacity and maintain network.  
 
To satisfy country-specific development priorities, national governments should effectively manage 
funds and resources for targeting national development goals. Prioritization and regional initiatives 
could resolve competition between sectors for limited public funding. A positive and open 
environment for dialogue and cooperation with development partner community to finance national 
electrification programs, as well as knowledge exchange to help governments carry out sector 
reforms will strengthen institutions and improve sector performance and efficiency. 
 
Strengthening institutional capacity involves: 
 

− Reviewing the mandates of relevant government sectors to identify their constraints, as well 
as technical and financial capacities; 
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− Streamlining the government sectors to promote cooperation and coordination; 

− Promoting collaboration between governments in planning and implementing; 

− Ensuring appropriate legislative frameworks; 

− Establishing appropriate regulatory framework; developing legal and institutional 
framework; and 

− Formulating policy frameworks. 
 

Literature Review 

Engaging relevant stakeholders to build partnerships is critical, as suggested by various assessments 
by international organizations and development agencies, – as there are multiple roles to play and 
each stakeholder must be responsible for the tasks for which they have a comparative advantage. 
Existence of different stakeholders with clear roles and mechanisms for interaction and coordination 
across the value chain is key factor in building partnerships. It has been repeatedly underscored that 
leveraging business as much as possible to increase energy access (EA) should be a priority, as this 
allows it to be directed towards reaching the “last mile”. 
 

Stakeholders’ Engagement 

Governments play a central role in planning, regulating, measuring, policymaking and 
implementation, but the private sector or public institutions also balance the costs and revenues at 
affordable levels and ensure long-term operation of systems. For example, ESCOs in Fiji are allowed 
to adjust tariffs to ensure that reliable performance is viable on a site-by-site basis and to ensure that 
adequate financial incentives are in place for expansion of supply in rural areas. 
 
Participation of local communities, investors and consumers in design and delivery of energy services 
is essential. A success factor identified in the Vietnamese rural electrification effort has been the 
building of effective partnerships among the state utility, local authorities and communities, 
specifically through sharing of costs and responsibilities. In some cases, introduction of new actors or 
networks such as cooperatives and associations further intensifies cooperation and initiates coherence 
with the larger community in the area. Building partnerships with communities ensures provision of 
appropriate energy services, promotes community ownership and responsibility, increases 
contributions of labor, time and other resources, and encourages participation in decision-making, 
planning and implementation. It is also critical for daily operation and maintenance. Engaging local 
stakeholders can make it possible to reach poor, difficult-to-reach communities with modern energy 
and offer opportunities for scale-up. A growing number of entrepreneurs are demonstrating – often at 
a relatively small but rising scale – that profitable ventures can be built in low-income markets. Local 
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), social enterprises, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) and conglomerates are succeeding in selling modern lighting and cooking devices, off-grid 
electrification and, to a smaller degree, grid extension services to the poor.  
 
Institutional development of Alternative Energy Promotion Centre (AEPC), established in Nepal in 
1996 with the objective of developing and promoting renewable/alternative energy technologies, may 
illustrate this. Working with external development partners and domestic stakeholders, AEPC has 
emerged as capable and strong governmental institution for rural energy development. Initially, 
AEPC worked with donors on institutional development and programme implementation. The Energy 
Sector Assistance Programme, funded by the Danish and Norwegian governments, the Rural Energy 
Development Programme, funded through UNDP and the World Bank, and the Renewable Energy 
Programme, funded by the European Union, built up the institutional capacity of AEPC to manage 
sizable energy programs. After implementation of a few projects, the Government of Nepal and 
development partners entrusted AEPC to manage the National Rural and Renewable Energy 
Programme, a $170 million multi-donor-funded programme for promotion and expansion of rural 
energy services in remote areas. 
 
Nowadays, AEPC supports project developers (communities, households, manufacturers, installers 
and distributors) in preparing bankable projects. AEPC has succeeded in establishing the Central 
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Rural Energy Fund as a financial institution to select banks to administer subsidies and facilitate soft 
credit to developers for rural and renewable energy promotion. AEPC pre-selects subsidy 
applications and is responsible for technical verification before submitting to the handling bank for 
financial verification and payment in accordance with the government’s Subsidy Policy and Delivery 
Mechanism. Currently, AEPC is working to develop its development plan to respond to increasing 
demand for expanding energy services. 
 
AEPC has earned recognition as an apex body for renewable energy technologies promotion. As a 
result of AEPC's efforts, nearly 3.5 million households in Nepal have benefited from various kinds of 
energy technologies: it has contributed to around 30MW of electricity generation through micro-
hydro systems, and installation of 700,000 solar home systems and 350,000 biogas systems. 
Moreover, these programs have been successfully registered as Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM) projects that generate revenues from carbon trading. At a broader level, Nepal has developed 
good policy and institutional frameworks, introducing the Rural Energy Policy 2006, Renewable 
Energy Subsidy Policy 2013 and Renewable Energy Subsidy Delivery Mechanism 2013, which 
describe technical standards for various technologies. The Government of Nepal is prioritizing 
renewable energy sector and attracting more external development partners to scale up renewable 
energy technologies in various locations. 
 

Strategies to Mobilize Financing 

Due to high initial investments and low returns associated with EA investments, governments have 
either directly financed EA efforts or used regulatory instruments and incentive frameworks to 
encourage EA investments by energy utilities. International development agencies, as well as 
philanthropic and impact financing, have all contributed in varying degrees to increasing EA. 
 
Government resources, even augmented by loans, carbon finance and development assistance, will 
not be enough to provide such high levels of investment and there is a role for private finance to play. 
To engage the private sector, countries need: 
 

− Strong financing institutions and ecosystems that can develop and implement EA projects; 

− National finance architecture, consisting of national development banks, commercial banks, 
capital markets and structures to lower the risks of investments; and 

− Progressive policy and regulatory frameworks that encourage private sector participation 
and investment. 

 
The role of the private sector in EA has been generally limited to electricity generation through 
independent power producers or as equipment manufacturers and suppliers. The sector has been less 
involved in transmission and distribution verticals of electricity sector, yet being useful in making 
distribution infrastructure investments in areas with high concentrations of consumers, where the 
return on investments is likely to be better. This is challenging, however, for electrifying peri-urban 
and rural locations, where the concentration of households and commercial/industrial consumers is 
likely to be lower, and electricity demand levels are low, leading to low return on investment 
prospects and discouraged participation of the private sector. The government’s role is to provide 
incentive frameworks, such as performance-based subsidies that encourage private sector electricity 
distribution companies to invest in electricity distribution infrastructure to provide EA to that 
segment of customers for which there is no clear business case. 
 

Existing Mechanisms for Public Sector Financing 
 
The major initiatives in EA have been supported through public finance from governments, often 
targeted at large-scale electrification and transition to LPG. Governments have historically used their 
budgets to support rural electrification, but progress has been slow. Public finance through 
government budgets is often the only financing option available for EA. The experiences in China 
and Indonesia, for example, show that EA can be achieved using a mission mode supported by public 
finance at scale. However, public finance may not be sufficient for addressing the EA challenge. 
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Domestic borrowing has played an important role in the energy sector; infrastructure bonds issued by 
governments and public bonds issued by institutions such as the Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) 
in India have been used to finance rural electrification. These bonds often have a long tenure and low 
returns but also low risks. Some of the bonds were tax-free. Such incentives have resulted in high 
investment interest – the 20-year $100 million bond with a return of 7%, issued by REC in 2015, was 
oversubscribed by 400%. However, domestic borrowing to finance EA has been limited to countries 
where bond markets and regulatory frameworks are established. 
 
External borrowing from development agencies offering concessional and large-scale financing has 
been one of the key financing sources for EA. Multilateral financial institutions have been major 
financiers for EA. In least-developed countries (LDCs) and Small Island developing states (SIDS) in 
particular, where availability of local finance is limited and of low creditworthiness, special funds 
provide long-term, low-interest finance. Bilateral development agencies also provide financial 
resources but are often conditional, with the source of equipment and services limited to country 
providing external finance. 
 
Development assistance initiatives through multilateral development agencies, bilateral development 
agencies, NGOs, etc. has also supported EA in the form of grants and technical assistance. Some of 
the development assistance focuses on policy and capacity-building aspects that enable environment 
for promoting EA and build human and institutional capacity. Others support projects and programs 
through which electrical or thermal EA was provided to communities. For example, Global 
Environmental Facility (GEF) has financed the incremental costs (additional costs for pursuing a 
low-carbon EA technology or approach compared to the baseline business-as-usual approach) for a 
number of EA projects that supported renewable energy-based EA. Also, Climate Investment Fund 
finances low-carbon development and climate change adaptation initiatives, offering resources to 
support renewable energy-based EA projects. In particular, the Scaling up Renewable Energy 
Programme (SREP) currently supports renewable energy investments in countries such as Maldives, 
Nepal, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu in the Asia-Pacific region, with plans to support other low-
income countries. However, due to limited availability of resources, development projects and 
programs have mostly concentrated on piloting and demonstrating specific technologies, models and 
approaches. 
 
Climate finance has played a significant role in supporting EA initiatives through renewable energy 
development. Through CDM, many countries received revenue from Certified Emission Reductions 
(CERs) to improve financial viability of a number of EA projects before 2012, the final year of the 
first commitment period of Kyoto Protocol. The Programme of Activities was instrumental in 
bundling small projects together to obtain financing from sale of CERs. A voluntary carbon finance 
market exists to offset emission reductions at institutional and individual levels through Verified 
Emission Reductions (VERs); however, the combined demand for CERs and VERs is currently at a 
low level, which limits the ability of carbon market to influence EA efforts. 
 

Existing Mechanisms for Private Sector Financing 
 
The private sector role has been limited primarily to manufacture and supply of systems and 
equipment for energy services. However, a number of initiatives have encouraged the sector to go 
beyond this role. Governments and development agencies have employed a number of mechanisms to 
attract private finance for EA, such as subsidies, tax incentives, soft loans, guarantees, etc. 
 
Yet it is stated that more than four-fold increase from the current annual investments in EA will be 
needed to achieve universal EA targets under Sustainable Development Goal 7, which would require 
major changes in current finance architecture. The emphasis of EA financing so far has been 
primarily on electrification and not enough investments are being made in non-solid fuel access for 
thermal energy use, and progress on this has lagged behind. The level of investment in EA to non-
solid fuel remains the biggest financing challenge, as this investment needs to increase by a factor of 
44. A major bottleneck for financing non-solid fuel is that the current business models and financing 
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mostly focus on supporting cooking and space heating devices at a smaller scale than large-scale 
service or fuel sales-based models. 
 
A number of developing countries have low credit ratings, limiting the ability of their governments to 
raise resources that are low-cost and long-term, which affects investments available for EA. Absence 
of local finance ecosystem that includes microfinance institutions, rural and agricultural development 
banks, and local debt and equity markets, constrains the ability of both public and private sectors to 
raise local finance for infrastructure investments. Both are particularly challenging for SIDS and 
LDCs. 
 
The role of private sector and the leverage of private finance for EA investments have been limited. 
The private sector and public-private partnerships (PPPs) have been leveraged in electricity 
generation as independent power producers (IPPs) but not significantly in electrification and non-
solid fuel access. Capability for developing and structuring EA projects that can attract direct private 
finance or PPPs will be important to reach financial resource mobilization requirements to achieve 
universal EA. While a number of innovations have been attempted to engage private sector 
investments in EA, these haven’t been scaled up or replicated to significant levels. 
 
A number of lessons may be observed from existing experience in financing EA. Domestic public 
finance and government subsidies are the major sources of EA finance investments in the region, 
followed by external borrowing assistance from MDBs, development assistance and climate finance. 
Public finance through subsidies and grants is limited by government budgets and not sustainable in 
the long term. External financial sources such as loans, development aid and climate finance have 
played an important role in demonstrating technologies and business and financial models and in 
providing policy support. 
 
Given wide range of government and public sector capabilities, local financial institutions, private 
sector capabilities and local finance ecosystems, the type of resource mobilization models required in 
countries is likely to vary. The role of private sector needs to increase significantly; however, low 
returns from such investments and absence of a progressive policy and incentive framework have 
constrained the role played by private sector. Its participation and finance in EA can be increased 
through lowering risks for these investments and improving financial returns and capital recovery. 
Risk transfer instruments such as guarantee funds, as well as mechanisms such as incentives, soft 
loans, etc. to improve the investment prospects have been used and hold promise. Under the right 
conditions, PPPs could play an increased and highly significant role in enhancing EA. There appears 
to be a need to look beyond existing structures, business models and financing mechanisms to scale 
up finance for achieving universal EA by 2030. Alternative and innovative financing mechanisms 
may offer possibilities. 
 

Alternative and Innovative Financing Mechanisms  

A number of alternative and innovative approaches are being tried out to finance and implement EA 
initiatives, some of which may offer potential for application to scale up EA finance. Some of these 
are discussed below. 
 

Crowd funding 
 
Crowdfunding uses contributions from a large number of people. It has been in existence for a 
considerable period of time, but in the past few years, Internet platforms have been used to expand 
reach, increase transparency and reduce transaction costs. Depending on project details and finance 
demand, investors commit to providing equity or loans. When the financing target is met, the funds 
are made available to the promoter for the project to be implemented. Upon successful completion of 
the project or initiative, the promoter pays returns to the equity investors or pays back the loans with 
interest. It is estimated that the volume of global crowdfunding in 2015 was $16 billion, of which the 
share for renewable energy was $170 million, supporting more than 300 projects. 
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Increasingly, crowdfunding platforms are also supporting clean energy and EA issues. Many of such 
platforms are based in Europe and the United States, such as Trillion Fund, Abundance, Village 
Power, Solar Schools, etc., which mainly fund energy projects in the countries where they are 
located. However, there are sites like SunFunder, which focus on off-grid solar for renewable energy 
and have raised $7 million of investment in 58 loans supporting 368,000 people. The $700 million 
invested in Kiva microloans, which support microloans in developing countries, also offers green 
loans that include solar lighting and home systems and clean cook stoves. The financial regulatory 
frameworks for crowdfunding are emerging. 
 
While the crowdfunding platforms are growing as an alternative means of finance for projects and 
initiatives, which may not be supported by commercial banks, crowdfunding share of EA projects so 
far has been quite small. However, crowdfunding of EA projects and initiatives could be a significant 
prospect for the future. Small-scale financiers could use such platforms to support EA projects in 
their countries. Private sector entrepreneurs and public sector agencies will determine the role of 
crowdfunding and, if integrated into policy and institutional frameworks for EA, crowdfunding could 
provide significant supplementary resources to support universal EA. 
 

Carbon finance 
 
Carbon finance in the form of CER and VER revenues did support a number of EA projects. But 
given the current low demand and low price scenario after 2012, few projects are being supported by 
carbon finance. The outlook for carbon markets is unclear, although the Paris Agreement has 
established a new market-based mechanism that will come into effect after 2020. This new 
mechanism may create demand for Internationally Transferred Mitigation Outcomes. The impact of 
the proposed mechanism will depend on demand and rules that will be developed but, in the short 
term, voluntary carbon market for VERs may provide some limited finance for EA projects. 
 
Paris Agreement aims at limiting increase of global average temperature to well below 2°C above 
pre-industrial levels. It is committed to mobilizing $100 billion/year to support climate change 
mitigation and adaptation in developing countries by 2020, with a bigger resource mobilization goal 
by 2025. Carbon finance has already mobilized over $10.5 billion for strategic priority areas 
including energy. The funding can be accessed by organizations through a “direct access” route and 
by private sector through Private Sector Facility. It also uses a range of financial instruments – grants, 
loans, equity and guarantees – to support climate change projects in developing countries. Electricity 
access and non-solid fuel access initiatives using renewable energy and low-carbon energy sources 
such as LPG have the potential to benefit at scale. The emergence of carbon finance could be of 
importance to LDCs and SIDS, as there will not be a cap on resources that are allocated to smaller 
countries. However, accessing large-scale resources for EA will require mobilization of strong 
national institutions including private sector and ability to structure and develop a pipeline of 
projects.  
 

Green Bonds 
 
Green bonds are debt instruments for raising financial resources from the markets for “green” 
projects. Bonds have traditionally been used by both public and private entities to finance 
infrastructure projects, including EA projects. Green bonds constitute a new global effort to establish 
a labeling system by a number of organizations such as Climate Bonds Standard and Ceres Green 
Bond Principles, as well as national regulators such as China Central Bank’s green bond guidelines. 
It is estimated that only 11% of bonds that could be classified as “green” are actually labeled and the 
major locations where bonds are green-labeled are in Europe and North America. Multilateral 
development banks have issued green bonds, as have private companies, commercial banks and 
municipalities.  
 
Green bonds represent a small segment of global bond market: “green” projects being supported by 
proceeds of green bonds totaling $65.9 billion include energy, buildings and industry, transport, 
water and waste management. However, there are no obvious financial advantages to be gained by 
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labeling a bond “green,” although it may attract environmentally conscious investors. Existing green 
bonds targeting renewable energy investments are consistent with the global trend. It is possible that 
proceeds of green bonds issued by World Bank, ADB, KfW, etc. are supporting EA projects. Indeed, 
it is possible to label local currency and foreign currency-denominated bonds that target renewable 
energy-based EA projects as green bonds. If such green bonds result in additional foreign or local 
currency resources and increase the scale of resources mobilized, they could augment the financial 
resources needed for universal EA. Green bonds are more relevant in countries that are creditworthy 
and have strong financial ecosystem and are more challenging in LDCs and SIDS, although it is 
possible for bilateral development agencies to use green bonds from the European and North 
American markets to support EA projects in Asia-Pacific’s LDCs and SIDS. A similar approach is 
applicable to bilateral development agencies from countries such as Australia, Japan and Korea, 
which may use domestic or internationally issued green bonds to support EA investments in other 
countries including LDCs and SIDS. 
 
Another mechanism to finance and implement EA initiatives is Pro-Poor Public-Private Partnership 
(5P) Model approach, championed by Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
(ESCAP). It is an innovative approach for widening access to energy services for rural development. 
Drawing on the logic of traditional PPPs, the 5P approach aims at mobilizing private sector financing 
to develop rural energy utilities that are technically sustainable and ultimately financially self-
sustaining. In this regard, 5P lies between profit-oriented PPPs and socially oriented grant-based 
projects. The 5P model differs from a traditional public-private partnership in three ways: 
 

1. It is participatory and involves a broad number of stakeholders; 
2. While profit is not disregarded, the core of the 5P approach is rural development through 

livelihood enhancement of the rural poor; 
3. 5P is inherently cooperative rather than competitive. 

 
Rural communities are not viewed solely as consumers of energy utility, but also as partners, through 
utility co-ownership and management. These partnerships are characterized by sharing investment, 
responsibilities, risks and rewards among partners. The role of the public sector is to facilitate these 
partnerships through enabling policy frameworks. 
 
However, rural energy projects are still perceived as high-risk investments, typically with high up-
front costs and low rates of return. To diminish the perceived risks in rural energy, 5P attempts to 
redefine the roles of energy project stakeholders, focusing on community participation and 
management, ownership and enterprise development. Beyond the private sector, community 
mobilizers, NGOs and civil society, among others, can be engaged to assist the project stakeholders 
in understanding the potential income-generating activities gained from productive energy use and to 
support livelihood development and sustainability of the energy utility.  
 
Community-based management of rural energy utilities is not a novel concept. However, lack of 
appropriate training for operation and maintenance, along with minimal monitoring, has often led to 
long-term equipment failure, particularly in micro-hydro plants. The risk of long-term utility failure 
creates a large disincentive for rural energy investment. The 5P approach attempts to alleviate this 
risk, by engaging the private sector beyond the role of investor, as a key stakeholder in the project. A 
private sector stakeholder has incentive to ensure the long-term operation of the energy utility in 
order not to jeopardize the potential revenue generated. 
 

Discussion 

In most countries public finance alone would be insufficient to achieve universal EA by 2030, as 
required by SDG 7, and there is a need to leverage private finance using appropriate structures 
including PPPs. Governments need to establish progressive policy and regulatory frameworks to 
engage private sector and international finance and raise the level of resources in order to achieve the 
target. Integration of SDG 7 and use of Sustainable Energy for All (SE4All) tools could enable 
governments to attract development finance to support national plans in EA. 
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There is a need to improve governance, regulation and management of the electricity sector in order 
to increase the level of financing available to achieve universal EA by 2030. Investments in 
expanding existing electrical grids will likely involve governments and energy utilities playing a 
central role. Providing electricity access to meet Tier 1 of the Multi-Tier Framework requirements of 
12Wh/day may only require relatively low levels of resources providing electricity access; however, 
Tier 2 requirements of 200Wh/day and higher would require much higher levels of resources. A 
critical factor in the financing of grid-based electrification would be the creditworthiness of the 
electric utilities. Many of the electricity utilities, which are often vertically integrated, are financially 
and operationally inefficient. Many utilities operate like government departments, often at a loss or 
with low return on their investments owing to low levels of bill collection and high levels of losses. 
The high levels of losses for utilities result from a combination of technical losses due to poor quality 
equipment and unchecked pilferage and theft of electricity at the distribution network level. Another 
reason for operational losses for energy utilities is that electricity tariffs do not reflect the cost of 
supply and investments. In order to ensure that electricity tariffs are cost-reflective, electric utilities 
are financially sustainable and the interests of all other stakeholders are balanced, there must also be 
an independent electricity regulator. Adequate capacity of government and regulatory agencies is 
important to ensure that policy and regulatory frameworks ensure financial viability of electricity 
utilities, thereby enhancing the creditworthiness of the utilities and associated stakeholders.  
 
More effort is needed to develop business models and financing structures for a transition to non-
solid fuels for thermal energy. The financing challenge is likely to be significant in this effort due to 
limited government policies and the absence of models and track records in this area.  
 

Conclusion 

SDGs provide a significant opportunity to increase the level of technical, financial and human 
resources for achieving EA, as well as an opportunity for development assistance agencies to increase 
their investments in EA projects. It is therefore important to put policies in place that ensure national 
efforts towards EA by governments and private sector are aligned with SDGs, and try to leverage 
development assistance. This is particularly relevant for LDCs and SIDS. Countries may also utilize 
various tools available under the SE4All framework, such as Rapid Assessment and Gap Analysis, 
development of country action agendas and development of investment proposals. Preparations using 
the SE4All tools could help countries take advantage of international and development assistance to 
achieve universal EA. 
 
SDG 7 also calls for enhanced international cooperation on clean energy research and technologies 
that offer an opportunity for countries to collaborate. This presents an opportunity to collaborate in 
the area of financing mechanisms and business models for EA. International organizations and 
development agencies could play a facilitating role in such international cooperation efforts. 
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Abstract  

 
The case study aims to highlight the importance, process and framework of the Capstone Project Course 

(Experiential Learning) that has been initiated by Institute of Business Management (IoBM). The case 

provides detailed analysis of how the Project is executed by the students under the guidance of the 

Faculty and industry supervisors assigned to each group of students. The project entails various methods 

to monitor the performance of the task at hand and the students input and efforts in the duration of both 

Capstone 1 and Capstone 2 Projects (3 credit hours each). This initiative taken by the university 

highlights the different aspects of experiential learning processes and how it benefits the academia as well 

as the company in the industry. It is a cost free project carried out by students to enhance their learning 

and exposure into the corporate sector first hand. This kind of projects from multiple disciplinarians has 

proven to be a milestone for the students and the University in the learning with concrete outcomes for 

the industry as a whole. 

Keywords: Capstone Assessment, Experiential Learning, Capstone Circular, Capstone Pathway 

Introduction 

The word Capstone is used for a final achievement which is built upon the past works and encircles those 

past works. Capstone projects are often included in engineering curricula in order to integrate functional, 

operational and other multidisciplinary areas. Capstone projects are also used to inculcate professional 

skills amongst the students, which are difficult to impart in a traditional form of lecture based class or a 

course (Ward, 2013). 

According to (Ward, 2013) Capstone projects serve as a medium that facilitates students in transitioning 

from academic phase to a professional life. Such projects have a direct effect on university’s ranking and 

reputation in the industry and its students’ employability. Hence, it is worthwhile to introduce and 

continue such experiential learning projects at university level.  

Capstone projects are designed in a way that encompasses all the areas and aspects of an undergraduate 

student’s experience through the application of student’s skills and breadth of knowledge learned 

throughout the undergraduate program. The aim behind these projects is to develop the students and their 

skills for their professional career. Capstone projects aim to develop a student’s skills which include; 

multi-disciplinary team-work, application of theory, data interpretation, problem solving, design, 

communication skills, and ethics. Generally, these objectives are specified in the outcomes of the 

program and for university’s assessment for accreditation (Ward, 2013).  

Successful and effective capstone projects are of immense value to the employers, as they rely on these 

projects to equip the graduates with knowledge, skills and experience to bring success to their respective 

organizations. Hence, it is important to enlist the elements that contribute towards the success and 

effectiveness of a capstone project (Ward, 2013). (Howe and Wilbarger, 2005) documented such 
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elements for engineering capstone projects, which include; duration, faculty involvement, organizational 

structure, funding sources, project sourcing and industry sponsorship. These elements can be used by 

other universities belonging to other domains around the world.  

Capstone Business Curricula 

Mintzberg, (2004) asserted that the professors who teach MBAs overemphasize the sciences of 

management while ignoring its art. Mintzberg, (2004) argues that after graduation MBA students have 

inflated views about their ability and competence to be successful. He emphasizes that for effective 

management many essential skills can only be learned through the personal experience and suggested 

major changes in the management education which will encompass more experience based learning 

before a student graduates and transitions to a professional life. 

 

Kolb & Fry, (1974) developed an experiential learning model based on four elements; concrete 

experience, observation and reflection, formation of abstract concepts, and testing in new situations. They 

argued that the learning cycle can begin at any one of the four points. Thus, the model should be 

envisioned as a continuous spiral.  

 

 

 

 

Observation 
and 

Reflection 

Formation 
of Abstract 
Concepts

Testing in 
New 

Situations

Concrete 
Experience

Figure 1:  Kolb & Fry, 1975 
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In the model given in Figure 1 two important aspects can be seen; use of concrete experience for testing 

ideas and the use of feedback in order to change theories and practices Kolb, (1984). The model 

emphasizes that experience plays a vital role in learning Smith, (2001). Some of the critics have argued 

that the model given by Kolb is too simplistic. However, Tennant, (2006) stated that the framework 

provides an excellent guideline for planning of teaching and learning activities.  

Incorporating Job Shadowing into a Business Course 

According to McCarthy and McCarthy, (2006) in order to follow the experiential model, business 

programs should begin with job shadowing.  However, Paris and Mason, (1995) defined job shadowing 

as an option to gain a work experience where students learn about a job by walking through the work day 

as a shadow of a competent worker. Job shadowing is a work experience that is temporary, unpaid 

exposure to the workplace in an occupational and functional area of interest for the student. Students get 

to witness firsthand work environment, employability and occupational skills in practice, the value of 

professional training and potential career options. Job shadowing is designed to increase career 

awareness, help in modelling student behavior through examples and reinforce in the student the link 

between classroom learning and work requirements. Almost any and every workplace is a potential job 

shadowing site.  

Capstone Project Course at Institute of Business Management (IoBM) - 

Methodology 

The objective of Capstone Project Course at IoBM is to provide the students of MBA program an 

opportunity to work on real world issue and connecting it with the conceptual framework using the most 

modern management tools. The project engages the students with real world complexities and helps them 

enhance their competencies and skill related to strategic thinking, communication, managing information 

and choosing among alternatives.  

Projects on corporate issues involving multiple functional areas e.g., marketing, finance, supply chain, 

operations etc. are provided by the industry experts and the students carry out those projects. The level of 

efforts required by each project is at least 900 man-hours for each group comprising of 5 students. Each 

student groups is assigned a faculty supervisor that becomes a liaison between the academia and the 

industry and to support and guide the students throughout the project.  

After the project has been completed a presentation is given to the top management of the firm from 

which the project came from. During the presentation students provide their insights to the top 

management along with their recommendations. In many firms those suggestions and recommendations 

have already been implemented or are in the process of being implemented. The evaluation of the work 

done by the students is not just in the hands of the faculty supervisor but also by the industry expert.  

Initial Capstone Pathways 

The Capstone project consists of two initial pathways that is provided to the students i.e. Firstly an 

Organization oriented Projects, wherein the company from various industries are approached to identify 

the cross functional issue for the students to study, analyze and recommend alternative solutions through 

guidance. The second Pathway includes an industry Research Projects where students are involved in the 

identification and selection of a significant industry topic with practical applications in multiple 

organizations. These industry researches revolve around the dimensions of the progress made in Pakistan 

and through facilitations by Faculties, the data gathered would conclude consolidated results. 

The project is monitored through different methods which include documents and Forms to be filled on a 

regular basis or the number of times the students visit the corporations. Some of the documents entail 
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Capstone Logging forms, Capstone checklists and Capstone Project Plan on how it would be executed 

with the prescribed timeline. This helps in record keeping of the project for both the Organization and the 

University (See Annexure 1). 

Steps for Initiation of a Capstone Project 

In order to receive a project from a company following steps are carried out: 

1) Sending of invitation for capstone project to a company (Annexure 1) 

2) Receiving a feedback from the company about the project 

3) Arranging a meeting with the top management of the company 

4) Acquiring project from the company; company fills the registration form (Annexure 2) 

5) Registration of students for Capstone project course 

6) Formation of student groups for the project (3-5 members, depending on the project) 

7) Allocation of projects to the student groups based on their specialization (subject majors) 

8) Providing a faculty supervisor to each group to act as a monitor and liaison  

9) First meeting of the student group with the company/industry supervisor who will be monitoring 

the project progress 

10) In the first meeting briefing is given about what the company expects from the students and what 

is desired by the end of the project is required. The company provides the list of deliverables and 

deadlines to the students 

11) Students start working on the allocated tasks, and weekly updates are provided to the company. 

Students are constantly in touch with the company and make changes as per the feedback of the 

company (Annexure 3) 

12) After all the deliverables are completed a final presentation is made by the students on the 

analysis of their findings. The presentation is first delivered to the Capstone project lead and the 

Dean. After approval from both after changes if required, the presentation is given to the top 

management of the company that gave the project 

13) After the completion of many projects the findings and recommendations are implemented by 

the companies 

14) Many companies gave more projects after the completion of the first project. Some companies 

extended the project to second phase as well 

15) Students of the projects were also provided with a job offer by some of the companies 

Assessment and Grades  

Capstone Projects are executed through three hour per week sessions with the assigned supervisors at a 

scheduled time and day of the week. Attendance of these sessions are recorded which help students to 

discuss their weekly progress of the project at hand. These sessions may also include lectures, peer 

reviews, student presentations and ono-to-one clinics with academic staff. The combinations of these 

sessions conclude with a refined problem which may need further exploration and establishment. The 

analysis of the data and a well-argued based report is presented which addresses the company specific/ 

industry related problems. At the end of the semester, a grade is assigned to the student with regard to 

their performance in the project in both Capstone 1 and Capstone 2. 

Details on the assessment as rubrics is provided and discussed by the Faculty Supervisor at the beginning 

of the course to give students information before commencing the project. Each group will establish a 

portfolio that would contain all the project artifacts related to the entire duration of the project consisting 

of (but not limited to) proposal, plans, interim progress reports, notes on each individual item referred in 

secondary research, scheduling and notes of all primary research activities such as pictures, screenshots, 

transcripts, sketches of incremental development of ideas, and preliminary results and other analyses.  
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Grades are given by the faculty (60%), Head of department (20%) and industry supervisor (20%). 

Assessment forms used in this regard are given in Annexure 5. 

Capstone project course was started in summer of 2015 at IoBM. In the first semester IoBM received 9 

projects from different companies belonging to different industries. Students were able to carry out all 9 

projects successfully. In the next semester (Fall 2015), IoBM received 19 projects in total. Some 

companies gave more than one project during this semester, while some companies extended their 

projects for second phase by the IoBM students. From then onwards IoBM has done over 100 projects 

with more than 50 national and international companies (See Annexure 6 for List of Sample Projects).  

Corporate Feedback 

The industry supervisors were a part of the projects given by their companies and played the counterpart 

role of the faculty supervisor in monitoring of the project progress throughout the project. After the 

projects were finished at the end of each semester industry experts highly appreciated the work done by 

the student groups for their respective companies. The recommendations made by the students were also 

implemented in some of the companies and some companies even offered jobs to the students. The 

detailed feedback of the industry experts is present in Annexure 8. 

Student Feedback 

After the first semester students requested the expansion of Capstone projects on more functional and 

operational basis along with the availability of projects for each major specialization area of the students 

(Marketing, Human Resource, Finance, Supply chain). On the basis of this feedback more projects were 

acquired falling in different functional and operational aspects and areas of specialization. Detailed 

feedback of the students is present in Annexure 9.  

Conclusion  

Currently IoBM is not charging anything from the companies for the research services being provided by 

its MBA students. The experience of capstone project course benefits not just the students but also the 

company through the provision of new and unbiased market insights gathered by the students on behalf of 

the company. The students deliver in-depth analysis and recommendation for company’s decision making 

on the designated task. At the same time Capstone Project provides an opportunity to the students to 

engage with real world complexities, enhance individual competencies and develop lasting skills most 

importantly in thinking and analysis, communication, managing information and decision making. This 

also helps the students to review current understanding and assess alternate approaches to the identified 

problem applying theoretical and conceptual framework (well researched) and demonstrating a capacity 

for evaluation and critical thinking. IoBM has started to receive consultancy projects from different 

companies because of Capstone project course. Furthermore, IoBM is planning to open a consultancy 

center for the graduates and companies to collaborate.  
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Annexure 1 
 

November 8, 2016 

Mr. ABC 

Head Product Development 

XYZ Company  

Karachi 

 

 

Final Year MBA Capstone Project on an Industry Issue 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

CBM’s MBA program is focused on developing a real life understanding of problems and issues of 

industry and organizations in Pakistan through experiential learning projects. The final year project of the 

MBA students provides them with an intensive real life exposure of studying and resolving an issue or 

problem faced by an industry organization. Your organization can benefit from the deployment of one or 

more of our student groups for a project requiring research, fieldwork, analysis and alternatives.   

 

IoBM invites you to engage one or more of our student groups to conduct an in-depth analysis of an issue 

that your company would like to investigate and present their findings and recommendations. Please note 

that the final year MBA Capstone Project is spread over two semesters with an expected student effort of 

1500 man-hours. Each project will be assigned to a student group who will complete project under the 

close supervision of IoBM Faculty.   

 

This experience will benefit the company through the provision of new and unbiased market insights 

gathered by the students on behalf of the company. The students will also deliver in-depth analysis and 
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recommendation for company’s decision making on the designated task. At the same time Capstone 

Project provides an opportunity to the students to engage with real world complexities, enhance 

individual competencies and develop lasting skills most importantly in thinking and analysis, 

communication, managing information and decision making. This will also help them to review current 

understanding and assess alternate approaches to the identified problem applying theoretical and 

conceptual framework (well researched) and demonstrating a capacity for evaluation and critical thinking. 

. Please also note that information obtained during the completion of each project will be treated as highly 

confidential. 

 

We are currently in the process of registering new Capstone projects for the coming semester (Spring 

2017), which will commence from January 2017. For this purpose we would like to invite your 

organization to provide us with a project. We hope that this proposal will be of immense interest to you. 

We are enclosing a Project Proposal form which may be filled from your side and sent to us as soon as 

possible. 

 

The list of projects done so far by the students of IoBM with their project details is attached. During the 

period from summer 2015 till date (Fall 2016) the students of IoBM have completed over 100 projects 

with around 60 national and international companies.  

 

Should you need any further information on this subject, please feel free to contact our Capstone Project 

Coordinator, Ms. LMN, (lmn@institute.com Cell# xxxx-xxxxxxx). 

 

Sincerely yours, 

EFG (Lead Capstone Projects, OPQ institute) 

Annexure 2 

INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

CAPSTONE COURSE FOR MBA PROGRAM 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 2017 
 

1- Name of the Company: 

   

  

 

 

2- Name of the Contact Person(s): (Names, designations, cell no, email id) 

 

 

  

 

 

3- Name of the Project Owner: (Name, designation, cell no, email address).  

The Project Owner must be different from the Contact Person) 
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4- Project Description: (Please describe project in brief, giving objectives, details 

of the issue(s), stakeholders, departments affected, scope of work, expected 

outcome and any other related information) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  If you wish to propose more than one project, please use separate form for each 

project.  Please send the form to the following project supervisor / faculty of the 

Institute at your earliest. 
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Annexure 3 

Capstone Meeting Log Form 

Semester _________    Registered:    □ Y          □ N                                   

Student  Name: _________________________________________________________ 

 Reg. No: ___________________   Area of Research: __________________________                  _ 

Form No 

Version:            

 Last updated:  

Procedure #          

Document #                                                                                     

Date & 

Duration 
Assignment Progress 

Signature of 

Supervisor 
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Annexure 4 

Capstone Project Plan Form for Organization: __ 

__________________ 
Project Name  

 

Student Name/Ph # 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Contact Person Name 

Designation/Ph#/Email 

 

Project Objective/ 

Problem Statement/ 

Decision Requirement 

 

Deliverables and 

Deadlines:  

 

 

Deliverable Deadline 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5  

Research Methodology 

 

 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Secondary Research 

Sources 

1. 

2. 

3.  

4. 
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Primary Research 

population/sample 

Population:  

Sample:  

Sampling Strategy: 

# and Type of Interviews,  

Questionnaires,  Focus 

groups & methodology 

 

Research Questions 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Annexure 5 
 

Capstone Presentation Assessment Scoring Sheet (Group Grading) 
Date: ______________________ 

Group Project Name: ______________________  Evaluator Name: _________________________ 

Evaluator Affiliation:  �Project Supervisor  �IoBM Expert Panel  �Project Client 

 �External Expert       

Term:  �SPRING  �SUMMER  �FALL   Year: -

_______________ 

� Capstone I  � Capstone II 

 

Directions:   1) Mark assessed level. 

  2)  Sum the total for each section (I, II..) in the Score column   

  3)  Add all scores to get Total Score. Awarded score will be calculated out of 25 for final grade. 

1 Communication Skills 
Fails to 

Meet 

Criterion 

Meets 

Criterion 

Exceeds 

Criterion Score  

 I. Speaking     

A. Team spoke clearly and distinctly throughout 1 2 3  

B. Team spoke with confidence and with appropriate tempo 1 2 3  

 II. Delivery     

 
A. All team members remained attentive and engaged with the 

audience, even when not presenting 
1 2 3  

B. Delivery medium chosen was appropriate and effective 1 2 3  

C. Team listened effectively to adequately address questions 1 2 3  

2 Content 

 III. Organization / Preparation     

A. Introduction effectively communicated presentation goals  1 2 3  

B. Topic was well focused & appropriate 1 2 3  

 C. Project deliverables were clearly explained 1 2 3  

 D. Conclusion summarized ideas well 1 2 3  

 IV. Project Deliverables     

 A. Project work addressed the business problem at hand 1 2 3  

 B. Project deliverables account for the time spent on the project 1 2 3  

 C. Project delivered value to the client organization 1 2 3  

 
D. Evidence of research and fieldwork available and well 

documented 
1 2 3  

 
E. Evidence of research and fieldwork available and well 

documented 
1 2 3  

 F. Overall Performance of Team 1 2 3  

 Total Score      

 
Evaluator Signature:       Date:  
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Student Performance Evaluation (To be filled by Project Supervisor 

Only) 

 

Student Name: ___________________________  Supervisor Name: 

_________________________ 

Student ID:       ___________________________  Organization:

 ___________________________ 

        Date: 

 ___________________________ 

Term:  �SPRING  �SUMMER  �FALL  Year: -

_______________ 

 � Capstone I  � Capstone II 

Guidelines 

The scales measure the behaviours and abilities that all capstone students are expected to 

progressively attain and refine through the capstone projects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Development Required (1-2) 

Students performing within this range 

require further development and 

support to meet the performance 

expectations with respect to output, 

quality standards, delivery of goals 

and/or assignments. 

Grade Equiv.: F – D – C- or C  

Development Required (1-2) 

Students performing within this range 

are meeting and, in some instances, 

exceeding the performance 

expectations in respect to output, 

quality standards, and delivery of goals 

and/or assignments. 

Grade Equiv.: C+ – B- – B or B+  

 

Superior Performance (6-7) 

Students performing within this range 

are consistently exceeding the 

performance expectations and they 

should be demonstrating the ability to 

take on broader responsibilities and 

team leadership roles  
 

Grade Equiv.: A- – A – A+  

 EXAMPLE 
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Problem Solving. Ability to analyze problems or procedures, evaluate alternatives, and select best 

course of action 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Can make routine decisions but 

needs ongoing guidance and 

checking 

Good Performance 

Can be relied upon to make 

good decisions, requires limited 

guidance 

Superior Performance 

Independently manages complex 

tasks and makes good decisions 

for work without guidance 

 

1. Interest in Work. The degree to which the student pursues goals with commitment and takes 

pride in accomplishments. 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Shows little enthusiasm for assigned 

work, infrequently requests 

additional tasks 

Good Performance 

Enthusiastic about their 

assignments/work, agreeable to new 

responsibilities, asks for new tasks 

Superior Performance 

Displays enthusiasm for work that is 

beyond their job requirements; 

proactively seeks new tasks and 

responsibilities 

2. Ability to Learn. The extent to which the student becomes proficient with job duties and 

work processes. 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Sometimes slow to become 

proficient at new tasks or work 

processes 

Good Performance 

Quick to become proficient at new 

tasks 

Superior Performance 

Exceeds expectations in the 

complexity and difficulty of work 

they are able to successfully 

complete 

3. Quality of Work. The ability of the student to set high standards for own personal 

performance; strive for quality work; put forth extra effort to ensure quality work (includes oral 

and written communication). 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Work does not meet 

expectations, has more than the 

expected number of errors 

Good Performance 

Work is usually very thorough 

and well done, few errors 

Superior Performance 

Work is always very thorough 

and of excellent quality, few if 

any errors 

4. Quantity of Work. The volume of work produced by the student, along with his or her speed 

and consistency of output. 
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  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Does not always complete work 

within time limits 

Good Performance 

Completes the majority of work 

within specified deadlines 

Superior Performance 

Consistently completes work 

ahead of schedule; seeks 

additional tasks 

5. Problem Solving. Ability to analyze problems or procedures, evaluate alternatives, and select 

best course of action 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Can make routine decisions but 

needs ongoing guidance and 

checking 

Good Performance 

Can be relied upon to make good 

decisions, requires limited 

guidance 

Superior Performance 

Independently manages complex 

tasks and makes good decisions 

for work without guidance 

6. Teamwork. The degree to which the student works well in a team setting 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Can make routine decisions but 

needs ongoing guidance and 

checking 

Good Performance 

Can be relied upon to make good 

decisions, requires limited 

guidance 

Superior Performance 

Independently manages complex 

tasks and makes good decisions 

for work without guidance 

7. Response to Supervision. The manner in which the student responds to direction and 

constructive criticism 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Sometimes disregards direction 

and feedback from supervisor 

Good Performance 

Integrates feedback from 

supervisor into their work to 

improve productivity & 

efficiency 

Superior Performance 

Takes the initiative to follow 

through on all feedback from 

supervisor and to continuously 

improve  

8. Resourcefulness. The student’s ability to develop innovative solutions and display flexibility 

in unusual circumstances. 

  �                                 � �               �                   � �                      � Not 

Observed 

Developing Performance 

Unsure how to approach new or 

stressful situations; has difficulty 

adjusting to changing priorities 

Good Performance 

Responds appropriately to new or 

stressful situations; can adjust to 

changing priorities and 

Superior Performance 

Generates effective resolutions 

to new or stressful situations; 

readily adjusts to changing 
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and circumstances circumstances with guidance priorities and circumstances 

 

 

Project Supervisor’s Comments – Please comment on student’s overall performance: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation Discussed With Student:   �YES  �NO 

 �NOT APPLICABLE 

Do you want to supervise the student in Capstone II?  �YES  �NO 

 �NOT APPLICABLE 

 

 

Supervisor’s 

Evaluation 

30% (Individual 

Score) 

Weekly Progress 

Report 

25% (Individual 

Score) 

Panel’s Evaluation 

25% (Group Score) 

Client’s Evaluation 

20% (Group Score) 

 

 

   

 

Overall Grade Awarded to Student: ____________________ 

 

 

_________________________        __________________________               ______________         

Supervisor’s Signature       Capstone Project Head Signature                 Dean’s 

Signature 
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Company Evaluation of Work Report (To be filled by Industry Supervisor Only) 
 

Company Name: ___________________________  Evaluator Name: 

_________________________ 

IoBM Supervisor Name:  _________________________  Date: 

 ___________________________ 

Term:  �SPRING  �SUMMER  �FALL  Year: -

_______________ 

 � Capstone I  � Capstone II 

As a requirement of the Capstone Project programs, students have been tasked with 

working towards solutions for your identified business needs. During this process,  

students are required to coordinate and provide you with periodic work reports. Work 

Reports are marked by both the Industry Supervisor (YOU) and the IoBM nominated 

Project Supervisor. To receive credit for the report, a student must receive acceptable or 

higher from both markers. Providing appropriate feedback on the subject matter of the 

report can be difficult for the university evaluator since the content is normally related 

to the work environment.  Therefore, we request your assistance in this area.  

Your input is greatly appreciated! 

Quality of Subject 

Matter  

Poor Average Good Outstanding 

Team’s Work Ethic & 

Commitment to the 

Project 

    

Command on 

Technical  Aspects of 

the Project 

    

Team’s Ability to Add 

Value to the 

Organization 

    

Overall Feedback     
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Industry Supervisor’s Comments – Please comment on group’s overall performance: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you want to continue with IoBM’s Capstone Program?  �YES  �NO 

 �NOT SURE 

 

Overall Marks Awarded to Group: ____/20 
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Annexure 6 

Sample Capstone Project List 

Capstone Projects Summer-2015 

S.No Company Name Department Project Description 

1 Dalda Foods (1) Marketing Brand Strategy Development  

2 Dalda Foods (2) Marketing Gap identification and Downstream Innovation 

3 Abbott Pakistan Marketing Model transformation from Product to Category Communication 

4 Pharmevo Supply Chain Improving Supply Chain/Channel Integration 

5 Engro HRM Public welfare development project to hire disabled people. 

6 Hashwani Group  HRM Process mapping of different activities of different depts. and 

preparing SOPs and JDs. 

7 Leopards Courier Pakistan HRM Issues with Job satisfaction of Senior Managers and how to improve 

it. 

8 CDC Finance Reasons for low investor base in capital markets of Pakistan. 

9 GSK Supply Chain Supply chain SOP for inventory and ware housing. 

10 

 

GETZ  Pharma Marketing Develop strategies for successful penetration for health care market 

for existing OTC products.  

11 

 

TCS E-Com (Pvt.) Ltd 

 
HRM 

Recommendation of best HR practices being followed by local and 

international companies.  

12 Express News  Media Industry Research To identify the net reach of the Channel. 

13 
Ehtesham Packages (1)  Marketing 

Feasibility report for a reel to reel Label Printing machine with 

online additional option. 

14 
Pharma Industry Supply Chain 

Issue of local production of raw materials for pharmaceutical 

industry. 

15 
Qindeel Academy Process Improvement 

To develop a donor-social action plan, and develop awareness 

campaigns.  

16 

 

HBL 

 
Finance/Audit 

To evaluate/gauge the effects of traditional audit practices in 

Banking Industry. 

17 Alpha container industries 

Pvt. Ltd 
Process Improvement Suggestions for proper placement of workforce. 

18 Engro Foods Limited 

 
Marketing 

New channels’ identification and Market proposition for new 

product. 

19 Lucky Cement Supply chain Suggestions   for the appropriate   disposal of coal ash.  

20 JS BANK 

 
Finance 

Impact of JS Group on Economy of Pakistan. 
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Annexure 7 

Capstone Checklist 

Company Name:                                                               Faculty Supervisor: 

________________ 

Group Members:  

S.NO. Item YES/NO 

1 Minutes of Meetings  

2 Logs for Allocation of  Meetings   

3 Field Notes  

4 Meeting Notes  

5 Capstone Project Form for Organization  

6 Capstone Meeting Log Form  

7 Attendance for each Corporate Meeting  

8 Gantt Chart   

9 Timeline Plan for each Deliverable  

10 Report for each Successful Deliverable Submitted to the Company  

11 Report for each Deliverable in case of any lagging in Deliverable Submission  

12 Interim Final Report  

13 Final Report  

14 Interim Presentation  

15 Final Presentation  
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Annexure 8 

Industry Experts’ Comments 

 

Nutralake Healthcare 

It is a wonderful experience to work with final year MBA students of IoBM. I think it is a win-win 

situation and more productive for the students. The project makes the students aware of real situation 

handling in life project with the company. I really appreciate the excellent efforts. 

Abbott Laboratories Pakistan Limited 

The group performed well against the set guidelines whereas the delivery was also observed timely. 

Despite being lacked on some research aspects, they covered the shortfall in a quick succession hence 

their performance in the last duration of the project timeline was exemplary.  

Their field work commitment considering the difficult timing w.r.t. pharmaceutical sector needs to be 

commended especially the females in the group as they demonstrated the conformance to the 

appointments and also to the interviewing principles at par with their male colleagues. 

Lastly their presentation as a group was also very well appreciated at Abbott’s desks where they not 

transported the real and unedited insights but also showed their citizenship towards the company as a 

group.  

Wavetec – Vendi 

The group showed good commitment to the project, I would be interested in working with them for phase 

2 and implementing some of their suggestion during part 1 to judge the results in a more practical 

environment 

Digitz Pvt. Ltd 

The group worked really hard in getting all the research done, full marks on that. Another noticeable 

thing was that they took initiatives when needed.  However, their submission was not on time and the 

project was delayed. But all in all, it was a good effort made. 

Dalda Foods (Pvt.) Ltd 

The quality of research work put up by the students is commendable. We were able to cull insights from 

the data shared, which will serve as a part of key inputs for our business. Great job! Great effort! 

Online Distributions 

The team did a tremendous job. They have submitted a comprehensive report with well-defined each and 

every aspect of the work given. We are planning to float this SOP through them to our partners. 
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PharmEvo (Private) Limited 

We acknowledge the efforts of students in delivering the task assigned to them, and interacting with 

different group of people to analyze the causes of given state of problem and then suggesting practical 

solutions.  

Overall the students were able to develop and suggest a plan to reduce lead time involved in delivery of 

Pharmaceutical products. 

We wish them best of luck in their future endeavors. 

Premier Agencies 

We acknowledge and appreciate the efforts of students in exhibiting the professional knowledge over the 

task provided to them. Overall Student’s group was able to develop an insight for potential categories and 

the linkages between consumer buying patterns. 

We wish them good luck for their project and corporate career. 

Zong 

Overall good effort by the group, they took the time to learn industry dynamics before conducting the 

research. Data collected by the students was comprehensive and useful for the brand 

Engro Tarang 

They have done hard work, they know their stuff, they have talked to the people to gain insights. Iam 

liking what I am seeing so far done by them. I like some of the recommendations made by the students 

and I am looking forwards towards implementing them at Engro. 

Engro PWD 

The students owned the project since the start. They went in explored the areas and found far beyond 

what I had expected from them. The things they have highlighted are now being worked on. I wish all the 

student a best of luck for the future. 

UBL 

The IoBM students have done a tremendous job. The insights revealed in this phase were theoretical, now 

in the next phase we expect them to go on the practical side of the key areas highlighted. 

Hashwani Group 

I showed the Org Charts and Performance Appraisal documents you developed for us to the Director HR 

and she really liked your work and wishes me to convey her commendations. I am happy that employees 

at all level cooperated a lot and you handled the meetings meticulously. 

We look forward to your project presentation and recommendations.  It was a pleasure working with you 

in Capstone: 1 and are happy to continue the project to Capstone 2. The TORs you have sent look good 

and we look forward to doing more work with you. 

China Overseas Port Holding Company 

On behalf of COPHC Management. We highly appreciate the great amount of efforts put in by IOBM 

dedicated faculty and knowledge yearning students. Experiential Learning philosophy, initiated by 

IOBM, is undoubtedly a very effective mean of transferring knowledge and experience to students. We 

take pride in collaborating with IOBM in executing this mission. 
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We really appreciate the amount of hard work and research work that IOBM students have demonstrated 

during their CAPSTONE. 

We certainly welcome more such project and want to be part of IOBM agenda of shaping Business 

Education for future generation! 

Premier Agencies 

I'm very much satisfied with the efforts of students. They all have been wonderful students and a great 

team. I wish I had you all again in Capstone 2 for my projects!  

I was surprised and delighted to see students handle the challenges of conducting surveys with the sales 

reps in even remote areas and present their in-depth analysis. I am particularly impressed by the 

integration of the Blue Ocean Strategy concepts in your analysis which has been very interesting and very 

informative.  

Dabur Pakistan 

The group should add more value in terms of Research & way forward to launch Fem in Pakistan. 
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Annexure 9 

Student Feedback 

Positive points Points need to be Worked on 

Was Capstone Project Course helpful for you and in what manner? 

Ability to learn a lot of new things which could 

only be learned while on job 

Should be done in BBA as it will be more beneficial 

to students aspiring for a career. .  

Broadened the learning horizons. Also learned how 

to process ideas and communicate effectively 

More projects of Marketing, HR and Supply chain 

and lack of projects on Financial areas  

A complete learning by experience, provided vast 

knowledge of the field and practical world 

experience 

Capstone project field work was a hassle for working 

students.  

Which other skills were developed through Capstone Project Course? 

Stress management skills as we have to handle a 

lot of pressure in this project. Along with 

improvement in self-confidence, communication 

and analytical skills 

Project-job incompatibility 

  

How has the experience influenced your critical thinking and problem solving skills/abilities? 

Both skills have greatly improved along with time 

management and coming up with alternative 

solutions 

An employed student like me finds it very difficult to 

balance capstone, job and MBA altogether 

Please share a specific example of how your experience impacted, if at all, your transition to 

workplace and how this specific example impacted your career? 

I am getting diverse experience and I am now 

more confident and have enhanced analytical 

skills. 

I was able to arrange training sessions on my own 

after this experience. Also helped in transition to 

new work place  

Even though capstone project helped in certain areas I 

still think it’s a burden on students who are working 

and have to meet deadlines of capstone project too 

How can the mentoring sessions be improved? 

Our mentor was extremely helpful during the 

project. He has been a great luminary. He assisted 

us, guided us and motivated throughout. I really 

enjoyed being mentored by him 

Work should be acknowledged when it’s done right. 

Timings of interaction for capstone should be made 

feasible for students specially those who work 
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Abstract.  

Prime objective of Russia modern information society development in the conditions of digital 
economy establishment is mainstreaming of information and communication technologies, 
particularly massive adoption of technologies BigData. This information society development 
objective determines priorities in modern information technologies application in the Russian 
Federation. Particularly this problem is vital for telecommunication branch, where it is necessary to 
develop and implement digital development strategy. Foreign countries that already financing digital 
technologies obtain essential advantages and possess competitive advantages in the world market that 
is significant in the globalization conditions. 

Formation of principally new digital strategy of communication development will present new 
digital platform on practical realization of digital solutions in this sphere and provide increase of 
competitive performance of all economy branches absolutely and improving population life quality.  

The necessity of development of scientific-methodological approaches to the definition of 
digital strategy concept in the sphere of telecommunications is provided with integrative and 
globalizational processes, which dictate the necessity to search modern methods, tools and 
technologies of innovations promotion. 

Keywords: digital economy, telecommunications, development strategy, technologies 
BigData. 

 
Introduction.  

Modern development of global space is impossible to imagine without development of information 
and communication technologies, the Internet of things and thus, development of telecommunications 
in the conditions of digital economy formation. This problem is of interdisciplinary character, 
because to solve it is necessary to attract knowledge of informatics, electronics, sociology, economy 
and all complex of special management forms (strategic, finance, innovative, investment, etc.). 
Scientific works of the following scientists and professional associations: Don Tapscott (Tapscott D., 
1999), Gates B. (Gates B., 2001), Kupriyanovsky V. (Kupriyanovsky V.P., 2016), Dobrynin A. 
(Dobrynin A.P., 2016), Boston Consulting Group (Boston Consulting Group, 2011), Boston 
Consulting Group (Boston Consulting Group, 2015), Boston Consulting Group (Boston Consulting 
Group, 2016), International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, 2016) made particular contribution to the research of information 
society, formation of new technological paradigm, electronic business models, digital technologies 
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implementation and digitalization development. However in existing publications and scientific 
research results the digital economy development problem is examined mainly in general without 
specific character of methodology formation of development management of digitalization processes 
in some economic spheres. They don’t pay adequate attention to digital strategy of 
telecommunications development and its implementation phases. 

Now Russia implements information branch development strategy up to 2025, but, unfortunately in 
this strategy there is no word mentioned about digital economy, digital methods and digital solutions. 
Foreign countries at present realize digital conversions in all branches of national economy to 
increase their Global Competitiveness Index and formation of Industry 4.0 (realization of the fourth 
industrial revolution), which covers complete digitalization of business-processes. 

In 2016 January, 1 the President of the Russian Federation Putin Vladimir Vladimirovich in his 
message appealed to: «I suggest starting large-scale system program of economy development of new 
technological generation so called digital economy». This suggestion was taken up by the 
Government of the Russian Federation and in February 2017 started the work over development of 
general strategy of digital economy implementation in Russia. 

There is one more problem, which is the absence of clear definition of «digital economy» on the 
legislative level in Russia.  

Research objective is to ground the digital strategy of telecommunications development and its 
implementation phases to transfer Russia economy to a totally new level of technological 
development and increase global competitive ability. 

Main research results. The authors proved that telecommunications branch is grounding for formation 
of the platform including digital ecosystem, accelerates the pace of its development. At the moment, 
telecommunications endure sufficient global changes. 

We present in figure 1 global tendencies of telecommunications development in the conditions of 
digital economy development. 

Russia market of mobile communication differs greatly from other economy branches, because it 
consists of foreign and Russian companies, and the state penetration is not so deep. Notably Russian 
stockholders possess more than  ¾ of the market. 
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Fig 1. Global tendencies of telecommunications development in the conditions of digital 

economy development

 
We present in figure 2 the structure of the Russian market of mobile communication 

Fig 2. Structure of the Russian market of mobile communication in 2016
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Fig 3. Structure of the telecommunications market of Russia in 

 
The market structure analysis displays that the maximum share at the telecommunication market in 
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In 2015 the software market is in the order of four hundred billion dollars of the USA. It is more than 
4,3% — growth, marked in 2012. IDC expects that this middle-positive script will be saved for the 
next following years [Ahmad N., 2016].  

Software market (SW) is developing according to five trends: mobility, «clouds», social networks, 
processing of big data and fast solution adaptationи. Cumulative turnover of top-100 of the world IT-
companies has decreased by 1% (in comparison with 2012) up to $693 bln. in the fourth quarter of 
2015.  

Turnover decrease for all 2015 also corresponds to 1%. Meanwhile, considering two last years, sales 
volume in 2015 was more about by 3% in comparison with 2014.  

IDC divides common software market into three main segments: applications, software tool, system 
and infrared software.  

Among these three segments the market of system software was nearly 23% from consolidated 
revenues in 2015 and became the most growing, from 5,6% growth indicator in comparison with 
2014. 

Software tool segment growth mostly was conditioned with improvement of indictors on directions: 
«Management of structured data» (+ 7,3%) and «Software for analysis and data transfer» (+ 6,0%). 
Besides, companies began to pay more attention to analytics and «big data» (Big Data), that is why 
popularization of solutions of type «Analytic platforms» and «Software for data bases management» 
[Dobrynin А. P., 2016; Inc. Copyright, 2013] has become one of the basic market trends. 

In application segment which is 50% from total revenues, the growth in 2015 was 5,5% in 
comparison with the preceding. The market growth of corporative and content-applications was 10%.  

Corporative application market motto has become outspreading of corporative social networks and 
applications for teamwork. Content application market motto has become search and content 
analytics, the market that has increased by 13,2% in comparison with the previous year. Trend on big 
data analytics influenced significantly on the market development [Taylor E., 2016]. 

In segment «System and infrared software», which was in 2015 27% from total revenue  and grew up 
by 5,5% in comparison with 2012, secondary segment «System software» grew up by 8% in 
connection with Windows 8 output, and also with spreading of virtualization and cloud technologies. 

At the same time today at the Russian market, the solutions on US-communications that can not 
compete with key market players production are not presented. 

Meanwhile Russian companies have potential for development of already existing complex solutions 
on telecommunications networks design and their functional extension. 

Positive forecasts and high growth paces of the world market VoIP and UC-solutions allows speaking 
about vitality of complex solution development, uniting all accessible mode communications 
[International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2016]. 

With market development it is possible to observe appearance of С niche segments (UC-solutions on 
increase of improvement of operational efficiency of employees, solutions integrated with business 
applications, etc), which can occupy new products from Russian designers. 

The following business strategies at the information sphere enterprises are realized in international 
companies [Avdeeva I.L., 2013]: 

− growth strategy; 

− franchising strategy; 

− emerges and acquisition strategy; 
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− foundation of joint venture strategy. 

We do strategic analysis of telecommunications market on the ground of five competitive forces 
analysis of Michael Porter’s model (figure 5). 

To develop general strategy of telecommunications market development is necessary to do SWOT-
market analysis.  

Particularly it is necessary to estimate the effect and degree: «strong points – possibilities», «strong 
points-threats», «weak points – possibilities», «weak points – threats». 

We present in figure 6 the results of SWOT-telecommunications market analysis. 

The carried out strategic analysis of telecommunications branch proves the necessity to work out 
digital strategy of its development. 

Digital strategy is a strategy of implementation of new technologies for transferring organizations of 
telecommunications sphere and their services to a new level of efficiency and customer focus. All the 
services must be digital by default, easy to apply and advisably personalized. Digital strategy should 
be clear, but at the same time flexible. It should help to coordinate the activity between subdivisions, 
connecting points to organize more effective approach to application of digital platforms. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 5. Strategic analysis of telecommunications market on the ground of five competitive forces 

analysis of Michael Porter’s model (compiled by the authors) 

 
Promising trend of realization of digital strategy of telecommunications development is creation of 
platform on the ground of concept BigData. Technology BigData implies processing of structured 
and unstructured data of big amounts to obtain useful and intelligible for business entities results.  
 
 

 

Treat of substitutes appearance – 
risks are very sufficient because of 
appearance of new information and 
communication technologies, in 
spite of their high cost and high 

expenses 

Threat of new players appearance – 
very sufficient risk in the conditions of 
global development of digital 

economy in all countries of the world 

Market power of suppliers – global 
risks are essential as in the conditions 
of globalization and integration there 
is a constant danger of appearance of 
new competitors with absolutely new 

technologies 

Market power of buyers -risks are essential as 
there is a threat of decrease in solvency in 
connection with the unstable financial world 
market and threat of leaving of increase in 
requirements to quality of the provided services 
and according to leaving to new service 
providers 

Intrabranch competition is high. Further growth of 
telecommunications market, primarily is connected with the fact 
that application of information technologies gives the competitive 
advantage to its users in the point of increase of business 
operation efficiency, attractiveness of additional clients flow, 
minimization of risks and implementation of data prediction 

technologies. 
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Fig 6. Results of SWOT-analysis of telecommunications market (compiled by the authors) 
 

This technology can be useful for solution of the following tasks: market situation forecasting, 
marketing and solutions optimization, effective clients segmenting, goods and servicing improving, 
making more sufficient managerial decisions on the base of BigData analysis, optimization of 
investment portfolio, increase in labor productivity, effective logistics, condition monitoring of fixed 
capital. 

We present in figure 7 components and directions of development of technology BigDataв of the 
modern economy. 

In this new phase of Big Data development, such technologies as DSSD, Apache Spark and GemFire 
will be so important as  Hadoop. 

The underlined components give platform BigData possibility to do creative and effective analysis of 
all available data in preparation of managerial solutions in the conditions of digital strategy 
formation. Herewith it is necessary to stress that the components can be included as structured and 
unstructured and thread specific data. 

The formation process of platform BigData is quite difficult because since difficult problems are 
solved using vast almost monumental data arrays. Herewith preferred directions, used for 
implementation big data, usually developed with considering application flexibility. They are not 
commercial products; they have lower level of support and servicing. They are not created as ready 
solutions of definite problems. Exactly because of their flexibility reason, they can be difficult and 
complicated in expansion. 

 

 

 

 

 

STRONG POINTS - POSSIBILITIES 
−segment Big Data in Russia is at the phase of 
formation, but the demand for these technologies 
is increasing from year to year; 
− absence of big data analysis experience, it 

decreases considerably analytics in the 
telecommunications area.  

 
Suggested strategy: Growth strategy 

 

STRONG POINTS - THREATS 

− unstable development of the world finance 
market creates barriers of telecommunications 
market entry; 
− absence of implementation experience of 
technologies Big Data results in decrease of 
information potential of the suggested projects in 
the telecommunications area. 

Suggested strategy: Emerges and acquisition 

strategy 

 
WEAK POINTS - POSSIBILITIES 

− low paying capacity of consumers results in 
recession in demands for services; 
− understudied modern informational 
technologies decrease the pace of branch 
organization development. 
Suggested strategy: Strategy of inner growth of 

branch enterprises  

 

WEAK POINTS - THREATS 
−low percent of investment in connection with 
high risks and the world economy; 
− absence of strategic view in branch 
development results in slow growth of   

Suggested strategy: Strategy of limitation of 

strategic development 
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Fig 7. Components and directions of technology development BigData (compiled by the 

authors) 

 
Development of platform BigData suggests simultaneously new and common ways of data 
application aiming at influencing on events, when they occur. This gives new opportunities for 
telecommunications in wide scales.  

In order to translate analytics in memory into reality two events must take place. At first, supporting 
technologies should get the necessary development to provide adequate memory to allocate massive 
data assembly. More than that, it is necessary to think about how efficiently data should be moved 
between large objective archives and systems fulfilling analyses in memory. These two elements 
operate in principally different modes, and it is necessary to create special conditions for IT groups, 
to transfer the data back and force with necessary rate and transparent to users. Works are carried out; 
new object archives, special flesh arrays for rack mount and also special technologies that can unite 
them into one system. Initiatives with open code will play important role in search the answer to this 
challenge. 

Secondly, massive computing environments in memory require stability and dynamics of data. The 
problem is in the following, providing data persistence, any of their defects become stable. As a 
result, in 2016 storage systems for environments doing data processing in memory start to appear. 
They will provide services of deduplication, snapshots, tired storage, randomizing, replication, and 
possibility to determine the last state when data were true, and system operated correctly. These 
functions will be extremely important as far as transfer to analytics in real time, when more safe 
technologies of data processing in memory will become commercial. 

Thus, the formation phases of digital strategy of telecommunication development is: 

1 – development of technology of processing and data transfer; 

2 – active implement unto the world industry concept 4.0; 

3 – intellectual systems rapid development; 

4 – data management and formation of new direction «data management»; 

Platform Big Data 

WEBSITE 

Billing 
ERP CRM 

RFID 

Network switches Social media 

Constant and systematic integration: 
1 –  data structuring; 
2 – unstructured data; 
3 – thread specific data. 
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5 – «clever» changers and constant controlling data integration ; 

6 – data integration. 

This direction realization requires development of methodology of management system of digital 
telecommunications strategy. Its realization mechanisms should be organizational, legal and finance 
constituents: 

- creation of necessary infrastructure for development of progressive digital technologies in 
telecommunications, including system of examination, developing promotion, information 
application, etc.; 

- creation of innovative partnership of scientific, industrial enterprises, higher educational 
establishments to form complex approach to digital strategy realization; 

- creation of attractive investment conditions for increasing innovative activity, including 
development of public-private partnership mechanisms; 

- improvement of managerial improvement of innovative projects in the sphere of digital 
technologies, based on implementation at all levels of process project management with 
personalization of responsibility throughout project portfolio to its  decomposed elements; 

- selection and promotion of competitive digital and pervasive technologies, business stimulation, 
implementing innovations, by means of creation of industrial parks and branch centers of 
technologies, which will provide attraction of investments, development and support of 
telecommunications; 

- development of standards directed to widening of digital technologies application in 
telecommunications. 

Digital technologies projecting should be based on detailed approach to pre-project processes and 
phases of Research and Advanced Development. 

The authors suggest procedure of estimation of viability of digital technology choice on the 
functional model ground, which is based on cognitive analyses method and expert estimation of 
digital strategy realization problem.  

Digital technology quality is determined with quality of data management, of used resources and 
implemented mechanisms. 

Dependences estimation due to the specificity of digital technologies suggests application of expert 
estimation, particularly to estimate data management quality, information and communication 
resources. 

Quality change of one of the indicators of digital technology results directly or indirectly to quality 
change of other processes, including digitalization process via the feedback system. 

In this connection, to estimate the influence of dynamics of digital technology quality on the separate 
processes condition or digital strategy realization quality is rational to use special technology of 
distribution of technological processes in communications. 

Conclusions. 

It is proved that viable mechanisms of telecommunications digitalization are considered as essential 
feature of digital economy organization in Russia, consisting in transfer into new technological level 
at the sake of information and telecommunication technologies implementation on all stages of 
creation of value-added chain.  
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Organizational managerial approaches to development of digital technologies should have strategic 
character; determine directions of digital economy development and main approaches to its 
implementation phases. 

The suggested phases take into consideration challenges and emerging opportunities for 
telecommunications in the digital economy era. 

The primary phase of digital strategy implementation should become maintaining of interaction 
processes among all digitalization participants, business allows structures to unite potential 
possibilities, harmonize technological interests, and decrease the innovative risk level. As a result, it 
will provide increase of their innovative activity and creation of advanced base for further 
telecommunication development.  

The investigated digitalization processes are in the ground of development of digital strategy concept 
of telecommunications development that provides selection of parties forming science and industrial 
base of digital business in the given sphere, digital technologies promotion, finance, information and 
consultative support. The central point of digital strategy of development is a client and his quickly 
changing demands. 

The research result is possibility of practical application of strategy and mechanisms of its phase-by-
phase implementation for further development and active implementation of digital 
telecommunications by means of creation of scientific and research and experience and practical 
knowledge base through powerful sector of research and development activities. 

Directions for future research. 

Formation of digital strategy of telecommunications development particularly and economy in 
general is a complex issue on transfer to a new technological level at the account of implementation 
of information and telecommunication technologies at all stages of value-added chain. In this 
connection, the further scrupulous investigations and development should be: 

1. Development of methodic approaches to management of economy development digital strategy. 

2. Formation of integration mechanisms of Russia and its leading digital segments into digital 
economy space of states-members of Eurasian Economic Union by means of attraction of state-
private partnership and concession on Eurasian digital assets development. 

3. Solution of problems of activity regulation in Russia of global digital companies and regulatory 
framework creation for labor market functioning in the conditions of digital economy.  

In this connection, it is necessary to have methodic approaches to risk management, connected with 
employee displacement and personnel adaptation to new work conditions. 

4. Further research is necessary to devote to questions of creation and realization of educational 
programs and innovative projects with application of e-learning technologies for elite specialists 
education, those who possess engineering interdisciplinary approach to innovative tasks solution in 
the conditions of digital economy development. 
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Abstract 

 

Information and data security have become the biggest concern for almost all organizations. At the same 

time, new security challenges emerge constantly as networks become more highly distributed and 

virtualization architectures are adopted. Big data analytics promises to deliver opportunities for 

prevention and detection of advanced cyberattacks using internal and external big security data. The 

increase of these streamed and stored data together with the development of distributed analytical systems 

has led to rapid increase in demand for big data analytics integration in in the field of cybersecurity. 

Therefore, this paper attempted to discuss these practices. A literature review was conducted and the most 

suitable components were identified with the aim to propose a conceptual model, which should help to 

combat cybersecurity threats involving big data analytics in the Hadoop ecosystem. By implementing this 

model, organizations may be able to detect threats, create more defense mechanisms, and improve 

security of their infrastructure. 

Keywords: Cybersecurity, big data analytics, Hadoop ecosystem, conceptual model.  

 

Introduction 

The exponential growth in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) has caused major 

changes to society over the past decades. ICT systems have become almost obligatory in all kinds of 

sectors. However, as the ICT revolution unfolds, it will indeed bring benefits, but it will also bring risks 

and challenges (World Economic Forum, 2015). Over the few past years, cybercrimes have increased 

rapidly with cybercriminals continuously exploring new ways to circumvent security solutions to get 

illegal access to ICT systems and networks. Therefore, threats to ICT systems are on the rise, and the type 

and frequency of cyberattacks are increasingly more sophisticated (Aradau and Blanke, 2015; Donaldson 

et al., 2015; Mahmood and Afzal, 2013). These attacks could be from hackers, viruses or internal 

employees, and it is very clear now that this would lead to lose a large amount of money, time and other 

resources (Rabai et al., 2013). Most times, cybercriminals would modify the existing malware signatures 

to exploit the flaws exist in the new technologies (Jang-Jaccard and Nepal, 2014). Leuprecht et al. (2016) 

argued that these solutions to the rapidly growing problems associated with cybersecurity and new ICT 

require a more balanced understanding. 
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As a result, various security monitoring systems are being employed to protect the network and resources 

from the cyberattacks (Mahmood and Afzal, 2013). The big network datasets that are generated in this 

process by security monitoring systems need an efficient design for integrating and processing them at a 

faster rate using various parallel and distributed computing platforms (Aradau and Blanke, 2015; 

Donaldson et al., 2015; Marchal et al., 2014; Kambatla et al., 2014). To address these issues, large scale 

security monitoring is recognized as a promising technology, which can enhance the security of networks 

in characterizing, monitoring, detecting, and mitigating cyber threats in a timely manner. It aims to 

provide critical information on the network activities for decision making processes, protect against 

infiltration and manipulation of data, ensure network resilience, and defend against cyber threats 

(Donaldson et al., 2015; Marchal et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2013). 

  
According to Chen et al. (2016), at first, it is challenging to quantify the impact of threats as they may 

come from various sources. Second, it is difficult to detect threats because the detection system has to 

inspect various data sources, which are always in large-scale with different formats and semantics. 

Monitoring different applications and detecting threats can be characterized as high volume data streams 

and real-time processing requirements. Rahman and Esmailpour (2016) stated that the volume of data and 

the amount of corresponding traffic are increasing at such a high velocity that the architecture of 

traditional data centers is no longer sufficient to handle the network traffic. Therefore, the efficient 

storing and processing of such big data to ensure security and efficient operations become a challenging 

and urgent issue (Aradau and Blanke, 2015; Chen et al., 2016; Jang-Jaccard and Nepal, 2014; Rahman 

and Esmailpour, 2016). 

 
New big data technologies such as the Hadoop ecosystem, stream pattern mining, complex-event 

processing, and NoSQL databases are enabling the analysis of large-scale, heterogeneous datasets at 

unprecedented scales and speeds (Alguliyev and Imamverdiyev, 2014; Mazumder, 2016; Storey and 

Song, 2017)). Hadoop is actually not a single technology but an ecosystem of a number of components 

(or frameworks) most of which are part of the projects developed by open source communities under 

Apache Software Foundations. The components in Hadoop ecosystem are in various states of maturity 

and are continuously evolving. Most of the components of the ecosystem, which are widely used today, 

are part of Apache top-level-projects, where as many are brewing as Apache Incubator Projects 

(Mazumder, 2016; Storey and Song, 2017).  

 
Big security data can be stored in a dedicated repository which can also combine and analyze real-time 

data together with historical data (Cárdenas et al., 2013; Mahmood and Afzal, 2013). Big data analytics 

then aims to obtain beneficial information from large-scale and complicated data (Lněnička, 2015). The 

related technologies allow extending traditional information security systems by facilitating the storage, 

maintenance, and analysis of security data to detect known patterns to stay ahead of malicious activities 

or intruders (Terzi et al., 2015). Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to propose a conceptual model to 

combat cybersecurity threats involving big data analytics in the Hadoop ecosystem. 

 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the research methodology and methods. 

Section 3 is focused on the theoretical background. A conceptual model and its components are proposed 

and described in Section 4. It is followed by the discussion and future research. The final section presents 

the major conclusions. 

 

Methodology and Methods 

Efficiently storing and processing large-scale big security data is a challenging issue. Also, as big data are 

typically processed in a distributed manner over a set of nodes, being distributed considerably increases 

the potential threats to the system and increasing the complexity of security measures needed to combat 

those threats. For this purpose, the main aim of this paper is to propose a solution for organizations 
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dealing with cybersecurity threats, which will involve big data analytics in the Hadoop ecosystem. In 

contrast to Yu et al. (2013), this solution explores all the options offered by the Hadoop ecosystem and 

related platforms. It should help efficiently collect, integrate, transmit, store, and retrieve security-related 

big data. The Hadoop ecosystem was chosen because of the fact that the big data analytics movement was 

primarily started and still primarily fueled by the open source platforms, tools, and services and also 

because of the more experience and the public domain information available around them. 

 
The literature reviewed was selected based on its novelty and discussion of important topics related to big 

data analytics and cybersecurity, in order to serve the purpose of this research. Methods of 

decomposition, aggregation, and criteria comparison were used. The ecosystem perspective applied then 

provided a framework within which most other aspects represented by big data analytics can be 

incorporated. In this regard, the role of conceptual modeling for big data analytics was accepted as 

defined by Storey and Song (2017). 

 

Literature Review 

Cyber security and its key aspects 

Cybersecurity refers to the technologies, processes and methodologies designed to protect computers, 

networks and data from unauthorized access, vulnerabilities, and attacks. The goals of cybersecurity are: 

1) securely obtain and share information for accurate decision-making, 2) find and deal with 

vulnerabilities within applications, 3) prevent unauthorized access, and 4) protect confidential 

information. The cybersecurity process involves following a coherent set of best practices to protect all 

assets of value within a particular organization (Shoemaker and Conklin, 2012). Cyber defenses then 

must focus on protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and the ICT systems that 

process those (Donaldson et al., 2015).  

 

Current Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) analyze several protocols and data and events observed by 

them are correlated by Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) in order to detect intrusions. 

One shortcoming is that current solutions realizing in-depth packet analysis are not scalable and adaptable 

to big network producing high quantity of data (Marchal et al., 2014). In the last few years, IDSs have 

tried to leverage cloud-based approaches to optimize their detection capabilities. Cloud-based approaches 

allow for the collection of information from a very large pool of users and data analysis at a central point 

(Virvilis et al., 2014). This recent trend towards using clouds introduces similar vulnerabilities. If 

organizational data are stored in a cloud, their transfer from organizational systems to the cloud creates a 

potentially vulnerable channel. A failure of cloud providers’ systems or an injunction served on them for 

an unrelated matter may also prevent continuing access to these data (Leuprecht et al., 2016; Storey and 

Song, 2017). This issue was addressed by Rabai et al. (2013) who explored a user-centered measure of 

cybersecurity, and demonstrated how this measure can be used to analyze cloud computing as a business 

model. They offered a quantitative model of security measurement that enables cloud service providers 

and cloud subscribers to quantify the risks they take with the security of their assets. 

 

Big Data Analytics Technologies and Systems 

The continuity of big data technologies is exemplified by such concepts as parallel, distributed, grid 

computing and, most recently, cloud computing. These architectures maximize storage, networking, and 

computing power for data-intensive applications. This progress was enabled by framework innovations in 

cluster computer systems, which consist of many nodes, each having their own processors and storage, all 

connected by high-speed networks (Kambatla et al., 2014; Liu, 2013; Lněnička, 2015). Big data analytics 

is in active use in several fields and, in recent years, has attracted the interest of the security community 

for its ability to analyze and correlate security-related data from a wide range of data sources across 

significant time periods and at unprecedented scale (Cárdenas et al., 2013; Terzi et al., 2015; Virvilis et 
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al., 2014). It plays an important role in detecting advanced threats and insider threats. Monitoring systems 

can potentially minimize false alarms by providing big data analytics and improving threat detection 

(Virvilis et al., 2014).  

 

In this regard, big data analytics can be used to assist systems in collecting internal data by merging with 

relevant external data to detect known patterns to stay ahead of malicious activities or intruders 

(Kambatla et al., 2014; Marchal et al., 2014). Many big data platforms, tools, service, and also techniques 

have emerged that can handle the volume, velocity, and variety of machine-generated and network-

related data (Lněnička, 2015). Hence, these big data systems are being part of a cyber defense strategy for 

every organization to meet the needs of complex and large-scale big data analytics (Jang-Jaccard and 

Nepal, 2014; Mahmood and Afzal, 2013). The anomaly detection, intrusion detection, fraud detection, 

advanced persistent threats (APT) detection, and forensics from big data has been accomplished by 

examining the logs, system events, network traffic, website traffic, SIEM alerts, cyberattack patterns, 

business processes, and other information sources (Jang-Jaccard and Nepal, 2014; Mahmood and Afzal, 

2013; Terzi et al, 2015). 

 

Surveys, studies and related components of the ecosystem 

Surveys such as that conducted by Mahmood and Afzal (2013) presented the application of big data 

analytics techniques to cybersecurity. Authors stated that big data provide the following unique features 

for cybersecurity: a more agile decision-making approach for networks managers with surveillance and 

monitoring of real-time network streams; dynamic detection of both known and previously unknown 

suspicious/malicious behavior, usage, access pattern, transaction or network traffic flow in real-time; and 

appropriate big data hardware and software to cope up with the aforementioned requirements. Alguliyev 

and Imamverdiyev (2014) addressed these challenges to realize the true potential of big data analytics for 

cybersecurity: privacy-preserving big data applications, APT detection by big data analytics, high-

performance cryptography, big datasets for security research, data provenance problem, security 

visualization, and skilled personnel. Ten et al. (2010) conducted a comprehensive survey on cybersecurity 

of critical infrastructures and proposed a supervisory control and data acquisition security framework 

with the following four major components: 1) real-time monitoring, 2) anomaly detection, 3) impact 

analysis, and 4) mitigation strategies. In addition, they developed an attack-tree-based methodology for 

impact analysis, which is based on power system control networks. 

 

Another study conducted by Virvilis et al. (2014) described the importance of offline analysis along with 

the real-time data in threat detection. Although analyzing the offline data causes a delay in the attack 

detection, it is equally important to consider the time the attackers spend in reaching their objective. Jang-

Jaccard and Nepal (2014) then discussed new attack patterns in emerging technologies such as social 

media, cloud computing, smartphone technology, and critical infrastructure to understand how malware 

utilizes the unique characteristics to proliferate itself. In this regard, the cyber system forms the backbone 

of a nation’s critical infrastructures, which means that a major security incident on cyber systems could 

have significant impacts on the reliable and safe operations of the physical systems that rely on it (Ten et 

al., 2010). 

 

A cloud computing based architecture for conducting cybersecurity situation awareness was proposed by 

Yu et al. (2013). Particularly, they leveraged the cloud infrastructure with a cost-effective data storage 

and investigate efficient stream processing techniques to reduce operational delays. By using the parallel 

computing techniques, they also discussed a parallel cloud based threat detection, which integrates both 

signature-based detection and anomaly-based detection. Similarly, Chen et al. (2016) proposed a cloud 

computing based network monitoring and threat detection system to make critical infrastructure systems 

secure. It consisted of three main components: monitoring agents, cloud infrastructure, and an operation 

center. They used both Hadoop and Spark to speed up data processing by separating and processing data 

streams concurrently. Marchal et al. (2014) proposed a solution to cope with the tremendous amount of 
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data to analyze for security monitoring perspectives. The application domain of such a system is mainly 

network intrusion detection and prevention, but can be used as well for forensic analysis. Data correlation 

schemes are proposed and their performance is evaluated against several well-known big data framework 

including Hadoop and Spark. 

 

Development and Description of the Proposed Model 

As demonstrated in the literature review, the exponential growth of data has created opportunities for 

world-wide web-based information sharing, but also led to the proliferation of cyberattacks (Yu et al., 

2013). As a result, the challenge these days is less about defending access to the network and the devices 

on it, and more about big data analytics and preventing access to them (Aradau and Blanke, 2015). 

Furthermore, there is an increasing number of end user devices distributed in the organization network 

and a large amount of data stream collected from different applications, operating systems, and network 

equipment for the cybersecurity analysis (Yu et al., 2013). However, traditional security solutions are not 

capable anymore of encompassing the real-time big data network streams using traditions tools and 

techniques for long-term and large-scale analytics (Cárdenas et al., 2013; Mahmood and Afzal, 2013).  

 

In this regard, to conduct the cybersecurity situation awareness, a large volume of data streams from 

monitored devices needs to be efficiently stored and processed in real-time (Yu et al., 2013). The Hadoop 

framework and other big data platforms are now commoditizing the deployment of large-scale, reliable 

clusters and are enabling new opportunities to process and analyze big security data (Cárdenas et al., 

2013). One big problem of Hadoop is that it wasn’t built with security in mind. It was developed solely to 

address massive data storage and faster processing (Spivey and Echeverria, 2015). There has been 

research on the development of fully distributed IDSs to address the limitations of central and hierarchical 

systems; however, only small-scale implementations have been realized (Virvilis et al., 2014). Therefore, 

these issues was considered and solved in a new conceptual model. 

 

A cybersecurity analytics model using distributed infrastructure is depicted in Figure 1. It consists of 

three main components: big security data sources, data collection and transport, and distributed 

infrastructure including security layer for authentication and authorization. It follows the concept 

mentioned by Cárdenas et al. (2013) and Mahmood and Afzal (2013), where big security data can be 

stored in a dedicated repository, which can combine and analyze real-time data together with historical 

and external data. 
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Fig. 1: Cyber security analytics model using distributed infrastructure with the Hadoop ecosystem 

Data collection and transport component was proposed with the use of Apache Flume, a distributed, 

reliable, and available service for efficiently collecting, aggregating, and moving large amounts of log 

data, and Apache Sqoop, a tool designed for efficiently transferring bulk data between Hadoop and 

structured datastores such as relational databases. Apache Pig is a platform for analyzing large data sets 

that consists of a high-level language for expressing data analysis programs, coupled with infrastructure 

for evaluating these programs. 

 

A distributed infrastructure was leveraged to develop a cost-effective storage. Distributed architecture 

may be implemented using cloud computing. With a large number of servers in a data center, a cloud 

infrastructure is a distributed system, which provides large data storage space and high computation 

facilities. The real-time monitored stream of data can be fed and stored in the storage server waiting for 

threat analysis and detection (Chen et al., 2016). For this purpose, as presented in Patrikakis et al. (2013), 

the OpenStack solution can be used, because, in contrast to VMware cloud and Microsoft’s Hyper-V, it is 

free of charge, is also able to supports high availability of resources, as well as scalability and 

interoperability. 

 

To conduct the cyber threats, the monitoring and threat information needs to be effectively collected and 

transmitted to the cloud for security analysis. Apache Hadoop and Spark-based data processing was used 

to improve data storage efficiency, speed up access to data, increase the efficiency of threat monitoring 

and detection, and eliminate operational delays concurrently. Since Spark has its own cluster management 

computation, it uses Hadoop for storage purpose only. Otherwise, instead of Apache Hadoop, Apache 

Storm was used as a free and open-source distributed real-time computation system. Storm makes it easy 

to reliably process unbounded streams of data, doing for real-time processing what Hadoop did for batch 

processing (Mazumder, 2016). Apache Hadoop File System (HDFS) was used as a raw data storage and 

Apache HBase was used a result data storage, where can be the results easily retrieved and used for 

detection and visualization purposes. Apache Solr is the open source platform for searches of data stored 

in HDFS in Hadoop. 

 

Taken these components together, big security data can now be stored in a dedicated storage, which can 
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not only accommodate internal or external data but also combine and analyze real-time data together with 

historical data. As stated by Kambatla et al. (2014), since these analyses typically operate in closed 

systems (i.e. much of the data, infrastructure, and analyses are performed within the same security 

domain), issues of privacy and security in analyses are easier to handle. Therefore, a security layer with 

Apache Sentry and Apache Knox was proposed. Apache Sentry is a granular, role-based authorization 

module for Hadoop. Sentry provides the ability to control and enforce precise levels of privileges on data 

for authenticated users and applications on a Hadoop cluster. Sentry currently works out of the box with 

Apache Hive, Apache Solr, Impala, and HDFS (limited to Hive table data). The Apache Knox Gateway is 

a system that provides a single point of authentication and access for Hadoop components. Apache Sentry 

is then designed to be a pluggable authorization engine. It allows to define authorization rules to validate 

a user or application’s access requests for Hadoop resources. Sentry is highly modular and can support 

authorization for a wide variety of data models in Hadoop. 

 

Discussion and Future Research 

Big data technologies are complex and evolving. They are needed to address many issues related to web, 

mobile, social, cloud, and big data analytics, as these continue to mature. Hadoop ecosystems are also 

evolving. However, despite the hype, Hadoop has had a rather slow acceptance rate. Spark, however, is 

rapidly dominating real-time parallel processing (Storey and Song, 2017). The proposed model took this 

into account and although the solution used both these platforms, Spark was preferred. On the other hand, 

there are also other big data analytics platforms, tools, and services that can be deployed, see Lněnička 

(2015) or Lnenicka and Komarkova (2015). Clarke (2016) stated that although the big data literature, 

academic as well as professional, has a very strong focus on opportunities, far less attention has been paid 

to the threats that arise from repurposing data, consolidating data from multiple sources, applying 

analytical tools to the resulting collections, drawing inferences, and acting on them. Therefore, the 

conceptual model considered the existence of historical as well as external data through their lifecycle 

phases ensuring that the whole process is designed to combat cybersecurity threats. 

 

Aradau and Blanke (2015) also claimed that while critical scholars have drawn attention to the social, 

political, and legal challenges to these practices, the debates in computer and information science have 

received less analytical attention, hence, they developed a critical intervention into the public 

controversies concerning data-driven security and digital surveillance. A key component to arriving at a 

robust security architecture for a distributed system is to understand the threats that are likely to be 

present, and to be able to categorize them to better understand what security mechanisms need to be in 

place to help mitigate those threats (Spivey and Echeverria, 2015). 

 

Future research will be focused on the implementation of this model. The main purpose will be to show 

the practical applicability of the components defined in the new model solution. There have been several 

MapReduce and Hadoop based algorithms implemented to monitor network traffic such as Lee and Lee 

(2013), Liu et al. (2014) or Narang et al. (2014). 

 

Conclusion 

Big data analytics for cybersecurity is an emerging area that requires extensive new research. The 

comprehensive literature survey reported in this paper has identified the lack of research in some areas. A 

new conceptual model offering high storage capacity, flexible deployment, more computation resources, 

and less expensive infrastructure investment was proposed to deal with the cybersecurity threats 

involving big data analytics in the Hadoop ecosystem. Finally, the issue of cybersecurity in the emerging 

big data technology space needs to be supplemented by the understanding of how kinds of data are 

produced through their lifecycle. The proposed threat monitoring and detection model can effectively 

collect, store, and process big security data in real-time as data streams as well as historical data. 
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Abstract 

The key for conducting reliable ex-ante and ex-post governmental policy analysis relies on the 

accessibility to relevant and accurate databases, which becomes a must for the government institutions in 

order to take informed decisions and assess the impact of the past macro-economic policies. Thus, in this 

paper we develop a solution for dealing with these issues by adopting a comprehensive set of identity 

management maintenance steps, including data governance, data migration and unified reporting 

mechanisms. Because analysis cross-government database system is such a resource intensive task, 

continuous data maintenance identity management is a must. This is achieved via program governance 

specific activities that should not change when there are changes at political level. The data maintenance 

process should be continuous and should have the objective of insuring that the links between relevant 

systems are kept. Moreover, having a good identity management practice gives the benefit of offering 

personalized government services to the population. 

 

Keywords: identity management, maintenance, data governance program, government policy  
 

 

Introduction 

One for the main objectives of all governments is taking measures in reducing unemployment and making 

sure that most of the available workforce in the country is engaged in taxable activities. In order to 

achieve those objectives there is a constant need for relevant and accurate data that will enable the 

government institutions to both take informed decisions and to measure the impact of the past macro-

economic policies.  

 

However, when it comes to informed decision making, especially inside state owned agencies, there is 

often the issue of having to deal with databases and systems that are either incompatible, unsynchronized, 

un-linked or all of the above taken together. Moreover, there is a known reticence between agencies to 

collaborate with each other for various reasons. The fact that most of the state institutions have their own 

budgets and autonomy to implement the IT systems they see fit, without having to synchronize with other 

possible involved parties (like other ministries or congruent agencies that are having activities in 

intersecting or same fields) only complicates the matter at a macroeconomic policy level (see, among 

others, Roman and Popescu, 2015; Pirciog et al., 2015; Militaru, 2015, Avram et al., 2013).    

 

This is why, the main purpose of this paper consists in presenting a solution for dealing with these issues 

by adopting a comprehensive set of identity management maintenance steps, including data governance, 
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data migration and unified reporting mechanisms so that the decision makers can, in fact, have some sort 

of reliable datasets about the population and the impact of ex-ante and ex-post measures taken. 

 

The proposed comprehensive set of identity management maintenance steps will be presented further 

below, by considering the logical data flow from recurrent and continuous data governance activities to 

data management practices and reporting mechanisms. Thus, the structure of the paper is the following: 

section 2 is dedicated to the cross-project (nation-wide program) data governance flow, while the data 

migration / transformation flow will be presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the reporting and data 

analysis process, while the last section concludes.  

 

The Data Governance Flow 

The reason that it always comes to data program wide governance practices is the fact that state IT 

systems are usually very vast and will be in a constant state of change. This means that if one needs to 

have a good overview over individual identities (companies, persons, employees, etc.) with data spread 

across multiple IT systems, one needs to make sure that this data is always aligned as per agreed 

principles. 

 

So as to meet governmental strategic and operational goals in the field of maintenance of identity (ID) 

management, the government agencies should implement nation-wide data governance programs. This 

higher function should be established so as to provide control over high level data management tasks. At 

program level, the governance functions and processes are very distinct from the usual functional 

management activities (e.g. projects taken at the individual level, non-project work related activities and 

eventual subprograms) (see fig. 1).  

 

State Institution Leaders

Program Sponsors

Other Key Stakeholders

ID Maintenance Program Team 

Program Management Office 

Different/Other Governing Bodies

Program Governing Bodies

Program Manager

Sub-Portfolio  

Governing 

Bodies

Project 

Governing 

Bodies

Organisational 

Governing 

Bodies

Sub-Portfolios

Program 

Managers

Stakeholders

Projects

Project

Managers

Stakeholders

Organisational 

Functional

Managers

Stakeholders

 
 

Source: authors’ adaptation from PMI (2016). Governance of Portfolios, Programs and Projects: A Practice Guide, 

Newtown Square, PA: Project Management Institute 

 

Fig. 1: Data Governance Program Organization 
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Data governance at program level should focus on decision making guidelines for general ID 

management tasks so that it can deliver the value needed to meet national strategic and operational goals 

– like lowering the unemployment rate by a targeted margin. This is very important at the macro-

economic level, as the results can be in turn used not only to estimate and measure but also for publicity 

and image purposes in future election campaign activities.  

 

As defined by the PMI (2013) a program is “a group of related projects, subprograms and program 

activities that are managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits not available from managing them 

individually. Data governance programs comprise various components, primarily subprograms and 

individual projects within the program. Non-project components or program activities are needed to 

manage the program itself such as training, operations, and maintenance.” 

 

The “program governance” refers to the sum of the elements that comprise the governance activity, each 

having functions, processes and sub-programs (including implementation projects). The governance 

function means, basically, grouping processes related to each other and across governance domains in 

order to support the portfolios, the programs and the projects that the government wants to implement.  

 

All of these functions are structured as control, integration, oversight and decision making activities. 

The reason why the data governance activity is to be taken into account is that one needs some sort of 

overseeing body to manage cross-organizational identity data (in our specific case a program will always 

be meant to obtain a unified view over data related to entire classes active populations). In this way there 

is always a degree of control over what is happening at cross platform level and integration between 

databases and systems remains feasible over long periods of time.  

 

The Data Migration / Transformation Flow 

In the process of maintenance identity management over a multitude of very large, national, state-wide 

systems, the normalization is a very complex process with exponential business complications. This is 

due to the fact that different state agencies implement systems that best serve their particular interests 

(like social security, medical insurance, active teaching systems and requalification programs, military 

drafting, census specific databases, electronic voting counters, etc.) One can imagine that usually the data 

dimensions will never be easily comparable between those systems. 

 

In the following sub-section we will present a general case study using as an example data migration and 

transformation practices with SAP legacy specific systems from multiple sources into one new unified 

destination. 

 

The 6 Step Approach for Data Normalization and Migration 
 

The data migration in complex identity management projects will usually follow several steps that are 

most of the time repeating themselves. All data is usually stored into a common dedicated destination 

source (called form here on data warehouse DWH). Depending on the complexity of the task and the 

government objective, several other, intermediary steps can be added in-between. The list below 

describes the steps taken during the program in order to finalize the data migration process and reaching a 

unified data modelling and reporting process. Each step will be further on described in some high detail 

level.  

� Data Readiness Evaluation 

� Data Normalization 

� Data Extraction 

� Validating Techniques 

� Data Transformation and Loading  Process 
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� Data Readiness Evaluation 

 

During the data preparation phase, there are a number of tasks that need to be done before real data 

migration takes place, activities like installation and configuration of the specific data normalization tools 

(in SAP case the Data Services tools), creation of the data migration design templates, SDS standards, 

and also the determination of the data objects in scope (for example all data related to income 

measurement). This has been captured in the data migration object list. Furthermore, in this phase the 

high level data migration and cleansing approach have to be clearly stated and delivered. 

 

Installation and configuration of the SDS tools will be the data warehouse (DWH) responsible. The DWH 

team will be responsible for data templates and the finalizing of the data object list and the data migration 

along with the cleansing approach. 

 

Table 1: Correspondence between activities, deliverables and responsible parties 

 

Activity Deliverable Party Responsible 

Create Functional Design Functional Design 

Documentation 

DWH owner 

Create ETL document ETL documentation DWH owner/Implementation 

Program Team 

Create Mapping Document Data Mapping 

Documentation 

DWH owner 

Build data structure and content not 

available in the original systems 

New data structures 

created 

Implementation team 

Source: authors own contribution 

 

� Data Normalization 
 

Data normalization is a repetitive task that will be done in close cooperation with the all related 

governmental agencies that have source data. The actual normalization should fall under the program 

implementer’s activities. The DWH team will supervise the data cleaning process and even be involved in 

the program’s governance.   

 

Before the start of the data accuracy related tests the presumption is that the newly data placed in the 

DWH is 100% clean. Therefore verifications and normalization of data process is iterative until the data 

is accepted as being fully cleaned so it can be used for Identity Management analysis. In some countries, 

where data access can be done only by the government agencies themselves Identity Management and 

Maintenance is not even relevant since the population will never access these source systems and do 

interrogations or ask for online services according to their level (like printing the tax return forms, or 

asking for online reports on their personal financial statements and at-level taxation levels). 

 

� Data Extraction (from source systems) and Validating Techniques 
 

Usually there are 2 sub-steps to be considered at this level:  

 

Step 1 (in the picture presented below) is the extraction of relevant (raw) data from the source systems 

and store them in the staging tables in DWH. In this first step there is no specific logic, however, the data 

will be taken over from the source system in a 1:1 ratio. When the data gets extracted from the source 

system there is a Step 2 in the extraction process where all the validation will take place and the data will 

be stored in two kinds of tables: 
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1) _ERR tables containing data from the staging tables that does not comply with the valid

2) _MAP tables containing data from the staging tables that passed the validity rules and can now 

be used for reporting and analysis. 

 

 

Source: authors own contribution 

Fig. 2 : Extraction process from multiple source systems
 

 

� Data Transformation and Loading Process
 

The data transformation represents data enrichment, normalization and aggregation. It is a crucial step 

that will basically bring the data from several sources to a level that can be used in analysis, reporting and 

decision making. It is described in fig. 2 being associated with steps 4 and 5.

 

Reporting and Data Analysis 

Having now all the Identity data with all the needed attributes linked to it, deep analysis activities can be 

performed by state institutes regard

Nationwide measures can be now taken using extensive unified reporting mechanisms that will try to help 

in the decision making process, implementation of combating poverty 

and income inequalities (see Popescu and Militaru, 2017)

entire classes of individuals (Roman and Popescu, 2015) 

 

There is however an aspect that is often neglected and this is the 

ID management itself, not the reporting on the impact and results of the governmental measures. With 

having controls implemented over the data, we propose a fully cyclic view that will close the circle and 

restart the entire process over and over. Of course that over the years, the data requirements will change, 

while more and more information will be needed to be linked to an identity. 

_ERR tables containing data from the staging tables that does not comply with the valid

_MAP tables containing data from the staging tables that passed the validity rules and can now 

be used for reporting and analysis.  

 

Extraction process from multiple source systems 

Transformation and Loading Process 

The data transformation represents data enrichment, normalization and aggregation. It is a crucial step 

that will basically bring the data from several sources to a level that can be used in analysis, reporting and 

decision making. It is described in fig. 2 being associated with steps 4 and 5. 

nd Data Analysis  

Having now all the Identity data with all the needed attributes linked to it, deep analysis activities can be 

performed by state institutes regarding aspects and patterns observed on the active population. 

Nationwide measures can be now taken using extensive unified reporting mechanisms that will try to help 

in the decision making process, implementation of combating poverty (see Avram and Militaru,

Popescu and Militaru, 2017), coaching and educational initiatives across 

(Roman and Popescu, 2015) and so on. 

There is however an aspect that is often neglected and this is the reporting process of the maintenance of 

, not the reporting on the impact and results of the governmental measures. With 

having controls implemented over the data, we propose a fully cyclic view that will close the circle and 

rocess over and over. Of course that over the years, the data requirements will change, 

while more and more information will be needed to be linked to an identity.  

_ERR tables containing data from the staging tables that does not comply with the validity rules 

_MAP tables containing data from the staging tables that passed the validity rules and can now 

 

The data transformation represents data enrichment, normalization and aggregation. It is a crucial step 

that will basically bring the data from several sources to a level that can be used in analysis, reporting and 

Having now all the Identity data with all the needed attributes linked to it, deep analysis activities can be 

ing aspects and patterns observed on the active population. 

Nationwide measures can be now taken using extensive unified reporting mechanisms that will try to help 

Avram and Militaru, 2016) 

, coaching and educational initiatives across 

process of the maintenance of 

, not the reporting on the impact and results of the governmental measures. With 

having controls implemented over the data, we propose a fully cyclic view that will close the circle and 

rocess over and over. Of course that over the years, the data requirements will change, 
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This means that with every cycle, during the governance phase, additional analysis and dec

be considered so as to meet the newly formulated requirements and challenges. This is achieved by 

implanting general metrics that will give an indication on how and what needs to be done and will show 

the current situation in regards to the 

 

The scope of the article is not to go into detail over how data status is to be reported on but as a program 

management recommendation we can give the following fields where special attention need

 

• Time needed to both get and analyze the data

forward. This should include data analysis, transformation and load

• Data cost – This includes monetary values of both man

needed data sets but also hardware and software costs, legal fees and so on.

• Data quality (DQ) – On this we propose that a comprehensive set of metrics need to be take

consideration that will reflect correctly the DQ status during all phases of the program  

• Actions Needed – This included not only the decisions taken but also the time by which then need to 

be implemented, the responsible parties, the controlling entities and a detailed step

description that will lead to the materialization of the objectives  

 

We propose that these points can be followed by using a combination of good practices and specialized 

tools like SAS and SAP reporting tools (see

 

          Source: authors own contribution

 

 

Conclusions 

Because analysis cross-government database system is such a resource intensive task, continuous data 

maintenance identity management is a must. This is achieved via program governance specific activities 

that should not change when there are ch

This means that with every cycle, during the governance phase, additional analysis and dec

be considered so as to meet the newly formulated requirements and challenges. This is achieved by 

implanting general metrics that will give an indication on how and what needs to be done and will show 

the current situation in regards to the entire set of data. 

The scope of the article is not to go into detail over how data status is to be reported on but as a program 

management recommendation we can give the following fields where special attention need

and analyze the data – For each system an allocated time needs to be put 

forward. This should include data analysis, transformation and loading.  

This includes monetary values of both man-hours and other resources needed to get the 

needed data sets but also hardware and software costs, legal fees and so on. 

On this we propose that a comprehensive set of metrics need to be take

consideration that will reflect correctly the DQ status during all phases of the program  

This included not only the decisions taken but also the time by which then need to 

be implemented, the responsible parties, the controlling entities and a detailed step

description that will lead to the materialization of the objectives   

pose that these points can be followed by using a combination of good practices and specialized 

tools like SAS and SAP reporting tools (see, for instance, Eslinger, 2016). 

 
authors own contribution 

Fig. 3: The Data Maintenance Cycle 

government database system is such a resource intensive task, continuous data 

maintenance identity management is a must. This is achieved via program governance specific activities 

that should not change when there are changes at political level. The data maintenance process should be 

This means that with every cycle, during the governance phase, additional analysis and decisions need to 

be considered so as to meet the newly formulated requirements and challenges. This is achieved by 

implanting general metrics that will give an indication on how and what needs to be done and will show 

The scope of the article is not to go into detail over how data status is to be reported on but as a program 

management recommendation we can give the following fields where special attention needs to be given: 

For each system an allocated time needs to be put 

hours and other resources needed to get the 

On this we propose that a comprehensive set of metrics need to be taken into 

consideration that will reflect correctly the DQ status during all phases of the program   

This included not only the decisions taken but also the time by which then need to 

be implemented, the responsible parties, the controlling entities and a detailed step-by-step 

pose that these points can be followed by using a combination of good practices and specialized 

government database system is such a resource intensive task, continuous data 

maintenance identity management is a must. This is achieved via program governance specific activities 

anges at political level. The data maintenance process should be 
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continuous and should have the objective of keeping the links between systems (unified keys, data 

transformation rules, relevant reports) always relevant.  

 

Moreover, if this is achieved, then personalized government services to the population can be offered 

since reaching and maintaining data unification cross systems will enable the population to log into the 

state systems from exposed interfaces and use their private IDs to perform various tasks like paying taxes 

online, filing complaints over the internet, checking tax situation from their mobile telephones, etc. 

Moreover, all these activities can be linked to specific persons, along with their other relevant data and 

based on these electronic identities, the government can take active measures, implement various 

programs, verify the results, launch internet campaigns and, in the end, help their citizens by taking 

informed decisions.  
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Abstract 

 
This research plays a role to comprehend the attitude and behavior of Pakistani consumers towards online 
grocery shopping. It helps to identify factors (Product/service quality, Product guarantee, Convenience, 
Product/service cost, Product varieties, Perceived risk, Social norms and Website design) that can 
influence customers to switch to online grocery shopping and adopt online shopping as their prime mode 
of purchase. Findings indicate that high perceived risk is the most important and significant factor as 
compared to all other factors. Consumers who are less familiar with technological devices, find it difficult 
to trust today’s technology, which includes, domestic housewives. Whereas young generation is relatively 
excited about the emerging medium. Purposive and snowball sampling techniques were used collect the 
data using questionnaires. The results show that lack of variety and overpriced products also appeared to 
be the major factor when choosing online grocery as the prime source of shopping. This research not only 
finds out the existing online shopping trends and perception of people towards online grocery but also 
provides an insight into the future scope of online grocery shopping in Pakistan. 

Keywords: Online grocery, Karachi, Pakistan, future scope of online shopping, attitude and behavior, 
online grocery awareness 

 

Introduction 

Internet plays an important role in connecting to information and people. It has significantly helped 
shortening the distance between people and their prospects, hence given birth to online services and 
ventures. Online shopping is trending in the world giving increased output every year. Virtual 
marketplaces are catering to all kinds of consumer needs be the needs be tangible or intangible, 
standardized or general and durable or perishable (Datamonitor, 2010). Computer appliances, books and 
accessories lead the market share for online shopping being the standardized goods. Whereas products 
like groceries are still struggling to attain popularity among online consumers (Grewal, Iyer, Levy, & 
Michael, 2004). 
 
Grocery products are the edible commodities that are bought from supermarkets on the continuous basis, 
usually at regular intervals of time. Traditionally, groceries are bought in set-up where the consumer can 
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inspect the product before buying (Klein, 1998). The sense of touch, smell and sight directly effects 
buying decision of consumer. Also, the marketplaces are not limited to the perishable products but also 
accommodate durable eatables (such as canned and packet food) and non-food goods such as household 
appliances (Schuster & Sporn, 1998). Hence, grocery shopping becomes an actual expedition where 
physical activity is undertaken and strong senses help determine the choice.  
 
Online grocery shopping looks promising when compared to other products available online but it faces 
rather different challenges of its own for its buyer as well as sellers. Benefit of doubt increases where a 
buyer takes sensory attributes involved in the traditional process. Also, delivery/transportation of fragile 
items become a delicate problem. In some cases, the buyer is just not interested to leave their deep-rooted 
shopping habits and switch to new ones; regardless of how much of their time and money is saved. It is 
crucial to explain the variables that influence buyers towards the purchase of grocery products online 
(Liao & Cheung, 2001). 
 
It is important to note that online shopping takes more than just the desire to act. Although it does not 
involve traveling, carrying heavy weight or work-hour restriction, the presence of certain resources is 
mandatory that make the transaction possible (Chu, Arce-Urriza, Cebollada-Calvo, & Chintagunta, 2010). 
Thus it is important for buyers to be well equipped and aware of the technicalities of online shopping so 
that their experience is without any hindrance (Shim et al., 2001). Individuality of each potential 
customer also plays an important role in defining sales. A person with more internet exposure will tend to 
shop more than the person who has less experience with internet (Frambach, Roest, & Krishnan, 2007). 
 
There is a lot of potential for online grocery trade as Generation Y and their predecessors use technology 
frequently to save time and seek convenience as compared to the previous generations who are 
accustomed to buying groceries from brick and mortar stores. The grocery shoppers of new age are 
identified as better educated and risk taking individuals who try new things and opt for easier solution to 
problems. From the research related to internet usage of people, findings conclude that complex decision 
making of consumers is based on social cognition of individuals.  
 
This research aims to identify the factors that are important to increase the adoption of online grocery, 
what consumers want from a grocery store and what are their current attitudes towards the concept.  
Furthermore, the research aims to identify the pain points of consumers that need to be catered in order to 
increase the adaptability of online grocery shopping.  
 
E-commerce has greatly evolved over the past few years, creating differentiation between the leaders and 
laggards in most industries. The worldwide expansion of the internet has resulted in the transformation of 
the e-commerce market. E-commerce statistics state that 40 percent of worldwide internet users have 
bought products or goods online via desktop, mobile phone, tablet or other online devices (Statistica, 
2014). As per Express tribune, (2014), the e-commerce industry is booming throughout the Asian region, 
with India leading the e-commerce websites. Pakistan, although a late entrant to the world of e-
commerce, has recorded a massive rise in online shopping trends and other e-commerce businesses. 
Pakistan’s e-commerce market is expected to surpass $1 billion in five years. Currently valued at over 
$60 million, the country’s e-commerce sector is doubling in size every year i.e. it is growing at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of over 100%. 
 
The market share of online grocery in Pakistan is around $25 million (Arshad, 2015). Pakistan’s e-
commerce market is expected to reach over US$600 million by 2017 (Ahmad, 2015). To further facilitate 
the adoption of online grocery, analysis of consumer needs and their behavior is crucial. The study 
layouts consumer perception and readiness towards online grocery shopping. It further highlights the pain 
points that are need to be eradicated in order to increase the rate of acceptance of this new medium. 
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Literature Review 

Researchers have worked a lot on online grocery, how consumer adopts a new buying behavior and what 
compels them to change their behavior. One such research group is Hartman. According to Hartman, 
(2015), the attempt of selling grocery online in 1990’s appeared to be failure but, now online shopping is 
taking over the shift. Unquestionably, consumers are now more interested in buying packaged goods that 
can be stored for days. This is also aiding the online grocery trend. The increasing scope of digital has got 
many brick and mortar stores worried for their digital presence as new digital players are taking away 
their consumer share of wallet and is making presence in the consumer mind. Many stores are now 
planning to enter into the digital era and create their presence online (Hartman Group, Forbes, 2015). 
 
Hartman group, (2015) is of an opinion that, Brick & Mortar stores will not completely get off the market 
but few shoppers are getting over the conventional notion of doing grocery. Important point to ponder 
over is the idea that, will online grocery shopping become acceptable and provide share of wallet from 
good number of consumer? Hartman Group, (2015) report states that online grocery shopping helps early 
adopters save around 39% of their time, 36% of money and around 27% fuel.  
 
In order to widen the scope online grocery need to focus on under stated areas: 

• Target Households: young urbans and families 

• Meet Underserved Needs: highlighting convenience 

• Look for Cultural Hooks: try to get monthly subscriptions etc. 
 
Online grocery shopping helps buyers eliminate the activity of physically visiting the stores, providing 
convenience to get things delivered on a single click, no standing in long lines and no carrying of heavy 
bags. They also reduce unnecessary shopping habits and picking extra items while shopping in a store. It 
will quickly grab the attention of consumers who are procrastinators and are not fond of visiting the 
stores. While people who visit physical stores in terms of outing and for fun will still prefer brick and 
mortar stores. Unless, they find some super quick delivery or discounts or coupons or other order 
processing conveniences. However, considering the food culture it is evident that digital food will make 
its place and technology will help earn greater shares. (Hartman Group, Forbes, 2015). 
 
Nielson group investigated five factors to know about online grocery shopping, which are: 
 

1. Consumers love online grocery shopping but it will take them time to get comfortable with it. The 
supply side needs to make shopping experience easy by making user friendly interface of the web or 
app.  It must be easy to navigate and provide time saving and efficient delivery service. 

2. Online store should provide maximum number of listings and product options to choose from as it is 
different to buy online than offline. The e-store should have good number of packages and categories 
available. 

3. Consumer perception and behavior while buying online is affected in various ways. It is important to 
provide an easy to use platform. Greater variety would help buyer choose and make comparisons. 

4. Online shopping has greater transparency, price visibility, extensive distribution and customization 
available.  

5. It is important to build proper marketing strategy to align your store with the best marketing 
strategies to increase interactions and link customers with your brand. Create excite, bring innovative 
ideas and build relationship on social media platforms along with spreading awareness.  

 
Court, Elzinga, Mulder and Vetvik, (2009) researched about the process consumer goes through while 
making a decision. According to them, marketing has one goal, and it is to reach consumers at the moments that 
most influence their decisions. Marketing has always sought those moments, or touch points, when consumers are 
open to influence. For years, touch points have been understood through the metaphor of a “funnel” consumers 
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start with a number of potential brands in mind (the wide end of the funnel), marketing is then directed at them as 
they methodically reduce that number and move through the funnel, and at the end they emerge with the one 
brand they choose to purchase. 
 
In modern times, the funnel concept fails to capture all the touch points and key buying factors resulting from the 
explosion of product choices and digital channels, coupled with the emergence of an increasingly well connected 
and well-informed consumer.  The situation calls for a more sophisticated approach which is less linear and more 
complicated than the funnel suggests to help marketers navigate in these complex times. The new approach is 
called consumer decision journey. This concept is applicable to any geographic market that has different kinds of 
media, Internet access, and wide product choice, including big cities in emerging markets (Court, Elzinga, 
Mulder and Vetvik, 2009). 
 
This approach was developed by examining the purchase decisions of almost 20,000 consumers across five 
industries and three continents. The research showed that the proliferation of media and products requires 
marketers to find new ways to get their brands included in the initial consideration set that consumers develop as 
they begin their decision journey. It was also found that because of the shift away from one-way 
communication—from marketers to consumers—towards a two-way communication, marketers need a more 
systematic way to satisfy customer demands and manage word-of-mouth. In addition, the research identified two 
different types of customer loyalty, challenging companies to reinvigorate their loyalty programs and the way they 
manage the customer experience. Moreover, the research reinforced the general belief in the importance not only 
of aligning all elements of marketing—strategy, spending, channel management, and message—with the journey 
that consumers undertake when they make purchasing decisions but also of integrating those elements across the 
organization. When marketers understand this journey and direct their spending and messaging to the moments of 
maximum influence, they stand a much greater chance of reaching consumers in the right place at the right time 
with the right message (Court, Elzinga, Mulder and Vetvik, 2009). 

The new model by Court, Elzinga, Mulder and Vetvik, (2009) suggests that the decision-making process is a 
more circular journey, with four primary phases representing potential battlegrounds where marketers can win or 
lose: initial consideration; active evaluation, or the process of researching potential purchases; closure, when 
consumers buy brands; and post purchase, when consumers experience them. The qualitative part of the research, 
consumers told us that the fragmenting of media and the proliferation of products have actually made them reduce 
the number of brands they consider at the outset. Faced with a plethora of choices and communications, 
consumers tend to fall back on the limited set of brands that have made it through the wilderness of messages. 
Brand awareness matters: brands in the initial-consideration set can be up to three times more likely to be 
purchased eventually than brands that aren’t in it. 
 
In today’s decision journey, consumer-driven marketing is increasingly important as customers seize control of 
the process and actively “pull” information helpful to them. The research found that two-thirds of the touch points 
during the active-evaluation phase involve consumer-driven marketing activities, such as Internet reviews and 
word-of-mouth recommendations from friends and family, as well as in-store interactions and recollections of past 
experiences. A third of the touch points involve company-driven marketing. Traditional marketing remains 
important, but the change in the way consumers make decisions means that marketers must move aggressively 
beyond purely push-style communication and learn to influence consumer-driven touch points, such as word-of-
mouth and Internet information sites. When consumers reach a decision at the moment of purchase, the 
marketer’s work has just begun: the post purchase experience shapes their opinion for every subsequent decision 
in the category, so the journey is an ongoing cycle (Court, Elzinga, Mulder and Vetvik, 2009). 
 
As mentioned earlier, the research also identified two kinds of loyalties. Of consumers who profess loyalty to a 
brand, some are active loyalists, who not only stick with it but also recommend it. Others are passive loyalists 
who, whether from laziness or confusion caused by the dizzying array of choices, stay with a brand without being 
committed to it. Despite their claims of allegiance, passive consumers are open to messages from competitors who 
give them a reason to switch. All marketers should make expanding the base of active loyalists a priority, and to 
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do so they must focus their spending on the new touch points. That will require entirely new marketing efforts, not 
just investments in Internet sites and efforts to drive word-of-mouth or a renewed commitment to customer 
satisfaction (Court, Elzinga, Mulder and Vetvik, 2009). 
 
Developing a deep knowledge of how consumers make decisions is the first step. For most marketers, the difficult 
part is focusing strategies and spending on the most influential touch points. In some cases, the marketing effort’s 
direction must change, perhaps from focusing brand advertising on the initial-consideration phase to developing 
Internet properties that help consumers gain a better understanding of the brand when they actively evaluate it. 
Other marketers may need to retool their loyalty programs by focusing on active rather than passive loyalists or to 
spend money on in-store activities or word-of-mouth programs. The increasing complexity of the consumer 
decision journey will force virtually all companies to adopt new ways of measuring consumer attitudes, brand 
performance, and the effectiveness of marketing expenditures across the whole process. 
 
Four kinds of activities can help marketers address the new realities of the consumer decision journey. 

• Prioritize objectives and spending 

• Tailor messaging 

• Invest in consumer-driven marketing 

• Win the in-store battle 

 
In many companies, different parts of the organization undertake specific customer-facing activities—including 
informational Web sites, PR, and loyalty programs. A number of executives are responsible for each element, and 
they don’t coordinate their work or even communicate. These activities must be integrated and given appropriate 
leadership. 
 
But the full scope of the consumer decision journey goes beyond the traditional role of CMOs, who in many 
companies focus on brand building, advertisements, and perhaps market research. These responsibilities aren’t 
going away. What’s now required of CMOs is a broader role that realigns marketing with the current realities of 
consumer decision making, intensifies efforts to shape the public profiles of companies, and builds new marketing 
capabilities. 
Marketers have long been aware of profound changes in the way consumers research and buy products. Yet a 
failure to change the focus of marketing to match that evolution has undermined the core goal of reaching 
customers at the moments that most influence their purchases.  
 
Hansen conducted a research on to investigate whether consumers who have adopted online grocery 
buying perceive this way of shopping differently from other online consumers. The study investigated 
whether already established online grocery buyers can be discriminated from other internet users or not? 
For this purpose data were collected from an online (web-based) survey of US consumers using self-
administered questionnaires. 
 
Hansen, (2005) elucidated 3 types of innovation a) discontinuous innovation b) dynamically continuous 
innovation c) continuous innovation. Online buying represents a discontinuous innovation as it includes 
technological advances as well as changes in consumer behavior. In order to understand the diffusion of 
such innovations, how such innovation is adopted is crucial to understand.  
 
Rogers suggests five factors that increase the rate of acceptance and diffusion of innovations: 
 
1. Communicability is the ease with which the innovation can be observed or communicated among 

potential adopters.  
2. Triability or divisibility refers to the possibility of trying the innovation without huge investments 
3. Complexity refers to the potential adopter’s perceived complexity of the innovation or of using the 

innovation. 
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4. Compatibility is the degree to which the innovation is consistent with existing values and past 
behavior. 

5. Relative advantage is the degree to which consumers perceive the innovation as superior to existing 
alternatives. 

 

In addition to this, perceived internet grocery buying risk should also complement stated 5 factors by 
Rogers. To investigate the ability of these factors to discriminate between various types of consumer 
adoption behavior three online consumer segments were considered. 

a. Segment 1: non-adopters of online shopping 
b. Segment 2: online shopping adopters (excluding groceries) 
c. Segment 3: online shopping adopters and online grocery-shopping adopters 
 
Analysis of the research suggests that consumers who have adopted online grocery buying attach higher 
compatibility, higher relative advantage, more positive social norms, and lower complexity to online 
grocery shopping when compared with consumers who have never bought anything on the internet yet 
and consumers who have purchased goods/services on the internet but not groceries. The results also 
suggested that household income per year is higher among online grocery adopters than among non-
adopters (Hansen, 2005). 
 
Hansen, (2005) suggested that online grocery retailers should adapt themselves to the daily life of 
consumers. Consumers should not be expected to compromise their existing shopping needs and habits in 
order to carry out online grocery shopping. Online retailers should also make sure that online grocery 
shopping is easy to understand. They should market the relative advantages of online grocery shopping 
(possibilities for saving time and money) to the entire household. 
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Conceptual Framework 

 

 

Figure 1 : Conceptual Framework - Online Grocery Shopping 

 
The conceptual framework, studies the impact that the pre-established buying behaviors have over the 
attitude towards online grocery buying. Both; the buying behaviors of grocery shopping and the attitude 
towards grocery shopping; are further analyzed through few factors which are discussed in the following 
section: 
 
The conceptual framework initially studies generic buying behavior of a consumer towards buying 
grocery. The intention is to analyze whether the current buying behaviors of local consumers are deeply 
rooted or not?  In an actual market setting, the factors and behaviors associated with buying grocery are 
immense. However, in order to narrow down our research to focus on few significant behaviors we intend 
to study three main factors associated with buying grocery, which are as follow; 
 

• Frequency: Frequency refers to the number of visits done to a grocery shop in a said time period. 
For instance - daily visits, weekly visits, bi-monthly visits or monthly visits. 
 

• Avenue: Avenue refers to the situational context of a grocery store. We intend to study what a 
consumer prefers in terms of size and location of the store. Is a local consumer satisfied going to a 
small general store to buy groceries, situated at the end of his street? Or does he prefer to visit super 
stores and does not mind taking out his car for that?  

 

• Content: Content refers to the things that make on a consumer’s grocery lists and are purchased on a 
regular basis.  
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• As mentioned above, the conceptual framework intends to gauge the extent to which the buying 
behaviors towards grocery shopping are rooted in our local consumers. The higher the frequency, the 
higher the acceptance towards different grocery avenues and higher the list of items purchased – 
would translate into deeply rooted buying behaviors which are hard to overcome since they come 
naturally to consumers.  

 
The given state of buying behavior and the established extent of its strength has a direct impact on a 
consumer’s attitude towards online grocery, which is the second part of our conceptual framework. The 
four primary factors which can be studied in order to gauge the consumer attitude towards online grocery 
are as follow; 
 

• Awareness: Are the local consumers even aware of such a concept of buying groceries online? 

• Perception: How do the local consumers perceive online grocery?  

• Willingness: Are the local consumers willing to try online grocery?  

• Readiness: On what readiness stage are the local consumers on in terms of online grocery buying? 
(Buying Readiness Stages: Awareness, Interest, Desire and Action) 

 
Attitude towards online grocery buying can be said positive if the aforementioned four factors are 
high/positive. Which means for an attitude to be positive a local consumer should have acceptable levels 
of awareness, positive perception, and positive willingness and should be at least interested in doing 
groceries online.  
 
Since the concept of online grocery is of novel nature in local market - thus, online grocery model can 
only be adopted by local consumers if attitude towards online grocery is positive and it does not adversely 
interplay with the pre-established grocery buying behaviors (Ali et al., 2017). 

Methodology 

The purpose of the study is to identify the factors that have an impact on adoption of online grocery as 
their prime shopping mode and to know the behavior of Pakistani consumers towards online grocery 
shopping. The research targets the sample population of consumers drawn from Karachi who have or do 
not have any previous experience of online grocery shopping.  
 
Sample size for the study was 90 individuals and it employed purposive and snowball sampling 
techniques to get data from the respondents who were best suited for the research at hand. Data was 
collected primarily using questionnaire technique. The research questionnaire caters to five section of 
questions designed to know different aspects of consumer behavior. Section one includes questions 
related to demographic profile of respondents such as gender, age, relationship status, education etc. 
Section two consists of questions that relate to general online shopping and awareness of online grocery 
and grocery stores in Pakistan. Section three focuses on questions regarding their perception towards 
online grocery, their willingness to buy and the factors that refrains them to buy online grocery. Section 
four consist of Likert scale questions to assists in knowing the opinion of people regarding online grocery 
shopping, their preferences and value proposition they are looking for. Sections five consist of questions 
that gauge consumer readiness towards online grocery shopping.  
 
We distributed our questionnaire to respondents who are aged 18 years or above.  The questionnaires 
were further divided into 3 target markets.  
 
A) Domestic household consumers 
B) Professionals  
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In process of our research we identified a new target market and included it as part of our research i.e. 
lives alone, Students and young professionals who live alone in Karachi. 

Research Questions 

1. What is the current understanding of online grocery in Pakistan? 
2. What is the general attitude of consumer towards online grocery? 
3. What factors are important to increase the adoption of online grocery?  
4. What value a consumer wants an online grocery store to offer? 

Hypotheses 

H1: Local consumers are not aware of online grocery shopping in local market 

H2: Local consumers don’t have positive perception towards online grocery shopping in local market 

H3: Local consumers are not willing to experience online grocery shopping in local market 

H4: Local consumers are not ready to adopt online grocery shopping in local market 

Analysis and Discussion 

The internet phenomenon is providing a new mode to do business in Pakistan. With E-commerce 
expected to become a $1 Billion industry by 2020 (Tribune, 2015), the future outlook is bright with 
immense potential in all areas for this yet untapped market of 200 Million people of Pakistan. This 
massive transformation is leading a behavioral change in consumers as to how they shop for products and 
services across the board ranging from grocery items to automobiles. The focus of this paper will be on 
grocery products. 
 
On our fact finding journey, we further conducted a thorough research and survey analyses pertaining to 
the Pakistani market. The idea was to understand the different consumer perspectives as to how they view 
the online grocery model in Pakistan. For the purpose of simplicity we have categorized the respondents 
into three groups which are as follows: 
 
1) Domestics: This segment is comprised of the local households of Karachi including both men and 

women. Traditionally women in domestics lead all the major purchase decisions for their households 
and have deep rooted cultural preferences as to what and where to buy from. It is a planned purchase 
for them, which occurs on a monthly basis, mostly at super markets and large retailers. Although they 
share the same touch point as professional women but are slightly more complex in their selection of 
products. An important aspect is their lack of awareness for the online model coupled with their 
ability to access computers and doubts about online buying of goods. For them, understanding of the 
model and addressing their fears is the first step towards their road to online shopping. Simple 
questions ranging from the time taken to deliver goods to the quality of the products supplied need to 
be promoted through well advocated channels. Furthermore the responses also uncovered that the use 
of single products in the initial phase to encourage trials.  
 

2) Professionals: These respondents were women belonging to the age bracket of 20-29. For them 
grocery shopping is an experience which they enjoy; particularly if it involves going to the 
supermarkets like Naheed or Aghas. They make informed and planned purchase decisions unlike 
the live alone. For them, variety is important and becomes an important factor in choosing the 
shopping venue as well. Despite low awareness to the online model, 53% of the respondents 
favored towards giving the online model a try. This reflects that the segment does have a potential 
but needs to be pitched across the right touch points. Again, to tap this segment we need to align 
the product simultaneously on convenience and variety which will in turn be a determinant of how 
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price sensitive they (professionals) become to that offering. But one obstacle identified in the 
responses was the physical inspection of the product, the answer to which lies in ‘360 degree’ 
display of products on the webpage along with clear photography to make the products vivid and 
more observable to the users. Factors like quick delivery, promotional offers and discounts 
coupled with authentic brand portfolio is what they are looking for. However despite the odds, the 
working women are willing to pay 5-8% premium if they are able to get the right product at the 
right moment. Bundle offers from multiple brands under one roof, can again come in handy to 
attract such visitors over the website.  

 
3) Live Alones: As the name suggests, this class of respondents are people who are living single-

handedly for education or job purposes in Karachi. With more than 70% being male and falling 
in the age bracket of 20-29, they have a high preference for home cooked meals and are the 
decision maker when it comes to grocery buying. Normally the ‘live alones’ don’t have a 
planned purchasing pattern but they do make weekly purchases based on their need. Although 
only 20% of the respondents were familiar with the online model for grocery but willingness to 
try was higher, making them a viable target to pursue. Being a highly price sensitive audience 
and significant preference for convenience, bundle offers is the ideal way to attract ‘live alones’ 
for online grocery shopping. By capitalizing on the need for convenience and properly 
positioning the offers to their budget, the ‘live alones’ can serve to be regular and loyal 
customers. The focus should be on how flexible the model can be for them in a time saving 
manner. 

 

Strategic Findings 

• Young people falling in the age group of 20-29 years of age are more likely to purchase online, while 
their older counterparts are less prone to shop for groceries online 

• 72% respondents purchased groceries on monthly basis, while only 19% purchased on weekly basis 
and only 9% purchased on fortnightly basis 

• 59% respondents did not feel the need to purchase anything after they had purchased for the entire 
month, while 41% did feel that there still was the need to shop for certain things even after their 
monthly purchase was done 

• Only 10% respondents were used to purchase groceries online while 61% respondents said that they 
would try online grocery shopping in the near future. However, 75% respondents purchased groceries 
from the supermarkets (Figure - 3) 

• When asked about the factors that influence purchase of groceries online, the respondents stated that 
online grocery shopping provided convenience of sitting at home or office and order the needed things 
without any hassle, while prices and variety were the second and third most important factor that 
influenced online purchase of groceries (Figure - 4). The respondents further elaborated that while 
purchasing online they were able to compare the rates and number and type of variants available on 
other online grocery shopping platforms which gave them an assurance that the purchase they were 
doing was worth their money 

• The respondents stated that they avoid online grocery shopping because it lacks the element of 
physical examination by the buyer, and the chances of forgery is also present along with the 
possibility of security risk that the buyer’s personal and financial information might be misused 
(Figure - 5)  
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Figure 2:  Purchase Items mostly bought in Groceries 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3 : Typical Mediums of Shopping 
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Figure 4:  Factors Influencing Online Grocery Shopping 

 

Figure 5 : Reasons for Avoiding Online Grocery Shopping 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

From the above analyses, it is clear that there is a long road to fully penetrate the market. Our analyses 
identified that there is a significant image problem for the online model, coherent across the three 
segments of respondents. Buying from retailers is a norm and disruption of any norm is not easy and nor 
is it always welcomed. Instead of positioning it as an alternative, we need to position the online grocery 
as something which can go hand in hand with the traditional model. The idea is to slowly encompass the 
user to accept the new way of shopping. Equally important is the fact as to how to create awareness 
amongst people. At the start we need to focus on users who will be the core drivers of growth for this 
industry like the live alone or professionals who actually can feel the need for this model.  
 
The next step is to how relevant the offerings are to the audience. As correctly pointed out in the survey, 
respondents were unclear as to what products can they actually buy over the internet. This shows that 
there exist a gap in communication which need to be filled comprehensively so that the consumer 
expectations can be set at the right level. Equally important is the availability to house multiple brands. 
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Consumer have deep associations with brands and would want to buy only their favorite brands. This 
brand power can be used to encourage those consumers to shop online, who face shortage of authentic 
brands. 
 
Last but the least is the intrinsic aspect of shopping. Pakistan is experiencing a dynamic shift from 
general trade to modern trade. By every passing time, bigger retailers are opening up like Naheed etc., 
which indicates the new trend pertaining to the shopping experience. To cultivate a similar response we 
need to offer the consumers something equal in value. This value can vary across the three segments we 
have identified above. Each segment has its own needs and preferences and the best way is to have a step 
by step approach. 
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Abstract 
 

Severe structural maladjustments conditioned by the process of globalization, the effects of sanctions and 

the migration policy as well as a high degree of territorial differentiation throughout the world’s 

economic space have become the essential features of the present-day global economy. Inequalities in the 

development of territories, the inconsistency of national and regional economies within the global socio-

economic space, the common practice of setting strategic priorities without due consideration of the 

effects of globalization result in further growth of the spatial disparities in the levels of socio-economic 

maturity and living standards. Those factors and trends also lead to slack in the global economy in general 

and loss in competitiveness for national economies.    It is obvious, that the dynamics of a number of 

indicators which would be representative of the quality of economic space requires thorough analysis. It 

would also provide a possibility to conduct a valid measurement of the degree of the differentiation 

among territories in the aspects of their socio-economic development and the standards of living and 

consider the ways of its regulation. The present research work engages some theoretical and empirical 

methods, the techniques of analysis and synthesis as well as the methods of mathematical modeling in 

economics for the basic socio-economic indicators of the development of territories. 

 
Keywords: differentiation, inequality, socio-economic development, economic space, composite 

indicator, state regulation. 

 

Introduction 

Currently, the spatial transformations of Russian economy essentially involve systemic changes in the 

administrative and territorial structure of the country. Alongside with the processes of integration within 

the national economic space under way, there is an evident aggravation of the contradictions in the inter-

budget relations and a growing economic disparity among the regions as well as a worsening downward 

course of interregional expansion and monopolization. As a consequence, a number of political and 

economic risks arise, which deteriorates the investment climate due to growing uncertainty in business.  

The enforcement of interregional competition for the funds available for investment, human resources, 

technologies and institutional assets is conflicting in nature; therefore, it requires careful scientific 

analysis as part of the study of the integration mechanism which engages all the entities within the 

national economic space.  

At present, the main problem we face while assessing the level of socio-economic development of a 

region and the degree of differentiation among the regions is to select sets of primary indicators which 

would be representative of particular aspects in regional economic and social activities. Both Russian and 

foreign literature proposes various approaches to forming sets of valid primary indicators describing the 

degree of spatial differentiation.    
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A number of Russian and foreign economic scientists have addressed the issues of identification, 

measurement and regulation of disparities in the development of territories; in particular, foreign 

experience of state regulation of territorial differentiation is considered in the research works by A. Pigou, 

D. Bell, D. Miller, A. Swift, J. Poterba, S. Slesnick, D. Cutler, L. Katz, B. Meyer, D Sallivan, G. Becker, 

N. Thomes, Caporale, G.M. and Spagnolo, N. (Caporale & Spagnolo, 2012), Chen, J.-H. and Chen, Y.  

(Chen & Chen, 2015), Gehringer, A. (Gehringer, 2014)   and some other authors. 

Results and Discussion 
 
The effects of interregional socio-economic differentiation are ambivalent, which is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: the effects of territorial economic differentiation on socio-economic development of a 
region 

 

Favorable effects Unfavorable effects 

1. interregional economic inequality boosts most 

complete fulfillment of the potential of a 

particular region;  

2. provides the possibility to enter into 

competition within the global economic system; 

3. gives rise to highly developed regions with a 

great proportion of advanced industries and 

enterprises which become drivers to the growth 

of the country’s economy and provide resources 

to support the lagging territories; 

4. gives rise to clusters, areas of advanced 

development and special economic zones. 

1. wide wealth disparity among the population; 

2. growing maladjustments in the structure of the 

national economy; 

3. emergence of struggling regions with a relatively 

low level of real incomes of the people, high 

unemployment, weak investment activity of the 

economic entities, insufficient fiscal capacity 

because of a low rate of self-sustainability of the 

region, etc.   

4. redistribution of the federal financial resources 

(which are rather limited) to support the lagging 

regions. 

The source: prepared by the author 

 

The Russian Federation is the world’s largest country in area (Table 2), so, as a consequence, territorial 

socio-economic differentiation has existed throughout history. 

 

Table 2: dynamics of the indicators of the quality of economic space 

Rank Country Area, sq. km Population 
density*, pers. 

per sq. km 

Overall 
population*, 

thousand people 

GDP per capita**, $ 

Year 2015  Year 2016  

1 Russia 17 075 400 8 146495,53 23700 8838 

2 Canada 9 984 670 3 35985,751 45900 42319 

3 China 9 596 960 140 1374220,0 14300 8261 

4 USA 9 372 610 33 322613,0 56300 57294 

5 Brazil 8 547 000 23 205463,0 15800 8587 

6 Australia 7 686 850 3 24020,6 65400 51593 

7 India 3 287 590 361 1282790,0 6300 1719 

8 Argentina 2 760 990 15 43590,4 22400 12425 

9 Kazakhstan 2 717 300 6 17651,3 24700 7138 

10 Sudan 2 505 810 16 39598,7 4500 2381 

11 Algeria  2 381 740 15 40400,0 14400 4129 

12 DR Congo 2 345 410 29 85026,0 6800 473 

13 Saudi Arabia 2 218 000 10 32248,2 54600 19922 

14 Mexico 1 972 550 55 122273,5 18500 8699 

15 Indonesia 1 919 440 124 258705,0 11300 3636 

*as of 2016;  ** as of 2015 and 2016  
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Socio-economic development of any country depends on the standards and the quality of living. The 

problems related to the performance of the economic system as well as to providing the adequate 

standards of living for all remain acute. Those challenges we have been facing are conditioned by a 

dramatic degree of differentiation throughout the global economic system in the context of territorial 

development. At that, in most countries the mobility of resources and technologies is pretty low 

(Vertakova et al., 2016).   

Thus, the dynamics of the key indicators which are representative of the living standards in a number of 

countries requires careful analysis. Besides, the factors of the differentiation among the countries in the 

context of the standard of living as well as the main mechanisms which would facilitate the development 

of an effective social policy are to be considered. The literature presents various quantitative and 

qualitative approaches to measure the inequalities in living standards; most of them rest upon the 

indicators proposed by UN we will focus on in this study.   

The Gini coefficient (or a normalized Gini index) represents the degree of inequality in the actual 

distribution of the cumulative income (or consumption) of the nation’s population. It may vary from zero 

to one (or 0% to 100%); the higher the value, the more severe the inequality of income and wealth is.  

However the use of Gini coefficient as a measure of actual income inequality has some limitations. Its 

strengths and weak points are presented in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 The Gini coefficient 

The ranking of the countries according to the values of the index of income concentration (the Gini 

coefficient) in dynamics over years 2000, 2005 and the period of 2010-2015 is presented in Table 3.  

The data analysis shows that since 2011 the 1-st position in the ranking of the countries has been 

occupied by the South African Republic, where the Gini coefficient was 63,1% in 2011 (63,4% in 2015). 

However, compared to year 2013, when the coefficient value reached its maximum of 65%, it tends to 

decline.  In 2015 Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Bolivia, Macedonia, Nigeria, the Philippines, Israel, Angola 

became the top ten leading countries. Russia was ranked 14 (41,3%), standing down China (42,1%), but 

THE GINI COEFFICIENT 

STRENGTHS SHORTCOMINGS 

1. makes it possible to compare the distribution 

of the criterion (i.e. income) in cumulative 

populations of various numbers of units 

(people); 

2. provides supplementary information related 

to the GDP and per capita income; 

3. is used to compare the distribution of the 

criterion (income) among different cumulative 

populations; 

4. is used to compare the distribution of the 

criterion (income) among different groups of 

the residents; 

5. makes it possible not only to measure the 

1. is often presented without 

specifying the features used for 

grouping; 

2. is not sensitive to the source of 

income; 

3. as a means to measure the 

inequality of income distribution it 

factors only monetary income into 

the calculations. 
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outstripping the USA (41,1%). For Russia, the coefficient value also tends to decline, although slightly, 

compared to 2010 when it reached 42,1%.  

Table 3: dynamics of the values of the index of income concentration (the Gini coefficient, %) over 
years 2000, 2005 and the period of 2010-2015  

2000  2005  2010  2011  

Rank Country Value Rank Country Value Rank Country Value Rank Country Value 

1. SAR 59,3 1. Bolivia 60,1 1. Angola 58,6 1. SAR 63,1 

2. Brazil 59,1 2. Brazil 58,0 2. SAR 57,8 2. Angola 58,6 

3. Bolivia 58,9 3. SAR 57,8 3. Bolivia 57,2 3. Bolivia 56,3 

4. Chile 57,5 4. Chile  57,1 4 Brazil 55,0 4 Brazil 54,7 

5. Mexico 51,9 5. Mexico 49,5 5. Chile 52,0 5. Chile 52,1 

6. Nigeria 50,6 6. Philippin

es 

46,1 6. Mexico 51,6 6. Nigeria 48,8 

7. Philippin

es 

46,2 7. China 44,7 7. DR 

Congo 

44,4 7. Mexico 47,7 

8. Georgia 44,7 8. Ниге-

рия 

43,7 8. Philippin

es 

44,0 8. DR 

Congo 

44,4 

9. Kirgizia 44,1 9 Turkey 43,6 9. Nigeria 42,9 9. Macedon

ia 

43,2 

10. Turkey 41,5 10.  Kirgizia 42,2 10. Macedon

ia 

42,8 10. Philippin

es 

43,0 

12. USA 40,8 12.  USA 40,8 12. Russia 42,1 11. China 42,5 

14. China 40,3 14.  Russia 40,5 13. China 41,5 12 Russia 41,7 

16. Russia 39,6    16. USA 40,8 14. USA 40,8 

2012 г. 2013 г. 2014 г. 2015 г. 

Rank Country Value Rank Country Value Rank Country Value Rank Country Value 

1. SAR 62,4 1. SAR 65,0 1. SAR 64,5 1. SAR 63,4 

2. Rep. of 

Haiti 

60,79 2. Bolivia 56,3 2. Columbi

a 

53,9 2. Brazil 52,9 

3. Hondura

s 

57,4 3. Brazil 54,7 3. Panama 51,67 3. Chile 50,5 

4 Columbi

a 

53,54 4 Chile 52,1 4. Brazil 51,48 4-5. Mexico 48,1 

5. Brazil 52,67 5. Nigeria 48,8 5. Chile 51,3 4-5. Bolivia 48,1 

6. Panama 51,9 6. Argentina 44, 5 6. Mexico 50,7 6. Macedon

ia 

44,1 

7. Costa-

Rica 

48,61 7. DR Congo 44,4 7. Hondura

s 

50,64 7-8. Nigeria 43,0 

8. Paraguay 48,17 8. Mexico 43,6 8. Guatema

la 

48,66 7-8. Philippin

es 

43,0 

9. Mexico 48,07 9. Macedon

ia 

43,6 9. Costa-

Rica 

48,53 9. Israel 42,8 

10. Bolivia 46,7 10. Philippin

es 

43,0 10. Bolivia 48,4 10. Angola 42,7 

18. China 42,16 12. China 42,1 13. China 46,9 12. China 42,1 

19. Russia 42,0 13. Russia 41,9 20. Russia 41,6 14. Russia 41,3 

24. USA 41,1 14. USA 41,1 22. USA 41,1 15. USA 41,1 

The source: prepared by the authors according to the data provided by Russian Federal State Statistics 

Service 

Among the socio-economic indicators the Human Development Index (HDI), which is commonly viewed 

as an index of “potential human development” (PHDI), is deemed particularly representative of the actual 

level of socio-economic development of a country (or a region). It is a composite statistic which reports 

not only mere economic advancement, but also the social environment for human life and development. It 

is often used as a synonym for “human well-being” or “quality of living”.  
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The value of the Human Development Index varies from 0 to 1; the closer the value is to one, the higher 

is the level of human development; consequently, the shorter is the way for the country (or region) to 

make in order to achieve certain desirable targets.  

The dynamics of Human Development Index for different countries over the period of 2010-2015 is 

presented in Table 4. 

Table 4: dynamics of human development index for different countries over the period of 2010-
2015 

2010 2011 2012 

Rank Country Index 
value 

Rank Country Index 
value 

Rank Country Index 
value 

1. Norway 0,938 1. Norway 0,943 1. Norway 0,949 

2. Australia 0,937 2. Australia 0,929 2. Australia 0,935 

3. New 

Zealand 

0,907 3. Netherlands 0,91 3. USA 0,922 

4. USA 0,902 4. USA 0,91 4. Netherlands 0,915 

5. Ireland 0,895 5. New 

Zealand 

0,908 5. New 

Zealand 

0,914 

6. Liechtenstei

n 

0,891 6. Canada 0,908 6. Ireland 0,912 

7. Netherlands 0,89 7. Ireland 0,908 7. Germany 0,911 

8. Canada 0,888 8. Liechtenstei

n 

0,905 8. Sweden 0,91 

9. Sweden 0,885 9. Germany 0,905 9. Switzerland 0.908 

10. Germany 0,885 10. Sweden 0,904 10. Japan 0.907 

65. Russia 0,719 66. Russia 0,755 61. Russia 0,771 

89. China 0,663 101. China 0,687 101. China 0,691 

2013 2014 2015 

Rank Country Value Rank Country Value Rank Country Value 

1. Norway 0,955 1. Norway 0,944 1. Norway 0,944 

2. Australia 0,938 2. Australia 0,933 2. Australia 0,935 

3. USA 0,937 3. Switzerland 0,917 3. Switzerland 0,930 

4. Netherlands 0,921 4. Netherlands 0,915 4. Denmark 0,923 

5. Germany 0,92 5. USA 0,914 5. Netherlands 0,922 

6. New 

Zealand 

0,919 6. Germany 0,911 6-7. Germany 0,916 

7. Ireland 0,916 7. New 

Zealand 

0,910 6-7. Ireland 0,916 

8. Sweden 0,916 8. Canada 0,902 8. USA 0,915 

9. Switzerland 0,913 9. Singapore 0,901 9-10. Canada 0,913 

10. Japan 0,912 10. Denmark 0,900 9-10. New 

Zealand 

0,913 

55. Russia 0,788 57. Russia 0,778 50. Russia 0,798 

101. China 0,699 91. China 0,719 90. China 0,727 

The source: prepared by the authors according to the data from UN Development Program 
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The analysis of the statistics presented above provides the following evidence:  

Since 2010 the 1-st position is occupied by Norway with the HDI of 0,938 (0,944 in 2015). In 2015 

Australia, Switzerland, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, USA, Canada and New Zealand 

became the top ten leading countries. Russia was ranked 50-th.   

According the annual rating of the human development potential the countries are roughly distributed into 

four main groups. For 2015 they were rated as follows:  

- the countries with a very high HDI value, where it varies from 0,944 (Norway – 1-st position) to 0,802 

(Montenegro - 49-th position);  

- the countries with a high HDI value, where it varies from 0,798 (the Republic of Belarus ranked 50-th) 

to 0,702 (Samoa ranked 105-th). Among those are Russia (which shares the 50-th position with Belarus) 

and some countries – member states of the former USSR, such as Kazakhstan (ranked 56-th) with HDI of 

0,788; Georgia (ranked 76-th) with HDI of 0,754; Azerbaijan (ranked 78-th) with HDI of 0,751; Ukraine 

(81-th) with HDI of 0,747; Armenia (85-th) with HDI of 0,733. China with HDI of 0,727 (ranked 90-th) 

is also included into this group; 

- the countries with a medium HDI value, where it varies from 0,698 (Botswana ranked 106-th) to 0,555 

(Cambodia, 144-th), Moldova (ranked 107-th, with HDI of 0,693), Turkmenistan (109-th, with HDI of 

0,688), Uzbekistan (114-th, with HDI of 0,675), Kirgizstan (120-th, with HDI of 0,655), Tajikistan (129-

th, with HDI of 0,624);  

- the countries with a low HDI value, where it varies from 0,548 in Kenia (145-th) to 0,348 in Niger (188-

th).  

Among all the member states of the former USSR only Baltic countries entered the first group of the 

states with a very high level of potential human development: Estonia ranked 30-th with its HDI of 0,861, 

Lithuania (37-th position, HDI of 0,839) and Latvia (46-th position, HDI of 0,819). 

According to 2015 statistics Russia kept ahead of the field among other BRICS members, the group of 

the largest countries with high-growth economies, whereas Brazil was rated 75-th, China – 90-th, SAR – 

116-th and India – 130-th. 

The five so-called failed states of Africa south of the Sahara (Burundi, the Republic of Chad, Eritrea, the 

Central African Republic and Niger) tail the list. Despite a partial turn to the better which has been 

observed over the recent years, the life expectancy in those countries remains extremely low (40 to 50 

years), the socio-economic environment is greatly unfavorable, the literacy rate is unsatisfactory (no more 

than 30% of the population are able to read and write), and the income per capita is estimated less than 

1000 USD a year. 

The rates of violence, murder, discrimination and civil conflicts do not always report of the actual rate of 

crime in a particular country, basically because crime is not always associated with direct danger to life.  

However, the related statistics is assembled (on the basis of the data contributed by the users) and 

reported annually at free access on www.numbeo.com, which provides the world’s largest database.  

Table 5 presents the statistics which report of the rates of crime and safety in different countries over the 

period 2012-2016. 
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As shown in Table 5, Venezuela had the highest crime rate in 2012 (84,74%) and in 2016 (84,44%). In 

2014 Afghanistan (82,51%) came up to the 1-st position, and in 2015 South Sudan (85,32%) headed the 

list. The reported safety rates in those countries were the lowest. Besides, in 2016 South Sudan, SAR, 

Papua New Guinea, Honduras, Nigeria, Trinidad and Tobago, Salvador, Brazil, Kenia made “the top ten” 

among the countries which had extremely high crime rates. In 2016 Russia was ranked the 50-th among 

the 117 countries (the crime rate of 47,31%). However, Table 5 provides evidence to the fact that the rate 

of crime in Russia became lower from year to year.  

Table 5: crime and safety statistics by country over the period of 2010-2016 
    

2012  2013  

Rank Country Crime index Safety index Rank Country Crime index Safety index 

1. Venezuela 84,74 15,26 1. Venezuela 85,70 14,30 

2. South Africa 78,12 21,88 2 Guatemala 84,87 15,13 

3. Puerto Rico 73,06 26,94 3. 
Trinidad and 

Tobago 
83,65 16,35 

4. Malaysia 70,88 29,12 4. South Africa 76,68 23,32 

5. USA 64,93 35,07 5. Kenia 74,30 25,70 

6. Algeria 64,84 35,16 6. Honduras 72,97 27,03 

7. Mexico 62,54 37,46 7. Uzbekistan 72,27 27,73 

8. Peru 60,94 39,06 8. Puerto Rico 70,53 29,47 

9. Lebanon 59,90 40,10 9. Malaysia 67,75 32,25 

10. Bangladesh 59,69 40,31 10. Costa-Rica 66,69 33,31 

20. Russia 50,57 49,43 31. USA 53,44 46,56 

30. China 44,47 55,53 35. Russia 52,39 47,61 

- - - - 100. China 26,87 73,13 

2014 2015 

Rank Country Crime index Safety index Rank Country Crime index Safety index 

1. Afghanistan 82,51 17,49 1. South Sudan 85,32 14,68 

2. Venezuela 81,5 18,5 2. Venezuela 84,07 15,93 

3. Guatemala 79,31 20,69 3. Guatemala 79,34 20,66 

4. Kenia 78,9 21,1 4. South Africa 78,44 21,56 

5. 
Trinidad and 

Tobago 
78,69 21,31 5. 

Afghanistan 
77,34 22,66 

6. South Africa 78,53 21,47 6. Guyana 76,88 23,12 

7 Nigeria 77,86 22,14 7. Nigeria 76,6 23,4 

8. 
Haiti 

72,5 27,5 8. 
Trinidad and 

Tobago 
75,28 24,72 

9. Jamaica 71,03 28,97 9. Honduras 74,91 25,09 

10. Bolivia 68,97 31,03 10. Bahama Islands 72,93 27,07 

38. Russia 52,67 47,33 51. Russia 51,33 48,67 

44. USA 50,15 49,85 54. USA 50,01 49,99 

107. China 30,13 69,87 91. China 41,75 58,25 

2016      

Rank Country Crime index Safety index     

1. Venezuela 84,44 15,56     

2. South Sudan 81,32 18,68     

3. South Africa 78,43 21,57     

4. 
Papua New 

Guinea 
77,58 22,42     

5. Honduras 76,43 23,57     

6. Nigeria 74,14 25,86     

7. 
Trinidad and 

Tobago 
72,6 27,4     

8. Salvador 72,04 27,96     

9. Brazil 71,23 28,77     

10. Kenia 69,49 30,51     

42. USA 48,87 51,13     

50. Russia 47,31 52,69     

88. China 32,08 67,92     

The source: prepared by the authors (as reported by Numbeo.com) 
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This encouraging trend is conditioned by the economic advancement, growing employment and education 

rates and increased professionalism of the law enforcement authorities.  

As reported on Numbeo.com, the following countries have the lowest crime rate: Taiwan (21,21%), Hong 

Kong (20,85%), Japan (19,34%), Singapore (15,81%), South Korea (14,31%). 

A large extent of spatial economic and social differences determines a state policy which would work 

towards consistent lowering of the territorial differentiation within the country.  The state intervention in 

the regional development is regulated by the Constitution and by special laws. State regulation of the 

economy is implemented through all the state institutions.   

We have carried out careful analysis of a number of scientific studies as well as program, normative and 

legal documents which provided a basis for classifying the main standard instruments of the regional 

policy towards reducing the degree of socio-economic differentiation and defining the scope of their 

possible application (Table 6).  

Table 6:  classification of the instruments of the regional policy towards reducing the spatial 
differentiation among the regions  

Instruments Scope of possible application 

Budget transfer  Redistribution of funds (budget revenues) between budgets of different 

levels (both vertically and horizontally) by means of inter-budget 

transfers  

Territory administration Amalgamation, aggregation or disaggregation of territorial 

administrative units; integration of border areas  

Investment Creation of favorable market environment to encourage investments in 

the lagging regions  

Innovative Development of new industrial enterprises on the basis of the regional 

innovation programs 

Claster Development of the priority clusters and growth areas in the lagging 

regions to foster their economic advancement 

Free economic areas Allocation and organization of free economic zones in the lagging 

regions by reference to its specifics  

Infrastructure Exploitation of the unemployed comparative infrastructural advantages 

of the region  

Resource Exploitation of the spare “idle” resources and the resource-based 

competitive advantages of the region 

Institutional  Improvement of the regional business climate 

Fiscal  Employment of the fiscal mechanisms for the purposes of regulation and 

reauthorization as to revenue budgeting between the Centre and sub-

federal entities      

The source: prepared by the authors 

 
The analysis of the main commonly used instruments to reduce the degree of territorial socio-economic 

differentiation exposed the interdependence of those instruments and the above-mentioned types of 

spatial differentiation as well as appropriateness of their classification according to the scope of their 

possible application in current terms.  

Transfer payments as the instrument of the state regulation remains most widely used in this country. A 

great number of studies and statistical surveys show that the commonly applied way to support regional 

budgets and close the budget deficits by means of manual redistribution of funds from the self-sustainable 

regions to the lagging ones has significantly negative effects on both the donor and the recipient.   
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Conclusions  

The potential possibilities for fiscal instruments of the state regulation of the national economic system 

(in particular, of the socio-economic development of the regions) were considered by a great number of 

Russian and foreign economic scientists, beginning with the founders of theoretical economics.  

State regulation of spatial differentiation with a purpose to improve the living standards and well-being of 

the population of the regions should be premised on the following principles: 

- the reduction of the disparities in the socio-economic development among the regions should be 

intended to ensure the economic advancement in every particular region; 

- the state should provide support not only to the lagging regions, but also should create a 

favorable environment for raising the standards of living in other regions; 

- interregional redistribution of the resources should be intended to improve the standards of 

living in the regions; 

- both short-term and long-term national economic security interests have priority over the 

regional interests. 

Thus, we can highlight the following basic lines of the state regulation as a policy intended to reduce the 

disparities in the economic and social development of the regions: 

1. state investment in the real sector of the economy and the infrastructure of the regions with a 

purpose to boost their economic growth; 

2. encouragement of the national large businesses to invest into regions; 

3. maintaining the equilibrium of the labor markets; 

4. carrying out a redistributional policy intended to smooth out the income inequalities among 

different regions by means of social-oriented transfers and investments in the human capital. 
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Abstract 

 
Each country needs an effective government economic policy to achieve the strategic goals of eco-

nomic and social development. The most important task of state economic policy is to ensure growth 

of living standards of the population. One of the tools to achieve this goal is to increase the efficiency 

of industrial production. The purpose of the study is justification of approaches to the implementation 

of technical re-equipment of industrial enterprises. These approaches allow forming the mechanism 

of realization of technical upgrading in the implementation of the directions of state economic policy. 

The methodological basis is the key methodologies and approaches presented in the works of foreign 

and domestic scholars in the study of technical re-equipment of industrial enterprises. The study also 

used statistical methods and comparative analysis of countries by level of development. The result of 

this study is the proposed implementation mechanism of technical re-equipment of the industrial en-

terprises in the implementation of directions of the state economic policy and the formation of the 

state support measures in its application. Also established seven basic approaches to the implementa-

tion of technical re-equipment, which allow us to achieve operating, economic and social efficiency. 

In General, this process may promote technological upgrading of industries. Practical significance of 

the research is that the authors formulated the conclusions and recommendations can be applied in 

industrial enterprises for a more qualitative assessment of economic efficiency of projects of tech-

nical re-equipment. 

 
Keywords: State economic policy, economic growth, modernization, approaches to the implementa-

tion of technical re-equipment 

 

Introduction 

 
The current economic situation is quite complicated. But it creates the conditions for various types of 

human activity. Directions and tasks that can solve the economy depend on its construction and or-

ganization. 

In modern conditions the government plays an important role for the functioning of any economic 

system. It performs certain functions in the sphere of economy through the implementation of public 

policy. 

One of the directions of realization of the state economic policy of any country is the implementation 

of innovative technological development. Moreover, this trend has a global reach. This is due to the 

necessity of transition to new sixth technological way. According to experts its formation is predicted 

to 2020, and by 2040 it will enter into a phase of maturity. For comparison, in the US 5% of the pro-

ductive forces belong to the sixth phase and about 60% to fifth. In Russia the majority of the produc-

tive forces is in the fourth technological way, and about 10% in the fifth. Therefore, the development 

of industry and the transition to new sixth technological order are the main directions of state eco-

nomic policy of Russia.  
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To implement these measures, the following goals and priorities of Russia's scientific and technical 

development are proposed: industrial modernization, energy efficiency improvement, import substitu-

tion. 

Moreover, the modernization of industry is based, among other things, on the technical re-equipment 

of enterprises. This circumstance led to the actualization of research related to the development and 

improvement of tools and methods for managing this process, aimed at increasing the economic effi-

ciency of development. 

It should be noted that the studies of voiced problems in different periods of development are devoted 

to works both foreign (H. Grubel, Krugman Paul R. , etc.), and domestic researchers (AG Semenko, 

V.A Plotnikov, O.Yu. Mamedov, etc.). But, despite a large number of scientific publications on the 

problems under consideration, there remain questions that need to be solved. Such problems include: 

justification of approaches to the implementation of technical re-equipment of industrial enterprises 

and ways of state support of this process. In this regard, the development of scientific and practical 

recommendations in this field of research is of practical importance for effective economic develop-

ment. 

Results and Discussion 

 
Any state economic policy (GEO) should have specific goals, priorities and draw on a strategy that 

can ensure their achievement. 

The objectives of economic policy can be quantitative (for example, GDP growth of 3%, a decrease 

in inflation by 2%, etc.) and qualitative (improving living standards, access to education, etc.), as well 

as short-, medium- and long-term. 

Table 1 presents the results of the comparative analysis of Russia and selected countries of the world 

in achieving some applied goals of implementing the state economic policy for 2016. 

Table 1: Ranks of selected countries of the world to achieve some targets for the implementa-

tion of the GEO in 2016 

Country GDP per 

capita 

(thousand 

dollars), 

2016. 

Rank 

by 

GDP 

per 

capita 

Unempl

oyment 

rate, 

2016. 

Rank 

by 

unempl

oyment 

rate 

Inflatio

n rate, 

2016 

Rank 

by 

inflatio

n rate 

Industrial 

production 

growth 

(%), 2016. 

Rank on 

industrial 

produc-

tion 

growth 

Russia 26100 8 8,2 7 7,2 10 0,7 10 

Belarus 17500 10 0,7 1 14 13 -3 13 

Germany 48200 2 4,3 4 0,4 5 1,5 7-8 

India 6700 13 8,4 8 5,6 9 7,4 1 

Poland 27700 7 9,6 10 -0,8 1 4,2 4 

United 

Kingdom  

42500 3 5,1 6 0,5 6 0,3 12 

USA 57300 1 4,7 5 1,3 7 2,1 5 

Turkey 21100 9 9,8 12 8 11 4,5 3 

Ukraine  8200 12 10 13 13,5 12 2 6 

France 42400 4 9,7 11 0,3 4 1 9 

Chine 15400 11 4,2 3 2,3 8 6,1 2 

Japan 38900 5 3,2 2 -0,1 2 0,5 11 

European 

Union (EU) 

37800 6 9,5 9 0,1 3 
1,5 7-8 

The source: Calculated by the authors on the basis of data [https://gks.ru] and [https://total-rating.ru] 
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According to Table 1 of the countries represented, the United States ranks first in terms of GDP per 

capita, at the last - India. Russia in this indicator takes 8th place, the EU - at 6th place, China - at 

11th.  

It is known that it is possible to achieve full employment at the level of natural unemployment from 

1.5 to 4%. In 2016, only Japan was able to reach this interval. In the remaining countries under con-

sideration (except for Belarus), the unemployment rate is higher: Russia is on the 7th place (8.2%), 

the USA - by 5 (4.7%), China - by 3 (4.2%), the European Union - by 9 (9.5%). 

In 2016 there was a decrease in the level of inflation in Poland and Japan. In general, a slight increase 

in inflation was in the EU (3rd place), in France (4th place). The United States in this indicator was 

on the 7th place, Russia by 10, China by 8. Belarus is on last place. 

The maximum growth in industrial production was observed in India (7.4%), the lowest in Belarus (-

3%). Russia in the growth of industrial production from the countries in question was in 10th place in 

2016, the USA - by 5, the EU and Germany occupied 7 and 8 places (with the same level), China - by 

2.  

In general, in order to increase the effectiveness of achieving the above-mentioned goals of the GEO, 

Russia needs a transition to an innovative and technological development path. This requires modern-

ization of the country's economy. So you can talk about the modernization of individual enterprises, 

but then it is customary to use the term "technical re-equipment". 

The main problems hampering the innovative development in Russia are: the gradual loss of high-

tech industries, the raw material orientation of development, the substantial physical and moral wear 

of fixed assets that do not meet modern requirements, especially in the face of growing competition 

in world markets for goods and services, and so on. 

The features of Russian industry, including the raw material orientation of the economy, influenced 

the structure of the state fixed assets as a whole. As a result, the value of fixed assets in the extractive 

industry has increased from 2008 to the value of fixed assets in the manufacturing industry. 

It should be noted that the material and technical base of the Russian economy is characterized by a 

low level of labor productivity (in 2015 the index was only 96.8% compared to the previous year), 

the introduction of resource-saving technologies and information systems, although this problem was 

repeatedly considered at the level leadership of the country [9]. One of the main reasons for this trend 

is the non-temporary structure of fixed assets). 

In Russia, the high level of wear and age of machines and technological equipment remains. Accord-

ing to Rosstat, the average age of equipment is on average 20 years. The share of equipment older 

than 15 years exceeds 40%, and many enterprises use machines older than 30 years. The pace of re-

newal of engineering, determining the pace of development of the entire economy of the country, is 2 

times lower than in industry as a whole. 

As for innovation activity at industrial enterprises in Russia, its level remains low after falling several 

times during the crisis period. Also, the mechanisms of pro-movement in the production of promising 

developments are inefficiently applied. These problems have been repeatedly understood at different 

levels of management, since machine-building is the basis for the innovative development of the en-

tire economy, its technical re-equipment and reconstruction. So, Russia ranks 31st in the world in the 

number of filed patent applications, 30th in terms of R & D expenditures (they make up 1.1% of 

GDP), which is much lower than the analogous indicators of the leading countries of the world [2]. 

Thus, one of the main factors of raising the labor productivity of the country's economy with a view 

to ensuring its sustainable development is the growth of the technological level of industry, which 

can not be achieved without large-scale technical re-equipment of industrial enterprises. 

Technical re-equipment is a complex form of renewal of basic production assets, which involves a 

qualitative change in the enterprise, leading to socio-economic results. 
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Analyzing the types and methods of technical updating, as well as the approach proposed in [5], we 

have formed the main approaches to the implementation of technical re-equipment in industrial en-

terprises (Table 2). The peculiarity of these approaches is: first, a strategy is chosen for the develop-

ment of the enterprise, which sets the target benchmark that the enterprise strives to achieve when 

implementing technical re-equipment; then a selection criterion is selected for selecting the appropri-

ate approach. 

Table 2: The main approaches to the implementation of the technical re-equipment of an indus-

trial enterprise 

Approach Development 
strategy 

Target milestone Content Selection criteria 

Optimization Increasing the 
competitiveness 
of an enterprise 
while optimizing 
costs 

Optimality of 
development 

Replacement 
of equipment 
using the opti-
mization crite-
rion "price-
performance-
quality" 

Multi-criteria choice 
of a variant of tech-
nical re-equipment 
"price-performance-
quality" 

Imitation Strategy – follow 
the leader 

Orientation on the 
main competitor 

Technical up-
date is carried 
out at the level 
of the main 
competitors 

Technological level 
of the main competi-
tor 

Operational Cost 
minimization 
strategy 

Operating costs Selection of the 
most simple 
operational 
equipment 

Minimum operating 
costs 

Temporary  Maintaining a 
stable current 
functioning 

Replacement of 
equipment as 
soon as possible 

Purchase of 
equipment in 
stock at the 
supplier's 
premises 

Speed of technical 
re-equipment 

Conservative Maintaining the 
technological 
level of produc-
tion at the exist-
ing level 

Replacement of 
equipment with-
out resistance to 
changes 

It acquires 
something that 
is familiar and 
does not 
change tech-
nology 

Minimum costs for 
implementation and 
maintenance 

Minimizing Cost 
minimization 
strategy 

Minimum costs Choosing the 
cheapest 
equipment 

Minimal costs 

Functional Innovative 
development 

Growth of enter-
prise competi-
tiveness and in-
novative devel-
opment 

Selection of the 
most modern 
equipment 

Growth of enterprise 
value 

The source: compiled by the authors 

 
The most effective way, which gives the most efficiency, is the functional approach, however, in 

practice, currently the percentage of its use in industrial enterprises is limited to 3%, while the other 

business entities prefer the other approaches mentioned above, which do not fully reflect the social- 

economic essence of technical re-equipment. 

Formed approaches make it possible to justify the mechanism of technical re-equipment at an indus-

trial enterprise, the logic of which is presented in Fig. 1. 

According to the proposed mechanism, the participants in the technical re-equipment process are: the 

state, the banking sector, investors and the industrial enterprise. 
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  banking sector 

COMPANY 

STATE 
INVESTORS 

Credit 
Leasing 
and etc. 

percentages 

The Concept of Long-Term 
Social and Economic Devel-
opment of the Russian Feder-
ation until 2020, the Strategy 

for Innovative Development of 
the Russian Federation until 
2020, the State Program of 

the Russian Federation "De-
velopment of Industry and 

Enhancing Its Competitive-
ness", the Strategy for Scien-
tific and Technological De-
velopment of the Russian 

Federation 

Institutional 
conditions 

Financial and 
non-financial 
measures and 
instruments of 
state support 

Technological renewal of industries 
Structural changes in the Russian economy 
Increase in the share of production of new 

high-tech and knowledge-intensive industries 
in gross domestic product 

Enhancing competitiveness 
and etc. 

Dividends 

Investments 

R
es

u
lt

s 
o
f 

im
p
le

m
en

ta
ti

o
n
 

m
ec

h
an

is
m

 

TECHNICAL RESTORATION AND OTHER MEASURES 

GROWTH OF VALUE OF THE ENTERPRISE 

Potential of own assets Merging. Absorption Growth of market share 

Types of efficiency 

Increase operating 
effectiveness 

Increasing economic 
efficiency 

Enhancing the social 
effectiveness 

Reduction of the material consumption, 
energy intensity, etc .; increase in labor 

productivity; reduction of losses from mar-
riage; increase in product quality; increase 
in the efficiency of the use of fixed assets; 
expansion of production; improving the 

organization of production, etc. 

Increasing the competitive-
ness of products; sales growth 

(release of new products, 
development of new sales 
markets, opportunity to in-

crease prices, etc.), etc. 

At the enterprise level: improve-
ment of working conditions, in-
crease job satisfaction, increase 
interest in work results, reduce 

turnover, decrease in the number 
of marriage and raising productiv-

ity etc. 

Choice of approach to technical re-equipment and its implementation 

1. 
Optimizatio

n 

2. 
Imitatio

n 

3. 
Operating 

4. 
Tempora

l 

5. 
Conservati

ve 

6. 
Minimizin

g 

7. 
Functiona

l 
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Figure 1. Structure of the technical implementation mechanism rearmament at an industrial 

enterprise (compiled by the authors) 

The state on the basis of certain normative documents realizing the direction of state economic policy 

(for example, the Concept of Long-Term Social and Economic Development of the Russian Federa-

tion until 2020, the Strategy for Innovative Development of the Russian Federation until 2020, the 

State Program of the Russian Federation "Industry Development and Increase its competitiveness, the 

Strategy of scientific and technological development of the Russian Federation from 2016, etc.), cre-

ates institutional conditions, and applies certain measures of state support (financial and non-

financial) incentives for enterprises to carry out technical re-equipment. 

The main instruments of support at present can be the measures proposed by the Ministry of Industry 

and Trade of Russia [6]: 

1) financial measures and instruments (subsidizing interest rates, project financing, supporting R & 

D, subsidizing pilot lots of equipment, supporting regional programs, techno-parks and clusters, en-

couraging leasing, supporting export lending, partial reimbursement for engineering costs, manufac-

turing and export, financing development institutions); 

2) non-financial measures and instruments (special investment contracts, exhibitions, fairs, confer-

ences, promotion on foreign markets, protection of interests of Russian producers abroad, regulation 

of state purchases of industrial products, support of project consortia, development of engineering 

centers, standardization and technical regulation ). 

Enterprises for the implementation of the mechanism may attract borrowed funds. To do this, they 

can develop business plans (or a feasibility study for the project), which they can then send to the 

banking sector in order to obtain loans, leasing, etc., as well as investors. As a result, the enterprise, 

having implemented the technical re-equipment, can increase the value of its business, as it has been 

repeatedly proved that the growth of own assets directly increases the cost of the enterprise itself. 

To realize technical re-equipment, the industrial enterprise chooses the approach to its implementa-

tion, proposed in Table 1. Depending on the results of this choice, it can receive a certain efficiency. 

The greatest result is given by the functional approach, in the implementation of which the enterprise 

can improve the operational, economic and social efficiency. 

Conclusion 

1. It is established that the world development trends dictate the implementation of innovation and 

technological development as one of the directions for implementing the state economic policy of any 

country. 

2. To ensure the creation of modern production technologies, technical re-equipment of industrial 

enterprises is necessary. 

3. Technical re-equipment of industrial enterprises is a sequential, purposeful and cyclically repeating 

process that ensures the renewal of equipment and technologies, the mastery of production of modern 

technological level products on the basis of a new way of thinking of labor resources, predetermined 

by retraining, retraining and re-training personnel for the purpose of working with new technology 

and production technologies. 

4. Authors based on the rationale for the enterprise development strategy setting the targets for its 

development proposed approaches to the implementation of technical re-equipment of industrial en-

terprises (optimization, simulation, operational, temporary, conservative, minimizing, and function-

al). It was found that the most preferable is the functional approach, which is aimed at increasing the 

competitiveness of the enterprise and its innovative development, mediated by the choice of the most 

modern equipment, the value of the enterprise, which ultimately provides broad functionality, in-

creased energy efficiency, efficiency, etc. 
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5. The proposed approaches allowed to substantiate the structure of the mechanism of technical re-

equipment of industrial enterprises, realizing which the business entity can achieve operational, eco-

nomic and social efficiency. 
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Abstract 
 

Investment activity from the state or private investors is a necessary condition for the innovative 

development of economic systems. The purpose of the study is to develop approaches to the procedure 

for multi-criteria selection and coordination of interests of interested economic entities in the selection of 

innovative investment projects. The result of the study is the development of a mechanism that provides 

methodological support for the adoption of managerial decisions at the federal and regional levels. And 

also it is shown that innovative and investment projects aimed at financing promising areas of activity 

will allow not only to ensure the production of new types of products, but also create conditions for the 

development of the organization in the long term. 

 
Keywords: strategic innovation, industry, territory, investment projects. 

 

Introduction 

Orientation only for export of raw materials, trade and development of the service sector will not allow 

Russia to achieve a high financial and economic situation in the modern world. To do this, it is necessary, 

first of all, a stable industry, focused on the production of high-tech products. In the Strategy for 

Innovative Development of the Russian Federation for the period up to 2020, it is pointed out that Russia 

is setting ambitious but achievable long-term development goals that are to ensure a high level of the 

population's well-being and to consolidate the geopolitical role of the country as one of the leaders. The 

only possible way to achieve these goals is the transition of the economy to an innovative socially-

oriented development model (Vertakova et al, 2015). 

Many scholars have studied the innovation-investment aspects of the economy, including Hadas 

Schwartz-Chassidima, Joachim Meyerb, Yisrael Parmeta, Efrat Rogatkaa, Ohad Amzalega, Phaal R 

(Phaal, Paterson, Probert, 1998), (Schwartz-Chassidim, Meyer, Parmet, Rogatka, Amzaleg, 2014). 

With insufficient level of institutional environment effectiveness, lack of financing, underestimation of 

the role of investments in the process of production functioning, it is possible to encounter a situation 

where all competitive advantages of the enterprise (or even the industry as a whole) will be lost. In its 

turn, innovative activity is understood as a set of measures to create fundamentally new or new consumer 

properties of products, to create and develop new or modernize existing production methods 

(technologies), to distribute and use the corresponding products, to apply innovations (innovations) that 

ensure cost savings or creating conditions for it (Zagodarchuk, Plotnikov, 2014), (Kozin, Yakovlev, 

2016). 

Similar projects, in view of their special significance for the country's economy, are usually carried out 

within the framework of state innovation policy. 
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Results and Discussion 
The world practice of development and implementation of the state strategy of innovative development of 

the national economy and development of production in the sphere of modern high-tech products and 

competitive technologies testifies to the formation by all developed and successfully developing countries 

of a list of priority areas of science and technology and industries where, with the maximum possible 

participation of national science and industry, Training and preparation of own personnel of specialists 

and workers, long-term programs and major innovative projects and programs. 

In turn, Russia has not yet developed enough mechanisms for state regulation and control over the 

implementation of state programs and innovative projects to create conditions for attracting investments, 

for measures to preserve competitiveness and the development of domestic science and industry to create 

primarily in their country, new jobs with a high level of wages. A specific feature of the Russian 

economic structure is that Russian large enterprises are developing against the backdrop of weak 

development of small and medium-sized businesses. In Russia, small businesses are mainly engaged in 

trade and intermediary activities (Kotlyarov, 2016). 

Over the past 25 years, the domestic industry has accumulated a whole range of systemic problems that 

affect its further innovative development. We shall name and characterize the main ones. 

1. The financial situation of many industrial enterprises and scientific organizations remains complex. 2. 

The general wear and tear of machines and equipment in many branches of industry is 48.7%. At the 

same time, the average age of equipment in the active part of fixed assets is 11.2 years (Burkov et al, 

2002). 

 The aging equipment leads to a decrease in the quality of the products. 3. Completely lost the production 

of a number of components. 4. Another serious problem of the domestic industrial sphere is the human 

factor. Today, the average age of workers in production (the so-called "blue collar") is 55 years. These 

negative trends in recent years have caused a disruption in the process of the reproduction of knowledge - 

there is no one to transfer experience accumulated by veterans. 5. As practice has shown, innovation-

active enterprises introduce mainly product innovations aimed at expanding the range, improving the 

quality of products, using more efficient components and materials. At the same time, new production 

methods, the so-called technological innovations, which, along with the release of new products, reduce 

material costs in production, are not introduced everywhere. 

At the first stage, a database is being created, into which the existing innovation investment projects and 

programs should be included, the implementation of which is planned by economic entities located in the 

region or planning to implement its project on this territory. 

At the second stage, the projects are ranked according to the descending or increasing of some criterion 

(for example, the repayment time of the loan, the amount of tax revenues to the budget for the planning 

period, economic or social efficiency, etc.). The evaluation of projects is carried out by experts who have 

knowledge and experience in the relevant field of activity. This allows choosing the most promising 

innovation and investment projects, the implementation of which will help improve the state of 

innovation infrastructure, promote the innovative development of the region and enhance the intellectual 

potential of the population. Local authorities should select the most effective projects by all criteria, 

which will allow selecting those projects that will receive state guarantees. Financing can be organized 

with partial attraction of means of subjects of economic relations within the framework of public-private 

partnership. Particularly relevant is the use of this approach in the context of the policy of import 

substitution (Kozin, Yakovlev, 2016). In case there are many criteria for evaluating the project, it is 

possible to conduct several stages of selection. 
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It should be noted that there are probably two types of procedure for ranking innovation-investment 

projects. The first is when projects are evaluated according to several criteria (economic effect from their 

implementation, social and other types of effects) that are interrelated. In this case, increasing the value of 

one of them increases the values of the others. The ranking process is simplified and has the form of a 

one-source agreement on the interests of economic operators. The second kind is that when an 

improvement in the value of one criterion leads to its deterioration by another criterion. 

The presence in the database of a significant number of options determines the need to reduce them. For 

this purpose, first, options are selected that satisfy the existing constraints. Then among them there remain 

variants corresponding to restrictions, but having different degree of conformity to the given criteria. The 

analysis of compliance with criteria allows for the third stage to negotiate the values and leave one option 

(or a small number). The final decision must be taken by the official (body) planning the project's 

implementation. 

The procedure for reducing the number of options for innovative investment projects used within the 

framework of the proposed mechanism requires detailed elaboration. Decision-making should be carried 

out using a scientific approach. 

Let a priori given constraints: L - the total costs and {Li} - the minimum values of the estimates by the 

criteria (for convenience, we will assume that the advantages of subjects of economic relations are 

reflected in the desire to increase project estimates by all criteria). In this case, the variant (some set of 

projects) will be acceptable if it is characterized by total costs not exceeding R, and estimates by all 

criteria, not less than the corresponding minimum values {Li}. To generate a set of acceptable variants, 

you can use the procedure for building a network in which the branching of the "tree" of options 

corresponds to adding or removing one of the projects from the set of realized ones, and the criteria for 

cutting off unnecessary options is either exceeding the maximum possible amount of expenditure, or 

reducing the estimate for at least one of the Criteria to the minimum allowable. 

For the selection of the most effective projects, the economic and social effects that can be obtained as a 

result of their implementation should be assessed. Based on the results of processing the completed 

questionnaires available in databases, the arithmetic mean of the two types of effects is calculated. 

The expert group, using the appropriate criteria (Table 1), scores the expected effect (in our case, a five-

point scale will be used) from the implementation of innovation and investment projects aimed at 

achieving the strategic objectives of the industry in the region. We confine ourselves to two types of 

effects - economic and social, each of which will contain four indicators. In practice, depending on 

regional specifics; the state of innovation infrastructure, the level of industrial development, the goals to 

be realized in the strategic development of the region, and other factors [3, 5], indicators, as well as the 

effects, can be much larger. The number of possible innovation-investment projects available in the 

database is also unlimited. 

In practice, there is a relatively high predictive efficiency of the use of capital in the implementation of 

innovative investment projects, characteristic of some territories (regions) of the Russian Federation. To a 

large extent, it can be caused by a well-developed system of control measures by the regional authorities, 

as well as by placing funds in highly liquid projects that do not require long payback periods. 

Consider the option in which funding will require three projects. They can be implemented either 

simultaneously, or two of them, or one. It all depends on budget constraints. The initial data for carrying 

out the necessary calculations are presented in Table. 2. 
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Table 1: criteria of expert evaluation of the effectiveness of innovation and investment projects 

(option for reporting data for project A) 

 

Accepted indicator 
Evaluation 

Criterion 
Score 

1 2 3 

1. Economic effect of project A 

1.1. Increase the filling of regional and local budgets Вb 4 

1.2. Receiving additional benefits through the commercialization of 

intellectual property 

Dk 3 

1.3. Development of infrastructure for innovative support of enterprises 

for providing information, consulting, marketing, financial and other 

services 

Rin 5 

1.4. Growth of volumes of realization of the national science-intensive 

products and high technologies 

Rn 2 

2. The social effect of project A 

2.1. Increase in the number of jobs in production using modern 

technologies 

Mr 3 

2.2. The possibility of introducing the results of intellectual work Wit 4 

2.3. The possibility of using the results of project implementation by the 

population 

Vn 2 

2.4. Raising the standard of living of the population to standards 

adopted in developed countries 

Ul 4 

Source: developed by the authors 

 

Table 2: initial data on the implementation of innovative investment projects (option for reporting 

data for projects A, B and C), taking into account 

Received economic and social effect (assessed in points) 

 

Effect type 

Project and costs required 

For its implementation, thousand rubles. 

А В С 

2000 1500 3300 

1 2 3 4 

Economic effect (Еe) 14 11 15 

Social effect (Еs) 13 8 10 

Source: calculations carried out by the authors 

Variants of project support, as well as the value of expenditures and estimates by criteria are given in 

Table. 3. In total, eight possible combinations of the implementation of the projects were obtained. Let's 

pretend that L = 3500 rub. In this case, variants 6, 7 and 8 are excluded from the total aggregate, the total 

implementation cost of which exceeds the established limit on the amount of financing. The first option, 

in which none of the possible projects is implemented, with zero value of all indicators from the 

settlement table is also subsequently excluded. However, in practice this situation is quite possible due to 

lack of funding. 
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Table 3: grouping of all variants of innovative and investment projects 

 

№ 

п/п 

Project Expenses, 

Thousand Rubles 

The resulting types of effects 

(Estimated in points) � ��  
А В С Еe Еs 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1    0 0 0 0 

2 +   2000 14 13 27 

3  +  1500 11 8 19 

4   + 3300 15 10 25 

5 + +  3500 25 21 46 

6 +  + 5300 29 23 52 

7  + + 3800 26 18 44 

8 + + + 6800 30 31 61 

Source: calculations carried out by the authors. 

 
The application of the rule of the Pareto-dominant variants allows to exclude from the whole set of 

variants that do not enter into 20% with a maximum sum by two criteria. To exclude 80% of the projects, 

it is proposed to rank the sum for the two effects (economic and social) and exclude projects, for this sum, 

referring to the 0-80% interval. Applying the Pareto rule to a certain set allows you to exclude 80% of the 

options that will not provide the maximum effect. 

The application of the Pareto rule to a set of possible options makes it possible to select only those 

projects whose implementation efficiency should exceed 80%. In our example, the only variant of the 

grouping that satisfies the restrictions on the amount of expenses and the corresponding conditions of the 

Pareto rule is the first option, which provides for the implementation of project A (Table 4). 

The example of the calculations carried out within the framework of the proposed mechanism for the 

implementation of innovative investment projects aimed at achieving the strategic objectives of industrial 

development in the region demonstrates that in the multi-criteria problem that is being solved, the final 

decision is very sensitive to the choice of the priority system that determines the procedure for multi-

criteria selection. 

When deciding whether to support projects, it is necessary to harmonize the interests of stakeholders who 

have the ability to influence the final decision and advocate an increase in estimates based on certain 

criteria. The procedure for reconciling interests can be described by solving the task of motivational 

management. 

Table 4: grouping of selected options for implementation of innovative investment projects based 

on the application of the Pareto principle 

№ 

п/п 

Project Expenses, 

Thosand/Rubles. 

The resulting types of effects 

(Estimated in points) � �� 
А В С Еe Еs 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 +   2000 14 13 27 

2  +  1500 11 8 19 

3   + 3300 15 10 25 

4 + +  3500 25 21 46 

Source: calculations carried out by the authors 
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Consider a system consisting of n subjects evaluating m options for supporting projects. The utility of the 

i-th entity from the implementation of variant j is hij, i = 1 ,̅ n, j = 1, m. We fix the two variants j and k, 

we define the "gain" of the i-th subject from the "transition" from the implementation of variant j to the 

variant k: 

∆���, �	 = ℎ�� − ℎ��, � ∈ � = �1,2, … , ����,   (1) 

At the same time Δ_i (i, k) is the total gain of all subjects from this transition: 

∆��, �	 = Н���	 − ����	,     (2) 

Where 

Н���	 = ∑ ℎ������ .           (3) 

The function Н���	 can be the objective function of a "system" with n subjects. It is consistent with the 

Pareto rule in the following sense: if the variant j Pareto prevails variant k (in terms of utility level for the 

subjects, and not the number of points obtained as a result of multi-criteria selection), then Н���	 >
����	. 
The governance model under consideration requires the introduction of a governing body, for example, 

regional authorities. Motivation management corresponds to the introduction of the incentive 

system"#��$, on the basis of which the objective function of the i-th subject acquires the following form: 

%���	 = ℎ�� − #�� , � ∈ �.      (4) 

The interaction of the subjects turns out to be dependent on the matrix# = &#��&. Let's assume that 

the budgetary constraint C for the total amount of funding appears in the motivation management task 

under consideration. 

First, we examine the coordination of interests of subjects in the absence of a budget constraint �' =
+∞	. We fix two arbitrary variants j and k. 

According to the results obtained in [2, 12], the use of the incentive system by local authorities allows 

making sound management decisions 

#�.	 = )∆���, �	 − *� , � = �
#�+ , � ≠ � �,    (5) 

Where i = k support by the i-th economic entity of the k-th variant #�+ = -./; 

ℎ��- Strategy of discouraging the economic entity for evasion k-th option; *� > 0 > 1 Is an 

arbitrarily small positive constant, which forces us to support variant k. 

In formula (5), the first mode corresponds to the transfer of utility, and the second mode is the 

disincentive for individual deviations. If the utility transfers correspond to an internal constraint that is, 
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closed in the set of subjects then the transfer amount must be negative. If regional authorities need to 

attract external funds or use their own funds in the amount of ' ≥ 0, the budget constraint is 

transformed. 

∑ #�2��3 ��, �	 = ∆��, �	 = ����	 − Н���	 ≥ −'.  (6) 

Thus, on the one hand, in the framework of a closed set of subjects (for ' = 0), expression (6) is a 

condition for the positive balance of transfers, and on the other, as noted above, this is a sufficient Pareto 

condition, the dominance of variant k over variant j. 

To consider the role of the budget constraint, it is expedient to fix an arbitrary variant of k0 and to 

determine the set of options that can be supported by subjects of economic relations (taking into account 

balanced motivational management by local authorities) as an alternative to option k0: 

4���, '	 = ��∆���, �	 ≤ '�.    (7) 

A set of P (C) options that can be supported as alternatives to any other options: 

4�'	 = ∩
�0

4���, '	 = ��|�8��	 ≥ -.х�Н���	 − '	��.  (8) 

When regional incentive systems are used by the regional authorities (4) any point of the set (8) is Pareto 

significant. In addition, the rating of Pareto variants is determined. Given a budget constraint L, any 

variant of the set (8) can be realized. 

Implementation of the presented mechanism in practice in the current circumstances requires the 

involvement of significant administrative and financial resources. This circumstance determines the high 

role of the state in the implementation of innovation and investment projects aimed at achieving the 

strategic objectives of the development of industry in the region.  

Conclusions  

Summing up, we can draw the following conclusions: 

To ensure sustainable economic growth in Russia, it is necessary to implement an effective state policy 

on key areas for ensuring national security and innovative and investment development of all major 

sectors of the country's national economy; 

On the effectiveness of the selected mechanisms and tools for selecting and implementing innovative 

investment projects aimed at achieving the strategic objectives of the industry in the region, socio-

economic development of Russia depends, including on the competitiveness of the main types of 

domestic products, goods and services, on raising the standard of living of the population, quality of 

education, science, high-tech industry, health and culture. First of all, it is necessary to ensure the priority 

development of industries that are of particularly important strategic importance for Russia and its regions 

- points of growth aimed at achieving a powerful synergetic effect; 

A transparent mechanism should be established to monitor the activities carried out within the framework 

of real state support of priority innovation and investment projects for the renewal of technologies and 

funds of the processing industries of the country's economy in order to ensure the production of 

competitive products for Russia's domestic market in Russia. 
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Abstract 

In South Africa, there are numerous telecommunication service providers which include; Vodacom, Cell 

C, MTN and Telkom. These companies provide wireless, mobile and cable telecommunication services 

(SA Info 2015 and Deloite 2014). In order for this services to be provided, software services as part of 

infrastructure are needed. Software development is therefore a requirement and software development 

methodologies (SDMs) must be in place to enable this. The telecommunication industry however, does 

not have a well-documented list of the SDMs that are used to fashion these software products.   

This study investigated the software development methodologies used in the telecommunication industry 

of South Africa. A qualitative-interpretive approach and a case study method were used to find software 

development methodologies used in different companies. Four leading telecommunication companies 

were identified and using semi-structured interview techniques, a total of eight case data were collected 

from these companies.  Then a cross analysis method was utilized to identify similar patterns among the 

findings.  

The results indicated that software development life cycle and agile methodologies are used in the 

telecommunication industry. However, in their formalized (espoused) state, these software development 

methodologies do not fully address the telecommunication requirements, therefore they tailor them into 

methods-in-action(methods-in-use) to best suit their needs. The results also indicated scanty knowledge 

of SDMs from some telecommunication companies.   

Keywords:Telecommunication, software development methodologies, telecommunication companies, 

software development, information technology. 

Introduction  

 
Telecommunication industry contributes significantly to the gross domestic product (GDP) in South 

Africa (SAI 2015). The industry offers services and products that connects the world (Mazengera 2009 

and The Editors 2012). As such, quality technologies which include mainly their software need to be 

developed for better management and delivering their expected services (Lemétayer 2010). It is therefore 

imperative to assess the use of software development methodologies (SDMs) that maybe in use to guide 

their software development tasks. 

Though SDMs maybe generally used, every software development project brings new views to software 

development which can either be weaknesses or strengths (Jeff 2012; Preeti et.al 2014 and Deepak et al. 

2010). This suggests that there is no single methodology solution that addresseses the development of 

different software solutions. (Preeti et.al 2014 and Deepak & Pooja  2010). 
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The telecommunication industry is complex in nature and has its own specific requirements that are not 

always properly handled by current information technology techniques (Plunkett Research 2015; Patel 

2002; Jared 2013 and SAI 2015). The imminent compexity of programming and new softaware 

developments bring extra challenges for information technology practitioners to sustain the management 

requirements as well as organisational technical needs (Haigh 2010 and Jared 2013).  

Numerous SDMs have genrally been created to aid software development, therefore it is necessary to 

align certain SDMs to specific software projects (Preeti et.al 2014). The telecommunication industry has 

numerous software solutions that need to be implemented, however there is a lot of uncertainity as to 

which SDMs are suitable for each project (Jared 2013; Deloite 2014 and TE 2012). Pressman (2007) and 

Preeti et.al (2014) suggest that not employing SDMs in software development is bound to result in project 

failure. 

In line with challenge of assessing suitable SDMs for the telecommunication industry the researcher 

identified research objectives as follows; 

 

• to investigate SDMs used in telecommunication industry 

• to identify the SDMs used in the telecommunication industry; 

• to specify requirements for SDMs suitable for the telecommunication industry and 

• to justify the significance of SDMs in the software development process 

Literature Review 

 

Description of Software Development Methodology 

 
According to Centers for medicine & medicate services (2008) software development methodologies 

refers to a framework that is used to structure, plan, and control the process of developing an information 

system. Avison & Fitzgerald (2006) state that software development methodologies are a general 

collection of procedures, tools and techniques, and documentation which assist developers to structurally 

develop a software. According to Huisman & Livari (2006) refer to software development methodologies 

as a combination of a systems development approach, a systems development process model, a systems 

development method and a systems development technique. Over the years, numerous authors have 

provided different  definitions for software development methodologies, however  there are comparable 

elements within the definitions that are mutual. These include; philosophy, procedure, method, tools and 

techniques. For the purpose of this study SDMs are regarded as a structural procedure to develop software 

solutions with the use of a paradigm, approach, methodology, methods, tools and techniques, and also 

support telecommunication software solutions requirements which are; reliability flexibility, security and 

adaptability. 
 

The Software Crisis 
 

The instigation of SDMs followed after software crisis which took place in the 1960s (Fitzgerald,1996). 

The concept “software crisis” referred to software projects which did not meet user’s requirements, were 

above budget and or were not finished within the estimated time (Fitzgerald 1996). As a result most 

information technology practitioners proposed the use of formalized methodologies to minimize the 

negative outcome of software crisis (Fitzgerald 1996). The creation of SDMs came as a solution to guide 

software developers through the software development process (Malik & Siew 2009 and Preeti & Saru 

2014). The use of SDMs in an organization is perceived by many information technology practitioners as 

a good tool to reduce project failure (Klimeš & Procháska 2006; Preeti et.al 2014; Avison & Finformation 

technologyzgerald 2008; Yahya et al. 2002 and Saini,Saini & Gupta 2009). 
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Justifying the use of SDMs 
 

To date, software development methodologies have been adopted as the main tool that drive software 

development ( Fitzgerald 1996 and Preeti & Saru 2014). Avison & Fitzgerald (2006) and Preeti et.al 

(2014) emphasise that software development methodologies are of essence for almost all software 

development endeavors. It is for these reasons that the anticipation of software development failure still 

prevails in cases where SDMs are not employed (Avison & Fitzgerald 2006 and Preeti et.al 2014). It 

common however that some organizations still do not implement the use of software development 

methodologies to develop software solutions, yet they still produce successful project. 

 

Benefits Of Software Development Methodologies 

 
The use of SDMs in software development has shown great improvement in the end product (Mihailescu 

& Mihailescu  2009; Griffin & Brandyberry 2008; Huisman & Livari 2006; Yahya,  Yahya,  Yusof & 

Omar, 2002 and Masrek, et al. 2008). When software development methodologies are put into practice 

they make the development process manageable and easy to control (Jeff 2012 and Yahya, et al. 2002). 

Continuous use of SDMs ensure that there is sufficient communcation among all the stakeholdrs involved 

in the software devlopment project, more specifically, communication between  developers and users 

(Futrel, Shafer & Shafer 2002; Mihailescu et.al 2009 and Preeti et.al 2014).The use of SDMs also ensures 

standardization of the development process (Jeff 2012; Avison & Fitzgerald 2008 and Futrell et.al 2002). 

This is achieved through the nature of  SDMs structure which have predefined guidelines (Leem & Kim 

2002 and Meso,  Madey,  Troutt,  & Liegle 2006). 

 

Challenges Of Software Development Methodologies  

 
Some companies still do not employ the use of SDMs for reasons such as them being time consuming and 

costly (Wetherbe 2001; Pieterse  2006  and Griffin & Brandyberry 2008). Other organisations are 

concerned that SDMs do not capture the unique nature of every project (De Vries 2004; Avison & 

Fitzgerald 2002; Yahya, et al. 2002 and Fitzgerald & Russo 2002). The use of SDMs have not been fully 

accepted in the business world. This is so because sometimes information technology practitioners find it 

hard to encourage their use, especially in cases where there is lack of evidence of their success (Griffin & 

Brandyberry 2008; Mihailescu et.al  2009; Siau & Tan 2005). Research also highlight that SDMs do not 

take much consideration of the human aspects during the development process, but rather focus more on 

the technical aspects, this in turn results in unsatisfied users (Yardley 2002). 

 

Telecommunication companies in South Africa 

 
Major telecommunication companies that operate in South Africa include MTN, VODACOM and Cell C. 

These were targeted for data collection through interviews. These companies also operate internationally, 

however this research was only foused on factors that affect the local branches in Sourth Africa. In South 

Africa telecommunication is one a major business that grows at an exponetial rate, ranging from mobile 

telephony, broadband connectivity, wireless and satellite communication (SAI 2015), South Africa has 

the most developed telecommunication infrastructure in network in Africa (SAI 2015). 

 

Sdms Specifically For Telecommunication Industry 
 
Some of the prominent researchers on SDMs specifically for telecommunication industry identified in 

this research are Mansurov (2000) & Modatel (2003). The telecommunication industry is one of a kind 

industry with its own unique software challenges (Deloite 2014). The nature of this industry is that it is 

unpredictable and fast paced in terms of advancements of software development. It is therefore 
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encouraged that there should be use of SDMs

software development challenges. These SDMs should be reliable

2013). Some SDMs were identified 

challenges for the telecommunication

projects into controllable tasks, define outputs throughout the development process and they fun

the science paradigm. The identified SDMs include, 

Mansurov's Accelerated Development Methodology

Research Methodology and Design 

 

Theoretical foundation 

 
The theoretical foundation for this research is based on the Actor Network Theory (ANT). ANT in 

summary considers human and non

specific goal. This study looked at how targeted actors for this

software solutions. Figure 1 below illustrates a network of actors in the telecommunication industry.

 

Figure 1: Theoretical foundation of the study: Based on the actor network theory

 

Figure 1 above depicts the theoretical foundation based on the ANT and displays the relationships among 

the actors of the telecommunications industry for this study. This depiction assisted the researcher with 

formulating the research questions. 

Research Paradigm 

 
According to the foundation as depicted in figure 1, t

it targeted the views of information technology pravtitioners

meant that the results of the study 

encouraged that there should be use of SDMs that specifically address the telecommunication industry 

nt challenges. These SDMs should be reliable, flexible, secure and adaptable

Some SDMs were identified in this study that specifically address software development 

telecommunication. These SDMs involve the breakdown of the software development 

projects into controllable tasks, define outputs throughout the development process and they fun

the science paradigm. The identified SDMs include, Model Driven Methodology (MODA

ccelerated Development Methodology and Mobile D  

Methodology and Design  

The theoretical foundation for this research is based on the Actor Network Theory (ANT). ANT in 

summary considers human and non-human actors as they interrelate to form a network to achieve a 

specific goal. This study looked at how targeted actors for this study contributed to the development of 

Figure 1 below illustrates a network of actors in the telecommunication industry.

 

Figure 1: Theoretical foundation of the study: Based on the actor network theory

Figure 1 above depicts the theoretical foundation based on the ANT and displays the relationships among 

the actors of the telecommunications industry for this study. This depiction assisted the researcher with 

formulating the research questions.  

According to the foundation as depicted in figure 1, this study was suitably interpretive in nature because 

information technology pravtitioners in the telecommunication industry

results of the study were therefore subjective. However, but engaging the

the telecommunication industry 

adaptable (Jared 

address software development 

. These SDMs involve the breakdown of the software development 

projects into controllable tasks, define outputs throughout the development process and they function in 

Model Driven Methodology (MODA-TEL), 

The theoretical foundation for this research is based on the Actor Network Theory (ANT). ANT in 

human actors as they interrelate to form a network to achieve a 

study contributed to the development of 

Figure 1 below illustrates a network of actors in the telecommunication industry. 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical foundation of the study: Based on the actor network theory 

Figure 1 above depicts the theoretical foundation based on the ANT and displays the relationships among 

the actors of the telecommunications industry for this study. This depiction assisted the researcher with 

interpretive in nature because 

in the telecommunication industry. This 

but engaging the interpretive 
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research paradigm allowed the researcher to comprehend and interpret the use of SDMs in the 

telecommunication industry with less bias (Collinson 2012; Anderson 2013; Douglas 2015 and Thushara 

2014).  
 

 Research Approach 

 
The researcher managed to attain comprehensive interpretations which also qualified the study as a 

qualitative research (Goran 2012;Snape & Spencer 2003; Van Wyk 2012 and Occupy Theory 2014 ). The 

telecommunication industry software development processes are not very easy to grasp, therefore the 

conveniences of the qualitative approach assisted the researcher to attain a clear understanding of the 

environment in an attempt to generalize the results and help to sustain contextual focus ( Goran 2012 ; 

Mason 2002 ; Van Wyk 2012 and OC 2014). 

 

 Research Design 

 

 Data Collection strategy – Case Study 
 

A case study strategy was preferred as the appropriate approach that provided a structured way to collect 

data, examine it, attain results and compile a report (Hancock 2002; Rowley 2001 and Van Wyk 2012 ). 

The researcher had no control or influence in the telecommunication industry, the case study strategy 

served as an appropriate approach for an outside individual to get data in a non-interfering way (Van Wyk 

2012).  

 

Data Collection method - Interviews 
 

To acquire the desired information on SDMs in the telecommunication industry, it was vital that the 

researcher personally get involved with participants by interviewing them. This assisted the researcher to 

understand the participants’ perception, experiences, roles and    responsibilities in the environment (Van 

Wyk 2012). Through the interviews, the researcher attained multiple viewpoints from information 

technology practitioners in the targeted telecommunication companies. Semi-structured interviews were 

used to collect deep and expressive data from the respondents. 

Interview appointments were scheduled in advance between the researcher and individual interviewees 

and electronic copies of the interview questions were e-mail in advance to allow them to prepare for the 

interview sessions. The researcher attended each session with paper based interview questions to guide 

the interview process. Interview discussions were captured on a digital recorder with the approval of 

participants. Each interview session lasted for about 30 minutes on average. 

Sampling 
 

Target population: The targeted participants for this study were information technology practitioners that 

are involved in software development such as programmers and software designers and analysts in the 

telecommunication industry.  

 

Sampling method: The focused and purposeful sampling techniques was used because it does not involve 

choosing participants randomly but targets experts in a particular field (Patton 2002; Hancock, et al.  

2007 and Van Wyk 2012).  

Sample: A sample of four major telecommunication companies in South Africa namely Vodacom, Cell C, 

MTN and Telkom was chosen to make up four cases for this study. From these four cases, eight (8) 

interviews were done, where there were two (2) interviewees form each case. 
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Data Analysis 
 

A cross case analysis was done as a form of data analysis in order to assist the researcher to identify the 

similarities and differences among the cases (Denscombe 2003 and Freed 2001 & Lamnek 1995). 

Through cross case analysis, associations among variables and features of phenomena studied were also 

identified (McGuiggan & Lee 2008). This method of analysis was preferred because it is inexpensive, 

fairly quick and is the best tool that can explain the real life relations that a survey cannot (McGuiggan & 

Lee 2008). To assist the researcher with interpretation coding was used to identify each case for example, 

cases A B C and D and each interviewee was coded according to their case code for example, A1, A2 and 

so on.  

Ethical Consideration 
 

Even though the targeted cases were mentioned in this study, an anonymity agreement was done between 

the researcher and the targeted cases. The researcher therefore cannot align the codes to the actual case as 

identified by name to respect the agreement. 

Research results and findings 

 
To address the problem statement and the objectives of the study, the results focused on the following 

measured aspects:  

 

• Software development methodologies currently applied in the organization:  

- Three out of the four cases studied (A, B and C) reported that they are using SDMs and in all 

three case the software development life cycle SDLC was the main methodology.  

- All four cases (A, B, C and D) reported that they are using agile SDMs including scrum and lean 

methodology, but the first three cases (A, B and C) are using them to a lesser extend as 

compared to the fourth case (D). 

• Software development methodologies satisfaction:  

- Case A and C indicated that they are less satisfied with the use of the SDLC as a software 

development methodology as it has proven overtime to result in many software projects failing 

through delays and exorbitant costs.  

- Case B emphasized that the SDLC sometimes result in successful software development 

solutions provided that the processes is followed prescribed.  

- Case C and D reported that they are satisfied with the SCRUM and mean methodologies in 

terms of cost. They added that SCRUM help them understand their team members much better, 

provides them with proper priority management, mitigating priority inversions, transparency and 

correct deadline estimations.  

- All four cases (A, B, C and D) are satisfied and prefer the use of agile methodologies because 

these methodology is more reactive and flexible. 

• Software development methodologies effectiveness:  

- the results from all four cases  indicated that SDMs are effective in a manner that they provides 

team members with a  sense of accountability, provides a better communication channel and 

ensures that software solutions are delivered on time, within budget and meet user’s needs.  

- SDMs are efficient in providing better software development management, proper costing, 

verification and quality control. Software development methodologies ensure information 

technology governance, software governance and company governance. 

• Software development methodologies modification:  
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- Results from three cases (A, B and C) indicated that they are not flexible to choose and  follow 

agile methodologies at will, they only adapt their use whenever the need arises. 

- All four cases agreed that when they employ the use of agile methodologies, they do not always 

necessarily use them as prescribed, they make adjustments to them as necessary. 

-  In all four cases results show that SDMs do not always suit every environment nor do they suit 

every project, therefore making changes is part of successful implementation of most SDMs.  

- Cases (A, B and C) outlined that combining of the software development life cycle and agile 

methodologies has proven to be working for them sometimes. They scale down the process of 

the SDLC into smaller processes so that they can apply aspects of agile methodologies especially 

for small projects. 

• Criteria to choose methodology:  

- All four cases reported that they choose the SDMs based on project requirements, team size, 

project size and whether the team accept the methodology. 

• Willingness to adopt a methodology:  

- All four cases agreed that they are willing to accept the use of SDMs provided they addresses 

their daily struggles and makes it easier or better for them to tackle software development.  

- Case D however emphasized that is reluctant to adopt any more SDMs as their current ones 

meets the bare minimum requirement in their environment. They mentioned that adopting new 

SDMs is costly and time consuming. 

• Software solution project success rate:  

- All four cases reported that they have experienced more project success than failure. This means 

that most projects were completed within  stipulated time frame, budget  and meet users 

requirements 

 

Table 1 below presents the tabular view of the results as highlighted in section 5 above and as discussed 

in section 6 below. 
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Table 1: Tabular presentation of research results 
 

 

 

 

 

 Experience 

with SDMs  

SDMs Being 

Used 

Perception with regards to 

use of SDMs 

Readiness to 

adopt new 

SDMs 

Criteria for 

telecommunications 

industry SDMs 

Challenges with using 

SDMs 

A1 5 Years SDLC, Agile 

RUP,  Agile 

SCRUM,  

modified agile 

steps 

less satisfied with the use 

of the SDLC 

-  prefer the use of agile 

methodology 

willing to 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

- based on project 

requirements 

only allowed to adapt 

their use whenever the 

need arises 

A2 3 Years SDLC, XP, , 

Agile RUP,  

Agile SCRUM,  

modified agile 

steps 

SDMs are effective,   

provide sense of 

accountability, 

better communication -

software delivery on time, 

within budget and meet 

user’s needs.  

willing to 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

flexible, adaptable, 

reliable and save time 

costly and consume a 

lot of their time 

B1 9 Years SDLC,  XP, 

RAD, JAD,  

modified agile 

steps 

prefer the use of agile 

methodology 

willing to 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

flexibility and 

adaptability 

SDMs do not always 

suit every environment 

nor do they suit every 

project 

B2 7 Years SDLC, XP, 

RAD, JAD,  

modified agile 

steps 

- better software 

development management,  

- proper costing, 

verification and quality 

control 

- ensure software 

governance 

willing to 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

proper structure, 

verification, correction  

need more time and 

training team members 

C1 11 Years SDLC, 

modified agile 

steps 

less satisfied with the use 

of the SDLC 

willing to 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

quality control, 

accountability, quick 

delivery, 

many information 

technology practitioners 

are less informed about 

SDMs 

C2 5 Years SDLC,   

modified agile 

steps 

satisfied with the SCRUM 

and other lean 

methodologies 

willing to 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

measure performance 

and manage team 

members 

the telecommunication 

industry has to adjust 

SDMs to better 

accommodate their 

needs 

D1 15 Years SDLC Agile 

RUP,  Agile 

SCRUM, XP, 

derive steps 

have experienced more 

project success than failure 

reluctant 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

proper planning, 

proper requirements 

analysis, and avoids 

scope creep 

original SDMs are in 

some cases inadequate 

for some software 

projects 

D2 13 Years SDLC Agile 

RUP,  Agile 

SCRUM, XP, 

derive steps 

Absence and improper use 

of SDMs has resulted in 

high rates of software 

solution projects failing 

reluctant 

adopt  the 

use of new 

SDMs 

make their job much 

simpler and 

controllable 

SDMs increase the time 

frame of the 

development process 
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Results Discussions According To Research Objectives Literature and Questions 

 Objectives  

 

Objective 1: to identify the software development methodologies used in the 

telecommunication industry 

 
From the results acquired, it was apparent that SDLC and agile methodologies are prominent in the 

telecommunication industry. The SDLC is the main corporate SDM while agile methodologies are 

implemented internally for mostly smaller software development projects. The integration of the SDLC 

and agile methodologies is also practiced to attain best results. In some cases alteration of the SDLC is 

done. Literature has identified SDMs that are explicitly intended for the telecommunication industry, 

nonetheless according to the data collected, none of these SDMs are implemented in the 

telecommunication industry. 

 

Objective 2: To Specify Requirements For A Sdms Suitable For The 

Telecommunication Industry 
 
The results obtained indicated that it is imperative that SDMs in the telecommunication industry should 

be flexible, adaptable, reliable and save time to ensure better management and successful implementation 

of these software development methodologies. 

 

Objective 3: to justify the significance of SDMs in the software development process 
 
The lack of or incorrect use of SDMs has caused many software projects to fail. Presently used SDMs in 

the telecommunication industry has proven to be constructive and works accordingly. Nonetheless 

alteration possibly will be desirable since not all software development project are alike and requests 

different implementation processes.  

 

Literature  

 

Advantages of Software Development Methodologies in the Telecommunication 

Industry 

 
The results indicated that the use of SDMs in the telecommunication industry is important and that the 

use SDMs is primary, for mitigating risks and ensuring that software project are produced within time, 

budget and meet users’ needs. Existing SDMs have proven to be helpful as employed in the 

telecommunication industry. 

Disadvantages of Software Development Methodologies in the Telecommunication 

Industry 

 
The lack of or wrong use of SDMs has triggered software development failure in many instances. Results 

indicated that the use of SDMs is costly and consume a lot of their time. Since the telecommunication 

industry is fast paced following prescribed steps within methodologies is not practical. This will lead to 

tailoring of methodologies, which will need more time and training team members on the insights of the 

new tailored method. Tailoring the method may also require an expert who will diligently review the 

methodology to certify its efficiency and reliability. 
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The findings in line with research questions 

 

Do telecommunication companies use SDMs during software development? 
 

In summary the answer to this question is yes. However it is also imperative to note that many 

information technology practitioners are less informed about SDMs.  Majority of information technology 

practitioners who holds a significant experience are well knowledgeable about the SDMs in theory, 

appreciate their role in the organization and can relate SDMs and the development process.  

 

What SDMs are used currently in the telecommunication industry? 
 

The SDLC and agile methodologies are the mostly used SDMs in the telecommunication industry. Agile 

is preferred for its qualities such as flexibility and adaptability in software development. SDLC is a 

primary corporate SDM in the telecommunication industry. 

 

To what extent are SDMs followed in telecommunication industry? 
In some cases the telecommunication industry has to adjust SDMs to better accommodate their needs. 

This is because the original state of the methodology may be inappropriate for the particular software 

project they have to do. The mixture of SDLC along with agile methodology has been tested and tried and 

works accordingly in the telecommunication industry.  

 

What are the views of information technology practitioners about SDMs in 

the telecommunication industry?  

The SDLC is not preferred in the telecommunication industry. It increases time frame to the development 

process, since rework on an enormous projects is continually necessary. The SDLC has also been 

confirmed over time that it is not well-matched in the telecommunication industry and has failed 

repeatedly. Agile methodologies are the appropriate SDMs for telecommunication industry. The use of 

SDMs in the development process has presented benefits such as proper structure, verification, 

corrections, quality control, accountability, quick delivery, measure performance and manage team 

members. Absence and improper use of SDMs has resulted in high rates of software solution projects 

failing. This is since the absence of SDMs leads to poor planning and  poor requirements analysis, 

ultimately leads to scope creep and eventually to project failing.  

 
Every single methodology has its welfares and may result in software development project success if 

implemented correctly or altered to suite the situation. Nonetheless adequate knowledge and attitude of 

team members plays an important role for a software development project success.  

 
SDMs would be more advantageous in a fine structured environment in which each information 

technology practitioner has his/her own tasks and responsibilities. This is since SDMs are designed in a 

way that a team member is assigned his/her own responsibilities and tasks. This is an intimidating task if 

a single team member has presumed the task and responsibilities of more than two information 

technology practitioners. Information technology practitioners are prepared to welcome and accept 

SDMs, provided it will make their job much simpler and controllable. Results also stated that the 

environment the information technology practitioners are working in is unbalanced and dynamic, so the 

ideal methodology should be time conscious, reactive easy to understand and follow.  
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What is the criteria used by telecommunication companies to choose the 

SDMs for each software development project? 

The project size is one aspect they take into consideration when it comes to selecting a proper SDMs to 

use once developing software solution. The SDLC is chosen when dealing with a huge project. Agile 

methodologies are chosen when dealing with a smaller projects. Another aspect they look at is the team 

size, they usually go agile root if the team size is small otherwise they use the SDLC root with larger 

teams. Another criteria is business requirements where if they are dealing with numerous   and complex 

requirements they go agile. If the requirements are less complicated and only include an unimportant 

number of people then they use agile methodologies. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

Conclusions 
 

From the results acquired, this research can conclude to confirm that SDMs are practical in the 

telecommunication industry. Agile methodologies and the SDLC are used to support software 

development project. This results stipulate that SDMs are applicable and suitable in the 

telecommunication industry. However there is still a lot of issues to be ironed out regarding the 

implementation of SDMs since some information technology practitioners are not well up to speed with 

their use. SDMs may need to be refined looking at the special needs of the telecommunication industry, 

this will make easy implementation when developing software solution. It could be that there will be less 

modification needed with every project undertaken. In this case team members may warm up to the use of 

SDMs as it will be easy to understand and follow, without consuming a lot of their time during the 

development process. 

 

Recommendations 
 

Recommendation 1: The use of a proper organizational structure 

 
The results indicated that the respondents are working in a more unstructured environment in which one 

person can assume the responsibilities of three people. This in turn result in confusion and low quality of 

work. Therefore this research recommend that the telecommunications industry review their 

organizational structure. A proper organizational structure will improve decision making, employee 

performance customer service and help streamline operations (Osmond 2016). 

 

Recommendation 2: Awareness and training 

 
Many respondents indicated that they are aware of SDMs in general. However many could not describe 

precisely how its application can be beneficial to their company. Many SDMs have been recommended 

and permitted, though they have not explored their contents to evaluate which one will work finest for 

them. Therefore this research recommends that management send their employees for proper training 

such as short courses on software development methodologies. This will results in better job 

performance. 

 

Recommendation 3: Using a responsive methodology 

 
All companies interviewed are using software development life cycle, nevertheless this methodology has 

caused some of their projects to fail. Taking into consideration the unstable nature of the 

telecommunication industry, the best appropriate method in this instance ought to be more responsive to 
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cater for the frequently changing user requirements. A responsive methodology is one that adjusts to 

change as it happens, forecasts future changes and provides possible answers for future occurrences. 

 

Recommendation 4: Explore SDMs designed for the telecommunication industry 

 
Literature has identified software development methodologies that were specifically designed for the 

telecommunication industry. During the interview sessions, none of the respondents mentioned any of 

these methods, this proves that they are unaware of them and they chose to use general software 

development methodologies. This study however recommends that the telecommunication companies 

look into these software development methodologies and explore them, as they were designed 

considering the complex nature of the telecommunication industry 
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Abstract 
 
At present, it is urgent to develop various directions of regional business differentiation in order to 
maintain the effectiveness of its functioning. A franchise is an effective method that allows small 
businesses to improve their reputation and standing in the shortest possible time, and larger companies to 
capture additional market share. The objective of this article is to analyze Russian and foreign experience 
of franchise development and to identify its main types, as well as to study the opportunities of regional 
business differentiation and development of the territories implementing different types of franchises. The 
study has been carried out applying scientific methods of analysis and synthesis as well as economic and 
mathematical methods. The work reveals the challenges and outlines the prospects for franchise 
development as one of the most progressive and effective forms of business doing. An empirical research 
has been conducted by means of investigating European countries, the USA and Japan. The article 
emphasizes that franchise companies are mostly small businesses, however, currently, franchise 
technology is also being implemented by relatively large enterprises. 
 

Keywords: franchise, business differencation, economic development, regions. 
 

Introduction 

When studying the importance of franchise for business development, it can be said that it is obvious to 
expect an increase in interest in this specific type of business doing in the future, which will be a 
foundation for the development of different countries’ territories. The orientation towards the 
development of franchise companies is one of the directions of supporting any country’s economy which 
will make it possible to increase the effectiveness of the conducted policy, to create conditions for the 
regional competitiveness and economic growth. The study of the opportunities of implementing franchise 
as a tool for business development is widely covered in scientific researches (E. Calderon-Monge 
(Calderon-Monge, 2017), I. Pastor-Sanz (Pastor-Sanz, 2017), P. Huerta-Zavala (Huerta-Zavala,2017), S. 
C. Michael (Michael,2014), E. Crawford-Spencer(Crawford-Spencer,2015), C. Atwell (Atwell,2015), 
etc.). 

A franchise is important since its implementation creates conditions for business rapid development in the 

existing market and at the same time solidifies business positions. This area of research is relevant due to 

the fact that in the present period of economic development, a franchise is assessed as a progressive and 

effective type of doing business which allows introducing new ideas quickly into business processes and 

building business models, as well as developing the territories. 
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Results and Discussion 

 
At the first stage of our study, we have analyzed the foreign experience of franchise organizing and the 
level of its development in the countries which are the leaders of the world economy. 
Let us consider the franchises present on the market today. Thus, according to RBC 
(RosBusinessConsulting Holding (Russia), the most expensive franchises are the ones listed in Table 1.  

Table 1: top most expensive franchises 

Brand  Type of activity  Investments 

Hilton Worldwide Hotel company from 400 mln rub 

Chaihona N 1 (Чайхона 
№1) 

Chain of restaurants from 120 mln.rub 

Fun City, Fun Kids, Fun 
Jump 

Family Fun Parks Chain 60-100 mln.rub 

IL Patio Chain of restaurants from 33 mln. rub 

Camp David Men's clothing trade 15-22 mln. rub 

Elki-palki (Елки-палки) Fast food chain from 18 mln.rub 

Wyndham Hotel Group Hotel company - 

Wendham Grand Luxury 5 stars plus $ 225,000-275,000 

Ramada Category Business 4 stars plus $ 70,000-90,000  

RamadaEncore Category Budget 3 stars plus $ 55,000  

The source: Data available on the websites [https://www.entrepreneur.com/franchise500] and 
[http://www.franchise.org] were used when compiling the table. 

The main share of franchises falls on the USA, since this country considers franchising as one of the 
priority forms of international activities and supports the franchisors’ entering foreign markets. In 2015, 
IFA (International Franchise Association) published a report which indicates that there were 781,794 
franchise enterprises in the United States in 2015. The leaders among the franchises in the US were 
indicated in the IFA’s Top 500 European Franchises - Ranking (Table 2).  

 

Table 2: the US top franchises 

Rank   Franchise  Number of 

branches  

Year of 

company’s 

foundation  

Country  Type 

1 7-Eleven 53,119 1927 USA Food products: 24-hour shops 

2 Subway 43,926 1965 USA  Fast Food 

3 McDonald's 36,258 1955 USA Fast Food 

5 KFC 18,875 1930 USA Fast Food 

6 Pizza Hut 14,967 1958 USA  Restaurants 

7 Burger King 14,000 1954 USA Fast Food 

9 Jani-King 12,000 1969 USA Hygiene 

10 Jan Pro 11,676 1991 USA Hygiene 

The source: Data available on the websites [https://www.entrepreneur.com/franchise500] and 

[http://www.franchise.org] were used when compiling the table. 
 
Thus, the majority of franchise companies are food and catering-oriented, i.e., cover agricultural 
production. According to IFA, in the structure of the US franchises, the largest share was accounted for  
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by fast food chain restaurants (38 %), followed by real estate services (16 %), restaurant chains (13 %) 
and food (12 %) (Fig. 1) 

 
Fig. 1 The US Franchise Structure 

 

The source: Data available on the IFA website [International Franchise Association, http:// 

www.franchise.org] were used when building the diagram 

 

Since food franchises are the leading ones, this area will always be attractive for investments. In 2015, in 
the US, the economic performance of food-oriented franchises (fast-service restaurants, full-service 
restaurants and retail food) was about 341 billion dollars. 

The studies conducted by AFA (American Franchise Association) showed that after two years only 15 % 
of newly established enterprises remain on the market, while the share of successful franchise enterprises 
is much higher – 85 %. The sales volume in the US franchise system is about $ 1 trillion a year; it should 
be noted that 40 % of retail sales fall on the share of franchise system1. 

The European Franchise Federation (EFF)  assessed about 8,500 different franchise brands and 2,500 US 
brands functioning in the EU [Etro, 2011]. Top 500 franchises in Europe show that, although US brands 
are still very popular, many franchises established in European countries also became major brands across 
the continent and beyond2. Examples of the most successful European franchises are given in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Data are available on the website of American Franchise Association 

http://americanfranchiseassociation.com/ 
2
 Data available on the website of The European Franchise Federation http://www.eff-franchise.com/ 

were used 
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Table 3: the most successful European franchises 

 

Rank   Franchise  Number of 

branches 

Year of 

company’s 

foundation  

Country  Type 

1 Spar 12,314 1932 the Netherlands 24-hour shops 

2 Bata 6,700 1894 
The Czech 
Republic 

Retail Stores: Clothing 
and Footwear 

3 
Benetton 
Group 

6,000 1965 
Italy Retail Stores: Clothing 

and Footwear 

4 LCF Clubs 5,000 1985 
the United 
Kingdom 

Education: Children 

5 Etam 4,200 1916 
France Retail Stores: Clothing 

and Footwear 

6 Dia 3,085 1979 Spain Food: Supermarkets 

7 
Ad-
Autodienst 

2,500 1992 
Germany Automobile goods and 

services 

8 Swarovski 2,350 1895 Austria Retail Stores - Jewelry 

9 Telepizza 1,234 1988 Spain  Fast Food 

10 
Yves 
Rocher 

1,600 1959 
France Beauty and Cosmetics 

The source: Data available on the website of The European Franchise Federation [EFF- http://www.eff-

franchise.com], as well as the website [http://www.franchisedirect.com] were used when compiling the 

table 

 
Currently, franchising has a wide distribution. In France, Germany, and the UK, service-oriented 
franchise is very common. The analyzed countries are characterized by high growth rates in the turnover 
of retail trade and services. These activities are currently prevalent in the franchising market of Central 
and South-Eastern Europe and are the most dynamic and potentially ‘broad’ ones for further 
development. 

We examined the Japanese experience of developing this form of entrepreneurship as an example of 
Asian franchise. Japan is a country with a well-developed economy. It ranks third in the world ranking 
after the US and China. It happened due to the technogenic development of the economy; among the 
franchisors, Japan is one of the leading countries in the world. It is worth noting the country’s 
government’s active attitude to the problem, since it is franchising that is the main contributor in the 
formation of the national economic policy. Japanese franchising contributes to the creation of a large 
number of new jobs, responds quickly enough to changing consumers’ demands, and constantly offers 
new types of goods and services. Japan is one of the few countries where franchising procedure is not 
accompanied by compulsory licensing and strict statutory compliance Wright O., McAuley A., (Wright, 
McAuley, 2012). 

The IFA Top 500 European Franchises Ranking includes only three Japanese franchises (Table 4). 
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Table 4: top Japanese franchises 

 

Ran

k  

 Franchise  Number 

of 

branches 

Year of 

company’s 

foundation  

Country  Type 

1 Kumon Inst. of 
Education Co. Ltd. 

25,384 1954 Japan Education: Children 

2 Yamaha 4,900 1954 Japan Education: Children 

3 Beard Papa's 366 1999 Japan Bakery shop 

The source: Data available on the website of The International Franchise Association 

[http://www.franchise.org] as well as the website [http://www.franchisedirect.com] were used when 

compiling the table. 

 
JFA (Japan Franchise Association) discloses the structure of Japanese franchises. According to these data, 
in Japan, the most developed franchises are trade-oriented and food-oriented ones take the second place. 

Each country also has its own specificity of franchise implementing, which is related to certain factors, 
for example, a demand for certain goods and services among the population and the trend of development 
of a certain economic branch. 

Thus, it is the USA that has the most effective backgrounds for franchise development, including those 
related to the catering sector. The International Franchise Association also creates certain regulations 
which a company shall comply with when buying and/or selling a franchise. 

In Russia, franchising is being developed in different areas. Trade-oriented franchises have the leading 
position – their share exceeds 50 %. In recent years, public catering and fast food franchise companies are 
actively developing. The Russian market is characterized by a regional distribution of franchises. After a 
company enters large cities, it begins its active introduction and promotion in the regions, which allows 
developing a franchise more dynamically. 

Currently, there are about 500 franchise companies and almost 20,000 franchisees in Russia. Most of the 
franchise companies involve food and restaurant business, retail clothing and footwear; service industry is 
also widely represented among franchise companies. The share of foreign franchises in Russian market is 
approximately 40 % (Pizza Hut, KFC, Baskin Robbins, Burger King, Subway, as well as retail Terranova, 
Mango and others). 

In our country, those industries in which profit margin is higher are preferred. Thus, Russian franchisors 
enter the sectors of public catering, trade and business services. Analysts also talk about high potential for 
franchise development in Russia. The professional Golden Brand 2015 Franchise Ranking includes 
several Russian franchises which are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5: the most successful Russian franchises 

№ Brand Price 

1 Invitro 
from 850,000 rub 

2 33 Penguins 690,000 rub 

3 TONUS CLUB from 2,200,000 rub 

4 Rosinter Restaurants Holding from 2,000,000 rub 

5 Shokoladnica from 4,000,000 rub 

6 Samsonite 
from 3,500,000 rub 

7 CoffeeShop Company from 4,000,000 rub 

8 Harat’s pub from 9,000,000 rub 

9 Tochka Krasoty from 1,500,000 rub 

10 Coffee Like from 500,000 rub 

The source: Data available on the website of Golden Brand [http://reyting-franshiz.buybrand.ru/rating/] 

were used when compiling the table. 

Thus, more than 40 % of world trade turnover is carried out through franchising networks of franchisee 
enterprises. In market economy, a developed trading network is a strategic competitive advantage. The 
franchise business model is effective in Russia. It is actively developing in the conditions of a high level 
of franchisee enterprises’ ‘survival’. According to the forecasts of the Russian Franchise Association, 
there will be about 400,000 points of sales of goods and services managed by franchisees by 2025 in 
Russia. Currently, in Russia there are about 40,000 points of franchises. 

However, it is necessary to create appropriate conditions for franchise development. It is necessary to 
establish legal foundation to regulate the activities of franchise firms, in particular, when implementing 
protectionism policies in the agricultural sector. This measures will exclude informal relations in the 
franchise functioning and thereby increase its effectiveness. It is advisable to develop state government 
program to support small businesses and franchise development system. 

Let us analyze the process of economic benefits, for the territories where franchise activities are 
expanding, using multi-factor econometric models. 

The following factors were selected for the multi-factor function Y (GRP per capita, rub / person): X1 is 
the level of franchise development on the territory, X2 is the investment component. 

On the basis of the technological table, the paired correlation coefficients were calculated and, taking into 
account the obtained data, a regression model was constructed. 

 
The model was checked for adequacy according to Fisher’s F-criterion; the parameters were checked 
according to Student’s t-test; the obtained results showed that as a whole the model is adequate and all 
regression coefficients are significant. 

Partial elasticity coefficients show how much the analyzed indicator changes on average with 1 % change 
of each factor for a fixed position of other factors: E1 = 5.1 %, E2 = 9.2 %. Thus, with an increase in the 
level of franchise development by 1 % on a territory, the economic benefit will grow by an average of 5.1 
%, when the investment component will grow by 9.2 %, respectively, which indicates the effectiveness of 
implementing such a development tool as franchise entrepreneurship. 
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Conclusions  

 
In an emerging market economy conditions, franchising is the fastest way to build a business using 
practical standards and the easiest way to make a profit in the short term. For large, well-known 
companies, franchising is a way to expand business; from the point of view of entrepreneurs it is an 
opportunity to become the owner of a profitable business under the ‘all-inclusive’ scheme. It is necessary, 
in particular, to pay attention to the development of public catering-oriented franchise entrepreneurship 
and to suggest that foreign companies involve Russian suppliers of raw materials, which is especially 
important in the context of sanctions. 

Currently, in Russia there are about 500 franchise companies and almost 20,000 franchisees. Franchising 
is developing in different areas in Russia. The leaders are trade-oriented franchises (the share exceeds 50 
%), food and restaurant businesses, whereas the share of foreign franchises in the Russian market is about 
40 %. However, it is necessary to pay attention to the fact that the main share of franchises falls on the 
USA. The Russian Franchise Association predicts that in 2016-2017 the market will not slow down the 
growth rates and state companies will be included in the development of the franchise market. 
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Abstract 
 
The article reflects the importance of technology development, reengineering of business processes 

in a competitive environment of global and domestic levels. Thus explains the selection of the 

optimal simulation environment for Russian enterprises. The author proposes an effective 

methodology for conducting reengineering of business processes of the enterprise, which allows you 

to build an effective development strategy. The paper discusses the main causes of the need for re-

engineering business processes in large business enterprises.  

 

Keywords: business process, modeling business processes, strategy, process approach,reengineering, 

strategic management. 

 

Introduction 

 
The process approach has received active development in the field of quality management 

regulations developed by the International organization for standardization ISO. A business process 

is a set of interrelated activities that convert inputs into outputs, i.e. input resources into production 

Komissarova M.A. (Komissarova, 2011). The idea is to present any activity in your organization, or 

directly the organization of the process is regarded as an axiom. It was formulated by E. Deming, the 

founder of quality management Deming, E. (Deming, 2011). At the moment we have enough 

evidence that the process approach enhances the quality and effectiveness of governance. It can be 

used to achieve significant cost reduction by establishing and optimizing business processes of an 

enterprise, it is not necessary to resort to reduction of business.  

The activities of each company has the chain of processes from marketing and planning to sales and 

after-sales service. It is possible to allocate following features of business processes Kozlova A.A. 

(Kozlova, 2011):  

− the owner of process – the official who is responsible for the progress and results of the 

process; 

− resources allocated to a process can include equipment, staff, facilities, environment, 

transport, communications, materials, Finance, documentation, etc.; 

− process parameters are the characteristics by which the owner of the process and the top 

management can judge the effectiveness of process execution and the achievement of planned 

results; 

− the customer is a consumer of the results of the process, the degree of satisfaction which is 

an evaluation of the effectiveness of the process; 

− inputs process input items (raw materials, products, equipment, information or service), 

which moves the execution of the project are converted into outputs of the project; 

− outputs of the process are the products, information or service for which the process; 

− a network of processes of an organization is an Association of interrelated and conflicting 

processes of an enterprise into a single system. 
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Each business process can be broken into additional sub-processes. All the processes of the 

organization can be divided into major and minor. The main processes lie in the path of the products 

in the form of marketing information, design and material of the object. Subsidiary have no direct 

relationship to production, they serve to ensure the normal functioning of the main processes, such as 

preparation, training and certification of personnel, document management process, assurance 

process. 

Process approach – access to the productive idea of domestic suppliers and consumers, as real 

activity, added value is not carried out the individual elements of the functional hierarchy and 

permeates the enterprise as a set of processes. The main advantages of bottom-approach is to focus 

on the end result, the interest of each Executive in improving the quality not only of the final 

product, but its work, responsiveness to external and internal changes, streamlining the exchange of 

information between the functional units, the implementation of quality control in the process instead 

of quality control Cheremnykh, O.S. (Cheremnykh, 2015). 

Compare the main features of traditional and process approaches in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of the functional approach to management with the process 

 

Sign Approach 

Functional Process 

The content of the 

approach 

Enterprise management is based on 

the separation of structural units 

having a set of specific functions 

The management of the enterprise is 

represented as a set of processes that 

convert the inputs and outputs of the 

carrying value to the consumer 

Organizational 

structure of 

management 

Vertical hierarchical structure Horizontal system the definition of 

responsibility for each business 

process 

Object The division, organizational structure Business process 

The aim of the 

production 

processes 

To maximize coordination between 

departments, based on a functional 

division of labor 

Maximum satisfaction to internal 

customers 

The efficiency of 

decision-making 

The decision is directly with the 

problem in the production 

Coordinating the timely adoption of 

decisions 

Social policy Training of workers in the 

framework of the official and 

functional activities 

Continuous training and promotion of 

personnel, improvement of 

professional skill and competence in 

the field of quality 

Dignity Conflict-free decision-making 

process, which excludes the 

interdependence of decision-makers 

Orientation on the final result, high 

efficiency, flexibility in responding to 

external and internal changes, quality 

control of process instead of product, 

motivation, efficiency, democratic 

system of government 

Disadvantages The lack of interest in the outcome, 

complicated the exchange of 

information between departments, 

leading to increased overheads and 

timing decisions, authoritarian 

management 

The relationship of decision-makers 

 
In the implementation of the process approach performers have greater powers, increasing their role, 

autonomy and, therefore, impact and satisfaction with work. The leaders are exempt from current 

operational issues and focus on solving the strategic, systemic issues. 
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Thus, the transition from functional to process management is the first stage of reorganization. For 

the introduction of process management will require a radical transformation. Conversion data in the 

literature is called reengineering. 

 

Reengineering business processes is a strategy of business management that focuses on analyzing 

and designing work and business processes of the organization. It aims to help the company review 

its current operations in order to significantly improve customer service, reduce operating costs, 

enhance the competitiveness of enterprises Harmon, P. (Harmon, 2015). 

 

Its the beginning of the re-engineering of business processes takes in 1990 when Michael hammer, a 

former Professor of computer science at the Massachusetts Institute of technology, published the 

article "Reengineering: don't automate – obliterate", which stated that the main task of managers is to 

reduce activities that do not add value, instead of implementing technology for their automation. This 

statement hints at focusing managers on the wrong issues, namely that information technology has 

been used primarily for automating existing processes, instead to recognize these processes obsolete. 

In his subsequent writings Hummer has defined reengineering as the fundamental rethinking and 

radical redesign of business processes to achieve significant improvements in key for modern 

business performance indicators as cost, quality, level of service and efficiency Hammer, M. 

(Hammer,  2011). 

 

Since 1995, actively began to publish works criticizing the idea of reengineering, a wave which as a 

result began to fade Robson, M. (Robson, M., 2014). Since then, considering business processes as a 

starting point for the analysis and reorganization of business processes is a standard part of the 

methodology of reengineering, but is less radical than earlier proposals. Recently, the concept of 

managing business processes have received major attention in the corporate world, as it is actively 

stimulated by the desire to increase the efficiency of the process and supported by information 

technology. Therefore, the study and application of modern model of reengineering of business 

processes is an integral part of strategic planning the top management of the enterprises in the current 

economic environment Bardakov, A.A. (Bardakov, 2016). 

 

Reengineering based on the concept of discontinuous thinking identifying outdated rules and 

fundamental assumptions underlying the work, and a definitive break with them Petukhov, V.I. 

(Petukhov,  2017). 

 

There are two ways of applying the reengineering of business processes: 

1. Systematic – the current process is understood, documented and analyzed to systematically create 

new and better processes. This type of reengineering is based on the rules of the ESIA (to destroy, to 

simplify, to unify, automate). 

2. Reengineering from scratch – the existing process is fully utilized, and a new one is created from 

scratch by a fundamental rethinking of the previous one. This method reduces the risk of repeating 

old mistakes, but the neglect of the concepts of the previous process can lead to the neglect of 

knowledge and experience accumulated in the organization Zlatkin A.A. (Zlatkin, 2016). 

There are standard methods and techniques applied when redesigning business process 

reengineering. 

1. Horizontal compression of the process — merging multiple working procedures in one operation. 

The technique allows to reduce the number of errors and reduce the number of employees 

elimination of their consequences, to improve the controllability of the production with clearly 

distributed responsibilities among employees. 

2. Vertical compression of processes — providing the artists the right to make independent decisions. 

The increase in the role of every employee in the company reduces delays, reduces the cost of 

products and services, accelerates the reaction to customer requests, etc. 
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3. The steps of each process in the natural order — the use, along with a linear ordering of the works 

parallel to their conduct, leads to a reduction in time and cost. 

4. The execution of processes in various options — the process starts with testing procedures, which 

aim to determine which option to implement is most appropriate in a given production situation. 

5. The implementation of each work where it is most appropriate — the distribution of work between 

departments, eliminating unnecessary integration. 

6. The decrease in the number of inspections minimizing the number of approvals by reducing 

external points of contact and, as a consequence, the Erasure of distinctions between the functional 

units. 

7. Authorized Manager provides a single point of contact — if the process is complex and integration 

is not possible, then "authorized" the Manager answers a customer's questions and solves his 

problems, has access to all the IP used in the process, and to all the performers. 

8. The predominance of a mixed centralized-decentralized approach — the use of modern 

information technologies enables the company to act at the level of Autonomous units, saving them 

the possibility of using centralized data. 

Results and Discussion 
 
The application of reengineering business processes at the present stage is impossible without 

information and communication technologies.  

In the last few years gaining popularity of software products for modeling business processes, 

designed to facilitate reengineering. Their primary purpose is the rendering of technological and 

managerial chains of actions, events, and functions Zlatkin A.A. (Zlatkin A.A., 2016).  

The most popular software products in this group: 

— ARIS Toolset; 

— BPWin; 

— Business Studio. 

Software products of this type allow for the analysis, documentation and improvement of business 

processes to model action processes, determine their order, and the necessary resources. With their 

help you can build charts of different level and purpose. Various charts that are created in such 

software products reflect an overall view of the process, its relationship with the external 

environment, necessary resources, results, relations between processes, system components, define 

the sequence of operations that allow us to calculate costs, the cost of production, identify the most 

costly processes. 

The choice of optimum tool environment of modeling business processes of the enterprise will be 

implemented among the six software products: 

− Business Studio; 

− Business engineer (Bitek); 

− ORG-Master Pro; 

− Bizagi BPM Modeler; 

− IBM WebSphere Business Modeler. 
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Business Studio — business modeling allowing to build an effective organization Business Studio: 

business modelling (Business Studio: business modelling).  

Main objectives: 

− formalization of strategy and control of its achievement; 

− design and optimization of business processes; 

− design of the organizational structure and staffing; 

− generation and dissemination among staff of regulatory documentation; 

− implementation of the quality management system in accordance with ISO standards; 

− the formation of Technical tasks and support the implementation of information systems. 

The system allows you to design business processes using IDEF0 diagrams, IDEF3, DFD, and 

import the finished chart in Microsoft Visio. 

Business engineer is a professional tool for the modeling of the enterprise activities and the 

development of regulatory documents Business engineering technologies (Business engineering 

technologies).  

The system supports the full cycle of designing: from strategy development, key performance 

indicators and business processes, ending with the analysis and optimization of the organizational 

structure, improve the efficiency of personnel, projects, building a system of quality management, 

Finance and the enterprise information system. 

Software product allows you to develop a business model and to form the basis of analytical reports 

and regulatory documentation in various areas: strategy, business processes, personnel, etc. 

ORG-MASTER allows to develop a system of goals and indicators, business processes, financial, 

informational, organizational structure and so on Business Engineering Group (Business Engineering 

Group). When designing the data can be presented in a hierarchical directories, projections 

(reflecting the relationship between books), diagrams. For business processes supported by the 

development of diagrams in notations IDEF, Cross Functional Flowchart, EPC (Event-Driven 

Process Chain). It is possible to build organizational charts and diagrams, own the type of. 

The developed diagrams can be analyzed using cost analysis, resource loading can be calculated the 

average execution time. The system supports the possibility of collecting and monitoring key 

performance indicators. 

Bizagi is the BPM system developed by the same company, and is aimed at the modeling, execution, 

automation and analysis of business processes Business Studio: business modelling (Business Studio: 

business modelling) Bizagi
 
 (Bizagi). The Bizagi system includes 3 modules for full customization 

processes: 

� Modeler is a full — featured modeling processes in BPMN notation; 

� Studio is the development environment business processes; 

� Engine — runtime processes that are available to users in any browser on any device. 

The system supports the BPMN notation, which allows you to design business processes using 

diagrams that have some differences from the DFD. The last time such a notation is gaining in 

popularity. 

IBM WebSphere Business Modeler is a software tool aimed at modeling, simulating and analyzing 

business processes. In addition to this IBM WebSphere Business Modeler allows you to create a list 

of KPIs, link them to elements of the business process and by simulating the model to predict their 

values IBM (IBM). Thus, monitored the achievement of strategic and tactical goals of the company. 
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Software product allows to describe business processes with BPMN diagrams. Information about the 

organization can accumulate in the form of structured directories between directories can be 

established relationship. 

ARIS Business performance Edition supports the full cycle of business processes: from the 

description of the strategy to controlling. 

A software module products ARIS Design Platform (ARIS Business Architect, ARIS Business 

Designer, ARIS Business Publisher and other) allow you to simulate, optimize and publish business 

processes. Supported design diagrams of the business processes in such popular notations like IDEF, 

Basic Flowchart, Cross Functional Flowchart, EPC, BPMN, BPEL ARIS COMMUNITY (ARIS 

COMMUNITY). You can also create your own chart types. 

Supported simulation. Conducted cost analysis, analysis of resource loading, analysis for the 

presence of information gaps in the process, the semantic analysis of process, analysis of the 

processes supported by information systems, report on critical points in the process. 

In order to select the optimal, we need to evaluate the above system and compare with required for 

the work criteria. 

The evaluation of the position of each tool environment of modeling business processes, we have 

carried out among domestic and foreign software products. For this, we analyzed data on sold 

licenses for the products of domestic and foreign companies over the past 5 years. The results are 

presented in table 2. 

Table 2: Number of sold licenses for software products for 2012-2016, PCs 

 

Product The number of sold licenses, PCs 

Business Studio 300 

Biznes-ingener 118 

ORG-Master Pro 239 

Bizagi BPM Modeler 148 

IBM WebSphere Business Modeler 512 

ARIS Business Performance Edition 485 

 

Next, we divided the data modelling system business process functionality with the help of expert 

assessments. The results are presented in table 3. 

 

Table 3: Evaluation of systems modeling of business processes functionality 

 

The name of the system Functional capacity evaluation on a five point scale 

(1 – least functional to 5 most functional) 

Business Studio 4 

Biznes-ingener 5 

ORG-Master Pro 4 

Bizagi BPM Modeler 4 

IBM WebSphere Business Modeler 5 

ARIS Business Performance Edition 5 

 

Based on the obtained data we developed a matrix to determine the leading system in terms of sales 

and functionality for later selection of software products (figure 1). 
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Based on the obtained matrix, we conclude that leaders are Business Studio, IBM WebSphere 

Business Modeler, ARIS Business Performance Edition. Other systems are the closest pursuers of the 

leaders, which suggests that all ON some similar functionality, they are different only in popularity 

among customers. 

 

The next step will carry out the selection of one system for further work with the business processes 

of JSC KEAZ using the method Churchmen-Ackoff. This will form the criteria which must be met 

by the simulation system business processes: 

1. easy to install on your PC; 

2. menu in Russian; 

3. the convenience of the interface;  

4. the low price of the license; 

5. the availability of technical support; 

6. integration with Microsoft Visio;  

7. ease of implementation the simulation; 

8. the possibility of conducting a functional cost analysis and build a strategic map. 

Next, we examined 2 strategies: choosing a foreign system of modelling business processes 

(A), the choice of the domestic software product (In). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Matrix for determining leadership among systems modeling of business 

processes 
The source: compiled by the authors 

 

The generated ranking of criteria by importance is presented in table 4. 

 

Table 4: Ranking of criteria by importance 

 

Goal Rank 

1.Easy to install on the PC 2 

2.Menu in Russian 1 

3.The convenience of the interface 4 

4.Low price license 5 

5.Technical assistance will be available 6 

6.Integration with Microsoft Visio 7 

7.Ease of implementation the simulation 8 

8.The possibility of conducting a functional cost analysis and build a strategy map 3 

Produce comparison purposes in table 5. 

 

closest rivals Leaders 

Lagging Developing 
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Table 5: Comparison purposes 

 

Comparison purposes The total value 

V7<V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6+V8 8 

V6< V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+ V8 7 

V5< V1+V2+V3+V4+V8 6 

V4< V1+V2+V3+V8 5 

V3< V1+V2+V8 4 

V8< V1+V2 3 

V1< V2 2 

V2 1 

 36 

 

We will assess the policies against each and the achievement of the 8 goals in table 6. 

 

 

Table 6:Evaluation of strategies 

 

Strategy 

Goal      

А B 

V1 0,8 0,6 

V2 0,8 0,5 

V3 0,1 0,8 

V4 0,1 0,9 

V5 0,1 0,9 

V6 0,1 0,9 

V7 0,1 0,7 

V8 0,4 0,7 

 

Let us calculate the utility of the strategies: 

ПА=0,8*0,06+0,8*0,03+0,1*0,11+0,1*0,14+0,1*0,17+0,1*0,19+0,1*0,22+0,4*0,08=0,187; 

ПВ=0,6*0,06+0,5*0,03+0,8*0,11+0,9*0,14+0,9*0,17+0,9*0,19+0,7*0,22+0,7*0,08=0,799; 

Thus, we can conclude that for realization of Russian projects in reengineering, it is advisable to 

choose a strategy – choosing a domestic software product, as an indicator of its efficiency is much 

higher than the figure of strategy And choice of foreign systems of modeling business processes. 

From the above matrix to determine the leadership systems of modeling business processes, we find 

that the only domestic software product that fall into the category of leaders is Business Studio 4.0. 
 

Conclusions 
 

Despite the fact that the technology of reengineering of business processes has been used for over 20 

years, Russian companies are currently not developed sufficiently universal method of reengineering, 

taking into account the peculiarities of their functioning. Therefore, we propose the following 

algorithm of a phased description of the preparation and further implementation of the reengineering 

of key business processes of industrial enterprise (figure 2). 

 

The proposed method consists of two major parts: determining the re-engineering and direct 

implementation of the reengineering of key business processes Vertakova, Y., Klevtsov, S. and 

Klevtsova, M. (Vertakova, Y., Klevtsov, S. and Klevtsova, M., 2015). 

In the first block describes the business direction of the enterprise and major groups of business 

processes. Using the BCG matrix is necessary for reengineering. Next, using the model of a hammer 

is to assess the maturity of process management in the organization. 
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In the second block describes the model of key business processes "as is" and assessed for stability 

using Shewhart charts, is functional-cost analysis. Based on the data used for modelling business 

processes "as it should be," determined by the ideal values and on their basis we construct a matrix of 

gaps. At the last stage are eliminated gaps between the performance of models on an "as is" and "as 

should be". 

 
Fig. 2 Stages of the methodology for reengineering business processes 

The source: compiled by the authors 
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Using this technique, an industrial enterprise can carry out the reengineering of business processes 

independently, without the involvement of external consultants, which significantly saves time and 

financial resources for the reengineering of the business processes of the organization. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with current issues associated with the choice of instruments of economic 

mobilization and revitalizing sustainable economic growth. Public – private partnership for transport 

sector is one of the best ways to organize and control relations between the state and business, create 

and upgrade public infrastructure. The authors noted that one of the most controversial issues remains 

the problem of increasing the activity models of public – private partnerships as an alternative tool for 

the development of transport infrastructure. The analysis of the transport infrastructure of Russia and 

other countries of the world. On the basis of factor analysis a classification of the subjects of the 

Russian Federation by the level in the sphere of PPP. Presents the results of the rating of the Russian 

Federation and other countries the level of development of public – private partnerships. The 

possibility of implementation of infrastructure projects using the public – private partnership. 

Key word: transportation infrastructure, economy development, public-private partnership, 

sustainable development. 

Introduction 

The problem of the development and implementation of different forms of public-private partnership 

(PPP) is important today because currently the mechanisms of PPP are a basic tool allowing 

implementing long-term and large-scale projects aimed at socio-economic development both at the 

federal and regional levels since the trend of budget spending cuts, including spending on 

transportation infrastructure projects, is forecast. There are many examples of successful PPP projects 

implementation. Currently, PPP is a well-proved mechanism to attract additional resources to the 

region for its development, in particular, for the development of transportation infrastructure. 

Prospects and problems of interaction between business and government entities, forms and 

mechanisms of public-private partnership implementation, including sustainable development of 

regions were investigated in the works (L. Saringer (Saringer, 2004), B. Akitoby, R Hemming, G. 

Schwartz (Akitoby, Hemming, Schwartz, 2007), Yu. V. Vertakova, V. A. Plotnikov, ( Vertakova, 

Plotnikov, 2012), E. Engel, R. Fischer, A. Galetovic ( Engel, Fischer, Galetovic, 2014) O. Shilkina, 

(Shilkina, 2015), etc.). 

Despite the growing interest in this subject area, many of the problems of interaction between state 

bodies and business entities are not fully disclosed, in particular, the issues regarding the regulatory 

and financing support of the authorities for PPP projects are not thoroughly examined. The same can 

be said about the issues relating to the system of public administration in the sphere of public-private 

partnership at the federal level. 

 

In order to create conditions facilitating investments from extra-budgetary funds for more efficient 

use of the mechanisms of public-private partnership it is necessary to solve a number of tasks: 

- To improve methodological and regulatory framework in the sphere of PPP, which will contribute 

to the growth of the number of models and forms of public-private partnership at the federal and 

regional levels; 
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- To improve financial mechanisms and instruments for implementing PPP projects to achieve 

maximum effectiveness of PPP mechanisms application; 

- To create an effective support system for private partners and concessionaires; 

- To form an comprehensive system of state-private partnership management. 

Due to the unstable economic situation in the world and, in particular, in Russia, the basic 

prerequisites for the development of transportation infrastructure are to a greater extent related to the 

implementation of PPP mechanisms. Implementation of different forms of public-private partnership 

will attract additional extra-budgetary investments in that region, which has traditionally been the 

area of public investments. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The most pressing problem affecting the development of transportation infrastructure in Russia is 

driving conditions of public road network at inter-municipal and regional levels which is currently 

unsatisfactory; more than 50% of the roads do not meet modern road standards and regulations; there 

is also underfunding for roadworks in the conditions of growing traffic density. 

In Russia, there are a great number of settlements which have no all year-round connection with 

public road network by means of hard surface roads. These roads provide not only connection with 

the major economic centres but also form their development potential. One of the main factors for the 

socio-economic development is the fact that most of these roads are far from the major rural 

settlement systems, which increases negative demographic processes in rural areas and, in this regard, 

hinders considerably the development of rural areas, causing reduced agricultural production, 

population outflow, extinction of villages, and towns. The current system has also led to the 

degradation of the system of intra-settlement roads and roads in populated areas, especially in linear 

settlement systems. Technical conditions of most roads can only be assessed as satisfactory; almost 

all regional roads require renovation and upgrading. 

The main current problem of the implementation of the measures aimed at the development and 

modernization of transportation system is limited amount of planned investments and lack of 

infrastructure facilities. 

The formation of the mechanisms of interaction between the state and the private sector can help 

solve this problem. The state and private entities should combine their efforts to reform the 

transportation infrastructure. 

Implementation of infrastructure projects applying PPP mechanisms ensures economic growth, 

investment attraction, new jobs creation, which will lead to sustained growth of income per capita 

and the regional budget increase.  

Currently, more than 1,300 PPP projects are being developed and implemented in Russia. They 

include: 

- 15 federal projects; - 191 regional projects;- more than 1,100 municipal projects. 

With regard to PPP projects in the area of transportation infrastructure, the following trends are 

observed (Fig. 1): 

 
Fig. 1 Number of PPP projects in different infrastructure areas after project close stage 

transportation 

infrastructure; 47 

projects

social 

infrastructure;172  

projects

community 

infrastructure; 62 

projects

energy infrastructure;  

26 projects
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The source: developed by the author using data of the Ministry of economic development and trade of the 

Russian Federation; Federal State Statistics Service data presented on it's website ( 

http://www.gks.ru/bgd/regl/b12_01/IssWWW.exe/Stg/d12/3-5.htm 

Currently, 47 PPP projects in the transportation infrastructure sector have passed commercial close 

stage and are being implemented in Russia; this is equivalent to only 5% of all the projects. 

Municipal and regional authorities adopt experience of structuring PPP federal projects in the sphere 

of motor-roads. The demand for motor-road infrastructure modernization is still very high. The first 

projects started in the sectors of railway and public road transportation. In Russia, these are the most 

important PPP projects[10]. 

The value of the criterion “The level of public-private partnership development in the Russian 

Federation (RF)” is determined based on the evaluation of its component factors values: 

1. Development  of the institutional environment; 

2. Development of regulatory basis of the RF subjects in the sphere of PPP; 

3. Experience in PPP projects implementation in the RF regions. 

Accordingly, the calculation of the integrated index (The level of PPP development in the RF 

subjects) is as follows: 

Rj = α x Lj + β x Nj +γ x Ej 

 

Where j is the ordinal number of the RF subject; α, β, γ are the values which determine the 

significance of the component factors, when α = 0,03, β = 0,03, γ = 0,04; Lj is the value of the factor 

“Development  of the institutional environment of the RF subject in the PPP sphere”. 

According to this technique, the RF subjects are divided into 5 groups according to the level 

of development (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: classification of the level of PPP development in the RF subjects 

 

No of the group The level of PPP development in the RF subjects  

1 leaders by the level of PPP development 60-75%, 

2 regions with a high level of PPP development  45-60%, 

3 regions with an intermediate level of PPP development  35-45%, 

4 regions with a low level of PPP development 25-35%, 

5 regions with a very low level of PPP development 0-25%. 

The source: developed by the author using data of the Ministry of economic development and trade of 

the Russian Federation Federal State Statistics Service [ http://www.gks.ru].  

 

As mentioned above, currently, more than 1,300 projects are at different stages of implementation in 

Russia. The cumulative private investment is 640, 3 bln rubles. 

It should be noted that the ratio of private investment in infrastructure in PPP projects to the nominal 

RF GDP is less than 1%. In comparison to other countries with a similar volume and structure of 

investment in infrastructure according to PPP principles, the percentage ratio of private investment to  

nominal GDP volume is much higher (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 The ratio of private investment in PPP projects to nominal GDP 

 

The source: developed by the author using the data from the unified information system of public-

private partnership in the Russian Federation, World Bank, Federal State Statisticse. 

[http://www.pppi.ru]. 

 
According to expert assessments, if this ratio is at the level of 4 - 5%, then it can be said that the 

process of attracting infrastructure investments into Russian economy on the basis of public-private 

partnership is balanced.  

 

Conclusions 

Summing up we can say the following: 

- the most common investment projects with different forms of PPP in Russia are social, communal 

and transportation infrastructures. The practice of implementing PPP mechanisms is worked out 

mostly in relation to motor-roads; 

- along with other infrastructure industries, transportation provides the basic social living 

environment being an important instrument for achieving social, economic and foreign policy goals; 

- sustainable development of transportation system is a guarantee of the unity of economic space, free 

product and services handling, competition and freedom of economic activities, ensuring the integrity 

of Russia and its national security, improving the environment and living standards in the country; 

- the world practice shows that successful collaboration of private sector and the state in the field of 

transportation infrastructure development indicates the viability and effectiveness of PPP 

mechanisms. In such work, the activities of regional authorities and the state as a whole are 

predominant. They determine the mechanisms of attracting private capital, methods of 

responsibilities and risks distribution, and, above all, the regulatory framework; 

- public-private partnership, is certainly one of the most effective mechanisms of interaction between 

the state and business entities, which allows implementing large-scale and long-term projects aimed 

at developing the economy of the country. 
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Abstract 

 
Last decades have featured a lasting interest in economic development and its determinants by both 

economic theorists and empirical researchers. Besides economic factors as capital formation, natural 

resources, conditions in foreign trade or economic system, some  socio-economic characteristics of the 

society such as human resources, quality of institutions, economic freedom or inequality come up to act 

as determinants of economic development. Multidimensionality of the assessment can present a practical 

problem especially in case of the multitude of cross-correlated measures. In this study we explore 

performance of the principal component analysis procedure in dimensionality reduction in the framework 

of non-parametrical DEA models employed to evaluate economic freedom of 178 countries of the world. 

Benchmarked against the full dimensional model, the results prove a fairly good performance of DEA-

PCA technique.  

Keywords: economic freedom, data envelopment analysis, principal component analysis 

 

1. Introduction 

Last decades have featured a lasting interest in economic development and its determinants by both 

economic theorists and empirical researchers. Leaving aside economic factors as capital formation, 

natural resources, conditions in foreign trade or economic system, some  socio-economic characteristics 

of the society come up to act as determinants of economic development. Human resources  or general 

education have been explored by a vast number of studies on human capital starting back in 90s by 

Romer, Barro and others. Technical know-how and technological change have been subject to as many 

analyses employing growth accounting based on the Solow model. Institutions have been analysed 

profoundly in quantitative studies of Acemoglu and Robinson, specific problems of media voter are dealt 

with in Alesina and Rodrick or Persson and Tabellini´s works.  

Inequality and economic growth has been an issue from Adam Smith´s times. The modern data based 

approach initiated by Kuznets culminated in a hype brought about by Piketty´s Capital in the 21
st
 century.    

Lastly, economic freedom as a determinant of growth has deserved much attention since the studies of 

90s. 
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Friedman associates higher levels of economic freedom with political freedom and prosperity. In an 

empirical approach it is Berggren (2003), Sturm et al. (2002), Gwartney et al. (2004), and most recently 

Akin (2014) who came up with the evidence of the impact of economic freedom on growth.  

In Figure 1 one can see the positive correlation between the level of economic freedom and economic 

performance.  

 

Figure 1: Economic performance and economic freedom in selected countries 

Note: AL - Albania, AR - Armenia, AS - Australia,  AT – Austria, AZ- Azerbaijan, , BA - Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

BE - Belgium, BR - Belarus, CD – Canada, CH - Switzerland, CHN - China, CZ - Czech Republic, CY - Cyprus,  DE 

– Germany, DK - Denmark, EE- Estonia, EL - Greece, ES – Spain, FI - Finland, FR - France, GE - Georgia, HK – 

Hong-Kong, HR – Croatia, HU – Hungary, ID – India, IE – Ireland, IS – Island, IT – Italy, JP – Japan, KO – South 

Korea,  KR – Kyrgyz Republic, KZ – Kazakhstan, LT – Lithuania, LV – Latvia, MC – Macedonia, ME – 

Montenegro, MO – Moldova, MT – Malta, NL – Netherlands, NO – Norway, NZ – New Zealand, MC – Macedonia, 

PL – Poland, PT – Portugal, RO – Romania, RU – Russia, SE – Sweden, SG – Singapore, , SI – Slovenia, SK – 

Slovakia, RS – Serbia, UA – Ukraine, UK – United Kingdom, USA – United States  

Source: IMF - World Outlook Database (2017), Heritage Foundation (2017) 

Generally, any attempt to quantify the impact of factors on economic growth, whether it is a regression, 

semiparametric or non-parametric model, starts by identifying key variables. In the considered area, 

fortunately or not, there is a large quantity of proposed measures available from a multitude of data 

sources
1
 which poses a question of choosing or constructing an optimal measure.  

Narrowing down the scope of the research, this study focuses on the economic freedom exploring a 

particular non-parametric way of measuring which is best represented by Data Envelopment analysis 

(DEA) modelling. DEA is a nonparametric method used to assess the performance of profit and non-

profit organizations. It assumes that the input and output variables are known a priori. In each 

environment, there exists a huge number of input and output variables, and all the variables will serve as 

either input or output variable. If there are a large number of input and output variables the discriminatory 

power of the model reduces. To overcome this difficulty one may need to reduce the input and output 

variables using appropriate scientific methods. 

                                                 
1
 The renowned Stiglitz Report (Fitoussi et al, 2009) lists a multitude of welfare indicators.  
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Zhu (1998) suggests that principal component analysis as a complementary approach is applied to ‘output 

to input’ ratios. The idea of combining DEA and PCA methodologies to achieve dimension reduction was 

developed independently by Ueda and Hoshiai (1997) and Adler and Golany (2001, 2002). In these 

papers it is suggested that the variables can be divided into groups, based on their logical composition 

with respect to the production process, and then replaced with principal components representing each 

group separately. 

In multivariate data analysis the problem of data dimensionality is of great importance. There are many 

techniques aimed at the reduction of the number variables used. The most common include (a) factor 

analysis, (b) principal component analysis (PCA), (c) variable reduction procedure based on a partial 

covariance (VR) or quite recently (d) efficiency contribution measure (ECM).  

Factor analysis is heavily employed in regression models featuring a massive body of empirical literature. 

PCA has been employed in a number of areas ranging from .. to face recognition.  Ueda – Hoshiai (1997) 

and Adler – Golany (2002) were first to employ  PCA in DEA economic analysis.  

VR procedure of Jenkins – Anderson (2003) presents a systematic statistical method for deciding which 

of the original correlated variables can be omitted with least loss of information, and which should be 

retained. Results reveal that even omitting highly correlated variables could have a massive impact on 

computed efficiency measures. Adler (2010) demonstrates that PCA - DEA provides a more powerful 

tool than VR with consistently more accurate results. 

ECM approach proposed by Pastor et al. (2002) is based on testing the marginal contribution of each 

variable to the efficiency estimation based on the pair of specifications – total model and reduced model. 

ECM differs from VR in the role of DEA. While VR makes the variable selection using a statistical test, 

ECM involves DEA estimation. 

We chose to employ PCA and explore statistical properties of the results benchmarked against the full 

dimensional DEA model constituting a measure of economic freedom.  Hereafter we proceed by the 

description of SBM DEA model and principal component routine. In Section 3 data and results of 

statistical tests of seven DEA models with varying number of variables and proportion of the original 

variance accounted for are presented and finally Section 4 concludes and outlines the further research.  

2. Measuring economic freedom 

Standard measures of economic freedom typically present indexes composed as a weighted sum of 

subindicators describing various aspects of economic freedom such as.. The weights are set ex ante and 

represent certain authors´ beliefs as for the importance of the respective subindicators with regard to the 

total score. In this study we elaborate on the alternative way offered by data envelopment analysis (DEA) 

modeling.  The weights would be implicitly ascribed individually in the optimization procedure.  

2.1 SBM model of efficiency 

Let economic subjects (which could be any economic subject transforming inputs into outputs) under 

examination be called DMUs (Decision Making Units) which reflects their independent economic 

behavior. It is assumed to have DMUs transforming m inputs into s outputs. Inputs and outputs are 

organized in the matrices X and Y respectively, element xij meaning amount of input i used by DMU j, 

and the similar way in the output matrix Y.  
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The slacks-based model (SBM) proposed by Tone (2001) is one of the powerful DEA developments to 

capture all sources of inefficiency of the DMU. The objective function ρ is meant to represent score of 

efficiency and features two important properties: unit invariance and monotonicity. 

A function 
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   meets the requirements of the both, moreover, it can be derived that  

0 1ρ< ≤  which makes it easy to interpret values as efficiency scores between 0 and 100%. 

From the computational viewpoint, evaluation of efficiency takes the form of a fractional program:   
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Following Tone (2001) one can arrive at a linear program 
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The dual linear program associated with (2.4)  is   
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After solving linear programs formulated by (2.4) or (2.5) – (2.6), one can go back to original variables 

s
0+

, s
0-

, λλλλ  as optimal solutions of (2.1) – (2.3) and determine ρ0 for DMU0 under evaluation. Efficient 

DMUs will have values of ρ equal unit representing the best practice performance.  The rest of DMUs are 
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thus inefficient scoring ρ < 1. For inefficient units, the models can also indicate a peer group of reference 

units whose performance is most easily achievable for the ones lagging behind. To give the model output 

orientation, input slacks in (2.1) are omitted. We denote the model SBM-O: 

 

2.2 Principal component analysis 

Principal component analysis is a widely used method for reducing dimensionality of the data. Sticking to 

notation from the previous sections inputs and  outputs from matrices X and Y would be replaced with a 

smaller set of new variables – principal components (PCs).  PCs are determined by the following 

procedure: 

2

1 1

, s.t. var( ) max, 1
m m

r kr i r kr

k k

PC l PC l
= =

= → =∑ ∑Y  (2.8) 

 

Clearly, PCs are uncorrelated linear combinations of the original data. There is at most as many principal 

components as the number of original variables (r= 1, 2, ..., s in case of outputs). Pursuing the goal of 

reducing dimensionality it is sensible to pick the least possible number of PCs while retaining maximum 

of the information. The researcher can state should beforehand how much of the variance in original 

variable should PCs account for.  

3. DEA-PCA measures of economic freedom 

3.1 Data and modelling 

As described above, we apply DEA model to subindices of economic freedom of 178 countries of the 

world. The indices would enter the model in the role of outputs. Abstracting from any efforts or cost of 

achieving a certain level of economic freedom, we set input to unit for each country and run an output 

oriented model. Thus we arrive at a composite indicator resembling standard index of economic freedom. 

The difference consists in ascribing the optimal weight to each category so as to maximize the total score 

which is ensured by the program (2.1). We adopt twelve dimensions of economic freedom from Heritage 

Foundation (2017) as outputs in the matrix Y. 

We measure economic freedom based on 12 quantitative and qualitative factors, grouped into four broad 

categories, or pillars, of economic freedom: 
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Heritage Foundation 

• Rule of Law (property rights, government integrity, judicial effectiveness) 

• Government Size (government spending, tax burden, fiscal health) 

• Regulatory Efficiency (business freedom, labor freedom, monetary freedom) 

• Open Markets (trade freedom, investment freedom, financial freedom) 

Each of the twelve economic freedoms within these categories is graded on a scale of 0 to 100. A 

country’s overall score is derived by averaging these twelve economic freedoms, with equal weight being 

given to each.  

3.2 Full dimensional model   

A comprehensive full dimensional model ef12 is computed using optimization (2.7). Calculations 

involved determining scores for each of 178 countries in the dataset. The results comprise values of slack 

variables, values of dual variables determining efficiency frontier and the set of efficient countries. This 

can be complementarily  established by filtering out countries with unit efficiency scores. 

While it is not the focus of this study to bring recommendations for decision makers (though the ultimate 

DEA models´ purpose is exactly that) we report efficient DMUs (countries) from the ef12 model in Table 

A2 in Appendix without any other values of variables involved in computations barely listing efficient 

countries. Other variables will be subject to the correlation analysis and do not present an interest of their 

own. Variables used and specification type are stated in Table 2.  

3.3 Principal components and DEA 

PCA was conducted following the routine of (2.8). In practical application, a covariance matrix C of the 

demeaned original variables was produced. Then eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues are 

computed and sorted in a descending order.  

 
Fig. 2:  Variance explained by principal components 

Source: Authors´ calculations 
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Now it is possible to express the original data in terms of the chosen number principal components at the 

cost of the corresponding loss of variance of the raw data explained. In Figure 2 one can see a portion of 

the total variance explained by individual PCs (proportion) along with the cumulative variance. Based on 

the results depicted in Figure 1 we chose to explore first six principal components accounting for 90% of 

the total variance in the data and halving the initial number of variables. 

In Table 2 models are listed along with the variables employed. All models are output oriented with 

constant return to scale assumption.  

Table 2:  Overview of the variables and models 

model type variables 

    output input 

ef12 SBM-O-C 12 sub-indicators 1 

pc1 SBM-O-C PC1 1 

pc2 SBM-O-C PC1 PC2 1 

pc3 SBM-O-C PC1 PC2 PC3 1 

pc4 SBM-O-C PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 1 

pc5 SBM-O-C PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 1 

pc6 SBM-O-C PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 1 

Source: Authors´ calculations 

Solving each model involves conducting 178 optimizations of the (2.7). Variables for the model ef12 are 

described in the Section 3.1. 

3.3 Statistical testing 

Having obtained a single composite index (efficiency score) from a comprehensive ef12 model and DEA 

scores from reduced PCA models, the question of substitutability can be attempted to answer. First we are 

interested in the degree of correlation between the scores from individual models. Efficiency scores are 

stored as variables sef12 (the full SBM model) and spc1 through spc6 models. In Table 2 correlation 

matrix of these variables is provided. 

Table 3:  Correlation matrix – scores from models 

sef12 spc1 spc2 spc3 spc4 spc5 spc6   

1 0,33 0,16 0,32 0,31 0,26 0,19 sef12 

  1 0,46 0,44 0,41 0,32 0,25 spc1 

  1 0,85 0,78 0,65 0,51 spc2 

  1 0,88 0,68 0,56 spc3 

  1 0,79 0,66 spc4 

  1 0,85 spc5 

            1 spc6 

Source: Authors´ calculations 
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From the correlation matrices it is not possible to determine whether the dependence between the 

variables is statistically significant. To test for that we therefore generate two series of differences 

between both the score and the rank from ef12 and pc model. Running a regression of the differences on a 

constant (with a heteroskedasticity robust errors) makes clear whether the differences are of a systematic 

nature or not and which direction they tend. 

Table 4:  Correlation matrix - ranks 

ref12 rpc1 rpc2 rpc3 rpc4 rpc5 rpc6 

1 0,63 0,09 0,33 0,32 0,30 0,24 ref12 

1 0,43 0,46 0,44 0,45 0,29 rpc1 

1 0,81 0,77 0,65 0,48 rpc2 

1 0,84 0,63 0,49 rpc3 

1 0,78 0,63 rpc4 

1 0,85 rpc5 

1 rpc6 

Source: Authors´ calculations 

Table 5:  Differences between scores and ranks 

  const p-value     const p-value 

sd1 0,441 1,35E-52 *** rd1 -3,742 2,84E-01 

sd2 0,064 5,10E-03 *** rd2 -3,657 5,05E-01 

sd3 -0,136 4,08E-10 *** rd3 -3,433 4,67E-01 

sd4 -0,179 1,71E-15 *** rd4 -3,230 4,99E-01 

sd5 -0,275 3,33E-28 *** rd5 -2,320 6,35E-01 

sd6 0,340 3,04E-36 *** rd6 -1,129 8,28E-01 

Source: Authors´ calculations 

Table 5 displays the results – constants from the regression and the corresponding p-values. It is obvious 

that differences in scores are systematic being positively tilted for models pc1, pc2 and pc6. For pc3 

through pc5 the bias appears to be significantly negative. Taking a look at the ranks reveals negative 

difference across all PC models, this underestimation of the full range model is not statistically 

significant. 

4. Conclusions and further research 

As institutional quality presents a proved basis for economic performance, we probed alternative method 

of assessing European institutions within the set of EU and OECD countries by employing SBM model 

and shrinking the set of variables employing PCA method.  The discriminatory power of the DEA seems 

not to have suffered in a considerable way. 

Getting more convincing results would require employing methods for identifying and possibly omitting 

outlying data for which a number of procedures is suggested in DEA literature. After that additional non-

parametric testing could be conducted involving e.g. Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test. Some routines such 
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as Wilcoxon test (whether the difference between two observations has a mean signed rank of 0) are more 

robust against outliers and heavy tail distributions. 

Some authors, e.g. Banker, Simar and Wilson or Pastor et al. propose statistical tests for measuring the 

relevance of inputs or outputs.  as well as tests to consider potentially aggregating inputs or outputs intead 

of reducing dimensionality of the whole bulk of variables. 
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ANNEX  

Table A1 :  Reference set and Frequency to other DMUs 

ef12 pc1 pc2 pc3 pc4 pc5 pc6

reference freq reference freq reference freq reference freq reference freq reference freq reference freq

Australia 0 Denmark 177 Barbados 0 Bahrain 30 Bahrain 11 Bahrain 91 Bahrain 63

Bahamas 0 Denmark 4 Barbados 1 Barbados 1 Barbados 2 Barbados 5

Bahrain 0 Finland 16 Cabo Verde 3 Bhutan 0 Bhutan 0 Belarus 0

Central Africa 0 Japan 25 Denmark 1 Cabo Verde 3 Cabo Verde 2 Bhutan 4

Congo, DR 0 Slovenia 10 Finland 1 Denmark 0 Colombia 0 Cabo Verde 1

Denmark 0 UK 120 Hong Kong 0 Eritrea 0 Denmark 4 Central Africa 0

Dominica 1 Japan 41 Finland 1 Djibouti 0 Colombia 0

Estonia 0 New Zealand 3 Hong Kong 0 Eritrea 0 Denmark 10

Finland 0 Singapore 45 Japan 88 Finland 1 Djibouti 0

Guatemala 7 Slovenia 0 New Zealand 2 Hong Kong 7 Eritrea 0

Hong Kong 134 UK 84 Singapore 90 Japan 43 Finland 0

Hungary 0 Slovenia 0 Kyrgyz Rep. 6 Gambia 3

Ireland 0 UAE 3 Maldives 3 Hong Kong SAR 6

Jordan 0 UK 17 Mongolia 5 Japan 56

Kuwait 0 New Zealand 3 Kyrgyz Rep. 1

Lithuania 3 Oman 1 Maldives 2

Luxembourg 2 Singapore 89 Mongolia 2

Madagascar 0 Slovenia 0 Namibia 3

Netherlands 0 Tonga 1 New Zealand 4

New Zealand 25 UAE 3 Oman 0

Nigeria 2 UK 13 Papua New Guinea 0

Norway 0 US 0 Saint Vincent 15

Oman 0 Brunei 1 Singapore 75

Paraguay 0 Slovenia 0

Qatar 4 Timor-Leste 1

Saudi Arabia 0 Tonga 2

Singapore 9 Uganda 3

Sudan 0 UAE 1

Sweden 0 United Kingdom 14

Switzerland 0 United States 61

Taiwan 1 Brunei 17

Turkmenistan 0

United Arab Emirates 0

United Kingdom 0

United States 0

Vanuatu 0

Brunei 0  

Source: The autors´ computation 
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Abstract  
 
Final year project (FYP) is of critical importance, as students have to achieve this last milestone to finish 
their degree. This paper presents the students’ experiences with final year projects in the Faculty of 
Computing and Information Technology, Rabigh (FCITR). On the basis of its findings, a prototype is 
developed using the open source technology to manage projects and guide the students. 
 
Keywords: graduation project, information systems, student guidance, project archiving. 
 
Introduction  
 
Capstone based FYP is a mandatory part of graduation in many curriculums in undergraduate programs 
of Information System (IS), Information Technology (IT) and Computer Science (CS). In this project, an 
integrated approach is followed to train students to manage software development by utilizing the 
knowledge achieved during the earlier semesters. 
 
FYP project is an integral part of graduation in FCITR. Fifth-year students can register for the project 
only after completing their mandatory credit hours. It is a two-semester long activity in which the 
students (in a group of at least two) complete a project under the supervision of one of the faculty 
members. In the first semester, students form a group, choose a topic of their interest either proposed by 
students or by the supervisor, and work on introduction, literature survey, analysis and design of the 
selected project. In the second semester, the focus is on the implementation and testing. At the end, the 
completed project is presented for evaluation. A number of reports and forms are needed to be submitted 
during these two semesters within the given time frames. 
 
Some studies have identified students’ difficulties in completing their FYPs and the needs of developing 
such tools that can help to monitor and manage graduation projects (Bouvki, 2007; Leung et. al, 2015).  
The web-based FYP management system by Leung et. al. (2015) supports three types of users: the 
program organizers, supervisors and group members. Their system consists of five modules: project 
allocation module, the communication module, project management module, file sharing and repository 
module, and also submission and grading module. The FYP management systems by Clement and 
Bounds (2014) include tools to connect students with potential supervisors before the project allocation 
starts, while also include submission and collection of assignments, which are among the common 
functions in a Content Management System (CMS). Bakar et. al (2011) also reported their development 
and user experience of FYP management system at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. Their system 
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consists of three major modules: user profile, project monitoring and appointment setting modules. The 
HKU CS Project Management System (2013) is a project management system developed in at the 
University of Hong Kong, Department of Computer Science. The system can show project information, 
news, schedules and project allocation. 

Background of the Project 

Currently in FCITR all the work is being done manually. Many problems are adherent to hand operated 

or manual systems such as loss of information, prone to errors, waste of time etc. Secondly, there is no 

digital archive of completed projects. With every passing year, as the number of graduates is increasing, 

this way of managing project reports is becoming more difficult. There is no way to check which topics 

have already been chosen. Searching for some particular report is also very difficult. Although the course 

management system is available to provide the courses add and drop procedure but it doesn’t suit well to 

FYP’s requirements. 

Users & System Development 

The Questionnaire 

We prepared a questionnaire for collecting information regarding the preparation of the graduation 

projects of the students. For this purpose, a few questions were designed and were uploaded on the 

Google questionnaire system and there was a participation of 62 students. 95.2% of the respondents stated 

that they are in the graduation year. 80.6% of the students indicated that they have difficulty in 

communicating with their supervisors. 83.9% of the students wished to use various internet means to 

communicate with their supervisors, whereas the other 24.2% prefer personal communication with their 

supervisors. 83.9% indicated that they have difficulty in understanding the steps of the project. Only 

19.4% indicated to seek resort from their supervisors in case of difficulty in understanding the project 

steps, meanwhile the others preferred to seek help from previous students’ experience. The results also 

indicate that 91.9% read previous students’ projects and 95.2% feel that it is a good idea to create a 

website for archiving students projects in the faculty. The respondents also agree that creating a website is 

a good idea since it will provide students a platform to benefit from the previous projects and ideas. Using 

these ideas, we wish to build a system, which will provide instant access to students and faculty to benefit 

from the experiences of the past students in minimum possible time besides providing access to all 

previous project reports instantly. 

Review on Current Systems 

We did a review on two systems namely, 1) the University of Leeds, School of Computing 

Undergraduate Projects Archive, and 2) the City University of Hong Kong, College of Science and 

Engineering. 

The University of Leeds website displays titles of the projects with links to electronic copies of project 

reports [6].  The City University of Hong Kong, College of Science and Engineering [4] website consists 

of several sections, including a section for guidance and section to archive the student projects. It also 

includes video links to projects with subject areas and objectives for each project. 

Based on the above reviews of related works and user requirements, we had outlined the criteria for the 

proposed system as in Table 1. It shows the main similarities and differences between our project and 

related work. Hence the benefits of the proposed systems are as follows: 
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1. Provides possibility to communicate with the supervisor of the project

2. Provides archives of previous projects

3. Provides schedule to students

4. Provides student guide in th

5. Providing list of important external link

Table 1:  Comparison between the proposed website and related work

Technology 

Open Source technology was adopted for the development of the prototype. 

which is developed by Apache Friends

XAMPP is an open source cross-platform

server on any operating system. I

for web server setup. Other web and

Flash and Macromedia Photoshop.

Logical Data Model 

Database design is the process of producing a detailed data model of a database. This logical data model 

contains all the needed logical and ph

generate a design in a Data Definition Language. The design is use

modules or tables. The term database design can be used to describe many different part

Provides possibility to communicate with the supervisor of the project 

Provides archives of previous projects 

Provides schedule to students 

Provides student guide in the form of templates and guidelines 

Providing list of important external link 

Comparison between the proposed website and related work 

 

Open Source technology was adopted for the development of the prototype. Our project use 

developed by Apache Friends and includes a server, database and interpreter. 

platform web server package makes it easy to test and deploy your web 

server on any operating system. It was also chosen because it includes all the features that are needed 

Other web and design tools used include Macromedia Dreamweaver, Macromedia 

Flash and Macromedia Photoshop. 

Database design is the process of producing a detailed data model of a database. This logical data model 

contains all the needed logical and physical design choices and physical storage parameters needed to 

generate a design in a Data Definition Language. The design is used to identify relationship between the 

modules or tables. The term database design can be used to describe many different parts of the design of 

 

 

Our project use XAMPP, 

 The fact that 

makes it easy to test and deploy your web 

it includes all the features that are needed 

include Macromedia Dreamweaver, Macromedia 

Database design is the process of producing a detailed data model of a database. This logical data model 

ysical design choices and physical storage parameters needed to 

to identify relationship between the 

s of the design of 
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an overall database web site. Figure 1 

information system. 

Fig. 1: Logical data model for GP Organize System

Results 

Some interfaces of the developed prototype are presented in this section. Figure 

After logging in, a different dashboard is presented to three types of users: student, supervisor and 

administrator. 

an overall database web site. Figure 1 is referring for the database design that we used in our web based 

 

Logical data model for GP Organize System 

Some interfaces of the developed prototype are presented in this section. Figure 2 shows the home page. 

After logging in, a different dashboard is presented to three types of users: student, supervisor and 

in our web based 

 

shows the home page. 

After logging in, a different dashboard is presented to three types of users: student, supervisor and 
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A new group can be created using the screen shown in Figure 

After creating groups, the available final year students are added to the group as shown in Figure 

supervisor can add a new project and one group can be assigned to each project as shown in Figure 

Fig.4:

 
 

Fig. 2: The prototype’s home page 

A new group can be created using the screen shown in Figure 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Create group window 

available final year students are added to the group as shown in Figure 

and one group can be assigned to each project as shown in Figure 

 
 

.4:  Screen for Adding Students to Groups 

 

available final year students are added to the group as shown in Figure 4. The 

and one group can be assigned to each project as shown in Figure 5.  
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Fig. 5:  

On completion, project can be added to archive a shown in Figure 

Fig 

 

Student and supervisor can communicate with each other. Figure 

message to the supervisor. 

Supervisor can add guidance for students in the form of documents, 

to external resources which students can refer to as reference.  This window can be found as 

 

 
 

  Screen for Assigning a Project to a Group 

On completion, project can be added to archive a shown in Figure 6. 

 
Fig .6:  Window for Archiving a Project 

Student and supervisor can communicate with each other. Figure 7 shows how students can send 

Supervisor can add guidance for students in the form of documents, for example like templates or links 

to external resources which students can refer to as reference.  This window can be found as 

shows how students can send 

for example like templates or links 

to external resources which students can refer to as reference.  This window can be found as in Figure 8. 
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Fig

Fig. 8:

 

To add a new milestone in the schedule, information like

which department is added as shown in Figure 

 

Fig. 7: Send Message to Students window 

 

: Screen for Adding Guidance for Students 

To add a new milestone in the schedule, information like task name, deliverables, end date, and for 

added as shown in Figure 9. 

, end date, and for 
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Fig. 9: Screen for Adding Project Milestone for Students

 

Another way of giving guidance to student is provided on one screen where templates and different 

documents can be downloaded. Students can access external links provided and can also view the 

milestones as shown in Figure 10.

Fig .10

 

FYP archive as showed in Figure 1

possibility to download the report.

Fig. 

 

Screen for Adding Project Milestone for Students 

guidance to student is provided on one screen where templates and different 

documents can be downloaded. Students can access external links provided and can also view the 

. 

10: Screen for Giving Guidance Students 

igure 11 gives lists of all the available projects along with their details and 

possibility to download the report. 

. 11: Window for List of Previous Projects 

 

guidance to student is provided on one screen where templates and different 

documents can be downloaded. Students can access external links provided and can also view the 

 

gives lists of all the available projects along with their details and 
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Figure 12 shows the overview presented to administrator. It includes information about number of 

students, faculty numbers, and groups, reports in archive, schedule and guidance details.

Fig. 1

The usability and user acceptance tests were conducted and 3 students from final year participated in 

these tests. Results indicated the positive feedback.

Conclusion 

The project has achieved the goals and objectives that were initially set out and defined. In this section, 

we present lessons learnt from the project and future enhancement areas for the prototype. Lesson 1: The 

web based developed system provide the one 

system helps the students to understand the FYP project requirements by browsing the previous year 

projects and by accessing important guidelines, templates and milestones. On project completion, 

supervisor can move it to archive. 

communication with the supervisor

their senior projects. Lesson 2: Requirement elicitation is a com

methods (i.e. interviews, brain storming, survey, use

prototype approach has been used for requirement specification of future system development. Lesson 3: 

Open Source technology provides a quick alternative in an environment where high costs are primary 

impediments. 

We propose three future enhancement areas for the prototype:. Enhancement 1: The system focuses on 

student guidance and previous projects archiving. It may exte

assigned tasks to which percentage it is completed. Enhancement 2: Another enhancement that can be 

made is adding the functionality of chat. Enhancement 3: A number of questionnaires are filled in during 

the project by students and supervisors. On the basis of those and task completion information, grading 

module can also be developed. 

 

 

shows the overview presented to administrator. It includes information about number of 

students, faculty numbers, and groups, reports in archive, schedule and guidance details. 

12: Overview for Administration Window 

e tests were conducted and 3 students from final year participated in 

these tests. Results indicated the positive feedback. 

The project has achieved the goals and objectives that were initially set out and defined. In this section, 

we present lessons learnt from the project and future enhancement areas for the prototype. Lesson 1: The 

web based developed system provide the one point access to all the project related information. This 

system helps the students to understand the FYP project requirements by browsing the previous year 

projects and by accessing important guidelines, templates and milestones. On project completion, 

pervisor can move it to archive. Providing the messaging options also facilitates students’ 

communication with the supervisor. This system helps student and supervisor to organize and manage 

their senior projects. Lesson 2: Requirement elicitation is a complex process. This is evident as several 

methods (i.e. interviews, brain storming, survey, use-cases and prototyping) has been used. The 

prototype approach has been used for requirement specification of future system development. Lesson 3: 

nology provides a quick alternative in an environment where high costs are primary 

We propose three future enhancement areas for the prototype:. Enhancement 1: The system focuses on 

student guidance and previous projects archiving. It may extend to monitor the students by checking the 

assigned tasks to which percentage it is completed. Enhancement 2: Another enhancement that can be 

made is adding the functionality of chat. Enhancement 3: A number of questionnaires are filled in during 

ct by students and supervisors. On the basis of those and task completion information, grading 

shows the overview presented to administrator. It includes information about number of 

 

e tests were conducted and 3 students from final year participated in 

The project has achieved the goals and objectives that were initially set out and defined. In this section, 

we present lessons learnt from the project and future enhancement areas for the prototype. Lesson 1: The 

point access to all the project related information. This 

system helps the students to understand the FYP project requirements by browsing the previous year 

projects and by accessing important guidelines, templates and milestones. On project completion, 

Providing the messaging options also facilitates students’ 

. This system helps student and supervisor to organize and manage 

plex process. This is evident as several 

cases and prototyping) has been used. The 

prototype approach has been used for requirement specification of future system development. Lesson 3: 

nology provides a quick alternative in an environment where high costs are primary 

We propose three future enhancement areas for the prototype:. Enhancement 1: The system focuses on 

nd to monitor the students by checking the 

assigned tasks to which percentage it is completed. Enhancement 2: Another enhancement that can be 

made is adding the functionality of chat. Enhancement 3: A number of questionnaires are filled in during 

ct by students and supervisors. On the basis of those and task completion information, grading 
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Abstract  

The article describes the importance of employee creativity in a company. The perspectives of 

research on creativity and the determinants of creative production space are presented. So far, no 

methodology has been developed to measure the creativity of workers in manufacturing enterprises 

and to assess the innovations introduced. For this purpose, appropriate tools and methods have been 

developed. The article presents the methods and tools used in assessing the innovativeness of a 

company and the level of innovation introduced. Also authoring tools to support the creativity of 

workers in production companies are described: A questionnaire of creative attitude and Sheet for 

work sample evaluation. The field of impact assessment of the creativity of the employees on the 

development of innovative solutions in the company was also presented. 

Keywords: creativity, innovations, innovator, company. 

 

Introduction 

Creativity plays an important role in entrepreneurial processes. It is a factor stimulating the 

development of the company. Combined with the knowledge and social competences, it leads to 

innovation (Luecke, 2003). The innovation is a task for every employee, not just for the research and 

development department. It is important only to create a safe space for innovation. It fosters self-

expression, experimentation, risk-taking, and admitting mistakes without the fear of punishment 

(Dyer, Gregersen, Christensen, 2011). Creativity should be used in all aspects of company’s 

operations, as each of them can affect its effectiveness (Kosieradzka, 2013). 

 

Currently, there are no tools supporting an identification of internal factors responsible for innovation 

and creativity in the company. This state of affairs has contributed to the development of a concept of 

the study on employees’ creativity effect on product and/or process innovations in a company. The 

study will be conducted on small, medium and large innovative manufacturing companies. The first 

step in the study is the selection of companies by analyzing their level of innovation. Then, product 

and/or process innovation in the company is subject to an evaluation. The final step in the study is an 

evaluation of the predisposition to the creative thinking of the innovators. A number of tools 

described in this article have been developed to carry out the study.  

 

1. Prospects of the study on creativity  

 
Creativity can be analyzed from different perspectives. The popular classification is the “four P” 

model, i.e., the study on creativity through the prism of person, process, product and place. The first 

aspect concerns an identification of the creative potential of the examined person. The following tools 

are most commonly used for this purpose (Karwowski, 2009b): 

 

- creativity tests allowing to determine the level of fluidity, flexibility and originality of 

thinking, 

- techniques focused on self-description (personality questionnaires), 

- interview and observation of the examined person. 
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In the case of creative process analysis, it is desirable to describe and understand what happens when 

a creative work arises. According to Necka (1995) the creative process takes place when a new and 

valuable result is obtained, and it is characterized by novelty and value. Analysis of the process of 

ideas creation is an important source of information about the examined person. Experimental tasks, 

most often related to problem solving, are a significant issue in the creative process examination. 

They seek to determine what factors are important during the creation process, and then manipulate 

them to verify their effect. The role of attention, stimulation and the influence of positive or negative 

emotions is emphasized, then they are manipulated and their effect on activity effectiveness is 

determined (Karwowski, 2009b). 

 

Another approach is an analysis of the product (creative product), which also provides a lot of 

information about the creative capabilities of the innovator. In this case, the importance of the study 

should be attributed to experts’ evaluation and content analysis (Karwowski, 2009b). 

 

The last perspective of creativeness analysis concerns the study of its over-individual dimension, i.e., 

the analysis of “the climate in the workplace”. Task of Amabile (1996) the work environment 

significantly affects the search for ideas and their implementation. In this aspect, it is examined 

whether the company and the physical place of work favor creativity and innovation. The studies in 

this area are conducted using questionnaires or observations (0).  

 

2. Space for creativity in the company 
 

Creativity requires an environment focused on an innovative development. Creative employees 

should be provided with an environment that will support their activities and lead to the 

implementation of a rationalized solution (Kosieradzka, 2013). An important element affecting 

innovations is the working environment and the climate in the company. An atmosphere favoring 

creativity concerns the characteristics of the environment, which may be a stimulant or inhibitor of 

creative activity. Employee-to-employee contacts and open discussions contribute to the emergence 

of creative ideas. They are possible due to the elimination of barriers requiring a hierarchical shift to 

a flattened one, where the teamwork is preferred. 

 

There are three important approaches that develop the concepts of climate for creativity: the G. 

Ekvall concept developed by S.G. Isaksen and K. Lauer (Karwowski, 2009a), the view by T.M. 

Amabile (1996, 1997) and the concept of M. West (2002). 

 

G. Ekvall is the author of the first questionnaire for the measurement of workplace atmosphere. 

According to G. Ekvall, the “climate for creativity” is a factor that supports the production and 

introduction of new products and solutions. It supports the development and assimilation of new, 

different proposals. This approach recognizes the climate as one of the variables affecting the ability 

of the company for modernization to continuous development. According to the author of the 

concept, significant elements forming the creative climate include: challenge, openness and 

confidence, time for ideas realization, supporting the ideas, debate and taking the risks. G. Ekvall's 

approach coincides with the concept of T.M. Amabile (1996, 1997). It is based on the belief that 

creativity within the company is affected by: 

 

- ability to create innovation at the managerial level; 

- motivation of the company to carry out activities characterized by novelty; 

- resources including people, materials and time. 

Such an approach was the basis for creating a tool in the form of questionnaire for the measurement 

of creativity climate in organizations. The questionnaire covers eight scales. In a research study by 

Amabile (1996, 1997) the factors that encourage creativity include the following:  

-  motivating for creative activity by the organization, 

- encouraging the creativity by the supervisor, 

- support from co-workers,  

- autonomy and freedom,  

- sufficient resources, 
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- challenging work. 

Two scales describing inhibitors of creative activity, such as pressure resulting from burdens and 

organizational difficulties blocking and disrupting the creativity, were also included in the 

questionnaire.  

The last approach developed by M. West (2002) refers to a climate that fosters innovation in the 

organization. According to the author of the concept, four elements affect the creative atmosphere: 

security, innovation support, clear goals, and task orientation. 

 

3. Procedure of the study on an effect of innovators’ creativity on innovation 

development in the company  
 

Examination of an effect of innovators’ creativity on the development of innovation in the company 

is conducted according to the adopted scheme (Figure 1). In a research study by Tomczak-Horyń, 

Knosala (2016)  the first step in the study is an analysis of the level of company’s innovation. It is 

based on a questionnaire survey and an interview with the decision maker in the company. The next 

step is an analysis of the documentation concerning process and/or product innovation introduced in 

the company. The author or authors of the innovation will be selected and evaluated at this stage. The 

last step is an examination of innovators’ creativity. It includes an assessment of their creative 

attitude and evaluation of work sample.  

 

Analysis of the level 

of company’s 

innovation

Analysis of process or/and 

product innovation 

introduced in the company

Examination of the 

predisposition for creative 

thinking of the employee or 

employees who are the authors 

of the introduced innovation 

(so-called innovators)

questionnaire 

completion by the 

decision maker

evaluation of the novelty 

level of the introduced 

innovation according to the 

adopted indices

evaluation of creative 

predispositions based on work 

sample questionnaire and a 

questionnaire of creative 

attitude

 

Fig. 1: Procedure of the study on an effect of innovators’ creativity on innovation development 

in the company 

Source: own elaboration 

 

4. Methods and tools used in an evaluation of company’s innovation and the 

level of innovation introduced 
 

Appropriate methods and tools were used at particular stages of the study in the company (Fig. 2).  

Evaluation of company’s innovation  

The analysis of the companies participating in the study will be based on semi-structured interview. It 

contains elements of structured interview, which is conducted on the basis of an individual interview 

with the respondent and contains specific questions. Additional questions not included in the 

questionnaire may appear during the interview, which may be important for the development of the 

study (Blandford, 2013). 

 

In a research study by Tomczak-Horyń, Knosala (2016) a questionnaire survey is a tool used to help 

to evaluate the company’s innovation. The questions in the questionnaire concern an evaluation of 

company’s development identifying the economic situation, employment, investments, or employees 
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involvement in innovations creation. Further questions concern, inter alia, kind of innovations 

introduced by the company in the years 2013-2016 and the plans for the implementation of 

innovative processes in the years 2017-2019.  

 

Stage of the study Method Tool

Selection of the 

sample

Semi-structured 

interview

Questionnaire of 

innovation level 

examination

Analysis of 

innovation 

introduced in the 

company

Desk research

Examination of 

employee’s 

creative attitude 

Survey method
Questionnaire of 

creative attitude

Evaluation of 

employee’s work 

sample

Action research

Work sample 

assessment sheet.

Work sample 

questionnaire

Innovation 

evaluation sheet

 

Fig. 2: Scheme of the study considering the methods and tools applied 

Source: own elaboration 

 

Evaluation of the level of innovation introduced  

Determination of the level of company’s innovation is followed by an analysis of the existing data on 

the innovation introduced. The analysis will involve an examination of the level of innovation. 

Innovation assessment sheet is a tool used to support the evaluation. It includes the indicators such as: 

 

1. The degree of novelty in terms of the company - level of innovation introduced in the 

company scale. 

2. The degree of novelty in terms of the market - level of novelty of innovation introduced in 

the market scale. 

3. The time of introduced innovation operation - number of months of innovation using. 

4. The scope of innovation - scope of innovation introduced in the company. 

5. Innovation universality - areas of the company that have benefited after innovation was 

introduced. 

The first indicator concerns the analysis of innovation within the company. It enables the division of 

innovation into three solutions: solution not used in the enterprise so far, solution that is a significant 

change in the already existing solution in the company, and a micro-solution.  

 

The second indicator refers to the level of novelty on the market scale. This indicator adopted a 

commonly used classification, distinguishing incremental and radical innovations. Incremental 

innovations are improvements that consist in refining of the existing forms or reconfiguring them to 
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serve new purposes. In turn, radical innovations involve the introduction of completely new, unused 

solutions (Knosala, 2017). 

 

Next indicator refers to the determination of the time of solution operation. If the idea has been 

implemented and works for some time then it can be assumed that it is effective. Based on the initial 

assumptions, the high effectiveness of introduced innovation was assumed to be its application over 

nine months (Knosala, Boratyńska – Sala A, Jurczyk – Bunkowska, Moczała, 2013). 

 

The indicator concerning innovation scope informs about the number of workstations in which 

innovation can be applied. A high level of this indicator is reached with the solution implemented on 

4 and more posts.  

 

The last indicator concerns the universality of innovation and is measured by determination of the 

number of areas in the company that could be improved due to the innovation. These could be, for 

example, parallel improvements in OSH, logistics and manufacturing.  

The indicator of innovation range and universality refers to the evaluation of process innovation. 

 

5. Design of questionnaires used in the study of innovators’ predispositions for 

creative thinking 

 

In a research study by Tomczak-Horyń, Knosala (2016) the last stage of the study in the company is 

an examination of innovators’ predispositions for creative thinking. This examination concerns the 

determination of the creative attitude and an evaluation of the work sample. A questionnaire of 

creative attitude is a tool supporting an evaluation of the creative attitude of the innovator. This is a 

self-assessment questionnaire. It consists of 18 statements concerning the employee’s behavior in the 

situation of improvement and operation in the company. The examined person determines to what 

extent agrees with the statement on the basis of a 5 point scale. A maximum of 72 points can be 

obtained in the evaluation of the creative attitude. If an employee earns the sten score of 9 - 10 

position, it means that he or she is characterized by a very high creative attitude. The sten score 

below 4 means a low creative attitude (Tab. 1). A questionnaire of creative attitude is described in 

Tomczak – Horyń, Knosala, 2014, 2016. 

 

The second area of creativity evaluation is an assessment of the work sample using action research 

(AR) method (Coughlan, Coghlan, 2002). According to K. Lewin, AR’s precursor, the method is 

based on the performance of the subsequent steps on a spiral basis: assumption - action - evaluation. 

Correct application of this method comes down to an identification of the problem and gathering facts 

allowing to solve it. The subject of AR interest are practical issues related to the direct problems of 

the group.  

 

The method is performed in a natural environment using a qualitative view, such as a record of events 

and behaviors as well as observations (Tomczak-Horyń, Knosala, 2017b). 

 

The tools supporting the evaluation include: work sample questionnaire and work sample assessment 

sheet. The work sample questionnaire contains six tasks concerning open-ended problems or task 

situations. 
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Table 1: Scale sten type for the creative attitude questionnaire  

(Tomczak-Horyń, Knosala, 2014) 

 
 

Their purpose is to reveal the employee’s ability for divergent thinking. Divergent thinking plays an 

important role in problems solving. It involves “breaking away” from the previously known ways of 

perceiving and acting. The open-ended tasks are the prerequisites for divergent processes. Divergent 

thinking skills are responsible for performing the tasks and solving the problems with more than one 

correct solution (Nęcka, 1995). In order to diversify the tasks, four versions of the questionnaire were 

developed: A, B, C and D. They contain different problem situations to solve, however, measuring 

the same abilities. An example of questionnaire construction is described in Tomczak – Horyń, 

Knosala, 2017b. Solution of the task is evaluated according to 4 indicators:  

  

- Fluency of thinking − ease of making solutions to the problems; 

- Flexibility of thinking − ability to change direction of thinking; 

- Originality − ability to produce ingenious, unusual and distant answers; 

- Elaboration − ability to complement the overall outline of plans, as well as concepts.   

 

A comment on the assignment of points with respect to specified indicator was included in the work 

sample evaluation sheet (Tab. 2). 

 
Table 2: Sheet for work sample evaluation (Tomczak – Horyń, Knosala, 2017a, 2017b) 
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The value of the degree of originality and elaboration index is evaluated on the basis of the adopted 

scale (Tab. 3). 

 

Table 3: The value of the degree (Tomczak – Horyń, Knosala, 2017a, 2017b) 

 

 

 
The initial point scale was accepted in the evaluation of the employee’s work sample (Tab. 4). The 

employee can earn more than 15 points. The maximum value of points that can be obtained depends 

on the number of problem solutions and the number of categories to which the problem solution can 

be addressed. 

 

Table 4: Point scale evaluation work samples (Tomczak – Horyń, Knosala, 2017a, 2017b) 

 

 

6. The area of the study on employees’ creativity effect on innovation 

development in the company 

 
The study on determination of employees’ creativity effect on the development of innovation in the 

company is still ongoing. Companies participating in the study will be selected in terms of innovation 

level, size, as well as type of innovations introduced. The selection of companies will be focused on 

different case studies, so that at least six different case study combinations would be obtained. The 

subject of the study will be three types of companies in terms of their size and two types when 

regards the innovations introduced. Small, medium and large innovative manufacturing companies 

will be subject to the study. Product and/or process innovations introduced in the company will be 

analyzed (Figure 3). The next stage of the study will involve the selection of the authors of 

innovation and an evaluation of their predispositions for creative thinking. The study concerns the 

measurement of fluid creation which is related to creativity. 

 

So far, the study was conducted in two large manufacturing companies. The first examined company 

is specialized in the production of exclusive and stylish wooden furniture. The second case study is 

the company from food sector. The company specializes in the production of baby food and infant 

food as well as adult food products used in medical nutrition. The study demonstrated that both 

companies are undoubtedly innovative. The companies systematically introduce all four types of 

innovation: product, organizational, process and marketing. In both companies, the innovations were 

created in teams and concern product innovations. A coffee table with compartment on a tripod was 

introduced in the company from the furniture industry. The developed product is an innovative 

solution not used in the company before. In terms of the market, it is incremental innovation. This is 

an improvement of the existing forms or their reconfiguration aimed to serve new purposes. The 
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product is on sale for a year. The technology and equipment that is in the company’s resources were 

used in its manufacturing. 

 

small

medium

big

product

process

COMPANIES INNOVATIONS INNOVATION NAME

coffee table on a 

tripod with a storage 

compartment

line of dairy and non-

dairy creamers

?

?

?

?

?

 
Fig. 3: Types of planned research 

Source: own elaboration 

 

A line of porridges with or without milk was introduced in the company from the food sector. The 

innovation is a significant change in the company’s already existing solution. In terms of market, this 

is an incremental innovation. The product is on sale in the market over the year.  

 

The final stage of the study was the assessment of innovators’ predispositions for creative thinking. 

Work sample questionnaire and creative attitude questionnaire were used for this purpose. At this 

stage of the study it is still too early to present and draw conclusions in this regard. Proper evaluation 

of employees’ creativity effect on the development of innovation can only be made after the 

obtaining of intended research sample. 

 

7. Summary 

 
The employees’ creativity is a key competency nowadays. This contributed to the research works on 

employees creativity in manufacturing companies. This article presents the concept of the study on 

innovators’ creativity effect on the development of innovation introduced in the company. The tools 

used in the evaluation of company’s innovativeness, the level of innovation introduced and 

innovators’ predispositions for creative thinking were described. The study using the tools described 

in the article was conducted in a large manufacturing company in the furniture industry and in a large 

food production company. The study will be carried out in companies until a differentiated research 

sample is obtained. The results will allow to evaluate an effect of innovators’ creativity on the 

innovation introduced in the company.  
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Abstract 
 

Modern information society features knowledge both as a key element of basic activities, and a 

framework factor of contemporary civilization. Therefore, paramount importance for estimating the 

efficiency of public institutions belongs to the knowledge management defined as the process of 

creating, sharing, using and managing the knowledge and information of an organization (Girard, J.P. 

Girard J.L. (2015). The system of education, particularly, higher education institutions play a central 

role in the development of knowledge management theory and practice in contemporary society.  In 

its turn, the system proper also benefits greatly from the capitalization of knowledge and raising the 

efficiency of using the intellectual capital. One of the most important imperatives of the modern 

educational system is the continuity of the educational process, which necessitates creating the 

optimal system of higher school and secondary school interaction. This seems especially true for 

pedagogical education. The article is aimed at providing theoretical background of the innovative 

approach to organizing interaction of universities and schools, at characterizing the key principles of 

the interaction. The article contains comments for the definite examples of the pedagogical cluster as 

an instrument of the interaction between universities and schools with a view to raising the efficiency 

of using the intellectual capital at different levels of educational system.  

 

Keywords: higher education, teacher education, cluster model, knowledge management, 

integration. 

 

The key figure in the knowledge management system of an educational organization is a teacher, a 

personality possessing a complex of information, communication and social competences in 

information, communication, and a high level of accomplishment as well as the aspiration for 

improving the level of his / her pedagogical excellence with the help of implementing new 

technologies.  

 

The professional tasks solved by the teacher in his/ her professional activity are a major factor of 

influence on the contents of teacher’s instruction. The category of the teacher’s professionalism 

includes not only a complex of knowledge and skills which present an important prerequisite for the 

efficiency in teaching activity (Isaeva, 2003), but also vital personal qualities alongside with 

experience. Modern educational environment requires a teacher to have such qualities as research 

skills, skills of projecting educational processes and solving pedagogical tasks, as well as the skill of 

planning classes in accordance with various goals.  

 

The demands that the teacher’s personality should meet in within the framework of perfecting the 

knowledge management comprise the following personal qualities: empathic orientation, 

humanitarian orientation, ability to win the children’s trust, pedagogical optimism, sociability, sense 

of humour, creativity, emotionality, tactfulness, volitional professional powers, organizational skills,  
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capability of volitional impact and logic argumentation, the skill of setting and solving tasks, basic 

knowledge in pedagogy, psychology, sociology, multimedia teaching technologies, ability and skill 

of transforming the scientific material into the material of a school subject, managing the technical 

facilities, ability to apply and develop the system of efficient teaching methods.  

 

Of high importance in the teacher’s professionalism is his/ her education at the university. Making 

the education productive in accordance with the modern level of intellectual capital management and 

oriented to the demands of the modern labour market requires increasing efficiency in cooperation 

between university and school.  

 

It should be noted that this cooperation is being implemented due to the principle of theory and 

practice interconnection, though the analysis of the real situation has revealed a number of problems.  

 

The problem of cooperation between universities and schools begins with defining goals: the 

university’s aim is to enroll the applicants with a high level of knowledge while the school views the 

university’s mission at this stage in organizing the preparation of the senior students for entering a 

higher education institution (only for the process of entering, not for the training). Thus, the school is 

oriented to the short-term result – the percentage of prospective students. Meanwhile, the school 

students’ personal and professional self-regulation generally remains their own and their parents’ 

task.  This occurs because of the absence of integration of educational programmes of basic and 

higher education and is especially visible at the level of basic education.   

 

The second pedagogical discrepancy is connected with the school students’ low motivation. 

Generally, university professors work with senior school students. They are least connected with 

primary school, which greatly restricts the potential of the universities’ positive educational impact 

on school instruction. Despite the efforts undertaken at a senior level, the problems originating from 

primary and secondary school remain.  

 

The third problem is linked to the school’s not realizing the necessity of academic supervision from 

outside. The school administration aims at a definite practical result, therefore, they turn to science 

only in extreme situations: e.g. for working out the concept of the school’s development, while 

preparing documents for the due licensure or attestation, etc.  

 

The fourth problem concerns the best graduates of pedagogical institutes who do not intend to work 

in the field and graduate only for getting good humanitarian education.  

 

Currently, there are several traditional models of creating interaction between basic and higher 

education. These include organization of profile (magnet) grades and school students’ pre-university 

instruction.  Still, the drawback of most of these models is their being one-sided as the school acts as 

a customer while the university as a contractor. After its leavers’ enrollment, the school being no 

longer responsible for education results does not feel the need for further cooperation with university. 

At the same time, the university (especially a pedagogical one) requires establishing and expanding 

networks with schools as basic and experimental grounds.  Thus, the basis for interaction between 

school and university should be the equal cooperation of all the parties united by the process of 

solving the commonly-set tasks (not only the preparation for university). In the process, the efforts of 

each subject harmoniously correspond to the interests and needs of others, which results in achieving 

the most efficient use of intellectual resources possessed by the educational system.  

 

Quite actual today is the concept of professional and developmental teaching which has an integrative 

character (Zeer, 2010). The students in an educational programme of a pedagogical higher education 

institution should possess the knowledge of pedagogy and psychology; they should know the modern 

school, kindergarten, college, they should be able to be administrators and researchers. In other 

words, a student should more or less fully realize the activity acquired in course of tuition. A future 

teacher should get not only an operational experience in performing special functions in profession, 

but also get a social and practical experience. It will help him/ her to get integrated in the practice and 
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corporate environment of an educational institution and smoothly go through the social on-the-job 

adaptation, to reveal his/ her own creative and intellectual potential.  

 

The core of the teacher’s professional training is the idea of combining learning with practice. We 

regard the integration of professional pedagogical education and school internship, as said above, as a 

process of unification (inter-penetration and mutual enrichment) of theory and practice aimed at 

formation of the student’s readiness for professional activity.  

 

Integration is a peculiar reaction to the processes of separation of the unity taking place in all spheres 

of being and learning. The restoration of the unity occurs through transformation of the synthesis 

constituents and their acquiring new qualities. Degree and intensity of these transformations are 

mostly determined by inner capabilities of integration components as well as goal-settings defining 

the limits of functioning and development (Chapaev, 2007). 

 

Organization of the efficient interaction between university and school can be based on the 

application of the cluster approach to the development of education. This approach allows for 

enhancing the processes of knowledge management on a more complex and integrated basis, which 

contributes to raising its efficiency. The pedagogical cluster as an innovative model can solve the 

problem of cooperation between university and school as it features the educational, methodological 

and research work with teachers, academic advising, scientific and methodological backing of the 

educational process, testing the modern educational technologies, preparation of the school-leavers 

for entering a higher education institution, raising the teachers’ and students’ scientific 

consciousness, providing the school’s educational process with new programmes and guidelines, 

improving the teachers’ professional skills, carrying out research into problems of education, 

organizing scientific and methodological seminars for teachers, providing support in holding 

conferences and pedagogical councils, inclusion into work with parents, etc.  

 

The development of cluster-based education began in Europe in the 1990-s as a result of 

extrapolation of cluster theory and development offered by M. Porter (The Competitive Advantage of 

Nations, 1990; On Competition, 1998) who analyzed the experience of the Massachusetts educational 

cluster led by Massachusetts and Harvard Universities in comparison to other states (first of all, 

California) and overseas examples. 

 

The term cluster origins from information technologies and is used to define a unity of several 

homogeneous elements which may be regarded as independent units possessing certain properties. 

This term is traditionally used in economics (Porter, 1980) but recently it has been used in Russian 

pedagogy which is explained by the need to unite professional forces for solving the issue of training 

teachers in accordance with the demands of educational organizations.  

 

In pedagogical education a cluster is a unity of spatially located institutions and organizations 

interacting on the basis of agreements and participating in realization of scientific, educational and 

innovative goals of training specialists in education (Sokolova, 2014). 

 

According to the researchers, the basic cluster properties include:  

- specialization (the objects comprising the cluster function in one common market and use 

similar processes);  

-  plurality of participants (the clusters unite various enterprises acting in the market);  

- life cycle (in its development a cluster passes stages of a life cycle – creating, development, 

maturity and decline); 

- innovation (for maintaining the cluster’s high competitive ability it requires the speeding of 

the innovation process) (Lapygin). 

 

Considering the university’s role in the development of modern theory and practice of cluster 

approach, it is possible to single out an educational cluster as a type presenting a system of modern 

interaction in the form of social partnership and dialogue.  
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Educational cluster is a unity of interconnected institutions of professional education joined on a 

discipline-specific principle by partnerships with enterprises from the corresponding sphere. The 

main functions of the educational cluster are as follows: the economic function (creating the sphere of 

efficient services timely meeting the needs of the sphere’s needs); the social function (creating 

guarantees for graduates of professional institutions), the marketing function (advertising advanced 

educational technologies, organization of career guidance), the legal function (providing for working 

out the legal basis of the partnership, for the subject position of all social partners), the pedagogical 

function (joint projecting of the educational activity in the sphere of the specialist’s instruction, 

providing for the content and technological part of the social partnership among all the educational 

cluster participants).  

 

The case of an educational cluster is a pedagogical cluster whose main distinctive features are 

creating conditions for training the specialist with different levels of professional education, 

integration of education and science, the increased prestige of teaching as a profession).  

 

The model of a pedagogical cluster can be presented a s a unity comprising organizational, 

managerial, technological and content-related levels allowing for distinctly picturing a targeted 

process of social partnership development, for defining the correspondence of the goal to the final 

result. The specificity of the pedagogical cluster is a unity of the content-related, procession and 

resultant aspects of implementing social partnership in the system of pedagogical education with the 

view of increasing the quality of professional school graduates preparation.  

 

The analysis of cluster development experience has shown that the CIS-states environment has 

various types of clusters: according to activity direction (competence-oriented, scientifically-

innovative, innovative-educational, socio-cultural); according to the level of organization (regional, 

republican, municipal, institutional, international); according to the areas of education, etc. The 

clusters of various types and levels of organization are regarded not as colliding, but rather as 

complementary.  

 

As distinct from the traditional system, the cluster model allows for creating an innovative 

educational paradigm to develop along the following magistral directions: instructing qualified staff, 

generating new knowledge and technologies, the system of industrial and technological support, 

managing innovative activity, investing into socially important and technologically-intensive 

projects, promoting the intellectual property assets in the market.  

 

As a number of regions (including the Penza region) are marked by a considerable disbalance 

between directions and the scope of training specialists in universities in the region and the 

economy’s demands there, the cluster model is aimed at providing for training staff for the 

developing economic spheres linked to the innovative projects. First, it enables the students to choose 

the priority areas of instruction according to the current and prospective demands of the region. 

Second, it leads to minimizing problems with the graduates’ employment. Third, a higher education 

institution (as a cluster innovative core) is provided by the qualified faculty. Fourth, through the 

process of the cluster model implementation defined are the problems of scientific research actual for 

the region together with the ways of their solutions. Thus, the organized interaction helps to look 

differently at the possibilities of the formed and potential connections of schools with different 

structures: higher education institutions, secondary education institutions, scientific and research 

organizations, public and commercial organizations as well as realize socially important projects.   

 

Initially, we present the experience of creating pedagogical clusters on the territory of the Russian 

Federation. Indicative is the experience of Orsk humanitarian and technological institute (a branch) of 

Orenburg state university (the city of Orenburg) in creating the innovative and educational cluster 

which provides the students with the opportunity to continually emerge into the sphere of their future 

professional activity, allows for studying and generating   the best practices, for fast testing of the 

scientific achievements, for upgrading the organization and contents of the professional instruction. 

In Moscow a university and school cluster is working on an experimental basis. It consists of 33 

complexes comprising 220 school and kindergartens. The teachers work according to the new 
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paradigm of activity education. Tatarstan has recognized the cluster approach as efficient instrument 

of the republic’s economy since 2007-2008. In March of 2006 the Cabinet of Ministers of Tatarstan 

approved the Concept of Formation of National Clusters.  There has been recently worked out the 

Strategy of Development and Placement of the Productive Forces in the Tatarstan Republic until 

2030 on the basis of the cluster approach. The social and pedagogical cluster is an instrument of 

creating an open pedagogical education of the future as seen by K. Minin Nizhny Novgorod 

pedagogical university.  The infrastructure of the Ulyanovsk region is created on the Programme of 

Development of Innovative Processes in Pre-School, Secondary Education and Professional 

Education Organizations and Organizations of Additional Education of the Ulyanovsk Region with 

the independent regional educational cluster. The Programme has been realized since 1994 with the 

aim of providing conditions for innovative development of the system of pre-school, secondary 

school, basic, additional and professional education of the Ulyanovsk region. In the Archangel region 

a pedagogical cluster will start working in 2017 uniting the efforts of all the educational organizations 

in the spheres of higher, secondary professional, additional and basic education.  

 

The Penza region has all prerequisites for realization of the project on creating a pedagogical cluster 

as a new educational network environment: professional institutions interested in cooperation, a 

higher education institution with the qualified staff realizing the tasks of professional integration of 

the University educational complex (Penza State University). V.G. Belinsky pedagogical institute of 

Penza State University is oriented to the cluster approach in staff training. Currently the cluster 

includes V.G. Belinsky pedagogical institute of Penza State University, the Ministry of Education of 

the Penza Region, the City Department of Education, and ten secondary schools.  

 

The inclusion of educational institutions into the pedagogical cluster takes place of the principles of 

territorial proximity, mutual cooperation, joint usage of the facilities and resources.  Designing the 

models of interaction between V.G. Belinsky pedagogical institute and secondary education 

institutions was based on the following principles of the cooperation:  

– the principle of openness realized in the institutions’ ability to choose the way of their 

development;   

– the principle of adaptability providing for harmonious relationship inside the interacting 

teams, connections of educational institutions with social environment;  

– the principle of consistency forming the ability of an educational institution to build its 

own educational trajectory inside and outside the institution; 

– the principle of availability oriented to the nearest perspectives of the institution’s 

development and wide access to education for students and their parents;   

– the principle of cultural conformity contributing to the institution’s maximum use of its 

environment, society and region;  

– the principle of cooperation expressed in creating beneficial conditions for the self-

realization and development of the intellectually gifted children and teenagers, for the dialogue in 

interaction. 

 

The aims of the pedagogical cluster in the system of regional education are as follows: improvement 

of the quality of training teachers who would be socially and professionally mobile and competitive 

in the labour market; provision of the innovative character of educational, research and experimental 

activity of higher education institutions, enterprises and organizations in the region; integration of 

education, science and industry; development of the educational, material, methodological and 

industrial base of the institutions involved in the activities of the scientific and educational cluster.  

 

The pedagogical cluster allows for solving the following tasks:  

 

1) Modernization of the educational process and improvement of the educational process 

management (changing the organizational structure of the educational system; redistribution of the 

duties among its elements; formation of the new institutions of the educational system offering a wide 

range of educational programmes and services; transformation to the open education).  

2) Improvements in the quality of students’ training at all levels of instruction. Development 

of staff potential (implementation of new technologies; opening new profiles of instruction on the 
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employers’ demand; designing and modernization of study plans and curricula (including the school 

ones) adjusted to the university’s requirements; designing the joint study plans for higher education 

providing for continuous education for experienced and young teachers; creating  conditions for close 

interaction of the faculty with secondary education organizations inside the cluster; attracting the 

necessary number of the pedagogical staff of the corresponding qualification; professional retraining 

of teachers. 

3) Modernization of the scientific and research process and creating a methodological and 

material base (creating a coordination centre with a view to organizing the efficient cooperation of 

research staff of higher educational institutions in accordance with the potential employers’ interests). 

The cluster will provide participation of students, professors and teachers in research work on 

education problems, as well as the process of getting practical skills which will improve the quality of 

teachers’ training and simplify on-the-job adaptation. Moreover, the laboratory and technical 

facilities will be brought in line with the modern requirement of IT-development in education. 

 

The pedagogical cluster based in Pedagogical Institute of Penza State University realizes the 

following models of interaction among organizations: 

 

1. Information and cognitive social activity concentrated on expanding the students’  

knowledge about the world and about self a subject of all-civilization process of school and out-of-

school activity.  This model supposes the functioning of organization services: additional courses, 

clubs, lecture-centers, research-to-practice conferences, counselling, excursions to the Interactive 

museum of entertaining sciences where the guidance is done by the students of the Faculty of 

Physico-Mathematical and Natural Sciences.   

 

2. The problem-related, analytical or discussion activity supposes development of social 

activity aimed at conceptualization and analyzing reality which includes training, workshops, 

problem seminars, round tables, research and project activity.   

 

3. Social and role model comprises social activity and is committed to the senior students’ 

pre-professional training (contests, Olympiads, conferences, project activity, subject-oriented summer 

physic-mathematical camp, the school of a young psychologist, etc.).  

 

4. Play activity is targeted at various types of extracurricular work.  

 

The main directions of developing interaction are learning and teaching (comprising working out and 

approbation of manuals, study guides for students and school teachers, managing academic activity in 

various subjects, developing contacts of school teachers with university professors with a view to 

exchanging experience and counseling), and research and methodological cooperation. The latter 

features such forms as joint round table talks on most important issues of the cooperation, 

methodological seminars at university departments with school teachers’ participation, organization 

of annual student research-to-practice conferences with school students’ participation, reviewing 

school students’ research and project works by university professors, involving school teachers into 

participation in university conferences, organizing subject olympiads and contests for school students 

at university, additional courses and clubs for school students organized at university, methodological 

support provided by university staff with working out academic programmes, working out and 

publication of joint paper collections, study guides, monographs with generalizations of cooperation 

between the faculty and school methodologists and on results of scientific research, supervising 

school students’ research activity, providing university facilities for school students’ use (a possibility 

to use the university library), involving faculty into organization of regional and all-Russia contests.  

 

Supervising the school students’ research activity includes: revealing and instructing the students 

with enhances abilities for research work, using a system of variable tasks aimed at developing logic 

and creative thinking in the study process, joint instruction of school students on basic research skills 

(choosing a theme, goal-setting, analyzing sources, research part, scientific style, presenting results).  
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In this aspect the research activity contributes to the teacher’s professional development, to the 

improvement of his/ her creative potential, as participating in research work leads to maintaining a 

certain status in an educational institution, research activity helps the teacher to get rid of outdated 

views and become more flexible in different situations. 

 

The third direction features staff cooperation in the process of teachers’ professional retraining by 

means of organized courses of professional development.  In our university there is a centre of 

additional pedagogical education offering various programmes: professional development, 

specialists’ retraining aimed at improving their professional knowledge, perfecting management 

skills.  

 

Of greater importance is interaction in the sphere of career guidance preparing students for 

professional self-determination. There come Welcome days at university, meetings with teachers, 

school students and their parents on application process and regulations, presentation of the 

university in the form of videos and handouts, inviting school students to university events (talent 

contests, KVN, etc.). 

 

The cluster form of the organization allows for creating a common innovative product and 

preparation of the highly-qualified staff possessing the necessary professional competences. 

Continuos communication of the prospective teacher with prospective students contributes to the 

young teacher’s professional adaptation to the school environment. As a result, the school 

administration gets a well-trained specialist.  

 

Nevertheless, the school realities and analysis of social and pedagogical research shows that even 

with the high level of readiness for pedagogical activity, the pedagogical institute graduate’s personal 

and professional adaptation may be quite slow and complicated. The problems that a young specialist 

faces at the school can be grouped as follows: 1. Professional problems connected with a wide range 

of activity and the necessity to feel confident in the school environment; 2. Organization problems 

connected with managing own professional activity; 3. The problems of integration in the teaching 

staff, establishing interaction and understanding with colleagues and administration; 4. Emotional 

problems connected with acquiring a new social role.  

 

Apart from that, the introduction of new educational standards at the school leads to additional 

difficulties in a beginner’s professional adaptation. Thus, he/ she turns out in a situation of vagueness 

on the way to integration into the new educational environment which makes professional adaptation 

more complicated.  We see the solution to the problem in managing psychological and pedagogical 

support to the young teachers’ adaptation provided by our ‘School of a young teacher’ organized 

within the cluster’s framework. This kind of cluster work comprises a complex of measures 

improving the qualifications of a young teacher up to the level on which he/ she would be able to 

model  own professional activity according the the Federal Standard requirements.  

 

‘The School of a young teacher’ maintains the following directions of activity:  

 

1) diagnostic monitoring reflecting the teacher’s personal development in three aspects: a) 

professional (studying pedagogical experience, the teacher's theoretical and methodological training, 

analysing the efficiency of the lesson according to the Federal Standard requirements, evaluating the 

level of professional maladaptation; b) behavioural (analyzing the emotional and volitional sphere of 

a personality, studying professional motivation); c) personal (studying self-assessment, underlying 

risk for psycho-emotional burnout). 

2) seminars in modules given by university methodologists as well as by most advanced 

school teachers with a highest qualification category: psychological and pedagogical foundations of 

educational activity, modern teaching technologies, creative self-development pedagogy, a teacher’s 

methodological competence, a modern teacher’s image.  

3) training programme (organized by university psychologists) aimed at facilitating 

successful social and psychological adaptation of young teachers, support with establishing an 

emotional contact with colleagues, creating an atmosphere of collaboration in a group of teachers, 
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building self-confidence, taking group decisions, practicing different types of interpersonal 

perception, building a teacher’s awareness of own personal needs and positive change of his/ her 

attitude towards self and others.  

 

A teacher’s professional development becomes more successful with expanding the possibilities of 

his/ her self-realization in professional sphere. Becoming a professional is impossible without the 

skilful organization of the university educational environment which is a major factor of building a 

future teacher’s professional competence. Required for this are the following conditions:  

 

− the content of the subjects under study should be practice-oriented and close to reality;  

− the forms and methods of activity should be clear, logically grounded and easily applied in 

the school reality;  

− the student-teacher relationship should be build on the principles of democracy and 

developmental teaching;   

− there should be material and technical facilities for organizing students’ modern 

educational activity and development.   

 

The work of base practice grounds, holding scientific and research conferences, organization of 

research laboratories, holding joint seminars of students, professors and school teachers will allow for 

creating such environment. 

  

The efficiency of the pedagogical cluster as an instrument of school and university cooperation 

depends on the following factors:  

− improving the work on the model “School – University – School”, attracting new 

participants from the innovation organizations of Penza city, varying the forms of interaction inside 

the cluster;  

− providing methodological support for young teachers (School of a Young Teacher, 

organizing seminars and conferences for the teachers of the Penza region);  

− creating conditions in the pedagogical higher education institution for students’ 

preparation for successful professional activity; 

− maintaining the students’ professional formation in the university through their creativity 

potential development;  

− establishing relationship between the faculty and the students on the principles of mutual 

respect and cooperation;  

− developing students’ self-administration within the university;  

− getting students involved into socially important projects;   

− building students’ social activism. 

 

The inquiry held for the teachers from the schools included in the pedagogical cluster showed a rather 

level of their awareness of the essence and importance of school and university integration. Most 

teachers noted that the cooperation between a higher and a secondary school expands the common 

educational space and improves the quality of education, which is beneficial for all the participants. 

The university gets a real idea of the modern school students’ level of knowledge and can contribute 

to its promotion thus getting applicants and students with good background. In this turn, the school is 

interested in raising its prestige and status in the educational market. The teachers can get their 

professional development supplementing it with new forms of activity and new kinds of knowledge. 

The students will get the education meeting the up-to-date requirements and standards as well as the 

skills of research activity. The parents will have an opportunity to learn about the requirements for 

university education and see if their children’s professional choice was right.  

 

Therefore, understanding the essence of and practical realization of the cluster approach create the 

necessary prerequisites for discovering new resources and possibilities of development of educational 

system improving the quality and competitiveness of education. The organized interaction allows for 

creating a practice-oriented educational environment which raises the competitive ability of all the 

cluster participants, maintains the training of highly-qualified specialists within the optimal terms and 

provides means for building individual educational trajectories of professional self-realization. As 
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seen from the experience of foreign states, different regions of Russia and also the practice of Penza 

State University, cluster approach can increase the efficiency of the educational axis “School-

College-University-Education Authorities”; provides for the full and all-round use of the human 

assets which is key to the educational environment; enhances the development of not only the 

intellectual but also social and cultural constituents of the educational organization and brings the 

knowledge management in education to the new level. 
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Abstract 

Attractiveness is an important element in the development of a territory because it helps put it in front 

of the competitive scene territories, and it makes such a product to be sold to develop. It is seen, in 

fact, as imperative for all countries. This is facilitated in particular by adopting a territorial marketing 

strategy that allows you to highlight its strengths and promotes development through the provision of 

territorial marketing actions.  

It appears to us then, the existence of a relationship between the practice of territorial marketing and 

regional development. Therefore we will try to demonstrate this relationship by focusing on the 

contribution of the tourism sector in the region Tanger Tetouan.  

 

Keywords: marketing territorial, regional development, tourism, region Tangier Tetouan. 

 

Introduction 

In the wake of the English-speaking countries and Northern Europe, territorial marketing is now in 

fashion. Due to the increasing mobility of production factors, the increase in free trade agreements, 

but also the increasing number of offers offered to international investors, tourists and organizers of 

professional events, cities, regions or countries with an intensification of international competition. 

Similarly, existing and potential customers have increasingly personalized requirements. 

What to do in such a context to defend and enhance its attractiveness? How can we attract more 

activities, promote territorial competences or retain our industries and jobs? What is certain is that 

generalist messages no longer carry. To assert itself as "a key place" at the heart of world trade,the 

territories must identify their elements of differentiation in relation to their competitors, whether in 

terms of price or specific qualities. To improve the competitive position of their territories, local 

officials are wondering about the ways and means of evolving their territorial offers to be more 

competitive. 

Faced with these questions, territorial marketing offers decision makers a global approach that makes 

it possible to highlight the attractiveness factors of cities, intermunicipalities, departments or regions. 

That said, a highly attractive territory clearly represents significant comparative advantages: job 

offer, investment ... and this is where the notion of development makes sense. 
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Previously, development was targeted by national strategies for a country as a whole, or by sectoral 

development strategies that target the development of each sector or industry independently of other 

sectors. Today, however, it has been shown that the most effective way of addressing the 

development problem relates to the use of an upside-down approach, from the inside to the outside, 

which means that Development must be triggered from regional levels and not from national levels. 

Tourism not only facilitates job creation, it also plays an important role in creating equality in the 

distribution of wealth between regions. It reduces the funding period for new infrastructure and helps 

protect historical monuments that represent resources for tourism. (Morena, 2004) "Tourism is a 

means of individual and collective fulfillment, insofar as it fosters mutual understanding and respect 

between peoples and societies. Traveling for reasons of religion, health, studies and cultural or 

linguistic exchanges are particularly beneficial forms of tourism that deserve to be encouraged, as 

well as nature tourism or ecotourism "(Morena, 2004). 

The choice of the city is not arbitrary. Indeed, the city of Tangier constitutes a center of concentration 

of most Moroccan or foreign investments and presents a fertile ground of development. The city 

sparks the common interest of both the state and investors in order to take advantage of its resources 

in several aspects. 

Our study allows us to: 

- Highlight the territorial marketing tools that will enable the territory to improve its attractiveness. 

- To clarify the concept of regional development that is used but not in an appropriate way. 

- Show how companies participate in the regional development of the Tangier-Tetouan region. 

 Territorial marketing and regional development: literature review 

 Territorial Marketing Literature Review 

Definitions of territorial marketing are abundant, especially by specialized authors and researchers. 

These definitions range from the most restrictive, limiting the role of territorial marketing, to broad 

definitions that attribute to marketing territorial role in the economic development of a territory, a 

city or a region. Definitions include: 

- Territorial marketing is an approach aimed at attracting companies to a territory, facilitating 

business activity and promoting a territorial image favorable to endogenous development. 

- The marketing of a city can be defined as its individual or collective actions to attract new activities 

on its territory, favor the development of companies operating locally and globally promote a 

favorable image. 

- Territorial marketing represents the art of positioning a village, a city, a region, a metropolis on the 

vase world market. 

However, referring to one of the authors, namely the sociologist Michel Wieviorka, the term 

"territorial marketing" appeared in 1975 and since then has evolved both theoretically and practically 

This is related to the major concerns of space, or more precisely territories, at that time. It is not only 

a matter of promoting or selling the territory, but of caring for and developing its natural qualities and 

the potential of the regions.  

Beginning in the 1980s, territorial marketing was much more associated with urban development, but 

it is important to emphasize in this connection that the true meaning of this neologism is conceived 

only through the first book by Ashworth and H. Voogd (1990) entitled "Selling the city: Marketing 

approaches in public sector planning" (Mendes, 2006). 
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 Importance, practices and tools of territorial marketing: 

Territorial marketing has a very important contribution to the economic development of a territory. It 

is a tool that attracts and retains various targets, including tourists and businesses. The latter 

constitute a real investment in the territory in question ,this contribute to the improvement of its 

quality of life and to the creation of a sense of belonging for all the players in the territory. This is 

how we can affirm that territorial marketing is a very important means of local development and that 

is expressed in a communication and a dissemination of the values of the territory. 

As we have seen, the territories now use the same reasoning as companies. They even use the same 

tools, the same methods to differente themselves from their competitors. The challenge of the 

territory is to "constitute local excellence in the face of competition" 

For this there are many tools like: 

Knowledge tools: statistics, surveys, SWOT analysis, PESTEL analysis, etc. 

➢ Management tools: strategic marketing (segmentation / targeting / positioning), marketing-mix, 

evaluation. 

➢ Tools for action: promotion, mobilization of local actors, development, improvement of the local 

offer ... 

However, the "copy / paste" of this practice is not systematic and should not be systematic since it 

leads to a certain efficiency and standardization of territorial marketing. 

Regional Development and the Tourism Sector 

Regional Development Literature Review 

Until the 1960s, development was seen as a set of quantitative mutations and measurable 

progressions of products and average incomes - progress generally achieved through increasing 

industrialization of the economy. For a given population, this would mean access to a certain level of 

wealth and material well-being, estimated in terms, for example, of GNP, GDP, or per capita income. 

These indicators situate countries on the scale of development. 

Development, as we define it here, is both economic and social. It refers to all the technical, social, 

demographic and cultural transformations accompanying the growth of production. It can be 

associated with the idea of economic and social progress, which reflects the improvement of the 

standard of living and the level of education, which are considered essential for the well-being of the 

population. 

Tourism, a promising sector for the regional development of Morocco 

Tourism is now regarded as the world leader in the economic sector, with a contribution of more than 

10% to world GDP. In 1963, the UN Tourism Conference defined the tourist as "a temporary visitor 

staying at least 24 hours in the country visited, whatever the reasons for his stay" (Pasqualini & 

Jacquot, 1989 quoted in Dupont, 2002 ). In 1994, the United Nations extended the definition of 

tourism to include "all the activities deployed by persons on their journeys and stays in places outside 

their usual environments for a consecutive period Shall not exceed one year for leisure, business or 

other reasons not related to gainful employment in the place visited "(UNWTO, 1994). 

Tourism not only facilitates job creation, it also plays an important role in creating equality in the 

distribution of wealth between regions. It reduces the funding period for new infrastructure and helps 

protect historical monuments that represent resources for tourism. "Tourism is a means of individual 

and collective fulfillment, insofar as it fosters mutual understanding and respect between people and 

societies. Traveling for reasons of religion, health, studies and cultural or linguistic exchanges are 
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particularly beneficial forms of tourism that deserve to be encouraged, as well as nature tourism or 

ecotourism. 

The development of tourist destinations is strongly affected by globalization; Tourism is "an industry 

built around the concept of the nation-state, where each destination has its institutions, political, 

economic and social / cultural capital. Yet they are all competing with each other for the wealth and 

status that tourism can create. " Tourism competition is not limited to destinations offering identical 

or similar services, but can be extended to destinations offering completely different tourist offers. 

Tourism is a sector that has not only an important role in the economic sphere for the creation of 

wealth and improvement of the quality of life of the populations of the tourist destinations; It also 

helps to bring people and communities in contact and to cross cultures and civilizations. It therefore 

has an important role to play, that of "facilitating dialogue between cultures". 

 From an economic point of view, tourism is the sector that produces the highest incomes, as soon as 

possible and with the least investment. Given the fact that many poor countries and regions in the 

world do not have sufficient resources to develop industrial economies, tourism becomes a relevant 

and rapid solution to improve living conditions and reduce poverty. 

In the final analysis, the sustained development of the tourism sector is accompanied by the 

emergence of a new generation of national operators that contribute to the modernization and 

competitiveness of the sector: tourist investment funds, developers and developers of integrated 

stations , Operators, low cost airlines, receiving agencies ... 

 In turn, international tourism operators, hotel managers, tour operators and airlines, are numerous to 

set up in Morocco, helping to strengthen the know-how, accessibility and visibility of the sector on 

the international scene. 

Contribution of the Territorial Marketing of the Tourism Sector to the 

Regional Development of the Region Tangier Tétouan 

Research Methodology 

The epistemological posture of our research is based on positivism, a paradigm that allowed us to 

explain an existing reality, the choice of the positivism paradigm goes in the sense that we try to 

explain the link between territorial marketing practices and regional development. The principle of 

causality is at the heart of our positivist paradigm, because it consists in the assertion that any event 

or phenomenon can be explained by a causal link . To explain this reality, we must therefore discover 

the simple reasons by which the facts observed are related to the causes that explain them. The path 

of our research is rather confirmatory than exploratory, it is a matter of confirming assumptions.  

 

Structure of the guide interview 

 

In order to make the analysis even more relevant, it was agreed to carry out a qualitative study of the 

organizations likely to contribute to the regional development of the Tangier-Tetouan region,but also 

30 tourist companies including 17 hotel chains and 5 travel agencies, the remainder being divided 

between the rental agencies and the associations organizing events. 

The aim is therefore to explore the strategy of local authorities and to see to what extent they adopt 

the appropriate strategy of territorial marketing. 

 It is in fact a direct interview with the various regional officials of the tourism sector in the region 

Tangier Tétouan. Indeed, we have chosen the organizations with the most authority and impact on 

decision-making in the sector as well as those directly attached to the Ministry of Tourism. We have 

therefore chosen SMIT: the Moroccan tourism engineering company, the CRT: the regional tourism 

council and finally the Tangier Tourism Delegation. 

 

I: general presentation: This sheet is a collection of the data of the actors responding to our 

questionnaire. It gives us an overview of the characteristics of the actor allowing us to operate a 
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certain classification for the purposes of analysis. The organization presents its objective, its vision 

and its missions, this allows us to analyze the contribution of the structure in the promotion of the 

region and the encouragement of investments. 

 

II: Tangier Tétouan: This field allows us to have a global view of the region Tangier Tétouan, that 

is to say the infrastructures of the region as well as the situation of tourism. 

 

III: Elements relating to territorial marketing: a vision of territorial marketing by the actors. 

Through this third sheet, we look for the existence of a territorial marketing strategy within our field 

of investigation. To this end, we have structured this form around the key elements of territorial 

marketing, in particular the apprehension of the actors involved in territorial promotion and 

development activities, the attractive or repulsive factors for the actors as well as the issues related to 

decision-making and The brand image of the study territory. 

 The focus is therefore on territorial marketing practices within the organization as well as incentives 

for investment. 

 
IV: Elements related to regional development: This component is devoted to the measurement of 

the contribution of tourist enterprises to regional development. 

 

During these interviews, the difficulties that we encountered were mainly in contact with those 

responsible who were not at all available because of the tourism foundations that took place during 

the same period. 

 In spite of this, we have been able to draw a significant amount of information about the territorial 

marketing practices of each of them as well as their vision of regional development and to what 

extent one can influence the other. 

 

Discussion of Results and Recommendations  
 
Analysis of semi-directive interviews 

 
In order to complete our study, we have agreed to conduct semi-structured interviews with the heads 

of tourism development organizations in the Tangier-Tétouan region. To do this, it was necessary to 

draft an interview guide to guide the discussion to the most relevant elements of the analysis. 

For all the officials questioned, the main objective is to promote the destination of the region Tangier 

Tétouan. Indeed the 3 institutions surveyed consider that the destination Tangier Tetouan presents 

significant assets likely to make pillar of the sector of tourism in Morocco. 

 

 Indeed for all those surveyed, the destination Tangier Tetouan has important potentialities and 

unavoidable assets such as the sea fronts for the development of the seaside tourism, the spaces clothe 

for the tourism of nature as well as the cultural tourism with the monuments and The ancient 

medinas. 

 

The situation in the sector is relatively satisfactory in view of the revival of the destination in the 

Vision 2020 plan and the budgets allocated for the renewal of monuments and the establishment of 

new attraction policies. 

 

 Based on the discussion we had with the various managers, we found that they do not have a specific 

territorial marketing policy because of their focus on product policy by neglecting other marketing 

elements that could promote The development of the region. 

 

The results of our global analysis showed that the majority of actors attached high importance to 

regional development projects. This is confirmed, in particular, at the regional level by the fact that 

the actors consider that development projects are very important. This importance is reflected in the 

role played by the actors in the regional development process. 
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  Moreover, they are proposing incentives for investors and especially for tourism  that stops once the 

project is completed, there are no post-investment satisfaction monitoring and control measures. 

 

This case causes an obstacle especially for the organization of events or all the work begins before 

and after the event. 

  As for territorial communication, it is a variable taken seriously by all the officials interviewed, but 

the latter is limited to traditional channels not sufficient to highlight the destination Tangier Tetouan. 

Concerning the last component constituting the regional development, the answer of the responsible 

ones leads to confusion. Indeed, the notion of regional development already is not quite clear to them. 

Regional development is limited to economic development only and does not take into account other 

important variables. 

 

 However, they believe that territorial marketing contributes to the regional development of the 

Tangier-Tetouan region through job creation and regional wealth and the strengthening of regional 

budgets 

 

Recommendations for the Implementation of a Territorial Marketing Strategy 

to Strengthen Regional Development 
 
Through the analysis previously elaborated, we found that the organizations specialized in promoting 

the tourism sector in the region do not have a territorial marketing policy or strategy adapted to the 

Tangier-Tetouan region. This is why the proposal to adapt the operational marketing tools to the 

territorial marketing of the city is important for the development of the Region. 

 

In an operational marketing approach, the territory is perceived as a "product" having a price and 

being the subject of a communication policy. It will therefore be necessary to adapt the mix 

marketing tools to the specificities of territorial marketing. 

We propose a reflexion access on the 4P adapted to the specificities of the region Tangier Tetouan 

namely: 

 

-Product policy:If the place of investment can be considered as a product, this product can not be 

considered as any product. Indeed, unlike other goods or services whose contour or components are 

easily identifiable, the "product region" requires a greater reflection. 

 Like any product policy, whose main goal is customer satisfaction, the region product must be 

defined according to the perception of the investor, who is not only looking for a location, but also 

access to new opportunities. 

 The product region is therefore perceived in terms of improving the competitive position that the 

investor is likely to achieve through a new location. 

 Product policy can therefore be defined as the set of actions that serve to provide as complete a range 

of services and sites as possible to meet all demands. Product offerings include the following steps: 

 

� Analysis of the motivations and needs of investors in order to know the characteristics of the 

demand. 

� The rigorous analysis of the resources present in a territory and the specific capacities of the 

latter, with its strengths and weaknesses. 

� The choice of a positioning for the territory. 

� The exploitation of the factors of the attractiveness existing within the territory. 

� The adaptation or creation of new factors of attractiveness, which will make it possible to 

have an offer tailored to the needs of investors. 

� -The diversification of the tourist offer will allow investors to better understand the territory. 

 

-The distribution policy: Distributing products means bringing them to the right place, in sufficient 

quantity, with the right choice, at the right time, and with the services necessary for their sale, 

consumption and, where appropriate, their maintenance. 

However, in the context of territorial marketing, the distribution policy aims to facilitate access to the 

city by improving transport networks. The road network, the rail network, ports and airports are being 
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renovated to meet the needs of the industry and to forecast the economic and demographic evolution 

of the city. 

 

-Price policy. : The price policy in territorial marketing is materialized by the creation of different 

incentives for the decision to set up the company so that the latter comes to settle in one territory 

rather than another. 

 Incentives are an extremely widespread instrument of attraction policy. This instrument has the 

advantage of being more easily manipulated by the host territories than the other elements are likely 

to influence the decision to implant. 

  According to the study done by our care we found that the main difficulty encountered by tourism 

companies is fiscal and financial difficulties, however we will propose some proposals likely to help 

companies to face this problem among these solutions we propose : 

 

� TAX INCENTIVES: As Tax holidays or temporary tax exemptions, Tax credits and 

deductions for investment, Accelerated depreciation, Aid to companies in difficulty .... 

� FINANCIAL INCENTIVES: Loans, advances and interest subsidies, Loan guarantees and 

guarantees, land grants .... 

 

-The communication policy: In order to face the different problems of territorial marketing, 

territorial communication is one of the most important elements in solving and taking into account all 

the difficulties facing territorial marketing. It is therefore of great importance for the realization of 

development projects. 

It facilitates exchanges between stakeholders (communities, NGOs, regional authorities, community 

groups, etc.) with the aim of tackling common problems of development and achieving common 

objectives for Community action. 

Investing in territorial communication is important, if not decisive, in the development of the 

Tangier-Tetouan region by enhancing the Tangier Tetouan destination by using the various 

communication media that can have a significant impact on investors. 

 

Conclusion  

We are witnessing an area in which marketing is involved in regional development and where it 

guarantees the best way to approach investors, to influence their localization decisions and to 

convince them to come and settle in the territory, which is an advantage Shared for both parties: 

- Companies benefit from the advantages offered by the territory in qualitative and quantitative terms. 

- The territory benefits from the advantages linked to the installation of companies, in terms of 

employment, financial resources, image, ... 

The contribution of territorial marketing to regional development is one that seems to be understood 

and taken into account by the developed countries. The link between these two aspects, which could 

be implemented, in our case thus marks a great importance in the development of a region. However, 

this does not fully agree with the Tangier Tetouan region. 

 At the end of this study, we can only be aware of its incomplete nature. It is clear that it still needs to 

be improved and expanded and that it suffers from several shortcomings, but we still believe that it 

has shown how marketing can be considered as a tool for territorial development. 

 

Nowadays, economic development is an imperative for local and regional authorities, which have 

become responsible, at least in part, for this development must influence the main factor of this 

development, namely: the enterprise. 

  Indeed, regional development requires the establishment and presence of companies, they create 

jobs for the inhabitants and finance the communities through the taxes they pay. 

In the Tangier-Tetouan region, more than elsewhere, territories need companies to invest in them, 

create jobs, pay wages and taxes, create supply and demand. Unfortunately, territorial marketing is 

far from being A tool for regional development, to the extent that no application is made. It is not 

even envisaged, as a tool favoring the installation and maintenance of businesses within the territory. 
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Abstract               

The purpose of this paper is to examine the significance of small businesses in the township economy 

in the post-apartheid South Africa. The majority of townships in South Africa are confronted with 

numerous challenges that affect the expansion of entrepreneurship activity and establishment of small 

businesses. These challenges date back from the past policies of spatial arrangements and exclusion 

of black businesses in the development agenda of the then apartheid government. Townships in South 

Africa are largely characterized by the lack of resources and infrastructure crucial for business 

development, high levels of unemployment, poverty and inequality. The development and support of 

small businesses in the townships is viewed as a panacea for the aforementioned challenges. Studies 

have demonstrated that there is a latent potential for township businesses to contribute meaningfully 

to the country’s economic growth given the availability of adequate business development support. 

The democratic South Africa has since experienced the introduction of a number of government 

driven initiatives and programmes designed to stimulate entrepreneurship and promote small 

businesses. However, these initiatives appear to be fragmented and not coordinated with diminutive 

focus given to small businesses in the townships in particular. This paper argues that, in order for 

government to curtail the ever growing rates of unemployment, poverty and inequality in the country, 

role players in the small business development ecosystem including the Small Enterprise 

Development Agency (Seda), should start working intractably close with each other to leverage 

resources directed to small business development. The study used the literature review to demonstrate 

the purpose and support the argument as indicated above. 

 

Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Small business, Township Economy, Unemployment, Poverty   

 

Introduction  

According to the recent data released by Statistics South Africa (Stats SA), the official 

unemployment rate in the country stands at 27.7% with more than half of the population living in 

poverty (StatsSA, 2017). The majority of the unemployed and people living in poverty conditions 

reside in townships and rural areas. Entrepreneurship and establishment of small businesses in the 

townships are therefore seen as a fundamental solutions through which these challenges can be 

addressed (Charman, 2017; Lekhanya, 2015; Chili, 2015). The substantial and meaningful 

involvement of people living in townships into the mainstream economy through their own 

businesses is therefore crucial (Lekhanya, 2015). Entrepreneurship and small businesses are viewed 

as the vital drivers for job creation and poverty alleviation, with 90% of jobs expected to be created in 

the small business sector by 2030 (National Development Plan, 2012). In recent years townships have 

seen an emergence of entrepreneurship activities and small enterprises due to the abolishment of 

legislations of the then apartheid regime that prohibited and discouraged black people to participate in 

the mainstream economy. The Department of Small Business Development (DSBD) in its strategic 

plans, recognises the importance of township small, medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs) and 

their contribution to economic growth, employment creation and poverty alleviation. Therefore, the 

department has prioritised the implementation of the National Informal Business Upliftment Strategy 
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(NIBUS), which focus on enhancing the competitiveness of a majority of township businesses. The 

government is privy to the challenges facing small businesses and cooperatives within the township 

economy. This paper therefore seek to examine the significance of small business in the township 

economy in the post-apartheid South Africa using the literature review. The article is structured into 

seven sections. It provides the historic overview of townships, a description of the township economy 

as well as the characteristics of small enterprises in these area so as to provide context to this paper. 

Furthermore, it unpacks the significance of small businesses in the township economy and outline 

how government can strategically intervene to assist these businesses.  

 

Historic Overview of South African Townships     

The literature review points to the origins of townships in South Africa back from the past policies of 

racial segregation and apartheid government (Jürgens, Donaldson, Rule & Bähr, 2013). The term 

‘Township’ is usually described as previously underdeveloped areas in the country designed for black 

population living in the outskirts of the urban centres (Charman, 2016; Matli & Jordaan, 2016). These 

areas were deliberately designed to provide a pool of cheap labour constituted by black people from 

rural areas working in industries, mining and domestic work in the urban areas (Jürgens et al, 2013).   

Therefore, the formation of townships was to enable black population easy access to and from work.  

They are characterised by overpopulation, high levels of poverty, unemployment, low levels of 

household income, poor infrastructure and commercial investment (Chili, 2015; Jürgens et al, 2013). 

The apartheid spatial planning system provided limited investment in all forms in these areas 

including shelter and education (Charman, 2017). Hence, black people were constrained access to 

capital, education, basic and social privileges (World Bank, 2014). The limited access to such 

opportunities obliterated the fabric that small enterprises could be established by black people in the 

townships (Gauteng Township Revitalisation Strategy, 2014/19; World Bank, 2014). The inheritance 

from these past policies affected the growth of the SMME sector in the townships and demoralised 

those that ventured into business by denying them of any support. These perpetuated the growing 

levels of unemployment and poverty as a result of growing population in these areas (Jürgens et al, 

2013). These authors argue that the above - mentioned issues are remnants of the apartheid 

government and have continued in the democratic government.  Nevertheless, townships have seen a 

gradual increase in the levels of entrepreneurship and number of small businesses; and remain home 

for many people in the country. According to Matli & Jordaan, (2016), South Africa has made 

sizeable improvement in the living standards of townships. 

 

Understanding the Township Economy     

During the apartheid administration, the township economy in South Africa functioned in isolation 

from the mainstream economy. However, post the democratic dispensation, the process of integration 

took place (Jürgens et al, 2013; Charman, 2017).  The term township economy represents the micro-

economic and related activities occurring within the townships (World Bank, 2014). It is further 

defined in the Gauteng Township Revitalisation Strategy (2014/19) as enterprises and markets 

operating within the townships.  The majority of these enterprises are characterised by high levels of 

informality with narrow access to markets. Hence, the concept is usually associated with the informal 

economy (Ligthelm, 2003).   Township enterprises are understood to have been established in order 

to meet primarily the need of the people residing in the townships (Charman, 2017). However, a large 

amount of the product offered by these enterprises are not produced within the townships, but in their 

nearest towns or cities. Worryingly, a majority of people living in the townships spent greater part of 

their income on goods and services outside of these areas (McGaffin, Napier and Sebina, 2015).   

Evidently, Thulo (2015) indicates that 25% of the money generated within the township is spent 

there. The township economy is largely dominated by low income households which define the 

buying power and the skill profile of individuals living in the townships. The household income in 

most of the townships is usually generated from labour obtainable in the nearest cities and towns in 

form of wages and salaries or through engaging in a wide variety of small-scale economic activities 
(McGaffin et al, 2015). Currently, there is no established national report which gives accurate data on 

the impact of the township economy. However, its contribution to economic growth and job creation 

is widely acknowledged by many. According to the study conducted by the World Bank (2014), 

South Africa's townships contribute up to R100 billion to the overall economy. Therefore, a 
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concerted effort need to be directed to the township economy in order to unlock its full potential, 

important for job creation and economic growth. 

 

Typical Characteristic of Small Enterprises in the Township Economy 

Small businesses in South African township economy are involved in a wide variety of economic 

activities (Matli & Jordaan, 2016).  Township SMMEs are largely survivalists and micro-enterprises 

and mostly informal (Charman, 2017).  Survivalist enterprises are described as a set of SMMEs 

mostly involved in activities carried out by unemployed people who are unable to find permanent 

jobs (Tustin, 2003). These kind of enterprises does not employ anyone and generate insignificant 

income with little investment in capital and skills training. Their productivity level is very low as a 

greater number of these enterprises are involved in service and retail activities (Chili, 2016; Charman, 

2017). On the other hand, micro- enterprises mainly involve the owner and several family members. 

Micro-enterprises employ more than four regular workers (Charman, 2017). Entrepreneurs from 

township areas have basic business skills. Though a majority of these enterprises lack formality, they 

given appropriate support they have the potential to develop and become formal structured 

enterprises (Dockel 2005). Most of the township enterprises are considered to be necessity driven as 

opposed to opportunity driven.  Examples of such enterprises include amongst others spaza shops, 

hair salons, car washes, back room property rentals, street vending, shabeens, minibus taxis, stokvels 

and mechanical services (Chili, 2016). Dockel (2005) argue that survivalist and micro enterprises 

tend to increase when the economy decline and decrease as the economy grow. Therefore, these 

businesses serve as a safeguard that provide a means of survival during economic difficulties. 

SMMES play most important role in the township economy since they represent between 70% and 

80% of all black owned business activities in South Africa. Geographically, township small 

businesses can generally be found on the streets and inside (multi-storey) buildings. Some are 

operated from residential yards, converted garages, houses, disused factories and old office blocks. 

They are highly visible at traffic lights, road junctions, mini-bus taxi ranks, alongside the road, and in 

markets. 
 

The Significance of Small Businesses in the Township Economy  

Small enterprises continue to play a significant role towards contributing to economic growth, 

employment, poverty alleviation and inequality in South Africa (Marnewick, 2014; Lekhanya, 2015).  

This is despite being faced by numerous challenges such as fear of crime, lack of access to electricity, 

shortage of space and serviced business sites, high transport costs, access to finance, regulatory 

burdens etc. (Ligthelm, 2003; McGaffin et al, 2015). According to the Bureau of Economic Research 

(BER) SMME quarterly update report commissioned by Seda, there are currently 2.23 million 

business which account to 65% of the total employment in South Africa (BER, 2017). The majority 

of these enterprise operated in the informal sector (67%) while 29% are represented in the formal 

sector. This suggest that the majority of small businesses are found in the townships as these 

enterprise are usually characterised by informality. Fundamentally, small businesses are the drivers of 

employment creation to offset the impact of poverty that is rampant within township societies. Small 

businesses operating in South Africa offer goods and services that satisfy the needs of households 

living in these areas. They are vital for creating social stability and vibrant productive township 

economy. The significant role played by small business in the township is further recognised by 

government of South Africa as echoed in documents such as the National informal Business 

Upliftment Strategy and the Gauteng Township Revitalisation Strategy.  

 

Government Policies and Strategies Geared towards Township Small 

businesses in South Africa  

Township businesses in South Africa have pertinent strengths and weaknesses that require specific 

policy responses in order to enhance their efficiencies and competitiveness. The South African 

government is increasingly expected to create an enabling environment that should foster business 

development and growth in these areas. Through its agencies and various departments at national, 

provincial and local levels, the government has put in place mechanisms in order to provide support 

on small business development. However, the government has not fully adopted an integrated 
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approach implementing these strategies other role players.  Fostering public and private partnerships 

and small business networks has been identified as critical in order to unlock fully the potential of 

small businesses and township enterprises in particular.  It is therefore important to critically examine 

government policies and strategies directed towards facilitating establishment and improving 

business in the townships at the national government.  Government policies and strategies directed to 

supporting township businesses are premised on the 1995 “White Paper on national strategy on the 

development and promotion of small business in South Africa”.  In 2014, the South African 

government showed its commitment on intensifying small business development in the country and 

established the Department of Small Business Development (DSBD). The DSBD was mandated to 

drive an integrated approach to the development and promotion of small businesses and cooperatives; 

through a focus on the economic and legislative drivers to contribute to radical economic 

transformation. The department fulfil its mandate through the two implementation agencies namely 

Seda and Small enterprise finance agency (Sefa). These entities respectively in partnership with 

various stakeholders provide non-financial and financial business development support services and 

programmes to entrepreneurs and small businesses in South Africa. A number of most prominent 

policies and strategies have been implemented over time as efforts by the government to increase the 

impact of the role played by township small businesses. These include amongst others: 

 

National Small Business Amendment Act (2004) 

Fundamentally, the National Small Business Amendment act led to the establishment of the Small 

Enterprise development Agency (Seda) which play a significant role on providing non-financial 

resources, capacity building services, products and services to all entrepreneurs and existing small 

businesses nationally.  The Act promotes integrated approach to small business development. Seda to 

some extent has made major strides in ensuring that business development support is extended in all 

the provinces including township areas and is expected to intensify support to township businesses in 

line with the DSBD strategy. The Act mandates the Agency to facilitate, develop, coordinate and 

foster partnerships across all spheres of government, the private sector and relevant stakeholders that 

may assist it in achieving the set objectives.  Township businesses remains a priority to receive 

business development support in order to unlock their potential to compete locally and 

internationally.   

 

Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) Act and Preferential 

Procurement Policy Framework Act 

These pieces of legislation were primarily introduced to facilitate support to a majority of black 

owned enterprises (previously disadvantaged groups) to become actively involved in the economy 

and to aid small business owners particularly with access to market. In 2013, the South African 

government published the revised BBBEE codes of good practice that seeks to strengthen and grow 

successful black owned enterprises. According to the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI, 2013), 

in the revised codes of good practice all companies, except Exempted Micro Enterprises (EMEs) are 

required to comply with the five elements of the BBBEE scorecard, namely: ownership, Management 

Control, Skills Development, Enterprise and Supplier Development. While it is expected that 

corporates, State owned enterprises and big businesses will  step up and adopt enterprise and supplier 

development to benefit small businesses particularly black owned businesses particularly  in 

townships, it appear as if the impact of these Acts are yet to be fully realised . Critics have pointed 

out that these Acts benefit a minority and has done little to promote entrepreneurship and support to 

small businesses.  However, it is expected that programmes such as the Supplier Development 

Programme implemented by Seda and its partners, should make a meaningful impact towards 

enhancing the capacity and competitiveness of township small enterprises in order to participate in 

the various supply chain opportunities available.  

 

National Informal Business Upliftment Strategy  

As earlier pointed out that Township small businesses are largely informal survivalists and this has an 

implication on the type of business development support received from both the government and 

private sector. From the public sector there is the National Informal Business Upliftment Strategy 
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which is driven by the DSBD targeted to informal businesses. It provide support to local 

chambers/business associations and Municipal Local Economic Development offices to deliver and 

facilitate to implementation of SMME development programmes focusing on informal businesses in 

townships (DSBD, 2015).  Small businesses owned by women, youth and people living with 

disabilities in township areas and rural areas are the designated preferred groups for this strategy. 

Most importantly, the strategy take cognizance that informal business transactions cut across various 

economic sectors even though it prioritizes five economic sectors for intervention namely: retail, 

manufacturing, services, construction and maintenance which are predominant in township SMMEs. 

However, provinces or local municipalities are at liberty to prioritise sectors based on economic 

conditions prevalent in each particular region.  In each of the identified sectors, the strategy facilitates 

for provision of a range of interventions which include: skills development (technical, business skills, 

computer skills etc.), marketing and branding (marketing material, brochures, signage etc.), product 

improvements (standards, quality etc.), technology support, machinery and equipment, basic 

compliance (business registrations, licensing, accreditation etc.). These interventions are demand 

driven and depend on assessments conducted on these businesses.  However, the government is 

continuously experiencing some resistance from a significant number of informal enterprises who are 

not so keen to formalise their businesses.  In instances where these businesses formally register their 

businesses, trends indicate that they do not continuously comply with legislative requirements leading 

to deregistration and ultimate closure due to penalty costs that they accumulate over time.  NIBUS 

need to be fully adopted and be applied across the township economy in order to realise the benefits 

of small businesses. 

 

Approaches for Entrepreneurship and Small Businesses Development in 

Townships 

There is a mounting pressure for the South African government through DSBD and its agencies to 

upscale a meaningful small business development support directed towards township business as 

figures of unemployment soar and poverty threatens the socio-economic fabric in these societies.  

While the expected impact may not be immediate as desired by the masses, the government has an 

opportunity to join forces with other stakeholders from the SMME development ecosystem and work 

together to create a conducive environment for small businesses development in township areas.  

Some of the proposed approaches to make a meaningful impact to township entrepreneurship and 

small business growth include the following: 

 

Establishment of Township Business Hubs  

A study conducted by Seda to analyse state, needs, opportunities and challenges of small business in 

the township economy (2016), indicated that  it is  essential to establish township business hubs  in 

order  to advance a coordinated business development support to small businesses.  These hubs aim 

to stimulate entrepreneurship and township economies and will greatly benefit small businesses in 

terms of business skills development fundamental to exploiting income generating opportunities. In 

this regard, Seda is expected to play a coordination role and partner with relevant stakeholders to 

establish these hubs in order to provide relevant business infrastructure (shared facilities e.g. Internet, 

training rooms boardrooms etc.) as well as, business development support services (e.g. 

administrative support, training in business development and management etc.). Most importantly, 

this approach require the involvement of the private sector, government and local municipalities to 

work together to ensure active participation of township SMMEs in the economy.  

 

Basic Entrepreneurial Skills Development  

Given that townships suffer high levels of unemployment, and as indicated by statistics that majority 

the unemployed is the youth, which is often forced to venture into starting some form of businesses 

(necessity driven) as means to survival.  As a result, these businesses are without skills and contribute 

to the increase in number of informal businesses established in these areas.  However, Informal 

businesses remain vital for livelihood in townships and in order to make these enterprises more 

sustainable and to create additional jobs; skills development is fundamental in the township economy. 

The Basic Entrepreneurship Skills Development programme (BESD) is a German and South African 
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government’s initiative financed by the South African Department of Higher Education and 

implemented by the Department of Small Business Development with Seda.  This initiative seeks to 

transfer basic business skills to small business owners.  The implementing approach is embedded on 

coaching which facilitate learning and support to emerging entrepreneurs. Youth from communities 

are offered basic entrepreneurial skills development, network linkages with the public and private 

organizations.  The BESD increase the sustainability of micro enterprises, improve the prospects of 

income generation and job creation in townships.  The impact of this programme will fully be evident 

in the townships once its implementation is intensified across the country. 

 

Entrepreneurship in Schools  

Entrepreneurship programme or activities in schools, particularly those in townships is very 

significant for encouraging entrepreneurial mind-set and attitude of learners at the early stage of 

development.   Having entrepreneurship programme entrenched and implemented throughout the 

entire educational system, focusing on entrepreneurial skills and not necessarily on subjects, from 

primary school all the way through to tertiary level, and even beyond is vital for the growth of 

township small businesses.  Seda has since introduced the entrepreneurship in schools programme 

which aim to ensure that learners are equipped with entrepreneurial skills needed to start and grow 

businesses. This initiative is most appropriate and could be a solution to the ever-growing youth 

unemployment in particular, graduates and school leavers who find it difficult to find jobs when they 

finish their studies in township areas.  Youth equipped with entrepreneurship skills lead to more 

creative population starting productive and innovative enterprises in townships. Government is 

expected to continue with establishing linkages between Universities, Technical and Vocational 

Education and Training (TVET) colleges and businesses as partners in order to enhance innovation 

and facilitate business growth.  Fundamentally, internships in the area of entrepreneurship are 

identified as key in order to link entrepreneurial training to enterprise development.   

  

Township Small Business Expos  

The township small business Expo serve as an important platform of empowering and developing the 

booming township economy. The Small Business Expo is devoted to the development of small 

enterprises in the townships, providing an invaluable platform to market their businesses and interact 

with prominent business leaders and representatives from a number of corporate companies. It is the 

ideal platform to stimulate business growth and motivate both current and aspiring entrepreneurs. The 

direct engagement with small businesses and entrepreneurs exclusively active in townships great 

brand awareness, loyalty, sales and disseminate information on procurement opportunities.         

 

Conclusion and Recommendations   

The contribution of small businesses in South Africa is widely recognised by many including 

government and the private sector.  While entrepreneurship levels are low and high business failure 

rates is predominant in townships, these businesses have the potential to become power houses and 

significant players in economic development. Therefore, there is a need for an integrated approach 

towards small business development support directed to township entrepreneurs and SMMEs 

implemented by all relevant stakeholders.  It is vital to establish value adding strategic and 

implementing partnerships in order to advance fully enterprise development in townships. A focused, 

clear vision and coordinated approach is key to channel and leverage on resources for SMME support 

in townships.   There is a no one size fits all approach towards SMME support, however, the 

commitment from all role players is vital to unlock the potential of township businesses as they are 

significant in the South African economy.  
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Abstract 

Globalization, new technology and the standardization of the way of thinking in developed, emerging and 

developing countries give the sharing economy a huge opportunity all over the world. The economy of 

sharing is spreading in all domains and activities. Many economic sectors are facing challenges and 

competition from a new business model and new ideas based on digital platforms and spreading rapidly 

across all societies. The volume of this economy is increasing yearly and the defenders of the sharing 

praise the benefits of this phenomenon. The debate is open about the reality and the consequences of an 

economy evaluated to several billions of dollars and will be able to disrupt the life of millions of persons 

globally. In our paper, we analyze the sharing today and tomorrow, the benefits and the challenges of this 

economy. We explore the human implications, the assumption of sharing on the job market and on the 

nature of work today and in the near future. Our methodology is based on a literature review of the 

subject and on an analysis, using three conceptual models considered the most appropriate regarding the 

sharing economy: The Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI, Rogers), the Creative destruction 

(Schumpeter) and the Social exchange theory (Homans and Blau). We conduct a survey on university 

students in order to identify, analyze and study their motivations concerning the sharing.   

Keywords: Sharing Economy, Digital Platform, New Technology, Globalization 

1 Introduction 

The collaborative economy changes the pattern of production and consumption of goods and services. 

New technologies through digital platforms disrupt the links between supply and demand. All sectors are 

concerned through exchange relations based on mutual trust. In addition to presenting this new economic 

model, our paper seeks to study the motivations of graduate and undergraduate business students 

concerning the concept of sharing.  

Collaborative and / or sharing economy is spreading at a high speed across all northern countries, 

affecting all industries. This trend is no longer limited to rich and developed countries, but it is also 

spreading in the countries of the South, of course, following different paths. The new consumer logic, the 

financial crises, the proliferation of Internet and the weight of social networks open the way to new ideas 

for the sharing and consumption of all kinds of products and services. 

Our paper aims to analyze the functioning and the new trends of this economy, which arouse interests and 

fears. The over-valuation of what is owned should generate new revenues for individuals bypassing most 

of the time the traditional exchange system. Collaborative economy is affecting several market sectors. 

Born among grassroots to be essentially collaborative and sharing, it gradually became a big business. 

The wave of collaborative economy also affects the Arab countries and Lebanon. In this article, we will 

study the evolution of this trend in Lebanon.  
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2 The Sharing Economy Yesterday and Today 

2.1 Can we define the sharing economy? 

Few literature and researches of collaborative economy are available. The modern foundations go back to 

1978 in the writings of Marcus Felson and Joe L. Spaeth who wanted to bring answers, solutions and 

alternatives to the stakes of unrestrained consumption with consequences on economic, financial, social 

and environmental levels.The definitions of collaborative economy are varied and multifaceted, but they 

all come together. An economic and consumption model essentially based on the exchange, sharing, 

rental of goods and services
1
 that favors the use rather than the ownership (Botsman, 2014). Sharing is 

considered as a phenomenon that connects consumers with each other in order to consume. Indeed, the 

new technologies through the digital platforms have come to increase the links and the contact of the 

people who wish to exchange all kinds of products and services. There are several words that designate 

this new form of consumption: "economy of sharing", "peer-to-peer economy", "collaborative 

consumption", "collaborative economy". The purpose of all these denominations often follows the same 

logic, in this case exchange and sharing, but there are differences concerning types, modalities, vocations 

and exchange systems.  

The main characteristics of the collaborative economy are: 

1- Merchant or non-market transactions between suppliers and users 

2- Suppliers are individuals, professionals and non-professionals 

3- The link between transactions is a digital device (platform) 

2.2 The new forms of consumption 

2.2.1 Collaborative economy  

An economy built on the networking of people and communities with connected centralized institutions 

with the aim of: Transforming the way we can produce (linking inventors with companies, ex: Quirky), 

Consume (optimization of the use of products through efficient models of redistribution and shared 

access ex: Zipcar, Airbnb, Lyft), 

Subscribe to financial services (direct relationship between individuals or companies for non-

intermediated loans, ex: Kickstarter, Pave), 

Learning (connecting teachers and students throughout the world, democratization of teaching ex: 

Coursera, Skillshare) 

 

2.2.2 Collaborative Consumption 

An economic model based on the sharing, exchange, trade or rental of products and services favoring the 

usage rather than the ownership. This model reinvents not only what we consume, but also the way we 

consume. We can cite three models: the collaborative lifestyle with the exchange of the use of products 

and services (Zipcar, Airbnb, Lyft), the redistribution of unused or underused products (ebay) and a 

system of products and services, rental of clothes (Run the Runway). 

2.2.3 The economy of sharing 

An economic model based on the sharing of underutilized assets against monetary and non-monetary 

benefits. It is largely focused between individuals (Airbnb, couchsurfing, lyft, Getaround,…). 
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2.2.4 Peer-to-Peer Economy 

The peer-to-peer economy facilitates the sharing and direct exchange of products, it is a service based on 

peer trust. (Airbnb, couchsurfing, lyft, UberX, Kitchsurfing, Etsy). Most of the digital platforms of the 

collaborative economy have emerged in the United States, the sharing economy has now spread all over 

the world, it has become a global phenomenon, thanks to the expansion of new technologies and 

platforms to other countries, as well as new ideas for consumption. Platforms are proliferating in many 

countries, where cities are increasingly "sharing" centers of practice. Paris, for example, has become the 

center of the sharing economy in Europe. Colombia, the most Anglo-Saxon country in Latin America, has 

become a hub for Latin America. In Asia, Seoul, which is a smart city, is considered as a very important 

sharing center. Last year, the Ecuadorian government launched Buen Conocer, an initiative to reinvent 

the economic system based on the principles of open sharing networks, open production, and an economy 

of common goods. Even the Arab world has started to share economies through a multiple platforms and 

actions that bring citizens closer to each other. According to a global online survey conducted by Nielsen, 

68% of consumers are willing to share or rent their personal belongings in exchange communities or for 

monetary income. 

3 A New Economic Model or a New Economic Theory 

3.1 A new exchange model 

Power is moving from centralized institutions and organizations to individual and community networks. 

The distribution of products and services is no longer the sole monopoly of companies, the power of 

distribution has radically changed. From the status of the passive consumer of the 20th century, today's 

consumer has become at the same time creator, collaborator, financier, producer, supplier and inventor. 

Collaborative economy gives a new dimension to the uses of assets, it allows valorizing a sleeping wealth 

and the resources underused, it creates a link between what one possesses and what the others want to 

use. Efficiency and trust are the basis of this economy. 

Collaborative economy makes our society more horizontal and less hierarchical; peer-to-peer 

relationships promotes individual and collective emancipation; the transaction may seem less formal, 

even if sharing and information are the basis of exchange. The institutionalization of exchanges done 

through the intermediary of the digital platform (the website) which serves as a store or a retailer and 

which ensures the link for the transaction. Its virtual concept characterizes the transaction because the two 

parties do not know each other and then it is achieved either by the connection between the supplier and 

the applicant or by a meeting to exchange the good or the product, or by sending the coordinates to 

conclude the transaction. 

The digital platforms considered the driving force of the collaborative economy must face today a supply 

that is becoming more professional and more demanding, their roles are: 

- define the relationship between suppliers and applicants 

- linking effective triangular (platform-supplier and applicant) 

3.2 Old theories, New Model 

 

3.2.1 The Diffusion of Innovation Theory: a Customer and User Analysis  
The sharing economy may be analyzed in the context of the Diffusion of Innovation Theory (Rogers, 

1962), because the product or the service offered to consumer, client or user is done in a new manner. 

Even if the finality of the consumption and the usage of the product or the service is, the same. The 

concept of innovation is defined as any object, idea, technology, or practice that is new. The diffusion of 

innovation accomplished through communication to explain how, over time, an idea or a product gains 
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momentum and spreads to a specific population or social system. The Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) 

Theory is to be applied in the case of the users or clients more than regarding offerors of the product or 

the service. According to DOI Theory, we can distinguish five established adopted categories: innovators, 

early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards. 

 

DOI analyses five factors that enhance and influence the adoption of innovation or new idea. 

Relative Advantage - The innovation should be considered as better than the idea, service, or product it 

replaces. 

Compatibility - The innovation must be adequate and compatible with values and demands and of the 

future adopters. 

Complexity - The innovation should be easy to use and understandable. 

Triability – The adopter likes to be sure that the new idea is already tried and experienced before adopting 

it. 

Observability - The adopter wants serious results from the innovation in order to accept it.  

The major firms of the sharing economy have gone through all the stages. Airbnb, Uber, Lyft, Blablacar, 

etc… experienced all these steps differently. The success (or the failure) can be analyzed through this 

theory because the sharing concept was considered when launched as an innovation using new channels 

of distribution, buying and selling products, programs and services. These offers already existed but the 

way of promoting and distributing is very new. Digital platforms are the fruit of technology. Rogers 

considers technology and innovation as synonyms, “A technology is a design for instrumental action that 

reduces the uncertainty in the cause-effect relationships involved in achieving a desired outcome”. 

Because all the firms of the sharing economy are essentially based on the technology and cannot work or 

function without a digital platform, the product or the service offered needs a high value of technology 

and reliability in order to be considered as new innovation. As such, the product or service is not a real 

innovation; the context of its diffusion gives a new futuristic aspect.  

3.2.2 The Creative Destruction: Corporate and Job Challenges 

Capitalism must reinvent itself all the time; otherwise, it could never ensure sustainability. The sharing 

economy disrupts many sectors and jeopardizes the job of millions of workers all over the world. A 

growing number of workers in the developing, developed and emerging economies begins to worry about 

the future (Sundararajan, 2016). Because we are in the globalization era, the fast spreading of this concept 

affects simultaneously companies and workers in developed, developing and emerging countries. The 

destruction of jobs is accompanying the evolution of this economy. The Creative destruction 

(Schumpeter, 1942) can be totally applied today to the sharing economy. The innovation of products, 

services and process will automatically endanger and eliminate many sectors. The collaborative economy 

is accused of creating precarious jobs, without social protection and escaping labor market regulations in 

the countries where it operates. Indeed, we may wonder whether it is really the vocation of this new 

economic model to create jobs or only to maximize profitability by inventing a new form of work. These 

criticisms and misunderstandings are merely a reflection of the change that globalization and new 

technologies bring to the conception of work. The labor market changes, today we are seeing a 

transformation of the economic system and capitalism, which primarily affects workers and employees. It 

is legal and legitimate to fear a new vision of work that threatens the existing order. 
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3.3.3 The Social Exchange Theory: Trust and Sharing 

The trust is a key element behind exchange and sharing. We witness a trust on two levels: the digital 

platform and the providers of the product or services (Airbnb, Uber, Zipcar, ….). Our open world, 

globalization and technology facilitate the interaction and the trust between people and strangers; we are 

bypassing big corporations and traditional institutions to realize exchange. Trust is shifting away from 

governments and big institutions into the hands of all of the population, technology and the work wide 

web are enabling trust between people (Botsman). The sharing economy is opening a new trust era, the 

main challenge today is more about trust than technology, and the individual social exchange imposes to 

all of us to trust each other because our personal reputation can be positively or negatively affected. The 

shift in trust from institutions to individuals represents the new way of exchanging and doing business 

and will transform many economic sectors in the near future all over the world. 

4 Survey 

A survey conducted on 117 university students gave us several elements about the awareness and the 

perception of the sharing economy.   

The main answers were as follows:  

- More than 7 out of 10 of the respondents know what does the sharing economy means. This 

answer reveals that the awareness is high but in the same time, we can consider it as not 

sufficient because the majority of the university students are supposed to know this economy. 

The reason is the non-generalization of the phenomenon in a developing or emerging economy 

such as Lebanon. 

 

- The answers concerning the knowledge of four name of branded sharing economy platforms tell 

us that Uber is the most well-known, the vast majority of respondents already heard about, 

followed respectively by Airbnb (53%), Blablacar (33%) and Couchsurfing (4%). Many reasons 

lay behind these answers. If 97% are aware of Uber, it is because of the presence in the media of 

this company, the availability of these services in most big cities all over the world and 

sometimes because of the controversy of these platforms. Airbnb comes in second place because 

it is less mediatized compared to Uber and with less worldwide problems. Blablacar, which is 

less present in the world than the two others platforms. As a European service and because the 

habit of carpooling is not so developed media, Blablacar even if it is the leader in its field, 

remains less well known globally than Uber and Airbnb. Couchsurfing that is the real sharing is 

ignored by respondents because no large organizational structure manage their operations and 

because the aim of the service is strictly free of charges so less incentive for offers. 

 

- The potential of the sharing is promising, two third of the respondents plan to use these services 

in the future. It means that the trend is very strong especially among young persons because the 

majority accepts this concept.  

 

- Trust is crucial when it comes to the sharing economy. Three out of 4 of the respondents 

consider trust as the main concern for this service followed. Trust remains an important criterion 

because the core of this economy is exchange with strangers. 
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- Three out of 4 estimate that these services have a future. The high rate of answers considering 

the sharing economy as promising reveal that people really believe in this new economic and 

business. 

5 Conclusion 

The sharing of physical objects, services and spaces will increase in the next few years. Sharing becomes 

today an important part of our life. This concept is rapidly spreading all over the world. People in 

developed, emerging and developing economies are exploring and working on new idea. In order to use 

goods, services and spaces more collaboratively. The economy of sharing is accompanied by the birth of 

a new language and vocabulary such as access, social values, exchanges, user, borrowers, lenders and 

contributors. This new economy disrupts the life of millions of persons across the world but, at the same 

time, it opens new horizons and creates opportunities for all of us. The future of the collaborative 

economy in emerging countries is not different from that of others markets. Four variables might 

influence the use of platforms by consumers: use of technology, trusting strangers, saving the service fees 

and looking for environment protection; these variables could be related to the age and the gender of the 

users. The result of this research will highlight the diffusion of innovation for services based on the 

sharing economy in third world country and inform the actual service providers in sectors affected by the 

sharing economy about the risks they will face in the near future. Entrepreneurs that might exploit this 

new phenomenon will benefit from this new type of business while those working in the old system will 

be affected and penalized if they will not adapt to this new and challenging reality. The use of platforms 

may seem different at times, but goals tend to meet. It is natural that the slow adoption of this type of 

exchange, the lack of confidence and the desire for possession, still limit the adoption of this new 

economy by emerging countries. Millennials born with the new technologies will welcome this type of 

exchange. Indeed, we note through the part in which we speak about the birth, the evolution, the 

challenges and the promises of the economy of sharing, a growing enthusiasm of the population. 
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Abstract 
 

The involvements of women in business particularly in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have 

received global attention including Malaysia. Despite the important role of women entrepreneurs to the 

economic development, participation of Malaysian women in SMEs is unequivocally rated low. In order 

to bridge the gap there is need for radical application of creativity in their business operations. Hence, the 

aim of this paper is to review the need for innovation management practice among women entrepreneurs 

of SMEs in Malaysia. Through review of relevant literature, the concept of innovation management in 

business has been explicitly discussed as well as the underpinning theories. Appraisal of the innovation 

management was explored through data mining in order to build a sustainable framework with a view to 

accelerating performance in women-owned businesses. This paper is expected to serve as a template for 

existing and upcoming women SMEs in Malaysia towards better entrepreneurial innovation and 

performance which by extension would boost GDP of the Malaysian economy. 

 

Keywords: Innovation management, women entrepreneur, SMEs, Malaysia 

 

Introduction 

 
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have been variously acknowledged as a major source of global 

economic growth and employment of the entire nation. Hence, SMEs  need to be managed in more 

effective in various aspects of their business management .Considering the need for innovation 

management practice of the  SMEs, it is a known fact that global economic woes are expected incidents 

of business life which often manifest in the form of economic recession. Such is expected to pose serious 

threat to the survival of SMEs due to their scale, hence, in such turbulent times; effective management 

strategies in form of innovations will provide relief against devastating consequences of such economic 

downturn. Apart from this, the performance of any SMEs can be generally measured by the quantum of 

efforts placed on research and development (R & D) in the area of innovation management practice. 

Furthermore, literature has shown that the success of SMEs requires an efficient management capability 

of selling its goods and services and in this regard SMEs will depend on high level of effective and 

practicable innovations that are expected to lead to performance improvement and strength recession, 

recovery and peak periods of business cycles. Additionally, for SMEs to respond fast to product demand 

differentiations resulting from market demands in the present global industrial world there is need for a 

potent innovation management practice (Apak & Atay, 2014; Al-Ansari, et. al., 2014; Kalay & Lynn, 

2016). 
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More importantly, in this recent global change, innovation management is becoming one of the key 

drivers for change and competitive advantage within industry. Accordingly, SMEs as business concerns 

are required to respond rapidly to these emerging changes. This will enable it to fulfill customers’ 

expectation and demands rapidly. Going by the nature of high involvement of women in the SMEs, there 

is the need to adequately explore and employ innovation management practice in order to meet the 

numerous challenges and expectations facing efficient delivery.  

In Malaysia, the involvement of women entrepreneurs in SMEs still remained lower over the period of 

years. As  at  2015 the percentage distribution of SMEs by ownership status between men and women 

showed that men-owned SMEs is in the region of 80.3% while the women-owned SMEs stood at 19.7% 

(Department of Statistics, Malaysia & SME Corp., Malaysia, 2015). From the same source, it was 

revealed that measuring the use of ICT among women SMEs only 27% have the knowledge and usage 

ICT which is expected to form the backbone of innovation in the area of knowledge management. Also, 

the statistics revealed that out of the various sectors of enterprises of SMEs women were seen flourishing 

in services with 91.7%; manufacturing – 7% and less than 1% in other prominent sectors like agriculture, 

construction, mining and quarrying among others. This is an indication that women entrepreneurs still 

need more to tap from innovation management practice so as to gain the capacity of competing with their 

male counterparts. Nevertheless, it is an understatement that women business owners contribute to the 

overall employment and are productive in generating good revenue (Nel, et. al., 2010) but it is the 

efficient application of the innovation management practice that will explore and exploit these 

potentials.As a result, the Malaysian Government has been concerned with creating and developing 

quality, resilient, and successful entrepreneurships which are competitive in all the potential growth 

sectors of the economy, and to cultivate an enterprising culture among Malaysian women.Therefore, 

the purpose of the paper  is to identify the main drivers of innovation management practice  and propose  

a framework that will be suitable for the improvement and better innovation practices and performance of 

women SMEs in Malaysia. 

 

Women Entrepreneurs 

 
Women entrepreneurs have been acknowledged to play critical roles for bringing their ideas and 

capabilities towards successful achievement of the SMEs development (Alam, et. al., 2012, Rani 

&Hashim, 2017). There are diverse definitions of women entrepreneur which depend on the context of its 

role. In the Malaysian context, women in business can be classified in the census under the employment 

classification of employer, self-employed and own-account workers (Jamilah, 1992). Based on United 

Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) discussion paper, 

women in business generally fall into micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), either as managers 

or as owners from an employer’s angle (Teoh& Chong, 2008).  

 

Some of the characteristics of women entrepreneurship as enunciated by Teoh and  Chong (2008) 

include: women-owned businesses are no more likely to fail than man-owned; differences in initial 

capital and goals explain the power performance in growth and survival of women-owned businesses; 

women entrepreneur discussion is considered important since it is part of ongoing effort to alleviate 

poverty in developing countries in relation to the sustainable development goals; and the response from 

women entrepreneur is still considered relatively low because of low level of education, lack of capital, 

cultural and religious constraints (Teoh& Chong, 2008). 

 

The performance of women entrepreneurs in their businesses has become an important area of recent 

policy and academic debate. Comparatively, little rigorous and in-depth research, however, has been 

undertaken on the issues of gender and business performance, especially in Malaysia (Alam, et. al, 2012). 

Performance is the act of doing something successfully using knowledge as distinguished from merely 

possessing it. However, performance seems to be conceptualized, operationalized and measured in 
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different ways (Srinivasan, et. al.2002), thus making cross-comparison difficult. Among the most 

frequently used operationalization are survival, growth in employees and profitability. In fact, the 

potential benefits inherent in women entrepreneurial outfit, women entrepreneur still face systematic 

barriers in the conduct of business in some part of the world (Alam, et. al, 2012; Roomi& Parrott, 2008). 

Also women-owned businesses are found to be more likely to fail (Bekele & Worku, 2008). Furthermore, 

researchers have been reporting that women entrepreneurs growth rate is comparatively low than that of 

their male peers (Enhai, 2011). In addition, women are likely to be pushed or pulled in the realm of 

entrepreneurship whereas there is a need to change the push into the pull factors (Zlatkov, 2015). Besides, 

there is a need to introduce and equip women entrepreneurs with women entrepreneurial orientation and 

required competitiveness (Mahmood&Hanafi, 2013). All these essentially call for workable innovation 

capabilities in order to ease off the aforementioned barriers. In fact the phenomenon of women 

entrepreneurship is still standing silently in the queue waiting for its turn to be acknowledged fully (Teoh 

& Chong, 2008, Rani & Hashim, 2017).As a result of the common constraints associated with women 

entrepreneurship globally and in Malaysia especially, there have been several calls for innovation 

management practice (IMP) as a veritable concept to enable them tap the prospects towards better 

performance of women SMEs. Literature has identified some of the drivers of  IMP to include knowledge 

management, usage of ICT, capital, education, training and counseling, networks, government support, 

managerial skills and social security and freedom to mention a few. All these issues had constituted the 

main thrust of this proposed research. 

 

Theory of Innovation Management in Women-Owned Enterprises 
 
The new theory of innovation management that adequately explains and supports substantial value 

creation from radical innovation should be subjected to three fundamental criteria and tests; (1) it should 

comprehensively explain the history of radical and incremental innovations; (ii) successfully applied and 

described in many case studies over decades by real industrial businesses; and (iii) describe how value 

creation is driven by both tangible capital and intangible capital based on the new capabilities of people 

and organizations, new business models and new industry structures that form dominant design (Miller 

(2015) any.However,  in this paper two classical theories are  considered appropriate; the sociological 

theories and feminist concept in Business.  
 

Theory of Social Structures on Women’s Entrepreneurship 

Sociological theories argue that social structures (workplace, family, and organized social life) affect 

women’s access to entrepreneurial opportunities and may influence performance (Aldrich, 1989). 

Occupational segregation, underrepresentation in upper level management positions, and expectations 

about family roles may restrict women to certain industrial sectors, as well as affect motivations and goals 

for their business ventures (Aldrich, 1989). The extent to which women entrepreneurs face structural 

barriers in these areas will arguably have an impact on the performance of their ventures. 

 

The degree to which these structural dimensions affect women entrepreneurs depends greatly on the 

country context. In particular, the perceived acceptability of women’s participation in entrepreneurship 

varies from country to country, relative to the expectations and cultural norms for women in a given 

society. This indeed has been attributed as one of the major barriers to women SME performance in 

Malaysia (Tambunan, 2009; Ming-Yen & Siong-Choy, 2007). Research also reveals that women starting 

new ventures are frequently hindered by the lack of business information, advice, and access to networks 

and business support systems (Allen & Truman, 1993). Essentially, these differences in social structure 

across developed and developing countries suggest variation in individual factors affecting performance 

of women-owned businesses (Lerner, Brush & Hisrich, 1997). In the  United States an early  study  

conducted by Kalleberg and Leicht (1991) found that women’s businesses were no more likely to fail and 

were just as successful as men’s, which was contrary to conventional wisdom regarding women’s 
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inferiority in entrepreneurship. It is however good to note that as a result research, global economic 

competition and government support and dynamism, women from negatively affected countries are 

increasingly accepted as equal in their entrepreneurial endeavors, making it easier for their business to 

grow and succeed. In order to bridge the gap thereby promoting performance acceleration, the need for 

innovation management practice (Lerner, Brush & Hisrich, 1997). 

 

Feminist Concept and Analysis in Business 

 The feminist theory aims to bring about social change as women are seen to be very important in the 

structuring of society, even though women historically have been identified as disadvantaged, a situation 

that needs to be abolished (Calás & Smircich, 2009; Mbwilo, 2015).  By producing knowledge, social 

change can occur, including entrepreneurship change. Feminist theory helps us to look at 

entrepreneurship as a social change through a feminist analytical lens and see that it brings a significant 

impact in economic activities. Calas et al. (2009) argue that women have emerged from a male- dictated 

structuring of society, which had to occur, and among the needed changes are the removing of the barriers 

to entry to public life for women and also appreciating different practices as positive inputs to society. 

They suggest that a female centered structure of the society is the only means to oppose patriarchal 

structuring. Looking through a feminist theoretical lens will enable entrepreneurship dynamics to be 

further noticed and seen. 

 

Feminist studies have been conducted by numerous scholars worldwide, in different disciplines. As a 

strand of the modern feminist approach, the women in development (WID) approach was introduced, so 

as to highlight women’s contribution to income generating activities (Rathgeber, 1990). Although,it was 

later found that only the symptoms were being dealt with instead of the core of the problem. According to 

Cornwall et al. (2007) “women are the poorest of poor” in Africa, although most of the work is done by 

women, including agricultural work, household work and all family responsibility and reproductive work. 

Women are being seen as just a mere picture which is there to portray a story; they are being viewed as 

hopeless, inactive and excluded free from development and their unsung qualities and contributions to 

development needs to be observed (Cornwall, 2001).Stanley (1990) argues that the peasant character has 

not been given enough space and gratitude, and this leads to ignoring women. “The failure to 

acknowledge women’s roles, activities and rituals has resulted in a definite informational bias”(Stanley & 

Wise, 1990). Moreover it is argued that “ At the root, feminist inquiry is built on the common cause of 

highlighting women’s voices in the name of challenging patriarchy and eradicating women’s oppression 

in the home and beyond”(Daly and Stubbs, 2007). In the late 1970s the gender concept grew up and 

become very important. Researchers tried to see how to conceptualize the social constructions of 

masculinity and femininity by applying biological perspectives to social relations between women and 

men (Mbilinyi, 1992). 

 

According to Cala et al. (2009), analysts’ attention was drawn to gender relations not because of the sex 

of participants as individual actors, but due to the material production of their social life and cultural 

production. This made gendering entrepreneurship through premises restructuring highly visible in 

mainstream entrepreneurship. Mbughuni (1994) states that significant attention has to be paid to gender in 

order to see it as a locus of discrimination, a factor like age, geographical location (rural or urban), ethnic 

group, and global location which distinguishes the circumstances and barriers facing different women. 

According to Walker (1995) gender relations in indigenous societies in Africa are characterized by 

misappropriation of women's hard work by men. Women being part of a male dominated society makes it 

very difficult for them to freely grow and operate their businesses; this makes women vulnerable and 

weak and as a result hinders them from making independent decisions. 
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Principles and Importance of Innovation Management 
 
Innovation has long been argued to be the engine of growth regardless of the condition of the larger 

economy. Innovation indeed has been a topic for discussion and debate for hundreds of years (Miller, 

2015). 

 

Drucker (2015) defines innovation as “the act that endows resources with a new capacity to create 

wealth”. He (2015) refers sources of innovation as “windows” of opportunity because each window is a 

distinct opportunity for innovation, but one can see certain aspects of other opportunities for innovation 

by looking through a single window. Drucker (2015) identified four windows within the firm – the 

unexpected event, incongruities, process need, changes in market structure and three windows outside the 

firm –demographies, changes in perception, and new knowledge. He suggested one way to recognize 

opportunities for innovation as applying the ones that are most relevant for use at a point in time and that 

each opportunity is capable of being relevant at any given time. 

 

Considering the relevance of innovation management in any business Miller (2015) described that radical 

innovation is required for sustained, adequate rates of economic growth driven by improvements in 

productivity, quality and cost in industries such as health care, education, construction and energy.  

Hence, corporation must be able to adapt and evolve if only the wish to survive (Trott, 2008). Also, This 

is attributed to the fact why today the idea of innovation is widely accepted. It has become part of our 

culture – so much that it verges on becoming a cliché. But even though the term is already embedded in 

our language, to what extent do we fully understand the concept? Also, to what extent is this 

understanding shared. For instance, a scientist’s view of innovation may be very different from that of an 

accountant or an entrepreneur even in the same organization. All these are some of the issues that 

prompted the choice of this research. 

 

Drucker (2015) asserted that systematic  innovation must be integral to the process of management in all 

organizations. In systematic innovation, there is need to adopt specific practices regarding organization, 

staffing and rewards for innovative activity. The new should not be forced to carry the overhead burden 

that is carried by the mature until the new matures and become capable of carrying these changes. This 

often requires physical separation of the new from the old within the organization structure. Furthermore, 

resource allocation should be done in accordance with the resources of people and money that an 

innovative project can effectively use at a given point in time. On the other hand, if a project is 

approaching breakthrough, the maximum among of resources it can effectively absorb should be applied. 

Essentially, innovations require a clear market focus as well.In applying the concept of innovation in 

entrepreneurial skills all the aforementioned principles must be carefully studied and followed in order to 

achieve best performance and by extension high profit. Against all, this change comes the increased need 

for entrepreneurs to be vigilant because unless we stay ahead of change we may become victims of 

change (Trott, 2008).  The earlier changes are discerned, the earlier the opportunities they create can be 

converted into innovations and converting opportunities into successful innovations, the better but 

requires good management practices.Expatiating on entrepreneurial management  

 

Innovation Management Drivers among Women SMES in Malaysia 

In Malaysia, the importance of entrepreneurial ventures in the economic development of the nation 

is indisputable. Chee (1990) reports that entrepreneurial ventures tend to employ more workers per 

unit of capital, help increase total savings in the economy, have a favorable impact on regional 

development, serve as training grounds for developing the skills of industrial workers and 

entrepreneurs, and play an important complementary role to large firms in the economy. Tan (1990) 

adds that they help to sustain economic growth and stabilize the economy in periods of recession. 

They are also very significant contributors to the economic strength of the nation considering the 
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direct output of goods and services as well as the role in supplying requisite inputs to other 

enterprises and government undertakings.

innovation management for women entrepreneurs. 

technology, research and development colla

market strategy. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Four driver for innovation management
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increase the marketing of computers in the nation (Ndubisi & Kahraman, 2005). Since ICTs possess 

the unique capability to improve processes not just by transferring information efficiently but also 

by making it available in time to users, the Malaysian government has increasingly strived to make 

technology more and more affordable to entrepreneurs, especially women entrepreneurs, whose 

contributions to the growth of the Malaysian economy have consistently been publicly 

acknowledged by the government. 

 

The relationship between technological skill and enterprise development, particularly in relation to 

entrepreneurship, is crucial. Peacock (1997) reports that the share of women business owners that 

have established a homepage for their business has tripled since last year: 23 percent now have a 

homepage, compared to 16 percent of male business owners; 47 percent of women business owners 

currently subscribe to an online service, compared to 41 percent of male business owners; 51 

percent of women business owners frequently use the internet to communicate or send e‐mail, 

compared to 40 percent of male business owners; 22 percent of women report frequent usage of the 

internet to conduct research, compared to 14 percent of male business owners; and 9 percent of 

women business owners compared to 3 percent of male business owners use the internet to review 

business opportunities or make bids on contracts. The research of Ndubisi&Kahraman, (2005) was 

aimed to investigate the extent and pattern of information and communication technology (ICT) 

usage by women entrepreneurs in Malaysia, as well as the impact of personal traits on usage show 

that slightly above 50 percent of the respondents are using seven out of the eight varieties of 

systems presented. Notwithstanding the effort made sofar to make IT accessible to the 

entrepreneurs, research has established the fact that IT knowledge among women entrepreneurs in 

Malaysia is still comparatively very low 
 

Research and Development (R&D) Collaboration 

Innovation is essential for an organization’s growth to sustain competitive positioning and to strengthen it 

(Lin & Lin, 2016). At the same time, businesses are forced to find partners to benefit from innovation 

given rapidly changing global market conditions and increased competition (Horibe, 2003). Thus, the 

openness in the innovation process is becoming more prominent recently as evidenced in various 

academic literature (Patra& Krishna, 2015). Intensive competition in domestic markets gives a reason for 

firms to expand their technology into new markets overseas (Lee &Jeong, 2010). However, the 

uncertainty in the global marketplace has caused a fundamental change in firms’ innovation strategies 

(Lee &Jeong, 2010; Kang, 2012). To mitigate this confusion and secure global markets, collaborative 

innovation has become commonplace in organizations, and needs to be studied (Lee &Jeong, 2010). 

 

Globalization could be done simply if firms collaborated with buyers and/or distributors regardless of 

their size (Horibe, 2003) Furthermore, different modes of network relationships have different effects on 

their performance (Lin & Lin, 2016). International collaboration raises important questions regarding the 

relationship between R&D and innovation (Ebersberger&Herstad, 2013). Among the challenges 

hindering the Women SMEs from Malaysia to compete in the international markets are the low level of 

technological capabilities, lack of skilled human capital, and  low level of research and development 

(R&D) (Muhammad Khalique et al. 2011).  

 

Business enterprises that derive their ongoing competitiveness from innovation, both by cultivating in-

house capabilities and through collaboration with experts in universities and research institutions locally 

and internationally are fundamental to innovation system performance and the productivity of an 

economy. Malaysia already compares favorably in some respects, as one of the few developing 

economies where the business enterprise sector is the main performer and funder of R&D. However, 

there is a continued need to strengthen the innovation capabilities of Malaysian businesses, especially the 

smaller firms, which are less prone to undertaking R&D or innovation. The establishment of the proposed 
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national Research Management Agency (RMA) with responsibility for the implementation and evaluation 

of competitive R&D grant schemes would also support the simplification and streamlining of the 

governance framework (Asada, Nixon &Keon, 2017). Malaysian women entrepreneurs can boost their 

business horizon locally and internationally through R & D collaboration in modern marketing and 

Technological advancement. 

 

Human Capital Development 
 

The human capital is one of the most important factors supporting the survival of microenterprises. The 

success of the enterprise depends on the relevant preparation, knowledge and education of the owner as 

well as the employees (Ptak-Chmielewska, 2017).Arribas& Vila (2007) introduced also the definition of 

accumulated human capital, which is used for summing up human capital of the owners (more than one 

person). They proved that enterprises owning such accumulated human capital live longer and have 

higher chances for success, which is also determined by better financial condition of the enterprise. Initial 

capital is distributed on more people so is better secured form individual failures of one of the owners. 

 

Becker (1993) defined human capital as: studies concerning actions influencing future income material 

and non-material by increase of human resources, those actions are defined as investment in human 

capital. Those actions are: education, professional training, medical care, seeking information about 

prices and income. Those actions are dedicated to increasing the abilities, knowledge, and health in the 

goal of increasing income. Human capital is a part of the enterprise but is connected with a worker and is 

worker’s property. Investment in human capital increases the potential of return ratio. The most important 

in investment in human capital is education and professional training. People with higher education level 

have more possibilities and chances on thelabor market. It is important to compare the costs and income 

from education. It is visible in case of women education. Education and training increases the worker’s 

abilities and efficiency also in managerial abilities (Becker, 1993). 

 

In a knowledge-based economy intellectual capital appears as the most important and critical resources 

for organization to thrive in a competitive environment. According to Ding & Li (2010), in a knowledge-

based economy the intellectual capital is gradually replacing the physical assets in modern enterprises. It 

is indispensable for modern and high tech enterprises to pay full concentration not only in products 

innovation, marketing channels, market and services, but also they need to improve the research and 

development ability on market and product, and pay attention to the gardening and management of the 

enterprise intellectual capital (Leitner, 2011). Shaariet al., (2010) and Bataineh&Zoabi (2011) argued that 

intellectual capital is a very important factor for the success of organizations to take competitive 

advantage. Human capital development is one of the surviving drivers of innovation management for 

women entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 

Product-Marketing strategy 
 
The growth of any enterprise is considered dependent on the product marketing strategy (Brindley, 2005). 

Cliff (1998) submits that it is usually an uphill task for women to adapt to changes in the market 

environment than men and he treated this as one of the potent barriers limiting the growth of women 

entrepreneurs. This also cut across new product development. For women-in-business in Malaysia to 

strive and ensuring steady growth, there is need to treat product marketing strategy as an innovation 

management tool. 

 

Government Role in Women Entrepreneur 

 
It is no gainsaying that government of Malaysia like other developed economies is making appreciable 

effort in promoting and enhancing  vibrant women entrepreneurial ventures through different ways which 
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include provision of enabling environment, loan facilities, subsidies, training and motivation among 

others (Tambunan, 2009; Oly Ndubisi, & Kahraman 2005). Nevertheless, studies abound demanding 

more from government in order to raise the standard of women entrepreneur higher for it to compete with 

its counterparts in Europe, United Kingdom and U.S.A among others. 

Oly Ndubisi, & Kahraman (2005) emphasized on the importance of information technology and 

communication (ICT) to women entrepreneurs but also pointed out the low level of their knowledge and 

application of ICT in their day-to-day business activities. They however, as a matter of urgency called on 

the Malaysia government to roll out programmed that would not only make computer accessible but as 

well organize training grounds for them. Ismail, et.al. (2012) corroborated this point but included it as one 

of motivational factors on women entrepreneurship venturing in Malaysia which government could be 

relevant. Also included as ways by which government could promote women entrepreneur are adequate 

provision of affordable credit facilities, research and development through training and adequate 

knowledge management (Ismail, et.al.2012; Tambunan, 2009). 

Furthermore, Sarker & Palit (2014) in a proposed framework on the factors contributing to success of 

women entrepreneur emphasized that government could be relevant in the areas of access to technology, 

training and motivation, social security and freedom; financial assistance and easy regulations, family 

support and quality assurance. Supporting this proposition Teoh and Chong (2014) lamented absence of 

enabling laws especially those ones related to child care subsidies and temporary assistance for needy 

family (TANF) programmed to support women entrepreneurs in Malaysia. The study identified this as a 

critical issue for women entrepreneurs particularly single mothers with low income and who run micro-

business, as they are seen to be the ones in need of most help and support. The study cited example of 

Singapore where self-employed parents have the privilege and are entitled to six days per year of child 

care leave and/or infant care leave until the year the child turns seven years old. Malaysian government 

has the responsibility of enacting such enabling laws for the purpose of encouraging women in business. 

In conclusion, it is timely that the society changes its mindset not only to reduce the gender gaps but also 

to acknowledge the role of women entrepreneurs (Sandberg, 2013). Sandberg (2013) believes that equal 

opportunity is not equal unless everyone receives the encouragement that makes seizing those 

opportunities possible. Hence, support and encouragement from stakeholders especially government are 

requires because women entrepreneurs encounter many barriers than men to become successful. The 

awareness should be enhanced to empower women entrepreneurs in the world economy and to be 

recognized in the coming future (Bruch, 2012). 

 

Proposed Framework for Innovation Management Practice among Malaysian 

Women Entrepreneurs 

Based on the literature this paper has identified four important drivers of innovation management 

(Information technology, research and development collaboration, human capital development, and 

product marketing strategy). As they relate to women SMEs in Malaysia, it is worth-noting that most 

studies have not incorporated the role of government in the implementation of innovation management 

practice which is treated as an academic research gap. Hence, it is the intention of this study to add that 

there is need to consider the mediating role of the Malaysian government in the application of innovation 

in women SMEs. This has brought about the proposition of the innovation management framework as 

shown in Figure 2. The empirical aspect of the framework is to be treated in the future research. But the 

main thrust of the framework would be to determine the mediating role of the Malaysian government in 

the relationship between the innovation management drivers and women SMEs Performance. 
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Figure 2: Proposed research assessment framework for innovation management among Malaysian 

Women SMEs 

 

Marketing strategy 
 

The increasing growth of its business by marketing and selling products of an organization taking place in 

new markets is closely related to the marketing strategy the organization chooses. These new markets 

may appear to be market segments or new geographical areas as well (Ansoff, 1957).Finding new 

potential market for its existing product would always be the main objective for any organization that 

takes the option of market development. The strategies would include identifying users in different 

markets with similar needs to the existing customers and also determining new customers who would use 

the product available in a different way. Alpha, 1957 stated that finding new geographical markets is one 

method of achieving this. 

 

Information Technology 

 
Nguyen, 2005 mentioned that there are several studies related to women entrepreneurs as one element 

that would make why women stay away from the corporate sector with the intention to become 

entrepreneurs, (Brown, 1997; Chandralekha et al, 1995; Gundry et al,2002;. Helmi, 1997; Hamilton, 

1993; Stoner et al, 1990; Winn, 2005), with the adoption of  information technology among women 

entrepreneurs' (Ndubisi and Kahraman, 2006). Meanwhile according to Schultz, 1959; Becker, 1964; 

Mincer, 1974, as to Human Capital; Human capital theory maintains that knowledge provides individuals 

with the increase in their cognitive abilities which leads to more productive and efficient potential 

activities. 

 

Human capital 

 
In addition, the businesses owners’ business planning and managerial capability can only be implemented 

if women entrepreneurs possess human resources, capable and equipped with skills to conduct production 
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duties. Thus, recruiting suitable staff, providing sufficient motivation and training, building good 

relations with the stakeholders and monitoring workers’ performance are important criteria in successful 

entrepreneurs. 

 

Research and Development 

 
A low level of education and exposure could prevent motivated entrepreneurial movement in their 

surroundings. Certain substructure components give the impression to make considerable impact on the 

entrepreneurial environment. These components include the existence of universities and research and 

development programs, a well-educated and technically skilled labor force and modern transport and 

communication facilities that provide easy access to suppliers and customers (Bruno & Tyebjee, 1982; 

Gartner, 1985). 

 
Conclusion 
 
In line with the objective of this study, the search into the related literature has revealed four (4) key 

innovation management drivers that will drive women-owned business towards high productivity. These 

identified drivers include information technology, research and development collaboration, human capital 

development and product marketing strategy. This study believes that women entrepreneurship in 

Malaysia stands the chance of competing favorably well with its counterparts globally if these drivers 

could be tenaciously applied. Also the study generates hypothesis that government has a mediating role to 

play in ensuring a positive and working relationship between innovation management practice and 

successful women SMEs.It is however expedient to mention that the workability of innovation is not 

automatic but requires radical and purposeful implementation. Nada, et al (2012) identified some causes 

of failure of innovation in business concerns to include poor goal definition, poor action alignment, poor 

allocation of team and resources, poor feedback of results, poor performance monitoring and poor 

collaboration between customers and suppliers as well as inaccurate interpretation of request from 

customers. This calls for holistic application of the concept. 

 

In conclusion, the relevance of innovation management practice in ensuring physical and economic 

growth in women entrepreneurship in Malaysia cannot be over emphasized as empirical studies abounds 

to support this assertion. This study is expected to serve as a template for existing and upcoming women 

SMEs in Malaysia towards better entrepreneurial performance which by extension would boost GDP of 

the Malaysian economy.  
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Abstract  

 
Solution architectures support the design of technology solutions that are critical 
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Solution architectures support the design of technology solutions that are critical for respond
quirements. These architectures require that financial analysis that considers

variables of alternatives and components. However, since most current financial models address
difficult to calculate the detailed and precise financial indicators required 

solution architectures. Consequently, financial variables can be omitted, and financial indicators 
With this in mind, our study presents FINFLEX-CBMC, a cost

solution architectures. Adoption of the Design Science Research paradigm for 
FINFLEX-CBMC allows it to offer specific indicators related to 

alternatives and components which can reduce the risk omitting of variables while 
alternatives and provision of support for technology investment decisions.

model, solution architectures, uncertainty, and solution components.

Solution architectures are essential for companies to enable value generation and increase
of processes related to design and implementation of technology solutions [1]. As 

design considers solution architectures from which are derive
more alternatives that represent different options for the technology solution [2]. An altern

represent technology functionalities such as information systems 
can have particular variables such as benefits and costs associated with them and

that must be considered to calculate the alternative’s financial indicators using cost-benefit
inancial indicators are indispensable for determining the feasibility of the technology 

its possible risks, and for justifying any investment [5], [6]. These fi
indicators must consider uncertainties derived from unpredictable events such as changes in 
requirements to identify positive or adverse consequences of IT investments [2], [6]. 
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Once alternatives are defined, a company has the crucial task of selecting the one that is most 
convenient for implementing the technology solution [2]. To choose an alternative, companies 
commonly compare the alternatives’ financial indicators [2], [4]. Although comparison of alternatives 
is valuable, it is important to consider the financial indicators at the component level because they 
include particular financial variables, economic factors, and unpredictable events [2] that support 
analyses such as comparison of the profitability between components of various alternative solutions 
[2].  

Although there is an extensive literature about cost-benefit models addressed to technology solutions 
[7]–[9], most of these models are directed at overall IT investments and have a high level of 
granularityi  [3], [10] that limits the detailed cost-benefit analysis required for solution architectures.  
Consequently, financial indicators may not accurately indicate valuation due to the omission of 
specific variables [3], [10],  it may be difficult to identify financial indicators at the component level 
which could limit comparisons of components [2], and uncertainty at the component level could 
impact financial indicators. This study defines FINFLEX-CBMC, a cost-benefit model that supports 
financial analysis of alternatives and solution components in solution architectures while considering 
uncertainty. To define and evaluate FINFLEX-CBMC, we adopted the Design Science Research 
paradigm [11]. The results from evaluation of FINFLEX-CBMC indicate that it supports financial 
analysis of solution architectures and their alternatives and components, offers detailed data 
considering the uncertainty of financial variables, and supports the comparison between and among 
components and alternatives. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical background. Section 3 presents 
related work and the objective of this research. Section 4 describes the research methodology. Section 
5 describes FINFLEX-CBMC. Section 6 presents the evaluation of FINFLEX-CBMC, and Section 7 
presents a discussion, future work, and conclusions from this research.  

2. Theoretical Background  
 

This section briefly describes the conceptual framework of FINFLEX-CBMC.   

2.1. Financial variables 
 
A solution component can incur specific costs [5], support materialization of different expected 
benefits [5], be associated with specific economic factors such as taxes and depreciation [4], and be 
impacted by unpredictable events that imply different uncertainties [6]. Due to these conditions, we 
can identify the following financial variables at the component level [2].  

a. Initial Investment consists of acquisition costs of assets required for a component at time zero 
[5]. 

b. Benefits are consequences of an action that improve or promote the comfort of a company [5] 
and which are represented as quantified monetary profit in this study [2].    

c. Costs consist of the purchase or rental price of a service or asset implied in a solution component 
[5], [12] and are represented as a quantified monetary value in this study [2].     

d. Economic factors are relevant market and economic data that can influence the value of an 
IT investment [2], [5]. This study includes taxes, the inflation rate, depreciation, and salvage 
or rescue value. 

 

2.2. Unpredictable events 
 

Unpredictable events such changes in providers and new technologies [13] create uncertainty levels 
that must be considered in the variables of the cost-benefit analysis to determine whether the 

consequences for a company will be positive or adverse [2], [6]. An unpredictable event (��) is 
defined in consideration of the features proposed by Vélez [13] and Neufville [6]: type (economic, 
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technical or regulatory), level of impact 

To measure the uncertainty derived 
Information Economics model (AIE) 

• Estimating the ranges (low, mo

expert criteria, subjective probability tec

• Quantifying the uncertainty using probability distributions 

• Calculating the error of estimation using
number of samples: the greater
[14], [15]. If the number of simulations increases, the probability of failure has a lower error 
accordance with research done
Equation 1 to calculate the error of estimation considering the number of samples N, the 

probability of failure �� , and the quartile of standard normal distributions 

Equation 1: calculation of the error of estimation applied to Monte Carlo samples 

• Measuring the uncertainty supported 

2.3. Other factors 
 

To perform the cost-benefit analysis
therefore costs and benefits must be
conception (tc) until retirement (td

 

 

 

technical or regulatory), level of impact (low, medium, high), and variability (low, medium, high).  

To measure the uncertainty derived from the ��, we adopted the activities proposed in the Applied 
Information Economics model (AIE) [10], [14]ii and the definitions of Vélez [13].  

, more probable, very probable) of the cost and benefit variables using 
expert criteria, subjective probability technique, or historical data [13], [14]. 

Quantifying the uncertainty using probability distributions [9], [14].  

the error of estimation using Monte Carlo Simulation. This technique depends on the 
greater the number of samples, the more accurate the estimate will be 

f the number of simulations increases, the probability of failure has a lower error 
research done at the University of Missouri [15]. Considering that, we use 

to calculate the error of estimation considering the number of samples N, the 

, and the quartile of standard normal distributions ����/	.  


% � 100����/	��1 � ��������  

: calculation of the error of estimation applied to Monte Carlo samples [15] 

uncertainty supported by Monte Carlo simulations [14].  

analysis, the life cycle of a solution component must be considered
must be forecast [2], [12]. The life cycle comprises activities from 

d) where duration of the lifecycle is given by td – tc (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2: Component life cycles 

(low, medium, high), and variability (low, medium, high).  

in the Applied 

variables using 

depends on the 
more accurate the estimate will be 

f the number of simulations increases, the probability of failure has a lower error in 
. Considering that, we use 

to calculate the error of estimation considering the number of samples N, the 

be considered and 
The life cycle comprises activities from 

) [12].  
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To determine the cash flows that describe both 
input flows, money that a company r
profiles illustrated with examples 

2.4. Methods of Cost-benefit Analysis
 

Cost-benefit analysis assesses the effectiveness of budget
profitability of a technology solution
technology solutions [3], [6] and 
uses the Expected Net Present Value

Value (NPV) method [4]. NPV (
discounting of cash flows associated 
 
 
 
 
 
Equation 2: NPV [4] 

Where  ���= cash flow during the pe���= initial investment �	= discount rate 
[4] � = number of periods

 
ENPV is used for high-risk projects with unknown levels of uncertainty 
employed on short or certain projects 
is based on a weighted average according to the probabilities of each of the specific NPVs. 
uses a variable discount rate that reflects the risks of an investment 
Finally, unlike NPV which results in a single value
range of profitability. Therefore, ENPV can consider a greater range of values with 
of results [6], [16]. We selected ENPV considering the specific characteristics of solution 

  

 

Fig. 3: Examples of profiles 

To determine the cash flows that describe both output flows, the money that a company spends
money that a company receives, during the component’s life cycle, we use 

with examples in Fig. 3.   

benefit Analysis 

analysis assesses the effectiveness of budgeted investment as well as the efficiency and 
profitability of a technology solution[4], [2]. Cost-benefit analysis is very frequently used to analyze 

and is supported by various methods [4], [6], [16]. FINFLEX
Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) method [6], [16] which is an extension Net Present 

V (Equation 2) analyzes costs and benefits through accumulation and 
discounting of cash flows associated with a particular investment [4].    

= cash flow during the period p 

= initial investment  

= discount rate and refers to the opportunity cost for making a specific investment 

= number of periods 

projects with unknown levels of uncertainty [6], and NPV 
projects [6].  While NPV is based on a single forecast of values, ENPV 

on a weighted average according to the probabilities of each of the specific NPVs. 
le discount rate that reflects the risks of an investment at different points of the time. 

results in a single value [17], ENPV considers a set of NPVs to identify 
Therefore, ENPV can consider a greater range of values with greater

We selected ENPV considering the specific characteristics of solution 

���	��� � ��� �� ����1 � ���
�
� !

 

   

the money that a company spends, and 
, we use the five 

as well as the efficiency and 
used to analyze 

. FINFLEX-CBMC 
Net Present 

through accumulation and 

a specific investment 

and NPV is usually 
single forecast of values, ENPV 

on a weighted average according to the probabilities of each of the specific NPVs.  ENPV 
different points of the time. 

ENPV considers a set of NPVs to identify a 
greater precision 

We selected ENPV considering the specific characteristics of solution 
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architectures: high-risk investments, long-term returns on investments, high uncertainty levels, and 
changeable technology environments [13]. 

3. Related Work 
 

In this subsection, we briefly describe the cost-benefit models we identified, comparisons between 
and among them, and the objective of this research. 

3.1.Description of the cost-benefit models identified 
 

A cost-benefit model is a mathematical representation that comprises one or several equations that 
are used to analyze how a business reacts to different economic situations and to calculate the 
outcomes of financial decisions before investments are made [4]. We identified the following cost-
benefit models in the literature: 
 

Total Value of Opportunity (TVO) is a quantitative and qualitative methodology that seeks to 
determine the business value of an IT investment [7], [9]. TVO supports its cost-benefit analysis on 
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) [10] and supports its uncertainty analysis on the Black-Scholes 
Option Pricing Model [7], [9].  

 
The Cost-benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) has a quantitative approach that guides stakeholders to 
identify costs and benefits associated with software architecture decisions that result in a system’s 
quality attributes [8].  
 
Total Economic Impact (TEI) is a model that aims to identify cost supported on TCO, determine the 
benefit related to the business value and strategic contribution, and analyze uncertainty considering 
the Black-Scholes model [9], [10]. 
 
Rapid Economic Justification (REJ) provides a pragmatic expression of the economic justification for 
an IT investment considering the alignment among its associated costs, benefits, and risks [10].    
 
An Integrated Real Options Framework for Model-based Identification and Valuation of Options 

under Uncertainty [16] by Mikaelian presents an integrated real options framework (IRF) for holistic 
analysis of enterprise architecture projects [16]. IRF allows the evaluation of enterprise architecture 
alternatives through modeling of uncertainty, flexibility, benefits, and costs.  
 
A method for valuing Architecture based Business Transformation and measuring the value of 

Solutions Architecture by Slot [17] presents a method to quantify the values of enterprise architecture 
that is financially based on business transformation [17]. The method considers costs, benefits, and 
management of uncertainty based on real options [17].  

3.2.Problems and Objective 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 compares the cost-benefit models identified. 
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Table 1: Comparison of cost-benefit models 

 

COST-BENEFIT MODELS 

TVO [7] 
CBAM 

[8] 
TEI [10], 

[9] 
REJ [11] 

SLOT 
[17] 

Mikaelian 
[16] 

FINFLEX-

CBMC 

S
co

p
e
 Overall IT 

investment
s 

Software 
architect

ures 

Overall IT 
investment

s 

Overall IT 
investment

s 

Enterpris
e 

Architect
ure 

Enterprise 
Architectur

e 

Solution 

Architectu

re 

U
n

ce
rt

a
in

ty
 

M
ea

su
re

m
en

t Black-
Scholes 
Option 
Pricing 
Model 

Not 
explicit 

Black-
Scholes 
Option 
Pricing 
Model 

Not 
explicit 

Black-
Scholes 
Option 
Pricing 
Model 

Binomial 
lattice 

valuation 
and the 
Monte 
Carlo 

simulation 
method 

Definitions 

of AEI and 

Monte 

Carlo 

Simulation

s 

G
ra

n
u

la
ri

ty
 

High Level 
High 
Level 

High Level High Level 
Medium 

Level 
Medium 

Level 
Low Level 

 

According to the findings presented in  

 

 

 

Table 1, we identified the following problems: 

 

1. Scope. Some of the models are directed to IT overall investments which could restrict the 
level of detail of the financial analysis of solution architectures needed for considering 
alternatives and solution components. The models directed toward enterprise architectures 
have a high level of abstraction and strategic scope that differ from the low level of 
abstraction of solution architectures and their technological scope. 

 

2. Uncertainty Measurement. To measure uncertainty, some models employ the Black-Scholes 
Option Pricing Model. According to Hubbard, the Black-Scholes formula is not very clear 
about how to calculate the price of an option because there is high uncertainty in projections 
of option prices over time [14] while the risk rate is a constant value unlike the variable rates 
of a solution architecture.  
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3. Granularity. Four models have high granularity level
indicators at the level of 

 

Although previous studies offer significant
benefit model for analyzing solution architectures
shortcomings, this study aims to define a 

supports financial analysis of alternatives and solution components considering uncertainty.

achieve our objective, we designed and evaluated FINFLEX
research methodology. 

4. Research Method for Developing and Evaluating FINFLEX

 

We adopted the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm 
artifacts that solve business needs 
cost-benefit models are valid DSR artifacts 
of knowledge [7][8] [9], [10] [17]
[19]. We followed the DSR evaluation patterns
adapted those patterns to FINFLEX
demonstrate, design and evaluate FINFLEX
used for FINFLEX-CBMC. 

Fig. 4: DSR assesment p

1. Identifying problem and objectives o

justified the research problem and support

EVAL1 was completed in Sections 

 
2. Designing FINFLEX-CBMC

FINFLEX-CBMC [18]. We designed FINFLEX
model of design proposed by Avon 
of FINFLEX-CBMC  [19]: 

a. Alternatives and their components respond to the business or technology requirements 
that inspired them. 

b. Alternatives and their components 
analyzed by a company.

c. Financial variables and economic factors of a soluti
and estimated through methods previously selected by 

 
3. Constructing FINFLEX-CBMC

FINFLEX-CBMC (Section 6

Granularity. Four models have high granularity levels that translate to general financial 
the level of IT investments.  

significant contributions, there is clear evidence that a specific 
solution architectures had not yet been developed. To respond to these 

define a cost-benefit model addressed to solution architectures that 

alysis of alternatives and solution components considering uncertainty.

achieve our objective, we designed and evaluated FINFLEX-CBMC supported on design science 

Research Method for Developing and Evaluating FINFLEX-CBMC

ed the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm [11] because it aims to build and evaluate 
artifacts that solve business needs [11]. Our research is valuable to academia and industry because 

models are valid DSR artifacts [18]. FINFLEX-CBMC is supported by the current body 
[17] and was designed considering the methodology proposed by Avon 
evaluation patterns proposed by Sonnenberg and Brocke [18]

s to FINFLEX-CBMC as shown in Fig. 4. The use of patterns allowed us 
demonstrate, design and evaluate FINFLEX-CBMC. We explain below the three evaluation activities 

 

patterns used for FINFLEX-CBMC. Adapted from [18]

Identifying problem and objectives of FINFLEX-CBMC. The first evaluation (
the research problem and supported its contribution to both industry and literature. 

in Sections Error! Reference source not found., 2, and 3. 

CBMC. The second evaluation (EVAL2) justified the design of 
. We designed FINFLEX-CBMC by adopting  definitions from 

proposed by Avon [19]. We considered the following assumptions in the

and their components respond to the business or technology requirements 

Alternatives and their components are technically equivalents and have been technically 
analyzed by a company. 
Financial variables and economic factors of a solution component have been identified
and estimated through methods previously selected by estimators. 

CBMC. The third evaluation (EVAL3) justified the utility of 
6). To execute EVAL3, we first defined the cost-benefit

general financial 

a specific cost-
To respond to these 

model addressed to solution architectures that 

alysis of alternatives and solution components considering uncertainty.  To 
CBMC supported on design science 

CBMC 

because it aims to build and evaluate 
. Our research is valuable to academia and industry because 

the current body 
posed by Avon 

[18], and we 
s allowed us to 

CBMC. We explain below the three evaluation activities 

[18] 

The first evaluation (EVAL1) 
contribution to both industry and literature. 

the design of 
from financial 

in the design 

and their components respond to the business or technology requirements 

are technically equivalents and have been technically 

been identified 

the utility of 
benefit model 
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(Sections 5). Then, we created a prototype of FINFLEX
perform the cost-benefit analysis and present the results

 

5. FINFLEX-CBMC: A 

Architectures considering Uncertainty
 

To describe FINFLEX-CBMC, we use
essential activities required for calculat
components.  

Fig. 5:

5.1.Identifying the alternatives and their components
 

This activity defines the solution architecture alternatives of a technology solution
solution components of an alternative

5.2.Calculating the financial indicators by component
 

The process considers the activities explained below 
component. 

5.2.1.  Identifying inputs   

Fig. 6: 

). Then, we created a prototype of FINFLEX-CBMC to capture the required 
analysis and present the results (Section 6).  

CBMC: A Cost-benefit Model addressed to Solution 

Architectures considering Uncertainty 

CBMC, we used the generic process presented in Fig. 5. It includes
calculating the financial indicators of an alternative and its solution 

: Generic Process of FINFLEX-CBMC 

Identifying the alternatives and their components 

the solution architecture alternatives of a technology solution and identifies
of an alternative.  

Calculating the financial indicators by component 

the activities explained below in order to calculate the financial indicators of a 

 

:  Inputs required for FINFLEX-CBMC 

to capture the required data, 

Model addressed to Solution 

. It includes the 
the financial indicators of an alternative and its solution 

 

and identifies the 

calculate the financial indicators of a 
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As Fig. 6 presents, inputs have two sources: alternatives and components. The alternative’s inputs are 
used to perform the cost-benefit analysis for all of the alternative’s components while the 
component’s inputs are particular to each component.   

Input identification considers two steps: 

Step 1) Identifying inputs of alternative j 
a. Timescale. Select the time scale (monthly, bi-annual, or yearly) to analyze the 

alternative [2].   

b. Discount rate parameters. Identify the risk-free rate �i#� and the inflation rate $i�%  
to calculate the discount rate   

c. Unpredictable events. Determine the unpredictable events &���, ��	, … , ���) that 
impact the alternative [2] considering the features explained in Section 2.2. 
 

Step 2) Identifying inputs of component i 

a. Lifecycle. Determine *+  and */  (Section 2.3). 
b. Initial investment (II). Identify the II (Section 2.1). 
c. Benefit. Determine the benefit  (Section 2.1) and its profile (Section 2.3). 
d. Cost. Identify the cost (Section 2.1) and its profile (Section 2.3).  
e. Unpredictable events related to the component. Identify the particular unpredictable 

events that impact a component i [2] using the mapping presented in  
f.  
g. Table 2. 

 
 

Table 2: Mapping between alternative’s unpredictable events and components 

 

  Unpredictable event (��0) Component (12) 

34*�567*�8�0 

��� 5(���, 1� ) 

… … 

��� 5(���, 1� ) 

 

Where 

12  � =1, 2, … , n are the components of 30 .   

��0 j = 1, 2, …, n are the unpredictable events of 30 . 

5(��0 , 12), represents the relationship between the components and unpredictable 

events.  
 

h. The uncertainty of costs and benefits. Determine the range and probability 
distribution (Section 2.2) of costs and benefits, considering the unpredictable events 
related to the component i [2].  

i. Tax (Tx). If a component i includes tax, it is necessary to identify its monetary values 

or percentages (&(*9�), (*9	), … , (*9�))) for the component’s lifecycle. 
j. Depreciation (D). If a component i includes the depreciation, it is necessary to identify 

its monetary values (&(:�), (:	), … , (:�))) for the component’s lifecycle. 
k. Rescue value (Rv). If a component has a rescue value, it should be identified as a 

monetary value. 

5.2.2. Performance of cost-benefit analysis 
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To perform the cost-benefit analysis of a 
activities: 

1. Calculating the number of pe

(&�1, �2, … , �6) <=�5�
 

2. Calculating the discount rate 

using Equation 3, or � per 

FINFLEX-CBMC calculates its proportion 

calculated for each period &

Equation 3: Nominal discount rate 

Equation 4: Real discount rate  

 
3. Calculating ENPV. FINFLEX

each NPV, FINFLEX-CBMC performed the activities pres
 

Fig. 7: ENPV calculation using Monte Carlo simulations

1. Simulation of a random sample of benefit

the ranges and probability distribution 

flow (&>�, >	 … >�)) of the sample considering the selected profile and the number of 
periods.  
 

2. Simulation of a random sample 

ranges and probability distribution 

(&1�, 1	 … 1�)) of the sample considering the selected profile and the number of periods  
 

analysis of a component, FINFLEX-CBMC executes the following 

Calculating the number of periods (P).  FINFLEX-CBMC calculates the number of periods 

�5� �1 ? *1 76: �6 ? *:.) using the time scale and the life cycle.

Calculating the discount rate (�). FINFLEX-CBMC calculates � per year with inflation 

per year without inflation (i@) using  Equation 4. Once � is calculated, 

CBMC calculates its proportion considering the timescale. As a result, 

&(��), (�	) … (��)). 
 

i� = (1 � i@) ∗ $1 � ��%  –  1  

: Nominal discount rate [4] 

i@ = (1 � i�) 
$1 � ��%  –  1 

: Real discount rate  [4] 

FINFLEX-CBMC calculates ENVP on the basis of 200,000iii 
CBMC performed the activities presented in Fig. 7 and explained below

ENPV calculation using Monte Carlo simulations 

a random sample of benefits through Monte Carlo simulations based on 
probability distribution [14]. Then, FINFLEX-CBMC calculates the benefit 

) of the sample considering the selected profile and the number of 

Simulation of a random sample of costs through Monte Carlo simulations based on the 
ranges and probability distribution [14]. Then, FINFLEX-CBMC calculates the cost flow 

) of the sample considering the selected profile and the number of periods  

CBMC executes the following 

CBMC calculates the number of periods 

the time scale and the life cycle. 

per year with inflation (i�) 

is calculated, 

As a result, � is 

 NPVs. For 
and explained below 

 

through Monte Carlo simulations based on 
CBMC calculates the benefit 

) of the sample considering the selected profile and the number of 

through Monte Carlo simulations based on the 
CBMC calculates the cost flow 

) of the sample considering the selected profile and the number of periods   
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3. Calculating NPV. FINFLEX-CBMC calculates the NPV using the approach proposed by 
Brealey et al. [4] (Fig. 8) on the basis of the information provided and calculated (II, cost 

flow, benefit flow, D, Tx, Rv, and �). 

 

Fig. 8:Approach to calculation of NPV [4] 

Utility before taxes is calculated as: 

 �5�*79 �5D��* (�E9) = >0 � 10 � :0  
F=�5� G = 1,2,…,n is the period in which variables are considered. 

Next, the net profit is calculated as: 

   ��* �5D��*(��) = ��0 � *90   
Then, the cash flows are calculated as:  

�7H= I4D<(��) = 6�0 � J80 � :0 � �� 

Finally, the NPV is calculated as: 

 

 

 

Once the 200,000 simulations have been run by FINFLEX-CBMC, the ENPV is represented as 
shown in the example illustrated in Fig. 9. 

��� (�) = ��� � � ��G
$1 � �0%G

0
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5.2.3. Generating outputs 

FINFLEX-CBMC generates the following financial indicators for a

1. ENPV. 
2. Benefit flow and cost flow as

calculating the mean (µ) and standard deviation (
period. 

3. Cash flow. 

Fig. 10: Calculation of the cost and benefit flows of a component

5.3.Calculating the financial indicators for each
 
FINFLEX-CBMC calculates the following financial indicators
 

1. Profitability of an alternative

Profitability

2. Cost flow of an alternative

 

Fig. 9: Example of ENPV 

 

CBMC generates the following financial indicators for any component �:   
Benefit flow and cost flow as shown in Fig. 10. The benefit and cost flows are identified 
calculating the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the simulated variables for each 

Calculation of the cost and benefit flows of a component 

ating the financial indicators for each alternative 

CBMC calculates the following financial indicators for each alternative: 

ative 

Profitability of Aj = ∑ L�M���/NO�N�P�Q	2��2 	�  

Cost flow of an alternative 

and cost flows are identified by 
) of the simulated variables for each 
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�DH*	D�
F=�5�	� � 1,2,…,n is

3. Benefit flow of an alternative

R�6���*	D�
F=�5�	� � 1,2,…,n

 
Fig. 11 presents the results of the financial indicators at the 
calculated by FINFLEX-CBMC. This result supports the comparison between components and 
alternatives and provides detailed data to support 
 

Fig. 11: Financial indicators at alter

Finally, as   
Fig. 12 shows, the design of alternatives is commonly an iterative process 
has a high level of granularity and the last iteration has a 
can be used independently of the alternative’s granularity.  
 

Fig. 12

6. Evaluation of FINFLEX
 

FINFLEX-CBMC was evaluated to justify its utility based on t
method was selected because we evaluated FINFLEX
performed by 32 IT professionals distributed 

D�	3G	��� ���DH*�1DS�D6�6*	���
�
2 �

 

1,2,…,n is the period in which the cost	is	considered. 

Benefit flow of an alternative 

D�	3G	��� ��R�6���*�1DS�D6�6*	���
�

2 �
 

1,2,…,n is the period in which the bene[it	is	considered
of the financial indicators at the component and alternative levels 

CBMC. This result supports the comparison between components and 
and provides detailed data to support investment decisions. 

Financial indicators at alternative and component levels 

shows, the design of alternatives is commonly an iterative process in which the first iteration 
and the last iteration has a low level of granularity.  FINFLEX

can be used independently of the alternative’s granularity.   

  

12:  Level of Granularity of alternatives 

FINFLEX-CBMC 

CBMC was evaluated to justify its utility based on the scenarios method 
was selected because we evaluated FINFLEX-CBMC on the basis of six scenarios that 

by 32 IT professionals distributed into six teams. EVAL3 was conducted between August 

considered. 

and alternative levels as 
CBMC. This result supports the comparison between components and 

 

the first iteration 
of granularity.  FINFLEX-CBMC 

 

method [11]. This 
six scenarios that were 

between August 
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2016 and December 2016 as part of the Solution Architec
in Architecture of Information Technology 
(https://sistemas.uniandes.edu.co/en/mati
solution architecture alternatives that responded to
CCT. CCT offers technology services 
internationally. CCT currently has difficult
traceability and consolidation. Consequent high 
risks of losing customers and sales opportunities. 
example of one alternative defined by one of the teams.

 

The evaluation methodology is presented
limitation, we have only briefly
designed a prototype and a guide for FINFLEX
determine how FINFLEX-CBMC supports financial analysis of solution architectures. Next, we 
presented the prototype and the guide to the
teams evaluated their alternatives using FINFLEX
instances of the prototype with scenarios defined by the teams (A total of 12 solution architecture 
alternatives because some of the teams only defined 

 

The objective of the quantitative analysis was to compare traditional financial indicators with the 
financial indicators generated by FINFLEX
the cash flows of these approaches. 
example for three alternatives that had 
was analyzed as a unique component. 

2016 and December 2016 as part of the Solution Architecture course offered by the master’s degree 
in Architecture of Information Technology of Los Andes University 
https://sistemas.uniandes.edu.co/en/mati-en). Each scenario represented between one and three 

solution architecture alternatives that responded to the requirements of a hypothetical company called
CCT. CCT offers technology services based on Business Process Outsourcing within Colombia and

. CCT currently has difficulty managing customer data related to information
Consequent high levels of customer dissatisfaction have i

and sales opportunities. Error! Reference source not found. present
one alternative defined by one of the teams. 

is presented in Error! Reference source not found. Due to space 
briefly described the quantitative analysis. As Fig. 13 shows, we first 

designed a prototype and a guide for FINFLEX-CBMC. Then, we identified research questions to 
CBMC supports financial analysis of solution architectures. Next, we 

presented the prototype and the guide to the six teams in a face-to-face session. Subsequently, the 
teams evaluated their alternatives using FINFLEX-CBMC. Finally, we collected and analyzed the 
instances of the prototype with scenarios defined by the teams (A total of 12 solution architecture 

atives because some of the teams only defined one alternative for each scenario). 

The objective of the quantitative analysis was to compare traditional financial indicators with the 
financial indicators generated by FINFLEX-CBMC. Specifically, we compared NPV and ENPV and 
the cash flows of these approaches. Table 3 presents the results of the financial indicators of one 
example for three alternatives that had a high level of granularity. For this reason, each alter

as a unique component.  

ture course offered by the master’s degree 
of Los Andes University 

). Each scenario represented between one and three 
company called 

within Colombia and 
to information 
have increased 

presents an 

Due to space 
shows, we first 

CBMC. Then, we identified research questions to 
CBMC supports financial analysis of solution architectures. Next, we 

face session. Subsequently, the 
CBMC. Finally, we collected and analyzed the 

instances of the prototype with scenarios defined by the teams (A total of 12 solution architecture 

The objective of the quantitative analysis was to compare traditional financial indicators with the 
NPV and ENPV and 

presents the results of the financial indicators of one 
For this reason, each alternative 
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Fig. 13:  Methodology

Table 

 Traditional 
financial 
indicators 

S
ce

n
ar

io
 1

  

NPV = $ 
41,630.50 

Methodology for evaluating FINFLEX-CBMC 

Table 3:  Scenarios considered in quantitative analysis 

 

FINFLEX-CBMC indicators 
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NPV =  

-$59,037.19 

S
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n
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 3

 

NPV = 
$583,349.34 
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It can be seen from the results that,
profitability of a solution, the ENPV 
profitability.  

For example, in scenario 1, the NPV is $ 41,
decision since it is positive. However,
$204,031.30 and, since the standard deviation (
be nearly 50% higher than that indicated by NPV alone.
each percentile plus the standard deviation measure
interesting to analyze the minimum and maximum profit
the minimum profit is -$322.467, 
In this scenario, experts can identify the maximum 
thereby providing more robust information to 

The scenarios reveal some differences 
ENPV which could affect identification of outflows and inflows that 
differences regarding investment in a particular
simulations which may provide more certainty to the analysis. 

Finally, on the basis of the results of the quantitative evaluation, we concluded that FINFLEX
offers more detailed and richer 
investment decisions regarding solution architectures.

7. Discussion and Future Work
 

This paper has presented FINFLEX
of solution architectures on the basis of
contributes to the determination
determine positive and adverse events
advantages: 

• It calculates financial indi
and components.  

that, while the NPV offers a unique value for identification of
on, the ENPV is a rich source of data for analyzing risks and possib

scenario 1, the NPV is $ 41,630.50 which could be a good basis for 
owever, the NPV’s value is lower than the mean (μ) of ENPV which is 

, since the standard deviation (σ) of ENPV is $130,437.38, profitability 
higher than that indicated by NPV alone. ENPV can give experts more information 

tandard deviation measures possible risks of an investment. 
the minimum and maximum profits of a solution. For example in scenario 2, 

, the maximum profit is $298.911, and the average profit is
In this scenario, experts can identify the maximum and minimum possible profits as well as the
thereby providing more robust information to support investment decisions.  

some differences regarding cash flows between the traditional NPV and the 
identification of outflows and inflows that in turn could result in

s regarding investment in a particular solution. The ENPV’s cash flows are the result
more certainty to the analysis.  

the results of the quantitative evaluation, we concluded that FINFLEX
 financial indicators than does the traditional NPV for making

solution architectures.   

Discussion and Future Work 

This paper has presented FINFLEX-CBMC, a cost-benefit model that calculates financial indicators 
on the basis of their components and alternatives. FINFLEX

determination of unpredictable events and measurement of uncertainties to 
events related to an investment.  FINFLEX-CBMC has a number of

t calculates financial indicators at two levels of detail for solution architectures: alternative

 

ication of the 
and possibilities of 

basis for making a 
ENPV which is 

 is likely to 
ENPV can give experts more information for 

investment. It is also 
or example in scenario 2, 

is -$70.840. 
s as well as the risks 

the traditional NPV and the 
in turn could result in notable 

cash flows are the results of 

the results of the quantitative evaluation, we concluded that FINFLEX-CBMC 
for making 

model that calculates financial indicators 
their components and alternatives. FINFLEX-CBMC 

of unpredictable events and measurement of uncertainties to 
a number of 

alternatives 
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• It permits comparison of financial indicators for components and alternatives and measures 
uncertainty associated with financial variables which can increase the accuracy of the 
indicators calculated. 

• It consolidates financial variables and financial indicators related to solution architectures. 
FINFLEX-CBMC’s flexibility allows performance of sensitivity analysis on the basis of the 
variation of the financial variables, and it supports risk analysis of IT investments on the 
basis of ENPV and its metrics. 

Although FINFLEX-CBMC provides a complete set of calculations and supports a cost-benefit 
analysis of solution architectures, it does have some limitations. These include the amount of data 
required for the use of FINFLEX-CBMC,  the performance of the FINFLEX-CBM’s prototype, and 
absence of the experience of the architects in the interpretation of financial indicators of stochastic 
models like FINFLEX-CBMC. Consequently, results could be omitted or misunderstood by an 
interdisciplinary team. 

We are considering the following activities to continue the development of FINFLEX-CBMC:  

1. Implementation of the prototype on another platform that improves performance and user 
experience. 

2. Definition of a methodology to support FINFLEX-CBMC that will offset the absence of 
experience interpreting financial indicators. We propose to include detailed examples and 
descriptions to identify the utility of the financial indicators. 

3. Validation of FINFLEX-CBMC with case studies to provide more details and use of the model 
in real cases. 

4. Analysis of historical data to support FINFLEX-CBMC and to reduce the complexity of the 
analysis.  
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This case presents a proposal by team 
which is supported by the Oracle platform. This alternative had a 
analyzed as a unique component. 

1. Identifying Inputs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Timescale Monthly 

Unpredictable 

events 

Discount rate 

parameters 
i# � 10%;		i]

Lifecycle 01/01/2017 - 01/01/2020

Initial 

Investment 

USD$ 46,333.

y team one for an integrated solution to meet CCT’s requirements 
which is supported by the Oracle platform. This alternative had a high level of granularity

 

] � 6%  constant 

01/01/2020 

,333.33 

for an integrated solution to meet CCT’s requirements 
level of granularity, so it was 
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Benefits 

supported on 

FINFLEX-’ 

benefit 

taxonomy 

Costs based on 

FINFLEX’ cost 

taxonomy  

Taxes N.A. 

Depreciation N.A. 

Rescue value USD$1,000 

 

2. Performing cost-benefit

 

Number of periods 36 months

Discount rate � =17% per year and 

benefit analysis 

36 months 

=17% per year and � = 1.29% per month 
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Calculating ENPV. Example of NPV calculation for one of the simulations.

 

3. Generating outputs  

 
a. ENPV (Fig. 14) 
b. ENPV – cumulative frequency (
c. Cost flows (Fig. 16) 
d. Benefit flows (Fig. 17 )  
e. Cash flows (Fig. 18)  

Example of NPV calculation for one of the simulations. 

cumulative frequency (Fig. 15) 
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Fig. 15: ENPV of 

Fig. 16: Costs flow with standard deviation of alternative 1

 

Fig. 14:  ENPV of alternative 1 

 

ENPV of alternative 1 – cumulative frequency 

    

Costs flow with standard deviation of alternative 1 
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Fig. 17: Benefits flow with standard deviation of alternative 1

 

  

(a)                                                                        (b)  

(c)                                                                       (d)  

 

(e) 

Benefits flow with standard deviation of alternative 1 
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Fig. 18: Cash flows of alternative 1 

                                                             
i
 High level of granularity refers to estimate values considering alignment with business goals and 
prioritization of requirements (few details) [10], and low-level of granularity refers to decomposition 
of values in specific variables at the lowest practical level of understanding [10]. 

ii AIE is a rigorous quantitative methodology that presents an explicit method for measuring 
uncertainty at low levels of granularity and which supports more accurate valuation [10].   

iii
 To calculate the number of simulations, we considered a 95% confidence level, a probability of 

failure of 0.001, and a 15% error of estimation to provide us with a high level of confidence in the 
results [15]. 
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Abstract 

 
This research is aimed to explain the influence of business strategy, top management support (TMS) 

on the effective of  management accounting information system (MAIS) and its impact on corporate 

performance. The research methodology used quantitative approach while the statistical method 

used SEM-PLS. Questionnaires and interviews had been done to 240 managers from 60 state owned 

companies in Indonesia. Result had shown that business strategy did not have any influence on the 

quality of management accounting information system. Top management support on the other hand, 

had influences on the quality of management accounting information, in addition the quality of 

management accounting information system had influences on the performance of the organization. 

 
Keywords: Business Strategy, Top Management Support, Quality of Management Accounting 

Information System , Corporate Performance 

 

Introduction 
 

Since 1980s’ corporate performance and all the efforts to realize it has become an interesting topic, 

(McAdam & Braine, 2002). One determining factor is the availability of management accounting 

information system that will provide accounting information which is needed to help managers in 

making decisions related to strategic planning and even long term goal planning, in allocating 

resources, controlling and doing evaluation, (Atrill & McLeny, 2009). This thing is in accordance to 

the statement from Fawcet et.al (1997),  that accounting information systems have to be able to 

provide all of the information related to financial measures and other measures that can escalate long 

term performance. 

 

There are still a lot of problems related to the performance of  state owned company management in 

Indonesia. This thing is supported by the evidence from an audit on state owned companies which 

were done by Badan Pemeriksa Keuangan Republik Indonesia (BPK RI) between the period of 2014 

and 2016 as follows: the company managed ineconomically over the last three years (2014-2016) 

with the value of ineconomis in 2016 amount to 1,378,950.28 Milion IDR increased 208 % compared 

on 2014. In addition, the company is also managed inefficiently or a waste of amount 11.652,169 

Milion IDR on 2016. This condition indicates a decline in management performance over the last 

three years. 

 

Literature Reviews 

Business Strategy 
 

Business strategy is one way that was taken by companies to set up corporate’s purpose and goals for 

a long term while also planning on some activities which have to be done and making the allocations 
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of some resources needed to reach the goals (Robin & Judge, 2013). Kourdy (2003) stated that a 

business strategy is ideas which affect planning, decision making, and strategic analysis that 

eventually result in competitive results. Considine et.al (2010) stated that business strategy is how the 

organization makes an agreement with competitors and sets products which can be sold to the market 

and arranges distribution method of these products.  

 

From the accounting perspectives, strategic mangement is activities taken by top management related 

to corporate’s performance determination and accomplishment for a long term, (Wheelen & Hunger, 

2012). According to Campbell et.al (2002), business strategy is the basis of target determination and 

corporate’s long term goals and the applications on many actions and the resource allocations which 

are appropriate to reach the goals of the company. 

 

Business strategy in this research is actions taken by management in realizing the goals of the 

company in a long term and implemented in the setting of company’s vision and missions and also 

company’s goals to put the company in the condition of competitive advantage. 

 

O’Brein & Marakas (2011) classified the standard of business strategy in five dimensions which are 

Cost leadership strategy, Differentiation Strategy, Innovation Strategy, Growth strategy, Alliance 

strategy.  Laudon & Laudon (2014) defined six dimensions of business strategy as follows: very good 

activities, new products, best service and latest business models, intimacy with customers and 

suppliers, increasing the decision making process, competitive advantage, business survival. In this 

research, business strategy was measured in qualified operational dimensions, market orientation and 

competitive advantage.  

 

Top Management Support  
 

TMS is a series of actions which appear from managers behaviour (Young and Jordan, 2008), and is 

also support given by managers or leaders to share knowledge about company’s activities (Rahab 

et.al, 2011). in contrast, Kandelousi et.al, (2011) claimed that TMS can be seen in many forms for 

examples helping team members in problem solving, showing commitment in working and 

encouraging staffs and awareness in giving financial support, allocating human resources and other 

physical resources and also refer to project leader delegation and teams which have the power to the 

success of the project accomplishment. The urgent thing at the moment is top management support 

on the implementation of Management Accounting System, (Mulyani,2009). 

 

Xu (2015) defined TMS as how far top managers in a company understand and support the 

implementation of information system. Gunasekaran and Ngai (2004) on the other hand, stated that 

TMS is moral support such as financial support and technical support in the information and 

technology to get input on management value. According to Ragu and  Nathan (2004), TMS is 

support from management by facilitating various management operationals and the activities of 

strategic information technology. 

 

In this research, TMS is defined as the awareness from top managers in providing many resources in 

the implementation of Management Accounting Information System to personify organization 

performance. 

 

Linying, (2008) said there are two indicators to measure TMS, which are financal support and 

required resources, support in the form of promoting changes in accordance with company’s goals. 

Whereas Young & Jordan (2008) used different indicators to measure TMS which are allocating time 

to system development which is equal to the benefits and cost that will be gained later, reviewing 

plans, evaluating result, and facilitating management problems by integrating Information 

Comunication Technology (ICT) and company’s business. 

 

In this research, TMS is measured by some indicators: resource provision, involvement in reaching 

the goals of the organization and the allocation of work performance incentive base. 
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Management Accounting Information System  
Systems are a series of sub systems, components or elements which work towards the same goals to 

produce the expected outcome, (Mulyani, 2016). MAIS is a procedure that produces information to 

internal users such as managers, executives and employees/workers, (Hansen and  Mowen, 2007). 

 

Heidman (2008) said that MAIS is a formal system giving information from internal circles to the 

decision making. According to Belkauoi (2002), MAIS is a system that produces and spreads 

information which is relevant for internal decision making. The components of accounting 

information system consist of user, procedure, data, software, information technology and internal 

control (Mulyani, 2009). In accounting information system, the quality of given information is 

important for the success of the system which is applied in the organization as accounting standard 

procedures (Xu, 2009). 

 

In this research, MAIS is defined as a process of data collection, measurement, and financial data 

storing which then be distributed to many sectors for decision making in the improvement of the 

organization performance. 

 

The effective of MAIS can be seen from the ability of this system in producing information which 

has wide scope, the ability to accomplish particular work at one time and responsive to customer’s 

complaint, (Bentley & Whitten, 2007). Delone & McLean (2003) gave dimension indicators 

adaptability, availability, reliability, response time and usability. Stair  & Raynold (2012) measured 

the effectivity of MAIS with different dimensions, which are flexible, efficient, accessible, timely. In 

this research, the effective of MAIS is measured with usability, accessibility and timely dimensions. 

 

Corporate Performance  
 

Kurt & Van (2004) defined performance as a value which is made by an organization using 

productive assets compared to expected values by the share holders. In addition, Kurt & Van (2004) 

traditionally stated that corporate performance is defined in financial standard. This is a major 

regulation set by the authorities and auditors to reveal certain financial information. How far financial 

details should be revealed depends on the type of the companies whether they are private or state 

owned ones, on the size of the companies, or on whether they are registerred or not in stock 

exchange. The standard of financial performance can be devided into two major types: (1) standard 

based on accounting data; and (2) standard based on market which comes from market share value. 

 

Performance is the standard of productivity using output and input, which are all the things and 

services including resources that are used to reach goals of the organization, and because of that the 

effort of improving productivity is improving performance , (Manzoni & Sardar, 2009). In addition, 

Peter & Savoi, (2000) also stated that performance has to do with organization efficiency. Efficiency 

is not only a parameter of performance but also a tool to accomplish the goals of the organization 

through diversity and standardization. Furthermore, Peter & Savoi (2000), claimed that performance 

also corresponds to result and outcome which can be realised by an organization.   

 

In this research, corporate performance is defined as the ability to utilize all the resources owned by 

an organization in achieving goals in the concept of value for money which means effective, efficient, 

and economical by focusing on the ability to compete and regular improvement. 

 

Tajuddin & Ahmad (2013) claimed that the parameter of traditional performance may be sufficient in 

the context of common industry, but may not be when it is in a more specific public sector one. In 

public sector, organization performance is generally seen from non-financial aspect. Output and 

outcome measures are highly relevant, and there are some other parties with interest and 

accountability relations. Then, public sector institutions adopt or adapt various plannings and 

technical analysis from industries in order to improve the ability to run the business. Lusthaus et. al 

(2002) measured the organization performance in some dimension: effectivity, efficiency, financial 

viablility. In this research, organization performance is measured from effectivity, efficiency and 

economical dimensions. 
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Theoretical Framework and Hypothetical Development  

 

The Influence of Business Strategy on the Effective of Management Accounting 

Information System.  
 

Some factors which influence the effectivity of information system are information technology, 

business strategy and the culture of the organization, (Romney & Steinbart, 2015). Because business 

strategy is a broad framework then the relation to MAIS is highly strong, (Gottschalk, 2006), in 

addition it cannot be denied that business strategy and the effectivity of MAIS are highly related one 

to another , (Laudon & Laudon, 2014). 

 

A research linked to business strategies done by Lee & Miller (1996) concluded that business 

strategies significantly influence the design of accounting information system. Mulyani & Arum 

(2016) also stated the same, that a business strategy which was made by a competent management 

has a positive influence on the effectivity of MAIS. In addition, Chong & Chong (1997) showed a 

finding that a business strategy influences the design of MAIS. Based on theoritical analysis and 

previous research, can be sum up that a business strategy positively influences the effectivite of 

MAIS. 

 

The Influence Of Top Management Support On The Effective Of Management 

Accounting Information System 
 

MAIS will run effectively if top management gives full support in the form of either resource 

provision or involvement along the implementation, (Kimbal et.al, 2008). When top management 

gives full support either resource or finance then the application of the management accounting 

information system, ERP will run well, (Princely, 2008). TMS on the effectivity of MAIS can also be 

seen in many management activities and financial support, (Linying, 2008). 

 

The result of research conducted by Mulyani et.al (2016) found out that TMS has a positive influence 

on MAIS which is implemented in an intelligent business system. Thong et.al (1993) concluded that 

TMS has a positive influence on the effective of MAIS. Gunasekaran & Ngai (2004) also found out 

that support and involvement from top management have influenced the success of information sytem 

in the Supply Chain Managaement. Daud & Triki, (2013) claimed that TMS has an influence on  

accounting information system. Young & Jordan (2008) concluded in their research that TMS has a 

significant influence on the application of MAIS. Based on theoritical analysis and previous research 

can be concluded that that TMS has a positive influence on the effective of MAIS. 

 

The Impact of Management Accounting Information System Effective on 

Corporate Performance 
 

An information system which can be implemented in RFID combined with management policy in 

applying JIT, TQM can significantly increase corporate performance, (Pamela et.al, 2014). A 

company with well managed information system ranging from input process and output for 

operational activities to financial record can rise corporate performance because each part can 

respond every need and problem immediately (Bacha,2012). 

 

Mulyani et.al (2016) found that accounting information system has a strong influence on improving 

corporate performance, this is also proven by the fact that a higher performance accomplishment 

when a company is more interactive in applying management accounting information system, 

eventhough generally showing that management accounting information system has shown a positive 

infleunce on perofrmance , (Agbejule, 2011). In an environment with a high unpredictability, a broad 

scope of MAIS can give information that will increase the performance of the organization, (Chong, 

2004). This finding is also supported by Cheng, (2012), where broadscope MAIS shows a positive 

influence in performance. The higher the broadscope with information directly used by management, 
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the higher the corporate performance is. Based on theoritical analysis and previous research can be 

concluded that the effective of MAIS shows a positive influence in corporate performance. 

 

Based on theoritical frame that analyse the influence of Business Strategy, TMS, Effecvite of MAIS 

and Corporate Performance, it is illustrated in the graph of framework as follows:  

 
 

Figure 1 : Theoritical Framework 

 
 

Based on research framework, hypothesis in the research are as follows: 

 

Hypothesis 1 : A business strategy has an influence in the effective of management accounting 

information system.  

Hypothesis 2 : Top management support has an influence in the effective of management accounting 

information system.  

Hypothesis 3 :The effective of management accounting information system has an influence on 

corporate performance 

   

Research Methodology 
Population in this research was state owned companies (BUMN) running in both banking and 

non banking business in Lampung, Indonesia with total of 71 companies and 60 sample companies 
with purposive random sampling method. Selection of state owned companies because these 

companies operate not only focus to profit oriented but also consider the welfare factor of society. 

This characteristic is different from the profit oriented private company. To get a result showing a 

real condition then questionnaires were spread out and a direct interview was also conducted to a 

total of 240 middle level managers. The data were analysed using Structural Equational Model 

(SEM) with Partial Least Square (PLS) approach. This research used 95% confidence level, or α 5% 

so that t table 1,96 was generated as a parameter to accept or reject the hypothesis. 

 

Result and Discussion 
 

Prior to the hypothesis testing, to check the questionnaire accuracy as an intsrument to measure the 

proper variable then validity and reliability tests have to be made which are shown in table 1 
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Table 1:  Validiy and Reliability Test  
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Based on table 1, it is known that loading factor value for each indicator is 0,5 higher which means 

all the seen indicators in every single question is valid as a parameter and all indicators have R2 value 

above 0,5 that indicates all indicators have good reliability levels. The result of hypothesis testing is 

presented in figure 2 

 
Figure 2:  Hypothesis Testing Result 
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The Influence of Business Strategy in the Management Accounting Information 

System Effective 
 
Based on the result of hypothesis testing in figure 5.1,  coefficiency value of business strategy in the 

effective of MAIS is 1,288 lower than t count 1,96, thus the first hypothesis is turned down. 

The business strategy applied in state owned companies (BUMN) have no impact on the effective of 

MAIS. This is because most of the policies in state owned companies (BUMN) in many districts area 

are regulated by the head office without considerring the real situation in the district area such as 

product, price and quality competition. The answers from the respondents also show that companies 

which still have not shown qualified business (14%), companies which are not market oriented 

(19%), not doing product diversification (22%), companies which cannot make product 

diversification (20%). This indicates that the strategy and policy applied are top-down, thus making 

the state owned companies in the district areas only run the system made by head office so that the 

branch offices only focus on operational of the company. This result cannot support the previous one 

done by Mulyani et. al (2016), Chong & Chong (1997). 

 

The Impact of Top Management Support in the Effective of Management 

Accounting Information System 

 
The direction of TMS  to MAIS shows that there is an influence of TMS to MAIS, with coefficiency 

of 4,824. A positive value shows that every 1 unit rise of TMS can increase the quality of MAIS as 

much as 4,824. 

 

Coefficiency of 4,824 higher than t table (1,96) proves that TMS has an influence in MAIS so that 

hypothesis 2 that states TMS has an influence in the effective of MAIS is acceptable. This thing is 

seen from the reality that in a tight business competition top management realise the importance of 

information system as a tool to win the competition. The proof of this TMS is attention and 

commitment to system development and the application of MAIS that is integrated in every part and 

the provision of required resources for the success of MAIS. The answers from the respondents also 

show a high commitment from management to implement  a new information system (35%)  and top 

management is willing to give fund for improving and maintaining information system (83%). This 

result supports the previous research done by Thong et.al (1993), Chong & Chong (1997), 

Gunasekaran & Ngai (2004), Ragu et.al (2004), Young & Jourdan (2008), Daud & Triki (2013). 

 

The Influence of Management Accounting Information System Effective In 

Corporate Performance 

 
Coefficiency of 12,74 shows that effective of MAIS has a significant influence in the corporate 

performance    (t count value : 12,74 higher than t table : 1,96) thus hypothesis 3 is accepted. The 

condition from the field shows that all of the state owned companies have implemented integrated 

MAIS and can be accessed online so that every division needing information to support 

accomplishing the work and even decision making can be done in realtime. This condition enables all 

the managers to make a fast decision making and cut bureaucracy chain thus making the corporate 

performance increase. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Based on the result of the research it can be concluded that  a business strategy does not have any 

influence on the effective of MAIS which is mainly due to the top down system implemented by the 

head office in all strategies in the companies. TMS has a positive influence on the effective of MAIS 

that is seen by a high commitment from top mangement to make improvement and maintenance of 

the available information system in the company. The effective of MAIS has a positive influence on 

the performance of the company. Many strategical decisions made by management are generally 

based on the information generated by the system implemented in the company.  
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Previous studies tested business strategy, TMS, MAIS and corporate performance in private 

companies, while this research was conducted on state-owned companies with non profit oriented 

objectives. Differences in the characteristics of the unit of analysis will affect the results of the study.  

 

This research is still limited to state-owned enterprises in the field of banking and non banking 

finance while the type of state-owned enterprises in Indonesia is very diverse. Subsequent research 

can examine all state-owned enterprises using cluster systems to classify the types of companies or 

combine private companies and state owned enterprise. 
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Abstract 

This study aims at investigating the influence that absorptive capability has on competitive advantage 

of Portuguese textile small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Therefore, a quantitative methodological 

approach was used, conducting a descriptive, exploratory and transversal empirical study, having 

applied a questionnaire to a sample of Portuguese exporting firms. The research results suggest that 

absorptive capability enhances competitive advantage in the analysed SMEs, through the acquisition 

(cost leadership and differentiation), assimilation (cost leadership), transformation (cost leadership) 

and exploitation (cost leadership and differentiation). Therefore, the findings sustain the necessity to 

invest in absorptive capability, which contributes to the firms’ competitive advantage in foreign 

markets.  

Keywords: absorptive capabilities, competitive advantage, SMEs. 

Introduction 

Small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) are increasingly confronted by challenges and 

opportunities in international markets. Together with large corporations, smaller firms are among the 

key players in international trade. Smaller firms that belong to traditional (low-tech and labor-

intensive) industries can find here opportunity for growth or challenge their survival. In fact, they are 

particularly vunerable to global competition, particularly from players located in low-labor-cost 

economies. In order to achieve competitiveness in this context, smaller firms need to develop unique, 

firm-specific assets (Zucchella & Siano, 2014). 

Firm survival is lowest when firms are small; thus, the development of effective strategies is critical 

for the continuity of business (Thornhill & Amit, 2003). According to the extant literature, increasing 

business competitive position, particularly SMEs, is of pivotal importance for the development and 

renewal of national economies (O’Cass & Sok, 2014). At present, although SMEs are recognised as 

important contributors to modern economies, our understanding of how they thrive in an increasingly 

competitive environment and achieve growth is limited (Anderson & Eshima, 2013). Thus, it is 

urgent to understand the drivers of SME performance. 

The competitive environment has long been considered one of the critical contingencies in strategic 

management. In essence, dynamism and complexity reflect the degree of uncertainty facing an 

organization and munificence signals a firm’s dependence on those environments for resources 

(Lumpkin & Dess, 2001).  
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Another body of literature in the field of strategic management has focused on dynamic capabilities 

(see Barreto, 2010). The firms’ success depends not only on its’ resources and capabilities, but also 

the ability to adapt itself to the industry contingencies and markets in which operates. Firms may 

possess resources but must display dynamic capabilities otherwise shareholder value will be 

destroyed (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2003). It is in this context that emerges the Dynamic Capabilities 

View (DCV) (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Teece et al., 1997) to support the adjustment to 

environmental change. DCV is not divergent but rather an important stream of RBV to gain 

competitive advantage in increasingly demanding environments (Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009; 

Barreto, 2010; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Wang & Ahmed, 2007). Monteiro, Soares and Rua (2017) 

defend that in versatile markets, firms’ capabilities should be dynamic and managers must display the 

ability to ensure consistency between business environment and strategy in order to continuously 

renew skills. 

Our study is responsive to the call of Sousa, Martínez-López and Coelho (2008) which suggests that, 

in the context of international markets, firms’ survival and expansion, and consequent economic 

growth of many countries, is strongly dependent on a better understanding of the determinants that 

influence competitive advantage. In fact, the factors that set off SME growth (including exporting) 

are still in need of research (Stouraitis, Harris, Harun & Kyritsis, 2017). So, the purpose of this paper 

is to broad the boundaries of entrepreneurship and strategic management literature and test the 

following hypotheses ― does absorptive capabilities positively influence small business competitive 

advantage?  

 Theoretical Framework 

Absorptive capabilities 

In modern business environment with high turbulence, knowledge has been designated as a dominant 

source of competitive advantage. In order to survive certain pressures, companies need to recognize, 

assimilate and apply new external knowledge for commercial purposes (Jansen, Van Den Bosch & 

Volberda, 2005). This ability, known as absorptive capability (ACAP) (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), 

emerges as an underlying theme in the organizational strategy research (Jansen et al., 2005). 

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) presented a definition of ACAP most widely cited by academic research, 

as the firm’s ability to identify, assimilate and exploit new knowledge. Thus, this ability access and 

use new external knowledge, regarded as an intangible asset, is critical to success and depends mainly 

on prior knowledge level, since it is this knowledge that will facilitate the identification and 

processing of new one. This prior knowledge not only includes the basic capabilities, such as shared 

language, but also recent technological and scientific data or learning skills. By analysing this 

definition is found that absorptive capability of knowledge only three dimensions: the ability to 

acquire external knowledge; the ability to assimilate it inside; and the ability to apply it. 

Zahra and George (2002) divided ACAP in Potential Absorptive Capability (PACAP) and Realized 

Absorptive Capability (RACAP). PACAP reflects the firms’ ability to acquire and assimilate 

knowledge that is vital for their activities. Knowledge identification, acquisition and assimilation is 

related to routines and processes that permit to analyse, process, interpret and understand external 

information. RACAP includes knowledge transformation and exploitation, where transformation is 

the ability to develop routines that facilitate the integration of newly acquired knowledge in existing 

one. Knowledge exploitation are routines which enhance existing skills or create new ones by 

incorporating acquired and transformed knowledge internally. 

In order to cope and enhance each ACAP dimension, Jansen et al. (2005) argue that firms need to 

develop organizational mechanisms which enable them to synthesize and apply newly acquired 

knowledge. Thus, there are coordination mechanisms that increase the exchange of knowledge 

between sectors and hierarchies, like multitasking teams, participation in decision-making and job 

rotation. These mechanisms bring together different sources of expertise and increase lateral 

interaction between functional areas. System mechanisms are behaviour programs that reduce 
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established deviations, such as routines and formalization. Socialization mechanisms create a broad 

and tacit understanding of appropriate rules of action, contributing to a common code of 

communication. 

However, a challenging point for managing the firm's ACAP is that many firms fail to: a) 

consistently acquire and disseminate the collected information from sphere of front-line units (e.g. 

marketing and sales managers), b) transform or integrate this knowledge into the general market 

intelligence, or c) successfully apply the intelligence to increase their competitive position and/or 

customer value preposition, which in turn will enhance superior performance (Rakthin, Calantone & 

Wang, 2016) 

 Competitive Advantage 

The different way managers interpret the same external environment leads to distinct policies 

formulation and differentiated actions, which, together, is reflected in organizational performance 

(e.g. Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Zahra, 1993). 

The increased intensity of business competition has forced firms to adopt a non-traditional 

management techniques and tools. Maintaining competitive advantage is a dynamic and infinite 

activity (Hung, Yang & Lien, 2010). 

How firms achieve and sustain competitive advantage? This is the fundamental question in the field 

of strategic management (Teece et al., 1997). Porter (1985) considers simply a matter of creating 

value for customers and doing it better than competition.  

Porter’s model to classify firm strategies remains the most commonly supported and acknowledged 

framework in strategic management literature (Allen, Helms, Takeda, White & White, 2006). Porter 

proposed four competitive strategies: broad cost leadership, broad differentiation, cost focus and 

differentiation focus. While cost leadership or differentiation is defined as dominant competitive 

strategies, focus is not a standalone strategy and “is not sufficient for above-average performance’ 

(Porter, 1985, p. 15). Consequently, there is a tendency in the literature to recognise two main sources 

of competitive advantage: a) cost leadership – reaching lower costs than competitors and b) 

differentiation – creating more value for customers than the average firm (Lechner & Gudmundsson, 

2014). Furthermore, and according to Porter, the two logics of differentiation and cost leadership are 

incompatible.  

Hence, we can reduce the study of competitive strategy to differentiation and cost leadership, 

especially if the competitive strategy is related to other strategic elements of firm’s behaviour. 

Differentiation means to fulfil customers’ needs in a unique way, based on speed, customer service 

and flexibility, which is consistent with innovative approaches and characteristics of entrepreneurial 

firms. Cost leadership requires substantial financial resources (to invest in tangible assets), is based 

on process innovation, learning curve benefits, economies of scale and standardization, and seems to 

be less appropriate for small firms, given the resource constraints (Lechner & Gudmundsson, 2014). 

Sustainable competitive advantage represents firm’s competitive maintenance on the long run, whose 

performance is above average, resisting the dynamic evolution of competition, consumers and 

industry (e.g. Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Peteraf, 1993; Porter, 1985).  

Hypotheses Derivation 

Teece et al. (1997, p. 516) defined dynamic capabilities as the “firm’s ability to integrate, build, and 

reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments”. Dynamic 

capabilities thus reflect firms’ ability to achieve new and innovative forms of competitive advantage. 
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ACAP is a dynamic capability found in organizational processes that enables firms to reconfigure 

their core resources, react to environmental dynamics and build competitive advantage (Zahra & 

George, 2002).  

H1a: Acquisition’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with cost leadership. 

H1b: Acquisition’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with differentiation. 

H2a: Assimilation’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with cost leadership. 

H2b: Assimilation’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with differentiation. 

H3a: Transformation’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with cost leadership. 

H3b: Transformation’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with differentiation. 

H4a: Exploitation’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with cost leadership. 

H4b: Exploitation’s absorptive capabilities are positively associated with differentiation. 

 

Methodology 

 Sample and Data Collection 

The population of this empirical study has been drawn from Portuguese textile industry firms. 

Questionnaires were used as primary data sources and were carried out over the period of February 

16 to April 30, 2016. The identification of companies was done through the Portugal’s Textile 

Association (Associação Têxtil de Portugal) database (ATP, 2014). So, in this study we use a non-

probabilistic and convenient sampling. 

A total of 247 complete and validated questionnaires accounting for 25% per cent of the population 

were obtained. This response rate is considered quite satisfactory, given that the average of top 

management survey response rates are in the range of 15%-20% (Menon & Bharadwaj, 1999). 

 Statistical Analysis 

We used PLS-SEM path modelling to test our hypothesis, specifically the software SmartPLS 3.0 

(Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2013; Sarstedt, Ringle, Smith, Reams, & Hair, 2014). We believe that 

the PLS-SEM path modelling is best suited to estimate our research model since: 1) this study 

focuses on prediction and explanation of contructs variance (in our case 2, with 5 dimensions); 2) our 

research model has a complex structure; 3) the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and 

competitive advantage (via cost or differentiation); 4) this study uses first and second-order reflective 

constructs; and 5) the sample (n=247) is somewhat small. 

Measures 

This study uses well-validated scales from previous studies to operationalize the key constructs and 

adapted them to the particular context of our empirical setting.  

Independent variables – According to Zahra and George (2002), ACAP construct is divided in 

Potencial Absorptive capabilities (PACAP) e Realized Absorptive capabilities (RACAP). To mesure 

this construct we use Jansen et al. (2005) scale.. 

Dependent variable - Competitive strategy was measured through two dimensions, differentiation 

and cost leadership, using Morgan et al. (2004) scale. 
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 Results 

The structural equation model is a multiple regression analysis, with reflective indicators that are 

presented as an image of the unobserved theoretical construct, representing observed variables or 

measures, with the objective of strengthening the relationship of influence between the constructs 

(Marôco, 2010). The simple correlation between these indicators with their construct must have a 

value equal to or higher than 0.707 so that the shared variance between the construct and their 

indicators is higher than the error variance (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). 

Partial Least Squares (PLS) is a technique that best fits predictive applications (exploratory analysis) 

and theory development when it is not soundly established (Roldán and Cepeda, 2014). This 

technique, on one hand, maximize the explained variance of the dependent variables (latent or 

observed, or both) and estimate structural models with small samples (Chin & Newsted, 1999; 

Reinartz, Haenlein & Henseler, 2009). On the other hand, it estimates reflective and formative 

measurement models without identification problems (Chin, 2010). PLS appear to be a preferable 

option for researchers with samples below 250 observations (247 in this study) (Reinartz et al., 2009). 

In order to verify the reliability of overall variables we estimated the stability and internal consistency 

through Cronbach’s alpha (α). Generally, an instrument or test is classified with appropriate 

reliability when α is higher or equal to 0.70 (Nunally, 1978; Chin, 2010). The result of 0.937 

achieved for all variables is considered excellent, confirming the sample’s internal consistency 

(Pestana & Gageiro, 2000). Table 1 show all constructs largely achieved the required level. 

Table 1: Cronbach’s Alpha of multidimensional variables 

  

 
Cronbach’s 

Alpha 
p values 

ACAQ 0,776 0,000 

ACAS 0,847 0,000 

ACEX 0,897 0,000 

ACTR 0,872 0,000 

COST 0,900 0,000 

DIF 0,940 0,000 

We also use the composite reliability coefficient to assess construct validity (Chin, 1998). This 

coefficient reflects construct adequacy for a level higher than 0.6 using confirmatory factor analysis 

(Gefen & Straub, 2005), as in our case. Table 2 illustrates that the studied constructs (all 

multidimensional) highly exceeded the minimum required for a good fit. 

Table 2: Composite reliability coefficient of multidimensional variables 

  
Composite 

reliability 
p values 

ACAQ 0,839 0,000 

ACAS 0,906 0,000 

ACEX 0,921 0,000 

ACTR 0,903 0,000 

COST 0,930 0,000 

DIF 0,950 0,000 
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For validity assessment, two subtypes are usually examined: convergent and discriminant validity. 

Convergent validity implies that a set of indicators represents one and the same underlying construct 

(Henseler et al., 2009). Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggest using the Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE) criterion and that an AVE value of at least 0.5 indicates sufficient convergent validity. Next 

table demonstrates that only entrepreneurial orientation is below the minimum required. 

Table 3: Convergent validity 

  AVE p values 

ACAQ 0,471 0,000 

ACAS 0,763 0,000 

ACEX 0,661 0,000 

ACTR 0,612 0,000 

COST 0,770 0,000 

DIF 0,705 0,000 

Discriminant validity is the degree to which any single construct is different from the other constructs 

in the model. To have discriminant validity a construct must exhibit weak correlations with other 

latent variables that measure different phenomena. There are two measures of discriminant validity in 

PLS. The Fornell–Larcker criterion (1981) recommends that the AVE should be greater than the 

variance between a given construct and the other with which it shares the model. The second criterion 

suggests that the loading of each indicator is expected to be greater than all of its cross-loadings 

(Henseler et al., 2009). 

We can observe the explanatory power of each variable in the model. Entrepreneurial orientation is 

the only purely explanatory variable and reputational resources and absorptive capacity of knowledge 

exploitation the explained variables. Chin (1998) distinguishes the explanatory power from moderate 

to substantial. Table 4 expresses the good results in terms of discriminant validity of the research 

model, confirming that constructs do differ significantly. 

Table 4: Discriminant validity 

 Fornell-Larcker Criterion ACAQ ACAS ACEX ACTR COST DIF 

ACAQ 0,686 
     

ACAS 0,337 0,873 
    

ACEX 0,381 0,645 0,813 
   

ACTR 0,421 0,644 0,851 0,782 
  

COST 0,396 0,390 0,277 0,153 0,877 
 

DIF 0,421 0,343 0,458 0,489 0,335 0,840 

In order to determine the significance of the studied relationships and the confidence intervals of the 

path coefficients, we used bootstrapping technique. The weighted coefficients indicate the relative 

strength of each exogenous construct. According to Hair Jr., Hult, Ringle and Sarstedt (2014), 

relationships between constructs, with structural coefficients higher than 0.2, are considered robust. 

From table 5, we thus conclude that the original model does not present non-significant paths. 
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Table 5: Model’s Path Coefficients 

 

Original 

Sample 

(O) 

Sample 

Mean 

(M) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(STDEV) 

T Statistics 

(|O/STDEV|) 

P 

Values 
2.5% 97.5% 

ACAQ -> COST 0,361 0,361 0,053 6,858 0,000 0,260 0,455 

ACAQ -> DIF 0,258 0,259 0,058 4,462 0,000 0,130 0,375 

ACAS -> COST 0,398 0,394 0,080 4,971 0,000 0,217 0,535 

ACAS -> DIF -0,002 -0,006 0,085 0,024 0,981 -0,165 0,147 

ACEX -> COST 0,361 0,355 0,136 2,653 0,008 0,093 0,607 

ACEX -> DIF 0,131 0,148 0,104 1,259 0,209 -0,058 0,352 

ACTR -> COST -0,562 -0,550 0,109 5,173 0,000 -0,766 -0,339 

ACTR -> DIF 0,270 0,264 0,089 3,032 0,003 0,094 0,444 

Figure 1 presents the final research structural model with the effects and explained variance of latent 

variables. 

 

Figure 1: Research structural model 
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Key: ACAQ - Acquisition’s absorptive capabilities; ACAS - Assimilation’s absorptive capabilities; 

ACTR - Transformation’s absorptive capabilities; ACEX - Exploitation’s absorptive capabilities; 

VCC – Competitive advantage cost leadership;  VCC – Competitive advantage differentiation. 

Results from Table 5 indicate that the development, growth or investment by the management in this 

type of capabilities will not affect the strategy definition, but rather stimulate the development of 

international activities. So, H1a, H1b, H2a, H3a, H4a and H4b were supported in our model, and H2b 

and H3b non supported. 

Discussion and conclusions 

This paper seeks to contribute to the development of the literature on factors that influence small 

firms competitive advantage through a robust empirical study. The central context of this research is 

on SMEs, which constitute the vast majority of firms in Portugal, as in most word economies. 

Absorptive capability has a positive and significant impact on competitive advantage (H1a, H1b, 

H2a, H3a, H4a and H4b supported). Teece and colleagues (1997) argue that, through dynamic 

capabilities, firms are able to develop, integrate, reconfigure and adapt their resources and 

capabilities to umpredictable markets and achieve competitive advantage. In this study it is 

demonstrated that our SMEs do not include dynamic (absorptive) capabilities in the formulation of 

their competitive strategy, as suggested Zahra and George (2002). Hence, H2b and H3b were not 

supported. 

Small traditional firms represent a very important part of the economic system in many European 

countries. Their significant contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP), national exports, and 

job creation, makes them an important policy target (Zucchella & Siano, 2014). In fact, and according 

to Portugal’s Textile and Apparel Association (ATP), this industry in 2016 accounted for 20% of 

industrial employment, 9% of GDP and 10% of Portuguese industrial exports.  

We can only speculate that the Portuguese textile industry faces considerable challenges, not only 

regarding the economic crisis in international markets, which restricts access to resources, but also 

concerning consumption patterns. Furthermore, international competitiveness does not allow SMEs 

to develop a competitive strategy based on differentiation, changing thus their business model 

paradigm. Indeed, mature industries are characterized by increased competition and price deflation 

due to overcapacity (Parrish, Cassill, & Oxenham, 2006). As reported by the ATP (2014), 

globalization pressures, such as textile trade liberalization, have considerably affected the industry. 

The textile sector is being subjected to strong pressures in a fast-changing business environment due 

to market volatility and strong competition world-wide. The key success factors of the industry are 

related primarily with cost (labor, energy, transport), but also with geographical location (flexibility, 

responsiveness, proximity service), knowledge (know-how, experience, technical expertise, research 

and development, networking) and recognition (tradition, brands, quality). Therefore, we 

acknowledge that the sector is developing strong differentiation factors. Firms in these mature 

markets must look for ways to stay competitive and develop strategies that enables them to 

differentiate themselves from other firms.  

Theoretical and Practical Implications  

Our study is responsive to the call of Sousa et al. (2008) which suggests that, in international market 

context, firms’ survival and expansion, and consequent economic growth of many countries, is 

strongly dependent on a better understanding of the strategic determinants that influence competitive 

advantage. 

Moreover, our study confirms the important complementarity of intangible resources and dynamic 

capabilities, thus not diverging from RBV and DCV (e.g. Ambrosini & Bowman, 2009; Barreto, 

2010; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Wang & Ahmed, 2007). 

We also highlight the contribution of this study to the theory of strategic management. It is known 

that strategy includes deliberate and emergent initiatives adopted by management, comprising 

resource and capabilities used to improve business performance (Nag, Hambrick, & Chen, 2007). In 

order to remain competitive, firms must assess which strategic determinants give them an advantage 
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over their competitors. The findings are a contribution to clarify the influence of entrepreneurial 

orientation, intangible resources and absorptive capabilities in small firms export performance.  

Addicionally, our findings provide guidance to business practitioners, since they indicate that 

entrepreneurial orientation, intangible resources and absorptive capabilities are predictors of 

competitive strategies and performance. The research has also shown the positive influences of 

generic strategies on firm performance. So, for small firm managers, competitive strategy does 

matters and the development of one type of competitive advantage, alongside with firm’s resources, 

is a major performance driver. 

Firms are a bundle of resources and capabilities (Peteraf, 1993), it is essential to understand and 

identify which resources are relevant to gain competitive advantage and superior performance. 

Business owners must be able to systematically analyse the changes that arise in their target market(s) 

and to incorporate this knowledge into their processes, to identify the present and future needs and 

market trends, anticipate changes in demand and seek new business opportunities. 

By building on the literature entrepreneurship and strategic management, this study aims to support 

the strategic development of business management policies designed to increase firms’ performance 

in foreign markets and add value to the current context of change.  

Research Limitations 

While this research provides valuable insights into SMEs in the textile industry, the study is not 

without its limitations. First, the state of the economy might have affected our results. The low scores 

of willingness to take risks might be influenced by the current context of economic crisis. In fact, in a 

turbulent market, risk-taking is negatively associated to SME performance (Kraus et al., 2012) and is 

in fact related to firm failure (Lechner & Gudmundsson, 2014). Second, it would have been 

interesting to control our analysis. The fact that the research does not consider the effect of control 

variables such as age, location and target market of the respondents can be seen as a limitation. Third 

we used an online study to collect our data. While electronic data collection methods are becoming 

more common, strategies to encourage a greater response rate are lacking compared to other survey 

implementation methods. Finally, the fact that the sampling is non probabilistic and convenience is a 

limitation. Therefore we advise prudence in the generalization of results. 

Future Lines of Research 

Firstly, this study has been based on a mature sector, as is the textile sector in Portugal. The results 

obtained should be understood in this context. For this reason, new research could be done in more 

modern industries to test again the proposed relations. Second, given the irregular nature of business 

growth, a snapshot survey may not be able to capture strategy and performance variations over long 

periods of time. As such, further studies with a longitudinal perspective would be of added value to 

investigate why these differences persist. In other words, to find how and why some small exporters 

become highly successful while others, in the same industry, struggle to raise their export strengths. 
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Abstract 

 
Good Financial reporting quality of the government sector is required so as to achieve accountability 

objectives. Accountability is an important issue in New Public Management (NPM). Society demands a 

good governance government. Good quality of government financial reporting increases public 

accountability. This paper study how the government accountant competence, the implementation of 

internal controls and the application of information technology affect the quality of financial reporting 

and its impact on public accountability. The study was conducted in regional governments of West Java 

in Indonesia using survey. The results show that there were significant influences of government 

accountant competence, implementation of internal control and information technology on quality of 

financial reporting. Further, financial reporting quality also has a significant effect on public 

accountability. 

 

Keywords: Financial Reporting  Quality,  Public  Accountability, Competence,   Internal Control, 

Information technology  

 

Introduction 
 

The development of government accounting is expected to be a solution to meet the demands of 

transparency of government performance in terms of accountability. Accountability is a relevant concept 

describing the performance of the public sector. Quality information is very important for the public 

sector in providing accountability of all its activities to all stakeholders. The concept of NPM (New 

Public Management) is a concept that is now experiencing many developments into several concepts of 

public accountability (Mardiasmo, 2009). 

 

Government financial reporting is still experiencing problems. The first semester report of 2014 BPK RI 

(Indonesia Financial Supervisory Body) revealed from 415 audits for Local Government Financial 

Statements, 64% The financial statements still obtain qualified audit opinion. Bisri (2013) found 

weaknesses of the Internal Control System in Indonesia and non-compliance with legislation in the audit 

of ministry finance reports/ in the management of fixed assets and social assistance. Pamungkas (2014) 

revealed from 40 findings on the financial statements of 2013, 12 findings of them are internal control 

issues. The same problem also occurs in ministries and other government institutions in processing 

financial reporting due to the quality of human resources (Boediono, 2014). Others are caused by 

inefficiency and ineffective use of information technology (Sampurna, 2015). Another problem arising in 

government is the issue of public accountability (Miftah, 2016). 

 

Public Accountability in Indonesia is a problem that still faces obstacles. Achievements at the echelon I 

level government officers are still low as the implementation of AKIP (Performance Accountability for 

Government Agencies) is not yet obligatory (Afriyadi, 2017). Another problem is the weakness of the 

law enforcement regarding the punishment in finance and administration violation (Afriyadi, 2017).  
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Several problems are causes by inappropriateness placement of human resources that manage 

government finance, internal control issues and also inefficient use of information technology and the 

existence of public accountability problems. Government accounting and financial reporting aims to 

protect and manage public money and discharge accountability. Financial reporting is the best index of 

accountability (Eivani et.al., 2012). Accountability is also an instrument for control activities, especially 

in achieving results on public services. In this regards, a performance evaluation is required to determine 

the extent to which the outcomes are achieved and the means used to achieve them. Thus, it is expected 

that good financial reporting quality can increase public accountability. 

 

The purpose of this study is to examine empirical evidence of the influence of Competence of 

Government Accountants to the Quality of Financial Reporting, the effect of Implementation of Internal 

Control on the Quality of Financial Reporting, the effect of Information Technology System 

Implementation on the Quality of Financial Reporting and the effect of Quality of Financial Reporting on 

Public Accountability. Previous study was conducted in smaller region, so this study is conducted in 

larger region in order to strengthen the results. 

 

The results of this study is expected to be one of the solution to the government regarding the government 

financial reporting problems; government should optimize accountant personnel; Government should be 

able to improve internal control and information technology used. The results of the study are also 

expected to be a source of further research reference to the issue of financial reporting quality in 

government sector. 

 

Literature Review 

 

Competence  
 

Competence is a personal characteristic, motive, behavior, skill, or knowledge that is proven to drive 

superior job performance (McClelland, 1973). Competence include individual competence (individual 

knowledge, skills and abilities); and organizational competence (collective character at the organizational 

level). As a contemporary organization with the latest technology, organizations are more involved in 

sustainable development that demands to improve individual competence and organizational competence 

(Dias et. al, 2012).           

 

A competence is an underlying characteristic of individuals that is causally related to criterion-referenced 

effective and/ or superior performance in a job or situation (Spencer and Spencer, 1993).) Characteristics 

of competence consist of motives, traits, self concept, knowledge, and skills (Spencer and Spencer, 

1993). Competence is measured by the following dimensions: (A). Knowledge consisting of: (1) 

Knowledge of government accounting and financial reporting process and (2) Knowledge of technical 

financial reporting; (B). Skills consisting of: (3) Skills, (4) Managerial Skills, (5) Technical Skills, and 

(6) Social Skills. 

 

Internal Control 
 

Internal control is defined as an integral process of actions and activities carried out continuously by the 

management and all employees to provide reasonable assurance on the achievement of organizational 

goals through effective and efficient activities, reliability of financial reporting, security of state assets, 

and compliance with laws and regulations. invitation (Government Act, no 60/2008). In Indonesia, SPIP 

(The Government Internal Control System) is an internal control system that is run comprehensively 

within the central and regional governments.  

 

According to the COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organization), internal control defined as control that 

(1) Effected by an entity's board of directors, management, and other personnel; and (2) Designed to 

provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives relating to operations, reporting 

and compliance. In this study in accordance with the COSO Framework for External Financial Reporting 

Purposes, internal control is measured by: (1) the Control Environment Dimension; (2) Information and 

Communication Dimensions; (3) Monitoring dimension. 
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Information Technology 
 

Technology is part of the Information Systems. Information systems collects, processes, stores and 

distributes information for a specific purpose or objectives (Turban & Volonino, 2012). The function of 

the Information System consists of: (1) Input; (2) Process; (3) Output and (4) feedback. Information 

Technology is the “technology” part of Information Systems (Turban, Volonino, 2012). According to 

Bodnar and Hopwood (2012), Information System terminology includes the use of Information 

Technology, which consists of computers, and other technologies used to process information. Examples 

of some of the technologies used in Accounting Information Systems are bar codes, scanning devices, 

communications protocols, and others. 

 

Information Technology has evolved from focusing only on data processing and regular reports in the 

1970s, to support increasingly to business processes, maintaining customer relationships and suppliers 

(Turban & Volonino, 2012). Technology would have an impact on (a) how the information in the 

financial statements is used or consumed; (b) how information is communicated and (c) allowing users to 

search data through larger and more complex processes (Wood, 2015). 

 

Some types of digital technology used in government accounting in Indonesia are (a) Cloud Computing: 

is a software application with data storage services in different locations; (b) Big Data: is the storage of 

more information (c) Social Computing: the social interaction based on information technology; (d) 

Virtual & Augmented Reality: Modeling, simulation, virtual reality and modeling of interactions between 

means and people; (e) Cybersecurity: With the widespread use of digital technology, it is necessary to 

consider also the security issues; (f) Mobile: Mobile digital technology gives us the speed of 

communication between several parties in the world. (g) Payment System: Internet-based software for 

payment systems; (h) Educational: Digital technology widely used in education; (i) Artificial Intelligence 

& Robotics: This technology includes the automation of routine and repetitive work; (j) Digital Delivery 

Services: The use of digital technology has the potential to change the efficiency and customer 

satisfaction (Afandi and Hoesada, 2016).  

 

In this study the measurement of variables Information technology using dimensions: (1) Platform 

Information Technology; (2) Utilization of Information Technology by the organization and (3) Resource 

Setup in Information Technology. 

 

 Financial Reporting 

 

The corporate financial reporting is a system of communication between the management and the user-

groups of the financial statements (stakeholders); in order to report the results of the corporate enterprise 

and also to demonstrate the credibility, accountability and reliability of its working (Saeed, 1990). The 

purpose of financial reporting is to make decisions in the capacity of capital as well as debt providers 

(Kieso et al., 2016). 

 

In this study, financial reporting is related to qualitative of characteristic: (a) Relevance; (b) Faithfull 

Representation; (c) Comparability; (d) Timeliness and (e) Understandability. 

 

Public Accountability 
 

Accountability is usually defined as a social relationship in which an actor feels an obligation to explain 

and justify his conduct to some significant other Bovens (2004). Democracy will only be a written rule 

only if those in power can not be held publicly accountable for their actions and omissions, for their 

decisions, their policies, and their expenses (Bovens, 2004). Hupe & Hill (2007) discusses the 

accountability linkages with the "street level" bureaucrats. At the level of bureaucrats who directly deal 

with the community, then accountability includes accountability to the community. 

Since the early 1970s, public attitudes and awareness toward the public accountability in many Western 

societies have changed significantly (Coy et. al, 2001). Accountability is a social practice to pursue a 

particular goal, which is determined by distinctive relationships and procedures (Ranson, 2003). 

Accountability participates in community activities by shaping the nature of its members through 

perceiving, judging, imagining, and acting (Ranson, 2003). According to Coy et. al (2001) accountability 
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refers to the right to know about the conditions and performance of an organization under the 

responsibility of a party. Accountability and the right to access information are an important way to 

control abuse of power (Coy et. al, 2001). 

  

(Forrer et. al, 2010) discusses PPPs (Public-Private Partnerships), the models for distributing services and 

public goods. PPPs model is expected to overcome some problems that interact with private but 

accountable. Public Accountability in this study is measured by dimensions (1) Strategic Planning and (2) 

Activity Performance Indicators. 

 

Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses Development 

 

Effect of Competence on Quality of Financial Reporting 
 

Accountants who are competent and have good characteristics can certainly process financial accounting 

and good quality of financial reporting. Bodnar & Hopwood (2012) emphasizes the importance of user 

knowledge and expertise on accounting information systems. Nurhayati and Mulyani (2015) found that 

competence affects the success of an accounting information system. Therefore, it is assumed that there is 

influence of government accountant competence on financial reporting quality. Accountant Competence 

is an important aspect in conducting the duty.  Eginiwin and Dike (2014) study that competence as one of 

the aspect that influence the quality of financial reporting. Abbott et. al (2016) also found that accountant 

competence affect the financial reporting quality.  
 

The Influence of Internal Control on the Quality of Financial Reporting 
 

Stone (2014) found that internal controls help management to protect the company's assets from loss and 

embezzlement as well as to maintain the accuracy of the company's financial data. The Company is 

required to develop internal controls in order to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements 

have been fairly presented (Arrens et. al, 2016). 

 

Internal control will provide a degree of confidence in relation to the reliability of financial information 

which improve the quality of corporate financial information (Stone, 2014). Mulyani & Arum (2016) also 

found a significant influence between internal control over the quality of accounting information.Doyle 

(2007) study the relationship of internal control and accrual level of the company. Companies with 

serious control problems are usually smaller in size, younger, and financially weaker. Donelson et. al 

(2016) examines how weak internal controls can increase the risk of financial reporting fraud by top 

managers.  

 

The Effect of Information Technology (IT) Implementation on Quality of Financial 

Reporting 
 

John (2013) examines the effect of Information Technology on financial reporting found that Information 

Technology is very important in ensuring the credibility of the company's financial statements. 

Accounting Information System produce the financial reporting with support of Information Technology. 

The success of Accounting Information System will lead to good (information) Financial Reporting 

quality (Fitriati & Mulyani, 2015). Information technology makes financial reporting more accurate, 

useful and better quality (Imeokparia, 2013). Information Technology increases relevance and reduces 

reliability of accounting information Salehi & Torabi (2012). Grant et. al (2008) found that weak 

Information Technology in controlling its control affects financial reporting.  

Devaraj & Kohli (2003) found that the influence of IT is the actual usage of technology. Technology may 

affect (a) how information in the financial statements is used or consumed; (b) how information is 

communicated and (c) allows users to search data through larger and more complex processes (Wood, 

2015) Chan (2004) found out that the nature and characteristics of the use of information technology in 

enterprise information systems will affect the company's internal control over financial reporting.  

 

The Effect of Quality of Financial Reporting on Public Accountability 
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Historically, the concept of accountability is closely related to accounting. In fact, it literally comes from 

bookkeeping (Bovens, 2004). Accountability currently comes in many shapes and sizes. It has moved 

beyond the origin of bookkeeping and has become a symbol for good governance, both in society and in 

the private sector (Bovens, 2004). 

 

Goddard (2005) studied the relationship between accounting, governance and accountability in local 

government in the UK. He found that accounting practices such as audits, financial reporting, NPM 

practices and governance processes are considered much more important in providing contribution to 

accountability and governance. Torres (2004) conducted a study by looking at how governance 

accounting from a cash base to an accrual basis can improve transparency, accountability and reliability 

that exist in financial reporting. Carlin (2005) also discusses how accrual-based government financial 

reporting can improve public accountability. In his study Carlin (2005) states that the presence of 

financial reporting movements has affected public accountability systems in several countries such as 

New Zealand, Australia and the UK. 

 

Government financial reporting is created to help communities see the accountability of the government 

and assist decision-making (Patton, 1992). In the commercial sector, company information related to 

decision-making is a tool to improve the accountability of public transnational corporations (Koenig, 

2004).  

 
 

Fig. 1:  Framework of Research Theory 

 

Based on Research Framework, hypothesis in the research are as follows: 

 

Hypothesis 1 :  Accountant Competence positively affect the Quality of Financial Reporting. 

Hypothesis 2 :  Internal Control positively affect the Quality of Financial Reporting. 

Hypothesis 3: Implementation Information Technology positively affect the Quality of Financial 

Reporting 

Hypothesis 4:  Quality of Financial Reporting positively affect to the Public Accountability. 

 

Research Methodology 
 

The statistical tools used to prove the hypothesis in this research is structural equation modeling (SEM) 

based on component or variance, known as Partial Least Square (PLS). The PLS is used because the 

relationship between variables is not yet based on strong theories and the number of samples are not too 

large. The population of the study is local cities and districts government in Indonesia. The study was 

conducted in regional government of West Java Province, Indonesia. West Java Province has second 

biggest regional income in Indonesia after the Special Capital Region, Jakarta.  

 

The unit analysis is the cities or districts under province region, with 120 questionnaires (4 questionnaires 

for each districts, taken on average) distributed to accounting department personnel in 30 cities and 

districts in regional government using Summated Rating Method with five points Likert scale of agree to 
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disagree. The analysis uses the validity and reliability test data to ensure the data can be further 

processed. To test the Fit Model of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with Partial Least Square (PLS) 

it uses 2 assessment steps from a research model: (1) the measurement model (Outer model) and (2) the 

structural model (inner model) of the model studied.  

 

Results and Discussion 
 

The results of validity testing of User Competence (X1), Implementation of Internal Control (X2), 

Application of Information Technology (X3), Quality of Financial Reporting (Y) and Public 

Accountability (Z) obtained value r above 0.30 which means everything valid so that used in this 

research. Reliability test results show Cronbach's Alpha value of each variable above 0.70, so it can be 

concluded that each indicator used to measure the five variables consistent or reliable to be used as a 

measuring variables examined. 

 

There are two substructure in SEM model obtained from research data and calculated using SEM 

approach of Partial Least Square (PLS) that is (1) structural equation model for influence of User 

Competence, Implementation of Internal Control and Application of Information Technology to Quality 

of Financial Reporting as follows: : η1 = 0.371ξ1 + 0.388 ξ2 + 0.289 ξ3+ 0.246; And (2) The structural 

equation model for the effect of Financial Reporting Quality on the Implementation of Public 

Accountability as follows: η2 = 0.678η1 + 0.540. Figure 5.1 is a summarized results of the path model 

SEM. 

 

After analyzing the measurement model of each variable and the accuracy of the structural model, the 

significance test is conducted for partial influence of the exogenous variable (independent variable) to the 

endogenous variable (dependent variable) in accordance with the existing hypothesis. To test the 

proposed hypothesis, we can see the t-statistic value. The limit to reject and accept the proposed 

hypothesis is that if the value of t is in the range of values -1.96 to 1.96 then the hypothesis will be 

rejected or accept the null hypothesis (H0). 

 

                  
     

Fig 2: The SEM path model diagram with Partial Least Square (PLS) 

 

Effect of Competence on Quality of Financial Reporting 
 

The following test results show the significance of the hypothesis through statistical hypothesis as 

follows: 

Ho.γ1 = 0: Competency has no effect on Quality of Financial Reporting 

Ha.γ1 ≠ 0: Competence affects positively to the Quality of Financial Reporting 
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Table 1: Significance Tests of the Effect of Competence on Quality of Financial Reporting 

 

Path Coeficient tccount tcritical P-value Conclusion 

0.371 2.657 1.96 0.013 Significant 
     Source: PLS Calculation Result 

 

The results of the first hypothesis test show that the relationship between Competence with Financial 

Reporting Quality is shown by the value of path coefficient of 0.371 with a t-count of 2.657 and p-value 

of 0.013. The value of t-statistics obtained is greater than t-critical (1.960) and the significance (p-value) 

is less than 0.05. This result means that the Competence affects the Quality of Financial Reporting which 

means according to the first hypothesis (hypothesis 1 accepted). The magnitude of direct influence of 

Competence to Financial Reporting Quality is (0.371 × 0.371 × 100%) = 13.8%. 

 

The results of the first hypothesis testing show that the relationship of competence of government 

accountants significantly influence the quality of financial reporting. Thus it can be said that the standard 

requirement of competent accountant is having sufficient knowledge and expertise in implementing the 

financial reporting process so that the results obtained are also qualified financial reporting. 

 

Effect of Implementation of Internal Control on Quality of Financial Reporting 
 

The following test results show the significance of the hypothesis through statistical hypothesis as 

follows: 

Ho.γ2 = 0: Implementation of Internal Control has no effect on the Quality of Financial Reporting 

Ha.γ2 ≠ 0: Implementation of Internal Control affects positively to the Quality of Financial Reporting 

 

Table 2: Significance Test of the Effect of Implementation of Internal Control on the Quality of 

Financial Reporting 

 

Path Coeficient tccount tcritical P-value Conclusion 

0.388 2.542 1.96 0.016 Significant 

     Source: PLS Calculation Result 

 

The results of the first hypothesis test show that the relationship between variable Implementation of 

Internal Control with Quality of Financial Reporting is shown by coefficient value of 0.388 with t-count 

2.542 and p-value equal to 0.016. The value of t-statistics obtained is greater than t-critical (1.960) and 

the significance (p-value) is less than 0.05. This result means that the Implementation of Internal Control 

affects the Quality of Financial Reporting and it  supports the second hypothesis (hypothesis 2 accepted). 

The magnitude of the direct influence of the Implementation of Internal Control on the Quality of 

Financial Reporting: (0.388 × 0.388 × 100%) = 15.0%. 

 

The results of the second hypothesis testing shows that the relationship of internal control implementation 

variables significantly influence the quality of financial reporting. This result also supports the second 

research hypothesis where the implementation of internal controls, in which the control environment 

determines risks and the activities of control, has an effect on the quality of financial reporting. 

 

Effect of Information Technology on the Quality of Financial Reporting 
 

The following test results show the significance of the hypothesis through statistical hypothesis as 

follows: 

Ho.γ3 = 0: Implementation of information technology has no effect on Quality of Financial Reporting 

Ha.γ3 ≠ 0: The application of information technology affects positively to the Quality of Financial 

Reporting 

 

Table 3: Significance Test of the Influence of Information Technology Application to Quality of 

Financial Reporting 

Path Coeficient tccount tcritical P-value Conclusion 
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0.289 2.097 1.96 0.045 Significant 

     Source: PLS Calculation Result 

 

The results of the first hypothesis test show that the relationship between variable information technology 

with Quality of Financial Reporting is shown by coefficient value of 0.289 with t-count of 2.097 and p-

value of 0.045. The value of t-statistics obtained is greater than t-critical (1.960) and the significance (p-

value) is less than 0.05. This result means that the application of information technology affects the 

quality of financial reporting which means in accordance with the third hypothesis (hypothesis 3 

accepted). The direct influence Application of information technology to the quality of Financial 

Reporting is equal (0.289 × 0.289 × 100%) = 8.4%. 

 

The results testing of the third hypothesis shows that the relationship of variable implementation of 

Information System Technology significantly influence the quality of financial reporting. These results 

also support the alleged or third research hypothesis in which the implementation of Information Systems 

Technology, has an effect to the quality of financial reporting. 

 

Effect of Quality of Financial Reporting on of Public Accountability 

 
The following test results show the significance of the hypothesis through statistical hypothesis as 

follows: 

Ho.β2 = 0: The quality of Financial Reporting has no effect on the Implementation of Public 

Accountability 

Ha.β21 ≠  0: The quality of Financial Reporting affects  positively to the Implementation of Public 

Accountability 

 

Table 4: Significance Test of the Effect of Quality of Financial Reporting on the Implementation of 

Public Accountability 

 

Path Coeficient tccount tcritical P-value Conclusion 

0.678 6.533 1.6 0.000 Significant 

     Source: PLS Calculation Result 

 

The results of the first hypothesis test show that the relationship between variable of the quality of 

Financial Reporting with the Implementation of Public Accountability is indicated by the value of path 

coefficient of 0.678 with a t-count of 6.533 and p-value of 0.000. The value of t-statistics obtained is 

greater than t-critical (1.960) and the significance (p-value) is less than 0.05. This result means that the 

Quality of Financial Reporting influences the Implementation of Significant Public Accountability in 

accordance with the fourth hypothesis (hypothesis 4 accepted). 

 

The magnitude of the influence of the Quality of Financial Reporting on the Implementation of Public 

Accountability is equal to (0.678 × 0.678 × 100%) = 46.0%. This means that the Quality of Financial 

Reporting gives 67.8% influence on the Implementation of Public Accountability. Fourth hypothesis test 

result shows that the correlation of variable of Quality of Financial Reporting has significant influence to 

Public Accountability. These results also support the fourth research hypothesis that is the 

implementation of Quality of Financial Reporting has an effect to Public Accountability. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The results show that it is necessary to pay attention to the accountant's competence, the implementation 

of internal control and adequate information technology as factors that can improve the quality of 

government financial reporting in Indonesia. A reliable government accountant can reduce the risk of 

financial misstatement; adequate internal control may reduce the risk of irregularities in financial 

reporting process in Government Offices. The information technology will support financial reporting 

process. The government needs to pay attention to this factors to improve the quality of financial 

reporting. Good financial reporting quality will increase public accountability and increases public trust.  
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The limitation of the study is that this study is only limited to the West Java Province, it is expected that 

further research can be upgraded to all areas in Indonesia as a whole to be able to strengthen the results of 

research. Other limitation is the study does not explore the problem qualitatively, so the future research is 

expected to be more explorative in finding out the real and problem concerning the government financial 

reporting and come up with the actual solutions.  
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Abstract 

 

The foreign companies produce the major part of the Slovak output. These were established as a result of 

the inflow of the foreign direct investment. The Slovak Republic has received many investments since the 

year 2000 in the form of privatization and greenfield investments. Gravity model, comes out from the 

Newton´s physics, provides information about determinants on foreign direct investment respectively 

international trade. The membership in the free trade area (as the European Union) and the use of 

common currency (as the European Monetary Union) is considered to be one of these determinants. Is the 

EU and the EMU membership really significant determinant influencing the flows of foreign direct 

investment? Several empirical papers deal with this question and assess the role of the EMU in inflow of 

foreign direct investment by the use of the gravity model. The paper analyses bilateral inflows of foreign 

direct investment to the Slovak Republic in the period 2000 – 2012. Mainly, it assesses the role of 

membership in the EU and using common European currency in influencing investment flows into the 

Slovak Republic. Nowadays, when “two-speed” EU is discussed, not only membership in the EU, but 

also adopting common currency is interrogative. 

 

 

Keywords: gravity model, foreign direct investment, European Monetary Union.   

 

Introduction 

 

The Slovak Republic has entered the European Union (EU) in 2004 together with other transforming 

countries. The enlargement of the EU by 10 countries is the largest enlargement of the European Union in 

the history. Some of these countries have consecutive also adopted common currency Euro and became 

members of the European Monetary Union (EMU). The Slovak Republic has adopted Euro in 2009. The 

expectation were in increasing international trade, growth of the inflow of foreign direct investment (FDI) 

and thus increasing the Slovak gross domestic product (GDP), as well as the potential product. Another 

advantage has lied in no need to exchange foreign currencies what should increase the trade and tourism. 

Maybe for that reason, Slovak nationals were inclined for the Euro adoption. All along, the Slovak 

Republic has continued in the transformation process and has privatized many state-owned companies. At 

the same time, many greenfield investments were allocating within the Slovak Republic. General 

assumption on the FDI considers the membership in the EU and the EMU as the factors influencing its 

flows positively. On the other side, stable economic and political environment might attract FDI inflows 

regardless to the membership in some free trade areas or monetary union. For example, the highest FDI 

inflow to the Slovak Republic was in 2006, when the Slovak Republic was using own Slovak currency. 

Contrariwise, The Slovak Republic has adopted Euro in the time of global financial crisis and related 

sharp decline in FDI flows.   Fundamental determinants of FDI inflow are the size of the economy (GDP, 

economic growth, potential output), potential demand (domestic or foreign), geographical location of 

country (access foreign market – export oriented production), legal system (mainly law enforcement), 

labour (unemployment, education or wages) and level of infrastructure. Another factors such as 

investment incentives, the EU and the EMU membership are considered as complementary and would not 

attract investments if the fundamental determinants were not satisfactory. Further analysis will be focused 

on the role of the EU and the EMU membership in influencing FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic. We 
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will assess these determinants by the use of gravity model including the EU and the EMU membership as 

variables into the econometric analysis.  

 

Literature Review 
 

The introduction and adoption of common currency affects the economy in two ways. Starting with the 

disadvantage, it means the abandoned the sovereign monetary policy by the particular country. As a 

result, country is not able to influence the monetary policy and country lost one of its economy policies. 

On the other way, the advantage of using the common currency is the decrease in transaction cost and 

decrease in the risk of exchange rate movements, which leads to the growth of international trade. 

However, Rose (2000) argues that exchange rates in the Europe were relatively stable also before the 

Euro introduction and had only small volatility, respectively many measures would be taken to moderate 

volatility. Monetary union makes impossible countries to compete in market competition as the economic 

performance of particular country in relation to economy of another country is expressed in the exchange 

rate, thus in the price of two currencies. However, such competition has stronger effect on the 

international trade and investment flows as the stable exchange rates with any volatility. For that reason, 

there must be another advantages for the common currency to be used within the Europe (if considering 

the EMU). 

 

International relations between particular countries have several channels. The most important is the 

channel of investment flows, mainly FDI that is assumed to have positive and long-term effect on the host 

economy. Therefore, a high attention is devoted to the European Monetary Union in analysis of FDI 

inflow.  

 

Empirical study by Rose uses gravity model, firstly used by Walter Isard in 1954 (Isard at al., 1998). This 

model analyses the size, respectively the volume of international trade between countries in relation to the 

factors influencing the trade. The easiest form of the model is as follows: 

 

��� = � ∗ (�� ∗ ��)/���       [1] 
 

where: i and j is index for countries, F represents the trade flows between countries i and j, M is the GDP 

of countries, D is the distance between countries i and j a G is a constant. This simple equation shows that 

the volume of bilateral trade relates only to the GDP of countries and its distance. Several researchers 

have adjusted and extend or enlarged the equation about more variables more reflecting the fundamentals 

of trade between countries.  

 

Rose (2000) uses the extended gravity model. He shows that the membership in monetary union and the 

volatility of exchange rate really influence the volume of bilateral trade. The enlarged equation has the 

following form: 

 

����� = �� + ��ln�������
+ ��ln�����/����������

+ ������ + ���� �� +
�!"#$�� + �%�&'��� + �(��)*# �� + �+��)����� + �,����-�� + .�/��� +
01�2����

+ 3���         

  [2] 
 

where: 

• i and j is index for country and t is time, 

• Xij is the bilateral trade between countries i and j,  

• Y represents real GDP, 

• Pop is population, 
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• Dij is distance between countries i and j, 

• Contij is dummy that obtain value 1, if countries i and j have the common border and 0 

otherwise, 

• Langij is dummy with value 1, if countries i and j have common language and 0 if not, 

• FTAij is dummy with value 1, if countries i and j belongs to the same regional free trade area and 

0 otherwise,  

• ComNatij is dummy that obtain value 1, if countries are part of the same nation, 0 otherwise, 

• ComColij is dummy with value 1, if countries i and je were after 1945 a colony of the same 

colonizer country, 0 otherwise,  

• Colonyij is dummy with value 1, if the country i has colonized country j or j has colonialized i, 0 

otherwise,   

• CUijt is dummy representing the use of common currency, it obtain value 1, if countries i and j 

use the same currency in time t and it is 0 otherwise, 

• V(eij)t is volatility of nominal exchange rates of countries i and j in time t, 

•  β je vector of exogenous variables,  

• εij represents error term and other factors. 

 

An important role in the equation has parameters γ and δ. γ represents the effect of monetary union on the 

bilateral trade. δ reflects to the relation between the exchange rate volatility and bilateral trade. Model 

includes various variables that have logical justification. Higher level of GDP or higher GDP per capita 

and the size of the economy positively affect the level of international trade. Contrariwise, distance 

between countries decreases the level of international trade. These variables are statistically significant 

and have direction as assumed. Other variables (common border, common language and trade 

agreements) are also significant and increase the level of trade between countries. The paper has 33,903 

bilateral trade observations for 5 years – 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 and 1990. Among them, in 330 cases 

have countries use the common currency. Mostly, these countries are small and relatively poor countries. 

For that reason, extrapolation of the results for the EMU would not be suitable due to the dissimilarity of 

observed countries and those belonging to the EMU (Rose, 2000). Results of Rose paper are follows. 

Countries using the common currency have triple higher trade as countries using different currencies. 

Exchange rate volatility was low, respectively there was an effort to decrease it at zero level. Considering 

such situation, the international trade between countries would increase by common currency by 12 or 

13%. Thus, the introduction of common currency has higher impact on the international trade than the 

zero exchange rate volatility.  

 

In previous text, the model assessing the bilateral trade between countries was introduced. Now, we are 

going to deal with the FDI flows. FDI inflow and FDI outflow are important part of the capital movement 

affecting host, respectively home economies. We already know that membership in monetary union 

positively relates to international trade. How the common currency affects FDI flows? Paper by 

Aristotelous and Fountas (2012) deals with this question. They decided to analyse FDI flows instead of 

the international trade because the increase of the FDI in Eurozone was 469.9% in period 1990 – 2006, 

while it was only 184.3% when talking to the growth of international trade. They has formed the 

following equation: 

 

��4�� = �� + ������� + ������5�� + ��565�� + ��17"�� + �!�48&� + �%6/�� +
�(6�/�� + 2��         
 [3] 
 

Endogenous variable is FDIit that represents the overall FDI inflow to the country i in time t. i is index for 

a country and t represent time period. Exogenous variables are:  

• GDPit is the real GDP (output) of country i in time t, 

• GDPGRit is the GDP growth, 
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• RERit is the real exchange rate expressed as the currency basket of trade partners with shares 

given by the volume of trade, 

• VOLit is the change in volatility of exchange rate, it is the standard deviation of exchange rate 

expressed on monthly base,  

• DISTi is the distance between the capital city of host country from Frankfurt as the financial 

centre of the EU, 

• EUit is dummy variable that obtain value 1, if is country the EU member and 0 otherwise, 

• EMUit is dummy relating to the membership in EMU respectively using common currency, it 

has value 1, if is country the EMU member and 0 otherwise,  

• eit is error term and other factors relating to the volume of FDI inflows. 

 

The use of exogenous variables and their assumed relation (direction) to the FDI inflow is the same as in 

Rose model of international trade. The goal of such expressed model is by the use of regression analysis 

assess the role of coefficient β7 (economic and statistical significance). Authors assumes the positive 

relation of the EMU and FDI inflow, so β7 would have plus sign. To achieve the goal, data from 22 

OECD countries for period 1973 – 2006 is used. The time period includes the Breton-Wood monetary 

system of fixed exchange rates as well as the Kingston monetary system with introducing floating 

exchange rates (Aristotelous and Fountas, 2012). Paper gives following results. GDP has positive and 

statistically significant effect on the FDI inflow. The same result is for the real exchange rate and 

volatility. Distance and FDI inflow relates negatively and this relation is statistically significant. To the 

contrary, the EU membership has only small impact on the FDI inflow. Variable, they have the highest 

concern, the EMU membership is significant and positively affects the FDI inflow. 

 

Another paper that deals with the FDI inflow is the paper by Folfas (2011). He focuses on the FDI inflow 

within the EU27 and the role of taxation in particular economies. Regression equation of his view is: 

 

���4��� = 9� + 9������� + 9������ + 9����� + :;��� + <�� + =��� [4] 
 

where: 

• i, j a t represents indexes for host economy, home economy and time, 

• FDIijt is the FDI inflow to host economy i from home economy j in time t, 

• GDPi(j)t is the GDP of host (home) economy in time t, 

• Dij is the distance between economic centres of host and home economy, 

• Zijt represents another variables determining bilateral FDI inflow, 

• cij represents specific effects related to the allocation of investment, 

• ɲijt is the error term and random variables influencing FDI inflow.   

 

Further on, author add to equation several variables. Among them also dummies we are the most 

interested such as membership in the EU, use of common currency Euro or entrance of particular 

countries to the EU at the same time. Another variables in model are corporate tax and dummy variable 

offshore financial centre. The result shows that the flows of FDI are higher between larger economies. 

However, in comparison with gravity model analysing international trade, coefficients are lower. The 

explanation of such situation lays in presently discussed phenomenon of disinvestments and high 

fluctuation of FDI inflow caused by unrepeatable situations (privatization, huge investment projects, 

mergers and acquisitions). The three variables relating to the European integration are statistically 

insignificant. So, the characteristics of particular countries (as the GDP) are more relevant for the 

decision of investors as the membership in integration area. Naturally, problem might be in use of dummy 

variables that do not give a true picture of constantly changing processes of integration. Variable 

corporate tax is statistically significant. In case of its homogeneity, the flows of FDI between countries 

are decreasing, but the flows with offshore centres are more intensive. Author consider offshore centres 
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are Cyprus, Luxembourg and Malta. To conclude, corporate tax is an important factor of country 

sovereignty within the integration area.  

 

The last paper by Ledyaeva and Linden (2006) applies gravity to Russian regions. The endogenous 

variable is the number of companies from Belarus, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Germany, United Kingdom and 

Finland allocated in 76 Russian regions. Equation of the model is as follows: 

 

��� = >� + >��5�� + >����� + >��48&�� + >!'��"� + >%*5� + >(�1� +
>+��?<�@ + >,8A'� + B��        
   [5] 
 

where:  

• b represents coefficients of the equations, 

• Yij is the number of the foreign companies in host Russian region (j) from foreign (investment 

home) country (i) in 2002, 

• GRPj is gross regional product, 

• GDPi is the GDP of foreign country, 

• DISTij is distance between the capital city of foreign country and capital of particular region, 

• AGGLj is agglomeration effect – the ratio of GRP to the size of a region, 

• NRj represents natural sources expressed as the ratio of mining industry to the overall industry in 

particular region, 

• DVj is dummy variable measuring the rate of uncertainty that potential investors are facing, it 

obtain the value of 1 for Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine and value 0 for other countries, this 

variable might be also explained as the cultural proximity, and common language of these post-

Soviet countries with Russia,  

• Moscow is dummy with value 1 for Moscow and its regions and 0 for other regions, this variable 

relates to the advantages of the Moscow position as the capital city of Russian Federation,  

• SKAj is the education, it is the ratio of graduate population to total population in region, 

• uij is the error term.  

 

All variables in analysis, except for NRj, have have confirmed the assumed relation to the endogenous 

variable and are statistically significant. Authors have found that the most of the FDI inflow to the Russia 

is market seeking. It implies the FDI dependency on the GRP of particular region. So, the GRP, as well as 

the GDP of investment home economy has positive impact on the FDI inflow. The same are acting 

variables agglomeration effect, common language and culture (DVj), Moscow and education. To the 

contrary, the distance has negative effect on the FDI inflow. 

 

Data and Methodology 
 
To assess the role of the EU and the EMU membership in influencing the FDI inflow to the Slovak 

Republic, the gravity model is used. The main idea of gravity model is to capture variables influencing 

FDI inflow positively and those that have negative effect. It is assumed that FDI inflow is positively 

influenced by GDP, respectively the size of an economy and negatively by distance between countries. 

These prime variables are added with another variables, very often reflecting the interest of authors or the 

regional conditions (integration area, country, region, etc.). Our goal is to assess the role of the EU and 

the EMU membership in influencing the FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic.   
 

We use gravity model with added variables indicating membership in the EU and the EMU. The data 

period is 2000 – 2012 as we are constricted by the availability of data on bilateral FDI inflows. The panel 

data is used. The cross section units are 20 countries that have allocated in the Slovak Republic the most 
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investments during the research period. These investments represent 98.14% of all foreign direct 

investments. The list of countries with their shares of FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic on total FDI 

inflow is given in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: The list of countries 
 

Country Share of FDI inflow from a particular country on total 
FDI inflow 

Argentina 0.39 % 

Austria  11.22 % 

Belgium 0.84 % 

Canada 0.36 % 

Cyprus 6.74 % 

Czech Republic 9.69 % 

Denmark 1.14 % 

France 8.10 % 

Germany 20.52 % 

Hungary 3.06 % 

Italy 11.35 % 

Korea, Republic of 7.18 % 

Liechtenstein 0.76 % 

Luxembourg 4.04 % 

Netherlands 8.66 % 

Spain 0.81 % 

Sweden 1.20 % 

Switzerland 1.00 % 

United Kingdom 0.42 % 

United States 0.65 % 

Source: author, OECD.Stat 

 

Endogenous variable of the equation is bilateral FDI inflow from foreign (investment home) country to 

the Slovak Republic (host country). The exogenous variables are GDP of the Slovak Republic, GDP of 

the foreign countries, distance between the Slovak Republic and home country of investments and four 

dummies relating to the integration processes within the Europe. First dummy represents the membership 

in the EU. In this case, it obtain the value of 1 and it is 0 otherwise. Second dummy represent the 

membership in the EMU and using common currency Euro. Third and fourth dummies are going even 

deeper to the integration processes. These are EU_pair and EMU_pair. The dummies have the value 1 if 

both countries (partners) in country pair belong to the EU, respectively to the EMU in the same time. In 

other words, they represents a common membership in the EU or the EMU. The Data source is OECD 

and World Bank. The description of data used is given in Table 2. The descriptive statistics of data is 

summarized in Table 3.  

 
Table 2: The characteristics of variables 

 

Variable Description Source 

FDISVK,j,t bilateral inflow of foreign direct 
investment from foreign (investment 
home) country j to the Slovak Republic 
(host country); million USD, current prices 

OECD.Stat, OECD 

GDPSVK,t gross domestic product of the Slovak World Development 
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Republic; million USD, constant 2010 
prices 

Indicators, World 
Bank 

GDPj,t gross domestic product of the foreign 
(investment home) country – origin of 
investment, million USD, constant 2010 
prices 

World Development 
Indicators, World 
Bank 

DISTSVK,j distance between capital city of the Slovak 
Republic and capital city of foreign 
(investment home) country; kilometres 

European 
Commission 
distance calculator 
for Erasmus 
programmes * 

*http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources_en#tab-1-4 

Source: author, OECD.Stat 

 
Table 3: Summary statistics of variables 

 

Variable Observati

ons 

Mean Median Min. Max. Std. dev. Skewness Kurtosis 

FDISVK,j,t 260 136.1120 38.88550 -679.3550 1653.8740 277.6714 1.8626 9.2246 

GDPSVK,t 13 * 75845.821

0 

76975.767

9 

55486.109

7 

93549.112

3 

13686.461

5 

-0.1485 1.4276 

GDPj,t 260 1606707.2

414 

491787.10

18 

2483.9531 15542161.

7223 

3067921.2

681 

3.5576 15.1389 

DISTSVK,j 20 ** 2294.2943 976.6400 54.8800 11851.970

0 

3137.5558 1.9110 5.4073 

* the Slovak GDP is used in each country pair (13 observations in 20 country pairs) 

** distance does not change over time and is same for particular country (cross section unit) 

Source: author, EViews 

 

For further analysis, we have check used series for the stationarity by using Levin, Lin and Chu test of 

common unit root and the Im, Pesaran and Shin test of the unit root for each unit, i.e, per country. 

Stationarity have been tested for the FDISVK,j,t, GDPSVK,t, and GDPj,t. FDI inflow is stationary at level. The 

Slovak GDP and GDP of investments home countries are stationary at first difference. The result of tests 

is given in Table 4. Purposely, we do not make log transformation of data. If we do that, we would lose 

data on FDI (observations) with negative and zero values. It is the reason, why we give preference to first 

difference. We have not test DISTSVK,j due to this variable is the same for country-pair and does not 

change in time.  
 

Table 4: Result of panel unit root tests 
 

 FDISVK,j,t d_GDPSVK,t d_GDPj,t 

Method statistic prob. statistic prob. statistic prob 

Levin, Lin and 
Chu t 

-2.3577 0.0092 -7.9372 0.0000 -8.0777 0.0000 

Im, Pesaran and 
Shin W-stat 

-3.17247 0.0008 -3.2533 0.0000 -4.2111 0.0000 

Source: author, EViews 

 

Because of the first difference form of GDPSVK,t, and GDPj,t, which are stationary, we use them to 

formulate the equation. The equation we apply is as follows: 

 

��4CDE,�,� = �� + ��d_GDPCDE,� + ��d_GDP�,� + ���48&CDE,� + ��6/CDE,� +
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�!6/_�#LMCDE,�,� + �%6�/CDE,� + �(6�/_�#LMCDE,�,� + 3���   
        [6] 
 

Firstly, we will run the regression with the use all variables. If some of the variables are going to be 

statistically insignificant, we will omit them from the equation and run it again. After then, we will be 

able to decide, if the membership in the EU and the EMU has relation to the FDI inflow to the Slovak 

Republic.   

 

Results 

 

As obvious from the literature review, we assume the positive relation between FDI inflow and the 

Slovak GDP, as well as foreign country GDP. The Slovak GDP measures the size of the economy and 

thus also the potential demand. For that reason, a higher GDP induces a larger FDI inflow. Similarly, the 

higher the investments home economy, the more opportunities of home companies to invest the “unused” 

domestic sources abroad. To the contrary, a negative relation is assumed in variable distance. However, 

due to the very easy and fast movement of capital, the distance would not play any role. This is the 

difference between analysis of FDI inflow and international trade, where in the distance means additional 

cost of trading (e.g. transportation cost). We assume the positive effect of all four dummies on the FDI 

inflow. The membership in the EU and the EMU would increase the FDI inflow as the membership might 

be considered as the proxy for fiscal and monetary stability. The EU_pair and EMU_pair dummies would 

also be positive. These variables just heighten the effect of the EU and the EMU membership and are 

focused on assessing the common membership of countries in the EU and the EMU. 

 

We have run regression by using all exogenous variables. The result shows that only variables 

d_GDPSVK,t and EMU_pairSVK,j,t are statistically significant. The Slovak GDP is influencing the FDI 

inflow positively. However, the common membership in the EMU has negative sign and is significant 

only at 10% level. (Table 5, Model 1). We assume that this negative sign is associated with the decrease 

in FDI inflow after financial crisis of 2007/2008, right when the Slovak Republic has adopted Euro in 

2009 and has joined to the large group of countries using common currency. Almost half of these 

countries belongs to our sample. The relation between the decreasing FDI inflow after the financial crisis 

and the adoption of Euro by the Slovak Republic so might be wrongly considered as the negative. Other 

variables in the Model 1 are insignificant. For that reason, we have omit them form the equation. We 

presume that by omitting variables, EMU_pair lose its “very poor” significance due to significant 

GDPSVK,t will capture it. This assumption is confirmed when omitting all insignificant variables from 

Model 1. Result in Model 2 (Table 5, Model 2) shows that only variable measuring the economic 

performance of the Slovak Republic is statistically significant in attracting the FDI inflow from foreign 

countries. It means that only GDP of host country is determinant of bilateral FDI inflow. Variables 

expressing the membership and effect of the EU and the EMU membership have not significant relation 

to FDI inflow. We might conclude that entering the EU and adopting the common currency Euro has not 

impact on the bilateral FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic. Only determinant influencing the inflow is the 

size and potential of the economy expressed by the real GDP. 
 

Table 5: The relation of exogenous variables to FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 

const 80.9901   [0.2392] 97.6113   [0.0089] *** 

d_GDPSVK,t 1.54593e-08   [0.0373] ** 1.54535e-08   [0.0060] 
*** 

d_GDPj,t 5.32553e-011   [0.8522]  

DISTSVK,j -0.000463483   [0.9867]  

EUSVK,t 6.53699   [0.9316]  
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EU_pairSVK,j,t 16.4405   [0.8481]  

EMUSVK,t 54.3262   [0.3482]  

EMU_pairSVK,j,t -153.155   [0.0290] ** -51.3857   [0.3223] 

R
2
 0.3228 0.316933 

Most appropriate model random effects fixed effects 
p-value in brackets 

*** - statistical significance at 1 % level, ** - statistical significance at 5 % level, * - statistical significance at 10 % level 

Source: author, EViews 
 

Table 6: P-values of testing statistics 
 

Testing statistics Model 1 Model 2 

F test 6.42686e-008 4.84276e-009 

Breusch-Pagan LM 
test 

3.04037e-011 1.92051e-013 

Hausman test 0.400974 0.00603314 
Source: author, EViews 

 

Conclusion 

 

The membership in the integration area or the use of common currency might induce the impression of its 

positive impact on the FDI inflow. However, the fundamental determinant influencing the FDI inflow is 

the GDP of a host country, respectively its growth. The GDP represents the size and the performance of 

the economy, where the investment has to be allocated. The development of the GDP is often an indicator 

of the economy “health”. The GDP growth in a long run means the improvement of the macroeconomic 

variables and is associated with the economic and usually also with political stability. Contrariwise, the 

decrease in the GDP is regarded as potential crisis and instability. For that reason, investors are concern 

about this factor as the main determinant of their decision making process. The membership of a country 

in the EU or the EMU is not a fundamental FDI inflow determinant. Membership in the EU and the EMU 

is considered as the guarantee or security of fiscal, and monetary stability, as well as political stability. In 

present environment of uncertainty of future development of common currency Euro and the future of the 

European Union itself, the membership in the EU and the EMU does not play significant role in FDI 

inflow. In other words, the FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic does not relate to the EU and the EMU 

membership and is affected only by the Slovak GDP. We might conclude that the using of common 

currency and the membership in the European Union does not automatically increase the FDI inflow. As 

the result of the analysis shows, the membership of the Slovak Republic in the European Union and the 

European Monetary Union, as well as the membership of the country of investment at the same time in 

this integration areas does not induce the FDI inflow to the Slovak Republic. The only significant 

determinant relating to the FDI inflow so consist of the Slovak GDP as the measure of its economic 

performance.   
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Abstract  

 

The profound changes in the higher education global environment had a significant impact over 

Romanian universities and so, internationalization gained a lot of importance on the political agenda as 

one of the strategic goals included in the 2014-2020 overall higher education strategy.  

In this context, the article aims to analyze the internationalization process from a marketing perspective, 

by investigating the use of website communication by Romanian public universities in order to promote 

their educational offer and to increase the number of inbound international students.  

The research methodology involved an in-depth analysis of 49 public universities’ online strategies, by 

embedding their websites accessibility, design and interactivity, organization of content, SEO (Search 

Engine Optimization) results, as well as their specific content strategy in presenting their educational 

offer based on a list of specific terms considered relevant by prospective students in search of study 

abroad programs.  

In the next stage of the study, the results were further analyzed against the ones obtained from applying 

the same evaluation on the websites of the top 10 universities ranked in the Webometrics Ranking of 

World Universities, in order to obtain a comparative imageUse the word “Abstract” as the title for the 

abstract section.   The abstract should be no more than 250 words. It should capture research motivation, 

research Design/methodology, and main findings and implications.  The abstract should provide an 

excellent summary of the paper. 

 

Keywords: content analysis, higher education internationalization, online marketing strategy, 

university website. 

 

Internationalization Context, Opportunity and Evolution 

The concept of internationalization of higher education institutions has gained a lot of attention in the 

academia and so there is a vast literature discussing the conceptualization, the characteristics, the 

advantages and challenges of internationalization for universities and students alike. Kehm and Teichler 

(2007), after screening a broad range of publications on issues relating to internationalization in higher 

education, identified seven broad themes that have dominated the research conducted on this specific 

topic, namely, mobility of students and academic staff, mutual influences of higher education systems on 

each other, internationalization of the substance of teaching, learning, and research, institutional strategies 

of internationalization, knowledge transfer, cooperation and competition, national and supranational 

policies as regarding the international dimension of higher education.  
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Our research is focused mainly on two elements, specifically: mobility of students, more particularly, 

incoming students in Romanian universities and institutional strategies of internationalization conducted 

by Romanian public universities.  

The study is significant due to the paradigm shift imposed by the need to align all higher education 

institutions strategies according to the internationalization practices and trends (Vardhan, 2015). 

The impact of this paradigm shift is relevant, because, for a very long time, Romanian Higher Education 

Institutions have been focused solely on providing educational services to those who could meet their 

prescribed admission criteria and were operating in a supply-side market, which meant that their 

marketing efforts were limited to a number of unidirectional promotional actions. This strategy proved to 

be successful due to the high number of prospective students and the relatively limited number of 

competitors.  

The decreasing number of domestic students and the increased global competition for educational 

services forced Romanian public universities to rethink their general strategy and to tailor their marketing 

efforts in order to better suit the student-customer information and communication needs. In order to do 

this, universities need to become more market oriented and this is by no means, an easy task, as there is a 

constant debate regarding the commercialization of higher education.   

In this specific context, internationalization became a public policy priority also because the global 

number of international students rose by more than 75% since 2000, reaching 3.43 million in 2010 and is 

projected to reach 8 million by 2025 (WorldBank, 2011).  

In terms of statistics and data accuracy, Rumbley (2012), states that the data regarding the international 

mobility of students are unclear and inaccurate for many reasons that range from the complexity of the 

phenomenon to the actual process of collecting data and so throughout the research we relayed on the 

Eurostat Learning mobility statistics, as shown in figures no. 1 and 2 The lack of specific statistical data 

for each of the Romanian universities included in the study is one of the research’s limitations.  

 

 
Fig.  1: The number of inbound students in Romanian Universities  

 

The Eurostat Learning mobility statistics showed that starting with 2009 the number of students from 

abroad enrolled in higher education institutions in Romania has been in constant increase, with a peak of 

23,559 students in 2014, out of which 8,521 in Bachelor programs, 14,534 in Master programs and 504 in 

Doctoral programs; however, these numbers represent less than 3% of the overall number of tertiary 

education graduates in 2014.  
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In terms of field of study, the data for 2014 showed that 42.48% of the students from abroad are studying 

in the” health and welfare” fields, 18.2% are in the “social sciences, business and law fields”, 13.37% are 

in the “agriculture and veterinary fields” and 12.27% are in the “engineering, manufacturing and 

construction” fields.  

 

At the same time, the inbound mobility rate has been steadily increasing as well as showing in figure 2.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Mobility rate 

 

Although, Romanian higher education institutions are autonomous, they must comply with strict quality 

requirements in terms of the number of foreign students they can enroll; and while in most cases, 

universities indicated that they have specific targets for incoming and outgoing students, these targets did 

not seem to be officially adopted by the institutions since they did not present any official document 

(Deca L. et al, 2015).  

An analysis previously conducted (Deca L. et al, 2015) highlighted that although universities would like 

to increase the number of incoming foreign students, the vast majority do not have a coherent strategy in 

place that could include advertising the institution’s academic programmers, foreign language/joint 

degrees programs or communicating its unique selling points.  

 

As previously stated, some of the reasons for the limited number of foreign students enrolled in 

Romanian universities is the lack of visibility of the English language programs and the insufficient use 

of online marketing instruments. 

 

Universities Websites as Marketing Tools in the Internationalization Process 

In any high involvement online purchase, such as the decision to pursue a study abroad program, 

providing detailed and up-to-date information and building trust with the prospective clients is essential. 

Urban et al. (2000) state that trust is built in a three-stage, cumulative process that establishes (1) trust in 

the Internet and the specific Web site, (2) trust in the information displayed and (3) trust in delivery 

fulfillment and service. 

In order to achieve this, universities have to better understand the consumer behavior and specific 

information needs and expectations and act online and offline accordingly.  
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From a marketing perspective, websites can be seen as promotional outlets set in place in order to achieve 

a business or organizational goal (Apperson, 2015) and in Bishop’s (2013) opinion when it comes to 

researching study abroad programs, the university websites often act as the first reference point. She 

explains that study abroad websites cater to prospective applicants by using verbal and visual imagery to 

engage student populations. Because websites tend to be the first choice for getting information about 

study abroad and hence are a crucial promotional instrument, it is important to observe and analyze the 

way universities are exploiting website communications in order to attract international students.   

Some website scholars explain that all website communication has an ultimate goal: to “achieve positive 

response action from every visitor” (Sharp, 2001) and this could refer to a visitor remaining on the 

website for an optimum period of time, downloading content from the site, forwarding content to another 

person, purchasing an item, subscribing for more information, or returning to the website at a later time. 

From a higher education marketing perspective, when it comes to websites addressed to potential 

international students, the main goal should be to engage visitors so they would use the website for 

further direct inquiries, to apply to a study abroad program, or to share the information with other people 

interested in the study abroad process (Apperson, 2015).  

In Quinn’s (2013) opinion the university website is “the ultimate brand statement” and the homepage is a 

key component in the student experience that has a determining role in his further decisions and that is 

why it needs to be intuitive and uncluttered. 

The need for a consistent and coordinated online marketing effort is confirmed by the results of the the 

2014 E-Expectations Report - The Online Preferences of College-Bound High School Seniors and Their 

Parents (2014) which revealed that 62% of students prefer web-based resources for learning about 

colleges; 40% of the respondents declared that they use a mobile device nearly all the time for web 

browsing while 71% said that they have looked at a college website on a mobile device.  

Students and parents both rated college websites as the most influential resource for college search, with 

77% of seniors and 69% of parents listing them as influential. More than half (53 %) of students listed the 

email as the second most influential resource, while 42 % of parents listed college planning sites as their 

second choice, just ahead of email (40 %). 

The report also showed that when students access a university website, they look for: academic program 

listings (over 40%), cost (over 30%), scholarships (over 30%), financial aid (over 30%), academic 

program details (over 20%), housing details (over 20%), enrollment/admissions information (over 15%), 

and student life information (over 10%). 

Another study, the 2015 mba.com Prospective Students Survey Report (2015) listed the school websites 

as the most important marketing channel and information sources prospective students use to decide on 

schools or programs with a Reach (percentage of prospective students who consult the source) of 83%, an 

Influence (percentage of prospective students who ranked the source as extremely or very influential to 

their decision making process) of 53% and an Impact Score (calculated response of reach and influence 

scaled to 100) of 100.  

According to an EUROSTUDENT report (2016) students who are in the planning phase to study abroad 

rated the “lack of information provided by the home institution” as the second-largest obstacle to 

enrollment abroad (28 %).  
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Two other relevant elements are revealed by a research conducted by Gomes and Murphy (2003) and 

refer firstly, to the fact that half of the students involved in the study used search engines to locate an 

institutions website, which means that universities need to invest constantly in SEO (Search Engine 

Optimization) and secondly, 1 out of 3 students emailed the university for further details and 4 out of 5 

students declared that the institution’s email response influenced their choice for enrollment.   

Material and Methods 

Though not uncharted academic territory, the study abroad experience and the higher education 

internationalization process is almost never examined from a digital communication perspective, focusing 

on the way universities describe, promote and “sell” not only their academic services but the general 

international experience. 

In an effort to address this particular issue, this research involved a two stage in-depth analysis over 

Romanian public universities online marketing strategies, regarding international students, namely the 

presentation websites. The first stage of the analysis focused on evaluating, with an automatic website 

evaluation tool, the English version of the websites of 41 public universities (6 of the public universities 

didn’t have an English version and 2 were blocked for an external analysis with automated tools) in terms 

of Search Engine Optimization, Content, Design, Performance and Accessibility. This phase of the 

website evaluation process relayed on automated tools, namely www.site-analyzer.com.  The first 10 

universities ranked in Webometrics Ranking of World Universities were also analyzed using the same 

automated tool for comparison reasons.   

Considering the purpose of the evaluation, which is to clarify the extent of online correlation with other 

institutions/countries or to know the ranking of a website and how much traffic it attracted (Zahran et. al 

2014) the research team opted for using automatic website evaluation tools, because according to the 

literature, automatic website evaluation tools are fast, consistent, produce unbiased results, and obviate 

the shortage of experts and inconsistent results between them (Ataloglou and Economides, 2009; Dingli 

and Mifsud, 2011; Dominic et al., 2010, Zahran et. al). Also, these tools can offer an initial overview of 

the status of a website (Olsen et al., 2009). However, automation of website testing is an evolving method 

that cannot be considered efficient (Al Juboori et al., 2011) on its own and should not replace human 

evaluators, but assist them (Berntzen & Olsen, 2009; Brajnik, 2008; Dingli & Mifsud, 2011). Noruzi 

(2006) considers that the webometric method is an imperfect tool to measure the quality of websites 

while Ivory and Chevalier (2002) believe that automation is a useful complement to standard evaluation 

techniques.  

The fact of the matter is that manual evaluations provide more details than automatic tests, which cannot 

capture the whole picture, so considering all the above, the second stage of the analysis focused on the 

content considered as essential in the decision making process of students researching study abroad 

programs (academic program listings, cost, scholarships, financial aid, academic program details, housing 

details, enrollment/admissions information and student life information).  

When applied to Web-based content, the changing content can be problematic (Kim & Kuljis, 2010). 

However, some researchers claim that it can be overcome by rapid data collection (McMillan, 2000) and 

downloading websites (Koehler, 1999) and so the content analysis was conducted over a 4 week period. 
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The Context Unit of the analysis was the homepage and the Coding Unit was based on the eight content 

categories that students listed as important in their quest for information when choosing an abroad study 

program (academic program listings, cost, scholarships, financial aid, academic program details, housing 

details, enrollment/admissions information and student life information). 

Data Analysis and Results  

 

 Website performance analysis  
 

According to Webometrics Ranking of World Universities, which uses a ranking system based on a 

composite indicator that takes into account both the volume of the Web contents (number of web pages 

and files) and the visibility and impact of these web publications according to the number of external 

inlinks (site citations) they received in 2016, only 3 Romanian universities ranked in the first 1000 

universities: “Babes-Bolyai” University Cluj-Napoca (787), University of Bucharest  (860) and 

“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University Iasi (879). 

A previous research conducted on Romanian universities websites (Alexa et. al, 2012) revealed that 75% 

of all public universities had an English version of their website, while the current analysis showed that: 

88% of all public universities had an English version of their website, the increased number showing a 

higher interest toward internationalization. Out of the 6 universities that didn’t have an English version 2 

had specific sections in their website for Erasmus students in English, but were not included in the 

analysis.  

The results of the first stage of the analysis which focused on evaluating the English version of the 

websites of 41 public universities in terms of Search Engine Optimization, Content, Design, Performance 

and Accessibility are presented in table 1.  

Table 1 : University website result analysis obtained from www.site-analyzer.com 

 

University Website 
Summa

ry 

Search 

Engine 

Optimizatio

n 

Content Design 
Performanc

e 
Accessibility 

1 University 

POLITEHNICA of 

Bucharest 

48 65.6 17.7 57.6 63.8 35 

2 Technical University 

of Civil Engineering 

Bucharest  

37.3 20.6 37.5 51.4 75.5 28 

3 "Ion Mincu" 

University of 

Architecture and 

Urbanism in 

Bucharest 

49 49.6 37.9 71 53.2 35 

4 USAMV Bucharest No English version website 

5 University of 

Bucharest 
Blocked 

6 "Carol Davila" 

University of 

medicine and 

44.5 45.5 45.6 44 53.2 35 
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Pharmacy Bucharest 

7 Bucharest University 

of Economic Studies  
36.3 46.4 24.8 32.3 53.2 24.5 

8 National University of 

Music Bucharest 
43.8 53.2 23.5 55.7 35.1 43 

9 National University of 

Arts Bucharest 
37.4 30.4 52.3 44 35.1 25.8 

10 National University of 

Theatre and Film "I.L. 

Caragiale” 

41.8 50.6 27.3 44 63.8 25.8 

11 National University of 

Physical Education 

and Sports Bucharest  

27.6 34.6 1 33.2 63.8 23.3 

12 SNSPA din Bucuresti No English version 

13  "1 December 1918" 

Alba-Iulia 
No English version 

14  Aurel Vlaicu 

University  Arad 
55 59.7 64.4 55.7 53.2 35 

15 “Vasile Alecsandri” 

University of Bacău 
44.6 63.9 8.8 55.7 75.5 35 

16 North University Baia 

Mare 
No English version 

17 Transilvania 

University of Brasov 
42.2 40.9 41.6 37.7 63.8 34.8 

18 Technical University 

of Cluj Napoca 
45.8 46.6 22.2 60.1 63.8 55.8 

19 University of 

Agricultural Sciences  

and Veterinary 

Medicine Cluj-

Napoca 

36.5 44 15.5 44 42.6 35 

20  ”Babeș-Bolyai” 

University, Cluj-

Napoca 

46.2 37 43.4 57.6 53.2 51.2 

21 “Iuliu Haţieganu” 

University of 

Medicine and 

Pharmacy Cluj 

Napoca  

48.2 41.1 33.7 71 53.2 51.2 

22 "Gheorghe Dima" 

Music Academy Cluj 

Napoca 

41.7 41.7 30.5 64.9 53.2 23.7 

23 University of Arts and 

Design  Cluj Napoca 
No English version 

24 Ovidius University 

Constanta 
45.4 55.2 25 49.4 42.6 51.2 

25 Constanta Maritime 

University  
46.7 45 27.6 55.7 63.8 51.2 

26 University of Craiova 40.7 42.7 29.6 48 64.9 28 

27 University of 

Medicine and 

Pharmacy Craiova 

33.7 38.5 15.1 38.6 53.2 35 

28 “Dunarea de Jos” 

University of Galati 62.5 55.2 80.3 49.4 75.5 59.3 
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29  "Gheorghe Asachi" 

Technical University 

of Iasi 

47.9 67.3 42.3 44 53.2 23,9 

30 The University of 

Agricultural Sciences 

and Veterinary 

Medicine Iaşi  

36.3 31.4 36.8 37.7 53.2 31 

31 "Al. I. Cuza" 

University of Iasi 
55 61.2 32.8 63.8 50.9 64.8 

32 "Gr. T. Popa" 

University of 

Medicine and 

Pharmacy Iasi 

36.1 30 38.4 38.6 63.8 23.8 

33 University of Arts 

“George Enescu” Iasi 
Blocked 

34 University of Oradea 45.2 53.6 23.5 49.4 63.8 46.9 

35 University of 

Petrosani 
39.1 50.6 2.5 55.7 64.9 38.1 

36 University of Pitesti 57.6 66 31.9 63.8 63.8 62.8 

37 Petroleum-Gas 

University Ploiesti 
42.4 50.6 38.4 44.2 53.2 23.9 

38  "Eftimie Murgu" 

University Resita 
37.2 46.4 9.6 50.3 53.2 37.8 

39 "Lucian Blaga" 

University of Sibiu  
32.8 38.5 12.1 38.6 63.8 25.8 

40 University "Ştefan cel 

Mare" of Suceava  
36.8 39.5 42.2 34.8 42.6 23.9 

41 "Valachia" University 

of  Targoviste 
54 52.9 58 67.4 53.2 38.4 

42 "Constantin Brancusi" 

University Targu Jiu 
No English version 

43  "Petru Maior" 

University of Targu 

Mures 

47.6 53.9 58.3 36.5 63.8 25.8 

44 University of 

Medicine and 

Pharmacy of Târgu 

Mureș 

45.7 27.2 44.4 55.7 76.6 51.1 

45 University of Arts 

Targu Mures 
42.7 42.5 28.2 56.5 66 31.2 

46 Polytechnic 

University of 

Timisoara 

41.4 49.6 17.9 58.7 63.8 23.9 

47 Banat’s University of 

Agricultural Sciences 

and Veterinary 

Medicine Of 

Timişoara 

35.6 33.8 29.4 44.9 53.2 23.9 

48 West University  

Timisoara 
40.1 41 16.7 47.2 53.2 51.2 

49  “Victor Babes” 

University of 

Medicine and 

Pharmacy Timisoara 

47.7 63.3 22.1 50.3 75.5 30.7 

Source: https://www.site-analyzer.com (browsed and calculated between 11-14 of July 2016) 
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The SEO component analyses header information, indexation, duplicate content, multimedia and 

networking.  

The average SEO value for Romanian public universities is 46.54, compared to 51.75, the average SEO 

value of the top 10 universities. However, when it comes to this particular aspect of online marketing, 

Romanian universities seem to invest more, as the highest SEO value of 67.3 belongs the “Gheorghe 

Asachi” Technical University website. Also 8 Romanian universities websites registered SEO values 

higher than 60.5, which is the highest value for the top 10 universities.  This is a positive aspect, 

considering that the research conducted by Gomes and Murphy (2003) revealed that half of the students 

stated that they use search engines to find a higher education institution website.  

The Content component refers to content performance (Text/Code ratio), semantic and keywords. The 

average Content value for Romanian public universities is 31.4, compared to 43.51, the average value for 

the top 10 highest ranking universities, but the highest value for Content (80.3) is registered by “Dunărea 

de Jos” University of Galati while Cornell University has a value of 65.4.  

The Design component examines standardization, layout quality, server configuration and security. The 

average Design value for Romanian public universities is 50.22 compared to 62.97 for the first ten 

universities. The highest value for Design is registered by the University of Pennsylvania website – 78.8, 

while the highest value for Design in Romanian websites is registered by "Ion Mincu" University of 

Architecture and Urbanism in Bucharest and “Iuliu Haţieganu” University of Medicine and Pharmacy 

Cluj Napoca – 71.  

The Performance component refers to download and loading optimization. The average Performance 

value for Romanian public universities is 58.22 compared to 60.58 for the top 10 universities websites. 

The highest value is registered by the University of Medicine and Pharmacy of Târgu Mureș - 76.6, while 

Stanford University website has a value of 64,9. Eight Romanian universities registered Performance 

values higher than 64.9, mainly due to the fact that according to Ookla Net Index published in April 2015, 

the average download speed of fixed broadband connections in Romania is 72.15 Mbps, the third highest 

in the world, after those in Singapore and Hong Kong and nine cities in Romania are among the top 15 

cities in the world with the highest download speed of fixed broadband internet connections.   

The Accessibility component evaluates usability, internationalization (if content language is defined), 

sharing options and mobile compatibility. The average Accessibility value for Romanian public 

universities is 36.6 compared to 61.04 registered by the top 10 universities. The highest value for 

accessibility registered by a Romanian university is 64.8 (“Al. I. Cuza” University Iasi) compared to 93, 

the accessibility value of Stanford University website.   

The highest difference was registered in the accessibility component, mainly due to the fact that many 

Romanian universities don’t have mobile responsive websites.    

4.1.  Content analysis 

Considering that manual website evaluation provides more details that automated testes, the content 

analysis was done manually, by accessing each one of the 43 universities websites which had an English 

version in order to determine if the content they publish on their website corresponds with the 
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information needs listed by students in the 2014 E-Expectations Report - The Online Preferences of 

College-Bound High School Seniors (2014).  

The list resulted from the study was used as coding unit, and the research team took into consideration the 

different translations and adaptation for each of the terms, for example, the coding unit “academic 

program listings” was also presented on universities websites under “study programs”, “educational 

offer”, “academics”, “academic programs”, “education offer” or “study programmes”. The content of 

these sections varied from specific academic programs addressed to English speaking students to 

presentations of all faculties and programs regardless of the language requirements.      

The coding unit “cost” was translated as “tuition fees”, “taxes”, “study fees” or “tuition & fees” and 

included specific information regarding the fees and the ways to pay them.   

The next two coding units, “scholarships” and “financial aid” were used as such with most of the 

websites providing no or limited information regarding those aspects, and when they did, the information 

was included in the menu referring to “tuition and fees”.  

The “academic program details” were used as such, most of the websites providing no information on 

homepage. 

The coding unit “housing details” appeared most often as “accommodation” and included information 

about the university campus.   

The coding unit “enrollment/admissions information” was also found under “admission information”, 

“entrance examination” or “admittance” and it was the section included in most universities websites 

providing information, documents and links to governmental bodies involved in the admission process. 

One university presented the admission information under the menu “useful information” and another 

under “students”. Three of the universities included in the study presented outdated information, referring 

to the admission for 2015 academic year.  

The coding unit “student life information” was found as such or under “student info” and most often 

included information on students associations and on and off campus facilities.   

All university’s websites included a section in the main menu for research.  

The extensive content research revealed that 88.4% out of the 43 English version websites included in the 

analysis were exact replicas of the Romanian language websites, providing the same structure and the 

same type of information.   

Nine universities, representing 20.9 % only had the menu of the website in English or had the information 

presented both in Romanian and in English.  
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Table 2: Content analysis results 

Coding 

unit 

Academ

ic 

progra

m 

listings 

Cost/fe

es 

Scholarshi

ps 

Financi

al aid 

Academ

ic 

progra

m 

details 

Housi

ng 

details 

Enrollme

nt/ 

admission

s 

informati

on 

Student 

life 

informati

on 

No of 

universiti

es 

28 10 5 1 10 4 31 14 

Percent 65.1 23.3 11.6 2.3 23.3 9.3 72.1 32.6 

 

Out of the 43 university websites analyzed, 3 covered 6 out of 8 coding units, 2 covered 5 out of 8 coding 

units and 8 covered 4 coding units, while the rest of 30 websites covered between 0 and 3 coding units. 

The websites which only had the menu in English and the subsequent information in Romanian were 

included in the 0 coding unit category.  

Out of the 5 university websites which covered between 5 and 6 coding units, 2 are Medicine and 

Pharmacy Universities which is correlated with the statistical results showing that the highest percent of 

students from abroad are studying in the” health and welfare” fields. 

In the same cluster of universities that covered between 5 and 6 coding units, 4 of them had SEO and 

Performance scores higher that the average value resulted through the analysis conducted with the 

automatic website evaluation tool, which was 46.54 for SEO and 58.22 for Performance. The result 

regarding the Content, in terms of the analysis conducted with the automated tool was somewhat 

surprising, as 3 of the university websites that cover 5 or 6 coding units, registered values under the 

average (31.4), proving once again the necessity to use manual evaluation alongside automated tools.       

The manual content analysis conducted on the first 10 universities ranked in Webometrics Ranking of 

World Universities revealed that 9 of the 10 universities covered 5 or 6 coding units, and one covered 4 

coding units. All universities covered “academic program listings”, “financial aid” and 

“enrollment/admissions information” on their homepage. One relevant element in the content of the 

homepage was the fact that all 10 universities had a section entitled “alumni” an aspect often overlooked 

by Romanian universities.    

Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Research 

The world of higher education has dramatically changed in recent years and Internet technologies are 

playing a key role in this transformation. Considering the decision making process of foreign students in 

search of study abroad programs, the university website and the overall online marketing strategy become 

a key element of the enrollment process. 

This particular research shows that although, the number of international students enrolled in Romanian 

higher education institutions has been on a steady increase for the past 7 years, there is still room for 

improvement in terms of online communication with prospective students.  
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On the positive side, the fact that 88% of all Romanian public universities have an English version of 

their website, shows an increased interest toward internationalization; and the fact that 19 university 

websites registered SEO values above the average and 8 university websites registered SEO values higher 

than 60.5, which is the highest value for a university website in the 10 ten ranking reveal that universities 

are beginning to understand the need to be visible and to perform online and invest accordingly. In terms 

of Content, Design and Performance 19 of the university websites analyzed registered values higher than 

the average for Romanian universities and in terms of Accessibility, 15 university websites were above 

the average.  

The content analysis revealed that 88.4% of the websites were exact replicas of the Romanian version 

websites in terms of structure and content; plus, there are different translations of the same term, which 

can have a negative impact in terms of search engine optimization.    

The first limitation of the research comes from the lack of specific statistical data regarding the number of 

international students enrolled in each university in order to be able to make explicit correlations.  

The second limitation refers to the content analysis manual evaluation performed on universities websites 

as the websites are dynamic and can suffer consistent modifications both in structure and content since 

the research was conducted.  

Our future research will focus on the integrated online marketing strategies implemented by public 

universities and will cover not only their website communication, but social media communication as 

well.  
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Abstract 

 
Currently, the high efficiency of the university in Russia and beyond is the most important and 

desirable for achieving indicator. There are many ways to evaluate performance: different internal 

methods and international ratings. Most of the available methods are not exhaustive, and not many of 

them consider the effectiveness of the university from the position of the labor market. The analysis 

was carried out through comparison of methodologies and ratings in order to assess the effectiveness 

of universities. Conclusions are drawn with intention of converting the elaborations in future research 

more complex and reasonable models for assessment of university performance. 

 

Keywords: efficiency, economic efficiency, efficiency of the university, ratings of universities, 

methods of evaluation of efficacy. 

 

Introduction 
 

The effectiveness of higher educational institutions is one of the most urgent topics for today, which 

are raised by both the scientific community and representatives of the state executive power. The 

quality of educational services, their correspondence to the real needs of the economy and society, the 

level of competitiveness of Russian education in comparison with foreign ones, the level of practical 

applicability of the knowledge of competencies that students receive, the social and educational 

functions of universities, the place of universities in the economy of cities, the country and the 

economy in in general, only some areas of discussion within the framework of this topic. 

 

 Since there is no consensus both in Russian and foreign literature on the method for conducting 

assessment of university effectiveness, we believe that it is reasonable to contribute to the scientific 

field comparison of different approaches in order to create in future research basis for elaboration of 

one methodology, which will cover all the angles. 

 

Literature Review 
 

This paragraph is dedicated to the description of different methods and methodologies, which are 

used for assessment of university socio – economic performance. This overview provides detailed 

information, concerning each discovered methodology.  

 

In Russia, all universities are obliged conduct self assessment of their effectiveness. The 

methodology is determined annually by the Ministry of Education. There are eight main groups of 

indicators: educational activity, scientific activity, international activity, financial activity, salary of 

the teaching staff, graduate employment, student contingent and some additional parameters. These 

indicators are intended to describe the general activities of universities, but do not reflect the level of 

efficiency and effectiveness of the university. 

 

The methodology for assessing the socioeconomic impact of the University of Birmingham applies 

the latter to assess the impact of the university on the city, region and country as a whole. A 

distinctive feature of this approach is that it is not so much an assessment of the effectiveness of the 
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organization's activities as an assessment of the impact of this organization on the life of the city and 

the region. In total, the assessment is conducted according to six main parameters: the university as a 

teacher; as an employer; economic effect of the university; as a research hub; as an international 

gate; as a neighbor. 

  

THE World University Rankings - until 2010, a global study and the accompanying rating of the best 

higher education institutions of world importance. The level of achievements of universities is 

assessed based on the results of a combination of statistical analysis of their activities, audited data, 

as well as the results of an annual global expert survey of representatives of the international 

academic community and employers who express their views about universities. The criteria for 

selecting experts for the survey is scientometric analysis of productivity and citations, as well as 

teaching and research activities in higher education institutions for more than 16 years, the 

availability of at least 50 published scientific papers and other criteria. The analysis of the activities 

of higher education institutions consists of 13 indicators. The main evaluation criteria are 

international student and teaching mobility, the number of international scholarship programs, the 

level of scientific research. 

 

Model of the quality management system in accordance with the international standard ISO 

Assessment of compliance with the expectations of the consumer in terms of the performance of the 

educational institution, in the context of the training of professionally trained specialists. 

 

Model EFQM (European Foundation for Quality Management) is a model of the European Fund for 

Quality Management, designed to encourage organizations to improve the quality of products and 

quality of management. The fund was established in 1987 by 14 leading European companies. 

 

The rating of the best universities of the world (QS World University Rankings) is the global rating 

of the best educational institutions of the world in terms of their achievements in the field of 

education and science. Calculated by the methodology of the British consulting company 

Quacquarelli Symonds (QS). The rating evaluates the universities in terms of the following 

indicators: the activity and quality of research activities, the opinion of employers and career 

potential, teaching and internationalization. As a result, the rating of the top 500 universities in the 

world is made, as well as the ratings of universities in separate disciplines. The level of achievements 

of universities is assessed based on the results of a combination of statistical analysis of the activities 

of educational institutions, audited data (including information on the citation index from the Scopus 

database, as well as data from the global expert survey of representatives of the international 

academic community and employers who express their opinions about universities 

 

Some authors assess the effectiveness of the university as a contribution to the economy, for example, 

Breznitz & Feldman (2012) suggest that there are five different roles that can be implemented by the 

university: economic initiatives, policy development, knowledge transfer, teaching and basic 

research. In the course of their research, the authors tried to systematize the practice of universities in 

the United States, aimed at assessing their contribution to the economy. 

 

The work of Kelly, McNicoll & White (2014), for example, was devoted to the question of assessing 

the impact of universities on the UK economy, including such indicators as direct incomes, 

expenditures, impact impacts on the economy, the additional influence of foreign students and 

visitors, the contribution of higher education to gross domestic product of the UK and the 

effectiveness of spending on higher education to ensure economic activity. 

 

The Russian author Rivchun TE (2010) in his article suggests assessing the university by calculating 

the integral efficiency, identifying key areas of effectiveness. 

 

Author Gurtov V.A. (2012) suggested to calculate the efficiency of activity of high school graduates 

from the standpoint of employment, taking into account supply and demand in the labor market. In 

Russia, this factor influencing employment has a stronger impact than in countries with developed 

market economies, since the infrastructure of a market economy is less developed.  
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Key Results 
 

It is proposed to review the methodology and evaluation ratings from position of problem areas 

identification. The following parameters have been selected: assessment of the effectiveness of the 

university (self-examination), from the position of the person (Student, entrant, graduate), from the 

position of the state (how the state regulates and influences this technique), from the position of the 

labor market. 

 

Analyzing the existence of aspects that affect the effectiveness of the university in connection with 

changes in the labor market, which is developing quite rapidly, the authors consider it advisable, 

since universities are modern centers of innovation, graduates have more specific skills and are able 

to compete in the labor market, which makes it change. The development of the market for the 

provision of educational services significantly increases the competition between higher education 

institutions. This raises the need for more effective management and use of their logistical, labor and 

financial resources. 

 

The authors offer a comparative analysis of methodologies and ratings, both domestic (Russian) and 

international, for compliance with these parameters (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: comparative analysis of methodologies and ratings 

 

Method name State Human University Labor 

market 

Methodology for assessing entrepreneurial activity 

of budget educational institutions (according to MV 

Niyazova) 

  +  

Methodology for assessing the organizational 

effectiveness of non-profit organizations (J. 

Gibbson, J. Ivantsevich) 

   + 

Methodological recommendations on the evaluation 

of the effectiveness of budget expenditures in the 

field of education and monitoring of the 

expenditure of budget funds by managers and 

recipients of budgetary funds (ANO "National 

Agency for the Development of Qualifications") 

+ +   

Higher education institutions rankings by 

specificity and category 

 + +  

Model of the European Foundation for Quality 

Management (EFQM) in the modification for 

higher education 

  +  

Model of the quality management system according 

to the international ISO standard 

    

Licensing and accreditation 

Monitoring of accreditation indicators 

+ + +  

THE World University Rankings + + +  

QS World University Rankings +  +  

The method of calculating the integral indicator of 

the evaluation of the effectiveness of an educational 

institution (Rivchun TE) 

  +  

Methodology for assessing the socioeconomic 

impact of the University of Birmingham 
+   + 

"Technique and technology of measuring" quality 

of the university "as the basis for the system of 

  +  
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regular rating of Moscow universities" 

Methodology for assessing the effectiveness of 

higher education institutions of the Ministry of 

Education and Science of the Russian Federation 

+  + + 

 

 

Discussion 
 

Most of the methodologies considered assess the effectiveness of the position of the university. This 

is almost all methods that involve rating, calculation of an integral indicator, licensing and 

accreditation. There is also a lack of methods that assess the effectiveness of an educational 

institution from the position of a person (an applicant, a student, a graduate). 

 

It can be seen that the Russian methodologies are mainly aimed at assessing the university in terms of 

meeting the needs of the state, as well as the satisfaction of applicants and students. International 

methods encourage universities to conduct self-examination. 

 

At the moment, there are few methods aimed at the labor market. The university is a stable operating 

system, however, in the conditions of developing new technological structures, when the regional 

economy requires more and more qualified specialists, the university needs to focus on the labor 

market, and labor market performance indicators should be evaluated and taken into account in the 

efficiency evaluation system. 

 

Institutions of higher professional education are the main element of training personnel for building a 

new economy and transforming society. Their effective functioning is a necessary condition for 

obtaining qualified personnel whose competencies and knowledge meet modern demands of the 

economy. 

 

Conclusion 
 

On the basis of the analysis given by the authors, it becomes obvious that the existing methods of 

evaluation and rating are not perfect, they do not have institutionalized and tested criteria on which 

reliable indicators can be constructed that measure the social and economic effectiveness of the 

university. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a more complex methodology, which would include 

the evaluation of the university in terms of employing graduates. Investigating this aspect, the 

methodology should take into account the indicator of the employment of graduates (including in the 

specialty), the regional economy's need for cadres. Having such data, the university will be able to 

improve its efficiency by taking correct management decisions. 
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Abstract 
 

The aim of this article is to explore the approaches to to the construction of a system for managing 

life cycle processes of unique technical objects – space systems regarding to the constant 

development of complex projects operating technologies. The main attention is paid to the features of 

the transition from an enterprise administrating to management of a unique objects (a chain of 

creating space systems) creating cooperation based on life processes control of the space object. The 

article includes the analysis of application of normative costs calculating methods, calculated to a unit 

of useful result of a space system at its full life cycle stages using program facilities for processing 

data base and statistic material of implemented programs and projects.    

Recommendations on using the methodology of life cycles system engineering to a solving of a target 

aim of locating methodology PLM to an object of a “system of systems” are based on studying 

Roscosmos and NASA experience on system engineering and life cycles of space systems strategy 

planning and are given in this article. 

The research results are directed on solving a problem of complex space systems administration 

reorganization with building the architecture of financial and economic management of life cycles of 

space systems (including ground-based and orbital components). 

 

Keywords: the architecture of life-cycle processes, unique technical objects, space systems, 

strategy planning, space systems cost. 

 

Introduction 

Space industry is having a restructuring of management now. The principal approaches to building 

the architecture of financial and economic management of life cycles of space systems (including 

ground-based and orbital components) are being reconsidered. The reason is that the problem of 

estimating the value of unique objects – space crafts as products/technical items of various 

applications has not been solved. 

 

So when calculating the cost of the result for the state customer, specific consumptions on the volume 

of the transferred communication data, sq.km of shooting and other natural instruments of measuring 

the result parameters are not considered. For example, at increase in need for data transmission the 

volume of processing of of telemetric parameters of orbital SC (spacecraft) monitoring exponentially 

grows at the same time, and that demands new investments into the technologies of a ground-based 

complex of management and reception. 

 

The problem becomes even more complicated in managing since estimation of cost of space systems 

(further SS) not solved. 

 

The existing pricing methods on purchases of SC by the state: 

 

1) do not provide effective control of cost of SC depending on the useful result of use of SC 

(result parameters); 
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2) do not provide preservation and development of assets of the enterprises and 

organizations creating SC; 

3) do not lean on cause and effect relationships in processes of practical increase of expenses 

in process and following the results of implementation of the SC projects. 

 

Relevance of the Research 

 

The analysis of space branch from the point of view of management showed importance of two 

directions of researches - risk management and management of technologies, from the point of view 

of increase in efficiency of business operations and receiving the state support of new businesses 

creation [1]. 

 

Definition of basic elements of process design that has to consider the changed economic conditions 

in Russia and give abilities to integrate into national economy for space industry presented in 

publication [2, pp. 90-98]. The similar research of economic management for space industry 

presented in publication [3, pp. 80-89]. At the same time it is proved that the over expenditure of 

means negatively affects reputation of project management and it is required to minimize this effect 

by means of training of future managers of economic administration instruments. 

 

Many researches are dedicated to intellectual systems and technologies. So, V.O. Karasev and V.A. 

Sukhanov [4, pp. 142-147] open use of intellectual systems and technologies in a modern control 

system of life cycle of a product on the basis of a multi-agent program system. The similar result 

presented in publication [5, pp. 70-79, 6, pp. 387-398]. Life cycle of a product is also investigated 

from the point of view of business models efficiency [7]. 

 

Research conclusions [8, pp. 271-282] concerning a problem of the choice of spacecrafts durability in 

the conditions of the reduced starting price and at various costs of durability models are of special 

interest. In a research study mention that the cost of long-term use of SC includes the increased risk 

of retardation of technology owing to a progressive tense of the updating of technology leading to 

loss of cost and competitive advantages. Practical aspects of management of life cycle of spacecrafts 

it is stated in material of NASA [9, 10, 11]. 

 

At the same time, the technique of more exact assessment of costs of obtaining the result, useful to 

the state, from use of KS (the volume of the transferred data, the areas of photographing, etc.), taking 

into account the decomposition of objects/works/cost on a systematic basis with coordination of an 

orbital and ground-based component of obtaining the set result volume from space system is 

necessary. 

 

The task - to approach formation of reference books, specifications, the integrated database on SS of 

different function then it will be possible to use standard methods of forecast/calculation of costs of 

SS on unit of useful result, on all stages of its life cycle, based on use of software for processing of 

databases and statistical material according to already realized programs and projects is in the long 

term set. 

 

Besides, it is about support of unification and standardization of space components and platforms 

based on which SS of different function are created. On the example of the spacecraft unification 

concerns, for example, the following decisions: 

 

• the unified execution of the basic functional and structural elements; 

• uptight execution of a design on the basis of cellular panels; 

• providing the thermal modes with use of thermal pipes; 

• high-precision provision of orientation and stabilization by means of astrodevices, a 

complex of the operating dynamic engines flywheels (COEF); 

• use of the electroreactive engine system with a high specific impulse providing long 

functioning of the small space crafts (SSC) at limited stocks of mass of working fuel and high purity 

of own atmosphere of SS; 
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• use of highly effective arsenide-gallium heterostructural photoconverters for solar batteries; 

• use of the command radio line compatible to the State ground-based automated complex of 

management of the Russian Federation. 

 

Contents of the Study 

 

We consider management of life cycle of unique technical objects as the actions connected with the 

organization of targeted transition of system from one state to another within life cycle. In relation to 

space industry, it means that in the management process the problem of conditions combination of 

stages of life cycles of orbital group with ground-based technical complexes in the conditions of 

uncertainty based on the feasibility study is being solved. 

 

The scientific problem of creation of processes architecture of life cycle of unique technical objects - 

space systems is that the orbital complex includes the small spacecrafts (SS) and ground-based 

objects a part, having the essential features. So, SSC possess the life cycle consisting of the ground-

based and flight stages differing in complexity of the project of creation of SSC – from the 

specification to creation of an object, complexity of service conditions and start of an object, 

impossibility of maintenance and regular repair, etc. 

 

Life cycle of a land part passes through modernization stages that change characteristics of objects 

and their technical capabilities in use. 

 

Now there is no uniform representation of understanding of system of economic management of life 

cycle of space systems, the technology of information support of life cycles of orbital and ground-

based components is not defined.  

 

As the customer of useful result from the state speaks on behalf of space industry is the state, and it is 

the owner of assets of space systems, there is a task of economic management of the useful result unit 

cost received from SSC on condition of preservation, modernization and development of objects of 

land infrastructure. 

 

Therefore, the state customer cannot estimate objectively required expenses and terms of creation of 

SSC, and modernization of objects of land infrastructure now. 

 

The solution of this problem is possible with use of intellectual PLM technology (Product Lifecycle 

Management). It is offered to develop actively by analogy with the technical directions having the 

general or chief designer of the chief architect of space systems given authority to organize a control 

system of life cycle of the making space systems by means of interaction of all participants of 

creation, operation and development of MC (managing committees) (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: Architecture of lifecycle management of space systems 
 

 

Management of SS cost at all stages of its life cycle includes: 

 

1) formation of the budget project (budget planning of the project), 

2) an investment assessment in maintenance and development of the assets necessary for 

realization of the state purposes in space branch,  

3) pricing on SS,  

4) examination (check of definition reliability) of the cost of materials, knots and 

components necessary for SS creation,  

5) cost formation of SS,  

6) cost control of process of implementation of the KS project,  

7) analysis of the actual expenses (SS cost). 

 

At creation of architecture of processes of life cycle of unique technical objects - space systems it is 

also required to consider that technologies of management of complex projects continuously develop. 

In world practice the integrated teams the providing collaboration of the customer, parent 

organization, the contractor and producers of knots and units at a stage of development of a concept 

and design of unique objects begin to be applied. It allows giving more precise estimation of the cost 

of unique objects at early stages of their creation. 

 

At the same time one should mean that in recent years actually there was a transition from business 

management to management of cooperation of creation of unique objects (a chain of creation of KS), 

and also transition from release of a product - to management of life cycle of an object.  
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1. Considering the fact that the methodology of traditional system engineering is focused on 

a product and a control system of life cycle of a product it is necessary to solve a t

localization of methodology of PLM to a "system of systems". 

 

At the same time as a product in engineering of life cycle not the technical product 

and composite heteroton "System of systems 

world practice importance of study of methodologies of "System of systems" is realized, recognized 

on flowing the moment priority for researches and developments in hi

 

2. To determine parameters of the s

project for the state customer), for example, result for the state 

term of its active existence. 

 

3. To create approach to pricing methods on SS taking into 

making obtaining useful result KS (criterion function for the state customer). For this purpose to 

include methodology of calculation of justification of cost of services of orbital and land components 

in summary calculation of cost of SS.

 

4. In the course of government procurement to use complex contracts for the KS components 

determining the cost of unit of useful result for all length of life of SS taking into account the cost of 

services of the space and land components prese

an example of NASA). For this purpose it is possible to use as examples of stages of life cycle of SC 

the decisions on system engineering stated in handbook of NASA and ESA (fig. 2).

 

Fig. 2:Example of an associated end
 

5. The end of technology of creation of processes of life cycle of unique technical objects 

space systems is offered to be finished in the handbook "Architecture of System of Financial and 

1. Considering the fact that the methodology of traditional system engineering is focused on 

a product and a control system of life cycle of a product it is necessary to solve a target problem of 

localization of methodology of PLM to a "system of systems".  

At the same time as a product in engineering of life cycle not the technical product – the spacecraft, 

and composite heteroton "System of systems - in the form of the space system (SS)" is considered. In 

world practice importance of study of methodologies of "System of systems" is realized, recognized 

on flowing the moment priority for researches and developments in hi-tech spheres of action.

2. To determine parameters of the state order for creation of SC (criterion function of the 

project for the state customer), for example, result for the state – the SS concrete parameters for all 

3. To create approach to pricing methods on SS taking into account the space and land 

making obtaining useful result KS (criterion function for the state customer). For this purpose to 

include methodology of calculation of justification of cost of services of orbital and land components 

ost of SS. 

4. In the course of government procurement to use complex contracts for the KS components 

determining the cost of unit of useful result for all length of life of SS taking into account the cost of 

services of the space and land components presented in operational architecture of space systems (by 

an example of NASA). For this purpose it is possible to use as examples of stages of life cycle of SC 

the decisions on system engineering stated in handbook of NASA and ESA (fig. 2). 
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5. The end of technology of creation of processes of life cycle of unique technical objects - 

space systems is offered to be finished in the handbook "Architecture of System of Financial and 
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Economic Management of Processes of Life Cycle of Space Systems (including Land and Orbital 

Components)" format which turns on the following modules: 

 

• localization of methodology of system engineering and management of life cycle in 

relation to the considered type of objects – space systems; 

• an assessment of results of creation and use of SS on the basis of the concept "space 

systems cost" including grouping of spacecrafts, launch vehicles, a fairing, accelerating modules, a 

land part - a) the flights control center (FCC), b) reception stations + all objects necessary for 

correction of spacecrafts, c) other objects of a complex; 

• the model/scheme of pricing on SS on unit of useful loading / useful result taking into 

account direct costs on creation of SS and distribution of the general expenses of orbital and ground-

based complexes and their integration among themselves; 

• system model of management of SS cost at all stages of life cycle of SS (process and cost 

design); 

• procedures of coordination of decisions on pricing in space branch with a state orders for 

SS according to the current legislation; 

6. As an expedient form the organization of the project of development of the decision to 

choose a form of cross-functional design group of profile specialists in a target task.  

 

Conclusion 

The carried-out analysis showed the need to develop system engineering of SS more actively that 

provides a solution of the problem of management of life cycle of the ground-based equipment and 

an orbital component of SS. For justification of a control system of life cycle of SS it is necessary to 

solve a problem of a combination of operating activities of SC and an assessment of a condition of a 

ground-based part. 

 

The offered approach will allow proving the conclusion of contracts for purchase of the SS 

components for the state needs taking into account formation of technological platforms, based on the 

choice of the conteractors and subcontractors providing preservation and development of their assets 

potential. It is for this purpose possible to use a technique of the summing up sliding on time costs of 

the SS project at early stages of its life cycle and definition of the rest of investment before end of the 

project. 

 

Besides, there is a need for further development of a scientific methodological support of creation of 

architecture of processes of life cycle of unique technical objects - space systems. In particular, the 

Agency of strategic researches [4] predicts the need for a profession "The designer of life cycle of 

space constructions" which can appear until 2020. This profession means activity of the specialist in 

design of space constructions (stations, satellites, etc.) taking into account problems of their 

modernization, reorganization and utilization. It is emphasized that demand for these experts arises in 

the next years in connection with more intensive development of near-earth space and renewal of 

plans for colonization of the Moon and Mars. 
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Abstract 

This paper deals with knowledge based designing of classic mechanical engineering products. This 

approach to machine design allows acceleration of the design process. Using the knowledge also reduces 

the number of poor quality products and reduces the time of manufacturing. In addition it saves money in 

all phases of the product lifecycle.An example of knowledge based (project database) designing is 

introduced. The example used is a press tool for serial production in the automotive industry. The strategy 

which is used to create a 3D CAD model is also introduced in the paper. 

Keywords: Machine Design, 3D model, CAD, Knowledge engineering, Knowledge based engineering 

Introduction 

Designers work in multidisciplinary environments with many constraints such as functionality, 

manufacturability, aesthetics, etc.  The work of a designer is carried out in a competitive environment 

where industrial companies are constantly forced to speed up the development process while lowering the 

price of the final product. It puts considerable demands on company processes and process management. 

This article focuses on the design process that fundamentally affects all the following processes such as 

manufacturing processes, assembly processes and the successful launch of a product on the market. To 

enhance the efficiency of the designers’ work, it is possible to involve and integrate Knowledge-Based 

Engineering (KBE) and Knowledge-Based System (KBS) into the design process. Knowledge-Based 

Engineering (KBE) can be defined as “The use of advanced software techniques to capture and re-use 

product and process knowledge in an integrated way” (Stokes, 2001). A certain analogy in this way of 

designing can be found even in Industry 4.0 which encourages the use of machines (software and control 

systems) to take on repetitive and simple activities that people have done so far. “Knowledge based 

engineering (KBE) stands at the cross point of diverse fundamental disciplines, such as artificial 

intelligence (AI), computer aided design (CAD) and computer programming” (Rocca, 2012). 

A 3D CAD model allows full visualization of part geometry. “Engineers can draw more details and exact 

shapes in 3D, enabling them to consider the design from a multi-functional perspective” (Baba and 

Nobeoka, 1998). It also allows digital pre-assembly and it is a data source for many different simulations, 

computations and manufacturing processes (FEM - Finite element method, CAM – Computer aided 

manufacturing, rapid prototyping, etc.). 

The key for repetitive design success is reusability of enterprise knowledge. Consequently it is necessary 

to have management of company knowledge which is integrating known practices with new technologies. 

“KBE is not suitable for all design tasks but this does not mean that it is not applicable to a wide variety 

of products. For example, if a product’s design is heavily influenced by its style, then traditional methods 

may be more appropriate for completing the exterior styling” (Cooper et al., 1999). Which means that 

KBE, or KBS, cannot be used to their full extent for each type of product, but the basic principles can be 
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applied. The key pillars in the presented knowledge database and designing are a finished project 

database with strict CAD model strategy and project design guides. 

 “The identification of the appropriate approach to application development depends upon the particular 

application requirement. However, a structured method of development in which user requirements are 

carefully identified and used to drive the construction of the application architecture will help to ensure 

success” (Cooper et al., 1999). 

3D CAD Model Strategy  

What is a 3D CAD model?  “The product model represents the engineering intent behind the product 

design, storing the how, why and what of a design. The product model is an internal computer 

representation of the product design process and can contain information on both the product and 

processes that go to create the part” (Chapman and Pinfold, 2001). “According to the typical 

methodological approach to practice KBE, before starting with the development of any KBE application, 

it is required to proceed, first, with the identification, then the acquisition and, finally, the codification of 

the relevant knowledge that will have to be embedded in the KBE application itself“ (Rocca, 2012). 

It is suitable to have a large number of similar characteristics to use KBE for CAD design. In an ideal 

case it is possible to build the CAD model to make it work as a “program” that will only be fed by the 

basic parameters. In this case, it is possible to program the CAD model to work almost like a knowledge 

based system (KBS). The only functional requirements are fed into the generative model. “The parts can 

have rules and methods applied to them, rules such as costing rules, stress rules and process rules” 

(Chapman and Pinfold, 1999). But this can only be used on models that differ merely on a small scale. 

However, in the press tool industry (which is used as an example of the simplified use of KBE), many 

parameters are varied on the basis of customer requirements and these may vary fundamentally in some 

cases. Therefore, a simplified model is applied.  Subroutines, constrains and control tools parameters are 

created in the CAD model. 

Example of Knowledge CAD Design and Project Database 

 

The model of a press tool for serial production in the automotive industry is used as an example. These 

tools produce acoustic parts and carpets for cars. The press tool is usually made of solid blocks of 

material or from casting. This semi product of the tool is machined to its final shape. The press tool 

contains many unified parts that do not differ or differ only in basic dimensions. An example of a press 

tool model assembly is shown in figures 1 and 2. 

The basic model is controlled by basic specifications, parameters and values, such as: 

� external dimensions (height, width, length) 

� wall thickness (in relation to used material) 

� type of clamping system to the press 

� heating/cooling type 

� insulation type and thickness 

� maximum weight of tool assembly 

� type of guide system 
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� shape type of manufactured part (flat, c

Firstly, it is necessary to carry out tasks such as “Capturing the information in the form of knowledge by 

putting the data in a specific context with attached rules, processes, and instructions”

the case of press tools, the geometry forming the produced part (

easily editable and interchangeable. 

is necessary due to frequent surface design changes by the customer. Another reason is that it is easy to 

use an existing 3D model to reproduce 

The interrelationships in the 3D model must be set so that when 

geometry will not crash. Crashes lead to challenging repair and problem

by the designer. In some cases some 

the process. In these specific cases

doubtful results. 

The “programmed CAD model” has to be accompanied 

design to be easily reworked by any 

effective design work with such 

manual can be in the form of a structured PDF including 

for new or beginning designers. 

type of manufactured part (flat, complex geometry, etc.) 

t is necessary to carry out tasks such as “Capturing the information in the form of knowledge by 

putting the data in a specific context with attached rules, processes, and instructions” (Rezayat, 2000)

the case of press tools, the geometry forming the produced part (see the example in Figure 

easily editable and interchangeable. For example, see the upper and lower tool surfaces in 

urface design changes by the customer. Another reason is that it is easy to 

use an existing 3D model to reproduce a new tool by simply changing the tool work 

The interrelationships in the 3D model must be set so that when the 3D geometry is regene

lead to challenging repair and problem-solving which must be addressed 

some parts of the press tool are so specific that is not possible to automate 

cases, expression with subroutines and parameters would be too hard

The “programmed CAD model” has to be accompanied by guides and guidelines so it is possible 

reworked by any available designer. An example of another document allowing 

with such a model is the database of approved designs and technologies. 

structured PDF including a 3D model in PDF format. This makes it easier 

Fig. 1: Example of tool assembly 

t is necessary to carry out tasks such as “Capturing the information in the form of knowledge by 

ezayat, 2000). In 

igure 3) must be 

upper and lower tool surfaces in Figure 4. This 

urface design changes by the customer. Another reason is that it is easy to 

tool work surface. 

3D geometry is regenerated, the 

solving which must be addressed 

parts of the press tool are so specific that is not possible to automate 

would be too hard, with 

guides and guidelines so it is possible for the 

other document allowing 

is the database of approved designs and technologies. The 

This makes it easier 
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Fig. 2 :Lower part of tool assembly 

 

Fig.3 : Part produced by the tool 
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Fig. 

Summary of contributions 

 

� Accelerates the process from 

o It brings competitive advantage

o Fast editing of CAD model 

� Saves money and time 

o In integration of newcomers (de

to this topic is that 

2003) 

o In learning and training of workers

o In the design process (

2012) 

o In the process of manufacturing and assembling

o Reduces the number of 

o Reduces the price of product

University Project Database

These projects are mentioned in this paper as they con

In these projects, which are converted in

from practice which is very frequently “hidden”

at the University of West Bohemia

engineering companies and were reworked by academics at UWB into a form

purposes” (Hynek et al., 2014). Study materials are 

It is also possible to find models that were partly 

 

Fig. 4 :Lower and upper tool surfaces 

 

the process from the beginning of the project to the production of the final product

competitive advantages 

of CAD model - in all possible phases of the project 

integration of newcomers (designers) into the work process. Another contribution related 

that “This makes the company more resistant to staff turnover”

In learning and training of workers 

In the design process (“Automation of repetitive and non-creative design tasks

In the process of manufacturing and assembling 

number of faulty products 

the price of product 

Project Database 

These projects are mentioned in this paper as they contain some elements necessary for practicing KBE. 

converted into study materials, students can get acquainted with 

which is very frequently “hidden”. The PPD (Professionals’ Projects Database

at the University of West Bohemia (UWB). “PPD consists of real design projects created by local 

engineering companies and were reworked by academics at UWB into a form suitable for learning 

Study materials are passed to students in the form of an interactive PDF. 

It is also possible to find models that were partly designed according to the principles and 

final product 

Another contribution related 

This makes the company more resistant to staff turnover” (Sandberg, 

creative design tasks” (Rocca, 

tain some elements necessary for practicing KBE. 

get acquainted with know-how 

Professionals’ Projects Database) was created 

. “PPD consists of real design projects created by local 

suitable for learning 

interactive PDF. 

according to the principles and methods of 
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KBE. Study materials are described in detail by (Hynek et al., 2013). Each part of these electronic study 

materials is introduced there and a special focus is dedicated to the 3D models imported to the structured 

PDF file. The PDF is accompanied by additional related information. 

Summary 

Using KBE methods provides industrial companies with tangible financial savings and competitive 

advantages. It is not necessary to use KBE to its full extent in order to achieve benefits for the company. 

It is therefore up to the company to determine the extent to which these processes should be implemented. 

From the point of view of future development, it is obvious that these methods will play a more important 

role in designing components and the design process itself. The higher the level of implementation, the 

higher are the input costs for creating them. The economic benefits are indisputable at a suitably chosen 

level of implementation of these principles and methods. “Implementation of each new project or idea is 

based on experience and knowledge gained from previous projects” (Hynek et al., 2014). So when the 

knowledge is stored properly - also transferred into the CAD model rules, subroutines and constrains - 

each finished project could mean one developmental step which will not be lost in time or in the memory 

of the employees. 
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Abstract 
 
Working conditions and their interaction on Quality of Working Life (QWL) perception in health 
sector employees from Barranquilla-Colombia were studied and modeled in a sample of 333 people 
aged between 16 and 73 years old. Reliability analysis, exploratory factor and principal components 
analysis with VARIMAX rotation, and binary logistical regressions was performed. Results show 
acceptable internal reliability of the scale (α = 0.996) and satisfactory adequacy of factorial matrix 
data (KMO = 0.934). Sixty-three items grouped into ten elements presented the factorial structure: 
four belong to working conditions and six to QWL. The results showed that occupational safety and 
psychosocial aspects positively affects the Quality of Working Life, with an overall classification rate 
of 92.2%. QWL in the health sector is a function of environmental variables, which can have an 
impact on the quality of the service and, therefore, on social welfare. 
 
Keywords: Quality of working life, working conditions, Occupational Safety, psychosocial 
aspects. 
 
Introduction 
 
From the twentieth century, with the contributions made by Elton Mayo and the humanist approach 
to labor organizations, the perception of the man as a machine was transformed by placing greater 
importance on the psychological and sociological concept of the employee (Chiavenato, 2000). Since 
then, the aim is generate and revolutionize working conditions in order to satisfy the basic needs of 
workers and also raise or increase productivity rates in carrying out their duties (Boz, 2013; 
Rodríguez Salvá et al., 2010). 
 
In 1927, the Hawthorne experiment was carried out, in which the physical conditions of the work 
environment were studied. In the experiment, light intensity, noise, fatigue, among others variables 
were evaluated. It was demonstrated how comfortable a worker can feel throughout the working day 
and as a result the influence of this aspect on productivity (Cubillos Rivera, Velásquez Muriel, & 
Reyes Nova, 2014). These standards discovered almost a century ago are those used today for 
employee satisfaction and good professional practices (Hart, 2012). In the 1970s, Quality of Working 
Life was born, in which an approach of efficiency and effectiveness of the workers was sought 
through the development of the systems that affect an organization (da Silva, 2006; Yeo & Li, 2011). 
Louis Davis was responsible for introducing the term that would ensure the health, safety and 
satisfaction of the employee in their duties (Gómez, 2010). 
 
“Quality of Work Life (QWL) is defined as a planned, cooperative and evolved process that involves 
actions tending to create working conditions conducive to the development of people's abilities and 
potentialities to improve levels of job satisfaction and to strengthen worker identification with the 
organization” (Camacaro, 2010). QWL encompasses different heterogeneous environments in which 
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is conceived: possibility of future in the organization, satisfaction of the work executed, recognition 
for results obtained, salaries received, benefits offered, human relations in the group and in the 
organization, psychological and physical environments of work, freedom to decide, among others 
(Cardona & Zambrano, 2014; Chiavenato, 2000). 
 
However, institutions in health sector have focused their attention on improving the quality of the 
service provided and consequently the functions that their employees develop (Velásquez Vásquez, 
Quintero, Sánchez, & Burgos Campiño, 2010). The attention given to the public is a vital factor in 
this sector because of its constancy. In order to improve the quality and living conditions of human 
beings, managing accurate diagnoses, specialized care and the highest quality in the execution of 
their duties it is necessary. Medical, administrative and support staff must ensure that the service can 
be provided under optimum conditions during the working day. 
 
At the moment of interacting with the patient, the service can only be provided by specialist doctors, 
nurses, bacteriologists, internists, among other health professionals in charge of the recovery, check-
up and procedures performed during patient care (Rivero & Dabos, 2017). Therefore, it is necessary 
for medical staff to feel satisfied with the working conditions in which they provide the service, such 
as, luminosity, temperature, appropriate clothing and basic utensils indispensable to perform their 
duties, as well as medicines for each treatment (Bernal González, Pedraza Melo, & Sánchez Limón, 
2015; Kanten & Sadullah, 2012). 
 
Cases associated with occupational safety occur constantly in health sector, where employees are 
exposed to conditions that in most cases are not controlled under a safety and prevention plan that can 
prevent injuries that affect health of the employee. Occupational safety is relevant since many of the 
actions performed repetitively under inappropriate conditions generate wear, labor fatigue and long-
term deterioration of life; promoting occupational diseases (ILO, 2005). 
 
The purpose of the International Labour Organization (ILO) is to raise awareness of the 
consequences of work-related injuries or illnesses, as well as to stimulate and support practical action 
at all levels. Safety at work is responsible for controlling many irregularities generated by a lack of a 
solid strategy to prevent accidents, injuries or occupational diseases, which leads to early retirements, 
loss of qualified personnel, absenteeism, as well as injury insurance premiums (ILO, 2004). 
 
On the other hand, remuneration received by the employee is a key to satisfaction and good 
conditions of QWL. There are also salary incentives for services rendered and extra bonuses for some 
of the employee's own qualities that are used to reward performance of well-executed jobs and 
functions. In addition, non-salary remunerations, which stands, mentions of honor, awards for an 
exemplary service, among others (Saldarriaga Ríos, 2013). These practices are scarcely implemented 
in Colombian companies in health sector according to the results of Cañón Buitrago & Galeano 
Martinez (2011). 
 
The present research aims to study and model the interaction between working conditions and quality 
of working life in employees linked to health companies in Barranquilla - Colombia. Particular 
interest in this research arises because the results can be a valuable substrate for strategies that 
dignify work in the sector, improve the models of Human Talent Management and, as a consequence, 
contribute to collective well-being. 
 
Methodology 
 
Participants 
 
For the present investigation, 333 surveys were carried out to different employees of the health sector 
in Barranquilla - Colombia, aged between 16 and 73 years. Participants could belong to the medical, 
administrative or support staff, indistinctly. Regarding the distribution of participants with respect to 
sex, 70.3% were women, while 29.7% were men. The participation was by consent agreement. A 
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random sampling was carried out in companies of different sizes (SMEs, medium and large 
companies). 
 
Instrument 
 
The instrument used in this research was an adaptation of the instruments of working conditions and 
QWL performed by Martínez-Buelvas et al (2015). The first section is aimed to obtain a 
comprehensive overview of work safety, physical environment conditions and risks associated with 
the routine (Hayes, Perander, Smecko, & Trask, 1998). In the second section, it was asked about the 
principles of the QWL, that is, evaluation of the impact generated by subjective variables such as 
organizational or social level and wages or promotion (Casas, Repullo, Lorenzo, & Cañas, 2002). 
 
The instrument consists of a total of 136 items: 44 from the literature of working conditions and 92 
items for dimensions of QWL. Participants were required to respond on a Likert scale from 1 to 10 
according to their agreement with each of the statements presented, being 1 Totally Disagree and 10 
Totally Agree.  
 
Variables 
 
The contrast caused by the goals of production and human development was the product of what is 
now known as QWL, in which it is possible to improve living conditions through labor practices 
(Hernández, Naranjo Valencia, & Álvarez Giraldo, 2007). The study of the working conditions 
represents a prominent need of the work environment in which economic, political, humanistic, 
ergonomic and other parts are involved (Blanch, Sahagún, & Cervantes, 2010). Other variables such 
as safety, professional growth or burnout have been included as fundamental in the integral 
conception that companies must offer for the employee's quality of life. 
 
In this research, the impact of working conditions on QWL in health sector in Barranquilla, Colombia 
will be studied by the following dimensions: 
 

• Working conditions: it contains 44 items through which the worker's perception of variables 
such as physical load, lighting, noise, thermal environment, mental load, work safety and 
occupational hazards are obtained. 

• Salary conditions: it contains 20 items through which the worker's perception is known for 
the variables salary, labor stability and schedules. 

• Career development: contains 12 items through which the worker's perception is known for 
the variables mental ability, promotion and career, training and research.  

• Subjective conditions: it contains 54 items by means of which the worker's perception is 
obtained with respect to the variables private sphere and labor world, individual and labor 
activity, individual and labor group: organizational plan; individual and work group: 
hierarchical plan; individual and work group: technical plan; individual and work group: 
social plan; support and collaboration between units; and institution and management 
function. 

 
These dimensions and variables mentioned above are considered appropriated because they can help 
to understand physical and social environment in which employees are exposed.  
 
Analysis 
 
Internal consistency analysis was performed by calculating the Cronbach alpha coefficient and the 
construct validity evaluation was performed using exploratory factor analysis: principal components 
analysis with VARIMAX rotation. In order to obtain a satisfactory factorial structure, it was validated 
that the included items had commonalities higher than a value of 0.5. This value is considered 
appropriate to maintain the internal consistency of the construct or theoretical dimension. This was 
done by checking that the results of the Bartlett sphericity test and the KMO test were satisfactory. 
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Then, a reliability analysis of each component was carried out, and the correlations of each factor 
were calculated by r-Pearson Correlation Statistician. Finally, a binary logistic regression model was 
calculated using the Labor Quality of Life as the dependent variable, and the Working Conditions 
variables as independent variables. The analyzes were carried out with the Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS), version 24.0 for Windows 
 
Results 
 
Reliability Analysis 
 
Using Cronbach's alpha, it was possible to verify the consistency of the items since the values 
obtained were close to 1, that is, they reflect a good reliability index. As results of the univariate 
analysis, an average of 8.07 and a standard deviation of 2.43 were obtained. 
 
The homogeneity of the data measured by Cronbach's alpha was greater than 0.789 in all cases. 
Consequently, there is statistical evidence of the high degree of reliability of the data collected; a total 
Cronbach's alpha of 0.968 was obtained. Table 1 lists the Cronbach's alpha and the minimum 
correlations for each of the variables in the scale 
 

Table 1: Cronbach’s alpha coefficients and minimum correlations for each variable. 

(Elaboration by authors) 

 

Variable αCronbach Correlations 

Thermal environment and lightning 0,855 0,419 

Mental load 0,789 0,366 

Psychosocial aspects 0,855 0,538 

Safety standards at work 0,879 0,450 

Salary 0,898 0,401 

Individual and work group: Hierarchical level 0,965 0,430 

Individual and work group: Technical level 0,931 0,433 

Training and research 0,841 0,418 

Individual and work group: Organizational  level 0,881 0,388 

Mental ability 0,803 0,401 

 
Factorial Analysis 
 
In order to evaluate impact of working condition on QWL, it was applied an exploratory factor 
analysis: principal components analysis with VARIMAX rotation. The result obtained from the factor 
matrix was satisfactory with a KMO = 0.934 and Bartlett's sphericity test was significant. To do so, 
factors that did not generate a significant impact in assessing QWL conditions were discarded. The 
study was started with 30 factors and only 10 were significant. The factorial structure was 
represented by 63 items scaled in 4 groups for work conditions variables, and 6 groups for QWL 
variables.  
 
The following are the latent variables obtained from the reduction in the context of the analysis of 
working conditions: 
 

• Thermal environment and lighting: physical conditions that set up the employee’s work 
environment encompasses temperature and luminosity. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate 
how these factors impact the employee’s performance, while facilitating or hindering the 
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levels of productivity. For this factor was obtained a Cronbach’s alpha of 0,855 and a 
correlation of 0,419. These values show the relevancy of the thermal environment and 
lighting from the employee’s perspective. 

• Mental load: it is considered as those opportunities that employee has to create active breaks 
during the working day, since this allows him/her to rest or create relationships with his/her 
co-workers. For the individual, it is important to have this spaces that allow recreational 
leisure, since the Cronbach’s alpha was 0,789 and the correlation was 0.366. 

• Psychosocial aspects: seeks to determine how much acceptance is given to the employee for 
the contributions attributed to the company, and the relationship between peers. For this 
factor was obtained a Cronbach’s alpha of 0,855 and a correlation of 0,538. 

• Occupational Safety: it provides the conditions that employees require according to law, and 
regarding their occupational safety and health conditions. For this factor was obtained a 
Cronbach’s alpha of 0,879 and a correlation of 0,450. These values must be evaluated since 
they indicate that employees respond positively when it is provided working conditions that 
ensure their protection in working hours. 

 
Similarly, the variables to be considered in the analysis of the QWL were: 
 

• Individual and work group - Hierarchical level: relationship between individual and his/her 
superiors or persons in charge, which allows the optimal execution of the organizational 
goals. It is determined by a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.965 and a correlation of 0,430. These 
indicators show that employee demands a kind relationship with superiors or subordinates to 
perceive an enjoyable work.  

• Individual and work group - Technical level: participation and communication that the 
individual has in his/her work environment by performing his/her functions and 
responsibilities. It justifies a Cronbach’s alpha of 0,931 and a correlation of 0,433, from 
which it is concluded that the execution of the work in terms of work groups generate 
greater result when there is harmonious relationship.  

• Individual and work group - Organizational level: it contemplates how the employee is 
related to the company’s policies and his/her knowledge of each one, to make constructive 
the difficulties that may arise. It has a Cronbach’s alpha of 0,881 and a correlation of 0,388. 
It is showed that this variable has a significative relevancy since every employee should be 
informed about his/her organizational context. 

• Salary: perceived by employees as the remuneration received for a job performed. The result 
was a Cronbach’s alpha of 0,898 and a correlation of 0,401. This indicates that salary is 
perceived as a good stimulant, so it must be correctly estimated to generate a substantial 
positive impact. 

• Mental ability: it includes the competences that the individual has to carry out their daily 
activities. Therefore, it entails assuming roles of responsibility. The Cronbach’s alpha was 
0,803 and the correlation was 0,401, which indicate the relevance of studying the 
employee’s mental abilities in the development of their tasks based on the assessment of 
competencies. 

• Training and research: indicates the promotion of new knowledge and the culture of inquiry 
to try to find solutions or alternatives to common problems of the area. It obtained a 
Cronbach’s alpha of 0,841 and a correlation of 0,418, which shows that it has a significant 
impact to enable the employee to progress in his academic training. 

 
Table 2 and Table 3 present the resulting factor structure for the Working Conditions variables and 
for the QWL variables, respectively. Significant factor loads were found in accordance with the 
reliability analysis previously discussed. 
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Table 2: Exploratory factor analysis: principal components analysis and VARIMAX rotation 

for working conditions variables. (Elaboration by authors) 

 

Item 

F1: 

Thermal 
environm
ent and 
lighting 

F2: 

 
Mental 

load 

F3: 

 
Psychosoci
al aspects 

F4: 

 
Occupati

onal 
Safety 

The temperature in the work area is pleasant 0,85    
Ventilation and air conditioning equipment in the 
workplace are sufficient 

0,85    

The clothing I use is adequate, relative to the temperature 
in the workplace 

0,70    

The sources of hydration in my workplace are sufficient 0,58    
The lighting level is adequate for the activities I do in my 
job 

0,48    

During the working day I have time to make active 
breaks 

 0,80   

I may be momentarily absent from the job without a 
replacement 

 0,74   

The spaces and times available to establish 
communication and relationship with my other 
colleagues are adequate 

 0,65   

The breaks or rest time are sufficient to avoid fatigue 
during my workday 

 0,67   

The company promotes and contributes to good 
interpersonal relationships 

  0,53  

The company promotes and contributes to teamwork   0,58  
I feel that I am recognized for the work   0,49  
When I do a good job, I receive the respective 
recognition 

  0,60  

In the company there is the regulation of hygiene and 
labor safety and this one is applied according to the 
established by Law 

   0,70 

The company has programs of promotion and prevention 
in subjects related to occupational health and safety 

   0,72 

I constantly pay attention to the safety regulations 
established by the company 

   0,75 

I pay attention to the safety regulations and apply them 
as established by the company 

   0,64 

The company provides the necessary personal protection 
elements to carry out my activities in a safe 

   0,58 

The company responds quickly to situations where the 
safety of its workers is compromised 

   0,57 
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Table 3: Exploratory factor analysis: principal components analysis and VARIMAX rotation 

for QWL variables. (Elaboration by authors) 

 

 
Item 

F5: 
Hierarchic

al level 

F6: 
Technic
al level 

F7: 
Organizatio

nal level 

F8: 
Salary 

F9: 
Mental 
ability 

F10: 
Training 

and research 

The supervision and daily instructions of my 
immediate boss allow me to perform my 
activities better 

0,69      

I feel the freedom to express my opinion in 
the company 

0,49      

I clearly know the management planning of 
my boss 

0,81      

My boss allows me to be proactive 0,86      
My boss gives me feedback on the activities 
performed 

0,83      

My boss takes into account the suggestions 
and innovative ideas I have about the 
development of my work 

0,81      

I have open communication with my 
immediate boss 

0,87      

My boss motivates me to do my job better 0,87      
My boss shares with the team the 
achievements of his management 

0,84      

I am heard by my boss in an eventual labor 
problem 

0,85      

I feel support and solidarity from my boss 0,87      
The team leader maintains order and 
contributes to the performance of the 
designated activities 

0,59      

My immediate boss is competent in his work 0,69      
I am happy to carry out the activities that 
they entrust to me 

 0,51     

In the organization we are able to solve 
problems in work teams 

 0,48     

I am willing to listen and collaborate with 
any team member when I need it 

 0,71     

I consult the different opinions of the 
working group to make decisions 

 0,66     

I feel support and confidence from co-
workers 

 0,59     

I express myself well from my co-workers  0,79     
I establish fellowship, cooperation and 
solidarity with my colleagues 

 0,84     

I acknowledge the achievements of my 
colleagues within the company, 

 0,78     

I feel an important member in the company  0,46     
I expressed good company with other people  0,55     
I enjoy my co-workers  0,74     
I know who to turn to for conflict resolution   0,45    
They inform me in a timely manner of the 
organizational changes in the company 

  0,66    

They inform me in advance of an eventual 
error, the product of my work 

  0,72    
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In the organization the difficulties are 
discussed constructively 

  0,64    

Disciplinary rules are applied objectively   0,68    
I receive my remuneration at time    0,52   
I feel that my salary is adjusted to my 
professional profile 

   0,86   

My salary is competitive in the sector    0,8   
I feel that my salary is in line with my job 
responsibilities 

   0,86   

I consider that my salary is enough to satisfy 
my basic needs 

   0,79   

I am satisfied with the possibilities of wage 
increases 

   0,47   

I develop activities that are related to my 
labor competencies 

    0,71  

I apply my knowledge and skills in the 
development of the programmed activities 

    0,69  

The degree of mental ability required to 
perform my duties is high 

    0,75  

I have the ability to receive more 
responsibilities or functions in my position 
 

    0,64  

I have equal opportunities to grow 
professionally in the organization 

     0,69 

I have the opportunity of promotion as a 
stimulus for my job performance 

     0,79 

The activities developed in my work are 
related to my profession 

     0,65 

I have the possibility to rotate to other areas 
of work 

     0,63 

I have the possibility to work in other places 
(external to the company) that allow me to 
interact with other cultures. 

     0,6 

 
Correlation Analysis 
 
Correlation is a measure of the strength of the relationships between each of the variables, thus, in 
order to assess the magnitude and significance of the associations between the different variables of 
the study, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients. The results exhibit positive relationships 
with respect to p-value less than 0.01 (see Table 4). 
 

Table 4: Pearson Correlations Coefficients – Working Conditions Variables and QWL 

Variables (Elaboration by authors) 

 

Variables F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

F1. Thermal environment 1 0,171** 0,383** 0,478** 0,244** 0,333** 0,240** 0,369** 0,188** 0,238** 

F2. Mental load 
 

1 0,424** 0,174** 0,137* 0,273** 0,233** 0,181** 0,146** 0,228** 

F3. Psychosocial aspects 
  

1 0,409** 0,283** 0,310** 0,341** 0,313** 0,319** 0,439** 

F4. Occupational Safety 
   

1 0,352** 0,332** 0,201** 0,361** 0,232** 0,215** 

F5. Hierarchical level 
    

1 0,289** 0,413** 0,324** 0,156** 0,232** 

F6. Technical level 
     

1 0,512** 0,197** 0,370** 0,307** 

F7. Organizational level 
      

1 0,201** 0,399** 0,229** 

F8. Salary 
       

1 0,169** 0,272** 
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F9. Mental ability 
  

F10. Training and research 
  

**. The correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (bilateral).

*. The correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (bilateral).

 
 
The relationships found suggest:  
 

• With the correlation coefficient of 
good relations are carried out and these are in favor to the constructive development of both 
the individual and the workgroup, it is executed a coupled work that makes prosper all 
departments of a company.

• For technical level and its relationship with thermal environment, a correlation of 0,333 was 
obtained which reflects a positive impact of physical conditions, such as comfortable 
temperature and lightning, in participation and communication of e
conditions should be provided to obtain a good technical perception.

• When Occupational Safety conditions are appropriated, the satisfaction level in variables 
such as psychosocial aspects and salary, is greater (r = 0.409 and r = 0.361, re

• Finally, the better the training and research opportunities within the organization, the more 
the employee's mental state increases (r = 0,439).

 
Analysis of the impact of working conditions

 
The evaluation of a model to estimate the impact of the variables of working conditions on the 
variables of QWL, begins in the exploration of different regression models. The correlation analysis 
previously discussed demonstrated the existence of positive 
associated with working conditions and variables associated to QWL. Figure 1 presents the 
conceptual schema of regression analysis.
 

Figure 1: Conceptual frame evaluation model of the impact of working conditions in t

perception of QWL. (Elaboration by authors)
 
The first step was to categorize the dependent variable as a dichotomous variable with levels low (0) 
and high (1) to achieve a better fit to binary logistic regression models. The number of final cases 
included in the analysis was 333 participants who had complete measurements in the study. To 
calculate the logistic regression model, it was used Wald's stepwise forward method, which contrasts 
the input based on the significance of the scoring statistic and co
probability of the statistic. At each step, it revalues the coefficients and their significance, being able 
to eliminate from the model those that do not consider statistically significant. The last step of the 
study generated the model shown in Table 5.
 

      

      
**. The correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (bilateral). 

*. The correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (bilateral). 

 

With the correlation coefficient of 0,413 for the hierarchical level, can be deduced that when 
good relations are carried out and these are in favor to the constructive development of both 
the individual and the workgroup, it is executed a coupled work that makes prosper all 

company. 
For technical level and its relationship with thermal environment, a correlation of 0,333 was 
obtained which reflects a positive impact of physical conditions, such as comfortable 
temperature and lightning, in participation and communication of employee. Optimal 
conditions should be provided to obtain a good technical perception. 
When Occupational Safety conditions are appropriated, the satisfaction level in variables 
such as psychosocial aspects and salary, is greater (r = 0.409 and r = 0.361, respectively).
Finally, the better the training and research opportunities within the organization, the more 
the employee's mental state increases (r = 0,439). 

Analysis of the impact of working conditions on the Quality of Working Life

The evaluation of a model to estimate the impact of the variables of working conditions on the 
variables of QWL, begins in the exploration of different regression models. The correlation analysis 
previously discussed demonstrated the existence of positive relationships between the variables 
associated with working conditions and variables associated to QWL. Figure 1 presents the 
conceptual schema of regression analysis. 

 

frame evaluation model of the impact of working conditions in t

perception of QWL. (Elaboration by authors) 

The first step was to categorize the dependent variable as a dichotomous variable with levels low (0) 
and high (1) to achieve a better fit to binary logistic regression models. The number of final cases 

ded in the analysis was 333 participants who had complete measurements in the study. To 
calculate the logistic regression model, it was used Wald's stepwise forward method, which contrasts 
the input based on the significance of the scoring statistic and contrasts the scoring based on the 
probability of the statistic. At each step, it revalues the coefficients and their significance, being able 
to eliminate from the model those that do not consider statistically significant. The last step of the 

ted the model shown in Table 5. 

1 0,244** 

 
1 

0,413 for the hierarchical level, can be deduced that when 
good relations are carried out and these are in favor to the constructive development of both 
the individual and the workgroup, it is executed a coupled work that makes prosper all 

For technical level and its relationship with thermal environment, a correlation of 0,333 was 
obtained which reflects a positive impact of physical conditions, such as comfortable 

mployee. Optimal 

When Occupational Safety conditions are appropriated, the satisfaction level in variables 
spectively). 

Finally, the better the training and research opportunities within the organization, the more 

on the Quality of Working Life 

The evaluation of a model to estimate the impact of the variables of working conditions on the 
variables of QWL, begins in the exploration of different regression models. The correlation analysis 

relationships between the variables 
associated with working conditions and variables associated to QWL. Figure 1 presents the 

 

frame evaluation model of the impact of working conditions in the 

The first step was to categorize the dependent variable as a dichotomous variable with levels low (0) 
and high (1) to achieve a better fit to binary logistic regression models. The number of final cases 

ded in the analysis was 333 participants who had complete measurements in the study. To 
calculate the logistic regression model, it was used Wald's stepwise forward method, which contrasts 

ntrasts the scoring based on the 
probability of the statistic. At each step, it revalues the coefficients and their significance, being able 
to eliminate from the model those that do not consider statistically significant. The last step of the 
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(1) 

The variables Occupational Safety and Psychosocial Aspects are those that impact the QWL of 
employees linked to companies in the health sector. The multivariate analysis suggests that both 
variables are significant at a level lower than 0.001. In addition, the Hosmer-Lemeshow test allows to 
maintain that there is enough statistical evidence to affirm that the obtained model fits well with the 
initial data of the sample (Chi-square: 12.43; Significance: 0.133). 
 
The model explains between 32.5% and 58.9% of the QWL and obtained a global classification 
percentage of 92,2%. There was evidence of weakness in the prediction of a low QWL. The 
predictive value of low QWL was 58,7% while the predictive value of high QWL was 97,6%. 
Therefore, there is a risk that 41,3% of the times a worker's QWL is rated positive, even though their 
working conditions do not support this assertion. However, the sensitivity of the model is not 
impaired in the other scenarios in which it is applied. The model predicts well the QWL of the 
workers, especially when they present working conditions related to S Occupational Safety and 
Psychosocial Aspects from which a high QWL is perceived. The omnibus test for the proposed 
binary logistic regression model is significant at a level lower than 0,01. Considering these results, 
the model obtained is said to be acceptable. 
 

Table 5: Regression Model for QWL variable (Elaboration by Authors) 

 

Included variables B T.E. df Sig. Exp(B) 

Occupational Safety 0,072 0,21 1 0,001 1,075 
Psychosocial Aspects 0,188 0,30 1 0,000 1,207 
Constant -6,685 1,114 1 0,000 0,001 
 
The model is represented by Equation (1). When the probability tends to one, the perception of the 
quality of working life of workers linked to companies in the health sector will be positive. In this 
equation, the variables X and Y are Occupational Safety and Psychosocial Aspects, respectively. 
 

�(��� = 1) =
	
�,�� � �,��� ���,��

1 + 	
�,����,������,��
 

 

Discussion 
 
The coefficients of the variables of working conditions show that Occupational Safety and 
Psychosocial Aspects positively affect Quality of Working Life. The second one does more than the 
first. The significance of these coefficients and of the constant was verified through the Wald 
statistic, determining that they are significant (see Table 5). 
 
Quality of working life includes all policies, programs and measures that are taken to preserve the 
body and soul of an employee and produce their satisfaction and gratitude to the organization (Mejbel 
& Almsafir, 2013). Therefore, companies must ensure that the physical, mental and social conditions 
that occur are catalysts of their well-being. 
 
Several studies have addressed the issues of QWL and its interaction with factors such as 
commitment to work (Farid, Izadi, Ismail, & Alipour, 2015), burnout and overload (Patlán, 2013), 
work performance (Rastegari, Khani, Ghalriz, & Eslamian, 2010), organizational culture (Valizadeh 
& Ghahremani, 2012), among others. The research of Mejbel et al (2013) reported that the main 
drivers of QWL are the systems of remuneration, benefits and compensation, professional 
development and communication. As a result it can be said that the QWL construct is 
multidimensional and structurally is composed of individual factors, the work environment, the work 
itself and the organization and the socio-labor environment (Patlán, 2016), from which it is explained 
its impact and interaction with the different elements adjacent to the employee, work and 
organization. 
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For the health sector, research has focused primarily on studying the QWL of nursing staff from the 
perspective of psychosocial risk (Arenas & Andrade, 2013), its consequences on patient care 
(Romero, Mesa, & Galindo, 2010), its intention to leave (Lee, Dai, Park, & Mccreary, 2013), among 
others. A conclusion from this literature is that the QWL of workers in the health sector requires 
special analysis since these employees are subjected to factors of work stress and burnout that are 
detrimental to a positive QWL (Rodríguez-Marín, 2010). According with Moradi, Maghaminejad, & 
Azizi-Fini (2014), assessing and improving the QWL would improve performance and reduce staff 
burnout linked to the health sector. In fact, these same authors report that a poor QWL in the medical 
support staff can cause problems such as job dissatisfaction, emotional exhaustion, burnout and 
rotation at work; which together could negatively affect the quality of care provide to patients. 
 
The aim of this research was to study the impact of working conditions on the perception of QWL in 
333 employees linked to health sector companies in the city of Barranquilla, Colombia. Form this, it 
was observed that the relationship between the two dimensions supports the continuation of the 
analysis of the implications of the work factors on the employee’s perception of subjective 
conditions, job satisfaction, compensation and vocational development. Correlation analysis 
presented allows to consider that thermal environment and lightning are related with Occupational 
Safety. In the health sector, workers are exposed to risks such as physical, chemical, biological, 
postural, confined and inadequate space and inadequate lightning (Rodríguez-Marín, 2010); which 
must be controlled through Occupational Safety Plans. 
 
The mental load has a moderate positive correlation with the variable of psychosocial aspects. Cañón 
& Galeano (2011) addressed the issue of psychosocial aspects and their relationship with QWL, 
determining that job satisfaction, intrinsic motivation and managerial support are essential in the 
health sector. However, the results show that the mental load and psychosocial aspects are perceived 
by the worker as an intra-organizational aspect related to times of care and rest, work climate and 
interpersonal relationships. These statements are consistent with the revision of Rodrígez-Marin 
(2010) regarding the high demands of work and difficulties in personal relationships for workers in 
the sector. 
 
The regression analysis proposed in this research was used to show that Occupational Safety and 
Psychosocial Aspects are independent variables that positively influence the perception of QWL. 
This study demonstrated that the mechanisms offered by companies to work as a team, promote good 
interpersonal relationships, make recognitions; establish regulations, promotion programs, prevention 
and care in occupational safety and health issues; as well as the willingness of the worker to take 
advantage of these mechanisms, translate into a perception of high QWL. 
 
In this sense, employees of the health sector demand to work in organizations in which the promotion 
of teamwork and the recognition of their own efforts are part of the organizational culture in benefit 
of their psychosocial conditions. Arenas et al. (2013) argue that diseases caused by work-related 
stress and associated with psychosocial aspects are the main concern at the public health level. The 
impact generated by the psychosocial aspects of work is responsible for behavior, emotions and 
commitment with which health workers face the workload and provide qualified service for the 
benefit of social welfare.  
 
In addition, the results of this investigation show the imperative need to intervene strategically work 
safety conditions in the sector. The exercise of public health is subject to occupational risk factors, 
hygiene, medical care, legal advice, among others; which must be operated in accordance with the 
law, unions and workers' expectations. In this sector, employees perceive that the QWL is positively 
influenced when Occupational Safety conditions are favorable. The above agrees with the 
conclusions obtained in the study of Abd et al (2013) since it has been demonstrated that the 
conditions of occupational safety have an important role in the QWL. The research of Martinez-
Buelvas, Oviedo-Trespalacios, & Luna-Amaya (2015) also states that Occupational Safety is a factor 
that makes the perception of QWL high when companies comply with the guarantees given by law. 
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Finally, QWL is defined as a multidimensional concept that is constructed from the complexity of the 
worker within the technical, hierarchical and organizational plane; his/her conformity with the salary 
earned, his/her mental ability and the training and research opportunities he/she have within the 
organization. QWL is positively influenced by the assurance of guarantees regarding safety and 
psychosocial well-being. Creating a high QWL for workers can improve their productivity and 
increase their job satisfaction (Abd et al, 2013). Also, it can allow the employee to feel motivated, 
committed, competent, cheerful, productive, safe, etc. (Platán, 2012, quoted by Patlán, 2016). 
Therefore, it should be made efforts to establish strategic policies and programs that will improve the 
quality of working life of employees in the sector, in order to improve collective well-being. 
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Abstract  
 

Development of tourist industry is one of the key directions of economic policy in Russia. In order to 

define the main development prospects of this industry in Russia the author conducted a regional 

analysis of the hotel infrastructure, as an inseparable part of tourism industry, for  the year 2016. The 

analysis was carried out based on the results of the algorithm, which was developed and applied by 

the author to rank federal subjects of Russia depending on the values of two coefficients: the level of 

room occupancy and level of room sufficiency in a region. A conclusion was made about the 

development potential of tourism industry depending on the state of the hotel infrastructure. 

 

Keywords: economic policy in tourism industry, room occupancy at the region, level of room 

sufficiency in a region, hotel infrastructure. 

 

Introduction 
 

Today the Russian Federation is pursuing state policies in terms of contributing to the development of 

tourism industry and domestic tourism.  In particular, the following ones are implemented: state 

program of the Russian Federation "Development of culture and tourism" for the years 2013-2020, 

"Tourism development strategy in the Russian Federation for the period until 2020", Federal target 

program "Development of domestic and inbound tourism in the Russian Federation (years 2011-

2018)" and a number of other federal and regional programs for tourism industry development in the 

RF.  
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Fig. 1: Dynamics in the growth of the number of hotels and similar means of accommodation in 

the RF in the period from 2000 to 2016 

 

In 2000-2015 the number of hotels and similar means of accommodation grew in the Russian 

Federation (see Fig.1). This growth was caused by the development of the service sector in the 

country, growing demand for accommodation services and legalization of the existing means of 

accommodation. A growth equal to 30.2% in 2015 is mostly related to the fact that the Republic of 

Crimea and the city of Sevastopol became the members of  the Russian Federation. 

 

So, in the context of the declaration about the need to develop domestic and inbound tourism and 

under the conditions of the constantly growing number of hotels and similar means of 

accommodation, the author finds it reasonable to analyze the level of room sufficiency in the 

category "Hotels and similar means of accommodation" of the RF regions over the year 2016 and 

conclude if the volume of the hotel infrastructure as well as the intensity of its utilization in the RF 

regions is adequate.  

 

Literature Review 
 

According to N.V. Pogorelova (2011), tourism infrastructure represents an organizational and 

economic system of interrelated companies and enterprises which ensure (material and sociocultural) 

conditions necessary for reproducing a tourist product, e.e. for performing utility functions in 

servicing tourists.  Thus, the hotel infrastructure is an integral part of the tourism infrastructure of the 

city and region, since it directly ensures such a utility function of tourist services as accommodation 

of the users of these services.  

 

Many researchers believe that the hotel structure in the RF is not developed enough. Thus, a team of 

authors - Barashok I. V., Ovcharenko N. P., Rudenko L.L. (2014) emphasize that even though the 

hotel infrastructure has been developing over the last two years, most cities and regions lack means of 

accommodation with affordable and qualitative conditions of stay. Consequently, the authors 

conclude about the need to grow the hotel base to meet the needs of potential customers. This 
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statement is supported by Khorev A.S. and Nikolskaya E.Yu. (2015), who also mark out the weak 

development of the tourism infrastructure and poor provision of regions with means of 

accommodation of mid and economy categories with the level of comfort satisfying modern 

standards. 

 

Moreover, the following problems, common for the hotel sector in the RF are identified: not working 

competition mechanisms in the hotel services market (including unbalance of the prices and quality 

of hotel services), lack of trained personnel, lack of well-considered marketing policy among hotel 

management teams in the regions, low level of support to the hotel sector provided by regional 

authorities (Horev, A. S., & Nikol'skaja, E. Ju., 2015).  

 

Thus, based on the reviewed literature it can be concluded that the development level of tourism 

infrastructure is directly dependent on the level of hotel infrastructure, as its constituent.  Today 

researchers agree that in the RF this constituent of tourism infrastructure has not been developed 

enough, both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

 

Metodology 
 

Step 1. The data was downloaded from the Rosstat database for the year 2016 by the following 

performance indicators: population size of the federal subject, the hotel room capacity in the group 

"Hotels and similar means of accommodation", number of nights spent in the "Hotels and similar 

means of accommodation" for the year.  

 

Step 2. Based on the obtained data, two indicators were calculated: the level of  hotel room 

sufficiency in the RF subject and the level of hotel room occupancy in the RF subject. Both indicators 

were calculated by the group: "Hotels and similar means of accommodation", which include the 

following accommodation objects: hotels, furnished rooms, motels, boarding houses, hostels and 

other hotel-type organizations. The group is constructed based on the obtained data   

 

The coefficient of hotel room sufficiency is calculated in the following way: 
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The coefficient of hotel room occupancy or hotel room use is calculated in the following way; 
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Step 3. A five-point grading scale is used to grade the level of hotel room sufficiency and the level of 

hotel room occupancy for every federal subject. The correlation of the coefficient values and grades 

is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 : The correlation of the coefficient values and grades 

 

The value of the hotel room 

occupancy coefficient 

The value of the hotel room 

sufficiency coefficient 

Equivalent grade by a five-

point grading scale 

1 [10;+∞) 5 

[0.9;1) [9;10) 4.5 

[0,8;0,9) [8;9) 4 

[0.7;0.8) [7;8) 3.5 

[0.6;0.7) [6;7) 3 

[0.5;0.6) [5;6) 2.5 
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[0.4;0.5) [4;5) 2 

[0.3;0.4) [3;4) 1.5 

[0.2;0.3) [2;3) 1 

[0.1;0.2) [1;2) 0.5 

[0.0;0.1) [0;1) 0 

 

Step 4. Calculation of the mean value. 

Step 5. Grouping of the regions by the obtained mean value and analysis. 

 

Table 2: The correlation of mean values and characteristics of the groups corresponding 

to them 

 

Mean value 

by the 

federal 

subject 

The group 

the subject 

will be 

referred to 

Characterization of the group 

[4;5) 1 

The development level of the tourism infrastructure is high and the 

occupancy is close to maximal. Tourism is one of the leading 

industries in the federal subject. Option close to ideal. 

[3;4) 2 

The development level of the hotel infrastructure is high, but the hotel 

room occupancy is average Tourism is one of the leading industries in 

the federal subject.  

[2.5;3) 3+ 
The development level of the hotel infrastructure is good. In case of 

system support and well-devised promotion strategy, transfer to group 

2 is possible, mostly due to a larger hotel room occupancy and/or 

investing in construction of the hotel infrastructure.  [2;2.5) 3 

[1.5;2) 4+ 

The hotel infrastructure is averagely and poorly developed in 

comparison to the world level. The hotel room sufficiency and 

occupancy are not enough to ensure an average term growth of the 

tourism sector. Long-term investment and promotion of these regions 

are necessary. 
[1;2) 4 

[0.5;1) 5+ 

The development level of the tourism in the federal subject is lower 

that the mean level in the country and considerably lower in 

comparison to the developed tourist centres of Europe. The tourism 

infrastructure can only develop in the region provided there are long-

term investements and system suport on the part of the state.  
[0;1) 5 

 

Conclusion 
 

Based on the conducted analysis it is found out that despite the stable growth in the number of hotels 

and similar means of accommodation, the degree of hotel room sufficiency and occupancy in the 

regions remains unsatisfactory (see Fig. 2). The average level of hotel room sufficiency in the country 

in 2016 was 2.97 rooms per 1000 people, and the occupancy level– 0.36. In most federal subjects, the 

hotel room sufficiency is lower than 5 beds per 1000 people, living in the region and the occupancy 

does not exceed 40%. Moreover, even St. Petersburg and Moscow, being leaders of the tourism 

industry in the country, show relatively weak results. Thus in 2016 in St. Petersburg the coefficient of 

hotel room sufficiency was 4.04 with the occupancy coefficient equal to 0.53, whereas in Moscow 

they are 3.85 and 0.53 correspondingly. Furthermore, as of the year 2011, in Paris the coefficient of 

hotel room sufficiency was equal to 8 and in London to 12.  

 

The most advanced regions in terms of the hotel infrastructure availability are Krasnodar Krai, where 

the coefficient of hotel room sufficiency is 13.3, the Republic of Altai– 8.68, the Republic of Crimea 
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– 13.1 and Sevastopol – 13.37. In terms of the hotel room occupancy, other leaders in the country are 

North Ossetia  – Alania – 0.88, Kaliningrad region – 0.59 and Krasnodar Krai – 0,43. 

 

 
Fig. 2 : The grouping map of the federal subjects based on the hotel room occupancy  and 

sufficiency indicators for the year 2016. 

 

Table 3: Grouping of federal subjects accoding to the obtained mean values 

 

The group the 

subject refers to 
Federal subjects 

1 - 

2 Krasnodar Krai, the Republic of Crimea 

3+ Sevastopol 

3 
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kaliningrad region, the Republic of Altail, the 

Republic of North Ossetia - Alania, the Republic of Khakassia 

4+ 12 federal subjects 

4 28 federal subjects 

5+ 33 federal subjects 

5 2 federal subjects 

 

The result of grouping of the federal subjects are presented in Table 3. This data can be used to work 

out development strategies for tourism industry in these subjects, transfer better experience from 

more successful subjects and determine the development level and intensity of use of the hotel 

infrastructure in the subjects. The existing potential can be exploited under the following conditions: 

state support of the policy of domestic tourism development, insurance of market pricing mechanisms 

to foster supply, corresponding to the existing financially reliable demand, including potential one, 

and to the modern vision of comfort stay, provision of the economy with the sufficient quantity of 

well-qualified staff. 

 

The main limitation of the obtained results is a moderate number of indicators used for ranking. In 

further research, the author plans to widen the number of performance indicators and present a more 

detailed analysis, in particular, dynamic analysis of the hotel infrastructure development in the RF 
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subjects. 
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Abstract 
 

In this paper, the authors consider the tariff policy of St. Petersburg from the position of two 

participants in transportation: authorities and passengers. The study includes a comparative analysis 

of the size of subsidies allocated for passenger transport by urban transport, the cost of travel and the 

share of travel costs in major cities of the Russian Federation and the world. 

 

Keywords: financing, tariffs for transport, fare, share of travel expenses. 

 

Introduction 
 

Problems on the roads force sometimes all citizens, not only without cars but also with them, to use 

public transport that is why access to public transport is one of the most urgent topics of any large 

city nowadays. Thus, it becomes obvious that fare in urban transport affects all segments of the 

population. 

 

Today, three parties are involved in the organization of passenger traffic in urban transport: 

authorities, which organize traffic control and tariff regulation, carriers, who carry out the transport, 

and passengers, who are active consumers. 

 

The purpose of this work is to a comparative analysis of the cost of travel and diversity of tariff menu 

in cities of the Russian Federation and the world. 

Tasks: 

1. Detailed study of funding passenger transportation by urban transport in Moscow,  

St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod in 2017. 

2. Conducting a comparative analysis with the identification of deviations in  

St. Petersburg from other cities in question of fare in Moscow, St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod 

in 2017. 

3. The allocation of the share of travel expenses for residents of Moscow, St. Petersburg and 

Nizhny Novgorod. 

4. Analysis of the cost of one-time tickets and daily tickets in various cities around the world 

in 2017. 

5. The allocation of the cost of travel for residents of London, Helsinki and Lisbon. 

6. Determination of positions in the tariff menu of other cities not represented in St. 

Petersburg. 

 

Review of the literature 
 

The statistical data of the Online Library of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development were used in writing this work (2017). It is through them the authors have analyzed the 
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average wages for 2016 in such cities of the world as London, Helsinki, Lisbon and the statistical 

services of the regions of the Russian Federation (Territorial authority of the Federal State Statistics 

Service in Moscow; Administration of the Federal Service of State Statistics by city Petersburg and 

the Leningrad region; Territorial body of the Federal State Statistics Service for the Nizhny 

Novgorod region). Based on data on the average wages of them it has become possible to calculate 

the share of monthly expenses of citizens for public transport. 

 

The authors have given special attention to the normative legal acts of the Russian Federation 

regulating the formation of the budget of the regions of the country, as well as the approval of the 

fare. 

 

Domestic experience was considered on the basis of a number of legislative documents of those 

regions that were taken by the authors as a basis for a comparative analysis of the cost of travel 

(Order of the Tariff Committee St. Petersburg; Order of the Tariff Committee St. Petersburg; 

Department of transport and development of road and transport infrastructure of Moscow). 

 

The international experience of the cost of travel is considered on the basis of electronic resources of 

foreign countries (The Metropolitano de Lisboa; Helsinki Region Transport; Transport for London. 

Fares & payments). For example, these sources indicate not only the cost of a one-time trip, but also 

the cost of travel on electronic tickets is available. 

 

The results of the literature review has showed that the problem of forming a tariff menu in the 

Russian Federation is not sufficiently developed in the normative literature. 

 

Problem 
 

In 2017, new travel documents were introduced in St. Petersburg, allowing citizens and visitors of the 

city to choose the most convenient and economical way for them. It was in 2017 when students of St. 

Petersburg had the opportunity to choose travel documents for a month (only land transport, only the 

underground or a unified ticket), and tourists - when purchasing temporary travel documents, which 

enable them to plan their travels around the city with the least costs. 

 

Since 2017 new types of travel documents have become effective in St. Petersburg. They are monthly 

registered combined (tram, trolley, bus) ticket for students, monthly underground ticket for students, 

daily unified (tram, trolley, bus, underground) ticket (from 1 to 7 days), unified (tram, trolley, bus, 

underground) ticket for 90 minutes. 

 

According to the information received by the author in the study tariff menus in various cities of the 

Russian Federation, ticket as “a ticket for 90 minutes” is only available in Moscow [9], St. Petersburg 

[5] and Nizhny Novgorod. A daily ticket is also available to residents of Nizhny Novgorod [12]. 

Thus, in the authors' opinion, it is expedient to consider the tariff policies of Moscow, St. Petersburg 

and Nizhny Novgorod as a comparison of the cost of travel in large cities of the Russian Federation, 

(tab.1.1 and 1.2).  

 

The choice is based on social level of development of these cities, including the number of 

inhabitants, the complexity of the transport infrastructure, including the presence of the underground, 

and territorial distinctiveness. In the process of analysis, the Central, North-Western and Volga 

federal districts of the Russian Federation are considered. 
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Table 1.1 : Comparative analysis of passenger transportation subsidies in St. 

Petersburg, Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod in 2017 

City 
The budget of the subject of 

the Russian Federation, billion 

rubles. 

The amount of subsidies for 

transporting passengers from the 

budget, billion rubles. 

Moscow 1 977,00 
90,00  

(4,5% of budget) 

St. Petersburg 554,00 
28,00  

(5% of budget) 

Nizhny Novgorod 133,2 
2,10  

(1,58% of budget) 
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Table 1.2 Comparative analysis of the cost of travel in St. Petersburg, Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod in 2017 

Travel Documents 

Ticket price in 2017, rub.  
Variance of the ticket 

price in St. Petersburg 

from Moscow,% 

Variance of the ticket 

price in St. Petersburg 

from Nizhny 

Novgorod,% 
Moscow St. Petersburg Nizhniy Novgorod 

Monthly unified ticket 2 550,00 2 900,00 2 300,00 13,72% 26,09% 

One-time fare for the underground 55,00 45,00 28,00 -18,2% 60,71% 

One-time fare for ground transportation 55,00 40,00 28,00 -27,3% 42,86% 

Electronic wallet (land transport) 35,00 31,00 26,00 -11,43% 19,23% 

Electronic wallet (underground) 35,00 

 

36,00 

 

26,00 2,86% 38,46% 

Monthly unified ticket for students - 1 035,00 1150,00 - -10% 

Monthly ticket for students by 

underground 
380,00 550,00 600,00 44,74% -8,33% 

Monthly ticket for students to land 

transport 
250,00 485,00 

600,00  

(tram/ trolleybus) 
94,00% -19,17% 

Monthly unified ticket for schoolchildren - 515,00 920,00 - -44,02% 

Monthly ticket for schoolchildren by 

underground 
380,00 - 500,00 - - 

Monthly ticket for schoolchildren to land 

transport 
250,00 - 

500,00  

(tram/ trolleybus) 
- - 

Ticket for 90 minutes 65,00 70,00 40,00 7,69% 75% 

Ticket for 1 day 210,00 180,00 120,00 -14,29% 50% 

Ticket for 3 days 400,00 340,00 350,00 -15,00% -2,86% 

Ticket for 7 days 800,00 680,00 - -15,00% - 
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Based on the information in tables 1.1 and 1.2, the following conclusions can be drawn: Moscow's 

budget is 3.6 times higher than the budget of St. 

for passenger transportation for 2017 in Moscow (90 billion rubles)

2016) 3.2 times the amount subsidized by urban passenger transport in St. P

rubles) (Law of St. Petersburg, 2016). 

passenger transportation by urban transport is in Nizhny Novgorod (1.58%).

 

The amount of subsidies for transporting passengers from the budget of Nizhny Novgorod is 

2.10 billion rubles (1.58%) (Law of the Nizhny Novgorod, 2016)

unified ticket for students is much higher than the cost of Moscow students for both types of public 

transport (by 520 rubles) and higher than in St. 

ticket for one day is 120 rubles, while the highest price of this ticket was fixed in Moscow 

rubles. 

 

Thus, with a sufficiently high funding of urban passenger transport in Moscow, the cost of travel

tickets is slightly lower there than in St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod.

 

The monthly single ticket in Moscow in 2017 costs 13.72% lower than in St. Petersburg (the 

difference in absolute value is 350 rubles). The ticket for students on the 

lower, but the cost of tickets for schoolchildren in aggregate (380 rubles for the 

rubles for land transport) exceeds the total cost of a similar ticket in St. Petersburg by 115 rubles.

 

Besides, with a significant difference in the cost of tickets for 90 minutes (10 rubles), fare for daily 

tickets is more profitable in St. Petersburg (20 rubles per 1 day, 60 rubles 

days). 

Fig.1.1 The fare for underground in Moscow, St. Petersburg and 

 

Figure 1.1 shows comparative data on the cost of travel in the 

of the Russian Federation. According to the provided information, the cheapest daily ticket belongs to 

55
45

28

One-time fare, rub. Electronic wage rate, rub.

Based on the information in tables 1.1 and 1.2, the following conclusions can be drawn: Moscow's 

budget is 3.6 times higher than the budget of St. Petersburg, while the amount of subsidies allocated 

for passenger transportation for 2017 in Moscow (90 billion rubles) (Law of the City of Moscow, 

3.2 times the amount subsidized by urban passenger transport in St. Petersburg (28 billion 

w of St. Petersburg, 2016). The smallest share of subsidies from the budget allocated for 

passenger transportation by urban transport is in Nizhny Novgorod (1.58%). 

The amount of subsidies for transporting passengers from the budget of Nizhny Novgorod is 

Law of the Nizhny Novgorod, 2016). Therefore, the cost of a one

unified ticket for students is much higher than the cost of Moscow students for both types of public 

higher than in St. Petersburg (by 115 rubles). However, the fare for a 

rubles, while the highest price of this ticket was fixed in Moscow 

Thus, with a sufficiently high funding of urban passenger transport in Moscow, the cost of travel

tickets is slightly lower there than in St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod.  

The monthly single ticket in Moscow in 2017 costs 13.72% lower than in St. Petersburg (the 

difference in absolute value is 350 rubles). The ticket for students on the underground is 170 rubles 

lower, but the cost of tickets for schoolchildren in aggregate (380 rubles for the underground

rubles for land transport) exceeds the total cost of a similar ticket in St. Petersburg by 115 rubles.

fference in the cost of tickets for 90 minutes (10 rubles), fare for daily 

tickets is more profitable in St. Petersburg (20 rubles per 1 day, 60 rubles - 2 days and 120 rubles 

underground in Moscow, St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod in 2017

Figure 1.1 shows comparative data on the cost of travel in the underground in 2017 in various cities 

of the Russian Federation. According to the provided information, the cheapest daily ticket belongs to 
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Based on the information in tables 1.1 and 1.2, the following conclusions can be drawn: Moscow's 

Petersburg, while the amount of subsidies allocated 

Law of the City of Moscow, 

etersburg (28 billion 

The smallest share of subsidies from the budget allocated for 

The amount of subsidies for transporting passengers from the budget of Nizhny Novgorod is only 

. Therefore, the cost of a one-month 

unified ticket for students is much higher than the cost of Moscow students for both types of public 

However, the fare for a 

rubles, while the highest price of this ticket was fixed in Moscow -210 

Thus, with a sufficiently high funding of urban passenger transport in Moscow, the cost of travel on 

The monthly single ticket in Moscow in 2017 costs 13.72% lower than in St. Petersburg (the 

is 170 rubles 
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Nizhny Novgorod (120 rubles), while the most expensive one belongs to Moscow, respectively, the 

cost of a daily ticket in St. Petersburg can be considered one of the lowest. 

 

The discount for fare on a travel document in relation to a one-time tariff in Moscow is 36.4%, which 

is 13.9% more than in St. Petersburg (20%). This is due with the size of the subsidies allocated from 

the budget of the constituent entities. However, at the same time, the tariff policy of St. Petersburg 

can not be considered unprofitable. 

 

Based on the comparative analysis, the authors made a decision on the representation of the average 

nominal wage of residents of Moscow (Territorial authority of the Federal State Statistics Service in 

Moscow), St. Petersburg (Administration of the Federal Service of State Statistics by city Petersburg 

and the Leningrad region ) and Nizhny Novgorod (Territorial body of the Federal State Statistics 

Service for the Nizhny Novgorod region ) in April 2017 and the allocation of a monthly share of the 

costs of citizens for travel in urban transport for a monthly single pass (Table 1.3). 

 

Table 1.3 Share of the costs of citizens of large cities of the Russian Federation for 

travel in urban transport in 2017 

 

Index Moscow St. Petersburg Nizhniy Novgorod 

Average nominal wages, 

rubles. 
86 759 53 261 30 865 

The cost of a unified 

travel document for a 

month, rub. 

2 550 2 900 2 300 

Share of expenses for 

travel,% 
2,94 5,44 7,45 

 

Based on the data presented in Table 1.3, it can be concluded that the share of travel costs is much 

lower in Moscow. At the same time, residents of Nizhniy Novgorod have the largest share of travel 

costs (7.45%). 

 

Based on the results of the study, the authors decided that it is necessary to consider the cost of travel 

in major cities of the world and determine the share of travel costs not only for residents of cities of 

the Russian Federation, but also for foreign citizens. 

 

Based on the foregoing, a comparative analysis of the cost of one-time tickets for land transport in St. 

Petersburg and various cities around the world in 2017 (Fig. 1.2) and a comparative analysis of the 

cost of daily tickets in various cities around the world in 2017 (Figure 1.3). 
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Fig. 1.2 Comparative analysis of the cost of one

 

In accordance with the information presented in Fig. 1.2, the 

London (298.00 rubles.), further 

rubles.). The discount for trip on a travel document in relation to a one

20%, which is less than in London (104.1%) and Helsinki (39.13%), but more than in Lisbon (11.54 

%). 

 

However, an analysis of purchasing power parity showed that a one

of the most economically accessible cities in all.

 

In addition, the authors conducted a comparative analysis of daily tickets in various cities around 

world in 2017. Based on it is possible to determine what the cost of new tickets in St. Petersburg in 

other cities in the world, as well as to assess how far the cos

available for residents of the city and its guests.

45.00  

298,00  

36.00  

St. Petersburg London

Cost of one

* The cost in rubles is indicated by purchasing power parity

Fig. 1.2 Comparative analysis of the cost of one-time tickets for underground in various cities 

around the world in 2017 

In accordance with the information presented in Fig. 1.2, the highest unified tariff is presented in 

London (298.00 rubles.), further - in Lisbon (82.71 rubles.) and a one-time trip to Helsinki (80.00 

on a travel document in relation to a one-time fare in St. Petersburg is 

s less than in London (104.1%) and Helsinki (39.13%), but more than in Lisbon (11.54 

However, an analysis of purchasing power parity showed that a one-time trip to St. Petersburg is one 

of the most economically accessible cities in all. 

the authors conducted a comparative analysis of daily tickets in various cities around 

is possible to determine what the cost of new tickets in St. Petersburg in 

other cities in the world, as well as to assess how far the cost of travel for this type of ticket is 

available for residents of the city and its guests. 
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time trip to St. Petersburg is one 

the authors conducted a comparative analysis of daily tickets in various cities around the 

is possible to determine what the cost of new tickets in St. Petersburg in 

t of travel for this type of ticket is 

74.15  
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Fig.1.3 Comparative analysis of the cost of daily tickets in various cities of the world in 2017

Based on the data presented in Fig. 1.3, we can conclude that the highest price for travel on daily 

tickets is offered in London (748.00 rubles per day and 2 007.70 rubles per week).

 

The cost of the train in St. Petersburg remains the most socially

by the authors, amounting to only 180.00 rubles for a day ticket and 680.00 rubles for the whole week 

ticket. 

 

It is important to mention that for giving an objective assessment of the amount of fare in foreign 

countries it is advisable to identify the monthly share of travel costs in London, Lisbon and Helsinki

(Online Library of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. OECD iLibrary)

However, given the availability of official data on the average wage in 

countries only for 2016, it makes sense to indicate the share of travel costs.

Table 1.4 Share of travel costs for residents of major cities in the world in 2016

Index Lond

Average monthly 

salary in 2016 

The cost of travel by e-

wallet per month 

Share of travel costs 

per month,% 

** counting on 2 subway

 

 

Thus, on the basis of the data presented in Table 1.4, 

costs is borne by residents of London (8.2%), the lowest is by residents of Helsinki, with an average 

180,00

748,00680,00

St. Petersburg

Ticket for 1 day, rub.

* The cost in rubles is indicated by purchasing power parity

 

Fig.1.3 Comparative analysis of the cost of daily tickets in various cities of the world in 2017

Based on the data presented in Fig. 1.3, we can conclude that the highest price for travel on daily 

tickets is offered in London (748.00 rubles per day and 2 007.70 rubles per week). 

The cost of the train in St. Petersburg remains the most socially-oriented among all cities considered 

by the authors, amounting to only 180.00 rubles for a day ticket and 680.00 rubles for the whole week 

It is important to mention that for giving an objective assessment of the amount of fare in foreign 

is advisable to identify the monthly share of travel costs in London, Lisbon and Helsinki

Online Library of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. OECD iLibrary)

However, given the availability of official data on the average wage in statistical offices of other 

countries only for 2016, it makes sense to indicate the share of travel costs. 

 

hare of travel costs for residents of major cities in the world in 2016

 

London, GBP Helsinki, euro Lisbon, euro

2 845,2 3 434,1 1 381,2

234** 54,70 36,20

8,2% 1,6% 2,62%

subway journeys and 2 trips by land transport per day. 

Thus, on the basis of the data presented in Table 1.4, it is concluded that the largest share of travel 

costs is borne by residents of London (8.2%), the lowest is by residents of Helsinki, with an average 

748,00

350,80
414,00

2,007.70
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Ticket for 1 day, rub. Ticket for 7 days, rub.

The cost in rubles is indicated by purchasing power parity 

 
Fig.1.3 Comparative analysis of the cost of daily tickets in various cities of the world in 2017 

Based on the data presented in Fig. 1.3, we can conclude that the highest price for travel on daily 

ed among all cities considered 

by the authors, amounting to only 180.00 rubles for a day ticket and 680.00 rubles for the whole week 

It is important to mention that for giving an objective assessment of the amount of fare in foreign 

is advisable to identify the monthly share of travel costs in London, Lisbon and Helsinki 

Online Library of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. OECD iLibrary). 

statistical offices of other 

hare of travel costs for residents of major cities in the world in 2016 

Lisbon, euro 

381,2 

36,20 

2,62% 

concluded that the largest share of travel 

costs is borne by residents of London (8.2%), the lowest is by residents of Helsinki, with an average 

900.00

Helsinki
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wage of which it is only 1.6 %. However, even at such a low level of travel costs, the residents of 

Helsinki favor the abolition of fare for public transport (Most residents of Helsinki favor free urban 

transport). 

 

Statement 
 

While studying the nonresident and foreign experience of forming the tariff scale, the authors took 

into account the fact that the St. Petersburg tariff menu can rightly be considered one of the most 

diverse in the world, as today all the major travel tickets are available to the all citizens and visitors. 

 

Problem solution 
 

Based on the results of the analysis, the following conclusions can be formulated: 

 

1. The amount of subsidies allocated for transporting passengers for 2017 in Moscow (90 

billion rubles.) is 3.2 times the amount funded by urban passenger transport in St. Petersburg (28 

billion rubles.). However, the smallest share of subsidies comes to Nizhny Novgorod, it is only 

1.58% (2.10 billion rubles). 

2. With a rather high subsidization of urban passenger transport in Moscow, the cost of 

travel tickets is slightly lower than in St. Petersburg and Nizhny Novgorod, and sometimes even 

higher. Thus, the monthly unified ticket in Moscow in 2017 costs 13.72% less than in St. Petersburg, 

but at the same time the cost of travel tickets for schoolchildren in the aggregate significantly exceeds 

the total cost of a similar ticket in St. Petersburg (115 rubles). 

The share of travel expenses is much lower for citizens of Moscow (2.94%) than for 

residents of St. Petersburg (5.44%). At the same time, residents of Nizhny Novgorod (7.45%) have 

the largest share of travel costs. 

3. The highest fare for a one-time ticket is presented in London (298.00 rubles.), the next 

one is in Lisbon (82.71 rubles.) and the cheapest in Helsinki (80.00 rubles). 

An analysis of purchasing power parity showed that a one-time trip to St. Petersburg is in 

effect one of the most economically accessible cities in all.The most expensive whole- day tickets are 

offered in London (748.00 rubles for the day and 2 007.70 rubles for the week). Fare in St. Petersburg 

remains the most socially-oriented among all cities considered by the authors, amounting to only 

180.00 rubles for a day and 680.00 rubles for 7 days. 

4. The largest share of travel costs in foreign capitals of the world is born by residents of 

London (8.2%), the least - residents of Helsinki, with an average wage level, which is only 1.6%. In 

the Russian Federation, Moscow accounts for the smallest share (2.94%), followed by St. Petersburg 

- 5.18% and Nizhny Novgorod - 7.45%. In comparison with the cities of the Russian Federation, 

Moscow residents bear a smaller share of the cost of travel after city residents in Helsinki and Lisbon 

(2.94%). At the same time, residents of Nizhny Novgorod spend a large part of monthly incomes 

(7.45%) on travel, rather than residents of Moscow, St. Petersburg, Helsinki and Lisbon, but less than 

residents of London (8.2%). 

5. There is the lack of a monthly ticket for the underground in the tariff menu of St. 

Petersburg. Only monthly tickets for a land type of transport (bus, tram or trolley bus by choice) are 

presented. 

 

Conclusion 

 
The authors' position is the need to introduce a working monthly ticket for the working people on the 

underground, the same as for students. This approach will allow residents of the city, traveling 

exclusively in the metro, to save money on travel without purchasing a unified monthly ticket or an 

electronic wallet called "Podorojnik". 
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Also the author considers the most interesting and potentially popular in St. Petersburg a unified 

ticket for 365 days, presented in Moscow and allowing Moscow residents to save about 1 517 rubles 

per month or 12 400 rubles a year. 

 

Based on the conducted research, the authors adhere to the position according to which St. Petersburg 

is on the top level of accessibility of public transport in accordance with the proportion of the costs of 

citizens to travel among the major cities of the Russian Federation and the world considered. At a 

fairly low cost of travel, the share of costs remains stably high, second only to London. 

 

From the point of view of the authorities, the subsidies allocated from the budget of St. Petersburg 

allow compensating the incomes for carriers that fall due to transportation of passengers on travel 

tickets. They do not cover the inter-tariff difference (the difference between an economically justified 

tariff and a one-time tariff for the population), since in 2017 specially approved a high one-time 

travel, oriented more likely not to residents, but to tourists of the city. 

 

On the other hand, passengers have the opportunity to purchase travel documents profitable for 

themselves, taking into account individual needs and financial possibilities (from a one-time ticket to 

a "Plantain" ticket or a daily ticket), but are forced to spend a significant part of monthly incomes on 

public transport. 

 

The tariff menu of St. Petersburg, in comparison with the proposals of other major cities in the world 

(London, Helsinki, Lisbon), seems to the author to be sufficient and diverse. However, the cost of 

travel, according to the presented tariff policy of the city, as a result of the analysis, can not be 

considered economically expedient for citizens in the same way as for the budget of St. Petersburg. In 

other words, in St. Petersburg, the process of subsidizing and tariff formation needs to be further 

improved in order to achieve a balance between the interests of such participants in passenger 

transport as authorities and passengers. 
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Abstract 

In any modern economy the business environment will be affected by taxation. The goal of this study 

is to look at the impact taxation has on the business environment in the European Union using 

business confidence as a measure for the expectations entrepreneurs have regarding the future 

evolution of the four major sectors of the economy: the services sector, the retail sector, the 

construction sector and the industrial sector. The tax burden will be used to measure the level of 

taxation and the impact of fiscal policies different EU countries implement. The research was done 

using quarterly data for the period between 1985Q1 and 2016Q3 collected from all 28 EU Member 

States. Several regression models were estimated which lead to individual conclusions for each 

Member State. These conclusions show the various effects that changes in the tax burden can have on 

the business environment. 

Keywords: tax burden, business confidence, taxation, European Union, confidence index 

Introduction  

Taxation has an undeniable impact on our day to day life. If this statement holds true for people, it is 

equally true for companies. However it is much more difficult to pinpoint the influence taxation has 

on the business environment. The current study is an attempt to analyse the relationship between the 

business confidence index and fiscal pressure. 

The business confidence index is calculated by the European Union and the OECD based on the 

answers managers of companies give to questions that are part of business confidence surveys. The 

goal is to see what the managers believe is the current state of their company and what their 

expectations are for the future. The confidence index calculated for a certain sector reflects the 

expectations of the economic agents that are active in that sector of activity regarding the evolution of 

that particular sector. In order to see if the expectations of managers are influenced by possible 

changes in taxation, I have decided to use the tax burden as a quantifiable taxation measure. The tax 

burden I used is calculated for different categories of taxes. Thus I have taken into account, 

separately, income taxes, taxes on production, sales and imports, and social security contributions. 

This study is structured into three sections. The first section deals with the literature review and it 

contains an overview of other research previously done on this topic of interest. The second section 

deals with the research methodology I used throughout the entire research process. The third section 

contains a presentation of the results I obtained as a result of the analysis as well as the interpretation 

of the research results. This last section is followed by the conclusions of the research and by the 

references used. A more extensive presentation of all the results can be found in the tables included in 

the annexes. 

1. Literature Review 

Previous research regarding business confidence is sparse and most of the existing studies focus more 

on the theoretical, methodological and descriptive side of calculating various business confidence 

indices. The main original element of the current research is relating business confidence to taxation 

by using the tax burden and various business confidence indices. As far as I know, this has not been 

done previously. 
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The tax burden has been the focus of financial researchers for many decades. Different approaches 

towards measuring the fiscal pressure are presented, amongst others, by Musgrave and Thin (1948), 

Atkinson (1980), Devarajan, Fullerton, and Musgrave (1980), Auerbach and Rosen (1980), Kiefer 

(1984), Atrostic and Nunns (1991), Metcalf (2006). While the opinions regarding ways of measuring 

the tax burden have evolved and expanded, the fiscal burden has remained in the limelight of debates 

and research studies as a means of evaluating the impact of different fiscal policy decisions on the 

social and business environment. 

Business confidence has also been an issue of great interest amongst researchers. Collins (2001) used 

the Granger Causality to analyse the relationship between business confidence surveys and stock 

market performance. His conclusion was that business confidence surveys are not a predictor of stock 

market performance, but that stock market performance is a predictor of business confidence surveys. 

One of the main issues of interest regarding business confidence is exactly what business confidence 

reflects and what does a change in business confidence mean. Silverstone and Mitchell (2005) used 

panel data analysis on a company level to determine exactly what changes in microeconomic and 

macroeconomic variables are anticipated by changes in business confidence. Their conclusion was 

that the variables associated to business confidence change over time and, moreover, business 

confidence means different things to different companies. Herein lays one of the limitations of using 

business confidence indicators in any analysis: these indicators are constructed based on answers that 

reflect the personal view of the manager who answered the survey questions. Therefore, they contain 

a good dose of subjectivity. However, this can also be seen as one of the advantages of using business 

confidence indicators; sometimes a manager’s perception can be more important than the actual truth 

because any decision the manager makes will be based on that perception. 

This study aims to analyse the relationship between taxation and business confidence indices. I will 

analyse data from the European Union Member States and estimate regression models with the 

different business confidence indices as a dependent variables and the different types of tax burden as 

independent variables. 

2. Research Methodology and Database 

The research database contains quarterly information for the dependent and independent variables I 

used in the regression models. I collected information for each variable for each of the 28 EU 

Member States. The initial time period was 1985Q1 to 2016Q3. However, not all the Member States 

provided information for the entire time period and this is the reason why the number of observations 

differs from one Member States to the other. I do not believe that the difference in number of 

observations has an impact on the relevance of the research results because for many of the Member 

States it is to be expected that the time period will be shorter. For countries that only became EU 

Member States in 2004 or later, I can only consider relevant to the research on tax convergence the 

tax and business confidence information that they provided during the period when they were 

undergoing negotiations to become part of the European Union. Therefore, a shorter time period 

actually leads to more relevant results in the case of the Member States that I mentioned above. 

The research method I used is regression model estimation. In order to shed some light on the 

influence that taxation has on business confidence, I estimated a series of regression models based on 

equation (1). 

�� = �� + �� ∗ 
�� +  � ∗ ��� +  �� ∗ ��� +  � (1) 

 

where CI is the confidence index, DTR is the direct tax burden, ITR is the indirect tax burden and 

SSC is the social security burden. 

A description of the variables used in the regression models can be found in Table 1. The tax burden 

is used as a proxy for the fiscal system of a Member State of the European Union. I considered three 

major types of tax burden, each corresponding to one of the major types of taxes: the direct tax 
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burden (DTR) calculated as direct taxes collected as a percentage of the GDP, the indirect tax burden 

(ITR) calculated as indirect taxes collected as a percentage of the GDP, and the burden due to social 

security (SSC) calculated as social security contributions collected as a percentage of the GDP. The 

database contains information for each of these three major tax groups, on a quarterly basis, for the 

period between 1985Q1 and 2016Q3. The data was extracted for the Eurostat online database. 

Table 1: Description of variables 

 

Independent Variables 

Name of Variable Description of Variable 

DTR direct tax burden; calculated as direct taxes collected as a 

percentage of the GDP 

ITR indirect tax burden; calculated as indirect taxes collected 

as a percentage of the GDP 

SSC 
burden due to social security; calculated as social security 

contributions collected as a percentage of the GDP 

  

Dependent variables 

Name of Variable Description of Variable 

ICI 
industrial confidence index; business confidence index 

calculated on a national level for the industrial sector 

CCI 
construction confidence index; business confidence index 

calculated on a national level for the construction sector 

RCI 
retail confidence index; business confidence index 

calculated on a national level for the retail sector 

SCI 
services confidence index; business confidence index 

calculated on a national level for the services sector 

 

The dependent variables in each regression model are the business confidence indices for different 

sectors of the economy: the industrial sector (ICI, industrial confidence index), the construction 

sector (CCI, construction confidence index), the retail sector (RCI, retail confidence index) and the 

services sector (SCI, services confidence index). These indices are calculated and reported by each 

Member State on a monthly basis. They are calculated using the OECD methodology based on 

business confidence surveys. These surveys contain multiple choice questions that the managers of 

companies that are active in a certain sector of the economy have to answer. The questions are aimed 

not only at the current state of the company, but also at what the expectations of the managers are for 

the future. Many of the questions ask the respondent to anticipate what the evolution of the company 

or the market will be in the short term (the next few months). One of the limitations of the business 

confidence indices comes from the fact that, though the general principles and the methodology the 

surveys are built on are the same, the questions and the answer choices are not standardized. 

However, the business confidence surveys are considered to be a good way of seeing how those 

involved in a certain activity anticipate the evolution of their business sector (Collins, 2001). 
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The data for the four business confidence indicators (ICI, CCI, RCI and SCI) that I used in this 

analysis was also taken from the Eurostat online database. As the data was provided on a monthly 

basis, I calculated a simple arithmetic average for each three months to convert the monthly data into 

quarterly data which could be related with the quarterly information regarding taxation. 

I conducted a country-based analysis for each of the 28 EU Member States. Therefore, for each 

Member States, four regression models were estimated using OLS. In other words, I estimated a 

regression model for each of the four business confidence indicators (ICI, CCI, RCI and SCI). Some 

of the models were adjusted and validated, others were rejected as inappropriate. A more extensive 

view on the results of this research is presented in the next section of the paper. 

3. Research Results 

Using the database previously described, I estimated multiple regression models for each Member 

State of the European Union. For each EU Member State, I estimated 4 regression models using the 

same explanatory variables (DTR, ITR and SSC) in each model. But for each estimated model I 

changed the dependent variable starting with the ICI in the first estimated model, followed by the 

CCI, RCI and SCI respectively. Thus, I estimated 110 regression models in total for the EU Member 

States. Not all the regression models were validated and some were adjusted in order to be validated. 
We only estimated 110 regression models and not 112 because Luxembourg did not provide 

information for either the retail confidence index (RCI) or the services confidence index (SCI) and, 

therefore, those regression models could not be estimated. 

The research on the impact of taxation on business confidence in the industrial sector in the European 

Union (please see Annexes, Table 3) resulted in the validation of regression models for 10 of the 28 

Member States (the Czech Republic, Greece, Croatia, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Slovenia, 

Slovakia, Finland and Sweden). It should be noted that for some of these countries adjustments were 

made in order to validate the regression model. 

The analysis conducted regarding the impact of the tax burden on business confidence in the 

construction sector (please see Annexes, Table 4) resulted in the validation of regression models for 8 

of the 28 Member States (Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany, Croatia, Italy, Hungary, Poland and 

Slovenia). After analyzing the impact of taxation on business confidence in the retail sector (please 

see Annexes, Table 5) I validated the linear regression models for 7 of the 28 Member States (the 

Czech Republic, France, Cyprus, Latvia, Slovenia, Slovakia and Finland). For Ireland, Denmark and 

Malta there were too few observations for the estimation to have any accuracy. Of all four confidence 

indicators, for the RCI I found the fewest validated regression models. 

As a result of analyzing the impact of taxation on the confidence of companies in the services sector 

(please see Annexes, Table 6), I validated 8 of the models, those estimated for Denmark, Germany, 

Latvia, Hungary, Austria, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia. For Luxembourg I could not estimate the 

regression model because data for the SCI was not available for this country. Also, there were too 

few observations for Denmark and Croatia to be able to give any scientific and economic value to the 

results of the estimations. 

Table 2: Estimation results – adjusted and validated models 

 

Dependent 

variable 
R

2
 

Intercept DTR ITR SSC No. 

obs. (Prob.) (Prob.) (Prob.) (Prob.) 

Bulgaria CCI 0.101141 
    2.507036**   

50 
    (0.0117)   

Czech Rep 
ICI 0.072437 

    43.44398*** 
 50 

    (0.094) 
 

RCI 0.201172 0.22917***     -8.745065* 50 
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(0.0991)     (0.0011) 

Denmark 

CCI 0.080927 
  7.881702***   -6.201837** 

62 
  (0.081)   (0.0319) 

SCI 0.325293 
  20.35751*** -22.09295**   

17 
  (0.0729) (0.0308)   

Germany 

CCI 0.15482 
-0.947888** 11.10926**   -38.40092* 

50 
(0.0257) (0.0424)   (0.0082) 

SCI 0.257678 
  5.686355** -18.96483* -20.133* 

50 
  (0.0251) (0.0034) (0.0029) 

Greece ICI 0.153106 
  4.190587*** -10.90063***   

34 
  (0.0862) (0.052)   

France RCI 0.046498 
-0.22178**     -9.829684** 

118 
(0.0407)     (0.019) 

Croatia 

ICI 0.305652 
  -5.301283**     

10 
  (0.0435)     

CCI 0.578832 
  -1.025926*     

10 
  (0.0059)     

Italy 

ICI 0.049313 
      -2.617527*** 

50 
      (0.057) 

CCI 0.139498 
  0.557573*   -1.478483* 

50 
  (0.0027)   (0.0077) 

Cyprus RCI 0.352879 
    -64.91096*   

49 
    (0.0000)   

Latvia 

RCI 0.034709 
    10.43944**   

62 
    (0.0354)   

SCI 0.118799 
    6.881972** -4.664505*** 

50 
    (0.0442) (0.0902) 

Lithuania ICI 0.080647 
  -5.267237***     

42 
  (0.0594)     

Source: own calculus 

Note: *significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; ***significant at 10% 

In order to have a more detailed analysis on the impact of the tax burden on business confidence, I 

will continue with a presentation of the estimation results of the adjusted validated regression models 

of each Member State. The results are summarized in Table 2. 

One result that I expected to find was an indirect relationship between the business confidence 

indices and the different types of tax burden. And my expectations were fulfilled in the case of most 

Member States for which I validated regression models. However, the results vary from one country 

to the other; therefore I will comment on the results obtained for each Member State in turn.  

In Bulgaria, the indirect tax policy has a direct and positive impact on business confidence in the 

construction (CCI). In spite of the small value of the R2 coefficient, which was to be expected, I can 

conclude that an increase in indirect taxation can lead to an increase in business confidence in the 
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construction sector. This result can be attributed to the fact that the managers might see an increase in 

indirect taxation as a guarantee that direct taxation will not be increased. Also, managers might 

expect to be able to shift the additional indirect tax burden onto their clients and not be affected by 

the increase in indirect taxation. 

For the Czech Republic, I can conclude that indirect taxation positively influences business 

confidence in the industrial sector (ICI). The positive value of the coefficient that determines the 

indirect tax burden is relatively large (43.443) and it is significant at a 10% level. This leads to a 

considerable influence that the indirect taxation has on business confidence in the industrial sector. 

Business confidence in the retail sector (RCI) is negatively influenced by the social security policy. 

An increase in social security contributions would lead to larger tax expenses for the company, which 

would cause a decrease in business confidence for the retail sector in the Czech Republic. 

In Denmark, the social security policy negatively impact business confidence in the construction 

sector (CCI), while direct taxation has a positive impact on the same sector. The result for social 

security contributions was to be expected, but the outcome of the research for direct taxation is 

surprising. An increase in direct taxation leads to an increase in business confidence in the 

construction sector. This positive impact of direct taxation also appears when the services sector is 

analyzed. But for the business confidence in the services sector I also find a negative impact of 

indirect taxation. Therefore an increase in direct taxation is seen as favourable by the managers, while 

an increase in indirect taxation is seen as unfavourable. The explanation for this perception might be 

due to the fact that Denmark is one of the northern countries of Europe, where most of the tax income 

comes from direct taxation. Therefore, managers might be used to high direct taxation, but might 

perceive increases in indirect taxation as bad signs.  

Most of the research results for Germany are as I expected: an increase in indirect taxation leads to a 

decrease in business confidence in the services sector (SCI), while an increase in social security 

contributions leads to a decrease of business confidence in both the construction sector (CCI) and in 

the services sector. The conclusion for direct taxation is, however, similar to that presented for 

Denmark: direct taxation positively influences business confidence in both the construction and in the 

services sectors. Another noticeable result is the fact that the model for the services sector in 

Germany is the only one where all three types of tax burden Ire retained in the final validated model. 

For the services sector, taxation accounts for almost 26% of the perception of managers regarding the 

future development for their sector of activity. 

The research results for Greece show a positive impact of direct taxation and a negative impact of 

indirect taxation on business confidence in the industrial sector (ICI). The impact of indirect taxation 

is almost double that of direct taxation, which is not surprising in a country that relies mostly on 

indirect tax revenues. However, all conclusions regarding Greece must be considered with caution 

because for this country only 34 observations were available and this might have a negative impact 

on the results. 

In France, there is a negative impact of the social security policy on business confidence in the retail 

sector (RCI). For this country, on the one hand I have the largest number of observations for any of 

the EU Member States (118 observations); on the other hand, the value of R2 is only 4.6%, which 

means that less than 5% of the managers’ confidence in the retail sector is based on taxation. 

According to the research results, in Croatia, there is a negative impact of direct taxation on business 

confidence in both the industrial (ICI) and in the construction sectors (CCI). In spite of the high level 

of the R
2
 coefficient for both models, any conclusion for Croatia should be drawn with considerable 

reservations due to the very small number of observations available for this EU Member States (only 

10 observations).  

In Italy there is a negative impact of the social security policy on business confidence in both the 

industrial (ICI) and the construction sectors (CCI). However, the impact is much more pronounced in 

the industrial sector than it is in the construction sector. What is surprising about the results for Italy 

is the positive impact of direct taxation on business confidence in the construction sector. This result 
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is similar to the results obtained for the construction sectors in Germany and Denmark. Still, the 

impact of direct taxation on business confidence in Italy is much less pronounced that in Germany or 

Denmark. 

The research for Cyprus leads to a significantly negative impact of indirect taxation on business 

confidence in the retail sector (RCI). This means than even the slightest increase in indirect taxes will 

lead to a severe decrease of business confidence in this sector. The regression model has a R
2
 

coefficient of 0.35 and the research was conducted on sufficient observations, which lends credibility 

to the conclusions. 

The results for Latvia show a negative impact of the social security policy on business confidence in 

the services sector (SCI). However, there is also a positive impact of indirect taxation on business 

confidence in the retail and services sectors (SCI). The explanation for these results might be similar 

to that previously discussed for Bulgaria. The managers might see this as the lesser of two evils (an 

increase in indirect taxes is preferable to an increase in direct taxes) and they might think it will be 

possible to shift the additional tax burden to the end-consumer instead of bearing it themselves.  

Direct taxation has a negative impact on business confidence in the industrial sector in Lithuania. 

Even if the coefficient that determines the direct tax burden is significant at a level of 10%, the value 

of R
2
 is only 8%. This value is acceptable for this study, but it shows that the influence of direct 

taxation on the perception of managers in the industrial sector is nevertheless limited. 

In Luxembourg, the research results showed a strong negative impact of the social security policy on 

business confidence in the construction sector (ICI). Also, direct taxation has a positive impact on 

business confidence in the construction sector. This result is similar to those obtained for Denmark 

and Germany. The value of the R
2
 coefficient is 19%, one of the largest for all the validated models, 

which leads to the conclusion that managers in Luxembourg consider taxation important when 

making predictions about the future of their company and their business sector. 

The research results for Hungary revealed a negative impact of the direct taxation policy on business 

confidence in the construction sector (CCI). However, when I analyzed business confidence in the 

services sector (SCI), the estimations showed a positive impact of the social security policy. This 

means that an increase in social security contributions could lead to an increase in business 

confidence in the services sector in Hungary. This result is even more revealing when linked to the 

fact that the services sector accounts for more of the Hungarian GDP than any of the other sectors of 

the economy. 

When it comes to the results I obtained for Austria, I could only adjust and validate one regression 

model. This showed a negative impact of direct taxation on business confidence in the services sector 

(SCI) in Austria. Therefore an increase in direct taxes could lead to a decrease of business confidence 

in this sector of the economy. However, it must also be noted that R2 is only approximately 5%, 

which means that direct taxation only accounts for a small part of the variations in business 

confidence in Austria. 

The data for Poland lead us to conclude that an increase in direct taxation could cause a decrease in 

business confidence in the services sector (SCI). Furthermore, the results also showed a positive 

impact of the indirect tax policy on business confidence in the construction sector (CCI). This is 

similar to the findings for Latvia, the Czech Republic and Bulgaria. The explanation might be similar: 

managers of companies in this sector prefer increases in indirect taxation to those in direct taxation. 

Slovenia is the only European Union Member State for which I could reach conclusions for all the 

four sectors of the economy that I included in this analysis. The social security policy has a negative 

impact on all the four sectors. Therefore, any increase in social security contributions could lead to a 

decrease of business confidence in the industrial, construction, retail and services sectors in Slovenia.  

The results for Slovakia were somewhat surprising: direct taxation has a negative impact on the 

confidence of managers in the industrial sector (ICI), but it has a positive impact on business 

confidence in the retail (RCI) and services sectors (SCI). This type of result underlines the 
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complexity of any tax policy decision. The same tax measure can be seen as a positive signal by the 

companies in one sector, but it might be perceived as unfavourable by other sectors of the same 

economy. 

The research conducted on data collected from Finland showed a positive impact of indirect taxation 

on business confidence in the retail sector (RCI). This is a similar result to that present for Latvia, for 

the same sector of activity. As Finland relies mainly on direct taxation, perhaps managers perceive 

increases in indirect taxation as a signal that the direct tax burden will diminish in the future because 

it is being shifted to the indirect taxes. 

Business confidence in the industrial sector (ICI) in Sweden is negatively linked to indirect taxation. 

The data from Greece showed the same connection for the same business sector. The value of the 

coefficient that determines the indirect tax burden is quite large, but this is outbalanced by the small 

value of R2, less that 5%.  

The overall conclusion for the European Union is that, in spite of the fact that changes in taxation 

levels clearly impact business confidence, I cannot establish any rules that would be valid in all the 

Member States. Each change in the tax burden impacts every Member State in a unique way. The 

only conclusions that can be drawn are for each Member State individually and not for the EU as a 

whole. 

Conclusions 

In the current study I tried to establish if managers take tax policy into consideration when 

anticipating the evolution of their company and of their business sector. In order to answer this 

research question I used regression model estimation based on business confidence indices for the 

industrial, construction, retail and services sectors as Ill as tax burden information for direct taxation, 

indirect taxation and social security contributions. 

The analysis was conducted for all the current 28 Member States of the European Union. However, 

the results pointed to different conclusions for different countries, therefore I have no single answer 

for the entire European Union. I can only reach conclusions for certain groups of states and, 

sometimes, for only one Member State. 

One group of Member States is that where, according to the results, taxation does not influence 

managers’ perception of their business environment. This group includes: Belgium, Estonia, Ireland, 

Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Spain and the United Kingdom. I believe that there can 

be two possible explanations for these results: either the tax legislation is very stale, with few changes 

and therefore it is unlikely to cause any surprising changes in the business environment; or the 

opposite is true: the tax legislation is very unstable and the changes are so frequent that the managers 

cannot anticipate them in any way. 

For all the other Member States that were not included in the first group I could reach conclusion 

regarding the influence of tax policy on business confidence for at least one of the sectors that I 

included in the analysis. In most cases an increase in taxation would lead to a decrease in business 

confidence: a higher direct tax burden would have a negative impact on business confidence in 

Croatia, Lithuania, Hungary, Austria, Poland and Slovakia; an increase in indirect taxes would 

negatively impact business confidence in Denmark, Germany, Greece, Cyprus and Sweden; higher 

social security contributions could diminish business confidence in the Czech Republic, Denmark, 

Germany, France, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Slovenia and Finland. As an overall conclusion, the 

social security tax burden seems to have the greatest impact on business confidence in European 

countries. 

The research results also showed that in some of the European Union Member States, taxation has a 

positive impact on business confidence in certain sectors of the economy. The dependent variables 

(business confidence indices) are based on qualitative data provided by the managers of companies 

that are active in a certain sector. Therefore, sometimes managers perceive increases in a particular 
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type of tax burden as favourable or perhaps they only consider it to be the lesser of two evils (e.g. the 

manager would rather have an increase in the indirect taxes that have one in direct taxes). 

There is a clear need for more extensive research on the influence of taxation on business confidence, 

with more clear-cut conclusions and using a variety of research methods. The study has barely 

scratched the surface of establishing and describing the relationship between the tax burden and the 

perception of managers regarding the future evolution of their company and their business sector. 
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Annexes  

Annex 1 

Table 3: the impact of taxation on the ICI 

Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R
2
 No. obs. 

1 Belgium 
-0.222826 -0.30381 -1.82075 -1.2716 

0.034 78 
(0.2733) (0.5929) (0.7351) (0.6703) 

2 Bulgaria 
-1.840555 -0.10249 -15.271 -13.834 

0.029713 50 
(0.3997) (0.9891) (0.5078) (0.654) 

3 Czech Rep 
0.051785 3.416475 44.72895 30.34183 

0.078671 50 
(0.9611) (0.5861) (0.095) (0.1462) 

4 Denmark 
0.320964 5.071845 17.28534 -0.29175 

0.054881 62 
(0.3551) (0.5117) (0.1848) (0.949) 

5 Germany 
0.851968 -9.63508 -6.21119 5.467676 

0.039728 50 
(0.4337) (0.5275) (0.8672) (0.8897) 

6 Estonia 
0.373092 1.893929 2.66339 3.280239 

0.028299 50 
(0.4913) (0.4092) (0.5899) (0.7547) 

7 Ireland 
-0.022556 0.100942 0.802041 14.17996 

1 4 
NA NA NA NA 

8 Greece 
0.177484 4.214382 -10.0102 6.454285 

0.18926 34 
(0.751) (0.0915) (0.0816) (0.2875) 

9 Spain 
-0.315241 -0.58225 -2.22312 17.94482 

0.07282 50 
(0.3136) (0.5698) (0.2422) (0.0657) 

10 France 
-0.141005 -0.04201 2.784669 -19.7534 

0.021988 118 
(0.6261) (0.9747) (0.1336) (0.1816) 

11 Croatia 
0.185785 -4.59025 5.65715 6.515901 

0.63583 10 
(0.4367) (0.0809) (0.1181) (0.1585) 

12 Italy 
-0.201138 0.612125 1.665273 -3.65498 

0.084763 50 
(0.2715) (0.3785) (0.7343) (0.0909) 

13 Cyprus 
0.385712 -0.2929 0.794802 -1.21956 

0.012846 50 
(0.3013) (0.7294) (0.7123) (0.5111) 

14 Latvia 
3.15E+15 3.34E+15 6.24E+16 1.84E+16 

0.026981 62 
(0.3537) (0.9227) (0.271) (0.7131) 

15 Lituania 
-0.142275 -5.7065 4.802126 -3.47527 

0.089064 42 
(0.8317) (0.0707) (0.6844) (0.6659) 
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Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R
2
 No. obs. 

16 Luxembourg 
-0.610204 10.75823 -3.02004 -78.0503 

0.209657 50 
(0.348) (0.0397) (0.8656) (0.0027) 

17 Hungary 
-0.044627 1.411125 8.402435 7.011352 

0.056162 62 
(0.9213) (0.816) (0.263) (0.2872) 

18 Malta 
-1.577108 1.766303 -8.48909 4.448305 

0.024181 47 
(0.1831) (0.6829) (0.4081) (0.6819) 

19 Netherlands 
-0.591831 0.232906 -7.66781 -4.70253 

0.034701 62 
(0.2957) (0.9526) (0.3532) (0.497) 

20 Austria 
-1.06236 -2.63998 -29.6281 14.25046 

0.068332 50 
(0.2403) (0.7475) (0.423) (0.1821) 

21 Poland 
-0.177228 -0.37894 1.474969 1.353276 

0.046044 50 
(0.2144) (0.4988) (0.4068) (0.2512) 

22 Portugal 
0.120913 0.883617 0.163454 -3.69529 

0.008208 61 
(0.8279) (0.5937) (0.9835) (0.6562) 

23 Romania 
-0.794497 1.061246 5.592315 -1.34839 

0.046575 50 
(0.2613) (0.6046) (0.2541) (0.7837) 

24 Slovenia 
-0.17836 -3.25727 -7.8265 -12.5901 

0.123678 62 
(0.5558) (0.2972) (0.1578) (0.018) 

25 Slovakia 
-0.185509 -39.4577 -4.02052 -23.6758 

0.074958 61 
(0.9398) (0.0915) (0.8757) (0.5393) 

26 Finland 
0.751463 7.141719 -13.0236 -44.1103 

0.067994 62 
(0.4114) (0.1494) (0.5617) (0.0481) 

27 Sweden 
-0.017408 27.95147 -69.7857 9.586366 

0.160078 62 
(0.9799) (0.1175) (0.0099) (0.4263) 

28 UK 
-1.525939 7.660251 39.86942 1.502851 

0.037196 78 
(0.067) (0.137) (0.1802) (0.9419) 

 

Annex 2  

Table 4: the impact of taxation on the CCI 

Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

1 Belgium 
-0.06759 -0.04409 0.603278 -2.43023 

0.040154 78 
(0.5923) (0.9007) (0.857) (0.1934) 

2 Bulgaria 
-0.154513 0.234888 3.202597 -1.86189 

0.17246 50 
(0.1222) (0.4917) (0.0034) (0.1869) 

3 Czech Rep 
-0.427752 2.238074 0.454308 -5.17866 

0.06224 50 
(0.1516) (0.2024) (0.9506) (0.36850 

4 Denmark -0.334399 8.923192 -2.32076 -6.5854 0.118473 62 
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Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

(0.1234) (0.0665) (0.7728) (0.0231) 

5 Germany 
-0.981985 13.4639 -14.6219 -44.1973 

0.174081 50 
(0.0215) (0.0244) (0.3057) (0.005) 

6 Estonia 
-0.09894 1.286172 -0.02721 1.982172 

0.035656 50 
(0.6837) (0.21380 (0.9902) (0.674) 

7 Ireland 
-0.040314 0.15766 0.43528 4.755222 

1 4 
NA NA NA NA 

8 Greece 
-0.947553 2.455546 -7.04779 9.447983 

0.118796 34 
(0.1485) (0.3853) (0.2798) (0.17930 

9 Spain 
0.088447 -0.2287 0.362923 0.132486 

0.008867 50 
(0.6462) (0.718) (0.756) (0.9821) 

10 France 
-0.408434 -0.06181 -1.12718 -10.7114 

0.014376 118 
(0.2662) (0.9706) (0.6302) (0.5662) 

11 Croatia 
0.006931 -1.02536 0.167253 0.31737 

0.597265 10 
(0.8621) (0.0341) (0.7638) (0.6633) 

12 Italy 
-0.106205 0.648933 -1.00468 -1.71211 

0.244702 50 
(0.0235) (0.0005) (0.4159) (0.0023) 

13 Cyprus 
-0.947263 0.549423 0.057459 0.590239 

0.006064 49 
(0.075) (0.6424) (0.9846) (0.8215) 

14 Latvia 
-0.05103 3.371046 -5.0895 0.438055 

0.097461 62 
(0.8114) (0.1257) (0.1574) (0.8898) 

15 Lituania 
0.500299 -1.10302 12.46054 -7.25222 

0.038286 42 
(0.4658) (0.7267) (0.3044) (0.3793) 

16 Luxembourg 
-0.13472 -0.99144 -3.99814 -4.40321 

0.095973 50 
(0.2941) (0.3278) (0.2594) (0.3698) 

17 Hungary 
-0.203059 -2.59834 0.570092 -2.3277 

0.194419 62 
(0.0522) (0.0639) (0.7377) (0.123) 

18 Malta 
-5.10551 -15.6409 -40.2167 59.18653 

0.059958 25 
(0.3816) (0.6229) (0.4163) (0.2961) 

19 Netherlands 
0.084137 -1.43249 4.023704 -2.25204 

0.025375 62 
(0.723) (0.3869) (0.2483) (0.4401) 

20 Austria 
-11.1049 -218.39 944.683 -0.2127 

0.080801 50 
(0.4621) (0.1169) (0.131) (0.999) 

21 Poland 
-0.082217 -0.32421 1.850772 0.632641 

0.110586 50 
(0.2858) (0.2863) (0.0582) (0.3203) 

22 Portugal 
-0.158373 0.320178 -0.98556 -0.10636 

0.027925 62 
(0.0669) (0.2123) (0.4192) (0.9329) 

23 Romania -0.619482 0.85128 1.258289 -1.67907 0.018734 50 
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Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

(0.0664) (0.3798) (0.5843) (0.4696) 

24 Slovenia 
0.181557 1.207654 1.112071 -9.06879 

0.184897 49 
(0.3328) (0.5219) (0.7385) (0.0046) 

25 Slovakia 
-0.376208 -3.86617 -3.76778 -5.80536 

0.112003 62 
(0.2551) (0.2168) (0.277) (0.2663) 

26 Finland 
0.638644 11.88243 -43.7543 -14.307 

0.095221 62 
(0.6572) (0.1285) (0.2186) (0.6794) 

27 Sweden 
-0.60415 11.63151 13.36068 3.483852 

0.034527 62 
(0.3998) (0.5258) (0.624) (0.7797) 

28 UK 
-0.516492 1.485326 -1.51828 4.823518 

0.033993 78 
(0.2164) (0.5653) (0.919) (0.6433) 

 

Annex 3  

Table 5: The impact of taxation on the RCI 

Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

1 Belgium 
-0.924469 3.766449 -61.9439 17.39831 

0.044817 78 
(0.4664) (0.2906) (0.0686) (0.3528) 

2 Bulgaria 
0.323901 -0.35283 -2.91571 -2.54906 

0.074548 50 
(0.279) (0.7312) (0.3556) (0.5457) 

3 Czech Rep 
0.214222 0.698951 1.026266 -8.19342 

0.214155 50 
(0.1321) (0.4009) (0.7688) (0.0041) 

4 Denmark 
1.854971 -61.9974 9.034135 0.884023 

0.107439 17 
(0.2262) (0.2381) (0.8347) (0.9764) 

5 Germany 
-0.277201 4.686928 -2.32657 -11.7752 

0.048832 50 
(0.2218) (0.1423) (0.7627) (0.1546) 

6 Estonia 
0.031832 0.608662 1.005886 -0.68352 

0.074932 50 
(0.81) (0.2799) (0.4067) (0.7902) 

7 Ireland 
0.342793 -1.38032 -3.06327 0.581122 

1 4 
NA NA NA NA 

8 Greece 
-2.016177 4.236745 17.19578 -8.12686 

0.058475 34 
(0.272) (0.5938) (0.3486) (0.6779) 

9 Spain 
-0.078603 0.1088 -0.79615 -1.35432 

0.038591 50 
(0.6033) (0.8266) (0.3868) (0.7708) 

10 France 
-0.242547 -0.10203 1.063363 -15.7388 

0.067184 118 
(0.0284) (0.8389) (0.1303) (0.0055) 

11 Croatia 
-0.616212 -5.63497 4.874162 10.64237 

0.21731 10 
(0.3735) (0.4052) (0.6044) (0.3955) 
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Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

12 Italy 
-0.829316 -2.07899 13.74985 6.402049 

0.02182 49 
(0.268) (0.4589) (0.495) (0.4585) 

13 Cyprus 
-1.391891 2.82284 -65.7629 -4.15719 

0.363952 49 
(0.5507) (0.5924) (0) (0.7214) 

14 Latvia 
0.402834 4.271765 11.38356 -3.4633 

0.099787 62 
(0.1767) (0.1601) (0.0241) (0.4297) 

15 Lituania 
-0.133777 1.336067 -0.52456 -2.35581 

0.065114 42 
(0.6356) (0.3076) (0.9159) (0.4878) 

16 Luxembourg 
NA NA NA NA 

NA NA 
NA NA NA NA 

17 Hungary 
-1.101166 -14.012 -17.9351 21.57637 

0.047694 62 
(0.2602) (0.2858) (0.2673) (0.1303) 

18 Malta 
-4.171457 -7.75144 48.31859 10.71898 

0.217746 13 
(0.2836) (0.7561) (0.3173) (0.8407) 

19 Netherlands 
-0.561892 2.860694 2.626256 5.606721 

0.060387 61 
(0.1286) (0.26) (0.6207) (0.214) 

20 Austria 
-0.458039 -6.40629 30.79993 1.019982 

0.066197 50 
(0.3338) (0.1413) (0.1164) (0.8543) 

21 Poland 
-0.223403 -1.57558 5.750717 -3.57002 

0.199609 50 
(0.4298) (0.1615) (0.1082) (0.1307) 

22 Portugal 
-0.450645 -0.21549 -11.7588 4.238503 

0.057313 62 
(0.3951) (0.8916) (0.123) (0.5888) 

23 Romania 
0.762916 0.23476 -0.89603 -3.57712 

0.066722 50 
(0.1357) (0.8733) (0.7981) (0.3138) 

24 Slovenia 
0.427103 3.630665 0.68305 -12.7131 

0.10597 62 
(0.2055) (0.2944) (0.9107) (0.0304) 

25 Slovakia 
0.814155 7.532195 -4.9659 -7.00041 

0.159666 62 
(0.0297) (0.0334) (0.2002) (0.2302) 

26 Finland 
-0.117597 3.314373 16.71461 -1.09309 

0.148372 62 
(0.6792) (0.0336) (0.0194) (0.8729) 

27 Sweden 
-0.324177 5.224881 -1.84544 2.531319 

0.023013 62 
(0.3705) (0.5718) (0.8931) (0.687) 

28 UK 
-2.451271 23.62719 98.96891 9.960381 

0.03665 78 
(0.3544) (0.1521) (0.298) (0.8802) 
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Annex 4  

Table 6: The impact of taxation on the SCI 

Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

1 Belgium 
0.578208 0.847841 19.82686 -10.833 

0.050012 78 
(0.29) (0.5788) (0.1728) (0.1795) 

2 Bulgaria 
1.678345 2.147752 -5.29193 -22.9766 

0.030377 49 
(0.3858) (0.7444) (0.7932) (0.3967) 

3 Czech Rep 
0.00253 0.04948 -0.13903 0.063727 

0.007043 49 
(0.8994) (0.6778) (0.7796) (0.8686) 

4 Denmark 
-0.199071 22.5251 -20.9057 -6.70864 

0.3807 17 
(0.5622) (0.0718) (0.051) (0.3371) 

5 Germany 
0.093077 5.392517 -18.7105 -19.4401 

0.261908 50 
(0.6101) (0.0394) (0.0042) (0.005) 

6 Estonia 
0.089369 1.542844 0.649596 -0.60719 

0.071425 49 
(0.7236) (0.1522) (0.7759) (0.9002) 

7 Ireland 
-0.00112 0.026244 0.073925 -0.00879 

0.039855 50 
(0.9222) (0.3322) (0.2412) (0.9728) 

8 Greece 
0.061121 1.453761 1.440651 -5.23398 

0.052887 34 
(0.9081) (0.5305) (0.7862) (0.3615) 

9 Spain 
-0.394781 1.648298 1.970709 -19.3035 

0.104691 50 
(0.2167) (0.1185) (0.308) (0.0524) 

10 France 
0.279927 -0.67311 -2.46266 -3.38854 

0.025269 106 
(0.4313) (0.7041) (0.2718) (0.8516) 

11 Croatia 
-6.681636 -91.0248 -16.6712 -93.2987 

0.577219 10 
(0.1763) (0.0777) (0.7926) (0.2829) 

12 Italy 
0.781315 -3.11033 -7.35353 10.52604 

0.025991 50 
(0.4155) (0.3949) (0.7758) (0.3496) 

13 Cyprus 
0.073997 0.205449 -0.15758 -1.2596 

0.043978 49 
(0.703) (0.6398) (0.8867) (0.1984) 

14 Latvia 
-0.006229 2.924195 7.561287 -6.73027 

0.149716 50 
(0.9777) (0.2028) (0.0309) (0.0377) 

15 Lithuania 
-0.371353 1.51026 -8.56298 0.834786 

0.06107 42 
(0.3358) (0.3956) (0.21) (0.8562) 

16 Luxembourg 
NA NA NA NA 

NA NA 
NA NA NA NA 

17 Hungary 
-0.038181 -6.94055 -14.8626 20.03162 

0.130112 50 
(0.9519) (0.4203) (0.1341) (0.0238) 

18 Malta 1.43857 -1.39292 -9.06638 -2.19918 0.092391 29 
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Country Intercept DTR ITR SSC R2 No. obs. 

(0.157) (0.7179) (0.2897) (0.7981) 

19 Netherlands 
-0.917782 4.986688 0.626037 2.267285 

0.019701 62 
(0.3013) (0.4186) (0.9613) (0.8344) 

20 Austria 
0.396819 -3.95534 10.32501 2.842555 

0.098903 50 
(0.0524) (0.0349) (0.2132) (0.2321) 

21 Poland 
0.303096 -1.55042 0.970458 0.490743 

0.090732 46 
(0.1621) (0.0708) (0.7164) (0.7804) 

22 Portugal 
-0.616216 1.940406 -2.30314 -1.26332 

0.025435 62 
(0.2619) (0.2383) (0.768) (0.8761) 

23 Romania 
0.415277 -0.282 0.877468 0.992305 

0.01732 49 
(0.2754) (0.7959) (0.7354) (0.7057) 

24 Slovenia 
-0.17044 -0.00729 -1.02231 -9.19642 

0.141996 49 
(0.4122) (0.9972) (0.7822) (0.0092) 

25 Slovakia 
0.103791 5.516681 2.483306 -0.71103 

0.135228 50 
(0.6608) (0.0207) (0.3643) (0.8628) 

26 Finland 
0.388351 1.602946 -2.52126 -10.8455 

0.015463 62 
(0.4221) (0.5376) (0.8316) (0.3518) 

27 Sweden 
0.491257 1.864271 -18.0866 3.560375 

0.032654 62 
(0.1745) (0.8391) (0.1887) (0.5691) 

28 UK 
0.061368 0.640472 5.0996 3.990814 

0.041007 70 
(0.6877) (0.5004) (0.3508) (0.3119) 
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Abstract 

The article focuses on assessing the differences between Russian  regions in terms of shadow 

economy level, these are important to take into account when studying such phenomena as behavior 

of taxpayers, tax compliance and tax evasion. The purpose of this article is to find differences in the 

level of the shadow economy between the regions of the Russian Federation and to specify their 

impact on the methodology for carrying out experimental studies into the behavior of taxpayers. 

Experimental study methods of behavior of taxpayers have been widely used since the second quarter 

of the 20th century, but most of the described tax experiments relate to European countries and the 

USA, which have a relatively high level of tax compliance and tax discipline. The study of the 

behavior of taxpayers in countries with a different level of tax discipline, in particular in Russia, may 

be of interest. To take into account the differences in the scale of tax evasion and the level of the 

shadow economy in different regions of Russia, a methodology was developed to measure the size of 

the shadow economy in the regions on the basis of a comparison of statistical and tax reporting data. 

The data presented show the heterogeneity of the Russian regions in terms of shadow sector share, as 

well as the heterogeneity of entrepreneurs and the population of different regions in their tendency to 

evade taxes. These circumstances should be taken into account when conducting tax experiments in 

various regions of the country. 

 

Keywords: tax experiment, tax compliance, tax evasion, behavior of taxpayer, shadow economy. 

 

Introduction 

 

Studies of taxpayers' behavior, factors influencing tax compliance and tax evasion occupy an 

important place in modern studies on taxation (Nevzorova et al. (2016)). At the same time, the central 

methodology of such a studies is tax experiments that have been actively developing since the last 

quarter of the 20th century.   

 

Experience of tax experiments in Russia is rather scarce. At the same time, the potential for studying 

the specifics of taxpayers' behavior and honesty in terms of tax morale in Russia is quite vast and can 

have its application, among other things, in certain aspects of tax incentives (e.g. Koroleva, 2016: 

Balandina et al, 2016, Troyanskaya, 2017), including regional level (Pinskaya 2016). At the same 

time, it is conditioned  by the scale of the shadow economy not least of all. It should be noted that the 

shadow economy (boundaries of which often remain blurred - Bykov et al., 2015) is an indispensable 

attribute of modern society. There is economic activity in every country that is banned or does not get 

official registration by authorities it yet exist. As can be seen from the data presented in Fig. 1, the 

shadow sector has bee revealed in the economies of the most economically developed countries of the 

world, yet to a smaller degree than in the developing countries.  
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Fig. 1: Weighted average size of the shadow economy in 

 

Schneider et al. (2010) note, that

burden is among the main causes for the existence of the shadow economy. 

direct connection between the size of the shadow economy and the tax burden is not obvious, which 

does not exclude the possibility of finding another characteristic of the tax system or even the system 

of public finances as a whole that affects the scale of the shadow economy. In particular, it is rather 

unagruable that there is a connection between shadow economy and tax evasion, and tax experiments 

can indirectly help to reveal the motivation to the latter.

 

Even though the effects of shadow economy and tax evasion are studied for the state as a whole

including such studies for international comparisons

opinion, regional peculiarities of the analyzed phenomena can be of considerable interest.

is that conducting tax experiments is complicated because of different habits in terms of tax evasion 

in large countries, characterized by heterogeneous population and economic entities. The results of 

tax experiments in countries such as Russia

distorted if differences in the scale of tax evasion and the accompanying differences in the level of 

the shadow economy that exist in different regions of the country are not taken into account.

particular, the results of tax experiments conducted in regions with a high level of shadow economy 

will be unrepresentative in regions with a low shadow economy. Therefore, in order to increase the 

reliability of the results, tax experiments should be

different levels of the shadow economy, and the obtained data should be adjusted taking into account 

regional differences in population's tendency to evade taxes. 

 

The purpose of this article is to find difference

regions and to specify their impact on the methodology for carrying out experimental studies into the 

behavior of taxpayers.  

   

Studying Taxpayers' Behavior in Experiments

In the second half of the 20th century, there was a significant development of studies into economic 

behavior under conditions of instability, a comprehension of the adequacy of the basic premise about 

the rationality of economic subjects. This also becomes reflected in the studies of t

In the early 1970s, theoretical models of rational behavior of taxpayers arise, the beginning of which 

is associated with classical works

which are soon supplemented by experim

experiment that has become classic

 

Modern literature extensively describes the methodology and results of various tax experiments 

aimed at studying the behavior of taxpayers and elucidating the factors, causes and motivations of tax 

evasion and tax compliance. Experiments can be combined according to different criteria. First of all, 
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note, that in almost all studies it has been ascertained that the overall tax 

burden is among the main causes for the existence of the shadow economy. At the same time, the 

direct connection between the size of the shadow economy and the tax burden is not obvious, which 

does not exclude the possibility of finding another characteristic of the tax system or even the system 

at affects the scale of the shadow economy. In particular, it is rather 

unagruable that there is a connection between shadow economy and tax evasion, and tax experiments 

can indirectly help to reveal the motivation to the latter. 

f shadow economy and tax evasion are studied for the state as a whole

international comparisons (e.g. Bykov and Frotscher (2016))

opinion, regional peculiarities of the analyzed phenomena can be of considerable interest.

is that conducting tax experiments is complicated because of different habits in terms of tax evasion 

in large countries, characterized by heterogeneous population and economic entities. The results of 

tax experiments in countries such as Russia and countries similar in their regional differences will be 

distorted if differences in the scale of tax evasion and the accompanying differences in the level of 

the shadow economy that exist in different regions of the country are not taken into account.

particular, the results of tax experiments conducted in regions with a high level of shadow economy 

will be unrepresentative in regions with a low shadow economy. Therefore, in order to increase the 

reliability of the results, tax experiments should be simultaneously conducted in regions with 

different levels of the shadow economy, and the obtained data should be adjusted taking into account 

regional differences in population's tendency to evade taxes.  

The purpose of this article is to find differences in the level of shadow economy among R

regions and to specify their impact on the methodology for carrying out experimental studies into the 

Taxpayers' Behavior in Experiments 

century, there was a significant development of studies into economic 

behavior under conditions of instability, a comprehension of the adequacy of the basic premise about 

the rationality of economic subjects. This also becomes reflected in the studies of taxpayers' behavior. 

In the early 1970s, theoretical models of rational behavior of taxpayers arise, the beginning of which 

is associated with classical works by Allingham and Sandmo (1972), as well as Yitzhaki (1974)

which are soon supplemented by experimental studies of this subject, in particular, in the tax 

experiment that has become classic (Freidland, Maital and Rutenberg (1978)) and subsequent ones.  

Modern literature extensively describes the methodology and results of various tax experiments 

d at studying the behavior of taxpayers and elucidating the factors, causes and motivations of tax 

compliance. Experiments can be combined according to different criteria. First of all, 
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in almost all studies it has been ascertained that the overall tax 

At the same time, the 

direct connection between the size of the shadow economy and the tax burden is not obvious, which 

does not exclude the possibility of finding another characteristic of the tax system or even the system 

at affects the scale of the shadow economy. In particular, it is rather 

unagruable that there is a connection between shadow economy and tax evasion, and tax experiments 

f shadow economy and tax evasion are studied for the state as a whole, 

(e.g. Bykov and Frotscher (2016)), in our 

opinion, regional peculiarities of the analyzed phenomena can be of considerable interest. The thing 

is that conducting tax experiments is complicated because of different habits in terms of tax evasion 

in large countries, characterized by heterogeneous population and economic entities. The results of 

and countries similar in their regional differences will be 

distorted if differences in the scale of tax evasion and the accompanying differences in the level of 

the shadow economy that exist in different regions of the country are not taken into account. In 

particular, the results of tax experiments conducted in regions with a high level of shadow economy 

will be unrepresentative in regions with a low shadow economy. Therefore, in order to increase the 

simultaneously conducted in regions with 

different levels of the shadow economy, and the obtained data should be adjusted taking into account 

level of shadow economy among Russian 

regions and to specify their impact on the methodology for carrying out experimental studies into the 
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with respect to subjects and objects studied in experiments. From this point of view, it is possible to 

separate experiments that consider the payment of personal and corporate taxes (it is important that 

the decisions taken by people are modeled anyway, therefore some researchers do not make 

corresponding differences). Within the framework of this article, we consider experiments related to 

the payment of personal income tax.    

 

The implemented experiments are summarized in reviews and meta-studies compiled on various 

parameters. A. Roth in Handbook of Experimental Economics (1995) suggest experiments’ 

classification according to “how they were motivated and to whom they were intended to be 

persuasive: “Speaking to Theorists”, “Searching for Facts”, “Whispering in the Ears of Princes”. The 

category “Speaking to Theorists” includes experiments designed to test the predictions of well-

articulated formal theories, and to observe unpredicted regularities, in a controlled environment that 

allows these observation to be unambiguously interpreted in relationship to the theory. They are part 

of dialogue between experimenters and theorists. The category “Searching for Facts” includes 

experiments studying the effect of variables about which existing theory may have little to say. Often 

these experiments are motivated by earlier experiments and are designed to isolate the cause of some 

observed regularity, by varying details of the way the experiments were conducted. Such experiments 

are part of the dialog that experiments carry on with one another. The category “Whispering in the 

Eras of Princes” deals with the dialogue between experiments and policymakers. These experiments 

might be motivated by the kind of question raised by regulatory agencies, about the effect of changes 

in the way some market is organized”.  

 

Togler (2002) summarizes more than 100 sources containing information on tax experiments from 

the categories “Speaking to Theorists” and “Searching for Facts” with main focus is on the social and 

institutional factors. Conclusion of this review was that holding the probability of penalty, the fine 

rate and taxpayer’s risk aversion constant, social and institutional factors systematically matter. Tax 

morale and tax compliance experiments have impressively shown that many taxpayers seem to have a 

more refined motivation structure than that assumed by traditional economics. 

 

Mascagni’s review (2017) aims to update Torgler’s review. 86 sources represent more experiments in 

the category "Whispering in the Ears of Princes". Moreover, Mascagni's review is contrasted with 

Torgler's review in the nature of the experiments: field experiments versus lab experiments.  

 

While the general requirements for experiments in the economy were formulated at the beginning of 

their active use (Smith, 1992), the advantages and disadvantages of laboratory experiments (the most 

frequently studied are students in artificial situations; about using student subjects in experimental 

research in more detail see Marriott, 2014) and field experiments (real subjects who are not informed 

of participation in the experiment, in a real environment, but under controlled conditions) are 

discussed a lot. In A. Kireenko's review (2015), which represents the main trends in the development 

of experimental methods in taxation, it is noted that the main criticism of laboratory experiments is 

related to the interpretation and generalization of their results, namely, that laboratory experiments 

are conducted in an artificial environment that is free from external factors; in contrast to the real 

situation, negative behavior does not bring financial losses to the participants; the behavior of 

students used as a convenient experimental environment may not correspond to the behavior of real 

taxpayers; most significant experiments can be costly and time consuming. It is noted that due to the 

use of the real environment, the results of field experiments are of greater credibility and value, but 

their procedure becomes complex and very expensive, therefore field experiments are more rare.  

 

The review by Hallsworth (2014), like Mascagni's review, is more focused on field tax experiments. 

The above chronology begins with an experiment conducted in 1967 in the USA, the next one 

followed in 1996, the remaining analyzed 21 experiments were conducted from 2001 to 2014. Thus, 

the investigation of tax behavior begins with laboratory experiments and is further supplemented by 

field experiments.  

 

The experiments provided an opportunity for extensive meta-analysis of their results, in particular 

Blackwell (2007), based on the regression of the results of 20 experiments carried out from 1978 to 
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2006, including 54,588 observations (the smallest number of observations in the described 

experiment was 74 (Togler, 2003), the largest was 13,440 (Beck et al., 1991)), with subjects from the 

United States, Central America, Europe and Israel, came to the following conclusions: raising either 

the fine rate or the probability of audit will increase tax compliance; increasing the return received 

upon a public good increases tax compliance; no clear results as to the impact of raising the tax rate 

on tax compliance.  

 

Hoffman et all (2017) present meta-analyses of survey studies which take into consideration the 

relationships between tax compliance and age, sex, education as well as income taking into account 

geographical regions. Results of  meta-analyses support the hypothesis that older taxpayers are more 

compliant than younger ones; women tend to hold higher tax compliance than men; individuals with 

lower education tend to be more tax compliant than highly educated taxpayers; income is to be 

negatively related to tax compliance. Although the examined sociodemographics correlate 

significantly with tax compliance their predictive power is limited for age and sex, and negligible for 

education and income.  

 

The study Hoffman et all (2017) highlights that the analysis of the results included a large number of 

countries. However, in the twentieth century description of tax experiments largely dominated by 

Europe and the USA (e.g. Zhang et al., 2016; Lefebvre et al., 2015; Alm et al 2017). Only in recent 

years, the general results included in comprehensive tax books (e.g. Kirchler, 2007) are 

complemented by a study of tax behavior in low- and middle-income countries, allowing researchers 

to draw a more global picture than ever before (see Mascagni). Tax behavior can become an 

important characteristic of financial systems (Lvova, 2016). 

 

As for Russia, it is interesting that the reviewed sources contain information about local field 

experiments, but not the laboratory ones (at the same time, there are separate studies devoted to the 

perception of various aspects of taxation, e.g. Lvova et al., 2016). Conducting tax experiments, 

according to the "classical" methods implemented in various countries, can have a high value both for 

studying taxation in Russia and for characterizing the national specifics of tax compliance and tax 

evasion. We agree that carrying out experiments in Russia may be of interest for comparative 

analysis, since most of the described tax experiments concern countries with a traditionally high level 

of tax compliance and tax discipline. It may be interesting to compare the results of similar 

experiments in countries with a traditionally low level of tax compliance (Kireenko, 2015). The 

results of tax experiments can be applied in various aspects of taxation in Russia, e.g. for personal 

income tax studies and so on.   

 

At the same time, experimental methods in taxation have one more fundamental, albeit obvious, 

difficulty, i.e. creating an adequate methodology. Actually, the improvement of experiments' 

methodology explains their rapidly growth and diversity. An important aspect of conducting a tax 

experiment is the representativeness of the selection being studied, which is of crucial importance for 

Russia territories of which have significant socio-economic differences. The advantages of 

conducting a tax experiment in several regions are obvious. However, this raises the question of the 

comparability of the data obtained, what implies the forming groups of regions or cities (Pashkus et 

al., 2015) with similar characteristics. In this case, the directions of the analysis can be, on the one 

hand, the joint examination of data in different regions with testing their homogeneity or their 

comparison with the results of other regions and the identification of their differences. Due to the 

strong negative correlation between the size of the shadow economy and the degree of the tax morale 

(Alm and Togler, 2005), we suggest using the indicator of the size of the shadow economy as a 

characteristic of regions for conducting tax experiments.  

Calculation of the shadow economy in Russian regions by the tax method 

There is a keen interest of researchers to study the causes and measure the scale of shadow economy. 

To date, economics has developed a significant number of methods for measuring the size of shadow 

economy. It should be noted that studies devoted to the assessment of shadow economy at the 

regional level are much less common than similar studies on a national scale.   
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The fact is that traditional methods of measuring shadow economy size at the regional level are not 

always able to provide a reliable data about the phenomenon due to the limited sources of 

information, and in some cases, a fragmented approach to the choice of the object of research. 

 

In order to overcome these limitations of shadow economy research at the regional level, we 

developed a methodology for measuring the size of shadow economy in Russian regions on the basis 

of a comparison of statistical and tax reporting data. This methodology is described in more detail in 

Fedotov et al., 2016 

 

Official information published by the Federal State Statistics Service (Rosstat) and the Federal Tax 

Service (FTS) is sufficient to identify the shadow share of gross regional product (GRP) in all 

Russian regions. We compared the aggregate GRP and its components, measured by Rosstat, to the 

size of the tax base for some taxes published by the Federal Tax Service, which in turn is a legal 

component of the GRP of the country's regions. The discrepancy between the data of national 

accounts and the indicators of tax reporting makes it possible to reveal the unobserved share of the 

GRP of a particular region of the country. A comparative analysis of these indicators was carried out 

for the period 2011-2015. Similar studies were conducted by O'Higgins (1989) in the UK in the 

previous century, however, not in the regional context but with regard to national indicators.  

 

As an indicator measuring the size of shadow economy, we chose the share of shadow economy in 

the gross regional product of every region of the country. The gross regional product is calculated by 

the production method as the difference between output and intermediate consumption. At the same 

time, Rosstat, analyzing the structure of GRP from the point of view of generating income, identifies 

three components forming the GRP: payroll fund, gross profit and net taxes on production. In this 

connection, the calculation of GRP can be carried out by the following formula [1]. 

 

��� = � + � + ��	
�   [1] 

      ��� – gross regional product; 

       � – wages of employees (excluding hidden wages and mixed incomes), i.e. legal wage (without 

the shadow one), but increased by the amount of contributions for compulsory social insurance funds; 

       � – gross profit of the economy and gross mixed incomes; 

       ��	
�  – net taxes on production, which include property tax of organizations, transport tax and 

land tax paid by legal entities, license fees. 

 

Of the three components of the GRP, the first (wage) and the third (taxes on production) are 

accounted for by Rosstat in its legal value. Wage (�) includes only the officially paid aggregate 

payroll for each subject of the Russian Federation, excluding the shadow salary paid in "envelopes" 

and other informal incomes. And the value of net taxes on production (��	
�) Rosstat calculates on 

the basis of the actual amount of tax revenue included in this group.  

 

The only part of the GRP, containing the informal economy's results of the Russian regions according 

to the Federal State Statistics Service, is the gross profit of the economy and gross mixed incomes 

(�), which together represent:  

1) legal profit of enterprises;  

2) hidden profits of enterprises (including financial performance of the informal economy and 

officially unregistered enterprises); 

3) hidden wages and other mixed incomes received informally.  

Therefore, we get the value of shadow economy of each region of the country by subtracting its legal 

component from the gross profit amount. We determined the size of legal profit of enterprises on the 

basis of the size of tax base, based, in its turn, on corporate profit tax, presented in the Report on the 

tax base and the structure of accruals on corporate profit tax (Form No. 5-P), compiled and published 

by the Federal Tax Service. The aggregate tax base for corporate profit tax is the total amount of 

profit received in the reporting year by the organizations of the region for which they reported to the 

tax authorities. The amount of profit that is not included in these data refers to the shadow results of 
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the organizations of the region. The data obtained allowed us to calculate the value of shadow 

economy in every Russian region using one of the two interchangeable formulas [2] and [3]. 

������ =
������

���
× 100 [2] 

где, ������ – share of the shadow economy in the GRP of the region,%; 

       ���� – legal profit included in the tax base for corporate profit tax; 

       ��� – gross regional product; 

       ������  – share of the shadow economy in the GRP of the region,%; 

       ����  – legal profit included in the tax base for corporate profit tax; 

       �  – employees' remuneration; 

       ��	
�   – net taxes on production; 

 

 ������ =
���������� �����

���
× 100  [3] 

где, ������ – share of the shadow economy in the GRP of the region,%; 

       ��� – gross regional product; 

       � – employees' remuneration; 

       ��	
�–  net taxes on production; 

       ���� – legal profit included in the tax base for corporate profit tax. 

 

The results of calculating the size of the shadow economy in the subjects of Russia are given in Tab. 

1. 

Table 1:  The size of shadow economy in the Russian regions in 2011-2015, calculated on the 

basis of deviation of taxable profit from gross profit,  % of GRP 

 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Central Federal District 26,8 22,3 29,0 34,1 31,9 

Belgorod Oblast 43,3 53,7 55,4 60,0 59,8 

Bryansk Oblast 20,6 48,7 47,6 48,4 51,7 

Vladimir Oblast 36,8 37,3 33,0 36,7 35,7 

Voronezh Oblast 46,7 46,8 46,1 50,0 50,4 

Ivanovo Oblast 38,7 35,3 36,3 31,5 35,5 

Kaluga Oblast 36,6 37,0 36,8 39,7 38,0 

Kostroma Oblast 45,0 40,5 38,4 40,1 41,4 

Kursk Oblast 39,5 39,9 36,6 40,0 42,0 

Lipetsk Oblast 44,6 36,7 43,7 38,4 39,7 

Moscow Oblast 35,3 32,9 33,2 30,6 35,0 

Oryol Oblast 43,6 43,2 44,7 45,2 49,5 

Ryazan Oblast 43,0 45,2 42,1 42,6 44,1 

Smolensk Oblast 37,8 41,5 42,3 43,3 38,9 

Tambov Oblast 52,1 52,3 54,0 59,9 60,3 

Tver Oblast 40,6 37,1 39,1 39,8 42,6 

Tula Oblast 42,0 38,8 40,7 41,5 44,9 

Yaroslavl Oblast 40,8 38,9 40,3 41,3 42,6 

Moscow 19,2 11,4 22,3 30,3 24,9 

North-West Federal District 29,1 31,8 31,6 37,7 33,9 

Republic of Karelia 30,8 32,6 43,9 38,9 40,6 

Komi Republic 29,6 41,3 48,4 46,5 47,5 
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Arhangelsk Oblast 37,2 39,8 36,3 38,1 37,0 

Vologda Oblast 37,8 38,0 43,1 47,4 45,1 

Kaliningrad Oblast 42,5 43,0 44,5 47,5 47,3 

Leningrad Oblast 44,6 45,2 43,0 29,3 27,6 

Novgorod Oblast 37,1 35,7 36,2 46,3 49,2 

Pskov Oblast 41,5 36,4 36,4 37,7 38,5 

Saint Petersburg 18,1 21,0 17,4 23,8 21,4 

Southern Federal District 47,2 48,6 50,3 53,4 53,1 

Republic of Adygea 52,9 54,0 52,4 52,2 54,2 

Republic of Kalmykia 47,1 51,0 52,6 55,8 55,5 

Krasnodar Krai 50,3 50,8 52,9 50,7 49,4 

Astrakhan Oblast 37,2 41,8 50,9 56,0 56,6 

Volgograd Oblast 43,4 50,7 53,1 56,6 53,2 

Rostov Oblast 46,6 44,7 43,3 45,2 46,5 

North-Caucasian Federal District 56,4 55,9 56,7 58,7 59,4 

Republic of Dagestan 74,6 74,0 75,3 76,6 76,6 

Republic of Ingushetia 45,3 41,5 48,7 53,0 51,4 

Kabardino-Balkaria Republic 61,7 62,2 58,7 59,4 59,8 

Karachay-Cherkess Republic 54,7 50,5 53,0 50,8 51,2 

Republic of North Ossetia-Alania 56,9 53,7 54,6 56,3 54,2 

Chechen Republic 51,3 50,0 48,4 51,5 52,2 

Stavropol Krai 42,1 42,3 42,6 45,1 48,0 

Volga Federal District 36,7 38,8 43,9 45,0 42,9 

Republic of Bashkortostan 42,4 48,0 48,3 48,4 46,3 

Mari El Republic 42,7 44,1 42,4 41,9 44,7 

Republic of Mordovia 40,9 43,2 22,1 46,4 46,8 

Republic of Tatarstan 34,4 32,7 44,0 43,7 39,7 

Udmurt Republic 29,1 27,5 37,3 40,9 38,6 

Chuvash Republic 46,7 45,1 43,0 42,9 43,7 

Perm Krai 33,3 40,4 41,6 48,7 43,3 

Kirov Oblast 38,7 35,5 33,3 36,4 37,6 

Nizhny Novgorod Oblast 36,4 41,8 40,4 42,1 38,1 

Orenburg Oblast 31,4 31,4 54,3 47,1 45,7 

Penza Oblast 46,2 45,9 47,5 48,4 51,3 

Samara Oblast 32,7 35,5 43,0 43,8 43,0 

Saratov Oblast 42,6 43,8 45,0 46,8 49,4 

Ulyanovsk Oblast 45,2 41,8 44,6 43,5 40,7 

Ural federal district 20,4 26,2 50,7 59,5 61,6 

Kurgan Oblast 45,5 44,2 47,7 45,5 44,8 

Sverdlovsk Oblast 38,3 36,4 38,2 37,0 39,4 

Tyumen Oblast 25,5 43,9 55,8 47,6 49,2 

Chelyabinsk Oblast 40,9 39,8 37,9 39,4 40,4 

Siberian Federal District 32,5 34,8 38,9 40,2 42,1 

Republic of Buryatia 43,1 43,2 42,9 43,5 44,9 

Tyva Republic 27,0 26,3 27,0 28,5 28,9 
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Republic of Khakassia 46,0 47,5 47,9 50,3 51,7 

Altai Krai 44,0 43,9 43,3 47,4 48,6 

Transbaikal Krai 39,7 32,6 29,4 29,0 28,6 

Krasnoyarsk Krai 19,3 26,3 36,2 36,3 46,5 

Irkutsk Oblast 31,1 32,7 33,6 37,9 36,8 

Kemerovo Oblast 32,8 33,5 33,7 38,1 39,0 

Novosibirsk Oblast 36,0 37,8 37,6 37,8 36,6 

Omsk Oblast 52,2 51,4 54,3 53,3 52,7 

Tomsk Oblast 30,0 29,8 48,3 47,3 45,7 

Far Eastern Federal District 44,4 43,4 44,5 46,8 46,1 

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 33,9 37,0 39,1 45,4 48,6 

Kamchatka Krai 27,2 26,3 22,9 21,4 22,9 

Primorsky Krai 46,6 43,7 42,0 42,9 44,6 

Khabarovsk Krai 32,3 29,3 33,5 33,8 31,6 

Amur Oblast 33,2 31,5 31,5 34,4 38,9 

Magadan Oblast 14,1 5,5 13,6 12,6 13,7 

Jewish Autonomous Oblast 48,7 46,8 44,6 43,5 46,2 

Prepared by the authors on The electronic supplement to the collection "National accounts of Russia 

in 2011-2016" URL: http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/rosstat_main/rosstat/en/statistics/ 

publications/catalog/ doc_1135087050375 ; Report on the tax base and structure of corporate profit 

tax accruals (Form No. 5-P) - URL: http://www.nalog.ru/rn38/ 

related_activities/statistics_and_analytics/ forms /. 

 

As can be seen from data in Tab. 1, Russian regions vary significantly in terms of the level of shadow 

economy. If in the Magadan Region in 2015 the shadow sector amounted to 13.7% of GRP, it 

reached 76.6% in the Republic of Dagestan. The difference of regions according to the level of the 

shadow economy is illustrated in Fig. 2 where regions are grouped by the value of this indicator.  

 
Fig.2: Distribution of Russian regions by groups depending on the level of the shadow economy 

in 2015 

 

The data presented reveal the heterogeneity of the Russian regions in terms of shadow sector share, as 

well as the heterogeneity of entrepreneurs and the population of different regions in their tendency to 

evade taxes. These circumstances should be taken into account when conducting tax experiments in 

different regions of the country. 
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Conclusions 

The revealed differences in the shadow economy in Russian regions are of great importance for the 

experimental analysis of tax compliance, tax evasion, tax morale and, in general, the taxpayers' 

behavior. Differences in the level of the shadow economy in regions should be taken into account 

when interpreting the results of tax experiments that study the behavior of taxpayers. Since 

opportunistic tendencies of taxpayers, revealed by tax experiments, can be caused not by objective 

behavioral characteristics of the population of the whole country, but by specific socio-economic 

conditions that have developed in certain regions of the country. In particular, the tendency towards 

tax evasion and the high level of shadow economy in the North Caucasus regions of Russia are to a 

large extent stipulated by weak economic development and low living standards of the population of 

these regions. "Withdrawal into the shadows" and tax evasion is a certain way to "make ends meet" 

and ensure the profitability of local enterprises. This is the manifestation of the social function of the 

shadow economy, which, according to Peruvian scientist Hernando de Soto (2002), is to ensure 

employment in a poorly developed economy. 
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Abstract 

 

The authors have analyzed the major steps in the investment process of banks, typical mistakes 

investors make in terms of this process, and developed methods for hedging relevant risks by 

complex introduction of innovative financial instruments into the portfolio (coupon bearing federal 

loan bonds (OFZ-PK) and federal loan bonds with indexed face value (OFZ-IN)) and by using 

algorithms for flexible investment horizon of other innovations. 
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Introduction 

 

In Russia, commercial banks are historically strong players on the stock market. By using instruments 

of the stock market, they form investment portfolios not only to obtain profit, but also ensure the 

most important and one of the main indicators of their activity – paying capacity via liquidity of their 

investment portfolio (security portfolio). 

 

Today the specific weight of securities in the asset structure of a bank amounts to, on average, from 

15 to 40% [1], depending on the specifics of the bank activity and its investment policy. In turn, a 

number of aspects concerning the theory and practice of bank portfolio investment management 

should be further developed and improved. Primarily, it is about accounting the normative 

requirements for banking and real time operation mode on open markets. 

Investment activity of commercial banks in most publications is seen as a purely auxiliary tool of 

active operations, mainly aimed at maintaining the liquidity of banks and ensuring minimal returns on 

investment assets.  

This approach can be seen as reasonable in the periods of relative stability of economic systems. 

However, in the periods of high volatility of the main parameters of national economies and crisis 

phenomena of global nature, even such a conservative investment strategy of banks can prove to be 

inefficient. 

 

This situation, being the superposition of global economic processes starting from 2008, and political 

aspects, which started to aggravate at the end of 2013 – beginning of 2014, jointly resulted in the 

need for revising the tools and, to a large extent, methodology of investment operations of Russian 

banks. 

 

Methodology (basic algorithm) of investment process 

The following fundamental works by western economists should be mentioned in the context of the 

subject of this paper: G. Alexander, H. Markowitz, W. Sharpe, J. Mossin, J. Tobin, J. Lintner, R. 

Merton, M. Scholes, Z. Bodie, A. Keynes, E. Peters and among Russian economics – V Barkhatov, 

N. Berzon, A. Burenin, V. Milovidov, A. Shapkin, A. Abramov, V. Kazakov and other authors. 
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An investment process in its classical interpretation represents a decision taken by an investor about 

the securities in which investments are made, the amount and time of investment. The next 

procedure, including five steps, is the basis of the investment process: 

 

The first step – formalization of investment policy - includes determination of the investor’s goals 

and volume of invested money. The goals of investment must be formulated given both yield and 

risk. 

 

The second step of the investment process, known as stock market analysis, includes investigation of 

individual types of securities (or groups of securities). One of the goals of such research is to 

determine those securities which seem to be wrongly evaluated at the present moment. 

 

The third step of the investment process – formation of the security portfolio – includes 

determination of particular assets for investment and proportions for distribution of the investment 

capital between assets. 

 

The forth step of the investment process – revision of the portfolio content – is related to the 

repetition of the three previous steps. I.e. after a while the goals of investment and/or quotation prices 

of securities may change and the current portfolio will not be optimal any more. The decision about 

portfolio revision depends also on the amount of transaction costs and expected yield growth of the 

revised portfolio. 

 

The fifth step of the investment process – portfolio efficiency evaluation – includes regular 

assessment of the obtained yield and risk parameters the investor collides with. Herewith it is 

necessary to use appropriate yield and risk parameters and the relevant standards (“reference” values) 

for comparison. 

 

No doubt, the abovementioned classical approach to the content and sequence of the investment 

process steps is based on generalized experience of several generations of stock market players and, 

in particular, its bank subset. However, core changes in the field of finances, banking and capital 

markets happening over the last decades and related to the complexity and globalization of the world 

economy urgently call for using innovative techniques, algorithms and tools of investment 

operations.  

 

Russian researchers, being residents of the developing economy with all its peculiarities are, 

undoubtedly, interested in learning the specifics of the transitional period, especially in the conditions 

of global crisis phenomena. Thus, in particular, O.G. Bakatanov (2008) suggests adding the generally 

recognized structure of portfolio management with a step of portfolio management tactics 

management, which follows the formation of investment policy and precedes the step of direct 

financial analysis.  

 

Portfolio tactics is formulated in the context of the chosen strategy and contains specific ways and 

methods to form the portfolio. It implies maximum detailing. 

Portfolio tactics must contain the following elements: 

- security information analysis methods,  

- portfolio risk management technology,  

- a decision-making model for asset purchase and sale.  
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The importance of portfolio tactics identification as a separate category in the theory of security 

portfolio management is in the fact that it is the portfolio tactics which is the core of the portfolio 

management process and a guarantee for achievement of investment goals. Moreover, the use of the 

category “portfolio tactics” allows fining a new and more efficient way to solving such important 

problems of the theory of portfolio management as investment risk assessment and portfolio 

management efficiency. 

 

Adequate risk measurement of investments in the security portfolio seems to be the key moment in 

forming an efficient investment strategy. Even though different approaches to risk assessment have 

been elaborated, the issue of risk assessment of investments in the security portfolio must be worked 

out further. The existing methods of risk assessment do not fully consider some specific features of 

stock markets. Such specific features include short-term and long-term trends in price movement and 

the existence of various phases in market movement – periods of high volatility and price instability 

and, vice versa, periods of low volatility and reduced activity of investors.  

 

Therefore, risk assessment in the conditions of emerging markets must be closely related to the 

investment goals of the investor and his investment horizon. 

 

Risk assessment under the conditions of emerging markets and by using traditional methods results in 

unreasonably high estimates. For this reason, many big portfolio investors are really conservative 

about investing on emerging markets and limit themselves to short-term investment operations (in 

more detail this problem is looked into below in this paper in reference to OFZ-PK and OFZ-IN). 

Thus, investing money on emerging financial markets for quite long periods allows a portfolio 

investor to obtain all benefits from high returns on investment into financial assets of these markets 

and be exposed to risks which are considerably lower than commonly believed in the international 

investment practice. 

 

The aforementioned is topical primarily for investors who practice conservative and moderately 

conservative investment strategies or strategies implying that the positions in the portfolio sustain for 

quite a long time, which is very common for banks as security market players. Thus, investments in 

the condition of developing markets on short-term investment horizons call for elaborating an active 

strategy for investment portfolio management.  

 Investment portfolio management and typical mistakes of investors 

 

There are several most common and well-known mistakes made by investors in relation to risk. 

However, many investors will still make them and break the main investing principles. The main 

principles of long-term investing include: 

• time value of money;  

• sectoral diversification;  

• impossibility of discrete market analysis.  

 

Investors, as a rule, know about these principles, but regularly break them, especially in times when 

volatility of markets is increasing, which, in turn, make them commit one or several common 

(typical) mistakes listed below. 

1. Volatility, forming multidirectional market vectors, decreasing the criticality level of 

investors’ assessments. 

Rather than be worried about short-term volatility, a long-term investor should concentrate on 

the risk which is hardly noticeable – risk of losing control over long-term goals due to excessive 

attention paid to short-term volatility. 

2. Active search for ways to invest with minimal risk.  
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Every investor wishes to work with the lowest risk. However, to search for a type of investment with 

the lowest risk is the same as to search for the best type of a mutual fund. Everything depends on the 

specific goals of the specific investor. 

 

3. Empirical calculation of the exact time for particular operations on the market.  

 

Investors know that attempts to determine specific time for operations on the market often fail. The 

majority know that even very experienced professionals cannot successively foresee the market 

movement. But still many try to project a “lucky” moment on the market and often without any 

grounds. 

4. Sale of assets in case of possible market decline. 

 

In case financial markets suddenly transfer to a negative trend there is always a result. In such a case 

there is no need to be waiting for a sudden fall in the value of investment in order to sell assets. 

Otherwise, there is danger of a limited view of the market due to one’s own losses. Moreover, as soon 

as money is lost and an asset is sold, there is no more chance to derive profit from further movements 

of the markets while according to a long-term assessment.  

5. Purchase of “hot assets”  

 

Only very few assets consequently appear to be productive, especially if only short-term production 

is considered. 

One of the reasons is that as soon as a “hot asset” has been defined by market players, it will 

experience the pressure of investors’ excessive financial means. 

 

Another factor includes shifts on the market itself. Conditions (usually temporary ones), favorably 

affecting any of these types of assets in a short-term period, will, most probably, change faster than 

the asset will find its way to “retain” them in its market parameters. 

 

Change in Investment Paradigm 
 

As it was already mentioned at the beginning of this paper, at the formation stage of cumulative 

economic and political crisis manifestations (including the decline in the sovereign credit rating of 

Russia), bank investments into state bonds with fixed yield have acquired a negative dynamics, both 

in terms of falling yield and negative reassessment of the balance-sheet value of investment 

portfolios.  

 

Dynamics of the main market parameters is given in Fig. 1: 
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Fig.1: Dynamics of the key parameters of the Russian economy 

 (September 2011 – February 2017) 

 

Further development of events for every certain bank was individual, depending on the combination 

of several factors – general condition of the bank, specific weight of the investment portfolio in the 

total amount of its assets, personnel qualification, pressure on the bank exerted by the client base and 

its moods, decisiveness of executives and their mutual understanding with the bank’s owners. 

 

At that period, the simplest and so the most common operation algorithm of banks was to transfer a 

part of investments from the trade portfolio (“securities for resale”) to the portfolio of “securities 

sustained until redemption”
1
. Nevertheless, this method resulted in the loss of the total returns on 

investment of the portfolio and, in addition, immobilized some amount of resources in government 

liabilities, without giving the bank a chance of a local maneuver for redistribution of money in the 

instruments with relatively high returns on investment at a certain time period (of cause, in case the 

level of risk was acceptable for such instruments). 

 

In addition, the processes considered were significantly accelerated by ruble devaluation (with the 

excursion of fluctuation amplitude of RUR/USD pair up to 50 rubles per one US dollar over the 

period from June 2014 to July 2015 with absolute historical maximum of the exchange rate on 

December 16, 2014, equal to 80.1 rubles per one US dollar
2
, on the same day the exchange value of  

ruble to euro reached the amount of 100.74 rubles per one euro). 

 

Thus, the sustainable investment strategy of most universal banks proved to be insufficiently flexible 

and, as a consequence of this drawback, not very efficient. 

 

 

                                                
1
 In terminology of regulatory documents of the Bank of Russia 

2
 The next historical maximum falls on 20.01.2016 and amounts to 80.773 rubles per USD 
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Symmetrical Response 
 

It should be mentioned that the reaction of specialized state institutions (the Ministry of Finances and 

the Bank of Russia) to this situation proved to be prompt and timely. The solution suggested to the 

Russian banking system had the necessary “technological” effectiveness. 

 

In the early 2015, the Minfin issued new securities - federal loan bonds with variable coupon (OFZ-

PK), whose rate was calculated based on the values of the RUONIA rate (Ruble Over Night Index 

Average), and federal loan bonds with indexed face value (OFZ-IN), where the face value was 

indexed daily in reference to the consumer price index (CPI) [1,2]. 

 

Here, undoubtedly, some comments are needed about the mentioned innovation tools and the base 

used in their construction. 

 

General principles of RUONIA are the basis for defining the amount of 
Accumulated Coupon Income (ACI) of OFZ-PK [1,2]: 

 

1.  The indicative specific rate of one day ruble credits (deposits) called RUONIA reflects 

the value assessment of an unsecured loan on “overnight” conditions by a standard borrower from the 

number of Russian banks with a minimal credit risk.  

2.  RUONIA is calculated by the Bank of Russia according to the technique developed by 

the selfSRO “NFA” [7] jointly with the Bank of Russia based on the information about deposit deals 

made by the leading Russian banks from RUONIA list between each other during the entire day.  

… 

5.  The calculation excludes the deals with signs of inconsistency or non-marketability.  

 

Indexation of OFZ face value 
 

OFZ-IN are the only bonds in Russia which have an “integrated” protection from inflation. For the 

first time they became available for market players in July 2015. The protection mechanism is 

implemented via determination of the current amount of the bond face value, which is indexed daily 

depending on the achieved level of inflation changes. Thus, if inflation has increased by some 

percentage, the OFZ-IN face value gets increased by the same size, herewith bond coupons are fixed 

and amount to 2.5% of the face value. 

 

The level of inflation is calculated based on the Consumer Price Indes (CPI), which is updated and 

posted daily on the web-site of the Minfin of the RF according to the data from Rosstat. 

 

However, the face value is recalculated not at once but with a 3-month delay. For example, if by the 

end of January, the CPI has increased by 2%, the OFZ-IN face value will increase by 2% only by the 

end of April. OFZ-IN are issued by the Ministry of Finances of Russia (Minfin) and the general 

emission agent is the Bank of Russia. 

 

Parameters of primarily purchased OFZ-IN [5]: 

 

1. Date of issue (or date of purchase) – July 17, 2015. 

2. Date of redemption – August 16, 2023, i.e. total circulation period is 8 years. 

3.    For indexation of OFZ-IN face value, the consumer price index is used. It is 

published by the Minfin of the RF according to the data from Rosstat. For the date of 

purchase, the CPI was equal to 487.8 points. The value of the CPI affects the face value of 

OFZ-IN with a 3-month lag. I.e. if today the CPI has grown by 1%, the face value of OFZ-

IN will grow by 1% only in 3 months. The following formula is used to recalculate the face 

value: 
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Face value  Face value 
 Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) 

of = of * of current period 

current period  previous period  CPI of previous period 

 

On the date of issue the face value of OFZ-IN amounted to 1000 rubles. Now it is bigger (due to 

inflation growth), but on the date of redemption, the minimal value of the face value cannot be lower 

than the initial amount of 1000 rubles. I.e. if by the end of the circulation period, inflation should 

reduce dramatically (down to deflation) and the face value of OFZ-IN according to the formula will 

be lower than 1000 rubles, the redemption will still be carried out at 1000 rubles, but not at a lower 

value.  

4. The coupon rate is fixed and equivalent to 2.5% per annum. The coupon is paid once every 

six months. The above interest is allocated on the newly indexed face value, i.e., first, depending on 

the CPI, the face value of a bond will be determined (according to the formula above) and then, given 

the obtained value, the coupon payment will be calculated. The exact schedule of coupon payments is 

presented in the table below. 

 

Calculate the face value of OFZ-IN for the end of March 2017. For January 31, 2017 the face value 

was equal to 1100.51 RUR. As mentioned above, the CPI is taken with a 3-month lag, so to calculate 

the face value in March, the value of the CPI valid by the end of December 2016 will be used, i.e. 

537.8 points. By the end of November 2016, the CPI was equal to 535.7 points. 

 

• Inflation for the considered period amounts to  

+0.39% ((537.8/535.7)*100%-100%). 

• The face value of OFZ-IN for 01.04.2017 = 1104.91 RUR = (1100.51 

RUR*(537.8/535.7)) 

• The accumulated coupon yield = 2.88 RUR 

 

Thus, indexed OFZ protect the investor from all risks related to inflation growth. However, there are 

moments when it is not profitable to purchase these securities. It implies the following. If the investor 

expects growth in inflation risks, i.e. there are real pre-requisites for a great increase in consumer 

prices, the purchase of OFZ-IN is reasonable. It will protect the capital from depreciation and, in 

addition, gives some premium (in the form of a 2.5% coupon). If, contrarily, the level of consumer 

prices is expected to decrease, it is inadvisable to purchase OFZ-IN, since the face value will fall 

following the decreasing inflation. In such periods, it is better to consider alternative instruments as 

investment vehicles.  

 

Comparison of investment efficiency in federal loan bonds with variable 

coupon (OFZ-PK) and federal loan bonds with indexed face value (OFZ-IN) 
 

It is necessary to analyze the ratio of such factors as the key rate (KR), inflation, RUONIA rate and 

the difference between RUONIA and KR. On Fig. 1 choose, with some allowance, the range of 

values of these parameters in the period when market volatility was maximal – from September 2013 

to January 2016. 

 

For easier analysis, the target values are presented in the form of two graphs (Fig.2). 

 

Since the coupon of OFZ-PK depends on the average rates of the RUONIA over 6 months, the 

second of the presented illustrations is more informative. It clearly shows that the peak of average 

inflation is primary in relation to the peak of average rates, i.e. the accumulation of coupon yield of 

OFZ-PK lags behind the rate of inflation (it is important for correct modelling, see also item 8 

below). It should be also noted that the RUONIA follows the key rate precisely (apart from short-

time deviations), so for modelling it is enough to consider only the key rate. Before the shock of the 

mid-end 2014, the rates were a little lower than inflation. It can be assumed that with the transfer of 
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the Central Bank to inflation targeting, the rate will be insignificantly higher than inflation (after 

inflation arrives at the target parameters of the Central Bank) – it is also important for the model. 

 

Fig. 2:  Comparative dynamics analysis of the selected economic parameters 
 

For variation analysis of the dependences considered, a support model has been developed. It is based 

on comparison of discounted cash flow (DCF) without reinvestment and with reinvestment. Logical 

price relation of OFZ-IN and OFZ-PK is calculated separately (if > 100%, then OFZ-PK must cost 

more than OFZ-IN, if < 100%, then OFZ-PK must cost less than OFZ-IN). In addition the DCF for 

bonds is calculated at the price of 100%, so in the last two periods OFZ-PK demonstrated negative 

cash flows (in the model considered, variable parameters are only the values of inflation and rate, 

values are average annual for the relevant period.). 

 

 

 

 

RUONIA 
Key rate 
Inflation per year 
Inflation per year,  
average 

6 month average 
Difference RUONIA- KR 
Inflation per year  
Inflation per year,  
average 
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Intermediate conclusions: 

 

1. The main contribution in the DCF and the difference in the DCF is brought by the rate inflation 

ratio. The higher is the rate over inflation, the bigger is DCF for OFZ-PK. In case of “normal” rates 

(1-1.5-2 % greater than inflation), OFZ-IN have an advantage over OFZ-PK (which is so much more 

significant the smaller the difference is). 

 

2. This advantage is especially noticeable in case coupons are reinvested. OFZ-IN are just 

incomparably much more profitable, especially in case of long periods.  

 

3. Today OFZ-PK are traded more expensively than OFZ-IN, although the model demonstrates 

that they should be cheaper than OFZ-IN, given that the rate will lower in future. There are several 

possible explanations of this inconsistency: 

a) Big market players do not believe in fast and sustainable reduction of rate. If the rate is 

considerably higher than inflation, this price is reasonable. 

b) OFZ-PK prices will go down as the rates begin to decline and will come to a “normal” 

relationship with OFZ-IN prices. 

c) Big market players use insignificantly deep analysis and, correspondingly, a short projection 

horizon, i.e. they live for the day and for the nearest future or do not reinvest, but just immobilize 

money resources for 6-12 months and remove coupon payments from the market. 

At this state, it is reasonable to conclude that investors, interested in allocating money 

resources for 5 years or more, should reinvest from OFZ-PK in OFZ-IN right now, when the market 

proposes super-attractive prices for that. 

4. Big and super-big investors, including professional market players (first of all, banks), who 

have access to cheap funding, with the instruments being investigated, can make operations according 

to the hedge-fund method – keep short position to OFZ-PK versus long position to OFZ-IN. 

However, here it is important to analyze in detail the periods of investment in order to avoid paying 

more for the raised money than the potential return on investment will be.  

5. OFZ-PK become more preferable than OFZ-IN at the moment of “economic shocks” of the 

following main types:  

a) Inflation shocks. The rates rise after inflation quite operatively and grow bigger than 

inflation and fall in a slower way (see Fig. 1 and 2).  

b) Liquidity shocks. It is possible that the rates will grow not because of inflation, but because 

of tension in the interbank lending market (for example, as in 2007-2008, when in 2008 inflation 

insignificantly exceeded the level of 2007 (by 1.5% per annum) and the interbank lending rates grew 

exponentially at the same time.  

Taking into consideration the probability of such situations, it is reasonable to implement a 

“back and forth” investment algorithm with a regular “withdrawal” from OFZ-IN and further 

investment in OFZ-PK (in the period when economic shocks are diagnosed) and then make a 

backward movement (reformation) of the portfolio. 

6. The investor may choose between OFZ-IN and OFZ-PK, given the investment goals. 

Situations when coupons are removed and when they are reinvested are cardinally different. In case 

of coupon reinvestment, inflation bonds (OFZ-IN) are much more profitable. In case coupons are 

removed, OFZ-PK are more profitable. 

7. It is possible to insure from shocks by combining OFZ-PK and OFZ-IN in the portfolio. If 

the market forecast is negative, it is possible to add OFZ-PK in the portfolio, so as to get additional 

returns on investment in case of shock. The ratio between OFZ-PK and OFZ-IN must be selected 

given the expectations of the inter-bank rate, from 100% OFZ-IN (in a relatively calm period) to 

100% OFZ-PK (when there are grounds to expect market disasters). However, the investor must be 

utmost careful, because if the forecast does not come true, it will lead to the reduced resulting returns 

on investments.  

8. An active investor at the moment of shocks can reinvest from OFZ-IN in OFZ-PK and back 

again. Or choose between purchase of OFZ-PK and OFZ-IN, given the existing conditions and 

nearest future projections. For this it is important to monitor carefully the interbank lending, inflation 

and analyze the comments of the Central Bank and Minfin, since the peak of average inflation does 

not coincide with the peak of average rates – here you get opportunities for making extra profits. 
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9. Conservative investors, in our opinion, should keep the bond part of the portfolio 100% in 

OFZ-IN. Shocks and risks are relatively short-term phenomena, whereas inflation is a factor of 

constant pressure on the market. According to the DCF model, in case of very long periods OFZ-IN 

with reinvestment considerably outride OFZ-PK (and bonds with fixed coupon). 

 

 

Final Conclusions and Discussion 
 

The most common concepts of capital market operation and security portfolio management, which 

have been elaborated in the western economic theory, are applicable in the conditions of developing 

and highly unstable markets with big limitations. In particular, the hypothesis of efficient markets and 

linear pricing paradigm of market assets, common for the western academic circles distort the real 

processes on stock markets. For this reason, all theoretical models worked out on this foundation, 

such as MPT and CAPM cannot fully satisfy people on the ground of the financial market. In 

application to developing markets, linear concepts are seen as even more inefficient in comparison to 

developed markets.  

 

Formation of a security portfolio and its management in the conditions of highly unstable markets 

call for other approaches to the asset management process and risk assessment which more clearly 

reveals the processes happening on the developing capital markets. 

 

The investment strategy in the conditions of unstable market must be selected given the investment 

horizon of the investor. Money investment for a short period in the conditions of unstable markets is 

associated with a significant risk. This risk reduces a lot in case of long-term investment (from 1 

year).  

 

If passive strategies are used in the conditions of instable markets, investment risk reduces 

considerably provided the investor has a “flexible” investment horizon, i.e. the investor can prolong 

the period of investment if the market situation is unfavorable and wait until security price quotations 

rise. 

 

Risk assessment of non-receipt of the planned yield allows making a conclusion that with the 

established level of planned yield, the risk of non-receipt of the planned yield is changing 

insignificantly in case the investment horizon changes. The level of risk reduces if the investment 

horizon is long (more than 5 years). 

 

In case the investor has a “flexible” investment horizon, i.e. when in case of unfavorable conditions, 

the period of investment can be prolonged, it is reasonable to assess risk with a lower degree of 

forecast reliability (80-90%). Such an approach will allow assessing risk in a less conservative way 

and form a more profitable strategy. 

 

If investment portfolios, formed in such a way, have ,in their content, innovative financial tools, 

whose constructions have residentially integrated additional protection factors from manifestation of 

market or economic environment volatility, it will allow investors and professional market players 

(primarily, banks) to hedge their own investment risks efficiently in the conditions of unstable 

economy. 

 

The methodological approaches stipulated in this paper can be applied in practical work of 

professional stock market players – primarily banks, investment and management companies, 

institutional investors. 
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Abstract  
 

The paper aims to assess the effectiveness of measures to improve the organization of road network 

(using the example of controlled intersections), determine the indicators for evaluating the effectiveness 

of controlled intersections, establish the role of BI systems in such tasks, and describe the project for 

developing a BI application for analysis of road network organization at a controlled intersection before 

and after optimization. The possibilities of using business analysis technologies in evaluating activities to 

improve the organization of controlled intersections are illustrated by a project of developing a BI 

application for municipal administrations. Qualitative positive effects from the implementation project 

both for the company-developer, and for municipal administrations are considered. 

 

Keywords: controlled intersections, road network, BI-systems, Qlik Sense, data analysis.  

 

Introduction 

 

The organization of non-stop traffic is a key component of the socio-economic development of cities and 

regions. Actively developing technologies in the field of transport modeling and design allow solving 

many transport problems: optimization of traffic and pedestrian flows, public transportation, traffic 

management, optimization of traffic light facilities, and justification of investments in the construction of 

transport infrastructure. However, less attention is paid to comparing the actually obtained optimization 

results with the planned ones. [1] The decision makers of optimization projects, namely the heads of 

municipal transport administrations and their deputies, do not have the opportunity to receive operative 

and reliable information about the situation in the city, including what elements of the road network 

require immediate optimization and increased attention. A large flow of information passes through them, 

often in paper form, which needs long time periods to be processed. This often leads to data loss. 

Effective management of the transport situation is currently impossible without full IT support of 

processes at all levels: from the collection of primary data on the road situation and the regulation of road 

infrastructure facilities to the management decisions support. In this regard, the development of 

intelligent transport systems and their individual components is experiencing a period of rapid 

development and represents a great potential for research in this field. [2-4] The intelligent transport 

system (ITS) provides integration of existing and prospective information and control systems in 

transport, automation and centralization of the processes of collecting, transmitting and processing data 

on the functioning and current status of all components of transport systems into an integrated hardware 

and software system, exchange this information, its delivery, both to the participants of the transport 

process, and to the managing structures, and the use in automatic and automated mode while optimizing 

all transport processes. [5]. Due to the complexity of its structure, the development of ITS contributes to 

the solution of a wide range of problems, which are typical for transport systems of modern cities. [6-8] 

The global goal of ITS development in a city can be seen as development of a system for monitoring and 

managing the city's transport system in real time to improve the quality of transport services for the 

economy and the population, reduce transportation costs, improve environment and safety. 
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Road and transport management in Russia is a traditional point of government-level focus, as the territory 

of the country is big and roads are the key factor of effective domestic communications. A number of 

federal-level projects, including state project [9] are being run at the moment. Developing and creating of 

ITS and its elements is regulated and supported by the number of adopted state standards [5, 10-15]. 

At the moment there is a wide range of software for modeling traffic at intersections, calculating delay, 

queue length, bandwidth and other characteristics. Also there is software that has predictive capabilities 

based on both static and dynamic models. These are products like HCS 3.0, PASSER V-09, SIDRA 

INTERSACTION, Synchro, OSCADY PRO, PTV Vissim, PTV Optima, TransInfo - Traffic Platform. 

Despite the wide variety of software products for developing transport models, calculating and planning 

indicators, and designing road network parts, there is no solution for senior management that directly 

decides on the optimization of particular road network parts. Often, the decision makers of transport 

infrastructure development projects do not have a clear idea of its current state. There is no full 

understanding of which objects require special attention and which should be optimized as a matter of 

urgency. It is also not possible to evaluate the effectiveness of measures taken to improve the effective 

functioning of the traffic in general sorted by districts, cities, years or other indicators [16]. As a result, 

the development of transport systems is slowing, and people's lives are put at risk, problems are difficult 

to track, and therefore they are often left without attention. 

The decision-maker should be provided with a fairly simple tool that would allow the large volumes of 

information received from various poorly interconnected sources to be presented in a single environment 

and in a form convenient for analysis and subsequent well-reasoned decision making. That is why BI-

systems are an integral part of modern ITS [17]. 

Decision support systems have a variety type of instrumentation tools. However, the most topical solution 

for the top management are business intelligence systems, or BI-systems. They represent a repository of 

extracted relevant information from an operational database designed for actual data analysis. Their key 

feature is the ability to combine unstructured data in large volumes from a variety of sources into a single 

system, process it in a specific way, and present it in a form that is convenient for evaluation and analysis. 

In order to solve the problem of poor knowledge of the top management on the state of road traffic 

management, it will be advisable to develop a business intelligence application that would assess the 

effectiveness of traffic management before and after optimization of road network parts. The road 

network consists of a number of elements and it makes sense to use separate applications for each of 

them, since the evaluation of the efficiency of traffic management optimization projects devoted to 

different elements of the road network has its own calculation features. Since controlled intersections 

make up a higher percentage of road network and have a high concentration of traffic accidents, main 

attention should be paid to assessing the performance of this particular element. To solve such a problem, 

it is necessary to develop an application that will be able to demonstrate how efficient the optimization of 

the elements of the road network turned out to be, and also on their basis will make recommendations for 

further improvement of the road network elements or their totality. Given the fact that such an application 

should become an assistant to senior management in the process of decision making, it would be most 

appropriate to use the capabilities of BI-systems that exist to solve similar problems [18].  

The BI application was implemented on the basis of a company that for many years has been engaged in 

transport modeling and traffic planning at the sites of the road network and has the necessary tools to fill 

the existing gaps in the analysis of transport infrastructure. The paper describes main stages of the BI 

application development project. 

 

Research Methodology 
 

Complex Analysis of Road Traffic Management on Controlled Intersections 

 

The road network is a system of transport and pedestrian connections between the elements of the city's 
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structure assigned for the organization of transport and pedestrians traffic, laying of utility systems, 

landscaping and capital improvement [4]. 

Elements of road network can be classified according to the type of traffic [19]: 

1. Transport traffic: 

- road or street sections; 

- fly-over intersections; 

- gyratory intersections; 

- controlled intersections; 

- non-controlled intersections. 

2. Pedestrian traffic: 

- sidewalks; 

- controlled crosswalks; 

- non-controlled crosswalks. 

Controlled intersection’s main characteristic is the establishment of the traffic sequence by the means of a 

traffic light or a traffic policeman [20]. Controlled intersections are places of greatest concentration of 

traffic accidents. This is due to the fact that because of the large number of so-called conflict points, the 

traffic becomes difficult. Providing the necessary conditions for fast, safe and convenient traffic of 

vehicles and pedestrians on the controlled intersections is a key task of traffic management. 

To ensure road safety and reduce the number of road accidents, the following means are used: road signs, 

road markings, traffic lights, road barriers and guiding devices. However, the main tool that provides a 

consistent pass of vehicles and pedestrians across the intersection is the traffic light. Regulation of traffic 

through traffic lights allows identifying and eliminating the most dangerous conflict points. 

However, the existing measures for the traffic management on certain elements of the road network may 

fail to achieve optimum effect and require further optimization. Following actions can be typified as 

traffic management optimization measures [21]: 

- partial reconstruction of individual elements of the road network (re-planning of intersections, 

construction of safety islands, equipment of bus stops); 

- installation of road signs, traffic lights, road markings, safety fences; 

- implementation of automated traffic management systems; 

- change in the timetable for the movement of scheduled passenger transport; 

- various traffic restrictions (speed, entry for certain types of vehicles). 

The basis for the traffic management development measures is data on the current state of traffic 

organization and information on the intensity, composition of traffic and pedestrian flows, service levels 

and other information on road traffic. This information is collected in the process of periodic surveys of 

traffic by organizations, responsible for optimizing the traffic organization. 

Identification of places with concentration of accidents, areas with limited capacity, where delays in 

transport and pedestrian flows are noted, are carried out based on the data of traffic accidents statistics, 

traffic police information on violations of the Russian Federation traffic rules, and assessment of the 

capacity of individual road network elements. The work on the identification of black spots should be 

regularly carried out by traffic police units responsible for a specific territory or road. Investigation of 

road accident clusters and assessment of capacity should be carried out by the traffic police or an 
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organization entrusted with the implementation of traffic optimization projects. Depending on the task 

assigned, the project is developed for a local road network element (intersection, a section of the street) or 

for a city (urban area), city road or city highway as a whole. 

Only a specialized project organization can manage such traffic optimization projects. The assignment for 

designing usually is developed by an appropriate subdivision of the local administration with the 

participation of a traffic police unit servicing that territory or road. 

Efficiency evaluating methods for traffic management on controlled intersections 

 

Evaluation of the traffic management efficiency on controlled intersections is the first and fundamental 

stage in the design of [4]: 

- site plans; 

- comprehensive transport schemes; 

- local area development plans; 

- comprehensive traffic schemes; 

- traffic management plans. 

In addition, the efficiency of design solutions should also be evaluated. In this regard, an important aspect 

is the choice of indicators that allow to assess the efficiency of traffic management. At the moment, there 

is no unambiguous opinion in Russia how to classify the criteria for estimating road network and to 

calculate them. Two different approaches are used to evaluate road network: the application of particular 

criteria and the use of integral criteria. First, we will consider the particular criteria classified by the tasks 

of the traffic management plans. They are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Classification of road network estimation criteria based on traffic management 

plans 

Traffic management plan point Criteria 

Traffic management state value - Time spent on movement over the road network 

- The total vehicle run over the road network 

- Environmental characteristics (transport noise, air emissions) 

- Conflict loading of road network 

- Stability of road network operation 

Identification of road network 

bottle-necks 

- Speed of communication over the road network 

- The indirectness of transport connection over the MAC 

- Environmental characteristics 

- Places of concentration of road accidents (as a result of statistics 

analysis) 

- Stability of road network operation 
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Traffic management plan point Criteria 

Using network methods for traffic 

management 

- Mobility plans 

- Road network traffic routes 

- Traffic load of road network 

- Dislocation and characteristics of traffic flows attraction objects 

- Throughput of main streets and roads 

- Intensity of pedestrian traffic 

- Intensity of vehicle traffic within the assumed pedestrian zone 

- Provision of parking places 

- Volume of transit traffic 

- Vehicle speed 

- Characteristics of consignees and consignors 

- Intensity of vehicle movement 

- Intensity of traffic and distribution of transit flows 

- Qualitative composition of transit flows 

 

The above road network criteria can be combined into 4 groups: 

- economic indicators of the traffic management state value; 

- road safety indicators; 

- indicators of environmental safety; 

- indicators of the sustainability of road network operation. 

In addition, particular criteria for assessing the road network state can be characterized by the elements of 

road network and the traffic types. Detailed classification is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Classification of particular road network criteria based on network elements 

Traffic type Road network element Evaluation criteria 

Traffic flow 

Road/street section - Traffic capacity 

- Traffic speed 

Fly-over intersections - Traffic capacity 

Gyratory intersections 

- Traffic capacity  

- Number of vehicles waiting 

- Average delay 

- Total delay 

Controlled intersections 

- Traffic capacity  

- Number of vehicles waiting 

- Percent of stopped vehicles 

- Average delay 

- Total delay 

Non-controlled 

- Traffic capacity  

- Number of vehicles waiting 

- Percent of stopped vehicles 

- Average delay 
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Traffic type Road network element Evaluation criteria 

- Total delay 

Pedestrian 

flow 

Sidewalks 
- Traffic capacity 

- Traffic speed  

- Pedestrian density 

Controlled crosswalks - Average delay 

- Que length (territory occupied by pedestrians) 

Non-controlled crosswalks 
- Traffic capacity 

- Average delay 

- Que length (territory occupied by pedestrians) 

In contrast to the particular criteria, there is an integral criterion, represented by the level of service. Let 

us consider in more detail the particular and integral criteria for estimating traffic management at 

controlled intersections. 

Under the traffic capacity of any element of the road network, including the controlled intersection, it is 

customary to understand the maximum possible traffic intensity in the area under consideration. In the 

HCM 2000 manual, traffic capacity is defined as the maximum sustained movement rate at which a 

traffic or pedestrian flow crosses a certain section of the road under a particular control mode, geometric 

intersection features and other specific traffic conditions. The traffic lane capacity at a controlled 

intersection to be measured in number of cars per hour (cars / h). 

There are theoretical, practical and design capacity to be distinguished. Theoretical traffic capacity is 

calculated for a horizontal section of the road, assuming that the intervals between vehicles and the 

uniform composition of the transport stream are constant, that is, they consist only of cars. Practical 

traffic capacity corresponds to the capacity of road network elements having the worst conditions in 

comparison with the reference section. Design traffic capacity characterizes an economically viable 

number of vehicles that the road can skip in a unit of time in the analyzed conditions under the existing 

traffic management scheme. 

The indicator of the average delay of one vehicle is widely used as a criterion for optimizing traffic at a 

separate intersection. This indicator is closely correlated with such indicators as traffic intensity, queue 

length, total delay, parameters of the regulatory regime. 

Based on the average delay, the queue length and the total delay are determined. The total delay is 

defined as the delay of all vehicles for the analyzed period on the considered road network or its separate 

element. The total delay is more suitable for the economic evaluation of the traffic management 

efficiency in the whole road network or an urban area, while the average delay mainly characterizes the 

efficiency of servicing a single vehicle. 

The number of vehicles in the queue on the road network section or its length in linear units is the 

definition of the queue length. Using this indicator, one can judge the degree of the road network 

saturation. A term “supersaturated road network” stays for the situation where the queue of vehicles at 

one intersection causes congestion at neighboring intersections. 

As an integral indicator of the level of service of vehicles at controlled intersections, it is customary to 

use the value of the average delay. Table 1.3 represents which means of average delay correspond to 

certain levels of service and how they are interpreted. 
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Table 3: Controlled intersections service levels 

Service 

level 
Description 

Average delay 

May 

A, 

Tidvell 

J.E. 

Sutaria T., 

Hampreys 

J.E. 

HCM 

A Delay is absent or small ≤15 ≤12,6 ≤5 

B Slight controlling cycle, good coordination ≤30 ≤30,1 5,1 – 15 

C Increased duration of controlling cycle, reasonable 

coordination 

≤40 ≤47,7 15,1 – 

25 

D Significant duration of controlling cycle, reasonable 

coordination 

≤60 ≤65,2 25,1 – 

40 

E Significant duration of the controlling cycle, poor 

coordination 

>60 ≤82,2 40,1 – 

60 

F The traffic conditions are unacceptable for 

most drivers, the intensity at road access exceeds 

the capacity of the intersection 

— — > 60 

In the HCM 2000 manual, the so-called "regulatory delay" is used as a measure of service level at 

controlled intersections. It is defined as the delay that occurs as a result of slowing or stopping vehicles 

and is calculated as the difference between the time spent in driving without regulation. 

In Russia, to assess the safety of traffic on the road network elements, it is necessary to identify places 

where traffic accidents are concentrated, also called accident clusters. The accident cluster is a 

homogeneous and limited to length part of the road network, characterized by a statistically stable level of 

accidents. Areas of traffic accident concentration are determined on the basis of accident data for a period 

of not less than 3 last years and a relative accident rate. The focus of road accidents in cities is a section 

of road network that does not exceed 400 meters, where three or more accidents occurred during the year. 

Evaluation of the road traffic optimization projects is a task of business intelligence, which requires the 

collection, processing and analysis of large volumes of raw data. Implementation of such a task is 

practically impossible without using the capabilities of modern BI technologies. 

 

Results 

Development of BI Application for Evaluating the Organization of Controlled 

Intersections 

 

The paper describes the project of BI application development for evaluation the organization of 

controlled intersections of the road network. The objectives of implementing a BI application are: 
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3. To increase the effectiveness of managerial decision making on the optimization of transport 

infrastructure facilities. 

4. To aggregate data on the state of the transport system elements and optimization projects of the 

road network sections. 

5. To provide a user-friendly and intuitive interface. 

6. To simplify reporting. 

7. To provide an instant analysis of the characteristics of adjustable intersections before and after 

optimization. 

To develop such an application, it needs to: 

- Identify the data sources from which information will be extracted; 

- Identify key concepts, their characteristics and relationships between them; 

- Transform the data for further processing; 

- Formulate the basic requirements for the application functionality; 

- Work out application scenarios; 

- Develop application windows; 

- Identify software and technical characteristics; 

- Describe the order of work in the application; 

- Formulate the positive effects of using the developed application. 

The application should answer the following questions: 

- Number / percentage of optimized road network areas by years; 

- List of sites with the highest / lowest rates (per year); 

- Determination of how many high / low sites have been optimized over the past year, two, etc.; 

- Determination of the ratio of costs for optimization and performance indicators; 

- Number of road accidents by sites and years (identification of places where traffic accidents are 

concentrated and the safest areas); 

- Changes in indicators by years for a single site. 

The implementation of the application was carried out in several stages: 

Stage 1: Conceptual modeling. 

To implement the application and solve the tasks, it was decided to identify 3 entities that reflect the key 

concepts of the subject domain: 

1. Intersection. Element of the road network, which is analyzed. It consists of two intersecting streets, 

which can have an X-shaped or T-shaped intersection. The intersection also indicates the location, 

namely the area and the city. If optimization was carried out, the fact of optimization, the date, the cost of 

implementing the project and who was appointed as the executor is indicated. 

2. Measurements before optimization. As indicators of the effectiveness of traffic management, the 

following private and integral indicators were selected: throughput, queue length, number of road 

accidents and service level. This entity reflects the values of the listed indicators for adjustable 

intersections before optimization, which are fixed each week. 
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3. Measurements after optimization. This essence reflects the values of traffic performance indicators for 

controlled intersections after optimization, which are recorded every week. 

In the ITS database, the characteristics of the adjustable intersections are not divided into data before and 

after optimization. In this connection, in the application it is necessary to load these data in parts. This 

means that the measurements will be divided into two lists according to the date criterion. By the project 

completion date, optimization for a particular site will be divided into two parts. This procedure is 

necessary for the correct and complete presentation and analysis of data in the BI system. 

Stage 2: Infological modeling of the database. 

The relationships that emerged between these entities were defined: 

Intersection - Measurements before optimization: the intersection can have many dimensions before 

optimization, in turn each measurement refers directly to one intersection, hence, the 1: M link. 

Intersection - Measurements after optimization: the intersection can have many dimensions after 

optimization, in turn each measurement refers directly to one intersection, hence the 1: M link. 

Step 3: Normalize the data. 

Data was normalized to the fifth normal form. 

Step 4: Datalogical Design 

The next stage in the design of the application's information base is the implementation of the physical 

model based on the infologic data model. For each relationship obtained as a result of the design of the 

data model, tables were created by setting the basic properties of the relationship attributes - 6 tables in 

all. 

Step 5: Develop a conceptual application model 

The conceptual model of the database describes the objects of the domain, their attributes and the 

relationships between them in the volume in which they are to be directly stored in the database of the 

system. At this stage, the physical model of the database was designed by means of ErWin Data Modeler. 

Step 6: Identify the data sources 

Data on road traffic performance indicators for the application can be obtained from the local points of 

the traffic police or the traffic control center, if there is one in the city. As a rule, such statistics are 

collected by these objects. The information is stored in databases or knowledge bases of intelligent 

transport systems. 

- Data on the state of the street-road network are collected from various devices: 

- detectors of traffic flows; 

- automatic road weather stations; 

- a stationary and rotary camera; 

- points of detection of high-speed modes. 

Information on projects to optimize the objects of the road network can be obtained from local 

authorities, which initiate these projects. There you can get information about the composition and 

structureof the road network. 

For the test version of the application, the data from various sources was collected in an .xls file, in which 

the information is stored as "directories". Directories are filled in analogy with the generated tables of the 

conceptual data model. There are 6 directories: City, Area, Intersection, Synthetic key, Measurements 

before optimization and Measurement after optimization. 
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Step 7: Description of application scenarios 

The application scenario can be described by the following sequence of actions (in the project described 

in the eEPC ARIS notation): 

The application is launched by the user locally or in the cloud. 

The process of extracting data on the main characteristics of traffic flows at the controlled intersections of 

the MAC from the database of the ITS used and data on completed optimization projects stored in an .xls 

file is started. 

The data is loaded and the previously created graphic objects are populated or updated on the application 

sheet. 

The user selects the necessary values in the filter fields, after which the filtered information is displayed 

on the graphs. 

Having obtained the required information, the user analyzes it and takes the necessary administrative 

decision. 

Step 8: Select the application implementation tool 

At the moment, the most current information on the state of the world market of analytical reporting 

systems is provided by the consulting company Gartner in the form of graphical reports called "magic 

quadrants". Based on Gartner's estimates for BI systems, as of 2017, software products were selected as 

leaders in business intelligence: Qlik, Tableau, and Microsoft Power BI. The most important criteria are 

chosen when choosing a system: speed of implementation, price, availability of a free version, interactive 

visualization, data integration, visual deepening into data, integration with GIS, modeling and analytics, 

development environment. As the most suitable BI platform, Qlik Sense was chosen, which has a 

powerful tool for visualizing data and generating analytical reporting. From an integration point of view, 

Qlik Sense allows you to load data from various sources, whether it be databases of corporate information 

systems up to user files in Excel format. 

Step 9: Downloading Data 

After the .xls test data has been loaded, a data model is automatically generated in Qlik Sense. 

Step 10: Developing Data Marts 

A Qlik document can use one or more sheets on which objects are placed. These sheets are called data 

marts. At each data window there are blocks of information that are not directly related to each other, but 

are united by a common idea. Also mandatory attribute of the showcase are the fields by which the 

desired values are selected. For the created application 4 sheets were created: 

1. Data of an adjustable intersection. 

2. Statistics of adjustable intersections. 

3. Comparison of the characteristics of adjustable intersections. 

4. Geographical information. 

For each data showcase, the following were described: 

- a set of graphical elements for analysis; 

- a set of fields underlying the measurements and measures of graphic objects; 

- the purpose of each graphic sheet object. 

The developed application was tested using test data, the errors were not found. The application was 

provided with a user's instruction. 
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 It is necessary to separately evaluate the positive effect of the implementation of the developed 

application for the company-developer and for city administrations [22]. The effect for the developer 

company is described as follows: 

1. Profit from the introduction of additional functions, installation of necessary software and 

technical components; 

2. Priority in the queue for obtaining projects for the optimization of sections of the road network 

for specific urban sites. 

The city administration will receive the following benefits, which will improve the current transport 

infrastructure: 

1. Increase the effectiveness of decision-making; 

2. Decrease in decision-making time; 

3. Increase the volume of information used for decision-making; 

4. Improve the quality of information; 

5. Increase in the likelihood of the results of the analysis; 

6. Increase of quantitative information in comparison with qualitative information. 

Conclusions and Discussions 

Within the framework of the project described in the paper, the issue of applicability of BI-tools for 

analyzing traffic efficiency at a controlled intersection of the road network before and after optimization 

was examined. The paper defines the indicators that assess the effectiveness of the operation of adjustable 

intersections, and describes the stages of the project to develop a BI application that includes the selection 

of a specific tool for implementing the application. Also, the qualitative positive effects from the 

implementation both for the company-developer and for city administrations were considered. Analytical 

reporting provided by the developed application will allow improving existing methods of optimizing the 

elements of the road network, and will also help to use the experience more effectively when designing 

new road objects. The developed application can become one of the components of the BI system within 

the IT architecture of the city road network management system. [17] 

The further research in the field of BI systems application for decision making support in the road 

network management can be the development of similar applications for other types of road network 

elements, as well as their integration within the framework of a single ITS. 
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Abstract 

 
This research is based on to identify the impact of online reviews on customers’ dining decision. Five 

independent variables (credibility of website, number of reviews, physical environment, perceived 

risk, and visuals on website) have been used to identify their impact on the dependent variable 

(customers’ dining decision). Non-probability and convenience sampling has been adopted in this 

research to gather the data. A close ended questionnaire of 5 point Likert scale was adopted in this 

survey. A total of 720 respondents were included in the questionnaire survey. With the help of SPSS 

software, various tests like Reliability, regression analysis and correlations were run and in the end, it 

was found that number of reviews, perceived risk, and visuals of website are main factors which 

affect a lot on customers’ mind while making a dining decision. 

 

Keywords: Customers’ dining decision, Credibility of website, number of reviews, perceived risk. 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In today’s era of increased technology, internet has proven to be a vital mode of communication for 

everyone else. The availability of various online reviews has made people more aware about what is 

happening around them, how they are living in. With time people have started relying more on online 

reviews prior to make a purchase decision. This medium has given a platform to all those people who 

want to exchange information, share their experiences about a certain product/service has grown a lot 

as compared to traditional Word-of-mouth. With the numerous numbers of apps, it has become a lot 

easier for marketers to connect with their customers and reach out to masses just a few clicks away. 

Nowadays people do not only talk to each other, but also get to know about current affairs and 

unknown realities.  

When it comes to having a dinner at any restaurant we always ask others about their experience of 

dining in that restaurant. We are afraid to go to a new place at first. And always prefer to read online 

reviews. People have many types of fears like (taste of food quality, dining environment, customer 

service etc). 

From last few years, many companies have now realized that how much “word-of-Mouth” matters in 

making a consumer’s perception about a certain product/service and how much consumer talks may 

affect a possible purchase intention. While consumers speak with each other, they get an idea that 

whether buying a certain product would help them or not? Is this the right choice they are making? 

People’s intentions are interrupted after reading online reviews about a certain product/service.  

Looking at this trend, advertisers have also started using these online forums to improvise their 

advertisement techniques. Not only customers, but advertising personnel are also using these online 
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forums for their business expansion. Without any doubt, social networking websites are the biggest 

forums for such purposes. Earlier the word of mouth used to happen when one person heard from the 

other and then they pass it over to the other, but in this era of advanced technology and electronic 

media has completely turned its canvas towards a different direction. 

It is estimation that internet users are more than 900 million around the world and the flow of 

information is increasing every year. It has been established that people are very much dependent on 

their peer’s opinions when it comes to making a purchase decision. Many researches have been made 

which proves that word-of-mouth is considered more credible as compared to advertisements. When 

it comes to electronic word of mouth people tend to have vast platform to express themselves and 

their opinions are reached out to masses. Online reviews are also long lasting meaning that they don’t 

just disappear and can be found by simply scrolling down the pages. There are many factors which 

effect on online reviews such as the quality of the review (i.e. is it from a reliable source or just fake). 

 

1.2 Scope of the Study 

We always take a second opinion when we decide to go to a restaurant for dine-in, and for that we 

always check Facebook or other social websites where we can read people’s reviews about a place 

and make our decision based on its judgement. So, this research will be about how much these 

reviews help or affect us on the way of our decision making. 

 

1.3 Objective of the Research 
 

The main objectives of this study would be how reviews on social media may help or affect your 

decision of dining in that restaurant. This research may also help in finding out what factors may 

affect customers in making reviews like the pleasant environment, food quality, customer service, 

food price, food quantity, cleanliness, aroma, location of the place, serving time etc. 

 

1.4 Research Question 

1. What is the impact of online restaurant reviews on our dining decision? 

 

1.5 Hypotheses 

H1: There is no impact of credibility of website on customers’ dining decision. 

H2: There is no impact of quantity of reviews on customers’ dining decision. 

H3: There is no impact of perceived risk on customers’ dining decision. 

H4: There is no impact of visuals on website on customers’ dining decision. 

H5: There is no impact of physical environment on customers’ dining decision 
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1.6 Theoretical framework 
 

 

This framework explains that customers’ dining decision is dependent on these five variables which 

are credibility of website, number of reviews, perceived risk, visuals on website and physical 

environment. The framework is opted from (kim & lennon, 2013). 

2. Literature Review 

The reputation of an online retailer plays a vital role as an external source and influences a lot in 

generating consumer responses and their purchase decisions apart from the quality of website. (Kim 

& Lennon) 

 

In another research, it is stated in their article that trends of unprofessional reviewers who share their 

experiences of various subjects is giving a tough time for experts. Internet has become a convenient 

forum for all such amateur reviewers and has now become a challenge for journalists because 

consumers have started relying more on such un professional reviews. Thus, the quality and 

credibility of the website and its reviews is deteriorating day by day.  

 

(Watson, Morgan, & Pamela) 

It is discussed in an article about what are the factors of customers’ satisfaction through IPA 

(Importance–Performance Analysis). Their research showed a clean environment and proper 

customer service can make a restaurant famous and more likeable for customers. In general, quality 
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of food, customer service and a pleasant environment are those core areas which force customers to 

make positive reviews about a restaurant. (Liu & Jang, 2009) 

 

Another study was conducted to identify the effects of review quality on customer’s purchase 

intentions. The research also included that how these effects differ depending on product’s type 

(high-quality and low quality products). Products which require an experience for evaluation like 

video games may influence customer’s purchase decision by positive high quality reviews. 

 (Lee & Shin, 2014) 

Researchers found that negative EWOM may decrease reviewer’s interest but if the they see any 

response from restaurant’s owner then this negative impact may be contracted because no response at 

all may leave interested readers in utter state if confusion and would decide not to visit that restaurant 

anymore. Once they see any constructive response from restaurant’s management then there are 

chances that that specific negative review might not cause any damage. (Evans, et al., 2012) 

Previous researches have also found that online reviews mainly rely on customer’s perception about a 

product/service. (Dobele & Ward, 2002)  

 

Another research has mentioned in their article that the information provided in online reviews may 

help others in making their purchase decisions especially in experience goods because these goods 

are difficult in assessing and such reviews on internet may help in other customers in evaluating the 

product through different ratings and narratives on websites. They also discussed that if the identity 

of the reviewer is disclosed then it may affect the quality and credibility of the review. (Kiran & 

Vasantha, 2015) 

 

In one study researchers adopted The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) method to find out how 

EWOM influences on consumer’s purchase intention and found that high quality of reviews may 

positively influence people. It also supported the fact that the quantity of online reviews also pushes 

consumers into buying that product. Furthermore, results of this research suggested that people who 

tend to purchase high involvement products may opt “central route” per ELM and they emphasize 

more on the quality of the argument and people planning to purchase low-involvement products may 

rely more on “peripheral route” which is emphasizing more on the quantity of the reviews. The 

Elaboration Likelihood Model was constructed by (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) which helps in 

comprehending the usefulness of persuasive communication. This model suggests that people may 

perceive information of online reviews in two routes that is the central route and the peripheral route. 

People who tend to think through central route may involve in cognitive assessment of online 

arguments and then form an attitude towards a product/service. On the other people who follow 

peripheral route might be impressed simply by the physical attractions of the website and the number 

of reviews. (Lee S. H., 2009) 

 

A research was conducted to find out the impact of website quality on customer’s purchase intention. 

The study was based on Mehrabian and Russell’s Stimulus-Organism-Response model to test that 

customer’s purchase decision is not only based on internal factors like online environment, colors, 

graphics, navigations etc but also on external factors like the reputation of online stores and its 

company may play a vital role in forcing a customer to make his mind into purchasing that product 

from that online store. (kim & lennon, 2013) 

 

A research found that in this era females are more inclined towards online shopping and are more 

familiarized by various trends on internet as compared to men. Their results also show that negative 

reviews may have a strong negative impact on people especially on females because they perceive 

that the negative analysis of a product in a review is more useful as compared to a positive review. 

These negative reviews may save consumers from the perceived risk in their minds and ultimately 

effecting negatively on purchase decision. (Lee & Bae, 2011) 

 

A research was conducted to find out the effect of review type and number of reviews on consumers. 

Their results showed that consumers examine and analyze a review on the level of their expertise and 

their cognitive ability. The research was hence concluded that people who are new to shop from 

online stores may make their purchase decision simply by looking at the quantity of reviews. On the 
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other hand, people who are experts in this field will involve in more reasoning and analyzing of 

various reviews and their types before making up their minds.  

(Park & Kim, 2008) 

 

It has been mentioned in a research that restaurants are mainly based on few important and core 

aspects which are fine dining, quick customer service, quality of food and separate family halls. It has 

been emphasized that quick service quality as the main differentiator with your competitors which 

helps restaurant owners making their place in a market and competing with competitors. (Dutta, 

Parsa, Parsa, & Bujisic, 2014) 

 

It has been discussed in a blog that statistics show a direct relation between online restaurant’s 

reviews and its revenues. Nowadays people especially social media users go out for dining very often 

and they are very addicted to posting pictures of their food and sharing experiences on social media. 

This creates an opportunity for restaurant owners to make sure that their chefs should work on food 

presentation because it’s important that the presentation of food should be attractive and photogenic. 

This will lead other people to select your restaurant because many people are looking for places not 

only with great taste but also offering aesthetically pleasing environment. (Storms, 2014) 

 

It is stated that many people have a psychology to feel the touch of a product before purchasing it. 

This feel-effect may demotivate many potential customers from purchasing goods online because 

they are not able to feel the product and evaluate its quality. Looking at this aspect, many advertisers 

have now given this option that people may share pictures which will help others in evaluating 

products because there is a lot of difference in reading a review of a product and visually looking at 

it. Another researcher also supported this view and said that sharing reviews along with pictures may 

increase people’s confidence into purchasing that product provided there is no deceiving. (Alba, et 

al., 1997) (Chatterjee, 2001) 

 

In this new era of SNS companies focus on how to communicate with their customers and SNS has 

made it possible. Facebook fan pages are the most convenient and highly used platform where 

various brands and their consumers meet and exchange information. 

(Ahn, Kwon, & Sung, 2010)   

Since restaurant pages are highly searched by users on Facebook has led many food companies to 

reach out to potential customers. Through such pages, companies can easily get to know what people 

are expecting from them and what their current position is in the market. These Facebook fan pages 

also creates a bond of trust between the brand and its consumers. (Lee, Xiong, & Hu, 2012)  

 

Facebook fan pages are built up of both consumers and brands. Information which a brand shares is 

further enriched with reviews shared by various users of that brand.  A researcher suggested that 

information presented on Facebook pages help users to evaluate and make better judgements about 

products. (Hsu, 2012)  (Flavián & Guinalíu, 2006) 

 

A research revealed results that the expectations of people about EWOM may vary from forum to 

forum. EWOM on forums which are sponsored by marketers are more reliable and authentic because 

the information shared here are from experts and professionals belonging to specific fields. On the 

contrary EWOM on consumer sponsored forums are more realistic and strong. When a consumer is 

looking for information on such forums administrator’s identity influences their perception. (Liu, 

Dong, & Burnkant, 2013) 

 

Previous researches show that this internet based feedback is an emerging mechanism which not only 

involves computer science but it includes various fields such as electronic marketing, social science, 

sociology, management science and psychology. This research further shows that EWOM are 

different than traditional WOM both on consumers and marketers end. For marketers, this can be 

helpful in building brand image, acquire and retain customers and build brand loyalty. Contrary to 

this on customer’s end the information in EWOM is very helpful in making purchase decisions. 

(Dellarocas , 2003) 
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A study conducted from 2000 consumers showed that EWOM trend is based on various motives such 

as want for socializing, desire for various incentives and boost their self-esteem are main factors of 

EWOM practices. (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004) 

 

Past research shows that consumers planning to purchase products which are expensive and are high 

involvement may indulge themselves in the depth of information as compared to inexpensive or low 

involvement products. (Heikkinen & Tudoran, 2012) 

 

Researchers suggested through their research on quality of travel website that purchase intention is 

very much based on the quality of website. The quality of website may be enhanced by various 

website displays, website outlook, icons and web patterns which not only beautifies a web page but 

also encourages people to purchase. (Bai, Law, & Wen, 2008) 

3. Research Methodology 

Research methodology is the chapter which describes how are we going to further extend this study 

to reach out to our desired results. This chapter include methods which we are going to opt for this 

research. Since this is a quantitative research so we will collect data through a survey questionnaire. 

 

3.1 Data 
 

The main sources of collecting data would be primary and secondary. Primary data will be gathered 

from questionnaire whereas, secondary data will be obtained from different articles and websites. The 

tool of data collection for this research is a close-ended questionnaire. The questionnaire will consist 

of 5-points Likert Scale, i.e. from (1 as lowest to 5 as highest). This questionnaire will be circulated 

on social media (mainly Facebook) and in Hamdard University (HIMS) campus.  

 

3.2 Variables 
 

After establishing a literature for this research, we have selected following variables which are also 

used in various other researches to find out the impact of online reviews on customers’ dining 

decisions. 

 

3.2.1 Dependent Variable 

1. Customer’s dining decision  

 

3.2.2 Independent Variables 

1. Credibility of the website, (Kim & Lennon) 

2. Quantity of reviews. (Lee S. H., 2009) (Park & Kim, 2008) 

3. Perceived Risk (Lee & Bae, 2011) 

4. Visuals on websites (Storms, 2014) 

5. Physical Environmental (Liu & Jang, 2009) 

 

3.3 Sampling Techniques 

The main sampling technique which we will be using in this research would be non-probability 

sampling. In non-probability sampling samples are selected in a way that individuals from the 

population are not given equal chances of selection. Furthermore, we have selected convenience 

sampling to be used for collecting data because circulating questionnaires on Facebook and within 
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the University is more convenient for us. The sample size for gathering empirical data is of 720 

Pakistani customers.  

3.4 Model 

Statistical tool helps us to quantify the data which has been collected in a research. The aim of 

analyzing data is to discover useful information and come to conclusions which may further help in 

making decisions.  

This research is a causal research which shows us the impact of online reviews on customers’ dining 

decisions so we will be using regression and correlation analysis for analyzing the collected data.  

4. Result and Discussion 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

 
Table 4.1.1: Gender 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid FEMALE 397 55.1 55.1 55.1 

MALE 323 44.9 44.9 100.0 

Total 720 100.0 100.0  

 

The above table shows that in this survey there were 397 female respondents and 323 male 

respondents. 

Table4.1.2: Age 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 15-25 years 313 43.5 43.5 43.5 

26-35 years 139 19.3 19.3 62.8 

36-45 years 143 19.9 19.9 82.6 

46-55 years 92 12.8 12.8 95.4 

56-65 years 33 4.6 4.6 100.0 

Total 720 100.0 100.0  

 

The above table shows that out of 720 respondents 313 people are from the age group of 15-25 years. 

139 respondents are associated with the age group of 26-35 years, 143 respondents are from the age 

group ranging from 36-45 years, 92 respondents were from the age group of 46-55 years and only 33 

respondents belonged from the age group of 56-65 years. 

Table4.1.3: Income 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Below 15,000 261 36.3 36.3 36.3 

15,001-30,000 155 21.5 21.5 57.8 

30,001-45,000 126 17.5 17.5 75.3 

45,001-60,000 113 15.7 15.7 91.0 

Above 60,000 65 9.0 9.0 100.0 

Total 720 100.0 100.0 
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The above table shows that majority of people (261) involved in this survey have their income level 

of below 15000, 155 respondents have their income level of 15,001-30,000, 126 respondents have 

their income of 30,001-450,000 and only 65 respondents have their income level above than 60,000. 

Table4.1.4: Designation 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Non-executive 244 33.9 33.9 33.9 

Officer 113 15.7 15.7 49.6 

Lower management 146 20.3 20.3 69.9 

Middle management 157 21.8 21.8 91.7 

Top management 60 8.3 8.3 100.0 

Total 720 100.0 100.0  

 

The above table shows that majority of people (244) involved in this survey are not employed, 113 

respondents are officers, 146 respondents belong to lower management, 157 respondents belong to 

middle management and only 67 belong to top management in the organizations. 

Table4.1.5: Education 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Matariculation 207 28.8 28.8 28.8 

Intermediate 98 13.6 13.6 42.4 

Graduate 212 29.4 29.4 71.8 

Masters 161 22.4 22.4 94.2 

Other _____________ 42 5.8 5.8 100.0 

Total 

 

720 

 

100.0 100. 

 
 

 

This table shows that 207 respondents involved in this survey have completed their matriculation, 98 

respondents have passed intermediate. the highest group of people (212) involved in this survey are 

graduates and 161 respondents have completed their masters. 

4.2 Inferential Statistics 

4.2.1 Reliability analysis 

Table.4.2.1 Reliability statistics 

 

Variables Items Cronbach's Alpha 

CDD 3 .854 

COW 3 .854 

NOR 3 .862 

PE 3 .905 

PR 3 .891 

VOW 3 .840 
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The reliability test for this research was conducted through SPSS software. reliability for each 

variable is mentioned in above table and it can be observed that each variable has its Cronbach's 

value higher than 0.88 showing higher internal consistency.  

4.2.2 Correlation Analysis 
Table4.2.2: Pearson correlation 

 COW NOR PE PR CDD VOW 

COW Pearson Correlation 1 .729** .566** .532** .524** .472** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

N 720 720 720 720 720 720 

NOR Pearson Correlation .729
**

 1 .704
**

 .618
**

 .610
**

 .509
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 .000 .000 .000 

N 720 720 720 720 720 720 

PE Pearson Correlation .566** .704** 1 .722** .654** .547** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000  .000 .000 .000 

N 720 720 720 720 720 720 

PR Pearson Correlation .532
**

 .618
**

 .722
**

 1 .783
**

 .630
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000  .000 .000 

N 720 720 720 720 720 720 

CDD Pearson Correlation .524** .610** .654** .783** 1 .734** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000  .000 

N 720 720 720 720 720 720 

VOW Pearson Correlation .472
**

 .509
**

 .547
**

 .630
**

 .734
**

 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000  

N 720 720 720 720 720 720 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

The above table of correlation shows the relation between Perceived Risk and Customer's Dining 

Decision. The Pearson value is near to 1 which means that there is a strong relationship between 

these two variables. The positive value of Pearson means if the value of one variable increases the 

other will also increase simultaneously. The 2-tailed value is significant at the level of 0.01 level 

which means that those variables are statistically significant.  

4.2.3 Regression 

Table 4.2.3.1 :Model Summary 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .849
a
 .720 .718 .717 

2 .849
b
 .720 .719 .717 

3 .848
c
 .719 .718 .717 

a. Predictors: (Constant), VOW, COW, PE, PR, NOR 

b. Predictors: (Constant), VOW, PE, PR, NOR 

c. Predictors: (Constant), VOW, PR, NOR 

 

 

The value of R in above table shows simple correlation and R square explains us that how well 

dependent variable can be explained by independent variables. The value of R is 0.849 whereas, the 
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value of R square is 0.720 which is very close. Thus, it indicates that there is no error in sample 

selection. 

Table 4.2.3.2 : ANOVA
d
 

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 945.332 5 189.066 367.730 .000
a
 

Residual 367.099 714 .514   

Total 1312.432 719    

2 Regression 945.318 4 236.329 460.280 .000
b
 

Residual 367.114 715 .513   

Total 1312.432 719    

3 Regression 943.955 3 314.652 611.409 .000
c
 

Residual 368.477 716 .515   

Total 1312.432 719    

a. Predictors: (Constant), VOW, COW, PE, PR, NOR 

b. Predictors: (Constant), VOW, PE, PR, NOR 

c. Predictors: (Constant), VOW, PR, NOR 

d. Dependent Variable: CDD 

 

 

The above ANOVA table shows us the sig value of 0.000 which is less than 0.01 concluding the 

model's significance at 99% confidence interval. We have used backward model regression and the 

final F-value is 611.409 which is significantly higher than our sig value, rejecting our null hypothesis. 

Table 4.2.3.3: coefficients statistics 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) .197 .090  2.199 .028 

COW .005 .031 .005 .171 .865 

NOR .110 .035 .108 3.165 .002 

PE .048 .030 .053 1.623 .105 

PR .437 .031 .443 13.963 .000 

VOW .362 .026 .368 14.016 .000 

2 (Constant) .201 .087  2.319 .021 

NOR .113 .029 .111 3.848 .000 

PE .048 .030 .053 1.629 .104 

PR .438 .031 .444 14.012 .000 

VOW .362 .026 .369 14.136 .000 

3 (Constant) .196 .087  2.256 .024 
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NOR .135 .026 .132 5.153 .000 

PR .460 .028 .466 16.383 .000 

VOW .366 .026 .373 14.330 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: CDD 

 

The above table show those variables which highly affect the dependent variable i.e. Customer's 

dining decision. Since we have used backward regression; in first place the model included 5 

independent variables i.e. Credibility of the website, Number of Reviews, Physical Environment, 

Perceived risk, and visuals on website, gradually eliminating Credibility of website and physical 

environment in next two models as they were insignificant. The final model predicts NOR, PR and 

VOW to be significant variables impacting more on Customers' dining decision.    

4.3 Hypotheses Assessment 

Table 4.3.1: Hypothesis Assessment summary 

H.No. Null Hypotheses    t Sig 

Value 

Status 

H1 There is no impact of credibility of website on 

customer’s dining decision. 

.171 .865 Failed to 

Reject 

H2 There is no impact of quantity of reviews on customer’s 

dining decision. 

5.153 .000 Rejected 

H3 There is no impact of perceived risk on customer’s 

dining decision. 

16.383 .000 Rejected 

H4 There is no impact of visuals on website on customer’s 

dining decision. 

14.330 .000 Rejected 

H5 There is no impact of physical environment on 

customer’s dining decision. 

1.629 .104 Failed to 

Reject 

4.4 Discussion 

The result of this research shows how customers’ dining decision gets affected by various variables 

like, credibility of website, number of reviews, perceived risk, physical environment, and visuals on 

website hence rejecting our Ho hypothesis i.e. “there is no impact of online reviews on customer’s 

dining decision”. Its backward regression model has predicted that number of reviews, perceived risk 

and visuals on website have a significant impact on customer’s dining decision. This research has 

shown that visuals on website are impacting a lot on customer’s dining decision which is backed up 

by a research which has been conducted in past has indicated in his study that various pictures of 

food very much attract people. Tempting food pictures may trigger people to select that restaurant 

and the results can practically be implicated for all restaurant owners that they should work on the 

presentation of food because good presentation attract eyes in the first place. (Storms, 2014) 

 

Second result shows that number of reviews are also affecting a customer’s dining decision. Eating 

outside is not a very high involvement procedure in which a customer spends a lot of time in 

evaluating options so they may go by the quantity of reviews on websites rather than quality of 

reviews. The result is further supported with a research which established through its results that 

according to Elaborated Liklihood Model (ELM) customers select “peripheral route” when they are 

not highly involved in making a purchase decision. Since in this survey most of the respondents 

belong to the age group of  15-25. So, it is clear that youngsters have a habit of dining in restaraunts 
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oftenly so, they are not highly involved in making a decision and would prefer to dine-in in different 

restaraunts getting attracted by the number of reviews. If we see the result of correlation it is clear 

that the value of Pearson Correlation of Perceived risk if 0.783 which states that customer’s dining 

decision is highly correlated with the amount of risk which a customer may experience. (Lee S. H., 

2009) 

 

This research has also indicated that credibility of the website is not statistically significant on our 

dependent variable i.e. customer’s dining decision because nowadays people are providing fake 

reviews, many unprofessional reviewers can post on various websites thus the quality and standard of 

websites are declining day by day.  It has been discussed in a research that due to the increase of 

amateur writers on internet, the credibility of websites are negatively being affected and people are 

the value of professional reviews is not worthy anymore. (Watson)   
 

5. Conclusion, limitations and recommendations  

This research shows that customers’ dining decision is based on three main variables which are 

number of reviews, perceived risk, and visuals on website. People usually go by the number of 

reviews when they are not highly involved into the decision process. We always decide and select 

that option in which we have the lowest amount of perceived risk because of the fear of something 

might bad happen people always prefer a look on reviews about that product. Third most factor which 

attract people eyes are visuals of food and restaurants. Attractive pictures may attract and force 

people into making a purchase decision. 

5.1 Limitations 

With some restraints, there were some obstacles towards effective and precise research work. The 

study was only restricted to the area of customers’ dining decision. Limited number of only five 

independent variables were used in this research, so this study is very confined and the results may 

not be applicable on a large scale. The data was collected only through social media due to financial 

constraints and because it was more convenient. 

5.2  Recommendations 

This research can also be further conducted to find out the impact of Electronic word of mouth on 

customers’ purchase decision of various products. Variables like customer service, taste of food, etc 

can be used to conduct this research in depth. Many restaurant owners can apply results of such 

researches to improve their weak areas of business.   
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Abstract 

 

At present, the heads of organizations have come to realize that the leading positions for their 

companies allow us to occupy not only the use of high technologies, but also the personnel, which is 

the basis of any organization. It is exactly how much the organization's personnel is interested in 

accomplishing the tasks set, with what enthusiasm they start to work and the way they show their 

attitude to the company are key factors in the effective operation of the company. The problem of 

staff involvement is relevant. Many foreign and Russian companies are aware of the importance of 

involving staff in the activities of the organization, which is due to the direct relationship between the 

involvement of staff and the performance of the organization. The purpose of this article is to 

investigate the indicators of staff involvement and develop recommendations for improving the 

toolkit to increase the involvement of staff in the organization. In the article proposes 

recommendations for improving the involvement of staff, measures were developed to improve the 

development of factors of staff involvement - remuneration and recognition. The practical importance 

of this article consists in the possibility of using the developed recommendations on improving the 

toolkit for increasing the involvement of personnel in the organization's activities in the practice of 

functioning of commercial organizations with similar characteristics of the personnel. 

 

 

Keywords: personnel management, staff involvement, tools to increase staff involvement 

Introduction 

Scientific and practical interest in the concept of "involvement" can be traced from the end of the 

20th century - the time when a radical restructuring in the world economy began to take place, and 

changes in the public consciousness that influenced the structure of the organizational system began 

to occur. 

The concept of "involvement" is a qualitative characteristic of the personnel, which consists in a 

benevolent attitude not only to the leaders, but also to the organization as a whole, acceptance and 

division of the goals, principles, mission, acting in the organization; understanding the importance of 

their contribution to the activities and development of the organization; the desire to grow and 

develop together with the organization through the manifestation of initiative and the introduction of 

innovations; continuous reciprocal dialogue at the level of leader-subordinate. 

The important things in understanding the role of staff involvement in the activities of the 

organization are the results of research on the impact of involvement on the financial and economic 

performance of the organization. Thus, numerous studies show that the total return on investment 

with an involvement of 60% is more than 20%, the value of the company's shares grows by more than 

12%, the increase in sales per employee increases in the year to 27 000 USD, the profit per 1 

employee in Year increases to 3 800 USD, profitability from work with clients increases by 15-20%. 
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Tools and Methods 

J. Hellevig in his researches noted, the formation and development of the involvement of the 

personnel in the organization are influenced by general and individual factors of involvement. A 

similar point of view can be found in Russian researchers. Thus, according to the Russian scientist 

V.N. Belkin, the analysis of the factors of employee involvement must be carried out at two levels: 

- at the level of the organization (division) - the organizational level; 

- at the level of each employee - an individual level. 

In order to ensure the formation and development of staff involvement, good intentions and real 

interest are not enough. The process of creating an involvement is a systemic process in which all 

levels of the organization's employees participate: managers, mid-level managers, ordinary 

employees. According to practitioners, the effective tools for developing involvement are: 

1. Development and implementation of an adaptation program for new employees, which will allow 

you to quickly learn about the history of the company, its goals, objectives, values, corporate culture 

and basic programs that enable you to develop and become an active member of the team. Heads of 

the organization should care about the initial impression of new employees – it should not be 

negative, especially  they should care for the best employees  - those who have many proposals from 

other employers. 

2. Weekly spreading general information in all units in the company. You can talk about the ongoing 

actions, about the events held and planned - every employee must constantly be aware of the 

company's events. 

3. Conducting conversations, ongoing interviews. These methods of involvement are an alternative to 

the exit interview. Many large companies believe that it is necessary to conduct the current interview 

not only with the employees involved (it allows managers to find out what keeps them in the 

company), but also with middle-staff and those who show low rates (allows the manager to notice 

early signs of problems). 

4. Regular (optimally - monthly) holding meetings of top management executives with employees of 

departments, where existing problems and ways of their solution are discussed. 

5. Participation of employees in project teams in various areas of perfection of processes, products, 

etc. 

6. Participation in bright, significant projects of the company. In order to increase the involvement of 

the staff, most modern companies include their employees in the work on bright projects. The 

opportunity to participate in such projects inspires them and motivates employees, which in the future 

leads to increased involvement and improvement of the company's business performance. 

7. Involvement of the personnel through the organization of competitions between teams in 

production, teams, as well as the promotion of winners. 

8. Encouraging the best employees. D. Robinson believes that the involvement of the  personnel can 

be achieved by creating an organizational environment in which positive emotions are present. For 

example, this is the environment in which employees are encouraged. This increases organizational 

efficiency, reduces staff turnover and improves staff health. 

9. Assisting the leaders of their subordinates in professional development by delegating tasks, 

transferring existing knowledge, learning by example. 

10. Training and development of employees - for this there must be effective internal training 

programs, if necessary; you can pay for training from external service providers. 
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11. Development of individual development plans. Creation of individual development plans, which 

reflect the personal and professional goals of employees, leads the way to increased involvement and 

improvement of market indicators. 

Drawing up personalized development plans makes it possible to identify careers and academic 

interests of the best, and also to determine what actions the employees themselves and their leaders 

should take to achieve the goals. In the individual development plans it is recommended, besides 

training and programs, to include the following activities: rotation; virtual learning resources; co-

teaching or mentoring by the senior manager or the first person of the company. 

The presented research is based on approaches to the involvement of staff as satisfaction of needs 

(V.Kan, 1990). In these works, involvement as a full involvement in the performance of the work 

role, in which the employee directs his cognitive, emotional and physical energy to perform work 

tasks. Involvement as the antithesis of burnout (Maslach, Leiter, 1997). The components of 

involvement (high energy level, enthusiasm, sense of effectiveness) are determined through 

contrasting burnout components (exhaustion, cynicism, inefficiency). Investigation of the interaction 

of "satisfaction - involvement" (Gallup Model, 2002). Multidimensional approach to involvement (A. 

Saks, 2006). The theoretical significance of the presented article is that the presented conclusions and 

conclusions, formulated as a result of the conducted research, can find application in scientific works, 

studies, scientific dissertations. 

Formation and development of staff involvement requires readiness for changes to all participants in 

this process. From the HR manager, it requires the ability to persuade, to join interests, to disclose 

and fix the benefits of the result of involvement. 

There are various options for assessing involvement, the most common is conducting periodic written 

and oral interviews with the organization's employees. The involvement of staff should be studied at 

least 2 times a year. Research and evaluation of the effectiveness of the measures taken to increase 

the level of involvement are conducted for the first time at the end of the fiscal year. The analysis of 

the data shows how successful they were. After that, they develop a budget for the next year to 

implement a new plan of activities. At the end of the first half of the year, a second survey of 

employees is conducted. After studying the data received, adjustments are made to the plan. 

As a rule, Russian organizations are invited by consulting organizations that have experience of such 

work to investigate the involvement of personnel. 

Specifically for the diagnosis of the involvement of staff, the researchers created and implemented 

the following methods to measure the involvement of staff (Table 1). 

Table 1: Basic methods for measuring the involvement of staff. 

Name Indicators 

Gallup Method 

[http://www.gallup.ru] 

A questionnaire that includes 12 questions that measure involvement through 

the indicators of inclusion, satisfaction and enthusiasm. 

Shaufeli and 

Becker’s method 

Questionnaire, which includes 17 questions. Identification of results on the 

scale of involvement: vigor, devotion, immersion (absorption) activity. 

E.A. Scriptunova’s 

method 

It assesses the involvement in completing corporate tasks, involvement in 

the work process, interest in the work as a whole, initiatives and focus on 

increasing the efficiency of their work and company development. The 

methodology for assessing the level of involvement is based on the 

algorithm of formation of involvement. 

May, Gilson and 

Harter’s methods 

[http://www-

01.ibm.ru; 

Their methods are based on the work by W. Kahn. This technique evaluates 

3 components of involvement: cognitive, emotional, physical. 
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http://www.haygrou

p.com/ru] 

Saks's methodology 

 

The methodology is designed to measure two types of involvement: 

involvement in work and organizational involvement. 

Aon Hewitt’s  

methodology 

[http://www.axesgro

up.ru] 

The questionnaire (counting about 70 questions) allows you to assess the 

level of involvement and employee satisfaction with 14 factors that affect 

involvement: brand attractiveness, top management, direct manager, career 

opportunities, training and development, performance management, reward 

and recognition, Interaction, independence, work content, conditions for 

success, respect and recognition, talent management and selection, balance 

of work and personal life. In turn, 14 factors are divided into 6 groups: 

people, work, career, remuneration, company activity, quality of life of 

workers. 

Towers Watson’s  

methodology 

[http://www.towers

watson.ru] 

This methodology measures 3 factors: attachment to the company, the 

desire to apply additional efforts and achieve more; an atmosphere that is 

conducive to productive work and contributes to the improvement of labor 

performance; individual working conditions. 

 

Evaluation of the implemented methods allowed to conclude that it is necessary to use the presented 

methods of Aon Hewitt and taking into account the specifics of the enterprise under investigation. 

Results And Discussion 

Let’s consider the implementation of the toolkit for staff involvement in Russian enterprises. In 

Russia, large enterprises annually (for example, Rostelecom - the largest representative of the market 

of telecommunications) conduct research on the involvement of staff. These surveys help to get 

feedback from employees, which allows to understand how the personnel assess the situation in the 

company, how satisfied they are with the company and motivated, to identify the main factors 

affecting the involvement of staff, and to identify the necessary changes that will lead to increased 

effectiveness. 

Most often, the study of the involvement of staff is carried out with the help of external providers. 

For example, the services of AXES Management, which is a representative of Aon Hewitt in Russia, 

are very popular. In the research of involvement, AXES Management closely cooperates with the 

international leader of HR consulting Aon Hewitt. 

The results of the survey of the indicators of the level of involvement for the years 2015 - 2016 in 

large Russian companies are presented in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows that in 2016, as compared to 

2015, there is an increase in the involvement of the personnel in Russian companies. Authors 

interviewed 30% of staff of branches Rostelecom in regions of the central Russia. 
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Figure 1 : Results on indicators of involvement. 

In order to take into account the priorities of staff involvement, authors suggest to conduct an annual 

segmentation of employees in relation to the company, in which the following categories of 

employees are assigned: "Driving Force", "Weakened", "Martyrs", "Ballast", "Future Potential", " 

Mentally is no longer in the company. " The first three categories of personnel refer to the employees 

involved, and the next three categories to the unaffiliated employees. Results of inspection of 30% of 

staff of branches Rostelecom are presented on Figure 2. Authors investigated the involvement by 

means of a method of questioning and online – questioning. 

* results of segmentation for 2016 

** ideal indicators for the large enterprises 

 

Figure 2 : Results of segmentation of personnel in Russian companies 
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Let us consider in more detail the characteristics of each category of personnel and the results of the 

research obtained. "Driving Force" are employees and managers who carry the bulk of the burden, 

and do it voluntarily and with pleasure. Such employees as a whole at the time of the 2016 survey 

amounted to about 53%. This is 11% higher than the result of last year. Employees from the category 

"Weakened" are involved in the work, give companies all the strength. At the same time, there are 

spheres in their working life that they are not completely satisfied with. Such employees in 2016 were 

7%. 

Compared with last year, the percentage of the personnel in this category fell by 6%. "Martyrs" are 

employees who are 100% involved in the work in the company, but at the same time everyone is not 

satisfied. At the time of the survey, such employees were not found in 2016. "Future Potential" 

demonstrates low involvement, and there are areas in which these employees are not happy. 

According to the consultants of the company, Hewitt, it is the employees of this group who can in the 

future replenish the ranks of the people involved in the company or in the company in the event that 

the actions of HR-service and company management aimed at this group will be temporary and 

effective. Such employees in 2016 were 26%. Compared with last year, the percentage of the 

personnel in this category fell by 6%. "Ballast" is a category of the personnel who are completely 

uninvolved in their work, but at the same time everyone is happy. They can be very loyal employees 

who work in the same company for years, occupying the same position (or even moving along the 

career ladder), but they do not put forward any ideas for the implementation of which they could take, 

do not take responsibility and in the performance of their work they never show special dedication. 

At the time of the survey in 2016, there were 10% of such employees. Compared to the previous year, 

the percentage of this category of personnel remained unchanged. "Mentally no longer in the 

company" is a category of the personnel that is not involved and there are no such spheres of working 

life in the company, which employees of this category would be satisfied with. There were 4% of 

such employees, which is 1% lower than the result of 2015. 

Let’s consider the results of the study of the level of involvement of the personnel in 2016 compared 

to 2015, which are reflected in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 :  Level of involvement of staff in 2015-2016. 
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As we can see from Figure 3 in 2016, the level of involvement has increased by 20% compared to 

2015. This indicates that special measures are being implemented and they are aimed at changing the 

established positions of things that have contributed to the involvement of personnel in the changes 

taking place in the life of companies. Also, such an increase in the level of involvement indicates that 

employees are not indifferent to their work, and they are ready to exert additional efforts to help 

achieve the goals set by the company.  

The analysis of the priorities of staff involvement in large Russian enterprises conducted by the 

authors of the article showed that, compared to 2015, in 2016 priorities have changed with which it is 

necessary to work in order to increase involvement: 

1. Remuneration and recognition. The staff want to see how their contribution to the work relates to 

their level of wages (understanding the wages system, awareness of the system of individual 

bonuses), and also want to understand how the company shares financial success with them. 

2. Top management. Employees want management to be accessible to them and interact with them. 

3. The attractiveness of the brand. Personnel are very interested in the brand of the company, in 

particular: the implementation of promises given to employees, as well as the company's external and 

internal brand. 

4. Conditions for success. Employees want to see effective work management, successful intra-

organizational cooperation, as well as a rationally constructed organizational structure and business 

processes. 

Conclusions 

As recommendations for improving the involvement of staff, measures were developed to improve 

the development of 4 factors of staff involvement. "Remuneration and recognition" - involves 

working with material and non-material motivation of personnel, as well as the need for staff to 

understand the system of motivation, an objective balance of tasks and opportunities for their 

implementation, active application of the system of individual bonuses for personnel results of their 

activities. The main goal of this factor of involvement is that the employee is aware of the rules of 

being paid; he considers remuneration for his work fair; he has an opportunity to influence his 

income in one way or another. To increase the involvement of staff in this factor, the following 

activities are proposed for implementation: 

1. Implementation of the program of bonuses and benefits, based on the type of "cafeteria" it 

Will help to eliminate the main drawback of the traditional system of additional payments, when 

costs influence everyone, and privileges are given to the elite; to evade the "equalization" in the 

provision of benefits; link the provision of benefits with individual performance; individualize the 

motivation due to the fact that each person can independently choose the most attractive services for 

him. 

2. Implementation of the program "Recognition". The "Recognition" program is a set of actions that 

are aimed at assessing the manifested qualities of employees in the performance of their immediate 

duties, as well as evaluating their efforts in the performance of assigned tasks, public recognition of 

these qualities and efforts with the delivery of the appropriate attributes of recognition and symbols 

of achievement.  

"Top management" - involves work on building communication between employees and top 

management. The main goal is to inform the management of the company about the main problems 

of employees; to be interested in the well-being of employees; to arrange an open and sincere 

communication with employees. It is important for employees that the management is accessible to 
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them and interacts with them. To increase the involvement of staff in this factor, the "Days of 

Informing" project is proposed to be implemented for the purpose of delivering the most relevant and 

up-to-date information about the company, explaining the main activities, and also for feedback from 

employees. 

"Attractiveness of the brand" is aimed at increasing the attractiveness of the company's brand not 

only as an employer, but also as a socially responsible organization. The main goal of this 

involvement factor is that the staff understands that the company is respected, and employees are 

assured of the success of the company, its reliability and sustainability. In order to increase the 

attractiveness of this factor, the following projects are proposed for implementation: 

1. "Conditions for success" project, which assumes that the company provides opportunities for self-

fulfillment and contributes to the achievement of the goals of employees. The main goal of this factor 

is that the employees are happy with the development of their career and understand that their career 

growth depends on the results of their direct work. 

2. Holding a modular training program "Master of Communications". This program will give key 

employees the tools, knowledge, skills that will allow them to work more efficiently. 
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Abstract 
 

Despite the fact that almost nine years have passed since the beginning of the global financial crisis 

of 2008, the world economy has not reached a stable development path. Within the framework of the 

article it is shown that the crisis has a regular character, caused by the cyclical nature of the 

development of the world economy. The basis of the methodology is the analysis of the dynamics of 

the International Monetary Fund data, including the MSCI World integral index, reflecting the global 

tendency of the stock market, macroeconomic, demographic indicators, money supply indicators, etc. 

As a result, it was revealed that the current state of the world economy speaks about the formation of 

a period of transition to a new technological order, which, first of all, is determined by energy supply. 

The authors concluded that any technological base depends on new energy, which should 

significantly differ in energy efficiency. This is justified by the fact that capitalist development 

requires the growth of energy intensity of products, volumes of energy consumption. The efficiency 

of new energy resources is determined by the assessment of energy costs for extracting energy 

resources, the quality of energy resources, and the costs of extraction. It is obvious that the transition 

to a new technological order will be determined by the growing interest in biofuels, shale oil and gas. 

However, the energy efficiency of these fuels is low, and in recent years there has been no transition 

to a new energy resource. 

 

Keywords: economic crisis, cyclical economic development, new technological ways 

 

Introduction 

2008 is characterized by the global financial crisis. By years 2010-2011 most countries had already 

"reported on overcoming" the consequences of that crisis. The main tool for combating the crisis was 

the so-called "quantitative easing" undertaken by the leading central banks of the world. In particular, 

the Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank, the Bank of England and the Bank of Japan - all 

carried out a quantitative easing policy with varying success. And apparently everything looks pretty 

good, especially judging by the indicators of the stock markets. 

For example, the integrated index MSCI World, reflecting the global tendency of the stock market 

and including 1,650 shares of companies around the world, is at historic highs (Fig. 1). The situation 

is the dame with the indicators of individual countries. In particular, the US S & P 500 index, uniting 

the shares of the 500 largest US companies, is almost 60% higher than the peak pre-crisis 2008 

values. And even the Russian market, despite all sanctions and counter-sanctions and the economic 

recession of recent years, exceeded pre-crisis levels (Fig. 2).  

This study is based on the statistics of the International Monetary Fund (http://www.imf.org), as well 

as such portals as Investing (http://investing.com/), Finam (http://finam.ru). 
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Figure 1 : Dynamics of the MSCI World Index 

 

Figure 2 : Dynamics of the MICEX index 

The presented graphics and figures actually confirm the growth of the financial market and stagnation 

of the real sector. At first glance, the situation is paradoxical. But, obviously, this has already 

happened in history. All this is described by the theory of cyclical economic development, which is 

not very popular nowadays and which is most often associated with N.D. Kondratiev and his 

successors. In its economic basis, this study considered the current crisis through the prism of the 

limitations of the model of capitalist production described by A. Smith, K. Marx, and J. Schumpeter. 

The authors used theoretical ideas of J. Kitchin, Juglar, S. Kuznets, J. Arrighi, L. Badalyan - V. 

Krivorotova, V. I. Pantin, S. Y. Glazyev. 

Results and Discussion 

If we try to look at the real sector, we’ll see that the economic growth of most of the largest 

economies is at the level of statistical error. For example, if you analyze international transport of 

resources, it turns out that they are at an extremely low level. In particular, the Baltic Dry Index is at 

levels close to historical lows (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3 :  Baltic Dry Index 

The index reflects the cost of transporting dry goods on 20 main sea routes. The content of the index 

reflects the level of business activity. Moreover, we can say that the index is a leading indicator in its 

essence, since economic growth requires an increase in the volume of resources, and this increases 

the volume of their transportation. A similar situation is with the prices for oil, aluminum, copper, 

nickel and other metals (Fig. 4). 

Low prices for oil can somehow be linked to the "shale revolution", but nothing like this happened 

with prices for metal. 
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Figure 4 : Dynamics of prices for aluminum and nickel 

Finally, we illustrate the situation by means of macro statistics. Let’s consider the GDP indicator. For 

a cross-country analysis, a more correct estimate can be obtained on the basis of the Gross Domestic 

Product by purchasing power parity (PPP GDP later) (Table 1). 

Table 1: GDP dynamics in PPP of leading world economies and PPP GDP growth rate 

Country 

Subject 

Descriptor Units 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2016 2016/1995

Brazil 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 1306,756 1579,824 2046,98 2803,368 3216,167 3141,335 240,4% 

China 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 2254,642 3698,622 6617,286 12405,881 19695,741 21291,766 944,4% 

France 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 1337,635 1678,332 2046,601 2340,155 2665,863 2733,678 204,4% 

Germany 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 2033,711 2430,427 2804,578 3279,529 3860,114 3980,282 195,7% 

India 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 1426,298 2077,843 3238,203 5312,261 8003,405 8662,35 607,3% 

Indonesia

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 849,679 958,481 1356,414 2003,959 2849,796 3032,092 356,9% 
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Japan 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 2965,536 3405,45 4056,757 4485,871 5118,682 5237,79 176,6% 

Russia 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 1389,47 1635,277 2474,758 3240,905 3759,692 3799,696 273,5% 

United 

Kingdom 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 1224,054 1556,051 2008,467 2251,123 2700,627 2785,563 227,6% 

United 

States 

GDP 

based on 

PPP 

Current 

international 

dollar, 

billions 7664,05 10284,75 13093,7 14964,4 18036,65 18569,1 242,3% 

The source: http://www.imf.org/external/data.htm 

At first glance, the growth of the world economy is obvious. However, let's look at the dynamics of 

GDP growth (Table 2). 

Table 2: dynamics of the growth rate of GDP by PPP by the previous year 

Country Subject Descriptor 2000 2005 2010 2015 2016 

Brazil 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 6,8% 6,5% 8,8% -2,7% -2,3% 

China 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 10,9% 14,9% 12,0% 8,1% 8,1% 

France 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 6,2% 4,9% 3,2% 2,4% 2,5% 

Germany 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 5,5% 4,1% 5,2% 2,6% 3,1% 

India 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 6,3% 12,8% 11,6% 9,1% 8,2% 

Indonesia 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 7,4% 9,1% 7,7% 6,0% 6,4% 

Japan 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 5,1% 4,9% 5,5% 2,3% 2,3% 

Russia 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 12,6% 9,8% 5,8% -1,8% 1,1% 

United 

Kingdom 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 6,1% 6,3% 3,2% 3,3% 3,1% 

United States 

Rate of a gain (to previous 

year) 6,5% 6,7% 3,8% 3,7% 3,0% 

The source: http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/rosstat_main/rosstat/ru/statistics/publications/ 

Let's pay attention to the fact that since 2010 GDP growth rates of all countries have begun to fall, 

which in a compartment with a share of these economies, suggests that the global economy is slowing 

and this slowdown has a systemic (fundamental) reason. At the same time, we draw attention to the 

fact that after the years 2008-2009, there were no external signs of a crisis in the world economy. The 

situation is explained by the regular cyclical development of the economy. 

More interesting explanation of the cyclical nature of the world economy can be gleaned from the 

theory of "technical and economic cenosis" by L. Badalyan - V. Krivorotov. The availability of the 

resource base and technology for its development form one or another socioeconomic structure (in 
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other words, the cenosis). Population growth at this technological level of resource development is 

gradually limited to a certain extent. As we approach it, the cenosis accumulates structural 

imbalances that result in wars, migrations, and the destruction of the social sphere. Such imbalances, 

arising as the population grows, are called Malthusian scissors. As a result of solving the problem of 

the Malthusian scissors, the techno-economic prices are being destroyed and the human population is 

"thin out". Then a new cenosis is formed on a new technological level. 

The first signs of a new cenosis appear at the stage of financial expansion of the previous cycle of 

capital accumulation. Its very formation takes place at the initial stage of material expansion, when 

the technological structure is being formed. The latter is the basis for a new material expansion and 

determines the structure of the new cenosis. In general, in the development of the new cenosis, the 

development of "non-extinction," (the territories that were not in demand earlier because of the lack 

of technological access to them), is of great importance. For example, the development of steam 

engines and railways contributed to the fact that Britain (from the beginning in the metropolis and 

then the colonies) was able to master significant areas that were previously not in demand. The same 

story was repeated in the USA in the middle of the 20th century, when "inappropriateness" was 

"embroidered" with a network of highways. 

On the basis of the new technological order in the material sphere, capital accumulation takes place 

according to the "D-T-D" scheme before the super-accumulation crisis, which begins to destroy the 

technical and economic cenosis. It must be said that the new techno-economic price is a skeleton of 

the future scheme of capital accumulation. 

As it has already been mentioned, the new technological order is born during the period of the 

previous mode of action, mainly in the phase of its decline. The transition to a new technological 

order takes about 10 years. This period is characterized by the growth of a new technological order. 

At this stage, at the beginning, the fading effect of the old technological order on the world economy 

outweighs the positive impact of the new technological order. However, with the flow of capital, the 

positive impact of the new way outweighs and the stable economic development begins. As mass 

development of technologies of a new technological structure grows, growth slows down, which 

leads to the maturity phase. This gradually leads to a decrease in the rate of return on invested capital, 

which in the future will lead the technological order to decline. The decay itself can last for a long 

time. 

Conclusions 

Obviously, within a certain period there is a formed configuration of the world economy. However, 

this forms the limit of economic growth. Even if we consider a single global economy, its size has 

limits. The growth of scientific and technological progress and the increase in the level of the division 

of labor processes are interrelated. However, within the framework of the formed scientific paradigm 

there are also limits. The transition to a much higher level of division of labor requires radical 

changes in technology (in S. Glazyev's terms "technological change"). When the technological 

paradigm is replaced, the world economy is "reset": a new configuration of the world economy is 

being formed, production processes are being developed at a new technological level, the structure of 

the division of labor is changing, etc. 

Without this, the world economy has a certain limit, and the economy is in a systemic (structural) 

crisis. Now, the timing of the crisis is not important for those who occupy a dominant position in the 

world economy. It is important only that the way out of it is possible on the basis of a new 

technological paradigm. Without this, the world economy will remain in a state of "technological 

stalemate", which has been more noticeable since the mid-2000s. In recent years, manufacturers of 

electronics, cars, household appliances do not offer new products. These are the same products, but 

with a new design, improved ergonomics and a bunch of small "improvements" ("upgrades"). 

Finally, it is worth mentioning one more aspect. Any cycle assumes a new technological base. 

However, any technology starts not with the mode of production, but with the energy. It is obvious 

that it is possible to sow and harvest crops with the help of a horse and a tractor. Of course, the 
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performance will be different (different technological levels). However, energy supply will be 

different. Thus, any technological base depends on new energy. And there are a number of 

explanations. 

First, the logic of capitalist development leads to a reduction in the volume of labor and, on the 

contrary, an increase in the use of capital. This is well analyzed by K. Marx. In other words, the 

capital intensity of production is growing. However, any equipment requires energy, therefore, the 

energy intensity of the products also increases. 

Secondly, with the growth of the reproductive circuit, the volumes of energy consumption, whose 

energy sources are limited, also grow. Gradually, readily available sources are exhausted, which leads 

to higher energy prices, higher production costs and, ultimately, lower rates of return. 

Thirdly, the choice of a new energy resource is associated with the technological capabilities of its 

extraction, processing and transportation, which means that the economy should be used. 

Fourthly, the transition to a new energy resource is due to the fact that it is more efficient compared 

to the previous resource, which is associated with an increase in the energy consumption of the world 

economy. 

The issue of energy efficiency is quite complicated. A certain idea about this can be obtained on the 

basis of the EROI (energy return on investment) indicator (sometimes called EROEI - energy 

returned on energy invested), which is the ratio of the amount of useful energy (suitable for further 

use) to the amount of energy spent on obtaining such energy resource . It is difficult to obtain an 

accurate estimate of the index. 

1. The main problem is the estimation of energy inputs for extracting energy resources. The fact is 

that these costs are seriously different. Here, the location of the energy resource is important, as well 

as the technology used to extract it. This leads to the fact that even at neighboring deposits, the EROI 

indicator may differ significantly. 

2. Quality of energy resources. It is obvious that the quality of energy resources influences the energy 

output. Naturally, certain standardization is possible. But since all energy resources are natural 

objects, and natural conditions are different, energy resources themselves will differ. This is clearly 

visible thanks to hundreds varieties of oil. 

4. The indicator changes significantly in time. This is due to two circumstances. Firstly, the extraction 

of a new energy resource begins with readily available deposits, and it is necessary to move to more 

difficult areas. This, on the one hand, reduces the dynamics of EROI. But, secondly, the production 

technology is optimized (it gets cheaper), which, on the contrary, leads to an increase in EROI. 

However, since the resource has limited volumes, it is possible to cheapen production due to 

technological improvement only in a limited time frame. 

5. Finally, the validity of the estimates is important. As a rule, you will not find open primary ("raw") 

numbers, you will see only the results. Often they are quite contradictory, and without "raw" 

estimates, it is impossible to verify the nature of the discrepancies. 

In other words, only an approximate estimate based on the EROI indicator can be obtained.  

However, this is not crucial for the transition to a new technological order. 

Indeed, the new technological structure implies a new energy resource significantly different in 

energy efficiency. This is to ensure a reduction in production costs and to meet the sharply increasing 

energy needs at a new technological level. All this leads to an increase in the rate of return at this 

stage (at the beginning of a new technological cycle). In this case, as a rule, resources with the 

highest EROI are first used, if possible. As resources are depleted, they use resources with a lower 

EROI. However, this increases energy costs, the specificity of which lies in the fact that they 

"characterize" any product. The higher the degree of processing, the more energy is used in the 

technological process. The fall of EROI to some critical values makes the use of energy resources not 
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advisable. It is obvious that the energy efficiency of oil and gas has fallen significantly. For example, 

for the US, the indicator fell from 100 in 1930 to 14.5 in 2005. 

The decline in EROI on a global scale (not in relation to companies and deposits) leads to a global 

economic crisis. Incidentally, the logic of this approach can be applied to the explanation of the rise 

and fall of individual countries. Taking into account the initial thesis about the systemic crisis of the 

world economy and the idea of a cyclical world economy, we can find the way out at a new 

technological level. The latter requires a new energy resource. However, recent years have not been 

marked by a transition to a new energy resource. It is obvious that the surge in interest in biofuel in 

the early 2000s. is hopeless, because its EROI at the initial stage is critically low. The situation with 

shale oil and gas is more complicated. 
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Abstract 

Special economic zones (SEZ) have seen widespread implementation in international practice and act as 

one of the instruments used to stimulate economic development of a country as a whole, specific regions, 

and areas of national economy, which is especially relevant in conditions of crisis and slowed economic 

development. This article considers the types of special economic zones in use in the Russian Federation 

and studies taxation preferences afforded to residents (participants) of Russian SEZs. Special attention is 

given to the investigation of preferences in wage fund taxation, in particular the amount of income tax 

and the rates of insurance contributions to the wage fund applied by SEZ contributors in Russia. The 

article will analyze indices of the activity of different types of Russian SEZs, identify problems in their 

performance and make conclusions about their productivity. It will also look at the feasibility of applying 

reduced tariffs on social contributions for different types of special economic zones, including 

industrial/development zones, technical/innovation zones, and recreational and touristic zones, depending 

on the cost structure typical for each type of SEZ. Finally the article will draw conclusions about which 

types of SEZ are most justified for implementing reduced tariffs on social contributions and about the 

perspectives of the long-term development and improvement of SEZs in Russia. 

Keywords: Special economic zone (SEZ), taxation, rates of insurance contributions to the wage fund, 

taxation preferences, cost structure. 

Introduction 

Special economic zones are widespread in international practice. According to 2015 data from the UN 

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), there were around 4,500 SEZs operating in 140 

countries, which employed over 65 million people (Economic  zones  in  the  ASEAN, 2015). 

 

Thanks to its economic appeal, special economic zones are used by both developed and developing 

countries. However, the most impressive results on SEZ usage can be observed specifically in their 

implementation in developing economies.  Their use facilitated the modernization of China, Malaysia, 

Mexico, Taiwan, and South Korea among others. For example, in Malaysia 90% of output in the 

electronics industry is produced in SEZs (Morgachev, 1992). The appearance of SEZs on a large scale in 

China not only attracted foreign investment, but also served as a catalyst for economic reform throughout 

the entire country (Farole and Akinci, 2011; Ji et al, 2017; Alder et al, 2016). 

 

The development of SEZs throughout the world and in the Russian Federation occurs under the influence 

of international tax competition, which is aimed at stimulating the flow of foreign capital into sovereign 

tax jurisdictions by using favorable tax rates and tax regimes. The final goal of the international tax 

competition process is the strengthening of the competitive advantages of a country by the creation of 

effective infrastructure, clusters of certain branches of national economy, which in the end leads to 

growth in national income and the increase of tax revenue (Maiburov et al, 2010). Special economic 
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zones have a number of peculiarities, which include special customs zones, simplified investment 

regimes, decreased administrative barriers and preferential treatment with taxation. 

 

In the Russian Federation, special economic zones began active development at the start of the 1990s, as 

the years 1990 and 1991 saw the opening of 11 of such zones in Russia, totaling 1 million sq. km (7% of 

the country’s territory) and 13% of the population (18.5 million people) of the country. Currently more 

than 40 special economic zones of different types are in operation in Russia, all of which were founded 

between 1999 and 2016. Study of existing tax preferences, the results of SEZ performance and the cost 

structures typical of different types of SEZ allowed for the creation of an evaluation of the feasibility of 

applying reduced rates of social contributions in the wage fund in SEZs in Russia. 

1 Research Methods 

Various theoretical and empiric research approaches were used in the writing of this article. Research was 

carried out with the use of theoretical methods such as analysis, synthesis, generalization and 

classification. The classification of current SEZs in operation in the Russian Federation revealed the fact 

that several types of Russian SEZs overlap in their range of activities and have similar legal regimes for 

the implementation of entrepreneurial and investment activities. Analysis of current SEZs in Russia 

demonstrated a rather low level of performance on the part of the country’s SEZs, especially taking into 

account budget losses due to tax losses. 

 

The empiric methods used include observation and comparison and were used for the measurement of 

basic economic tendencies and the comparison between types of SEZs in order to identify the varieties of 

special economic zones in which the application of reduced tariffs on social contributions in the wage 

fund is more feasible. 

2 Results and Discussions 

2.1 Classification of special economic zones in Russia 

 
Currently there are a few types of special economic zones in the Russian Federation, which are classified 

in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Classification of special economic zones in Russia 

Types of SEZ 

1. Special economic zones created in accordance to the federal law 

No. 184-FZ from 29.05.2015 “About special economic zones in 

the Russian Federation” 

• Industrial/development 

zones 

SEZ Alabuga, SEZ Lipetsk, SEZ 

Tolyatti, SEZ Titanium Valley, 

SEZ Moglino, SEZ Kaluga 

• Technical/innovation 

zones 

SEZ Tomsk, SEZ Zelenograd, SEZ 

Dubna, SEZ Saint Petersburg, SEZ 

Innopolis 

• Recreational and tourist 

zones 

SEZ Baikal Harbor, SEZ 

Biryuzovaya Katun’ (Altai Krai), 

SEZ Valley of Altai 

• Port SEZs SEZ Ulyanovsk-Vostochnyy, SEZ 
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Soviet Harbot (Khabarovsk Krai) 

2.  Special economic zones created under separate federal laws 

• Special economic zone in Magadan Oblast 

• Special economic zone in Kaliningrad Oblast 

• Free economic zone on the territory of the Republic of Crimea 

and the City of Federal Importance Sevastopol. 

• Free port of Vladivostok  

3. Innovation centers 

Skolkovo Innovation Center  

4. Territories of leading socioeconomic development created in 

accordance to federal law No. 473-FZ from 29.12.2014 

In 2015-2016 18 of such regions were created in various regions 

in the Russian Federation 

 

 
Note that SEZs in Magadan and Kaliningrad Oblasts, the Republic of Crimea, territories of advanced 

socioeconomic development, and the free port of Vladivostok were created by a territorial principle in 

which preferential treatment is given to residents that exist within a defined territory. Some examples of 

SEZs created by this territorial principle include small states such as Lichtenstein, Luxembourg, Cyprus, 

Malta, and the Caribbean Basin countries among others. The remaining SEZs in the Russian Federation, 

as well as the Skolkovo Innovation Center, were founded on the cluster, or point, principle, which 

dictates that a group of neighboring interconnected companies of a separate branch and organizations tied 

to them are provided certain advantages under certain conditions (Kirillova, 2014). SEZs of similar type 

are widespread in the United States, China, South Korea and many other countries. 

 

2.2 Taxation benefits in Russian SEZs 

 
Widespread use of special economic zones in modern practice of government economic regulation can be 

attributed to the fact that the use of this form of economic activity organization provides economic 

interest on the side of both the government and bodies carrying out economic activity, which include 

individuals and legal entities that do business in special economic zones. SEZ-provided tax benefits are 

one of the tools used that make participation in special economic zones attractive for tenants and 

investors. 

 

Because of the various regulatory potential of different taxes and fees and their varying significance in 

terms of their share in the total amount of tax payments in the worldwide practice of SEZ regulation, the 

most common tax instruments are (Maiburov et al, 2017): corporate income tax; value added tax (with 

regard to import VAT); turnover tax; import customs duties; capital gains tax; property taxes (land tax, 

real estate tax); transport tax, etc. 

 

Although much more rarely, benefits to individual income tax (Ambroziak, 2016) and social 

contributions to the wage fund are still implemented.  

 

Tax benefits provided by the Tax Code of the Russian Federation for special economic zones can be split 

into two categories. 

 

1. Tax benefits provided for tenants/participants of all types of SEZ: 
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1.1. A decreased tax rate on profit established by federal subjects of the Russian Federation with respect 

to tax credited to the budget of the subjects (the duration of these benefits can be various and is 

applied by the law of the individual subject); 

1.2. Exemption from taxation organizations’ property (for a period of 10 years from the date of property 

registration); 

1.3. Exemption from land taxation for resident organizations of SEZs (for a period of 5 years from the 

moment the company receives rights to a plot of land). 

 

2. Tax benefits provided for SEZ tenants of only certain types: 

2.1. Application of a special coefficient (≤ 2) to the main depreciation rate for the residents’ own 

depreciable fixed assets in industrial/developmental zones and recreational and touristic zones; 

2.2. Exemption from VAT on services in port-based SEZs; 

2.3. Setting a 0% rate for corporate profit tax to be credited to the federal budget for residents of 

technical/innovational and recreational and touristic zones; 

2.4. Reduction of or exemption from transport tax (established by the law of the subject of the Russian 

Federation) for industrial/development zones, technical/innovation and recreational and touristic 

zones and free ports; 

2.5. Lowered rates of insurance contributions to the wage fund for all varieties of SEZ, except for ports 

and SEZs in Magadan and Kaliningrad Oblasts. 

 

Thus, the tax preferences provided for various types of SEZ in the Russian Federation correspond to the 

world practice of tax regulation in special economic zones and are attractive to SEZ 

residents/participants. 

 

2.3 Preferences in labor taxation in Russia’s SEZs 

 
We will take a more detailed look at the advantages that tenants/participants of SEZs in the Russian 

Federation receive in income taxation paid by individuals. 

Note that preferences in personal income tax for tenants/participants of SEZs are not provided by 

legislation of the Russian Federation. This can be explained by the fact that the application of a basic rate 

of personal income tax (13%) in Russia is in and of itself one of the lowest income tax rates among both 

developed and developing countries. Besides this, the tax rate does not depend on the level of income 

received, since there is an absence of progression in personal income tax. This all testifies to the high 

competitive positions and attractiveness of the Russian tax system in terms of taxation of individuals' 

incomes and without the establishment of additional preferences for personal income tax in special 

economic zones. 

 

Rates of social contributions on the cost of labor in Russia are at a rather high level, totaling 30%. A 

comparison of the amount of social tax on the wage fund in various tax jurisdictions according to 

worldwide-tax.com shows that many developed and developing countries, including the US, Indonesia, 

Mexico, India and the UK are more competitive in this parameter (the maximum rate of social taxes and 

fees in these countries range from 5.7% to 25%). As a result, concessions on social contributions of 

employers for the wage fund are provided to increase the attractiveness of SEZs in the Russian 

Federation. For organizations and self-employed individuals that are tenants (participants) of special 

economic zones and/or provide wages for individuals that work in SEZs of certain types, legislature of 

the Russian Federation provides reduced rates of insurance contributions for retirement, medical and 

social insurance (Table 2). 
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Table 2: Rates of insurance contributions paid by businesses distributing  

payments to individuals employed in various SEZs in Russia 

 

Categories of payers 

1. Organizations and self-employed individuals distributing payments 

to individuals employed in technical/innovation, 

industrial/development, or recreational and tourist SEZs 

Name of fund Rate size in different years, % 

2011-2017  2018  2019  

Pension Fund of the Russian 

Federation 
8.0 13.0 20.0 

Social Insurance Fund  2.0 2.9 2.9 

Federal Compulsory Medical 

Insurance Fund 
4.0 5.1 5.1 

Total: 14.0 21.0 28.0 

 2. Organizations and self-employed individuals having 

tenant/participants status in a special economic zone in the Republic of 

Crimea and the federal city of Sevastopol, the free port of Vladivostok 

or a territory of advanced socioeconomic development 

Name of fund Rate, % 

Pension Fund of the Russian Federation 6.0 

Social Insurance Fund  1.5 

Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund 0.1 

Total: 7.6 

3. Organizations that are participants in the Skolkovo Innovation 

Center project 

Name of fund Rate size, % 

Pension Fund of the Russian Federation 14.0 

Social Insurance Fund  0 

Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund 0 

Total: 14.0 

 

Note the following observations. 

 

1. The most significant preferences for the amount of insurance contributions are provided for the free 

economic zone of the Republic of Crimea, the free port of Vladivostok and the territories of leading 

socioeconomic development (with the total tariff reaching 7.6%). The mentioned SEZs were created 

rather recently—between 2014 and 2016—and are at the beginning stage of their development. Therefore 

analysis of the results of these areas’ activity is currently not possible. However, judging by the size of 

the preferences provided to residents/participants, it is these zones that possess the upmost attractiveness 

to potential investors, and it is in these zones that the rate is set as the main driver of economic 

development in various regions of the country. At the same time, the legislature has limited the time for 

the use of lower rates by payers to 10 years. 

 

2. Organizations that are participants in the Skolkovo Innovation Center project pay insurance 

contributions only to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation in the form of a 14% rate. For these 

participants there is also a limit for the use of lower tariffs, 10 years. 
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3. For organizations and individual entrepreneurs that carry out payments to individuals working in 

industrial/development, technical/innovation and recreational and tourist zones, the total amount of the 

insurance contribution for a seven-year period (2011-2017) was set at 14%. Therefore tangible benefit for 

these types of SEZs by the size of the tariff, which affects their attractiveness for residents and investors, 

will only be valid through 2017. 

 

4. Tenants of port SEZs as well as SEZs in Magadan and Kaliningrad Oblasts do not have concessions on 

the size of insurance contributions. 

 

Note that in the Russian Federation there is already successful experience with the application of reduced 

social contributions for separate categories of payers. In particular, a reduced rate that totals 14% (such 

rates are currently set for industrial/development, technical/innovation and recreational and tourist zones 

and the Skolkovo Innovational Center) for a period of several years is applied to Russian organizations 

active in information technology (development, implementation, adaptation, modifications and support 

programs for computers and databases) when they provide income to individuals. The provision of such 

incentives in total with benefits to profit tax for several years has lead to the IT sector’s fast rate of 

growth in the Russian Federation. As a result, the volume of sales and the amount of taxes paid has 

increased many times, many jobs have been created and currently IT is one of the fastest export-oriented 

sectors in the economy. Thus, in this case the provision of concession on social contributions has had a 

significant effect on public revenues, many times exceeding losses in state off-budget funds from the 

reductions of the standard rate. 

 

2.4 The viability of the application of reduced rates of insurance contributions in 

SEZs 

 
We will take a look at how justified the applications of reduced rates of insurance contributions 

depending on the type of SEZ. We will focus attention on SEZs created in accordance with federal law 

No. 184-FZ “About special economic zones in the Russian Federation”, since the majority of them has 

rather significant concessions on social contributions and many of them have been in existence for several 

years, which allows for an analysis of the results of their activity. 

 

For the period of 2006 through 2015, special economic zones attracted 472 investors (tenants) to Russia. 

From this total number of residents, 79 (or 18.6%) were investors who used foreign capital from 29 

countries. These foreign investors chiefly came from the United States, Japan, China, Germany, France 

and Italy. By the end of 2016, the number of residents of the Russian Federation’s SEZs reached 500. The 

results of their activity as of 01 Jan 2016 are given in table 3. 

 

Table 3: Performance of SEZs in the Russian Federation as of 01.01.2016. (Russia. Special 

Economic Zones, 2016) 

 

Indicators 

Type of SEZ  

Total Industrial/ 

development 

zones 

Technical/ 

innovation 

zones 

Recreational 

and tourist 

zones 

Port 

SEZs 

1. Number of residents 135 264 63 10 472 

1.1. By percentage of total 

SEZ residents, % 

 

28.6 

 

56.0 

 

13.3 

 

2.1 

 

100.0 

2. Amount of declared 

investment, billions of rubles 

 

338.1 

 

174.2 

 

58.8 

 

16.5 

 

587.6 

2.1. By percentage of total      
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SEZ investment, % 57.5 29.7 10.0 2.8 100.0 

3. Investments implemented 

by residents of SEZs, billions 

of rubles 

 

139.451 

 

38.99 

 

1.654 

 

0.513 

 

180.608 

3.1. By percentage of total 

SEZ investment, % 

 

77.2 

 

21.6 

 

0.9 

 

0.3 

 

100.0 

4. Share of implemented 

investments as a percentage of 

declared investments 

 

41.2 

 

22.4 

 

2.8 

 

3.1 

 

30.7 

5. Tax payments of residents to 

the federal and regional 

budgets (accumulated total), 

millions of rubles 

 

12 351 

 

8 593 

 

65 

 

15 

 

21 024 

5.1. As a percentage of total 

tax payments, % 

 

58.7 

 

40.9 

 

0.3 

 

0.1 

 

100.0 

6. Number of new working 

places 

 

9 315 

 

8 727 

 

465 

 

19 

 

18 526 

6.1. As a percentage of the 

total number of new working 

places, % 

 

50.3 

 

47.1 

 

2.5 

 

0.1 

 

100.0 

Source: Russia. Special Economic Zones (2016). Annual report 2015. [Online], [Retrieved August 1, 

2017], http://www.russez.ru/, author’s calculations 

 

From the data from Table 3 the conclusion can be made that the most dynamic development among SEZ 

development in Russia is observed among the industrial/development and technical/innovation zones, and 

these are the most attractive for investors. These zones represent 28.6% and 56% of the registered tenants 

of SEZs, respectively. The amount of investments declared by the tenants totals 587.6 billion rubles, or an 

average of more than 1 billion rubles per resident. The amount of investment implemented comes to 

180.608 billion rubles, or 30.7% of the declared sum. At the same time, the amount of budget investments 

in the creation of infrastructure totals 118 billion rubles, which puts the residents’ investments at 1.5 

times more than allocated by the budget. In terms of the amount of declared and implemented 

investments, the leaders are the industrial/development zones. This can be explained by the specific 

features of this SEZ type and the existing requirements for tenants regarding the size of investments in 

activity agreements. 

 

In the 10-year period tenants of SEZs created 18.5 thousand job positions (of which 97.4% were created 

by industrial/development and technical/innovation zones). Over the course of their existence tax 

payments to the budget have slightly exceeded 21 billion rubles (a 99.6% share of which was generated 

by industrial/developmental and technical/innovational zones), which is 1/6 of the amount of budget 

funds invested in SEZ infrastructure. The activity of recreational and tourist and port-based SEZs is 

practically unseen, as evidenced by the following data: 73 residents of these zones invested a bit more 

than 2 billion rubles in their business, created a total of 484 jobs and paid only 80 million rubles in taxes. 

This could be explained by the fact that tourist zones and free ports appeared in Russia not long ago and 

are still in the process of formation. 

 

In total the results of SEZ activity for the given period are positive. However, taking into account that the 

results are taken from a ten-year period (2006-2015), their level of efficiency is low and begs the question 

of their feasibility of their creation and further development. This is even without taking into account tax 

revenue shortfalls and other mandatory payments that were not received by the state budget as a result of 

tax and customs incentives provided to SEZ tenants. It can be noted that providing tax benefits to SEZ 
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residents has not produced a tangible economic effect. This may be due to institutional factors such as a 

low level of tenure security and a high level of shadow economy, corruption, etc. As in the situation with 

low tenure security, no foreign investor will take tax benefits as a convincing argument for investment in 

such a country (Maiburov et al, 2017; Cizkowicz et al, 2017). Additionally, in the coming years the 

effectiveness of SEZ activity will increase, since a number of large companies in SEZs are just being 

built or are just launching production, and the results of the activity of SEZ tenants will significantly 

improve in three to five years as the enterprises reach full production capacity. 

 

2.5 The feasibility of applying reduced rates of insurance contributions for various types of SEZ 

When discussing feasibility of applying reduced tariffs for various types of SEZ, the area and specific 

features of their activity should be taken into account. We will focus on types of SEZs whose tenants are 

entitled to reduced rates of insurance contributions (industrial/development, technical/innovation, and 

tourist zones). 

 

Industrial/development SEZs are created with the aim of manufacturing and/or processing of products 

(goods) and their subsequent implementation. The advantages of this type of SEZ include the location of 

production in close proximity to the resource base, access to available infrastructure and basic transport 

arteries. The location of production in industrial/development zones allows for the increase in 

competitiveness of production on the Russian and international market due to lowered costs. 

The main activities of residents of industrial/development zones include: machine building; automobile 

and car component manufacturing; petrochemicals; production of power equipment and alternative 

energy systems; production of medical equipment; instrument manufacturing; production of construction 

materials; production of home appliances and consumer goods. 

 

Technical/innovation SEZs carry out innovation activities, the creation, production and implementation 

of scientific and technical products; the creation and realization of programs for computers, databases, 

and informational systems; and the provision of services in innovation and maintenance of these products. 

The locations of these SEZs in large scientific and educational centers with rich scientific histories and 

recognized investigative schools provide additional opportunities for the development of innovation 

business, the manufacturing of high tech products and output into the Russian and international market. 

 

Recreational and tourist SEZs are created for the development of tourism in the Russian Federation, the 

construction of use of facilities for the tourist industry, the development of health resort facilities, 

medicinal rehabilitation and rest. Recreational and tourist zones are created to provide tenants with 

engineering infrastructure in hard-to-reach places that cannot be developed by forces of individual 

investors alone.  

The study of the structure of costs for the creation of products (services) by types of activities that are 

typical for different types of SEZ (Table 4), allows us to draw the following conclusions. 

 

Table 4: Cost structure for manufacturing, labor and services for some types of  

economic activity in the Russian Federation in 2015 (Statistics Russia, 2017), % 

 

 

Type of activity 

Types of cost  

Total Material 

costs 

Labor 

costs 

Social 

contribu

tions 

Deprecia

tion 

Other 

1. Economic activity in industrial/development SEZs 

� Production of 

machinery and 

equipment 

 

63.3 

 

19.1 

 

5.4 

 

3.3 

 

8.9 

 

100.0 

� Production of       
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electrical and optical 

equipment 

62.6 20.2 5.7 2.8 

 

8.7 100.0 

� Production of 

vehicles and equipment 

 

69.2 

 

13.6 

 

3.9 

 

3.1 

 

10.2 

 

100.0 

� Chemical production 72.6 9.6 2.7 5.3 9.8 100.0 

2. Economic activity in technological/innovation SEZs 

� Scientific research 

and development 

 

48.6 

 

26.8 

 

7.0 

 

3.0 

 

14.6 

 

100.0 

3. Economic activity in recreational and tourist SEZs 

� Restaurant and 

hospitality business 

 

46.2 

 

21.6 

 

6.1 

 

4.1 

 

22.0 

 

100.0 

� Health and social 

services 

 

29.0 

 

37.1 

 

10.2 

 

4.9 

 

18.8 

 

100.0 

Source: Statistics Russia (2017). Russian Statistics Annual Report. [Online], [Retrieved August 2, 2017], 

http://www.gks.ru/bgd/regl/b16_51/IssWWW.exe/Stg/03-14.doc, author’s calculations 

 

For the type of activity carried out in industrial/development zones, the cost structure is characterized by 

a predominance of material expenses (62.7-72.6%), while the share of labor costs, and by extension, 

social contributions, is relatively low (9.6-20.2% and 2.7-5.7%, respectively). As a result the application 

of reduced rates by tenants of this SEZ type does not have a significant effect on the reduction of costs 

and the increase of competitiveness of products. At the reduced rate of 14% the amount of costs reduces 

to 1.4-3.0%, and at the 2018 level of 21%, only 0.8-1.7%. 

 

In the cost structures of activities carried out in technical/innovation and recreation and tourist SEZs, the 

share of labor costs and social contributions is much higher (21.6-37.1% and 6.1-10.2%, respectively). 

Therefore, for these types of SEZ, the effect from using reduced rates of insurance contributions is 

considerably higher. The reduction in costs for the production of innovative hi-tech products and tourist 

services may amount to 3.3-5.4% in 2017, and from 1.8% to 3.1% in 2018. Thus the application of a 

reduced rate of insurance contributions is more justified and feasible for these SEZs. 

 

When considering the question about the effectiveness and feasibility of providing tax concessions to 

participants of SEZs, including in social contributions, one must consider that the use of tax benefits lead 

to violation of the principle of fairness in taxation. This is because of the fact that in supporting some 

territories and types of activities, the government must increase the tax load on other taxpayers. This is 

where China is deserving of attention in its establishment of special economic zones. Thanks to a 

weighted and consistent policy in this area, China has managed to bring itself to a leading economic 

position in the world in the period of a few decades. The essential characteristic was the fact that 

production facilities in the country’s SEZs were oriented on export and not on the supply of goods, labor, 

and services to the domestic market, thereby not undermining the basis for fair competition in the country 

(Goncharenko, 2016). 

 

Experience of the functioning of SEZs in the Russian Federation shows that SEZs are mainly focused on 

attraction of local investors, which is seen in the low share (18.6%) of tenants of the country’s SEZ that 

use foreign capital. At the same time the sales vector of goods produced in SEZs is directed mainly at 

Russia. For example, in SEZ Kaliningrad, which is unique in its proximity to the general European 

market, the direction of development on international labor cooperation and the export of Russian goods 

and services to Europe, the development of logistics should have become a main priority for the SEZ. 

However, unfortunately, it does not have (Ivanova et al, 2015). Thus, Russian SEZs’ orientation of output 

mainly on the domestic market creates a prerequisite for the appearance of horizontal tax competition 

between the country’s regions and violates the principle of taxation fairness. 
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Conclusion 

Tax preferences currently granted to residents/participants in Russia’s SEZs are quite adequate and 

attractive. However, an analysis of their activity has shown a low level of efficiency, especially taking 

into account losses to the budget from cut taxes. The reason for this can be institutional factors of the 

Russian economy, including a low level of tenure security and a high level of shadow economy and 

corruption. 

 

Comparative analysis has shown that the most feasible and justified use of reduced rates of insurance 

contributions to the wage fund are in technical/innovation and recreational and tourist SEZs, taking into 

account the cost structure for these areas of activity. 

 

Currently SEZ activity is largely focused on the domestic market, which creates a prerequisite for 

horizontal tax competition between regions of the country. To increase of efficiency of SEZs in the 

Russian Federation, it is necessary to attract investors, including foreign ones, with the general prospects 

of development of the Russian economy. The main factors to contribute to the development of SEZs in 

Russia should become the condition of infrastructure, the protection of invested capital, and the 

simplification of administrative procedures concerning entrepreneurial activities. At the same time, 

products and services produced by SEZs should largely become more export-oriented. 
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Abstract 
 
Integration of soldiers to the labour market after the termination of their military service is the topic of 
this article. It deals with the issue of provided benefits associated with preparation of soldiers for a so 
called second career in the Visegrad Group states - Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and Slovakia. Its 
aim is to describe national approaches of each country and compare them. The method of analysis of 
scientific literature, semi-structured interviews with employees of Ministry of Defence of each country 
and analysis of statistical documents were used.  
 
Keywords: Soldier; second career; labour market; Visegrad group countries 
 
Introduction 
 
A person's career starts when he enters the labour market. In the role of an economically active person in 
the labour market, he concludes contracts and agreements, through which he carries out his profession, 
through which he forms his social and economic position in society. Opinions about the career concept 
are different and there are many of them. For some people, a career means a way of meeting basic 
economic needs, for some people a social status. At present, it is typical that many individuals' careers 
consist of multiple positions and are characterized by frequent changes and high mobility. The reason for 
this is the dynamism of the labour market, i.e. increasing competition, constant technological change, and 
new trends, the initiative of an individual, or the inevitable change of career resulting from the nature of 
professions. One of these professions is professional soldiers. 
 
After the termination of military service, a "critical" period, during which it's decided about the nature 
and methods of soldier’s adaptation in the civilian sector, begins. Poor adaptation leads to signs of 
negative consequences of job loss. But they can be avoided by successful start of a second career, in the 
shortest possible time. A second career can be defined as the next stage in the career path or in the new 
profession as a result of the voluntary or necessary termination of previous career. The armed forces are 
part of the labour market and must, therefore, fight for potential employees and seek out the best 
candidates for the military profession. They are a specific employer who does not have the equivalent in a 
civilian economy, and therefore should show an interest in former employees being successful also in 
civilian economic life. 
 
The Visegrad Group, also called the Visegrad Four, or V4 is a cultural and political alliance of four 
Central European states – the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia, which was formed in 1991 
as a response to the consequences of the fall of totalitarian regimes in these states, for cooperation in a 
number of areas of common interest within the framework of pan-European security and economic 
integration. The following chapters will outline how individual members of the Visegrad group help their 
members of armed forces to integrate to the labour market after the termination of their service, in order 
to facilitate their transition to a second career, to encourage placement at civilian employers, to alleviate 
the negative social and psychological impacts and, last but not least, to strengthen organizational culture. 
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1 Overview of the issue  

A professional soldier is a citizen who performs military service as a job for the nation. The employment 
relationship of a professional soldier is terminated by the expiration of the period for which he / she has 
been negotiated, or by other, statutory reasons. Soldiers leaving the military do not reach the statutory 
retirement age in most cases. They belong to relatively young population, most often at the age of 40, that 
are often at the peak of their professional career at the end of their military career and with the potential 
to work for another 15-30 years (Vigoda-Gadot, Baruch & Grimland, 2010). Since soldiers want to 
maintain a certain standard of living even after leaving the service, they try to integrate to the labour 
market and achieve a second career in a new, civilian job (Levinson, 1978). However, practice shows that 
ex-military servicemen experience serious difficulties with integration to the civilian labour market after 
leaving the army, and that selection of a new profession can take up to a disproportionately long time 
(Wing, Wolf, London & Wilmoth, 2009). 
 
The army environment is hierarchical, based on strict rules and high division of labour.  It is therefore 
compensated by paternalism that provides most basic living needs such as steady income, housing, or 
medical services (McCarthy, 1992). In the "civilian world", with a completely different culture, principles 
and habits, with greater autonomy (Zarecky, 2014), they often feel needless (Anderson, Goodman, 2014) 
and don't know how to act independently (Higate, Richard, 2001). Many of them cannot even cope with 
this so-called intercultural transition (Black, Westwood & Sorsdahl, 2007) several years after the 
termination of military service (Doherty, 1983, Ullmann 1971). 
 
Soldiers have skills that are very little applicable in civilian environment, and after about 15 years of 
service, it is not very realistic for them to return to the field they have studied. They also have a problem 
with identifying of so-called transferable skills (Felder, 2008; Simpson & Armstrong, 2010). Their 
techniques of self-presentation are ineffective, and the difference between military and civilian 
terminology does not contribute to the problem. Employers do not understand the qualities of job seekers 
with military experience, and therefore underestimate them (Becker, 1957). Former soldiers belong at the 
labour market to disadvantaged groups. 
 
The integration process and satisfaction of soldier during his / her integration to the civilian environment 
depends on many factors according to the authors. In confirmation or refutation of hypotheses of the 
impact of these factors on the process of soldier adaptation in the civil sector, however, researches do not 
take a single opinion. On the contrary, a clear positive impact had, according to previous research, early 
preparation for a second career, the individual's social capital, the perception of organizational policy in 
new job (Vigoda-Gadot, Baruch & Grimland 2010), perception of the labour market (Baruch & Quick, 
2007), or personal satisfaction (Cauly, 1987). 
 

2 Approaches to solving the issue – theory 

Vigoda-Gadot, Baruch & Grimland (2010) noted: “Good retirement preparation will allow the retirees to 
better understand second career reality.” The preparation will affect expectations from the new 
organization and will enable retirees to overcome difficulties and frustrations in their new career 
workplaces. Fuller & Redfering show that second career planning was the only factor which had 
significant effect on retirement adjustment; those who adjusted well were those who had planned well. 
According to McNeil (1983), it is important to start planning at least one year before the termination of 
service. Studies show that planning and consistent preparation for a second career is the only factor that 
demonstrably facilitates career change. Individual responsibility and soldiers' activity is crucial, but the 
assistance of the state and organizations is necessary and increasingly important nowadays (Wolpert, 
2000). 
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Figure 1 depicts a situation where a soldier at point t1 leaves the armed forces and his income curve 
yarmforce and becomes unemployed for periods t1 to t1 + x. Then he has the opportunity to return to his 
original qualification obtained at point t0 with a return to the yciv curve which he would have been on if he 
did not enter the armed forces or he can reach the reception curve lying somewhere between the yarmforc 
curve and the yciv curve. The reason why the armed forces must try to compensate the drop of income of 
former soldier is not just the effort of a good image of the armed forces, i.e. the competitiveness at the 
labour market, but also the prevention of the escape of former soldiers whose military qualification has no 
civilian alternative in the form of a yciv curve, or whose return to original civilian profession is 
problematic, to illegal activities. The environment of organized crime gives them a great opportunity to 
apply the special skills gained in military service and possibly to return to the course of their income 
given by yamforc curve or even higher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1: Income of soldier over time 
Source: Pernica (2007) 
 
According to Pernica (2007), there are three ways to limit the consequences of the former soldier's 
economic downturn. The first option is to offset a portion of the difference between former yarmforc income 
and unemployment income, or income in civilian employment corresponding to the initial qualification of 
soldier in the form of retirement benefits or other benefits provided to former soldiers after termination of 
service. This option is called the social security for soldiers. 
 
Another way to reduce soldier’s drop of income is to enable him to obtain a qualification during the 
duration of service to be able to continue without major problems even in the next economic life. Further 
training of military personnel is even part of personal marketing. There is no cheaper advertising than a 
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good name in the labour market. Qualification can be made at the beginning of the service, during or at 
the end of the service as replenishment, incensement of qualification, or as a re-qualification. 
 
A third way to limit the income impact of a professional soldier after the termination of service is to 
economically stimulate him to voluntarily leave the service by stopping the growth of soldier's income. 
This measure is particularly suitable for the most qualified military personnel. The interpretation of 
Figure 1 is that the soldier would not be interested in extending the contract at a time when the difference 
between the yarmforce curve and the yciv curve would increase significantly. The tool of this policy is the 
salary rules linked to the career order. 
 

3 Approaches to solving the issue – practice of Visegrad Group Countries 

For the notion of how powerful armies of the Visegrad Group countries are, and how important the 
problem of the outflow of professional soldiers is, the following table shows size of armed forces and 
outflow of soldiers from armed forces in 2016. 
 

Table 1: Size of armed forces and outflows of soldiers from armed forces in Visegrad group 

countries in 2016 
 

Country 
Size of armed 

forces 

Outflow from 

armed forces 

Czech Republic 23 184 842 

Poland 106 000 4 844 

Hungary 19 871 800 

Slovakia 12 333 660 

 
Source: Authors' own elaboration 
 
 
In all countries, the lowest decrease was recorded in the lower ranks, the most frequent reasons were the 
expiry of the defined period of the contract and the filing of the application for dismissal. The average age 
of soldiers terminating the service was 35-40 years. 
 
In Czech Republic, a professional soldier serves for a fixed term period in the range from 2 to 20 years, 
which can be prolonged. Soldier must be released if he / she has reached the retirement age according to a 
special legal regulation. The length of military service in Poland lasts from 18 months to 6 years, with the 
total length of service for a soldier not exceeding 12 years. 3 months before the expiration of a certain 
period, soldiers may apply to extend the contract or to change it for an indefinite period. In Hungary, 
soldiers serve at least for a period of 3 years, which can be extended up to a maximum of 20 years. As in 
Poland, soldiers who meet the necessary requirements may apply for the status of a professional soldier 
and serve for an indefinite period of time, most notably until the age of 60. In Slovakia, the military 
service is based on his rank ranging from 1 year to 17 years or he or she ends up by reaching the statutory 
age limit, which is 55 years in all grades. 
 

3.1 Integration of soldiers to the labour market in Czech Republic 

Military retirement pay. The soldier is entitled to a retirement allowance if his/her service lasted for at 
least 15 years. The basic amount of the service allowance is 15% of the average monthly gross salary but 
no more than 55%. A soldier whose service lasted for 15 years and is also entitled to a severance pay at 
the amount of quadruple of the average monthly gross salary. The maximum severance pay is six times 
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the average monthly gross salary. A soldier whose service lasted at least 2 years is entitled to pay in the 
amount of 2 average monthly gross salaries. With more years in the service, the pay is increased to a 
maximal amount of eighteen times of monthly gross salary (Act No. 221/1999 Coll). 
 
Military education system. Specialized training of the Defence Department in terms of usability for the 
second career is supported especially by the Military High School and the Higher Technical School of the 
Ministry of Defence in Moravská Třebová, the University of Defence and the Headquarters of Training - 
the Military Academy in Vyškov within their fields of study and courses. Language training in the 
department is focused on meeting the language skills requirements set out in accordance with the 
STANAG 6001 Standardization Agreement (Koncepce přípravy, 2011) 
 
Retraining. This is a benefit for professional soldiers whose service lasted at least 5 years. Retraining is 
granted to soldiers on the basis of their application in the form of short-term courses. Their duration must 
not exceed 3 months and must end at the latest on the last day of service. Courses offered by the Ministry 
of Defence every year, last on average from 3 to 4 weeks. However, it is difficult for a professionally 
trained soldier to retrain to a different expert for such a short period of time. Moreover, courses focus 
only on the basic knowledge and skills needed to perform the profession in which the soldiers retrain. 
However, this is not in line with labour market requirements. There is no competitive advantage for 
soldiers and the success at the labour market is not very realistic (Bednář, Simbartl, Drábek, 2016) 
 
Job opportunities in state companies of defence sector. VOP, LOM Prague, the Military Forests and the 
Farms of the Czech Republic and Volareza are state companies of defence sector that offer jobs to 
soldiers who terminated the service. Most often these are technical jobs, air mechanics, or chefs (Benefity 
pro válečné veterány, 2017). 
 
Leave of absence. For the purpose of job searching before the termination of service, the soldier is 
entitled to a 2 day leave per month during the period of three months before the expiry of service (Decree 
of the Ministry of Defence No. 263/1999 Coll.). 

Summary of the interviews: Employees of the Ministry of Defence agreed on the view that the retraining 
system requires changes. They have stated that it is important to educate soldiers for longer period of 
time, already since recruiting and direct them in preparation for a second career in civilian fields related 
to their military expertise. They also expressed the importance of obtaining feedback on the retraining 
courses and using the latest educational trends, such as e-learning. About 20% of soldiers terminating the 
military service are interested in retraining courses every year, and this percentage needs to be increased. 
A team of experts is taking steps towards change, but it is in the state of negotiations. 
 

3.2 Integration of Soldiers to the Labour Market in Poland 

Military retirement pay. If soldiers' service lasted for at least 25 years and if they have reached the age of 
55 years they are eligible for military retirement pay. The basic amount is 60% of the average soldier's 
salary. This amount increases each year by 3%, but maximally up to 75%, which the soldier receives after 
30 years of service (Emerytura, 2017). 
 
Military education system. One form of support is a military education system. In Poland, soldiers can 
acquire knowledge and skills potentially applicable in the civilian sector by studying at military 
universities: War Studies University, Polish Air Force Academy, Military Technical Academy, Tadeusz 
Kosciuszka Military Academy and Naval Academy. 
 
Counselling. The soldier may have individual consultations with experts, offering him the opportunity to 
meet employers, personalists selected by companies or other people who have successfully undergone a 
career change. 
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Seminars. Soldier can participate in up to 3-day seminars on the theme of retraining opportunities, start-
ups, job opportunities, labour market adaptations, job search methods, rules of writing a CV and 
motivation letter, interviewing techniques, and employment law issues. 
 
Training. Part of preparation for the second career is training, i.e. retraining and other courses, which are 
paid up to the amount that is given by: the percentage of the lowest basic salary in force as of the first day 
of the calendar year in which the person requires retraining, the number of years worked in active service 
and the date of termination of service. 
 
Job search assistance. A soldier looking for a new job can apply for job search assistance at the 
appropriate military unit. He /she is provided with a wide list of vacancies within his / her place of living, 
which takes into account his / her needs, qualifications and requirements. 
 
Reserved jobs in the public sector. A soldier, whose service relationship was terminated for reasons 
defined by law and whose service lasted for at least 10 years, has a priority in applying to positions in the 
area of national defence in the public sector. 
 
Internship. Upon a decision of the Minister of Defence and with the consent of the commander of a 
military unit, the soldier can apply up to 6 months of internship before termination of service if it is 
necessary for obtaining employment in the civilian sector. 
 
Other forms of support. Professional Activation Centers also offer business start-up assistance and 
organize job fairs that employers are invited to, to establish contacts for future cooperation with soldiers 
(Rogoń, 2017). 

Summary of the interviews. The core of the integration of soldiers to the labour market is a system based 
on the cooperation of specialized institutions, so-called Professional Activation Centres that are in eight 
cities. A team of employees regularly visits military units and institutions and teaches soldiers about the 
possibilities of preparation for a second career. The centres provide professional counselling or seminars, 
personally, by telephone and online, individually and in groups. A total of 9 438 attendees participated in 
the year 2016. This year centres also established contacts with a total of 451 employers and received 1 
273 job offers for soldiers. A total of 2 693 retraining took place, 1 256 soldiers took part in the 
internship, and 27 job fairs were organized. The system of integration of soldiers to the labour market is 
very sophisticated in Poland.  
 

3.3 Integration of soldiers to the labour market in Hungary 

Military retirement pay. In the year of 2012, the benefit of military retirement pay was cancelled. 
Military education system. One form of support is the education system, the National Public Service in 
Budapest, which offers its military students the opportunity to gain the status of a professional soldier 
after five years of study, as well as knowledge in other areas of public administration (Jobbágy, 2016). 
Reserved jobs in the public sector. In addition to financial compensation, the soldiers are offered an 
advantage in the form of preferential occupation of vacancies in two state-owned enterprises. These are 
the Hungarian State Railways and the Hungarian Post Office. Soldiers also have the option to transit to a 
police or fire-fighters, but another form of support for soldiers to integrate into the labour market does not 
currently exist. 
 
Other forms of support. Until the end of 2016, soldiers who were not able to perform their military 
service for psychological or physical reasons not caused by their fault were provided financial 
compensation. Even this benefit was cancelled since January 2017. Soldiers have only the right to apply 
for a financial contribution to the National Public Employment Foundation for a maximum of 90,000 
Forints to cope with the career change period (Kovács, 2016).  
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Summary of the interviews. Some forms of integration of soldiers into the labour market in Hungary 
existed in the past. Now there is a trend of cancelling these forms of support, and according to the 
interviews, this is mainly due to a significant reduction of the dismissal of soldiers for organizational 
reasons. Most outgoing soldiers leave for retirement, so the motivation for implementing a system of 
preparation of soldiers for a second-career is not too high. Therefore, no change is planned in the near 
future. 
 

3.4 Integration of soldiers to the labour market in Slovakia 

Military retirement pay. The retirement benefit is provided to soldiers for one to three years, depending 
on their length of service (at least 10, not more than 25 years) in the amount of 1% of the average 
monthly salary. The severance pay in the amount of half the average monthly salary is provided to 
soldiers whose service lasted for at least 13 years, and the amount increases with every additional year of 
service. If the military service of a soldier lasts at least 25 years, he / she is entitled to a so-called 
retirement pension, which is 37.5% of the average monthly salary. This percentage increases with further 
years of service (Act No. 328/2002 Coll.). 
 
Military education system. Soldiers can acquire knowledge for a second career in the study programs of 
the Academy of Armed Forces Gen. M. R. Štefánika. 
 
Counselling and seminars. Soldiers may also undergo a preparation for further employment during the 
notice period, which is aimed at developing soft skills in finding a new job. This training within 6 hours is 
provided by military psychologists at units every 2 months. This training is carried out in accordance with 
the Directive of the Ministry of Defence of the Slovak Republic on the performance of psychological 
activities. Its content is structured mainly in preparation for an interview, writing of a motivation letter 
and cover letter, the possibility of finding employment in the civil labour market, or the diagnosis of a 
suitable profession for individuals. The specific content is adjusted according to the preferences of the 
soldier and the psychologist. Information on outplacement is also provided by the Department of 
Psychological and Sociological Activities of the Personnel Office of the Armed Forces (Štammová, 
2016). 
 
Military training. In §80 of Act No. 346/2005 Coll. On State Service of Soldiers of the Armed Forces of 
Slovak Republic, retraining was defined and the conditions for its provision were specified. Those were 
the reasons for termination of employment, further specified in the law, and the length of service for at 
least 5 years. Retraining was provided at the cost of the state with the possible participation of a soldier. 
However, in the last amendment to the Act, we cannot find any mention of retraining. 
 
Other forms of support. Soldiers are allowed to prepare for the transition to a civilian profession at their 
own expense during the period of notice. In practice, this is a leave in the scope of preparation for a new 
job, with maximal length to 30 days. In addition, soldiers are entitled to a leave from work used for 
searching for a new job, in the scope of half of a day per week. 
 
Summary of the interview. The defence sector of Slovakia focuses mainly on seminars and counselling. 
Retraining courses have been cancelled for unspecified reasons. Because of the relatively low number of 
soldiers released annually, changes are not expected in the near future. 
 
4 Comparison and Discussion 

Based on the information provided by individual Visegrad Group countries, we can conclude that Poland 
has the most sophisticated system of integrating soldiers to the labour market, providing a range of 
diverse benefits. It is the only country that provides job-seeking assistance, allows internships in civilian 
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organizations, organizes job fairs, and also helps in starting a business. Assistance with the integration of 
military personnel into the labour market is a logical continuation of the personnel policy of the Polish 
armed forces. It is perceived as a duty of the state towards its soldiers and represents one of the strategies 
of preserving the prestige of the military profession and the quality of recruitment. 
 
At a similar level, though with another benefit mix, is Czech Republic and Slovakia. The strengths of the 
integration of soldiers to the labour market in Czech Republic is its military education system, the career 
training of professional soldiers, comparable in their content to similar managerial courses in the civilian 
sphere, as well as language training. The retraining system has several weaknesses. Especially the length 
that is too short for a soldier to retrain to an expert with a completely different professional orientation 
than his / her military one. A significant weakness of retraining courses is also their focus on basics of 
professions and therefore inconsistency of the content of the courses with the requirements of the labour 
market. Retraining course itself cannot prepare a soldier for new conditions and a second career. In the 
Czech Republic, there are no consulting activities to assist soldiers with getting to know the labour 
market or with searching for a job. On the contrary, in Slovakia, career counselling and career seminars 
are organized, but the benefit of retraining courses is no more provided.  

The least benefit in terms of preparation for a second career of soldiers is provided in Hungary. As the 
only one of the analysed countries, it does not provide military retirement pay and from other benefits, it 
only provides reserved jobs in some public institutions. The situation is illustrated in the following table. 

 

Table 1: Benefits related to assistance with integration of soldiers to the labour market provided by 

the Visegrad Group countries 

 

 Benefits 
Czech 
Republic 

Poland Hungary Slovakia 

Military retirement pay x x 
 

x 

Military education system x x x x 

Counselling  
x 

 
x 

Seminars  
x 

 
x 

Training x x 
  

Job search assistance  
x 

  
Reserved jobs  x x x 

 
Internship  

x 
  

Job fairs  
x 

  
Business start-up assistance  

x 
  

 
Source: Authors' own elaboration 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the study of scientific literature analysing the transition from military service to civilian 
employment, the implications for human resource management can be deduced. Human resources 
management is more than ever the most important area of assuring capabilities of the armed forces. Due 
to the negative demographic development and the aging of the population, as well as the drop in 
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education in the technical fields, the armed forces face difficulties in replenishing the units by qualified 
personnel. Therefore, it should be in the interest of creating comfortable conditions for leaving the armed 
forces, which would have a significant effect on recruitment. 
 
All analysed countries provide some support for professional soldiers during the transition to a second 
career. However, Poland has the most elaborate system of integration of soldiers to the civilian sector, 
which can be a good example for defence sectors of Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary in terms of 
potential adaptation to domestic conditions. Research shows that soldiers are very sensitive to the 
correctness of layoffs and are significantly affected by the procedures that are used. The impact of the 
clarity and adequacy of the explanation of the reasons for the dismissal as well as severance, counselling 
and other services and benefits associated with facilitating the period of transition to the second career is 
significant. 
 
It is necessary to change access to the occupation of a professional soldier as a lifelong profession, to 
inform soldiers of this fact as soon as they enter the army and to involve them in preparation for the 
transition to the civilian sector as soon as possible during their active career. Effective planning is a key 
aspect of integration to the labour market. Studies show that planning and consistent preparation for 
second career are the only factors that demonstrably facilitate a career change. The individual 
responsibility and activity of soldiers are crucial, but the assistance of the state and organizations is 
essential and increasingly important. 
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Abstract 

The presence of economies of scale allows industries and companies to have better profits. In the 
present study, the translog cost function of a manufacturing company in Mexico is estimated during 
the period January 2013 to September 2016. The elasticity of production with respect to cost is found 
to be 1, where increases in production lead to increases in the same proportion in costs. From this 
result, we analyze some aspects in which the company could improve this situation, for example, to 
change its accounting to the costing method ABC. 

JEL classification: D22, D24, L21, M21. 

Keywords: Economies of Scale, Manufacturing, Costs. 

Introduction 

According to a recent report by JP Morgan and IHS Markit (2017) on the sensitivity of the market, 
Mexico contributes 1.5% to the world manufacturing production, currently occupying the number 
fourteen place globally. This report also mentions that in the following years an increasing trend in 
world production is expected, and this is beneficial for the country. In Mexico, the manufacturing 
industry has taken an important role in the economic development since the last decade, and has 
positioned to the country as a leader of certain sectors. This industry has directly and indirectly 
participated in a large number of economic activities: generation of jobs, transferring of technology, 
and generation of investments. According from the Manufacturing Industry Monthly Survey (EMIM, 
2017), during the period 2016-2017, in Mexico the employment of this sector registered an increase 
of 3.5%, while the value of production increased by 16%; however, a major concern that could 
reduce growth in this sector are its costs, as according to the Center for Public Finance Studies 
(CEFP, 2016) since the end of 2014, the average costs in this sector have increased, presenting an 
annual growth of 5.62% in June 2016. 

For this reason, it is important to analyze the productivity and efficiency of companies in the 
manufacturing industry. One of the key indicators for this analysis is the determination of economies 
of scale, which, unlike the reduction of costs due to technological changes, is presented when there is 
a reduction of costs given a proportional increase in production. Although economies of scale have 
become a topic of study in various industries such as oil, steel, electric power, airlines, and financial, 
in an environment like the current one it is important to generate analyses on how companies can take 
advantage of economies of scale and become more efficient, providing added value to the industry of 
each country. 

According to a report by HSBC (2016), the mechanical metal sub-sector has a value of 7 billion 
dollars annually in Mexico, and is made up of 23,120 companies of which 20,100 are 
microenterprises. The company analyzed in this study is a Mexican subsidiary of one of the largest 
machinery manufacturers in Japan, which belongs to this sub-sector and serves as an international 
provider of engineering solutions. 

The hypothesis to prove is whether this company, given its structure of costs and production, incurs 
economies of scale for one family of products of greater sale in Mexico, being the period to be 
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analyzed from January 2013 to September 2016. Once the presence of economies or diseconomies at 
scale is determined, an analysis will be performed to determine the causes of this result and provide 
some suggestions. 

The present work makes the following contributions to the literature: initially, it is an article that uses 
the translog cost function applied to one of the families of products of this company, and secondly, it 
analyzes the existence of economies or diseconomies of scale in its structure of production, which has 
not been done in Mexico at the company level. 

The remainder of this study consists in five additional sections. In the first section the literature 
review is presented; then the methodology is described, followed by descriptive statistics. The results 
are found in the fourth section and in the fifth section the conclusions are found. Finally the 
references are presented. 

 

1.-Literature Review 

In the last decades, the efficiency of production costs has been analyzed in several industries, such as 
the electric energy industry. Christensen and Greene (1976), in their pioneering study of economies 
of scale, analyzed electric power companies in the United States by estimating a translog cost 
function to determine if economies of scale exist in the structure of their production. The authors used 
a cross-sectional database for the years 1955 and 1970 for 114 companies. The authors found that the 
decline in the cost of producing electricity in these years was not due to economies of scale but to 
technological changes in the industry. They concluded that public policies designed to promote 
competition in this industry do not interfere with economies of scale, so they established that it is not 
efficient for the production of electric power in the United States to reduce the number of companies. 

Clark and Speaker (1994) used data from the income statements and balance sheets of 402 
commercial banks in the United States for the year 1989. They estimated a translog cost function to 
determine if there are economies of scale in the banking industry. The authors found statistically 
significant evidence that any bank, regardless of the size or products it markets can achieve greater 
efficiency through economies of scale by increasing the size of its production, which means that its 
costs would decrease. The authors suggest that small banks should increase the size of their 
institution in terms of the products they offer (such as deposits and loans), thus improving the 
efficiency of their productivity. 

In a study by Stratopoulos, Charos and Chaston (2000), 25 companies from the US steel industry 
were analyzed during the period 1990 to 1992. The authors used a translog cost function for their 
estimation; they used financial ratios as a proxy variable for the prices of the factors of production. 
The authors found that the profitability of steel companies is inversely related to operational 
efficiency, that is, as the company becomes more efficient, indicators such as net income and their 
respective financial ratios are lower. 

Another branch of the same banking industry in which this type of efficiency analysis is carried out is 
that of microfinance institutions. Hartarska, Shen and Mersland (2013) used a panel database for 69 
countries during the period 1998 to 2010, obtained from the MicroBanking Bulletin (MBB). The 
sample contains 989 observations. The authors evaluated the efficiency of the industry through the 
estimation of the translog cost function to determine if there are economies of scale in the production 
of microfinance institutions, as well as the elasticity of substitution of the inputs used in this industry 
(labor, financial capital, and physical capital). The results indicate that the inputs used are inelastic 
substitutes, that is, that a great change in the price of one is needed to be replaced by another. It was 
found empirical evidence that microfinance institutions, regardless of the type of products they 
manage (loans or investments) can generate significant savings in their costs through the expansion of 
their production. 

Recently Bitzan and Peoples (2016) analyzed information on the costs of 61 companies belonging to 
the United States airline industry, according to the type of service they offer: low-cost and full-
service airlines. They used data from the period 1993 to 2014 to decompose changes in costs and 
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identify which percentage is due to productivity, firm size, technological change, and changes in 
input prices (such as labor, capital, aircraft fuel and cargo equipment). The authors estimated a 
translog cost function and found that full-service airlines have experienced decreases of 10% in their 
average costs, while in low-cost airlines it has increased by 8.5%. As for the decomposition, it was 
found that for full-service airlines, the increase in the amount of cargo equipment, due to a merger or 
acquisition, further contributes to the decrease in average costs above the increase in the size of the 
company. On the other hand, the increase in average costs in low-cost airlines is mainly due to the 
technological changes used to imitate full-service companies and thus become more competitive. 

2 Methodology 

A traditional approach to measuring firm efficiency measured as the presence of economies of scale, 
as well as estimating the price elasticity of its inputs, involves estimating a function of benefits or 
costs. In the case of this company, it is more convenient to estimate the cost function rather than the 
profit function, because in some of the products the company has some market power, its prices being 
non-competitive, while the price of the inputs if it is determined by the market (Varian, 1984). 

Economies at scale exist in the company if an increase in production results in a less than 
proportional increase in total cost (keeping everything else constant). The most common way of 
expressing economies of scale (EE) is as follows: 

�� = 1 − ����
���	 .                                                                             (1) 

Thus, economies of scale are calculated as 1 minus the derivative of the logarithm of costs relative to 
output. If the result is positive, it would indicate that the company operates under economies of scale, 
that is, it has increasing returns to scale; while if the result is negative, there would be diseconomies 
at scale, where an increase in production results in a more than proportional increase in costs 
(decreasing returns to scale), and finally if the result is equal to 0, there would be yields constants at 
scale. 

 

The translog cost function to be estimated will take into account the 21 models of one of the 
company's most sold products during the period from January 2013 to September 20161, the initial 
estimation method being Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The translog cost function to be estimated 
will be the one used by Bitzan and Peoples (2016), where each variable normalizes with respect to its 
mean, in order to obtain the first order conditions to obtain the elasticities evaluated in the mean. The 
function is defined as follows: 
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Variables are defined as: C is the actual total cost2, Y is the quantity produced, Pi are the input prices: 
raw materials (M), labor (L), real freight cost (F), actual plant operation cost3 (P) and administrative 
cost (A). 

We suppose that ��# =  �#� and that the error term has a normal distribution with zero mean and 

constant variance. 

According to economic theory, a homothetic production structure is restricted to being homogeneous4 
if and only if the cost elasticity with respect to production is constant (Green, 1998). For the translog 
cost function, the constraints to be homothetic and homogeneous are described as follows: 
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) ��
�

= 1,                                                                     (3) 

) ���
�

= 0,                                                                     (4) 

It is also required that the function be symmetrical in the substitution of inputs: 

) ��#
�

= ) ��#
#

= ) ) ��#
#�

= 0.                           (5) 

In order to find the best model to determine if the company operates with scale economies, or scale 
diseconomies, in addition to Model A (equation 2), we will additionally estimate 3 econometric 
models that incorporate the aforementioned constraints: Model B imposes the restriction of 
homogeneity, model C imposes homotheticity restriction and finally model D imposes the constraint 
of unit substitution elasticity. 

The results obtained from the four models (A-D) present problems of multicollinearity, since the 
costs of the inputs are related to each other, for which it is necessary to obtain the equations of the 
participation of the cost of each input. To obtain these equations, it is first necessary to obtain the 
demand function of the factors of production, which is obtained by differentiating the function of 
costs with respect to the prices of the inputs. According to Shephard's Lemma this function is 
described as follows: 

��
�/�

= 0�                                                                               (6) 

In the logarithmic form it would be as follows: 

����
���/�

= /�0�
� = 2�                                                                 (7) 

Si indicates the participation of the cost of input i in the total cost. Using the translog cost function, 
we can estimate the cost-sharing equation as follows: 

2� =  �� + ���  ��	 +  ) ��#��/#
#

.                                            (8)       

When all the equations of the inputs involved are obtained, a system of equations formed by equation 
(2) and (n-1) cost sharing equations (equation 8) will be obtained to avoid perfect colinearity5. To 
improve the efficiency of the parameters, the estimation method will be that of Seemingly Unrelated 
Equations (SUR) (Green, 1998). 

3. Descriptive Statistics 

In order to determine whether the company operated under economies of scale or diseconomies of 
scale, we proceeded to estimate the translog cost function taking into account the 21 models of one of 
the products of which the company has the largest sale in Mexico during the period of January 2013 
to September 2016. The translog cost function will be initially estimated using the Ordinary Least 
Squares Model.  

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics. The average total cost of the period analyzed is $26,223 
dollars (base 2010 = 100) with a standard deviation of $ 22,160.6, this standard deviation is presented 
since the costs vary according to the weight of the model, which ranges from 25 kilograms to 1.5 
tons. Production, on the other hand, presents an average of 32 units and a standard deviation of 49.  
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Regarding the participation of the inputs in the cost, it is important to mention that the company is an 
assembly company and belongs to the manufacturing industry, it is specific to the metal-mechanical 
subsector. Its production is carried out with the work of the operators (hours of labor) with minimal 
robotic intervention, the sample indicates that the participation of this input in the cost is only 2%. 
Raw material costs represent on average 61% of the total cost. The remainder consists of freight 
costs, plant costs and administrative costs and will be considered as the part of the variable costs of 
the technological change.  

 

 

 

4.Results 

The following table shows the results obtained from the four models. The results of Models B and C 
indicate that, because the corresponding parameters (specified in equations 3 and 4) are not 
significant, none of the constraints is consistent with the firm's data. In the case of the constant 
substitution elasticity constraint (Model D) we find that the coefficients involved in equation 5 are 
not significant, which was an expected result, since in the case of this company the production 
process is manual and costs depend largely on the price of raw materials. 

Variable Mean Standar deviation

Total Cost ($) 26,223.0        22,160.6                       

Production 31.9                48.8                               

Participation of the inputs in the cost

Raw material 0.611 0.067

Labor 0.020 0.014

Freight 0.061 0.011

Plant cost 0.058 0.013

Administrative cost 0.250 0.068

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the company.
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Parameter A B C D E F

0.99 *** 0.98 *** 1.01 *** 0.86 *** 1.01 *** 1.01 ***

(0.05) (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.01) (0.00)

1.11 *** 1.21 *** 1.16 *** 0.80 *** 0.96 *** 0.96 ***

(0.12) (0.11) (0.11) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

-0.01 0.17 * 0.13 -0.15 *** -0.04 *** -0.04 ***

(0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00)

0.26 * 0.13 0.13 0.15 *** 0.02 0.02

(0.12) (0.11) (0.11) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

-0.55 ** -0.64 *** -0.63 *** -0.15 *** -0.22 *** -0.22 ***

(0.18) (0.17) (0.17) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

0.55 *** 0.57 *** 0.54 *** 0.28 *** 0.28 *** 0.28 ***

(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

0.00 0.01 *** 0.01 ** 0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

0.02 0.05 ***

(0.01) (0.01)

0.01 *** 0.03 ***

(0.00) (0.00)

-0.02 -0.05 ***

(0.01) (0.01)

-0.01 -0.02 *

(0.01) (0.01)

0.00 0.00

(0.01) (0.01)

0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

-0.05 *** -0.05 *** -0.05 ***

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

0.00 0.00 * 0.00 *

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

0 *** 0 *** 0 ***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

0 *** 0 *** 0 ***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

0.04 0.03 0.05

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

-0.07 *** -0.06 *** -0.06 ***

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

0.07 0.06 0.09

(0.13) (0.13) (0.14)

-0.09 -0.11 -0.10

(0.13) (0.13) (0.14)

-0.13 ** -0.15 ** -0.14 **

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

0.15 *** 0.22 *** 0.20 ***

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

0 -0.07 * -0.07 *

(0.04) (0.03) (0.03)

0.07 0.09 0.05

(0.14) (0.13) (0.14)

0 0.02 0.04

(0.13) (0.13) (0.14)

-0.01 0.01 -0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

-0.82 * -0.93 *** -0.75 ** 0.6 *** 0.15 ** 0.14 **

(0.34) (0.27) (0.28) (0.08) (0.05) (0.05)

R2
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

N 536 536 536 536 536 536

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the company.

Table 2. Results of the Translog Cost Function with OLS

Models

* p<0.05, **p<0.01,***p<0.001

Note: Standard Errors in Parentheses
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According to these results, Model A is appropriate for this company, which will be corroborated with 
the likelihood ratio test when testing each Model (restricted model) against Model A (unrestricted 
model). The results are presented in Table 3. 

 

The results indicate that Model A is adequate to represent the production structure of this company, 
rejecting the null hypothesis. 

Table 4 presents the results of the SUR Model to estimate the non-homogeneous translog cost 
function and does not require that the elasticity of substitution be constant (Model A). The rest of the 
results are presented in the appendix. 

Model

Model B: 37.41 ***

Homotheticity (0.000)

Model C: 79.44 ***

Homogeneity (0.000)

Model D: 231.75 ***

Elasticity of unit 

substitution (0.000)

Model E: 371.75 ***

Homotheticity and 

Elasticity of unit 

substitution
(0.000)

Model F: 372.02 ***

Homotheticity and 

Elasticity of unit 

substitution (Cobb-

Douglas)

(0.000)

***p<0.001

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the 

company.

Note: p- values in parentheses

Table 3. Test of likelihood ratio

Statistic X2
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1.00 ***

(0.004)

0.946 ***

(0.018)

-0.026 ***

(0.007)

-0.012

(0.018)

-0.130 ***

(0.020)

0.201 ***

(0.017)

0.001

(0.002)

0.008

(0.003)

0.008 ***

(0.000)

-0.013

(0.010)

0.002

(0.008)

-0.007

(0.010)

-0.002

(0.008)

-0.066 ***

(0.011)

0.008

(0.007)

-0.036 ***

(0.008)

0.0320 ***

(0.006)

0.023

(0.038)

-0.037 ***

(0.004)

0.107

(0.100)

-0.104

(0.100)

-0.075 **

(0.037)

0.126 ***

(0.032)

-0.057 **

(0.027)

-0.011

(0.102)

0.031

(0.098)

0.013

A

Table 4. Results of the 

Translog Cost Function with 

SUR

Model
Parameter
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The results indicate that the estimation of the translog cost function shows a good overall adjustment, 
with an R squared of 99%. 

It is found that if the price of raw materials increases by 1%, the total costs of the company increase 
by 0.95%, while if the administrative costs are decreased by 1%, the total costs would be reduced by 
20%. Costs that are less than proportional are labor costs and plant co
and -0.13 respectively. As expected, the only input that has a direct effect on output is labor. There is 
also complementarity in labor costs with administrative costs.

From equation (1) we find that the coefficient of ln
which indicates that this company operates with constant economies of scale so doubling the 
production requires double the costs.

The ideal for any company is to operate under economies of scale, which mea
begins to decrease as production increases. According to Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2013), there are 3 
possible ways in which a company could operate with economies of scale: the first is that if the 
company operates on a large scale, wo
more productive, for this, at least in the short term, the space of the factory and the machinery should 
be adequate for the workers to do their work effectively. In the case of this compan
machines is minimal, so it will be analyzed that the number of employees is appropriate given the 
physical space and also their productivity. According to the theory of production, there are an optimal 
number of workers that minimize costs an
be equal to the average product. 

Graph 1 shows the relationship between the total monthly production and the number of employees 
of the company in the period of time analyzed.

The graph shows that there is a linear relationship between production and the number of workers, so 
that as the number of workers increases, production will increase at a constant rate. This makes sense 
since being a company with minimal machinery intervention; its main 
so its capacity is not limited. In economic terms, the average product per worker is equal to the 
additional production that is generated by hiring an additional worker.

To obtain the average and marginal product of this comp
estimated, that is, without considering the type of model to which the product belongs. The period 

The results indicate that the estimation of the translog cost function shows a good overall adjustment, 

the price of raw materials increases by 1%, the total costs of the company increase 
by 0.95%, while if the administrative costs are decreased by 1%, the total costs would be reduced by 
20%. Costs that are less than proportional are labor costs and plant costs, having a coefficient of 

0.13 respectively. As expected, the only input that has a direct effect on output is labor. There is 
also complementarity in labor costs with administrative costs. 

From equation (1) we find that the coefficient of lnY is 1.00 and replacing it in the formula EE is 0, 
which indicates that this company operates with constant economies of scale so doubling the 
production requires double the costs. 

The ideal for any company is to operate under economies of scale, which means that the total cost 
begins to decrease as production increases. According to Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2013), there are 3 
possible ways in which a company could operate with economies of scale: the first is that if the 
company operates on a large scale, workers could specialize in the activities in which they could to be 
more productive, for this, at least in the short term, the space of the factory and the machinery should 
be adequate for the workers to do their work effectively. In the case of this company, the use of 
machines is minimal, so it will be analyzed that the number of employees is appropriate given the 
physical space and also their productivity. According to the theory of production, there are an optimal 
number of workers that minimize costs and this occurs at the point where the marginal product must 

Graph 1 shows the relationship between the total monthly production and the number of employees 
of the company in the period of time analyzed. 

that there is a linear relationship between production and the number of workers, so 
that as the number of workers increases, production will increase at a constant rate. This makes sense 
since being a company with minimal machinery intervention; its main factor of production is labor, 
so its capacity is not limited. In economic terms, the average product per worker is equal to the 
additional production that is generated by hiring an additional worker. 

To obtain the average and marginal product of this company, the total production function will be 
estimated, that is, without considering the type of model to which the product belongs. The period 

The results indicate that the estimation of the translog cost function shows a good overall adjustment, 

the price of raw materials increases by 1%, the total costs of the company increase 
by 0.95%, while if the administrative costs are decreased by 1%, the total costs would be reduced by 
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that there is a linear relationship between production and the number of workers, so 
that as the number of workers increases, production will increase at a constant rate. This makes sense 

factor of production is labor, 
so its capacity is not limited. In economic terms, the average product per worker is equal to the 

any, the total production function will be 
estimated, that is, without considering the type of model to which the product belongs. The period 
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considered is from January 2013 to September 2016. It will be taken into account that as there are no 
workers, there will be no production, so a model without a constant will be considered: 

: =  ;< +  =                                     (6) 

Variables are defined as: y is the total production of the company; L is the number of workers. It is 
assumed that the error term has a normal distribution with zero mean and constant variance. 

The results are presented in Table 5. For each extra worker, the production increases by 17 units on 
average. We conclude that the marginal product and the average product are equal, and the number of 
employees is optimal. 

 

The product is made in three different assembly lines, divided according to the weight of the product 
and classified in small (from 25 to 60 kilos), medium (from 60 to 350 kilos) and large (from 400 kilos 
to 1.5 tons). In the case of this company if workers perform repetitive tasks in each line of assembly 
is very likely to learn from accumulated experience how to perform their work quickly and 
efficiently, which in theory their costs should decrease with experience. To analyze if this is the case 
of the company, the following learning curve will be estimated for the period from January 2013 to 
September 2016. 

ln �> =  � +  ; ln �> +  � ln :> + ?>                                      (7) 

Variables are defined as: C is the actual total cost in month t, n is the cumulative production in month 
t, and y is the production in month t. It is assumed that the error term is distributed normally with 
zero mean and constant variance. The results are shown in Table 6: 

 

The results indicate that the parameter of unit cost elasticity with respect to cumulative production is -
0.025, and indicates that for every 1% accumulated production increases, the total cost only decreases 

Variable

Labor 17.47 ***

(0.03)

R2 0.98

N 45

Table 5.- Funtion of production

Coefficient

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the 

company

Note: Standard Errors in Parentheses

* p<0.05, **p<0.01,***p<0.001

Variable

Production 1.05 ***

(0.01)

Cumulative Production -0.025 ***

(0.01)

Contant 6.47 ***

(0.06)

R2
0.96

N 428

Table 6.- Learning curve

Coefficient

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the 

company

Note: Standard Errors in Parentheses

* p<0.05, **p<0.01,***p<0.001
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0.025%. This would be an area of opportunity for the company, where technology intervention 
should be considered in terms of automating some processes that reduce costs. 

According to Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2013) the second reason why a company can operate with 
economies of scale is that the management of a company may be able to negotiate the price of inputs 
for the advantage of operating higher volumes or for an efficient management of its costs. In the case 
of the company, the raw material is bought from a subsidiary company so there is no negotiation, 
since prices are determined by the market. In terms of cost efficiency, it was found that this company 
uses a standard or traditional cost system also known as the traditional cost absorption system. This 
system is a costing technique employed that seeks a way to distribute indirect costs (Skoda, 2009). 
Today many companies use this methodology because of their simplicity and good results, and 
focuses on the distribution of indirect costs (such as consumables, maintenance, depreciation, 
electricity, water, gas, etc.) using hours of labor or machine time, however, some of the operations 
can be "punished" at high costs due to this cost distribution. The traditional unit cost perspective used 
in standard costing is counterproductive because it tends to direct managers' attention to actions at 
product unit level to consider a price increase, for example, or to reduce direct labor, the materials or 
the processing of the machines (Cooper and Kaplan, 1991). 

What is proposed to analyze whether management of the company is effective is to compare the 
current cost method with another method of cost taking into account the level of production of the 
year 2016 to determine if the company is more profitable to consider a new form of cost which gives 
more analysis and a perspective focused on seeing the processes individually rather than in general, 
as does the traditional cost system. Specifically, it will compare the rate of return on sales between 
both methods of costing. The proposed cost method is Activity-Based Costing (ABC). This method 
was developed with the purpose of improving the use of accounting information, providing 
management with a more complete picture, such as determining which product is the most profitable 
and which ones are the areas of opportunity that require supervision (Tsai, et al., 2009). 

Among the main characteristics of the ABC model is the identification of the manufacturing activities 
and the management of consumption resources of each product. According to Tsai et. al. (2009) in 
the ABC model, the hierarchy of the company's activities is composed of the following categories: 
unit-level activities (according to the product service unit, for example machining, finishing); 
activities at batch level (according to batch of products or services, for example configuration, 
programming); activities at product level (made to benefit all units of a particular product or service, 
for example product design); and activities at the facility level (according to the manufacturing 
facility or service, for example, plant protection and management). 

The form in which the mentioned categories will be taken into account will be to divide the models 
that are within a same line of assembly. In the company there are 3 assembly lines according to the 
weight of the model, which are classified as mentioned above in small (from 25 to 60 kilos), medium 
(from 60 to 350 kilos) and large (from 400 kilos to 1.5 tons). 

It will begin with the calculation of the standard or traditional costing, for which hourly costs are 
used. The company calculates the total annual total cost of labor, the total annual cost of plant costs, 
and the total annual cost of administrative and selling expenses, each of these items being then 
divided by the total time to be spent to be required for annual production. First, to calculate the cost 
of annual labor, only the basic salary of the operators will be taken into account, without any 
provision or extraordinary payment, then the calculation is based on the total number of operators for 
their annual base salary; Second, for the costs of the plant, all its consumables are calculated on an 
annual basis to be able to operate. This data involves the finance department, maintenance, 
production, materials, quality, engineering, continuous improvement and plant management. Finally, 
to obtain the administration and sales expenses, the finance department meets with the department of 
marketing, sales and human resources to determine this expense, since it is the departments that 
contribute intangible resources to the organization and, therefore, independent rate for them. 

Once the mentioned costs are obtained, it would be necessary to obtain the total time that will be 
required for the annual production. Table 7 shows the times required for each model. 
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Then, the required time of each product is multiplied by its volume in the year (in this case 2016) and 
the results are summed to obtain the total amount of available hours of this year, the formula is 
presented in the equation: 

@ABAC�6 = ∑ A� ∗ E�  i = model              (8) 
 

The result is 61,495.07 hours available. 

Once the process is completed, the company determines the hourly costs for each model i of labor, 
plant costs and administration and sales expenses according to formulas 9 to 11. With this 
methodology, they make sure that the cost incurred annually is distributed and covered in each 
salable unit: 

FG = ∑6H�I>JIHIKJ JLMJINJN 6O 
∑ > ∗P 

            (9) 

/�C�A GQ = ∑�RHI> OS 
∑ > ∗P 

                        (10) 

2T&V = ∑WX&8 
∑ > ∗P 

                                   (11) 

Derived from these calculations will obtain the costing rates for the models: 

 

Considering the ABC model, the costs were distributed based on the production per assembly line (j) 
and the required times of each product: 

FG = ∑6H�I>JIHIKJ JLMJINJN   6O#
∑ >$∗P$

 (12) 

 

/�C�A GQ = ∑�RHI> OS#
∑ >$∗P$

              (13) 

2T&V = ∑WX&8 #
∑ >$∗P$

              (14) 

j is the assembly line according to the size of the model (small, medium and large line). 

Model
Time 

(Hours)
Model

Time 

(Hours)
Model

Time 

(Hours)

A 1.47 H 14.23 O 23.42

B 1.93 I 14.32 P 19.34

C 2.39 J 20.46 Q 12.79

D 4.91 K 26.51 R 22.99

E 4.94 L 24.99 S 46.90

F 5.68 M 35.64 T 33.06

G 7.04 N 18.12 U 26.38

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the company

Table 7.- Times required for each model

Assembly line MO Plant OH SG&A

Model i 2.00$       6.51$       25.52$     

Table 8.- Costs according to the Traditional model  (TAC)       

($ per hour)

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the company
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The same operations were carried out for each of the groupings, obtaining the costs presented in 
Table 9. 

 

In order to analyze the difference of apportioning costs between all the models (Traditional Model) 
and the costs grouped according to the assembly line (ABC Model), we will compare the rate of 
return on sales7 obtained for which will be taken into account the sales in 2016 and each of the 
costing methods. Table 10 presents the results. 

 

The results indicate that for models that are manufactured in small and medium assembly lines, 
considering ABC costing would be beneficial, whereas for large assembly line models it would be the 
opposite, as these show little sales compared to the other models, and have very high costs, which are 
amortized using the traditional methodology. 

The area of opportunity in this regard, is that the company usually sets its prices based on their costs 
plus a percentage of utility, so the price of large models would be below what it should be. 

The third reason a company can operate with economies of scale is that the company must have 
flexibility in the use of inputs and thus organize its production process more effectively. According to 
the results obtained in Table 4, it is observed that there is very little substitution between labor and 
freight (-0.075) and between labor and administrative cost (-0.057). These results indicate do not 
present area of opportunity. 

5.-Conclusion  

The results indicate that given its cost and production structure, in 21 of the models of one of the 
best-selling products in Mexico during the period from January 2013 to September 2016, the 
company in this study operates with constant returns to scale.  

The elasticities are evaluated in the average value of the sample and indicate the raw materials have a 
more than proportional effect because if their price increases by 1%, the costs of the company would 
increase by 0.95% and if the administrative costs are decrease by 1%, total costs would be reduced by 
20% 

According to Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2013) there are 3 reasons why a company can operate with 
economies of scale, which were analyzed to find the areas of opportunity for the company to reduce 
costs as production increases. It was found that in two of the three reasons the situation could be 
improved: the first is that by analyzing the relationship between the number of workers and 
production, it is found that the average product is equal to the marginal product, that is, the company 
operates with a number of efficient workers; however, the learning curve indicates that for every 1% 

Assembly line MO Plant OH SG&A

Small 2.43$       5.78$        22.61$     

Medium 1.36$       5.85$        22.29$     

Large 2.72$       19.84$      83.52$     

Table 9.- Costs according to the ABC model                  

($ per hour)

Source: Ow n elaboration w ith data of the company

Assembly line TAC ABC Difference

Small 10.8% 14.0% 3.1%

Medium 14.1% 18.4% 4.3%

Large 48.3% 34.2% -14.0%

Table 10.- Rate of return on sales

Source: Own elaboration with data of the company
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that accumulated production increases, the total cost only decreases 0.025%, this may be due to staff 
turnover, however, given the existing technology, certain processes could be automated to improve 
efficiency. The second reason is that the management of a company could be more effective when 
using the costing method ABC, which consists of identifying the manufacturing activities and the 
management of consumption resources of each product according to the assembly line and not in a 
general way as it does with the traditional costing system. It is found that with the ABC system, the 
rate of return in the small product line would be 14% compared to 10.8%, and the medium is 4.3% 
higher when compared to traditional costing. 

As mentioned, the manufacturing sector has experienced sustained growth in Mexico, so that this 
company, as well as the many that belong to this sector, must take advantage of technological and 
administrative resources of the way in which they operate in the day to day, and thus lower their costs 
as they increase their production, in other words, operate with economies of scale. 

Endnotes 

                                                           
1 Corresponds to the latest available data provided by the company 
2 Base 2010=100 
3 Includes maintenance, spare parts, consumables (water, electricity, gas), depreciation, quality, etc. 
4 For a fixed level of production, the total cost must increase proportionally when prices increase 
5 ∑ 2�� = 1. The equation that will not be taken into account will be SL the participation of the cost of 
labor. 
6 Ttotal refers to the total time of labor hours available 
7 The rate of return is obtained by dividing the profit on sales.  
 

Appendix 

 

Table 11. Results of Seemingly unrelated regression

Equation Obs Parms RMSE R-sq chi2 P

lnC 536 27 0.0302 0.9992 845013.81 0.000

Sm 536 5 0.0581 0.3667 265.99 0.000

Sf 536 5 0.1056 0.4572 476.19 0.000

Sp 536 5 0.1030 0.3892 473.12 0.000

Ss 536 5 0.1402 0.4796 700.16 0.000

Variable 

dependent

Variable 

independent
Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z|

Sm

lnY 0.007 0.003 2.55 0.011 0.002 0.012

lnPl 0.046 0.004 10.34 0.000 0.037 0.054

lnPf 0.038 0.003 12.19 0.000 0.032 0.044

lnPp -0.035 0.006 -6.35 0.000 -0.046 -0.024

lnPss -0.017 0.002 -7.87 0.000 -0.021 -0.013

_cons 1.033 0.005 199.49 0.000 1.023 1.043

Sf

lnY -0.012 0.005 -2.48 0.013 -0.022 -0.003

lnPm 0.042 0.006 7.15 0.000 0.030 0.053

lnPl 0.130 0.008 15.58 0.000 0.114 0.146

lnPp -0.210 0.013 -16.74 0.000 -0.234 -0.185

lnPss 0.021 0.008 2.8 0.005 0.006 0.036

_cons 1.003 0.010 97.47 0.000 0.983 1.023

Sp

lnY 0.011 0.005 2.49 0.013 0.002 0.020

lnPm 0.502 0.034 14.65 0.000 0.435 0.570

lnPl -0.075 0.008 -8.8 0.000 -0.091 -0.058

lnPf -0.508 0.034 -14.91 0.000 -0.575 -0.441

lnPss 0.035 0.007 4.98 0.000 0.021 0.048

_cons 0.950 0.010 99.42 0.000 0.931 0.968

Ss

lnY -0.019 0.007 -2.86 0.004 -0.032 -0.006

lnPm -0.340 0.020 -17.41 0.000 -0.379 -0.302

lnPl -0.207 0.011 -18.78 0.000 -0.228 -0.185

lnPf 0.240 0.020 11.95 0.000 0.200 0.279

lnPp 0.253 0.014 18.24 0.000 0.225 0.280

_cons 0.901 0.012 72.12 0.000 0.876 0.925

(95% Conf. Interval)

Source: Own elaboration with data of the company
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Abstract  

 
Romania’s rural development experienced a complex evolution after the change of the political regime in 

1990, being influenced by the national policies regarding the land fund field and land retrocession to 

former owners. The process of land investiture of the Romanian farmers was ambiguous, sinuous and 

difficult to apply. Land property and agricultural land property restitution constituted a process running 

for over 20 years, which is still not concluded. The paper analyses the evolution of the land fund and 

agricultural land property law after the 1990’s, as well as the rural environment with regard to agricultural 

land. After the land retrocession law came into effect and was applied, starting with the year 1996, the 

percentage of privately owned land fund started to increase, reaching over 73.6% in 2007, a constant 

value up to the present day. The evolution was much more accelerated in the case of private agricultural 

land, which registered a rapid increase reaching 72 % in 1997 and over 93% in 2014. Deficiencies of the 

national legislation favoured unsystemised retrocessions, sometimes without complete supportive 

documents, which generated injustices and abuses, punished in some cases by national and international 

fora. The fragmentation of agricultural land, also due to the defective system of land realottment of the 

Romanian farmers, affected the performance of the national agicultural production and favoured the 

alienation of Romanian land. Measures undertaken by Romanian officials in the field of agricultural land 

were dictated by social criteria, economic pressure, unprofessional adherence negotiations or momentary 

political interests. 

 

Keywords: agricultural land, rural, restitution, Romania 

 

Introduction 

 
With a total surface of 238 thousand km

2
, representing almost 6% of the total European Union surface 

and a population of about 19 million inhabitants (circa 4 % of the European population) Romania is the 

second new European Union member state in terms of size, after Poland. The Romanian territory 

possesses a generous natural potential, with agricultural land of good quality soils, rich in land and human 

resources. Up to the present, these advantages observed a limited influence in generating a significant 

development and restructuring in agriculture and in rural areas. The reconstruction of property right on 

agricultural and silvan land constituted a difficult pocess in Romania, which is still not concluded. In 

many cases, land restitution has resulted in damage to a territorial delivery. The structures and functions 

of the Romanian rural area and restitution of the property right, generated social tensions and conflicts, 

manifestated at the territorial organization and urbanism organization. The greatest pressure at the level of 

land areas was felt into the territorial organizations ownership in the vicinity of urban areas, where the 

high value of lands was determined by the high prices and the great real estate pressure (Rusu et al, 

2011). The demarcation of the land for retrocession to the old locations was made by the municipal 

councils of the administrative-territorial units on which the land is located, the restitution claims being 
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submitted to the offices of the territorial-administrative organizations. An analysis of the rural 

development and land restitution could not be achieved without the present territorial organization, 

focusing on towns, communes and villages. 

 

Short Literature Review 

 
Ienciu, Tudorascu and Oprea (2014), in an analysis regarding the porperty right in Romania, highlight the 

importance of technical topographic and cadastral expertise, in a complex paper including complex 

working stages carried out with adequate equipment, in difficult conditions, for the reconstruction of the 

agricultural property right. Gavrilescu, (1993), performs an analysis of Romania’s transition to a market 

economy, refering to the agri-food production, mentioning the fact that it will be a complex long-term 

process. Van Meurs (1999), carries into effect a comparative study regarding rural policies during the 

inter-war, communist and post-communist period in Romania. The author concludes that, in Romania, 

there was always a tendency for strict state control of the agricultural production, rural environment and 

property right, no matter the political regimes succeeding each other during the entire 20
th

 century. 

Romanian political leaders have always opted for the application of short-term solutions to social 

problems of the rural environment, imposed by political and social pressures, neglecting a parallel 

approach to the economic and technical aspects necessary for the modernization of the agricultural 

production. Brooks and Van Meurs (1994), based on surveys carried out in 1991 in  România, describe 

transitional models linked to agricultural land property, comparing individual farms and private property. 

During the analysed period, homesteads registered a slower reaction in developing competitive markets. 

However, agricultural associations seemed to be even less receptive to market stimuli, compared to 

private farmers, slowing down the agricultural sector evolution towards a market economy. 

 

Prosterman and Rolfe (1999), in their research regrding the development of agricultural land markets in 

Lithuania, Poland, and Romania analyse the legal base of agricultural land transactions, in the context of 

a potential adherence to the European Union. For each of the analysed countries, agriculture plays an 

important role in the national economy, and agricultural land represents a resource and porperty right for 

one- fifth of the population. At Romania’s level, the authors underline less ethical aspects of agricultural 

land acquisition, on the basis of ex-property presumptive rights. 

 

Mihalache and Croitoru (2011), carry out an analysis of the Romanian rural environment, highlighting 

evolutions as well as involutions, during a research achieved with the help of European funds, in order to 

promote a specific form of inclusion of persons from the rural environment on the labour market, by 

supporting training, professional reconversion and entrepreneurial spirit development programs, 

depending on the target group characteristics. Istudor and Popescu (2016), during a work meating dealing 

with agricultural policies, land market and property relations in agriculture, which reunited specialists of 

the Romanian agri-food economy field, perform a complex analysis of the agricultural land situation, 

major tendencies of alienation to foreign investors and of the national agricultural policies, incoherent, 

unadapated and inefficient in promoting the  national agricultural section.  

 

Material and Method 

 
The research method was that of secondary data collection, published in statistical databases, magazines, 

magazines, newspapers, books, online portals and other sources. Data-based research has become more 

and more widespread. As Johnston notes, secondary data analysis is flexible and can be used in many 

ways, being an empirical exercise and a systematic method based on well-defined procedural and 

evaluative steps (Johnston, 2014). 

 

The data refering to the approach of the Romanian land fund and rural environment issue were selected 

from specialty literature, public reports of Romanian bodies in the field (the Ministry of Agriculture and 
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Rural Development, the National Authority for Property Restitution, the National Institute of Statistics), 

relevant national legislative regulations, in effect in Romania. The data were processed, graphically 

represented and interpreted. For an optimal interpretation, where found, the obtained results were 

compared to relevant data from scientific literature.  

 

The Romanian Rural Area  
 
According ot Law 350/2001 regarding territorial organisation and urbanism, respectively Law 351/2001 

regarding the approval of the National Territorial Organisation Plan, from an administrative point of 

view, at a NUTS 5 level, Romania’s territory is organised in 320 localities (of which 103 municipalities, 

the most important towns), which form the urban area, and 2,861 communes, which constitute the rural 

area (figure 1). The commune includes one or several villages comprising rural population, and it is 

organized according to economic, socio-cultural and geographical conditions.  

 

The villages, the smallest administrative-territorial unit, where the mayor office resides, are the commune 

villages. There are about 13,000 villages in Romania with a slight decrease in the analyzed period. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Locality distribution in Romania, on categories 
Source Authors, by using NIS data (2017) 

 

Communes are generally formed by several villages, with no administrative responsability. In 2016, in 

Romania there are 12,957 villages (Management Authority for the National Program of Rural 

Development AMPNDR, 2012). In order  for a commune to become a town, a specific law must be 

approved. Towns and communes are grouped in counties (NUTS3 level), with administrative functions. 

The 42 counties are grouped in 8 development regions (NUTS2), with no administrative functions. The 

rural space represents an extremely complex concept, which generated a great diveristy of opinion 

regarding  its definition, scope and components.  

 

According to Bold, Buciuman and Drăghici’s definition (2003), the rural includes activities developing 

outside the urban, and has three essential components: administrative communities (made up of relatively 

few members with mutual relations), pronounced poulation and collective services scattering, the special 

role of agriculture and forestry. Although, from an economic point of view, agriculture and forestry 
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occupy an important place, the rural sense is larger than agriculural or silvan, comprising other activites 

as well, such as rural specific industry; handcrafts, productive services refering to agricultural production 

and non-productive ones specific to the rural population.  

 

After the restitution of the land properties, there is no significant evolution of the number of communes or 

villages in Romania. An important change can be observed in the evolution of localities included in 

municipalities and cities, the number of which increased by 400% between 1990 and 2016. A possible 

explanation of this evolution can be found in the return of agricultural land in the vicinity of towns to 

owners who have been converted into habitable areas. 

 

Rural areas in Romania cover 87.1% of the country territory, encompassing 47.2% of the population, and 

8.98 million inhabitants in 2011 (National Insitute for Statistics NIS, 2017). The Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) considers rural settlements those areas, in which the 

density represents less than 150 inhabitants/km
2
. According to this criteria, only the capital and some 

counties (Ilfov, Prahova, Iași) may fall under the category of urban spaces. The OECD methodology for 

the rurality notion allows comparisons with other member states. According to territorial distribuition, 

Romania’s populaiton rurality level is much more pronounced than that of other Eu countries, where rural 

settlements are less populated and at a lower scale, generally considered as an alternative to urban 

concentrations. Many rural communities contribute in a small way to economic growth, but preserve their 

social structure and traditional way of life. In relation to the Eurostat data from 2012, citated by 

AMPNDR (2012), circa 45.5% of the Romanian population resides in rural areas, 43.9% in intermediary 

regions and10.6% in urban areas. In the context of a continuous demographic decline, the share of urban 

population in the total population continued to rise to the detriment of the rural population (figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Romania's rural and urban population 
Source Author, by using NIS data (2017) 

 

Based on the demographic analysis, it can be seen that the restitution of agricultural land has not led to a 

revival of the rural population, as expected.  

 

After the change of the political regime in Romania, changes took place in all areas of the economic, 

social and political life. Based on the measures destined for rural programs developed in Romania, four 

stages can be outlined in the development of the rural area. The first measure, during the post revolution  

period, was that of agricultural and forestry land retrocession to former owners, by applying the Land 
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fund law 18/1991, augmented by the Law 1/2000, followed by the measures undertaken during to 

Romania’s European Union pre-adheration stages, activities towards the integration in the EU structures, 

and, at present,  by the national rural program for the period 2014-2020. 

 

The increase of the competition within the rural sector calls for some actions leading to the economic 

performance growth and market access for farms, by gaining access to the proper agricultural surfaces, 

modernizing and restructuring production, increasing the volume of quality agricultural production, or 

continual stimulation of the processing and commercialization unit modernization. Modernizing and 

developing the processing sector insures, on one hand, the maintenance of working places and, on the 

other hand, the creation of new working places (AMPNDR, 2017).  

 

An important influence on the development of the rural environment is that of agricultural land property. 

Agriculture, the activity that basically defines the rural environment, is facing major problems, given by 

the large number of agricultural exploitations and the overwhelming percentage of those with no legal 

personality, wich operate on a 5 hectare surface, and are considered to be the great structural 

disadvantages of the Romanian agriculture.  

 

 

The Restitution Of The Private Property Right On Agricultural And Silvan Land 

In Romania  
 
The restitution of the private property right on agricultural and silvan land in Central and Eastern 

European countries aimed at creating a private agricultural and silvan sector and rural area market 

economy. Most ex-communist counries approached the issue of property retrocession in an open, 

decissive manner, right after the change in political regime and transition to a market economy. Thus, in 

Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czech Republic and former East Germany, nationalized real estate 

retrocession laws were adopted before the end of 1993, in Croatia in 1996, and in Makedonia in 1998. 

Although in Romania, the issue of retrocession of abusive overtaken property was adressed right after the 

revolution, the problem is far from being resolved.  

 

The world of the Romanian village underwent a continual transformation process after the inter-war 

period, which led to a change in terms of rural locality specific, as well as the population demographic, 

occupational and value coordinates. The traditional village went through important structural 

modifications during the communist regime.  

 

The collectivization process, the massive unrbanization and industrialization of the ʹ50s‐ʹ70s radically 

transformed the economic activity, life style and customs of Romania’s villages, leading to the 

disappearance of a traditional form of social life organization (Mihalache and Croitoru, 2011). 

 

After the revolution from 1989, The Romanian rural environment entered a new evolution stage, 

characterized by a ruralization of the country, economic difficulties and the increase in rural heterogenity. 

The first years after the revolution represented a process of re-rualization of the country, the rural 

environment and agriculture representing a refuge for population segments affected by the economy 

restructuring. The urban‐rural migration, the de-industrialisation, the overall agricultural employment of 

the rural population, the practice of subsistance agriculture on a large scale are specific processes for this 

stage.  

 

During the last 25 years, politicians elaborated a series of laws, governement decisions and other 

normative acts, in the attempt to reinstate the rights of property nationalization victims of the communist 

era. The laws regarding land restitution and distribution were accompanied by laws regarding new 

organization forms in agriculture. 
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The process started in 1990, when the members of agricultural cooperatives gained property rights over a 

surface of 0.5 hectares – an increase of the traditional 0.3 hectares lots of the homesteads. This restitution 

was not based on a principle or law, people working the land just gained a property right for the extra 

surface, thus commencing the land transfer toward the private sector. 

 

The main legislative norms, issued after the change in political regime in Romania towards the restitution 

of the land fund property right, were Law 18/1991 and Law 1/2000, later augmented by Law 247/2005, 

HG 1095/2005, HG 890/2005 and HG 240/2006, respectively Law no. 165/2013. The regulations 

regarding the restitution of the property right are also specified by Law 10/2001, with ulterior 

modifications and additons. 

 

The main objective of the Land Fund Law no. 18/1991 was the restitution of private porperty rights 

regarding agricultural and silvan land. The new Land Fund Law from 1991 lay the foundation for a dual 

land reform mechanism, based on property right restitution to former owners whose land had been 

expropriated by the state after the 6
th

 of March 1945, when the first communist regime came into power, 

and the restitution of land usage rights for those individuals whose land had been administered for years 

and decades by cooperatives and state farms (World Bank, 2007) 

 

The law adressed cooperative members who brought land to the agricultural production cooperative or 

from whom the cooperative overtook land, as well as their heirs (Romanian Parliament, 1991). By issuing 

the law 18/1991, the Romanian peasents were reinstituted with the porperty right over limited surfaces of 

their land, that is for only 10 hectares, in locations decided by the commissions responsible for the 

application of the law. These provisions generated abuses of the commissions, who distributed the land as 

they liked, and a long series of trials.  

 

The second undergoing of land property restitution was regulated by Law no. 1/2000 for the restitution of 

property rights on agricultural and silvan land, requested in accordance with the provisions of the Land 

Fund Law no. 18/1991 and Law no. 169/1997, also called Law Lupu (Romanian Parliament, 2000).  

 

According to the regulations of Law no. 169/1997 (a part of the legal project initially proposed by 

PNTCD representative Vasile Lupu, and adopted with modifications three years later), the owners had to 

right to request restitutions of up to 50 hectares of agricultural land per family and 30 hectares of forest 

per family, the actual retrocession being postponed until an ulterior modification provision of the Land 

Fund Law. However, the law did not command the restitution of the initially owned land. Moreover, 

according to Digi24 (2017), instead of clarifying the situation, the Law 1/2000 introduced new difficulties 

in the retrocession process, especially with regard to the problem of restituting the former properties in 

the same locations. The regulations allowed the mayorhall commissions to decide what and where to 

restitute. In addition, the lack of cadastre in Romania deepened the problem, according to the former 

minister of agriculture, Achim Irimescu, mentioned by the quoted source. 

 

The Law 400/2002 refered to the reduction of formalities, but allowed a rapid land investiture of 

thousands of people only based on lists from 1945 as well as the occurrence of uncertain retrocessions, 

complaints at CEDO and penal dossiers. According to Horațiu Raicu, general secretary at Agrostar, 

quoted by the afore mentioned source, a situation was created in which surfaces that had to be restituted 

became much larger than the ones owned in 1947. 

 

In 2005, Law 247 came, which stated that forests and constructions pertaining to agricultural and silvan 

land were to be restituted in full, and owners on whose land investments had been placed were to be 

compensated. 
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Starting with Law 18 in 1991 until 2007, 11 laws and emergency edicts were adopted in order to regulate 

the land property, and the bureaucracy prevented many Romanians from getting their rights  (DIGI24, 

2017). 

 

The legislation was ulteriorly augmented by Law no. 165/2013 regarding the measures for the conclusion 

of the resttution process, in nature or by equivalent, of the real estate property overtaken in an abusive 

way during the Romanian communist period. The measures were anounced by the government at the end 

of 2012, the law coming into effect in May 2013. For a unitary application of the law, the National 

Authority of Property Restitution ANRP elaborated HG no. 401/2013, which established the procedure 

for land restitution in the state private and public sector, as well as the procedure to capitalize it in cash 

the points received as a result of the compensation decision. Starting with October 2013, ANRP began to 

issue payment titles for the approved dossiers before Law no. 165/2013 came into effect. 

 

A major change operated at the level of the retrocession law referd to the fact that former owners could be 

compensated with other goods as well, a possibility introduced by Law no. 368/2013, published in the 

Government Gazette, 1
st
 Part, no. 819 from 21

st
 December 2013 and coming into efect on the 24

th
 of 

December (Oprea, 2014). Although the law foresaw as resolving deadline the 1
st
 of January 2016, this 

deadline was postponed until the 1
st
 of January 2017, when the land the local commissions were supposed 

to use for the finalization of the restitution process, still not restituted to the former owners, would be 

included in the National fund of agricultural land and other real estate (entitled the National Fund), 

administered by the Agency for State Property, and will be subjected to point capitalization in accordance 

with Law no. 165/2013. 

 

According to public data presented by ANRP (2017) refering to the dossiers for the establishment of 

property right constituted in accordance with the land fund laws, as a result of the decisions taken on the 

level of county commissions, the Secretariate of the National Commission for Real Estate Compensation 

(C.N.C.I.), during 1991-2013, 30,356 dossiers were registered, constituted in accordance with the land 

fund laws. Among these, 21,954 dossiers were resolved, other 5,010 dossiers passing the analysis stage, 

and, after adding the requested documents, they will be introduced on the agende of C.N.C.I. for the 

issuance of the decision for compensation/partial validation/invalidation.  

 

A  number of 3.200 dossiers was sent back to the local authorities by the Secretariate, either before the 

occurrence of Law no. 165/2013, for documentation completion, or after the Law no. 165/2013 was 

issued, at the request of the dossier holders, in order to benefit from restitution in nature. For the complete 

dossiers, the Secretariate of C.N.C.I., comprised by A.N.R.P. councilors, proposed/will propose to the 

Commission compensatory measures. As for the other dossiers, with the approval of C.N.C.I, the 

councilors requested/will request documents which should clearly state the quality of the owner for the 

requested real estate property, at the date it was taken over by the state; the quality as an heir of the 

former owner (in the case of the owner’s death); the proof of abusive property overtake by the state; the 

location of the reclaimed property, in order to establish its value in accordance with the notary grid. 

 

The graphical representation of the status of the restitution requests for agricultural and silvan land at a 

national level is rendered in figure 3. According to the data presented below, over 70% of the filed 

dossiers have been resolved until the present moment.  

 

After Law no. 165/2013 was issued, the dossiers constituted in accordance with the land fund laws were 

processed in the strict order of their registration. Until the moment of this documentation, according to 

public records, all dossiers registered until 30.06.2017 have been analysed. 

 

The land fund property move after 1990 resulted in relatively consecutive start-ups, although without 

coherence relations, motivated or supported by scientific or strategic criteria. Actions in the field of the 

land fund market set out ulteriorly and during different periods as compared to the first post December 
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agrarian reform from 1991. Thus, Istudor and Popescu (2016), mention that the scond agrarian reform, 

from 2000, took place belatedly, after the enactment of the main actions on the land fund market - land 

association, leasing and sail.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Agricultural land retrocessions resolved on September 1
st
, 2017  

(according to Law 165/2013) 

Source Authors, by using ANRP Data (2017) 

 

According to Istudor and Popescu (2016), the restitution of land fund property after 1990 has been 

inadequate, the main limitations in configuring a durable property regime being the volatile relationing to 

historical truths; accepting documents for land fund property right restitution based on land measurement 

units without public homologation/updating; differencial management, by historic regions, of the land 

fund property; accepting proof with witnesses, because of the lack of public records for the individual 

restitution of land fund property; deficiencies determined by modifcations occuring in the agricultural 

landscape and the territorial locality structure; landmark dissolution between individual properties during 

the communist era, which made lot realignment on old placements almost impossible; occurrence in the 

legal text of the possibility to restitute land fund property under the formula “usually in the same 

location”, which determined the reactivation of the land fragementation degree from periods anterior to 

cooperativization; restitution of land fund property only in physical dimensions, and not under the aspect 

of abstract traits, respectively the natural and economic land value. 

  

These deficiencies in the restitution of land fund property took place on the backgound of preemptory 

slips, while attempting to solve unbalances caused by decisions based on the social market economy, 

while, in the Western European area, economic policies based on the neo-liberal doctrine applied. The 

absence of specific financial instruments which should help stimulate the local entrepreneurship (credits, 

interests, guaranties, etc.) for land aquisition, affected the position of Romanian entrepreneurs on the land 

fund market, whose investment capacity was situated under the potential of their EU correspondents.  

Romania possesses a land fund surface of 23,839,071 ha, represented according to national statistic data 

by 14,630,072 ha agricultural land, tillable land 9,395,303 ha, pastures 3,272,165 ha and 1,556,246 ha 

hayland, in 2014 (figure 4). 

 

Agricultural land represents over 61 % of the total national land fund. On the agricultural category, 

tillable land predominates (66%), followed by pastures (23%) and hayland (11%), according to the 

geographic conditions specific to the relief of our country. 
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Figure 4:  Distribution of the national
Source Author, by usind NIS Data (2017)
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From the point of view of property form, in 2014 over 72% of the total land fund pertains 

the rest pertaining to the state (figure 5). The evolution of the land transition from state to 

property observed o few main benchmarks. The period 1990-1995, when property title 

incipient process, is characterized by the lack of private land property

showing an insignificant percentage when compared to the state property.  

 

The land fund surface after years and usage, on private property
Source Author, by usind NIS Data (2017) 
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Figure 6: Percentage evolution of private prop
Source Author, by usind NIS Data (2017)

 

The slowest privatisation process was registered in the case of pastures, whose retrocession percentage 

started out with 31% in 1996, only reaching 
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The slowest privatisation process was registered in the case of pastures, whose retrocession percentage 

only reaching 92 % in 2000.  

the private percentage evolution resembles that of the other agricultural land 

categories, which achieved a retrocession percentage of over 90%, maintained relatively constant

property, especially that of agricultural land, represented a difficut process in 

Romania, devopled during a period of over 20 years, which is not yet concluded. Legal deficiencies 

favoured unsystemized retrocessions, in some cases without complete supporting documents

injustices and abuses, sometimes punished by national and international legal fora. The lack of unitary 

policies on land restitution without affecting land ownership, accompanied by permissive legislation, has 

acquisition of land by foreign investors.  

Until 1995, the restoration of the property was an incipient process.Thus, in the first five years since the 

change of the Romanian political regime, the private land property represented an insignificant 

Since 2000, private property has become a majority with agricultural land.

data have shown that there is a correlation between the return of farmland and development 

of the rural population, which continued to decline in the period 1990-2017. 

As with the majority of situations registered during the last century, Romanian officials did not

sociative forms in Romanian agriculture, protection measures for the local 

capital and for the growth of economic peformance in the agricultural sector, the decisions taken in the 

land fund field being dictated by social criteria, internal or international economic
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Abstract 

Although it has been introduced a long time ago, social entrepreneurship as a concept has still not 

been adequately addressed in theory and practice within the East European educational system. In 

this paper, we analyze the current state of social entrepreneurship in South East European (SEE) 

universities’ and colleges’ course syllabi and compare it with the best world practice i.e. US and UK 

universities. First, we explore previous surveys on social entrepreneurship education conducted in the 

East European Countries, the US and the UK. Next, we conduct a content analysis of syllabi 

(targeting both topics and pedagogical approaches) across East European Universities which will 

allow us to reach an unbiased conclusion on the current state and perspectives of social 

entrepreneurship education in the SEE region. Our research conclusion was based on the survey 

results, and at the level of 2% presence in academic syllabuses of SEE universities are very 

disappointing and showed a serious delay in contemporary entrepreneurship education in contrast to 

the US.  

 

Keywords: Social entrepreneurship, Social entrepreneurship education, Syllabi 

 

1. Literature Background of Social Entrepreneurship Surveys 

1.1. Introduction   

Entrepreneurship as a concept, career choice or academic education in all post-communist and 

transition societies has lagged behind West European countries and the US for a variety of reasons. 

The introduction of entrepreneurship into the academic curricula of the South East European (SEE) 

countries mostly started in the 21
st
 century with a small number of pioneers in the field. In contrast, 

US universities saw its introduction in the mid 50’s. According to Fayolle (2000), entrepreneurship 

education at the university level is a rather recent phenomenon in France where it was also introduced 

in the 1990’s. The situation is even worse at our observed research context, i.e. the SEE countries. 

Not only has entrepreneurship education been introduced rather late, but there is also an evident lack 

of academic papers regarding the content, approaches, teaching methods and/or the outcomes of 

entrepreneurship education. Moreover, no research on the presence of Social entrepreneurship (SE) 

education in the SEE has been conducted yet. 

 

SE as a part of the curriculum was first introduced many years ago. AshokaU and Harvard University 

introduced SE to the US educational system in the 1970’s (Fiet, 2001). Since then, the number of 

public and private initiatives involved in training and educating people to be more entrepreneurial has 

multiplied on both sides of the Atlantic (see, for example, Fayolle, 2000).  
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In the SEE countries, particularly post-communist and transition ones, entrepreneurship and 

especially SE is still insufficiently included in the society. Furthermore, it is not clear how the 

Croatian legislation tackles opening and running social enterprises. Although there has been 

improvement, owing to the Croatian accession to the EU, progress feels slow. Indeed, in 2015 the 

European Union (EU) commission in its report did not reveal the exact number of existing social 

entrepreneurs or social enterprises or the existence of a specific legal form designed exclusively for 

social enterprises in Croatia. When Croatia joined the European Union, the National Strategy for the 

Development of Social Entrepreneurship was launched in 2015 which, with the adopted legislation, 

helped a bit those who plan(ned) to be(come) social entrepreneurs.  

 

Hoogendoorn et al. (2011) notice that the majority of research in the field of social entrepreneurship 

has focused on the definition of social entrepreneurship itself, and with an extensive literature review 

of the field of social entrepreneurship we discovered many definitions (see Brock et al., 2008; Peredo 

and McLean, 2006; Tan et al., 2005; Dess, 1998). 

 

Business education for social entrepreneurship is an emerging area of both study and practice (Peredo 

and McLean, 2006). The review of academic literature shows that there is an evident lack of surveys 

on entrepreneurial education, and particularly on social entrepreneurship education curricula in the 

SEE which is the main purpose of this paper. Our paper is organized as follows: 1) literature review 

of social entrepreneurship education; 2) identifying key educational topics in social entrepreneurship 

education; 3) identifying key pedagogical and teaching methods used in social entrepreneurship 

education; 4) collecting social entrepreneurship curricula from the selected SEE countries; 5) content 

analysis of the collected curricula; 6) presentation of survey results and recommendations. 

1.2. Entrepreneurship and Social Entrepreneurship Surveys 

Many previous studies explored the effect of entrepreneurial intentions as a subfield within 

entrepreneurship research (Langer et al., 2016; Linan and Fayolle, 2015; Kruger et al., 2005; Lee and 

Wong, 2004; Reilly and Carsrud, 2000; Weihe and Reich, 1991; Hills and Welsch, 1986; Shapero 

1984; Shapero and Sokol, 1982). Most of the researches focused on Ajzen’s (1991) theory of planned 

behavior (TPB), which was identified as the best predictor of the respondents’ future 

entrepreneurship behavior (Salamzadeh et al., 2013; Iakovleva et al., 2011; Engle et al., 2010; Kruger 

et al., 2000). Recently Rajh et al. (2016) used the TPB to explore entrepreneurial intention of students 

in the SEE countries and concluded that the respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina exhibited a 

higher level of the entrepreneurial intent. Shaw and Carter (2007) explored the difference and the 

similarities between the for-profit and non-profit entrepreneurship and found that contemporary 

practice is similar in most of the topics. 

The authors of social entrepreneurship academic papers use several important milestones in the 

introduction of the term social entrepreneurship: 1) in the 18
th

 century UK industrialist Robert Owen 

started to protect employees through broader social context of education and inclusion (Shaw and 

Carter, 2007; Perić and Delić, 2014); 2) the term was introduced in the 1980’s by Bill Drayton (Perić 

and Delić, 2014; Cukier et al., 2011); 3) it was additionally promoted by Muhammad Yunus, the 

Nobel Peace Prize winner from India (Perić and Delić, 2014; Cukier et al., 2011). 

As a new concept in academia and the practice, SE is insufficiently surveyed (Brock and Steiner, 

2009). The situation is the same in the SEE countries - entrepreneurship is insufficiently surveyed, 

(Perić and Delić, 2014). Cukier et al. (2011) conducted content analysis of 567 unique articles from 

1987 to 2008 and revealed patterns in researches and confirmed very limited empirical data on the 

topic, confirming the need for a more rigorous empirical research. Hoogendoorn et al. (2011) 

confirmed that socially motivated entrepreneurs are less likely to survive the earliest levels of the 

entrepreneurial engagement. Furthermore, highly educated individuals are more likely to become 

social entrepreneurs. Austin et al. (2006) conducted a comparative analysis of commercial and social 

entrepreneurship. Vidović (2012) conducted multiple case studies and interviews with relevant actors 

in the supportive system, aimed to provide insights into the basic features, aspects, and roles of social 

entrepreneurship 
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Wu et al. (2013) conducted Web based survey of the content, learning and teaching methods, 

professional specialties of the teachers, and grading of the curricula. Salamzadeh et al. (2013) 

investigated awareness, intentions/support, and the contextual elements among higher education 

students in the University of Tehran, in order to find the gap(s) in social entrepreneurship education 

in Iran. Vidović (2012) found that there is an evident lack of SE education in Croatia, where there is 

not any full program or single curricula and SE was rarely included in general entrepreneurship 

education, on some universities. 

Many authors agree on the manifestation of social entrepreneurship (Salamzadeh et al., 2013; Perić 

and Delić, 2014; Singer et al., 2011) proposed by Peredo and McLean (2006:64) in situations when 

an individual (or a group): 
 

1. aim(s) at creating social value, either exclusively or at least in some prominent way; 

2. show(s) a capacity to recognize and take advantage of opportunities; 

3. create(s) that value (“envision”); 

4. employ(s) innovation, ranging from outright invention to adapting someone else’s novelty, in 

creating and/or distributing social value; 

5. is/are willing to accept an above-average degree of risk in creating and disseminating social value 

tolerates the risk; and 

6. is/are unusually resourceful in being relatively undaunted by scarce assets in pursuing their social 

venture. 

 

Wu et al. (2013) analyzed the contents of social entrepreneurship education, teaching methods, 

professional specialties of the teachers, and grading of the curricula. Wiley and Berry’s (2015) paper 

reviewed 16 syllabi for courses taught in US schools of public affairs and administration, largely 

from schools ranked in the top 30 nationwide. Elmes et al. (2012) examined social entrepreneurship 

for the academic year 2010-2011 syllabi of selected US and UK universities. 

2. Social Entrepreneurship Education 

Drucker (2008) sees entrepreneurs as people who are committed to the systematic practice of 

innovation, not as specific personality. Kuratko (2004) supports the idea that entrepreneurship can be 

taught and learnt. McMullan (1998) emphasizes the importance of entrepreneurship education. First 

entrepreneurship course was introduced and offered at Harvard University in 1947 and social 

entrepreneurship courses were introduced in the late 1990s primarily at business schools, with 

Stanford, Harvard, Berkeley, Duke, and Georgetown University business schools, among others 

(AshokaU, 2014) leading the way. Chen et al. (1998) revealed a correlation between students’ 

entrepreneurial intentions and the number of management courses taken by non-management 

students, while Varela and Jimenz (2001) saw entrepreneurial education initiated by universities as a 

very important factor. 

 

According to Garavan and O’Cinneide (1994), major challenges of entrepreneurship are appropriate 

syllabi and training programs. Fayolle (2000) interviewed directors of French business schools and 

revealed that the introduction of entrepreneurship programs mostly results in 1 – 3 start-ups per year, 

if the school kept a record of postgraduate success. He also sees a longer history of the 

entrepreneurship education as an important factor for success. Except education, some other studies 

(e.g. Salamzadeh et al., 2013) reveal lack of experience and knowledge (63.7%) as a reason for not 

starting a social enterprise. It is worth mentioning that the real challenge for entrepreneurship 

education lies within the development of the first two dimensions, i.e. learning for entrepreneurship, 

rather than learning about entrepreneurship (e.g. Gibb, 2002; Honig, 2004). As a response to the 

previously mentioned observation, Pache and Chowdhury (2012) emphasized the need to move away 

from educating ‘about’ entrepreneurship to eventually educating ‘for’ entrepreneurship (Kirby, 2004; 

Fayolle, 2006; Kozlinska, 2011).  

 

There are scholars who argue whether or not social entrepreneurship should be taught as a distinct 

field and whether it fits into the larger picture in the area of management studies (Austin et al., 2006). 
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Elmes et al. (2012) surveyed social entrepreneurship curricula from the perspective of place as 

pedagogical method, proving that an on-site approach enriches education in terms of creative 

thinking and leveraging the lack of resources. There is no agreement on the best way to teach 

entrepreneurship to students (Kuratko, 2005; Fayolle et al., 2008) and there has been limited research 

which has articulated the teaching proficiency associated with attending to both social and 
commercial focus. 

2.1. Key Educational Topics in Social Entrepreneurship Education   

The extensive literature review has revealed that some educational topics are typical for social 

entrepreneurship syllabi no matter in which country the syllabi are proposed. Most common topics 

are: 1) social mission/need (Kumar Sinha et al., 2014; Brock and Steiner, 2009; Alter, 2007; Dees, 

1998); 2) resources allocation (Brock and Steiner, 2009; Mair and Marti, 2006); 3) measuring 

outcomes (Willey and Berry, 2015; Brock and Steiner, 2009; 4) opportunity recognition (Brock and 

Steiner, 2009; Dees and Anderson, 2003; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Timmons, 1999); 5) 

sustainable business model (Willey and Berry, 2015; Brock and Steiner, 2009; Hamel, 2000); 6) 

innovation (Nian et al., 2014; Worsham, 2012; Brock and Steiner, 2009; Austin et al, 2006; Haugh, 

2006; Light, 2006; Mair and Marti, 2006; Alvord et al, 2004; Dees and Anderson, 2002); and 7) 

social impact (Brock and Steiner, 2009). Willey and Berry (2015) also found some other topics to be 

dominant in the SE curricula such as: defining SE, marketing, management, finance, and fundraising.  

 

Fayolle (2000), for example, revealed the importance of pedagogical objectives as influencing factor 

on students’ attitudes towards entrepreneurship. When teaching is structured around clearly identified 

economic objectives and is focused on the creation of new businesses and employment (the case of 

seven schools), the rate of new business start-ups among each years' graduating class is between 4 

and 5%, as compared to less than 2% for schools favoring purely educational objectives. 

2.2. Pedagogical Teaching Methods Used In Social Entrepreneurship Education 

Fayolle et al. (2006) noticed the lack of research regarding educational outcomes. Dickson et al. 

(2008) in their analyses of studies published between 1995 and 2006 found that there is a positive 

correlation between entrepreneurial education and successful entrepreneurial activity.  

 

The course instructors have a range of options of using lectures, suggested readings, case studies, and 

biography assignments to facilitate students to develop into social entrepreneurs and the collective 

use of these pedagogical techniques aids them to analyze social issues from a broader context (Smith 

and Woodworth, 2012). Dilts and Fowler (1999) tried to show that certain teaching methods 

(traineeships and field learning) were more successful than others in preparing students for an 

entrepreneurial career. 

 

It is evident from previous studies that some pedagogical methods are dominant in the proposed 

social entrepreneurship syllabi such as: 1) lectures (Krishna et al., 2015; Nian et al., , 2014; Wu et al., 

2013; 2015, Brock and Steiner; 2009); 2) discussions (Krishna et al., 2015; Nian et al., 2014; Wu et 

al., 2013; Brock and Steiner, 2009; Solomon, 2008); 3) case study (Krishna et al., 2015; Nian et al., 

2014; Wu et al.,  2013; Brock and Steiner; 2009); 4) hands-on projects (interviews/shadowing), 

(Krishna et al., 2015; Nian et al., 2014; Brock and Steiner; 2009) 5) writing a business plan (Krishna 

et al., 2015; Nian, Bakar and Islam, 2014; Brock and Steiner; 2009); 6) providing expertise (Krishna 

et al., 2015; Nian et al., 2014; Brock and Steiner; 2009); and 7) volunteering in organizations 

(Krishna et al., 2015; Nian et al., 2014; Brock and Steiner; 2009). In some form, service learning may 

be included in the curricula - Elmes et al. (2012) introduced a place where education is performed 

with sponsors as pedagogical method in terms of mentors or role models. Regarding the 

abovementioned pedagogical methods, it seems that many authors agree that experience should be 

included in the syllabi in different forms e.g. volunteering in organization, traineeship or 

service/experiential learning as an important ingredient in SE education. 
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3. Research Methodology  

3.1. Research design and collecting social entrepreneurship syllabi for the SEE 

universities 

In a modest effort to contribute to the social entrepreneurship educational landscape, we address the 

following specific research questions: 1) existence of SE syllabi at the SEE universities; 2) content of 

SE syllabi; and 3) pedagogical methods used in SE syllabi, with limitation of our research on the 

following countries: Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Hercegovina, and Montenegro. 

 

In AshokaU’s (2014) worldwide survey, research results reveal that only 6% of public schools have 

SE in its curricula. The existence of SE syllabi in educational institutions is a prerequisite for raising 

awareness and acquiring knowledge about the possibilities of SE, and encouraging the development 

of an SE eco-system. However, we need to agree with Robinson and Haynes (1991), the quality of 

entrepreneurship course offerings remains to be proven in terms of allocation of resources and 

formalization of course content, or the impact of entrepreneurship education on starting a new 

business. From the perspective of more developed countries, in the United States there were more 

than 148 institutions offering courses related to social entrepreneurship in the year 2011 (Kim and 

Leu, 2011).  

 

For the purpose of this research we selected several SEE countries, namely Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Croatia, Montenegro, and Serbia. Although they have been in the transition process since the 1990s 

they are still struggling with the perception of entrepreneurship as a career choice. Furthermore, 

despite the growing interest and popularity of social entrepreneurship in academia, politics or 

economy there is still an evident lack of surveys (Rajh et al., 2016; Perić and Delić, 2014; Vidović, 

2012) on entrepreneurship in those countries. With our research, we fill the gap by providing 

theoretical background on social entrepreneurship education, pedagogical methods, and development 

of social entrepreneurship syllabi in those countries. Entrepreneurial education can certainly help to 

resolve the problems of low entrepreneurial activities by being the needed promotion tool (Rajh et al., 

2016). 

 

Finally, we do not know of any previous studies, which try to explore the content of SE syllabi in the 

SEE and pedagogical methods used similar to the one we are planning to conduct. It is only evident 

from previous studies that some pedagogical methods and some educational topics are dominant in 

the proposed SE syllabi. Therefore, in this study our efforts will be devoted to drawing attention to 

those observations. 

3.2. Content analysis of the collected syllabi 

The World Wide Web presents researchers with a powerful tool for the collection of data and the 

Web-based survey provides researchers with an efficient and valid method to code the data compared 

with costs associated with conventional surveying methods. A Web-based content analysis method 

was applied in order to show how social entrepreneurship is taught in SEE. 

 

This study followed the steps of traditional approach in Web-based content analysis; McMillan 

(2000) suggested these five steps, (1) The researcher formulates a research question and/or 

hypotheses. (2) The researcher selects a sample. (3) Categories are defined for coding. (4) Coders are 

trained, code the content, and the reliability of their coding is checked. (5) The data collected during 

the coding process are analyzed and interpreted. It is evident from previous researches that some 

pedagogical methods are dominant in the proposed social entrepreneurship syllabi.  

3.3. Research Question and Survey Results 

Previous studies revealed as the most presented topics in the syllabi of SE the following topics:  

social mission (100%), resource allocation (80%), measuring outcomes, opportunity recognition, 

sustainable business model, innovation (60%), and finally scaling impact as last represented in only 
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33% of syllabi (Brock and Steiner; 2009). Furthermore, Brock and Steiner (2009) found 

service/experimental learning and guest speakers in 75% and 30% of syllabi respectively. 

 

Our main research question examined the level of development of the SE syllabi at universities and 

colleges in the SEE, in line with a well-known practice in terms of educational topics and 

pedagogical methods. The following seven topics of each selected SE syllabi were surveyed: social 

mission, resources allocation, measuring outcomes, opportunity recognition, sustainable business 

model, innovation ad scaling impact, and pedagogical methods. 

  

The main research objective was to analyze the current state and perspectives of the social 

entrepreneurship education within the selected South East European countries’ educational system. 

For that purpose, a sample was selected – business schools and faculties, both public and private from 

the republics of Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Montenegro. These selected countries 

of SEE are characterized by common heritage principle and a nearly century-old history of living in 

one state. Moreover, these countries have similar language (once Serbo-Croatian, after the breakup of 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and formation of independent states, took different standard forms – 

Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian, and Montenegrin which are mutually understandable). The first step of 

the Web-based survey was to identify relevant institutions - business schools and faculties. For that 

purpose, official web pages of ministries of education (four ministries respectively) were contacted. 

Only accredited institutions entered the sample so a total of 106 business schools and faculties, both 

private and public were analyzed. It should be mentioned that far more business schools are operating 

in selected countries at the moment but are not all recognized by the relevant ministry of education. 

Together the selected countries have just under 16 million inhabitants, so 106 business-oriented 

higher education institutions are rather a lot. The distribution of institutions by country is given in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Distribution of business schools and faculties by country. 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid BH 26 24.5  24.5 24.5 

CRO 35 33.0 33.0 57.5 

MNE 5 4.7 4.7 62.3 

SRB 40 37.7 37.7 100.0 

Total 106 100.0 100.0  

Source: Research results. 

 

It can be seen that the majority of institutions are either from Serbia (37.7%) or Croatia (33%). Just 

under quarter of institutions in the sample are from Bosnia and Herzegovina and only 5 institutions 

operate in Montenegro. Nearly half of the institutions (47.2%) are publicly held while 52.8% are 

privately held. 

 

Then, the orientation of institutions was identified. Two systems of business-oriented programs can 

be identified in the selected countries - academic and professional. Academic programs are offered 

exclusively by faculties (180 ECTS credits are assigned for the undergraduate university degree and 

300 ECTS credits for the graduate university degree) while professional programs are offered by 

faculties and business schools (180 ECTS credits assigned for the professional undergraduate degree 

and 300 ECTS credits for the professional graduate degree). Out of 106 institutions that entered the 

sample, a total of 76 (71.7%) offer academic programs and 30 (28.3%) offer professional business-

oriented programs.  

 

Next, we analyzed if a specialization in entrepreneurship is offered. Out of 106 faculties and business 

schools, 15 (14.2%) offer a major in entrepreneurship on the undergraduate study level, 15 (14.2%) 
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offer a major in entrepreneurship on the graduate study level while only 4 (3.8%) offer a 

specialization in entrepreneurship on the postgraduate level.  

 

The following step of our study was to identify whether social entrepreneurship course is offered and 

for that purpose 106 faculty and business school’s curricula were analyzed. Only 2 faculties (both 

from the Republic of Croatia) offer a social entrepreneurship course: one on the undergraduate study 

level and the course is offered as a compulsory one, the other on the graduate study level and the 

course is offered as elective. Out of these 2 courses, only one syllabus is transparent and available 

through the web page (it is complete but available only in Croatian version). Course outcomes are 

outlined as follows: 

 

● To analyze and quantify social entrepreneurship outcomes, 

● To analyze the demands of social entrepreneurship on local, regional and national levels, 

● To discuss collaboration opportunities between profit and non-profit sector, 

● To understand the differences between social and traditional entrepreneurship and the 

differences between social entrepreneurship and humanitarian work as well, 

● To propose social ventures, 

● To apply techniques of creative thinking in idea generation, 

● To evaluate one’s own resources using effectuation theory, 

● To evaluate social ventures by developing a business plan. 

 

Teaching methods include lectures and case studies while the final grade is obtained by the exam 

grade and the assignment (business plan) grade. Suggested reading is in Croatian (only 5 titles) and 

includes two PhD thesis, two academic papers and one book published by the Government of the 

Republic of Croatia (NGO department). 

 

Since we were more than encouraged by our findings, we took a step back to investigate the current 

state of general entrepreneurship education within curricula of business schools and faculties in the 

selected countries. 
 

Table 2: Institutions offering general entrepreneurship course 
 

BH 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid No 2 7.7 7.7 7.7 

Yes 24 92.3 92.3 100.0 

Total 26 100.0 100.0  

CRO 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid No 7 20.0 20.0 20.0 

Yes 28 80.0 80.0 100.0 

Total 35 100.0 100.0  

SRB 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid No 13 32.5 32.5 32.5 

Yes 27 67.5 67.5 100.0 

Total 40 100.0 100.0  

MNE 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid No 4 80.0 80.0 80.0 

Yes 1 20.0 20.0 100.0 

Total 5 100.0 100.0  

Source: Research results. 
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As it can be seen from Table 2, a vast majority of business schools and faculties in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina have general entrepreneurship course in their curricula (92.3%), and situation in Croatia 

is similar (80% of analyzed institutions have a general entrepreneurship course). There is a slightly 

bigger proportion of higher education institutions not offering general entrepreneurship course in 

Serbia (32.5%) while in Montenegro 80% of business schools and faculties do not have general 

entrepreneurship course in their curricula.  

 

Next level of analysis was to determine the number of courses directly connected to entrepreneurship 

and the results are given in the table below. 

 

Table 3: Number of courses directly connected to entrepreneurship 

BH 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Number of connected 

courses 
26 1 4 1.54 .761 

Valid N (listwise) 26     

CRO 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Number of connected 

courses 
35 1 33 4.54 5.873 

Valid N (listwise) 35     

SRB 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Number of connected 

courses 
40 1 12 2.20 2.377 

Valid N (listwise) 40     

MNE 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Number of connected 

courses 
5 1 4 1.80 1.304 

Valid N (listwise) 5     

Source: Research results. 

 

As it is evident from Table 3, the number of courses offered by the analyzed higher education 

institutions, which are directly connected to entrepreneurship, varies from minimum 1 to maximum 

33. On average, business schools and faculties from the selected South East European countries offer 

3 (mean value 2.79) courses directly connected to entrepreneurship. Having this in mind, our finding 

that only 2 institutions offer social entrepreneurship course (0.02% of all business schools and 

faculties in the sample) turns out to be even more disappointing. The reason the maximum number of 

courses (33) is offered in the Republic of Croatia is the fact that the field of entrepreneurship can be 

studied from undergraduate through to the PhD level, whereas in other analyzed countries only 

undergraduate and graduate programs are available. 

 

As the main objective of this research was to investigate the current state and perspectives of social 

entrepreneurship education in the selected South East European countries, we can conclude, drawing 

from the presented results, that social entrepreneurship education is not adequately positioned within 

the analyzed curricula. 
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4. Recommendations, Discussion and Conslusion 

The aim of this paper was to reveal the state of the art in the field of the SE education in SEE. In this 

survey, content analyses protocols were followed. Although the topic is more than hot in 

entrepreneurship education, there is an evident lack of the SE syllabi in the SEE education systems. 

Moreover, we can clearly notice there is a lack of introductory entrepreneurship courses. Our next 

step, directed to exploring pedagogical methods in SE syllabi, proved to be unnecessary as it did not 

reveal any representative results regarding it at this point of time. Overall, we found disappointing 

results on the level of introduction of SE syllabi in the SEE higher education systems.  

The polygon of our research, i.e. the selected SEE countries, was definitely our first research 

limitation, even though when we started this research process we could not even imagine that the 

introduction of SE was thus neglected. We are very sure that SE as a part of entrepreneurial education 

will enter the next level during the process of EU accessions for three of the four observed countries.  
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Abstract 

 
The paper aims to describe and analyse the consumption of fish and fish products in the Republic of 

Moldova. The results of the study can be extended and complemented in order to correspond to the 

national level. The traditional consumption of fish in Moldova is based mainly on catches made from 

natural water bodies or on the production from domestic aquaculture. A significant part of the fishery 

products present on the food market of the Republic comes from imports, the national sector being 

quite modest lately. The research was made in Cahul City, with a population of about 40,000 

inhabitants, representing 1% of the republic population, on a sample of 400 persons, respectively 

about 0.1% of the total national population. The research shows that there are favourable conditions 

for increasing the national consumption of fish and for developing the domestic production, given the 

consumer preferences for indigenous fish species. The development of the national fisheries sector is 

possible and necessary in view of the natural resources available on the national territory At the same 

time, proper fishery production can lead to rational consumption, can cause changes in the consumer 

mentality and attitudes and can positively influence the health of the population. We consider the 

work to be useful for the academic environment, due to the scientific results obtained, for the 

business environment for the potential development directions of the market, as well as for the 

officials from the Republic of Moldova for the restoration of the national fisheries sector. 

 

Keywords: fish, consumption, strategies, Republic of Moldova 

 
Introduction 

 
The fish has been part of the diet of the Romanian population since ancient times. The tradition of 

fish consumption continues on the national territory throughout the ages, with freshwater fish being 

the basic food for the population of the Romanian countries. The fisheries sector has an old tradition 

in Moldova and since the time of Stefan cel Mare there has been a well-developed system of ponds 

producing fish for consumption (The Gazette of Agriculture, 2009). In the popular gastronomy, 

freshwater fish was considered ordinary, inexpensive and easy-to-buy food, being frequently 

consumed especially by the low-income population. 

 

The modern aquaculture of the Republic of Moldova was established in 1945. In the post-war period, 

almost 30,000 ha of fish-farming reservoirs were created, of which the 12,000-hectare ponds 

accounted for only 40% of the total. Later on, the fish pond culture became one of the main forms of 

aquaculture production in the republic. The Moldovan territory has a considerable natural fish 

potential. Thus, the rivers, lakes and other wetlands cover 95,000 ha (or 2.8% of the country), but 

only a small part, representing 7.5% of the natural aquatic potential, is exploited in the fisheries. At 

the national level, only five fish farms with indigenous capital are mentioned as significant for their 

production level (Zubcov et al, 2013). The vast majority of fish farms carry out an extensive system 

activity based on the culture of the pond in a polyculture system. Practicing polyculture fish farming 

is aimed especially at the growth of the carp, the phytophagous species and some species of predators 

such as the pike, the zander and the European catfish. 
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In recent years, rivers and lakes have been drained or water has been used in industry, resulting in the 

pollution and disruption of the biological and aquatic balance. Many species of high economic value 

fish, such as the shale, the carp, the plaice or the rapacious carp are in danger of extinction in the 

national waters and the sturgeon can virtually no longer be found (Zubcov et al, 2013). The 

Moldovan fishing specialists believe that the situation could be saved by building artificial breeding 

centres of valuable species for the maintenance and development of the natural basins in the Republic 

of Moldova (Usatîi et al, 2015). 

 

The demands of the Moldovan fish market have evolved over the last period. Thus, from a 

consumption mainly based on indigenous fishery products, the preferences of the population started 

to focus on imported products, a tendency especially due to the permanent reduction of the domestic 

production. At present, there are over twenty enterprises active in the import of fish, processing and 

wholesale supply, large-scale fish import processors (Curcubet, Domanciuc and Tîmciuc, 2016). 

On the market, fish products can be purchased fresh (live or fresh fish), preserved by cold (chilled or 

frozen fish) or processed (salted, smoked, sterilised), with specialised stores or specially designated 

areas in markets for the marketing of fishery products. 

 

Short Literature Review 
 
Compared to the Republic of Moldova, where there was no national program for the assessment of 

fish consumption, a series of studies on fish consumption and fish products were conducted in 

Romania at the national level. For example, the Romfish Study (2013), conducted during 2011-2013, 

aimed to highlight the consumption trends among the Romanian population. The research was based 

on a survey based on a multistage cluster, consisting of 800 respondents, with a probability selection 

of individuals at a tolerable error level of 3.5% and a probability of 95%. The sample was validated 

on the basis of INSSE 2009 and the Population Census in 2002 (Romfish, 2013). The survey found 

that 65% of Romanian respondents consume fish because they consider that "eating fish is an 

important part of a healthy diet", 27% because they think "fish is one of the few foods containing 

omega 3" and 25% of respondents because they appreciate that fish meat "is a dietetic meat". Nearly 

19% of respondents believe that the best fish is the trout, 15% think that the best fish is the carp and 

only 11% of the interviewed people prefer the salmon. Of the total verified sample, the opinions on 

the evolution of fish consumption at the national level are balanced. Thus, 36% of respondents said 

that over the last year the fish consumption has decreased, while 35% of respondents consider that it 

has increased; 

 

Zubcov et al (2013) presents details of the total production of catches in the natural waters of the 

Republic of Moldova between 1991 and 2010. The researches aimed especially at the analysis of 

catches in natural water reservoirs. The highest value of the catch yield was 177 tonnes in 1991 and 

the lowest quantity of 7 tonnes of fish which was caught in 1998. 

 

The team of researchers directed by Curcubet et al (2016) stated that the per capita biological norm 

for fish consumption recommended for the Republic of Moldova has an average value of 20 kg/year, 

while the real consumption of the population reaches only half of this quantity, estimated at 11.9 

kg/year. The study concludes that there is a need to increase the national consumption of fish by at 

least 1.5 - 2 times, so that at least the consumption standard recommended by nutritionists is attained. 

In addition, the research assessed the correlation between the promotion of aquaculture products on 

the domestic market and the evolution of the purchasing capacity of the population. The authors 

recommend, as measures aimed to increase the consumption of indigenous fishery products, to have 

the price of the indigenous products reduced, mainly on the basis of optimizing production costs and 

increasing production volumes, to diversify the supply of products produced by the national sector 

and also to take protectionist measures based on the introduction of special taxes for raising the price 

of mariculture products. In order to increase the productivity of the national aquaculture sector, 

researchers carried out a comparative analysis of the adaptation of carp breeds to the national culture 

conditions. The reduction of the production losses aimed at the use of genetic methods for the 

prevention of infectious diseases, created and specifically approved to increase the resistance of the 

cyprinid species to various limiting growth and reproductive factors. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
Information on fish and fish consumption in the city of Cahul, the Republic of Moldova, was 

obtained through a market study conducted by the authors of the article. In this direction, a survey 

based on a questionnaire consisting of a set of 9 open questions was used, applying the CATI survey 

methodology. The target was represented by 400 questionnaires filled in by the respondents. The 

SMARTQUEST methodology was used for sampling, which recommended a minimum sample size 

of 381 respondents for a statistical population of 40,000 inhabitants, as Cahul has, in order to obtain 

conclusive results. The research was carried out at a tolerable error of 5% and at a probability level of 

99%. The proportion of the respondents by gender was balanced (50% of women and 50% of men), 

respecting the male-female ratio in Cahul. The respondents' age was between 25 and 65 years of age. 

2,000 questionnaires were distributed, using the face-to-face direct interview method (500 

questionnaires), the mailing method (500 questionnaires), and 1,000 questionnaires were sent via the 

Internet (email or social networking). The average response rate was 28% (560 completed 

questionnaires received, of which 280 were direct interviews, 60 postal questionnaires and 220 

questionnaires filled in via the Internet). Of the 560 completed questionnaires, 400 were validated. 

The data collected from the survey were ordered, statistically processed and presented graphically. 

The results obtained were compared with other data from the literature for an appropriate 

interpretation. 

 

Summary Data on Fishery Production and Consumption of Fishery Products in 

the Republic Of Moldova 

 
Current information on the Moldovan fishery sector was collected from the database of the National 

Bureau of Statistics of the Republic of Moldova, NBS (2013). According to the official statistics, the 

results achieved by the national economy in 2013 were very good, being materialized in the GDP 

Gross Domestic Product of 73.3 billion lei. Between January and September 2014, the GDP per 

resource categories increased by 19.5%. The largest increase was recorded in agriculture, forestry and 

fishing-fishery (36%), with a contribution of 11% to the GDP growth and 3.7% to the increase of the 

Gross Added Value (GAB). 

 

According to the data provided by NBS (2017), the Moldovans registered an average annual 

consumption of fishery products between 11.7 and 16.9 kg/inhabitant during 2006-2016. The 

evolution of fish consumption in the Republic of Moldova registered an upward trend during 2006-

2016, with slight fluctuations between 2009-2011 and 2014-2016 (Figure 1). In the top of the average 

annual consumption of the fishery products per capita at the European level, Moldova occupies 

positions higher than Romania, which registered an average of only 5 kg per capita in 2014; than the 

Czech Republic, with 9.5 kg or Poland, with 12 kg/capita being overtaken by Belgium with an 

average consumption of 25 kilograms of fish per year, Croatia, 20 kilos, France (35 kilos), Germany 

(14 kg), Greece (20 kg), Italy (25 kg) or Spain (42 kg). Icelanders consume most fish in Europe, with 

an average of 90 kilograms/year/resident and the Portuguese, approaching a consumption of 60 kg of 

fish per year per resident (Iancu, 2014). 
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Figure 1:  Fish and fish product consumption (kg/capita and year) 

 
Source: Own research, based on the data from the National Bureau of Statistics of the Republic of Moldova, 

(2016) 

 

The small number of aquaculture farms and the low production of fish farming do not allow the 

Republic of Moldova to export fish and fish products to other countries. Internal fishery production 

cannot cover entirely the domestic market, the domestic consumption being dependent on imports 

from Ukraine, Russia or the European Union. In 2016, the Moldovan imports of fish, crustaceans and 

molluscs increased by 21.8% as compared to 2015.  

 

The Purpose of the Research 

 
The fishery consumer survey is conducted in order to obtain additional information from the 

consumers in the city of Cahul about food consumption patterns related to fish consumption. It was 

assumed that consumers are well-informed, for whom their health and the health of people around 

them are very important. The paper was based on a survey which, in its turn, was based on a 

questionnaire interview. Questions were addressed to people who are in charge of purchasing 

household food and who had purchased fish or fish products in the previous three months. The target 

is a future consumer education company to promote the consumption of domestic fishery products 

and the increase of the domestic production, with a reduction in import dependency. The results 

obtained can be extended to the regional level of the Republic of Moldova, respectively at the 

national level. 

 

Presentation of the Analysed Area 

 
The town of Cahul is situated on the banks of the Prut River, on the border with Romania. The total 

area of the municipality is 3,415 ha, of which 2,000 ha of agricultural land and 37 ha of aquatic 

basins. The city has two small flowing water courses - the Frumoasa River, with a length of 9 km, 

and the Cotihana with a course of 7.4 km, but the main source of supply of lakes in the area is the 

Prut River, which flows nearby. The local fish production is estimated at .... tonnes/year 

 

The city has a population of 40,000 inhabitants according to the population census in 2016. The 

gender share is 51.9% women and 48.1% men; the average income per capita is 5000 Moldovan lei. 

In terms of the level of education, 42% are people with secondary education, 32% are people with 

higher education and 26% are people who have completed their compulsory education. 

 

The city has a grocery market with 2 fish areas specially designed for fish sale, a fish shop for fresh 

fish and fish products and a market for live fish. There is also a supermarket (Fourchette) in the city, 

with a special area for the sale of fishery products. The fishery products, represented by frozen fish, 

semi canned or canned fish, can also be purchased from the food stores in the city districts. 
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Although there are commercial areas specially designed for fish sale, there are fishermen or 

producers who prefer unfair selling met

 

The offer of fishery products on the Cahul market is generally represented by native fish species 

(Carp, the Bighead Carp, the Silver Carp

the Silver Carp, the Pike, the Zander

at the stall in the agro-food market and imported fish (fresh, 

grocery stores or at the Fourchette Supermarket.

 

Evolution of Fish Consumption in the City Of 
 
According to the data presented in Figure 2, it has been noticed that over the past few years there 

have been no major changes in fish consumption for 35% of respondents, while for 29% of 

consumers interviewed, the consumption has fallen due to high pr

of consumers there has been an increase in 

consumers do not know how/want to answer this question

Figure 2: Fish consumption 
The source: Own research. 

Considering the low share of consumers who have appreciated the increase in fish consumption, we 

believe that concerted national efforts are needed to increase the consumption of fishery products in 

the Republic of Moldova, given the benefits of a fish

the national aquaculture. 

 

Purchase and consumption of fish and fish products

 
To the question "Where did you last buy

bought fish/fishery products from spe

(28%) bought fish in the supermarket, while 9% of 

corner shop. Only a minority of respondents (3%) purchased the products directly from the 

farm (Figure 3).  

Figure 3: Types of stores for purchasing fishery products
The source: Own research 
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Although there are commercial areas specially designed for fish sale, there are fishermen or 

ir selling methods (street trade or directly from means of transport).

The offer of fishery products on the Cahul market is generally represented by native fish species 

the Silver Carp), fresh fish (the Carp, the Crucian Carp, the Bighead Carp,

the Zander, the Bream), dried fish from the domestic production, marketed 

food market and imported fish (fresh, fillet, frozen, smoked) marketed at 

the Fourchette Supermarket. 

of Fish Consumption in the City Of Cahul, the Republic of Moldova

According to the data presented in Figure 2, it has been noticed that over the past few years there 

have been no major changes in fish consumption for 35% of respondents, while for 29% of 

consumption has fallen due to high prices or other causes. For some 15% 

of consumers there has been an increase in the consumption over the last few years.

want to answer this question. 

 

consumption in the Cahul City, Republic of Moldova 

 

Considering the low share of consumers who have appreciated the increase in fish consumption, we 

believe that concerted national efforts are needed to increase the consumption of fishery products in 

the Republic of Moldova, given the benefits of a fish-based diet and a better use of the potential of 

ption of fish and fish products 

To the question "Where did you last buy fish?" most of the respondents (60%) replied that they 

fishery products from specialised stores (fishmonger's). Almost a quarter of the sample 

in the supermarket, while 9% of the respondents bought fish occasionally 

. Only a minority of respondents (3%) purchased the products directly from the 

 

Types of stores for purchasing fishery products. Data for the last purchase

60%
28%

9% 3%

supermarket convenience store direct from producer/farm

Although there are commercial areas specially designed for fish sale, there are fishermen or 

or directly from means of transport). 

The offer of fishery products on the Cahul market is generally represented by native fish species 

the Bighead Carp, 

domestic production, marketed 

, frozen, smoked) marketed at 

Moldova 

According to the data presented in Figure 2, it has been noticed that over the past few years there 

have been no major changes in fish consumption for 35% of respondents, while for 29% of the 

ices or other causes. For some 15% 

consumption over the last few years. 21% of 

Considering the low share of consumers who have appreciated the increase in fish consumption, we 

believe that concerted national efforts are needed to increase the consumption of fishery products in 

better use of the potential of 

replied that they 

. Almost a quarter of the sample 

occasionally from the 

. Only a minority of respondents (3%) purchased the products directly from the producer's 

 

a for the last purchase 
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It can be noticed that the most accessible and preferred places for purchasing fresh fish by the 

consumer are the specialized shops 

adequate sales spaces, as exposure and storage conditions

confident in the purchase of fresh fish from speciali

of the officials on the products/producers, the products are fresh and there is a minimum guarantee of 

quality. 

 

Frequency of consumption
 
To highlight the consumption frequency of fishery products, the question "How often do you eat 

fish?" was used. According to the answers received, almost a quarter of the respondents (24%) 

consume fish once a week or 2-3 times a m

fish (17% only once a month and 17% less than once a month), while 8% of respondents do

consume fish at all. No respondent consumes fish daily, the diet of the inhabitants of Cahul being 

relatively diversified (Figure 4) 

 

Figure 4: The purchasing frequency of fish and fishery products
The source: Own research 

Types of fish commonly purchased

 
Figure 5 illustrates the consumption of fish and fish products by category. According to the answers 

received, half of respondents prefer fresh fish and if they can 

respondents often buy frozen fish (21%), canned fish (9%) or sm

4% of consumers buys only roe. Food consumption habits are influenced by culture and traditions, 

being transmitted from one generation to the next.

 

Figure 5:  Preferences, habits for a 
The source: Own research 
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It can be noticed that the most accessible and preferred places for purchasing fresh fish by the 

consumer are the specialized shops - the fishmonger's and the supermarket, where the products have 

as exposure and storage conditions are concerned. The Moldovan consumer is 

confident in the purchase of fresh fish from specialised commercial premises where there is a control 

producers, the products are fresh and there is a minimum guarantee of 

Frequency of consumption 

To highlight the consumption frequency of fishery products, the question "How often do you eat 

as used. According to the answers received, almost a quarter of the respondents (24%) 

3 times a month (21%). The rest of the respondents rarely consume 

fish (17% only once a month and 17% less than once a month), while 8% of respondents do

consume fish at all. No respondent consumes fish daily, the diet of the inhabitants of Cahul being 

The purchasing frequency of fish and fishery products 

 

ypes of fish commonly purchased 

Figure 5 illustrates the consumption of fish and fish products by category. According to the answers 

received, half of respondents prefer fresh fish and if they can even alive (11%). The other 

respondents often buy frozen fish (21%), canned fish (9%) or smoked fish (5%). A reduced share of 

. Food consumption habits are influenced by culture and traditions, 

being transmitted from one generation to the next. 

 

ences, habits for a certain type of fish/fishery products 
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and the supermarket, where the products have 

. The Moldovan consumer is 

ed commercial premises where there is a control 

producers, the products are fresh and there is a minimum guarantee of 

To highlight the consumption frequency of fishery products, the question "How often do you eat 

as used. According to the answers received, almost a quarter of the respondents (24%) 

respondents rarely consume 

fish (17% only once a month and 17% less than once a month), while 8% of respondents do not 

consume fish at all. No respondent consumes fish daily, the diet of the inhabitants of Cahul being 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the consumption of fish and fish products by category. According to the answers 

alive (11%). The other 

oked fish (5%). A reduced share of 

. Food consumption habits are influenced by culture and traditions, 
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In the Republic of Moldova fish is consumed less than in other countries. As some consumers claim, 

the demand for fish and fish products on the market has declined considerably due to high prices.

 

The quantity of fish at a purchase

 
Figure 6 shows the average amount of fish purchased by Moldovan consumers in Cahul

cases consumers buy about 2 kg of fish per purchase (43% of respondents). Otherwise, the quantities 

purchased are generally based on family size or tradition, with 3kg bought 

respondents, or over 3kg by 15% of those interviewed. Qu

only 2 % of consumers, especially elderly people

Figure 6: The average quantity of fish for a purchase

The source: Own research 

 

Consumer Preferences for the Respondents'

 
The largest consumers of fishery products are men, representing 64% of the interviewed sample, 

while female respondents represent only 36% of the frequent fish consumers (Figure 7).

 

Figure 7:  The weight of consumption preferences of fish and fish products 

The source: Own research. 

 

The species of fish preferred by consumers according to the 

respondent 

 
Women generally prefer fish with fewer bones, such as 

not have special preferences for boneless fish species, often consuming domestically produced fish, 

the most preferred species being the 
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In the Republic of Moldova fish is consumed less than in other countries. As some consumers claim, 

the demand for fish and fish products on the market has declined considerably due to high prices.

a purchase 

Figure 6 shows the average amount of fish purchased by Moldovan consumers in Cahul

cases consumers buy about 2 kg of fish per purchase (43% of respondents). Otherwise, the quantities 

purchased are generally based on family size or tradition, with 3kg bought by over 22% of 

respondents, or over 3kg by 15% of those interviewed. Quantities of fish below 1 kg are purchased by 

only 2 % of consumers, especially elderly people.   

 

 
The average quantity of fish for a purchase 

 

Preferences for the Respondents' Gender 

fishery products are men, representing 64% of the interviewed sample, 

while female respondents represent only 36% of the frequent fish consumers (Figure 7).  

 
The weight of consumption preferences of fish and fish products by the respondents’ 

gender 

The species of fish preferred by consumers according to the gender

Women generally prefer fish with fewer bones, such as zander, trout, salmon and mackerel

not have special preferences for boneless fish species, often consuming domestically produced fish, 

the carp, the salmon or crucian carp (Figure 8). 

under 1 kg about 1 kg 2 kg 3kg over 3kg

36%

64%

female male

In the Republic of Moldova fish is consumed less than in other countries. As some consumers claim, 

the demand for fish and fish products on the market has declined considerably due to high prices. 

Figure 6 shows the average amount of fish purchased by Moldovan consumers in Cahul. In most 

cases consumers buy about 2 kg of fish per purchase (43% of respondents). Otherwise, the quantities 

over 22% of 

antities of fish below 1 kg are purchased by 

fishery products are men, representing 64% of the interviewed sample, 

the respondents’ 

gender of the 

, trout, salmon and mackerel. Men do 

not have special preferences for boneless fish species, often consuming domestically produced fish, 
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         a) species of fish preferred by women    b) species of fish preferred by men 

           

Figure 8: Consumption preferences according to gender  
The source: Own research 

 

Consumption of Fish by Age 

 
According to the respondents, it was observed that the interviewed consumers in Cahul had a slight 

increase in fish consumption with the aging, with the largest consumers being between the ages of 48 

and 58 years (figure 9).  

 

 
 

Figure 9: Fish consumption by age categories 
The source: Own research 

 

For respondents over the age of 58, a decrease in fish consumption has been observed, probably due 

to low incomes. 

Conclusions 
  

The research implied a market analysis in order to obtain additional information on the consumption 

of fish and fish products. Based on this questionnaire, information has been collected and solutions 

have been addressed that will influence the consumer's choice of fish products in the future. The 

development of production is possible by developing and implementing various new technologies 

and by expanding the range of fishery products available on the market of Cahul, the Republic of 

Moldova. Consumers in the city of Cahul prefer primarily fresh or live fish, which must be correlated 

with the natural resources of the region, rich in lakes, ponds or rivers (the Prut River). The average 

amount per purchase is about 2 kg of fish. Families in the city of Cahul have an average of 4-5 

members, which limits the quantity purchased, and the availability of fresh fish on the market only 

requires the purchase of a single meal. The main fish consumers are men who prefer native species 

(carp, zander and crucian carp), while women prefer fish species without bones or less bones 

(sturgeon, catfish or trout) or fillet fish from the market, without bones (salmon). The age at which 

most fish is consumed in Cahul, the Republic of Moldova is 48 and 58 years. In most of the 

completed questionnaires we can see the preference for domestic fish production. 
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The consumer reaction has a direct impact on the supply and demand of fishery products on the 

market. According to the market survey carried out, it can be noticed that the interest of the 

consumers in the consumption of fish and fish products in Cahul town has declined lately, mainly due 

to the high prices and the low income of the inhabitants. Only a small part of the respondents has a 

direct link between the promotion and consumption of fishery products. Although it is said that 

advertising is the soul of trade, it seems that the Moldovan consumer is not so influenced by an 

excessive promotion of products on the market. This should have an impact on producers or traders, 

who should not allocate high budgets to the promotion of fishery products with low or unlikely 

effects. For developing the private sector, the Government of the Republic of Moldova must 

mobilizes funds from its and from foreign partners. Entrepreneurs benefiting from various grants, 

subsidies, credit schemes, are able to develop their business, to increase significantly the quality and 

the ability to export local products, thus becoming more competitive by creating new jobs. External 

development partners for the Republic of Moldova for the fisheries sector could be BERD, the World 

Bank, Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Turkey, but the main donor being EU. 

 

It is recommended to create a national strategy to support the Moldovan fisheries sector, based on the 

protection of the natural fishery, to increase the share of aquaculture, to develop and implement 

modern technologies that will lead to the diversification of indigenous fishery products on the market 

and to the consumption demand. It is necessary to maintain a permanent communication between fish 

farmers and consumers, because correct and timely information from producers stimulates the 

production and directs it towards certain products demanded by the market. 

 

The study is part of a wider research on fish consumption in the Republic of Moldova, which aims to 

increase domestic consumption and domestic fish production, with a reduction in import dependence, 

whose weight on the market of the country has increased significantly lately.   
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Abstract  
 

Knowledge management rests on information systems such as Decision Support Systems (DSS) and 

Expert Systems (ES). This paper focuses on ES, described as formal systems based on Well Formed 

Formulas (WFF), axioms and inference rules. The basic axioms gathers explicit codified knowledge like 

regulations, codes, processes, copyrights and patents into a knowledge database, the first component of 

the ES. The valid well formed inference rules are evaluated by forward chaining (if…then patterns) by 

the inference engine, the second ES component. Those two united components forms a deductive 

apparatus fueled by the organization intellectual capital. 

 

Keywords: knowledge management, expert systems, predicate logic, rules of inference, well formed 

formula.   

 

Introduction 
 

Current technologies, the spread of internet connections, on the one hand and the limited resources 

(financial, natural, human), on the other hand determined the modern managers to use efficient tools in 

order to make decisions in real time, based on scientific knowledge management models. Over the past 

decades, changes have also been made in organizational management, both in managerial thinking and 

managerial practice. According to the new theory, the organization is a system of elements in strong 

interaction with the environment. Choosing the right model is not easy, but with the support of AI 

(artificial intelligence) had been developed inference engines that guide the managers in juggling with 

more and different types of variables. Expert Systems (ES) are the result of scientific research in AI in the 

struggle to catch the rule-based knowledge representations. ES has been used with success in the 

management decision support for a long time. ES are used to make it more efficient human resource 

management needs, production resources need, marketing (promotion and distribution) activities, 

accounting, finance, nutrition care process, intelligent energy-efficient green buildings etc. The 

managerial decision must thus maximize the effect / effort ratio to lead to greater economic effects on the 

total resources used. 

 

Literature Review 

It is believed that Panini is the father of the formal systems, writing his masterpiece between the 5th and 

the 6th century BC. Ashtadhyayi is a treatise on Sanskrit grammar in eight chapters that is generative, 

meaning that it is capable of expressing a potential infinity of well-formed Sanskrit sentences starting 

from a finite symbolic inventory. The grammar in Ashtadhyayi seems like an idealized mathematical 

model that reduces the logical structure to its essentials. Panini’s great work was compared with Turing’s 

Automata, making complex use of meta-rules, transformations, and recursions.(Fig.1) 
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Fig.1: Panini stamp, [Satyavedism] 

As Wagner observed diagnostic expert system applications continue to be the most popular [Wagner 

2017]. Very efficient ES had been the result of finding solution on synthetic type problem domains such 

as design and planning. The spread of ES in decision making is studied by Wagner in a complex analyze 

on 311 ES case studies dating from 1984 through 2016 (Fig.2).  

 

Fig. 2: ES evolution from 1984-2016 in different activity domains [Wagner 2017]. 

An example of tools to experts in real enterprise environments, either for evaluation of employees 

towards an optimal job assignment and vocational training or for recruitment processes based on a 

competence model (Professional, Innovative and Social competence tree) is presented in [Bohlouli, 

2017]. 
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An example for nutrition care process and planning is presented by [Cioara, 2017]. An inference engine is 

developed over a taxonomically organized knowledge base, providing mechanisms for evaluating defined 

rules for aging behavior of the elderly in the short and long term, in order to identify unhealthy food 

patterns and to detect the early establishment of malnutrition. The system provides personalized 

intervention plans covering nutrition education, diet prescription and food ordering  

An intelligent energy-efficient outdoor lighting control system for green buildings based on ES is 

described by [Atis, 2016]. It contributes to the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by using more 

conservation of electric energy and daylight more efficiently. During the evaluation period an average of 

33% conservation was achieved in energy consumption. 

AI technologies expand continuously over new fields of research from machine learning based on neural 

networks to image recognition based on hundreds of raw pictures of the given target, as may be seen in 

the picture bellow (Fig.3): 

 

Fig.3: Artificial Intelligence: How will it affect legal practice – and when? [Martin, 2016] 

The CommonKADS is the best known methodology for building knowledge-based systems and shows 

how knowledge analysis and knowledge-system development can be used as techniques within an overall 

knowledge management approach (Fig.4).  

 

Fig. 4: CommonKADS Model Set, [Fensel, 2010] 
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CommonKADS uses UML notations wherever possible, in particular class diagrams, activity diagrams 

and state diagrams. [https://commonkads.org/] 

Case study 

The aim is to build a forward chaining inference engine based on predicate logic and implemented with 

lambda expressions. We focus on querying a knowledge base as the second subsystem of an expert 

system. To emphasize the importance of our research, we employ lambda expressions to implement a 

complex logical rule (teachers that have salary higher than their own chair’s salary) and a method of 

grouping entities that share common features (like a hand of cards). 

Inference engine by forward chaining of rules 

An ES consists of a knowledge base and an inference engine. Any formal system relies on a finite 

alphabet, a grammar, a set of axioms, and rules of inference. 

A knowledge database is a set of basic axioms corresponding to domains and tuples in the base 

relationships plus inference rules. Inference consists in evaluating Boolean expressions corresponding to 

the knowledge base relations and tuples. Inference rules are based on some basic axioms, for example: 

Mother  Daughter  

Ana Maria 

Maria Ioana  

 

If Mary is Ana's daughter and Joanna is the daughter of Mary, then Joanna is Ana's niece (or Ana is 

Joanna’s grandmother) or 

Grandmother = MX.Mother unde MY.Mother = MX.Daughter 

These rules can be expressed in predicate logic as follows: 

MOTHER_FOR(Ana,Maria) 

MOTHER_FOR(Maria,Ioana) 

An inference engine is a AI tool that parse logical rules (chaining) against a knowledge database to 

obtain new information. After [Eisenberg, 1997], rules denote constraints that enable procedures to seek 

new assertions or to validate a hypothesis. In forward chaining, rules are processed moving from if 

patterns towards then patterns. 

A rule of inference can be formulated as follows: 

GRANDMOTHER_FOR(Ana,Ioana)=MOTHER_FOR(Ana, Maria) AND MOTHER_FOR(Maria,Ioana) 

or parameterized as follows: 

GRANDMOTHER_FOR(x,z)=MOTHER_FOR(x,y) AND MOTHER_FOR(y,z) 

Other rules can be expressed as follows: 
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PARENT(x,y) AND MALE(x) => FATHER(x,y) 

PARENT(x,y) AND FEMALE(x) => MOTHER(x,y) 

PARENT(x,y) AND PARENT(z,y) => STEPBROTHER(x,y) 

PARENT(x,z) AND ANCESTOR(z,y) => ANCESTOR(x,y) 

The axiom schemata and the rules of inference form a deductive apparatus. We must ensure that each 

line of derivation is merely a syntactic consequence of the lines that precede it.  

WFF or the grammar of the formal system is constructed out of logical operators, for example: 

non -φ 

and (φ & ψ)  

or (φ | ψ)  

If…then (φ -> ψ)  

If and only 

if 

(φ <-> ψ) 

 

For the basic axioms in the table below we follow the following inference rules, after [Vardi, 2006]: 

Professor  Department  Chair  

Ionescu Math Iosipescu 

Popescu Informatics Iamandi 

Radulescu Math Iosipescu  

 

¬Professor (Popescu, Math, Iosipescu) => “The statement that Popescu is working at the Chair of 

Mathematics led by Iosipescu is false” 

(Professor(x, Math, Iosipescu) ∧ Professor(z, Math, Iosipescu)) => “x and z are colleagues at the 

mathematics department headed by Iosipescu”. 

∃y.Professor (y, Math, Iosipescu) => “Someone from the mathematics chair led by Iosipescu” 

∃y.∀x.Professor (x, y, Iosipescu) => “All professors in the chair led by Iosipescu” 

Implementing inference of rules in Java 8  

The Missing Parts in Java 8 jOOλ [Github, 2016] improves the JDK libraries, adding tuple support, 

function support, and a lot of additional functionality around sequential Streams. jOOλ knows a 

Sequential (Seq) interface that extends Stream and adds a variety of additional methods to. Let’s see the 
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example bellow that displays the teachers who have the higher salary than the head of the chair after the 

fallowing logical query: t1.name ( (Teachers (t1) ∧ Chairs (t2) ∧ Teacher s(t3)) ∧ ((t1.chair = t2.chair) ∧ 

(t2.name = t3.name) ∧ (t1.salary > t3.salary)) ): 

Chairs.add(new Chair("Iosipescu","Math")); 

Chairs.add(new Chair("Radulescu","CS")); 

Teachers.add(new Professor("Georgescu","CS",5000,1999)); 

Teachers.add(new Professor("Iosipescu","Math",3000,2004)); 

Teachers.add(new Professor("Radulescu","CS",7000,2000)); 

Teachers.add(new Professor("Marinescu","Math",6000,1998)); 

System.out.println(Seq.seq(db.Teachers) 

        .sorted((p1, p2) -> Long.compare(p1.salary, p2.salary)) 

        .flatMap(v1 -> db.Chairs.stream() 

                .filter(v2 -> Objects.equals(v1.dept, v2.dept) && db.Teachers.stream() 

                        .anyMatch(t -> v1.salary>t.salary && t.name.equals(v2.name))) 

                .map(v2 -> tuple(v1.name, v2.name))) 

        .format()); 

The special method named flatMap() is very similar to map but expects the function received as an 

argument to return a functor. The result is the following, meaning that Marinescu has a greater salary then 

Iosipescu, the head of the chair (Fig. 5): 

 

Fig.5: Intellij IDEA logical query result 

 For returning groups of more than two identical elements we can use the following syntax (Fig. 6): 

Seq.seq(hand).groupBy(i -> i).values().stream().filter(u -> u.size() >= 

2).collect(Collectors.toList()).forEach(System.out::println); 
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Fig. 6: Result window showing groups of identical elements 

The source code as well as the model of the knowledge base can be found here: 

https://github.com/radubm1/test1/blob/master/Example.java 

Conclusions 

Since the formalization of logic (XIX century), many scientific domains are reformulating their base 

axioms accordingly to logical formal laws (Mathematics, Natural Language Processing, Logical 

programming, etc.). Fueled by the revolution of AI tools, automation of reasoning finds through logic a 

new horizon from where the boundary between the human brain and the computer seems dimmer than 

ever. Now it is the time when the art of management and particular the knowledge management should 

embrace fully the AI technologies to reach the level where the human error is just history. 
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Annotation 

 
The aim of the work was to analyze the problems of normative definition of the concept "quality of 

the result of construction work", taking into account the significance of this definition for regulating 

relations in the field of construction activities. In addition, much attention was paid to the problem of 

the legal fixing of the criteria for this quality, as well as consideration of legal guarantees ensuring 

the quality of the result of the work. 

 

The study was based on comparative characteristics of the content of regulatory documents governing 

construction activities and the analysis of doctrinal points of view. At the same time, the methods of 

logical substantiation, linguistic (linguistic) interpretation, formal-legal method were used. 

 

The content of normative sources, jurisprudence, the diversity of opinions of scientists, lead to a 

conclusion about the uncertainty of the very concept of "quality" in relation to construction works. 

The article suggests the author's version of the definition of the "quality of the result of construction 

works", as well as the criteria for the quality of the result of construction work, which the authors 

propose to fix by law.In their opinion, this will allow to overcome the existing conceptual uncertainty 

and will contribute to improving the quality of construction works. 

 

The practical significance of the suggestions made by the authors is that in the event of the normative 

fixing of the quality criteria of the result of construction works proposed by them, the legal 

guarantees for its provision will increase substantially. The conclusions drawn by the authors are 

intended for entrepreneurs and lawyers practicing in construction activities. The results of the 

research will contribute to streamlining the legal regulation of relations in construction. 

 

Keywords: construction works, result of works, quality, quality of the result of works, quality 

assurance 

 

Introduction 

 
Since the second half of the 90's.the last century, Russia is experiencing a kind of "construction 

boom." And if the end of the XXth century was noted, for the most part, by the unprecedented scope 

of individual housing construction, the first fifteen years of the twenty-first century are characterized, 

besides, by a significant increase in the construction of industrial facilities. The introduction of a huge 

number of those and others even more actualized the problem associated with the quality of the result 

of construction work, especially in connection with the massive attraction of low-skilled labor from 

the countries of near and far abroad. 

 

However, as regards the quality of buildings and structures resulting from construction activities, a 

number of issues arise in the legal plan, primarily related to the definition of the very concept of 

"quality" in relation to construction works, or "the quality of the result of the work", as more 

appropriate in view of that, that similar works are carried out, as a rule, on the basis of the contract of 

the building contract. 
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In addition, the question «what are the parameters of this quality and what acts should they be 

installed?»is not completely clear. 

 

And, finally, what are the legal guarantees for ensuring the quality of the result of the construction 

works and, accordingly, what compensation (corrective) mechanism in this case can be envisaged? 

In order to regulate contractual relations in construction, the answers to these questions have a clearly 

expressed practical significance, nevertheless neither the legislator nor the judicial practice allows 

them to form a completely definite opinion on them. There is also no intelligible concept in doctrinal 

sources. 

 

Results and Discussion 

1. Problems of normative definition of the concept "quality of the result of 

construction work" 

If we turn to the explanatory dictionary, then the concept of "quality" appears as "a set of essential 

features, properties, features that distinguish an object or phenomenon from others and give it 

certainty; this or that property, a sign that determines the dignity of something" (S.I. Ozhegov, N. Yu. 

Shvedova, 1995, p. 265). 

 

In turn, specialized legal literature treats quality as "the ability of an object to serve its intended 

purpose" (V.F. Yakovleva, 1954, p. 56), "suitability for its intended use" (A.V. Ivanov, 1990, p.19). 

For the legal formalization of the quality of services, the following circumstances make the 

complexity difficult: the creative nature of the service as an activity; direct evaluation by the 

consumer; the consumption of a service often occurs at the time of its provision; significant 

variability of individual customer requirements (E. Vorontsova, A. Vorontsov, 2016, p.869). 

 

Based on such definitions, K.S. Maulenov formulated the legal concept of construction quality as 

"the ability of an object to satisfy public needs, for which the constructed object is intended" (K. S. 

Maulenov,  p.3). However, in our opinion, this definition is too general and cannot be included in the 

Civil Code of the Russian Federation as normative, since it does not take into account all the factors 

underlying the legal value of the quality of the result of construction work. 

 

In contrast to the above definition, the legal constructions of other authors are built on the account of 

several such factors. In particular A.Kh.Berbekov identifies four factors that, in his opinion, are the 

necessary criteria for assessing the quality of the result of construction work: 1. The result of the 

work performed is related to the technical parameters (characteristics, properties) that are presented 

to this type of work based on its subject nature and requirements, stipulated in technical norms 

(technical regulations); 2. the result of the performed works should not damage the environment and 

do not violate the rights and legal interests of other persons; 3. the result of the work performed must 

comply with the terms of the contract and the requirements of the law, and in the absence of such 

conditions - the customs of business turnover or other commonly presented requirements; 4. The 

result of the work must be capable of operation within the period specified in the law or by the 

contract (A. Kh. Berbekov, p.33). 

 

On the basis of the unity of these factors, the concept "quality of the result of work" of the contractor 

was formulated, and the author proposed to introduce it in art. 721 Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation. However, in our opinion, some of the criteria for assessing the quality of the construction 

work performed by him do not meet the requirements of objective certainty, i.e. more simply, 

duplicate each other in meaning. So, the requirement not to violate the rights and legitimate interests 

of other persons, in our opinion, is obvious, it is supposed to be obligatory to comply with the 

requirements of the law. This can be said with respect to the requirement not to damage the 

environment (in terms of its compliance with Chapter VII of the Federal Law of 10.01.2002 No. 7-FZ 

"On Environmental Protection"). In addition, not to damage the environment as a duty logically 

follows from the need to match the constructed object with technical requirements (requirements of 

technical regulations) regarding the safety of the facility for life, human health and the environment 

(Article 7 of the Federal Law "On Technical Regulation"). 
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As it seems to the authors of this article, the essential characteristic of the concept "quality of the 

result of construction works" can be reduced to three main indicators: 

 

1. the result of the work must correspond to its intended purpose (that is, in this way, should 

corresponds to public needs); 

2. the result of the work must comply with the terms of the contract (ie the result should correspond 

to the construction works reflected in the customer's interests); 

3. The result of the work must comply with the mandatory requirements of technical regulations 

(technical requirements). 

 

It seems that these components can be used as the basis for the normative definition of the "quality of 

the result of construction works", which, in our opinion, is worthy of placing in §1 "General 

provisions on the contract" of Chapter 37 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, and also in 

Art. 1 (Basic concepts used in this Code) of the Urban Development Code of the Russian Federation. 

In view of the foregoing, we believe that the normative definition of the term "quality of the result of 

construction work" may look like this: these are the results of construction work, determined by the 

degree of its compliance with the intended purpose of the facility, the terms of the contract, 

mandatory technical requirements. 

 

In the above definition, we deliberately used the expression "mandatory technical requirements" in 

place of the current technical regulations, thus creating, as we see it, a certain legal perspective for 

the use of this rule. The fact is that the practice of using in the construction of technical regulations 

has shown that they are far from being fully able to provide the required quality (necessary consumer 

properties) of the result of construction work. At present, loud enough voices are heard for returning 

to acts of technical regulation (like GOSTs, SNiPs), which very accurately determined the mandatory 

(normative) criteria by which it was possible to compare the results of completed construction work 

with the indicators that acted as a reference. In case of returning to the previously used system of 

technical rationing, it will not be necessary to introduce changes to the Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation, because the acts of technical rationing contain, in fact, mandatory technical standards 

(let's call them, for example, the maximum tolerances or something else: the comment of the 

authors). 

 

At the same time, currently used technical regulations are fully covered by the term we proposed. 

 

Legal criteria for the quality of construction works and legal guarantees for its 

provision: systemic problems of the Russian legislation 
 

Responding to the first question we raised regarding the definition of the concept of quality of 

construction works, we touched in part the second question, which concerning the acts setting 

parameters of this quality. Indeed, the current legal framework for regulating relations in construction 

is far from perfect. Parameters of the quality of construction works, previously established by the 

system of acts of technical regulation in the form of building norms and rules (SNiP), GOSTs and 

technical conditions, with the introduction of technical regulations lost their mandatory importance. 

We can say that the legislation on construction as a result of the renewal has lost its integrity. A 

single normative array of building standards has "grown" according to technical regulations, which 

did not delay to affect the quality of construction works. From the memory of Russian citizens, 

tragedies in water parks and shopping complexes, caused by violations of technical norms during 

construction work and resulting in human casualties, have not yet erased. 

 

Technical regulations contain technical terms that often do not receive their normative decoding. The 

content of these terms can only be judged by using the appropriate technical vocabularies, but the 

terminological interpretation presented in them is not official, and therefore provides an opportunity 

for subjective discretion. 

In addition, in various laws there is a diversity of concepts, which also does not contribute to the 

normal organization of relations in construction activities. So the Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation uses the concept of "technical documentation", and in the Town Planning Code of the 

Russian Federation - "project documentation". To regard them as identical from a legal point of view 
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is not possible, since the concept of project documentation in normative acts receives its detailed 

disclosure regarding its structure, content, training rules, etc., unlike the concept of "technical 

documentation". 

 

Thus, for today we do not have unambiguous normative parameters of the quality of the result of 

construction works. In this case it is worth, perhaps, to agree with O.G. Ershov, who, having 

conducted an analysis of the documents establishing technical requirements, came to the conclusion 

that "the legal regulation of relations in construction at the present time cannot be ensured either by 

construction norms and rules or technical regulations. There is reason to believe that the process of 

developing technical regulations will not bring the expected results because of the lack of 

opportunities for legal technology (O.G. Ershov, 2007, p.60). " 

 

The lack of regulatory criteria for the quality of the result of construction works directly affects the 

legal guarantees for its provision. Sometimes quite difficult to correlate the customer's complaints 

that have occurred, guided by the requirements of previously acting technical regulations (which in 

their essence reflected the actual achievements of construction equipment in terms of reliability, 

safety, etc.) with the standards of the current technical regulations that guided the performer 

construction works. The problem also arises when the contractor recognizes the presence of 

shortcomings in the facility. On a contractual or non-contractual basis, it is obliged to eliminate them, 

if the demand to eliminate these deficiencies was announced after the termination of the construction 

contract. 

 

The lawmaker tried to increase the responsibility of the executor of construction works by setting a 

requirement for the participation of persons who performed the work in a self-regulatory organization 

(Chapter 6.1 of the Town Planning Code of the Russian Federation). The possibility of exclusion 

from this organization, as well as the obligation to make contributions to the compensation fund, 

should, by its intention, induce executors of construction works to ensure proper quality. However, 

exclusion from a self-regulatory organization does not at all mean compensation for the damage 

suffered, and the size of the compensation fund, which limits the responsibility of the executor of 

works (Article 60 of the Town Planning Code of the Russian Federation), can also cover the incurred 

losses far from full. 

 

It seems that a significant contribution to the development of additional legal guarantees for the 

quality of the result of construction work could be made by the legal centers of large construction 

corporations, as well as by the legal departments of higher educational institutions that have an 

architectural and construction faculty. 

 

Conclusion 

 
The significance of the issues raised in this article is not limited to the construction industry alone. 

Uncertainty of many basic concepts, contradictoriness and legality of legislation - are characteristic 

features of the Russian legal system, which, despite all the measures taken, is still very far from 

perfect. 

 

As for the construction industry, the problems of legal ensuring the quality of the result of 

construction work determine, in our opinion, the vector of the entire development of this industry and 

not only, taking into account the significance of construction activities for the development of other 

spheres of public life. It is obvious that the current legal mechanism for ensuring this quality cannot 

fully cope with its functional role. To implement this role it is hampered by its own technical and 

legal imperfection, the elimination of which requires the coordinated work of the Russian legislator, 

legal academic circles and representatives of the construction business. At the same time, the lack of 

coherence between the interested parties leads to a limited legal capacity of the proposed legal 

mechanisms to ensure the quality of the result of construction work. In the opinion of the authors of 

the article, the way out of this situation lies in the plane of changing approaches to norm-setting 

activities in the construction sector, where the gap between the aspirations of representatives of the 

scientific community trying to present a unified scheme for the legal regulation of the quality of 

construction works and the aspirations of representatives of the construction industry, which are 
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determined by the practical needs of their activities. In this regard, it is necessary to initiate more 

often joint scientific and practical conferences and other events designed to coordinate the positions 

of all interested parties. 
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Abstract 
 

Social innovation and social entrepreneurship are key elements in the development of modern 

societies. Whereas setting up a business and managing it towards success is commonly seen as a 

difficult task, the start of a social business may be even more challenging, considering its special 

features. This paper presents the main barriers identified by: to be managers and managers of social 

organizations and experts/lecturers in the field of social economy and social entrepreneurship, and 

other social economy stakeholders, when undertaking the mission of setting up a social enterprise. 

Data was collected in four European countries under the Erasmus+ Project Social Entrepreneurship 

Support Europe (SES-EU)
i
 using questionnaires. A total of 183 stakeholders answered about the main 

reasons that could lead them to question the start-up of a social enterprise. The analysis was 

conducting based on Kruskal-Wallis H-test, the Dunn’s test for post hoc comparisons and Spearman 

Correlation Coefficient. The findings reveal that, although realities are different across countries, the 

main barriers faced by social entrepreneurs tend to have a common ground. The other similarity 

identifies is the lack of a common framework for social enterprises. This lack represents the main 

challenges to overcome. Our research and results are of considers particular relevance for 

governments and other entities promoters of social entrepreneurship, since it points out the key areas 

of concern, to which special attention should be given in order to boost start-up of social enterprises.  

 

Keywords: Barriers; Start-up; SES-EU; Social Enterprise. 

 

Introduction 

Social Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation have become important key concepts to develop 

solutions for current social issues, which are not entirely addressed by the government, and public 

sector. As societies and governments face a multitude of challenges, namely social, cultural, 

economic and environmental (Haugh 2005; Braga et al. 2014), demanding solutions, social 

innovation are changing paradigm as a possible solution. Encouraging interested people to set up 

their own organization in order to respond to social needs and to deliver better social outcomes. 

Societal innovation and social entrepreneurship play, indeed, an important role in our society and 

economy. 

The process of responding to a societal problem involves a number of stages, from the identification, 

evaluation and exploitation of opportunities, to the creation of social value (Certo & Miller 2008). 

The fundamental novelty of a social entrepreneur is not focusing solely on profits, but on achieving 

the social aim (Austin, Stevenson & Wei-Skillern 2006). While a business entrepreneur focuses 

his/her attention on the economic return or profit, a social entrepreneur mission is always essentially 

social (Austin et al. 2006). Societies may see further the social results such as mutual benefits 

emerging from values created by people leading a social enterprise. Although social entrepreneurs 

may create social impact in their personal daily-life or even in the companies where they work. 

Considering the importance of the value, they create, it is important to understand all the process of 

creating such organizations.  
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According to Nabi and Holden (2008) the definitions for entrepreneurship highlight the importance to 

start up an enterprise. The authors critically emphasized the entrepreneurship not only representing 

the way to create an enterprise, but to translate entrepreneurial intentions into entrepreneurial activity. 

Despite the differences in the missions of traditional and social entrepreneurs, some difficulties when 

establishing social businesses might be the same (Silva, Amorim & Dias 2015). 

However, there might be other additional issues of special relevance for social entrepreneurs. From 

the innovative and creative society point of view, the need to fulfill the gap between reality and start 

up an enterprise implies and requires a consensual model to qualify entrepreneurs to risk and start 

their own business.  

Social Enterprises and their Barriers 

At the heart of the social innovation and entrepreneurship movement in Europe, many initiatives took 

place, many of them as a response to the pressures of youth unemployment (European Commission 

2014b). Social economy approaches are considered as a key pillar of societies, regarding their 

importance to achieve the wellbeing of the people and communities. The social enterprise movement 

leads to the emergence of a diversity of initiatives that address social, cultural and environmental 

challenges (Bikse et al. 2015). The last decades have been marked by a significant increase in the 

number of social enterprises as one of the ways to answer that proposed challenge (Bikse et al. 2015; 

Silva et al. 2016). 

Individuals and organizations that propose innovative solutions to societal challenges typically 

promote social entrepreneurship. Usually this type of entrepreneurs are highly motivated towards 

addressing community problems and lead the identification of several possible answers (Zahra et al. 
2009). Simultaneously, social entrepreneurs accept risks and actively seek for the necessary resources 

and partners to start-up their projects (Abu-Saifan, 2012). 

However, social companies have just recently started to be recognized by governments and policy 

makers, and there is still a lot to do in what concerns their credibility among citizens and 

communities. Supranational entities, such as the EC or the Organization for Economic Co-operation 

and Development are, nowadays, aware of the added value of the social enterprises and the social 

economy as a whole. The European Commission (EC), has set inclusive guidelines and funding for 

the promotion of social entrepreneurship and to support social entrepreneurs in achieving success (EC 

2013). It seems to be still difficult to set up a social enterprise in most countries – since its conceptual 

framework and legal status is still under development. Therefore, social entrepreneurs may face other 

challenges in setting-up, developing and scaling the activities of their companies besides the 

traditional ones, dealing with different barriers. 

Hypotheses Derivation 

A number of barriers are identified in the literature as the main challenges for social entrepreneurs 

including: the mobilization of human and financial resources, bureaucracy, the fact that it is 

something innovative, communication and time management, the process of decision-making and 

lack of credibility or inexperience in the area (Braga et al. 2014).  

With this study, it is intended to understand, on one hand, if the barriers identified are transversal to 

the managers / owners of social economy enterprises; experts / lecturers in the field of social 

economy, entrepreneurship and management; individuals interested in setting up the social economy 

enterprise and VET organizations and social entrepreneurship stakeholders. As we are dealing with 

these heterogeneous groups, from different backgrounds, the first hypothesis (H1) is "There are 

differences regarding the groups of interviewees regarding the barriers in starting-up the social 

enterprise". On the other hand it is expected to find differences among the countries in this study, 

where the second hypothesis (H2) is placed as “There are differences concerning the countries in this 

study regarding the barriers to starting-up a social enterprise”. 

It is known that poor access to funding is also highlighted as one of major concerns for social 

entrepreneurs to start their business (Karaphillis 2010; Kendall et al. 2016; Martins et al. 2004; 
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Rykaszewski et al. 2013). This may be similar to the difficulties faced by smaller companies to 

access funds in capital markets, and their dependency of external sources of finance (Martins et al. 
2004). The lack of an established and clear framework for social entrepreneurship has also major 

impact in the funding issue, since it is difficult for social entrepreneurs to identify funding options for 

the social sector. Given the lack of framework, social entrepreneurs submit applications for other 

public funds, but the formulation of their applications is always a challenge, since it is more difficult 

for them to fulfill the requirements of such financing models. 

The process of creating a social enterprise is strongly influenced by cultural and social context. The 

absence of knowledge regarding the role, services and mission of social enterprises, both by societies 

and even by the appropriate institutions, is certainly a great barrier to the development of social 

business (Martins et al. 2004). The access to social and business networks have a huge impact in the 

successful process of start-up social enterprises, increasing the sector opportunities dealing with 

social issues (Bikse et al. 2015).  

According to this, two research questions arise. The first question, "Is there a relation between the 

barriers to start-up a social enterprise and the key factors to success towards implementing a social 

entrepreneurship idea?". To test this research question we formulate three  hypotheses (H3, H4 and 

H5): 

 

H3: Contextual resistance and barriers affect the ability to identify adequate instruments and sources 

of funding.  

H4: Lack of knowledge about the concept of social entrepreneurship influences the leadership and 

negotiation skills of the social entrepreneur.  

H5: Lack of knowledge about financial instruments and sources of funding influences familiarity 

with other experiences of social entrepreneurship and other business models. 

The second question, "Is there a relation between the barriers to star-up a social enterprise and the 

key elements in the qualification of the people involved in social entrepreneurship initiatives?". To 

test the research question two hypotheses (H6 and H7) were formulated: 

H6: Contextual resistances and barriers affect the ability to work autonomously and develop 

initiatives. 

H7: Technical competences in the business specialty domain of the social entrepreneur are associated 

with lack of knowledge about the concept of social entrepreneurship. 

This study aims to understand the main barriers, identified by a group of social economy 

stakeholders, to establish a social enterprise and investigate the relation between these identified 

barriers and the key factors to success towards implementing a social entrepreneurship idea and the 

key elements in the qualification of the people involved in social entrepreneurship initiatives. 

Methods  

The present article addresses the identified barriers building on evidence collected in the context of 

the European Project SES-EU, which was conducted in five countries, namely, Cyprus, Italy, Poland, 

Portugal and Romania
ii
. The Project aims to contribute to the development of critical competences in 

the social entrepreneurship domain, through the creation of tools, which support such apprenticeship. 

The research work relies on the evidence collected from four different groups of informants, 

managers/owners of social economy enterprises; experts/lecturers in the field of social economy, 

entrepreneurship and management; individuals interested in setting up a social economy enterprise 

and VET organizations and social entrepreneurship stakeholders involved in the ERASMUS+ Project 

SES EU.  The study involved the application of questionnaires that were prepared within the scope of 

the SES-EU project, allowing for the collection of 183 responses obtained via online and by face-to-
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face application in four European countries: Cyprus, Italy, Poland and Portugal. In order to find the 

key difficulties to establish a social enterprise, the 183 respondents were asked to score a list of 7 

items identified in literature as key barriers. They were asked to consider their impact in their 

hypothetical decision to give up. The list of options had 11 key factors for the successful 

implementation of a social entrepreneurship idea and 8 core elements in the qualification of the 

people involved in social entrepreneurship initiatives, using a Likert type scale to classify from 1 

(extremely unlikely reason/totally irrelevant) to 5 (extremely likely reason/ absolutely necessary). 

Sample Characterization 

Among the 183 questionnaires collected, it was possible to count answers from 58 managers/owners 

of social economy enterprises, 27 experts/lecturers in the field of social economy, entrepreneurship 

and management, 62 individuals interested in setting up a social economy enterprise and 36 VET 

organizations and social entrepreneurship stakeholders. Most of the answers were collected by Poland 

(35.3%), followed by Portugal (28.3%), Cyprus (20.1%) and Italy (16.3%). The ages of the inquired 

individuals range from 22 to 64, with an average of 40 years old. The majority of the individuals 

holds a higher education degree, in particular, bachelors and master degrees. The average length of 

professional experience is approximately 14 years, which suggests relevant experience. The main 

business areas of the social enterprises established, or intended to be established by respondents, are 

agriculture, tourism, education, health and other areas connected to services.  

Statistical Analysis 

In order to test the differences between more than two groups regarding answers to ordinal variables 

the statistic non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis H test was used (Corder & Foreman 2009; Cohen 1988; 

Siegel 1975; Sprent & Smeeton, 2001) and Dunn's test was used when focusing on multiple 

comparisons. The correlation between ordinal variables was executed by using the Spearman 

correlation (rho). The significance considered was .05 (Howell 2013). 

Results  

Identified Barriers 

The results show that the major barrier is the “1-Lack of knowledge about financing instruments and 

sources” (M=4.06, SD= 0.98, Md=4), followed by “2-Contextual resistance and barriers (e.g. 

regulations, norms, culture, etc.)” (M=3.89, SD= 1.08, Md=4) and a “3-Lack of understanding about 

the concept of social entrepreneurship” (M=3.89, SD= 1.15, Md=4). The barrier “4-Aversion to risk” 

shows up immediately after (M=3.85, SD= 1.11, Md=4) and so does “5-Lack of managerial 

experience” (M=3.64, SD= 1.27, Md=4). Lastly, “6-Lack of technical knowledge about product 

processes, etc.” (M=3.45, SD= 1.13, Md=3) and “7-Lack of qualified and motivated staff and 

volunteers” (M=3.44, SD= 1.19, Md=3). 

Differences concerning the four groups of interviewees regarding the barriers in 

starting-up a social enterprise  

It is possible to observe there is no statistically significant differences between the four groups of 

participants and the barriers that were studied: ‘Lack of managerial experience’ (H(3)=2.87, p=.412); 

‘Lack of understanding about the concept of social entrepreneurship’ (H(3) = 5.53, p =.137); 

‘Aversion to risk’ (H(3) = 4.34, p =.227); ‘Lack of technical knowledge about products and 

processes’(H(3) = 2.77 , p =.429); ‘Lack of knowledge about financing instruments and sources’(H(3) 

= 3.45, p =.327); ‘Lack of qualified and motivated staff and volunteers’ (H(3) = 7.68, p =.053); 

‘Contextual resistance and barriers (e.g. regulations, norms, culture, etc.)’ (H(3) = 2.62, p=.454). 

Therefore, we will focus on the four groups as a whole. 
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Differences concerning the four countries in this study regarding the barriers to starting-up a social 
enterprise 

It is possible to observe that, there is statistically significant differences regarding the most expressive 

barriers in at least one of the four countries which take part on this study: ‘5’ (H(3) = 10.99, p =.012), 

‘3’ (H(3) = 21.37, p < .001), ‘6’ (H(3) = 11.12, p = .011), ‘7´ (H(3) = 18.69, p < .001) and finally ´2’ 

(H(3) = 10.89, p = .012). On the other hand, there are no statistically significant differences 

concerning the barrier ´4´ (H (3)= 3.25, p = .354) and the barrier ´1´ (H(3) = 2.28, p = .516). 

In order to understand these differences, the Dunn’s test for post hoc comparisons was used (see the 

Table 1). 

Table 1: Differences between countries regarding the barriers 

 

Barriers Country Mean Rank Dunn’s test p 

2 – Contextual resistance and barriers (e.g. 

regulations, norms, culture, etc.) 

Italy  74 
z=2.78 .033 

Cyprus  108.78 

3 - Lack of understanding about the concept of 

social entrepreneurship 

 

Portugal 73.78 
z=2.75 .036 

Cyprus 103.82 

Portugal 73.78 
z=3.80 .001 

Poland  109.39 

Italy  71.72 
z=-3.39 .004 

Poland  109.39 

5 - Lack of managerial experience 
Portugal  79.87 

z=2.89 .023 
Poland  107.28 

6 - Lack of technical knowledge about 

products and processes 

Portugal  77.19 
z=2.98 .017 

Poland  105.59 

7 – Lack of qualified and motivated staff and 

volunteers´ 

Portugal  79.75 
z=3.10 .012 

Poland  109.40 

Italy  66.32 
z=-3.80 .001 

Poland  109.40 

 
Considering this scenario, Portugal and Poland are the countries which most differ in number of 

barriers among themselves. The divergence are when it comes to the lack of managerial experience, 

the lack of understanding about the concept of social entrepreneurship, the lack of technical 

knowledge about products and processes and the lack of qualified and motivated staff and volunteers, 

Portugal is considered to be the country that gives less importance to the barriers and Poland the one 

that recognizes their greater importance, even when compared to other countries. 

Linking Social Enterprise Barriers with the Key Factors to Success towards 

Implementing a Social Entrepreneurship Idea  

The major factors contributing to the successful implementation of a social entrepreneurship idea are 

described in Question 4 of the questionnaire (Appendix). 

As a means to understand which of these conflict with the barriers previously mentioned, it was 

possible to see that there is a statistically significant correlation (rho=.420, N=182, p<.001) between 

‘Ability to identify adequate financing instruments and sources’ and ‘Contextual resistance and 

barriers (e.g. regulations, norms, culture, etc.)’. This correlation is positive and moderate and it 

demonstrates that, the more detailed identification of adequate financing instruments and sources 

there are the more difficult to clarify in this topic, since there is a more prevalent contextual 

resistance and barriers. In other words, for the effective success of the idea of social entrepreneurship 

which is the core of the social enterprise it is mandatory to identify adequate financing instruments 

and sources – and, in order to accomplish this, it is necessary that contextual resistances and barriers 

such as norms, regulations, cultural issues, among others, are clearly defined.  
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Concerning this issue, the study found a statistically significant correlation (rho =.411, N=183, 

p<.001) between the factor ‘Leadership and negotiation skills of the social entrepreneur’ and the 

barrier ‘Lack of understanding about the concept of entrepreneurship’. This correlation is positive 

and moderate and it allows to conclude that in order for the social entrepreneur to best perform their 

leadership and negotiation duties – which are crucial to the success of their enterprise – the 

entrepreneur needs to master the concept of social entrepreneurship, which urgently requires a 

consensual definition in the European countries being studied. 

There is also a statistically significant correlation (rho =.475, N=183, p<.001) between the success 

factor ‘Familiarity with other social entrepreneurship experiences and business models’ and the 

barrier ‘Lack of knowledge about financing instruments and sources’. This correlation is positive and 

moderate and it allows us to explain that in order to recognize other social entrepreneurship 

experiences and business models there needs to be knowledge regarding financing instruments and 

sources. 

Barriers of Starting-Up a Social Enterprise and Key Elements in the Qualification 

of People Involved In Social Entrepreneurship Initiatives  

Another important result are the key elements the entrepreneur needs to improve in order to 

overcome the barriers of starting-up a social enterprise. According to the elements used (Question 5) 

it is possible to observe a statistically significant correlation (rho =.410, N=183, p<.001) between 

‘Ability to work with autonomy and to develop initiatives’ and the barrier ‘Contextual resistance and 

barriers (e.g regulations, norms, culture, etc.)’. This correlation is positive and moderate. It is only 

possible to work with autonomy and to develop initiatives if the context allows that to happen due to 

the absence of contextual barriers. In other words, the less resistance and barriers there are, the more 

initiatives will be developed, as well as a rising autonomy of social entrepreneurship. 

It was still possible to observe a statistically significant correlation (rho =.405, N=183, p<.001) 

between ‘Technical competencies in the business specialty domain’ and the barrier ‘Lack of 

understanding about the concept of social entrepreneurship’. This correlation is positive and moderate 

and demonstrates that when there is a good understanding of the concept of social entrepreneurship, 

the social entrepreneur will be more apt to develop technical competencies in the business specialty 

domain.  

Discussion  

According to the EC (2014a), there seem to be external and internal inhibiting factors that influence 

both the start-up and the development and growth of a social business. The present paper presented 

the barriers faced by social entrepreneurs when undertaking the challenge of establishing a social 

business.  

The biggest barrier identified by the interviewees when it comes to starting-up a social enterprise is 

the ‘lack of knowledge about financing instruments and sources’, followed by the ‘contextual 

resistance and barriers (e.g. regulations, norms, culture, etc.)’ and the ‘lack of understanding about 

the concept of social entrepreneurship´. These barriers have a huge potential to discourage social 

entrepreneurs to start-up a social enterprise. All these barriers are consensual among the different 

parts involved in the study, so the results did not meet H1. People involved in traditional business 

were out of the scope of this study. 

When we analyze the barriers taking into account the reality of each different country, we are able to 

understand that only the barriers ‘Aversion to risk’ and ‘Lack of knowledge about financing 

instruments and sources’ are present across-the-board, i.e, in all four European countries. After this 

analysis it was verified that the results go towards H2, since the countries differ among them in 5 of 

the 7 barriers under study. Portugal and Poland are the countries, which demonstrate a contrasting 

number of barriers between each other. Portugal is giving less importance to these barriers and 

Poland is the country, which gives the most importance to these. Literature studies highlight the 

differences between these two countries, being one of the causes presented the evident geographic 
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separation between the two countries has always affected the possibility of a close relation between 

them (Almeida 1992). According to Delgado (2014), from 2008 to 2013, the evolution of the 

Portuguese and Polish economies denote how the two countries are in different stages of economic 

maturation and European integration. They also have reacted to the international crisis of 2008 in a 

very different way. However, both countries are converging to the same point, respectively, into 

international accounting norms (Alves & Antunes 2010). 

When we raise the first question of investigation, we realize that there are barriers that clearly oppose 

to the success of the implementation of an idea of social entrepreneurship. As the results go towards 

H3, it was possible to understand it is mandatory that contextual resistances and barriers such as 

norms, regulations and cultural issues be overcome so that there is a successful way to identify 

adequate financing instruments and sources for a social enterprise.  

On the other hand, and once the results achieved go towards H4, the ‘lack of understanding about the 

concept of social entrepreneurship’, the third barrier which worries the participants the most, meddles 

with the social entrepreneur’s leadership and negotiation skills. Being a leader is central in the 

business world and the leadership style is one of the decisive factors that induce an individual to 

undertake. It is known that this skill deals with the person’s preferences, necessities and personality 

traits (Souza, 2014), nevertheless, external influences, as the lack of understanding about the concept 

of social entrepreneurship can also interfere with leadership skills. 

Another important aspect is that in order to have knowledge about financing instruments and sources, 

there needs to be a familiarity with other social entrepreneurship experiences and business models, 

thus the results go towards H5. Some authors report that the financial success of a company depends 

largely on the expertise of its entrepreneurs and on the knowledge they bring from the companies 

where they have been before (Aldrich & Yang 2013; Eesley & Roberts 2013; Shepherd et al. 2009). 

According to Silva and collaborators (2016), another factor that constitutes a constraint to the 

familiarity with this type of business is the fact that specific legal framework does not exist and 

consequently the European social enterprises are bounded to other existing legal forms. 

In addressing the second issue of this study that focuses on the relationship between barriers and core 

elements in the qualification of people involved in social entrepreneurship initiatives, it is apparent 

that the contextual resistances and barriers of the context affect the ability to work autonomously and 

develop initiative, so the results go towards H6. "Social entrepreneurs often need freedom and 

independence to implement their visions of how to solve a social problem and/or stimulate social 

change" (Lumpkin et al. 2013:776). According to these authors autonomy can be influenced by the 

presence of multiple stakeholders and access to resources.  

Additionally, the results of the present research offer support for H7. The social entrepreneur will be 

more apt to develop technical competencies in the business specialty domain, when there is a good 

understanding of the concept of social entrepreneurship. Probably after understanding exactly what a 

social enterprise is, the entrepreneur may be concerned about his or her own competency in business. 

The concept of social entrepreneurship lacks a rigorous definition and after a long time of conceptual 

exploration with important contributions there is no excuse for not having a clear definition of this 

concept to be used as the basis for future developments and research (Braunerhjelm & Hamilton 

2012). 

The results of the study constitute an alert to the institutions with responsibilities in the area of 

entrepreneurship and/or social entrepreneurship, which should take actions to support and provide 

guidelines to future social entrepreneurs concerning financing. 

Given the implications of a lack of conceptual and legal framework, it seems to be evident that 

governments and policy makers should make decisions regarding this issue, facilitating the process of 

establishing a social enterprise, as well being able to scale up the activity later on. In fact, the creation 

of a legal form and clear policies would be of major importance not only for would-be social 

entrepreneurs but also for already established social entrepreneurs. A clear and transparent 

framework would also lead to a greater understanding and acknowledgement of the importance of the 

social sector by communities, in general, which would contribute to deconstruct any preconceived 

notions and other cultural barriers. A guidebook for public entities and governments to support social 
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entrepreneurs would be of great importance to promote this type of entrepreneurship and assure the 

creation of organizations which represent an added value to communities and their quality of life. 

According to our opinion, this topic requires more coverage and understanding – otherwise, generic 

programs and measures that are less effective might be prescribed. This study should be seen as a 

first approach towards a guidance which needs further development. The definition and the 

framework of this type of society should have a set of European guidelines in order to promote their 

dissemination and implementation. 

____________________________ 

i
 This research has been developed in the context of the Project Social Entrepreneurship Support 

Europe-SES EU (http://www.ses-project.eu/en/), which has been funded with support from the 

ECunder the Erasmus+ Program. This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the 

Commission cannot be held responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained 

therein. 

ii 
We do not consider Romania in this data analysis 
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Appendix  

 

Questionnaire 

Project Social Entrepreneurship Support Europe-SES EU  

Project Number: 2014-1-PL01-KA202-003633 

http://www.ses-project.eu/en/ 

This questionnaire is structured in to three parts.  

The first part aims at understanding what competences you consider to be critical for developing your 

role as a social entrepreneur. The second part is focused in listening to your perceptions about the 

needs for education and training whose offer you consider that need to be improved. Finally the final 

part includes questions that aim to characterize your academic and professional profile and your 

motivations for engaging in social entrepreneurship.  

Part I: Critical Competences of Social Entrepreneurs 

Question 1 

We first would like to know what you think are the main areas where social entrepreneurs need 

support and training for the effective start-up of a social enterprise. 

Please rate the provided statements about knowledge and competence areas using a scale from 1(Not 

at all relevant) to 5 (Extremely relevant). 

Knowledge and competence areas  1 2 3 4 5 

Sales and marketing       

Financial planning       

Organizational development       

Leadership and human resources management       

Operations management       

Laws and regulations       

Measuring impact       

Business and strategic planning       

Recruiting and working with volunteers       

Community engagement       

Presentation skills       

Social media       

Fundraising       

Developing the people and culture of organizations       

ICT Tools       

Foreign languages       

International markets       

Other (please specify)       
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Question 2 

Do you believe that the education and training for social entrepreneurs in the aforementioned areas 

should differ from that traditionally provided to other entrepreneurs (e.g. technology start-ups, etc.)?  

Please indicate how much you you agree with the statement “The education and training offer for 

social entrepreneurs should be different that the one provided to other entrepreneurs….” for the 

various knowledge and competence areas. Use a rating from 1(Totally disagree) to 5 (Totally agree). 

Knowledge and competence areas  1 2 3 4 5 

Sales and marketing       

Financial planning       

Organizational development       

Leadership and human resources management       

Operations management       

Laws and regulations       

Measuring impact       

Business and strategic planning       

Recruiting and working with volunteers       

Community engagement       

Presentation skills       

Social media       

Fundraising       

Developing the people and culture of organizations       

ICT Tools       

Foreign languages       

International markets       

Other (please specify)       

 

Question 3 

Please indicate to what extent each of the following reasons would lead you to question the idea of 

starting up a social business. 

Please use a rating from 1 (Extremely unlikely) to 5(Most likely) to classify each reason. 

Reasons that may lead to question the startup of a social business  1 2 3 4 5 

Lack of managerial experience       

Lack of understanding about the concept of social entrepreneurship       

Aversion to risk       

Lack of technical knowledge about products processes, etc.       

Lack of knowledge about financing instruments and sources       

Lack of qualified and motivated staff and volunteers       

Contextual resistance and barriers (e.g. regulations, norms, culture, etc.)       
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Question 4 

What do you consider are the key ingredients for the successful implementation of a social 

entrepreneurship idea? 

Please rate the factors indicated in the table below using scores from 1(Totally irrelevant) to 5 

(Extremely relevant) 

Factors for successful development of social entrepreneurship ideas  1 2 3 4 5 

Academic (technical) qualifications of the social entrepreneur in the social business area       

Management competencies and qualifications of the social entrepreneur       

Ability to identify adequate financing instruments and sources       

Relational and contact network of the social entrepreneur        

Innovative character of the social entrepreneurship idea       

Previous work experience of the social entrepreneur        

Leadership and negotiation skills of the social entrepreneur       

Personality of the social entrepreneur       

Availability of motivated volunteers and collaborators       

Ability of social entrepreneurs to develop a detailed a business plan       

Familiarity with other social entrepreneurship experiences and business models       

Other (please specify)       

 

Question 5 

What do you believe are core elements in the qualification of the people involved in social 

entrepreneurship initiatives? 

Please attribute a rating from 1 (Totally irrelevant) to 5 (Absolutely necessary) to classify the need 

for specific education and training for the social enterprise phases identified below. 

Preferred training models  1 2 3 4 5 

Ability to work in teams       

Awareness and sensitivity to societal needs       

Ability to work with autonomy and to develop initiatives       

Flexibility and adaptation ability       

Working experience       

Technical competencies in the business specialty domain       

Institutional commitment       

Communication abilities       

Other (please specify)       

 

Part II – Education and Training Needs in Social Entrepreneurship 
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Question 6 

Please let us know your perceptions about the existing education and training offer in the knowledge 

and competence areas that may be required for setting up social businesses. 

Complete the following table indicating your perception about the availability of education and 

learning offers for the stated knowledge and competence areas using a scale from 1(Not at all 

existing) to 5 (Extremely relevant). 

Knowledge and competence areas  1 2 3 4 5 

Sales and marketing       

Financial planning       

Organizational development       

Leadership and human resources management       

Operations management       

Laws and regulations       

Measuring impact       

Business and strategic planning       

Recruiting and working with volunteers       

Community engagement       

Presentation skills       

Social media       

Fundraising       

Developing the people and culture of organizations       

ICT Tools       

Foreign languages       

International markets       

 

Question 7 

Please rate the importance of obtaining specific education and training for different phases of social 

enterprise development. Please attribute a rating from 1 (Totally irrelevant) to 5 (Absolutely 

necessary) to classify the need for specific education and training for the social enterprise phases 

identified below. 

 

Social enterprise development phases  1 2 3 4 5 

Inspiration and diagnose of social needs and opportunities       

Selecting and structuring and of ideas for social enterprises       

Prototyping and piloting social entrepreneurship ideas       

Achieving sustainability of social entrepreneurship initiatives       

Scaling and disseminating social entrepreneurship initiatives       

Promoting effective social impacts of social enterprises       

Assessing results and impacts of social entrepreneurship initiatives       

 

Question 8 

What was your awareness about the existing offer of education and training for social entrepreneurs? 

Please rate the following statements using scores from 1(Absolutely false) to 5 (Absolutely true). 

Awareness statements  1 2 3 4 5 

I can easily identify several existing programs of education and training for social 

entrepreneurs 

      

I am familiarized with the syllabi and contents of existing program of education and training       
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for social entrepreneurs 

I have attended some social entrepreneurship training       

I know people who have attended some social entrepreneurship training       

I’d privilege the use of the Internet for finding information about existing programs of 

education and training for social entrepreneurs 

      

I’d privilege the use of the knowledge of my friends and acquaintances about existing 

programs of education and training for social entrepreneurs 

      

I’d privilege searching for information about programs of education and training for social 

entrepreneurs in specific publications and newsletters 

      

I’d privilege searching for information about programs of education and training for social 

entrepreneurs with specific institutions (e.g. business schools, associations, etc.) 

      

 

Question 9 

Which factors would motivate you to enroll in programs for social entrepreneurs? Please rate the 

following options using scores from 1(Absolutely false) to 5 (Absolutely true). 

Reasons for enrolling in social entrepreneurship programs  1 2 3 4 5 

Updating and recycling knowledge in my academic and professional area        

Acquisition of new knowledge and competencies       

Specialization in a specific area       

Performance improvement       

Other (please specify)       

Question 10 

Which type of training model would you prefer? Please use a rating from 1 (Extremely unlikely) to 

5(Most likely) to classify each reason. 

 

Preferred training models  1 2 3 4 5 

General (classroom/workshop) training       

Individual consultancy to entrepreneur/manager       

Training-action programs in the enterprise       

Out-door training       

Internships       

On-line/e-learning       

Other (please specify)       

 

Part III – Characterization of the Profile of social Entrepreneurs  

Now, please let us know some things about you, your background and your motivation for social 

entrepreneurship. 

Question 11 

What is your main academic background? 

________________________________________ 
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Question 12 

Can you describe the type of working experience you had before enrolling in the development of a 

social business idea? (e.g. business owner, technician, etc.) 

_________________________________________ 

 

Question 13 

Can you please indicate the length of your professional experience? (e.g. in years) 

___________________________________________ 

 

Question 14 

What is the main business area of your social enterprise/idea? (e.g. agriculture, tourism, healthcare, 

etc.) 

__________________________________________ 

 

Question 15 

Please indicate your age: ___________ 

 

Question 16 

Gender___________________ 

 

Question 17 

Please indicate to what extent each of the following statements describe your profile and your path 

into social entrepreneurship. 

Please rate the following options using scores from 1(Absolutely false) to 5 (Absolutely true). 

Statements  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve collaborated in a social enterprise before developing my own business idea       

I’ve enrolled in specific training for social entrepreneurs       

I’ve enrolled in generic entrepreneurship training       

I had a good previous education and training in business and management       

I’ve applied to competitions on social entrepreneurship ideas       

I know, and I’m acquainted with a large number of other social entrepreneurs        

The area of my social enterprise is very much aligned with my previous academic 

background  

      

It was easy to find collaborators and volunteers with adequate qualifications for working in 

a social enterprise 

      

The social enterprise is my main occupation and means of subsistence       
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Question 18 

In which development phase would you say is currently your social enterprise/idea? 

Please rate the following options using scores from 1(Absolutely false) to 5 (Absolutely true). 

Social enterprise development phases  1 2 3 4 5 

Inspiration and diagnose of social needs and opportunities       

Selecting and structuring and of ideas for social enterprises       

Prototyping and piloting social entrepreneurship ideas       

Achieving sustainability of social entrepreneurship initiatives       

Scaling and disseminating social entrepreneurship initiatives       

Promoting effective social impacts of social enterprises       

Assessing results and impacts of social entrepreneurship initiatives       

 

Thank you very much for your time! 
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Abstract  

Nowadays the companies face the challenge of very high competition, expensive and insufficient 

resources, employee demoralization due to the effects of economic crises, expensive technologies. 

Besides all these problems the companies has to answer the need of disruptive changes and radical 

innovations in the management and production activity. A business development model should be 

sustainable on long term and has to take into account the environment protection. Thus emerge the idea of 

reducing cost by recycling and reusing the wastes, having a systemic perspective. 

This paper aims to get a perspective on resources consumption and productivity of the economical agents 

analyzing the data published by Eurostat in Environmental Data Centre on Natural Resource. The result 

of data analysis is a regression model that weights the factors that influence the resource productivity. 

 

Keywords: indicators in circular economy, resource productivity, regression 

 

Introduction 

Considering the lack of resources, the high cost of implementing green management models, the  high 

cost of technologies and the low productivity in the added value chain the European Union (EU) is now 

agreed on important items that go towards circular economy (CE). CE relinquishes conventional 

economic model ‘take-make-dispose’ into a newest one ‘prevent-reuse-recycle-recover-dispose” pattern 

[Pistol, 2017] in order to mitigate the risks of a new economical global crisis. CE should not become 

another buzzword in the sustainable development discourse. 

There are more that 100 definitions for CE [Kirchherr, 2017], but it is obvious that the focus is on 

economic prosperity, with the concern on environmental and waste control. A low consideration is 

granted to social issues. “However, CE must be understood as a fundamental systemic change instead of a 

bit of twisting of the status quo to ensure its impact.” The twist is to obtain economic growth by making 

more performing products that can be used for a longer time, instead of producing, selling or offering 

services to increase the companies’ revenues. These products should be rather maintained then replaced. 

[Amui, 2017] “CE suggests keeping materials available instead of disposing them, and thus closing the 

loop of materials within the product lifecycle, in order to reduce resource usage and energy demand”. 

[Ritzén, 2017]. “Expectations for the circular economy are articulated as: (1) a perfect circle of slow 

material flows; (2) a shift from consumer to user; (3) growth through circularity and decoupling; and (4) a 

solution to European renewal”. [Lazarevic, 2017] 

The article presents a regression model that explains in what extend the factors such as new technologies 

for lowering carbon dioxide levels and air purification or improving buildings, ensuring efficient mobility 

have facilitated the increase in resource productivity.  
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Literature Review 

 ‘Most of the methodologies developed so far measure resource efficiency on the basis of the 

environmental burden of the resource relative to the value of output. However, the key point of circular 

economy is keeping resources within the economy when products no longer serve their functions so that 

materials can be used again and therefore generate more value’[Maio, 2017]. 

The circular economy approaches are unlikely to make further energy efficiency savings 

disproportionately harder to achieve. Circular economy approaches have the potential to make significant 

energy savings that are complementary to other energy efficiency measures and equivalent to their 

potential. [Cooper, 2017] 

In Jul-2017 Eurostat published an interesting data-source regarding essential elements of circular 

economy, called: Environmental Data Centre on Natural Resource. [Eurostat, 2017]. The report 

presents elements on carbon dioxide evolution, management of waste, the urban population exposure to 

air pollution, pollutant emissions from transport – Nox and so on. It also had been allocated a section for 

research and innovation in the circular economy field. The data collected allow creating a perspective on 

resources consumption and productivity of the economical agents. It also identifies the week points in the 

implementation of the Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe. 

The data source contains three categories of indicators, for the year 2000, 2005, 2010-2016, for EU-28, 

and for each country in EU: 

 

- lead (resource productivity) 

- dashboard (material, land, water, carbon) 

- theme-specific indicators (turning waste into a resource, supporting research and innovation, getting the 

prices right, biodiversity, safeguarding clean air, land and soils, addressing food, improving buildings, 

ensuring efficient mobility). 

 

Unfortunately Eurostat does not provide data for all these indicators for the period under review. Thus it 

had been extract only few of them to design a model, such as. Resource productivity (RP), Carbon (C), 

Safeguarding clean air (SCA) and Improving buildings, Ensuring efficient mobility (IB). The model aim 

is to weight how resource productivity is influenced by the new regulations and implementation of 

ecological technologies, methods and management. Other indicators that might influence resource 

productivity are related to Eco innovation. 

Eco innovation became in important issue in the circular economy statement and is measured on the base 

of 16 sub-indicators from five thematic areas: eco-innovation inputs, eco-innovation activities, eco-

innovation outputs, resource efficiency outcomes and socio-economic outcomes. The data source offer 

information for Eco innovation index [EII, 2016], as a average, in 2014-2015 (Fig.1). In the figure below 

we may see that the leads of eco innovation in Europe are Germany, Luxemburg, Finland and Denmark 

(EII almost 140). At the opposite pole there are counties such as Bulgaria (EII 40), Hungary (EII 60) and 

Romania (EII 70). The north countries are the engine of innovation, probably because they have more 

financial resources. The average of EII was constant, approximately 100 for the yeas 2013-2016. The lack 

of data for the year 2000, 2005, 2010-2013 urges us to exclude the index from the conceived economic 

model. 
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Fig.1: Eco innovation index for EU28 

Research Methodology 

Following the study of specialized literature and restrictions on access to data, we decided to study the 

evolution of resource productivity in the competitive environment of the CE. It had been designed a 

regression model that weight how Carbon (C), Safeguarding clean air (SCA) and Improving buildings, 

Ensuring efficient mobility (IB) can influence Resource productivity (RP). 

The first step of the analysis is the studying the correlation between variables using the Pearson 

coefficient. This coefficient highlights the strong and positive correlation between carbon emissions - C 

and resource productivity (0.915 out of max 1), and between safeguarding clean air (SCA) and resource 

productivity - RP (0.958). This means that the more increase the first value of first variable, the more 

increase the second variable and at the same pace. A similar correlation can be seen between safeguarding 

clean air - SCA and carbon emissions (0,81). We notice that current production methods are harmful to 

the environment: the higher the production, the higher the carbon emissions and the more polluted the air. 

(Tabel 1). 
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Table 1: Correlation between variables (Pearon Coefficient) 

Person RP C SCA IB 

Resource productivity (RP) 1 

Carbon (C) 0.915994993 1 

Safeguarding clean air (SCA) -0.958542183 -0.810805 1 

Improving buildings, Ensuring efficient 

mobility (IB) -0.011940728 0.385972 0.196523996 1 

 

The second step of the analysis: using Microsoft Eview, it had been designed a regression model, through 

Least squares method.  At the beginning it had presumed that the null hypothesis is true, which asserts 

that the value of the coefficients of the variables will be zero (H0: coefficients = 0). The alternative 

hypothesis (H1) asserts the opposite of the null hypothesis: coefficients are different from zero. In other 

words, we start from the hypothesis that the mentioned factors (C, SCA, IB) have the value of coefficient 

0, so they do not influence the resource productivity (RP). 

Table 2: Regression Statistics and Coefficients – Least Squares 

 

The role of determining the multiple R-squared coefficients is to indicate the meaning of the relationship 

of the observed values with the ones predicted by applying the regression model to the Resource 

productivity. Table 2 shows that R-squared is 0.99 and since its value is close to 1, demonstrates that the 

relationship between observed and predicted values is strong. This observation confirms the consistency 

of the model. 

The R-squared coefficient of this model is 0.993, indicates that 99% of the Resource productivity (RP) 

variance is determined by the variation of causal variables (Carbon - C, Safeguarding clean air - SCA , 

Improving buildings, ensuring efficient mobility -IB) and only 1% of this influence can not be explained 

by the model. As R-squared takes values closer to 1, the regression model better adjusts the data in the 

sample. In this case, the value of 0.993 demonstrates the validity of the model, which means that the 

variables C, SCA and IB influence RP (Table 2). 
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Also, the Adjusted R-squared value (0.993) is almost equal with the value of R-squared (0.991), which 

proves that the influence of the independent variables (C, SCA and IB) is significant to explain variance 

of the dependent variable (RP) and allows the extension of the proposed regression model to the entire 

population surveyed. In this case, the variance of the dependent variable decreases with the difference 

between the two coefficients (0.993 - 0.991 = 0.002). This difference can be seen to be below 1 (Table 2). 

The validity of the model is reinforces by the fact that the variation explained in the regression model 

(S.E. of regression 0.02) is greater than that of the residual variables (Sum squared resid 0.002)  

The simplest test to highlight error self-correction is the Durbin-Watson test. In this case the D_W value 

is 2.49, included in the [2, 4] interval. The conclusion is that is no self-correction between errors. 

The Akaike criterion (AIC) is often used in model selection for non-nested alternatives—smaller values 

of the AIC are preferred [Eview, 2017].. In the analyzed case AIC is very small (-4.62).  

The Schwarz Criterion (SC -4.59) and Hannan-Quinn Criterion (HQ -4.82) are alternatives to the AIC 

that imposes a larger penalty for additional coefficients and have similar interpretation.  

In order to be able to interpret the statistical significance of the regression model, it is necessary to apply 

Fisher test. The Fisher test generated validates the model and stands that the independent variables (IB, 

C, SCA) greatly contributes to the predictive power of regression. This statement is based on the fact that 

Prob. (the significance threshold of the model) is 0.00 for all independent variables, less than the 

sensitivity threshold of 0.01 (Table 2). It may be summarizes that the model correctly adjusts the data 

series. The probability as F test value to be due to hazard is less than 0.01.  

The regression equation for the model is: 

Resource productivity (RP) = 0.15*C+ 0.02*SCA-0.031*IB + ε 

Particular attention must be paid to the estimated coefficients of the regression equation (Table 2). For all 

independent variable (IB, C, SCA) the null hypothesis must be rejected because the significance threshold 

is Prob. = 0.00 <0.01. With a 99% probability and a small standard error of 0.0033, IB coefficient is -

0.031. With a 99% probability and a small standard error of 0.0593, C coefficient is 0.15. With a 99% 

probability and a small standard error of 0.0038, SCA coefficient is 0.02. 

In conclusion, the alternative hypothesis is accepted. It stands that C, SCA, IB, has the coefficient 

different from 0 and influences RP. The increase in resource productivity is associated with increase in 

Carbon emissions (C) and harming clean air (SCA). Improving buildings indicator and ensuring efficient 

mobility (IB)  led to a decrease in productivity due to high costs. 

The third step of the analysis is a forecast of resource productivity variable (fig.1). If the current trend is 

maintained, for the next years, it is predicted a constant increase of resource productivity. This is good 

news, but the unpleasant side is that increase of resource productivity is associated with increase of 

environment pollution. Steps have been taken to reduce pollution and protect the environment, but their 

share in the current context is lower, as it might be seen in the regression model (table 2). 
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Fig.1: Resource productivity forecast 

Conclusions 

Because human race extended the resource consumption above the limits making many negative 

footprints, they have to come up with solutions to reestablish the equilibrium.  This solution seems to be 

CE. The companies of our century are increasingly aware of the need to adopt the eco trend. However, 

the cost of adopting the new economic model, of the CE is not easy to be paid, because of financial, 

structural, operational, attitudinal and technological barriers. 

The results of the analysis made in this paper indicate that the new technologies, methodologies and 

managerial methods make their mark on the resources productivity. Of all the variables analyzed, it had 

been observed that the implementation of new technologies for lowering carbon dioxide levels and air 

purification have facilitated the increase in resource productivity. And the improving buildings indicator, 

ensuring efficient mobility, has led to a decrease in productivity due to high costs. In this respect, it is 

recommended to adopt new innovative models and technologies that promote sustainable development. 

The model should be further developed with new variables such as: turning waste into a resource, 

supporting research and innovation, getting the prices right, biodiversity, reducing land and soils 

footprint, addressing food, improving buildings, ensuring efficient mobility, etc. Insufficient statistic data 

were provided by Eurostat. 

Pointing to the future Innovation in management and technologies should offer better perspectives for 

both productivity and environment protection. 
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Abstract  
 
The focus of this research is to present a particular typology of entrepreneurial projects in the field of 

Entrepreneurship Education. The article describes the operational model of the “Contamination Lab” 

an innovative Laboratory aimed at developing an entrepreneurial mindset, creativity and innovation 

at University of Salento (Lecce, Italy) according to the learning strategy of the Entrepreneurship 

Education. The laboratory involves all the University’s students with different backgrounds 

(Business, Humanities, Social science, Science, Engineering , Biology, arts etc..) through an 

innovative extra-curricular learning program to create an entrepreneurial awareness, mindset and 

capability. The final value is to grow in effectiveness and contamination of ideas, knowledge and 

skills within the University and the local Entrepreneurship Ecosystem according the Quadruple Helix 

model (Carayannis and Campbell, 2009).   

 

 

Keywords: entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial mindset, case study, quadruple helix. 

 

 

Introduction and Background  

 

In the entrepreneurial economy developing entrepreneurial capacity, competence and attitude to 

transform new ideas, technologies and inventions into products and services to create economic and 

social value through innovative business models (Allen 2009; Ratinho et al. 2015) becomes the real 

concern. This needs to  be addressed in education, teaching and learning (Lamine et al. 2016; 

Henrekson and Rosenberg 2001) as a key competence to be developed by highly skilled human 

capital (Global Innovation Index, 2017; European Union, 2006; European Union 2016). Thus, 

equipping human capital with an entrepreneurial mindset could be considered as an important 

antecedent for developing technology entrepreneurship (Elia et al., 2017; Secundo et al, 2017): it 

represents the skill helping the citizenship, students at all levels of education, young entrepreneurs 

and start-upper to be creative and confident in whatever they undertake (European Commission, 

2008) in order to react to business uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity (Gibb 2005). The 

entrepreneurial mindset, can be defined as  the capacity to think creatively, strategically, analytically 

and reflectively; the confidence in one’s abilities, the ability to collaborate, the well-developed 

communication skills and understanding of the current business context (Pollard and Wilson, 2014).  

 

The literature claims that an entrepreneurial mindset can be developed (Kuratko 2005) and shows 

how schools, higher education and academic education are the most fertile ground to create this, 

above all university (INSEAD, WIPO, 2014). Particularly, in the academic education, Education 

Project Programs (EPP) are increasingly being established in an effort to equip students with the 

knowledge and competence needed to create economic value, but above all to create an 

entrepreneurial awareness (Duval-Couetil, 2013). In the last years, scholars highlighted the role of 
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Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Education (STEE) in promoting more entrepreneurial 

mind-sets in the field of advanced technologies has flourished in the academic community through a 

large number of initiatives (Fayolle 2008; Cassia et al. 2014; Lamine et al. 2016; Passiante and 

Romano 2016). In this context, University plays a fundamental role for promoting technological 

change and innovation (Bramwell and Wolfe 2008; Elia et al. 2017) as well as for creating favorable 

environments for entrepreneurship cultural development (Kirby 2004). 

 

The entrepreneurship education has received a significant increase also within the Italian Universities 

even if the scholars found two problems related to the lack of effectiveness and the achievement of 

the desired goals. Firstly, most of the entrepreneurial education courses are present in business 

schools and department; secondly, the organization of courses did not innovate much traditional 

teaching methods (Iacobucci, Donato, Micozzi, 2012). The research shows that the real challenge is 

the shift from education “about” entrepreneurship to education “for” (Kirby, 2004) and “through”  

entrepreneurship; the approaches and methodologies to create places  for entrepreneurial skills 

development is the shift from “traditional methods” to “innovative methodologies” (as simulations, 

meeting with entrepreneurs, project works, etc...) where the interactions of University’ students with 

Industry, Institutions and Civil Society are encouraged in sustaining the Quadruple Helix Model 

(Carayannis and Campbell, 2009).   

 

Against this premises, there is still the need to understand in practices  which are the processes for 

developing an  entrepreneurial mindset. With the aim to cover this gap, this paper  describes a 

framework to understand the learning processes characterizing the entrepreneurial mindset 

development for innovative entrepreneurship within Italian University.   

 

Methodology: Case study  

The paper adopts a case study methodology (Eisenhardt, 1989) aimed to analyze the processes to 

create  an entrepreneurial mindset and skills  in the university’s students. The case study analyzes  the 

phases of design of an innovative EPP related to entrepreneurial education at University of Salento 

(Lecce, Italy) aimed at instilling in students with different background and enrolled in undergraduate, 

graduate and post graduate studies an entrepreneurial mindset , creativity and innovative ideas. The 

project  named Contamination Lab of  University of Salento (hereafter “CLab@Salento”) has been 

successfully evaluated by the Italian Ministry of University and Research – MIUR. The project has 

been ranked third among the 25 projects submitted by the Universities located in the South of Italy; 

Just 7 projects will receive funds from the MIUR.  The project has a duration of three years (starting 

on September 2017) and will organize  6 editions of an innovative EPP.  The preliminary phase of 

design and organization of the learning and experimentation activities started in the month of 

September 2017. The launch of the entrepreneurship program is scheduled on November 2017 and 

will involve 40 students. 

 

Preliminary Findings   

 

This section is aimed to describe  the design phase of the “CLab@Salento” a laboratory  of 

“contamination” which involves university students from different faculties and high school students. 

The operational model of  “CLab@Salento” can be described in five components (figure 1):  1) the 

programs’ aim and final impact; 2) the program basic value; 3) the learning path  to develop 

entrepreneurial mindset; 4) the stakeholders involvement in the learning strategy; and 5) the 

entrepreneurial mindset assessment. 
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Figure 1:  The Contamination Lab “CLab@Salento” Learning & Experimentation model 

The program aim and final impact. The project aim is to create a virtual and physical laboratory to 

develop and diffuse in the University students an entrepreneurial mindset and awareness, creativity, 

innovation and entrepreneurial and business culture;  develop "spirit of initiative and 

entrepreneurship", understood as the ability to translate ideas into actions; develop entrepreneurial 

awareness with models of learning with strong interdisciplinary connotation; integrate managerial 

and scientific skills for the analysis of business opportunities; develop team building skills and 

profitable contamination between different scientific areas. Three “pillars” in which University of 

Salento is involved will be taken in consideration: smart technologies (nanotechnologies, robotics, 

innovative materials, digital economy & banking, new digital tools), bio-economy (bio-based 

industries, biotechnologies, blue growth, green chemistry, etc..), cultural and creative industries 

(tourism, storytelling, cultural heritage valorization, empowerment, …). This aim will be achieved 

using innovative learning methodologies based on the contamination of  different background, 

interdisciplinary teams, project-based learning activities guided by different local and international 

stakeholders.   The final impact for the University is to achieve the third mission aim through the 

creation of a permanent laboratory for the diffusion of innovation at local level. The final result for 

the enterprise and companies participating  to the activities is to develop innovative projects in 

collaboration with student and corporate entrepreneurship in the form of new product, services and 

processes. Finally, the impact for the civil society is the involvement of the institutions for the 

generation of social innovation and knowledge transfer. 

 

The program basic value: includes the Interdiscipilinarity and the Contamination. The first one is 

related to the  diversity in the students’ composition: the Laboratory is a place where the sharing and 

collaboration among  ideas of students of different degrees (from high school to doctorate) and 

various disciplines; the second one is the Contamination among students, between students and 

teachers, with the other contamination laboratory already active in Italy, with the world of 

entrepreneurial innovation, with the territory, with the school world, with Europe and the rest of the 

world. In the process of contamination, all the  actors of the entrepreneurship  ecosystem of the 

territory interact to implement a profitable contamination of ideas, knowledge and skills both for the 

spread of entrepreneurial culture and for the development of the territory. 

 

The learning path to develop entrepreneurial mindset. The learning path  lasts 6 months and it 

includes two phases (both of which lasts for 3 months). Phase 1: Inspiring & Engaging aimed to the 

development of entrepreneurial  awareness and to the generation of business ideas. The learning 
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strategies mainly concern: Business Idea Competition: ideas created by students and selected to start 

the creation of interdisciplinary teams; Enterprise Project Idea: businesses present innovative ideas 

to be developed by interdisciplinary team; Contamination Learning Workshops: teachers, 

entrepreneurs and students discuss on selected issues; Entrepreneurs in Residence: entrepreneurs 

share their experiences in workshops. The core contents of this phase are:   Communication and team 

building, Innovative entrepreneurship; Technological foresight; Creative thinking; Business Model 

Canvas; Arts and Creativity for Business; Innovation and territory empowerment.  

 

Phase 2: Experimenting & Developing is characterized by the translation of ideas into innovation 

projects etc.  The initiatives will mainly concern Students@abroad: students are selected for 

travelling to an international or national center; Business Game: on-line simulations; Prototype 

development Award: activities including the study of project  feasibility and the development of 

prototype. The core contents of this phase are:  Project Management,  Design Thinking, Digital 

Enterprise,  IPR: intellectual Property right, Communication 2.0, Business Plan and rapid Prototype 

development.  

 

The stakeholders involvement in the learning strategy. The stakeholders involvement is very 

important for entrepreneurial learning strategy. They includes university faculty and all the actors of 

the Entrepreneurship ecosystem, as the regional institutions, entrepreneurs, managers, local 

companies, national enterprises, International Centers on Entrepreneurship and Innovation, European 

Universities and citizenship (Secundo, del Vecchio, Passiante,2015) which can contribute providing 

seminars, developing innovative projects proposed to the students. 

The entrepreneurial mindset assessment.  This section regards the short- and long-term impact 

monitoring indicators grouped by impact areas. They  refer to the  knowledge acquisition and theory 

background, the ability to apply the concept, the capacity to generate new value (Kim, 1993) and the 

capacity to contaminate. In particular, the indicators are related to: Relationship and Impact in 

territory; Interdisciplinarity; Context; Innovative Enagagement; Entrepreneurship; Training; 

University Contamination; Institutional and Industrial Contamination; Internationalization.  

 

Conclusions  

 
This paper provides a descriptive framework to show how is possible to create entrepreneurial 

mindset in the academic and university field, analyzing all the processes to develop (Duval-Couetil, 

2013). Future research will be aimed to describe more in deep the “CLab@Salento”  operational 

model discussing  the phases of monitoring and assessment  of the planned results for students and 

for all the stakeholders involved into the projects. 
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Abstract 
 

In Romania, the taxpayer is obliged to calculate, declare and pay the contributions to the State 

Budget. The accounting information provided by the economic entity is very important for the state 

institutions because based on it they determine the fiscal policy, calculate the national income and 

other statistical indicators. This paper discusses the dynamics of the fiscal deficit of the Romanian 

Budget on the 31-st of December 2014 as compared to the same period in 2015 and 2016. We have 

chosen these three years because we wanted to identify the effects of reducing fiscal pressure on the 

level of State Budget collecting system, given that from October 1st 2014 - the employer's social 

insurance contribution was reduced by 5 percentage points and from January 1st 2016 VAT has fallen 

from 24 to 20 percentage points, and now (2017) at 19%; the research has been done on the basis of 

the data offered by the Romanian National Agency for Tax Administration (NAFA) on 200 

companies considered as large business taxpayers. The results of the research present the level of 

unpaid taxes of these companies in the context of reducing fiscal pressure, the ways of collecting 

debts as well as the impact of uncollected debts on certain fields of activity in the public sector. 

 

Keywords: accounting information, fiscal deficit, State Budget 

 

Introduction 

 
The way of organizing the society implies putting some funds at its disposal in order to fulfil its 

functions. Gradually the in kind incomes are replaced by monetary revenues which take the form of 

compulsory installments. To assure the level of returns necesary to the State and in order to mobilize 

and track them there has been funded a specialised agency called Revenue Office. The Revenue 

Office is defined as „the State Agency which establishes taxes and tolls and  goes after those who do 

not pay up their taxes.” 

 

This paper observes the situation of the fiscal deficit correlated with the large business taxpayers and 

the impact of uncollected debts on the State Budget. Despite the taxpayers have a series of ways to 

pay up debts still they cannot pay their exigible debts and they find themselves in the position of not 

being able to pay all their taxes. 

 

The state revenues have greatly diminished because of uncollected fiscal taxes and implicitly the 

quantity of goods and public services offered to the citizens has also decreased. A sector affected by 

the lack of budgetary funds is the health sector, thus hospitals are deprived of high quality medicine, 

equipment, medical asssistance. In many cases doctors do not have performance equipment to cure 

the patients in best conditions and a great number of care units do not have the European hygiene 

standards. Loans have been made because of uncollected funds and depending on the tax refund 

period the State overburdens the following generations who will have to pay back. 
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The Research Methodology 

 
The research method consisted in reviewing the approaches of the specialty literature, articles and 

special studies published in national and international magazines. We followed a detailed approach of 

the dynamics of the budgetary fiscal deficit by collecting the data needed for a comparative study 

regarding the evolution of the Romanian fiscal deficit in the last 3 years. 

 

I. Dynamics of the fiscal deficit of the Romanian State Budget in relatition to 

the large business taxpayers 
 

Accounting information must allow both existing investors and potential ones to identify, measure, 

clarify, evaluate all operations and activities of an entity. Without a doubt, one of the most important 

products that a bookkeeper offers is the accounting information. This enables managerial decisions 

and appropriate investment for existing and potential investors as well, according to the reaserch 

made by Vătăşoiu C.I. (2010).  Domnișoru S. (2011) mentioned that  accounting information are part 

of the treasure of knowledge and of investigation of the issuing entity and of interested parties. 

 

In the reaserch made by Andone I., Tabără N  (2006) accounting information, the result of a system 

of principles and rules, relatively homogeneous, remains the „ace" from his sleeve, of different 

groups of users, providing a high degree of credibility in relation to other sources of information on 

the organization. 

 

Fiscal debts represent property rights resulting from the relations of fiscal rights. From the foregoing 

relations we observe both the content and the amount of tax debts which represent determined rights 

consisting in: 

 

a) The right to levy taxes, contributions which are considered revenue budget, the right to 

refund the value added tax, the right to tax refunds, contributions etc. known as main fiscal 

debts. 

b) The right to ask for penalities for delays known as accessory fiscal  debts (see also bonds). 

 

Law stipulates that the internal revenue service is endowed to ask for the annulment of a debt and to 

excuse the indebt to pay a bond in the debtor’s place. 

 

Fiscal debt and correlative financial bind are both possible in case of a tax base that generates them. 

Fiscal deficit as well as correlative fiscal bind occur in case of a tax base that generates them. Taking 

into account that the Romanian fiscal system is a declarative one and implies voluntary action of each 

tax payer to estimate, declare and pay the due taxes. The present study is based on the data offered by 

the Romanian National Agency for Tax Administration (NAFA) which has to provide resources for 

public expenditures by collecting and managing taxes and contributions owed to the State Budget. 

 

State Budget Deficit is formed by: 

� tax on profit,  

� VAT, 

�  income tax,  

� excise duties, 

� other taxes,  

� interests and penalties. 

 

On the 31-st of December 2014 and on the 31-st of December 2015 and 2016 the Romanian National 

Agency for Tax Administration published the lists with the unpaid fiscal debts of the large business 

taxpayers. From those lists it results the following: 
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� Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31-st of December 2014 

 
On the 31-st of December 2014, the unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers amounts to 

4.018.099.606 lei. As can be seen in table no. 1 this amount represents the sum of the following 

obligations: 

 

Table 1:  Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31-st of December 2014              

- the amount expressed in lei-  1 euro at 31-st. Of December 2014 = 4,4821 lei 

 

Nr. 

Crt 

Obligation Amount 

1 Tax on profit 21.691.818 

2 V.A.T 1.116.963.840 

3 Income tax 237.206.985 

4 Excise duties 65.906.388 

5 Other taxes 209.403.370 

6 Interests and penalties 2.366.927.206 

 TOTAL 4.018.099.606 

(Source: own interpretation after the published list of NAFA) 

 

From the data showed in the table we can observe that in 2014 the level of interests and penalties 

owed by large business taxpayers is very high, namely 59%. Debts from V.A.T are second in place in 

the top of unpaid bonds, namely 28%. The tax on wages as well as taxes called „other taxes” 

contribute with sums representing 11% of the total debts owed to the State. In the budget structure we 

also find revenues obtained from excise duties which in this case represent 1,6%  and the tax on profit 

which contributes with only 0,4% of the total of unpaid debts. 

 

� Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31-st of December 2015 
 

On the 31-st of December 2015, the unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers amounts to 

2.538.327.435 lei. As can be seen in table no. 2 this amount represents the sum of the following 

obligations: 

 

Table 2:  Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31-st of December 2015 

-the amount expressed in lei-  1 euro at 31-st. Of December 2015 = 4,5245 lei 

 

Nr. 

Crt 

Obligation Amount 

1 Tax on profit 18.441.154 

2 V.A.T. 500.754.712 

3 Income tax 195.608.637 

4 Excise duties 188.235.872 

5 Other taxes 151.417.262 

6 Interests and penalties 1.483.869.798 

 TOTAL 2.538.327.435 

(Source: own interpretation after the published list of NAFA) 

 

From the data showed in the table we can observe that in 2015 the level of interests and penalties 

owed by large business taxpayers is very high as well, namely 58%. Debts from V.A.T are second, 

namely 20%. The tax on wages, 8%,  as well as taxes called „other taxes”, 6%, contribute with sums 

representing 14% of the total debts owed to the State. In the budget structure we also find revenues 

obtained from excise duties which in this case represent 7%  and the tax on profit which contributes 

with only 1% of the total of unpaid debts. 
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� Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31

 

On the 31-st of December 2016, the unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers amounts to 

1.043.710.209 lei. As can be seen in table no. 3 this amount represents the sum of the following

obligations: 

 

Table 3:  Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31

-the amount expressed in lei

Nr. 

Crt 

Obligation

1 Tax on profit 

2 V.A.T. 

3 Income tax 

4 Excise duties 

5 Other taxes 

6 Interests and penalties 

 TOTAL 

      (Source: own interpretation 

 

From the data showed in the table 

Debts from interests and penalties are second in place in the top of unpaid bonds, namely 26%. The 

tax on wages, 2%,  as well as taxes called „other taxes”, 8%, contribute with sums represen

of the total debts owed to the State. In the budget structure we also find revenues obtained from 

excise duties which in this case represent 1%  and the tax on profit which contributes with 16% of the 

total of unpaid debts. 

 

Having this database, in the next figure, Figure nr.

see the dynamics of the unpaid fiscal debts of these 200 comapanies, in relation to the State budget in 

the years subject to the analysis: 

- the amount expressed in lei 

 

Fig. 1:  

(Source: own interpretation after the published list of 

 

Comparing the values registered on the 31.12.2016 with those registered in the same period of 2015 

and 2014 we can observe that the level of unp
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Year 2014 21,691,8181,116,963,84

Year 2015 18,441,154 500,754,712

Year 2016 162,408,307484,773,198
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st of December 2016, the unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers amounts to 

1.043.710.209 lei. As can be seen in table no. 3 this amount represents the sum of the following

Unpaid fiscal debts of the large business taxpayers on the 31-st of December 2016

ount expressed in lei-  1 euro at 31-st. Of December 2016 = 4,5411 lei

 

Obligation Amount 

162.408.307

484.773.198

25.225.525

12.877.826

82.818.793

275.606.559

1.043.710.209

(Source: own interpretation after the published list of NAFA) 

From the data showed in the table we can observe that in 2016 the V.A.T. level is high, namely 47%. 

Debts from interests and penalties are second in place in the top of unpaid bonds, namely 26%. The 

tax on wages, 2%,  as well as taxes called „other taxes”, 8%, contribute with sums represen

of the total debts owed to the State. In the budget structure we also find revenues obtained from 

excise duties which in this case represent 1%  and the tax on profit which contributes with 16% of the 

in the next figure, Figure nr.1 The dynamics of the unpaid fiscal debts

see the dynamics of the unpaid fiscal debts of these 200 comapanies, in relation to the State budget in 

the amount expressed in lei –  

 

 The dynamics of the unpaid fiscal debts 

(Source: own interpretation after the published list of NAFA) 

Comparing the values registered on the 31.12.2016 with those registered in the same period of 2015 

and 2014 we can observe that the level of unpaid debts of the large business taxpayers has greatly 
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we can observe that in 2016 the V.A.T. level is high, namely 47%. 

Debts from interests and penalties are second in place in the top of unpaid bonds, namely 26%. The 

tax on wages, 2%,  as well as taxes called „other taxes”, 8%, contribute with sums representing 10% 

of the total debts owed to the State. In the budget structure we also find revenues obtained from 

excise duties which in this case represent 1%  and the tax on profit which contributes with 16% of the 

1 The dynamics of the unpaid fiscal debts, we can 
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they dropped to 2.538.327.435 lei and in 2016 the dropping trend amounted the sum of 

lei.   

 

In the joint figure we can observe that from 2014 and up to 2016 the sums coming from VAT, 

income tax, other taxes as well as those coming from interests and penalties dropped each year. In 

exchange in 2016 compared with 2014 the sums coming from the 

increased from 21.691.818 lei, the debt registered at the end of 2014 up to 162.408.307 lei debt 

registered on the 31.12.2016. The excise duties situation is opposed to that registered in the case of 

tax on profit. Thus if in 2014 the companies’ debts due to the State reached the value of 65.906.388 

lei and in 2015 the values of those debts compared to the previous year have almost tripled and by the 

end of  2016 the values dropped to 12.877.826 lei. 

 

Generally the drop in debts of the large business taxpayers in 2016 compared to the previous 2 years 

represent a favourable difference in the actual economic context. The State has fewer uncollected 

debts from the large business taxpayers in 2016 compared to the same period of 

this imply a more eficient way of collecting debts or has the activity of the companies diminished 

each year? 

 

II. Means of collecting the taxes needed for public financing
 

To collect debts due to the State, the fiscal code stipulates the 

compensation, reimbursement, debtor’s insolvability, commissioning payment, enforcement,  

allowances and assignment of debts.

 

To underline the means of collecting the taxes needed for public financing we made an analysis

200 companies. Using the annual charts we can percentualy analyse the most used method for paying 

up debts. 

 

� Year 2014 

 

In 2014 the State deficit reached the value of 

debts of 200 companies considered large taxpayers. From the total of 200 companies, most of them 

are in the position in which the enforcement has started (80% of cases).  In figure no. 2 Means 

paying up debts due to the State Budget in 2014, 

predominates in most cases. 35 companies (17,5%) are waiting for an answer at their request for 

compensation and 5 companies (representing 2,5% of the 200 companies) benefit of allow
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� Year 2015 

 

In 2015 the State deficit reached the value of 2.538.327.435 

debts of 200 companies considered large taxpayers. From the total of 200 companies, most of them 

are in the position in which the enforcement has started (100 companies, namely 50%), as can be seen 

in the figure no.3 Means of paying up debts due to the Sta

waiting for an answer at their request for compensation, 60 companies (representing 30% of the 200 

companies) are in insolvency.  

 

Fig. 3 : Means of paying up debts due to the State Budget in 2015
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As far as can be seen from the charts, the most common mean to collect debts to the State Budget  is 

by enforcement. But an important question remains, what happens, however, in the situation when 

instead of outstanding amounts, the State notes that are auctioned a stapler and a printer found at 

companies with huge debts to the State Budget? 

 

Conclusions 

 

Causes and effects of uncollected debts   
Even if there are numerous ways of collecting debts, the lack of resources, the lack of available funds 

to pay debts block the collecting process.The biggest loss comes from the annual debts which are 

prescribed and cannot be collected as well as from the intrinsec loss generated by any uncollected 

fiscal debt which is added to the financial burden that hinders the citizens. 

 

We may say that the effects generated by contributions and taxes payable by physical entities and 

juridical entities are linked to their reactions towards collecting taxes. Generally the attitude 

regarding taxes is not one of acceptance but an attitude of refusal of paying fiscal debts. Because of 

uncollected debts, the State is obliged to appeal to measures as foreign loan. In addition to the loans 

that have already been made from Romanian banks, the State has asked for the support of the 

International Monetary Fund. This loan has been conditioned by some clauses as adopting the unique 

wage law, cutting the budgetary jobs, cutting bonuses and incentives as well as wage freezein the 

budgetary sector for a certain period of time. 

 

Allocation and effective use of public finances represent two of the most important issues for public 

authorities since making public expenditures is conditioned by using the resources came from taxes. 

 

The authorities give the resources specific usages as sustaining expenditures which are consuming 

resources like those serving for collective utilities which cannot be obtained individually as: 

expenditure related to public order or  purchases made for the good functioning of pubic institutions.  

From economic point of view these expenditures do not produce revenues but they consume 

resources which need to be permanently refunded. In addition to those traditional state expenditures 

there are other expenditures which need only advanced resources. They include investments in 

economic entreprises or subsidizing private companies. The result of these expenditures is focused on 

durable goods and economic services which can be recovered and can also be income generating. A 

concrete example in this case is the minimis aid offered by The Romanian Government to stimulate 

investements of small and medium companies and to create new jobs. Besides these expenditures, 

there are expenditures made with the educational system, the health system and with culture. They 

have a mixed character and they are financed both from public and private sector. Dual funding of 

expenditures represent an objective necessity taking into account that they are intended for expensive 

areas that demand for bigger and bigger budgetary funds. Thus the State assumes the budgetary 

resources, it finances primary expenditures following that high-quality services are supported in part  

by beneficiaries. 

 

As it can be seen the collection of state debts is particularly important for "the good" of the whole 

society because otherwise the unpaid debts of entities will affect all industries and there is a risk of 

affecting the following types of expenses: social-cultural or defense expenditures 

 

It can be said that symbolically the economic system can be compared to a circular chain which may 

break at the weakest link . Therefore there is a priority in supporting an intense economic activity 

which could generate jobs and by horizontal development it should lead to increasing the number of 

taxpayers, increasing the amount of wages owed to the state as high or substantial profits resulting in 

improved productivity. With countless unemployed and socially assisted persons the Stae is growing 

weak and increasingly impoverished. Instead the State can be strengthen by a policy of supporting the 

private economic sector which has demonstrated over time its ability to absorb labor and generate 

revenue to the budget. It goes without saying that the State should participate by paying on time the 

commitments negotiated with operators so that they could be able to pay taxes, fees and contributions 

at maturity. 
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Abstract 
 
Nowadays, multimedia document sharing networks, in particular images, have become very popular. 

They enables to host a massive amount of data stocked in the databases. Therefore, the discovery of 

the most relevant images, which respond to the users’ needs, constitutes a challenge for researchers. 

Thus, many research studies have been focusing on improving the images annotation process. In fact, 

an effective annotation helps to facilitate and optimize the images research process.  

In this context, we suggest in this paper an annotation approach dedicated to the socio-tagged images. 

The suggested approach consists of constructing and inferring a set of semantic rules that specifies 

the different semantics of an image according its semantic facets pattern. These rules are presented 

via the logic of predicates. Experimental studies are performed on a collection of 25.000 socio-tagged 

images shared in Flickr service and the evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

suggested approach. 

 

Keywords : Socio-tagged Images, Domain Ontology, Semantic Facets Pattern, Semantic Rules, 

Semantic Annotation and Inference Processes, Enriched Ontology. 

 

1. Introduction 
 
Previously, the information research process has treated only text documents. Nevertheless, with the 

progress of the multimedia technologies and the emergence of the Web 2.0, the concept of document 

cover other content types such as image, video and audio. Accordingly, the mass information 

available on the web, in particular the images, has grown exponentially especially with the popularity 

of the social networks. Hence, the research process of the most pertinent images has become an 

extremely difficult task that requires adequate discovery methods adoption. In this context, we 

distinguish two research methods: 

 

• The Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR): which is used to look for images based on their 

visual characteristics, such as shape, texture, and color (Kumar 2010). 

• The Text-based Image Retrieval (TBIR): which is based on the return of potentially relevant 

images compared to a textual research query described by a user (Zhang & al., 2005). 

Nevertheless, most users prefer to use the textual queries because of semantic gap between the visual 

image features and the human concepts (Smeulders & al., 2000). Therefore, the images should be 

annotated in order to facilitate the text-based research task. The annotation process consists in 

associating a set of keywords to an image which will be the focus of research queries. However, the 

content of the annotation might represent a problem. Indeed, it is necessary in the context of images 

to define the description level (visual content, semantic content, etc.), the used vocabulary (structured 

or unstructured) and according to what facets (temporal, spatial, taxonomic, etc.).  
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On the other hand, the traditional methods of images retrieval are relied on manually or semi-

automatically images annotation. However, the intervention of human operators during the annotation 

process is expensive, laborious and time-consuming task. Hence, it is recommended to automate the 

images annotation process. 

 

In this context, we are interested in our work in the annotation of the images shared on social 

networks. In fact, these images are frequently associated with a set of tags that are introduced by the 

social community. However, these tags are often ambiguous because they are voluntarily introduced 

by amateur photographers who are not domain experts. So, they do not constitute an effective 

solution enabling to describe the images content by a specific and complete vocabulary. Therefore, 

we must concentrate efforts on automating the annotation process of the socio-tagged images by their 

semantic content based on a pre-defined description pattern. 

 

The outline of this paper is organized as follows : Section 2 presents some research works dealing 

with the annotation of image-type documents. Section 3 presents the general architecture of the 

proposed approach. Section 4 presents an overview on the adopted modeling technique of the socio-

tagged images semantic facets. Section 5 details the annotation and the inference processes and 

presents the extension of the used ontology. Section 6 presents the general algorithm of the 

annotation process. Section 7 presents the experiments carried out and the obtained results. Finally, 

we conclude this paper while suggesting some future perspectives. 

 

2. Related works 

 
During the recent decades, there has been extensive research in aiming to improve the images 

annotation and consequently to optimize the research process. These studies can be classified into 

two broad categories : visual content-based images annotation approaches and textual content-based 

images annotation approaches. 

 

2.1  Visual Content-based Images Annotation Approaches 

 
With the evolution of computer vision technologies, the visual content-based images annotation 

techniques have become very prevalent. The aim of this type of approaches is to attribute to an image 

a set of keywords. These keywords can be related to the visual objects of an image (low-level 

features) or to its semantic content (top-level features).  

 

The annotation based on the low-level features of images depends essentially on objects recognition 

which appears in the images. The objects recognition can be often performed by the region-based 

segmentation technique. Thereafter, an identifier is assigned to each recognized object. The objects 

identifiers can be chosen from an unstructured vocabulary (Von Ahn & al., 2004 ; Von Ahn & al., 

2006) or from a structured vocabulary such as ontologies (Adebayo & al., 2016 ; Preece & al., 2016 ; 

Lingutla & al., 2014). Although these approaches have enabled to reduce the semantic gap problem 

by providing a better description of the images’ visual content, they are considerate subjective and 

may not accurately describe images content. In fact, the recognition of activities and events which 

appear in the images are quite negligible.  

 

As an alternative, the oriented-semantics annotation approaches have originated. Indeed, the 

approaches based on the top-level features of images enables deducing the image's semantics in term 

of its visual characteristics (regions, objects, etc.) (Wang & al., 2013 ; Zomahoun & al., 2013) or in 

term of the spatial relationships that exist between the objects which appears therein (Ayadi & al., 

2013 ; Wang & al., 2010). Though these approaches have provided considerable testing in order to 

generate and infer semantic descriptions for images, the expression of the semantic content of images 

remains partial because it is not based on a specific semantic model or pattern. In fact, some 

approaches have successfully described the spatial semantic content of images, however, other 

semantic facets such as the taxonomic, temporal and qualifying facets have been ignored.  
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Finally, the visual content-based images annotation techniques rely often on a semi-automatic 

annotation. Nonetheless, human intervention is evermore considered time consuming, tedious and 

laborious. Consequently, this technique is not considered effective for annotating the big collections 

of images. 

 

2.2  Textual Content-based Images Annotation Approaches 
 
The collaborative potential of the World Wide Web has not only offered the possibility to share 

images, but also to associate them to free textual descriptions called tags. However, the users’ tags 

can be ambiguous, disturbing or missing (Wang & al., 2006). So, they do not make a reliable solution 

to annotate the images. Wherefore, multitudes research studies have carried out considerable efforts 

to refine the initial keywords associated to the images by automatically completing the missing tags 

and rectifying the noise-corrupted ones. In fact, the social images tags refinement will be able to 

improve the images indexing quality. In this context, some works have been based on the calculation 

of the semantic relationships score between the keywords and the others have been based on the 

richness of the structured vocabulary of external resources such as the domain ontologies. 

 

Indeed, numerous web portals, like Flickr and Delicious, help the users to manually annotate their 

shared images with freely chosen tags. Due to the limits of these tags, several research studies have 

focused on their refinement. In this context, we can mention the annotation approaches based on 

semantic similarity measures (Mousselly-Sergieh & al., 2014 ; Quattrone & al., 2011) and the 

annotation approaches based on semantic relationships measures (Xu & al., 2014 ; Feng & al., 2016 ; 

Ksibi & al., 2012). These annotation approaches are purely automatic and they can be applied to 

annotate large collections of images. However, they are not considered effective to express the 

semantic content of the images because they are approximately based on static calculations 

unfounded on a logical reasoning. 

 

As an alternative, a new type of approaches emerged. The main aim of these approaches is to ensure 

the refinement of the social tagging information based on a domain ontology in order to generate 

more pertinent annotations (Im & al., 2015, Im & al., 2013 ; Jeong & al., 2013 ; Liu & al., 2010 ; Jin 

& al., 2005). Though this type of approaches has solved the automating semantic annotation of the 

big collections of images problem, the expression of the semantic content of these images is 

considered fractional because it is not based on a predefined semantic model or pattern. 

 

2.3  Synthesis 
 

To synthesize, multitude research studies have carried out considerable efforts to improve the images 

annotation process. However, the problem of automating annotation of the big masses of images by 

their semantic content is not yet solved. In this context, we suggest in this paper an automatic 

annotation approach that is oriented towards the description of the images’ semantic content. Our 

solution is based on a structured vocabulary, in particular a domain ontology, and a semantic facets 

pattern on the basis of which the semantic content will be described. Indeed, it is important that the 

semantics are managed on the basis of a predefined model or semantic pattern. In this example, these 

images are tagged with the word "Tomate". Thus, the semantics that can be generated are : 

"Monument attraction" and "Festival event". The annotation guided by a model or a semantic pattern 

may be a solution to resolve this conflict. 
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Table 1: Example of description of the images’ semantic content  

based on a semantic facets pattern 
  

 Semantic pattern Generated semantic 

 

 

Type of the attraction :  

 

Monument attraction 

 

 

Type of the event : 

 

Festival event 

 

3. General Approach  

The automatic images annotation process is a rich study field. Its goal is to develop a set of methods 

that can predict, for any image, a set of relevant keywords from an annotation vocabulary. The 

predicted keywords can be used to suggest the semantic content of images. Thus, our work focuses 

on the automatic annotation of images shared on the social networks by their semantic content. The 

new generated information can be used to facilitate and optimize the future research system of 

images. The approach that we suggest is composed by three processes that can be presented by the 

following figure : 

 

 

Fig 1:  General architecture of the socio-tagged images modeling and annotation system 
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The general architecture of the proposed modeling and annotation system of the socio-tagged images 

can be descripted as follows : 

 

• Semantic Modeling Process : It consists in treating the initial images’ tagging information 

and projecting them on the adopted ontology in order to generate a semantic pattern. This 

pattern enables to identify the different semantic facets of an image based on which its 

semantic content can be described. 

• Automatic Annotation Process : It consists in defining a set of semantic rules, enriching the 

adopted ontology by these rules and annotating new images based on the enriched ontology. 

Thus, the principal aim of this process is to know the structure of these rules. 

• Inference Process : It consists in automatically generating new semantic rules. Indeed, the 

inference process can be defined as an action, which enables a human or a machine to widen 

its knowledge.  

 

4. Overview of the Semantic Modeling Process 
 
The images shared on the social networks are associated with a set of keywords that they are assigned 

to them by the social community. However, these tags do not constitute an implicit and an effective 

solution for annotating this type of images. Thus, our solution consists in annotating the socio-tagged 

images based on their semantic content. Nevertheless, a better description of the semantic content of 

an image requires defining, in the first step, these different semantic facets. Thus, the main aim behind 

of the modeling process is to generate a semantic pattern that enables to presents the different semantic 

facets of an image that makes a basic support for the semantic annotation process. Therefore, in our 

previous work (Bouchakwa & al., 2016), we have firstly classified the tags associated with socio-

tagged images. These tags often express "who" and "what" and can be seen according to several views 

: 

• The structural view : It presents the set of objects constituting the image and which are 

noticeable in the real world (towers, monuments, etc.). 

• The behaviour view : It presents the activities carried out by the characters (sports, adventure, 

etc.).  

• The event view : It presents the unfolding events in the image (festivals, parties, etc.).  

 

Moreover, the concepts of each view can have a spatial and a temporal contexts ; likewise, they can 

have a set of specifications that characterize them and a set of taxonomies from which they are 

derive. Thus, we defined four facets from which the different concepts can be seen : 

• The temporal facet : It allows to indicate the epoch of construction of the historical objects 

and the unfolding season of the events and activities. 

• The spatial facet : It allows to indicate the location of the visual objects and the unwinding 

location of the events and activities. 

• The qualification facet : It allows to describe the nature or the specifications of an object, an 

activity or an event that distinguishes them from other objects, activities and events. 

• The taxonomic facet : It allows to indicate the type of a visual object, an activity that 

unfolds or an event. 
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Fig. 2:  General view of the different semantic facets of an image 

Thereby, the images’ tagging information can be used to define the semantic pattern that presents the 

different semantic facets of these images. Our solution is approximately based on a domain ontology 

following three steps : 

 

• Filtering and organizing of the initial tags : It consists in projecting each tag attached to 

an image on the approved ontology in order to verify their membership. Thus, the tags that 

are contained in the ontology as classes or instances are considered as domain concepts and 

they will be the subject of our work.  

• Mapping the ontological data using the Extended Conceptual Graphs Formalism : It 

consists in moving from the abstract level of an image towards its conceptual description 

level. Indeed, the conceptual description level of an image is obtained by the mapping of the 

ontological data, in particular the semantic relationships and the specific properties of the 

filtered and organized tags, on the extended conceptual graphs formalism ECGF. 

Subsequently, the various conceptual models will be drown into the same graph. It should be 

noted that we have extended the formalism of the conceptual graphs defined by (Sowa 1984) 

so that it enables to presents the concepts and the conceptual relationships as well as the 

conceptual features.  

• Generating of the semantic pattern of an image : It consists in deducing the 

corresponding semantic pattern from the conceptual description model of an image. This 

pattern enables to identify the different semantic facets of such an image and helps to 

describe its semantic content for the future annotation system. For example, we can deduce 

from the start and the end date of an event its unfolding season. As we can deduce from the 

GPS data of a monument the location of this historical object. Also, we can deduce from the 

taxonomic relationships of an activity its taxonomic semantics and so on. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the semantic facets modeling process of a socio-tagged image. 
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Fig. 3: An example of the semantic facets modeling process 

The generated pattern is saved in XML file as presented below : 

 

Fig. 4: An exemple of the semantic facets pattern saved in XML file  
 

5. Automatic Annotation and Inference Process 
 

The aim of the semantic annotation process consists in assigning a set of keywords to the images in 

order to facilitate their research afterwards. Indeed, this process is based on the construction of the 

semantic rules that enables to express the images content according to the tags associated with them. 

Subsequently, an inference process allows to generate new semantics based on the suggested 

inference rules. In the following subsection, we detail the suggested semantic and inference rules. 

 

5.1  Automatic Annotation Process 
 
The automatic annotation process is composed of the following steps : 
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5.1.1 The research of the semantic rules step 
 
The annotation process begins with the search for the ontological semantic rules that can be applied 

according to the image’s tags. Following a positive result, the retrieved semantic rules will be applied 

in order to annotate the image. A negative result means that no semantic rule found. Consequently, 

we move to the construction of a new semantic rule. 

 

5.1.2 The construction of the semantic rules step 
 
In order to provide a better interpretation of a socio-tagged image by its semantic content, we define a 

set of semantic rules. These rules allows to deduce the qualification, spatial, temporal and taxonomic 

semantics for an image. They can be formulated using concepts, relationships, instances and their 

properties extracted from ontology. Thus, if we consider that : 

 

� IB : Base of the ontological instances                           

� CB : Base of the ontological concepts              

� PB : Base of the ontological properties                     

� PVB : Base of the ontological properties values       

� RB : Base of the ontological relationships                 

� SRB : Base of the ontological semantic rules 

 

These rules can be presented via the logic of predicates as follows : 

 
Semantic Rule 1. For a tag t which appears as an instance o on the adopted ontology On, this rule 

allows to deduce the qualification, spatial or temporal features of the visual object, the unfolding 

activity or event according to the ontological properties. Thus, if we consider that : 

 

• t : is a tag associated with an image and its value is equal to the ontological instance o ; 

• o : is an  ontological instance ; 

• {c1, c2,,…, cn-1, cn} : is the list of the ordered superclass of o ; 

• p : is a property value that characterizes the instance o. 

 

The generated semantics from this rule allows to provide a qualification, spatial or temporal 

description to the first superclass c1 of the instance o through his property value p. Formally, this rule 

can be described with the general form as follows: 

 

∀  IValue ϵ IB 
∀  InstanceOf ϵ RB  
∀  PValue ϵ PVB with PValue is a property value of IValue 
∀  P ϵ PB with P  is a property of IValue 
∀  CName1 ϵ CB with CName1 is the first superclass of IValue  
∀  x ϵ {Qualification, Temporal, Spatial} 

∃  x_SR1 ϵ SRB/ 
                    x_SRx_SRx_SRx_SR1 1 1 1     = (IValue, P, PValue) ˄ (IValue, InstanceOf, CName1)  ����            (PValue ⊕ CName1)                                            

 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) 

 

It is necessary to mention that we should divide this rule into two sub-rules : the simple rules and the 

complex rules. In the structure of the simple rule, we use a single ontological property while in the 

structure of the complex rules we use more than an ontological property. The complex rule are 

particularly used to derive the locations that are indicated by GPS coordinates or the seasons that are 

indicated by two dates (the start and the end dates of an event for instance). The generated semantic 

by these rules will be refined in the next step. 

 

Semantic Rule 2. This rule allows to generate a taxonomic semantics based on the taxonomic 

relationships of the tag t which appears as an ontological instance o. Thus, if we consider that : 

• t : is a tag associated with an image and its value is equal to the ontological instance o ; 

• o : is an ontological instance ;  
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• {c1, c2,..., cn-1, cn} : is the list of the ordered superclass of o. 

 

In fact, the instance o is connected to its first superclass c1 with the relationship “instance-of” and the 

superclass c1 is connected to the superclass c2 with a relationship “is-a”. Thus, c1 is a specific type of 

c2 and c2 is a general type of c1. Hence, we can add to the superclass c2 a taxonomic description 

according to his subclass c1. Formally, this rule can be described as follows : 

 

∀  IValue ϵ IB 
∀  {CName1,…, CNameN} ϵ BC/ CName1 ≠ CNameN-1  and CName1 ≠ CNameN 
∀  {ISa, InstanceOf} ϵ RB 
∃  Taxonomic_SR2 ϵ SRB/ 
                Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR2 2 2 2     = (IValue, InstanceOf, CName1) ˄ (CName1, ISa, CName2) 
                                  ����    (CName1 ⊕ CName2)                                                       

 
 
 
 
(2) 

 

Semantic Rule 3. Likewise, the application of this rule allows to generate a taxonomic semantics 

based on the taxonomic relationships of the tag t which appears as an ontological concept ci. Thus, if 

we consider that : 

• t : is a tag associated with an image and its value is equal to the ontological concept ci ; 

• ci : is an ontological concept ; 

• {ci+1, ci+2, ci+3,, ..., cN-1, cN}: is the ordinate list of the superclass of  ci. 

 

In fact, the class ci is connected to the class ci+1 with the relationship “is-a” and ci+1 is connected with 

ci+2 by the same relationship ; then ci+1 is a specific type of ci+2 and ci+2 is the general type of ci+1 (with 

1 ≤ i ≤ n-2). Hence, we can add to ci+2 a taxonomic description according to his subclass ci+1. 

Formally, this rule can be described as follows :     

∀ ISa ϵ RB 

∀ {CName1,…, CNameN} ϵ CB  
∀ CNamei ϵ {CName1,…, CNameN-2}  
∃ Taxonomic_SR3 ϵ SRB/ 
            Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR3  3  3  3      = (CNamei, ISa, CNamei+1) ˄ (CNamei+1, ISa, CNamei+2)  
                                  ����    (CNamei+1 ⊕ CNamei+2)                                                                           

 
 
 
 
 

(3) 

 

5.1.3 Grammatical refinement step  
 
The application of the semantic rule SRi according to a tag ti associated with a socio-tagged image I 

allows to generate a set of semantics carrying the content of the image. Therefore, the adopted 

grammatical form for the generated semantics is as follows :                    

                                                            Adjective_Name                                                                      
(4) 
With :  

• Name : refers to an ontological concept. 

• Adjective : is a property value that expresses a qualification, spatial or temporal 

characteristic of the ontological concept or a concept that indicates the type of its super-

concept. 

 

However, the application of x_SR1 rule allows to generate semantics which are presented by the 

concatenation of a property value pk of the tag ti and the first superclass c1 of ti. But, the properties 

may have different types in the ontologies. For example, for the ontological instance o that 

corresponds to the tag ti, we can have a set of properties such as the spatial features that can be 

indicated directly by the name of the country or presented by the GPS coordinates. In order to refine 

the obtained results, we use different external resources such as the GPS conversion tools that 

transform the GPS coordinates by the country name of the location. 
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For example, if a tag "TowerBridge" is an instance of the ontological concept "Bridge" and its 

location is indicated by the properties that indicate its latitude and its longitude, the corresponding 

spatial semantic rule and the grammatical refinement are expressed as follows :  

 

   

Tag : Tag : Tag : Tag : Tower bridge 
Qualification_SRQualification_SRQualification_SRQualification_SR1 1 1 1 : : : :     
(TowerBridge, InstanceOf, Bridge) ˄ (TowerBridge, hasLatitude, 51°30′20″) ˄ 
(TowerBridge, hasLongitude, 0°4′32″) 
Generated semantic :Generated semantic :Generated semantic :Generated semantic :  
51°30′20″_0°4′32″_Bridge 
Refined semantic :Refined semantic :Refined semantic :Refined semantic : London Bridge 

5.2  Inference Process 

The inference process allows to generate a new semantics by defining new semantic rules. Its 

principle is based on the front chaining. Thus, three inference rules were proposed :  

 

Semantic Inference Rule 1. For a tag t which appears as an instance o in the adopted ontology On, 

this rule can be described with the general form as follows :  

 

∀  {ISa, InstanceOf} ϵ RB 
∀  {CName1,…, CNameN} ϵ CB  
∀  CNamei ϵ {CName1,…, CNameN-1}  
∀  {x_SR1, SR4} ϵ SRB with x ϵ {Qualification, Temporal, Spatial}/ 
                        x_SRx_SRx_SRx_SR1  1  1  1  = (IValue, P, PValue) ˄ (IValue, InstanceOf, CNamei)        ����    (PValue ⊕ CNamei)    
      SR4 = CNamei ����    CNamei+1                     
∃   x_SR5  a new Rule/ 
                    x_SRx_SRx_SRx_SR5  5  5  5  = = = = (IValue, P, PValue) ˄ (IValue, InstanceOf, CNamei+1) ����    (PValue ⊕ CNamei+1)                                                 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 

(5) 

Semantic Inference Rule 2. For a tag t, which appears as an instance o in the adopted ontology On, 

this rule can be described with the general form as follows : 

 

∀  {ISa, InstanceOf} ϵ RB 
∀  {CName1,…, CNameN} ϵ CB  

∀  CNamei ϵ {CName1,…,CNameN-2} 
∀  {Taxonomic_SR2, SR6, SR7} ϵ SRB/ 
     Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR2  2  2  2  = (IValue, InstanceOf, CNamei) ˄ (CNamei, ISa, CNamei+1)  
                                      ����    (CNamei ⊕ CNamei+1)                         
      SR6 = CNamei ����    CNamei+1 
      SR7 = CNamei+1 ����    CNamei+2                                     

∃   Taxonomic_SR8 a new Rule/ 
                    Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR8   8   8   8   = (IValue, InstanceOf, CNamei+1) ˄ (CNamei+1, ISa, CNamei+2)  
                                      ����    (CNamei+1 ⊕ CNamei+2)          

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
(6) 

 
Semantic Inference Rule 3. For a tag t, which appears as a concept c in the adopted ontology On, 

this rule can be described with the general form as follows :  
 

∀  {ISa} ϵ RB 
∀  {CName1,…, CNameN} ϵ CB  
∀  CNamei ϵ {CName1,…, CNameN-2}  
∀  {Taxonomic_SR3, SR9, SR10} ϵ SRB/ 
                    Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR3  3  3  3  = (CNamei, ISa, CNamei+1) ˄ (CNamei+1, ISa, CNami+2) 
                                    ���� (CNamei+1⊕CNamei+2) 
     SR9= CNamei+1 ����    CNamei+2 

       SR10 = CNamei+2 ����    CNamei+3                                     

∃  Taxonomic_SR11 a new Rule/ 
                    Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR11  11  11  11  = = = =     (CNamei, ISa, CNamei+2) ˄ (CNamei+2, ISa, CNamei+3)        
                                                                                                                                                        ����    (CNamei+2 ⊕ CNamei+3)                                       

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
(7) 
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5.3 Examples of illustration 

In these examples, we annotate the socio-tagged images by applied the necessary semantic rules and 

inference rules. 

 

 

 

       

5.4  Enrichment of the adopted ontology 

Ontologies are used to model the concepts of a given domain. It is a formal explicit description of the 

knowledge domain by concepts (classes), properties of every concept describing attributes (facets) and 

relationships between concepts. Our work proposes a semantic annotation process of the socio-tagged 

images guided by a domain ontology. Therefore, to annotate this type of images, we used TOURING
 

(Saeedi 2010) ontology that presents the used concepts in the tourism domain. Formally, this 
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ontology is presented by On: (COn, ROn, XOn, IOn, POn, TPOn) where: CO, ROn, XOn, IOn, POn, TPOn are 

respectively the set of concepts, the relationships between the concepts, the axioms, the instances, the 

properties, and the types of the properties that can be a string, an integer, a GPS (north and east), a 

date, etc. 

 

Considering the semantic rules and the semantic description that result following their application, 

our approach consists in the integration of the semantic rules within the ontology by indicating their 

types. Thus, the formal definition of the ontology can be expanded as follows On : (COn, ROn, XOn, 

IOn, POn, TPOn, RgOn, RfOn) where RgOn is a set of rules and RfOn are the facets of these rules. For 

example, the annotation of the image in below based on the generated semantic facets pattern can be 

presented as follows : 

 

 

Tag : Tag : Tag : Tag : Diving 
Facet nameFacet nameFacet nameFacet name    :::: The type of the activity 
Taxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SRTaxonomic_SR    : : : : (Diving, is-a, Adventure) ˄    (Adventure, is-a, Activity)    
Generated semantic :Generated semantic :Generated semantic :Generated semantic : Adventure Activity 

 

The extract of the RDF of the enriched ontology is presented by the Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5:  An extract of the enriched ontology        
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6. Socio-tagged Images Annotation Algorithm 
 
The following algorithm presents the progress of the semantic annotation process with :  

• HasSemanticRule() : allows to verify according a tag t if it exists in the ontology a set of 

applicable semantic rules. 

• HasProperties(): allows to specify according a tag t (which appears in the ontology as an 

instance) if a tag t has a set of properties in the ontology. 

• BuildQSR1(), BuildSSR1(), BuildTSR1(),   BuildSR2(),    BuildSR3() : allows to build 

respectively the rules : Qualification_SR1, Spatial_SR1, Temporal_SR1, Taxonomic_SR2 

and Taxonomic_SR3. 

• ExcuteSR() : allows to apply a semantic rule and to enrich the ontology with the multimedia 

data information. 

• FacetOfSR() : allows to specify the type of a rule based on the semantic facet pattern. For 

example, the facet « hasQualificationSemantic » is assigned following the application of the 

rule Qualification_SR1 and the facet « hasTaxonomicSemantic » is assigned following the 

application of the rule Taxonomic_SR2. 

• RefineGrammar() : allows to apply the necessary grammatical rafinement for the generated 

semantic following the application of the x_RS1 rule.  

• EnrichmentOntology() : allows to add a new semantic rule at the base of the ontological 

semantic rules by indicating its facet. 

• TreatInferredRules() : allows to run any inferred rule, to specify its facet and to enrich the 

ontology. 

 

Algorithm : Automatic annotation of the socio-tagged images 

InputInputInputInput    : : : :     

Vector ITB [] : Chain    // Set of tags indicated in the semantic facets pattern as an ontological instance 

Vector CTB [] : Chain // Set of tags indicated in the semantic facets pattern as an ontological concept 

Vector PVB [] : Chain // Base of ontological property value of an instance    

1 :  Begin Begin Begin Begin  

2 :     for for for for (each i  in ITB) do do do do   

3 :        ifififif HasSemanticRule(i) = true ThenThenThenThen  

4 :            ExecuteSR() 
5 :       elseelseelseelse 

6 :            ifififif HasProperties(i) = true ThenThenThenThen 

7 :                for for for for (each SpatialValue in PVB) dodododo 

8 :                        BuildSSR1(), RefineGrammar(), FacetOfSR(),  
9 :                        EnrichmentOntology(), TreatInferredRules()  

10 :              end forend forend forend for    

11 :              forforforfor (each TemporalValue in PVB) do 

12 :                   BuildTSR1(), RefineGrammar(), FacetOfSR(),  
13 :                  EnrichmentOntology(), TreatInferredRules()  
14 :             end forend forend forend for    

15 :            for for for for (each QualificationValue in PVB) dodododo 

16 :                  BuildQSR1(), RefineGrammar(), FacetOfSR(), 
17 :                  EnrichmentOntology(), Treat Inferred Rules()  
18 :             end forend forend forend for    

19 :         elseelseelseelse  

20 :               BuildSR2(), FacetOfSR(), 
21 :               EnrichmentOntology(), TreatInferredRules() 
22 :          end ifend ifend ifend if 

23 :        end ifend ifend ifend if 

24 :    end forend forend forend for 

25 :    forforforfor (each j  in CTB) dodododo   

26 :         if if if if HasSemanticRule (j) = true Then Then Then Then  
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27 :             ExecuteSR() 
28 :         elseelseelseelse 

29 :             BuildSR3(), FacetOfSR(), 
30 :             EnrichmentOntology(), TreatInferredRules() 
31 :        end ifend ifend ifend if 
32 :     end forend forend forend for    

33  EndEndEndEnd 

 

7. Experimental Evaluations 
 

In order to endorse the efficiency of the approach that we suggest, we have implemented a called 

prototype "Tourism-Annotizer" enabling to perform two principal functions. Indeed, this prototype 

enables to modeless the semantic facets of a collection of images initially tagged by social 

community. Subsequently, these images are automatically annotated by the application of the 

necessary semantic rules. Since there are no a specific pre-prepared collections for each interest 

domain, we conducted this work by the construction of a test collection of images related to the 

tourism filed and extracted from the social network Flickr. Then, we carried out a series of 

experiment to evaluate our modelization and annotation approach of socio-tagged images. 

 

7.1 Construction of a test collection  
 
With over billions of images and millions of users, Flickr is a social media service that it is rapidly 

evolved in recent decades. The most important reason for this attention on Flickr may be because it is 

based on the principle of tagging. In addition, Flickr provides of the developers a PHP API
 

(FlickrPHP)  that is available for no-commercials use.  

 

In this context, and in order to construct a tourism images collection, we used the model provided by 

the RI work of  (Ellen 2001 ; Chris & al., 2000). In terms of implementation, we have constructed the 

test collection in two steps as follows : 

 

• Firstly, we collected n = 180 photo queries that illustrate popular tourist attractions (eg bridges, 

churches, historic monuments, etc.) to ensure their identification later on, by a large number of 

users. They are also chosen to fit in the spatial neighborhoods of other images and vice versa. 

• Secondly, each photo-request is loaded on the web interface that we have developed to extract 

socio-tagged photos from the free database of Flickr. The coordinated location of each request-

image was automatically extracted from its format. In addition, the web interface allows to 

introduce the radius of the photos recovery as well as the maximum number of photos to 

download (for exemple, in Figure 6, a distance of 5 km and a maximum number of 50 images 

have been chosen).   

 
As a result, we ended up with a collection that contains 25,000 separate images and 15,562 unique 

tags. 
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Fig. 6: The web interface developed to extract the test images collection 
 

7.2  Implementation of the prototype test "Tourism-Annotizer" 
 
The prototype "Tourism-Annotizer" is constituted by tow interfaces: (i) an interface allows to brows 

the test images collection and to generate for each image its corresponding semantic facets pattern 

that will be saved in the XML file and (ii) an interface for automatically annotating the modeled 

images. 

 

Fig. 7:  Modeling interface based on the ECGF 
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Fig. 8:  Annotation interface based on the semantic facets of patterns 

7.3  Evaluation of the semantic modeling process  
 
In order to evaluate the results of the semantic modeling process, we have followed the method of 

(Im & al., 2015) for testing the big collections of data. Indeed, this method consists in selecting from 

each 1000 images of the test collection 100 sample images. These images will be considered as 

exemplary images and will be the object of the tests that will be carried out. In addition, our test 

procedure was guided by the technique of (Ricardo & al., 1999) intended for the results performance 

test in the IR systems.  

 

In our context, experts in semiotics have concluded the relevance of the generated semantic facets for 

each test image and recommended the missing semantic facets. Subsequently, we measured the 

performance of the suggested modeling process results using precision and recall which have 

computed as follows : 

 

                                                                                                     

(8) 

                                                                                                               

(9) 

The results of the evaluation are of the order of 0.861 for the precision and 0.743 for the recall. 

Figure 9 shows the quality of the modeling process in 2500 sample images divided into five groups of 

500 images each. 
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Fig. 9: Evaluation results of the semantic modeling of the socio-tagged images 

These results motivated us to use the obtained semantic facets as support for the annotation process. 

. 

7.4  Evaluation of the automatic annotation process 
 
Using the same method proposed by (Ricardo & al., 1999) to evaluate the performance of IR systems, 

we have presented the images previously modeled by semiotic experts and associated with their a set 

of semantic annotations suggested by our annotation system to domain experts. The domain experts 

have confirmed the relevance of the generated annotation compared to the defined semantic facets 

and recommended the missing semantic annotations. To evaluate the performance of the annotation 

process results we used the measures defined as follows :  

 

                                                                                     

                                                           

 

 

(10) 

                                           R                                              (11)                   

Figure 10 show the evaluation results carried on the groups of images that we modeled earlier. 

          
Fig.10:  Evaluation results of the semantic annotation of the socio-tagged images 

Indeed, the results are quite satisfactory with the average precision is high. It is a whole in the order 

of 87,2%.Secondly, the average recall is a little lower but it is also satisfactory compared to the 

results of domain experts. It is a whole in the order of 79,7%. Thus, notice that the “Tourism-
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Annotizer” can be successfully and easily used to annotate the socio-tagged images by their semantic 

content. 

 

8. Conclusion And Future Works 
 
In this paper, we suggest to annotate the images shared on the social networks by their semantic 

content, according to the tags associated with them. In the first step, we have defined the semantic 

facets pattern based on the content of a collection’s images. Thereafter, we have built a set of 

semantic rules which are characterized by their type. These rules are expressed by the logic of 

predicate. The application of any semantic rule generates a semantic that will be associated with the 

image. An inference engine is implemented to create new semantic rules and consequently to 

generate new semantic results. Thus, the initial adopted ontology will be enriched with the notion of 

typed semantic rules. Finally, and in order to test the suggested approach, we have developed a 

modeling and annotating socio-tagged images prototype. The results of the evaluation have been 

satisfactory.   

 

Our future work will consist, in the first step, to reformulate the initial request sent by the user by 

applying the corresponding semantic rules in order to implement a semantic search system, and in the 

second step, to classify the annotated images using new technologies of the processing big data.   
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Résumé 

La réalité observée de la situation actuelle des établissements d’enseignement supérieur au Maroc est 
marquée par une mise en place progressive d’un certain nombre des pratiques d’évaluation. Ces 
pratiques sont loin de constituer un véritable système de culture d’évaluation de la performance. 
D’autre part, ces systèmes sont fortement orienté recherche, ce qui n’est pas sans conséquence sur les 
autres activités et surtout celle de l’enseignement et la formation.  

L’objet de cette article est relative à l’analyse de l’impact de cette orientation recherche des systèmes 
d’évaluation à profil unique centré sur les publications, sur la performance globales des 
établissements d’enseignement supérieurs. 

Mots clés : logique d’évaluation, performance individuelle et collective, régulation, 

réglementation. 

Abstract 

The observed reality of the current situation of higher education establishments in Morocco is marked 
by the gradual introduction of a number of evaluation practices. These practices are far from being a 
true system of performance evaluation culture. On the other hand, these systems are highly research-
oriented, which is not without consequence on other activities and especially that of education and 
training. 

The purpose of this article is to analyze the impact of this focus on single-profile evaluation systems 
centered on publications, on the overall performance of higher education institutions. 

Keywords: Evaluation logic, individual and collective performance, regulation 
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Introduction 

Depuis la fin du siècle dernier l’enseignement supérieur au Maroc a fait l’objet de réformes 
continues. Ces reformes ont impacté son « mode de gouvernance », « l'architecture des formations » 
et « les  contenus des enseignements », ces réformes sont régies par les textes de la Loi 01-00 
portants sur l’organisation du secteur de l’enseignement supérieur et par les orientations de la Charte 
Nationale d’Education et de Formation. Ce processus de réformes a imposé progressivement à la 
communauté universitaire des exigences nouvelles, un changement des valeurs collectives mais aussi 
un changement de sa propre représentation avec la prééminence d'un modèle anglo-saxon, davantage 
centré sur des relations contractuelles interinstitutionnelles et intra institution et qui implique plus 
d’autonomie et plus de responsabilisation des acteurs, ainsi la mise en place progressive d’une 
nouvelle gestion dont l’évaluation de la performance constitue l’un de ses piliers. 

Dans ce contexte, quelques pratiques d’évaluation ont progressivement pris forme (l’auto-évaluation, 
l’accréditation, les classements internationaux), elles sont l’œuvre des instances de la tutelle 
ministérielle ou sous l’impulsion des Présidents d’universités, Conseils universitaires et d’autres 
forums de gouvernance, et les classements internationaux. Jusqu’à présent, ces pratiques restent 
insuffisantes pour doter les établissements universitaires marocains d’un véritable système de culture 
d’évaluation de la performance.  Par ailleurs, ces pratiques semblent aussi souffrir de l’absence de 
l’unité de la logique de leur mise en place, car elles ont été établies par les acteurs universitaires à 
partir de leur capacité à problématiser la performance universitaire et aussi suivant les rapports de 
force entre les acteurs. En plus, les acteurs sociaux, des établissements universitaires public, 
confrontés aux contraintes nationales et internationale ont tendance à vouloir démontrer qu’ils sont 
performants ; avec cette question récurrente sur le choix entre l’option l’élitisme et la sélection ou 
celle de l’inclusion et de l’intégration. Au deuxième niveau le statut de l’étudiant ; client ou usager,  
se pose avec acuité. Il n’est pas rare de relever même dans la littérature qui ne fait que l’exégèse des 
textes des reformes du système universitaire marocain de constater l’absence de réponse claire à ces 
questionnements fondamentaux. Les pratiques d’évaluation observées flottent entre les exigences 
d’une  « régulation contrôle »i multicéphale imprécise et changeante  et qui est représenté au niveau 
national à la fois par le ministère et les hauts conseils, et parfois par la présidence des universités et 
leurs conseils ou par les instances locales de chaque établissement, conseil ou départements. Elle peut 
être aussi d’origine internationale lorsqu’il s’agit de vouloir imposer des normes inspirée par les 
pratiques de classement. Pour ce qui est de la « régulation autonome », elle domine les pratiques 
d’évaluation elle est aussi dominé par des individus ou des groupes informels d’individus, elles 
profitent du caractère spécifique de chaque établissement d’enseignement supérieurs. Qui sont 
d’ailleurs considérées par certain comme « bureaucratie professionnelle » et de la faiblesse la 
« régulation contrôle ». 

Dans ce contexte globale, l’objet de cet article est de montrer comment les systèmes d'évaluation ont 
provoqué l'intérêt des individus plus vers des activités de recherche. Cette orientation n’est pas sans 
conséquence sur les autres activités et surtout celle de l’enseignement. En définitive, notre question 
centrale est relative à l’impact de cette orientation recherche des systèmes d’évaluation à profil 
unique et centré sur les publications, sur la performance globales des établissements d’enseignement 
supérieurs dans leur hétérogénéité. 

Pour essayer d’apporter des éléments de réponse, la suite de cet article sera agencée en trois temps. 
Après avoir présenté le contexte global du système d’enseignement supérieur au Marocii (partie 1), 
nous allons présenter une analyse théorique sur les logiques d'évaluation de la performance 
individuelle  (partie 2), et enfin, pour conclure nous allons relever dans la littérature  les 
contradictions de l’évaluation dans les universités. 

I. Contexte Globale De L’université : Réglementation Et Régulation De 

L’évaluation 

Trois aspects fondamentaux caractérisent la mission des universités: l’enseignement,  la recherche et 
les services à la collectivité. Elle se réalise de façon large et comprend des dimensions académique, 
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sociale, politique, culturelle et économique. Cette mission contribue de façon générale au 
développement des personnes et de la société. En outre, avec la mondialisation et l'harmonisation des 
systèmes d'enseignement supérieur, l'université est confrontée à un changement de paradigme, celui-
ci ne concerne pas seulement l'enseignement mais l'ensemble du positionnement de la sphère 
universitaire dans son environnement et la façon dont l'université se doit de trouver sa place et de 
remplir les missions qui lui sont assignées. Par ailleurs, la mise en place des processus des réformes 
génère des conflits : 

• Le premier niveau de conflit tient à la relation entre les organismes de tutelle et    l'université 
en tant qu'institution. La question centrale porte sur la réalité de la liberté de manœuvre 
laissée aux établissements.  

• Le second niveau tient aux résistances organisationnelles du niveau intermédiaire que sont 
les composantes (les Unités de Formation et de Recherche, Départements  par exemples).  

• Le troisième lieu de résistance se situe au niveau des acteurs, utilisateurs et metteurs en 
œuvre des réformes. 

Dans ce contexte a été progressivement implanté des pratiques d’évaluation au niveau individuel, 
institutionnel, il a aussi été prévu la création d’une instance nationale d’évaluation et ceux sur la base 
d’un arsenal juridique. 

Ainsi, la Loi 01 - 00 stipule : 

-  Article 8: ... Baser l’acquisition des modules sur des évaluations régulières ...; 
- Article 77: Évaluation régulière du système de l’enseignement supérieur, portant sur sa rentabilité 
interne et externe, et touchant tous les aspects pédagogiques, administratifs et de  recherche...; 
-  Article 78 : Auto-évaluation des établissements; 
- Article 79: Création d’une instance nationale d’évaluation et un observatoire pour l’adéquation des 
enseignements supérieurs à l’environnement économique et professionnel. 
Par ailleurs, la Charte nationale d’éducation recommande: 
-  Article 80 : Asseoir le cursus des étudiants sur l’évaluation…; 
-  Article 103: Création de l’agence nationale d’évaluation et d’orientation; 
- Articles 127 et 129: Deux types d’évaluation pour la recherche scientifique : interne et externe; 
-  Article 137(a): Critères d’évaluation pour la promotion et la gratification des enseignants; 
-  Article 155: Évaluation des administrations centrales; 
-  Article 157: Évaluation de l’ensemble du système éducatif.  

La politique d’évaluation administrative des enseignants titulaires de l’enseignement supérieur, 
concerne l’avancement dans la carrière dans le cadre du même grade (de A à C) ou lors du passage du 
grade de Professeur Assistant au grade de Professeur Habilité, et de celui de grade de Professeur 
Habilité à Professeur de l’Enseignement Supérieur. 

L’avancement dans la carrière dans le cadre du même grade est assuré par une commission composée 
des membres de la commission scientifique et des chefs de département qui délibèrent sur la base 
d’une grille remplie par le candidat. Cette grille retrace les travaux de recherche, les activités 
d’enseignement et les responsabilités dans des activités locales et   internationales.   

Pour le passage du grade de Professeur Assistant à grade de Professeur Habilité, et de celui du grade 
de Professeur Habilité à Professeur de l’Enseignement Supérieur, une commission délibère sur la 
base d’un examen qui s’appuie sur des grilles d’évaluation des travaux de   recherche et des activités 
d’enseignement réalisés par le candidat et d’un entretien conduit sous forme d’un exposé et d’une 
discussion ( Kaaouachi A. 2010). 

Dans ce dispositif, la pratique du Ranking est présentée de façon explicite dans la promotion dans le 
même grade et elle est implicite dans l’ensemble du dispositif. 
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Ce dispositif réglementaire mis en place progressivement n’a pas pu combler le déficit de 
performance réelle et perçu. Il semble aussi négliger la logique de l’évaluation dans son expression la 
plus simple, pour le moins qu’on puisse dire, le dispositif réglementaire n’a pas convenablement 
favorisé une régulation satisfaisante. 

La régulation c'est un processus complexe, selon les dictionnaires français est l'action consistant à 
régler, à assurer le bon fonctionnement des systèmes, notamment de systèmes biologiques. 
La régulation et la règlementation sont deux notions différentes mais liées. Si généralement on peut 
penser que la réglementation permet la régulation (Keynes par exemple prônait l'intervention de l'État 
comme agent de régulation de l'économie de marché). La déréglementation constitue aussi un mode 
de régulation (Hayek défendait la déréglementation la plus totale pour laisser le marché faire cavalier 
seul). 

Maroy Demailly (2004)iii distinguent plusieurs  niveaux à l’origine des régulations: le niveau 
international, national, intermédiaire, local…et la manière dont elles s’articulent; les acteurs source 
de régulation, autrement dit les acteurs hégémoniques ou susceptibles d’hégémonie : l’État, le 
marché, les professions établies, les syndicats, les usagers, l’opinion publique, les experts…. Selon 
Lacoumes Simard (2011)iv, les instruments utilisés pour produire, légitimer, imposer les règles 
peuvent être normatifs (viser directement l’orientation des pratiques) ou systémiques (favoriser, grâce 
à un certain nombre de supra-règles structurelles, qui jouent sur les jeux d’intérêts, l’émergence de 
certaines normes des conduites). L’ensemble de ces éléments et leur articulation définit un mode, une 
configuration particulière de régulation. 

Par ailleurs, J. D. Reynaud (1988) considère la « Régulation » comme la capacité à produire des 
règles. « Règles » est employé au sens large et recouvre aussi bien le domaine de la règle juridique à 
ses différents niveaux (loi, règlement) que de la règle morale, de la norme formelle que de la norme 
informelle. Raynaud distingue aussi trois grands types de régulation, les  « régulations autonomes », 
produites par les collectifs de base et les « régulations de contrôle », émises par les supérieurs 
hiérarchiques et/ou les responsables politiques, les tenants du pouvoir, et les « régulations 
conjointes » : systèmes institutionnalisés, coopératifs, et donc relativement stables, de combinaison 
des deux premiers types de régulation.  

Enfin, les modes de régulation organisent les rapports d’hégémonie entre les acteurs qui   peuvent 
prétendre à être coproducteurs de l’action, le Ranking comme mode de régulation constitue un 
exemple. 

II. Logique D'évaluation De La Performance Individuels 

Les transformations survenues dans le domaine de l'enseignement supérieur ont affecté non 
seulement les établissements, mais aussi les acteurs. En fait, avec l’évolution des systèmes 
d'accréditation et des classements universitaires à l'échelle internationale, les établissements 
d'enseignement supérieur ont adapté leurs systèmes d'évaluation en fonction de ce nouveau contexte. 
L'accent mis sur ces institutions est passé d'un rôle de développement à un rôle de jugement, où les 
mesures quantitatives sont devenues d'une importance primordiale dans l'évaluation des activités 
universitaires (Bogt et Scapens, 2012).  

Le classement des universités est devenu un outil puissant de l'évaluation des établissements 
d'enseignement supérieur, mais il se concentre principalement sur la performance des activités de 
recherche. En conséquence, l'utilisation de leurs mesures sur la performance individuelle amène les 
acteurs à développer un plus grand intérêt pour les activités de recherche.  

En effet, l’évaluation est le support qui oriente les actions des acteurs dans l'organisation, c'est-à-dire 
que les acteurs essaieront d’être performants dans le cadre des actions qui seront évaluées par 
l'organisation. Elle aura donc un impact important sur la performance globale de l'organisation et 
aussi sur la performance des acteurs, notamment en les aidant à déterminer leurs priorités d’où 
l’importance pour les universités de compléter leur système d’évaluation de la recherche par celle de 
l’enseignement et celle de l’implication dans les tâches administratives.  
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Pour qu’un système d’évaluation puisse bien fonctionner, il doit permettre aux objectifs des acteurs et 
ceux de l'institution de se rejoindre afin d’évoluer ensemble.  

Bien que les classements universitaires indiquent qu'ils se concentrent également sur ces deux 
dimensions de l'enseignement supérieur, la recherche semble avoir gagné en importance, tant au 
niveau organisationnel qu'au niveau individuel.  

D’un autre point de vue, les acteurs influent sur le développement de leur environnement par leurs 
actions. Ils définissent leur propre réalité à travers la compréhension qu'ils ont sur leur 
environnement. Ils appréhendent que leurs actions ne soient évaluées que si elles sont reflétées dans 
leur performance. En conséquence, ils apprennent à agir en fonction de ce que mesurent les systèmes 
d'évaluation.  

Dans cette perspective, l’évaluation est un outil stratégique au service des établissements 
d’enseignement afin d’atteindre leurs objectifs, puisque les systèmes d’évaluation constituent un 
moyen de coordination entre d’un coté les objectifs et les intérêts individuels des enseignants-
chercheurs (volonté d’être reconnus dans leur discipline, d’enseigner des cours qui les intéressent, 
etc...), et de l’autre coté les objectifs institutionnels.  

III. Contradictions De L’évaluation Dans Les Universités  

Le système d'évaluation est dominé par le nombre de publications, ce système ne encourage pas les 
individus à diversifier leurs activités, sauf par exemple pour leurs heures obligatoires des cours 
d’enseignement. Évidemment, le choix de concentrer l’évaluation sur les publications n’est pas 
totalement irrationnel puisque les classements internationaux les considèrent comme étant une 
mesure crédible de la production des enseignants-chercheurs (Thiétart, 2009). L’évaluation dans les 
universités ne prend pas en compte les trois dimensions du métier, ce qui crée, pour utiliser 
l’expression de Dejours (2003), des tensions entre le prescrit et le réel que les enseignants-chercheurs 
doivent apprendre à gérer. Par conséquent, les enseignants-chercheurs seront plus intéressés par les 
activités de recherche aux dépens des autres activités de l’enseignant-chercheur. Ainsi, en évaluant de 
manière équitable les différentes activités de l’enseignant-chercheur, cela permet une orientation 
équilibrée des activités des acteurs et en définitif, une adéquation entre leurs objectifs et intérêts 
individuels avec ceux de leurs institutions, afin d’éviter des effets pervers. 

Dans cet esprit, il s'agit de mettre en correspondance ce qui est nécessaire dans le cadre d'objectifs 
institutionnels et ce qui est important pour que les mécanismes d'évaluation individuelle répondent à 
ses objectifs, en évitant des effets pervers » (Pras et al, 2010). Bref, l'importance que les universités 
donnent à la recherche se fait aux dépens des autres dimensions et est à la base du problème de 
l'évaluation dans les universités. Dans ce sens, cette contradiction montre l’écart entre ce qui est 
évalué et ce qui est vraiment vécu/demandé (Thiétart, 2009). Autrement dit, les systèmes 
d’évaluation actuels ne favorisent pas l’adéquation entre les objectifs personnels et les objectifs 
institutionnels. Puisque les enseignants-chercheurs auront logiquement tendance à s'investir plus dans 
les activités leurs permettront d’avance dans leur carrière.  

« L’efficience d’un système d’évaluation se mesure à sa capacité de "générer les bonnes pratiques", 
c’est-à-dire à canaliser les ressources d’attention et de réflexion vers l’accomplissement des missions 
fondamentales de l’organisation. Une centration trop exclusive sur l’évaluation de la seule recherche 
au détriment des autres dimensions aura nécessairement pour effet d’affaiblir ces autres dimensions » 
(Eraly, 2011).  

Par ailleurs, le système qui est à la base destiné à motiver les enseignants-chercheurs à publier dans 
les meilleures revues crée souvent le résultat inverse. Ce qui engendre les conséquences suivantes, 
tout d’abord les enseignants-chercheurs se concentrent plus sur les revues moins classées pour obtenir 
des points suffisant pour leur prochaine évaluation. Ce qui peut obérer la qualité de la recherche et 
qui explique la démultiplication observée des nombres des revues males classées. Toutefois, 
l’existence d’un classement des revues facilite la délibération leurs des évaluations de promotion. 
Une autre conséquence de cette quantification de l’évaluation est que les instances chargés de 
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l’évaluation s’en remettent quasi totalement au jugement des rédacteurs puisque ce sont eux qui 
permettent ou non à un enseignant-chercheur d’être publié, d'obtenir ses « points » bibliométriques, 
d’augmenter son « capital scientifique » et d’accéder à une promotion. Il y a donc une forme d'« 
externalisation » des pouvoirs d’évaluation vers les comités de lecture (Walery, 2011). Par 
conséquent, dans ce système, les instances d’évaluation traditionnelles se transforment 
progressivement en acteurs passifs.  

Les établissements d’enseignement supérieur étant classés ainsi en fonction de leur capacité à « faire 
publier » leurs enseignants-chercheurs, plusieurs stratégies sont mises en place, lesquelles reposent 
sur des injonctions institutionnelles dont le système d’évaluation est la clé. C'est un système de type 
punitions/récompenses: cela n'est pas sans influencer nécessairement leur processus de recrutement et 
créer un biais vers la sélection d'enseignants-chercheurs plutôt chercheurs qu’enseignants (Durand et 
Dameron, 2011).  

En guise de conclusion, les systèmes déséquilibrés d’évaluation amènent les enseignants-chercheurs à 
privilégier les critères « individuels » au détriment de collectif. Ainsi, « ils ont tendance à ne penser 
qu’à leur carrière « individuelle » et à publier pour ajouter une ligne de plus dans leur CV » (Deetz, 
1995 ; Courpasson et Guédri, 2007). Finalement, la perversité du système d’évaluation ne peut etre 
contré que par le sens de devoir, de l’éthique et voir même des considérations morales. L’éthos 
professoral est un qualificatif qui trouve amplement sa place pour décrire cette situation. 

 
                                                             
i
 J. D. Reynaud (1988) considère la « Régulation » comme la capacité à produire des règles. Règles 
est employé au sens large et recouvre aussi bien le domaine de la règle juridique à ses différents 
niveaux (loi, règlement) que de la règle morale, (formelle ou informelle). Raynaud distingue aussi 
trois grands types de régulation, les « régulations autonomes », produites par les collectifs de base  et 
les « régulations de contrôle », émises par les supérieurs hiérarchiques et/ou les responsables 
politiques, donc les tenants du pouvoir, et les « régulations conjointes » : systèmes institutionnalisés, 
coopératifs, et donc relativement stables, de combinaison des deux premiers types de régulation.  

ii
 Nous proposons une lecture « «managerielle » loin des lectures factuelles axées sur l’exposé 

chronologique du processus des reformes. 

iii Lise Demailly et Patrice de la Broise, (2009) « Les enjeux de la déprofessionnalisation », Socio-

logos,  mis en ligne le 07 mai 2009. URL : http://socio-logos.revues.org/2305 

iv
 Pierre Lascoumes, Louis Simard, (2011) « L'action publique au prisme de ses instruments. 

Introduction », Revue française de science politique  1 (Vol. 61), p. 5-22. DOI 10.3917/rfsp.611.0005 
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Abstract 

 
Traditional corporations handle their decision-making process according to a goal consisting in the 

generation of economic value, that is to say, the maximisation of the company value for the 

shareholders, maximisation of the economic added value, maximisation of profit, and so forth. 

Nevertheless, in recent years, a set of organisations that do not prioritise the creation of economic 

value have appeared, although they are not non-profits. Indeed, they pursue the generation of 

economic value, but at a level that guarantees their long-term viability. At the same time, their main 

objectives are not linked to this economic value, but are linked to the generation of positive social 

value or to the reduction of negative environmental impact. These “new” organisations, commonly 

referred to as hybrid organisations, need a tool to assess the social and environmental impacts they 

are generating, in order to guide their decisions concerning the goals they have set in these fields. 

In contrast to the accounting area, there is no generally accepted method to quantify the social or 

environmental impacts of a project, an activity or an organisation. Therefore, deeper research is 

required in this line. In this paper, we analyse the items that the matrix of the Common Good Balance 

Sheet (MCGBS) requires for its calculation and classify them according to their relevance for 

assessing social and environmental impacts. This allows us to evaluate whether these items (and, 

ultimately, the MCGBS) can be used as a means to quantify the social or environmental impacts 

generated by an organisation. 

 

Keywords: Social Impacts, Environmental Impacts, Economy for the Common Good, Impacts 

Assessment 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Firms, institutions, organisations and governments are showing a growing interest in the effects of 

their actions. Nowadays, however, everybody accepts that these effects go beyond the economic 

impacts and an evaluation of the social and environmental impacts is also required. Indeed, a large 

number of institutions have developed initiatives to assess the social impact of their actions, which is 

proof of how important this issue is for organisations. The diversity of the approaches used by 

organisations nevertheless highlights the huge complexity involved in this kind of assessment. 

An organisation’s efficiency is usually measured through a range of specific indicators, related to its 

scope and mission. This specificity undermines comparability of the information and can diminish its 

usefulness in decision-making processes. 

The aim of this paper is to study the information available to economic organisations and, through the 

common good balance sheet (CGBS), analyse its value as a means to assess the social and 

environmental impact of their activities. To this end, we analyse the items used by the common good 
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matrix (CGM) to elaborate the CGBS and then rank these items according to their usefulness to 

measure the social and environmental impacts. By so doing, we can determine to what extent these 

items (and, ultimately, the common good balance sheet – CGBS) can be useful as a means to assess 

the social and environmental impacts generated by the organisation. 

We have structured our paper in the following way: after the introduction section, the social and 

environmental impacts and their assessment are defined in the second section. In the third, we show 

the main features of the balance sheet of the economy for the common good. Subsequently (in 

sections 4 to 6), we classify the indexes depending on the information they provide about social, 

environmental or mixed impacts. The last section summarises the main conclusions of the paper, 

shows its limitations and proposes future research lines. 

2. Social And Environmental Impacts 

Over the last few years, a growing interest has been observed in the assessment of social and 

environmental impacts generated by both governmental organisations and private firms. It is assumed 

that these impacts go beyond the accounting results to cover wide areas with a large number of 

stakeholders involved. One definition of social impact is that provided by Eccleston (2011:172), who 

claims that it is linked to the effects on the human population of any private or public action that 

modifies the way people live, work, act, relate and organise in order to satisfy their necessities and 

help them in acting as members of society. These effects also include cultural impacts that imply 

changes in the rules, values and beliefs that guide and streamline their knowledge of themselves and 

of their community.  

The methods currently used to assess social impacts are still in an early stage of development. 

Ebrahim and Ragan (2010) classify the main methods of assessment of social impacts in terms of the 

different approaches employed. According to these authors, we can distinguish between methods that 

estimate the expected return, experimental methods, logical methods, strategic approaches, 

participative methods, relation-based methods and experimental approaches. They also say that those 

responsible for organisations are facing increasing pressure to demonstrate the impact of their 

activities on society. This pressure has been exacerbated by the specific budgetary requirements for 

organisations to make the impacts of their actions public in order to attract new funding (Lyon et al 

2010, Chapman et al 2010). In this regard, in the Social Economy Report (2008) and the proposal for 

a "Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the European Social 

Entrepreneurship Fund", the European Commission recommends the need for organisations to 

develop instruments to measure and compare the impact of their investments. In this sense, Diaz et al 

(2012) state that social impact assessment will be a key element, both in the search for the 

improvement of social and economic efficiency and in providing different stakeholders with adequate 

mechanisms of evaluation of the fulfilment of the organisation’s social objectives. This need has also 

directly influenced the rating agencies of non-profit entities in the United States, which in recent 

years have renewed the rating parameters based purely on financial indicators, tending towards the 

development of social indicators (Charity Navigator et al 2009). 

The interest in sustainable growth in recent years has not only led to concern about the social impacts 

of the organisations' actions, but has increased the amount of attention paid to environmental impacts. 

This interest was boosted in 1987 with the publication of the Brundtland Report, where the concept 

of sustainable development was introduced for the first time, taking into account its three aspects: 

economic, social and environmental. Sustainable development has since been fostered by successive 

reports published by the UN World Commission on Environment and Development. 

The increasing concern for sustainable growth over the last few years has led to a growing interest in 

not only social but also environmental impacts. The first studies on the impacts that human actions 

leave on the environment (Environmental Impact Assessment, EIA) can be dated back to the USA in 

the late 1960s and introduced the first controls and instruments to evaluate the repercussion of human 

actions. One definition of impact assessment can be found in Abaza et al (2004), who claim that this 

assessment refers to the evaluation of the repercussion of a higher project or action that affects the 

natural and artificial environment. The definition that the International Association for Impact 
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Assessment (IAIA) provides for EIA relates it to the process (undertaken before relevant decision-

making and commitments) of identification, forecasting, evaluation and mitigation of the biological, 

social and other effects that stem from development proposals (see Vanclay, 2015). Eccleston (2011) 

claims that EIA can be defined as the accumulated results of a project or activity that generate 

changes in the environment or ecosystem over time and space. 

As for social impacts, nowadays there is no method that can be used by itself for environmental 

impact assessment, given the variety of firms and the different kinds of actions that can generate an 

impact. The different methodologies for environmental impact assessment can be classified, among 

others, into matrix methods (such as the Leopold method), Odum’s optimum pathway matrix, 

modelling methods or simulation techniques, and indicator methods. This last group evaluates 

environmental impacts through previously established indicators, to which a weighted value is 

assigned and a final score is set for each of them. Therefore, the MCGBS can be classified within this 

group of methods. 

The two most widely used methods of impact assessment are Social Audit Accounting (SAA) and 

Social Return on Investment (SROI), the latter having received more attention in the literature 

(Emerson, 2003; Gair, 2002; Arvidson et al, 2009; Nicholls et al, 2012; Lingane and Olson, 2004). 

SROI attempts to express the social value generated by the activities carried out by entities in 

monetary values, based on cost-benefit principles (Flockhard, 2005; Arvidson et al, 2010; Millar and 

Hall, 2012). Unlike the CGBS method, it adapts itself to the project to be analysed and the interest 

groups will vary depending on the project. However, carrying out the CGBS is aimed at all the 

stakeholders that make up society. Other differences between the two methods are that the CGBS can 

be adapted to apply to organisations, enterprises and municipalities, and SROI is an instrument that 

applies to particular projects. Accordingly, an organisation can apply the CGBS to the set of all its 

activities and the SROI to each of them separately, so the first method will give us an overview of the 

performance of the entity and the SROI will offer a partial view of each of these actions. 

Derived from the above and from the temporal point of view, the CGBS covers the activity of the 

company throughout the same period in which, in accordance with Spanish legislation, companies are 

required to draw up their accounting and financial reports, that is to say, an accounting year, which 

usually coincides with the calendar year. The SROI may cover different periods other than a year 

because the projects analysed by this method can have different durations (greater or less than a 

year). Thus, if some kind of comparative study were to be carried out between the two methods, it 

would be advisable for the projects analysed by SROI to also have a duration equal to one calendar 

year. 

On the other hand, the SAA method uses quantitative and qualitative analyses, as well as ratio 

analysis to measure the activities carried out by the enterprise. It is an internal organisational system 

implemented by the company and moderated by an independent external evaluator. In contrast, the 

CGBS does not need interventions from outside the firm to carry out its evaluations. Another point 

on which the two methodologies coincide is that they are both standardised models, and so 

comparisons can be made between companies that adopt these methods. This implies that it is 

possible to show an image of the joint situation of the sector to which these companies belong. Both 

methods can also be applied to all kinds of organisations (profit and non-profit) and to municipalities. 

Furthermore, the SAA method, like the SROI, is carried out through several successive stages, 

although the CGBS does not need the calculations of the indicators to be ordered sequentially. 

The SAA system could be placed within the orbit of the analyses based on the Triple Bottom Line
i
 as 

it incorporates the study of commercial and financial, social and community, and environmental and 

society areas. This is similar to the CGBS, which incorporates indicators related to the social and 

environmental field into the CGM, the economic-financial field being covered by the annual accounts 

of the company. 

When it comes to choosing the most appropriate method it is necessary to determine in advance 

whether the study will be directed towards the fundees or investors or whether it is focusing on 

stakeholders’ accountability. On the other hand, and given that both the SAA and the CGBS are 
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methodologies that include environmental aspects, according to Gibbons and Dey (2011), the 

principles and application of SROI should also meet the demands of the Triple Bottom Line, 

including social and environmental as well as economic aspects, in order to provide verifiable and 

complete information about the company's activity.

3. The Common Good Balance Sheet

As regards changes in the economic model, one of the most comprehensive and innovative 

approaches is the Economy for the Common Good

Good Balance Sheet and Matrix, which

on a series of indicators that make up the CGM. This is a flexible instrument that has been 

continuously evolving to adapt itself 

five years ago. As a result, several 

this matrix: 

 

Table 1: Common Good Balance Sheet (Matrix 4.1)

 

Source: https://www.ecogood.org/en/common

 

Although the CGBS encompasses topics beyond 

social effects of the firms’ actions, one could consider them as a kind of EIA, since 

evaluation of the activities that negatively 

classifying the items in the MCGBS

environmental field, and those that could belong to both areas

 

methodologies that include environmental aspects, according to Gibbons and Dey (2011), the 

application of SROI should also meet the demands of the Triple Bottom Line, 

including social and environmental as well as economic aspects, in order to provide verifiable and 

complete information about the company's activity. 

The Common Good Balance Sheet 

the economic model, one of the most comprehensive and innovative 

approaches is the Economy for the Common Good, which comprises instruments like the 

, which many firms have adopted in recent years. The CGB

that make up the CGM. This is a flexible instrument that has been 

continuously evolving to adapt itself to the social and environmental situation since it was created 

, several versions have been released to date. Table 1 shows version 

Table 1: Common Good Balance Sheet (Matrix 4.1) 

https://www.ecogood.org/en/common-good-balance-sheet/common-good-matrix/ 

encompasses topics beyond those related to the environment, on analysing the 

social effects of the firms’ actions, one could consider them as a kind of EIA, since it involves 

evaluation of the activities that negatively affect the environment. Therefore, this paper focuses on 

MCGBS (Table 1) into those related to the social area, those regarding the 

and those that could belong to both areas and hence cannot be separated

methodologies that include environmental aspects, according to Gibbons and Dey (2011), the 

application of SROI should also meet the demands of the Triple Bottom Line, 

including social and environmental as well as economic aspects, in order to provide verifiable and 

the economic model, one of the most comprehensive and innovative 

comprises instruments like the Common 

years. The CGBS is based 

that make up the CGM. This is a flexible instrument that has been 

the social and environmental situation since it was created 

version 4.1 of 

 

analysing the 

it involves an 

e, this paper focuses on 

those related to the social area, those regarding the 

and hence cannot be separated. 
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4. Common Good Balance Sheet: Social Impacts 

In practice, the measurement of social impact is often confined to just a series of individual 

indicators. As a result, the information provided does not reflect a global vision and is segmented and 

biased, as it fails to offer a common view of the different facets of social impact (Díaz et al, 2012). 

Therefore, it is necessary to analyse and determine which methods for measuring social impact are 

more suitable for different types of organisations, with the aim of reducing the gap that exists 

between the information that is currently disseminated by organisations about impact assessment and 

the different existing models. 

 

Taking the CGM as an instrument for measuring impacts (see Table 1), and ignoring the way 

enterprises that adhere to this movement record the score when they attempt to implement the 

CGBSii, in the following sections the impacts will be classified in the three groups referred to above. 

 

The indicators of the CGM which may be directly related to the social area are: 

 
 

C EMPLOYEES, INCLUDING BUSINESS OWNERS 

C1 Workplace quality and affirmative action 

C1.1 Employee-oriented organisational culture and structure 

C1.2 Fair employment and payment policy 

C1.3 Occupational safety and workplace health promotion including work-life balance / flexible 

work hours 

C1.4 Affirmative action and diversity 

 

The need to achieve equality between all the people in the company and their full development as 

individuals is valued , with special attention given to their health. Hence, it is important to avoid the 

imbalances between different groups such as people with disabilities, migrants, the long-term 

unemployed, minorities, and so on, and to promote gender equality. 

 

C4 Just income distribution 

C4.1 Income divergence in the company  

C4.2 Minimum income  

C4.3 Transparency and institutionalisation  

 

The wage differences between workers are increasing and this difference, according to Social 

Medicine, engenders sick societies, which suffer greater inequality and higher crime rates. To solve 

this issue, it would be advisable to establish a fairer distribution of the workers' income from the 

performance point of view. 

 

 

D CUSTOMERS/ PRODUCTS/ SERVICES/ PARTNERS 
 

D1 Ethical Customer Relations 

 

D1.1Total extent of ethical customer relations measures (ethical marketing + sales) 

D1.2 Product transparency, fair pricing and ethical selection of customers  

D1.3 Extent of customer co-determination / joint product development  / market research  

D1.4 Extent of customer co-determination / joint product development  / market research  

 

In today’s society there is a danger that the customer will be seen as a means to obtain an end, that is, 

as a way to increase profits by using advertising to encourage compulsive and unsustainable 

purchasing, when purchases should be thoughtful and rational.    
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D2 Cooperation with businesses in same sector 

 
D2.1 Disclosure of information and passing on of technology 

D2.2 Passing on of personnel, contracts and financial resources; cooperative market participation 

D2.3 Cooperative marketing  

 

The aim is to encourage cooperation rather than competition among companies, because this is 

considered to be the way to achieve a higher return. 

 

D4 Socially oriented design of products and services 

 

D4.1 Facilitation of access to information / products / services for disadvantaged customer groups  

D4.2 Structures worthy of promotion are supported by sales policies 

 

The level of social responsibility is evaluated from the customers’ point of view. This is achieved by 

considering whether there are facilities that make access by disadvantaged consumers easier, since 

these have to be a reference for the production of goods and services. 

 

E SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT: REGION, ELECTORATE, FUTURE 

GENERATIONS, CIVIL SOCIETY, FELLOW HUMANS, ANIMALS, 

PLANTS 

 
E2 Contribution to the local community 
E2.1 Achievements 

E2.2 Effects 

E2.3 Intensity 

 

It is considered that the company can act as non-monetary contributor to the community, in a similar 

way to how an individual could, by trying to cover some of its deficits. This could be done through 

donations, foundations, etc. 

 

N NEGATIVE CRITERIA 
 

N1 Violation of human dignity 

N1.1 Violation of ILO norms/human rights 

N1.2 Products detrimental to human dignity and human rights 

N1.3 Outsourcing to or cooperating with companies which violate human dignity 

 

Companies must ensure compliance with current regulations on human rights and standards issued by 

the International Labour Organisation. 

 

N2 Non-cooperative behaviour 
N2.1 Hostile takeover 

N2.2 Blocking patents 

N2.3 Dumping prices 

 

In relation to mergers and the acquisition of companies, this should not involve a hostile takeover, 

and individuals belonging to the company should be able to intervene in the acquisition agreements. 

With regard to the actions of companies concerning the innovation of products or processes, patents 

will not be used to hinder other companies from developing innovations that can modify the business 

status quo in the markets (defensive patenting). The application of dumping is also considered a 

negative strategy. 
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N4 Socially unjust behaviour 
N4.1 Unequal pay for women and men 

N4.2 Job cuts or moving jobs overseas despite having made a profit 

N4.3 Subsidiaries in tax havens 

N4.4 Equity yield rate > 10 % 

 

There should be no gender inequality with regard to wages, and so if a company has been convicted 

in relation to this matter, or reliable proof of such inequality can be demonstrated, the company will 

receive a negative score. Dismissal of workers when the company is making a profit, business 

transfers and closures, and the existence of any kind of relationship with tax havens will also be 

considered negatively (due to the possibility of tax evasion). Further examination will also need to 

analyse the firm’s situation as regards capital gains. 

5. Common Good Balance Sheet: Environmental Impacts  

Environmental impact is the effect of any human activity on the natural landscape, climate, and so 

forth. Environmental impacts produced by business activity can have serious consequences 

(especially if we are talking about industrial companies) on the health of individuals (both people 

linked with the company and those who do not have a direct relationship with the enterprise), as well 

as on the quality of the air, on the recycling of waste, on pollution, and so on. In short, we are talking 

about effects on the quality of life. 

 

 

The CGM indicators that are seen to be related to the environmental area are: 

 

A SUPPLIERS 

 

A1 Ethical Supply Management 
A1.1 Regional, ecological and social aspects / superior alternatives are considered 

A1.2 Active examination of impact of purchased products / services and processes for ensuring 

goal achievement and extent and form of procedure for verification 

A1.3Active examination of impact of purchased products / services and processes for ensuring 

goal achievement and extent and form of procedure for verification 

 

According to this indicator, companies should take into account the ethical conditions of suppliers 

and products, for example by assessing precarious working conditions, fair trade, tourism services, 

cleaning services, etc. 

 

 

B. INVESTORS 

 

B1 Ethical Financial Management 

B1.1 Institutionalisation 

B1.2 Ethical / sustainable quality of financial service providers  

B1.3 Investments oriented to the common good   

B1.4 Corporate financing oriented to the common good 

 

Businesses should be made aware of the effects of the financial sector (especially potentially 

destructive effects). However, this awareness is a little weak. In consequence, the levels of both the 

demand and the supply of ethical-ecological or sustainable financial products are not very high. 

 

C EMPLOYEES, INCLUDING BUSINESS PARTNER 

 

C2 Just distribution of labour 

C2.1 Reduction of normal working time 
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C2.2 Increase in proportion of part-time work models and use of temporary employment (with 

adequate pay)  

C2.3 Conscious approach towards (life-) working time 

 

 

The distribution of work in today's society is highly unequal: there are individuals working a large 

number of hours (overtime), while others do not do so at all. From the ecological point of view, this 

is highly inefficient and it would be desirable for society to share working hours out more equitably. 

 

C3 Promotion of environmentally friendly behaviour of employees 
C3.1 Nutrition during working time  

C3.2 Mobility to workplace 

C3.3 Organisational culture, awareness raising and in-house processes 

 

By complying with the conditions of this item the aim is to raise awareness of the need to achieve 

ecologically sustainable development. To this end it is considered necessary to have an awareness 

based on fundamental rights such as food or mobility, as well as working conditions which guarantee 

truly appropriate behaviour by individuals. 

 

 

D. CUSTOMERS/PRODUCTS/SERVICES/PARTNERS 

 

D3 Ecological design of products and services 

D3.1 In ecological comparison to P/S of competitors or alternatives, products / services have equal 

utility 

D3.2 Sufficiency (see excursus below): active design for ecological utilisation and sufficient 

consumption 

D3.3 Communication: active communication of ecological aspects to customers  

 

It is widely accepted that the production of goods and services involves a consumption of resources 

that exceeds the reserves that are available. The aim is to promote efficiency in the use of productive 

factors, beyond the actions followed in this regard to date, which are sometimes insufficient (for 

example, the use of renewable raw materials). For an action in this respect with effective effects on 

real overconsumption, it would be necessary to make clients aware of their patterns of consumption, 

or even reduce it as much as possible (food consumption). 

 

E SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT: REGION, ELECTORATE, FUTURE GENERATIONS, 

CIVIL SOCIETY, FELLOW HUMANS, ANIMALS, PLANTS 

 

E3 Reduction of environmental impact 

E3.1 Absolute impact 

E3.2 Relative impact: In sectorial comparison, as far as the state of the art and legal requirements 

are concerned, the company lies …  

E3.3 Management and strategy 

 

Given the extent of the influence on the environment at both national and global levels, it is necessary 

for companies and sectors to reduce it. This could be reflected, for example, in water consumption, 

recycling, reuse of materials, reduction of emissions, etc. 

 

N NEGATIVE CRITERIA  

 

N3 Environmental degradation 
N3.1 Massive environmental pollution 

N3.2 Gross violation of environmental standards 

N3.3 Planned obsolescence (short lifetime of products) 
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The objective in this case is to minimise the effects of the destruction of natural areas. An enterprise 

will be given a negative score if it can be demonstrated that the firm has been sentenced in relation to 

such aspects or even if it causes environmental burdens. 

6. The Common Good Balance Sheet: Mixed Impacts 

The relationship between social and environmental impacts is now fully accepted. For example, 

research by Rettenmaier and Hienz (2014) has revealed a positive trade-off between socio-economic 

and environmental impacts. Sinha Babu and Datta (2015) claim that both areas are intricately 

connected and, moreover, that environmental and social factors are correlated when analysing their 

effects on the well-being of individuals. Thus, the effects of the programmes and actions of 

companies and organisations affect both individuals and the environment and, in most cases, the 

effects are deeply associated with each other. As indicated by RHEAS (Spanish-speaking Network 

for Environmental and Social Assessment) "the social component has become one of the fundamental 

aspects of environmental assessment". In fact, this network states that "in Legislative Royal Decree 

1/2008, Spanish national law specifies that the EIA will identify, describe and evaluate the direct and 

indirect effects of a project on human beings, cultural heritage and their interaction with the 

environment". 

 

The CGM indicators that are considered as being possibly related to both the social area and the 

environmental field are: 

 

D. CUSTOMERS/PRODUCTS/SERVICES/PARTNERS 
 

D5 Raising social and ecological standards 

D5.1 Cooperation with competitors and partners of the value chain 

D5.2 Active contribution to raising legislative standards 

D5.3 Range, content-related scope and depth 

 

Companies should increase cooperation and the dissemination of information on social and 

environmental standards (political processes, lobbying activities, quality, etc.). 

 

E SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT: REGION, ELECTORATE, FUTURE GENERATIONS, 

CIVIL SOCIETY, FELLOW HUMANS, ANIMALS, PLANTS 
 

E1 Products / services meet a basic need or serve the development of human beings / the 

community / the earth and generate positive use 
E1.1 Pr Products / services meet a basic need or serve the development of human beings / the 

community / the earth and generate positive use 

E1.2 Ecological and social comparison of products / services with alternatives of similar final 

benefit 

 

Individuals consume goods and services because they are useful to them, but this cannot be the sole 

objective of consumers. The effects deriving from the actual consumption of goods and services and 

whether this consumption is compatible with the environment and society should also be taken into 

account. 

 

E5 Societal transparency and co-determination 
E5.1 Scope of CG Report  

E5.2 Type of co-determination and documentation  

E5.3 Scope of co-determination and stakeholder integration 
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The company must provide all the stakeholders with information about its actions; in other words, it 

must be transparent about its participation in other companies, and how its actions affect both 

individuals and the environment (level of pollution, recycling, and so forth). 

 

N5 Undemocratic behaviour 
N5.1 Non-disclosure of subsidiaries 

N5.2 Prohibition of a works council 

N5.3 Non-disclosure of payments to lobbyists 

N5.4 Excessive income inequality within a business 

 

As was the case previously with the equivalent positive indicator (C5), this item is also considered to 

be of a mixed nature. Any action that involves in some way a decrease in transparency will be 

considered an increase in the negative aspects of the company. These actions will be related to 

aspects discussed above, such as actions which may result in tax evasion, actions which have effects 

on the environment, and actions with political implications resulting from relations with certain 

political parties or lobby groups. 

 

A summary of the indicators of the CGM classification, in terms of the type of impact, is shown in 

Table 2: 

 

Table 2: Impact Indicators Classification 

 

 

Social  

Impact 

Indicators 

Environmental 

Impact Indicators 

 

Mixed Impact 

Indicators 

A. SUPPLIERS A1   X   

B. INVESTORS B1   X   

C. EMPLOYEES, INCLUDING 

BUSINESS PARTNER 

C1 X     

C2   X   

C3   X   

C4 X     

C5     X 

D. 

CUSTOMERS/PRODUCTS/SERVIC

ES/PARTNERS 

D1 X     

D2 X     

D3   X   

D4 X     

D5     X 

E. SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT: 

REGION, ELECTORATE, FUTURE 

GENERATIONS, CIVIL SOCIETY, 

FELLOW HUMANS, ANIMALS, 

PLANTS 

E1     X 

E2 X     

E3   X   

E4 X     
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E5     X 

NEGATIVE ASPECTS 

N1 X     

N2 X     

N3   X   

N4 X     

N5     X 

Source: Author’s own elaboration 

 

7. Conclusions 

In recent years, companies are detecting changes that are leading them to accept that their activity has 

impacts that have not only economic, but also social and environmental effects. However, there is no 

system for collecting and measuring information with a level of consensus analogous to that of 

economics or accounting and which allows us to consider the value of the social or environmental 

impact of a particular project or organisation, and which favours the comparability of information for 

decision-making. It should be emphasised that considerable progress has been made in recent years in 

the measurement of impacts other than economic ones, that is, the social and environmental impacts 

of the projects undertaken by organisations. At this point, the contributions made by the CGBS 

methodology are especially significant. 

 

According to this work, and in the light of the results obtained and summarised in the previous table, 

it can be stated that approximately half of the indicators and/or sub-indicators in the CGM correspond 

to the social area (more specifically slightly more than 45%), the environmental aspect being 

considered in only one third of the indicators and sub-indicators of this matrix. Thus, aspects directly 

related to the quality of life of individuals and their improvement are widely represented in this tool, 

but the effects on the environment and surroundings are less abundant. This claim does not 

necessarily imply that the differences in the number of second level indexes indicate differences in 

quality, in the items or in the instrument itself, which is backed by the results obtained and the high 

degree of satisfaction with its use in many companies. For these reasons, it cannot be said that the 

environmental area is represented only precariously in the CGM. 

On the other hand, it should be noted that this is a preliminary analysis, and it would be necessary to 

delve into this subject with a deeper, broader and more exhaustive study. One of the possible 

derivations of this work would be to carry out analyses at the individual level for each organisation, 

and another (which is now under way) consisting in classifying the impacts according to different 

criteria, some of which have been pointed out previously. For example, consideration could be given 

to the classification of the different indicators studied according to the different points of view in the 

environmental area, such as the nature of the impact, the cause-effect relationship, its extension, 

persistence, recovery, manifestation or its interrelation with other impacts. This will allow us to 

obtain concepts, principles, methodologies and practices that can become balanced and reliable 

instruments for a better social and environmental assessment. In this respect, it should be noted that 

this approach (and therefore the metrics involved) has recently received a boost from the regional 

government through Order 2/2017, dated 21 February, of the Conselleria de Economía Sostenible, 

Sectores Productivos, Comercio y Trabajo of the Generalitat Valenciana. This example shows the 

growing interest of public administrations in the promotion of policies aimed at creating social and 

environmental value. 
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i The term Triple Bottom Line was coined by Elkington in 1997, in the book "Cannibals with Forks...". The 

Triple Bottom Line measures the company's degree of social responsibility, the economic value and the 

environmental impact of an enterprise. Therefore, companies should include assessments about social and 

environmental aspects of their activities within their accounts to be able to measure the total cost of doing 

business. 

 
ii Companies assess the impacts of their actions in the areas listed in Table 1 (more in five sub-areas that reflect 

the possible negative impacts) by awarding scores drawn from scales previously established. The scores reflect 

the level of compliance with the 22 indicators listed in the table above, (the items from A1 to E5, the negative 

ones, and the respective sub-indicators). The aim is to enable enterprises to assess their level of compliance, 

obtaining a final score. However, this is not the main objective of the evaluation of an organization from the 

point of view of the Economy of the Common Good. The calculation of the result of this tool is indissolubly 

linked to the report that will reflect the deficiencies, the objectives to be achieved in the future, and the way 

forward for it. 
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Abstract 

The topic of this paper is the practical application of selected strategic management, scorecard and 

benchmarking systems, in the field of public administration and especially in the development of 

municipalities and regions. The objective of the authors was to highlight the importance of applied 

strategic approach in municipalities and regions as one of the important topics in the sector over the past 

two decades. The authors reviewed the application of scorecards and benchmarking in real conditions of 

The Slovak Republic in period 2005 – 2016 that were framed and started by the reform of the public 

administration of the Slovak Republic (1995-2005). In this paper they present real life cases and 

researches in 40 cities in total, representing 42% of the urban population of Slovakia. The paper provides 

ideas and inspiration for the development of modern management practice not only in local and regional 

self-government but in public administration in general.  

Keywords: Municipality, Regional Development, Scorecard, Benchmarking, Territorial Marketing 

 

Introduction - concepts and approaches 

Municipalities and regions are the target Entities - Management Objects, which the research was focused 

on. We perceive these as territorial management and thus do not perceive them as a mere administration 

of territorial - administrative units. Newer theories emphasize access through the paradigm of functional 

urban regions. According to these, cities should be seen as centers of "natural regions", consisting of 

municipalities in the belonging area of urban and regional centers. The expression municipality is derived 

from the Latin word municipium, which means "city with self-government". In English, the municipality 

means "a city or a district with its own local government, the governing body of such a town" (Hornby 

1989). Region is a territorial unit defined according to the classification of statistical territorial units. 

(EUR-Lex 2017). Euroregion is a territorial cooperation body composed of representatives of socio-

economic partners operating at the regional and local level of neighbouring countries, established for the 

purpose of cross-border cooperation. Regional development is a set of social, economic, cultural and 

environmental processes and relationships that are taking place in the region and which contribute to 

enhancing its competitiveness, sustainable economic development, social development and territorial 

development, and balancing economic disparities and social disparities between regions. It is a long-term 

"process with a qualitative change aimed at the long-term increase in the economic wealth of the territory 

as well as its competitiveness” (Cajka and Rysova 2008). 

In the history of regional science a different position and role of space can be observed. In the original 

theoretical considerations, space appears as a physical barrier to the economic and social activities within 

it (Tvrdon 2013). Theories that arose in the 1950s and 1960s used space as an abstract unit, generally 

corresponding to the administration units. A radical change in the view of the role of the space took place 

in the 1970s. The space was conceived as an economic resource as a separate production factor. In the 

current regional growth theory, space is understood to be a "cognitive space" that can use information to 

identify and solve problems or has the ability to transform information and knowledge into innovation 

and productivity growth. According to Camagni (2004), cooperation between local actors is also 

important for this understanding. Sloboda (2006, p.6) presents a summary of basic theories of regional 
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development from the perspective of economic theory from which it is ideologically based. The 

significance of space exploration since the 1990s has continued and has risen in the 21st century. In 

addition to the onset of the global financial crisis after 2008, it also results from the increased interest of 

regional policy makers, especially in relation to The European Union regional policy. 

Trends in Urban and Regional Management 

Trends in urban and regional management are based on general trends in public administration, 

nevertheless are these at the same time characterized by some specificities. The general trends include the 

strategic approach application, the client orientation, and the value-based service orientation. A specific 

trend is the shift from the perception of cities and regions as territorial units to urban regions as natural 

spatial units. In the second half of the 1980s a reform approach was developed by academics ("New 

Public Management", "NPM"). In the 1990s NPM was increasingly accepted as a "gold standard for 

administrative reform" (Kapucu 2006). In the course of a later period, it has been criticized by some 

authors and faced a "competition" by the "Value for Money" ("VFM") approach. The founder of the 

concept of public value can be considered M. Moore (1995). According to him the role of managers in 

public sector organizations is to create public value. A summary and comparison of selected paradigms in 

the development of public administration management is processed by Flynn (2007) and other authors. 

The 20th and 21st centuries, however, especially the outbreak of the global financial crisis after 2008, has 

raised serious questions about the future of the world economy and hence of access to the public sector 

economy as a specific component of each state (Gregusova 2016a).  

Under Slovak conditions NPM-based concepts have not even been implemented to a wider extent before 

some scepticism emerged. In any case the NPM principles have penetrated into the public administration 

in Slovakia, which in essence represents the management of public affairs (Peracek 2016) and have 

brought and still are bringing many benefits to it. Essential fact in the author's opinion is that both NPM 

and VFM emphasize client's approach and effective value creation. Filko, Kiss and Odor from Institute of 

Financial Policy (The Ministry of Finance of the SR) and from the Council for Budget Responsibility (an 

independent body for monitoring and evaluating the fiscal performance of the SR) have developed a 

study (2016), which was adopted as a government project (Adrian 2017). The authors of study emphasize 

three levels of change: (1) VFM is a philosophical change, (2) institutional reform and (3) gathering and 

accessing data and using modern analytical tools. They consider the three most important tools: 

"spending review, cost-benefit analysis, and benchmarking" (p.5-6). 

Scorecards and Benchmarking In the Management & Development of Cities / 

Regions 

The management of organizations in a constantly changing environment requires a certain set of 

"navigation" tools and indicators to assess the situation from different perspectives and to monitor how 

organizations achieve their set strategic goals. Balanced Scorecard ("BSC") is more than a management 

reporting system or performance measurement system. BSC links indicators with strategy, "translates" the 

organization's vision, mission and strategy into a comprehensible set of performance indicators that give 

top management a quick but complex view of the organization. BSC goals and indicators follow the 

performance of the organization from four perspectives: financial, customer, internal processes and 

learning and growth (innovation). Individual perspectives lead to selected areas and guide strategic 

thinking to find causal links between them (Kaplan and Norton 2006). For non-profit organizations and 

the public administration sector, the perspectives system is modified: at the top is a customer perspective, 

which is also referred to as a civic perspective in the case of public administration (Niven 2003). 

A new understanding of the role of public administration in society is inevitably linked to the application 

of new methods of performance evaluation and quality of service provided by the public administration. 

With this aim it was in 2013 SR adopted act on the electronic form of execution of competences of the 

public authorities (e-Government Act), whose main task is to facilitate communication with public 
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authorities (Gregusova 2016b). One of the most commonly used methods is benchmarking. The word 

"benchmark" means: a standard, a comparative point, or a comparative indicator. Benchmarking is a 

method of systematic and continuous measurement, comparison and evaluation of its own effectiveness 

and quality compared to others. "Benchmarking is a process in which we are so modest that we admit that 

someone else is in something better and then we are so smart that we will find out how we can deal with 

them or even overcome them." (Niznansky and Rafaj 2016). 

The benchmarking method considers the best practice as a standard. In the standpoint of the standard, the 

institution - the self-government, which performs the best results in the provision of comparative services, 

performs both in terms of quality and costs incurred. The OECD countries are familiar with the various 

practices associated with initiatives to implement benchmarking in public administration. One approach is 

the bottom-up initiative where municipalities and public service organizations join together to improve 

the performance and quality of services provided. Organizations set up their own benchmarking system, 

looking for suitable partners for benchmarking (e.g. Ontario Provincial Initiative). If the initiative comes 

from self-government or other public sector bodies, then it is itself interested in knowing and using better 

practice, and the method contributes to improving the performance of the lagging behind. The second 

approach is the introduction of mandatory benchmarking by law, creating a competitive environment and 

pressure while creating the possibility of systematic control of organizations (The United Kingdom). A 

positive attitude towards such an approach is the full implementation of and the provision of an overview 

of the quality of work of organizations. To improve the performance of the lag, the tenderer is primarily 

interested in the performance, but may not be interested in the organization itself (Niznansky 2013). 

Research on the Use of Scorecard and Benchmarking In Municipalities  

The use of scorecards and benchmarking in the cities of the Slovak Republic ("SR") has been the subject 

of our own qualitative research. The aim of the research was to find out the extent and the way of using 

scorecards and benchmarking in the management and development of cities in the SR. The monitored 

period was 2005 - 2016, i.e. from the implementation of the first stage of the municipal reform of the SR - 

decentralization, which took place in 2004 to the present. The research was conducted from January to 

April 2017. A structured questionnaire, prepared in Microsoft Excel, was sent by electronic mail to cities 

in Slovakia. The questionnaire included a combination of closed and open questions. The cities were 

addressed directly and with the recommendation of the Association of Municipal Economists, the 

Association of Local Government Managers and the Communal Research and Advisory Center ("KOM"). 

In the Slovak Republic, there are 2 883 municipalities with local government bodies, out of them 140 

have status of city. The research was carried out on a portion of the base file by a selecting 100 cities in 

total. The analyzed cities were clustered to following size categories: up to 10 000 inhabitants; from 

10 001 to 20 000 inhabitants; from 20 001 to 50 000 inhabitants and over 50 000 inhabitants. 40 cities in 

total, i.e. 40% of the selection file and 29% of the base file responded. Total number of inhabitants of the 

responding cities amounts to 1,215 million, i.e. approximately 42% of the urban population and about 

22% of the total population of the SR. 

Assumptions: Use of Scorecards in the Cities 

The first group of questions focused on finding out about the existence and usability, scope, method and 

duration of the use of the Balanced Scorecard, as well as other systems of performance indicators in the 

Slovak cities. The questions were drafted in order to enable differentiation of the Balanced Scorecard 

from other types of scorecard systems A differentiator to differentiate the relevance of the Scorecard used 

by the city to the type Balanced Scorecard was a set of questions aimed at detecting whether: 

 

• Scorecard indicators are divided into four causally linked perspectives 

• A scorecard is linked to city strategy or other strategic documents 
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• Scorecard is linked to actions - performance measurement in an organization or employee 

remuneration based on performance indicators. 

Following types of system indicators were anticipated: 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) - a comprehensive balanced system of indicators in the sense of its generally 

accepted definition. 

Financial - Budgeting Scorecard - reduced to the financial perspective, or just a set of basic financial or 

budgetary indicators. 

Multi-criteria Scorecard - a scorecard containing financial and non-financial indicators across multiple 

areas of the scope of the city but which does not meet the Balanced Scorecard criteria. 

Particular scorecard - set of indicators applied to the selected area(s). 

Scorecard of Economic and Social Development - "ESD Scorecard " was not identified in any of the 

studied sources. However, it reflects the terminology and legislative specifics of the SR. The Economic 

and Social Development Plan is a document that is close to the strategy by the means of content and 

definition. The cities are obliged to develop and elaborate their ESD plans by the law (Act no. 539/2008 

Coll. of the Slovak Republic on Support for Regional Development). 

Results and discussion: Used scorecard types in the cities of the SR  

The use of the definition-complete Balanced Scorecard system was not found in a sample of 40 

responding cities. Thirtysix cities, i.e. 90% stated that they were using some system of performance 

indicators (scorecard or some type of dashboard system). Four cities, i.e. 10% of responding cities stated 

that they do not use a system of performance indicators or provided no response in the Scorecard 

questionnaire section. This fact can be interpreted in the way that the cities do not use a system of 

indicators but from other sources (INEKO 2017) we have the knowledge that the basic financial 

indicators, e.g. debts, liabilities are being monitored. 

A financial scorecard, based on performance, financing, or budget indicators is being used by twenty-one 

cities, i.e. about a half (52.5%) of the respondents. A significant majority, 85% of these cities also 

stressed that it is considered sufficient to regularly assess the financial and budgetary indicators. A multi-

criteria scorecard was used by 6 cities (15%) from the survey sample. The average amount of areas of the 

multi-criteria scorecard was totalled at 15. By the end of 2016 the ESD Scorecard, conceptually closest to 

the Balanced Scorecard strategic system was used in 9 cities (22.5%). The average amount of areas of the 

ESD Scorecard totalled at 13 and was reported by the 90% of the cities. This finding confirms that the 

ESD Scorecard cannot be considered a Balanced Scorecard based on the criteria of monitored 

perspectives. The criterion for the inclusion to the type ESD Scorecard were the ties with the city's 

economic and social development plan. We identified all anticipated scorecard types but BSC. The 

hypothesis that the use of the Balanced Scorecard system will be detected in at least 2% of cities is 

rejected. A summary of the used scorecards in the Slovak Republic is given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Applied type of scorecard and duration of the use 

Use as at 2016 All scorecards SC ESD & Multicriterial SC 

Scorecard type 
cities 

 # 

share 

% 
years in use 

cities 

 # 

share 

% 
years in use 

cities 

 # 

share 

(%) 

Financial 21 52,5 1 - 5 2 5 1 - 5 2 13,3 

Multicriterial 6 15 6 - 10 17 42,5 6 - 10 9 60 

ESD Scorecard  9 22,5 not indicated 17 42,5 not indicated 4 26,7 

no scorecard 4 10 no scorecard 4 10 Total 15 100 

Total 40 100 Total 40 100 
   

Source: Own questionnaire survey 
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By the means of a questionnaire survey, we have identified further characteristics related to the use of 

scorecards in the Slovak cities: 

• period and time of use, 

• used support of information systems, 

• scope of use within the city, city office and city-based organizations, 

• use of a scorecard purposefully, in a limited range and time, within a specific project 

• knowledge / awareness of indicators systems by city managers and leaders 

• intentions / plans to implement the scorecard in the next period (year). 

A graphical summary of the use of scorecards in the cities of Slovakia is shown in Figure 2. Further 

outputs will be published at a later period. 

Assumptions: Use of benchmarking in the cities 

The second group of research questions was aimed at finding out about the existence, usability, extent, 

method and time of using the benchmarking method in the Slovak cities. The questions were drafted in a 

way, so that differentiation of following would be possible: 

• systematic benchmarking - long-term, regular and multi-criteria comparison and learning from 

the findings 

• ad - hoc benchmarking - partial, focus - or time - limited benchmarking activities where cities 

compare the selected data. 

The subject and objective of the survey was as follows: 

• engaging in benchmarking projects and initiatives during 2005 -2016 

• current involvement in benchmarking projects by end 2017 

• particular (time, purpose, scope, or content) limited use within a specific project 

• ad - hoc use of benchmarking 

• duration of use of benchmarking 

• the number of areas / subareas and the number of benchmarking indicators 

• way of performing benchmarking 

• using software tool support. 

Results and Discussion: Use of Benchmarking In the Cities 

Experiences with the practical use of benchmarking in the period 2005-2016 indicated 82.5% of the 40 

responding cities. Systematic, regular and in the long run used benchmarking was indicated by 75% of 

cities. Most of them (85%) performed this in the form of an active annual participation in a long-term 

Benchmarking Project of Slovak Municipalities ("BMU Project") (Niznansky and Rafaj 2016). Overall, 

26 out of the 40 responding cities (65%) were involved in the BMU Project for certain time within period 

2005 - 2016. Active participation means collecting and inserting values into the web portal, for 

computing 160 indicators in 15 areas, participating in methodical meetings and on-line access to the 

database, graphical outputs, and to annual publication. The project has been a catalyst for the 

development of benchmarking since 2005. Furthermore, 10% of cities used benchmarking on a regular 

basis outside the area of the BMU Project. Using benchmarking for single / ad-hoc purpose or in the 

specific project reported 7.5%. The impact of experience with the BMU Project on higher return rate of 

the survey was approximately + 25%. 

Seventeen cities (52% of 31) with benchmarking experience used it longer than 5 years in the reference 

period 2005 - 2016, nearly a quarter used it 10 or more years. 42% of cities said they were using 

benchmarking for less than 5 years. 6% did not indicate usage time. 
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Fig. 1: Total duration of benchmarking usage 

Source: Own questionnaire survey 

Duration of use is shown in the graph in Figure 1. In a group of cities that actively used benchmarking to 

the year 2016, cities with benchmarking use 1 to 5 years (39%) are the most represented. Average 

duration of the use of benchmarking of active to the December 31, 2016 was 7 years. The share of cities 

that stopped using benchmarking is 39%, the average use in this group was 6 years. An important factor 

in the long life of benchmarking is the UMS and KOM initiatives that create "benchmarking culture" and 

quality service provision to "stimulate the demand" from cities. 

Typical number of benchmarking areas amounts to 15. This was reported by 63% of the benchmarking 

cities. Within these, approximately 160 indicators benchmarked. This is a consequence of the fact that the 

BMU Project (BMU Project 2017a) has become the de facto benchmarking standard for cities. 10% of the 

cities have indicated less than 5 benchmarking areas. The most frequently mentioned areas of 

benchmarking application by respondents are shown in Figure 2. An interesting finding is that there is 

predominant use of benchmarking as a support for decision-making and there is no area of organizational 

improvements by benchlearning. Further research findings will be published at a later point in time. 

 
Fig. 2: Most frequently mentioned areas of benchmarking application 

Source: Own questionnaire survey 
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Scorecard for Benchmarking and Ranking Municipalities  

In order to make it easier for municipalities to find their way around complicated decisions and to 

benchmark each other, a set of indicators can be used Scorecard for benchmarking and ranking 

municipalities in the SR. We present its possible form, which has also been tested in practice (Niznansky 

2011). As a basis for the design of the scorecard for the ranking of municipalities, we used a set of 

indicators for the Benchmarking project of Slovak cities. The project took place in approximately 30 

cities in Slovakia between 2004 and 2016. The cities compared each other in 160 indicators in 15 areas 

using a specially created web-portal for this purpose (BMU Project 2017b). The portal contains a 

database of 11-year data sets as well as a benchmark and trend visualizations. 

When selecting indicators, we focused on areas that in our opinion, most affect the quality of life in the 

city. We consider such areas as: (1) Effective management; (2) Quality services; (3) Quality 

Environment; (4) Public finance and (5) Community safety. Selecting areas and indicators were based 

mainly on brainstorming. Ideas and suggestions were collected from experts from each participating city 

and from the project team. Furthermore, the cause-effect diagrams method from Balanced Scorecard 

designs was used. The selection of specific indicators for the Scorecard was carried out subsequently, 

after 6 years of data collection in the Benchmarking project. Selection was performed by combining 

expert choice and examining correlations of indicator. As an example, we present a summary of the 

analysis of the community safety indicators (Table 2). 

Table 2: Correlation coefficients in the area of community safety 

Indicator - correlation 
# of traffic violations 

(penalties) 

# of violations to city 

regulations 
# of violations to law 

Coverage with cameras 0,857 -0,955 -0,502 

Patrolling city cops 0,847 -0,893 -0,367 

Safety spending  0,718 -0,897 -0,734 

Preventive events 0,706 -0,791 -0,420 

Source: Database of Benchmarking project of Slovak cities (BMU Project 2017b) 

In the survey sample of 34 cities, the productivity of city policemen and community safety shows an 

increasing tendency in the period 2004 – 2014 with increasing cameras coverage, number of patrolling 

city cops and safety spending. In the Community Safety area, following indicators were selected: 

• City coverage with cameras (Number of cameras per 1km
2
) 

• City coverage of patrolling city policemen (Number of policemen per 1km
2
) 

• Share of city police expenditure on total city expenditures (Safety cost per citizen). 

Analogously, other indicators of the Benchmarking and ranking scorecard of municipalities were 

selected. Consequently, we have defined the ranking of the city that we consider to be the best in this 

indicator. The evaluation is based on the sum of the achieved scores. The description and results of the 

ranking according to the above criteria setting can be found in the publication (Niznansky 2011). 

Scorecard of the knowledge cooperation in metropolitan region  

The overall goal of the TwinRegion project (TwinRegion 2012) - was the establishment and 

strengthening of cooperation in the metropolitan region of Vienna - Bratislava (TwinRegion) through 

greater involvement of the surrounding cities and towns. The Web-scorecard is supposed to support this 

goal insofar as it means a system of 450 indicators: 

• showing existing collaborations and cooperation potential of the TwinRegion,  

• representing best practices in different fields of cooperation  

• provides the search of potential partners on various topics.  
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Thus, the figure of the Austrian and Slovak cities of TwinRegion in a Scorecard or a performance 

measurement system as a central base for the establishment of collaborations are understood. Below 

presented fields of cooperation were identified within the TwinRegion-study as areas of high potential for 

cooperation: 

• Information and communications platforms 

• Identity and marketing of the metropolitan region 

• Education networks 

• Coordination of regional development plans 

• Development of the business location 

• Innovative and sustainable use of resources. 

The scorecard consists of three main parts: (1) Basic indicators for the regional framework; (2) Basic 

indicators for the cities; (3) Cooperation indicators of the selected cities to six domains. 

Discussion 

The goal of the Web-scorecard TwinRegion is not (only) to measure and compare the performance of the 

cities in the "Knowledge Sharing", but to provide structured information about the cities and their 

cooperation in 6 selected fields to support their mutual communication and interactive information 

exchange. The Scorecard offers to the cities interested new cooperation opportunities and potential 

partners the opportunity to present their own city for knowledge collaboration. In midterm perspective, 

the Scorecard should support the institutionalizing of cooperation at both political and (self)government 

level and promoting the co-operative strategies in the metropolitan region.  

Benchmarking In Operational Program of the EU in the Slovak Republic 

The most important funds with a significant impact on the development of municipalities and regions are 

The European Regional Development Fund, The Cohesion Fund and The European Social Fund. One of 

the cornerstones of the outcome-oriented approach in the 2014-2020 programming period is the 

performance framework. Under The Partnership Agreement, "Setting up a set of indicators correctly and 

effectively is crucial to successful implementation of the performance framework, which includes four 

steps" (Government Office 2014): 

• Selection of appropriate indicators: selected indicators should be representative, realistic, 

verifiable and achievable; 

• Setting the values of the objectives of indicators to be achieved by 2023. It is recommended to 

"perform a Value for Money analysis" and "use recognized quantitative or qualitative methods"; 

• Selection of appropriate indicators for setting of partial targets; 

• Setting the partial targets to be achieved.. 

As an example, we select and generalize the experience from the successful practice of benchmarking in 

the Regional Operational Program ("ROP") in the 2007-2013 programming period and in the 

Environmental Quality Operational Program ("OP QE") for the 2014-2021 period, in which one of this 

paper authors participated. The data is drawn from public sources (ROP 2014, OP QE 2017). 

An applicant-recipient of non-redeemable funds is required to maintain the principle of cost-

effectiveness. On the project level, it means minimizing the costs necessary to implement the project 

while meeting the project objectives. On the program level, it is required to maximize Value for Money. 

Their common characteristic is the application of the benchmarking method to determine the reference 

values. Benchmarking has been chosen for reasons of objectivity and practical applicability. The 

benchmarking process will be demonstrated by an example of identifying the relative investment intensity 

of building a sewerage network. This was done on the basis of statistical analyzes of historical data from 

the projects implemented in 2007-2013. The population of the sample was 121 projects, of which 25 were 

expert selection according to defined criteria selected 25, fulfilling the "standard condition" (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Sample of OP Quality of Environment benchmark values 

 

Project activity Benchmark reference value 

Gravitational sewer network  425,000 €/km 

Gravitational sewer network+ water supply 480,000 €/km 

Pressure sewer network 250,000 €/km 

Pressure sewer network+ water supply 305,000 €/km 

Source: Operation Program Quality of Environment (OP QE Call 2015) 

The Regional Operational Program implemented in Slovakia throughout the 2007-2013 programming 

period can be perceived as an example of successful benchmarking practice. Benchmarks have been 

applied to assess economic efficiency in over 30 calls and over 2,600 evaluated applications. A sample 

list of ROP benchmarks is given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Sample of ROP benchmark values 

Measure Benchmark reference values 

2.1 Social Services Infrastructure Resident place 15,000 – 40,000 €/client 

Non-resident services 1,000 – 1,500 €/m
2
 

3.1 Strengthening the cultural potential 

of the regions 

30 – 100 € /user 

1,500 – 3,200 €/m
2
 floor square 

4.2 Infrastructure of non-commercial 

rescue services 

Rescue stations: 133,000 – 266,000 €/project  

Base stations: 332,000 – 730,000 €/project 

5.1 Regional roads  166,000 – 498,000 €/km. 

Source: Own processing of the author from public sources (ROP 2014) 

As stated at The 7th European Summit of Regions and Cities (Bratislava Summit 2016), EU funds are 

considered an important means of regional development of the SR and a decisive source of its funding - 

they accounts for up to 80% of public investments. Provision of EU funding is a comprehensive system 

that also introduces systems of successful practice in municipalities and regions. They significantly 

contribute to the dissemination of know - how in the application of scorecards and benchmarks in the SR. 

Benchmarking In Marketing Communication of Municipalities and Regions 

The role of the Territory Marketing is to identify the needs of the target groups and provide them product 

offers in order to satisfy their individual perceptions and at the same time support the development of the 

territory (Olsavsky, 2014). The aim of the research focused on the Benchmarking of Marketing 

Communication in the municipalities and regions of Slovakia was to examine selected aspects of 

marketing communication on the sample of functional urban regions. The survey was carried out in 2017 

on the data obtained by questionnaire survey in 2015 from a larger project of The Union of Cities of 

Slovakia ("UMS") (UMS 2017) in cooperation with the Communal Research and Advisory Center 

("KOM") (KOM 2017). 

In the survey data from the four functional urban regions of Slovakia were collected and analyzed. The 

sample of functional urban regions contains two pairs of comparators: two regions (R1-Trnava and R2-

Trencin) have an urban, industrial character, with dynamic economic development after 2000. Two other 

regions (L1-Turcianske Teplice and L2-Gelnica) were of mountainous character, high forest share (60-

70% of land area) and stagnant industry. They have the potential to develop tourism, but transport 

infrastructure is in an inconvenient state. Both forest regions have comparable natural and climatic 

conditions, population, but different demographic characteristics. Both of urban regions have comparable 

demographic characteristics and slightly difference in geomorphology. 
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The survey was conducted using a cloud-based questionnaire accessible to the respondents on-line, with 

telephone support. Seventeen questions, qualitative and quantitative, were addressed in the examined 

functional urban regions. These were answered by 40 - 45 municipalities, depending on the question. 

Qualitative questions were focused on: (a) Marketing message; (b) Marketing slogan; (c) Perceived 

competition of municipalities / regions; (d) Target groups; (e) Strengths on which the community builds 

its marketing strategy; (f) Used marketing tools; (g) Importance of marketing tools in terms of success; 

(h) Importance of marketing tools in terms of spending; (i) Areas of cooperation of the municipalities in 

marketing communications and other areas. In the post, we only show the answer to the question of "The 

importance of marketing tools in terms of success". Further results of the research were published (Rafaj 

and Strazovska 2017). 

The community website is considered the most frequently used tool of marketing communication - used 

by over 90% of municipalities. According to Niznansky and Rucinska (2015), municipalities consider the 

website as an information board. The lowest share of municipalities with a website was in the L1 

mountain region. Other most used marketing tools include brochures and flyers (60% of municipalities) 

and promotional items (50% of municipalities). Cultural, social and sports events are considered as an 

important marketing tool by 40% of municipalities. Surprisingly low was the use of social networks as 

marketing tools - only by single region. At the time of writing this paper (August 2017), a survey was 

conducted on the social networks use in the R1 region. Within two years, around half of municipalities 

started to use social networking and up to about 75% of municipalities (including unofficial profiles that 

contribute to community marketing). A summary of the answers to the survey on the use of marketing 

tools is given in Table 5. 

 

 

Table 5: Use of marketing communication tools 

Marketing tool - region R1 R2 L1 L2 Total 

Website 100% 100% 83% 92% 93% 

Brochures and flyers 62% 75% 42% 50% 56% 

Promotional items 15% 63% 58% 67% 49% 

Events 31% 38% 8% 100% 44% 

Information boards  31% 50% 0% 50% 31% 

Local press / radio 46% 38% 0% 42% 31% 

Video, multimedia 0% 13% 8% 0% 4% 

Source: KOM, own data processing (KOM Data 2015) 

A sample of successful practice of applying scorecards and benchmarking in city marketing will be 

complemented by selected outputs from the Benchmarking project of Slovak cities. Figure 3 shows the 

trend diagram of the share of promotion expenses of the cities in relation to the total expenditure of the 

cities. The sample includes the data of 32 cities in 2004 -2014.  
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Fig. 3: Share of expenditure on promotion on total expenditure (%) 

Source: KOM, own data processing (BMU Project 2017b) 

Promotional spending grew in cities of all size classes until the beginning of global financial crisis. As a 

result, cities have moved on to more restrictive budgets since 2009, and marketing spending has fallen in 

all cities except for the cities with population of more than 50,000. The average value of marketing 

expenditures in 2014 amounted to 0.26% of the total budget. The promotion expenses in EUR per 

inhabitant show similar trend. In the entire sample of 32 cities, they have nearly tripled from an average 

of € 1.15 per capita to a maximum of € 3.20 per capita in 2008. The impact of the global financial crisis 

can be noted by the fall to € 1.7 per inhabitant 2013 and 2014, i.e. the initial level of 2005. In the sample 

surveyed in cities with over 50,000 inhabitants in 2014, they spent approximately € 2.90 per inhabitant on 

the promotion. The values in the sample show high scattering. Data include only directly charged 

promotion costs - do not include e.g. web costs, cultural events, etc. 

Conclusion 

Although the IMF and the OECD consider that Slovakia belongs to the most likely country among their 

members to carry out reforms, major regional disparities and a lack of government effectiveness persist 

(Adrian 2016). Slovakia's cumulative real GDP growth rate of 38% between 2004 and 2014 was the 

strongest of all 28 EU Member States (Eurostat 2015). In 1995 - 2005, the first phase of decentralization 

of public administration took place. As stated by the protagonists of the Value for Money concept (Filko, 

Kiss and Odor 2015) and of the public administration reforms in Slovakia (Niznansky 2005), The Union 

of Cities of Slovakia (UMS 2016), the application of scorecard indicators and their benchmarking appear 

to be one of the key success factors and transformation accelerators of public administration. In the paper 

we have presented a range of cases of application of scorecards and benchmarking in the development of 

cities and regions in Slovakia. The specificity of Slovakia is their use in the wider transformation of the 

social and economic system from a centrally planned regime to a liberal democracy with a market 

economy. In the short history of less than two decades, Slovakia has successfully applied scorecards in 

various areas. In Table 6 we summarize reflection of development trends by the scorecards and 

Benchmarks, as stated in this paper. 

Table 6: Overview of scorecard and benchmarking use in Slovak Republic  

Trend Case described in paper (chapter) 

From space as a physical barrier to cognitive space. 

Territorial Balanced Scorecard 

Scorecard of the knowledge cooperation in 

metropolitan region 

From administrative and bureaucratic approach to 

functional municipal regions 

Scorecard for benchmarking and ranking 

municipalities 
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Program Budgeting, NPM and VFM concepts operational programs of The European Union 

From marketing of places to integrated model of 

territory marketing / spatial marketing 

Benchmarking in marketing communication of 

municipalities and regions / territories 

Source: own processing of authors 

The focus of this paper is the outputs of the research on the use of scorecards and benchmarking in the 

cities of the Slovak Republic. In the sample of 40 cities, representing 42% of the urban population of the 

SR, the system of financial and budgetary indicators (52%) is the prevailing type of scorecard, followed 

by the Scorecard of Economic and Social Development (23% of the cities). Benchmarking has been used 

around for about a decade in the cities of the SR. A high proportion, 80% of the responding cities stating 

systematic use of benchmarking, is also the result of the Benchmarking Project carried out by the Union 

of Cities of Slovakia in cooperation with the Communal Research and Advisory Center (BMU Project 

2017a), initiated in 2005 by think-tank M.E.S.A. 10, supported by OSF.  

The selected critical factors of success, verified under SR conditions, are: 

• the interest of local and regional authorities and the involvement of professional association 

(Union of Cities, Association of Municipal Economists and Association of Municipal Managers) 

• promotion, initiative, know-how transfer and leadership from think-tanks and non-governmental 

organizations and civic associations 

• an obligation to create strategic plans of cities and regions, keep program budgeting in the SR 

legislation 

• openness of the government sector to the application of new approaches, (e.g. Memorandum of 

Understanding between the Government Audit Office and the Department of Value for Money 

of the Ministry of Finance; starting in the autumn of 2016, the Value for Money initiative was 

rolled out in three additional sectors (education, environment and social issues)) 

• the transfer of Value for Money, indicators and benchmarking methodologies through the 

preparation and implementation of EU operational programs. 

Although, apart from the example of the metropolitan region scorecard, we only provide Slovak Republic 

specific cases, examples of successful practice can be applied to other countries - not only in those in 

which the transformation of the economy or public administration and self-government is taking place. 

Vice versa, it is considered useful and appropriate to monitor the best practices of countries and regions 

that are champions of scorecards, benchmarking, value for money and functional municipal regions and 

transfer them to (not only Slovak) regions and municipalities. 
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Abstract 

 
Each country applies their own rules and regulation and it is usually different when researcher compares 

one country to another. This paper intends to identify the takaful rules and regulations for Malaysia and 

Indonesia and to analyse the similarities and differences of takaful rules and regulations for both 

countries. In order to achieve these research objective, a case study on a leading takaful operator was 

undertaken. This study begins with the introduction of brief background of an ABC leading takaful 

operator. The main findings of this research include: Takaful rules and regulations of Malaysia and 

Indonesia are governed by Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (IFSA 2013) and Undang-Undang No 40 

(UU40) respectively; IFSA (2013) is a special Shariah compliance guidelines for financial services 

including takaful whereas UU40 focus on takaful and insurance service. The results of this research could 

provide a significant contribution to takaful operators in ASEAN countries especially Malaysia and 

Indonesia.  

 

Keywords: Takaful rules and regulations, Comparative study, ASEAN, Malaysia, Indonesia 
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Introduction 
 

Any organization around the world acknowledges the importance of rules and regulations to control 

mismanagement, increase the level of solvency and strengthen the position of the company. Therefore, 

each country applies their own rules and regulation and it's usually different when researcher compares 

one country to another. In some countries, the rules and regulations are governed by either government or 

independent agency.  

 

In Malaysia, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) is a regulator and supervisor of the takaful operating system 

based on the principles of Islamic law which proves the importance of regulation in regulating takaful 

operators (Berkem, 2014). Meanwhile, in Saudi Arabia, SAMA (Saudi Monetary Agency), is the 

enforcement of the regulations issued in 2004 for small-sized insurers (Global Takaful Insight, 2014). 

Furthermore, Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) is the ruling body for controlling the takaful industry in 

Bahrain to strengthen the solvency position of the firm, improve the efficiency of its business operations 

and at the same time safeguard the interests of all stakeholders or participants. This is seen as a healthy 

development and will enhance the financial sector, especially in the field of Islamic takaful industry 

(Ernst & Young, 2014).  

 

At the present time, the practice of rules and regulations is based on the country itself. This is not in line 

with the requirements made by global financial regulators as a whole. Malaysia as a developing country 

with similarities to neighboring Indonesia, makes light-touch approaches that run periodically and 

gradually. At the same time, long-term regulatory principles are important events. Among them are 

minimum risks, creating stringent rules and maintaining high standards. However, in regulating the 

insurance industry in Malaysia there are some new things that change the approach. Among the new 

developments are the globalization and explosion of information technology, the concentration of the 

financial industry and the rise of consumerism (Majid, 2011).  

 

However, the rule is an important basis and represents a milestone in the establishment of institutions and 

so on in their daily activities (Rosengard, 2007; Ya’u, 2013). Based on Ingram et. al (2011) if any 

regulation should be held, of course, the uncertainty can be reduced. On the other hand, if a regulation 

was not thorough and comprehensive, it probably will not be able to attract foreign investors to enter the 

takaful industry (Sukmana & Hidayat, 2014). This issue should be addressed by making improvements 

and enhancements regulations.  Thus, the  objective of this paper is to identify  the takaful rules and 

regulations for Malaysia and Indonesia and to analyze the similarities and differences of takaful rules and 

regulations between both countries. 

 

Literature Review 
  

The establishment of the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) allows insurance companies from any 

member country to establish operations in another member country. The open market of insurance 

requires a set of minimum standards of rules and regulations to protect the industries from misconduct 

and unethical practices. ASEAN Insurance Training and Research Institute (AITRI) (2013) emphasized 

that it is important to build harmonized rules and regulations in the process of achieving an ASEAN 

Economic Community. It is hoped that deeper liberalization and integration of the insurance market will 

develop the financial infrastructure, harmonize the regulations as well as strengthen the national capacity. 

 

The introduction of General Agreement on Trade and Services (GATS), requires the domestic company 

to have the ability to compete with world-class companies in the national market. In the context of the 

insurance industries, it is essential for the ASEAN countries to establish rules and regulations which an 

increased competitive advantage to the insurer and the insured. 
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The rapid growth of the Malaysia takaful industry contributes about 71% of ASEAN gross takaful 

contributions by country (Ernst & Young, 2014). Among the contributing factors to the progress are the 

enactment of Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (IFSA 2013) and the support of Bank Negara Malaysia 

(BNM) as the regulator of takaful and insurance industries. BNM as the main regulator for insurance and 

takaful industry in Malaysia whereby it set the minimum capital requirement at RM100 million for the 

both life and non-life takaful operator. Simultaneously, all takaful operators are subjected to solvency 

regulation. In comparison to Indonesia, Malaysia has set a target capital available at the level of 130%. 

The perspective of policyholder protection under the Malaysia Deposit Insurance Corporation (MIDC) 

administers by the Takaful and Insurance Benefits Protection System (TIPS) which protects specific 

benefits under life and general insurance. Interestingly, foreign ownership is generally limited to 70% and 

the  amount exceeding 70% must get the approval from BNM on case to case basis (Sivalap, Chucheep & 

Arunee, 2014). 

 

Indonesia currently adopted Undang-Undang No 40 (UU40) for both takaful and insurance companies. 

The new act of UU40 covers the aspect of corporate governance, market conduct, consumer protection 

and licensing. The move is expected to reshape Indonesia takaful industry by spurring mergers as 

companies try to meet capital requirement for their expansion purposes. According to Sivalap, Chucheep 

and Arunee (2014), the regulator set the minimum capital requirement, the solvency regulation, 

policyholder protection and foreign ownership restrictions to protect the industry. Therefore, the  

Indonesia decided that the RBC solvency margin ratio of at least 100% and each takaful operator must 

form its own protection fund to protect the interest of participants. Additionally, in terms of foreign 

ownership restriction, the Indonesia’s fixed that the foreign shareholders of the entity carrying Takaful 

activities are limited to 80% at the establishment of the company. 

 

Based on the above discussion, the countries in ASEAN had a rules and regulations that provide by their 

own regulator to protect the takaful industry. The regulator is responsible for setting usually on a 

minimum capital requirement, the solvency regulation, policyholder protection and foreign ownership 

restrictions. This basically will open new opportunities in rapid growth market, especially in Malaysia 

and Indonesia. 

 

Methodology 
 

This research adopts Yin’s (2003) definition of a case study as empirical inquiry that investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context when the boundaries between phenomenon and 

context are not clearly evident and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. This definition used to 

guide through the implementation of the research. Qualitative is chosen for this research since it attempts 

to get an in-depth opinion from participant. The objective of this research is to identify the takaful rules 

and regulations for Malaysia and Indonesia and to analyse the similarities and differences of takaful rules 

and regulations between Malaysia and Indonesia. Hence, single case study has been adopted in this 

research since it was more appropriate to the nature and context of this research in order to get a holistic 

view of the phenomenon under research. 

 

This research uses a semi-structured interview process, non-participant observation and document 

analysis, where the researcher was the key instrument for data collection (Merriam, 2009). The Case 

Study Protocol and Implementation have been developed to express the nature of the interview and the 

interview questions as well as elaborate intricately on how the respondents are selected. 

Furthermore, content analysis has been chosen for data analysis. In content analysis, the researcher 

examines artifacts of social communication. Typically, these are written documents or transcriptions of 

recorded verbal communication (Strauss, 1987). Holsti (1969) defined content analysis as any technique 

for making inferences by systematically and objectively identifying special characteristics of messages. 

Content analysis is a powerful empirical method for analysing text and as a method that technical 

communicators can use in the research (Thayer, Evans, McBride, Queen & Spyridakis, 2007). It can also 
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expose hidden connections among concepts, reveal relationships among ideas that initially seem 

unconnected, and inform the decision-making processes associated with many communication practices.  

 

The ways that the researchers choose to analyse data should stem from a combination of factors, which 

include the research questions, the theoretical foundation of the research, and appropriateness of the 

technique for making sense of the data.  

 

Background Of The Case Study 
 

An ABC  is a leading wholesale provider of reinsurance, insurance and other insurance-based forms of 

risk transfer. Dealing directly and working through brokers, its global client base consists of insurance 

companies, mid-to-large-sized corporations and public sector clients. Their business from standard 

products to tailor-made coverage across all lines of business, the ABC  leading Takaful operator deploys 

its capital strength, expertise and innovative power to enable the risk-taking upon which growth and 

progress depends. The ABC has operations across the globe. Their largest clients, too, have a global 

presence. Consequently, they are the only reinsurer with a client-centric model, that is with  teams built 

around a client on a global basis. They reorganised office network makes them more competitive and 

effective, enabling them to focus on their core strengths and provide best-in-class service to their clients.  

 

The company is committed to adhering to all applicable legal and regulatory requirements, the highest 

professional and ethical standards and its stated corporate values. They recognise that strong compliance 

provides a significant competitive advantage and is vital to securing sustainable profitable growth. 

Compliance assists the oversight and management bodies in discharging their respective duties to 

effectively identify, mitigate and manage compliance risk and encourage ethical behaviour. Ethics, 

integrity and compliance are integral components of the company culture and its successful performance.  

 

Good corporate governance requires an effective system of mutual checks and balances among the top 

corporate bodies. The company able to fulfill this through a dual Board structure. The Board of Directors 

is responsible for oversight and the Executive Committee is responsible for managing operations. Their 

corporate governance principles and procedures are defined in a series of documents governing the 

organisation and management of the company. Their Board of Directors annually assesses the Group’s 

corporate governance against recognised best practices. It receives updates on developments affecting 

corporate governance from selected jurisdictions and considers the relevant studies and surveys on 

corporate governance such as the Walker Report, a review of corporate governance in the financial 

services industry in the UK, for its assessment.  

 

Findings  
 

The findings are reported according to two research questions which are (1) What are the takaful rules 

and regulations for two ASEAN countries (Malaysia and Indonesia)? (2) How the takaful rules and 

regulations differs between two ASEAN countries (Malaysia and Indonesia)? 

 

5.1 What are the Takaful rules and regulations for two ASEAN countries 

(Malaysia and  Indonesia)?  
 

Two participants involved in the interview were from ABC Company. They worked as a President and  

Client Manager for the general insurance and the family business. The research indicated that the current 

general takaful rules and regulations is IFSA 2013 in Malaysia and UU40 in Indonesia. They were further 

confirmed that the IFSA was on the administrative matters.  

Leader X said: 
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“We confirmed that the current general takaful rules and regulations is IFSA 2013 in Malaysia 

and Undang-Undang No 40 in Indonesia.” 

 

It was revealed that IFSA was an administrative rules and regulations for takaful operators to set up a 

business. However, in IFSA there was a special rules and regulations on Shariah compliance 

comparatively to UU40. 

 

He also postulated that the researchers need to understand the regulatory structure of Malaysia and 

Indonesia. For example, in Indonesia  the highest law is called Undang-Undang Dasar, there is only one 

document for the entire country. The Undang-Undang Dasar need to be discussed in the parliament. 

Based on Undang-Undang Dasar, it has Peraturan Pemerintah and its basically law and regulations 

choose by the president, and only the President can sign the Peraturan Pemerintah.  

 

In Indonesia,  Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK) is actually Financial Service Authority (FSA) which 

supervise all the financial services banks and non banking. Whereas in Malaysia,  BNM does all the 

supervisory functions including the monetary function. He also perceived that UU40 was more simple 

compared to IFSA 2013. The IFSA 2013 was quite thick because all the takaful rules and regulations 

were stated compiled of banking, takaful and money market. However, UU40 only discuss on the 

headlines for insurance and takaful and the explanation will be provided in the Peraturan Otoritas Jasa 

Keuangan (POJK). 

Leader Y stated: 

“Even the Undang-Undang No 40, I think, is much thinner than the IFSA 2013.” 

 

Furthermore, they also suggested to compare chapter to chapter and also part to part of two acts to see in 

most areas they will be alike. Based on their perception, it was more appropriate to compare the Takaful 

Operational Framework (TOF) and Peraturan Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (POJK) rather than compare the 

IFSA 2013 and UU40. The reason behind was the IFSA 2013 and UU40 were referred to the basic and 

general policy of the takaful rules and regulations. The TOF and POJK will discuss on the practical part 

of takaful operation. 

 

Leader X said: 

“So its mean here the perception on the operator's side when involve with issues of globalization 

and other factors, so we will refer to the TOF and POJK more compare to UU40 and IFSA 

because is based on the basic rules and very general.” 

5.2  Research Question 2: How the Takaful rules and regulations differs between 

two ASEAN  countries (Malaysia and Indonesia)? 
 

In order to address the second research question, the researchers designed questions related to differences 

between the two acts. They suggested to make a comparison with regards to the operational matters 

because it will find more differences such as the Takaful Operational Framework (TOF) and the 

Peraturan Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (POJK).  

 

Leader Y stated: 

“I have the same comment with Mr. X because even in Malaysia we have Bank Negara 

Malaysia (BNM) at the top and we have Risk Based Capital (RBC), so for subsidiary we will 

have a lot of differences. So, depend on how deep you want to go, they might look at the 

different standard or guideline. For us, essentially, as a practitioner we do refer a lot to the 

Takaful Operational Framework (TOF).” 

They further confirmed that there were a lot of differences regarding  the operational parts of takaful rules 

and regulations. In Malaysia, the takaful operators were referred to the TOF as their main guidelines for 

operational framework. It applied same with Indonesian market, where they would follow the operational 
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parts based on the POJK and also the Surat Edaran Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (SEOJK). These were the 

immediate law which reflected the current operation of the takaful industry in Indonesia. 

 

Leader X said: 

“And same also in Indonesia, the practitioner will more on POJK and SEOJK. That’s because 

the impact is an immediate on the operation. In our case also when we discuss on the law we 

refer to our legal person that keep an eye on the law.” 

 

Besides,the standard law for takaful rules and regulations like IFSA 2013 in Malaysia and UU40 in 

Indonesia, they  also have the details of the law such as TOF in Malaysia and also the POJK in Indonesia. 

At the same time in Malaysia, they had Shariah guidelines in order to control the Shariah governance. In 

Indonesia, they also have the Dewan Shariah Nasional (DSN) to discuss on the Shariah compliance. Such 

guidelines also spell out the model and the separation of the fund. There was a difference between the 

BNM and Bank of Indonesia (BI). BNM would control all the financial institutions' activities in Malaysia. 

But in Indonesia, the Otoritas Jasa Keungan (OJK) was taken over the function of BI. In terms of 

similarities, the TOF in Malaysia was equal to POJK in Indonesia. 

 

Leader Y said: 

“So, in Malaysia, Bank Negara Malaysia is equal in Bank of Indonesia but BNM do all the 

supervisory functions not only do the monetary function. In Indonesia, they are not supervising 

banking anymore. Supervision function is taken over by OJK.” 

 

Discussion  
 

 The findings showed that the current general takaful rules and regulations is IFSA 2013 in Malaysia and 

UU40 in Indonesia. However, UU40 referring to takaful company and conventional insurance company 

was more simple and only discuss on the headlines for insurance and takaful because the further 

explanation of it will be provided in the Peraturan Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (POJK). Whereas, IFSA 2013 

totally referred to takaful company covered all the takaful rules and regulations and also compiled of 

banking, takaful and money market. Inspite of  making a comparison with regards to the general rules and 

regulations and more on administrative matters which referered to IFSA 2013 and UU40, it was 

suggested to compare the respected operational matters because it will find more differences such as the 

TOF from Malaysia and the POJK in Indonesia. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Takaful rules and regulations are very critical to ensure a sound takaful operations in ASEAN countries. 

Regulations could reduce mismanagement, increase the level of solvency and strengthen a company’s 

position in the face of global competition. This is vital to ensure sustainability in takaful businesses. The 

findings of this research indicated that IFSA (2013) and UU40 are the most referred takaful rules and 

regulations for Malaysia and Indonesia respectively. Furthermore, IFSA (2013) is a Shariah compliance 

guidelines for Malaysian financial institutions and UU40 is the takaful and insurance guidelines for 

Indonesia.  

 

They also further confirmed that there were a lot of differences regarding  the operational parts of takaful 

rules and regulations for both countries such as their main guidelines for operational framework. 

However, since this is a case study based on a solely leading takaful company located in Malaysia, it is 

recommended to include more case studies to rectify this finding.    
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Abstract 

 
Computerized Information Systems (IS) have successfully been used in organizations to improve the 

efficiency, speed and accuracy of doing repetitive tasks. However, organizations have added more 

expectations to their capabilities and now expect them to completely play the roles of humans. This has 

not been a complete failure, neither has it been a resounding success. This lecture raises some issues that 

require attention when designing IS if they are to completely replace humans in organizational roles. 

Besides incorporating the principles of romanticism in the IS design,   methods should be found that 

allow the inscription of consciousness, freewill and interests among a plethora of other issues into the IS 

artefacts. This paper is grounded more in the philosophical arguments of IS-organizational relations.  

 

Keywords: Information Systems, romanticism, ontology, Humanism 

 

Introduction 

 
Every organization survives by capturing, processing and sharing data and information amongst its 

workforce. These processes can be enabled manually or automatically. The state of these affairs is 

regarded as Information Systems (IS). Currently, many organizational systems are being automated, to 

make processes lean, efficient and effective. This automation has so excited people to the extent that IS, 

instead of playing an enabling role to humans, are now being touted to replace them in their roles. With 

this in mind, IS practitioners are currently battling to humanize these artefacts. An example prevalent in 

these sectors of IS are robotics. 

 

The Information Systems Problem 

 
The software development problem which has been extended to be the IS development problem, was 

coined a ‘crisis’ at the first NATO software engineering conference held in Garmish, Germany, 1968 

(Randell, n.d.).  Despite many reasons being cited as causes for the “crisis” (Baker, 2006; Brooks, 1987; 

Mullet, 1999) the problem that IS artefacts are not humans has not always been fully understood.   

 

This problem has persisted for generations. Without some concerted effort and some stroke of genius, this 

may continue into the unforeseen future. We are provoked to ask several questions: 

 

• What is the “IS Problem?’ 

• What are its origins? 

• Why is it a problem? 

• What do we do about it? 

 

For a start, the IS problems have been inherited from its origins as a discipline.  Information Systems as a 

discipline was an offshoot of the Computer Science discipline that also had its roots in the computer 

engineering discipline. As an engineering discipline and strictly bounded by the functionalist 

philosophical paradigms (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) where objectivity and order reigned supreme, IS 

developers conceived a ‘reality space’ where Russell and Wittgenstein had dwelt, grounded in the 
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thinking of “logical atomism.” Logical atomism, according to Bertrand Russell (1872-1970), is the belief 

that all truths can be deduced from a layer of atomic facts. These atomic facts lie either in simple particles 

forming a pattern or in multiple simple particles lying in a relation. 

 

 With this thinking, the IS development and operational space was viewed to comprise of clearly ordered 

artefacts that could be arranged and re-arranged to construct different artefacts from the same atomic 

units as long as their original natural states were preserved. In short, bigger and complex organizational 

patterns could be built and defined using the simpler (atomic) ones as building blocks. 

 

Essentially, the development of IS fundamentally negated and neglected the presence of people as 

components to the system. People, IS asserted, bring a certain degree of complexity in organizational IS.  

There has been limited success in some processes and total failure in others. What then are the issues 

required in humanizing IS? This paper highlights issues that need to be addressed in the quest of 

humanizing IS. 

 

Focusing on the objectivity and orderliness of organizational reality, where atomic patterns could be 

identified,  IS developers borrowing from  their origins, adopted reductionist principles that were used in 

the engineering discipline to fashion their products. They argued that IS could be developed sufficiently 

enough using systematic methods. As Foucault (1987) accepted, “systematizing methods produces 

reductive social and historical analyses, and that knowledge is perspectival in nature, requiring multiple 

viewpoints to interpret a heterogeneous reality” such as an organization.   

 

Also, the problem of these reductionist tendencies has seen IS artefacts being guided and controlled by 

algorithms that are inscribed as programmes. This was intended to ensure IS functionality. Since time 

immemorial, from its birth as computing machines, to gradual growth in information processing systems, 

IS as a discipline has grown from just ensuring functionality of systems, optimization of information 

seeking and storage to information meaning. These attempts looked at a fuller actualization of the humans 

(Cibangu, 2015). Is this attempt good enough in the 21
st
 century? This paper critiques the grounding 

principles of IS development and the origins of gaps that still need to be closed for IS to approximate 

human praxis. An original IS, the level one, consists of people, technology and processes. These resources 

comprise the social, the natural and the artificial respectively.  

 

As captured in Mavetera (2011), there must be a link between the natural, the social world together with 

the artificial world of human constructions for an effective mapping of the IS artefact onto the original 

being of the organizational system. There must be a theory that links these three elements (Gregor, 2006). 

Practice has shown that all but the social element of the original system are successfully mapped in 

automated IS. This gap needs to be addressed.  

 

This calls for new ways of critical thinking and looking at the nature of organizations, which dictate the 

way IS products are to be fashioned in the future. How does one get a characteristically human IS product 

when the thinking behind its design negates the presence of humans in organizational information 

systems? What theoretical constructs are being considered and used in building IS products? Do these 

constructs consider the reality space where organizations dwell? This paper postulates that many 

theoretical constructs that are currently used in the development of IS artefacts are incapable of mapping 

them to the organization’s life state. Organizations and hence their systems, just like humans, are 

romantic. As such, a paradox exists where a romantic view of the organizational system is force-mapped 

onto a mechanistic view of the IS artefact. Organizational life has an infinite number of life states that can 

be assumed at any one given time. This is because of the presence of humans. We would like to propose 

also that the IS representation of the organization maps only one life state out of the several possible and 

available. In its whole, an organizational system has a fluid existence that can be characterized as 

romantic, unlike the one static mapping of IS products that is mechanistic.  
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Can humans then entrust the running of their organizations, their lives, their activities to automated IS 

artefacts? Is there sanity in abrogating our life responsibilities to these artefacts? They aren’t human but 

artefacts is the story that needs to be expounded in this thesis. 

 

“There is a reason why computers have not yet become fervent natural language speakers (It’s not a 

matter of processing power and never will be): we simply are not programming them correctly.” 

El Baze 2005. 

El Baze’s (2005) comment points to the fact that although developers can perfectly implement whatever 

they design, IS products fail because it is the design itself that is grounded on improper assumptions. IS 

product designs do not take cognizance of the central role played by people in organizational information 

systems. El Baze (2005) therefore logically laments that “we simply are not programming them 

correctly.” Does this gap emanate from the techniques and tools that are used during the processes of 

requirements engineering? Is it a logical gap on what should be elicited, specified and later designed? 

 

IS practices  have gone so far that practitioners want to “engineer” the human mind, thinking, 

experiences, emotions, and beliefs. They seek to clone the human mind. This engineering mechanistic 

world view, based fundamentally on the functionalist paradigm as previously stated, regards the world as 

ordered, rational and unchanging. Monod (2007) strongly blames IS practitioners’ unquestioning and 

faithful adoption and use of this rationality principle. Why should practitioners believe that the world can 

be reduced to discrete functional units that can be represented as rules and algorithms? How do we deal 

with knowledge and information possessed by people, which is mostly tacit and intuitive? IS practitioners 

therefore ought to adopt development paradigms that reject extreme rationalism and technological 

determinism. To address this, we must accept a world view that is voluntarist, messy, chaotic and subject 

to human interpretation. This is the relativistic stance. This also is the humanistic viewpoint required in 

automated IS. 

 

In this paper, humanism is regarded as the belief in the value, freedom and independence of human 

beings. Humanism by its nature is fluid and ever-evolving, hence, the evolution that we have seen in 

humanity must extend and enrich IS design processes.  The battle amongst IS professionals is to impart IS 

products with these humanist qualities. The argument so far suggests that IS design principles are 

grounded in the objective-ordered pair of the functionalist paradigm. Contrary to this, the lived 

organizational state lies along the continuum through to the neo-humanist paradigm. This has created a 

reality paradox. 

 

Issues for Consideration in IS fashioning 

 
The paradox identified above has revealed a major difference between the nature and representation of 

organizations using automated IS. People, information systems and the environment in which 

organizations exist can be considered holistically as a social group of actors interacting through networks. 

As Ngwenyama and Lee (1997) contend, being social involves the alignment of an individual’s actions to 

both the organizational context and the other actors involved in performing a social action. All social 

interaction is governed by a social culture and this culture has to be observed when implementing 

organizational IS.  

 

In addition, as complex systems, organizations have requisite variety (Rosenkranz & Holten, 2007:57). 

Requisite variety views organizational systems as possessing several possible states, in terms of “patterns 

of behaviour” or “number of manifestations.” The intention when implementing IS has always been to 

holistically capture and maintain these patterns of behaviour (manifestations). However, contrary to this, 

all IS when designed tend to reduce the complexity of these organizational systems, thereby reducing 

their requisite variety. This process is regarded as the reductionist principle. Reduction in the possible 

behavioural states and hence, in the requisite variety of the original system. It is the contention of this 
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presentation that most information systems fail to provide value to their organisations because of this 

reduction in requisite variety. The question then remains, how can we have ISs that have as much 

requisite variety as the original organizational system?  

 

Culture in Organizations  

 
Another aspect that contributes to the requisite variety of organizational systems is culture. 

Organizational culture comprises the attitudes, experiences, beliefs and values of people in an 

organization. It also embodies the organisation’s interactional behaviour with its stakeholders. All 

organizations are run within certain cultural and contextual boundaries. How do we, as IS practitioners, 

allow IS to capture culture?  Culture is a very important element in defining organizational context. 

 

Context-building amongst organizational actors is a process of weaving together the different situational 

understandings of different actors, establishing threads of common understandings and of inter-subjective 

knowledges within a network (Goldkuhl, 2002; Dilley, 1999). Contrary to what many people think, 

context is not a static phenomenon and is not a given. It is not self-evident in a situation but requires a 

constructive machinery to mould the varying situational meanings into a common understanding. 

Context, therefore, is an object of study that requires some analysis to arrive at an agreed and shared 

understanding. Furthermore, it is within the shared meaning of some situatedness that the said context 

resides. Organizational context is ever changing and amorphous.  

 

This dynamism in context poses a big challenge to IS development if one has to capture the running 

context of an organization. IS practitioners scramble to find methods for identifying, capturing and 

communicating context? In a bid to address this, Mavetera (2011) proposed an ontology-driven approach 

and methodology for capturing and incorporating context into IS. To support the fluidness of 

organizations, another lens that can be used to critique organizations is the Theory of Organized 

Complexity. 

 

The Theory of Organized Complexity 

 
According to the Theory of Organised Complexity (Checkland, 1999:78), systems in general exhibit a 

general hierarchy of levels in which each higher level is more complex than the level below it. Each such 

higher level has emergent properties that are not found at lower levels. The emergent properties are a 

result of system formation, in which the whole exhibits characteristics that cannot be found in the 

individual sub-systems that combine to form it. Checkland (1999:78) notes that “neither a one level 

epistemology nor a one level ontology is possible” to describe the sum total of the subsystems. Hence, in 

a hierarchy of systems forming the whole, each level has different, distinct epistemological and 

ontological views. In other words, the views of the lower levels of the system can never be the same as 

those of the whole system.  Put in another way, the behavioural characteristics of subsystems, when added 

together will generate a system whole that has behavioural characteristics completely different from those 

of its constituents.  

 

The interaction of its components creates some emergent properties that are a by-product of the 

interaction and these manifest themselves in the whole as new characteristics. Rightly so, an aggregation 

of mechanistic components cannot have the same behavioural properties as the whole. The principles of 

systematicity and system formation that IS practitioners have depended upon to build products fail to 

preserve the natural that is encompassed in the romantic world view. In this sense, systematicity looks at 

the extent to which a system can be regarded as an ordered, hierarchical arrangement of components 

while system formation in turn looks at the ordered, organised building up of the whole system from its 

components. 
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With this state of affairs, Aristotle’s maxim that the whole is equal to the sum of its constitutive parts is 

negated. When the whole is broken up, it loses its requisite variety by negating some other possible states. 

At the same time, when the system is reassembled from the parts, the theory of organized complexity 

explains the introduction of emergent properties that never existed in the original whole. This now 

constitutes a paradox, where one cannot holistically get an organizational whole from the products of its 

deconstruction, that is, the constitutive parts. Another lens that can be used to have organizational 

diagnosis is human activity system (HAS). 

 

Human Activity Systems (HAS) 

 

Human beings have never been predictable. Their behaviour is always changing. It is very difficult, if not 

impossible, to consider all contingencies in an a priori prescription of a human action (Suchman, 1987). 

Rationalization of human actions a priori or a posteriori overlooks much detail that is situated in the 

running context, such as the detail taken during a course of action in everyday life (Roque et al., 2003).  

 

Furthermore, Roque et al. (2003) urge IS developers to guard against neglecting variability and 

independence during the development of IS products. They discourage any reliance on procedural and 

functional descriptions of organizations and individual roles as complete accounts of the social dynamics. 

This narrative, together with the TOC, argue for a change in our IS practices. The third lens discussed 

here is the Theory of Organized Activity (TOA) 

 

The Theory of Organized Activity (TOA) 

 
Like the human activity system (HAS), Holt (1997) developed the theory of organized activity (TOA) 

that is also based on human (organized) activities. An organized activity is a dependent variable of the 

social interaction of people in a particular setting. We would like to postulate that more often than not, IS 

technical component attempts to automate these organized activities. Looking at an IS as an activity 

system, Cordeiro and Filipe (n.d.) view the technical aspect of IS as playing a supporting role to the 

organizational human activity. 

 

They describe the human action, that is, the action performed by a human actor, as comprising of interests 

and actors. These interests, together with the actors, are responsible for the actions. While humans can 

have interests, technical machines cannot have interests and, therefore, cannot be assigned any 

organizational responsibilities. This results in the technical aspects of IS being unable to perform actions 

(Cordeiro & Filipe, n.d.). 

 

In short, although technological artefacts may be components of an organized activity, their failure to 

inscribe and exhibit interests places them at a disadvantage if they are to be assigned any responsibilities 

for an action. The development of IS product, a technical artefact, should therefore include ways that 

allow them to be assigned responsibilities. This is the notion of humanizing the technical artefact.  This 

notion is expounded in the rest of this presentation. 

The three theories of TOC, HAS and TOA, as discussed herein explain very important characteristics of 

organizations which should be incorporated into information systems. These three theories can be used as 

a basis for a conceptual grounding of romantic information systems. 

  

The Principle of Romanticism 

 
Romanticism can be described using Gasche’s (1986) notion of anti-systematic thought. This is related to 

the anti-positivist notion described in Mavetera (2011). Romanticism argues for the negation of 
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systematicity and system-formation while, at the same time, allowing the concept of “the fragmentary …” 

(Gasche, 1986). 

 

The paradox that faces IS practitioners emanates from the fact that one cannot tackle IS development 

project without breaking it up into manageable chunks. On the other hand, the whole cannot be 

reconstituted from these chunks. A development approach that reduces the gap between these two poles, 

one that is able to reintroduce the romanticism that existed in the original system in the developed 

systems, has thus to be found. By assuming the romantic world view, IS developers consider a holistic 

view and an acceptance of the organizational system, where culture and social context play a part in the 

execution of tasks. In the eyes of romanticists, “processes and change” are at the forefront of system 

“contemplation, understanding, interpretation and feeling” (Dahlbom and Mathiassen, 1997:501). In this 

view, change in organizational systems is taken as “unpredictable and beyond human control, the 

expression of hidden and unknowable forces” (Hirschheim et al., 1995:3). 

 

The Romantic Systems Movement 

 
Human problem-solving resides in the interpretive and neo-humanist paradigms. IS developers should not 

concentrate on tractability and objectivity. Such a move effectively distances and isolates the IS artefact 

from the complexities of everyday social changes. To build a system, the process of requirements 

engineering has to be followed. It is important to leverage the requirements engineering effort on the 

reasons why these are needed and gathered than on the specification of what the system must do (Yu, 

1997).  According to Roque et al. (2003), there is more to requirements than elicitation. Requirements are 

an everyday social construction, in which human and non-human actors participate. The requirements 

engineering process forms the basis upon which IS failures and successes can be measured. 

 

While current IS development methodologies force organizational systems to embed their business rules, 

organizational culture, practice and their human aspect in the technological side of IS, it is necessary to 

liberate the human aspects of the organization from the bondage of technology by introducing romantic 

information software products.  

 

What is a Romantic Software Product? 

 
 These are IS software products that are at the epicentre as building blocks of romantic information 

systems. Romantic information systems (RIS) are not only limited to the dictates of syntactic machine 

representations. They are also based on the romantic world view that considers the “world as a unitary 

organism” in sharp contrast to the rational and atomistic view of the mechanistic world (Tarnas, 

1991:366-7). Mavetera (2011) is the first to coin these systems ‘romantic information systems.’  

Romantic information systems can be viewed as having “gloried in the unbounded multiplicity of 

realities” (Tarnas, 1991:368) that are realised in organizations as a result of the subjectivity and the 

divergence in perspectives of the people found in them. Romantic systems accept the notion that “reality 

is constructed by the mind, not simply perceived by it, and many such constructions are possible [...]”  

 

Furthermore, these systems capture and reflect all the possibilities in organizational life states (intentions) 

than to concretize a single life state only as a fact. The idea for romanticism in information systems is 

supported by Hohmann (2007:18), who calls for a “pluralisation of our culture and the humanization of 

technology.” In his vision, he sees a future that demands technologies that stimulate creativity and inspire 

thoughts, thereby reconciling the “contradictions between technology and art” (p.18) that characterize the 

modern era. A conceptual framework for romantic information systems is characterised by Mavetera 

(2011) as one: 
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“… that allows the development of socially-constructed systems that capture and maintain the softer 

elements of organizational systems such as culture, social context, and semantics and to a certain extent 

pragmatics. These systems must be adaptive, dynamic, evolvable and innovative.”  

The whole romantic world view idea has to bring some intuition, tacit information and meaning into the 

IS product. This characterization may seem far-fetched, but existing literature like Weber (2003), 

Hohmann (2007), Yu (1995, 1997), Beynon et al (2008), Soffer et al. (2001), and Mavetera (2011), have 

already called for a romantic framework mentioned herein and several prototypes have been tested. The 

romantic IS cannot be conceived if practitioners cannot design IS artefacts that can be inscribed with the 

romantic characteristics as specified herein. This thesis as proposed in Mavetera (2010, 2011) introduces 

ontologies as artefacts to fill in this gap.  

 

The theory of IS Ontology? A Brief Description 

 
“Ontology makes knowledge visible and accessible and enables teams to share their knowledge and profit 

from experience.” 

Sheryl Torre-Brown (In-PharmaTechnologist.com, 2005) 

Ontology is a word that originated from classical philosophy as a branch of metaphysics. It is referred to 

as the science of being (lower-case ‘b’) (Ruiz & Hilera, 2006) or as the study of existence (Hacking, 

2002). As a study of essence, ontology started as a way of categorizing things and establishing the nature 

of their existence (Corcho et al., 2006). It also deals with issues such as how people perceive the world 

and with general issues of the nature of things as opposed to specific theories about particular things. 

Checkland (1999) holds that it is a concept that deals with the nature of the world or with what it 

contains. This definition does not look at the individual fragments of existence but at the general. As 

Hacking (2002:2) argues, ontology constitutes the thought study of “What there is.” It should be noted 

that this term, ‘Ontology’ written with a capital letter ‘O’ has an uncountable reading (Guarino, 1998). A 

typical example is the statement ‘Ontology is the study of existence’ which, in this context, refers to a 

specific discipline of study. The philosophical ontology is “neither reducible to, nor identical with 

language or its formalism” (Zúñiga, 2001:188). However, the language can be used to describe this 

ontology. 

In IS discipline, the term ontology has assumed a countable reading (Mavetera, 2011) allowing 

researchers and IS practitioners to assign it a linguistic definition that can inscribe romantic 

characteristics in the IS artefacts. This linguistic model definition is characterized in softer terms as a: 

“…model of the world that comprises of syntax, semantics, pragmatics as well as the social context of 

that which is represented. Despite some unavoidable informal indeterminacy in the real world view, it 

should allow a shared, descriptive, both structural and behavioural modelling and representation of a real 

world view by a set of concepts, their relationships and constraints under the open world assumption” 

(Mavetera, 2011). 

This characterization is very important to people who work in the softer fields of IT such as information 

systems. It is a characterization that allows behavioural and constructivist scientists to develop 

frameworks that guide the subsequent development of IT artefacts by design scientists. Examples of such 

ontologies are domain, method, process, intentional, social and status ontologies as explained in Mavetera 

(2011:144).  

 

Context of IS as a Discipline of Specialization 

 
A specialization can be regarded as the process of concentration on and becoming of an expert to a 

particular subject area or skill set. In this regard, our field of specialization is information systems (not 

capitalized) versus Information Systems (capitalized) referring to artefacts. As a discipline, Information 

systems looks at the essence, the practice, the methodologies, the ethical and legal issues guiding the 

fashioning and use of IS products by people and for people in organizations. The author has devoted most 
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of his career to improving the way IS products can enhance the way business is done. Most of this work 

has focused on the methodologies, the pillars upon which products are developed. 

 

 Knowles et al. (2015) advocated for new information system development methodologies that are 

grounded in “humanistic understanding of space, place, time, language and perception.” Computing, 

sharing and presenting human experience has always been a problem that has confronted computing 

professionals and the Information Systems discipline. As stated in Knowles et al. (2015), moving away 

from the mechanistic dictates of current computing platforms to the conceived semantic, pragmatic and 

humanistic position requires a gradual transition process. This calls upon IS practitioners to be aware of 

their theoretical positionality and the sociotechnical implications of their methodological choices. In 

fashioning IS products, it has become necessary to relook at the paradigmatic choices. How can IS 

products be improved to incorporate human-like behavioral characteristics? 

 

Hohmann (2007) and Beynon et al. (2008) advocated for the development of intuitive systems that are 

easily understood by humans, at the same time increasing the productivity gains from their use. Beynon et 

al. (2008) argued further that marrying intuition and software development has been made difficult 

because researchers and developers use frameworks that are inherited from the computer science 

discipline. These frameworks concentrate on “stable contexts of experience that can be engineered to 

exhibit law-like characteristics” (Beynon et al., 2008:4) and they do not allow some degree of freedom in 

cognition (Tarnas, 1991). 

 

Just like the “biblical archetypes such as Exodus, the Chosen people, and the promised land,” which did 

not stop playing an important role in the cultural imagination of the Christians, (Tarnas, 1991:108) this 

paper notes that the functionalist archetypes even with new revelations  of positivist weaknesses have 

persisted in IS developers’ minds and practices. This is one linking factor, particularly impeding the 

advancement of the romantic worldview in IS development. This problem has been persistent in the 

author’s efforts to solve IS problems. 

 

Contribution of Research to Body of Knowledge 

 
Information Systems look at the social relations amongst tools, human actors and the social environment 

in which they co-exist. In 2002, the author published a paper that prescribed a framework for Land 

Registration Organizations (LRO) of South Africa and Zimbabwe to share their information with 

practitioners and the citizenry (Mavetera, 2002). This was based on the fact that e-systems were 

beginning to be pervasive and ubiquitous in the society and business environments. The framework aimed 

at reducing the costs of data sharing as well as increasing its access and availability to the citizenry. The 

information needed to be packaged in specific formats that would ensure all users get it in the same 

format. The research solved the problems of inefficiencies and government systems’ bureaucracies. We 

envisaged a system that would replace these “blood lazy and inefficient” public servants, the humans. The 

system worked quite well in the laboratory but failed in the operational environment. Of the issues raised, 

some claimed the system lacked the flexibility of querying and customization to specific individual 

requirements.  

 

In Mavetera and Kadyamitimba (2003), we attempted to improve the e-systems by introducing software 

agents, which would assume the role of a human principal to search, choose, collect and customize 

requirements. This system also hit a snag because, while humans are intuitive and have interests, these 

agent-mediated systems were not. As developers, we could not prescribe interests to mechanistic and 

artificial artefacts as software agents. Having noted that system failures are not because of the 

technologies that are used to design, build and implement them, the focus of our problem then changed.  

 

Between 2000 and 2003, the research focused entirely on the design and development of systems that 

automated the work processes of information seeking and delivery in the electronic-business era 
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(Mavetera, 2000; 2002; 2003a & b; Mavetera & Kadyamitimba, 2003). An attempt was made to replace 

the human principal in these transactions of buying and selling with software agents. The processes, 

however, relied heavily on the syntactic matching capabilities of technologies that had grown in 

computing and storage capacity. This left a big gap in the effective and efficient operations of the 

Information Systems as enablers of business and complementary tools to human efforts. 

 

 It must be brought to the attention of the reader that organizational problems during this time now 

focused on semantic rather than syntactic issues. There was a realization that humans are more about 

sense-making and decision-making than finding similarities. This time the idea of semantic enabled ISs 

started developing and being researched. It was noted that information systems, despite their intended 

role to replace humans, had failed to completely eradicate human beings because humans are “more 

flexible, adaptable, and creative.” Humans are better suited to respond to varying and unexpected 

situations.  

 

 The period 2004-2009 focused on the idea of e-systems that could semantically run business processes. 

These entailed the use of ontologies (Mavetera, 2004a & b; Shawa et al., 2008 &2009; Mavetera, 2007; 

Mavetera & Kroeze, 2009). During the period 2010-2013, the studies started graduating from previous 

studies and focused on enriching IS with human traits. Again the central theme and focus point was 

ontologies (Kroeze et al, 2010, 2011; Mavetera & Kroeze, 2010; Mavetera, 2011a & b). 

 

The 2014-2017 period saw the research looking at missing human elements in IS that inhibit their 

capabilities. Consideration of culture in e-learning systems (Chukwuere et al., 2016a & b), e-government 

systems (Chikerema et al., 2016) are some of the products of these studies. All these researches have been 

grounded in the discipline of IS development and software engineering. Methodologies and frameworks 

for fashioning IS products were the central theme. The central theme of developing requirements 

engineering frameworks that consider the incorporation of tacit knowledge and human traits of intuition, 

freewill and choice making in the IS products is now the current focus.   

 

Research into the Future  

As we have consistently posited, technologists are advocating for the replacement of “human-decision 

makers and policy makers” with automated systems. These should measure and collect data, and make 

adjustments automatically to correct discrepancies. The idea is to position the role of technology as 

replacing humans instead of supporting them. However, as discussed in Robinson (2015) (which we will 

quote freely), there still exists human capabilities that cannot be replaced by or abrogated to IS artefacts. 

 

Human capabilities that cannot be replaced by computers? 

 
There has been a very long and arduous journey in academic and industrial research that has seen 

computers moving from simply automating processes to imitating the human capabilities of thinking 

(artificial intelligence) and decision making. Talking of intelligence, let us define it as the acquisition and 

application of knowledge and skills. While computers can take decisions based on information gathered, 

there are three things that computers have failed to do (Robinson, 2015). These are understanding, 

judgment and empathy. Human decision making and understanding do not rely solely on intelligence but 

also on experience and values.  Human beings, apart from making decisions and being intelligent, are also 

capable of setting objectives. We can group these traits under understanding.  

 

We can, however, fashion IS artefacts to be capable of acquiring experience. Can this, however, be 

compared with the ability to make judgments based on values like what humans do? Major questions still 

arise in human nature. What constitutes decision-making? Is it making choices? As Robinson (2015) 

questions, where do we find values that are learned through experience? In addition, where is empathy 

that is derived from shared values and experiences? (ibid.)  
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 The Ghost Finally is in the Machine   

 
For the sake of argument, let us assume that our technology will advance to the extent of being able to 

make judgments and decisions.  Will the technological artefacts be able to possess free will? (ibid).   This 

is an unavoidable capability of humans. Freewill is defined by Robinson (2015) as the “ability to set our 

own decisions bringing with it the responsibility to deal with their consequences.” But our IS artefacts are 

based on classical physics and logic.  

 

Let us bring this argument closer to home. Check information systems such as e-Natis and Hanis to name 

but a few that have been implemented by the Republic of South Africa. These are examples of several e-

government systems that are being developed and implemented for public service delivery. How 

successful have they been in replacing the public servant of today? Judging through the lens of syntactic 

matching, semantic evaluation and pragmatic performance, they might have improved the way business is 

done. Can they make judgments and decisions too? Do they possess free will?  

 

 Rightly so, these systems can use a recorded occurrence to eventually inform the next event.  

Unfortunately, they do not have capabilities for conscious decision-making. Put simply, while computers 

can make choices, they cannot make judgments. Judgments are based on values and these values in turn 

emerge from human experiences of life (Robinson,2015). Hence computers cannot ascribe values because 

they cannot experience life. As can be deduced from the discussion on TOA, IS artefacts cannot have 

interests, they cannot be assigned responsibilities and hence cannot perform actions. Future research then 

has to enrich the IS artefacts with enough capabilities to address these gaps. 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

 
Ours is not a matter of being trapped in a paradigmatic pit and then cry for God to rescue us. IS 

practitioners are encouraged to move their practices to include other fields such as humanities (Kroeze et 

al., 2010), and to investigate how IS can espouse the human societal value system. This can not be 

investigated from the functionalist-positivist lens but an acceptance of the interpretive-and neo-humanist 

positionality of organizational systems should be cherished. 

For now, IS are not humans but artefatcs. Maybe, they are artefacts not humans. 
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Abstract 

This study is a descriptive research examining the relationship between the organization learning 

capabilities and its impact on the firm’s performance. Although it is evident in the literature that 

organizations that are learning are also high performing organization, the researcher hardly found any 

empirical study in Pakistani perspective regarding this aspect of relationship between learning 

organization and its impact on performance. Based on Learning Organization Questionnaire developed by 

Watkins, K.E. and Marsick, V.J. (2003) scale will be used to measure learning capability of a sample 

from big five banks namely Habib Bank Limited (HBL), United Bank (UBL), Muslim Commercial Bank 

(MCB), National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) and Allied Bank Ltd. Financial data is also being obtained 

from these banks. Methodology we have used is survey method. Result of the study show that there is no 

relationship between learning capability and Return of Assets, however there is a moderate relationship 

between learning organization and Return on Equity. 

Keywords: Learning organization, Return on Assets & Return on Equity. 

Introduction 
 

There is an increase interest in the concept of learning organizations; the potential driving force leading to 

this interest is globalization and the impact of knowledge as the foundation for developing competitive 

advantage. Managers and consultants as substantiated by the volume of literature dedicated to the topic 

(Goh & Richards, 1997), they have begun to realize the immense importance to manage their human 

resource in order to achieve sustainable competitive advantage. 

 

Increasing competition and availability of choices has led to the idea that only those companies can 

sustain profitability that focus on continuous development and growth, for which, consistent learning is 

critical. This objective can only be achieved through building a learning organization (Garvin, 1993). 

 

Peter Senge ( 1992) in his book the Fifth Discipline, sheds light on the characteristics of learning 

organization such as shared vision, challenging of mental models, team learning, system thinking and 

experimentation are the key features of learning organizations. Later on Garvin (1993) identifies a set of 

situations needed to construct a learning organization through a more applied and practical approach. 

There had been a growing body of literature that has made effort to illustrate organizational situation and 

management practices that learning organization possess (Goh, 1998; Goh & Richards, 1997). 

 

The literature has implied that learning organization is highly competitive and effective as it has the 

capacity to experiment with new ideas making the organization innovative and creates new knowledge 

and then transfers the acquired knowledge to solve critical problems successfully (Mills & Freisen, 1992; 

Leonard-Barton, 1992). Though has been very few or rare empirical research rather than few in depth 

researches that attempts to associate organizational learning to performance effect that are implied 
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(Simonin, 1997). There has been very modest effort made to develop metrics and measures on this 

subject as a result there is no large scale empirical study. Recently, Goh & Richard (1997) made attempt 

to capture organizational situations and management practices through scale that can help in describing 

the characteristics of learning organization. Organizations that score high can be described to posses’ 

strong learning capacity as specified by the subsistence of a set of organizational situations and 

management practices that encourages and assist organizational learning. 

 

Purpose of Study 
 

The aim of this research was to link organizational learning capability by measuring through survey the 

performance of big five banks of Pakistan. Before we further explain the research, the conceptual 

underpinning hypotheses about this research are: 

 

Literature Review 
 

There has been a confusion on the existing literature on learning organization, distinctions are made amid 

“the learning organization” and “organizational learning”, among “practioners approach” and “academic 

approach” (Schon & Argyris, 1998), among “capability” and “normative” perspective (Dibella, 1995) and 

amid “organizational “and “ individual” learning (Weick, 1991). This healthy debate generates an 

impression that the thought is not clearly understood neither it is practical in application. 

 

This research captures a normative perspective on the learning organization concept. The researcher does 

not argue from learning perspective that organization and individuals behave like, however the researcher 

argues that organizational learning is associated with the actions and experiences of organizational 

members. Cook & Yanow (1993, p.375) defines organizational learning as” the studying of concrete 

structural and procedural arrangements during which actions of organizational members are understood to 

necessitate learning are pursued by observable changes in the activities pattern of the organization”. 

 

Mechanics of learning organization develop the basis to understand the concept of learning organization, 

with the purpose to understand its structure, procedures, policies and strategies that facilitate the member 

and organization to learn (Lipshitz & Popper, 1998). Therefore, we can view learning organization as 

those organizations that rationally adopt strategies and structure to persuade learning (Dodgson, 1993). 

These procedural arrangements and evident institutionalized structures or organizational systems 

illustrate the learning organization concept. It can be synthesizing that when organization adopts these 

procedures and structures have greater capability to learn.  

 

To facilitate learning, an approach is required to identify those organizational mechanisms. So as to, what 

kind of procedures and management practices are associated to be learning organization? What structures 

support learning? These Procedures and structures can facilitate in defining the learning capacity of an 

organization. 

 

To respond to these question, researcher conducted this study to test the measurement tool developed by 

Goh & Ryan (2002) to evaluate the learning capacity of the big five banks of Pakistan and to analyze, 

does group and individual learning be relevant to the achievement of organizations vision and 

performance goal and does internal conditions and management practices hinder or help this progression 

(Garvin, 1993; Mills and Friesen, 1992). The study conducted by Goh & Ryan (2002) assessed and 

identified a set of management practices and internal conditions that lead to assess the organization’s 

learning capacity. The researcher will use the same model to assess the banks learning capacity. 

 

Different orientations have been developed by the literature on learning organization as to how it can be 

built. DeBella (1995) recognized the normative perspective of learning organizations and illustrate this 

approach of orientation by stating that learning is an outcome of a collective activity that takes place 
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under certain circumstances or conditions and organizations need to identify the essential condition to 

permit and foster learning to take place. 

 

To create learning organization, deliberate intervention is necessary to establish by leaders and essential 

internal condition for the banks to function in a learning mode. There has been an implicit supposition 

that there is an organization prototype that identifies a successful learning organization, which impacts 

the survival, long term performance and effectiveness of the organization. According to Garvin (1993), he 

states that to be competitive organizations need to vigorously manage learning progression to ensure that 

it happens by design rather than by chance. Distinct policies and managerial practices are accountable for 

the success of the organization as they structure the building blocks of learning organization. 

 

Therefore, the researcher will test those conditions that are identified by Goh & Ryan (2002) to facilitate 

organizational learning or conditions and managerial practices that help an organization to become a 

learning organization. The supposition is that organizational learning does take place, but there are certain 

conditions and appropriate managerial practices are required for effective learning (Von Glinow, Ulrich 

& Jick, 1993). 

 

Learning Organization Strategic Building Blocks 
 

By examining the commonalities amid diverse explanation found in extensive literature review, the 

model anticipated by Watkins and Marsick (1993), which represent the action strategies, is presented 

below. 

 

1. Creating ongoing learning opportunities 
 

Today’s organizations are more complex than yesterday’s; earlier organizations were more like 

automated machines but the present organizations are more dynamic with continuous learning 

environment. The complete work environment is focused towards experimentation, continuous learning, 

and supportive environment. 

 

2. Promote Dialogue and Inquiry 
 

In the organization, information needs to be transparent, focused, clear and fast. Communication should 

be     cross functional and within the sub-unit boundaries of the organization. The information spread and 

acquired needs to adhere with the organizational opportunities and problems; this has also been cited by 

most of the writers, specially the capability of the organization to transfer and impart knowledge across 

departments and to transmit knowledge from the stakeholders (Garvin, 1993; Shaw and Perkins, 1991). 

 

3. Encouraging Teamwork Dynamics 
 

In today’s competitive world individuals work needs to be designed around work teams in order to 

accomplish organizational goals. Organizational systems and structures needs to foster problem solving 

culture and encourage teamwork in order to reduce dependency on top management and the teams should 

possess the expertise to work cross-functionally. Knowledge can be transferred and shared when 

employees work in teams and gets better understanding of individuals, their work, need and also 

enhanced information of how work takes place in different parts of the organization (Senge 1990, 1992). 

 

4. Institute Systems to confine and shared learning 
 

Problems and issues faced by organizations always present opportunities for experimentation. 

Organizational justice concept needs to be practiced by the organization, the climate should be as such 
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that fairness and transparency exist in rewarding employees, compensation system should be solely based 

on performance rather than attendance and seniority. Rewards should be designed in the parameters of 

risk taking and innovation, behavior that challenge status quo needs to be appreciated. This managerial 

practice is most consistently observed in the learning organizations. Innovative work processes and 

freedom to pursue novel work methods are supported and encouraged in the organization (McGill, 

Slocum and Lei, 1993; Garvin, 1993; Senge, 1990). 

 

5.  Empowering People on the road of collective vision 
 

There has to be a clearly articulated purpose for each unit and for organization as a whole. There is a need 

for employees to understand the purpose of the organization and how their work contributes to the 

attainment of the organization mission. The organization needs to have individual and organizational goal 

integration in order to facilitate employees’ commitment to the purpose and mission of the organizational. 

According to other researchers and Senge (1992) states that organizations should build a “shared vision” 

for the desired future as ambiguity in it creates tensions as individuals are not able to see the big clear 

picture of organizational existence. Individuals while working in the organization understands and know 

the gap between the current state and the desired state of the organization that hinders in the attainment of 

the vision and can strive to design activities that fulfill the organization vision (Mohrman and Morhman 

Jr., 1995). 

 

6. Connecting the organization to its environment 

 
Learning organizations are continuously interacting with its environment and recognize its reliance on its 

environment; they examine the environment and use the information received to regulate work 

performance. There is a healthy relationship between learning organization and the social, cultural and 

physical environment 

(Watkins and Marsick, 1993). 

 

7. Offering Strategic Leadership for Learning 
 

Leaders in the organization needs to create a culture of egalitarianism and trust, they should be 

approachable, committed to the organizational goals and to the goals of learning. The organizational 

climate by the leader should be such that mistakes are treated as learning experiences and failures are 

treated as an integral part of the learning process. Specifically, the leaders have the responsibility to help 

the employees recognizing performance gaps and help employees to set goals that encourages the thirst of 

knowledge to solve and narrow these performance gaps. 

 

Virtually all writes have mentioned leadership as a significant element to foster learning climate by open 

criticism, having tolerance for employee expression, being in quest of feedback, empowering employees, 

admitting mistakes, risk taking and helping employees make decisions (McGill, Slocum and Lei, 1993; 

Garvin, 1993). 

 

The survey measured these above mentioned seven strategic building blocks on the big five banks of 

Pakistan.  

 

Hypothesis Testing  
 

Ho: There is no significant relationship between Learning Organization and Return on Assets (ROA). 

H1: There is a significant relationship between Learning Organization and Return on Assets (ROA). 
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H0: There is no significant relationship between Learning organization and Return on Equity (ROE) 

H2: There is a significant relationship between Learning organization and Return on Equity (ROE) 

 

Methodology 

Sample 

The participants of the study I have chosen is about 50 respondents in number, who are senior human 

resource managers from the big five banks namely Habib Bank Limited (HBL), United Bank Limited 

(UBL), Muslim Commercial bank (MCB), National Bank of Pakistan (NBP) and Allied Bank of Pakistan. 

Measures 

Learning Capability is being measured using survey on learning organization that measures the five 

strategic building blocks of the learning organization, like Clarity of Purpose and Mission, Leadership 

Commitment and Empowerment, Experimentation and Rewards, Transfer of Knowledge and teamwork 

and group solving. The overall reliability of this scale was .93 (Cronbach’s alpha).  

For financial performance of the big five listed banks, data is being taken from Karachi Stock Exchange 

(KSE), Return on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity(ROE) for a period of five years will be obtained 

through Compustat Database. These values will be averaged for the five time periods 2010, 2011, 2012, 

2013 and 2014.The research was analyzed using SPSS. 

 

Results 
 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics  

 

 Mean Std. Dev Total 

DLOQ 85.80 20.708 50 

ROA 3.2740 2.77092 50 

ROE 17.93 9.384 50 

 

The findings suggest that there is no correlation found amid the big five learning organization and ROA. 

Examining the literature and research findings, it was found that there are certain factors that criticize the 

concept of learning organization. Finger and Wollis (1994) argues that learning organizations cannot take 

benefit from a learning organization without exploiting individuals working in an organization in favor of 

the organization. The emphasis according to him is organizational learning and not individual learning. 

The complexity of new knowledge and already exiting knowledge is also subject to organization politics 

and environment. In such environment it is extremely difficult to develop organizational loyalty before 

individual zeal for self-profitability. 
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Table 2: A Correlation between Dimensions of Learning Organization and Return on Assets 

 

 

  ROA 

DLOQ Pearson Correlation .032 

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .826 

 

N 50 

 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Table 2 shows moderate correlation between Learning Organization and Return on Assets. 

 

The second finding of the study shows moderate relationship between learning organization and Return 

on Assets (ROA), the possible reason could be the behavioral aspect, when shareholders actively 

participate in the functioning of the organization and want to improve their organization ROA, they lay 

emphasis in channeling the energy of their workers in the right direction by providing a clearly articulated 

purpose of the organization existence and make sure that the mission is clearly communicated and 

understood by the employees (Goh& Ryan,2002), shareholders understand the importance of motivated 

workers assuming that they possess the ability to identify gap between current state and desired state and 

when employees see the commitment of shareholders they stop cutting corners(Mohrman and Morhman 

Jr.,1995). 

 

Table 3: A Correlation between Dimensions of Learning Organization and Return on Equity 

 

  ROE 

 

DLOQ Pearson Correlation .497
** 

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 

 

N 50 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Table 3 depicts correlation between the learning organization and Return On Equity 

 

 

Table 4: Reliability Analysis of DLOQ (Cronbach alpha) 
 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.934 21 

 

 

Table 4 depicts high reliability analysis i.e. .934 (Cronbach alpha) of the Dimension of Learning 

Questionnaire (DLOQ) 
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Discussion 
 

According to Tsang (1997), learning organization is a structure of supreme organization that possesses 

the competence to flourish and to learn effectively. Progressively more literature and management 

research have focused on the advent of a “knowledge-based economy” (Drucker, 1993) and on the 

“learning organization” (Watkins and Marsick, 1993). Learning organizations all over the world are 

encouraged as in today’s competitive world the business dynamics have changed. Initially organizations 

would be able to sustain their comparative advantage for multiple years. Technology, easy excess to 

information and globalization are some key elements which hinders organizations in maintaining their 

competitive position in the industry for a longer period. Due to globalization, investors also have 

diversified opportunities for investment. To attract investors, organizations need to achieve positive 

performance indicators. The organizations need to increase their profit to attract investors and solutions 

provided by several researchers for this problem is to create a learning organization. 

The first findings suggest that there is no correlation found amid the big five learning organization and 

ROA. The complexity of new knowledge and already exiting knowledge is also subject to organization 

politics and environment. In such environment it is extremely difficult to develop organizational loyalty 

before individual zeal for self-profitability.  

The individuals working in an organization continuously try to understand what is needed of them and 

how they can survive in the competitive internal environment of the organization. Dixon (1993), noted 

that organizations don’t learn, people learn but at times individual learning is not being converted into 

organizational learning. From an individual’s perspective, organizational job is only one sphere of their 

life. The other aspects of life might have different goals and objectives. Marsick and Watkins (1990) 

declared that individual learning does not lead to organizational learning and thus does not have an 

impact on organizational performance and profitability. The learning scores which are being assessed in 

the research can be individual learning score and does not reflect the organizational learning score.  

 

According to Marsick and Watkins (1993) productivity is directly related to innovation. Thus only those 

individuals contribute to the organizations who are innovators. Paquette (1995) noted that most of the 

individuals hired by organizations are not innovators and do not have the capacity to learn continuously. 

Many empirical researches draw attention on the diminishing need of innovative individuals due to 

advancement in technology (Swardson, 1992). Also innovation increases cost which can reduce 

profitability in short run. Also many researches prove that not all innovations are profitable. The literature 

on learning organization promotes two types of facts: innovative and problem-solving or “detecting error” 

(Argyris, 1993). The problem-solving direction considers learning as persistently seeking liberty from 

obscurity (Prawat, 1993).  

 

When the organization emphasizes to solve problem and product novelty, the learning is limited to 

technical knowledge (Habermans, 1984). At times the organizations lay more emphasizes on innovation 

leading to future present while letting go of current profitability. Also if organization emphasizes more on 

error detection then current profitability might increase but will cause future profitability to shrink. The 

individuals in an organization are often faced with dilemma of what to learn and where to concentrate. 

The organizations with high learning scores and lower profitability might be investing more on future 

profitability and neglecting present profits as opportunity cost. The need to continuously prove 

themselves as well as sow their loyalty to the organization might provide biased learning scores. Presence 

of learning organization and low profitability can also be due to political and economic condition of the 

country. High borrowing rate and cost of production can also be the reason of depressed profitability. 

Presence of learning organization and low profitability can also be due to political and economic 

condition of the country. High borrowing rate and cost of production can also be the reason of depressed 

ROA.  
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The second finding of the study shows moderate relationship between learning organization and Return 

on Assets (ROA), the possible reason could be the behavioral aspect, when shareholders actively 

participate in the functioning of the organization and want to improve their organization ROA, they lay 

emphasis in channeling the energy of their workers in the right direction by providing a clearly articulated 

purpose of the organization existence and make sure that the mission is clearly communicated and 

understood by the employees(Goh& Ryan,2002),shareholders understand the importance of motivated 

workers assuming that they possess the ability to identify gap between current state and desired state and 

when employees see the commitment of shareholders they stop cutting corners(Mohrman and Morhman 

Jr.,1995). 

 

The shareholders do investment in the organization to promote culture that encourages egalitarianism and 

trust, team work and develop problem solving abilities in order to reduce the dependency on upper 

management. Teams are develop to work cross-functionally as in today’s complex world it is difficult to 

accomplish organizational objectives individually (Senge, 1992; Garvin, 1993).The culture of the 

organization that has sustained due to the values and clear and focused communication of the owners, 

information shared is also cross functional, there is freedom provided to the workers to experiment with 

new ideas, encouragement and support is provided to the individuals who challenge the status quo 

(Slocum and Lei, 1993).  

 

Conclusion  
 

To conclude, the research finding revealed that there is no significant impact of learning organization on 

Returns obtained.  The organizations with high learning scores did not have higher ROA. The findings 

are in precedence to the empirical evidences of the past. The individual learning does not ensure 

organizational learning. Also organization is not an absolute and stable structure. The individual 

constituting the framework is constantly changing, creating a shift in the organization. The individual 

learning is also often in conflict with organization’s learning. Also accurate measurement of learning is 

complex due to critical self-reflection on individuals. 

The findings of the study also revealed that when owners take interest in their organization and want to 

improve the ROE of their companies, the thirst drives them to build a culture which is the forerunner of 

learning organization and their commitment towards their company flourish. 

The research only focused on the big five banks of Pakistan. In future, sample should be taken of 

different companies from all the sectors so that comparisons can be made within the industry to rule out 

factors which are pertaining exclusive to that sector. Also private sector should be included to note if the 

causal relationship has different effect on larger and smaller organizations. For future study it is 

recommended to view the relationship between learning organization and market capitalization. 
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Appendix 

 

Fig1 Conceptual framework of Dimension of Learning Questionnaire 

 

 

 

Source: Marvin Elie Mbassana, 2014. 
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No.

1 In my organization, people help each other learn 

2 In my organization people are given tme to support learning

3 In my orgamization, people are rewarded for learning

4 In my organization, people give open and honest

feedback to each other

5 In my organization, whenever people state their

view, they also ask what others think

6 In my organization, people spend time building

trust with each other

7 In my organization, teams/groups have the

freedom to adapt their goals as needed

8 In my organization, teams/groups revise their

thinking as a result of group discussions or

information collected

9 In my organization, teams/groups are

confident that the organization will act on their

recommendations

10 My organization creates systems to measure

gaps between current and expected performance

11 My organization makes its lessons learned

available to all employees

12 My organization measures the results of the time

and resources spent on training

13 My organization recognizes people for taking

initiative

14 My organization gives people control over the

resources they need to accomplish their work

15 My organization supports employees who take

calculated risks

16 My organization encourages people to think from

a global perspective

17 My organization works together with the outside

community to meet mutual needs

18 My organization encourages people to get

answers from across the organization when

solving problems

19 In my organization, leaders mentor and coach

those they lead

20 In my organization, leaders continually look for

opportunities to learn

21 In my organization, leaders ensure that the

organization’s actions are consistent with its

Almost Always (6)

Rarely or Never (1)  

Dimensions of the Learning 

Organization Questionnaire 

The questionnaire below is the short version of the DLOQ, based on the above model. In this questionnaire, you are 

asked to think about how your organization supports and uses learning at an individual, team, and organizational level. 

From this data, you and your organization will be able to identify the strengths you can continue to build on and the 

areas of greatest strategic leverage for development toward becoming a learning organization. 

 

Please respond to each of the following items. For each item, determine the degree to which this is something that is or 

is not true of your organization. If the item refers to a practice that rarely or never occurs, score it a one (1). If it is 

almost always true of your department or work group, score the item as six (6). Fill in your response by marking the 

appropriate number. 
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Abstract 

The overall aim of this paper is to discuss health care expenses incurred and borne by the government as 

well as the citizens. The development of Medical and Health Insurance (MHI) / Medical and Health 

Takaful (MHT) in Malaysia has also been reviewed accordingly in this study. Moreover, the issues and 

challenges raised in regard to the implementation of Health Takaful in Malaysia has been thoroughly 

assessed by focusing on low to moderate level individuals, specifically the hard-core poor, poor and low 

(B40), and moderate-income earners (M40). Therefore, the aims of the paper is to present the views of 

scholars on the importance of micro medical and health Takaful in daily life and to recommend 

framework of micro medical and health  Takaful for poor people in Malaysia. 

Keywords: Micro Medical and Health Takaful, Poor People. 
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Introduction 
 

Malaysian Health Care Expenditure has been observed to rapidly increase on the average of 12-13% per 

year, with the assumption that it could exceed a total of RM20 billion by the year 2025. Previously in 

2015, the government had allocated a higher budget amounting to RM23.3 billion for the purpose of 

providing free or almost free hospitals and clinics services to the Malaysian population. However, despite 

the huge allocations provided for healthcare purposes, those hospitals and clinics still having a few 

difficulties to accommodate and fulfil the needs of the population due to the lack number of personnel as 

well as medicines and supplies, which further leads the residents which include the poor to seek treatment 

from a health centre.  

 

Meanwhile, in the year 2014, a high number of admissions and outpatient attendances represented by the 

amount of 86,237,051 patients managed to be recorded in 141 government hospitals, whereas only a total 

of 5,083,596 patients were found in the record of 214 private hospitals. Hence, this further indicates that 

most individuals are not able to afford the services provided by private hospitals due to the high cost of 

payment needed for personal which will cause more burden. One of the possible alternatives to overcome 

this problem is to buy health insurance; however, the existing health insurance is considered very 

expensive especially for the poor individuals in Malaysia. As a result, they will not even consider taking 

any health insurance scheme that can further prevent any future hospital costs. Therefore, it is deemed 

crucial to develop an affordable medical and health Takaful framework for the poor in order to provide 

them with a prompt access to medical and health services. 

Literature Review 

In spite of the efforts made to further understand medical and health care in society, the established 

studies have shown that an estimated total of 1.3 billion individuals worldwide do not have access to an 

affordable and effective health care. Meanwhile, more than 150 million individuals in 44 million 

households around the world are faced with the issue of direct financial helps every year. Other than that, 

recent evidence of the literature are mostly concerned with the need to validate the market penetration of 

medical and health insurance. According to Naseem Aliza (2012), only 11.9% to 15.7% of the whole 

Malaysian population have health insurance despite the high direct medical bills (Hima Gupta, 2007).   

Therefore, the issues that need to be addressed in this study include the number of people with health 

insurance as well as the reliability of medical and health insurance in providing adequate protection. It is 

very crucial for this scheme to be well designed and affordable. Furthermore, this scheme needs proper 

underwriting and effective controls, including the cost and procedure of claims that are burden free. 

 

The importance of health care has led the underdeveloped and developing countries to introduce various 

insurance programs to the mass population, especially to those in the informal sector in order to achieve 

better accessibility of health care as well as financial protection. A few examples include the social health 

insurance in Africa, the National Health Insurance Fund in Tanzania, the law of national health insurance 

in Ghana, the New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme (NRCMS) in China, and National Hospital 

Insurance Fund of State in Kenya (World Bank).  

 

In light of this issue, India has also implemented micro insurance schemes that are mostly comprehensive 

by the International Labour Office which tend to put a major focus on the poor in the rural areas (ILO, 

2005). In Malaysia, health care insurance offered before 1997 acted as a rider to a life insurance policy. 

However, life insurance companies were allowed to sell insurance policies and health care alone (stand-

alone) after the  upgrade of policy under the Insurance Act 1996. Hence, this further indicates that 

policyholder is allowed to purchase insurance and health care without buying a life insurance policy.  
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Generally, health insurance coverage are mainly categorized into two main groups which are the 

protection of health expenses and disability income protection (Treischmann et al., 2001). On top of that, 

it should be known that some of this coverage named as medical and health insurance are run by an 

insurance company. In this case, the insured is required to pay the premium to enable them to get 

protection on surgical and medical treatment as well as overcoming the loss of income due to accident or 

illness. Furthermore, it is important to note that the premium for this type of protection is expensive 

compared to other risk protection scheme, which is found to be extremely burdening especially for the 

low-income earners. Therefore, most of the poor families in developing countries such as Malaysia are 

left with no choice due to their inability to afford health insurance scheme despite their full awareness 

regarding the importance of preventing higher hospital costs (International Conference on Social Health 

Insurance in Developing Countries, 2005).  

 

On top of that, it is believed that health insurance schemes in the health care will be able to produce 

healthy citizens among the low-income individuals. This is hoped to enroot to the aim of turning 

Malaysia into a developed nation by 2020, which indirectly contribute to the implementation of 

government's programme which tend to focus on the hard-core poor, poor and low (B40), and moderate 

income earners (M40). Apart from that, it is also very challenging to reduce the community's dependence 

on the government for healthcare purposes. Therefore, a method should be developed in helping the 

government to deal with this issue by allowing the interested stakeholders to partake in the contribution 

fee as part of their corporate social responsibilities initiatives. 

3. Historical Background of Medical and Health Insurance (Mhi) / Medical 

and Health Takaful (Mht) In Malaysia 

Similar to the function of conventional insurance in providing  protection against disasters, Takaful serves 

as an alternative to insurance as a result of some insurance activities that are not in line with the Islamic 

Law (Htay, Sadzali, & Amin, 2015). The purpose of medical and health insurance/takaful is to cover the 

cost of private medical treatment which include the cost of hospitalisation and healthcare, provided that 

the insured are diagnosed with certain illnesses or involved in an accident. In this case, the cover could be 

on a stand-alone basis or as a supplementary contract to a basic plan (“Insuranceinfo,” n.d.).  

 

In 1999, the Central Bank of Malaysia managed to identify MHI/MHT business as an emerging trend as 

well as an important sector for the future of insurance and takaful industry based on the facts that ageing 

population seem to require higher medical costs. In this case, the number of Malaysians aged 55 and 

above are expected to increase due to the increase of mortality rate for both males and females which are 

respectively recorded as 70 and 75 to 75 and 79 by the year 2020. Other than that, owing to the 

breakdown of extended family structure as well as caring family values expected and advocated by the 

government; hence, the old-aged parents may change in the near future. Therefore, it is highly 

recommended that healthcare insurance should be turned into one of the employment’s benefit to ensure 

employees’ loyalty and retention as well as for the purpose of personal income tax exemption (Abdul 

Rahman & Mohd Daud, 2010). In 1970s, the major industry players of MHI in Malaysia were foreign-

based insurers such as American International Assurance, AETNA, and Prudential. 

 

The above scenarios have resulted in a major change in 1999 with the establishment of the first national 

health insurance scheme known as SIHAT Malaysia. This scheme has attracted the subscription of 

several local insurance companies. SIHAT Malaysia is a new hospital and surgical insurance policy that 

incorporates a range of hospitalization plans which are able to cater to a wide segment of society (Abdul 

Rahman & Mohd Daud, 2010). Meanwhile, the Central Bank of Malaysia stated that the report on data 

collection and performance on MHT only started in 2003 which is the result of four Takaful operators 

being granted the licences to operate. 
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In Malaysia, there are Takaful operators and insurance companies that offer MHT/MHI. Apart from the 

hospitalisation and surgical insurance, dread disease or critical illness insurance is also considered as one 

of the main concerns of modern living healthcare. Generally, there are 36 critical illnesses covered by the 

insurance companies and Takaful operators. Table 1 below shows the most popular medical health 

insurance scheme offered by Takaful operators and insurance companies in Malaysia.The medical and 

health Takaful schemes provide a cheaper package amounting RM1,200 per year with a life time limit of 

RM650,000 based on the comparison between Takaful operators and insurance companies. On the other 

hand, an extremely expensive one-year premium payment provided by the insurance company is not 

affordable for the poor people despite the fact that lifetime coverage. However, the Takaful health 

insurance scheme of RM1,200 per year provided by TOA cannot be afforded by those with low income. 

This is evidenced by the market penetration for MHI and MHT recorded as 11.9% to 15.7% respectively 

of the population that possess health insurance (Naseem Aliza, 2012). Therefore, the micro medical and 

health scheme for the poor in Takaful Malaysia should be well developed.  

Table 1: Comparison Table of the Medical Health Insurance Coverage 

Takaful 

Operators 

/Insurance 

Companies 

Takaful Operators 

(TO) 

Insurance Companies (IC) 

TOA TOB ICA ICB ICC ICD ICE ICF 

Annual 

premium (RM) 

1,200 1,800 3,920 3,000 3,400 3,600 5,100 1,462 

Rider or 

Standalone 

Rider Standalone Rider Rider Rider Rider Rider Standalone 

Death & TPD 

amount (RM) 

0 0 19,000 103,000 12,000 10,000 10,000 0 

Annual limit 

(AL) RM 

No limit 100,000 

(annually 

subject to 

benefits 

covered) 

1.5 

million 

1.2 

million 

1.6 

million 

No limit No limit No limit; 

per 

disability 

limit of 

650,000 

Lifetime limit 

(LL) RM 

650,000 

(overall 

lifetime) 

No Limit No limit No limit No limit 1.65 

million 

No limit No limit 

Source : Lieu, 2017;Takaful Ikhlas Berhad, 2017; AIA Public Takaful, 2017 

 

Issues and Challenges of Health Scheme in Malaysia 

The National Key Results Areas (NKRAs) under the GTP have been identified to ensure the development 

of socio-economic growth of Malaysians. Hence, health care has been turned into one of the main 

priorities of this developing country based on the concern that the lives of most Malaysians are at low to 

moderate level. Specifically, the low to moderate level individuals are represented in terms of hard-core 

poor, poor and low (B40), and moderate-income earners (M40). According to the Economic Report 

2015/2016, group B40 is described as those households with the monthly income of up to RM3,855, 
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while the M40 (40% medium income group) are those who earn between RM3,860 and RM8,319 

monthly.  

 

Meanwhile, the Eleventh Malaysia Plan (11MP) recorded that 60% of B40 and M40 are those who come 

from a level lower than the middle class, which further indicates that the government must give serious 

and critical attention to help improving socio-economic growth. Therefore, access to health care has 

become the number one priority, in which the government has taken an action to increase the average 

health spending to 12-13% per year. The high budget provided by the Ministry of Health for health 

services is different each year with the allocation of RM19.3 billion in 2012, RM22.1 billion in 2014, and 

RM23.3 billion in 2015. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Health has established a program known as 

Malaysian Healthcare Travel Council (HTC) to further promote Malaysia as a world-class healthcare 

service provider. In light of this, the government's determination is without doubt have been for the 

purpose of developing health care services that are easily accessible with doctor to patient ratio of 1 : 

6332 at 355 hospitals (141 governments & 214 privates), 7,832 clinics with doctors (1,031 public & 

6,801 private), and 2,075 community clinics run by paramedics (Community Clinics & 1Malaysia 

Clinics) (MOH, 2015). According to the report provided by Ministry of Health (MoH) in 2015, the 

number of admissions to hospitals and special medical institutions were 2,465,727 60,478 and 60,478, 

respectively. On top of that, higher outpatients attendances were found at hospitals with a total of 

20,260,479 patients, followed by a total of 311,952 out-patients at special medical institutions, and  

38,311,223 out-patients recorded at public health facilities (Ministry of Health, 2016). The percentage of 

total MoH allocation in the 2016 National Budget was only 8.62% which is equivalent to 

RM23,031,066,400, with the breakdown for operation and development  amounting to 

RM21,430,802,000 and RM1,600,264,400, respectively. The facilities provided at the government 

hospitals are limited to only 134 hospitals and nine special medical institutions, which also minimizes the 

services that should be made available to the public. Hence, this indicates the inadequate amount of 

accessible healthcare services needed in the effort of coping with the total population that is almost 

approaching a total of 30 million. In the year 2015, Ministry of Health recorded a total of only 5,083,596 

patients for both the admission and outpatient attendances at 214 private hospitals. These figures 

definitely reflect that most individuals are highly dependent on government hospitals due to the 

affordable and almost free treatment and services provided in comparison to private hospitals. Therefore, 

this may be the major reason that interferes with the development of health insurance in ensuring that 

effective health care is affordable for the majority of population.  

The Importance of Micro Medical and Health Takaful 

Micro medical and health Takaful scheme provides financial mechanisms for protecting and promoting 

good health by ensuring middle and low-income patients to have access to healthcare. In the absence of a 

micro medical and health Takaful scheme, many patients within this economic group are forced to rely on 

public hospitals. The shortcomings of public  hospitals are twofold, namely long waiting period and low 

quality care (Zweifel 2005). The availability of the micro medical and health Takaful scheme will be able 

to promote early disease prevention and treatment before the disease becomes severe. Furthermore, the 

Takaful scheme can also provide benefits to both individuals and the whole community. The assurance of 

a proper healthcare will enable a family to be both productive and healthy.  

 

In addition, the micro medical and health Takaful also proved to reduce poverty (Hamid, Roberts and 

Mosley, 2011) by preventing medical impoverishment among the rural population, whereby the poverty 

was reduced by 8.3-13.1% (Yip W, Hsiao, 2009) and higher storage. The poverty reductions were the 

results of risk management strategies, namely asset sales, reduced household savings, reducing 

consumption patterns and home loans. Apart from that, community participation in the scheme can also 

reduce the net health spendings, lower unofficial loans for medical costs, and increase in non-food 
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consumptions. Micro medical and health Insurance also changed the perspectives ofin the use of health, 

health seeking behavior or healthcare access (Habib, Perveen and Khuwaja, 2016). As a result, the overall 

country's economy will grow with a healthy society.  

Conclusion and Recommendation 

Developing countries such as Malaysia are composed of three classes of individuals, namely the rich, 

middle, and poor. It is without doubt that healthcare is very important to everyone; however, the priority 

of each group varies accordingly. In most cases, those individuals who expect better health care service 

without minding the high cost of treatment tend to choose the best and expensive insurance plan, whereas 

those who can only afford low-cost treatment will pick a plan that is cheaper. 

 

Health insurance schemes are normally provided by the governments to its citizens, especially to those 

that come from low and middle-income populations. The formation of Micro Takaful Medical and Health 

Scheme is expected to assist policy makers to demonstrate their seriousness in terms of improving the 

welfare of the poor and those in informal sectors. Apart from that, it is also hoped to help those who are 

forced to spend their money on the out-of-pocket health expenses. Therefore, further studies need to be 

carried out in reducing the community's dependence on the government with the involvement of the 

interested stakeholders on the contribution fee as part of their corporate social responsibilities initiatives. 
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Abstract  

 
The paper aims at presenting and analyzing the natural water resources of the Republic of Moldova 

from the perspective of recovery for fishy production. As regards its total surface area, the Republic 

of Moldova has a significant natural fishy potential. Rivers, lakes and other wetlands cover 95,000 

ha, or 2.8% of the country. Only 7.5% of the natural aquaculture potential is harnessed in the fishy 

area, with five autochthonous fish farms operating on the national territory. The vast majority of the 

fisheries operate extensively, based on pond culture in polyculture system. Although the national 

territory has significant natural resources, their exploitation is ineffective, the national food market 

depending on the imports of fishery products. A number of fish species from the natural environment 

are endangered, measures to protect them being necessary. At national level it is necessary to apply 

methods of Government support that encourage private initiative in the development of the fishing 

sector, mainly in the direction of an intensive exploitation by means of aquaculture. The access to 

European space pre-accession funds may represent a solution to revive the Moldovan fishy sector.  

 

Keywords: aquacultural potential, strategies, fish farming, aquaculture, the Republic of Moldova. 

 

Introduction 
 

The Republic of Moldova is a small country located in South-Eastern Europe. The total surface area 

of the Republic is 33.846 km
2
. In the North, East and South, it is bordered by Ukraine, and in the 

West by Romania. Compared to the relatively small surface area, the Moldavian territory is rich in 

water resources, such as ponds, rivers and lakes. The Moldovan waters are part of the Black Sea 

basin. The main rivers are the Dniester and Prut, which spring from the Carpathian Mountains and 

discharge into the Black Sea. At the South, on a small portion, the Danube represents the border 

between the Republic and Romania and Ukraine. There are more than 4,600 lakes in the Republic of 

Moldova, populated by various species of fish, of which the catfish, carp, bream, silver carp, bighead 

carp, grass carp and zander are of economic importance. Since fish stocks in the natural environment 

are limited, the aquaculture development, the understanding of aspects of reproductive biology of the 

different indigenous species of fish and their implementation in improvement and protection 

programs for the natural fish population are very important. Improvement programs must be adapted 

and applied depending on the species, resistance and environmental conditions, to allow an increase 

in fish performance. The increase in the share of aquaculture products represents a solution for the 

development of domestic consumption and for the reduction of the dependence of the national fish 

market on imports. The paper proposes an analysis of the existing data in the specialized literature, 

having as main objective the identification of viable strategies for the development of the Moldovan 

fishery sector. The increase in domestic fishery production, with the better exploitation of the 

potential natural habitats of the Republic of Moldova, could lead to the reduction of the dependence 

of the national market on imports and the revival of the consumption of domestic fish. 
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Short Literature Review 
 

Data relating to the fishy potential of the Republic, the state of the environment, the existence and the 

use of the natural aquatic resources between 2009 and 2015 are presented in the statistical 

compilation „Natural Resources and Environment in the Republic of Moldova”, drawn up by a team 

within the National Statistics Bureau, coordinated by Valcov (2016). The paper has been drawn up 

based on the reports submitted by the Moldovan economic operators to the national statistics, the 

reports containing information specific to the Ministry of the Environment and the National Agency 

for Land Relations and Cadastre. The monograph does not include information on the Transnistria 

area, a Moldovan territory located on the left side of Dniester River and Bender. The research of four 

indigenous breeds of crap provides useful information for the development of the national fishy 

sector, describing the resistance of these varieties at different infectious diseases, ways to increase 

productivity, the ability of the indigenous carp breeds to adapt to low water temperatures and to feed 

actively in different temperature ranges.  

 

The Report of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations FAO (2017) on 

aquaculture in the Republic of Moldova carries out an analysis of the sector in the period 1990-2016. 

Until 1990, the use of intensive technologies of fish production allowed production to reach 

approximately 10.000 tons per year. The transition to a market economy and the difficulties arising in 

the organizational structure of the Moldovan food sector have led to the sharp decrease in the 

aquaculture production, reaching 1,042 tons in 1994. The 1994-2002 period has led to a slight 

increase in the quantities of fish caught, based on the production of the former State fish farms that 

have reached 1,643 tons in 2002, the fish produced largely coming from ponds. The estimates 

provided by the Moldovan fish farmers are, however, incomplete, data only covering approx. 50% of 

the national territory. 

 

Bulat et al (2016), presents results of the study on the fish fauna from the Stanca Costesti Prut 

accumulation lake performed in 2013-2014 by a mixed team of the Zoology Institute of the Academy 

of the Republic of Moldova and the „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iasi, Romania. 1726 

specimens from 29 different species of fish were analyzed, specific to the water basin in question. 

The study revealed the important fishy potential of the specified basin, the need for the involvement 

of the authorities of the two countries to improve the management of fish stocks and for better use 

and preservation of the natural biological potential. 

 

An analysis of the use of the natural potential of the ponds in the central area of the Republic of 

Moldova for aquaculture in polyculture system was carried out by Lobchenko, Vedrasco and Billard 

(2002). The authors of the research obtained interesting results, highlighting the possibility of 

association in lakes of the increase in paddlefish (Polyodon spathula) with different species of 

sturgeon (Acipenser baeri, density 4300 ind./ha and paddlefish, density of 8300 ind./ha). Survival 

rates were 59% for Polyodon, at an average productivity of 432 kg/ha, and 77% for the Acipenser 

baerito sturgeons, at a productivity of 174 kg/ha. 

 

Rodríguez (2009), during a visit meant to monitor the management measures for the protected areas 

in the Republic of Moldova, presents the status of the indigenous flora and fauna, indicating the 

existence of 82 autochthonous fish species. In most of the aquatic basins, the number of 

commercially important fish species has declined (Huso, Anguilla, Acipenser guldenstadi etc.). At the 

time of the visit, the inspector specified that the status and evolution of the natural resources are not 

fully evaluated, being necessary to develop simple and robust monitoring systems and to implement 

them on a large scale. 

 

Usatâi (2004) performs a study on the diversity of fish fauna in the catchment area of the Prut river. 

Research mainly focused on the lower Prut and the small rivers confluence areas, demonstrating the 

emergence of 37 species and subspecies of fish. Three species of fish (orfe, chop, little chop) are 

protected by law and are listed in the Red Book of the Republic of Moldova. Comparative analysis of 

fish species diversity in the water bodies assessed showed a great diversity in the middle and lower 

Prut. Ichthyologic studies conducted in the Prut river basin led to the identification of 44 fish species 

and subspecies belonging to 10 families. 
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Curcubet, Domanciuc and Timciuc (2016), in their work „Aquaculture of Moldova: Developments 

and Potential” perform an analysis of the aquaculture sector in Moldova, determining the status and 

prospective directions of development, the historical milestones in the development and the 

implications of the specialized education on sector development, the potential and the aquaculture 

development opportunity. Data on fish consumption in Moldova reflect the increased consumer 

demand, showing the methods for fish product cost reduction. 

 

Materials and Methods  

 
Information on aquacultural resources with fishy potential, namely the arranged fisheries and the 

production of the main fish product categories was collected from the FAO website. Information 

relating to the external trade of the Republic of Moldova in fishery products was obtained from the 

official statistics, presented by the National Commission for Statistics. The collected data were 

arranged, processed statistically and presented graphically. The results obtained were compared with 

other data from the literature, for a proper interpretation. 

 

Issues on the Aquacultural Potential of the Republic Of Moldova 

  
Climatic conditions in the Republic of Moldova are moderate-continental, the climate of the Republic 

being characterized by a mild, short winter and a hot, long summer with low rainfall. Therefore, the 

climatic conditions allow the widespread practice in the Republic of Moldova of the polyculture of 

carp and phytophagic fish, with the restocking of one of the predator fish species: zander, pike or 

European catfish, for the rational use of the biological production potential. Polyculture practice aims 

in particular at breeding carp, phytophagic species and some species of predators such as pike, 

zander, catfish. A major constraint for fish production increase is the difficulty of obtaining a good 

stock of biological material for breeding and pond spawn populating. According to Curcubet, 

Domanciuc and Timciuc (2016), the Moldovan fishy sector is one of the most developed areas of the 

national agriculture sector due to the economic activities carried out by specialized fisheries and 

individual fish farms. The freshwater native fish and the products offered come mostly from fish 

farming production and only 0.3% - 1.7% from the catches taken in natural water basins. 

 

Rivers with fishy potential in the Republic of Moldova 

 
The main rivers with fishy potential in the Republic of Moldova are the Dniester, Prut, Raut, Bic and 

Botnar. The total length, water catchment areas and their share in the national territory are shown in 

Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Rivers with fishy potential in the Republic of Moldova 

 

Name of the 

water course 

Total 

length 

(km) 

Length on the 

Moldovan territory 

(km) 

Total area of the 

water basin (km
2
) 

Water basin area 

in the country 

(km2) 

Dniester 1352 657 72100 19070 

Prut 976 695 27500 7990 

Raut 286 286 7760 7760 

Bic 155 155 2150 2150 

Botna 152 152 1540 1540 

Source: Processing of the data from the National Statistics Bureau (2016) 

 

Brief Overview of the Rivers In Terms Of Fishy Importance  

 
The large rivers, the Dniester and the Prut River, play an important role in the life of the population 

of the Republic of Moldova, but smaller rivers, such as Raut, Bic and Botna, should not be neglected, 

due to their significant application in industry, aquaculture, agriculture and transport. Systematic 
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pollution with untreated wastewater from sectors that are harmful to fish, such as agriculture, 

zooculture, irrigation and household sector, led to a considerable reduction in the populations of 

economic valuable species, such as asp, carp, zander, 

the passage of land in the agricultural field had negative effects on fish species, with the destruction 

of aquacultural areas important for valuable reproduction 

development of accumulation basins, although beneficial in energy terms, affected the development 

of migratory species, such as the sturgeons, herring or Black Sea shad, which could no longer reach 

in the traditional reproduction places. Along with these factors, poaching and irrational fishing, in 

some causes hard to control in the waters representing the border areas, were other causes leading to 

the reduced fish population in the 

 

The Dniester River  

 
According to the data presented by the Directorate of Environmental Quality Monitoring (2017), the 

Dniester River originates in the Eastern Carpathians, in Ukraine, and flows through the homonymous 

harbor in the Black Sea. The upper sector of the Dniester 

Within the limits of the Republic of Moldova, the river encompasses the sector from Naslavcea to 

Palanca, where the border of the Republic of Moldova meets again that of the Ukraine. In the middle 

sector, it runs through narrow and deep valleys, with a width of 1.5

mountains. Downstream the town of Camenca, the meadow is flooded by the waters of 

accumulation lake. A special role in the formation of the riverbed is played by the emersion of the 

hard rocks, which contribute to the formation of steep inclinations and crossover, most notably 

Cosauti (Soroca region), where crystalline rocks are visible in the riverbed

the left ones (Camenca, Raut, Bic

waters only in the spring, when the snow melts.

of the Republic of Moldova show that about 140 fish species were identified in the Dniester River in 

the middle sector (from the dam of the Novodnistrovsk accumulation lake to the dam of 

accumulation lake) and the lower sector (from the dam of 

Ichthyologic investigations of the Dniester river are long

larger than the known one, and without such knowledge the protection of aquatic resources may not 

be effective. Dniester continues to be the main sou

leisure in the region.  

 

As regards the economic importance, the Dniester river is considered a fishy basin of higher category, 

including more than 100 fish species that may be of interest to catch fishing: 

sterlet, sturgeon, starry sturgeon), cyprinids (carp, bream, barbel, little beluga), clupeids (mackerel), 

percids (zander, Zingel streber, Lynette), other species (trout, pike, catfish). In catchments, the most 

dominant species are presented in figure 1. 

 

a) Small species (54.20% 

 

Figure 1: Ichtyofauna of the lower course of
Source: Author, using data from 

 

The native fish fauna of the Dniester river has seen a significant decline of some fish species. Almost 

50% of the fish species have never been found again or are found rarely (see figure). Thus, according 

to national statistics, about 9% of the 
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pollution with untreated wastewater from sectors that are harmful to fish, such as agriculture, 

zooculture, irrigation and household sector, led to a considerable reduction in the populations of 

aluable species, such as asp, carp, zander, little beluga, pike. The depletion of swamps for 

the passage of land in the agricultural field had negative effects on fish species, with the destruction 

of aquacultural areas important for valuable reproduction and development of the spawn. The 

development of accumulation basins, although beneficial in energy terms, affected the development 

of migratory species, such as the sturgeons, herring or Black Sea shad, which could no longer reach 

duction places. Along with these factors, poaching and irrational fishing, in 

some causes hard to control in the waters representing the border areas, were other causes leading to 

the reduced fish population in the running waters. 

According to the data presented by the Directorate of Environmental Quality Monitoring (2017), the 

Dniester River originates in the Eastern Carpathians, in Ukraine, and flows through the homonymous 

harbor in the Black Sea. The upper sector of the Dniester River is located on the territory of Ukraine. 

Within the limits of the Republic of Moldova, the river encompasses the sector from Naslavcea to 

Palanca, where the border of the Republic of Moldova meets again that of the Ukraine. In the middle 

ns through narrow and deep valleys, with a width of 1.5-3 km and strongly inclined 

Downstream the town of Camenca, the meadow is flooded by the waters of 

. A special role in the formation of the riverbed is played by the emersion of the 

hard rocks, which contribute to the formation of steep inclinations and crossover, most notably 

Cosauti (Soroca region), where crystalline rocks are visible in the riverbed. The main tributaries are 

Bic). The tributaries of the river may affect the regime of the river 

waters only in the spring, when the snow melts. The data provided by the National Statistics Bureau 

w that about 140 fish species were identified in the Dniester River in 

the middle sector (from the dam of the Novodnistrovsk accumulation lake to the dam of 

accumulation lake) and the lower sector (from the dam of Dubasari accumulation lake to the

Ichthyologic investigations of the Dniester river are long-lasting, real fishy diversity being much 

larger than the known one, and without such knowledge the protection of aquatic resources may not 

be effective. Dniester continues to be the main source of electricity, irrigation, fish farming and 

As regards the economic importance, the Dniester river is considered a fishy basin of higher category, 

including more than 100 fish species that may be of interest to catch fishing: acipenserids (beluga, 

sterlet, sturgeon, starry sturgeon), cyprinids (carp, bream, barbel, little beluga), clupeids (mackerel), 

percids (zander, Zingel streber, Lynette), other species (trout, pike, catfish). In catchments, the most 

esented in figure 1.  

     
54.20% of total)                        b) Big species (18.4% of total) 

Ichtyofauna of the lower course of Dniester River. 
Author, using data from Usatai, Saptefrati and Toderas, 10 noiembrie (2015). 

The native fish fauna of the Dniester river has seen a significant decline of some fish species. Almost 

50% of the fish species have never been found again or are found rarely (see figure). Thus, according 

to national statistics, about 9% of the species are endangered (EN), over 11% are vulnerable (VU) 
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some causes hard to control in the waters representing the border areas, were other causes leading to 

According to the data presented by the Directorate of Environmental Quality Monitoring (2017), the 

Dniester River originates in the Eastern Carpathians, in Ukraine, and flows through the homonymous 

River is located on the territory of Ukraine. 

Within the limits of the Republic of Moldova, the river encompasses the sector from Naslavcea to 

Palanca, where the border of the Republic of Moldova meets again that of the Ukraine. In the middle 

3 km and strongly inclined 

Downstream the town of Camenca, the meadow is flooded by the waters of Dubasari 

. A special role in the formation of the riverbed is played by the emersion of the 

hard rocks, which contribute to the formation of steep inclinations and crossover, most notably 

The main tributaries are 

). The tributaries of the river may affect the regime of the river 

National Statistics Bureau 

w that about 140 fish species were identified in the Dniester River in 

the middle sector (from the dam of the Novodnistrovsk accumulation lake to the dam of Dubasari 

accumulation lake to the sea). 

lasting, real fishy diversity being much 

larger than the known one, and without such knowledge the protection of aquatic resources may not 

rce of electricity, irrigation, fish farming and 

As regards the economic importance, the Dniester river is considered a fishy basin of higher category, 

acipenserids (beluga, 

sterlet, sturgeon, starry sturgeon), cyprinids (carp, bream, barbel, little beluga), clupeids (mackerel), 

percids (zander, Zingel streber, Lynette), other species (trout, pike, catfish). In catchments, the most 

 
 

The native fish fauna of the Dniester river has seen a significant decline of some fish species. Almost 

50% of the fish species have never been found again or are found rarely (see figure). Thus, according 

species are endangered (EN), over 11% are vulnerable (VU) 
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and more than 20% of the species are rare (R) being encountered sporadically in the river waters. The 

increased attention paid to endangered fish species from the river has led to their inclusion in the Red 

Books concerning affected fish species from Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova, respectively in 

the list of the International Union for Conservation of Nature.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Fish species in the Dniester River 

Source: Author, by using Usatâi et al. data (2015), 

 

All endangered species require additional research and investigation and should mandatorily be 

included in the official documents relating to protection.  

 

The Prut River flows into the Danube near Reni, in the east of the city of Galati and thus forms the 

border of Romania with the Republic of Moldova and partly with Ukraine. The Prut is the second 

river in length and importance, where approximately 44 fish species develops. The fish species are 

represented mainly by fish without economic value like the ablet (Alburnus alburnus), spined loach 

(Cobitis taenia), eel (Misgurnus fossilis), bitterling (Rhodeus amarus), bream, bleak, Black Sea shad, 

silver carp, asp, barbel, carp, pike, grass carp, balon’s ruffe. The drainage regime is permanent. With 

the accession of the Danube waters, the Prut flows flooding the vast area of its meadow, which is 

partially swamped. This sector of the Prut river meadow represents a wonderful paradise of nature 

where a very rich aquatic animal world lives (fish, birds). In 2008, the cross-border project „A Living 

Legacy, the Prut” was drafted, performed by AquaTerra Ecologic Company in partnership with the 

Euribiont Public Association of the Republic of Moldova. The action was supported financially by 

the European Union and the Romanian Government. The project involved the research of various fish 

communities from the Prut river. The experts from the two organizations of the Republic of Moldova 

and Romania, together with the Water Quality Laboratory within the Directorate of Prut-Birlad 

Waters captured about 28 fish species through reversible electronarcosis. The fish were identified, 

measured and registered. The fish fauna of the river was thus identified, the species caught including 

also some species protected at European level.  

 

The Raut River it is the third largest river, with a length of 286 km. It is the only river that flows 

entirely in the Republic of Moldova and is the largest tributary of the Dniester river located in the 

central part of the country. Raut River ichtyofauna currently is represented by less valuable species in 

economic terms (69%), zingel, whitebait, bleak, spined loach, sculpin and low-value species (21%), 

silver carp, roach, perch, rudd, only 10% representing high economic value fish: zander, bream. 

About 7% are species coming from other stews. 

 

The Bic River is a right tributary of the Dniester river. The capital of the Republic of Moldova, 

Kishinev, lies on the bank of Bic river. It has a length of 155 km. Ichtyofauna of the Bic river 

includes 28 fish species and subspecies grouped in 7 families (Cyprinids, Percids, Gobiids, Esocids, 

Gasterosteids, Signotids). 

 

The Botna River originates near the village of Stejareni. It is 152 km long and flows into the 

Dniester river. Currently, 22 fish species of economic interest can be found in the Botna river basin: 

pike, bream, carp, bighead carp, zander, and with low economic value: bitterling, goby, frog fish, 

spined loach, silver carp. 
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The total surface area of the water basins used for fish farming in the country is 20,507 ha. The main 

lakes with fishy potential in the Republic of Moldova are presented in Table 2

 

Table 2 : Main artificial lakes in the Republic of Moldova

Lake name Location (district)

Dubasari 

Costesti – Stanca 

Cuciurgan 

Taraclia 

Ghidighici 

Dubasari

Rascani 

Slobozia

Taraclia 

Straseni 

Source: Processing of the data from the National Statistics Bureau 

 

Brief Overview of the Natural and Artificial Lakes In Terms Of Fish 

Importance  

 
Most natural lakes are located in the valleys of the Prut and Dniester rivers. 

the largest in the Republic of Moldova, having a length of 125 km and a surface area of 6,750 ha. The 

lake has a variety of fish species, namely, on Dubasari dam segment (the lower course of the Dniester 

river) in the town of Vadul-lui-Vod

increase in the number of species. In order to develop the ichthyofauna, the Fishery Service, 

subordinated to the Ministry of the Environment, initiated the restocking with juvenile fish such a

crap, grass carp, zinger, silver carp, with more than 39,400 kg of fish.

 

Dubasari accumulation lake ichtyofauna includes small species (Figure 3a) and big species (Figure 3 

b).  

 

a) Small species (43.8 % of total

Figure 3: 
Source: Author, using data from 

 

The Costesti-Stinca accumulation lake 

researches were made during 2004

subspecies were found (Cyprinids, Percids, Silurids, Acipenserids, Esocids

 

The Cuciurgan Lake is located in the lower basin of the Dniester river, in the Southeast part o

Republic of Moldova. The lake is populated with about 30 fish species, such as carp, silver carp, 

zander, phytophage, bream, roach, two 

The Ghidighici accumulation lake is the fourth largest lake is size after the Dubasari, 

and Cuciurgan accumulation lakes, with a length of about 8.5 km. It is used as a tourist area in the 

city of Kishinev, with low fishy importance.
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The total surface area of the water basins used for fish farming in the country is 20,507 ha. The main 

lakes with fishy potential in the Republic of Moldova are presented in Table 2.  

Main artificial lakes in the Republic of Moldova 

 

Location (district) Area (km
2
) Industrial fishy 

potential 

Dubasari 

 

Slobozia 

 

 

67.5 

59.0 

27.3 

15.1 

60.8 

        Yes  

        Yes 

        Yes 

        Yes 

   No – Tourist area

Processing of the data from the National Statistics Bureau (2017) 

Overview of the Natural and Artificial Lakes In Terms Of Fish 

Most natural lakes are located in the valleys of the Prut and Dniester rivers. The Dubasari Lake

the largest in the Republic of Moldova, having a length of 125 km and a surface area of 6,750 ha. The 

lake has a variety of fish species, namely, on Dubasari dam segment (the lower course of the Dniester 

Voda, there are favorable conditions for natural reproduction and 

increase in the number of species. In order to develop the ichthyofauna, the Fishery Service, 

subordinated to the Ministry of the Environment, initiated the restocking with juvenile fish such a

crap, grass carp, zinger, silver carp, with more than 39,400 kg of fish. 

Dubasari accumulation lake ichtyofauna includes small species (Figure 3a) and big species (Figure 3 

  

        
of total species)           b) Big species (26.9% of total species)

 

Figure 3:  Dubasari lake ichtyofauna. 
Author, using data from Usatai et al. data (2015) 

accumulation lake is located on the middle course of the Prut river. Scientific 

were made during 2004-2014 on Costesti-Stinca lake and about 27 fish species and 

Cyprinids, Percids, Silurids, Acipenserids, Esocids).  

is located in the lower basin of the Dniester river, in the Southeast part o

Republic of Moldova. The lake is populated with about 30 fish species, such as carp, silver carp, 

zander, phytophage, bream, roach, two species of perch, pike).  

accumulation lake is the fourth largest lake is size after the Dubasari, Costesti

and Cuciurgan accumulation lakes, with a length of about 8.5 km. It is used as a tourist area in the 
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Dubasari Lake is 

the largest in the Republic of Moldova, having a length of 125 km and a surface area of 6,750 ha. The 

lake has a variety of fish species, namely, on Dubasari dam segment (the lower course of the Dniester 

a, there are favorable conditions for natural reproduction and 

increase in the number of species. In order to develop the ichthyofauna, the Fishery Service, 

subordinated to the Ministry of the Environment, initiated the restocking with juvenile fish such as 

Dubasari accumulation lake ichtyofauna includes small species (Figure 3a) and big species (Figure 3 
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Most of the accumulation lakes built on the territory of the country are private properties 

are used as fish farms or tourist areas

 

The Aquaculture of the Republic 

 
According to the Government data from the official statistics, aquaculture production has reached in 

the year 2002 a value of 2,258 tons. Of this amount, the 

1,643 tons and the share of the fish breeders was 615 tons. Government database includes both 

information concerning fish farming ponds and the production of natural ponds used in aquaculture. 

By comparison, FAO statistic data only include information on the production of the fish farming 

ponds. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the aquaculture production in the Republic of Moldova, 

according to the FAO statistics: 

 

Figure 4: Total aquaculture production in the Republic of Moldova
Source:

 

According to FAO statistics, fish production in 1990 was 7,141 tons, and, after 1992, there is a 

decline in fish production to about 2,935 tons. A slight comeback is noticeable in 2003, when 

production grew visibly to 3,408 tons. FAO data for 2015 announce

production in the country.  

 

Currently, the Republic of Moldova is in a process of reorganization of the scientific and research 

institutes, including those dealing with aquaculture issues. In 2002, 139 farms were registered

Republic of Moldova. In the 2003

Consulting, more than 600 farmers were involved in the establishment and development of the 

capabilities for a more prosperous result.

will reach approximately 5,000 tons, and most of it will be consumed by the inhabitants of rural 

areas. Since there are 1,549 villages and settlements in the Republic of Moldova, and each rural 

settlement can provide over 2 tons of farmed fish per year, fish production growth may lead to a 

corresponding increase in fish consumption.

data related to economic activities for fishing and aquaculture, i.e. revenue accounts 

activities in thousands MDL. Figure 5
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Most of the accumulation lakes built on the territory of the country are private properties 

are used as fish farms or tourist areas. 

Republic Of Moldova 

According to the Government data from the official statistics, aquaculture production has reached in 

the year 2002 a value of 2,258 tons. Of this amount, the share of large fish farming enterprises was 

1,643 tons and the share of the fish breeders was 615 tons. Government database includes both 

information concerning fish farming ponds and the production of natural ponds used in aquaculture. 

statistic data only include information on the production of the fish farming 

ponds. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the aquaculture production in the Republic of Moldova, 

 
Total aquaculture production in the Republic of Moldova  

Source: Author, using FAO Data (2017). 

According to FAO statistics, fish production in 1990 was 7,141 tons, and, after 1992, there is a 

decline in fish production to about 2,935 tons. A slight comeback is noticeable in 2003, when 

production grew visibly to 3,408 tons. FAO data for 2015 announce a value of 9,080 tons for fish 

Currently, the Republic of Moldova is in a process of reorganization of the scientific and research 

institutes, including those dealing with aquaculture issues. In 2002, 139 farms were registered

Republic of Moldova. In the 2003-2004 period, together with the Agency for Agricultural 

Consulting, more than 600 farmers were involved in the establishment and development of the 

capabilities for a more prosperous result. Forecasts show that, until 2010, production in these ponds 

will reach approximately 5,000 tons, and most of it will be consumed by the inhabitants of rural 

areas. Since there are 1,549 villages and settlements in the Republic of Moldova, and each rural 

2 tons of farmed fish per year, fish production growth may lead to a 

corresponding increase in fish consumption. The National Statistics Bureau (NSB) provides financial 

data related to economic activities for fishing and aquaculture, i.e. revenue accounts by economic 

Figure 5 shows the values recorded for the 2008-2013 period. 

tons

Most of the accumulation lakes built on the territory of the country are private properties today and 

According to the Government data from the official statistics, aquaculture production has reached in 

share of large fish farming enterprises was 

1,643 tons and the share of the fish breeders was 615 tons. Government database includes both 

information concerning fish farming ponds and the production of natural ponds used in aquaculture. 

statistic data only include information on the production of the fish farming 

ponds. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the aquaculture production in the Republic of Moldova, 

According to FAO statistics, fish production in 1990 was 7,141 tons, and, after 1992, there is a 

decline in fish production to about 2,935 tons. A slight comeback is noticeable in 2003, when 

a value of 9,080 tons for fish 

Currently, the Republic of Moldova is in a process of reorganization of the scientific and research 

institutes, including those dealing with aquaculture issues. In 2002, 139 farms were registered in the 

2004 period, together with the Agency for Agricultural 

Consulting, more than 600 farmers were involved in the establishment and development of the 

l 2010, production in these ponds 

will reach approximately 5,000 tons, and most of it will be consumed by the inhabitants of rural 

areas. Since there are 1,549 villages and settlements in the Republic of Moldova, and each rural 

2 tons of farmed fish per year, fish production growth may lead to a 

The National Statistics Bureau (NSB) provides financial 

by economic 

.  
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Figure 5: National accounts for fish farming and aquaculture
Source: Author, 

 

Fishery products market in the Republic of Moldova
  

Trade balance of fishery products official transactions of the Republic of Moldova is represented in 

Figure 5. Data were collected from the official statistics, fishery products marketed illegally not be

shown. 
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Development of research in the fishy field 
 

There are only a few institutions for fishing and aquaculture in the Republic of Moldova: 

• The Kishinev Branch of the State Enterprise for Research and Production Aquaculture of Water 

Bio-Resources –Moldova, of Bucharest, which is the successor of the Experimental Biological 

Station for Fishing (1945-1990) and the Scientific Research Station (1990-2007); 

• The Zoology Institute of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova; 

• The Fishery Association, which is subordinated to the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry; 

• The Fishing Service, which is subordinated to the Ministry of the Environment; 

• The Society of Hunters and Fishermen in the Republic of Moldova; 

• Aquatir. 

 

Governmental bodies involved in fishy activity  
 

The Fishery Service in the Republic of Moldova makes an annual plan of action, achieving some 

objectives to reduce the negative impacts of human activity on the environment, in order to ensure 

fauna supervision. 

- Organization and carrying out of supervision measures, as well as unannounced checks of 

enterprises that operate in the natural water fishing basins. 

- Supervision, monitoring and survey of the works of deepening and cleaning of riverbeds from sand, 

gravel and various waste which would affect living flora and fauna in the Republic of Moldova. 

- Organization and carrying out of actions together with the Department of Border Police in order to 

prevent poaching and illegal unregulated fishing.  

- Monitoring water intakes, so that water from the natural pools may not be captured for other 

purposes: industrial, agricultural. 

 

Programs / national or European funds allocated to the fishery sector 
 

To access EU funds, there are restrictions at national level for foreign investors, legal entities or 

individuals that are not citizens of the Republic. Thus, they are required to be registered in the 

Republic of Moldova and to hold ownership of agricultural land. In many cases, to develop fish 

farms, it is necessary to build water tanks, hydro-technical installations or channels on private land, 

issues that hinder investment. In order to develop the private sector, the Government of the Republic 

of Moldova mobilizes funds from its partners and from foreign partners. Entrepreneurs benefiting 

from various grants, subsidies, credit schemes, are able to develop their business, to increase 

significantly the quality and the ability to export local products, thus becoming more competitive by 

creating new jobs. Various regional projects have been implemented at the national level within the 

PNUD company, in which small grants have been provided, which have been taken into account the 

physical-geographical particularities of the country, the Northern region having a hillier relief 

highlighted by the presence of lakes, small rivers and other geographic basins. By comparison, the 

Southern region is relatively poor in such natural resources. Small grant scheme has been developed 

in accordance with SGP – GEF. In 1994, GEF has invested 21,72 million dollars in the Republic of 

Moldova. In the Evaluation Report of the Country Portfolio 1994-2009, GED has fully supported the 

Small Grants Program in the Republic of Moldova. External development partners for the Republic 

of Moldova are BERD, the World Bank, Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Turkey, the main donor 

being EU. 

 

Conclusions 

 
The Republic of Moldova has a considerable potential represented by 95,000 ha of water surface. 

There are more than 2,500 km in rivers. There are over 4,600 lakes in the Republic of Moldova, 

naturally populated with a variety of freshwater fish species (catfish, crucian carp, carp, bighead carp, 

silver carp, zander, pike). The trend to diversify production by introducing new species of fish in the 

culture, thus increasing the consumption of indigenous fishery products. Nearly half of the fish 

species in the natural environment have no economic importance, and, of those with economic 
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importance, a large part is endangered. The existence of a high number of endangered species 

requires broad-based measures at national level to protect vulnerable fish species.  

 

The European Union and FAO provide support to the Republic of Moldova in the development of 

this branch in relation to access to information and statistics, support with breeding material, 

developed by management programs, and the adaptation of various species to optimal quality 

conditions, with the recommendation of an environment compatible with the neighboring countries, 

respectively European. Local farmers must have patience, ambition and courage in acquiring non-

refundable funds to support sustainable development of the fishing area.  
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Abstract 

 
The current paper proposes an analysis of the Romanian production and trade sector for medicinal and 

aromatic plants. Romania possessesa rich natural potential, represented by over 800 plant specieswith 

medicinal potential, of which 283 with obvious therapeutic properties. Compared to other European 

states, the Romanian legislation in the field of medicinal plant based food supplements is not adequate for 

the progress registered by producers, since it must be adapted and correlated with the European 

regulations. The lack of efficient supportive measures by local authorities during 1990-2017 lead to the 

loss of an important competitive advantage on the international market in the field.The Romanian 

traditional knowledge and use of the medical potential of medicinal plants pertaining to the national flora 

positions our country on the 15
th

 level in the world, outranking many European states. Production in the 

field is concentrated in a few counties, which occupy front positions when it comes to cultivated surfaces 

and medicinal and aromatic plant quantities harvested. The National Program for Rural 

Development2014-2020 offersimportant financing and business development opportunities to local 

farmers, in this niche segmentof agricultural production, obtaining important benefits for the Romanian 

economy, but governmental measures are necessary to promote and support Romanian agriculturistsin 

accessing European funds.  

 

Keywords: medicinal and aromatic plants, agriculture, trade, Romania 

 

Introduction 
 
The purpose of the article is to analyse the Romanian market for the medicinal and aromatic plants as a 

potential niche for Romanian Farmers.  

 

Romania’s natural potential for producing and cultivating medicinal and aromatic plants is generous – of 

the 3.700 total of plant species growing in our country, the medicinal flora is represented by 800 species, 

of which 283 with proven therapeutic properties. 

 

Medicinal plants have been used sinceancient times and are the basis of conventional medicine produced 

today.Considering the proven fact, that synthetized medicine can be harmful to the human body, 

triggering allergic reactions, addiction, intoxicationsandother unknown side effects, during the last years, 

a steady return to natural treatments was observed, especially to phytotherapy and other traditional 

treatment practices which thus came into the focus of current medical preoccupations.  
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If, during the 1980-90s, Romania was situated among the first five states in Europa regarding export and 

among the main seven regarding processing, during 1990-2007,the sector activity was reduced 

significantly, obtaining an annual production of2-3 tonnes. There ceased to be a correlation between 

agricultural and industrial activities regarding the product, and with the lack of great medicinal and 

aromatic plant consumers, the agricultural surfaces allotted to their cultivation diminished. Other causes 

for reducing the sector activity were the lack of local certified seed sources, the dissolution of 

Agricultural Research Stations or the important financial difficulties they encounter, the restriction of 

germplasm sources and growing costs for maintaining medicinal plant collections(Morărescu, 2015). 

During 1990-2007,in Romania,the cultivation and processing activity for medicinal and aromatic plants 

did not represent a priority for the national agricultural policies, the development of this sector being 

mainly due to private entrepreneurs.Although medicinal and aromatic plant production and trade 

represents a relatively reduced segment of the Romanian agricultural activity, there are few data on 

national and local level in the field, the unofficial turn-over of this sector being estimated at circa 800-900 

millionEuro.The demand is increasing, on the internal as well as international market. Although it 

encounters heavy competition from import products, mainly from the Asian area, the production of 

medicinal and aromatic plants can represent an opportunity for local agricultural farmers, to gain 

important benefits, considering the high efficiency of these crops while using small agricultural surfaces, 

and moderate initial investments.The cultivation of medicinal and aromatic plants, their processing and 

production of teas, cosmetics, pharmaceutics, and various food supplements became an interesting 

business for the Romanian business environment in recent years, a fact proven by the high number of 

natural product shops opened all over the country. The production and trade of medicinal plant 

cultivatedin thespontaneous flora has become a large economic activity, becoming an income source for 

producers, merchants and processors (Morărescu, 2015). 

 

The population opts for natural products because of tradition, some acknowledged phytotherapy benefits, 

or advantages due to facile accessibility, with rare adverse effects, the lack of addiction, the use of natural 

products, perfectly assimilable which allow the association with other therapies and diets, attractive 

prices, compared to conventional pharmaceutical products. Today, a growing consumer segment resorts 

to natural treatments or various plant products for affection treatment, leading to a significant increase on 

international level and to opening new markets for Romanian producers. Medicinal plant cultivation may 

constitute an opportunity for the internal agriculture, since it requires modest funds and agricultural 

surfaces. What is more, a slight orientation towards ecologic production may be another advantage for the 

Romanian sector. 

 

Relevant European and national legislation 

 
Plant based traditional medicines have been officially recognized in the official European legislative 

framework for medicine starting with 2004, when the Directive regarding plant based traditional 

medicine came into force (2004/24/CE), which became part of the general European legislation foreseen 

in the Directive 2001/83/CE (Steinhoff, 2016). AtEuropean level, medicinal and aromatic plants and their 

productscan be used by consumers as medicine or food supplements, depending on use and legal 

situation. In order to facilitate the registration of certain plant based traditional medicines at European 

level, the Decision 2008/911/CE of the Commissionfromthe 21
st
 of November 2008 established a list of 

plant based substances, productsandtheir mixturesto use in plant based traditional medicine,based on the 

scientific certification of theHerbal Medicinal Products Committee (HMPC). Applicantsmust prove 

beforehand the quality of the medicine they wish to register. Thus, according to the basic European 

directive in the pharmaceutical field, as medicine, phytosanitary products require approval in order to 

access the market. Documentation is required regarding the quality, safety and efficacy of plant based 

products, as well as the technical report of specialty experts. Phytosanitary medicine certification follows 

the general procedure established by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) for medicine. 
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Steinhoff (2005), states that European quality requirements for plant based medicine include quality 

criteria for raw materials (in accordance with the EuropeanPharmacopoeia, Good Agricultural and 

Collection Practices (GACP), Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)and testing for potential 

contamination (microbiological purity, heavy metals, aflatoxins, pesticides). Regarding safety and 

efficacy evaluation, as a principle, pharmacological and toxicological examinations are required for all 

medicines, and efficacy has to be proven through clinical studies. For well-known active ingredient 

productsand a well-established medical use, the Directive 2001/83/CE foresees an option for the so-called 

"reference research".In the phytotherapeutic field, the European Scientific Cooperative on Phytotherapy 

(ESCOP), founded in 1989,constitutes theEuropean association for the national herbal medicine or 

phytotherapy associations across Europe, especially in their discussions with European medicines 

regulators (ESCOP, 2017). Romania, through the National Inter-Professional Organization of 

Associations in the Field of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants, is a member of ESCOP, alongside 

organisations in the fieldfromAustria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, 

Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.  

 

ESCOP offersscientific studiesregarding the therapeutic use of medicinal plants, based on the most recent 

proofs and European top expertise.One of ESCOP’s essential objectivesis the establishment of 

harmonized criteria for the evaluation of plant medicine. During the last period, sixty propositions were 

published regarding monographies about medicinal plant and their use, taking relevant scientific literature 

into consideration. The Herbal Medicine Products Working Party (HMPWP) proposed common criteria 

for the evaluation of plant medicine quality, safety and efficacy on European level and elaborated data 

bases, especially focused on the monography evaluation published by ESCOP. 

 

According toSteinhoff, a new directive regarding the medicine used traditionally may lead to the change 

of the current legal framework, offeringmember states the option to establish their own registration 

system for traditionally used products, of sufficient quality and without proven prejudice. 

 

In Romania, the general framework regarding the production, processingandmarket organizationfor 

medicinal and aromatic plants, the relationsbetween producers, processorsandmerchantsis established 

through the Medicinal and Aromatic Plant Law (Law 491/2003), and the Order 244/2005 

regulatesmanufacturing, processingand commercialization of medicinal and aromatic plants used as such, 

partially processedor processed as pre-dosed food supplements. The national legislation in the field is 

completedby the Order 1228/2005 –  for approvingtechnical norms regarding the commercialization of 

pre-dosed food supplements of animal and vegetal origin and/ortheir mixture with vitamins, 

mineralsandother nutrients, respectivelyby the Order 1946/2014 – for approvingthe 

Procedureregardingthe notification of finite products based on medicinal, aromatic plantsand bee 

products, which are notified by operatorsin the fieldand are registered as food supplements,products for 

internal or external use, except for cosmetics. 

 

Law491/2003, the first to regulate this market, states that used medicinal and aromatic plantsmust occur 

in the national catalogue and book for medicinal and aromatic plants from the spontaneous and cultivated 

flora, or the official community catalogue or that of a European Union member state. The national 

catalogue and book for medicinal and aromatic plants from the spontaneous and cultivated flora is 

certified by order by the Ministry for Agricultural and Rural Development (MARD), the central public 

administration authorityin the field. The introduction on the market as well as the monitoring of 

medicinal and aromatic plant based finite products presentedas medicine/medical adjuvants (with 

propertiesfor the treatment or prevention of diseasesin humansoradministeredin order to re-establish, 

correct orchangephysiologic functions by carrying out a pharmacologic, immunologic or metabolic 

activity, or to establish a medical diagnosis), is accomplished in accordance with the legal provisions. 

What is more, the introduction of these products on the market respectsthe technical normsof 

productionand commercialization, elaboratedby theTechnical Committee for Medicinal and Aromatic 

Plants and Bee Products,the competent national authority in the field.The accordance with technical 
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production and commercialization norms for medicinal and aromatic plants, freshas well as processed, is 

established, under the law, by certifying bodies, accredited for this purpose.In order to be 

commercialized, medicinal and aromatic plants must be certified. In the medicinal and aromatic plant 

production,product quality is determined by the content of active principles, which is conditioned by 

ecologic factors, species zonation, crop technology, cultivar biologic value (population, variety, hybrid 

etc.), respectivelyby processing ways. Products obtained through the processing of medicinal and 

aromatic plants, with therapeutic indications, fall under the medicine category and are authorised to be 

introduce on the market by the National Medicine Agency. On market product monitoring is carried out 

by inspectors of the General Pharmaceutic Direction,Pharmacy and Medical Equipment Inspectionunder 

the Ministryof Health and inspectorsof the National Medicine Agency.Food supplements based on 

medicinal or aromatic plants are notified at the National Service for Medicinal and Aromatic Plants and 

Bee Products (SNPMAPS) under MARD. 

 

During the parliamentary session due after the summer holiday, the national legislation might change in 

the field of food supplements. According to a law project debated by the Senate and enacted by the 

Deputy Chamber, the construction of a unitary legal framework is discussed for food supplements 

“commercializedas food products and presented as such”, the implementationof some articles of the 

Directive 2002/46/CE, as well as carrying out the necessary legal framework for the application of Reg. 

(CE) 1925/2006 and Reg. (CE) 1161/2011.The project excludesfood supplements based on medicinal and 

aromatic plants (object of Law 491/2003, republished, which constitutesmore than half of the Romanian 

food supplement market) as well as any other authorities with limited attributes, but complementaryin the 

field of these productscontrol and monitoring (ANSVSA, ANPC, SNPMAPS/MADR, ANAD, ANAF, 

Customs), the Ministryof Health becoming the only competent authority in the field (Niculescu, 2017). 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

The information on the medicinal and aromatic plants production was taken from the MARD, from the 

European Medicine Agency (EMA) and from the official press releases of the County Departments of 

Agriculture. The National Institute of Statistics database was used for the data about agriculture areas and 

production. The relevant scientific information on the medicinal and aromatic plants production was 

taken from the site ISI Web of Knowledge and Google Academic and from the internal database of the 

“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, Romania. The data was selected, organised and statistically 

processed. The obtained results were graphically represented and compared with other relevant 

information form the domain-specific literature, for an adequate analysis. In order to assess the 

concentration degree, we used the methodology recommended by Săvoiu, Crăciuneanu and Țaicu (2010) 

on assessing market concentration and diversification by relying on the Gini-Struck Index. The 

calculation modality is presented in formula 1. 

 

                                                    IGS=�� ∑ ��� �	
��	                                                        (1),       

 

where    - n represents the number of terms of the series under study  

             - gi represents the weight factor of the agricultural area or crop production in the i county, related 

to the total authorized capacity (total agricultural area or crop production. 

 

Registration of Medicinal and Aromatic Plant Based Products on European Level 

 
The analysis regarding medicinal plant use worldwide, carried out under the framework of the Romanian-

Bulgarian cross border projectMedPlaNet Project, code MIS-ETC 656 (2011), showed that it depends on 

the natural endowment of each country (total species number, due to specific geographic conditions), and 

especially on the local tradition in using natural alternative medicine.Thus, at a worldwide total of 
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422.000 plants, circa 72.000 are used medicinally, representing circa 17.05 % of the total. In the 

classification presented within the project,  

 

China is in leading position, with a fund of 32,300 plant species, of which a number of4,941 species, 

representing circa 15.3%, are used medicinally. Romania occupiesthe 15
th

 positionin the world 

classification, earned due to the relatively high number of medicinal plants used (figure 1). 

Republic Korea, with 1,000 medicinal plants in use, representing 34.5% of a total 2,898 plant species 

occupies the first position with regard to usage percentage and knowledge of the pharmaceutical potential 

of their national plants.  

 

By comparison, Romania possess a 3,700 plant species fund, of which 283 species are known for their 

proven pharmaceutical potential, representing only 7.6 % of the total. European Pharmacopoeia, adopted 

by all member states includes 98 plant species, a number which is growing due to international research 

and information exchange.  

 

The European food supplement market, including medicinal and aromatic plants and their products, was 

worth 8.3 billion Euro in 2015, observing a significant growth as compared to the previous year, 

according to data from Euromonitor International, quoted by Mihalache (2016). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The global situation for the main producing countries of medicinal plants 
Source: Authors, by using MedPlaNet Project data (2011) 

 

Steinhoff (2016),observes that until the end of 2015, member stares of the European Unionapproved a 

total of 1,577 phytotherapeutic product registrations, most of them in the United Kingdom (344), 

Germany (263), Poland (197) and Austria (195). Of the 768 totalof commercialization 

authorizationsgranted to firms, most of them were located in Germany (278),followed by Austria (51), 

Poland (24), andthe Czech Republic (33). 
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According to data from the Herbal Medicinal Products Committee

Agency (EMA), 260 phytosanitary productsbased on

depending on the foreseen effects on the health (figure

 

Figure2:  Herbal medicines for human use based on therapeutic area
Source Author, by using EMA database
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Figure3: The statusof registeredMonographies Herbal medicines for human useatEuropean level 
Source Authors, by using EMA database (2017) 

 

 

Registering Phytotherapeutic Products on a National Level 

 

For the commercialization of plant based food supplements on the Romanian market, the national 

procedure requires for food supplements to be reported in accordance with order no. 

244/401/2005toSNPMAPS Bucharest,orto Regional Centresof Public Health(CRSP) Timisoara, Iasi, 

BucharestrespectivelyClujNapocafor pre-dosedfood supplements of animal and vegetal origin and/ ortheir 

mixture with vitamins, mineralsand other nutrients notifiedaccording to Ord. 1228/244/63. Products for 

external use(medicinal and aromatic plant based supplements and bee products, in accordance with the 

provisions of law no. 491/2003 regardingmedicinal and aromatic plants, as well as bee products, 

republished, with ulterior changes and additionsand of Ord. no. 1946/2014 for approving the Procedure 

regarding the notification) are reported to S.N.P.M.A.P.S Bucharest.Of a total of 21,443 food 

supplements notified until December 2015, 18,122 productswere produced strictly from medicinal and 

aromatic plants, being reported toSNPMAPS Bucharest, while3321 pre-dosed/mixture supplements were 

reported to CRSP Timisoara (1,205), Iasi (237), Bucharest(38),respectivelyClujNapoca (1,841)(figure4). 

 

 
 

Figure4: Food supplements reported in Romania  
Source Authors, by using SNPMAPS database (2017) 

 

According to theEuromonitor study, quoted byMihalache (2016), the food supplement market in Romania 

hasobserved a spectacular evolution in recent years. Thus, during 2005-2015,the segment registered a 

worldwide growth of over 200%, with a maximum increase of 24% observed during 2010-2011, given 

the fact that during 2012-2014,in Central Europe,an averagegrowth of 8% was reported. At present, in 

Romania,there are over 18,000 natural products registered officially, intended to keep patients healthy, 

prevent disease or treat various affections. The study conclusions are that, in 2016, Romanians have 

bought natural products worth over 30 million Euro online, representing a 20 % increase as compared to 

the year before. A triple sum was cashed in at the counter, in pharmacies, hypermarketsandsmall 

neighbourhood shops, supported by a significant amount of commercials where potential healing 

properties are highlighted. However, consumers have no knowledge about how the products are 

manufactured, or about possible side effects or other aspects regarding these effects. Data revealed by the 

Romanian Patronageof the Food Supplement Industry, cited by Capital.ro (2016) show that food 

supplement publicity in Romania needs a unitary legal framework, correlatedwith the provisions of the 

European legislation in the field. In Romania, as well as in other EU member states, food supplement 

publicityis governed by the provisions of Regulation 1924/2006 of theEuropean Commissionand those of 

the Regulation 1169/2011 regarding statements referring tonutrition and health. At the level of self-
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regulatingEuropean bodies, in 2015, from a total of circa 60,000 publicity complaints registered by 

EASA, approximately 180 dealt with food supplement publicity. In 2015,the Romanian Publicity Council 

received 121 complaints regarding 103 commercial communications, of which 18 referred to food 

supplement communication. 

 

Producer groups and organizations established in Romania  

 
Before 1990, in Romania, activitywasmonopolized by a single state capital company - Plafar. In 2016 a 

series private owned commercial companies were cultivating, processing and capitalizing medicinal and 

aromatic plants, forming numerous producer associations and groups. The main medicinal and aromatic 

plant producer and processor organizations from Romania, postedon the MARD site, arethe Patronage 

„Planta Romanica“ (https://plantaromanica.wordpress.com), which reunites 25 firms (HofigalBucureşti, 

ExheliosTimişoara, Dacia Plant Sebeş etc.) and the NationalInterprofessionalOrganizationfor Medicinal 

and Aromatic Plants from RomaniaOIPMA (http://www.oipma.ro), reunitingeconomic agents in the field 

of medicinal and aromatic plants: the Professional Associationof Medicinal and Aromatic Plant Raw 

Material Producers,the Professional Associationfor Collecting and Acquiring Medicinal and Aromatic 

Plantsfrom the SpontaneousFlora, the Professional Association of Medicinal and Aromatic 

PlantProcessors, the Professional Association of Medicinal and Aromatic Plant Tea Producers, the 

Professional Association ofMedicinal and Aromatic Plant Tincture and Syrup Producers, the Professional 

Association ofMerchantsandSuppliersin the Field of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants, the Professional 

Association ofMedicinal and Aromatic Plant Food Supplement Producers, the Romanian Association of 

Phytotherapeutic Doctors, the Professional Association forResearch in the Field of Medicinal and 

Aromatic Plants (with member companies: Fares, Kalpo, Larix, Dacia Plant, Dobrogea Natural Farm, 

Radix, Santo Raphael, Rotta Natura,Vedda etc.). 

 

Medicinal and Aromatic Plant Surfaces and Production in Romania  

 
Following the selection and amelioration carried out at the Fundulea Research Station, 29 homologated 

varieties were registered (coriander, tarragon, fennel, lavender, mint, basil, thyme, poppy, Grecian 

foxglove, purple foxglove, chicory, camomile, artichoke, valerian, lesser periwinkle, marigold)in 2002. 

About 24 speciestaken over from the spontaneous flora were introduced to crops, relatively easily 

“domesticated”, due to their remarkable ecologic plasticity; valuable populations from the point of view 

of active principle content (even local species) being identified in various geographic basins in the 

country (yarrow, angelica, belladonna, cumin, celandine, gentian, perforate St John’s-worth, plantain, 

valerian, lesser periwinkle). Other 10 medicinal plant species which do not exist in the spontaneous 

florawere acclimated to crop conditions in our country (Grecian foxglove-Digitalis lanata; Echinacea 

purpurea; yellow poppy – Glauciumflavum; bitter melon - Momordicacharantia, thyme – 

Saturejamontanaandothers). (Morărescu, 2015). 

 

The most profitable medicinal plant crops in Romania have been in recent years those of lavender, sea 

berry, goji, chokeberry - aroniaanddog-rose. Medicinal plants are starting to be in great demand on the 

Romanian market, while already in great demand on the European market, due to the high number of 

requests by players of the pharmaceutical industry (Vlad, 2015). 

 

The introduction of state support for medicinal plant producers by the Romanian Government lead to a 

positive evolution of cultivated surfaces and obtained production, with a maximum reached in 2010. The 

support came in the shape of direct payments (schema ofsingle payment per surface, redistributive 

payment, payment foragricultural practices beneficial for climate and environment, payment foryoung 

farmers, simplified schema forsmall farmers); national transitory support as foreseen by annual local 

budgets allotted to the Ministryof Agricultureand Rural Development, respectively state support for diesel 
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used in agriculture.The period 2010-2012 was characterisedbya substantial reduction of cultivated 

surfaces and accomplished production, which decrease to half of the amount produced in 2010.  

During 2012-2016 cultivated surfacesand obtained productionreached 3-4 thousand ha and 4-5 thousand 

tonnes(figure5). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Medicinal and aromatic plant - cultivated area and productionin Romania 
Source Author, by using MARD Data (2017) 

 

Through the new National Program for Rural Development 2014-2020 a revival of the sector is planned, 

Romanian small farmers being able to get non-refundable financing of up to 100% for cultivating 

medicinal plants. Thus, in PNDR 2014-2020,financial measures have been planned, such as Measure 6 – 

Sub-measure 6.3. “Aid for the development of smallfarmers”, non-refundable public aid up to 15,000 

Euro, for an agricultural exploitation over a period of maximum five years, in two payments (75% – 

25%).Other measures which can be accessed by the sector are Measure 11 “Ecologic agriculture”, 

Submeasure 11.1. “Aidfor the conversion to ecologic agriculture methods, through payments for the 

conversion”, grantedin a percentage of 100%; payments to sustain ecologic agriculture practices, or 

financing through Package 5 “Medicinal and aromatic plants” underSub-measure 11.1.” (Morărescu, 

2015). 
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Figure 6: Distribution of medicinal plant cultivated surfaces in regionsandcounties 

Source Author, by using NIS Data (2017) 

 

The Concentration of the Agricultural Market for Medicinal and Aromatic 

Production in Romania 

 
Assessment of the concentration degree of agricultural surfaces cultivated with medicinal/aromatic plants 

can be carried out using the method recommended by Săvoiu, Crăciuneanu and Ţaicu (2010), based on 

calculating the Gini Struck Concentration Index (IGS) and on the interpretation of the obtained result. 

The data presented in figures 4 and 5 have been processed statistically and interpreted. The results 

obtained by applying the mentioned methodology are presented in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Specific parameters and the value of the Gini Struck Concentration Index (2016) 

 

Indicator Agricultural area (ha) Production (tonnes) 

Total  4,395 5,627 

∑gi
2
 2,085.028 2,183.81 

n 27 27 

IGS 46.531 47.6211 

Concentration High High 

Source Author, by using MARD (2017) and NIS (2017) 
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According to the results presented in table 1, we may notice that there is a high concentration degree of 

agricultural area distribution on counties. By comparison, the production presents higher values of the 

Gini Struck Index, proving a high degree of concentration in the Romanian counties. 

The obtained results confirm a cursory analysis of NIS data, based on the comparison of surface and 

production distribution values in regions/counties. Thus, the South-Eastern 

Region,mainlycountiesConstanțaandGalațicover circa 80% of the total cultivated surfaces, respectively of 

the production obtained at national level (figure 7). 

 

 
Figure7: Top counties cultivating/producing medicinaland aromatic plants 

Source Authors, by using NIS data (2017) 

 

According to the data presented graphically in figure 7, one may observe that a number of 8 counties, 

with agricultural surfaces allotted to the cultivation of medicinal and aromatic plantslarger than 100 ha 

achieve over 90% of the total production obtained at national level in 2016. One cannot make a direct 

correlation between relief forms or protected geographic areas and the production obtained, considering 

that the first 3 positions are occupied by counties in plain areas, with no ecologically protected 

regions,where a conventional agriculture is practiced.  

 

Conclusions 

 
The research highlighted a series of aspects we consider interesting for the national economy and for the 

internal business environment. Thus, Romania possesses an important natural potential for the medicinal 

and aromatic plant production, but it is not capitalized accordingly. Romania is ranked 15th in the world 

classification, due to the relatively large number of medicinal herbs used in traditional medicine.  

 

National legislation is too permissive and does not sufficiently protect local producers, which face a 

fierce competition from import products. The national medicinal and aromatic plant production was 

significantly reduced after 1990 and represented substantial fluctuations during 2007-2016. There is a 

concentration phenomenon of the production and cultivated surfaces in the South-Eastern Region, which 

denotes a higher interest of local agricultural entrepreneurs in the development of business in the field. 

GSI values are very high, indicating a high concentration of the market and a rather difficult access to 

starting a new niche business. 

 

The possible accession of funds by Romanian farmers, under the governmental support measures with 

European aidspecified in PNDR 2014-2020can lead to the revival of the system and to important 

benefitsfor the Romanian agriculture. 
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Abstract 
 

This study takes into consideration a topic less study in the academic literature: the drivers of effective 
corporate tax rate (ECTR) in the Baltic financial markets. Using a sample of 40 listed companies from 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania stock exchanges we empirically tested the influence of profitability (ROA, 
ROE and ROIC), indebtedness and  assets composition on ECTR. All the results were comparable with 
other well-known studies from the literature and seem to support the political cost theory. Additional we 
deployed other variables such as audit fees, R&D expenses, statutory rate and advertising expenses which 
highlighted characteristic of the Baltic companies. The results were explained from the perspective of 
corporate finance.    
 

Keywords: effective corporate tax rate, firm characteristics, Baltic companies, panel data models  
 

Introduction 
 

The beauty of nature is driven by the evolution. But evolution itself is a continuous struggle for acquiring 
skills and dominant position. Similar idea can be applied to countries and financial markets. More often, 
the social gap between developed markets and the emerging ones is becoming almost conspicuous. There 
is a real endeavor for the emerging markets to obtain the status of developed market. There are many 
ways to study the emerging markets, and the social aspect is on interest not only for the financial analysts, 
but also for the broad public. Numerous factors differentiate the emerging markets from the developed 
ones, but in the present paper, as novelty, we focused on taxation from the Baltic stock exchanges in the 
context of corporate finance. The final goal for the European Union is strength by union and harmonized 
policies at all levels for member states, including taxation. But still there are gaps and disparities between 
West and East within the European Union. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were admitted as members in 
the EU in 2004 and all three countries are, in a way, interdependent all levels. With a similar history, and 
all three former communist countries, nowadays they represent an example of fiscal policies, but there are 
few academic papers about the effective corporate tax rate between these countries. Despite the fact that 
statutory tax rates represent taxation within the financial markets, the effective corporate tax rates 
(abbrev. ECTR) based on financial statements gives a proper insight on tax burden of a company. 
Taxation is a sensitive issue in attracting the investors and can influence a financial market and the 
‘developed/emerging’ status. Baltic financial markets are considered emerging countries and in the 
present paper we set our goal to study their effective corporate tax rates from the perspective of corporate 
finance. The influence of the financial statements on the ECTR can be considered a starting point for new 
fiscal policies applied to reduce the gap from the Baltic countries and Western EU member states. 

Our sample consists of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania over the period 2000-2016, which is significant in 
the context of transition process to the free market economy. Being based on financial statements, the 
variables used includes drivers of ECTR such as indebtedness, asset composition and profitability. As a 
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novelty for a paper about the Baltic taxation, we included variables for audit fees and advertising 
expenses because these variables can capture the political power theory and also the impact of corporate 
governance on taxation. Corporate governance can be the link between fiscal policies within the 
European Union. We consider that size of the company is significant in the context of reduction of tax 
burden and Dyreng et al. (2017) proved that ECTRs have decreased over time (maybe as effect of 
transition process). The contribution of the article is in emphasizing the ECTR’s influence factors as part 
of the new policies aimed at strengthening the EU markets. First, we contribute to the literature by adding 
a newer perspective on the ECTR from the Baltic region. Second, we illustrate the taxation of newer EU 
members and integration of the emerging stock exchanges. We found that the effective corporate tax rate 
from the Baltic region is influence by the classic drivers from the literature (indebtedness, asset 
composition, size) in line with the principles of accounting and tax deductions. The level of influence (R2) 
recorded though a reduce value which means that there could be other drivers of ECTR in the Baltic 
countries. This can be attributed to the relative small number of companies included in the sample (only 
listed companies). Overall, proxies used indicate the presence of political cost theory and a diminished 
role of tax avoidance. Managers of the Baltic companies are more focused on the financial management 
than on the fiscal management. We consider that the political cost theory is due to the fact that each one 
of the three countries has a small population and it is more a ‘solidarity cost’ for the large companies. 

The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review. Section 3 reveals 
the sample and variables, along with the econometric methodology. Section 4 presents the empirical 
results. Section 5 is the conclusion. 
 

1. Prior Literature and Hypotheses Development 
 

Baltic region and its three countries, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, have an important role in the study of 
drivers of the effective corporate tax rate. All of them are similar, former communist states, but on the 
same time each one has its own characteristics (‘idiosyncratic’). Alena et al. (2017) used cluster analysis 
for ECTR and observed that in each case the Baltic countries are grouped in the same clusters together 
with Bulgaria, Romania, Poland and Czech Republic. This cluster of the new acceding EU member states 
has the lowest level of ECTR among the European countries and is tax competitive. 
 
The differences between Baltic States are important for the economist and for the financial analysts. Also, 
the influence factors of the ECTR based on the financial statements can be used as a benchmark for future 
fiscal policies necessary for the fiscal harmonization at the level of the European Union. The 
development gap between the EU member states is a matter of interest for the economists and it can be 
reduced through the channel of taxation. There are few papers on the academic literature about the Baltic 
countries and their effective tax rates. 
 
Baltic stock markets are integrated on a single trading platform. Deltuvaitė (2016) used empirical analysis 
to study the Baltic stock markets and observed that these markets are related, but the Latvian market is 
more isolated. Brännäs and Soultanaeva (2011) empirically observed that Estonia and Lithuania are more 
affected by changes from the US and Western Europe and Latvia is influence by Russia. But for a better 
perspective of investors the three Baltic States decided to become one Baltic financial market and our 
main focus is on the Baltic stock market, and additionally on each stock exchange. Also, all three 
countries adopted fiscal policies designed to help the financial markets to get the emerging status and to 
become attractive for investors. Tax incentives have a significant impact on the effective tax burden and 
to attract investors. For example, according to Eurostat1 in Lithuania the R&D expenses are deductible 

                                                           
1 Taxation and Customs Union. Taxation trends in the European Union Data for the EU Member States, 

Iceland and Norway. Eurostat 
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even “[…] in a in a triple amount in the tax period when they are incurred” and the profit reported for tax 
purposes can be reduced with half of the value of expenses in “[…] incurred in the acquisition of 
investment asset”. Thus, taxation is an important part in the process of becoming developed market. 
Statutory rates are the first info points about corporate taxation, but for the corporate finance perspective, 
the effective corporate tax rate has the accurate image about tax burden from a financial market. The gap 
between statutory rates and ECTR is another important aspect because shows how much tax deductions 
can be used with respect to the legal regulations. Dyreng et al. (2017) observed with empirical models 
that for the European countries, ECTRs and statutory rates decreased and the Baltic region are not an 
exception. Finkenzeller and Spengel (2004) studied the Baltic countries, among other new EU members 
from 2004, and they observed that these states compensate the tax incentives with tax rate reductions 
design to give advantage against the Western European countries. Following the study of Hanlon and 
Heitzman (2010), we place our study about effective corporate tax rate between taxation, corporate 
finance and accounting. We started from the idea that the Baltic stock exchanges are together emerging 
markets and new places for investing. The final goal was to study the drivers of effective corporate tax 
rates from the Baltic listed companies in the context of the relations between managers-shareholders and 
investors. The corporate income tax or effective tax rate has macroeconomic, microeconomic, politic and 
social impact. 
 

1.1. Drivers of the ECTR Based on Financial Statements (academic literature) 
 

2.2.1. The impact of profitability and size on the ECTR 
 

There are countless computation formulas for the ECTR, but Devereux and Griffith (1998) developed the 
effective marginal tax rate and the effective average tax rate. The literature about the drivers of ECTR has 
at its core three categories of indicators based on financial statements: profitability, assets composition 
and indebtedness. Finkenzeller and Spengel (2004) considered that higher profitability makes the 
companies to search for location with lower statutory tax rates such as the Baltic region. Gupta and 
Newberry (1997), Lee and Swenson (2012), and Richardson and Lanis (2007) studied the drivers of 
effective corporate tax rates and one of the proxied used for profitability was the return of assets (ROA) 
which recorded a positive link with ECTR. Gupta and Newberry (1997) decomposed the formula of 
effective tax rate and have rewritten it with ROA included. Thus, they considered that an increase of the 
ROA will lead to an increased ECTR. But other authors such as Buijink et al. (2002) who studied 
European companies or Md. Noor et al. (2010), recorded a negative link between ECTR and return of 
assets. We consider that big and profitable companies are able to redirect their profitability and size in 
order to obtain lower levels of ECTR and thus, lower levels of tax burden. From this idea two theories 
derived in the academic literature: political power and political cost theories. Belz et al. (2015) obtained a 
negative link between firm size and the effective corporate tax rated, supporting the political power 
theory. In research papers political power is link usually with the firm size on the principle size is power. 
The opposed side of the authors see size as a weakness in front of the fiscal authorities.  
 
Dyreng et al. (2016) considered that large companies are victims of their size and suffer from the political 
cost theory. With size comes visibility in front of the public authorities and society who demand good 
practices and that part of the profit of the companies to be shared with community.   
 
We set as dual hypothesis for our empirical study the presence of both theories political power and 
political cost 
H1: Presence of political power and political cost through negative/positive link between ECTR and 
profitability/ firm size  
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2.2.2 The impact of indebtedness on the ECTR 
 
The Modigliani–Miller’s theorem (1958) brought into the light the well-known link between indebtedness 
and taxation. The fact that interest expenses are deductible means that in theory debt reduces the level of 
effective corporate tax rate. Finkenzeller and Spengel (2004) considered that the tax shield of the interest 
deductibility is lower for countries with low levels of statutory rates such as Lithuania and Latvia. Also 
for Estonia interest expenses had indirect impact on tax burden since in 2004 the tax base was formed by 
the distributed profit so the interest expenses had a moderate effect in this context. 
  
Gupta and Newberry (1997), Richardson and Lanis (2007), Wu et al. (2012) obtained empirical results 
about a negative link between long term debt and ECTR. We constructed our second hypothesis as 
follows: 

H2: Higher indebtedness is negatively correlated with the effective corporate tax rate. 
 

2.2.3 The impact of the structure of assets on the ECTR 
 

Another important ‘pillar’ of the academic literature regarding the effective corporate tax rates is the link 
between ECTR and capital/inventory intensity. Gupta and Newberry (1997), Richardson and Lanis 
(2007) considered that capital investments have tax benefits which should lower the level of ECTR and 
inventory-intensive should have higher levels of ECTR. Fernández-Rodríguez and Martínez-Arias (2014) 
used the emerging countries and found that the inventory intensity is positively correlated with effective 
tax rates. Derashid and Zhang (2003) recorded a negative link between capital intensity and effective 
corporate tax rate. More assets mean more debt capacity and thus, more interest expenses for tax 
deduction, which finally means lower ECTR. Wu et al. (2012) obtained a positive link between inventory 
intensity and ECTR. We set as third hypothesis (dual) the following: 

H3: Negative relation between capital intensity and the ECTR; negative link between inventory intensity 
and the ECTR. 

 

2.2.3    Other potential drivers of ECTR 
 

Gupta (2007) considered that corporate income tax capture a glimpse of the political aspects from 
financial market. Authors such as Griffith and Klemm (2004) considered that statutory rates can be a 
negative influence in the ‘war for investors’ of tax competition between countries (emerging/developed). 
Devereux (2006) showed that higher statutory rates are positively correlated with higher effective 
corporate tax rates. Thus, we deployed a variable for statutory rate and we expect to have a positive link 
with ECTR. 
 
Graham et al. (2012) considered the financial statements as the main source of risk in financial reporting. 
Gallemore and Labro (2015) observed that lower levels of effective corporate tax rate depend on the 
quality of the financial reporting. Cook et al. (2008) found a positive correlation between audit fees and 
ECTR, but for the companies which used “Big Four” accounting firms, the correlation reversed. Mills et 
al. (2013) considered that big companies have the financial resources to pay for tax specialists in order to 
maximize their tax savings and to reduce their ECTR. Donohoe and Knechel (2014) observed positive 
correlation between audit fees and tax aggressiveness which is specific to US companies. However, 
Baltic countries have lower statutory rates, and we expect that companies with higher audit fees have a 
positive correlation with ECTR because more activity from the auditors means companies’ inefficiency; 
external auditors inhibit the managers from tax avoidance practices. 
 
Gupta and Newberry (1997) considered that research and development expenses are deductible and act as 
tax shield. They obtained a mix link between R&D intensity and ECTR. Richardson and Lanis (2007) 
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obtained a negative link between ECTR and R&D intensity. Pilinkienė (2015) revealed that the Baltic 
States have R&D expenditures in low technology industries with a slowly trend. Estonia has the best 
R&D expenditures among the Baltic countries close to the EU average.  
 

2. Research Methodology 
 

3.1. Data and Variable Measurement 
 
In order to apply our empirical models, we developed a sample which comprises public companies from 
the three Baltic countries: Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. The sample is covering the period between 2000 
and 2016. It comprises 40 companies: Latvia 17, Estonia 7 and Lithuania 16. We chose as starting point 
the year 2000 because, from our perspective, represents the end of transition for the Eastern European 
countries and the beginning of a new financial era. Companies with more than three years of missing data 
or negative pretax income/negative ECTR, were excluded from the sample. We excluded the financial 
companies, such as banks and insurance companies, from the sample because they have other regulations 
for financial reporting. Data were collected from Thomson Reuters Eikon. These filters yielded a total of 
680 observations. 
 
Table 1 comprises the variables used in the empirical analysis. We used the ECTR as proxy for the 
corporate tax burden. We selected different variables for profitability expressed through three proxies—
return on equity (ROE), return on assets (ROA), and return on invested capital (ROIC) because each one 
captures the perception of company’s stakeholders. Other firm characteristics included indebtedness, 
liquidity, and solvency. 
 

Table 1: Definition of Variables 

 

Acronym Variable Definition 

Dependent variable 

ECTR 
Effective corporate 
tax rate 

Income tax (total) divided by earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT). 
Used by Thomson Reuters Eikon in the key ratios. 

Variables on firm characteristics (Independent variables) 
Corporate profitability 

ROA Return on assets 

Net income/Total assets 
ROA or economic profitability measures the efficiency of capital 
allocation in fixed assets and net current assets. Shows the percentage 
of profit a firm obtains relative to its full resources. 

ROE Return on equity 

Net income/Total equity 
ROE or financial return shows the company's performance in terms of 
shareholders’ interests. Measure the ability to increase the dividend 
rate and reserves with the profit made by shareholders’ money. 

ROIC 
Return on invested 
capital 

EBIT(1- τ ) / [total equity + total long-term debt] 
ROIC shows how well a company is using its invested money to 
generate returns.  

Corporate efficiency of assets 
ASTI Capital intensity Property, plant, and equipment (total net) divided by total assets. 
INVI Inventory intensity Total inventory divided by total assets. 
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SOLV Equity multiplier 

Total assets/Total equity 
An indicator of financial leverage that quantifies the overall solvency 
risk and inability to cover all debts with assets available to the 
company. It measures the percentage of company's assets owned and 
financed by shareholders and shows the level of debt financing 
necessary to maintain the firm’s activities. 

Corporate indebtedness 

LTDA 
Ratio of long-term 
debt to assets  

Total long-term debt/Total assets 
A measure of the long-term financial position of a firm that exhibits the 
percentage of its assets financed with long-term debt. 

LEV 
Ratio of debt to 
equity  

Total debt/Total equity 
Financial leverage that indicates the proportion of debt and equity used 
by the company to finance its assets. 

Corporate liquidity and solvency 

LIQC Current liquidity  
Current assets/Current liabilities (short term) 
A measure of short-term solvency or liquidity that exhibits the firm’s 
capacity to pay off its short-term debt commitments. 

Firm-level control variables 
SIZE Firm size LN(total assets) 

MKC 
Variation in market 
capitalization 

Year-to-year variation in market capitalization.  

GRW 
Annual firm total 
asset growth rate 

[(Total assets 2001 - Total assets 2000)/Total assets 2000] 
Year-on-year percentage change in total assets. 

Other variables (Independent variables) 

AUDF Audit fees 
Natural logarithm applied to total audit fees paid out by companies as 
reported by Thomson Reuters Eikon in income statements. 

ADVE 
Advertising 
expenses 

Advertising expenses to net sales  

RD Innovation Research and development to net sales 
Variables on statutory rate (Independent variables) 

STR Statutory rate 
Statutory rate as reported on taxation trends in the European Union, 
European Commission. 

Source: Author’s own work. 
 
First of all, we used three proxies for profitability (ROA, ROE and ROIC) and we expect a negative 
correlation contrary to other papers from the literature (see Gupta and Newberry, 1997). We expected to 
find a negative correlation between debt and the ECTR due to the deductibility of interest expenses. As 
proxies for indebtedness we used solvency/financial leverage to ensure robustness to results. Since our 
study is based on financial statements, many of the variables depend on efficiency of assets. Capital 
intensity and inventory intensity are common variables from the academic literature. We focused our 
research on the opposed theories of ‘political power’ and ‘political cost’. The first theory is linked with 
firm size, market capitalization and firm’s annual total asset growth rate. Belz et al. (2015) consider that 
big companies own enough financial resources to lobby for a lower tax burden, and to achieve a reduction 
in the effective corporate tax rate. Financial resources mean power and with power the lack of fear for 
penalties arises for big companies. On the other side, political costs theory is present in the case in which 
a large company is targeted by authorities attempting to use taxation to help support the budget. This 
theory is more relevant in the context of the emerging markets and the Baltic markets are aspiring at the 
status ‘developed market’. Political cost can be considered a barrier for the development of a stock 
exchange. We expected to observe both theories in our sample. 
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Additional to these variables we deployed audit fees as part of the corporate governance because audit is 
a strong element for financial quality and also for testing political power theory. Auditor’s reports can 
reduce questionable activities conducted by the big companies in order to reduce their effective tax rate. 
Kern and Morris (1992) observed a direct relation between the size of a company and the difference 
between earnings recorded in its accounting and reported taxable earnings. We expected to find a 
negative link with the ECTR. Advertising expenses are very important for the development of a company 
and can enhance the level of political power owned by a big company. We expected to find a negative 
link with the ECTR. Statutory rates are directly linked with ECTR and we deployed a variable in our 
empirical models.  

 

3.2. Model Specification 
 

For the empirical model we used multivariate regressions (data panel) and we deployed as estimation 
method generalized least squares (cross-section weights [GLS]) regressions. Gujarati (2004) indicates 
GLS as a method against heteroscedasticity. In order to avoid biased results, we used fixed effects and 
White cross-section techniques. The general regression examines the influence on the ECTR of firm 
characteristics, auditing fees, statutory rates, and firm-level controls, as follows: 
 

ECTRit = α0 + β1×Firm_characteristics + β2×Other_variables + β3×Firm_controls + β3×STR + ɛit 

   
where i = firms 1-40, t = financial years 2000-2016, ECTR = effective corporate tax rate (dependent 
variable), Firm_characteristics = variables regarding corporate efficiency, indebtedness, liquidity, and 
solvency, along with profitability (explanatory variables), Firm_controls = variables regarding firm size, 
market capitalization, and annual growth, Other_variables = audit fees paid out by companies 
(explanatory variables), advertising expenses, research and development intensity; α0 = intercept, β1, β2, 
β3 = regression coefficients, ɛit is the error term. 
 

3. Empirical Results 

4.1. Descriptive Statistics, Correlations, and Stationarity Checks 

Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are in a continuous endeavor to attract foreign investors through their tax 
systems. For example, in Estonia there was the zero percent corporate income and the flat income tax 
rates2. Elschner and Vanborren (2009) and other authors observed that member states from the European 
Union had a decline of their statutory rates and implicitly on their ECTRs. Figure 1 confirms that the 
Baltic States reduced their statutory rates. Lithuania had the most striking evolution from 33% to 15%.  
Finkenzeller and Spengel (2004) said that Estonia in the period of pre-accession had a tax system with tax 
base not link to the corporate profits. In fact, the retained earnings were exempted from taxation and only 
distributed profits were exposed to corporate income tax. But our study is based on variables from the 
financial statements and we avoid this legal provision.  

                                                           
2 http://www.img.ee/en/taxation-baltic-states  
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Figure 1:  Statutory corporate income tax rates (including surcharges), 1995 – 2017 

 
 
Source: Authors’ computations. Figure 1 contains the top statutory corporate income tax rates (including 
surcharges) for the period 1995-2017. Data are available at: European Union, 
 http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/economic-analysis-taxation/data-taxation_en/. 

There are some differences between the Baltic countries in term of economic development. With the 
lowest population (1.3 million3) Estonia is the most advanced. The second place is occupied by Latvia 
and on the last place is Lithuania with 2.9 million inhabitants (the biggest Baltic state) which try harder to 
attract foreign investors with lower fiscal policies. The reduction of statutory rates is connected with 
accession to the EU, but they can be derived from the transition process to the capitalist markets. Baltic 
countries have successfully implemented the international views about corporate finance, accounting 
standards and digitalization to obtain lower levels of effective corporate tax rates. Also, the fact that the 
total population combined is almost 7 million people eases the activity of the fiscal authorities and 
implementation of more lax tax policies. Elschner and Vanborren (2009) observed the tax differences 
between new member states from Eastern Europe and the older ones. They conclude that the accession 
fueled the gap between them as an effect of the sharp tax competition (see Davies and Voget, 2009). As it 
can be seen from Figure 1, after year 2004 (accession year) the statutory rates have decreased. The 
effective average tax rates had slightly moved over the years but are lower than the statutory rates, which 
means that the Baltic companies are using tax deductions and tax breaks in order to lower their ECTR. In 
Figure 2 there are the gaps between statutory rates and the effective average tax rates within the Baltic 
countries.  

                                                           
3 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/eb024_en.pdf  
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Figure 2: The gaps between (EATR) and statutory rates in Baltic countries, 2006-2016 

 
Source: Authors’ computations. Data are available at European Union, 
 http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/economic-analysis-taxation/data-taxation_en/. 
 
The highest gap between statutory rate and effective average tax rates was recorded by Latvia in 2010 
(14.2%) and the lowest by Lithuania in 2009 which means that EATR was higher than statutory rate. 
Companies from Lithuania did not cope with the shift from fiscal policies and they use fewer tax 
deduction. Latvia was the most affected Baltic state by the 2007 crisis and it is possible that the state 
allowed more tax aggressiveness for the companies to recover.  
 
Descriptive statistics for the selected variables are presented in Table 2. It should be noted that the mean 
of effective corporate tax rate is 18% much smaller than US companies.  
 

Table 2: Summary statistics (N = 680) 

 

   Mean Max Min  Std. Dev.  Skew  Kurt Obs 

ECTR 0.18 5.53 -0.97 0.32 9.48 141.17 680 

ROA 0.05 0.72 -0.46 0.10 0.45 14.24 680 

ROE 0.08 2.69 -2.14 0.24 -0.55 43.54 680 

ROIC 0.07 2.14 -3.62 0.21 -6.05 143.00 680 

ASTI 0.43 0.99 -0.81 0.27 -0.72 5.15 680 

INVI 0.19 1.41 0.00 0.17 2.02 10.70 680 

SOLV 2.11 24.96 0.00 1.69 6.57 67.96 680 

LTDA 0.12 0.60 0.00 0.14 1.18 3.83 680 

LEV 0.56 15.41 0.00 0.98 7.90 99.90 680 

LIQC 2.60 18.72 0.06 2.71 2.77 12.01 680 

SIZE 3.53 6.98 -0.42 1.58 -0.30 2.74 680 

MKC 0.24 33.20 -0.90 1.45 17.70 393.14 680 
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GRW 0.12 14.64 -0.79 0.76 15.22 268.72 680 

AUDF 0.02 0.81 0.00 0.09 5.85 44.07 680 

ADVE 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.02 4.75 25.31 680 

RD 0.01 0.70 0.00 0.07 7.08 54.16 680 

STR 21.13 26.00 15.00 4.26 -0.49 1.57 680 

Source: Authors’computations. Data based on financial statements reported by Thomson Reuters Eikon. 
Notes: For definitions of the variables, see Table 1. 

 
About profitability ratios ROE 8%, ROA 5%, and ROIC 5%, which are low ratio, but expected for the 
emerging markets which were severely  affected by the 2007 crisis, especially Latvia. On average, 
statutory rates are 21.13% which indicate a moderate use of tax avoidance and tax deductions. 
 
The correlation matrix is presented in Table 3. Standard errors are increased by the effect of 
multicollinearity and lead to results that are statistically insignificant.  
 

Table 3: Correlation matrix – Pearson 

 

  ECTR ROA ROE ROIC ASTI INVI SOLV LTDA LEV 

ECTR 1.00 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.04 

ROA -0.04 1.00 0.79 0.80 -0.02 0.04 -0.24 -0.12 -0.26 

ROE 0.00 0.79 1.00 0.68 -0.02 0.00 -0.31 -0.04 -0.34 

ROIC 0.00 0.80 0.68 1.00 -0.03 0.04 -0.15 -0.05 -0.19 

ASTI 0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 1.00 -0.21 0.06 0.37 0.13 

INVI -0.01 0.04 0.00 0.04 -0.21 1.00 -0.08 -0.28 -0.10 

SOLV -0.03 -0.24 -0.31 -0.15 0.06 -0.08 1.00 0.31 0.91 

LTDA 0.02 -0.12 -0.04 -0.05 0.37 -0.28 0.31 1.00 0.45 

LEV -0.04 -0.26 -0.34 -0.19 0.13 -0.10 0.91 0.45 1.00 

LIQC -0.03 0.13 0.05 0.07 -0.19 0.30 -0.30 -0.33 -0.28 

SIZE -0.09 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.13 -0.42 -0.02 0.09 -0.01 

MKC 0.00 0.09 0.07 0.08 -0.06 0.00 -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 

GRW 0.00 0.14 0.12 0.14 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.01 

AUDF -0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.34 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 

ADVE -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.16 -0.12 -0.06 -0.11 -0.08 

RD -0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.05 -0.07 -0.08 -0.11 -0.08 

STR 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.09 -0.04 0.00 -0.07 

  LIQC SIZE MKC GRW AUDF ADVE RD STR 

ECTR -0.03 -0.09 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 0.10 

ROA 0.13 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.02 

ROE 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 
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ROIC 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.14 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 

ASTI -0.19 0.13 -0.06 -0.03 0.04 0.16 -0.05 0.02 

INVI 0.30 -0.42 0.00 -0.01 0.34 -0.12 -0.07 0.09 

SOLV -0.30 -0.02 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.06 -0.08 -0.04 

LTDA -0.33 0.09 -0.05 0.03 0.00 -0.11 -0.11 0.00 

LEV -0.28 -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.08 -0.08 -0.07 

LIQC 1.00 -0.41 0.03 -0.02 -0.10 -0.06 -0.03 0.19 

SIZE -0.41 1.00 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.34 0.11 -0.37 

MKC 0.03 0.01 1.00 0.67 0.00 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 

GRW -0.02 0.06 0.67 1.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 

AUDF -0.10 0.06 0.00 -0.02 1.00 0.17 0.00 -0.19 

ADVE -0.06 0.34 -0.03 0.00 0.17 1.00 0.18 -0.17 

RD -0.03 0.11 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.18 1.00 -0.03 

STR 0.19 -0.37 -0.01 0.02 -0.19 -0.17 -0.03 1.00 

Source: Author’s computations  
Notes: Values highlighted with ‘* and italics indicate high correlation. For definitions of the variables, 
Please see Table 1 for definition of variables. 
 
Profitability variables recorded high levels of correlation but we deployed them in separate models. There 
is high correlation between SOLV and LEV. Also, market capitalization and assets’ annual growth are 
correlated but we decided to keep them together since they are constructed from unrelated data.  
 

4.2. Econometric Output  
 
Table 4 contains the empirical results obtained with generalized least squares (GLS) estimation method.  
 

Table 4:  Coefficients estimated by generalized least squares (GLS) with White’s method (cross-

section weights) and fixed-effects 

 

Var. Eq 1 Eq 2 Eq 3 Eq 4 Eq 5 Eq 6 Sign 

ROE  
0.07* 

  
0.08* 

 + 

 
(3.11) 

  
(3.15) 

 

ROA 
0.21* 

  
0.21* 

  + 
(3.61) 

  
(3.79) 

  

ROIC   
0.13* 

  
0.14* 

+ 

  
(3.31) 

  
(3.49) 

ASTI 

 

-0.06* 

 

-0.06* 

 

-0.06* 

 

-0.06* 

 

-0.05 

 

-0.06* - 
(-2.15) (-1.97) (-2.03) (-2.1) (-1.92) (-1.99) 

INVI       + 
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0.14* 0.11* 0.13* 0.14* 0.11* 0.14* 

(3.83) (3.22) (3.7) (3.85) (3.24) (3.72) 

SOLV    

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00  

   
(-1.62) (-1.11) (-1.43) 

 

 

LTDA 

 

0.24* 

 

0.23* 

 

0.23* 

 

0.22* 

 

0.21* 

 

0.21*  
+ 

(5.06) (4.85) (4.72) (4.8) (4.63) (4.5) 

LEV 

 

-0.01* 

 

-0.01** 

 

-0.01*    - 
(-2.37) (-1.77) (-2.07) 

   

 

LIQC 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00  

(0.27) (0.67) (0.48) (0.34) (0.75) (0.55) 
 

SIZE 

 

0.02* 

 

0.02* 

 

0.02* 

 

0.02* 

 

0.02* 

 

0.02* + 
(4.25) (3.65) (3.61) (4.35) (3.71) (3.66) 

MKC 

 
0.01 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.01 

 
0.01 

 

0.01** +** 
(1.55) (1.39) (1.55) (1.68) (1.54) (1.69) 

GRW 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.01 

 

-0.01** -** 
(-1.54) (-1.51) (-1.61) (-1.63) -1.62 (-1.72) 

AUDF 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.02 

 
-0.02 

 
0.00 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.01 

(-0.11) (-0.13) (-0.2) (-0.02) (-0.05) (-0.12) 
 

ADVE 

 

0.4* 

 
(0.35)** 

 

0.4* 

 

0.4* 

 

0.36** 

 

0.41* + 
(2.08) (1.89) (2.14) (2.1) (1.92) (2.17) 

RD 

 

0.15* 

 

0.13* 

 

0.14* 

 

0.15* 

 

0.13* 

 

0.15* + 
(2.38) (2.5) (2.47) (2.38) (2.49) (2.47) 

STR 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00  

(-0.16) (-0.14) (-0.22) (-0.17) (-0.16) (-0.24) 
 

Weighted Statistics  

R-sq. 0.352 0.343 0.346 0.488 0.340 0.344   

Adj. 

R-sq. 
0.298 0.288 0.291 0.486 0.286 0.289   

Source: Author’s computations  
Notes: Statistical significance: *, ** indicate statistical significance at the 5% and 10% significance level. 
The t-statistics are in parentheses. Total observations: 680. Period 2000-2016. Method: Panel EGLS 
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(Cross-section weights). White cross-section standard errors & covariance. For definitions of the 
variables, see Table 1. 
 
For the statistical inference the coefficient of determination (R2) is used in order to validate a model. On 
average, the goodness-of-fit statistic (R2) was 37%. The low value means that only 37% of the variation 
of effective corporate tax rate is explained by the selected variables. In fact, there is no clear line about 
which variables influence the level of ECTR and there are many computation formulas for effective tax 
rate. We keep the formula used by Thomson Reuters because is one of the most common and spread 
formula from the financial analysis about ECTR. The maximum value was recorded for Eq.4 (48.8%). 
One possible explanation is that European States, including the Baltic ones, have lower levels of effective 
corporate tax rates, compared with US companies and they are less incentivized to use tax avoidance 
practices for reducing tax burden. This hypothesis is supported by Huizinga and Laeven (2008) who 
obtained empirical results about the fact that tax records is smaller in the European markets than in the 
United States because tax burden is less significant. Also, the quality of financial reports and the 
performance of the Baltic companies are at a level specific to the emerging markets and the managerial 
abilities of the CEOs have less impact on the ECTR.  
 
All three proxies for profitability – ROA, ROE and ROIC – recorded a positive link with the effective 
corporate tax rate in all six equations. Our initial hypothesis H1 was rejected (political power) and proved 
(political cost) in the same time. The results are on the same line with other papers from the literature (see 
Gupta and Newberry, 1997; Lee and Swenson, 2012). The logic behind this choice is related to corporate 
governance. We considered that they represent, in this context, the view about taxation of the most 
important stakeholders within a company: shareholders, managers and investors. Return on assets is 
considered by some authors as return of the managers; ROE is return of the managers and ROIC is return 
of investors. Also, they represent the financial health of the company and we expected to have a negative 
correlation with ECTR since a prosperous company should be able to lower its effective tax rate. Using 
European companies, Buijink et al. (2002) recorded negative correlation between ROA and the ECTR. 
ROA had the strongest coefficient (0.21) and shows the return of the managers and the positive link 
means that Baltic CEOs are unable or unwilling to fully use performance for reducing the ECTR. ROIC 
had positive link with ECTR. It is possible that lower levels of ECTR to be considered by investors 
questionable and to be regarded as a risky investment. Thus, companies with levels of ECTR way down 
above the average may not attract investors compare it with ones with higher ECTR. Efforts to increase 
the profitability are ‘expensive’ and the costs are non-deductible so more return means higher ECTR in 
this context. The final point is about the relation between profitability and managers. Maybe managers 
who are able to increase the company’s profitability have more appetite for non-deductible expenses (on 
their own benefit or for the company). This idea is important in the context of corporate finance (the lack 
of protection of minority shareholders) and in the context of political power vs. political cost theories. 
With our empirical results, we accepted part of the hypothesis H1 and we supported political cost theory 
for the Baltic companies. It could be a consequence of the fact that the Baltic States gave many 
deductions to the company for their struggle to become developed states and as pay back companies have 
to endure the political costs effect. To support even more the political cost theory, variable SIZE for firm 
size recorded a positive sign. Thus, we accepted half of the hypothesis H1. It seems that the Baltic 
companies are taxed more as they become bigger. Market capitalization (subject to the fact that it was 
statistically significant only in Eq. 6 with ROIC) recorded a positive link with effective tax rate. 
Companies which are successful on the capital markets and attract more investors have a lower level of 
ECTR, maybe as effect of the political cost theory. Because companies with high levels of market 
capitalization are able to attract more investors they are also able to lobby for more tax breaks. Year-to-
year assets’ growth recorded a negative sign which supports the political power theory (subject to the fact 
that it was statistically significant only in Eq. 6 with ROIC). Firm size (proxied in many ways) as driver 
of the effective corporate tax rate has different trends over time: as becoming bigger a company is aimed 
by the fiscal authorities, but after a level, when the company has enough financial resources and political 
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power for lobbying, it appears a reverse sense of tax-related influence – from the company to the 
authorities.    
 
A positive correlation was recorded between ECTR and inventory intensity as we expected because 
stocks do not have tax deductions. On the other side, capital intensity recorded a negative link with 
effective corporate tax rate. Thus, we proved hypothesis H3. Intangible assets have tax deduction such as 
tax depreciation which lowers the level of ECTR. Stickney and McGee (1982) considered that heavily 
capital intensity firms and leveraged usually have lower levels of ECTR. 
 
It is notorious that indebtedness has influence on the level of effective corporate tax rate. Variables 
related to debt are LTDA, LEV and SOLV which was not statistically significant. Interest expenses 
derived from debt are tax deductible, and is expected that ECTR for an indebted company to be lower. 
Variable for the financial leverage, LEV, proved this fact and recorded a negative link with the ECTR. 
The fact that the Baltic stock exchanges are underdeveloped, banking system remains a major source of 
financing. LTDA recorded a positive link with ECTR and our hypothesis H2 was rejected. Long term 
debts have interest expenses but also have higher risk of bankruptcy and more control from the creditors. 
Thus, managers have more difficulties to search for financial resources and have more nondeductible 
expenses. Also, the attention of the creditors complicates the ability of the managers to use financial 
‘tricks’ designed for obtaining a lower ECTR. Thus, for the Baltic companies and their effective 
corporate tax rate, indebtedness plays an important role through the fact that lowers the level of taxation, 
but on the long time the influence becomes opposed.  
 
Variables for current liquidity and statutory rate were not statistically significant. This result is interesting 
adding the low value of R2. It seems that for the Baltic companies, the level of ECTR is not influence in a 
major proportion by statutory rate established through fiscal policies, and the managers are more focused 
on the financial management. Nikkinen et al. (2012) studies revealed low integration between global and 
the Baltic stock exchanges. Thus, the Baltic countries were not incentivized to use statutory rates as a 
major driver of their stock exchanges and companies are more interested about profitability and financial 
management.  
 
To further explore the effective corporate tax rate in the context of corporate governance, we deployed in 
our estimation models variables for audit fees, adverting expenses and R&D expenses. AUDF was not 
statistically significant and we rejected hypothesis H1. Audit fees matters for the quality of financial 
reports and for investors. More audit fees means that the managers are controlled and are inhibited from 
tax avoidance and illegal practices conducted for tax elusion. Thus, we expected that companies with 
higher audit fees to have higher levels of ECTR. Advertising expenses and R&D expenses were 
positively correlated with ECTR and we deployed these variables in our models in support of political 
power theory. Companies which have more advertising expenses and R&D should be more profitable and 
should become bigger. With size comes power. Also, some of these expenses are deductible. The positive 
sign indicates, again, that in the Baltic financial markets the political cost theory is present.  
  

4.3 Supplemental Analyses 
 

Apart the empirical analysis deployed on the Baltic countries as a sample, for further in-depth analysis we 
applied the estimation model for each country from the sample. Table 5 contains the drivers of ECTR for 
each country: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 
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Table 5:  GLS and fixed-effects results of firm characteristics on taxation, 2000-2016 

 

Estonia Latvia Lithuania 

Var. Eq 1 Eq 2 Eq 3 Eq 4 Eq 5 Eq 6 Sign 

ROE  
0.08 

 
0.01 

 
0.14* 

+ 

 
(1.21) 

 
(0.25) 

 
(2.58) 

ROA 
0.09 

 
0.1 

 
0.38* 

 + 
(0.91) 

 
(1.24) 

 
(2.94) 

 

ASTI 

 
-0.02 

 
-0.02 

 

-0.12* 

 

-0.12* 

 
0.03 

 
0.03 - 

(-0.39) (-0.3) (-2.92) (-2.95) (0.74) (0.79) 

INVI 

 
0.06 

 
0.04 

 

0.32* 

 

0.31* 

 
-0.02 

 
0.01 + 

(0.42) (0.32) (4.09) (3.84) (-0.41) (0.32) 

LTDA 

 
0.11 

 
0.07 

 

0.24* 

 

0.23* 

 

0.11* 

 
0.06 + 

(1.52) (0.96) (2.22) (1.98) (2.27) (1.12) 

LEV 

 
0.02 

 
0.03 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
-0.01 

 
0.00 

 
(0.88) (1.14) (-0.2) (-0.43) (-0.94) (-0.06) 

LIQC 

 

0.02* 

 

0.02* 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00 + 

(3.45) (3.73) (-0.62) (-0.56) (-0.64) (-0.18) 

SIZE 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 

0.03* 

 

0.03* 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.01 + 

(0.05) (0.02) (2.4) (2.34) (-0.63) (-1.07) 

MKC 

 

0.01** 

 

0.02* 

 
0.01 

 
0.01 

 
0.01 

 
0.00 + 

(1.91) (2.33) (1.08) (1.1) (0.07) (0.22) 

GRW 

 

-0.03** 

 

-0.04* 

 
0.04 

 

0.05* 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 +/- 

(-1.77) (-2.08) (1.72) (2.38) (-0.63) (-0.47) 

AUDF 

 
0.08 

 
0.08 

 
0.62 

 
0.54 

 
-0.01 

 
-0.03 

(0.19) (0.18) (0.8) (0.65) (-0.11) (-0.26) 
 

ADVE 

 
2.49 

 
2.53 

 

0.52* 

 

0.49* 

 
-0.63 

 
-0.44 + 

(1.16) (1.19) (3.34) (3.2) -0.96 (-0.71) 

 

RD 

 
0.07 

 
0.07 

 
-0.11 

 
-0.18 

 
-0.28 

 
-0.27 

 
(1.07) (1.14) (-0.27) (-0.44) (-0.67) (-0.66) 
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STR 

 

0.02* 

 

-0.01* 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 

 
0.00 

 
0.01 +/- 

(3.45) (-2.73) (0.91) (1.31) (0.47) (0.47) 

Weighted Statistics  

R-sq. 0.332 0.335 0.403 0.405 0.162 0.157   

Adj. 

R-sq. 
0.250 0.253 0.336 0.338 0.064 0.057   

Source: Author’s computations  
Notes: statistical significance: *, ** indicate statistical significance at the 5% and 10% significance level. 
T-statistics are in parentheses. Total observations = 1,836. Method: Panel EGLS (Cross-section weights). 
White cross-section standard errors & covariance and fixed effects. For definitions of variables, see Table 
1. EE = Estonia, LV = Latvia, LT = Lithuania. 
 
From Table5 it can be observed that the coefficient of determination (R2) had the smallest values for 
Lithuania and we considered that Adj. R-sq. has values that indicate to eliminate these regressions. The 
negative economic performances from the pre-accession period (2000-2004) have affected the Lithuanian 
companies and losses affected the general level of the effective corporate tax rates, and there are no 
significant influence factors of ECTRs.  Budrytė (2005) considered that despite the fact Lithuania has the 
lowest tax burden among the Baltic States there are some difficulties about collections and tax 
compliance. This can be the reason of the lack of statistically significance recorded for Lithuania in our 
models. Thus, for the country analysis we kept only Estonia and Latvia which had the highest R2 (40.5%). 
Alena et al. (2017) refer in appreciative terms to the financial policies conducted by Estonia and Latvia. 
For Estonia, variable for current liquidity was positively correlated with effective corporate tax rate and 
this fact was expected since more liquidity means fewer loans and less interest expenses. Statutory rate 
had a positive link with ECTR in Eq.1 (with ROA) and a negative link in Eq.2 (with ROE). This result 
means that in Estonia, ECTR is influenced by the level of statutory rate and it is an indicator of the lack 
of tax avoidance practices from the managers. For example, fiscal authorities adopted a program named 
Controlled Foreign Companies (CFC) as a measure to reduce tax avoidance4. Managers focus more on the 
financial management than on the fiscal management, as year-to-years assets’ growth shows: a negative 
sign on the link with ECTR. But, the positive sign of influence recorded for the market capitalization 
proves the political cost theory. The link between STR and ECTR is probably due to the fact that in 
Estonia statutory rates were constant over years and the managers could use them as a benchmark for 
ECTR. Deltuvaitė (2016) considered that Estonia and Lithuania are more exposed on the international 
risk than Latvia which is more exposed on the domestic risk drivers. Thus, public companies from 
Estonia are more depended and interested on the level of statutory rates because they are more exposed. 
        For Latvia, we recorded a negative link between capital intensity and ECTR. And a positive sign 
between inventory intensity and ECTR. These results are in line with the principles of tax deductions. 
Long term debt on total assets recorded a positive link with effective corporate tax rate which mean that 
on the long time debt brings non-deductible cost for the company. Again, the presence of political cost 
theory was proved for Latvia through the positive correlations between the effective tax rate and SIZE, 
GRW and adverting expenses. Big companies from Latvia are taxed more by the state and the idea of 
domestic risk drivers is supported by these results. 
  

 
 

                                                           
4 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/5786841/KS-DU-14-001-EN.PDF/7bec4a16-f111-
4386-a4b4-8f1087be1063?version=1.0  
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Concluding Remarks  
  
The maturity of the Western European markets makes investors to seek for other places of investing. An 
interesting place from the European Union is the Baltic regions with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
because all these former soviet countries are trying to be attractive for investors. We conducted an 
empirical study of the drivers of ECTR in the Baltic countries, in the context of corporate finance, for the 
period between 2000-2016. As results we observe that tax deductions, based on financial statements and 
assets composition, follow the accounting principles (e.g. heavy capital intensity companies have lower 
levels of effective corporate tax rates and companies with more inventory intensity have higher levels of 
ECTR; indebtedness with the deductibility of the interest expenses lowers the level of ECTR but on the 
long term the link is reversed). The positive signs obtained for profitability proxies (ROA, ROE, ROIC), 
proxies for size (firm size, market capitalization, assets growth) and advertising / R&D expenses 
supported the presence of the well-known political cost theory. It seems that for the Baltic companies 
their financial success is shared with the state and population. This link is expected for small countries 
with small population and thus, fewer contributors. Statutory rates had results that were not significant 
form the statistical point of view and this results means that the managers from the Baltic companies are 
more focused on the financial management than on the fiscal management and tax avoidance. For Estonia 
(models per country), we recorded a mixed link between statutory rate and effective corporate tax rate. 
Unfortunately, the audit fees were not statistically significant and we could not draw a conclusion about 
their impact on effective corporate tax rate. 
 
There are some limitations in our articles, derived from the small number of companies included in the 
sample, after we applied filters of selection. Baltic stock exchanges are underdeveloped and on the future 
research we propose a data base with other companies from the Baltic region, in order to capture the 
drivers of effective corporate tax rate from these countries.  
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Abstract  
 
Demographic development is one of the most important factors that have a consequent impact on the 
economy of universities across the world. In the Slovakia, it is possible to observe a drop in the total 
number of students in recent years. The offer of study programs of higher education institutions currently 
exceeds the graduates’ demand of secondary schools as applicants for higher education. If a university 
wants to maintain its position on the market, it needs to adapt to these demographic changes. For the 
university, it is, therefore, necessary to ensure effective marketing communication through which it 
would inform potential prospective students adequately about the possibilities of studying and at the same 
time raised interest in the study. The Department of Communications, which is part of the University of 
Žilina also faces a declining trend of filing of applications for study. Therefore, focused its attention on 
the area of managing a continuous process of improving the recruitment of applicants for studies using 
new technologies and developing marketing communication using diverse forms, methods and innovative 
solutions. As a part of this process, it was necessary to define the criteria for selecting a college, from the 
point of view of potential applicants and identify the sources of information that are critical in choosing a 
university for the students of secondary school, and last but not least, to identify students’ preferences 
regarding marketing communication tools. For this purpose, the survey, the results of which are presented 
in this paper, was conducted.  

Keywords: Marketing communication, University, Student preferences, Demographic developments, 

Recruitment of students, Slovakia, Žilina, Department of Communications. 

Introduction 
 
In a research study by Corejova & Rostasova (2016), the importance of universities in national, regional 
and local systems is obvious, and the universities are aware of this impact. The higher education is 
nowadays for many people a way to get the necessary qualifications for employment in the labour market. 
Gogolova (2016) mentioned that despite the fact that the level of education increases, young people are 
pushed out of the labour market and are unemployed. This may be caused by the improper choice of 
fields of study that is affected by some factors. Many young people choose specific fields of study which 
interests them, respectively which they need to perform their future or current profession. However, there 
are also those whose decision regarding the choice of the university depends on completely different 
criteria. The decisive factor in this situation is that offer prevails over demand on the market of higher 
education institutions. Potential students, therefore, have a wide choice of study options. Each of the 
educational institutions must, therefore, take some care to attract potential applicants. The result of this 
effort is to develop marketing communication using different forms, methods and innovative solutions. 
Stofkova et al. (2016) mentioned that the creation of qualitative and modern tools of marketing 
communication is a priority for all universities to gain new students.  

Overview of the number of applications filed at the Faculty of Operation and 
Economics of Transport and Communications (FPEDAS) 

The Faculty of Operation and Economics of Transport and Communications (FPEDAS) of UNIZA 
currently offers study opportunities at seven departments, including the Department of Communications. 
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According to information from the In
1154 applications were filed to the FPEDAS in the academic year 2015/2016, representing up to 55.5
decline since 2004/2005. The following figure demonstrates the development of the number of
applications filed over the last six
number of applications filed to the FPEDAS has 
2011/2012. 

Fig. 1: the development of the number of applications filed over the last 

To solve unfavourable situation associated with the decreasing number of applicants for 
necessary to analyse the structure of the applicants for study. Based on
was possible to further identify the structure of the candidates for study at the FPEDAS and its 
departments, from the point of view of
the Žilina Region or specific secondary schools within the Žilina Region. Available information about the 
structure of the applicants for study fell into the academic years from 2010/2011 to 2014/2015. 
analysis showed that the highest number of applications filed at
Region (56.00 %), followed by the Tren
Prešov Region (6.00 %), the Košice Region 5.00
approximately 3 % from Trnava, Ni

From the point of view of the individual districts of the Žilina Region, the most filed applications were 
from the district Žilina (50.32 %). 
(9.90 %), Čadca (6.55 %), Kysucké Nové Mesto (6.08
Námestovo (4.24 %), Liptovský Mikuláš (3.96
Based on the above data, it can be stated
the region. 

Overview of the number of applications filed at the Department of 
Communications 

Department of Communications at the Faculty of Operation and Economics of Transport and 
Communications, University of Žilina is

According to information from the Institute of Information and Communication Technologies of UNIZA, 
1154 applications were filed to the FPEDAS in the academic year 2015/2016, representing up to 55.5
decline since 2004/2005. The following figure demonstrates the development of the number of

six academic years. Based on this available data, it can be stated
number of applications filed to the FPEDAS has been constantly decreasing since the academic year 

development of the number of applications filed over the last six years at FPEDAS

situation associated with the decreasing number of applicants for 
the structure of the applicants for study. Based on the analysis carried out in 2015, it 

was possible to further identify the structure of the candidates for study at the FPEDAS and its 
from the point of view of the individual regions of the Slovak Republic, the districts within 
ion or specific secondary schools within the Žilina Region. Available information about the 

structure of the applicants for study fell into the academic years from 2010/2011 to 2014/2015. 
analysis showed that the highest number of applications filed at the FPEDAS came from the Žilina 

%), followed by the Trenčín Region (17.00 %), the Banská Bystrica Region (7.00
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situation associated with the decreasing number of applicants for study it was 
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communication technologies, postal services, postal technology and electronic communications. The 
main aim is to educate professionals for the needs of enterprises from postal, electronic communications, 
financial and banking sector. Department of Communications guarantees accredited bachelor degree 
programs - Postal Technology and Services (PTaS) and E-Commerce and Management (EOaM) and 
master degree programs - Postal Engineering, E-Commerce and Management.  

Based on information from the Institute of Information and Communication Technologies which manages 
the statistics filed to the Department of Communications, there were filed 60 applications for the PTaS 
study program in the academic year 2015/2016. The greatest interest in the PTaS study program was in 
the Žilina Region, from which came to 66.67 % of applications. From the Trenčín Region, were received 
15.00 % of the applications and 8.33 % from the Prešov Region. A number of applications filed within 
the Bratislava, Košice and Banská Bystrica Region were smaller (from each to 3.33 %). There was no 
application filed from the Nitra and Trnava Region.  

For the EOaM study program were filled in total 135 applications in the same academic year. Most 
interested in this study program were again applicants from Žilina Region (67.00 %) and Trenčín Region 
(15.00 %). They were followed by the Banská Bystrica Region (7.00 %), Prešov Region (4.00 %), 
Bratislava, Košice and Trnava Region (from each to 2.00 %) and Nitra region (only 1.00 % of 
applications). 

Methodology 

In order to manage the process of continuous improvement of recruitment of applicants for studies at the 
Department of Communications, it is important to propose an effective way of using marketing 
communication tools that would reflect the needs and preferences of potential candidates for study, in our 
case mainly from the Žilina region.  

For this purpose, a survey was conducted to identify information the resources that applicants prefer and 
take into account in the decision-making process of choosing a university. The survey also looked at 
students' expectations from university education, at important criteria critical to the selection of a 
university, degree of importance of the information provided by universities from the point of view of 
applicants for study, as well as their perception of various forms of marketing communication. 

Based on data available from the Institute of Information and Education Forecasts 
13 454 students attended the 3rd and 4th year of secondary schools in Žilina region, at the time of the 
survey. Given that the population is less than 100 000 respondents, the sample size was determined based 
on the formula for a small population. Subsequently, a sample size was calculated at 374 respondents.  

As a method of data collection was chosen a method of questioning. Data collection was conducted 
through a questionnaire consisted of 17 closed questions. Testing of the questionnaire was carried out on 
a sample of 10 respondents. The survey was conducted at selected secondary schools from 13. 4. 2016 to 
21. 4. 2016. Students were given a questionnaire through school counsellors within the framework of 
teaching.  

Overall, 417 were obtained completed questionnaires. The survey was attended by a total of 128 men, 
representing 31% of respondents and 289 women, representing 69%. Grammar school students 
represented a total of 191 respondents, which is 46 % of the total number of students and students of 
secondary vocational schools represented a total of 224 respondents (54 %). 

Up to 68.9 % of the respondents were from the district of Žilina, 13.5 % of students were from the district 
of Martin, 11.3 % of students from the district of Kysucké Nové Mesto and 6.3 % of students from Bytča 
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district. These facts confirmed our assumption that the majority of the applicants come from the district of 
Žilina. 

Fig. 2: The number of respondents according to individual districts of the Žilina region [%]

The survey found that half of the
secondary school. The survey looked at the expectation of these students from the university 
the respondents had the opportunity to select multiple options. Among the strongest motives of students 
for university studies belonged a greater chance of applying to the labour market (76.4
and acquiring a qualification in the chos
study at the university just to get the title. For 35.5
opportunity to gain new contacts and for the 31.3

Fig. 3: The strongest motives of students for university studies [%]

These facts confirmed our assumption that the majority of the applicants come from the district of 

The number of respondents according to individual districts of the Žilina region [%]

the students (50 %) plan to study at the university after graduating from 
secondary school. The survey looked at the expectation of these students from the university 
the respondents had the opportunity to select multiple options. Among the strongest motives of students 
for university studies belonged a greater chance of applying to the labour market (76.4 % of respondents) 

in the chosen field (65.7 % of respondents). 51.3 % of students want to 
study at the university just to get the title. For 35.5 % of all students, a study at the university

and for the 31.3 % of them is such study a chance to extend student life.
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The other half of students said that they did not plan to continue studying at university after leaving 
secondary school. The reasons for
respondents had the opportunity to select multiple options. 

As the most common reason, students stated that they had decided to work after leaving school (49.3
Following reasons such as a general lack of interest i
(30.1 %) or travelling around the world (20.5
considered this option. 12.3 % of the students would like to take an enterprise after leaving secondary 
school and 8.2 % of students mentioned as the reason the unfavourable financial situation.

Fig. 4:  The reasons 

An important part of the survey was to determine the key criteria 
university. It has been found that for the choice of a particular university is most decisive especially 
interest in a specific field of study (for 74.9
decisive factor employers' interest in university graduates. In choosing a university, students also take 
into account the results of various assessments and the rankings of universities (25.4
make decisions by recommendations from parents or friends
depends on the possibility of attending exchange study stays (17.0
universities (7.8 %), or on the fact that they want to study, where study their friends (8.1
of students, it is important to study 
remaining 2.4 % of respondents also stated other criteria, for 
quality of the school, educational 
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for lack of interest in study at the university were varied
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, educational program, study plan, tuition or planned number of admitted applicants.
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Fig. 5: The key criteria on the basis of

The most frequently cited information source, from which the students obtain important inf
necessary to select a particular university belonged university websites (80.6
and acquaintances (55.5 %), the website
(31.9 %). To a lesser extent sources
to education (11.3 %), social networks (10.7
magazines (8.1 %), print media (7.5
forums (0.9 %) and others, were represented

on the basis of which students choose a particular university [%]

The most frequently cited information source, from which the students obtain important inf
necessary to select a particular university belonged university websites (80.6 %), references from friends 

website of University portal (36.7 %) and open door day of universities 
sources such as school counsellors (18.5 %), exhibitions and fairs dedicated 
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Fig. 6: The information sources for 

The goal of the survey was also to find out which information are
decision-making process. Students could choose from several types of information, which 
evaluated by the academic rank and rating agency ARRA. 

The most important information in
students are information about admission procedure (81.6
subjects (77.0 %), graduate employment (73.2
satisfaction of students (62.0 %), graduate profile (53.2
successes and uniqueness of universities (44.5
internship opportunities (23.9%), cultural opportunities (22.0
accessibility on social networks (14.0

The survey showed that the respondents are most likely to be interested a combination of traditional and 
online communication, which was confirmed by 54.7
marketing communications, including tools such as newsletters, online chat, internet advertising, email 
marketing and other online forms. On the contrary, the traditional form of 
promotional gifts, billboards, posters or personal contact is suitable for 22.2

On the question “Which kind of communication can attract students in connection with the university 
selection?” up to 81.5 % of students an
forms of marketing communication such as Open door day (66.0
websites of universities (61.5 %), communication with current students enriched with their advice an

The information sources for obtaining important information necessary to select 
a particular university [%] 

The goal of the survey was also to find out which information are important for the students in the 
making process. Students could choose from several types of information, which 
by the academic rank and rating agency ARRA.  

The most important information in the decision-making process for choosing a university according to 
students are information about admission procedure (81.6 %). The following are overview of study and 

%), graduate employment (73.2 %), study costs (62.9 %), information about the 
%), graduate profile (53.2 %), universities care for students (46.4

successes and uniqueness of universities (44.5 %), teaching and laboratory equipment (27.2
internship opportunities (23.9%), cultural opportunities (22.0 %), information about the teachers (18.1%), 
accessibility on social networks (14.0 %) and a successful graduates' club (6.4 %). 
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study experiences (49.6 %), e-mail marketing (newsletter 49.0 %), exhibitions and fairs dedicated to 
education (45.7 %) and also YouTube channel (49.3 %) are also very preferred. 

Conclusion 
 
According to Achimska (2016), in the current age of globalisation, we can observe rapid development 
and strengthening of the international economy, especially in the EU countries. Strenitzerova & 
Garbarova (2016) mentioned that The impact of globalisation and labour market development very 
closely relate to the human resource management and personnel policy of companies. It should be 
emphasised that the universities significantly affect the quality of the offered labour force in the market 
and thus also affect the value-chain of other entities on the market. 

By creating a creative marketing communication, interesting for young people, universities could attract 
and persuade a larger number of applicants, even those who did not think about university studies. It is 
important to take into account expectations of students and engagingly them present information which is 
important for them in the decision-making process. 

In order to improve the recruitment process, it is possible to define several recommendations, based on 
many surveys carried out in this area as well as current technological trends that affect the needs, thinking 
and behaviour of potential applicants for study. 

• Thinking about why university wants to recruit the students is the very important part when designing 
its strategy. The reason why university makes recruiting is the primary goal concerning recruitment, 
and also one of core missions of communication. According to Richard Levin, executive director of 
enrolment services and university registration at the University of Toronto in Canada, thinking about 
what you communicate, to whom, and how, is the key to a successful student recruitment strategy.  

• Think like students. The messages of the communication must be clear, consistent and authentic. It is 
necessary to communicate what students want to hear. According to many research, highly marketable 
aspects are e. g. vibrant student life, history, alumni and pleasant surroundings - so those are the kind 
of messages which should have universities in the recruiting process to communicate. Presentation 
materials in a classical or virtual form should contain an accurate picture of what university is like and 
what it would be like to study here. When we think as students, we consider the motivations that 
propel them forward – things like a desire for a better job, new challenges or new skills. Knowing 
these motivations means that we can proactively guide students through application, enrolment, 
registration, graduation and, ultimately, better job outcomes by communicating the best message to 
them at the best time.  

According to our research, the strongest motives of students for university studies are a greater chance 
of applying to the labour market (76.4 %) qualifying for the chosen field of study (65.7 %) and 
opportunity to gain new contacts or chance to extend student life. On the other site, the key criteria on 
the basis of which students choose a particular university are interested in a specific field of study 
(74.9 %), employers´ interest in university graduates (33.4 %) and results of various assessments and 
the ranking of the university (25.4 %). From these facts, it is possible to formulate a marketing 
message that could reach potential applicants. 

The results of a survey conducted on potential students in the Zilina region, also showed that the most 
important information in decision-making process for choosing a university is mainly the information 
about admission procedure, overview of study and subjects, graduate employment, study costs as well 
as the information about the satisfaction of current and former students and universities care for 
students. These are precisely the information that the Department of communications should focus on 
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and mention them not only on the website but also in other forms of promotion, whether in printed 
brochures or events dedicated to potential applicants.  

• In a research study by Madleňák & Madleňáková (2016), another important fact is that advertising, 
marketing and commercial activities on the Internet are the most recent trends of the last years. 
Internet communication is often connected with social media and especially with social networks. 
This phenomenon can also be seen in the sphere of education. Madleňák et al. (2015) mentioned 
Nevertheless that students prefer this form of communication, universities do not exploit the potential 
of it sufficiently still today. Prospective students are keen to engage with their university through 
social media channels, but students are saying that universities don't make enough use of social media 
in recruitment, which meant they currently didn't expect or look for information about recruitment 
there. Today’s prospective students want to make better-informed decisions and require a greater 
amount of information and engagement from a university. Students want to follow, friend, tag, pin. A 
positive, responsive and relevant social media presence does have the potential to convert prospective 
students into enrolled students. Anne Whitehouse, head of marketing at Bucks New University, said: 
“Social media are useful at different stages of the application process. A prospective student may not 

use social media for initial research, but may engage with social media to help finalise their 

decision." Social networks have become a powerful tool for marketing communications, especially 
among the younger generation. Young people attach great importance to social network 
communications. Their huge potential should be used by universities to recruit new students, who are 
necessary or even crucial for the existence of each university. The attractiveness of social media in the 
recruitment process also proves the results of the survey in the Zilina region, which revealed that this 
form of communication attracts up to 81.5% of students in connection with the university selection. 

• The survey showed that demand for education is, despite all aspects, heavily regional dependent. This 
is evidenced by the results of the analysis of the applications filed on university studies at FPEDAS or 
Department of Communications, as well as the results of the survey conducted. Based on this fact, the 
Department of Communications should start and direct its marketing activities primarily towards 
students from the Zilina region. There appears the biggest chance to get the highest number of 
applicants for study. This argument can be generalised as a recommendation for other universities that 
are trying to recruit new students. The close location of the university to the hometown of students 
plays an important role in the university selection process. However, it is important to note that the 
university should develop its recruitment activities also in other regions and, of course, also abroad, 
because recruiting international staff has been a crucial part of recruiting strategy as evidenced by 
many surveys in the world. 

• Among the most important tools for online marketing is an effective and intuitive website which 
should reflect the professionalism of the institution. According to the research, the university websites 
are very important information sources for students to obtain information necessary to select a 
particular university (80.6 %). This most important source of information is followed by an electronic 
prospectus, references from friends and acquaintances, advertisement emails and university fairs. 
Websites design and the interface is proving a crucial component in how colleges and universities 
present themselves to prospective students. According to recent analysis “Competing Globally” 
(Hobsons, 2013), the homepage is a key component in the student experience and can make or break 
decisions about whether to attend. A university’s homepage is the hub of its web presence, and in 
attempting to appeal to a diverse range of visitors, the challenge is staying intuitive and uncluttered, 
because if the visitors have to go back to homepage every time to find the content, they aren’t likely to 
stay on the website very long. Navigation on the website is an integral component of overall site 
architecture which all content can flow from. The homepage must be laid out the portal to all of the 
content that students are looking for online. Websites often feature elements and layouts to streamline 
and highlight content including navigation bars, engaging visuals such as slideshows, and prominent 
“call to action” buttons that encourage students to action. The website experience should be strong 
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and inspiring for the visitor. Nowadays is important to think of responsive web design to create 
intuitive and easy to navigate websites that can be viewed on multiple devices and platforms. 
Alongside the rise of mobile technology and connected devices, colleges and universities are making 
greater investments in having a mobile presence. This includes not only mobile versions of websites 
and other content but also making a greater amount of course content mobile‐friendly. According to 
Al-Busaidi, KA. (2006) and Stenger, T. (2008), as far as technology is concerned, it may be advisable 
to focus attention on search engine optimisation, web analytics, newer methods of online and 
technology-enhanced course delivery and CMS and CRM systems. The use of e-learning initiatives in 
the academic institutions has been increasing in last few years. By combining these tools, it is possible 
to achieve significant successes regarding the visibility of the university websites as well as to 
increase the chance of reaching potential students. 

• Face-to-face techniques, like Open Days and fairs, are still effective methods of recruiting students, 
but online and e-recruitment strategies are quickly becoming the most successful ways to engage with 
prospective students. A recent survey found that the most effective marketing strategies for 
universities are nevertheless events‐based and involve direct interaction with potential students. 
Radio, television and print media were deemed least effective, while the most effective methods of 
outreach were open door days and campus visit days for high school students.  

Universities should integrate a range of activities including traditional media, print, and information via 
internet, events and social media throughout all stages of the recruitment process. The goal is to get the 
balance right and to be ever close to students, and responsive to their needs. With each step of enrolment 
cycle, such as applying, making an admissions deposit, enrolling in class there’s an opportunity for 
communication and outreach to that student to keep them engaged. For student recruitment strategies to 
work, it is critical that the university not relax once a student has been admitted and enrolled. Continued 
proactive communication ensures that they understand the steps needed to register for future semesters or 
on prepare for graduation. 
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Abstract  
 

The purpose of this paper is to identify the aspects that relate to performance level; including enablers and 

inhibitors that influence performance in the healthcare sector of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). 

Viewed through this study, the effect of culture on the performance level in this important sector can be 

understood and new and integrated solutions to overcome potential negative outcomes. A grounded 

research methodology and an action research approach that was ‘issue focused’ were used to gain the 

perceptions of the participants from the organisational culture as an empirical data. The overall trends 

observed in the collected data emphasizes the important role of culture in shaping performance level. In 

addition, the domination of factors related to the national culture and Islamic values has appeared the 

greatest factor affecting leaders' decisions; it also forms their relations with subordinates as well as their 

commitment to the organisation. Because of the chosen research approach, the research results may lack 

generalisability. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to test the proposed propositions further. The 

paper discusses the implications of the study findings for healthcare sector managers in different 

levels. This paper fulfils an identified need to study how culture can influence workforce practices in 

healthcare organisations and to what extent can that affect the quality of services delivered to the patients. 

 

Keywords: Healthcare sector, Saudi Arabia, culture, Islamic values   

Introduction 

 

Saudi Arabia is a country in Western Asia covering an area of 900 000 square miles. In 2015, its 

population was approximately 31 million people, the number of Saudi nationals being 20.7 million 

(66.9% of the total population) with a 1.62% annual population growth, and its foreign population was 

10.24 million - 33.1% of the total population- (Saudi General Authority Statistics, 2016). The healthcare 

sector of Saudi Arabia is currently working intensively on comprehensive development and 

modernisation in order to improve performance and deliver a better service (Albejaidi, 2010).  In a 

previous study, Walston et al. (2008) indicated that factors that affect the service of this sector; the large 

percent of foreign workers and the high percentage of young people of the population.  

As shown in Table 1, the number of hospitals and beds in the health sectors of the KSA has gradually 

increased over the past five years. 
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Table 1 : Total Hospital and Beds 

 

 

In a recent study, Yusuf (2014, p. 117)

forcing the government to come up with considerable changes in the healthcare system”. 

that by 2020 the total number of people aged 60 and above will be over 2.5 million 

aging of the population will increase the demand for and expenditure on healthcare.

Factors found to be influencing healthcare services have been explored in several studies. For instance,  

Armit et al. (2015) suggest that health and social care services must be integrated in order to m

needs of patients, service users and communities both efficiently and effectively. Health care has to be 

delivered by an interdependent network of organizations and this requires leaders to work together, 

spanning organizational boundaries both wit

care rather than the success of their component of it (

This should not really be surprising to anyone, how culture plays the key role in determines the direction 

of the organisation performance. Culture reflects 

productivity, survival, power, secrecy, justice, humanity and so on 

culture can be seen as a set of shared, taken

organization hold and that determines how they perceive, think about and react to things 

The organizational culture reflects the values of its employees. By using these values, the members are 

able to make decisions when they tackle problems, address issues and seek solutions 

2005). According to Bass and Avolio, (1993, p. 113)

respect to such areas as recruitment, selection, and placement within the orga

According to Mellahi (2007, p. 88), “Saudi Arabia is governed by an Islamic monarchy in which Islam 

makes up the civil, cultural, economic, legal, political and social fabric of the country”. The role of Islam 

as the first tenet of Saudi culture is largely established on th

Sunna (the sayings and practices of the prophet Mohammed, peace be upon him) 

2012).  

Methodology 

This study was exploratory and interpretive in nature. Hence, a grounded approach was used in order to 

capture the perceptions of the participants from the organisation 

interpretive paradigm and grounded theory were found to be useful for th
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Yusuf (2014, p. 117) stated that “The increasing population and health expenditures are 

forcing the government to come up with considerable changes in the healthcare system”. 

that by 2020 the total number of people aged 60 and above will be over 2.5 million (Yusuf, 2014)

aging of the population will increase the demand for and expenditure on healthcare. 

Factors found to be influencing healthcare services have been explored in several studies. For instance,  

suggest that health and social care services must be integrated in order to m

needs of patients, service users and communities both efficiently and effectively. Health care has to be 

delivered by an interdependent network of organizations and this requires leaders to work together, 

spanning organizational boundaries both within and between organizations, prioritising overall patient 

care rather than the success of their component of it (Armit et al., 2015).  

This should not really be surprising to anyone, how culture plays the key role in determines the direction 

of the organisation performance. Culture reflects what an organization values: quality, safety, 

productivity, survival, power, secrecy, justice, humanity and so on (West et al., 2014)

culture can be seen as a set of shared, taken-for-granted implicit assumptions that members of an 

organization hold and that determines how they perceive, think about and react to things (Schein, 1996)

The organizational culture reflects the values of its employees. By using these values, the members are 
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as the first tenet of Saudi culture is largely established on the basis of the Qur'an (the holy book) and the 

Sunna (the sayings and practices of the prophet Mohammed, peace be upon him) (Aldraehim et al., 

This study was exploratory and interpretive in nature. Hence, a grounded approach was used in order to 

capture the perceptions of the participants from the organisation (Glaser, Strauss and Strutzel, 1968)

interpretive paradigm and grounded theory were found to be useful for this study, in enabling the 
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researcher to use individuals’ perceptions and meanings in order to  explore, explain and describe what 

was going on; they enabled the researcher to construct a theory that was grounded in the data collected 

(Corbin and Strauss, 2014). In other 

and lets the data tell their story 

controlling performance in the field study was to use some issue 

participants to focus their attention on a specific action. A major advantage of this method as 

(1991) claims, is that it  enables both the surfacing of tacit components of culture and comparisons across 

individuals and research settings. This method helps researcher

that influence the organisation’s culture. Identifying those specific aspects that play the key role in a field 

study is essential for the subsequent research process. 

Paradigm Interpretivist

Research 

Approach 

Field Study

Research 

Strategy 

Grounded Theory

Research 

Methods 

Interviews (Issue focus) 

Analytic 

Framework  

Grounded Theory (Open Coding, Selective Coding, and 

Textual Analysis

The fieldwork for this study was to 33 interviews as shown in Figure 1. Throughout the iterative steps in 

data collection, theoretical sampling was followed in this study in order to determine a certain level of 

saturation. According to Binder and Edwards, (2010

interviewing research participants until no new data was produced that added new insights to theory 

construction or no new information …  about the research topic”.  

Figure 

 

researcher to use individuals’ perceptions and meanings in order to  explore, explain and describe what 

was going on; they enabled the researcher to construct a theory that was grounded in the data collected 

. In other words, grounded theory facilitates the understanding of social reality, 

and lets the data tell their story (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). An appropriate method to gather aspects 

controlling performance in the field study was to use some issue (Sackmann, 1991) to encourage the 

participants to focus their attention on a specific action. A major advantage of this method as 

claims, is that it  enables both the surfacing of tacit components of culture and comparisons across 

individuals and research settings. This method helps researchers at this stage to understand the factors 

that influence the organisation’s culture. Identifying those specific aspects that play the key role in a field 

study is essential for the subsequent research process.  

Table 2: Research methodology 

Interpretivist 

Field Study 

Grounded Theory 

Interviews (Issue focus)  Observation Focus Groups

Grounded Theory (Open Coding, Selective Coding, and Axial Coding) 

Textual Analysis 

The fieldwork for this study was to 33 interviews as shown in Figure 1. Throughout the iterative steps in 

data collection, theoretical sampling was followed in this study in order to determine a certain level of 

Binder and Edwards, (2010, p. 241) “The researchers kept recruiting and 

interviewing research participants until no new data was produced that added new insights to theory 

construction or no new information …  about the research topic”.   

Figure 1 : participants' demographic 

researcher to use individuals’ perceptions and meanings in order to  explore, explain and describe what 

was going on; they enabled the researcher to construct a theory that was grounded in the data collected 

words, grounded theory facilitates the understanding of social reality, 
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claims, is that it  enables both the surfacing of tacit components of culture and comparisons across 

s at this stage to understand the factors 

that influence the organisation’s culture. Identifying those specific aspects that play the key role in a field 

Focus Groups 

Axial Coding) – 

The fieldwork for this study was to 33 interviews as shown in Figure 1. Throughout the iterative steps in 

data collection, theoretical sampling was followed in this study in order to determine a certain level of 

“The researchers kept recruiting and 

interviewing research participants until no new data was produced that added new insights to theory 
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Face-to-face interviews took place between June and July 2015 as a first stage of data collection, lasting 

between 45 and 92 minutes each. Prior to data collection, the participants received an explanation of the 

purpose of study. All the participants approved audio taping and transcription, which produced a total of 

675 minutes of speech and over 232 pages of transcripts. The interviews were conducted in Arabic, and 

then all the interviews were transcribed and translated into English. The major advantage of semi-

structured interviews is that it allowed for a high degree of anonymity, and had a setting that encouraged 

participants to share their thoughts more openly. 

The data management and analysis tool selected was Nvivo software. This qualitative data analysis 

package was used for the initial stages of coding and facilitated the coding and analytical processes. To 

ensure the trustworthiness of the findings and the accuracy of the coding, every response made, whether 

positive or negative, was considered. Data were collected over several months. Data were gathered from 

multiple sources at various time points during research process. Throughout the iterative steps in data 

collection, theoretical sampling was followed in this study in order to determine a certain level of 

saturation. 

In the next stage of the study, Face-to-face interviews took place between December 2015 and January 

2016, the participants were asked to take part in refining of the factors which emerged from the data 

analysed as shown in Figure 3. The data were analysed on an interview-by-interview basis. The open 

coding process took account of the transcript analyses line by line, word by word, and paragraph by 

paragraph. Cross-interview surveys then considered and compared data to identify which factors had 

emerged from the other interviews. In the final analysis of the findings, they were compared with those in 

the current literature.  Constant comparisons with the literature and the collected data as well as the 

iterative steps of data collecting from the participants was carried out (Goulding, 2009). 

The sample for the study is the health affairs of the Ministry of the National Guard in this country. The 

National Guard Health Affairs (NGHA) is one of the largest health organisations in the Kingdom, 

providing modern medical care to the employees of the National Guard and their families, as well as to 

Saudi nationals with tertiary health problems (Ministry of National Guard/Health Affairs, 2016). NGHA 

has also become well known internationally, especially with regard to the successful separation of 

conjoined twins; this is only one example of many high level services that have put NGHA at the heart of 

medicine in its own land (Geneva Health International Limited, 2016). 

Results 

This study provided an opportunity to advance understanding of the influences in this field study and 

assess how far it dominates current performance. 71 open codes had emerged in different occurrences as 

shown in Figure 4. The findings show that aspect ‘Islamic values’ is the most influential element in the 

performance of leaders and employees in an organisation, with the high frequency of 39, as shown in 

Figure 4. In addition, the current data highlight the fact that Islamic values affect the relationship between 

leaders and their subordinates and also their relationship with their organisation's environment. The 

second most influential factor appeared in this data was ‘fairness and equality’, with a frequency of 37.  

The findings of this study pointed out the impact of ‘national culture’ on leadership performance, 

organisational culture and their effects in turn on employees’ job satisfaction and commitment. The 

frequency of this factor was 28, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, the study indicates that the 
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participants on the whole demonstrated that emotional intelligence, such as being human, honesty, 

initiative, cognitive skill and eagerness to develop play crucial parts as well in field study performance. 

Surprisingly, only a minority of participants indicated to the importance of factors such as Strategic 

thinking and sharing in decision making. In addition, ‘Sharing in decision making’ reflects the dislike of 

teamwork.  

The main common factors among the findings were ‘Combining human aspects with regulation’, 

‘Fairness of the evaluation criteria’, ‘National culture difficulties’, ‘Openly communicating’, ‘Personal 

relationships’, ‘Personifying the work environment’, and ‘Tolerance’. The effects of these factors on 

performance, as shown in Figure 3, were different, scoring between 21 and 37. Other findings show how 

the relations between leaders and their employees can be affected negatively as a result of a decision that 

is taken by a leader which affects subordinates.  

The study suggested that the relations between leaders and their followers need to be under the official 

supervision of the highest tiers of management. As number of interviewees suggested, this can provide a 

clear security system for both leaders and employees and protect their rights in the organisation. As one 

interviewee said, “Certainly, there should be something to protect and defend the employee if (sic) is 

right. There should be an agency to investigate the case in which an employee's evaluation is 99% and 

s/he does not get promoted”. 

One of the more noticeable findings to emerge from this study is the power of several factors which 

particularly affect performance in the healthcare sector of KSA; for example, help for some employees 

who has personal problems, Individualising employees’ motivation, having moral criteria for 

employment, observing according to evaluation indicators, supervising the relations between managers 

and employees in the workplace and evaluating employees’ mindset. 
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Figure 2 : The most influential elements in the current The most influential elements in the current situation 
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Table 3 below displays the greater 22 factors that obtained from the analysis of the data and the frequency 

of their occurrence as well as the descriptions. These factors represent 30 per cent of the overall factors. 

These factors tend to be seen in the behaviours and aspects of the cognitive and interpersonal qualities of 

leaders. The study found that, a number of elements emerged as essential in shaping the aspects of 

workforce performance, such as Islamic values, fairness and equality and the national culture.  

Table 3 : The emerged factors and its descriptions 

Factor Description Frequency 

1. Religious values (Islamic) 

Religious values and beliefs that influence 

leadership thoughts, employee relationships within 

an organisation. 

39 

2. Fairness and equality 

Ensuring impartial, or non-selective management of 

employees, but rather conforming to laid down 

organisational rules and policies. 

37 

3. National culture 

difficulties 

Specific aspects of national culture which 

potentially affect performance improvement within 

the organization. 

28 

4. Tolerance 

Broad-mindedness to employee mistakes, 

misbehaviours, and criticisms, allowing for gradual 

learning and improvements. 

22 

5. Personifying the work 

environment 

Kind of conflicts that potentially happens between 

leaders and their employees as a result of discussing 

any mistakes which related to the workplace. 
22 

6. Openly communicating 

Enabling direct and unrestricted exchange of 

messages or information between leaders and 

followers within an organizational structure. 

22 

7. Personal relations with 

some employees to help 

support their personal 

issues 

Some employees keen on building personal relations 

with leaders as strategy towards easily attaining self-

gains (promotions, external training, and other 

incentives) within the organisation. 

21 

8. Combined a Human aspect 

and Regulation 

Perceived concurrent application of both social 

(human) and rule-based approaches could yield 

better employee output. 

21 

9. Appreciation 

Acknowledging and according value to employee 

attributes, and (or) outputs. 
21 

10. Personal relationships 

Building good interpersonal relationships with, and 

among employees is key to improving performance, 

and achieving a conducive working environment. 

20 
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11. Human interpersonal 

relationships 

Improving performance through building a good 

human interpersonal relationship among employees 

for a more friendly, and motivated workplace. 

19 

12. Undervaluing employees' 

status 

Underrating and failing to appreciate the importance 

of employees in an organisation, likely to yield 

negative performance and outputs 

18 

13. Training 

Sequence courses and activities imported into 

employees to build their knowledge, skills and 

competence for undertaking organisational roles and 

responsibilities. 

18 

14. Supervising the 

relationship between 

managers and employees 

in the workplace 

A formal approved duty of a designated department 

in the organization, which will involve observing, 

assess, and manages the relationship between both 

sides to avoid relational frictions capable of 

affecting normal work within the work environment. 

18 

15. Applying Pressure 

Exerting stressful requirements on employees as a 

second resort to solving problems, could sometimes 

bring about good results. 

17 

16. Interaction between leaders 

and employees 

Mutual relations and interfacing between leaders 

and their subordinates within the organization. 
17 

17. Integrity 

The quality of being honest, upright, and reliable. 

Having strong moral principles 
17 

18. Complaints 

Complaints within organizations are inherent and 

critical, and should be treated with expedition in 

every work environment. 

17 

19. Capacity improvement 

Employee capacity Improvement through training 

and education for knowledge and skills. 
17 

20. Solutions engagement 

Being part of solution efforts to potential problems 

within the workplace. 

 

16 

21. Situational approach 

decisions 

Leadership decisions depending on situation and 

personal dispositions. 
16 

22. Interpersonal skills 

Leadership personal ability to relate easily and 

liberally, helping them manage their work while 

builds relationship with employees. 

16 
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Comparison with the literature 

The study findings corresponds with Bolden and Gosling (2006) who propose that leadership benefits by 

sets of components, such as the traits, qualities, skills, and behaviours which encourage the teamwork, 

development and commitment of others in an organisational environment. (Bass and Riggio, 2006) 

emphasises the importance of ‘fairness and equality’ within the successful organizations environment. 

Significantly, National culture plays an important role to shape an individual’s work ethic (Yousef, 2001). 

In a previous study, Hunt and At-Twaijri, (1996) claim that further aspects such as friendships and 

personal thoughts have given more attention from Saudi managers over performance and organisational 

objectives. Previous studies in this context confirm that the significant impact of organisational culture on 

worker motivation and organisational performance is widely acknowledged (Franco et al, 2002). Schein 

(2004) argues that culture is a perceptual structure of underlying assumptions that have been discovered, 

developed, or improved by a given group as the group learns to cope with its challenges of external 

adaptation and internal integration. Furthermore, culture has been defined to imply a set of shared, taken-

for-granted implicit assumptions held by the members of an organisation, which determines the way that 

they perceive, think about and respond to things (Schein, 2004).  This view is supported by Rees and 

Althakhri, (2008, p. 124) who write that the “Saudi Arabian culture is strongly affected by Islamic and 

tribalism systems”. The concept of the Islamic work ethic (IWE) has its basis from the Quran and the 

sayings of Prophet Mohammed. In a previous study, D. A. Yousef, (2001) pointed out that Islamic work 

ethic has an strong influence on both committed to organisation and satisfied with the job. Additionally, 

Ali (1987), indicated in his study to the Islam as one of the most influential factors which have shaped 

Arab value systems.  

While the data shown that only two of the participants believed the effect of ‘Strategic thinking’ on their 

performance, (Bass and Avolio, 1993) indicated to the important role of this factor and argue that 

“strategic thinking helps to create and build the vision of an agency’s future” (p. 119). The literature also 

indicated certain other factors that do not appear in the field study findings, such as having public abilities 

and skills, matching job needs with employees’ capability or talent and technical competence (Boyatzis & 

Boyatzis, 2008; Yukl, 2006; Hollenbeck, et al., 2006; Bass, 1990 and Riggo, 2006). Importantly, there are 

several factors in findings which demonstrate what affects leadership performance which are not shown 

to be important in the literature. These are; helping some employees to support them in personal 

problems, Individualising employees’ motivation, Moral criteria for employment, Observation with 

evaluation indicators, supervising the relationship between managers and employees in the workplace and 

evaluating the employees’ mindset.  

 

Discussion 

This study has investigated the effect of the culture influential on leadership style and practices, on job 

performance in Saudi’s healthcare sector. The study shows that aspect ‘Islamic values’ is the most 

influential element in the performance of leaders and employees in an organisation. The results that 

individuals in field study investigated are highly committed to the Islamic work values are consistent with 

previous research (Rees and Althakhri, 2008; Yousef, 2000,2001; Ali, 1987; Mellahi, 2007). Associating 

the findings of this study with those other studies, Hunt and At-Twaijri (1996) indicated that the Islamic 

work ethic plays a fundamental role in the commitment of Saudi leaders toward their organisational tasks 

and with their subordinates. In a previous study, D. A. Yousef (2001) pointed out that Islamic work ethic 
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has an strong influence on both committed to organisation and satisfied with the job. Additionally, Ali 

(1987) indicated in his study to the Islam as one of the most influential factors which have shaped Arab 

value systems.  

The findings of this study revealed that the influence of ‘national culture’ and organisational culture. 

Similarly, Yousef (2001) indicated to that the significant role of national culture to shape an individual’s 

work ethic. Culture has been defined to imply a set of shared, taken-for-granted implicit assumptions held 

by the members of an organisation, which determines the way that they perceive, think about and respond 

to things (Schein, 1996). In addition, Hunt and At-Twaijri (1996) claim that further aspects such as 

friendships and personal thoughts have given more attention from Saudi managers over performance and 

organisational objectives.  This finding is linked with Garrido-Franco et al., (2002) who argued that 

cultural physiognomies can the influence organisational structure decision-making processes within 

organizations. 

This study found that the domination of fairness and equality, which appears among the factors that most 

affect leaders' decisions; it also determines their relations with subordinates as well as their commitment 

to the organisation.  The results in line with Bass and Avolio (1994) who indicated to the 

‘transformational leadership’ characteristics with the application of certain values to create effective 

leadership is one of the deeply-held beliefs of leaders; these values include areas such as justice and 

integrity (Yukl, 2002). Such factors tend to be seen from the behaviours and aspects of cognitive, 

interpersonal qualities of leaders. The aspects all play a key role in a leader’s abilities either to inhibit or 

enable their own performance improvement and the performance of the workforce. The participants on 

the whole demonstrated that emotional intelligence, such as “being human”, honesty, initiative, cognitive 

skill and eagerness to develop play crucial parts as well. 

Yukl (2002) also finds that attention should be paid to delegating authority to staff and improving 

communication channels between managers and staff. Furthermore, previous studies indicate to the key 

role of empowerment by management to enhance the employees’ participation, productivity, satisfaction 

and commitment (Conger & Kanungo 1988; Malone, 1997; Lok & Crawford 2004 ). ‘Appreciation’ has 

significantly emerged from this study as an essential factor for motivating employees. This result 

consistent with (Yukl, 2002 and Christopher, 2013).  

While the data shown that the minority of the participants believed the effect of ‘Strategic thinking’ on 

their performance, Bass and Avolio (1994) indicated to the important role of this factor and argue that 

“strategic thinking helps to create and build the vision of an agency’s future”. According to Volz-Peacock 

et al (2016, p. 319) “Foremost is the fact that organizations worldwide are faced with the growing 

challenge of increasing the capabilities of their leaders with less time and fewer financial resources” 

Importantly, there are several factors in findings which demonstrate what affects performance in the field 

study which are not shown to be important in the literature. These are; helping some employees to 

support them in personal needs, individualising employees’ motivation, moral criteria for employment, 

observation with evaluation indicators, supervising the relationship between managers and employees in 

the workplace and evaluating the employees’ mindset. This result suggests that organisations in the 

healthcare sector can benefit by giving more attention to these aspects in the future. Personifying the 

work environment is another finding has revealed from this study, which shows how the relations 

between leaders and their employees can be affected negatively as a result of a decision that is taken by a 

leader which affects subordinates.  
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These results suggest that these new areas where further research would be interesting to be investigated 

in the future. Specifically, interesting topics for future cross cultural research. McAlearney (2006, p. 968) 

indicates to the important role of management in healthcare organizations, stating that “In healthcare 

settings, there is often little attention given to how improve management practice, increasing the 

likelihood that previous mistakes will be repeated”. Moreover, the literature demonstrates that the current 

practice of planning and developing strategies in the health sector is one-sided and only from the top, 

justifying the view that the KSA needs to correct the direction of its health reforms (Al-Borie and 

Abdullah, 2013). 

Conclusions and Implications 

The research applies an interpretive approach to gain a deeper understanding and a clear explanation of 

the performance and practices in the Saudis’ healthcare organizations. The findings suggest 71 factors 

that can inhabit and enable improvement of performance. These factors tend to be seen in the behaviours 

and aspects of the cognitive and interpersonal qualities. A number of elements emerged as important in 

shaping the development of performance, such as Islamic values, fairness and equality and the national 

culture. 

Taken together, these results suggest that there is an association between the study findings and the 

literature in the vast majority of factors. However, one of the more significant findings to emerge from 

this study is the domination of several factors which particularly affect performance in the healthcare 

sector of KSA; for example, helping some employees to support them in personal needs, Individualising 

employees’ motivation, having moral criteria for employment, observing according to evaluation 

indicators, supervising the relations between managers and employees in the workplace and evaluating 

employees’ mindset. Reviewing the literature did not indicate clearly to the importance of these factors in 

particular in the development of performance. However, this result suggests that it would be interesting in 

future studies to investigate the influence of these factors on performance extensively in healthcare sector. 

Because of the chosen research approach, the research results may lack generalisability. Therefore, 

researchers are encouraged to test the proposed propositions further.  
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Abstract 

The article is devoted to the adaptation of VaR (EaR) method for the risk evaluation of intellectual 
assets (digital images) portfolio. We consider this method as the case of dynamic metadata analysis. 
The distribution of portfolio earnings random variables in a long period is investigated giving the 
peculiarities of market sales mechanism of this asset class. Information on sales statistics across the 
assets in portfolio analyzed for the first time. The hypothesis on earnings normal distribution was 
approved with the aid of data time scaling. Risk metrics calculated with the historical simulation 
method were approved by additional evaluations with the Monte Carlo methods. The adapted 
methodology allows to rather accurately performing dynamic quantitative portfolio risk analysis 
applying different time horizons with required confidence probability. 
 

Keywords: copyright asset, intellectual assets portfolio, risk, stochastic simulation. 
 

Introduction 

In this work we consider the intellectual assets portfolio as sufficiently extensive information 
resource which can be described with a few levels of metadata. Knowing these metadata allows to 
effectively solving some different problems, such as indexing, classification and searching as of 
separate assets and of their categories and groups. For this so-called descriptive and structural 
metadata are commonly used. Deeper metadata analysis allows us to solving more complex problems 
such as portfolio earnings and risk evaluation. To solve these problems it is necessary to utilize the 
administrative type of metadata on sales frequencies and sales earnings across the assets in portfolio. 
Actually these metadata belongs to special category of dynamic metadata considering the current 
temporal observation sequence. To perform the evaluations these metadata should be processed with 
the aid of certain special algorithms. In this study we adopt and apply the VaR (EaR) methodology to 
evaluation of “Earnings at Risk” metrics of intellectual assets portfolio. 

Economic literature actually presents just a few works devoted to the portfolio analysis of intellectual 
assets. The first reason is explained by the lack of clear theoretical approaches to the economical 
analysis of that asset classes. Even the ‘intellectual asset portfolio’ conception not always adequately 
met in science media. Second reason is the deficiency of well systematized observation data. At last, 
the assets itself may be quite diversified, related to different industries (businesses) and regulations. 

The financial engineering has collected some skills in the area of patent assets risk management. 
There are a lot of special financial intermediaries, who deal with the patent assets of high technology 
corporations. Namely for this reason the term Economics of Intellectual Property usually associated 
in literature with economics of patents. But the copyright assets are significantly differing, and there 
is very limited number of research works in this area. 
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First part of this article is devoted to methodological approach for the risk evaluation of copyright 
assets portfolio. In the second part we analyze the information on sales distribution across the digital 
images portfolio with renewed statistics of 2016. Third part shows the non-parametric approach for 
quantitative evaluation of risk metrics including stochastic simulation methods. In the fourth part we 
compare the evaluations made as by non-parametric and parametric methods. Summary and 
conclusions are in the final part.  

Methodological approach 

In our previous work we analyzed, at first, the peculiarities of financial models of microphotostock 
companies (Voronov and Ivanov, 2016). Secondly, VaR (EaR) method of financial engineering was 
adapted and applied for the risk analysis of digital images portfolio (Voronov, Ivanov and Darushin, 
2016). 

Parametric VaR (EaR) models for the risk evaluation of securities and foreign currencies usually 
consider normal or lognormal distribution of returns (Hull, 2011). However, there are no research 
works, approving this assumption for the earnings distribution in assets of our interest. Usually in 
those cases may be applied any non-parametric models, where the random value distribution may be 
found empirically. For example, the earning distribution curve may be plotted based on statistical 
observation data across the portfolio for the long period (historical simulation), or with the aid of 
stochastic simulation (Monte Carlo methods). These methods are popular and useful because the 
empirical data already contain all the information on random value (i.e. earning) distribution 
character and dynamics, and what is quite important – on correlation among assets. But the accuracy 
of these methods critically depends of the information sufficiency. 

The VaR methodology was used in the loss risk evaluation for lending against high valuable fine art 
as collateral (McAndrew and Thomson, 2007). The historical simulation method was applied here for 
constructing the sales distribution of French Impressionists paintings brought to the biggest world 
auctions from 1985 to 2001. The most important conclusion authors made was that final hammer 
prices distribution for a long period is well similar to lognormal. From this we have got at least 
indirect confirmation of analogy with return distribution curves inherent to stock values and other 
financial assets. Also the distribution received by authors lies in positive zone (as our too) simply 
‘since prices cannot be negative’. Our work also shows that due to the market mechanism 
peculiarities of selling assets, the earnings cannot be negative, and the right shoulder of the 
distribution is most interesting for quantitative estimations. As quite understandable, we began with 
non-parametric methods, considering that earning distribution automatically counting for mutual 
correlation among assets may be found only empirically (Voronov, Ivanov and Darushin, 2016). 

Portfolio statistics 

Initial data set for the sales of individual copyright asset was demonstrated in our previous article. 
Here for the first time we present sales distribution data across the portfolio at whole. Interesting, that 
our analysis confirmed some general features, characteristic to other intellectual asset classes (i.e. 
patents). Fig. 1 shows the distribution of sales numbers across the portfolio bins. In particular X-axis 
show that zero-bin contains assets, which had no sales at all. Next bin presents the number of assets 
sold from 1 to 5 times etc. In the Table 1 the same bins shown in percents. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of sales numbers across the portfolio bins. 

 
 

Table 1: Sales numbers across the portfolio bins. 

№ Bins Works number % of total 

1. No sales 178 40,09 

2. Sold 1 - 5 times 208 46,85 

3. Sold 6 - 10 times 30 6,76 

4. Sold 11 - 100 times 23 5,18 

5. Sold 101 and more times 5 1,13 

 Total: 444 100 

 
The total distribution shows that about 40% of assets had no sales for all the portfolio exposition time 
(see Fig. 1 and the first bin in Table 1). During the same period about 50% of assets were sold just 
one time or at the best, from one to five times (see Fig. 1 and the second bin in Table 1). So, first two 
massive bins (summary 86,9% of total portfolio) contain assets, giving very small financial return, 
especially considering the prices on microphotostocks. By analogy with patent bases such assets 
usually called as ‘ballast’ (one can remember also the definitions like ‘worthless patents’ etc.). 

The rest 12-13% images in three bins present the biggest worth as every one of them was sold tens 
and hundred times. However, let’s note among them the worthiest, which in summary are just of 6%, 
but namely they brought more than 80% of total portfolio sales. Here we can remember the words of 
N. Myhrvold who said that just 1-3% of all patents generate a profit for their inventors (Myhrvold, 
2010). More optimistic corporate and government evaluations usually not exceed 5-7%. 

The last fifth bin of Table 1 is so attractive, that many microphotostocks exhibiting these works in 
special virtual galleries of most popular images, or so called ‘records galleries’. These galleries are 
subject of especial interest of critics, analytics, authors-photographers and competing companies 
(Glückler and Panitz, 2013). They all try to understanding the reasons of every image success, 
revealing current trends of demand, and if possible, consider its all in their work. Quite often these 
images become the subject of serious artistic analysis. For this reason putting the image into the 
records gallery, at first, confirms authors certain creative level. 
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Secondly, record works performing some kind of signaling function, and may serve as sales 
activators as they involuntary attracting the attention of designers and other purchasers to the author’s 
portfolio at whole. In its turn, raised attention potentially may improve the other images sales. We 
suppose this mechanism is quite realistic to revealing the effect of fuzzy positive correlation of this 
assets class in portfolio. 

Some other kind of positive correlation may reveal in local groups of images united by common 
theme. We can connect it with the images, related, for example with great celebrations like Xmas or 
Easter. Designers beginning to purchase these images in advance, for a few months, considering 
production cycles and amounts of serial printed items (cards, calendars, package etc.). Knowing it, 
authors intentionally raise the numbers of images with needed themes. All this improves the sales 
activity inside local groups. 

We already presented the sales statistics of one record work (S – image) from analyzed portfolio. By 
the end of 2016 its total sales increased up to 780 times, and total earnings exceeded $400. Renewed 
diagram on Fig. 2 gives a clear view on the sale rates for subscription and other types of sales (mostly 
On Demand). Corresponding rates of earnings, related to these types of sales are presented on Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The number of sales of S-image in 2012-2016. 
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Figure 3: Sales revenue of S-image in 2012-2016. 

 
As shown for this image, the average share On Demand in total sales is a little over 9%. On the other 
hand, due to higher price, sales On Demand make significant contribution to the total earnings over 
the same period. Their earning share for this image is about 46%, what is close to an average total 
value at Shutterstock (around 50%). It can be noted for this image, an average one tens share of sales 
On Demand yield almost half total earnings. 

Non-Parametric approach 

The first earnings distribution for our portfolio was received by historical simulation method. 
Scenario table was filled by statistical observation data with daily horizon and retrospective depth of 
500 days. Initial observation data was used in rough type, i.e. without any kind of previous sorting. 
The first distribution histograms were visually bimodal, which is explained by different frequency 
and sales earnings in two categories of sales described above. The difference of these categories is 
well seen on Fig. 3. Rough histograms were distinctly asymmetric. Nevertheless these histograms 
were very useful in defining previous EaR metrics at a first approximation. It was done by the 
method of sorting the values of daily total earnings from all scenarios in ascending order. On the next 
stage the observation data was sorted in two price brackets and separate, more symmetric distribution 
was constructed for only subscription based daily sales. 

This distribution data allowed calculating more interesting weekly forecasts. For this the observation 
data in sorted array was grouped so that every calendar week was presented by the single average 
value of sales revenue. Here is worth remember that in contrast to securities, asset trading of 
researched class goes on in e-commerce systems continuously 24 hours a day 7 days a week. For this 
reason our 500 days retrospective set is equivalent just to 72 weeks, unlike 100 weeks for securities 
market. 

The new scenario table was constructed from the sorted data for 72 weeks, but now, every line in it 
reflected one corresponding calendar week. As on previous stage, scenario data was used to construct 
and analyze empirical sales earnings distribution renewed for weekly horizon. Different criteria 
testing confirmed this distribution as quite close to normal. Thus we have got a possibility, at first, to 
use the earnings expected values and standard deviations for the next stage – stochastic simulation by 
Monte Carlo method. Secondly, it allowed testing empirical evaluations in a classic parametric model 
and the same time – testing co called Square Root Rule (SRR) for time scaling of risk metrics. 
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In the first version of stochastic simulation the parameters of normal distribution of sales earnings 
were used to programming the random numbers generator of MS Excel tools. In fact, the random 
number parameter, tuned in this generator allows to programming the depth of retrospective in 
historical simulation. We need just consider which namely horizon to be modeled. For our weekly 
horizon every one scenario corresponded to one certain calendar week. 

By the aid of this generator we have performed few series of ten tests with different scenario number 
and normal distribution preprogrammed. Then we founded percentile values for confidence 
probabilities of 99% and 95%, maximum and minimum random values, and other parameters to 
average data in each series and plotting required histograms. The distribution typical to stochastic 
simulation methods with sufficient scenarios amount is shown on Fig. 4. In particular, our histogram 
for 1000 scenarios and weekly observation horizon shows nearly quite conformity to programmed 
kind and parameters of normal distribution, and risk metrics found by previous method differs no 
more then for 2-5%. 

 
 

Figure 4: Stochastically simulated random earnings value distribution for 1000 scenarios and 

weekly horizon. 

 
Nevertheless, as frequently noted in literature, the real market returns of financial instruments show 
systematic distortion from normal distribution (Hall, 2011). Actually all liquidity market empirical 
returns distributions show more excessive histograms with fat tails, than should be for normally 
distributed values especially in short periods. To consider it and modeling distribution maximally 
closer to empirical one, we tried next version of stochastic simulation known as Bootstrapping. In this 
version the standard of random number distribution is not programmed a priori, and the distribution 
itself is constructed based on full set of historical data. During each testing the special algorithm 
makes so called resampling, i.e. takes values from initial empirical distribution. The result is more 
accurately simulated fat tails and peak values, quite comparable with empirical distribution. For 
example, on Fig. 5 we show the histogram, which expected value and standard deviation equal to the 
same, used in classic algorithm, but strict difference is seen in tails. 
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Figure 5: Random earnings value distribution stochastically simulated with resampling 

procedure. 

 
Thus, more precise risk evaluations made with different non parametric models show close 
conformity. Worth note, it was made just after the normal distribution of earnings random numbers 
was approved for longer, weekly horizons. 

Parametric approach 

Approving the previous distribution as normal allowed us to apply parametric models for the risk 
evaluations as well. As the earnings expected values and standard deviation were previously received 
by processing our initial data, then we could compare risk evaluations made as by non-parametric and 
parametric methods. In this work we assumed that the standard deviation measure for our case is the 
same as for earnings value per portfolio and defines a certain standard root-mean-square interval of 
random values, which is symmetric for an expected average earnings value (Siegel, 2011). Based on 
received earnings expected values and standard deviation, giving the confidence probability levels of 
interest we received the risk metrics, differing just for 5-8% from the evaluations made by non-
parametric methods. 

The result was much worse when we tried to time scaling of risk evaluations by standard Square Root 
Rule (SRR). The first reason of this is that daily (short horizon) distribution of random earnings value 
is not quite normal (Voronov, Ivanov and Darushin, 2016). Secondly, this approach at whole hardly 
conforms the economic sense of price risk, as the risk value in SRR for the long horizons always 
equals the daily value multiplied by some numerical constant (Ivanov et al., 2016). Our calculation 
show that risk metrics made by the SRR may differ up to 30-40% of empirically received numbers. 

Summaries and Conclusion 

The goal of this work is to further developing methodology of intellectual assets risk evaluation. On 
this stage next tasks were performed. First, the background data set for the risk analysis of researched 
portfolio was substantially renewed. For the first time we presented the quantitative analysis of sales 
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distribution across the assets in portfolio. Previous assumptions on possible mechanism of correlation 
among these assets are discussed. 

Next, initial data subjected to time scaling were used to stochastic simulation of earnings distribution. 
In the first version the earnings random value scenarios were produced by the random number 
generator based on fixed expected values, standard deviations and normal distribution function. Then 
the risk metrics for the corresponding confidence probabilities were found. In the second version of 
stochastic simulation we applied statistical bootstrapping method. The risk metrics performed in 
previous and present works were compared with the calculations by simple parametric model and 
also used to testing Square Root Rule commonly used to time scaling. 

Thus, our empirical analysis approved by further evaluations confirmed that dynamic metadata 
processing allows to accurately forecasting ‘Earnings at Risk’ metrics within different time horizons 
and confidence probability. 

Our further work will include the modeling of major aspects of intellectual assets portfolio metadata 
and providing a semantically defined representation of dynamic portfolio risk metrics. 
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Abstract 

We suppose that enterprises are run by competent managers who have a clear vision, knowledge, good 
will, and they are able to achieve it. Competence of managers is a prerequisite for the development and 
efficient utilization of the funds invested in the realization of the products demanded by the market. 
Successful fulfilment of this goal depends on the ability of managers / owners to acquire exploit and 
develop all enterprise resources, including human resources. Human resource management is the 
reflection and outcome of managerial work. It is not enough to highlight the importance of employees, it 
is important to look for them, to support those who are strategic and high performing for the enterprise. It 
is thus essential to create an environment that motivates employees to work better and change their 
behavior. Verification of the above axiom will not be undertaken without conducting a survey that moves 
our considerations on human resource management further. The aim of the paper is to present the views 
of domestic and foreign experts on the importance of human resources in management processes, to 
recommend best practice approaches in the management of successful enterprises. Theoretical knowledge 
is the subject of comparison with the results of sociological inquiry in a questionnaire made in 2017 with 
381 respondents responsible for personnel work in selected enterprises in Slovakia. The result of the 
study is the proposal of the personnel work system in enterprises. 

Keywords: human resources, processes, management system, human resources management.   

Introduction 

The recognition of employees with their knowledge, skills, experience and work motivation as the most 
important source of enterprise existence and development is the basic attribute of human resource 
management. We consider human resource management to be an integral part of the management work of 
each manager (Vetráková et al. 2011) just like Kachaňáková (2001), Koubek (2007), Storey (2007), 
Rogers (2011), Armstrong, Taylor (2015), Wilton (2016) and others do. Human resource management is 
characterized by the application of a strategic approach to management, it focuses on the external factors 
of the work and formation of the workforce, stresses the commitment of the employees of the company, 
applies a complex and internally interconnected system of mutually supportive employment policy and 
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practice, emphasizes a strong corporate culture, performance and employee development, prefers 
transparent remuneration taking into account executive and competent employees. Employee 
relationships are based on high confidence; teamwork, management decentralization, creativity, 
flexibility and customer orientation are encouraged. 

One of the main reasons for examining the importance of managing human resources in Slovak 
enterprises is to determine whether systems, established policies and procedures are designed to create 
and maintain a high level of employee engagement and performance. This idea is also supported by 
examples of best practice in human resource management (Hinkin, Tracey 2010), which are based on the 
assumption that there are universally applicable practices for employee work guidance to improve the 
performance of an enterprise. On the other hand, "best fit" approach (Šikýř, 2014) highlights the need to 
adapt the principles and practices of personal work to the specific situation and conditions in an 
enterprise. Anyway, both approaches highlight the importance of human resources in achieving business 
performance. 

Managers' orientation towards employees as human resources points to their excellence, especially the 
ability to bring higher added value to their basic value. Only people can find ways to discover something 
new, find, create and utilize technology and other resources, increase quality or improve management. 
Some experts (Bach, 2005; Drucker, 2012; Prescott – Rothwell, 2012; Hitka et al., 2015 and others) 
support the opinion that technology can be bought and funds can be borrowed, but it's nothing valid 
unless there are productive employees identified with the objectives and intentions of the enterprise. 

The implemented management system is effective if it creates an environment in which employees want 
to work, they know what to do, what the expectations are and what their rights and responsibilities are. 
The established system (Armstrong, 2007) is not a guarantee of employee satisfaction, if managers and 
employees are not aware of the reason for its initiation; no personal activities (processes, functions) and 
responsibility for their implementation are determined; there is a lack of procedures and standards of 
personnel work; employees are not informed about the possibilities of participation in achieving the 
objectives of the enterprise and their subsequent stabilization. The personnel work system includes all 
personnel activities that are associated with the employment. It means: 

• identifying and selecting qualified and competent employees (job analysis, human resource planning, 
searching, selecting and recruiting) and releasing those who are unable to perform at the expected 
level and behave properly, 

• providing work assignments (human resource strategy and policy, adaptation, education and 
development, work motivation, employee and job evaluation, HR services, PIS services, personnel 
controlling, human resources audit), 

• retaining competent employees (career development, talent management, work performance 
management, remuneration and employee benefits, occupational health and safety, employment 
relationships, employee care, internal mobility). 

In addition to system approach, the description of elements (activities) of personnel work through 
functions and processes can be found in the human resource management theory. According to Hittmar – 
Veselý (2011), this term results from the mission and the purpose of human resource management. 
Personnel activities, that take place on a regular basis, meet the attributes of the process because inputs 
(resources) are transformed into outputs in accordance with the needs of the employer and/or the 
employee. 

We believe that it is not essential to designate elements of a human resource management system through 
personal activities, processes or functions. The differences in conceptual designation of human resource 
management elements stem from selected approaches and insights into personnel work and are related to 
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the scope, significance, and periodicity of the performance of the work activities. They take into account 
the system, process, and functional approach of exploration. It is essential that every human activity, the 
process, must be planned, organizationally, financially, materially and personally secured, continuously 
controlled to demonstrate functionality and justification. The result of investing in human resource 
development is to increase the competence of employees at the workplace and, above all, to increase the 
performance of the enterprise. If business management applies appropriate human resource management 
practices, it can influence work performance and thus the performance and stability of an enterprise.  

Material and Methods 

Personnel work has undergone significant changes after 1989 generated by the transformation of the 
economy and the democratization of society. During this period, a new generation of managers and other 
employees able to work in a market environment and multinational companies was formed. Experience in 
managing the market economy, new forms of work organization are used not only by multinational but 
also by local enterprises. Occupational management practices, traditional organizational structures are 
gradually changing. Employing an enterprise is no longer life-long process. The importance of human 
resources and their management in the enterprise is declared. Validation of the above mentioned axiom is 
the subject of sociological inquiry that has been conducted since 1997. We are interested in the 
procedures and principles of employee selection, training and development, their evaluation and 
motivation connected to performance. While examining this, we assume that progressive human resource 
management practices are applied in most of the surveyed enterprises. Sociological questionnaire survey 
in 2017 involved 381 businesses, 88% of which operates in the private sector and 12% in the public 
sector. 

Table 1: Size of surveyed enterprises 

 

Sector 
Number of employees 
< 10 10 - 49 50 - 249 > 250 total 

private 85 99 80 73 337 
public 2 11 24 7 44 
total 87 (22.89%) 110 (28.95%) 104 (27.11%) 100 (21.05%) 381 (100%) 

There is a more balanced representation of enterprises in the private sector with the predominance of 
small enterprises (54.6%), while in the public sector there are enterprises with a number of employees 
from 50 to 249, which corresponds to the structure of private and public sector enterprises. The size of 
enterprises according to the number of employees is characterized by the level of personnel work. It is 
expected that the level of personnel work is higher in large enterprises comparing to the small and 
medium-sized enterprises. 

Personnel work in surveyed enterprises is mainly in responsibility of HR (37.1%), economic department 
administrators (31.3%), owners (29%) and senior managers (16.8%). Its realization, especially in small 
enterprises, is in the hands of line managers (5.5%) and assistants (3.42%). There is a compliance 
between the size of the enterprises and the professional running of human resource management. In the 
surveyed enterprises (73.42%), mostly apart from other work, the individual processes of personnel work 
are carried out by one employee (46.58 %) and two employees (26.84 %). The emphasis on personnel 
work is increasing in enterprises with a larger number of employees, where the workforce is divided 
between 5 (5.79%) and more employees (12.11%). On average, three (5,79%) to four (2,89%) employees 
participate in individual work activities on average, especially in medium-sized enterprises. 
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The questionnaire was created both in printed and electronic form and contained 24 questions related to 
human resource management processes. The data were obtained from human resource departments or 
employees responsible for personnel work in the enterprise. We have gained the views of managers 
and/or human resource administrators on management processes through personal meetings with the use 
of trained surveyors. We were also interested in the most common personnel work problems and possible 
proposals for change. The survey was evaluated by applying descriptive statistics using the Microsoft 
Excel software. 

Results and Discussion 

The survey conducted in 2017 revealed different findings that affect the most common problems of 
managers with the implementation of personnel work, compared to sociological inquiries in 1997 and 
2009. According to the majority of respondents (77.16%), there is a shortage of qualified job seekers and 
employees who are willing and able to work. Insufficient job discipline and communication, falling 
reliability and accountability, dissatisfaction with remuneration, increasing employees' demands are 
reflected in declining employee performance and increasing fluctuations. Instead of conceptual questions 
of personal work, managers have to deal with everyday work problems. The order of importance of 
human resource management processes according to managers is as follows (in%): 

Selection of employees  90.79 
Recruitment and adaptation of employees  86.58 
Training, development  82.63 
Welfare 79.47 
Performance evaluation and management 79.21 
Personnel administration  78.16 
Optimization and planning of employees  71.84 
Work analysis  56.05 
Redundancies 51.58 
Creating strategies, policies and plans 49.74 
Personnel controlling and auditing  41.58 
Job evaluation 36.32 
Talent management  17.89 

We have identified responsibility for various human resource management processes, and the survey has 
shown that top managers and human resource managers are mainly responsible for generating strategies, 
policies and human resource management plans, placing the employees, performance management and 
evaluation. Human resource departments and people responsible for personnel work are more concerned 
with administrative, methodological and analytical activities in management processes. The work of 
human resource administrators is facilitated by a functional personal information system. From an 
economic point of view, there is an efficient self-service personal information system, which is used by 
20.53% of respondents. 

Outsourcing enables enterprises to concentrate on core business activities and the other ones can be done 
by external experts specialized in personnel work. Nevertheless, only 26.84 % of respondents have a 
positive experience with outsourcing in personnel work and 6.05% have negative experience while 
67.11% have never used outsourcing services. Outsourcing is mostly used in recruiting process and in 
organizing thematically oriented training. 

Efficiency of personnel work by personnel control is assessed by 41.58% of enterprises. Operative 
controlling (36.05%), in particular indicators, statistics and standards of personnel work, are the most 
significant. 
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The effectiveness of other human resource management processes depends in many respects on the 
professionalism of employee selection, adaptation to the work and social environment of the enterprise. 
The most popular way to attract job seekers in the surveyed companies is to advertise electronically 
(63.16%), through friends and acquaintances (59.74%), direct address (34.24%), printed advertisement 
(32.89%). There are 28.16% of applicants from the Labor and Social Affairs Office and 18.42% of the 
respondents. 

An analysis of the jobseeker's file is the basis of each selection procedure. In practice, it is used by 80% 
of respondents. Other unstructured (47.37%) and structured interviews (43.68%), expertise testing 
(34.47%), competence testing (31.32%), personality testing (16.32%) and intelligence testing (8.16%) are 
used. The use of the diagnostic method of complex evaluation of the candidates, called assessment center, 
was reported in 6.32% enterprises. Managers pointed out the need to improve the techniques of staff 
selection and change of adaptation. They recruit employees without complicated competitions and the 
statutory adaptation period, if necessary to fill a position, especially during the season. The reason is to 
ensure the operation mainly in shops, services and production. 

All the businesses under review reported experience with the job descriptions and specification of the 
employee requirements. What is different is the level of job descriptions, the definition of job contents, 
because they focus on the overview of work responsibilities (83.16%), the purpose of the work (78.95%), 
the responsibility (72.37%) and the demands on work performance (58.16%), less attention is paid to 
work tasks, the use of resources and tools at work, workplace facilities, communication and collaboration 
with other people, job profiles and competencies. 28.42% of enterprise with the number of jobs up to 50 
report the work descriptions and other documents of personnel work, 48.68% of respondents with a 
structure ranging from 91 to 100. The specification of the requirements for the employees and the 
knowledge of the job description are essential for the execution of the personnel work. 

The work success rate is a work performance characterized by the results of the work and the behavior of 
each individual. 25% of enterprises have introduced a system of performance evaluation and 
management. There is an informal assessment (43.95%) based on employee observation at work and a 
combined assessment (31.05%) conducted as needed. In the context of the evaluation process, we 
reviewed the regularity of the assessment and found that 21.58% of managers rated employees by 
monthly performance, which can be considered as a monthly wage, once a year (24.21%), half yearly (13, 
42%), quarterly (9.21%) and irregular or not at all 31.58%. The results of the evaluation are mainly 
reflected in remuneration (78.68%) and education (42.11%). 

Table 2 : Impact of evaluation results on human resource management processes 

 

Processes 
Sector (%) 
Public  Private  Together  

Remuneration  80.95 61.36 78.68 
Training and staff development 41.07 50.00 42.11 
Deployment of staff 26.79 18.18 25.79 
Personal planning 19.35 22.73 19.74 
Analysis of jobs 17.86 18.18 17.89 
Others (employee care) 0.89 0.00 0.79 

While employee assessment focuses on work performance, management focuses on what and how to 
achieve it. It emerges from the findings that 75% of enterprises do not notify their employees with the 
tasks and goals they are intended to achieve and do not create an incentive environment that promotes 
compliance of responsibility, behavior, competencies and capability with expected employee 
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performance. Evaluating and managing performance is predominant in financial terms. Employees, their 
performance is usually examined only if staff costs increase and labor productivity decreases. Long-term 
declines in the work of individuals lead to a decision to reduce the number of employees. This measure 
does not systematically result in the stabilization of executive employees and the long-term development 
of the company. A more effective measure is the internal restructuring of all processes and the adoption 
of measures to implement and operate the system of work with human resources. 

A well-established system of personnel work reflected in all processes will increase the level of human 
resource management, but it does not mean that it will also solve all the problems of employers in gaining 
and stabilizing quality workforce. One of the tools of stabilization is to support employees in their 
education and development. From the survey, we found that the amount for education in 2016 increased 
to 42.37% of enterprises. The average amount per employee ranged from 0 to 100 € (68.95%) and from 
101 to 200 € (31.05%). Classical methods prevailed in education, namely lecture (60.79%), instruction , 
(48.95%), model situations (27.63%), as well as coaching (31.58%), e-learning (19.21%) and role play 
(5.53%). 51.84% of the managers reported their support for the training. At the same time, we were 
interested in the managers' view of the conditions under which it is possible to characterize the talented 
employees who are the most valuable source of the company. According to the replies, highly valued is 
the employee with the long-term high performance (36.58%), the key job holder (26.05%), the employee 
with the potential for future growth (16.05%), the long-term stabilized (12.89%), loyal (5.79%) and an 
employee who knows what to do, is able, inventive and has the potential for progress (3.42%). 

The survey showed that human resources management has impact on the achievement of the company's 
results (63.22%). With the current workforce system, 33.3% of managers are satisfied and do not think of 
any changes. The positive finding is that 66.7% of managers want to improve the atmosphere and 
workplace communication, streamline the adaptation process, expand the education and awareness of 
employees, change the quality of working life towards employees, look after employees more, place 
emphasis on increasing control workplace, reduce fluctuation and stabilize executive employees, 
implement examples of good practice for domestic and foreign companies, more motivate, improve the 
search and selection system, introduce a more efficient way to evaluate and manage work performance, 
develop a human resource management strategy, and introduce personnel control. 

Conclusion 

Despite the declared importance of human resources for gaining success and competitive advantages on 
the market, the personnel work in the conditions of Slovakia does not receive the declared attention. 
Managers and business owners focus on material, technical and financial security, and underestimate care 
for the acquisition, development and utilization of employees' potential. They do not realize that it is the 
level of personal work that distinguishes the best and most successful businesses from the others. 
Employees are looking for businesses that have a reputation and are financially stable. On the other hand, 
not every employee belongs to those who perform the expected performance. Based on foreign studies 
(Branham, 2009), according to work performance achieved and access to duties and work, employees are 
ranked in top-performing (about 10%), high-performance (20-30%), with stable average performance 
(40-50%) and with low power (15 - 20%). From a stabilization point of view, it is important to find a way 
to keep executive employees. This will be done if the processes and processes of human resource 
management are transparent and established. Excluding staffing exceptions, different rules, and 
maintaining low-performance employees are detrimental to work ethics and discipline. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper aims to contribute at the debate on disruptive innovation theory by focusing on the knowledge 
intensive entrepreneurship as key process to address the technological development towards innovation in 
the market and society. Framed into a neo-schumpeterian stream of research, the paper offers a theoretical 
contribution at the comprehension of the disruption innovation associated to the diffusion of key enabling 
technologies as pervasive and knowledge intensive solutions impacting on the current structure of market 
and society. Furthermore, the study contributes to the debate on knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship as 
driver of the knowledge-economy and core process to address the knowledge advancement on technical 
domains into valuable innovation. The study offers an original contribution at the contextualization of 
disruptive innovation theory on those knowledge intensive and pervasive technologies while implications 
for policy makers are identifiable into the deepen comprehension of the meaning of knowledge intensive 
entrepreneurship as driver for the competitiveness of regions and national systems. 
 
Keywords: Knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship, Key Enabling Technologies, Disruptive Innovation, 
Technology-driven Entrepreneurship.  

 
Introduction 

 
The disruptive innovation represents one of the most debated topic in the field of the innovation 
management (Schmidt and Druehl, 2008; Markides, 2006). Since its first theorization by Clayton 
Christensen (1997), the theory of disruptive innovation has attracted scholars and researchers aimed to 
comprehend the ways, the measure and the reasons at the basis of the disruptiveness caused by innovation 
(Schmdt and Druel, 2008). The primary definition of Christensen (1997) focused on technology as 
disruptive element impacting on products and processes, but it is in 2003 that definition of disruptiveness 
embraced the innovation in its larger definition of services, business and organizational models (Yu and 
Hang, 2010). The theory of disruptive innovation has so been used to explain the different forms of 
innovation by losing the primary focus on technology and causing a misunderstanding in its 
conceptualization (Markides, 2006; Danneels, 2004). The focus on the technological perspective assumes 
a new challengeable dimension at the light of the new knowledge-intensive technologies, also defined as 
Key Enabling Technologies (KETs), which are causing radical innovation in market and society. Those 
technologies have been identified into the Micro-nano electronics, Nanotechnology, Advanced Materials, 
Photonics, Industrial Biotechnologies and Advanced Manufacturing Technologies (EC, 2009). All them 
are characterized by cross-industries profiles of application; their pervasiveness is determining rapid 
innovation cycles and calls for continuous updating of competencies at both at individual and 
organizational level (Romano et al., 2016; Foray, et al., 2011). Their usage is nurturing a highly skilled 
employment demand and presents large potentialities in for the socio-economic development of society, 
in reason of their contribution at the solution of societal and market needs. 
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All this highlights the need of a deeper comprehension of the disruptive innovation theory based by KETs 
as well as to identifying the drivers able to sustain their full exploitation of creating sustainable 
innovation in market and society. In a neo-schumpeterian view, technologies are the determinants of the 
profile that characterizes the society. Accordingly, the knowledge intensive nature of KETs suggests the 
knowledge-intensive characterization of the current socio-economic context as well as its definition of 
entrepreneurial economy (Audretsch and and Thurik, 2001). This evidence suggests the need of new 
interpretative and organizational models able to manage the potentialities of KETs as well as to make 
possible their full exploitation towards the sustainable innovation.  

Framed in the above premises, the paper intends to contribute at the debate on disruptive innovation 
theory by focusing on the knowledge intensive entrepreneurship as key process to address the 
technological development for innovation in the market and society (Malerba, 2010). Accordingly, the 
paper aims to shed new light on the comprehension of the disruption innovation associated to the 
diffusion of KETs. The comprehension of the disruptiveness associated to the KETs is in this paper 
strictly linked to the knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship. This is because it is the entrepreneurship to 
make possible the full exploitation of KETs and to address the advanced technical know-how into 
valuable innovation (Romano, et al., 2016; Romano, et al., 2014; Foray et al., 2011). 

Accordingly, the paper is structured as follows: the first section presents the KETs as enabling factor of 
the configuration of the knowledge economy as entrepreneurial economy; the second section provides a 
synthesis of the literature on disruptive innovation aimed to comprehend how KETs can be assumed as 
elements for disruptive innovation; the third section presents a conceptualization of the knowledge-
intensive entrepreneurship as strategic process for exploiting the potentialities of KETs and to create 
valuable disruptive innovation; finally in the conclusions the main features and implications for theory 
and practice are highlighted. 

1. Key Enabling Technologies and Entrepreneurial Economy 

The social and economic systems are currently interested by several structural changes due at the impact 
of technological knowledge. The process of advancement of knowledge in the different technological 
domains is experimenting an exponential growth; its intensity is increased by the ubiquity of information 
made available by the Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). In accordance to the so-
called “structuralist-evolutionary” model and in the frame of the neo-schumpeterian research streams, the 
economy can be conceived as an expression of its technologies (Arthur, 2009, 1999; Lipsey, et al., 1998; 
Schumpeter, 1934). This means that changes occur constantly over time as far as the technologies evolve 
and that the characteristics of society in a certain time will be depending by the nature of technologies of 
the present (Romano et al., 2013). The process of technology evolution impacts and transforms the 
present economic structures by causing a process of continuous destroying of the old schemas to create 
new socio-economic scenarios (Arthur, 2009; Schumpeter, 1934). The technologies of our days can be 
identified into a wide large family of knowledge-intensive and pervasive technologies. Also defined as 
key enabling, they have been classified by the EC (2009) into the Micro-nano electronics, 
Nanotechnology, Advanced Materials, Photonics, Industrial Biotechnologies and Advanced 
Manufacturing Technologies. KETs are the main forces behind the structural changes characterizing the 
current socio-economic scenario. These technologies present a knowledge intensive profile; their 
pervasiveness is determining rapid innovation cycles and calls for continuous updating of competencies at 
both at individual and organizational level, by nurturing a highly skilled employment demand (Romano, 
et al., 2016; EC, 2009). In an analysis performed by the European Commission, the economic impact of 
KETs in global market is estimated to be more than EUR 1 trillion by 2015. According the European 
Competitiveness Report (2013), KETs will generate a trend of growth of 10 – 20% per year. This is 
expected to generate new employment opportunities, to reinforce firms’ competitiveness and to achieve 
reindustrialisation, and to create sustainable and intelligent industries.  
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The knowledge intensive nature of the aforementioned enabling technologies is one of the elements at the 
basis of the characterization of the current socio-economic context as knowledge economy (Arthur, 2009; 
Romano et al., 2014, 2016). In this context, the competitiveness of individuals, organizations and regions 
results to be more and more depending by their knowledge assets as well as by their attitude to merge 
internal and external knowledge contributions (Lerro & Schiuma, 2013).  In this scenario, technical 
knowledge related to KETs is assumable as the most strategic asset (Arthur, 2009).  

Several studies have attempted to describe the main characteristics and trends of the knowledge economy, 
also through its comparison with the economy of the certainty and stability, typical of the last century and 
classified as managed economy (Romano et al. 2016; Secundo et al., 2016; Audretsch and Thurik, 2001).  
The managed economy has so been described as based on the intensive usage of the labor, capitals and 
natural resources. All these assets are limited in their stocks and not renewable; this makes the managed 
economy subjected to the law of decreasing returns (Romano, et al., 2014; Audretsch, et al., 2006). 
Knowledge is instead a renewable and appropriable resource, that grows exponentially respect to its 
usage. This is sufficient to comprehend that the knowledge economy is governed by the law of the 
increasing returns. In terms of innovation attitudes, the managed economy focused on continuity, the 
search for incremental innovation, trajectories of competencies and technological development oriented 
to the compatibility with existing firms’ and industry’s equilibriums. The knowledge economy is instead 
grounded on the radicalness of the innovation, on disruptive paths of competencies and technological 
development (Asheim & Coenen, 2005).  

The demand and offering of products and services in the managed economy has been characterized by 
stability and homogeneity, and firms’ competition was based on specialization. While, in the knowledge 
economy, turbulence and diversity are the main features of the external environment that calls for firms to 
promptly and continuously reconfigure (Audretsch and Thurik, 2001).  The model of governance of firms 
in the managed economy leverage on controls and transactions, economies of scale play a strategic role, 
and competition was alternative to cooperation. Differently, in the knowledge economy firms’ 
competitiveness is based on motivation, at individual and organizational level, on market exchanges and 
flexibility, while competition and cooperation are complementary perspectives. 

In the managerial economy, public policy has an essentially constraining nature (antitrust policy, 
regulation and public ownership, concerns about excess profits and abuses in terms of market 
dominance). In the entrepreneurial economy, governmental policy aims at creating an environment 
suitable for supporting the success and sustainability of firms (Mazzuccato, 2015; Audretsch and Thurik, 
2001.  The linkages between innovation and competencies of the human capital arises so as a necessary 
condition for the success in the entrepreneurial economy, this because the human capital with its 
competencies foster innovation, by generating, new knowledge that is finalized towards radical 
innovation; adopting or adapting existing ideas and technologies and by this facilitating the processes of 
incremental innovation; reinforcing the social capital and the innovation networks; diffusing the 
knowledge within the organizations and enhancing a process of knowledge absorption within the 
components of the human resources into the organizations (Romano et al., 2014).  

The elements of turbulence, continuous change, and innovation due to the diffusion of KETs, in causing 
the creative destruction of pre-existing equilibriums, are the distinctive features of an entrepreneurial 
configuration of the knowledge-economy and the driver for the creation of disruptive innovation in 
market and society 
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2. Key Enabling Technologies and Disruptive Innovation Theory 

The nature and characteristics of KETs previously described highlight their relevance into the debate on 
disruptive innovation, as the theory made popular by Christensen (1997; 2006) to describe the process of 
new market development and new functionalities creation that generates a disruption with pre-existing 
market conditions (Yu and Hang, 2010). Since the first theorization of Christensen (1997), and in the 
frame of a consolidated stream of studies inspired to the Schumpeterian perspective, disruptive 
innovation is considered a process resulting from the technological advancement and it is the disruptive 
nature of technologies to create the conditions of a disruptive innovation in market and society. In the 
locus of their first concretization, disruptive innovations are reserved to niches markets able to value the 
not common and accepted performances (Yu and Hang, 2010). In 2003, Christensen and Raynor, 
reviewed the theory on disruptiveness by replacing the technologies with innovation with the aim to 
include disruptive innovation phenomena in business model, services and organizational features. 
Furthermore, studies on disruptive innovation theory have largely explored the process of innovation by 
demonstrating the relativeness of the process as depending on several variables as the timing and market 
of innovation (Christensen, et al., 2006; Schmidt & Druehl, 2008) or the size and profile of companies, in 
terms of incumbents versus startups (Ahuja & Lampert, 2001; Yu & Hang, 2010), that disruptive doesn’t 
necessarily mean radical or destructive (Van Orden et al., 2008). The theory of disruptive innovation has 
so been used to explain the different forms of innovation, incremental or sustaining and radical (Schmidt 
& Druehl, 2008). Additionally, a disruptive innovation has been practically defined as a “simpler, more 
convenient and lower cost innovative solution (Innosight, 2005) According to Markides (2006) and 
Danneels (2004), the larger configuration of the theory and its widespread usage by academics and 
practitioners have caused a misunderstanding in what a disruptive innovation is, by highlighting the need 
of deeper studies. On this venue, Schimdt & Druel (2008) developed a conceptual framework aimed to 
clarify the misinterpretations arose around the topic and focused on the concept of low-end 
encroachment. At this purpose, they identified three scenarios that in offering a synthesis of different 
studies could also suggest more practical implications for managers.  

In coherence with the low-end disruption of Christensen and Ryanor (2003), a first scenario occurs when 
the innovation doesn’t open a new market but covers a limited portion of existing demand; a second 
scenario is instead related to the identification of a limited demand, only incrementally different from the 
low-end; and finally a third scenario is instead characterized by the creation of a new demand, with needs 
completely different from the existing low-end market. All those scenarios are coherent with the nature of 
KETs and mainly rely on their capacity to create new market demands, niches and large mass, as well as 
on positioning firms’ value propositions on low-end or high-end existing or nascent demands. 

The focus on the technological perspective assumes a new challengeable dimension at the light of the 
new knowledge-intensive technologies, also defined as KETs, that are causing radical innovation in 
market and society. Those technologies are characterized by cross-industries profiles of application; their 
pervasiveness is determining rapid innovation cycles and calls for continuous updating of competencies at 
both at individual and organizational level (Romano et al., 2016; Foray, et al., 2011). Their usage is 
nurturing a highly skilled employment demand and presents large potentialities in for the socio-economic 
development of society. 

KETs are determining structural changes in all the components of the economic system:  physical capital, 
human capital, organization of production facilities, labor practices, managerial and financial 
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organization of firms, geographical allocation of industries, industrial concentration, infrastructures, 
private-sectors financial institutions and financial instruments (Lipsey, et al. 1998). The level and the 
scale of these changes, which differ greatly from one technology to another, can produce some 
evolutionary effects. The main can be identified into the renewing of traditional sectors, through higher 
value added activities and new market niches; differentiating technologically from existing specialization 
into related fields; starting new economic activities, through radical technological changes and 
breakthrough innovations; and taking advantage of new forms of innovation, such as open and user-
centric innovation, social innovation and service innovation (Romano, et al., 2016; Weber & Schaper-
Rinkel, 2016; Freemann, 2009).  

KETs feed into many different industrial value chains and sectors, in heterogeneous ways (Romano, et 
al., 2014). Their multidisciplinary profile describes trends of convergence and integration across different 
industries and knowledge domains. This is the reason behind their contribution of catalysis expected for 
strengthening and modernizing of the industrial bases, as well as for driving the development of entirely 
new knowledge intensive industries (Romano et al., 2016; EC, 2009).  

In this view, KETs can be assumed as disruptive technologies in accordance with the primary definition 
of Christensen (1997) and as basis for the creation of disruptive innovation in terms of products, 
processes, and organizational models, as resulting by the advancement on the theory (Christensen & 
Raynor, 2003). 

3. Knowledge-intensive Entrepreneurship: towards an exploitation of KETs 

into valuable disruptive innovation 

Starting from the role of KETs in the characterization of the entrepreneurial economy, this section offers 
a throughout literature review on the knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship with the aim to demonstrate 
how it can be assumed as key process to exploit KETs into innovation for market and society.  

Knowledge intensive entrepreneurship is a crucial process for economic growth, productivity and 
employment (Wennekers and Thurik, 1999) and for regional development (Venkataraman, 2004). It 
embraces all the activities and conditions at individual, organizational and system level to realize the shift 
“from idea to market”, to convert a technology-based idea into a business opportunity and a successful 
venture capable to generate economic and social value, can also be characterized as an individual attribute 
(e.g. Byers et al., 2010), a capability (e.g. Hindle and Yencken, 2004), a strategy (e.g. Hitt, et al., 2001) 
and a system (e.g. Abetti, 1992). 

Since the key role of the KETs for generating disruptive innovation, knowledge intensive 
entrepreneurship can be interpreted as technology entrepreneurship. This is in line with the fact that 
technologies reveal as really important factors for stimulating and activating the innovation process 
(Schumpeter, 1934). Byers et al. (2010) defined technological entrepreneurship as a style of business 
leadership that involves identifying high-potential, technology-intensive commercial opportunities, 
gathering resources such as human capital and financial capital, and managing rapid growth and 
significant risk using principled decision-making skills. Technology ventures exploit breakthrough 
advances in science and engineering to develop better products and services for customers Differently 
from a traditional or market-driven entrepreneurship a technology-driven one moves from the primary 
identification of a technology toexplore a market need toward which the technical know-how can be 
exploited (Gemmell at al., 2011; Scott, et al., 2007). Overcoming the temporal sequences of the actions at 
the basis of the two different entrepreneurial processes, the main differences emerging by comparing the 
two stereotypes are identifiable into their familiarity they have with technological knowledge. The first 
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bases the competitiveness of the entrepreneurial venture on the technical know-how by which to explore 
an unknown market’s demand, while the second bases on the market knowledge the ground for the 
development of the entrepreneurial venture and later will operate to identify technological solution for 
satisfy the market’s demand (Scott, et al. 2007). 

By highlighting the importance to cope with uncovered opportunity and uncertainty and to learn from 
uncertain and complex technologies, knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship arises as a learning process 
that needs to be sustained continuously at individual, organizational and system level (Cope, 2005, Rae, 
2006; Gemmell, et al., 2011; Erdélyi, 2010). At individual level, the continuous learning process allows 
entrepreneurs to develop and grow (Kenworthy & McMullan, 2013; Corbett, 2005). At 
corporate/organisational level, entrepreneurial organisations “Technology intensive” can be distinguished 
by non-entrepreneurial firms because they are likely to use creativity based learning as well as unlearning 
and experiential learning since they operate in dynamic and complex environment. Finally, at system (and 
network) level (Abetti, 1992), it is necessary to consider the learning dynamics and knowledge 
integration phases among all the inter-dependent stakeholders (individuals, entrepreneurs, companies, 
research centers, universities, financial operators and institutions) operating within an entrepreneurial 
ecosystem for influencing potentially the economy as a whole (Iansiti and Levien, 2004). 

 (Minniti and Bygrave, 2001). The comprehension of the main characteristics of knowledge intensive 
entrepreneurship suggests the need of shifting from a static perspective, i.e. a trait-based approach, to a 
dynamic and non-linear view, i.e. a learning-based approach (Cope, 2005, Rae, 2006; Gemmell, et al., 
2011; Erdélyi, 2010; Wang and Chug, 2014). Accordingly, knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship is a 
permanent learning process that continuously needs to be enhanced (Cope and Watts, 2000). Learning is a 
strategic and central process in knowledge intensive entrepreneurship, given the growing significance of 
science technology innovation in new venture creation or in renewing existing companies. The literature 
allows to characterize different profile of Knowledge intensive entrepreneurs, that present some common 
elements such as the creativity and deepen knowledge of technological domains complemented by the 
risk taking, pro-activeness and goal attainment, around the categories of emergent young, academic, 
former, family entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs (Secundo, et al., 2016; Giacon, 2008).  All this makes 
evident the strict link existing between KETs and knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship. In a cause-effect 
perspective, it is possible to say that one doesn’t exist without the other. And that the full disruptive 
exploitation of the KETs into valuable innovation requires the creation of competencies and behaviors in 
the field of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship.  

The figure 1 offers a synthetic representation of the role assumed by the knowledge-intensive 
entrepreneurship in exploiting areas of entrepreneurial opportunities emerging from the convergence of 
KETs’ potential applications and emerging needs from market and society.  
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Figure 1:  From Knowledge-intensive Entrepreneurship to disruptive innovation 

The figure 1 represents the overlapping area between KETs and Market and societal needs that constitutes 
the zone where disruptive innovation opportunities can arise. Here, the needs of the society are analyzed 
with the lenses of KETs, to find out how it is possible to create new products, services and tools that 
could better satisfy new market and society needs. The Knowledge Intensive entrepreneurship process 
will guide the converting of a technology-based idea into a business opportunity and a successful venture 
capable to generate economic and social value opportunities, resulting so in the disruptive innovation.  

Forms of disruptive innovation resulting from the process of knowledge intensive entrepreneurship 
applied to areas opportunities could be identified in:  

• new products, services, processes and organizational models, in other words corporate 
entrepreneurship (Christensen, 2004); 

• creation of new companies by individuals which industrializes/commercializes a new product, 
process or service or is positioning on low-end market, known as individual entrepreneurship 
(Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1999); 

• start-up or spin-off company which valorizes the results of a given research conducted in a 
scientific-technological domain, capitalizes distinctive know-how and competencies, or realizes 
technology transfer processes and matching university-company, known as academic 
entrepreneurship, (Giacon, 2008).  

• entrepreneurial initiative primarily devoted to the creation of social value, instead of profits and 
economic advantages for company’s holders and investors, known as social entrepreneurship 
(Haugh, 2005; Martin & Osberg, 2007). 
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It is worth to note that the disruptive innovation generated by the knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship is 
a virtuous process of nurturing both the domain of KETs and market and societal needs, this is because 
the innovations achieved offer twofold contributions in terms of new opportunities and advancement of 
research in the technological domains covered by KETs as well as the creation of new market niches. 
This impacts positively on the creation of larger and new areas of entrepreneurial development in a 
continuous and positive process of socio-economic wellness. 

Conclusions 

With the aim to contribute at the advancement of the debate on the disruptive innovation associated to the 
emergence of KETs, the paper has presented a conceptualization of the knowledge-intensive 
entrepreneurship, as core process and attitude enabling the full exploitation of the advanced technical 
know-how into valuable innovation. In a neo-schumpeterian perspective, the paper referred to the current 
socio-economic context as knowledge economy, in reason of the knowledge-intensive nature of KETs, as 
well as to the entrepreneurship as primary process to concretize innovation.  In reason of their inter-
sectorial and knowledge intensive profile, KETs present the potentialities of changing the present 
configurations of market and society, by causing new industrial configurations and the enhancement of 
productiveness. They are expected to create new products and services, to create new industries and 
innovate the existing ones, by allowing to satisfy the global social and economic challenges.  

As result of the virtuous combination of intellectual and entrepreneurial capital (Romano, et al., 2014), 
capacity of managing under uncertainty and risk-taking, and ability to identify and exploit previous 
unexplored opportunities (Secundo et al., 2016; Byers, et al, 2010, knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship 
is the process that makes concrete the exploitation of KETs into valuable innovation for market and 
society. The emergence of new demands of goods and services, as result of the major knowledge 
expressed by the market or conditioned by enhancement of the expectation of life, will cause a strong 
acceleration into the diffusion of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship.  Its relevance in a disruptive 
innovation perspective is due to the contribution. However, the full achievement of those objectives 
requires new conceptual and behavioral models. The nurturing of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship, 
as theorized in this paper, will be necessary to allow the full exploitation of KETs and their valorization 
into sustainable innovation. The future moves towards scales that are more and more reduced in terms of 
space but faster and accelerated under a temporal perspective. 

Implications for theory and policy makers. Two main kinds of implications arise. A first one can be 
identified for theory into the need of deepening the centrality of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship 
focused on KETs in the debate on disruptive innovation, also through the empirical studies and 
comparative analysis referred to different industries, geographical contexts and families of technologies. 
Secondly, a practical implication arises for the agenda of policy makers. The study highlights the 
importance of investing in policies and instruments to sustain the development of knowledge-intensive 
entrepreneurship, unique lever for the full exploitation of the technical know-how available. However, the 
recent experience of European countries and regions involved into structured process of creation of new 
enterprises and startups suggests the primary need of creating a favorable entrepreneurial socio-economic 
context, in order to avoid the failure of policies focused on the entrepreneurial development (Del Vecchio 
& De Maggio, 2016; Mazzuccato, 2015). 
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Abstract 
 

This work enters the debate on open innovation by analyzing the effects of its adoption on innovation 

performance, distinguishing between two different open innovation strategies - joint development and 

R&D outsourcing - and considering the mediating role of context-related issues. The research is 

performed on patents of a sample of worldwide top R&D spending companies from the technology 

hardware & equipment industry. Results show that open innovation adoption - in particular R&D 

outsourcing - positively affects innovation performance. 

 

Keywords: Innovation performance; open innovation; R&D outsourcing; patent data. 
 

Introduction 

 
The open innovation (OI) paradigm (Chesbrough, 2003) has found a ready audience amongst 

scholars, business people and policy makers who recognize new opportunities to innovate in the 

access to external sources of knowledge and technology.  

 

This work enters the debate on OI by analyzing the effects of OI adoption on innovation 

performance, distinguishing between two different OI strategies - joint development and R&D 

outsourcing - and considering the mediating role of context-related issues. Figure 1 displays the 

relationships under investigation.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1:  Theoretical framework 

 
In summary, the following research questions are posed: 

RQ1: How does OI adoption relate to innovation performance? 

RQ2: Which are the differences among OI strategies in terms of effects on innovation performance? 

RQ3: How do context features mediate the effects of OI on innovation performance?  
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Innovation
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Methodology 

 
Patent data are employed to assess both OI adoption and innovation performance. 

The research is performed on patents of a sample of worldwide top R&D spending companies from 

the technology hardware & equipment industry. The sampled firms are selected from The EU 

Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard. 

 

PATSTAT database is used as the source of patent data and a PHP based software was developed to 

support data collection. For each company, the list of subsidiaries is extracted from consolidated 

annual reports. Thereafter, the names of both the parent company and its subsidiaries are searched in 

the assignee field, i.e. firms are assumed to have a patent portfolio consisting of the current granted 

patents of both parent companies and subsidiaries. Only claimed priorities related to already granted 

technologies are examined, since these are considered to be the high-value applications (Johnstone et 

al., 2012). 

 

The year of analysis is 2005, given the need of evaluating an ex-post patent quality indicator, being 

2005 the latest period for which information is available in the PATSTAT 2013 version. Indeed, data 

from 2006 to 2013 are employed to investigate forward citations received from external parties (i.e. 

self-citations are excluded), which are used as a proxy of innovation performance. As a matter of 

fact, when a patent is cited within future applications, a higher technical importance can be presumed: 

patents that are cited are more relevant, influent and innovative than disregarded ones (Albert et al., 

1991; Alcácer and Gittelman, 2006; Dahlin and Behrens, 2005; Lahiri, 2010; Mazzucato and 

Tancioni, 2012; Miller et al., 2007; Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001). Fleming and Sorenson (2004) 

argued that the number of forward citations of a patent highly correlates with its technological 

importance. In order to ensure consistency, the analysis is confined to citations received from patents 

filed at the USPTO, since the propensity to cite prior art varies among offices. As a matter of fact, 

when applying to the USPTO, applicants have a so-called “duty of candor” in dealing with the office, 

which includes a duty to disclose any knowledge of prior art to the examiner, and the same examiners 

tend to add other references deemed relevant (Bakker et al., 2016).  

The variable FWD_CIT is thus defined as the number of external forward citations received by the 

patent. 

 

As to OI adoption, three categories of patents are defined according to the innovation strategy 

adopted by the focal company to obtain it: 

 

• patents developed with the use of only internal resources, without engaging external actors; 

• patents developed with the use of external partners. When the focal firm is found as the only 

assignee, but some inventors do not belong to it, it is reasonable to suppose that a part of the 

development process was outsourced to third parties; 

• co-patents, jointly developed by the focal company with one or more 

organizations/coassignees, after a collaborative perspective. 

 

In order to gauge such categories, different steps are followed. Before starting the analysis, any 

inventor disclosed in the assignee field was removed, so that only organizations were reported as 

assignees. After this intervention, all the patent documents disclosing the focal company in the 

assignee field are analyzed. If two or more assignees are uncovered in the assignee field, the patent is 

labeled as joint, according to many scholars (Al-Ashaab et al., 2011; Kim and Song, 2007; Michelino 

et al., 2017). Otherwise, the inventors’ affiliation is detected. For each inventor, following 

Cammarano et al. (2017a; 2017b), information is detected in order to uncover whether companies 

absorb knowledge from external inventors by outsourcing part of the development of the focal 

technology. Hence, the inventors’ affiliation in 2005 was detected by analyzing their curriculum vitae 

extracted from websites and platforms like Linkedin, Xing, Zoominfo, Academia, Research Gate, 

Google Scholar, Scopus, etc. Therefore, we assume that the existence of inventors belonging to firms 

different from the focal company is a proxy of R&D outsourcing services provided by their 

organizations to the patent owner, signaling OI adoption. 
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Accordingly, four dummy variables are defined: CLOSED, OUTSOURCING and JOINT_DEV - 

depending on the patent category registered - and OPEN, which includes patents deriving from both 

outsourcing and joint development. 

Furthermore, the following context features are analyzed: 

• the AGE of the focal company; 

• the SIZE of the patent portfolio of the focal company, signaling its potential innovative 

capacity; 

• the R&D intensity (RD_INT) of the focal company, i.e. the ratio of R&D expenditure on net 

sales, as the effort put in place for innovation. 

 

Results 

 
Results are obtained as to 12,090 patents applied by 82 companies in the technology hardware & 

equipment industry. Only 0.7% (86) of the analysed patents were jointly developed, whereas R&D 

outsourcing is far more widespread, with 13.7% (1.660). 

 

Regression analyses of the innovation performance variable FWD_CIT using OI adoption and 

strategies as predictors are respectively shown in Table 1 and 2. For each of them five models are 

introduced: the first without context features, the following three by introducing one context feature 

at time, and the last simultaneously considering all of them.  

 

OI adoption - in particular R&D outsourcing - positively affects innovation performance. Both firm 

age and the size of patent portfolio have a negative moderating effect on it, whereas R&D intensity is 

a positive moderator. 
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Table 1. Regression models for innovation performance as dependent from OI adoption and context features 

 

Model Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Model summary 
Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. 

0,000 5,000 0,025 0,002 12,397 0,000 0,014 84,296 0,000 0,006 34,241 0,000 0,015 44,952 0,000 

Independents: B t Sig. B t Sig. B t Sig. B t Sig. B t Sig. 

Constant 4,839 69,621 0,000 5,245 45,726 0,000 5,731 58,398 0,000 3,873 28,257 0,000 5,202 23,221 0,000 

OPEN 0,409 2,236 0,025 0,381 2,084 0,037 0,376 2,072 0,038 0,377 2,032 0,042 0,416 2,255 0,024 

AGE     -0,008 -4,448 0,000         -0,001 -0,558 0,577 

SIZE         0,000 -12,788 0,000     0,000 -10,396 0,000 

RD_INT                   0,081 7,864 0,000 0,039 3,396 0,001 

 
Table 2. Regression models for innovation performance as dependent from OI strategies and context features 

 

Model Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Model summary 
Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. Adj. R2 F Sig. 

0,000 2,945 0,053 0,002 8,632 0,000 0,014 56,533 0,000 0,006 23,675 0,000 0,015 36,418 0,000 

Independents: B t Sig. B t Sig. B t Sig. B t Sig. B t Sig. 

Constant 4,839 69,620 0,000 5,247 45,738 0,000 5,731 58,400 0,000 3,864 28,171 0,000 5,194 23,178 0,000 

OUTSOURCING 0,445 2,382 0,017 0,421 2,255 0,024 0,415 2,234 0,025 0,439 2,318 0,020 0,475 2,517 0,012 

JOINT_DEV -0,293 -0,382 0,702 -0,399 -0,521 0,602 -0,365 -0,480 0,632 -0,802 -1,051 0,293 -0,693 -0,912 0,362 

AGE     -0,008 -4,472 0,000         -0,001 -0,571 0,568 

SIZE         0,000 -12,792 0,000     0,000 -10,380 0,000 

RD_INT                   0,081 7,930 0,000 0,040 3,457 0,001 
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Abstract  
 

In the process of globalization and European integration the values and structure of the society is being 
changed at present. The rapid economic growth, the Slovak economy openness and the development of 
investment instruments have brought the new challenges also into the area of employment policy. 
Nonetheless, the active assistance of a state is needed so that the future of sustainable development and of 
life in dignity for every citizen would not be endangered. This article analyses the current problems of 
labour integration of unemployed people in Slovakia. The aim of this article is to identify legal provisions 
regulating the economic support of labour integration of unemployed persons. This article also mentions 
conditions for establishment of social enterprises of labour integration, which represent the significant 
subjects of social economy.  

Keywords: unemployed persons, social enterprise, de minimis aid, legal act, 
 
Introduction 
 
The United Nations Organisation from its establishment accentuates inter alia also the protection of rights 
of citizens of its Member States. This international organisation in its International Bill of Human Rights 
of 10th December 1948 bound its Member States to guarantee the right of everyone to work, to free 
choice of employment, to just a favourable conditions of work and the protection against unemployment. 
Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself or herself and 
his or her family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means 
of social protection. (Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly.) Several Member States have 
incorporated these rights to their legal systems. Besides the United Nations also the European Union 
adopted the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union regulating the protection of social 
rights of citizens of its Member States. (OJ EU C 30. 3. 2010) In the Constitution of the Slovak Republic 
the right to work and employment for all citizens that want to work is stipulated. All Member States of 
the United Nations consider the policy of employment and creating the well suited legal and economic 
conditions as their priority, because the people are creating the profile of their personality in his or her 
active interaction with the real life context. It is the long life process of building and development of 
preconditions for the individual in order to realize himself or herself as the creative, mature and socially 
capable personality. (Schavel, 2016) The employment has the irreplaceable position in the life of every 
person. It represents the vital precondition of his or her dignified existence, it brings not only the material 
benefits, but also gives the feeling of self-realisation and social utility. (Buchtová, 2002). This scientific 
study is composed in such a way to clarify the system of legal and economic instruments that are 
influencing the labour integration of unemployed persons. At the same time we have focused also on the 
basic principle of labour relationships, which is the prohibition of discrimination. In the larger context we 
have clarified the subject of social economy – the social enterprise, which is the suitable instrument for 
the labour integration of unemployed persons.  
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Objectives and Methodology  
 
The goal of scientific study is to present the current the legal framework concerning the labor integration 
of unemployed persons   in Slovakia and economic instruments which support employment and social 
innovation in Slovakia. In   this scientific study variety of scientific methods were  applied. The main 
method of the study is the analysis, which was  used for the analysis of the contemporary legislation 
related to the finance aid instruments aimed at the integration of unemployed into the work process 
inclusion, as well as the analysis of the selected social enterprise in Slovakia. The attention was  focused 
on the quantification of the financial resources for creating new work position using public finance 
resources for this purpose.  

Basic theoretical starting points  

One of the biggest current social problems of the market economy in the Slovak Republic is the 
unemployment. The unemployment in the market economy can be characterised as the non-realised offer 
of labour in the labour market. It takes place in a moment, when the offer of labour force in the market is 
higher than the demand for it. (Hetteš, 2013) Referring to the mentioned arguments the definition of the 
unemployment of the International Labour Organisation have to be highlighted which defines 
unemloyment in a following way: unemployment covers people who are: out of work, want a job, have 

actively sought work in the previous four weeks and are available to start work within the next fortnight; 

or out of work and have accepted a job that they are waiting to start in the next fortnight. (ILO, 2017) It 
causes the serious economic problem to a state and at the same time it causes the unemployed individuals 
the social and health problems. (Žatkovičová, Dóci, 2012) The unemployment has economic and social 
consequences for the unemployed persons. Among economic consequences of unemployed can be 
ranked: rising costs connected with the elimination of unemployment and its of consequences, the 
necessity to pay the unemployment support and social allowances to unemployed persons, the losses in 
the tax area and in the area of social insurance which represent the burden of the state budget, the 
unemployment support and social allowances which reduce the revenue side of the state budget, the 
reduction of salaries in case of allocation to the job with lower remuneration, the loss of production and 
income, wasting of financial resources of the state, increasing the state budget deficit, drop in the Gross 
Domestic Product, loss of qualification and the costs of requalification, non-using the potential of labour 
force, lack of using the concrete abilities, skills and knowledge of individuals, the devaluation of the 
value of human capital. As the social consequences of unemployment are considered: social exclusion, 
increase of social tension, disruption of social reconciliation, marginalisation of groups of unemployed 
persons, inability to develop social, cultural and spiritual activities as the consequence of lack of financial 
resources, reduction of incomes, reduction of living standard of unemployed person and his or her family, 
material shortage and the inability of the family to ensure the everyday running of the household and to 
satisfy the basic life needs of the members of the family. „Pilot iniciative of the European Investment 
Fund – Social Impact Accelarator (SIA) started to satisfy the growing need of equity finance supporting 
social enterprises. It promotes social inclusion by a) providing alternative sources of employment to 
marginalised social groups, and b) contributing to growth." (Saxunova, 2015) „The risk situations such as 
loss of employment, in many cases affects in a negative way the self-evaluation of a person, reduces his 
self-esteem, and leads to a feeling of inferiority.“ (Treľová, 2014)  

Legal and Economic Instrument of Labour Integration Unemployed Persons 

One of the most pressing problems of the current global society is the labour integration of the 
unemployed persons. The task of the market policy is to ensure the conditions so that every inhabitant 
could enforce this right. States are adopting various legal instruments to this end. The Slovak Republic 
adopted several legal and economic instruments to support the labour integration of unemployed persons. 
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The problematic of the employment and labour relations are regulated in the Act No. 311/2001 coll. 
Labour Code. In addition to this complex legal norm the Act No. 5/2004 Coll. on the Services of 
Employment as amended regulates the right to access to employment. The right to access to employment 
is the right of every citizen who wants to work, is able to work and is searching for the job – for services 
aimed at assistance and support of his or her access to the labour market, as well as the continuance of the 
disadvantaged applicant for job in the labour market for minimum period of six following calendar 
months. The legislation already approved also contains economic instruments of the state making an 
access to the employment easier. Within the framework of employment policy the employers have to treat 
the employees in accordance with the principle of equal treatment that is stipulated in the Act No. 
365/2004 Coll. on Equal Treatment in Some Areas and on the Protection Against Discrimination as 
amended. In addition to this legal norm also the Constitution of the Slovak Republic – the Constitutional 
Act No. 460/1992 Coll. as amended in its article 12 paragraph 2 guarantees the fundamental rights and 
freedoms to everyone regardless of sex, race, colour, language, belief and religion, political affiliation or 
other conviction, national or social origin, nationality or ethnic origin, property, descent or any other 
status. The Act No. 311/2001 Coll. Labour Code stipulates in its Article 6 of its fundamental principles 
that women and men have the right to equal treatment as regards the access to employment, remuneration 
and career at work, vocational training and working conditions. The Labour Code prohibits the 
discrimination of employees on the grounds of sex, marital status and family status, sexual orientation, 
race, colour of skin, language, age, unfavourable health conditions or disability, genetic properties, belief, 
religion, political or other conviction, activity in trade unions, national or social origin, affiliation in the 
nationality or ethnic group. According to article 13 of the Labour Code if the employer would infringe the 
principle of equal treatment the employee has the right to file the complaint on the grounds of 
infringement of equal treatment principle. The employer is obliged to reply to this complaint without 
unnecessary delay, to remedy the situation, to stop continuing such action and to remove of its 
consequences. The principle of equal treatment is specifically elaborated in paragraph 13 of the Labour 
Code, which stipulates the obligation of the employer to deal equally with all his employees. This is 
already a prohibition of discrimination in labour relations. (Treľová, 2015). It is obvious that in Slovakia 
the favourable conditions for employment are created not only for citizens of the Slovak Republic, but 
also for foreigners. In comparison to other Member States of the European Union there is high level of 
unemployment in Slovakia, however, it has decreasing tendency comparing to the previous years.  

From the legal point of view the free movement of workers covers all phases of the performance of job 
starting with the searching for the job, its performance, the stay of worker in one member state for the 
purpose of searching for the new job. (Barancová, 2010) According to Morabito and Sergi „migration 
requires a systemic approach and qualified control“ (Morabito, Sergi, 2016) and Saxunova adds „rules of 
financing”, as well. (Saxunová, 2016) The EU needs to establish a demand-driven labor immigration 
policy to ensure its future prosperity and economic growth.” 

The part of the legislative instruments is  the Act No. 358/2015 Coll. on Adjustment of Certain Relations 
in state aid and de minimis aid and on amendments and supplements to certain acts. The Act on the state 
aid dealing with the issues of certain relations in the area of the  aid de minimis and the latest amendments 
in the legislation. The state aid is provided to the selected subjects from the public resources. It is 
provided to the regions that are achieving results below 75 % of GDP average per capita in the EU. The 
regulation constitutes the terms of providing the state aid and the terms for the aid de minimis. Recepients 
of the aid de minimis do not have the obligation to report the aid accepted after 1 January 2016. 
According to the paragraph 13.1 of the Act on the state aid the provider of the state aid is obliged to 
report to the Central register the date on the aid provided, the data on their recipients utilizing electronic 
formular within 5 days after the aid is received. The unemployment directly influences the behaviour of 
individuals, as well as the social relations. The social consequence of unemployment of individual is the 
reduction of his or her living standard, social isolation, the loss of working habits, skills and professional 
abilities. The accompanying phenomenon of long-term unemployed persons is also their exclusion to the 
margin of society.  
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According to the statistics of the Central Office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family in December 2016 
the level of recorded unemployment was 8,76 %. If we take into account the data from the year 2015, 
where the level of unemployment was 10,63 %, it means certain decrease. (Ministry of Labour, Social 
Affairs and Family of the SR, 2017) The situation in the area of long-term unemployment is being 
improved as well. The negative side of the employment policy is the fact that among unemployed persons 
there are more often persons with university education. From among graduates of 2nd degree university 
education the biggest proportion of unemployed graduates was in September 2016 in the area of social 
sciences, sciences and services I and II (32,91 % and 25,63 %) and technical sciences I (12,28 %). On the 
contrary, the lowest portion in the overall number of unemployed graduates were noted in the same 
period in the areas of sciences about art with 2,53 %, medical and pharmaceutical sciences with 3,09 %, 
military and security sciences with 4,41 %, agricultural and forest and veterinary sciences with 5,19 %, 
natural sciences with 6,77 % and technical sciences II with 7,18 %. (Ministry of Economy of the SR, 
2017)  

The Act on the Services of Employment enables to provide economic support from the state budget to 
creating the new jobs. According to article 51a of the Act on the Services of Employment in the year 
2016 the financial support to create the new job was provided to 3087 young employees (until 29 years of 
age) in the overall amount of 12.978.320 EUR. In the interest of the development of local and regional 
employment on the basis of article 50j of the Act on the Services of Employment in the year 2016 were 
supported 2087 disabled job applicants in the overall amount of 7.803.741 EUR. The abovementioned 
factors suggest that in the Slovak Republic the economic instruments to support the employment are 
being used. (Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the SR, 2017).  

The state aid represents the economic instrument for starting the business for soleproprietors, in 2016 (§ 
49) there were 8 249 299 EUR provided as the state aid to them and 1951 new jobs created. It is a part of 
the scheme of the aid de minimis, the scheme DM – 16/2014 is for supporting employment. It is complied 
to the aforementioned Act 358/2015 Coll.  To ensure that aid is proportionate and limited to the amount 
necessary, the Commission Regulation (EU) No 1407/2013 of 18 December 2013 on the application of 
Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to de minimis aid (OJ EU L 
352, 24. 12. 2013) is applied. The primary legislation EU, the Article 107(1) of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) lays down the principle that State aid is prohibited. Article 
107(1) TFEU has the ultimate goal of ensuring the compatibility of national policies with the EU’s 
objective of achieving an internal market. It has therefore been pointed out that the „Treaty requires that 

the application of State aid rules must never produce a result which is contrary to the Treaty rules 

governing free movement.“ (Biondi, Farley, 2011) In certain cases, however, such aid may be compatible 
with the internal market on the basis of Articles 107(2) and 107(3) TFEU. To follow the interest of 
cohesion policy in Slovakia there is also attention paid to the social economy. The social economy is 
something of a contested concept, and intra-national differences in terminology and usage make it 
difficult to derive a consistent definition. There is however some consensus, particularly among 
continental European countries, that the social economy includes co-operatives, associations, mutuals and 
foundations. This derives from the French legalistic approach to defining the social economy, first 
employed in the 1970s (Monzon, Chavez, 2012). Social economy is not developed yet in Slovakia 
althought it contributes to the unemployment elimination and just wealth distribution.  

The legal instrument in Slovakia supporting the employment is the institute of social enterprise regulated 
in article 50b of the Act on the Services of Employment. According to that legal regulation the social 
enterprise of labour integration is considered the entity that is employing employees who prior to their 
admission to employment were disadvantaged applicants for employment in the amount representing at 
minimum 30 % from the overall number of its employees. The status of social enterprise of labour 
integration is recognised by the Central Office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family by its decision on the 
basis of the written application of the legal entity or natural person, if the conditions are met.. The 
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activities of these social enterprises of labour integration serve to provide the job to citizens who were the 
disadvantaged applicants for job, are employed in the social enterprise of labour integration and are 
taking part in its activities in the position of its employees. The social enterprise of labour integration 
provides the temporary employment to them, within which they can develop their labour skills and thus it 
becomes the „prep” for their access to the open labour market – for the employment in the ordinary 
enterprise. (Social Enterprise of Labour Integration, Manual 2017) The social enterprise of labour 
integration represents one of the instruments of social economy which could potentially ensure the 
creation of new jobs inter alia for those groups of applicants who face problems in finding job in the 
labour market, such as long-term unemployed persons. Social economy is not developed in Slovakia, it 
could potentionally support creating a new working positions. The social economy employs over 11 
million people in the EU, accounting for 6 % of total employment. (EU, 2009)  

Briefly the social enterprise could be defined as the bridge of social inclusion. In comparison to other 
entities in the market the main aim of social enterprise is not to achieve profit, but in particular to pursue 
some social goal. In addition to its social purpose, which is the creating the new jobs for disadvantaged 
job applicants, the social enterprise of labour integration pursues also the economic goal, which is the 
ensuring the income through the sale of products or providing services. The state supports from the public 
resources the functioning of social enterprises of labour integration. As of 1st August 2017 there were 7 
enterprises of this type registered in Slovakia in the portal of the Central Office of Labour, Social Affairs 
and Family of the Slovak Republic. The number of the Slovak social enteprises rapidly decreased. 
According to the study the social economy in the European Union assessed the share of the population 
involved in social entrepreneurship as 4,1 % in Belgium, 7,5 % in Finland, 3,1 % in France, 3,3 % in 
Italy, 5,4 % in Slovenia and 5,7 % in the United Kingdom. (EU, 2009)  

Such an example in Slovakia there is the social enterprise Nezábudka, which obtained the status of the 
social enterprise in May 2009. It is not a profit organization. It is the business which provides the social 
services for seniors in the region. The organization employs 35 full-time employees (by December 2016). 
The enterprise received 203.520 EUR subsidy from the state, which is 36,51 % from the overal budget 
and the contribution from the local municipal government 50.700 EUR. (Annual Report, Nezábudka, 
2016). This social enterprise generates profit in its own operations, receives gifts from sponsors etc. 
Emplyees are pure enthusiasts because their monthly salary is lower than 800 EUR. From the pespective 
of contemporary theory there are social services of general interest, which are those that respond to the 
needs of vulnerable citizens, and are based on the principles of solidarity and equal access. Social 
services of general interest: these include social security schemes covering the main risks of life and a 
range of other essential services provided directly to the persons that play a preventive and socially 
cohesive/inclusive role. (Implementing, 2006). The threshold of the social enterprise is „an enthusiastic 
entrepreneur not driven by profit”, often with personal experience of the kind, has the needed 
psychological knowledge about the quality of the people with mentioned barriers, empathy for those 
people, who have the idea and take on potential employees without work experience or employees who 
are limited by their disabilities. The managers running these businesses emphasize that for the success of 
social enterprises the specific approach is crucial which includes a) no underestimating their workers and 
b) sustaining a determined marked focus. (Nízka, Saxunová, 2011)  

We believe that the problematics of the social enterprise that is regulated only in the Act on the services 
of the employment should be regulated by the particular Act on social businesses as it is in other states 
such as Finland (2003), Lithuania (2004) and Italy (2005). We think that Slovak legislation should define 
the social business more precisely, because the social business is the subject of social economy, which 
main aim is not to create profit for its owners, but to achieve positive social influence. Its activity consists 
in service providing and the profit generated is used in social goals accomplishment.  
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In Slovakia also Regulation (EU) No 346/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 April 
2013 on European social entrepreneurship funds is applied. (OJ L 115, 25. 4. 2013) The regulation is 
compulsory for Slovakia and all business entities must fully apply it. This regulation is creating a 
favourable climate for social enterprises, key stakeholders in the social economy and innovation. The 
regulation was accepted following the Social Business Initiative (2011) and objectives set in the Europe 
2020 Strategy. It constitutes the common framework of the rules related to applying the designation 
„EuSEF“ for qualified social entrepreneurship funds. On the European Union level there has been a legal 
instrument approved for the social business regulation operating on the territory of the EU. Based on this 
regulation there is a social investment market created, partially created by investment funds targeting 
social undertakings that provide funding to these social undertakings.  

Conclusion  

Having in mind the positive development in the Slovak labour market and with respect to the mutually 
interconnected system of strategic support (economic and legal) of employment, there is high degree of 
unemployment. The inflow of foreign investors supports the regional and local employment. Providing 
the financial support on the basis of the Act on employment represents the effective solution for the 
creation of new jobs. In the concrete examples we have shown that there exist several economic and legal 
instruments that provide for the preconditions of labour integration of unemployed persons. Within the 
framework of the employment policy we think it is right that in providing the financial means from the 
state budget the focus should be on the effectiveness. By the introduction of legal construction of social 
enterprises of labour integration the Slovak labour legislation obtained the legal tool of supported labour 
market. They help to eliminate the unemployment and integrate people handicapped, or not qualified 
sufficiently or with other barriers (drug addicts, prisoners etc.). Social businesses are the stimulus of 
social changes. To support social business development European Union has adopted Regulation (EU) 
No 346/2013, which establishes uniform rules applicable to qualifying social entrepreneurship funds. A 
preventive approach would be favourable in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Prevention and 
activation measures mainly focusing on the start of the unemployment period should be strengthened and, 
where necessary, complemented. (Council Recommendation 2016/C 67/01) With regard to the stipulated 
aim of this study it can be clearly stated that the unemployment is the special feature of economies of 
transition, however, it is manifested also in the developed states. The unemployment directly influences 
the behaviour of individuals, and also the social relations. The social consequence of unemployment of 
individual is the reduction of his or her standard of living, social isolation, the loss of working habits, 
skills and professional abilities. The accompanying feature of long-term unemployed persons is their 
exclusion to the margin of society. The unemployment also influences the development of economy as 
well as the public finances. The unemployment represents inter alia one of the significant factors of 
successful economic development of country or region. Every state and society are seeking to achieve the 
full employment. From the point of view of economic variables the generally acceptable rate of 
unemployment represents around 4 %.  
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Abstract 

 
The purpose of the present study is to examine the relationships among knowledge management strategies 

(codification and personalization), innovation, and organizational performance in the İstanbul Stock Market 

businesses. Research suggests that knowledge management strategies are essential capabilities for effective 

innovation and organizational performance. Through analysis of surveys collected from 203 mid-level managers, 

the present model under the study was empirically tested using the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method for the 

model assessment and analysis of the relationships among constructs. Our results show that knowledge 

management strategies had a statistically significant and direct positive effect on innovation and organizational 

performance. Most outstandingly, the results indicate that knowledge management strategies had a positive and 

statistically significant effect on organizational performance through the partial mediation effect of innovation. 

Also, findings demonstrate a different effect of KM strategies on diverse dimensions of organizational 

performance. Conclusions of the present study may help academicians and managers in implementing 

knowledge management strategies for the purpose of enhancing the innovation, effectiveness, efficiency, 

profitability and in improving organizational performance. 

Keywords: Knowledge management strategies, Innovation, Organizational performance, BSC, Istanbul Stock 

Market 

1. Introduction 
 

Due to the fact that knowledge has been highlighted as a key strategic resource to create corporate 

value by academicians and practitioners (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Bhatt, et al., 2005; Choi and Lee, 2002; 

Conner and Prahalad, 1996; Drucker, 1993; King, 2001; Kogut and Zander,1992; Ndlela and du Toit, 

2001; Wu and Lin, 2009; Zack, 1999), enterprises striving to develop knowledge to the maximum 

level in view of achieving corporate goals and competition. However, whether an enterprise can 

effectively utilize and develop knowledge determines the pros and cons of knowledge management 

capabilities (KMC) (Grant, 1996; Tanriverdi, 2005; Zack, 1999). Gold et al. (2001) further indicated 

that the key contributions of KMC are improved ability to innovate, improved coordination of efforts, 

and rapid commercialization of new products (Gold et al., 2001). Understanding a firm’s KMC is 

essential to both providing competitive advantages and increasing firm performance (Andrew , 2005; 

Tanriverdi, 2005). 

KM strategies have become a primary issue for many companies (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). 

Numerous studies have shown that Knowledge Management (KM) strategies are able to help achieve 

or maintain success of contemporary organizations. Indeed, the implementation of KM strategies is 

said to be the best way to improve organization’s ability in various aspects such as innovation 

capacities (Brachos et al., 2007; Chang and Lee, 2008; Jiang and Li, 2009; Liao and Wu, 2010; Sáenz  

et al., 2009) and organizational performance (OP) indicators (Asoh et al., 2007); Bierly and Daly, 

2007; Choi et al., 2008; Ho, 2011; Kim and Gong, 2009; Liao et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009; Zack et 

al., 2009). KM strategies are broadly recognized that knowledge is a momentous resource for 

strategic organization in enhancing innovation and improving OP (Rhodes et al., 2008). Despite the 

increasing importance of knowledge as being a resource of strategic perspective, there is still lack of 

understanding the critical factors for the implementation of KM strategies (Garavelli  et al., 2004; 

Hwang, 2003; Maier and Remus, 2003). Although there are a large number of KM strategies 

frameworks, organizations still face difficulty with this part due to a lack of an integrated framework 

of its implementation (Chong et al., 2007; Chong et al., 2009).  
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On other hand, a number of studies have noted that KM strategies could play a major role in 

increasing innovation (Darroch and McNaughton, 2002; Forcadell and Guadamillas, 2002; Rhodes et 

al., 2008). However, there are limited empirical studies that investigate the relationship b

strategies and innovation (Rhodes et al., 2008)

KM strategies and its influence on innovation 

Correspondingly, several studies have indicated that KM strategies could play a major role in higher 

OP (Bierly and Daly, 2007; Choi et al., 2008

Chiang, 2005; Turner and Bettis, 2002

analyze the effect of KM strategies on OP 

investigated the relationship between KM strategies and the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) indicators 

(Chen and Mohamed, 2008; Lee and Lee, 2007; 

existing gap in the literature on KM strategies and its influence on OP 

2009. That gap is consistent with Kalling’

management texts that make an explicit connection between knowledge

2003). 

From the gaps listed above, the issue of the relationships among successful implementation of KM 

strategies, innovation, and OP is still unclear, and there are very limited studies in this area. 

Therefore, present study contributes to the previous studies by proposed theoretical framework which 

explains the relationships among KM strategies, innovation, and OP from the holist

knowledge and learning and knowledge

research model and summarized the hypothesis that will be tested in the present paper.
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and not land, labor, capital or the production of other elements. The success of 
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2009). Figure 1 shows the theoretical framework of the relationships among study’s variables.

As contributions to the body of knowledge, the theoretical framework of the present study is 

developed based on RBV and KBV theory perspectives. The proposed theoretical framework shown 

in Figure 1 describes the causal relationships among three variables 
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innovation (i.e. technological innovation, administrative innovation, radical innovation, and 
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knowledge and learning and knowledge-based view (RBV) perspectives. Fig. 1 shows graphically the 

the hypothesis that will be tested in the present paper. 
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2. Research Methodology 

 

2.1. Data collection and sample 
 

This is a quantitative cross-sectional study that utilized the survey questionnaire as the main 

instrument for the data collection. Hence, a self-completion, well-structured questionnaire was 

developed based on previous literature and was then distributed to a random sample where 

participation was completely voluntary. Sekaran (2003) stresses the importance of choosing the 

questionnaire language that approximates the level of understanding of the respondents. Given that 

the majority of the Turkish are communicating in Turkish language, questionnaire items of the study 

have been translated into Turkish language. The English version of the questionnaire has been 

translated into Turkish language by two independent translators. The Turkish version which has been 

translated by the first translator has been translated back to English by the second translator. The 

same was repeated to the second translator’s version. The two versions in both languages have been 

compared to resolve any differences. The final version following the amendments was then used for 

the data collection. 

 

The descriptive statistics of the sample showed that 53% of the respondents were male and 47% were 

female. Respondents aged between 25 and 35 years formed the largest age group and represented 

49.26% of the sample. The majority of respondents were bachelor degree and represented 76.31% 

 

2.2. Items Measurement 
 

The variables of this research are measured using multi-item scales tested in previous studies. Items 

for KM strategies are based on (Choi and Lee, 2002; Choi and Lee, 2003). The two measures of KM 

strategy developed by Choi and Lee (2002) and Choi and Lee (2003) were used: codification and 

personalization. Codification strategy was a four-item seven-point scale measuring how their firms 

manage knowledge about knowledge codification, knowledge acquisition from codified forms, 

documentation, and knowledge sharing through codified forms. Personalization strategy was a four-

item seven-point scale measuring how their firms manage knowledge about knowledge acquisition 

from experts and co-workers, face-to-face help by experts, informal dialogues for knowledge sharing, 

and knowledge acquisition by one-to-one mentoring. Innovation scale were adopted from (Singh and 

Smith, 2004; Prajogo and Sohol, 2003). Finally, performance measures are based on balanced 

scorecard outcomes (learning and growth, internal process, customer satisfaction and financial 

performance) were adopted from Blackmon’s (2008) study and created by the researcher according to 

Niven’s (2006) book. The major advantage of BSC is that it retains financial performance and 

supplements it with measures of the drivers of future potential. As knowledge management is an 

activity that penetrates the whole organization, and we consider BSC to be more appropriate to 

measure firm performance. Firm performance (FP) is measured on three dimensions: (i) financial 

performance encompassing marketing performance (growth, profitability, and customer satisfaction); 

(ii) process performance which refers to quality and efficiency; (iii) internal performance relating to 

individual capabilities (employees’ qualifications, satisfaction and creativity). The items that measure 

the Conceptual model were structured on a five-point Likert-type scale that ranged from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

3. Data Analysis and Results 
 

PLS is a component-based approach that is widely adopted in the IS field, and has several 

advantages: PLS is able to deal with reflective and formative constructs, and latent constructs under 

non-normal conditions, it is also able to handle more minimal demands on sample size than other 

methods (Urbach and Ahlemann, 2010). Therefore, PLS is appropriate for the analysis of our survey 

samples (N=203). In the data analysis section, the first step examined the measurement model in 

order to check the reliability and validity of the constructs, and the second step attempted to test the 

relationship between the latent constructs and hypotheses. In this study, SmartPLS 2.0 M3 software 
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(Ringle et al., 2005) was used in order to assess both the measurement model and the structural 

model. 
 

3.1. Measurement Model 
 

In order to validate the measurement model, internal consistency reliability, and the validity of 

convergent validity and discriminant validity were assessed. Internal consistency reliability was 

examined using composite reliability (CR) values. As shown in Table 3, all of the composite 

reliability values were above 0.7, ranging between 0.94 and 0.98, which satisfies the commonly 

acceptable level, as recommended by ((Fornell and Larcker, 1981). The results showed that all CR 

values were reliable. Convergent validity was assessed using two criteria (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; 

Hair et al., 2010): (1) all factor loadings should be significant and greater than 0.5 (Wixom and & 

Watson, 2001), and (2) average variance extracted (AVE) from each construct should exceed the 

threshold value of 0.5, as this indicates that 50% or more of the variance is explained by the 

indicators of the latent variable (Chin, 1998a). As shown in Table 1, all factor loadings exceed 0.6, 

the AVE values ranged between 0.58 and 0.91, and all values were above the acceptable level of 0.5. 

All the factor loadings and AVEs support the convergent validity of the constructs. As such, content 

validity, reliability, and convergent validity of the measurement instrument are all satisfactorily met 

in this research. As for discriminant validity, it is actually established when the square root of the 

AVE from the construct is greater than the correlation shared between the construct and other 

constructs in the model (Chin, 1998b). The discriminant validity of the measurement instrument is 

confirmed in this study given that the square root of the AVE from each construct is larger than all 

other cross-correlations with other constructs (see Table 2). 

 

Measurement reliability was assessed prior to data analysis. To assess the reliability of the measures, 

the Cronbach alpha coefficient was used. As shown in Table 1, the results showed that all the 

constructs had Cronbach alpha values greater than 0.7, indicating an acceptable level of measurement 

reliability (Nunnally, 1978). As the results of the test were satisfactory, all the items were retained for 

the survey. 
 

Table 1:  Measurement model results. 
 

Construct Range of Factor loadings Number of Items AVE CR Cronbach’s alpha 

Codification 0,895-0,942 4 0,838 0,954 0,935 

Personalization 0,889-0,918 4 0,820 0,948 0,927 

Innovativeness 0,804-0,904 14 0,740 0,975 0,973 

Learning and Growth 0,802-0,915 12 0,647 0,955 0,945 

Internal Process 0,608-0,909 12 0,699 0,965 0,960 

Customer Satisfaction 0,790-0,869 12 0,577 0,939 0,925 

Financial Performance 0,954-0,964 4 0,914 0,977 0,968 

 

aAverage variance extracted (AVE)=(summation of the square of the factor loadings)/{(summation of the square of the factor loadings)+(summation of the error 
variances)}. 
bComposite reliability (CR)=(square of the summation of the factor loadings)/{(square of the summation of the factor loadings)+(square of the summation of the error 

variances)}. 
 

Table 2: Correlation of constructs and the square root of AVEs 

  COD CS FP INN INTP LEAR PER 

COD 1,00             

CS 0,84 1,00           

FP 0,80 0,79 1,00         

INN 0,90 0,89 0,84 1,00       

INTP 0,80 0,88 0,78 0,86 1,00     

LEAR 0,85 0,86 0,83 0,92 0,87 1,00   

PER 0,86 0,82 0,75 0,90 0,82 0,86 1,00 

Note: The square roots of the constructs’ AVE values are shown in the diagonal line (in bold); non-diagonal elements are latent variable correlations. 
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3.2. Structural Model, Hypotheses Testing and Discussion 

 

This study follows Hair et al.’s (2003) five-step approach to measure structural model; that is, (1) 

collinearity assessment among the constructs, (2) structural model path coefficients, (3) coefficient of 

determination (R2 value), (4) effect size f2, and (5) predictive relevance Q2 and blindfolding. The 

details of each step appear below. 

 

The proposed hypotheses were tested using the bootstrap resampling estimation of PLS, as suggested 

by (Chin, 1998a). The test of the structural model consisted of path coefficients (β) and the 

coefficients of determination (R-square value). Path coefficients demonstrated the strength of the 

relationships between the dependent and independent constructs. Diamantopoulos and Siguaw (2000) 

classify path coefficients that are below 0.30 as (causing) moderate (effects), from 0.30 to 0.60 as 

strong, and above 0.60 as very strong. Table 3 shows the results of the hypothesis testing and 

structural relationships. R-square values indicated that the amount of variance is explained by the 

independent constructs. This study uses a resampling bootstrap method with 5000 along with each 

bootstrap sample containing the same number of observations as the original sample (i.e., 203 

bootstrap cases) to generate standard errors and t-values (Chin, 1998a; Hair et al., 2013). The study 

assesses estimated path relationships among the latent variables in the model through the sign and 

magnitude of path coefficients. The findings support H1, H2, H3c, H3d, H4a, H4b and from H5a to 

H5d. With H1, we examined the relationship between codification KM strategy and innovation. The 

result showed that codification KM strategy has a significant impact on innovation (β 0.46, t-

value=8.60, p < 0.01), which supports H1. In H2, we focused personalization KM strategy, and the 

findings supported H2; that is, the positive effect of personalization KM strategy on innovation was 

significant (β 0.50, t-value=9.55, p < 0.01). Yousif  et al (2013) showed that knowledge management 

strategies had a statistically significant and direct positive effect on innovation. Yousif  et al (2014) 

found that midlevel managers could play a critical role in insuring the successful implementation of 

knowledge management strategies. Regarding the relationship between codification KM strategy and 

organizational performance described in H3a, H3b, H3c and H3d, a positive relationship only existed 

between codification KM strategy and customer satisfaction (β 0.21, t-value=2.52, p < 0.05), 

financial performance (β 0.26, t-value=2.17, p < 0.05), which supports H3c and H3d. Regarding the 

relationship between personalization KM strategy and organizational performance described in H4a, 

H4b, H4c and H4d, a positive relationship only existed between personalization KM strategy and 

learning and growth (β 0.13, t-value=1.70, p < 0.1), internal process (β 0.19, t-value=1.70, p < 0.1), 

which supports H4a and H4b. Regarding the innovation between and organizational performance 

described in H5a, H5b, H5c and H5d, a positive relationship existed between innovation and learning 

and growth (β 0.71, t-value=7.88, p < 0.01), internal process (β 0.60, t-value=4.69, p < 0.01), 

customer satisfaction (β 0.65, t-value=6.60, p < 0.01) and financial performance (β 0.72, t-

value=5.48, p < 0.01), which supports H5a, H5b, H5c and H5d. Duy and Tuan (2014) showed that 

kms seen as playing an important mediating role in innovation between strategic knowledge 

management and firm performance. For example, Lopez-Nicolas and Mero˜no-Cerdan (2011) 

showed that the two knowledge management strategies of codification and personalization are 

mechanisms through which companies manage to achieve greater effectiveness and performance. 

Yousif et al. (2011) found that core requirements of knowledge management implementation 

(including critical successes factors of knowledge management, knowledge management strategies 

and knowledge management processes) can be in place to pave the way to ensure the successful 

implementation of knowledge management, which is reflected in the organizational performance 

improvement. Yousif et al. (2013) indicated that knowledge management strategies had a positive 

and statistically significant effect on organizational performance through the partial mediation effect 

of innovation. Ordonez (2002) attempted to identify how KM strategies affect organizational 

performance. She applied Bierly and Chakrabarti’s typology of generic KM strategies to analyze a 

cross-section of Spanish firms. A significant relationship between KM strategies and non-financial 

performance was found. Pai (2005) empirically investigated 20 Taiwanese integrated circuit (IC) 

design firms from 1997 to 2002, and categorized them into discoverers, discretionists, external 

learners, internal exploiters, and overall creationists – emphasizing both learning from external 

sources and exploitation from internal sources. It was found that the internal exploiters were the best 

performers, while the discoverers were the worst in terms of ROA and ROE. Choi and Jong (2010) 
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extended previous work by showing an empirical relationship between KM strategy announcements 

and stock prices. Authors found that investors expected future benefits to a firm’s performance as a 

result of system- and human-oriented strategy implementation. Our results enable managers to 

measure the effects of KM, and help them make decisions on the issue of KM strategies and KM-

related investment priorities. Liao (2011) indicated that when firms emphasize personalization 

strategy, the use of behavior control will enhance firm performance. In contrast, when firms 

emphasize codification strategy, the use of output control will make firm performance better. If 

personalization and codification strategy were emphasized simultaneously, firms would not use 

single HRM control system to better performance. Finally, it helps to explain the relationships 

between certain specific strategies of knowledge management and the high performance work 

systems, from the perspective that they contribute to firm performance (Chen and Huang, 2009; Ling, 

2013; Snell, Youndt, 1995). 

 

In addition, the R-square values of all the variables were exceeded 10%, indicating substantive 

explanatory power (Bock et al., 2006; Falk and Miller, 1992; Hsu and Chang, 2014). As in Table 3, 

The R
2
 value for each endogenous latent construct (i.e. innovation, learning and growth, internal 

process, customer related performance and financial performance) demonstrate an acceptable 

prediction level in empirical research. The coefficient of determination R
2
, which is the central 

criterion for the structural model’s assessment (Klarner et al., 2013), has a high value of 0.870 for this 

study’s key target construct; i.e. innovation. This value of R2 which is above 25% demonstrates a 

highly acceptable prediction level in empirical research (Gaur and Gaur, 2006; Griffith, 1996). 

Indeed, the high R
2
 proves the model’s predictive validity (Hair et al., 2012). Codification and 

personalization km strategies variables together explained 87% of the variance in innovation. All 

three variables together explained 86% of the variance in learning and growth, 75% of the variance in 

internal business performance, 80% of the variance in customer-related performance and 71% of the 

variance in financial performance (see table 3). The literature suggests that R
2
 values of 0.67, 0.33, 

and 0.19 are substantial, moderate, and weak, respectively (Chin, 1998).  Following the rules of 

thumb, the values of R
2
 of variables are substantial. In the end, we examined predictive relevance 

(Stone-Geisser Q
2
) (Stone, 1974), using the blindfolding procedure in SmartPLS with an omission 

distance set to 8 (Chin, 1998a; Geisser, 1975). All of the cross-validated redundancy Q
2
 were 

considerably above zero (Tenenhaus  et al., 2005), which indicates that the constructs of our model 

possessed predictive relevance regarding the reflective endogenous latent variables (see Table 3). 

 

This study calculates the f
2
 and q

2
 effect sizes. The values of effect size f

2
 and q

2
 of 0.02, 0.15, and 

0.35 appear as small, medium, or large (Chin, 1998a), which is similar to Cohen’s implementation. 

Changes in R-square were explored to investigate the substantive impact of each independent 

construct on the dependent constructs, carrying out the effect size technique by rerunning three PLS 

estimations, excluding in each run one of the explaining latent constructs. Understanding that a small 

f2 and q2 do not necessarily imply an unimportant effect is crucial. “If there is a likelihood of 

occurrence for the extreme moderating conditions and the resulting beta changes are meaningful, then 

it is important to take these situations into account” (Limayem et al., 2001).The results of the effect 

size test presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Hypotheses testing results and f2 and q2 effect size. 

 

Hypothe

sis 

Path 

(relationship

) 

Path 

coefficie

nt 

Effe

ct 

size1 

f
2 

Effe

ct 

size2 

q
2
 

Standa

rd 

error 

t-

Statisti

ca 

R
2
 Q

2
 

Decisio

n 

H1 Cod→Inn 0,461 
0,42 0,11 

0,05367

1 

8,597*

** 

0,8

7 

0,63

8 

Support

ed 

H2 Pers→Inn 0,505 
0,5 0,13 

0,05282

8 

9,551*

** 

  Support

ed 

H3a Cod→Learni

ng and 
0,101 

0,01

3 

0,00

2 
0,08421

7 
1,194 

0,8

6 

0,54

3 
Not 

supporte
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Growth d 
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l Pro 
0,094 0,00

7 

0,00

2 

0,10037

6 
0,932 

0,7

5 

0,51

4 
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d 
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9 
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9 

2,523*

* 

0,8

0 

0,44

7 

Support

ed 
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1 0,03 
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0 
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* 

0,7

1 
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0,02
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8 
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3 
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** 
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ed 
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Inno 
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  Support

ed 

H5d 
Inno 

→Financial 
0,719 

0,23 0,17 
0,13123

8 

5,479*

** 

  Support

ed 
a t-values for two-tailed test: 

* 1.65 (sig. level 10%). 
** 1.96 (sig. level=5%). 

*** t-value 2.58 (sig. level = 1%) (Hair et al., 2011). 
Notes:***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

effective size: 0 – none, 0.02 – small, 0.15 - medium, 0.35 – large (Cohen, 1988). 
Effect sizes calculated using the following formulas 
1f²= R²included - R²excluded / 1- R²included (1) 
2q2 = Q²included - Q²excluded / 1- Q²included (2) 

 

Regarding model quality, Wetzels et al. (2009) provide a global fit (GoF) measure for PLS path 

modeling and derive a GoF measure with effect sizes for R2 by substituting the minimum average 

AVE of 0.50. The GoF measures have been suggested as baseline values for validating the PLS 

model globally (the cut value of GoFsmall=0.1, GoFmedium=0.25, and GoFlarge=0.36) (Tenenhaus et al.,  

2005; Wetzels et al., 2009). The research model obtained a GoF value of 0.75044, which is greater 

than the cut-off value of 0.36 and is considered an adequate GoF. These results demonstrate this 

model performs well. 
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Table 4: Structural Model 

 

 

Fit measures Endogenous construct Final Model 

R
2 

Innovation 0,870 

Customer-related perf. 0,795 

Internal business perf. 0,749 

Learning and growth 0,856 

Financial perf. 0,713 

GoF  0,750 

Note. GoF = √ Average Communality x Average R
2 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Our research finds and explains the importance of the KMSs in relation to enhance innovation and 

improve OP. Empirical evidence is provided about the consequences of codification and 

personalization strategies on innovation and performance, developing previous researches in the field 

of KM where the link has been proposed quite often, but with scarce empirical support. Now, 

academics and companies are aware of the implications that KM and its strategy may have. 

Consequently, present study contributed to the previous studies through a proposed theoretical 

framework, which were based on both of RBV and KBV theories. The framework explains the direct 

relationship between KMSs (consisting of codification and personalization) and OP (consisting of 

financial perspective, customer perspective, internal process perspective, and learning and growth 

perspective metrics) and indirect relationship between KMSs and OP through investigate the 

intervening role of the innovation (consisting of product and process innovations).  

 

As revealed from the research results, the present study shows that KMSs had a statistically 

significant and direct positive effect on innovation and OP. Furthermore, the present study represents 

the empirical investigation of the role of innovation in the relationship between KMSs and OP under 

RBV and KBV theories’ perspectives, especially in the İstanbul Stock Market. To recap, these results 

provide evidence of mutually beneficial for both the theoretical and practical implications of the 

study and will help both academics and the practitioners in the KM area. 

 

Certainly, the present study has contributed to the KMSs field. The results of the present study have 

theoretical and practical contributions. As such, the current attempt has managed to fill in gaps that 

existed in the KMSs literature. However, the present study faced generalizability limitation. The 

present study was limited to the İstanbul Stock Market. In this sense, results may be extrapolated to 

other Turkish sectors and other countries. Therefore, the study can be replicated in different countries 

or sectors, as this would most likely strengthen and validate the results of hypotheses. In this case, 

further studies are necessary to confirm these results and incorporate the other variables that may 

have influenced the results. Therefore, the future is wide open for more empirical research in this 

area. 
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Abstract 

 
Effective and systematic corporate education, as a part of the overall company strategy, shows to be a 
key aspect for the maintenance of competitiveness in the present economy of knowledge. The aim of 
this paper is therefore to find out by means of a questionnaire survey to what extent large and medium 
sized companies in the Czech Republic apply a systematic approach to education, which is among others 
linked to the existence of long-term and annual education plans and also to the fact that education is 
organized systematically by the personnel department or by a dedicated staff department focused on 
education. We set two hypotheses. The first one was, that at least 70 % of large companies and 50 % of 
medium sized companies deal with education within the personnel department or within a separate staff 
department focused on education, and the second one was, that at least 70 % of large companies and 50 
% of medium sized companies have a long-term education plan in place and also an annual education 
plan. Although none of the hypotheses was confirmed, a fact has been proven, that large companies after 
all approach to corporate education more systematically than medium-sized ones. 
 
Keywords: corporate education, companies, planning, Czech Republic  
 

Introduction  

The goal we set in this paper was to ascertain by means of a questionnaire survey whether more than a 
half of large and medium companies in the Czech Republic apply the systematic approach to education, 
which is among others linked to the existence of long-term and annual education plans and also to the 
fact that education is organized systematically by a personnel department or by a dedicated staff 
department focused on education. We set the two following hypotheses, which we tried to confirm by 
means of mathematical-statistic methods: 
H1 At least 70 % of large and 50 % of medium-sized companies deal with the education within the 
personnel department or within a separate staff department focused on education.  
H2 At least 70 % of large and 50 % of medium-sized companies have a long-term education plan in 
place and also an annual education plan. 

Literature Review 

Employees are definitely one of the most important resources of a possible competitive advantage. It is 
therefore important to educate and develop employees systematically and effectively (Blahuš 2011, 
Vaníčková and Kmecová 2014). Bencsik and Sólyom (2011) also claim that the more a company is able 
to maintain, develop and utilize the knowledge of its employees the more it is able to achieve business 
success, as knowledge becomes a resource of long-term competitiveness and an advantage from the 
business strategy point of view. According to Armstrong (2014) strategic education and development, 
like strategic HR management plays a key role in the achievement of success of an organization. 
Koubek (2015) presents that education of employees of an organization is most effective if it has a 
cyclical character, is based on the education strategy and policy in the particular organization and is in 
compliance with the overall strategy of the organization. The basic cycle of the systematic education of 
employees of an organization actually consists of the identification of the need for education for the 
employees of an organization, planning of education, the implementation of the education process and 
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an assessment of the education programme results and effectiveness. Němec (2014) claims that 
systematic education of employees and conceptional planning and management of their career serves for 
the achievement of the organization strategic goals and contributes to long-term competitiveness of a 
company. Barták (2011) also underlines the importance of the strategic planning of corporate education 
by claiming that the cost of education should represent a profitable investment, which is why education 
planning should be based on an analysis of the present situation, taking into account the future needs and 
demands for the individual work positions. According to Hroník (2017), the presence of specialists in 
development and education is an indication of strategic approach, particularly in medium and large 
companies.   

According to the results of an international survey of 2010 (ČSÚ 2013) only less than a third of 
companies reported written education plans or similar education programmes, only less than a half 
reported a budget for these activities. Estimations made by the International Labour Organization (2011) 
show that a one-per-cent growth of the number of days spent on education leads to a productivity 
increase of 3 % in a company. Quality training enable people to develop their capacities and to exploit 
social opportunities, it improves productivity of employees and a company as a whole, it contributes to 
future strengthening of innovation and development, it encourages domestic as well as international 
investments – and therefore also creation of jobs, it reduces unemployment, leads to higher pays and 
reduces social inequality. Collier et al. (2011) claim on the base of their own research that companies 
that systematically educate their employees have 13 % higher probability that they will survive. They 
also say that more studies researching into the long-term impact of education or human capital on a 
company performance in general are necessary. Kitching and Blackburn (2002) confirm the positive 
impact of the strategic approach to education. Korenková (2014) is convinced that people are the factor 
that mostly distinguishes one company from another at present. Employees are those, who decide 
whether a company will be successful or not by their active and creative approach to innovation and to 
customers themselves. Support for education is therefore crucial for the maintenance of the 
competitiveness. Staff education and development should be a part of the overall company strategy and 
policy, and it should be a coherent and systematic process. Korenková moreover claims that particularly 
large companies prefer an active and systematic approach to education, while a random approach 
prevails in medium-sized companies and a passive approach to employee education definitely dominates 
in small companies. This certainly depends on the funds available to a large extent. Small companies 
mostly invest into innovation and improvement of technologies and they leave education on the 
employees themselves. Tej, Sláviková and Hrvolová, M. (2010) divide companies into three categories 
according to the approach to education they choose, namely companies without an education strategy, 
companies with a non-systemic strategy and companies with a positive systemic strategy. They hold the 
view that companies achieve competitive advantages through their employees. Although the 
effectiveness of the money invested into education is often hardly enumerable, education is an 
investment that certainly pays off to companies. Cagáňová et al. (2014) characterize the level of the 
orientation of companies active in the field of education and employee development in Slovakia and 
present the results of a research carried out with 340 companies in 2012. They came to a conclusion that 
the need for education and a complex approach to education belong to the characteristics of innovative 
organization. Organizations should become the so-called learning companies with the aim to achieve 
permanent education focused on the improvement of the performance not only on short-term, but also 
on long-term basis. 

Methodology of the Statistical Processing 

We had results from a questionnaire survey from 164 medium-sized companies (50-249 employees) and 
123 large companies (250 or more employees) available for the processing. The survey was carried out 
among companies in the Czech Republic in the second part of 2017. 
 
In the first phase of the assessment we prepared a table of the absolute and relative fre-quencies of the 
companies according to the way how they deal with the education for em-ployees. On the base of the 
results we prepared an interval estimation, which covers the real proportion of the companies that deal 
with the education within the personnel department or within a separate staff department focused on 
education with the confidence of 95 %. This way we ascertained in what limits the real value of this 
proportion may fluctuate.  
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In the second phase, we prepared tables of the absolute and relative frequencies of the companies in 
dependence on the fact whether they do or do not have a long-term education plan, on the base of the 
questionnaire data. As we are interested in whether a company has a long-term education plan in place, 
we unified the answers “yes” and “yes but it is not ad-hered to” into one answer “yes”. We logically 
assigned “no” to the companies that had not replied to the question at all. From the frequencies obtained 
this way we also prepared a 95 % interval estimation, which covers the real proportion of companies 
with a long-term edu-cation plan. 
 
In the third phase, we analogically copied the processing procedure for a question dealing with the 
annual education plan. We examined the real proportion of the companies that have an annual education 
plan in place. 
 
The tables were prepared by means of MS Excel, the interval estimations by means of R statistical 
software. 

The Results of the Statistical Processing 

a) The frequency of the companies that deal with the education within the 

personnel department or within a separate staff department focused on 

education. 
 

Table 1: Dealing with the company education – absolute numbers 

Company size 

Dealing with the company education 

not systematic at the owner/manager staff department total 

Medium companies 22 83 59 164 

Large companies 16 16 91 123 

Source: authors 

Table 2: Dealing with the company education – relative numbers 

Company size 

Dealing with the company education 

not systematic at the owner/manager staff department 

Medium companies 13% 51% 36% 

Large companies 13% 13% 74% 

Source: authors 
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Fig. 1: Dealing with company education

 

Table 3: 

 

Medium companies 

Large companies 

Source: authors 

The results show that the proportion of the companies that deal with the education within the personnel 
department or within a separate staff department 
medium sized companies than that among large compani
among the medium and 74 % among the large companies. The interval estimation then indicates that the 
real proportion of companies should oscillate be
between 65 – 81% among the large companies after rounding.

b) The frequency of the companies that have a long

 

Table 4: Long-

Company size no

Medium companies 75

Large companies 34

Source: authors 

 

 

Fig. 1: Dealing with company education - absolute numbers 

Source: authors 

Table 3: Interval estimations for the proportion 

Interval estimation 

 (0.290; 0.436) 

(0.656; 0.809) 

The results show that the proportion of the companies that deal with the education within the personnel 
department or within a separate staff department focused on education is significantly lower among 
medium sized companies than that among large companies. The questionnaire survey shows 36
among the medium and 74 % among the large companies. The interval estimation then indicates that the 
real proportion of companies should oscillate be-tween 29 – 44% among the medium companies and 

g the large companies after rounding. 

The frequency of the companies that have a long-term education plan in place 

-term education plan in place – absolute numbers 

The company has a long-term education plan in place 

no yes total 

75 89 164 

34 89 123 

The results show that the proportion of the companies that deal with the education within the personnel 
cantly lower among 

s. The questionnaire survey shows 36 % 
among the medium and 74 % among the large companies. The interval estimation then indicates that the 

44% among the medium companies and 
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Table 5: Long-term education plan in place – relative numbers 

Company size 

The company has a long-term education plan in place 

no yes 

Medium companies 45.7% 54.3% 

Large companies 27.6% 72.4% 

Source: authors 

 

 

Fig. 2: Long-tern education plan in place – relative numbers 

Source: authors 

 

Table 6: Interval estimations for the proportion of long-tern education plan in place 

 Interval estimation 

Medium companies (0.466; 0.617) 

Large companies (0.639; 0.795) 

Source: authors 

 

The proportion of the medium companies that have a long-term education plan in place is significantly 
lower. The proportions ascertained by the questionnaire are 54.3 % in the group of the medium 
companies and 72.4 % in the group of the large companies. If we look at the interval estimations we can 
see that they do not overleap at all, so the difference in the frequency of the companies that have a long-
term education plan is statistically significant. The real proportion of the companies that have a long-
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term education plan in place can be expected between 47 – 62 % among the medium companies and 
between 64 – 80 % among the large companies after rounding. 

c) The frequency of the companies that have an annual education plan in place 

 

Table 7: Annual education plan in place – absolute numbers 

 

Company size 

The company has an annual education plan in place 

no yes total 

Medium companies 91 73 164 

Large companies 108 15 123 

Source: authors 

Table 8: Annual education plan in place – relative numbers 

 

Company size 

The company has an annual education plan in place 

no yes 

Medium companies 55.5% 44.5% 

Large companies 87.8% 12.2% 

Source: authors 

 
Fig. 3: Annual education plan in place – relative numbers 

Source: authors 
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Table 9: Interval estimations for the proportion of annual education plan in place 

 Interval estimation 

Medium companies (0.478; 0.629) 

Large companies (0.809; 0.925) 

Source: authors 

The difference between the medium and the large companies is even higher in terms of the annual 
education plan. The proportion of the companies with an annual education plan in place is 55.5 % 
among the medium companies, while the interval estimation indicates a possible position of the real 
proportion between 48 – 63 % after rounding. The proportion ascertained among the large companies is 
87.8 %, while the interval estimation indicates a possible position of the real proportion between 81 – 
93%. The two intervals do not overleap and there is the difference of 18 % between the upper and the 
lower limits of the interval estimation, so the real difference will probably be even higher. 

Conclusion 

Despite of the fact that the set hypotheses were not confirmed, the results of the research have shown a 
significant difference between the medium-sized and the large companies in most of the monitored 
aspects. 

The proportion of the medium-sized companies that deal with the education within the personnel 
department or within a separate staff department focused on education is substantially lower (36%) than 
that of the large companies (74%). The interval estimation then indicates that the real proportion of 
companies oscillates between 29 – 44 % among the medium companies and between 65 – 81 % among 
the large companies.  

The questionnaire survey has brought an interesting finding, that 13 % of the medium-sized companies 
and the same percentage of the large companies do not deal with education systematically within one 
department, and that among the medium-sized companies education is in the competence of the 
owner/head of the company in more than a half of them (51 %).  

The research has also proved that systematic long-term planning of education is significantly lower 
among the medium sized companies than among the large companies. The proportions found out by 
means of the questionnaire are 54.3 % for the group of the medium-sized companies and 72.4 % for the 
group of the large companies. The interval estimations have shown that the difference in the frequency 
of the companies that have a long-term education plan in place is statistically significant. These 
proportions are between 47 – 62 % among the medium companies and between 64 – 80 % among the 
large companies. 

The difference between the medium-sized and the large companies is even more remarkable in terms of 
the annual education plan. The proportion of the companies with an annual education plan in place 
ascertained by the questionnaire is 55.5 % among the medium-sized companies, the estimation indicates 
the real proportion between 48 – 63%. Among the large companies the proportion ascertained by the 
questionnaire is 87.8 %, while the interval estimation indicates the position approximately between 81 – 
93%.  

In general, we can conclude that a relatively high percentage of companies, particularly the medium-
sized ones, still do not plan their education either on long-term or short-term basis, which shows that 
these companies do not approach the education for their employees systematically and do not perceive it 
as one of the key personnel activities, which may influence the company performance and 
competitiveness to a significant extent. 
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Abstract 

Consumer engagement is increasingly becoming one of the important issues in the competitive 

business environment. Both researches and practitioners are focusing on how consumer engagement 

can be enhanced through different channels. The emergence of social networks has significantly caused 

a shift in consumer behaviors and brand relationships. With its unique features and structure, Social 

Networking Sites (SNS) offer an upper advantage to build consumer brand relationships and instant 

consumer engagement. Although researchers and practitioners are giving so much importance to 

consumer engagement, there is still a need to understand what influences engagement and how 

engagement affects consumer behavior. 

Therefore, this study set out to determine the antecedents and consequences of consumer engagement 

in SNS. It further viewed consumer engagement as a multi-dimensional concept comprising behavioral, 

cognitive and emotional dimensions and as such the hypotheses were aimed at determining how each 

of the three dimensions of consumer engagement is affected from the customer related antecedents 

(involvement, satisfaction, commitment and trust) and affect the individual consequences of consumer 

engagement such as brand loyalty and word of mouth. Research model is designed based on the model 

used by Malciute (2012). 

The study used a quantitative research design and developed a model that was based on the hypotheses 

developed for the study. It used a questionnaire survey to collect data from University students. 

Facebook is chosen as a case for this study. 400 questionnaires were collected and the analyses were 

conducted with the 387 valid questionnaire. The research data was analyzed by using SPSS and Lisrel 

programs. First a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to test the measurement model and then 

the structural model was tested. 

The results suggest that emotional, behavioral and cognitive consumer engagement dimensions were 

significant predictors for brand loyalty. On the other hand only the emotional and cognitive consumer 

engagement dimensions were significant predictors for word-of-mouth. Involvement and commitment 

were found to be significant predictors for all engagement dimensions. Satisfaction predicts both 

emotional and end cognitive dimensions of engagement, whereas trust only predicts emotional 
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consumer engagement. In sum, the study suggests satisfaction, involvement, commitment and trust to 

be possible antecedents of consumer engagement and brand loyalty and word-of-mouth to be possible 

consequences of consumer engagement in an online platform such as Facebook in our case. 

Keyword: Consumer Engagement, Social Networking Sites, Involvement, Loyalty, Trust, Satisfaction, 

WOM, Commitment. 
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Abstract 
 
In this study to analyze Karachi Stock Exchange listed companies with respect to determinants of capital 

structure. This study is focused on KSE-30 index companies which provide the benchmark for the stock 

price performance over the time period. Data has been analyzed for the period 2006-2010 by using OLS 

regression with five variables i.e. firm size, growth rate, earning rate, debt service capacity and degree of 

operating leverage. For examining determinants of capital structure Pecking order theory and Trade-off 

theory are pertinent theories. Results show that firm size, earning rate and operating leverage have 

negatively significant on leverage and growth and debt service capacity have positively significant on 

leverage. 

Keywords: Capital Structure, KSE 30 Index, Pecking Order Theory, Trade-off Theory, OLS 

Regressions. 

1. Introduction 

Financing of capital structure with refers to relationship between long term and short term with various 

modes such as share capital, bonds, banks, and debenture and equity capital. In other words, to attend the 

firm goals and to maximize its overall value, it must be to set targeted proposition by mixing equity 

capital and debt capital. Different thoughts of schools promulgate different theories of capital structure. 

Two extreme approaches, net income approach of capital structure publicize by David Durand in 1952, 

this approach defined the relationship between financial leverage, value of firm and cost of capital on 

overall basis,  means a single change in the financial leverage or debts that directly effect on the firm 

value and total capital cost, because this have a corresponding relationship with each other, where as net 

operating approach contrary to net income approach means change in financial leverage will not directly 

effect in the value of the firm. 

 

Traditional approach of capital structure promoted by Ezta Solomon and Fred Weston in 1963, this 

approach is treated as middle approach between operating approach and net income approach, according 

to this theory an appropriate combination of equity and debts will always lead to maximize market value 

the firm. This approach acknowledged that financial risk perceived by equity shareholders and expect 

premiums for the risks undertaken. This theory also responded that after a debt level in the structure of 

capital, the equity cost of capital increases. 

 

Modigliani Miller approach 1958 (MM, 1958), widely known as Modern approach of capital structure, 

MM approach supported the net operating approach and go along with the fact that the cost incurred on 

investment (cost of capital) is self-determine of the degree of leverage and at any mix of debt-equity 

proportions. This approach was theoretically very sound but on the base of some assumption equal 

business risk among firms, similar operating environment, market without arbitrage opportunities means 

perfect capital market and without tax, accepted in the real world which has not been possible. 
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(Modigliani and Miller 1963), encompassed the capital cost of firm and its value due to the effect of tax, 

challenge that, with the existence of tax effect, firm value altered with the alteration of the debts 

utilization because of benefit of tax on bill of interest (Baral, 1996). 

 

KSE-30 index provides the benchmark for the stock price performance over the time period which 

provides the knowledge to people who wants to finance in the specific firm, that how much organization 

applies to the purchase of full shares in Pakistan equity market. Thus, KSE-30 index gauges the various 

economic activities of different sectors similarly as other indicators i.e. Gross National Production 

(GNP), Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Consumer Price Index (CPI) etc. 

 

The methodology of free float of index building is one of the best techniques followed globally by 

Standard & Poor’s (S&P), Modern Index Strategy Indexes (MSCI), Financial Times Stock Exchange 

(FTSE), have adopted same technique to provide index building. KSE-30 Index is also applying 

methodology of “Free-Float Market Capitalization” because it is the better way of calculating 

capitalization of the market as it provides exact market movements reflections. By using Free-Float 

methodology, the level of index value of these 30 organizations is reflected to the base period at any point 

of time. 

 

2.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

In analyzing the firm capital structure four main theories must be focused which are Static Tradeoff 

theories, pecking order theory, Signaling Theory and Agency Theory 

2.1.1 Static Tradeoff theory  
 

Trade off theory of capital structure originally emphasizes on the relation of cost and benefit of leverage 

where as Modigliani and Miller in 1963 introduced the tax advantage of leverage into this theory. By 

using trade off theory, optimum capital structure can be determined. Firstly, component of cost of debt is 

considered typically bankruptcy cost of debts; which includes direct and indirect bankruptcy costs. 

 95% of the study gives the impression of contradiction between shareholders and managers in this area. 

The other gives the impression of argument share holders and debt holders. Therefore, these two theories 

are equally important to describe how trade-off theory is associated with agency theory. 

2.1.2 Pecking order theory 
 

This theory describe that firm proceed with the hierarchy for financing decisions in establishing capital 

structure. Internal financing i.e. retained earnings and the impact of depreciation is used on the first 

priority, before using any form of external funds, no flotation cost has been incurred by using internal 

funds and has not required any additional disclosure of financial information i.e. quotas and targets, sales 

and overhead volume, profit margin, budget etc. that could effect on of competitive advantage and more 

severe market discipline. Following order of financing sources preferable when a firm use external funds: 

leverage or debts, securities which are convertible, common and preferred stock. Motivations of the 

manager finance has been reflected by following order to keep hold on the firm, lower the agency costs of 

equity, and keep away from predictable harmful reaction of market to an declaration of issuance of new 

equity.  (Hawawini and Viallet, 1999). 
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2.1.3 Signaling theory 
 

Ross (1977) introduced Signaling theory, this theory explain, for any organization debt is assumed to be a 

symbol of assurance in the capital structure, organization facing problem in managing their cash flows 

will manage by of debt. Large size of debt is trustful for management of organization. This theory also 

support Pecking Order Theory concept of equity under pricing. Investor feel negative sign, managers may 

issue the equity on overpricing because they are mostly well up to date regarding the information of the 

company.  

2.1.4 Agency Theory 
 

Agency Theory is another explanation to decide on capital structure of an organization. The approach of 

difference in shareholders and managers is acknowledged by Jensen and Meckling (1976). The purpose 

of this approach is to study the behavior of manager of an organization who is just like agent of 

shareholders, who unnecessary increase the rate of debt of an organization and invests in doubtful 

projects. 

 

This approach is similar with the approach of Myers’ working (1997), in his approach gearing ratio of an 

organization would be low due to incomplete or unrecognized information for that graph of overall worth 

of the organization is also decreasing, utilization of free cash flows by managers in their own benefit 

whose stake is less than 100 percent in the organization. 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1 Data and Sample 
 

In this study we have used time series data. The  secondary source of data is the State Bank of Pakistan, 

listed companies of Karachi Stock Exchange 2006-2010” and “Balance Sheet Analysis of the Companies, 

This study has focused on the all 30 companies in Pakistan, listed in Karachi Stock Exchange-30 index. 

3.4 Hypothesis 
 

Following hypothesis has been tested in this study to analyze the relationship between the capital 

structure of listed companies in KSE-30 index and described variables. 

H1: There is significant relationship between the firm size and financial leverage. 

H2: There is significant relationship between the growth and financial leverage. 

H3: There is significant relationship between the earning and financial leverage. 

H4: There is significant relation between the debt service capacity and financial leverage. 

H5: There is significant relation between the operating leverage and financial leverage. 

Model 
 

Relationship between variables affecting factor, this study estimate the determinants of capital structure 

that is financial leverage dependent variable and size of firm, rate of growth, earning rate,  debt service 

capacity and degree of operating leverage independent variable of companies in Pakistan, listed in KSE-

30 index. 
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εβββββα ++++++= OLDSCERGRFSFL 54321  

 

Where 

FL =    Financial Leverage, FS =    Firm Size, GR =   Growth Rate
1
, ER =    Earning Rate,  

DSC = Debt Service Capacity
2
, OL =   Degree of Operating Leverage, ε   =   error term 

 

4. Empirical Results 
 

Parameter Estimations disclose in given Table of each variable which is the major part of regression 

model; it shows various values like Constant (α ), Coefficients ( β ), P-values, T-Value, F-value, value 

of Durbin Watson (DW), value of Adjusted R
2
 and Model significance. The model is analyzed at 95% 

confidence interval. 

 

Table 1 : Result Summary 

 

Variables Beta t-stats Probability VIF 

Constant 
2.256 7.659 (0.0000) - 

Firm Size 
-0.482* -7.570 (0.0000) 1.096 

Growth Rate 
0.164* 0.028 (0.0001) 1.091 

Earning Rate 
-3.145* -3.875 (0.0022) 1.198 

Debt Service Capacity 
0.079* 3.730 (0.0029) 1.072 

Operating Leverage 
-0.001* -3.381 (0.0055) 1.005 

Adjusted R-square    0.9735                              Correlation LM test F-stat 0.8629 

Durbin Watson 1.1059                                                            Probability (0.45110)  

F-Statistics 111.3229                                        

P value (0.0000) 

 

*Significance level at 5% 

Source: Author’s estimation  

 

The result achieved from the regression analysis are shown in the Table 1, the Adjusted R-Square value 

(0.9735) confirm that five independent variables i.e. Firm Size, Growth Rate, Earning Rate, Debt Service 

Capacity and Operating Leverage respond approx 97% of variation with dependent (response) variable 

                                                
1
 Result extract after taking log of Growth Rate Values 

2
 Result extract after taking log of Debt Service Capacity values 
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Financial Leverage. Value of DW (1.1059) is totally justified by Correlation LM test F-stat is (0.8629) 

and P-value (0.4511) that there is no serial correlation. The Coefficients ( β ) values demonstrating the 

contribution of every Predictor variable in the model, Firm Size, Earning Rate and Operating Leverage 

are showing Negative relation with Leverage where as Growth Rate and Debt Service Capacity are 

Showing Positive relation with Leverage. Level of significance is tested by P-value at 5% and overall 

results are significant which is witness by P-value is less then (0.05). 

 

Table 2:  Expected and Observed Relationship 

 

Determinants Measure Expected Relation with Leverage 
Observed 

Relationship 

  Pecking Order 

Theory 

Static Tradeoff 

Theory 

 

Firm Size Log of sale Negative Positive Negative 

Growth Rate 

3
 

Positive Negative Positive 

Earning Rate EBIT divided by 

Total Assets 

Negative Positive Negative 

Debt Service 

Capacity 

EBIT divide by 

Total Interest 

Charge 

Positive Positive Positive 

Operating 

Leverage 

4

 

Negative Negative Negative  

Source: Author’s estimation  

          

The result obtained show the value of coefficients ( β ) for Firm Size is (-0.4829), this is the sign of 

negative relationship with Leverage which describe that profitable companies in KSE-30 are prefer equity 

financing and not interested to finance from borrowing. This result is backed by Pecking Order theory 

consistent with Rajan and Zingales (1995), in his views less asymmetric information related to large 

firms, suggested that issuance of new equity will not be under priced and thus more equity will issue by 

large firms and this results are contradict with Static Tradeoff approach which were supported earlier by 

Titman and Wessels (1988). 

                                                
3
 TAn=Total assets at the end of the observed period 

  TAo=Total assets at the beginning of observed period 

  n=Number of observed period 

4
 E= EBIT 

  S= Net sale at the end of observed period 

  t= Financal year  (time) 
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Positive relationship exists between Growth Rate and Leverage, coefficient values of Growth rate is 

(0.1644). Growing companies in KES-30 index are using more debts instead of internal financing, in 

order to meet the need of huge cash flow growing companies relying on debt financing. However, this 

result support by broaden version of pecking order theory, as per this theory funds generated by growing 

firms from their internal sources may not be sufficient therefore they may prefer external financing. 

Similar results are obtained by Baral (2004) and Shah and Hijazi (2004).  

 

Results of Earning Rate are showing negative relationship, a value of coefficient of Earning rate is (-

3.1456). Profitable companies in KSE-30 index maintain low rate of debts. Obtained result is supported 

by Pecking order theory that worth full and high profitable firms first prefer equity financing funds before 

increasing the ratio of debt financing. Obtained outcome is backed by Titman and Wessels (1988) and 

Shah and Khan (2007), as describe by Frydenberg (2001b) most important source of internal financing is 

retained earning.  

 

The coefficient value of Debt service capacity is (0.0797) is positively related with ratio of leverage , 

which statistically showing significant. This result recommend that companies are in debt as per their 

debt service capacity and companies have an ability to repay the debts borrowed from other sources ,this 

study is supported by empirical study of Baral (1996) conducted in Nepal for the enterprises of the public 

sector  

 

Negative relationship exists between Degree of Operating Leverage and Financial Leverage as supported 

by both agency cost theory and bankruptcy cost theory, Beta values of Degree of Operating Leverage is (-

0.001). Utilization of fixed cost in manufacturing process can affect capital structure of firm. The total 

cost in manufacturing process over the period of time with higher rate of fixed cost and higher rate of 

operating leverage can expend the instability in the earning of future time period. Results showing that no 

autocorrelation exist between the predicting variables which is justify by value of Durbin Watson 

(1.1059) and Correlation LM test F-stat. (0.8629) and Probability (0.4511). The diagnosis of multi-co 

linearity among predictors in the regression model generated by SPSS revealing that to identify existence 

of correlation among independent variables as Firm Size, Growth Rate, Earning Rate, Debt Service 

Capacity and Degree of Operating Leverage in this model. As a rule of thumb, values of variance 

inflation factor (VIF) justify by value of significance which is less then 10. 

 

Conclusion 

 
In this study we analyzed companies listed in Karachi Stock Exchange-30 index and their determinants of 

capital structure, time series data has been collected from published data of SBP and companies Financial 

Statements. Data has been analyzed by applying pooled regression model.  We found that growing 

companies in KSE-30 Growth Rate are positively correlated with Financial Leverage which is supported 

by extended version of Pecking Order Theory. The suggestion in this regards is that growing companies 

relying on debt financing because of managing cash flows and fund generated by internal sources not 

sufficient for growing companies so another option would external financing. Debt Service Capacity is 

also showing positive relationship with leverage showing that companies have an ability to pay off the 

debts which they have borrowed for managing their capital structure. Thus the result backed by 

recognized theory presented earlier. Therefore we accept our first hypothesis. 

 

Firm Size, Earning Rate and Degree of Operating Leverage is negatively correlated with Leverage. 

Larger Firms with higher rate of profitability interested in internal financing before given preference to 

borrowing money. Bigger firms relying on their profit and retained earnings for investment in profitable 

projects so they can earn more with it and be far away from bankruptcy because relying on their internal 

funds.  Thus the result reject the approach of Static Tradeoff Theory and support the approach of Pecking 
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Order Theory. Similar results obtained in studies of Titman and Wessels (1988) and Shah and Khan 

(2007). 
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Abstract  
 
The article deals with the topic of system dynamics application in strategic management. After sev-
eral years of reducing of the Czech defence budget there is a reversal and the Czech Ministry of De-
fence begins to manage the increased budget. This represents a new challenge and opportunity. One 
of the instruments, how to reach new capabilities, is application of system dynamics. The application 
of systemic dynamics to the problem of military capabilities is given by the very nature of the process 
of building military capabilities. Some aspects of capability and equipment life cycles and human 
resources or personnel development are discussed. Application of system dynamics to military per-
sonnel career policy is demonstrated by means of simulation in Vensim application. 

 

Keywords: Strategic Management; Defence Policy; Dynamic System; Vensim.  

 
Introduction  
 
The Czech Republic´s defence is based on the responsible approach of the Government, and the other 
public administration authorities, to ensure the national defence system; on the development of the 
requisite defence capabilities within the framework of NATO´s collective defence; an on involve-
ment of Czech citizens in defence activities in the event of a serious threat to the state. An important 
aspect in proper functioning of these three pillars is to strengthen motivation and create a clear legal 
framework as well as real opportunities for the preparation of citizens in performing their duties as 
part of national defence (MoD. Defence strategy of the Czech Republic, 2017).  
 

Establishment Of The Defence Policy And Strategy 
 
By joining NATO in 1999 and joining the European Union in 2004, the Czech Republic joined the 
group of countries sharing the same values, freedom, peace and security. From this point of view, it is 
natural that the Czech Republic, as a member state of both these organizations, cannot be excluded 
from any activities and fulfilment of the commitments it has made. 
 
In addition, it was also necessary to adapt development of the Armed Forces and their main compo-
nent - the Army of the Czech Republic. The basis for this process, in addition to strategic develop-
ment documents, is an adequate and predictable resource framework for defence spending, a problem 
faced by the Ministry of Defence for more than a decade. Meanwhile, the situation has changed. 
Under the agreement on the increase of the Czech Republic's defence budget, signed in September 
2014, the MoD budget will gradually increase to 1.4% of GDP by 2020 (army.cz 3.9.2014). Since 
2015, therefore, the opposite trend occurs and the budget of the Ministry of Defence should work 
with a total of CZK 460 billion by 2025 (The Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030). However, 
the increase in the budget should not be self-serving, but must be linked to its most efficient spend-
ing, because simple increase in defence spending does not yet ensure the development of military 
capabilities or their direction. The Czech Republic and its allies must be ready for predictable and 
prepared for unexpected situations once it comes to safeguarding of their defence and security (Pro-
cházka, Dyčka and Landovský 2016). 
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The framework for fulfilling the political and military ambitions of the Czech Republic represents 
document The Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030. It serves as a guideline for defence plan-
ning, particularly in developing five-year medium term plans. Based on an analysis of trends in the 
strategic environment, it outlines the basic direction for military capabilities development and pro-
vides guidance for the Concept of the Czech Armed Forces Development 2025, and other conceptual 
documents. The aim of Concept of the Czech Armed Forces Development 2025 is to define the frame 
and means of the capability development which are indispensable to fulfil tasks and commitments of 
the Czech Armed Forces in the horizon of 2025.  

The philosophy of this document: 

• is completed on the basis of Act No. 219/1999 Coll., on the Armed Forces of the Czech Re-
public; 

• takes into consideration national security interests, principles of collective defence and pre-
diction of the development of security environment; 

• evaluates current status of capabilities and defines frame and means of the key capability 
development; 

• provides base for strategic planning forms frame for concepts of lower grades; 

• addresses a peace time structure. 

 

The Long Term Perspective for Defence 2030 stems from the legal system and the strategic policy 
documents of the Czech Republic, and takes into account the principles of NATO and EU security 
policies and military documents. 

The National Defence System is a part of the Security System of the Czech Republic as defined in the 
Security Strategy of the Czech Republic. The core function of the National Defence System is to 
prepare, manage, coordinate and support the activities of relevant authorities, forces and assets in 
ensuring he defence of the Czech Republic, including early identification and prediction of the devel-
opment of threats and their assessment. The National Defence System is intertwined with NATO’s 
environment. Control over the National Defence System is exercised by the President of the Czech 
Republic, the Parliament of the Czech Republic, the Government with its relevant working bodies, 
Ministries, and other central administrative authorities. The Ministry of Defence is responsible for the 
process of planning of national defence and coordinates the implementation of planned measures. 
During a state of national emergency or a state of war, special structures are formed to provide direct 
control over national defence. The Armed Forces serve as the principal executive element of the 
National Defence System, in conjunction with other state administration, regional and local govern-
ment bodies as well as legal entities and individuals to the extent defined by law.  
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Fig. 1: Ministry of Defence System of Management

 
 
Source: White Paper on Defence. Prague 2011
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the nature of the present security challenges, the security policy can no longer be strictly segmented 
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competition in public contract area, and asset management. This reform is based on the following 
principles: transparent, directed and target-oriented planning; clearly designated responsibilities of 
users for appropriately and factually defined needs and requirements; and professional management 
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Fig. 2:  Relationship between Economic Management and Capability Planning

 
 
Source: White Paper on Defence. Prague 2011.
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Source: Authors 

 

 

 

 

 

Czech National Political And Military Ambitions

 
The Success of the Czech national political and military Ambitions is reliant on:
 

- The Medium-term financial perspective of the resource framework for the defence budget 
and an adequate annual budget;

- A stable environment for the Czech Armed Forces personnel 
- Support to the Czech defence industry and utilization of the research, development and i

novation outcome, which in turn will help the Czech Armed Forces to achieve its required 
capabilities.  

 
There are three pillars of the Czech Republic´s d

Pillar 1: responsible approach by the state to the defence of the Czech Republic, and NATO and EU 
membership commitments;  

Pillar 2: Capable Armed Forces; 

Pillar 3: The civil duty of national defence

To achieve military capabilities following prerequisites 
 

Defence Budget And Budget Outlook

The approved 2017 MoD Budget ensures essential resource framework for implementation of The 
Concept of the Build-up of the Armed Forces of the Czech Republic 
Czech Government on 21th December 2015. This key strategic defence document outlines the scope 
and achievability of the identified capabilities vital to the politico
and commitments of the Armed Forces up to 2025 in the context of collective defence. The impl
mented priorities are defined in the Minister ́s Guideline for planning the MoD operation and deve
opment in 2018-2022 with specification for 2017. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Planning by objectives 

Czech National Political And Military Ambitions 

Success of the Czech national political and military Ambitions is reliant on: 

term financial perspective of the resource framework for the defence budget 
and an adequate annual budget; 
A stable environment for the Czech Armed Forces personnel development; 
Support to the Czech defence industry and utilization of the research, development and i
novation outcome, which in turn will help the Czech Armed Forces to achieve its required 

There are three pillars of the Czech Republic´s defence: 

Pillar 1: responsible approach by the state to the defence of the Czech Republic, and NATO and EU 

Pillar 3: The civil duty of national defence (MoD. Defence strategy of the Czech Republic, 2017). 

following prerequisites are necessary: 

Defence Budget And Budget Outlook 

The approved 2017 MoD Budget ensures essential resource framework for implementation of The 
up of the Armed Forces of the Czech Republic 2025 agreed and ratified by the 

Czech Government on 21th December 2015. This key strategic defence document outlines the scope 
and achievability of the identified capabilities vital to the politico-military ambitions and all the tasks 
and commitments of the Armed Forces up to 2025 in the context of collective defence. The impl
mented priorities are defined in the Minister ́s Guideline for planning the MoD operation and deve

ecification for 2017.  

term financial perspective of the resource framework for the defence budget 

Support to the Czech defence industry and utilization of the research, development and in-
novation outcome, which in turn will help the Czech Armed Forces to achieve its required 

Pillar 1: responsible approach by the state to the defence of the Czech Republic, and NATO and EU 

Defence strategy of the Czech Republic, 2017).  

The approved 2017 MoD Budget ensures essential resource framework for implementation of The 
agreed and ratified by the 

Czech Government on 21th December 2015. This key strategic defence document outlines the scope 
ilitary ambitions and all the tasks 

and commitments of the Armed Forces up to 2025 in the context of collective defence. The imple-
mented priorities are defined in the Minister ́s Guideline for planning the MoD operation and devel-
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The 2017 MoD Budget will cover primarily: 
 

- non-discretionary expenditures related to personnel with the anticipated personnel number 
growth;  

- strategic projects expenditures; 
- expenditures related to the fulfilment of commitments towards NATO, represented by the 

adopted capability targets (CT 2013) implementation, in the area of defence planning; 
- commitments resulting from the membership of the Czech Republic in international organi-

zations; 
- ACR troops deployment abroad expenditures. 

 
MoD budgetary limit for 2017 is higher by CZK 4,751.907 million compared to the year 2016. The 
Mid-term outlook framework for the year 2018 is set in the amount of CZK 57,770.485 mil. and CZK 
62,654.100 mil. for the year 2019 (MoD. Budget, Facts & Trends 2017). 
 

Personnel Development 

A key factor in achieving the capabilities of the armed forces is personnel, and implementation of 
adequate legislative measures. Recruitment, education and training of highly qualified military ser-
vicemen and civilian personnel and welfare are a priority. From the available demographical analy-
ses, it is evident that in the next ten years the number of citizens of the ideal recruitment age, 18 to 25 
years, will decrease. It is therefore important that the MoD is perceived as a responsible, reliable and 
attractive employer able to compete in the labour market (MoD. The Long Term Perspective for 
Defence 2030).  
 

Defence Industry And Research 

The Czech Republic, given its small size, has a relatively strong arms industry, with several historic 
defence brands, a well-developed production base, sizeable local workforce, and advanced techno-
logical expertise in a range of specialist areas. It is specially focused in the areas of aerospace, mili-
tary electronics, SALW and heavy transport trucks (EDA, 2016). The Czech defence industry´s larg-
est production centres focus on air systems and military logistic vehicles, with a range of full plat-
forms successfully marketed for export abroad including the L-39 jet trainer, L-159 light attack air-
craft, TATRA T6x6 and 8x8 military transport trucks and tactical heavy vehicles. Other key capabili-
ties at the system, sub-system and component level include aerospace structures, radiolocation sys-
tem, IT and simulation equipment, military electronic, small arms and ammunition. Czech firms are 
also active in maintenance, repair, upgrade and other services, including training and demilitarisation. 

Czech defence firms are represented by the Defence Security Industry Association (DSIA). The asso-
ciation has 113 members, of which 67 per cent are involved in manufacturing and 55 per cent have 
R&D capability (DSIA, 2016). 
 
The appropriate application of system dynamics methods can also contribute to assessing the 
effectiveness and efficiency of development of the Czech Armed Forces military capabilities. 
 
Using Of System Dynamics In Military Capabilities Development 

 
The application of systemic dynamics to the problem of military capabilities is given by the very 
nature of the process of building military capabilities, which involves both the process of accumula-
tion of resources and their transformation in ability and potential loss of ability, for example due to 
wear out and obsolescence of technology or loss of personnel and so on.  
 
System dynamics has been used in strategic management and decision making processes since mid-
1950 and it was developed as a discipline by Jay W. Forrester (Forrester, 1991). The original system 
approach dedicated to technical systems has been applied to soft problems, allowing successful quali-
tative modelling and has been applied to systems with complex structure and many parameters, which 
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are often very difficult to formally describe (e.g. social systems). The main idea is to describe a sys-
tem by its structure, information couplings and feedback loops. The primary assumption of the sys-
tem dynamics paradigm is that the persistent dynamic tendencies of any complex social system arise 
from its internal causal structure (Papageorgiou, 2011). Models developed by system dynamics 
methodology do not provide forecast, but possible patterns of behaviour and it is important to inter-
pret results of simulation in this sense. The applicability of system dynamics to defence strategic 
management is given by nature of decision problems. The main application areas concerning strategic 
problems are capability development, life cycle management and personnel management. 
 
Capability development covers a whole bunch of sub problems and it needs to be structured to reach 
a specific problem solution. The capability if described by functional areas DOTLMPFI and a capa-
bility can be considered within its life cycle (Baxa, 2017). Phases of the capability life cycle, i.e. 
development, sustainment, reduction and termination and influencing factors are in Figure 4.  
 

 
Fig. 4: Capability life cycle with influencing factors 

 
 
Source: BAXA, Fabian. Translation of Capability Requirement Into Management by Objectives Environment.  

 
A generic capability system dynamics model is in Figure 5. The model is simplified; nevertheless, the 
goal seeking feedback structure of the model is obvious. In accordance with Figure 3, the negative 
feedback is created by comparing the actual level of Capability with Capability Requirement. In case 
of deficiency Resources Requirement is generated and transformed into Resources that form Re-

sources Flow, considering Effectivity of transformation resources into a capability increment. 
 

 
Fig. 5: A system dynamics model of a generic capability 

Source: Authors 
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To gain concrete results, it is necessary to deal with a specific capability, model the capability using 
functional areas (not all need and can be modelled) and feed the model with relevant data. 
 

Life cycle management is a problem where system dynamics has been applied, e.g. Zhi-Chao Liu 
(LIU, JIANG, ZHANG, 2012). Although functionality of any military system is a key requirement 
when a new system is procured, dealing with economical restrictions, which always present, the Life 
Cycle Costing is another factor which must be considered. The issue is considering not only the ini-
tial acquisition price but in-service phase cost in all supposed operation modes, which regards to the 
most important phase of a system life cycle, i.e. operating it.  
The Life Cycle of a military system is divided into six phases: concept, development, production, 
utilization, support and retirement. The utilization and support phases concern operation of a system 
and they run parallel. The phases of Life Cycle are in depth described in Methods and Models for Life 

Cycle Costing (RTO NATO, 2007). 
 
Dealing with the LCC analysis, the system dynamics is beneficially used in case of many factors 
influencing price and long-time period of life cycle. A generic system dynamics model of a helicopter 
LCC estimate has been developed. The utilization and support phases were further decomposed and 
modelled. Simulation results supported comparison of cost depending on various operation modes of 
helicopters (Novotný, Procházka, 2017).  
 
Human resources or personnel development, what can be a synonym dealing with military staff, is 
another area where system dynamics is applied (Mehmmood, 2007). Human resources policy in the 
armed forces differs from the one in a private company mainly due to requirements on personnel 
training and education, fixed contract period and requirements on promotion. The Czech Ministry of 
Defence worked up a new military career concept. Application of a system dynamics to provide some 
what-if scenarios supporting strategic management is discussed in following paragraphs. 
 
The military force structure is a hierarchic structure given by military ranks, number of positions for 
each rank and a promotion chain. The Ministry of Defence has developed new rules for military ca-
reer. The law sets only boundaries, but for effective human resources management clear policies must 
be established in order to provide motivation and widely accepted rules. To support development of 
these policies, the system dynamics approach was applied.  
 
Due to political and budget changes, the military structure has been changed relatively often. The 
model can support the structure change policy development and implementation to minimize finan-
cial or social impacts. 
 
The hierarchical structure of military staff is created by a rank hierarchy. There are six categories: 
Men, sergeants, warrant officers, junior officers, senior officers, generals. Enrolments for men, war-
rant officers and officer categories are mostly new recruits, so these categories are almost independ-
ent. The paper deals with officers only, but the approach is fully applicable to other categories. 
Changes of the structure were driven mostly by budget restrictions in past. Taking into account the 
main criterion, i.e. economy of financial resources, it was difficult to optimize the structure from the 
human resources point of view (individual qualities, experience, education etc.) in the same time. The 
military career was not clearly defined, the period of service in a concrete rank was not limited in 
general and a military career was driven by a contract that was usually signed from 2 to 6 years.  
 

The new regulations introduce following rules: 

• Maximal service period in one rank (promotion or retirement at the end).  

• Promotion is not possible until minimal service period at the rank is accomplished. 
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• Necessary condition for a given rank can be an obligatory career course completion for 

given ranks, university bachelor or master degree and a language (STANAG 6001 SLP Eng-

lish) proficiency level. 

There are main features and limitations above that must be reflected by the model. Thus, a rank is 
characterized by its attributes: 
Service period – maximal time that is an entity allowed stay in a position. It differs for positions in a 
rank – 4 year period for commanders, 5 year period or staff officers and 7 year period for specialists. 
It is allowed to change position in the rank, so maximum stay in the rank is from 8 to 14 years, and 
then the person has to be promoted or retired from the service.  
 
Minimal service period – minimal service time in the rank before promotion is possible. 
Rank Capacity - number of entities in the rank. The number cannot be exceeded. In practice, a sol-

dier can be on hold for 3 or 6 months not appointed to a position in the structure, but it is an extraor-

dinary measure.  

 
The simulation model created in Vensim application consists of a rank chain, where the first rank 
corresponds to the 2nd Lieutenant (2LT) rank and the last one to the Colonel rank. Each rank is repre-
sented by a structured accumulation, where the inflow consists of entities promoted from the lower 
rank (enrolment for 2LT) and the outflow consists of promoted or retired entities. The internal struc-
ture enables to differentiate number of entities within the rank by time spent in the rank, so there is no 
age solving within the ranks. Parallel coflows (Sterman, 2000) were created to calculate rank age 
characteristics. Other parameters to be analysed as language skills levels and career courses required 
for promotion are modelled as well. As for courses, their capacity and duration are essential; for lan-
guage courses a success probability as a critical parameter for each course has been added. 
 
Promotion is allowed only to the nearest higher rank. Ranks are (bottom-up): 2nd Lieutenant (2LT), 
1st Lieutenant (1LT), Captain (CPT), Major (MAJ), Lieutenant Colonel (LTC), and Colonel 
(COL). Promotion chain, enrolment and retirement are simulated by corresponding flows.  
 
Initial and planned (required) ranks ate given in the Table 1. The requirements given there were 
originally declared as obligatory to a given date (3 and half year). It means that e.g. a captain has to 
pass through Senior Officer Course (SOC) and hold STANAG 6001 SLP level 3322 certificate or 
better to be promoted. To be promoted in colonels, requirements are General Staff Course (GSF) and 
SLP level 3333.  Moreover, a person who will not meet the requirement will be retired. 
 
Those parameters of the system were used in the model and various scenarios were simulated. The 
most important values used for simulation are given in the Table 1. The initial values were taken 
from the information system and slightly variated not to deal with sensitive data. The model was set 
as a discrete time one with simulation step one quarter (3 months) and it was supposed that the pro-
motion takes place every 2 quarters. 

Table 1: Requirements on ranks and values for simulation 

 
Rank Initial  

Number 

Required  

Number  

Min Ser-

vice  

Time  

Course STANAG 6001 

SLP  

STANAG SLP 6001 SLP Meet-

ing 

 – initial state 

        Required Meeting Required SLP2 SLP3232 SLP3 

2LT 756 985 2     2222 248 72 42 

1LT 1273 1509 3     2222 466 116 109 

CPT 1375 1571 3   349 2222 493 146 148 

MAJ 930 1117 3 SOC 717 3322 358 101 168 

LTC 709 768 3 SOC 6 3322 197 100 189 
COL 286 256 2 GSC 115 3333 73 50 104 

Source: Authors 
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Simulations Results And Discussion  

Optimistic scenario. In this scenario, we suppose enrollment according to requirement and language 
capable recruits accomplishing all SLP 2222, 20% of them SLP 3322 and 10% SLP 3333. Retirement 
is supposed only due to reaching the service time limit within a rank without possibility to be pro-
moted. The deadline for the obligatory criteria meeting is not applied. 
 
The pessimistic scenario differs from the optimistic one just with more active retirement. The actual 
rate of officers retired from the service was taken and applied to the model. The simulation results are 
given in Figures 6 – 14, where letters a and b correspond to optimistic and pessimistic scenarios re-
spectively. The optimistic scenario presents in general a sustainable system where all ranks tend to be 
full at a reasonable level with some disturbances that could be possibly corrected by proper manage-
ment. The problem is the time when the above declared requirement could be fulfilled. The originally 
declared aims in language skills are unreachable within 4 years. As for language skills, the scenarios 
do not differ substantially. The pessimistic scenario simulation shows potential risk. As can be seen 
in the Figures 6b and 7b, the ranks are not filled according to requirements. Critical ranks are 1st 
Lieutenant and Major. The deficiency in 1LT is given by improper ratio of positions in 2LT, 1LT and 
CPT ranks. Comparing Figure 15a to 15b, service time in ranks shortens in pessimistic scenario. The 
problem with the Major deficiency is given by limited capacity of the Senior Officer Course that 
blocks possible promotion of Captains, see Figure 12a and 12b. Moreover, the peak of retired Cap-
tains in Figure 15 in 14-15 year is given by reaching maximum service time without possibility to be 
promoted due to missing SOC. The model reflects only key features of officer career, it does not deal 
with military branches, different qualifications, knowledge and skill required within and across ranks, 
but further decomposition of the career model would bring about more restrictions on a promotion 
process, and thus worse results can be expected.  
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Fig 12a.
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Fig. 15: Retired officers per year – pesimistic scenario 

 
 

Conclusions 

 
Common security cannot be identified with the absence of a military conflict, but current security is a 
much wider phenomenon. It covers much more aspects including purely civilian, non-military or until 
recently, completely outside the security perceptions. When building modern armed forces, much 
more emphasis is put on their interoperability, flexibility, professional performance and technical 
superiority. The security and defence of the state is ensured by the creation and implementation of the 
security policy, which is given by the internal security, economic, foreign and defence policy. The 
objectives of the state's political policy are to create a political mandate for the use of the armed 
forces and to define the tasks for their further development and construction as an integral part of the 
state's security system. In order to meet the political objectives, it is therefore necessary to realize the 
development of the armed forces, generating a corresponding military potential, consisting of the 
synergic effects of its conceptual (doctrine, regulations, standard operating procedures), moral 
(motivation, effective leadership, competent organization and development) physical components 
(combat power given by the quality and quantity of human and material resources). The task of the 
state is to define its interests and objectives in the construction of the military potential and to release 
the necessary resources and to create the necessary conditions for their fulfillment. The interests and 
goals of the state should be real (in line with the state's resources) and in relation to the construction 
and development of the armed forces, as well as permanent (not limited by the length of the electoral 
period of the elected political party). One of the instruments supporting strategic decision making 
processes is an application of system dynamics. Using modelling and simulations enables to test 
strategies prior to their implementation. 
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Abstract 

Presented contribution deals with the problem of impacts of brownfields on prices of surrounding real 
estates, thus, the aim of the paper is to investigate how and why unused sites and buildings reduce 
prices of real estates located in the proximity of brownfields. This assumption has been surveyed and 
confirmed by primary research that was done in the area of three municipalities (Karvina, Orlova and 
Detmarovice) in the Moravian-Silesian Region (the Czech Republic). Respondents of the survey also 
expressed their opinions and attitudes about factors and characteristics of brownfields that are of key 
importance from the point of view their negative impact on the prices of real estates. Primary 
research has been conducted by means of the questionnaire survey in the second half of 2016 and 
beginning of 2017. The results from questionnaire survey are also comparing to each other with the 
aim to find out the differences between respondent´s answers in particular municipalities.  

Keywords: Brownfields, Czech Republic, Property, Real Estate Price. 

Introduction 

The National Brownfield Regeneration Strategy (2008) or previously Alker (2000) define brownfield 
as the real estate property (land, building or ground) that is insufficiently utilized, neglected and 
might be also contaminated. These properties occur as remnants of industrial, agricultural, residential, 
military or other activities. It is obvious that nowadays when plenty of global economic, social and 
environmental challenges that are linked to the sustainable spatial development of cities and 
municipalities are being solved, the problem of regeneration and re-use of brownfields might at least 
partially contribute to the solution of these problems (Krzysztofik et al, 2016). One of those primary 
problems is to reduce the undesirable increase of extent of built-up areas on city limits to the account 
of the open landscape when brownfields in inner cities are being abandoned and left unused (Maly 
and Mulicek, 2016). Indeed, boosting support for brownfield regeneration might also contribute to 
more sustainable development of cities and rural municipalities from the perspective of their physical 
compactness, generally to increase of social responsibility for our behaviour (Tagaia, 2016) and to 
follow environmentally friendlier tendency to prefer utilization of existing properties over those that 
are being built on greenfields (De Sousa, 2003).  
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The aim of this contribution is to present research results on the problem of influence of brownfields 
on real estate prices in neighbourhoods. It can be assumed that immediate proximity of neglected, 
abandoned and decaying grounds causes a decrease of prices of real estates (primarily privately 
owned) that are located around these brownfields. Reasons behind this hypothesis lie for example in 
the lower level of aesthetic quality that is usually connected to abandoned or neglected brownfields. 
Next reason could be linked to possible contamination of these sites, their bad technical state or 
occurrence and concentration of socio-pathological phenomena in these buildings (like homelessness, 
high level of criminality etc.). Our findings are based on primary research that has been conducted in 
the area of three municipalities in the Moravian-Silesian (Czech Republic) in 2016 and 2017. 
Specifically, we worked in two cities (Karvina – population 54.4 thousand in 2017, Orlova – 
population 29.2 in 2017) and one rural municipality (Detmarovice – population 4.2 in 2017). All 
three selected municipalities are typical by the occurrence of brownfields. In the following text, the 
comparison of research results among individual municipalities will be conducted. Explanations and 
interpretations of differences will be based on results of a questionnaire survey that has been 
performed in the three municipalities. 

1. Methodology and data 

As a first step of the presented research, a detailed literature retrieval was performed to understand 
the problem of the regeneration of brownfields. A study of this phenomena assumes a utilisation of 
transdisciplinary approaches, as the usage of limited methodologies of individual disciplines might 
deform the meaningful perspective of the results interpretation. According to the knowledge of 
authors, it is not possible to perceive the multilayer problem of brownfields just from the economical, 
sociological or geographical point of view, it is necessary to combine these perspectives to get better 
results.  
 
The phases of conducted research were performed simultaneously in two cities (Karvina, Orlova) and 
one rural municipality (Detmarovice) of the Moravian-Silesian Region in 2016 and 2017. The data 
were gathered by means of the questionnaire survey that contained 12 questions. A number of 
respondents that participated in the research was 347 in total (158 respondents from Karvina, 120 
respondents from Orlova, 69 respondents from Detmarovice). All respondents were selected to match 
with socioeconomic, demographic, educational and gender structure of the population of given 
municipalities, all respondents were older than 18 years. The share of returned questionnaires that 
were distributed by trained university students on the streets of three municipalities was very high 
(almost 99 %). As a method for completion of questionnaires, semi-structured interviews were 
utilized. Such face to face communication with respondents minimized the level of refusals to 
participate in the survey. The aim of the questionnaire survey was to ascertain opinions and attitudes 
of the local population on the issue of the influence of brownfields on prices of neighbouring real 
estates. Factors behind were also determined to ensure why and how the occurrence of brownfields 
affects the value of real estates. 

2. Description of the selected locations   

Karvina, Orlova a Detmarovice are municipalities on the LAU 2 level that are located in the Czech 
Republic in the northern part of the Moravian-Silesian Region (former Karvina District – LAU 1) by 
borders with Poland (see Figure 1). The Statutory city of Karvina has population 54.4 (in 2017) and 
covers area of 57.48 km2. Discovery of black coal in Karvina in the second half of the 20th century 
caused a decisive turn in the economic development of the whole region and significantly contributed 
to the economy of the Austria-Hungary Monarchy. The mining sector has been gradually 
complemented by engineering and metallurgy that constituted the backbone of the traditional 
economy. Karvina is also known for a spa that utilized local rich sources iodobromic ground water. 
Orlova is also specific by mining and heavy industry whose tradition goes back to early 18th century. 
Orlova (population 29.2 thousand) covers an area of 24.67 km2 and is typical by mildly sloping 
terrain that was accented by visible surface effects of mining. Detmarovice (population 4.2 thousand 
on 13.76 km2) are located on important railway track from Bohumin to Slovakia (Zilina) and Poland 
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(Katowice). On the area of Detmarovice
MW is a location that belongs to the 

Brownfields that are located in the Moravian
find a huge set of such sites that occurred as result of the decay of 
(Kaderabkova and Piecha, 2009, s. 72). According to the Regional Development Agency (
brownfields were located in Karvina district. Out of 
were mildly contaminated and 2 of them contained strong contamination soil beneat
were owned by private owners, 17 were owned by public bodies, only 2 brownfields have the 
of mixed ownership.  
 
 

Source: ‘Mapy.cz’, adjusted by authors
 
Within three case study municipalities, eighteen brownfields were located in Karvina, eight on the 
area of Orlova and eleven on the area of Detmarovice. If we focused on
brownfields, the largest one could be found in Karvina (former mil
industry company Kovona). Majority of brownfields in Karvina is located
housing. Exceptional are brownfields in the eastern part of the city (five brownfields) that are 
connected to mining (Sovinec, f
Barbora). Next examples of brownfields in Karvina are former panel factory, former gardening, 
former school, water tower, the Larisch stables, abandoned houses on the main square or former 
housing with name Vagonka. The t
 
Majority of brownfields in Orlova are linked to decay of mining that has been taking place here 
gradually since the middle of the 1990s
and biological renaturalisation has been already done here), other brownfields 
such intervention. The total area of brownfields in Orlova is 5.000 hectares (former 
minigolf, buildings and lands of former Lazy mine, Vaclav mine (boiler building, engine buildings, 
administration buildings, Doubrava mine, 
no. 2, neglected pool).  
 
In Detmarovice, the majority of brownfields is located in
in the proximity of the power station (abandoned storages). Besides it, three building of former civic 
facilities, four abandoned buildings after industry, three neglected houses an
farm. The total area is around 0.5 hectares.

3. The Influence of Brownfield’s 

During our research, it was found that living in the neighbourhoods of brownfields would be 
problematic for more than 70 % of respondents
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Piecha, 2009, s. 72). According to the Regional Development Agency (
brownfields were located in Karvina district. Out of them, 24 were without any contamination, 12 
were mildly contaminated and 2 of them contained strong contamination soil beneath. 19 brownfields 
were owned by private owners, 17 were owned by public bodies, only 2 brownfields have the 
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case of Karvina (80 %). This result and 
rather as consequence of negative phenomena that are connected to
(crime, homelessness etc.). Extreme values in case of Karvina might be interpreted a result of
stronger occurrence of previously mentioned p
 

Fig. 2 : Unwillingness to live in the neighbourhoods of brownfield
Source: own survey (2017) 
 

Dramatic differences were found in
respondents to identify if they live within distance of 500 meters (5 minutes walk) from
abandoned location. It was ascertained that 
positively, in case of Orlova and Karvina is was much more respondents (around 80 %). This is 
caused by the location of brownfields in individual municipalities. In Detmarovice brownfields are 
more located to distant parts of the
found directly just next to housing. It is obvious that population of Orlova and Karvina are more 
aware of the existence of brownfields and consequences that are connected with life in their 
proximity. 
  

Fig. 3: Housing in the 
Source: own survey (2017) 
 

Opinions of respondents, how the real estate prices are affected by
their proximity, are more clearly defined in case of Karvina. In this case, 44 % of respondents stated 
that due to the occurrence of brownfields the real estate prices are lower than 50 % in comparison to 
another part of the city (without brownfields) 
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Fig. 4 : Influence of brownfields on values of neighbouring real estates
Source: own survey (2017) 
 
If we took all three case as one whole, the most frequented answer was that brownfield decrease 
prices of real estates in their neighbourhoods by 20
respondents from Detmarovice and Orlova 
on the real estate prices (in case of Karvina it was opinions of just 2 persons that means 1 % of 
respondents). Reasons behind this difference might be explained by using results presented in 
6 and 7 that can be interpreted as a 
for their relation to brownfields than the 
by the dense occurrence of brownfields in Karvina and everyday experiences of the 
with life with brownfields and consequent occurrence of socially problematic phenomena.
 
This enquiry has rather negative replies among respondents from Karvina. Only 9 % of them were 
open to buy real estate in the immediate
than it is usual (see Figure 5). On the other hand, respondents from Orlova were not so negative in 
their answers and more than 40 % would be opened to buy such real estate. If samples from surveys 
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brownfields much more strongly to negative consequences than it is in case of the population of 
Orlova or Detmarovice. Our hypothesis that population of Karvina perceives brownfields differently 
(as also showed in case of other questions) seems to be confirmed. The only issue that was in Karvina 
identified differently than expected, was a case of possible contamination of soils under brownfields. 
We found that such concerns are more frequented by the population in Orlova. 
 
The largest share of respondents (around 84 %) is convinced that brownfields as an abandoned site 
are problematic and rather dangerous which is the fact that reduce prices of neighbouring real estates. 
Main reasons for such argument were identified in the concentration of socially pathological 
phenomena in brownfields (like homelessness, higher rates of criminality, drug dealing, vandalism 
etc.). The second factor that was found as important (around 60 %) were environmental and health 
risks (occurrence contamination of soils and pollution) that might affect the health of the population 
that is living in the neighbourhoods. This factor might be interpreted as some kind of distrust that 
majority of contaminations have been removed or cleaned-up.  
 
The population was quite unsure that these contaminants are safe and do not bear any health risks. 
The technical state of brownfields was identified as a third important factor (around 56 %). 
Respondents were expressing their fears that brownfields are dangerous as for the bad quality of their 
technical infrastructure, and not usually secured against the intrusion of people who should not be 
there. They perceive that risks connected to bad statics and neglected maintenance of individual 
buildings, or failures of concrete structures due to corrosion of materials are very high. Reasons why 
brownfields negatively influence the price of neighbouring real estates are for 43 % of respondents 
connected to uncertainty concerning future use of the site. They usually argued that it is not sure what 
will be built on a particular brownfield in future and how the site will be used. Only 34 % of 
respondents perceived brownfields as barriers for the further development of the city. We can say 
respondents were not so optimistic when thinking about the future development of their city. It seems 
that this distrust towards future reduces demand for housing within the city and indirectly it 
noticeably reduces the value of local real estates. The same share of respondents (34 %) believes that 
lower real estate prices of buildings in proximity to brownfields are connected to aesthetics of 
brownfields. These sites are usually abandoned and neglected, sometimes aesthetically unsightly with 
peeled façade or are ruined, covered by weed or walls are damaged by graffiti etc. 
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Fig. 6 : Reasons why brownfields have significant influence on the real estate prices in their 

Source: own survey (2017) 
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Fig. 7:  Influence of brownfields on real estates buying behaviour of respondents

Source: own survey (2017) 
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the spatial distribution of brownfields in Karvina where these sites might be found practically 
everywhere (eighteen brownfield sites could be found in the area of Karvina), while on other two 
municipalities the location of brownfields is different (primarily on the margins of municipality). In 
Karvina majority of the population lives their everyday lives in close contact with brownfields and 
negative phenomena that are connected to brownfields (homelessness, a higher level of criminality, 
vandalism etc.) significantly affect their opinions about brownfields. 
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Abstract 

This article focuses on the issue of brownfields the Czech Republic with the special attention on the 
town of Orlova, where eight local brownfields were studied from the point of view of their influence 
on values on neighbouring properties (real estates). In the framework of the primary research, a 
questionnaire survey was conducted among the inhabitants of the town Orlova. Thus, the aim of the 
questionnaire survey was to find out the views on the influence of brownfields on the perceived value 
of the neighbouring properties (real estates) in Orlova. The collection of information through 
questionnaires took place between autumn 2016 and spring 2017 and a total of 120 completed 
questionnaires has been gathered. Based on the questionnaire survey, the most of the population of 
Orlova perceives brownfields rather negatively, which naturally reduces the value of neighbouring 
properties. Respondents have the greatest concern about the occurrence of socially pathological 
phenomena, most commonly of homelessness and drug addicts. The second most frequented reason 
for concern was possible contamination and pollution; the third most frequently cited reason was 
worsened building-technical aspects of brownfields and consequent fears of the inhabitants of 
possible accidents. Residents do not want to live near brownfields, and for most respondents, the 
decisive factor in buying a property is a distance a minimum of 500 m from brownfields. Even the 
decline in the purchase price would not convince many respondents to buy such property. 

Keywords: Brownfields, Czech Republic, Town Orlova, Property, Real Estate Price. 

Introduction 

The existence of brownfields is a global problem that reduces the competitiveness of municipalities 
(Kurtovic et al., 2015). It is also clear that the occurrence of brownfields significantly affects the 
sustainable development of cities, towns and municipalities where such sites are located. 
Regeneration of brownfields might be also considered as a contribution to sustainability a global 
scale (Wdding and Crawford-Brown, 2007). For the sake of designating dilapidated and unused 
buildings, the brownfield for the first time has been used since the 1970s. According to Zamarsky et 
al. (2011, p. 57) brownfields represent real estate (land, premises, building) that are underutilized, 
neglected or abandoned and can be dangerous and dangerous. A regeneration process is required for 
effective use of these sites (Doleželová, 2015, p. 6). 
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Brownfields that have occurred on the territory of the Czech Republic are a problem that has been 
discussed by both researchers and practitioners for the last 25 years. In particular, in the Czech 
Republic, this issue began to be tackled only around 1997 as a consequence of the delayed 
restructuring of the Czech economy after 1989. One reason for the creation of a large number of 
brownfields was the return of real estates to the original owners by means of the restitution process. 
The occurrence of brownfields is also the consequence of privatization processes in the early 1990s 
when industrial brownfields began to appear. On the other, it has to be stressed that abandoned 
buildings and complexes have already occurred in the past too. In modern history, we can meet them 
as consequence of the first industrial revolution in early 18th century (Stasakova and Kulla, 2016). In 
addition, great impacts on the occurrence of brownfields occurred in the early 20th century (World 
War I, economic crisis, World War II). A great milestone in the occurrence of abandoned complexes 
and buildings is the period from 1948-1989 when the former Czechoslovakia significantly focused on 
the development of heavy and manufacturing industry. These sectors of the economy have lost their 
competitiveness after the fall of the Iron Curtain and economic restructuring in the 1990s 
(Krzysztofik et al., 2016). According to estimation, more than ten thousand brownfields have recently 
appeared as a result of above-mentioned processes. 

The aim of this article is to present the results of research focused on the influence of brownfields on 
the perceived value of surrounding properties from the perspective of the inhabitants of the town 
Orlova. The main prerequisite is the lowering of the value of private properties occurring in the 
immediate vicinity of neglected, abandoned and dilapidated buildings, complexes and other objects. 
The cause of the decline in the value of the private real estate that is located near brownfields can be, 
for example, soil contamination affecting the health of the population or poor technical condition of 
the buildings and a relatively high incidence of socio-pathological phenomena (Tagaia, 2016). The 
findings are based on the primary research that was carried out in 2016 and 2017 on the territory of 
the town Orlova (population 29.2 in 2017), located in the Moravian-Silesian Region in the eastern 
part of the Czech Republic. 

1. Theoretical Background 

The concept of brownfield can be from the ontological point of view interpreted as a "brown field", 
i.e. site that was created by humans is not now viable without external intervention (as a contrary to 
word greenfield). In the recent years, this term has been used in Czech terminology and it can be said 
that these are mainly abandoned buildings, areas or often devastated areas of various previous use 
that have been abandoned or underused. According to Novák (2012, p. 5), brownfields can represent 
large areas of industry, military barracks, surplus areas of railways and former socialist agricultural 
areas (agricultural farms), which are mainly located on the outskirts of municipalities. 
The first brownfields originated in the mining of raw materials, which had a decisive influence on the 
industrial development during the industrial revolution in the second half of the 19th century. In this 
period also the mass creation of factories took place. In the 20th century, brownfields originate 
primarily as a result of structural change. In the developed countries, brownfields have been dealt 
with since 1970. 
 
The Czech Republic has begun to respond to brownfields issues late. Although the massive growth of 
brownfields in our territory occurred in the 1990s, this issue began to be explored only in 2004, when 
brownfield expansion was underway. The government responded even later when the National 
Brownfield Regeneration Strategy was defined in 2008. In the Czech Republic, this issue is addressed 
by the CzechInvest government agency, which also has a number of programs to support unused 
areas or complexes. To map out the number of brownfields in the Czech Republic, the last mapping 
of abandoned buildings in cooperation with CzechInvest was carried out in 2005-2007. A total of 
2,355 brownfields were located. The exact number of those objects cannot be 100% mapped and 
recorded. According to the Czech web portal (www.ceskovdatech.cz) approximately 10 000-12 000 
brownfields are located in the Czech Republic and occupy an area of 25 000 to 35 000 hectares. 
 
Brownfields are a problem for all municipalities as they are part of them. Some cities can deal better 
with the brownfield question, some worse. The emergence of brownfields and the establishment of 
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businesses on newly created areas must solve a number of problems. One of them is the emergence of 
social, economic and environmental problems in the field of brownfields and the degradation of land 
(greenfields) that is covered by new developments. In addition, dilapidated brownfields reduce the 
attractiveness of the city for investors and thus also a competitive advantage over other cities that try 
to regulate the number of brownfields in their territory. Another phenomenon that occurs in 
connection with the emergence of brownfields is the "dying of the centre of the city" (Malý and 
Mulíček, 2016). The non-use of brownfields can be seen as a reduction of available resources and the 
associated costs to the public budget. Brownfields are perceived negatively by the population and are 
associated with the image of the decline of the territory (Kadeřábková and Piecha, 2009, p. 2). 
Nowadays, most cities in the Czech Republic and abroad are confronted with brownfield problems 
and their reuse. Successful regeneration of brownfields is known throughout the world and it is 
possible to draw inspiration from them when deciding on their new use (Hollander et al., 2010). 
There are several ways to use abandoned and dilapidated areas and buildings. Each brownfield is 
specific and therefore it is necessary to choose the most suitable way of new use. Brownfields can be 
used, for example, for housing, commercial purposes, light industry, recreation, etc. In the Czech 
Republic, topic of brownfields has been covered by authors like Klusáček et al. (2011); Vojvodíková 
et al. (2011); Doleželová et al. (2014); Kunc and Tonev (2015); Osman et al. (2015), etc. The 
research focused on brownfields on the territory of the Moravian - Silesian Region may include 
authors such as Turečková et al., (2016); Škrabal et al. (2016); Martinat et al. (2015).  

2. Methodology and Data 

The basis for analysing the perception of the impact of brownfields on the value of surrounding plots 
was the primary and secondary sources of information. Expert publications and articles have been 
used to retrieve information from secondary sources. Due to the demandingness of up-to-date 
information, Internet resources were also used. A field survey was also carried out to collect primary 
information through questionnaires and a personal visit to brownfield sites in town Orlova. Survey of 
brownfield sites in the town of Orlova was carried out in cooperation with Orlová City Council, 
Environmental Department of the town hall and Cadastral Office. 
 
In the first phase of the research, a literature search on brownfields was carried out. Based on the 
understanding of the topic, a questionnaire survey was carried out among the inhabitants of the town 
of Orlova. The aim of the questionnaire survey was to find out the views on the influence of 
brownfields on the perceived value of neighbouring properties from the point of view of the 
inhabitants of town Orlová. The collection of information through the questionnaires took place 
between autumn 2016 and spring 2017 and was attended by 120 respondents. The return of the 
questionnaires was 100% due to face-to-face communication with individual respondents. 
 
Respondents of the survey were selected based on a residence located at a distance of no more than 
500 m from the selected brownfields. Only in the case of the Orlová - Lazy brownfield, this criterion 
was not met due to the location of the brownfield in the periphery of Orlova with low population 
density. Only 13 respondents (11 %) said they did not live in close proximity to any brownfield. The 
remaining 107 respondents (89 %) live within 500 meters of brownfields. 
 
In order to analyse the influence of brownfields on the value of surrounding lands and real estates, 
interviewing was carried out in the form of personal meetings of the experienced interviewer with the 
respondents that are living near selected brownfields in the town of Orlova. In order to obtain the 
necessary information, a questionnaire consisted of 12 questions that were divided into two parts. 
 
The first six questions relate to the opinions of respondents on brownfields and their impact on the 
value of neighbouring real estates, six further questions relate to identification data of the respondents 
themselves and include gender issues, age, place of residence and education. Within the questionnaire 
survey, women's responses (62%) over men's responses (38%) prevailed. The age structure of the 
respondents is the most common in the range of 26 - 45 years (51%). Most respondents are surveyed 
by respondents with a secondary school without a school leaving certificate, a total of 47% that is in 
line with the educational structure of the population of Orlova. More than half of respondents were 
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employed (53%) or retired (18%), while the remaining options were a small percentage of 
respondents. A total of 50% of respondents live in their own family house. The following table 1 
shows the detailed structure of the respondents in the questionnaire survey. 
 
While questions about respondents were closed and allowed only one answer, questions about the 
perception of the impact of brownfields allowed more answers or were open. 
 

Table 1 : Structure of the respondents of questionnaire survey 
 
 

Gender Female 

Male 

62 % 

38 % 

Age 18-25 years 

26-45 years 

46-65 years 

65 and more years 

13 % 

51 % 

30 % 

6 % 

Education Elementary school 

Secondary school with final exam 

Secondary school without final exam 

University 

7 % 

16 % 

47 % 

30 % 

Social status Students 

Employees 

Entrepreneurs 

Unemployed 

Retired persons 

Persons on maternal/parental leave 

8 % 

53 % 

5 % 

8 % 

18 % 

8 % 

Housing Private family house 

Rented family house 

Hostel 

Own flat 

Cooperative apartment 

Rental apartment 

50 % 

0 % 

13 % 

0 % 

18 % 

19 % 

City part  Lazy 

Orlová - Town 

Poruba 

Lutyně 

Doubrava 

12,5 % 

8,3 % 

32,5 % 

36,7 % 

10 % 

Source: own survey (n=120) 
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3. Description of the Town

Orlova is a Silesian town located in the eastern part of the Czech Republic
Moravian-Silesian Region. The city 
Orlova is specific by mining and heavy industry, which has a tradition
sectors are nowadays declining as well as population numbers of the town.
 
There are a large number of brownfields in the Orlov
administration. Within this research, eight brownfi
These brownfields can be seen in the following figure 1. Most of the brownfields in the 
Orlova were created due to a reduction in coal mining.
 

Fig. 
Source: ‘Mapy.cz’, adjusted by authors

4. Perception of Influence of the Brownfields on the Value P

In the framework of the questionnaire survey, 99 respondents (83
negatively affect the value of surrounding properties. Furthermore, 18
buildings and complexes do not affect the price and perceived value of the surrounding properties.

Fig. 2 : Do you generally think 

neighbouring real estate (houses, flats, land, building plots, etc.)?
Source: own survey (n=120) 

No

Yes, more than 50 %

Yes, between 20 % - 40 %

Yes, less than 10 %

wn Orlova   

is a Silesian town located in the eastern part of the Czech Republic on the area of the 
. The city covers an area of 24.67 km2 and has about 29 000 inhabitants. 

mining and heavy industry, which has a tradition of more than 200 years.
sectors are nowadays declining as well as population numbers of the town. 

There are a large number of brownfields in the Orlova, the total number is not recorded by the town 
. Within this research, eight brownfield sites were selected and described in 

These brownfields can be seen in the following figure 1. Most of the brownfields in the 
were created due to a reduction in coal mining. 

Fig. 1 : Brownfield´s in town Orlova 
, adjusted by authors 

Influence of the Brownfields on the Value Property 

In the framework of the questionnaire survey, 99 respondents (83 %) believe that brownfields
negatively affect the value of surrounding properties. Furthermore, 18 % believe that abandoned 
buildings and complexes do not affect the price and perceived value of the surrounding properties.

Do you generally think that "abandoned areas and areas" reduce the value of 

neighbouring real estate (houses, flats, land, building plots, etc.)? 

18 %

11 %

36 %

36 %

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Percentage rating 

the area of the 
000 inhabitants. 

of more than 200 years. Both 

by the town 
eld sites were selected and described in the town. 

These brownfields can be seen in the following figure 1. Most of the brownfields in the town of 

 

%) believe that brownfields 
% believe that abandoned 

buildings and complexes do not affect the price and perceived value of the surrounding properties. 

 

that "abandoned areas and areas" reduce the value of 

36 %

36 %

40%
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The following question was focused on whether respondents would be disturbed to live near 
brownfields. A total of 87 respondents (73 %) would be disquiet to live near brownfields due to the 
occurrence of socially pathological phenomena (the occurrence of homeless and drug addicts etc.), 
due to the imminent danger of injuries, due to worsen aesthetics, contamination, unclear future use 
and concern from the loss of peaceful surroundings. The remaining 33 respondents (27 %) said they 
would not mind living in the neighbourhood of the abandoned brownfield. 
 
The next question asked whether respondents would buy a property in the neighbourhood of a 
brownfield if the property price was lower by 20 %. A total of 68 respondents (57 %) said they would 
not buy the real estate. A further 52 respondents (43 %) would buy the property for the following 
reasons: a favourable offer, depending on the type of brownfield, for investment and future sale, to 
ensure a quiet living. 
 
In addition, respondents had to classify the reasons for the negative impact of brownfields on the 
surrounding property in their opinion. The individual options assigned a weight of 1 to 6, where 
number 1 marked the most important reason and number 6 was the least important. The average 
value, modus, and median were calculated from the resulting values assigned to individual reasons. 
These values can be seen in Table 2 below. 
 

Table 2 : Do you think that the proximity of brownfields has a bad effect on the value/cost of 

surrounding properties, please state the reasons why do you think so? (Rank according to 

importance from 1 to 6; 1 = most important ... 6 = least important) 
 
 Average value Mode Median value 

Construction-technical aspect 

(risk of injury) 

3,23 3 3 

Uncertain future use  3,78 5 4 

Aesthetic aspect 3,84 6 4 

Contamination and pollution 2,86 2 2 

Limiting the development of 

the town  

4,5 6 5 

Concentration of socio-

pathological phenomena 

2,79 1 2,5 

Source: own survey (n=120) 
 
From the average values listed in Table 2, the reasons for the negative impact of brownfields can be 
classified according to their importance in this order - concentration of socio-pathological 
phenomena, contamination and pollution, construction and technical aspects, uncertain future use, 
aesthetic aspect, limitation of community development. By concentrating socially pathological 
phenomena, respondents most often assigned number 1 and therefore considered it the most 
important reason for the negative impact of brownfields on surrounding properties. As the least 
important reason, the respondents perceive the aesthetic aspect and limit the development of the city, 
which most often assigned number 6. Median determines the mean value of all responses. Modus 
expresses the most commonly referred value. 

The following query in the questionnaire survey focused on respondents' views of how far the 
presence of brownfields would play a role in buying a property (see Figure 3). For 89 respondents (74 
%) the presence of brownfields is a decisive factor in the purchase of real estate. A total of 31 
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respondents (26 %) would not mind b
distance from the brownfield up to 200 m, 55 respondents (46
between 200-500 m, 15 respondents (12
located Even more than 500 meters from the property
presence of brownfields if they did not see the site and 13 respondents (11
brownfield presence at all. 

Fig. 3:  If you would buy a property in Orlov

role in your purchasing decision?
Source: own survey (n=120) 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the evaluation of the answers from the questionnaire survey carried out between autumn 
2016 and spring 2017, it can be stated that 
brownfields on the value of neighbouring
of respondents of the survey, local brownfields affect
population and this problem needs to be 
population, the occurrence of socio
identified. Particularly, the homelessness and drug dealing was mentioned 
frequent reason for concern was contamination and pollution
cited reason was worsened building
possible accidents. Residents do not want to live near brownfields, and for most respondents, the 
decisive factor in buying a property is a
decline in the purchase price would not convince many respondents to buy such property
reasons for the negative impact of brownfields on the value of surrounding plots can be eliminated by 
regeneration of brownfields and ensuring their reuse. Revitalization and regeneration of brownfields 
are an important activity contributing to susta
brownfields have significant potential for new 
urban greenery, and so on can be built on their site and suitably contribute to the improvement of
quality of life of the local population.
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No, it would play no role in my decision 

Yes, if the brownfield was more than 500 

Yes, if the brownfield was 200 -

Yes, if the brownfield was within 200 

%) would not mind brownfield. Specifically, 19 respondents (16 %) consider the 
ce from the brownfield up to 200 m, 55 respondents (46 %) consider the decisive distance 

500 m, 15 respondents (12 %) would consider buying the property if brownfields were 
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If you would buy a property in Orlova, would the presence of a brownfield land play a 

role in your purchasing decision? 

Based on the evaluation of the answers from the questionnaire survey carried out between autumn 
2016 and spring 2017, it can be stated that inhabitants of town Orlova perceive the negative impact of 

neighbouring properties. It has to be stressed that according to opinions 
, local brownfields affect health condition and quality life of

problem needs to be seriously addressed. As the most important concern of local 
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building-technical aspects of brownfields and the fear of the inhabitants of 
ts do not want to live near brownfields, and for most respondents, the 
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Abstract  
 

Managing a software project and delivering the right product are considerably complicated and 

complex tasks in modern business environment. The “right” product means that it suits the needs of all 

stakeholders and helps the company to achieve strategic business goals. In order to visualize this 

“right” product and engage all the parties around it, all the requirements need to be defined and 

managed properly. This issue has to be addressed systematically with use of suitable requirements 

engineering (RE) approach. The applicability of RE approach for the particular project context is 

controversial and requires conceptual investigation under the prism of complexity theory. This study 

aims to reveal whether the applicability of RE approach for the particular project context could be 

potentially influential on the project outcomes. The goal of the research is to understand also whether 

the complexity of core problem could give a hint about the RE approach, which would be the most 

suitable in a particular case. The analysis of different software projects revealed the importance of 

approach complexity being compatible with the problem level and its influence on the project 

outcomes. 

 

Keywords: requirements engineering, software project, complexity, RE approach, problem level, 

project success. 

 

Introduction 
 

The topic of requirements engineering attracts the interest of researchers in software engineering over 

the past decades (Schön, Thomaschewski, & Escalona, 2017). This interest could be potentially 

inspired by importance of overall requirements topic for the project success as well as 

comprehensiveness of business architectures, which dictate requirements (I. Ilin, Kalinina, Iliashenko, 

& Levina, 2016). The Table 1 provides the analysis of how different researches emphasize 

requirements as an important aspect of project success. 

 

Table 1: The linkage between requirements and project success 

 

Requirements and project success Reference 

“Project met all specification requirements” as Internal criteria of 

Success dimension 

(Patanakul, Iewwongcharoen, 

& Milosevic, 2010) 

12 requirements basics for project success with supporting 

information, suggestions, and recommendation 

(Young, 2006) 

“Functional, performance, and reliability requirements and scope 

are not documented” as a failure factor 

(Kappelman, McKeeman, & 

Zhang, 2006) 
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“Meeting system requirements” as a measure of success (DeLone, Espinosa, Lee, & 

Carmel, 2005) 

Requirements as a “Product success” part (Bannerman, 2008) 

“Meeting user requirements” as a project success criteria (Müller & Turner, 2007) 

Conformance of requirements as a key aspect of quality of 

conformance, which is admitted as a part of project success 

(Dalcher, 2009) 

 

It can be seen from the table that requirements are constantly addressed as important issue for the 

software project, which makes the way of their systematic discovery, delivery and management an 

important part of overall software project management. It was discovered, though, that the way how 

Requirements Engineering could be potentially organized in order to cause maximum value for the 

project, is not that univocal. The same aspect of RE is found to be positively related to the successful 

project results or performance efficiency, but probably opposite in another. It is particularly 

controversial, for example, in business processes reengineering field of study (I. V. Ilin, Iliashenko, & 

Levina, 2016). The examples of the contradictory aspects can be user-involvement (Dvir, 2005), RE 

model (Cataldo, Wagstrom, Herbsleb, & Carley, 2006) and utilization of requirements engineering 

tools (Ji & Sedano, 2011). 

 

This could potentially be the result of poor context addressing, when proposing the way how RE 

should be organized. It has already been emphasized that different methodologies could be appropriate 

for different projects depending on the context of the problem (Fernandez & Fernandez, 2008b). In 

addition, the context awareness was proposed to be a tool for project manager to act appropriately in 

different types of situations (Snowden & Boone, 2007).  

 

This study seeks to understand better whether the choice of contextually-appropriate approach could be 

the factor, which influences the overall project success. The structure of the research is the following. 

Next section provides and overview of requirements engineering research area and described the 

approach to this research. The Results section gives an overview of empiric results and their summary. 

The last section compares empiric results with the existing literature and proposes the directions of 

further researches. 

Literature Review and Research Methodology 
 

Requirements engineering is the process of discovering, documenting and managing the requirements 

for a computer-based system. The goal of requirements engineering is to produce a set of system 

requirements which, as far as possible, is complete, consistent, relevant and reflects what the customer 

actually wants (Sommerville & Sawyer, 1999).  

 

There are different ways of RE organization. The conceptual schema of requirements engineering, as 

seen traditionally, is represented in the Figure 1. It is also addressed in the literature as “Waterfall” 

model of RE (Balaji & Murugaiyan, 2012). It is seen as a sequence of steps in which the output of each 

stage becomes the input for the next. 
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Fig. 1: 
 

There is another type of RE, which is “agile way” of RE. This type of

principles, such as flexibility by cordial

initially defined with the customer and listed in a c

they are discussed and reprioritized, to define the scope of the next iteration

Daneva, & Shamshirband, 2015). 

 

The researches argue that there is a number of advantages of Agile RE over the Traditional one: ability 

to cope with dynamic context of software industry

effort and schedule overruns (Molokken

indicate that there are also weak poi

design issues, indicated in the research of

Larsson, 2010). 

 

As long as different approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, the issue of their 

mindful choice within the specific context could potentially be considerably influential on the project 

outcomes. The need for addressing problem’s context when choos

approach has been constantly raised in the existing li

cited framework for addressing this issue 

Boone, 2007). The framework defines five different types of contexts, based on the nature of cause

effect relationships and the issues leaders are facing. Four of these 

chaotic – require leaders to diagnose situations and to act in contextually appropriate ways. The fifth 

disorder – applies when it is unclear which of the other four contexts is predominant

Boone, 2007). 

 

The description of the problem types, prop

Reference source not found.. 

 

Fig. 1: Conceptual schema of traditional RE 

There is another type of RE, which is “agile way” of RE. This type of RE approach is based on Agile 

y by cordially receiving changes (Bang, 2007). The requirements are 

initially defined with the customer and listed in a customer wish list format; every couple of weeks 

they are discussed and reprioritized, to define the scope of the next iteration (Inayat, Salim, Marczak, 

.  

there is a number of advantages of Agile RE over the Traditional one: ability 

cope with dynamic context of software industry (Ramesh, Cao, & Baskerville, 2010)

(Molokken-Ostvold & Jorgensen, 2005). Despite that, some studies 

indicate that there are also weak points of this approach, such as lack of attention to architectural 

sues, indicated in the research of (Falessi et al., 2010) and (Breivold, Sundmark, Wallin, & 

As long as different approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, the issue of their 

mindful choice within the specific context could potentially be considerably influential on the project 

The need for addressing problem’s context when choosing the software project manage

sed in the existing literature (Cheng & Atlee, 2007). There

cited framework for addressing this issue – the Cynefin framework of decision-making (Snowden & 

. The framework defines five different types of contexts, based on the nature of cause

effect relationships and the issues leaders are facing. Four of these – simple, complicated, complex, and 

require leaders to diagnose situations and to act in contextually appropriate ways. The fifth 

applies when it is unclear which of the other four contexts is predominant (Snowden & 

The description of the problem types, proposed on Cynefin framework, is represented in the 

 

 

RE approach is based on Agile 

. The requirements are 

ustomer wish list format; every couple of weeks 

(Inayat, Salim, Marczak, 

there is a number of advantages of Agile RE over the Traditional one: ability 

(Ramesh, Cao, & Baskerville, 2010) and lower 

Despite that, some studies 

to architectural 

(Breivold, Sundmark, Wallin, & 

As long as different approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, the issue of their 

mindful choice within the specific context could potentially be considerably influential on the project 

ing the software project management 

There is a highly 

(Snowden & 

. The framework defines five different types of contexts, based on the nature of cause-

simple, complicated, complex, and 

require leaders to diagnose situations and to act in contextually appropriate ways. The fifth – 

(Snowden & 

osed on Cynefin framework, is represented in the Error! 
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Fig. 2: Types of problems in Cynefin framework

Based on this framework, (Cockburn & Highsmith, 2001)

exploratory problem domains - extreme,

2008a) proposed a mapping of different types of problems and problem

focus on software engineering field of study

 

Fig. 3:  The framework for solutio

 

Types of problems in Cynefin framework 

(Cockburn & Highsmith, 2001) argued that Agile development e

extreme, complex, high-change projects. (Fernandez & Fernandez, 

proposed a mapping of different types of problems and problem-solving strategies with specific 

e engineering field of study (Figure 3).  

The framework for solution categorization (adapted from (Fernandez & Fernandez, 

2008b)) 

 

argued that Agile development excels in 

(Fernandez & Fernandez, 

with specific 

 

(Fernandez & Fernandez, 
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Each strategy has certain characteristics: 

 

• Linear strategy – traditional strategy that consists of dependent, sequential phases that are 

executed with no feedback loops. The project solution is not released until the final phase. 

• Incremental strategy – identical to a Linear strategy except that each phase of the project 

releases a partial solution, the business value is delivered prior to the final stage.  

• Iterative strategy – a number of repeated phases that include a feedback loop after a group of 

phases is completed. The last phase of a group may include a partial solution if the customer 

desires.  

• Adaptive strategy – similar to an Iterative except for that with an Adaptive strategy each 

iteration’s feedback adjusts the next iteration so that the next solution will be grown upon.  

• Extreme strategy – similar to adaptive strategy except that instead of adjusting with each 

iteration to coverage upon a solution, the goal of the project must also be discovered and 

converged upon. An Extreme strategy differs from Adaptive mainly by unclearness of the 

goal.  

 

In scopes of the current research 6 project were analyzed based on the studies of (Fernandez & 

Fernandez, 2008b) and (Snowden & Boone, 2007). Each project was classified by the problem domain, 

which had become the core of the project. The requirements engineering approach, adapted in scopes 

of each research was also classified by 5 strategies, indicated above. Further, the mapping between the 

actual problem domain and adapted RE approach (problem-solving strategy) was provided in order to 

reveal whether the RE approach choice could potentially be influential on the project outcomes.  

Results 
 

The empiric data was gathered from 6 projects, executed by 5 companies. The table below summarizes 

the projects. 
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Table 2: Projects overview 

Project 

ID 

Problem description RE approach Results 

C1P1 

 

Software – Supplier Relationship Management system 

Customer – Large Stone production company 

Supplier – internal IT department 

Description – system development and implementation in 

scopes of the implementation projects portfolio dedicated to the 

complex change of the old software in the company. 

Cause and effect of implementation are separated in time – 

Knowable context 

• Baseline solution was implemented at once on 

production based on the high level 

requirements of top-management 

• Further development was done based on the 

users’ requests on a daily basis 

• Deployment as soon as the task is ready 

• Prioritization of tasks was decided in the team 

and tasks were tracked in the simplest tools.  

Admitted to be successful 

C2P1 

 

Software – Enterprise Resource Planning 

Customer – Large Oil and Gas production company 

Supplier – internal IT department 

Description – system development and implementation in 

scopes of the implementation projects portfolio dedicated to the 

complex change of the old software in the company. 

The effect from the system implementation has been perceived 

over long period of time  – Complex context 

• Implementation is strictly regulated 

• Implementation consists of a number of steps, 

executed one by one with a set of closing 

documentation at the end of each stage. 

• Gathering all the business requirements at once 

in the beginning. 

• The changes were strictly regulated  

 

Admitted to be close to failure 

C3P1 

 

Software – Accounting system 

Customer – Large Paper production company 

• Rapid implementation of baseline solution 

• Customization based on the constant users’ 

Admitted to be successful 
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Supplier – external team from IT company  

Description – implementation of the standard solution with 

basic functionality for certain purposes of accounting processes, 

the customer previously worked with the paper and Office 

applications without any software. 

Cause and effect of implementation perceivable and predictable  

– Known context 

feedback 

• Continuously working with end users on a daily 

basis without any pending tasks 

C3P2 

 

Software – Enterprise Resource Planning 

Customer – Medium Machinery production company 

Supplier – external team from IT company  

Description – customization of the existing software, which was 

already launched into production, but did not cover the needs of 

the customer. 

The current problem is not clearly linked to the software 

system, no perception of cause and effect – Chaos context 

• Requirements were provided by the key 

stakeholder  

• The requirements did not change significantly 

• The cooperation with end users was very 

difficult, because they were poorly allowed to 

provide their own requirements  

• The software customization was organized by 

steps with periodic demonstration of result 

Admitted to be total failure 

C4P1 

 

Software – Integration platform 

Customer – Large retail company 

Supplier – external team from IT company  

Description – development and implementation of the software 

in order to integrate different systems and increase their 

efficiency. 

Cause and effect of implementation are separated in time – 

• It was decided to use Kanban in order to speed 

up 

• Use of physical Kanban board 

• Everything was done on production 

environment  

• High and intensive development.  

• The end product was documented afterwards. 

Admitted to be successful 
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Knowable context 

C6P1 

 

Software – Website platform 

Customer – Large retail company 

Supplier – internal IT department  

Description – development of the software from scratch in order 

to use it further for expanding business. The software was 

aiming to be able to produce websites for the distributers in a 

short period of time. 

Cause and effect of implementation are separated in time – 

Knowable context 

• Combination of Waterfall and Agile 

approaches.  

• The waterfall was utilized in order to get the 

minimum viable product based on the baseline 

requirements to the product.  

• More concrete requirements are formulated by 

the users after MVP delivery and executed in 

sprints. 

• RE continues after the launch into production 

to evolve the product. 

Admitted to be successful 
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Each project was analyzed based on its baseline problem type. 

quadrants, which represent different types of problems. The project C2P1 was admitted 

type of problem based on its characteristics analysis and Cynefin framework comparing. The project 

C3P2 was proposed to have Chaos type of problem. Projects C4P1, C6P1 and C1P1 were admitted to 

have Knowable type of problem as a baseline. T

The failed projects or those, which have finished out of scopes, are indicated with 

highlighted with blue, are admitted as successful in scopes of analyzed research. 

 

Fig. 4

The next step of analysis was dedicated to the investigation of actual approach to RE, utilized by the 

teams within each specific project. The analysis of approaches is based on the 5 strategies, proposed by

(Fernandez & Fernandez, 2008b)

project C2P1, are the closest to the Linear strategy. The approach of C3P2 project was admitted to be 

Incremental strategy. C4P1, C3P1 and C1P1 used Adaptive strategy. Th

Iterative strategy. It can be proposed

from which they are theoretically originated.

the Complex problem of the C2P1 project, is actually recommended to be suitable for the Known 

problem domain.  

 

The approaches, which were utilized by the companies within each specific project, are represented with 

grey circles. They were mapped to those domains, in whi

in order to demonstrate the mismatching of problem and problem

projects. 

Each project was analyzed based on its baseline problem type. It was afterwards mapped into one of four 

quadrants, which represent different types of problems. The project C2P1 was admitted to have Complex 

type of problem based on its characteristics analysis and Cynefin framework comparing. The project 

C3P2 was proposed to have Chaos type of problem. Projects C4P1, C6P1 and C1P1 were admitted to 

have Knowable type of problem as a baseline. The project C3P1 had Known type of problem in the core. 

The failed projects or those, which have finished out of scopes, are indicated with orange

highlighted with blue, are admitted as successful in scopes of analyzed research.  

Fig. 4: The domains of projects’ complexity 
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from which they are theoretically originated. For example the Linear strategy, which was adapted within 
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The analysis of empiric data suggests that matching of problem type and problem

be potentially influential on the project results. The most successful companies within the analyzed 

sample are likely to choose the strategy, which is c

one more complex, which still leads to the success. The projects, which have resulted in failure, have 

been run with use of easier RE approach, then the problem required. 

software development projects are more likely to fail

chosen to use is originally intended for problems with lower levels comple

Conclusions and Discussions
 

The need for adaptation of problem

a number of researches, indicating it as a factor of sustainable devel

(Serrat, 2009). In addition, the question of mindful approach choice is also constantly highlighted in 

different studies (Glukhov, Ilin, & Levina, 2015)

the importance of alignment between problems and solution complexity level in order to act effectively

(Wingo & Tanik, 2015). On the contrary, the described alignment of problem and solution domain was 

indicated only for the knowable problem type, while there is serious mismatch in complex or chaos 

problem domains. This could be explained by overall lack of maturi

and chaos problems in a suitable way, which was indicated in the latest Chaos report, where the failure 

rate increases with growth of projects complexity

more complex the project is, the bigger risk of failure.

 

Fig. 5:  Projects’ RE approaches analysis 

The analysis of empiric data suggests that matching of problem type and problem-solving strategy could 

be potentially influential on the project results. The most successful companies within the analyzed 

sample are likely to choose the strategy, which is compatible with the problem level, or they choose the 

one more complex, which still leads to the success. The projects, which have resulted in failure, have 

been run with use of easier RE approach, then the problem required. The results analysis propose tha

software development projects are more likely to fail, if the problem-solving approach the team has 

chosen to use is originally intended for problems with lower levels complexity.  

Conclusions and Discussions 

The need for adaptation of problem-solving styles, based on problem complexity level, are highlighted in 

a number of researches, indicating it as a factor of sustainable development in business environment 

In addition, the question of mindful approach choice is also constantly highlighted in 

(Glukhov, Ilin, & Levina, 2015). The research result supports the previous findings on 

the importance of alignment between problems and solution complexity level in order to act effectively

n the contrary, the described alignment of problem and solution domain was 

indicated only for the knowable problem type, while there is serious mismatch in complex or chaos 

problem domains. This could be explained by overall lack of maturity of the companies to tackle complex 

and chaos problems in a suitable way, which was indicated in the latest Chaos report, where the failure 

rate increases with growth of projects complexity (Hastie & Wojewoda, 2015). It was indicated that the 

more complex the project is, the bigger risk of failure. 
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The issue of problem underestimation could be critical for the company in terms of finishing project in 

agreed scopes. The Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety postulates that to obtain a desired outcome, the 

system must match the number of states in the input with at least an equivalent number of states in the 

regulatory process (Ashby, 1991). For the software engineering research it means that a solution cannot 

control an environment of greater complexity (Sheard & Mostashari, 2009). 

 

The research has a number of limitations. First of all, the size of the research sample is considerably 

small, which reveals the need for further testing of the final theoretical propositions. The geographical 

location of the companies also affects the abstract level of results. All the companies are situated in one 

city and, possibly, some external contextual factors could have been influential. The listed limitations 

could be potentially overcome in the future researches. 
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Abstract 

Branding is crucial aspect of company because it is the visual voice of the company. The brand is 

important for creating prestige and reputation of an university and it is difficult to influence it. The 

quality of teachers is an important factor of the success rate of an university and is also one of the 

most important decision-making attributes when choosing a university. This study deals with 

marketing research realized at the Faculty of Multimedia Communications of Tomas Bata University 

focusing of the faculty by applicants.  

Keywords: brand building, image, quality of Universtiy Teachers. 

Brand 
 

There is a number of definitions for theoretical understanding of the term "brand" which set the 

experts apart. Many leading global brand specialists such as Aaeker, Keller, Adamson, Haig, use the 

brand definition that includes the relation of customer´s mind to brand. In many cases, the presence of 

a brand in the mind of the customer is associated with brand distinction. Differentiation is a feature 

that gives the brand certain individuality. "A brand is something that's settled in the head. It is a 

promise that connects a product or service with a consumer." (Adamson, 2011) Customer's mind and 

brand are closely linked, but it is necessary to add a secondary attribute to the brand. This can be a 

logo, because the logo is a part of the brand and with other characteristics makes a whole. From 

history, it can be seen that the logo and its initial use originated in distinguishing one product from 

the others. 

Image 

Image is an important psychological process that leaves an impression of a given company in minds 

of customers. The resulting effect in the form of a positive or negative attitude is a result of a variety 

of tools that shape the overall image. It consists of the individual experiences that the customer is 

exposed to in connection with the brand, which can also lead to a distorted image of reality. It is clear 

that image building is an important component of a complex brand. This is a specific and long-term 

path that will never be achieved by a hundred percent, because there is a certain group of customers 

that is changing for each subject. However, it is important to build a positive image mainly with the 

target group of the brand. "A positive brand image is created by marketing programs that combine 

strong, positive, and unique associations with the brand." (Keller, 2007) An important milestone of 

the image is the realization of reality. This is the only relevant image of the brand on the market. In 

the case of psychological processes that happen in customers' heads, there may be many distorted 

information that the customers evaluate on the basis of information that is currently available to them 

and which is available at the moment. This can often result in a situation where the customer, without 

any close encounter with the brand, due to negative and inaccurate information about it, creates a 

negative image of the brand. 

Branding 

The essence of branding is activities that aim to gain a desired brand position in the minds of its 

customers - creating positive customer attitudes towards the brand. It is one of the key and 

irreplaceable marketing activities that fundamentally influence product image and desirable attitudes 
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in the community of customers and people interested in products or services. "Branding equips the 

product (products and services) with brand strength. Its point is creating differences. It involves 

creation of mental structures and helps consumers to sort out their knowledge of products and 

services to facilitate their decision-making. "(Keller, Kotler, 2007) Branding of universities is a very 

important activity, which is currently done only by a small percentage of Czech schools. On a 

European scale, the situation is similar. Only a fraction of universities has a developed 

communication strategy, defined their own vision and mission. Those educational institutions that 

recognize the importance of effective communication and brand building are among the leaders in the 

education market. The quality of teaching, the readiness of future graduates to practice, and the 

scientific performance of school teachers are features that can add value to a university. It is a value 

that gives schools prestige, recognition, which can be one of the decisive factors for potential 

applicants. If a university does not function as a credible, high-quality, well-functioning enterprise, its 

position on the Czech market is complicated. Prestige of a university, a long-term building of a high-

quality, scientific and compact entity is a guarantee of a well-established and built brand. 

University Image 

The brand is not only important for consumer goods but it also plays a role in creating prestige and 

reputation of a school. Perceived value, prestige, reputation, quality, communication and overall 

position of the given school within the overall system of educational institutions functioning in the 

Czech Republic is very important. Nowadays, at many points mentioned, the situation is very poor, 

and potential failure at some points may be fatal in time.  

There are many risks that are important to the functioning of the university. Their disrespect may 

result in different forms. The situation in higher education is complicated, for many reasons. One of 

these is the drop in funding to education. Reputation of many universities was damaged by affairs 

that have been publicized in the past, and in addition to that applicability of graduates decreases each 

year. It is therefore a question when will universities lose meaning and many unattractive study fields 

will completely disappear. On the contrary, what is the way to the strengthening of study fields that 

are important for society, for functioning of the basic state authorities, companies and other entities 

that directly affect the running of the state itself. As a result of the above mentioned reasons, it is 

clear that universities are forced to resolve a competitive struggle for students. A strong and stable 

brand of a university will play an important role in decision of applicants on their further studies. 

Decrease in a number of applicants is a threat that can have a major impact on the existence of higher 

education institutions. 

In the field of higher education, creating image is a very important activity that can be difficult to 

influence. Universities provide education to many students and the course of their studies is varied. 

For high-quality students who are doing well and without complications, image creation is easier 

because their loyalty is higher. In such cases, the school can only hardly interfere with students' 

opinions, but the elimination of negative information should be an important component in image 

building (Banyar, 2010). It is clear that image building is an important component of a complex 

brand. 

Methodology  

Within the framework of image and brand building of a university as a tool of competitiveness, a 

number of marketing researches was carried out at the Faculty of Multimedia Communications of 

Tomas Bata University (further referred to as FMC). Annually conducted research includes research 

focusing on perception of FMC by a target group of applicants. This research is carried out annually, 

and this study will involve interpretation of data from the turn of 2014/2015 with 496 respondents 

and the turn of 2015/2016 with 616 respondents. Respondents were interviewed as part of an Open 

Door Day, or during participation in an entrance examination. 
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Statistical Analysis 

In the framework of statistical testing, the study focuses on the year-on-year comparison of the 

research carried out between 2014/2015 and 2015/ 2016. The quality of teachers is there a factor 

important not only for the overall perceived success rate of the Faculty of Multimedia 

Communications but also as one of the most important decision-making attributes when choosing a 

university. 

 

Ordinal median or the mean value of research conducted at the turn of 2014 and 2015 shows that 

respondents are clear about perception of the quality of teachers. Low values of dorvar in variables 

confirm that students have relatively the same ideas about FMC's success and expertise. The quality 

factors were rated by the respondents on the Likert scale, where they evaluated from 1 - the worst to 5 

- the best. In total, FMC was rated as rather successful, median shows that the reality is even closer to 

the value the most successful. A similar situation is with FMC's expertise. Mostly FMC was rated as 

rather professional. An ordinal median of 4.13 with a relatively low dispersion of values indicates 

that the mean value is shifted towards the "totally expert" value. The low dispersion values for the 

last two monitored scale variables indicates significant stability in the respondents' views, which is 

reflected in an estimated confidence interval, which calculates the real proportion for the total 

population by the inductive mathematical approach (the percentage of those who have chosen 2 or 4 

respectively), but it can be estimated at 5% risk of potential error for all students, or it can be related 

to the relevant public). 

Table 1: Values for statistical testing from research conducted at the turn of 2014 and 2015  

 Educators Successful/unsuccessful Professional/unprofessional 

Modus (the most 

frequent) 
5 2 4 

OR (ordinal median 

- the middle) 
4,384 1,774 4,13 

    

Dorvar (discrete 

ordinal variance = 

dispersion) 

1,275 0,838 0,972 

 

Table 2: Values for statistical testing from research conducted at the turn of 2015 and 2016 

 Educators Successful/unsuccessful Professional/unprofessional 

Modus (the most 

frequent) 
5 2 4 

OR (ordinal median 

- the middle) 
4,428 1,758 4,199 

Dorvar (discrete 

ordinal variance = 

dispersion) 

1,143 0,672 0,807 

 

Ordinal median, or mean value from the second research conducted at the turn of 2015 and 2016 

confirms the results of the research from the previous year. The median value has even shifted further 
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to point 5, which illustrates the highly positive opinion of respondents on teacher quality and success. 

Repeatedly low dorvar values in the variables confirm that the students have relatively uniform ideas 

about FMC's success and expertise, which are repeated every year. Even in contrast to research at the 

turn of 2014 and 2015, dorvar values are even lower, as evidenced and confirmed by the fact that 

FMC is a successful and professional school in the minds of respondents. 

The most frequent occurrence of the FMC's success value was "4" for both conducted research, which 

meant evaluation as a rather successful. Median then proves that reality is even closer to the value of 

completely successful in both cases. A similar occurrence of values was also in the case of FMC's 

expertise. In both years the ordinal median value of the research was over 4 at relatively low 

variance. Even in the 2015 and 2016 research, the value approaches 4.2 which illustrates a high level 

of expertise perceived by respondents. 

In the next part of statistical testing a statistical hypothesis was determined to confirm or reject the 

dependence of two variables. A zero hypothesis was determined for statistical testing: 

H0: There is no dependence between the variable "general perception of pedagogical expertise" and 

the variable "FMC expertise". 

The hypothesis was tested in both years and completes the coherence between the perceptions of 

teachers' expertise and the perception of FMC's expertise as a whole. For multidimensional statistics, 

we assume a symmetrical distribution of values. Deviations can be followed by chi quadratic 

statistics, respectively by results in a p-value if the value is less than 0.05. In this case, we can talk 

about a dependency relationship between variables. The test results are shown in the following tables. 

Table 3: Contingency table of FMC´s expertise from research  

conducted at the turn of 2014 and 2015  

Professional/ 

unprofessional 
The worst Bad Neutral Good The best Total 

Completely 

unprofessional 
 1  5 1 7 

Rather 

unprofessional 
1 1  3 12 17 

Cannot judge 5 10 9 24 48 96 

Rather professional 11 13 15 62 75 176 

Completely 

professional 
23 6 11 44 81 165 

Total 40 31 35 138 217 461 

X-squared = 28.7341, df = NA, p-value = 0.02859 
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Table 4: Contingency table of FMC´s expertise from research conducted at 

 the turn of 2015 and 2016  

Professional/ 

unprofessional 
The worst Bad Neutral Good The best Total 

Completely 

unprofessional 

0 0 0 2 2 4 

Rather 

unprofessional 

0 1 2 3 5 11 

Cannot judge 8 6 13 23 26 76 

Rather professional 13 12 24 94 117 260 

Completely 

professional 

11 12 12 54 106 195 

Total 37 34 56 195 294 616 

X-squared = 22.267, df = NA, p-value = 0.1452 

Based on the p-value, the hypothesis H0 was rejected. It can be said that there is a relationship 

between the variables. For both tested hypotheses, it was confirmed that the p-value is below 0.5 

indicating that there is a relationship between the variable competence of the educators and the 

variable expertise of FMC as a whole. The asymmetric distribution can be seen in the contingency 

tables attached. For both investigations, there are higher values  at the bottom right in the matrix. The 

findings can be interpreted in such a way that students who see educators more in the direction good-

to-the-best perceive FMC more as rather-completely professional and vice versa. This fact was 

confirmed in the second survey by the same group of respondents. Among the most important 

findings of the two surveys there is a fact that the public brings together the quality of the teachers 

with the faculty's expertise, which has a positive impact on image building of the brand. From the 

attached tables it is clear that only a few individuals chose "contradictory" in the sense of - the 

highest rating for teachers and at the same time a completely unprofessional faculty or the lowest 

grade for teachers and completely professional faculty. 

Conclusion 

The high competition of universities in the Czech Republic forces the schools themselves to think 

more about thinking of their potential applicants, secondary school students. It is important for 

universities to understand the priorities of high school students, to examine their thinking, the ways in 

which they choose a university, and also to analyze the brand of the university itself. Long-term 

research carried out at the FMC proves that the quality of teachers is high on a long-term basis. 

Respondents regard FMC as a quality school with quality educators. This is the main conclusion of 

the presented study, but it is important to perceive this fact in a wider context. The primary attribute 

of brand building should be to clearly define the mission of a university which would be based on the 

actual focus of the educational institution and which would be acceptable both for the target group - 

the applicants, and to the general public. The results of research at FMC are a source of strategic 

management that leads to the sustainability of a quality education process and the competitiveness of 

the university. Another important attribute is strategic goals, which should ideally be a quantifiable 

indicator and should mirror the set values. Brand values, their definition, work with them and 

effective analysis are prerequisites necessary to be aware of, to work with them and to modify them 

on the basis of current data. These are the long-term objectives of the research carried out at the 
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FMC, their ongoing analysis and adjustment will lead to a more effective FMC branding on the 

market.  Other activities of the faculty contribute to this. In 2016, the faculty realized a large and 

socially significant project to present water as an exhaustible resource. The current situation around 

water management is not good and the work of students, teachers and their presentation at various 

exhibitions should serve as an education for the general public. Social issues are another way that 

adds to the positive perception of FMC on both the Czech and European markets. 
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Abstract 
 
Femoral stems come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but all of them are assembled with the hip-bone 
using the same method. Current hip implants are fixed into place by hammering them down into the 
femoral bone, procedure which can lead to the fracture of the femoral neck. The current paper 
develops a new concept for a hip implant which can diminish some of these problems through its’ 
unique shape and fixing system. The purpose of this research is to propose a design methodology for 
manufacturing a new hip endo-prosthesis stem using additive technologies. The numerical CAD 
model and simulation was undertaken in order to assess the endurance properties and performance of 
the new hip endo-prosthesis stem concept model. Rapid prototyping was done for functional fitting 
and surgical procedure validation. The technological transfer possibility was considered through cost 
analysis, by establishing the total EBM manufacturing costs for one part. 

 

Keywords: additive manufacturing, custom hip implant, product design, manufacturing cost 

 

Introduction 
 
According to a study by Global data released in 2016 the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
estimates half a million total hip replacements per annum in 2030. Due to a growing number of 
injuries and the subsequent demand for surgeries for the required correction, the global market is 
expected to be worth US$9.1 bn by the end of 2024 as compared to US$6.5 bn in 2015, in conformity 
with the Hip Replacement Implant Market - Global Industry Analysis, Size, Share, Growth, Trends, 
and Forecast 2016 – 2024 Study published in 2017. The same study shows that between the forecast 
period of 2016 and 2024, the global market is estimated to expand at a CAGR of 3.9%. There are 
many disabilities involving the hip joint, as presented in a research study by Mirza et al (2010), 
starting from degenerative diseases such as arthritis, femoral head tumours, and femoral neck trauma 
when bone continuity is lost. The market is based on and will be driven by the rising prevalence of 
osteoarthritis and the rising aging population, as well as the increasing indications where total hip 
replacement is used. Current hip replacement surgeries aim to replace or, rather, strengthen the 
femoral neck. Currently used prostheses in day-to-day operating theatre have a longer stem that 
reaches all the way inside of the femoral canal, as presented by Aitchison et al (2009) and Parker et al 
(2010). In order to insert them into the femoral canal a wider resection of the femoral neck is needed, 
moreover, as McTighe et al (2015) presents in a recent study,  high surgical dexterity is necessary to 
implant them in a position that does not lead to prosthesis dislocation. Falez et al (2015) and Rawal et 
al (2011) show that short stem implants have also been developed in the recent years in a variety of 
configurations and are used in the surgical practice due to their advantages in specific cases. 
Although they are better suited due the minimal invasion of the implantation area, the implants are 
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still assembled with the femoral neck through repeated shock delivery. To avoid all major identified 
complications, the paper proposes a study regarding the design for manufacture, using Electron Beam 
Melting (EBM) technology, of a new endo-prosthesis femoral stem concept. In a study by Cronskär 
et al (2013) it is mentioned that in recent years EBM technology has been shown to bring several 
significant advantages over conventional machining in the production of hip implants. The novelty of 
the design concept of the hip stem is given by its’ unique shape, which allows assembly with the 
femoral head by screwing the stem into place, rather than hammering. The main advantage of the 
new endo-prosthesis stem, proposed by the authors, is that a maximum amount from the hip bone and 
especially from the femoral neck is kept, as shown by Moga et al (2015) in a recent patent 
application. Only the used volume of the femoral head is resected. The new prosthesis has an 
innovative fastening system, combining a non-cemented system with a cemented one. The cement 
does not get to fill all the bone, after screwing and initial fixation, the cement is used to further fix 
into place the prosthesis. On top of a cylindrical connector an intermediary part is placed to ensure 
contact with the rest of the prosthesis.  

 

Methods and Materials 
 

CAD modelling and simulation development 
 
The numerical model, CAD renders and simulations were undertaken using SolidWorks 2016 
software package. The hip endo-prosthesis stems’ unique design is due to the necessity of lowering 
some of the complications of existing hip implants. Developed features are presented in Figure 1 and 
include: main stem, cylindrical fixation flange, cylindrical connector, hexagonal hole, helical fillet, 
main cement delivery internal channel and secondary delivery internal channels. Overall dimensions 
were defined for an 80 kg male patient and were set to 40L x 40l x 63H mm. The hip endo-prosthesis 
main stem is shorter than other concepts and has a helical fillet which enables an easy screwing 
through the hip joint. A constant pitch helix was defined with a 41 mm height and 3.3 revolutions. 
Following the CAD modelling several steps are entailed in order to develop accurate simulations, 
namely: Define material properties; State simulation hypotheses; Identify and define stress 
distribution; Set mesh properties; Set initial chart characteristics; Run simulations for the implicit 
analysis.  

 

 
Figure 1: Main features of the hip endo-prosthesis stem 

 
Accurate material definition is crucial to the realistic results of the simulation and thus, to the 
optimisation of the final endo-prosthesis stem. Electron Beam Melting (EBM) will be used to 
additive manufacture the hip endo-prosthesis stem on Arcam Q10 equipment from Ti–6Al–4V 
titanium alloy. Characteristics of the alloy are set using SolidWorks material data base, as seen in 
Figure 2.  
 
Three hypotheses have been developed for the simulation of the hip endo-prosthesis stem in 
accordance with two states of its existence: fitting and operation. Stress load values were considered, 
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for all three hypotheses, in accordance with ISO 7206-4 (1989) standard for determination of 
endurance properties and performance of stemmed femoral components. 
 

 
Figure 2: Ti–6Al–4V material characteristics set-up using SolidWorks material data base 

 
The first hypothesis is defined for the fitting of the endo-prosthesis stem in the surgical theatre. The 
procedure is done by the orthopaedic surgeon using tools from the regular hip replacement surgical 
tool kit. Stresses were defined by taking into consideration the main stages of the hip replacement 
procedure, namely: femoral head resection; intermediary CT data control; hip prosthesis position and 
screw; cement insertion and hardening; final CT data control. Classic hip prosthesis are usually 
hammered into place, leading to bone damage such as micro fissure, chipping and even fracturing of 
the femoral neck. In these cases the stresses are usually present as forces delivered in shocks. In order 
to diminish these common complications, a different fixation technique is proposed for the studied 
endo-prosthesis. Using a hexagonal key the endo-prosthesis stem is screwed into place and secured 
with bone cement. Fixation is achieved when the cement delivered through the internal channel 
structure of the endo-prosthesis stem is hardened. Using this surgical technique a different stress 
distribution is achieved. A torque of 11 Nm is defined all throughout the hexagonal hole, as the 
product between the pressing force (F = 200 N) and the length of the hexagonal key (L = 55 mm). 
The second hypothesis is defined for regular usage and a force of 1550 N is applied, in accordance 
with a study by Dharme and Kuthe (2016). The third hypothesis is defined for usage in case of shocks 
and high weight of the patient, therefore a force of 2300 N is applied, in accordance with ISO 7206-4 
(1989). Computer aided design models were built to simulate the ISO7206-4 loading, which 
determines the endurance properties and performance of stemmed femoral components. According to 
the description of ISO7206-4 (1989), the stem is fixed in cement distally and proximally is 
unsupported. The cement holds the distal end of the stem starting at 35 mm from the center of the 
femoral hex hole. In addition, the model of the stem was oriented in adduction of 100 and flexion of 
90 (Figure 3). As the cement dimensions are not indicated by the standard, a cylinder of diameter ø40 

mm and height 35 mm was defined.  
 
Loads and fixtures were defined for all three hypotheses and the centralised data is presented in 
Figure 4.  
 
Contact sets were defined as bounded between the cement cylinder internal cavity and the body 
features of the hip endo-prosthesis stem on a 30 mm distance. Meshing was undertaken using the 
characteristics given in Table 1. In accordance to the book by Radostina (2015), several types of 
studies were defined for each of the three hypotheses, as follows: Von Misses stress; URES: 
Resultant Displacement; UX, UY, UZ: Displacement on X, Y, Z directions; ESTRN: Equivalent 
Strain. All initial charts were set to show an automatic deformed shape with a superimposed 
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transparent model. Number formats were set to scientific and the legend had an automatically defined 
minimum and maximum values. No errors were found when meshing the assembly. 

 
Figure 3: The stem position and boundary conditions of the CAD model. 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Loads and fixtures of the CAD models for three hypotheses 
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Table 1: Mesh characteristics 

Mesh type Solid Mesh Total Nodes 21473 

Mesher Used:  Standard mesh Total Elements 14080 

Automatic Transition Off Maximum Aspect Ratio 58.992 

Include Mesh Auto 
Loops 

Off % of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 82.1 

Jacobian points [Points] 4  % of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 4.37 

Element Size [mm] 3.7337  % of distorted elements (Jacobian) 0 

Tolerance [mm] 0.186685  Time to complete mesh (ss):  19 

Mesh Quality High Remesh failed parts with incompatible mesh On 

Rapid Prototyping 

 

One of the most challenging geometries to manufacture was helical fillet with a peak radius of R0,1 
mm, which is the key feature that gives the endo-prosthesis stem its novelty and advantages over pre-
existing hip replacement devices. Due to the required precision of the study, prototyping was done on 
a Projet 1500 3D printer. The equipment uses Film Transfer Imaging (FTI™) technology that allows 
parts to be built much quicker than other methods of rapid prototyping. A film is coated in UV 
curable photopolymer. This resin is then transferred from the film to the build platform and is cured 
by a flash of light from a DLP projector. The process is repetitive, building layer over layer until the 
part is entirely built. By curing each layer with a single flash of projected light, instead of tracing 
each layer with a laser or ejecting material in specific locations, parts can be built quickly, accurately 
and with fine resolution. The VisiJet® FTI-Ivory material was chosen for the final concept models, 
due to its specific material characteristics, which brought visible benefits. VisiJet® FTI materials 
created durable plastic concept models with excellent, high resolution detail that were tough enough 
for functional testing and snap-fit applications. The characteristics of the photopolymer composite 
material allowed an accurate representation of the proposed hip endo-prosthesis stem. 
 

Table 2: Main FTI™ 3D printing stages 

 

Stages Prototyping sub-stages  

1. Analysis and redesign FTI™ technology characteristics identification 

2. Prepare, orientation 
and position 

Print job layout using  PJP3P software 

Support generation using PJP3P software 

3. 3D Printing 

Machine preparation 

3D printing 

Component cooling 

4. Post-processing 

Part removal 

Ethylic alcohol part cleaning 

Part UV Curing    

Removal of support structures 

Sanding of support witness marks 

Silicone based solution spraying 

Part drying 

 
Printing the concept model of the implant lasted for two hours and 23 minutes. The main 
characteristics of the print job are summarised in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Print job characteristics for the hip endo-prosthesis stem prototype 

 

PRINT JOB 

CHARACTERISTICS 
VALUES UNITS 

Surface Area 6074.8936 mm2 

Part Volume 9661.7246 mm3 

Weight of Part 0.00481 Kg 

Weight of Support 0.00177 Kg 

Number of Triangles 6226 - 

EXTENTS INFORMATION [mm] 

 Min Max Total 

X 92.8688 132.8308 39.9621 

Y 64.2937 104.2748 39.9810 

Z 64.2937 104.2748 39.9810 

BUILD PLATFORM EXTENTS [MM] 

X: 228.6 Y: 171.45 Z: 203.2 

 
Functional tests and measurements were undertaken for validation purposes of the 3D printed 
prototype. 

 

Cost Analysis 
 

The global implants (hip and knee) market reached $8.6B in 2016 and had a constant annual growth 
rate of 6% from 2009 to 2016, according to a study by Global data released in 2016. In order to 
commercialize the proposed hip stem, a thorough technology transfer strategy must be put into place. 
Cost analysis is undertaken as a first initiative in this direction, with the goal of series production of 
the endo-prosthesis stem. In order to properly calculate all manufacturing costs of a custom endo-
prosthesis stem the following characteristics must be set: main technology manufacturing stages; 
mechanical properties of the used material; unit production costs; manufacturing speed; post-
processing treatment; energy consumption; workforce; salaries. The custom hip endo-prosthesis will 
be manufactured using the Electron Beam Melting (EBM) additive technology on the Arcam Q10 
equipment. The main EBM manufacturing stages are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4:  Speciffic EBM manufacturing stages of the hip endo-prosthesis 

 

EBM Stage Intermediary stages 

S1. 3D Modelling  IS 1.1. CAD modelling 

IS 1.2. Material properties definition for Ti–6Al–4V 

IS 1.3. *.STL file compilation 

S2. Prepare, orientation, 
positioning  

IS 2.1. Support structure generation using a specialised software 
package 

IS 2.2. Print layout for one manufacturing cycle  

S3. 3D printing using 
EBM technology  

IS 3.1. Equipment preparation 

IS 3.2. EBM 3D printing 

IS 3.3. Printing chamber cooling 

S4. Post-processing IS 4.1. Part removal 

IS 4.2. Part cutting from the metal support plate 

IS 4.3. Cutting of the support metal structures 

IS 4.4. Grinding and polishing of the contact points 

IS 4.5. Preparation of the work-piece: washing and pickling 

IS 4.6. Hydroxyapatite coating 

IS 4.7. Curing and drying 
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The material used to manufacture the custom implant is Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy. An extras of the 
material mechanical properties are shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Mechanical properties of Ti–6Al–4V 

 

Material E (GPa) YS (Mpa) �� (Mpa) %EL BF ×××× 10
-3 

Ti–6Al–4V 105 900 550 13 5,2 

E = Young’s modulus, YS = yield strength, �� = fatigue strenght, BF = biofunctionality = �� /E %EL = 

elongation. 

 
With a production cost below 2€/cm3, Arcam Q10 has a construction speed of 15cm3/h for complex 
structures with a pore size up to 400μm. To estimate the production costs of the hip endo-prosthesis, 
it is necessary to know the volume of the CAD model. Figure 5 shows the weight and volume 
definition using SolidWorks Premium 2016 Design Software.  
 
The post-processing treatment is proposed to be carried out using the immersion coating method in 
hydroxyapatite solution, with the chemical composition shown in Table 6. The hydroxyapatite based 
solution covers homogeneously metal surfaces with layers of thicknesses between 0.05-0.5 mm. 
The first stage of manufacture will be carried out by a design engineer, and the next three stages will 
be carried out by a specially qualified technician. Considering that the financial remuneration of an 
engineer is 1.7820 €/ h, and of a technician is 1.7004 €/ h, it is necessary to define the time frame of 
the intermediary stages of the manufacturing process for the labour calculation. This has been done 
taking into account the following: the technical book of the machine, the technical sheet of the 
material, recommendations from the literature, the experience of the technician and the designer. 
Energy consumption was set according to the technical documentation available for each piece of 
equipment. Calculations and interpretations are given in the following chapter.  
 

 
Figure 5:  Hip endo-prosthesis stem mass properties using SolidWorks Premium 2016 
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Table 6: Chemical composition of hydroxyapatite base solution (wt%) 

 

Pure 

Hydroxyapatite 

Water Ethylic Alcohol Polyethylene 

Glycol 

Glycerol 

7,3 16,7 66,5 2,8 6,7 

 
 

Results Interpretation 
 

Simulation Results 
 
Simulation results were analysed considering the following stages: Mesh compilation; Study 
simulation with integrated solver; First evaluation of simulation results; Optimise chart 
characteristics; Generation of the simulation reports; Interpretation of results; Simulation conclusions 
regarding the endo-prosthesis stem concept model. Mesh was compiled with the characteristics 
presented in Table 1 and no errors were given by the mesh solver. Several studies were undertaken 
for each of the three defined hypotheses, as follows: Von Misses stress; URES: Resultant 
Displacement; UX, UY, UZ: Displacement on X, Y, Z directions; ESTRN: Equivalent Strain. 
Simulations were run after mesh compilation and a first evaluation of the results led to the 
optimisation of chart plots characteristics. The deformation scale was adjusted from automatic to 80 
units for all plots and the superimposed model on the deformed shape was set to translucent single 
color (bright pink) with a transparency factor of 0.5. Value units were changed from N/m2 to MPa 
and a floating number format with three decimals was set. Simulation results are summarised in 
Table 7.  
 
The von Misses Stress (Table 7) distribution obtained by FEA states weather the assembly will 
withstand the design load. Compilation of hypothesis 1 load distribution leads to a minimum value of 
1.90871•10-8 MPa, in mesh node 1012, and a maximum load of 424.014MPa in node no. 1567. For 
hypothesis 2 the minimum stress value was 5.59751•10-8 MPa, generated in mesh node 1012, and the 
maximum stress was obtained in node 8266 with a value of 355.467 MPa. Results of hypothesis 3 
shown a maximum von Misses stress value of 8.30598•10-8MPa in node number 1012, and a 
maximum value of 527.468 MPa in mesh node 8266. Comparing the obtained values with the yield 
strength of the material used to manufacture the eno-prosthesis stem, it is clear that the assembly did 
not fail under the designed load distribution. All von Misses stress simulation results are situated 
below the yield point value of Ti-6Al-4V which is 827.3708 MPa. 
 

Table 7: Simulation results for a Ti-6Al-4V stem: vonMisses, URES and ESTRN 

 

 VON MISSES STRESS 
URES: RESULTANT 

DISPLACEMENT 

ESTRN: EQUIVALENT 

STRAIN 

H
Y

P
O

T
H

E
S

IS
 1

 

   

H
Y

P
O

T
H

E
S

IS
 2
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URES study is used to determine how the CAD model moves under the defined loads. The Resultant 
Displacement (Table 7) generates the magnitude of the resultant (compounded from the X, Y and Z 
directions) reaction force. ISO 7206-4 standard allows a ±3 mm deflection for vertical and horizontal 
displacements. Stress distribution in hypothesis 1 generated a resultant displacement with a minimum 
value of 1.0•10-30 mm in mesh node 1 and a maximum value of 0.22545 mm in node no. 2109. 
Deployment of hypothesis 2 led to a resultant displacement with a minimum value of 1.0•10-30 mm in 
mesh node 1 and a maximum value of 0.150139 mm in the 1783rd node. For the last hypothesis the 
simulation results shows a resultant displacement with a minimum value of 1.0•10-30 mm in node 1 
and a maximum value of 0.222786 mm in node 1783. As it can be observed, all displacement values 
are situated under the standard ±3 mm deflection limit.  
 
In order to provide additional safety measures, further displacement studies were undertaken for all 
three hypotheses to evaluate the magnitude of the reaction forces on the X, Y and Z individual 
directions. Simulation results are summarised in Table 8 and they clearly show that the ISO 7206-4 
standard deflection value is not exceeded.  
 
The equivalent strain was used to measure the geometric response and the change in shape 
(deformation) due to applied forces for the three defined load scenarios.  ESTRN: equivalent strain is 
computed as the rapport between the maximum triaxial stress and the Elastic Modulus. In order for 
the assembly to withstand the design load, ESTRN values (Table 7) should be less than the 
coefficient given by the ratio between the Yield Strength and the Elastic Modulus. As the Elastic 
Modulus for Ti-6Al-4V has a value of 104800.31 MPa, all simulation results values will be compared 
with a 0.0079 coefficient. According to hypothesis 1 the ESTRN global values range from 
1.80858•10-11 (node element 428) to 0.00309937 (node element 3105). Hypothesis 2 shows 
simulation results with ESTRN values from 2.64003•10-11 (mesh node 428) to 0.00203868 (mesh 
node 2535). ESTRN values in hypothesis 3 are situated between 3.91746, in mesh node 428, and 
0.00302514, in mesh node 2535. Comparing the results analysis with the set coefficient, it can be 
observed that the design load does not cause any failures in any of the three hypotheses.  
 

Table 8: Displacements simulation results for a Ti-6Al-4V endo-prosthesis stem 

 

 

UX: Displacement  

(X direction) 

UY: Displacement  

(Y direction) 

UZ: Displacement  

(X direction) 

Minimum 

value [mm] 

Maximum 

value [mm] 

Minimum 

value [mm] 

Maximum 

value [mm] 

Minimum 

value [mm] 

Maximum 

value [mm] 

HYPOTHESIS 1 -0.222 0.221 -0.051 0.051 -0.222 0.222 

HYPOTHESIS 2 -0.091 0.001 -0.136 0.036 -0.001 0.082 

HYPOTHESIS 3 -0.134 0.002 -0.201 0.054 -0.001 0.122 

 
Comprehensive simulation results have shown that the hip endo-prosthesis stem assembly is 
compliant with standard endurance properties and performances. Considerring the abovementioned, 
the proposed CAD model is appropriate for first prototype manufacturing and testing.  
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Prototyping – FTI 
 
Several prototyping stages need to be taken into consideration as a part of the surgical planning 
strategy: 1. Bone density is evaluated from the CT scan images using Mimics Research software; 2. 
The optimum cutting line is analysed when resecting the acetabular cup; 3. The *.STL files for the 
femur anatomical model are created and exported to 3-Matic Research software for further 
processing; 5. *.STL files are analysed for accuracy using Gaussian curvature analysis, maximum 
curvature analysis, wall thickness analysis and Extrema analysis;  6. An anatomical model of the 
patients’ femur is 3D printed; 7. The hip endo-prosthesis stem prototype is 3D printed; 8. Functional 
tests and fittings are undertaken; 9. Surgical procedure is planned. Following these stages, a surgical 
procedure can be easily planned if there is the availability of locally manufacturing the endo-
prosthesis. Prior to 3D prototyping fit tests were undertaken using a virtual simulation software 
(Figure 6).  
 

 
Figure 6: Simulation of surgical procedure and fit test of Hip endo-prosthesis stem with 

femoral neck from DICOM patient anatomical data 

 

A CT scan of the patient was imported into Mimics Research software and DICOM data images were 
first processed into mask files and then into *.STL files. These were analysed and the final model 
presented in Figure 6 was created. Together with the CAD model of the designed hip endo-prosthesis 
stem, the *.STL of the femur was imported into 3-Matic Research.  Fitting and surgical procedure 
were simulated in order to evaluate the compatibility of the CAD model with the anatomical data of 
the patient. As it is presented in Figure 6, a perfect fit was achieved at the interface of the cylindrical 
fixation flange with the femoral neck. 
 
3D printing of the hip endo-prosthesis stem prototype was undertaken considering all criteria detailed 
in the previous chapter. A full 3D printing job lasted two hours and 23 minutes with intermediary 
times adding up to almost four hours. FTI technology implies that the part is in continuous contact 
with the photopolymer, thus the 3D printed prototype comes out of the machine with a viscous 
coating (Figure 7) which requires cleaning. The hip endo-prosthesis stem prototype was washed in an 
isopropyl alcohol recipient and left 10 to 15 minutes to degrease. In order to obtain the optimum 
mechanical characteristics, the degreased prototype was fully hardened and dried in a UV Projet 
curing unit (Figure 7). Due to its size, the prosthesis stem was UV cured in one cycle of 30 minutes. 
The UV post-processing was used to improve scratch and solvent resistance and facilitate superior 
bonding of the material. Other post-processing steps included: removing the support structures, 
sanding down the contact points of the supports, sanding any rough edges of the model and silicone 
spraying.  
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Figure 7:  Stages of 3D printing the hip endo-prosthesis stem prototype using FTI™ 

technology: 3D printing, Component cooling, Part UV Curing, Post-processing 

 

Surgical procedure and fit testing of the hip endo-prosthesis stem was deployed using a high quality 
PVC femur anatomical model (Figure 8). Assembly was done by screwing the dip endo-prosthesis 
into the femoral neck of the hip-bone model. As the internal structure of the model replicates a 
spongy bone tissue, the fitting was done fairly easy. Some of the main feedback from the fitting tests 
was as follows: improvement of helical fillet section shape should be considered in terms of thickness 
and peak radius; a smaller radius should be considered between the stem body and the cylindrical 
fixation flange; the cylindrical fixation flange should have a higher thickness for stability reasons; the 
main cement delivery internal channel must be provided with an occlusion device; secondary cement 
delivery internal channels should be distributed equally all throughout the length of the stem body 
and should have an increased number; the cylindrical connector must be elongated and tapered. The 
results of the surgical procedure and fit tests will be taken into consideration for further research and 
improvement of the hip endo-prosthesis stem concept model.  
 
After FEA simulations, rapid prototyping and functional tests, the next step is to calculate the total 
manufacturing cost of the implant, as a first initiative in the technological transfer of the  
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Figure 8: Surgical procedure and fit test of Hip endo-prosthesis stem with HQ PVC femur 

anatomical model 

 

Cost Analysis 
 

Compiling all the input data given in chapter 2.3 of the current paper, the production costs for a 
custom hip endo-prosthesis stem manufactured on the Arcam Q10 equipment from Ti-6Al-4V 
titanium alloy are computed and summarized in Table 9.  
 
Manufacturing costs for hip implant range from 60 € up to 300€ depending on the processes and steps 
necessary to produce the final device. The cost analysis undertaken by the authors showed that the 
proposed concept model can be manufactured in the low price range.  
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Table 9: Manufacturing costs for a hip endo-prosthesis stem, using EBM on Arcam Q10 

 

Interi

m 

stages 

Time 

[min] 

Material 

[€] 

Labour  

[€/min] 

Electrical energy 

Consumption 

[kW/h] 

Unit 

price 

[€/kW] 

Cost  

[€/h] 

Total 

consumption 

[€/int-stage] 

IS 1.1.  240   7.128 0.70 0.09 0.06094
2 

1.12 

IS 1.2.  10   0.297 0.70 0.09 0.06094
2 

0.05 

IS 1.3.  10   0.297 0.70 0.09 0.06094
2 

0.05 

IS 2.1.  40   1.134 0.70 0.09 0.06094
2 

0.19 

IS 2.2.  25   0.709 0.70 0.09 0.06094
2 

0.12 

IS 3.1.  30   0.850 4.00 0.09 0.34824
2 

0.80 

IS 3.2.  270 11.8561 cm3 
* 2 €/cm3 = 
23.712 € 

7.562 7.40 0.09 0.64424
9 

2.90 

IS 3.3.  30   0.850 4.00 0.09 0.34824
2 

0.80 

IS 4.1.  5   0.142 - - - - 

IS 4.2.  20   0.567 0.50 0.09 0.04353 0.07 

IS 4.3.  50   1.417 0.50 0.09 0.04353 0.17 

IS 4.4.  10   0.283 0.50 0.09 0.04353 0.03 

IS 4.5.  60   1.700 - - - - 

IS 4.6.  135 52.51g 
*0.48 €/g = 

25.205 € 

3.826 - - - - 

IS 4.7.  30   0.850 1.00 0.09 0.08706
1 

0.20 

TOTAL 755 48.917 € 27.702 €    3.68 € 

TOTAL MANUFACTURING COST - 80.299 € 

 

Conclusion 
 

The research paper proposed a design process of a hip endo-prosthesis stem obtained with EBM 
additive technology. Three main stages were used in the development of the new concept model of 
the hip implant: CAD modelling and simulation, rapid prototyping and fit testing, cost analysis of 
EBM manufacture. Result simulations for several studies were analysed in three main hypotheses, 
which were stated in correspondence with applicable standards. The following studies were 
undertaken for each of the three hypothesis: von Misses Stress; URES: Resultant Displacement; UX, 
UY, UZ: Displacement on X, Y, Z directions; ESTRN: Equivalent Strain. All simulation values fell 
within imposed limits, thus, no necessary redesign optimisation stages was needed. Rapid prototyping 
was done using FTI additive technology on a Projet 1500 3D machine, using VisiJet® FTI-Ivory 
material. Fitting and surgical procedure were simulated in order to evaluate the compatibility of the 
CAD model with the anatomical data of the patient. Fit testing of the hip endo-prosthesis stem with a 
high quality PVC femur anatomical model led to some optimisation recommendations, the most 
important being the modification of the secondary cement delivery internal channels structure. A step 
towards technological transfer was made through cost analysis of an EBM manufacture implant stem. 
Total production costs for one stem was 80.299 €, value which is situated in the low price range of 
similar medical devices.  
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Research results validated a new concept model for a hip endo-prosthesis stem, future research 
including: manufacture of the improved stem endo-prosthesis from titanium alloy, deployment of in 
vivo and in vitro studies and development of in vivo research protocols.  
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Abstract  
 

The application of additive manufacturing technologies for the development of invasive airway 

devices may enhance the quality of life of tracheostomy patients. The current research is intended to 

reduce clinical long-term complications that appear in the frequent use of classic tracheostomy tubes 

in airway management. The development of a bespoke tracheostomy device aims to improve 

functional ability, social anxiety and overall patient satisfaction. The study was conducted in four 

stages: preconception, patient specific design, additive manufacturing of the new endotracheal tube 

prototype and testing. Using patient specific data a new concept was designed with appropriate CAD 

software, while implementing the findings from deploying functional analysis. Starting with a cuffed 

tracheostomy tube for needs analysis, three new CAD models were generated. The initial functional 

prototypes were developed, with the main innovations brought to the tracheal fixing system, neck 

plate and obturator, and were enabled by the advantages of additive manufacturing technologies. 

Initial tests were undertaken on an explanted pigs’ trachea with the aim of identification of any 

surgical technique or concept shape related problems. The current research presents an integrated 

approach for developing a new tracheostomy device concept, fabricated using AM technologies.  The 

advantages of AM were used to enable the design and manufacture of customised, unique features 

that target the reduction of late clinical complications of tracheostomy tube users. 

 

Keywords: endotracheal tube, patient specific design, additive manufacturing, functional analysis 

 

Introduction 
 

Sobotta (2011) describes the tracheostomy as a surgical opening in the anterior wall of the trachea, 

also known as a tracheal stoma, made with the aim of facilitating ventilation. As presented by Morris 

and Afifi (2010) a tracheostomy can be temporary or permanent and leads, in both cases, to 

respiration bypassing the upper airways.  Wilkinson et al (2014) shows that in the majority of cases 

(95.8%), the airway is managed using an endotracheal (tracheostomy) tube, immediately prior to 

tracheostomy.  Tracheostomy tubes are available in a large variety of sizes and styles, as shown in 

research conducted by Morris and Afifi (2010), Wilkinson et al (2014), De Leyn et al (2007) and 

Fikkers et al (2013). Fisher et al (2014), De Leyn et al (2007) and NHS (2007) conclude that the main 

categories include cuffed or un-cuffed, single or dual cannula and continuous or fenestrated 

tracheostomy tubes. Morris and Afifi (2010), Wilkinson et al (2014) and Apfelbaum et al (2013) state 

that in order to select the best tube for a particular patient, physicians with specific training must 

accurately understand and set the primary goals.  
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The complications associated with tracheostomies and placement of a tracheostomy tube can be 

grouped into three main categories by their main causes: failed surgical procedures; tube 

misplacement; and improper postoperative stoma and tube care. Timeframe related complications can 

be immediate, early and late. As presented by Sobotta (2011), Wilkinson et al (2014), NHS (2007) 

and Muralidhar (2008) the most numerous and frequent complications occur later, after the 

tracheostomy procedure is conducted. Amongst these, the most significant, noted in the literature 

research cited above, are: cuff leak, trachea-esophageal fistula and trachea-innominate fistula, due to 

overinflating/ underinflating of the cuff;  dislodgement of tracheostomy tube, due to poor airway 

management protocols; obstruction of tracheostomy tube and obstruction of permanent stoma mucus 

plugs or thick secretions, mostly due to humidity deficit in the airways; stoma infections, due to poor 

positioning or post-operative care; stomal stenosis, stomal granulation tissue, tracheomalacia, tracheal 

stenosis, mediastinitis, tracheocele; tracheoinnominate hemorrhage, due to improper positioning or 

poor choice of the tube. Research conducted by Morris and Afifi (2010), NHS (2007), Apfelbaum et 

al (2013) and NCEPOD (2009) shows that less frequent long-term complications may also include 

vertebral erosion pneumonia and sometimes, even death. 

 

Morris and Afifi (2010), Wilkinson et al (2014), Fisher et al (2014) and De Leyn et al (2007) 

conclude that in some cases, current designs of tracheostomy tubes facilitate and maintain the 

occurrence and, sometimes, worsen the evolution of complications. 

 

The current study presents the development of a new tracheostomy device concept proposed for the 

reduction of long-term clinical complications of temporary and permanent tracheostomies.  Given the 

importance of personal anatomical features for the outcome of such surgical procedures, as presented 

in their research by Santos et al (2012) and Zenikos et al (2012), various authors who developed the 

Wohlers (2015) report consider additive manufacturing (AM) the most appropriate technology to 

utilise for the proposed research.  

 

Methods 
 

Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) claim that the design processes commence with the preconception phase. 

For this specific phase, the authors developed a structured procedural approach which is made up of 

four stages: 1. Identification of challenges in airway management by usage of an endotracheal tube; 

2. Identification of specific late clinical complications and their causes, strictly related to the design 

of the endotracheal tube; 3. Definition of the needs that arise from prior identified causes; 4. Function 

definition of the endotracheal tube.  

 

Challenges And Complications That Influence The Design Of An Endotracheal 

Tube 
 

The idea behind this procedural approach was that patients with a tracheostomy encounter many 

challenges due to specific complications. The tracheostomy tube concept must perform all the 

identified functions in order to satisfy the needs generated by late complications, thus reducing 

airway management related challenges (Fig 1).  
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Fig. 1: Structured procedural approach for product design of TrachyLight 

 

To validate dimensions and anatomical feature proportions of the concept, the models are developed 

for a real patient. Hereafter, the new tracheostomy device concept is referred to as TrachyLight (TL). 

Research conducted by Morris and Afifi (2010), Fisher et al (2014), De Leyn et al (2007), Fikkers et 

al (2013), NHS (2007), Apfelbaum et al (2013), Muralidhar (2008), NCEPOD (2009) and Engoren 

(2004) identify the main challenges involved in the airway management of patients with a fitted 

endotracheal tube in the following areas: communication; swallowing and nutrition; stoma care; 

tracheostomy tube management; suction; and humidification. NHS (2007) shows that in relation to 

tracheostomy tube design, the difficulties in communication can occur when the type and the size of 

the tube are not chosen properly for the anatomical specificities and condition of the patient.  

 

Commonly, speaking valves are required to improve communication. Morris and Afifi (2010), 

Fikkers et al (2013) and Apfelbaum et al (2013) show in their research that speaking valves can be 

safely used with un-cuffed tracheostomy tubes or with a fully deflated cuff. 

 

Swallowing difficulties can occur due to compression of the oesophagus from an inflated cuff, as 

presented by De Leyn et al (2007), Fikkers et al (2013), NHS (2007), Apfelbaum et al (2013) and 

Engoren (2004). Swallowing may also be difficult for the patient if an improper tube is used or the 

tube is poorly positioned or fixed. In the same time, stoma care needs to be undertaken in order to 

reduce the risk of infection. Stomas are a potential route for respiratory tract infection and potential 

site of peristomal infection. Fikkers et al (2013), NHS (2007) and Apfelbaum et al (2013) conclude 

that in order to avoid these risks, some tracheostomy tubes are designed with soft flanges such that a 

dressing between the tube and the skin is not always required. Tracheostomy tube management 

involves: individual assessment of the most appropriate tube; care, change and removal protocols; 

compliance with manufacturing recommendations for each type of tube. Research conducted by 

Fisher et al (2014) and NHS (2007) shows that improper usage of inner cannulae was shown to 

reduce the lumen of the outer tracheostomy tube, thus increasing respiratory effort. Suctioning is of 

great importance for patients that are unable to cough and cannot eliminate secretions in a natural 

way. Some complications of the current procedure involve tissue damage and hypoxia, mainly due to 

the shape of the tube and misuse of equipment. According to research undertaken by Morris and Afifi 

(2010), Fisher et al (2014), Fikkers et al (2013), Engoren (2004) and Ham (2010) the lack of proper 

humidification in tracheostomy patients has been also shown to cause a series of complications from 

thick secretions, loss of ciliary action, deterioration of pulmonary function and increased risk of 

infection. Moreover, heated systems can result in water vapours cooling and collecting in the tubing. 

The weight of different humidification systems can pull on tracheostomy masks causing increased 
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risk of airway obstruction when a cuffed tube is in situ. Thus, a proper design must ensure safe 

positioning of the tube.  

 

The aforementioned challenges develop due to either individual or common late complications. 

Amongst these, the authors identify the most important as being: stoma, trachea and respiratory tract 

infections; haemorrhage; stoma and tracheal stenosis; thick, tenacious, crusted secretions; excessive 

sputum production; impaired pulmonary function; pressure sores; irritated/ damaged airway mucosa; 

aspiration and swallowing problems; tracheostomy tube occlusion and displacement; cuff leaks; 

formation of granulation tissue. 

 

Considering the principles of needs analysis, described by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012), and the 

complications reported by physicians and patients, the main identified needs that require focus in 

terms of tracheostomy tube design are stated. Thus, the tracheostomy tube must: 1. Diminish or 

prevent the risk of infection; 2. Facilitate wound healing; 3. Be positioned and fixed properly; 4. 

Maintain correct position after fitting; 5. Be compliant with patient anatomy; 6. Provide/allow proper 

humidification of airway; 7. Be minimally invasive over the trachea; 7. Allow proper guidance for 

suction equipment. The functional expression of these needs was analysed with technical functional 

analysis (TFA) and translated into specific targeted functions.  

 

A customized tracheostomy tube might reduce some of the aforementioned long-term clinical 

complications associated with the design of these devices. With AM technologies being more and 

more available to the medical industry, in terms of capabilities, materials, applications and costs, the 

authors consider a viable option to be research into the design and manufacture process for a new 

tracheostomy device.  

 

Technical Functional Analysis (TFA) 
 
To identify the main functions of the product, Technical Functional Analysis was undertaken, in 

correspondence with the stages mentioned by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) in their research. The main 

function of the tracheostomy tube is to ensure and maintain an access stoma (hole) through the 

trachea, allowing a constant airflow and pressure throughout the breathing and deglutition process.  

Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) was deployed, as a tool of TFA, in order to properly 

identify the main functions of the tracheostomy tube (Fig 2). 

FAST was deployed to determine the four level functions of an endotracheal tube used in current 

surgical practice. Four levels of functions were sufficient for the current research study, but if 

necessary the analysis could be more detailed. Each individual function must be materialised into the 

final CAD concept as a particular element or shape. TFA has several other stages for cost and value 

evaluation of products. Further research of the endotracheal tube concept will consider such analysis 

by integrating all other states of existence.  

 

Computer Aided Design of TrachyLight concept models 
 

Given the large variety of tracheostomy tubes and their diverse applications, the redesign process was 

undertaken starting with a properly defined existing tube (Fig 3). The customization of the proposed 

concept was made according to a male patients’ anatomy.  
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Fig. 2: FAST analysis for usage of the tracheostomy tube 

 

The patient was selected considering that he should fit into the average of the following criteria: 

tracheal width, which was set according to restrictions provided by Chunder et al (2010) and Brodsky 

et al (1996); gender frequency tracheostomy occurrence, selected in accordance with research 

conducted by Wilkinson et al (2014) and Brodsky et al (1996); average demographics (age – 

excluding infants and children under 16, height, weight), criteria discussed in their research by  

Morris and Afifi (2010), Wilkinson et al (2014), De Leyn et al (2007), Fikkers et al (2013) and NHS 

(2007); principal diagnosis (respiratory disease), described in their research by Morris and Afifi 

(2010), Wilkinson et al (2014), Fikkers et al (2013) and Apfelbaum et al (2013). The average values 

were those mentioned in specialist literature.  

 

A 68 year old male patient was submitted to the emergency room showing acute respiratory failure 

and other symptoms. An emergency Computer Tomography (CT) procedure was performed to 

establish the cause. It was established that the upper airway of the patient was partially obstructed due 

to a hypopharyngeal tumoral mass that was pushing against all surrounding tissue structures causing 

difficulties in breathing.   
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Upper airway intubation was not a viable option due to the shape and position of the tumor. The 

patient was respiratory stabilised using an emergency tracheostomy. He was fitted with a cuffed, 

single lumen tracheostomy tube with an internal diameter of 7 mm and a guiding obturator (Fig 3). 

Once the stoma was established, artificial ventilation was not necessary. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3:Cuffed tracheostomy tube with a size of ID 7mm: a) front view; b) lateral view (Courtesy 

of the Emergency University Hospital of Bucharest, Emergency Room) 
 

A cuffed tracheostomy tube was taken as a starting point for the needs analysis. The design process 

for the TrachyLight concepts was targeted at fulfilling the specific identified functions. Three main 

components, each tackling a group of functions, were designed: 1. The body of the tube, measured 

from the connector with the mechanical ventilators up to the trachea anterior wall; 2. The tracheal 

fixing system; 3. The neck plate. The obturator and adapter did not undergo any modifications.  

For the design of the TrachyLight body tube, the following functions were taken into consideration 

for compliance:  F1.1.1 To ensure proper orientation; F1.1.2 To ensure proper dimensions; F1.1.3 To 

maintain position during surgery; F1.2.1.2 To ensure external fixing; F1.3 To maintain shape; F1.4.1 

To ensure constant airway access; F1.5.2 To ensure patient anatomy compliance.  

 

In order to determine the exact dimension of a tracheostomy tube body several criteria need to be 

taken into consideration, apart from the anatomical dimensions of the patient. Amongst the specific 

criteria, some can be mentioned as follows: the position and nature of the respiratory impairment, 

position of the incision point, type of surgical incision and curvature of the tracheostomy tube used. 

According to Sobotta (2011), Morris and Afifi (2010) and Muralidhar (2008) the most common site 

of a tracheostomy is between the 2nd and 4th or 3rd and 5th tracheal rings. Within this area, different 

types of incision can be used in order to ensure the proper stoma. Airway management protocols must 

be used throughout the intervention and post-operative care, precisely as described by Fikkers et al 

(2013), NHS (2007) and Apfelbaum et al (2013). For the 68 year old male, the tomography showed 

that the hypopharyngeal tumoral mass was partially obstructing the larynx, thus the surgical 

procedure was undertaken between the 3
rd

 and 5
th

 tracheal rings. For the curvature of the tracheal 

tube, several design recommendations are noted from the research of Sobotta (2011) and Roe (1962) 

and a curvature of 60
0
 was assigned (Fig 4). As an added feature, the body of the tube can be 

manufactured with a length adaptor (Fig 4). The step was set at 3 mm between two consecutive 

cylindrical elements, creating a supplementary length of 18 mm. Accurate position of the cylindrical 

element ensures the orientation of the endotracheal tube during and after surgery. In connection with 

the neckplate it also ensures fixation and maintenance of the position during and after surgery. The 

internal diameter of the TrachyLight tube is 7 mm, the same as those used by surgeons in the surgical 

theatre. The adaptor was designed with a 15 mm external diameter, so that it connects with all general 

types of tubing from ventilators, humidifiers and speaking valves. Thus, the adaptor caters to the 

following functions: F1.5.4 To ensure and maintain humidification; F1.5.5 To ensure communication 

and speech.  
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Fig. 4: Detail of the length adjustment feature (3mm step) for two different soft tissue 

dimensions:  a) 21 mm; b) 33 mm (sagittal section view) 

 

The TrachyLight concept was designed with a new tracheal fixing system by taking into 

consideration the following functions: F1.1 To ensure proper positioning during surgery; F1.2.1.1 To 

ensure internal fixing; F1.5.1 To ensure maintenance; F1.5.2.1 To ensure proper deglutition process; 

F1.5.2.2 To ensure minimum respiratory effort; F1.5.3 To ensure minimal invasion on the trachea; 

F1.5.4.1 To ensure and maintain moisture; F1.5.4.2 To ensure and maintain heat. 

 

Considering the aforementioned functions, the innovative fixing system that was proposed consists of 

a spherical/toroidal surface (Fig 5).  

 

 
Fig. 5: Main three concepts for the spherical surface tracheal fixing system: a) SFS 1 - full 

lateral gripping elements; b) SFS 2 - lateral gripping elements with model driven micro-

perforations; c) SFS 3 - structural shaped lateral gripping elements 

 

The dimensions of the sphere were compliant with the patient’s anatomy. Studies undertaken by 

Chunder et al (2010) and Brodsky et al (1996) have shown that the average tracheal width for women 

is 17 mm (range = 13-25 mm) and for men is 22mm (range = 13-25 mm). The age range for the 

patients was 13 to 82 years.  Situated within the average, the patients’ CT shows he has a 20 mm 

tracheal width. For accuracy, the measurements were taken both in the sagittal and transversal plane 

from data series and details. Thus, three different concepts were proposed for the spherical fixing 

system (Fig. 6) and were presented to surgeons for feedback and validation.  The first spherical fixing 

system (SFS 1) was designed with full spherical lateral gripping elements. The second concept of the 

fixing system (SFS 2) presents lateral gripping elements with model driven micro-perforations for 

extra grip.  The third concept (SFS 3) was designed with structural shaped lateral gripping elements 

in order to reduce the overall weight of the concept. All three concepts were designed for a 20 mm 

diameter (tracheal width on both sagittal and transversal plane). In order to mimic the effects 

produced by a cuffed tracheostomy tube, the spherical surface fixing system can be manufactured 

with the upper surface of the sphere covered. Thus, a half closed sphere will totally disconnect the 

upper airway.  

 

The neck plate was designed in accordance with the following functions: F1.2.1.2 To ensure external 

fixing; F1.3 To maintain shape; F1.4.3 To maintain clean wound; F1.5.1 To ensure maintenance; 

F1.5.2 To ensure patient anatomy compliance. The overall dimensions of the neck plate are 18.5 mm 
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by 37 mm, with a thickness of 2 mm. The arch of the part (Fig 6) follows the anatomical shape of the 

patients’ neck and is guided by a circle of 28 mm radius. Three concepts of the neck plate were 

developed (Fig 6) to fulfil the functions identified previously.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Main three concepts of neck plate: a) NP 1; b) NP 2; c) NP 3 
 

All the concepts have a common cylindrical section in the middle that fits perfectly on the outer 

diameter of the body tube. Also, an embossed cylinder was provided in order to orient and fix the 

neck plate onto the tracheostomy tube. Once in place, the shape of the neck plate indicates the 

orientation of the tube subsequent to surgery. It makes adjusting the TrachyLight easy and 

comfortable at any moment. The first concept of the neck plate (NP1) offers the most support, whilst 

providing skin ventilation through custom made curve driven perforations. These perforations can 

have any shape in a specific dimensional limit, without affecting the structural integrity of the part. 

Sideways NP1 is provided with appropriate slots for fixing with an ordinary neck strap. The second 

concept of the neck plate (NP2) is designed for medium support and has a light weight construction. 

Prolonged contact with skin will not cause any complications due to the wireframe structure. The 

shape of the third neck plate concept (NP3) ensures minimal skin contact whilst ensuring light 

support for patients that have a healed stoma. These patients often need to wear a tracheostomy tube 

for longer periods of time.  The neck plate is the most adaptable component of the TrachyLight, as 

long as it maintains several mandatory features: the fixing and contact cylinder and the side slots.  

 

A fully functional concept of the TrachyLight was assembled in SolidWorks, using the following 

components: 15mm adaptor, SFS 3 and NP 3 (Fig 7). Any combination of the designed components 

is possible as they are interchangeable and adaptable with standard medical devices used in care and 

management of tracheostomies. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: New tracheostomy device concept (ID 7 mm): a) Isometric view; b) Section view through 

the sagittal plane 
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Results and Discussions 
 

Manufacturing of Trachy Light prototypes using 3SP
TM

 technology 
 

The TrachyLight concepts were manufactured with an industrial additive manufacturing machine 

from EnvisionTECH, the Ultra 3SP™.  The used *.stl files had the following input parameters: 

deviation tolerance 0.00332345 mm; angle tolerance 0.5 degrees; output as binary; metric unit 

system.  The print job was designed with Perfactory™ software and loaded on the machines built-in 

computer. Seven components were included in one build operation, as follows: three concepts of the 

tracheostomy tube with the different spherical surface tracheal fixing system, six parts of neck plate 

(two of each concept) and one 15 mm adaptor (Fig 8). The voxel size depth was set to 50 µm. The 

entire batch was printed in 10 hours and 35 minutes. In order to fully cure the parts, they were placed 

in a UV curing unit. All the parts were sprayed with a silicone based solution for a better surface 

finish and left 12 hours to rest. After all post-processing and secondary treatments were finished, the 

parts were paper dried and fitted together in order to assess assembly functionality.   

 

The TrachyLight concept prototypes, manufactured using the 3SP technology, are presented in Fig 8. 

The assembly of the three neck plate concepts with the other three tube concepts was done randomly. 

 

 
Fig. 8: TrachyLight concept prototypes manufactured with 3SP technology: a) prototypes with 

supports on the build platform of the machine; b) post processed prototypes 

 

Functional Tests 
 
Functional tests were required in order to identify any surgical technique and concept shape related 

problems. An emergency room suture kit was used to perform the surgical procedure (Fig 9a). The 

prototypes were tested on a pigs’ trachea of 20 mm diameter (Fig 9b) in order to identify any 

functional issues. A window type incision was used to access the tracheal lumen (Fig 9c), as it is the 

most common method employed, presented in the research conducted by Wilkinson et al (2014). The 

tests were conducted by a surgeon in an appropriate medical facility. The following criteria were 

assessed: ease of insertion, ability to orient during the procedure, ability to maintain position 

subsequent to the procedure, compliance with the shape of the trachea, existence of appropriate 

pressure on the trachea. During the surgical procedure, it was observed that the LightTrachy tube 

could be inserted with ease. The concept with SFS3 was the easiest to be inserted into the trachea, 

due to the lateral shavings of the sphere. The surgeon concluded that if a different type of incision 

was used in the surgical procedure, the TrachyLight concepts could have some issues with insertion. 

The orientation was made instinctively, due to the shape of the spherical fixing system and the 

presence of the cylindrical fixing element on the lower side of the prototype. After insertion of the 

TrachyLight in the trachea, the shape of the fixing system made it quite easy to be snapped into 

position. The orientation was once again checked visually with the cylindrical elements. Position was 

maintained due to the shape of the spherical fixing system and the 60
0
 angle of the tube body.  
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Fig 9. Functional tests on an explanted pigs’ trachea: a) materials; b) 20mm trachea; c) 

fenestrated window; d) fit test for SFS 3 & NP3; e) fit test for SFS 2 & NP 2; f) fit test for SFS 1 

& NP1 

 

The pressure on the contact surface meant the trachea maintained a slightly tense position, with no 

bulges or deformations of the trachea (Fig 9 d, e, f). It was concluded that the slight tension was due 

to the fact that the concepts were not designed in compliance with the anatomy of this specific 

trachea. Out of the three concepts, SFS 3 presented minimal impact over the tracheal lumen. The 

most stable concepts were SFS 1 and SFS 2, both gripping securely onto the tracheal wall. Taking 

this into consideration, the authors will conduct future studies regarding the optimal shape of the 

fixing system. Concepts with a toroidal surface will be developed, as the contact surface with the 

trachea would be wider, thus generating more stability. It was also observed that for fitting and fixing 

the neck plates and the adaptor, the tube needs to be secured in place with one hand. In this particular 

instance, the shape of the neck plate concepts became an advantage, due to the clip-on feature.  

 

Recommendations and Feedback 
 

The CAD concepts generated, along with the prototypes and the results of the functional tests, were 

sent to a team of medical/surgical specialists for initial feedback.  

 

Some suggestions were made for future studies, amongst which can be mentioned: 1. The wall of the 

trachea must always overpass the diameter of the devices’ central cavity diameter; for this reason, 

special care must be given to the insertion, fixation and maintenance of the device in the proper 

position; 2. An easy removal must be ensured at all times and some concerns were stated in relation 

to the bulbous end if used together with a different type of incision; 3. The shape of the neck clips 
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could be further improved; specialists choose concept model no. 3 as a more “appealing” solution; 4. 

In vivo concept testing is strongly recommended after the final bio-compatible material is chosen.  

The main contributions brought about by the TrachyLight can be summarised as follows: 

improvement of the deglutition process; limited invasion of the trachea; customised features with 

patient anatomy compliance; ease of orientation, fixation and overall fitting; and controlled pressure 

on the tracheal lumen. Depending on the final manufacturing material, the TrachyLight will be 

impregnated with an antibiotic solution. Due to the porous surface roughness, an inherent feature of 

AM technology, the antibiotic will be absorbed deeply into the material structure of the device.  

 

After undergoing the present research, several conclusions were made: 1. For short-term users of the 

TrachyLight, it is better that the devices are available in several standardised dimensions of the tube 

and spherical fixing system. The CAD model can be parameterised with appropriate software tools 

and the device could be manufactured in a large scale production; 2. For long term or permanent 

users of the TrachyLight device, it is best that the design process should take into consideration the 

specific dimensions and shapes of the patients’ trachea informed by CT data.  

 

In this context, some recommendations are given for possible adaptation of the TrachyLight device 

for permanent tracheostomy and laryngectomy patients: the spherical fixing system is intended to be 

manufactured from biocompatible rubber-like material to facilitate removal by the patient themself; 

an easy guiding system should be designed to allow the patient to insert the TrachyLight safely and in 

a proper position; an ergonomic tracheostomy shield is considered for customisation. These 

recommendations constitute a basis for future research. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The current research presents an integrated approach for developing a new tracheostomy device 

concept, fabricated using AM technologies.  The advantages of AM were used to enable the design 

and manufacture of customised, unique features that target the reduction of late clinical complications 

of tracheostomy tube users. The proposed structured approach covered the following research areas: 

identification of challenges and complications in airway management for tracheostomy patients; 

definition of specific needs; identification of targeted functions of the new tracheostomy device 

concept; development of CAD models for several concepts that fulfill the identified functions; 

manufacture of the first prototypes of the new tracheostomy device concept; deployment of 

functional tests on a pig’s trachea; evaluation and feedback from a team of medical specialists; 

recommendations for usage of the new  tracheostomy device concept. The research results were 

encouraging, thus future research will be undertaken for further development of the TrachyLight 

concepts.  

 

Future research includes designing an ergonomic adaptable shield to improve speech, device and 

stoma protection, and physical appearance when the TrachyLight is not connected to ventilation 

equipment. Cleaning or sterilisation will be considered when choosing the material for manufacturing 

the final TrachyLight device. All the medical practitioner feedback was taken into consideration and 

will be given special attention when designing and testing the final prototype. In vivo tests will be 

conducted in a rigorously designed and managed experiment.  
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Abstract  
 
Agricultural land is the rare resource of strategic importance and its market in the Czech Republic 
underwent significant development in the last decade. A continuous trend of price increase in the last 
decade resulted in prices that are higher 3.5 times now compared to the year 2006. However the trend was 
not the same over time and the year 2014 brought even higher price increase than ever before due to legal 
changes, non-agricultural investors and the end of the economic crisis. Tested hypothesis confirmed that 
there is statistically significant difference in price development before and after 2014. Legal changes 
concern the right of first refusal which allowed reaching more easily broader range of potential buyers. 
Long and medium-term non-agricultural investors were seeking the opportunity of high yield and low 
risk investments. However the situation may change since the share of non-agricultural investors on total 
purchase slowly decreases as the costs in the investments increases. Also the re-introduction of the right 
of first refusal will have a negative impact on the market. Similar negative effect will have CZK 
appreciation against EUR and USD because of higher costs for foreign investors from Germany, Austria, 
Netherlands and Belgium. The last significant factor is the increase of the key interest rate which may 
continue in the future and which increases the costs of credit used for the agricultural land purchase. 
 
Keywords: agricultural land, price, right of first refusal, Czech Republic. 

Introduction 
 
Agricultural land is the rare resource of strategic importance for any country that cares about the food 
security of its citizens and it participates on GDP as a factor of production. The agricultural land market 
went through many changes during the last few decades. It changed from the era of “under-developed” 
market where less than 0.5 % (Vrbová, Němec, 2005) agricultural land fund traded per year to more than 
2.3% traded per year (Ministry of Agriculture, 2015) and with a land as highly demanded investments. 
With the development of civilization this resource will decrease (Piwowar, Dzikuć, 2015), and its price 
will rise. The last ten years show that the last part of the sentence is more than precise – the land prices 
are 3.5 times higher than ten years ago. Such increase attracts the attention of not just investors but 
mainly of farmers themselves and government as well. 
 
One of the ways how government can influence the agricultural land price development is through legal 
system although within the limits of EU legal system only. One of the legal means is the right of first 
refusal which can significantly delay or sometimes even prevent the agricultural land purchase. Unlike 
Poland in the Czech Republic is a lot of land in co-ownership. Co-owners had general right of first refusal 
to other co-ownership shares till the 31st December 2013 accordingly to the Civil code. In 2014 the Civil 
code Act no. 89/2012 Coll. commonly known as New Civil code (hereinafter referred to as NCC) became 
active and the right of first refusal was not a general principle anymore, its extended was limited. Also at 
the same time non-agricultural investors became dominant purchase power on the market since 
agricultural land offered high yield carrying only low risk. Another important feature of 2014 was that 
this year ended the economic crisis. 
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We are going to analyze the price development to find out whether the year 2014 and its two major 
factors were strong enough to change the price development. We are going to test a hypothesis on a 
sample of price before and after the change (the right of first refusal, non-agricultural investors became 
main buyers on the market, end of crisis). Also we will describe the latest development including recent 
NCC novelization. NCC implemented change concerns Act no. 460/2016, Coll. bringing re-introduction 
of the right of first refusal.  

Methods 
 
Data for the analysis were obtained from two sources Czech Statistical Office and Farmy.cz. The first 
source provides the data based on real-estate transfer tax return analysed for the whole tax payer 
population per year. The second source’s methodology is based on monitoring market prices under a 
condition that both sides are well-informed and participate voluntarily in trade. We did not separate 
arable land from permanent grassland and so land prices per hectare are average prices per year of all 
agricultural land. Typical sources of these data are the land auctions. Standard inflation adjustment was 
performed on all land prices with a base year 2006. All prices are converted into EUR by year average 
exchange rates. Due to a foreign exchange market intervention of Czech National Bank are prices 
calculated in purchase parity power exchange rates (hereinafter referred to as PPP) as cross-parity from 
USD/CZK and USD/EUR rates. 
 
Mann–Whitney test (also known as Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test) is a suitable method capable of 
testing ranked data with wider usability range than parametric tests (such as t-test). This method is widely 
used in social sciences for ranked data, see e.g. Bargagliotti (2009) or Aryal and Gabrielli, (2013) who 
employed Mann–Whitney test price development comparison under different conditions. Mann–Whitney 
test is a nonparametric test of the null hypothesis that it is equally likely that a randomly selected value 
from one sample will be less than or greater than a randomly selected value from a second sample. The 
both samples have to be independent of each other and the values have to be ordinal. The hypothesis tests 
if variable X from sample A with n1 observations and the variable Y from the sample B with n2 
observations got the same distribution i.e. the distributions of both populations are equal. All observations 
got the rank. Let RA bet the sum of the ranks from A sample and RB the sum of ranks from the i sample. 
Test value is the Umin from: 
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U (α,n1,n2) is the critical value of Mann–Whitney test for selected α. 
If Umin > U (α,n1,n2) then the hypothesis of distribution match cannot be rejected. 
If Umin < U (α,n1,n2) then the hypothesis of distribution match can be rejected. 
Hypothesis 1: the distribution of land areas trade per year is equal for years before and after the 
liberalization. 
Linear regression described e.g. by Hebák (2005) or Bowerman and O’Connel (1997) is based on least 
square method. It solves the problem of finding a linear function that best fits a set of data points. Let us 
have a set of n pairs of observations {yi,xi}. The linear function represents the relation of value of the 
dependent variable Y to the values of an independent one X. This function describes in other words the 
relation between the data set and the prediction. With one variable and a linear function, the prediction is 
given by the following equation: 
      

bXaY +=
)

          (3) 
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This equation involves two parameters which specify the intercept and the slope b of the linear regression 
function. The least square method defines the estimate of these parameters as the values for which the 
sum of the squares between the dataset and the prediction (observed yi and the predicted yi) is the least 
one possible. The minimization problem is given by the following equation:  
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       (4) 
The estimation of the parameters is obtained by derivation of (4) with respect to a and b and setting them 
to zero. 

Results 

Legal changes 

 
Co-owners had general right of first refusal to other co-ownership shares till the 31st December 2013 
accordingly to the Civil code. The only exception was a transfer to the close person. Close person is a 
legal construct describing a situation when two persons are so close to each other that a detriment or harm 
to one of them, the other would felt as detriment or harm to one's own (generally a close relative, a 
spouse, a registered partner, a sibling, or any other person who would reasonably be harmed by another 
person's detriment). The general right of first refusal was applied to both immovable and movable 
property. The New Civil code became active from the 1st January 2014 and general right of first refusal 
was not applied anymore. The regulation of selling a real estate share became liberal almost abolishing 
general right of first refusal although agricultural plant co-ownership had a special treatment. Agricultural 
plant was a new legal construct representing a set of assets created by entrepreneur and being used to 
perform farming. The right of first refusal was kept valid concerning agricultural plant but only for a 
specific case when co-owners got their share under the conditions when they could not influence their 
rights and obligations from the beginning. This covered mainly a situation such as if the co-ownership 
was based on the acquisition by previous owner’s death (by the last will, by inheritance agreement). 
However, at the same time another exception was involved. Co-owners could not apply right of first 
refusal if the share transfers was a co-owner and another co-owner, his or her spouse, sibling or a direct 
relative. The right of first refusal was applicable also in case that a transfer was a voluntary conveyance to 
prevent right of first refusal evasion. Although the right of first refusal was kept valid for agricultural 
plant in much wider range than for other property types, extend was significantly narrower.  
 
The situation changed due to a recent New Civil code novelization by Act no. 460/2016, Coll., namely 
article I. § 1124, 1125 of NCC. The amendment of the New Civil code re-introduced the general right of 
first refusal. As of 1st January 2018 the general right of first refusal will be applied again on all real 
estate. Therefore, if the co-owner transfers his or her share, the other co-owners can apply right of first 
refusal. An exception will be again concerning close person and so transfer to a close person cannot be 
blocked by the right of first refusal. Co-owners will have the right to redeem the seller’s share of 
ownership according to the size of their shares, unless they agree otherwise. Unlike before the exception 
will not be applicable on the co-owner-to-co-owner transfers and so even in this case the right of first 
refusal has to be taken into consideration. This extends the right of first refusal into a general principle. 
The latest amendment of NCC treats co-ownership in almost the same way as Act no.140/2014, Coll. 
from Slovakia (valid from 1.6.2014). This shows continuing legal similarities in former Czechoslovakian 
territory. 
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Price development 

 
The year 2006 was selected a base year for inflation adjusted prices per hectare. Prices were converted by 
EUR/CZK for both average year exchange rate and average year exchange rate in 
development on the fig. 1 below. 
active in January 2014. Therefore a mark divides a price development chart below
general right of first refusal (till 2013) and without (2014
 

Fig. 1: Development price per 

Statistical Office, 2017; OECD, 2017
 
The chart shows continuous increase in land price per hectare
PPP. The increase is described with regression function for prices in EUR 
{2006, 2007, …, 2016} and with regression function for prices in EUR in PPP 
{2006, 2007, …, 2016}. Both functions show very high index of determination suggesting that the slopes 
are good price lead in the surveyed period. 
regarding the EUR and by a bit more than 
 
The hypothesis regarding the price development before the year 2014 and after was tested with the test 
criterion 0 below the tabled critical value
managed to reject the hypothesis that the prices of two 
 
The year 2014 brought not just a 
changed and created highly competitive 
of a local situation and relatively low 
was a typical one in the previous decade
nonagricultural investors and so
frequent. Agricultural buyers had to compete with investors who are capable and willing to 
real market prices on a new platforms such as land market auctions
investment which is safer than other means of investment
agricultural investors arose also due to an expected 
compensation for the land that cannot or will not be returned to church w

ear 2006 was selected a base year for inflation adjusted prices per hectare. Prices were converted by 
EUR/CZK for both average year exchange rate and average year exchange rate in PPP
development on the fig. 1 below. As mentioned earlier, a significant legal change in land market became 
active in January 2014. Therefore a mark divides a price development chart below into the part with the 

(till 2013) and without (2014-2016).  

1: Development price per hectare in EUR, own calculation based on (Farmy.cz, 2017; Czech 

Statistical Office, 2017; OECD, 2017; Ministry of Agriculture, 2009). 

The chart shows continuous increase in land price per hectare in both expressed in EUR and in EUR in 
PPP. The increase is described with regression function for prices in EUR y = 559,62x + 1769,6 x 

and with regression function for prices in EUR in PPP y = 900,54x + 2496,1, x 

. Both functions show very high index of determination suggesting that the slopes 
are good price lead in the surveyed period. The prices per hectare rose by a bit more than 

a bit more than 340% from 2006 till 2016. 

hypothesis regarding the price development before the year 2014 and after was tested with the test 
criterion 0 below the tabled critical value for Mann–Whitney test 2 for alpha 0,05 (two
managed to reject the hypothesis that the prices of two samples were from the same distribution.

a legal environment change but also an approach of agricultural investors 
changed and created highly competitive environment. Farmers often profited from excellent

and relatively low local demand and achieved favorable land purchase
the previous decade. However as the land became more and more attractive to 

and so opportunities for local favorable land purchase became much less 
frequent. Agricultural buyers had to compete with investors who are capable and willing to 

on a new platforms such as land market auctions seeking adequate return on 
is safer than other means of investment. Large share of long and medium

tural investors arose also due to an expected increase in demand of various churches. 
compensation for the land that cannot or will not be returned to church was a part of restitution process 
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favorable land purchase. This situation 
However as the land became more and more attractive to 
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frequent. Agricultural buyers had to compete with investors who are capable and willing to pay the seller 

seeking adequate return on 
Large share of long and medium-term non-

in demand of various churches. Regular 
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closure in 2013. Churches are spending money from compensation also on land acquisition. 
medium-term non-agricultural investor
situation and cannot use the same means of addressing thousands of land owners by mail or newsletter 
campaign. This is what speculative investors try and serious investor 
only discredit oneself by such campaign
successful because they became almost a half of effective demand. However their share very slowly 
decreases during the last years, see the fig. below.
However foreign buyers are focused almost only on greater parts of land and it is very rare that they buy 
parts below 5 hectares. Most of foreign investors come from Germany, Austria, Netherlands and 
Belgium. 
 

Fig. 2: Development of shares on total year agricultur

(Farmy.cz, 2015; Farmy.cz, 2016; Farmy.cz, 2017).
 
In 2014 speculative investors (very short
campaign and a lot of landowners received a bid with 
the market price. Existing or emerging companies are
date land price information. However, they are not able or willing to pay the real market price in case of 
greater number of competitors or an auction.
its activities also contribute to market 
land on the market.  
 
The recent market situation is that 
(5.549; 9.248) EUR per hectare and that is (
land price per hectare rose by 25.5% in CZK and 26,7% 
change is the highest one for the last fifteen years.
acquisition tax of 4% from the tax base which is 
Generally are the prices in the last 
buyer.  

Discussion 
 
We managed to reject the hypothesis that the prices of two samples were from the same distribution. This 
means that the price development before and after 2014 are not the same. Since the trend is easy to 
identify it is natural that ranked based non
time series 2006-2013 it is less steep than trend curve that would be for years 2014

closure in 2013. Churches are spending money from compensation also on land acquisition. 
tural investor does not have an advantage in excellent knowledge
he same means of addressing thousands of land owners by mail or newsletter 

campaign. This is what speculative investors try and serious investor seeking long-term or at least 
such campaign. Serious investors compete by better price bid

became almost a half of effective demand. However their share very slowly 
decreases during the last years, see the fig. below. All groups contain homeland as well as abroad buyers. 
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in slope for prices calculated in EUR is as high as more than 300%. 2014 was the year of change but we 
are not able to distinguish whether the factor of easier and faster agricultural land purchase or high 
interest of non-agricultural investors in land purchase or the end of the economic crisis was the main 
cause. It is likely that it is a combination of these three factors and that one strengthened the other one. In 
the next years 2015 and 2016 were all these factors still present increasing the price up to 9.154 EUR per 
hectare and 14.450 EUR per hectare in PPP. 
 
The fig. 1 shows significant price increase trend which became even greater in the last three years. 
Agricultural land market prices increased by almost 65% during the last three years. The trend of price 
increase doubled the level of market prices over a period of only 6 years (from 2010 to 2016). This made 
the agricultural land one of the highest yield investment with very low risk. However the market situation 
can change. Continuing demands of the Agrarian Chamber of the Czech Republic and the Agricultural 
Committee to establish the right of the first refusal for lessees as well may succeed in the future. However 
it is less probable that the rest of the demand, extend the right of the first refusal for farmers from the 
municipality where the land is being sold and for state as well, will succeed. This would be too strict 
market intervention and could be seen as infringement of common EU market. However, generally any 
further extension of the right of the first refusal would have an impact on price. The group of non-
agricultural investors would have more limited access to land purchase which would reduce competition 
on the demand side. At the same time, all owners would lose the opportunity to offer their land to wide 
range of buyers and we are not considering the time factor. Although we do not expect any further 
changes soon because of the parliament elections in the October 2017. It is almost impossible to approve 
such changes before the elections and after the elections it always takes a few months before the 
ministries start working properly again due to a government negotiations.  
 
Although further legal change is highly improbable we presume the present one will be enough to slow 
down the price increase. Re-introduction of the right of the first refusal was known from the spring of 
2016. This stimulated both the demand and supply to make a deal before the new regulation will come 
into force. The re-introduction creates a problem of co-owned asset liquidity increasing mainly time 
needed for trade. Also asset consolidation will be more demanding task because the amendment of the 
NCC brought the right of the first refusal even in case of transfer between two co-owners. Due to these 
two mentioned factors in the paragraph we except lower amount of land traded in the next year. 
 
The next events with an impact on the market will be the monetary policy of the Czech national bank. 
Since both groups agricultural and non-agricultural investors contain abroad companies the exchange rate 
interventions or appreciation of CZK would increase their costs on land acquisition making the 
investments lees profitable. The CZK continues its steady value increase against EUR and USD due to 
both transparent and well-managed end of an asymmetric foreign exchange commitment regime and 
moreover due to excellent performance which Czech economy shows during the last few years. With the 
lowest unemployment rate in the EU and stable GDP growth we expect CZK to appreciate even more 
during the next year up to the EUR/CZK 25.5. Another factor which could cool down the market we see 
again in the monetary with increase of the interest rate. Czech national bank recently increased key 
interest rate 2T REPO from 0.05% to 0.25%. In case of overcoming of the inflation target another 
increase is possible. This would certainly lead to increase of market interest rate on credit. This would not 
just only decrease the number of possible buyers but mainly it could increase installments of already 
provided credit at the end of their fixed interest period. It is possible that some debtors would not be able 
to pay the installments anymore and their land would be offered on the auction. All effects mentioned in 
this paragraph got effect on the slowdown of observed long-term price increase. 

Conclusion  
 
The agricultural land market development showed significant and steady trend of price increase in the last 
decade. The price increase was as significant as 350%. Average land market price went from 2.610 to 
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9.154 EUR per hectare. If the calculation takes into account PPP the amount are even higher: from 4.243 
to 14.450 EUR in PPP per hectare. The market changed significantly in the year 2014 and the price 
increase trend is steeper than before. Our hypothesis that the development before and after the year 2014 
was rejected. The main factors of change in 2014 were legal aspects, demand from the side of non-
agricultural investors and the end of economic crisis.  
 
The legal aspects allowed landowners on co-ownership to sell their share to much wider range of buyers. 
The fact that they could reach more buyers without the obstacle in form the right of the first refusal 
increased the competition and resulted in price increase. The remaining factors had also price increase 
effect. Increased number and purchase power of non-agricultural investors (long and medium-term ones) 
became greater than the numbers of agricultural investors. High yield carrying only low risk was the main 
feature that brought the attention of investors on the agricultural land market. The end of crisis removed 
not just pessimistic expectations but mainly increased the agricultural business turnover and yield 
motivating and allowing farmers to invest in a new land acquisition. Although the price rise continued in 
2015 and 2016 the share of non-agricultural investors dropped by almost 10% as the costs of land 
acquisition became higher decreasing an investment yield.  
 
We do not expect strong price rise to continue on the contrary we expect certain market cool down. The 
factors are mainly legal and macroeconomic ones. The legal factor concerns the novelization of the NCC 
which re-introduces general right of the first refusal. The amendment of the NCC comes into force at the 
beginning of 2018. There are only very specific exceptions from right of the first refusal (transfer to close 
person) which means that agricultural land for purchase will reach narrower range of potential buyers or 
it will take more time. CZK appreciation against both EUR and USD will increase the costs of an 
investment for foreign investors that are part of both agricultural and non-agricultural group. Key interest 
rate increase will increase the costs of credit limiting the demand for agricultural land purchase. 
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Abstract 

 

Purpose  – analysis of the customer service standards applied in stores of authorised dealers of passenger 

cars from Ford, development of the blueprinting map for the process. Design/methodology/approach – 

The process of customer service in authorised car dealer stores was studied using the mystery shopping 

method in 21 authorised dealer stores in the period of X-XII 2016 in Voivodship, i.e. Opolskie, 

Dolnośląskie, Śląskie. The obtained results were elaborated on and the results of the analysis were used to 

develop the blueprinting map in the scope of the customer service standard in accordance with the 

methodology described by L Shostack. Findings – The key findings concern the identification as well as 

cause and effect arrangement of the customer service process elements, development of the executed 

activities with division to service provider and customer. Research limitations/implications – The 

sample size was restricted to 21 authorised car dealers located in 3 Voivodships of southern Poland. This 

might limit generalizability. Practical implications – The study provides managers with insight on the 

potential opportunities and weaknesses related to customer service. Originality/value – Research of the 

customer service standards in the authorised car dealer market is a relatively new area of study. Majority 

of the studies on this topic concern other aspects, i.e. economic, technical, amongst others. The purpose 

of the article is to specify the required customer service standards to be targeted by the managers and 

towards which their strategies should evolve. 

 

Keywords: blueprinting, buyer-seller relationships, customer service standards, process design 

service. 

 

Introduction 

 

In economic terms, the improvement of humankind’s well-being worldwide is reflected, amongst others, 

in the formation and development of the services sector. An analysis of the subject structure of the Polish 

economy demonstrated that 76.8% of the companies registered in the REGON
1
 system is comprised of 

companies from the services sector. Simultaneously, the contribution of the services sector in the growth 

of the gross value added and GDP amounts currently to 63.8% (Poland 2015 Report). It is estimated that 

the sector employs every other Pole of working age. It is therefore possible to state that the services sector 

is a key component of the Polish economy. Hence, the structure of the Polish economy draws near to the 

composition of OECD states, in which the average share of the services sector in the growth of the gross 

value added and GDP amounts to 70% (others include industry and agriculture). 

Due to the above, it is justified to conduct scientific analyses in the scope of the services sector. The 

service activity is developing dynamically and the decision-makers expect solution proposals that will 

support effective decision-making in the economic sense. This paper will be focused on the issue of 

customer service standards based on the example of authorised passenger car dealers (Johri and Petison, 

2008; Jung‐Wan and Tai, 2009; Grosse, 2016). 

                                                           
1 The register REGON fulfils the function of the national Register of National Economy Entities in Poland. 
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Literature Review 

The review of literature on the paper’s topic will consider, amongst other, the following aspects: term and 

attributes of service, customer service standards and the blueprinting method - enabling the service 

visualisation process.  

The “product” as an economic category has a very broad meaning, however it does not always mean the 

same. When making the division of market offers based on the share of (in)tangible value, L. Shostack 

has defined “the product tangibility spectrum” (Shostack,1977). This means that the products are a 

combination of tangible and intangible attributes. Similarly, Ph. Kotler noticed a lack of precision in the 

product specification and proposed the concept of “product-service continuum”. Depending on the 

content of (in)tangible features, the market includes the following groups of products: classic tangible 

good, the so-called clean product, product with associated services – it is a mixed offer, in which the most 

important role is played by a hybrid product, i.e. offer consisting of an equal share of (in)tangible 

elements, service with associated products and lesser services, classic service, the so-called clean service 

(Kotler and Keller, 2012).  

The “continuum” and “spectrum” theories indicate the existence of a continuity between the product 

and service (Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: The product (in)tangibility spectrum/ the product-service continuum 

 

In practice, this means that the product-services boundaries are fluid and depend on the degree of 

dominance of the (in)tangible features. This paper will focus on the group of service with associated 

products and lesser services (Phongpetra and Johri, 2011). 

In the subject literature, services are defined, amongst other, as follows: activity, benefit, activities, or 

actions taken by service providers for the benefit of the customers to provide them with specific benefits 

and/or meet their needs (Groonross, 1994; Parasuraman et al., 1991; Kotler and Keller, 2012; Alam, 

2013; Hys, 2016). In contrast to ready-to-use tangible products - services require special attention to their 

specificity. Aside from such attributes, as: heterogeneity, inseparability and instability, the primary 

feature of services is their intangibility. 

The intangibility of services means that they cannot be seen, tasted, felt or heard prior to purchase (Hill, 

1999; Bowen and Ford, 2002). The customer purchases a certain process which is a result of the service 

provider’s knowledge, experience and competencies. On the other hand, the service provider present a 

ready-to-use service or measure the level of customer satisfaction prior to its provision (Parasuraman et 

al., 1985; Oliver, 1993). When providing the service, the service provider relies only on arrangements 

tangible 

dominant 

intangible 

dominant 

hybrid 
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with the customer. The more accurate they are, the higher the level of customer satisfaction after the 

service is provided (and vice versa). 

Heterogeneity means that the service can be perceived by service providers and customers in various 

ways. This dependency was defined and described in the gap model (Parasuraman et al., 1985). When 

broadening the researchers’ interpretation of services, it is possible to notice that depending on the 

adopted customer segmentation criteria (geographic, demographic, psychographic, or concerning their 

behaviours, amongst others), the expectations and perception of customers and service providers can 

differ. Factors, amongst others, such as: place of residence, traditions, customs, religion, level of 

innovation, Internet access, wealth of the given society (and other) affect the customer’s knowledge and 

experience, hence his expectations and perception of the service. Similar dependency exists in the case of 

the service provider. Depending on the type of customers identified in the segmentation process, services 

can be provided by employees with various competencies and at the level of various service provision 

standards (Jung‐Wan and Tai, 2009). This process features the asymmetry of information, which means 

the existence of differences in the level of information concerning the service in possession of both 

parties in the market transaction. The service provider usually has more information about the service 

offered by him in the market than the customer. Furthermore, the highly diversified nature of services 

results from the heterogeneity of particular service products. Due to its nature, the exact same service is 

never created twice. The emotional state and psycho-physical disposition of the service provider and 

customer differ at the time of service provision/consumption every time, hence the service itself is always 

different. This reveals the problem of lack of possibility of standardising the service provision process 

(Khmel'nyts'ka and Swift, 2010; Macintyre et al., 2011). On the other hand, inseparability means the 

simultaneity of service provision and consumption - in practice, this means that the service provision 

process features simultaneous participation of the service provider and customer. The service product 

may not exist outside the process of its provision and consumption may take place during the time of its 

provision. 

The last feature mentioned is instability, i.e. fleetingness of services. This feature evokes most 

controversy among researchers. They are raising the issue of lack of possibility to warehouse the services 

or stocking them. Despite the fact that services (in the sense of intangible values) cannot be stored, moved 

in space and time or stocked strictly speaking, all of these activities can be executed with the so-called 

service effect or outcome (Gadrey, 2000; Hys, 2016). 

Knowledge concerning the term and attributes of a service is essential for making effective managerial 

decisions. The primary purpose of each market transaction is the effective exchange of the service for 

other value (usually expressed in payment units). The service provider aims at meeting the customer’s 

expectations, and the customer seeks a service provider who is able to meet his expectations. However, in 

the service process, the service provider and customer make decisions taking into consideration, aside 

from the service costs/price, the customer service standards.  

Customer service standards are defined as an organisation’s ability to meet the needs and desires of its 

customers. When aiming at gaining the long-term loyalty of the customers, the decision-makers should 

design the customer service standards. These standards should especially be adapted to the changing 

social and cultural, technical and technological as well as economic conditions of the customer (Li et al., 

2001, Hoecht and Trott, 2014). The purpose of designing a service is to obtain the optimal level of 

customer satisfaction with the provided service. In countries in which customers become increasingly 

wealthy, their expectations and requirements in terms of service standards also increase (Parasuraman et 

al., 1991). S.M. Walton summarised the market situation in the credo of his company as follows: 

There is only one boss, and whether a person shines shoes for a living or heads up the 

biggest corporation in the world, the boss remains the same. It is the customer! The 

customer is the person who pays everyone’s salary and who decides whether a business is 
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going to succeed or fail. In fact, the customer can fire everybody in the company from the 

chairman on down, and he can do it simply by spending his money somewhere else. 

Credo from Sam Walton the owner and CEO of 

Wal-Mart – an international chain of department 

stores and the most successful company in retailing 

in the world. 

 

Due to the above, the cycle of developing the customer service standards is executed using the following 

activities: 

1. Analysis of the needs and preferences of current and potential customers. 

2. Development of the customer service standards.  

3. Development and exercise of the work standards by employees in the following scope: company 

value, aims, operating tasks and roles, effect assessment methods, activities preventing the loss of 

customers. 

4. Provision of services meeting the service standards. 

Blueprinting is a tool intended for supporting the service designing process. Blueprinting is a tool 

used to record the entire service provision process in a graphic form. The visualisation of the service 

process according to a specific methodology allows to increase employee awareness in the scope of the 

executed work. A correctly designed service using a blueprinting map allows the decision-makers to 

identify areas that do not meet the identified customer needs. By adapting these areas to customer 

requirements, it is possible to significantly affect the perceived service standards. It is recommended to 

use blueprinting in the modelling of the service process’ components (Shostack,1977; Randall, 1993). 

In the other words, blueprinting is an optical process recording that presents an image of communication 

between the exchanging parties. Shostack's arguments were accepted by scientists and a lot of analysts 

demonstrated the advantages of this method. In the subject literature, the positive contribution of 

blueprinting is being raised for: internal marketing, service development process, parking behavior, 

monitoring of the customer preferences, services innovation, services efficiency, process effectiveness, 

business processes and first of all for management and control of already existing customer service 

processes. The use of blueprinting known from the literature regards to specific services such as for 

example: non-profit, pro-health education, industry or the hotel industry (Hys et al., 2014; Li, 2014). 

 

Research Methodology 

 

This study is exploratory and descriptive, and uses the case study strategy (Linker, 2004; Gibbert et al., 

2008). For the purpose of this study, it was decided to use the case study strategy and the qualitative data 

concerning the strengths of this approach with respect to the study’s aims (Sroka, 2012; Guillen and 

Garcia-Canal, 2012; Grosse, 2015; Thomé et al., 2016). The techniques guaranteeing the quality of this 

research, identified by Yanow and Schwartz-Shea (2015) and detailed in Table I, were carefully observed 

to avoid the potential threats to the inherent quality of this approach.  

The study was conducted in eight stages specified in Table I and included 21 authorised Ford dealer 

stores in the period between X-XII 2016 in 3 Polish Voivodships, i.e. Opolskie, Dolnośląskie, Śląskie. 
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Table 1: Research steps 
 

First 

Stage  

Literature 

studies 

Identification of the state of knowledge in the subject literature. 

Searching for research gaps and prerequisites for conducting studies. 

Second 

Stage 

Research 

design 

Review of the relevant literature and its analysis embracing domestic 

and foreign references, and Internet sources. 

Specification of the aim and scope of research. 

Aim - answering the question: What is the customer service standard 

in the authorised Ford dealer stores in Poland? 

Scope: 

substantive - development of a visualisation of the customer service 

standard in the authorised Ford dealer store in Poland. 

geographic - 21 stores in the Opolskie, Dolnośląskie and Śląskie 

Voivodships. 

Third 

Stage 

Research 

strategy 

Analysis of the Ford brand dealer market in Poland.  

Selection of entities for study execution: Opolskie (3 stores), 

Dolnośląskie (5 stores), Śląskie (13 stores). 

Fourth 

Stage 

Study  Study using the mystery shopping method and observation. Scenario: 

purchase of a new Ford Focus car.  

Fifth 

Stage 

Data collection Recording of observation results and filling out the mystery shopping 

form. 

Sixth 

Stage 

Data analysis Analysis of the obtained data and reconstructing the actions taken by 

the service providers and customers.  

Development of the blueprinting map for the customer service 

standards in authorised Ford dealer stores using the L. Shostack 

methodology. 

Seventh 

Stage 

Findings Drawing conclusions and specification of the study’s limits. 

Eighth 

Stage 

Future 

research/ 

limitations 

Developing future research paths and questions. 

 

The obtained results were elaborated on and the results of the analysis were used to develop the 

blueprinting map in the scope of the customer service standard. Based on the obtained study results, the 

visualisation of the customer service process was developed in accordance with the methodology 

described by L. Shostack. The blueprinting map was divided into five topical parts: physical evidence, 
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customer activities, frontline employee activities, backline employee activities and the support process. 

These parts were further divided as follows: material aspects, interactions between the customer and 

frontline employees, visibility – area of interaction between frontline and backline personnel, and internal 

interaction, showing the relations of the backline personnel and the persons executing works aimed at 

supporting the entire working organisation (Figure 2).  

The blueprinting map was developed for the authorised car dealer following the stages provided below 

(Zeithaml et al., 2006; Sirikrai and Tang, 2006): 

• Specification of primary events and typical sequences (flowchart). 

• Modelling the customer service process from the customer's point of view. 

• Modelling the activities of the frontline and backline employees, as well as the material aspects. 

• Establishment of direct and indirect communication connections. 
 

Physical Evidence  

 

Customer Actions  

 

Onstage Employee 

Actions 
 

 

Backstage 

Employee Actions 
 

 

Support Processes  

Fig. 2:  The blueprinting map 

 

Findings and Discussions 

 

In general, according to the data analysed by the Harvard Business School, researchers demonstrated the 

following customer focuses: taste (1%), touch (1.5%), smell (3.5%), hearing (11%) and vision (83%) 

(Wen, 2015; Stolovitch and Keeps, 2002). This information is especially important for the service 

designing process. It puts the decision-makers’ attention on the key aspects of the service, thus allowing 

the determination of priorities in this process. The first contact of the customer with the service provider 

can take place via various channels. Contact is usually established via the dealer’s website, a telephone 

conversation or by directly visiting the store of the authorised Ford dealer. 

The study conducted at the authorised Ford dealer would allow identifying the key elements for the level 

of physical evidence. These elements were grouped into five key topical groups. These include: online 

visits/telephone contact, convenience/accessibility, employees, additional customer services and interior 

design. Specific elements were identified as part of these groups. If the given reality is evaluated by the 

service provider at the degree of 83%, the designing of all aspects of “physical evidence” should be 

component component component component 

action action action action 

action action action action 

action action action action 

action action action action 

Line of interaction 

Line of visibility 

Line of internal interaction 
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executed with due diligence of the decision-makers. The evaluation of the appearance of the store and its 

employees performed by potential customers affects their latter purchase decisions. The decision-makers 

are aware of the above fact. Thus, services are designed in a manner that ensures that the customers’ 

rating for the identified elements of “physical evidence” is a high as possible.  

The material aspects of the service design determine only the external image of an authorised car dealer.  

These aspects are evaluated by customers, but the main point of car selling is the process of customer 

service, including direct contact with employees. The actions taken by the frontline employees of an 

authorised car dealer constitute a mirror image of the customer's actions. This means that the customer 

executes specific actions that are matched by designed reactions of employees. The activities executed by 

the customers and store employees were divided into three stages: first contact: service provider-

customer, visit to the Ford dealer store, using other service points in the store and, additionally, the 

support processes for all activities in the store were determined (Table 2). 

Table 2: Area of customer’s and service provider’s responsibility 
 

AREA OF CUSTOMER’S 

RESPONSIBILITY 

AREA OF SERVICE PROVIDER’S 

RESPONSIBILITY 

No.

 Activities taken by the customer 

No. Reactions of/ activities taken 
by the employees  

Type of 

employee: 

Frontline (F), 

Backline (B), 

Support (S) 

STAGE 1. First contact: service provider-customer 

1 Analysis of information about the 

dealer and his products/services 

specified on the website 

1 Regular updates of information 

on the dealer’s website. 

B, S 

2 Contact with the service provider via 

an online form, telephone and other 

forms of communication  

2 Professional management of 

communications with the 

customer. 

 

F, B, S 

STAGE 2. Visit in the Ford dealer store 

3 Personal visit of the customer in the 

store: greeting, initial conversation 

with the employee  

3 Customer reception: greeting, 

identification of needs and 

preferences, creation of needs 

F 

4 Contact with the employee, evaluation 

of the customer service standards, 

including: 

4 Contact with the customer - 

presentation of the offer, 

including: 

F 

4

A 

Evaluation of the employee’s 

appearance, including, amongst 

others, the following: outside 

appearance, clothing, tidiness, 

jewellery and other attributes 

4A Evaluation of the customer’s 

potential via analysis and 

assessment of his or her 

appearance and obtained 

information, including, amongst 

other, the following: 

appearance, clothing, jewellery 

and other attributes 

F 

4

B 

Evaluation of the method of having a 

conversation (the ability to articulate 

own needs, focusing on the customer, 

commitment)   

4B Ability to have a conversation 

with the customer - ability to 

obtain information from the 

customer concerning his or her 

needs, appealing presentation of 

the car, providing substantive 

F 
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information about the car 

4

C 

Evaluation of the employee’s 

interpersonal features, such as: 

communicativeness, personal culture, 

ability to inspire trust 

4C Building relations with the 

customer - invitation to the 

service office to have a 

conversation about the offer’s 

details, presentation of 

information and advertisement 

materials, proposing a beverage 

F  

4

D 

Review and determination of the 

conditions of the preliminary car 

purchase offer 

4D Review of the conditions and 

preparation of the car sale 

agreement 

F  

5 Recording of the time of next visit/car 

collection Manner of saying goodbye 

5 Determining the time of next 

visit/car collection Manner of 

saying goodbye 

F 

STAGE 3. Using other service points in the store 

6 Other agreement conditions: 6 Other agreement conditions: F, B, S  

review of the conditions of agreement with the consultants in terms of the 

financial/credit/lease and insurance service  

 

7 Using other service points available at 

the store: 

7 Serving the customer in terms of 

using other service points 

available in the store: 

F, B, S 

including, amongst other, the following: technical support, spare parts sales 

point, gastronomic point, company souvenir and gadgets sale point 

Support processes 

8 Updating the drafts of documents according to the headquarters’ guidelines in 

terms of the agreement conditions and other formalities  

B 

9 Vehicle exhibition: maintaining the cleanliness of rooms, cars Service 

standards and infrastructure in other service points: technical support, spare 

parts, gastronomy, company gadgets sale point 

B, S 

10 Advertisement, operation and office materials: designing, delivery, updating B, S 

11 Feedback - introduction of changes as result of recommendations, reported 

demands (redefining the offer, customer service standards) 

F, B 
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It is necessary to be aware that the preparation of a sale consists of many stages.  The customer sees the 

finished product in its original packaging in the store. However, customer service is a multi-dimensional 

process and consists of many tangible and intangible elements. The results of the conducted studies and 

observations was elaborated on in the form of a map illustrating the customer service process in the 

authorised Ford dealer stores (Figure 3). 

Physical Evidence  

 

 

 

 

Customer Actions 

 

 

 

 

 

Onstage Employee 

Actions 

 

 

 

 

 

Backstage 

Employee Actions 

 

 

 

 

 

Support Processes  

 

Fig. 3: Blueprint map for authorized Ford dealer stores 

Its purpose is to affect the customer’s decision on buying a car. All tangible and intangible properties, 

which constitute parts of an image, are previously arranged and organised by the managerial and support 

staff. The employees are properly motivated, and the effects of their work are subject to monitoring and 

assessment. The result of the interactions are amending and preventive activities, which are aimed at 

working out of the best customer service standards. Related activities are not directly visible to the 

customer. This is the reason they are situated beyond visibility - in practice, it means that they are not 

directly available to a customer.  Customers use the results of work of many people without even getting 

to know them.  
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However, it would be impossible to meet the customer service standards without these activities. These 

required activities are executed by the backline employees at the strategic, tactical and operational level. 

In order to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of the delivery, it is essential to prepare a professional 

sales offer. In practice, it means using all of the store’s attributes to delay and/or eliminate the 

competition.  

The customer deems the lines of interaction and visibility as most important. These lines determine the 

zones of service process, in which the client directly participates in and assesses the results of any 

management and operational activities taken at all company levels, including the material aspects, which 

are assessed by the results of the organisation’s activity support procedures. When the customer visits the 

car store, he or she assesses all available elements, including the material aspects of its surroundings. The 

materials aspects are all attributes available for the company and used in everyday work. These elements 

constitutes parts of the company’s organisational culture (Randall, 1993; Adkisson, 2014). The material 

aspects also enable creating the image of the organisation, which is important from the customer’s point 

of view, especially in comparison to the competition. The components of an authorised car dealer 

surroundings include tangible and intangible aspects. These aspects constitute the customer service 

standards, on the one hand, and on the other hand, they are evaluated by the customer and affects his or 

her shopping decisions.  

The visualisation of each stage and activity executed by the customers themselves or with the assistance 

of a customer service representative constitutes the basis for modelling the blueprinting map. The main 

aim of this modelling is communication, analysis and control of the executed activities (Coderre et al., 

2009). All of the above elements contribute to continuous improvement. Each meeting with the customer 

is different due to the nature of the services. It is however possible to plan the most essential element of 

the service process – each subsequent service element is to be provided by employees who are expected 

to behave in a professional manner []. The blueprinting map visually demonstrates the sequence of 

events in a two-dimensional system. It is necessary to note that the activities taken by the customers are 

essential for the mapping, because they determine the entire mapping system. The horizontal axis 

presents the chronological schedule of activities taken by the costumer and employees. The vertical axis 

constitutes the second dimension of the analysis. This means that it categorises the activities based on 

their type and role in the service process. Two groups are visible here: customers - in the role of potential 

buyers, the employees - in the role of first contact persons, and the support of activities implemented in 

the entire process. The division of particular groups of stakeholders is additionally marked by the lines 

isolating each zone of influence. The following lines are considered: interaction, visibility and internal 

connections (Shostack, 1987). They correspond to the following relations respectively: customer and 

frontline employee, frontline employee and backline employee, as well as backline employee and other 

employees.  

The blueprinting map illustrates one more element, i.e. the service’s tangible properties (Zeithaml et al., 

2006). The customer evaluates the service’s tangible elements during the entire service process. Despite 

the fact that the customer is not always aware of this evaluation, it affects his or her perception of the 

service. All of these components create the blueprinting map, which consists of lines and sequences of 

the activities of the process participants who establish interactions between each other. The conducted 

studies allowed answering the following research question: What is the customer service standard in the 

authorised Ford dealer stores in Poland? Conducting the study in 21 stores allows developing a universal 

blueprinting map, thereby specifying the existing customer service standards applied in the authorised 

Ford dealer stores. 
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Conclusions 

Despite the dominant role of services in modern economies, and their rapid growth worldwide, the small 

quantity of research, number of methods and techniques addressing the unique market challenges is 

surprising.  

Blueprinting is a useful tool which allows designing the customer service process with special 

consideration of the customer’s point of view. The visualisation of the service process provides 

information concerning the purposefulness, logicality and effectiveness of the activities executed in the 

customer service process. The blueprinting map subject to an in-depth analysis of professionals from 

various departments of the given company can be the basis for developing optimal customer service 

solutions. The skilful use of the opinions of experts, analysis of the adaptive capabilities of the service 

organisation to the specified needs can substantially affect the customers’ evaluation.  

My hope is that by capturing what is already known about blueprinting and sharing our experiences and 

relevant case studies, I will be able to inspire a broader adoption of this technique and its creative 

extensions to further enhance its value to service managers and researchers from various fields. 

Limitations and Future Research Directions 

The primary limit of the study is the number of authorised Ford dealer stores in which it was conducted. 

There is 125 stores in Poland and the study was conducted on 21 of them. This fact simultaneously 

constitutes the basis for determining the direction of further research. The study should be conducted for 

all other stores and the obtained results should be compared to the existing ones. Such broadening of the 

research would allow conducting complete studies and would constitute the basis for executing further 

research purposes. 
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Abstract 

 The area of motivation reward and perception of employees toward the motivation effects area is 

unknown area yet. The motivational factors choose for research are: organizational climate, industrial 

relationships, leadership style, financial rewards, promotion conditions and personal needs. In this 

paper we presented the statistical analysis of clusters using Ward’s method to identify the motivation. 

The correlations between motivational factors and the hierarchical cluster analysis were realized 

using Ward’s method. The statistical instrument used were the survey to identify the factors which 

influence the motivational attitude and perception of staff to the motivational potential of managers. 

This article also present and analyzed the proximity matrix, for that reason it was calculated the 

optimal number of cluster grouping the 24 motivational factors that cover the motivational factors 

which permit to group theme into clusters. Each cluster allowed the identification of maximum and 

minimum motivation influence on the staff level. The proposed analysis of motivational factors 

according to their influence on the degree of motivation can be used in every company and served as 

a positive effect for improving the human resources relationship. Also the analysis can be used as a 

potential instrument used to develop and implement like a program to correct the motivational factors 

found in the clusters and identify comprising factors with minimal influence on the degree of 

motivation of human resources. 

Keywords: cluster, factor, influence, motivation, dendogram, analysis 

Introduction 

There have been many theories developed by researchers surrounding the area of motivation.  

Armstrong & Stephens (2005)  design  a  typical motivation  model or process and establish that is 

comprised of four parts or steps, these being  needs, establish goals, taking action and attending goals 

(Figure 1). 

Motivation is usually brought about by the acknowledgement of unsatisfied needs,  that’s why 

according to Armstrong (2012, p.182) there are two types of motivation.  

These are intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. According to Ryan & Deci (2000, p. 57-60)  intrinsic 

motivation can be viewed as carrying out an activity for the satisfaction that derives from doing such 

an activity and job done rather than the rewards offered for doing it.  

While extrinsic motivation develops from the connection between carrying out an activity with the 

aim of attaining a distinguishable outcome.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Needs 
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Fig.1: Motivation process 
Source: Adapted after Armstrong & Stephens, 2005, p.70. 

 

Flynn (2013) in his research about an exploratory analysis of the role of motivation within the 

workplace observed that in order for motivation to be effective, it is necessary for the organization to 

call on motivations from all five categories.  

 

Of course, formal motivations will register the most frequent and intense usage, being established by 

the organization's strategy and policies and for which certain managerial and economic methods and 

techniques are addressed.  

 

The motivational potential of informal motivations should not be underestimated, especially those 

moral and spiritual. For the latter, there is a greater sensitivity to most employees, presenting the 

great advantage that they have no financial cost or very little, indirectly. Regarding informal 

economic motivations, their use is recommended to be approached with great care, under strict 

observance of laws and morals of society in each country.  

 

Appealing to codes and protocol dinners are relatively common ways practiced by companies in 

developed countries, obviously subordinated to clearly defined objectives and under certain 

conditions, according to the pre-established regulations and procedures.  

 

The range of motivations used in modern organizations is particularly comprehensive and varied. To 

facilitate the perception and their usage, the general picture of motivations which can be used in 

companies, is structured in multiple categories and it is presented in Figure 2  (Nicolescu, 2008, 

p.304). 

MOTIVATION 

Establish goals 

Take action 

Attain goals 
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Source: Nicolescu, 2008, p.304 

 

Instead, tips should be avoided as they distort the system of values, attitudes and behaviors of 

employees, with considerable negative impact on organizational culture, functionality and firm’s 

performance. (Nicolescu, 2008, p.30

 

Motivations design those elements, formal and informal, economic or moral

managers utilize towards employees, satisfying their specific individual and group needs in order to 

determine through their attitudes, efforts, decisio

accomplishment of the activities of the organization and to the fulfillment the objectives of the 

organization. 

According to Beardwell & Claydon (2007, p. 496) and Fully”(2013), there are three main facto

individuals may deliberate on when choosing the level of effort to put into work behavior:

1. Valence: The level that the anticipated outcome is attractive or otherwise. 

2. Instrumentality: The belief that a certain level of performance will result in attaining coveted rewards. 

3. Expectancy: The scale in which an individual believes that a certain level of effort will lead to a certain level 

of satisfactory performance, will that level of eff

 

Stephen Flynn (2011, p.12) created a direct link between motivations and maturity levels within the 

organization.  

1. The first one relates to the compliance management which relies almost entirely on extrinsic motivations, 

money being the main motivato

2. For the second maturity level, process management, money is still present along with the 

generation of goals with external influence, hygiene factors (sense of security), perception of 

equity (horizontally and vertically), encouraging supervision of employ

Fig. 2: Types of motivations 

Instead, tips should be avoided as they distort the system of values, attitudes and behaviors of 

employees, with considerable negative impact on organizational culture, functionality and firm’s 

performance. (Nicolescu, 2008, p.303) 

Motivations design those elements, formal and informal, economic or moral-spiritual that owners and 

managers utilize towards employees, satisfying their specific individual and group needs in order to 

determine through their attitudes, efforts, decisions, actions and their behavior to contribute to the 

accomplishment of the activities of the organization and to the fulfillment the objectives of the 

According to Beardwell & Claydon (2007, p. 496) and Fully”(2013), there are three main facto

individuals may deliberate on when choosing the level of effort to put into work behavior: 

The level that the anticipated outcome is attractive or otherwise.  

The belief that a certain level of performance will result in attaining coveted rewards. 

The scale in which an individual believes that a certain level of effort will lead to a certain level 

of satisfactory performance, will that level of effort  

Stephen Flynn (2011, p.12) created a direct link between motivations and maturity levels within the 

The first one relates to the compliance management which relies almost entirely on extrinsic motivations, 

main motivator, capable of solving the problems of workers.  

For the second maturity level, process management, money is still present along with the 

generation of goals with external influence, hygiene factors (sense of security), perception of 

equity (horizontally and vertically), encouraging supervision of employees.  

 

Instead, tips should be avoided as they distort the system of values, attitudes and behaviors of 

employees, with considerable negative impact on organizational culture, functionality and firm’s 

spiritual that owners and 

managers utilize towards employees, satisfying their specific individual and group needs in order to 

ns, actions and their behavior to contribute to the 

accomplishment of the activities of the organization and to the fulfillment the objectives of the 

According to Beardwell & Claydon (2007, p. 496) and Fully”(2013), there are three main factors that 

 

The belief that a certain level of performance will result in attaining coveted rewards.  

The scale in which an individual believes that a certain level of effort will lead to a certain level 

Stephen Flynn (2011, p.12) created a direct link between motivations and maturity levels within the 

The first one relates to the compliance management which relies almost entirely on extrinsic motivations, 

For the second maturity level, process management, money is still present along with the 

generation of goals with external influence, hygiene factors (sense of security), perception of 
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3. Regarding the third level, this refers to the capability management, in which all the 

motivations presented before are also available at this level, along with the presence of clear 

opportunities for career that provides the possibility of achieving a social position that is 

valued within the organization. 

Also, due to the job enlargement, the tasks are more varied and the use of Key Performance 

Indicators for measuring performance also enhances the employees’ goals regarding their 

professional development. The last maturity level, strategic management, encompasses all 

motivations found at lower levels along with intrinsic motivations that encourage individual control 

and the perception of equity at horizontal, vertical and personal level. 

2. Case Study  

The study  take in consideration the motivation of employees, staff and human relationship between 

employees and managers.  

 

A total number of 100 employees from Eaton Production Company an economical agent from 

Maramures County was the target of our research. Another element taking in consideration was the 

top position of company in Maramures market because it is a successful company and a model from 

quality point of view. 

 

The instrument used in research activities was the survey.  

 

The survey was structured  in 24 questions with possibility select an option using a Likert scale from 

1(not agreed)  to 5 (strongly agreed). Each question was created to identify the motivational factors 

and their impact upon the employees.  

 

Because motivation it is a complex phenomenon we can include here many factors of influences 

which require attention. As literature review show, there are numerous theories develop on 

motivation and how employees are motivated, however for this research on the simplest way we ask 

employees what motivates them. 

 

 Taking in consideration  Nicolescu (2008) and Flynn (2013)  classification of motivation, for our 

study we select the following factors for employees: OC= organizational climate, IR=industrial 

relationships, LS= leadership style, FR=financial rewards, PC=promotion conditions and PN= 

personal needs ( Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Motivation factors for employees 
Source: By authors  

MOTIVATION 

FORMAL 

INFORMAL 

formal-economical factors; 

formal moral spiritual factors; 

formal complex factors; 

informal-economic; 

informal –moral-spiritual.  

 PC=promotion conditions 

 PN= personal needs 

 

OC= organizational climate, IR=industrial 

relationships, LS=leadership style,  

FR=financial rewards 
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Method of Research  

 

To be able to realize an analysis  it was used the SPSS program database that includes the results of 

questionnaires of 100 employees for the six groups of motivational factors, formal motivation OC, 

IR, LS and  FR and informal motivation factors PC and PN

For statistical analysis of clusters, it was used the Ward's method in SPSS, in order to examine 

similarities between motivational factors, in order to group them as clusters with elements as similar 

as possible within the same class and as different as

to different classes.  

Subsequently, it was examined the validity of the results of the questionnaire, it was presented the 

proximity matrix comprising the Euclidean distances and there were identified the mi

distances with a view to grouping the motivational factors in clusters.

  

Results  

3.1.   Hierarchical cluster analysis through Ward’s method
It was computed the Ward distance between clusters that comprise motivational factors, which aims

to compute the cumulative intra-cluster variability.

Following, the merger of two clusters will seek to obtain the maximum homogeneity at the level of 

clusters identified for grouping the motivational factors. 

The ranking of motivational factors based on

from the questionnaire present that the first motivational factor ranked is PN2 (personal needs).  

As we can observed the safety as a motivation factor it is the most important factor for employees in 

85% percent with a score of 5 and for 13% percent with a score of 4 from maximum 5 (Figure 4).

 

Fig. 4 : The employees perception upon safety as motivation factor

Personal needs as safety needs is the most important motivational factor, while the factor 

lowest score is OC3 (organization climate). 

The Proximity Matrix, which is a symmetrical matrix that contains the Euclidian distances for all 24 

motivational factors it is presented in Table 2.
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As we can observed the safety as a motivation factor it is the most important factor for employees in 

85% percent with a score of 5 and for 13% percent with a score of 4 from maximum 5 (Figure 4).
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lowest score is OC3 (organization climate).  
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motivational factors it is presented in Table 2. 

To be able to realize an analysis  it was used the SPSS program database that includes the results of 

questionnaires of 100 employees for the six groups of motivational factors, formal motivation OC, 

For statistical analysis of clusters, it was used the Ward's method in SPSS, in order to examine 

similarities between motivational factors, in order to group them as clusters with elements as similar 

possible between them if these elements belong 

Subsequently, it was examined the validity of the results of the questionnaire, it was presented the 

proximity matrix comprising the Euclidean distances and there were identified the minimum 

It was computed the Ward distance between clusters that comprise motivational factors, which aims 

Following, the merger of two clusters will seek to obtain the maximum homogeneity at the level of 

the sum of scores given for each motivational factor 

from the questionnaire present that the first motivational factor ranked is PN2 (personal needs).   

As we can observed the safety as a motivation factor it is the most important factor for employees in 

85% percent with a score of 5 and for 13% percent with a score of 4 from maximum 5 (Figure 4). 

 

Personal needs as safety needs is the most important motivational factor, while the factor with the 

The Proximity Matrix, which is a symmetrical matrix that contains the Euclidian distances for all 24 
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Table  2:  Proximity Matrix 
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Regarding the number of training programs for employees 

employees with a 65% percent the training programs are score with 4 and 21 % percent from employees 

gives a score of 3 from maximum 5 (Figure 5).

Fig. 5: The employee’s perception upon 

Figure 6 present a 57% percent from respondents considered reward package very important with a score 

of 5, they consider motivation from financial point of view, different bonus for encouragement in 

traveling tickets or weekend treatment ticket as sign of appreciation for their work.

Euclidian distance  between ‘’How do you access the financial reward package in your company ?’’ and  

‘’How do you rate the coerciveness of the establishment of job hierarchy within your departme

the greater value  4,796.   

 

Fig. 6: The employee’s perception upon reward package   as motivation factor

We can observed that the minimum distance d=4,796 is found between motivation factor variable 13= 

FR1 (financial reward package) and PC4 

Because 99% percent from employees give a score between 4 and 5 to the correctness in job hierarchy, 

we can consider that the department of human resources applies a good strategy (Figure 7

ning programs for employees are valid in a proportion of 100%. 
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nd treatment ticket as sign of appreciation for their work.  

between ‘’How do you access the financial reward package in your company ?’’ and  

‘’How do you rate the coerciveness of the establishment of job hierarchy within your department ?’’ has 

 

The employee’s perception upon reward package   as motivation factor 

We can observed that the minimum distance d=4,796 is found between motivation factor variable 13= 

correctness of the establishment of jobs hierarchy). 

Because 99% percent from employees give a score between 4 and 5 to the correctness in job hierarchy, 

). 
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Fig.7:  The employee’s perception upon correctness job hierarchy as motivation factor

These variables form the closest pair and they will be the first to be joined, as 

Dendogram (Figure 8), as well as in the Agglomeration Schedule. 

Fig. 8:  The degree of change in agglomeration coefficients
 

In order to validate the hierarchical cluster analysis and to determine the appropriate number of clusters, 

we can observe the degree of change of coefficients in the agglomeration schedule. 

 

Thus, Figure 8  indicates that  cluster

change in the value of coefficients. 

 

Two distinct clusters also represent a heterogeneous solution, but often 2 clusters may not be the ideal 

and meaningful solution, as it can be seen that the degree of change in 

the fact that 24 motivational factors were involved, the optimal number of clusters chosen for our analysis 

it is 6. Table 3 presents the Agglomeration Schedule in which the coefficients represent the Ward’s 

linkage coefficients that are calculated in respect to the cluster and not to motivational factors, this is why 

they differ from the distances in proximity matrix. They represent the amount of heterogeneity that we 

observe between the  6 clusters. 

 

The employee’s perception upon correctness job hierarchy as motivation factor

These variables form the closest pair and they will be the first to be joined, as it can be seen in the 

(Figure 8), as well as in the Agglomeration Schedule.  

The degree of change in agglomeration coefficients 

In order to validate the hierarchical cluster analysis and to determine the appropriate number of clusters, 

we can observe the degree of change of coefficients in the agglomeration schedule.  

cluster 1 would mean perfect heterogeneity, as it can be seen a higher 

change in the value of coefficients.  

Two distinct clusters also represent a heterogeneous solution, but often 2 clusters may not be the ideal 

and meaningful solution, as it can be seen that the degree of change in coefficients is constant. Thus, due 

the fact that 24 motivational factors were involved, the optimal number of clusters chosen for our analysis 

Table 3 presents the Agglomeration Schedule in which the coefficients represent the Ward’s 

ficients that are calculated in respect to the cluster and not to motivational factors, this is why 

they differ from the distances in proximity matrix. They represent the amount of heterogeneity that we 

 

The employee’s perception upon correctness job hierarchy as motivation factor 

it can be seen in the 

 

In order to validate the hierarchical cluster analysis and to determine the appropriate number of clusters, 

terogeneity, as it can be seen a higher 

Two distinct clusters also represent a heterogeneous solution, but often 2 clusters may not be the ideal 

coefficients is constant. Thus, due 

the fact that 24 motivational factors were involved, the optimal number of clusters chosen for our analysis 

Table 3 presents the Agglomeration Schedule in which the coefficients represent the Ward’s 

ficients that are calculated in respect to the cluster and not to motivational factors, this is why 

they differ from the distances in proximity matrix. They represent the amount of heterogeneity that we 
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Table 3: Agglomeration Schedule 

 

Source: By authors processing in SPSS 

The result of the clustering analysis made is a hierarchical structure of the motivational factors grouped in 

6 clusters, as it can be seen in the dendogram, from figure 9  
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Fig.  9: 

Source: By authors processing in SPSS

To sum up, clusters 1 and 6 comprise motivational factors with the highest influence on the level of staff 

motivation in companies. The maximum values are for personal needs PN2 and persona

cluster 6. 

Cluster 2 includes organizational climate OC3 and personal needs PN4 motivational factors with a 

minimum positive influence on the degree of motivation of human resources.

Knowing the results of the analysis at the level of com

motivation of human resources based on the level of influence of motivational factors, knowing clusters 

with maximum and minimum influence on the degree of motivation. 

Many companies cannot function without co

set ask and objectives of the organization. 

The research explore the area surrounding the how employees were positively motivated by employee 

reward and the perception of these employees towards the motivating effects of reward and benefits. 

3.2.  A proposed  Model for Motivation factors 
 

Taking into account the information provided by the Cluster Membership and the dendogram, we can 

establish a model for motivation factors and obtain the clusters:

1. internal environment (organization environment);

2. individual environment;  

Fig.  9: The Dendogram for cluster membership 

Source: By authors processing in SPSS 

To sum up, clusters 1 and 6 comprise motivational factors with the highest influence on the level of staff 

motivation in companies. The maximum values are for personal needs PN2 and personal needs PN3, from 

Cluster 2 includes organizational climate OC3 and personal needs PN4 motivational factors with a 

minimum positive influence on the degree of motivation of human resources. 

Knowing the results of the analysis at the level of companies, it can be implemented as a program of 

motivation of human resources based on the level of influence of motivational factors, knowing clusters 

with maximum and minimum influence on the degree of motivation.  

Many companies cannot function without commitment and cooperation of the employees to carry out the 

set ask and objectives of the organization.  

The research explore the area surrounding the how employees were positively motivated by employee 

reward and the perception of these employees towards the motivating effects of reward and benefits. 

A proposed  Model for Motivation factors  

Taking into account the information provided by the Cluster Membership and the dendogram, we can 

establish a model for motivation factors and obtain the clusters: 

internal environment (organization environment); 

individual environment;   

 

To sum up, clusters 1 and 6 comprise motivational factors with the highest influence on the level of staff 

l needs PN3, from 

Cluster 2 includes organizational climate OC3 and personal needs PN4 motivational factors with a 

panies, it can be implemented as a program of 

motivation of human resources based on the level of influence of motivational factors, knowing clusters 

mmitment and cooperation of the employees to carry out the 

The research explore the area surrounding the how employees were positively motivated by employee 

reward and the perception of these employees towards the motivating effects of reward and benefits.  

Taking into account the information provided by the Cluster Membership and the dendogram, we can 
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3. management environment (employee-staff-manager); 

4. social environment (reward, promotion); 

5. leader style; 

6. personal needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cluster  1 

FR1 Financial rewards   

 

 

INTERNAL  

ENVIRONMENT 

PC4 Promotion conditions  

OC2 Organization climate 

FR4 Financial rewards 

PC3 Promotion conditions 

OC4 Organization climate  

IR1 Industrial relationship 

PC1 Promotion conditions 

OC1 Organization climate  

Cluster 2 OC3 Organization climate INDIVIDUAL 

ENVIRONMENT PN4 Personal needs 

 

 

Cluster 3 

 

LS4 Leader style  

MANAGEMNT 

ENVIRONMENT 
PN1 Personal needs 

IR2  

Industrial relationship IR4 

LS1 Leader style 

 

Cluster 4 

 

FR2 Financial rewards SOCIAL 

ENVIRONMENT 
PC2 Promotion conditions 

IR3 Industrial relationship  

 

Cluster 5 

 

 

LS3 Leader style  

LEADER   

STYLE 
FR3 Financial rewards 

LS2  

Leader style LS3 

Cluster 6:  

 

PN2 Personal needs PERSONAL NEEDS 

PN3 

 

 Conclusions 

Hierarchical cluster analysis using the Ward motivational factors allows identifying groups of 

motivational factors with great influence on the degree of motivation and suggest ways of improving 

motivation in companies.   

The program can be implemented in order to correct motivational factors from the cluster with minimum 

influence on the degree of motivation of human resources in companies. 

The hypothesis is also confirmed, such that there is a similarity between the motivational factors that 

determine their grouping into clusters with minimal variability depending on the results of the 

respondents.  

Thus, the company should pay attention to the clusters with minimal influence of the staff motivation 

level in order to implement corrective measures to increase the number of trainings for personnel, both 

qualified and unqualified, as well as to improve their socio-professional integration level in the company, 

these being the factors with the lowest scores.  

The proposed research model for the analysis of motivational factors according to their influence on the 

degree of motivation can be used to develop programs in order to increase the efficiency of management 

in companies and to identify motivational strategies in order to increase company’s performance. 
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The case study undertaken in companies in Maramureș County, Romania, showed that elements 

considered motivating by employees which stimulate them in the activities carried out are: job security, 

salary growth, awards for performances at work, advancing to a superior position, relationships with 

colleagues and superiors. 

A very important aspect in companies of Maramureș County is knowing and complying with the conduct 

rules which bring benefits at work, improving the working climate, increasing employees’ morale and 

creating a favorable image of the company.  
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Abstract 

Technological development is one of the key factors in the competitiveness of the national economy. 
Its achievement requires an appropriate state economic policy. The effectiveness of this policy can 
not be achieved without its coordination with the institutional structure. Institutions, especially 
informal ones, have a high degree of inertia. Therefore, if economic policy comes into conflict with 
them, it leads to inefficiency. At the same time, institutions can gradually change if economic reforms 
are carried out purposefully and systematically. Failure to meet these requirements (this is shown on 
the example of the experience of the 30-year transformation of the Russian economy) leads to 
stagnation in the economy and degradation in the social sphere. The ideological and methodological 
reason for the low success of reforms is the reliance on inadequate economic models. The authors 
distinguish two approaches to their construction. The first approach is based on the concept of 
universalism. The second approach is based on the consideration of national specifics. The article 
proves that the second approach is more effective. Countries that have chosen a second approach to 
reform (for example, China) have made significant progress. The governments of these countries 
manage to ensure long-term economic growth. Based on this approach, the authors recommend 
modernizing Russia's economic policy. It is suggested that the institutional features of the three 
subsystems allocated in it be more fully taken into account in the measures of state regulation. This is 
traditional-conservative; liberal-market; the new model of the mixed Russian economy. Such an 
approach will allow: to stimulate the development of industry, re-industrialize, accelerate 
technological development, reduce the technological gap with developed countries. 

Keywords: institutional structure; national economic development; economic policy; economic 
reforms; technological level of the economy. 

Introduction 

In economic science, as in science generally, there is a certain opposition between the unique and 
universal elements. This opposition, of course, has origins in philosophy. Note that the proponents of 
the universalism of economic theory, represents the mainstream, triumph in education 
(Komlos, 2015). Standard textbooks in microeconomics and macroeconomics operate with abstract 
categories. These abstractions are far from the real events of economic life. However, their value is 
undeniable. They allow to generate economic thinking (Browne, Hoag and Boudreau, 1995; 
Caldwell, 1988; Enste, Haferkamp and Fetchenhauer, 2009; etc.). This standardized way of thinking, 
in accordance with the provisions of institutionalism, reduces transaction costs and increase economic 
efficiency. 

Representatives of universalism in economic science say: "No Italian (Chinese, Brazilian, Russian, 
etc.) mathematics (physics, chemistry, etc.)". In this regard, can not be specific (national) economic 
theory. Economic theory, like any other science, universal in its essence. We can partly agree. Indeed, 
the basic methodological approaches in any science should be unified. At the same time, the use of 
abstract models in scientific analysis connected with the problem of adequacy in modeling. In the 
process of formation models, the researcher simplifies reality. The goal of this process is the selection 
of the most significant elements of the modeled phenomenon. This approach allows us to identify 
important common features not only of this phenomenon, but also a whole class of similar 
phenomena. Abstract economic models, when they are reflected in the mind of a person, typify 
reality. This leads to its monotonous understanding. As a result, collective agreed economic behavior 
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is formed. This behavior contributes to the reduction of decision-making time, reduces the 
uncertainty of the business environment, makes possible the conclusion of contracts based on 
incomplete information of the parties. 

On the other hand, the presence of models does not change the economy itself. Simulation only 
makes it easier to understand as a complex system. In this regard, direct use of the results of 
modeling in economic practice is not always possible. Important features of the real economic 
system, the specific economic behavior of specific people in abstract models are not taken into 
account. Therefore, another approach to the discovery of the essence of economic phenomena and 
processes was widely adopted. It is based on emphasizing the national (geographical, cultural, 
religious, etc.) specifics of economic systems. An example of such specific economic theories is the 
German Historical School of Economics (for example, Grimmer-Solem, 2003, Peukert, 2001, Senn, 
2005, Steiner, 2003), Eurasianism (for example, Bassin, Glebov and Laruelle, 2015, Maksimtsev, 
Miropolsky and Tarasevich, 2016) and other. An attempt to construct a system of specific economic 
theories, united by unified (few) basic principles, is essentially done within the framework of this 
approach.  

The strength of specific approaches to the comprehension of economic phenomena and processes is, 
in our opinion, not in their ideological underpinnings (often pointed out by critics), but in a more 
practical direction. In this sense, such a specific approach is very much in line with the 
methodological position of the institutional direction in economic science (see, for example, Hultén, 
2005). For this reason, there is no contradiction with mainstream. There is only a discussion about the 
priority of certain groups of institutions. Supporters of universalism note the priority of universal 
(global) institutions that regulate economic processes. Adherents of specificity point to a more 
important role of local institutions.  

The last position has serious empirical study. It is sufficient to point out the negative effects in the 
socio-economic development of post-Soviet countries during their transition from socialism to a 
market economy. They were related to ineffective implantation of the institutions of the Western-
European economic culture . These, contrary to the system prevailing informal norms, institutions 
were rejected. As a result, instead of economic growth have been major transformational recession in 
the economy. In addition, there was a decrease in law-abiding society, the growth of social nihilism 
and conflict, increasing corruption, etc. On the contrary, China, which has chosen a gradualist model 
of institutional development, has achieved impressive results in socio-economic development. 

We hold the view that economic science should adequately reflect not only the fundamental 
principles, but also the specificity of a particular economic system. To achieve practical usefulness of 
theoretical developments it is possible only so. Taking this position into account, the article considers 
the influence of the institutional structure on the technological development of Russia's economic 
system. 

Characteristics of the Russian Economic System 

Russia was in a difficult historical situation. Its economy for a long period of time was in a state of 
transition: the collapse of the old economic system and the formation of a new one. The duration of 
this transition period is about 30 years. Obviously, from the viewpoint of life-cycle theory, any 
economic system eventually collapses, and a new one comes to replace it. But the transition period 
itself is characterized by incompleteness, lack of integrity, coexistence of elements of the new and old 
economy. The period between two mature states includes, on the one hand, the emergence of a new 
economic system, on the other hand, the descending development of the old system (Grinberg and 
Rubinshtein, 2000). 

Incompleteness, lack of integrity of economic systems in transition can lead to economic decline. As 
Russian experience shows, in the transition period, due to institutional incompatibility (rejection of 
new institutions and the destruction of old institutions) institutional voids are formed. Developing 
process of primitivization of production, deintellectualization of labour and degradation of the social 
structure. There is a massive poverty, increases social inequality. Economic policy of the state carried 
out the formation of new economic relations in the direction not corresponding to the current 
material, economic and socio-cultural backgrounds. The economy responded to the uncertainty and 
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distortion of economic signals contraction in demand and, conseq
of the planning horizon when making economic decisions and the rejection of long
and high risk projects. 

The long-term dynamics of the Russian economy is reflected in Figure. From the Figure, we can see 
that immediately after the start of market reforms (1989), Russia's GDP began to fall precipitously. 
These reforms were accompanied by a radical breakdown of the national institutional structure. The 
bottom was reached in 9 years (1998). During this period, 
restore the GDP to the level of 1989 it took another 9 years. Only in 2007 the pre
exceeded by 3.19%. This happened after 18 years of institutional transformation. The conclusion 
about the ineffectiveness of reforms is obvious. The efficiency was extremely low, negative. If we 
sum up the results of the country's development in 27 years (until 2016), it can be determined that the 
Russian economy has nevertheless grown. The average growth rate for this p
a very small value. At the same time deindustrialization and destruction of technological potential 
occurred in the country (Bodrunov, 2016).

Calculated and compiled by V.
(http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=world

Fig.1: Long-term dynamics of Russia's GDP (1989 

De-industrialization and technological lagging block sustainable economic growth. Because for 
growth can not create an infrastructure basis in the form of modern real physical assets. The 
importance of industrial development is high. This conclusion is based on both historical examples 
and facts from the current state of the world economy. It was the transition to machine and
production that led the countries of Western Europe (and then the US, Japan, etc.) to the position of 
leadership in the world economy. Prior to this, the leaders were China and India. Industrial monopoly 
for a long time ensured first Britain an
economy and in world politics, allowing for a long time to derive direct material and financial 
benefits from this provision. 

However, it is not just about the past. Despite all the changes in the
world economic system is those countries that were the first to pass along the road of 
industrialization. They hold the first positions in the world not because of the service sector, but 
because of their technological lea
towards overcoming economic backwardness (Republic of Korea, Taiwan, China, Brazil, Malaysia, 
etc.) have chosen industrial development as an economic revival strategy. The industrialization of t
economy allowed these countries to rapidly build up their economic potential, created prerequisites 
for the development of high-tech industries. 

Now these countries face a very difficult task: to challenge the scientific and technological monopoly 
of the most developed countries. But without industrialization, raising the question of the formation 
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of an independent national scientific and technological core of the economy would be a utopia. 
Studies have shown that only with the developed industry the necessary material base is provided, the 
necessary ground for industrial innovations is created and real demand for corresponding scientific 
research and development is formed. Now the countries that have chosen as a priority the pursuit of 
industrialization as the main driver of economic development, demonstrate impressive successes in 
industrial growth, raising the standard of living. They increase spending on education, training of 
qualified personnel, on research and development. That is, in addition to success in the economy, 
these countries are also developing the social sphere (Polozhentseva, 2016). 

The above arguments, facts and their description show that when implementing reforms in Russia, 
the wrong methodology was chosen. It was based on the universalist liberal-market model. This 
model rejects the existence of national specifics in the economic system. It is built on a 
misconception about the institutional structure. Countries that have taken into account national 
institutional specifics in economic policy, for example, China, have achieved much greater results in 
socio-economic development. In this regard, it is necessary to consider the current institutional 
structure of the Russian economy in order to take it into account in the state economic policy. 

Analysis of the Institutional Structure of the Russian Economic System 

In our opinion, economic policy should not be based on the universalist concept of economic science. 
A more preferable paradigm is the consideration of national-state specifics in economic policy. 
Among the key ideas of economic policy aimed at the formation of a sustainable model of Russia's 
development, in our opinion, the following should be attributed: 

The first, the recognition of the need for advanced development of modern material production. It 
should be built on the basis of technologies typical for 4 and 5 technological orders. The provision of 
these production facilities with research and development and highly qualified personnel should be 
carried out. 

The second, carrying out re-industrialization with the fullest possible consideration of the 
civilizational specifics of Russia. 

The third, the creation of an economic policy based on a thorough analysis of the real structure and 
contradictions of the existing economic system in Russia. 

The fourth, it is necessary to take into account the fact that in transformational economies, politics 
and ideology have a significant impact on the implementation of economic strategies. 

The structure of the economic system of Russia can be described on the basis of the allocation of its 
key subsystems. These subsystems reflect both the historical stages of the formation of the Russian 
economy and the levels of its development. The analysis was carried out by us on the basis of the 
separation of technological, socio-economic, legal, civilizational and socio-cultural factors. We 
identified three institutionally separate subsystems of the Russian economic system. 

(1) The traditional-conservative subsystem includes: 

• Traditionally important, but often conservative role types of economic activity. Here we include 
agrarian production and other "old" branches of material production growing from the 19th to 
the beginning of the 20th century; technological systems based on manual and poorly 
industrialized labor; machine production of products of low degree of processing, which 
includes the raw materials sector. 

• Market relations burdened with survivals of subsistence economy, patriarchal relations and 
state-bureaucratic protectionism and paternalism. 

• Traditional Russian civilizational invariants that gravitate towards the ideology of conservatism. 

(2) The liberal-market subsystem includes: 

• Predominantly assembly industries that are part of a network of transnational corporations; 
service, trade, finance, other spheres of intermediary business. 

• Close to the classical, although substantially modified by Russian specificity, market-capitalist 
economic relations and institutions. 

• Predominantly liberal-Western ideology. 
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(3) Elements of the new model of the mixed Russian economy. This model presupposes the priority 
development of high-tech production on the basis of socially-oriented regulated economic 
development. This system must be critical, overcoming the main vices of the past (deficit, 
bureaucracy of directive planning, equalizing distribution), use the experience of the Soviet economic 
system and its achievements so far (in particular, in the defense industry) and use the experience of 
countries such as China, Vietnam, etc. This emerging subsystem includes: 

• High-tech industries, are typical of the 5th and 6th technological orders, and clusters combining 
manufacture, research and education (Kryzhanovskaya at al., 2016). 

• Programming and selective regulation of the market economy, public-private partnerships and 
similar mixed forms of economy that integrate the advantages of the market and state regulation. 

• The ideology of advanced development based on the critical integration of civilizational 
achievements of the West and traditional Russian values. 

The main sector of the Russian economy should be the third, based on the joint use of market 
elements and the plan (hierarchy). The mixed economy of Russia should be based on the system of 
informal institutions inherent in the country. The failure of this circumstance led to negative 
consequences in the past. The available data on the structure of the economy reflect the negative 
trends that characterize the structural shifts in the Russian economy. 

In the structure of Russia's GDP (Table 1), even during the favorable economic situation in the 2000s 
(see Figure), there was a reduction in the share of processing industries, and the country's food 
security, based on domestic agricultural production, was weakened. At the same time, the proportion 
of mining operations, financial activities and real estate transactions grew. The branches on which the 
strengthening of human potential depends, were characterized by sluggish tendencies towards 
recovery after the failure of the 1990s. In particular, the share of education remained at the same low 
level, and health care only slightly (by a percentage share) increased. 

Table 1: Russia's GDP structure, % 

Indicator 2002 2012 
Change 2012 
to 2002 

GDP at market prices 100 100 - 
Agriculture, hunting and forestry 5.3 3.1 -2.2 
Fishery, fish farming 0.3 0.2 -0.1 
Mining 5.9 9.3 3.4 
Processing industries 15.2 13.0 -2.2 

Electric power and other 3.2 3.0 -0.2 
Building 4.7 5.5 0.8 
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles, 
household products and personal items 20.2 16.9 -3.3 
Hotels and restaurants 0.8 0.8 0 
Transport and communication 9.0 7.0 -2.0 
Financial activities 2.6 3.7 1.1 
Real estate, lease 9.4 10.1 0.7 

Public administration and military security 4.5 5.6 1.1 
Education 2.6 2.6 0 
Health care 3.0 3.3 0.3 
Other social services 1.7 1.4 -0.3 
Net taxes on products 11.5 14.5 3.0 

Calculated and compiled by S. Bodrunov according to the data of the Russian Federal State Statistics 
Service (http://www.gks.ru). 

The same tendencies are also traced in the analysis of the distribution of investment in fixed assets by 
types of economic activity (Table 2). The observed distribution of investments fixes the existing 
inefficient structure of the Russian economy, and is not aimed at improving it. Such a structure 
freezes the technological backwardness of the Russian national economy. 
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Table 2: Structure of investments in fixed assets in Russia, % 

Indicator 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Investments in fixed assets 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Agriculture, hunting and forestry 11.2 10.1 9.6 12.92 11.6 
Mining 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.58 0.5 
Processing industries 27.7 21.5 13.4 23.23 28.8 
Production and distribution of electricity, gas and water 10.3 8.4 11.0 12.09 17.1 
Building 1.5 0.7 1.0 1.09 0.6 
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, household products and personal items 1.4 5.5 1.8 3.47 1.8 
Hotels and restaurants 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.69 0.6 
Transport and communication 14.8 13.7 24.2 18.14 14.1 
Financial activities 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.53 1.8 
Real estate, lease 8.6 9.9 19.9 10.01 9.4 
Public administration and military security; social 
insurance 5.4 4.2 4.7 2.51 1.9 
Education 2.7 3.8 2.0 2.64 4.1 
Health care and social services 5.4 10.6 6.5 5.57 3.8 

Other community, social and personal service activities 8.9 9.5 3.6 5.52 3.9 

Compiled by S. Bodrunov according to the data of the Russian Federal State Statistics Service 
(http://www.gks.ru). 

Directions of Economic System Development Taking into Account its 

Institutional Structure 

We believe that the main attention should be paid to the development of the third of the subsystems 
we have identified. It is capable of providing technological leadership, sustainable economic growth, 
improving the quality of life and stability of the socio-political system. This does not mean that 
Russia's prospects should be exclusively connected with the development of the third of the 
subsystems that we have identified. Substantial corrections are needed in all blocks of the Russian 
economy. 

(1) The traditional-conservative subsystem. Here, it is necessary to reduce production costs in the 
agrarian and fuel and raw materials sectors, sharply increase innovation activity - in order to provide 
the necessary infrastructure base for the other two subsystems. An important role is played by factors 
of economic security (ensuring food independence, high importance of revenues from fuel and raw 
materials exports for the long term). In addition, it is desirable to combine the impulses of 
development with the stabilizing role of patriarchal and conservative traditions. 

(2) The liberal-market subsystem. This subsystem requires the restoration of mass production 
(naturally, in the industries demanded by the market), the overall growth of small and medium-sized 
businesses, ensuring the availability of credit, financial, insurance and other services for business, 
debugging competitive institutions and institutions for protecting property rights, using the spirit of 
personal initiative positively. 

(3) Elements of the new model of the mixed Russian economy. We propose a priority development of 
high-tech production on the basis of socially-oriented regulated economic development. As we have 
already noted, the Russian economy is characterized so far only by the elements of the third 
subsystem. However, it is based on the mobilization of intellectual and social capital of the nation, 
should ensure the implementation of positive functions of the first two subsystems through the 
formation of a constructive, innovative, focused institutional environment. An effective policy of re-
industrialization is possible only in such an institutional environment. 

The existing experience of development in this direction requires studying both positive and negative 
experience of joint participation of business and state structures. Analysis of this experience allows us 
to conclude that the implementation of the tasks of the development of the third subsystem is 
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possible, but it will require a significant change in the system of economic relations, institutions, 
economic policies and cultural and ideological stereotypes. 

At the level of the technological foundations of the economy, the positive historical heritage of 
Russia is the tradition of developing, first of all, the basic branches of material production. These 
industries used raw materials and other natural sources of the country for the progress of machine 
building, aircraft building, nuclear energy, space and related industries, as well as other high-tech 
spheres of the economy. Especially typical for Russia is the priority development of the economic 
foundations of the country's defense power and the corresponding high-tech industries. It is this 
tradition, in our opinion, that can and should be extended to the future. To this end, Russia has a 
potential for development that has been preserved to this day, a certain revival of which began in 
recent years.  

This trend fully meets the defining civilizational codes of Russia, which presuppose the priority of 
the whole, the powers in relation to private interests, but with the active use of private initiatives of 
entrepreneurs in case they meet the tasks of the country's revival. We do not undertake to assert that 
this should be the trajectory of the development of the empire, but we insist that the economic system 
should ensure the development of such material production that will ensure the country's complete 
economic, technological, military and other security. 

We believe it significant that the development of high-tech industry involves the revival of the system 
of industrial integration that was destroyed over the years of reform, with science and education. This 
should be implemented at a new level and in fundamentally new economic forms that use the 
potential not only of the state, but also of the market and private property, which should have some 
independence, being oriented not only to solving the problems of production development, but also to 
solving the fundamental problems of development technologies and human qualities, solving social 
and environmental problems. 

Conclusion 

Economic transformation in Russia proved to be ineffective due to mistakes in the formation of 
institutions. These mistakes are due to the excessive enthusiasm of the reform leaders in the 
universalist paradigm of economic theory. Experience has shown that it is necessary to take into 
account nationally specific institutions. Their failure leads not only to the economic decline, but also 
to technological backwardness, the destruction of the moral foundations of society. These errors must 
be taken into account in the new model of economic policy. In the perspective directions of Russia's 
development, changes in the systemic quality must occur. These include the development and 
implementation of long-term programs and medium-term indicative plans, as well as the 
implementation of an active industrial policy. 

These changes will not impede the expansion of the market initiative (this possibility is indicated by 
the adherents of the universalist economic paradigm), but will also contribute to it, providing state 
support for the most modern and advanced national productions and hindering parasitic mediation 
and excessive expansion of transnational capital into the Russian economy. The latter preserves the 
technological backwardness of Russian industry and reduces the level of the country's security 
against external political and economic challenges. 

An important tool for linking the plan and the market into a single system can and should be private-
state partnership (PPP). PPP is based on a stable system of institutions that guarantee private business 
opportunities for long-term investment in R&D and technological re-equipment of production. The 
taxation and crediting of the real sector, especially the high-tech sector, should be built accordingly. 
They are called upon to ensure the stimulation of the development of these industries and their 
innovative potential. Finally, the government should provide a moderate level of social differentiation 
(Galbraith, 2011). Variations in personal incomes should depend mainly on the real contribution of 
individuals to the development of the economy. 

The formation of a new vision of development presupposes reliance on a more complete account of 
the country's institutional specifics. This should be taken into account in the strategy for creating a 
new model of the economic system and technological development. This is due to the implementation 
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of economic policy, which should be combined with social, educational, scientific and cultural 
policies. 
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Abstract 

The high technological level of the economy is one of the conditions for the effectiveness of 
economic growth. This level in the article is proposed to be considered from two sides. On the one 
hand, it ensures the sustainability of economic development. On the other hand, it creates 
prerequisites for technological and, in general, economic security of the country. Due to the crisis 
development (since 2008), the authors suggest to consider the second direction as a priority. 
Technological development is seen as a factor in ensuring national economic security. A promising 
economic model is built on the ability to generate innovations, develop and introduce new 
technologies into production. These abilities must be realized within the country. This avoids its 
dependence on external actors. In support of this idea, the authors have established a correlation 
between national competitiveness, the level of socio-economic development of the country and its 
technological level. A technological innovation requires the formation of a national innovation-
technological ecosystem. This ecosystem covers the real sector of the economy, as well as the social 
sphere (education, culture, health, etc.). To form such an ecosystem, national re-industrialization is 
necessary. Reindustrialization requires measures for its resource, methodological and ideological 
support. The article substantiates the composition of such measures (the use of national financial 
reserves, the expansion of the practice of program management, the legal provision of re-
industrialization, ensuring the availability of credit resources for the modernization of the fixed 
capital of industrial enterprises, etc.) and the positive consequences of their implementation. 

Keywords: national economic security; technological backwardness; technological development; 
state regulation of the economy; economic policy; industrial policy; re-industrialization. 

Introduction 

In our opinion, from the standpoint of a systems approach, management tasks in the economy can be 
divided into two large groups. The first group is connected with economic development. The second 
group is concerned with ensuring security, i.e. with ensuring the existence of a managed system. The 
priorities and interrelationship of these tasks in different periods of time can be different. 

Since 2008, the world economy and the system of international relations have entered a period of 
turbulence. The observed facts of this are: crisis phenomena in the economies of large countries, the 
growth of interstate contradictions in the economy and politics (a bright example of this is the 
BrExit), an increase in the level of protectionism in international economic relations, the expansion of 
international economic sanctions regimes, etc. It is possible, therefore, to assert that the level of 
economic security of individual countries and territories, and of the world economy as a whole, is 
declining. As a result, it is difficult to solve the tasks of social and economic development. 

When solving the tasks of ensuring economic security, it is necessary to take into account not only 
the current threats to the normal functioning of the economic system (in particular, the government's 
anti-crisis policy is directed at this), but also the long-term risks associated with its dynamics. One of 
the main vectors of development today is the formation of an innovative model of the economy. 
Technological breakthroughs can devalue already existing competitive advantages. These 
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breakthroughs can also fundamentally change the situation in the sphere of ensuring economic 
security. For this reason, technological development should be seen as a factor in ensuring the 
country's economic security. 

The Short Literature Review 

The technological development is traditionally considered by economists as a key driver of economic 
growth. In particular, Nobel laureate Robert Emerson Lucas (1988) believed that one of the main 
models of economic growth is a model emphasizing the physical capital accumulation and 
technological change. Chief Economist and Senior Vice President of the World Bank Paul Romer 
(1990) believes that economic growth is driven by technological change. Robert Hall and Charles 
Jones (1999) in the article "Why do some countries produce so much more output per worker than 
others?" say that the reason for this is the differences in physical capital and educational attainment. 
The authors point to the key role of technological development in ensuring high labor productivity. 
This is a factor of economic growth and high efficiency of resource use. Similar opinions are also 
heard by other specialists (Brandaõ Santana et al., 2015; Frishammar et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2017; 
Shrivastava et al., 2016; Teletov et al., 2017; Vertakova and Plotnikov, 2016; and other). At the same 
time, the influence of technological development on ensuring economic security in the literature is 
considered poorly. 

The scientific community recognizes the urgent issue of economic security. A number of authors 
(Barry, 2007, Gasparatos and Gadda, 2009, Hacker et al., 2014, Jizhong and Guoyu, 1992, Zhang, 
and Zhang, 2004; and other) analyze this phenomenon in detail, both in general and in relation to 
specific countries, regions, sectors and types of security (food, social, technological, etc.). We note 
the great importance attached to ensuring economic security by the governments of the world's 
leading countries. The weakening of the economic security of the partner country, on the contrary, is 
viewed in foreign policy as a way of exerting international pressure on its government. Suffice it to 
mention in this regard the international economic sanctions imposed by the United Nations against 
North Korea, Iran and other countries. As well as unilateral economic sanctions, which are regularly 
resorted to by governments of developed countries to achieve their own political and economic goals. 
Economic sanctions are introduced to weaken national economic security and block economic 
development (Halberstam and Stein, 2009; Marinov, 2005; Shin, Choi and Luo, 2016; and other). 

The Impact of Technological Development on Competitiveness 

A promising model of the economy is called innovation, information, knowledge-based, post-
industrial, etc. The crucial point is that this economic model is built on the ability to generate 
innovations, develop and introduce new technologies into production. A country with such a property 
becomes a source of technology for other countries. As a result, they fall into technological 
dependence. This allows the country - the technology leader - to influence the economic and political 
decisions in the country - the technological donor. 

There is a significant correlation between the levels of socio-economic and innovative development 
of countries. Table 1 shows the indicators of GDP per capita, PPP (current international $) and Rank 
in the Global Innovation Index of the countries leading in these indicators in the world. In the Table 
1, countries are ordered according to the GDP per capita indicator. The richest countries in the world 
include innovative leaders and oil exporting countries. At the same time, high positions of innovative 
countries are provided not by natural conditions, but by knowledgeable and intellectually intensive 
resources created in the country. That is, their competitive advantage is more stable. 

These countries have sustained revenues from technology trade and exports of innovative industrial 
products. At the same time, this trade itself is an indicator of the "health" of the world economy. This 
is evident from a comparison of indicators of the dynamics of world GDP and world high-tech 
exports (Figure 1). World figures of High-technology exports (current US $) and GDP (current US $) 
from 1999 to 2006 grew at a similar pace. But in 2006, two years before the crisis, the innovative and 
technological development of the world economy began to slow down. This was reflected in the 
change in the dynamics of the two indicators considered. After the fall in 2009, the growth of both 
indicators resumed. At the same time, the growth rates of the High-technology exports indicator 
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(current US $) have become outstripping. In our opinion, this testifies to the restoration of the 
economy, in terms of its technological structure. 

The importance of the technological factor is not reduced to the cost accounting of its direct 
contribution to economic growth. The qualitative component of this contribution is also important. It 
is determined by the creation of prerequisites for future development. "Innovation is making 
innovations." New technologies change social reality. They form a new foundation for the industry. 
The lack of national development technologies and their inaccessibility (economic or physical) for 
acquisition on the world market can preserve the country's socioeconomic backwardness. 

Table 1: Leading countries of economic and innovative development 

Country Name 
GDP per capita, PPP (current 
international $), 2016  

Global Innovation Index 2017 
rankings 

Qatar 127523 

Luxembourg 105888 

Macao SAR, China 104169 

Singapore 87856 7 

Brunei Darussalam 77441 

United Arab Emirates 72419 
 Ireland 68883 10 

Switzerland 62881 1 

Norway 59302 

Hong Kong SAR, China 58553 

United States 57467 4 

Saudi Arabia 54431 

Iceland 51399 

Netherlands 50898 3 

Austria 50078 

Denmark 49696 6 

Sweden 49175 2 

Germany 48730 9 

Australia 46790 
 Belgium 46383 
 Canada 44025 

Finland 43053 8 

United Kingdom 42609 5 

Compiled by the authors on The World Bank (http://databank.worldbank.org) and Global Innovation Index 
(https://www.globalinnovationindex.org) data. 

 
Compiled by the authors on The World Bank (http://databank.worldbank.org) data. 

Fig. 1: Dynamics of changes in indicators of High-technology exports (current US $) and GDP 
(current US $), logarithmic scale. 

9E+113E+13

GDP (current US$) High-technology exports (current US$)
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We give an example from the field of microelectronics. In June 2017, Forbes magazine reported that 
IBM has created a process for manufacturing electronic chips with a topology of 5 nm. This twice 
exceeds the most advanced for today development (10 nm). It is implemented by Qualcomm in the 
processor Snapdragon 835, which is installed in the smartphone Samsung Galaxy S8. According to 
expert estimates, the characteristics of the new chip will allow a 2-4-fold increase in the battery life 
of smartphones and other mobile devices. This development was carried out in cooperation by IBM, 
Samsung and GlobalFoundries. According to the plans of the developers, the production of new chips 
can be launched from 2020.  

At the same time, the modern minimal topological size for mass production of commercial products 
is 14 nm (from 2014-2015). For comparison, in Russia the minimum mastered technology is 65 nm. 
Such chips are made by Micron company. It also develops a chip with a topology of 45 nm. At the 
same time, the government decided to set up the production of chips using 28 nm technology. This 
will require financing in the amount of more than $ 1 billion (only for the construction of the plant). 
In May 2015, the Russian company Baikal Electronics released a prototype of the processor using 28 
nm technology. The processor is developed in Russia, but is produced at the TSMC plant in Taiwan. 
And this development is not entirely Russian. Baikal Electronics licensed a number of blocks from 
the British company Imagination Technologies. 

This example is convincing. Developed by one country, even economically developed enough 
(according to the World Bank, in terms of GDP, taking into account the PPP, Russia is ranked 6th in 
the world in 2016, accounting for 2.83%), modern technology in the field of microelectronics is very 
difficult. And while blocking access to foreign technology, this can not be done. And it's not just 
about financial costs, but about time. In the development of microelectronics, Russia, like many other 
countries in the world, is in the "catch-up" position. Overcome the existing lag is theoretically 
possible, but during this time, the leading countries will also increase the initial gap. As a result, 
technological dependence is formed on foreign supplies, which weakens the national 
competitiveness. This import dependence is a threat to national economic security. 

Measures to Reduce the Technological Gap and Increase the Level of Economic 
Security (on the Example of Russia) 

The term "technological boundary" is used in the construction of innovative technological forecasts. 
It assesses the level of advanced technologies that have a decisive influence on the main parameters 
of the economic system. According to the calculations of the Higher School of Economics (Russia), 
while maintaining the current pace of technological development, the country will reach the current 
technological frontier of advanced countries by 2050. During this time these countries will make a 
further breakthrough. As a result, most likely, the existing gap will not decrease, but will increase. It 
can be concluded that an attempt to reduce the technological gap in all areas is ineffective. It is 
necessary to use a selective approach. 

We should choose certain priorities in technological development. In the future, on their 
achievement, most of the available resources should be concentrated. This step is fulfilled in Russia. 
The Decree of the President of the Russian Federation of 07.07.2011 # 899 "On the approval of 
priority directions for the development of science and technology in the Russian Federation and the 
list of critical technologies of the Russian Federation" was adopted and entered into force. The list of 
8 priority directions for the development of science and technology, as well as 27 critical 
technologies has been officially announced. Efforts of state (and with state participation) scientific, 
innovative and production organizations are focused on their development. Private business is 
involved in the implementation of these priorities through the system of indicative planning and state 
programming.  

Experience shows that development only in priority areas is not enough. A technological innovation 
requires the formation of an innovation-technological ecosystem. This ecosystem covers most 
branches of the economy, as well as the social sphere (education, culture, health, etc.). The latter 
circumstance ensures the formation of innovative human capital. To form such an ecosystem, 
national re-industrialization is necessary, as one of the authors has repeatedly pointed out earlier in 
his speeches and scientific developments (Bodrunov, 2016). Thus, today it is necessary to 
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reindustrialize the economy on a new technological basis, focused on advancing technological 
development.  

Now the next technological revolution is beginning in the world. Today's technological leaders will 
be the economic leaders in the future world. There is a transition of advanced countries from 5 to 6 
technological order. Russia is in 4 with elements of the 5 technological order. Therefore, the country 
has risks in the sphere of economic and national security. These risks are critical. In this regard, it is 
necessary to stimulate international innovation-technological and production cooperation, support 
cross-border technology transfer. This requires the creation of special institutional conditions, as well 
as the adjustment of state economic policy. 

As a model, the experience of state support of automobile production in Russia can be used here. The 
government provided the world's automakers with a special legal regime for working in Russia - the 
"industrial assembly regime". It was established by the Decree of the Government of the Russian 
Federation of March 29, 2005, # 166 "On Amending the Customs Tariff of the Russian Federation 
with respect to Automotive Components Imported for Industrial Assembly". As a result, the 
Volkswagen Group, Renault-Nissan, Ford, Toyota and others opened their enterprises in Russia. 
Following the production of finished products (cars), in order to reduce the tax burden and achieve 
competitive prices, the localization of the production of auto components began in the country. As a 
result, for example, the overall level of localization of Nissan cars produced in Russia is 64%. We 
can talk about reducing import technological dependence in this area. Following the production of the 
final products, modern automobile clusters were created in a number of regions of the country (St. 
Petersburg, Leningrad, Kaluga, Kaliningrad regions). They include a significant number of 
supporting industries, the infrastructure of training, service, sales, R&D, etc. 

The task of searching for a new model of economic growth and, perhaps more broadly, the new 
economic doctrine is facing the economic community and political authorities. For a long time, the 
country was pursuing an economic policy that nominally had the right strategic goals for creating a 
modern social market economy that provides a modernization strategy for development. However, 
the tools that were chosen to achieve it (a combination of the ideology of "market fundamentalism" 
and the practice of "manual" government) caused the stagnation of the economy. The implementation 
of the liberal-monetary model of economic development led to a decline in production, a decrease in 
the stability of the economy, an increase in the level of dependence of the economy on foreign 
capital, technology, products, consumer goods. The economic security of the country was weakened. 

A major problem that has a negative impact on the state of the economy and, in particular, on the 
development of industry, is the outflow of capital from Russia. This problem was exacerbated in 
2014. According to the Central Bank of Russia, the outflow amounted to $ 151.5 billion, which is 
almost 2.5 times more than in 2013 - $ 61 billion. This exerted additional pressure on both the 
national currency and on the dynamics of financial markets. Together with anti-Russian sanctions, 
this has reduced the sources of "long money" for Russian companies. And along with this, the 
country has accumulated excessive international reserves (Table 2). These reserves continue to grow.  

Table 2: International Reserves of the Russian Federation,  $ million 

 

Date  Total 

Including 
foreign 
exchange 
reserves 

Including 

Foreign 
currency 

Special Drawing 
Rights 

Reserve position in 
the IMF 

September 
01, 2017 423 978 350 478 340 669 6 824 2 985 

September 
01, 2016 395 198 330 488 320 610 6 725 3 154 

Source: Central Bank of the Russian Federation (http://www.cbr.ru/hd_base/?PrtId=mrrf_m). 

The minimum sufficient amount of national reserve assets is established (in accordance with world 
practice). It should correspond to the value of imports of goods and services for 3 months. In Russia, 
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this indicator is much higher (Table 3). Over the past 10 years, the country is in the top 10 in terms of 
volume and sufficiency of international reserves in the world. 

Such volumes of reserving resources in conditions when the national industry, including its high-tech 
sector, do not have enough funds for development, are groundless. The authors believe that the 
amount of resources "frozen" in reserves can be significantly reduced. This will not lead to 
macroeconomic instability or other negative consequences. How large are the reserves that can be 
used to stimulate technological development? Let's consider this issue in more detail. 

Table 3: Assessment of the sufficiency of international reserves of Russia 

Date  
Level of sufficiency of reserves, 
months of import (optimal - 3) 

The world's position on 
the sufficiency of 
reserves 

The world's position 
on the volume of 
reserves 

January 
01, 2011 18 2 4 

January 
01, 2012 14 4 4 

January 
01, 2014 13 9 5 

January 
01, 2015 11 11 7 

January 
01, 2016 16 8 7 

Compiled by the authors on Central Bank of the Russian Federation 
(http://cbr.ru/statistics/print.aspx?file=credit_statistics/res_import.htm) data. 

Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation of April 15, 2014 # 328 "On the approval of the 
state program of the Russian Federation "Industry Development and Enhancing its Competitiveness" 
for 2013-2020 provides for the amount of funding from the federal budget is 1059 billion rubles. At 
the current exchange rate (on September 01, 2017 - 58,5454 RUR / USD) this is about $18 billion. 
This is only 4.27% of the gold and foreign exchange reserves accumulated on the relevant date (see 
Table 2), which are planned to be spent for 8 years. In terms of a year - about 0.5%. This is an 
insignificant amount. It is at the level of natural fluctuations in the volume of reserves (over the past 
year they increased by 7.28%). 

We believe that it is necessary to more actively attract reserves for financing re-industrialization 
programs, modernization of industry, its innovative and technological development, etc. For this, an 
appropriate political decision is needed. The main trend of the new economic policy is 
reindustrialization based on the priority development of high technologies. To solve this task, we 
must concentrate available resources. One declaration is not enough. Without resource support, 
reindustrialization is impossible. It is not so much the restoration of Soviet industry that is required 
(although in some cases these steps are necessary), but a qualitative update of the technological basis 
of production. The solution of this task should be concentrated available resources: not only financial, 
but also managerial, intellectual and human.  

The task of creating a qualitatively new technological base for the industry should be solved on the 
basis of the wide use of technologies of the 5th and 6th technological orders, informatization, 
miniaturization, individualization and network organization of production, wide use of the creative 
potential of workers (Kharlamov et al., 2015, Polozhentseva, 2016; and other), etc. One can not speak 
of the current re-industrialization, in the "classical" sense, as the industrialization of the economy of a 
retrospective period. The goal of reindustrialization as an economic policy, which is a set of concrete 
measures, should be the restoration of the role and place of industry in the country's economy as part 
of its structural adjustment as a basic component, and the priority development of the real sector of 
the economy on the basis of a new, advanced technological order. 

One of the consequences of deindustrialization in Russia is the diminishing effectiveness of Russia's 
integration into the world division of labor. Deindustrialization processes have occurred over the past 
decades in the economies of the United States, United Kingdom and other developed countries. But 
they developed differently. Industrial production was transferred to developing countries. At the same 
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time, technology development, R&D units, management and financing centers remained in developed 
countries. This made it possible for their companies to extract a greater specific income per unit of 
invested resources. In global value chains, develop

In Russia the situation is reversed. National companies tend to participate only in the initial stages of 
global value chains. This not only generates import dependence on a number of basic products and 
technological dependence on developed countries, but also reduces the level of economic security. 
One of the goals of re-industrialization is to occupy a fundamentally different niche in the world 
division of labor than the one that now belongs to Russia. We must avoid
production and supply to the international markets of low
non-ferrous metals, potash fertilizers, etc. But not by building up the high
existence (it is mainly connected with armament and military equipment), but by entering new 
markets with new products (information and communication technologies, transport systems, 
including the Arctic, nuclear energy, materials production with given properties, etc.).

In the future world, those economies that will be able to take the leading positions in the sphere of 
development and application of high technologies will be competitive and ensure the quality of 
human capital that can realize them. Technological modernization of pro
ensuring the solution of this problem. But in order to achieve technological leadership, it is necessary 
to update production capacities, modernize the fixed capital of enterprises. This is confirmed by data 
on the degree of depreciation of fixed assets of Russian enterprises (Figure 2). This indicator stably 
exceeds 40% and has a stable growth trend with a linear trend. It is obvious that it is impossible to 
produce innovative products on physically and morally obsolete equipm

Compiled by the authors according to the Federal State Statistics Service (http://gks.ru).

Fig. 2: Dynamics of depreciation of fixed assets of Russian enterprises,

Is the solution to the task of updating the equipment of the industry on a national scale realistic? The 
authors believe that yes. Under the current management system, when business in Russia is 
predominantly private, it is necessary to solve this problem 
state and business. The state should not only pursue a strategic goal
implementation of the state program of the Russian Federation "Development of Industry and 
Enhancing Its Competitiveness"), but also to establish a system of indicators of technological 
development coordinated with the interests of private business and create institutional conditions 
(administrative support, interest rate subsidies on credits, tax incentives, etc.) for the 
equipment of industry. Forms of state support are described in the Federal Law "On Science and State 
Science and Technology Policy" of 23.08.1996 # 127
actively enough. 

time, technology development, R&D units, management and financing centers remained in developed 
countries. This made it possible for their companies to extract a greater specific income per unit of 
invested resources. In global value chains, developed countries have high-yielding links.  

In Russia the situation is reversed. National companies tend to participate only in the initial stages of 
global value chains. This not only generates import dependence on a number of basic products and 
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development and application of high technologies will be competitive and ensure the quality of 
human capital that can realize them. Technological modernization of production is the main factor in 
ensuring the solution of this problem. But in order to achieve technological leadership, it is necessary 
to update production capacities, modernize the fixed capital of enterprises. This is confirmed by data 

epreciation of fixed assets of Russian enterprises (Figure 2). This indicator stably 
exceeds 40% and has a stable growth trend with a linear trend. It is obvious that it is impossible to 
produce innovative products on physically and morally obsolete equipment. 

Compiled by the authors according to the Federal State Statistics Service (http://gks.ru). 

Dynamics of depreciation of fixed assets of Russian enterprises, %. 

Is the solution to the task of updating the equipment of the industry on a national scale realistic? The 
authors believe that yes. Under the current management system, when business in Russia is 
predominantly private, it is necessary to solve this problem by developing partnerships between the 
state and business. The state should not only pursue a strategic goal-setting (an example is the 
implementation of the state program of the Russian Federation "Development of Industry and 

"), but also to establish a system of indicators of technological 
development coordinated with the interests of private business and create institutional conditions 
(administrative support, interest rate subsidies on credits, tax incentives, etc.) for the technological re
equipment of industry. Forms of state support are described in the Federal Law "On Science and State 
Science and Technology Policy" of 23.08.1996 # 127-FZ. But, unfortunately, they are not being used 
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In the Concept of Long-Term Social and Economic Development of Russia for the Period to 2020, 
the strategic goal is to make Russia one of the global leaders in the world economy. An innovative 
model of economic growth presupposes the ability not only to produce new knowledge embodied in 
new technologies, but also to effectively introduce the latter into production using appropriate types 
of new technology. Only an innovation that has passed from a full life cycle - from the germination of 
an idea to diffusion, complete "dissolution" in economic practice, turning into a traditional routine 
technology - can give impetus to development. This requires a developed industrial base. It is not 
accidental that in the innovative economy countries with developed industrial potential are leading, 
first of all - with modern machine building and instrument making. These industries are the nucleus 
of national innovation systems: on the one hand, they themselves form a steady demand for 
technological innovation, and on the other hand they promote their practical development in 
production processes and in the social sphere. 

At the same time, the phase of production of final consumer and investment demand using new 
technologies and technical means can be carried out outside the national territories (production 
outsourcing). But the owners of technological knowledge and integrators of the production of the 
corresponding types of new technology, and consequently, the recipients of innovative rent, remain, 
and increasingly become, companies - innovative leaders. In the future economy, new conditions are 
proposed for the development and maintenance of competitiveness, based on advancing technological 
growth. Only such growth can ensure national economic security. Not only the scale of industrial 
potential, but also its innovativeness, ability to technological renewal play a primary role in 
maintaining the competitiveness and development of both a particular business and the national 
economy as a whole. 

The essence of the modernization of the Russian economy is the renewal of its industry on a 
qualitatively new technological basis, in the transition from technological to meta-technological 
leadership. When implementing such a modernization strategy, it is advisable to take into account 
that the policy of stimulating the innovation-technological leap must be implemented through the re-
industrialization of the economy in the context of the need to solve import substitution problems. 
Starting with a phased, "layer-by-layer", deepening from simple to complex import substitution, 
continued with the appropriate restructuring of exports, Russia can deploy the country's re-
industrialization. This should form the basis of industrial policy.  

Conclusion 

The level of technological development in the perspective model of the economy is not only a factor 
of competitiveness, but also as a factor in ensuring national economic security. Providing 
technological leadership, in this regard, is becoming one of the key tasks of state policy. International 
competition is exacerbated in this sphere. Without the active support of business, the state can not 
achieve technological leadership. In particular, this is true for catching countries, for example, 
Russia. To stimulate economic growth, increase the quality of life of the population and ensure 
national economic security should be integrated. This can be done by accelerating technological 
development. The state economic policy should be concentrated on the solution of these problems. 
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Abstract 

Crowdsourcing in urban governments is defined as the use of new technologies in order to take advantage 
of citizen knowledge to find solutions to municipal problems. Driven by the constant technological 
advances and ubiquitous Internet connection, the crowdsourcing platforms are proving to be valuable 
tools for triggering and engaging the public towards active participation and the collection of citizen 
knowledge through crowdsourcing has become commonplace. In this article we present the emerging role 
of crowdsourcing in public administration and systematically review existing crowdsourcing initiatives 
deployed in the Czech Republic. We first introduce the overall challenge of information collection in 
public projects. Then, we identify two crowdsourcing usage types: crowdsourcing for participatory 
budgeting and crowdsourcing for environmental data collection, and illustrate with examples of case 
studies from the Czech Republic that crowdsourcing leads to deeper civic engagement. 

Keywords: Civic Engagement, Crowdsourcing, Participatory Budgeting, Environmental Data 
Collection.   
 
Introduction 

Citizen´s engagement is considered as one of the important dimensions for the development of smart city 
(Boukhris, Ayachi, Elouedi, Mellouli et Amor, 2016), which is a new city model resulting from the rapid 
development of new technologies and innovation processes. According to Gooch et al. (Gooch, Wolff, 
Kortuem, et Brown, 2015), smart cities must focus on people rather than on technologies, or better, as 
stated by Desouza and Bhagwatwar (2014), to use the potential of technologies to foster citizens´ 
engagement by deploying of technology-enabled participatory platforms for civic engagement. 

In this context, the notion of wisdom of the crowds (Surowiecki et Silverman, 2007) has gained the 
importance. Crowdsourcing enable public officials to work outside the traditional structures (Dirks et 
Keeling, 2009) and engage citizens in innovative ways such that local issues are resolved without causing 
much strain in their resources (Desouza et Bhagwatwar, 2014).  

Here we present different crowdsourcing initiatives deployed in the Czech Republic, focusing on 
participatory initiatives organized in Czech cities, such as participatory budgeting and environmental data 
mapping through crowdsourcing. In this article, we explore the role of participatory budgeting and 
volunteered geographic information in encouraging citizens to contribute to important local issues 
through crowdsourcing. 

Crowdsourcing to Foster Community Engagement  

Crowdsourcing is a term coined by Howe 2006) referring to the process of outsourcing a task to the 
crowd – an unknown group of individuals, non-experts or experts, acting as volunteers. Despite this 
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concept has primarily been developed in the field of business, it can be used as a particular form of 
citizen participation in the public policy process (Brabham, 2008) (Brabham, 2009).  

Citizen e-participation in urban governance is defined by Silva (2014) as the ubiquitous use of 
information and communication technologies to support citizen involvement in the urban policy process, 
in its different stages, without limits of time and space, through processes of information, consultation or 
active participation, being crowdsourcing in urban governance a specific mode of active e-participation. 
As stated by many scholars (Macintosh, 2004), (Fung, 2006), (Albrecht et al, 2008), the value of e-
participation is closely linked to the level of citizen engagement.    

The move from off-line and paper-based urban governance to a mode based largely on digital and online 
environments requires new working methods and new tools (Silva, 2014) such as innovative Web 2.0 
applications (Casey et Li, 2012), user generate content applications, citizen consultation platforms, 
central portals for petitions, social computing platforms, geo-visualization and geo-location technologies 
(Anttiroiko, 2012), and mobile applications (Sundstrom, 2012). Although these tools are now opening 
new channels and possibilities for communication between citizens and government, offering new 
possibilities for data collection, information and consultation in urban governance, many scholars 
(Moody, 2007), (Sieber, 2008) agree that they should not be seen as a replacement of conventional modes 
of citizen participation in urban governance, but should be seen rather as a complement to traditional 
participatory methods and tools. 

Although in most cases e-participation is part of a wider participatory process that also includes non-
virtual and off-line activities, the tendency seems to be for public officers to use little by little the new e-
participation tools as they allow simpler, inexpensive, less time-consuming and more effective way of 
interaction with citizens, and thus foster citizen engagement in urban governance (Silva, 2014).  

In the remainder of this paper we outline how different crowdsourcing tools are used to foster community 
engagement in the Czech Republic. This is presented using case studies. 

Crowd sourcing for Participatory Budgeting 

Participatory budgeting (PB) is a form of active civic engagement that enables citizens to participate in 
budgetary decision-making processes. It serves as an instrument by means of which citizens are capable 
of deciding on the projects in which the public money will be invested (Boukhris et al, 2016), and thus 
directly influence the allocation of public financial resources. As PB empower citizens by providing them 
with the mechanism to express their preferences and opinions, it contributes to civic engagement (He, 
2011). This is confirmed by Garcia et al (2011) who states that as people feel their suggestions and 
demands are heard by the government, their actual desire to participate will increase.  

Simultaneously, many scholars agree that PB has the potential to change the relationship between local 
government and citizens in favor of the latter. In the context of PB, citizens have greater feelings of 
access to a local government, and better understanding of the complexities of spending public funds. This 
leads to more positive view of government officials, and bolsters the legitimacy of local government 
(Swaner, 2017). Citizens not only become familiar with public finances´ operations, but also exercise 
control over local authorities which helps bridge the distance between them (Soltysiak et Suraj, 2016). PB 
is viewed as an instrument for introducing local democratization as well (He, 2011). According to Brun-
Martos and Lapsley (2017), the idea of PB has the potential to enhance both democratic accountability 
and effective city management through transparency. It allows the enhancement of social inclusion, and 
thus the development of civil society (Soltysiak et Suraj, 2016). 
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Participatory budgeting in Czech communities is still in its infancy. However, there are some city leaders 
who decided to modernize the established practice and provide citizens with greater transparency by 
inviting them to the budgetary activities. One such as city where PB is operating is Prague-Zbraslav. The 
case study will be presented within the next chapter. 

Crowd sourcing for Environmental Data Collection 

Researches (González, Gilmer, Foley, Sweeney et Fry, 2008), (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta et Painho, 
2010) show that crowdsourcing can be used as a support in environmental data collection. Recent 
advances in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as well as in Web 2.0 technologies provide new ways 
of creating and sharing of georeferenced user-generated contents which may complement traditional 
spatial data sources. The availability of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and sensors in 
smartphones, as well as geo-browsers or location-based social networks enable to produce the novel type 
of geographic information, commonly referred to as a Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) 
(Goodchild, 2007). This novel source of information collected by way of crowdsourcing is becoming 
especially important where authoritative geographic information is lacking, therefore institutions use it as 
a mechanism to build local capacity to support collaboration, supplement traditional data sources, and 
inform decision-making (Fast et Rinner, 2014). 

As a result of the use of VGI, sophisticated Web and smartphone mapping applications are created. 
Through these apps emphasizing the role of citizens as volunteer sensors (Goodchild, 2007), citizens can 
report various types of non-emergency civic issues helping the local authorities to find out and map 
problems in their surroundings. 

Usually, when citizens tap into an illegal waste dump or any other civic issue they want to complain their 
municipality about, they have two options. They either go personally to the city hall, or they visit the 
municipality´s website where they look for the contact information of the officer responsible for an issue. 
As it may be confusing and time-consuming procedure, they are not motivated and usually forget about 
their claim. This way of traditional reporting leads to a decrease of the interaction between authorities and 
citizens willing to report the issues. Therefore, a faster and easier way is needed (Alikhani, 2011). The 
web/smartphone application through which citizens report civic issues simply by choosing the category 
for the issue, pointing the position on the map, and optionally add a photo with some details about the 
issue, is the solution which leads to the greater civic participation. As stated by Bugs et al (2010), these 
geo-crowdsourcing apps not only strengthen social interactions between the citizens and their 
municipalities, but also improve the public participation.  

The GIS-based crowdsourcing mobile applications taking advantage of geographical information 
provided by the crowd deployed in the Czech Republic can be divided into two groups according to their 
provider: those which are provided by the third, usually commercial party, and used by multitude of 
municipalities (e.g. apps Dej tip, Lepší místo, ZmapujTo, etc.); and those which are created by city IT 
specialists, and used exclusively in one municipality. One such as app is Plznito developed and deployed 
in Pilsen which will be presented within in next chapter. 

Case Studies  

In this chapter, two case studies will be presented. One dealing with the participatory budgeting practice 
in city district Prague-Zbraslav, second dealing with the use of mobile application for reporting civic 
issues in Pilsen city.  
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Participatory Budgeting in Prague-Zbraslav 

City district Prague-Zbraslav joined the pilot project called the “Participatory Budgeting – an Innovative 
Tool for City Hall Dialogue with Citizens” in 2015. The initiative was successful. Therefore, one year 
later the city representatives decided to build on the experience of the pilot year, set more courageous 
goals, and allocate 1% of the municipal budget (1 million CZK) to projects designed by community 
members. As the city representatives wanted to make it easier for participants to share ideas about the 
projects, enable community feedback, ensure safe registration, and give the opportunity to vote online, 
they have used the D21 digital voting system.  

The city hall at first launched the information campaign through the Internet, local newspaper and 
outdoor promotional areas. The aim of the campaign which culminated on September at a public meeting 
was to explain what is expected and how to proceed with the process of drafting and submitting 
proposals. By the end of October, citizens could submit their ideas either electronically, or in a paper 
form to the registry office of the City Hall. In total, 19 proposals were submitted, each being analyzed 
with respect to their feasibility and expensiveness. The public discussion, during which all feasible 
proposals were presented to the public, was next. Finally, the public vote through the voting application 
was realized. The application was accessed through the web, where all the proposals were described in 
detail. The voters were able to vote during February for any proposal, each having four positive and two 
negative votes. Citizens without Internet access were able to vote physically with the help of the public 
officers at the City Hall. Voting results were published at the web, further via other media, and send by e-
mail to those who leave their e-mail address in the voting application. Immediately after announcing the 
winning projects, the City Hall started in cooperation with the designers, to prepare the realization itself 
(Agora-CE, 2017).  

In total, 1 556 citizens were involved in the vote, and they have chosen 5 from 13 originally submitted 
proposals (see Table 1 – The Submitted Projects). Concerning the voters, only one quarter declared that 
they live and work/study in Prague-Zbraslav, while 47, 8% of voters live in Prague-Zbraslav but 
work/study elsewhere. The most represented age group were citizens aged from 31 to 40 years (31, 9%), 
followed by 41 – 50 (21, 5 %) and 21 – 30 (17, 4%) years old. The number of female voters (56%) 
predominated. 
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Tab. 1: The Submitted Projects  

 

Source: Demokracie 2.1 (Demokracie 2.1., 2017) 

The most successful project was the construction of the outdoor workout course, which received 684 
positive and 25 negative votes. The statistics shows that while 46% of citizens voted for the winning 
project, only 2% declared against this project. The second winning project was fixing of about 350 meters 
long damaged community road. This project received 470 positive (represented by 36 % of voting 
citizens), and 87 (represented by 6% voting citizens) negative votes. Third most successful project was 
construction of two outdoor table tennis tables decided by vote of almost one third (419) of voting 
citizens (D21, 2017).  

The total costs of realized projects was 984 000 CZK. The city representatives, who earmark 1 million 
CZK for the participatory budgeting initiative, were satisfied with the results. As stated by Filip Gaspar, 
the Deputy Mayor of Zbraslav: “Not only record number of projects was submitted, but twice as many 
people joined the poll than last year.” (Joachymstál, 2017) Moreover, as the number of citizens involved 
into the project doubled comparing to the previous year; the city representatives state that the 
participative budgeting initiative has been a great success. 

Civic Issue Monitoring Application Plznito 

The city of Pilsen, in its endeavor to simplify communication between the citizens and the municipality 
officers, has developed a web and a mobile application which enables citizens to communicate actively 
with the office through the website or by means of their smartphones (MPMP, 2015). The Plznito is an e-
participation application online and mobile platform, available for iOS, Android and Windows operating 
systems, which improves the communication between municipality officers and inhabitants of Pilsen 
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allowing them to report almost any kind of non-emergency issues in their neighborhood. With Plznito, 
citizens can report defects and damage to urban property, such as overfull litter bins, damaged benches or 
non-functioning public lighting lamps, in easy way by couple of clicks.  

With Plznito, Pilsners have several possibilities how to inform their city officials about civic issues. They 
can either use the web portal, or download a free mobile application to their smartphones directly form 
the web page www.plznito.cz, or via Google Play, Apple Store or Microsoft Store.  

Once having installed the application, a citizen only needs to select the exact location on the map (the 
smartphone pinpoints the position thanks to its GPS location), select the category (car wreck; road sign; 
pavement; sewer system; benches and banisters; waste and waste dump; sandpit, playground and playing 
field, roads and cycle tracks; public green; street lighting and public transport stop), and take a photo of 
the issue being reported. Then, the report is sent to the official responsible for the resolution of the 
problem. Citizens not having the smartphone can alternatively use the web and report via an online 
interactive form which can be opened in a computer with a common web browser.  

Each report is verified by an administrator and sent to the official assigned to the issue. He/she processes 
the report directly in its administration interface, by changing the status of the reported issues to inform 
the users, and leaving the comments with feedback on state of the problem handling (MVČR, 2017). In 
case he/she needs more information about the issue, he/she can ask the citizen once filled his/her e-mail 
address. At the same time, the report appears on the interactive map with detailed information. The 
Pilsners can therefore track the processing of their reports. Moreover, all citizens can easily look into the 
interactive map and see what is happening in their municipality. 

The Plznito was launched in April 2015. Since, more than 3 000 reports have been submitted, from which 
2 604 have been successfully resolved. As stated by city representative, the city had noticed the increased 
public participation since the deployment of the app (Smetanová, 2016). 

Conclusion 

This paper´s assumption is that crowdsourcing help to develop alternative ways for public participation, 
encourage open communication between citizens and decision makers, and thus foster civic engagement. 
The goal of this article was to outline how some of the Czech municipalities, namely Prague-Zbraslav and 
Pilsen, interact with their citizens by way of crowdsourcing. We explored the potential role of 
crowdsourcing technologies, namely voting and mapping websites and mobile apps, in encouraging 
citizens to contribute to important local issues such as participatory budgeting and mapping non-
emergency civic issues by providing an effective computational support to participatory collective 
decision-making.  

The results of first case study show that participatory budgeting not only open new channels of 
communication among residents and local officials but also forge a collective communal identity among 
those who participate. What is more, it has been shown that the participatory budgeting can be more 
creative than normal urban bureaucratic process.  

In addition, it has been indicated that geo-crowdsourcing could help citizens as well as public officials to 
spatially visualize and understand where the problems are located allowing these two groups to 
communicate more effectively. Moreover, it has been recognized that geo-crowdsourcing is able to 
provide significant benefits in public participation and enhance opportunities to not only to involve the 
public but also to identify spatial data about the potential problems that either had not been considered, or 
had been hard to identify in a tradition way. 
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The outcome of this article, based on two case studies from The Czech Republic, suggested that 
crowdsourcing could facilitate participative processes and has the potential to significantly contribute to 
the openness and accountability of decision making. The results obtained from both case studies show 
that the crowdsourcing initiatives have been able to foster civic engagement and provide useful input data 
not only to public officers, but also to citizens themselves. 
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Abstract  

The purpose of presented research is to confirm the hypothesis that the reduction or elimination of 

internal innovation environment barriers in the economic system and, as a consequence, the stable 

innovative growth of the Russian economy can be achieved by increasing the value-added of businesses. 

The current paper examines the link between value-added created by regional industries (Gross Regional 

Product) and innovative activity of organizations in the region (different indicators). Most importantly, 

the study finds that most of these innovation indicators are considerably linked with regional economic 

growth. It has been determined that increase of value added share in the total revenue structure is 

motivating factor for owners and employees of enterprises to innovate. Hence, in the context of Russian 

regions the relationship between value-added and innovative activity of organizations is statistically 

confirmed. Allegedly, management of innovation system should be aimed at formation of efficient 

institutions for innovation development, identifying main directions of development, and promotion of 

interaction among all stakeholders. The main contribution of this research is the understanding that there 

is simultaneous relationship between regional innovation effectiveness and value added created by 

organizations. The policy implication of this study is that countries should recognize the key internal 

motives for innovations' reproduction in the economic system. 

Keywords: innovation system, value added, innovation system development, management concept 

Introduction 

 

The economic balance of the world’s economy power has also been changing during recent decade. The 

Russian economy is exhausted; growth rates are falling. Russia is attempting to speed-up economic 

growth. The escalation of geopolitical tension, objectively determined by structural changes that 

accompany the occurring shift of techno-economic paradigm, is strengthening by the low efficiency of 

the Russian economic system. Along with competent political decisions, there is an urgent need for a new 

economic policy. This innovative scenario of economic development is recognized to be the only possible 

one by the most number of leading researchers. The geopolitical crisis and the policy of sanctions 

pressure towards Russia have opened many implicit problems that exacerbated by the fall in oil prices, as 

well as the suddenly unfolding policy of import substitution and economy modernization. It is noteworthy 

that the reverse side of the current crisis can be the generation of a powerful momentum for the 

mobilization of hidden reserves for development and realization of potential possibilities of the national 

innovation system. The last year has shown that to solve the problems of innovation system management, 

the existing approaches, tools and mechanisms, which are not considering features of the current crisis 

and behavior of the leading factors of the economic system, are insufficient. We have to state that the 

antimonopoly regulation and competition have exhausted themselves, there are new challenges that 

require fundamentally different methodological approach to the analysis and scientific comprehension of 

principles and innovative system management tools at the macro, meso and micro levels. In order to 
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overcome these problems and take into consideration the current economic, political, environmental, 

social and technological frameworks there is a need for a development model, that takes into account all 

those mentioned above perspectives and considers the adoption of long term view for achieving 

innovation system effectiveness. In Russia, as well as in other similar macro-economic systems, 

government intervention is required in economy and innovation processes as a generator of incentives for 

innovation, which neither the market nor the current poorly developed institutional environment are able 

to insure. It is necessary to realize that the implementation of the innovation system model, which has 

successfully established itself within the framework of other socio-economic systems, leads to 

unpredictable results, because the existing institutional environment is not ready to accept and adapt the 

implemented principles and mechanisms of management. In Russian economic conditions the 

overcoming «path dependence» can be achieved, in our view, by taking into account the key patterns and 

principles of innovative economic growth and development. A number of leading scholars have assumed 

that path dependence is one of the fundamental features of the economic system (Walker, 2001; Margolis, 

Anon, 2016). Building on these studies as well as the frameworks of innovation system concept, 

described by C. Freeman, B.-A. Lundvall and R.R. Nelson, we propose the necessity of the coherence and 

correlation of socioeconomic and innovation state policy. We draw on the thesis that innovative activity 

should be integrated, inherently presented in the economic mechanism of all economic entities, it also 

should be carried out without any barriers. Hence, the principal point is to reveal the key internal motives 

for the reproduction of innovation in the economic system and effective governance of which will 

facilitate their dissemination and self-development of innovative systems as a whole. It has to be admitted 

that the antimonopoly regulation and competition, which worked effectively in an industrial economy, 

have exhausted itself. There are new challenges that require completely different management 

approaches. According to O.G. Golichenko (2011) "In the economy, where most of the institutions have 

long been obsolete, it is impossible to create a modern national system". For developed countries, the 

positive effects of innovations on the economy take place when economic agents effectively operate on 

the market and the owners of the enterprises have high propensity to reinvest its profits productively, that 

leads to the active private sector development. This leads to the investment attractiveness in the short 

term and provides the basis of the expanded reproduction in the economic system. One of generally 

recognized indicators that assess the effectiveness of innovation, as it is known, is the innovative activity 

of the enterprises. It is obvious that in the economic sector of our country has developed a practice when 

the innovative activity of the enterprises has been extremely low (Table 1). 

Table 1: Innovative activity of the enterprises (the proportion of organizations implementing 

technological, organizational and marketing innovations in the reporting year, in the total number 

of organizations surveyed) 

Compiled by the authors according to the data of Russian Federal State Statistics Service. URL: http://www.gks.ru/ 

Industries 

The proportion of organizations implementing technological, 

organizational and marketing innovations in the reporting 

year, in the total number of organizations surveyed 

(percentage) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Altogether 10,3 10,1 9,9 9,3 8,4 

Extracting industries 8,2 7,6 7,5 6,9 7,4 

Processing industries 13,4 13,3 13,6 13,3 13,3 

Production and distribution of electrical energy, 

gas and water 
5,6 5,3 5,1 4,9 4,8 

Communications 13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 

Activity connected with the use of computer 

facilities and information technologies 

13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 

Research and development 13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 

Providing other services 13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 
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Thereby, the innovative activity of the enterprises in Russia has been at a low level in recent years. 

Meanwhile, according to the level of this index, the Russian economy is noticeably inferior to not only 

leading developed countries (Germany – 70%; Canada – 65%; Belgium - 60%; Ireland, Denmark and 

Finland – 55–57%), but to the most of Central-Eastern European Countries, where the figure is in the 

range of 20–40%. In addition, Russia lags significantly behind in terms of the export of high-tech 

products on international market. Russia's share in this market is only a quarter percent (Gohberg, 2011). 

It is necessary to identify the underlying reasons for these negative economic consequences, in order to 

use them in the management practices. The copying of forms, methods and innovation management 

models, had been successfully implemented in most of foreign countries and had a great impact through 

the contribution in innovation development, did not work in Russia. These attempts have been undertaken 

for a long time and, obviously, have not led to the expected results that is statistically confirmed. 

Literature Review 

In this paper, we specifically look into the linkage between innovation and economic growth in the 

selected Russian regions. Awareness of the significance of innovation in economic development is 

correlated with the growing interest in this issue within the academic community. In parallel, awareness 

of the phenomena of innovation and accumulation of empirical data in this area are increasingly growing. 

Innovations even more often are described as a process endowed with special properties, the combination 

of which determines the need for the simulation an approach going beyond the classic "mainstream", that 

is, beyond the paradigm that recognizes the existence of a superrational representative agent. There is a 

need for conducting the analysis of research questions directly and indirectly related to the problem of 

innovation system development. The relevance of the innovation was recognized already in the 18th 

century. A. Smith in his famous work “An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations”, 

mentioned about the new generation of specialists who would increase productivity through knowledge. 

J. Schumpeter highlighted that innovation is a huge force of the economic activity (2008). A brief 

analysis of innovation is made by Jon Sundbo (2003). He presented the development of the innovation 

theories, various approaches to the concept starting from the papers which treat this subject based on the 

definition of Schumpeter, in a classical way, to the modern studies published after 1970 when the 

innovation started to be considered a priority theme. Moreover, approaches from the narrowest to the 

broadest definition can be found. Abernathy and Utterback distinguished the radical innovation and 

incremental innovation in 1978. L.D. McLean’s paper presents a review of the existing literature, the 

major contributions on organizational culture and creativity and innovation, supports and impediments to 

organizational innovation (2005). Long years, the neoclassical economical approach has been criticized 

for its failure to include institutions into their theories and models (Nelson, 1993). Partially, as a response 

to this challenge, scholars invented the National Innovation System concept. Notoriously, the innovation 

system conceptual framework appeared in the late 1980s and came from researchers like C. Freeman, B.-

A. Lundvall and R.R. Nelson. According to this framework innovation system is consist of such sectors 

as government, university, industry and their environment. It focuses on the relationships between all 

sectors as the reason that explain the performance of innovation system. This approach offered a new 

rationale to explain the technological gaps and competitiveness, that led to numerous debates among the 

scholars. According to R.R. Nelson, national innovation system can be defined as «a set of institutions 

whose interactions determine the innovative performance of national firms» (Nelson, 1993). The concept 

of innovation systems focuses on the complex web of relationships and interactions among the various 

actors in the processes of knowledge creation, distribution and utilization. This approach allows us to 

analyze the most important issue of "innovative activity" to capture the phenomena more 

comprehensively, with a focus not only on result - innovations, but also on the processes leading to them, 

and the diversity of actors involved in the creation of these innovations. Innovation systems approach is 

based on the knowledge and conceptualization of thesis that an innovation process is non-linear process 

and it involves different actors with their own interests, engaged in coevolutionary processes. The 

academic literature is quite extensive on issues concerning determining the most suitable scale to sustain 

innovation system (local, regional, national, international levels etc.). We should to state, scientists more 

and more often have been perceived the region as a locus of innovation. Regional innovation system 
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(RIS) is a concept assumed that interactive relations between the RIS organizations are regarded to be of 

central importance (Cooke, 2001, Asheim and Gertler, 2005). An institutional approach to the problem of 

innovation effectiveness has played a significant role in understanding the mechanism of innovation, 

focusing on the adoption and adaptation of new ideas and practices, showing that in the process of 

diffusing innovation, the interaction between people takes a leading role. The institutional approach has 

largely been developed within the framework of economic and juridical disciplines and has revealed 

objective patterns in the functioning of society, as well as in the nature and content of the existing social 

order. Russian scientist, economist and sociologist V. V. Radaev (2002) implies that, from the viewpoint 

of modern institutionalism, institutions are considered not as a rigid frame, but as a flexible supporting 

structure which changes under the influence of practice and has typical ways of acting Institutions 

simultaneously regulate human interaction and are governed by them. More accurately, according to 

Menard and Shirley (2008), “Institutions are written and unwritten rules, norms and constraints that 

humans devise to reduce uncertainty and control their environment. These include written rules and 

agreements that govern contractual relations and corporate governance, constitutions, laws, rules that 

govern politics, government, finance, and society more broadly, and unwritten codes of conduct, norms of 

behavior and beliefs. One more significant question is what are the main incentives to innovate under the 

current socio-economic conditions? In this sense, it will be important to consider the link between Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and innovation effectiveness. It is assumed that innovation helps in the 

economic growth by enhancing it. Nekabashi et al. (2013) have highlighted that the institutional quality 

affects the innovation standard. Authors have also mentioned in their study that the stimulation of 

innovation with institutional quality enhancement often leads to higher growth. Galindo and Picazo, 

(2013) worked on studying economic growth, innovation and entrepreneurship. Authors have assumed 

that innovation plays a central role in the economic growth process and the entrepreneur is the vehicle to 

introduce the new technologies to improve the firms’ activity and to obtain higher profits. Other studies 

published in the last decade by Rosenberg (2004); Castellacci (2005); Fagerberg (2004, 2006), Cameron 

(2010) have also found that the innovation is the engine of the growth, an important element of the 

development achievements. R. M. Goodwin (2008) developed a tri-dimensional model to study the 

interaction between the business cycles and economic growth. P. Romer worked in the field of the theory 

of growth and innovation. G.M. Grossman (1991) contributed to the growth theory by indication the role 

of the innovation in the growth: he revealed the resources which provide the long term economic growth. 

In the last period, the number of studies that explain and introduce the role of innovation in 

socioeconomic transformation of developing countries has been growing increasingly. They proposed 

that the innovation activities in developed and developing countries must be treated in a different manner. 

Despite the rising interest of scientific community with regard to the problem of innovation development 

effectiveness, the issue is still unsolved concerning what reasons determine that implementation of 

innovation system model, which successfully established itself in the management practice of some 

countries, leads to negative results within the framework of certain socioeconomic systems. 

Hypothesis and Methodology  

Smith argues (1995), that an innovation performance of an economy depends not so much on how 

institutions perform, but on how they interact with each other. Precisely, the key problem is an ability to 

utilize knowledge, that is abundant. In our previous work we found out, that innovation system lacks a 

very important element of the knowledge assimilation. Thereby we concluded, the subsystem of 

mechanisms of knowledge assimilation must be presented in the innovation system. It will allow to 

realize the innovative potential of the domestic companies through the formation of the primary ideas - 

the driving force in the development of innovative systems, indicating the need for new innovations in the 

company. Hence, for effective exploring fundamental knowledge in the country and in the world we need 

to create an effective system of its assimilation within entities (Vasin and Gamidullaeva, 2015). Thereby, 

the main question within this study is what are the main incentives for introduction of knowledge 

assimilation mechanisms into the companies' management systems? The essence of innovation 

manifested in growing instability in the existing enterprise communications and relations, and as a 

consequence in the growth of overall costs at intermediate stages of the innovation process. Hence, it 
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resulting in low innovation activity of economic entities, that can be explained by relatively high rate of 

innovation costs, which for the most part made up of transaction costs (mainly due to the need of the 

collaboration and networking) rather than of transformational (related with the transformation, a change 

of inputs). This occurs because an innovative product is transferred to a new system of B2B (business-to-

business), and its realization is usually carried out in the B2C sector (business-to-consumer). This, in its 

turn, makes it impossible to use only governing approaches to innovation system management. The lack 

of mutual awareness between economic agents in Russia causes high risks of doing business, as a result, 

for instance, – an inadequate high cost of bank loans. Accordingly, in the absence of access to "long 

term" money, companies are forced to narrow the scope of investment activity, which subsequently 

almost completely reduces motivation to create and implement innovation, being reflected in the 

country’s economic development. Monopolization is likely to have a similarly negative impact on 

innovation development. It leads to the fact that at this level of competition among Russian enterprises, 

the straightening of innovative activity is useless for owners of businesses and carried out in most cases 

under the condition that it is necessary step towards the publicly funded. As a result, we can observe a 

growing disparity between the cost of the state on innovation development and the level of innovation 

activity of Russian enterprises. We should to state, that the level of budgetary expenditure on research 

and development in the Russia is quite high and is ahead of countries such as USA, Japan, Israel and 

China. At the same time, the percentage of organizations carrying out technological innovation, has been 

steadily decreasing. The Russian practice of shaping innovation infrastructure where the majority of 

budgetary resources are mobilized, is developed de facto following the logic of industrialization, 

primarily for replication of industrial and infrastructure projects. Basically, in our view, a clear 

understanding that without the creation motives for the innovative development of economic agents, the 

innovation process is likely to continue to be mainly a rare phenomenon in the Russian economic system, 

giving way to a reduction in competitiveness and economic slowdown. We absolutely agree with the 

point of view of scientist L.I. Abalkin (2002), who formulated the essential precondition for the progress 

in science and technology. He argued that scientific and technological progress and the associated high 

culture of production and labor will be of great benefit and in demand if this would yield the revenue 

exceeding potential cost savings on salaries expenses. It logically follows therefore that the overall 

growth of incomes of workers, which constitute a substantial share of the enterprise's costs, is inevitable 

when the enterprise is engaged in innovation activity. In fact, the practice proves that the enterprise 

involvement in innovation activity does not always have a positive impact on the business in terms of 

enhancing economic efficiency. All of the above determines the following conclusion: the owner of the 

company will be motivated to innovation, provided that the effectiveness of such innovative projects will 

exceed the loss of the benefits of saving money on the qualifications and quality of labor resources. This, 

in turn, confirms the following thesis that without the creation of motivations and drivers for the market 

players to innovative development, the innovation supply would not match with the innovation demand 

and innovative development remain a rare phenomenon. Thus, the fundamental question is to determine 

the key internal stimulus for the reproduction of innovation in the economic system. Their management 

would in fact enhance the diffusion and dissemination of innovations. We argue that as the main element, 

that it is reasonable to optimize in the process of macroeconomic policy should be considered value 

added and its structure. Along with the significance of tax policy, competition, etc., it should be noted 

that low pay levels and added value created, provide the inability of mass diffusion and application of 

innovation within certain economic system. To increase added value we need to use not only the 

innovation potential of the enterprises, but also of institutional factors, which are seen in the current 

economic conditions of Russia more effective than others, in particular the demand factors. In order to 

stimulate enterprises to be actively involved in the innovation process, there is a need in institutional 

support of the process in terms of the creation of appropriate institutions at the micro level. In this 

process, the government' efforts could affect only indirectly. The initiative must come from the owners 

and managers of enterprises which want to maintain its competitive advantage and to remain competitive 

in the innovation economy. In our opinion, the development and improvement of institutions at the meso 

and macro levels of the innovation system will likely to have a positive impact in the form of the 

institutionalization of innovation at the micro level of economic system. The study hypothesis is the 

following: the reduction or elimination of internal innovation environment barriers in terms of the 
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existing economic system and stable innovative growth of the Russian economy can be reached by 

achieving the growth of value-added of businesses and, as a consequence, innovative development of 

certain regions and the country as a whole. GDP is the market value of goods and services produced 

within a country. It is known that GDP comprise of different sectors composition such as agriculture, 

manufacturing and services. Each country has a different percentage of agriculture, manufacturing and 

service % in the GDP. Some countries have largest share of services and other have manufacturing or 

industry among sectors for GDP. This together gives an indication of the economic health of a country. 

GDP has a great impact on the citizens of the country. Almost, all sectors of business get benefits because 

of good economic growth. Standard of living can be raised with the economic development of a country. 

For determining a level of country's innovation performance there are some generally accepted indicators. 

In the first instance should be mentioned the Global Innovation Index (GII). This is an indicator that 

ranks countries for having environment for innovation and the output of innovation. GII is a formal model 

which responded to innovation challenges and applied to the worldwide context. Moreover, it is provided 

as a very useful tool to help business leaders and policymakers to identify challenges, to improve 

competitiveness and innovation. Several studies assess the innovativeness of countries. Both INSEAD 

and the Innovation Capacity Index use a comprehensive methodology to measure and rank the 

innovativeness of approximately 130 countries. Both use a combination of around 60 variables that cover 

both enablers and output of the innovative power of countries. INSEAD’s Global Innovation Index is the 

most comprehensive of the two as it, in addition to technological innovation, also includes business and 

social innovation. The Global Innovation Index (GII) by INSEAD Business School is based on 

innovation input and innovation output each calculated from different pillars. Its input index covers 

institutions, human capacity, ICT uptake and infrastructure as well as market and business sophistication. 

The output index measures scientific and creative outputs and social well-being. Furthermore, each pillar 

is divided into sub-pillars and each sub-pillar is composed of individual indicators. Both studies largely 

use hard data instead of surveys that are subject to perceptions. Data is drawn from sources like the World 

Bank, the United Nations and the International Monetary Fund. The Global Competitive Index (GCI) by 

the World Economic Forum is determined by a weighted average of 12 pillars: institutional environment, 

infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, health and primary education, higher education, goods 

market efficiency, labor market efficiency, financial market development, technological readiness, 

business sophistication, innovation. At the same time, it should be underlined that we are primarily 

interested in in innovation system at the meso-level (regional innovation system) in close connection with 

the innovation system of enterprises. Definitely, that the regional innovation system (RIS) operates and 

develops within a single state and is open to international cooperation. However, in our study we try to 

focus directly on the regional context of the innovative development and management. It is obvious that 

the disparities in the development level of different regions will always exist. All differences in socio-

economic situation of the regions, especially in such a large and diverse countries as Russia, in parallel 

with the development of market economy will only get worse. According to international ratings of 

innovative activity and the competitiveness their level in the Russian Federation is extremely low (Table. 

2).  

Table 2: International ratings of innovative activity and competitiveness of some countries by the 

method of INSEAD and GCI WEF * 

Countries 

 

Global Innovation Index INSEAD, 

2015 

The Global Competitiveness Index 

WEF 2015-2016 

The total score Rating The total score Rating 

Switzerland 68,30 1 5,76 1 

Sweden 62.40 3 5,43 10 

UK 62.42 2 5,43 9 

Netherlands 61.58 4 5,50 8 
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USA 60.10 5 5,61 3 

Finland 59.97 6 5,45 4 

Hong Kong 57.23 11 5,46 7 

Singapore 59.36 7 5,68 2 

Russia 39.32 48 4,44 53 

Compiled by the authors 

In this paper the relationship between Gross Regional Product and innovation activity of enterprises is 

examined. The research hypothesis was tested with correlation analysis between the three international 

indexes using Pearson correlation coefficient. According to the Constitution, Russian Federation consist 

of 85 Subjects of the Federation. To assess the level of innovation activity of the Russian Federation 

subjects we considered it appropriate to draw upon ratings of innovative development of regions, which 

were calculated by Higher School of Economics (NRU HSE) in the period from 2008 till 2015 as well as 

official statistical indicators in the same period. Russian regions vary greatly in the level of innovation 

activity. Lagging regions consist mainly of national territories, especially the republics of the North 

Caucasus, while the innovation-active regions are located in Central Russia. This may be due to the 

proximity to the sales markets, the multinational composition of the population living in these regions, 

which provides a variety of ideas and approaches to solving the problems of life. Innovation activity at 

the regional level is characterized by extremely high volatility. 

Results 

We started by testing the normality of the samples through Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. In case the data 

follows a normal distribution, it means that we can use Pearson correlation coefficient and in case this 

does not occur, we should use correlation coefficient Spearman Rho. Both these correlation coefficients 

evaluate the intensity of the relationship between ordinal variables and indicate the strength of linear 

association between independent and dependent variable. The correlation coefficient may be positive, if 

dependent variable tends to increase when independent variable increases, and negative - in the opposite 

case. 

 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was used and the significance levels are all greater than 0,05. It shows that all 

distributions are normal so we can use Pearson correlation coefficient to test our hypothesis. 

The results of Pearson correlation test are presented in Table.  

 

The Table 3 shows the correlation between the regional GRP level and individual indicators that 

characterize the innovative activity of organizations (the average values of these indicators): 

1) Volume of innovative products, works and services (Volume); 

2) Level of costs of enterprises in the region for technological innovation (TechInn); 

3) Share of organizations implementing technological innovations in the reporting year, in the total 

number of surveyed organization (ShareOrg); 

4) Ratings of innovative development of regions (InnIndex); 

5) Innovative activity of organizations (InnAct). 
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Table 3: Pearson correlation coefficient between GRP and individual indicators of regional 

innovation activity 

Therefore, the strongest association (high correlation) is between GRP and Level of costs of enterprises in 

the region for technological innovation (0,872), and also there is a noticeable association with the Ratings 

of innovative development of regions (0,397) and the share of organizations implementing technological 

innovations in the reporting year, in the total number of surveyed organization (0?362). Therefore, in the 

context of Russian regions the relationship between value-added and innovative activity of businesses is 

statistically confirmed. 

Identifying Key Barriers to Innovative Development in Russia 

Considering value added as the main goal of optimization, should refer to its structure, which in general 

consist of profits and wages intended to be distributed among managers and salaried workers, who are the 

source of its creation at the enterprise. Therefore, the maximization of value added requires increasing 

profits and salaries. Growth in profits from innovation, in turn, may be provided by a decrease in the level 

of transaction costs related with innovation activity. And therefore, increasing labor income - by 

increasing the share of value added, created by the intellectual capital, through its motivation for 

innovation. It is clear from the above considerations that the main barriers in the internal environment of 

innovation are the high transaction costs, related with innovation activity, and the low staff motivation to 

innovate. It should be clarified that under the minimization of transaction costs, we understand not reduce 

them down towards zero, but the optimization in the normal range, as they are objectively necessary for 

the functioning of economic systems. Stable innovative growth of the Russian economy can be reached 

by achieving the optimal level of transaction costs, which is a prerequisite for innovation development 

within individual regions and the country as a whole. In the frameworks of transactional approach, 

innovative activity of economic entities is considered as a set of transactions carried out with the aim of 

achieving a temporary competitive advantage. We agree with most of the critics of neo-institutionalism, 

as well as institutionalism as a whole, that the main problem of this theory is the vagueness of the terms 

and definitions. Indeed, there is currently no universally accepted definition of transaction costs, despite 

the fact that the representatives of these theories actively employ such terms in its conclusions and 

recommendations for policy makers. As a consequence, we encounter problem of evaluation, because you 

can not properly assess what has no unambiguous definition. According to A. Shastitko (1997) the growth 

of transaction costs is compatible "with increased efficiency and economic growth." The reduction of 

transaction costs at the macro level theoretically will provide increased demand for transaction services, 

and as a consequence, the growth of total transaction costs at the meso level, determined by an increase in 

the complexity of the economic system by improving co-operation processes, division of labor and of 

responsibilities between the various actors etc. According to a synergistic approach increasing the 

Correlations 

 GRPpercap Volume InnAct InnIndex ShareOrg GRP TechInn 

GRPpercap Pearson Correlation 1 ,314 ,176 ,289 ,137 ,876*

* 

,591** 

Volume Pearson Correlation ,314 1 ,616** ,058 ,055 ,231 ,145 

InnAct Pearson Correlation ,176 ,058 1 ,647** ,994** ,305 ,281 

InnIndex Pearson Correlation ,289 ,616** ,647** 1 ,665** ,397*

* 

,346 

ShareOrg Pearson Correlation ,137 ,055 ,994** ,665** 1 ,362*

* 

,302 

GRP Pearson Correlation ,876** ,231 ,305 ,397** ,362** 1 ,872** 

TechInn Pearson Correlation ,591** ,145 ,281 ,346 ,302 ,872*

* 

1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed).  
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economic complexity presuppose the increase in diversity of types of collaborations, occurring cyclically, 

being a "necessary condition for sustainable economic development" (Saviotty, 2001). At the same time 

in parallel with the increase in complexity of the system increases the difficulty of reconciling the 

operation of its individual elements, and, as a consequence, it results in increasing the value of the 

transaction costs. We can conclude, therefore, that the increase in transaction costs in the economic 

system is a reflection of the complexity of the processes of economic cooperation between business 

entities and economic agents. It is assumed that the institutions would not reduce the overall transaction 

costs, but only unit costs on separate operations. Thus, transaction costs – this is an objective indicator of 

the economic system. 

Discussion and conclusion 

 
We consider that the management of innovation development should be embedded in the management 

system, in a way that the control mechanisms would be coherent with mechanisms and patterns of self-

organization and self-management. All participants of the innovation process must be able to interact 

without obstruction, build up experience in the implementation of joint innovation projects. Therefore, 

management of innovation system should be aimed at developing and implementing a strategy providing 

the formation of structure-attractors, attracting innovative trajectories of development, identifying the 

main directions of development, and promotion of interaction between all stakeholders. As attractors, we 

consider an innovative environment institutions, which have the greatest potential to reduce transaction 

costs related with innovation activity and optimization of the volume and value-added structure, 

generated by economic agents. 

 

Based on the analysis it was found that the dual nature of innovation, which is manifested in the growth 

of instability and uncertainty in the existing communications and relationships for innovative enterprises, 

and as a consequence, increase the transaction costs of activities at the intermediate stages of innovation 

process, results in a low level of innovation activity of economic agents in the Russian economic 

conditions. It has been determined that increase the share of value added in the total revenue structure 

will be able to motivate the owners and employees of enterprises for innovation. Such increase is 

achievable on condition of promoting collaborative processes, encouraging active participation of key 

actors in the innovation system, the accumulation of experience in the implementation of joint projects. 

All these processes occur, as a rule, simultaneously with the growth of trust among the population (both 

interpersonal trust as well as trust to government agencies). Consequently, a priority task of the state is to 

create a favorable institutional environment for the development of these processes by creating 

mechanisms to reduce transaction costs of innovation. It is important to realize that in the innovation 

systems management should be used their ability to self-organization and self-development. Further, the 

key point is identifying structure-attractors. They could include certain institutions of innovative 

environment that have the greatest potential to reduce transaction costs of economic agents and optimize 

the value added created by them, which, presumably, should attract innovative trajectories of the region's 

development. The results are in line with previous studies. In the work of J. Bichler established and 

illustrated the relationship of 120 countries between an innovation index and their GDP per capita. The 

link between the innovation index and the GDP per capita is strongly correlated with a Pearson 

correlation coefficient of 0.80. Countries which innovation capacity is growing at the same pace as GDP 

may be characterized by well-balanced development and they move along the regression line in their 

economic development. Countries above the regression line are able to generate a higher GDP per capita 

than can be explained by their innovation capacity. This is basically due to natural resources and 

favorable geographic position. For example, many oil-exploiting countries like United Arab Emirates or 

Qatar are experienced such a development (Bichler, 2012). 
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Theoretical and practical contribution 

The main contribution of this research is the understanding to be aware of the simultaneous relationship 

between regional innovation effectiveness and value added of economic entities. Despite limitations of 

the study, it contributes towards the critical question of revealing the main incentive of economic entities 

to innovate. Our findings can be crucial both for policy and managerial practices, as they suggest that 

innovation policies, strategies and practices should pay great attention to the growth value added of 

businesses. Our results will allow to identify the key internal motives for the reproduction of innovation 

in the economic system. Due to the effective governance of these motives it is expected to provide their 

dissemination and self-development of the innovation system as a whole, as well as to ensure 

predictability of the management decision-making and selection mechanisms for the implementation of 

management actions, which are especially significant in conditions of current geopolitical situation, 

sanctions policy and occurring shift of techno-economic paradigm. Expectedly, this research may help to 

further work on these field with the purpose of gathering future knowledge on the innovation system 

effectiveness. 

Limitations and suggestions for future work 

In our view, we might propose the following hypothesis as a subject for future research: there is a two-

way relationship between the level of transaction costs, value-added and innovative activity that has 

qualitatively and quantitatively determined optimal boundaries beyond which there is a decrease in the 

efficiency of the economic system. Stable innovative growth of the Russian economy can be reached by 

achieving the optimal level of transaction costs, which is a prerequisite for innovation development 

within individual regions and the country as a whole. Additionally, there is some controversy concerning 

the reliability of the indexes used in this research. 
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Abstract 

Non-energy benefits (NEBs) have become an overwhelmingly important factor in the calculation of  

energy efficiency measures (EEMs). Often the share of these benefits even outweighs the calculated 

energy savings. Nevertheless, these NEBs rarely find their way into practical application in the 

performance of energy audits and operational energy management. The consideration of NEBs can be 

regarded as a quality factor in energy management. With the emergence of mandatory energy audits 

for large companies in the European Union, the issue of quality is taking on a new dimension. Is 

punishment avoidance the right motivator for good energy management? The dissemination of 

energy efficiency is the goal of every audit program. The dissemination of knowledge about NEBs 

can be a great help here.This paper contributes to a better understanding of NEBs by presenting the 

development of a characterization scheme and thus supports an improved evaluation. In addition, it 

presents a concept for an extensible classification for NEBs with the intention of facilitating the 

transfer of research into practice. The classification provides an initial framework for implementation 

in the form of an online NEB database. By suggesting an extensible mapping matrix, we use the 

relation between NEBs and EEMs as a supporting tool for the determination and assessment of 

consumer NEB within an energy audit. With this, the discovery and calculation of NEBs can be 

systematized in the energy audit. In addition, the introduction of the concept of non-measures related 

energy investments (NREI) can open a new door for further research activities in the field of EEM 

calculation. 

Keywords: energy efficiency, non-energy benefits, co-benefits, energy audits, non-measures 

related energy investments  

Introduction 

The Directive 2012/27/UE of the European Parliament (EED) (Parliament, 2012) has given a new 

face to the character of energy audits. Energy audits have been supported by a wide variety of 

regional, national and international programs for decades, but participation has always been 

voluntary. The EED has lifted mandatory energy audits out of the cradle, which have been 

incorporated into national legislation by the member states and which obliges all non-manufacturers 

to carry out an energy audit at least every four years. A comprehensive overview of all national 

implementations of this audit obligation is provided (Commission, 2012). One common feature of all 

national laws on mandatory energy audits is the voluntary decision to implement energy efficiency 

measures. To this day, no one can be forced to make an investment. Rather, the efficiency measures 

that have been detected and calculated are intended to arouse companies’ interest in investments. 

In addition to the previous motivations, such as energy cost savings, environmental protection, or 

productivity advantages, the penalty avoidance has now become a new motivation for companies. In 

Germany, this obligation is enshrined in the Energiedienstleistungsgesetz (EDL-G) (Bundestag, 

2010), whereby the (BAFA, 2017) prescribes supplementary regulations, including, for example, the 

procedures according to which the efficiency measures (EEM) must be calculated. The classical static 

and dynamic methods of investment calculation (Blesl & Kessler, 2013) and life cycle cost (LCC) 

models (Greene & Shaw, nd) are specified for the economic calculation (BAFA, 2017). Mostly 

chosen is the net present value or the payback period of an investment.  
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The biggest problem is the lack of quality in mandatory audits. The requirements for the efficiency 

calculation are not able to prescribe rules for the inclusion of non-energy benefits (NEBs), the 

financial and non-financial advantages of energy efficiency measures beyond energy cost savings. To 

achieve the highest possible adoption rate, these NEBs should always be included even though it's 

practically impossible to formulate concrete rules. The calculation of the NEBs is very specific; often, 

numerous assumptions have to be made. More knowledge of NEBs will help us to find solutions to 

this quality problem. According to a survey about an audit program (Harris, Anderson, & Shafron, 

2000), the rate of adopters from all recommendations is around 80% for the more than 1000 

companies. An average of six EEMs is proposed per audit, five of which are implemented. Although 

this is a very positive example, one can without a doubt assume a rather low adoption rate for 

mandatory audits. 

The concept of the advantages of EEM, which are beyond energy conservation, has many names in 

the literature. The following variations were found during this work (each with one exemplary 

source):  "non-energy benefit" (NEB)  (Mills & Rosenfeld, 1996), "productivity benefit"  (Worrell, 

Laitner, Ruth, & Finman, 2003), "ancillary benefit"  (Jakob, 2006), "non-energy impacts"  (Skumatz 

& Gardner, 2005), "co-benefits" (several energy and non-energy related papers e.g. (Mayrhofer & 

Gupta, 2016), "synergy effects" (Kasprowicz & Schulz, 2015), and "multiple benefits" (Ryan & 

Campbell, 2012). (Rasmussen, 2014) brings clarity to these concepts. We follow her suggestion for 

the use of "non-energy benefits" (NEB), as this appears to be the most appropriate term. 

(Skumatz & Gardner, 2005) provide many uses of NEBs such as cost analysis, measuring barriers to 

adoption of programs, program design, program targeting and marketing for programs. As a result, 

the NEB factor should be a decisive adoption criterion for EEM. (Boyd & Pang, 2000) analyzed ‘best 

practice’-companies and indicated a correlation between productivity and energy efficiency. This 

reveals that those EEMs that influence productivity have a particularly high NEB.  

Numerous studies and research works show how drastically the computation of energy efficiency 

option (EEO) improves by including NEBs in the calculation. (Worrell et al., 2003) showed in an 

evaluation of 52 case studies that in 63% of cases, NEB had an equal or even higher portion of 

savings than the energy benefits (EB). The average energy payback was reduced from 4.2 to 1.9 years 

when the NEB was included. According to an evaluation of interviews on an energy efficiency 

program in (Dennis Pearson, 2002) NEB's share of the savings is 40%. The average NEB per EEM 

was 1.03 (in a range from 0.33 to 3). This study names the industries office, hotels, manufacturing, 

warehouses and potentially medical business as the sectors with the highest NEB content. (Pye & 

McKane, 2000) expound that EEM and environmental friendliness increase shareholder value. They 

show how to generate persuasive arguments through profit analysis. (Kluczek & Olszewski, 2017) 

highlight the importance of NEBs and give many examples, but NEBs are not mentioned in the 

presented tools and calculation examples.  

Despite these advantages, NEBs are still not included in the programs. (Freed & Felder, 2017) 

provide insight into the barriers to the consideration of NEBs in policy and programs. While energy 

power indicators (Patterson, 1996) (EnPIs) are required to measure the savings effect in retrospect 

(BAFA, 2017), NEBs are still ignored in calculating those effects prior to the investment. Key figures 

are an important indicator, but neither (16247-1:2012, 2012) nor (BAFA, 2017) establish binding 

guidelines for specific EnPIs in the context of mandatory audits. Additionally, energy intensity 

should not necessarily be used to measure efficiency (Proskuryakova & Kovalev, 2015).  

Why is an efficiency measure not being carried out even if the calculation of the measure has proven 

its economic advantage? This so-called "energy paradox" is well explained in (Shama 1983) using a 

framework for the diffusion of innovation. The paradoxical behavior is because of the energy 

analysis, which does not include a critically relevant behavioral perspective of the decision-maker in 

the analysis of energy and efficiency measures. The discrepancy between actual and potential energy 

efficiency can be described using five types of "optimality" (Jaffe & Stavins, 1994): the “economist’s 

economic potential,” the “technologist’s economic potential,” the “hypothetical potential,” the 

“narrow social optimum”, and the “true social optimum.” One of the largest barrier for energy 
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efficiency is the low priority of energy issues (Thollander, Danestig, & Rohdin, 2007), so the 

promotion of NEBs can contribute to faster dissemination and a greater adoption rate for this type of 

company. 

1. Methodology 

 

This work aims to improve EEM's cost and thereby support the dissemination of energy efficiency. 

For this purpose, a comprehensive literature search on non-energy benefits was carried out as well as 

a partial search for the calculation of EEM. By analyzing the character of NEBs and their calculation, 

a discussion arose about a NEB counterpart called NREI, which is presented here as a new concept.  

From the viewpoint of benchmarking, the schematization of EEM supports cross-audit evaluation 

(Andersson, Arfwidsson, Bergstrand, & Thollander, 2017); but owning to the impossibility of 

generalizing NEBs, these can never be taken into account. There exists nothing such as "non-energy 

performance indicators (Non-EnPIs)" that would be suitable for benchmarking. At least, a 

characterization of NEBs can support these types of evaluation. 

The presented scheme for the characterization of NEBs results from numerous use cases mentioned in 

the literature. According to the idea of (Fleiter, Hirzel, & Worrell, 2012) an attempt is being made to 

characterize the NEBs in the form of a morphological box (Zwicky & Wilson, 1967) in order to be 

able to provide a better structure for further research. Additional non-referenced samples were 

provided by an evaluation of more than 4,500 EEMs from the database of an online tool for the 

preparation of energy audits, which were created in the period 07/2015 to 09/2017 and stored in a 

structured manner. As this database does not contain any information specifically on NEBs, the 

analysis was supplemented with telephone interviews on about 50 energy audits with questions 

specific to the NEB.  

A structured and schematic investigation of NEBs is also important in order to include them in 

generalized models for EEM planning. The connection between factory planning and energy 

management (Müller, Poller, Hopf, & Krones, 2013) and in particular the schematization of EEM 

(Krones & Müller, 2014) for this exemplary field of application shows the potential for further 

research work. As a result of this methodology, the user receives a set of suitable EEMs.  

(Krones & Müller, 2014) have recognized that a theoretical characterization is not sufficient; in 

practice, methods are needed to provide the solutions. During our analysis of existing classifications 

of NEB, the question of their usefulness arose. It became clear that different classifications with 

exemplary NEBs were not intended or suitable for extension. Therefore, we have developed a 

classification concept that can provide the basis for a comprehensive NEB database. The huge 

challenge of non-existent calculation standards for NEBs is addressed by the presentation of an 

extensible matrix in which the relationship between EEM and NEB is illustrated and used in order to 

identify the potential for NEBs. The online tool mentioned above was helpful to determine and 

supply a set of commonly working EEM categories. This classification including a methodology of 

use not only serves the purpose of research about the gradual limitation of the calculation problem. It 

also helps to with finding and calculating NEBs in practice. 

2. A scheme to characterize NEBs  

 

In (Fleiter et al., 2012) a scheme in the form of a morphological box (Zwicky & Wilson, 1967) was 

developed for the characterization of EEM, in which the NEBs appear as a characteristic with the 

attributes "negative", "none", "small" and "large". We continue this approach in the same 

methodology for the characterization of NEB. In our development, however, the adoption rate is 
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irrelevant. NEBs are about their detection and their ability to calculate, not about their adoption. The 

characteristics of this scheme derive from thorough literature research on NEBs. The chosen 

characteristics must affect at least one of the three properties: identifying, classifiability and the 

ability to calculate. Distinctness is not a selection criterion, the selected characteristics can overlap. 

A breakdown into the beneficiaries "utility system benefits", "participants benefits" and "societal 

benefits" can be found in the layer cake model of (Lazar & Colburn, 2013), also earlier used in 

(Skumatz & Dickerson, 1997) and others. The cake takes into account six sub-categories under each 

main category, which are too specific for a generalized characterization and which do not cover the 

main category completely. Our schema uses “consumer” as a synonym for “participant” which is 

mainly used in papers related to programs. In our scheme, we’ve added a “main” to exclude multiple 

choices. 

The social level characteristic follows the typology of (Ryan & Campbell, 2012) and distinguishes 

between the  individual, sectoral, national and international level, where a higher level always 

includes the lower levels. According to (Rasmussen, 2014), it should be noted that at the international 

level the term NEB is to be replaced by co-benefit or ancillary benefit. 

NEBs can also be classified as monetary and non-monetary benefits, the former influencing a direct 

investment decision. The saving of raw materials is an apparent monetary NEB. The non-monetary 

benefits usually flow into an investment decision when generating strategic justifications. (Small, 

2006) illustrates this behavior using the example of investment decisions in AMT (advanced 

manufacturing technologies). The evaluation of energy efficiency projects in (Cooremans, 2011) 

yields competitive advantage as the dominant motivation for the adoption of measures. Other 

examples of strategic objectives include risk minimization, improving comfort and better reputation. 

(Cooremans, 2012) reveals that the strategic character of energy efficiency measurements is a 

significant factor for adoption. Non-monetary incentives can also be used to achieve reductions in 

peak demand, as (Ankit, 2016) shows in modeling the effect of non-cash incentives using utility 

functions. The environment is also a significant motivation:  only 9% of companies taking part in the 

audit program survey disagreed to the question about the 'importance of environmental 

considerations' in the investment decision progress (Harris et al., 2000). Better working conditions 

are another instance of non-monetary NEB (Thollander & Ottosson, 2008). 

The outcome delay differs between direct and indirect outcomes from energy efficiency. Often, 

improvements in health, working conditions or production improvements are also made directly with 

the implementation of a measure. On the other hand, it is the indirect effects that make NEB so 

difficult to calculate. These occur with a delay, in the worst case even after the evaluation of the 

measure has been completed. Lower energy prices, owing to lower peak loads, lower maintenance 

costs and improvements in energy security, are examples of indirect outcomes. 

The next two characterizations and attributes are taken from (N Martin, 2000) who divides the 

benefits into three areas: productivity benefit, product quality benefits and other benefits. In our 

scheme, the class "other" from the original source has been omitted. 

A striking characteristic of a NEB is its correlation with energy saving: Higher energy saving = 

higher NEB? For some NEBs, the utility value is a fixed value in an EEM cost estimate, regardless of 

the size of the calculated savings. The next characteristic measures the value of the NEB in 

comparison to energy saving. Numerous studies have reported that NEBs have exceeded the actual 

energy benefit. The attributes smaller, equal and greater are roughly classified in this respect and are 

an indicator of the attractiveness of a NEB. This can be answered with a simple yes (it correlates) or 

no. 

For the key measurement method, (Skumatz, 2014) offers three basic techniques for assessing NEBs: 

engineering or model-based estimates (M1), incremental incidence (M2) or specialized comparative 

(M3). M1 covers all input-out-models, economic and climate change models; M2 uses marginal 
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estimations including factors and can combine measurements and factors from literature; and M3 is 

based on statistical methods and surveys. If none is applicable, a “N/A” helps out. 

In most cases, assumptions have to be made when calculating NEBs in order to quantify the benefit. 

Only rarely can a NEB be measured without a presumed factor (attributes "None"). The number of 

these assumptions is an indicator of the complexity and the resulting precision of the calculation. 

 

Figure 1: Characterization scheme for non-energy benefits (Source: authors) 

3. A classification concept for consumer NEBs 

 

Numerous, always incomplete classifications of NEBs appear in the literature. These are mostly 

based on evaluations of funding programs for a specific target group such as households (Skumatz & 

Dickerson, 1998). The approach is justifiable, as it is practically impossible to take full account of all 

NEBs. An incomplete list of literature with NEB classifications is (Fleiter et al., 2012; Lazar & 

Colburn, 2013; Lung, McKane, Leach, & Marsh, 2005; Mills & Rosenfeld, 1996; Pye & McKane, 

2000; Ryan & Campbell, 2012; Skumatz & Dickerson, 1997, 1998; Skumatz & Gardner, 2005; 

Skumatz, 2014; Worrell et al., 2003). Discussions of classifications can be found in (Trianni, Cagno, 

& Donatis, 2014) and (Rasmussen, 2014).  

But what is the usefulness of these classifications, beyond the scientific evaluation? We claim that the 

main benefit of classification has to be an easier identifying of NEBs when considering energy 

efficiency measures. Therefore, we do not only want to offer another incomplete classification, but 

rather a classification concept consisting of a relationship matrix between EEM and a proposed 

methodology for the implementation of this matrix in order to maintain the desired utility value. We 

restrict ourselves to the main category of consumer benefits, because their calculation is the most 

difficult (Skumatz & Gardner, 2005) and skip NEBs for utility system and societal. 

When considering an energy efficiency measure, the user should be given a set of as many as possible 

NEBs matching the selected measure, each of them supplemented by remarks on the calculation of 

these NEBs complemented by their characteristics. This requires a growing knowledge base and 

contribution from many sides. If further EEMs and NEBs are evaluated, these findings must be 
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incorporated into the matrix. We propose to make this system available in the form of an online 

database to a wide range of users and scientists. 

The calculation of the NEBs can only be schematized on a relatively abstract level, for example using 

the key measure methods (Skumatz, 2014). The calculation is too specific for individual NEBs, as the 

example of the increased availability of the machine as a NEB of an EEM (Kasprowicz & Schulz, 

2015) shows. (Jakob, 2006) demonstrates another example of countless use cases of how fast the 

NEB calculation gets a high complexity in specific areas. It remains the realization that it will be 

necessary for each NEB to have one or more concrete references to the calculation. 

Table 1:  Matrix scheme for NEB classification 

(Source: Authors) 

 

(Mills & Rosenfeld, 1996) show a first approach for an EEM-NEB mapping, which contains specific 

use-cases in both dimensions and probably might become too complex in an extendable system.  The 

approach of  (Trianni et al., 2014) envisages individual EEMs as an open extendable set for a 

framework, but the NEBs are not clearly delineated here. Our approach reduces the EEM itself to a 

fixed and manageable set of EEM classes and stretches the extensibility to individual NEBs. As there 
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is no uniform standard for EEM classification, we adopt the scheme of the online-tool 

energiesparbericht.de consisting of 15 categories (+ "other") for consumption areas and measures, as 

this has evolved through practical evolution and has proven itself in more than 4,500 measures: 

building envelope, combined heat and power, heating system, pumps, lighting, ventilation and air 

conditioning (VAC), refrigeration systems, compressed air systems, drives and electric motors, 

information and communication technology, renewable energies, production. The selection of the six 

NEB categories (waste, emissions, operation and maintenance (O&M), production, working 

environment and others) were taken from (Worrell et al., 2003). These serve for a better overview 

within the matrix, the arrangement of the NEB within these categories is arbitrary. 

Table 1 shows the matrix concept. The EEM categories and the NEB categories are fixed and the 

entries of the individual NEBs can be expanded line by line. The star symbol documents the 

relationship between NEB and EEM and contains a text entry, consisting of notes and references to 

calculation methods. Every time a NEB has been detected and examined for an EEM, it can be 

entered into the database. This entry extends the matrix either by one line or, if the NEB exists, it 

extends the entry by another star or a further note on the calculation. A suggestion for 

supplementation is to add the characteristics of each NEB as suggested in the previous section. In 

(Cagno & Trianni, 2012) various energy efficiency opportunities are ranked in top lists according to 

various criteria such as industry, company size or payback period. This ranking idea is included in 

our concept: the more incidents are recorded for a NEB, the more references the matching star 

contains.  

The proposed classification concept is intended as a template for implementation as an online 

database similar to the existing databases of implemented EEM
1
. If an EEM is considered by a user, 

the online service can provide all associated known NEBs including calculation scheme and 

characteristics to support a more precise calculation. It is possible that a finer subdivision of the EEM 

headings may be necessary in the future.   

Let’s pick (Mikulcic, Klemeš, Vujanovic, Urbaniec, & Duic, 2016) as example project in the context 

of the cement industry to validate the concept. This paper’s focus on the reduced emission of 

greenhouse gas is not a consumer NEB and therefore not intended to be included in our scheme. But 

a closer look reveals an EEM by using replacement of cement in concrete or mortar with alternative 

materials. This measure also brings up a consumer NEB that we can add to our matrix: We now place 

a new line in the section "production" with a specific NEB "cement replacement in concrete or mortar 

with recycled materials" and place a matching star in the column of "renewable energy". In this "star 

dataset", we note the paper as a reference for further calculation instructions.   

4. Non-measures related energy investments (NREI) 

 

The following question drives us to introduce the concept of non-measures related energy 

investments (NREI): What is contradictory to a NEB? Two obvious answers could be the energy 

benefit (EB) or the negative NEB. However, NEBs are not the opposite of EBs. Both are rather a 

decisive - but not completely - disjoint class of benefits. For example, reduced maintenance costs for 

a machine can be included in the amortization of the measure, provided that they can be quantified 

exactly. NEBs are often characterized by the factor "unexpected" or "incalculable." This 

incalculability results from the unclear possibility of assigning benefit shares to a specific EEM. For 

instance, the improvement of working conditions owing to the implementation of a more modern air 

conditioning system can hardly be quantified in figures. Moreover, one NEB can be a long-term 

result of several EEM. The benefit of an individual EEM often remains unclear in case of doubt; the 

precise calculable measures remain in place. Also the negative NEBs (Skumatz & Gardner, 2005) 

cannot be the opposite, because depending on the estimation of unknown calculation magnitudes, the 

                                                             
1 One example is the Database of the Industrial Assessment Centers (IAC), see https://iac.university 
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NEB calculations can assume a positive or negative value. In the quest for the opposite, we have to 

change the page from output (benefit) to input (investment). 

Similar to NEBs we find such incalculable influencing factors on the calculation of EEM, which are 

often not taken into account in the investment calculation, as they cannot be (accurately) mapped to 

the measure. Non-measures related energy investments (NREIs) denote investment costs in energy 

efficiency, which cannot be clearly assigned to an individual energy efficiency measure. These costs 

are because of the general energy strategy. Although NREIs are not directly involved in the 

calculation of individual measures, they should at least be considered pro rata in investment 

decisions. Examples of NREI are:    

� Energy audits costs (internal and external)     

� External consulting         

� Training of employees  

� Costs for management systems (ISO 50001), including software for monitoring and 

controlling 

� Costs for metering Equipment 

These cost factors are often not taken into account in EEM cost because their costs were incurred 

already at the time of the cost estimate. They are therefore not part of the investment decision. 

However, these costs should be taken into account in the evaluation of individual EEMs, because a 

separate evaluation of these NREIs does not make sense because of the lack of a benefit factor. 

(Fresner, Morea, Krenn, Uson, & Tomasi, 2017) evaluated energy audits of 280 European companies. 

With 499 energy efficiency options, the number of measures per audit results in 1.78. According to 

the SME program Energieberatung Mittelstand (EBM) (Ausfuhrkontrolle (BAFA), 2017) the number 

of measures per company is 2.5 (Harris et al., 2000) and even reports on five implemented measures 

per audit in an Australian program. According to this factor, the total audit costs must be included in 

each measure on a pro-rata basis: (Mai et al., 2014) have figured out that the initial consultations in 

EBM cost about €1,600 and detailed consultations €7,760 on average. For consulting and training, an 

average daily rate of €800 can be calculated. The introduction of a management system compliant 

with ISO 50001 until certification is usually beyond €10,000. The problem here is that investment 

decisions for measures are often made in isolation, so it is not always known when calculating the 

first measure how large the NREI share for a measure will be. 

5. Conclusions 

 

The presented characterization scheme is a result of the literature review, combined with the analysis 

of numerous use cases from an EEM database. It is intended to support the structured analysis of 

NEB and this initial approach has certainly not yet reached its full maturity. The concept of the non-

measures related energy investments (NREI) completes the discussion of EEM calculation and is also 

intended to provide impulses for further research work. 

The presented concept for the classification of NEBs using an extensible matrix focuses on the user 

value. The concept offers a template for implementation as an online database. It is designed to 

provide auditors and energy managers a compass through the NEB jungle when using the future 

intended tool. NEBs will be identified easier and EEM can be calculated more accurately. Program 

developers can include such an instrument in the design of their programs to achieve a maximum 

adoption rate, which promotes dissemination of energy efficiency. This concept must undoubtedly be 

refined and a finer subdivision of the EEM headings may be necessary in the future. Semantic 

methods can also be helpful in the generalization of similar and synonymous NEBs in order to avoid 

multiple inputs for the same NEB. We recommend the implementation of such a matrix as a publicly 

accessible online tool, as a broad participation in the completion is required. A structured recording 
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of as many existing and future applications as possible leads to a continuous improvement of this 

tool.   

The presented work is of particular relevance for mandatory audits. In contrast to voluntary audits, in 

which the project is restricted and staffed by experts, mandatory audits must cover the entire energy 

balance of a company. The auditor has to be a universal expert for all business areas and processes, so 

he can hardly calculate all possible EEMs in detail or know their NEBs. (Sardianou, 2008) and 

(Duflou et al., 2012) consider the lack of knowledge about energy efficiency opportunities and NEB 

as a strong barrier to efficiency.  
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Abstract 

 
The scientific feasibility study of innovative mechanism for education system arrangement and its 

human resource management is approved. The focus an online learning resource developed based on 

practical application of the Triple Helix concept adjusted to Russian environment is made. Successive 

stages of formation of academic broker system are shown. 
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Introduction 

Changes in the Russian economy directly affect the sphere of education. Education reforms 

(introduction of autonomous management of educational institutions (Federal law of the Government 

of the Russian Federation, November 03, 2006), passage of the Law on Education (Federal law of the 

Government of the Russian Federation, December 29, 2012), transition to test system for 

performance measurement and two-cycle system of higher education etc.) aim to increase 

responsibility of educational institutions and specific specialists, to promote wider application of IT 

technologies in educational institutions, to adopt continuing education principles for the economic 

sector etc. Despite reforms in the social sphere, there is currently no unified system (at federal, 

regional and municipal levels) of education management, forming the background of human potential 

system in macrolevel, and education performance is measured separately at each level (preschools, 

primary schools, intermediate schools, secondary schools and universities). In this regard the purpose 

of this study is to suggest a justification of the necessity of the formation of human resource 

development mechanism through the system of academic brokering. 

Recent Research and Publications Analysis  

A significant number of researches have been published on the subject of human resources 

development. The majority of works which study this aspect of human resource management Bril et 

al (2017), Chapman et al (2016), Chukreeva (2015), Jacobs (2017), Kalra (2004), McLean (2013), 

Hedayati Mehdiabadi and Li (2016), Rodionov et al (2016), Zaitseva (2009), Zaychenko et al (2016), 

Zolotareva (2016) share the view that human resources are the source of sustained competitive 

advantage and that the high-performance work system created by certain human resource 

development (HRD) and human resource management (HRM) practices leads to greater firm 

performance.  

 

In the work performed by K. McDonald and L. Hite (2015) a strategic framework that demonstrates 

the role of career development within the human resource function is offered, the key topics of HRD 

from the perspective of the individual and from the economic perspective are viewed. 
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Detailed analysis of global and national aspects of HRM and HRD is provided in Borisova (2012), 

Budhvar et al (2017), Dyrin (2008), Garavan et al (2016), Kalinina and Vasilieva (2016), Mizintseva 

et al (2016), Viatkina and Zakharova (2016), Zelenova (2010). 

 

The problems devoted to the connection of HRD and education system are considered in works by 

Russian and foreign economists such as Averin (2017), Guzakova (2006), Homma et al (2014), 

Kadiresan (2015), Podyraev et al (2016), Salleh and Sulaiman (2015), Sotnikova et al (2014), 

Tasdiyanto (2017), Volkova (2016), Glukhov et al (2014), Ilin et al (2016) and others. The work 

performed by M. Akdere and T. Egan (2013) describes the relationships between higher education 

and community partnerships and what strategies the field of HRD may offer to advance such 

collaborative efforts. The role of school education system is analyzed by E.A. Nazarova and S.S. 

Ushakova (2012), A. Seezink and R. Poell (2011), O.V. Rogach (2009) and others.  

 

The new approach to HRD through e-learning education is described in works by M.V. Dzhigan 

(2015), I. Ilin et al (2017),  H. Nawotny et al (2003), A.N. Sergeev (2009), E.S. Spiro et al (2013) 

O.I. Tarasova (2013), and others. The paper by M. Gharibpoor et al (2013) presents a comparison 

between e-learning and traditional training methods; both are used by small and medium-sized 

enterprises. In such case efficiency measured using data envelopment analysis and eventually came to 

the conclusion that e-learning is more efficient than traditional education.  

Problem Formulation 

Education system is one of the key elements required to create scientific and innovative environment 

as it is the main source of human resources for the economy and as innovative breakthrough in the 

technical and social spheres depends on the quality of education in the country. Achievements of 

modern information and communication technologies should be taken into account when establishing 

a new education system and education management structure. Such technologies allow reduction of 

transaction costs for information search and conclusion of an informal contract between students or 

their representatives and an educational institution and other parties concerned. Development of the 

innovation system is not possible without education reforms, at the same time development of the 

education system is not possible without introduction of innovations in education. 

 

Such innovations in education may be of the following types: 

- Process innovations which affect education process structuring, education management at 

various levels etc.; 

- Product innovations which provide for the use of modern technologies in education; 

- Radical innovations which directly affect and significantly alters the way education services 

are provided; 

- Incremental innovations which do not affect the essence of educational services at various 

levels but rather improve the quality of such services; 

- Micro-innovations which are implemented in respect of a certain educational institution and 

a certain process in an educational institution. 

 

Problem Solution 
 

Modern education system is a consolidation of competing interests, which makes it impossible to 

come to a consensual decision. Mediators may be engaged in order to arrange a productive dialogue 

between the participants of the system that cannot come to a consensus (mediators draft scenarios of 

education process depending on selected conditions which form cross-level paths for students: school 

– college – university – postgraduate education – professional training).  

 

In order to improve the economy, the social sphere, state administration, science and education it is 

necessary for the education system to be aimed at training well-educated specialists who can make 

rational and effective decisions and who in terms of their competence meet the requirements set for 

graduates of prestigious universities in leading countries. At the same time it is important to trace 

return on capital investments in education made under existing government projects and programmes 
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(Federal Targeted Programme for Education Development for 2016-2020, State Programme of the 

Russian Federation for Education Development for 2013-2020, Development Strategy 5-100-2020 

etc.), as well as to determine capital capacity and return on capital in respect of education.  

 

Certain problems related to the lack of proper regulation in the social sphere may be resolved by 

providing open access to information. One of the options which make it possible to resolve some of 

the described problems is the use of innovative mechanisms for human resource development in a 

company, a region or the economy taken as a whole, for example, the concept of education mediation 

(academic brokering, unified electronic learning platform). By human resources  the authors mean an 

aggregate of competences, skills and knowledge of employees of a company and an aggregate of 

human resources of the companies which are incorporated in a region’s or a country’s human 

resources. An innovative mechanism aims to improve efficiency and transparency of interaction 

between government, private business, public organisations, as well as educational and scientific 

institutions.  

 

An academic broker is a self-developing organisation which is characteristic of the post-industrial 

world (network economy, Web 4.0. and Web 5.0.) the main purpose of which is to produce, transfer 

and apply knowledge; to connect researchers (theoreticians) to those who practically apply 

knowledge. Such resource should be a unified (but not the only) source of reliable information in the 

Internet. A term “knowledge broker” is also used in foreign publications. A knowledge broker, in its 

turn, is described in scientific literature as an organisation which provides remote education services 

and manages education system elements. By an academic broker the authors, in their turn, mean an 

information system for management of education at various levels. An academic (knowledge) broker 

may become a basis for a unified electronic learning platform. 

 

Academic brokering is tightly connected with the Triple Helix concept. The Triple Helix elements in 

Russia differ from the traditional model introduced by Henry Etzkowitz (Etzkowitz, 2008) and 

commercial element here is not as high as in western countries (Table 1 and Figure 1). 

 

Table 1: The main parties concerned, their roles in the traditional Triple Helix and in the thesis 

(prepared by the authors) 

 

Traditional Triple Helix Triple Helix in Russia 

Government 

- Sets rules; 

- Manages society; 

- Provides resources required for promotion of 

R&D and innovation activities at the 

universities 

- Sets requirements to education 

(establishes standards, federal and regional 

components of educational programmes 

etc.); 

- Develops programmes and arranges 

events related to education and healthcare; 

- Provides resources required for 

promotion of R&D and innovation 

activities at the universities 

Educational institutions 

- Practically apply knowledge; 

- Use research findings in new disciplines 

- Arrange training programmes for 

healthcare specialists; 

- Responsible for education process 

Business Employers 

- Establishes subdivisions at scientific parks of 

research universities; 

- Engages students in research 

- Implement social functions of the 

government and satisfy the needs of 

population in healthcare services; 

- Rationally distribute available resources; 

- Participate in scientific activities 
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Fig. 1: Application of the Triple Helix concept in Russian environment 

 (Prepared by the authors) 

An academic broker may be of use in the sphere of professional training and human resource 

development in the national economy industries due to the gap between expectations and reality of 

interaction between participants. Secondary school graduates and students who enter the universities 

do not always have a clear understanding of educational programmes they select, key competences, 

knowledge and skills they will obtain or positions which they will hold after graduation. At the 

admission stage selection of an educational institution is not always well-thought-out. Employers, in 

their turn, are willing to obtain well-trained specialists who can adjust to the work environment with 

minimum transformation and transaction costs and are not willing to pay attention to the adaptation 

process.  

 

An online learning resource may be developed using several directions: 

1) As consolidation of best practices in educational institutions and practical application of 

achievements; 

2) As establishment of an “over-level” for educational institutions which has additional 

characteristics and allows their application to improve education at municipal, regional and federal 

levels. 

 

The government sets out goals and priorities but not always determines measures to be taken to 

achieve them. Only in 2013 the government of the Russian Federation passed a Resolution on 

Approval of the Rules for Setting Reference Figures for Educational Institutions to Enrol Students for 

Professions, Qualifications and Directions of State-Accredited Education Programmes of 

Professional and Higher Education Funded by the Federal Budget (Decree of the Government of the 

Russian Federation, April 17, 2013; Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation, April 08, 

2015). For the first time a regulation incorporates the position of experts in respect of enrolment in 

the universities based on potential demand for various specialists in medium-term and long-term 

perspectives. Furthermore, the Agency for Strategic Initiatives has prepared an atlas of emerging jobs 

which includes over 180 new jobs (including state-private partnership specialist for the social sector 

and government authority communication platform moderator) and about 50 endangered jobs which 

will become obsolete (www.atlas100.ru). 

 

As Russia is integrating in international organisations (for example, EEU, transition to two-cycle 

education system similar to the Bologna process etc.), application of information learning resource 

may ensure transparent alignment of our system to the education systems of other countries, 

establishment of open boundaries in the education system and easier benchmarking process for 

national and regional innovation systems. 
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The project provides for development of an information resource similar to a social network with 

elements of organisation, coordination and control functions, i.e. with options of formal and informal 

communication, exchange of experience and resolution of relevant issues. 

 

The academic broker has two main elements, namely education (formal) and communication 

(informal) elements. The formal element is meant to solve the issue of inefficient official channels 

used to distribute information and division of responsibilities between the student and the teacher 

which has developed lately. In accordance with the concept of the entrepreneurial university, 

professors are viewed as innovative scientists and education is reduced to training during practical 

scientific and business activities. Education should be incorporated into innovation activities and 

develop entrepreneurial skills. At the same time, any economy needs not only entrepreneurs 

(managers and directors), but also executors who are ready to accomplish assigned tasks. 

Development of the innovation system may fail to reach its goal but rather liquidate existing 

advantages of the Russian education system. 

 

The communication element (platform) should include discussion of professional topics, issues 

indirectly related to education and education as such, for example, generation of ratings and rankings. 

The communication element is also meant to create online scientific communities of researchers from 

various parts of the Russian Federation and other countries. 

 

General analysis of the rate of interest shown by the Triple Helix participants is based on cumulative 

rates of interest of the Triple Helix participants in the unified information resource, which makes it 

possible to ensure coordination and continuity of education and practice, to implement continuing 

education process, to automate designing of individual educational paths which include individual 

personal and educational growth opportunities at various stages. 

 

Identification of the rate of interest of each Triple Helix participant in the resource is based on the 

results of the opinion poll with breakdown by groups taking as an example the sphere of healthcare 

personnel training (Figure 2). 

 

Fig. 2: Assessment of the rate of potential users’ interest in the resource 

 (Prepared by the authors) 
 

As reflected in the assessment results, government bodies are more interested in such resource (or 

“government” if we use the term of the Triple Helix theory) – 13.04%. It is necessary to take into 

account the way the results were obtained: government bodies show more interest as they are legally 

obliged to reply to all requests. On the whole, the pollsters show little interest in such resource 

(2.3%). At the same time each group has its potential growth engine. 

 

It should be noted that all segments are not active users of information resources or common 

programmes (e.g. email). Therefore, our analysis has an indirect but rather important result which 

shows that government bodies, educational institutions and employers rarely use internet 

communication, which shows low involvement of information and communication technologies in 

their activities. 
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Scientists actively discuss the need to develop information learning systems, however, the research 

results show that there are not many signs favouring active development of such resource. 

Such resource may resolve several issues: 

 

1. To provide the basis for monitoring of problems faced by different students; 

2. To apply information distribution models for prompt solution of problems; 

3. To arrange more flexible information exchange system (diagrams, rules of answering to 

requests received by various educational institutions). 

 

Currently part of information at the universities which is sometimes rather big is distributed 

informally and does not correspond to the facts. A unified resource should make it possible to obtain 

answers, more promptly resolve arising problems and search for similar situations. The time needed 

to obtain answers may vary and certain questions may already become irrelevant. 

 

Using the Internet as an environment for development of the learning platform will have the 

following advantages (Sergeev, 2009, Glukhov et al, 2015): 

- Purposefulness, motivation and efficiency of individual and common activities; 

- Collaborative setting of goals, involvement in goal setting process; 

- Enhanced tendencies of isolation and consolidation of community members as a condition 

for establishment of individual and collective subjectivity; 

- High intensity of online communication, possibility and demand for direct interaction 

between participants; 

- Cooperation, support, open development of own resources available for other participants of 

an online community; 

- Various forms of group activity; 

- Competition between participants of an online community, self-improvement; 

- Development of internal rules of conduct specific to a certain online community. 

 

Internet technologies may be actively applied in the education sector by using existing social 

networks or developing new networks. Comparison of these options is given below (Table 2). 

 

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of an academic broker as an innovative mechanism for 

human resource development by using existing social networks or developing new networks 

(prepared by the authors) 
 

 Existing networks New network 

A
d

v
a
n

ta
g

es
 

1. Users already exist 

2. Certain (not all) ideas may be 

implemented 

3. Experience in development 

and user acquisition 

4. No need to fight competition 

5. No costs 

1. All ideas may be implemented 

2. Experimental integrity 

3. Territorial project (St. 

Petersburg) 

D
is

a
d

v
a
n

ta
g

es
 

1. Not possible to start from 

scratch 

2. Need to accept the rules used 

by existing platforms 

3. Difficult (or impossible) to 

separate St. Petersburg as a 

territorial unit for the pilot 

project 

1. Need to fight competition, to 

develop new means to acquire 

users 

2. Possible territorial limitation for 

the pilot project 

 

Comparative characteristics of two directions of active using the Internet technologies have shown 

the possibility of selecting both the first and the second options. Regardless of existing disadvantages 

of two considered variants they both have good prospects for development. 
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Such projects already exist in various forms: 

- Social networks (general or specialised), 

- Continuing medical learning platforms, 

- Electronic resources for advanced training etc. 

 

One of the problems of modern education is low motivation of students who do not view education as 

a process of acquiring knowledge but rather a formal obtaining of a university degree. The system of 

seminars and lectures is becoming outdated as it does not meet modern requirements of professional 

education oriented to audiovisual representation, especially using information and communication 

technologies. Innovative education projects to a large extent support visualisation of education. 

 

The novelty of the education in Russia regardless of the branch of economics is the necessity to train 

specialists who can work both with state-of-the-art technologies and equipment and with obsolete 

outdated technologies and equipment, which means that they need not only to know what measures to 

take and in which order, but also to know how to determine at which stage problems arise and how to 

solve them. Furthermore, theoretical background should be at the highest level and at each level of 

education students should learn how to apply obtained knowledge and assume responsibility for their 

decisions.  

 

The scheme of the academic broker development in St. Petersburg provides for measures to be taken 

at each project stage (Figure 3). 

 

Project concept development Development of a selected 

model 

Development of a prototype 

based on existing social 

networks 

Development of a new 

platform 

Functional enhancement, 

search for business 

opportunities 

Creation of a group in a social 

network 

Creation of a new platform if 

interested persons are identified 

at the first stage 

Functional enhancement 

(addition of functions, 

attraction (guest access) of 

students and researchers, 

specialists)  

Identification of interested 

parties at the universities and 

scientific institutions, 

possibility of their participation 

and coordination of work 

Arrangement of work 

separately for the platform and 

for the group (duplication of 

information and possible 

functions). The platform will 

have more functions 

Appointment of the project 

coordinator to transfer 

management functions. When 

the goal to improve efficiency 

of interaction between the 

universities and students is 

achieved, it is necessary to 

achieve a goal of education 

efficiency improvement. It is 

preferable to transfer the project 

to scientific or non-government 

organisations in order to ensure 

its non-commercial and 

autonomous nature 

Determination of the group 

structure depending on 

possibilities and interested 

persons 

Selection of a more efficient 

instrument between existing 

social networks and a separate 

platform 

 

Fig. 3: Components of the academic broker development scenario with breakdown by stages 

(prepared by the authors) 
 

The main steps to be taken to introduce the academic broker are currently as follows: 

 

1. Identification of interested parties in government bodies as potential employers such as 

educational institutions, municipal (public) and business organisations in current economic and 
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geopolitical environment are ready to follow guidelines but not ready to show initiative. Government 

plays the lead role in education development. It is the government that sets the rules in the sphere of 

education in Russia. 

 

2. Identification of interested parties among employers and educational institutions. It is 

necessary to determine key competences through open discussion with employers and educational 

institutions with their further inclusion in the federal state educational standard of next generation. 

Such changes were made for certain qualifications in 2014. It is necessary to provide this information 

to students and other parties concerned in order for them to have an understanding of knowledge, 

competences and skills to be obtained as a result of education and opportunities for self-education.  

 

 

3. Application of career guidance mechanisms to improve the rate of interest of the secondary 

school graduates, possibility to identify their strengths, abilities and interests, development of 

individual education paths depending on preferences. 

 

Conclusion 
 
The academic broker differs from existing Internet resources which offer various education services 

as it creates a unified universal information resource (virtual learning platform) which combines 

interests of the Triple Helix participants as a basis for an online community and continuing education 

in modern Russia. It is meant to supplement traditional education, to provide wider opportunities for 

education in terms of selection of subjects and institutions, as well as to promote communication on 

up-to-date topics. Under current conditions when communication via the Internet is starting to 

prevail, information, communication and computer technologies should form an integral part of the 

education process, as well as supplement but not replace traditional education. The unified electronic 

learning platform for various levels of education should become a mechanism for implementation of 

continuing education concept and ensure human resource development as a component of Russian 

human capital. 
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Abstract 

This article deals with the issue of the influence of brownfields on the price and value of the given 
properties in the municipality of Detmarovice. These municipalities are located in the Moravian-
Silesian region. There are 180 abandoned complexes and facilities in the mentioned region. There are 
11 brownfields in the village that were previously used primarily for industrial activities. The purpose 
of this article is to determine whether brownfields affect the price or value of real estate in 
Detmarovice in some way. In the framework of this article, marketing research was developed, where 
a structured questionnaire was created. Respondents were asked to comment on their views, factors, 
and characteristics of brownfields that are of key importance in terms of their negative impact on 
property prices. Marketing research ran from autumn 2016 to spring 2017. The research focused on 
the views of respondents and their more detailed segmentation. According to the findings, most of the 
populations did not want to live in the vicinity of the brownfield. In addition, the addressed residents 
did not buy property that is located near the abandoned real estate. Subsequently, it was found that 
among the most serious reasons why brownfields reduce value or price is the occurrence of 
pathological phenomena and dangerous from the point of view of the construction-technical 
conditions. 

Keywords: Brownfields, Dětmarovice, marketing research, respondents, real estate,  

Introduction 

The definition of brownfields varies between countries. According to Novosak and Bednar (2011), a 
country with a relatively low population density and thus sufficient open areas for new uses place 
emphasis on site contamination as key aspect in the definition of brownfields (like USA, Denmark, 
Sweden, Norway). On the contrary, countries with a relatively high population density highlight the 
development aspect of the concept of brownfields in their definitions (like the Great Britain, the 
Netherlands). At the beginning of the 21st century, the term brownfield came also into Czech 
terminology. There are three ministries in the Czech Republic (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 
Ministry for Regional Development and Ministry of the Environment) whose competencies are at 
least somehow linked to regeneration of brownfields. In the Czech Republic, the issue of brownfields 
has become a major concern in early 2000s. According to the National Brownfield Regeneration 
Strategy (2008), 2 355 abandoned buildings and sites were located in the Czech Republic. However, 
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this number is only indicative. Experts estimate the occurrence of 10 000 - 12 000 brownfields that 
occupy an area of 25 000 to 35 000 hectares. The definition of brownfeilds according to the 
Ministries of Industry and trade and the CzechInvest Agency can represent real estate that is under-
utilized, neglected and eventually contaminated. These objects and places are mainly created as 
industrial, agricultural, residential, military or other activities. 
 
The origins of brownfields on the territory of the Czech Republic can be dated to the 19th century, 
which was significantly affected by the first industrial revolution. The reasons for the abandonment 
of industrial sites might be found during the First and the Second World War and the great economic 
crisis (1929). In recent years the occurrence of brownfields has been caused by the return of property 
to the original owners when the socialist era ended (1945-1989). Owners either ceased to be 
interested in the property or did not have sufficient funds to repair buildings and other objects. 
Nowadays there are plenty of abandoned buildings, whole occurrence is mainly cause by competition 
forces. Reason behind this process is the fact that smaller business units do not survive pressure of 
competitors and therefore become abandoned. It is also a drop of industrial production when the 
premises are not used after the previous production ends. Last but not least, it is the creation of 
brownfields after former public amenities. 
 
The issue of brownfields is nowadays very important. Abandoned buildings and sites create threat for 
local population that lives nearby. The occurrence of brownfields can also significantly affect the 
development of the city or community. An important solution is brownfield regeneration and reuse. 
There are several brownfield regeneration strategies in the Czech Republic on the regional level. The 
most interesting strategies have been developed for regions that the most affected by the occurerence 
of brownfields (the Liberec Region, the Ústecký Region and the Moravian-Silesian Region). These 
strategies should help these regions to regenerate abandoned buildings and sites and to help business 
units to reuse these objects, thereby reducing employment and improving living standards in the 
affected areas. 
 
The purpose of this article is to determine whether brownfields affect the price or value of real estate 
in Detmarovice in some way. It is expected that the value of properties near abandoned buildings and 
sites will be somehow reduced or affected by dilapidated buildings. From a subjective point of view, 
it can be assumed that residents will not want to live in these buildings because they pose a danger 
both from the construction and technical condition and from soil contamination, which can affect the 
health of the population. 
 
The assumed structure of this article is as follows: After an introductory part short theoretical framing 
of study follows, which describes brownfield issues according to experts who deal with the issue. The 
theoretical part is followed by part Methodology and data, where marketing research was carried out, 
when a structured questionnaire was created and gathered among inhabitants of Detmarovice. The 
third chapter focuses on the location of brownfields in the given village. Most abandoned buildings 
are located near residential or family homes. The next chapter deals with the evaluation of the 
questionnaire survey, where the most important questions from the structured questionnaire were 
selected. Finally, the most important findings from this article and the analysis are evaluated. 

1. Theoretical background 

The term brownfield appears for the first time in the 1970s in the USA. Later on, this concept is 
widely discussed in Great Britain and even later in continental Europe. Under the notion of 
brownfield, as noted in the introduction, each country presents something quite different. In the 
Czech Republic, this term means mainly abandoned buildings, areas or often devastated industrial 
areas that have lost their original use. This is particularly visible in the large industrial-mining 
conurbations (Krzysztofik et al 2016). Brownfields can be a large area of military barracks, unused 
areas of railways or areas former socialist agriculture (former cooperative) that are located mainly on 
the outskirts of villages (Novák, 2012). Gradually, the range of brownfields began to expand in 
relation to buildings that were formerly used for agricultural production or transport infrastructure or 
abandoned military areas (Syms 1999; Litt, Burke 2002; Dixon 2006; Thornton et al 2007; Wedding, 
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Crawford-Brown 2007). Due to this broad territorial coverage social exclusion has many aspects that 
differentiate between countries of East Central Europe. Particularly employment, housing and 
education are those dimensions in which risks associated with social exclusion are higher in countries 
with more disadvantaged socioeconomic conditions (e.g. Albania, Bulgaria, Kosovo, Serbia) than in 
those states which have more favourable position (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia) (Tagai, 
2016). 
 
An important step in eliminating brownfields is their regeneration or reclamation and reuse. The 
potential for brownfield redevelopment is in many cases reduced by the location of brownfields in 
inner cities (Doetsch, Rüpke, 1998). Such a location tends to be connected with a limited space for 
firm expensed and with complicated transport accessibility (e.g. Koll-Schretzenmayr, 2006). This 
situation reduces the redevelopment potential of brownfields because transport infrastructure is an 
important location factor in the decision-making process of developers (Holl, 2004). Moreover, it is 
noteworthy that city centres and suburban areas are regarded as morphogenetic zones with the most 
evident changes in the functional-spatial structure of post-socialist cities (Sýkora, 2003). Thus, the 
potential of brownfield redevelopment in inner cities is further affected. 
 
In the Czech Republic, brownfields deal with scientific disciplines and scientists such as 
Vojvodíková et al. 2011; Klusáček et al. 2011; Chrysochoou et al., 2009; Doleželová et al., 2014; 
Martinát et al., 2015). The above-mentioned researchers deal with the collection of data on 
abandoned obsoletes and sites, the creation of databases and the prioritization or classification of 
brownfields. The concepts that are related to the given issue are urbanization, which is the expression 
of the percentage of inhabitants living in the city on the total population of the territory (Harmáček, 
2016). An important term is also suburbanization, where the term can be interpreted as moving 
people, commercial and other entities from the nucleus to their periphery (Kuráž and Mansfeldová, 
2011). Nowadays, the phenomenon of moving to the outskirts and building new neighbourhoods and 
new industrial zones is becoming a phenomenon in the Czech Republic. In the centres of smaller 
towns (Karvina) and the big ones (Olomouc), there are abandoned buildings and former industrial 
sites. The brownfield issue in Karvina was dealt with in a case study (Turečková et al., 2016) 

It is important to take brownfields not as a threat but as an opportunity. Cities should rather grow to 
be compact and not cover the open fields on the city margins. Each particular urban system involves 
a specific arrangement of territorial interdependencies reflecting, among many other factors, political 
strategies articulated in the form of planning doctrines and policies. Spatial planning can be therefore 
regarded as an important ‘platform’ translating essentially political concepts of territorial cohesion 
into the worlds of everyday urban activities (Malý and Mulíček, 2016). 

2. Methodology And Data 

The survey was conducted from autumn 2016 to spring 2017. The questionnaire was distributed to 
residents of the village Detmarovice (population 4.2 thousand, located in the Moravian-Silesian 
Region), and further was placed on the social network and the internet to cover balance of all social 
groups for our survey. The total amount of respondent was reached 69. Respondents were selected to 
be older than 18 years and live or work in Detmarovice (large power plant in Detmarovice is decisive 
employer in the municipality). The return of questionnaires was 100 % that was caused by targeting 
querying of individual respondent. The aim of the questionnaire survey was to ascertain the views of 
population of the village Detmarovice on the impact of brownfield on the real estates that occur in the 
vicinity of brownfields and how the existence of brownfield sites is affecting the surrounding real 
estates. 
 
The questionnaire survey consisted of twelve questions that were divided into two parts. The first 
section dealt with the respondents' views on the issue of brownfields. Key question was if 
brownfields that are located in the vicinity of another real estate, affect the prices of real estates. The 
second part of the questions was focused on more detailed segmentation of the surveyed population. 
The questionnaire survey was answered by 61 % men and 39 % women. Within the age, the structure 
is greater than residents aged 26-45 years (48 %). At the occupation of the respondents, the most 
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dominate residents who are employed, where in the context of the relative frequency was 59 %. 
Another question related to the highest achievable education polled the residents. The majority of 
respondents reported that the high school with school-leaving exam (45 %). The following question 
in the framework of the questionnaire survey was the focused type of housing surveyed residents. 
Most respondents said that they live in their own family house. It was about 81 % of the respondents. 
The last question in the second part of the research was focused, in what part of the village 
Detmarovice lives. Here, respondents indicated that live outside the centre of the village, where it was 
about 57 % of the polled population. The table below shows the detailed segmentation of the  
respondents in the questionnaire survey. 
 

Table 1 : Structure of the respondents of questionnaire survey 

Source: own survey (n=69) 

  

Gender Female 

Male 

61 % 

39 % 

Age 18-25 years 

26-45 years 

46-65 years 

65 and more years 

22 % 

48 % 

24 % 

6 % 

Education Elementary school 

Secondary school with final exam 

Secondary school without final exam 

University 

7 % 

23 % 

45 % 

25 % 

Social status Students 

Employees 

Entrepreneurs 

Unemployed 

Retired persons 

Persons on maternal/parental leave 

13 % 

59 % 

10 % 

2 % 

10 % 

6 % 

Housing Private family house 

Rented family house  

Hostel 

Own flat 

Cooperative apartment 

Rental apartment 

81 % 

9 % 

2 % 

1 % 

4 % 

3 % 

City part  Around the municipal office 

Near to the railway station 

Koukalna 

Elsewhere 

20 % 

14 % 

9 % 

57 % 
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3. Brownfields in Detmarovice 

On the territory of the municipality of Detmarovice 11 brownfields is located. The figure 1 below 
shows their location. Most abandoned buildings are located near the train station in the premises of 
the power plant Detmarovice. Most of the brownfield sites have been used in the past for industrial 
use. The following most numerous group of their use is ex-amenities and housing. As for potential 
environmental burden it can be said that in four brownfield sites the possibility contamination is very 
limited. In case of six brownfield sites we can say that they occur near residential areas. It is 
obviousthat, that certain way can affect the prices of surrounding real estates.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Brownfield’s in Detmarovice 

Source: www.mapy.cz, adjusted by authors 

4. The influence of brownfields on the prices of surrounding properties 

Based on a questionnaire survey that was carried out it can be said that majority of respondents 
indicated that brownfields generally reduce the value or price of the property (84 % respondents). 
Only minimal response appeared to statement that the abandoned objects and facilities do not affect 
the price and value of real estate. The Figure 2 shows the results on a given question. 
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Fig. 2:  Do you generally think that "abandoned areas and areas" reduce the value of 

neighbouring real estate (houses, flats, land, building plots, etc.)?
Source: own survey (n=69) 
 
 
The following question was focused 
living in the proximity to brownfield. In a higher relative value (72%), housing was not in the vicinity 
of the abandoned area or building. The remaining 28% did not mind living in the vicinity of the 
brownfield. Another question was 
meters of a brownfield. As a result, 70% of respondents do not live in an abandoned building or area. 
The remaining 30% are within 500 meters of the brownfield.
buy a real estate in close proximity to the
usual price?", Respondents in a relative number of 84
 
The following Figure 3 shows the results for questions why resp
reducing the value or price of real estate. These questions asked respondents to assign values from 
one to six, where value one was considered the 
Average values were constructed as follows: Within each question, the number of respondents ranged 
from one to three and four to six. The mean value of the question was also drawn.
 
The biggest reason why brownfields
existence, or drug addicts and homeless peo
population. The second most serious problem is that abandoned buildings are dangerous from their 
construction and technical condition. This option had a relative frequency of 60
was that we do not know the future use of th
remaining questions were below 50
residents, other options did not come as a problem when brownfields can affect the value of the 
surrounding property. 

0%

Yes, more than 50 %

No

Yes, less than 10%

Yes, between 20%-40%

Do you generally think that "abandoned areas and areas" reduce the value of 

neighbouring real estate (houses, flats, land, building plots, etc.)? 

focused on question whether the inhabitants perceived problems while 
brownfield. In a higher relative value (72%), housing was not in the vicinity 

of the abandoned area or building. The remaining 28% did not mind living in the vicinity of the 
was aimed to find out if the people are living within approximately 500 

meters of a brownfield. As a result, 70% of respondents do not live in an abandoned building or area. 
The remaining 30% are within 500 meters of the brownfield. The question that asked "Would you 
buy a real estate in close proximity to the "brownfield area" if its price was about 20% lower than the 
usual price?", Respondents in a relative number of 84 % said they did not.  

shows the results for questions why respondents think that brownfields are 
the value or price of real estate. These questions asked respondents to assign values from 

one to six, where value one was considered the least important, and value six was very important. 
structed as follows: Within each question, the number of respondents ranged 

from one to three and four to six. The mean value of the question was also drawn. 

The biggest reason why brownfields reduce the value of real estate is the occurrence of dubious 
existence, or drug addicts and homeless people. Relative frequency is 69 % of the addressed 
population. The second most serious problem is that abandoned buildings are dangerous from their 

ruction and technical condition. This option had a relative frequency of 60 %. The next option 
was that we do not know the future use of the brownfield. This is 47 % of the people addressed. The 
remaining questions were below 50 %, so they were not considered as a serious problem. To other 
residents, other options did not come as a problem when brownfields can affect the value of the 

10% 20% 30% 40%

Percentage rating

43 %

28 %

16 %

13 %

 

 

Do you generally think that "abandoned areas and areas" reduce the value of 

perceived problems while 
brownfield. In a higher relative value (72%), housing was not in the vicinity 

of the abandoned area or building. The remaining 28% did not mind living in the vicinity of the 
find out if the people are living within approximately 500 

meters of a brownfield. As a result, 70% of respondents do not live in an abandoned building or area. 
"Would you 

if its price was about 20% lower than the 

ondents think that brownfields are 
the value or price of real estate. These questions asked respondents to assign values from 

important, and value six was very important. 
structed as follows: Within each question, the number of respondents ranged 

reduce the value of real estate is the occurrence of dubious 
% of the addressed 

population. The second most serious problem is that abandoned buildings are dangerous from their 
%. The next option 

% of the people addressed. The 
serious problem. To other 

residents, other options did not come as a problem when brownfields can affect the value of the 

50%

43 %
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Fig. 3:  Evaluate questions about the reasons why brownfields

Source: own survey (n=69) 

Next question of the survey was focused on whether respondents would buy a property within a 
certain distance from the brownfield. 
estate if it was 200-500 meters away from the brownfield. This is a relative frequency of 35
populations addressed. Furthermore, 30
the distance from the abandoned building and the premises 
the third option of buying a property within 200 meters of brownfields was reported by 19
respondents. The last two options were a small percentage. 

Fig. 4:  If you buy real estate in Karvina, would the brownfield presence play a role in your 

Source: own survey (n=69) 
 

The abandoned complex is usually dangerous 
from a structural and technical point of view 

The abandoned resorts are uncertain about its 
future use (we do not know what will be there)

Abandoned and unsupervised objects are 
aesthetically unsightly

Abandoned areas are dangerous due to possible 
contamination and pollution that threatens 

Abandoned complexes block the development 
of a city that can not develop

In the abandoned areas, doubtful existence is 
gathered and social and pathological phenomena 

No, it would play no role

No, the abandoned complex would not play a 
role in my decision to buy

Yes, if it was within 200 meters of the 
property

Yes, if it was 200 - 500 meters from the 
property

Yes, if it was more than 500 meters from the 
property

Evaluate questions about the reasons why brownfields reduce the value or 

price of real estate. 

was focused on whether respondents would buy a property within a 
certain distance from the brownfield. The largest share of respondents would potentially buy real 

500 meters away from the brownfield. This is a relative frequency of 35
populations addressed. Furthermore, 30 % of the population would consider a potential purchase if 

m the abandoned building and the premises are more than 500 meters. Subsequently, 
the third option of buying a property within 200 meters of brownfields was reported by 19
respondents. The last two options were a small percentage.  

real estate in Karvina, would the brownfield presence play a role in your 

purchasing decision? 
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5. Conclusion 

Brownfields are a very current topic today. Abandoned buildings and sites are a weak point and a 
threat to the cities and municipalities where they occur because they reduce the development 
possibilities of the regions, especially they burden the public budgets. On the other hand, it can be 
added that properly exploited brownfields, which have a certain potential, can contribute to the 
development of the regions and increase not only economic and living standard, but also might help 
environment. 
 
The aim of this contribution was to interpret the results of the survey that was focused on brownfield 
issues and to study their impact on the value or price of surrounding properties. In the framework of 
the primary research, a structured questionnaire was produced that was distributed to the inhabitants 
of the village of Detmarovice. The result is that brownfields have an impact on the value and price of 
properties that occur near abandoned objects and real estate. The results show that 84 % of the 
respondents believe that brownfields reduce the value of surrounding properties. Among the most 
serious reasons that affect the price of the neighbouring real estate is the occurrence of socially 
pathological phenomena. This is thought by 69 % of respondents. The next reason is that brownfields 
are dangerous from a construction and technological points of view. According to the relative 
frequency, 60 % of the respondents are concerned. 
 
According to the survey, it has been confirmed that brownfields are threatening the price of real 
estate in Detmarovice. Residents do not want to live in abandoned buildings and areas because they 
are dangerous, can cause health problems and in some way affect the living standards of the 
community. 
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Abstract  

Nowadays, to maintain a competitive business, a company has to adjust to the pace of globalization and 

rapidly changing market needs. Companies, involved in software development projects, are more 

commonly working with territorially distributed and international teams and remote customers. It happens 

that in order to maintain effective and rapid work on such projects, cloud are used. But despite these 

positive aspects of cloud-based tools, some companies and project teams more prefer physical tools 

instead of cloud. Such contradiction raises the need for reasoning what are the cases for cloud tools usage 

in software development projects in order to diagnose whether the tool would be useful in the specific 

case or activity. The goal of this work is to understand better how companies use cloud technologies to 

support their software development projects. Moreover, based on gathered data, the framework of 

companies’ behaviour was proposed. The results obtained in this work can be used by companies in order 

to understand their behavioural type, assess their readiness to the cloud adoption and pick up a set of 

cloud-based tools for conducting their software development projects. 

Keywords: cloud computing, cloud services, cloud-based tools, software development projects, project 

management.   

Introduction 

 

Nowadays science, society and business are rapidly changing and becoming more global. IT companies 

are a prime example of such globalization. Increasingly, software development is becoming international 

and territorially distributed, outsourcing specialists from all over the world start working on projects 

(Glukhov et al., 2015). It means that additional tools are needed to maintain high pace and quality of 

development (Eckstein, 2013). 

There is large amount of software development tools, which could potentially support different essential 

project activities (for instance, business process modelling (Ilin et al., 2017). This could be due to the 

assumption of some researchers that tools utilization can be considered as an important factor for the 

team efficiency. But as long as the business globalization gains momentum, the stand-alone software 

becomes potentially more and more inutile, because of strong need in distribution of data through Internet 

(Bompani et al., 2000). 

The history of the term “cloud” has long routs into the past of technologies and the first ideas emerged in 

the air in early 1960s with further rapid and aimed development in alignment with society growing needs 

(Jadeja and Modi, 2012). Cloud computing is a type of internet-based computing, that provides shared 

computer processing resources and data between devices on demand (Buyya et al., 2010). In other words, 
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it is technology, in which a computer infrastructure can be seen as a “cloud”. It makes possible for 

businesses and individuals to use applications from anywhere on demand (Glukhov et al., 2016).  

In some studies it was indicated that the use of cloud could potentially affect the efficiency of project 

activities: documentation storage, communications, planning, budgeting, remote and parallel work 

(Rozman et al., 2017). It was even proposed that there is possibility of cost reduction as a result of 

utilization of “pay as you go” model and scalability of cloud-based services (Hashmi et al., 2011). It was 

also argued that geographic issues, linguistic and cultural challenges could be potentially overcome by 

cloud due to its ability to be customized and easy accessed.  

Despite the identified strengths of using cloud-based tools to support software development, some 

software development teams still use stand-alone or physical tools (Azizyan et al., 2011). This research 

seeks for better understanding of cloud-based tools usage are used and factors around it. The structure of 

the research is the following. The second section of current paper addresses the analysis of previous 

literature and description of chosen research process and methodology. The third section contains the 

gathered data analysis and results of conducted research. In the last section the conclusions and 

discussions are presented.  

Literature Review and Research Methodology  

Cloud computing is defined as a technology of distributed data processing in which computer resources, 

capacities and services are provided to external users on demand over the Internet (Foster et al., 2008).  

Reuven Cohen, the expert on ICT, defines cloud computing as “Internet centric software”, where the 

possibility of distributing processes through the Internet will make the software development more global 

and perspective (Geelan, 2008). In the same research Praising Gaw, argues that cloud is the “concept of 

using the Internet to allow people to access technology-enabled services”. Finally, Jeff Kaplan proposed 

that the concept of cloud computing can be defined as “broad array of web-based services”.  

Current cloud “State of art” is represented in the Figure 1, in which the ranking of cloud vendors is 

amazed based on the Gartner's Magic Quadrant 2014 for Cloud Services. The cloud services’ providers 

can be distinguished into four groups: 

• “Leaders” – the companies, which are well established and promising (Amazon, Microsoft); 

• “Visionaries” represents the vendors, which have huge perspectives in the future, but do not yet 

execute well (AT&T). 

• “Niche Players” vendors are focused on a small segment and do not out-innovate others (IBM, 

Rackspace, HP); 

• “Challengers” describe the companies, which do not catch the market direction, even if they 

execute well (Google). 
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Fig. 1:  Gartner's Magic Quadrant 2014 for Cloud Services 

These vendors provide users with a wide range of cloud solutions. In order to provide reader with existing 

solutions of these vendors, the overview of the most popular services of Amazon, Microsoft and Google 

is presented below: 

 

• Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) is an online web service offered by Amazon Web 

Services, providing the ability to store and retrieve any amount of data, at any time from 

anywhere in the network, the so-called file hosting (“Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3),” 

2017).  In case, presented by (Nasuni, 10.14),  the experiment on a massive amount of data (12 

TB)  transmission from one cloud service to another was organised. Three huge vendors were 

participating: Amazon S3, Windows Azure and Rackspace. According to the results, researchers 

admitted that the best rate of data recording was for Amazon S3, the transfer of data from two 

other services took only 4-5 hours, while the data transfer to Rackspace took a little less than a 

week, and in Windows Azure - 40 hours. 

 

• Microsoft Office 365 is a set of services, which allows users to access to various programs and 

services based on the Microsoft Office platform, business-class email, functionality for 

communication and document management (“Office 365,” 2017). It was reflected by (Rahimi et 

al., 2014) that Office 365 is a SaaS model of cloud computing, which provides customers to 

direct access to services and application. 

 

• Google Drive is a cloud-based data warehouse, which allows users to store their data on servers 

in the cloud and share them with other users on the Internet (“Google Drive,” 2017). In the study 

of mobile cloud storage (Huang et al., 2013) admitted that Google Drive offers to users 

convenient software for devices based on different platforms, with different interfaces and with 

different operational systems. 
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In order to analyse different cloud-based tools and aspects of their application in companies as well as 

types of companies’ behaviour in this context, the research was structured in the following way: 

 

1. Choosing the companies based on the following criteria: 

• The companies run IT software development projects; 

• The companies are located in Saint Petersburg; 

• The companies are ready to share information about their operations. 

2. Forming questionnaire for interviews. The interview questions were designed accordingly with 

the research questions and aimed to highlight the aspects of running software projects, connected 

with tools usage and project results in order to highlight the possible relation within these 

aspects. The design of the questions for the interview was organized in a spiral manner and the 

questions were revised several times after receiving feedback. The feedback was provided by an 

external reviewer with practical background and research experience. The initial approach 

towards the interview questions formation was based on the practical and research experience. 

The questions were formulated based on the listed aspects, and put in a chronological order, 

derived from the project activities sequence. Literature was studied mostly after the interviews 

and the results analysis in order to formulate scientifically-based research results and compare 

them with the existing knowledge of the topics.  All the questions were formulated as open-

ended questions. The key motivation for this choice was the interest towards getting a vast 

amount of information about the companies and provoking discussion if possible. Different 

companies have their own definitions in scopes of analysed topics, which also came out to be a 

factor for choosing the open-ended questions to avoid pushing the interviewee into the frames. It 

will help avoid restriction on their opinions about different aspects. 
3. Holding interviews with the companies’ representatives (Table 1). 

Table 1: interviews overview 

 

Interview number Code Representative title 

1 C1P1 Developer 

2 C3P1 Lead business analyst 

3 C4P1 Process Orchestration, Process Integration analyst 

4 C3P2 Business analyst 

5 C5P1 Business analyst 

6 C6P1 Technical product manager 

4. Transcribing interviews’ records. 

5. Analysing the set of tools, utilized within each project. 

6. Defining the 1
st
 order concepts from original quotations out of the transcribed data from the six 

interviews.  

7. Formulating the 2
nd

 order themes based on Grounded theory-like approach (Strauss and Corbin, 

1967). 

8. Aggregating themes into dimensions to formulate the key findings. The steps above are 

presented on Figure 2. 
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The overall research process is presented in the Figure 

 

Results 

In order to understand the way how the companies use cloud

project activities, the gathered empiric data was further analysed. 

the projects is represented in the Error! Reference source not found.

 

Fig. 2: Analysis process 

esearch process is presented in the Figure 3. 

Fig. 3: Research process 

 

In order to understand the way how the companies use cloud-based tools in the software development 

project activities, the gathered empiric data was further analysed. Cloud-based tools distribution among 

Error! Reference source not found.4. 

 

based tools in the software development 

based tools distribution among 
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Fig. 4: Cloud

 

This figure displays information in the context of project activities and represents which tools are used in 

the surveyed companies. Based on the gathered data, it can be seen, that for external and internal 

communication Skype was utilized almost in every

as Skype for communication process support. 

Based on the gathered data, it can be noted that there are

within the project. This might be potentially importa

several activities: 

 

• YouTrack: task-tracking, planning and requirements analysis.  

• Atlassian JIRA: managerial activities and remote work.

• MOTIW: planning, task-tracking and requirements analysis.

This phenomenon can be a potential indicator of the difference between the ways how the companies 

choose and use cloud-based tools, which aspects they are seeking for.

 

To reveal the potentially influential factors on the way how tools were adapted within each project, 

further analysis was conducted. Based on the interviews’ transcription, 

order themes were formulated. Then

cloud-based tools adaptation. These dimensions are presenting three

companies can be divided into 3 categories by the cloud

disputable, intuitive refusal. 

Enhancing Adaptation Type

The recognition indicators based on 

• Willingness for processes improvement 

Cloud-based tools distribution among the projects 

This figure displays information in the context of project activities and represents which tools are used in 

the surveyed companies. Based on the gathered data, it can be seen, that for external and internal 

communication Skype was utilized almost in every project. Emailing services were probably as popular 

as Skype for communication process support.  

Based on the gathered data, it can be noted that there are tools, which were used for severa

within the project. This might be potentially important aspect. The following tools were mentioned for 

tracking, planning and requirements analysis.   

managerial activities and remote work. 

tracking and requirements analysis. 

can be a potential indicator of the difference between the ways how the companies 

based tools, which aspects they are seeking for. 

To reveal the potentially influential factors on the way how tools were adapted within each project, 

Based on the interviews’ transcription, the 1
st
 order concepts and 

Then they were grouped into the aggregate dimensions

. These dimensions are presenting three different types of companies. The 

companies can be divided into 3 categories by the cloud-based tools adaptation influence: enhancing, 

Adaptation Type 

The recognition indicators based on representative’s quotations and 2
nd

 order themes are the following:

Willingness for processes improvement  

 

This figure displays information in the context of project activities and represents which tools are used in 

the surveyed companies. Based on the gathered data, it can be seen, that for external and internal 

project. Emailing services were probably as popular 

were used for several activities 

nt aspect. The following tools were mentioned for 

can be a potential indicator of the difference between the ways how the companies 

To reveal the potentially influential factors on the way how tools were adapted within each project, 

order concepts and the 2
nd

 

the aggregate dimensions connected to 

different types of companies. The 

based tools adaptation influence: enhancing, 

are the following: 
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o “Company buys video tutorials for coding improvement and system optimization” 

(C1P1).  

o “We always have meeting to see how we can act better” (C5P1).  

o “We combine different approaches to act effectively” (C6P1). 

• Clear tasks' management 

o  “Tasks management was done by Architect and Project Manager” (C4P1). 

o “Tasks were shared according to competency of each team member” (C4P1). 

o “We do not have the hours, but the value of the task S, M, L, XL” (C5P1). 

• Willingness for high-quality delivery 

o “Code review is done by developers, technical leader, internal testers from agency, 

external team review functionality, managers test final interfaces” (C1P1).  

o “Philosophy says that the documentation is not the first, the main thing is the 

collaboration and working high quality product” (C6P1).  

• Focus on fast delivery 

o “We had several deployments per day” (C4P1).  

o “On Fridays, customers have the news instead of the desktop that we changed 

something, attached there are links to the instructions” (C5P1). 

• Taking advantage of tools 

o “With JIRA risks to make mistakes are much less, everything is clearly defined” 

(C4P1). 

o “For tasks, we use the YouTrack task-tracker, which is sharpened to work in Agile” 

(C6P1). 

• Right methodology in the right place  

o “We used Kanban to easily manage tasks to simplify the process” (C4P1). 

o “Conditionally, we can say that we work on flexible methodologies, but the first 

iteration is waterfall, to get at least a minimal valuable product” (C6P1). 

 

Disputable Adaptation Type 
 

The recognition indicators based on representative’s quotations and 2
nd

 order themes are the following: 

• No planning habit 

o “They had no planning. Only when I came I've created Excel with daily and weekly 

plans” (C3P1). 

• Cheapest is the dearest 

o “The whole project was led by one programmer (not an analyst, not an architect). And I 

was there to help her. They did not want to invest” (C3P1). 

• Initial understanding of the failure 

o “It was immediately clear that the project will fail” (C3P1). 

• Overconfidence in processes 

o “The decided to take the processes as it is. They were just correct by default” (C3P1). 

 

Intuitive Refusal Adaptation Type 
 

The recognition indicators based on representative’s quotations and 2
nd

 order themes are the following: 

• Round-the-clock team   

o “In the morning we got up and went to the factory. Then we came from the factory, 

gathered in one room and continue to work further” (C3P2). 

o “We just had a fairly cohesive team, and the responsibilities were clear” (C3P2). 

• Full availability of the team 

o “We had our own office in the factory, we had our own phone, everyone knew it” 

(C3P2). 
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• Intuitive team decisions and processes 

o “We analysed the requirements only within the team, by brainstorming” (C3P2). 

• Choosing appropriate tools and techniques 

o “We had a notebook with special notes, who does what. We planned only for a week 

ahead” (C3P2). 

 

Taking everything mentioned above into account, each type of company behaviour can be shortly 

summarized and characterized: 

 

• Enhancing adaptation type describes the companies, which are ready for changes and follow 

Agile principles. In this companies high management maturity and contextual intelligence of the 

team can be noticed. The companies of this type are potentially able to take advantages of cloud-

based tools in order to improve their processes. 

• Disputable adaptation type of company’s behaviour indicates overall unwillingness for changes, 

management immaturity and as a consequence team low motivation. This type of companies is 

likely to have difficulties in running software projects, which are result of poor managerial skills. 

They have low chances to benefit from cloud technologies as the overall project surrounding is 

poorly established. 

• Intuitive refusal adaptation type of companies can be considered as specific one, because it 

represents the companies, which are close to Enhancing type, but the key difference here is that 

the project teams are collocated with users. Another important aspect here is that the team has 

considerably high level of contextual intelligence, which lets them run the project based on their 

professional experience and intuition, banking on face-to-face communication.  

 

The types of companies’ behaviour are presented in framework (Figure 5). 
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Fig. 5

Conclusions and Discussions

In scopes of the current research different software project were analysed by the ways how the teams are 

adapting cloud-based tools. It was argued that there could be potentially 3 types of adaptation of “cloud” 

within the project: enhancing adaptation typ

types there were a number of concept

difference: attitude to changes, team motivation, team collocation and contextual intellige

The topic of resistance and rebelling for changes was reflected by many researches. Based on previous 

research, the case of Total Quality Management (TQM) implementation was presented 

According to this research, such implementation has been successfully adopted by the vast number of 

companies. Nevertheless, author presents the projects, where process improvement was met by scepticism 

and rejection, what leaded to TQM realization and project’s failures. Readines

influence on any company’s development and improvement. In current research resistance for changes 

and unwillingness of improvement 

According to the conducted research, low mo

cloud-based tools adaptation, but also in project failure. The influence of team motivation on project 

success was frequently mentioned in previous studies. The linkage between individual’s motiv

project success can be reflected 

systems was described. It was argued that low project team motivation leads to implementation project 

failure. 

5:  Companies’ behaviour framework 

 

Conclusions and Discussions 

In scopes of the current research different software project were analysed by the ways how the teams are 

based tools. It was argued that there could be potentially 3 types of adaptation of “cloud” 

within the project: enhancing adaptation type, disputable and intuitive refusal. In the core of indicated 

types there were a number of concepts, which characterise them and appear to be the baseline for their 

difference: attitude to changes, team motivation, team collocation and contextual intelligence. 

The topic of resistance and rebelling for changes was reflected by many researches. Based on previous 

research, the case of Total Quality Management (TQM) implementation was presented (Glenny, 1994)

h, such implementation has been successfully adopted by the vast number of 

companies. Nevertheless, author presents the projects, where process improvement was met by scepticism 

and rejection, what leaded to TQM realization and project’s failures. Readiness or resistance for chan

development and improvement. In current research resistance for changes 

and unwillingness of improvement also appeared to be influential on project outcomes. 

According to the conducted research, low motivation of project team can result not only in unsuccessful 

based tools adaptation, but also in project failure. The influence of team motivation on project 

success was frequently mentioned in previous studies. The linkage between individual’s motiv

project success can be reflected (Markus, 1983).  In this study the case of management infor

systems was described. It was argued that low project team motivation leads to implementation project 

In scopes of the current research different software project were analysed by the ways how the teams are 

based tools. It was argued that there could be potentially 3 types of adaptation of “cloud” 

intuitive refusal. In the core of indicated 

appear to be the baseline for their 

nce.  

The topic of resistance and rebelling for changes was reflected by many researches. Based on previous 

(Glenny, 1994). 

h, such implementation has been successfully adopted by the vast number of 

companies. Nevertheless, author presents the projects, where process improvement was met by scepticism 

s or resistance for changes 

development and improvement. In current research resistance for changes 

tivation of project team can result not only in unsuccessful 

based tools adaptation, but also in project failure. The influence of team motivation on project 

success was frequently mentioned in previous studies. The linkage between individual’s motivation and 

In this study the case of management information 

systems was described. It was argued that low project team motivation leads to implementation project 
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Previous researches emphasize that there are a number of aspect of team collocation, which potentially 

positively influence the process of running the project: informal contact; short communication lines; 

ability to receive opinions and feedback immediately; simplified Project Managers duties; usage of 

physical tools (“wall and paper”) (Rafii, 1995). In scopes of the current research, it was proposed that 

such teams are likely to succeed if the members of the team are high experienced, ready to communicate, 

opened towards discussion.  

It was assumed that successful cloud-based tool adaptation is inextricably linked with the CI of project 

team, managers and company (specifically, the ability to adjusting to circumstances, Agility, readiness for 

changes and management maturity). The CI is actually viewed as a wider phenomena in other researches, 

specifically its aspects are addressed as potentially important within complex tasks (Ilin et al., 2016). It 

encompasses the following skills: ability of influence on others; interpreting the changing environment 

and adjusting to it; critical thinking; understanding the future perspectives and opportunities and others 

(Kutz, 2017). Potentially, “Interpreting the changing environment and adjusting to it” can be viewed in 

prism of “Cloud-based tools adaptation” among the companies, as it was done in the current research, but 

the topic can be admitted as still poorly discovered.  

The baseline limitation of the current research is the number of analyzed companies. It could be 

broadened in scopes of further researches in order to provide stronger judgements about the types of 

companies’ behavior. In addition, the research raised new questions for the future researchers, which are 

linked to cloud-based tools usage for particular project types and discovering the potential difference 

between these types (product development, vendor’s software implementation, continuous development 

projects and others). 
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Abstract 

This study aimed to examine the effects of distributive and procedural justice, and Islamic work ethics on 

employee engagement. The study involved 171 employees of a private company under Islamic 

foundations. The analysis was performed using hierarchical multiple regression. The results showed that 

distributive and procedural justice plays a positive role in improving employee engagement while Islamic 

work ethics play a role to moderate the effects of distributive and procedural justice on employee 

engagement. The interaction of distributive justice and Islamic work ethics plays a role in explaining 

employee engagement. Similarly, the interaction of procedural justice and Islamic work ethics affects 

employee engagement. The contribution of the main effects in this study is 0.631 while the contribution 

of the interaction effect is 0.056. 

Keywords: Employee engagement, Distributive justice, Procedural justice and Islamic work ethics 

Background 

In the last 10 years, the term ‘employee engagement’ has become crucial in the business world (Andrew 

& Sofian, 2012). Employee engagement is one of an organization’s important outcomes and plays an 

important role in supporting sustainable competitive advantage. A study conducted by Saks (2006) shows 

that employee engagement can improve in accordance to the increment in employee's perception of 

justice. Studies on organizational behavior explain that employees are involved in building long-term 

prosperity with the organization so that they are concerned with justice (Tjahjono, 2011). Thus, 

distributive and procedural justice becomes significant determinants in explaining organizational 

outcomes such as employee engagement (Colquitt et al., 2001; Colquitt, 2001; Palupi et al. 2014; 

Swenney & McFarlin, 1993). This way, it is important to consider fair management in improving 

employee’s positive attitudes and behavior in the organization (Tjahjono, 2010).  

Another important issue is from the aspect of an employee’s personality that are closely related to attitude 

and behavior in the organization. An employee’s personality are shaped from internalized values in 

employee’s long-term attitudes and behavior. In Islamic organizations, Islamic values are developed to 

build an employee’s positive attitudes and behaviors. The Islamic values that are adapted into the work 
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environment then forms Islamic work ethics. This research was conducted to investigate any efforts to 

improve employee engagement of employees at Islamic universities through fair management and 

Islamic work ethics. 

Employee Engagement in Islamic University of Riau 

Due to the fact that many Islamic universities do not execute the rules of ethics of Islamic work in their 

work, we chose to apply the Islamic work ethics variable. In the Personnel Performance Report Quarter I 

(January-March) 2016 that was produced by the University itself described issues as below; 

• Lack of communication between departments and parties related to it resulting in less harmonious 

relationships. If the relationship among these employees are not handled more seriously it can cause 

the deficiency of employee engagement which ultimately affects their declining performance. 

• Organization and employment have no meaning for employees, rendering the employee-organization 

relationship unfavorable. The impact that arises from the lack of a sense of belonging of the 

employees in the organization makes their contribution less. Thus, the employee has not found the 

meaning of the work and the organization in which he/she works. 

• Dishonesty of employees in carrying out their tasks and responsibilities. 

Universities need to measure Employee Engagement as part of the HR planning and management system 

as an effort to increase employee productivity in order to contribute positively to universities. This needs 

to be done because the increased effectiveness and efficiency of an organization is highly dependent on 

the willingness of people in the organization to contribute positively in responding to change (Bogler and 

Somech in Widodo and Sami'an, 2013). Measurement of Employee Engagement in universities is 

conducted to determine the conditions that need to be the focus of improvement in an effort to improve 

the level of college performance.  

 

Literature Review and Hypothesis 

Employee engagement describes the forms of employee engagement towards his/her works so it could 

devote positive feelings towards their work (Brown et al., 2016). Schaufeli (2002) and Saks (2006) 

emphasized the presence of three important dimensions namely vigor, dedication and absorption. Vigor 

is a form of employee’s mental resilience in doing work. Dedication is a form of employee engagement 

in tasks that generates a sense of belonging to the organization and other positive emotional feelings 

towards the organization such as pride. Absorption is the level of concentration that employees are 

investing without interruptions or distractions so that they are not aware of the time passing by during 

their working hours. This way, organizations believe that employee engagement is an important outcome 

that encourages sustainability of organizational performance. A number of empirical studies indicate the 

importance of organizational justice effects on employee’s positive responses such as employee 

engagement. At the beginning of the development of justice studies, distributive justice played a central 

role and became the focus of various researches on organizational justice.  The perception of distributive 

justice was related to result allocation. On the other hand, the perception of procedural justice was related 

to the mechanism or procedure of generating allocations. The perception of procedural justice was 

complementary to the perception of distributive justice that could not be separated in assessing justice 

(Thibaut & Walker, 1978). In further developments, organizational justice that is believed to be dominant 

as a predictor of outcomes within an organization is distributive and procedural justice (Tjahjono, 2011). 

Empirically, the opinion that both distributive and procedural justice are an important reference for 

employees to show attitude and behavior has been proven in various studies (Folger & Konovsky, 1989; 

McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992; Tjahjono, 2010; Palupi, 2013; Palupi & Tjahjono, 2016).  

H1: Distributive justice positively affects employee engagement 

H2: Procedural justice positively affects employee engagement 

Islamic work ethic encourages hard work and creativity as an element of personal achievement and 

happiness. Values in Islamic Work Ethics come from the initial intentions instead of only the results. The 

most interesting aspect of Islamic Work Ethics is the value that encourages people to be honest in their 
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work and forbidding them from conducting otherwise. Therefore, each member of the group begins to 

facilitate others to uphold the values and ethics; this then guarantees prosperity for individuals and 

organizations (Yousef, 2001; Ali, 1988; Khadijah et al., 2015). Employee’s Islamic work ethics will 

distinguish an employee’s attitude and behavior (Palupi & Tjahjono, 2016). Those with substantial 

Islamic work ethics have a tendency to have better employee engagement with their works. On the other 

hand, those who have low Islamic work ethics are closely related to being selfish and less sensitive 

towards any efforts to build social harmony in their environment. 

H3: Islamic work ethics moderates the effects of distributive justice on employee engagement. 

H4: Islamic work ethics moderates the effects of procedural justice on employee engagement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Method 

The study was carried out at a privately-owned organizations under Islamic foundation called the Islamic 

University of Riau. This study used an entire population of 171 employees of the selected location. The 

total response rate was 87.72%. The results of validity and reliability test showed valid and reliable 

results. The analysis used was hierarchical regression. The first step was to include the main effects 

namely distributive justice, procedural justice, and Islamic work ethics. The second step was to include 

the interaction between Islamic work ethics with distributive justice as well as Islamic work ethics with 

procedural justice. Lastly, to include the interaction among the three elements, namely distributive 

justice, procedural justice and Islamic work ethics in explaining employee engagement. 

 

Findings and Discussion 

Based on gender, the ratio of women and men is 32:68. Meanwhile, the working period and hierarchy of 

working rank are relatively equally distributed. The descriptive statistics shown in table 1 shows that the 

perceptions of distributive justice, procedural justice, and Islamic work ethics are in moderate category. 

Meanwhile, employee engagement falls in a relatively high category. 
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Table 1: Descriptive Analysis of Research Variables 

 

Variables Mean Categories 

Distributive Justice 3.32 Moderate 

Procedural Justice 3.37 Moderate 

Employee Engagement 3.55 High 

Islamic Work Ethics 2.87 Moderate 

Source: Analyzed Data, 2017 

Table 2 illustrates the results of hierarchical multiple regression analysis, describing 3 steps of regression. 

The result of the regression analysis in the first step shows that distributive justice, procedural justice and 

Islamic work ethics have positive effect on employee engagement. The contribution of the main effect is 

0.631, seen from adjusted R square. In the second step, the interaction between distributive justice and 

Islamic work ethics plays a role in explaining employee engagement. Similarly, the interaction between 

procedural justice and Islamic work ethics plays a role in employee engagement. The contribution in this 

second step shows that both interactions are significant by 0.687.  

Table 2: Estimation Result of Regression 
 

No Model Regression 

Coef. 

t statistic Sig Sig. F Adjusted R 

Square 

1 Step 1 

Distributive Justice (X1) 

Procedural Justice (X2) 

Islamic Work Ethics (Z) 

 

0.489 

0.615 

0.152 

 

8.866 

9.842 

2.901 

 

0.000 

0.000 

0.004 

 

0.000 

 

 

0.631 

 

2 Step 2 

Moderate 1 

Distributive Justice x Islamic 

Work Ethics 

Moderate 2 (X1Z) 

Procedural Justice x Islamic 

Work Ethics (X2Z) 

 

0.080 

 

 

 

0.168 

 

2.188 

 

 

 

3.575 

 

0.030 

 

 

 

0.000 

 

0.000 

 

 

0.687 

 

Dependent Variable: Employee Engagement (Y) 
Source: Analyzed Data, 2017 

More specifically, distributive justice has a positive effect on employee engagement with a regression 

coefficient of 0.489. This way, an increase in distributive justice is followed by an increase in employee 

engagement. On the other hand, lower distributive justice is related to lower employee engagement. This 

result supports the first hypothesis. 

In relation with the second hypothesis, the result shows a positive effect of procedural justice on 

employee engagement. The regression coefficient of 0.615 indicates that higher perception of procedural 

justice is associated with higher employee engagement. This result supports the second hypothesis. 

In addition, the interaction between distributive justices with Islamic work ethics affects employee 

engagement. The regression coefficient of 0.08 indicates that variations in the interaction between 

distributive justice and Islamic work ethics are associated with a change in the variations in employee 

engagement. This result supports the third hypothesis. 

Lastly, the interaction between procedural justices with Islamic work ethics affects employee 

engagement. The regression coefficient of 0.168 indicates that variations in the interaction between 

procedural justices with Islamic work ethics are related to a change in the variations in employee 

engagement. This result supports the fourth hypothesis. 
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The fact that the four hypotheses are supported shows that the research model can well describe the 

phenomenon of employee engagement in private companies in Indonesia. Adjusted R square of 0.687 

indicates that the model can well explain the phenomenon of employee engagement of private company 

employees. 

The results show that Islamic work ethics plays a significant role in explaining employee attitudes and 

behavior in private companies under Islamic foundation in responding to company policies. However, the 

results do not explain the specific impacts of the interaction among distributive justice and procedural 

justice with Islamic work ethics in explaining employee engagement. 

Conclusion 

Based on the results of the analysis, the conclusion are as follows. First, distributive and procedural 

justice have positive effects on employee engagement. Second, Islamic work ethics moderate the effects 

of distributive and procedural justice on employee engagement. However, the interaction among the three 

variables, namely distributive justice, procedural justice and Islamic work ethics, does not significantly 

influence employee engagement. 

In the context of employees of private company under Islamic foundation, descriptive statistics explain 

that the perceptions of distributive and procedural justice fall into moderate category. Islamic work ethics 

are also in moderate category. On the other hand, the level of employee engagement of private company 

employees is relatively high. 

Limitation of Study 

This study has described that Islamic work ethics moderate the effects of distributive and procedural 

justice on employee engagement. However, the interaction among the three variables does not 

specifically explain its effect on employee engagement. Experimental studies are more appropriate to 

build the interaction among the three variables and their impacts on employee engagement. Such 

limitations allow chances for future studies in order to develop and improve the studies on the model of 

distributive justice, procedural justice, Islamic work ethics, and employee engagement. 
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Abstract 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the interaction between social capital and organizational 

justice such as distributive justice and procedural justice in explaining employee engagement within 

higher education institution. The context of this study is the study of organizational behavior in 

private organization. The respondents were employees of private organizations amounting to 150 

employees. The testing of variable and data analysis used hierarchical multiple regression analyses 

using SPSS. The result of regression to empirical data found that distributive justice has a positive 

effect on employee engagement. Likewise procedural justice positively affects employee engagement. 

Social capital in the model is able to explain the differences in employee attitudes and behaviors 

within the organizations. The results showed that social capital moderates the effects of distributive 

justice on employee engagement. Other result showed that social capital moderates the effect of 

procedural justice on employee engagement. 

Keywords: employee engagement, distributive justice, procedural justice, social capital 

Background 

Studies on employee engagement are getting more important in understanding the phenomenon of the 

relationship between employees and organization.  Employee engagement becomes one type of 

relationship that a company prefers as it plays an important role in supporting a sustainable 

competitive advantage. Employee engagement has a close relationship with employee’s perception of 

justice (Saks, 2006). A study conducted by Tjahjono (2011) explains that organizational justice is the 

most important step in developing transactional patterns between employees and companies. The 

results of several studies on justice using meta-analysis technique by Tjahjono (2008a) shows that 

distributive justice and procedural justice play a dominant role in explaining employee attitudes and 

behavior. These study results are supported by many studies that distributive justice and procedural 

justice are important predictors - organizational outcomes such as employee engagement (Swenney & 

McFarlin, 1993; Colquitt et al., 2001; Colquitt, 2001; Palupi et al., 2014). Thus, studies on 

organizational justice are increasingly meaningful to improve employees’ positive attitudes and 

behavior in organizations (Palupi & Tjahjono, 2016).  

Social capital is an important concept that describes individual property. The concept of social capital 

plays a role in explaining employee attitudes and behavior in responding to organizational justice 

(Tjahjono, 2011). Social capital is present in this model as employees’ social capital can distinguish 
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them when perceiving a policy and regulation as well as influence how they respond to justice and 

injustice (Tjahjono, 2011). Social capital can also influence employees in their involvement in a job, 

if an organization has justice then the social capital of employees will increase which causes 

employee involvement in a job also increases. Individual social capital differences will differentiate 

how they perceive justice. 

Literature Review and Hypothesis 

In general, employee engagement describes the forms of employee engagement to his works so he 

could devote positive feelings to his works (Brown et al., 2016). Further, Schaufeli (2002) and Saks 

(2006) explain the presence of three important dimensions namely vigor, dedication and absorption. 

Vigor is a form of employee’s mental resilience in doing a work. Dedication is a form of employee 

engagement in work that generates a sense of belonging to the organization and other positive 

emotional feelings towards the organization. Absorption is the level of concentration on work so that 

employees are not aware of the time used for the work. Based on these three dimensions, employee 

engagement is an important outcome that encourages positive dynamics and promotes sustainability 

of organizational performance.  

The results of empirical studies have revealed that organizational justice positively affects 

employee’s positive attitudes and behaviors such as employee engagement. In the studies on 

organizational justice, two types of justice that develop rapidly are distributive justice and procedural 

justice (Lind & Tyler, 1988). These two types of justice still play a more dominant role compared to 

the others (Tjahjono, 2011). In its development, procedural justice is complementary to distributive 

justice (Thibaut & Walker, 1978). Many empirical studies reported that distributive justice and 

procedural justice are important reference for employees in showing attitude and behavior in regard 

to a number of managerial policies within an organization (Folger & Konovsky, 1989; Tjahjono, 

2010; Palupi, 2013; Palupi & Tjahjono, 2016; Badawi et al., 2017). When employees have high 

perceptions of justice in their organization, they are also more likely to feel obliged to be fair in how 

they perform their roles by giving more of themselves through greater levels of engagement (Ghost et 

al., 2014; Cropanzano and Mitchell, 2005;  Biswas et al., 2013) 

H1: Distributive justice positively affects employee engagement 

H2: Procedural justice positively affects employee engagement 

The concept of social capital is a broad and abstract concept (Adler & Kwon, 2002). This concept can 

be observed from various analysis levels including national, organizational, group and individual 

level (Akdere, 2005). Social capital can be observed as an individual property which contains values 

that are oriented towards building social harmony from structural, cognitive and relational 

dimensions (Tjahjono, 2011). Such explanation is in line with the structural, cognitive and relational 

dimensions stated by Nahapiet & Ghosal (1998). Social capital strengthens social relations in its 

environment (Cendani & Tjahjaningsih, 2015). In addition, the first reason for the presence of social 

capital into the model of organizational justice is the limited information that leads employees to use 

subjective judgments (Tjahjono, 2011). The second reason is that social capital can distinguish 

between attitudes and behaviors in responding to managerial policies (Tjahjono, 2011). The third 

reason, social capital refers to the relationships between employees and social networks, norms and 

beliefs within an organization that can affect individual and group productivity (Carina and Harjanti, 

2017) 

H3: Social capital moderates the effect of distributive justice on employee engagement. 

H4: Social capital moderates the effect of procedural justice on employee engagement. 
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Figure 1 : Model of Interaction Between Social Capital And Organizational Justice 

In Explaining Employee Engagement 

 

Research Method 
 

The study was conducted to a population of employees of private organizations in Yogyakarta 

Special Region. The data were obtained from 150 employees. The results of validity and reliability 

tests of the research instrument showed valid and reliable results. Then it was followed by 

hierarchical regression analysis. The first step was to include the main effects namely distributive 

justice, procedural justice, and social capital. The second step was to include the interaction between 

social capital with distributive justice as well as social capital with procedural justice. The third step 

was to include the interaction among the three elements, namely distributive justice, procedural 

justice and social capital in explaining employee engagement. 

 

Findings And Discussion 

The descriptive data indicate that the comparison of gender-based employees is relatively balanced 

60:40. The descriptive data also indicate that the working period and hierarchy of working rank are 

also equally distributed. Such relatively balanced comparison is beneficial in reducing bias associated 

with the prominence of certain aspects, for example when employees are dominated by those who are 

preparing for retirement, it may disrupt the analysis if the respondents were dominated by employees 

under 30 years old. Given the balance of each segment, the researchers found it unnecessary to use 

control variables in the initial step in the hierarchical multiple regression test. 

 

Table 1: Descriptive Analysis of Research Variables 
 

Variables Mean Categories 

Distributive Justice 3.32 Moderate 

Procedural Justice 3.37 Moderate 

Employee Engagement 3.55 High 

Social Capital 2.86 Moderate 

Source: Analyzed Data, 2017 

Table 1 shows the mean of each variable, i.e. distributive justice, procedural justice, social capital and 

employee engagement. These descriptive statistics indicate that the perceptions of distributive justice, 

H3 

H4 

H2 

H1 

Distributive 

Justice 

Procedural 

Justice  

Employee 

Engagement 

Social Capital 
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procedural justice and employee’s social capital are at a moderate level. Meanwhile, employee 

engagement is at a high level.  

Table 2: Estimation Results of Regression 

 

No Model Regression 

Coef. 

t statistic Sig Sig. F Adjusted R 

Square 

1 Step 1 

Distributive Justice (X1) 

Procedural Justice (X2) 

Social Capital (Z) 

 

0.477 

0.621 

0.129 

 

8.649 

9.889 

2.519 

 

0.000 

0.000 

0.013 

 

0.000 

 

 

0.626 

 

2 Step 2 

Moderate 1 

Distributive Justice x Social 

Capital Moderate 2 (X1Z) 

Procedural Justice x Social 

Capital (X2Z) 

 

0.076 

 

 

0.155 

 

 

2.178 

 

 

    3.324 

 

 

0.031 

 

 

0.001 

 

 

0.000 

 

 

 

0.674 

 

Dependent Variable : Employee Engagement (Y) 

Source: Analyzed Data, 2017 

The result of hierarchical multiple regression analysis in the first step shows that the main effects 

including perception of distributive justice, perception of procedural justice and social capital have 

positive effect on employee engagement. The contribution of the main effects is 0.626, seen from 

adjusted R square. The second step in the form of the interaction between distributive justice and 

social capital plays a role in explaining employee engagement. Similarly, the interaction between the 

perception of procedural justice and social capital plays a role in explaining employee engagement. 

The contribution in this second step shows that the interaction between the two is significant, 

amounting to 0.674. On the other hand, the contribution in the third step shows that the interaction 

among the perception of distributive justice, procedural justice and social capital does not have any 

significant effect on justice model and employee engagement.  

More specifically, distributive justice has a positive effect on employee engagement with a regression 

coefficient of 0.477. In other words, an increase in distributive equity is followed by an increase in 

employee engagement. In contrast, lower distributive justice is associated with lower employee 

engagement. This result supports the first hypothesis. 

In relation with the second hypothesis, the result shows a positive effect of procedural justice on 

employee engagement. The regression coefficient of 0.621 indicates that higher perception of 

procedural justice is associated with higher employee engagement. This result supports the second 

hypothesis. 

On the other hand, the interaction between distributive justice with social capital affects employee 

engagement. The regression coefficient of 0.076 indicates that variations in the interaction between 

distributive justice and social capital are associated with a change in the variations in employee 

engagement. This result supports the third hypothesis. 

Lastly, the interaction between procedural justice with social capital affects employee engagement. 

The regression coefficient of 0.155 indicates that variations in the interaction between procedural 

justice with social capital are related to a change in the variations in employee engagement. This 

result supports the fourth hypothesis. 

The fact that the four hypotheses are supported shows that the research model can well describe the 

phenomenon of employee engagement in private companies in Indonesia. Adusted R square of 0.674 

indicates that the model can well explain the phenomenon of employee engagement of private 

company employees. 
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The results show that social capital plays a significant role in explaining employee attitudes and 

behavior in private companies in responding to company policies. (Folger & Konovsky, 1989; 

Tjahjono, 2010; Palupi, 2013; Palupi & Tjahjono, 2016; Badawi et al., 2017)  In general company 

policies are appercieved as moderate (see table 1). This show that from Distributive and Procedural 

justice as still important to be inproved. According to study by (Tjahjono 2011, 2014) Social capital 

has stronger role during in Justice organization environment. Nevertheless, the results do not explain 

the specific impact of the interaction among distributive justice and procedural justice with social 

capital in explaining employee engagement. 

Conclusions 

Some key points to conclude this study are, first, in general, organizational justice is an important 

predictor of engagement. In particular, distributive justice and procedural justice have a positive 

effect on employee engagement. Second, social capital has a role as a moderating variable in the 

research model. Social capital moderates the effects of distributive justice and procedural justice on 

employee engagement. However, the interaction among the three variables, namely distributive 

justice, procedural justice and social capital, does not significantly explain employee engagement. 

In regard with these private company employees, descriptive statistics report that the perception of 

organizational justice both the perception of distributive justice and procedural justice falls into 

moderate category. Similarly, social capital is also in moderate category. On the other hand, the level 

of employee engagement of private company employees is relatively high. 

Limitation Of Study 

The results of this study report that social capital moderates the effects of distributive justice and 

procedural justice on employee engagement. The interaction among the three variables does not 

specifically explain its effect on employee engagement. Future research is expected to accommodate 

the objectives to gain specific interaction between organizational justice and social capital. Approach 

using experimental studies is more appropriate for building the interaction among the three variables 

and their impacts on employee engagement. 
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Abstract 

 
Any public expenditures include not only cash costs, but also an additional excess burden of the higher 

taxes that are used to finance the necessary expenses. As a result, the society not only pays for public 

expenditures financed due to tax collection, but also incurs additional losses. The assessment of these 

losses, called excess burden of taxation, must be taken into account when defining the tax burden and 

analyzing the options for improvement of the tax system. The general equilibrium model with taxes is 

considered in the paper. In the proposed model, the economy is described using a general equilibrium 

model in which one product is produced and one type of labor is used. This model includes three types of 

economic agents: producer, household and state. This problem is widely discussed in scientific literature. 

We assume that the rate of one of the taxes varies and each household receives additional income from 

outside, which allows maintaining the initial level of utility in equilibrium. Excessive tax burden is the 

difference between additional compensating income and increase in tax collections. The ratio of 

excessive tax burden to the increase of tax revenues is called the marginal excess burden of taxation for 

this tax (if its rate change is small). 

 
Keywords: marginal excess burden of taxation, profit tax, value added tax, personal income tax, 
contributions to extra-budgetary funds. 
 

Introduction 
 
At present, increase of taxation is being discussed in Russia. Although this increase is planned only in 

2018, after the election of the President, now it is necessary to understand what consequences for society 

can be expected and whether the government will achieve the desired results. Knowing the marginal 

excess burden of taxation of various taxes is necessary for the economic justification of tax reforms, i.e. 

the effects of reducing one tax against raising another tax, considering the total tax revenue as constant. 

Of the tax system also plays a role in determining an economically efficient tax system. This paper 

assesses the marginal excess of taxation burden in the Russian Federation and in the United States. 

 

The work by Hicks (1941) is the main one in the theory of excess burden of taxation. Consider the 

equilibrium state in the general equilibrium model with taxes. In the work by Diamond and McFadden 

(1974) assumed to be that the rate of one of the taxes changes and each household receives an additional 

income from outside, which maintains the initial level of utility in equilibrium, i.e. it compensates change 

in utility caused by additional tax charges.  Further on the English abbreviation (Additional 

Compensating Income) is used in the text instead of the term "additional compensating income". The 

difference between the value and increase in tax collections is an excess burden of taxation. The work 

Ballard et al (1985) is dedicated to the study ratio to the increase of tax revenues is called the of this tax, 

if the rate change is small. The essence of the proposed definition is that households are considered to be 

consistently rational: when assessing their losses and value, they take into account the potential impact on 

the equilibrium state. Precisely this would be necessary to maintain an unchanged level of utility. 
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The calculation method of marginal excess burden of taxation
1
 

The method used has the following steps: 

1. Definition of the economic-mathematical model for describing the economic system. 

2. Definition of the marginal excess burden of taxation concept. 

3. Definition of the economic system equilibrium after taxes are changed and obtaining an expression to 

calculate the   n (in case the revenues received by the state are spent on its own consumption). 

4. Bogdanova et al (1999) obtaining an expression for the in case tax revenues are redistributed. 

5. Calculation of in the RF and the USA economies. 

 

Hereinafter, the following notation will be used to denote basic taxes: PT  - profit tax; VAT  - value 

added tax; IT  - income tax; PRT  (Payroll Tax) – contributions to extra-budgetary funds. In the book by 

Debreu (1982) considered a competitive economy model. Works by Rodionov et al (2014), Kalinina 

(2016), Churkin and Kalinina (2016) are dedicated to the study Arrow-Debreu model. Model includes 

three participants: a representative household, a producer and the state. All products are aggregated into 

one. All types of labor are also aggregated. This means that there are two markets in the model: product 

market and labor market. We assume the price of the product is equal to one. 

 

The household chooses its consumption C  and working time L  so as to maximize its utility, i.e. it solves 

the following problem: 

max),( →LCU , 

where U - utility function; C - household consumption; L  - labor time (labor). 

 

It is assumed that the utility function does not depend on public goods, it grows with increasing C  and 

goes down with increasing L . Consumption C  (or a budget limitation) is expressed by the following 

formula: 

0
))(1( enDwLC +++−= τ ,                                                     (1) 

where C  – household consumption; τ  - income tax rate; w  - wages for a unit of labor time (wage rate); 

L  - labor time; D  - dividends paid to the household; n  - net transfers; 0
e  - any types of property. 

 

It is assumed that any type of property is not taxed, and the labor time L  is positive with any wages and 

any tax rate. The producer maximizes net profit, i.е. profit remaining after all taxes are paid. Profit is 

defined as the difference between revenue without VAT , excises and similar payments and prime cost, 

i.е. production costs, including the unified social tax PRT . 

 

In this paper we analyze only a one-period model. Since the capital in this model is fixed, the producer 

plans to obtain maximum profit in the form of solution to the following task: 

[ ] max)1()()1()1()Pr( →+−−−= wLLFL γβα ,                                        (2) 

where )Pr(L  - after-tax profit; α  - PT  rate; β  - VAT  rate; γ  - PRT  rate; )(LF  - productive function 

that determines the volume of a net product, or the added value; w  - wages for a unit of labor time (wage 

rate); L  - labor time. 

 

                                                           
1
 This section is stated in accordance with Chernogorskiy S. Mathematical models of optimization of 

parameters of the state tax system: Ph.D thesis in economics: 08.00.13, 08.00.14 : SPb., 2002 158 p. RGB 

OD, 61:03-8/1690-X 
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The productive function )(LF  increases with a growth of L . The producer can reinvest the obtained 

profit and use it to develop production, or can pay out dividends to shareholders. We confine ourselves to 

the case when all disposable income is paid to the household in the form of dividends, then 

)Pr( Pr
LD = ,                                                                        (3) 

where D  - dividends; )Pr( Pr
L  - after-tax profit; Pr

L  - solution of the profit maximization problem by the 

producer (2). 

 

The process of tax rates adjustment requires legislative decisions and, therefore, takes a long time. Hence, 

we will consider tax rates as fixed, and government expenditures G  will be equal to tax charges (at least 

in the short term prospects). If the state budget is balanced (it is assumed so), then government 

expenditures can be found from the following expression: 

α

α
τβγτ

−
++++=+

1

)Pr(
)(

Pr
PrPr L

DLFwLwLnG C .                                       (4) 

On the right side of the equation, the state budget revenues from the collected taxes are shown: IT , PRT

, VAT , PT . Net transfers n  are considered as fixed. 

 

The equilibrium state in this taxation system ),,,( τγβα=t  is defined by vector 

),,,,()( 0Pr00
GLLCwtE

C= , where ),( 0 C
LC  is a solution (1), Pr

L  is a solution (2), 0
G  satisfies (4) and 

labor and product markets are balanced. This means that relations (1) and (2) are satisfied for the same 

amount of labor time. Mathematically, this is expressed by the relation 0Pr
LLL

C == . Also, the relation 
0000 )( eLFGC +=+  is satisfied, i.e. the total expenditures of the household and the state are equal to the 

income from the production of the goods in the system and income on any types of property. We call an 

additional compensating income ACI  such a change in any type of household property 0
e  that ensures 

the invariability of its utility level before and after the change in tax rates. Let the tax rates at first be 

defined by a vector 
0

t , then they change to a value t . Denote the utility function in the equilibrium state 

with tax rates 
0

t  as 000 ),( ULCU =  and add the requirement of invariability of utility, i.e. 

mathematically 0),( ULCU = . Additional compensating income is defined by relation 0
eeACI −= . The 

government expenditures G  also change when the tax rates change, where difference 0
GG −  determines 

the increase in tax collection. The value )()( 00
GGee −−−  is called an excess burden of tax changes 

0
tt −  for a given taxation system 

0
t . 

 

The marginal excess burden MEB  is a ratio of excess burden to the increase in tax collections, when the 

change in tax rates is small. More precisely, it is written as follows 

0

00 )()(
lim

GG

GGee
MEB

−

−−−
= , when  

0
tt → . 

We should note that excess burden is associated with the given taxation system. In the theory of optimal 

taxation, on the contrary, government expenditures are set and taxes are chosen so as to maximize utility. 

Based on the obtained MEB  expressions for the four considered taxes, we can write the following 

inequalities: 

MEB(PT)<MEB(VAT)=MEB(IT)<MEB(PRT). 

 

This expression allows you to determine ways to improve the taxation system by changing the rates of 

various taxes, reducing excess burdens. The MEB  value does not depend on the use of tax revenues. 

Bogdanova et al (1999) mentioned regardless of whether these revenues are used for government 
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expenditures or are transferred to households, economic agents lose an amount equal to the   value from 

changed tax rates per each ruble of additional tax revenue. The model has to be transformed to use 

statistical data and make calculations. A household income consists of wages in production, net transfers, 

including pension payments, and income from any type of property. The household uses its income to 

consume and save. In a research study by Chernogorskiy (2007) is considered that the pension fund and 

extra-budgetary funds are consolidated with the state budget. 

 

The actual MEB  value can be quantified using the statistical data and the following formula: 
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, Т  - tax revenues from four taxes: PT , VAT , IT , PRT ; h  - 

an average of the values for different time periods; C  – household consumption; L  - labor time; 
0L  - 

time for work and rest; S  - savings; n  - net transfers; e  -  any types of property. 

 

Statistical data contains information on the parameters C , S , n ,  components T , as well as information 

on the size of economically active population and the number of unemployed. The labor time L  can be 

calculated from these data. 

 

Actual values of marginal excess burden in Russia and the USA 
 

We should note the following assumptions and limitations of the model.  

1. We consider a one-period model with fixed capital. The model includes three participants: the 

household, the producer and the state, all products and all types of labor are aggregated into one, the 

product price is equal to one. 

2. The following taxes are considered: PT; VAT; IT; PRT. Extra-budgetary funds are consolidated with 

the state budget. 

 

3. Any types of property are not taxed. 

4. All profits received by the producer are paid to the household in the form of dividends. 

5. The state budget is considered balanced, and taxes are the only source of state revenue. 

6. Formula for the MEB is obtained based on a assumption that production function F(L) is linear. 

7. When the model is transformed to use statistical data, it is considered that the economy is in 

equilibrium in each period of time. 

 

In the paper by Goulder and Williams (2003) stated that ignoring general equilibrium effects leads to 

biases in estimating the excess burden. However, on the basis of this model it is possible to obtain a 

numeric expression for the marginal excess burdens, having rather scarce statistical data on minimal time 

and labor costs. Table 1 shows the actual MEB values, calculated for Russia and the USA for the period 

from 2010 to 2015. 

 

Table 1 : the actual MEB  value, calculated by an indirect method (by statistical data) 

on four taxes: VAT, IT, PT, PRT 

State 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

USA 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.20 

Russia 0.28 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.17 
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The MEB calculations in Table 1 show that the real MEB value in 2015 in Russia is 0.17, which means 

that the Russian economy in addition loses 17 kopecks per every ruble of tax collections. The Russian 

MEB value is almost equal to the MEB value for the United States. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The greatest distortions, as shown in the mathematical model, are caused by the PRT which is paid by 

employer and/or employee. Russia must continue reformation of contributions to non-budgetary funds, 

included in the PRT. These are the most difficult Russian problems. 

 

To achieve this goal, we recommend the following set of measures. 

1. It is necessary to lower the PRT rate down to 20-25%. In the paper by Myasnikov et al (2010) 

mentioned this will reduce the cost of manufactured products, increase the real demand of the population 

and reduce the excess burden, and the utility of households will increase more than the amount of 

contributions will decrease. 

 

2. It is necessary to lower the VAT rate down to 15-16% (not to raise to 20% as planned). This will revive 

the demand by reducing both prices and excess burdens. 

 

3. A slight increase in the income tax rate is possible, but at the same time, it is necessary to free from 

taxation the profits invested in innovation, expansion and modernization of production, and to exclude 

from the tax base all documented and substantiated expenses related to doing business. 

According to the authors, the proposed set of measures will contribute to a growth of real incomes of the 

population, thereby reviving production and demand. 
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Abstract  
 

Fighting corruption and enhancing integrity is a major challenge facing developing countries today.  The 

adoption of ICT mainly in the procurement process in the public sector seems to be one of the ways used 

by some countries to fight corruption and enhance clean business.  This research in progress examines the 

role of transparency, trust and risk perception in the adoption of e-procurement systems within the 

Moroccan healthcare sector.   

Keywords: TAM, Transparency, Trust, Risk. 

 Introduction 

 

Corruption has been one of the main factors hindering economic and social development in Morocco.  

According to the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) of 2015, Morocco’s position has slightly worsened 

as it ranked 88 out of 168 countries compared to 2014 where it ranked 80 out of 175 countries.  In an 

attempt to reduce corruption, the Moroccan government has initiated several reforms in law and launched 

several awareness campaigns.  In fact, in March 2016, the government revealed an ambitious country-

wide strategy to fight corruption.  This strategy adopts a sectorial approach which, based on previous 

similar experiences, has proven to be more effective.   One of the sectors targeted by this strategy is the 

healthcare sector.   

The healthcare sector is often cited as one of the sectors affected most by corruption.  One of the mostly 

affected functions in this sector is the procurement process.  Fraud and corruption happens most at the 

acquisition of medical equipment and medication especially during the tendering process.  Given the fact 

that corruption in the public sector is often linked to procurement, several countries have adopted e-

Procurement systems as a way to improve transparency in the process and hence fight corruption.   

Many developed and developing countries have adopted new information technology initiatives in order 

to improve their procurement process especially within the health sector (Al-Jaghoub, Al Yaseen, & Al-

Hourani, 2010).  E-procurement systems have proved to be an effective tool in enhancing transparency in 

the procurement process.  Accordingly, the main objective of this research is to identify the main factors 

that affect the adoption of e-procurement systems within public hospitals in Morocco.  Of interest to us is 

the role transparency, trust and risk perception play with the TAM theoretical model. 

Research Model and Hypotheses  

The purpose of this study is to identify factors affecting the adoption of ICT in the procurement process 

of the Moroccan Health sector.  There are several theories that have been used to study the adoption of 

IT.  The most widely used ones are Technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1986), Diffusion of 

Innovation (DOI) (Rogers, 1995), and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991).  In this study 
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we will be using TAM as it is both a parsimonious and strong model which assesses the user’s acceptance 

behavior toward the use of information technology (Gefen et al., 2003).  TAM provides an attitudinal 

explanation of how individuals adopt or reject an inform

Gutteling, 2007).    

In this research the TAM model is augmented by three constructs namely transparency, trust and risk 

perception that have been proven as important factors affecting adoption in different studies (

Karahana, and Straub, 2003; Al-Jabri and Roztocki, 2015).  Our objective is to see the impact of these 

constructs on the TAM model within the e

presents the research model.   

 

TAM and E-Procurement 

Public procurement plays a paramount role in the evolvement of countries accounting for somewhere 

between 10 to 15% of GDP. In Morocco, this ratio is estimated to be even higher than 20% (La logistique 

du commerce et la compétitivité du Maroc, 2016).  Thus, the flow of this process should be done in the 

most efficient way in order to maximize the value generated from it. Indeed, a proper functioning of the 

public procurement process goes hand in hand with a flow based on

integrity (Public procurement in Zambia, n.d).

enhance their business processes by adopting new information communication systems that ensure the 

efficiency, openness, accountability, and transparency of their services (Al

Hourani, 2010).    

 

E-procurement is the use of ICT typically over the internet to conduct procurement transactions between 

organizations and their suppliers.  It streamlines and

from the tendering to the payment process and beyond.  Similar to other countries, the adoption of e

procurement within the Moroccan health sector would be a paramount step toward a more transparent, 

accountable, and efficient process flow. 

 

ll be using TAM as it is both a parsimonious and strong model which assesses the user’s acceptance 
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constructs on the TAM model within the e-procurement in the healthcare sector in Morocco.  Figure 1 

 

Fig. 1: Research Model 
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E-procurement is an information technology innovation and therefore the user adoption of it can be 

explained by TAM.  Several empirical research studies have demonstrated that TAM is a robust and 

parsimonious model compared to other innovation adoption and use models (Taylor and Todd, 1995; 

Geffen and Straub, 2000).   The two main constructs in TAM are perceived ease of use (PEOU) and 

perceived usefulness (PU).  According to Davis (1989), PEOU is defined as “the extent to which an 

individual believes that the use of a specific system will not require a lot of efforts” whereas PU refers to 

the degree to which a person is willing to use a specific system in order to enhance his or her 

performance.  Though TAM is often used at the individual level, several studies have used it in 

organizational setting (Davis et al., 1989; Matheison, 1991; Gefen et al. 2000).  Hence we hypothesize the 

following: 

 

H1: PEOU will positively affect intention to use e-procurement systems 

H2:  PU will positively affect intention to use e-procurement systems 

Perceived Transparency and E-Procurement Intended Use 

Transparency refers to the ability to have access to the information anytime and anywhere, and the 

integration of all the data through the whole process flow (McManus, 2006).  According to Sturges 

(2004), a transparency environment must be open, protects the public interest, has a clear transparent 

auditing process as well as free journalism investigation that detects and reveals all misconducts that 

could affect the public interest. 

Today, with the advancement of information technology, transparency is becoming easier to implement.   

As a matter of fact ICT has been often cited as an effective tool in improving transparency and reducing 

corruption.  Transparency is improved through transaction traceability, information availability and 

accessibility.   Transparency has been shown to have a negative effect on corruption.  By making 

processes more transparent and clear, accountability becomes easier and information becomes readily 

available.  

Information systems such as E-procurement systems help streamline processes, enhance information 

transparency through information availability and hence improve decision making.  Street and Meister 

(2004) posits that information transparency has two main dimensions within an organization. The first 

dimension is the internal transparency that refers to degree to which information is streamlined and can 

be easily accessed by employees.  The second dimension is the external transparency which is defined as 

the exchange of information between parties outside the organization. Additionally, transparency tends to 

become an extremely regarded subject since it contributes in the enhancement of a fair participation, 

empowered decision making, and integration of information with the public (Cullier and Piotrowski, 

2009; Mulgan, 2007; Quinn, 2003; Reylea, 2009; Shuler et al., 2010).  Al-Jabri and Roztocki (2015) 

empirically showed that perceived information transparency has an effect on adoption of ERPs.  Their 

findings suggest that ERP users appreciate the information made available by the systems in terms of 

tracking activities, accessibility and sharing of information about the organization performance. Hence 

we hypothesize the following: 

H3: Perceived transparency is positively related to the intention to use e-procurement system 

Perceived Trust and E-Procurement Intended Use 

Trust is a pre-requisite to any business or economic transaction.  It is a complex multidimensional 

construct.  The concept of trust does not deal only with the personal interaction but also with the 

electronic environment. Perceived trust is based on the integrity, and trustworthiness of the whole 

information system including people, procedure, and the system (Gefen et al., 2003). From this standpoint 

we can point out that perceived trust is another critical factor which determines the customers’ intention 
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to adopt information system. Zuboff (1988) suggests that the adoption and usage of information 

technology are both affected by customers’ trust. Therefore, trust is a drastic predictor of IT adoption 

which has a strong influence on the consumer’s behavior. Additionally, customers’ trust determines 

whether the adoption of an information will be successful or not. Furthermore,  Rea (2001) claimed that 

enhancing the awareness and the understanding of electronic processes is a way to promote trust. 

Likewise, there are several factors which have substantial impact on the customer’s trust toward adopting 

information communication technology (Al-Ghaith, Sanzogni, & Sandhu, 2010). These factors appear in 

terms “the functionality of the system, the security standards, and the structural aspects” (Al-Ghaith, 

Sanzogni, & Sandhu, 2010). The latters have a significant impact on the customers’ intention and 

adoption of ICT.   

In the same stream of research, Gefen et al. (2003) in their influential study reveal that trust depends on 

some specific factors.  End users build trust when they believe that the system has strong security tools 

that will enable them to use it in a safe way. Moreover, trust is enhanced when the system has an easy to 

use interface (Gefen et al., 2003). Given the above, we trust that perceived trust will have an important 

impact on the adoption of information communication technology within the procurement process of the 

health sector in Morocco. Thus we hypothesize the following:  

H4:  Perceived trust towards the e-procurement system positively affects its adoption. 

Methodology 

To examine the relationships between the different variable and to test the hypotheses, the survey method 

will be used.   We will use the standard TAM instrument to measure PU and PEOU from Davis (1989).  

These items were previously validated in different contexts.  To measure transparency we will adopt 

Bertot et al (2010) instrument.  The items will be adapted to the e-procurement context of the healthcare 

sector.  Data will be collected from public hospitals’ procurement managers and employees.    We are in 

the data collection stage and hope to have some preliminary results to share at the conference.  

Conclusion 

This study will attempt to extend our understanding of the role of information transparency, trust and risk 

perception in the context of e-procurement systems intention to use.   As the Moroccan government is 

trying to fight against corruption, e-procurement seems to be an effective tool to enhance transparency.  

This research will help shed light on the factors that affect the adoption of e-procurement systems among 

procurement employees within the healthcare public sector.   
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Abstract 

Management of each university is currently dealing with qualitative parameters to withstand high 
national or international competition. Various university evaluation metrics – such as international 
ranking (QS World University Rankings, U – Multirank, etc.), as well as national indicators – often 
linked to the financing of individual universities – have been developed to monitor it. Significant 
indicators include, among other things, image of the university perceived by its stakeholders, built on 
communication of the educational process quality, scientific and creative activities, as well as the 
readiness of the graduates to practice. At present, qualitative indicators are more often related with 
society-wide overlap of activities where universities build image on the basis of activities resembling 
CSR in companies. Universities become places for discussion, prevention, but also for conceptual or 
realizable solutions to social problems and issues. Therefore the presented paper deals not only with 
the analysis of secondary data, but particularly with the results of primary surveys analyzing the 
impact of graduates’ applicability on the perceived image in two periods and in a subsequent project 
“Water for All” of the Faculty of Multimedia Communications. The project reflected needs of 
practice and the whole society and at the same time analyzed the perception of university students of 
the problem of water management in a pilot survey at Tomas Bata University. The focus of interest 
was to find out whether young people are aware of the problem of water management rather in a local 
or global context. 

Keywords: water management, students, water for all, CSR. 

Introduction 

  
In the existing global and competitive environment that universities are exposed to nowadays, 
universities must present themselves as service (products) providers to their customers. According to 
the marketing approach, it should identify, analyze, but also predict and meet the requirements of its 
customers. Hutyra ranks amongst university customers not only students and employers, but also 
society for which universities should look for new solutions, innovations, but also to analyze impacts 
and look for solutions to various societal problems or opportunities. 

Table 1: University target groups and their needs, Source: (ČESKÁ 
SPOLEČNOST PRO JAKOST, Z.S., © 2009–2017) 

Product Characteristics Customer Customer requirements 

Bachelor, 
Master, 
Doctoral 
Education 

Acquired 
qualification 

Students Readiness for practice, 
prerequisites for gaining 
profitable jobs 

Employers 
Eligibility for work 
classification performance 

Society 
Compliance with 
development plans 
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Lifelong 
Learning 

Deepening or 
changing qualification 

Attenders 
Possibility of growth and 
career change 

Employers 
Employee development 

Research and 
Scientific 
Activity 

Looking for new 
principles and 
solutions 

Society 

New 
principle, implementability of 
solutions 

Cooperation 
with Practice 

Solutions to particular 
assignments 

Companies 
Usable solutions, efficiency 
of solutions 

 
The quality of universities is then described by so called outputs, not only by a number of graduates, 
statistical criteria, but also by their knowledge, skills, which should represent one of the benefits of 
the studying, and at the same time of the goals. These outputs are then compared in the field, within 
the state and internationally. (Witzany, 2002). The quality of implementation processes is to 
a decisive extent given by management quality. Implementation of the customer approach and 
social context in university management seems necessary. In the Czech Republic (but also in many 
European countries) current systems of university management are based on the principles of 
“customary law”, which over the years of operation does not always correlate with the current 
requirements of a dynamically developing society. At the level of faculties, institutes or departments, 
the topic of quality improvement was and remains a standard topic and it is reflected in particular 
outputs, such as: updating the content of individual subjects, as well as whole study programs, 
preparation of new teaching aids, involvement in research activities, outputs of which will be used in 
teaching too, engaging in international projects results of which are again reflected in teaching. 
 
The limitation of quality assurance and assessment is mainly the lack of personnel capacities  
and qualified human resources for relevant processes and their management. Enlargement of quality 
assurance and assessment systems into all tertiary education institutions is also inadequate. In terms 
of personnel and organization one of the challenging areas of quality is cooperation with practice 
during the studying and the subsequent applicability of the graduates, which can be the decisive 
factor in choosing a university. In the Czech Republic The Higher Education Act does not strictly 
command cooperation of universities with practice, and in several of its provisions it creates the 
conditions for its implementation. However, a number of regulations lay down requirements for 
interconnection with practice (in particular, preparation for the exercise of regulated professions).  
With the increase in the number of students who have gone through Czech universities over the past 
twenty years, most of them has removed a mandatory requirement for operational (diploma) practice 
from its curriculum. According to the Framework for Higher Education Development by 2020 
(MŠMT, © 2013 – 2017), “a number of schools was aware that they were unable to provide practice 
to all their students (from the side of practice, opinions that they were burdened by practitioners, that 
there is a threat of information leak etc., appeared and are appearing). In the cases that faculties or 
individual workplaces tended to a mandatory requirement of practice application, they are aware that 
this process is administratively demanding (contract terms, work safety, insurance, etc.). “ 
 
Other forms which can be considered a cooperation of university with practice: 
 
- the inclusion of various professional excursions as part of study programs, 
- involving professionals from practice in teaching, 
- to a limited extent, the realization of professional experience abroad, 
- awarding various analyzes, studies, research projects by the people from practice, e.g. in a form of 
competitions,  
- education programs (lifelong learning) offered for practice, which can take several forms: short-
term professional courses, various educational programs according to the specific directions of the 
contracting authority (effectuated at schools or at the premises of the contracting authority), long-
term educational programs such as MBA etc. 
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In recent years the process of differentiation among subjects of practice can be seen. Successful 
businesses (regardless of ownership – both domestic and foreign) actively seek cooperation and   
they often come with offers of various forms and long-term collaboration with universities – e.g. in a 
form of involvement of top managers in scientific councils, councils of doctoral degree programs, 
etc., in a form of presentations of interesting topics in lectures, offering topics for bachelor or 
diploma theses or by providing financial means for equipment, student professional activities, by 
sponsorship of professional conferences, seminars, workshops, recently also by support of start-ups 
emerging at faculties or innovation centers, etc. 
 
The second group includes various businesses and institutions that are aware of the potential of 
universities to solve their problems. These assign university departments various analytical or 
research studies or offer students different collaborative programs, common denominator of which is 
selection of suitable student candidates for their jobs. According to results of the PWC 
study (PricewaterhouseCoopers PwC. PwC, © 2017.), in the Czech Republic more than half (59 %) 
of companies plan to increase the number of employees this year and another more than quarter 
of them (27 %) at least maintains the current state, the unemployment rate belongs to the lowest in 
Europe. Managers of Czech companies are worried about not having people with necessary 
knowledge and skills. Lack of people is perceived even as the greatest threat to business. 95 % of 114 
CEOs is worried about it. Companies are looking for a way to differentiate, engage attention and be a 
wanted employer. A total of 98 % of respondents stated that for this year their investment priorities 
are investments in the company’s reputation, whether it would be marketing or social responsibility, 
last year it was 75 % of companies. Many companies (97 %) plan to get new employees via 
cooperation with schools, and here we see an increase in the comparison with last year (69 %). 
 
A good reputation must be taken care of by universities too. The reputation with all target groups of a 
university is created by a number of factors: the quality of teaching, the applicability of graduates, the 
scientific performance of university educators and others. These parameters form not only quality but 
also added value. It is a value that gives the universities prestige recognition, which can be one of the 
decisive factors for potential applicants. There are currently 44 private, 26 public and 2 state 
universities in the Czech Republic. It is a total of 72 organizations trying to win study of Czech and 
foreign university applicants (MŠMT, © 2008-2010). In this highly competitive environment, for 
example, the social responsibility of universities, preventing or solving a community problem, or 
using potential opportunities for innovation, the sustainability of the country, etc., can be an added 
value. But do young people think that it is important to get a post-graduate job, or to ensure that 
schools (and universities in particular) take care of social responsibility of their students? This paper 
is looking for these answers. 
 
Methodology of study 
 
The Faculty of Multimedia Communications at Tomas Bata University in Zlín is a faculty where you 
can study Multimedia and Design or Marketing Communications. This unique combination is also a 
competitive advantage of the school, which still has relatively high number of applicants compared to 
the accepted students. The management of the faculty is still interested in the factors that create the 
positive image of the faculty, whether the young people perceive the applicability of the graduates as 
an important factor, the extent to which they want to solve the social themes within the individual 
subjects etc. Therefore a research team lead by the author of this article has been carrying out 
questionnaire surveys of the applicants for several years, in which perceived image and the 
development of the individual factors that create the image is measured. As part of the third role of 
universities, FMC management also decided to solve a society-wide topic across study fields and 
specializations, which proved to be a very effective way of linking ateliers (Glass Design, Shoe 
Design, Fashion Design, Graphic Design, Product and Spatial Design, Audiovisual Arts) and future 
marketers in creation of innovations, communication campaigns for water management prevention, 
as well as a pilot research on water management among young Czechs. 
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Findings 
 
The research of secondary studies shows that the applicability of the graduates in practice is one of 
the basic indicators of the image of the university and therefore its perception by the applicants has 
become a basic premise for determining the hypothesis of the survey of the applicants, which has 
been implemented at FMC for the third year. Currently we have results from three periods: 2015/16, 
2016/17 and 2017/18 applicants. Therefore it is possible to observe trends and to test the development 
of the image parameters of the university, respectively of the faculty. For example, a zero hypothesis 
was determined for the survey. 
 
Ho: There is no dependence between a variable “The importance of graduate applicability” and the 

variable “FMC is an elite school”. 
 
Note: These variables were measured on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 = low importance of 
applicability, respectively the perception of FMC as a school “for everyone”, and 5 = the high 
importance of applicability, perception of FMC as an elite school. 
 

Table 2: Statistical indicators to the variable “Importance of 
graduates applicability” in different years 

Applicability 15-16 16-17 17-18 

Modus (the most frequent) 5 5 5 

OR (ordinal median – the middle) 4,682 4,643 4,658 

Dorvar (discrete ordinal variance = dispersion) 1,267 1,224 1,134 

Number of respondents 411 236 334 

 
 

Table 3: Statistical indicators to the variable “FMC is an elite 
school/for everyone” in different years 

Elite/ for all 15-16 16-17 17-18 

Modus (the most frequent) 3 3 3 

OR (ordinal median – the middle) 2,998 3,035 3,032 

Dorvar (discrete ordinal variance = dispersion) 1,034 1,094 1,046 

The table shows that applicants perceive post-study applicability as crucial to their decision-making, 
but they are not entirely sure whether FMC is an elite school that is the market leader. This may be 
due to the fact that the applicants do not have enough materials to assess the image of the school and / 
or are interested in “only” a rational argument on applicability. 

A Chi-quadrate test was used for testing to assess whether the assumptions about equal distribution 
had been contravened. 

Year 2015: X-squared = 12.7672, df = NA, p-value = 0.6931 

Year 2016: X-squared = 24.788, df = NA, p-value = 0.07479 
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test of survey among university students to find out how they manage water in households, what do 
they think about this issue, who should deal with it, etc. 
 
Besides other things, the results of the survey show that while more than 80% of 370 respondents 
declare that they feel personal responsibility for the water saving; in their opinion the public 
awareness should be mainly the focus of schools (from kindergarten to university), government and 
world organizations. More detailed results are shown in the following graphs. 
 
Young people perceive the issue of water management very actively and independently of gender. 
Their perception is slightly more sensitive to the prevention of water spill from nature in the Czech 
Republic. 5 % of respondents mentioned companies and corporations as organizations responsible for 
water management, 5% mentioned the world’s organizations, 7 % government of the Czech Republic 
and the appropriate ministries. Most of them, however, determined themselves being responsible, or 
more precisely each individual, in 81 % of cases. A key factor in our adaptation to changing 
environments will therefore be the ability to change people’s thinking. History is known for 
civilizations that have had to cope with the change of their environment during two 
generations. Thilo Lehmann from the Vienna City Hall talked about change of mindset at the “Water 
Conference”. According to him, the change of mindset, took place mainly at the municipality itself. 
In 2011 and 2014, Vienna suffered heavy rain that caused great damage. “Certainly, more capacity 
for sewerage could be built. But it is very expensive and people are annoyed when the city is dug up,” 
says Lehmann. And so the municipality decided to simply not let the rainwater into the sewer, except 
for the historic center, where the spatial possibilities simply do not allow for another solution. (Martin 
Mach Ondřej, © 2017). A survey of people on a representative sample could bring inspirational ideas 
not only for organizations and cities that deal with management but the results will be used to educate 
and motivate these people to take interest in this society-wide problem and for proposals for its 
prevention or solution. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The key factors in the selection of university included employability of graduates, quality of teachers, 
space for personal development and success of students and graduates, confirming that it is not 
important to report “hard" data but also "soft" data, emotional stories on the real achievements of 
students, graduates and educators, who are not only a source of competitive advantage but also a 
reference to a given university. A possible solution is also fulfillment of the third role of the 
universities, i.e. the principles of social responsibility of the school by engaging in prevention and 
solving society-wide problems. One such project is The Water for All project which took place at the 
Faculty of Multimedia Communications at TBU under the patronage of the Ministry of the 
Environment and which had two main objectives. The first was to increase the awareness of the need 
for water management and to raise a debate on the subject with the general public. The second 
objective, which is also reflected in the name of the project, was cooperation, not only between the 
students themselves, but also between the Faculty and the city of Zlín, the production and non-profit 
sectors and the general public. The project involved 450 faculty students and created 360 unique 
outputs: a collection of clothes with print inspired by satellite images of drying Aral Lake, mobile 
applications that show users the source of drinking water in nature; a series of posters that highlight 
the necessity of water management, as well as architectural modifications of the 
river Dřevnice and Kudlov dam. Students of the department of Marketing Communications worked 
on a pilot survey, the partial results of which are the essence of this paper. The selected outputs of the 
project can be viewed at www.vodaprovsechny.cz. 
 
From the above mentioned results of the surveys carried out at the FMC, it is clear that  it is possible 
to build a positive image of the university based on the communication of "hard data", among others 
about the applicability of the graduates, which is very important for the applicants, but also by 
engaging in social projects where the young people think that the school should be the initiator of a 
discussion of all stakeholders, a place for innovation, as well as the analysis and creation of 
communication channels and tools to prevent or even solve this problem. 
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Abstract 
 

Over the past several decades corporate entrepreneurship has been widely touted by executives and 

researchers alike as an effective means for revitalizing companies and improving their performance. But 

what do we really know about corporate entrepreneurs? Most of the evidence regarding corporate 

entrepreneurs is based on studies that focus on psychological behaviours. In an attempt to improve our 

understanding of this issue, this article present main types of corporate entrepreneurs, based on relevant 

academic literature. 

Keywords: corporate entrepreneurship, entrepreneur, classical manager  

 

 Introduction 

Sharma and Chrisman (1999) define corporate entrepreneurship as the process whereby an individual or a 

group of individuals, in association with an existing organization, create a new organization or instigate 

renewal or innovation within that organization.Zahra and Covin’s (1995) depict some possible 

determinants and effects of the corporate entrepreneurship phenomena of corporate venturing and 

strategic renewal. Their approach is very general in that it does not distinguish between the causes and 

effects of these two entrepreneurial phenomena that, they argue, constitute corporate entrepreneurship’s 

domain. Importantly, Burgelman (1983) consider corporate entrepreneurship as a set of phenomena that 

exist separate from organizational strategy.  

 

The specific corporate entrepreneurship phenomena of internal corporate venturing and strategic renewal 

are Burgelman’s (1983) and Floyd and Wooldridge’s (1999) approach, respectively. Both are process-

focused. That is, they depict how the venturing and renewal processes manifest themselves within 

organizations, with a particular focus on the roles and behaviors of various levels of management within 

the entrepreneurial phenomena of interest. Why the entrepreneurial phenomena of venturing or renewal 

come about as well as their ultimate effects are not of particular concern in these conceptualizations.  

 

An alternative representation of the domain of corporate entrepreneurship is adopted by Dess & Beard 

(1984) who focused on how knowledge is created through four types of corporate entrepreneurship 

activity. Specifically, rather than adopting Hansen and Wernerfelt (1990) categorization scheme of 

corporate venturing and strategic renewal for describing the phenomena of corporate entrepreneurship, 

Kuratko et al. (2001). base their corporate entrepreneurship approach on the four forms of corporate 

entrepreneurship proposed by Covin & Slevin (1989)- namely, sustained regeneration, organizational 

rejuvenation, strategic renewal, and domain redefinition. The Churchill (2003) approach outlines how 

acquisitive and experimental learning processes mediate the relationships between the aforementioned 

corporate entrepreneurship forms and the emergence of specific types of knowledge (i.e., technical, 

integrative, and exploitive) and is tightly focused on exploring the causal interrelationships between 

specific corporate entrepreneurship forms and organizational learning. 
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 Types of Corporate Entrepreneurs  

To better explain the concept of corporate entrepreneurship, Kuratko et al. (2001) developed a typology 

of managerial characteristics of a corporate entrepreneur, as follows: 

 

Initiater: is the individual or individuals who trigger the entrepreneurial activity. This is accomplished 

either through the analysis of the driving forces which help to change the external business environment, 

or by pursuing the innovative initiatives.  

 

Sponsor/Facilitator: is the individual or group of individuals who support the activities of the initiator 

by managerial and financial aid. The sponsor/facilitator can be an entity within or outside an organization, 

such as a government agency, an association or a private financier.  

 

Champion/manager: is the individual or individuals who help facilitate the project and take the initiative 

in all stages of the project.  

 

Supporter of the team: plays a role in providing expertise, intelligence, marketing, and/or other 

management functions in order to support the concept or initiative.  

 

Reactor: Has the role of "devil's advocate" in indicating weaknesses and threats to the concept or 

initiative. Provides information and managerial support in strengthening in consolidating the power of 

initiative.  

 

Kuratko (2001)  believe that the champion/manager and sponsor/facilitator play a crucial role in the 

entrepreneurial development within an organization. The authors argue that the champion/manager plays 

a key role in developing, facilitating and monitoring the entire entrepreneurial process within an 

organization.  

 

Further, in order to highlight the best characteristics of a corporate entrepreneur, Pinchot highlights a 

clear difference between classical manager and a corporate entrepreneur: 

 

Table 1: The difference between classical manager and corporate entrepreneur 

 Classical manager Corporate entrepreneur 

Primary 

reasons 

He wants promotion and reward from the 

organization. It is motivated by power. 

He wants access to power and 

resources of the organization. He is 

goal-oriented and motivated, but also 

enjoys the rewards and recognition 

from the organization. 

Decision 

He agrees with those who hold power. He 

delays a decision until he understands what the 

superiors exactly want. 

Try to persuade others to agree with 

their vision. 

Orientation 

in time 

Reply to quotas and budgets; weekly, monthly, 

quarterly, annual planning and follows the next 

promotion or transfer.  

Achieve their goals within 3-15 years, 

depending on the business and the 

risks it entails. He is motivated to 

respect the timetable imposed by him 

and the organization. 

Action 
Delegates action. Supervision and delegation 

of tasks require more energy. 

He likes to take part in the action. He 

knows how to delegate tasks but he 

involves when needed. 
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Courage and 

destiny 

Considers others responsible for his fate. He 

can be strong and ambitious, but fears the 

ability of others to do harm to him. 

He is confident in his capabilities and 

he is brave. Many corporate 

entrepreneurs have a cynical approach 

regarding the system, but are 

optimistic and confident in their 

abilities to deceive the system.  

Attention 
He focuses on events occurring within the 

organization. 

He focuses on the events taking place 

inside and outside the organization. 

Risk Pays attention to risk. 
Assumes a moderate risk. He is not 

afraid to be fired. 

Market 

research 

He did market research to discover customer 

needs and to guide product design. 

Performs market studies and then 

evaluates them based on intuition. 

Status 
Takes into account the status other people 

have. 

Considers the traditional hierarchies a 

joke - appreciates the symbol of 

freedom and equality. 

Failure and 

surprises 

Tries to avoid mistakes and surprises. Defers 

recognition of failure. 

He does his best to look tidy, 

organized in the organization, so tries 

not to disclose risky projects, thus 

learning from mistakes without 

exhibiting failure in public. 

Who serves 

whom 
Pleasing others. 

He is pleasing himself, customers and 

sponsors. 

The attitude 

towards the 

system 

He sees a prosperous system and seeks his 

position within it. 

He is against the system, but learns to 

manipulate it. 

Abilities 

Professional management. Often he has an 

economic education. He holds analytical, 

political and human resources management 

abilities. 

He has more economic skills than 

political or managerial. Often, he has a 

technical education and needs help to 

flourish. 

Style to solve 

problems 

Solves problems that occur , according to the 

system. 

Solves problems that occur according 

to the system or bypasses it. 

Family 

history 

Family members have worked in large 

organizations. 

Family members have entrepreneurial 

initiative, developing a business. 

The 

relationship 

with parents 

Independent from mother, in good relations 

with father - slightly addicted. 

Pretty good relations with the father 

dad, but stormy. 

Socio-

economic 

background 

He comes from the middle class. He comes from the middle class. 

Educational 

level 
Very educated. 

Often highly educated, especially in 

the technical field. 

Relationship 

with others 
Basic relationship - hierarchy Transactions with hierarchy. 

Source: Pinchot, 1985 

 
Pinchot (1985) has also composed in his work a list of ten rules corporate entrepreneurs should follow to 

assess their ideas by the company where they work. He believes that if employees follow these tips, they 

will experience success within the organization.  

 

Pinchot's rules can be called "the ten commandments on the path to success":  
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• Works everything to achieve your project regardless of the job description. 

• Make your merit recognized in a wise manner.  

• Remember, it's much easier to ask forgiveness than permission to someone.  

• Go to work every day prepared to be fired.  

• Seek advice from someone before asking for resources. 

• Follow your intuition about people; create a team from the best. 

• Create your ideas in an intimate environment, premature advertising leads to the failure of many 

ideas.  

• Never bet on a race unless you participate in it.  

• Be honest with your ideals, but realistic in terms of their achievement. 

• Honour your sponsors. 

 

Entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship: advantages and disadvantages, 

similarities and differences 

The importance of innovation in developing new products, processes and services to the market is widely 

recognized. Amo & Kolvereid (2005), Jennings & Lumpkin (1989), Ceptureanu SI et al. (2017) noted the 

link between innovation and entrepreneurship (Antoncic, 2001). According to Davis (1999), when the 

economy stagnates, entrepreneurs motivated by profit will innovate to increase productivity and thus 

increase profits.  

 

Despite the increased interest in the concept of entrepreneurship there is no universally accepted 

definition, as we have seen in the first chapter of this work (Antoncic& Hisrich, 2003; Ceptureanu EG et 

al., 2017). The concept of entrepreneurship has taken different meanings over time. Various writers 

consider the concept of entrepreneurship from slightly different perspectives (Jennings & Seaman, 1990; 

Zahra & Garvis, 2000).  

 

To include all types of entrepreneurial behaviour, there is a rather broad definition according to which 

entrepreneurship is the process through which it is created something different, with value by dedicating 

time and effort and by taking financial, psychological and social risks. The reward of this process lies in 

the monetary and personal satisfaction. (Zahra & George, 2000; Molina & Callahan, 2009).  

 

For people starting a business on their own, the experience is full of excitement, frustration, anxiety and 

hard work. There is a high failure rate due to low sales, intense competition and lack of capital (Miller, 

1983).  

 

Due to risks and increased costs arose a new form of entrepreneurship called corporate entrepreneurship 

(Pinchot, 1985). Corporate entrepreneurship is nothing but entrepreneurship, which happens this time in 

an existing organization.  

 

So, we remark that it is not always necessary to set up a company to implement new ideas. Great potential 

also lies in applying the principles of entrepreneurship within existing organizations. In the conditions of 

a dynamic, this thing requires each company structure to be subject to constant changes that start, but this 

time, from within the firm.  

 

Corporate entrepreneurs have new ideas and develop them in solid, functional and profitable businesses 

(Lehn & Makhija, 1996; Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). They have the same entrepreneurial spirit as 

entrepreneurs, but unlike them, they act in an existing organization. Thus, the corporate entrepreneur is 

the revolutionary in the organization, he fights for change and renewal of the system from the 
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organization. This may generate some conflicts within the organization, so it needs respect in order to 

constructively channel these conflicts (Jones & Butler, 1992). 

  

Why are corporate entrepreneurs suddenly more important nowadays than before? The world is changing 

more rapidly under the influence of new technologies (Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1994; Ceptureanu et al., 

2017). Competition which takes place globally hinders our work. It is not sufficient to impose yourself 

over competitors simply by competition, but you must always come with something new on the market 

(Hitt & Ireland, 2002). Here comes into play corporate entrepreneurs, which help the firm (existing or 

newly created) to engage in new businesses and enter new markets (Hambrick, 1981).  

 
 

Fig.1: Cycle followed by corporate entrepreneur 

 
To give an answer to this question, it is necessary to analyse the advantages and disadvantages of the two 

concepts. The table below is meant to help us to decide what type of business best suits us.  

 

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of entrepreneurship and corporate 

entrepreneurship 

 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• You are your own boss – Independence 

•  Revenues grow - financial reward 

•  Freedom to choose - you can establish working 

hours, choose employees etc. 

•  Opportunity to freely use imagination - originality  

• Have some adventure  

• Pressure on money - giving up on the 

safety of a secure wage 

•  Fewer benefits because of the novelty of 

business 

• Bankruptcy risk 

• Long working hours 

• Mistakes are magnified 
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• Less routine 

• There are plenty of opportunities to show what you 

can do  

• Advantage of salary - decide alone on the salary you 

deserve 

•  Job security - do not live with the of being fired  

• Respect for your own person - personal satisfaction 

• Stress 

• Financial risk  

• All decisions must be made by yourself - 

great responsibility 

CORPORATE ENTREPENEURSHIP 

• Possibility to stay in a friendly and well known 

environment.  

• The chance to practice your skills in an organization 

- lower risk  

•  Using the resources of the company, its reputation 

and knowledge 

• Access to clients and infrastructure 

• Often the reward does not meet 

expectations  

•  Innovation is not properly appreciated  

•  Can be innovative, but to a certain limit – 

you are not your boss. 

 
Among advantages that corporate entrepreneurship has over entrepreneurship, we include: access to 

customers and infrastructure; benefit from the knowledge of organization and lower risks than in the case 

of entrepreneurship (Merrifield, 1993; Lumpkin & Dess (1996)). 

 

Among the disadvantages that the corporate entrepreneurship has over entrepreneurship, we include: 

short-term mentality; bureaucracy within the organization; lack of passion and way of reward for 

innovation (Levesque & Minniti, 2006).  

 

Entrepreneurship involves innovation, ability to assume risk and creativity so that an entrepreneur will 

always be able to look at things in different ways. He sees risk-taking and failure acceptance as some 

incentives that help him learn and understand things. A corporate entrepreneur thinks like an entrepreneur 

and he is looking for opportunities that will bring profit to the organization. Corporate entrepreneurship is 

a new way to increase the competitiveness of organizations by giving employees freedom of imagination 

and entrepreneurial thinking. We conclude that the stimulation of corporate entrepreneurs is beneficial for 

any organization. Corporate entrepreneurship is an important method that helps organizations to reinvent 

themselves and improve their performance.  

 

Morris et al. (1988) points out that in the literature it is often made the confusion between the similarities 

and differences between entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship. Regarding the similarities 

between entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship, the authors focus on:  

 

• Both involve recognizing and defining opportunities 

• Both require a unique business concept that takes the form of a product, process, or service.  

• Both are led by a person working with a team to meet the proposed concept.  

• Both involve concepts that are very vulnerable during training, and require adaptation in time. 

• Both involve certain opportunities in which the concept can be successfully exploited.  

• Both are based on value creation and responsibilities towards customers. 

• Both involve risks and require risk management strategies.  

• Both require the entrepreneur to develop creative strategies for resource mobilization.  

• Both involve ambiguity.  

• Both require strategies for collection and capitalization of ideas. 

 

Regarding the differences between entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship, Kazanjian et al. 

(2001) highlighted the following: 
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• In the case of entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur is the one who assumes the risk while in the 

case of corporate entrepreneurship, the company.  

• In the case of entrepreneurship, entrepreneur masters the concept and the business, while at 

corporate entrepreneurship, company is holding the concept and has all the intellectual property 

rights, the corporate entrepreneur having little or no rights.  

• The rewards received by entrepreneur are theoretically unlimited in the case of entrepreneurship, 

while in the case of corporate entrepreneurship, the rewards that corporate entrepreneur 

employees receive are limited. 

• An hesitation, a mistake could mean instant failure in the case of entrepreneurship, while 

corporate entrepreneurship offers greater flexibility in terms of management errors. 

• In the case of entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur is subject or susceptible to external influences, 

while for corporate entrepreneurship, the organization is protected from these external 

influences.  

 

Besides the aforementioned differences, the biggest is constituted, in the opinion of Zahra & Garvis 

(2000), by the following: problems of flexibility in terms of planning; prioritization of innovative ideas; 

speed of the decision-making process; risk and safety issues; organizational behaviour practices 

(individuals and corporate culture); strategic planning and resource allocation (size and scope).  

 

Also, other well-known authors have highlighted some differences between corporate entrepreneurship 

and entrepreneurship, namely:  

 

• Corporate entrepreneurs take risky decisions using the resources of the company, whereas 

entrepreneurs take risky decisions using their own resources (Grant, 1996). 

• Corporate entrepreneurship manifests itself among employees within organizations, while 

entrepreneurship primarily focuses externally (Dyer & Singh, 1998).  

• Entrepreneurs prefer to develop tacit knowledge, in new organizations, instead of using procedures 

or mechanisms from other companies. On the other hand, corporate entrepreneurs are working in 

organizations that have policies, procedures and their own bureaucracy (Gulati, 1995).  

Corporate entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship can be distinguished from each other as shown in the 

following table (Istocescu, 2006):  

 

Table 3: Comparison between Entrepreneurs and Corporate Entrepreneurs 

 

Criteria Entrepreneur Corporate entrepreneurs 

Motivations for action 
Profit, independence, ability to 

create, design and innovate. 

Independence and the opportunity to 

benefit from the rewards of large 

companies (prestige, recognition, trade 

relations etc.) 

Orientation in time 

Survival of the company and 

its development over a period 

of 5-10 years. 

Orientation mainly on long term (3-5 

years), depending more or less on the 

imperative character of the fixed group 

obligations or of themselves. 

Participation in the 

production processes 
Strong direct involvement. Average direct involvement. 

Risk taking High risk. Moderate risk. 

Failures and errors 
Accept failures and possible 

errors. 

Avoid projects that may cause failures 

before their launch. 

Relations with third 

parties 

The main relationships are 

determined by transactions 

and agreements. 

The main relations take place within the 

company. 
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Conclusions  

In conclusion we can say that both entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship represent means to 

achieve a goal and not the goal itself. Corporate entrepreneurs through their innovations are trying to help 

an organization to compete, whereas entrepreneurs try through the businesses they develop to change 

their lives and satisfy the market needs. It doesn’t always happen to find profitable opportunities but to 

own the gift of turning problems into profitable opportunities is extremely important for society. 

 

Both entrepreneurs and corporate entrepreneurs do not easily accept failure being characterized and 

motivated all time by the fact that anything is possible and there is a solution for everything. When they 

feel they cannot cope with a situation, both prefer to withdraw because for them to fail when trying to do 

something is ridiculous and represents a failure. This does not mean, however, that both are always 

successful, but they have an optimistic thinking and they are very determined to transform their dreams 

into reality.  

 

Unlike entrepreneurs, corporate entrepreneurs operate within an existing organization. Due to 

organizational culture, corporate entrepreneur does not have total liberty to implement his ideas and must 

comply with the rules set by management. In practice, corporate entrepreneurs often act before asking for 

permission or they are trying through an autocratic manner to make their ideas known. Entrepreneurship, 

on the other hand, thrives because the entrepreneur has the freedom to take all measures necessary to 

achieve success because he does not have to report to anybody and his decisions are not constrained by 

any organizational culture.  

 

The entrepreneur is seen as the revolutionary in an organization that pushes the organization to change 

that is to change its system or culture. If a consensus is not reached on solving these problems, it can lead 

to misunderstandings within the organization. Entrepreneurs on the other hand, affect external 

organizations. They attempt to find alternative ways to create greater value for existing products that no 

longer meet consumer needs or they are trying to make a difference by creating new products.  

 

One advantage of corporate entrepreneurs lies in the fact that he benefits from the resources of the 

organization. This is very important if we consider that in order to be effective a project should be tested 

several times, which means additional consumption of resources, resources that are made available by the 

organization. With the resources, funding and necessary human resources, the results will occur.  

 

We can summarize the following: an entrepreneur takes important risks being an owner and operator of a 

new business because he does not have the safety of profit generated by his business. Conversely, an 

corporate entrepreneur is an individual employed by an organization so he has a certain remuneration. 

This remuneration may vary depending on the success the unit he is responsible for has. Corporate 

entrepreneurs share the same traits as entrepreneurs such as belief, enthusiasm for what they do and 

understanding. However, an corporate entrepreneur is successful only if the organization motivates him 

and support him in realizing his ideas. If he does not receive the necessary support from the organization, 

he is likely to leave the organization and to start his own business.  

 

Whenever we find innovation in firms, we find behind them corporate entrepreneurs enabling the 

emergence of these innovations. According to Covins & Slevin (1986), innovation, large or small, 

requires certain courage, a vision, a desire to maintain control and to get things moving. Continuous 

persistence and practical imagination of the intrapreneur are essential for the success of any new idea. 

Therefore, the key of corporate entrepreneurship is hiring and keeping the right people, developing a 

results-based reward system that encourages and supports individual initiative, generation and 

development of new ideas. Companies need a corporate entrepreneurship culture if they want to grow and 

prosper. This suggests that firms do not have these skills automatically, but they require people who are 

willing to be exposed to situations with uncertain outcomes, who enjoy new and interesting activities, but 
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at the same time risky, who do not get tired easily towards challenges and have the ability to persuade 

others to help them to achieve their goal (Coff, 2002; Ceptureanu et al., 2017). This does not mean, 

however, that firms which have one corporate entrepreneurship leader are more oriented to 

entrepreneurial activities. It is needed for the leader to be innovative and charismatic, but perhaps more 

importantly is to instil a corporate entrepreneurship philosophy to all employees irrespective of the 

position they hold in the organization.  

 

Therefore, within a corporate entrepreneurship organization, innovative persons should be considered 

examples, and their efforts should be rewarded accordingly so that the need to be innovative and to 

explore new approaches in the future to be part of the organizational culture. In other words, all 

employees should embrace new ideas and to be extremely active in generating new approaches and new 

ways of solving problems, willing to take the risk and to experience new things (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 

1989; Ceptureanu et al., 2012) . Typically, firms have a lot of ideas, but they are worthless if they are not 

used properly. The corporate entrepreneur is the one who is exploiting those ideas, who rejects 

bureaucracy and takes full responsibility for processing ideas within the organization and putting them on 

the market (Popa et al., 2009; Radu et al., 2017). Corporate entrepreneurs can be creative or innovative, 

but they are always dreamers who turn an idea into a profitable reality and therefore, it is extremely 

important to recognize their efforts. 

 

How employees are rewarded have a strong influence on their motivation and it can be of various kinds, 

namely financial incentives, social incentives, incentives linked to work or incentives arising from the 

organizational culture.   

 

Despite the lack of conclusive evidence on the motivational impact that monetary reward has on 

employee performance, many managers see the money as their main motivational factor (Lieberman & 

Montgomery, 1988). Although financial rewards play a decisive role in attracting talented, motivated and 

creative employees in the firm, Lengnick-Hall (1992) believe that these rewards have only a short term 

motivational impact on employees. Employees feel more motivated if the merits of their work are 

recognized, so (Leana & Van Buren, 1998) believes that recognizing and rewarding employees' work, 

which is a social incentive motivates employees more than financial incentives. 

 

Social incentives are very important for employees as one of the most common needs expressed by them 

is the desire to be accepted (Morris, 1998). Social incentives may include verbal recognition of their 

merits, as well as encouragement and appreciation of their efforts. Although many managers proclaim 

that employees are key to the firm’s success, many of them fail to offer their employees the necessary 

recognition, which is extremely important because employees who find their work challenging and 

rewarding might feel motivated by the simple nature of the work they perform (Ceptureanu EG et al., 

2017). 

 

Incentives related to the work are according to Honig (2001) those reward methods which include 

autonomy at work, career development and growth by recognizing individual performance. Shenkar & 

Zeira (1992) believe that these incentives are as important as the financial and social ones, because 

managers often use rewards such as offering an attractive position in the company to increase efficiency 

and employees’ performance. More autonomy and assumption of a greater responsibility increase 

employees’ motivation.  

 

Employees can also find incentives in other aspects of internal organizational environment, such as firm 

size, organizational structure and management style. For example, the organizational structure of a 

company can influence motivation and employees’ satisfaction in the sense that employees who prefer to 

work in a dynamic environment would be very frustrated if they were put to work in a bureaucratic 

environment, while employees who like structure and rules would find difficult to work in companies 

with a flexible organizational structure (Birkinshaw & Hood, 1998; Ceptureanu et al., 2017). 
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All these incentives can be seen as part of the reward system of a company, although Ceptureanu et al. 

(2016) believes that companies which decide to stimulate the corporate entrepreneurship behaviour have 

difficulties in finding the right mix between the financial and non-financial rewards. 

 

The desire of employees and their ability to engage in corporate entrepreneurship activities are primarily 

influenced by how they are rewarded. Therefore, rewarding plays an important role in creating a 

favourable climate for these types of activities. 
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Abstract 

Our knowledge of corporate entrepreneurship continues to expand. However, this knowledge remains 

quite fragmented and non-cumulative. Herein, we try to develop theory by presenting concepts regarding 

corporate entrepreneurship factors and models. We discuss how these models contribute to the corporate 

entrepreneurship literature and distinguish between models, and identify challenges future corporate 

entrepreneurship research should address. 

Keywords: entrepreneurship, corporate entrepreneurship, models 

 

Introduction 

 

The concept of corporate entrepreneurship, consisting of intra-corporate and entrepreneurship arose due 

to Gifford Pinchot and Elizabeth S. Pinchot, when they were studying at the "School of Entrepreneurs" in 

New York ( "I will call this class of entrepreneurs intra-corporate, intrapreneurs", Elizabeth S. Pinchot).  

After Pinchot (1985), there were other authors who have expressed their opinion on this concept, so that 

the variety of scientists' opinions as well as the complexity of this concept led us to study in detail the 

importance of corporate entrepreneurship for the economy.  

The global economy undoubtedly creates profound and significant changes for organizations around the 

world, so that the role that the entrepreneur plays in each country's economic growth should not be 

ignored. Technological progress leads to continuous development of existing businesses and at the same 

time generates new businesses, constituting a decisive factor in acquiring new knowledge and thus in 

increasing productivity. 

Entrepreneurship continues to thrive in nearly every corner of the world so that globally, one person from 

eleven decides to start a business. Entrepreneurs are reshaping the business environment, creating a world 

in which their companies play an important role in the vitality of the global economy. Their businesses 

have introduced innovative products and services, have removed technological barriers, have created new 

jobs, have opened the doors to foreign markets and have offered to the founders the freedom to do what 

they love most. 

 

Defining the concept  

 

Despite the increased interest in the concept of corporate entrepreneurship, academics have not reached a 

consensus on this concept. Scientists use terms like corporate entrepreneurship (Kuratko et al., 1990), 

internal organizational entrepreneurship (Schollhammer, 1982; Sharma, 1999), corporate societies 

(Birkinshaw, 1999; Floyd and Lane, 2000), and new businesses (Myers, 1977; Cheney et al., 1991) to 

refer to different aspects of organizational entrepreneurship.  
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Some researchers believe that corporate entrepreneurship is a concept that should be limited to creating 

new businesses within an existing organization (Floyd & Wooldridge, 1999; Ceptureanu E.G. et al. 

2017). But others argue that the corporate entrepreneurship should include the fight for renewal, which is 

carried by big firms, through new methods of combining the resources it holds (Chung & Gibbons, 1997; 

Hitt & Ireland, 2000). 

Sharma & Chrisman (1999) considers organizational entrepreneurship as a process by which firms 

commit to diversification through internal development. Such diversification requires new combinations 

of resources for expanding business activities in areas not related to the current field of competence.  

Zahra et al.(1999) presents corporate affairs as marketing of a product or service that the parent company 

did not previously commercialize and requiring the use of new equipment, people and knowledge. 

Although both definitions describe the process of corporate entrepreneurship, the authors use different 

terms to describe it. On the other hand, Lumpkin & Dess (1996) considers corporate entrepreneurship as 

the term used to describe entrepreneurial behaviour in an existing large organization.  

 

Corporate Entrepreneurship Factors 

 

Corporate entrepreneurship has been a research subject for a period longer than two decades. Research in 

the renewal fields of the company, innovation, risk taking and creating of new businesses fall under the 

umbrella of the spirit of corporate entrepreneurship (Birkinshaw & Hood, 1998; Lumpkin & Dess, 2001; 

Ceptureanu et al., 2016). Interest in this topic has increasingly grown because companies have to deal 

with a turbulent and competitive environment. Due to this complex and turbulent business environment, 

managers have been in constant search of new ways of managing the company. This has fuelled corporate 

entrepreneurship studies on the subject (Zahra et al., 2000; Popa et al., 2009). The studies in this field 

focused mainly on organizational factors that influence the spirit of corporate entrepreneurship, such as 

freedom, organizational limits and support from management (Nadler & Tushman, 1989; Shenkar & 

Zeira, 1992).  

 

Fig. 1: Premises and the corporate entrepreneurship result 
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Corporate entrepreneurship has the potential to renew the existing firms (Covin & Miles, 1999; Kuratko 

et al., 1990; Pinchot, 1985). This process of renewal occurs through innovative activities that offers the 

company access to skills, capacities and new resources (Ceptureanu et al., 2017). In this case, innovation 

consists of the creation, development and implementation of ideas and a new behaviour.  

Previous studies in corporate entrepreneurship have focused on several key organization areas that 

influence the intrapreneurial spirit. First, the level of decentralization in an organization impacts on 

corporate entrepreneurship (Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 1997; Pinchot, 1985). Researchers generally agree 

that a decentralized organization has the power to use effective intrapreneurial behaviour, while in a 

centralized organization employees are not given the freedom to behave like entrepreneurs.  

Fierce competition between employees tends to block the implementation of new ideas that arise. This 

competition can also prevent employees to help colleagues who come up with new ideas, due to the envy 

on their future success.  

Cooperation between departments of a company is an essential element when new and innovative 

products need to be developed. Quite often, the lack of communication leads to delayed development of 

new products. In order not to reach to this problem and the new product development to arise as naturally 

as possible, the company's departments must work in a climate of cooperation.  

Also, the freedom of intrapreneurs to act is extremely essential. The intrapreneur should be responsible 

for his ideas and be able to develop and implement them in the organization (Pinchot, 1985). Therefore, a 

firm with too many rules and regulations have a negative effect on corporate entrepeneurship. 

As it can be seen from literature, corporate entrepreneurship is characterized by a set of organizational 

attitudes and behaviors (Covin and Miles, 1999). Intrapreneurial organizations demonstrate skills such as 

recognizing of opportunities, organizational flexibility and the ability to measure, encourage and reward 

innovative behavior (Zahra et al., 2000).  

Several researchers have tried to understand the factors that stimulate or affect corporate entrepreneurship 

so that during investigations, they have identified a number of organizational and external factors (Guth 

and Ginsberg, 1990; Kuratko et al., 1990).   

Reviewing the literature on the concept of corporate entrepreneurship, we noticed that a group of 

researchers have highlighted the importance that the organizational factors have on corporate 

entrepeneurship. Based on previous research, variables such as support from management and its 

behavior (vision, commitment), organizational culture, structure and mode of action may affect corporate 

entrepreneurship (Hitt & Ireland, 2000).  

Corporate entrepeneurship is seen as a strategy for economic growth and an effective way to gain 

competitive advantage (Pinchot, 1985). Kuratko et al. (1990) defines corporate entrepreneurship as a 

process of organizational renewal. Zahra et al., (2000) states that corporate entrepreneurship includes 

activities designed to create new businesses in existing firms through innovations of products and 

processes.  

Intrapreneur is according to Pinchot (1985) the key actor in corporate entrepreneurship. The intrapreneur 

is the one who recognizes an opportunity, seeks and exploits it and hopes that the exploitation of new 

opportunities in a way, that deviates from previous practice, will be successful and will help to achieve 

the organization's objectives.  

The individual decision to act intrapreneurially is based on organizational and individual experiences, 

when an event pushing a person to behave intrapreneurially (Zahra et al., 2000). The external 
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environment (technological opportunities, industry growth, competitiveness etc.), is also considered an 

important determinant of corporate entrepreneurship (Zahra et al., 2000).  

As organizations become more complex and competitive, they embrace increasingly more corporate 

entrepeneurship in order to remain profitable (Zahra et al., 2000),  to reinvent themselves from a strategic 

point of view (Guth and Ginsberg, 1990), to develop their innovative spirit and acquire knowledge to 

achieve future revenue flows.  

Researches in the field of corporate entrepreneurship indicate that mainly individual, organizational 

environmental factors influence the entrepreneurial behavior within an organization (Covin and Slevin, 

1991): 

 

Fig. 2: The relationship between the individual, the organizational and 

 environmental factors 

� The tendency to act intrapreneurially is a function of motivation (Shenkar & Zeira., 1992) which 

in turn is a function of the individual's innate personality (Birkinshaw, 1999; Ireland et al., 2001; 

Ceptureanu SI et al., 2017). The individual levels focus on the individual characteristics of the 

intrapreneur (Kuratko et al., 1990). The recognition and support of intrapreneurs is also within this area 

of interest. Some research in this area emphasizes the vital role of managers in creating an environment 

that encourages innovation and entrepreneurial spirit (Kuratko et al., 2001; Ceptureanu et al., 2017). 

Intrapreneurs are seen as people who take responsibility for innovation within the firm (Pinchot, 1985). 

� Different authors believe that entrepreneurial activity is a function that relates to the 

organizational framework (Birkinshaw, 1999; Morris, 1998). Birkinshaw (1999) defines the 

organizational framework as a set of administrative and social arrangements that shape the behaviour of 

individuals within the organization on whom top management has influence. The essence of the definition 

of Birkinshaw (1999) is that entrepreneurial initiative, as any behavioral trait is a function of the 

environment in which it is conducted, and that, in an organization many of the key factors of 

intrapreneurial success are under the influence and direct  and indirect control of top management. Thus, 

corporate entrepeneurship is influenced by the characteristics and organizational values (Kuratko et al., 

2001). A particular importance is granted to the intrapreneurial strategy and to its influence on the 

company (Kuratko et al., 2001). Moreover, entrepreneurial strategy can be regarded as a potential source 

of competitive advantage for the company, being the way in which existing firms can develop skills 

essential for their success. 
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� Environmental factors refer to the argument brought by Birkinshaw (1999) that the behavior of 

employees in an organization is shaped not only by the administrative factor. Covin and Slevin (1991) 

saw the external environment as a determinant of entrepreneurial activity, both at the individual and 

organizational level. Researchers who are trying to build a model to explain corporate entrepeneurship 

and predict its results, are taking into account, in addition to a set of internal variables, also the external 

variables related to the environment. (Sharma & Chrisman., 1999). Kuratko et al. (2001) considers that in 

order to support the concept of corporate entrepreneurship there must be considered the following factors: 

reward, managerial support, resources, including availability towards time, organizational structure and 

risk acceptance.  

Using rewards as a motivating factor is very common in the literature (Chung& Gibbons, 1997; Covin& 

Miles, 1999; Ceptureanu et al., 2012). To be effective, a system of rewards that promote corporate 

entrepeneurship must take into account the objectives, individuality and performance-based rewards. 

Using an appropriate reward system can increase a person's willingness to take entrepreneurial risks 

associated with the company.  

Managerial support, the desire of management to facilitate or promote entrepreneurial initiatives is also 

included in the literature (Ireland et al., 2001; Guth & Ginsberg., 1990; Ceptureanu et al., 2017). 

Managerial support can take many forms, including encouraging innovative ideas and institutionalizing 

entrepreneurship within the company.  

Availability of resources and time is the third prerequisite for promoting corporate entrepeneurship. 

Employees must perceive the availability of resources for innovative activities (McGrath, 1999). Weak 

resources encourages experimentation and risk taking (Hitt et al., 1999).  

The fourth condition is the organizational structure (Grenadier & Weiss, 1997). An organizational 

structure supporting corporate entrepreneurship provides certain administrative mechanisms that allow 

ideas to be evaluated, selected and implemented (Zahra & Covin, 1995; Radu et al., 2017). 

Risk-taking is the final condition that occurs constantly as a necessary support for corporate 

entrepeneurship. Employees and managers must be willing to take the risk and have a tolerance for failure 

(Ghoshal & Moran, 1996).  

 Models of Corporate Entrepreneurship 

 

As we could observe during the study of the concept of corporate entrepreneurship, we could figure out 

that many of the theories on this concept are rooted in the study of the concept of entrepreneurship 

(Oviatt & McDougall, 1999). Contemporary theories on entrepreneurial behaviour highlight the 

interaction between an individual's personality and environment (Morris, 1998). These theories include 

models of different authors whose fundamental idea underlies many subsequent publications. Among the 

most important models, we state: Guth and Ginsberg’s model, Covin and Slevin's model, Zahra’s model, 

Lupkin and Dess’ model, which are presented below. 

Guth and Ginsberg’s model 

Guth and Ginsberg (1990) developed a model based on the idea that they had done on the concept of 

corporate entrepreneurship. These authors consider corporate entrepreneurship as a combination of two 

phenomena: 

• developing new business within an existing organization, or  

• converting an existing organization through renewal.  
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Those authors substantiated their idea on corporate entrepreneurship through a model where the 

influential factors and their consequences are interconnected with corporate entrepreneurship. In their 

model, Guth and Ginsberg (1990) argue that: the environment, strategic leadership, organizational form / 

behaviour and organizational performance influence the intrapreneurial spirit and the latter in turn 

influence the company's performance.  

• The environment influences corporate entrepreneurship. In this regard, Guth and Ginsberg 

(1990) related to the following:  

(a) the impact of major environmental changes - such as deregulation - can influence changes in 

business strategy;  

(b) the more dynamic and hostile the environment is, the more intrapreneurial the firms will be;  

(c) industry structure affects the opportunities to develop successful new products.  

Clearly, changes in industry structure and the underlying technologies affect corporate entrepreneurship. 

Opportunities for new products and services result from development of new technologies and /or 

commercialization of technologies developed by others. In an industry that is trying to find new 

combinations of resources aimed at a competitive advantage, the potential of the company and of its 

competitors create both opportunities and problems. 

• Strategic Leadership influence corporate entrepreneurship. Guth and Ginsberg (1990) included the 

following factors: (a) the management style of top managers affects the performance of new businesses; 

(b) the effectiveness of middle management in building coalitions among colleagues and senior managers 

to support their entrepreneurial ideas affect the degree of success in their implementation; (c) banks that 

are more innovative are managed by teams with deeper and higher education and which have some 

diversity on their areas of functional expertise. Many believe that entrepreneurial behaviour within an 

organization depends on the characteristics, values/beliefs, visions of the strategic leader. 

• Type of organization/behaviour influence corporate entrepreneurship: Guth and Ginsberg (1990) 

refer here to two factors: (a) companies pursuing growth strategies through acquisitive procedures have 

lower levels of intensity in terms of research and development than companies pursuing internal growth 

strategies through innovation; (b) creating new business units within the firm does not affect the sales of 

new products. Many researchers in this field have observed a relationship between business strategy and 

innovative spirit.  

• Organizational performance influences corporate entrepreneurship. In this category, Guth and 

Ginsberg (1990) included: (a) successful companies bring more frequent and radical innovations in terms 

of product or process than those who are not successful; (b) firms that are experiencing a decline in 

performance tend to develop new practices and change the strategic directions only after this prolonged 

decline led to the change of top management. Innovation and radical change can be triggered when firms 

have excess of resources that allow them to capitalize on the opportunities that arise.  

• Corporate entrepreneurship influences the firm’s performance: Guth and Ginsberg (1990) 

considered three factors in this category: (a) the introduction of new products affects performance; (b) 

independent start-ups get to breakeven two times faster and end up twice more profitable than corporate 

start-ups; (C) early market entry does not affect the performance.  
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Fig. 3: Guth and Ginsberg’s model on corporate entrepreneurship 

Although the model of Guth and Ginsberg (1990) is meant to be generic, its drawback is its lack of 

mutual recognition between the component factors, except of the organization's performance. There is an 

unjustified presumption that environmental factors, strategic leadership and organizational culture 

influence corporate entrepreneurship, but without taking into account the influence that the latter has on 

them.  

However, the model of Guth and Ginsberg (1990) is the starting point for many models which study the 

subject of corporate entrepreneurship, among the most important we recall the model of Covin and Slevin 

(1991) and the model of Zahra (2002), which are presented below.  

Covin and Slevin's model 

Covin and Slevin (1991) developed an integrative model that attempts to explain the association between 

entrepreneurial company and the environment, the strategy which it adopts, internal factors and 

organizational performance. According to them, corporate entrepreneurship involves increasing 

competitiveness and expanding opportunities generated through the combination of new resources within 

the firm. 

Their model shows a less generic image on corporate entrepreneurship and focuses on behaviour at the 

firm level. The model seeks to improve the model of Guth and Ginsberg (1990) in at least two aspects:  

• interpretation of the feedback loop between the intrapreneurial factors and corporate 

entrepreneurship; 

• avoid clearly specifying the type of corporate entrepreneurship  
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Advantages of the model are: 

• consider corporate entrepreneurship as behaviour of a firm;  

• their model contains the company's success as the last dependent variable; 

• external variables such as environmental factors are also included in the model; 

• finally they take into account the direct and moderate effects within the model. 

Key factors underlying this model are the external environment, strategy and internal factors. According 

to this model, the entrepreneurial orientation influences in a weaker manner the external environment, 

strategy and internal factors, but is closely related to firm performance. The three key factors have 

according to the model a moderate effect on the relationship between performance and entrepreneurial 

orientation. 

 

Fig. 4: Covin and Slevin's model on corporate entrepreneurship 

Neither this model has got away with criticism. Zahra (2000) criticizes Covin and Slevin's model on the 

basis that they do not take into account the possibility that various entrepreneurial positions unevenly 

influence the various dimensions of performance and can even in different times. 

Zahra’s Model 

Zahra (2002) presents a more compact model. He removes the technological complexity as a separate 

factor, including it in the dynamism of the environment.  
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Fig. 5: The Zahra’s model on corporate entrepreneurship 

This author recommends using a concept encompassing aspects of the life cycle of the industry. In 

defining the entrepreneurial behaviour, Zahra (2002) emphasizes the need to consider entrepreneurial 

activities that are occurring domestically and internationally. Finally, Zahra (2002) argues that managerial 

values, organizational structure, management process and organizational culture should be considered in 

developing models on corporate entrepreneurship. 

Lumpkin and Dess's Model 

The authors describe the entrepreneurial orientation in terms of five dimensions: autonomy, innovation, 

risk taking, proactivity and aggressive competitiveness. According to Lumpkin & Dess (2001), 

entrepreneurial orientation refers to the processes, practices and decision-making activities designed to 

help a new entry on the market. The authors state that a new market entry is done by entering the market 

with new products and services. In this context, a new market entry is the idea behind this concept. 
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Fig. 6: Lumpkin and Dess Model 

Lumpkin & Dess's model (2001) differs from the model of Covin and Slevin (1991), because it indicates 

that both environmental factors and organizational ones influence the relationship between 

entrepreneurial orientation and firm performance. The model does not provide whether the company's 

performance influences the entrepreneurial orientation. 

Conclusions 

We believe that our paper contributes to the growing literature on corporate entrepreneurship in several 

ways. First, it brings specificity to the concept of corporate entrepreneurship literature, a concept that is 

inconsistently depicted, ambiguously described, and quite often, simply undefined in the academic 

literature (Ceptureanu EG et al., 2017).  

Second, our depiction of corporate entrepreneurship has two important implications for corporate 

entrepreneurship research and practice. Thus, the paper implies that fit between different pairs and 

collectively among all of the elements of a corporate entrepreneurship is a prerequisite to success. In this 

sense, the elements of entrepreneurial vision, pro-entrepreneurship organizational architecture, and 

entrepreneurial processes and behavior represent the core work associated with use of corporate 

entrepreneurship.  

Also, greater understanding of corporate entrepreneurship will emerge as scholars complete empirical 

studies examining the phenomenon. The propositions associated with our article are possible sources for 

empirical studies. Effectively dealing with the sample and measurement challenges inherent to this topic 

will be critical to obtaining valid insights from empirical work.  

To conclude, this paper offers a comprehensive analysis that depicts the “workings” of corporate 

entrepreneurship on international literature. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we presented a model of the influence of motivational factors on the degree of motivation. 

The theme chosen for this papers is a highly topical issue at the moment because managers are 

increasingly concerned about employees’ motivation. The paper contains the case study regarding the 

research conducted in 100 companies from Maramureș County in order to analyze the motivational 

factors and their influence on the degree of staff motivation. We have analyzed the motivational factors 

and their influence on the degree of motivation also we presented data processing and analysis 

comprising the analysis of the internal consistency of the questionnaire, the analysis of correlations 

between motivational factors. 

Keywords: Analysis, factors, model, motivational, influence, degree, correlations 

Introduction 
 

Motivation, in a narrow sense, based on a classic vision regarding management and organization, takes 

into consideration only the employees of the organization.  

Motivation in a narrow sense consists in developing a link between the needs, aspirations and interests of 

personnel with the fulfillment of goals and exercising the tasks, competencies and responsibilities 

assigned to them.  

 

Motivation, in a broad sense, emphasizes a modern vision regarding management and organization, 

consisting in all decisions and activities which determine the stakeholders to directly and indirectly 

contribute to the achievement of functionalities and an increased performance, by correlating their 

interests in the approach and achievement of organizational objectives (Nicolescu, 2008, p.291).  

Lefter et al. (2008, p.171) focus on two meanings of the concept of motivation: 

 

• from the economic point of view, motivation represents the assembly of factors that determine 

the behavior of an economic agent; 

• from the psychological point of view, motivation represents the action of conscious or 

unconscious forces that determine the behavior of the individual.  

 

Motivation in the work context can be defined as the availability degree of the employee to get involved 

and to constantly put effort in order to achieve professional objectives, as they are defined at individual or 

organizational level (Constantin, 2004, p.170). 
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According to Pivovarov (2011, p.549), motivation of personnel represents one of the cornerstones that 

ensures the stability of the business as well as its efficiency.  

 

According to Baldwin et al. (2014, p.829), motivation is the driving force that energizes, encourages and 

changes the behavior of employees in order to persist in pursuing their goals, leading to the fulfillment of 

their needs as well as to an improvement in the performance of the organization. Also, the efficiency of 

personnel is enhanced and they manifest positive feelings regarding the organization.  

 

The main problem faced by the current economic environment is motivation.  

 

The success of any company depends on the decisive extent of the performance of its employees. Thus, 

managers must develop creative methods to focus their attention in a productive way.  

 

For Lage Monteiro de Castro et al. (2016, p.1140), motivation is considered beneficial for the 

organization, as it triggers human resources to act upon their work objectives, leading to the fulfillment of 

the organizational goals, workforce stability, employee commitment as well as improved performance 

and productivity.  

 

Moreover, Baldwin et al. (2014, p.828) put emphasis on the fact that motivation provides support for 

employees in order to succeed, thus fostering innovation within a positively perceived work environment 

that attracts dynamic, creative and high-caliber personnel.  

 

The performance of employees is directly proportional to the company’s performance. Considering these 

things, the concern regarding employees must be as important as that for customers.   

 

If there are dissatisfied employees, there will certainly be unhappy customers. Thus, motivation is a key 

and present issue. Crumpton (2013, p.145) focused on the active role of managers and supervisors in the 

motivation of personnel, who should provide positive feedback, publicly recognize the efforts of 

employees, active listen and show empathy, lead by example.  

 

The authors considers that the provision of best motivation can be achieved by identifying the concerns 

that influence the employees within the work environment. 

 

Case study  

 An Analysis of motivational factors 

The general objectives of the research were the identification of motivational factors having an influence 

on the motivation degree of employees in companies from Maramureș County, Romania, and the 

proposal of improvement measures of the motivational system. The specific objectives were aimed at 

analyzing the motivational factors, testing the internal consistency, measurement accuracy and reliability 

of the 24 questions of the questionnaire, establishment of the correlations between the factors analyzed. 

The chosen motivational factors for the research are: organizational climate, industrial relationships, 

leadership style, financial rewards, promotion conditions and personal needs like in equation below where 

MD –represent the motivation degree (1): 

MD (AR, OC, IR, LS, FR, PC, PN)                                                 (1) 
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The motivational factors chosen for investigation are: AR-age respondents (experience), OC – 

organizational climate; IR – industrial relationships; LS– leadership style; FR – financial rewards; PC – 

promotion conditions; PN – personal needs. 

The hypotheses established in this research are:  

Hypothesis 1: There is a significant relationship between the motivational factors: AR-age respondents, 

OC - organizational climate, IR - industrial relationships, LS- leadership style, FR – financial rewards, 

PC – promotion conditions, PN - personal needs and the motivation degree  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hypothesis 2: There is a correlation between motivational factors analyzed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given the research purpose and established objectives, a questionnaire was developed comprising 24 

closed questions, requiring respondents to rank the answers according to their preference.  

 

For each motivational factor OC organizational climate; IR – industrial relationships; LS– leadership 

style; FR – financial rewards; PC – promotion conditions; PN – personal needs  were designed four 

questions.  

 

The respondents choose on a Likert scale between 1 (very unsatisfied) to 5(strongly satisfy) the personal 

answer. The questionnaire was structure in the following items: 

Item 1: personal characteristics (age, type of training, work experience); 

Item 2: organization climate as a motivational factors (OC);  

Item 3: motivation on market of production products as industrial relation (IR),  

Item 4: leadership style and relation staff-manager (LS); 

Item 5: motivation from manager to staff as a financial reward (FR); 

Item 6: motivation on organization hierarchy a promotion condition (PC), 

Item 7: identify the personal needs of managers (PN); 

 

The content of questions it was focused on the influence of motivational factors, in order to analyze and 

improve the motivational system in companies from Maramureș County.  

 

OC IR LS OC PC PN 

MOTIVATION 

MOTIVATION 

OC IR LS OC PC PN 

AR 

AR 
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The investigated population consists of 100 

identify the influence of motivational factors on the degree of staff motivation. 

 

Data processing and analysis was statistically carried out by using the software IBM SPSS Statistics. 

Descriptive statistical procedures were applied for organizing, summarizing and communicating 

numerical data in order to draw conclusions about the popul

 In order to analyze the internal consistency of the whole sample Cronbach's coefficient alpha (

computed, while for the correlations between variables, Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated.

 

Results  

Item 1: Personal characteristics
 
The sampling type is probabilistic stratified random sampling, the population being grouped in layers by 

age categories and for each layer of age category, a simple random sampling was made. The age groups 

of the investigated population are: 20

Each investigated group will include 25 employees investigated.

 

Item 2: Assessment of the work motivation factors: OC= Organizational climate
 
The organizational climate was analyzed in the questionnaire through the questions OC1, OC2, OC3 and 

OC4, the possibilities of response being: 5

unsatisfied. For 46% percent respondents gives a score of 5 to the o

work environmenr point of view (Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1: Organizational climate and satisfaction at work

Another motivational factor taking in consideration was the atmosphere 

can infuence the employees attitut and behaviour

vestigated population consists of 100 managers with various types of training and age, in order to 

motivational factors on the degree of staff motivation.  

Data processing and analysis was statistically carried out by using the software IBM SPSS Statistics. 

Descriptive statistical procedures were applied for organizing, summarizing and communicating 

numerical data in order to draw conclusions about the population investigated based on a data sample.

In order to analyze the internal consistency of the whole sample Cronbach's coefficient alpha (

computed, while for the correlations between variables, Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated.

Item 1: Personal characteristics 

The sampling type is probabilistic stratified random sampling, the population being grouped in layers by 

age categories and for each layer of age category, a simple random sampling was made. The age groups 

tigated population are: 20-30 years old, 30-40 years old, 40-50 years old, 50

Each investigated group will include 25 employees investigated. 

Assessment of the work motivation factors: OC= Organizational climate

climate was analyzed in the questionnaire through the questions OC1, OC2, OC3 and 

OC4, the possibilities of response being: 5-very satisfied, 4 satisfied, 3- neutral 2 unsatisfied, 1

For 46% percent respondents gives a score of 5 to the organization climate from satistaction 

work environmenr point of view (Figure 1).  

Organizational climate and satisfaction at work. Source: By authors using SPSS processing

Another motivational factor taking in consideration was the atmosphere and environment work, which 

can infuence the employees attitut and behaviour( Figure 2). 

various types of training and age, in order to 

Data processing and analysis was statistically carried out by using the software IBM SPSS Statistics.  

Descriptive statistical procedures were applied for organizing, summarizing and communicating 

ation investigated based on a data sample. 

In order to analyze the internal consistency of the whole sample Cronbach's coefficient alpha (α) was 

computed, while for the correlations between variables, Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated. 

The sampling type is probabilistic stratified random sampling, the population being grouped in layers by 

age categories and for each layer of age category, a simple random sampling was made. The age groups 

50 years old, 50-60 years old. 

Assessment of the work motivation factors: OC= Organizational climate 

climate was analyzed in the questionnaire through the questions OC1, OC2, OC3 and 

neutral 2 unsatisfied, 1-very 

rganization climate from satistaction 

 
Source: By authors using SPSS processing 

and environment work, which 
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Fig. 2: Environment atmosphere at work . 

For 57% the atmosphere at work it is very important with a score of 5. Managers wi

a score of 4.  

 

In conclusion  majority of managers consider that the internal environment in organization it is very 

important and it is a motivation factor for employees. 

 

These results show that management in companies from 

good working conditions to the employees of the companies, so that there was no discomfort for the 

employees which could have affected the production process. 

 

Moreover, there are ensured ergonomic conditions of j

temperature and humidity conditions, cleaning and ventilation system.

 

Item 3.  IR= Industrial relations

 From the analysis of the four factors regarding the industrial relatio

Fig.  3: Manager-employee relationship as motivation factor (IR)

Environment atmosphere at work .  Source: By authors using SPSS processing

For 57% the atmosphere at work it is very important with a score of 5. Managers with 40 % percent  give 

In conclusion  majority of managers consider that the internal environment in organization it is very 

important and it is a motivation factor for employees.  

These results show that management in companies from Maramureș County  succeed to provide very 

good working conditions to the employees of the companies, so that there was no discomfort for the 

employees which could have affected the production process.  

Moreover, there are ensured ergonomic conditions of jobs within the company: proper lighting, suitable 

temperature and humidity conditions, cleaning and ventilation system. 

Item 3.  IR= Industrial relations 

From the analysis of the four factors regarding the industrial relations , presented in the Figure 3

 

employee relationship as motivation factor (IR). Source: By authors

 

Source: By authors using SPSS processing 

th 40 % percent  give 

In conclusion  majority of managers consider that the internal environment in organization it is very 

 County  succeed to provide very 

good working conditions to the employees of the companies, so that there was no discomfort for the 

obs within the company: proper lighting, suitable 

ns , presented in the Figure 3. 

 

Source: By authors 
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We can conclude that the industrial relations are very good in companies from Maramure

91% percent the relationship between employees

impact and show an aspect of the motivational process within the company. 

 

Only for 9% the both relationship are not important and receive only 

value.   

 

 Another factor which  can  influence and  motivate employees  it is the financial rewards (Figure 4)

efficient resolution of conflicts within the company has a great influence in creating a harmonious 

working climate that encourages cooperation for 80% of respondents.

 

Fig. 4: Solving conf

Item 4.  FR= Financial rewards.

employees covers their necessities (Figure 5).

 

Fig.5: F

e can conclude that the industrial relations are very good in companies from Maramure

91% percent the relationship between employees-superiors and superiors- employees, has a positive 

impact and show an aspect of the motivational process within the company.  

Only for 9% the both relationship are not important and receive only a score of 3 from a 5 maximum 

can  influence and  motivate employees  it is the financial rewards (Figure 4)

efficient resolution of conflicts within the company has a great influence in creating a harmonious 

limate that encourages cooperation for 80% of respondents. 

Solving conflicts as motivation factor (IR).Source: By authors 

.80 % percent from managers appreciate that the monthly salary of their 

their necessities (Figure 5). 

Financial rewards (FR). Source: By authors 

e can conclude that the industrial relations are very good in companies from Maramureș County. For 

employees, has a positive 

a score of 3 from a 5 maximum 

can  influence and  motivate employees  it is the financial rewards (Figure 4). The 

efficient resolution of conflicts within the company has a great influence in creating a harmonious 

 

 

80 % percent from managers appreciate that the monthly salary of their 
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The results of the respondents indicate that employees of companies from Maramure

interested in financial rewards, thus management of the company should pay increased attention to the 

needs of employees regarding their salary, provision of private pensions and of private health insurances, 

which will be a positive aspect for the staff motivation and it will increase the interest of employees for 

achieving high quality standards and productive work.  

The  research  apply Vroom’s Expectancy Theory as a mean of providing evidence that reward will 

positively motivate employee.  

 

 

MOTIVATION =  

 

 

Item 5. PN=Personal needs. The answers of the respondents regarding their personal needs show that 

the company must focus on providing a safety environment 

and recognizes employees’ achievements, as well as on ensuring the assimilation of people at work to 

adapt them to the needs of the group to which they belong (Figure 6).

This shows us that managers who receive employee benefits are involved 68% in their business and are 

responsible for their activities performance. Only 32 % select a score of 4 which present a large field of 

activities in their management act.

 

Professional integration ( Figure 7) it is another factor which present the manager mentality with score 5 

maximum value for 31% percent and 37% with score 4. 

 

The results put in evidence that managers are involved in social environment of organizations and they 

are good specialists and en to the new market provocation. 

The results of the respondents indicate that employees of companies from Maramureș County are very 

interested in financial rewards, thus management of the company should pay increased attention to the 

needs of employees regarding their salary, provision of private pensions and of private health insurances, 

t for the staff motivation and it will increase the interest of employees for 

achieving high quality standards and productive work.   

apply Vroom’s Expectancy Theory as a mean of providing evidence that reward will 

The answers of the respondents regarding their personal needs show that 

the company must focus on providing a safety environment that encourages and stimulates performance 

and recognizes employees’ achievements, as well as on ensuring the assimilation of people at work to 

adapt them to the needs of the group to which they belong (Figure 6). 

Fig. 6: Personal needs (PN) 

us that managers who receive employee benefits are involved 68% in their business and are 

responsible for their activities performance. Only 32 % select a score of 4 which present a large field of 

activities in their management act. 

on ( Figure 7) it is another factor which present the manager mentality with score 5 

maximum value for 31% percent and 37% with score 4.  

The results put in evidence that managers are involved in social environment of organizations and they 

are good specialists and en to the new market provocation.  

VALENCE + INSTRUMENTS +EXPECTATION 

EFFORT + PERFORMANCE + OUTCOME  

County are very 

interested in financial rewards, thus management of the company should pay increased attention to the 

needs of employees regarding their salary, provision of private pensions and of private health insurances, 

t for the staff motivation and it will increase the interest of employees for 

apply Vroom’s Expectancy Theory as a mean of providing evidence that reward will 

The answers of the respondents regarding their personal needs show that 

that encourages and stimulates performance 

and recognizes employees’ achievements, as well as on ensuring the assimilation of people at work to 

 

us that managers who receive employee benefits are involved 68% in their business and are 

responsible for their activities performance. Only 32 % select a score of 4 which present a large field of 

on ( Figure 7) it is another factor which present the manager mentality with score 5 

The results put in evidence that managers are involved in social environment of organizations and they 
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Analysis of the internal consistency of the questionn
 

The internal consistency, measurement accuracy and reliability of the 24 questions based on Likert scale 

were tested using Cronbach alpha coefficient (

The test was performed for the whole set of questions which focus on the following motivational factors: 

OC-organizational climate; IR-industrial relationships; LS

promotion conditions and PN-personal needs. Cronb

values in the interval [0; 1].  

The formula for computing this coefficient that is based on the number of items and inter

mean is presented below (Opariuc

where α – represent Cronbach alpha correlation coefficient, n 

inter-items correlation. In order to analyze the internal consistency of the scale "Motivation degree", out 

of 100 responses, none was excluded, thus Cronbach  alpha coefficient was calculated based on a total of 

100 valid responses, as it can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Cronbach Alpha coefficient for internal consistency 

After calculating the coefficient for all 24 questions, the value of 0.9

 

 

 

 

 

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items

0.917 0.914

Fig. 7: Professional integration (PN) 

Analysis of the internal consistency of the questionnaire 

The internal consistency, measurement accuracy and reliability of the 24 questions based on Likert scale 

Cronbach alpha coefficient (α).  

The test was performed for the whole set of questions which focus on the following motivational factors: 

industrial relationships; LS-leadership style; FR-financial rewards; PC

personal needs. Cronbach coefficient of the internal consistency can take 

The formula for computing this coefficient that is based on the number of items and inter-item correlation 

mean is presented below (Opariuc-Dan, 2011, p. 299): 

� �
��	��

�	��
����
                                                                     

represent Cronbach alpha correlation coefficient, n – the number of items and ̅
In order to analyze the internal consistency of the scale "Motivation degree", out 

of 100 responses, none was excluded, thus Cronbach  alpha coefficient was calculated based on a total of 

100 valid responses, as it can be seen in Table 1. 

Cronbach Alpha coefficient for internal consistency  

After calculating the coefficient for all 24 questions, the value of 0.917 sustain that the results can 

be taken in consideration. 

Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items N of Items

0.914 24 

 

The internal consistency, measurement accuracy and reliability of the 24 questions based on Likert scale 

The test was performed for the whole set of questions which focus on the following motivational factors: 

financial rewards; PC-

ach coefficient of the internal consistency can take 

item correlation 

                              (2) 

̅ – the mean of 

In order to analyze the internal consistency of the scale "Motivation degree", out 

of 100 responses, none was excluded, thus Cronbach  alpha coefficient was calculated based on a total of 

17 sustain that the results can 

N of Items 
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The value is very close to one, which means that the instrument measures the actual score, the random 

errors being eliminated and shows that motivational factors are correlated with each other and the internal 

consistency of the instrument is excellent.  

 

Based on the analysis performed up to this point, we have concluded that the scale is accurate, given the 

value of Cronbach alpha coefficient.   

 

Table 2 shows that the scale consists of 24 items and has an average of 103.1700 points with a standard 

deviation of 9.27477 points. 

Table 2:   Scale statistics 

 

Mean Variance Std. Deviation Nr. of Items 

103.1700 86.021 9.27477 24 

 

Analysis of the correlation 
 

Table  presents the mean and standard deviation regarding the age of respondents and the 6 groups of 

motivational factors based on the answers of 100 managers  questioned. 

Table 3: Descriptive statistics 

 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Age of respondent 39.6200 11.63570 100 

Mean Organizational climate 4.2575 .40116 100 

Mean Industrial relations 4.2200 .49400 100 

Mean Leadership style 4.1875 .47457 100 

Mean Financial rewards 4.2700 .52426 100 

Mean Promotion conditions 4.4725 .46723 100 

Mean Personal needs 4.3850 .36136 100 

      Source: Processing in SPSS 

Employees are essential to everyday good running of organizations and as we proven in our research 

when they are rewards for the attainment of organizational goals employees become motivated and 

increase the productivity and efficiency for the organization. As we can observed the hypothesis 2 was 

verify in conclusion the data and the proposal model can be take into consideration.  
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Table 4: Correlations between the means of motivational factors  

 

Source: Processing in SPSS 

From the analysis of table 4  we can observe that there is a good correlation between the motivational 

factors.  The best correlation of * 840 (84%) is registered between the FR (financial rewards) and (PC) 

promotions conditions. Also the experience it is very important for the good understanding of staff and 

employee’s and the knowledge assimilates in production and management, present that the correlation  

(FR) financial rewards and (AR) age respondents has the second value of * 835. 

Conclusions 

Motivation at workplace in companies from Maramureș County is very important both from individual 

point of view, reflecting the employee’s attitude towards work, as well as collectively. From the 

conducted case study we concluded that the first hypothesis is confirmed.  

 

Thus, there is a significant relationship between the degree of motivation and the motivational factors: 

OC - organizational climates, IR - industrial relationships, LS- leadership style, FR - financial rewards, 

PC – promotion conditions, PN – personal needs.  

 

Through the analysis of Pearson coefficient, the second hypothesis is confirmed, regarding the existence 

of correlation between the motivational factors analyzed in the 6 clusters.  

 

Motivation of employees within companies from Maramureș County will raise along with the increase in 

personal responsibility, recognition, respect of employees, which will increase their involvement.  

 

A fair reward system based on performance will motivate staff to efficiently work and will have a 

positive impact on their morale. 

 

Age of 

responde

nt Mean OC Mean IR 

Mean 

LS 

Mean 

FR 

Mean 

PC 

Mean 

PN 

Age of 

respondent 

Pearson 

Correlation 1 .638
**

 .743
**

 .708
**

 .835
**

 .817
**

 .714
**

 

Mean OC Pearson 

Correlation .638
**

 1 .571
**

 .523
**

 .693
**

 .732
**

 .637
**

 

Mean IR Pearson 

Correlation .743
**

 .571
**

 1 .571
**

 .678
**

 .735
**

 .624
**

 

Mean LS Pearson 

Correlation .708
**

 .523
**

 .571
**

 1 .756
**

 .715
**

 .506
**

 

Mean FR Pearson 

Correlation .835
**

 .693
**

 .678
**

 .756
**

 1 .840
**

 .639
**

 

Mean PC Pearson 

Correlation .817
**

 .732
**

 .735
**

 .715
**

 .840
**

 1 .725
**

 

Mean PN Pearson 

Correlation .714
**

 .637
**

 .624
**

 .506
**

 .639
**

 .725
**

 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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The company is permanently concerned to improve the working conditions in order to increase 

employees’ performance in obtaining products with higher quality and reduced costs.  

 

This can be seen in the development of a Lean department, concerned with applying the lean 

manufacturing principles, regarding continuous improvement, elimination of waste, ensuring continuous 

operation of the machines, standardized work, programming of production based on actual demand, 

continuous flow, performance of operations that add value to the customers, reduction of dead times, 

prevention of errors. 

 

Thus, the company had a low share of material sanctions for errors and deviations. The implementation of 

an efficient motivation model in companies from Maramureș County, Romania, will increase the 

performance of human resources.  

 

Besides the frequent usage of formal motivations, companies from Maramureș County should capitalize 

on the motivational potential of informal motivations, especially moral and spiritual ones, which 

represent a sensitive issue for most employees, having a great influence in improving their job 

satisfaction. 
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Abstract 

Assuming continuous development and growing competition, high emphasis is placed on effective 
planning. Accurate planning makes timely claims and customer satisfaction is growing. In order for the 
planning to be based on optimal data, it is necessary to fully map the production processes and determine 
the exact value. This value is the basic tool for creating metrics for the evaluation of the production 
process. This idea is also engaged in practical study that analyzes the factors that affect time requirement 
of the operation. In the theoretical part of this study are presented the knowledge gained from technical 
literature from the field of industrial engineering. In the analytical part, precise operations´ time 
requirements were measured and these measured values were processed. A process map of the entire 
production process has been created. From these values, a calculator, which is verified in practice, has 
been compiled. 

Keywords: Production parameter, time study, process, efficiency. 

Introduction 

Nowadays, it is increasingly important for the vast majority of companies to improve their production 
and make it more efficient. This is done by various older and modern methods of standardization and 
rationalization of work. Thanks to this knowledge, companies consolidate their place in the marketplace, 
acquire new customers and increase their competitiveness. It has been proven that production parameters 
have a significant impact on capacity planning and contract generation. If these parameters change due to 
optimization or rationalization, production control is faster and more accurate (JIE ZHANG, 2017). 

According to (DASHCHENKO, 2006), time analyzes of operations are necessary for the creation of a 
precise planning system. The more accurate the time analysis, the better the date, which can be further 
processed in the planning system. This gives an absolutely accurate production planning. 

In this publication, an analysis of influencing factors for the manufacturing process is made. Initial 
analysis and data collection were carried out in the form of time studies and the evaluation led to the 
design of the calculation model for production time requirements. 

Factors Affecting Productivity 

The main objective was to perform a production process mapping that led to the identification of all the 
key parameters that affect the time-consuming nature of operations in the production process. Thanks to 
analyzes of images of production operations it is possible to analyze the production processes. These 
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materials are designed to create a calculator that is able to calculate the resulting parts production times 
according to the specified parameters. 

The cornerstone of production is production activity. This is the process of offering certain services or 
creating new products. This is the transformation of the material into the product and takes place from 
the insertion of the material into the machine until it is removed from the machine as a product. This also 
applies to products that are still being processed or modified in the company. The resulting product is one 
that the business can sell and get the desired revenue from it. (EDL, KUDRNA, 2013) 

Production process means the transformation of the material and the semi-finished product into the final 
product. If the production process is properly and thoroughly processed it minimizes losses during 
production, which is most evident in mass and serial production. You can divide the manufacturing 
process individually into: (BOTEK, ADAMEC, 2004) 

- Operation - a part of the manufacturing process that is performed by one worker on one 
machine, has a continuous duration and is properly terminated. 

- Operations section - A part of the operation that is executed by one tool at a single clamp and in 
one place. 

- Action - a simple work activity that is inseparable from the point of view of organization 
(turning on the machine, clamping the item, etc.) 

- Movement - part of the act that is the smallest and measurable. This is the simplest move of a 
worker which has been finished. 

Time analyzes 

To achieve the highest possible work efficiency and lowest cost, the methods of continuous improvement 
of production processes are used. This improvement is called the rationalization of work. Standardization 
work is the activity that defines labor standards. For the continuous growth of production based on the 
growth of labor productivity, it is necessary to create conditions that can maintain a high level of 
production process. (MAŠÍN, VYTLAČIL, 2000) 

In order to continue the project, it was necessary to map the current situation. These are the status of 
workplaces, operations, activities performed, types of material and other important parameters entering 
the production process. The greatest benefit of taking and analyzing images at individual workplaces is to 
get information and to map the current state of the company. This information can provide managers with 
enough space to improve production and increase profits. These results can be achieved by various 
rationalization methods. It is also possible to maximize the use of machines or increase employee 
productivity. (MAŠÍN, VYTLAČIL, 2000) 

Objectives and Benefits of Mapping Factors in the Production Process 

One of the goals of the project was to map individual processes and become familiar with its parts. 
Therefore, it was necessary to go through the entire production process, from saws to finish, and see how 
production takes place. Thanks to this activity, the parameters entering the production process and the 
factors that have influenced the production process were determined. For example, there is a description 
of the Cutti workplace analysis. 
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There are a lot of effects on the time consumption of the saw operations. First of all, it is a semi-finished 
material from which pieces are carved. There is a variety of types of material used, and a certain range of 
cutting speed is prescribed for each material. All these parameters must be set on the computer that 
controls the saw. The operator also adjusts the cutting program, depending on what shape the saw will 
cut. The workload of this worker before cutting, except for the program of the saw, is also to place the 
semi-finished products on the exact position for the material arrival. Additionally, the semi-finished 
product must be adjusted just before the cutting process. When the semi-finished product ready for 
cutting is received and serviced, the top plate of the saw is started up to the blank and the operator can 
start the cutting process on the computer. 

In the first place, before the saw begins to cut pieces, it automatically cuts and aligns the front of the 
workpiece so that it can still be cut in exact dimensions. After that, the process of cutting individual 
pieces is already taking place. Additional parameters such as the shape of the individual pieces, whether 
they are to be cut straight after each other, or how many pieces can be cut out of the blank can be entered 
now. Specifically, the number of sharp edges, rounding of the walls and, in particular, contour length 
play a role in the shape demands of the work. 

These parameters significantly affect the cutting time of one piece. The saw at each sharp edge must be 
correctly aligned and one sharp edge takes about 1 second at any cutting speed. Contour length is of 
course the most striking factor in cutting one piece. The cutting time can be roughly calculated from the 
total length of the cut contour circumference and the cutting speed that depends on the type of material. 

Tab. 1: Workplace parameters 

 

Fig. 1: Work with control unit 

 

Fig. 2: Manipulation inside Cutti 

 

Parameters Units 

Material - 

Cutting speed m/s 

Program adjustment s 

Setting s 

Travel material s 

Straightening material s 

Flip over upper plate - 

Turn on cutting program s 

Front face cutting s 

Difficulty of shape cutting - 

Number of pieces   piece 

Number of cut edges Number/piece 

Rounded faces - 

Contour length m 

Travel YES/NO  

Turning program YES/NO 

Knife travel  s 

Lift of upper plate - 

Outgoing material s 

Piece and residue separation s 

Piece stocking  s 
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With the analysis of the operations images, it was possible to determine the exact times of the individual 
operations. Analyzes were progressively 
project. 

Method of imaging 

The imaging was mostly done by camera
of a large number of parameters. Some operations were performed 
Short operations were another reason to use film shots and to capture even the shortest operations. Some 
operations could be measured by moment observing method. As a result of all analyzes of the measured 
images, tables, where the times of individual operations in the workplaces are captured, were created. 
These partial times together give the total time value of one piece. The tables were created in Excel for 
each workplace separately. 

 

With the analysis of the operations images, it was possible to determine the exact times of the individual 
operations. Analyzes were progressively modified to the desired table formats that served to continue the 

The imaging was mostly done by camera-shooting. The movie snapshot method has been chosen because 
of a large number of parameters. Some operations were performed very quickly, and others took longer. 
Short operations were another reason to use film shots and to capture even the shortest operations. Some 
operations could be measured by moment observing method. As a result of all analyzes of the measured 

es, where the times of individual operations in the workplaces are captured, were created. 
These partial times together give the total time value of one piece. The tables were created in Excel for 

Fig. 3: Process analyse CUTTI 

With the analysis of the operations images, it was possible to determine the exact times of the individual 
modified to the desired table formats that served to continue the 

shooting. The movie snapshot method has been chosen because 
very quickly, and others took longer. 

Short operations were another reason to use film shots and to capture even the shortest operations. Some 
operations could be measured by moment observing method. As a result of all analyzes of the measured 

es, where the times of individual operations in the workplaces are captured, were created. 
These partial times together give the total time value of one piece. The tables were created in Excel for 
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Material removal and cutting of sharp edges do not have significant differences between them because 
they are performed by the machine itself. Edge cutting depends on the size of the cut 
from the graph show that in addition to the 3rd and 4th measurement
variations, but the biggest difference is higher by 52.2 seconds.

System Design 

The MS Excel spreadsheet editor, which uses the data entered
to implement the system. While making calculations, it was necessary to take into account all the tasks 
that are included in the operation. These operations have been analyzed to fit the formula for calculating 
the production time. As a data source for calculations, a sheet of values was created from the time 
analysis tables. At the Cutti site, this is the most complex operation, so it was necessary to define a really 
complex formula, see equation, which includes 
determined by time analyzes. 

� �
��

��
�
��

��
�

tm .. Time of manipulation 
Qp .. Number of pieces in the semi
products 
ts .. Edge trimming time 
Qz .. Number of folds 
tz .. Average retention time in the fold

Fig. 4: Graph Cutti 

Material removal and cutting of sharp edges do not have significant differences between them because 
they are performed by the machine itself. Edge cutting depends on the size of the cut surface. Deviations 
from the graph show that in addition to the 3rd and 4th measurements there were not
variations, but the biggest difference is higher by 52.2 seconds. 

The MS Excel spreadsheet editor, which uses the data entered and drawn for the calculations, was chosen 
While making calculations, it was necessary to take into account all the tasks 

that are included in the operation. These operations have been analyzed to fit the formula for calculating 
he production time. As a data source for calculations, a sheet of values was created from the time 

At the Cutti site, this is the most complex operation, so it was necessary to define a really 
, which includes all the described factors and technological times 

� �� ∗ �� �

�

�
�
�

�
� �� � ��� ∗ �� �


��

�
�
��

�
 

Number of pieces in the semi-finished 

Average retention time in the fold 

Ok .. Contour circumference 
v .. Cutting speed 
Dp .. Length of crossing 
to .. Turning time 
Xyo .. After turning

 

Material removal and cutting of sharp edges do not have significant differences between them because 
surface. Deviations 

not significant 

and drawn for the calculations, was chosen 
While making calculations, it was necessary to take into account all the tasks 

that are included in the operation. These operations have been analyzed to fit the formula for calculating 
he production time. As a data source for calculations, a sheet of values was created from the time 

At the Cutti site, this is the most complex operation, so it was necessary to define a really 
all the described factors and technological times 
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All described workplaces and parameters are the basis of the submission form. The form was created in 
the Visual Basic for Applications programming language. The main function of the form is to insert data 
into the cells under which the calculations are performed. The goal in formulating the form was primarily 
factuality, uniqueness and user-friendly input of values and parameters. Label, textbox, combobox, and 
button were used to create the final form. Three other forms can be ope
can define the parameters at the Cutti a workplace and formatting and cutting departments of workplace 
XI. 

Fig. 5: Background program 

All described workplaces and parameters are the basis of the submission form. The form was created in 
the Visual Basic for Applications programming language. The main function of the form is to insert data 

ch the calculations are performed. The goal in formulating the form was primarily 
friendly input of values and parameters. Label, textbox, combobox, and 

button were used to create the final form. Three other forms can be opened during the entry, in which you 
can define the parameters at the Cutti a workplace and formatting and cutting departments of workplace 

 

All described workplaces and parameters are the basis of the submission form. The form was created in 
the Visual Basic for Applications programming language. The main function of the form is to insert data 

ch the calculations are performed. The goal in formulating the form was primarily 
friendly input of values and parameters. Label, textbox, combobox, and 

ned during the entry, in which you 
can define the parameters at the Cutti a workplace and formatting and cutting departments of workplace 
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Fig

The study used techniques that aim to eliminate th
movements, and assess the working position and the duration of individual operations. These incentives 
were based on time studies and production planning.

The biggest problem in the processing of the analysis 
together to map the actual component production time to build an effective planning model that is a good 
helper against growing competition, they made the study more complicated by their negative reactions

Most of the workers who were observed then worked above their average pace. Therefore, in the analysis 
it was difficult to determine 100% of the employee's 
and MOST analysis. The comparison of the acquired 
productivity record in the company has created a sufficient springboard to successfully collect data for 
the compilation of the production calculator.

The assessment of the production plan is usually done o
production time and customer requirements, which are the basic common evaluation criteria. Quality is 
assessed as a limiting condition for this methodology and it is assumed that all proposed variants meet
the quality requirements. 

Conclusion 

The basic and most significant part of the proposed methodology is the implementation part, in which, 
with the help of the given procedure, we create the calculator of the production plan in the processes of 
the company. Numerous measurements and analyzes 
been carried out at all workplaces. After evaluation analyzes, calculations were made, including the 
observed values and dependencies. Subsequently form was created in Visual Basic for Applications, 

Fig. 6: User inrteface datatransmission 

The study used techniques that aim to eliminate the most common mistakes, eliminate unnecessary 
movements, and assess the working position and the duration of individual operations. These incentives 
were based on time studies and production planning. 

The biggest problem in the processing of the analysis were paradoxically the workers. Instead of working 
together to map the actual component production time to build an effective planning model that is a good 
helper against growing competition, they made the study more complicated by their negative reactions

Most of the workers who were observed then worked above their average pace. Therefore, in the analysis 
it was difficult to determine 100% of the employee's workload. This was done using the basis and MTM 
and MOST analysis. The comparison of the acquired and analyzed procedures with the average employee 
productivity record in the company has created a sufficient springboard to successfully collect data for 
the compilation of the production calculator. 

The assessment of the production plan is usually done on the basis of cost, capacity, quality, continuous 
production time and customer requirements, which are the basic common evaluation criteria. Quality is 
assessed as a limiting condition for this methodology and it is assumed that all proposed variants meet

The basic and most significant part of the proposed methodology is the implementation part, in which, 
with the help of the given procedure, we create the calculator of the production plan in the processes of 
the company. Numerous measurements and analyzes of parameters influencing the production time have 
been carried out at all workplaces. After evaluation analyzes, calculations were made, including the 
observed values and dependencies. Subsequently form was created in Visual Basic for Applications, 

 

e most common mistakes, eliminate unnecessary 
movements, and assess the working position and the duration of individual operations. These incentives 

were paradoxically the workers. Instead of working 
together to map the actual component production time to build an effective planning model that is a good 
helper against growing competition, they made the study more complicated by their negative reactions. 

Most of the workers who were observed then worked above their average pace. Therefore, in the analysis 
This was done using the basis and MTM 

and analyzed procedures with the average employee 
productivity record in the company has created a sufficient springboard to successfully collect data for 

n the basis of cost, capacity, quality, continuous 
production time and customer requirements, which are the basic common evaluation criteria. Quality is 
assessed as a limiting condition for this methodology and it is assumed that all proposed variants meet 

The basic and most significant part of the proposed methodology is the implementation part, in which, 
with the help of the given procedure, we create the calculator of the production plan in the processes of 

of parameters influencing the production time have 
been carried out at all workplaces. After evaluation analyzes, calculations were made, including the 
observed values and dependencies. Subsequently form was created in Visual Basic for Applications, 
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which is perfectly connected to the calculation base. As a result of the calculations, the resulting table 
with partial times and the total production time of the entire production process was created. The 
calculator is able to ensure that the entire production process is nanomorphic by simply entering 
parameters that depend on the shape, purpose, and complexity of the product. Initial functional 
verification and training of the responsible employee has already taken place in the company. Input by a 
trained worker takes about two to five minutes depending on the complexity of the product, while 
standardization of the individual process segments by the standardizing worker would take up to a dozen 
hours for each axle product. 
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Abstract  

Most of the events which have taken place in the last decade prove that thinking independently of the 

21st century activism apart from internet and social media isn’t possible. This digital era provides people 

joining online signature campaigns, changing profile pictures to promote an idea or campaign and sharing 

content on social media. All these practices cause a rise of a concept called "slacktivism” which 

combines the words "slacker" (lazy) and "activism" has a meaning as to support a cause with minimum 

performance or without action. 

Generally, concept of slacktivism takes part in the literature as a negative word which has no or little 

effect on social issues. In another respect, recent studies show that perhaps not a single slacktivist, but the 

collective power arisen by the combination of slacktivists have the potential to show a significant 

presence. Therefore, slacktivists play an important role in promoting awareness and support of campaigns 

which aim to raise social welfare or wellbeing of society. However, studies in the literature on 

slacktivism or slacktivists are still very limited although those have the main roles in the spread of social 

messages. From this point of view, this research aims to describe the main subject of slacktivism, who is 

slacktivist, and slacktivists’ profiles. In addition to present typological features of the slacktivists in terms 

of differences and motivations, it will be tried to understand what the slacktivists think about impacts and 

effectiveness of their slacktivist behaviors. 

In-depth interviews with 10 participants from 4 different generations (Baby Boomers, X,Y and Z 

generations) are conducted to collect data. Miles and Huberman model is used to analyze qualitative data 

to explore the main codes related to the typological features of slactivists. Different motivations and 

values are determined that differentiates various types of slacktivists. Participants are seperated from each 

others such as motivation of using social media platforms, their feelings after slacktivist behaviours or the 

effect of these behaviours on their activist practices. On the other hand, participants’ point of view about 

slacktivist behaviours mostly resembles each other. 

This study was supported by Anadolu University Scientific Research Projects Commission under the 

grant no: 1609E679 

Keywords: Slacktivism, Digital Activism, Clicktivism, Slacktivist, Typology of Slacktivists 
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Abstract 

 

Monetary policy is an activity of The Central bank that controls the availability of money and credit in a 

country’s economy Cecchetti, (2009). Tight monetary policies raise the nominal interest rate and reduces 

long run output such as the supply of bank loans, leading to a rising lending rate, thus discouraging bank-

dependent borrower’s activities. In the condition of easing, more liquid money is available for banks, thus 

as the supply of money increases the interest rate decreases. The study centered on the impact of 

monetary policy on bank lending rate in Kenya. In terms of methodology, the study employed secondary 

data to study the relationship between monetary policies and bank lending interest rates in Kenya. 

Currently, Kenya has 43 commercial banks. This study used time series data averages for all the variables 

as provided by the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) as a representation of all the 43 banks so as to avoid the 

sampling bias problem. Quarterly time series data for the period 2000 to 2014 was used. The study 

revealed that Central Bank Rate and Treasury Bill Rate were both positive and significant Monetary 

Policy instruments in explaining bank lending interest rates. Reserve Requirement was found to be a 

negative and insignificant Monetary Policy tool in impacting Bank’s Lending Rates. The study 

recommends that the Central Bank of Kenya should adopt the TBR and CBR more in their efforts of 

implementing the Monetary Policy Committees decision. 

Introduction 

The general public views their respective Central Banks as the solution to economic downturns such as 

inflation, exchange rate fluctuations and depreciation of their currency or as the quickest way to stabilize 

the economy. The Central Bank’s overall role is to stabilize the economy from macroeconomic shocks 

(i.e. Exchange rates fluctuations, Inflation pressures as well as excess liquidity in the market) through the 

use of both fiscal and monetary policies. Economists view monetary policy by Central Banks as the 

readiest of tools that can be used to arrest economic downturns. 

The most prominent change in the management of the Kenyan economy after Kenya got her 

independence was the application of the structural adjustment programs (SAPs), which were introduced 

around the 1980/1981 financial year. The SAPs consisted of a set of economic policies designed to 

generate rapid and sustainable economic growth while eliminating fiscal and external imbalances with 

macroeconomic stability. In trying to stabilize the Economy in the earlier years the government used 

SAPs so as to liberalize prices and financial markets as well as the well instill changers in the financial 

sector, integrate international trade reforms, and make sense of the budgeting process (MPAC 2005). 

Several studies done in the 90’s (Ikiara 1990, Mwega and Ndulu 1994, World Bank-UNOP1993, Swamy 

1994) found that the structural adjustment programs have had some negative effects on the economy, such 

as inflationary pressures and increase of government debt. 

Owing to the negative effects derived from the SAPs the government sought other ways of stabilizing the 

economy in terms of exchange rates volatility, the depreciation of the shilling, the runaway debt pressures 

of the government. The government through the CBK established the Monetary Policy Advisory 
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Committee (MPAC) which was mandated to stabilize the economy against macroeconomic shocks. The 

Monetary Policy Advisory Committee in 2008 through gazette notice 3771 on 30
th

 April 2008 changed to 

the current Monetary Policy Committee (MPC).  

The MPC in its objective of stabilizing the economy has also achieved other success such as Financial 

Inclusion by enabling credit access to majority of the Kenyans as well as transformation in terms of 

Mobile Money transfer. 

 

Literature Review 
 

The Central Bank of Kenya’s (CBK’s) Bank Supervision Annual Report (2014) showed a reduction in the 

Central Bank Rate (CBR) which impacted positively on short-term interest rates. A steady decline in the 

average 91-day Treasury bills rates was also witnessed.  The reduction in interest rates was not replicated 

in commercial banks average lending rate during the period. There has been a systematic reduction of the 

CBR over the last three years, from 19.7% as at 1
st
 December 2012, 17.9% in 2013, to an average of 

15.3% - 16.8% in 2014. The pass through rate reduction in the CBR has only been reflected marginally in 

the lending interest rates by banks which in turn has heightened the cost of credit above the reach of many 

potential borrowers. The CBK issues monetary policy rates every two months meant to guide the 

direction commercial banks take in their lending rates. 

In acknowledging the role played by the CBK, several studies have been conducted about the banking 

sector. The studies however, have mainly focused on the financial performance of Banks, Monetary 

Policy transmission mechanisms, how monetary policy affects the real economy and the impact of money 

supply on current account.  

According to Misati et al, (2010) interest rates play a significant role as a link to other macroeconomic 

variables, mainly output that also forms one of the overall goals of any monetary authority. The 

theoretical basis of this study was embedded to the traditional Keynesian view which suggests that 

monetary policy influences the real cost of borrowing by setting a nominal short-term interest rate. 

Changes in nominal interest rate are expected to influence real rates and eventually have an impact on 

investment and consumption both of which are key components of economic output. 

Kashyap and Stein, (2007) and Cecchetti, (2008) considered national concentration ratios in their analysis 

of the effectiveness of monetary policy in Europe. Both studies used three and five-firm absorption ratios 

respectively, as tools of bank size in their association between monetary transmission and competition in 

their overview of the subject. Empirical studies using European data confirmed the existence of the bank-

lending channel and found that the operations were similar to those in the U.S. 

Adams et al. (2005), studied the effect of local banking market structure on the bank lending channel of 

monetary policy. The study used Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) data that measured the volume of 

loans originated from 1996 to 2002, collected annually for six years. The study tested the theory of 

Structure-Conduct-Performance which posits that greater market concentration leads to less lending and 

higher loan rates. The dependent variable was the volume of loans originated in each market Kashyap and 

Stein (2007). 

A study by Mohammad (2010) on the impact of money supply on current account based on the extent of 

Pakistan rupee evaluated the effects of money supply on current account, that is, the empirical association 

among money supply on current account, exchange rate, and industrial production .Time series data from 

1975 to 2008 was collected and a multivariate model applied. The study found that the monetary policy 
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system has an important influence on the domestic variables, for instance, output and inflation; therefore 

central bank should target the domestic (producer) inflation when issuing the monetary policy. 

Somoye and Ilo (2009), in their study spanning (1998 -2015) sought to undertake the impact of 

macroeconomic instability for the period on banking sector lending behavior in Nigeria using time series 

data the Central Bank of Nigeria of quoted commercial banks operating in Nigeria. Other data on bank 

lending activities and other bank characteristics were obtained from the annual published financial 

statements of the banks and the fact book published by the Nigerian Stock Exchange. The study 

hypothesized that bank’s lending behavior was generally influenced by the environmental factors 

particularly the regulatory and macroeconomic. 

Buigut (2010) assessed the importance of the bank lending channel in the transmission of monetary 

policy in Kenya. Annual time series data the period from 1979 to 2008 sourced from the International 

Financial Statistics was analyzed. The study suggested that a monetary tightening directly constrains the 

ability of banks to make new loans, therefore forcing dependent bank borrowers to reduce investment. It 

was also suggested that restrictive monetary policy works not only by raising interest rate but also by 

restricting bank credit directly. Five variables, namely the real GDP, inflation, real private sector credit, 

lending rate, and a short-term interest rate (Treasury bill rate) were tested. The results showed that a 

shock to the policy instrument only affects the prices and real output with a lag. The effect on the loan 

quantity is a permanent decline that settles about two years to a long term effect of around 8.2 basis points 

below the baseline. Taken together, the decrease in loan quantity and the increase in the lending rate 

suggest a dominance of the lending channel over the interest rate channel in Kenya. 

Mature, et al (2006), conducted a study on how monetary policy shocks influence the level of 

macroeconomic performance in Kenya. Twelve-month percentage change in the Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) was analyzed focusing the analysis on variability of the data series over time beginning 1997.The 

study used the structural vector auto-regression model and proposed that monetary policy is transmitted 

through many channels including the money supply, credit channel, the interest rate channel represented 

by the 91-day Treasury bill interest rate, bank lending interest rate and the exchange rate channel. 

There have been several studies done in Kenya in this and related areas. Some of these include: A study 

by Bett, (2010) which examined the financial performance of banks and non-banking institutions over a 

period of 5years (2004 - 2009), A study by Mutwiri (2007), which focused on factors affecting bank 

failure, such as liquidity and poor management. Mature, et al (2006), conducted a study on how monetary 

policy shocks influence the level of macroeconomic performance in Kenya for the period 1997 – 2010 

and a study by Mohammad (2010) which examined the impact of money supply on current accounts for a 

time period 1975 – 2008.These studies and many more, however, do not address the influence that 

monetary policy has on bank lending rates. 

Research Methodology 
 

The study centered on the impact of monetary policy on bank lending rate in Kenya.  

Research Design 
 
The study employed secondary data to study the relationship between monetary policies and bank lending 

interest rates in Kenya. 
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 Target Population  
 
Currently, Kenya has 43 commercial banks. This study used time series data averages for all the variables 

as provided by the CBK as a representation of all the 43 banks so as to avoid the sampling bias problem. 

Quarterly time series data for the period 2000 to 2014 was used. 

Model Specification  

To examine the relationship of monetary policy on bank lending interest rates, the study used the ordinary 

least squares model (OLS). Under this approach, it needs to be considered that the OLS’s main 

assumption is that the errors must be uncorrelated.  

 

Consistent with, Brooks, (2008), the econometric model is specified; 

 Model Specification 

ttttt RRTBRCBRLIR εβββα +∆+∆+∆+= 321  

Where,  

tLIR = Lending interest rates at time, t  

tCBR = Central Bank rate at time, t  

tTBR = Treasury Bill Rate at time, t 

tRR = Reserve requirement at time, t 

t = time  

tε = Error term is presumed to be normally and independently distributed with mean zero and constant 

variance, t  

tα = captures all other explanatory variables that affect monetary policy, but were not captured in the 

model. 

1β , 2β , 3β , are the coefficients of monetary policy, measured with respect to CBR, TBR, and RR, 

respectively. Previous studies have shown that OLS is a suitable model to quantify the relationship 

between monetary policy and lending interest rates Espinoza & Prasad, (2010). 

Conceptual Framework  
 

The study adopted a conceptual framework to examine the relationship between monetary policy and 

bank lending rates in Kenya. The study utilized the following independent variables as a measure of 

monetary policy: the Discount Window Operations, Open Market Operations and Reserve Requirements; 

and the dependent variable as bank lending rates in Kenya. 

itt xy εβα ++=
'
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Discount Window Operations 
 

The CBK may provide short-term secured loans to commercial banks on overnight basis at the Central 

Bank Rate (CBR) in its capacity as a lender of last resort, thus restricting banks to seek funding in the 

market resorting to Central Bank only as a last resort. This arrangement is known as discount window 

operations of the Central Bank. The CBR is reviewed every two months, and its movements are a signal 

of the intended direction of change of money market interest rates. 

 Open Market Operations 
 

According to Akhtar (2007), Open Market Operations objectives are that the government sells 

government-backed securities to the economy to mop up excess liquidity. The Central Bank alters the 

Central Bank Rate, which impacts the short term interest rates as witnessed by a steady decline in the 

average 91-day Treasury bills rates CBK, (2012). 

The government in instances of excess liquidity in the markets, high inflation rates and or a spiraling 

depreciation of the Kenyan shilling, employs open market operations which are a tightening monetary 

policy. The object of OMO is to mop up excess liquidity, therefore the government will sell off 

government backed treasury bills at the risk free rate in the economy to mop up the excess liquidity and 

achieve the desired level of reserves Bogdan and Bilken, (2009). 

 Reserve Requirements 
 

Central Banks are empowered to demand a certain proportion of commercial bank’s deposits held as non-

interest bearing deposits. This is used to influence some of the loans that banks can advance the public 

and thus affecting the supply of money. According to CBK (2013), the volume of liquidity in circulation 

influences the levels of interest, as well as the value of the Kenyan shilling against other currencies. Bank 

reserves are kept very close to the required levels since banks generally do not earn a return on reserve 

assets. The cash ratio is a direct credit control instrument, which works by enhancing or reducing the 

ability to create credit out of a given deposit base. 
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Fig. 1:  Monetary Policy Instruments 

 

Effects of Monetary Policy 

 Introduction 

 

This section covers the empirical analysis of the sampled secondary data regarding the variables under 

consideration in the study. The data was tested for stationarity of the variables and the residual, 

correlations, and Cointegration.  Regression analysis was done for the same sample covering the period 

2000-2014. E-views, econometric software were used to analyze the data. 

Diagnostic test for normality 

The characteristics of the distribution of the variables are presented in table 4.1 below. 
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Table 5.2: Descriptive statistics 
 

 

From the test, the distribution probabilities for LIR is 0.292, CBR is 0.2599, TBR is 0.724, RR is 0.0645 

(for a normal distribution, the probability should be greater than 0.1). Therefore, all variables are 

normally distributed. The statistic for Kurtosis (K) shows, LIR, CBR, TBR, and RR are platykurtic, 

suggesting that their distributions are flat about the normal. Skewness (S) for LIR is 0.04, CBR is 0.0781, 

TBR is 0.091, RR is -0.247 (for normal distribution, skewness: S=0). From the results LIR, CBR TBR 

and RR were all positively skewed. The Jarque-Bera test was used to determine whether monetary policy 

instruments and Bank lending rates follow the normal probability distribution. It utilizes the Skewness 

and kurtosis measures and uses the following formula; 

JB= n [S
2
/6 + (K-3)

2
/24] 

Where n= sample size; 

 S= skewness coefficient; and  

 K= Kurtosis coefficient. 

 The JB normality test is a joint hypothesis that of skewness (S) and kurtosis (K) (for a normal distributed 

variable, S=0 and K=3). Therefore we conclude that all the variables in our study are not normally 

distributed since there is no variable whose distribution has S=0 and K=3. 

The standard deviation is a measure of variability from the mean. From the test, we find that LIR has the 

greatest variability (6.0075) while CBR has the smallest variability (1.7605) from the mean. The 

minimum, maximum, median and the mean, shows the smallest growth rate, the maximum growth rate, 

the middle growth rate and the average growth rate for each variable respectively. 

 

Test for Stationarity 

When estimating a model that includes time series variables, it is necessary to ensure that all time series 

variables in the model are stationary, which means that they were integrated of the same order. This was 

done by conducting a unit root test on each variable to find the order of integration. A stationary variable 

has a time-invariant mean and covariance. Estimation based on non-stationary variables may lead to 
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spurious results with high R
2 

and t-statistics, but without any coherent economic meaning and 

inconsistent parameter estimator. This is called spurious regression.  

An I (0) series is a time series that is stationary at level. An I (1) series contains one unit root and is a time 

series that is stationary at first difference. If the time series data is non-stationary, and yt is differenced d 

times before it became stationary, then it is said to be integrated of order d. We write yt ∼I (d). So if yt ∼ I 

(0) then Δ dyt∼I (0). If the variables in the regression model are non-stationary, that is, not integrated of 

the same order and then, the analysis will call for the error correction model to be run. However, if 

stationary, that is, integrated of the same order, then, we go ahead with our analysis using the OLS. 

In this study, Augmented Dickey- Fuller (ADF) test was used to test for unit roots. The results are as 

shown in the table below. The decision criterion involves comparing the computed ADF statistic values 

with the Mackinnon critical values for the rejection of a hypothesis of unit root.  If the computed ADF 

Statistic is smaller compared to the critical values, the null hypothesis of non-stationarity in time series 

variables is rejected and vice versa. In our case (Table 4.3), the computed ADF test-statistics are smaller 

than the critical values at 1%, 5%, 10% significant levels, therefore, we can reject Ho. It means the time 

series does not have unit root problem, and the series is stationary at 1%, 5% and 10% significant level. 

In our case (Table 4.3), the results show that LIR is stationary at level i.e. I (0) at 5% significance. CBR is 

stationary at level i.e. I (0) at 10% significance while TBR and RRR are stationary at level; I (0) at 1% 

significance. 

Table 5.3 ADF Unit-Root Test (at zero difference) Results 
 

 

Cointegration Test 

If all variables are integrated of the same order, the second step is to estimate the model, also called a 

“Cointegration equation,” and test whether the residual of the model is stationary, in which case the 

model defines a long run equilibrium relationship among the co-integrated variables. This was done by 

generating the residual series using Eviews 7 Software, and the residuals were subjected to an ADF Test. 

The computed values were compared with the critical values as shown in Table 4.4. The results show that 

there is the existence of co-integration. It shows that there is a linear combination between the dependent 

variable Lending Interest Rate (LIR) and the independent variables Central Bank Rate, Treasury Bank 

Rate and Reserve Ratio requirements. 
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Table 5.4 Unit Root Test for residual results 
 

 

The results indicate that these residuals are stationary, at 1% significance (i.e. I (0)). The linear 

combination of the variables of the model is stationary, and they are co-integrated which shows the 

presence of a long-run relationship between the dependent and independent variables. 

 

Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysis is a statistical technique employed to analyze the relationship between the variables 

used in the study. Column 2 shows the relationship between the dependent and independent variables. 

From the results CBR and TBR, are directly correlated to LIR (note the positive) while RR is inversely 

correlated to the same (note the negative sign). Columns 3, 4, 5 show the relationship among the 

explanatory variables. The correlation matrix shows that all the variables are not highly correlated (for 

high correlation, the coefficients are above 0.8). As a result, the problem of multicollinearity brought 

about by a high correlation between the variables was avoided. This outcome gave the researcher the 

green light to run the OLS, model. 

Table 5.5 Correlation Matrix 

 

Testing the OLS Model   

The tests determine the impact of independent variables on the dependent variable by comparing the 

results of the model. In this study, the test was to govern the impact of  MPC i.e Central Bank Rate 

(CBR), Treasury Bank Rate (TBR) and Reserve Requirements (RR) on Bank Lending Rates (LIR). 
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Table 5.6 OLS analysis 

 

 

Discussion of results and Comparison with other Findings 

An examination of the econometric results shows that the overall fit is satisfactory with an R-squared (R
2
) 

of 0.741075 or 74%. It implies that LIR, CBR, TBR and RR explained about 74% systematic variations 

of Bank Lending rates (LIR) over the observed years in the Kenyan economy while the remaining 26% 

variation was explained by other determinant variables outside the model. The value of Durbin-Watson is 

1.88 for the model. This fell within the determinate region and implies that there is a positive first order 

serial autocorrelation among the explanatory variables in the model. 

The potency of CBR in explaining LIR in the country is positive and is statistically significant at 10 

percent significance level (p-value < 0.1). Which can be interpreted to mean that one percent (1%) 

increase in CBR will cause LIR to increase by 0.23530 percent, ceteris paribus. The result is consistent 

with the works of Misati et al, (2010), Kashyap and Stein, (2007) and Cecchetti, (2008) who found that 

the Central Bank rate was the greatest determinant of bank lending rates.  A plausible interpretation of 

these results is that an increase in the CBR will automatically lead to an increase in the LIR through the 

increase in KBRR + bank specific margins. 

TBR was also found to be an important determinant of Bank Lending rates at 1% significant level (p-

value < 0.01). This implied that a one unit increase in TBR would lead to increase in LIR by 0.35839 

units. It can be inferred TBR ratio has a positive impact on LIR in Kenya. The result is consistent with the 

works of to Somoye et al. (2009), Akhtar, (2007), Adams, et al. (2005) and Kashyap and Stein (2007). A 

probable interpretation of these results is that an increase in the TBR, which guides the economic 

environment in terms of the approximate prevailing risk-free rate of return for the next three months. An 

increase in the TBR rates will lead to a significant increase in the LIR since banks will view this as a sign 

of increase investment. Borrowers will borrow more, and there will be excess money supply to counter 

this the govt will use monetary policy instruments to mop up the excess liquidity and hence an increase in 

LIR. 

Reserve Requirement ratio was not an important determinant of Bank lending rates at 1% significance 

level (P-values > 0.1). This implied that a one unit increase in reserve requirements will lead to a decrease 

in GDS by 0.00492 units. It was inferred to mean that Reserve Requirements have a negative and 
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insignificant impact on LIR in Kenya. The result is consistent with the works of Mohammad (2010), 

Somoye and Ilo (2009), Hancock and Passmore, (2006) and Buigut (2010).  

A probable interpretation of these results is that Reserve Requirements are used as a means of the last 

result by the CBK in trying to arrest excess liquidity. The Reserve requirements makes the commercial 

banks have less liquid money for lending /loan purposes and as such will lead to an increase in the LIR. 

Further to this, the study found a negative relationship to this which was consistent with other works. A 

plausible explanation would be that the CBK hardly uses it as an MPC tool unless in instances of 

spiraling shilling depression and high bank lending rates and hence the negative and insignificant 

relationship to LIR. 

Comparison of Findings with other Local Studies 
 

This study sought to investigate the impact of Monetary Policy Instruments as drawn up by the Monetary 

Policy Committee of the Central Bank on Commercial Bank’s Lending Interest Rates in Kenya. The study 

found that the Central Bank Rate (CBR) and Treasury Bill Rate (TBR) were both positive and significant 

monetary policy instruments that influenced bank lending interest rate (LIR) in a manner that advances 

the Monetary Policy Committee stance. The study however, found Reserve Requirements to be negative 

and insignificant as a monetary policy tool in helping the Monetary Policy Committee’s cause. 

The results from this study are supported by a study titled “Bank Rate and the Transmission Mechanisms 

of Monetary Policy in Kenya” done by (Mwega 2013), who was a member of the Monetary Policy 

Committee at the time. The study found that CBR and TBR as instruments frequently used by the CBK 

for monetary policy were effective but often with a lag of several months as opposed to immediate. The 

study found that an increase in the CBR, TBR and lending rates does not reduce private sector credit 

amounts until from the third month after the change. 

This study results were also further supported by a study titled “The choice of Optimal Monetary Policy 

Instruments for Kenya” done by (Gichuki, Odour and Kosimbei 2012). Using time series data sets for the 

period 1994 to 2010 and an Error Correction Model the study established that both TBR and CBR rates 

resulted in minimal losses in output compared to Reserve Requirements/ Money when used as monetary 

policy instruments. The study was also seeking to see which among the two instruments; (TBR, CBR i.e. 

interest rates) and Reserve Requirements/Money when used individually or simultaneously were most 

effective. The study established that a combination of the instruments minimizes losses from equilibrium 

output better than the other two instruments taken independently. The study recommended that the CBK 

should adopt a pure interest rate instrument policy i.e. (CBR and TBR). It went further to suggest that 

there was need for the CBK to construct a monetary policy conditions index which would help in the 

implementation of a combination instrument policy. 

 

 Conclusion  

The first objective of the study was to establish the extent to which discount window operations increase 

bank lending rates of commercial banks in Kenya. The variable was operationalized by use of CBR as a 

variable most suited to represent the discount window operations. The findings indicated that CBR rate 

has a positive and significant effect on Bank’s Lending Interest rate. This implied an upward increase of 

the CBR will see the banks revise their Lending interest rates upwards, ceterius paribus.  

The second objective of the study was to establish the influence of open market operations on commercial 

bank’s lending rates in Kenya. The variable was operationalized by use of TBR as a variable most suited 

to represent the open market operations. The findings indicate that TBR had a positive and significant 
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effect on Bank’s Lending Interest Rates. This implies that an increase in the TBR would signal an 

increase in the banks will further push holders of loans to default hence an increase in the non-performing 

loans. 

The third objective of the study was to establish the effect of Reserve Requirements on Banks’ Lending 

Interest Rates of commercial banks in Kenya. The objective was operationalized by use of RR ratio as a 

variable most suited to represent the discount window operation. The findings indicate that reserve 

requirement ratio was negative and insignificant in explaining the Lending Interest Rate in commercial 

banks. This implied that fluctuations in the ratio required by the CBK regarding commercial banks did 

not affect bank’s LIR, this was elucidated by the fact that the CBK tends to use Reserve Requirement 

ratio as a measure of last resort in trying to arrest macroeconomic shocks as well as runaway depreciation 

of the shilling  

Recommendation 

The study sought to provide more information to the Central Bank, and Managers of commercial banks 

on the impact of the different monetary policy instruments/ tools as used by the Central Bank of Kenya. 

Following the conclusions drawn from the study findings, it is recommended that the Central Bank of 

Kenya should play a more active role in ensuring that they use the CBR and TBR as a first measure for 

trying to communicate its desired stance on Bank Lending Interest Rates (LIR) and maintain economic 

stability. The CBK through the monetary policy committee should also implement measures that act in 

concert such as reserve requirements coupled with the introduction of the CBR liquidity measures as it 

tries to arrest the liquidity risk in the market since the banking system is less sensitive to changes in CBR 

rates that are supposed to reflect the lending interest rates. 

Suggestions for Further Research  

The Impact of Monetary Policy Instruments on Bank Lending Interest rates is a research area where not 

much research has been carried out and also varying results have been published on the same in Kenya. 

As such, it would be a great area of research for scholars and other stakeholders alike. 
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Abstract 
 
Article presents an executive summary of primary and secondary data on the situation of the 
economically active population, the unemployed in Slovakia, with an emphasis on educational structure. 
Consumer behavior affect the different personal characteristics such as sex, education, income, lifestyle, 
personal attitude of consumers. The high prices of goods and services, high prices for housing, low 
income and unemployment represent significant restrictions for the purchasing decisions the population 
of the Slovakia. All these and many other factors have an impact on economic growth and its impact on 
social well-being and quality of life. The article offers an analysis of the factors affecting the consumer 
decision making with regard to the educational structure of the population. The present text allows you to 
understand the importance of human resources in terms of the nature and importance of education and the 
need for support from the State in the field of employment. 
 
Keywords: educational structure, economic activity of population, Slovak republic,  unemployment. 
 

Introduction 
 

Human resources have traditionally been considered primarily with regard to the educational structure. 
Well-educated people able to work with information and knowledge are less threatened by unemployment 
and have higher wage ratings (Ježek, 2007). Mitríková (2008) defines   the general concept of retail trade 
as a summary of all the activities related to the sale of products or the provision of services directly to end 
consumers. Retailers expressed some form of distribution, in which the consumer acquires a range of 
(goods) as a final consumer in order to meet the needs of retailers. When customers have to choose not 
only catalogue of goods and services, but also to the place of purchase, or sales. Consumers shop at those 
places where their purchase reaches a maximum efficiency with minimum effort (Lajčin, Frankovský, 
Štefko 2012; Mudrík, Fedorko, 2010). Localization is the process of site selection (of the region) for the 
particular socio-economic activity. Every region has certain resources and each activity is characterized 
by the same needs. The best location is where the resources are optimal for a given socio-economic 
activities. I tis therefore possible to agree with the view that the location is the most important topic of the 
examination with a focus on the use of space (Ježek et al., 2007). Similar themes are explored by the 
authors: Batistova (2013); Vavrek et al. (2014); Coad, Nielsen, Timmermans (2017);  Fedorko, 
Kakalejčík (2015); Storey, David J. (2016). 
 
Literature Review 
 
Consumers make a substantial number of purchase decisions every day. These decision are being 
examined by companies to see consumers’ behavior – what to buy, in what amounts and how often, when 
and why (Bartáková et al., 2007; Gburová, Bačík, 2014). Anyone who buys any goods or services is a 
consumer. A consumer is a unique entity with its own opinion which should be respected by any entity 
that wants to sell its product or maintain its customers (Hes et al., 2008). Consumer in making the 
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purchasing decision is influenced by a number of elements. External factors, respectively external have 
link to the environment in which the consumers live and          the way they live. This group includes such 
determinants as culture in which an individual is born, the income, age and social status. Other important 
variables among consumers are their internal specifics that result from the different psychological 
characteristics such as personality traits, motivation or degree in consumer learning. These internal 
characteristics are called internal factors, respectively. They are psychological impact. External and 
internal factors of consumer behavior to interact and collectively shape the decision-making process on 
the consumption of goods and services (Richterová et al., 2015). 
 
The primary factors in the decision making process of consumers are purchasing (awareness of  the 
needs, evaluation of alternatives, product selection, after-shopping review usefulness) and consumption, 
which are mostly obvious and observable acts (Kita et al., 2005). The shopping behavior of consumers 
represents a vibrant interaction between people and the environment because it is containing emotions, 
cognition, action, through which people carry out exchanges, in order to satisfy your benefit (Richterová 
et al., 2005). Highly satisfied customers generally remain loyal, buy more goods, talk about the brand and 
its products in front of others, are less receptive to the brand’s competitors and their prices, provide their 
ideas. Moreover, selling goods and providing services to loyal customers is cheaper since the whole 
purchasing process has become          a routine for both sides (Kotler and Keller, 2013).  
 
,,The economic situation in the sectors and industries in Slovakia is not the same. Similarly, the economic 
situation is not identical in different regions and there are recorded the regional disparities, while the 
other EU countries compared with the Slovak Republic have also different economic results. In the 
current dynamic period is not possible to assess the economic level of countries and propose measures to 
improve the situation without taking account of these disparities. In general, we can define several factors 
that contribute to the quality of economic life and competitiveness of the country and have a decisive 
impact on them. The three most significant changes that have affected the nature, strength and 
performance of the national economy might include: the transformation from a centrally planned 
economy to a market economy,                            the integration of the Slovak Republic to the European 
Union and the implementation of structural reforms“(Kotulič et al., 2015). The Slovak Republic, at the 
time a candidate state for EU membership, participated in the meeting and received guidance for 
implementing economic policies promoting the inclusion of disadvantaged groups. Slovakia's response 
was to develop a set of policies and guidelines that addressed poverty by promoting employment, called 
the 2004-2006 National Action Plan on Social Inclusion (NAPS). The NAPS seeks to address poverty by 
promoting independence in an attempt to reduce government expenditure on welfare. The central strategy 
is to assist individuals to become economically self-sufficient via engagement in the paid labor market. 
Following the perceived success of welfare-to-work programs in reducing expenditure on welfare in 
countries like the United States, Slovakia. Similarly sought to reduce its spending on welfare by requiring 
an individual to participate in the labor market in order to receive welfare benefits. (Gould & Parker 
Harris, 2017).  
 
Methods and Methodology 
 
The social expression of individual processes, i.e., economic activity of the population or unemployment 
in individual regions has led to significant differences and social inequalities, which in the previous 
homogeneous society are accepted inconsistently. Economically active inhabitants are a source of labor in 
the Slovak Republic, resulting in an increase in household consumption, a higher living standard of the 
population and, ultimately, a reduction in social inequalities in society. The following (Table 1) 
represents the sum of the economically active population from the point of view of the educational 
structure in Slovakia. 
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Table 1: Economically active population by education and sex in thous Persons (2012–2016) 

 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Males and females total 

  Level of education total 2 706,5 2 715,3 2 721,8 2 738,3 2 758,1 

  Basic 158,2 158,5 154,4 158,4 154,5 

  Secondary education without maturity 82,7 80,4 . . . 

  Secondary education with maturity 875,1 929,9 893,0 910,1 916,4 

  University - Bachelor degree 67,7 70,6 88,6 80,5 70,3 

  University - Master degree 421,2 447,8 457,9 489,2 531,7 

  University - PhD. Degree 11,4 10,5 16,0 19,3 16,2 

  No schooling 0,2 - 0,3 0,3 0,1 
Source: SU SR (2016), own processing 

 

The most frequent group of economically active population was represented by persons with secondary 
education with graduation, 54% (2016) of the total number of economically active, followed by 
University - Master graduates, 31.4% (2016). The share of University - PhD. degree was 1% of the total 
number of economically active. 
 
Unemployed by education 
Education is a priority in terms of securing positions in the market, the higher the income,                  the 
lower the possibility of job loss, or lower the degree of threat against long-term unemployment. 
 

Table 2: Unemployed by education and sex in thous Persons (2012 - 2016) 
 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Males and females total 

 Level of education total 377,5 386,0 358,7 314,3 266,0 

 Basic 70,4 67,1 68,5 61,0 49,5 

 Secondary education without maturity 10,5 12,6 . . . 

 Secondary education with maturity 91,0 100,5 83,4 78,5 64,8 

 University - Bachelor degree 6,2 7,4 8,2 6,3 6,0 

 University - Master degree 28,1 30,0 26,9 29,1 28,6 

 University - PhD. degree 0,5 0,6 1,0 0,2 0,4 

 No schooling 0,2 - 0,1 - - 
       Source: SU SR (2016), own processing 

 
Unemployment in education is the largest group of population with Secondary education with graduation, 
43.40% (2016) of the total number of unemployed. Followed by basic education 33.15% (2016) and 
education on the University - Master degree, 28.6% (2016). As can be seen from the perspective of 
unemployment with Secondary education with graduation is critical and there are several reasons. 
Ignorance of foreign languages, no practice in the field, inability to present themselves on the labor 
market, unwillingness to travel for work, etc. From the point of view of Higher – Mater degree, there may 
be an inappropriate selection of study departments, which are in the market enough. Every year, 
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education at universities in Slovakia successfully completes more than 45,000 students and more than a 
quarter of them find themselves in employment offices. 
 
The aim of the presented article was to fulfil the established goal, it means, an analysis of   the differences 
in preferences, shopping habits within the purchasing process. The basic set is formed by the respondents 
divided according to the basic characteristics-from the education of the respondents. The object of 
research are consumers living in Eastern Slovakia (Prešov region). The significant sample-resource of the 
primary information-is formed by 418 respondents. The research was realized in November 2015 - 
January 2016. Respondent´s (consumers) answered in the form of closed questions in the questionnaire. 
 
Primary data obtained were then processed in a statistical program Statistica. On the confirming or 
rejecting the established hypotheses were used methods Pearson Chí-square test and Pearson pivot 
coefficient. To achieve the objective we set out to research the following hypotheses: 
 
H1: Assume that the purchase of the consumers in the Presov region limits largely the amount of income 
(earnings) for consumers with lower levels of education. 
 

Survey Results 
 

Hypothesis 1 predicts that the consumer buying in the Presov region limits largely the amount of income 
(earnings) off consumers with lower levels of education. The survey results have shown that low income 
is one of the most obvious reasons for restrictions when buying consumers in supermarkets. Carried out 
a survey focused on educational inequality, which points out  the differences in levels of education and 
study of the factors influencing purchases respondents to the limitations of the goods and services in 
supermarkets.  
 
Hypothesis 1 predicts that the consumer buying in the Presov region limits largely the amount of income 
(earnings) off consumers with lower levels of education. The survey results have shown that low income 
is one of the most obvious reasons for restrictions when buying consumers in supermarkets. Carried out 
a survey focused on educational inequality, which points out   the differences in levels of education and 
study of the factors influencing purchases respondents to the limitations of the goods and services in 
supermarkets.  
 

Table 3: Factors of consumer decision making according to the educational inequality 
 

 Please indicate which of the above mentioned factors are limiting you in your 

purchase in retail network 

 

ed
uc

at
io

n 

 a) b) c) d) e) f)  
  

No 
answer 

The high 
prices of 
goods 
and 
services 

Low 
income 

High 
prices 
for 
housing 

Unemploy-
ment 

Other  
 
∑ 

basic 
education 

0,00% 28,57% 38,10% 4,76% 23,81% 4,76% 100,00% 

secondary 
education 
without 
maturity 

 
6,12% 

 
16,33% 

 
36,73% 

 
12,24% 

 
28,57% 

 
0,00% 

 
100,00% 

secondary 
education 

 
6,67% 

 
24,00% 

 
33,33% 

 
14,67% 

 
20,00% 

 
1,33% 

 
100,00% 
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with 
maturity 
university 
degree I. 

9,45% 6,30% 43,31% 35,43% 5,51% 0,00% 100,00% 

university 
degree II., 
III 

 
17,12% 

 
36,30% 

 
36,99% 

 
6,85% 

 
2,74% 

 
0,00% 

 
100,00% 

∑  10,77% 22,25% 38,28% 17,46% 10,77% 0,48% 100,00% 
Source: SU SR (2016), own processing 
 
From the survey we can assess that educational inequality refers to the differences in the levels of 
education achieved and factors affecting the purchase behavior of the respondents to the limitations. The 
resulting inequalities in education affect the employment and income of the people. The unemployment 
rate for respondents is concerned with lower levels of education than among respondents with 
a university degree. 
 
H1: The level of significance (α = 0.05), is less than what is that hypothesis (H0) may be rejected. The 
test revealed a statistically significant relationship. 
 

Table 4: Chi-squared 
 

chi-squared distribution H1 

the value df p- the value 

Pearson chi-squared 122,606 20 0 
Source: own processing 
 
Hypothesis 2 anticipates that the purchase of the consumers in the Presov region limits largely the amount 
of income (earnings) multiple consumers with higher age. 
 
The results of the survey showed that respondents in all tested age structures for the most important 
reason the restrictions when buying in supermarkets are considered low income. Unemployment in 
shopping behavior restricts in particular 36.73% of respondents aged 18-30 years old, which may stem 
from the inability to work due to insufficient qualifications, professional experience and expertise. In the 
case of 32.98% of respondents aged 51-60 years reported as the most common factor in purchasing 
restrictions, high prices for housing (rent, energy, transport and other). The survey showed that 20% of 
respondents at the age of 61 years or more troubled by the high prices of goods and services in 
comparison with other age structures.  At the same age as limiting factor when buying in supermarkets 
30% of respondents said high prices for medication. 
 
Conclusion 
 

The high prices of goods and services, high housing prices, low income and unemployment are important 
indicators for the population and has a major impact on quality of life. A key indicator - employment in 
the examination of standards of living of the population is employed, which allows an individual to 
provide a higher standard of living. The results of the present article shows that in spite of the higher 
education it is not clear that an individual receives the coveted job, which will ensure him a better life.  
People should not hesitate to invest themselves, whether linguistic, or disciplining professional skills. The 
shopping decision making in supermarkets, affects a lot of other factors, such as: high prices of goods and 
services, housing, the lack of jobs in individual regions of Slovakia. That's why I need to be aware of the 
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importance of promoting the creation of new jobs with regard to Secondary education students with 
graduation and University-Master degree. 
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Effectiveness of Investment on the Example  

of Selected Woodworking Plant 
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Abstract 
 

Sawmilling industry in both the wood sector and  Polish economy plays a special role. This is mainly 

due to the fact that it functions mainly due to natural and renewable domestic raw material base. This 

does not require relatively high energy requirements for wood processing. At the same time it has the 

opportunity to recover and dispose of wood waste. These elements largely represent the ecological 

nature of wood products, which is important in terms of achieving sustainable and sustainable 

development. Therefore, the need to invest in this industry is great. The article describes the 

reconstruction and expansion of a large sawmill located in the south-western part of Poland. An 

attempt was also made to show the effectiveness of the changes. 
 

Keywords: sawmill industry, investment, efficiency 

Introduction 

Polish woodworking industry in the national economy occupies an important place being one of its 

pillars. Its share of national production is approximately 10% on average. Much of this is influenced 

by its production based on rich and renewable domestic raw material base, an export volume and 

positive balance in foreign wood products trade. In addition, about 40% of wood material from Polish 

forests in various forms (especially construction timber) is sent abroad. Export of Polish wood 

ranging from furniture, sawn wood, veneer, plywood, windows and doors, round wood and 

unprocessed wood in the structure of Polish exports accounts for almost 10% and 2% of domestic 

gross domestic product (GDP)
1
. Currently the best results are achieved on the sale of woodwork to 

the European Union countries. In 2016, second year in a row, Poland was the leader of woodwork 

exports, outstripping Germany by over 2%
2
. 

 
Sawmilling industry is an area of generally low involvement of foreign companies in Poland. Low 

interest of foreign investors in that particular industry has a number of reasons, among the most 

serious is mentioned the process of privatization of the industry. Woodworking plants belonging to 

the State Treasury were subjected to direct privatization in which participated employees of these 

entities. In many cases, this method of ownership transformation was not effective (among others due 

to the lack of sufficient funds of new owners and lack of organizational and marketing skills), 

therefore many of them failed to find themselves in new economic conditions. 

 

The paper presents the role of sawmill industry in the woodworking industry and the importance of 

acquisition of a plant by a foreign investor in terms of improving its efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1
Lasy Państwowe http://www.lasy.gov.pl/pl/drewno/polski-przeboj [22.08.2017] 

2
http://www.drewno.pl/artykuly/10819,polska-utrzymala-pozycje-europejskiego-lidera-w-eksporcie-

stolarki-otworowej.html [22.08.2017] 
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Polish Sawmilling Industry as a Particular Branch of the Woodworking 

Industry 
 

The woodworking industry3 despite its unusual characteristics resulting from both internal and 

external factors (e.g. poor working conditions, obsolete machines, lack of major foreign investment) 

plays an important role in the national economy. Its particular role stems mainly from the fact that it 

operates on natural, yet renewable domestic raw material base (according to the Central Statistical 

Office, the forest area in Poland was 9196.9 thousand hectares at the end of 2015, corresponding to 

the forest cover of 29.4%  of the country, which allows to obtain approximately 25-26 million m3 of 

wood per year, while retaining other non-production functions of forest4). Therefore, this branch of 

industry does not require relatively large demand for the energy needed to process the wood. At the 

same time, it has the opportunity to recover and recycle wood waste. These elements fundamentally 

determine the ecological character of the woodworking industry, being important in terms of 

sustainable development. 

 

Every year, Polish forests supply large quantities of wood in the form of round wood to the domestic 

market. Raw material is divided into several main assortment groups, purchased by separate branches 

of the wood industry, among them the sawmill industry
5
 dominates, it has the largest share in these 

purchases (about 38% of total harvest), the value of which is majority of wood sales in Poland 

realized by the State Forests National Forest Holding (more than 50%). After  2009,  the dynamics of 

marketed production is also significant, despite many unfavorable factors in sawmill industry (Table 

1). The dynamics of average employment in sawmill industry (Table 2), which does not differ 

significantly from the dynamics of total industry and industrial processing, remains important. 
 

Table 1: Dynamics of marketed production in the woodworking industry on the background of 

the industry in total in the years 2008-2015 

specification 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Previous year = 100%, fixed proces 

Industry  

in total 
103,5 97,0 109,0 106,6 100,7 102,2 103,4 105,2 

Industrial 

processing 
104,2 97,8 110,4 107,2 101,0 102,5 104,9 106,4 

Woodworki

ng industry 
89,6 88,8 110,1 120,1 111,2 102,9 112,6 102,6 

source: CSO data adopted from the study Nakłady i Wyniki Przemysłu 2008-2015. 

              1 sawmill industry as sawmill products (according to PKD section C 16.1) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
3
 Woodworking industry in this sense includes the production of sawmill (PKD 16.1) and production 

of wood products, cork, straw and  wood used for firing (PKD 16.2) 
4
  Lasy Państwowe 2016, Centrum Informacyjne Lasów Pańswtowych, Warszawa 2017, p.3 

5
 Sawmill industry covers the production of sawmill products (PKD16.1) 
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Table 2: Dynamics of the average employment in the woodworking industry on the background 

of the industry in total in 2008-2015 

 

specification 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Previous year = 100%, fixed proces 

Industry in 

total 
102,6 94,2 98,3 101,1 99,0 99,2 101,4 102,0 

Industrial 

processing 
103,1 92,7 97,9 101,3 99,3 101,0 102,8 103,3 

Woodworking 

industry 
101,5 79,1 99,0 117,8 93,9 94,7 102,2 104,1 

source: CSO data adopted from the study Nakłady i Wyniki Przemysłu 2008-2015. 

              1 sawmill industry as sawmill products (according to PKD section C 16.1) 

 
Sawmilling industry is a peculiar market. There are a number of problems, ranging from financial 

ones (usually lack of financial liquidity allowing for necessary investments and upgrades, including 

improvements in work mainly it involves unpopular material work environment, lack of full 

mechanization of machining operations and obsolete machine park) to non-compliance with OSH 

regulations of employers and employees (employers do not always attach due importance to 

occupational safety training, workplace hazards and awareness of the need to use personal protective 

equipment, but employees often do not see the need for e.g. usage of personal protective equipment). 

 

Economic changes introduced in the 1990s, affected the entire woodworking industry, triggered 

complete reorganization of the sawmill industry in Poland. Until then, the market was dominated by 

approximately thirty powerful enterprises, grouping a dozen of wood processing plants located in one 

voivodeship, and their centralized management did not allow for rational economy since the funds 

earned by profitable plants, instead of increasing their production and investment capacity and 

introducing required modernization, were directed to plants less profitable or even unprofitable, 

which did not bring visible benefits to either party. After closure of the centrally planned economy, 

enterprise from woodworking industry were left unaided and failed to introduce reforms and lift the 

burden of restructuring (most of them were on the verge of bankruptcy or collapsed) (Polek 

2004:339). Currently operating sawmills are plants with limited production volume (200-300 m3 per 

month). Most of them were based on plants previously run by wood  industry or other rural 

production sites (e.g. old brickworks). These are generally small and medium-sized establishments, 

mainly located in villages and small towns. According to the National Business Registry Number 

(REGON), the number of entities operating in this sector following the privatization period (late 

1990s) first fell sharply and then increased more than 12% and has remained relatively stable for a 

couple of years (about 8600-8700). At present, the actual number of sawmills operating in the market 

is steadily stable, oscillating within 1200-1400, while the basic core is about 700 companies (Polek-

Duraj 2016:59). They are mainly small entities, only 3% of them employ more than 49 people. A 

small percentage are large corporations. The majority of sawmills are located in the northern and 

western part of Poland. The Opole region has relatively weak position in terms of the number of 

operators from this particular branch of industry, and the number of companies is the lowest in the 

country. This situation of Polish sawmills, is caused, inter alia, by the economic difficulties of plants, 

high costs generated by the purchase of wood (the cost of raw materials in the structure of generic 

costs is about 55%), the specificity of the product, the level of export, low possibility of self-

financing of investments and pursuing required modernization and low interest of foreign capital in 

this sector. 
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The main supplier of wood in the Polish market is the State Forests National Forest Holding, under 

the control of which is the 90% of harvested in the country timber
6
, so that it has a significant effect 

on the structure of the wood market primarily by shaping the supply of material. The final price, since 

2006, is set on the E - drewno portal, where the wood from forest districts across Poland is being 

sold. In this form, sale consists of three stages. In the first two stages, forest districts offer a particular 

type of wood with fixed minimum price below which it cannot be sold, and the entities place orders 

giving their price offer. Here, while dividing the timber, the history of the purchase of raw material is 

taken into consideration, which means that the best chance for the purchase have plants operating for 

some time on the market, already benefiting from this form of purchase. The situation is different in 

the third stage of the electronic auction, where one can buy timber that have not been sold yet. Here, 

the price fixed during the auction determines who would be the buyer.  Consequently, the price at the 

third stage is much higher than in the first and second stage, but anyone who wants to purchase 

timber, and has adequate resources, can do it. The accepted form of sale significantly differs from the 

current practice, which is characterized by a specific allocation, at prices set by the State Forests 

National Forest Holding. Is it better? It is difficult to say, it can only be inferred that it is not a factor 

encouraging new entrants to this market. 

 

The sawmilling industry in the wood processing chain occupies a special place. This is due to the fact 

that the first and basic raw material unit is wood. The product of sawmill industry is an indispensable 

base for the production of other industries (e.g. construction business, furniture industry). It is also 

worth noting that by-products of sawmills are of great importance in the country's energy balance as 

they are a source of renewable energy (e.g. in the combination of electricity or heat in the power 

industry). This industry does not require high-skilled workers. The main characteristic of sawmilling 

is its location mainly in small towns or villages near forests. Most of them are small and medium-

sized businesses (often family businesses) with low timber processing potential. It is worth noting, 

however, that the sawmill industry is functioning quite steadily, yet relatively intensively. 

 

In Poland, as in other European countries, woodworking workers and furniture carpenters are listed 

among the occupations with highest risk of work accidents. The greatest number of accidents is 

recorded while operating the circular saw, planer and milling machines. Major injuries resulting from 

accidents at these posts are: hand and abdominal injuries. 

 

Characteristics of the wood industry plant in Murow in the aspect of foreign 

investment 
 

The wood industry plant in Murow was a part of a joint-stock company of the Opole Wood Industry 

OPDREW S.A until December 2006. The company was established on the basis of an entity that had 

been established on January 1, 1950 by the then Minister of Forestry and Wood Industry by 

separating wood processing plants from the economic organization of the State Forests. From the 

very beginning the plant was one of the largest sawmills in Poland. Its annual processing reached 

150,000 m
3 

of wood in the best years. It was the second largest factory in Poland. 

 

Throughout its operation, the plant was focused on modernizing production processes, increasing 

labor productivity and economic efficiency to the extent adequate to capital and organizational 

capacity of its owners and on  improving working conditions. 

 

The period of economic transformation forced the company to take measures to adapt its business to 

market economy rules. These actions were completed with legal liquidation of the enterprise. In April 

1997,  its assets, i.e. 14 plants (one of the most modern and largest sawmills in Poland - in Murow) 

were taken over from the state treasury by the Opole Wood Industry Joint Stock Company 

"OPDREW" for lease. Unfortunately, this was not a successful transaction, because less than four 

years later the company declared bankruptcy. This largely contributed to the strategic investor who 

used the company for its own purposes, rarely coinciding with the business interest. After the 

                                                             
6
  Lasy Państwowe http://www.lasy.gov.pl/pl/drewno/skad-sie-bierze-drewno [19.08.20017] 
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bankruptcy announcement, all sawmills were put up for sale. The sawmill in Murow was in the best 

situation as it was bought from the receiver by Zakład Przemysłu Drzewnego Sp. z o.o in 2002. 

Thanks to that it functioned without unnecessary downtime caused by the bankruptcy of the previous 

company. The purpose of economic activity was production of sawn timber (i.e. floors, soffits, 

construction timber, paneling, balcony boards, garden system components, etc.). Annually, 

approximately 45,000m
3
 of sawmill wood was processed there. The contractors of the plant, apart 

from individual customers, were also foreign companies (German, Belgian, Dutch). Unfortunately, 

the following years showed that it did not function well enough to be able to develop properly and 

bring expected profits. This was due to the lack of adequate financial liquidity enabling necessary 

modernization of the plant and new investments. Consequently, the company's management decided 

to take an offer of Stora Enso, a Swedish-Finnish company, which decided to invest in the plant's 

modernization and thus promote the development of the regional industry. 

 

Foreign investments in the sawmill industry (case study) 
 

The first and so far the only foreign investment in the Opole region (in this region, it mainly invests 

in the production of construction materials, food products, chemicals and plastic products (Bernat 

2016:47) in the sawmill industry took place in December 2006. At that time Stora Enso finalized the 

purchase of the wood industry plant in Murow (it acquired 100% of shares). Thus the Murow plant 

became part of the Stora Enso Timber Central European Production Group, including sawmills in 

Austria, the Czech Republic, Germany and Poland. The unit consists of 27 wood processing plants 

and is one of the leaders in the world market of wood processing. 

 

Stora Enso Corporation is an integrated wood processing company that produces paper, industrial 

packaging and wood products. Its products are of the highest quality produced in accordance with 

international standards. Currently it is the second largest producer of lumber and timber products in 

the world. Stora Enso group employs approx. 29.000 people in more than 35 countries on five 

continents7. The company's annual production capacity is 13.1 million tons of paper and 7.5 million 

cubic meters of sawed wooden products. 

 

The choice to invest in sawmill in Poland was not accidental, as the area of our country is 

characterized by very good wood material and high quality sawmill wood. The experience of the 

Swedish-Finnish consortium on many markets and the capital base provide great opportunities for the 

development of the company. 

 

The new investor has committed to carry out modernization of the plant and its further development. 

It is especially important for the local community of the municipality of Murów where 

unemployment reaches 19% and is higher than average in the region, with a low level of 

industrialization of the municipality. 

 

Characteristics of the Project and Its Benefits 
 

The purpose of the company's management is to create a modern wood processing facility in Murow, 

which will significantly improve the economic situation not only in the district but also throughout 

the region. Professionally functioning sawmill will not only provide jobs, but will also be a chance of 

development  for a number of transport companies involved in logging and service. In addition, 

activities designed to improve working conditions are planned. For this purpose, the plant was 

redeveloped in autumn 2014. The investment costed 27 million Euro and was the largest sawmilling 

industry in Poland. The official opening after the modernization took place in September 2016. 

 

As part of undertaken measures, new technology halls, social rooms and machines were designed. 

The sawmill site has been hardened with new bitumen and concrete slabs. All the actions have been 

                                                             
7
http://www.grupalokalna.pl/wiadomosci/tartak-w-murowie-na-swiatowym-poziomie [20.08.2017] 
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carried out using the latest technical solutions, taking into account both high quality requirements as 

well as OSH and environmental protection rules. Among the most serious changes are the following: 

1. Instalment of the new line woodworking with sorting function with a length of 400. 

2. Creation of a new line for the processing of soft wood. 

3. Construction of a new workshop, boiler room and transformer station. 

4. Liquidation of re-sorting hall and building new sorting hall. 

5. Setting modern planer hall, further processing hall and warehouse. 

6. Introducing a modern system of transport and storage of sawdust. 

7. Transfer of administrative work to a modern office. 

8. Change of land infrastructure – i.e. from the remaining material of the site's equalization, the 

embankment was docked at the border with neighboring plots acting as a limitation of visibility 

for outsiders. 

9. Building of a car park in the vicinity of a new office for customers and employees, and entry to the 

premises equipped with a toll booth. 

10. Focus on periodic training of workers in the field of health and safety regulations, which were 

previously not carried out regularly and often in an incomprehensible way, which did not fulfill 

its task. The company attaches great importance also to the use of protective equipment necessary 

for the various positions and compliance with working time. 

11. The possibility for the employees to participate in various job trainings and free courses of 

German or English (foremen and administrative staff of all departments) in order to improve 

communication with the management from Austrian and foreign clients. 

12. The annual family festival at the end of the vacation, a so-called Family Day. 

All production facilities are equipped with automated lines imported among other from Austria. Most 

of the work is done by a device that is supervised by a person. 

It is also worth emphasizing that all implemented solutions are environmentally neutral, which means 

that they do not adversely affect both protected and endangered habitats and species of plants and 

animals, and at the same they do not impact on functioning of refuge under Natura 2000 in the Opole 

Voivodeship
8
. 

In coming years the sawmill in Murow is to be responsible for the accounting of Stora Enso Timber 

Central European Production Group. 

 

The company's head of management, when deciding to modernize the plant, assumed primarily a 

significant improvement in its functioning, both in production, sales and working conditions. The 

official opening of the plant after implementation of changes was held in September 2016. 

 

In 2016, in a reference plant a number of surveys were conducted and company's statistics on 

occupational hazards, accidents, number of finished goods, employee productivity and efficiency 

were analyzed. The purpose of the survey was to acquire the respondents' opinions on the working 

conditions, their motivation, their involvement and their perception of the organizational culture of 

the company. 85 people participated in the survey, which accounted for 50.3% of the total crew. 

Respondents were randomly selected. 

 

Based on the analysis of surveys and statistical data it can be concluded that since beginning of 2007 

when the implementation of the new rules of operation and modernization works were carried, 

significant changes have been noted both for the organization and its crew. Among the favorable 

changes are the following: 

 

1. Employment growth of 146% in relation to the number of employees at the time of purchase. 

2. Improvement of working conditions (modernization of machines and tools, systematic training on 

occupational hazards, observance of working time, provision of personal protective equipment 

and awareness of their use). 

                                                             
8  On the basis of the document of the company Information Card of the project "Reconstruction and 

expansion of sawmill in Murów"  Murów 2016, p. 11 
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3. Decrease in the number of accidents at work (in 2007 - 10 accidents, 2008 - 6, 2009 - 8, 2010 - 5, 

2011 - 4, 2012-2013 - 0, 2014 - 1, 2015 - 2, 2016-1) 

4. Increased efficiency of business activity (increase of raw material purchase by 190%, which 

increased the abrasion by 150% - compared to 2007). 

5. Improvement of the company's image (social activities for  the local community e.g. financing 

construction of a sports hall - PLN 100.000, modernization of roads or repairs of municipal 

facilities). 

6. Better competitiveness on both domestic and foreign markets (increase of sales of sawn timber by 

129% - compared to 2007). 

7. Workers' training trips to foreign institutions (Austria and Czech Republic). 

8. Acquiring new customers (e.g. Chinese buyers - export of wood in containers) and deepening 

loyalty (preferential terms of sale for permanent, long-standing customers). 

9. Daily, short information training, before start of work for the employees in the scope of basic 

principles of occupational health and safety. 

10. Introduction of the so - called Observation Card, every employee can record noticed both proper 

and improper activities/actions from particular departments they work in. 

11. Increase of motivation and employee engagement (opinion of 81% of respondents). 

12. Higher level of organizational culture (opinion of 79% of respondents). 

13. Improvement of interpersonal relations on the line employee- superior (opinion of 85% of 

respondents). 

14. Resignation from work on a chord, while raising basic salaries, which according to employees 

(opinion of 80% of respondents) turned out to be more beneficial. 

15. Decrease of municipality unemployment by 50%9. 

16. Increase in municipality tax revenues (estimated at 1 million). 

 

It should also be noted that most of the employees of the sawmill are residents of the municipality 

and surrounding districts. The exception is a few people from Austria and the Czech Republic, who 

have been temporarily outsourced from their wood processing plants to streamline their work 

organization, for example in the area of modern wood shredding. Unlike many companies in the 

Opole region, the company has no problem with acquiring new employees (Kubiciel-Lodzinska 

2017: 486) (last year it was 100 people). This may be due to relatively good working conditions (eg 

fixed and full-time jobs) and a high unemployment rate in the municipality (about 15%
10

 at the 

regional average of 10.1% (Statistical Yearbook Opolskie Voivodship 2016) at the time of the 

sawmill expansion. 

 

In general, 78% of the respondents expressed a positive opinion.to the question "How do you assess 

actions taken by the new owner in terms of production growth, employment, wage increases and im-

provement in working conditions? 

 

In addition, the change of the owner directly influenced the change of the recipient to whom 

company’s offer is addressed. Previously, they were mostly individual customers, now they are 

construction, development and service companies. This change is primarily a result of the strategy 

implemented in all countries where the plants are located and as a consequence of the scale of 

production carried out in the concern plants, the alignment of the machinery park to the customer. 

The resignation of individual customers creates opportunities for other small sawmills both in Murow 

and in the region. 

 

The capital of the Murow plant exceeds PLN 8.5 million. It is the largest sawmill in Poland. The 

plant is equipped with modern, highly advanced production line. At present, it is capable of 

processing over 800,000 m
3
 of wood per year. The foreign investor successively pursues the goal, 

                                                             
9 On the basis of data obtained at the Municipality Office in Murow in April 2017 

10 On the basis of data obtained at the Municipality Office in Murow in April 2017 
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currently approx. 40 000 m
3
 of wood per month is rubbed there. Compared to the pre-acquisition 

period (45 000 m
3
 per year) it is a major step forward. 

 

The fact that the investor is not a financial institution focused on further sales of shares, i.e. 

speculative goals, but a well-established company, with a long tradition and firm position on the 

European and global markets, is also a positive aspect of the acquisition. 

 

Summary 
 

The actions undertaken by Stora Enso so far, indicate that the objectives adopted by the new investor 

are progressively implemented (e.g. increase in employment rate, increased production, education 

and training, improvement of working conditions). The plant develops dynamically and is becoming 

increasingly competitive in the wood processing market. 

 

The investment of the company, with years of experience in the wood processing industry, having a 

solid capital base, creates the conditions for a sawmill in Murow to become a viable link, thereby 

benefiting both the investor and the community (and not just local), leading to a decline in 

unemployment rate, an income growth and raise of living standards. These are significant premises 

since the plant is a particularly important place of work not only for the inhabitants of the 

municipality but also for the region of Opole, Kluczbork and Namysłów. 

 

Expansion of the company, growth of employment and income are crucial factors in socio-economic 

development. The investment also provides prospects for decent work for young people, which in the 

near future may be reflected in the decline of intensive foreign labor migration of municipality 

inhabitants. 

 

Foreign investments in the sawmill industry both at district and voivodship level are necessary, as 

due to an influx of capital  the desired changes in the industry can be achieved (including an increase 

in economic efficiency, increase in use of modern techniques and technologies, protection and 

improvement of the natural environment and working conditions), which may be an incentive to 

increase its domestic and international competitiveness. 
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Abstract  
 
Local Action Groups are important for participating of the citizens, entrepreneurs and municipalities in 
the process of support for regional development. In the long term, they have proved that people living in 
Czech rural areas have never been indifferent to both the tradition and the future. That is why the local 
action groups are sometimes called “local action groups as a way of rural development”.  The paper 
focuses on a closer look at the period of the past (2007-2013) in the region of South Bohemia. The author 
focused on the extent of support from South Bohemian LAGs from public funds through the Leader 
program to the development of rural municipalities. An evaluation of the functioning of the LAGs was 
carried out taking into account the period 2007-2013 and the prediction of the new programming period 
of 2014-2020. The research used several methods, including content analysis of important documents 
(especially different community-based strategies) followed by an analysis of the distribution of 
implemented projects within the scope of the LAG. In addition, a questionnaire survey was carried out. 
All the chief executives of LAGs in the region of South Bohemia were asked. The last method used 
interviews with experts and representatives of the South Bohemian Region and all sample LAGs. 

Keywords:  LAG, rural regions, local, LEADER, rural development 

Introduction 

 

The paper discusses common issues that are met by a majority of rural municipalities in the Czech 
Republic. In connection with this, it deals with the possibilities that these municipalities have encountered 
after the accession of our republic to the European Union. It is primarily focused on a possible solution of 
the problems of rural municipalities through using the financial support of the European funds and the 
national funds. The most important topic of the paper is a phenomenon called a "local action group", 
which is also included in the program document of the "Rural Development Program" (RDP), which is 
funded by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (within the EU Common Policy). A 
Local Action Group is a kind of group of rural actors from different sectors (public, civil and private), 
whose aim is the joint development of the territory supported by the EU funds. The aim of this paper is to 
assess whether the local action group can really be important in dealing with the problems of rural 
municipalities on the example of a detailed analysis of the development of South Bohemian LAGs. 

Literature Review 

Rural areas generally involve a really diversified structure of interest groups with different importance 
and potential influence on the policy making process. It includes the rural population, municipalities, 
micro-regions and local action groups, agricultural and non-agricultural businesses, academic sphere, 
NGOs, etc... (Falkowski, 2013), (Pělucha, 2015). In the case of rural development, there are various 
forms of cooperation and different organizations that are supposed to deal with the problems of 
municipalities. These organizations include: Association for Rural Reconstruction, Union of Towns and 
Municipalities of the Czech Republic, Healthy Cities of the Czech Republic, The Czech National Rural 
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Observatory, National Network of Local Action Groups in the Czech Republic (Woods 2003; in Gorlach, 
Lošťák, Money 2008, Binek, Gavlasová, et al., 2012).  The local action groups are in the EU within the 
LEADER method (see also Woods, 2011).  By Larsson (2002; in Dargan, Shucksmith 2008), the original 
purpose of this Community initiative was to develop innovative ideas for a rural development model that 
would be useful in other areas, too. Ray (2000; in Marsden, Sonnino 2008) describes the LEADER as a 
programme that helps the socio-economic viability of the site and promotes innovative approaches to 
rural development at local level through the use of local resources, both physical and human.  

A properly working local action group, which wants to fully exploit the potential of its territory, applies 
mainly the features of networking and cooperation (Faludi 2006), (Putnam, 1995) (Bosworth, 2015). It 
also uses new approaches and practices to guide the local development of the territory (Coleman, 1988). 
The aim of the local action groups is not making a profit as it is in case of the private sector, to but to 
create a synergy effect. It is therefore more difficult to assess the efficiency of LAGs compared to the 
private sector. 

Material and Methods 

The research was carried out in a sample of 17 active LAGs in the region of South Bohemia. The data 
were surveyed mainly from questionnaire surveys and managed interviews, data from the National 
Network of Local Action Groups of the Czech Republic (referred to as NN LAGS of the Czech 
Republic), individual LAGs and ministries of Agriculture and Local Development, data from 
questionnaire surveys, managed interviews and also from the author's archive.   

In the paper, the sample included only such LAGs and projects meeting the binding criteria. The Local 
Action Group can only receive EU funding if it fulfils the criteria set out in the Development Program 
document. The most important criteria include:  

(1) The LAG must establish appropriate partnerships between the private and the public sectors, where at 
least 50% of the participants must be from the private sphere (farmers, people from rural municipalities).   

(2) The LAG must have mandatory bodies that are able to manage public funds, ensuring the 
implementation of the partnership for the implementation of the LEADER Strategic Plan.   

(3) The area covered by the LEADER Strategic Plan must be coherent, offering sufficient critical mass of 
human, financial and economic resources to support a sustainable development strategy.   

(4) LAG members must have either their permanent or legal address or business premises in the area of 
the LAG or be territorially competent in the territory.    

(5) The LAG must present a quality LEADER Strategic Plan for a given programming period according 
to the binding outline, including the definition of the areas of support under the Rural Development 
Program.  

(6) The LAG may use only one source of European Union funding for its eligible (acceptable) 
expenditure. 

LAGs started in the Czech Republic in 2003. In the region of South Bohemia, the first LAGS were 
founded a year later, in 2004.  

During this year, twelve local action groups were officially founded, a full 70 % of all LAGs that have 
been active so far in the region. 

The following year, two local action groups were established and in 2006 a single LAG was founded. The 
next two years meant a difficult journey to win support for their operations from the Rural Development 
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Programme 2007–2013. However, even afte
method in Czech Republic. The result of these efforts was the creation of a stimulating environment for 
the emergence of other local action groups. In the case of South Bohemia's, it meant a helping
meant for establishing two other LAGs. In total, the number of ranged to 17. 

The seventeen LAGs take a considerable part of the area of the region of South Bohemia. Similar 
situation applies for number of residents living in the area of LAGs in the 
total of 601 municipalities of the region are incorporated into LAGs. Due to the fact that there are 623 
municipalities in the region of South Bohemia, it is obvious that LAGS comprise the vast majority of the 
region (see figure 1). 

Fig. 1: Municipalities in the region of South Bohemia as a part of LAGs

The area of the above mentioned 601 municipalities is 9 402km2 (as of 1. 1. 2014).  This is a major part 
of the South Bohemian region, as its total area was 10,057 km2 (CSO 2014)

Based on the data verification, it is possible to say that there was a total population of 455,626 inside the 
area of LAGs on January, 1st 2014. This was 71.6% of the total population of the region of South 
Bohemia. Moreover, after deduction of the 3 towns
LAGs cover 96.3% of the population. This means that local action groups occupy more than 90% of the 
region regarding its size, number of municipalities and the number of 
limits of the RDP). 

Results and Discussion  

The beginnings of the LEADER method and its application

The majority of Czech LAGs started in 2004. In 2004, the first support programme of the LEADER 
method was designed. LEADER CR was approved by the Minister of 
2004 on the basis of the law on state budget of the Czech Republic for 2004. LEADER CR was created 
under the Ministry of Agriculture. The total of 294 098 000 CZK was allocated from its budget between 
2004 and 2008. This represents the support of almost 59 million CZK for each year that could have been 
used by the LAGs. The programme was set up to support the local economy, service jobs, but also the 
cultural and social life, and thus helped alleviate the depopulation trends. I

Municipalities in the region of South 

Bohemia as a part of LAGs

2013. However, even after this period, the efforts were made to expand the LEADER 
method in Czech Republic. The result of these efforts was the creation of a stimulating environment for 
the emergence of other local action groups. In the case of South Bohemia's, it meant a helping
meant for establishing two other LAGs. In total, the number of ranged to 17.  

The seventeen LAGs take a considerable part of the area of the region of South Bohemia. Similar 
situation applies for number of residents living in the area of LAGs in the region of South Bohemia. A 
total of 601 municipalities of the region are incorporated into LAGs. Due to the fact that there are 623 
municipalities in the region of South Bohemia, it is obvious that LAGS comprise the vast majority of the 

Municipalities in the region of South Bohemia as a part of LAGs

The area of the above mentioned 601 municipalities is 9 402km2 (as of 1. 1. 2014).  This is a major part 
of the South Bohemian region, as its total area was 10,057 km2 (CSO 2014). 

Based on the data verification, it is possible to say that there was a total population of 455,626 inside the 
area of LAGs on January, 1st 2014. This was 71.6% of the total population of the region of South 
Bohemia. Moreover, after deduction of the 3 towns with the populations over 25,000 inhabitants, the 
LAGs cover 96.3% of the population. This means that local action groups occupy more than 90% of the 
region regarding its size, number of municipalities and the number of inhabitants (with respect to the 

The beginnings of the LEADER method and its application 

The majority of Czech LAGs started in 2004. In 2004, the first support programme of the LEADER 
method was designed. LEADER CR was approved by the Minister of Agriculture on December, 16th 
2004 on the basis of the law on state budget of the Czech Republic for 2004. LEADER CR was created 
under the Ministry of Agriculture. The total of 294 098 000 CZK was allocated from its budget between 
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support local action groups´ projects by consensus of the public, business and non-profit sectors 
considered important for the development of its territory. 

During the programme period, the programme administered 201 applications for support to LAGS, 
including 31 in 2004, 41 in 2005, 64 in 2006 and 57 in 2007 and 8 in 2008. It meant support to 451 
projects and 98.5% of the allocated budget.  For LAGs, this meant the first experience with the 
distribution of funds in their regions. Based on the developmental strategies for the LAGs and after the 
conclusion of the implementation of delegated activities each local action group started to perform its 
administrative activities that set the transparent distribution of funds. It was necessary to ensure the 
receipt of applications from the area they controlled and to select those that would be supported. They 
were also included in the ex-ante, interim and ex post control of projects on the spot. It was the Leader 
Czech Republic, programme which was completely covered from national sources and the LAGs gained 
experience so essential to their future activities. 

In the region of South Bohemia, there were nine active local action groups within the Leader CR 
Programme; thanks to whose activities a total of 70 projects could be supported. As can be seen, when 
counting the total number of 13 regions in the Czech Republic (Region Prague could not be supported 
due to the limits of the LEADER programme in the Czech Republic), such number of supported projects 
in the region of South Bohemia is undoubtedly an important success, also regarding the fact that this area 
is the second largest region. 

Number Of Projects Implemented By Lags 

Local Action Groups administered, implemented or participated in implementation of a large number of 
projects in the previous years (2007-2015, following the rule of N+2). The total of 1,313 as reported by 
the NN LAGs of the Czech Republic is not necessarily the total amount.  The number of projects 
implemented under the measures of IV.1.2. and IV.2.1 (Local action group, Implementing local 
development strategy), can be exactly reported. The total number of other projects is more or less 
indicative. Based on data from National Network of Local Action Groups in the Czech Republic, it is 
highly likely that some LAGS did not report all the projects which they participated in. An example 
might be a large number micro-project annually organized by the National Rural Network together with 
the LAGs. As already mentioned, this difference would not be crucial for documenting the benefits of 
LAGs, because we focus primarily on the RDP 2007 - 2013. The complete list is presented in the figure 
below. 
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Fig. 2: Number of projects implemented in relation to LAGs

In the strategic plans of the LEADER, Local Action Groups supported 1,196 projects in total as submitted 
by regional applicants.  
 
On this basis, it is necessary to calculate what amount of support to these projects and the average 
allocation for each project. In the case of IV.1.2 (
under which LAGs´ calls were supported, an allocation of 413,719,892 CZK was used through the South 
Bohemian LAGs under the RDP 2007
345,919 CZK. This means that most common support was granted to projects supported by less than a 
half a million CZK. 
 
The total allocation only represents the expenditure on each project of the final applicant in the sum of all 
applicants in the South Bohemia’s LAGs. However, if considering the overall benefit, therefore, in 
layman's terms how much money came into the region in general, we should add two amounts to this; at 
least. The first is the sum of the allocations to individual proj
LAGs. It is a wide range of projects, whose aim was to establish ties not only to promote cooperation in 
South Bohemia but in the whole country, and sometimes internationally. In any case, you can legitimately 
claim that allocation used by the LAGs for these projects meant further support of the area, as the results 
of the projects might have been the costs for suppliers or directly the purchase of less expensive assets. 
Similarly, it is also possible to consider the c
group). Within this measure, the Local Action Groups were reimbursed for expenses on their activities. In 
the period 2007 - 2013 100% of eligible expenditure of LAGs was bailed out under the RDP. 
name suggests, they were also some of the ineligible expenses that were not bailed out. These 
expenditures to the benefit of South Bohemia are also included. The only thing omitted are the resources 
used by the LAGs for Other projects and it is prec
exactly how many of these allocations were actually brought by LAGs, not only involved in the effort to 
obtain them. Ultimately, the total amount of funds was 547,230,158 CZK
 

Discussion 

In average, more than 91 million CZK were added to the budget of South Bohemia due to the Lags´ 
activities in 2007-2013. The financial support was used to many issues within the RDP 2007
I-III.  It was possible to support agricultural and forest
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Number of projects implemented in relation to LAGs 

In the strategic plans of the LEADER, Local Action Groups supported 1,196 projects in total as submitted 

On this basis, it is necessary to calculate what amount of support to these projects and the average 
project. In the case of IV.1.2 (Implementing local development strategy)

under which LAGs´ calls were supported, an allocation of 413,719,892 CZK was used through the South 
Bohemian LAGs under the RDP 2007-2013. The average grant per a project amounted to more than 
345,919 CZK. This means that most common support was granted to projects supported by less than a 

The total allocation only represents the expenditure on each project of the final applicant in the sum of all 
s in the South Bohemia’s LAGs. However, if considering the overall benefit, therefore, in 

layman's terms how much money came into the region in general, we should add two amounts to this; at 
least. The first is the sum of the allocations to individual projects implemented in cooperation of the 
LAGs. It is a wide range of projects, whose aim was to establish ties not only to promote cooperation in 
South Bohemia but in the whole country, and sometimes internationally. In any case, you can legitimately 

hat allocation used by the LAGs for these projects meant further support of the area, as the results 
of the projects might have been the costs for suppliers or directly the purchase of less expensive assets. 
Similarly, it is also possible to consider the case of expenditure on measures IV.1.1 (IV.1.1. Local action 
group). Within this measure, the Local Action Groups were reimbursed for expenses on their activities. In 

2013 100% of eligible expenditure of LAGs was bailed out under the RDP. 
name suggests, they were also some of the ineligible expenses that were not bailed out. These 
expenditures to the benefit of South Bohemia are also included. The only thing omitted are the resources 
used by the LAGs for Other projects and it is precisely for this reason that it is impossible to determine 
exactly how many of these allocations were actually brought by LAGs, not only involved in the effort to 
obtain them. Ultimately, the total amount of funds was 547,230,158 CZK. 

In average, more than 91 million CZK were added to the budget of South Bohemia due to the Lags´ 
2013. The financial support was used to many issues within the RDP 2007

III.  It was possible to support agricultural and forestry enterprises, but also the development of 

PROJECTS OF 

APPLICANTS 

FROM THE 

REGIONS

PROJECTS OF 

COOPERATION 

AMONG LAGS 

OTHER 

PROJECTS

Number of projects 

implemented in relation to 

LAGs 

 

In the strategic plans of the LEADER, Local Action Groups supported 1,196 projects in total as submitted 

On this basis, it is necessary to calculate what amount of support to these projects and the average 
Implementing local development strategy) measure 

under which LAGs´ calls were supported, an allocation of 413,719,892 CZK was used through the South 
nted to more than 

345,919 CZK. This means that most common support was granted to projects supported by less than a 

The total allocation only represents the expenditure on each project of the final applicant in the sum of all 
s in the South Bohemia’s LAGs. However, if considering the overall benefit, therefore, in 

layman's terms how much money came into the region in general, we should add two amounts to this; at 
ects implemented in cooperation of the 

LAGs. It is a wide range of projects, whose aim was to establish ties not only to promote cooperation in 
South Bohemia but in the whole country, and sometimes internationally. In any case, you can legitimately 

hat allocation used by the LAGs for these projects meant further support of the area, as the results 
of the projects might have been the costs for suppliers or directly the purchase of less expensive assets. 

ase of expenditure on measures IV.1.1 (IV.1.1. Local action 
group). Within this measure, the Local Action Groups were reimbursed for expenses on their activities. In 

2013 100% of eligible expenditure of LAGs was bailed out under the RDP. As the 
name suggests, they were also some of the ineligible expenses that were not bailed out. These 
expenditures to the benefit of South Bohemia are also included. The only thing omitted are the resources 

isely for this reason that it is impossible to determine 
exactly how many of these allocations were actually brought by LAGs, not only involved in the effort to 

In average, more than 91 million CZK were added to the budget of South Bohemia due to the Lags´ 
2013. The financial support was used to many issues within the RDP 2007-2013, axes 

ry enterprises, but also the development of 
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communities and improving their civic amenities, education, tourism and, ultimately, to draw funds for 
rescuing the cultural heritage of the country. As revealed, it is evident that very important areas of rural 
life were supported. The LAGs have contributed to the improvement of villages and small towns, but also 
to the development of business, in agriculture, forestry, tourism and elsewhere. 

The contribution of South Bohemian LAGs to their region and is basically a higher sum than what the 
region used to ensure the allocation of the Rural Renewal Programme (hereinafter RRP of South 
Bohemia). This grant program was created in the South Bohemian region following previous village 
renewal program as approved by the Government of the Czech Republic on 29th May 1991 and by the 
Czech Government Resolution dated November 11th, 1998, no. 730.) The above-mentioned statement is 
based on comparison with the published costs of the RRP of South Bohemia. See the table for details. 

Table 1: Real expenditures in RRP of South Bohemia (CZK) 

 

Real expenditures in RRP of South Bohemia (CZK) 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

67 740 833 70 732 744 77 770 245 84 759 706 83 935 700 89 339 605 91 774 136 90 157 294 

Source: Czech Statistical Office, own processing 

 

To make it complete, we should say, that the RRP of South Bohemia is not is the only form of support 
used for the development of the South Bohemian countryside. 

Conclusion 

Local action groups have shown a direct connection with the development of the South Bohemian rural 
area in the implementation of all their projects. All these projects amounting to about CZK 0.5 billion 
have played an important role in rural development, but also in other areas such as the development of 
SMEs in the rural area, but also the development of tourism, significantly influencing the whole region.   

As reported by the research, it is primarily clear that the successful implementation of the community-led 
local development strategies is particularly crucial for the LAGs. Such activity should bring the greatest 
amount of financial resources (up to CZK 1.5 billion) for the development of the region of South 
Bohemia in the next few years.  

As the new programming period means a significant increase of the complexity of the process of 
distribution of resources to the regions, it is very useful to maintain and deepen the cooperation of all 
active LAGs both in region of South Bohemia, and nationally.   

Working together and sharing the experience is a possible prerequisite for smooth functioning of the 
LAGs. Otherwise, the LAG would experience a significant reduction of resources for rural development 
and the threat to their very existence. LAG cooperation is also a guarantee of a stronger negotiating 
position for the LEADER method and LAGs in general. The negotiating position is absolutely crucial for 
the future of the LEADER in the Czech Republic.  

Cooperation with the South Bohemian Region is proved to be truly crucial regarding the South Bohemian 
LAGs, being a very important synergic element for the development of the region of South Bohemia.  

In addition to its core mission of intermediary agencies, the LAGs have shown that they also have the 
ability of a broad creative cooperation and the effort to maximize support for the development of the 
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whole South Bohemia. This cooperation needs to be further developed, including a possible extension of 
LAGs´ activities (small subsidy title to local and regional cultural events and community development, 
conceptual support for education, etc.). The LAGs can also provide the region with a much-needed 
information service on the state of their territory free of charge because they have fairly accurate statistics 
on their territory. The results show that LAGs are a very important element of rural development and it is 
the most desirable to keep them in operation. 
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Abstract 
 

The article substantiates that development of forest complex of the Russian economy is not possible 

without implementation of its structural reform and emphasizes diversification of forestry as the most 

important sectoral segment. An assessment of the level of diversification of the most important areas 

of forest complex made it possible to draw a conclusion about low level of its diversification. It has 

been established that woodworking and deep wood processing sectors are characterized by high 

diversification, logging is distinguished by specialization with delayed diversification, and forestry is 

a low diversified branch. The prerequisites for diversification of forest complex are developed, 

including: disproportions in the development of technological chain - forestry-logging - 

woodworking; technological, territorial and economic disconnection of forestry, logging and 

processing enterprises and industries; infrastructure and economic barriers; low level of development 

of science and industrial innovation at all stages of technologically related industries. The specific 

nature of diversification in forestry complex is in incompleteness of the processes of horizontal 

integration in forestry. It is determined that diversification in forestry reduces the time of cultivation 

of target timber and reduces costs of growing forest. Positive direction of diversification in the 

country's forestry complex is creation of industrial forest plantations on forest lands. 

 

Keywords: diversification, forest complex, diversification index, priority strategies  

 

Introduction 

 
Diversification is an important part of the structure of modern market economy, which has a 

significant impact on the division of labor, competition and even the efficiency of production in the 

industry segments. In the most general sense, diversification is associated with expansion of variety 

and modifications of products for the most complete satisfaction of the needs of consumers [1]. 

 

The issues of diversification of enterprises and industries have a long history. Kenneth Andrews was 

one of the first in 1951 who formulated the concept of diversification as an extension of 

nomenclature of goods produced by individual enterprises and associations [2]. A number of studies 

have being conducted in developed countries to explain the relationship between diversification 

strategies and organization effectiveness [3, 4]. 

 

Questions about the need and benefits of diversification for sectors and economies remain not fully 

understood [5]. The researchers are unequal in the assessment of diversification and its effectiveness 

[6, 7]. 

At the same time, statements about the need for diversification in industries and complexes are not 

always justified, primarily because of the lack of theoretical and practical research base of the process 

of diversification itself [8]. Considering diversification as a development mechanism, Pablo de 

Andrés (2017) notes that not only the increase in assets, but also new growth opportunities are 

positive ones [9]. 

Understanding the fact that development of sectors and complexes of the Russian economy is not 

possible without implementation of their structural reform in the interests of improving social and 
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economic indicators of the development of society as a whole, allows us to consider diversification as 

one of the factors contributing to the achievement of this goal.  

 

Moreover, scientific community has a unity of opinions on diversification as a strategic alternative to 

the development of an economic entity having its own purpose and objectives [10, 11]. If, for the 

enterprise, the strategic goal of diversification can be connected with increase in incomes, then, for 

sectors and complexes of the economy, it is aimed at ensuring their competitiveness in the regions 

and even countries, and its achievement is possible by coordinated implementation of a set of tasks, 

interrelated in terms, resources and results.  

 

The type of diversification strategy depends on specific nature of the activity and involved resources. 

At the same time, most of the problems of industries and complexes of the national economy in the 

context of their diversification are reflected in the state of enterprises. Russian forest complex, which 

is included in the list of eight major industrial complexes of the country, is not an exception. 

 

Methods 

 
In the theory of economic analysis, there is a system of quantitative and qualitative indicators that 

allow one to assess the level of economic concentration: market share, concentration ratio, 

Herfindahl-Hirschman index, Lind coefficient, Lerner's index and others. Each of these indicators has 

certain advantages and disadvantages, which are described in the economic literature. To estimate the 

level of diversification, value, which is converse to the concentration coefficient, Herfindahl-

Hirschman index was used.  

Herfindahl-Hirschman index was defined as the sum of the squares of the sales shares of each 

enterprise in the industry: 

HHI= S
2

1+S
2
2…+…S

2
n         (1) 

S1,S2 — company's sales in the industry expressed as percentage, defined as the ratio of sales to the 

volume of all sales in the industry.  

HHI
C div

1
=          (2) 

The values of determination coefficient may be within the limits: 

0<Cdiv<1          (3) 

At the same time, the  higher its value, the higher the level of diversification in forest sector, the more 

uniform development can be seen in the different sectors of forest complex. Indices of sectoral 

diversification were calculated by us for 260 production enterprises of Russian forest complex. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 
Forest complex is an integrated system of forestry, woodworking, pulp and paper and wood chemical 

industry, machine building and other industries. 

 

The activities of branches of forest complex of the Russian Federation are based on the use of 

renewable natural resource - forest, and all other industries, linked by an unbroken technological 

chain, use related technologies, materials and wood raw materials.  At the same time, due to low 

degree of development of production facilities for deep processing of timber, the activities of forest 

complex do not currently meet economic interests of the state as the owner of forest fund. The share 

of forestry enterprises accounts for 1.7% of the gross output of the Russian economy, less than 3% of 

industrial output, and 2.1% of foreign currency earnings from Russian exports.  

 

Diversification leads to better use of material and intangible resources of the enterprise, including 

better use through synergy. At the same time, diversification, although it reduces the risk by 

eliminating dependence of enterprise on any single product or market, it increases it, since there is a 

risk which is typical only for diversification.  
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Then, considering diversification within forest complex, understanding of the necessity of 

restructuring all the industries entering into it should become the starting point. Horizontal 

diversification is widely represented in forest complex and implies growth in existing market due to 

new products requiring new technology different from that is used now and based on the integrated 

use of wood raw materials and recycling. Vertical diversification, involving expansion and branching 

of components, consists in building a complete production chain of already existing "product" 

(Fig.1).  

 

 

Fig. 1:  Types and forms of diversification in forest complex 

 

In total, there are 165 pulp and paper mills in Russia, 10-15 of them can be considered large - and 15 

forestry concerns. The pulp and paper industry in Russia has a pronounced export orientation. More 

than 80% of the produced market pulp and about 50% of paper and cardboard are supplied to the 

foreign market. The production of pulp, paper and paperboard is limited to low volumes of logging. It 

should be noted that their specialization played a huge role in the crisis of the Russian pulp and paper 

industry in the mid-1990s. In the light of the shrinking demand for paper, greater use of 

diversification strategies is needed. 

 

Using the coefficient of diversification, it is possible to estimate the retrospective dynamics of the 

change in the specific structure of production in forest complex of the country, by calculating it for 

each considered year. An assessment of the level of diversification of the most important areas of 

forest complex made it possible to draw a conclusion about the low level of diversification of forest 

complex in Russia (Fig.2).  
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Fig. 2 :  Level of diversification in forest sector 

It can be seen from the diagram that for the period from 2010 to 2015, the majority of enterprises in 

forest sector have increased the level of diversification of production structure. In this case, we can 

distinguish two main trends of sectoral diversification: 

 

1) High degree of diversification is characteristic for the sphere of wood processing and deep 

processing of wood. First of all, this is deepening of territorial division of labor, increase in 

assortment groups, and creation of new industries and diversification of existing activities. Such a 

mechanism of diversification has less impact on risks, profitability and financial stability of 

enterprises. Creation of effective structure of enterprises of deep processing of wood in the form of 

vertically integrated structures is one of the measures for removing forest sector from crisis, 

mobilizing resource potential of enterprises.  

 

2) Harvesting sector is distinguished by specialization and concentration of industries. The 

analysis of indicators characterizing the work of logging enterprises, presented in Table 1, let us to 

make a conclusion. 

 
Table 1: The main performance indicators of harvesting enterprises 

 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Number of organizations (at the 

end of the year)
 1)

, thousand. 15.6 13.6 12.2 11.4 10.6 10.2 

Average annual number of 

employees 2), thousand people 156.6 144.4 134.3 119.2 107.1 103.4 

Balanced financial result (profit 

less loss)
3)

, million rubles. -5420 -3769 -3818 -8465 

-

17652 -6591 

Profitability of products (work, 

services)
 3)

, percent -0.9 -0.6 -2.8 -3.6 -0.8 4.2 

Production of untreated wood, 

million dense m3 117.3 122.7 121.8 119.8 123.4 126.7 

 
Firstly, this type of activity is characterized by a constant decline in the number of enterprises. 

Secondly, there is a decline in the production of forest resources. If growth took place until 2011, on 

average by 4% annually, then from 2012 there is a decrease in this indicator. Third, there is a 

decrease in the number of people employed in the forest business. Moreover, since 2005, by 2014, 

this figure has decreased in 5 times. Fourth, the share of unprofitable enterprises in harvesting 

(logging) industry makes up more than 50% of the total. In our opinion, the typical reasons of lag 

behind of Russian forest complex in terms of diversification are: 
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Firstly, disproportion in the development of technological chain - forestry-logging - woodworking;  

Secondly, technological, territorial and economic disconnection of forestry, logging and processing 

enterprises and industries;  

 

Thirdly, infrastructure and economic barriers, in the absence of support for basic production;  

A significant part of the timber stock is located in remote, inaccessible areas, with undeveloped or 

absent transport infrastructure. For one thousand km2 forests in Russia there are only 1.2 km of forest 

roads [15]. Weakly developed production and road transport infrastructure limits the possibilities for 

integrated and complete development of operational forests. 

 

Fourthly, low level of development of science and innovation at all stages of technologically related 

industries.  

 

In relation to other branches, logging industry lags behind in terms of diversification, in spite of the 

fact that 35% of logging enterprises are vertically integrated holdings integrated under the principle 

of vertical diversification. Vertical diversification was typical for forestry enterprises, in 1990-

2000.Logging companies proved to be objects of accession and takeover by the producers of final 

products - pulp and paper mills and woodworking enterprises, which act as initiators and leaders of 

integration. 

 

3) Diversification of forestry is characterized by low level of development. The total forest area 

in Russia is 1073.4 million hectares, while 20.7% are leased to enterprises. The main type of forest 

use is logging, with 31 to 135 thousand hectares of forest land annually without reforestation, which 

creates an imbalance in the forestry of the country [12]. The development of multipurpose forest 

management, the transition to the reproduction of forests on the basis of plantation afforestation is the 

main directions of diversification in forestry. 

 

In recent years, diversification has become a strategy of competition among forestry enterprises 

primarily with foreign producers in the direction of reducing dependence on purchased raw materials 

and equipment. [13] The specific nature of diversification in forest complex lies in the 

incompleteness of horizontal integration processes in forestry.  

 

The low level of diversification in forestry is associated with features of forestry production, its high 

labor intensity, riskiness due to the length of forest growing processes. In this regard, the goal of 

diversification is transition to technologies that allow shortening the period of growing timber as a 

whole, or its target assortments.   

 

Diversification reduces the time of   target wood growing and reduces the costs of forest growing and 

therefore makes sense for enterprises. Positive direction of diversification in the country's forest 

complex is creation of industrial forest plantations on forest lands [14].  

 

Conclusion 

 
Forest complex of Russia has  trends of lagging behind and disproportions in the development of 

industries and interprises. Considering forest complex, it is possible to single out a number of targets 

for diversification: 

 

1) Elimination of disproportions in the development of forest complex areas on the basis of balance 

of disposal and reproduction of forests; 

2) Increase of capacity utilization at the enterprises of deep processing of wood; 

3) Increase of efficiency of use of forest fund plots; 

4) Access to new commodity markets, without making harm to ecosystems; 

5) Increase in the number of enterprises engaged in forestry; 

6) Growth of investment attractiveness of forest business with industry risks reduction; 

7) Decrease in the cost price of production due to effective logistics; 
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8) Transition to new resource-saving technologies and integrated use of raw materials in conditions 

of increasing wood deficit. 

Key directions of diversification of activities in forest complex: 

- Horizontal diversification (logging - integrated waste treatment); 

- Vertical diversification - logging and woodworking, or logging and forestry. 
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Abstract 

The article considers main theoretical and practical aspects of the dividend policy in Russian 
companies in the post-crisis period as well as the peculiarities of its implementation in modern 
conditions. The research contains the results of analysis of more than 1000 Russian companies for the 
period 2009-2015, whose shares are traded on the MICEX. We have singled out the key factors that 
influence the dividend policy in Russia and given a description of the main stages of its development. 

 

Keywords:  dividend policy, dividend analysis, post-crisis period 
 

Introduction 

The maximization of business value and its value to owners is the main goal of management. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that financial relationships with owners, whether it is a sole proprietor 
or millions of shareholders of a large corporation, have a significant impact on the development 
strategy of any firm. In economic practice the adoption of management decisions in this area is 
carried out within the framework of the dividend policy. 
 
Theoretical aspects of dividend policy are quite various and complex, however, the following 
questions are considered to be the main ones: do the decisions on payments to owners affect the 
firm's value and what should their optimal value be? Despite numerous studies in this field abroad 
these issues remain the subject of debate among scientists and practitioners: Lintner (1956), Miller et 
al (1961, 1985), Fama et al (1968), Ofer et al (1987), Boeheme et al (2002). 
 
This article will consider the main theoretical and practical aspects of the dividend policy of Russian 
companies, as well as the features of its implementation in modern conditions.  
 
Less than three decades ago, the absence of dividend policy was quite typical for Russian enterprises. 
A few cases of dividends payment did not play a special role because of the insignificance of the 
announced amounts. Since 2001, the situation has begun to change dramatically, when many large 
corporations that were interested in raising capital from financial markets, increasing their reputation 
and quality of management and forming a positive image in the eyes of foreign investors began to 
pay dividends on a regular basis. Later in the charters and corporate codes of the leading domestic 
companies, a paragraph or a separate document appeared that was revealing the content of their 
dividend policy. 
 
Studies have shown that during the evolution of the dividend policy of domestic companies we can 
distinguish three periods (stages): "birth" (1994-1998); "formation" (2001 - 2007); "maturity" (2009 - 
up to the present). 
 
It is not difficult to see that the given periods coincide with the financial crises of recent decades. 
 
The peculiarities of the dividend policy of Russian companies in the first two stages were reflected in 
a number of publications and were considered in a research study by Lukasevich (2007). 
 
That is why below we will present the results of the study of dividend policy in modern conditions, 
i.e. during the post-crisis and "sanctions" period of the development of the Russian economy. 
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Results 

The analysis shows that the specific features that are characteristic of the dividend policy of domestic 
companies can be grouped according to two directions that are closely interrelated: 
 

1) exogenous, conditioned by macroeconomic and foreign policy conditions as well as 
institutional factors; 

2) endogenous, caused by internal factors and the microenvironment of the activities of the 
companies themselves. 
The most significant factors of the first group include: 

⇒ uneven growth and disproportions in the development of separate sectors of the economy; 

⇒ the composition of owners that is based on the specifics of the mechanism of privatization of 
the Russian enterprises, as a result of which a significant proportion of their shares belongs 
to the state, a small number of people or management; 

⇒ economic sanctions of Western countries, which significantly restricted the access of the 
Russian companies to the world capital markets; 

⇒ transparency and clarity of legislation in this sphere. 
 
The current stage of the development of the Russian economy is characterized by considerable 
sectorial disparities. In addition, the most intensive development in recent years has occurred in the 
oil and gas sector, metallurgy and telecommunications. The uneven development of various 
industries and sectors affects both the revenues received by enterprises and their distribution. The 
table below shows the dividend yield of the MICEX sectorial stock indices in 2015-2016. 

Table 1: dividend yield of the sectorial indices of the Russian Federation1 

 

Stock 
Stock 

payment 
(rub)  

Payment 
yield 

Capitalization 
(mln $, US) 

MICEX index 142.94  5.71%  522855.12 

MICEX index Telecoms 23.91  9.49%  18626.08 

MICEX index Metals 270.84  6.47%  99864.48 

MICEX index Consumer sector 74.21  5.13%  27820.95 

MICEX index Oil and Gas 327.32  4.98%  247349.55 

MICEX index Chemicals 89.98  4.86%  20080.08 

MICEX index Utilities 0.0852  3.73%  31136.25 

MICEX index Finances 3.08  2.79%  76512.48 

MICEX index Machine industry 0  0%  2477.04 

 
As we can see from the table above, the largest dividend yield is demonstrated by the companies of 
the telecommunications sector. The payments of high and stable dividends by telecom companies are 
connected with both the intensive growth of the industry in recent years and the level of corporate 
governance that practically meets world standards. This dividend policy is also explained by the 
composition of the shareholders of the companies in this sector, including many institutional foreign 
investors and by the circulation of a number of shares in the form of depositary receipts on 
international stock exchanges - NYSE, LSE, etc. 
 
In terms of payments oil and gas and metallurgical companies are traditionally the leaders, as 
together they account for more than 65% in the Russian stock indices. A significant share of dividend 
payments (60.9% and 14% respectively) in these sectors is based on both high incomes and 
significant need for additional investments. The desire to attract external investors, including 
somebody from abroad, forces the companies of these sectors to implement a transparent dividend 
policy. 
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At the same time machine-building enterprises practically do not pay any dividends because of the 
low profitability and unsustainable financial position that has been rapidly deteriorating in recent 
years. 
 
A significant, if not the main, impact on the dividend policy of domestic companies is provided by 
the composition of shareholders. The structure of the composition of shareholders of Russian 
enterprises is presented in Table 2. 
 
Despite several stages of privatization, the state still remains one of the largest owners. In Russia 
there are even special stock indices of companies with public ownership and regulated activities, 
which include shares of 34 leading Russian companies, a large part of which are monopolists or main 
players in their markets. 
 
Being a majority or controlling shareholder the state directly affects the dividend policy of these 
companies, in fact determining its parameters. At the same time, the goals of such a shareholder may 
be very far from economic. 

 
Table 2: structure of shareholders in the Russian federation2  

Type of owner Share 

Authorities (incl. regional) 20.6% 

Insiders (owners, management and people connected with them)  37.6% 

Strategic investors 13.5% 

Share of negotiable stocks (free float) 28.3%  

Stock market as a whole  100%  

 
It should be noted that at the initial stages of dividend policy development in the Russian Federation 
the owner in the person of the state received an extremely low level of dividend income. According 
to statistics the share of dividends in the total amount of non-tax revenues at the beginning of 2005 
was no more than 7%, the number of joint-stock companies with a stake in the charter capital of the 
Russian Federation, which accrued certain dividends, has not exceeded 17% of the total number since 
2001, more than 80% of the dividend income of which was provided by only 15 joint-stock 
companies.  
 
In order to overcome these negative trends in 2005 the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade 
developed a draft resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation on the dividend policy of 
state companies. The draft presupposed annual payments of dividends equal to 10 – 20% of net 
profit. Since 2012, joint-stock companies with public ownership were supposed to allocate at least 
25% of net profit for dividends without taking into account the income from revaluation of financial 
investments. Starting from 2015 the bar was raised to 50% because of the problems of financing the 
state budget. 
 
Despite rather ambiguous results (in practice, the dividend yield of state companies in 2015-2016 
ranged from 0 to 100%), the directive intervention of the state in the dividend policy of the controlled 
companies will have a serious impact on the general situation in this sphere in the near future. 
 
The dividend policy of private Russian companies and the amount of payments allocated for these 
purposes also significantly depends on the composition and motives of majority shareholders that are 
often represented by a narrow circle of interrelated persons or by management. 
 
Depending on the need the owners of such companies can significantly limit dividend payments or 
not implement them at all. Through various manipulations (for example, through transfer prices or 
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withdrawal of profits to subsidiaries) their official profit is understated, and the income of controlling 
shareholders settles on the accounts of affiliated intermediaries or in offshores. At the same time, 
enterprises can work on the verge of balance sheet losses, while their main owners are flourishing. 
Russian enterprises can also pay record-high dividends, if majority shareholders are interested in it. 
 
For example, in the context of the financial crisis of 2008-2009 and in the post-crisis period, majority 
shareholders of well-off companies actively applied the practice of calculating interim dividends that 
were used to repay loans or for other projects. Thus, in 2009 two large companies – “TNK-BP” and 
“VimpelCom”, which are co-owned by Alfa Group, decided to pay interim dividends. The group 
needed the funds to pay off VEB loan that was taken for refinancing of the loan of Deutsche Bank. At 
the same time, TNK-BP allocated almost 100% of net profit received for 9 months to the interim 
dividends. 
 
Dividend payments are also often used by majority shareholders for financing of other businesses that 
are not related to the main activity of the controlled entity. 
 
The economic sanctions imposed by Western countries in 2014 had a significant impact on the 
dividend policy of Russian companies. At the same time, studies show that the results of their impact 
are quite controversial. 
 
Deteriorating financial conditions, a sharp increase of the exchange rate, the interest rates and the 
inflation led to a decrease or a halt in dividend payments in many sectors. We are going to give a 
number of examples of companies that were forced to make adjustments to their dividend policy 
taking into account the tightening of creditors' claims. 
 
On the other hand, successful companies that have adapted to the new conditions not only increased 
dividends, but also began to actively introduce the practice of intermediate payments (once a quarter 
or half a year). The main reason for this phenomenon – the presence of majority shareholders who are 
actively withdrawing funds from business to finance other needs or companies – has already been 
analyzed. We would only like to note that as a result in the Russian Federation in 2015 – 2016 there 
was a record for dividend payments, which amounted to 1.3084 and 1.224 trillion rubles respectively. 
Given the increased demand for dividends from the state, we can expect that this record will be 
beaten in the nearest future. 
 
The most important institutional factor affecting the dividend policy of domestic enterprises is 
legislation. It should be noted that the legal framework in this area is constantly being improved, 
gradually approaching the world standards and practices of developed countries. In 2014-2016, 
significant amendments were made to the Russian legislation aimed at protecting the rights of 
shareholders, clearly defining the basis, the terms of announcing and paying dividends and the basic 
rights of holders of ordinary and preferred shares. 
 
Summarizing the intermediate results we should note that the considered endogenous factors have a 
direct effect and largely determine the content and consequences of the effects of factors of the other 
group, i.e. endogenous. 
 

The most significant factors of this group are: 

⇒ an increase in the number and volume of operations for buy back; 

⇒ growth of the aggregate dividend yield of the Russian stock indices; 

⇒ mass companies transfer to payments of interim dividends; 

⇒ significant debt burden of a number of companies and individual industries, consideration of 
creditors' interests in dividend policy; 

⇒ complexity and intricacy of the calculation base methods, which hinders the forecast of 
dividends; 

⇒ dividend payments on the residual principle, the lack of a clear dividend policy for many 
Russian companies and as a result, the unpredictability of decisions on dividend payments 
and their volumes for many Russian companies 
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It is known that the payment of dividends can be carried out in various forms, each of which has its 
own advantages and disadvantages. The most common forms include: 

⇒ payments in cash (cash dividends); 

⇒ automatic dividend reinvestment plans; 

⇒ payment of shares (stock dividends); 

⇒ stock split; 

⇒ repurchase of treasury shares (stock repurchase / buy back), etc. 
 
The main form of dividend payments that is widely used in practice throughout the world is the 
monetary one. Scoter et al (1996) and Chan et al (2007) mentioned that in developed countries the 
repurchase of shares has been widely used. As an illustration, below there are the results of a 
comparative analysis of the forms of dividend payments considered for US companies that are part of 
the well-known stock exchange index S&P500. 
 

Table 3: shares purchase and dividends of American companies for 2011-2015  
(US $ bln)3 

 

Determinant 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 

Aggregate volume of redemption 587.07 579.56 503.53 399.25 449.30 

Yield of redemption  3.09% 3.13% 3.16% 2.98% 3.72% 

Total amount of dividends 417.23 381.60 333.44 305.23 255.90 

Dividend yield 2.19% 2.06% 2.09% 2.28% 2.12% 

 
Because of such operations, the number of shares in circulation decreases, and earnings per share 
(EPS) increase. This gives an opportunity to automatically increase the amount of profit for the 
remaining shares and increase the dividend payout ratio in the forthcoming period. In addition, the 
purchase of treasury shares usually leads to an increase in their rate, which brings additional income 
to shareholders in the form of capital gains. 
 
Bought out shares are called treasure stock and can be realized once again among existing or new 
owners, used for motivation programs of managers, reserved for the issue of convertible bonds or 
placement in foreign markets (for example, as part of ADR and GDR programs), or redeemed.4  
 
The redemption of shares reduces excess cash and also increases financial leverage and can lead to a 
more efficient capital structure. Finally, it is one of the ways of protection against unfriendly 
takeovers. 
 
In general, the repurchase of shares is a positive signal for the market. Analysis shows that such a 
policy is becoming increasingly common among domestic companies. 
 
Large-scale programmers for redemption of treasury shares were sold by “Lukoil”, “Surgutneftegaz”, 
“MTS”, “Polus Gold”, “Severstal”, “LSR”, “Norilsk Nickel”, “Uralkali” and other companies. The 
aggregate indicators of shares redemption and dividend payments for Russian companies included in 
the RTSI index for the period from 2011 to 2015 are presented below. 
 

Table 4: shares redemption and dividends of Russia companies for 2011-2015. 
(US $ bln)5 

Determinant 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 

Aggregate volume of redemption 0.92 3.08 10.55 8.21 11.38 

Yield of redemption 0.25% 0.77% 1.62% 1.21% 1.68% 

Total amount of dividends 62.90 32.42 25.80 27.46 15.08 

Dividend yield 17.25% 8.08% 3.95% 4.05% 2.22% 
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Despite the growth in the popularity of such transactions, in terms of their number and volumes the 
Russian market is significantly inferior to the markets of developed countries. At the same time as the 
macroeconomic and political situation improves, the number of such transactions will increase. 
 
As we can see from the table, in the post-crisis period there has been a rapid growth in the dividend 
yield of domestic indices, which significantly exceeds this figure in developed countries. 
 
A similar trend is being observed with respect to the dividend payout ratio (PR). If in 2011 
companies, whose shares are included in the MICEX index, sent only 14.3% of net profit for 
dividends, then in 2013 this figure amounted to 38.3%. 
 
Along with the growth in overall dividend payments, another reason for this situation, in our opinion, 
is the devaluation of the ruble. Indirect confirmation of this opinion is the reduction in 2016 of the 
dividend payout ratio to 31.2% due to the companies' lack of surplus profits from the devaluation of 
the ruble. 
 
We have already discussed the main reason for the transition of many companies to intermediate 
dividend payments. Other motives that should also be indicated include the desire of companies to 
attract additional investors, especially institutional investors, for whom such a policy is very 
attractive. 
 
The main consequences of the global financial crisis of 2008 and the introduction of international 
sanctions are the growth of indebtedness of Russian companies and the problems of its refinancing. 
Together with the aggressive borrowing policy pursued by many Russian companies in the pre-crisis 
and post-crisis period, this led to the need for changes in the dividend policy, in order to take into 
account the covenants of creditors and control the level of the debt burden. This trend is most 
pronounced in the metallurgical industry. 
 
Below you can see examples of key parameters of dividend policy (calculation base and allocation 
coefficient) of a number of Russian companies after the revision of the policy. 
 

Table 5: parameters of the dividend policy of Russian companies6 

Company Calculation base for the dividend payments /  
Payment ratio  

‘Norilsk Nikel’ It is recommended to allocate for dividends 60% EBITDA, if the 
ratio Net debt/EBITDA for the end will be less than 1.8 and 30% 
EBITDA – if it is more than 2.2. 

‘Severstal’ There is the payment of quarter dividends of not less than 50% of 
net profit, which is calculated according to IFRS in case the ratio 
Net debt/EBITDA is less or equal to 1. If the ratio Net debt/EBITDA 
is more than 1, the company will pay dividends of 25% of net profit. 

‘NMLK’ There is the payment of dividends on the quarter base in the 
following range: 1) if the ratio Net debt / EBITDA is less or equal to 
1.0: the level of dividends will be in the range of the borders -  50% 
of net profit and 50% of free cash flow; 2) if the ratio Net debt / 
EBITDA is more than 1,0: the level of dividends is in the range  of 
the borders - 30% of net profit and 30% of free cash flow. 

‘Megafon’ The company pays to shareholders the bigger sum out of two: either 
50% of net profit, or 70% of free cash flow. At the same time the 
debt burden after the payment of dividends should be between 1.2 
and 1.5 OIBDA.  

 
 The desire of many companies to increase the flexibility of the decisions made in this sphere and to 
limit dividend payments led to the development of "smart" methods for calculating the dividend base, 
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as well as to vague formulations of the possible payout ratio values, which is often specified as a 
range of values, or with the wording "no less". 
 
For example, a well-known Russian company Gazprom publishes three types of reporting: RAS 
(Russians Account Standard) consolidated under RAS and consolidated under IFRS. At the same 
time, in accordance with the law, RAS accounts are used when calculating dividends. The dividend 
policy of Gazprom implies payments of 17.5% to 35% of net profit. At the same time the calculation 
of the base is made according to the following scheme: part of the net profit of 10% is directed to 
payment of dividends; part of the net profit of up to 75%, but not less than 40% is reserved for use for 
investment purposes of the company; the remaining part of the net profit is channeled equally for the 
payment of dividends and reservation for use for investment purposes. 
 
The dividend policy of a number of companies allows the use of both the RAS standard and IFRS for 
calculating the base. For example, in 2013, ‘Rostelecom’ directed 25% of RAS profit for dividends, 
and by the end of 2014 – 25% of profits under IFRS. 
 
It is also known that the financial result of the company's activities can significantly differ, even be 
the absolute opposite one, depending on the use of one or another standard. For example, the 
dividend base can be significantly influenced by the results of revaluation of foreign currency assets 
and liabilities, etc. 
 
Finally, many Russian companies do not have a clearly formulated dividend policy at all. It might 
seem like a paradox but the best examples here are representatives of retail trade. 
 
For example, the board of directors of "M.Video" while determining the dividend recommended to 
the general meeting of shareholders is guided by the group's net profit under IFRS. The decision on 
the distribution of profits is made based on such factors as: the amount of net profit, indicators of 
financial and economic plans, the structure of working capital, debt burden. 

 

Conclusion 

The study also showed that currently about 40% of domestic enterprises, whose shares are listed on 
the MICEX and RTS, do not pay dividends at all. Many of them still remain closed in terms of 
information and are not ready to share their income with shareholders. 
 
Summing up the results it should be noted that many problems in the field of dividend policy center 
on corporate ethics and are not always subject to legislative or economic regulation. 
 
Modern features of the dividend policy of domestic companies should be taken into account in the 
process of making both investment and financial decisions by all the concerned parties. 
 

Notes 
 

1 Source: www.dohod.ru, calculations are done by the author. 
2  Source: SPARK. 
3  Source: Bloomberg. 
4 According to the Russian legislation treasury stocks don’t give the right to vote, they are not taken 
into account during the vote, there are no dividends for them and they can be included in the balance 
of the company for not more than a year.  
5 Source: Bloomberg. 
6 Source: companies’ websites 
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Abstract  

The history shows, that the world is subject to constant technical changes, starting with the 1st industrial 
revolution to the point of the actual ongoing 4th industrial revolution. It also is unarguable that the world 
changes faster and innovation cycles decrease with the time as the technical development advances. The 
digitalization is one of the key drivers of our century and has a conspicuous influence on society and 
economy. A lot of researches on this topic focus mainly on the technological side and disregard the 
effects on organizational behavior. Therefore, and based on the actuality of the topic the authors decided 
to analyze the effects of the digitalization on Organizational Behavior whilst focusing on the impact it 
has on employees as well as leadership. The article is based on a vast literature review and structured in 
three parts: first of all the definition of Organizational Behavior and digitalization were reviewed to 
establish a theoretical framework, followed by the analysis of the effects of the digitalization on 
leadership and employees. Finally the findings are summarized in a structured scheme clustered by 
technologies. 

Keywords: Organizational Behavior, Digitalization, Leadership, Employee 

Introduction 

Against the backdrop of digitalization, globalization, demographic changes and shortage of resources it is 
important for companies to understand the impacts and effects associated with these mega trends and to 
prepare their self for the future. Due to new technologies, algorithms, interconnectedness and big data 
storage the world is becoming more and more digitalized and transparent for all stakeholders. It is no 
longer only about a marketing strategy to influence consumers, company branding to retain employees or 
to identify ways to improve processes or automate the manufacturing. Nowadays not only the integration 
and utilization of innovative technologies and business models matters, it is essential to understand the 
interdependencies and impacts on the fundamentals of organizational behavior namely the interaction 
between the two determinants technology and people. Therefore and because of the actuality of the topics 
the authors decided to study and summarize the impacts of digitalization on leadership and employee 
workforce to proactively manage the necessary change to ensure the companies sustainability and to 
maintain or extend their position on the market. By means of an explorative literature review the goal of 
this research was to study the main technology drivers of digitalization and their effects on leadership 
and employees’ behavior. Starting by understanding the fundamentals of the Organizational Behavior 
theory, followed by summarizing the technology brought up by digitalization and combining this with the 
impact on leadership and workforce the following research questions should be answered: 

• What are the main technologies drivers related to digitalization? 
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• What are their effects on leadership and employees? 

In literature, extensive definitions of the study of Organizational Behavior can be found, however for the 
purpose of this paper the authors´ will use the definition of DuBrin (2002, pp.3-6) who describes 
Organizational Behavior as the systematic approach to understand the behavior of individuals within 
organizations – starting from individuals as smallest entity of study to big organizations and their 
interaction with the environment. In addition, it is important to understand the interrelations of human 
behavior with other variables such as technology which together cover the whole organization (Mullins, 
1990). In literature, three major factors can be found that affect Organizational Behavior. These are 
people, structure and technology, which constantly interact with the environment that surrounds them 
within and outside an organization (Richards, 2017). Figure 1 describes the factors and the interaction 
within an organization.  

 

Figure 1: Factors affecting Organizational Behavior 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Richards (2017) 

The influence of technology on work environments and workflows is an important determinant of 
Organizational Behavior science as changes in technology may not only affect the individual 
characteristics of the workforce but as well the organizational structure of enterprises. The way 
technology is implemented or used within a company may affect the company’s inner culture as well as 
their behavior towards stakeholders. Furthermore, the implementation of modern technology may bring 
along a gradual change in the composition of the workforce. For example, younger, better educated, more 
mobile as well as more technologically versed generations will enter companies in greater numbers as in 
the past resulting in a changeover within organizations that may as well bring along a new set of values, 
attitudes and concerns that affect the Organizational Behavior within companies (DuBrin, 2002). 
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Understanding the meaning of Digitalization

Over the last decades the digitalization and 
physical to software controlled economy 
of our industry and society. In this context b
data, robotics, automation, mobility 
politics and economy. But what do these terms mean, how are they interlinked with each other and in 
which ways do they change our whole work and life environment?

The omnipresence of the words digitalization and digital transformation
interconnection to all the other terms
characteristics and impact on leadership and employee workforce
digitization means the conversion of analogue information to digital 
From the middle of the 20th century
technologies of digitization enable
video or signal into bits and bytes 
beginning of the 21st century, with the emergence of social media, social networks and by the 
improvement of the sensor technology, addition
such as social life activities and physical data of life like location, tempera
pressure and stress. Today, non-digitalized products 
example tracking sensors to locate them
numbers published by BMWi (2016) show
dramatically, in 1993 it was just 3% and in 2007 it 
(see also figure no 2). 

Figure 2: Development of the global information storage capacity

Source: Authors

The last years have shown that the digital transformation of economic processes 
human interactions became an inescapable

Understanding the meaning of Digitalization 

digitalization and interconnectedness has shifted the economy 
economy and the information technology has become a fundamental

In this context buzzwords like digitalization, Internet of Things (IoT), big 
mobility and others are ubiquitous, they are discussed in social media

But what do these terms mean, how are they interlinked with each other and in 
our whole work and life environment? 

The omnipresence of the words digitalization and digital transformation and their 
e other terms induced the authors to have a closer look to their definitions, 

leadership and employee workforce. According to Ernst & 
igitization means the conversion of analogue information to digital (computer-readable

century onwards, after the invention of the transistor and microprocessor 
technologies of digitization enabled the conversion of traditional media such as picture, 

bits and bytes (ones and zeros) of computer storage (Press, 2015)
beginning of the 21st century, with the emergence of social media, social networks and by the 
improvement of the sensor technology, additional information is being recorded, digitalized 

and physical data of life like location, temperature, force, weight, blood 
digitalized products are more and more digitalized as they receive for 

s to locate them or network connections to deliver status information
(2016) show that the amount of digital information has increa

just 3% and in 2007 it reached already 94% of the worldwide 

: Development of the global information storage capacity 

Source: Authors’ design based on Hilbert (2015) 

The last years have shown that the digital transformation of economic processes and transactions and 
inescapable megatrend in ways never been anticipated years ago and it is 

 from a mainly 
fundamental part 

Internet of Things (IoT), big 
social media, by 

But what do these terms mean, how are they interlinked with each other and in 

and their obvious 
induced the authors to have a closer look to their definitions, 

 Young (2011) 
readable) information. 

and microprocessor the 
, paper, sound, 

(Press, 2015). Since the 
beginning of the 21st century, with the emergence of social media, social networks and by the 

digitalized and shared 
ture, force, weight, blood 

more and more digitalized as they receive for 
connections to deliver status information. The 

that the amount of digital information has increased 
worldwide information 

 

and transactions and 
years ago and it is 
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still the beginning. This growing dependence on the ubiquitous technologies and solutions combined 
with the demographic changes, declining availability of resources, globalization of the markets and 
growing international competition, and the increasing customer demands request innovative ways of 
thinking and acting to identify and deal with the related opportunities and challenges (Marquardt, 2017).  

To provide an overview and to gain a common understanding, the authors have summarized and grouped 
in table number 1 the most significant digital technologies and solutions based on their main purpose and 
included examples. 

Table 1: Overview digital technologies 

TECHNOLOGY EXPLANATION / EXAMPLES 

INTERCONNECTEDNESS & AVAILABILITY 

MOBILE & 

IOT & 

CLOUD 

(COMPUTING) 

Mobile is the generic term for cellular communication and mobile 
computing with wireless networking / Smartphone, tablet, laptop 

IoT is the connection from on and off switchable devices to the 
internet. They get a virtual presence and can connect to other objects 
and database data (Morgan, 2016) 
Cloud is the provisioning of IT infrastructure (e.g., networks, servers, 
storage, applications, services) over the internet on demand / 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 

 

INFORMATION & INTELLIGENCE 

BIG DATA & 

ANALYTICS 

Big Data is the synonym for vast and complex data volumes which 
differs by their size, diversity and rapid pace of change (Plattner, 2016)  
Analytics is the process of examining Big data to uncover patterns, 
correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other useful 
information (Rouse, 2017a) 

AUTOMATION & EFFICIENCY 

ROBOTICS & 

AUTOMATION & 

ROBOT PROCESS 

AUTOMATION 

(RPA) & 

INTELLIGENT 

AUTOMATION (IA) 

& ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE 

(AI) 

Robotics is the interdisciplinary branch of engineering and science that 
deals with the design, construction, operation, and use of robots (Rouse, 
2017b)  
Automation is the technique of making a machine, a process, or a 
system to be operated automatically with no or reduced human 
intervention. It can be done by various means like mechanical, 
hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, electronic devices and computers (ISA, 
n.d.)  
Robot Process Automation is the fully automated processing of 
structured business processes (repeatable and predictable interactions) 
by software robots or by using artificial intelligence (AI) 
Intelligent Automation is a nascent and high cost technology which 
enables automating non-routine tasks such as those involving intuition, 
judgement, creativity, problem solving, etc. based on dynamic 
information (Deloitte, 2017) 
Artificial Intelligence is part of computer science bringing human 
capabilities and characteristics to machines like understanding 
language, learning, reasoning, solving problems, etc. (McKinsey, 2017) 
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/ 
Digital assistant Siri, Alexa, Cortana or Echo 

COMMUNICATION & COLLABORATION 

SOCIAL (MEDIA) is the collective of online communications channels dedicated to 
community-based input, interaction, content-sharing and collaboration 
(Rouse, 2016a) / Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat, 

YouTube 

PRIVACY & SECURITY 

NEXT-

GENERATION 

SECURITY 

is a new generation of intelligent, highly scalable security products and 
platforms which includes both cybersecurity and physical security and 
with a more proactive and adaptive approach (Rouse, 2016b) 

All the above listed technologies and solutions have and will have a growing and powerful effect on 
economy, environment and society. They provide new functionalities, increase productivity and 
efficiency, give higher flexibility and diversity and allow more reusability, parallelism and duplication. 
Additional they will change the business models and production processes, the way of working and 
collaborating, permit more mobility, enable faster decision making and delivery, support higher 
standardization, customization and prosperity. On the other side, they can also be related to negative 
impacts as for example unemployment, immiseration, pressure, always-on mentality, ever-increasing 
exhaustion, despair, higher complexity and social isolation. Therefore, it is important to be aware of these 
impacts, either positive or negative, and to deal with them from the very first beginning. In this 
connection and interlinked with the digital transformation terms like work 4.0, management 2.0, and 
leadership 4.0 came up, and their meaning will be reviewed in this article.  

Modern Leadership and the effects of Digitalization 

Understanding how digitalization is affecting and changing leadership practices in organizations is 
essential because today digitization is taking place in almost all sectors of the economy at a very fast 
pace and in a very deep manner. Manufacturing, financial services, customer service, health, agriculture, 
retail and logistics, all of these sectors are using big data, new technologies and solutions to drive their 
business forward and to survive on the highly competitive market. This not only implies changes in the 
economy and work system, it also implies changes in leadership management, thinking and acting. To 
support this digital transformation the companies, need to shift from their traditional, hierarchical 
structure to a flexible, decentralized organization with a team/project-oriented leadership to keep pace 
with the complex and fast changing environment (digital-centric business) and the increasing customer 
requirements (customer-led market). Additionally, the generation change from the baby boomer and 
generation X to the digital natives (Generation Y and Z), which have unique characteristics and 
capabilities in comparison to past generations, will require new working structures and leadership.  

The new leadership, digital leadership or leadership 4.0 means not only usage of the new digital media 
for collaboration and communication, it also requires the adaption of the leadership strategies and 
methods to the digital reality. The future leader should be able to utilize the new technologies and 
solutions, to adapt himself fast to changes and manage them, to have a pioneer spirit, be able to learn 
quickly, be contextual and emotionally intelligent and trustworthy, lead democratically and share 
responsibilities, decide situational and participative, control and promote networks, trust and motivate 
employees, and give them regular feedback (Sattler, 2016). From the authors’ viewpoint, the so-called 
VOPA leadership model (see figure no. 3) designed by Buhse (2014) combines all those characteristics 
and can be used as the basic model for the digital leadership by covering all the central elements for a 
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successful corporate and management culture in the digital age
generations.  

The core of the digital leadership built
emotions in human relationships. 
trust in the leader and vice versa, only then the right decisions can be made and the required actions can 
be taken within the time of increasing complexity, insecurity and speed.
the establishment and maintenance of trust. Openness and transparency take away fear
give a clear view and gain understanding. Participation and involvement give the possibility to actively 
engage, modify and assume accountability. Agility allows to react faster and context based and 
networking enables and support the sharing, collaborating and improving. Leaders need to have a direct 
and personal engagement with all employees and especially to the new talents fr
because 
are the 

incubators of change in the digitalized world (Ernst and Young, 2011).

Figure 

Source: Authors

The new digital technologies and solution
and support the change itself. Here are some 
enable organizations and leaders 
optimize the work such as material flows
performance or tasks. Likewise, t
with many more employees in distributed organization
structures. Here the leaders can share information, give regular updates, foster understanding and create 
conviction to the spread workforce
management systems (based on 
meaningfully evaluated against 
evaluations and free up the leadership to concentrate on the personal relationship (Feser et al., 2017). 
it must be kept in mind that the way technology takes over 
activities. It also bares the risk that the creative adaption to a probl
background gets lost and the organizations will be increasingly dependent 
technologies as they most likely lack internal resources with the capability to program 
system. Hence it is important for the managers and leaders to analyze their business and market situa
first, decide which will be the right strategy and structure and to involve their employees in the digital 
transformation. 

successful corporate and management culture in the digital age, also reflecting the demands from the new 

of the digital leadership built on trust is not new because “trust” is one of the significant 
s. The leader needs to trust in the management and the employees need to 

trust in the leader and vice versa, only then the right decisions can be made and the required actions can 
increasing complexity, insecurity and speed. All the other four points support 

the establishment and maintenance of trust. Openness and transparency take away fear and 
give a clear view and gain understanding. Participation and involvement give the possibility to actively 

sume accountability. Agility allows to react faster and context based and 
networking enables and support the sharing, collaborating and improving. Leaders need to have a direct 
and personal engagement with all employees and especially to the new talents from the next generations

of change in the digitalized world (Ernst and Young, 2011). 

Figure 3: VOPA plus model for digital leadership 

Source: Authors’ design based on Buhse (2014)  

digital technologies and solutions are not just stimulating the need for change, they
Here are some examples: big data in combination with learning algorithms 

 to better predict and control their processes and applications
work such as material flows, targeted marketing activities, decide on employee

Likewise, the integration of social media platforms can support the 
many more employees in distributed organization as it was possible before with standard meeting 

ere the leaders can share information, give regular updates, foster understanding and create 
to the spread workforce at the same time. Furthermore, the usage of data-enabled talent

(based on algorithmic data analysis) can rise the number of 
meaningfully evaluated against their knowledge and competencies, increase the precision of 

the leadership to concentrate on the personal relationship (Feser et al., 2017). 
the way technology takes over or interferes in some of the managerial 

t also bares the risk that the creative adaption to a problem might decrease, the historical 
organizations will be increasingly dependent on the providers of these new 

technologies as they most likely lack internal resources with the capability to program 
Hence it is important for the managers and leaders to analyze their business and market situa

will be the right strategy and structure and to involve their employees in the digital 

reflecting the demands from the new 

is one of the significant 
The leader needs to trust in the management and the employees need to 

trust in the leader and vice versa, only then the right decisions can be made and the required actions can 
e other four points support 

and uncertainty, 
give a clear view and gain understanding. Participation and involvement give the possibility to actively 

sume accountability. Agility allows to react faster and context based and 
networking enables and support the sharing, collaborating and improving. Leaders need to have a direct 

om the next generations, 
they 

, they also enable 
ig data in combination with learning algorithms 

applications, allow to 
decide on employee’s 

the engagement 
as it was possible before with standard meeting 

ere the leaders can share information, give regular updates, foster understanding and create 
enabled talent-

the number of employees 
the precision of these 

the leadership to concentrate on the personal relationship (Feser et al., 2017). But 
some of the managerial 

, the historical 
the providers of these new 

technologies as they most likely lack internal resources with the capability to program and run this 
Hence it is important for the managers and leaders to analyze their business and market situation 

will be the right strategy and structure and to involve their employees in the digital 
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Impact of Digitalization on Employees 

The continuous change that the digitalization of things is bringing along is having major impact on the 
workforce at various levels such as rationalization, knowledge, performance, efficiency, skill set, etc. 
Hereafter the authors summarized the impact based on an extended literature review. 

Digital learning platforms can improve the company’s internal education by hosting tailored trainings 
and development programs for employees and leaders, where they can attend the training in alignment 
with their work schedules, matched with their self-pacing and choice of topic. This new training methods 
support the acquisition of skills based on the strategies organizations follow and where educational 
systems fail to deliver. However, this on the contrary demands from employees to be able to 
continuously learn to be able to keep up with the advancements of technology and avoid rationalization 
in the long run (Gow and MacDonald, 2006). 

Until now the rationalization of workforce due to digitization has majorly affected those employees with 
low qualifications due to the automation of production processes. However, the advancements in 
intelligent automation and artificial intelligence start to cast a shadow over higher qualified resources. 
Having a formal qualification is no longer a guarantee for a lifelong secured career. This is due to the fast 
changes in technology that can no longer be secured by the educational system. Nowadays, specially 
endangered are those professions in which precision and routine make a high portion of the daily job 
activity as these can easily be automated and replaced by computer algorithms such as sales agents in call 
centers, clerical workers, packers, pilots and even judges. It is argued that these fight an unequal 
competition against autopilots and algorithms which can navigate flawlessly and are sly decision takers. 
On the other hand, jobs that require a higher amount of creativity, social intelligence as well as 
entrepreneurship seem to be more sustainable (Rinne and Zimmermann, 2016). This said, the future of 
work based on a digitalized economy also requires a new skill set which will enforce a sustainable 
working future. For example, the outsourcing industry has started to demand specific hard and soft skills 
related to the advancements in technology to be able to deliver added value services which will allow to 
win the competition against artificial intelligence and algorithms (Foerster-Metz & Golowko, 2017). 

Within higher qualified jobs in the digitized world a new working space is created that allows new 
collaborative working models due to cloud computing platforms. The software industry is one of the 
trendsetters regarding this working model which is based on agile development such as Scrum with 
principles of Lean Production. This new type of collaborative working on clouds permits quick 
development sprints which constantly and in real time allow to test the performance of each delivered 
work package. Furthermore, it enables to take decisions and work direction at a higher speed as well as to 
make the work performance of each team member transparent. Consequently, each team gains more 
empowerment however it shows also the tendency of simple execution as in an “assembly line” (Boes et. 
al., 2016). 

 Due to the digitalized world employees are no longer limited to work only from the office and for only 
one employer. This has brought changes in how workforce is being contracted. Many individuals today 
chose to work as digital freelancers, so called “crowd worker”, who can work from everywhere through 
mechanisms like clouds, skype, teleconferences, etc.i They offer their work and skills through virtual 
crowdsourcing platforms in which organizations can outsource and post specific work packages. Because 
of this flexible work organization flexible work time models, home office and variable time schedules 
will continue to increase due to the limited availability of qualified workforce. Through this trend 
entrepreneurial risks are shifted from employer to employee. Instead of strict work instructions new civil 
arrangements come to place. Flat hierarchies as well as performance based remuneration gain more 
significance. Employees turn into entrepreneurs which consequently demands entrepreneurial thinking as 
a key competence for the future work market place. In addition, work compensation is reduced to work 
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packages so that costs last for the time of an assignment and hidden cost reserves of permanent 
employees can be reduced. Through these virtual platforms also the workforce turns global and is 
exposed to higher competition. On the downturn, these “employees” have no sense of affiliation to 
companies requiring higher effort to motivate and engage them towards the values, vision and mission of 
companies. At the same time contractors are not protected by syndicates or similar and do not have 
codetermination rights. They fall out of the labor law agreements as they are independent entrepreneurs. 
Furthermore, freelancers are often not integrated by law to the social security systems if the government 
has not foreseen any protection (Rinne and Zimmermann, 2016; Staab and Nachtwey, 2016). 

Performance surveillance has taken a new shape through the digitization of work steps as for example the 
logistics industry in which pickers hold a hand scanner enabled with cameras and microphones which are 
able to transfer movement data of the workforce. Companies can use this information to define 
performance profiles, measure and compare the performance of diverse workforce. In addition to having 
a performance surveillance also a high technical process control is enabled through this hand scanners as 
these provide the employees with consecutive work steps to maximize workflow efficiency. Resulting in 
an almost gapless system automation reducing the workforce autonomy to structure their work place and 
creativity for innovative solutions. This trend can also be found in higher qualified jobs such as 
developers, sales agents and analysts within the tertiary sector. This is possible through individualized 
performance review based on analysis of big data and control related software. For example, through the 
analysis of big data it is possible to determine if a sales man ordered enough products for a specific 
selling period as well as to analyze how many client contacts have been realized and which was the 
duration and outcome of the meeting (Staab and Nachtwey, 2016; Boes et al, 2016). Performance 
measure through target setting also takes on a new dimension as companies start to use mobile apps with 
which their employees can document their target accomplishments on daily basis. These apps create an 
elevated level of transparency as they allow to make the individual performance transparent to everyone 
in the company. Platforms like Twitter allow to “follow” colleagues and inform about alterations in their 
work activities. As a result, communities can be used to track, measure and influence the social behavior 
of employees.  

Dissolution of boundaries regarding time and work place started in the 80s with telework possibilities. In 
course of the years due to the increased digitalization of work through the possibility of taking work 
everywhere with smartphones, tablets and laptops, work has become a constant companion in many 
countries and especially for higher qualified jobs. It has become a normality to work on weekends, 
vacations, trains and airplanes, etc. However, still not all companies allow their employees to make use 
of this possibilities as despite advance possibilities of performance surveillance they fear not to have 
enough control over their employees and the expected work results. On the other hand, those employees 
that are enabled with this work technologies started complaining about higher expectations of constant 
reachability. In this case some EU countries are struggling to find the right labor law mix that will cope 
with this new work environments. At the same time, flexible and boundary free work requires a high 
level of self-organization and time management from the individuals (Carstensen, 2016). 

Company information which in the past was only accessible to higher leadership - as it often implied 
higher printing and informational costs - can now be shared with employees through diverse digital 
technology like sharing platforms, chatting rooms, intranets, etc. This allows employees to have a higher 
awareness about the company and its activities permitting organizations to become more transparent and 
open towards employees. Because of greater transparency improvements in decision-making, employee 
confidence and internal networking have been achieved (Francis and Scheers, 2013). However, increased 
transparency implies new code of conducts to protect information from leaking (Schildt, 2017). 

In addition, companies need to deal with the fact that the increased digitization of information generates 
informed employees, consumers and partners that have real time access to competitive pricing and 
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product information which increases pricing transparency. Digital platforms allow peer recommendations 
by consumers which can be on the one hand frightening as these put major pressure on the control of the 
branding message and on the other hand it gives the opportunity of employees to engage with consumers 
as ambassadors for the brand. Latter ones are called “prosumers”. In this sense, a new two-way 
communication has been enabled between consumer and brand which bares opportunities and risks. New 
collaborative approaches towards stakeholders are required to keep the engagement up. Companies have 
started to use this new digital communication to test in communities’ innovations, receive and provide 
feedback on issues of problems with products, etc. However, this active communication with the 
stakeholders also requires a new way of thinking and culture within organizations that is more than ever 
service oriented (Ernst and Young, 2011). 

Conclusion  

Cloud computing, advanced algorithms, artificial intelligence are all interrelated and have a major effect 
on how individuals are changing their way of acting within and outside organizations. The digitalization 
has shown that it has majorly changed the workforce population, the skill set needed, the way to interact 
and collaborate as well as to communicate within an organization, not only from employee side but also 
from the leadership side. Table 2 provides a summary of how the analyzed technologies are having an 
impact on the factor people within an organization.  

Table 2: Summary of Findings 

TECHNOLOGY  IMPACT ON WORKFORCE IMPACT ON LEADERSHIP 

INTERCONNECTEDNESS & AVAILABILITY 

MOBILE / 

IOT / 

CLOUD  

 Changes in contracting form of 
Workforce: Crowd sourcing 

 Flexible work models in time and 
space  

 Free space of self-controlled work 

 Entrepreneurship and empowerment 
at the risk of simple execution 

 Exposure to higher global workforce 
competition 

 Reduction of sense of affiliation of the 
workforce 

 Lose of social security protection 
 
 

 Flat Hierarchies 

 Implies agility and speed in decision 
taking 

 Enforces collaborative approach 

 Requires higher motivation of 
employees due to the externalization of 
work packages and personal distance to 
the contractor  

 Middle Management loses importance 
as managers can cover larger 
departments and locations 

INFORMATION & INTELLIGENCE 

BIG DATA & 

ANALYTICS 

 Higher performance surveillance 

 Lose of creativity due to higher and 
detailed process structure 

 Higher amount of performance based 
remuneration 

 Optimization of processes 

 Increased evaluation of employees, 
frees up management from their 
surveillance role as analytics start to 
take over the decision 

 Dependency of providers due to lack of 
programming knowledge 
 

AUTOMATION & EFFICIENCY 
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ROBOTICS / 

AUTOMATION / 

ROBOT PROCESS 

AUTOMATION / 

INTELLIGENT 

AUTOMATION / 

ARTIFICAL 

INTELLIGENCE 

 Rationalization of workforce for 
higher qualified and lower qualified 
jobs  

 Reduction of workforce autonomy, 
creativity and innovation 

 Level of hierarchies becomes flat 

 Loss of creative adaption to problems 
and historical background 

COMMUNICATION & COLLABORATION 

SOCIAL MEDIA  Transparency 

 Knowledgeable workforce 

 Increased need for service orientation 
toward client 

 Enforces collaboration and knowledge 
sharing 

 Demand for collaborative and 
transparent leadership 

 Open and clear communication 

 Provision and share of information 
company wide at low cost 

 Enforcement of engagement 

 Influence social behavior of employees 
 

PRIVACY & SECURITY 

NEXT-

GENERATION 

SECURITY 

 

  Risk of leakage of personal employee 
data  

 Development of new codes of conduct 

Through the authors’ analysis it has become clear that the workforce of tomorrow will have to think and 
act interconnected and will need to focus on innovation and creativity to be able to cope with structural 
changes the technological development has brought along. Still questions are open such as at what pace 
further rationalization will take place or which efforts are being undertaken by the environment to get 
along with the skill need of rationalized workforce.  

  

                                                           
i For a detailed description of “crowd worker” consult Boeckler Impuls, 2016 
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Abstract 
 

In this paper, the authors analyze the influence of some factors on the economic growth at the level of the 

European Union. The factors selected for the evaluation are indicators corresponding to the group of 

countries that recorded the most significant amounts of Gross Domestic Product since 2007Q1, and of 

Romania. We consider two types of analysis, as detailed in the main body of the paper, and we use a 

dedicated econometric analysis to substantiate the estimation of our parameters, meant to help measure 

the impact of factors on the main variable selected. 

 

Keywords: Gross Domestic Product, final consumption, foreign trade, influence, regression 

Introduction 
 

The impact of two growth factors, the final consumption (as final consumption expenditure of 

households) and the foreign trade, on the economic evolution, measured by the most significant indicator 

used in the quantification of macroeconomic outputs and growth, which is the Gross Domestic Product, 

makes the subject of this article. 

 

Our study includes a presentation of the research methodology and datasets subjected to processing, 

analysis and interpretation. Then, we present the results and comment the value achieved for the 

processed parameters. The conclusions outline the most important findings in the scope of our paper. 

 

We consider that the final consumption and foreign trade influence both the values of GDP, but also its 

evolution, thus our analysis pursues these two coordinates: a size-based analysis, together with an 

econometric study on the relationship between factors and GDP, including an evaluation of its intensity.  

Research Methodology and Data 
 

Our methodology is based on the principles that govern the accumulation of the Gross Domestic Product 

according to the expense method. According to this method, the relationships between these 

macroeconomic indicators follow the balance pattern. We shall pursue the treatment proper to this 

method, which requires the study of evolutionary trends in a comparative approach, between the main 

indicator and the factors, and then we will resort to the econometric (regression) techniques, to identify 

the factual impact over time posed by the factors considered. 
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The datasets are extracted from official statistical sources, EUROSTAT, and cover the following 

dimensions: 

 

a) Time: from 2007, Quarter 1, to 2017, Quarter 1; 

b) Space: three members, namely the EU28, the five main contributors to the EU28 total GDP 

(they were selected according to hierarchy for total contributions across the time: Germany, France, 

United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, grouped under the acronym SIG5) and Romania; 

c) Indicators: Gross Domestic Product (market prices, unadjusted data), which is the main 

indicator and final consumption expenditure of households (current prices, unadjusted data), export and 

import (also, current prices, unadjusted data), which assume the role of factors.  

Data Analysis, Results and Discussions 
 

As stated in the previous section, the analysis of data pursued the following stages: 

 

- The comparative analysis between the evolution of the main indicator and the factorial 

variables, grouped according to the space (geographical) dimension; 

- The regression analysis, which synthesizes the influence of the factors on the main indicator, 

across the entire period considered. We shall use both simple and multiple regressions, as we have three 

factors in our dataset. 

 

For the Gross Domestic Product analysis, we apply the balance method, knowing that the values for 

Romania and the group of five countries will be considered factors for the GDP at EU28 level. 

The graphic below describes the comparative evolutions of the three indicators: 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Comparative evolution of Gross Domestic Product for selected geographic dimensions 

 
 Data source: Eurostat Database, GDP and main components  (output, expenditure and 

income) [namq_10_gdp] , item Gross domestic product at market prices, retrieved 03.08.17, 

measurement unit Current prices, million euro, Unadjusted data (i.e. neither seasonally adjusted nor 

calendar adjusted data), graphical representation by the authors. 
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It can be easily observed that the evolution of the EU28 Gross Domestic Product is largely influenced by 

the movement of the SIG5 level, while Romania poses a less visible evolution. For the entire interval 

subjected to analysis, the overall amount of SIG5’s GDP covers more than 71.25% of the entire EU28 

group, while the quota of Romania is slightly above 0.10%. 

 

To collect additional information on the correlation between the evolutions of Gross Domestic Product 

grouped by geography, we selected the multiple regression model, which would allow us to measure the 

impact of SIG5 and Romania’s GDP modification on the EU28’s GDP. 

 

The expected equation should have the following form: 

 

EUG = α + β1 * SIGG + β2 * ROMG (1) 

where: 

 

α = the free term of the model; 

EUG = EU28’s Gross Domestic Product; 

SIGG = Gross Domestic Product cumulated for the SIG5 countries; 

ROMG = Gross Domestic Product of Romania. 

 

We have imported the datasets for the three variables within dedicated econometric software, which 

provided the following estimations for our regression model: 

 
Fig. 2: Estimation for the multiple regression model 

 

Therefore, the equation of the model can be written as follows: 

EUG = 116504 + 1.28904 * SIGG + ROMG * 4.52235 

 

The values of the parameters display favorable influences for the EU28’s Gross Domestic Product on 

behalf of both factors, SIGG and ROMG. However, it can be seen that Romania exerts a stronger 

influence on the main indicator, meaning that for a unit increase (1 Euro) of Romania’s GDP, the Gross 

Domestic Product for the European Union tends to increase by more than 4.5 Euro. Regarding the SIG5 

countries, when their total GDP (counted as a single, cumulated variable in the scope of our analysis) 

increases by 1 Euro, the results is likely to indicate the increase of the main indicator by more than 1.28 

Euro. 
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The tests associated with the model offer relevant information for the significance of the parameters 

estimated. Therefore, as both R-squared and Adjusted R-Squared are higher than 0.991, we consider that 

the model describes in accurate manner the correlation between the three variables. The free term, 

expression of the evolution of the main indicator when all regression factors are null, is significant (some 

25 times higher than the β2 parameter), indicates also a favorable influence of factors that are not yet 

included in our model. 

 

Next, our research will focus on the impact of the GDP accumulation factors on the Gross Domestic 

Product itself, for two geographical dimensions selected (SIG5 countries and Romania). 

 

For Romania, we have defined the appropriate dataset, covering the specified time period, and the 

variables that are to fulfill the following econometric model: 

 

ROMG = α + β1 * RCF + β2 * REX + β3 * RIM (2) 

where 

ROMG = Gross Domestic Product; 

RCF = final consumption expenditure of households; 

REX = export; 

RIM = import. 

 

The graphical representation of the indicators’ evolution is drawn in the figure below: 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Evolution of Romania's GDP and its influence factors 

 
 Data source: Eurostat Database, GDP and main components  (output, expenditure and 

income) [namq_10_gdp] , item Gross domestic product at market prices, retrieved 03.08.17, 

measurement unit Current prices, million euro, Unadjusted data (i.e. neither seasonally adjusted nor 

calendar adjusted data), graphical representation by the authors. 

 

The above figure presents a symmetrical evolutionary trend for all indicators considered by our analysis. 

It can be seen that the less significant values belong to the export factor, with the final consumption 

having the highest values in the set of factorial indicators. To be noted, the net value of the foreign trade, 
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the RNT parameter in figure 3 is most of the time negative, which clearly outlines a less than favorable 

situation that is the predominance of imports over exports. 

 

Next, we shall apply an econometric regression model based on the three factors, with the Gross 

Domestic Product as the main indicator. We have used the same econometric analysis software for all the 

estimations in this paper, to ensure a higher level of cohesion for our results. Therefore, after preparing 

the four datasets and uploading them, the estimation generated the results presented in the figure below: 

 

 
Fig. 4: Model estimation for the case of the Romanian economy 

 

The equation of the Romanian model can be written as such: 

 

ROMG = −11823.7 + 2.12244 * RCF + (−0.137751) * REX + 0.231451 * RIM 

 

The β coefficients for the three factors reveal their influence on the Gross Domestic Product’s evolution 

in the case of Romania. The final consumption expenditure of households and the import have favorable 

influences, while the export has a negative impact, and its coefficient is smaller, in absolute value, than 

the other two βs. If the financial consumption expenditure of households records an increase by 1 Euro, 

the Gross Domestic Product of Romania shall increase by 2.12244 Euros. A unit modification of the 

imports is susceptible to lead to a GDP growth of 0.231451 Euros. The model estimation produced a 

value of the free term which is significantly higher than the three βs, and is negative, which means that 

there are other factors, not considered in our model, whose influence on the GDP evolution is both major 

and not favorable. 

 
Considering the tests associated with the estimation, as seen in fig. 3, the R-squared and Adjusted R-

squared are higher than 0.932, which provides confidence in the reliability of the model and the 

possibility to use it in further studies on similar topic. 

 

The evolutionary trends of the indicators that characterize the SIG5 group are detailed in figure 5: 
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Fig. 5: Evolution of GDP and its influence factors for SIG5 economies 
 Data source: Eurostat Database, GDP and main components  (output, expenditure and 

income) [namq_10_gdp] , item Gross domestic product at market prices, retrieved 03.08.17, 

measurement unit Current prices, million euro, Unadjusted data (i.e. neither seasonally adjusted nor 

calendar adjusted data), graphical representation by the authors. 

 

 

Also, in the above figure, the major influence of the final consumption is visible, then the export, 

followed by import. We conclude that the net value of foreign trade, the net export presents a more 

favorable situation than in Romania 

 

In the case of the most significant states in the European Union, the model estimation is based on the 

following core equation: 

 

SGDP = α + β1 * SCF + β2 * SE + β3 * SI (3) 

where 

SGDP = Gross Domestic Product; 

SCF = final consumption expenditure of households; 

SE = export; 

SI = import. 

 

The results of the estimation are presented in the figure below: 
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Fig. 6: Model estimation for the case of the SIG5 group of economies 

 

The regression model can be transcribed in the following form: 

 

SGDP = -264764 + 1.197225 * SCF + (-0.0175274) * SE + (-0.0140170) * SI 

 

The interpretation of the regression parameters reveals a single factor with positive influence, that is the 

final consumption expenditure of households, whose modification by one unit leads to a likewise 

modification by more than 1.19 units of the Gross Domestic Product. The other two factors are 

characterized by non-favorable influences, even if the β quotients are slightly below 2%.  To be noted, the 
R-squared and Adjusted R-squared coefficients associated with the model have significant values, giving 

evidence on the reliability of the model. Like in the case of Romania, the free term indicates a major 

influence of factors that are not specified in this scenario, with an overall unfavorable impact. 

Conclusions 
 

Econometric methodology is an useful tool for the measurement of correlations between the evolutions of 

macroeconomic variables. The analyses we have performed within this article revealed the major 

influences on macroeconomic growth at the level of geographic regions. Thus, even if in absolute value 

the Romanian GDP poses a small contribution to the EU28 amount, the regression model displayed a 

stronger influence, characterized by a parameter greater than 4.5. Another set of useful results 

characterize the influence factors of GDP growth in Romania and within the group of five countries. The 

estimated models outlined the positive influences of final consumption expenditures made by households, 

and mixed situations in the case of foreign-trade related factors. The final consumption proved to be the 

most significant factor (as absolute value) in the evolution of Gross Domestic Product indicators studied. 

The models presented can be extended across the dimensions that govern the grouping of values for 

various indicators, which is the possibility to analyze data for an extended interval, for a larger set of 

measures, and more countries. The results are useful for analysts and decision makers, as they outline the 

impact of important factors on the economic situation and evolution of the country. The final 

consumption is a key factor of GDP analysis, as it refers the inclination of people towards consumption, 

while the performance of the foreign trade affects the position of the country in the international 

commerce system. 
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Abstract 

 
The factor of the quality process is the general economic situation, which can be conditionally 

expressed by two states of the economy: growth or decline. In the case of growth, the quality process 

develops, in the event of a recession, it brakes and damps. If quality improvement is viewed as one of 

the most important areas of socially significant process aimed at meeting social needs, then changing 

demand, supply and corresponding changes in market prices for products are risk factors for this 

process. 

There are many approaches to analyzing and determining risks, but, in accordance with the approach 

developed by the authors, the risk can be considered  as "insufficiency" for all factors of the quality 

process. Insufficiency means the deviation of the actual factor value of the quality process from the 

required or expected value. For example, inadequate supply and demand for products of improved 

quality, inadequate production factors, inadequate investment in projects or income from 

investments, or both. Having determined, therefore, the quality process, we further assume that all 

factors of the process are risk factors at the same time. The article presents a new classification of the 

risks of quality processes. 

 

Keywords: Quality process. Risk classification.  New risk’s factors. 
 

Introduction  

 
Let us consider that the possibility of realizing each process is determined by the inherented factors, 

and the effectiveness of implementation is the effectiveness of applying these factors. So, the 

production process can be successfully implemented only if all the factors of this process are realized 

- the factors of production, which are determined as (materials, labor, production technology, 

equipment  process control system, other factors can be allocated). This is true  fact of any process, 

and therefore we can talk about the factors of any process. From this point of view, the process of 

creating quality (Hackman & Wageman, 1995, Biazzo & Bernardi, 2003), (let's call the "quality 

process"), if it is fair to consider it separately from the process of creating or producing products, is 

also determined by the action and effectiveness of the application of the factors of this process, which 

we henceforth call "quality factors". 

 

The innovative component always plays a central role in the processes of quality (Crosby, 1980, 

Nikolova & Rodionov, 2015). The improvement in quality leads to an improvement / change in the 

properties of the product, and as a result it is possible to talk about a new product with new 

properties. Commercialization plays an important role in the process of improvement the quality of 

the products (Flynn et al., 1995); ensuring the effective demand for products of improved quality. 

Improving the quality of the product cannot be ensured without it, it will slow down the process of 

quality and it may finally stop, the quality improvement will not be achieved, the quality of the 
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product will return to the previous level (Stevenson & Hojati, 2007, Sokolitsyn, Ivanov & 

Sokolitsyna, 2016).  

 

The economic model of the described process is as follows: with an increase in the quality of the 

demand curve in terms of the quantity of product / product price shifts to the right parallel to itself. 

The process of improving quality is represented by a set of parallel functions of demand for a 

product. But the increase in effective demand for foodstuffs encounters a decline in effective demand 

in the conditions of economic recession. This can be graphically represented as a price increase due 

to quality improvement with a fixed amount of product. In a broad sense, the increase in the price of 

a product with the growth of quality is the mechanism of inhibition of the quality process, since an 

increase in price reduces demand. In the conditions of economic recession the slowdown effect of the 

quality process is exacerbated by the likely possibility of reducing the supply on the market due to 

the slowdown in production rates. 

 

This situation is equivalent to a shift in the supply curve to the left parallel to itself. At the same time, 

the increase price will be even more intensive.  

 

Problem Statement and Research Objective 

 
There are many approaches to the analysis and identification of risks, but, in accordance with the 

approach developed by us, the risk can be considered as "insufficiency" in all factors of the quality 

process. Insufficiency  means  the deviation of the actual value of the factor of the quality process 

from the required or expected value. For example, the lack of demand and supply for products of 

improved quality, inadequate production factors, inadequate investment in projects or income from 

investments, or both. (Nikolova & Rodionov, 2017, Sweeney et al., 1999) 

 

In the economic literature, there are different points of view regarding the numerical definition of the 

magnitude of the risk. It is normally to consider the value of the parameter which characterizes the 

risk factor (in this case the quality factor), the random and normally distributed quantity, whether to 

evaluate as the risk factor the "second half" of the distribution, because the excess of the actual yield 

over the expected or planned is not a risk of loss but the additional  effect. The author's point of view 

is that this deviation should still be viewed as a risk and not as a "gift of fate", since in this case the 

overall financial balance in the economic system is violated, there are disproportions of financial 

plans, which requires their correction and the implementation of additional corrective measures, 

possibly requiring additional resources, and can also lead to a change in the timing of the 

implementation of plans and obtaining the required results. From the point of view of risk 

management processes, including the quality process, two main tasks can be distinguished: 

 

1. To determine the composition and classification of risks, i.e. identify them, as well as know their 

quantitative value. Here the main thing is the definition of the composition of risks, their description 

and classification.   

 

2. According to the authors, any types of risks can be quantified. The simplest method for quantifying 

process risks is an "expert evaluation" of the magnitude of the risk, which is the most accessible in 

practice, but also the least justified because of subjectivity assessments. 

 

Key Results 
 
Let us outline the author's approaches to solving these problems. Let's consider a conditional 

economy- an economic system in which, within the quality process, we will allocate "n" directions of 

investment investments, the implementation of which corresponds to the corresponding needs 

existing in the economic system or in society. Let us consider that the satisfaction of any social 

needs, other than the current consumption of goods, requires "long" investments or costs from a 

financial point of view. 
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As part of the quality process, "open" investment projects are considered in certain areas that meet 

public needs, but with unlimited (or limited in a wide range) investment / capital investments in each 

direction. 

 

To optimize investment activity in the economic system, "linear" optimization tasks can be used. As 

it is known, the duality property is inherent in linear optimization problems: the direct problem (as a 

rule, the problem of optimization of the production plan in the wide sense) always corresponds to the 

dual problem (as a rule, to determine estimates, parameters of the optimal production plan). 

Hereinafter, the term "production plan" is considered by us within the framework of the quality 

process, although it can be used for any process. 

 

 If the dual optimization task formulated in accordance with the established mathematical rules  and it 

is difficult to find a meaningful economic interpretation, this may be an indication of the 

erroneousness or incorrectness of the formulation of the direct optimization problem. In the author's 

opinion the existing notion that a dual task does not need to have a meaningful interpretation could be 

considered erroneous. 

 

Let's formulate the direct problem of optimization of the production plan (for the quality process): ��� × �� + ��� × �� + ⋯ + �	� × �	 → ��� 
 �� + �� + ⋯ + �	 ≤ lim         (��)�� ≤ �����                                        (��)…                                                            �	 ≤ �����                                        (��) 

 
Where:  ��-  the expected or "normative", projected return on investments in the areas: (��, … , �	)- the 

size of investments in the economic system in the directions; lim - the available limit of the amount 

of investments, capital investments in the system for all directions, x - - the amount of investment in 

areas reflecting public needs; (��, … , �	)– - variables of the dual problem. 

 

The discussed optimization problem is linear, a solution can be obtained by a simplex method of 

linear programming. Variable values of the problem are the size of investment in socially significant 

areas ((
n

xx ...
1

).). 

The economic meaning of the task is to determine the size of the investment (investment plan) for the 

economic system in areas reflecting social needs, which ensures maximum return on investment with 

appropriate restrictions. In a wide sense, one could also talk about the usefulness of investments in 

these areas. 

Let us formulate the dual problem. By definition, the dual task is always the task of determining the 

estimates or prices of the optimal plan obtained as a result of solving a direct problem. It is always 

the maximizing of the objective function for the direct task and minimizing of the objective function 

for the dual problem. �� × ��� + �� × ����� + ⋯ + �	�� × �	��� → ��� 

��� + �� ≥ ���    …                       �� + �	�� ≥ �	�   
 

 

 
The economic meaning of the dual task is to determine the estimates of the parameters of the 

investment plan, under which the costs of attracting financial resources are minimized for the 

implementation of the investment plan: 
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• The price of capital in the discussed economic system (% rate on the financial market- 
1

y ); 

• the price of capital investments risk in socially significant investment directions (
12

...
+n

yy ), 

considers the risk of non-fulfillment or failure to ensure the required effectiveness of investment. 

In general, it is required to minimize the costs of attracting financial resources for the implementation 

of the social needs at the available risks It will be equal to the price of investment resources and 

payment for the risk of dissatisfaction with public needs. 

We will explain the last component. In the left-part of all inequalities, there is a "payment for the 

investing risk " and since the risk of investing in areas reflecting the public needs is singled out as a 

separate component, it is logical to assume that the price of capital in the economic system (the 

interest rate in the financial market-) reflects the risk-free interest rate (otherwise there could be a 

double risk accounting). In the left part - the market price of investments in the directions taking into 

account the risk (risk-free interest rate and risk premium). According to the principle of "duality", the 

market price of attracting investments in all directions simultaneously reflects the amount of required 

return on investment. Thus, the constraints of the dual problem express the necessary condition: "the 

actual return on investments in risk-oriented areas should be greater than the" normative "yield"". 

This excess can be used to compensate for losses from investment risks in the directions. If the 

condition is not fulfilled, the required return on investment will be more practically achievable and 

the optimization condition will not be met - the costs of attracting financial resources to the system 

will not be minimal, and the quality plan will be optimal. However, additional costs may be required 

to implement the plan. 

If we transfer the risk-free interest rate to the right side of the inequality, we get the value of "added 

value" per unit of each direction of investment - the normative return on investments in the direction 

minus the interest rate: �	�� ≥ �	� − ��.  

At the same time, for each direction of investment, the added value should not be more than the "risk 

price". 

The described new type of systemic risk can be defined as "the risk of a suboptimal financial 

solution" -  , the risk of making a decision to attract financial resources to the economic system for 

the quality process. 

The risk caused by investment activity in the economic system can still be described as a "temporary 

risk", because investment processes always develop in time. This risk is also present in the quality 

processes, since these processes are unrealizable without attracting investments. It can also be 

attributed to financial risks, since the use of the time factor is an important point of financial analysis 

(as opposite to economic analysis). Let us show what is behind the definition of the numerical value 

of the "risk of a suboptimal financial solution". 

Consider the simplest scheme of investment analysis: first, one-time investment costs are realized, 

after which an equal cash flow "CF" income can be obtained from the investment during a certain 

period of time "n". The invariable amount of income is used to exclude the influence of the income 

factor in the numerical analysis of risks. In accordance with the rules of investment analysis, we 

determine the current value of the total income from investments for the whole period - PV: " =$%� × &%� + $%� × &%� + ⋯ + $%	 × &%	 , , where &%�…	denoted discount factor for the 

corresponding year at the risk-free rate r. 

Here we will consider a specific type of investment risk: a decrease in the return on investment (CF) 

over time - the further away the income from the moment of one-time investment, the lower the 

amount of expected income. It is assumed that in each subsequent period of time the forecasted 

revenue decreases by a relative amount 0 ≤ ( ≤ 1. Under such conditions the current income PV 

after  period “n” is equal *" = $%� × (1 − ()+ × &%� + $%� × (1 − ()� × &%� + ⋯ + $%	 ×(1 − ()	,� × &%	. 

 

Let us see the following: 

*" = $%1 + - × .(1 − ()+(1 + -)+ + (1 − ()�(1 + -)� + ⋯ + (1 − ()	,�(1 + -)	,� / 

Let’ 1 − ( 1 + -0 = 1, then *" = $% 1 + -0 × (1 + 1 + 1� + 1�+. . . +1	,�). 
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According to the rules of arithmetic, the sum of such a series will be equal to 1 1 − 10 .. Taking into 

account these conditions, the current income of PV is equal to after the algebraic transformation: 

*" = $% 1 + -0 × . ��,34564789/ = $% - + (0 . 

 

As you know, the current market value of the final cash flow of income of any configuration can be 

equivalent to the current market value of the capitalized cash flow in the form of an infinite annuity. 

Refer to the above analysis we can see that the rate of capitalization of the stream of expected returns 

from investments under these conditions is a risk-free interest rate plus a risk premium equal, in this 

case, to a probable increase in the uncertainty of future revenues, which increases with distance from 

the current time. We designated this value as "temporary risk", here it is the rate of decline in the 

expected income "α". Since the time factor is an indispensable element of financial analysis, 

temporary risk can be viewed as a form of financial risk. This is a complementary, but at the same 

time complicating moment for classifying risks. 

 

Conclusion 

 
All considered risks fully relate to the management of the quality process, as well as to other 

processes that can be identified as an independent object of management. All risks that correspond to 

the proposed classification are complex and can be estimated quantitatively from the positions 

offered by us. In some cases, preconditions are necessary to apply the proposed quantitative methods 

for assessing the risks associated with the process. Thus, in order to quantify the systemic "risk of 

making a suboptimal decision" about attracting additional financial resources for the quality process, 

it is necessary to ensure the optimality of the quality process itself, and therefore to have practically 

acceptable criteria for its optimality. "First, optimize the quality process, and then ensure that the 

optimality of the process management solutions is appropriate." Since this is a complex task, perhaps 

this explains the underdevelopment methodologically and in practice of the new types of risk of the 

quality process we have considered. 
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Abstract 
 

In the scientific field, characterized in general as "research of innovative problems", a clarification of 

terminology and basic concepts pertaining to the studied problems is of great importance (perhaps 

more  important than in other issues of the science of economic management). The article presents the 

author's definition of a number of key concepts of this scientific field, besides the peculiarities of the 

methodology of quality management which are applied specifically to the innovative activity of 

industrial enterprises are formulated. 

 

The issues discussed in the article, in spite of the rich scientific background, are particularly relevant 

and still controversial. The authors justify the meaning of a "new / innovative product" not only as a 

"proper" product, but also as a process, a technology that, in turn, can be used both for the production 

of new products only and for the production of traditional "old products" with use of new methods / 

technologies, providing more economic use of resources. 

 

The article presents a schematic diagram of an innovative mechanism that reflects the typology of 

managing the innovation process of an industrial enterprise as a single process of production and 

consumption of innovative products. Within the innovation system of the enterprise, quality 

management issues are considered separately, namely, its economic component as an innovation 

process. The article also shows how innovation processes are managed within the framework of the 

innovation system based on the example of quality management 

 

Keywords: Innovative mechanism, innovation process, product, new / innovative product, proper, 

quality management. 

 

Introduction  
 
The concept of an "innovation system" combines such key components as the creation / production and 

consumption / use of innovative / new products. In our opinion, these are products that first appear in 

the relevant market (labor, factors of production, capital). The formation of an innovative system 

ensures the unity of the processes of creating and using new products within the framework of a single 

"innovation process". Based on this, new products can be: 

 

�  "actual" products, 

�  Processes, technologies that can be used to produce only new products, or 

also for the production of traditional "old products" using new production methods / 

technologies that ensure more cost-effective use of production factors in the production 

process (higher labor productivity, lower resource intensity of production). 
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Problem Statement and Research Objective 
 
The company strives to maximize the useful result of its activities, while usually there are financial and 

budgetary constraints, so we can talk about optimizing activities under the specified conditions. 

(Asheim et al.,2003, Chesbrough, 2004, Hobday, 1998) When introducing system innovations - 

innovations such as management automation tools, switching to new products, technologies, etc., the 

object of research should be not only the innovation itself, as a tool that determines the main factors for 

the formation of the economic effect, but also the forms of interaction of systemic innovations with the 

organizational and production system, within which it is being implemented. (Freeman & Soete, 1997, 

Demidenko, Gorovoy & Malevskaya-Malevich, 2017) 

 
Thus, in the actively developing risky external environment, the development of modern, effective 

management mechanisms is required, which primarily includes planning mechanisms in the broad 

sense, in particular, innovative mechanisms for the formation and economic justification of innovation 

programs. (Nikolova, Kuporov, & Rodionov, 2015, Rodionov, Rudskaia & Degtereva, 2017) 

 

Key Results 
 
In principle, the scheme of the innovative mechanism, reflecting the typology of management of the 

innovation process, as a single process of production and consumption of innovative products, is 

presented in Fig. 1 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Scheme of the innovative mechanism. 
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intensified); OP - "old" products produced using NT; NSC - a new structure of consumption; IST is an 

innovative standard. 

 
An innovation system does not necessarily represent any organizational structure. It is a mechanism of 

economic management that generates new structure of consumption products, both "new" in their 

consumer properties, and "old", with the former consumer properties of economy or, in a broad sense, 

resource intensity. The new structure of consumption is "checked" in the innovative system for 

compliance with its innovative standard, which can be developed in the most innovative system, or is 

externally specified in relation to it (the diagram shows the dotted line). An essential element of the 

innovation system is an innovative process that includes "new" and "old" products and processes / 

technologies for their production. If the standard is complied with, the innovation process continues, if 

there is a discrepancy, its "intensification" is necessary, if necessary - by attracting additional 

resources. 

 

We can talk about the cycle of the innovation process in the innovation system, it can be defined as a 

period from the beginning of the innovation process to the formation of the new structure of 

consumption. In this sense, the diagram (Fig. 1) depicts one cycle of the innovation process, which 

recurs during the innovative process. 

 
As part of the mechanism of the innovation system, the innovative standard should ensure the timely 

promotion of both strategic and actual goals and objectives for managing the innovative process within 

the framework of the innovation system. 

 

 New production technologies in the framework of the innovation process can be used both for the 

production of new products and for traditional products, and when used by the consumer the utility, is 

higher due to improved performance indicators for their production (less resource intensity). The result 

of the innovation process is a new structure of consumption of products, which is either preserved if it 

meets the current consumption standard (old products may also be preserved if they become more 

economical in use due to improved production technologies) or changes in the direction of 

strengthening the influence of innovative factors to ensure compliance with the current, ever-changing 

consumption standard 

 

The peculiarity of managing the innovation process, as the process of economic management, is the 

need for a certain resource base for the continuation or intensification of the innovation process. The 

existence and, if necessary, the replenishment of the resource base is an important function of the 

innovation system. The resource support of the innovation process should be considered separately, in 

particular, the question of whether resource provision should be considered as part of the Innovation 

process. 

 
Quality management could be considered as one element of the Innovation process  within the 

innovation system and its economic component. Quality, as it is known, is defined as a set of product 

properties that determine its consumer value when used. Using the example of quality management, it 

is possible to see how the IP is managed within the framework of the innovation system. As the 

properties of the product, you can consider the consumer characteristics of the product itself (purpose, 

speed, power, composition and accuracy of operations / works, etc.), as well as indicators that are more 

relevant to the process of product manufacturing (economy of use, resource intensity). At the same 

time, innovative functions in the quality management process are improving the quality of products and 

ensuring their quality. 

 
The improvement of consumer characteristics of the product leads to the improvement the quality of 

products, and to ensure the quality of the product - the preservation of the consumer characteristics 

achieved in the production, as well as the cost reduction of products, reducing their resource-intensive 

use (production costs in terms of the methods used to evaluate the quality of the production process, 

metrology, reducing the level of rejects and technological losses, using economical and reliable quality 

control methods). 

It can be seen that part of the quality management system related to products is not the task of 

economic management: improving the properties of products is an engineering task, often requiring 
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capital investment and a long time for implementation. Consequently, in a short period of time, in 

which IP is usually considered within the framework of an innovation system, improving the quality of 

products by improving their properties should not be considered at all in the production sphere, only in 

the sphere of consumption. You cannot improve the properties of the products produced, but you can 

improve the structure of their consumption. This is justified with regard to the quality of products, 

which is determined by the composition of consumer properties. (Figure 1)  

 

Conclusion 
 

When introducing innovation system  - innovations such as management automation tools, switching to 

new products, technologies, etc., the object of research should be not only the innovation itself, as a 

tool that determines the main factors for the formation of the economic effect, but also the forms of 

where it is being implemented. 

 

Thus, in an actively developing risky external environment, the development of modern, effective 

management mechanisms is required, which primarily includes planning mechanisms in the broad 

sense, in particular, the mechanisms for the formation and economic justification of innovation 

programs 
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Abstract 
 

As is known from economic theory, the market is a socio-economic institution that gives sellers and 

buyers the opportunity to come into contact for the exchange (mutually beneficial trade transactions). 

Taking into account the transactions difference in terms of the objects and conditions of 

implementation, different types of markets are allocated depending on the degree of competition (that 

is, the number of sellers, buyers and the number of exchanged products). The mechanism of free 

competition is not comprehensive in a market economy. There are industries in which one firm is a 

supplier of a product that does not have close substitutes or competitors on the market, thus such 

industry or enterprise are monopolies in the market place.  

 

Keywords: Natural monopoly. Criteria of economic efficiency. Balance 

 

Introduction  
 

Unlike free competition, the monopolist sets not only the quantity of the products offered, but also 

the price, choosing a point on the curve of the sectoral demand. (Sharkey, 1982)  

 

The market of a homogeneous goods is fully monopolized and there is only one seller and other 

sellers do not have permit to enter this market One of the reasons for the emergence and existence of 

a monopoly is the possibility of obtaining significant economies of production scale (saving on fixed 

production costs). The economy is the greater, the fewer suppliers (producers) are presented on the 

market. The presence of only one supplier on the market could be considered the ideal situation, who 

receives all the economies of production scale in the form of profits. (Baumol, 1977)  

 

The market is the most monopolized under absolute or pure monopoly conditions. In practice, the so-

called natural monopolies are closest to the pure monopoly market model. (Berg & Tschirhart, 1988) 

(Laffont & Tirole, 1994)  

 

A natural monopoly exists when economies of production scale allow one enterprise to satisfy the 

entire market demand before the returns to production scale begin to decline. In addition, this type of 

monopoly is called natural because in this case the entry barriers are built on features of technology 

that reflect the natural laws of nature, and not on property rights or government licenses. Forced 

dispersal of production at several enterprises in this case is inexpedient, it would lead to an increase 

in costs.  

 

Thus, a natural monopoly is a state of the market for services (goods, works), in which the creation of 

competitive conditions to meet the demand for a certain type of services is impossible or 

economically impractical due to technological production features and type of services it offers.  

 

Features of the status of natural monopolies are manifested in various aspects: from the stage of 

creation to bankruptcy (insolvency). 
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For example, to recognize a person's legal status as a natural monopolist, the following requirements 

must be fulfilled: the existence of an objective economic situation in which a certain type of activity 

is characterized as natural monopoly; actual performance of such activity; legality (competence) of 

carrying out such  activities. Legality can be confirmed by the constituent documents of the 

organization, the availability of necessary licenses, certificates, etc. 

 

For example, the following features can characterize a natural monopoly:  

1) most often, these are industries and infrastructures, which have a unique technology that 

requires significant initial investment;  

2) there is a steady inelastic demand for the their products;  

3) there is no competition in connection with economies of production scale and high 

conventional costs; 

4) parties of natural monopoly produce a public (collective) nature products. The main 

purpose of their functioning is the implementation of any type of activity (mission) aimed at solving 

social and economic problems determined by the needs of society and the state.  

5) A main feature of many parties of natural monopoly is a high share of equity in the 

overall structure of liabilities.  

6) The activity of enterprises in the field of natural monopolies is regulated by the state with 

the help of antimonopoly legislation, and the tariff method takes the central place in this legislation 

system.  

 

Based on the foregoing, we can conclude that the production of electricity, including production 

using alternative energy sources, has characteristic features of natural monopoly entities. Produced 

products are certainly a product of a collective nature, production technology is expensive, requiring 

significant initial investment, the demand for electricity is inelastic. 

 

The majority of enterprises - subjects of natural monopolies - are in state ownership, subject to state 

regulation. Such organizations are forced to work in the interests of all participants in the sphere of 

natural monopolies (enterprises, consumers, the state themselves), therefore the main purpose of their 

functioning is the implementation of some kind of activity (mission) aimed at solving social and 

economic tasks determined by the needs of society and the state. The purpose of the enterprise's 

activity is reflected in its charter and approved by the authorized state body. 

 

In addition to the obvious economic function, enterprises and electricity producers with the help of 

alternative sources solve the very urgent task of ecological efficiency 

 

Problem Statement and Research Objective 
 

For entities of natural monopoly, the task of a formation a sufficient amount of financial resources is 

closely linked to the tariff policy pursued at the enterprise, since the tariff value directly affects the 

profit received by the enterprise - the main source of its own financial resources. Formation of 

financial resources of enterprises - subjects of natural monopoly can be carried out  at the expense of 

attraction of credits. The return of borrowed funds is carried out at the expense of net income and the 

funds of the depreciation fund. (Laffont & Tirole, 1986, Baumol, Bailey & Willig, 1977) 

 

A feature of many subjects of natural monopoly is a high share of equity in the overall structure of 

liabilities. 

 

Most natural monopoly entities have a number of features that determine the asset management 

policy: high capital intensity of production, the availability of obsolete equipment necessitates the 

renovation of fixed production assets, the search for financial resources for their renewal; growth of 

accounts receivable, etc., which also determine the specific structure of liabilities. (Sokolitsyn, 

Ivanov & Sokolitsyna, 2017, Rodionov, Rudskaia & Degtereva, 2017) 

 

The main direction of investment policy, characteristic for natural monopoly entities are real 

investments. (Korol'kova, 2000, Borisova & Konoplyanova) They are characterized by a long 
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payback period, a high volume of capital investment, a long period of amortization of elements of 

fixed capital. Real investments can be carried out both at the expense of own funds (net income, 

depreciation charges), and at the expense of borrowed funds. The implementation of financial 

investments by entities of a natural monopoly and other participation in the activities of other 

commercial organizations is possible only upon agreement with the authorized body, at the expense 

of net income (actual profit). When assessing investments, it is necessary to take into account their 

social significance along with the financial effect. 

 

Key Results 
 

It is legally prohibited for the parties of a natural monopoly to invest free cash in securities, so the 

task of optimizing the money turnover is solved by effectively managing the company's cash flows 

during the circulation of its cash, ensuring the synchronization of volumes of receipt and spending of 

money for certain periods, maintaining the necessary liquidity of current assets. One of the results of 

such optimization is the minimization of the average balance of free monetary assets, which ensures a 

reduction in losses from their inefficient use and inflation. 

 

The most favorable environment for the effective operation of any enterprise is the general economic 

equilibrium, which ensures the balance of all macroeconomic parameters: the volume of output 

produced by enterprises, final and intermediate (internal production) consumption, inter-production 

relations between enterprises, employee wages, products market prices   

 

The most substantiated and successfully applied economic equilibrium model in the economic system 

is the balance-sheet "input-output" or the model of inter-branch balance of V. Leontiev (Novozhilov, 

1972). Let consider a static, so-called "open" model of "input-output", which establishes equilibrium 

in the manufacturing sector. The products of "intermediate consumption" in this sector are the needs 

of technological processes, and the final demand is realized in the consumer sector. At the same time, 

it is possible that the same products refer to both final and intermediate consumption. It is assumed 

that the number of branches in the economic system corresponds to the number of products (one 

industry is one product). In the framework of this study, a model of production planning in the 

economic system is considered, ensuring a balanced and, under certain conditions, an optimal 

production plan and a model providing balanced estimates (hereinafter-the price) of an optimal 

balanced plan. 

 

The balance of the production plan determines the quantity of each type of product that must be 

produced in a certain period to meet the production (intermediate) demand and the final (consumer) 

demand for products. 

 

The parameters of the model are the coefficients of direct costs of resources for the production of 

products, due to the technologies used. 

 

Mathematically, the problem can be represented in the following form (here and below - in the matrix 

form): � × � + � = �, where A is a technological matrix with the elements of non-negative 

"technological" coefficients of "direct costs", indicating how many physical units of one product (one 

production sector) must be used to produce one unit of another product, X-vector- the column of the 

physical volume of output of products of each type in a certain period / planning period (Physical 

unit); C-vector- the column of final consumption of products in the planning period, (Physical unit). 

 

It is also possible to isolate the column vector "� × �", which is usually characterized as a vector of 

"material costs in the production sphere". 

 

Matrix "A" provides information on the existing structure of intersectoral relations with the existing 

production technology and under these assumptions can be used for current or long-term planning. 

An additional condition for the application of the model is, in addition to the unchanged production 

technology, the linearity of the production cost model. The described model represents a direct task 

to make a balanced plan of manufacture in natural indicators. 
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The inverse / dual problem can be represented as follows: � × � + � = �, where P - vector- the row 

of product prices, (rubles / units); Y-vector of wage costs for production of a unit of production, 

rubles / unit. 

 

These tasks are not optimized, because they do not have objective function and optimization criteria, 

and they contain strict equalities as constraints. From the relationship between the conditions of a 

direct and dual task (a balanced plan and its estimates), we can derive important equilibrium 

conditions in the economic system. 

 

1. (the balance condition). All wages in the economic system must be spent in the consumer 

sector (final consumption). 

The balance conditions are transformed to the following form:� × 	
 − �� = �, � ×
	
 − �� = �, where I is the unit matrix, then the final consumption / demand in value form can be 

determined taking into account the given conditions: 

 

� × � =
�


 − �
× � =

�


 − �
× � × 	
 − �� = � × � 

 

From the above relations follows the condition of intersectorial equilibrium: to ensure a balance in 

the economic system, the value of the final consumption / demand should be equal to the amount of 

wages, which means that all wages must be "spent" in the consumer sector 

Let us consider a conditional numerical example. Given 
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If it is possible to avoid strict equality in the restrictions on the production and consumption of 

products, the task of determining the optimal interindustry balance and the corresponding optimal 

balanced prices becomes economically viable. 

 

Optimization condition. The optimal balance in the economic system in planning is provided by 

determining the optimal balanced production plan (direct optimization problem) and the prices of the 

optimal production plan (dual task). Optimization of the production plan can be formulated as 

follows: 

� × � → ��� 

� × 	
 − �� ≥ � 

 

The economic meaning of the direct task of optimizing the production plan is to get an answer at 

what minimum level / standard of wages in the production sector of the economy "� × �" can be 

achieved the volume of production "X", allowing to provide the required level / standard of final 

consumption "C". 

 

The economic meaning of the dual task of determining the prices of the optimal production plan is to 

get an answer at what maximum level of food prices, the required standard of final consumption in 

the economic system can be provided, while observing the available salary standards. The vector of 

the unknown variables of the dual problem "P" represents the prices of all the titles of products 

produced according to the optimal plan. The optimization of consumer prices can be formulated as 

follows: 

� × � → ��� 

� × 	
 − �� ≤ � 

 

Due to "linear" assumptions, the direct and dual optimization problems refer to linear programming 

problems and their solutions could be  found using the appropriate methods 

 

Conclusion  
 

Profit maximization is achieved due to effective management of the company's assets, attraction of 

borrowed funds to the economic circulation, selection of the most effective areas of operational and 

financial activity. At the same time, in order to achieve the goals of economic development, the 

company should strive to maximize the net profit remaining at its disposal, which requires the 

implementation of an effective tax, amortization, and in the case of enterprises - natural monopolies 

and tariff policy. The volume of profit in the parties of natural monopoly is limited by the level of 

profitability, which is included in the calculated tariffs, as a mark-up to costs. Therefore, for 

enterprises -parties of natural monopoly - it is important to determine such an allowable level of 

profit that would allow them to function effectively and improve the quality of services provided. 

 

The activity of enterprises belonging to the sphere of natural monopolies is regulated by the state 

with the help of antimonopoly legislation, the central place in which is given to  tariff methods. In the 

world practice, the regulation of the activity of enterprises in the sphere of natural monopolies in the 

field of pricing takes place in accordance with models: based on regulation of the rate of profit, or 

regulation of tariffs. 
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Abstract 

Fraud is a global issue overwhelming all aspects of human economic and business activities as it poses 
potential threat of financial losses. Many detection and prevention mechanisms such as internal control 
systems, operational audits, codes of conduct and forensic accounting have been applied in organizations 
aiming at effectively mitigate internal fraud activities with questionable outcomes. Instead of putting 
much attentions studying the effectiveness of existing fraud prevention mechanisms in mitigating the 
fraud but less promising outcomes, this doctoral-level research proposal explores the determinants of the 
effectiveness of  organizational fraud prevention programs. In doing so, the proposed study would base 
the exploration on the theory of planned behaviour (TPB). The central part of this study is to investigate 
the behavioral intentions as determinants following the variables of TPB. By this exploration, the 
potential determinants of the effectiveness of the prevention programs and how those determinants 
influence current practice related to the fraud prevention mechanisms could be learnt. This proposed 
study would be a quantitative study in which local authorities in Peninsula Malaysia will be solicited for 
data collection. 

Keywords: Fraud, Fraud Prevention Mechanism, Malaysia’s Local Authorities, Theory of Planned 
Behaviour (TPB), Determinants. 

Introduction 

Fraud is a global issue overwhelms all aspects of human economic activities and business-related matters. 
Conceptually, fraud includes all acts of misappropriation, unethical and unlawful conducts involving 
financial and assets are fraud in its essence. Fraud as unethical and unlawful conducts on financial and 
assets has a severe effect on organizations. A vast literature (Levi et al. 2007; Levi & Burrows 2008, Isa 
2011; Kennedy & Xu 2012; Tuan Mat et al. 2013) espoused the effect of fraudulent on the massive 
organizational financial losses. The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners' (ACFE 2014) estimated 
that approximately 5 percent of a business’ annual revenue is lost to fraud. The Kroll Global Fraud 
Report (2015) states that “the number of businesses suffering a financial loss as a result of fraud has also 

increased, from 64% in the previous survey period to 69% this year (pp. 7)”. The LexisNexis (2016) 
reports that “there are indications of increasing fraud challenges for US retailers based on rising fraud 
costs and volume” (pp. 7). As a global problematic issue, fraudulent in all types (e.g. asset 
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misappropriation, corruption and fraudulent financial statements) lead to tremendous severe effects to 
both public and public organizations. 

Aligned with global initiatives in mitigating the fraud, the fraud prevention mechanisms have also been 
widely used in Malaysia. The prevention mechanisms namely internal control systems and operational 
audits (Bierstaker, Brody & Pacini 2006), reference checks on employees (Bierstaker, Burnaby & Hass 
2004; Bierstaker, Brody & Pacini 2006), whistle blowing system (Deloitte 2014), corporate security 
(Campbell 2011) and forensic accounting (Golden & Dyer 2006) are common mechanisms used by both 
local authorities and consulting firms (KPMG, Ernst & Young and others) in auditing the fraud cases.  

However, generally, the application of prevention mechanisms was unsuccessful in mitigating the fraud. 
In a fraud survey, KPMG (2004) showed that 83 percent of respondents admitted as having experienced 
fraud in their organisations. The survey had also found that kickbacks, hit and kiting and false invoices 
were the three most common types of fraud faced by businesses in Malaysia. The high percentage of 
respondents’ acknowledgement on the reality of fraud in their organizations indicates that the 

effectiveness of organizational fraud programs is low. In Malaysia context, despite the long run of fraud 
prevention programs over the years, the fraud cases continue to grow with no sign of deterioration. 

The ineffectiveness of the current fraud prevention mechanisms in mitigating the fraud activities as 
indicated by the growing figures of fraud cases leads to an attempt of “understanding the conditions” 

(Ramos 2003) conducive for and maintain the fraud activities. While the triangle explains the factors, or 
causes of fraud occurrences, the conditions that associated with the effectiveness of preventive efforts 
remain questionable. This proposed study therefore takes the challenges in identifying the conditions that 
possibly influence the effectiveness of such mechanism as an academic effort.  

Studying the effectiveness of detection and prevention mechanisms is endless and seems less fruitful in 
mitigating the fraud as the number of fraud cases increased yearly as Ernst & Young Global Limited 
(2016) acknowledged that “while many businesses have made significant progress in tackling these 

issues, there remains a persistent level of unethical conduct”. This acknowledgement indicated that 
detection and prevention mechanisms does not effective nor satisfactorily solved the fraud issue as it 
keeps increased over year. Earlier, Ramos (2003) suggested that the “investigations into the mechanisms 

of fraud prevention and detection must seek to understand the conditions that are generally present when 
fraud occurs. Therefore. instead of solely considering the effectiveness of prevention mechanisms, 
“understanding the conditions” in Ramos’ suggestion may include exploration into the determinant of 

effectiveness of those mechanisms. 

Getting triggered by this suggestion, the proposed study highlighted in this paper would explore the 
determinant of the effectiveness of fraud prevention initiative. In mechanizing the exploration, the 
proposed study looks at the potential of theory of planned behaviour (TPB) as determinant for measuring 
the effectiveness of organizational fraud prevention initiatives. This movement is due to the believe that 
fraud is caused by intention of fraudster as initially explained through the pressure, opportunity and 
rationalisation of Cressey’s (1973) Fraud Triangle. Extending the intention trait, the proposed study 

would explore the factors determining the effectiveness of fraud prevention initiatives in Malaysian local 
authorities, and examine the relationship between the planned behaviour variables and the effectiveness 
of fraud prevention framework. The proposed study thus would explore the psychological process that 
“put up a behavior that is stimulated by intention which is also influenced by some underlying beliefs” 
(Ajzen, 1985; 1988; 1991). In this way, the internal behaviour such as ihsan, personal integrity, self-
efficacy, idealism-ethical ideology, organizational commitment and intrinsic motivation are the 
determinants presumably influence the effectiveness of fraud prevention initiatives.  

The rest of the paper is arranged to include the necessary components justifying the proposed doctoral-
level of study. Next section justifies the issue, gap and objective of the proposed study. The following 
section briefly presents the related initial literature on the fraud issue followed by the potential 
determinants factors of the proposed study in Section 4. Section 5 presents the research model with its 
respective hypotheses. Section 6 follows to outline the potential method in mechanizing the study. 
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Section 7 discusses the significant and the potential outcome of the study while section 8 concludes the 
proposal. 

Fraud Prevention Mechanisms 

One of the practical way to minimize losses - mainly the financial - due to fraud is to prevent their 
occurrence. Identifying the fraud occurrence can be made through fraud risk assessments that attempt at 
recognizing the potential factors and threats that make organizations vulnerable to the fraud. The 
literature reports numerous organizational fraud detection and prevention mechanisms in detecting and 
preventing the fraud before or after its occurrences, respectively. Among the well-known fraud preventive 
mechanism are internal control systems, operational audits, code of conduct (Efiong 2013; Bierstaker, 
Brody & Pacini 2006), reference checks on employees (Bierstaker, Burnaby & Hass 2004; Bierstaker, 
Brody & Pacini 2006), whistle blowing system (OECD 2012; Deloitte 2014), corporate security 
(Campbell 2011) and forensic accounting (Ranallo 2006; Golden & Dyer 2006) are widely practiced as a 
continuous attempt in mitigating the fraud. The procedural methods and the success level in 
implementing these detection and prevention mechanisms globally and locally were widely reported and 
easily retrieved and therefore do not briefed out in this paper.  

Despite the numerous mechanisms applied in detecting and preventing fraud, the number of fraud cases 
grow every year. Kummer, Singh & Best (2014) reveal that “a review of several fraud surveys conducted 

by large accounting and consulting firms [including Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), 

Binder Dijker Ottec (BDO), Ernst & Young (EY), Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG) and 

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)] reveals that fraud is a growing crisis that is being faced by 

organizations. This acknowledgement implies that the effectiveness of fraud detection and prevention 
mechanisms is an issue and questionable.  

The Determinants of the Effectiveness of Fraud Prevention  

There are many factors that can inhibit the control of desired behaviour including abilities, planning, 
skills, and knowledge. Ajzen and Madden (1986, p. 457) argued that there is a possibility to measure 
perceived behavioural control. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen 1991) centralizes on the 
individual’s intention to perform a given behavior. This theory posited that greater perceived control over 
behaviour may occur with more resources and opportunities available for individuals. TPB outlines three 
variables that effectively measure individual intention. Detailing out TPB, Ajzen (1991) stated that 
“Intentions are assumed to capture the motivational factors that influence a behavior; they are 

indications of how hard people are willing to try, of how much of an effort they are planning to exert, in 

order to perform the behavior. As a general rule, the stronger the intention to engage in a behavior, the 

more likely should be its performance”.  

With respect to fraud issue where the fraudsters are generally involved internal employees, this proposed 
study assumes that the fraudster’s intention is the motivational factor that lead to conduct of fraud. 
Therefore, this paper argues that in investigating the effectiveness of the prevention mechanisms, the 
employees’ intention should be the focus as perceiving the planned (intention) behaviour of fraudster 
(employees) would enable the “safeguard” planning in mitigating the fraud. The following section 
discusses the proposed theoretical framework guiding the proposed study. 

The Framework of Determinants for Fraud Prevention Effectiveness 

As indicated earlier, the TPB outlines three variables (attitude toward the behavior, subjective norms and 
perceived behavioral control) as general guidelines for examining intentional behaviour in an individual 
leading to physical behavioural conducts. This proposed study devises the elements of intentional 
behaviours to include ihsan, personal integrity, self-efficacy, idealism-ethical ideology, organization 
commitment and intrinsic motivation. 
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Ihsan 

Ihsan or kindness is the first element considered as inclined toward the behavioural intention. This 
element is under the attitude toward the behaviour variable. Ihsan can be defined as “The actions that 

benefit others than those of the action without any obligation” (Umar-ud-din, 1991, p. 241). In Islamic 
point of view, kindness is highly encouraged and the Prophet (P) was reported to have said that among 
the people of Paradise are the “People who hold power and the fair and equitable; truthful and has been 

endowed with the power to do good deeds; and he who is merciful and kind to his brothers and to every 

Muslim who works and who does not lend his hand even had a large family to support'' (Iyad Ibn himar, 

Sahih Muslim, hadith no. 6853). The inclusion of this element as a determinant for measuring 
effectiveness of the fraud prevention is justified in the following paragraph.  

The Ihsan is the core concept in Islamic ethics as it focuses on behaviour for the love of God. The idea of 
worship in Islam includes any constructive effort or work. This shows that a Muslim employee who is 
committed at any level of the organization should be doing his/her work for the love of God and with an 
awareness that God watches his/her behaviour all the times, even if his/her superordinate and mates do 
not know his/her doing. 

The concept of Ihsan also includes excellence. Islam emphasises not only the productivity but also 
excellence in workplace. Al-Quran emphasised that remuneration shall be commensurated with the effort 
made (3: 136, 99: 7, 48: 19). This rule applies to immediate reward in this life and deferred reward in the 
hereafter. Performance appraisal and reward to an individual is not only judged by humans but also by 
God (Qur'an, 18: 30).  Prophet Muhammad (P) taught: ‘‘God has ordained excellence in everything…’’ 5 

and ‘‘God loves, when one of you is doing something, that he [or she] does it in the most excellent 
manner’’ (Al-Qaradawi, 1995). 

Personal integrity 

Personal integrity is the second element considered under the TPB’s attitude toward the behaviour. 

Personal integrity has many conceptual definitions. It can be defined as individual "coherence" (Selznick 
1992), "personal commitment to principles" (Becker 1998; Maccoby 1988; Mayer et al., 1995) and 
"honesty" (Yulk & Van Fleet, 1992), and/or "private modal codes" (Barnard, 1968, p. 263). In the field of 
ethics however, personal integrity relates to the principle of self-imposed ethics, values and moral 
autonomy (Solomon, 1993; DeGeorge, 1993; Kolb, 1988). For philosophical reasons, scholars (McFall, 
1987; Williams, 1973; Taylor, 1985) had considerably advanced to increase their understanding of 
individual integrity by developing elaborate descriptions of this concept. The following reasons justify 
the personal integrity as a critical element regarding the subject of the study. 

Calhoun (1995) describes personal integrity with three philosophies: (1) integrated-self (2) identity and 
(3) clean-hands. On integrated-self, integrity involves an integration of internal determinants of self's 
desires, evaluation, also commitment to the whole community. As for identity, integrity means loyalty to 
projects and principles that represent the core of one's identity. Integrity in the clean-hands view means 
maintaining transparency, morality, and honesty of one's actions.  

The personal integrity can be explained in three picture following McFall (1987). The first picture is an 
integrated self-picture where the integrated self-picture of integrity outlines several conditions that 
require integrity. An individual will not just become a follower of the crowd, but he/she will stand for 
something and had his/her own reason to take that stance. A person of integrity is willing to suffer 
consequences for his beliefs, despite facing undesirable consequences. Therefore, there is an 
unconditional commitment towards something that determines what we think is important, which defines 
largely to private moral identity (second picture of personal integrity). In the third picture, personal 
integrity, clean-hands picture, integrity is a matter of support. Should the occasion arise, an individual 
will stand on main principles that determine what the individual could have done through the agency and 
within the limits which he/she will not go beyond (here lies embedded and professional integrity).  
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A person who has integrity will not do unethical things, even if he can gain good results from the 
unethical things (Calhoun, 1995). This view captures the "action" part of the identity of the picture 
portrayed, for which individuals would stand for something that is not just a matter of personal 
identification with a set of values or principles, but also a commitment to overcome a defect of values  
(which means action). 

Organisational commitment 

The organisational commitment is the last element considered under attitude toward the behaviour. Elizur 
& Koslowsky (2001, p.594) defined organisational commitment as the attachment of an individual, 
emotionally and functionally, to his/her place of work.  Organisational commitment can also be referred 
to as the relative strength of individual's identification with involvement in a particular organisation 
(Mowday et al., 1979, p.226).  O'Reilly and Chatman (1986, p.493) refers organisational commitment as 
the psychology attachment felt by a person for an organisation. It reflects the degree to which an 
individual internalises or adopts characteristics or perspectives of the organisation.  

Allen and Meyer (1990; 1991) identified three general themes in attitudinal conceptualisations of 
organisational commitment: affective attachment, perceived costs, and obligation. The three components 
of commitment are regarded as a psychological trait where employees experience at various degrees. 
Each component of the commitment gain experience in various strengths (Stallworth, 2003). As for the 
first component, workers with higher affective commitment would stay in the organisation because they 
want to. Secondly, a worker with high continuance commitment would stay because they need to. Lastly, 
workers with high normative commitment would remain because they must. All components may depend 
on different backgrounds, for example personal characteristics, work characteristics, duration of work, 
and others.  

Intrinsic motivation 

The intrinsic motivation is the sole element belong to the variable of subjective norms of TPB. Intrinsic 
motivation can be described as conducting an activity for its inherent satisfaction, rather than for some 
separable consequence (Ryan & Deci, 2000, pp. 56). Generally, intrinsically motivated person does an 
action for the fun of it or to be involved with challenging activities. It is not driven by reward, external 
products or pressures. Referring to White (1959), the phenomenon of intrinsic motivation was first 
recognized within experimental studies of animal behaviour.  White (1959) found that many organisms 
engage in exploratory, playful, and curiosity-driven behaviours without elements of reinforcement or 
reward.  This spontaneous behaviour apparently bestows adaptive benefits on the organism, which do not 
look for any reason to play that role. The positive experience is subsequently related to exercise and 
expansion of moral capacity to a person. 

In humans, intrinsic motivation is one of form from the forms of human desires or motivation. Humans in 
their healthiest states are active, inquisitive, curious, and playful creatures, displaying ubiquitous 
readiness to learn and explore. They do not require extraneous incentives to do things. This natural 
motivational tendency is very important, especially during the development stage of cognitive, social and 
physical abilities. By acting on self-interest, a person will grow their knowledge and skills on their own. 
The tendencies to have interest in something new, to assimilate actively and creatively make use of 
developed skills are not limited to childhood. This tendency is an important feature of human nature that 
affects performance, persistence, and prosperity throughout life (Ryan & LaGuardia, in press). 

Self-efficacy 

The self-efficacy and idealism-ethical ideology are two elements placed under perceived behavioural 
control. Self-efficacy refers as individuals' beliefs about their capability to mobilise cognitive resources 
and courses of actions needed to perform a specific task successfully within a given context (Bandura, 
1982, 1997). Individuals with high self-efficacy beliefs that they can achieve their goals by three leading 
factors, which are to put more effort on it, pursue career strategies, as well as setting higher career goals. 
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By referring to King (2004), it is learnt that people's self-efficacy and their intention to exert control over 
career outcomes would enable them to exhibit career self-management behaviours. Moreover, those 
behaviours can also lead to the achievement of desired career goals and ultimately career success. 

Stucliffe and Vogus (2003) stated that individuals create an overall sense of efficacy and competence 
which enables them to gain control and mastery over task-related behaviours. The results have shown 
positive correlation between career decision-making as they are being made with self-efficacy and 
personal characteristics, thus supporting the argument that individuals with self-efficacy gain greater 
control in the events of their lives and successfully master tasks decided for them and influencing their 
behaviour in career decision-making (Taylor & Popma, 1990; Abdalla, 1995). Noe and Wilk (1993) and 
Bell & Staw (1989) noted that the evidence obtained from their empirical study supported that the self-
efficacy beliefs can influence career development and growth. 

Bandura (1997) had conceptualised self-efficacy in three-layered dimension, which are level, strength, 
and generality. Level refers to an individual’s feeling regarding their ability to perform a task based on 

the degree of difficulty of the behaviour or task. Strength refers to individual performance that can be 
achieved based on that individual performance. Weak self-efficacy expectations are easily modified by 
disconfirming experiences, while strong self-efficacy is robust and promotes persistence in the face of 
obstacles. Generality refers to self-efficacy concerning the range of situations, in which an individual 
considers him or herself to be efficacious (Lent & Hackett, 1987). The self-efficacy theory states that 
determination of self-efficacy is based on the strength of self-efficacy and the level of self-efficacy. That 
determination consists of several factors, such as how much effort will result to good results, how long 
the effort can be sustained in the face of obstacles, also whether behaviour will be initiated.  Self-efficacy 
provides individuals with the ability to influence their one course of action and alter their environments 
(Bandura, 1997). 

Idealism-ethical ideology 

The idealism-ethical ideology is the last element considered for inclusion under TPB’s perceived 
behavioural control variable. Forsyth (1980) stated that moral judgment consisted of two orthogonal 
dimensions, which are idealism and relativism. Individuals with high idealism, believe that “desirable 

consequences can, with the ‘right’ action, always can be obtained” (p. 176). Idealism can be described as 

the level of individual’s concern and the individual show it for the welfare of others. The relativism can 

be described as the extent to which someone accepts or rejects universal moral rules.   

When there are some who are more preferred to choose moral in absolutes when deciding on which 
action is the ‘‘right’’ one, there are also others who takes contextual information into account before 

making any conclusions.  It means that people who are affected by contextual information are relativists. 
Relativists feel that the right decision depends on the complexity of situation and the people involved in 
it. Relativists also tend to be more dependent on circumstances and personal attitudes rather than ethical 
principles when judging the actions of others (Forsyth, 1992). On the other hand, low relativists tend to 
believe that the right thing is always the one that is in harmony with universal moral principles, norms, or 
law, depending on the context.  

The Research Model 

The six elements of intentional behaviours belong to the three TPB variables discussed in prior section 
are diagrammatically illustrated as the research framework in Fig. 1. These six elements are the variables 
for the proposed study. Following these variables, the study progresses to formulate the hypotheses 
necessary for testing and measurement as shown immediately after the model illustration.  
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Fig 1: Conceptual Model for Exploring the Determinants of Fraud Prevention 

The model depicted in Fig. 1 can be represented as; 

FP = ß0 + ß1 IH + ß2 PI + ß3 SE + ß4 ID + + ß5 OC + ß6 IM 

Where: 

FP : The Effectiveness of Fraud Prevention 

IH : Ihsan 

PI : Personal Integrity 

SE : Self-efficacy 

ID : Idealism-ethical ideology 

OC : Organizational Commitment 

IM : Intrinsic motivation 

ß0, ß1, ß2, ß3, ß4, ß5, ß6: Parameters 

 

Based on the Figure 2, the potential hypotheses for testing are; 

H1: Is there any significant relationship between ihsan and fraud prevention framework. 

H2: Is there any significant relationship between personal integrity and fraud prevention framework. 

H3:  Is there any significant relationship between self-efficacy and fraud prevention framework. 

H4:  Is there any significant relationship between idealism-ethical ideology organizational 
commitment and fraud prevention framework. 

H5:  Is there any significant relationship between ideology organizational commitment and fraud 
prevention framework. 

H6:  Is there any significant relationship between intrinsic motivation and fraud prevention 
framework. 

Research Methodology 

This proposed study would adopt quantitative approach. The population of this study consists of 149 
authorities in Peninsula Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur City Hall, 13 City Halls/Councils, 38 Municipal 
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Councils and 98 District Council). The questionnaires administered through mail will be used as the 
instruments for data collection. The data analysis would be using latest SPSS package but AMOS is 
another potential option for statistical examination. The statistical analysis techniques would be reliability 
and factor analyses, descriptive, correlation and regression among others. 

Discussion: The Potential Outcome of the Study 

The academic studies on the effectiveness of fraud detection and prevention are very common in the 
literature. The commercial and institutional reports on such issue are also easily retrieved. The study on 
the fraud issue looked at multiple dimensions of fraud such as the causes, the practices and the 
effectiveness of the mechanisms used in mitigating the fraud. With respect to the mechanism, different 
study produced different claims on the effectiveness of the mechanism adopted. Isa (2011) for example, 
claimed that “the literature on fraud consistently claims that an effective internal control system (ICS) is 
the primary means of preventing, detecting, and correcting fraud and errors”. In contrast, Efiong, Inyang 

& Joshua (2016) posited that “forensic accounting techniques appears to be the most effective and are 
currently used in most developed countries of the world”. Many other studies stated the claims that seem 
inconsistent with others in the subject of the effectiveness of fraud prevention mechanisms. 
 
Deviating from this track – that does not effectively contribute to the decrement of the fraud cases – the 
proposed study seeks to explore the psychological aspects that triggers the occurrence of fraud. In other 
words, this study attempts at exploring the determinants or factors that associated with and leads to 
ineffectiveness of the fraud prevention mechanisms. By this, the proposed study explores the root instead 
of the shoot of the cause as embarking at the root is deemed to be more beneficial rather than justifying 
the outcome. Understanding the internal behavioral factors that possibly lead to fraud physical or 
behavioral commitment would help in devising and formulating a more comprehensive and effective 
prevention programs. While the existing fraud mechanisms concentrate more on “post” fraud conducts, 

the intentional determinants would help in tackling the “pre” fraud conduct that is internal to potential 
fraudster. The blend of both “pre” and “post” mechanisms complement each other in battling this 

universal organizational issue.  

Conclusion 

In Malaysia’s context, this proposed research mainly aimed at driving the country's transition to a high 

value added and high-income economy with adequate preservation of financial sustainability. The 

National Key Result Area (NKRA) target to reduce crime and fight corruption and fraud in Malaysia is a 

key focus of the Government Transformation Program (GTP). Aligned with this aim, the issue of 

effectiveness of the fraud prevention mechanism should be properly addressed. It is expected that by 

knowing the cause of ineffectiveness of such programs, the appropriate solution may be formulated. This 

proposed study provides the basis for the formulation of the potential solutions that effectively addressed 

the fraud by first understanding the intentional behaviours of fraudster.  
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Abstract 
 
Library has massively developed from traditional services to digital services in recent years. The 

demand from library patrons, institutions, colleges, and private organization needs and technology 

evolution, has changed the library setting either in budget allocation or in decision making approach. 

This study analyzes the borrowing transactions at private university’s Digital Library users through 

application of bibliomining process. The objectives of this study are to identify decisions that can be 

predicted made from the bibliomining process and to discover the trends of popular subjects searched 

by library users. In answering the research questions, data from the university’s Digital Library 

database was used to examine the process where unsupervised clustering method was employed for 

segmentation of subject searched into homogenous groups. Bibliomining process that are similar with 

data mining fields are tools used to visualize the results. Unsupervised learning method was applied 

where an optimal number of cluster generated is eight. The profiles fed to the model are related to 

bibliographic, circulation and patron attributes. Findings of the study indicates that borrowers profiles 

related to subjects of social science, history, finance and language composed the largest portion of the 

cluster with size of 51.7% . Library authority may use this finding to assist them in decision making, 

to craft library budget planning and as well to recommend to the top management for new 

topics/subjects/materials that could be offered. 
 

Keywords: Segmentation, Data mining, Bibliomining, Digital Library   

Introduction  

 
Library has massively developed from traditional services to digital services in recent years. The 

demand from library patrons, institutions, colleges, and private organization needs and technology 

evolution, has changed the library setting either in budget allocation or in decision making approach. 

The fast growing development of information technology, communication technology and computer 

technology itself has changed the landscape of traditional libraries. Therefore, new digital libraries 

need to reinforce their capability of information processing and their resource organization. In view 

of that, data mining technology could help libraries through their library administrators to develop 

massive amounts of information in depth, extract the inherent link of the diverse information to 

promote and increase the capability of the library. Data mining technology and it is application 

techniques is the answer to deep dive and drill down structured or unstructured data. It has been 

applied in many industries which usually illustrate its positive aspect and advantages as well as its 
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potential for operationalization. As stressed by Zhang (2011), data mining could discover and extract 

hidden information from huge databases and it’s a vast network information space in digital library. 

Since many decades ago, library, information services centres and knowledge centres in universities, 

colleges, schools and private organizations as well as government bodies and communities have had 

the capability to capture information about their library users, circulation history, resources or library 

collection and search patterns (Nicholson & Stanton, 2003).   

 

This study discussed the role of data mining through bibliomining process and techniques in 

predictive decision-making for improvement of digital library services. The importance of predicting 

decision making in digital libraries will assist library administrators to make good evaluations and 

decisions in ensuring library services meet user needs. Against this background, a study was 

conducted with the following objectives: (i) to identify decisions that can be predicted made from the 

bibliomining process, and (ii) to discover the trends of popular subjects searched by library users.  

 

In this paper, the case study is focused on Digital Library of private university in Malaysia. Every 

year the library needs to prepare their annual yearly budget. This budget encompasses all costs 

including purchasing new library resources and for library operations. Library administrators need to 

well plan, strategize and make decisions on allocating the budget amount with respect to its library 

needs. Most academic libraries act as none profit centres where it relies solely on the amount given 

and approved by the management of university.    

 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Firstly this study presents the literature review in data 

mining and bibliomining, focusing on concepts, related theories, and model or framework used by 

researchers for studying data mining and bibliomining adoption. Secondly, it describes the research 

method, giving details on population and data collection. Thirdly, it presents the results based on data 

analysis. Fourthly, it elaborates on the research findings. Finally, it draws the conclusion of the study.  

 

Literature Review 

 
The use of data mining application techniques and methods has increased over the years in 

organization. With the use of this technique, the main advantages that the organization receive is 

organizations be able to know the hidden valued information in their data warehouse. A review of the 

previous literature has been made further to explore the determinant on how much this method has 

been successful to apply in organizations especially in this context of digital library. Booth and Brice 

(2004) claimed, studying the library’s bibliographic data using bibliomining process is related with 

‘Evidence Based Research’.  

 

Karno et al. (2013) mentioned that, it is an approach to information practice which promotes the 

collection, interpretation and integration of valid, important and applicable users – reported, librarian 

observed and research derived evidence. Their study involves the bibliomining process in order to 

assist the authority management of UTM library in decision-making. They adopted the 5 steps 

research framework introduced by Chen, Lin and Wu (2004), as exhibited in Fig. 1. Chan and Chen 

(2006) conducted a study on using data mining approaches to solve classification problem in a 

campus digital library. 
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. 
Fig. 1: Five Steps for research framework 

Source: Karno et al. (2013) cited from Chen, Lin & Wu (2004) 

 
The researchers examine the library catalogues that have become inefficient and inconvenient in 

assisting library users. They used data mining technology to elicit the knowledge from databases and 

established various kinds of data cubes. Chen and Chen (2007) employed data mining as a tool to 

explore the process. According to their findings, the flooding information often renders users unable 

to look for information they need. Therefore authors attempt to rectify the situation by proposing 

personalized smart user interface by developing personalized book recommender system through 

using existing historical record files in databases via data mining approaches. 

 

Nicholson (2005) has developed a study on the basis for bibliomining framework for bringing 

together usage based data mining and bibliometrics.   As mentioned by Karno et al. (2013) based on 

issues cited from Shieh (2009), the detailed behavioral data on existing customers from operational 

systems, enterprises hope to turn these myriad into some coherent profile of their customer in order to 

improve the quality of services.  

 

Theoretical Framework  

 

Fig. 2 shows user information records collected from the library source. The data carefully collected 

and picked in relating the prediction on how these variables could affect the digital library service 

through organization. Nicholson (2003) claimed that when a library authority wished to understand 

their user population better, they performed a frequency analyses to explore the demographic of their 

user base. Decision making tools one of the independent variables (IV) is an application methods that 

the library could apply as techniques to identify the behavior and interest of users. As suggested by 

Han and Kamber (2006) bibliomining process can apply five steps; data extraction, data cleaning, 

data transformation, pattern discovery and data visualization. Through the process it then would 

determine the result, finding or pattern produced which will be used as decision making tools level. 
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Fig. 2: Contextual Theoretical framework (extension)

Methodology 
 

In this section, the methodology developed for the research is elucidated

instruments to answer the research question

 

3.1 Data 
 

The research used quantitative data from

qualitative approach (interview) to validate the research findings

borrowing transactions of the selected u

The transactions were recorded and detected from the system.  After 

data were used and examined. In total,

library was found to have about 5,493 titles. 

 

The circulation data table was the main external data record that stores all circulation history process. 

User / patron data ID, gender, location and address 

circulation history when the borrowing process occurs. Data

bibliographic table and it was designed 

call numbers and materials location. 

Karno et al. (2013), are exhibited. However, for the purpose on this study, 

the cluster model are used i.e. bibliographic

numbers and materials location), circulation 

process) and patron (data related to user / patron, gender, location and address)

 

 

: Contextual Theoretical framework (extension) 

the methodology developed for the research is elucidated. This methodology provide

instruments to answer the research questions and to fulfill the objectives of the research.  

The research used quantitative data from the library management system (LMS) KOHA, and 

(interview) to validate the research findings. This study is based on 11,517 

the selected university’s Digital Library from year 2008 – (April) 

recorded and detected from the system.  After the cleaning process, only 9

In total, 9,129 registered users were detected in the system and the 

about 5,493 titles.  

s the main external data record that stores all circulation history process. 

User / patron data ID, gender, location and address were located in patron table and loaded in the 

borrowing process occurs. Data related to the book’s details we

designed for identifying volumes, series, format, dates, item number, 

call numbers and materials location. In Fig. 3, the relationships between table entities, as referred to 

. However, for the purpose on this study, three main entities to feed 

i.e. bibliographic (data on volumes, series, format, dates, item number, call 

, circulation (external data record that stores all circulation history 

(data related to user / patron, gender, location and address). 

 

This methodology provides 

library management system (LMS) KOHA, and 

This study is based on 11,517 

(April) 2015. 

cleaning process, only 9,897 

9,129 registered users were detected in the system and the 

s the main external data record that stores all circulation history process. 

located in patron table and loaded in the 

he book’s details were kept in 

for identifying volumes, series, format, dates, item number, 

table entities, as referred to 

main entities to feed 

(data on volumes, series, format, dates, item number, call 

(external data record that stores all circulation history 
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Source: Karno et al. (2013) 

 

Framework of mining analysis
 

This study analyzes the bibliographic data as an example 

university’s Digital Library (as presented in Fig.

within groups, the typical five steps in the data mining process 

 

• Steps 1: Data Extraction

based on the circulation of history of 

mining approach. 

• Step 2: Data Cleansing 

appropriate data from databases,

data tables and formatting them

• Step 3: Data Transformation

line.  The tool is capable 

• Step 4: Pattern Discovery

learning algorithms according to mining goals.

data as opposed to supervised learning

• Step 5: Data Visualization

the output, analyzing the usefulness of extracted knowledge, and presenting the results to the 

users for feedback. 

 

Tools 
 

Data mining tools used for segmentation analysis is an open source ma

visualization for novice and expert called 

software encompasses range of data visualization, exploration, preprocessing and modeling 

techniques. It can be used through 

for the Python programming language (Biolab, 2017).

 

Fig. 4: Official toolbar icon for 

 

Fig. 3: Relation of entities  

 

Framework of mining analysis 

This study analyzes the bibliographic data as an example of circulation of data records in

as presented in Fig. 3). In extracting of the homogenous characteristics 

five steps in the data mining process for library data applied are as follows:

Data Extraction - the research method is to investigate numerous patron users 

based on the circulation of history of a 6 year period from 2008 to (April) 2015, via 

 – process of cleaning readers’ borrowing records by selecting the 

appropriate data from databases, performing data reduction, constructing multi-dimensional 

tables and formatting them with accordance to analytical form and research need

Data Transformation - using Orange Data Mining tool, a free tool that available on

line.  The tool is capable of analyzing big data mart of the library bibliographic records.

scovery - performs appropriate data mining technique and unsupervised 

algorithms according to mining goals. Unsupervised learning deals with 

data as opposed to supervised learning. 

Data Visualization - performs various operations such as knowledge filtering from 

the output, analyzing the usefulness of extracted knowledge, and presenting the results to the 

Data mining tools used for segmentation analysis is an open source machine learning and data 

visualization for novice and expert called Orange. Orange (Fig.4) is a component-based data mining 

range of data visualization, exploration, preprocessing and modeling 

techniques. It can be used through an intuitive user interface or, for more advanced users, as a module 

for the Python programming language (Biolab, 2017). 

 
: Official toolbar icon for Orange data mining tool 

 

records in the 

characteristics 

as follows: 

the research method is to investigate numerous patron users 

6 year period from 2008 to (April) 2015, via data 

readers’ borrowing records by selecting the 

dimensional 

research needs. 

that available on-

data mart of the library bibliographic records. 

unsupervised 

Unsupervised learning deals with unlabeled 

performs various operations such as knowledge filtering from 

the output, analyzing the usefulness of extracted knowledge, and presenting the results to the 

chine learning and data 

based data mining 

range of data visualization, exploration, preprocessing and modeling 

tive user interface or, for more advanced users, as a module 
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Below screenshots (Fig.5 and Fig.6) are taken from the main GUI of Orange. 

 

Fig. 5: Orange canvas 

 
Fig. 6: Methods available in Orange for unsupervised clustering method 

Findings   

 
Findings with accordance to the research objectives stated are presented in this section. Table 1 

shows the users’ demographic profiles. Majority of them are Postgraduate students (71.29%) and 

followed by Undergraduate students (15.6%) whereas the minority were the External members 

(0.23%). Table 2 presents the frequency of transaction made by the library users in the analytical time 

window mentioned earlier. The highest transaction was made in a year 2012 with 29% followed by 

2013 (26.9%) and 2014 (21.5%). 
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Table 1: Category of Users 

Category of User Frequency Percent 

AF (Academic Facilitator) 22 2.58 

IM (External Member) 2 0.23 

Undergraduates 133 15.6 

Postgraduates 606 71.29 

SPEED (Partner students) 5 0.58 

Academic 44 5.17 

Non Academic 38 4.47 

 

Table 2: Total of borrowing transactions, by year 

Year of Transaction Frequency Percent 

2015 706 6.13 

2014 2479 21.5 

2013 3100 26.9 

2012 3349 29 

2011 263 2.28 

2008 - 2010 1620 14.06 

 

Segmentation results 
 

The highest frequency of popular subjects and classification were determined by analyzing user / 

patron ID with the Call Number data. Through the data mining process and requirements, an 

unsupervised clustering method was applied and illustrate all borrowers can be clustered into 8 

groups. There are different factors for each cluster and these are shown below: 

 

i. In Cluster 1, borrowers are Academic Facilitators (AF). They are interested in 

Commerce (HF), Industries, land use and labor (HD), books on Theory and Practice of 

Education (LB) and Languages and Literatures (PL)  

 

ii. In Cluster 2, borrowers are Individual Members (IM). They are interested books in 

Industries, land use and labor (HD) and Commerce (HF). 

 

iii. In Cluster 3, borrowers are postgraduate’s (PG) students (Master and PhD). They are 

most interested in Industries, land use and labor (HD), Theory and Practice of Education 

(LB), Commerce (HF), Social Sciences – General (H), Mathematics (QA), Statistics 

(HA), Finance (HG), English Language (PE), Sciences – General (Q) and History of 

Education (LA).  

 

iv. In Cluster 4, borrowers are non – academic staff members (SN) of Asia e University. 

They are interested in Industries, land use and labor (HD), Commerce (HF), Theory and 

Practice of Education (LB) and Mathematics (QA). 

 

v. In Cluster 5, borrowers are SPEED (SP06 & SP12) students (Executive Master & 

Executive Diploma programme). They are interested in Mathematics (QA) and 

Psychology (BF). 
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vi. In Cluster 6, borrowers are the Academic Staff (ST) of Asia e University. AeU 

academicians are more interested in Industries, land use and labor (HD), Commerce 

(HF), World History – Asia (DS), Mathematics (QA) and Social Sciences – General (H).  

 

vii. In Cluster 7, borrowers are Librarians (SYS). AeU Librarian are more interested to 

borrow books in land use and labor (HD), Theory and Practice of Education (LB), 

Finance (HG) and Mathematics (QA).    

 

viii. In Cluster 8, borrowers are Undergraduate students (Diploma and Degree). This 

category of students are more interested books in Commerce (HF), land use and labor 

(HD), Mathematics (QA), Theory and Practice of Education (LB), English Language 

(PE), Economic Theory and Demography (HB), Psychology (BF) and World History – 

Asia (DS).     

 
Table 3: Cluster profiles 

 

Cluster Group Subject Interest Number of borrowers Percentage 

Cluster 1 HF, HD, LB, PL 59 0.59% 

Cluster 2 HD, HF 40 0.4% 

Cluster 3 HD, LB, HF, H, QA, 

HA, HG, PE, Q, LA 

5120 51.7% 

Cluster 4 HD, HF, LB, QA 90 0.9% 

Cluster 5 QA, BF 10 0.1% 

Cluster 6 HD, HF, DS, QA, H 210 2.12% 

Cluster 7 HD,LB,HG, QA 67 0.67% 

Cluster 8 

HF, HD,QA, LB, 

PE,HB,BF,DS 539 5.44% 

 

The findings of clustering method are as exhibited in Table 3. An optimal number of segments 

generated using three main data entities is eight. Out of the total of eight clusters, Cluster 3 

contributes the majority of segment size with 51.7% of borrowers followed by Cluster 8 with 5.44%. 

Other clusters with minimal size such as from cluster 1 (0.59%), cluster 2 (0.4%) and cluster 4 (0.9%) 

can be further studied with library experts in terms of combining them, if appropriate, into one or two 

segments by considering the suitability or other relevant factors.  The main idea is to gain more 

suitable profile to personalize their needs that can be used to craft the future library planning. 

 

Borrowing Trend  
 

Postgraduate students borrowed significantly more than undergraduate students or any library 

borrowers group in the university’s Digital Library population. In cluster 3, Master Degree and PhD 

or DBA level holders borrowed 7499 books on average or 75.9% compared with Undergraduates 

students from cluster 8 who studied in Degree and Diploma level holders, who borrowed 875 books 

only. The borrowing trend can be extended from the angle of usage of such digital library. Razilan, 

Diljit and Fatimah Almah (2013) pioneered the study in the context of electronic libraries, as well as 

digital libraries, where they examined the relationships between usage of students of higher 

institution and its impact using formative measurement model via partial least squares (PLS) model. 

Embarking on the relationships may reveal predictive elements of the behavior of borrowers using 

additional borrower’s profiles.  
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Fig. 

Popular Subject and Classification

 
Land use and labor subjects from class number HD was described for the most popular subjects 

borrowed, that have the highest frequen

most popular subject being used and read by the user

frequent usage. Secondly, theory and practice of education

also among the top subjects borrowed. It contributes 1364 times or 13.8% 

Commerce subject from HF class 

to borrow from the collection. Chart as shown in Fig. 

books have been checked out within the modelling window selected for the study

 

Discussion 
 

This section includes a discussion of this study’s contribution to research and practitioners, limitation 

of the study and agenda for further research.

 

 Contributions to Research 
 

This study contributes to research 

visibility of what type of benefits can be received by libraries from data mining 

Secondly, it provides one framework to be used when examin

to assist Library authority in decision making and to craft strategic planning ahead to accommodate 

the current and future needs of the library 

assessed,  as proposed by Razilan (2014), Noor’Aini, Saiful Farik and Razilan (2014), on any related 

systems once deployment of the digital library commenced in a period of time (to obtain enough data 

for modelling needs).  

 

Contribution to Practice 
Researchers may use the results of this study to assist them in decision making in library 

budget preparations. Moreover, t

them where to focus in library expenses and what new services 

Apart from that, it may add value to the performance of digital library perspective (Razilan 2014) i.e. 

by considering the profiles generated from the bibliographic, 

entities as used in the study.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Distribution of borrowings 

 

Popular Subject and Classification 

from class number HD was described for the most popular subjects 

borrowed, that have the highest frequency with a huge margin.  It is interesting to reveal that 

most popular subject being used and read by the users which showed more than 2000 cumulative 

theory and practice of education from LB classification showed

also among the top subjects borrowed. It contributes 1364 times or 13.8% of the total transaction. 

subject from HF class number also played a major role. It managed to attract library users 

ection. Chart as shown in Fig. 7 stated that on average, a total of 1,152 times 

within the modelling window selected for the study.  

This section includes a discussion of this study’s contribution to research and practitioners, limitation 

study and agenda for further research. 

 

This study contributes to research two main valuable insights. Firstly it provides researchers 

benefits can be received by libraries from data mining approaches. 

Secondly, it provides one framework to be used when examining library data bibliographic in order 

ry authority in decision making and to craft strategic planning ahead to accommodate 

the current and future needs of the library users. Thirdly, the effectiveness of such plan can be 

Razilan (2014), Noor’Aini, Saiful Farik and Razilan (2014), on any related 

systems once deployment of the digital library commenced in a period of time (to obtain enough data 

may use the results of this study to assist them in decision making in library 

. Moreover, the research provides researchers with a few options and guiding 

n library expenses and what new services are suitable for the target group.  

Apart from that, it may add value to the performance of digital library perspective (Razilan 2014) i.e. 

by considering the profiles generated from the bibliographic, circulation (borrowing) and patron 

from class number HD was described for the most popular subjects 

to reveal that it is the 

more than 2000 cumulative 

from LB classification showed that it was 

the total transaction. 

to attract library users 

stated that on average, a total of 1,152 times 

This section includes a discussion of this study’s contribution to research and practitioners, limitation 

Firstly it provides researchers the 

approaches. 

library data bibliographic in order 

ry authority in decision making and to craft strategic planning ahead to accommodate 

users. Thirdly, the effectiveness of such plan can be 

Razilan (2014), Noor’Aini, Saiful Farik and Razilan (2014), on any related 

systems once deployment of the digital library commenced in a period of time (to obtain enough data 

may use the results of this study to assist them in decision making in library 

with a few options and guiding 

target group.  

Apart from that, it may add value to the performance of digital library perspective (Razilan 2014) i.e. 

and patron 
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Limitations of the Research 
 

There are a few limitations in this study, which could hinder generalizing the results. Firstly, data 

mining needs special tools and applications to generate the desired objectives and results. Secondly, 

open source tools like Oranges as used in this study, provides high level functions of analytical data 

mining where beginners need a great deal of time for tools exploration. Finally, data preparation is 

very tedious and may consume more than one third of the research duration. 

 

 Further Research  
 

This study provides a number of important themes for further research. It recommends the study can 

be extended on ezproxy login captured into digital library or electronic library. The digital library has 

become one of the major resources of knowledge acquisition where it is not limited to the academia 

but as well as to government and private sectors. Online database subscriptions (e-book, e-journal & 

etc.) may spark high costs. Having data mining to analytically explore the library borrowings data 

may lead to some important insights that can apply to reduce some costs. Moreover, injecting more 

attributes like demographic profiles of library users may add new insights of usage (Razilan, Diljit, 

Fatimah Almah, 2013; Razilan, Saiful Farik, Muhammad Khairulnizam and Wan Ab Kadir, 2015; 

Razilan, Safawi, Mohd Yusof, Fadhilnor & Zahari, 2014) indicated that ethnic and age play dominant 

role in the different of use of academic digital libraries of postgraduate students.  

 

Conclusion 
 
The segmentation of borrowing usage of one of private university’s Digital Library is presented. 

Moreover, all of the research questions are answered accordingly, supported by statistical and 

visualization analysis. This study revealed that, effective library resource usage relies on borrowers’ 

interest, programme offered at the university, subjects taken and the number of students. Results 

showed that subject on land, use and labor (HD) are the most popular subjects used and searched by 

library borrowers and the largest size of segment comprise of this subject. Thus, this may produce 

useful lead to library or library experts to craft their plan ahead in terms of subject allocation, budget, 

re-stock based on popular versus non-popular subjects and so forth. Based on the techniques applied, 

library administrators may regulate their library budgets accordingly based on the suggestions made 

by using the bibliomining process. This technique can be applied in any library as long as they have 

historical records on circulation transaction. It is a useful approach to justify estimation of certain 

monetary amount when preparing the library budget allocation. It may also set the priority on 

venturing money on hot or popular topics. 
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Abstract 

With increased attention of society to issues of income inequality, we decided to explore how the 

Social Progress Index relates to the overall distribution of GDP and when the Social Progress Index 

ceased to follow this behaviour. This paper describes the Social Progress Index for a holistic 

assessment of both social and economic progresses. The work analyses the main trends influencing 

the wellbeing of society in Europe. At the same time provides analyses of the relationship between 

economic development (measured by region GDP per capita) and social development of society 

(measured by Social Progress Index). In frames of significant difference between GDP and SPI, we 

tried to find a deeper understanding of the relationship. 

Keywords: Social progress, Income, Wellbeing, Social Progress Index (SPI) 

Introduction 

 

Economic growth in many countries has made it possible to improve the lives of hundreds of millions 

of people in many countries. But authors of SPI claim that (Social Progress Imperative, 2017): “a 

model of development based solely on economic progress is incomplete”. Economic growth alone is 

not enough. A society is not succeeding when it fails to address basic human needs, equip citizens to 

improve their quality of life, protect the environment, and provide opportunity for its citizens. 

Inclusive growth requires achieving both economic and social progress. 

The Social Progress Index aims to meet this urgent need through a robust and holistic measurement 

framework for social and environmental performance that can be used by leaders in government, 

business, and civil society to benchmark success and accelerate progress. The Social Progress Index 

is the first comprehensive framework for measuring social progress that is independent of GDP, but 

complementary to it. It was first implemented at the national level in 2014, and has been enhanced 

each year and expanded to regions, cities, and individual communities (Porter, 2015, Porter M., Stern 

S., Green M., 2016). The index is published by the non-profit organization The Social Progress 

Imperative, and is based on the writings of Amartya Sen, Douglass North, and Joseph Stiglitz 

(Pristine Journal, 2011). 

The European Union Social Progress Index, which is measured across the 272 regions of the 28 

European Union member states, is an aggregate index of 50 social and environmental indicators that 

capture three dimensions of social progress: Basic Human Needs, Foundations of Wellbeing, and 
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Opportunity. The Fig.1 shows the three dimensions each including four compone

components of every of them.  

Fig. 1: The components of the Social Progress Index 

Source: (Porter, 2015) 

This regional version of SPI may 

of economic development and thus regions 

they want to address with their Cohesion Policy Programme.

indicator for the European Commission to evaluate whether 

right issues. It is a composite index based on the aggregation of information from indicators derived 

from different sources (Annoni P., Dijkstra L., 2016

 

One of the key differences with other wellbeing indexes is that the

and environmental indicators and excludes GDP or 

behind the index is to measure social progress directly, rather than utilize economic proxies.

 

The essence of this paper is analysis 

between economic and social development

cause and consequences (this is perceived as a drawback, for example, in the Human Development 

Index used by the United Nations

and environmental aspects of region
this index to be (Annoni P., Dijkstra L.

inclusive growth”. 

shows the three dimensions each including four components and sub

Fig. 1: The components of the Social Progress Index  

may help regions to identify similar regions. This is possible at any level 

thus regions could learn about each other, solve and prioritise issues 

want to address with their Cohesion Policy Programme. SPI is useful because it can serve as an 

indicator for the European Commission to evaluate whether the 2014-2020 programmes address the 

It is a composite index based on the aggregation of information from indicators derived 

Annoni P., Dijkstra L., 2016). 

One of the key differences with other wellbeing indexes is that the Social Progress includes social 

and environmental indicators and excludes GDP or any other income-based indicator. The 

measure social progress directly, rather than utilize economic proxies.

analysis of SPI and GDP relationship to understand the relationship 

and social development. The advantage of SPI is the possibility to separate the 

cause and consequences (this is perceived as a drawback, for example, in the Human Development 

y the United Nations). The Social Progress Index has been designed to describe social 

aspects of regions, thus it is a complement of GDP. The authors of SPI designed 
Annoni P., Dijkstra L., 2016): „a robust, comprehensive and practical measure of 

nts and sub-

 

at any level 

prioritise issues 

can serve as an 

address the 

It is a composite index based on the aggregation of information from indicators derived 

cludes social 

based indicator. The main idea 

measure social progress directly, rather than utilize economic proxies.  

the relationship 

The advantage of SPI is the possibility to separate the 

cause and consequences (this is perceived as a drawback, for example, in the Human Development 

gress Index has been designed to describe social 

ors of SPI designed 
comprehensive and practical measure of 
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Several indexes already try to go beyond GDP, such as the Human Development Index and the 

Happiness Index (Bubbico B., Dijkstra L., 2011, Annoni P., Dijkstra L.,2016, European Commission, 

2017), but none specifically tracks social and environmental outcomes. These outcomes include 

access to schools, healthcare, a clean environment, sanitation and nutrition.  

 

While there might be (for someone) a clear correlation between the level of economic development 

and social progress, the relationship varies significantly. A country classification by income level 

often does not correspond to its level of social progress, especially in middle and lower income 

countries. All but one country in the high and very high-social progress tiers are also high-income 

countries, but not all high- or upper middle-income countries rank in the top half of social progress 

countries. For example, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela are all relatively high-income countries 

but lower ranked on social progress (Ramos, Royuela, 2014). 

Methods and Data 
 

In this paper were used data regarding SPI (The Social Progress Imperative - Dataset, 2017) and GDP 

(Eurostat statistical data, 2016) for 2016 across the 272 regions of the 28 European Union member 

states. The data consists of NUTS 2 of 9 states of EU. As a method for our research was used 

correlation and regression analysis. The correlation analysis is aimed at determining the intensity of 

potential dependencies between random variables of the statistical set. The result of the analysis is 

determination of the degree of dependence, which is realized by calculating the values of the different 

types of correlation coefficients. The higher the value of the correlation coefficient, the higher the 

dependence (in the causal relationship) or the relationship (in association) between the variables X 

and Y. 

Regression analysis is used to determine the statistical dependencies between dependant variable and 

one (or more) independent variables. The most common goal of regression analysis is to quantify the 

best estimates of unknown regression model parameters. A simple linear regression model is called a 

model where the graph of the regression function is a straight line and we can formally express it:

  

Yi = α + βxi + εi,  

where εi are independent random variables for which Eεi = 0, Dεi = σ2, i = 1,2, … , n.  

εi is called a random folder in a linear model. A random component involves the effect of random 

influences or the effect of quantities not included in the model. We used the least squares method to 

estimate the regression parameters. The least squares method provides sufficient parameter estimates 

only when all assumptions about the data and regression model are met (Meloun, Militký,  2006). 

In order to build a regression model, the proper variables have to be selected. The choice of variables 

focuses on those independent variables that explain a significant volume of variability depending on 

the variable (Hendl, 2004). This phase of research requires the breakdown of variables into dependent 

and independent variables. A meaningful use of regression analysis requires that the choice of 

dependent and independent variables is based on the hypothesis of the causal dependence. The causal 

dependence arises either from the previous implementation of the correlation analysis or is evident 

from the nature of the phenomena investigated. 

In our research, GDP (economic progress) is a prerequisite for achieving high SPI (social progress). 

For this reason, the SPI index was chosen for the dependent variable and GDP was chosen as the 

explanatory variable. It must be stated that this view is a simplification of the actual relationship 

between social and economic progress, since social progress is likely to be linked to the economic 

progression. 

 

As the results of the regression analysis are susceptible to the violation of OLS assumptions, normal 

distribution and other assumptions have been tested. Rejection of the existence of normal distribution 
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is often due to the existence of outliers. However, it can be partially removed by application of 

appropriate procedures (Meloun, Militký, 2006). 

Results 
 

How was mentioned before, economic development alone is not sufficient to explain social progress 

outcomes. That is why we try to find optimal way how to assess quality of life by comparison of two 

approaches - economic and social.  

 

Fig. 2 shows that there is a subtle dependence between European Social Progress Index scores and 

GDP per capita. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Relation between the EU regional SPI and GDP per capita (2016) 

 
Four values were classified as outliers and therefore were excluded from analyses, namely Inner 

London (now known Inner London – West and Inner London – East), Luxembourg, Brussels and 

Hamburg. 
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Fig. 2: Regional GDP per capita and Social Progress Index (sorted by decreasing sequence 

GDP) 

The figure 3 indicates that there is a visible dependence between SPI and GDP mostly among regions 

on the lower end of GDP. This can be interpreted as a situation where a certain amount of GDP 

ceases to increase SPI. The figure 4 shows the distribution of cumulative correlation between GDP 

and SPI. It can be seen from the figure that there is a maximum point, i.e. the correlation between 

GDP and SPI takes the highest values for regions with GPD per capita lower than 98.22 in PPS 

(Purchasing Power Standard).  

 

 

Fig. 3: Cumulative correlation coefficient between SPI and GDP (descending order) 

 

Provided analyse show that economic growth translates into social improvement, but after some 

threshold this dependence ceased to exist. Fig. 5 represents the strong dependence between the SPI 

and the GDP lower than 98.22. 
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Fig. 4:  Regression between SPI and GDP for reagion with GDP < 98. 

Fig. 6 shows that the residuals does not show any significant signs of heteroscedasticity. 

 
Fig.5: Residual analyses 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 

The results of the regression analysis have demonstrated the existence of a stochastic dependence 

between economic and social progress. This result leads to the conclusion that regional SPIs are 

growing with GDP growth. This relationship is not equivalent - when GDP grows by 1 PPS per 
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capita, SPI grows only by 0.45 units (which is apparent at least for regions with GDP below 98.22 

PPS per capita). 

 

The results of the regression analysis have clearly demonstrated the effect of the variability of the SPI 

index in the case of regions with a GDP per capita higher than 98.22 purchasing power standards. 

This limit was found by means of a correlation analysis, the results of which are shown in the curve 

in Figure 4. The concave course of the curve demonstrates the existence of a limit point in which the 

dependence between the variables studied increases. From this value (GDP = 98.22), the already 

found relationship fades. This can be explained by the hypothesis of the marginal declining benefit of 

economic progress in the direction of social progress, but it should be thoroughly examined in further 

research. 

 

Limitations of our research stem mainly from the data base that was based solely on data for 2016 

due to the recent creation of the SPI index. In the subsequent research, our focus will be on deeper 

exploration of this concave dependence and the context of income inequality. One possible 

explanation for the variability of the SPI index, even at very similar levels of GDP, can be explained 

by the existence of strong income inequality, which leads to the fact that even high GDP values do 

not lead to demonstrable social progress. 

 

At the end it could be stated that thanks to rigorous and holistic measure of inclusiveness that is 

independent of GDP and other economic measures, the Social Progress Index provides a powerful 

tool for evaluating effectiveness of economic to social progress transformation. Thanks to that it can 

be used for leaders in government and broad society to benchmark performance, identify priorities for 

action, and to track the impact of interventions. 
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Abstract 
 
The Slovak economy is for a long time dealing with the problem of capital intensity. It is lagging 
behind other developed countries with significant improvement since 2014. However, the spread of 
undercapitalization is selective to industries which are present in the economy since the era of 
socialism. New established industries are not dealing with this issue. Despite the lag behind other 
developed countries, the situation is relatively favourable when compared with other CEE countries. 
The difference in the structure of the fixed assets between Slovakia and other developed countries lies 
in lack of intellectual assets on expense of machines and other non-intellectual assets.  

Keywords: Undercapitalization, Capital Stock, Intellectual Assets,  

JEL Classification: E22, E24, O34 

Introduction and Motivation 

Lagging in the capital intensity (i.e. undercapitalization) was perceived as a barrier to greater 
performance of the former transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe. The economic theory 
perceives changes in the capital to labor ratio as an explanatory factor for the economic growth and 
convergence of their level (see Solow growth theory). This paper examines how the Slovak economy 
overcame this undercapitalization problem. We assume that during the economy transformation, the 
level of capital intensity improved significantly, however, very differently within the sectors. It is 
also possible that there were significant differences within the group of former socialist economies of 
Central and Eastern Europe. We seek the answers to following questions: 
 
To what extent the problem of the low capital to labor ratio has already been removed (alleviated)? 
Are there any sectors in which this process has progressed very significantly or on the other hand 
lagged? 
 
Was the elimination of the undercapitalization associated with the formation of a similar fixed capital 
structure as we see in the most advanced economies? Has the convergence to the level of capital 
intensity of advanced economies been accompanied by imitation of their structure of fixed capital? 
 

The Issue of Undercapitalization Overcoming in Literature 
 

In the well-known simple production function is the amount of production defined by labor (L) and 
capital (K), therefore Q = f(K, L). The ratio K/L is used to express the capital intensity. Many 
remarkable papers focus on topic how changes in capital volume and capital intensity affected 
economic growth and the convergence of CEE countries. For example, Dombi (2013) proved with 
the use of growth accounting that the main driver of economic growth in CEE countries was the 
capital accumulation in the period after the year 1995, while the impact of the labor and multifactor 
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productivity was only marginal. That means the CEE countries followed the model of extensive and 
investment-oriented growth with a significant increase in K/L ratio. The results of so-called 
“development accounting” suggests that lower levels of GDP per hour worked in CEE countries 
(particularly compared to Germany) can be primarily attributed to their less capital intensity and 
secondary to their lower multifactor productivity (while the job quality is about the same as in 
Germany). The very low initial level of capital intensity, coupled with the higher level of investments 
rate (share of capital formation in GDP) than in developed economies had resulted in the significant 
potential for capital accumulation and thus, rapid economic growth.  
 
Doyle, Kuijs and Jiang (2001) conducted an analysis for the period from 1991 to 1999 and stated that 
in the case of Slovakia, the benefit of fixed capital formation growth to GDP growth was the 
dominant driver (six times stronger than the contribution of multifactor productivity). However, the 
group of CEE countries achieved relatively heterogeneous results with the various contribution of 
capital in different countries. They also pointed out to difficulties in estimation of capital stock and 
capital intensity at the beginning of a transformation in these countries. A significant part of the 
capital had to be discarded as ineligible for further production. In Slovakia, the estimated capital 
intensity was relatively high even before the transformation process began (what was caused by the 
historically significant investments in the sectors of heavy machinery, arms production, and other 
capital intensive productions). 
 
The importance of capital (more precisely its contribution to economic growth) varies greatly 
depending on the selected period of analysis: Borys, Polgár and Zlate (2008) in their analysis of the 
period 1997 – 2006 came to little different conclusions than papers mentioned above. They attributed 
in the CEE countries higher contribution to multifactor productivity and less contribution of capital 
changes. However, what these analyses have in common is the relatively high contribution of 
changes in capital and significantly lower (sometimes negative) contribution of changes in the labor 
force. Okáli (2008) revealed the contribution of production factors for different time periods. The 
contribution of changes in the capital is always dominant. 
 
As well as in the already mentioned paper by Doyle, Kuijs and Jiang (2001), the paper by Němec 
and Prachár (2000) addresses the topic of the specific barrier for greater growth in the capital 
intensity – a slow depreciation of assets. Němec and Prachár (2000) elaborate the issue of blocked 
funds for capital renewal. Due to the increase in prices of capital goods (with the slow depreciation of 
capital), there was no room to cumulate sufficient amount of funds for replacement of worn-out 
capital. Consequently, other resources of funding must be used (loans and other “temporary solutions 
alleviating the pressure on resources”). 
 
In summary, the increase in capital intensity in the Slovak Republic and CEE countries is in the 
literature considered to be a decisive factor in economic growth (although differently seen in various 
periods). The capital formation was mainly in the earlier stages of transformation complicated and 
distorted by slow depreciation (depreciation did not create a sufficient supply of capital 
reproduction). 

 

The Problem of Low Capital Intensity Moderated. However, This Process 

Lagged Behind In Some Areas. 
 
The literature demonstrates the importance of capital expansion and increase in capital intensity for 
the growth of the Slovak economy. Therefore, the undercapitalization explains the economy 
underperformance, yet gives the opportunity for higher economic growth and quicker catching-up. 
Here we focus on the assessment of the undercapitalization and changes in capital to labour ratio. In 
order to reflect the status of undercapitalization, we utilize the stock of fixed assets per employed, an 
approach based on national accounts methodology (Box 1). The volume of gross fixed assets is 
divided by the employment (based on ESA 2010 methodology). Thus, we obtain the ratio capable of 
international comparison. Its values describe what was the fixed assets (fixed capital) per worker.    
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The higher levels of fixed assets per employed
The CEE economies are concentrated in the lower
capital to labor ratio is combined with low labor productivity (labor productivity is expressed as value
added per worker). 
 

 
 
 
F i g u r e  1:Combinations of fixed assets per employed and value added per 

 
Note:  CEE- Central and Eastern Europe

Productivity calculated as value added divided by 
Source:  Own calculations based on Eurostat
 
Approximately the same level of determination can be identified in the relationship between fixed 
assets per employed and compensat
employees volume divided by the number of employees (by categories of national accounts).

0 100

fixed assets per employed

CEE economies

Box 1: Asset types in databases

Eurostat databases (prepared in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1392/2007) include the following 
asset types for the data on gross fixed capital formation:
Total Construction 

-dwellings 
-other buildings and structures

Machinery and equipment + weapon systems
 - transport equipment 
 - ICT equipment 

- other machinery and equipment + weapon systems
Cultivated biological resources 
Intellectual property products 
 
Source: Eurostat (Annual national accounts data, metadata)

levels of fixed assets per employed are linked with higher labor productivity (Figure 1). 
economies are concentrated in the lower-left quadrant of the figure where low levels of 

is combined with low labor productivity (labor productivity is expressed as value

r e  1:Combinations of fixed assets per employed and value added per employed

EUR, 2013) 

Central and Eastern Europe 
Productivity calculated as value added divided by a volume of employed.  
Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 

Approximately the same level of determination can be identified in the relationship between fixed 
assets per employed and compensation of employees level. We deal with the compensations of 
employees volume divided by the number of employees (by categories of national accounts).
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trend has an exponential character in both cases (Figure 1 and 2). When the fixed assets per employed 
reach level 350 thousand EUR, there is a significant increase in the labor productivity as well as in
average employees’ compensation. However, this 
gain the information on development in fixed assets per employed 
phenomenon of undercapitalization is
the group of TOP3 countries. TOP3 group consists of three EU countries with the highest level of 
fixed assets per employed ratio. Thus, the figure 3 deals with the values of CEE countries in 
comparison to the three EU countries with the highest ratio of fixed assets p
of analyzed period. 
 

 
 
F i g u r e 2: Combinations of fixed assets per 

 
Note:  CEE- Central and Eastern Europe. 

Average compensation calculat
employees. 

Source:  Own calculations based on Eurostat
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CEE economies

trend has an exponential character in both cases (Figure 1 and 2). When the fixed assets per employed 
reach level 350 thousand EUR, there is a significant increase in the labor productivity as well as in
average employees’ compensation. However, this is only a steady approach. Thus, it is not possible to 
gain the information on development in fixed assets per employed ratio and recognize 
phenomenon of undercapitalization is diminishing. The development trend is shown using ratios t

TOP3 countries. TOP3 group consists of three EU countries with the highest level of 
fixed assets per employed ratio. Thus, the figure 3 deals with the values of CEE countries in 
comparison to the three EU countries with the highest ratio of fixed assets per employed 

r e 2: Combinations of fixed assets per employed and compensation of employees (

EUR, 2013) 

Central and Eastern Europe.  
Average compensation calculated as compensation of employees (per year) divided by a volume

Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 
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F i g u r e  3: Relative level of fixed assets per employed ratio (TOP3 = 1) 

Note: 
TOP3- average level of three countries with the highest level of total fixed assets – labor ratio (these countries 
are Denmark, Austria, and Finland). 
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 

 
Up to 2009, there was visible a significant catching-up process in the case of SR to the level of TOP3. 
However, since then, the relative level of Slovakia to TOP3 did not change dramatically. Moreover, 
the catching-up process in fixed assets per employed ratio was also hampered in some other CEE 
countries. This might be associated with the general fall in investments during the “troubled” period 
after the recession. 
 
Now we focus on the relative level of fixed assets to employed ratio – by asset type and by sectors. 
We follow the typology of fixed assets according to the methodology of national accounts (see Box 
1). We utilize from this typology the top three categories: total construction, machinery and 
equipment and intellectual property products – for the sake of simplicity we refer to them further as 
“intellectual assets”. “Intellectual assets” consist of software, databases, research and development 
products etc. 
 
In the gross perspective, we observe that the Slovak economy improved its relative fixed assets per 
employed ratio to TOP3 from 34.7 % in 2004 to 47.3 % in 2013 (Table 1). It implies a substantial 
convergence. However, this process took place mainly in period 2004 – 2009. Since 2009, the ratio is 
for SR rather stable at the same relative level with no significant change. 
 
The undercapitalization does not apply to the sectors, which can be described as the newly emerging 
ones in the former transforming economy. Those are the IT sector, as well as the sector of financial 
and insurance activities. The level of fixed assets per employed is in these sectors in Slovakia almost 
at the same level as in TOP3 countries (in 2013). The much less favorable situation is in the 
“traditional” sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing, trade, transportation, accommodation or food 
services. The relative position of the Slovak Republic has been better than the average of CEE 
countries and V4 (V4 average is lowered by very low levels in Poland). 
 
The disaggregation of fixed assets to individual types (see Box 1) has some remarks worthy of 
mention: 
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The relative level of machinery and equipment per employed ratio is higher than in other types of 
fixed assets. 
 
The Slovak economy most significantly lags behind the level of TOP3 countries in the intellectual 
assets per employed ratio. 
 
The extreme cases are the intellectual assets per employed ratios in manufacturing and sophisticated 
services (professional, scientific and technical activities). The Slovak position in these areas is 
particularly adverse. 
 

T a b l e 1 :  Relative level of fixed assets - labor ratio 

(relative level of Slovak economy to selected country groups) 

 

Total fixed assets 

 SR to TOP3 SR to CEE SR to V4 

2004 2013 2004 2013 2004 2013 

Total economy 34,7 47,3 117,3 124,2 109,8 128,4 
Agriculture 21,3 38,7 166,6 198,4 118,4 154,5 
Manufacturing 35,9 51,2 161,8 182,4 129,2 149,2 
Trade, transport, accomodation... 41,9 59,3 120,2 128,6 108,2 122,7 
Information and communication 72,4 95,6 123,9 162,7 99,9 130,9 
Financial and insurance activities 70,7 94,7 182,7 209,9 157,8 174,6 
Professional, scientific and technical activities.... 31,9 47,8 91,8 117,9 85,3 111,7 
Public administration, education, healthcare.... 53,5 77,1 123,8 143,4 87,8 111,4 

Fixed assets- construction 

Total economy 32,8 43,5 107,7 113,8 104,7 122,2 
Agriculture 19,7 34,5 181,5 208,4 123,0 153,0 
Manufacturing 46,6 63,3 150,8 165,4 131,7 145,0 
Trade, transport, accomodation... 73,1 95,1 121,1 131,8 110,1 124,1 
Information and communication 74,5 71,9 93,8 106,1 87,2 97,4 
Financial and insurance activities 60,0 83,4 150,3 160,3 142,4 152,5 
Professional, scientific and technical activities.... 83,6 143,8 108,8 164,5 100,6 150,1 
Public administration, education, healthcare.... 79,3 83,4 112,6 136,4 79,3 105,5 

Fixed assets- machinery and equipment 

Total economy 43,7 73,5 141,8 154,3 116,7 140,4 
Agriculture 22,9 42,4 141,8 167,2 111,2 150,2 
Manufacturing 35,9 69,8 157,5 193,0 116,4 147,4 
Trade, transport, accomodation... 44,9 75,1 106,1 110,8 93,3 110,7 
Information and communication 81,3 147,7 152,4 213,4 105,7 149,4 
Financial and insurance activities 87,7 112,0 206,7 286,9 161,0 200,8 
Professional, scientific and technical activities.... 14,4 18,1 67,1 71,9 69,0 68,6 
Public administration, education, healthcare.... 60,1 71,6 178,4 173,6 127,9 134,8 

Fixed assets- intellectual property products 

Total economy 12,9 23,0 112,4 157,8 105,3 150,0 
Agriculture 30,3 53,2 161,9 288,1 132,1 180,9 
Manufacturing 5,2 7,5 88,9 126,6 81,1 118,8 
Trade, transport, accomodation... 26,4 50,8 110,7 240,0 144,5 176,6 
Information and communication 44,0 79,1 207,4 272,4 125,1 181,0 
Financial and insurance activities 65,1 88,1 258,9 284,8 180,4 183,7 
Professional, scientific and technical activities.... 5,5 7,8 28,6 31,7 23,2 33,5 
Public administration, education, healthcare.... 18,1 30,5 196,2 246,6 189,7 204,1 

Note: 
TOP3- average level of three countries with the highest level of total fixed assets – labor ratio (these countries 
are Denmark, Austria, and Finland). 
CEE- Central European economies (average). Data are available for Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, 
Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, and Slovakia.  
V4- Visegrad countries (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, and Hungary). 
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 
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In the overall picture of the state of undercapitalization in Slovakia, the weakest element is the level 
of intellectual assets per employed. The overcoming of the lag in the intellectual assets per employed 
has been proved to be far less successful than the overall overcoming of the deficit in the total assets 
per labor. Particularly significant is the lagging in the manufacturing sector – however, the Slovak 
manufacturing is achieving the best results among the CEE countries with available data. (Figure 4C 
and 4D). Moreover, the fact that this problem emerged in manufacturing represents an additional 
problem: the manufacturing performance is considered to be crucial for the competitiveness of the 
economy. 
 

A. Convergence with the TOP3 level in   B. Convergence with  TOP3 level in  

total fixed assets to labor ratio         „intellectual“ assets to labor ratio 

(whole economy, average of TOP3=1)      (whole economy, average of 

TOP3=1) 

  
 

C. Convergence with the TOP3 level in   D. Convergence with  TOP3 level in  

total fixed assets to labor ratio         „intellectual“ assets to labor ratio 

(manufacturing, average of TOP3=1)      (manufacturing, average of TOP3=1) 

  
 

F i g u r e  4: Catching-up with the most developed economies in assets to labor ratio 

 
Note: 
-TOP3 in figure 1A- an average of the group of three counties with the highest level of total fixed assets to labor 
ratio. In this case, the three countries are Denmark, Austria, and Finland.  
-TOP3 in figure 1B- an average of the group of three counties with the highest level of „intellectual“ assets to 
labor ratio. In 2004 these countries were Denmark, France, and Finland. In 2013 Denmark, Ireland and Finland.  
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-TOP3 in figure 1C- - an average of the group of three counties with
labor ratio in manufacturing.  In 2004 these countries were 
Denmark, Belgium and Finland. 
-TOP3 in figure 1D-  an average of the group of three counties with
labor ratio in manufacturing. In 2004 
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat

 

Particularities of Capital For

In the following, we deal with the category Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF is a
while up to this point we analyzed the stock variable). The CEE countries are characteristic by their 
extremely high share of machinery and equipment in the GFCF and extremely l
intellectual assets. In Figure 5 (combining
intellectual assets), the group of CEE countries is located in the lower right quadrant. A notable case 
is also the group of “peripheral” EU countries (e
machinery and equipment in GFCF i
share of constructions is necessarily very high).
 

If we narrow down our focus just on the manufacturing sector (previously labeled as a specific case 
in the undercapitalization of the Slov
more “extreme” values (further away from the 
located in upper left quadrant of Figure 6).
 

 
F i g u r e  5: Shares of machinery and equipment 

 
Note:  GFCF- gross fixed capital formation
 Calculated from indicators in current prices.
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat

0.22 0.27

share of machinery and equipment in GFCF

peripherial european

countries

of the group of three counties with the highest level of total fixed assets to 
In 2004 these countries were Denmark, Austria, and Netherlands.  In 2013 

of the group of three counties with the highest level of „intellectual“ assets to 
2004 and also in 2013 this group included Germany, France, and Finland. 

Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 

Particularities of Capital Formation Structure in the Slovak Economy 

In the following, we deal with the category Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF is a flow variable, 
this point we analyzed the stock variable). The CEE countries are characteristic by their 

extremely high share of machinery and equipment in the GFCF and extremely low share of 
igure 5 (combining the share of machinery and equipment with 

), the group of CEE countries is located in the lower right quadrant. A notable case 
“peripheral” EU countries (e.g. Greece, Portugal, Spain) where the low share of 

machinery and equipment in GFCF is combined with a low share of intellectual assets (therefore, the 
share of constructions is necessarily very high). 

If we narrow down our focus just on the manufacturing sector (previously labeled as a specific case 
the Slovak economy), we find a similar situation, however,

more “extreme” values (further away from the values in the most developed economies 
located in upper left quadrant of Figure 6). 

r e  5: Shares of machinery and equipment and „intellectual assets“ in gross fixed capital 

formation 

gross fixed capital formation 
Calculated from indicators in current prices. 

Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 
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F i g u r e  6:Shares of machinery and equipment 

 
Note:  GFCF- gross fixed capital formation
 Calculated from indicators in current prices.
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat
 

There is an extremely high proportion of machinery and equipment in 
the international comparison suggests that there is an overall tendency of decline in the share of 
machinery and equipment (Figure 7). On the other hand, the sha
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other CEE countries, but only with almost insignificant values. 
structural change is taking place in the advanced economies: the investments in machinery and 
equipment are substituted by invest
known facts about the investment process). More interesting is rather t
strongly deviate from these tendencies. 
by machines and equipment with
could be at least partially explained by the fact that optimal conditions for convergence in intellectual 
assets can be created only after a certain level of machines and equipment is reached.  
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r e  6:Shares of machinery and equipment and „intellectual assets“ in gross fixed capital 

formation- in manufacturing 

gross fixed capital formation 
Calculated from indicators in current prices. 

Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 
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F i g u r e  7: Structural change of fixed investment in manufacturing: share of machinery and 

equipment on GFCF. 
 
Note: percentage of total gross fixed capital formation, differences in percentage points 
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 

 

Also, the investment structure was influenced by the typical fragmentation of production during 
which the less intellectual demanding activities of mass production developed in the CEE countries 
(see Garielová, 2008 or Morvay et al., 2015). It is the middle part of production chain, which is 
characterized by a lower rate of value-added; it has assembly nature or high intensity of physical 
capital in the form of machinery and equipment. This fragmentation contributed in a certain phase of 
former transition economies development to expansion of investments in machinery and equipment.  
The evolving nature of production is necessarily related to the nature of fixed investments. 
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F i g u r e  8:Structural change of fixed investment in manufacturing: share of „intellectual 

capital“ on the gross fixed capital formation. 
 
Note: percentage of total gross fixed capital formation, differences in percentage points 
Source: Own calculations based on Eurostat- data. 
 

Conclusion 

 
The undercapitalization of the Slovak economy has eased during the recent decades. However, it was 
a very uneven process: the massive increase in labor to capital ratio lasted till the period of 2009 
recession, and then it froze. The undercapitalization used as the general characteristics of the 
economy in the previous period was deeply sectorally differentiated: It was absent in the sectors 
formed during the post-socialist period. The sectors such as information and communication or 
financial and insurance services were formed with similar capital intensity as they did in advanced 
economies. However, the undercapitalization was significantly present in sectors, which have been 
traditional present in the former socialist economy (agriculture, manufacturing, trade, transportation, 
accommodation, etc.).      
Although the Slovak economy lagged in capital to labor ratio behind the most advanced economies, 
the position of Slovakia in the CEE countries has been relatively favorable. The total fixed assets per 
employed ratio increased in Slovakia substantially, however, the level of intellectual assets per 
employed remained at very low levels. The Slovak economy has particularly improved in one 
segment of capital intensity: in the machinery and equipment per employed ratio. It appears to be 
related to the nature of the production which is especially intensive for this component of fixed 
assets.  
In the process of undercapitalization overcoming, the similar structure of fixed capital as may be 
observed in advanced countries has not been formed yet. The dynamics of machinery and equipment 
accumulation was particularly high, however, the accumulation of intellectual assets almost 
negligible. 
The “weak spot” in the process of capital to labor ratio convergence is the development of intellectual 
assets per employed in manufacturing and sophisticated services (professional, scientific and 
technical activities). The position of the Slovak economy is particularly poor here. 
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Abstract 
 
The article is devoted to the analysis of factors of the inflationary process in Russia. It shows the 

influence of internal factors on the consumer price index, such as price expectations, the amount of 

money supply, per capita incomes of the population, as well as external factors: exchange rate, foreign 

trade openness. It is substantiated that in the conditions of heterogeneity of economic space, 

differentiation of territorial involvement in trade and economic relations in large federal states, there are 

differences in the price reaction of the regional economies. The depreciation of the ruble, as a 

macroeconomic factor, in regions with a high and low level of foreign trade dependence has spatial 

differences in price manifestations. The principles of coordination of actions of the federal center and 

regions in the implementation of the stabilization policy are formulated, allowing taking into account the 

external economic differences and the reaction of regions to changes in macroeconomic indicators.  

Keywords: inflation; monetary policy; currency crisis; macroeconomic instability; territorial 

differentiation. 

Introduction 
 
The development of a theoretical model of inflation processes is the subject of many scientific papers. In 

the theory of inflation, the main problems are focused on the identification of factors and the driving 

forces of inflation in the country, which facilitates the choice of instruments and methods for conducting 

monetary policy to ensure price stability. Theoretical and practical questions of modeling and regulation 

of inflation processes are devoted to the works of R.J. Barro and D.B. Gordon (1983), C.A. Sims (1992), 

M. Woodford (1994), K. Aoki (2003), B.S. Bernanke (2005), J. Boivin, P. Eliasz and others. In 

publications J.B. Taylor (1999), J. Galí (2014) and R. Gupta (2017), attention is paid to the evaluation of 

factors and the mechanism for implementing anti-inflationary policies. The specific features of inflation 

processes in Russia, the impact of external economic factors and structural changes on the money sector 

of the economy are devoted to: A.O. Baranov (2015), E. Deryugina (2016), S. Tabata (2016), A.V. 

Ramazanov (2016), E.S. Alpatova (2016), etc. At the same time, insufficient attention has been paid to 

the problems of inflation and ensuring price stability in the conditions of spatially heterogeneous 

economic systems, the specifics of the factors determining the level of prices and the reaction of the 

regional economies to foreign economic factors and changing institutional conditions. In our opinion, the 

study of inflation processes in Russia requires the inclusion of both macroeconomic factors affecting the 

overall price level and the meso level factors associated with territorial socioeconomic characteristics, 

which together determine the variability of regional susceptibilities and differences in the level of price 

stability. 
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External and internal factors of inflation processes in Russia  

Inflation is traditionally understood as a sustained, steady decline in the purchasing power of a monetary 

unit, manifested in the growth of the general price level. Influence of inflation is ambiguous: insignificant 

inflation promotes increase in economic activity, stimulates growth of GNP and promotes economic 

development. A high level of inflation has negative consequences for the standard of living of the 

population, the structure and magnitude of real incomes, and the activity of business processes. Because 

of this, inflation is an object of monitoring and one of the goals of economic policy with its significant 

manifestations. 

The development of stabilization measures and the mechanism of active actions depends on an 

understanding of the factors that induce inflation. Depending on the key factors generating a rise in 

prices, there are: a) inflation, inspired by the monetary or real sector (a wide range of determinants, such 

as monetary, demand inflation, cost inflation); b) inflation, determined by internal, endogenous factors 

and external, exogenous for the country; c) inflation associated with objective events (for example, within 

the political cycle, economic shocks, etc.) or subjective, such as household expectations; d) system 

factors (macroeconomic nature) that determine the average, aggregated price level in the country and 

regional inflation, which is caused by meso level factors that generate a lot of price variations. 

Identification of the type of inflation is essential for the choice of stabilization policy instruments, as well 

as regional strategies for maintaining stability in the face of increasing external economic instability. 

To assess the impact of inflation factors on the general price level in Russia, we will conduct a study of 

the statistical dependence of the consumer price index adjusted for seasonality (CPI) with the following 

internal and external indicators reflecting the effect of the relevant factors: 

a) expected (previous) value of the consumer price index adjusted for seasonality; 

b) growth rate of the money supply (M2 aggregate in the national definition), adjusted for 

seasonality; 

c) growth rate of per capita income of the population, adjusted for seasonality; 

d) growth rate of the weighted average US dollar rate adjusted for seasonality. 

The alignment of the series of data was carried out using the Hodrick-Prescott filter, the statistical 

dependence was determined based on the correlation coefficients of the monthly statistics of the 

indicators for the period from January 2006 to January 2016 with a lag of 1 to 36 months, the source of 

which was data from the Statistical Bulletin of the Bank of Russia. The results of the analysis are shown 

in Figure 1. 

According to the results of the analysis, a strong statistical dependence (the absolute value of the 

autocorrelation coefficient exceeds 0.7) between the consumer price index in the current period and the 

consumer price indices taken with a shift persists for 12 months, which indicates a high value of 

inflationary expectations and a significant inertia of changes in System of prices. 

The change in the volume of money supply is accompanied by moderate changes in the consumer price 

index only after 12-18 months, which indicates the high extent of the transmission mechanism of 

monetary policy in Russia. 

The change in the per capita income of the population is also accompanied by changes in consumer prices 

with a lag of at least 6 months, the closest relationship between these indicators is observed with a lag of 

14 months, this indicates that Russian households form their consumer decisions on expenditures based 

on the possibilities of permanent or Long-term consumption, rather than from the level of current income. 

The high statistical dependence between consumer prices and the weighted average US dollar rate for the 

first 6 months indicates that foreign economic shocks and changes in the value of imported goods are 
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instantly reflected in the dynamics of consumer prices. This is an objective factor of the external nature 

from which any developing country that has a monopoly in both exports and imports is poorly protected. 

In our opinion, the weighty influence of the dollar rate can be explained by three effects: 

1) change in the exchange rate has a direct effect on the value of the consumer basket, due to the 

high dependence on imports in the consumption of the population of Russia; 

2) increase in prices for imported goods leads to a shift in the share of demand for consumption of 

domestic products, which in the absence of a corresponding increase in supply in the short term provokes 

an increase in the price level; 

3) increase in the exchange rate forms expectations of price increases among consumers and 

producers, which stimulates the expansion of demand, the reduction of supply and increases the overall 

level of prices in the country. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Analysis of CPI and inflation factors interdependence. 

Based on the information on time lags providing the closest relationship between the dynamics of 

consumer prices and the dynamics of the indices of the components of the inflationary process, a multiple 

regression model has been created that makes it possible to determine the contribution of individual 

factors to the formation of a common price level in each of the periods of inflationary processes in Russia 

under consideration. In our opinion, the inertial component of inflation should be excluded from the 

factorial distribution, since inflation expectations are formed under the influence of changes in per capita 

income, money supply and exchange rate dynamics and the preservation of this component is likely to 
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lead to a shift in the estimates of the significance of other factors. The results of the factor analysis are 

shown in Figure 2. 

In each of the periods under review, the factors have different significance, so the reduction in the growth 

rates of consumer prices in 2009

rates of the money supply (as confirmed by the relevant studies of Russian authors 

2015; Golovnin, 2016; Grigoryev

maximum in the periods of the 2008 and 2014 crises. Currently, foreign economic factors and the 

dynamics of the currency rate have a significant impact on the state of the price system in. During the 

period 2015-2016 there was an unpreceden

exchange market, which generated differently directed impulses to change the general price level. The 

problem of achieving macroeconomic stability and exit from crisis processes is complicated by 

that the economy of large federal states typically has high socio

context. This means that aggregated indicators like "average hospital temperature" do not give an idea of 

the actual processes, respectively, of the required changes, a combination of the center's tools and regions 

necessary to accelerate the yield to the price stability of the country as a whole. Individual regions show 

different reactions to changes in the parameters of the functioning of th

Fig. 2: Analysis of the impact of factors on inflation in Russia.

Regional factors of inflation processes in the Russian Federation
 

As it is known, the Russian Federation is a large and spatially heterogeneous economic system, so 

macroeconomic factors have a specific manifestation at the level of the territories. The authors formulated 

the hypothesis that the most important external factor for the dynamics of the level of consumer prices (it 

is revealed that it is the exchange rate

country) in different ways affects the price stability in the regions, which is largely determined by their 

foreign trade dependence. 

To test this hypothesis, the subjects of the Russian Feder

external economic openness (dependence). To separate the sample into clusters, the Ward's method of 

clustering was used, the metric was the square of the Euclidean distance, the cluster analysis was based 

on the external economic indicators of 85 constituent entities of the Russian Federation for 2015. As 

parameters of the difference in the level of external economic dependence of regional economies, the 

following were determined: 1) foreign trade quota (the 

ft in the estimates of the significance of other factors. The results of the factor analysis are 

In each of the periods under review, the factors have different significance, so the reduction in the growth 

9-2011 in many respects was determined by the decrease in the growth 

rates of the money supply (as confirmed by the relevant studies of Russian authors (Tabata

Grigoryev, 2015), and the impact of the exchange rate turned out to be the 

maximum in the periods of the 2008 and 2014 crises. Currently, foreign economic factors and the 

dynamics of the currency rate have a significant impact on the state of the price system in. During the 

2016 there was an unprecedented volatility of the US dollar rate in the Russian foreign 

exchange market, which generated differently directed impulses to change the general price level. The 

problem of achieving macroeconomic stability and exit from crisis processes is complicated by 

that the economy of large federal states typically has high socio-economic differentiation in the regional 

context. This means that aggregated indicators like "average hospital temperature" do not give an idea of 

, of the required changes, a combination of the center's tools and regions 

necessary to accelerate the yield to the price stability of the country as a whole. Individual regions show 

different reactions to changes in the parameters of the functioning of the national economy.

Analysis of the impact of factors on inflation in Russia. 

egional factors of inflation processes in the Russian Federation 

As it is known, the Russian Federation is a large and spatially heterogeneous economic system, so 

macroeconomic factors have a specific manifestation at the level of the territories. The authors formulated 

the hypothesis that the most important external factor for the dynamics of the level of consumer prices (it 

is revealed that it is the exchange rate determined by the system of external economic relations of the 

country) in different ways affects the price stability in the regions, which is largely determined by their 

To test this hypothesis, the subjects of the Russian Federation were typologized according to the level of 

external economic openness (dependence). To separate the sample into clusters, the Ward's method of 

clustering was used, the metric was the square of the Euclidean distance, the cluster analysis was based 

the external economic indicators of 85 constituent entities of the Russian Federation for 2015. As 

parameters of the difference in the level of external economic dependence of regional economies, the 

following were determined: 1) foreign trade quota (the ratio of the arithmetic mean value of the value of 

ft in the estimates of the significance of other factors. The results of the factor analysis are 

In each of the periods under review, the factors have different significance, so the reduction in the growth 

2011 in many respects was determined by the decrease in the growth 

Tabata, 2016; Akalin, 

d out to be the 

maximum in the periods of the 2008 and 2014 crises. Currently, foreign economic factors and the 

dynamics of the currency rate have a significant impact on the state of the price system in. During the 

ted volatility of the US dollar rate in the Russian foreign 

exchange market, which generated differently directed impulses to change the general price level. The 

problem of achieving macroeconomic stability and exit from crisis processes is complicated by the fact 

economic differentiation in the regional 

context. This means that aggregated indicators like "average hospital temperature" do not give an idea of 

, of the required changes, a combination of the center's tools and regions 

necessary to accelerate the yield to the price stability of the country as a whole. Individual regions show 

e national economy. 

 

As it is known, the Russian Federation is a large and spatially heterogeneous economic system, so 

macroeconomic factors have a specific manifestation at the level of the territories. The authors formulated 

the hypothesis that the most important external factor for the dynamics of the level of consumer prices (it 

determined by the system of external economic relations of the 

country) in different ways affects the price stability in the regions, which is largely determined by their 

ation were typologized according to the level of 

external economic openness (dependence). To separate the sample into clusters, the Ward's method of 

clustering was used, the metric was the square of the Euclidean distance, the cluster analysis was based 

the external economic indicators of 85 constituent entities of the Russian Federation for 2015. As 

parameters of the difference in the level of external economic dependence of regional economies, the 

ratio of the arithmetic mean value of the value of 
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exports and imports to GRP in percent); 2) import quota (the ratio of the value of imports to the value of 

GRP in percent); 3) the share of imports from non-CIS countries in total imports in percentage terms. 

Based on the results of the analysis, it is justified to identify four groups of RF subjects from the "low" 

(cluster 1 - the Altai Republic, Voronezh, Kursk, Omsk regions, etc.), "below average" (cluster 2 - 

Ivanovskaya, Kurgan, Tula, Chelyabinsk regions, etc. .), "Above the average" (cluster 3 - Krasnodar and 

Krasnoyarsk Territories, Novosibirsk, Sverdlovsk regions, etc.) and "high" (cluster 4 - Tyumen Region, 

Moscow, St. Petersburg, etc.) foreign economic openness (Dependence). The average values of clustering 

parameters and consumer price indices are presented in Table. 

 

Table1: average values of indicators for clusters of subjects of the Russian Federation, 

divided by the level of external economic dependence  

 

Cluster Index 
Foreign trade 

quota, % 

Import quota, 

% 

The share of 

imports from 

non-CIS 

countries in total 

imports, % 

Consumer 

price index, % 

Cluster1 

(13 regions) 

Average value 9,02 7,79 39,11 111,46 

Means quare deviation 7,65 8,98 15,58 1,87 

Cluster2 

(21 regions) 

Average value 10,92 8,35 68,27 111,58 

Means quare deviation 9,56 7,18 8,52 2,03 

Cluster3 

(38 regions) 

Average value 12,39 9,27 89,47 112,88 

Means quare deviation 61,35 8,47 6,51 1,84 

Cluster4 

(13 regions) 

Average value 46,01 43,15 91,53 113,98 

Means quare deviation 8,25 26,28 8,57 1,98 

RussianFederatio

n 

(85 regions) 

Average value 15,54 12,89 76,46 112,87
1
 

Means quare deviation 14,27 19,99 20,66 2,29 

 

Analysis of consumer price indices for clusters showed that in 2015 the appreciation of the US dollar was 

affected in different ways in regional consumer price indices: the largest average consumer price index 

corresponds to cluster 4, which includes regions with "high" external economic openness (dependence); 

The smallest average value corresponds to cluster 1, which includes regions with a "low" openness 

(dependence). Thus, the external economic openness of territorial entities affects the projection of 

changes in the exchange rate on regional consumer prices. It is logical to expect differences in the 

reaction of regional economies to external economic shocks experienced by the Russian economy. This 

necessitates the development of conceptual approaches to the coordination of federal and regional 

stabilization policy measures with respect to the principles of regulation (Blanchard, 2001; Danilova, 

2014). 

Conclusion 

The principles of the stabilization policy in federal states require a combination of regional regulation and 

the actions of the center, namely: 1) the principle of diagonal coordination of actions of federal and 

regional government structures, which implies the compatibility of actions of regulating bodies at 

different levels in the subject areas of stabilization, which allows adapting the center's measures to 

specific spatial conditions of their implementation; 2) the principle of effective market classification, the 

implementation of which supposes the addition of federal measures by the regional to reduce the negative 

                                                           
1Average value of the consumer price index for goods and services in the Russian Federation in 2015 - 112.9%. 
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consequences, which in the case of a price stabilization policy is manifested in the braking of the gross 

regional product; 3) the principle of combining the Strategy for Social and Economic Development of the 

Russian Federation with the Regional Development Strategies, taking into account the level of external 

economic openness and differences in susceptibility to shock impacts. 

In our opinion, the application of these principles will allow to take into account the heterogeneity of the 

economic space of Russia and build a system for coordinating the interaction of the federal center and 

regions that ensures the effectiveness of the stabilization policy and non-inflationary and sustainable 

development of the economy of the regions and the Russian Federation as a whole. 
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Abstract 

Efficient project-type order management is of an increasing importance in manufacturing and service 

enterprises work.  It is a result of the fact that market competitive advantage depends of efficient 

order execution. Enterprises managers seek therefore new solutions in project type orders 

management. One of the methods may involve an application of methodological approach to projects 

management, in particular in the application of module methodology of large projects management 

based on critical chain concept.  The methodology has been implemented in project planning and 

execution of electrical installation execution project in a water treatment station.  Module type of 

methodology has facilitated selection of appropriate project planning modules. Selected elements 

from tactical and operational modules group have been applied, which brought significant advantages 

for the company. The project was successful and the project efficiency was higher than initially 

planned. 

Keywords: projects management, large projects, module methodology, critical chain concept 

Introduction 

Efficient large projects planning and execution requires application of appropriate project 

management methodologies. Methodological approach to project management constitutes an ordered 

method of project planning, execution and inspection, characterized by certain formalization, 

discipline and structural activity. Such approach to projects management is based on: a specific 

project management methodology, gradually collected experience, and minimum intuition (Wirkus, 

2014). 

  

Projects management methodology can therefore be defined as a logical and coherent set of 

instructions for projects management measures taking method, which facilitate obtaining certain 

projects aims within a time and cost planned (Trocki, 2009). Projects management methods include: 

(1) basic project planning, execution and inspection principles, (2) methodology modes governed by 

ordered processes and procedures, (3) organization solutions, ordering principles of work, scope of 

duties and authorizations of persons involved in the project execution and (4) methods and techniques 

of project management support. The most popular methodologies of project management include: 

PRINCE2, TenStep. PMBOK is also applied in practice, being a guide for a Project Manager. It 

includes knowledge and the best commonly acknowledged solutions for project management, 

collected and published by the Project Management Institute (Strojny, Szmigiel, 2015, PMI, 2013, 

Rehacek 2016).   

 

Project maturity is under extensive focus, which is also reflected in methodologies, as the higher the 

enterprise project maturity the higher is the importance of methods and methodologies of project 

management in project execution. Similarly as enterprises project maturity evolved, the project 

management methodologies developed as well (Łapuńka, Pisz 2014, Spałek 2014, 2016). We also 

currently speak about projects management methodologies maturity. The level of methodology 
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maturity is dependent upon the company’s needs, and knowledge, experience and abilities of project 

team members. 

There are more and more attempts in literature to find methodologies which facilitate flexible 

selection of elements for project planning and execution. The methodologies have been named 

component methodologies (Gasik, 2015). The component methodologies are constructed so that the 

Project Manager could select elements he needs (components), e.g. scope and time management 

procedure, and reject the rest of procedures. This type of methodologies shall provide the Project 

Manager a set of components, including a procedure, knowledge and other components, necessary for 

project planning and execution. A well-constructed component methodology must take into 

consideration all components of lower maturity level components, i.e. elements of methodologies 

focused on function, process and knowledge (Gasik, 2015).  

The module methodology of large projects management described in the paper, based on critical 

chain concept is a kind of component methodology, which has been constructed for the needs of 

planning and execution of large production and service projects. The article presents a general 

structure and premises of individual methodology with a practical example of its application in 

industry. Module methodology has been applied in planning and execution of electrical installation 

execution project in a water treatment plant. 

Guidelines for Large Projects Management Module Methodology Based On a 

Critical Chain Concept 

Large projects management module methodology based on a critical chain concept has been 

constructed for the purpose of execution of complex, unique, strategic production and service 

projects. It facilitates selection of appropriate elements for planning and execution of large projects, 

therefore it can be assigned to component methodologies. It includes elements of methodology open 

to functions, as it is based on a critical chain concept. It presents a method of activity time estimating, 

using accumulated opposite of normal disintegration and allows calculating time buffers size, using 

fuzzy sets. The methodology includes also elements of process methodologies, as the individual 

modules include all project management processes. Additionally, the methodology has been 

developed on the basis of research conducted among manufacturing-service enterprises involved in 

large projects, which enhances it with values assigned to knowledge oriented methodologies.  The 

project management process has moreover been extended by a working stage, which frequently 

occurs in large projects, as indicated by UNIDO methodology (Behrens, Hawranek, 1993). The 

methodology described can be applied both as complex support, using all modules, or may 

implement only selected modules of large projects management accordingly. This facilitates flexible 

selection of modules for planning and execution of a large project by the Project Manager (Marek-

Kolodziej, Lapunka, Paszek, 2016). The method consists in total of 48 modules, divided into three 

groups: strategic, tactical and operational. Each of the modules has been marked by two letters and a 

number, which mean: 

− the first letter describes a method of management in a project: S – strategic management, T-

tactical management, O – operational management, 

− the second letter determines a parameter of an iron project triangle: Z – scope of project, C – 

project time, K – project cost 

− a number determines project execution stage: 1 – initiation stage, 2 – planning stage, 3 – 

execution stage, 4 – closing stage, 5 – exploitation stage. 

The methodology described includes all project management stages. Pre-project, planning, execution, 

completion and exploitation stages have been included in it. The levels of project management have 

been extended by tactical level, which in large projects management occurs most frequently, when 

the project is executed separately, and tasks are performed by subcontractors at individual project 

stages. It moreover includes a process of inspection management at each of management stages. The 

method also suggests new solutions in large projects management, which refer to the processes of: 
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1. Project team forming – project team constitutes the most important body in projects planning 

and execution, as according to The Standish Group (2013), 13% of a project success depends 

on the competencies of project team members and following 15 % on the Project Manager. 

Module methodology focuses in particular on the roles performed by the members during 

team works. Research shows, that efficiency and effectiveness of a project team depends not 

only on knowledge, competencies, clearly determined relations, conformity of interests, but 

also on roles incorporated by the team members themselves (Chomicz, 2015; Gellert, Nowak, 

2008; Kołodziejczyk-Olczak, 2013; Rutka, Wróbel, 2012; Scheurer, Ribeuro, 2009). 

Therefore, during team forming process and at the turn of forming and adjustment stages, it is 

advised to do the Belbin test, to check of team members represent adequate variability of 

roles, as only such a team is able to work efficiently (Belbin, 2010; Marek-Kołodziej, Łapuńka 

2015). 

2. Estimated tasks duration times - to estimate tasks duration times in the methodology 

described, the accumulated opposite of normal disintegration has been applied, with 

maintaining of 0,5 probability of timely execution of the project. This is the way of 

determining task aggressive times. 

3. Project programme – project programme is established pursuant to the guidelines of critical 

chain method. The process includes: (1) determining relations between tasks, (2) determining 

of critical chain, (3) location of time buffers in programme, (4) determining of time buffers 

size, (5) introduction of time buffers into programme, (6) verification of critical chain location 

and (7) determining of time tolerances for individual stages of a project or sub-project. The 

methodology presented shows step by step how to build a project programme pursuant to the 

assumptions of critical chain concept. Method of time buffers location determining has also 

been presented (Goldratt, 2009; Marek-Kołodziej, Skomudek, 2015). 

4. Determining of time buffers size – triangular fuzzy numbers have been applied for determining 

of time buffers (of a project and supporting one), (Marek-Kołodziej, Łapuńka, 2014). Buffers 

size calculated on the basis of triangular fuzzy numbers guarantees probability of 0,9 for 

project execution on time, which is not guaranteed by other calculation methods determined in 

literature (Marcini, Ruggeri, Caron, 2008; Patrick, 2014; Tenera, 2008).  

5. Project inspection and monitoring – project inspection involves inspection and monitoring of 

the scope, programme and budget of a venture. Project programme inspection is performed 

according to time buffers use (project and supporting ones). Project Manager monitors at least 

once a week the progress of programme execution, dividing buffer into three zones: (1) green 

(monitoring), (2) yellow (planning), (3) red (performance). Project budget inspection takes 

place at least once in two weeks. Project budged inspection according to module methodology 

applies a method of EVM (Earned Value Method).  

6. Evaluation of project efficiency – NPV (Net Project Value) or ROI (Return on Investment) 

shall be applied for project efficiency evaluation.  The evaluation shall be conducted at the 

stage of the project finishing, when the company is the project contractor, but will not use the 

project product, or at the stage of project exploitation, when the enterprise is a contractor and 

recipient of the project product. 

Apart from the new solutions listed above, the module large projects management methodology 

includes a description of processes which refer to risk, quality, communication and project interest 

parties management. Tools supporting selected processes have been elaborated additionally. Seven 

spreadsheets have been attached to the methodology, supporting planning and execution of large 

projects, according to module methodology, which are designed for: (1) project chart establishing, 

with specifying of the project risk, (2) NPV index size determining, (3) estimating the tasks time, (4) 

project budget establishing, (5) determining of time buffers size, (6) monitoring of buffers and (7) 

calculating the project value. 
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Large projects management module methodology based on critical chain concept is established so 

that the Project Managers and enterprise managers using it could choose proper modules for large 

project planning and execution. There are several options of modules selection, as presented in table 

1. 

Table 1: Possibility of application of large projects management module methodology based on 

the critical chain concept 

No. Project type Name of modules/ group of modules 

1. 

A project as a whole is executed by one enterprise. 

At the same time the product of the project will be 

used by a given enterprise. 

Application of all modules of the 

methodology.  

2. 
Project is executed as a whole by one enterprise, but 

its product will be used by another organization.  

Application of all modules of the 

methodology except for part of modules 

which refer to the project use.  

3. 
Project is partly executed by a company and partly 

subcontracted.  

Depending on the part ordered to the 

contractor:  

1. If the enterprise supervises the project 

– a group of strategic modules is to be 

applied. 

2. If the enterprise supervises and 

manages the project tactically, i.e. 

supervises and manages execution of 

project stages or subprojects, and the 

rest is subcontracted – groups of 

strategic and tactical modules are 

applied.  

4. 
Organization is a subcontractor and executes a group 

of works or specific tasks. 
Application of operational modules group.  

5. 
Organization is a subcontractor and performs a 

specified stage of a project or sub project. 

Application of tactical and operational 

modules. 

6. 
Organization has its own project management system 

and needs support in a specific part.  

Any module may be applied separately, 

without implementing the whole 

methodology.  

Source: own elaboration 

The module methodology established can be applied as a whole, or selected modules can be 

implemented, e.g. if a project is executed partially be an enterprise and partly by its subcontractors, a 

group of strategic and tactic modules can be applied. Project Manager has a possibility to select 

proper tools for large projects management in the enterprise. 

Characteristics of an Enterprise and a Project Under Execution 

The enterprise described works in Opole District, and performs industry automatics projects since 

1997.  The company provides services in design and implementing of automation and industry 

systems of electrical installations for: technological installations, production halls and office 

buildings, machinery and machinery and processing devices, power supply objects, water treatment 

plants and environment protection installations.   

The company executes automation systems using modern controllers of SIEMENS, GE Fanuc or 

other companies indicated by a client. The company also executes apparatuses and tools based on 

products of renowned manufacturers and suppliers. Additionally, the automation systems include 

execution of drive control, power supply distribution cabinets and in company workshops, and 

systems of objects pneumatics. The electrical installations are designed and executed by the company 

using modern technology and tools of the most renowned manufacturers. 
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The core of the company are several engineering and technical employees, with several years of 

experience in technological processes automation and control systems, with branch staff with licences 

for designing and execution of electrical installations. 

The orders performed by the company constitute projects, because they must be completed within 

time set, at cost determined and give a product according to the customer’s requirements. The orders 

are moreover unique and require individual approach in their planning and execution.  

The company most frequently performs several orders simultaneously, which causes that persons 

responsible for the orders execution planning meet problems in duration time estimating, using the 

same resource in several orders at the same time. Planning of an order for electrical installation in a 

water treatment plant involved selecting of module methodology for large projects management, 

based on the critical chain concept. It results from the fact that the method uses an innovative 

approach for estimating the tasks duration times and use of resources in the project. 

The project (order) for the electrical installation execution in the water treatment plant involved 

execution of ten main tasks: (1) internal power supply, control and measurement installations in the 

building, (2) assembly of power supply-control distribution station for the technological system, (3) 

assembly of power supply-control distribution station (RTOO), (4) internal power supply, control and 

measurement installations outside, (5)internal power supply, control and measurement installations in 

the filters building, (6) lighting system in ozone room, (7) assembly of power supply-control 

distribution station in ozone station, (8) internal installation of electrical power supply and control, 

(9) levelling installations.  

Implementing of module methodology based on the concept of critical chain concept in 

practice 

According to the client’s programme the project was due to start no sooner than on 7.11.2016 and be 

completed no later than on 28.04.2017. The project value was about PLN 1 million, and expected 

return on the project is of 14,60%. The value has been determined by the company manager, at the 

assumption, that the project planned cost increases at most by 11 %.  

The company performing the project has got a Quality Management System implemented, including 

a procedure named: “Services execution” adjusted to planning and execution of orders in a company. 

Modules of the methodology, indicated a need for implementing its following elements, included in 

the group of tactical management: (1) „T.Z.2”, (2) „T.C.2”, (3) „T.K.2”, (4) „T.C.3”, (5) „T.K.3”, (6) 

„T.Z.4”, (7) „T.C.4”, (8) „T.K.4”, (9) „T.K.5” – only for project efficiency, (10) „Tactical 

management of the project inspection”. Only these modules have been selected as the project 

operational management (i.e. at the level of works manager) is performed pursuant to procedure 

named: “Services execution”, which is included in the Quality Management System implemented in 

the company. 

Project planning was commenced from project team appointment, pursuant to “T.Z.2” module. 

Structure of the project team has been presented in fig. 1, where project team members were selected, 

responsible for:  

− project strategic planning and execution – company management,   

− tactical planning and execution of the project – Project Manager, constructor, supplies 

specialist, financial specialist, and H&S specialist.   

− operational planning and project execution – two working teams with foremen as managers, 

installations electricians and mechanics are team members.  
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Fig. 1: Project team structure 

Source: own elaboration 

Pursuant to modules “T.C.2” and “T.K.2”, duration times have then been estimated for the project 

stages, project programme was elaborated and cost of the stages determined. Spreadsheet used for the 

time duration was applied: “Tasks time duration estimating", including determining of aggressive 

execution times, pursuant to the critical chain concept. As the company is experienced and has got 

data collected from execution of similar projects, the following overlap has been applied for the times 

estimating:  “According to statistical data”. Times estimated in this way, had 0,5 of timely execution 

probability. 

The project programme has been established in Microsoft Project, according to module “T.C.2”. 

After all data and duration times have been introduced, the project critical chain was determined, and 

time buffers introduced. 8 time buffers were introduced in total, including 1 project buffer and 7 

support buffers. Project buffer has been placed at the end of the critical chain, and support buffers at 

the ends of non-critical paths. The size of the time buffers introduced (project and support ones) was 

determined on the basis of fuzzy sets theory, according to module "T.C.2". Module  methodology 

support spreadsheet was used for this purpose: “Buffers size determining”. Project buffer size was 

calculated on its basis, including 46 days. Hence, the project had probability of 0,9 for timely 

execution. Table 2 presents sizes of the remaining time buffers. 

Table 2: Size of the time buffers in the electrical installation execution project 

 

Buffer type Tasks path 
Length of path 

[days] 

Buffer size 

[days] 

Project Buffer (PB) 

1.1. – 1.3. – 1.5. – 1.6. – 2.2. – 

2.4. – 2.5. – 3.1. – 3.3. – 3.4. – 

4.1. – 4.2. – 5.2. – 5.4. – 5.5. – 

6.1. – 6.5. – 6.6. – 7.1. – 7.2. – 

8.2. – 8.3. – 9.1. – 9.2. – 9.4. – 

10.1. – 10.2. 

63 46 

Feeding Buffer 1 (FB 1) 1.2. – 1.4. 4 1,5 

Feeding Buffer 2 (FB 2) 2.1. – 2.3. 5 3 

Feeding Buffer 3 (FB 3) 3.2. 2 0,5 

Feeding Buffer 4 (FB 4) 5.1. – 5.2. 2 1 
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Feeding Buffer 5 (FB 5) 

6.1. 

6.2. 

6.3. 

3 1,5 

Feeding Buffer 6 (FB 6) 8.1. 1 0,5 

Feeding Buffer 7 (FB 7) 9.3. 1 0,5 

Source: own elaboration 

Project programme with buffers introduced and resources assigned, has been established in Microsoft 

Project. Installation electricians constituted key resources for the project execution, their number was 

limited depending on the working day. Programme established included also efficiency of installation 

electricians. The project aggressive programme has been presented in fig. 2. Critical chain has been 

marked in red in the programme, non-critical paths in blue, support buffers in green, and the project 

buffer in purple.  Pursuant to programme established, the project should start on 7.11.2016, and be 

completed on 6 of April 2017. This means that the project should be completed by about 10 days 

earlier than previously planned. According to the initial programme the project was planned to 

commence on 7.11.2016 and be finished by 20.04.2017.  
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Fig. 2: Project programme established in Microsoft Project 
Source: own elaboration 

Project execution was performed pursuant to modules “T.Z.4", "T.C.4” and “T.K.4”. Project Manager 

supervised project scope execution, the programme itself and the project cost. Every two weeks, on 

the basis of daily reports from the team managers (foreman), and project inspection, he prepared 

reports on: (1) project scope execution, (2) budget stage execution and (3) programme timely 

execution Project inspection was performed pursuant to module: “Project inspection tactical 

management”.  Project Manager monitored the programme by means of spreadsheet: “Time buffers 

monitoring”, checking the time buffers use. Project buffer was used in 67%, i.e. about 31 days. 

Electrical installation execution project in water treatment plant was completed on 16.03.2017, i.e. 40 

days earlier than expected by the client. 

Electrical installation execution in the water treatment plant was inspected according to time buffers 

use (project and support ones). Project buffer use during its execution has been presented in fig. 3. 

Although the project buffer use during project execution time appeared (see fig. 3, item A and B) 

twice in the red zone, it had no impact on the completion of the project in time. It was caused by a 

delay in materials and prefabricated item supply to the project execution site.  

 

Fig. 3: Project buffer use in the electrical installation execution of a water treatment plant 
Source: own elaboration 

Except for programme inspection, an inspection of the project cost was performed, on the basis of the 

project value obtained. The cost of the project increased during its execution by PLN 28000, due to 

the tasks time extension in critical chain. The cost however has not exceeded the assumed budget 

tolerances.  

Project execution was completed on 16.03.2017, and project completion process commenced. Project 

Manager prepared final report and project product handing over report. The project product with all 

documentation was handed over to the client.  

After the project completion, a closing meeting was held, where all positive and negative project 

effects have been discussed. Efficiency and effectiveness of the project have been presented. The 

project efficiency has been analysed for the scope, programme and budget of the project execution, 
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by comparing the planned and actual values.  Project effectiveness has been determined on the basis 

of Net Present Value and the Return on Investment, and compared with the values planned by the 

Project Manager.  

The analysis indicates, that the electrical installation execution project in the water treatment plant 

was performed successfully, as the client received a project product 100% compliant with the client’s 

requirements. The project has been moreover completed 15 days earlier than planned. Only the 

project cost was higher than planned (by 2%), but not higher than tolerances assumed. The cause of 

the project cost increase was the extension of several tasks in critical chain, which was caused by 

longer working time of the fitters. 

Project effectiveness indicates, that module methodology brings higher financial profit for the 

company, as the project return increased by about 9,5%. NPV index was 25% higher than planned. 

To calculate the NPV, it was assumed that the annual return on assets involved in the projects 

execution is 22%. 

Conclusions  

The module methodology of large projects management based on the critical chain concept connects 

features of function, process and knowledge oriented methodology, i.e. it is a kind of component 

methodology. Large projects module management method based on critical chain concept, has been 

established so as to provide to the Project Managers, and company managers a possibility of selecting 

appropriate modules for planning and execution of a large project. It may be applied as a whole or 

involve implementing of selected modules only, i.e. when a project is partially performed by a 

company and partially by its subcontractors, a group of strategic and tactical modules is used. It 

provides possible selection of tools for large projects management in a company for a Project 

Manager. 

Module methodology application in planning and execution of electrical installation execution project 

in water treatment plant caused increase of the project efficiency and effectiveness. Project execution 

time was by over 21% shorter than initially planned. Project efficiency increased at the same time, as 

the ROI index was higher by 9,5% than initially assumed. 
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Abstract 
 
The authors suggest a system of financial and economic calculations for efficient management of 

complex IT projects. It consists of the following calculations regularly and consistently performed at 

four project phases: commercial evaluation of projects and business planning; financial diagnostics of 

the companies which implement projects; business valuation at different project phases. The features 

of economic methods of project management are considered.  

Keywords: economic methods, project management, commercial evaluation, company value, 

financial and economic calculations. 

Introduction 

Revolutionary development of information technologies has caused constant growth of investments 

into this sphere. The majority of developing companies make significant part of their capital 

investments in IT projects. Therefore, it is necessary to improve IT project management and to 

promote economic methods for enhancement of operating efficiency. 

 

Project management means management of project implementation process. Project implementation, 

in its turn, means a package of measures to be taken to achieve project goals. Yield increase and 

company value maximization are the priority goals of IT projects implemented by trading companies. 

Economic results included in the original plan may be significantly altered during project 

implementation process depending on evolving circumstances and obtained interim results. 

Therefore, project implementation should be regarded as a continuous process which requires regular 

analysis of the current situation and trends. Such analysis may result in necessary adjustments. 

Recent Research and Publications Analysis  

A significant number of scientists have been published on the subject of project economic evaluation 

of IT project management (Adamenko et al, 2017; Focacci, 2017; Moran, 2016; Pelin Gurgun et al, 

2017; Silkina, 2017).  

 

A lot of works which study this problem are devoted to different economic and financial aspects of IT 

project evaluation (Ampatzoglou et al, 2015; Glukhov et al (2016); Laine et al, 2016; Matvienko, 

2009; Marhasin, 2000; Nyuhin, 2010; San et al, 2017; Yuryev, 2008; Zalaeva, 2009; Zozulya et al, 

2017; Ilin et al, 2016; Glukhov et al, 2015).  

Projects are classified using various criteria, such as application area, subject field, scope, length, 

types of participants, complexity, impact of results on social sphere etc. (Akoff, 1985; Ivasenko et 

al, 2009; Golov et al, 2015). 
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Depending on the scope and structure projects are divided into mono-projects, multi-projects and 

mega-projects. Multi-projects are complex programmes and projects implemented within big 

companies. Such projects include both establishment of new companies and development of existing 

ones, as well as corporate management modernization. 

 

This paper is dedicated to economic and financial calculations for IT multi-projects, i.e. projects 

aimed at establishment of new IT companies or branches of existing IT companies. The suggested 

calculation system provides for their effective development and creates conditions for operational 

management and decision-making at different phases. It should be noted that there are quite a lot of 

classifications of large-scale project phases (Bril et al, 2012; Ivasenko et al, 2009; Golov et al, 

2015). 

Problem Formulation 
 

The authors use classification which divides a project into four phases: 

− Pre-opening arrangements, initial financing and organizational development (start-up); 

− Fast sales growth, significant investments in production, optional negative cash flow; 

− Substantial economic results, return on investments, positive cash flow; 

− Loss of income due to escalating competition, search for new ideas and development 

scenarios, optional negative cash flow. 

 

Specific financial and economic calculations will ensure successful project implementation at each 

phase. Feasibility study comprising commercial evaluation of projects and business planning is 

applicable at the first stage. Regular assessment of a company’s financial position and control over 

achievement of financial and economic goals set in its business plan is expected at the second stage. 

Control over a company’s financial position and business valuation are performed at the third stage in 

order to prepare for the fourth stage. Another business valuation, development of new ideas and 

business planning are done at the fourth stage. 

 

Calculation methods should be based on decision-making criteria at each phase in order to achieve 

successful project management and rational decision-making (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Project phases and financial and economic calculation methods 

Multi-project phases Financial and economic 

calculation methods 

Decision-making 

criteria 

1 

Pre-opening arrangements, 

initial financing 

Feasibility study and business 

planning 

Net present 

value, 

profitability and 

operating 

leverage 

2 
Fast sales growth, optional 

negative cash flow 

Regular assessment of a 

company’s financial position and 

control over achievement of 

goals set in its business plan 

Special system 

of financial 

indicators 

3 

Return on investments, 

positive cash flow 

Control over a company’s 

financial position and business 

valuation 

System of 

financial 

indicators, 

company value 

4 
Escalating competition, 

search for new ideas and 

development scenarios 

 

Another business valuation, 

development of new ideas and 

business planning 

Company value, 

profitability and 

operating 

leverage 
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Initial decisions are made based on the project feasibility study and business planning. A business 

plan is a list of works and activities structured by sections which are required for project 

implementation. In this context a project is an investment plan aimed at achievement of intended 

benefits. 

 

A business plan is prepared in order to provide rationale for project costs and, consequently, for its 

financing sources. The business plan is one of the principal documents to be submitted to investors 

and creditors. Business plans were originally prepared only for investment projects. That is why costs 

and resulting income should be calculated and justified for all works and activities included in the 

document. Based on these calculations investors and creditors make a decision on whether to finance 

the project or not. The financing decision is made based on such characteristics as payback period 

and simple rate of return, as well as such discounted indicators as net present value (NPV) and 

internal rate of return (IRR). 

 

As multi-projects started to evolve, this calculation system turned out to be flawed due to the fact that 

above mentioned decision-making criteria were not applicable to describe business efficiency 

(Goremykin, 2013; Strekalova, 2013; Vilensky et al, 2015). 

 

Financial position of a company and its development effectiveness are characterized by efficiency 

and solvency indicators. Among the most important indicators there are return on sales, return on 

assets and return on equity, as well as such solvency indicators as equity-to-asset ratio, financial 

leverage, current ratio, quick ratio and solvency ratio. In order to ensure efficient multi-project 

management, it is necessary to combine these indicators which are different for projects and 

businesses in one business planning system. 

Problem Solution 

Having performed multiple studies and calculations, the authors recommend the following two 

approaches to economic assessment of IT multi-projects: 

− Two-step financial and economic calculations for investment projects; 

− One-step calculations for operational projects. 

 

The methodology suggested by the authors to evaluate investment projects using the first approach is 

based on the UNIDO method (Berens and Havranek, 1995) and provides for two-step calculation 

(Bril et al, 2012, 2015, 2016): 

− Step 1: efficiency evaluation based on calculation of profitability and discounted indicators; 

− Step 2: assessment of project implementation impact on the increase in profit, labour 

efficiency, profitability and operational risks. 

 

In such a way business planning performed at the first phase of an IT multi-project is naturally 

incorporated in the general planning system of a company due to the fact that development project 

business plans and company business plans are elaborated according to accepted company strategies. 

While current (annual, quarterly) plans for trading and manufacturing activities are based on 

approved business plans. A company’s planning system may be thus presented as follows (Figure 1). 
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Fig 1: General planning system at an IT company 
 

Business planning is a part of the general planning system of a company. It is based on a strategy 

development and used for current annual and quarterly planning. In order to evaluate specific projects 

such approach requires preparation of three documents which are usually disregarded when a usual 

project business plan is prepared. These documents include a budgeted income statement prepared 

using a standard income statement template, a budgeted balance sheet prepared using a standard 

balance sheet template and a cash budget prepared using a standard cash flow statement template 

which could be consolidated with respective statements. 

 

These documents make it possible to evaluate how implementation of each project will affect 

financial position of the company under consideration, its profitability and solvency, as well as 

manufacturing and commercial risks. The main financial and economic indicators used to 

characterize budgeted results at both steps of multi-project evaluation are listed below. 

 

Step 1. Efficiency evaluation based on calculation of profitability and discounted indicators. 

Indicators: 

• Payback  period                         r 

• Simple rate of return            i     

• Net present value                                   NPV 

• Internal rate of return                 IRR     

 
Step 2. Assessment of project implementation impact on the increase in profit, labour efficiency, 

profitability and operational risks. 

Indicators:  

•  Increase in sales profit              Inc 

•  Performance improvement                    PI   

               (sales per one employee per month) 

•  Return on sales                                      ROS 

• Operating leverage              OL 

 

It should be noted that the list of indicators for the second step may be significantly extended 

depending on the specific nature of each company which implements a multi-project. Additional 

indicators are selected using the financial diagnostics method developed by the authors within 

economic and financial calculations for IT multi-projects (Bril et al, 2012). 

 

Calculation results based on a business plan of a big telecommunications company of the Siberian 

Federal Okrug are presented in Table 2. Only payback period is included in the table from resulting 

(criterial) indicators of the first step. Initial decisions are made based on the project feasibility study 

and business planning.  
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Table 2: Economic evaluation using the two-step calculation system 

Project types Special mobile 

Internet 1 

Special mobile 

Internet 5 

Number of users, thousand people    50 75 

Number of employees, people 12 8 

Investments, million rubles 157.0 120.0 

Sales, million rubles / year 120.000 58.00 

Current expenses (cost), million 

rubles / year, including : 

    Variable expenses 

    Fixed expenses 

69.0 

 

48.3 

20.7 

36.0 

 

26.5 

9.5 

Payback period, years 3.08 3.75 

Sales profit (budgeted increase for a 

company on the whole), million 

rubles / year 

51.0 32.0 

Performance improvement (number 

of sales per person per month), %% 

11.3 5.1 

Increase in return on sales,  %% 5.6 3.2 

Operating leverage for a company 

on the whole 

2.79 3.20 

As for the control over changes in financial positions of companies which implement multi-projects, 

a special financial diagnostics is performed at the second and third phases in order to ensure 

successful implementation of IT investment projects. It has been developed by the authors and 

described in Bril et al, 2012. Its purpose is to trace changes in sales profit, net profit, profitability and 

return on assets, as well as risk level and solvency at the second and third project phases. 

Equipment upgrade, automation or start-up of new production projects in existing company can 

significantly affect the structure and the cost of capital, shares of fixed and variable expenses in total 

expenses and cash flows. Regular control over financial position of a company makes it possible to 

take timely reasonable measures for successful implementation of multi-projects. 

 

Financial diagnostics is based on: 

− Quarterly calculations; 

− List of financial and economic indicators in line with those set in business planning 

methodology; 

− Comparison of actual figures of the quarter with established standards, figures of the 

previous quarters and business plan figures; 

−  Decision-making methods (strategies) in case of significant variance between actual figures 

and figures for comparison.  

 

Business valuation methodology to be used at the third and fourth phases of IT multi-projects is 

described below.  

 

Company value maximization has been one of the most common goals of financial management and, 

therefore, business efficiency criteria for the last 20 – 25 years. It makes it possible for owners to 

make more sound decisions on company sale according to the early exit strategy or on multi-project 

investment at the third and fourth phases in order to compensate for losses from evolving competition 

and decrease in sales according to the leadership strategy. In view of this, the main purpose of regular 

business valuation during multi-project management is to identify a moment when the value starts to 

decrease, to understand the reasons for that and to make timely decisions on further project 

implementation. 
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The value of listed companies which have gone through IPO is determined on a daily basis, which 

forms a good statistics for decision-making. Valuation of small and medium enterprises may be 

performed by professional valuation experts. Usually this is an expensive single-use procedure. An 

easier alternative is required to reduce costs and provide regular results. The authors thus suggest a 

set of rather simple valuation methods based on financial diagnostics methodology which are easily 

incorporated in the overall system of financial and economic calculations for multi-projects. 

 

Business valuation theory suggests three approaches achieve project goals, namely cost, income and 

comparison approaches. Quite a lot of methods are actually used within these approaches (Friedman 

and Ordway, 1997; Ilin et al, 2014). For IT multi-projects the authors suggest business valuation 

based on various development scenarios and financial diagnostics results at the second and third 

project phases. 

 

In order to determine initial company value at the third phase of multi-project implementation, it is 

necessary to consider at least two development scenarios: 

 

− The first scenario is the lack of additional investments. The project is implemented according 

to the goals set forth in the business plan. 

− The second scenario is fund-raising using the leadership strategy. The rise in competition, 

commercial and financial risks, price reduction for company services are projected for the nearest 

period. 

 

In both scenarios the company value as of the valuation date is determined using the cost approach 

after audit and financial diagnostics of the company. In order to have more information about the 

company value as of the valuation date it is also necessary to use such income approach methods as 

profit capitalization, 50% of sales and fivefold sales profit. Information about the company value may 

be also supplemented by the information about sales of similar enterprises. Actual value is 

determined based on obtained results. This figure is the base for further calculation of the company 

value in the planning period. 

 

Valuation of a company which implements a multi-project on production of IT equipment elements 

and components is presented in Table 3.  

Table 3: Initial business valuation at the third phase of multi-project implementation 

Valuation method Amount, million rubles 

Cost approach 

Profit capitalization 

50% of sales 

Fivefold sales profit 

142 

120 

165 

175 

Approved actual value 145 

Company value after investments into assets 

taking into account appreciation rate 

 

190 

 

When actual value of the company as of the valuation date is determined, it is necessary to set a 

planning period for calculation of changes in the company value. Its length depends on the type of 

project but cannot exceed three years. 

 

In the first development scenario calculation of changes in the company value is made based on the 

above mentioned income approach methods, such as profit capitalization, 50% of sales and fivefold 

sales profit. Calculation is based on budgeted amounts of sales and profit for the planning period. 

 

Net profit for the reporting period and statistics on average return on equity of the IT group of 

companies under consideration are used for profit capitalization method. 

 

In the second development scenario it is necessary to obtain the company value as of the date of 

additional investments. It is important to take into account appreciation of the company due to 
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attraction of additional capital. Assets turnover (turnover during the year) and return on assets are 

used to obtain appreciation rate. 

 

When the company value as of the date of additional investments is calculated, it is necessary to 

calculate the company value for the planning period. Several valuation methods may be applied here. 

The authors recommend using venture approach and future value method.  

 

The venture approach is easier in terms of calculations but it requires construction of a cash flow 

diagram for determination of the future company value. Its implementation is possible with statistics 

of average profitability of the IT group of companies under consideration and its budgeted 

profitability rate. Then the company value as of the planning moment of time will be calculated as 

follows: 

 

Value as of the planning moment of time = value as of the time of additional investments × (1+i )
n
 

where:  

i is the comparison rate accepted at the budgeted profit level taking into account average statistical 

data (10-12% per year); 

n is the planning period in years. 

 

The planning period may be set in months. In this case the comparison rate should be set on a 

monthly basis. The comparison rate determination is a key moment of the calculation which needs 

special justification. 

 

The future value method provides for more detailed and difficult calculation. It is based on tables and 

diagrams of budgeted cash flows and takes into account provision of loans, revenues and payments of 

the enterprise under consideration during the planning period. Weighted average cost of capital 

(WACC) or actual return on assets (ROA) are used as a comparison rate here. 

This calculation system makes it possible to obtain information base for specification and 

determination of actual and budgeted company value, adjustment of project implementation process 

and finding solutions for organizational, production and financial issues. 

 

Conclusion 
 

1. IT project management is a complex multiple-option process consisting of four main phases. Each 

phase requires adjustments based on economic analysis and calculations which include: 

− Two-step commercial evaluation and business planning; 

− Special financial diagnostics; 

− Regular business valuation. 

 

2. Financial diagnostics and business valuation at the second and third multi-project phases provide a 

wide base of financial and economic indicators used to approve and adjust operational plans for 

further multi-project implementation. 

 

3. Rather simple calculation algorithms suggested by the authors and available software will make it 

possible to pay more attention to reliability of benchmark data for project development monitoring. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper focuses on the so-called social supermarkets and their presence in the Czech Republic. The 
authors aim to give an overview of the status and form of social supermarkets on the Czech retail market. 
The analysis is based on data obtained from an empirical study conducted by the authors. The theoretical 
part consists of literature review on social enterprises in general and definition of social supermarkets. 
The criteria for selection of the research sample for observation were chosen based on the research 
conducted in Austria by researchers from University of Economics in Wien. The research sample consists 
of 40 retail stores belonging 5 retailers. The particular variables of the study are number of stores, store 
size, range of categories and products, discount rates, location, and number of employees in the selected 
stores in the Czech Republic. 
 
Keywords: social supermarkets, social enterprise, retail, food waste, sustainability, Czech Republic 

Introduction 
 
Social enterprises (SEs) are a phenomenon in modern economy that emerged from lack of solutions to 
various social issues which are neither addressed by the private sector nor the public sector. Inspired by 
non-profit organisations, SEs focus on a particular social issue and build a business model brings a 
solution or helps resolve the issue, which is their main purpose. At the same time while benefiting the 
society, SEs try to make enough profit to ensure self-sustainability. 
 
SEs fall within the so-called third sector. Literature also names it as social economy, the social sector, 
non-profit sector, voluntary sector, community sector, or civic sector (Dohnalová, 2006). A social 
enterprise is a socially oriented, implemented, innovative intent achieved through economic activity in the 
presence of real economic risks (Schumpeter, 1961). Entities like social enterprises operate under a wide 
range of legal forms and often represent the new or renewed expression of civil society against a 
background of economic crisis, the weakening of social bonds and difficulties of the welfare state 
(Borzaga and Defourny, 2004). 
 
Food waste in relation to food surplus found mostly in developed countries is one of the issues addressed 
by the third sector and non-profit organisations. According to Abzug (1999), a large number of academic 
studies on non-profit organisations are related to topics like health, human service or education, while 
non-profit or social retailing was barely found in the academic sphere. But in the recent years, cross-
sectoral cooperation has emerged in retailing (Gupta and Pirsch, 2008), including cooperation with non-
profits and SEs. One of the initiatives of such cross-organisational partnership between retailers, 
manufacturers and government are the so-called social supermarkets (SSMs) (Holweg et al., 2010a). 

Literature Review 
 
In literature, various retail models with certain types of cross-organisational relationships related to food 
retailing and food waste can be found, for instance: Food Banks in countries all over the world including 
Czech Republic (Filipová et al., 2014; Robinson, 2016); Charity Shops in the United Kingdom 
(Broadbridge and Parsons, 2003; Horne, 2000); Super Discount Stores (Caroli and Gautie, 2008; Oh and 
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Kim, 2003); and Social Supermarkets (De Renobales et al., 2015; Holweg et al., 2010a, 2010b; Maric and 
Knezevic, 2014). 
 
Due to orientation on Czech Republic and Austria, as a similar and comparable county, this paper focuses 
on two types of the aforementioned models – social supermarkets, and super discount stores. SSMs in 
Austria were first defined by Holweg et al. (2010a) based on their models in six European countries – 
France, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, and Romania: 
 
“Social supermarkets receive surplus food and consumer goods from partnership companies (e.g. 

manufacturers, retailers) for free and sell it at symbolic prices to a restricted group of people living in or 

at risk of poverty“. 
 
Another definition is based on an SSM model in Croatia: 
 
“Social supermarkets are a social innovation that comprises social responsibility of associated 

individuals with the aim of showing social solidarity toward socially vulnerable persons or families, by 

collecting and distributing goods gathered from individual donors, large retail chains and/or other 

companies”. (Klindzic et al., 2016) 
 
In the Czech Republic, the term “social economy” is usually poorly recognised within the general public. 
One of the reasons for this might be the absence of legislation concerning SEs defining their form or 
status. Despite this fact, academic research along with practice confirm that SEs are present in the Czech 
Republic (Dohnalová and Prŭša, 2011). Also, it is necessary to mention that the term "social" tends to 
arouse negative connotation in the context of Czech language, therefore this linguistic oddity as well as 
negative perception of people rather prevents the development of social entrepreneurship in the Czech 
Republic (Policar, 2010). This might be given not only by the language, but also the period of socialist 
political regime in the second half of 20th century. 
 
Given the circumstances, the authors of this paper have decided to focus on research of social economy, 
retailing, and their relation in the Czech Republic by zooming in on the issues of citizens with low 
income and food waste, as well as the initiatives addressing them. Therefore, the aim of this observation 
was to map the current situation in social retailing and find out whether social supermarkets or other 
forms of social retailers are present on the Czech market, and analyse them using the variables presented 
in the research by Holweg and Lienbacher (2011)  in order to make a comparative study. The outcomes 
will serve further research in order to select the best practices in retailing dealing with food waste and 
people living in or at risk of poverty. 

Observation and Methodology 
 
Due to lack of legislation defining SEs, it is currently not possible to determine the amount of SEs in the 
Czech economy, nor their specialisation in retailing (Asmalovskij and Sadílek, 2016a). Therefore the 
authors have chosen to conduct field research by looking for enterprises based on models similar to those 
defined in the literature review and carry out an empirical research. 
 
In the first phase, the authors have done literature review to identify and choose the most appropriate 
criteria for the research sample in the context of Czech retail market. A set of variables has been chosen 
based on research by Holweg et al. (Holweg and Lienbacher, 2011) from University of Economics, 
Vienna with approval of the researchers. The aforementioned research has been selected due to its 
quality, geographical as well as demographical reasons, and retail market similarity as Czech Republic 
and Austria are well comparable neighbouring EU member countries. 
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Criteria for determining the observation sample have been set by the authors upon which a profile of a 
relevant entity was created as follows: 
A retail company selling discounted food/non-food products with significant rate of discounts – 30% or 
higher discount rate compared to average retail market prices. 
 
Applying the aforementioned profile, 5 retail companies with 40 stores (n = 40) were found on the Czech 
market using online sources and publicly available press. Further empirical field research in the form of 
observation was conducted. All of the selected stores were visited by the authors in August and 
September 2017 where variables derived from research by Holweg and Lienbacher (2011) were observed 
7 of which are presented in the paper: assortment in food categories, non-food categories, discount rate, 
average spending per visit, store size, location within the country and district, number of employees. 

Empirical Study Results 

Overview 
 
In total, 40 retail stores (n = 40) belonging to 5 retail companies were observed on the Czech retail market 
in Q3 2017, most of them located in smaller towns. With the exception of one company, which is run 
under a business licence of a physical entity, the form of the enterprises is Limited Liability Company 
(LLC). Two (2) of the retailers operate with central warehouses for their stores. As of their marketing 
activities and communication, all of the retailers are presented on their websites, some communicate via 
social networks, mainly Facebook, some distribute leaflets, and the largest retailer runs an e-shop with 
non-food goods. A more detailed overview is presented in profiles of the companies. All the information 
stated in the retailers’ profiles was gathered from their websites. 
 

� Levné potraviny s.r.o. (LLC) – the largest retailer, founded in 2007, owning 14 stores in 10 
towns and cities including the capital city of Prague. The company runs a website 
(http://www.levnepotraviny.cz/) with an e-shop for non-food products, is a retailer and 
wholesaler, being an exclusive distributor of OKF brand products such as Aloe King. Its stores 
operate under a central warehouse. The discount rates reach up to 70% compared to average 
market prices. The company also communicates through social networks (Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram) and distributes leaflets. 
 

� DKS Morava s.r.o. (LLC) – the company was founded in 2008 and operates 10 stores in 7 
towns. It runs a website with limited general information (http://www.dksmorava.cz/), and 
operates under a central warehouse. The discount rates reach up to 70% compared to average 
market prices. 

 
� Nejlevnější potraviny Flaška (physical entity business licence) – runs 10 stores in 10 towns, 

communicates via website (http://www.nejlevnejsipotraviny.eu/), Facebook and leaflets. The 
discount rates reach up to 70% compared to average market prices. 

 
� Václav Primus - ŘEZNICTVÍ, s.r.o. (LLC) – the company founded in 1999 runs 7 stores in 7 

towns, communicates via website (http://www.potraviny-za-babku.cz/). The discount rates reach 
up to 70% compared to average market prices. 

 
� Gridexel plus, s.r.o. (LLC) – the retailer founded in 2011 runs 2 stores, one largest, in the capital 

city of Prague. Its main activity is wholesale. The company communicates via website 
(http://vyplatise.cz) and Facebook. The discount rates reach up to 30% compared to average 
market prices. 
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Merchandise 
 
The merchandise offered in the observed stores is similar to categories of products sold by conventional 
retailers on the Czech market. The categories are further divided into food and non-food goods. 
Nevertheless, the amounts and categories of products offered vary on the merchandise these retailers have 
been able to acquire from their suppliers – conventional retailers and manufacturers. All of the observed 
stores (100%) offer beverages, diary, tins and packets, and sweets, while none of them (0%) sell fresh 
fruit and vegetables. This might be given by difficulties of acquiring fresh produce from the suppliers but 
also demanding and complicated hygiene standards with which the retailers do not comply. On the other 
hand, frozen food is offered in 95% of the sample and often includes frozen vegetables, as well as frozen 
meat and poultry. Meat and poultry as a separate category are offered by 70% of the stores, while bread 
and bakery is present in 57% of the stores. 
 
In general, less than a half of stores offer products in the non-food section. Only 40% of the stores offer 
products such as diapers and baby care, toilet paper, washing powders, cleaning products, and pet food. 
Body care and cosmetic products are offered by 22% of the stores and only 5% of the shops provide 
dental hygiene products. These products are mostly acquired by the retailers from manufacturers due to 
production changes, faults in labelling or returns by conventional retailers. 

Prices 
 
The discount rates in most of the observed stores (95%) reach the level of 50% up to 70% compared to 
average market prices in conventional retail stores. In only 2 stores (5%) the discount rates are at 30% 
level or lower. Discount rates are also dependent on the amount of goods retailers are offering and their 
expiration date or shelf life. 
 
Average spending per shopper per visit on a regular basket of goods is up to 4 EUR in 57% of stores and 
more than 4 EUR in 43% of the stores in the sample. 

Store layout 
 
Average store size, meaning shopping area, in most stores varies from less than 50m2 up to 200m2 with an 
exception of the largest store in Prague counting more than 200m2. Most of the stores contain facilities 
such as storage and cooling storage and some of them even have freezer storage available in order to keep 
a larger amount of goods for longer period without the need for frequent restocking and order of goods. 

Employees 
 
In 93% of the stores, less than 5 staff members per store are employed. The maximum number of 
employees is up to 10 people. This is given by the small size of the stores and lower complexity of their 
management in comparison with conventional supermarkets and hypermarkets. Also, none of the stores 
recruit volunteers as it is often the case in social supermarkets or non-profit organisations. On their 
websites and on in-store displays, the companies present their job offers for positions of shop assistants 
and store managers for full-time and part-time employment contracts. 

Location 
 
An interesting factor is that locations of stores of the individual retailers do not overlap, with the 
exception of Prague where 7 stores of 2 retailers are located. Therefore, the retail chains do not represent 
direct competition to each other, at least from the geographical perspective which allows them to engage 
their position and gain return customers within their area of influence. As a matter of fact, in most cases 
these stores are not even located near conventional retail stores to avoid local competition. As for store 
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location within towns and cities, 60% of the stores are located in city centres allowing them to provide 
higher convenience and attract more shoppers. 

Conclusion 
 
Social enterprises as part of the so-called third sector address social issues and come up with innovative 
sustainable business models resolving various socio-economic issues to benefit the society. One of the 
major global issues such as food waste in relation to food surplus is also fertile ground for emergence of 
new innovative solutions where social enterprises play a role. So far, the academic sphere has rarely 
focused on social initiatives in retailing but in the recent years this trend has been changing. One of the 
initiatives addressing food waste and individuals in need is a concept of social supermarkets as defined by 
e.g. Holweg et al. (2010a). 
 
Due to historical circumstances of socialist regime, without basis in legal environment and low level of 
public support, social entrepreneurship in the Czech Republic has to emerge from bottom-up and develop 
through prodigiously innovative approaches inspiring itself by initiatives from abroad. The main aim of 
this study was to analyse the up-to-date situation in social retailing and discover whether and in what 
form social retailers exist in the Czech Republic. 
 
The outcomes of this empirical study show that a certain form of retail entities providing discounted food 
and non-food products to members of lower social class and thus helping reduce food waste and increase 
social status of citizens in need is present on the Czech retail market. It is represented by a specific type 
of small retail stores selling discounted food and other products nearing the end of expiration date or shelf 
life to all members of the public. As it has been proven by the authors in their previous research of 
identifying three factors that most affect consumers while shopping food, the most important factor for 
the vast majority of Czech consumers is price (Asmalovskij and Sadílek, 2016b). Therefore, even though 
such concept attracts mostly members of lower social class, the group of individuals shopping in these 
retail stores is rather large and not limited by any commercial, legal or other factor. Also, the observed 
retail chains are not non-profit or voluntary organisations. On the contrary they exist mostly in the form 
of for-profit entities such as limited liability companies. As for type of employment and labour, they 
provide common full-time and part-time employment to the wide public without narrowing down their 
interest to social minorities or groups of people in need like e.g. the long-term unemployed. Another 
factor is the way of acquiring goods from their suppliers – according to the information presented on 
retailers’ websites, the selected stores do not receive goods for free like most concepts of social 
supermarkets, but they buy out products from conventional retailers and manufacturers which those 
would otherwise dispose of due to quality faults of the goods, labelling, or nearing expiration date. 
Therefore, these goods are bought by retailers for discounted prices and subsequently sold at significantly 
lower prices in comparison with the average market prices with discount rates reaching 70%. 
 
Summarising the aforementioned information, the authors came to conclusion that these stores cannot be 
considered social supermarkets such as those in Austria or Croatia according to definitions of Holweg et 
al. (2010a) and Klindzic et al. (2016). Nevertheless, these stores can rather be considered the so-called 
super discount stores as described by Caroli (Caroli and Gautie, 2008) or Oh and Kim (Oh and Kim, 
2003). One way or another, these super discount stores present on the Czech market, functioning on a 
different model than SSMs, play an important role in reducing food waste and aiding certain citizen 
groups to obtain goods of basic need. 
 
In conclusion, it is possible to discuss the reasons of such development in the Czech Republic. The 
findings of this empirical study will serve as ground for further research in this field of the Czech retail 
market. The next step of the research will focus on comparison of such retail models in Austria and Czech 
Republic as well as other selected European countries. The outcomes will then be used in order to select 
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the best and most efficient practices in retailing dealing with food waste and people living in or at risk of 
poverty, which is meant to be the main contribution of the authors. 
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Abstract  
 
The article deals with the problem of defining business model. The classification of various 
approaches to defining business model in terms of its sustainability management capability is given. 
The advantage of stakeholder approach is justified. The article also provides requirements of stability 
imposed on a business model in order to turn it into a management tool. Implied application of a 
business model is proved to be the key to sustainability management capacities of an organization. 
The matrix of possible implied applications of a sustainable business model has been developed. 
Various aspects of sustainability (including static, dynamic and structural sustainability) have been 
identified.  

 

Keywords: business model, management system, sustainability of a business model, types of 
economic system, enterprise, stakeholders, strategy. 

 
Foreword  
 
Nowadays circumstances, which management is conducted in, are rapidly changing. Economic 
globalization, crisis phenomena, social and ecological problems demand reconsideration of 
management concepts. One of the directions management is now being developed in is strongly 
connected to various aspects of sustainable growth. 
 
The problem of sustainable growth has recently become essential for the humanity itself. Solving it is 
the matter of saving our civilization, natural ecosystems, the stability of political and economic 
systems, preserving animal and plant species, preventing climate change etc. The problem of 
sustainable growth is the one of considerable interest to researchers in numerous scientific fields. 
Searching for models that ensure the sustainability of a system within predetermined time, space and 
other limits is aimed at reducing management expenses.  
 
As far as the article is concerned, the advancement of the management system of an organization is 
regarded as choosing such a models that is more likely to ensure the organization’s survival and 
development over the long period of time (Bezrukih, Medvedev, Ryabova, 2015, p. 123). It is 
essential for the goal of the research to look into conceptual basis of a business model and its 
significance for management system; identify the difference between a strategy and a business model; 
characterize the term “sustainability”; identify the approaches to estimating the sustainability of a 
business model. 
 
The hypotheses of the research is that business model, not the economic entity serves as the object of 
strategic management. We believe it to be the case, for the sustainability of an organization itself will 
ultimately reduce it to stagnation and destruction, whereas sustainable business model guarantees its 
resistance to sinking within predetermined time and space limits. 
 
Being an administrative and development management tool, business models are of interest, for the 
successful ones can be replicated and transferred into different fields of business (Bezrukih, 
Medvedev, Chuvayeva, 2015, p. 529). According to the view of some authors, “more than ninety per 
cent of all innovative business models are nothing but a combination of existing ideas and concepts 
borrowed from other spheres” (Gassmann, Frankenberger, Csik, 2014, с. 9). However, we are 
inclined to consider it impossible to adapt borrowed business models, integrate them into an existing 
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management system and, what is more, create a brand new business model without conducting an in-
depth theoretical research on the matter. 
 
Regarding the evaluation of successfulness of a business model, more emphasis is generally put on 
brand new business model, for “innovative business model tends to have more potential for becoming 
successful rather than innovative product or process” (Gassmann, Frankenberger, Csik, 2014, p. 17). 
Yet, how do we assess an existing business model? What criteria do we use? What is more, how can 
this tool be used so as to expand the development potential of traditional industries with buoyant 
demand? Searching for answers to these question ultimately leads to analyzing conceptual framework 
and especially how the terms “business model”, “management system”, “strategy” and the 
correspondence between them. 
 
Modern organizations can no longer be considered in static. Management systems are constantly 
developing; so do its aims and strategies. Strategy is a long-term identified vector of development of 
an organization. That is to say, strategy is a vector of development that was chosen either freely, 
based on strategic targets and the vision of the responsible executives, or forcedly, based on 
competitive pressure, which is understood as influence of Porter’s Five Forces, taking into account 
macroeconomic factors and stakeholders’ interests (Medvedev, Bezrukih, 2015).  
 
Business model is a business mechanism, which is less dynamic than a strategy, part of management 
system, and the base that the strategy is implemented on. According to one of the researches, 
“business model is a way that a company chooses to create value for its clients and to get profit from 
it” (Soolyatte, 2010, p 11). Other researchers (Morris, Schindehutte, Allen, 2005) put emphasis on the 
fact that business model is able to stimulate conceptualization of a company as an interdependent 
system of separate strategic choices and to search for interconnections between elements with the 
help of unique combinations. What is more, these strategic choices include both those that “made on 
purpose and on default” (Morris, Schindehutte, Allen, 2005, p. 733). 
 
Unlike a strategy, business model is not necessarily unique; it is a miniature maquette of business that 
can be represented with different degree of formality and accuracy. Thus, there are process oriented 
models, sustainable management models, perfection models (Chugumbaev, 2016, p. 60), and their 
purpose varies accordingly. Coherence between management system, strategy and business model in 
terms of demand for sustainability can be defined the following way: any strategy, even the most 
risky one, the one that is able to unbalance the system should be counterbalanced by a business model 
so as to ensure organization’s manageability.  
 

On Methodology of Analysis of Business Model’s Sustainability  
 

According to basic classification of economic systems suggested by G. Kleyner, “the characteristics 
of a system should reflect particular qualities of its natural limits in space and time” (Kleiner, 
2010, p. 9). Defining a manufacturing plant as a system of class S4 with clearly defined space limits 
while being unlimited in time, the author emphasizes that in absence of time limits those object 
systems tend to be economically passive (are willing to preserve a status quo in time), yet actively 
make use of space (Kleiner, 2010, p.11). We believe that business model reflects those particular 
elements of management system that remain stable over a long, not limited in advance period of time 
(until considerable environmental disturbance). Since “real economic systems generally tend to 
possess qualities of all four types S1, S2, S3, S4” (Kleiner, 2010, p. 13), the author admits that there 
are hybrid systems. Therefore, business model can be a maquette not only of an object system – of an 
organization – but of environmental, process, project systems, which can be corporate culture, 
manufacturing process, innovations. 
 
It is the position of the designer of a business model that plays an important role. The founder world 

consider the organization a project, consultants and shareholders – an object, production managers – 

a process, top managers and specialist – an environmental system. That is why choosing the designer 

of a model is the key question in terms of ensuring its effectiveness as a tool. It is preferable to 

choose someone from the outside – business consultant or a consulting company – so as to design an 
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object business model, which is the basic type for manufacturing plant. If “an object is an object 

system, than subject should have characteristics of a project system” (Kleiner, 2010, p. 44). In actual 

practice, a process type system – manufacturing subsystem of an organization – generally becomes an 

object for design. In this case a specialist in the area or a department can be the designer. 

 

Considering the sustainability of an organization, we think it is reasonable to consider 

“sustainability” as a “variable” product of an object system (Kleiner, 2010, p.20). Being at the same 

time dependent on perception, knowledge and time limits of the evaluation, sustainability makes us 

approach defining a subject and limits of a model more deliberately. 

 

In our opinion, the understanding of a business model as the apprehended and conscious part of the 
control system serving as the instrument of achievement of goals of management is the most adequate 
regarding the research aims. Since the purpose is always limited “timed”, the substantial change in 
the next management cycle has to be followed by the change of a business model. The cause for 
additional interest towards the problem of sustainability of a business model is determined by the fact 
that the object system has to change smoothly, in dialectic opposition to flexibility and stability. 
 
Thus, the appeal to classification of economic systems allows to draw a number of practical 
conclusions: 
 

1) approaches to understanding of a business model differ both on a typology of the modelled 
systems and on the degree of involvement in development of various management 
subsystems; 
 

2) the aspiration to stability is the "built-in" purpose of object systems; 
 

3) the management system of an organization as an object is adequate to its goal if it supports 
the manufacturing of new products, reproduction of resources and conditions of activity; 

 
4) smooth change of a business model is coordinated with the requirement of stability of an 

object system; 
 

5) organization modeling as an object system demands involvement of an “outside onlooker”. 
 
The problem of maintenance of raw materials base motivates the enterprises of the nature operating 
branches to consider an organization as environmental system, to introduce the concept of corporate 
social responsibility, etc. Lag from other competitors demands considering the organization in 
process aspect. Signals of the future essential change of the environment (macrofactors, structure of 
branch) have to initiate project management. Considering such organizations as systems of hybrid 
type increases the practical importance of development of business models and allows to expect 
direct recoil from their use in management. 

 
Conceptual Approaches to Understanding a Business Model 
 
The polysemy of understanding of the nature of a business model in Russian is most fully presented 
in the work of Strekalova (2009). Agreeing with the author regarding the six approaches to the 
interpretation of a concept of a business model, within this work, we considered it possible to point 
out two more approaches: the stakeholder approach and the information approach. The characteristics 
of approaches given below not only reflects the contents of each of them, but also represents the 
perception of the modelled system and the characteristics of its stability. 

 
Economic approach represents a business model in terms of formation and use of profit, considering 
the organization in a process key. Assessment of stability is carried out in the form of the analysis of 
financial and/or economic stability, and its long-term aspect is implemented in the investment 
analysis. Market and macrofactors are not involved into the process of sustainability assessment. 
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Since this approach can easily be used as a tool, the majority of all assessment approaches correspond 
with it. 
 
Operational approach is implemented in the form of the description of business processes. The 
coordinated among themselves, effective, not demanding further rationalization business processes 
form perception of a business model as stable in the current determined timescale (it is realized in 
Bezrukih, Medvedev, Alashkevich, Mohirev (2015)). This approach corresponds with the definition 
given by Harvard business school: "the business model is a set of the defining business solutions, and 
also concessions and compromises involved into generating profit" (Sahlman, Stevenson, Roberts, 
Bhide, 1999). 
 
Strategic approach forms a business model in categories of market positioning with identification of 
interests of stakeholders, considering the organization as environmental and/or object system. The 
description of a business model does not give in to strict formalization, however there is time factor 
in the form of division briefly and long-term tendencies, interests. Sustainability of the model 
presented thus can be estimated in the expert way; significant elements of a business model act as 
units of assessment.   
 
The integrating approach offered in Morris, Schindehutte, Allen (2005) and presented to Strekalova 
(2009, p. 98), defines a business model as the description of the mechanism of creation and 
maintenance of steady competitive advantage. Let's note that the requirement of sustainability is put 
in a concept of a business model, and in the description six components of model are allocated, each 
of which ideally can undergo sustainability monitoring. Morris, Schindehutte, Allen (2005, p. 730) 
distinguish from model components offer factors, market factors, internal opportunities, factors of 
competitive strategy, economic factors and factors of intentions. Authors represent the last 
component as follows "the integrated business model has to cover the businessman's time, scale and 
the size of ambitions" (Morris, Schindehutte, Allen, 2005, p. 730). The component is interpreted as 
investment model of firm and offered the list of variants: model of survival/existence (subsistence). 
income model, growth model, speculative model (Morris, Schindehutte, Allen, 2005, p. 730). As in 
model the owner's purposes are considered, system perception of the organization corresponds to 
both object type, and project type.  
 
Structural approach considers business system elements in their interrelation and allows to estimate 
organizational and administrative sustainability of business if necessary. Prospects of this approach in 
line with this research are connected with the fact that such description of a business model allows to 
denote the replicated secret of sustainability of the enterprises of industry. The emphasis of attention 
on "design" of components (Mayo, Brown, 1999) allows to define perception of system as object, 
however also possible the environmental type of system. As in some works structural approach is 
treated in a broader sense is possible, the business model also includes network of interaction with 
stakeholders. In this work we allocate stakeholders approach as independent which along with 
communication aspect reflects also target aspect of interaction with stakeholders.  
 
Imperfection of the structural approach (understood in narrow sense) is in the exception of 
consideration of interactions with the external environment. This restriction is overcome within the 
system approach, based on methodology of open systems. 
 
Inclusion in investigation the external factors complicates a business model. At the same time 
dynamic sustainability is distinguished as a separate element of model, and continuous changes in the 
external environment predetermine adjustment and replacement of a business model. Sustainability is 
understood as ability "to keep the competitive advantage" (Afuah, Tucci, 2003, p. 70-71), the choice 
or a combination of three strategy is offered: "defend", "run away", "unite".  
 
Other authors emphasize the cognitive importance of creation of a business model in 
commercialization of technologies and prove need of its change if "opportunities … technologies are 
not combined with the current business model of firm" (Chesbrough, Rosenbloom, 2002, p. 5). Thus, 
the steady business model is the model capable to the operated transformation after change of an 
external environment. 
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System approach combines environmental type and object type of the organization, allows to 
consider sustainability of the company in the environment. The matrix of system characteristics of a 
business model presented in (Strekalova, 2009, p. 101), allows to project system of indicators of 
assessment of a management system, including sustainability indicators, with emphasis on 
competitive sustainability. Indicators of competitiveness can be used to describe stability (Melnikova, 
2010, p. 274), but do not exhaust its content. 
 
Information approach considers a business model as set of information models of the company. It is 
offered (Melnikova, Hanagyan, 2012, p. 387) to allocate goal-setting model (includes a mission, the 
purposes, competitive advantages), organizational model (distribution of powers and responsibility), 
functional and technological model, resource model, process model and model of structure of data 
(the description of regulations of the company and objects of an external environment). The central 
place is allocated to a process model which reflects a chain of creation of value (Melnikova, 
Hanagyan, 2012, p. 387). Sustainability of a business model at high extent of formalization of its 
structure can be estimated by means of quality indicators of coherence of its separate components or 
indicators of stability of separate components of a business model. Can be projected of separate 
quantitative indicators, such as standard stock rate, a reserve of production capacities (Bezrukih, 
Medvedev, Alashkevich, Mohirev, 2015, p. 25). The central place is allocated to goal-setting model, 
estimated indicators are offered, allocation of three levels of management decisions (functional 
model) is proved (Aksenovskaya, Boos, Vaisman et al., 2010, p. 152). 
 
Stakeholder approach to business simulation is directly connected with long-term sustainability of the 
company. The balance of interests of stakeholders, and subject of the analysis – features of 
interaction, efficiency and ways of communications with stakeholders can become a starting element 
of creation of a business model. The steady business model within stakeholder approach is such, in 
our opinion, way of business which minimizes contradictions of interests of stakeholders, and also 
the financial and non-financial purposes of the company. In case of the conflict the business model 
has to allow to make such choice which effectively would balance briefly and long-term goals of the 
company with interests of interested parties, minimized reputation risks and expanded the business 
horizons. Sustainability of a business model is provided thanks to creation of the divided value (M. 
Porter and M. Kreymer) that "increases competitiveness of the company, at the same time improving 
economic and social conditions of communities in which it conducts the activity" (Porter, Kramer, 
2011, p. 66). 
 
Generalizing told, we counted expedient to correlate approaches to definition of a business model and 
a typology of economic systems, having revealed the considered types of sustainability (Table 1). 
 

Table 1: Comparative characteristic of approaches to determination of  

essence of a business model 
 

Approach to definition of a 

business model 

Type of the modelled 

economic system 

The considered sustainability types 

Economic  Process Financial sustainability, economic 
sustainability 

Operational Process, design Sustainability of technology, separate 
business processes, reliability of 
information systems, resource 
sustainability 

Strategic  Environmental 
(external 
environment), object 

Market sustainability; sustainability of 
interaction with stakeholders 

Integrating Object, design Competitive stability 

Structural Environmental 
(internal 
environment), object 

Organizational and administrative and 
communication sustainability 
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System Environmental (in 
general), object 

Sustainability of situation in the external 
environment, including competitive 
sustainability 

Information Object Sustainability of each component of model 
as lack of a mismatch 

Stakeholder Environmental (in 
general) 

Sustainable development 

 
Conclusion, presented in the Table 1 can become a starting point of studying of sustainability of a 
business model. Depending on the revealed problem (or research objectives) the adequate approach 
to modeling is chosen. This allowes to bare relationships of cause and effect without excessive 
expenses   and to carry out due administrative actions. Representation of approaches "from simple to 
difficult" to some extent explains attention of scientists and practicians to economic and operational 
models, a research of financial, economic, resource sustainability. However even more often there is 
a need for creation of more labor-intensive and difficult models, for a research of all aspects of 
sustainable development.  
 
Despite limitation of use, prospects of stakeholder approach are connected, in our opinion, with the 
next moments: 
 

1) approach assumes division into economic, social and ecological sustainability; 
 

2) concordance with the concept of sustainable development (UN); 
 

3) presence of adequate information of a research, including for carrying out the comparative 
analysis on the basis of reports of sustainable development; 

 
4) management of sustainability is integrated into system of corporate social responsibility and 

a control system in general; 
 

5) despite prevalence of not quantitative methods of the analysis, this approach allows to give a 
cost assessment of interaction with stakeholders. 

 
The principle of assessment of benefits of stakeholders from interaction (Yefimova, 2013, p. 47) 
based on the analysys of added value distribution allows to gain primary impression about scale and 
structure of financial streams, about influence of the company on economic situation of stakeholders.  
 
Non-financial reports as sources of information have considerable, in our opinion, advantage of 
comparability, are formed on the basis of the Guide to the reporting in the field of sustainable 
development of GRI, the Social charter of the Russian business, and also standards of interaction with 
interested parties of AA 1000SES and AA 1000AS. In our opinion, the choice of the standard of the 
reporting has to depend on branch of industry,  problems of sustainability that are solved and extent 
of integration of management of sustainability into a business model of the company.  
 
The review which showed the general growth of the companies forming reports of sustainable 
development, fix the termination of providing the report by the separate companies (Alenicheva et al., 
2015, p. 92), included in a research. We see in this fact not only the strong-willed act of the 
management, but also signs of not inclusiveness of management of sustainability in a business model 
of the organizations, perhaps, decrease in efficiency of primary activity. The relation to the reporting 
of sustainable development as to the project, without inclusion in a business model – a striking 
example of pendular decisions.  
 
Summing up the results, we will note that the business model as the instrument of  management, 
irrespective of conceptual approach to its representation, has to meet the following requirements 
(Table 2):  
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1) possibility of the formalized description, including graphic; 
 

2) existence of internal structure, orderliness of elements of model; 
 

3) comparability with models of other organizations at least within branch, ideally – in 
intercountries and interindustry scale; 

 
4) instrument of competitiveness , possibility of determination of advantages, obvious to 

managers, but unevident for competitors; 
 

5) multifunctionality of model predetermining a possibility of its use in realization of each of 
functions of management (planning – organization – motivation – control - coordination); 

 
6) measurability, presence of quantitative parameters of model that gives additional 

opportunities for comparison of models; 
 

Table 2: Extent of realization of requirements to a business model 

 

Approaches to 

definition of a 

business model 

Requirements to a business model 

Forma-

lized 

Structu-

ring 

Compa-

rability 

Instru-

ment 

Multi-

functio-

nality 

Measura-

bility 

Economic * * *  * ** 

Operational ** ** *  * * 

Strategic *  * **  * 

Integrating * * * *  * 

Structural ** **   *  

System * * * * * * 

Information ** ** * * *  

Stakeholder * * ** * * * 

 
As shown in the table, only two approaches meet all requirements: system approach and stakeholder 
approach. The business models developed on their basis can be considered as instruments of effective 
management of the organization.  
 
 

About Assessment of Sustainability of a Business Model 
 
Logic of development of open social and economic systems such is: chaos and an order – two 
regularly replacing each other states. Chaos as stability loss inevitably leads to an order – its finding. 
It is impossible to resist development dialectics, however the steady business model in a bifurcation 
point (a decision-making point) will allow without additional managerial influences, in an operating 
mode to keep sustainability of system provided that deviations of conditions of the environment, or 
fluctuations, do not go beyond admissible significances. Successful numerous passing of such points 
of the choice allows to note that the company has an adequate business model, and the management 
managed to avoid notorious "manual control".  
 
The organization cannot but be considered as the system having the following properties: openness, 
purposiveness, humanism. The organization as open system is more subject to influence of weak 
signals, and therefore in its model also has to be put sensitivity to weak signals for the purpose of the 
subsequent adaptation to essential indignations in the external environment . Weak signals by 
Ansoff's definition are "indistinct early indications of the forthcoming important events" (Ansoff, 
1975). 
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Sustainability of the organization in the unstable external environment can be considered as attribute 
of system and as reaction to external instability (Melnikova, 2009, p. 195). Absolutely steady system 
has no attribute of adaptability, does not provide ability to development. The aspiration to 
sustainability can be realized at the level of perception of system, that is to say concerning a business 
model. The condition of insustainability of economic entity is inevitable, moreover, on the basis of 
the research of life cycle, it is possible to forecast not only an unsustainability position, but also its 
reasons, typical for this stage of life cycle. According to V. A. Lubkov, at different stages occur "an 
activation of various components of a business model" (Lubkov, 2013, p. 48). The applied research 
objective has to consist in search of the mechanism of creation of a steady business model and its 
regular updating.  
 
According to I. Prigozhin, "during the initial period … instability is localized in a small part of 
system, then extends" (Prigozhin, 1991). The task which can be solved by means of a business model 
consists in timely recognition of a source of instability, decision-making for its elimination or 
inclusion in strategy. Diagnostics has to be performed by means of the indicators which are built in a 
business model and procedures of tracking of weak and strong signals as instability sources.  
 
The choice in a point of bifurcation is more complex problem which is solved by means of 
subsystems of management of knowledge and innovations. Their allocation as a part of a business 
model and in the real organization allows to eliminate delay of process of accumulation of 
information and knowledge about fluctuations of the environment in comparison with real processes. 
This element of a business model is represented to us critical in preservation of long-term 
sustainability as only a learning organization is capable to distinguish systematically new 
opportunities in the revolting influences, to refuse the existing competitive advantages in favor of 
new, to redesign a business model, acting in the conditions of the lack of information. Thus the 
requirement of flexibility of a business model is implemented. Than the flexibility is higher, than the 
more simply and cheap to change this business model, than more changes go on the way of "thin 
tuning" – imperceptibly for competitors and ordinary employees.  
 
So, the methodology of management of sustainable development of the company has to include 
assessment procedure of stability of a business model and its adjustment if necessary. The business 
model is steady if it allows with sufficient efficiency to react to changes of the environment, 
compensating negative consequences of these changes and keeping a condition of key parameters of 
model in the set range.  
 
Depending on the used approach to the description of a business model, extent of its formalization, 
the available information base and type of the modelled economic system, significantly differ the 
directions and ways of assessment of its sustainability . In what measure each of approaches provides 
a capability of business model concerning management of long-term sustainability? In a descriptive 
key the answer to this question consists in assessment of compliance of the purposes, procedures and 
results of development of model within this or that concept to business model sustainability 
conditions. In a constructive key the decision is connected with differentiation of definitions "a 
steady business model" and "management of sustainability of the organization on the basis of a 
business model", and in the latter case is of importance the type of the reached sustainability of the 
organization.  
 
The list of conditions with which the steady business model has to satisfy is created by logic of this 
research and includes: 
 

1) Measurability, existence of quantitative indicators of sustainability; 
 

2) Complexity, possibility of the accounting of all aspects of sustainability (economic, social, 
ecological); 

 
3) Aiming at sustainable development, built-in need of the accounting of social and ecological 

aspects of sustainability; 
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4) Strategic, internal orientation on long-term development; 
 

5) Comparability, including with the best practicians in branch and/or with the best practicians 
outside branch, in the country and the world; 

 
6) Flexibility, ability to effectively change key parameters of a business model without 

decrease in volumes of activity; 
 

7) Sensitivity in relation to "weak signals" of the external environment. 
 
Assessment of degree of compliance to these requirements of various "models" of the organizations is 
given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Compliance of approaches to sustainability conditions of a business model 
 

Approaches 

to definition 

of a 

business 

model 

Business model sustainability conditions 

Meas

urabi

lity 

Compl

exity 

Aiming 

at 

sustain

able 

develo

pment 

Strateg

ic 

Comparabilit

y 

Flexibi

lity 

Sensi

tivity 

in 

bran

ch 

in the 

count

ry 

and 

the 

worl

d 

Economic  + – – – ± ± – - 

Operational – – – – + – ± - 

Strategic + – – + + + ± - 

Integrating + + ±** + + + + ± 

Structural – + – – + – + - 

System  + + – + + + + ± 

Information + + - - + - ± - 

Stakeholder + + + + + + + + 

* in narrow sense  
** compliance to the requirement only for the enterprises of those branches where the 
problem of negative outer effects in social and ecological spheres is particularly acute 
especially 

 
Thus, it is possible to draw a conclusion about opportunities of the corresponding models in ensuring 
sustainability of the organization and to formulate a number of research problems: ensuring 
measurability and comparability of business models, formation of the built-in target orientation to 
sustainable development in the long-term period, coordination of the economic, social and ecological 
targets, at last, a problem of adaptability of model as instrument of management. Each of problems is 
cross-disciplinary and demands separate review. 
 

On Target Reference Points of Sustainability Management 
 
In works of a number of foreign researchers it is rather obviously possible to observe evolution of 
views from sustainability as the purposes (result) of a research of other problems prior to a research 
of management of sustainability. So, Peter Johansson (Johansson, 2007, p. 4) sets as the purpose to 
formulate the management  model maintaining both sustainability of the organization, and global 
stability, realizing it by means of instruments of quality management. In later work, in a co-
authorship, he considers the stakeholder theory of management of sustainability (Garvarea, 
Johansson, 2010), noting that organizational sustainability  can be reached, meeting requirements of 
interested parties. The founder of the theory of stakeholders Edward Freeman, having offered 
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stakeholder's model of firm (Freeman, 1984), showed influence of management of interested parties 
on survival of the organization (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, 2007). The idea of influence of 
stakeholders on sustainability, is developed in (Savage, Nix, Whitehead, Blair, 1991), including 
applied aspect. 
 
Development of logic of the real research demands differentiation of the concepts "steady business 
model" and "management of sustainability of the organization on the basis of a business model", 
thereby we bring up a question of subjectivity and type of system again. Let's use classification of 
types of economic systems (Kleiner, 2010). The business model is the system of project type, 
replicated, limited in time and space. The organization, depending on the used approach can be 
considered as system of any of 4 types, or as system of hybrid type that extremely complicates its 
modeling. 
 
The business model is created for the solution of a specific administrative problem, and if that is 
connected with sustainability, there is a natural question: about what sustainability there is a speech? 
The steady business model to some extent is "mirror" of the organization striving for sustainability. 
The model sustainability conditions given above are necessary for adequacy of this tool in order that 
"the mirror was not curve". For what sustainability the subject of management strives? 
 
The fullest classification of types of sustainability of the enterprise is presented in (Grigoryan, 2015), 
however concerning a business model similar systematization is absent. The theoretical platform of 
the analysis of sustainability of system has, in our opinion, cross-disciplinary character and in the 
most general view assumes allocation of static and dynamic sustainability. Static sustainability 
assumes consideration of system as closed and reflects: a) a keeping of properties of system of rather 
certain ideal (sustainability of a state - SS1) and b) a keeping of the communications of system 
defining its uniqueness and viability (structural sustainability - SS2). Using the characteristic "by 
contradiction" (vice versa), we specify: statically unsustainability system has the current indicators of 
activity significantly better or worse planned (an unstable state) or uses other business model, there 
was its change control or not. Ability of a business model to adaptation will be coordinated with 
research objectives, and therefore the question of a measure of structural sustainability remains open. 
 
The organizations as open systems, being in interaction with an environment, change the purposes, 
structure, communications, and therefore dynamically steady organization is the adaptive 
organization, viable in a long period. The dynamic sustainability (DS) of a business model reflects 
ability to keep integrity of the organization in the conditions of its constant evolution. The target 
reference points concerning sustainability realized within this or that approach to modeling taking 
into account type of the modelled system are presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Target reference points (intentions) concerning sustainability of a business model 
 

Approaches to 

definition of a 

business model 

Type of the modelled economic system 

process project object environment 

Economic  SS1    

Operational SS1, SS2 SS1   

Strategic  SS1, SS2 SS2  

Integrating  SS2, SS1 DS, SS2  

Information   SS2, DS, SS1  

Structural    SS2, DS DS, SS1 

System    SS2, DS DS 

Stakeholder    DS, SS2, SS1 

SS1 - sustainability of a state (static sustainability), SS2 – structural sustainability, DS - 
dynamic sustainability 
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Data of table reflect possibilities of this or that approach to modeling concerning achievement of the 
objectives of sustainability. The developer, based on its position relative to the object modelling and 
the objectives, can choose an adequate approach to creation of a business model, rather simple that 
the model was apprehended by performers, rather difficult, allowing to consider significant sources of 
fluctuations. 
 
The sustainability type at which the control system is aimed introduces the accents in a business 
model. So, if "static approach to assessment of sustainability assumed accent on structural, 
technological and financial making models, then dynamic approach requires attention to a goal-
setting, processes and functions" (Melnikova, Hanagyan, 2012). 
 

Conclusions and suggestions 
 

Theoretical and practical interest in a problem of ensuring sustainability presses for developments of 
the instruments of improvement of management integrating the economic, social and ecological 
targets of development of the organization. The problem is, of course, strategic, requiring study in 
statics and in dynamics.  
 
The study used a systematic research methodology. Organization as primarily object-based, has a 
"built-in" commitment to sustainability, changes should have a smooth flow. The business model of 
the enterprise is understood as the accepted and recognized part of the control system, the prototype 
of the ideal. Finding a good business model allows the organization to maintain sustainability with 
minimal administrative intervention when fluctuations in the external environment within a certain 
range. It justifies the thesis that the pursuit of sustainability can be implemented at the level of the 
business model.   
 
The appeal to a typology of economic systems allowed to systematize the content of eight approaches 
to understanding of a business model, to define their opportunities regarding management of 
sustainability. Requirements with which has to satisfy a business model as the instrument of 
management, and also business model sustainability conditions in relation to each of approaches are 
formulated.  
 
Opportunities and mechanisms of management of sustainability at the level of a business model, are 
defined by target orientation of model. Seeking for maximizing profit in the short and medium term, 
the subject of management creates economic (financial) model of the company which is essentially 
unsuitable for the solution of problems of competitiveness, environmental problems. In the choice of 
the purpose and type of model it is impossible to rely only on strategic vision of the owner or head.  
 
In work it is shown that achievement financial, technological, competitive, etc. sustainability as the 
purposes of development of the organization, so, and creation of a business model, is deprived of 
sense. In all-managerial  context it is important to choose target orientation of business in temporary 
aspect, taking into account a phase of life cycle and a conditions of the environment. The target type 
of sustainability, eventually, depends on how the subject of management outlined environment 
borders. It is offered to consider static sustainability, structural sustainability and dynamic 
sustainability. Consideration of problems of sustainability in dynamics will influence not only 
contents and a way of calculation of indicators of sustainability, but also transforms requirements to 
structure of a business model, the importance of its elements, will change ability to adaptation, and 
also on a contour of feedback will affect features of a goal-setting and priority of development goals.  
 
Along with a problem of formation of target orientation to sustainable development, further 
researches can be aimed at providing measurability, comparability and replicability of business 
models, coordination of the economic, social and ecological targets by the principle of "trinity", 
providing adaptation opportunities of a business model. 
 
The practical importance of a research is connected with development of a matrix of target reference 
points of sustainability and systematization of approaches to creation of a business model. 
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Advantages of stakeholder approach are formulated. Further developments can be conducted in the 
direction of formation of indicators of sustainability of a business model. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper outlines the economic perspective for MAESTRO as both an Ambient Assisting Living (AAL) 

research and innovation project and as a viable quality assurance service platform.  It examines the 

process of building an effective and sustainable business model and business plan for MAESTRO to 

address the current and future economic context.  The MAESTRO project’s objective is to develop an on-

line platform that can create and showcase ‘confidence, trust and reliability’ in the emerging marketplace 

for monitored and self-monitored devices, systems and services that promote health and wellbeing for 

older people.  With the pace and quantity of new products, services and technologies emerging within the 

AAL marketplace, it is difficult to source reliable and trustworthy product and service quality information 

that can underpin selection and procurement decision making. The MAESTRO platform is being 

developed to address this identified gap and market weakness, and it is being co-designed with solution 

providers, service commissioners and end users across the value chain, within a set of pilot projects in 4 

European territories. 

 

Keywords: Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), Service Platform, Self-monitored devices, Economic 
model 

Introduction 

Nowadays, there is a big quantity of new products, services and technologies emerging within the 
Ambient Assisted Living domain, see the works of Aggoune-Mtalaa et al., (2014) and Aggoune-Mtalaa 
and Aggoune (2014). However the clues and control references for adequate orientation of the consumer 
are lacking and the result is a media-supported image of a fantastic potential for follow-up of one’s 
activities and even some vital parameters, but with often no verified nor legitimised and verified less 
certified criteria (there are exceptions of course), regarding such key dimensions as performance, 
reliability, user-friendliness, acceptability, potential for delivering medically ascertained data, privacy 
issues, etc, see the papers of Park et al. (2017) and Mainetti et al. (2016). This confusing and probably in 
many cases misleading landscape, is problematic for the elderly, often non fully digitally literate and not 
always in the capacity to know, understand and distinguish the key elements of the underlying promises 
associated with these technologies. There is therefore at the same time a claim to give access to truly 
helpful devices for well-being and health-related monitoring capabilities, but most of the time as an 
emerging market not accompanied by the kind of references and metrics which could establish the basis 
for an effective user-centered affordance of these new means, see the work of Norgall and Wichert (2013) 
and the one of Knegel and Auinger (2015). 

The aim of MAESTRO project is therefore to deliver a reference framework for a commercially viable 

platform in the domain of monitored devices to promote health and wellbeing for older people. In the 

frame of the European Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) programme, MAESTRO project partners who are 
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either associations helping seniors and their caregivers, enterprises or research and academic institutions 

are joining their efforts to develop an ICT platform which will address the gaps in the market identified 

through the consortium research. The final look and feel, functionality and purpose of the MAESTRO 

platform will be informed by the user requirement interviews, focus groups and particularly by the pilots 

being conducted in Switzerland, Ireland, Luxembourg and Italy during the project.  Based on the analysis 

of initial programmatic goal, constraint and requirement data, the consortium decided on two inter-

dependent and sequential ‘go-to-market’ value propositions for the MAESTRO platform. It will form as 

two overarching services into two complimentary ‘spaces’, a developmental and formal assessment 

process into the ‘professional space’ and a curated informal marketplace for the ‘consumer space’. This 

work is presented as follows: the next section is dedicated to strategic considerations. Then the 

framework dimension and value proposition are presented. The market landscape is described in the next 

section. The strategic options are then discussed followed by the consideration for preferred scenarios and 

the options that have to be analyzed to fine tune the go to market strategy. The paper ends with a 

summary of the scenario analysis conducted so far. 

 

Strategic Considerations 
 

The AAL market is a relatively new one, see the work of Maciaszek et al. (2017), and the MAESTRO 

platform will be an early development in this space.  There are therefore many unknowns at this stage in 

the process but some of the key strategic questions need to be answered if the consortium wants to reach a 

successful commercialization of the platform.   

Probably the starting question will be what do we see as our core target market - where are the best 

opportunities for MAESTRO?  Is it focused on the smart homes segment, the AAL device market, 

eHealth?  It may be better to develop a sense of a specific market segment where we feel there is a good 

chance for early success - with a view to moving into differing segments later in the enterprises life-cycle.  

What is the value proposition? Is it to build trust and confidence for the consumer in choosing AAL 

products and services? Is it a developmental process or is it both? At this stage of the process we can see 

that MAESTRO could be an interdependent platform where a MAESTRO development process develops 

products for the MAESTRO marketplace registry. This hypothesis requires further detailed analysis.  

Understanding the value proposition is fundamental and needs careful consideration if MAESTRO has to 

be commercially successful. 

Who are MAESTRO customers i.e. who will use MAESTRO services? Is it buyers of the devices and/or 

services? Or sellers of systems? Or companies developing services and products?   Understanding the 

customer profile and their motivations is crucial but this question will obviously be shaped depending on 

the value proposition. 

What are the key resources or assets?  Is it a hosting platform, an online marketplace, a quality 

benchmarking site or a process which enables the exchange of intelligence and expertise?  This will again 

depend on the agreed value proposition. This will also have a knock-on effect on how the enterprise will 

generate revenues; is it through membership fees, transaction fees, hosting or advertising revenue? 

Above all, when conducting detailed marketing analysis for the strategic considerations noted above it is 

vital that the goal is to come up with a value proposition that has a clear point of differentiation or a 

Unique Selling Proposition (USP) which is easily communicated in order to support the successful launch 

of MAESTRO. The early stage of market development needs also to be taken into account and should 

shape a 5-year plan of how the platform could be launched, supported and developed in its early life-

cycle. 
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Framework Dimensions and Value Proposition 

 

There are three key variables when we look at framing the MAESTRO go to market scenarios.  These 

are: 

• Those who are selling monitored products or services - push companies. 

• Those who are buying monitored products and services - pull organisations. 

• Market maturity and readiness - where along the technology and market readiness spectrum does 

the product/service/system sit? 

These variables can be further broken down to their component characteristics. 

Those selling monitored products or services (push companies) 

 

We can analyse the sellers of monitored systems and services according to the complexity of the system 

they are selling - at one end of the axis we have simple or standalone systems e.g. smartwatch and blood 

pressure monitor, moving on to more complex scenarios e.g smart homes through to fully integrated 

monitored systems at the opposite end of the axis, see Fig 1. 

Each of these types of seller (Push Company) will have specific requirements in order to get to market 

which will help to define the MAESTRO value proposition from simple benchmarking or marketplace 

placement through to professional sales consultation and systems integration design. 

In terms of market segmentation - sellers (push companies) will also broadly fit into differing market 

segments i.e. for simple systems it will more than likely be a mass market, consumer segment but for 

more complex, integrated solutions it will more than likely be a smaller pool of potential customers 

however these customers will be higher in value. 

Those Buying Monitored Products or Services (Pull Organisations) 

Similarly we can analyse those buyers of monitored systems and services against the type of buyer/level 

of expertise required in the buying function. On one end of the axis we have the end user i.e. older 

person, family member or caregiver buying the system. This moves up the axis to professionals buying or 

advising a series of systems for different end users e.g. brokers through to the procurement manager of an 

organisation (either public or private) e.g. the health service at the other end of the axis.   

Each type of buyer (pull organisation) will have specific requirements which will again help to define the 

value proposition. In a simple product/system/service the value proposition could be a trusted 

presentation of options from a benchmarking portal all the way through to a co-design function to allow 

for tailored services/devices and support systems. 

In terms of market sizing, we can again look at the differing market segmentation - buyers (pull 

organisations) will also broadly fit into differing market segments i.e. for simple systems it will more than 

likely be a mass market, consumer segment but for more complex, integrated solutions it will more than 

likely be a smaller pool of potential buyers who will be higher in value. 

Market and Technology Readiness 

 

One of the key variables in this framework in terms of defining where both the sellers and buyers are 

within the market, is the technology and market readiness of the products, services and systems.  
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Overlaying technology readiness in terms of whether the products and services are new and emerging or 

whether they have been launched and possibly nearing maturity will offer another lens to determine what 

go to market scenarios are best to launch with. For sellers (push companies), there is a massive difference 

in their potential needs between developing new products to selling mature products and services in this 

space.  For buyers (pull organisations), there is also a difference in their requirements based on the 

technology/market readiness primarily in terms of the guidance needed in purchasing. 

It will be critical when choosing a winning go to market scenario that we fully map these variables to give 

an overview of what combination(s) offers the biggest commercial opportunity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Framework dimensions 

 

Market landscape 

Competitive Environment 

 

There are many online sites offering information and comparisons on a range of smart monitored devices 

for instance just for fall detectors there is a wide selection of websites offering advice and guidance e.g. 

www.telecare.ie, www.assistireland.ie, www.medicalalertadvice.com, www.livingmadeeasy.org.uk. For 

cognitive support www.unforgettable.org and www.alzproducts.com are just two examples. For smart 

homes there is again many websites offering advice e.g www.pcmags.com, www.cnet.com, 

www.digitalhomes.ie, www.toptenreview/best home automation service 2017. There is also some 

consultancy styled websites for more complex systems e.g. www.medtronic.com and 

www.nhsbenchmarking.nhs.uk. 
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Even at this early stage, it is both a complex and confusing arena for caregivers and it is quite a 

competitive arena in which to launch a platform. A strong understanding of the target market, gaps in that 

market, value proposition and the USPs are all going to be critical when launching MAESTRO. 

Gaps and Opportunities 

 

Interviews with both push companies and pull organisations across Ireland, Switzerland, Luxembourg and 

Italy have all pointed several gaps and opportunities within this environment namely the need for guidance 

- both for push companies in developing their products and services and for pull organisations in procuring 

or advising the right solutions for the older people in their care.  If we are to start to refine some of the 

possibilities that MAESTRO could provide commercially, investigating the gaps as perceived by end users 

will provide very valuable insight.  The gaps identified by care providers (pull organisations) thus far are 

as follows: 

• Trust - there’s a lack of universally understood accreditation, standards or endorsements in 
websites offering monitored systems, products and services. 

• Online advice i.e. benchmarking or marketplace with an initial assessment by a professional e.g. 
occupational therapist, which leads to a presentation of two/three options and their websites (This 
applies to professional ‘pull’ organisations as well as to end users). 

• Citizen’s advice element to the site - whereby you can have a tracker to only get options and you 
could receive financial assistance in procuring. 

• Links to global research for pull organisations along with links to feedback from other users for 
families or end users in the area you are looking at e.g fall prevention.  

•  
Gaps identified by push companies looking at developing AAL products and services include: 

• Access to market research reports initially e.g. specific Gartner styled reports to understand what 
the market potential is for their companies. 

• Networking - access to other organisations who could help in the development cycle - particularly 
those in other jurisdictions.  

• Living Lab - Access to end users for testing and evaluation 
• Advice on legal and ethical issues particularly on data-sharing 
• Product monitoring and improvement, or feedback during early post-launch phase. 
• A trusted route to market - to give them a competitive edge. 

 
 

Market structure and size 

 

Global market size in dollars 
 

The AAL market is a large and growing global market which is projected to be worth in the region of 

$60.14 billion by 2020 (this is split into $56.18 billion for smart homes and $3.96 billion for AAL 

products, systems and services). This represents a growth of 45% and 36% respectively in the five years 

from 2015, see Maclaszek (2016).    

Though much of the growth in this area is anticipated to come from the US, particularly in the early 

adopter segment, Europe’s ageing populations give rise to sizeable opportunities in this arena. Many 

technology companies who have developed products, services and applications in other arenas e.g. gaming 
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or fitness are looking at the possibilities offered by an emerging health and wellness enhancement market 

to support a global ageing population. There is massive potential to both target individuals and the national 

health systems, private healthcare and health insurance companies who are supporting them.   

Stakeholder Analysis  

We have already broken the AAL market from a MAESTRO perspective into both developers (push 

companies) and companies or individuals procuring AAL products and systems (pull organisations) who 

would find an information sharing site useful.   

Using the detailed feedback from the field research carried out by the consortium we can start to look at 

some of the characteristics of the stakeholders in this market.   

 

a) End users and caregiving ‘pull’ organisations: 

Today, older end users have a tendency to be cautious in embracing technology, this however will change 

as the penetration of technology increases; it is worth noting that the penetration of smartphones is 

estimated to increase to 70% of the global population by 2020 as shown in Marketsandmarkets.com 

(2016).   

Currently end users receive guidance from professionals in the area of wellness or health supports 

(particularly those with a technological aspect) or family who will also seek some assurance from a trusted 

source before choosing wellness or health supports.  A simple benchmarking or marketplace site in this 

arena is not enough for them - they need guidance in making decisions. 

Brokers or professional care-giving organisations see the value that technology offers in supporting older 

people, especially where there is a lack of government, community or family support - which is often the 

case.  However, in our field research the overarching theme of risk came up. As a broker or professional 

caregiver they will not advise or recommend something they are not 100% sure of.  Also, they need to 

know if the options are financially feasible i.e. the person can afford them. 

Further detailed analysis of the care giving organisations and the end user profile will be required for the 

business case. 

 

b) Developers or ‘push’ organisations 

The analysis of stakeholders in the domain of developer or push company is complex and will depend on 

the type of product or service they are developing and the markets they wish to access.  Some of the 

characteristics will be common to all developers however. These include the need to access a network of 

expertise and most importantly access to end users in testing their solutions.  All developers wish to utilise 

a route to market which gives them a competitive advantage. Ultimately what developers need is the ability 

to plug a gap in the market with their solution, delivered in a manner which meets their target customers’ 

needs. Our stakeholder analysis needs further development throughout the project in order to complete the 

business case. 

Strategic options 

The market framework described in the preceding section which overlays the key variables of product 

complexity against market and technology readiness, led us to come up with four market scenarios or 

strategic options for further investigation:   
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• A development process for new technology to support mass market products and services. 
• An online curated/benchmarked marketplace for mass market product and services which will be 

purchased in a relatively simple transaction. 
• A development process for new technology to support niche, high end and more complex products 

and services. 
• An online consultative marketplace for niche high end and potentially more complex integrated 

systems, which require complex purchasing capability and sales support. 
We have added a further layer to this model, shaped by the gaps in the market as identified by the detailed 

field research across the consortium.  This layer addresses the expressed need for guidance and trust by 

both push companies and pull organisations.   

The strategic options which we are now considering are built on those listed above and can be viewed as 

an interdependent, sequential platform which meets the needs of push companies both developing and 

selling the right, trusted products and services and pull organisations and end users who want to procure 

the right, trusted services and products.   

This will be described further as MAESTRO development process which feeds the MAESTRO online 

registry. 

 Mass Market - Development process and curated marketplace registry 

 

The characteristics of the mass market in this context are that it is driven by the consumer i.e. business to 

consumer sales [B2C] with a high volume of lower value units. 

 Mass Market early technology or early market scenario-emphasis on development (consultation, 

feedback forums, off the shelf research, advice on commercial partnerships, standards etc.)  This scenario, 

as shown in Fig 2. focuses on push companies offering them access to a range of development and testing 

tools for mass market devices or services. 

 

 

Mass Market mature technology or early market scenario-emphasis on availability (impartial 

curation/advice, benchmarking, branding).  This scenario focuses on both the push companies and pull 

organisations, offering push companies a route to market and offering pull organisations or end users an 

impartial guide (curated comparative or benchmarking) platform where they can feedback user 

experiences. 
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Fig. 2: Mass market scenarios 

 

Niche market, Development process and consultative online sales channel 

 

The niche market characteristics in this context are more business to business (B2B) in nature, developing 

and selling high value, complex solutions in lower volumes. 

      Niche high value, early technology or market scenario -emphasis on development (co-design, 

collaboration, consultation, integrated design and testing). This scenario, illustrated in Fig 3. focuses on 

push companies as they could use this platform to help develop their complex products and services by 

engaging expert pan European consultants to aid in design, interoperability, standards etc.  Pull 

organisations may be interested in joining this type of forum to receive information/research analysis and 

to potentially participate in conferences, testing/trials. 
 

     Niche high value mature technology or market scenario - emphasis on market availability 

(complex consultative sales and procurement).  This scenario focuses on both push companies and pull 

organisations as it facilitates a complex sales/purchasing transaction and could offer a range of consultative 

integration/training services to both. 
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Fig. 3: Niche High End Scenarios 

 

The MAESTRO Development and Formal Assessment Process (B2B) 

 

The model highlighted above for both mass market and niche or high end developments can be further 

refined by inserting the need to build trust, confidence and reliability in both the mass market and niche 

product offerings which can be clearly demonstrated to consumers in the attached online registry.   

This forum centres on the MAESTRO service delivery platform which is an eco-system for which push 

companies pay a membership to access. The platform will allow companies to access a network of 

companies which will help them to develop their products, systems and services to a recognised standard. 

These companies will encompass pull organisations, third party in various areas of expertise along with 

complementary companies. The platform will most importantly offer access to end users for testing and 

evaluation and refinement. The output will be a reliable, trusted product/service which has been tested with 

end users to deliver a truly useful and competitively superior offering to the customer. 

The overview of the generic MAESTRO development and assessment process is set within the process 

model highlighted in Fig.4.  
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Fig. 4: Development and formal assessment process

The MAESTRO marketplace and informal assessment process (B2C) 

 

The marketplace model as described earlier for both mass market and niche or high end products and 

services can also be refined based on the gaps or needs that our consortium research has outlined.

The MAESTRO marketplace centres on trust, confidence and guidance. This is achieved in t

registry’s front end configuration. The insertion of both a search by condition which would prompt an 

online assessment questionnaire (which could be developed by healthcare professionals e.g 

physiotherapists) or a search by monitored system whic

questionnaire (again developed by a healthcare professional) was deemed to be very valuable and would 

install a sense of confidence.   

Once completed, the prompt would be to either seek further assessment from a 

your doctor (if you fall into a risk category) or else you would be offered a  selection of MAESTRO 

developed or tested products and services 

product/service. 

Further online tools such as access to brokers

recommending and finding AAL technologies that meet a client’s needs)

an interest e.g. online dementia support forums, 

access products and services along with an on

trust and therefore easily communicable USPs in the market. 

 

4: Development and formal assessment process 

The MAESTRO marketplace and informal assessment process (B2C)  

ibed earlier for both mass market and niche or high end products and 

services can also be refined based on the gaps or needs that our consortium research has outlined.

The MAESTRO marketplace centres on trust, confidence and guidance. This is achieved in t

registry’s front end configuration. The insertion of both a search by condition which would prompt an 

online assessment questionnaire (which could be developed by healthcare professionals e.g 

physiotherapists) or a search by monitored system which would again prompt an online assessment 

questionnaire (again developed by a healthcare professional) was deemed to be very valuable and would 

Once completed, the prompt would be to either seek further assessment from a healthcare professional e.g. 

your doctor (if you fall into a risk category) or else you would be offered a  selection of MAESTRO 

developed or tested products and services - this would satisfy the requirements for a trusted source of 

r online tools such as access to brokers ('broker' is an emerging role which act as a gateway to 

recommending and finding AAL technologies that meet a client’s needs) in the area you have expressed 

an interest e.g. online dementia support forums, information on financial guidance to enable the

access products and services along with an on-line feedback facility would all offer significant guidance, 

trust and therefore easily communicable USPs in the market.  

ibed earlier for both mass market and niche or high end products and 

services can also be refined based on the gaps or needs that our consortium research has outlined. 

The MAESTRO marketplace centres on trust, confidence and guidance. This is achieved in the online 

registry’s front end configuration. The insertion of both a search by condition which would prompt an 

online assessment questionnaire (which could be developed by healthcare professionals e.g 

h would again prompt an online assessment 

questionnaire (again developed by a healthcare professional) was deemed to be very valuable and would 

healthcare professional e.g. 

your doctor (if you fall into a risk category) or else you would be offered a  selection of MAESTRO 

this would satisfy the requirements for a trusted source of 

'broker' is an emerging role which act as a gateway to 

in the area you have expressed 

information on financial guidance to enable the person to 

line feedback facility would all offer significant guidance, 
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Fig. 5: Marketplace and info

 

To fully evaluate this MAESTRO developmental and formal assessment process and associated 

marketplace and informal assessment process, we will separate them into their individual categories (mass 

market development, mass market mat

each separately around opportunities, market entry strategy, development and potential revenue models to 

be further fully analysed. 

 

Consideration for preferred scenarios

Consortium Readiness to Approach Market

One of the key considerations in deciding which scenario or scenarios is preferred is to see how these 

scenarios could be brought to market.  Is the consortium in a position to launch either or both of the 

scenarios outlined in this work? Some of the detailed considerations can be investigated in the following 

sections. 

 Capacity 

What resources are needed to support the launch and to maintain and grow the MAESTRO enterprise? The 

general organisational needs of the enterprise i.e. administ

accounting functions will need to be in place along with software developers and engineers.  

The USP of the MAESTRO developmental and formal assessment process is access to a network of 

relevant, cutting edge companies and consultants and expertise in this field.  This could, for the most part, 

be outsourced but would require a central function to maintain and grow this eco

MAESTRO marketplace and informal assessment process would be th

 

5: Marketplace and informal assessment process 

To fully evaluate this MAESTRO developmental and formal assessment process and associated 

marketplace and informal assessment process, we will separate them into their individual categories (mass 

market development, mass market maturity, high end development and high end maturity) and analyse 

each separately around opportunities, market entry strategy, development and potential revenue models to 

Consideration for preferred scenarios 

to Approach Market 

One of the key considerations in deciding which scenario or scenarios is preferred is to see how these 

scenarios could be brought to market.  Is the consortium in a position to launch either or both of the 

? Some of the detailed considerations can be investigated in the following 

What resources are needed to support the launch and to maintain and grow the MAESTRO enterprise? The 

general organisational needs of the enterprise i.e. administrative staff, sales/marketing and commercial or 

accounting functions will need to be in place along with software developers and engineers.  

The USP of the MAESTRO developmental and formal assessment process is access to a network of 

e companies and consultants and expertise in this field.  This could, for the most part, 

be outsourced but would require a central function to maintain and grow this eco-system. The USP of the 

MAESTRO marketplace and informal assessment process would be the assessment tool, potentially access 

To fully evaluate this MAESTRO developmental and formal assessment process and associated 

marketplace and informal assessment process, we will separate them into their individual categories (mass 

urity, high end development and high end maturity) and analyse 

each separately around opportunities, market entry strategy, development and potential revenue models to 

One of the key considerations in deciding which scenario or scenarios is preferred is to see how these 

scenarios could be brought to market.  Is the consortium in a position to launch either or both of the 

? Some of the detailed considerations can be investigated in the following 

What resources are needed to support the launch and to maintain and grow the MAESTRO enterprise? The 

rative staff, sales/marketing and commercial or 

accounting functions will need to be in place along with software developers and engineers.   

The USP of the MAESTRO developmental and formal assessment process is access to a network of 

e companies and consultants and expertise in this field.  This could, for the most part, 

system. The USP of the 

e assessment tool, potentially access 
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to real healthcare or wellness professionals along with a database of services, products and special interest 

forums. These functions could again be outsourced but would require management within the MAESTRO 

enterprise. The capacity required to launch and support MAESTRO should be viewed in a 1-5 year plan as 

the model will need to be scalable.  

Willingness to invest in enterprise 

Are there any partners within the consortium who would be in a position to invest in the enterprise?  Can 

the partners identify other commercial entities that may be willing to invest in the MAESTRO platform 

either as a Joint Venture or as a separate entity? 

Market readiness 

There is no doubt that the AAL market, particularly the smart homes segment represents huge growth 

opportunities for the companies developing products, systems and services in this space. This is a new 

market and as such exhibits all the characteristics of new market i.e. early adopter leads, niche player 

proliferation and confusion in the mass market.  Some of the opportunities however lie in the fact this is an 

early market environment as developers see huge potential but need guidance, likewise, the companies 

procuring AAL devices need a lot of support in their decision making. Therefore, whilst the market is in its 

infancy, it represents the most potential for MAESTRO. 

The suggested go to market scenario of a MAESTRO developmental process which feeds to a MAESTRO 

marketplace would fit with the general market development or readiness as the marketplace or registry, by 

its nature, would come later in the life-cycle of the enterprise. 

Costs 

A detailed analysis of potential costs associated with launching both or either go to market scenarios 

identified in this document will be provided in the business plan. Costs will broadly encompass internal 

organisational costs, third party expertise fees, advertising, and access to up to the minute medical or 

wellness assessment information along with on-going customer care costs. 

Go to Market Strategy 

In order to fine tune the go to market strategy, the MAESTRO consortium will need to address the critical 

considerations detailed in the table below.  This can only be finalised following the feedback from the pilot 

phase of the project.   

 

Considerations Options 

Commercialisation vehicle 

Consortium 

Lead partner 

New Start-up 

Joint Venture 

Other 
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Considerations Options 

Business Model 

What 

Development platform 

Benchmarking site 

Marketplace 

 To whom: 

• Developers 
• Procurement 

officers 
• Consumers 
• Caregiving 

organisations 

 Money Flows: 

 Pricing Models: 

• Subscriptions 
• Transactional Fees 
• Hosting Fees 
• Advertising 
• Fellowship fees 
• Consultant fees 

 Activities: 

• Core Activities 
• Outsourced 

activities 

Go to market Strategy  Route to market 

• Direct 
• Joint Venture 
• Other 

 Geography 

• Territories 

Summary 

 

Detailed field research has been undertaken by the consortium across Ireland, Switzerland, Luxembourg 

and Italy during months 1 - 18 of the project with both push companies and pull organisations. This 

research supports the project’s overarching hypothesis, see Ouedrago et al. (2017); that there is a 

requirement for a collaborative ICT platform which would act as a central point for both the development 

of, and access to, AAL products and services to support wellness and wellbeing for older people.   
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This research has further refined the thinking on how this platform could look and what functions it could 

usefully and, most importantly, commercially provide in the AAL market.   

 

Given the overwhelming need for guidance, trust, reliability and confidence in this area, we can see two 

value propositions emerging at this stage of the project: 

 

• A central MAESTRO developmental assessment process which brings together developers, 

users/caregiving organisations along with third party expertise to develop services, systems and 

products with a level of accreditation or endorsement. 

• These ‘MAESTRO’ developed or tested products and services could then populate a marketplace, 

which would have an element of online assessment and guidance for both end users and 

professional care giving organisations or brokers. 

Further refinement of this scenario analysis will come from the additional detailed research currently being 

undertaken in the pilot phase of the project. 

Conclusion 

 

The global trend towards ageing populations, coupled with technological advancements in monitored 

wellness products all point to strong commercial opportunities in the Ambient Assisted Living market.   

The go to market analysis conducted in this work gives some insight into the AAL market as it is today, 

one which is for the most part in its infancy, but one which promises much to the producers and procurers 

of technology to support older people. 

Despite competition in this space, the gaps we have thus far identified i.e. the need for impartial guidance 

and trust, point to a potentially successful position for the MAESTRO platform which will need to be 

fully analyzed during the pilot phase of the project.   

At this stage we believe, this position could be offering a sequential two staged value proposition of 1. An 

online development process, along the lines of a virtual living lab.  In fact, the virtual living lab services 

could be our USP - the thing that plays to our unique strengths - access to a collaborative eco-system of 

research, networking and third party expertise to give guidance to developers. This would then feed 2. A 

MAESTRO marketplace of approved systems, services or products with online assessment, impartial 

advice, curated benchmarking and user feedback to give trust to caregivers and users.  

We believe that both these ‘market-spaces’ and service concepts address clearly communicated gaps 
across the AAL value continuum, and can offer significant value to commissioning and supplying 
organisations and consumers within the AAL marketplace going forward. 

There are many considerations which merit further investigation when deciding on our finalized preferred 

go to market scenario(s) - including how these services might look in the market, how will they be 

successfully brought to market, what pricing models could be attached to services, what are the projected 

revenue streams and the costs attached to the different models.   

Further refinement of this scenario analysis will come from the additional detailed research currently 

being undertaken in the pilot phase of the project and will shape the business plan and ultimately the 

development of the MAESTRO platform. 
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Abstract 

 
In this article, we investigate the relationship between the possibility of optimizing the company's 

market value with economic added value. It is shown that if we exclude from the production function 

of the enterprise the capital costs, in its classical sense, then only the added value will remain. At the 

same time, the result having scientific novelty is the proof that, under the assumptions made, the 

added value will have an extremum, thus one can find the maximum value of added value and 

optimize the market value of the company, which is the main objective of the enterprise according to 

the cost approach. The article presents the corresponding economic-mathematical model and a 

conditional numerical example 

 
Keywords: Enterprise value. Economic value added. Production function. 

 

Introduction  
 
The innovation process is a vector of actual economic development for the Russian economy as a 

whole and every Russian enterprise. (Melnikov, Nadezhina, Rudskaya, 2016) An adequate criteria for 

the success of enterprise development is the known indicator of "added value" produced by an 

enterprise over a certain period of time that reflects the contribution of the enterprise and the 

production process to the creation of the product. 

 

To assess the value of a product in economic research, the mathematical method of the "production 

function" is used, (Solow, 1957) which presents a model of the dependence of production results on 

the costs of production factors. The model in the form of the production function is usually based on 

reasonable assumptions about the interrelationships of the product parameters or the production 

process with the final result, established earlier, based on the provisions of economic theory, the 

results of scientific research, practical experience or logic and common sense. 

 

The elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is a central parameter in economic theory, as 

it is shown by Pol Antras (Antras, 2004). The most common model is the Cobb-Douglas production 

function (Meeusen & van Den Broeck, 1977), which has the form  , ,  

where L is labor  for the production of a product in the quantity Y, C is the capital investment in the 

production process, α -is the output elasticity of Labor, 1-α – output elasticity of capital.  

Creating a product in the amount of "Y" under the existing production process will require labor input 

of "L" and the creation of "value added" (McCaffrey et al., 2003) in amount LY α= . 

"Alpha" is a parameter of the connection between the units of quantity and the units of labor. A 

parabola of this type ( LY α= ) corresponds to the neoclassical principle of "diminishing marginal 
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productivity of production costs," the most commonly used form of a growth model with a decreasing 

growth rate. The choice of the function form is based on the neoclassical idea of a diminishing 

marginal growth in the return on production costs-each subsequent unit of production costs has less 

effectiveness than the previous one. In the conditions of a perfect competitive market, the price of a 

product is a decreasing function of the quantity of the product, in the simplest case, a decreasing 

linear function of the quantity of product,  

, where   - are the constants. 

After the necessary substitutions, we obtain an analytical expression for the added value: 

 
According to I.Fisher's (Fisher, 1930) principle, there exists an inverse relationship between the price 

of a product and its quantity in production with a fixed money supply, which by definition is 

curvilinear (hyperbola), it is replaced by a linear decreasing dependence. As a result of assumptions 

made, after the capital component has been removed from the production function, the only variable 

factor remains is - labor. We got production function as the dependence of the quantity of a product 

on labor. In order to turn this dependence into value, the quantity must be multiplied by the price. 

That shows that value added has an extremum and it can be determined, and it is clearly shown on a 

numerical example in the article. 

 

Problem Statement and Research Objective 
 
In the considered variant of the production function, its extreme / maximum value is at the edge of 

the range of possible value of production costs, the boundary of the range of possible values is 

determined only by the limit of production possibilities (production capacity). In fact, the growth of 

added value is accompanied by an increase in production risks (operational risks and financial risks), 

which sets a limit to the growth of value added. This economically known effect of the contradiction 

between "risk and return" can be clearly seen in the example of the definition of the "enterprise 

value" by the so-called "value-based method"( Young et al., 2000), when the market value is the 

current value of future earnings of the enterprise, while "revenues" are treated as net cash flows (the 

difference between incoming and outgoing cash flows for the review period). As "incoming" cash 

flows, income from the sale of products and services, as well as income from resale of the asset / 

enterprise at the end of the period, if the asset is resold to another owner. As "outgoing" cash flows, 

respectively, the costs of production in the review period, including investment costs. 

 
The value added is created by labor (Rodionov, Nikolova et al., 2016) and, with no risk (constant in 

time) interest rate, the more labor will be expended. When using the Cobb-Douglas production 

function model as a value model, it already contains a division of cost factors (labor-creates added 

value, capital-does not create added value). 

 

Key Results 

 
Let us consider the proposed statement in details. 

Let there be an asset / enterprise that brings a stable annual income from its activity in the amount of 

"Cash Flow" (CF) cu / period (henceforth, to exclude the influence of the income factor on the market 

value of the enterprise, we assume CF = 1). Let's also assume that the income stream is a regular cash 

flow with a discrete time scale, which means that the amount of the monetary amount of each period 

refers to the end of each period. Then, according to the principles of the "value approach", the market 

value of the enterprise as determined by the value-based method, is equal to the discounted interest 

rate "r" of the CF cash flow plus the terminal cash flow, that is, some residual value 

The residual value V-this is the market value of the enterprise, since the enterprise is resold at this 

cost at the end of the hold period with the previous owner. 

As is known from the theory of finance, the numerator of the formula is a finite ordinary income 

stream equal to "1", or a single "annuity", the sum of which is equal      and   taking this 

into account, the market value of the enterprise, determined by the value-based method, 

(Ivashkovskaya, Kukina & Penkina, 2010), (Karlik, Kobelkov & Kolokoltseva, 2011) is equal to: 
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So we got the market value of the enterprise, determined by the value-based method, and it represents 

the current or reduced cost of an uninterrupted uniform annuity of the company's income, which 

confirms the fairness of the income approach. It could be added that in case the income stream of an 

enterprise before its resale does not represent a uniform annuity, the fairness of the conclusion is not 

lost, since any final annuity can always be equivalent to an infinite uninterrupted annuity. 

Lets  assume that "r" is risk -free rate (money price in a perfect financial market). In this case, the 

risks are not taken into account, or their magnitude can be taken into account indirectly in the form of 

corrective adjustments to the income in each period. It corresponds to the accepted rule - to take into 

account the risk by using a risk premium to a risk-free interest rate. The specific methods of the 

practical approach to risk taking are discussed below. 

The market value formula of an enterprise can be specified taking into account the inevitable costs of 

an assessment of the market value that precede the resale of the property to the new owner. The need 

for the assessment always arises when using a value-based method for estimating market value, since 

there are no identical enterprises with the same income. The costs of assessing the market value of an 

enterprise can be significant and are usually determined as a percentage of market value. Let the 

share of expenses for an estimation makes "а" from value of market cost then the market cost of the 

enterprise defined by a value-based method, is equal: 

 (*) 

 

 
Then shortly: 

 
 

Regarding interest rates that differ for each discrete period "n", it can reasonably be assumed that 

their value will increase as you move away from the current time at which the estimate is made. The 

reason is that at a constant value of a risk-free rate, the risk surcharge will grow as a consequence of 

the uncertain future. In the numerical example given below, an increasing number of risk surcharges 

is adopted experimentally. For practical purposes, no doubt, a more rigorous justification is required. 

 The obtained results of the numerical example are presented graphically. We consider "n" values 

from 1 to 21, substituting them in the formula to determine the market value of the enterprise, we 

obtain the market value values presented in the graph. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Optimization of the enterprise value. 
 

Obviously, for n = 6, the formula will reach a maximum, then it starts to decrease. The maximum of 

the function will correspond to the highest market value of the company / enterprise, which can be 
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considered optimal, there is no reason to keep the asset in the ownership when the market value of 

which falls. 

 

For economic analysis, it is also interesting, at what ratio the combination of capital costs and value 

added (if we take into account that the type of production function that we have adopted reflects the 

amount of value added), we can expect the maximum value of the market value of the enterprise. 

Based on the results of the analysis, the owner can make a decision to run of enterprise until the 

market value of the enterprise starts to decline or sell it at a market value. For analysis a well known 

in economics "Tobin's coefficient" can also be used - the ratio of the market and accounting value of 

the enterprise. 

 

Conclusion 

 
The article shows that the optimization of value added can be achieved with the help of the proposed 

value model on the basis of risk taking by using the growth parameter of the interest rate in different 

periods. 

 

Assuming an increase in the interest rate and a significant cost of valuation, the value added may 

have an optimum that can be determined by using a "modified parabola" in the model. 
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Abstract 

 
This study aims to answer the following question: What platform does cluster organisation create to 
enable its internationalisation process in order for its partner´s organisations to effectively manage the 
challenges brought about by the cataclysmic changes in business logic in the age of globalisation and 
digitalisation? Theoretical lens draws on combination of the experiential learning-commitment 
interplay, which is the driving mechanism of Uppsala´s internationalisation process model with a 
similar experiential learning-commitment mechanism focusing on business network relationships. 
Data collection through in-depth interviews with Process Manager – R&D, Cluster Market Manager, 
Communication and Information, Cluster coordinator took place in the Swedish cluster Future Position 
X (FPX) - a leading cluster organisation in Europe within geographical information. Findings show 
that FPX was building international links with similar clusters in the Nordic, Baltic, and European 
countries. FPX later learned that for it to be in forefront of innovation, it needs to mix its own core 
competences with very complementing technology areas of the biggest hotspots in the world in Geo 
Spatial technologies. Conclusion remarks and implications: A sustainable internationalisation 
platform created by cluster is of utmost importance these days because digitalisation is fundamentally 
disrupting traditional industries, labour markets and the global economy, and transforming various 
facets of exchange. To companies, this means opportunities for new or changed business models, 
spanning from marketing and sales channels to logistics. Originality: This study contributes to the 
literature examining location can help firms to increase their competitiveness and thus supporting them 
in getting access to global value chains and new markets, by focusing solely on exogenous activities 
which serve to improve cooperation with global markets, that are critical to cluster dynamics.  
 

Keywords: Cluster´s internationalisation, Internationalisation process, formal and informal 
networks, Future Position X (FPX), Digitalisation, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises  
 

Introduction 

 
In today’s networked world (LeMahieu et al., 2017), turbulence, unpredictable uncertainty, and 
ambiguity are more the norm than the exception. So, a pertinent form of strategising is called for, one 
that differs from strategic approaches developed for less turbulent and more stable contexts, where 
organisations of various forms are less tightly connected to each other than is the case today (Awa et al, 
2011). This study explores and explains a form of strategising that is fit for purpose in such conditions.  
 
The basic premise of this study is that the fundamental mechanisms used to explain the 
internationalisation process of firms, cluster organisations, educational institutions and other types of 
organisations are at parity or equivalent. Hence, we consider theories and models used to explain 
internationalisation process of for profit and non-for-profit organisations to be at pari passu or on equal 
footing. While extant literature focuses on the concept of internationalisation of clusters from the 
perspective of the tasks they perform, and their links with international partners (Xu and McNaughton, 
2006; Prashantham, 2008; Pla-Barber and Puig, 2009; Carneiro Zen et al. 2011; and Richardson et al. 

2012; Carneiro Zen et al., 2016; and Ślepko, 2012), this study illuminates how a cluster´s 
internationalisation platform is used as a catalyst to leverage its entire innovation system to an 
international level. Thus, integrating the cluster with global innovation networks and international 
matchmaking and capitalization so as to get more links to investment capital for the companies in its 
platform. This will invariably increase the international links for startup companies and the regional 
innovation system.  
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The gap in literature is  attributed to the fact that the impact of clusters on the internationalisation of 
cluster firms (Caputo et al. 2016) and the degree to which cluster activities improve collaboration and 
interaction between Firm-to-Firm, Firm-to-Research, Firm-to-Education, Firm-to-Capital and Firm-to-
Policy, has received tremendous coverage in extant literature (Sölvell, 2009; Lindqvist et al 2013; Xu 
and McNaughton, 2006; Prashantham, 2008; Pla-Barber and Puig, 2009; Carneiro Zen et al. 2011; 
Richardson et al. 2013; Lamotte, 2014; Jankowska and Główka, 2016; Valdaliso et al , 2016). In 
other words, previous studies have mostly addressed internal gaps hindering effective mobility and 
collaboration inside clusters, to the detriment of external gaps vis-à-vis collaboration and interaction 
with global markets. This perspective has gained prominence because digitalisation combined with 
globalisation enables internationalisation by firms and clusters on a global scale (Caputo et al, 2016). 
To Swedish firms, this means opportunities for sales to customers worldwide. Conversely, to foreign 
companies this facilitates sales in Sweden. Both international and domestic competition toughens, as 
Sweden becomes part of a global market. 
 
The following research question is used to guide the exploratory nature of this study:  
 
RQ: What platform does cluster organisation create to enable its internationalisation process in order 
for its partner´s organisations (SMEs) to effectively manage the challenges brought about by the 
cataclysmic changes in business logic in the age of globalisation and digitalisation?  
 
This study aims to shed light on exogenous gaps that are critical to cluster dynamics (Morgulis-
Yakushev and Sölvell, 2017). Thus responding to recent calls (Jankowska and Główka, 2016; 
Valdaliso, Elola and Franco , 2016) for more research on gaps that are alien to the cluster, consisting of 
cross-cluster gap barring collaboration and interaction with firms in other clusters, and, most 
especially, the global market gap barring collaboration and interaction with global markets.  
 
Theoretical Lens 
  
Extant literature makes distinction between formal and informal networks (Forsgren, 2002, Hill, 
McGowan & Drummond, 1999). Forsgren (2002) described the formal network as a business network 
comprising a number of actors, linked with one another through different kinds of relationships. 
Johanson and Vahlne (2009) believed that also the current market is a network where actors are linked 
with one another, and in which a company must be active in order to establish itself on a new market. 
Furthermore, becoming established in a relevant network might result in an increase in knowledge, 
opportunities, and trust, resulting in an increased profit in the companies. Hill et al (1999) defined 
informal networks as social networks, incorporating relationships and alliances with people in society, 
outside the work place. Informal networks can furthermore create opportunities to develop SMEs, and 
might be viewed as an invisible asset. It is thus of great importance to be part of a large network, since 
that creates more opportunities as compared to small networks (Granovetter, 1973). Adrichivili, 
Cardozo, and Ray (2003) argued that informal networks might yield advantages for the company when 
identifying new markets. 
 
Research concerning the significance of networks in connection with companies’ internationalisation is 
abundant, though with divergent conclusions. Coviello and Munro (1997), Zain and Ng (2006), and 
Ojala (2009) argued that more research on the subject is required. Furthermore, formal as well as 
informal networks are of importance to the internationalisation process of organisations. Ojala (2008), 
Eberhard and Craig (2013), and Jeong (2016) claim that more research nonetheless is required in order 
to establish in what manner these network forms affect the internationalisation. Zhou, Wei-ping, and 
Xueming (2007) called for research around the linkage between the two network forms. In addition, 
there is a gap in the literature in terms of research on whether formal and informal networks unite 
during internationalisation.  
 
Although understanding innovation in the context of the current changing industrial landscape in the 
age of digitalization has become cumbersome, and necessitates serious challenges to traditional 
internationalisation models (Luostarinen, 1994; Cavusgil, 1980; Bilkey and Tesar, 1977; Leonidou and 
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Katsikeas, 1996; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977, 1990, 2003) our theoretical lens draws on Uppsala 
internationalization model (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). The central tenets of the model are 
how organizations learn and how their learning affects their investment behavior (Forsgren, 2002). 
Another important aspect of the Uppsala model is that it describes the internationalization of a firm as a 
gradual process. However, it is pertinent to mention that the number of people with extensive 
experience of international trade has also grown, meaning that firms can easily hire the competence 
they require rather than creating it themselves (Hollensen, 2007; Hill, 2003; Wild et al., 2007). 
Osarenkhoe (2009) propounded that “in an evolving international economy dominated by growing 
global integration, emerging fragmentation of traditional markets into global niches, and the birth of 
new competitive spaces thanks to technological developments, the steps and modes of foreign markets 
entry could experience significant deviations compared to the internationalization patterns of firms 
characterized by a series of incremental decisions, experiential learning and risk aversion, as envisaged 
in the traditional sequential models” (p. 287) 
 
Internationalisation of firms has attracted great attention over the past decades (e.g. Johanson and 
Vahlne, 1977, 1990, 1992, 2003, 2009; Johanson and Mattsson, 1988; Dunning, 2000; Sun, 2009). 
However, this is not the case with small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Hammond and Groose 
(2003) stress that international business activities should be seen as a continued development of firms´ 
competitive capabilities, which in turn enable them to compete successfully against rivals from and 
within different countries. As a growing number of SMEs have started operating on an international 
level (Coviello and McAuley, 1999; Chetty and Campbell-Hunt, 2003; Arte and Barron, 2016), it is 
important to understand how SMEs handle this challenge with their limited resources. Hence, 
Ngoma, Abaho, Nangoli and Kusemererwa (2017) investigated entrepreneurial orientation 
(innovativeness, proactiveness and risk taking) as a predictor of internationalisation of small- and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and established a significant relationship between the dimensions of 
entrepreneurial orientation and internationalisation of small- and medium-sized enterprises.  
 
Both economic research and current business policy debate stress innovation as a key requirement to 
economic growth. Innovation is described today as an interactive process that rarely occurs within the 
confines of a single company or organisation (Inauen et al., 2012; Windrum et al., 2016; Sergeev, 
2017; Bolaji Ilori et al, 2017). Rather, innovation is often a result of combining the resources of a 
multitude of actors in new constellations, where the goal is to generate value for everyone involved. 
Against this backdrop, digitalisation is fundamentally disrupting traditional industries, labour markets 
and the global economy (Koren, 2008). We are experiencing a digital revolution that transforms the 
world as we know it (Plesner and Raviola, 2016; Pinho and Pinheiro, 2015; Preston and Rogers, 2012; 
Quinn, Dibb, Simkin, Canhoto and Analogbei, 2016). Traditional business models and value chains are 
challenged as digitally performed activities allows for increased availability, shorter lead times, faster 
time-to-market and lower transaction costs. This translates into opportunities for lower overall costs, 
allowing smaller companies to compete with well-established companies and brands (Holmlund, 
Strandvik and Lähteenmäki, 2017). Simultaneously, customer expectations mount with increased 
transparency, and competition increases across sectors. 
 
As mentioned above, networks can be divided into formal and informal networks, and Jeong (2016) 
maintains that earlier research agree in terms of how the two forms may be defined. Formal 
relationships are described as company activities between actors within a network, while informal 
relationships can be defined as personal relationships (Ojala, 2008). Zhou, Wei-ping, and Xueming 
(2007) moreover argued that actors’ informal networks generate extended knowledge about foreign 
market opportunities, counseling, and experience-based learning along with trust and loyalty. By being 
active in formal networks, companies are able to utilize each other’s resources and competences with 
the purpose of performing tasks. Companies may however act on their own initiative, which results in 
increased costs and higher risks for the companies. Informal as well as formal networks both proffer 
various advantages (Fernhaber & Li, 2013). 
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Methodology  
 
This study aims to shed light on exogenous gaps that are critical to cluster dynamics. Consequently, we 
describe the platform created by cluster organisation to enable its internationalisation process in order 
for its partner´s internationalisation to effectively manage the challenges brought about by the 
cataclysmic changes in business logic in the age of globalisation and digitalisation. Data collection 
took place in Future Position X (FPX). FPX initiates and supports research and innovation projects as 
well as helps companies and organisations to reach new markets. Primary and secondary data sources 
were used in this study. Secondary data entailed a review of various evaluation reports. Primary data 
were collected through in-depth interviews with Process Manager - R&D, Cluster Market Manager, 
Communication and Information, Cluster coordinator, outward internationalized firms and inward 
internationalised firms at Future Position X.  
 
A roundtable talk that took place in conjunction with the visit of international expert evaluators, sent by 
Vinnova (Sweden´s Innovation Agency), to evaluate the first three years of FPX´s Geo Life Region. A 
co-author of this paper was among senior researchers in Sweden invited to represent research and 
academic institutions with focus on the competitive edge of research and knowledge development – 
strategy and results”. The other co-author was invited to participate in workshops with FPX and SMEs 
to discuss internationalisation. In other words, invited researchers represented the collaboration and 
interaction between Cluster-to-Research and Cluster-to-Education.  
 
After the conclusion of the roundtable meeting with external evaluators of FPX, another roundtable 
talks with process leader of cluster initiatives, regional and local networks was conducted. The  
duration was two hours during two separate occasions. Answers our questions facilitated an 
understanding of how cluster´s formal and informal networks amalgamate during establishment on an 
international market. In other words, to shed light on exogenous gaps that are critical to cluster 
dynamics (Morgulis-Yakushev and Sölvell, 2017). 
 
Transcripts were created from the tape recorders from various interview sessions. Questions were 
asked in an interactive group setting where participants were free to talk with other group members. 
The discussion was loosely structured, and free flow of viewpoints was encouraged on the main theme 
for discussion, which were solely based on the research questions. Having key themes and sub-
questions in advance lies in giving the moderator or researcher a sense of order from which to draw 
questions from unplanned encounters (David and Sutton, 2004).  
 

Data analysis 

 
Data collected was analysed in three steps: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing (Miles 
and Huberman, 1994). Data reduction entails selecting and excluding/filtering data in order to focus, 
discard and organize the data in such a way that conclusions can be drawn and verified (ibid.). As for 
the tape- and video-recorded interviews, this analysis process began while transcribing the interviews. 
The aim of data display is to organize the data into a compressed assembly of information to elucidate 
appropriate conclusions and action. Accordingly, main themes, in our case the focus, objectives, 
activities and organisation of the clusters and networks, were extracted so as to provide succinct insight 
on the salient features of the cluster initiatives, regional and local networks in the region studied. 
Conclusion drawing and verification focuses on reflecting and understanding the data chosen for 
display. Although the process began at the initial stage, this step became more dominant during the 
later stages of the research. Despite the fact that the three steps are viewed as separate processes of 
analysis, it is important to note that the processes were going on simultaneously in this study. 
 
Presentation and Discussion of Findings 
 
The prevailing reason for FPX to consider an international scope was to keep its lead in technological 
development, identify upcoming market needs, properly reacting to transformation processes and to 
strengthen its own position on markets worldwide. From the beginning, FPX was building the 
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international links with similar clusters in the same technology area in Nordic, Baltic and European 
countries. Nevertheless, later learned that for FPX to be in forefront of innovation, it needs to mix its 
own core competences with very different technology areas. FPX built relationships with a number of 
the biggest hotspots in the world in Geo Spatial technologies. Thereafter, it started to build new 
relationships with complementing knowledge and hot spot centers, like the mobile and new media 
industry in Malmö, the digital media and gaming industry in China, the health industry in Beijing and 
Australia, the sports industry in Åre and Barcelona and Melbourne. This is enabling FPX to work with 
cross cluster international innovation and importantly supports the strategy of ‘innovation within the 
gaps’. 
 
Findings show that FPX has, since 2005 had an internationalization strategy and since 2012 a ‘Born 
Global’ vision for the spin-off companies coming out of its innovation system. FPX has a focus on the 
largest economy in the world, the Chinese market - a market with great potential and with a high 
psychic distance. Thus, FPX internationalisation strategy is in sharp contrast to the core assumption of 
Uppsala model (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975) that an entity starts its foreign operations in 
countries with low psychic distance. In other words, organisations favour countries countries that share 
similar environment with their home country. FPX has encouraged Gävle city to set up sister city 
relations with Zhuhai City in south China – the region in the world with the highest growth rate and 
that is also known as the factory floor of the world, Guang-dong. 
 
FPX´s “global mindset, which is in line with entrepreneurial orientation (innovativeness, proactiveness 
and risk taking), is epitomised in the study by Ngoma, Abaho, Nangoli and Kusemererwa (2017), 
resulted in several new agreements with partners to ensure that they have the resources and expertise 
available for their activities and channels to investment capital and platforms for companies’ 
international expansion. The prevailing reason for FPX to consider an international scope was to keep 
its lead in technological development, identify upcoming market needs, properly reacting to 
transformation processes and to strengthen its own position on markets worldwide. Fernhaber and Li 
(2013), who suggested that by being active in formal networks, companies are able to utilize each 
other’s resources and competences with the purpose of performing tasks, support this strategic decision 
by FPX. 
 
Our findings show that in the beginning, FPX had an internationalisation strategy which concurs with 
Johanson and Vahlne (1977 & 1990), who studied the internationalisation behavior of Swedish firms 
and found that they follow a sequential process. FPX was building the international links with similar 
clusters in the same technology area in Nordic, Baltic and European countries. Hence, it first entered 
country markets with low psychic distance. Combined with the experiential learning-commitment 
interplay as the driving mechanism from their previous internationalisation process with a similar 
experiential learning-commitment mechanism focusing on business network relationships (Johanson 
and Vahlne, 2003), FPX entered markets with high psychic distance.  
 
Having learned that to be in forefront of innovation, FPX decided on mixing its own core competences 
with very different technology areas. Furthermore, its realisation that being active in networks will 
facilitate identification of opportunities that further govern its choice of entry modes and entry nodes 
(Albaum and Duerr, 2008; Koren, 2008; Sandberg et al., 2015; Galkina and Chetty, 2015; Jeong, 2016) 
when undergoing internationalisation. In compliance with Zhou, Wei-ping and Xueming (2007) who 
argued that actors’ informal networks generate extended knowledge about foreign market 
opportunities, counseling, and experience-based learning along with trust and loyalty, FPX built 
relationships with a number of the biggest hotspots in the world in Geo Spatial technologies. 
Thereafter, it started to build new relationships with complementing knowledge and hot spot centers, 
like the mobile and new media industry in Malmö, the digital media and gaming industry in China, the 
health industry in Beijing and Australia, the sports industry in Åre and Barcelona and Melbourne. This 
is enabling FPX to work with cross cluster international innovation and importantly supports the 
strategy of innovation within the gaps.  
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Concluding Remarks and Implications 
 
This study aims to facilitate understanding of how cluster´s formal and informal networks amalgamate 
during its international establishment. It is recognised in this study that clusters act as real 
"springboards" for firms, especially small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to help them in increasing 
their competitiveness and thus supporting them in getting access to global value chains and new 
markets (Meier and Zombori, 2011). Cluster participants can benefit from specialised business support 
services of cluster organisations stimulating and organising these actions. In particular, if firms have to 
increasingly integrate their activities into global value chains in order to become and remain 
competitive, being part of a cluster is supportive (Pavelkova, et al., 2015). Clusters in the emerging 
industries face the needs for internationalisation. Consequently, transformation processes within value 
chains, brought about by digitalization, urge clusters to think global and internationalise accordingly. 
 
Clusters’ internationalisation is essential to their activity or even their very existence. The level of 
those activities then has a decisive influence on the competitiveness of clusters' firms, and it is a 
showcase of cluster organisation managers' ability to coordinate and administer those activities. The 
journey from initial idea to market-ready product or commercialisation of innovation, which is key to 
entrepreneurial success, is uneven, indirect and has many twists and turns. The path is plagued with 
many obstacles and possible entry and exit points. The participants in clusters are mainly SMEs, and 
they are often devoid of time, resources, knowledge, and international market experience and networks 
required to singlehandedly embark on the journey to go international. This is the rationale why cluster 
organisations can provide customised supporting measures and tools to the cluster participants on their 
paths towards internationalisation, as they usually have more resources at their disposal and are more 
experienced in internationalisation matters. A common understanding within clusters (e.g. FPX), a 
sophisticated internationalisation strategy and a consequent implementation of related actions are the 
prevailing key success factors for internationalisation of clusters. This requires specific cluster manager 
internationalisation skills for building long-term transnational and cross-sectoral cluster partnerships.  
 
A sustainable internationalisation platform created by cluster is of utmost importance these days 
because digitalisation is fundamentally disrupting traditional industries, labour markets and the global 
economy (Einsiedler, 2013; Lee & Kao, 2014), and transforming various facets of exchange (Hagberg 
et al 2016). To companies, this means opportunities for new or changed business models, spanning 
from marketing and sales channels to logistics (Ivang et al, 2009). Traditional business models and 
value chains are challenged as digitally performed activities allows for increased availability, shorter 
lead times, faster time-to-market and lower transaction costs (Holmlund et al. 2017). This translates 
into opportunities for lower overall costs, allowing smaller companies to compete with well-established 
companies and brands. Against this background, collaborative development environments (Mendikoa 
et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012), such as FPX internationalisation platform, gain importance especially for 
small and medium enterprises (SME) with limited resources. This reinforces a need for clusters and 
firms to develop their management of interactive innovation processes.  
 
Implications of this study are that internationalisation of clusters gains a new dimension and quality, if 
the future transnational collaboration and interaction is driven by a deep understanding of ongoing 
transformation processes in respective value chains – a process which is a sequel to digitalisation and 
globalization (Hagberg et al. 2016). It is obvious that such transformation processes or digitalisation 
process may have different dynamics in different regions (Holmlund et al. 2017). Therefore, clusters 
should focus their international and global partnerships on those regions with the highest dynamic. This 
is one important pre-condition to successfully conquer related markets or initiate cooperation with 
sustainable impacts. Furthermore, this study demonstrates that cluster companies can leverage on 
internationalisation operations performed by cluster organisations. 
 
FPX global network serves to help the small and medium sized companies reach new markets and 
commence international business. FPX also inspire international companies to establish themselves in 
Gävle and further strengthen the GIS-environment in the region. The prominent ends attained by FPX 
internationalisation include increased access to knowledge, market, and key infrastructure. 
Internationalisation also helps FPX to get access to new business partnerships and collaborative 
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research. In addition, internationalisation enlarges its knowledge base by sourcing knowledge, 
technology and skills from other locations than their traditional environment. Transformation processes 
within value chains urge clusters to think global and internationalise accordingly.  
 
This study offers insight into internationalisation of cluster in a Sweden context. It bridges the 
approaches to firm internationalisation with the theory of clusters. This is the first study to incorporate 
discussions on digitalisation in cluster internationalisation. This is particularly important because to 
succeed in the global marketplace, SMEs must put digitalisation in the center of their international 
strategy.  Furthermore, by focusing solely on exogenous activities which serve to improve cooperation 
with global markets, that are critical to cluster dynamics, this study contributes to the literature 
examining location can help firms to increasing their competitiveness and thus supporting them in 
getting access to global value chains and new markets.  
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Abstract 

 
Wheat production represents an important factor in ensuring Romania’s food security, independence and 

supremacy. During the interwar period, Romania was the main agricultural area producing cereals at a 

European level. Growing cereals, and especially wheat, is a very old practice on Romanian territory. 

Although wheat production suffered an important decrease after the change in the political regime from 

Romania, lately there has been a recovery in the sector, although the optimal use of Romania’s natural 

potential hasn’t been reached yet. The present paper proposes an assessment of the national wheat 

production, of the surfaces on which wheat is grown and of the average productivity per hectare by means 

of analysing the official data offered by the Romanian and local statistics. The conducted research 

showed that the record wheat yields obtained in the last few years by Romanian agriculture were not 

directly influenced by government investments in irrigation systems or by additional quantities of 

chemical fertilizers. Government and private measures to increase the invested capital or the irrigated 

areas, to modernize agricultural technologies or to improve wheat species may lead to an increase in the 

volume of wheat production and could place Romania among the most significant exporters in the world. 

 

Keywords wheat, land, yields, Romania 

 

Introduction 

 
Wheat represents the most important crop in the world, covering the largest surface worldwide, estimated 

at over 220 million hectares. Wheat grains have a high carbohydrate and protein content. The foremost 

use of wheat is for human consumption, flour being the main ingredient in making bread and bakery 

products, the basic food for about 35-40% of the world’s population. In industrial processing, wheat is 

used for the production of ethyl alcohol, of starch, of dextrin and of glucose, whereas in zootechnics, it is 

used as fodder for feeding animals. Virtually, nothing is wasted from the wheat yield. The bran, resulted 

after grinding the wheat, represents valuable fodder, rich in proteins, carbohydrates and mineral 

components, whereas straws are used in the pulp and paper industry or in feeding animals (Cristu, Cristu 

Scurtu and Stanciu, 2016). As far as agricultural technology is concerned, wheat growing is a good 

precursor for rapeseed and autumn fodder plants, because it improves the conditions for the 

administration of organic and mineral fertilizers. 

 

During the interwar period, Romania was considered Europe’s foremost wheat producer. Wheat growing 

has been practised since ancient times on the Romanian territory. The archaeological evidence from 

Cucuteni, Iași, shows that wheat was grown even from the Upper Neolithic and The Bronze Age. 

According to Troșan (2011), who quotes historical sources, the primitive species of wheat grown in our 

country were T. monococcum (such yields have been sporadically kept up to the present), T. dicoccum, T. 

compactum and, probably, T. spelta. Since the yields of T. aestivum were used even from the end of the 

third millennium BC, due to their technological advantages, this species of wheat may have been grown 

even from The Bronze Age on our territory, too. The Geto-Dacians used to practise a flourishing wheat 

trade with the Greek colonies from the shore of Pontus Euxinus and with the Thracians from the south of 

the Danube. The first information regarding the presence of bread in the north part of the Danube dates 

back to the 5
th

 century BC at Xenofon, which reminds of unleavened bread. Also, in the 1
st
 century AD, 

Pliny the Elder commented on the extraordinary taste of bread in this area. Wheat growing is also 
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mentioned by Darius, the king of the Persians, in his expedition against the Scythians (513 BC) from the 

Plains of Eastern Europe, Ukraine and the regions around the Caspian Sea. Wheat covered big surfaces, 

ranging from the Danube Plain towards the East and the South of Moldavia and the steppes of Ukraine, 

up to West in the Pannonian Plain. Mentions regarding wheat yields in the Danube Plain are also made by 

Alexander the Great in his expedition against Geto-Dacians (335 BC), whereas Teofrost (372 - 287 BC) 

speaks about a rich agriculture practised by the Geto-Dacians. Since 1850 and until WWII, local 

agriculture has continuously developed, largely due to wheat growing. During WWI, wheat growing 

declined a lot, in 1920, the surface on which wheat was grown reaching 2.03 million hectares. In 1925, 

the surfaces allotted to wheat growing were estimated at 2.3 million hectares, reaching 3.3 million ha. 

from 1926 to 1938. During the interwar period, the average productivity varied between 5.1 q/ha (1932) 

and 13.1 q/ha (1938) with an average of 9.4 q /ha. After WWII, wheat growing has continuously 

developed, due to an increase in the national technical equipment and material possibilities, to the 

introduction and expansion of improved wheat species and to the improvement in agricultural 

technologies (Răsfoiesc.com, 2017). The local lexical resources have kept numerous Latin-based 

terminology, which name the main operations performed when transforming wheat into bread, thus 

proving the continuity of a number of domestic operations on the territory of our country (Troșan, 2011). 

 

Materials and Methods  
 

The information regarding the farmland on which wheat is grown and regarding the yield obtained was 

taken from the National Institute of Statistics and Eurostat databases. The average productivity per 

hectare was calculated by comparing the yields to the cultivated lands. Other information, related to the 

characteristics of wheat species or the agricultural technologies employed in Romania were selected from 

the domain-specific literature. Some official information regarding the wheat yield was collected from the 

official media or from the press releases made by the Romanian officials. The data was statistically 

processed and graphically represented. The obtained results were interpreted and compared with data 

from the domain-specific literature for an adequate interpretation. 

 

Wheat growing in Romania 

 
Romania occupies an important position in European agriculture, being placed on the 6

th
 position as far as 

the use of the farmland is concerned, with approximately 13.9 million ha in 2013, after France, Spain, 

Great Britain, Germany and Poland (PricewaterhouseCoopers Management Consultants SRL, 2017). 

 

In Romania, the wheat-cultivated land represents almost 25% of the total arable land and 40% of the 

cereal-cultivated one (Dragomir, 2009). According to the data taken from the National Institute of 

Statistics (2017), the land allotted for wheat growing in Romania was between 1.46 million ha in 1992 

and 2.54 million ha in 2001, with an annual average of 2.11 million ha from 1990 until 2016 (figure 1). 

 

The main species of wheat in Romania is the common wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp vulgare). On smaller 

surfaces, which represent approximately 0.3% of the total land allotted to wheat, a variety of wheat with a 

higher grain hardness, the durum wheat, is grown (Triticum durum or Triticum turgidum conv. Durum), 

which is intended for the manufacture of pasta. 

 

As compared to France, Germany, Great Britain or Italy, the largest wheat producers in Europe, countries 

in which early (Apache, Autan) or semi-early (Renan, Reflection) varieties of wheat are grown, in 

Romania, the varieties used for high-performance agriculture are those semi-early or late, which can 

successfully cope with the more arid climate (BASF, 2017). 

 

Although, lately, the durum wheat quantities harvested in Romania have recorded an upward trend, there 

is only one company specialised in the industrial processing of this wheat variety, the vast majority of the 

production being exported (Cristu, Cristu Scurtu and Stanciu, 2016). 
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At a European level, in 2016, Romania occupied the 5

concerned, with 2.11 million ha, after France, Germany, Poland, Spain, the same place being held as far 

as the total wheat yield is concerned, after France, Germany, Great Britain and Poland, with 8.28 million 

tons (Agerpres, 2017). 

 

In the international statistics, the first places are occupied by China, India, Russia and USA, countries that 

account together for more than half of the global wheat production (figure 1). The European Union, 

which is considered the biggest wheat producer

2015 with a forecasted growth rate of 2% when comparing with previous year's performance.

Cristu Scurtu and Stanciu, 2016). 

 

Figure
Source: Author, using United States Department of Agriculture USDA data (2016),  

The average productivity per has varied during the analysed period between a minimum of 1.429 tons/ha, 

recorded in 2012, and a maximum of 3.664 tons/ha in 2011, with an annual average of 

(figure 2). The general trend at a national level is to increase the average productivity per hectare, in the 

conditions in which farmland was reduced and agricultural technologies improved. 

 

In May, experts estimated an average yield for 2017 of over 4 tons of wheat per ha, and significantly 

higher for farms with larger areas, given the climatic conditions of autumn

2017, respectively (Anghel, 2017).

 

At a European level, in 2016, Romania occupied the 5
th

 place as far as the wheat-cultivated land is 

million ha, after France, Germany, Poland, Spain, the same place being held as far 

as the total wheat yield is concerned, after France, Germany, Great Britain and Poland, with 8.28 million 

In the international statistics, the first places are occupied by China, India, Russia and USA, countries that 

half of the global wheat production (figure 1). The European Union, 

which is considered the biggest wheat producer, had a production level of 147.8 million metric tonnes in 

2015 with a forecasted growth rate of 2% when comparing with previous year's performance.

 

 
 

Figure 1:The worldwide wheat producers (2016) 
, using United States Department of Agriculture USDA data (2016),   

 

The average productivity per has varied during the analysed period between a minimum of 1.429 tons/ha, 

recorded in 2012, and a maximum of 3.664 tons/ha in 2011, with an annual average of 

. The general trend at a national level is to increase the average productivity per hectare, in the 

land was reduced and agricultural technologies improved.  

estimated an average yield for 2017 of over 4 tons of wheat per ha, and significantly 

higher for farms with larger areas, given the climatic conditions of autumn-winter 2016 and the spring of 

2017, respectively (Anghel, 2017). 

cultivated land is 

million ha, after France, Germany, Poland, Spain, the same place being held as far 

as the total wheat yield is concerned, after France, Germany, Great Britain and Poland, with 8.28 million 

In the international statistics, the first places are occupied by China, India, Russia and USA, countries that 

half of the global wheat production (figure 1). The European Union, 

, had a production level of 147.8 million metric tonnes in 

2015 with a forecasted growth rate of 2% when comparing with previous year's performance. (Cristu, 

 

The average productivity per has varied during the analysed period between a minimum of 1.429 tons/ha, 

recorded in 2012, and a maximum of 3.664 tons/ha in 2011, with an annual average of 2.77 tons/ha 

. The general trend at a national level is to increase the average productivity per hectare, in the 

estimated an average yield for 2017 of over 4 tons of wheat per ha, and significantly 

winter 2016 and the spring of 
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Figure 2:  Wheat-cultivated land and average annual productivity in Romania 
Source Author, by using NIS Data (2017) 

 

The experts’ forecast was confirmed by the Minister of Agriculture, who validated at the end of the 

harvesting campaign an average yield of de 4.836 kilograms per hectare, a record for Romania. 

According to the Eurostat data (2017), in 2016, Romania was on the 5
th

 place in Europe regarding the 

average wheat productivity, surpassing countries such as Italy or Spain (figure 3).  

 

 
 

Figure 3:  Average yield on wheat production by the main European producers (2017) 
Source Author, by using EC Eurostat data (2017) 

 

Romanian producers achieved in the recent years a growth of the average per ha production, more than 4 

tons this year, and surpassing Ukraine, USA and India (figure 4). This agricultural productivity is a record 

of Romania for the last 10 years, with the highest average quantities obtained last year, respectively 3.84 

tons per hectare, 2011-3.68 tonnes per hectare, in 2014 -3.58 tons per hectare, and finally, in 2008 - 3.40 

tonnes per hectare (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development MARD, 2016). 
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Figure 
Source Author, using Cristu, Cristu and Stanciu (2016)

 

The historic quantities of wheat obtained this year by Romania can be correlated with the national 

investments in the irrigation system, the Minister stating that other national irrigation systems are being 

implemented, and the cost of which exceeded 1 billion lei from the national budget and 431 million euro 

through the Rural Development National Programme 2014

allegations are contradicted by official statistics, the NIS data (2017) showing that there weren’t any 

substantial changes at a national level regarding 

land at a national level is presented in figure 

 

Figure 
Source NIS Data (2017) 

According to the presented data, one cannot notice a significant evolution of the irrigated land 

national level from 2011 until 2016, which lately has remained at a relatively constant value of 

approximately 3.2 million ha. 
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Figure 4:  Woldwide average wheat productivity 
Cristu, Cristu and Stanciu (2016) 

The historic quantities of wheat obtained this year by Romania can be correlated with the national 

tion system, the Minister stating that other national irrigation systems are being 

the cost of which exceeded 1 billion lei from the national budget and 431 million euro 

through the Rural Development National Programme 2014-2020 (Economica.net, 2017). 

e contradicted by official statistics, the NIS data (2017) showing that there weren’t any 

substantial changes at a national level regarding the irrigation facilities. The evolution of the irrigated 

land at a national level is presented in figure 5. 

 

Figure 5:  Irrigation facilities in Romania (ha) 

 

According to the presented data, one cannot notice a significant evolution of the irrigated land 

level from 2011 until 2016, which lately has remained at a relatively constant value of 
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The historic quantities of wheat obtained this year by Romania can be correlated with the national 

tion system, the Minister stating that other national irrigation systems are being 

the cost of which exceeded 1 billion lei from the national budget and 431 million euro 

 The Minister’s 

e contradicted by official statistics, the NIS data (2017) showing that there weren’t any 
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There isn’t any direct correlation between the quantities of fertilizers distributed in Romanian agriculture 

and the increase in wheat productivity, given the fact that there aren’t any significant differences between 

the levels of fertilizers distributed on farmland in the last few years (figure 6). 

 

 
  

Figure 6: Chemical and natural fertilizers in Romanian agriculture (tonnes of active substance) 
Source Authors, using NIS data (2017) 

 

Since there weren’t any significant evolutions in the development of irrigation facilities or in the usage of 

chemical fertilizers, it seems that the record yields obtained this year were mostly due to luck, represented 

by sufficient rainfall at the proper time, and not to irrigation or to fertilizers. An exhaustive analysis of the 

factors which led to an increase in wheat productivity must also take into account the climatic conditions, 

the agricultural machinery and the varieties of wheat used, the workforce, land merging etc. 

 

Although it is characterised by a relatively low productivity as compared to other countries at an 

international level, Romania has constantly been, in the last few years, in the top 20 wheat-producing 

countries in the world, due to the large area of farmland dedicated to wheat growing, being a net exporter 

of cereals. In 2015, Romania occupied the 9
th

 place as far as global wheat exporters are concerned 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers Management Consultants SRL PWC Report, 2017). In 2016, Romania was 

situated on the 2
nd

 place in the European Union regarding wheat and barley exports. Last year, Romanian 

farmers exported over 840,000 tons of wheat in the first six weeks of the agriculture season, the exports 

reaching 1,589 million tons of what until the end of the year. Germany is on the 1
st
 place in the ranking 

regarding European exporters, with 1,892 million tons of wheat exported at the beginning of the fiscal 

year 2016/17. Last year, the next positions in the European ranking are occupied by France, with 1,351 

million tons and Poland with 971,000 tons of exported wheat (BASF, 2017). 

 

According to the PWC Report, taking into account the large area of farmland and the reasonable usage 

rate as far as Romania is concerned (which is situated on the third place at a European level, after France 

and Spain), the yield is the main limiting factor of the national agriculture sector. 

 

The volume of the annual production depends on the available farmland, on the usage rate of the 

available farmland and on the yield of the farmland. According to the PWC Report (2017), the theoretical 

yield of the farmland in Romania is of 7t/ha., a well-estimated value, given the fact that more EU 
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countries have had yields which exceeded 7t/ha in the last few years (France, Germany, Great Britain, 

Ireland), and the European average is estimated at 5.5 t/ha. If our country reached the average theoretical 

yield per hectare recorded at a European level, it would have an estimated wheat yield of 12 million tons 

annually, thus being ahead Germany and other European countries. 

 

In order to increase Romania’s real yield in the next few years, the main factors limiting the performance 

of the national agricultural sector should be addressed: the capitalization of farms, the improvement of the 

facilities used in agriculture, the training level of farmers and the average size of farms. 

 

Nevertheless, the value of the annual production can be affected by the commodity prices and by other 

factors such as the fluctuations that may occur in the exchange rates. 

 

Conclusions 
 
Romania has the capacity to produce large quantities of wheat, ensuring the needs of the population and 

significant incomes for the farmers by exporting harvested quantities on the international market. The 

volume of the wheat yield in Romania could significantly increase if the national yield would reach the 

European average or at least the maximum theoretical yield of the farmland. In order to increase the 

average wheat yield in Romania, economic agents should apply concerted measures such as: the increase 

in the amount of capital invested and in the irrigated areas, the modernisation of the agriculture 

technologies, the improvement of the wheat varieties, correlated with government measures to increase 

the farmers’ level of training and to alter the average size of farms. The increase in the wheat yield 

volume could place Romania among the most important exporters in the world, bringing important 

benefits to Romanian farmers and to national economy. The brief analysis of a number of potential 

factors which could have influenced the level of production in the last few years highlighted the fact that 

irrigation facilities and chemical and natural fertilizers have not influenced the high amounts of wheat 

obtained in Romania. 
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Abstract 

 
Innovation can represent for the modern society the main way to achieve economic growth and to solve 

certain local and global issues related to the threat to population’s health, food security or environmental 

concerns. European strategies in the field of Research, Development and Innovation aim at increasing the 

role and significance of patenting and at enhancing the protection and implementation of scientific 

breakthroughs. Although Europe has made progress in this area, the European office is still behind those 

from China, USA. Japan or the Republic of Korea. European countries, through Germany and France, are 

among the world's top holders of patents. Romania, although it has nationally recorded a number of 

progresses in the field of patent registration, registers low international shares. in particular, due to the 

prohibitive costs of patents registration. Romanian universities occupy modest positions in the field of 

patenting, registering an average of 1.4 patents / year. Supporting and encouraging national innovation 

and filing patent applications should be supported at governmental level, by reducing formalities, the 

duration of acquiring the patent and the patenting costs. 

 
Keywords: innovation, patents, Europe, Romania 

 

Introduction  

 
Applied research and innovation represent a current priority for the European policy. According to 

Community guidelines, innovation must be a strong point for States Member in economic growth and for 

the creation of decent, quality and stable jobs, especially for young people, economic growth and socio-

economic convergence, migration, security and the fight against populism. Research and innovation can 

improve the living conditions of EU citizens, representing key elements of the European Commission's 

policies, which seek to stimulate employment, economic growth and investments. Research and 

innovation can provide scientific knowledge and practical solutions for diminishing / avoiding certain 

short-term threats to the European area that may affect the health of the population (poliomyelitis 

epidemics, Zika, Ebola, etc.), food security and safety (lack of food , genetically modified production, 

etc.), social balance and humanitarian issues (refugee crisis, unequal distribution of incomes, etc.), or can 

respond on long-term to certain society challenges related to transport, climate changes or energy 

(European Parliament, 2017). The European Commission's recommendations to States Member aim to 

increase the funds allocated to research and development, being recommended to exceed the threshold of 

3% of GDP until 2020 (1% of public funds, 2% of private investments), which is estimated to generate 

3.7 mill. of jobs and would determine an annual EU GDP increase of around 800 billion euros. At the 

same time, the European Commission proposes a reduction of up to 80% in patenting costs at European 

level, with simultaneous recognition of patents in the 25 signatory states of the agreement, to boost the 

European patenting activity. 
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Materials 

 
Information on patent applications filed at European level has been selected from the European Patent 

Office's statistical database. For the Romanian patenting, data were co

the Romanian State Office for Inventions and Trademarks. The analysis period was 2006

depending on data availability. For the European legislation in the field, there have been used the official 

releases of the European Parliament and the European Commission. National patenting legislation has 

been selected from the website of the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks and official 

publications of the Government of Romania. Where necessary, one related also 

represented by scientific publications or official journals. Data have been systematized, statistically 

interpreted and graphically represented

 

Patenting at European level

 
At European level, the body responsible for registering and va

Patent Office (EPO), body of the European Patent Organization, an intergovernmental organization 

consisting in 38 countries (the Member States and 11 other European countries including Turkey).

Globally, over 80% of patents granted worldwide are granted by the European Patent Office (OEB), the 

Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO) (Rasvan

2017).  

 

In the statistics World Intellectual Property Organization

as number of patents registered (figure

 

Figure 1:  Patent 
Source Aut

It should be noted that in WIPO statistics, China, with an inc

and with 1,101,864 patents registered in 2015, is the first state in the world to exceed the limit of 1 

million patents registered. By comparison, 

Patents WIPO registered, record cumulatively only 908,131 patents. Europe is represented by Germany, 

UK, France and Italy in the world top.

 

 

Information on patent applications filed at European level has been selected from the European Patent 

Office's statistical database. For the Romanian patenting, data were collected from the official statistics of 

the Romanian State Office for Inventions and Trademarks. The analysis period was 2006

depending on data availability. For the European legislation in the field, there have been used the official 

European Parliament and the European Commission. National patenting legislation has 

been selected from the website of the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks and official 

publications of the Government of Romania. Where necessary, one related also to other sources, 

represented by scientific publications or official journals. Data have been systematized, statistically 

interpreted and graphically represented.  

Patenting at European level 

At European level, the body responsible for registering and validating patent applications is the 

body of the European Patent Organization, an intergovernmental organization 

consisting in 38 countries (the Member States and 11 other European countries including Turkey).

% of patents granted worldwide are granted by the European Patent Office (OEB), the 

Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO) (Rasvan

World Intellectual Property Organization WIPO, EPO has been the fifth in the year

(figure 1). 

 

Patent - Applications for the top 20 offices (2015) 
Source Authors, by using WIPO Data (2017) 

 

It should be noted that in WIPO statistics, China, with an increase of 18.72% towards the previous year 

and with 1,101,864 patents registered in 2015, is the first state in the world to exceed the limit of 1 

nts registered. By comparison, USA and Japan, which are the second and third in Top 20 

O registered, record cumulatively only 908,131 patents. Europe is represented by Germany, 

UK, France and Italy in the world top. 

Information on patent applications filed at European level has been selected from the European Patent 

llected from the official statistics of 

the Romanian State Office for Inventions and Trademarks. The analysis period was 2006-2016, 

depending on data availability. For the European legislation in the field, there have been used the official 

European Parliament and the European Commission. National patenting legislation has 

been selected from the website of the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks and official 

to other sources, 

represented by scientific publications or official journals. Data have been systematized, statistically 

lidating patent applications is the European 

body of the European Patent Organization, an intergovernmental organization 

consisting in 38 countries (the Member States and 11 other European countries including Turkey). 

% of patents granted worldwide are granted by the European Patent Office (OEB), the 

Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO) (Rasvan, 

in the year 2015, 

 

rease of 18.72% towards the previous year 

and with 1,101,864 patents registered in 2015, is the first state in the world to exceed the limit of 1 

USA and Japan, which are the second and third in Top 20 

O registered, record cumulatively only 908,131 patents. Europe is represented by Germany, 
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In Europe, the OEB examines the patent applications, being responsible for granting patents registered to 

the European Office if the necessary conditions are met. For the patent granted to be valid in a 

Member, the inventor must apply for its 

sought. The process involves administrative and translatio

patents protection in EU-27, amount of which 

obtaining a patent in USA costs an average of 1,850 euros. In order to preserve the validity of the patents, 

it is necessary to pay each year the extension fees in each country, and the

agreement to use the patented invention must be registered in the same way (Romanian Permanent 

Representation attached to the European Union, 2017).

 

A statistic of patent applications registered 

patent shows that 1,484,472 app

residents of 169 countries out of 177 registered in the European da

applications registration during the 

 

The largest share of registrations was recorded to EPO during

filed.  

 

Figure 
Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017)

Depending on the residence of the patent owner, in the top

EPO during the analysed period, the USA ranks first, followed by Germany and Japan, covering over 

50% of the total (Figure 3).  

 

Benin, Bolivia, Botswana, Congo, Democratic Republic of Guadeloupe, Saint Helena, Vatican, and 

Zambia have no application registered during the 

 

With a total of 240 applications registered to EPO, Romania ra

from EPO base. 

 

In Europe, the OEB examines the patent applications, being responsible for granting patents registered to 

if the necessary conditions are met. For the patent granted to be valid in a 

, the inventor must apply for its national validation in each country where patent protection is 

sought. The process involves administrative and translation costs of up to € 32,000 when seeking

amount of which € 23,000 represent the translation fees. By comparison, 

costs an average of 1,850 euros. In order to preserve the validity of the patents, 

to pay each year the extension fees in each country, and the patent transfer or a license 

the patented invention must be registered in the same way (Romanian Permanent 

to the European Union, 2017). 

patent applications registered depending on the residence state of the first author of the 

patent shows that 1,484,472 applications were registered to EPO during the period 2007

residents of 169 countries out of 177 registered in the European database. The dynamics of the 

the analysed period is shown in Figure 2.  

of registrations was recorded to EPO during 2015, when 160,004 applications were 

 

Figure 2:  European patent applications 2007-2016  
Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017) 

 

Depending on the residence of the patent owner, in the top of the countries with the most 

period, the USA ranks first, followed by Germany and Japan, covering over 

Benin, Bolivia, Botswana, Congo, Democratic Republic of Guadeloupe, Saint Helena, Vatican, and 

Zambia have no application registered during the analysed period.  

With a total of 240 applications registered to EPO, Romania ranks 56 among the top of 177 countries 

In Europe, the OEB examines the patent applications, being responsible for granting patents registered to 

if the necessary conditions are met. For the patent granted to be valid in a State 

validation in each country where patent protection is 

€ 32,000 when seeking for 
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costs an average of 1,850 euros. In order to preserve the validity of the patents, 
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tabase. The dynamics of the 

160,004 applications were 
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Figure 3: Top 10 European patent applications

Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017)
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Germany is ranked first in the statistics of EPO members

last year, and representing more than a third of patent appli

 

Figure 4: Patent applications

Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017)
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Top 10 European patent applications per country of residence of the first named 

applicant (2007-2016) 
Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017) 

 

Among the applicants residing in EPO member states, during 2016, 97,167 applications were submitted 

for patenting, increase with 370 units towards the previous year (Figure 4).  

Germany is ranked first in the statistics of EPO members, a total of 31,815 applications being submitted 

esenting more than a third of patent applications registered to EPO.  

 

Patent applications registered by EPO state member during 2016 

 evolution towards 2015 
Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017) 
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UK. Leading positions are also occupied by Germany, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden, 

which are included in Top 10 Worldwide Patents.   

 

Patenting in Romania 

 
The sole authority on the Romanian territory with tasks in ensuring the protection of industrial property, 

in accordance with the national legislation in the field and with the provisions of the international 

conventions and treaties to which Romania is part, is the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks, 

OSIM. 

 

OSIM operation is mainly based on the Government Resolution no. 573/1998 (Government of Romania, 

1998), amended and completed by Government Resolution no. 63 from 23 February 2017 (Government 

of Romania, 2017). According to the legal provisions currently in force, OSIM is a specialized body of 

the central public administration with legal status, subordinated to the Ministry of Economy. The 

legislative provision issued by the Government of Romania this year passes OSIM from the Government 

subordination to that of the Ministry of Economy. OSIM prepares and submits to the Government of 

Romania the strategy for the development of industrial property protection in Romania and applies its 

policy in the field. OSIM is entitled to register and examine the applications from the industrial property 

field by releasing titles of protection conferring to the holders exclusive rights on the Romanian territory, 

as well as the depositary of the national registers of applications filed and national registers of  protection 

titles granted for inventions, trademarks, geographical indications, drawings and industrial designs, 

topographies of integrated circuits, new plant varieties, being liable for the national collection and its 

correlation with international databases. If necessary, OSIM performs, upon request, specialized services 

in the field of industrial property, holds training programs in the field and performs any other tasks in the 

field of industrial property resulting from the legal provisions in force and from the international 

agreements. The unique protection title of inventions in Romania is the patent of invention, valid for 20 

years, from the date of establishing the regular national depositary. Patenting is a formalized and 

laborious process that can reach Romania up to 30 months. The costs of patenting and validation of 

patents in Romania are quite high, although there is a tendency to reduce them, process also registered at 

European level. In this direction, the Government of Romania aims to reduce the formalities and costs of 

patenting, the new tax grid is presented in Annex 1 of the Law on Intellectual Property Taxes 

(Government of Romania, 2015). 

 

The Official Industrial Property Bulletin of Romania (BOPI) is the publication of OSIM where inventions 

are made public and other industrial property categories patented. OSIM edits and publishes the series of 

invention patents, the Romanian Industrial Property Magazine and other publications intended to promote 

its object of activity. Romania is part of numerous multilateral agreements and treaties in the field of 

invention patents, the most important being presented in table 1.  
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Table 1: International agreements and treaties to which Romania is part 

 

Nr. 

crt. 
Treaty denomination Romania ratification 

1 Convention from Paris for the Protection of Industrial Property 

(1883), reviewed Brussels (December 1900), Washington (June 

1911), Hague (November 6, 1925), London (June 2, 1934), 

Stockholm (July 14, 1967). * Amended on 2 October 1979 

Decree no. 1177/ 28.12.1968 

Official Bulletin B. Of. No. 

1/06.01.1969 

2. Convention on the Establishment of the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (Stockholm,  1967)  

Decree no.1175 from 28.12.1968 

- B.Of. no.1/06.01.1969 

3. The Strasbourg Agreement on the International Classification of 

Invention Patents (1971), * Amended on 28 September 1979. 

Law no. 3/1998 – Official 

Monitor M. Of. No. 

10/14.01.1998 

4. Patent Cooperation Treaty, passed on Washington Diplomatic 

Conference (1970),   

Decree no. 81 from 2 March 

1979 - B. Of. No. 22/08.03.1979 

5. Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit 

of Microorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure (1977). * 

Amended on 26 September 1980 

Law no. 75/1999 - M. Of. No. 

210/13.05.1999 

6.  The Convention Concerning the Issuance of the European Patent 

(Munich, 1973) and its Revision document (Munchen, 2000). 

Law no 611/2002 - M. Of. No. 

844/13.11.2002 

7. European Association Agreement between Romania, on the one 

hand, and the European Communities and their States Member 

(Bruxelles, 1993) 

Law no. 20/1993 - M. Of. 

No.73/12.04.1993 

8.  Marrakech Agreement on the Establishment of the World Trade 

Organization. Annex 1C - Agreement on trade-related aspects of 

intellectual property rights (Marrakech 1994)  

Law no. 133/1994 - M. Of. No. 

360/27.12.1994 

Source: Author, using OSIM IP Law Database (2017a) 

  

Patents registered in Romania 

 
Evolution of validated patents in Romania during 2006-2016 is presented in Figure 5. According to 

OSIM data, a total of 30,717 patents were registered and approved in our country, during the analysed 

period, out of which 27,062 after joining the EU. As share, more than 80% of patent registrations to the 

national office come from recognitions of European patents based on the international agreements to 

which Romania is part.  
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Figure 5:  Patents registered in Romania (2005-2016) 
Source Authors, by using OSIM data (2017b) 

 

During the period 2005-2016, 13,331 patent applications were filed, out of which 12,672 belonged to the 

Romanian citizens, representing over 95% of the total. Residents abroad submitted only 659 patent 

applications to OSIM. 

The main category of applicants for patenting research results consists in natural persons, which represent 

almost 50% of the total (Figure 6). 

 

Although it has improved as share, the share of patents requested by universities accounted for just over 

15% of the total number of applications registered during the analysed period, being close to the 

percentage recorded by private companies. 

 

 
 

Figure 6:  Patents applications submitted by Romanians 
Source Authors, by using OSIM data (2017a) 
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The number of patent applications registered by universities has recorded a maximum in 2010, with 346 

units, after which it recorded a significant decrease, reaching 92 units in 2015. Last year there was a slight 

increase of the applications, filed to OSIM with 138 units. Companies have registered between 150 and 

200 validated patents, with a minimum of 122 units in 2007 and a maximum in 2015 with 197 patented 

applications. Specialized research units filed 2366 patent applications.  

 

Patents Applications Registered and Validated By Universities 

 
During the period 2005 - 2016 the evolution of patent applications registered by universities is presented 

in Figure 3. The data presented by OSIM are relatively differentiated according to the statistical 

department that presents them, there being small differences between the statistics from Figures 5 and 6.  

 

 
Figure 7: Invention patenting applications registered by Romanian universities 

Source Authors, by using OSIM data (2017b) 

 

The situation presented by OSIM regarding patent applications registered in 2007-2016 by the 37 

universities from Romania with contributions in this field is presented in table 2. 

 

Table 2: Invention patenting applications registered by universities to OSIM during the period 

2007-2016/ 

 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

Pitești University x x x 5 5 2 5 3 1 1 22 

”Vasile Goldiș” University Arad  x x x x 4 4 5 3 x 0 16 

”Aurel Vlaicu” University Arad 2 0 x 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 6 

Politehnica University of Bucharest 6 16 10 31 28 9 19 14 7 34 174 

”Carol Davila” University Bucharest x 3 2 9 5 3 4 1 1 3 31 

Univ. of Agron. Sci. and Vet. Med.  

of Bucharest 

x 2 x 2 6 4 1 x 4 5 24 

University of Bucharest 2 1 x 3 3 3 4 x 1 6 23 

Techn. Univ. of Civil Eng. of 

Bucharest 

1 1 0 x 1 0 1 0 0 2 6 

Military Technical Academy 0   0 0   0 0  0  0  0 1 2 3 

Vasile Alecsandri University of Bacău x 1 7 7 5 8 3 2 x 2 35 
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University of Oradea x 2 1 5 2 3 x 1 1 0 15 

”Transilvania” University of Braşov x 29 13 22 31 23 37 19 7 10 191 

Technical University of Cluj-Napoca 6 8 8 25 29 18 14 12 10 10 140 

”Babes Bolyai” University Cluj Napoca 2 9 3 8 9 7 4 4 1 6 53 

”Iuliu Hațieganu” Univ. of Cluj Napoca x 1 x 4 1 2 3 3 4 3 21 

Univ. of Agr. Sci. and Vet. Med. Cluj 2 1 1 1 1 5 x 2 2 4 19 

”Sapientia” University 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 1 1 0 9 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

”Ovidius” University of Constanţa x x x 6 5 1 1 x 1 0 14 

”Valahia” University of Târgovişte 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 0 6 

University of Craiova 1 x 3 9 1 2 1 1 2 3 23 

Univ. of Med. and Pharmacy of Craiova 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 

” Constantin Brâncuși” Univ. of Tg. Jiu 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 2 1 8 

”Dunărea de Jos” University of Galaţi 10 3 9 16 13 2 2 5 6 5 71 

”Gh. Asachi” University of Iasi 14 21 19 32 26 21 11 7 12 15 178 

”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” Univ. of Iaşi 1 5 1 4 3 2 6 2 1 3 28 

”Ion Ionescu de la Brad” Univ. of Iaşi 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 1 8 

”Grigore T. Popa” University of Iaşi 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 8 

North University Centre Baia Mare 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 

'Petru Maior'' University of Târgu Mureș x 3 x 2 1 35 12 2 2 0 57 

Univ. of Med. and Pharm. of Tg. Mureș 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

”Petroleum Gas” University of Ploiesti x x 4 2 3 1 9 5 1 1 26 

”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu x 1 5 3 2 3 19 x 5 1 39 

”Nicolae Balcescu" Land Forces Acad. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

”Ştefan cel Mare” University of Suceava 36 68 46 130 88 46 35 42 5 19 515 

Politehnica University of Timişoara 4 2 1 9 3 7 8 2 8 8 52 

Banat Univ. of Agr. Sci. and Vet. Med. 4 1 1 3 3 0 0 1 2 4 19 

”Victor Babeş” University of Timişoara 0 0 2 4 0 1 0 0 3 0 10 

Source Data processed by authors from OSIM statistics (2017a).  

 

A single patent was required by the Land Forces Academy "Nicolae Balcescu" and the University of 

Medicine and Pharmacy of Târgu Mureş, while the first positions are occupied by Ştefan cel Mare 

University of Suceava, Transilvania University of Braşov and Gh. Asachi University of Iasi, with 515, 

191, respectively 178 registered applications (Figure 8) 
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Figure 8:  Patents application registered to 
Source Author, by using OSIM Data (2017

 

In fact, the first 10 universities, hierarchically ranked according to the number of registered patent 

applications, accounted for almost 90% of the total number of university patent registrations at national 

level. Engineering sciences, represented by 

presented, the last positions being the military and medical fields

  

Conclusion 
 
Innovation and patenting of scientific research results is a priority at the European level, which has sought 

to maintain a leading position at international level and

on the global patent market. Europe ranks

among the top 10 in the world. Romania holds modest positions at Europ

number of patents registered, partly due to the high costs imposed by the registration and validation 

procedures. At national level, most patents are 

companies, and universities. The number of patents owned by individuals registered in the national 

database exceeds the cumulative value of patents validated for legal entities. The national legislation is 

correlated with the European rules

in the field of intellectual property.

national innovation process at national level

internationally recognized. The s

through governmental measures to support RDI, both on 
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Abstract 

 

Wheat (Tritucum aestivum) is of particular economic importance for Romania's agriculture grace to 

its national tradition, economic conditions of cultivation, high productivity and convenient 

preservation methods for long-term storage. The nutritional and technological processing potential 

allows multiple uses for wheat grains, both for direct human feeding and for industrial processing. 

The paper forwards a presentation of the multiplication plan for the surfaces sown with Romanian 

and imported wheat seeds lots and the certification thereof. The certification implies an extensive and 

rigorous series of technological sequences of the multiplication, conditioning, packaging, labelling 

and sealing process, procedures compliant e with the specific rules and technical norms meant to lead 

to the production of quality seeds. The research carried out aimed at assessing the potential of the 

Braila County, Romania, in the production of certified wheat seeds, in a national context, 

highlighting the conditions imposed by the Romanian legislation in the field. Braila County occupies 

the first positions on the national level in the production of certified seeds and sowing/planting 

material. The cultivated areas, the number of producers and the wheat varieties cultivated for seed 

have exhibited a positive evolution during the analysed period, on teh background of a growing 

demand due to a better use of the agricultural potential of the area and the interest of local farmers for 

this activity.  

 

Keywords: grain, seed, quality indicators, Brăila farms 

 

Introduction 

 
Wheat is of particular economic importance for the Romanian economy, being a large-scale grown 

plant, appreciated by farmers due to economic and less demanding crop conditions, with high yield 

per hectare, high storage capacity, and multiple uses both the direct human food and for industrial 

processing.  

 

The National Institute for Agricultural Research and Development (NIARD) Fundulea is the main 

research facility in Romanian agriculture, which, although in recent times is facing fierce competition 

from the multinational companies present in our country, occupies a preferential position in the top of 

the Romanian farmers' wheat-related choices (Dobre, 2016). National Institute for Agricultural 

Research and Development (NIARD )Fundulea is specialised in obtaining Romanian wheat varieties, 

productive and resistant to drought and diseases, adapted to local climatic and soil conditions. Every 

year, the Fundulea Institute sells about 3-4 thousand tons of basic seed for seed growers, who 

multiply them for sale on the market. Currently, according to National Institute for Agricultural 

Research and Development (NIARD) Fundulea researchers, over 65% of the total area cultivated 

with wheat in Romania is sown with varieties obtained by the Fundulea institute.  

 

In order to obtain high quality seeds, with the permanent maintenance of the genetic structure and 

biological value at the initial level of the varieties of farming plants, it is necessary to scientifically 

substantiate the activity in the field of seeds, applying the theoretical knowledge from the field of 

genetics, improvement and seed production, respectively (Păcurar, Oprea, and Sălăgean, 2007). 

According to the quoted authors, the unaltered preservation of the original genetic heritage in the case 
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of wheat seeds is difficult, given the action of certain genetic factors: specific to genetic evolution 

(mutations, gene migration, natural selection, genetic drift), subjective (artificial selection in seed 

production) or technology (agricultural conditions, technologies, mechanical mixtures at 

harvest/conditioning, storage conditions, etc.) which may lead to deprecation of the biological value 

and the decrease of the initial production capacity of the varieties, namely the drop of the seeds 

vitality.  

 

Material and Methods 

 
The information on the technology for obtaining grain cereal seeds was selected from the National 

Institute for Agricultural Research and Development( NIARD) Fundulea documentation or from the 

technical publications. In some cases, media information from specialised journals for the agricultural 

sector has also been used. Data on areas cultivated with wheat for seed, authorised economic agents, 

yields obtained, cultivated varieties were selected from the databases of the National Seed Quality 

Inspection (INCS) and of the Braila Territorial Inspectorate for Seed and Sowing Material Quality 

(ITCSMS). The data collected were statistically processed and graphically plotted, the results being 

analysed and commented. 

 

 

Technological Elements 

 
The obtaining of seeds for the grain cereals varieties consists of three consecutive steps: obtaining the 

seed from the improver, producing the basic seed, producing the certified seed. 

 

When sowing one used the basic seed or the pre-basic seed, organising seed-producing lots for 

obtaining "Certified Seed 1" (C1). This biological seed stock is used to sow about half of the areas 

destined to production for consumption. By using for sowing "certified seed 1" seed (C1), one 

organises seed-producing lots for the production of "Certified Seed 2" (C2) used for sowing about 

half of the production area destined to consumption. This seed, obtained in the first year by for 

sowing the seeds from the Basic biological category, is the „certified seed 1” (C1), and by sowing it 

one obtains the "certified seed 2" (C2). The seeds from the certified biological category (C1, C2) are 

produced in the development sector of the National Institute for Agricultural Research and 

Development (NIARD) Fundulea, in the agricultural research facilities and in the authorised private 

farms with activity in the seed-producing domain. 

 

The technology of wheat seed production is based on the application of the well-known agricultural 

technology, taking into account some particularities related to the location of the crop; rotation of 

crops; pre-emergence plants; soil works; fertilisation; seeding; biological purification, combating 

weeds, diseases or pests; irrigation; harvesting, drying, conditioning and preserving seeds 

(Agriculture Journal, 2015). The wheat seed crops are to be sown on fertile fields, protected from 

insects and free of weeds. The best precursors are: soy beans, beans, corn; sun-flower is not accepted 

for multiplication in a soil plot that sown with wheat in the previous year due to impurification 

caused by samulaster. Te fertilisation of seed lots is very important fro completing the need of 

nutrients in the soil. The cultivation technology is done with high quality seeds and high performance 

machinery. The sowing period, the quantity of seed/ha, the depth and uniformity must be rigorously 

achieved and respected. The weed control is carried out with herbicides, the weeds are negatively 

influencing the quality of the seed, the twinning capacity, the frost resistance, the drought, the 

vegetative growth of the plants, the elements of the spike productivity, cause the occurrence and the 

intensification of the planting process and the fall of the plants (in the case of clinging weeds). 

Diseases and pests are eliminated by vegetation treatments whenever needed. The biological 

purification is a very important work in the seed lots and consists in the elimination of all non-typical 

plants in order to ensure the biological purity provided for in the certification rules. For the purpose 

of achieving a certain qualitative and quantitative production it is recommended to irrigate the seed 

crops. Seed harvesting takes place on parties of the same species, variety and biological category 

responsible for maintaining identity and varietal purity through measures to avoid any further 

contamination, by rigorously cleaning the harvesting equipment and the means of transport used, as 
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well as the elimination of the areas marginal or in the vicinity of irrigation channels (Ordinance 

59/2011). After harvest, the seed is transported from the field to the processing stations accompanied 

by the Field Inspection Document with the decision „admitted” and the Transport Certificate. The 

processing operation is carried out by the economic agents authorised for processing which have a 

processing station and are monitored annually by the TIQSS in this respect. The processing operation 

is carried out with machines and advanced aggregates, grouped in plants that are commonly called 

seed conditioning plants (Bularda, 2011). Seed processing includes the sequences of seeding, pre-

cleaning, cleaning, conditioning, loaning, packaging, closing, sealing and labelling, according to the 

Order of the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development MARD (149/2010). After seed 

processing there comes their certification, lotisation and then sampling of the seed lots. 

 

Certification of Seeds and Authorisation of Sowing Material Producers 

 
The certification of the seed lots is registered by the economic operators who are seed owners who 

process their own seed or those who carry out the seed treatment on the basis of a service contract 

with an authorised economic agent and monitored annually in this respect on the basis of the 

document "Declaration of certification of seed lots". The declaration of certification is accompanied 

by the following documents: the document of field inspection” with the decision „admitted”, the 

written consent of the variety keeper that it has the right of sale, the contract of "service provision in 

view of processing” and the "transport documents” completed with the quantity of seed harvested in 

the field. The determination of the variety purity is done with the metric frame in 5-20 control points, 

depending on the size of the wheat sown plot. At each point, all the components of the chain are 

determined, and the following determinations are made: the number of plants typical to the variety, 

the number of plants non-typical for the variety, the culture plants with difficultly separable seed, 

weeds with heavily separable seeds and plants attacked by quarantine pathogens. For a seed to be 

declared "admitted” in the field, it must meet the following conditions: the Prebase Seed G1, Prebase 

G2, Base must have a minimum purity of 99.9%, the Certified Seed C1 99.7%, and the Certified Seed 

C2 a minimum purity 99.0%. Once all the above conditions have been met, the seed shall be 

processed, divided by lots, packaged and stored properly. Then one must complete and sign the 

declaration of lots certification. The weight of a lot of wheat shall not exceed 30 tons plus 5%. The 

sampling of the lot shall be carried out in the presence of the seed owner or a delegate thereof, by the 

sampling operators certified and authorised by Territorial Inspectorates for Seed and Sowing Material 

(ITCSCMS). The sampler verifies the data entered in the Probing Report and verifies if the 

requirements are met for the lot to be sampled: lot size, uniformity, sealed packaging and official 

label of the same type, size and quantity except for the last fraction, accessibility of the lot and 

checking the storage space so as it does not affect the quality of the seed during the retention period. 

If the above mentioned conditions are met, the sampling of the lots shall be carried out, and, if the 

requirements are not complied with, the sampling operator shall refuse the sampling by mentioning 

the reason for rejecting the sampling.  

 

The wheat seed lots can be made by one of the following methods: Nobble probe (used when seed is 

packed in bags) or baton probe (for bulk or large containers) according to SR 1633/2003. Each test 

sample is a separate sample. The extraction of the elementary samples is carried out from different 

places and depths of approximately equal weight. To obtain the composite sample, all these extracted 

samples will be mixed. The laboratory samples to be analysed are made from the composite sample. 

The samples for the determination of moisture indices are packed in plastic bags, taking into account 

the complete removal of the air from the package, and the other samples will be packed in bags 

paper. On all packages the lot identification data: species / variety, biological category, lot number, 

quantity/bag, treatment, if applicable, bag sealing date of the will be mentioned. The moisture sample 

is extracted after homogenisation from different depths and the rest of the samples, namely the 

analysis sample, the witness sample, the postcontrol sample and the duplicate samples are obtained 

by reducing the compound sample (using the divider) down to the nearest weight, but no smaller, as 

set out in the aforementioned Standard. In order to preserve and guarantee the identity of the samples, 

they are sealed with a self-adhesive tape inscribed National Seed Quality Inspection (INCS). All 

these tests are done to verify the quality indices for seed certification. The conditions to be met in the 

seed wheat laboratory to be certified and accepted for sowing the following year, as regards 
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germination, the purity of seed content of other plant species and humidity according to Minister of 

Agriculture and Rural Development MARD Ordinance 149/2010 are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Conditions imposed on wheat seed lots in the laboratory 

 

No

. 

Seed  

biological category  

Germinati

on (%) 

Purity 

Minimum 

(%) 

Presence of 

other plant 

species (%) 

Humidity  

Maximum 

(%) 

1 Seed Prebase G1, Prebase 

G2, Base 

85 99 4 14 

2 Certified seed C1 85 98 10 14 

3 Certified seed C2 85 98 10 14 

                Source Author, by using data provided by MARD Ordinance 149/2010 

Production of Wheat Seed Lots in Brăila 

 
According to Mureşan (2012), the production of wheat seed lots is a complex process, which takes 

place within an institutionalised framework. The creation of valuable biological forms and their 

maintenance in an institutionalized process of seed production is an activity with important social and 

economic implications, which must respond to the development of the national economy. At the level 

of the specialised institutions, it is envisaged to receive lots of qualitative seeds, under economical 

conditions and in sufficient quantity. Seeds intended for sowing must be able to reproduce as 

accurately as possible the cultivation pattern and the set of specific peculiarities thereof and to 

possess phytosanitary purity, strength and cultural value according to the standards in force. 

 

The seeds sold to agricultural producers are the result of multi-institutional co-operation, the main 

role of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. Te National Seed Quality Inspection 

(INCS) is the nationally accredited certification body for seed lots. In the territory, INCS acts through 

the Territorial Inspectorates for Seed and Sowing Material (ITCSMS) and the Central Laboratory for 

Seed and Sowing Material Quality (LCCSMS). 

 

The production of seed material is usually done in Romania on the basis of a contract between the 

seed company and the farmer. In line with the new global trend in seeds and seed production, large 

companies produce seed multiplication near where they sell them, thus avoiding additional shipping 

costs and possible shortcomings due to the lack of adaptation to local climate and soil conditions. 

 

For the production of seed lots, it is possible to register, according to the legal provisions, any natural 

or legal person who proves that he has the necessary technical and material equipment and personnel 

with appropriate knowledge for the requested activity. The methodology of the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Forests and Rural Development (MADR) (2009) specifies the conditions imposed on 

agricultural producers involved in the production of seed material and the national and county bodies 

in charge of controlling this activity. 

 

Braila County is the most important region in the sector of seed production on the national level. For 

the hybridization with sunflower and corn, the share of cultivated areas in the county exceeds 45% 

National Seed Quality Inspection (INCS Braila, 2012). 

 

According to Territorial Inspectorates for Seed and Sowing Material (ITCSMS) Brăila (2017), the 

area of 18,479.31 ha of seed lots of cereal, corn, sunflower, mustard, lucerne and on small surfaces 

coriander (5 ha), potato (2 ha), flax (2ha) and planting material (1.71 ha) on 560 registered plots 

(according to Table 3), of which 18,227.71 ha were admitted, 196.6 ha being rejected. The wheat 

seed is cultivated on an area of 4,002.5 ha fully admitted according to Table 2. The area of 3,087.5 ha 

is sown with Romanian wheat and the rest with imported varieties. 

 

 In the year 2015 530 plots were registered with a total area of 13,402 ha of agricultural land intended 

for obtaining seeds, of which 13,248 ha were admitted and 129,9 ha were rejected. For the cultivation 
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of seed wheat, out of the 3,187 ha recorded, on the 152 plots 3133 ha were admitted, of which 2,275 

Romanian varieties and the rest foreign varieties. In 2014, an area of 18,941 hectares was registered 

for multiplication, representing lots of cereal seed, oil plants and fodder plants. The multiplication of 

the area of wheat was smaller than in previous years of 3159 ha of the Romanian grain variety 

seedlings an area of 2,422 ha, the rest being sown with foreign wheat varieties as shown in Figure 1 

on 137 plots, of which 3,139 ha were admitted, the remaining 20 ha being rejected from 

multiplication. 

 

Table 2: Situation of seed-producing surfaces in Brăila County 

 

Source Author, by using ITCSMS Braila data (2017) 

In the case of wheat there is a great diversity, with some drought resistant and frost-resistant varieties, 

others being adaptable on soils with low fertility. The choice of wheat variety must be made taking 

into account these factors and the genetic potential of the variety, so that high yields are obtained at 

harvesting. The cultivation of some wheat varieties not adapted to the crops involves very high 

expenses with the culture technology and the production will be insufficiently capitalized. Choosing a 

sort of wheat to ensure the best match between the pedoclimatic resources of the area and the 

biological characteristics of the variety is an essential condition for obtaining a large and stable 

production. 

 

Source Author, by using ITCSMS Braila data (2017) 

Besides the high production capacity, the varieties must also have good resistance to the main risk 

factors and have a qualitative potential corresponding to the requirements. Procurement of quality 

seed of the varieties recommended for each crop area is an important decision for the production of 

the next yea. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No Harvest 

year 

Plan  

(ha) 

Plots 

planned 

Admitted  

(ha) 

Admitted  

Plots 

Rejected 

(ha) 

Plots 

Rejected 

1 2014-2015 3,159 137 3139 136 20 1 

2 2015-2016 3,187 152 3133 149 54 3 

3 2016-2017 4,002.5 206 4,002.5 206 - - 

Table 3: The situation of the surfaces sown with Romanian and imported varieties in 

Braila County 

No. Romanian 

varieties 

(ha) 

Plots cultivated 

with Romanian 

varieties (ha)  

Imported 

varieties 

(ha) 

Plots cultivated 

with imported 

varieties (ha)  

Multiplying  

farmers  

1 2,422 99 737 38 57 

2 2,275 106 912 46 74 

3 3,087.5 138 915 68 114 
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Figure 1: The situation of the surfaces of the Romanian and foreign 

wheat seed lots in Brăila county 

 
Source Author, by using ITCSMS Braila data (2017) 

Territorial Inspectorates for Seed and Sowing Material (ITCSMS) Braila has granted authorisations 

for the production, processing and/or sale of seeds or planting material to a number of 336 economic 

agents, with 386 working points. A total of 569 permits were issued, of which 49 new permits, and a 

number of 29 permits were withdrawn from the economic entities that did not fulfil the conditions for 

authorisation. 

 

The main wheat varieties and the quantities certified for production in 2017 in Braila County, 

according to the National Seed Quality Inspection ( INCS) Official Certification Database, are 

presented in Figure 2. In 2017, 34 wheat varieties were cultivated, 172,088 tons of wheat for seed. 

The common wheat varieties predominate, only 1.15% of the total, namely 2,256 kg, is originated 

from hard wheat varieties Atoudur and Pascadou. Almost 70% of the crop obtained is certified seed 

C1, and only 12% is of the basic/pre-basic seed category. 

 

 
Figure 2:  Certified wheat varieties cultivated for seed in Braila County 

Source Author, by using INCS (2012) 
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More than one-third of total production in 2017 was made by the Miranda, Glosa, Athlon and Boema 

varieties. The Glosa variety was the most appreciated, in spite of the native wheat growth, produced 

at National Institute for Agricultural Research and Development (NIARD) Fundulea, being cultivated 

on about 35% of the total area allocated to wheat in our country (Sofron, 2016). 

 

Pitar, with 6910 kg harvested in Brăila in 2017, is a relatively new variety, with high potential for 

Romanian agriculture.  

 

Conclusions  
 
The seed production activity involves specialists, much higher technology, technical endowment, 

varieties and hybrids adapted to the area, higher costs but also high incomes. The efficiency in seed 

production is the existence of technological links executed very rigorously and without which the 

realisation of lots is not possible. 

 

A high-quality wheat seed must have good genetic and biological value, varietal and physical purity, 

superior germination index (mass of one thousand grains and hectolitreal mass), health and vigour. 

The seeds quality has always been determined to the same extent by the quality of the genetic 

material (seed), the soil types, the level of technologies applied, the provision of the technical 

materials (machinery, fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation) and the qualification of information, research 

and innovation of the multiplier. The process of certification of the lots destined to sowing on large 

areas is laborious and closely monitored by the local and national authorities. 

 

Braila County is making progress in obtaining quality seeds and plating materials, improving its 

national position. Particular stress is laid on the production of seed wheat of the Romanian varieties, 

better adapted to the local climatic and soil conditions. Although the certification process is complex 

and licensed manufacturers are subject to a number of restrictive conditions, the domain is attractive 

for the local producers. 
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Abstract 

Construction objects life cycle is full of various risks. Risks come from many sources: temporary 
project team that is collected from different companies, construction site, etc. Moreover, the size and 
complexity of construction objects are increasing which adds to the risks. The object risks can be 
identified and evaluated by using the Pareto analysis, Saaty´s matrix or decision tree. We can assess 
an uncertain events or conditions which have a positive or negative effect on at least one construction 
project objective. The risks cause cost and time overruns in construction projects. The paper presents 
risk assessment methods which aims to identify, analyze and evaluate the risks associated with the 
construction projects. 
 

Keywords: evaluation, management, methods, project, risk. 
 
Introduction 

The risk factor in construction business is very high. Construction objects are unique and built mostly 
only once. Risk management is a concept which is used in all industries, from IT related business, 
automobile or pharmaceutical industry, to the construction sector. Each industry has developed their 
own risk management standards, but the general ideas of the concept usually remain the same 
regardless of the sector. Decision-making is very important in the construction management, such as 
risk assessment results in construction projects, contractor and supplier selection, etc. Each project 
manager should have a basic knowledge about risks associated to a project and how to handle them. 
Risk management should be conducted on all projects. The degree, level of detail, sophistication of 
tools, and amount of time and resources applied to risk management should be in proportion to the 
characteristics of the project under management and the value that they can add to the outcome. Thus, 
a large project that provides value to an important customer would theoretically require more 
resources, time, and attention to risk management than would a smaller, short-term, internal project 
that can be conducted in the background with a flexible deadline.  
 
The principles of risk management should be appropriately applied based on the specifics of a project 
and the organizational environment. Risk management provides benefits when it is implemented 
according to good practice principles and with organizational commitment to taking the decisions and 
performing actions in an open and unbiased manner. 
 

Types of Risk 

 

The risk management process in construction is extreme and important. Risk measure includes risk 
level determination of each objective and the risk analysis estimation by applying various 
approaches and technology. Risk control process evaluates performance of risk control. Risk 
identification is the first and main step of risk management process. It is describing the 
competitiveness conditions and the clarification of risk and uncertainty factors (Rutkauskas, 2008; 
Zayed et al., 2008), recognition of potential sources of risk and uncertainty event responsibilities. 
According to the Zavadskas et al. (2008) the project risks can be divided into three groups - external 
risks, project risks and internal risks. External risks are those risks that are beyond the control of the 
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project management team. Internal risks can be divided according to the party who might be the 
originator of risk events such as stakeholders, designer, contractor, etc. There are various 
classification ways of risk management methods.
political risk, economic risk, social risk and weather risk.
 
Political risks are changes in government laws of
improper administration system, etc. (Li and Liao
 
Economic risks. There is inconstancy of economy in the country, repayment situation in manufacture 
sphere, inflation and funding. Considering the current economic situation, this res
reasonably expected (Tvaronavičienė
 
Social risks are the growing importance to any effort at risk allocation. It is an area in which political 
and social pressures from parties having little interest in a project but having a great impact on such a 
project greatly influence its outcome. The impact of the finan
development of the region is analyzed
organizations is analyzed by Conchie and Burns (2008).
 
Weather risk. Except for extremely abnormal conditions, it is a risk for the contractor to assume, as 
its impact on construction methods can b
 
Project risks methodology is described in PMI book and IPMA Competence Baseline
(2017b). The specific criteria such as recognizing of the value of Risk Management, individual 
commitment (responsibility), open and honest communication, organizational commitment, risk 
effort scaled to project and integration with Project Management are included
management process (PMI, 2013)
authors (Ropponen and Lyytinen 
2004; Zwikael and Globerson 2006; Han
the hard side of the impact the risk management on the project success. Monteiro de Carvalho and 
Rabechini Jr. Brought examined the impact of risk management on project performance. They 
pointed out the importance of soft skills
belong (see Fig. 1): 
 

1. Time risk 
2. Cost risk 
3. Work quality 
4. Construction risk 
5. Technological risk

 

Fig. 1: The risk allocation structure in construction project (Z

project management team. Internal risks can be divided according to the party who might be the 
risk events such as stakeholders, designer, contractor, etc. There are various 

classification ways of risk management methods. External risks (environmental criteria) 
, social risk and weather risk.  

government laws of legislative system, regulations and 
improper administration system, etc. (Li and Liao, 2007).  

There is inconstancy of economy in the country, repayment situation in manufacture 
sphere, inflation and funding. Considering the current economic situation, this result can be 

Tvaronavičienė and Grybaitė, 2007).  

e growing importance to any effort at risk allocation. It is an area in which political 
and social pressures from parties having little interest in a project but having a great impact on such a 
project greatly influence its outcome. The impact of the financial aid on social and economic 

analyzed by Ginevičius and Podvezko (2009), risk communication in 
by Conchie and Burns (2008). 

Except for extremely abnormal conditions, it is a risk for the contractor to assume, as 
its impact on construction methods can be assessed by the contractor. 

Project risks methodology is described in PMI book and IPMA Competence Baseline
The specific criteria such as recognizing of the value of Risk Management, individual 

commitment (responsibility), open and honest communication, organizational commitment, risk 
effort scaled to project and integration with Project Management are included in each risk 

PMI, 2013). The relationship between project risks and IT brought many 
(Ropponen and Lyytinen 1997, 2000; Yetton et al. 2000; Kwak and Stoddard 2004; Na et al. 

2004; Zwikael and Globerson 2006; Han et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2009). Many studies pointed   out 
the hard side of the impact the risk management on the project success. Monteiro de Carvalho and 
Rabechini Jr. Brought examined the impact of risk management on project performance. They 

e of soft skills. The main groups of criteria of the construction project

 
risk 

 
 

The risk allocation structure in construction project (Zavadskas et al., 2008)

project management team. Internal risks can be divided according to the party who might be the 
risk events such as stakeholders, designer, contractor, etc. There are various 

xternal risks (environmental criteria) includes 

 policy and 

There is inconstancy of economy in the country, repayment situation in manufacture 
ult can be 

e growing importance to any effort at risk allocation. It is an area in which political 
and social pressures from parties having little interest in a project but having a great impact on such a 

cial aid on social and economic 
ius and Podvezko (2009), risk communication in 

Except for extremely abnormal conditions, it is a risk for the contractor to assume, as 

Project risks methodology is described in PMI book and IPMA Competence Baseline Rehacek 
The specific criteria such as recognizing of the value of Risk Management, individual 

commitment (responsibility), open and honest communication, organizational commitment, risk 
in each risk 

The relationship between project risks and IT brought many 
1997, 2000; Yetton et al. 2000; Kwak and Stoddard 2004; Na et al. 

y studies pointed   out 
the hard side of the impact the risk management on the project success. Monteiro de Carvalho and 
Rabechini Jr. Brought examined the impact of risk management on project performance. They 

projects risks 

2008) 
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Time risk can be determined by appraisal of the delay at construction, technology and for all works. 
Cost risk. The cost of opportunity product grows due to neglecting of management (Zavadskas et al., 
2008). 
Work quality. Deflective work is considered a significant risk factor in this category because not only 
does it result in construction delays and additional cost to the contractor but it easily leads to disputes 
on the liability for the deflection. 
Construction risk. The risks are involved in construction delay, changes in the work and construction 
technology. 
Technological risk. Designing errors, lack of technologies, management errors, shortage of the 
qualified labour. 

 
If we use Saaty´s  matrix to assess the importance of these risks, we can achieve the results shown in 
Table 1. According to the expert ´s assessment we can calculate the weight of the particular type of 
risk. The highest weight has the time and cost risk (see Table 1). 
 

 
Table 1: Types of risk evaluated by using Saaty´s matrix (own calculation) 

 

Type of risk Time 

risk 

Cost 

risk 

Work 

qualit

y 

Const

ructio

n risk 

Techno-

logical 

risk 

Geomean Weight 

Time risk 1 1 3 5 7 2.5365 0.386 

Cost risk 1 1 3 3 5 2.1411 0.326 

Work            of 

quality 

 1/3  1/3 1 3 3 1.0000 0.152 

Construction 

risk 

 1/5  1/3  1/3 1 3 0.5818 0.088 

Technological 
risk 

 1/7  1/5  1/3  1/3 1 0.3165 0.048 

 
Pareto analysis is based on the principle that 80-95% of the problems are caused by a small number 
of causes of 5-20%. These causes were formulated by Pareto and described them as a vital minority. 
For these reasons, it is necessary to focus, analyze them in depth and eliminate, respectively to 
minimize their impact. The other causes were later named by Juran to a useful majority. A graphical 
representation of Pareto´s claim, sometimes called the 80/20 rule, is Pareto diagram. From the Pareto 
diagram it is possible to determine vital causes, respectively factors that need to focus and focus on 
solving the problem. This diagram is composed of a bar graph and a Lorenz curve. The column graph 
is a cumulative number, Lorenz curve of relative frequency. To determine vital factors is a significant 
factor of the average factor (50%) that can be found on the Lorenz curve. Those factors above the 
average are a vital minority. (Bazsova, 2014) 
 
Survey provided in 2016 with the managers of the SME showed the biggest frequency of the risk at 
the adverse weather. The results are displayed on the table 2 and figure 2 have shown that most 
companies rated the severity of the 5 most serious types of risk. 
 
The most serious risks in a project-based organization include: 
 

1. Risk of non-compliance with delivery date. 
2. Risk of non-compliance with workflows. 
3. Risk of unforeseen costs. 
4. Risk of non-payment of invoices by customers. 
5. The risk of adverse weather. 
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Table 2: The most serious types of risks from the survey 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2:  Pareto diagram (own calculation) 

 
Pareto diagram showed that the importance is at the first 3 types of risk  the risk of adverse wether, 
the risk of non compliance with delivery date and the risk of non-payment of invoices by costumers. 
(see Fig. 2) 
 

Internal (Intrinsic) Risks: 

• Resource risk 
• Project member risk 

o Stakeholders’ risks 
o Designers risk. 
o Contractor risk. 
o Subcontractor risk 
o Suppliers risk. 
o Team risk. 

• Construction site risk 
• Documents and information risk 

 
Resource risk. Materials and equipment involve considerable risks. The availability and productivity 
of the resources necessary to construct the project are risks which are proper for the contractor to 
assume (Fisk, 2003). 
 
Project member risk. Team risk refers to issues associated with the project team members, which 
can increase the uncertainty of a project’s outcome, such as team member turnover, staffing build up, 

Frequency
Cumulative 

share
Relative share

150 150 23,51%

136 286 21,32%

131 417 20,53%

129 546 20,22%

92 638 14,42%
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insufficient knowledge among team members, cooperation, motivation, and team communication 
issues. 
 
Stakeholders’ risks rightfully belong to the stakeholder alone and should be retained by stakeholders 
except to the extent that they are influenced by construction methods determined by the contractor, or 
created by suppliers controlled by the contractor. Stakeholders’ influence on the external environment 
is analyzed by Mitkus and Sostak (2008). 
 
Designers risk. The expansion of construction has placed great burdens upon the design professions. 
Maintaining performance standards in the face of this is quite difficult, and occasionally, design or 
specification deflections occur that create construction problems. Design failures or constructability 
errors are becoming more and apparent, and the architect should bear the true cost of such failures. 
 
Contractor risk. The prime or general contractors are in the best position to assess the capacity of 
their subcontractors, and therefore it is they who should bear the risk of not assessing the risk 
properly. 
 
Subcontractor risk is that is properly assumed by the contractor except where it arises from one of 
the other listed risks attributable to stakeholder or architect (Fisk, 2003). 
 
Suppliers risk. Default from obligations of the supplier (Fisk, 2003). 
 
Team risk. Team risk refers to issues associated with the project team members that can increase the 
uncertainty of a project’s outcome, such as team member turnover, staffing build up, insufficient 
knowledge among team members, cooperation, motivation, and team communication issues. 
Working team must analyze the business activities of all alliance members and identify various risk 
factors in business activities and their characters (Gunstone, 2003; Li and Liao, 2007; Li et al., 2007). 
Construction site risk. Accident exposures in workplace are inherent in the nature of the work and 
are best assessed by the contractors and their insurance and safety advisors (Fisk, 2003). 
 
Documents and information risk. It assumes: contradiction in documents; pretermission; legal and 
communication. Changed order negotiation and delayed dispute resolution are significant risks during 
project construction. Communication is very important at all construction period and after finishing 
construction work. 
 
Likewise, risk management has become a timely issue widely discussed across industries. There has 
been conducted by Rehacek (2017a) study in three countries which emphasizes importance of the 
project context considering the industry. However, with regard to the construction industry, risk 
management is not commonly used. More construction companies are starting to become aware of 
the risk management process, but are still not using models and techniques aimed for managing risks. 
This contradicts the fact that the industry is trying to be more cost and time efficient as well as have 
more control over projects. The construction industry operates in a very uncertain environment where 
conditions can change due to the complexity of each project (Sanvido et al., 1992). The aim of each 
organization is to be successful and risk management can facilitate it. However it should be 
underlined that risk management is not a tool which ensures success but rather a tool which helps to 
increase the probability of achieving success. Risk management is therefore a proactive rather than a 
reactive concept. These risk classifications for construction projects brought  (Tsai and Yong, 2010. 
They point out naturel phenomenons like earthquake, fire, high gale, rainfall, economics phenomenon 
like materials costs, difficulty of financing, low market demand, exchange rate fluctuation, politics 
phenomenon like change of laws, bribery, corruption, etc. 
 
This study brought results from the Czech republic construction companies. They have been 
addressed.  
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Table 3: Project risk structure 

 

Natural Phenomenon Construction Designer 

Earthquake 
New technology 
implementation 

Constructability 

Fire Too high quality standard Vague drawing specifications  
High gale Faulty job field survey Incomplete construction area  

Rainfall 
Inadequate construction 
planning  

Incompetent supervision skills  

  
Inadequate procurement 
planning  

Frequent design change 

Economics/Finance   Lack of fair stance 
Increased materials cost  Job site   
Exchange rate fluctuation  Incompetent planning Contractor 

Difficulty of financing  Incompetent management Stringent contractual terms 
Low market demand Incompetent coordinator Deficit contracting 

Strong competitor   
Short of manpower or 
experience 

  Safety/Environment Higher cost than bid taking  
Politics/society Environment damage/pollution Short of capital/equipment  
Change of laws Accident-related loss Local jobsite particularity 
War/revolution/riot Traffic or work hour restriction Shortage in machine tools and 

workers mobilization due to 
clashes of several projects Bribery/corruption Third party’s objection 

Language/cultural barrier   Low safety awareness 

Lobby (legal/illegal)  Client 
Erroneous allocation of human 
resource 

Rigid bureaucracy Feasibility study Lack of trustworthy support by 
subcontractor   Unreasonable demand 

Contract Reference by subcontractors  Low working morale 
Unequal contractual provisions Relation with the third party  High personnel mobility 
Dispute among entities Late payment   

Unjust arbitrator 
Reliance on architect 
/consultant Industrial characteristics 

Inadequate insurance coverage 
Jobsite superintendent being 
incompetent 

Monopolized bidding 

Defect warranty Financial problem/bankruptcy 
Labour union  

Misjudged cost estimation 
Difficulty in choosing business 
dealer 

 

 
Risk Response Planning can be done by the following methods (Rajendhran and Sundar, 2011; 
Rehacek, 2016): 
 

1. Risk Avoidance: Risk can be warded off by removing the cause of the risk of executing the 
project in a different direction while still aiming to accomplish project objectives. Change 
project management plan to eliminate a threat, to isolate project objectives from the risk’s 
impact, or to relax the project objective that is in jeopardy, such as extending schedule or 
reducing the scope.  

2. Risk Transfer: Transferring risk involves finding some other party who is willing to accept 
responsibility for its management, and who will bear the liability of the risk should it occur. 
Transferring a threat does not eliminate it; the threat still exists however it is owned and 
managed by another party. Transferring risk can be an effective way to deal with financial 
risk exposure. The aim is to ensure that the risk is owned and managed by the party best able 
to deal with it effectively. 
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3. Risk Mitigation / Reduction: Risk mitigation reduces the probability and/or impact of an 
adverse risk event to an acceptable threshold. Taking early action to reduce the probability 
and/or impact of a risk is often more effective. 

4. Risk Exploit: This strategy seeks to eliminate the uncertainty associated with a particular 
upside risk by creating the opportunity definitely happens. Eliminate the uncertainty 
associated with a particular upside risk. An opportunity is defined as a risk event that if it 
occurs will have a positive effect on achievement of project objectives.  

5. Risk Share: Allocate risk ownership of an opportunity to another party who is best able to 
maximize its probability of occurrence and increase the potential benefits if it does happen. 
Transferring threats and sharing opportunities are similar in that a third party is used, those 
to whom the threats are transferred take on the liability and those to whom opportunities are 
allocated should also be allowed to share in the potential benefits.  

6. Risk Enhance: This response aims to alter the “size” of the positive risk. The opportunity is 
enhanced by increasing its probability and/or impact, thereby maximizing the benefits 
gained from the project. Seeking to facilitate or strengthen the cause of the opportunity, and 
proactively targeting and reinforcing its trigger conditions. 

7. Risk Acceptance: Ultimately it is not possible to eliminate all threats or take advantage of 
all opportunities – we can document them and at least provide awareness that these exist and 
have been identified, some term this „passive acceptance”. This strategy is adopted when it 
is not possible or practical to respond to the risk by the other strategies, or a response is not 
justified by the grandness of the risk. When the project manager and the project team decide 
to accept a risk, they are agreeing to address the risk if and when it happens. This involves 
the use of a fallback (contingency) plan if a risk occurs. Contingencies can also be in the 
form of sometime kept in reserve to deal with unknown risks or in the form of costs to deal 
with unknown risks. 

8. Risk Control: is the final step of the process (Rajendhran and Sundar, 2011; Rehacek, 
2016). After we have implemented response actions, we must track and record their 
effectiveness and any changes to the project risk profile. Did the response actions have a 
positive or negative effect on achieving project objectives? Responses taken in risks should 
also be documented for future reference and project plans. 

 

Risk Management Methods in Construction Projects 

According to the Rajendhran and Sundar, 20011 and Rehacek, 2016 the Risk Identification can be 
done by the brainstorming, Delphi Technigue, Interview, Past experience, checklist and 
questionnaire. Risk Assessment can be done by the following methods (according to Rajendhran and 
Sundar, 2011; Rehacek, 2016): Qualitative Method: PI factor = Probability of Risk x Impact of Risk, 
Quantitative methods Sensitivity Analysis: This is carried out to identify the uncertain  and Scenario 

Analysis.  

 

Decision Trees  

 
The risk analysis is carried out by decision tree diagram. Decision trees are very helpful to both 
formulate the problem and evaluate options. In this analysis there are graphical models used to 
represents project and can clearly reflect the effects of each decision taken in the project. The 
decision tree in figure 3 displays evaluation of the project company which has three possibilities how 
to evolve under condition high, middle or low demand within four years. This company can even 
reduce its activities, or fuse with other company or to stay in the same condition as in previous years. 
Each edge has its utility in the decision tree. The edges together form branches. From the point of 
view of optimality, the optimal option for the decision maker is this, which delivers maximum 
usability. We can evaluate the usability The mentioned case study calculate the expected usability in 
the stochastic decision tree as: 
 

∑  ��� = 1�
�,�
�                                                 

 
where: i - expresses i-th node, j – expresses j-th choice.  

[1] 
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Fig. 3: Decision tree (own calculation) 

 

 

Conclusions 

Risks are being managed every day in the industry, but not in such a structured way as the literature 
describes. However information provided in those sources is rather messy. Some theories provided by 
risk management literature are not at all applicable to construction industry.    As also other 
researchers confirmed, the knowledge of risk management is close to zero, even though the concept 
of risk management is becoming more popular in the construction sector. 
 
Professionals in the construction industry are using techniques described in the literature concerning 
risk management, but are not aware of it. Risk management technique rarely used by the participants 
in construction projects. The participants used to handle the risks with an informal approach. This 
technique is not employed because of less knowledge and awareness among the construction 
industry. The risk management technique should be applied into any construction project at the initial 
stage of the project to get maximum benefit of the technique. Hence, there is thriving need to have a 
well-documented procedure which should be a one stop solution to all hazards that are likely to occur 
during project life cycle. There should be more wholesome approach towards risk management 
instead of the present sporadic approach towards the risks. 
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Abstract  
 

The mobile phone usage by employees in the workplace might influence productivity positively or 

negatively. We aim in this study to assess whether Lebanese employees have a problematic use of 

mobile phones. Moreover, to understand whether there is any correlation between personality traits and 

the problematic use of mobile phones. Data was collected conveniently from 244 employees and 199 

(81.5%) were considered for the study. Each participant filled the Problematic Use of Mobile Phones 

(PUMP) and the Big Five Model questionnaires. Results revealed that 86.93% of Lebanese employees 

have a problematic use of mobile phones. However, a regression analysis showed that the traits of 

personality of the Big Five Model could not explain much of the problematic use of mobile phones. This 

study adds to the knowledge of managers in Lebanese companies regarding their recruits.  

 

Keywords: Mobile phone, problematic mobile phone use, personality traits, workplace.   

 

Introduction 

 

In today’s business world, mobile technology offer flexibility, accessibility, and entertainment for their 

users. For many people, cellphones have become their endless companion.  

Mobile Phone Technology at the workplace 

Technology and smartphones has played an important role in people’s personal lives as well as in 

corporations. In fact, it’s predicted that by end 2017, the average number of cellphone users will rise to 

4.77 billion worldwide.  

Today’s workforce is more mobile than ever. Due to internet’s global reach, business people have the 

capacity to obtain old and current information from any source within seconds. Mobile technology 

provides employees the advantage of working on the go and it increases worker availability and 

flexibility without being bound to a physical location (Scheck, 2016). Hence, work is freed from 

geographical obstacles and individual performance is enabled during periods formerly spent at home or 

at remote sites. Thus, companies may benefit from individual connectivity to boost productivity even 

when workers are away (Powel, 2006). 

Mobile phone use and personality traits 

Although a mobile phone is useful and attractive as a mean of communication; there might exist the risk 

of addictive and problematic usage of this device.  

Through the decades, researchers have developed theoretical frameworks on personality traits to 

understand better human behavior. As it was shown, personality is a unique constellation of attitudes and 

dispositions that governs individuals’ consistent cognitive, affective and behavioral patterns (Costa and 

McCrae, 1995). These attitudes and traits of character enforce certain behaviors that might be aligned 
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with the person’s affect or influenced by his social group. It is yet unclear whether mobile users’ traits 

influence their mobile phone use.  

 

The main body of the paper  
 

Literature Review  

The developments and evolutions of cellphones lead to a smarter devise called “smartphone” which 

provides more features and advanced utilities than a basic feature phone (Litchfield, 2010). 

The importance of smart phones 

Smartphones are so vital due to the internet connectivity for calls, text messaging and social networking 

sites. Moreover, business emails can be sent and received at any time of the day. Smartphones are so 

efficient due to the speed at which tasks can be done. From a business point of view, employees can be 

connected to their colleagues, partners, suppliers, customers at all time. Smartphones are so functional; 

people can store important data, files, pictures, and notes on the phone, and they can save time by 

achieving tasks such as online banking, transfer funds and make international calls. 

Smartphones are essential due to the entertainment they provide where all people children, teenagers and 

adults can entertain themselves through updated games, applications, music movies and TV shows that 

can be downloaded and uploaded easily on the phone. In this respect, smartphones have revolutionized 

entertainment and transformed the world of portable gaming and movies. Smartphones are important 

because they can be used as GPS tracker having full GPS worldwide capacity. People considered that cell 

phones have brought positive change in their lives since it had made very easy to contact anyone, 

anywhere and anytime which gave them a feeling of assurance and safety (Andrew, 2014).   

Mobile Phone Usage & Productivity at Work  

Mobile technologies devices impact performance, culture and the structure of the company itself (Meeker 

et al, 2010). Some people believe that mobile phones improve communication, thus, will have positive 

impact on their work. 

Others think that episodic cell phones use at work will distract them from their jobs, which negatively 

influence their productivity. These types of interruptions at work make employees lose their focus and 

consequently they would not meet their project deadline (Donya and Kumah, 2011). When employees 

receive a call or their cellphone rings, it will have a negative effect on their productivity, whether they 

answered it or not. During the few seconds spent on the decision to take or ignore that call, the flow of 

concentration is interrupted and it takes time to reestablish efficiency (Yihong, 2010). An external 

interruption refers to an event such as email, phone call, instant message or notification that alters work 

evolution. By contrast, an internal interruption identifies changes in work tasks that are self-initiated 

(Elwood, 2005). One study found that employees working in the manufacturing sector had a problematic 

mobile phone use which influenced negatively their productivity (Wahla and Awan, 2014).  

In addition to distraction, side effects of mobile use could negatively influence efficiency at work. A 

study on Saudi Arabian participants, mentioned that 44.4% complained of headache, concentration 

deficiencies, memory loss, hearing loss, and exhaustion were related to their mobile phone use (Khan, 

2008).  Moreover, another study showed that 3-4% of mobile phone users suffered problems such as 

fatigue and dizziness, and more than 20% developed headaches (Al-Khlaiwi and Meo, 2004).  
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Mobile Phone Use and Demographics  
 

The use of cell phones had been associated with harmful and disturbing behaviors. Examples include 

drivers who remain connected while behind the wheel which reduces their attention capacities leading to 

fatal accidents. Recently, the National Safety Council released statistics showing that 27% of car crashes 

were caused by mobile phone use (NSC, 2013). Brusque and Alauzet (2008) concluded that women are 

less likely to use cellphones while driving than women. In addition, other negative outcomes could result 

from the overuse of mobile phones such as financial problems, sleep disturbance and behavioral 

addiction.  

The impact of cellphones may be influenced by the user characteristics such as age, gender, employment 

position. It may also vary due to the factors specific to certain countries. Lemish and Cohen (2005) found 

out that there may be different behaviors among men and women toward cellphones. Rakow and Navarro 

(1993) noted that the mobile phone usage is an extension of the public world when used by men and in 

contrary an extension of the private world when used by women. Researchers found that men are more 

annoyed by the use of cellphones in public places than women (Tuner, et al, 2000). Debaillon and 

Rockwell (2005) didn’t find any significant difference in the use of mobile phones between young men 

and women at college and high schools (Debaillon, 2005). A recent study revealed that women spend 

more time on their smartphones and are more addicted to the device than men. While 52 percent of 

female used their mobile phones for at least 4 hours a day, only 29.4 percent of male respondents did the 

same. Male participants uses their mobile devices typically during breaks while women participants often 

sneak a peek to their phone to check instant messages and social networking such as Facebook and 

Instagram. 

Initially men were more likely to utilize information and communication technologies (Ono and Zavodny, 

2005). More recently, women started building interpersonal relationship through the internet usage which 

might have led to greater mobile phone dependency.   

Age also has its impact over mobile phone usage. Younger individuals eighteen to thirty years old, care 

about their self-image and are willing to spend more for a mobile phone then their older counterparts 

(Venkatesan, 2015). Mature consumers on the other hand are less informed about technological 

developments, thus are more price-sensitive and care less about brand and design (Venkatesan, 2015). 

Although, the study in question included Indian participants, we might have an assumption that 

youngsters around the world might engage in higher spending on mobile devices. Another study recently 

showed individuals 35 to 45 years old constitute the fastest growing age segment for researching and 

engaging in online transactions (Challinor, 2012). Twice as many consumers aged 35 and older had made 

an online purchase through their cellphones since 2009. 

Objectives of the study 

Very few studies investigated the problematic use of mobile phone among people. Again, no studies 

correlated individuals’ personality traits with the problematic use of mobile phones. 

This study aims at answering the following research questions: (1) Do Lebanese workers have a 

problematic use of mobile phones? (2) Is there any correlation between employees’ personality traits and 

the problematic use of mobile phones in Lebanon?   
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Methods  

 

Sample 
 

Participants in this study were randomly selected from different companies belonging to the banking, 

engineering and telecommunication fields. Out of the 244 distributed packages, we received 199 

completed, achieving a response rate of 81.5%.  

 

Each participant received two questionnaires and was allowed two weeks to respond. The two 

questionnaires included the Problematic Use of Mobile Phones (PUMP) and the Big Five Model (Big 

Five). Demographic variables included age, gender, seniority and work sector, and was collected using an 

additional section in the consent letter.  

Tools  

This is a non-experimental quantitative study that uses two reliable and validated tools for the 

assessment of its variables. The PUMP developed by Billieux and his colleagues (2008) and validated by 

Merlo, et al. (2013) for English speaking participants. The PUMP included thirty statements relevant to 

phone use habits, self-evaluated on a four-point scale. The Big Five assesses five significant dimensions 

that underlie most significant variation in human personality. The five factors are: (1) extraversion (2) 

agreeableness (3) conscientiousness (4) emotional stability and (5) openness to experience. The Big Five 

is a 50 item questionnaire reporting a self-description of respondents. Research has found a relationship 

between the above stated personality dimensions and job performance: Although conscientiousness is the 

trait most consistently tied to job performance, the others also influence some aspects of performance 

depending on the situation.  

Findings 

Concerning the first question on the problematic use of mobile phones, assessed using the PUMP 

questionnaire: The results revealed that 86.93% of respondents have a problematic use of mobile phones.  

Regarding personality traits: the descriptive analysis primarily shows that the majority of respondents 

(61.31%) are extroverted. As expected by the cultural traits of Lebanese people, this trait characterizes 

people who are sociable, talkative, assertive, and enthusiastic. They are usually more emotionally 

expressive and have better interpersonal skills.  

 

The second variable, agreeableness relates to people who are cooperative, warm and trusting. These 

people are usually more compliant and conforming. The study revealed that about 59.8% of participants 

were agreeable.   

 

Conscientiousness characterizes people who are responsible, organized, dependable and persistent. These 

workers show effort and discipline in the workplace. It was shown that 58.79% of subjects have that trait 

of personality.  

 

Emotional stability is a state of mind which relates to people who are calm, self-confident, and secure. 

People with high negative scores are usually nervous, anxious, depressed and insecure. Almost 53% of 

Lebanese workers show signs of emotional instability. This of course might be in relation to the downturn 

in the economy, long work hours and stressful conditions that an emerging post-war country like Lebanon 

still suffers from. Finally, openness to new experience is a trait of personality that distinguishes creative, 

curious, and artistically sensitive individuals. These are employees with higher adaptation to change and 

enhanced leadership. About 57.8% self-reported traits of openness.  
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A regression analysis revealed that traits of personality of the Big Five Model could not explain much of 

the problematic use of mobile phones with the following R
2
 values for extraversion (0.02), agreeableness 

(0.02), conscientiousness (0.09), emotional stability (0. 15), and openness to experience (0.26).  

 

Conclusion   

Study findings highlighted problematic use of mobile phones among a high percentage of Lebanese 

workers. The latter have major implications on organizational behavior research and the way 

management should deal with the abuse and misuse of mobile phones by their employees. Again, in 

setting the limits for their workers if they witness conditions where the mobile addiction exceeds its 

benefits. Moreover, this research attempted to explain whether certain individuals with specific 

personality traits exhibit higher problematic use of mobile phone. However, the assumption was rejected, 

and there was no significant relationship between Big Five personality traits and the problematic use of 

mobile phones. 
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Abstract 

During the last 25 years, Romanian brands of wine have evolved very much based on consumer 

preferences, but at the same time they have revolutionized tastes and set new tendencies. Due to the 

stiff competition, many producers changed their vision and shifted towards the qualitative direction 

of the offer. The modern history of Romanian wine has been marked by brands such as: Grasa de 

Cotnari and Busuioaca de Bohotin, or Zestrea Murfatlar. 

The goals of this article envisage emphasizing the promotion techniques for a new brand of wines 

from Romania, as well as their mechanism of functioning in the perception of connoisseurs. To make 

a good wine is very important part of the work, but after this is necessary to promote it according to 

the target audience. So an accurate communication to consumers and a smart use of the new 

technologies of digital marketing are in a state of evolutionary development, where new trends are 

likely to occur rapidly and wineries have to adapt. 

 

Keywords: brand, marketing, promotion techniques, communication, loyalty,  wine 

Literature Review 

The most valuable assets of a company are brands. According to (Aaker, 1995), a brand is a name 

and/or a distinctive symbol, used with the view of identifying products or services as belonging to a 

producer or a group of producers and differentiate between these goods or services and those of the 

competition. 

 

Brands generate distinction, uniqueness in the mind of the consumer, recognition and loyalty, love 

mark. Which means, in economic terms, acquisition, profit margin for the organisation and market 

share as compared to other competitors. From (Aaker, 1995) perspective, the key to successfully 

achieve a new look is evolution, not revolution. A brand, within the development process, shapes up 

a personality which anchors in the mind of the target public and becomes decisive. It deserves to be 

kept in order to preserve categories which are already conquered, to attract new customers, to ensure 

loyalty, to keep the tradition, to constantly reveal the values of the product and of the organisation, to 

keep on telling the story. The studies (Kotler & Keller, 2015) show that, in fact, consumers by, 

consume and do business with an image. 

 

(Steenkamp, 2014) speaks about the 4V model which links the directions of research regarding global 

brands, providing a better understanding of these brands and of the way they create value for the 

organisation. This model is organized in four groups of elements which create value: valuable brands; 

source of value; delivery value, assessed results. The sources of value come from the uniqueness of 

the name which can awaken certain emotional or rational associations in the mind of the consumers, 

or from Unique Selling Proposition (USP) which decisively shapes up the product/service, or from its 

intrinsic characteristics. 

 

According to (Aaker, 1995), the capital of a brand is a set of assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its 

name and symbol, which add to (or reduce) the value provided by a product or a service to a 

company and/or the buyers of a company. And this set of assets includes: loyalty to a brand, name 

recognition, perceived quality, brand association with other assets in the property of the brand: 

registered trademarks, relationship within the distribution channels. They provide value to the buyer 

increasing trust, information processing and user satisfaction. At the same time, they also provide 

value to the company by increasing the efficiency and the effectiveness of the marketing 
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programmes, loyalty to the brand, profit margins, brand extensions, commercial leverage and 

competitive advantage.  

 

The personality of a brand is supported by communication to the public and the way it can 

differentiate on the market, compared to other brands. Communication and publicity dominate 

brands, irrespective of their nature. A brand which promotes a valuable product will never be able to 

be efficient without an identity which transmits the same thing and vice-versa (Wheeler, 2013). 

Promotion has as goals increasing visibility, boosting the increase of demand on short term, securing 

customers’ loyalty, changing the flux of demand, brand energizing and consolidating or attibuting 

new associations, involving the target public and connecting it with the product in a multi-

dimensional experience. According to (Borkovsky, et al., 2017), if advertising is more effective at 

building brand equity, then the brand value would increase. There are many researches (Renton, et 

al., 2017), (Wang, et al., 2017), (Herstein, et al., 2017)in the food and beverage sector regarding the 

problem of the brand management and the future directions. 

 

The research of (Lindstrom & Kotler, 2010) proves that 75% of our emotions are actually generated 

by what we smell, feel, see, taste and hear. Multi-sensorial branding is based on complete sensorial 

synergy, which produces a domino effect. In the same way opinions are stored in mind, when one 

sense is activated, it will lead to another, and then another, triggering a chain of memories and 

emotions. Sensorial branding helps us return to the basic senses, which remarcably influence our 

decisions and wishes. 5D branding may be considered an element of business which enhances the 

efficiency of the promotion campaigns of an organisation. 

 

In order to increase the visibility of a brand, events play a very important role because they involve 

the target public, creating an experience, a personal relation with the brand. Some  results (Fu, 2017) 

show that the brand strategy management based on the network is helpful to improve the turnover of 

the enterprise.  

 

According to (Lee, et al., 2017), building brands with high levels of awareness and uniqueness is 

critical to ensuring brand strength and sustained competitiveness. 

 

According to (Mustafi, et al., 2011), one can count on a brand interaction with the public online, as 

well as offline. The term of online refers to all the channels using the Internet so that the message is 

delivered to the public. Making websites more usable and improving the users' experience represents 

an important step when desiring to keep them from moving away. It’s important to examinate the 

effects of the interactivity dimensions on users' content comprehension and their attitudes towards e-

commerce websites (Dospinescu & Perca-Robu, 2017). This online promotion can be achieved by 

using: 

 

• Search Engine Marketing where one can find Adwords, Bing Ads etc., which represent 

online means of publicity 

• Social Media Marketing which includes all social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, 

Linkedin etc. 

• Display Media Marketing which combines email marketing, mobile advertising and display 

advertising in another method of online promotion. 

 

The advantages of online promotion consist of results measurable in real time, it is cheap and it 

allows fast interaction with the clients and their efficient targeting. 

Offline channels by which promotion towards the target public can be achieved are represented by 

mass-media: press, radio, TV, OOH. The advantage provided by these channels is represented by 

increased credibility compared to New_Media, and placing the publicity message is close to the sale 

point. 

 

Some studies (Krieger, et al., 2014), (Ramsak, 2014) analyzed the field of branding and brand 

management of wine production. In the case of wines, promotion (communication) is based on 

advertising, promotions, public relations (events, press releases, press conferences, seminars, 
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speeches), direct marketing and sale force (presentations addressing the theme of wine, business 

meetings, specialised contests, specialised tasting, catalogues with products from the respective range 

of products, e-mail). Starting from the organoleptic characteristics of the product, going through the 

story of the brand, reaching to the packaging, bottle design, label, colours, fonts, logo, logotype, 

symbols, USP up to endorsers and events, the promotion of grapevine products is absolutely 

interesting and provoking, taking in consideration the competition. 

The research theme refers to the way in which promotion of new brands of wines is perceived by 

consumers and finding the techniques that have effect, adherence on them, in the online as well as in 

the offline environment. We will analize Hermeziu Winery, founded in 2014. 

Research Theme and Research Methodology 

In the process of finding promotion techniques for the brands of wines in the N-E of Romania, 

elaborating a detailed research, which is oriented towards the consumer, namely oenologists and 

professional tasters, who are aware of the Romanian wine market, is necessary. The goal of the 

research is to find out which promotion techniques function in this field, of wine, and which are the 

most efficient for ”Hermeziu Winery” with the of achieving the same success as that of other, well 

known and established wineries. 

 

Research Methodology 

 
For the present research, we have chosen to use ”Literature review” as first method, in order to find 

out the state of awareness in the field of promotion techniques and branding; then we applied a 

quantitative research – the questionnaire survey as an instrument of understanding the opinion of the 

target public as to the promotion techniques used by this winery and their efficacy; data interpreting 

was carried out with the help of SPSS programme. 

 

Sampling: the researched sample consisted of 67 persons of different ages, out of which 59 were 

really acquainted to the brand and went through the entire quiz. These individuals are a part of the 

group ”oenology”, a public group where everyone interested in the field of wine can enlist. We could 

count on informed, relevant answers provided by specilized oenologists, as well as by sophisticated 

customers, committed to finding out about this field. 

 

Research objectives and hypotheses 
 

O1: Identifying the reasons for consuming a brand of wines and the importance of certain criteria in 

the decision of buying 

O2: Appreciating the promotion techniques for the brand Hermeziu 

O3: The impact of promotion on different media channels 

The hypotheses of the research in this paper are the following: 

H1: The age of the respondents is a criteria which influences the perception on the media channels 

H2: The perception of the promotion techniques used by the brans Hermeziu differs according to the 

age group 

 

Results And Discussions 

 
The first question ”Do you consume the wines of Hermeziu winery?” is a filter-type question, which 

uses a dichotomic and nominal scale, with category variables. If the answer to this question was 

affirmative, the quiz continued with the following questions, and if it was negative, the quiz 

concluded with thanks for the time.  
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After centralizing the data, we find out that in a proportion of 88,1%, they know the Hermeziu brand, 

and 11,9% have not heard yet about this winery. 

 

 

At the question: ”Which were the reasons for consuming wines from Hermeziu winery?”, we 

obtained important data which show that the main reason is: ”high quality of the wine”, on the second 

place is ”taste” and ”the recommendation of a connoisseur”; and on the third place is ”product 

availability”. We notice the fact that the organisation deserves to improve its promotion strategies, 

taking into consideration its place in the current ranking. 

 

The third question: ”In your opinion, which characteristics you consider a premium wine brand 

should have, in order to be considered an ”Ideal” brand”? we obtained the following ranking: 
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The goal of this question is intended to find out which are the promotion actions Hermeziu brand has 

to take in order to be considered a ”successful brand”. One can notice, from the Fig. 3, that the 

respondents of the quiz emphasise especially with securing loyalty by cards and prizes (19%), than an 

”affordable price” (15%); organizing raffles and competitions, promotion (8%), but also, the 

avalilability of the product in many points of sale is appeciated . 

 

These answers are very important for our research theme, that is why we are going to conduct a 

statystical analysis, relating this question to the answers of the question which indicates the age of the 

respondent. By this correlation we will find out whether there are any relations between the age of the 

respondent and some of the promotion techniques a premium wine brand can undertake. 

 

With the help of SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) statistical application, we 

developed a test One-Way Anova, by means of which we pointed out the relations that exist between 

the age of the respondent and some of the means of promotion of a brand. We will work witn the 

last column, where the „Sig” coefficient is to be found, in order to find out whether there are or there 

are not any differences between the two variables. „Sig” is the correlation coefficient which describes 

the intensity and the direction of the relation between the variables. 

Hypotheses: 

 

H0 – age does not influence the characteristic ”affordable price” 

H1 – age influences the characteristic ”affordable price” 

Sig = 0,763 > 0,05  => H0 is accepted 

=> H1 is rejected 

=> test is irrelevant 
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Table 1: ANOVA Test - The age of the respondent and the means of brand promotion 

 

 

 

Interpretation: As a result of the analysis carried out, there are no significant differences between a 

promotion strategy based on ”affordable prices” and the age of the respondent. There is no relation 

between the two, from a staystical point of view, this conclusion being guaranteed with a probability 

of 95%. The variables ”Having an attractive packaging”, ”securing customer loyalty by means of 

cards and prizes” and the variant ”no answer” have the value „Sig>0,05”, which means that there are 

no significant differences between the respective characteristics and the age of the respondent.  For 

the variables ”organizing raffles/competitions”, ”product availability in various selling points” and 

”strong advertising with the view of attracting new customers”, the value of the sig coefficient is 

calculated as follows: 

 

Hypotheses: 

 

H0 – age does not influence the characteristic organizing raffles/product availability in selling 

points/strong advertising with the view of attracting new customers 

H1 – age influences the characteristic organizing raffles/product availability in selling points/strong 

advertising with the view of attracting new customers. 

Sig = 0,04/0,001/0,003 < 0,05  => H0 is rejected 

    => H1 is accepted 

    => the test is irrelevant. 

 

Interpretation: As a result of the analysis carried out, there are significant differences between the 

characteristics ”organizing raffles/product availability in selling points/strong advertising”, which 

means there is a correlation from a statistical point of view. For these variables, the test was rendered 

relevant. The result will determine a differentiation of the means of promotion of the products of 

Hermeziu winery according to age groups. 
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As for the media channels preferred by the respondents, we asked the question ”To what extent does 

advertising on the following Media and New-Media channels (Internet, Radio, TV Commercial, 

OOH Commercial) influence you in selecting a blend of wine?” We used a 5 stages Likert scale, with 

possibilities of answering from 1 (very little) to 5 (very much). The results show that the main 

preferred channel is Internet, on the second place comes OOH commercial, on the third the TV 

commercial, than the one on the Radio. 

 

With the help of SPSS application, we used the test One-Way Anova. By this test we will notice if 

there is any significant association or not, between the age of the respondent and the channels of 

promotion. This question answers to the goal regarding establishing the importance of promotion on 

different media channels according to age. 

 

Hypotheses:  

 

H0 – there is no significant association between age groups and the TV commercial 

H1 – there is a significant association between age groups and the TV commercial 

Sig = 0,007 < 0,05 => H0 is rejected 

                               => H1 is accepted 

                               => the test is relevant. 

 

Interpretation: As a result of the analysis carried out, there is a significant association between the 

characteristic age of the respondent and TV commercial, which means there is a correlation, from a 

statistical point of view, this conclusion being guaranteed with a probability of 95%. For these 

variables, the test was rendered relevant, which means they are related to the theme of research. 
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Table 2: ANOVA Test - A significant association between the age of the respondent and media 

channels 

 

As we can notice, all the values of the „sig” coefficient are lower than the value „0.05”, which means 

that from all the independent variables, that in ”TV commercial”, ”Radio”, ”Internet” and ”OOH” 

and the dependent variable ”age” there is a significant association. 

 

When asking the question: ”How do you think the brand of wines Hermeziu should act in order to 

become better known on the market?” (with only one variant of answer), we obtained the following 

results: 

 

This question answers to the goal regarding the the respondents perception of promotion techniques. 

In order to analyze these answers, we will use the One-Way Anova test. By means of this test we will 

notice if there is a significant correlation or not, between the age of the respondent and the promotion 

methods Hermeziu brand of wines could use.  

 

Hypotheses: 

 

H0 – there is no significant correlation between age groups and organizing raffles/ prize competitions 

H1 – there is significant correlation between age groups and organizing raffels/prize competitions 

Sig = 0,003 < 0,05 => H0 is rejected 

                               => H1 is accepted 
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                               => the test is relevant. 

 

Interpretation: As a result of the analysis carried out, there is a significant correlation between the 

independent variable ”age” of the respondent and organizing raffles and competitions.  

 

Table 3:  ANOVA Test - The correlations between the age of the respondent and the promotion 

methods Hermeziu brand of wines 

 

As we can see, the values of the ”sig” coefficient for the variables ”offer fidelity cards”, ”have a 

great price-quality ratio”, ”have an interesting advertising” are lower than the value of 0.05, which 

means that there is a significant correlation between these dependent variables and the independent 

variable ”age”.  

 

For the variables ”available in supermarkets” and ”use endorsement for brand adevrtising”, 

hypothesis H0 will be accepted and hypothesis H1 will be rejected, because the value of the 

coefficient ”sig” is higher than 0.05, therefore for these dependent variables, the test will be 

irrelevant. 

 

By means of the question ”Would / Did you recommend Hermeziu winery to other people?”, with the 

variants of answer ”Yes” and ”No”, the level of appreciation of the winery, from the point of view of 

the respondents was intended. This question is accompanied by a photo which contains the logo of 

the brand. A number of 57 respondents, that is 97%  
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Stated that they have or they would recommend the winery to other people, and 3%, that is 2 people 

would not do that. 

 

 

At the question regarding the age range where the respondents are situated, formulated with the 

purpose of dividing the questioned persons, we obtained the following results: 41-51 years old, 

representing 37.5%. another strong percentage is represented by 35.4%, meaning 18 people, with 

ages from 18 to 30 years old. The lowest percentage is represented by 2.1%, which is a sole 

respondent over 51 years old. 

 

Conclusions 

 
Taking into consideration the first goal of the research, that of ”identifying the reasons of consuming 

a brand of wines and the importance of certain criteria in the decision of buying” we have reached to 

the conclusion that for the consumers, the high quality of wine and the recommendation of a 

connoisseur are the main reasons why they prefer a specific kind of wine. As for the ”appreciation of 

the promotion techniques of the brand Hermeziu” we concluded that the respondents mostly 

appreciate ”promotion on the Internet” and the way the ”superior quality of the wine” is put into 

light.  

 

The first objective envisaged was revealing the media/new-media channels appreciated by the public 

when it seeks an information / promotion about the brand Hermeziu. The results pointed out the fact 

that the public considered that the Internet and, OOH commercial are easier to access. With the help 

of the SPSS statistical programme, we designed an Anova table by which we emphasized whether the 

age range is influenced by the media channels and whether there is a correlation between these two 

variables. Following the analysis of the obtained results, we can state that the perception of the TV 
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and OOH commercials, and of the radio commercial differs depending on each age range. For this 

reason, adapting the content according to the target group would facilitate perception. 

 

We have found out that the promotion techniques the consumers find adequate are represented by 

organizing competitions and raffles, creating loyalty cards, an individual commercial for the brand 

and that an advatageous ratio between quality and price is essential. 

 

The present research has had positive results for the brand of wines Hermeziu. The winery delivered 

a message about the story of the wine they produce and a certain image that were perceived by the 

connoisseurs, as being on the whole to their benefit. 

 

A marketing campaign that promotes the brand of wines Hermeziu would matter if the the media 

channels which are intended to be used for delivering the message and the age ranges of the target 

public would be taken into consideration. For example, they could use the Facebook social media 

platform more intensely, with the view of emphasizing the message they wish to deliver. The winery 

has to establish the target market so that it can take into account the age ranges that use the media 

channels. For the age range between 18-30 years old they could use the Internet and the outdoor 

advertising in order to promote their message, for the age range between 41-51 years old they could 

use radio and the OOH commercial, and for the age range between 41-51 years old they could use 

Radio and TV commercial. The outdoor advertising would be the most beneficial for Hermeziu 

winery, since it would be the mean of promotion by which all the age ranges would see the message 

proposed by the brand. 

 

Promotion techniques adapted to the profile of the new brand and the age of the target public are 

essential for its correct perception, adherence of information, rasing curiosity, recognition, notoriety, 

uniqueness and its clear positioning in the mind of the consumer. The brand Hermeziu can exploit its 

tradition, as well as the novelty brought in a clever way, by appealing to a niche promotion. 
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Abstract 
 
This article presents the implementation of “14 Quality Principles for Value Streams” in the company 

from the automotive industry. The Bosch Company has created a set of 14 principles and special 

criteria that it considered most important for its production system. Deploying them to all positions 

has become a superior goal for the entire organization. One of the important steps to take to achieve 

this goal is a thorough analysis of the prevailing conditions and careful planning of the action. 

Therefore, the first important step in the following work is to create an implementation plan. Then, 

based on a previously prepared evaluation sheet, a comparative analysis is made between the current 

state and the requirements contained in the 14 Company’s Quality Principles. 

 

Keywords: Automotive Industry, 14 Quality Principles, TQM, Project Management  

 

Introduction 

 
Economic changes in recent years have made the quality of products and services become a key 

criterion for the success of an enterprise (Gola (2014)). Equally important is the knowledge of the 

managerial staff on the potential for enhancing the results of work, which is the result of knowledge 

of the theoretical and practical basis for improving the company’s business. Sustainable and 

continuous quality improvement can only be achieved by directing the organization’s efforts to plan 

and prevent problems that occur at the source. This concept of quality management is called quality 

assurance, where greater emphasis is placed on advanced quality planning, training, product design, 

process and service improvement, process control and engaging and motivating people  (Dale 

(2003)). Improving the quality also requires knowledge of customer expectations (Kłosowski and 

Gola (2016)). Is more than just collecting data from processes and from the customer. 

 

How to more effectively manage the production company? There are many techniques and methods 

but not all are effective in practice. As it turns out since the early 1990s, the best results are achieved 

by Japanese entrepreneurs. Therefore, for many years, the eyes of all managers are headed in that 

direction. A good example is Toyota’s phenomenon. This company is renowned for its high-quality 

products, cost-effective pricing, and innovative management approach. Its annual revenues are 

billions of dollars, so it is no wonder that it is considered one of the most profitable companies in 

Japan and North America. However, the main advantage of Toyota is its production model, the so-

called “Lean Production”, which is today widely regarded as another step in the evolution of the 

manufacturing process after the introduction of Ford’s mass production system (Liker and Maier 

(2006); Bhamu and Singh Sangwan (2014); Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek (2014); Chay et al. (2015); Liu, 

Wang and Peng (2015); Epler et al. (2017); Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Saniuk (2018)).  
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High achievements in this area of Toyota have caused many companies to take an example and 

introduce their own system of quality improvement. Most of them are based on “Lean Production”. 

This is exactly what happens at Bosch Company, which is analyzed in the following paper. The 

company has created a set of 14 principles and special criteria that it considered most important for 

its production system. Deploying them to all positions has become a superior goal for the entire 

organization. 

This work presents the implementation of “14 Quality Principles for Value Streams”. The 

deployment process is based on a single assembly area. 14 principles of quality is an important 

element of the functioning of this enterprise. On the basis of the experience gathered in other 

branches of the company, the effectiveness of the changes is very high. Significantly improve the 

quality of products and notice the decrease in complaints from customers in the long term.  

 

One of the important steps to take to achieve this goal is a thorough analysis of the prevailing 

conditions and careful planning of the action (Anholon and Sano (2016)). Therefore, the first 

important step in the following work is to create an implementation plan. Then, based on a previously 

prepared evaluation sheet, a comparative analysis is made between the current state and the 

requirements contained in the 14 Company’s Quality Principles. For such a complex project, an 

important element is also the creation of an appropriate team to make a fair assessment of the 

process. The whole course of the assessment with a corresponding comment to specific points is 

presented and described so that in the next step it is possible to draw appropriate conclusions and 

present them using the scoreboard. Following the evaluation, the changes to be made and the plan for 

their implementation is proposed. Then an example of process improvements is presented. All 

enhancements are based on the implementation of process-related principles. The final results are the 

impact of the improvements on the results of the assessment and the appropriate conclusions. 

 

14 Quality Principles 

 
“14 Quality Principles for the Value Stream” are the main rules in Robert Bosch company for the 

production system, implemented in every Bosch plant. It is very important to provide high-quality 

production in the automotive section. In this area of manufacturing, every single mistake or oversight 

could be dramatic in effect for the user (Świć and Gola (2013)). It is easy to imagine what can happen 

when breaks in our vehicles do not work properly. There is human life in consideration. That is why 

automotive companies should pay high attention to every detail which can cause any mistake. 

 

Every rule in 14 Quality Principles is described very detailedly. It has to be clearly written and easy 

to understand for everyone. Most of the rules presented below have own equivalent in inside Bosch 

procedures. Some of them are already implemented but are not directly connected with 14 principles. 

 

Principle 1: Customer Complaints. “Customer complaints are communicated within the production 

site and displayed at the station in question. Using problem-solving techniques, they are processed in 

a fast and systematic manner. The supply chain is promptly informed” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach 

(2017)).  

 

Principle 2: Control limits applied. “In the event of deviations in quality or if control limits are 

exceeded in the value stream (source, make, deliver), the employee needs to stop the process or 

escalate” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

According to the instruction, three steps should be done after exceeding limit: Stop, Ask, Wait, when: 

- 4 identical deviation are explored, 

- 3 identical deviation are explored during 2 hours, 

- 4 deviation for the same reference from one supplier are explored during 2 hours, 

- 1 deviation is explored after one part go through all control point, 

- 1 deviation is occurred caused by any problem. 

 

Principle 3: Instruction. “Safety, health, production, and inspection instructions have complied with 

5S standards are put in place and observed” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 
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The instruction should be placed in space easy to access in latest document edition. The instruction 

should contain safety symbols and if appropriate, work instruction of manual works content right and 

left-hand movement description with illustrations. It concerns such instruction as TPM, health and 

safety, production and quality, 5S etc. The failure modes from the FMEA and special characteristics 

from the control plan are taken into account. 

 

Principle 4: Process Parameters. “The target values/tolerances for all stated process parameters are 

observed” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

  

Without any exception during the assembly activity of every single part, all parameters are controlled 

by detectors. Thanks for that it is easy to prevent dangerous situations. When the parameters are 

exceeded program stop the process.  

 

Principle 5: Measuring & Test equipment. “Measuring and test equipment are defined, and 

monitoring intervals are observed” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

Principle 6: Check the checker. “The check the checker principle is applied, and the checker’s 

suitability is ensured” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

“The suitability of processes used to prevent or detect errors (e.g. camera-monitored processes, 

sensor-based measurements, inspection processes) needs to be checked according to a predefined 

standard. Possible errors, such as loading the incorrect camera software/testing program or improper 

sensor calibration, need to be prevented by carrying out the inspection. These inspection processes, as 

well as maintenance and set-up processes, need to be evaluated using appropriate methods (e.g. 

FMEA)” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

Principle 7: Total Productive Maintenance. “A maintenance standard is installed and observed at 

every station” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

TPM instruction says about how to maintenance machines to prevent the unexpected damage and 

breaks and how to elongate machine lifetime. Document contain: who, what and how often should 

accomplish the defined activities. Instruction should be hang out in a place which is available for 

every worker of the workstation. Except for operator, TPM activities should be executed by 

Maintenance Department. 

 

Principle 8: Tools. “Each tool has a defined service life; the current status must be recognizable. 

A quality evaluation must be carried out during removal or disassembly” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach 

(2017)). 

 

“The current service lives of all tools have been recorded. A warning system promptly displays when 

tools need to be serviced or replaced. Each tool needs to be inspected when removed or disassembled 

to check for damage/ wear and tear. In case of deviations, it is necessary to follow measures to ensure 

product quality is maintained. Restart is performed according to clearly defined rules (see 

Principle 9); the standard is regularly reviewed” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

Principle 9: Regulated restart. “Restart after disruptions are clearly regulated for all machinery and 

equipment” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

 “Downtimes can alter process parameters, workflow sequences may change, and the consistency of 

material and supplies can change. All devices have been inspected according to a defined standard for 

quality risks in connection with disruptions (for example, an unplanned disruption to the welding 

process, the injection molding process stops unexpectedly, a product remains in thermal treatment for 

too long, the silicone bead is exposed to the air for too long). The standard also includes the analysis 

of critical wear parts (for example, drill bits or welding electrodes). Following longer disruptions 
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(e.g. station upgrade), it is necessary to newly release the process and carry out a process audit” 

(Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)).  

 

Principle 10: Labeling. “Products and containers are labeled according to the set standard” (Fischer, 

Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

Product must always have a clear status. All parts have the inimitable reference number. Additional 

identification is provided by colorful labeling system (white color – good part, yellow color – parts in 

testing, green color – tested, blue color – prototype, red color – scrap, white with red band – blocked). 

What are more “[…] red boxes must be secured against unintended access (e.g. by locking them, 

covering, spatial separation, covering during transport). Containers for rejects must be emptied in line 

with standards and the parts must be analyzed. Parts on the analysis station are spatially separated 

from the production flow and clearly identified. Only parts with the same status in the same 

container, no good parts in the red box. Products are protected against environmental influences (e.g. 

contamination) in line with regulations” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

In the standard, the places intended for storage or direct delivery components to production, are 

labeled by the slate with the reference number and with photography of component. Visually 

presentation is more readable for workers. When the product has the wrong label or is placed in the 

incorrect box, the complaint should be submitted. All process is then analyzed and the risk of 

production danger is evaluated. Special reaction steps are implemented. 

 

Principle 11: Rework / Scrap. “The handling of rejected parts and those to be reworked is clearly 

regulated” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)).  

 

All components are visually checked during the process. Thanks for that the negative one can be 

detected before causing any danger in the final product. Every defect which is noticed by the operator 

should be reported. If the problem is caused by nondependent reason from the production process, the 

preselection before delivery component on the production line is provided. During this selection, all 

defective parts are rejected and the scale of the problem is defined. Problem analysis help to assess on 

which level defects are created and prepare special activities to avoid this situation in future. 

 

Principle 12: Dropped parts. “Any products that fall on the floor, into the machine or cannot be 

classified must be scrapped” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

If during the process any part is dropped, regardless of its condition is scrapped in the special red 

container (the same as in the previous principle). Product after fell down can look untouched, but the 

internal structure and functionality might be broken. In that case, part qualifies as nonconformity and 

cannot be used in the process. 

 

Principle 13: Correct Product. “Only the correct product may be provided for removal and 

assembly” (Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

To producing the particular product, defined components are used. In some cases can happen that 

there is no visual differences between parts uses for various references. That is why during the 

changing process all delivering components must be controlled. Information about which component 

should be used in which references are placed in carts on the workstation. 

 

Principle 14: Remaining Items. “The handling of remaining items/ quantities is clearly regulated” 

(Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017)). 

 

The FIFO rule means that the parts with the oldest production date must be used first. It helps to 

avoid using wrong parts with exceed lifetime and maximum time of storage. The logistic department 

is responsible for changing components during the changeover and for delivering old components 

back to the supermarket. 
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Approach to Work Improvement and Tools Description 

 
Continuous improvement of the organization is a prerequisite for its survival on market under 

conditions of increasing competition. The concept of improvement of work organization is 

understood as the implementation of improvement activities (organizational, technical, etc.), leading 

to the increased rationality of the functions carried out by the workplace, which should lead to 

increased economic. The issues related to the improvement of the functioning of the organization 

have been in the past and are currently the subject of numerous theoretical and practical 

considerations. The mainstream of interest in the improvement of economic organizations is focused 

on finding solutions to increase, broadly understood, economic effects of their functioning. The 

methods and tools for improving and evaluating processes of improvement are still of interest. 

 

Nowadays, professionals seek to implement methods that will increase the efficiency of their work 

but will not be overly capital intensive. Often, efforts to streamline the workplace of production sites 

are complex and require appropriate analysis, involving production staff but above all a well-thought-

out approach. In order to streamline the process with tangible benefits, it is necessary to analyze all 

the activities carried out in the implementation of the production process (Bartnicka (2016)). 

 

The methodology is defined as a set of guidelines for how the procedure to be followed when 

performing a particular job or for achieving a specific goal (Marciniak (1989)). On the one hand, it 

deals with problems related to problem-solving, and on the other hand, describes their solution. The 

concept of methodology and its overall importance in carrying out various projects can be 

characterized as a way: 

 

- a formal and detailed description of the activities carried out in the implementation process division 

into different stages and activities, 

- covering all activities from the preparation stage to the phase exploitation of the implemented 

solution, 

- planning activities on the basis of which implementation works are carried out, 

- arranging and systematizing the implementation of the system, 

- gathering principles that help guide the project (Trzaskalik (2005)). 

 

The systematic problem-solving methodology is a multiple process that consists of activities: 

 

- defining the purpose and modeling of the problem situation, 

- analyzing running tasks, 

- interpretation and interpretation of possible changes in the existing situation, 

- determine the ability to target, 

- planning strategies and resources, 

- implementation of problem-solving in practice. 

 

Improving work organization in an enterprise can be divided into three general phases, according to 

the life cycle of the project: preparation, design, implementation of change. The first phase focuses 

on creating the right climate for improving work. The venture must have strong support in 

management, otherwise, it will not produce the intended results. Activities in this phase involve the 

training of a working group and the provision of information to employees of production sites about 

their activities. Workers need to realize that their work and machine performance affect the position 

and competitiveness of the company they work in (Kosieradzka and Krupa (2009); Abolhassani, 

Layfield and Gopalakrishnan (2016)). Every employee should know what his role is throughout the 

system and how he or she can contribute to improving the business. The second and third phases, on 

the other hand, focus on designing activities and implementing methodologies for improving work 

organization by creating a team-based system and initiating profit-driven activities. 

 

The application of the presented methodology allows, among others, to increase productivity, reduce 

product flow time, reduce waste, improve ergonomic conditions. In addition to measurable profits, 
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the benefits to the company include increased employee engagement, acquisition of new skills, and 

the release of creative potential. It includes the following steps: 

 

- development of assumptions, 

- gathering information about the workplace, 

- analysis of collected data and defining major problems, 

- defining corrective actions and their implementation, 

- control of results and evaluation of results. 

 

Other benefits of using the methodology include its versatility, ease of sharing knowledge, 

guaranteeing a thorough deepening of the problem without neglecting important aspects and 

maximizing effectiveness. Clarification of the organization of the work organization improves the 

dissemination of good practices for the whole organization and the use of elaborated solutions. The 

methodology is divided into following phases. 

 

Phase I - Development of assumptions. Assumptions are information that needs to be taken into 

account when preparing work. They affect the direction of activities and define the expected end 

result. The assumptions should include elements such as: 

 

- name and description of the area where work improvement activities will be carried out, 

- objectives and expected benefits from planned improvements, 

- justification of commencement of activities, 

- restrictions, 

- work schedule, 

- defined resources. 

 
Phase II – Data collection. The information that will be collected is intended to determine the initial 

situation area functioning. News must be objective and come from reliable sources. This may be in 

the form of descriptions, tables, diagrams, graphs, drawings. As an example can be procedures, 

requirements, instructions or dissemination of results and statements. It should take the time to 

observe, exchange information with and work within the area. The purpose of this stage is to draw 

conclusions about the work done, manufactured products, used machines, instructions, level of 

performance, etc. Knowledge of the position will help define the main problems. Occurring in the 

production process. In addition, this set of initial information will allow you to evaluate progress. 

 

Phase III – Analyze the collected data and define the main problems. At this stage, data should be 

sort in the right order: the cause of the problem, the problem, and the effect of the problem. The 

analysis is based on a comparison of activities in the post with its optimized functioning. This applies 

to any behavior occurring in the area under investigation. It is possible to calculate what investments 

involve the implementation of improvements. It must be stated whether it is worth dealing with all 

the dysfunctions encountered, or whether only the most important ones, causing the longest 

downtime in production or generating the greatest losses. 

 

Phase IV – Define corrective actions and implement them. The fourth stage is a time to reflect on 

the corrective measures to be taken to achieve the goals. Solution development will involve testing 

and simulation to select the most effective solution. There is a risk of encountering a large number of 

problems, technical difficulties, and employee resistance. It is important to cooperate with specialists 

and support the management. Once the corrective actions have been defined and their implementation 

is implemented, a comparison of the effects of the initial situation will be made.. 

 

The implementation of the solutions is aimed at reducing costs, improving quality, reducing the 

delivery time of products to the customer. Improvements should be designed so that they can be 

applied regularly and recognized as a new standard. Initially, pilot implementation can be carried out 

in only one separate area of the site and gradually expanded. Targeted personnel should be qualified 

and trained to use their working time effectively. Machinery and equipment are to be in good 
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condition, in adequate quantity to meet the needs. There should be no downtime or interruptions, 

unnecessary operations. Work methods are designed to guarantee safety and good organization. 

 

Phase V - Control and evaluation of results. Once the corrective measures have been implemented 

to improve the job, a stabilization step is required. It means repetition of a defined working method, 

trained staff and achieving an optimal level of performance. Audits and the so-called. Manager’s 

celebrations. Assuming that after the optimization has been carried out, monitoring of results will not 

be continued, then the level achieved will deteriorate. It is good practice to carry out a daily 

celebration by the manager to ensure continuity of production.  

 

Audits are performed less frequently. During the audit, the use of working methods, quality 

procedures, functionality and efficiency of operations, productivity, the organization of work, order 

and cleanliness are verified. This ensures that the achieved performance level is maintained and 

shows where there are shortfalls that need improvement. The audit always ends with a feedback on 

the result. After the audit, actions are defined to return to a certain standard. 

 

Rationality inaction leads to cost optimization, their reduction to a satisfactory level due to the 

economic performance of the organization and the level of quality of the products. The presented 

methodology for improving work organization at the production site allows for detailed analysis of 

problems and generating corrective actions, leading to systematize and create a structure of 

performing improvement actions to ensure the correct transformation of the enterprise. As a result, 

effective solutions are obtained and maximum efficiency is achieved. The risk of failing to meet the 

goals is reduced to a minimum (Bartnicka (2016)).  

 

The concept of evaluation can be considered in various respects and meanings. In the most general 

sense, the judgment is a judgmental court, any statement expressing a positive or negative response to 

someone or something. Evaluations are psychologically and socially conditioned, they change 

historically according to changes in the systems of values they belong to. The objects of evaluation 

are called values in general, actions that determine them - evaluation or evaluation, and results - 

evaluations. Already the distinction between these concepts leads to the problem of expressing the 

difficult and complex - the objective existence of values and, consequently, the problem of objective 

assessment. 

 

The use of multiple assessments in an enterprise depends on a number of factors, but the criteria for 

evaluating the idea and place of assessment in an enterprise are important. These criteria should be 

included:  

- the purpose of the evaluation,  

- the test methods used,  

- the time to which the assessment relates,  

- the detail of the study. 

 

Depending on the destination, the rating can be divided into those for internal and external business 

purposes. Internal assessment is tailored to the decision-making needs of the management and other 

management levels in the enterprise. It allows you to assess economic events at different times, both 

ex-post and ex-ante, at different classification levels, using modern information processing 

techniques and research methods appropriate to this assessment. External evaluations are designed for 

the broadly understood corporate environment (shareholders, investors, shareholders, state 

institutions, banks). Taking into account the time to which the assessment is based, retrospective, 

current, and prospective evaluations can be distinguished. Prospective assessment includes the results 

of past actions. 

 

Implementing Plan 

 
The automotive industry requires very good quality from its products. Great competition in the 

market and dangerous consequences do not allow the products to be weak. That is why every 

company in this sector strives to meet these requirements best. Production management tools that 
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ensure high quality should be familiar to everyone in such companies. That is why Bosch decided to 

gather all the most important of them and to create their own list of steps to improve their product. In 

such a way that for each employee the rules are clear and legible. So what is the purpose behind the 

implementation of 14 rules for production areas? The answer is simple, improving product quality 

and reducing mistakes. In that case, there is no doubt that these actions make sense. 

 

Another thing is to understand the scope of implementation and the area where it is to be 

implemented. To properly implement the rules, you need to know the content carefully and then 

gather as much information as possible about the general requirements of the business and get to 

know the area where the rules are to be implemented. 

 

As it knows, no project can be held without the right team. Therefore, one of the most important steps 

in preparing for the implementation of the 14 principles is the establishment of the right people. Once 

the team has been assembled, a very important part of the project can be addressed, which is the 

assessment of the area in terms of the presence of rules based on comparative analysis. This will 

allow to identify weaknesses of the process in relation to the requirements of the 14 principles and to 

create a plan for the implementation of each improvement. From that point on, it is only a step away 

from starting to implement the principles and observing the positive aspects of this action. 

 

Thanks to the analysis it might be deducted, the points are the weakest and most need improvement. 

The graph below (Figure 1) show exactly what the evaluation results look like.  

 
Legend  red: 0 ≤ rating < 1 yellow: 1 ≤ rating < 2 green: 2 ≤ rating ≤ 3 

Fig. 1: Assessment results, based on the book by Fischer, Gemmer and Rach (2017) 
 

To redefine expectations, it was necessary to re-examine the criteria and to determine how many of 

them could improve. After our analysis, it was found that not only critical results could be adjusted. 

As part of a continuous process of excellence and achieving the best results, even the good ones 

could show themselves better. 

 

Results and conclusion 

 
Manufacturing companies are facing a big challenge today. In addition to high-quality goods 

produced by the competition, they also have to meet the high requirements of customers. These 

factors, among other things, force companies to continually improve their processes and products. 

Most often, this is done with ready-made tools. For the entire Robert Bosch Corporation, the most 

important of these tools have been collected as "14 quality principles for the value stream". 

 

The main goal of this work is to implement these principles into one of the areas in the Bosch 

production company. The area described here is one of the few that still does not meet the corporate 
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standards for implementing policies. To change this state of affairs, the following steps have been 

taken: 

- creating a plan for the various activities that help to implement the rules properly, analyze the 

resources needed, 

- familiarize with 14 quality principles, understand and analyze them, adapt existing procedures to 

content and criteria, 

- familiarize with the functioning of the described area, the way of functioning and the management, 

the knowledge of employees and the work they do, 

- team instituting on the basis of skills and qualifications, 

- detailed analysis of the state of the current area within the scope of the introduced rules, 

comparative analysis of the current state with criteria included in the assessment list, 

- draw conclusions from the assessment and propose improvements to the individual principles, 

- creating an action plan, assigning responsibility to individuals, assessing time spent on tasks, 

- brief discussion of the actions taken, 

- presenting improved results through planned activities. 

 

As a main indicator of evaluation is the assessment list, in which thanks for comparative analysis 

every principle were evaluated. The list is a pre-imposed evaluation tool that has its pros and cons. 

The advantage is that each area can be rated in the same way across the entire corporation. However, 

the negative side of the list is the fact that by its generality it is not well suited to the specifications of 

each area. This has led to the assessment of several issues that have been described and highlighted in 

the assessment. In the end, however, thanks to the evaluation, we managed to find weaknesses and 

plan actions to improve them. Many actions have been taken to raise the rating. Some of these were 

based on well-known methods in manufacturing environments such as TPM, Poka-Yoke and Andon 

Cord. On the other hand, others consisted of raising awareness of employees and bringing order in 

heavily unkempt aspects. The visual side of 14 principles and the adjustment of the area to these 

requirements have also played a large part. 

 

In conclusion, in spite of encountering difficult situations, the ultimate goal of the job was achieved. 

The most part of „14 Quality Principles for the Value Stream” has been implemented in the assembly 

area. For rules that have not been implemented yet, there are already planned actions. This thesis can 

be an example for implementing rules in the following areas. The lessons learned after the whole 

process can be very informative for future activities. Among other things is to plan for a longer time 

to do the task or better prepare the staff to implement the change. However, the important conclusion 

is that some seemingly insignificant counterfeit activities can bring big benefits and will certainly 

save many people from hard work on catching up arrears. 
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Abstract 

Durant les dernières décennies, la responsabilité sociale des entreprises a fait part de plusieurs débats en 

lien avec le management des entreprises, le changement climatique, la pauvreté et le chômage, etc. Les 

entreprises sont considérées comme étant l’acteur pouvant apporter le plus de changement possible. Au 

lieu de les convaincre pour s’engager dans une démarche RSE, en parlant de performance financière, on 

doit s’interroger sur l’utilité de ce qu’elles font pour la société, c’est l’origine de l’idée de la Gestion 

RSE. Une idée qui renvoie à une organisation des efforts et actions des entreprises engagées en RSE. 

S’agissant de la mise en œuvre, on a besoin d’un organisme qui centralise ces efforts et actions pour les 

orienter, et donc pour répondre aux différents besoins et défis. Le concept de Gestion RSE ressemble à 

celui de la création de la valeur partagée, mais en fait il l’englobe. Peut-être que la vraie contribution au 

développement durable est celle qui concerne, tout d'abord, une limitation d'externalités négatives, et puis 

l'élaboration d'un projet, ou à en participer, en faveur de la société et l'environnement. 

 

Keywords : Gestion RSE – valeur partagée – développement durable – RSE.   

 

Introduction 

Se soucier des problèmes environnementaux et sociaux nous emmène à parler de la conscience, rôle et 

engagement des Etats, et efforts des organisations non gouvernementales (ONG) par rapport au 

développement durable, mais aussi de l’engagement des entreprises qui sont souvent condamnées de 

l’état des choses, que ça soit au niveau social ou au niveau environnemental, et qui, en même temps, sont 

considérées comme étant l’acteur pouvant apporter le plus de changement possible. Donc, on s’aperçoit 

que la réflexion s’oriente vers le monde de l’économie. 

Et c’est dans ce monde qu’on découvre la complexité des choses, une complexité que nous pouvons 

résumer en disant qu’il existe, en même temps et lieu, une recherche infinie de rentabilité et une 

dégradation continue de l’environnement et de la situation des sociétés. 

Durant le 20ème siècle et début du 21ème, plusieurs événements ont marqué l’évolution de l’économie 

mondiale, notamment des crises qui ont provoqué le rejet d’une théorie ou pensée et l’adoption d’une 

autre. Le krach de 1929 montre les limites du modèle libérale, et on assiste durant les années trente à un 

passage vers le keynésianisme. 

La méthode de relance économique proposée par Keynes, et qui s’est poursuivie aux Etats-Unis pendant 

la deuxième guerre mondiale, a permis à l’économie américaine et à celle de l’Europe de connaitre, après 

1945, une période d’expansion, on parle des trente glorieuses. 

Avec les idées apportées par Friedrich August Von Hayek et les chocs pétroliers de 1973 et de 1979, on 

découvre les insuffisances du keynésianisme et on passe au monétarisme tout en ouvrant la voie au 

néolibéralisme. 

Avec un focus sur la rentabilité, favorisé par une liberté maximale pour les entreprises, il est fort 

probable que le néolibéralisme prend une part de tout débat se rapportant aux questions du changement 
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climatique et du bien-être à travers le monde. Il se définit comme un cadre institutionnel, politique et 

idéologique au sein duquel le capitalisme jouit de davantage de liberté de manœuvre
i
. 

De même, dans le cadre du capitalisme les entreprises sont perçues comme la cause majeure des 

problèmes sociaux, environnementaux et économiques. Il s’agit d’un constat établi par Michael .E. Porter 

et Mark R. Kramer, auteurs de l’article « Creating Shared Value
ii
 » parue en 2011, un article sur lequel je 

vais me baser pour lancer l’idée de Gestion RSE en la comparant avec celle de la création de la valeur 

partagée. Il ne s’agit plus d’une critique, mais d’une simple comparaison ayant pour but de passer au 

crible des choses afin de donner une idée claire sur cette Gestion RSE. 

Lorsqu’on parle de la RSE, du rôle des entreprises dans la contribution au développement durable, notre 

réflexion est souvent liée à la question suivante : qu’est-ce que ces entreprises vont gagner derrière cet 

engagement ? Et on essaie de répondre à cette question pour les convaincre de s’engager, mais peut être 

qu’en voyant les choses différemment qu’on va parvenir à mieux contribuer au développement durable, 

d’où l’intérêt de cet article. Le présent travail est subdivisé en deux parties, la première partie traite 

l’engagement RSE, tandis que la seconde concerne la création de la valeur partagée. 

Engagement RSE et Gestion RSE  

Débutant par une mise en évidence de la différence, en économie, entre croissance et développement. Ce 

dernier, indique un changement de structure de l’économie et de la société en général. On donne 

l’exemple d’un pays mono-exportateur qui, en produisant davantage de son seul bien exportable, ne 

devient pas, à cet effet, un pays développé (il croît, mais ne se développe pas)
iii

.  

Le développement fait allusion à des transformations qui concernent plusieurs volets, plus que 

l’économique, c’est à ce niveau qu’il se différencie de la croissance
iv
. On qualifie la croissance du 

quantitatif, alors que le développement est de nature qualitative et quantitative. A noter que le 

développement (qui produit des effets démographiques, sociaux-culturels et économiques) et la 

croissance sont interdépendants
v
. 

Si la croissance se différencie du développement, ce dernier à son tour se différencie du développement 

durable où on est dans une vision plus large, il s’agit de relever des défis dont la réflexion se place à 

l’échelle planétaire.  

De plus, si la croissance n’entraine pas automatiquement la réduction des inégalités économiques et 

sociales, le développement ne permet pas de combler les inégalités mondiales et de garantir le progrès du 

bien-être. Partant de là, le développement durable se présente comme une solution quant aux limites du 

mode de croissance et de développement économique tout en prenant en compte ses différents effets sur 

le long terme.
vi
 

Pour définir le développement durable on se réfère au rapport "Notre avenir à tous" de 1987 de la 

commission mondiale sur l’environnement et le développement, où on trouve qu’il s’agit d’un 

« développement qui répond aux besoins du présent sans compromettre la capacité des générations 

futures de répondre aux leurs. »
vii

 

Lorsqu’on parle de l’application des entreprises du concept de développement durable, on parle de la 

responsabilité sociale des entreprises, il s’agit ici d’une réflexion correspondant à la troisième vague de 

conception de la RSE. 

Selon Capron et Petit, on distingue entre trois vagues de conception de la RSE. Passant d’une conception 

« éthique » (1950-60) indiquant l’éthique personnelle du dirigeant d’entreprise, et dont le texte fondateur 

est celui de Bowen (1953), à une conception utilitariste (1960-70) où on abandonne l’exigence morale à 

l’égard de la société, et ce en faveur d’une exigence économique qui se traduit par le fait que le 

comportement social de l’entreprise doit servir sa performance économique. Puis à une conception de 

« soutenabilité » (années 90 et 2000) qui repose sur l’idée que l’entreprise doit prendre en considération 
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les préoccupations sociales et environnementales, elle ne peut donc être insensible aux pressions de la 

société civile et aux défis sociétaux de son temps.
viii

 

En outre, le fait de s’interroger sur le lien entre engagement RSE et performance des entreprises, 

notamment financière, a fait couler beaucoup d’encre. Certainement il vient à l’esprit qu’il existe un 

impact positif d’un tel engagement sur la performance financière d’une entreprise, mais nous ne pouvons 

pas dire, d’une manière définitive, qu’il y a déjà un lien de causalité. Tout dépend des échantillons, du 

contexte, de l’horizon temporel de l’analyse réalisé. 

On peut trouver une explication de cela si on se réfère à la synthèse de littérature sur la responsabilité 

sociale et performance financière des entreprises, élaboré par José Allouche et Patrice Laroche (2005). 

Le lien entre la responsabilité sociale des entreprises et leur performance renvoie à celui entre la 

performance sociale et la performance financière. Et c’est à ce point que la première difficulté apparaît, 

celle de l’évaluation de la performance sociale. Ajoutant à cela une pluralité de modèles théoriques (lien 

positif, lien négatif, synergie positive ou négative, absence de lien, un lien plus complexe). Ainsi, au 

niveau empirique, la contradiction caractérise les résultats des études réalisés, chose qui ne permet pas de 

prouver l’existence d’un tel lien.
ix

 

De ce fait, il semble intéressant de voir les choses d’un angle différent, et ce en projetant la lumière sur 

les effets des actions RSE, des entreprises déjà engagées, sur la société et l’environnement. L’utilité de 

ces actions peut être considérée comme l’un des facteurs qui influence les résultats des études axées sur 

la relation entre un tel engagement et la performance. 

Les entreprises se trompent quant aux leurs choix d’actions et d’efforts à mener vis-à-vis de la société et 

l’environnement en croyant que n’importe quel choix peut leur garantir un statut RSE, et n’importe quel 

choix peut suffire à leur assurer une certaine légitimité dans leurs rapports avec les parties prenantes. 

Lorsqu’on ignore ce dont la société et l’environnement ont vraiment besoin, on ne peut pas s’attendre 

qu’il y aura un impact sur la performance, surtout positif. En terme de l’amélioration de la réputation, 

dont les conséquences concernent à la fois les clients et les salariés, l’utilité des actions RSE s’avère 

cruciale. 

Si les actions/projets RSE, munis par une entreprise, sont inutiles ou n’ont pas une grande importance, 

notamment dans la région ou ville où cette entreprise exerce son activité, quel que soit leur nombre, ses 

actions vont échouer à gagner une bonne perception auprès des clients, donc on perd une opportunité à 

assurer la fidélisation qui, en diminuant les coûts d’acquisition de nouveaux clients, permet une efficacité 

commerciale à l’entreprise
x
.  

Et elles vont échouer à gagner une bonne perception auprès du personnel, et dans ce cas on perd aussi 

une opportunité, celle de gagner davantage de confiance des salariés envers l’organisation, à laquelle ils 

fournissent leur force de travail, il s’agit d’une manière d’augmenter la productivité. Ad hoc on propose 

la Gestion RSE. 

La Gestion RSE signifie la gestion des actions, efforts ou/et projets des entreprises engagées. Cette 

gestion permet de répondre de la façon la plus appropriée aux besoins de la société et de 

l’environnement. Il s’agit en premier lieu de connaitre les différents besoins à satisfaire et problèmes à 

résoudre, puis de les mettre en ordre de priorité, ensuite de passer à l’action. 

Si chaque entreprise suit ces étapes, que nous pouvons qualifier de travail individuel, ça sera une 

démarche convenable juste pour les entreprises qui ont les moyens permettant de faire ce type d’enquête 

dans les régions ou villes où elles opèrent. Donc, les petites et moyennes entreprises ne seront plus 

concernées par cette démarche et ne pourront plus en bénéficier. 
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Dans une situation pareille, on risque de faire un détour au point de départ où la RSE est considérée, dans 

le monde des affaires, comme un ensemble de coûts supplémentaires, et où la pérennité et la prospérité 

des entreprises sont liées à la recherche continue de la rentabilité. 

De ce fait, on voie bien que la Gestion RSE est un travail de nature collectif et non pas individuel. La 

Gestion RSE indique l’existence d’un organisme ayant comme rôle l’organisation et l’orientation des 

efforts des entreprises engagées en RSE afin d’assurer la plus grande utilité possible. 

Cet organisme doit élaborer, en collaboration avec les pouvoirs publics, un travail exploratoire afin 

d’identifier les différents problèmes et besoins. Puis, la mise en ordre par priorité des besoins et 

problèmes identifiés. Ensuite, la mise à disposition, des entreprises adhérentes à cet organisme, 

d’informations sur la prospection menée pour que chacune d’elles puisse décider de quelle manière elle 

va contribuer, soit en offrant des fonds soit en assurant la réalisation du projet ou d’une partie du projet, 

si ce dernier correspond à son activité. Ainsi, cet organisme doit veiller à l’accomplissement des projets 

dont la contribution des adhérents n’est que sous forme de fonds. 

De plus, pour que cette contribution soit reconnue, l’organisme de Gestion RSE se charge de la 

publication périodique, mensuelle ou trimestrielle, des données sur le projet réalisé ainsi que sur les 

participants et leurs apports. 

Le rôle joué par ledit organisme facilitera la tâche aux entreprises, l’adhésion de celles qui sont déjà 

engagées en RSE va certainement encourager d’autres pour adhérer et donc de s’engager. Il est à noter 

que la Gestion RSE ne concerne que les parties prenantes externes, tandis qu’en interne de l’entreprise le 

déroulement des choses diffère d’une unité à une autre. 

En outre, l’adhésion d’une entreprise implique qu’elle apporte différentes données, notamment celles 

d’ordre financier, le but est de comparer sa situation avant et après l’engagement (on parle ici des 

entreprises qui ne sont pas engagées en RSE et qui veulent en devenir à travers ledit organisme). 

La diversité des entreprises adhérées au niveau de la taille et du secteur, et qui comprend des entreprises 

offrant des produits ou des services ou bien les deux, industrielles ou commerciales, exportatrices ou non, 

connaissant une croissance ou une difficulté, ayant un investissement en cours ou non… va enrichir 

l’analyse autour de l’impact de la RSE avec une base de données qui s’élargie en continuité, et grâce à 

laquelle nous pouvons constituer, au fil du temps, les différentes échantillons qui peuvent exister.  

En associant à cette abondance d’échantillons, l’utilisation de toutes les mesures qui existent en terme 

performance sociale et financière, on va parvenir à des résultats plus significatifs et plus pertinents à 

l’égard du lien entre engagement RSE et performance des entreprises. 

Tout cela nous indique que la Gestion RSE garantit un équilibre entre la société, l’environnement et 

l’économie. Elle répond aux attentes de la société, qui comprennent celles de l’environnement, et aux 

attentes des entreprises, il s’agit principalement de gagner une certaine légitimité, d’améliorer la 

réputation et de motiver le personnel, donc une augmentation de la productivité.  

Et en parlant de la réputation, la Gestion RSE va être d’une grande aide aux entreprises en ce qui 

concerne, d’abord la notoriété de la marque, puis l’image de marque. Il est à signaler que les avantages 

peuvent s’étendre pour concerner même les futurs clients et futurs salariés, notamment dans le cadre la 

marque de l’employeur « Employer Branding » et/ou de l’attractivité de l’employeur « Employer 

Attractiveness ». Concernant ce dernier point, on note comme exemple les travaux d’Aiman-Smith, 

Bauer & Cable (2001)
xi

 et de Turban & Greening (1997)
xii

. 

Une meilleure réactivité est l’importante caractéristique de la Gestion RSE. Avec la démarche déjà 

soulevée on répond aux besoins de la société et de l’environnement d’une manière efficiente, surtout en 

terme de temps, et efficace, et de ce fait on se trouve dans une optique de performance de la RSE, des 

actions RSE, plutôt que juste se soucier de l’existence d’un lien entre un tel engagement et la 

performance des entreprises.  
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Gestion RSE et valeur partagée  

L’idée de la valeur partagée existe déjà avec celle de l’entreprise sociale qui est une initiative 

entrepreneuriale dont la finalité sociale ou environnementale est supérieure ou égale à la finalité 

économique. L’argent généré par l’entreprise sociale, nécessaire pour la pérennisation et le 

développement, est totalement réinvestie dans l’entreprise. Autrement dit, les revenus générés sont 

générés pour défendre la finalité sociale ou environnementale. 

La finalité économique, dans une entreprise sociale, n’est pas une fin en soi, mais un moyen au service de 

la finalité sociétale et environnementale, c’est ce qui différencie ce type d’entreprise des entreprises 

privées qui ont une politique de responsabilité sociale de l’entreprise. Ces entreprises ont bien évidement 

des actions au bénéfice de la société, mais elles optent pour ces actions une fois que l’actionnaire a été 

rémunéré, une fois que la finalité économique a été remplie, et aussi si elles ont le temps, l’envi et la 

possibilité. 

L’idée de la valeur partagée de Porter concerne les autres entreprises, celles qui, selon lui, ont resté 

piégées dans une approche caduque de la création de valeur, elles continuent de voir la création de valeur 

de manière étroite, et ce afin de les réorienter vers, toujours selon Porter, un nouveau capitalisme : « The 

concept of shared value can be defined as policies and operating practices that enhance the 

competitiveness of a company while simultaneously advancing the economic and social conditions in the 

communities in which it operates. Shared value creation focuses on identifying and expanding the 

connections between societal and economic progress. » 

S’agissant de la comparaison entre la Gestion RSE et la création de la valeur partagée. Le point commun 

entre les deux est que les entreprises doivent prendre l’initiative de rapprocher le Business et la société. 

Mais la manière de le faire diffère un peu. 

Lorsqu’on parle de la Shared Value on parle de la création de valeur économique tout en créant une 

valeur pour la société en réponse à ses besoins et défis. Les entreprises doivent reconnecter leur succès 

avec le progrès social, autrement dit, elles doivent lier leur engagement, responsabilité et bienfaisance à 

leur activité afin de créer une valeur partagée, économique et sociale. Ce n’est plus en marge de l’activité 

principale, mais au centre, elle touche même la stratégie de l’entreprise. 

Quant à la Gestion RSE, on est dans une vision d’organisation des choses. On organise les efforts des 

entreprises en matière d’RSE afin de répondre, avec performance, aux besoins et problèmes à la fois de la 

société et de l’environnement. Il s’agit d’un travail réalisé à l’aide d’un organisme qui gère ces efforts et 

projets. Cette gestion facilite l’engagement RSE pour les entreprises, à travers une simple contribution 

par ressources financières, et à travers l’autre type de contribution qui donne une chance à toutes les 

entreprises, surtout aux PME, de bénéficier de la valeur partagée. Alors, la Gestion RSE englobe la 

Shared Value. 

Si la RSE est une activité périphérique et la création de la valeur partagée est au centre de l’activité 

principale de l’entreprise, donc cette valeur partagée n’est qu’un degré supérieur de la RSE. En suivant le 

même raisonnement la Gestion RSE est aussi un degré supérieur de la RSE, plus que celui de la valeur 

partagée. 

En effet, la diversité des projets et efforts à réaliser, au cours des mois et des années, en faveur de la 

société et de l’environnement, fait que chaque entreprise, parfois, est dans la création de la valeur 

partagée, et parfois elle est dans un simple engagement RSE.  

Selon Porter et Kramer « Businesses acting as businesses, not as charitable donors, are the most powerful 

force for addressing the pressing issues we face », ajoutant à cette citation ce que signifie la valeur 

partagée en tant création à la fois de valeur économique et sociale, de ce fait la création de ce type de 

valeur, dont Porter et Kramer parlent, semble être un investissement. Plutôt que de limiter ou dépasser le 

motif de la maximisation du profit, c'est précisément ce motif qui conduit le business model de la valeur 

partagée
xiii

. 
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L’idée de la création de la valeur partagée fait signe que toute entreprise cherchant à créer cette valeur va 

ignorer les besoins, problèmes et défis de la société ne permettant pas de créer une valeur économique 

pour elle.  

On est dans une vision opportuniste des choses, ce qui peut servir comme principale reproche de l’apport 

des deux auteurs. Au second rang, on a les exemples cités dans leur article, la plupart de ces exemples 

sont de grandes entreprises, certaines parmi elles ont atteints le niveau de globalisation, qui ont les 

moyens nécessaires pour créer cette valeur partagée soit en développant des clusters locaux, reconcevoir 

les produits et les marchés ou redéfinir la productivité dans la chaine de valeur. 

Ainsi, on risque d’avoir un impact faible en terme de réputation, puisqu’on peut qualifier tout projet, 

effort ou action réalisé dans le cadre de la création de la valeur partagée comme étant un investissement, 

donc une exploitation plus qu’une contribution. La Gestion RSE, par diversité des projets, permet de 

faire de la philanthropie ou bienfaisance, ainsi que la création de la valeur partagée, et ce avec une grande 

utilité pour la société et l’environnement, donc un impact élevé en terme de réputation. 

Notons que la création de la valeur partagée est plus importante dans le cadre de la Gestion RSE, parce 

que cette création correspond à ce que la société et l’environnement ont vraiment besoin. En effet, la 

valeur partagée est beaucoup plus forte dans le cas où elle répond aux besoins et défis de première 

priorité, et est réalisable avec moins de coûts possibles. 

A la fin de leur article, Porter et Kramer annoncent que nous ne pouvons pas résoudre tous les problèmes 

sociétaux à travers la valeur partagée, une faiblesse face à laquelle la Gestion RSE se présente comme la 

solution la plus convenable. 

Conclusion 

D’après Porter et Kramer, les personnes dans le secteur public et privé ont souvent suivi des parcours 

pédagogiques et professionnels très différents. Par conséquent, peu de managers ont une compréhension, 

des problèmes sociaux et environnementaux, nécessaire pour aller au-delà des approches actuelles en 

matière de RSE. Ainsi, la plupart des écoles de commerce enseignent encore la vision étroite du 

capitalisme, leurs programmes d'études doivent s'élargir dans un certain nombre de domaines. En 

attendant un tel changement, donnons une chance à la Gestion RSE, avec laquelle on n’est plus dans une 

logique d’impact de l’engagement RSE sur la performance de l’entreprise, mais dans une logique 

d’impact de l’engagement RSE sur la société et l’environnement. 
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Abstract  
 

The article aims to highlight the network approach to sustainable development and its application to 

small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The network approach is illustrated with a case study of a 

medium-sized production company. Authors also focus on the SMEs characteristics and possible ways 

on how to implement sustainable development principles in SMEs strategic and operating activities. 

 

Keywords: Sustainability driver based model, sustainable driver’s network, sustainable 

development in SMEs 

 

Introduction  
 

Sustainable development (SD) concept firstly mentioned in 1987 in the World Commission on 

Environment and Development report was identified as a way of development allowing not only 

current but also future generations to “meet their own needs”. Taking into account sustainability 

principles, management of organizations all over the world stepped into a new era of sustainable 

growth and development. In order to provide SD, organizations implement and follow social 

responsibility, eco-friendliness principles, as well as reorganize its operations. Today SD principles 

are widespread and well-known, yet very often sustainability is associated with big enterprises, 

transnational corporations rather than SMEs (Bos-Brouwers, 2010; Koe et al, 2015).  

 

Sustainable Development Concept 

 

There are three components of sustainable development: ecological, social and economic (Anshin, 

2013; Günerergin et al, 2012). Ecological sustainability reflects an idea of saving the planet for future 

generations. Social sustainability implies the harmonization of business and society interests that, in 

turn, fosters long-term prosperity of the business and transfers this business to future generations. 

Economic sustainability reflects favorable economic conditions in the market, e.g. availability of 

resources, including financial resources that provides a steady increase in value of business; under 

economic sustainability we may also imply companies with well-developed competitive advantages, 

low operating costs etc. 

Changes and improvements in each of these aspects are forced by specific drivers. A driver of 

sustainable development is a factor whose change leads to a change (improvement or deterioration) in 

the company's sustainability. 

There are two sets of drivers representing sustainable development: general drivers and individual 

drivers. General drivers are labor relations, relations with the society, working conditions, terms of 

remuneration, the quality of products and services, customer loyalty, financing opportunities etc. 

Individual drivers are more associated with environmental sustainability, which is determined by 

technological specifics, company scale, territory, etc. 

Drivers of sustainable development are interrelated. For instance, favorable working conditions result 

in employee turnover decrease, which, in turn, increases the level of satisfaction among employees. 

Satisfied workers produce work of a higher quality. Further, higher product quality leads to revenue 

growth, increased profits, and this, in turn, creates financial opportunities to improve working 
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conditions and environmental protection.

strategic goals (Heskett et al, 1997; Heintman & Marson, 2005

model into a sustainability driver based model (SDBM).

When implementing SDBM the following steps are required:

- Determination of main sustainability drivers;

 

- Determination of correlation betwee

 

- Driver prioritization; 

 

- Selection of the most important drivers and creation of a portfolio of s

projects. 

Proposition 1: management of successful sustainable development as an ongoing process that may be 

achieved through environmental, social and economic sustainability 

their correlation determination, and, finally, the formation of a portfolio of sustainable development 

projects.  

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources

Fig. 1. Management of Sustainable D

ES – economic sustainability 

ECS – ecological sustainability 

SS – social sustainability 

EDr – economic sustainability drivers

SDr – social sustainability drivers 

EcDr – ecological sustainability drivers

 

Network approach in mana

 

As it was mentioned above, drivers of sustainable development are interrelated

compose a sustainable driver’s network

special tools related to the theory of networks

Sustainable driver's network (SDN) can be built through the following steps

conditions and environmental protection. Many companies use a driver based model to achieve 

Heskett et al, 1997; Heintman & Marson, 2005). Authors propose to transform this 

stainability driver based model (SDBM). 

When implementing SDBM the following steps are required: 

of main sustainability drivers; 

etermination of correlation between drivers via network analysis; 

e most important drivers and creation of a portfolio of sustainable development 

: management of successful sustainable development as an ongoing process that may be 

achieved through environmental, social and economic sustainability adherence, allocation of drivers, 

their correlation determination, and, finally, the formation of a portfolio of sustainable development 

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources 

Fig. 1. Management of Sustainable Development 
 

 

economic sustainability drivers 

 

ecological sustainability drivers 

Network approach in managing sustainable development 

As it was mentioned above, drivers of sustainable development are interrelated; several drivers 

sustainable driver’s network (SDN). Driver relations can be analyzed and visualized 

of networks (Newman, 2010). 

Sustainable driver's network (SDN) can be built through the following steps: 

Many companies use a driver based model to achieve 

. Authors propose to transform this 

ustainable development 

: management of successful sustainable development as an ongoing process that may be 

adherence, allocation of drivers, 

their correlation determination, and, finally, the formation of a portfolio of sustainable development 

 

; several drivers 

and visualized via 
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-  Creation of structure design matrix (driver correlation matrix); 

- Development of a graphical representation of a network; 

- Drivers’ validity/ significance determination; 

- Drivers’ prioritization based on its validity. 

Structure design matrix is the first step of the network analysis (Fang et al, 2012). The matrix 

represents a square with drivers located in lines and columns. Matrix cells totaling “1” are located in 

the intersections of the interdependent drivers and called matrix nodes. The matrix is filled on the 

basis of expert evaluations. Thus, the matrix represents a network illustrating the interconnections of 

drivers. Network analysis allows identifying the most significant drivers of sustainable development. 

There are several tools of network analysis (Newman, 2010). In this article, the authors use the tool 

called a “degree of a node”. A node degree is equal to the number of connections between a certain 

driver and the others. There are two main types of interconnections: “incoming degrees” showing 

influence other nodes have on a certain node and, vice versa, “outflowing degrees” demonstrating how 

this node influences other nodes. 

 

Sustainable Project Portfolio 

 

After driver correlation analysis, driver significance determination and driver prioritization, a portfolio 

of programs and projects is formed (Anshin, 2013). In this portfolio, the following two sub-portfolios 

can be identified: sub-portfolio of “traditional” projects, which aim is primarily to improve operating 

activities with a respect to sustainability principles and sub-portfolio of special projects, which are 

developed specially to foster sustainability in the organization. A project, in terms of which a new 

product should be developed in accordance with ecological requirements, is an example of a project of 

a traditional sub-portfolio. At the same time, the project of waste treatment facilities development 

relates to the second sub-portfolio. To enhance sustainability, it is crucial to execute projects of both 

sub-portfolios; however, these projects should be evaluated differently, with a respect to their special 

characteristics. 

 

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources 

Fig. 2. Sustainable Project Portfolio Forming 

Proposition 2: Sustainability may be achieved through management of portfolio containing both 

traditional projects meeting the sustainability requirements and special projects supporting and 

enhancing current organization’ sustainability. 

 

 

Sustainable development in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

 

SMEs are truly important part of the economy. Thus, in the countries with well developed economy 

such as EU and Norway, SMEs build up to 90% of GDP (Bell, 2015; Airaksinen et all, 2015). SMEs 
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provide workplaces, satisfy various needs of the population due to its flexibility, adaptability and 

better understanding of particular consumerist’ needs. Returning to the research question, does SD 

exist in SMEs and in which forms? Indeed, sustainable development cannot exist in SMEs in the same 

from as it exists and prospers in large enterprises. The research conducted by the authors shows that 

small and medium-sized businesses have the following internal and external characteristics that 

influence management of sustainable development: 

- Limited financial resources allocated to sustainable development; 

- Limited opportunities to attract external financial resources; 

- Insufficient managerial experience of business owners and top managers (not always, but 

quite often); 

 

- In a number of cases, a low management culture, ignorance of the best practices for 

managing sustainable development; 

 

- Intention to use the simplest and cheapest technological solutions not paying attention to 

working conditions and environmental impact; 

 

- Low opportunities for fair pay and social guarantees; 

 

- In some cases, violation of laws on pay and working conditions; 

 

- SMEs are dependent on individual specialists, whose termination of employment may cause 

serious problems; 

 

- The level of sustainability in SMEs depends on organization life cycle stage significantly. 

According to Lazarus & Feldbaum (2011), business activity based on sustainable development 

principles will increase an attractiveness of SMEs for investors supporting Equator principles 

(“…the Equator principles is a risk management framework, adopted by financial institutions, for 

determining, assessing and managing environmental and social risk in projects…”, The Equator 

Principles Association (2011)). 

For SMEs, operating and strategic activities based on sustainability principles allow to solve the 

number of crucial problems. It is important to mention that sustainability priorities and efforts have to 

be related to organization’s life cycle stage goals and objectives. For instance, in the early stages of 

the company's life cycle it is important to promote its own brand, attract more and more consumers 

producing eco-friendly products. Further, as we move to the next life cycle stage, economic stability 

becomes the priority; at the same time, during this stage it is important to improve working 

atmosphere, establish connections with local authorities. As the company achieves maturity, 

management of this organization has an opportunity to develop all aspects of sustainable development 

(fig. 3). Along with the mentioned transitions and sustainability principles development based on the 

company characteristics, there are also other means how sustainability may be integrated to business 

activities.  

Taking into consideration the information given above, together with organization’s life cycle there is 

business sustainability life cycle (BSLC). Each BSLC phase has to be managed using corresponding 

tools.  
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Source: compiled by the authors based on data available at open sources 

Fig. 3. Business sustainability life cycle (BSLC) 

Proposition 3: In small and medium-sized businesses, the structure, elements of sustainable 

development and the intensity of their application strongly depend on the stage of the company's life 

cycle and business sustainability life cycle. 

 

Case study: Sustainable Development Network (SDN) for medium-sized FMCG 

company 

An exemplified FMCG enterprise produces meat products and sells them through the distribution 

network. This company has a meat processing plant and a hog enterprise. The organization uses its 

own raw materials and buys some on the side. According to expert evaluations, the company enters 

the stage of maturity in its life cycle. 

The company starts working on sustainable development and identifies key SD drivers (table 1). 

Table 1: Key sustainability drivers in the exemplified company 

Ecological drivers Social drivers  Economic drivers 

• Land, water, and air  

pollution reduction (А1) 

• Reduction of the degree of 

environmental pollution 

with meat processing 

waste (А2) 

 

• Staff turnover decrease 

(А3) 

• Fair compensation (А4) 

• Favorable working 

conditions (А5) 

• Non-monetary motivation 

(А6) 

• High quality of work (А7) 

• High product quality (А8) 

• Customer satisfaction and 

loyalty increase  (А9) 

• Revenue (А10) 

• EBITDA (А11) 

• Internal financial 

resources (А12) 

• External financial 

resources (А13) 

• Assets (А14) 

• Value of the company 

(А15) 

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources 

 

Driver relations are represented in table 2. Each driver has both “incoming” and “outflowing” degrees. 

Incoming degree characterizes the impact of other drivers on a particular one; outflowing degree 

illustrates how a certain driver influences others. From the table 2 it can be seen that driver A13 

(external financial resources) has the largest incoming degree. This driver belongs to the group of 

economic stability; A13 it is influenced by other economic stability drivers and ecological drivers as 

well. At the same time, A13 influences other drivers, and it has the outflowing degree that is equals 

“3”. In the second place, according to the incoming influence, there are drivers of social sustainability 

- employee turnover, further quality of work and EBITDA (economic stability driver). 
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 A

1 

A

2 

A

3 

A

4 

A

5 

A1   1   

A2   1   

A3      

A4   1   

A5   1   

A6   1   

A7      

A8      

A9      

A10      

A11      

A12    1  

A13      

A14 1     

A15      

Incomi

ng 

degree 

of a 

node 

1 0 5 1 0 

Source: compiled by the author based on data

 

Based on outflowing influence, driver A14 (assets) takes the first place, and 

justified: in order to activate other drivers it is obligatory to accumulate adequate capital expenditures 

and current assets. Driver A1 (land, water, and air pollution reduction) has a comparatively high 

outflowing degree, since this driver contributes to ecological sustainability increase 

connected with social and economic sustainability drivers.

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources

Fig. 4. Driver interrelations in the exemplified company

Table 2: Driver correlation matrix 
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Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources 

Based on outflowing influence, driver A14 (assets) takes the first place, and its position is absolutely 

justified: in order to activate other drivers it is obligatory to accumulate adequate capital expenditures 

Driver A1 (land, water, and air pollution reduction) has a comparatively high 

s driver contributes to ecological sustainability increase and closely 

connected with social and economic sustainability drivers. Driver relations are illustrated in fig. 4

Source: compiled by the author based on data available at open sources 

Driver interrelations in the exemplified company 
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position is absolutely 

justified: in order to activate other drivers it is obligatory to accumulate adequate capital expenditures 

Driver A1 (land, water, and air pollution reduction) has a comparatively high 

and closely 

Driver relations are illustrated in fig. 4. 
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Based on the characteristics described above, the portfolio containing the following sustainable 

projects may be developed:  

1. Acquisition of biogas unit in the pig farm; 

2. Acquisition of equipment for preliminary waste processing and outsourcing of the prepared 

wastes to specialized companies;  

3. Implementation of key performance indicators (KPI) aimed at the growth of EBITDA; 

4. Non-monetary motivation campaign launch. 

 

Recommendations 
 

Up to this point, network approach was exemplified by the certain company, yet there is a need in a 

broader understanding of application SDN in small and medium-sized enterprises. Ecological, 

economic, and social sustainability in SMEs may be achieved through the following means: 

1. Development of a unique competitive advantage (it will provide conditions for economic 

sustainability); 

2. Co-operation of SMEs and emergence of Self-regulated organizations (SRO) (such measures 

will also contribute to economic and social stability); 

3. Project Management (a mechanism that covers all three aspects of sustainability: ecological, 

economic, and social). 

It is important to remember that there is a tough competitions between SMEs existing in the market 

economy. Medium, small and especially micro enterprises are frequently forced to survive, to avoid 

bankruptcy, to attract consumers by any means and here, unfortunately, sustainability principles 

implying social responsibility, future generations care, and eco-friendliness will be always 

enormously violated.  

The first recommendation is to develop a unique competitive advantage. Under this recommendation 

organizations are advised to develop and encourage information exchange, innovation, creativity, and 

intellectual capital (Todericiu & Stanit, 2015). Besides, niche strategies allow organizations to acquire 

a strong competitive advantage (unique products/services/techniques rather than cheap prices, good 

location, and other unstable advantages) that will, in turn, allow management to spent more time 

thinking over SD postulates and even implement them in days operations. It will provide 

organizations with confidence in the future.  

The second recommendation is about creation of self-regulated organizations (SRO) and cooperation. 

Acting one by one, not as a united mechanism, SMEs can hardly defend its rights, present its interests 

etc. Here two goals can be achieved via SRO emergence. The first is a formal or informal deal or 

agreement, allowing each member to define itself, claim its specialization and to become a valuable 

unit in the whole mechanism. The second goal is lobbying of its interests in front of the government. It 

is worth mentioning that SMEs can cooperate not only with each other, but also with universities 

when developing and implementing sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI) (Jones et al, 2016). 

The third recommendation may sound too general in the beginning, yet project management may 

become a truly important tool when implementing SD postulates in SMEs practice. Although project 

management is not a universal tool, yet such a complex, systematic mechanism contributes to 

efficiency and profitability increase, employees qualification increase, successful decision-making, 

acquisition of various certifications ( accordance with norms and regulations). S. Marcelino-Sadaba et 

al (2015) in their research “Using project management as a way to sustainability. From a 

comprehensive review to a framework definition” suggest that project management correlates with 

sustainable development for the following reason. Project management is usually implemented in the 

organization in accordance with common standards such as PRINCE 2, PMBoK etc. Under these 

standards organizations work closely with stakeholders, introduce life cycle management that is 

nothing else than sustainability. 
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Outcomes  

1.  Management of successful sustainable development as an ongoing process that may be 

achieved through environmental, social and economic sustainability adherence, allocation of drivers, 

their correlation determination, and, finally, the formation of a portfolio of sustainable development 

projects; 

2. Sustainability may be achieved through management of portfolio containing both traditional 

projects meeting the sustainability requirements and special projects supporting and enhancing current 

organization’ sustainability; 

3. In small and medium-sized businesses, the structure, elements of sustainable development 

and the intensity of their application strongly depend on the stage of the company's life cycle and 

business sustainability life cycle. 

 

Conclusion  

 

Society is interested in harmonization of SMEs activities, in modernization of SMEs from chaotic, 

constantly fighting with each other for short-term profits units to cohesive structure that may present 

its common interests and work under sustainable development postulates successfully.  Driver-based 

sustainability models may become a useful tool for integrating sustainability principles to business 

processes. As for this study, it is currently in the process of examining small and medium-sized 

companies with a respect to exploration the practices of managing sustainable development and 

developing a driver and network approach in this area. 
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Abstract 

The correct analysis of patent data is crucial when implementing Intellectual property rights (IPR) 

management in any part of a business oriented entity. The analysis is standardly performed by 

specialists on the IPR field which can be divided into two groups: the patent attorneys and the in-

house patent experts. But there are other possibilities to reach very good results and possibly save 

resources and time for example it can also be performed by technical specialists on the researched 

field and last but not least it can be performed by low level personal, for example students, which has 

been properly trained. The right amount of investment in the IPR analysis can decide over the level of 

risk reduction but can also dry out the available resources very fast. Key factors like who is 

performing the analysis and research can be decisive concerning the quality of the results, the 

security that it provides, but also the justification for the investment. The objective of this paper is to 

identify the right strategy of research, analysis and expert assessment to achieve the highest possible 

risk reduction for the least financial and work investment. The methodology used involves 6 different 

Due Diligence (DD) processes which were implemented in the course of 7 years in two different 

global corporations by the writers as well as a literature research of the best practices on the field. It 

is proposed to create a practical framework which guides and supports the path to a resource 

sustainable implementation of previous research results.  

 

Keywords Risk management, mergers & acquisitions, Intellectual Property Rights, Due Diligence, 

sustainable strategy, time and resources investments 

 

JEL Classification: A10, A11, D21, M12 

 

Introduction 

 

The thorough analysis of patent data is critical when projecting and implementing IPR management 

in a company. The analysis is usually performed by experts in IPR area like patent attorneys and in-

house patent experts. In order to save resources and time and get the same quality of results, these 

analyzes could also be performed by technical specialists on the researched field and low level 

personal, for example students, which has been trained into looking for the right points and for the 

right parts in the material supplying the IPR specialists with a small summary implementing only the 
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relevant material for the analysis. The right amount of investment in the IPR analysis can decide over 

the level of risk reduction but can also dry out the available resources very fast. If too much resources 

are used the costs can skyrocket very fast and the added value of the additional risk reduction is very 

small and cannot be justified by the very expensive work invested into achieving it. Key factors like 

who is performing the analysis and research can be decisive concerning the quality of the results, the 

security that it provides, but also the justification for the investment. For example: patent attorneys 

which are the highest level IPR specialists are also the ones that could assume the highest level 

quality of risk analysis and can take a lot of responsibility for the opinions that they express as a 

result. The attorneys will normally have a very high quality insurance which will back up the 

responsibility that they are ready to assume. Unfortunately, most good patent attorneys know that the 

analysis reports that they are writing are only one point of view and at the end of their reports they 

will clearly cite that. Through this they retract the responsibility level to a minimum from their point 

of view. This way the responsibility they assume is more for the professional mistakes than possible 

misreading or misunderstanding of the analyzed material.  

The objective of this paper is to identify the right strategy of research, analysis and expert assessment 

to achieve the highest possible risk reduction for the least financial and work investment.  

 

Research Methodology 

 

The methodology used involves 6 different Due Diligence (DD) processes which were implemented 

in the course of 7 years in 2 different global corporations by the writers as well as a literature research 

of the best practices on the field.  It is proposed to create a practical framework which guides and 

supports the path to a resource sustainable implementation of previous research results. In previous 

research we developed a new strategy of implementing the intellectual property due diligence (IPR 

DD) into the merging and acquisitions (M&A) due diligence process. We researched and in parallel 

implemented the results, thus going through several steps of development until we reached a 

resources sustainable new strategy for IPR DD for M&A. We started with the basic questions that 

need to be answered by an IPR DD and continued into analyzing the different phases of the M&A 

DD which can be seen in figure no. 1. 
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Figure 1 : M&A workflow the acquisition part and IPR expert positioning 
Source: (Steven Appelbaum, 2000) and research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases. 

 

Results and Discussions 

 

To improve the efficiency of our IPR DD’s we further divided the phases in 3 different stages. The 

first stage is defining the objectives of the phase in which the process is. The objectives are a mix 

between the needs of the management and the IPR management and have to be agreed together. For 

example, it is important to define clearly the time frame and the resources frame expected by the 

management and those which the IPR expert can achieve. In the second stage the IPR expert does 

investigation meaning he starts to research all the possible data and extracts all the information which 

relevant for the DD. The last is the analysis stage where the results of the investigation will be 

analyzed and assessed to produce a management summary with the results ad recommendations for 

the next phase. It is important to finish the investigation stage entirely before the analysis stage is 

started. In many cases the investigation case will already deliver conclusive results or the DD will be 

stopped before the analysis of all the results has to be started.    
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Figure 2:  IPR due Diligence workflow 
 

Source: (Bosch, 2006) and research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases. 

 

This way we have reached a 3 dimensional IPR DD has the right phase and the right stage in the 

phase and the right questions in every stage. In this article we would like to continue developing this 

theory buy building the different stages and equipping them with the right questions thus giving the 

practical tools for implementing the 3 dimensional IPR DD 

1. Phase 1 – Screening, pre-selection and initial contact 

In most cases the IPR expert or most of the other experts are not directly involved in the choosing of 

a target company. This happens in the higher management circle and if existing together with the 

enterprise strategical development plan. Therefore, the actual work begins with Phase 1: screening, 

preselection and initial contact.  

1.1 First stage - Definition and prioritization of the objectives 

Some of the objectives of the management and the objective of the IPR manager may be totally 

different therefore it is important that the IPR manager will ask the management several questions 

that will define for him the business requirements and expectations and will prepare for the 

management in return a management summary of the target from the IP point of view in the same 

time repeating the business requirements of the management making sure that everyone understands 

these the same. We will use the word target for the company which is the subject of the DD. Though 

repeating experience in the research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases we reached the 

following format of questions and information that will define the objectives stage in phase 1 of the 

DD.   

1.1.1 General information - In the first part of his research the IPR expert will gather some general 

information about the target with name, short company overview, management names and 

information about IP where their name appears, general technological concept and target approach.  

1.1.2 Management Questions - These do not have to find an answer at this stage but have to be 

agreed upon. These define the main expectations of the management from the IPR DD results. 

(Cockburn, 2017) 

� Are the processes of the target protected from the IPR point of view?  

� Is an investment in the target accountable?   
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� What follow-up operations will be recommended from the IPR point of view, if a cooperation 

with the target will take place?  

1.1.3 IPR Expert - questions that should be answered for a good prioritization and understanding and 

the business requirements. (Due diligence data room , 2017)  

1. Is the intellectual property driving the contemplated deal or is it secondary? 

Example of an answer we received: “In phase one of this DD the intellectual property plays 

a central role in the decision taking of continuing the collaboration with the target” 

2. Who are the companies interested in or are using this technology? 

Example of an answer we received: “The target is interested in further developing and 

implementing the targets products as described on their site. The problem is that at the 

moment the target cannot identify any concrete sellable products, therefore the focus is on 

the quality of the IPR that they possess.” 

3.  Is the relevant industry litigious? Or are license programs routine? 

Example of an answer we researched: “A Google research does not reveal many patent suits 

or differences. Most international companies possess IPR on the field of the target but as it 

seems, because of the low rate of implementation they hold back with litigations.” 

4. Does the target company have a sophisticated or elementary IP protection policy? 

Example of an answer we researched: “The target company has an elementary IP protection 

policy trying to protect exactly the products that they have displayed on their page.” 

5. What type of transaction is being contemplated by the parties? 

Example: “Cooperation or Buy-In of the target” 

6. What are the most important objectives of the transaction between the two parties? 

Example of an answer we received: “The target needs a strong financial partner to develop 

and deploy the products. The DD company (buyer) would like to implement the products in 

its platform and is looking for new business fields.” 

7. How do the intangible assets fit into each party's business objective? 

Example of an answer we researched and received: “The target wants to attract potential 

investors by protecting the IPR”,” The buyer wants to invest in products with clear defined 

and protected USP’s and wants to be sure that the target products are not infringing any third 

side IPR.” 

8. What is the timeframe that is set to phase 1 of the DD? 

9. What are the resources that are allocated for this phase? 

 

By answering the points above the expert and the management are now on the same level of 

understanding of the process and expectations. In short: the objectives are now clear. 

1.2 Second stage - The substantive investigation 

In this stage the IPR expert works mostly alone and needs to do a first real research of the target. 

Questions that need to be clearly answered are:  

1.2.1 What are the products or services involved with this transaction? 

The IPR Expert needs to identify all the products and services which could be protected by 

IP and have a good understanding of their functionality. This is information that can be 

achieved through collaboration with the technical team. The definitions can be used by both 

teams in their reports. 

 

1.2.2 Does the existing IPR owned by the target cover those products? 
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Patent analysis of the targets patents using easy to reach information published by the patent offices 

(DEUTSCHES PATENT- UND MARKENAMT, 2016): 

• Technical description of the protected invention as short as possible – this is needed for any 

future research and to make sure that the patent actually protects the products as claimed. 

• An examination of the patent situation: Is it still existing? How strong is it according to the 

patent offices? Granted? First possible patents that may be infringed by the protected 

product can be easily identified here through the results of the official patent research and 

examination. (DPMAdirect, 2016)  

• Example: Patent XAG - Protecting product 2 

“US – The US family member of this application EU was granted on  

The EPO did not grant it yet since is finds that the following (X) document: 

Patent probably not infringed by xxx - See page  

The European Patent application has good chances to be also granted in a 

constrained form. “ 

Results of the target IP analysis IPR expert opinion example: 

“The company owns X patent families composed of EP and US applications protecting 3 out of the 7 

products: Almost all applications are in examination phase. One patent application was granted in the 

US protecting the product number 2. The European patent office found prior art documents disclosing 

all of the applied inventions therefore it will be difficult to get them patented in the exiting form.”  

 

Figure 3: A visual display of the patent families of a target 
 

Source: (Espacenet, 2017) and research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases. 
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1.2.3 Questions to the target company direct 

1. Is the list of patents and patent applications as researched by us correct? 

In some cases the target owns further applications that have not been published yet or bought 

patents from other owners and that was not published yet. 

2. What is the patent application strategy of the target company?  

It is important for the buyer to understand if such a strategy existed proving that the IP is taken 

serious by the target. 

3. Are there any competitor patents that could be a threat to your core business? 

The target is committed to answer such a question to the best of knowledge. They are not 

allowed to hide information that they know about.  

4. Who are your main competitors and how do their products work? 

This question is important to understand the targets sensitivity to competition as well as to get 

the information needed for a first level freedom to operate patent research.  

5. Do you know of any other competitors which are using a similar technology as the one used by 

the target? 

6. Have you ever had a Freedom-to-Operate patent research done?  

The results of such a patent research would substantially reduce the resources needed in the IPR 

DD especially in phase 2. 

7. Is the granted patent of the company xxx a potential threat on a possible expansion of your 

business? 

8. If through the first preliminary research any granted patents have been found which are a 

possible treat to a closing of a deal than these should be bespoken as soon as possible.  

9. Do you have any license agreements with any external firms for example for using patented 

inventions or granting licenses on your patents, but also any other licenses?  

Licenses are normally not published but if existing are a crucial information as preparation to 

what further costs might come up after the deal is closed.  

10. Do you have any new projects that would need patent protection? 

This is an important question for the post acquisition but especially because the ownership of the 

IP should clarified before signing.  

11. List of owned Domains – Domains fall in the category of IP and therefore the IPR expert should 

have an inventory and make sure that the crucial domains are not under dispute from third side.  

12. Do you own any trademarks and did you have any trademark disputes?  

As trademarks also fall in the IP category the IPR expert should have an inventory and if any 

complications exist he should use Trademark specialist to clarify.  

List of Trademarks online research 

• Deutsche Patent und Marken Amt  

• CTM-ONLINE Markenrecherche  European/ Research Plus OHIM 

• Wipo Madrid – The International Trademark System  

• USPTO Trademark Electronic Search System 

13. Who is the owner of the IP?  A question that makes sure that the target does not conceal any 

information. 

14. If the owner of the company is also inventor! Are the inventions 100% owned by target? Is the 

target entitled to sell the IP? In some cases, the legislation will automatically give a manager 

which is listed as investor on a patent application co-ownership of the patent. This needs to be 

clarified before a company is sold.  
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15. Who owns the copyright on literature, manuals, brochures etc.? These fall in the category of IP 

and therefore the IPR expert should have an inventory 

1.2.4 The highest risk competitors and partners - should be researched for relevant patents already in 

this phase. These have the highest chance to own patents which could be a deal breaker for the buyer. 

The information and results can be gathered in a table defining the actual risk assessment for each of 

the patents. 

Table 1:  An overview of the highest risk competitors and partners patents 

Company – 

Patent number 

Status  

 

About Risk Documents  

 

The patent 

number is like a 

finger print and 

a clear 

identification 

for any patent 

that was ever 

applied 

anywhere in the 

world. 

The status of a 

patent defines if 

the patent is in 

the application 

phase, granted, 

still active or 

dead checking 

this information 

is fast easy and 

can be done by 

any one  

Short 

descripti

on of the 

inventio

n 

patented   

The risk level 

assessment - Low, 

middle, high and 

very high whereas 

very high would be 

in many cases a 

deal breaker from 

the point of view 

of the IPR expert 

The patent 

document 

can be 

directly 

linked here 

for fast and 

easy reading  

 
Source: research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases. 

1.2.5 Further companies which are from the same field and also applied for patents. This is a 

preparation for an assessment of the needed time and resources in phase 2 of the due diligence.   

Table 2: An overview companies which are from the same field 
 

Company Patents Risk Comments 

Company 

names  

Number of patent 

applications  

Possible risk 

assessment 

 

Source: research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases. 

1.3 Third stage - The analysis of the results – is the end of the phase 1 and brings together a 

management summary of the questions which decide if there is a deal breaker or not from the IP 

point of view.   

1. Are the target processes protected from the IPR point of view?  - In many cases the buyer is 

interested in the target only if through the deal he can reach possession of actual intellectual property 

for example patents. If this is not the case this could be a real deal breaker. 

2. What further steps should be taken? 

3. Is an investment in the target accountable? - Any concrete show stopper for an investment in target 

which cannot be solved by the pointed measures? 

4. What follow-up operations will be recommended from the IPR point of view, if a cooperation with 

the target will take place? 
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5. Licenses 

6. Ownership – is the IPR free transferable 

7. Freedom to operate 

8. What is the quality of the targets IPR? 

These can be presented in form of a table with following form:  

 

Table 3 : Management summary 

 

Questions Answers Findings Measures 

1. Are the 

target 

processes 

protected from 

the IPR point 

of view?   

In many cases the buyer is 

interested in the target only if 

through the deal he can reach 

possession of actual intellectual 

property for example patents. If 

this is not the case this could be a 

real deal breaker.  

The risk 

level 

assessment 

low, 

middle, 

high and 

very high  

Recommended 

measures to 

reduce the 

level of the 

risk in 

findings 

Source: Research conducted by the authors in 6 different DD cases. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Through the repeated implementing and developing of the stages in the Phase 1 (Screening, pre-

selection and initial contact of the M&A DD) we reached a point where we not only provide a check 

list for the IPR expert to follow. Check lists give very flat results which always look similar even 

dough DD’s defer very much from each other, for example due to the different nature of the deal to 

be made for example buy or cooperation, or the different management strategies, expectations and 

requirements. The new framework for the implementation of a resource sustainable IPR due diligence 

in Mergers & Acquisitions is a full strategy that adjusts accordingly to any type of DD. This kind of 

implementation creates a situation in which the IPR expert does not only supply dry IP information 

but turns into a driving force of the whole DD team. The IPR expert is forced by the nature of the 

information that he needs to extrapolate from the IP material to understand the technology and 

strategy of the target. This information can be co-researched together with the strategy and 

technology teams thus saving resources for all and supplying a better inner look into the subject-

matter. Thus in the practical implementation we were surprised to get more and more attention from 

colleagues in the strategy and in the technical team which found additional advantages in working 

with the IPR expert and implementing his results directly into their reports. In the next articles we 

will further develop the following subjects to round up the research and development of our theories 

in the field of IPR DD in M&A processes. 
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2. Phase 2 – Due Diligence and Evaluation 

2.1 First Stage - Definition and prioritization of the objectives 

The most important information for the IPR manager here is to exactly know the amount of 

resources that are at his disposal to obtain the needed results. Secondly, with the purpose of 

performing a resources sustainable IP DD the expert should agree with the management as early 

as possible upon the level of risk mitigation and risk assessment needed for each DD in separate. 

2.2 Second stage - The substantive investigation 
• Freedom to Operate Research (WIPO MAGAZINE, 2017) and Analysis – “begins by 

searching patent literature for issued or pending patents, and obtaining a legal opinion as to 

whether a product, process or service may be considered to infringe any patent(s) owned by 

others”. Performing a resource sustainable FTO is a challenge on its own and will be 

analyzed in a separate article  

• Licensing – analyzing that target is owner of all the licenses needed for selling the products 

that he is developing  

 

2.3 Third stage - The analysis of the results 

3. Phase 3 – Signing and Closing  

3.1 First Stage - Definition and prioritization of the objectives 
There is maybe no place where the management requirements and strategy should be more 

clearly communicated to the IPR manager like at this point. The IPR manager can supply 

researched data which will help to negotiate the final contracts in an advantageous form for the 

buyer.  

3.2 Second stage - The substantive investigation 
The main task for the IPR expert at this stage is to analyses the IP parts of the contracts and to 

negotiate the IP guarantees supplied by the target 

3.3 Third stage - The analysis of the results 

4. Post DD  

• Secure the technological ledge of the acquired company versus other companies with the 

help of patent applications 

•  Developing and creating a patent portfolio for the acquired company as a protection against 

patent infringement suits 

•  Monitoring the competitors and the state of the art in the technological field of the company 

•  Freedom-to-Operate for new markets 

•  Generating further new revenues by selling of licenses for the owned IPR  
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Abstract 
 

Nowadays, the use of online marketing and online advertising is an indispensable part of any company 

operating on the Slovak or international market. Online marketing and online advertising are among the 

most dominant tools for promotion in the field of tourism, as online marketing can not only influence but 

also change the buying behavior and consumer buying decisions. The aim of the contribution is the 

theoretical processing of tourism and internet marketing issues as well as the analysis of the use of 

selected types of advertising in Slovakia as well as in the foreign market.   

 

Keywords: consumer, online marketing, tourism, purchasing habits, internet. 

 

Introduction 
 

Traveling has become a common part of the lifestyle of people, especially in developed countries. Larger 

participation in tourism is a result of the increase of leisure time. Tourism should not be hampered by the 

general right to tourism as a consequence of the right to rest and relaxation. The possibility of discovering 

and enjoying the resources of our planet should be accessible to everyone equally (Mitríková, 2014). 

People often regard tourism as activities resulting from services from other industries, such as 

accommodation, catering and transport services. If we want to talk about the tourism industry, it is likely 

to consist of tour operators (travel agent - tour operator, travel agent - retailer) and the start of modern 

tourism, based on a wide range of services, did not exist (Horner, Swarbrooke, 2003).  

 

Literature Review 
 

Novacká (1999) describes one of the first tourism definitions by one Austrian economist Hermann von 

Schullard in 1910 as a summary of activities (primarily of an economic nature) relating directly to the 

entry, stay and movement of foreigners outside or within the country, city or region. Jakubíková (2008) 

characterizes tourism as a large market that requires the satisfaction of different needs, thus attracting the 

attention of entrepreneurs, both private and public. It is a very progressive part of the economy. People 

choose to travel for two reasons, the first is duty (business, religion, visiting families, health reasons) and 

the other is pleasure (rest, sport, romance, fun, etc.). 

 

Mariot (1983) divides the conditions for tourism into: 

 

• localization assumptions - decisive factor is the geographical location of the site and its 

historical development. Using these assumptions, we can locate tourism activities in areas. 

Delivers natural (climate, water, relief, flora and fauna) and cultural and historical premises 

(museums, galleries, technical monuments, monuments of folk architecture ...). 
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• selective assumptions - represent the readiness of the country to participate in tourism (to 

receive or become a tourist). They can be divided into objective and subjective assumptions. 

Objective include political factors (peace settlement of the world without war conflicts), 

economic factors (the living standard of the population and the free time) and demographic 

factors (education, age structure). Subjective factors greatly affect travel, marketing and 

advertising experiences. 

• realization assumptions - realization of the demands of the tourists in the resort with favorable 

localization assumptions. They are devoted to transport (quality of transport connections) and 

material and technical conditions (infrastructure: accommodation, catering, sports, recreational 

facilities ...). 

 

Recently, internet and internet marketing in the field of tourism play a very important and indispensable 

role (Fedorko, Nastišin, Pollak, 2015). In the dynamic market environment, the internet plays an 

increasingly important role in marketing. According to Blažková (2005) Internet fulfills the role of new 

global infrastructure and has a new place in business processes. According to Dorčák and  Pollák (2010) 

the use of Internet is wider: 

 

• Effective presentation of the company and its products. Website added to customer loyalty 

program: The company provides a variety of services, on-site guides for the use of individual 

products or on-going technical support may be available on the web. 

• Information resources. Internet offers space for searching for new information, searching for 

new suppliers and subscribers, as well as information about customers or competitors. 

• Better customer relationship management. Internet enables intensive, easy and effective 

communication with customers as well as feedback. Accurate customer identification and 

behaviour gives businesses the ability to work better with an existing customer base, as well as 

the ability to reach better the future customers. 

• Efficient and new business channel. E-commerce platforms and applications and other e-

commerce offer the ability to quickly, cheaply and safely implement business transactions. 

• Managing internal business processes. Better management of internal systems and processes 

and their computerization and subsequent integration will ultimately reduce costs. These include, 

in particular, costs such as telephone calls, printing and distribution costs and customer service 

costs. Savings are also due to a link to supply-chain chains. 

  

Kita et al. (2010) among the most common e-commerce tools include: 

 

• www pages - the home page of the company that provides customers with product offer 

information and company overview; 

• e-mail – is a tool of customer interest, provides customers with specific information about the 

conditions of supply of goods, confirms product information, extends them; 

• online catalogs - provide up-to-date information on prices, supply, inventory status and other 

services; 

• EDI – Electronic Data Interchange, such as invoice, delivery note, customs documents, etc. 

• EFT – i.e. EDI to transfer financial information - secures electronic payments - i.e. Payment 

orders, advice, statements from accounts.  

 

With internet development, there is a shift in Internet trading. Companies invest in information 

technology and e-commerce to increase efficiency of operations and improve customer service. In order 

to say that everything is going through the Internet, the letter “e“ (as electronic) is inserted before the 

common word. For example, the word e-business (electronic business), which we usually understand as a 

wider concept than e-commerce (electronic commerce), (Blažková, 2005; Mudrík, Fedorko, 2010).  
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Social networks are a relatively new type of web applications. Developers started at the beginning of the 

new millennium from their predecessors who served Internet users ahead of them. These predecessors 

were of a different nature, they were discussion servers, online photo galleries, weblogs, servers, data 

storage, and so on. Creators of these Internet services have long noticed that users are not only able to 

publish content but also want to communicate with other users. Gradually, services based on content, but 

on relations between their visitors (Bednář, 2011). Functions commonly offered by social networks for 

marketing purposes are a serious and important advertising channel that can accurately target marketing 

activities (Fedorko, Kakalejčík, 2015).  

 

Results and Discussion 
 

Destination organizations have difficulty measuring the site's visiting rates and the effectiveness of 

individual marketing channels. It is possible to measure the number of visitors on the website, viewing a 

promotional video on YouTube, downloading a digital brochure or mobile application, and tracking 

reservations made through partner websites, but using traditional ways of using, Motivation to fill out 

"visitor satisfaction questionnaires" is often the only way to identify where the visitor has come from and 

which marketing message has "forced" him to arrive at a destination (www.eturizmus.sk).  

  

Picture 1 shows the Arrivalist data visualization - Red spots are the places where mobile users were 

exposed to a US Kansas destination organization's ad with the size of the tag reflecting their number. The 

blue spots feature Kansas sites that have seen the presence of devices previously hit by advertising out of 

the state. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Data visualization of Arrivalist 

Source: http://www.eturizmus.sk 

 

Discount portals appeared in Slovakia in 2010. Over the past 4 years, approximately 150 different 

discount portals have been created. Of course, not all of them could face the competitive pressure and 

thus ended their activity. Those that have managed to act now, act as a special marketing tool for 

companies and businesses they bring to customers. This does not mean, however, that profit increases 

with the growth of clients. This is confirmed by many of the top executives of specific devices. Many of 

them with this style of advertising and sales have bad experiences. Four-star hotels fill less solvent 
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customers, and this has an impact on the satisfaction of loyal clients. Expenditure also grows and, 

ultimately, the hotel has a decline in profits. Accommodations with such experience have terminated 

cooperation with discount portals and continue to acquire clients by other forms of promotion and sales 

promotion. Some companies, however, are grateful for their cooperation with discount portals. They 

perceive it as a way of advertising for the general public when they get to know as many people as 

possible. If the individual menu items and product are set correctly, a "faux pas" can be avoided with 

unsolicited clients. 

 

Modern travelers are increasingly open to new things and cultures and require an authentic experience. 

The difference between "creative" tourists and cultural tourists is that they are not only aware of the first 

cultural heritage but also actively involved in its creation. They come into contact with the domestic 

population. An example might be the glass blowing in Biot, dancing the rumba in Barcelona, the baking 

croissants in Paris, weaving according to the majestic tradition or the creation of modern music in Ibiza. 

To support this new industry, Creative Tourism Network® was created in 2013. In particular, creative 

tourism brings the following benefits: sustainability, non-seasonality, better geographical distribution of 

the offer, not being tied to existing tourist attractions, increasing the confidence of the domestic 

population and improving local infrastructure and living standards.  

 

Based on historical insights from marketing, we can see that marketers can use every technological 

innovation in their work. For the life of ordinary people, the advancement of technology is, for the most 

part, a forward and simplified life. Discovering the internet and creating a digital world has caused 

a radical change in the area of total communications. The sphere of marketing communication is immune 

to such massive changes. We can argue that technical news has not yet replaced existing forms of 

advertising, just completing them and adding new ones. 

 

The agency ZenithOptimedia (2015) conducted the research in 65 countries around the world focusing on 

the use of individual media. In 2015 people spent 492 minutes a day using the media, an increase of 1.4% 

per day compared to 2014. The agency underlines that this increase is the result of an increased use of the 

Internet by 11.8%. 

 

Long-term follow-up has shown that from 2010 to 2015 the time spent on the Internet has almost doubled 

(from 59.6 to 109.5 minutes per day) while the time spent with traditional media dropped from 402.2 to 

375.8 minutes. The most serious aspect that was quite relevant to users was the development of mobile 

phones. Smartphones have brought new ways to use the media and have made the Internet open even to 

any activity. The trend of using mobile phones continues and we can say that it is growing more and more 

every day. 

The GfK agency (2012) notes that even though the number of Internet users is steadily rising, it is still the 

mass media with the highest number of non-users (in 2012 it was up to 26% of the respondents). 

Evidence of the Internet growth is also the US research, which has come up with higher numbers. 

According to Nielsen's Q1 2016 Total Audience Report, smartphones and tablets have led to increased 

time spent with media. Adult US residents spent 20% more time using the media in 2016 than in 2015. 

The total number climbed to 10 hours and 39 minutes per day, and the internet has increased and all other 

media has declined. The television, the second popular one began to decline by 3 minutes per year 

(Lynch, 2016).  

According to GfK (2012), the greatest potential for customers has the recommendation of friends, which 

was reported by up to 50% of the respondents. In the second place, TV got 47%, because for some people 

it's still an influential medium for buying. Next the printed media got 38% and the internet got 28%. At 

the end of the ladder, outdoor advertising got 11% and radio advertising 10%. Internet has always been a 

winner in the benchmarks, but it is weak in the aspect of credibility, especially since its underlying 

disadvantage is impersonal. 
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The American company, Peter J. Solomon Company (2014), made a research in July 2014 to distribute 

advertisements in various media. The result of the study is the Chart 1, which compares CPMs in major 

media. The chart shows the amount that an advertiser has to spend in order to reach 1000 views or 

otherwise impressed. Although this research has taken place in the US, we consider the resulting data to 

be relevant to us as well, because the price of advertising in individual media is comparable to the price 

ratio in Slovakia. However, it is important to note that this study does not include social networks, which, 

according to other authors, currently represent the cheapest option for paid promotion.  

 

 
Chart 1: Major Media CPM Comparison 

Source: Solomon Company, 2014 

 

As we focus on the Slovak market, TNS Slovakia conducted research at the end of 2016 in Slovak 

companies and companies on their planned advertising budget for 2017. This study showed that we are 

also in the world trend. The Internet was the biggest increase, with companies focusing more on social 

networks this year. Mobile marketing also grows significantly, but not to such an extent as the above-

mentioned social networks. On the contrary, in the press and television, marketers are planning to invest 

less in 2017.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Online marketing and internet advertising also have many respondents who are currently debating its 

merits. But every business subject needs it. The need for new forms of expression has become a major 

driving force not only in advertising but in all areas of human activity at the turn of the millennium. We 

are at a time when information technology is still affecting the economic life. It can be assumed that their 

role will grow in the future. Advertising is one of the most important communication tools for businesses 

that can influence consumer buying behavior. Recently, its impact on the successful management of the 

company is becoming more and more considerable. Certainly everything, as well as advertising, has 

many disadvantages, but they cannot be fully compared to the benefits it offers. The basis for success in 

creating online advertising and using online marketing is to know the company's analysis, its product, the 

market, and also to measure its communication effect to see if the ad has successfully passed the 

advertising message to the target customers. 
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Abstract 
 
As the company and the environment of potential customers have been changed over the years, forms of 
promotion have also changed to the same extent. Technical progress has brought mankind to a world 
where everything is bigger, more dramatic and more expensive, so marketing has acquired new forms of 
promotion to reach new customers. Nowadays, we can talk about the social significance of the mass 
media as well as about the mutual overlap of mass and network communication. The aim of the 
contribution is the theoretical processing as well as the analysis of the perception of selected types of 
promotion of non-profit organizations operating on the Slovak market from the point of view of the 
Slovak consumer. 
 
Keywords: marketing, non-profit organization, promotion, consumer. 
 

Introduction 
 
Social development, responsibility, changing lifestyles, growing human awareness, globalization, 
increasing competition, a huge supply of new products with ever-less differentiation, and discerning 
consumers force businesses to find new ways to guarantee commercial success in the marketplace. 
 
The non-profit sector and the organizations that make it up and do not make a profit, but they are still in a 
competitive environment, thus marketing communication is a key aspect for them in presenting to target 
groups. The non-profit sector in Slovakia is made up of organizations whose main goal is not the profit-
making, but like any other organizations, they are trying to create their own target groups. Affecting these 
groups in an adequate way allows only optimally assembled marketing communication. This 
communication represents an effective and continuous action on the target groups, through a purposefully 
constructed communication mix (Štefko, Gburová and Matušíková, 2016). 
 
Literature Review 
 
Marketing tools and methods are constantly evolving as well as the marketing definitions are changing. 
It is typical for the 21st century economy that the role of marketing has not only been in the search of 
customers for products but has shifted to the search for products for customers. Information technologies 
enable businesses to monitor each customer and turn traditional mass marketing into multiple goals for 
individual marketing which has just one goal (Kotler et al., 2007). The main goal of non-profit 
organizations is to serve customers. Therefore, the customer must have a dominant position in a public 
sector organization, even in a non-profit organization, because he ultimately decides whether or not to 
accept the offered products. He also decides whether the products have such benefits for him. Marketing 
in non-profit organizations is understood as: 
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• how to carry out selected marketing activities in a certain sequence, most often they are public 
relations, advertising or market research,  

• a strategy promoted by management, 
• how to orientate the entire organization to the needs of the customer (Bartáková et al., 2007). 

 
Introducing marketing in non-profit organizations is a long-term issue. It may take several years. In a 
non-profit organization, marketing activities of the organization must be perceived positively and actively 
by all the members, so that the organization effectively fulfills the purpose which is the reason for its 
existence (Vaštíková, 2008). Nowadays, which can be considered as a time when information 
technologies and the Internet are beginning to weaken the familiar forms of communication and 
advertising, marketers are more often confronted with the question of where their steps will be taken to 
produce an effective communication mix. Recently, effective communication campaigns must be more 
sophisticated than they were in the past. Among the new forms of communication mix we can mainly 
include various forms of direct marketing, sponsorship, event marketing, e-mail marketing and guerilla 
marketing (Štefko et al., 2012; Fedorko, Nastišin and Pollák, 2015).  
 
In a reductive manner, we can say that e-business is just an electronic form of already existing activities 
(Fedorko, Kakalejčík, 2015). As at present, consumers have received product brochures in paper form, an 
electronic presentation is preferred in e-commerce, through websites, e-mail, and etc. Similarly, cash 
transactions begin to be executed electronically, e.g. paying by credit cards, using electronic checks, or 
direct payments from a bank account on the Internet (for example e-pay). In terms of definition, the 
business organization includes both profit-making and non-profit entities. Their processes include 
production, customer, internal, or business-oriented processes (Delina and Vajda, 2008; Mudrík and 
Fedorko, 2010). 
 
Methods and Methodology  
 
The object of the research was a non-profit organization (Dobrý anjel) operating in Slovakia.           The 
survey sample consisted of 168 respondents. Respondents were citizens of Slovakia of different 
backgrounds, age groups, education and places of residence. In the field of information gathering, the 
questionnaire method of obtaining information was applied. The data collection was carried out during 
the year 2016. To achieve the aim of the research, the following hypotheses were set: 

- We assume that there are statistically significant differences in the perception of promotion of a non-
profit organization depending on the group of respondents.  

- We assume that there are statistically significant differences in the non-profit organization's knowledge, 
depending on the education of the respondents. 

Respondents (consumers) responded to a questionnaire’s closed questions. Primary data obtained from 
questionnaire survey were later processed in a statistical program Statistica. In confirming or rejecting the 
established hypotheses the method of chi-square test was used. 
 
Survey Results 
 
The survey sample consisted of 168 randomly selected respondents living in Slovakia. Out of the 168 
respondents who formed the survey, the largest number of respondents were 70 (42%) from the age of 18 
to 29. The second largest group, with the number of 45 (27%) was represented by people from the age of 
30 to 39. The third group is represented by 31 (19%) respondents from the age 40 to 49, and the fourth 
group is made up of 20 (12%) respondents, from the age of 50 to 59. The smallest number of respondents, 
2 people (1%), were respondents from the age of 60 to 69. Of the total number of the respondents in the 
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survey sample, more than half were women, i.e. up to 105 (62.5%). Men in the research sample are 
represented by the number of 63 (37.5%).  
 
Another important characteristic which was observed in the research sample was the highest level of 
education of the respondents. The educational level of the respondents was needed in order to find out 
whether the education had an impact on the knowledge of the non-profit organization Dobrý anjel (Good 
angel). The structure of respondents' level of education is shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Educational level of the respondents 
 

  N % Valid % Cumulative % 
  Secondary school 

without a school 
leaving examination 

19 11,3 11,3 11,3 

Secondary school with 
a school leaving 
examination 

83 49,4 49,4 60,7 

Bachelor degree 32 19,0 19,0 79,8 

Higher education, 
second level of higher 
education 

34 20,2 20,2 100,0 

∑ 168 100,0 100,0   

Source: own processing 
 
Most of the respondents (83) have a secondary level of education with a school leaving examination 
which is 49.4% of the total. The second largest group is formed by respondents with university education, 
34 respondents (20.2%) with a second level of higher education and 32 of the respondents (19%) with a 
bachelor degree. The lowest number of respondents, 19 people (11.3%) have completed secondary 
education without a school leaving examination.  
 
As part of our research, we also focused on finding out which element in the non-profit advertising is 
most likely to appeal to respondents. From the options offered, respondents chose one option, and they 
also had the opportunity to express their own opinion. Individual options tracked the depth of the non-
profit's ad group's knowledge and thus served to confirm or dispel differences about ad knowledge. 
 
More than half of the respondents surveyed 88 (52.4%) said they are mostly  interested about the non-
profit organization's human story. 45 (26.8%) of the respondents rated the content as the most interesting 
aspect, 18 (10.7%) of the respondents considered a slogan interesting and 13 (7.7%) of the respondents 
considered the aspect of the contribution to be interesting. 4 (2.4%) of the respondents chose the option 
“own opinion“, and they also chose the option “Others“. In terms of new forms of promotion of a non-
profit organization, 76 (45.2%) of the respondents would most likely appeal to mobile advertising in 
marketing communications. Based on the results in Table 2, we can estimate that 29 (17.3%) of the 
respondents would welcome a viral campaign, 23 (13.7%) of the respondents the internet kiosks, 18 
(10.7%) of the respondents would chose the guerrilla marketing, 13 of the respondents (7.7%) E-mail 
marketing, 5 (3%) podcasting and 4 of the respondents (2.4%) s expressed the opinion that they would 
not receive any new form of promotion. 
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Table 2: New forms of promotion of the non-profit organization Dobrý anjel (Good Angel) 
 

  N % Valid % Cumulative % 
  Viral campaign 29 17,3 17,3 17,3 

Guerilla marketing 18 10,7 10,7 28,0 

Podcasting 5 3,0 3,0 31,0 

Mobile advertising 76 45,2 45,2 76,2 

Internet kiosks 23 13,7 13,7 89,9 

e-mail marketing 13 7,7 7,7 97,6 

Others 4 2,4 2,4 100,0 

Total 168 100,0 100,0   

Source: own processing 
 
The aim of the first hypothesis was to find out whether there are differences in the perception of 
promotion of a non-profit organization depending on the group of respondents. The results are reported in 
Table 3 and Table 4. 
 
In accordance with the H1 hypothesis, gender differences in the perception of promotion were assumed. 
This hypothesis was verified by three questions. In all cases, a chi-square test of criterion independence 
was used, the outcome of which is a contingency table and an evaluation of the statistical significance of 
the relationship. The distribution of responses is shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Evaluation of Hypothesis 1a 

 

  

o12 

Total Definitely Probably 
I do not 
know 

Probably 
not 

Gender Male n 10 19 25 9 63 

% 15,9% 30,2% 39,7% 14,3% 100,0% 

Female n 24 43 32 6 105 

% 22,9% 41,0% 30,5% 5,7% 100,0% 

Total n 34 62 57 15 168 

% 20,2% 36,9% 33,9% 8,9% 100,0% 

Source: own processing 
 

Table 4: Evaluation of Hypothesis 1b 

 

Chi-square df p 
6,416a 3 ,093 

Source: own processing 
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The promotion of a non-profit organization Dobrý anjel was considered to be definitely effective by 16% 
of men and 23% of women, probably effective by 30% of men and 41% of women. A more positive 
view, therefore, was seen in the case of women, but the gender difference was not evaluated as 
statistically significant (χ2 = 6.416; df = 3; p = 0.093). Hence the hypothesis H1 was not confirmed in this 
relation. 
Secondly, within the H1, the differences in credibility of the promotion of the non-profit organization 
Dobrý anjel were observed. The distribution of responses in the case of men and women are presented in 
Table 5 and Table 6. 
 

Table 5: Evaluation of Hypothesis 1c 

 

  

o13 

Total Definitely Probably 
I do not 
know 

Probably 
not 

Gender Male N 8 27 16 12 63 

% 12,7% 42,9% 25,4% 19,0% 100,0% 

Female N 27 48 22 8 105 

% 25,7% 45,7% 21,0% 7,6% 100,0% 

Total N 35 75 38 20 168 

% 20,8% 44,6% 22,6% 11,9% 100,0% 

Source: own processing 
 

Table 6: Evaluation of Hypothesis 1d 

 

Chi-square df p 
7,938a 3 ,047 

Source: own processing 
 
In this case, a more positive attitude was seen in the case of women, 26% of the total number of 
respondents, compared with the 13% of men, while the answers „Probably“ were rather similar (43% for 
men, 46% for women). Overall, however, gender differences were evaluated as statistically significant 
(x2 = 7.938; df = 3; p = 0.047), so we can infer that greater trust is generated in the case of women by the 
promotion of the non-profit organization Dobrý anjel (Good Angel). 
 
In the third H1, we were looking at gender differences in answers to the question about marketing 
interests of the non-profit organization Dobrý anjel (Good Angel).  
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Table 7: Evaluation of Hypothesis 1e 

 

  

o15 

Total Definitely Probably 
I do not 
know 

Probably 
not 

Gender Male n 16 22 17 8 63 

% 25,4% 34,9% 27,0% 12,7% 100,0% 

Female n 33 39 28 5 105 

% 31,4% 37,1% 26,7% 4,8% 100,0% 

Total n 49 61 45 13 168 

% 29,2% 36,3% 26,8% 7,7% 100,0% 

Source: own processing 
 
 

Table 8: Evaluation of Hypothesis 1f 

 

Chi-square df p 
3,751a 3 ,290 

Source: own processing 
 
25% of men and 31% of women found it rather interesting. 25% of men and 37% of women were 
probably interested. Overall, the two groups had rather positive feelings about it, but there was no 
statistically significant difference between them (χ2 = 3,751; df = 3; p = 0,290). In the overall assessment 
of the second hypothesis a statistically significant gender difference was recorded only in one question, 
the H1 hypothesis is rejected. 
 
The aim of the second research problem is to find out whether there are differences in the knowledge of a 
non-profit organization in relation to the highest completed education of the respondents. 
 
Differences between groups in the case of education were surveyed by a chi-square test of independence 
of criteria in two questions. In one question, we tested the awareness of the non-profit organization Dobrý 
anjel. While respondents with the lowest level of education had the best chance of knowing, it was only 
5% (1 respondent), in the other categories it was over 30%.  In the case of the respondents with a 
bachelor degree is up to 53%. Overall, the relationship between the education and the knowledge of the 
organization was evaluated as statistically significant (χ2 = 23,278; df = 12; p = 0,025). 
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Table 9: Evaluation of Hypothesis 2a 

 

  

o5 

Total Definitely Probably 
I do not 
know 

Probably 
not 

Definitely 
not 

E
du

ca
ti

on
 

Secondary 
education 
without 
a school 
leaving 
examination 

n 1 12 3 3 0 19 

% 5,3% 63,2% 15,8% 15,8% 0,0% 100,0% 

Secondary 
education with 
a school 
leaving 
examination 

n 27 41 8 6 1 83 

% 32,5% 49,4% 9,6% 7,2% 1,2% 100,0% 

Bachelor 
degree 

n 17 8 1 6 0 32 

% 53,1% 25,0% 3,1% 18,8% 0,0% 100,0% 

Second level of 
higher 
education 

n 12 16 0 6 0 34 

% 35,3% 47,1% 0,0% 17,6% 0,0% 100,0% 

Total n 57 77 12 21 1 168 

% 33,9% 45,8% 7,1% 12,5% ,6% 100,0% 

Source: own processing 
 
 

Table 10: Evaluation of Hypothesis 2b 

 

Chi-square df p 
23,278a 12 ,025 

Source: own processing 
 
The second question in the H2 was focused on the main aspects that respondents took on the advertising 
of the non-profit organization Dobrý anjel. The distribution of responses is shown in Table 11 and Table 
12. 
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Table 11: Evaluation of Hypothesis 2c 

 

  

o8 

Total 

Story of 
human 

destinies Slogan 
Ad 

content 
Contribution 

options Others 

E
du

ca
ti

on
 

Secondary 
education 
without 
a school 
leaving 
examination 

n 15 2 2 0 0 19 

% 78,9% 10,5% 10,5% 0,0% 0,0% 100,0% 

Secondary 
education with 
a school 
leaving 
examination 

n 45 6 24 5 3 83 

% 54,2% 7,2% 28,9% 6,0% 3,6% 100,0% 

Bachelor 
degree 

n 14 6 8 3 1 32 

% 43,8% 18,8% 25,0% 9,4% 3,1% 100,0% 

Second level of 
higher 
education 

n 14 4 11 5 0 34 

% 41,2% 11,8% 32,4% 14,7% 0,0% 100,0% 

Total n 88 18 45 13 4 168 

% 52,4% 10,7% 26,8% 7,7% 2,4% 100,0% 

Source: own processing 
 

Table 12: Evaluation of Hypothesis 2d 
 

Chi-square df p 
15,132a 12 ,234 

Source: own processing 
 

Respondents with the lowest level of education (79%) were attracted by the stories about humans, which 
was also the first place among other groups but with a smaller percentage. In the second place, in all 
groups, the content of advertising ranged from 10% of the respondents with the lowest level of education 
to 32% of respondents with higher education. However, the difference between the groups was not 
statistically significant (χ2 = 15,132; df = 12; p = 0.234). We reject this hypothesis, because only the first 
of the two observed relationships is statistically significant. 

 
Conclusion 
 
New marketing communication tools offer a wide variety of options to a nonprofit organization to reach 
target groups more efficiently and more moderately. Recently, a new form of marketing communication - 
viral marketing - has also emerged. Its use is recommended to non-profit organizations, especially in this 
context: Viral marketing is a tool that spreads advertising content via the Internet, namely by specific 
messages. The message is spread on the basis that it delivers a benefit to the broadcaster, for example in 
the form of humor or a shocking effect that inspires him to spread. Applying viral marketing would, in 
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particular, spread advertising videos with children, bringing individual hard-hitting human stories to 
personal computer screens. Powerful human stories and strenuous life fates make sense of the formation 
of a non-profit organization Dobrý anjel (Good Angel). Using viral marketing could also be a reason for 
the spread among the population. 
 
By analyzing the use of selected marketing communication tools, we have found that a non-profit 
organization uses mainly printed, television, radio and Internet communication tools. In the view of the 
results of the questionnaire survey and its subsequent analysis, we can assert that the non-profit 
organization through its activities has created good conditions and rich scope for improving the used 
marketing communications tools and also for the use of new tools. 
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Abstract 

In the work the author attempts to analyze management of animal welfare organizations in Russia (in 

particular in Tomsk) on the basis of humanitarian assessment, as well as via verification of the impact of 

goals and symbolism of bioethics on the activities of volunteers. In the process of research, the most 

successful structure for implementing the statutory activities of organizations, various directions of 

volunteering activities, as well as internal and external problems of functioning of such organizations 

under the given conditions were identified. Conclusions about the consequences and possible stages of 

development also provide an opportunity for further research on this topic. 

 

Keywords: animal welfare, volunteers, management, bioethics.  

 Introduction 

In general, as of 2010, as its stated in Tetera (2007) article, All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of 

Hunting and Fur farming recognize the mass animal welfare movement in Russia do not exist precisely 

because of the disunity and ambiguity of actions and the small number of participants. Based on 

sociological surveys and field studies by Levchenko (2015), Gorbuleva (2012), Gorbuleva et al. (2016), 

Tarasenko et al. (2016a), the authors analyze some aspects of animal protection organization in Russia.  

A significant part of data was obtained as a result of research of organizations located in Tomsk, where 

there is a favorable situation for development of animal welfare movements in comparison with larger 

cities, and there are a fairly large number of registered animal welfare organizations, shelters, charitable 

foundations, non-profit organizations, and volunteering initiatives which tend to be established as an 

organizations. 

Protection of animals, the emergence of corresponding organizations and volunteer movements is actively 

occurring only during the last 5-10 years. This new phenomenon, originally spontaneous, develops thanks 

to the citizens' initiative, the opportunity to acquire positive experience and exploring the examples from 

countries with already established animal welfare protection  infrastructure, fills the administrative and 

legal vacuum in this area on the part of the Government. Due to the growing activity of the volunteer 

movement, public awareness, media activity and a growing number of official organizations, only the last 

few years the authorities began to pay some attention to the problem of neglected animals, the control 

over their number, and the problems of humane treatment of them. Also the questions about the nature of 

the Russian animal protection movement become relevant, a well as dynamics of its development and 

possible forecast on its future. In this part of the research, the author will try to analyze the structure and 

functions of organizations, their internal and external problems, assess the possible social and 

anthropological consequences of emerging of the organized animal protection movement, as well as 

possible changes in the animal rights, based on the humanitarian assessment, described by Yudin (2006) 

and Tishenko (2008), Yudin and Lukov (2006). 

Why it’s important to change the attitude to animal rights? Because this is one of the goals of animal 

rights defenders. In addition to the daily protection of animals from cruel treatment, it is important to 
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prevent manifestations of cruelty - to achieve the adoption of relevant laws and change the current moral 

standards for "smaller brothers". This task is not only a legal, social, but also has moral, ethical, 

philosophical, and psychological context. Changes occur at the level of people's mentality, and this would 

take time and considerable effort. People who are used to treat  animals as emotionless biorobots will 

hardly change their mind even in the long run. It's about the change of generations.  

Methods of Research and Analysis of Results 

Bioethics considers the issues relating to respect for life and individuality, as described by Melik-

Gaykazyan and Mescheryakova (2015). In general, bioethics deals with the ethical issues and 

contradictions in medicine not only with respect to humans, but also all living beings. In Russia bioethics 

is a young science, but it caused the changes in the society which affect everyone in everyday life. Today, 

the process of restructuring and change has affected medicine, the attitude towards patients and the 

protection of patient rights. It can be said that the trials related to animal rights now taking place in 

Europe and the US are reminiscent of what is happening in Russia with respect to the rights of patients, as 

mentioned in works by Pervushina (2015),  Melik-Gaykazyan at al. (2016), Mescheryakova at al. (2016), 

Tarasenko et al. (2016), Melik-Gaykazyan at al. (2017), Melik-Gaykazyan at al. (2017a), Evdokimov at 

al. (2016). Just as many political, economic, pedagogical and other projects require a comprehensive 

humanitarian assessment, movements of animal rights defenders (their activities: organizing animal 

shelters, training programs, volunteer communities, other activities to achieve their goals) also need 

ethical settlement and assessment because of complexity of the moral and anthropological problems that 

arise as a result of social progress in this sphere.  

After all, in Europe and the United States, the process is underway, which was launched, perhaps more 

than a centuries ago, but received scientific confirmation only today, namely, the process of accepting (or 

rejecting) the possibility that animals possess consciousness and self-cognition. Since something new 

often provokes rejection of the majority, it requires some time to pass, both to confirm the current 

discoveries with new research, and for their adoption by the majority. After all, the acceptance of this fact 

will entail the reorganization of the moral foundations of the society and the legal system. Because if one 

agree with theses of the Cambridge Declaration of Consciousness, compiled by The Cambridge 

Declaration of Consciousness in Non-Human Animals and signed by Low at al. (2012), this will put one 

before a serious challenge about the animal rights in our society. It's like a bifurcation point. Among 

scientists there are supporters and opponents of the theory of presence of consciousness in animals. But 

the different studies (for example, Walker (2006), Reznikova (2007),  Jones (2013) and many others) 

confirm that scientific progress inevitably leads us to the boundaries of this knowledge that already 

changes the attitude towards companion animals, animals used in food industry and agriculture, 

experimental animals, wild fauna, animals used in entertainment.  

In Russia, over time, more and more well-structured animal welfare organizations emerge. This is 

provided by experience gained, availability of information through the media, the opportunity to monitor 

the development of other similar organizations, the opportunity to exchange knowledge not only with the 

Russian colleagues, but with overseas animal rights defenders as well. The official registration of animal 

rights protection organization adds duties and responsibilities, and at the same time opens up new 

opportunities for work. For example, reporting, the need for ongoing monitoring of legislation and its 

changes, opens up opportunities for obtaining support from the Government or funding from non-

Governmental funds, grants, subsidies, etc. In addition, organizations that conduct transparent activities 

have more confidence, and, therefore, help from the partial citizens than the "individual animal rights 

defenders" or private take overs.  

Most often, animal protection organizations are non-profit organizations, charitable foundations. This is 

in line with the primary activities and make reporting easy. In accordance with the stated charter, they can 

carry out both exclusively animal rights and propaganda activities, and have a take over point, a shelter, a 

veterinary office, and commerical projects, which profit should be spent on helping the animals.  
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An analysis of work of various organizations showed that an organization that has a clear internal 

structure and a system of interactions is more successful in achieving its goals. The core of  organization 

is the director or other official who is its primary representative, has the right to sign and the seal. Also, 

most often, according to the charter, there is the council, the administration, that is, a group of persons 

responsible for internal activities, budget checks, reporting, etc. 

One can talk about the different areas of work, but basically, an animal protection organization consists of 

the following units:  

1. the administration: director, accountant, lawyer, coordinator / group responsible for grants and 

fundraising (all these "positions" can be filled by a single person or several people);  

2. managing group / project coordinator: a person or several people implement the projects and 

actions aimed at promotion of the organization, administer the work of Internet resources, create 

and maintain the image and brand of the organization, produce printed and media products for 

promotion and propaganda (photo , video, printed matter etc.), work with the media and the 

public;  

3. work with animals: the most important people to settle this type of work are the animal 

coordinator and animal curators. If there is a take over point in the organization, or the entire 

organization is a take over point or an animal shelter, the key figure is the take over manager. In 

some organizations or shelters, there are veterinary offices or a veterinary clinic where there is a 

full-time or part-time veterinarian.  

4. work with volunteers - a recruiting of new staff, training, teaching the rules, coordination. 

Volunteers who help the organization, mainly work in the following areas: administrative and 

organizational work, transport assistance, take over at home, work with animals.  

All these activities are very often interrelated. Of course, the named "positions" are not widely accepted 

terms for all organizations (in some of them, for example, there are such positions as "photo keeper" and 

"keeper of donations"), but in the process of research exactly this terminology has emerged. In addition, 

as already mentioned, one person can perform the different types of work. This is due to the capabilities 

of a particular volunteer and the level of development of the organization. But practice shows that the 

more people have clear boundaries of their activities and the more clear structure has an organization, the 

more chances for order, success and output. Sometimes the organizations which are small in terms of the 

number of members have greater success than a large ones, but having no idea of the internal structure 

and subordination, priorities and relationships in the work. Of course, the human factor, the lack of pay, 

and, at the same time, the demand for a significant contribution of time and effort, are destructive for 

charitable non-profit organizations, and sometimes one may be not able to correctly prioritize and cope 

with the loads, which, unfortunately, affects the image of not only a particular organization, but also all 

animal rights defenders.  

In addition to internal problems, there are also external factors that can influence the growth and 

development of animal protection movement. Firstly, this is the lack of appropriate legislation. The 

difference between Russia and the more developed countries is that there is no animal protection law in 

Russia, except for Article 245 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation, which is ineffective in 

solving animal cruelty problems and this was mentioned not only by Zubchenko (2014). Under the 

current law, animals are considered the property and thus are not protected. In some cities and regions 

there are local laws or recommendations on keeping companion animals, but this does not work at all, and 

in the absence of legal regulation at the federal level is of little use. Even the work of ethical committees 

at the medical institutions and hospitals is questionable because it requires the appropriate legislation to 

address the issues of animal rights in experiments. If there is no animal protection at the legislative level, 

which provides, among other things, fines and penalties, then the work of animal rights defenders is 

ineffective. In fact, they deal with the consequences of a legal vacuum: cruelty and irresponsibility of 
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citizens towards animals. If you look at the statistics of effectiveness of the above-mentioned article 245 

of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation, it does not actually work: it is very difficult to prove the 

guilt, while the punishment is insignificant. It turns out that animal rights defenders are fighting not for 

animal rights, but rather for their welfare, which without a legal framework is also difficult.  

Secondly, this is the lack of appropriate legislation. The animal rights defenders themselves are quite 

disconnected, as Levchenko (2015) points out, because of the human factor already mentioned. Also, the 

absence of unified regulatory framework significantly complicates the work. Some organizations rely on 

international treaties on animal rights (Universal Declaration on Animal Welfare (UDAW)), European 

Convention for the Protection of Pet Animals, European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate 

Animals used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes, The Cambridge Declaration on 

Consciousness. But this is an internal decision, more the ethic of work, which can help in internal work, 

but does not work at the administrative and legal level. And not all animal rights defenders use the 

abovementioned documents as the basis of their activities. Surveys of animal rights defenders show that a 

significant number of respondents are legislatively illiterate, and this, of course, affects the quality of the 

work, as stated in Gorbuleva at al. (2016). Thus, the internal work also becomes difficult, since in the 

absence of common norms and rules, there is a very high probability of negligence, or the other extreme - 

excessive fanatism in following the ideas of animal protection. The monitoring of such organizations is 

extremely problematic, because there are no clear standards and rules, which can lead to tragedies and a 

great resonance in society (for example BanoEco http://ria.ru/society/20160525/1439444096.html). 

Thirdly, this is the lack of appropriate legislation. In the absence of a regulatory framework and 

legislative gaps, there is no possibility of influencing either the present generation or the future one. This 

is the serious anthropological problem of changing the mentality, perception of animals as an inanimate 

property, bio-robot or as a living creature, if not equal in rights to humans, then having an  approximate 

rights. Very important here are the growing educational programs, which also appear due to the work of 

animal rights fighters and a vacuum on the part of the institution of power and legislation. A very 

important role in this process is played by the developing educational programs, which also appear as a 

result of the work of animal rights defenders and a vacuum on the part of power and legislation.  

Conclusion 

If one talk about the experience of animal protection abroad, in many countries the laws on the protection 

of animals were adopted long ago, taking into account the international treaties and recommendations. 

Often animal protection organizations work together with law enforcement agencies. So, in some police 

departments there are departments working on animal issues. They act independently or together with the 

Government organizations and shelters or the public charitable organizations, the private foundations and 

shelters. A single regulatory framework allows  to coordinate the cooperation, or to strive for it. For 

example, in the United States there are no-kill shelters (often public, acting for donations, where animals 

are not euthanized, and therefore the number of places is limited) and open-admission shelters  (most 

often the Government or State-run, staying in which is limited in time: either a new home or euthanasia 

upon the expiry of some period of time established by law or regulations, in order to free up the space for 

the newly arrived animals). In order to solve the problem of overpopulation of shelters with unlimited 

admission, there are the special funds, organizations and projects carrying out activities such as fairs or 

exhibitions to arrange a new families for the animals with "expiring time" through placing them in other 

shelters or take overs. 

The foreign experience is a very valuable example for domestic animal rights defenders in the absence of 

legal support and relevant experience in Russia, as mentioned above. This makes it possible to focus on 

international animal related treaties and the experience of not only organizations protecting the rights and 

welfare of animals, but also biologists, ethologists, philosophers, bioethics which now not only simply 

consider the question of consciousness and its presence in various species of living beings. To some 
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extent, their consciousness is close to the human and how one would build relationships between 

"human" and "non-human" animals?  

Scientists come to the conclusion that for different kinds of animals there must be the various tests and 

proofs about the presence of consciousness and self-cognition. Such an example can be a self-awareness 

study of dogs who were previously denied in self-awareness because they did not pass the mirror self-

recognition (MSR) test (Cazzolla Gatti (2016)). For dogs, this test was modified into the sniff test of self-

recognition (STSR) because dogs perceive the world in different way, the visual data is secondary for 

them. Dogs participating in the study passed the sniff test. Thus, for each animal species it is necessary to 

select individual options and an evaluation system.  
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Abstract 
 

The article deals with the theoretical problems of applying the NPS (Net Promoter Score) index when 

calculating customer loyalty in B2B market. In the article the concepts of loyalty and customer 

satisfaction were given. Based on the NPS research of B2B companies promoters and detractors were 

identified, as well as determine the level of loyalty and customer satisfaction in general. 

Recommendations are given to improve the methodology for measuring loyalty and customer satisfaction 

on B2B markets. NPS normative values were proposed. The analysis of research results on NPS 

calculation for B2B is given, also methodological problems of its application for B2B markets are 

indicated in the article. 

Keywords: Net Promoter Score, Customer loyalty, B2B marketing. 

Introduction 
 

Customer satisfaction is a measure that is determined by the ratio of the buyer's expectations to the actual 

quality of the purchased product or service. This is a feeling that the buyer has when he compares his 

preliminary expectations and perceived quality of the purchased product or service. (Kotler, Keller, 

Ancarani, Costabile, 2014) 

 

In today's competitive market, customer satisfaction is an important indicator of efficiency and the main 

criterion of difference in the business strategies of competing companies. Consequently, the more 

customers satisfied, the stronger the customer ties with the company. 

 

At present, questions about customer satisfaction and loyalty are very important due to the fact that 

companies are largely dependent on consumers, regardless of the type of activity or size of the business. 

It is consumers who are one of the most important factors for sustainable and successful business 

development. It is important to understand not only their current and future needs, but also try to exceed 

their expectations. 

 

As practice shows, there is a correlation between the growth of the loyalty level and the increase in the 

company's profit (Yoo, Bai, 2013). Unsatisfied customers acquire fewer goods. Most often in their basket 

are goods whose yield is low. 

 

The relevance of the topic is due to the fact that for successful operation, companies need to regularly 

monitor the level of satisfaction and loyalty. It is this measurement and choice of the evaluation system, 

as practice calls, which causes the greatest difficulties. Also worth noting is the fact that in Russia the 

issue of measuring customer satisfaction and loyalty is not given due attention, even though the 
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importance of the process of measuring these indicators is important for the functioning of a client-

oriented business. 

 

Measuring customer satisfaction is necessary for the following reasons: 

1. Satisfied customers become loyal in the future. Loyalty is a belief that is formed due to the fact that the 

client is faced with a positive experience of interaction with the brand (Khan, 2013). Ensuring customer 

satisfaction is the process leading to loyalty in the future (Keiningham, Aksoy, Cooil, Andreassen, 2008). 

 

2. Satisfaction is a key indicator of a company's success. Most often, the success of business is judged by 

time, volume and budget. Satisfaction is not taken into account when making important decisions. 

Nevertheless, in order for the company to be successful, it is necessary to interact with those for whom 

goods and services were originally created (Oliver, 2014). It is important to know, for example, whether 

your product meets their needs, or, is it necessary to add something. 

 

3. The measurement of satisfaction will let you know whether the customer will buy from you again. For 

example, if a new customer remains satisfied with your product and service, then the likelihood that he 

will again acquire something will increase. Poor service will reduce the chances of their return. 

 

4. Customers are more likely to leave because of poor quality of service than because of price 

considerations. The main reason for the loss of the campaign is not a change in the price of goods or 

services, but a poor customer service experience. For example, if a company pays attention to the needs 

of its customers and exceeds their expectations, it will be much easier to justify price increases in the 

future. 

 

5. Acquisition of new customers will cost more than saving existing ones. Often practice shows that 

attracting new customers costs more than keeping those customers who already have it (Berry, 1995). 

That's why you need to use more resources to save existing customers, rather than trying to attract, but 

new customers. 

 

6. Dissatisfied customers will necessarily tell about the negative experience of interaction with the 

company. This can be a strong blow to the reputation. It is important especially in the modern world, 

where information is spreading with enormous speed and large audience coverage (Banfield, 2015). 

 

7. Growth of LTV (Lifetime Value) of a client. LTV is an indicator that shows the profit received from 

one client for all time of cooperation with him (Berger, Nasr, 1998). Accordingly, the longer the customer 

remains satisfied with your product or service, the longer it will stay with the company. This, in turn, will 

increase the chances of earning a profit for the time and money spent on acquiring the client. That is, 

maintaining customer satisfaction is important for achieving long-term success. 

 

To solve such problems, B2C markets use the NPS index. It serves as an indicator of the loyalty of the 

company's consumers. According to the theory of this index, the most loyal consumer recommends the 

company, the goods or services which it uses, to others. The index is also used to assess readiness for re-

purchases, mainly in commodity and consumer markets. The index was first presented in 2003 by 

Frederic Reicheld in Harvard Business Review. 

 

The NPS measurement consists of the following steps (Reichheld, 2003): 

 

1. Consumers are asked to answer the question "What is the probability that you will recommend the 

company (product/brand) to your friends (acquaintances/colleagues)?" On a scale from 0 to 10 points, 

where 0 corresponds to the answer "I will not recommend at all", And 10 -"I will definitely recommend ". 
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2. On the basis of the received values, all consumers are divided into three groups: 9-10 points - satisfied 

and active supporters-enthusiasts of the product (promoters), 7-8 points - satisfied, but neutral consumers 

(passive), 0-6 points - dissatisfied consumers (critics). 

 

3. Calculation of the index. The index is a coefficient in the range from -100 to +100 (extreme points are 

reached if the share of promoters or critics is 100%), calculated by the formula: 

 

 ��� = ���
� × 100, (1) 

 

where N is the number of respondents, person; P - number of respondents who rated 9 or 10 (promoters), 

person; D - the number of respondents who rated from 0 to 6 (critics), person. 

 

The number of companies using NPS is constantly growing for the following reasons. 

If the consumer recommends the goods to others, it means that he is the most loyal. The article by F. 

Reicheld contains studies showing a close connection between the growth dynamics of the company and 

the share of promoters in the volume of consumers. 

 

In marketing communications, the role of word-of-mouth advertising is growing, especially in connection 

with the development of the Internet (the emergence of social networks, blogs, etc.). The traditional 

model of communication AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action), many scientists and practitioners 

today supplement with the letter S (Share - send a link) or R (Recommend - recommend), some add S 

(Search - search), so modern communication models have the form AISDAS or AISDAR (Attention, 

Interest, Search, Desire, Action, Share or Recommend instead of Share), AIDAS (Attention, Interest, 

Desire, Action, Share) or even AISDA (Attention, Interest, Share, Desire, Action). In the last formula, we 

see that the desire to share interesting information appears with the consumer even before the purchase of 

the goods. 

 

The theory of advertising by word of mouth says that people are more likely to spread negative 

information than positive. In addition, people remember the bad attitude towards themselves longer than 

good. Even if you serve the customer for a long time "at the highest score," you can lose it as a result of 

one negative impression. Therefore, the proportion of detractors is also important. According to the 

methodology for calculating the NPS index, one ill-wisher is equal to one promoter, but detractors are 0, 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and supporters are only 9 and 10 points. Thus, the proportion of "negative / positive" is 3.5 

/ 1. Especially you should pay attention to consumers who have put 0 and 1 point. These are embittered, 

offended consumers who will most actively criticize the company. 

 

Technical implementation of the survey is simple; for research mainly used the Internet, SMS-messages 

and phone; most often only one basic question asked without specifying the reasons. 

Literature Review and Research Methodology 
 

Despite the simplicity of the NPS measurement technique, a number of questions arise when applying it. 

1. In which markets and for what purposes can NPS be used? 

2. What is the scale of scores - from 0 or from 1 to 10? 

3. How to formulate the main question correctly? 

4. What are the values of the "good" and "bad" index? 

5. How does the share of passive consumers affect the outcome and how to use it? 

6. How to analyze the answers of respondents who said: "I cannot evaluate" or "I do not know how to 

answer"? 

7. Do you need to ask clarifying questions and ask them, should they be different for different categories 

of consumers? 
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The scope of application of NPS is expanding, extending to B2B markets (Zaki, Kandeil, Neely, McColl-

Kennedy, 2016) which is also indicated by the provided research in this paper and staff loyalty studies 

(Bril, Kalinina, Ilin 2017), although the index was initially proposed for the B2C market. 

 

The main question of NPS index sounds like: "How likely is it that you would recommend us to your 

friends?" In practical studies, you can find many different formulations: 

- "With what percentage of probability from 0 to 10 would you recommend ...?"; 

- "What is the probability that you will recommend ...?"; 

- "On a scale from 1 (0) to 10, estimate how likely ...", etc. 

Some formulations (for example, the first one) may be incomprehensible to the interviewee. 

 

The sources do not represent the normative values of the "good" and "bad" values of the index, but there 

are data on the value of the best indices (Reichheld, 2006; Bălan, 2012). An example of the 10 

companies-leaders in NPS in the US is shown in the Table 1 (Smith T. 2013). As an example of NPS of 

the automotive companies see Table 2 (“Предпочтения российских покупателей на автомобильном 

рынке”, 2014). 

 

Table 1: Rating of companies-leaders in NPS in the US in 2013 in the markets of consumer goods 

№ Company name Industry NPS, % 

1. USAA Finance 83 

2. Amazon.com Online sales 76 

3. USAA Auto Insurance 74 

4. Trader Joe's Foodstuffs 73 

5. Wegmans Foodstuffs 73 

6. Costco Department Stores 71 

7. Apple Hardware 71 

8. USAA Property Insurance 71 

9. Apple Software 68 

10. НЕВ Food products 68 

 

Table 2: Rating of the automotive companies by NPS in Russia, 2014 

 

№ Brand NPS, % 

1 Mercedes-Benz 70 

2 Land Rover 68 

3 BMW 62 

4 KIA 62 

5 Mazda 61 

6 Subaru 60 

7 Volvo 60 

… …………………. …………. 

20 Great Wall 38 

… ………………………… ………….. 

31 Lada 5 

There is no consensus on what a sufficient index value is. It depends on the market, the size of the 

company, the number of competitors and many other factors (Owen, Brooks, 2008). 
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The authors of the article suggest dividing the value of the index into four categories: 

- less than 0 - "unsatisfactory"; 

- from 0 to 33% - "satisfactory"; 

- from 34% to 67% - "good"; 

- from 68% to 100% - "excellent." 

"Unsatisfactory" values are associated with indicators of a negative index. The categories "satisfactory", 

"good" and "excellent" are the result of dividing the range from 0% to 100% into three approximately 

equal intervals. 

 

Given the share of passive consumers (7 and 8 points) and those who found it difficult to answer, you can 

determine the direction of improvement in the company's activities. Neutral (passive) consumers are not 

involved in the calculation, however, in the extended version of the study they are asked what actions the 

company could increase their assessment to 9 or 10 points (Kinney, 2005). Thus, it becomes clear how to 

increase the proportion of the supporters of the brand. In Table 3 shows an example that clearly shows 

that for the same NPS (in this case it is equal to 20), companies A and B have different potential for 

growth due to passive consumers. 

 

Table 3: The ratio of different categories of consumers for companies with the same NPS,% 

 

Consumer category Company A Company B 

Promoters 45 55 

Neutral 28 2 

Critics 25 35 

No reply 2 8 

 

Until now, the question of what the lower bound of the point scale is 0 or 1 point has not been clearly 

decided. Supporters of the scale from 1 to 10 believe that 0 cannot be considered a point, but initially F. 

Reicheld proposed a scale from 0 to 10. In addition, "zero" is of great psychological significance. The 

consumer, responding "Zero!" to the question: "What is the probability that you will recommend our 

company?", expresses its sharply negative attitude. His behavior deserves a separate analysis. Note also 

that the probability is measured from zero (Schneider, Berent, Thomas, Krosnick, 2008, June; Gloukhov 

V.V., Ilin I.V., Koposov V.I., Levina A.I., 2014). 

 

As mentioned above, clarifying questions for different categories of consumers should be different. 

Passive consumers should be asked what could have raised their score to 9 or 10 points. Critics who have 

put 0 to 2 points should find out what they are so offended. Supporters (9 or 10 points) can be asked 

about what they would recommend to the company in terms of further development and victory over 

competitors, and how they see their future together with the company. Super loyal consumer is always 

interested in the victory of his company over the competitor. 

Result 
 

The main objective of the survey was to determine the level of loyalty and customer satisfaction in 

general, and also depending on the monthly costs of advertising campaigns. It was also necessary to find 

out what customer expectations are not met by the opportunities that already exist in the service. 

 

Target respondents were independent B2B customers who systematically used the company services. 

Thus, the respondents were selected so that they simultaneously met the following criteria: 

 

− independent clients (those who themselves are engaged in the conduct of advertising campaigns); 

− customers who have replenished their balance and expenses at the time of the survey; 
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− customers who have committed more than three payments in the past 4 months. 

In addition, customers were divided by the monthly budget, which they spend on advertising: 

− less than 10 000 thousand rubles; 

− from 10 000 to 30 000 thousand rubles; 

− from 30 000 to 100 000 thousand rubles; 

− more than 100 000 thousand rubles. 

A similar division was made in order to understand whether there is a significant difference between the 

requirements and expectations of each of the selected segments. The total number of respondents was 

262. The study was conducted with an online survey. 

 

The level of loyalty was measured by the NPS index. Customers of the service answered a question that 

will allow them to know the level of their loyalty. The question was: "What is the probability that you 

will recommend the service to friends or acquaintances?" The answer to the question was a 10-point scale 

in which 0 is the smallest probability, and 10 is the largest. The answers, depending on the monthly 

budget, were divided as follows (Table 4): 

 

Table 4: Share of promoters, neutral and critics of the company, depending on the customer 

monthly budget 

 

Category 

Less than 

10 000, 

RUR 

From 10 001 to 

30 000, RUR 

From 30 001 to 

100 000, RUR 

From 100 001, 

RUR 

Promoters 81% 74% 65% 71% 

Neutral 16% 22% 28% 26% 

Critics 3% 4% 7% 3% 

 

Thus, the NPS index was as follows, Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1:  NPS index depending on the monthly budget 

Measuring the NPS index for all customers, the share of promoters, neutral and critics turned out the 

following, see Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2:  Share of promoters, neutral and critics of the total 

Thus, the level of NPS in the company as a whole is 67% (NPS = Promoters% - Critics% = 72% - 5% = 

67%). 262 respondents mean that the maximum sampling error in this study is 6% (excluding the total 

number of clients). To calculate the maximum sampling error, the following formula was used (2): 

 

 ∆= ��×��
� ,  (2) 

 

where t is the normal distribution parameter (for the 95% probability the parameter t is equal to 1.96); pq 

is the maximum value of the share variance (equal to 0.25); n is the number of respondents. 

The result is as follows: 

 

 ∆= �.���×�.��
���  

 

This indicator indicates that all results less than 6% are not significant, and the difference between 

responses less than 6% is also not significant. 

 

Asking about the client's activity, it was possible to find out that the main part of users are specialists 

(47%) from small business (69%). Having received information about who our average client is, it will be 

possible to plan advertising strategies in a more qualitative way. 

 

Customers with a monthly budget of 30 to 100 thousand rubles are the most dissatisfied segment (4.00 

points), while the rest are approximately at the same level (from 4.29 to 4.30 points). Nevertheless, in 

general, the level of satisfaction among customers with different budgets is above average. 

 

When analyzing the level of satisfaction of all customers, the following results were obtained. The 

highest scores were given to the Care Service and its speed (4.50 points) and the quality of the answers 

(4.52 points). Most of all the discontent was caused by training materials (4.00 points), as well as service 

72%

23%

5%

Promoters

Neutral

Critics
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tools (4.01 points). The average level of satisfaction among all clients is 4.22 points, which is a good 

result. 

 

The most loyal customers are those who spend on advertising less than 10 thousand rubles a month 

(78%). The lowest level of loyalty has customers with a monthly budget of 30 to 100 thousand rubles 

(58%). It is important to note that the level of loyalty among customers with different budgets in general 

is at a high level. 

 

The level of NPS in the company is 67%. In order to understand whether this is a good result, for 

comparison, Figure 3 shows the range of the NPS index, depending on the industry. 

 

 

Fig. 3: NPS index range by industry (Reichheld, Markey, 2011). 

The service of automation of contextual advertising can be attributed to the industry of Internet services. 

Figure 3 shows that in this industry, the NPS is generally not very high: the lowest is -30%, the average is 

-4%, and the highest is 13%. The figure of 67% for this industry is a very good result. This suggests that 

the researched company is one of the leaders in its market on loyalty. 

 

Another NPS study commissioned by one of the companies in the B2B services sector was conducted for 

the first time for that company. 

- Research method - telephone survey using the specialized computer assisted telephone interview 

(CATI) system. 

- Respondents are divided into two categories by status. 

- The total number of respondents - 2000 person. 

- The total number of successful questionnaires is 687. 

- The geography of the study is Russia. 

The distribution of respondents by category is shown in Table. 5. 
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Table 5: Number of respondents to the questionnaire  

 

Category Respondents Share, % 

Category 1 483 70 

Category 2 204 30 

Total 687 100 

In Table 6 it is shown the distribution of respondents by the number of points awarded when answering 

the question: "Estimate on a scale of 1 to 10, how likely is that you will recommend to other 

organizations to use our service?" 

 

As you can see, more than 50% of respondents rated 10, which indicates a high degree of customer 

loyalty. Representatives of category 1 are more critical (11 respondents who put up 1 and 2 points, with 1 

point put 10 people, whereas in category 2 no one put 1 and 2 points). 

 

The final value of the NPS of 52.6% is a rather high index (according to our classification - the rating is 

"good"). Category 2 was more loyal (59%) than Category 1 (49.9%). 

 

In the open source information was found about the relative value of the index value of competitors, 

which was 43%, i.е. the customer NPS indicator was 1.22 times higher. 

 

Table 6: Distribution of respondents by the number of points 

 

Rating Category 1, % Category 2, % Total, % 

1 2,9 0,0 2,1 

2 0,3 0,0 0,2 

3 1,2 0,7 1,0 

4 1,2 0,7 1,0 

5 6,7 4,9 6,2 

6 2,3 3,5 2,7 

7 6,1 4,2 5,5 

8 14,3 16,7 15,0 

9 12,2 15,3 13,1 

10 52,2 53,5 52,6 

No reply 0,6 0,7 0,6 

Total 100,0 100,0 100,0 

In Table 7 it is shown the calculation of NPS. 
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Table 7: Calculation of NPS 
 

Customer 

portrait 
Category 1,  

person. 

Category 2, 

person. 

Total, 

person. 

Category 1,  

% 

Category 2, 

% 

Total, 

% 

Promoters 309 141 450 64 69 66 

Neutral 98 42 140 20 21 21 

Critics 72 20 92 15 10 13 

No reply*  4 1 5 0,6 0,7 0,6 

Total 483 204 687 100 100 100 

NPS, % 49,9 59,0 52,6 49,9 59,0 52,6 

* Were counted as neutral for NPS calculation. 

Consumers who put 7 and 8 points on the probability of recommendation (140 people), as well as those 

who found it difficult to answer (5 people) asked an open question: "What are your recommendations for 

the company in terms of improvement (quality of service), as a result of which your estimate may 

increase up to 9 or 10 points? "120 meaningful answers were received (high score). 

 

The main indicator in analyzing the opinions of such respondents was that the recommendations on the 

price or quality of the product did not come to the forefront; mainly provided service characteristics that 

allow "bring" consumers to the state of loyal. 

 

Conclusions and Discussions 
 

Based on the results of the conducted studies on NPS for B2B companies it is concluded that NPS is 

suitable for B2B market, we recommend using our scale (satisfaction ranged in quartiles) because NPS 

for B2B would be unique for each market and it should be monitored in dynamics within the company. 

Comparing NPS index with competitors could make sense only within the framework of the same study 

Due to the fact that the company will provide exactly the service that is really needed by clients, it can be 

assumed that customer satisfaction with respect to the service and the company as a whole will be 

increased through the provision of quality services. Satisfaction will be followed by increased loyalty, as 

the customer, satisfied with the service, will use it time after time, and in the future will start 

recommending to others. 

 

Currently, the popularity of using NPS to evaluate customer relationships in a wide variety of markets 

(not just B2C, but also B2B) is growing, as well as for investigating employee loyalty. 

There are unsolved methodological problems in determining NPS, which make it difficult to conduct 

standard studies and comparability of data from different studies. 

Organizations using NPS should conduct regular monitoring studies of the indicator in order to determine 

the direction of improvement of their work. 

 

In their research, competitors' brands should be taken into account, however, the data on the definition of 

NPS are of a closed nature, and therefore it is often impossible to compare one with competitors. 
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Abstract 

 
In the last two decades, the emergence of Web 2.0 and social media have entirely changed the way in 
which tourists perceive tourism, starting with the way they plan their trips and to the way their 
complaints are handled in the aftermath. Instant access to any kind of information gives travelers the 
opportunity to discover, communicate, and collaborate, regardless of distance and time. Therefore, 
solid relationships have formed between tourists and providers via social media, which have enabled 
tourism to develop continuously from many points of view, especially in terms of demand and 
quality. 
Today’s electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) is carried out through travel platforms, which are 
intermediaries for social collaboration and online recommendations. These are the most important 
sources of travel information as well (Tripadvisor / Tripbarometer 2016). 
Being one of the most powerful states in Europe, Germany has recorded a considerable growth in 
terms of technology and tourism. The tourism industry has reached a noticeably mature level and the 
behavior of travelers is more consolidated. Technology has developed at a rapid pace in Romania as 
well, influencing all industries, especially tourism, which is an important ring of the economic chain, 
since it is interconnected to everything. This technological growth has caused Romanian tourism to 
become a billion-dollar business, resulting in respectively three-fold and two-fold increases in the 
expenditures and numbers of departures. 
The aim of this paper is to discover the manifold paths of evolution in Romania and Germany, which 
lead to the question of how coherent and different the tourism environments are today and how the 
relationships between tourists and providers are affected. This research seeks to make a comparison 
between these two environments with respect to tourism and social media, in terms of quality and 
transparency, by identifying the potential differences and their evolution, as well as the opportunities 
for improvement. This comparison will be helpful for travelers, travel agencies, businesspersons 
active in the tourism field, and others directly affected by this industry, in order to enhance their 
views and businesses, and implement different strategies for improvement. 
 

Keywords: Tourism, eWOM, social media, relationships 

Introduction 
 
Disruptions caused by social media have changed the way in which potential tourists behave and how 
the tourism industry needs to handle their customers in this new digitalized world. How customers 
communicate with each other and with the companies changed in an extraordinary way. Two decades 
ago, there was almost no possibility, except the classical word of mouth, for customers to 
communicate with one another. The classical word-of-mouth used by friends and family members is 
still very influential as shown by a study of PhocusWright (PhocusWrigth 2013). A major problem 
with the classical word of mouth is that a recommendation of friends is not available for every 
travelling destination, and even if there is some information available, the sample size is generally 
small by nature. These problems could be overcome with the help of social media, which can 
facilitate a direct customer-to-customer communication that cannot be mediated the by tourism 
companies and is thus is more reliable (Buttle 1998). The Tripadvisors Tripbarometer shows that 
most travelers (73% and 86%) use online sources in order to decide their destination and 
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accommodation (Tripadvisor / Tripbarometer 2016). Many (55% TripAdvisor / 45% other travel 
review sites / 39% content posted by travelers) used a direct customer-to-customer source, as 
information. This electronic-word-of-mouth is for most travelers the key source of information today 
(Pan et. Al 2007). 
 
Despite the globally tourist fluctuations, known to this industry, Romania’s touristic expenditures 
more than tripled between 1997 and 2015 ($699 m in 1997 - $2.33 b in 2015). In addition, the 
number of departures registered a two-fold increase (6.24 m in 1997 - 13.12 m in 2015). This resulted 
an extraordinary revolution regarding technology and tourism in general. 
 
Meanwhile, Germany’s tourist industry recorded a non-constant period, which consists in years of a 
robust growth (1995 - 1999), as well of stagnation. Since 1999, the number of departures grew 
slightly (78.1 m in 1999 - 83.7 m in 2015) while expenditures grew stronger in this period 
($59 b in 1997 - $88.84 b in 2015). 
 
While there is comprehensive literature on the relationship between social media and tourism, there is 
little research on how this relationship is established in different countries, and where the similarities 
and differences lie. 
 
A comparison between Romania and Germany is of interest due to the very different development 
paths of the tourism industries in the past. While in Germany there was only a technological 
revolution in a mature market, Romanian mass tourism saw the light of day resulting the emergence 
of a young billion-dollar market in the period of observation. The different paths of evolution lead to 
the question of how similar the markets are today, how young and new solutions have evolved, and 
where travelers are stuck in their old behavior. 

Theoretical Foundations 

This study will focus on the analysis of the demand side of the tourism environment in Romania and 
Germany. While there are several definitions of “tourism demand”, we will use the plain definition of 
Mathieson and Wall, which is “the total number of persons who travel or wish to travel, and use 
tourist facilities and services at places away from their places of work or residence” 
(Mathieson and Wall 1982). Further, this study will focus on the social media environment where this 
demand is expressed and the tourist industry, the counterpart of the demand, interacts with it. 

Numerical Facts 

In order to compare the similarities and differences between Romania and Germany, it is essential to 
compare the numerical facts of demands of each country. The facts chosen are elaborated based on 
different tourism demand-forecasting models. Even if this study will not focus on the demand 
forecasting, the demand forecasting models elaborated in the previous studies, specify which 
parameters are the most influential ones for the tourism demands. Reviewing recent research on 
tourism demands modelling and forecasting, Song and Li have said: “Although the explanatory 
variables included in the tourism demands models vary enormously with research objectives and 
researchers’ backgrounds, the employment of certain indicators, as the measurement of tourism 
demands, variables in modelling and forecasting tourism demands, have been less controversial, as 
suggested in Song and Witt (2000)” (Song and Li 2010). Turner, Witt, Coshall and many others 
suggest using tourist arrivals as an explanatory variable for tourism demands (Turner and Witt 2001, 
Coshall 2005). The departures can be calculated on this raw data as well. Further studies suggest that 
the expenditures done in the countries of destination should be used as an explanatory variable 
(Li et. al. 2004and many others). Additionally, some authors suggest using expenditures for specific 
items, e.g. as lunch, dinner, sightseeing and shopping (Law and Au, 2000). Another common 
variable, which is helpful in determining the tourism demands, is the revenue of the tourism industry 
(Akal 2004). Witt et. al. suggest using tourism employment as an explanatory variable 
(Witt et. al. 2004). Smeral found tourism import and export to be of interest (Smeral 2004). For 
members of the European Union, Eurostat adds two further explanatory variables that might be of 
interest for this comparison, such as: share of population participating in tourism, and the balance of 
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payments for travel receipts and expenditures (Eurostat 2017). The World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO) further defines the duration of a trip or visit, mode of transport, and type of 
accommodation as important for the demand perspective (UNWTO 2010). Apart from the 
tourism-specific variables, older demand models rely heavily on the total or per capita income 
(Stone 1954, and many others). 

Social Media Use in the Tourism Environment 

 
Similar to the comparison of the numerical facts, the comparison regarding social media 
environments will be based on the most influential and critical aspects of online services. The 
literature, which analyzes the key success factors of the social media environment of the tourism 
industry, stems from various disciplines: marketing, business administration and computer science. 
Minazzi provides a comprehensive overview of how social media is used in tourism and hospitality, 
which covers both, the supply side and the demand side (Minazzi 2015). Today, social media is one 
of the absolute key information factors for travelers around the world. Pan et. al. showed that user 
generated content, comprising customer reviews, recommendations, and blogs etc., is a key source of 
information rather than just additional (Pan et al. 2007). It is common to use online sources for travel 
planning and booking. In fact, 73% of travelers use online sources when deciding on their 
destinations, and 86%, use online sources when deciding on their accommodation 
(Tripadvisor / Tripbarometer 2016). Some authors further distinguish the usage of online sources 
based on the time they are used. In this paper, generally Engel’s classification is used: before leaving 
(pre-trip), (during stay) during-trip and (after coming back) post-trip (Engel et. al. 1990). The 
during-trip phase is getting increasingly important, thanks to the development of mobile technologies 
(Buhalis and Law 2008). Especially, the abolition of roaming fees in the European Union will 
facilitate further during-trip applications, and bring all customers and travelers closer together during 
their trips. However, is not common to use online sources only for planning and booking. An 
increasing number of travelers also use social media channels in order to get authentic and reliable 
information on a customer-to-customer basis. More than 50% (55% TripAdvisor / 45% other travel 
review sites / 39% content posted by travelers) actively search for customer-to-customer advice 
(TripAdvisor / Tripbarometer 2016). Buttle insists that they have a good reason for doing so, because 
this is a customer-to-customer communication, which cannot be mediated by the tourism companies 
and it is thus more reliable (Buttle 1998). The possibility for every individual to post messages, make 
recommendations, and rate products, brands, companies, services, or even destinations, takes the 
power away from the tourism companies and gives it to the customers (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2004). 
This is probably one reason why eWOM is one of the most influential factors for travelers. 
Hennig-Thurau et al. define eWOM as “any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, 
or former customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people 
and institutions via the Internet” (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2004). All customer statements in any kind of 
online source, for any item, will be included in our eWOM definition, including traveler portals, 
blogs, travel diaries, rating sites, etc. Besides the classical usage pattern of social media instruments, 
like recommendations, blogging, likes and online diaries, Nielsen found out that customers prefer 
social media to interact with companies, brands, or service providers (Nielsen 2012). Hence, 
customers try asking questions, and making compliments as well as complaints, directly in the public 
environment of social media. This new habit of the customers brings up new challenges and 
opportunities. Several studies agree that the impact of eWOM on customers’ decisions cannot be 
emphasized enough (Schindler and Bickart 2005 and many more). Especially for intangible products 
and services, word of mouth plays a significant role (Murray and Schlacter 1990). Liu, Dellarocas 
and many others empirically demonstrated that the sentiment in the customer reviews does have a 
considerable impact on the financial performances of the analyzed companies 
(Liu 2006; Dellarocas 2003). While the importance of eWOM is unquestionable, there are still 
problems that need to be considered when analyzing the implementation and usage of eWOM on the 
various platforms available to German and Romanian travelers. Firstly, there are some homemade 
problems, namely the purchasing and under-reporting biases. Secondly, there are forces in the social 
media world that try to manipulate eWOM for different reasons and with different objectives. Hu 
introduces the purchasing bias, which describes that someone who bought a product or service 
already and has or had a biased positive opinion about it (Hu et al. 2009). Anderson describes that 
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only customers who are extremely satisfied or extremely dissatisfied post reviews and comments on 
Social Media (Anderson 1998). This is described as the underreporting-bias, because people who are 
neither extremely dissatisfied nor extremely satisfied are not motivated to post their experiences on 
social media (Hu et. al 2009). The manipulation of user-generated contents by fake reviews, is 
analyzed by numerous studies in the fields of computer science, media, business administration, 
among other fields. The credibility of online recommendations differs depending on the platform and 
many other aspects. Peer-networks (Facebook, LinkedIn and Xing) are very trustworthy, because the 
relationships are from friends and colleagues, who usually know each other in person. However, 
Cheung and Lee note that public review sites offer much more content and have deeper insights due 
to the vast number of users (Cheung and Lee 2012). Most online travel agencies (OTAs) offer their 
own review systems, where only customers with bookings can write reviews. In the OTAs’ systems 
the reviews should thus be verified. Because of these specific issues with eWOM, the credibility of 
the portals providing social media instruments is the key factor for success. Several dimensions 
influence the trust-level and credibility of travel portals and review sites. Firstly, source credibility is 
a key factor to determine the transparency of online reviews. Minazzi defines source credibility as 
“…the extent to which a source of information is perceived to be believable, competent 
(characterized by a certain expertise), and trustworthy by information receivers.” (Minazzi 2015). 
The number of reviews is another key factor for most readers to assess the popularity of an item 
(Duan et al. 2008; Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006). An accommodation or trip with fewer reviews 
should thus be ranked lower than counterparts with many reviews should. Further, the writer of a 
review has a major impact on credibility. If the writer provides additional personal information and 
could be identified in the offline world, the level of trust is much higher (Xie et al. 2011). Even more 
important than personal information is the possibility to trace other activities of that user. It has to be 
transparent how many and which other reviews the user wrote to check if there is a consistent picture 
of that user (Brown et al. 2007). The last important point for travelers to check the validity of a 
review is the review itself. The information derived from the review, is often just the sentiment itself, 
positive or negative. However, if the review is perceived as valid, strongly depends on the details of 
the message and how detailed the description is (Schindler and Bickart 2005). Not only has the 
credibility of reviews played an important role in the success of eWOM, but also the accessibility. 
According to different studies, not only the share of positive or negative reviews is important. 
Negative reviews play a much more significant role than positive ones. Even a very small number of 
trusted and credible negative reviews can have a considerable impact on the decision of the customers 
(Tanford and Montgomery 2014). 

Analysis / Comparison 

 

In line with the theoretical foundations, we chose the parameters for comparison as described below. 

The analyzed numerical facts will be described first, followed by an analysis of the compared topics 

of the social media environment. 

 
To spot the similarities and differences, from a quantitative point of view, in the first phase we are 
going to analyze the numerical facts of the tourism industries in Germany and Romania. The German 
and Romanian arrivals in different destinations can either be used directly to review the most popular 
destinations for these countries’ travelers, or be aggregated to get the total departures of the travelers. 
This study will use both values. The total and per capita expenditures from all destinations will be 
used to get an overview of what the tourists experience in their destinations. To include observations 
from the supply side, we consider the total revenue and number of employees of the tourism industry 
in the comparison. On a macroeconomic scale, tourism import and export, along with the balance of 
payments between receipts and expenditures, will be included. Further, we will follow the definition 
of the UNWTO and include the duration of a trip, the mode of transportation and the type of 
accommodation in our analysis. All this data needs to be related to the share of population 
participating in tourism and to the total and per capita income. 
 

The analyzed numerical facts are summarized as follows: 
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• Most popular destinations 

• Total number of departures 

• Total expenditure / expenditure per capita 

• Total revenue of the tourist industry 

• Number of employees in the tourist industry 

• Balance of payments in tourism (receipts - expenditures) 

• Duration of a trip 

• Share of population participating in tourism 

 

To get an overview of the German and Romanian travelers’ behavior, we will evaluate which online 
travel portals are used and how they differ from one another. We will also analyze if there are 
differences in the usage of those portals and how the travelers participate in the social media 
channels. First, the number of travelers that use online media need to be compared, in order to have a 
basis of comparison for the online behavior. Next, the five biggest (by revenue) online travel portals 
for Romanian and German tourists will be determined to complete this basis. We will analyze if there 
are overlaps in the portals, if there are country-specific portals, and how the revenues are distributed 
within and across the countries. We will also evaluate the social media or collaboration features for a 
customer-to-customer communication. Further, we will try to analyze the participation in the portals 
with spot checks on the number of reviews of tourist hotspots. As the literature review has shown, the 
single most important point of the social media environment on tourism is electronic word of mouth. 
Therefore, this point will also be analyzed in detail when examining the differences between the 
German and Romanian online environments for travelers. The first important property to check is if 
the number of reviews is transparently shown on the travel portals. The second question is if other 
activities of the reviewer can be traced on the website and the history of the reviewer’s activities is 
clear. With this feature, the customer should also be able to determine how many reviews the 
reviewer created and to judge how trustworthy they are. Additionally, the availability of the 
reviewer’s personal information will be checked. Besides the reviews themselves, the theoretical 
foundations have shown that there is a need to have all kinds of ratings accessible, because even a 
single negative rating might have a considerable impact on customers’ decisions. Therefore, we will 
also compare the accessibility of reviews, as it is a crucial point in how travelers access information 
on travel portals. While the review and social media instruments of the online travel portals usually 
cover the pre-trip and post-trip phases of the travelers, Buhalis and Law say that the during-trip phase 
is getting increasingly important, thanks to the advancements in mobile technologies (Buhalis and 
Law 2008). We expect that this trend will not just continue but also accelerate with the abolition of 
roaming fees in the European Union. Therefore, we will also evaluate the current instruments for 
during-trip social media interaction. 
 

Table 1 - Most Popular Destinations for German and Romanian tourists 

 

No. Germany Romania 

1 Germany (27.4%) Romania (87%) 

2 Spain (14.8%) Italy (3.2%) 

3 Italy (8.2%) Spain (1.8%) 

4 Turkey (5.6%) Greece (1.7%) 

5 Austria (4.6%) Bulgaria (1.5%) 

6 Greece (3.5%) Germany (1.1%) 

7 Croatia (3.2%) Turkey (1.1%) (unreliable) 

8 France (2.6%) Hungary (0.5%) 
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Source for Germany: FUR Forschungsgemeinschaft Urlaub und Reisen e.V., Reiseanalyse 2017 
(Data of 2016). Source 
explained/index.php?title=Tourism_statistics_
 

From the comparison above, the domestic tourism is at the top of the table, recording t
values. Most of the Romanian population prefer to visit their origin country. In Germany things are 
different due to the bigger income of G
that both, German and Romanian tourists prefer countries with a warm climate for holidays. 
popular tourist destinations Spain, Italy, Greece and Turkey are in the front
neighboring countries are also found in the top ten.
 

Figure 

Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
Statistics and data files (https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.DPRT?locations=DE
 
In the analyzed period, the number of departures is increasing
comparison with Germany, Romania’
population, determined as well by the large rural area.
countries. 
 

Germany: FUR Forschungsgemeinschaft Urlaub und Reisen e.V., Reiseanalyse 2017 
for Romania: Eurostat http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics

explained/index.php?title=Tourism_statistics_-_top_destinations&oldid=192301 

comparison above, the domestic tourism is at the top of the table, recording t
omanian population prefer to visit their origin country. In Germany things are 

ome of Germans, which allows them to travel abroad easily. We can see 
omanian tourists prefer countries with a warm climate for holidays. 

popular tourist destinations Spain, Italy, Greece and Turkey are in the front-placings, additionally
neighboring countries are also found in the top ten. 

Figure 1 :  Number of Departures 

Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.DPRT?locations=DE-

number of departures is increasing with regard to both countries. In 
comparison with Germany, Romania’s values are lower, due to the small salaries and number of 
population, determined as well by the large rural area. The business tourism put its mark on both 

Germany: FUR Forschungsgemeinschaft Urlaub und Reisen e.V., Reiseanalyse 2017 
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-

comparison above, the domestic tourism is at the top of the table, recording the biggest 
omanian population prefer to visit their origin country. In Germany things are 

We can see 
omanian tourists prefer countries with a warm climate for holidays. Europe’s 

placings, additionally the 

 

Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
-RO) 

both countries. In 
small salaries and number of 

The business tourism put its mark on both 
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Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
Statistics and data files (https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.XPND.CD?locations=DE
 
We can observe that in the second chart the situation is similar to the first. The only difference is the 
decreasing trend regarding Germany at the end of the analyzed 
caused by the actual terrorism situation in Europe, G
cheaper destinations. 
 

Figure 2 : Total Expenditures 

Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.XPND.CD?locations=DE

We can observe that in the second chart the situation is similar to the first. The only difference is the 
decreasing trend regarding Germany at the end of the analyzed period. This decrease could have been 

terrorism situation in Europe, Germans opting for neighboring countries or 

 

Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.XPND.CD?locations=DE-RO) 

We can observe that in the second chart the situation is similar to the first. The only difference is the 
. This decrease could have been 

countries or 
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Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of 
Statistics and data files (https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.RCPT.CD?locations=DE
 

In the chart above we can see a dec
of the Asian continent, tourists prefer
period, due to the beginning of awareness among foreign tour
 

Table 2 : Total Number of Employees in Tourism Industry

 

Country 

Germany 

Figure 3 : Total Receipts 

Source: World Tourism Organization, Yearbook of Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.RCPT.CD?locations=DE

In the chart above we can see a decrease regarding the German trend, probably due to the popularity 
of the Asian continent, tourists preferring the latter one. Romania’s trend increased in the analyzed 

awareness among foreign tourists and exploited potential. 

Total Number of Employees in Tourism Industry 

Year Number of Employees

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

 

Tourism Statistics, Compendium of Tourism 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.RCPT.CD?locations=DE-RO) 

rease regarding the German trend, probably due to the popularity 
ring the latter one. Romania’s trend increased in the analyzed 

Number of Employees 

64,255 

68,510 

1,592,843 

2,082,785 

2,090,794 

2,171,320 

2,148,489 

2,076,514 

2,239,394 

2,317,178 
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Country Year Number of Employees 

Romania 

2006 8,604 

2007 9,345 

2008 209,509 

2009 204,542 

2010 196,309 

2011 205,659 

2012 211,977 

2013 215,042 

2014 214,340 

2015 181,377 

 

Source: Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/product?code=sbs_na_1a_se_r2&language=en&mode= 
view) Calculation according to the definition of Eurostat: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/Tourism_industries_-_employment 
 
From the table above, the dissimilarity between the two countries is obvious. This difference is due to 
the bigger number of population in Germany, as well as the maturity of the tourism industry. The 
urban part predominates in the first country analyzed, which creates more demands for holidays and 
infrastructure. In both countries, the values are increasing and decreasing from year to year, which 
show the fluctuating trends of tourism. 
 

Table 3 :  Share of Population Participating in Tourism 

 

G
er

m
a

n
y

 

Year 
Number of Tourists 

(1 Night and Over) 

Population 

older than 15 
Participation Rate 

2012 54,801,532 69,554,894 78.79 

2013 54,860,590 69,840,843 78.55 

2014 53,295,033 70,125,031 76.00 

2015 53,820,334 70,510,814 76.33 

R
o
m

a
n

ia
 

Year 
Number of Tourists 

(1 Night and Over) 
Population 

older than 15 
Participation Rate 

2012 3,874,801 16,911,747 22.91 

2013 4,230,146 16,880,465 25.06 

2014 4,201,139 16,852,702 24.93 

2015 4,357,576 16,789,563 25.95 

2016 3,961,003 16,695,321 23.72 

 

Source: Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/product?code=tour_dem_totot&language=en&mode 
=view, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/product?code=demo_gind&language=en&mode=view, http://apps
so.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=demo_pjanbroad&lang=en) 
 
From the analysis above, Germany’s values are bigger than Romania’s, due to the number of 
population, urbanity and popularity among tourists. Although there is not more data available 
regarding the participation rate, our estimation is that the general trend in Romania is going upwards, 
which is underlined by the increasing number of departures and rising expenditures. In contrast, our 
expectation is that the participation rate in Germany is stagnating, due to the aging population and the 
already high level. 
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The analyzed social media aspects are summarized as follows: 
 

• Share of travelers who booked online and in agencies 
• Five biggest travel portals (by revenue) 
• Overlaps in portals between Romania and Germany 
• Highlighting of country-specific portals 
• Distribution of revenues within and across countries 
• Social media and collaboration features for customer-to-customer communication of 

the portals 
• Spot checks of participation based on number of reviews on tourist hotspots 
• How the credibility of the electronic word of mouth is ensured 

o Transparent number of reviews 
o Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
o Personal information about the reviewer 
o Accessibility of reviews by rating 

• Are portals offering during-trip mobile support? 
 
To summarize, the most popular destinations among Romanian and German tourists are very similar. 
Europe’s popular tourist destinations are Spain, Italy, Greece and Turkey, in the front-placings. 
Additionally the neighboring countries are found in top ten as well. An interesting fact is that Croatia 
seems to be far more popular in Germany than in Romania. Another interesting fact of the 
destinations statistics is that more German tourists travel abroad (72.6%) than Romanians (13%), due 
to the high poverty rate of the latter ones. While participation in tourism in Germany is more than 
two-thirds of the total population, it is only one-quarter in Romania (see Table 3). However, a look at 
the departures gives a slightly different view. There are only six times more departures in 2015 in 
Germany than in Romania, which is too low compared to the difference in population numbers in 
relation to the participation rate (see Figure 1 and Table 3). Therefore, it seems that the people who 
are able and willing to travel in Romania are travelling by far more often, even if the participation 
rate is much lower. Comparing the departures in 2015 (Germany: 83,737,000 vs. 
Romania 13,118,000) with the population that is participating in tourism, we can see that there are 
1.55 departures per capita in Germany and 3.01 departures per capita in Romania, almost as double as 
in Romania compared to Germany (see Figure 1 and Table 3). An analysis of the expenditures’ sheds 
a different light on the numbers again. The expenditures for tourism were almost 40 times higher in 
Germany than in Romania (Germany $88.84 b, Romania $2.33 b - 38.12 times – see Figure 2). While 
the tourism balance of payments is almost balanced for Romania (2015: expenditures 2.33 b, 
receipts 2.1 b), the Germans spend twice as much as they earn from tourism 
(2015: expenditures $88.84 b, receipts $47.39 b – see Figure 2 and Figure 3). The share of the biggest 
travel portals regarding all the tourism expenditures are as follows: Invia’s revenues are more than 
2.5% of the total tourism expenditures in Germany, Romania’s Vola owning 1.23% of the Romanian 
expenditures. 
 

Table 4 : Most Important Travel Portals in Germany (2014) 

 

1. Company Invia (Former: Unister-Travel) 

Websites ab-in-den-urlaub.de 
urlaubstours.de 
hotelreservierung.de 
fluege.de 
reisen.de 

Revenue EUR 2B 

Social Media 
(review features) 

The different websites use different business models; some of them are 
only intermediaries. When they act as seller (e.g. urlaubstours.de), they 
have their own review system. 
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Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Yes, by age group and number of travelers (Single, Couples, Families) 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
No, but the reviews are from verified customers only 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
Name, age group, date of trip 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
Yes, the listing can be sorted by rating 

Additional 
information 

Trustworthiness additionally tested by Holidaytest.de 

2. Company Expedia 

Websites expedia.de 

Revenue EUR 1.1B 

Social Media 
(review features) 

Expedia powers its own review system, where only verified customers can 
leave their reviews. Additionally, the TripAdvisor rating and the number 
of TripAdvisor reviews are shown.  

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Yes 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
No, but the reviews are from verified customers only 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
No 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
Yes, the listing can be sorted by rating 

Additional 
Information 

Each review can be rated as “helpful” 

3. Company Holidaycheck 

Websites holidaycheck.de 

Revenue EUR 765M 

Social Media 
(review features) 

Holidaycheck powers its own review system, where only verified 
customers can leave their reviews. The customers can review different 
aspects of each accommodation. 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Yes 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
Yes, each user has a profile page where the activities are displayed 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
See above 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
Yes 

Additional 
information 

Trustworthiness additionally tested by TÜV Süd 

4. Company Schmetterling 

Websites schmetterling.de 

Revenue EUR 686M 

Social Media 
(review features) 

No reviews, only ratings for different aspects of the accommodations are 
displayed 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Number of ratings is displayed 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
No 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
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No 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
No 

5. Company eDreams 

Websites edreams.de 

Revenue EUR 659M 

Social Media 
(review features) 

eDreams powers its own review system, where only verified customers 
can leave their reviews. The customers can review different aspects of 
each accommodation and even upload pictures. 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Yes 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
Only the number of different reviews per user is displayed 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
Name, age, group 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
Exhaustive sort and filtering possibilities 

Source: http://www.internetworld.de/bildergalerie/zehn-groessten-reiseportalbetreiber-in-
deutschland-997711.html?seite=9 
 
From the table above, we can observe that Germany has several tourism platforms due to the maturity 
of this industry and the population’s openness regarding the online bookings. 
 

Table 5 :  Most Important Travel Portals in Romania 

 

1. Company Vola 

Websites vola.ro 

Revenue $28.8M (2012) 

Social Media 
(review features) 

Vola powers its own review system, where only verified customers can 
leave their reviews. The customers can review different aspects of each 
accommodation and even upload pictures. 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Yes 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
No, but the reviews are from verified customers only 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
Full name, travelers group (Single, Couples, Families), date of review 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
No, the reviews are sorted descending by date  

2. Company Direct booking 

Websites directbooking.ro 

Revenue - 

Social Media 
(review features) 

Direct booking powers its own review system, where only verified 
customers can leave their reviews. The customers can review different 
aspects of each accommodation and even upload pictures 
Additionally, the portal provides a direct chat possibility, to contact an 
agency agent. 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
Yes 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
No, but the reviews are from verified customers only 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
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Full name, travelers group (single, couples, families), date of review 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
No, the reviews are sorted descending by date 

Additional 
Information 

Trustworthiness additionally tested by Trusted.ro 

3. Company Eximtur 

Websites eximtur.ro 

Revenue - 

Social Media 
(review features) 

None 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
- 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
- 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
- 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
- 

Additional 
Information 

Trustworthiness additionally tested by Trusted.ro 

4. Company Imperatortravel 

Websites imperatortravel.ro 

Revenue  

Social Media 
(review features) 

 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 

5. Company Zepelintour 

Websites zepelintour.ro 

Revenue - 

Social Media 
(review features) 

None, but the rating of TripAdvisor is shown 

Credibility of User 
Generated Content 

Transparent number of reviews: 
- 
Can a review be related to other activities of that user? 
- 
Personal information about the reviewer: 
- 
Accessibility of reviews by rating: 
- 

Sources: https://seenews.com/news/romanias-volaro-again-tops-deloitte-technology-fast-50-ce-
ranking-385435 
 
The number of tourism portals in Romania is lower than Germany, due to the lack of infrastructure 
and openness to the online shopping system. Romanians prefer the classical way, choosing the 
agencies as travel intermediaries, instead of online platforms, the average age of the population, 
exceeding 40. 
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When comparing the online environment for travelers in Romania and Germany, the first thing that 
needs to be compared is the general usage of the internet when booking accommodations and means 
of transportation. The latest Eurostat statistics of 2014 show that just 7.1% of Romanian travelers, but 
60% of German travelers booked their transportation and accommodation online (Eurostat 2016). 
Especially low are the numbers for domestic accommodations (5.6%) and means of transportation, 
other than air transportation (1.2% - Eurostat 2016). The comparison of popular online travel 
agencies in Germany and Romania, as listed in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively, shows that the 
champions in both countries rely heavily on the electronic word of mouth of their users and 
implement successful recommendation systems with lots of participants. While all online travel 
portals in Germany rely on user-generated content, the less popular ones in Romania provide only 
rudimentary or no social collaboration features. 

Conclusions 
 
The large number of departures compared to the low participation rate and the very low expenditures 
of Romanian tourists can be explained by the duration of the trips, the distance travelled, the price 
level in the destination country, and last but not least, the degree of the luxuriousness of the trip. 
 
The low usage rate of online bookings in Romania seems to be driven by two factors, the availability 
and trustworthiness of online services on the one hand, and the behavior of customers on the other. 
Especially the online presence of domestic accommodation and domestic and international bus, train, 
and ship services could be strengthened. The stronger usage of online services for booking flights 
(23%) shows that people can and are willing to use online services if the services are available (which 
is the case for flights) (Eurostat 2016). This could make the booking processes in Romania more 
efficient and cost-effective. To make online services available today is extremely cost-efficient due to 
Airbnb services, for instance, which might be a solution for smaller hotels and guesthouses to expand 
their businesses without additional investments. In addition, direct customer contact through social 
networks will become more important in the future, being a good chance to improve online activities. 
Romanian portals with low numbers of reviews and ratings could try to display information in 
collaboration with the market leader TripAdvisor, as several German online travel agencies do. This 
could be a step forward in compensating the low numbers of tourists booking online and leaving 
reviews on the portals. 
 
For both, German and Romanian markets, the local leaders’ revenues are comparatively low, which 
might suggest that many people book via international platforms, where the revenues per country are 
not disclosed. This point would need further analysis in order to find empirical evidence. 
 
The support for the during-trip phase of most platforms could not be evaluated properly. Even if 
some platforms offer maps and restaurant recommendations, there is always a lack of social 
interaction within these applications. In addition, it seems that people are more interested in 
information received from locals, due to the easier accessibility via mobile apps like Facebook, Jodel, 
Foursquare and others. The direct sharing of pictures and other experiences take place within social 
networks rather than travel platforms. Further research on the usage of mobile platforms, in the 
during-trip phase, would be required. 
 
The Romanian and German markets reveal that online tourism portals and travelling agencies are not 
a winners-take-it-all markets. This fact make the online tourism services in Romania very interesting 
to observe. This country has a lot to catch-up in terms of tourism, and the numbers suggest that is on 
its way of doing so. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper deals with the role and tasks of Active Reserve Units of Armed Forces of the Czech Republic 

in providing security protection to critical and defence infrastructure objects. The article defines legal 

framework of the issue and presents selected exercises of Active Reserve Units dealing with fulfilling 

tasks in the field of critical infrastructure protection in co-operation with other components of the 

Integrated Rescue System. Possibilities of providing security to the object are presented as well as sets 

of control questions for assessing physical protection of critical infrastructure object security provision 

in case of emergency or crisis situation of non-military character occurrence are designed using 

a checklist method. Causes of disruption to the national energy critical infrastructure element are shown 

on its example and based on the results of the checklist application; measures have been proposed to 

enhance physical protection of the object. 

 

Keywords: Critical infrastructure, defence infrastructure, object, protection, Active Reserve Units of 

Armed Forces of the Czech Republic, object security 

 

Introduction 

 

Military and non-military threats to both internal and external security are increasingly overlapping and 

states are seeking effective measures to address these security challenges and what is more to eliminate 

them to the maximal extent. Providing critical infrastructure protection represents one of the key roles of 

Active Reserve Units when deploying them in case of declaration of the state of emergency. With the 

increasing number of non-military threats such as interruptions in strategic raw material supply, 

migration, financial crime, terrorism, cyber-attacks and deteriorating security situation in the states 

bordering with the member North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) states and the European Union 

(EU), pressure is being put on Europe in the field of military capability and readiness of the individual 

states to withstand security threats (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2015). 

 

Analysis of the current state 
 

At present, EU states face many security threats. A lot of these threats are directed against infrastructure. 

The term infrastructure, in the most general concept, includes a plurality of interconnected elements that 

maintain the structure together. It is used in a number of areas, but the most prolific use it has in 

economics where it describes physical infrastructure such as buildings or roads.  

 

Infrastructure has been defined in many ways, for example, those physical facilities that are sometimes 

called public works (Grigg, 1988). Public works have been defined by the American Public Works 

Association as follows: Public works are the physical structures and facilities that are developed or 

acquired by the public agencies to house governmental functions and provide water, power, waste 

disposal, transportation, and similar services to facilitate the achievement of common social 

and economic objective (Uddin, 2013). In the Czech environment, public infrastructure is defined by the 

Building Act (Act, 2006) as land, structures and facilities established or used for the public interest. 

Public infrastructure includes transport infrastructure (e.g. road communications, railways, waterways 

and airports), technical infrastructure (lines, construction and related technical equipment such as water 

mains, reservoirs, sewers, wastewater treatment plants, transformer stations, power lines and pipelines), 
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civic amenities (constructions, equipment and land used for example for education and training, culture, 

public administration and population protection) and public space (Act, 2006). Households, houses, 

blocks of flats, municipalities as well as the army, in the form of training and storage facilities, also have 

their own infrastructure. 

 

Critical vs. Defence Infrastructure  

 
The Czech Republic, as well as other EU countries, feels the urge to address critical infrastructure 

issues, and consequently its protection and defence. Critical infrastructure issue penetrates into the 

sphere of public life security in the sectors such as telecommunications, transport, energy supply, food 

and drinking water supply and functioning of state administration (Oulehlová, 2015). Critical 

infrastructure is defined in the Czech legal environment by the Law on Crisis Management as an 

element of critical infrastructure or a system of critical infrastructure elements, disruption of which 

function would have a significant impact on the state security, the provision of basic living needs of the 

population, human health or the state economy (Act, 2000). Basic principles of critical infrastructure 

protection which are subsidiarity, complementarity, confidentiality, proportionality, avoidance 

of duplication and stakeholder cooperation, including sharing best practices and increasing efficiency in 

cooperation (Bílek, 2010), are derived from the Green Paper on a European Programme for Critical 

Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) (Commission of the European Communities, 2005). Government 

Regulation (Act, 2010) on Criteria for determining the critical infrastructure element defines cross-

sectoral and sectoral criteria for identifying a critical infrastructure element. Cross-sectoral criteria 

include aspect of physical disability of persons, economic loss and restrictions in basic service provision 

to the population. By contrast, sectoral criteria specify technical and operational values and extent of 

impact of their function disruption. One sectoral criterion is the energy sector, including electricity, 

natural gas, oil and petroleum products as well as central heat supply.  

 

Critical infrastructure objects are selected buildings and facilities of public infrastructure and other 

elements owned or operated by critical infrastructure bodies (Act, 2000). Crisis Management Act 

understands the crisis infrastructure protection as measures for reducing the risk of disruption to the 

critical infrastructure element function. In addition to the Integrated Rescue System (IRS) and the 

owners of the CI, Czech Academy of Sciences (CAS) has its share in fulfilling critical infrastructure 

protection tasks. Alternatively, infantry platoons of Active Reserve Units of regional military 

headquarters would also be used for fulfilling these tasks. 

 

While providing defence of the Czech Republic territory, each infrastructure is unique and only the 

point of view of its use purpose allows its correct identification and classification as critical or defence 

infrastructure. The term defence infrastructure is not defined in any legal regulation; however, its 

definition is stated in the Plan of Operational Preparation of the Czech Republic Territory from 2015. 

Here the defence infrastructure is referred to as a set of objects, structures, land and equipment including 

necessary services, production and non-production systems essential for their operation, regardless of 

the form of the ownership and way of using which destruction, disturbance or limitation to their 

activities would, during peace, threat to the state or war condition, threaten the fulfilment of the tasks of 

the armed forces of the Czech Republic in the implementation of the Defence Strategy of the Czech 

Republic and operational plans, including mobilization measures, other components of the Security 

Strategy of the Czech Republic during the implementation of their partial defence strategies, the Allied 

armed forces in the implementation of their operational plans and protection of the population (Ministry 

of Defence, 2015). 

 

The Directive on Evaluation, Selection and Protection of Defence Infrastructure Objects and Setting the 

Scope of the Processed Documentation defines the principles, criteria and procedures in the selection of 

a defence infrastructure object, specifies the scope, content, way of keeping the documentation and 

determines the principles of their guarding and protection. Objects of defence infrastructure for the 

purpose of providing defence of the state against external attack are: 

 

(a) Objects important for state defence (OISD), 
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(b) Objects that may be attacked under the threat to the state or war condition, which are assessed 

by the regional authorities and the City of Prague City Hall, the so-called objects of possible 

attack (OPA). 

 

The selection of defence infrastructure objects is based on documents related to the planning, 

management and organization of state defence as well as tasks that are fulfilled by the proposers, i.e. the 

ministries, other central administrative authorities, the Czech National Bank, intelligence services, 

regional offices, etc. in the field of providing defence of the state. Objects also include entities 

of production and non-production spheres operating facilities and buildings or providing services 

in defined areas of critical infrastructure. 

 

The Defence Strategy of the Czech Republic (Act, 1999a) defines OISD as land and constructions 

located in military training areas and their corresponding objects, which are of political, military or 

economic significance for providing state defence, in particular for providing the basic functions of the 

state and securing the armed forces. OISD are also: 

- land and constructions to which the property rights of the state and other property rights of the 

state are exercised by the ministry or a legal entity established or founded by it; 

- land and constructions designed to protect the population; 

- land, constructions and other objects of strategic importance determined by the government; 

- land and constructions which may be of strategic importance under the threat to the state or war 

condition and are determined by the government (Act, 1999a). 

 

As stated above, except for OISD, there are also OPA determined on the territory of the Czech Republic 

which, in terms of their function in providing state defence, is of no strategic importance, but they are 

crucial in the administrative districts of the regions and municipalities. They are crucial for: 

- ensuring mobilization of the Czech Armed Forces on the regional territory, 

- implementation of measures for providing defence on the regional territory, 

- providing basic living needs for the population of the region, 

- functioning of state administration and self-government on the regional territory. 

 

In their assessment, regional authorities may request co-operation and cooperate with the territorially 

competent Regional Military Headquarters (RMH) and other territorial competent bodies, state 

administration and self-government bodies. Within the category of objects for maintaining the functions 

of the region in providing defence of the Czech Republic, fall among others, power plants and gas and 

electricity distribution systems. The RMH carries out exercises with soldiers of Active Reserve Units for 

protection of these objects exercising tasks to provide their protection. System of guarding and 

protection of the object in general terms results from the importance and value of the guarded object, 

from the possibilities of the allocated armed forces and means of the ACR and other components of the 

IRS and from the potential threat and risk level of its destruction (Janíček, 2010). 

 

ACR and protection of both critical and defence infrastructure 

 
Czech Armed Forces are also involved in the tasks of protecting critical and defence infrastructure, 

especially through members of Active Reserve Units. On the basis of a government decision, the units 

may be deployed for fulfilment of tasks in accordance with Act No. 219/1999 Coll., On the Armed 

Forces of the Czech Republic (Act, 1999b). As a priority, 14 territorial infantry platoons of Active 

Reserve Units of RMH are allocated in ACR for implementation of object security for which guarding 

of OISD objects can be considered one of the priority tasks. Units are trained and equipped for such 

activity and they create both personnel resources for the priority replenishment of selected units and 

equipment of the Czech Armed Forces. Their preparation and security is in charge of the RMH which, 

on the basis of the requirements of military units, call them up for the military exercise (Ministry 

of Defence, 2012). 

 

An example of Active Reserve Units practicing the tasks of guarding objects was the co-ordination 

exercise Horizont 2012, in which members of Active Reserve Units of RMH Ostrava took place. The 

task for Active Reserve Units was to guard and defend the selected critical infrastructure object which 
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was power control room. The exercise took place in real conditions with a real threat scenario with 

participation of the members of the IRS components, the PCR and selected units of the ACR, namely 

the 72nd Mechanized Battalion at Přáslavice, Stará Boleslav Protective Platoon, the Chotyně Veterinary 

Base and the 23rd Helicopter Air Force Base at Přerov. 

 

Another example was the Safeguard 2016 exercise which was also aimed at protecting and defending 

energy critical infrastructure objects, specifically the Kletná power control room. Soldiers of Active 

Reserve Units of RMH Ostrava participated in building the base, securing the external perimeter and 

security zone of the power control room critical infrastructure object. Active Reserve members 

practiced, among other things, conducting people and vehicle inspections and reactions to attacking the 

object (Police, 2017) which are important tasks for providing object protection. 

 

The third exercise which tested preparedness of soldiers of Active Reserve Units to fulfil tasks in the 

operational deployment and to allocate forces and means for fulfilling tasks of the Police of the Czech 

Republic was Hradba 2016 exercise. Similarly during this exercise, activities in guarding the OISD were 

exercised as well as further activities in protection of the state border sections. Active Reserve Units 

were provided with co-operation by the professional units of the ACR. In general, it can be said that 

such exercises increase the readiness of units to perform tasks in the area of protection of the object in 

crisis situations (Army of the Czech Republic, 2012). 

 

Providing security of the object 

 
Protection means an activity that allows its permanent functionality, protection against penetration 

of strangers and protection against activities that would restrict its operation. Object protection is 

provided by technical, physical or combined security means. A detailed security description is provided 

below. Basic area of providing security is protection of objects and persons which is created by a system 

of technical, organizational and regime measures. Property security and protection is provided by: 

- mechanical protection systems,  

- electrical protection systems, 

- physical security guard and regime measures. 

 

Mechanical barrier systems are designed to directly secure the object by creating an appropriate barrier 

system, overtaking of which requires some time. If it is desirable to achieve higher security, classical 

protection has to be completed by electrical security systems that are able to detect unauthorized 

movement both inside and outside the object and pass the information to the guard of the object who 

subsequently intervenes. 

 

Classical protection in the form of mechanical barrier systems has the task of creating a firm barrier and 

discouraging a potential intruder from the intention to commit a crime, preventing intruder from 

committing this crime or at least delaying its execution. Depending on which zone the mechanical 

barrier system or the electronic security system protects, the perimeter, sheath, space and object types of 

protection are distinguished. Examples of individual types of protection are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Basic methods of providing object security protection 

 

 Protection 

Perimeter Sheath Space Object 

Mechanical 

protection 

systems 

provides protection 

of the designated area 

and prevents 

unauthorized access 

to the third parties 

(fences, razor wire, 

entrance gate, gates, 

barriers) 

prevents the 

intruder from 

entering a 

particular object 

(locks, doors, 

grilles, safety 

glass) 

protection inside 

the building to 

prevent or delay 

movement of an 

intruder inside 

the building 

(interior doors, 

windows, locks) 

measures to prevent 

the theft and 

unauthorized 

handling the 

protected assets 

(safes, safety 

cabinets) 

Electrical 

protection 

systems 

Detects disturbance 

to the outdoor area of 

an object (specially 

produced external 

technical equipment) 

Announces the 

violation of the 

guarded object 

shell  

Indicates a 

violation to 

spaces inside a 

guarded object  

Detects the presence 

of the offender near 

a protected asset 

(safes equipped with 

a shock sensor) 

Source: (Police, 2017), (Ivanka, 2010), (Lukas, 2011), (TZB-info, 2017) 

By means of a suitable combination of mechanical barrier systems and electronic barrier systems, it is 

possible to create so-called multi-stage protection enabling to reach increased overall performance 

of safety elements. In addition to the above mentioned systems, organizational administrative 

procedures and measures have been applied with the aim to define the rules and permissions to persons, 

material and information when moving both inside and outside the protected object. These are directives 

for entering and leaving an object, asset handling, security system operation, key use regime, object 

security guard service, etc. The last object security system is physical guarding provided by persons who 

ensure the safety of protected assets by their presence in the building. The main purpose of physical 

guarding is to promote efficiency of other types of protection in order to detect and detain the intruder to 

the object. Physical security guard security is also carried out by members of the ACR. 

Methods used 
 

The following methods were used in the paper, namely the Iskihawa diagram for defining areas and 

causes related to security of critical infrastructure object, brainstorming method when searching for the 

ideas for determining the areas and causes of reducing security of the object, and a checklist for 

identifying potential threat, implementing the measures and checking them. 

 

The Ishikawa diagram was designed to identify areas that could lead to a security reduction of a critical 

infrastructure object. This is a method for risk modelling developed by Professor Kaoru Ishikawa 

in 1960. Sometimes the method is called a fishbone diagram for its design. The basic idea of the 

diagram is the fact that each problem has its cause or a combination of different causes. It provides 

a systematic description of possible causes of a predefined problem and clearly and structurally 

identifies the most likely causes that may cause the problem (Your own way, 2017). The diagram is 

especially used for analysing and obtaining information about cause-effect relationships. 

 

In addition to the information from scientific resources and exercises carried out (links), brainstorming 

method was used to compile the diagram. Brainstorming was performed in a group of four people who 

were suggesting areas and causes. At first, main areas (categories) leading to reducing the safety of the 

building were identified and subsequently possible causes were suggested for these areas. Brainstorming 

method is the idea search method. The principle of it is creative thinking of team members with the aim 

to create and clarify the list of ideas, problems and controversial issues. Subsequently, an evaluation of 

the ideas is made, in which each member expresses his or her own opinions on individual issues and 

develops them in detail. In the case of this research no idea was criticized or contradicted by other 

members and all ideas were recorded. In conclusion, ideas were recapitulated and scrutinised with the 

aim of their detailed clarification. 
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The Check List Analysis (CLA) was another method used. CLA is a simple technique that uses a list of 

items, steps or tasks to verify the accuracy or completeness of the procedure. CLA is often a basis of 

various sophisticated methods in the area of safety and risk. Analysis using the checklist is based on the 

practice and knowledge of the researched area. Checklist is created so that the manager, under the 

conditions of the ACR, the commander uses it to check the correctness and completeness of his or her 

actions or checked item status. The result can either be recorded as yes/no answers or more check 

options can be assigned to the checklist, e.g. almost meets the requirements, further check is needed, etc. 

CLA can be used as a preventive method as well as a method of retrospective investigation into the 

cause of a problem. It can verify the status of a device or the completeness of steps (ManagementMania, 

2017). Checklists can be subdivided into sub-chapters according to risk sources (SBUSBS, 2017). Their 

structure can range from a simple list to a complex form that allows including different relative 

importance of the parameter (weight) within the set file. Checklists can arrange items by groups of 

homogeneous tasks, or items can be placed throughout the checklist in random order (Rick, 2017). The 

advantage of using the checklist for threat identification is its easy use for less experienced workers. The 

disadvantage of the checklist is the fact that it provokes tendency to mechanical approach without 

considering other possible alternatives and contexts. Checklists are also limited by authors‘ experience. 

It is therefore important that they are created by experts with experience, expertise and knowledge in the 

related fields (Ostrom, 2012). 

Discussion 

 

Application of the Ishikawa diagram while providing object security  

 
Defining the consequence, i.e. the security of the object, was carried out clearly and briefly. 

Subsequently, the main areas of possible causes leading to the threat to the security were identified. 

Factors which were necessary to be taken into account comprised: material, management, people, 

facilities, and environment, in accordance with the basic ways of providing protection of the building, 

overcoming of the sheath, perimeter, spatial and object protection were determined as other areas. 

 

The main areas that may lead to the threat to the safety of the critical infrastructure object are shown in 

Figure 1. Each area further breaks down into the main and secondary causes. These are the following 

areas and causes: 

 

a) Sheath protection - overcoming the walls (poor technical condition, breaking through), overtaking 

the windows and grilles (breakage of door filling, damage to grilles), overtaking the roof (poor 

condition of the roofing), overcoming the door and gate (unlocking, force opening, smash in and 

inappropriate security lock), 

b) Perimeter protection - breaking through the fencing (cutting through, breaking through), 

overcoming the fencing (crossing over due to the absence of concertina wire, going under it due to 

the absence of underground obstacles), intrusion through the entrance gate (absence of barrier, 

absence of security locks), 

c) Spatial and object protection - inadequate object roofing detectors (low number, poor location, 

poor selection of detectors), malfunctioning systems (power failure, absence of generator, 

decommissioning, improper handling), 

d) People - abilities (time of work, qualifications, male/female, physical condition, tiredness, skill), 

intentional damage to the property (cooperation with the intruder, theft of the property, sabotage), 

people entry regime, vehicle entry regime (insufficient entry check, employee negligence), 

identification elements (theft, loss, inappropriate manipulation),  

e) Material - suppliers (inaccessibility of protective material, damage to packaging during handling), 

material quality (inappropriate structure, poor storage, humidity, dustiness, temperature), 

f) Management – leadership incompetence (inadequate training, negligence, under-funding 

of preventive measures), violation to internal regulations (employee indifference, ingestion 

of alcoholic drinks in the workplace, granting unauthorized entry to a person into the building, 

deactivation of Alarm Security and Emergency Systems (ASES). 
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Figure 1 shows only the areas and the main causes. For clarity, only selected secondary causes in the 

area of spatial and object protection and area of people are plotted. 

Figure 1: Ishikawa diagram of causes leading to the threat to object security, author 

Checklist design proposal for providing object security  

 

By analyzing the causes, the team determined that the greatest effect on the result, i.e. the safety of the 

object, have three areas, namely the area people and overcoming the perimeter and sheath protection. 

Other areas should not be underestimated either; therefore the activities of the commander during object 

protection are also directed to these areas. It is imperative that all commanders have set up partial 

security aims and activities resulting from them. For this purpose, checklists structured into three parts, 

namely planning area, measures implementation area and review area were created. 

 

When creating the questions of the checklist, it is necessary to stem from the risks that can threaten the 

object. The set of questions is open and it is appropriate to update it regularly and to supplement it by 

other questions, resulting from the views of experts. This provides more detailed elaboration of the 

questions and obtaining more specific answers. 

 

Examples of questions for the first area, i.e. the planning area, cover questions 1-9 and focus on the 

implementation of preventive measures aiming at reducing the risk of object security violation. 

Subsequently, questions for the second implementation area were proposed, which was further 

subdivided into the area of resistance assessment, availability of materials needed for object protection 

and activities enhancing increase in resilience. This area is represented by examples of questions 

numbered 10-38. Questions focus on adopting necessary measures and supporting mechanisms for 

effective implementation. Measures should encourage participation and synergy of all soldiers and 

should also promote efficient communication to provide security of the facility. The aim is to minimize 

the risk. If possible, the risk should be eliminated. If this is not possible, it is desirable to be minimized 

by implementation of the activities and subsequent check-ups that form the third area, i.e. questions 

numbered 39-45. Proposed checklist questions are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Checklist proposal 
 

No. 1. Planning YES NO 

1 Is the crisis preparedness plan available?   

2 Is an emergency plan of the object available?   

3 Is a fire plan of the object available?    

4 Is there a security check of people entering the building?    

5 Is the object perimeter monitored?    

6 Is the building equipped by an electronic security system?    

7 Are there any mechanical traps that trigger an alarm fitted?   

8 Is there a connection between different buildings?    

9 Are there slowing down retarders on the access roads?    

 2. Measures implementation YES NO 

 a) Resistance of the object (guardhouse)   

10 Is the guardhouse (check point release) strong enough?   

11 Are places to build firing positions known?    

12 Is the guardhouse placed in a flame-proof area?    

13 Is the guardhouse well away from the fencing?    

14 Does the guardhouse have enough wall strength and adequate window 

size?  

  

15 Does the guardhouse have an emergency exit?    

 b) Material for providing security   

16 Are materials to increase resistance (sandbags, tires, barrels) available?    

17 Are nets as a protection against flying objects available?    

18 Are camouflage nets available to protect important sites?    

19 Is concertina wire available?   

20 Is material (sand, gravel, stones) for the construction of protective elements 

available?  

  

21 Are engineer tools available?    

22 Are emergency ammunition stockpiles available at firing sites?    

 c) Activities to enhance resistance   

23 Are there sandbags, tires, barrels distributed at firing sites?    

24 Are camouflage nets distributed at important sites?   

25 Are nets installed against thrown explosives and inflammables?   

26 Are emergency exits built?    

27 Are critical places of the object secured?   

28 Are there warning boards depicting the security perimeter distributed?    

29 Has any damage to the fencing been detected?    

30 Are the trees near the fencing, i.e. in the protected zone?    

31 Is it necessary to cut down trees and self-seeded trees located near the 

fencing? 

  

32 Is connection provided between the sites?    

33 Is concertina wire distributed in places where direct observation cannot be 

done?  

  

34 Are sandbags placed around the windows?    

35 Has the entrance been modified to ensure its protection?   

36 Have the firing sites been created?   

37 Has there been a shelter built inside the building to protect live power, 

ammunition and food? 
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38 Has the emergency exit from the building been made?    

 3. Check-up   

39 Has the illumination been checked inside and outside the objects?    

40 Has the perimeter (fencing) been checked?    

41 Has the protection zone been checked?   

42 Has the connection between sites been checked?    

43 Has the emergency exits functioning been checked?    

44 Have the entrance barriers been checked?    

45 Has the check of the guardhouse resistance been carried out?    

 

Critical infrastructure component should evaluate security provision, primarily on the basis of legislative 

requirements. In the case of a critical infrastructure body, it is required to have a crisis preparedness plan 

of the critical infrastructure body elaborated which requirements and method of processing are stated in 

Government Regulation No. 462/2000 Coll. Crisis Preparedness Plan consists of basis, operational and 

auxiliary parts. It contains a description of potential threats and measures that should guarantee 

protection are set in it. The operational part of the plan provides an overview of the measures, the action 

plan, the internal security provision, regime measures, material and technical security arrangements, etc. 

Checklist proposal was designed as a tool for the commander when checking the implemented 

measures. Checklist monitors the measures, estimates the efficiency of the security system and deals 

with the constructions, raw materials, people, procedures and behaviour of individuals. The objective of 

monitoring is to find inadequate or insufficient measures and to identify the causes and consequences 

for security management. The critical infrastructure body should continuously review and improve the 

security management system, it should be built on the experience gained during exercises and 

subsequently it should apply corrective measures.  

Conclusion 
 

This paper deals with protection of the objects of critical, respectively defence infrastructure. The aim 

was to propose a procedure and measures to provide object security. Technical, physical and combined 

methods of securing the selected object and tasks of the ACR, in particular Active Reserve Units 

in protection of the selected objects were discussed. 

 

In addition to the objects important for the defence of the state, the so-called objects threatened by the 

possible attack are also defined on the territory of the Czech Republic. These are objects that can be 

attacked under a state of emergency or state of war. Such objects include, for example, facilities 

providing services in areas of critical infrastructure such as power plants and electricity and gas 

distribution grids. The ACR is involved in the tasks of protecting the critical and defence infrastructure 

objects through members of Active Reserve Units. Active Reserve Units are predestined for 

implementation of security, for which they are materially equipped and their practical knowledge is 

practiced during military exercises. 

 

Protection of the object is carried out not only by physical guard, but also by technical means and 

regime measures. The article describes basic ways of protecting the object security. Using the Ishikawa 

diagram, main areas of possible causes that can lead to the object security violation, namely the area 

of overcoming the perimeter and sheath protection and human factor have been defined. The measures 

proposal was therefore directed mainly towards the areas mentioned. However, even the area 

of management, material used and sheath and perimeter protection cannot be underestimated, so these 

areas were also taken into account when designing a checklist. 

 

Checklist issues are based on the risks that may threaten the object. Proposed set of questions is open 

and can be supplemented according to the needs by further questions depending on the experience and 

knowledge of the commanders. In general, the degree of security is determined depending on the degree 

of risk of the protected object, value of the protected asset and capability of the intruders given by their 

knowledge, skills and technical equipment. It is important that a necessary number of soldiers carrying 

out activities leading to increase the object security were available if there is an increased risk 
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of disruption to such an object. To protect the facility, documentation is processed in compliance with 

the regulations which include measures to protect the site, persons and objects of protected interest from 

threats to facility safety. At the same time, it is necessary to assess the state of the site security by 

technical means, i.e. camera systems as well as electronic security systems.  
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Abstract  
 
This study contributes to a better understanding of how individuals belonging to different occupational 
communities negotiate pressures for stability and change during cross-boundary exchanges. We describe 
micro-dynamics of boundary work enacted by two communities of organizational scholars and 
management practitioners that come together and interact during a one-year executive master’s program. 
By looking at how scholars and practitioners negotiated multiple pressures for stability and change (i.e., 
conformity with or deviance from the knowledge frames of their occupational communities of reference) 
we identify a set of resourceful strategies called provisional relations and discuss a series of implications 
for the literature on boundary spanning. Specifically, we propose a social interactionist perspective on 
change that addresses issues such as occupational interdependencies, mechanisms for coping with 
multiple simultaneous occupational exchanges, hybrid systems of expertise, and continuous 
transformation. 
 

Keywords: occupational communities, executive education, provisional relations, interaction 
strategies, expertise, knowledge exchange, academics, practitioners.   

Introduction 
 
Since the late ‘80s, an increasing number of studies have investigated how members of different 
communities of practice manage to engage in significant exchanges despite intercommunity differences 
(Bechky, 2003a, 2003b, Carlile, 2002, 2004, Lave and Wenger, 1991, Brown & Duguid, 1991, Van 
Maanen & Barley, 1984). The basic assumption is that individuals make sense of events from within the 
context of their unique work cultures (Kunda, 2006, Martin, 1992, Van Maanen & Barley, 1984). In 
particular, not only do they acquire the value, norms, practices, artifacts and idioms of the occupational 
community to which they participate, but they also carry the community’s imprinting in all the exchanges 
in which they take part (Bechky, 2003a, Brown & Duguid, 1991, Orr, 1990). This equals to saying that 
members of two institutionalized occupational communities that engage in social exchanges are likely to 
employ different sets of knowledge, make use of different repertoires of practices and routines to handle 
common tasks, putting in use different patterns of communication drawing on distinct cultural and 
symbolical tools. However, according to cross-boundary literature, differences do not constitute obstacles 
to exchanges per se, because they can become object of negotiation. Each community is organized around 
a core structure that is repository of unique, well-guarded characteristics and around a periphery where 
less exclusive characteristics can be translated to people outside the community, such as members of 
other communities, lay public or amateurs (Lave & Wenger, 1991, Van Maanen & Barley, 1984). The 
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more exchanges relate to core-expertise, the higher their costs (Barley & Kunda, 2001, Carlile, 2002, 
Dougherty, 1992). It results that negotiation is more likely to occur at the periphery, in partially 
overlapping boundaries arrays (Carlile, 2002, Bechky, 2003, Yanow, 2004), called also peripheral 
participation areas (Lave & Wenger, 1990), liminal spaces (Howard-Grenville et al., 2011, Bechky, 
2006a), or trading zones (Kellogg et al., 2006). Boundary objects constitute one way to govern these 
exchanges. A boundary object is a work artifact which is both plastic enough to adapt to the local 
constraints of each group, and yet resilient enough to maintain a common identity across occupational 
groups (Star & Griesemer, 1989). CT scanners, 3D prints, CAD systems, machine drawings and 
prototypes constitute examples of boundary objects (Bechky 2003a, Bertolotti et al., 2004, Boland et al., 
2007; Carlile 2002, Nicolini et al., 2012). Other studies point out to the importance of brokers that 
facilitate knowledge exchanges among experts, reinterpreting meanings in ways that are acceptable to all 
involved parties (Hargadon & Bechky 2006, Pawlowski & Robey 2004).  

However, studies show that members of different occupational communities that are called to negotiate 
expertise issues within boundary settings may become caught between the need to remain coherent with 
their communities of practice and the need to change in order to successfully exchange knowledge with 
outsiders (Bechky, 2003a, Carlile 2002, 2004, Carton & Ungureanu, 2017, Howard-Grenville et al., 2011, 
Kellogg et al., 2006). Studies suggest that over time individuals make efforts to construct frames that 
allow them to deal with new requests coming from outsiders, yet without growing too distant from the 
knowledge repositories they have access to as insiders of a community of practice (Brown & Duguid, 
2001). Yet, some contributions also show that constantly oscillating between reinforcing community-
specific knowledge and adopting it to meet requirements coming from the outside may lead to significant 
changes at the institutional level, such as, for instance, how a knowledge community is perceived with 
respect to others and how it defines its occupational jurisdiction (see Barley, 1986, 1990, Carton & 
Ungureanu, 2017). However, in many cases boundaries between different professional, occupational or 
organizational communities are blurred, and hardly can they be identified as separated fields of culture 
and practice (see Kellogg et al., 2006, Orlikowski, 2000). For instance, members of a given community 
often hold, simultaneously, memberships in different communities of practice.  At the same time, 
members of the same occupational communities may have different positions inside a community, 
according to the relations that they build with outsiders (Osterlund & Carlile, 2003). It is thus interesting 
to understand to which extent assumptions of intra-community homogeneity and inter-community 
heterogeneity hold in such situations, and how they are conceptualized by individuals that are tied 
together in heterogeneous loosely coupled networks and with what consequences on change-stability 
strategies (Bruns, 2013, Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009, Osterlund & Carlile, 2003). For instance, how 
are systems of expertise created and maintained in conditions of overlaps and interdependencies between 
different practice communities? How do individuals manage to cope with multiple exchange frameworks 
occurring simultaneously or at short intervals of time? For instance, Carton and Ungureanu (2017) 
discuss the emergent case of a new professional figure, the scholar-practitioner, showing that the 
struggles to carve out a distinct professional space in between traditional academia and traditional 
business practice is not only particularly challenging but ultimately shapes how these professionals see 
themselves, and what they are willing to do to defend who they are. As they operate on a continuum, with 
pressures for role segmentation (as determined by the institutional environment) at one end, and pressures 
for role integration (as driven by their own professional aspirations) at the other, they run across the two 
worlds with the help of segmentation strategies and integration strategies.  

While some have argued that members of different communities of practice enjoy rather stable patterns of 
interaction such as roles, organizational functions or professional careers within reference communities 
(Barley, 1986, Bechky, 2003a, Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2002, Sole & Edmondson 2002), others have 
shown that cross-boundary exchanges are often marked by volatility, high speed, uncertainty, and rapid 
change, leaving thus more space for pluralism (Kellogg et al., 2006, Majchrzak et al., 2012). For instance, 
Faraj and Xiao’s (2006) study of coordination in emergency medical procedures shows how easy it can 
be for different experts to suspend occupational boundaries when required to do so. The authors examine 
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how anesthetists, operating practitioners and recovery nurses work together in a medical trauma center - a 
fast-paced setting where building shared understandings is too costly in terms of time and effort, showing 
the centrality of the ability to temporarily suspend disciplinary boundaries and improvise. Similarly, 
Ungureanu and Bertolotti (2016) suggest that suspending boundaries is a trial and error process, in which 
members of the two communities start off with the procedures they are most familiar with and if these do 
not work, they try out new procedures which require an increasing degree of empathy and creativity. It is 
thus important to understand how more or less stable conditions of exchange shape cross-boundary 
relations. Most studies have been concerned either with how occupational communities create a sense of 
belongingness that enables them to distinguish from other occupational communities or with how they 
manage to share knowledge across boundaries. As a consequence, the resourcefulness of work 
communities in defending occupational jurisdictions has been documented just as much as their ability to 
move, reshape and even tear apart pre-defined boundaries to accommodate interactions with other 
communities (see Bechky, 2003b, Boland & Tenkasi, 1995, Hansen, 1999, Okhuysen & Eisenhardt, 
2002). However, the passage from costly knowledge exchanges to interaction outcomes such as 
appropriating terminologies, assimilating knowledge, configuring artifacts or aligning interests and 
intentions (Carlile, 2004) appears abrupt and underspecified. This way, we often do not get a sense of 
how the two aspects interplay to constitute boundary work. As a consequence, the potential conflicts or 
contradicting interests that may go side by side with knowledge sharing remain difficult to grasp 
(Osterlund & Carlile, 2005). Specifically, it is not clear what happens between members of different 
occupational communities once the interaction commences that enables them to go from the almost 
impossibility of understanding each other to the concreteness of doing things together. At the same time, 
it is unclear how occupational communities manage to maintain distinctiveness once they establish 
common backgrounds with other communities. Understanding how individuals draw on occupational 
membership, expertise and public acknowledgement to engage in cross-boundary exchanges can provide 
an integrative framework for these questions.  

Three considerations can contribute to an integrative perspective. First, to see occupational membership 
and expertise as homogeneous within and heterogeneous in between allows for parsimonious 
explanations about success and failure in intercommunity exchanges but it also precludes a fine-grained 
understanding of how workers with multiple memberships and hybrid knowledge systems actually 
manage to either communicate despite differences or maintain distinctiveness despite a common 
background (Ungureanu & Bertolotti, 2016). Second, boundary work should thus include the intentions 
of individuals that engage in knowledge exchanges and the particularities of the exchange context itself. 
For instance, how do individuals make sense of the different systems of social knowledge and expertise 
they come across with? When are they likely to draw on their knowledge repertoires and when will they 
combine different systems of expertise in new ways in order to meet exchange requirements? 
Importantly, how do we conceptualize boundaries under such complex and multi-layered conditions? 
 

Research Context and Methods 

The paper brings examples from a study of two experienced communities of management academics and 
business practitioners that came together during a one-year executive program and interacted about how 
to manage technological innovation, each from an expert standpoint. We have chosen an extreme case to 
study the interaction mechanisms that regulate exchanges between two communities of practice that are 
said to be as homogeneous and connected within as they are heterogeneous and disconnected in between. 
For instance, it is widely acclaimed that there is a wide gap between organization science and business 
practice, since academics and practitioners belong to different worlds and operate with different bodies of 
expertise between which exchanges are often difficult, costly, even impossible to achieve. Particularly, 
the gap between theoretical and practical expertise is sought to encourage self-referentiality, hamper 
functional exchanges, and lead to a preoccupying incommunicability between academics and 
practitioners (Baldridge et al., 2004, Hambrick, 1994, Starkey & Madan, 2002). By studying a mundane 
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context in which academics and practitioners did actually have the chance to interrelate, we were able to 
take a fine-grained look at their interaction strategies. In particular, we were less worried about 
witnessing a successful or unsuccessful case of collaboration, than we were interested in studying 
academics and practitioners inter-subjectively, as they became aware and struggled to make sense of each 
other. Additionally, studying academics and practitioners when occasionally called to interact provided 
information also about those times or situations in which they were not called to do so. We thus focused 
on what the informants developed together in classroom but also on who they were outside the classroom, 
in their day-to-day worlds (Howard-Grenville et al., 2011, Weber & Dacin, 2011). Specifically, we tried 
to pay attention to the groups and communities they identified with, to how they attributed -or refused to 
attribute- specific types of knowledge systems to each membership and to how these were used in 
classroom interaction, as they tried to make sense of each other over time. By unfolding such micro-
patterns of interaction we hope to advance the literature on how cross-boundary collaboration is initiated, 
maintained, negotiated, and transformed, but also to generate a better understanding of how we 
distinguish between the core expertise –or professional jurisdictions- of members of different 
communities of practice, in general, and between those of organization scholars and management 
practitioners, in particular. We collected our data through 225 hours of participant observation in the 
classroom and 70 in depth, face-to-face semi-structured interviews with academics and practitioners. In 
addition, we had full access to documents produced during the executive program. The material collected 
was coded following a grounded theory approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). 

Findings 

Instead of a single gap between two distinct communities of practice, the study points to the existence of 
manifold cross-community gaps and tangles that academics and practitioners draw upon each time they 
are called to interact. We show that when they are required to come together, members of separate and 
self-referential communities manage to speak to each other in mutually intelligible, socially acceptable 
ways. Even though they initially lack the common ground for sharing knowledge effectively and the 
common tools to avoid conflicts and misunderstandings, they are able to enact a series of sophisticated 
strategies, here called provisional relations, through which they build temporary and malleable bridges to 
their exchange partners. This study shows that this occurs because each exchange is latently supported by 
myriads of exchanges in which members take part in other contexts. Specifically, scholars and managers 
participate in multiple social relations and hold multiple memberships as part of their day-to-day lives. 
Classroom exchanges between academics and practitioners were not isolated dyads. Instead, each 
exchange was immersed in constellations of relations that implied the peripheral involvement of many 
other actors. During the program, business school staff, program coordinators, tutors, organizers, 
consultants, management gurus and public figures came in and out of the executive classroom. Although 
their level of inclusion varied -not all actors were involved all the time, nor was their involvement 
uniform throughout -they all occupied specific places in the local relational networks. All actors co-
produced management labels and ideas, enacted their own practices, and had their own vision about 
managing technological innovation. Through their presence, each actor had an orientation towards the 
trajectories of the other actors, brokering between self, interaction partners and the other actors in the 
business school context. However, they were not necessarily those who brokered the exchanges between 
academics and practitioners. Instead, academics and practitioners had to manage themselves the multiple 
exchanges in the program (in situ), but in order to do so, they constantly drew on exchanges they were 
involved in outside the classroom (ex-situ). For instance, in support of classroom interaction, both 
academics and practitioners mentioned their experience as researchers and managers, as teachers and 
students, as bosses and subordinates, as colleagues, friends, parents, citizens, learners and doers. Research 
sites, company offices, laboratories, scholarly journals, peer reviewers, faculty, students, co-workers and 
bosses were time after time symbolically brought in as to mediate classroom discussions.  
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In other words, managers and scholars managed to interact by drawing malleably and creatively on ex-
situ exchanges, according to purposes at hand. From this perspective, even exchanges that were liminal, 
isolated or occasional often interpenetrated other social exchanges, becoming relational constellations -
relations which draw on broader systems of relations. Exchanges were generative and transformational 
precisely because actors combined in situ and ex-situ elements. Yet this creative process was neither 
linear nor straightforward because of the multiplicity of roles and heterogeneity of the implied 
commitments. When they first stepped into the classroom, for instance, academics and practitioners had 
little knowledge of each other. Although they were supposed to collaborate, there were no rules 
concerning how collaboration would occur. Both academics and practitioners had to come up with 
strategies for building a common ground for communication, and these were based on approximations, 
inferences and trials and errors. For instance, actors presented themselves in ways suitable to whomever 
they were talking to, and they made stereotypical inferences about who they were talking to in ways 
acceptable to themselves. As the interactions unfolded, however, both the self-definitions and the 
stereotypes were challenged and revised to incorporate new elements. Participants refused predetermined 
labels and invited each other to explore contextualized descriptions. Over time, the task of dealing with 
multiple invitations and resistances increased classroom involvement but also increased conflict and 
tension. Although commitments inside and outside the classroom were often different, actors were 
nevertheless able to sustain all of them in their interactions and without trade-offs, by enacting 
sophisticated interrelation strategies that we labeled provisional relations. In particular, in order to nurture 
in situ classroom interaction, academics and practitioners temporarily dis-involved themselves ex-situ. As 
they moved towards ex-situ situations again, they became re-involved and selectively incorporated in situ 
fragments (see figure 1). For instance, when faced with misunderstandings, conflicts, resistance and 
challenges, academics and practitioners avoided relational breakdowns by giving the impression they 
understood each other as if they were part of the same occupational community (i.e., promoting 
involvement from the inside). They did so by expanding their knowledge and practices into the meaning 
worlds of their interlocutors in myriads of temporary, partial and ephemeral ways. An evocative metaphor 
would be that of stepping into each other’s shoes, but only halfway: while one foot tries on new pairs of 
shoes, the other one systematically returns to base, as in a dance that balances alternations. This metaphor 
is well exemplified in an academic’s description of the dynamics characterizing his relationship with 
program participants. When actors wanted to take a discussion to a new level, they had to get involved in 
the reactions and invitations of those with whom they were conversing. This required empathic 
rephrasing –summarizing what the interlocutor had said using her standpoint- and perspective taking –
trying to take on the discourse from where the other had left it. For instance, as they struggled to show 
each other their willingness to connect, academics and practitioners adopted imitation strategies: they 
made use of each other’s distinctions and conceptual categories, took up similar voice tones and even 
used similar speech cadencies.  

Due to the constant dance between involvements, dis-involvements and re-involvements exchanges in the 
classroom were dynamic, generative and transformational: academics and practitioners explored each 
other’s worlds and together built a series of scenarios but without tying themselves irremediably to any of 
them. Interestingly, while playing with provisional self-extensions, actors almost managed to switch 
roles. Academics passed from theorizing to practicing, and practitioners engaged in broad theorizing 
activities under academic supervision. These findings were surprising because they indicated that 
theoretical and practical expertise were not characteristics that exclusively defined the jurisdictions of the 
two communities, but could be transformed and manipulated, appropriated or dis-involved according to 
the situation and purposes at hand. In other words, theories of practices were objects of exchange that 
were constituted as systems of provisional relations that drew on broader systems of relationships. For 
instance, sometimes academics and practitioners spoke to each other, other times they seemed to address 
an invisible listener such as a judge or an alter-ego. Even more frequently they seemed to address their 
own colleagues and co-workers who were not physically present, as if they were continuing conversations 
initiated elsewhere, in their own occupational realms. Despite some differences between temporarily 
switching perspectives and aligning them sequentially, all scripts implied trials and errors that enabled 
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actors to cast blame and take responsibilities, to act and react spontaneously, but without remaining in the 
same position long enough to solidify any particular relation.

Fig.1: Mechanisms of multiple inter

Implications and contributions to literature

The study problematizes the idea that different occupational communities have exclusive systems of 
expertise. By discussing the role that provisional exchanges and relational constellations play in the 
interaction of experts from different communities of practice, the study stresses the importance of seeing 
boundary work as relational rather than structural, expertise as socially entangled rather than community
specific, and exchanges as fluid, fast
same time, social dynamics such as conflicts, dissonance and misunderstandings, or elements of 
complexity such as multiplicity and heterogeneity are treated symmetrically with respect to concepts 
which have received more attention in the cross
knowledge sharing (Kellogg et al., 2006, Majchrzak et al., 2012). Generally, multiplicity, fragmentation 
and heterogeneity have been considered problematic for cross
knowledge flows, obstruct collaborations, slow down change and enhance local power mechanisms. 
However, this study points out that heterogeneous exchanges that become tied in relational constellations 
are ‘windows for opportunity’ (Tyre & Orlikowsky, 1994), through which transformation occurs. Thus 
different interests, knowledge and practices, are not necessarily what keeps different communities apart; 
they are ‘inter-esse’ (Latour, 1987), the junction points lying in between 
enacting them, exchanges have no beginning or end, and no definitive manifestation. Instead, they are 
always in the middle, between things, inter
management and managerial concepts, technologies, theories, rituals and practices are in a constant flux 
that traverses managerial and scholarly communities (Carton & Mouricou, 2017)
society is not simply a society of more
interpretations. It is a society permeated with interlocking knowledge cultures where one of the most 
challenging goals is to understand how interlocking processes occur (Knorr
describes the process by which actors plug and play when engaged in interoccupational exchanges (Faraj 
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& Xiao, 2006, Ungureanu & Bertolotti, 2006) that is, how they develop the ability to understand others’ 
point of view, anticipate reactions, intuit preferences, and make assumptions about others’ expectations 
and turn these into sources of personal advantage. 
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Bratislava et le désert slovaque 
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Résumé 

A l’ère de la globalisation, la concurrence entre les territoires  ne se limite plus à des rivalités entre Etats-
nations à la recherche de puissance pour affirmer leur souveraineté. Les continents, les régions ou les 
grandes villes européennes prennent part à une compétition pour le développement qui se joue à l’échelle 
de la planète. Les territoires et les structures démocratiques qui les administrent sont constamment 
confrontés à des nouvelles contraintes : changements climatiques, crise démographique, migrations de 
population, ou encore crises globales des finances publiques.  Pour faire face à ces enjeux globaux, les 
collectivités territoriales européennes ont mis en place des stratégies et leurs modes de gouvernance ont 
parfois été modifiés. C’est le cas pour les grandes villes-capitales des pays du groupe de Višegrad qui ont 
connu un développement économique nettement supérieur à la moyenne des pays auxquels elles 
appartiennent. Aujourd’hui, la région de Bratislava est la 6ème région la plus riche d’Europe en termes de 
PIB par habitant. En revanche, le reste du pays peine à se développer. Les inégalités territoriales se sont 
creusées et la Slovaquie est devenue en quelques décennies  un  des pays où les différences de production 
de richesses entre les régions sont les plus importantes de l’Union européenne.  
 
Mots clés : Bratislava, développement régional, gouvernance, décentralisation 
 
Abstract 
 
In the era of globalization, competition between territories is no longer limited to rivalries between 
nation-states in search of power to assert their sovereignty. Continents, regions or major cities in Europe 
are taking part in a development competition that is taking place on a global scale. The territories and the 
democratic structures that administer them are constantly confronted with new constraints: climate 
change, demographic crisis, population migrations, global public finance crises. To cope with these 
global challenges, European local authorities have put in place strategies and their modes of governance 
have sometimes been modified. This is the case for the major capital cities of the Višegrad Group 
countries, which have experienced economic development well above the average of the countries to 
which they belong. Today, the Bratislava region is the 6th richest region in Europe in terms of GDP per 
capita. On the other hand, the rest of the country is struggling to develop. Territorial inequalities have 
widened and in a few decades Slovakia has become one of the countries where differences in the 
production of wealth between regions are the largest in the European Union. 
 
Keywords: Bratislava, regional development, governance, decentralization 
 
Introduction 
 
Le titre provocateur de cet article qui reprend celui d’un ouvrage de Jean-François Gravier « Paris et le 
désert français 1» datant de 1947 ne vise bien évidemment aucun jugement de valeurs sur le niveau de 
développement des régions périphériques slovaques mais il vise à sensibiliser le lecteur sur le niveau 
inquiétant des inégalités territoriales en Slovaquie. D’ailleurs, cet ouvrage qui est devenu une référence 
était très critique vis-à-vis de la gestion jacobine des territoires en France.  Cet article n’a pas la 
prétention de se comparer à l’œuvre de l’auteur français qui a inspiré de nombreuses politiques 
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décentralisatrices mais il vise à analyser les dynamiques qui ont conduit à l’accroissement progressif des 
inégalités territoriales slovaques. L’approche pluridisciplinaire visera à  analyser les mécanismes qui ont 
permis l’essor rapide de la métropole-capitale de Bratislava et à  identifier les facteurs historiques, 
économiques et politiques qui ont conduit à des écarts de développement si importants avec le reste du 
pays.  
 
La compréhension du phénomène de métropolisation en Europe centrale ne peut faire l’économie d’une 
rétrospective historique. Bratislava constitue un exemple particulièrement intéressant.  Après la scission 
de la Tchécoslovaquie en 1992, Bratislava a retrouvé son statut de capitale européenne. Cette ville à 
l’histoire très riche, également connue sous le nom de Presbourg ou de Pozsony, a traversé les empires et 
les régimes jusqu’à devenir le centre des efforts d’émancipation de la nation slovaque. La 
recontextualisation historique et politique du développement de Bratislava permet également de 
comprendre le fonctionnement de la gouvernance de la capitale de ce jeune État-nation qu’est la 
République slovaque. Inspiré des modèles dominants d’Europe de l’Ouest, la vague décentralisatrice qui 
a succédé au centralisme autoritaire a eu des conséquences sur la gouvernance politique de la ville de 
Bratislava. Ces réformes décentralisatrices, inspirés des pays d’Europe de l’Ouest, ont eu des résultats 
mitigés en matière de développement territorial.  
 
I. Rétrospective Historique Du Développement De Bratislava  
 
L’analyse du temps long permet de comprendre le processus progressif d’accumulation qui a permis à 
Bratislava de devenir cette importante région-métropole en Europe centrale.  
 
La première référence écrite à Bratislava, alors connue sous le nom Brezalauspurc, se trouve dans les 
annales de Salzbourg, où y est décrite une bataille entre les troupes hongroises et bavaroises ayant eu lieu 
en l’an 907. Suite à leur victoire, les Hongrois occupèrent la partie orientale de la Grande Moravie, qui fut 
ensuite intégrée au royaume de Hongrie lors de sa création en l’an 1000. Bratislava a changé de nom à de 
multiples reprises durant son histoire mais fut toujours un centre économique et administratif important. 
De par sa position géographique aux frontières du royaume de Hongrie, elle fut sujette à de nombreuses 
attaques de forces ennemies. L’érection de fortifications autour de la ville au 12ème siècle renforcera son 
importance stratégique. Lors de la conquête de Budapest par l’Empire Ottoman, la noblesse hongroise se 
réfugie à Bratislava. Elle devient la capitale de la Hongrie en 1536. De 1563 à 1860, onze rois hongrois 
furent couronnés à Pozsony. Il s’en suivra un processus de magyarisation. Jusqu’en 1919, Pozsony, 
également connu sous le nom allemand de Presbourg mais aussi sous l’appellation slovaque de 
Presporok, est alors un lieu de coopération et de conflits entre les élites essentiellement germanophones et 
magyarophones.  
 
Au lendemain de la Première guerre mondiale, la Tchécoslovaquie est créée et Bratislava devient de fait 
la capitale de la partie slovaque. Le conseil municipal adopte une délibération, le 27 mars 1919, qui 
donnera à Bratislava son nom actuel qui combine à la fois les mots slovaques « brat » qui signifie « frère 
» et « slàva » qui signifie « gloire ». Cette délibération fut entérinée par un décret le 4 octobre 1919 mais 
cette nouvelle appellation ne fut pas sans susciter de contestation de la part des pays voisins et les noms 
de Presbourg et de Pozsony continuèrent à être utilisés. La ville connaitra durant cette période un 
processus de « slovaquisation » (modification des noms des rues et monuments, création d’une université 
en vue de la formation des futures élites…). Le 14 mars 1939, le gouvernement slovaque choisit de 
devenir un État « indépendant » allié à Adolf Hitler plutôt que de tenter de faire face à l’invasion nazie. 
C’est la première fois qu’un État slovaque indépendant voit le jour. Il s’en suivra un soulèvement 
populaire contre les nazis, le bombardement de Bratislava par les troupes américaines et la libération par 
l’armée rouge le 4 avril 1945. Le 25 février 1948, les communistes assurent le contrôle du gouvernement 
tchécoslovaque et une nouvelle constitution est proclamée le 9 mai 1948. Cette constitution consacre 
Prague comme capitale de la Tchécoslovaquie et ne fait référence à Bratislava que comme le siège de 
l’Assemblée nationale. Dans les années 1960, Bratislava devient le centre de nombreux efforts 
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d’émancipation de la nation slovaque. En 1968, est signée au Château de Bratislava la Loi 
constitutionnelle sur la Fédération tchécoslovaque. Le 1er janvier 1969, la CSSR devient une Fédération 
formée d’une République socialiste tchèque et d’une République socialiste slovaque avec leurs propres 
Parlement et Gouvernement. L’administration est désormais représentée par des districts (okresy) et les 
communes (obce) ; Bratislava étant une unité jouissant d’un statut juridique particulier. La Constitution 
créant la Fédération tchécoslovaque lui reconnaît son statut de capitale de l’État fédéré slovaque. Ce 
fédéralisme fut maintenu durant la période dite de « normalisation » qui fera suite à la répression par les 
troupes soviétiques du « Printemps de Prague », durant lequel des responsables politiques slovaques 
tenteront d’instaurer un « socialisme à visage humain ». Mais ce fédéralisme n’a survécu que d’une 
manière formelle. « Maintenue dans les textes, la fédéralisation n’était que pure façade, les organes 
politiques communistes, dirigeant réellement le pays, ne fonctionnant plus selon une organisation fédérale 
». « La fédéralisation de l’État était la seule réforme de 1968 qui ait survécu à l’invasion soviétique et à la 
« normalisation » qui suivit. Mais elle fut vidée de son contenu par la logique centraliste inhérente au 
système communiste ». Le régime soviétique, méfiant par rapport à toute idée d’auto-administration, n’a 
donc laissé à Bratislava que très peu de marge de manœuvre politique et toutes les décisions importantes 
étaient de fait prises à Prague.  
 
Après la chute du Mur de Berlin et la partition de la Tchécoslovaquie, Bratislava a retrouvé son statut de 
capitale européenne. Si l’on fait abstraction de l’épisode de l’État fasciste durant la Seconde guerre 
mondiale, c’est la première fois que le peuple slovaque dispose de son propre État. La création récente de 
cet État-nation  a entrainé la recherche de symboles fédérateurs. Avoir une capitale digne de ce nom avec 
des monuments historiques symbolisant la gloire passée ou la souffrance d’une nation désormais 
souveraine, contribue à la diffusion d’une mythologie unificatrice qui semble être un des points communs 
à beaucoup d’États-nations. Bratislava est le centre nerveux de la Slovaquie. Cette ville s’est dotée 
progressivement de symboles à la hauteur de son statut de capitale européenne comme le château 
récemment rénové qui domine la ville. Bratislava est une capitale européenne de taille moyenne de par sa 
population de 424 427 habitants mais elle représente 8 % de la population slovaque2 mais en réalité il est 
difficile d’avoir des chiffres précis du fait que beaucoup de personnes résidant ou travaillant reste 
enregistré comme résidant dans leurs villes d’origines3.  
 
La globalisation exacerbe la concurrence entre les territoires. Les acteurs économiques préfèrent souvent 
les localisations métropolitaines car celles-ci offrent des avantages que les villes de taille inférieure ne 
sont pas en mesure de fournir. L’accès à des réseaux, à des services diversifiés, à une main d’œuvre 
abondante même dans des domaines spécialisés, permet aux entreprises à la recherche de flexibilité de 
faire évoluer leurs activités en fonction du contexte. Depuis la chute du mur de Berlin, des réseaux 
européens qui se sont constitués entre Bratislava et les grandes villes d’Europe ont favorisé son 
développement. Malgré les incohérences liées à l’insuffisance des mécanismes juridiques et politiques qui 
permettait au maire d’imposer aux différents arrondissements un développement plus harmonieux de la 
ville, la  capitale slovaque reste très attractive même pour les familles pour lesquelles la localisation 
métropolitaine résidentielle à Bratislava est souvent liée à l’emploi .Bratislava présente beaucoup 
d’attrait : marché du travail large et diversifié favorisant la mobilité professionnelle, l’éducation des 
enfants, activités culturelles, l’emploi des femmes4, etc… « Si l’écart entre la rémunération des hommes 

et des femmes est également importante dans la capitale, le niveau plus élevé des salaires permet 

également aux femmes d’espérer une retraite plus important que dans le reste du pays
5
 ».  Ainsi 

beaucoup de slovaques font le choix de s’installer  à Bratislava malgré les prix prohibitifs de l’immobilier 
dont l’inflation est amplifié par les spéculations et l’absence de réel plan de construction de logements qui 
seraient géré ou régulé par des organismes publics. Ainsi, l’inflation à Bratislava et l’insuffisance de la 
main d’œuvre a entrainé une augmentation des salaires (le salaire brut moyen dans la région du Bratislava 
s’élevait à 1377 euro en 20166). Mais  ce phénomène n’a pas pour autant entrainer mécaniquement une 
augmentation aussi significative du pouvoir d’achat du fait que la plus part des produits de consommation 
et des services  sont plus onéreux dans la capitale que dans le reste du pays. 
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Pourtant, les écarts en termes sont tels qui poussent les jeunes à venir s’installer dans la capitale slovaque 
malgré la qualité de vie supérieure en province. Ainsi l’écart avec les autres grandes villes et régions 
slovaques s’est accru de manière très importante ces deux dernières décennies. 
 
II. L’accroissement Constant Des Inégalités Entre Bratislava Et Le Reste Du Pays : 

La Conséquence De L’importation D’un Mode De Gouvernance Territoriale 
Inadapté ?  

 
Dans le classement d’Eurostat des régions NUTS2 au regard du PIB par habitant réalisée en 2014, la 
région de Bratislava était classée en 6ème position avec un PIB par habitant qui représente 186 % de la 
moyenne de l’UE. 
 

Tableau n° 2  

PIB régionaux par habitant par État membre de l'UE en 2014 en SPA7 

 Région  UE28 = 100 

1 Inner London - West (UK)* 539 

2 Luxembourg (LU)* 266 

3 Bruxelles-Cap. / Brussel Hfdst. (BE)* 207 

4 Hamburg (DE) 206 

5 Inner London - East (UK) 204 

6 Bratislavský kraj (SK)* 186 

7 Oberbayern (DE) 179 

8 Île de France (FR) 178 

9 Praha (CZ)* 173 

10 Stockholm (SE)* 172 

 
En revanche, les trois autres régions slovaques de niveau NUTS 2 ont un PIB par habitant très largement 
inférieur à la moyenne de l’Union européenne (Slovaquie de l’Ouest 72%, Slovaquie centrale 61%, 
Slovaquie de l’Est 53%). Le PIB par habitant de la région de Bratislava est donc en moyenne 3,5 fois 
supérieure à celui de la région de la Slovaquie de l’Est (51 200 euros par habitant en standards de 
pouvoirs d’achat /14 600 euros/hab.)8. 
 

Tableau n° 2 

PIB des régions de l’Union européenne,2014, UE 28=100 

Pays PIB par hab. en SPA PIB par hab. en SPA 

Slovaquie 21 100 77 

Bratislavský kraj 51 200 186 

Západné Slovensko 19 800 72 

Stredné Slovensko 16 700 61 

Východné Slovensko 14 600 53 
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La politique régionale vise à renforcer la convergence économique et sociale et, elle doit être un moteur 
pour l’emploi et la compétitivité9mais cet écart grandissant de production de richesses10

 met en évidence 
que cette politique européenne est insuffisamment efficace11. Le modèle décentralisée de gestion des 
territoires choisi n’a pas permis de maitriser les différences de développement économique entre les 
régions et qu’au contraire celles-ci se sont sensiblement accrues depuis les réformes régionalisatrices de 
2001. 
 
Les réformes visant à mettre en place la régionalisation après la chute du mur de Berlin avaient pour 
objectif de mettre en place une gouvernance territoriale moderne correspondant aux standards 
occidentaux12. En adoptant le modèle dominant qui faisait office de référence en matière de gestion des 
territoires, la Slovaquie démontrait qu’elle agissait de manière adéquate pour atteindre un objectif 
socialement valorisé. En l’espèce, la nécessité de l’adhésion à l’Union européenne bénéficiait d’un large 
consensus politique après la chute du mur et elle devint rapidement un des objectifs prioritaires quitte à 
faire d’énormes sacrifices. Il s´agissait également pour la Slovaquie d’attirer les investisseurs étrangers 
potentiels13 qui étaient attirés par le faible cout de sa main d’œuvre qualifiée14.   

 
Pourtant l’importation de ces solutions nouvelles n’a pas exclu une adaptation, voire une déformation, des 
principes de ce modèle pour mieux les adapter aux réalités nationales. Au demeurant les réformateurs 
sont heurtés au phénomène d’inertie institutionnelle15. Les sociologues ont démontré que les membres 
d’une structure ne vont pas immédiatement s’investir dans un processus dont les effets attendus sont 
inconnus et ils vont préférer perpétuer les pratiques traditionnelles dont ils connaissent les rouages. La 
volonté de changement qui existait après la chute du mur a permis un remodelage complet des cadres 
constitutionnels mais dans la pratique les changements se sont inscrits dans la continuité de l’histoire 
politico-administrative de la Slovaquie. 
 
Les principes de gestion décentralisée des territoires  importés de l’Ouest ont été adaptés, voire même 
déformés, pour venir s’inscrire dans la continuité de l’histoire politico-administratives slovaque 
empreinte de centralisme. Il est possible de qualifier ce phénomène d’idiosyncrasie: « Loin, en effet, de se 

conformer seulement à un modèle extérieur, celui de la mondialisation ou celui de l’Union européenne, 

chaque pays a pu faire valoir des traditions, des routines institutionnelles, et des groupes d’acteurs plus 

ou moins bien organisés. C’est à l’aune de leur force que le changement peut être compris, car c’est à 

partir de ces héritages institutionnels et des acteurs que les nouvelles règles du jeu ont été intégrées ou 

rejetées
16

 ». Il ne fut pas possible de faire table rase du passé. Les normes dominantes ont été intégrées 
mais elles ont été réinterprétées en fonction des contextes nationaux. Les nouveaux modèle slovaque de 
gestion des territoires fut le produit d’un « syncrétisme stratégique17 ». Les divergences et les 
incompatibilités des principes de l’Ouest avec les réalités singulières de la Slovaquie, qui avaient été 
intériorisées, sont réapparues : «  Le ressort initial en est une situation de domination, le colonisateur 

prétextant de l’infériorité de l’autre et en provoquant l’intériorisation partielle et révoltée chez le 

colonisé. D’où, chez ce dernier la volonté de retrouver l’estime de soi en combinant deux systèmes de 

valeurs : l’un indigène, relu à la lumière de la situation nouvelle ; l’autre exogène, emprunté au 

dominateur.  Le discours inédit, les pratiques nouvelles qui en naissent permettent de combattre sur deux 

fronts : l’édification d’une conscience de groupe et la lutte contre l’étranger
18

 ». 
 
Durant la phase de préadhésion la Slovaquie s’est retrouvée en position de faiblesse vis-à-vis des pays de 
l’ouest et des institutions européennes. Du fait d’une opinion publique extrêmement favorable à 
l’adhésion, les élites politiques n’ont pas eu d’autres choix que d’adhérer formellement aux principes et 
standards occidentaux. Les incompatibilités ont été minimisées. Le désir de souveraineté de la Slovaquie 
dont l’histoire singulière est marquée par de longues périodes sous la domination de puissances 
étrangères a été intériorisé, voire dissimulé pour accélérer « le retour vers l’Europe », mais il est réapparu 
après l’adhésion. 
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Durant les premières années qui ont suivi la création de collectivités régionales dans les pays du groupe 
Višegrad, ces structures cohabiteront avec les structures étatiques dans un système dans lequel la 
répartition des compétences sera floue pendant plusieurs années : « En Slovaquie la répartition des 

compétences entre les structures étatiques et les collectivités territoriales nouvellement crées furent peu 

claires pendant la période qui a précédé l’adhésion. Les limites étaient floues, mais il y avait un espoir 

que la situation se clarifie dans le futur
19

 ». Les bouleversements entrainés par la multiplication des 
réformes en vue de l’adhésion a créé une réelle instabilité. 
 
Aujourd’hui malgré des compétences, les collectivités territoriales slovaques demeurent souvent très 
dépendantes de l’Etat central et elles sont incapables de mettre en place les politiques qui permettraient 
un développement endogène des territoires même si la culture de l'action s’y développe progressivement. 
 
La notion de « path dependence » qui vient des sciences économiques permet d’expliquer certains 
mécanismes de résistance au changement. Certains économistes partent du constat que même si une 
solution optimale existe elle n’est pas forcément adoptée par les entreprises ou les institutions. Ainsi 
l'analyse du maintien du clavier de machine à écrire ou d'ordinateur QWERTY dans le monde anglo-
saxon, malgré l'élaboration d'un clavier mieux adapté aux besoins, permet de comprendre certaines 
difficultés dans la mise en place des changements. Douglass C. North a utilisé cette théorie pour analyser 
le changement dans les institutions20. Il considère que ce phénomène de « dépendance au sentier » tient 
moins aux technologies elles-mêmes qu'au comportement des individus au sein des institutions. Ces 
analyses expliquent pourquoi les institutions sont stables et pourquoi elles résistent au changement. La 
théorie de la dépendance au sentier s’inscrit dans le prolongement du courant d’analyse appelé 
l’institutionnalisme historique.  Ce paradigme théorique nous permet de comprendre pourquoi la diffusion 
des principes consacrant l’autonomie locale qui a constitué une véritable rupture institutionnelle n’a pas 
entraîné une révolution des pratiques en matière de gestion des territoires en Slovaquie. La théorie de la 
dépendance au chemin met en avant des éléments fondamentaux qui vont nous permettre de mieux 
comprendre ce phénomène de résistance institutionnelle au changement21. 
 
Les collectivités territoriales, notamment les régions, peinent à s’affirmer face aux autorités centrales 
slovaques. Il est possible d’expliquer ces difficultés par différents facteurs (besoin national d’affirmation 
de la souveraineté, tradition centralisatrice, faiblesse de la société civile et de la démocratie locale…) dont 
certains d’ailleurs ne sont pas spécifiques à la Slovaquie. Les contraintes liées à la nécessité d’un retour 
vers l’Europe ont accéléré les réformes décentralisatrices, mais elles ont également accru leur caractère 
formel. Il fallait intégrer les standards occidentaux dans la législation interne pour s’inscrire dans la 
modernité, ou plutôt dans la postmodernité, quitte à faire fi de la nécessaire consolidation de l’unité 
nationale. Pourtant dans ce jeune État unitaire est marqué par des traumatismes historiques, la Slovaquie 
avait besoin d’affirmer la souveraineté qu’elle venait de retrouver. 
 
Avec la préparation de l’adhésion à l’Union européenne, ils durent rapidement préparer des délégations 
de compétences aux niveaux supra et infranational. Ainsi la volonté d’affirmation de la souveraineté fut 
intériorisée et les difficultés à conduire le changement dans un délai si court furent minimisées durant les 
négociations.  Les choix en matière de gestion des territoires ont été réalisés sous la contrainte d’une 
décentralisation rapide, car le modèle centralisé de type soviétique semble contrevenir assez largement 
aux standards de l’Ouest. La dimension coercitive et brutale des réformes dans les années 90 peut 
permettre d’expliquer les stratégies de résistance au changement.  Elle explique ce que l’on pourrait 
appeler les « contre-réformes » qui visent à un « retour de l’État » afin d’adapter les principes  européens 
de la bonne gouvernance territoriale aux réalités complexes et singulières de la Slovaquie.  
 
La mise en place d’un nouveau cadre institutionnel n’a pas permis de se débarrasser totalement des 
oripeaux culturels hérités du régime communiste. Dans les années 90, les élus locaux et les agents des 
collectivités territoriales nouvellement créées étaient dépourvus d’une véritable culture de l’action locale 
et ils se sont ainsi positionnés dans une position d’attente et d’infériorité par rapport au pouvoir central. 
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Les agents des collectivités territoriales était tous d’anciens fonctionnaires d’Etat et ils ont emporté avec 
eux leurs cultures administratives : « Parfois, le personnel administratif n’a même pas dû déménager et le 

changement de l’enseigne apposé sur le bâtiment dans lequel ils travaillaient n’a pas pour autant fait 

immédiatement disparaître leurs habitudes de travail
22

 ». Pourtant, la qualité de la formation des élites 
locales et le caractère méritocratique  du recrutement sont des éléments indispensables  à l’affirmation des 
collectivités territoriales.  
 
En Slovaquie, l’aspect gestion des ressources humaines a probablement été négligé au profit d’une 
approche trop juridique de la transition. L’adoption de règles juridiques formelles en matière d’autonomie 
locale par les pays du groupe Višegrad n’a pas entraîné une modification immédiate des pratiques. La 
surreprésentation des juristes dans les instances européennes et leur rôle clé durant  le processus 
d’adhésion est peut-être un facteur explicatif de cette négligence. Pourtant la gestion et la formation des 
ressources  humaines sont des éléments clés dans tout processus de changement. 
 
Au niveau des communes, le rapide transfert de compétences à des personnels peu formés a entraîné de 
nombreux dysfonctionnements. Par exemple, dans le contexte où la démocratie locale était encore 
balbutiante, la délégation de gestion des plans d’aménagement du territoire aux communes ne disposant 
pas de compétences en matière d’urbanisme a entraîné des incohérences dans les plans de développement 
urbain de certaines villes. Parfois, il a même mené à des abus. Le pouvoir de délivrer des permis de 
construire a pu permettre des enrichissements personnels au détriment de l’intérêt général comme 
l’illustre parfois le caractère anarchique de certaines constructions dans des zones  surpeuplées, affectées 
par la pollution ou par des problèmes de stationnement.  En l’absence d’une véritable démocratie locale, 
le pari du transfert de l’exercice de certaines compétences aux communes s’avérait risqué. Dans ces pays 
où le communisme a conduit les citoyens les plus téméraires à se résigner à accepter l’inacceptable, les 
citoyens ont perdu confiance dans l’action collective et ils favorisent des stratégies individuelles. Ainsi la 
création de collectivités territoriales en l’absence de démocratie locale a pu avoir des effets pervers. La 
perte de confiance dans la notion d’intérêt général qui fût pervertie par le régime et l’absence de la culture 
de la contestation collective ont laissé une marge de manœuvre importante pour les logiques individuelles 
et partisanes. Elles l’ont souvent emporté sur les intérêts locaux ou régionaux qui sont des notions  encore 
balbutiantes. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Les disparités territoriales en Slovaquie sont parmi les plus importantes de l’Union européenne et 
l’actuelle politique régionale semble incapable d’endiguer ce phénomène. A la chute du mur de Berlin, 
les arguments européens en faveur d’un modèle décentralisé avaient facilement trouvé de nouveaux 
adeptes en Slovaquie car il y existait une volonté de rejet total des pratiques du régime communiste. Il ne 
semblait ne pas y avoir d’autre alternative que l’importation des modèles de l’Europe de l’Ouest perçue 
comme indispensable pour une adhésion rapide à l’Union européenne. Pourtant, le bilan de l’importation 
de ce modèle décentralisé semble mitigé. La rapidité de la mise en place des reformes territoriales a 
également accrue leur caractère purement formel. Certes d’un point de vue institutionnel et juridique, 
elles furent un succès. La reconnaissance des autonomies régionales et locales s’est matérialisée en par la 
mise en place d’institutions démocratiques chargées de représenter les intérêts locaux, par la 
reconnaissance explicite du principe de libre administration et par de nombreux transferts de 
compétences. Cette modification rapide du mode de gestion des territoires s’explique par la pression des 
institutions européennes, mais également par un phénomène de transfert de politique mais les mesures 
drastiques mises en place ne furent pas sans conséquences pour certaines populations notamment pour les 
personnes les moins mobiles vivant dans les régions éloignées de la capitale. Ainsi, il est possible de 
s’interroger sur la pertinence du choix politique de la décentralisation dans un pays où le communisme 
autoritaire avait détruit la culture politique de l’action locale et régionale. Les réformes mises en place 
n’ont pas entraîné une évolution immédiate de la culture administrative dans ce pays empreint de 
centralisme. Au demeurant, si les compétences des collectivités territoriales sont aujourd’hui 
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potentiellement très étendues, le manque de moyens dont elles disposent pour les exercer créé une 
dépendance de fait vis-à-vis de l’Etat. Un modèle « déconcentré » de gestion des territoires aurait pu être 
une solution plus appropriée à l’histoire politico-administrative de ce petit pays d’Europe centrale.   
 
Le modèle actuel de gouvernance territoriale en Slovaquie semble inefficace d’un point de vue de la 
maitrise des inégalités territoriales. Le clivage qui oppose Bratislava aux zones périphériques s’est 
cristallisé après une longue de recomposition économique du territoire slovaque qui a créée à des zones 
de fragilité économique et sociale dans ce que l’on pourrait appeler « l’autre Slovaquie ». Avant la chute 
du mur de Berlin, il existait une logique d’intégration économique de la classe ouvrière qui vivait dans les 
zones industrielles. Aujourd’hui, la cartographie électorale montre les craintes des populations des 
territoires périphériques. Le vote extrémiste pour des partis comme celui de M. Marian Kotlebla « Naše  
Slovensko » est porté par l’anxiété des plus modestes qui vivent dans des territoires enclavés et qui ont 
peur des flux migratoires qui pourtant n’arriveront jamais dans leurs villes ou villages. Il est ainsi possible 
de mettre en corrélation l’accroissement des inégalités territoriales avec le retour en forces de la 
rhétorique populiste des partis nationalistes qui joue sur ces frustrations. Une partie grandissante de la 
population est ainsi sensible aux discours souverainistes visant à un retour d’Etat centralisé garant de la 
justice sociale. 
 
Aujourd’hui, l’idéologie dominante est celle de la métropolisation et de la redynamisation des aires 
urbaines et il est difficile de revendiquer la promotion d’un autre modèle qui permettrait un 
développement économique spécifique pour les territoires ruraux.  Celui-ci ne serait pas forcement 
incompatible avec la mise en place d’un mode de gouvernance spécifique pour la capitale slovaque. Les 
écarts de revenu sont d’une telle ampleur qu’ils engendrent inévitablement une certaine brutalité dans les 
rapports sociaux qui risque de s’accroitre avec la progression de ces clivages territoriaux. Ils permettent 
d’expliquer le ressentiment que peuvent avoir les citoyens des territoires enclavés vis-à-vis des résidents 
de la capitale. Des mécanismes de régulation, nationaux ou européens, permettant de financer des 
programmes favorisant le développement harmonieux des territoires en Slovaquie semblent 
indispensables car le modèle actuel de gouvernance territorial ne permet pas d’endiguer l’accroissement 
des inégalités qui risquent d’atteindre un niveau critique si des politiques volontaristes à la hauteur de 
l’ampleur de ce phénomène ne sont pas mises en œuvre. 
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Abstract 

 
This research was devoted to small business development in Arctic Zone of Russia. Structure of Russian 

Arctic territories was defined; statistical data were collected and analyzed in legislative borders of Arctic 

Zone territories. Arctic territories were classified by means of cluster analysis on small business 

development. Multidimensional classification revealed three clusters with different level of small 

business development. Marked clusters, which include arctic territories with similar level of small 

business, could be used for further factor analysis. Factor analysis helps to identify causes of differences 

in territorial small business development. 

 

Keywords: Small business, cluster analysis, sustainable development, Arctic zone of Russia. 

 

Introduction 
 
The Russian Arctic is a unique region in terms of its economic-geographical location, resource wealth 

and natural conditions. The issues of social and economic development of the Russian Arctic zone is an 

extremely urgent task. However, according to the Decree of the President of the Russian Federation of 

May 2, 2014 (Decree of the President of the Russian Federation). The Arctic zone includes only some 

part of territory of regions having access to the Arctic Ocean. The definition of the boundaries of the 

Arctic zone in the Decree significantly complicates the analysis of socio-economic conditions and the 

creation of special measures for the development of this zone. Despite the high costs of doing business 

in the Arctic, the development of small businesses will contribute to the sustainable development of the 

region. 

 

One of the components of the region's sustainable development strategy is the "Society and Market". 

Achieving the corresponding strategic goals is impossible without the development of small business. 

One of the most important functions in the implementation of the region's sustainable development 

strategy is the social function of small business: new jobs will help break the long-term downward trend 

in the population in the Russian North; local people can be provided with new competitive jobs; it is 

possible to use the initiative and creative potential of the population, especially the indigenous people; 

small business can become the basis of municipal budgets. In addition, it is possible to use an innovative 

small business initiative. 

 

Literature Review 

 
There are different forms of stimulating small business in the world practice (http://giac.ru/analytics/): 

1. Tax relief, special tax regimes, preferential taxation of enterprises; (Japan) (Matsubara, Y. (2013), 

Japan’s Policy on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and Micro Enterprises. Small and Medium 

Enterprise Agency, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry). 
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2. Grants by regional authorities, (in some countries up to 50%) for the opening of enterprises or the 

development of innovative products; (Sweden, Germany) (Tillmar, М. (2007), The German Mittelstand 

as a model for success. Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy). 

3. Direct financing (subsidies, soft loans), targeted subsidies to support enterprises of priority industries 

or enterprises in depressed areas (also up to 50% of costs); (France, USA and other countries) (Nugent , 

N. (2017), Doh, S. and Kim, B. (2014), Haltiwanger, J., Jarmin, R.S., and Miranda, J. (2013)). 

4. Deferment of payment, reduction or exemption of state duties for individual entrepreneurs and 

innovative small enterprises; (Austria, Germany, USA, Japan, etc.) (Naudé, W. (2013). 

5. Creation of a special infrastruture for small businesses support; (Austria, Germany, USA, Japan, 

Austria, etc.) (Mc Namara A., Murro P. and O'Donohoe S. (2017), Ponomarenko, T.V. et al (2016). 

6. Creation of venture funds for financing of innovative small enterprises; (England, Germany, France, 

Switzerland, the Netherlands) (Colombo, M.G et al (2016), Bertoni, F. et al (2015)). 

7. Free of charge conducting office work, free services of lawyers; (Netherlands, Germany) 

(Brunswicker,  S. and Vanhaverbeke, W. (2015). 

8. State programs on insurance, risk reduction and reimbursement of risk losses; (Japan) (Japan’s Policy 

on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and Micro Enterprises. Small and Medium Enterprise 

Agency, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry).   

9. Legislative protection of intellectual property and copyrights; (All developed countries) (Henrekson, 

M. and Sanandaji, T. (2014). 

10. Programs for the search for and attraction of foreign specialists for domestic innovative enterprises  

(Japan, USA, Australia) (Ates A. et al. (2013). 

Recently, the approach to the development of regions based on clusters has become popular in Russia 

(Rudskaia, I.A et al (2017). 

The analysis of the statistical data of Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation showed a low degree of 

providing of the majority of the Arctic territories by small enterprises, so it is necessary to make 

recommendations for the development of small business in future in this area. 

 

Methodology 

 
To make recommendations for the development of small business in the Arctic Zone of Russian 

Federation, it is necessary to classify Arctic territories according to the present level of development of 

small business. Classification was carried out on the basis of multidimensional statistical analysis 

(cluster analysis) [19]. The implementation of this method includes the following tasks (Dubnov,  P.YU. 

(2004), Nasledov, A.  (2013)): 

1. Choice of clustering algorithm. 

2. Selecting the clustering method. 

3. Choosing a method for calculating the distance between objects. 

4. Determination of the number of clusters. 

The division of the territories of the Arctic Russia into groups depending on the level of development of 

small business was carried out according to the following system of indicators (classification 

characteristics) (Dzh, O. et al  (1989)): 

• Number of small enterprises in the territory, unit. 

• Population of the territory, thousand people. 

• Budget expenditures for supporting small enterprises, thousand rubles. 

• Support costs for small business per capita, rubles. 

The choice of the method of clustering depends on the structure of the examining clusters. The 

intergroup communication method was used in this investigation, because it minimizes the intracluster 

variance of objects that makes it possible to form the most homogeneous clusters. The clusters 

formation procedure has an iterative character and is repeated until the clusters characteristics obtained 

become in accord with the possibility of a logical interpretation of the grouping results. 

 

Results 
 
The "Hierarchical cluster analysis" was used to determine the optimal number of clusters and the results 

obtained in the "Coefficients" column of the "Agglomeration steps" table were analyzed. The resulting 

coefficients reflect the distance between two clusters, calculated on the basis of the selected distance 
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measure (Euclidean distance). The optimal number of clusters in our study was “3”, equal to the 

difference in the number of observations (14) and the step number (11), after which the coefficient 

increases abruptly. 

For visual analysis of the obtained distribution of regions, scatterplots were constructed, as well as 

histograms and dendrograms. The dendrogram shown in Fig. 1, reflects the distribution of the territories 

of the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation in clusters, depending on the estimation of level of small 

business development (The official website of Rosstat). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1:  Dendrogram 

 

The multidimensional classification revealed 3 clusters with different levels of small business 

development (Table 1): 

 

1 cluster. Murmansk Region, Chukotka Autonomous District, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District, 

Vorkuta City, Norilsk city, Arkhangelsk city and Severodvinsk city. This cluster - includes the most 

populated and economically and socially developed territories of the Arctic Zone of Russian Federation. 

The number of small enterprises in these territories is quite large for the northern territories. 

 

2 cluster. Nenets Autonomous District, Anabar National (Dolgano-Evenki) Ulus (District) of Yakutia, 

Ust-Yansky Ulus (District) of Yakutia, Primorsky Municipal District of the Arkhangelsk Region. This 

cluster includes north territories of the Russian Federation with medium level of development of small 

business. These areas are significantly less populated. However, these territories are located in close 

proximity to the regional centers represented in the first cluster, which is affects positively their 

development in general and the small business development there. 

3 cluster. Allaikhovsky ulus (district) of Yakutia, Nizhnekolymsky district, Mezensky municipal district 

- these territories are poorly populated, also are situated far from regional centers, have a low level of 
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budgetary provision. As a result they have the extremely poor level of development of small business, 

and quantity of small enterprises is much less than in average for north of Russia. 

 

Table 1: Clusters 

Surveillance 7 

clusters 

6 

clusters 

5 

clusters 

4 

clusters 

3 

clusters 

2 

clusters 

1: Murmansk region 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2: Nenets Autonomous District 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3: Chukotka Autonomous District 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4: Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous 

District 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

5: Vorkuta city 3 3 1 1 1 1 

6: Allaikhovsky ulus (district) of 

Yakutia 

4 4 3 3 3 2 

7: Anabar National (Dolgan-

Evenki) ulus (district) of Yakutia 

5 2 2 2 2 2 

8: Nizhnekolymsky District of 

Yakutia 

4 4 3 3 3 2 

9: Ust-Yansky ulus (district) of 

Yakutia 

6 5 4 4 2 2 

10: Norilsk city 1 1 1 1 1 1 

11: Arkhangelsk city 1 1 1 1 1 1 

12: Mezensky Municipal District 7 6 5 3 3 2 

13: Primorsky Municipal District 

of the Arkhangelsk Region 

5 2 2 2 2 2 

14: Severodvinsk city 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Because of the lack of statistical information, three areas of the Arctic one of Russian Federation were 

excluded from the analysis: the Bulunsky Ulus (District) of Yakutia, the Taimyr Dolgano-Nenets 

Municipal District and the Turukhansk District of the Krasnoyarsk Krai. It can be assumed that the 

territories of the Bulunsky Ulus and the Taimyrsky District  by their conditions are close to the third 

cluster, whereas for the Turukhansk District will probable fall into second cluster. 

 

The proposed classification, i.e. the identified clusters, includes the territories of the Arctic Zone of 

Russia with a similar level of development of small business, and it gives opportunities for factor 

analysis of the reasons caused this differentiation of level of small business development in the 

identified clusters. The methodology of factor analysis of the level of development of small business 

clusters of the Arctic Zone of Russia provides for the identification of factors that have had a significant 

impact on the level of development of small business. Indicators, whose impact on the level of 

development of small business is most significant, will need to be taken into account first of all when 

developing and implementing a strategy for sustainable development of regions of the Russian 

Federation. Obviously, the influence of factors can be either positive or negative. Accordingly, it is 

necessary to split many factors into two groups: those that have a positive and negative impact on the 

level of development of small business in the Russian Federation. 
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Conclusion 

As factors that affect the current level of small business development, we will consider the factors 

presented in Table 2 in the framework of the selected clusters. 

 

Table 2: Factors of small business development in the Arctic Zone of Russian Federation 

 

+ - 

1. increasing the possibility of obtaining loans, 

reducing interest rates on loans; 

1. simplifying the search for and attracting 

qualified personnel from other regions; 

2. improvement of transport infrastructure; 

3. availability of state support programs for 

small business; 

4. presence of the richest natural resources and 

unique cultural environment. 

2. high energy tariffs; 

3. high rates for transportation; 

4. decrease in purchasing power due to 

outflow of population and decline in living 

standards; 

5. tax burden; 

6. growth in rental rates; 

7. lack of availability of office, retail, 

production space; 

8. difficult access to new technologies. 
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Abstract 

Public tertiary education systems in the EU Member States are studied by comparing used resources 
with education and research outputs and outcomes. Efficiency in public tertiary education systems 
across EU countries and OECD countries is assessed with data analysis. Moreover, evidence is provided 
that public spending on tertiary education is more effective in what concerns labour productivity growth 
and employability when it is coupled with efficiency. The aim of this paper is to show the effectiveness 
of public spending on tertiary education in Slovakia. The paper contains only the partial results of our 
research. Delivering efficiency and value for money is an absolute operational priority. All stakeholders 
rightly expect efficient use of resources and in the current investment to maintain excellence mainly in 
tertiary education will often come through such efficiencies. 

Keywords: effectiveness, public spending, tertiary education, Slovakia. 

Introduction 

In an economy in which public needs require public goods with high values, in the context in which the 
state’s financial resources do not increase at a high rate, there appears a gap that mostly leads to 
insufficient resources necessary in performing all the economic activities and implicitly the education 
activities. 

As a matter of fact, tertiary education is one of the driving forces of growth. In this paper we show that 
there is a link between labour and total factor productivity and spending in education. However, this link 
is only effective when spending is efficient. In other words, what really matters is that money and 
resources are spent in such a way that one gets outputs that in a broader layer are related to productivity 
and growth. Moreover, we present evidence of a link between tertiary education efficiency and 
employability. Unemployment rates among tertiary education graduates are lower than those among 
individuals that attained secondary level only, and this difference increases when public tertiary 
education is more efficient. 

This paper examines the effectiveness of public spending on tertiary education in the Slovak Republic. 

1 Slovakian Tertiary Education System 

In the academic year 2015/2016, higher education in the Slovak Republic is provided by 20 public, 13 
private and 3 state higher education institutions (HEI). State HEIs are founded and managed by the 
Ministry of Defence of the Slovak Republic, the Ministry of the Interior of the Slovak Republic and the 
Ministry of Health of the Slovak Republic, and funded as government-subsidised organisations. Their 
financing is in sole responsibility of these ministries. Public HEIs are largely financed through subsidies 
from the state budget provided by the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic based on a subsidy 
agreement. The state has no liability for obligations of public HEIs. Private HEIs are only entitled to a 
state budget subsidy to ensure the statutory entitlement of their students to social security (provision of 
social scholarships). Private HEIs may also apply for subsidies for study programmes, institutional 
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research or their development, but have no legal entitlement to them; from 2002 until the present, a 
subsidy for the provision of accredited study programmes was granted to private HEIs in one year only. 

Figure 1 illustrates the number of academic staff in HE institutions relative to the total country 
population. This number varies between 7.1 (Austria) and 1.37 (Luxembourg). Romania has the second 
lowest figure available for an EU country. Notice that Austria and Denmark have a very high number of 
academics per 1000 inhabitants whereas the UK is below average (Eurostat, 2017a). 

 

 

Figure 1:  Number of Academic staff per 1000 inhabitants in 2015 

Source: Eurostat 

The average of the PISA indicator is 493. The highest scores are attained by Estonia, Finland, Slovenia, 
the UK, and the Netherlands. Austria have a slightly above average score and the lowest scores belong 
to Slovakia, Hungary and Italy (OECD, 2015). The PISA scores attained by Slovak students are 
decreasing. 

 

Figure 2: PISA indicator in 2015 – average of reading, science and mathematics scores 

Source: OECD Database 

 

This indicator presents a measure of expenditure on educational institutions relative to a nation’s wealth. 
National wealth is estimated based on GDP, and expenditure on education includes spending by 
governments, enterprises, and individual students and their families. Investment in educational 
institutions as a percentage of GDP is one of the lowest across the EU: for tertiary education, the public 
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spending on educational institutions is only 0.97% of GDP, compared with an EU 28 average of 1.27%. 
This represents a decrease from the level in 2004 (1.09%) (Eurostat, 2017c). 

 

 

Figure 3:  Public Expenditures on Tertiary Education as Percentage of GDP in 2014 

Source: Eurostat 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section two presents the methodology used, section three 
provides results and discussion related to our research, while the last section concludes the paper. 

 

2 Methodology 

Our analysis consists of the following steps: 

• To find appropriate data about the tertiary education in the Slovak Republic, 
• To define indicators, on which the analyses will carried out, 
• To evaluate results of our analyses. 

 

 

Figure 4 : The Model of Public Spending Effectiveness 
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Source: European Commission 

While efficiency derives from a relationship between inputs and outputs, and refers essentially to the 
extent to which outputs are attained while minimising production costs, effectiveness refers to the 
connection between inputs, outputs and more general, second layer type objectives or outcomes. 
According to this preferred definition, while outputs from tertiary education are graduated students, 
outcomes to which these outputs in principle concur may be higher productivity, employability, 
innovation, or economic growth (European Commission, 2010). 

We set just four main indicators for analysing effectiveness of public spending on the Slovakian tertiary 
education: 

• Number of academic staff per 1000 inhabitants as the input indicator, 
• Expenditure on tertiary education as percentage of GDP as the institutional condition, 
• Public costs and benefits of education on attaining tertiary education as output indicator, 
• Unemployment rates by educational attainment as the employability indicator. 

Investing time and money in education is an investment in human capital. For adults, the labour market 
outcomes of higher educational attainment outweigh the initial cost of pursuing education. Better 
chances of employment and higher earnings are strong incentives for adults to invest in education and 
postpone labour market activities.  

We used abbreviation “m” for missing data (e.g. break in time series) in the tables. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

Educational institutions in EU countries spend an average of 1.7 times more per tertiary student than per 
primary student, but spending patterns vary widely, mainly because education policies vary more at the 
tertiary level. 

In the Slovak Republic, expenditure per student increased between 2005 and 2013, by 69%. In the case 
of the Slovak Republic, this is partially explained by a steep decline (about 25%) in the number of 
students enrolled at primary, secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary level, the strongest decline in 
enrolment across EU countries. However, the lowest expenditures per student in 2013 belonged to 
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary and the Slovak Republic (OECD, 2013). 

 

Figure 5 : Annual expenditure per student by educational institutions for all services by tertiary 

education in 2013 

Source: OECD Database 
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Table 1 compares unemployment rates divided by attained education and age group in 2005 and 2015 
(OECD, 2016b). As one can see, the unemployment rate of young people (25 – 34 year old) was 
increasing between 2005 and 2015 (OECD, 2006). The same problem occurred in Denmark, Finland, 
France, as well as in other developed European countries. 

Table 1: Trends in unemployment rates by educational attainment and age group in EU 22 

  

Upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary Tertiary 

Country 

Unemployment rates of   Unemployment rates of 

 25-64 year-

olds 
25-34 year-olds 

 55-64 year-

olds 

 25-64 year-

olds 
25-34 year-olds 

 55-64 year-

olds 

2005 2015 2005 2015 2005 2015 2005 2015 2005 2015 2005 2015 

Austria 4,5   4,9   5,3   6,0   m   5,0   3,0   3,6   3,7   4,1   m   3,2   
Belgium 6,9   7,5   9,4   10,6   4,1   6,1   3,7   4,1   4,9   5,7   m   4,0   
Czech 
Republic 6,2   4,4   7,0   6,2   4,9   4,2   2,0   2,2   2,4   3,1   m   1,9   
Denmark 4,0   4,7   4,3   5,7   5,7   4,4   3,7   4,8   5,0   7,6   3,6   3,3   
Estonia 8,4   6,2   7,2   5,8   5,9   7,1   3,8   3,8   3,1   2,5   m   4,5   
Finland 7,4   8,2   8,0   9,2   7,0   8,3   4,4   6,4   4,8   8,1   4,6   6,8   
France 6,6   8,8   9,3   13,5   4,6   6,7   5,4   5,7   6,4   7,9   4,3   5,7   
Germany 11,0   4,3   10,9   4,6   13,9   5,2   5,6   2,3   5,8   3,2   7,8   2,5   
Greece 9,6   25,5   13,1   31,7   m   19,1   7,1   19,0   13,3   30,2   m   10,7   
Hungary 6,0   5,7   7,3   7,2   4,0   5,7   2,3   2,2   3,1   3,4   m   1,7   
Ireland 3,1   9,9   3,7   14,1   m   6,9   2,0   5,1   2,4   6,1   m   5,0   
Italy 5,2   8,9   8,1   16,0   2,4   3,8   5,7   6,8   13,8   16,3   1,0   1,2   
Latvia 9,0   10,7   9,4   9,4   10,1   10,9   4,1   4,5   4,0   6,0   4,3   3,9   
Luxembourg 3,2   5,4   4,0   7,1   m   4,4   3,2   4,6   2,7   5,7   m   3,4   
Netherlands 4,1   6,8   3,9   7,1   4,6   9,3   2,8   3,7   2,6   3,2   3,1   5,8   
Poland 16,6   7,1   19,9   9,4   13,0   5,6   6,2   3,5   9,8   5,5   4,5   1,8   
Portugal 6,7   11,4   8,3   12,5   m   11,5   5,4   8,2   9,2   13,0   m   3,6   
Slovak 
Republic 12,7   9,9   13,8   11,8   11,6   9,4   4,4   5,6   5,3   7,6   7,7   4,8   
Slovenia 5,7   9,4   6,7   13,3   6,3   9,0   3,0   5,7   5,1   10,5   m   4,7   
Spain m   19,2   m   23,3   m   15,1   m   12,4   m   17,5   m   8,4   
Sweden 6,0   4,6   8,5   6,1   5,4   5,7   4,5   4,0   7,1   5,1   2,3   3,2   
United 
Kingdom 3,1   3,6   4,1   5,1   2,4   3,0   2,1   2,7   2,4   3,4   2,8   2,8   
OECD 

average 
6,3 

  
7,3 

  
7,5 

  
9,2 

  
5,8 

  
6,4 

  
3,8 

  
4,9 

  
5,3 

  
6,9 

  
3,6 

  
3,8 

  

EU22 

average 
6,9 

  
8,5 

  
8,2 

  
10,7 

  
6,6 

  
7,6 

  
4,0 

  
5,5 

  
5,6 

  
8,0 

  
m 

  
4,2 

  

 

Source: OECD Database 

Figure 6 displays employment rates among graduates in year 2016 (Eurostat, 2017b). The employment rate of 
graduates reached in Slovakia is above the EU 28 average (Kajanová, 2015). On the other side, Poland, Hungary or 
Czech Republic had better results in this case. 
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Figure 6 : Employment rates of graduates in 2016 (in %)

Source: Eurostat 

While further education yields higher earnings over the career of an individual, private benefits from 
investing in education also depend on countries’ tax and social benefits systems. Higher income taxes 
and social contributions, and lower social transfers related to higher earnings can act as disincentives to 
investing in further education by creating a wedge between 
the cost of education and the final net earnings perceived by the in
chooses to invest in tertiary education will pay, on average, about 40% of his additional income 
associated with tertiary education in taxes and social c
Republic, Estonia, Poland and the Slovak Republic, income taxes and social contributions amount to 
less than a third of the gross earning benefits, while in Denmark, Italy
about half of the gross earning benefits. As women tend to have lower earnings, they often fall into 
lower income tax brackets. 

Total private costs, composed of direct costs and foregone earnings, generally rise with the level
education. The direct costs for a man or a women entering upper secondary or post
tertiary education are, on average, about USD
USD 10 500 for tertiary education

Figure 7 : Private costs and benefits of education on attaining 

Source: OECD Database 
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Employment rates of graduates in 2016 (in %) 

While further education yields higher earnings over the career of an individual, private benefits from 
education also depend on countries’ tax and social benefits systems. Higher income taxes 

and social contributions, and lower social transfers related to higher earnings can act as disincentives to 
investing in further education by creating a wedge between the level of gross earnings needed to recover 
the cost of education and the final net earnings perceived by the individual. For instance, a man who 
chooses to invest in tertiary education will pay, on average, about 40% of his additional income 

with tertiary education in taxes and social contributions (OECD, 2014). In 
Poland and the Slovak Republic, income taxes and social contributions amount to 

less than a third of the gross earning benefits, while in Denmark, Italy and Slovenia, they add up to 
about half of the gross earning benefits. As women tend to have lower earnings, they often fall into 

Total private costs, composed of direct costs and foregone earnings, generally rise with the level
education. The direct costs for a man or a women entering upper secondary or post-secondary non

average, about USD 2 500 across OECD countries, while they amount to about 
500 for tertiary education (OECD, 2016a). 

 

Private costs and benefits of education on attaining tertiary education in 2012
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While further education yields higher earnings over the career of an individual, private benefits from 
education also depend on countries’ tax and social benefits systems. Higher income taxes 

and social contributions, and lower social transfers related to higher earnings can act as disincentives to 
the level of gross earnings needed to recover 

. For instance, a man who 
chooses to invest in tertiary education will pay, on average, about 40% of his additional income 

. In the Czech 
Poland and the Slovak Republic, income taxes and social contributions amount to 

and Slovenia, they add up to 
about half of the gross earning benefits. As women tend to have lower earnings, they often fall into 

Total private costs, composed of direct costs and foregone earnings, generally rise with the level of 
secondary non-

500 across OECD countries, while they amount to about 
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Public net financial returns are measured in a similar fashion to private net financial returns and are also 
based on the difference between costs and benefits associated with an individual attaining an additional 
level of education. Costs include direct public costs for supporting education and foregone tax revenue 
on earnings. Benefits are calculated using income tax, social contribut
unemployment benefits. Total public benefits
women, due to differences in labour market outcomes. This suggests that government have a role to play 
in easing the integration and participation of women in the labour market, in order to assure higher gains 
from the large investment of women in their education.

One can see public net financial returns were higher in the Slovak Republic than in Spain or Estonia. 
The highest public net financial retu

Figure 8 : Public costs and benefits of education on attaining 

Source: OECD Database 

Comparison of Figures 7 and 8 
generally closely related to private returns. Countries where individuals benefit the most from pursuing 
tertiary education are also those where governments gain the largest returns. However, countries such as 
the Slovak Republic and Slovenia 
financial private returns (about USD 260 000 for a tertiary
returns are more than USD 150 000 higher in Slovenia than in the Slovak Republic. This differe
mostly explained by larger income tax and social contribution effects in Slovenia

 

5 Conclusion 

The main goal of this paper was to publish 
the public spending on the tertiary education in the Slovak Republic.

Main conclusion of our research is that 
quite good. Indicators measuring the effectiveness depends also on the economic growth of the Slovak 
Republic. A measurement challenge is that the indicators available are crude, but that some issues are 
too big to be ignored while waiting for more refined indicators. There is a compelling need to evaluate 
the impact of tertiary education, and to assess the effici
necessary to assess what employers seek from graduates from tertiary education, as well as the validity 
of available measures of teaching quality. Measuring the quality of tertiary education is as challeng
as it is important. 

More than a half of indicators showed that the public spending on the Slovakian tertiary education is 
efficient. The inadequate public spending on the tertiary education is causing the low number of 
academic staff in HE institutions relative to the total country population. 

Public net financial returns are measured in a similar fashion to private net financial returns and are also 
between costs and benefits associated with an individual attaining an additional 

level of education. Costs include direct public costs for supporting education and foregone tax revenue 
on earnings. Benefits are calculated using income tax, social contributions, social transfers and 

Total public benefits in the Slovak republic also differ between men and 
women, due to differences in labour market outcomes. This suggests that government have a role to play 

participation of women in the labour market, in order to assure higher gains 
from the large investment of women in their education. 

One can see public net financial returns were higher in the Slovak Republic than in Spain or Estonia. 
financial returns were achieved by Luxembourg in 2012. 

Public costs and benefits of education on attaining tertiary education in 2012

 shows that net financial returns on investment for gov
generally closely related to private returns. Countries where individuals benefit the most from pursuing 
tertiary education are also those where governments gain the largest returns. However, countries such as 
the Slovak Republic and Slovenia are exceptions. Although these two countries have similar net 
financial private returns (about USD 260 000 for a tertiary-educated man), the net financial public 
returns are more than USD 150 000 higher in Slovenia than in the Slovak Republic. This differe
mostly explained by larger income tax and social contribution effects in Slovenia (Rentková, 2017

The main goal of this paper was to publish the partial results of the research linked with measurement of 
tertiary education in the Slovak Republic.  

lusion of our research is that the performance of the Slovakian tertiary education system is 
Indicators measuring the effectiveness depends also on the economic growth of the Slovak 

A measurement challenge is that the indicators available are crude, but that some issues are 
too big to be ignored while waiting for more refined indicators. There is a compelling need to evaluate 
the impact of tertiary education, and to assess the efficiency, and effectiveness of expenditure. It is also 
necessary to assess what employers seek from graduates from tertiary education, as well as the validity 
of available measures of teaching quality. Measuring the quality of tertiary education is as challeng

More than a half of indicators showed that the public spending on the Slovakian tertiary education is 
The inadequate public spending on the tertiary education is causing the low number of 

relative to the total country population.  

Public net financial returns are measured in a similar fashion to private net financial returns and are also 
between costs and benefits associated with an individual attaining an additional 

level of education. Costs include direct public costs for supporting education and foregone tax revenue 
ions, social transfers and 

also differ between men and 
women, due to differences in labour market outcomes. This suggests that government have a role to play 

participation of women in the labour market, in order to assure higher gains 

One can see public net financial returns were higher in the Slovak Republic than in Spain or Estonia. 

 

education in 2012 

shows that net financial returns on investment for governments are 
generally closely related to private returns. Countries where individuals benefit the most from pursuing 
tertiary education are also those where governments gain the largest returns. However, countries such as 

are exceptions. Although these two countries have similar net 
educated man), the net financial public 

returns are more than USD 150 000 higher in Slovenia than in the Slovak Republic. This difference is 
Rentková, 2017). 

measurement of 

the performance of the Slovakian tertiary education system is 
Indicators measuring the effectiveness depends also on the economic growth of the Slovak 

A measurement challenge is that the indicators available are crude, but that some issues are 
too big to be ignored while waiting for more refined indicators. There is a compelling need to evaluate 

ency, and effectiveness of expenditure. It is also 
necessary to assess what employers seek from graduates from tertiary education, as well as the validity 
of available measures of teaching quality. Measuring the quality of tertiary education is as challenging 

More than a half of indicators showed that the public spending on the Slovakian tertiary education is 
The inadequate public spending on the tertiary education is causing the low number of 
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Effectiveness or the degree to which the objectives have been achieved is expressed in terms of benefits, 
respectively positive effects triggered in other domains of social-human life and which are difficult to 
quantify. 
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Semiotic Approach to Pedagogical Bioethics 
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Abstract 
 
The developing convergent technologies are actively entering in all the spheres of human life, and 

training does not stand aside, which makes knowledge management relevant. The interrelation between 

the cognitive and corporal impact of information actualizes the bioethical aspect of the problem by raising 

the question are the consequences of information perception predictable. In its turn, the symbolism of 

bioethics influences the relevant competences in education for a variety of professions. Bioethics protects 

a person's individuality in the field of medicine, but at the moment does not affect the field of pedagogy. 

Since one of the current trends is a significant predominance of visual representation of information over 

the verbal, it is relevant to consider the very visual perception of information. In the work, the author 

discovers the conceptual basis for conducting semiotic diagnostics of applicability limits of perceptual 

theories. As a result, the rationale for choosing models of the information-synergetic approach as such 

basis is justified. 

 

Keywords: symbolism of bioethics, perception of visual information, knowledge management.   

 

Introduction 

 
Effective knowledge management is a necessary component of forming and development of the modern 

man. Since, according to modern studies, in the process of learning the brain changes physically 

(Macajova, 2013; Chernigovskaya, 2010; Zuk et al., 2014), and the training itself is ongoing and not 

always purposeful, it is important which information and which way one gets. This is the determining 

factor in knowledge management, when the creation, storage, distribution and application of the 

necessary knowledge is of particular importance. At the same time, the relationship between the cognitive 

and corporal impact of information actualizes the bioethical aspect of the problem.  

Actively developing biomedical and other technologies, called the convergent ones and combining nano-, 

bio-, information-, cognitive technologies (Roco & Bainbridge, 2003), are aimed in their perspective at 

transforming the technological sphere of mankind into an organic part of the natural environment. These 

technologies affect a wide range of human life spheres and thus cause sociocultural transformations, so 

obvious and unprecedented that it is impossible not to notice them. Bioethics becomes a sociocultural 

reaction to the innovation of biomedical technologies (Mescheryakova & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2015; 

Melik-Gaykazyan et al., 2017). It is designed to regulate, prohibit or permit the implementation of such 

innovations, protecting the rights, dignity and autonomy of human, one's personality and individuality. 

With a broader view, under its "protection" is the individuality not only of human, but also of animals 

(Gorbuleva, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Tarasenko et al., 2016). Such protection is 

based on the value of life, a merciful and humane attitude to all living things. Bioethics as a form of 

modern culture accentuates the right of individualy to be what one wants, and the duty of the society to 

provide individuality with this opportunity. The symbolism of bioethics spreads itself across all the 

spheres of knowledge, enters into life, forms new grounds for social altruism, protects the right to remain 

for each participant of communication process.  

The problem is bioethics protects the individuality of human (Meshcheryakova, 2011; Mescheryakova & 

Melik-Gaykazyan, 2015) in the sphere of medicine, but at the moment does not affect the pedagogical 

sphere. Although the principles and rules developed by Tom L. Beauchamp and James Childress (non-

maleficence, beneficence, justice, respect for patient's autonomy, and the rules of truthfulness, 
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confidentiality and informed consent), it makes sense to apply them to the sphere of education 

(Mescheryakova, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016). So, for example, a student and / or one's 

legal representatives should have the right to obtain information about what impact will be rendered, what 

will be the final result of education, which "contra-indications" have the methods of training, i.e. the right 

to implementation of informed consent procedure. Thus, the specific characteristics of modern times 

make it necessary to apply bioethics in the sphere of pedagogy. Firstly, the visual presentation of 

information largely replaced the verbal one. Secondly, the life itself became a product of technology, i.e. 

it became an artifact. Thirdly, the pace of innovation discovers the frailty of intellectual traditions. 

Fourthly, the innovations of convergent and biomedical technologies create new risks. And, finally, the 

existence of individual in the environment of new risks requires a new degree of responsibility for the 

choice made by the individuality. In this case, individuality has to make a choice constantly - both 

corporeal and mental. Bioethics is at the intersection of some trends: it protects individuality from 

arbitrariness of biomedical manipulation, assess the new risks, keeps the moral positions of philosophical 

traditions for determining the permissible limits of interference of artificial to natural.  

As technology creates more and more visual products, it becomes important how to channel this potential 

into the right direction. The visual representation of information has not only entertaining usage, but it 

can also be a powerful tool, which makes it important to find out the optimal ratio in the use of visual aids 

in relation with the characteristics of individual perception of visual information. In pedagogical science, 

the limits of applicability of approaches are usually not specified, which creates significant difficulties in 

establishing, for example, their axiological limits while modeling the learning process, combining 

methods, techniques and technologies developed in the framework of various theories of education 

(Mescheryakova, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Melik-Gaykazyan et al., 2017). Being 

within these limits, it is possible to combine the methodical techniques proposed within various 

approaches so that they work not as an eclectic set, but as a thoroughly measured complex. It is the 

combination of different concepts that maximizes efficiency and ensures the comfort of training, since 

any methodical technique is effective only when it corresponds with specific goals and the particular 

perception of trainees.  

In relation with the problem posed, a research question emerged, consisting in discovering the 

methodological grounds for conducting semiotic diagnostics of the limits of applicability of various 

approaches to the perception of visual information for knowledge management. 

 

Methods of research and analysis of results 

 
The information-synergetic approach, which is closely related to the systemic approach in the Russian 

tradition (Melik-Gaykazyan, 2010), is chosen as a research method and consists in modeling (Rogotneva, 

Melik-Haikazyan & Goncharenko, 2015; Melik-Gaykazyan et al., 2016). The information-synergetic 

approach has been tested in studies of relationships within self-organization of Hi-Tech system, 

transformation of education systems in the context of self-organization of convergent technologies 

(Mescheryakova et al., 2016) and the nonlinear dynamics of sociocultural systems (Gorbuleva, Melik-

Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Tarasenko et al., 2016), which allowed to identify the emergence 

of symbolism of bioethics and its linking role in the transformation of scientific, educational and cultural 

systems (Melik-Gaykazyan, Gorbuleva et al., 2017). To solve the problem stated in the article, 

attractiveness of the approach lies in the fact that it opens the possibility to measure the range of impacts 

occurring in the process of teaching (Mescheryakova et al., 2016).  

If one consider bioethics a sociocultural reaction to actively developing convergent technologies, it 

becomes obvious that its goals are embodied in its symbolism, which manifests itself, among other 

things, in visual images. In this regard, it is important to determine how the value of symbols is read. Or 

in other words, how these visual images are perceived. Therefore, the initial point of searching for 

solution will be addressing to interpretation of information perception as the stage of the information 
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process (Tarasenko, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Melik-Gaykazyan, Tarasenko et al., 

2017). The information approach is worth considering from the point of view of post-non-classical 

methodology (Tarasenko, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Evdokimov et al., 2016; Melik-

Gaykazyan, Tarasenko et al., 2017). The perspectives of researching perception in the framework of post-

non-classical paradigm are associated primarily with rejection of traditional views, transition to a new 

vision of the world, based on the ideas of universal evolutionism, systemic, multivariate and poly 

fundamentalism.  

It is possible to indicate the initial ideas underlying the post-non-classical vision of the world, according 

to Vyacheslav S. Stepin: the unity of the universe lies in the fact that the common laws act at all the levels 

of its organization; systemic vision as opposed to the mechanistic understanding of the world; the 

synthesis of determinism, multivariance and eventuality; rejection of the concept of reductionism (Stepin, 

2003, 2015, 2016). These ideas are based on the following basic theses: the random and the regular are 

equal partners in the Universe; probabilistic self-organization of open nonequilibrium system, i.e. 

spontaneous transition to an ordered state, accompanied by redistribution of matter in time and space; 

approach to research of organism as an open system; the basic forms of cooperative behavior inherent to 

the living organisms have their analogues among inorganic systems (Stepin, 2003, 2015, 2016; Knyazeva 

& Kurdyumov, 2002). Proceeding from these theses it was established that the phenomena of self-

organization include information processes, including the stages of generation and evolution of valuable 

information as an initial stage of this general process (Tarasenko, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 

2016; Evdokimov et al., 2016; Melik-Gaykazyan, Tarasenko et al., 2017). 

In addition, within the post-non-classical paradigm, perception is understood as a dialogue, where a 

human is a full participant, determining its parameters. On the contrary, within the frameworks of the 

classical approach perception supposes contradistinction of subject and object, while the nonclassical 

approaches consider the complementary relations of the observer and the environment. As we see, in the 

post-nonclassical paradigm (Stepin, 2003, 2015, 2016; Lektorskii et al., 2016; Raitina, 2015; Trufanova 

& Gorokhov, 2014) a "human dimension" is introduced, supposing the inclusion of value-semantic 

factors. In this new space, new interactive cognitive strategies are formed, taking into account the 

multifaceted relationships between a man and the world.  

This was especially evident in synergetics, where the new approaches to research of human and culture 

are being formed on the basis of natural science (nonlinear analysis, theory of deterministic chaos, theory 

of dissipative structures). The humanitarian orientation of synergetics, related to the ideas of 

irreversibility, the variety of possible development options that arise when the system passes through 

bifurcation points, the ideas of the organic relation between self-regulation and cooperative effects, 

allows us to talk about the emergence of "synergetics with a human face" (Knyazeva & Kurdyumov, 

2002; Knyazeva, 2011, 2017).  

The non-linearity of system has an ideological meaning. In the works of Yelena N. Knyazeva and Sergey 

P. Kurdyumov, the non-linearity in ideological meaning is manifested through: the idea of multivariance, 

alternative ways of evolution; ideas of choice from the given alternatives; ideas of evolution pace; ideas 

of evolution irreversibility (Knyazeva & Kurdyumov, 2002, p. 36). Describing the phenomenon of 

nonlinearity, researchers distinguish the following features: the principle of "small growth" or 

"amplification of fluctuations"; certain classes of open nonlinear systems demonstrate a "sensitivity 

threshold"; nonlinearity generates a "quantum effect" - discreteness of nonlinear systems' ways of 

evolution; unexpected changes in the direction of processes flow are possible (Knyazeva & Kurdyumov, 

2002, p. 36).  

The perceptual system is non-linear, since perception is determined not only by a combination of stimuli. 

Attempts by adherents of some psychological concepts to construct a theory of perception via "summing 

up" its elementary properties turned out to be insolvent, since the whole is not reduced to the sum of its 

parts. Sensory signals only "supply" the brain with the data, the choice of system leads to the birth of new 
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qualities, to restructuring of the structure. The perception of the same elements included in different 

contexts is variable, since, from the point of view of Lev Vygotsky, the psyche is "a sieve that filters the 

world" (Vygotsky, 1982, p. 347). A well-founded approach to perception as an open non-linear system is 

promising in the methodological plan, since it allows (Tarasenko, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 

2016; Evdokimov et al., 2016; Melik-Gaykazyan, Tarasenko et al., 2017) to discover the limits of 

applicability of various psychological concepts of perception from information-synergetic point of view 

and streamline them.  

Perception of information as a non-equilibrium process allows to research the information-synergetic 

approach, since reception means the emergence of a certain orderliness in perceptual system 

(Mescheryakova, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016). Information processes associated with 

reception of information, as revealed in the works of Irina V. Melik-Gaykazyan, are possible only in open 

and nonlinear systems. This understanding of perception is corresponding with psychological theory 

(Mescheryakova, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016). The process of perception acts as a 

reception for selecting action algorithms in order to choose the method of further action. In this case, the 

selection of algorithms can occur both from memory and in real time (Mescheryakova, Melik-Gaykazyan 

& Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016). In other words, the reception process becomes the stage of information 

transmission in diachronic and synchronous mode.  

The information-synergetic approach to research of perception is promising, because it is based on 

interrelation of the three theses: the phenomenon of information is the process irreversible in time; the 

beginning of this process is a random result of a spontaneous event; information processes are the 

mechanisms of self-organization of open complex systems. Each thesis is manifested in a specially 

developed conceptual model, and their combination is a method of solving problems in interdisciplinary 

studies of nonlinear dynamics of complex systems (Melik-Gaykazyan, Gorbuleva et al., 2017). It is these 

models (the conceptual and schematic types of which are exhaustively presented by Irina V. Melik-

Gaykazyan in a number of articles (Tarasenko, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Melik-

Gaykazyan et al., 2017; Evdokimov et al., 2016; Mescheryakova, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 

2016)) that allow to conduct the semiotic diagnostics of limits of applicability of various approaches to 

perception of visual information.  

The concept of perceptual system as open, complex and self-organizing, and therefore understanding of 

perception as a stage of information process that is irreversible in time and which is a random result of 

spontaneous event, makes it possible the diagnostics of limits of applicability of psychological theories of 

perception on the basis of models of information-synergetic approach. The usage of such diagnostics is 

relevant in pedagogy, since it allows to protect the autonomy of individual.  

So, the conceptual basis for conducting semiotic diagnostics of limits of applicability of various 

approaches to perception of visual information will be the model of  information process stages that 

represents the spectrum of impacts of these stages on human and anthropological perceptions of these 

impacts. The model allows to present the trajectories of impacts of normative, verbal, prognostic, critical, 

adaptive and compensatory functions. This becomes the key to ordering of psychological theories in the 

spectrum of their understanding of human perception essence, which is important in pedagogical 

bioethics and knowledge management. 

 

Conclusion 
 

To effectively use visual aids, it is necessary to rely on cultural traditions of perception and individual 

traits of trainee, since everyone has the right to autonomy. The relevance of application of bioethics 

principles in pedagogy determines modification of adaptive function of education to the reality that is 

constructed by convergent technologies. This reality initiates the new challenges and determines the 
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content of professional training of specialists in almost all spheres of activity. At the same time, the 

reality of the present and the near future is formed by semiotic means, among which the means of visual 

symbolism dominate. This dominance implies a new direction of adaptation - an adaptation to the 

preservation of one's own autonomy under the active impact of visual information. The ability to meter 

this impact in doses necessary for pedagogical purposes is based on solving the problem of measurement 

in humanitarian studies and the principles of bioethics that protect the autonomy of individual. The 

combination of different approaches and designation of limits of their applicability becomes a necessity, 

the very combination of different approaches makes sense, because each of them corresponds to one 

aspect. Understanding the scope of these aspects is fundamental, which is demonstrated in a clear form by 

the model of information-synergetic approach. The opportunity to categorize the theories of perception of 

visual information is relevant for the methodical regulation of their application in pedagogy and 

construction of "semiotic attractors" of education, the form of which is created by symbolism of visual 

information, and the meaning - by symbolism of bioethics. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this work is to highlight the major role that intellectual capital plays in the 

intrapreneurship, defined as an entrepreneurship process within an existing organization. The 

relationships between the intensity with which the opportunities are identified and exploited in the 

process, and the innovation radicalness resulted from it, are leveraged by the intellectual capital. 
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Introduction 

Intrapreneurship is known as the entrepreneurship developed within an existing organization (Antoncic, 

2007). This phenomenon is highly worthwhile for firms: it can be used as a strategy to maintain a high 

level of innovation in the dynamic environment of today (Ulhoi, 2005). In this competitive scenario, one 

of the best ways for reaching firm competitive advantage position comes directly from achieving higher 

levels of innovation radicalness (Marvel and Lumpkin, 2007). 

For the last two decades, entrepreneurship has been widely studied and through many approaches. 

Nevertheless, there seems to be a consensus with a process-approach, derived from the seminal paper of 

Shane and Ventakaraman (2000). In fact, to tackle the entrepreneurship phenomenon from this process-

approach offers the advantage that it can also be applied in an organization context. That is why, some 

authors claim that the intrapreneurship and the entrepreneurship are both the same process by which 

entrepreneurial opportunities are identified and exploited (Ulhoi, 2005). Even if opportunities are a 

fundamental requirement, they are not sufficient to explain the entrepreneurship process for the reason 

that someone has to identify and exploit them (Ramos-Rodríguez, et al 2010): in the individual 

entrepreneurship case, the human capital represents the knowledge and skills that entrepreneurs bring to 

the process they set out to perform (Dimov, 2010) while the social capital refers to the entrepreneur´s 

social network that help to ensure success. In a firm context, the human capital, the social capital, 

together with the organizational capital represent the intellectual capital that allows for the process to be 

completed. 

In this sense, this work attempts to clarify the distinction between individual entrepreneurship and 

intrapreneurship in a practical way, considering the process-approach for the study and proposing a model 

including the key concepts underpinning entrepreneurship. To our knowledge little work has been carried 

out on the relationships between intrapreneurship, innovation and intellectual capital, all together. Wu et 
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al (2008) propose some relationships including moderator effects, but in this case, entrepreneurship, 

tackled from another perspective, is not defined as a process. This work fills some gaps in the 

intrapreneurship literature proposing a model where intellectual capital plays a major role leveraging the 

relationship between the intensity with which the opportunities are identify and exploited in the 

intrapreneurship process, and the innovation radicalness resulted from the process. 

The work is structured as follows: first of all, we provide a review on the existing literature in order to lay 

the theoretical foundations of the study. Then we propose the model, based on a process-approach, and 

finally we formulate the hypothesis.  

Literature Review 

The Intrapreneurship Concept 

Since it was first coined by Pinchot (1985), intrapreneurship had been referred to by many as “corporate 

entrepreneurship”, “corporate venturing” or “internal corporate entrepreneurship” (Antoncic and Hisrich, 

2001). Ulhoi (2005) defines intrapreneurship as the process within an organization; by which 

opportunities are identified and exploited, establishing that is the same process as in the individual 

entrepreneurship case. In this sense, a process is defined as a series of actions that transform inputs into 

outputs through use of resources (ISO 9001:2000). 

The Entrepreneurial Opportunity 

It corresponds to the input of our process-model. Scholars are focusing on it and this literature is growing 

very rapidly. In fact, opportunities have become for many researchers the core construct in the 

entrepreneurship framework (Uygur, forthcoming).  Nevertheless, there is no consensus on the definition 

and some authors criticize the approach proposed for this construct (Dimov, 2010). Davidsson (2015) 

highlights the minority of works that offer a definition of opportunity and argues that the lack of construct 

clarity is the major reason why there is little progress on the study of entrepreneurship. “Opportunity” 

carries a connotation of favorability and, a priori, denoting success. In fact, we can only confirm that an 

opportunity is a truly opportunity once the product or service has been launched successfully into the 

market (Eckhardt and Shane, 2010). If we define opportunity as a set of circumstances that makes it 

possible to do something, the causes for failure in the entrepreneurship process are attributed solely to the 

entrepreneur (Dimov, 2010). Consequently, the term opportunity becomes tautological, proof of which 

Gaglio and Katz (2001) distinguish between opportunities and successful opportunities. 

In its most elemental form, an opportunity is an underemployed or underutilized resource (Ardichvilli et 

al, 2003). The term “underutilized resource” does not necessarily imply success a priori. That is the 

reason why we propose to use the term “underutilized resource” instead of “opportunity”. Although it is 

true that discoveries provide new opportunities, we suggest adding “undiscovered resource” to the term. 

In this way, “underutilized or undiscovered resource” depends on its own characteristics, on the 

entrepreneur and on the entrepreneurship process. Having verified at the end of the process some success, 

it could consequently be described as an opportunity. 

Intrapreneurship and the Resource-Based Theory 

To employ the term “under-employed or undiscovered resource” rather than opportunity offers the 

advantage to use the same unit of analysis as in the resource-based theory RBT: the resource. This helps 

us to frame the entrepreneurship on the RBT, together with the fact that the entrepreneurship process 
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could be developed within an organization, as seen it before. The RBT suggests that endogenous factors 

explain the sustainable competitive advantages of a firm. In this sense, Alvarez and Busenitz (2001) 

integrate the theory of entrepreneurship into the RBT arguing that not only both adopt precisely this same 

unit of analysis that is the resource, but they overlapping interests, such as knowledge, firm adaptation to 

environmental change, modes of organizing and the exploitation of opportunities.  

The Identification of Opportunities 

It corresponds to the first process step and is defined as the sub process comprising the action of 

entrepreneurial alertness (Shepherd and DeTienne, 2005), and the action of evaluation and decision-

making (Davidsson, 2015). Kirzner (1979) defines entrepreneurial alertness as the ability to notice 

opportunities that have hitherto been overlooked (Gaglio and Katz 2001). In practice, this means scanning 

and searching for information and connecting previously-disparate information (Tang et al 2012). After 

that phase, an evaluation and decision-making action arises. At this stage the entrepreneur has to decide 

whether or not to continue with the process (Shepherd and DeTienne, 2005; Davidsson, 2015). 

The Exploitation of Opportunities 

It corresponds to the last process step and is defined as the sub process comprising the action of planning 

the business (Dimov, 2010) and the action of the gestation activities (Davidsson and Honig, 2003). 

Business planning deals with the information corresponding to the identify opportunity (Castrogiovanni, 

1996). This involves the processes of analyzing information, evaluating required tasks, identifying risks 

and strategy, projecting financial developments, and also, documenting these things (DelMar and Shane, 

2003). After planning, the process becomes more complex, redirecting or recombining resources in order 

to create and deliver value superior to that currently available (Ardichvilli et al, 2003). All the activities 

that might be undertaken in the process of trying to get a new venture up, is what we call gestation 

activities (Davidsson and Honig, 2003). 

The Intellectual Capital 

Opportunities do not explain by themselves the entrepreneurship phenomenon, for the reason that 

someone has to identify and exploit them (Ramos-Rodríguez, et al 2010). Several authors study 

“entrepreneurship” through the entrepreneur´s personality, knowledge or social networks (Shepherd and 

Grégoire, 2012). Those knowledge and skills that individuals bring to the process they set out to perform, 

is commonly known as human capital (Dimov, 2010). Originally developed to predict the influence of 

education on economic growth (Becker, 1964), the human capital is considered a vital factor to discover 

opportunities (Marvel et al. 2016). Individuals with more or higher quality human capital perceive 

profitable opportunities (Davidsson and Honing, 2003). However, human capital is neither the sole factor 

nor, often, the most important, because there are some external factors that also play a critical role, as 

social capital which represents all the resources resulted from social relationships of the entrepreneur, and 

provided by family, friends and colleagues (De Carolis and Saparito, 2006). Entrepreneurs with networks 

that are comprised of a large number of contacts are better able to identify opportunities and to acquire 

the resources to exploit them (De Carolis et al, 2009). 

In the field of intrapreneurship, the human capital, the social capital and together with the organizational 

capital, represents what is called intellectual capital. The intellectual capital is defined as all the intangible 

resources related to knowledge which provides sustainable competitive advantage to the firm 

(Subramaniam and Youndt, 2005). In this context, human capital does not refer to an individual person, 

but to the knowledge and the skills of each employee as a whole. Social capital represents the firm´s 

knowledge gained from social exchanges, as customers and suppliers relationships, but also in networks 
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of their own employees. Organizational capital is defined as all the know

procedures, routines, task, activities, in short, all the intangible resources which leverage the 

organization’s productivity. Organizational capital only makes sense in an intrapreneurship framework 

because the firm is already established.

In the proposed model of entrepreneurship process, the intellectual capital is identified as a resource by 

which identification and exploitation of opportunities are developed. Given the universality of the 

entrepreneurial opportunities, and given the fact that the process to id

the intellectual capital should be the differentiating element between the individual entrepreneurship and 

the intrapreneurship. 

Innovation 

Traditionally, entrepreneurship has been associated with the creation of new ve

innovations. In the proposed model, the innovations are identified as an outcome of the process. From the 

literature review, there is no consensus definition of innovation, and several approaches have been 

proposed to study it, being the process approach and the result approach, the most relevant. This study 

opts for the result approach and innovation is defined as the introduction to the market of something new 

that can be a sustainable competitive advantage over time. Innovation lite

between radical innovations and incremental innovations. Radical innovations have very high economic 

and social impacts, increasing technological knowledge and providing new products or services. In 

contrast, incremental innovations are more common and the reward is smaller, leading to small 

incremental improvements in an existing product or service (Laursen 

The Model 

This study proposes a model based on a process

underpinning entrepreneurship. The next figure represents a synoptic model summarizing the 

entrepreneurship process: 

The Hypothesis 

To our knowledge, little work has been carried out on the relationship between the identification and 

exploitation of opportunities, in terms of intensity, and the degree of novelty of innovations at the end of 

of their own employees. Organizational capital is defined as all the know-how, methods, processes, 

es, routines, task, activities, in short, all the intangible resources which leverage the 

organization’s productivity. Organizational capital only makes sense in an intrapreneurship framework 

because the firm is already established. 

f entrepreneurship process, the intellectual capital is identified as a resource by 

which identification and exploitation of opportunities are developed. Given the universality of the 

entrepreneurial opportunities, and given the fact that the process to identify and exploit them is the 

the intellectual capital should be the differentiating element between the individual entrepreneurship and 

Traditionally, entrepreneurship has been associated with the creation of new ventures, but also with 

innovations. In the proposed model, the innovations are identified as an outcome of the process. From the 

literature review, there is no consensus definition of innovation, and several approaches have been 

the process approach and the result approach, the most relevant. This study 

opts for the result approach and innovation is defined as the introduction to the market of something new 

that can be a sustainable competitive advantage over time. Innovation literature typically distinguishes 

between radical innovations and incremental innovations. Radical innovations have very high economic 

and social impacts, increasing technological knowledge and providing new products or services. In 

vations are more common and the reward is smaller, leading to small 

incremental improvements in an existing product or service (Laursen and Salter, 2006). 

This study proposes a model based on a process-approach and which integrates the key concep

underpinning entrepreneurship. The next figure represents a synoptic model summarizing the 

 

Fig.1: synoptic model 
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rature typically distinguishes 
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and social impacts, increasing technological knowledge and providing new products or services. In 

vations are more common and the reward is smaller, leading to small 

approach and which integrates the key concepts 

underpinning entrepreneurship. The next figure represents a synoptic model summarizing the 

To our knowledge, little work has been carried out on the relationship between the identification and 

exploitation of opportunities, in terms of intensity, and the degree of novelty of innovations at the end of 
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an intrapreneurship process. Shepherd and DeTienne (2005) affirm that a positive relation exists between 

the number of opportunities identified and the degree of novelty of the entrepreneurship process. It is 

clear that the higher the number of opportunities identified, the greater the sample, consequently there is 

more variety to choose from (Ucbasaran et al. 2009).  In the case of exploitation of opportunities, Stuetzer 

et al (2013) state that the higher number of gestation activities achieved the more chances of success in 

the entrepreneurship process. Samuelsson and Davidsson (2009) highlight that to obtain radical or 

incremental innovations depend on the number of gestation activities achieved. In this sense, Liao and 

Welsch (2003) note that radical innovations require more recombination of resources and large number of 

gestation activities because the process is more complex. Therefore, we propose the following 

hypotheses: 

H1: The innovation radicalness is positive influenced by: 

a. The intensity with which the opportunities are identified in the intrapreneurship process.  

b. The intensity with which the opportunities are exploited in the intrapreneurship process.  

Existing literature provides empirical evidence with respect to the relationship between intellectual 

capital and innovation. Marvel and Lumpkin (2007) suggest that radical innovations are the result of 

individuals with high experience and level of education, while Subramaniam and Youndt (2005) highlight 

that strong-tie with suppliers increase radical innovations. Tseng and Goo (2005) affirm that high levels 

of organizational capital in a firm, allow for faster knowledge transfer, having a positive impact on 

innovation. 

Wu et al (2008) propose some relationships include moderator effects, but in this case, entrepreneurship 

has not a process approach and it is not defined has the identification and exploitation of opportunities. 

Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses: 

H2: The relationship between the intensity with which the opportunities are identified in the 

intrapreneurship process and the innovation radicalness, is moderated by: 

a. Human capital. 

b. Social Capital. 

c. Organizational Capital. 

H3: The relationship between the intensity with which the opportunities are exploited in the 

intrapreneurship process and the innovation radicalness, is moderated by: 

a. Human capital. 

b. Social Capital. 

c. Organizational Capital. 
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Conclusions 

Nowadays, the dynamic environment forces the firm to launch radical innovations. To achieve this goal, 

intrapreneurship can be a good strategy. This work highlights the important advantages to use a process

approach to explain it, and proposes a model including the key concepts underpinning intrapreneurship 

and their relations. Intellectual capital should b

entrepreneurship and the intrapreneurship given the universality of opportunities, and given the fact that 

the process to identify and exploit them is the same in both cases. In the proposed model, intel

capital facilitates the integration of an extensive literature focused on knowledge, capabilities, social 

relations, and other intangible resources, in the field of entrepreneurship. From our study, we expect that 

intellectual capital plays a major 

opportunities are identified and exploited in the intrapreneurship process, and the innovation radicalness 

resulted from the process. Empirical literature proposes many dimensions and i

intellectual capital and the degree of novelty of an innovation, but it is not the case for the intensity with 

which the opportunities are identified and exploited in a firm context. This work suggests the dimensions 

of alertness and, evaluation and decision

dimensions of business planning and gestations activities for the exploitation of opportunities, always 

taking into account the context of the firm.
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Résumé 

Les outils de Business Intelligence offrent aujourd'hui une chance aux Managers  de bénéficier d'une 
aide à la décision en temps réel en transformant des flots de données éparses en informations utiles et 
pertinentes, élaborées  sous forme de reportings et de tableaux de bord. Dans le monde turbulent des 
opérateurs de télécommunications, les systèmes de BI, qui trouvent un essor remarquable, conditionnent 
aujourd’hui la survie et le développement de ces entreprises. A ce titre, ce papier se propose  d'examiner 
les composantes clés de ce projet aux plans humain, technologique et des processus  à travers une 
application des  modèles d'évaluation de maturité au niveau des opérateurs de télécommunications en 
Tunisie. 

Introduction 

L'évolution frénétique des outils et technologies de communication basée sur l'internet soumet les 
entreprises de télécommunications à l'obligation de renouveler sans cesse leurs offres et de mettre en 
place une veille technologique et commerciale à même de faire face à un contexte concurrentiel de plus 
en plus dur .  Cette exigence s'accompagne d'une croissance exponentielle du volume des données 
auxquels accèdent ces entreprises du  fait de la diffusion des objets connectés, des nouveaux usages 
d'internet qui s'ajoutent aux données issues du réseau (trafic, qualité de service), les données via les 
connexions sur les plateformes (portails, transactions web). 

Pour rester au cœur de ces évolutions ces entreprises ont été amenés à constituer des entrepôts de 
données et à mettre en place des systèmes de Business intelligence (BI)  de plus en plus sophistiqués. 
Un système qui s’appuie sur l’analyse de larges volumes de données passées et présentes pour 
comprendre les déterminants de l’activité et influencer la prise de décision dans l’entreprise. Une BI en 
temps réel qui contribue à la mesure quotidienne des indicateurs d’activité, à l'estimation des prévisions 
et l'actualisation des objectifs, autorisant les outils et les processus BI à occuper aujourd'hui une position 
centrale dans la gestion de ces entreprises.  

C'est justement pour mesurer le niveau de développement de ces systèmes sur le plan technologique et 
organisationnel que se sont développés différents modèles de maturité construits à l'instar du CMM 
(Capability Maturity Model) et autres normes ou référentiels de bonnes pratiques des entreprises. Ces 
modèles permettent de rendre compte non seulement de la capacité technique de ces systèmes à stocker,  
traiter , analyser les données et à les transformer  en informations pertinentes pour la prise de décision, 
mais , de plus en plus, de mesurer le niveau d'appropriation par les managers des informations fournies 
par le système décisionnel pour en faire un véritable levier de réussite au sein de l'entreprise. La 
dominance des aspects liés à la technologie informatique ne doivent pas en effet occulter l'importance 
fondamentale de l'évaluation de l'apport des systèmes BI au management de la performance via les 
outils d'aide à la décision et au pilotage que sont notamment les tableaux de bord. 

Les considérations d'ordre technique relatives aux outils, à l'architecture du système  et technologies 
choisis doivent être optimisés en vue de fournir une véritable assistance aux responsables métiers 
organisée dans le cadre d'une stratégie décisionnelle globale et cohérente avec les objectifs visés. C'est 
bel et bien cette dynamique que l'on essayera d'évaluer dans l'environnement turbulent des opérateurs de 
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télécommunications, les plus outillés sur le plan technique pour profiter des vertus liés à l'exploitation 
des entrepôts de données. 
Aussi après avoir présenté une brève description des composantes de base d'un système de BI, ce papier 
mettra en lumières les évolutions récentes du concept de BI avant de faire le lien avec les besoins 
spécifiques des opérateurs de télécommunications dans ce sens. Nous  présenterons par la suite le 
modèle de maturité de BI et de gestion de la performance qui nous servira d'étalon pour une évaluation 
critique de la stratégie des opérateurs de télécommunications opérant en Tunisie en matière de Business 
intelligence. 

I  Les Composantes D'un Système De Business Intelligence 
 
Par opposition au système d’information produisant des données, ou système d’information 
transactionnel, la Business Intelligence s’appuie sur un système d’information spécifique, ou système 
d’information décisionnel (SID). D'un point de vue technique, Power(2007) soutient que le processus de 
BI vise à collecter les données brutes ( extraites de différentes sources notamment d'un ERP ou d'un 
CRM, des données de marché, des données provenant de sources externes clients/fournisseurs..), à les 
transformer en informations et à les diffuser sous forme de tableaux de bord ou de reporting. 
 
Un système BI doit remplir quatre fonctions fondamentales : la collecte, l'intégration, la diffusion et la 
présentation des données, selon wikipédia. À ces quatre fonctions s'ajoute une  fonction 
d'administration, soit le contrôle du SID lui-même. Ainsi: 
 

- La fonction collecte (parfois appelée datapumping) recouvre l'ensemble des tâches consistant à détecter, 
sélectionner, extraire et filtrer les données brutes issues des environnements pertinents compte tenu du 
périmètre couvert par le SID. Comme il est fréquent que les sources de données internes et/ou externes 
soient hétérogènes tant sur le plan technique que sur le plan sémantique , cette fonction est la plus 
délicate à mettre en place dans un système décisionnel complexe. Elle s'appuie notamment sur des outils 
d'ETL (extract-transform-load pour extraction-transformation-chargement). 

- La fonction d'intégration consiste à agréger les données collectées dans un entrepôt de données. Celui-ci 
permet aux applications décisionnelles de masquer la diversité de l'origine des données et de bénéficier 
d'une source d'information commune, homogène, normalisée et fiable. 

-  
- La fonction de diffusion met les données à la disposition des utilisateurs, selon des schémas 

correspondant aux profils ou aux métiers de chacun. L'objectif à ce niveau sera de segmenter les 
données en contextes informationnels fortement cohérents, simples à utiliser et correspondant à une 
activité décisionnelle particulière. Chaque contexte peut correspondre à un datamart, correspondant 
souvent à un processus métier donné. Très souvent, un contexte de diffusion est multidimensionnel, 
c'est-à-dire modélisable sous la forme d'un cube; il peut alors être mis à disposition à l'aide d'un outil 
OLAP( On Line Analytical Process).. . 

- La fonction de présentation régit les conditions d'accès de l'utilisateur aux informations. Elle assure la 
prise en charge des requêtes, la visualisation des résultats le plus souvent sous forme de Tableaux de 
bord. 

- La fonction administration, enfin,  permet le pilotage du processus  de mise à jour des données, la 
documentation sur les données (métadonnées), la sécurité, les sauvegardes et la gestion des incidents.  
 

II Evolutions du concept BI 

Historiquement le concept de BI, traduit couramment  par l'appellation Informatique décisionnelle, a été 
introduit par Howard Dresner, expert du groupe  Gartner, en 1989 : la livraison de l’information 
factuelle pour aider les gestionnaires à améliorer leur prise de décision. Une définition avec une portée 
restreinte axée sur les possibilités de traitement des données à l'aide des technologies informatiques, qui 
a été par la suite affinée et  élargie. Liautaud B, et  Hammond   désignent la BI aux moyens, outils et 
méthodes qui permettent de collecter, consolider, modéliser et restituer les données, matérielles ou 
immatérielles, d’une entreprise en vue d’offrir une aide à la décision et de permettre à un décideur 
d’avoir une vue d’ensemble de l’activité visée". 
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Citant plusieurs auteurs, Olzak (2013) distingue, historiquement, une évolution en trois temps de la BI. 
Dans un premier temps, jusqu'en 1990, la BI dite1.0, s'est étroitement liée  aux systèmes d'information 
de gestion (Management Information System), aux systèmes d'aide à la décision (Executive Information 
systems) et des systèmes d'aide à la décision (DSS).  
La Business Intelligence telle qu'on la connaît aujourd'hui, a évolué à partir de la recherche 
opérationnelle qui a commencé dans les années 1960, suivie par la supervision (Decision Support 
Systems) dans les années 1970, l'aide à la décision dans les années 1980 (entrepôts de données, OLAP et 
BI). Focalisée sur la production de tableaux de bord périodiques et  de reportings statiques écrits par des 
programmeurs experts, la BI 1.0 était orientée sur la 'livraison au consommateur', selon l’expression de 
Olzak’(2013). 

L'essor connu par la fouille  des données (data mining) dans les années 1990 a permis d'envisager une 
nouvelle ère de la BI. Le datamining étant  considéré comme une partie intelligente de l'informatique 
décisionnelle, il a favorisé la délivrance d'informations analytiques permettant une meilleures 
compréhension de faits complexes, un développement des techniques de prévision associés à des outils 
BI robustes. Parallèlement, de nouveaux champs d'intérêt sont apparues pour gérer des systèmes BI plus 
complexes: intégration de données, gouvernance de données, qualité de données, services Web, SaaS.. 
Ces systèmes devenus complexes et lourds ont empêché une plus grande diffusion des outils BI 2.0. On 
leur reprochait notamment leur caractère peu intuitif et peu collaboratif. 

A partir de 2005, on remarque une nouvelle évolution des outils de BI amenés à conjuguer avec le 
développement des réseaux sociaux, des données mobiles et du cloud. Une évolution qui exige des 
outils qui non seulement permettent de mieux prendre en compte les données peu ou non structurées 
mais qui répond au souci des utilisateurs qui  souhaitent davantage de réactivité aux données. Il s’agit 
désormais de centrer la BI sur l’utilisateur-décideur : grâce à un accès rapide et convivial, à une 
meilleure visualisation des données et à l’affichage rapide d’indicateurs de performance. La nouvelle B.I 
3.0 , désormais popularisée, doit faciliter la prise de décision instantanée et l’alerte en pseudo temps 
réel, à tous les niveaux de l’entreprise. 

Iii Les Besoins Et Spécificités De La Bi Des Operateurs De Télécommunications 

 
L'industrie de télécommunications produit et stocke une quantité énorme de données (Gary , 2005).). 
Ces données incluent des données de détail d'appel (Call Detail Records ou CDR), qui décrivent les 
appels qui traversent  le réseau de télécommunications, des données de réseau, qui décrivent l'état du 
matériel et des composants logiciels dans le réseau et des données clients, qui décrivent les clients de 
télécommunications. 
 
La collecte et l'intégration de ces données au sein d'un entrepôt de données consolidés constitue de ce 
fait une exigence fondamentale pour assurer leur exploitation en soutien du système transactionnel d'une 
part et pour fournir une base fiable d'aide à la décision dans un contexte concurrentiel très mouvant, 
d'autre part. 
 
En effet, au fur et à mesure de la diversification des produits et service offerts de plus en plus 
personnalisés, les entreprises de télécommunications ont été amenées à développer des systèmes de 
facturation complexes. Les besoins de discrimination tarifaire en lien avec les différents segments de 
clientèle visés ou en relation avec le besoin d'optimiser l'exploitation du réseau ont généré des systèmes 
de facturation spécifiques et nombreux. La fiabilité de ces systèmes de facturation et leur cohérence 
avec les CDR transmis par les antennes relais et collectées par des services de Médiation, sont justement 
assurées par la collecte et la confrontation de l'ensemble de ces données dans le DW.  
 
Cette mission de "Revenue Assurance' visant un contrôle systématique en soutien du système 
transactionnel, ou OLTP. Les outils BI permettent également de satisfaire à un autre objectif, la lutte 
contre la fraude. En effet, les techniques frauduleuses utilisant des générateurs d'appels (SIM Boxing) 
ou des liaison voIP illégales en trafic international (by pass) permettent aux fraudeurs de bénéficier 
d'une gratuité de service dommageable aux opérateurs qui sont obligés de coordonner leurs actions dans 
ce sens. 
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Les autres sources classiques d'alimentation de l'entrepôt sont constituées par les applications ERP ou 
CRM. Les outils BI classiques (reportings, tableaux de bord) permettent notamment le suivi des ventes 
sur stock (smartphones, tablettes, cartes SIM..), de contrôler la gestion des abonnés et d'élaborer les 
indicateurs de suivi des demandes de services des clients. Mieux, le développement de la fouille de 
données et les techniques de segmentation client autorisent un meilleur ciblage des besoins clients et 
permettent aux services marketing la construction d'une offre de plus en plus personnalisée permettant 
de limiter le taux d'attrition ('churn') des clients ou d'en capter de nouveaux. Le système BI se charge 
également du scoring des clients, autorisant ainsi les clients les plus importants à bénéficier d'une qualité 
de services spécifique (rapidité de traitement au call center, offres personnalisées, Value Added Services 
spécifiques).. 
 
Dans un rôle plus classique, la BI peut accélérer le reporting financier au service du contrôle de gestion 
de l'entreprise. Elargi aux ressources humaines, les outils BI peuvent autoriser un meilleur alignement 
de la politique de gestion des compétences sur les objectifs stratégiques de l'entreprise. les indicateurs 
clés de performance 
 
IV  Les Modèles De Maturité Des Systèmes De BI 
 
Dans la littérature, il existe plusieurs définitions de maturité mais il n’y a pas une définition générale 
pour expliquer ce qu’est la maturité d’une organisation ou d'un projet. D’après Andersen (2003), la 
maturité est la « qualité ou l’état de devenir mûr ». Pour Kerzner (2003), la maturité est « liée au 
développement des systèmes et des processus répétitifs qui représentent une haute probabilité de succès 
d’un projet » .  
 
La mesure de la maturité permet, elle,  de « montrer l’état atteint par rapport à l’état dans lequel le projet 
devrait être », selon Cooke-Davies(2003). 
 
Le concept de modèles de niveau de maturité s'est maintenant étendu à toute une variété de disciplines. 
Dans les systèmes d'information, les modèles de niveau de maturité sont utilisés pour décrire les cycles 
de vie et évaluer les normes de qualité. Les modèles de niveau de maturité contribuent donc à créer de la 
transparence concernant l'état actuel du marché ou permettent, en terme de référencement, des 
comparaisons avec d'autres entreprises du secteur ou du marché. Les modèles de niveau de maturité sont 
également utilisés pour identifier les implications stratégiques pour les futures actions potentielles en 
fonction de leur positionnement actuel dans le modèle (Rapport Steria, 2013). 
 
Un des modèles les plus reconnus est le Modèle Gartner de Maturité BI  et  de Gestion de performance. 
La plupart des modèles usités sont généralement centrés objet, ou centrés sur les processus voire centré 
sur la composante humaine. Le modèle Gartner  a l'avantage d'être un modèle mixte reliant les hommes, 
les processus et la technologie.  
Une revue de la littérature relative aux modèles de maturité nous permet de savoir qu'aucun modèle seul 
n'a atteint l'état d'une norme, pour que des certifications soient disponibles, comme ceci est, par 
exemple, le cas avec CMMI, comme le précisent Lahramann et al. (2012). Certes, comme la majeure 
partie des modèles fournis par des professionnels, sa documentation reste sommaire, ses soubassements 
théoriques sont jugés faibles ,note Rajterič (2010) qui  reste assez critique à cet égard. En contrepartie 
l'expérience de ses auteurs et sa référence aux meilleures pratiques sectorielles demeure assez pertinente.   
 
Comme suggéré dans le titre, Modèle Gartner de Maturité BI et de gestion de performance évalue aussi 
bien la maturité des outils et technologies BI  que leur intégration au service de l'amélioration de la 
performance des processus métier. Le modèle décrit une feuille de route pour les organisations qui 
veulent situer le niveau de développement de leurs choix managériaux transposés aux pratiques BI. Il 
fournit un chemin pour le progrès par lequel ils peuvent profiter d'initiatives BI. Le modèle Gartner 
(version 2010), reconnaît cinq niveaux de maturité: inconscient, Opportuniste, Normalisé, entreprise 
(stratégique) et transformant (pénétrant). 
 
L'évaluation inclut trois zones clés: les ressources humaines, les processus et la technologie. 
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Le premier niveau est souvent décrit comme "l'anarchie de l'information". Cela signifie que les données 
sont incomplètes, incorrectes, incompatibles et l'organisation n'a pas la métrique définie. Les utilisations 
d'outils de reporting sont limitées.  
 
Le deuxième niveau de maturité BI signifie que l'organisation commence à investir dans la BI. Le 
processus engagé soutient la prise de décisions tactique et stratégique. Les sponsors du projet BI 
relèvent  de la plus haute direction.  
 
Au dernier niveau de maturité, la BI pénétre tous les processus métiers. La culture d'entreprise aidant, la 
BI fournit la flexibilité pour s'adapter aux changements rapides de l'environnement et à la demande de 
l'information. Les utilisateurs ont accès aux informations et aux analyses nécessaires pour créer de la  
valeur  et améliorer la performance. L'utilisation de la BI est même disponible pour des clients, des 
fournisseurs et d'autres parties prenantes. Le déplacement d'un niveau de maturité à un autre exige des 
changements de toutes les caractéristiques qui composent ces étapes ( Hagerty et Hostmann, 2010). 

Les domaines principaux  d'évaluation concernent  les ressources humaines, les compétences, les 
processus et les technologies. Les sous-domaines incluent les éléments de BI traditionnel (requêtes ad 
hoc, les rapports, OLAP, l'intégration de données, l'entrepôt de données) de même que les applications 
analytiques ainsi que les applications de gestion de la performance . Le modèle aborde également la 
confiance des parties prenantes dans le système d'information décisionnel, l'adaptabilité au changement 
de l'environnement des affaires et l'intégration des utilisateurs externes au développement de la BI 
comme les fournisseurs, associés et clients. ( Hagerty et Hostmann, 2010). 

Tableau 1: Vue générale des niveaux de maturité du Modèle Gartner 

Niveau Ressources Humaines Processus Métriques et 

technologie 

Inconscient  Les utilisateurs ne 
connaissent ni leur propre 
exigences en terme de 
données ni comment les 
utiliser 

Les utilisateurs ne 
connaissent pas les 
processus métier. Les 
données sont de 
mauvaise qualité. 

Manque de matériels et 
logiciels appropriés ; Les 
métriques ne sont pas 
définies ; l’utilisation du 
reporting est limitée. 

Tactique Les utilisateurs prennent 
les premières initiatives 
BI. 
Soutien fiable des cadres 
supérieurs. 

Identification des 
processus métier de base. 

Des « entrepôt de 
données » régionaux sont 
mis en place. Analyse 
des tendances et des 
données anciennes. 
Premiers outils 
interactifs de 
« reporting ». Les 
métriques sont souvent 
utilisées au niveau 
département seulement. 

Facteurs de succès : support pour les cadres supérieurs, outils BI appropriés, qualité des données, 
métriques et processus métier définis. 
Normalisé Les utilisateurs essayent 

d’optimiser l’efficacité des 
différents départements en 
utilisant la composante BI 

Standardisation des 
processus métiers et 
élaboration des 
meilleures pratiques en 
BI 

Des tableaux de bord de 
gestion sont utilisés; des 
« entrepôts de données »  
centralisées sont mis en 
place; ad 
hoc« reporting », Drill-
down 

Facteurs de succès : Le développement de la culture d'entreprise est basé sur des faits, exposant 
clairement la stratégie BI, mettant en œuvre le système d’apprentissage sur BI 
Entreprise 
(Stratégique) 

Les utilisateurs ont de 
hautes capacités BI mais 

Gestion de processus 
métiers basée sur des 

Données de haute 
qualité ; ont une stratégie 
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souvent non alignées avec 
leur rôles et responsabilités 

faits BI ; utilisant la 
prédiction et  des outils 
de modélisation plus 
complexes ; fouille de 
données 

Facteurs de succès : Soutien du DG, motivation des utilisateurs à collecter, analyser et utiliser 
l’information 
Transformant 
(pénétrant) 

Les utilisateurs ont les 
moyens et le temps pour 
utiliser BI; formation 
qualifiante en BI ; les 
utilisateurs sont 
encouragés pour collecter, 
analyser et partager 
l’information; 
Enthousiasme du DG et 
large engagement de la 
direction 

Largement supporté, 
esprit orienté processus 
Basé sur : les faits, 
l’apprentissage 
et le partage de 
Connaissance 

Large architecture BI 
d'entreprise  
en grande partie 
implémentée; Rapports 
Personnalisés; BI et  
processus métier sont 
alignés et coopératifs 

Facteurs de succès : soutien important de la part du PDG, bonne gouvernance des ressources 
humaines, les différents utilisateurs ont confiance en BI 
 

V Etude du cas des opérateurs de Télécommunications  

1-Méthodologie de Conduite de l'étude 

L'étude a touché l'ensemble des trois opérateurs de télécommunications. Des entretiens en profondeur 
ont été réalisés avec les premiers responsables des départements BI , des hauts cadres relevant de la 
direction Système d'Information (DSI) ou des services utilisateurs. Nous avons confectionné un guide 
d’entretien standard récapitulant les principales questions de recherche. La standardisation des 
instruments de recueil des données est nécessaire pour appuyer la validité, la généralisabilité et la 
maniabilité interne des résultats de l’étude multi-cas (Miles et Huberman 2000). Pour englober les 
différents points de vue, nous avons à chaque fois interviewé séparément des informaticiens et des 
opérationnels impliqués dans la prise de décision. 

2-Présentation des Résultats 

Avant de présenter les conclusions de l'étude, il y a lieu d'apporter certains éléments d'informations 
pertinents pour mieux comprendre l'environnement des départements BI au sein des opérateurs de 
télécommunications opérant en Tunisie. 

- La création et par la suite le développement des départements BI au sein des DSI des nouveaux 
opérateurs de télécommunications s'est  fait naturellement dès leur implantation sur le marché. Le 
transfert de technologie lié à leur appartenance à un groupe international spécialisé dans les 
télécommunications a largement facilité l'acquisition de savoir faire. L'opérateur historique, qui s'est lui 
aussi associé à des bailleurs de fonds étrangers, a créé ce département depuis 8 ans. 

- Les moyens budgétaires alloués aux départements BI des trois opérateurs sont très disparates (variant 
de 0,3 à 2,5 M$), leur part dans le budget informatique de l'opérateur est néanmoins plus stable autour 
de  15%. 

- Le marché des télécommunications qui connait une explosion du marché des smartphones vient de 
bénéficier du lancement de la 4G. L'opérateur dominant sur le marché du GSM, n'est pas présent sur le 
marché de la téléphonie fixe, largement dominé par l'opérateur historique. Le marché du GSM arrive à 
maturation avec un taux d'équipement qui dépasse 130%, il fait l'objet d'une forte concurrence tirant les 
prix vers le bas.   
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- L'instance nationale des télécommunications, instance de supervision légale du secteur, vient d'imposer 
le régimes de portabilité des numéros pour la téléphonie fixe et mobile. Ceci va encore libéraliser le 
marché et induire une plus grande volatilité des clients.  

Ceci dit, le traitement des informations collectées nous a permis, au regard du modèle de Gartner, de 
positionner chacun des opérateurs de télécommunications sur trois niveaux différents, soit les trois 
niveaux 3, 4 et 5. Cette analyse peut être compartimentée sur les trois rubriques suivantes: 

 a/ Aspects Humains 

Acquisition et développement des compétences: Il est important de signaler que le processus de mise 
en place des entrepôts de données et autres solutions de data-mining correspondante s'est fait 
différemment d'un opérateur à l'autre, intégrant de façon disparate, l'apport des consultants extérieurs. Il 
s'ensuit que l'acquisition de savoir faire et le développement des compétences se sont produits de façon 
différentes. Entre une équipe restreinte exigeant des compétences polyvalentes et un département, cinq 
fois plus étoffé, impliquant spécialisation des membres, les stratégies, la durée d'apprentissage et les 
besoins de formation sont très différents. Ces projets étant assez anciens, le personnel étant recruté 
auprès des meilleures écoles d'ingénieurs en informatique, il n'existe pas à priori de problèmes de 
compétences. 

Compétences transversales et formation: La nature transversale de la BI nécessite de la part de 
l'équipe BI une parfaite connaissance des processus métier. Elle permet de ce fait à l'équipe BI de mieux 
cerner la demande de son client et donc de mieux utiliser le référentiel de données de l'entreprise. Ceci 
est particulièrement valable dans le cas de la conception des campagnes publicitaires ou la formulation 
d'une nouvelle offre commerciale ciblant une catégorie particulière de consommateurs.  cela nous 
ramène sur le concept de segmentation basé sur des méthodes de classification hiérarchique connues par 
les statisticiens ou marketeurs. L'utilisation de ces techniques  de data mining pour éviter le 'churn' des 
clients constitue un axe stratégique pour les opérateurs de télécommunications. Les opérateurs leaders 
sur le marché qui ont investi en formation ont vu leur investissement rentabilisé. I L'expertise cumulée à 
ce niveau a permis à certains opérateurs d'enregistrer des succès et de capitaliser de nouvelles 
compétences qu'il s'agit de préserver. Le faible turn-over des équipes BI constitue un signe de 
valorisation des ressources humaines par ces opérateurs. 

b/ Aspects liés aux Processus 

Processus d'amélioration continue: Les outils d'évaluation et de mesure du taux d'utilisation des 
solutions BI doit être prévu en accompagnement du projet BI. Il est curieux que le département BI qui 
communique aux processus métier l'évolution de leur indicateurs clés de performance, n'en dispose pas. 
Si l'on peut, à la limite comprendre cette faille pour les opérateurs classés au niveau de maturité 3, 
compte tenu du faible investissement effectué, on ne peut l'admettre pour les autres opérateurs.  

Collaboration avec les processus Métier: Les projets BI sont en théorie des projets communs entre les 
DSI et les processus métier cibles. Le degré de collaboration entre les deux dépend de l'urgence et de 
l'importance des données fournies à la prise de décision. Si l'apport d'un datwarehouse dans la fiabilité 
du processus de facturation et des outils BI dans le recoupement des informations comptables 
enregistrées dans les ERP et applications ad-hoc sont fondamentaux pour garantir la qualité des états 
financiers et la rapidité de leur élaboration, ceci n'apporte pas forcément une grande marge de 
progression dans la prise de décision. Par contre, les divisions marketing, soumises à une concurrence 
acharnée, trouvent dans les outils BI, toute l'information dont ils ont besoin pour assurer l'alimentation 
de son  système de veille. On comprend dès lors quels processus métiers sont plus motivés que les autres 
à mener des projets communs avec le département BI. 

Appropriation par les utilisateurs: Le nombre de reportings standards livrés chaque jour varie suivant 
les opérateurs dans des proportions variant de 1 à 22,5. Le niveau d'exploitation de ces rapports est 
variable, il est estimé par certains opérateurs à 40%. l'appropriation des solutions BI passe par une 
stratégie de communication interne et une méthodologie forte de conduite de changement auxquelles les 
départements BI doivent être partie prenante. 
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c/ Aspects Technologiques 

Infrastructure: Les opérateurs les plus matures ont atteint un volume tellement important atteignant 
9000 reportings et tableaux de bord quotidiens. Un volume qui nécessite des investissements couteux 
qui limitent le choix des solutions de plateforme BI aux éditeurs les plus performants. Le choix des 
éditeurs et les conditions d'achat sont généralement négociés au niveau du groupe auquel appartient 
l'opérateur de télécommunications.  Bien que coûteuse, cette option offre la garantie de la prestation 
efficace et efficiente des services nécessaires (en particulier ressources externes, licences, matériel) pour 
le développement et l'exploitation des applications de la BI. 

Architecture des entrepôts de données: Les réseaux de télécommunication et commutateurs associés, 
systèmes de facturation et les services d'entretien produisent typiquement plus de 100M CDRs par jour. 
L'analyse complexe des données historiques combinées de ces sources oriente les activités de gestion de 
la relation client, l'assurance de revenu, la prévention de fraude et les programmes de reportings 
opérationnels. Le stockage et l'accès à toutes ces données est certes important mais techniquement 
coûteux. Le choix d'échantillonner et résumer les CDRs  comporte des risques de changement dans les 
modèles d'appel ou dans les relations entre les données (Kumar,2012), il passe par une maitrise des 
techniques de l'intégration et la consolidation des données, que l'ensemble des opérateurs semble avoir 
atteint.  
 

Qualité des données: La qualité des données est un sujet très sensible tout comme leur fiabilité , 
cohérence et leur consolidation. Ces risques augmentent  chaque fois que l'on augmente le nombre de 
canaux sources et la variété d'informations peu ou non structurées. Les opérateurs de 
télécommunications ont choisi comme principe la mise en œuvre d'un environnement d'entreposage de 
données central, consolidé et évolutif qui est idéalement sur le concept d'entrepôt de données 
d'entreprise.  Pour garantir la transparence des données, des tâches transversales (telles que la gestion de 
la qualité des données et des métadonnées et la gestion des données de base) sont professionnalisées . 

OLAP et Tableaux de Bord : La personnalisation des reportings et tableaux de bord semble facilitée 
par l'émergence d'outils de visualisation interactifs, qui offrent aussi l'avantage de fonctionner In 
memory, ce qui permet de pallier au problème de volume de données(14). Cette technologie repose 
principalement sur le stockage des informations en mémoire vive, et prend en compte les avancées 
technologiques au niveau matériel et logiciel. 

BI en pseudo temps réel:  L'importance des enjeux financiers dans le secteur des télécommunications 
impose aux preneurs de décision un suivi régulier des paramètres et indicateurs de performance. A 
défaut de faire de la BI en temps réel, compte tenu du volume des données gérées, le reporting se fait de 
façon journalière. La fréquence avec laquelle les informations sont transmises aux utilisateurs a fait dire 
à un responsable du département BI,  " Aujourd'hui on ne fait pratiquement plus de distinction entre 

système d'information décisionnel et transactionnel". 

Conclusion 

L'utilisation des modèles de maturité pour évaluer les systèmes de BI au niveau des entreprises, n'est pas 
une fin en soi. Il s'agit en effet d'un outil diagnostic qui permet de saisir la qualité et la flexibilité de 
l'architecture de la solution d'entreposage des données adoptée et d'identifier les axes d'amélioration et 
de développement mais également de vérifier  dans notre cas, la fluidité de la relation Equipe BI-Métiers 
à même de garantir une réelle mise à profit au service de la performance. Cet aspect lié à la qualité des 
sponsors de la BI, à une conscience collective des exigences d'un alignement de la BI sur les objectifs et 
stratégie de l'entreprise, met en valeur l'importance d'une culture d'entreprise favorable à ce type de 
projet pour qu'il soit réellement stratégique. 

La complétude du projet BI au regard des modèles de maturité s'apprécie également par sa capacité à 
fournir un retour sur investissement favorable. Nous avons remarqué une certaine prise de conscience 
chez certains opérateurs de la nécessité d'encadrer les dépenses évoquant justement l'aspect de 
rentabilité. Même si la question est épineuse et que les aspects immatériels restent toujours difficiles à 
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quantifier, il y a toujours lieu de s'interroger sur la performance du projet BI à travers des indicateurs 
clés de performance  adaptés. 

Notons que le classement que nous avons opéré pouvait être différent si l'on avait adoptés d'autres 
modèles moins centrés sur l'aspect humain ou sur la culture d'entreprise.  Par ailleurs les entreprises de 
télécommunications ayant atteint le stade ultime de maturité encourent le risque de noyer les utilisateurs 
dans un flot d'informations ingérable. Une BI en temps réel risque d'occasionner un couplage trop fort 
avec les systèmes d’information opérationnels avec des décisions de court terme qui sont alors 
privilégiées au détriment des décisions de long terme, comme confirmé par Marsal et Travaillé (2006). 

Ce papier aura enfin servi à mieux comprendre les enjeux BI des opérateurs de télécommunications et 
mis en évidence le chemin qui reste à parcourir pour des opérateurs davantage freinés par l'aversion au 
changement organisationnel et culturel que par une technologie de plus en plus accessible et conviviale. 
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Abstract 

Today's companies are trying to make the most efficient operation possible. To optimize the company is 

necessary to know the complex firm functioning - ie corporate/business processes. Using the UML 

(Unified Modeling Language) or BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) syntax, complex 

diagrams and methodologies are created to make the best use of these syntax. This article introduces this 

useful notation from its inception to the present and points to some problematic aspects of its use. 
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Introduction 

 

The non-profit group BPMI was the founder of the BPMN(Barry, 2005; Rouse, 2005). Since the start of 

its existence in 2000, this group has sought to promote the business processes standardization as a means 

of supporting B2B development. The group was created by 16 e-business leaders such as Black Pearl, 

Blaze Software, Bowstreet, Entricom and others. In addition, the group grew to include more than 80 

companies involved in the development of such an auxiliary concept. As sub-objectives, they set out: to 

promote and develop the use of BPM by creating standards for process design, deployment, 

implementation, maintenance, and optimization. BPMI wanted the whole process to be easier and more 

efficient for businesses in the global marketplace. At the time of the emergence of e-business, it reflected 

the unconventional ways in which business processes operate within the organization. There are several 

terms for the same item, each department uses a different process that should be uniform. The overall 

goal was to overcome these problems and create a standard to communicate, share data and applications 

more effectively. The concept itself contains three main components, namely the public interface and two 

private implementations. The public interface (two business partner interactions) is supported by 

protocols linked, such as BizTalk, ebXML, and RosettaNet. Other models are private, which are specific 

to each partner. The concept, however, was to build these private models into a common language that 

would define the same rules for each partner. This puts the first basics of BPML, which is a language 

based on XML syntax, so the language can be used to model enterprise data components. The associated 

language that held the questioner role was BPQL, and was the standard for management, and it was used 

to deploy and run defined business processes. These languages were open specifications, and anyone 

could download them from the official BPMI site. It was, however, necessary to present these languages 

in a single, graspable form that everyone would understand. 

BPML 

In order to understand what BPMN is and why this syntax is created, it is good to look at what this 

notation represents. According to the official BPMI 2002 source (BPMI.org, 2002) it is a methodology 

for modeling business processes and business data. Provides an abstract model of collaboration and 

transactional business processes. The ability of BPML is intended for mission-critical applications so that 

it supports synchronous and asynchronous distributed transactions. It offers a reliable security 

mechanism, it is used in integrated development environments, managing the home design and business 
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process models over the Internet (Wong & Gibbons, 2011). BPML also has an associated business query 

language to implement business processes (Dubray, 2002) (BPMI.org, 2004). 

Another explanation from the article (Assaf & Intalio, 2002) can be: BPML usually defines the abstract 

model used to express the general procedure. Such a language can be used to define business processes, 

complex web services, and pluralism. The basic parts that make BPML are abstract BPML XML syntax 

constructs and BPML specifications that are Namespace, Features, Imports, Target namespace. BPML 

activities perform specific functions and are either simple or complex. Simple actions, such as call, 

compensation, etc, cannot be decomposed and it performs a single operation. Complex activities are all 

sequences, switches and so on. They consist of one or more activities and manage the performance of a 

certain activity through a set of activities. 

First mentions and ideas of BPMN 

The BPMI's notation for BPML's graphical representation was BPMN, and as is shown by the paper 

(BPMI.org, 2002) aims to: Provide a notation that is easy and understandable for all business users. From 

the business analyst who creates the initial process design to the technical developer responsible for 

implementing the technology that will perform these processes. So BPMN creates a bridge that 

overcomes the gap between process analysis and process implementation. Sometimes, however, there is a 

problem with the process timing (Wong & Gibbons, 2009) Another goal is that XML-based languages 

(BPEL4WS and BMPL (BPMI.org, 2002, 2004; Dubray, 2002)) can be formulated visually using one 

standard. 

Furthermore, BPMN (BPMI.org, 2002) describes that the concept will be modeled in a business process 

diagram (BPD), where the individual elements (objects) will be linked and will be created using 

sequential, parallel or alternative paths. The BPMN concept must be clear and comprehensible to all 

users, but also complex enough to cover all possible processes that will be modeled today or in the future. 

As the authors (Mohelska & Tomaskova, 2010, Tomaskova, 2009) have said, understanding and 

modeling of business processes and knowledge are very important. 

Workflow Patterns  

In this document (Aalst, Barros, Hofstede, & Kiepuszewski, 2000), there are already formulations of the 

individual elements that are used in the BPMN syntax. At this stage of development, basic elements have 

been created, where for example interrupted and noninterrupted events have not yet been taken into 

account. This is understandable because the document is routed to BPMN 0.9 (BPMI.org, 2002) and 

some of the things that are widely used today are only in BPMN 2.0 (OMG.org, 2011). However, already 

in this version, the first version of the design templates, which was in the initial document of about 10 in 

the document (Biernacki, 2012), is now defined, but it can be assumed that the group wanted to use the 

syntax of Getting Started Standards and model it in the same or similar style. The group did not think of a 

completely new way of thinking but wanted to adopt rules and define how to model, create something 

new. Therefore, it has only created a graphical concept for modeling, maintenance, and business process 

innovation, for which the definition was established in the past years before BPMI was created. However, 

workflow patterns were defined in the 1990s as described by the Eindhoven University teacher, as 

documented in the "Advanced Workflow Patterns" (Aalst et al., 2000). Another 2002 paper from the 

same university entitled "Work patterns" (Aalst, Hofstede, Kiepuszewski, & Barros, 2003) is described in 

detail in 20 workflow patterns currently in use. 

 

The Idea of BPMN 

The primary language for this notation was BPEL4WS and BPML(Aalst et al., 2003; BPMI.org, 2004; 

Dubray, 2002), so BPMN will only apply to these languages.  Aalst (Aalst et al., 2003) said that it is 

difficult to predict which mapping will be preferred by BPMN because the language specification is a 

volatile area. As another essential information that every "system architect" should realize is that the BPD 

is not designed to graphically pass on all the required information about running the business processes. 

Excessive detail in modeling leads to chaos, and its initial description lacks sense and is therefore 

unusable. 
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What versions we have (White, 2012) : 

BPMN 1.x 

• May 2004, version 1.0 was introduced 

• In January 2008, following the merger with the OMG Group in 2006, version 1.1 (BPMI.org, 

2002)outlined some errors that were in version 1.0 . 

• Year later was released the version 1.2 (OMG.org, 2009), which was only a look at version 1.1, 

only minor bugs that were not created in the previous version and modified. 

BPMN 2.X 

• January 2011, version 2.0 was created (OMG.org, 2011), which changed the concept of previous 

versions. This version is also seen as a turning point when this concept was an increased interest 

in its diverse expressions of situations. The former leader of this concept was more of a diagram 

in the UML syntax. Although some authors think that the concept of UML with charting 

activities is better than BPMN. It is rather the opposite. Many ideas and articles have already 

been created on this subject that does not agree with this conclusion. A number of diploma 

theses have been developed on campus, which is just addressing the difference between the 

UML Activity Diagram and the BPMN. For example, you can read that these syntaxes are 

aligned, but some processes do not represent their complexity using UML. 

• The latest version, which was so far presented to the public, was 2012 version 2.0.2  (OMG.org, 

2014) 

So, What Exactly Will BPMN Look Like? 

BPMN will show the processes of each participant, each participant can view the scheme differently. 

This means participants have different angles of view on how these processes will behave. These 

processes may be for the participant by an internal process, that is, a process that is related to the 

participant), or these processes will be external, that is, when the participant will be present as a mere 

user. Therefore, each participant will have a different perspective on how to look at all processes with 

regard to internal and external processes. This is another aspect of the participant's view, but the diagram, 

model or process itself remains the same. Although the chart itself is very important to the viewer in 

order for the viewer to understand the process, BPMN will not currently support (version 0.9) (BPMI.org, 

2002)to identify any mechanism that will determine what the view is. At present, BPMN is already 

different in terms of processes (OMG.org, 2011, 2014). BPMN is divided into several kinds of diagrams, 

each of them representing a different view of processes). The concept is open to modelers, but can also be 

utilized (and recommended) as a suitable help for vendors who can mold their processes into a visual 

page to better outline and characterize their processes to customers. 

In the other parts of this paper, the individual elements are described as they were used. Interestingly, the 

descriptions contained in this document are still being used and have been changed only on a small or no 

scale. So even after the merger of the BPMI group with OMG, a similar terminology was used before. 

At the beginning, the intention was also set out by the founders: 

„BPMN will give businesses the ability to understand their internal and external business practices with 

graphical notation and will give organizations the ability to communicate with this syntax with others.“ 

And though many users were down with this concept, many were dissatisfied with the version, because 

some procedures could not be modeled and a more complex solution could not be rendered. 

Several years since its inception (10 years), the BPMN syntax is already used as a standard without which 

it can not exist. In 2012, 45 firms that have still used BPMN version 1.X and 25 companies have fully 

switched to BPMN 2.0 (White, 2012). Although this information is based only on presentations, this 

author, S. White, has published many publications that are valuable and highly valued. As is the case in 

2016, it is not yet known, but thanks to the openness of the syntax, several thousand end-users are already 

in line. 
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If we were to define whether their target had been fulfilled, we must say that BPMN has grown and other 

diagrams have been created that further deepen their importance for companies. Internal processes have 

become more controlled normative types, and external processes are modeled through newly created 

diagrams (2012) Collaboration, Conversation and Choreography (OMG.org, 2014). Unfortunately, at the 

moment, it also depends on the type of tool we model. We can not model using a tool that does not fully 

support the BPMN syntax, or which partially changes it for its use. Although this syntax is loose, the 

basic rules that follow will apply. However, we can say that BPMN has evolved into a concept that is 

also used to model organizational processes. Thus, the manager uses this notation more, and when a crisis 

situation occurs or when a culprit is sought for a possible failure, by modeling processes, for example in 

manufacturing, he knows what kind of person or activity could cause the problem. 

In addition, the new elements that were added to the syntax in version 2.0, such as ad-hoc, which is 

described here as a badly named element, are described. In the document, we can also read that the 

BPMN notation itself has made many changes on the market. End-users have realized the potential of this 

syntax, as evidenced by the fact that only in 2012 was 70 independent tools (White, 2012) that supported 

this syntax to create the appropriate modeling environment for this concept. However, it demonstrates 

that the syntax will constantly evolve, like everything else. For modeling, and while version 2.0.2 

(OMG.org, 2014) is already well equipped and provides a good user experience for the user, there are 

still many places where imagination needs to be used and a bit of abuse of notation rules to map the 

situation. So the syntax bends and is not used correctly. Although the notation is free and our imagination 

is necessary. 

But what will they do next years for BPMN syntax? Today, we also have the ISO code for ISO / IEC 

19510: 2013 (OMG.org, 2013), so we have to stick to certain rules to make it clear and clear. The 

notation will definitely evolve, but we too can be well-behaved and properly modeled by end users, we 

will need to constantly evolve, so we need to develop more sophisticated methodologies to model. This is 

very necessary in today's world. Every company modeling itself, but what we really need as a user is a 

methodology, unified and clear. Unfortunately, companies will never publish it because they are their 

know-how, and such knowledge is valued by gold. Here I see the possibility of universities and subsidy 

frames, when higher education institutions may be holders of these methodologies. In the past, it has 

proven to be a workflow pattern. Such a methodology would be highly valued and the founder will be 

recognized. 

What Problems Can Occur When Defining BPMN Methodologies? 

In a practical world, using the BPMN syntax to model business processes, the given syntax must be used 

according to the rules that are defined. 

The question, however, is according to which methodologists should lead the modeler when there is no 

continuous methodology of using the given syntax. Although the BPMN syntax or other modeling tools 

are taught in schools, they do not teach the methodological part of this syntax. We have a free syntax that 

allows us to model complex diagrams and involve the given activities in status and type models, but we 

do not have a uniform modeling approach. The BPMN syntax gives defined elements for modeling, but it 

does not tell us how to proceed uniformly in process modeling. At this point, we do not have to worry 

about this problem, however, until we discuss this model with another company using BPMN. One 

company creates a model according to its own methodologies and the other according to its own. 

However, each company uses a different approach, and can not lean on the definition of a methodology. 

This creates disparate methodologies that only one company understands. There is a misunderstanding 

between companies. The definition of one methodology is not easy as the BPMN syntax is very extensive 

and provides modelers with over 100 modeling elements. When examining individual elements, some 

vague elements also come to light. It is thanks to these elements that different understandings of the 

modeling are made using syntax, and it is good to create a clear definition of these elements in order to 

avoid undesirable understanding. These aspects then lead to the unambiguous creation of methodologies 

that the modeling world would combine. When we talk about an exclusive gateway, there is still a 

question of the openness and closeness of this element. When we consider the side to which we are 

inclined is not such a difficult question. For example, see Figure 1 : Unification of Activities. When we 

have this example: 
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1. Under the closed gateway condition. So when the flow passes, the element is closed, this 

example is clear. When one of the activities 1 and 2 is complete, the flow runs through the 

exclusive gateway to activity 3. The exclusive gateway is closed so that the flow from the 

second activity that is completed stops in the exclusive gateway.

2. In the second case, when we think that an exclusive gateway is open, this example is interpreted 

differently. When the first token goes to the gateway, it continues to activity3, because there is 

no condition in the gateway and the flow continues according to the flow dire

the second stream also passes through this gateway because the gateway is open. So, the flow 

that happens as a second goes into activity 3. We can compare it with the example where 

activity 1 goes flowing to Activity 3 and Activity 2 goes s

Direct unification of activities.

Figure 

Direct unification of activities 

This example is one of many that can be addressed using an exclusive open or 

Solving this problem can be a problem. To avoid having to deal with this case, when the 

gateway is open or closed, it is better to use a different gateway that specializes in unification or 

distribution of a given stream. This element is a 

many flows must come to the gateway in order to unify the flow and move on. But to determine 

if this solution is correct, we must go through all cases of using the gateway exclusively and 

resolve the issue of openness and closeness of this element.

 

Figure 1 : Unification of Activities 

Under the closed gateway condition. So when the flow passes, the element is closed, this 

clear. When one of the activities 1 and 2 is complete, the flow runs through the 

exclusive gateway to activity 3. The exclusive gateway is closed so that the flow from the 

second activity that is completed stops in the exclusive gateway. 

e, when we think that an exclusive gateway is open, this example is interpreted 

differently. When the first token goes to the gateway, it continues to activity3, because there is 

no condition in the gateway and the flow continues according to the flow direction. However, 

the second stream also passes through this gateway because the gateway is open. So, the flow 

that happens as a second goes into activity 3. We can compare it with the example where 

activity 1 goes flowing to Activity 3 and Activity 2 goes straight to Activity3 as in Figure 2

Direct unification of activities. 

 

Figure 2: Direct unification of activities 

This example is one of many that can be addressed using an exclusive open or closed gateway. 

Solving this problem can be a problem. To avoid having to deal with this case, when the 

gateway is open or closed, it is better to use a different gateway that specializes in unification or 

distribution of a given stream. This element is a complex gateway, in which we can define how 

many flows must come to the gateway in order to unify the flow and move on. But to determine 

if this solution is correct, we must go through all cases of using the gateway exclusively and 

nness and closeness of this element. 

Under the closed gateway condition. So when the flow passes, the element is closed, this 

clear. When one of the activities 1 and 2 is complete, the flow runs through the 

exclusive gateway to activity 3. The exclusive gateway is closed so that the flow from the 

e, when we think that an exclusive gateway is open, this example is interpreted 

differently. When the first token goes to the gateway, it continues to activity3, because there is 

ction. However, 

the second stream also passes through this gateway because the gateway is open. So, the flow 

that happens as a second goes into activity 3. We can compare it with the example where 

traight to Activity3 as in Figure 2- 

closed gateway. 

Solving this problem can be a problem. To avoid having to deal with this case, when the 

gateway is open or closed, it is better to use a different gateway that specializes in unification or 

complex gateway, in which we can define how 

many flows must come to the gateway in order to unify the flow and move on. But to determine 

if this solution is correct, we must go through all cases of using the gateway exclusively and 
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Another example of the openness and closeness of the exclusive gateway is the repetition step.

This is an example when the activity returns the flow back to a certain point in the process. The flow 

is linked to the exclusive gateway, which is solved here as open. In dismantling these two situations, 

namely Figure 1 : Unification of

situation. There are two flows at a given gateway at different times, and the flow passes through the 

gateway to the next element. This flow is in the same mixtur

in the previous example, with no complex gateway here. So, from the first example, we get the 

solution that instead of the exclusive gateway you can use the complex diagram. However, in the 

second example, we must already take that complex diagram as unnecessary, since we are taking the 

exclusive gateway here. In this case, it is better to take the given exclusive gateway as open and we 

have everything well mapped. When analyzing the results, it is clear that a clos

is not needed, as it can be replaced by a complex gateway with the same result. This conclusion is 

based on these most common examples.

 

Conclusion 

The BPMN syntax has been in the enterprise world for over 16 years, and for system deve

system awareness is a relevant helper. But some aspects of this syntax have to be defined. It is necessary 

to define a unified methodology that would clearly determine how the object world is to be modeled. 

Unless problems are solved, methodologies will be developed that approximate the same subject matter, 

but each of them will solve the problem in its own way and will not take into account the wider 

framework of the methodology at all. It is not easy to define a uniform methodology be

understands this syntax in your own way, it is necessary to stop this uncontrolled syntax transformation.

Although it is not possible to model all the elements in a single diagram, it is necessary for modelers to 

have subconscious definitions of the individual elements and situations that may occur. Unfortunately, all 

the syntax questions are not answered. Therefore, it is necessary to focus more on the issue of the global 

methodology. 
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Abstract 

Technological development has been moving too fast and is becoming unpredictable day by day. The 

new era that human race has been experiencing with the powerful use of IT tools is yet to reform itself 

into something bigger than it used to be in the past. Internet of things enabled cities to get more connected 

to deliver the optimum value to their citizens by adopting “Smart Cities” concept.  However, at the same 

time, it introduced several challenges that this paper has covered by studying a given set of literatures to 

produce a list of common challenges; which have been divided into two categories: technical and non-

technical.   

Keywords: IT, Smart cities, Challenges, Internet of things, Literature review 

1. Introduction  

Cities are the main poles of human and economic activity, more than 50% of the world's population today 

live in urban areas. An increase is expected because of population migration to these regions to make 

lives of citizens better. Urban areas need to manage their development, supporting economic 

competitiveness, while enhancing social cohesion, environmental sustainability and an increased quality 

of life of their citizens (Monzon, 2015). With the development of new technological innovations smart 

cities concept emerged as a means to achieve more efficient and sustainable cities. Smart cities consists of 

set of systems and solutions that are used to build, or rebuild, a more sustainable city by utilizing 

resources and available data in intelligent ways to make living for citizens better (Ferraz, 2014). 

Smart city concept brings new challenges that are directly related to the concepts and structures of a city 

(Ferraz, 2014). These cities are developing themselves for attractive lifestyle like cultural and natural 

amenities, knowledge infrastructure like universities and businesses and technologies like sensors, mobile 

technologies and Internet of things (IoT)  (Bajracharya et al., 2014). It is necessary to get a 

comprehensive overview of the Challenges that Smart Cities can face. There are multiple challenges that 

need to be studied before implementation a smart city." From technical infrastructure, that needs to be put 

in place, to adaption of system by citizens various technical and non-technical obstacles are to be dealt 

with" (Bawanya and Shamsi, 2015). 

The purpose of this paper is to identify the key challenges in smart cities based on the review of literature 

on smart cities. The structure of this paper consists of four main sections: the definition of smart city, the 

methodology used to write the paper, a discussion about the technical and non-technical challenges, and 

at the end the conclusion with given recommendations are provided. 
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2. Research Question 

Many of smart city research studies have determined several key challenges while implementing smart 

city as shown in table 1 (Findings section). These studies, however, discuss the key challenges from 

different perspective. 

The aim of this study is to define the common challenges which may face cities while developing a smart 

city concept according to the given recent publications from year 2011 to 2017. The intended outcomes of 

this study are preliminary as it is a subset of bigger scope. Those results will be mapped to a specific 

geographical area (Sultanate of Oman) at later stage by conducting a field work and further analysis in 

order to predict challenges that could be faced by the upcoming national projects in this domain and 

provide proactive solutions and a list of recommendations.  

3. Smart City Definition 

There is no single definition for smart cities. As the concept is being known on the whole but used 

everywhere in the world with different names and in different circumstances, there are many conceptual 

variants generated by replacing the word smart with other alternative adjectives (Nam and Tpardo, 2011). 

In what follows, a few such definitions are given, originating from different papers. 

According to Cassandras (2016), smart cities use information and communication technologies (ICT) to 

be more smart and active in the use of resources. This leads to saving costs and energy, improved service 

delivery and quality of life. Smart cities are able to take advantages from ICT implementation to growth 

efficiency in city’s activities (Arman et al., 2015). 

Furthermore a smart city is implements solutions by support of devices and interconnection of sensors, 

actuators, and mobile devices (Novotny and Kadlec, 2014). Moreover, it’s the city that monitors and 

integrates of all of its critical infrastructures including roads, bridges, tunnels, rails, subways, airports, 

seaports, communications, water, and power (Ermia et al., 2017). 

A smart city is all about connecting both of physical infrastructure, IT infrastructure, social infrastructure, 

and business infrastructure to leverage the collective intelligence of the city (Chourabi et al., 2012). 

However, Cocchia (2012) says “Smart city is the product of digital city combined with the Internet of 

Things”. 

On the other hand, Meijer (2015) defined smart city as a city which use smart computing devices to make 

the critical infrastructure and services of cities, which includes city administration, education, healthcare, 

public safety, real estate, transportation, and services more intelligent and efficient. 

4. Research Design and Methodology  

This study is a review of literatures on smart city. We decided to focus our study on papers that discuss 

the smart city challenges. Those papers are published in google scholar, Science Direct, Sparing, IEEE 

and Communications of the ACM journals and databases.  The follow diagram illustrates the 

methodology used for literature review in this research. First, the main key words used for searching 

literatures are: smart city, challenges, and literature review. Second, the authors have collected research 

papers from multiple resources.  

The authors considered all papers that were published for time period from 2011 to 2017. Forty nine 

research papers were collected and filtered. Out of those papers, twenty nine research papers were 

analyzed and used as references to obtain the required information. On this paper the authors summarized 

the definition of smart city based on information provided by eleven papers. Finally, the authors elicited 

challenges of smart city that were discussed in eighteen papers. The results were categorized into two 
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different categories: Technical and Non

categories that have been studied further to generate the final conclusion.

5. Results  

In this section, the eighteen selected papers are analyzed in order to define the key challenges for smart 

city implementation. These challenge

each sub-domain. In the following, each of these seven sub

5.1.Technical Challenges 

Intuitively, smart city development is an attempt to integrate innovation in the city. Incorporating 

innovations in the city's infrastructure cause

technical challenges are identified.

5.1.1. IT Infrastructure

The smart city infrastructure is the introductory step for establishing the overall smart city framework and 

architecture. ICT infrastructure development in 

applying smart city. Besides, reliable, scalabl

the key fundamentals of integrating information systems in cities and this has to be ready before smart 

city is presented to citizens (Bawany and Shamsi, 2015

Moreover, Raaijen (2017) noted tha

interconnected smart devices which have to re

devices depend on the vast of infrastructure in order to communicate with each other and

to create a flexible communication interface.

Technical and Non-Technical. Each category consisted of a number of sub

been studied further to generate the final conclusion.  

In this section, the eighteen selected papers are analyzed in order to define the key challenges for smart 

city implementation. These challenges classified into two sections: technical and non-technical challenges 

domain. In the following, each of these seven sub-domains are discussed. 

ity development is an attempt to integrate innovation in the city. Incorporating 

n the city's infrastructure causes many challenges. In the following subsections, these 

technical challenges are identified. 

IT Infrastructure 

The smart city infrastructure is the introductory step for establishing the overall smart city framework and 

architecture. ICT infrastructure development in the physical space constitutes a huge barrier while 

eliable, scalable and high-speed network connectivity and infrastructure are 

the key fundamentals of integrating information systems in cities and this has to be ready before smart 

Bawany and Shamsi, 2015). 

Moreover, Raaijen (2017) noted that ICT infrastructure will connect a collective representation of 

interconnected smart devices which have to re-configure themselves through learning. Also, these smart 

devices depend on the vast of infrastructure in order to communicate with each other and the challenge is 

to create a flexible communication interface. 

 

Figure 1: Methodology Structure 

Technical. Each category consisted of a number of sub-

In this section, the eighteen selected papers are analyzed in order to define the key challenges for smart 

technical challenges 

ity development is an attempt to integrate innovation in the city. Incorporating 

many challenges. In the following subsections, these 

The smart city infrastructure is the introductory step for establishing the overall smart city framework and 

physical space constitutes a huge barrier while 

speed network connectivity and infrastructure are 

the key fundamentals of integrating information systems in cities and this has to be ready before smart 

t ICT infrastructure will connect a collective representation of 

learning. Also, these smart 

the challenge is 
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 Table 1: Smart City Challenges 

 

4.1.2 Security 

Recent, concerns over security have been an important part of the debate over the impact of smart cities 

and smart grids (Elmaghraby, 2013). Furthermore, various risks face the cyber-physical infrastructure 

used in smart city. However, these modern cyber-physical infrastructure systems are massively used and 

there is no sufficient insight for their vulnerabilities and threats. Generally, accidental threats on cyber-

infrastructure for smart city cause serious consequences according to city’s maturity and smartness 

(AlDairi and Tawalbeh, 2017). Bawany and Shamsi (2015) mentioned that threats from hackers, 

intruders, viruses, worms, Trojans etc. has the potential to disrupt and interrupt the services and bring 

down the whole system resulting in enormous losses. For example, transportation management systems 

face the most critical hacks and threats as they cause disasters, especially in air traffic systems or trains 

control systems. Furthermore, they cause huge traffic damage that may stay for hours by attacking control 

systems of traffic lights and their sequencing, road signs and speed limit signs (AlDairi and Tawalbeh, 

2017). 

No. Relevant Study 

Technical Challenge Non-Technical Challenge 

IT 

infrastructure 
Security 

Applications 

Integration 
Big data Privacy Cost Governance 

1 AlDairi & Tawalbeh 

(2017) 
 �   �   

2 Baig et al. (2017)  �      

3 Mohammadi (2017)  �  � �   

4 Raaijen (2017)   �    � 

5 Hashem  et al. 

(2016) 
   � � �  

6 Popescul & Diana 

(2016) 
 �      

7 Zoonen (2016)  �  � � �  

8 Al Nuaimi (2015)    �    

9 Bawany & Shamsi 

(2015) 
� � � � �   

10 Bolívar (2015)       � 

11 Edwards (2015)  �   �   

12 Monzon (2015) � �      

13 Bari et al. (2014) � �      

14 Bajracharya et al. 

(2014) 
 �   � � � 

15 Elmaghraby & 

Losavio (2014) 
 �   �   

16 Ferraz & Guimarães 

(2014) 
 �      

17 Elmaghraby (2013)  �   �   

18 Chourabi et al. 

(2012) 
      � 
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Bawany and Shamsi (2015) insisted that an extended security approaches required to secure sensitive data 

at all levels of collecting, processing, storing and disseminating. It needs international collaboration, 

which includes experts from all over the world (AlDairi and Tawalbeh, 2017). 

4.1.3 Applications Integration 

The Smart cities vision is often focused on different domains and consider a heterogeneity services which 

require an action to address cross-thematic issues. According to Raaijen (2017), these different domains 

needs to be integrated together in one layer on top of the technology innovation that addresses 

heterogeneity systems. The challenge of this layer is the incorporation of different sensing techniques to 

monitor and address service specific challenges and this is referred to “service discretization”. 

On the other hand, application development and innovation needs to be fast which will lead citizens to get 

the maximum advantage of data that is being collected. Because if the development was limited to city 

management, citizens will be disappointed (Bawany and Shamsi, 2015).   

4.1.4. Big Data 

Big data offer the potential for cities to gain valuable insights from a massive amount of data collected 

from various sources. In addition, data in smart city collected from various objects and devices. It 

requires new algorithms and visualization techniques, which affect smart city-focused activities in order 

to gain the insights of this data and to make decisions (Hashem et al., 2016). In a research study by Al 

Nuaimi et al. (2015) it mentioned that, because of the massive data collected from smart city systems, it 

requires huge processing capability and this leads to the need of scalable and reliable software and 

hardware platforms. 

Nowadays, data integration is one of the hardest challenges within organizations in the IT world. The 

smart city vision holds out the concept of integrating data from several organizations, different 

environments, and variety of intelligent devices. The volume, velocity, variety and variability of data 

makes data quality difficult to be ensured (Hashem et al., 2016). Bawany and Shamsi, (2015) stated that 

data integration and analytics requires an efficient big data management system and it has to be reliable 

and scalable with no downtime. 

4.2 Non-Technical Challenges 

The coexistence of non-technical aspects besides technical aspects indicates the importance of balancing 

the two perspectives to successfully integrate smart city innovations. In the following, the challenges of 

these formal and informal aspects are identified. 

4.2.1 Privacy 

Privacy is a key policy and legislation challenge of the 21st century. A large part of smart city data comes 

from individuals and they may not prefer their data to be available in public (Mohammadi and Al-

Fuqaha, 2017). In addition, smart cities will allow authorities to track a person’s location at all times by 

using video across the city, facial recognition, and other sensors. Although a person’s activity may take 

place in public, this information can be extremely private (Elmaghraby and Losavio, 2014). Bawany and 

Shamsi, (2015) argued that the privacy is not only about protecting data it also build citizens trust and 

confidence in order to use these systems. AlDairi and Tawalbeh (2017) defined that if cities want to 

ensure privacy while implementing smart city initiative they have to consider five privacy-related issues. 

These issues are protecting identities, protecting people areas that indicate to protect each one’s space and 

properties, protecting locations, communication protection and transactions protection. 
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On the other hand, Zoonen (2016) states that there are three main factors influencing people's concerns 

about privacy. First is the type of data whether it is sensitive or not. Also, author defined that what it may 

be a privet information for one person it is not necessary to be private for others. Second factor is the 

purpose of collecting data, the usage and weigh the value that providing their data. Third, people’s also 

concerns about who is dealing with their personal data.  Zoonen (2016) says that “Eurobarometer data 

from 2011 indicate that across Europe people trust medical organizations and banks the most when it 

comes to their (most sensitive) data (Eurobarometer, 2011). On the lowest end of the spectrum, the 

Eurobarometer found telecom and internet companies, including social media and search engines; they 

are least trusted and sometimes even seen to threaten privacy”. 

4.2.2  Cost 

Cost is one of the non-technical challenges for smart city adoption. Bawany and Shamsi (2015) stated that 

the requirement of IT consultancies, professional, number of devices, sensors, thousands of networking 

equipment and computing devices will create a considerable amount of expense. Also, these devices and 

equipment need to be integrated and embedded with each other this may be costly because of the lake on 

natural and human resources. Furthermore, this cost is not limited to one time only, the operational and 

maintenance cost for such a huge real time system will be much higher (Hashem et al., 2016). 

4.2.3 Governance 

Governance defines the formal aspects of initiatives which aim to achieve administrative modernization. 

Moreover, there are two main characteristic perspectives towards governance regarding smart cities. First, 

governance managing smart city development and its helps promoters to have a clear strategy which will 

help to receive in-depth insights into stakeholder’s needs and values. Second, smart city initiatives 

shaping governance in order to understand which technologies shape governance, such as the availability 

of big data does and who benefits from the integration of new systems in terms of power and control 

(Raaijen, 2017).  

One of the major barriers to developing smart city application is the ownership of data and the regulations 

and arrangements to make it open. A case study done by Bajracharya et al. (2014) mentioned that due to 

the data ownership arrangements, developers in Costa Gold were unable to create smartphone apps which 

provide information such as weather warnings in real time. Nonetheless, many of the challenges faced by 

smart cities exceed the capacities and capabilities of their traditional institutions and their classical 

processes of governing. Therefore modern and innovative forms of governance are needed to meet these 

challenges (Bolívar, 2015). 

6. Discussion 

The analyzed literatures revealed a common pattern of challenges that have been facing smart cities 

implementation. From the given chart below, we can conclude that most of the authors agreed that 

Security and Privacy come at the top of the challenges list. This could be due to the emerging internet of 

things and smart grids concepts along with their associated complexity to control these both aspects: 

security and privacy (Elmaghraby, 2013).   

 

Big data comes second as a challenge for smart cities. As interaction with many agencies at different 

sectors would be heavily active between government agencies and other industries, boundaries of data 

collection and sharing become very vague. The most challenging part here is that each organization might 

have its own privacy policies for protecting personal information and ensuring commitment to the various 

given policies for all is a fine line (Al Nuaimi et al., 2015).  
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7. Limitations and Future Research

Since the concept of Smart cities is new, the number of published work related to challenges of this 

concepts is somehow limited. Also, as it is an emerging domain, it`s components are 

including technological and non

requirements of IT to accommodate their needs and provide the needed capacity has changed. That re
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This paper have only covered the previous studies conduct
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different resources.  Our studies smart cities challenges have revealed are many different challenges not 

just technical there is also some of non

face and each category consisted of a number of 

article we have provided a thorough insight about smart city technical and non
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and Cost, come next in the challenges list at which these challenges will 

require adopting certain strategies and planning to ensure proper arrangements for developing smart cities 

concept in an effective manner. Surprisingly, Application Integration comes at the bottom of th

assuming that technical challenges dissolve by time to support the overall implementations. 

and Future Research 

Since the concept of Smart cities is new, the number of published work related to challenges of this 

concepts is somehow limited. Also, as it is an emerging domain, it`s components are evolving

including technological and non-technological aspects. Various industries are getting involved and 

requirements of IT to accommodate their needs and provide the needed capacity has changed. That re

defines the challenges over a short period of time.  

the previous studies conducted to find out the challenges of Smart Cities.

The next phase of this study will provide a further field analysis on a specifically given geographical 

richer to carry future studies that will enable practitioners and decision 

that will overcome the Smart Cities challenges and enable the development 

This paper starts with an argument on the definition of smart cities, and this new concept appears with 

new challenges. The main purpose of this paper was shedding light on smart city challenges, this paper 

has examined the challenges of smart cities through a collection of literatures review was published in 

ferent resources.  Our studies smart cities challenges have revealed are many different challenges not 

just technical there is also some of non-technical challenges, we discussed seven category that could be 

face and each category consisted of a number of sub-categories that have been studied. Through this 

article we have provided a thorough insight about smart city technical and non-technical challenges.

 

Common Challenges Mentioned across the Studied Literatures 

in the challenges list at which these challenges will 

require adopting certain strategies and planning to ensure proper arrangements for developing smart cities 

concept in an effective manner. Surprisingly, Application Integration comes at the bottom of the list, 

by time to support the overall implementations.  

Since the concept of Smart cities is new, the number of published work related to challenges of this 

evolving everyday 

. Various industries are getting involved and 

requirements of IT to accommodate their needs and provide the needed capacity has changed. That re-

hallenges of Smart Cities. 

specifically given geographical 

to carry future studies that will enable practitioners and decision 

and enable the development 

art cities, and this new concept appears with 

new challenges. The main purpose of this paper was shedding light on smart city challenges, this paper 

has examined the challenges of smart cities through a collection of literatures review was published in 

ferent resources.  Our studies smart cities challenges have revealed are many different challenges not 

technical challenges, we discussed seven category that could be 

categories that have been studied. Through this 

technical challenges. 
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Abstract 

 

Customer satisfaction is one of the management’s main priorities in today’s business world as it leads to 

customer retention. To satisfy and retain the customers in the e-retailing, there is a need of offering quality 

services. Despite a good number of studies conducted on e-retailing in recent years, a very limited 

attention has paid towards e-services provided by the e-retailers in Malaysia. Keeping this in mind, this 

study aimed at identifying the determinants of e-service quality that may help to retain the Malaysian 

customers in e-retail business. This study has taken up the quantitative approach to achieve the research 

objectives. The survey approach helped to know the perception of the customers towards e-retailing. This 

study developed domains from the literature review to represent the key features of the research questions 

and to pose 26 the questions in a systematic manner. The study setting was in Klang Valley, Malaysia. 

The sample selected for this study is the customers who were willing to do e-retailing and the existing 

customers doing e-retailing of the products in Malaysia. Total 400 questionnaires were distributed among 

the respondents using random sampling technique. Structure equation modeling was employed for data 

analysis. This study was able to find three dimension representation of e-service quality which was found 

statistically significant. However, the variables were not enough to indicate the total gap of the research. 

Thus, this study suggests to analyze the dependent variable in future research with different other 

variables. 

 

Keywords: Service quality, customer retention, E-retailing, Malaysia. 

 

Introduction 

 

The growth of e-commerce has created special interest among scholars to measure the e-service quality 

towards e-retailing (Chen, Shen, Lee & Yu, 2017; Sobihah, Mohamad, Ali & Ismail, 2015). Customer 

satisfaction is one of the management’s main priorities in today’s business world. Lee and Lin (2005) 

noted that customer satisfaction is a function of perceived service quality. Customer satisfaction also leads 

to customer retention which can be a positive move by the e-retailers and would be less costly than the 

customer replacement (Kim, Donald & Rao, 2009). However, to satisfy and retain the customers in the e-

retailing, there is a need of offering quality services. The concept of customer satisfaction and customer 

retention are interrelated. Hence, it becomes essential for the e-business providers to offer better e-services 

to its customers that will ensure the growth of e-retailing. Kaur and Kiran (2015) found that the internet 

based interactive environment leads to greater level of adoption by the customers. Thus, it can be said that 

through providing superior e-services, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty can be enhanced. 

Therefore, this is very important for the commercial sector to make the e-customers to believe on the 
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product and the ease of use of the online service technology. Online retailers are more focusing on 

increasing the e-service improvement that makes e-retailing more efficient and effective for the customers.  

 

Despite a good number of studies conducted on e-retailing in recent years (e.g. Akram & Sultan, 2014; 

Mekovec, Bubas & Vrcek, 2007; Ndubisi, Malhotra & Wah, 2009; Rossiter, 2007), a very limited 

attention has paid towards e-services provided by the e-retailers in Malaysia (Li et al., 2009). E-commerce 

in Malaysia is still in its early stage and is not very advanced as compared to that of the western countries 

(Sheng & Liu, 2010). Lack of security and reliability as well as the increasing numbers of fraud in e-

retailing has limited the e-retailing industry to grow in Malaysia. Besides, little knowledge towards e-

retailing among Malaysian consumers is also a reason for low adoption of e-retailing in Malaysian market 

(Chu, 2009). Hence, there is a need to understand e-retailer and consumer relationship to identify with of 

the decision making process of consumers. Keeping this in mind, this study aimed at identifying the 

determinants of e-service quality that may help to retain the Malaysian customers in e-retail business.  

 

The factors that were considered in this study are information quality, website security, website reliability, 

e-service quality and customer retention. The main focus of this research was to seek the major factors 

that have high influence on the e-retailing in Malaysia. This makes the study more interesting as on e-

service quality dimensions explaining e-retailing sector of Malaysia is still considered a new area for 

academic research. 

 

Literature Review 
 
The theoretical foundation of this study is based on Vroom (1964)'s “Expectancy Theory” that defines 

expectancy as a belief that is concerned to likelihood to follow the outcome. This is based on the idea of 

learning expectations of the peoples. For example, the customer believes, for a given response that is 

followed by the positive or negative event. Rosenberg (1986) was the first to introduce instrumentally the 

value model to investigate the attitude of the customers. The author further suggested that attitude is 

mostly influenced by beliefs of object like an action or policy for the attainment of a valued state. When 

an individual choose between various alternatives that have uncertainty in their outcomes, it says that 

behaviour is attacked not only by preference of the results, but also from the degree of belief on the 

results. Thus, expectancy theory is the best example to motivate the customers to do online purchasing 

(Lee & Lin, 2005). 

 

Given the influence of shoppers’ perceptions of quality on an online retailer’s market share and 

profitability, the evaluation of performance quality is critical to both practitioners and researchers (Al-

Hawari, 2014; Siadat, 2008). To assess it accurately, the attributes or dimensions perceived as the most 

important by the purchaser or recipient needs to be identified (Cronin & Taylor, 1992). In the context of 

online retailing, these include perceptions formed by interaction at the web site and throughout the entire 

purchasing experience, including web interactivity and delivery (Porter, 2001; Rolland, 2010). After the 

pioneer work done by Zeithaml et al (2002), quality of service in the electronic area has been explored in 

some depth through measures across different market sectors including e-retailing. To capture all 

dimensions of e-service, however, these conceptualizations must be expanded to be global level, and must 

take into account all aspects of the transaction including service delivery and customer support service. 

 

Information Quality  
 

Information quality means providing accurate information for the product or services in the website. The 

accurate information quality makes customers always accessible to the online service offered by online 

companies that can help customers to have a good image of online companies (Sobihah et al., 2015). 

Customers usually switch over to other companies due to lack of ease of use of online service by online 

companies. Consumers are helped to select products based on price rather on quality which suits best the 
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desire and needs of customers. Hence, higher transparency of product price and quality will increase 

profitability to the electronic retailers (Joia & Sanz, 2005). Posselt and Grestner (2005) indicated that the 

online tools such as accurate information on products, online navigation, product evaluation, and decision 

making towards buying products, deliveries, returns and customer support service have very high 

influence on the customer satisfaction and gains high positive attitude of the customers towards online 

shopping. Wang and Head (2001) showed that successful web based information is very critical for the e-

retailing market to attract customers and deliver business function and strategy. Furthermore, this field 

still considered as a new field of study (Wang & Head, 2001).  

 

E-service quality is a critical business factor for both customers and e-retailers. The main importance for 

e-service quality is the overall support by internet retailers and customers. If there is a gap between the 

retailers and customers then the business may suffers some issues. Many studies show the significance 

importance and effect of information reliability, understandability and awareness in terms of information 

quality. Amin (2016) quoted in his research that understandability includes ease of understanding and 

clearness of information. Since the main purpose of technical support in websites is to provide information 

and after-sales service, they do not emphasize online transactions. To date, few studies have explored 

factors that determine customers’ service quality perceptions of technical support for websites. The 

present study, therefore, aims to fill this research gap (Chu, 2009). By identifying these e-service quality 

dimensions, online retailers will be able to assess their service performance (Yang, 2004). E-quality 

research is very complex and has produced non responsive results suggesting that more research on this 

area is required. 

 

H1: Information quality of the website is having positive influence on the customer retention in e-

retailing. 

 

Website Security 
 

Freedom from danger, risk or doubts during service process is considered as security. In terms of online 

purchase, most customers find this as barriers towards online shopping. Protection of personal data of 

customers, terms and conditions of payment and positive reputation has always been the basic idea on the 

research of service quality on internet. Studies by Zeithaml et al. (2002) on e-retailing context shown that 

e-service quality has seven dimensions including efficiency, fulfillment, reliability, and privacy and 

recovery of e-service quality including responsiveness, compensation and contact. Privacy and security is 

found to be the key factor to evaluate the online service. They are very closely related to each other. 

According to Al-Ajam and Md Nor (2015), there are things to be considered for the online service. First is 

the quality of information provided should be reliability, timely, customized, complete. There were 

various website security issues which stops the consumers to go for the e-retailing. Thus, security is very 

important to the online shopping for the customers.  

 

Furthermore, due to lack of interaction between consumers and retailers, consumers prefer high 

importance to the technical aspects of online transactions as well as receiving products (Liu & Arnett, 

2000). Therefore retail managers need to assess the sites including technical support of clarity, ease of use 

and adequate shipping options. Furthermore, measures to be taken for the website trafficking to ensure 

acceptable downloadable times. Besides, testing of the website needs to be done with different 

information system tools including testing of internet connection speeds, and system use. The interactive 

between customers and companies provides companies an opportunity to get information like purchase 

habits, needs, preferences which make the companies to provide personalized service to the customers. 

Personalized service can improve the customer satisfaction rather than switch over to other companies. 

Along with service and products, payment and delivery is also one of service process that needs to be 

meted by the companies on the demands of the customers. 

 

H2: Website security of the website is having positive influence on the customer retention in e-retailing. 
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Reliability  
 
Service reliability is the promises or assurance made by the providers during a service purchase. It 

grantees the promised services will be available during the mentioned period. Reliability in e-service 

quality deals with technical aspects. Parasuraman et al. (1988) explained reliability as the dimension of 

traditional service quality approach. Information quality must fulfils certain criteria like accuracy, 

timeliness, relevance and understandable by customers arising both the experience and product purchase 

(Al-alak, 2014; Amin, 2016;Chen et al., 2017; Kuo, 2003). The research on the reliability towards service 

quality has passed more than twenty years which says that it is one of the most important dimensions for 

all the services provided. Santos (2003) quoted that the ability to perform the promise accurately replying 

to the enquiries of the customers and online purchasing accuracy is the main job to explain reliability. It is 

very important for the providers to make sure that customers trust on the promises made by the 

organization towards the fulfilling of the works. Thus, exploring the contribution of e- service quality can 

change the customer’s retention in e-retailing in Malaysia.  

 

H3: Reliability of the website is having positive influence on the customer retention in e-retailing. 

 

Methodology  
 

This study has taken up the quantitative approach to achieve the research objectives. The use of 

quantitative is appropriate in this research because it explains a social phenomenon (Davis & Cosenza, 

1993; Gray, 2004). Furthermore, Most of previous studies related to these research variables have been 

used quantitative approach. The survey approach helped to know the perception of the customers towards 

e-retailing. This study developed domains from the literature review to represent the key features of the 

research questions and to pose 26 the questions in a systematic manner. Pallant (2007) noted that a 

questionnaire should be as short as possible, constructed in clear and unambiguous language, and devoid 

of unwarranted assumptions on the part of the researcher. This study created questions to generate 

responses specific to the research problems and avoided leading questions to limit response bias. The 

study setting was in Klang Valley, Malaysia. The sample selected for this study is the customers who were 

willing to do e-retailing and the existing customers doing e-retailing of the products in Malaysia. Kothari 

(2004) and Sekaran and Bougie (2013) describes that for population more than 100,000, the sample size 

should be between 30 and 500. Accordingly, Total 400 questionnaires were distributed among the 

respondents using random sampling technique. Total 338 questionnaires were returned out of which 329 

were found usable for further analysis. Finally, structure equation modelling was employed for data 

analysis. 

 

Results and Discussion 
  

This study was further extended by investigating on the customer’s experience on e-retailing before. This 

investigation would seek to know the confidence level of the customers. Below are the demographic 

profiles of the respondents. 
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Table 1: Demographic profile of respondents 
 

Gender Age 

  Frequency Percent   Frequency Percent 

Male 207 62.9 30 years and below 170 51.7 

Female 122 37.1 31 - 40 years 132 40.1 

Total 329 100 41 - 50 years 23 7 

   
51 years and above 4 1.2 

Educational Background Total 329 100 

  Frequency Percent    
Diploma 11 3.3    
Bachelor Degree 180 54.7    
Postgraduate 138 41.9    
Total 329 100 Monthly Income 

   
  Frequency Percent 

Daily Usage RM 3,000 and below 33 10 

  Frequency Percent RM 3,001 – RM 5,000 68 20.7 

Less than 2 years 68 20.7 RM 5,001 – RM 10,000 77 23.4 

2 - 6 years 199 60.5 RM 10,001 and above 115 35 

Above 6 years 62 18.8 Does not apply 36 10.9 

Total 329 100 Total 329 100 

 

From the demographic results, it can be seen that out of total 329 respondents, 207 were male while the 

rest 122 were female. This also shows that male customers prefer e-shopping more that the female 

customers. In terms of age, the younger generation prefer e-shopping than the older generation as reflected 

in the table above. The next question asked to the respondents was regarding the internet access 

availability. Almost more than 80% of the respondents were having access to internet via hand phone or 

through internet connection or broadband. After the access of internet the next question that was asked to 

the respondents was regarding the internet usage in their daily activities. The response was quite 

positivistic as majority of the respondents use internet of more than 5 hours daily. This shows the 

importance of internet in their daily life. Rest of the category also explained in the above table. 

 

Reliability Test  
 

The reliability test was performed using the Cronbach’s alpha test. It achieved an overall alpha value of 

.831. It seems very reliable as mentioned by Hair et al. (2010) who mentioned that a minimum alpha value 

of 0.70 is required to be reliable. 
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Structure Equation Modeling 
 

Finally, SEM was conducted to find out the structural relationship among the variables of the study. The 

measurement model shows that it explained total 69.71% of the total variances. Furthermore, none of the 

five variables are highly correlated which proofs that all the five variables are independent to each other. 

The path relationships are shown in the figure 1 below. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Structural Model of the Study 

Hypothesis Testing 
 

From the coefficient analysis, it can be seen that the reliability and the website security plays significant 

role in enhancing retention of the customers to adopt e-retailing and make easy online transactions. From 

the findings, it seems that the information quality of the products and the transaction information are very 

important in order to increase the online purchase increase and marketing by the producers. In the above 

figure, we can see the significant level of all the three independent variables is having high path values 

and have statistical significance of less than 0.01. The figure also shows high correlation between 

information quality and e-retailing from all the other independent variables. Thus, it proofs that there is a 

strong relation exists between all the independent and dependent variables. 
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Table 2: Final Output 

 

   
Estimate S.E. C.R. P 

E-Service Quality <--- Information Quality .201 .092 2.184 .001 

E-Service Quality <--- Website Security .314 .040 7.850 .001 

E-Service Quality <--- Reliability .423 .091 4.644 .001 

Customer Retention <--- E-Service Quality .512 .045 11.378 .001 

 

For H1, there is a total influence of 20.1% of the independent variable information quality on the 

dependent variable customer retention on e-retailing in Malaysia. For H2, the analysis found that there 

was in total 31.4% of influence on the customer retention for e-retailing in Malaysia. For H3, in total there 

was 42.3% of influence of service reliability on the customer retention for e-retailing in Malaysia. By 

using the empirical model through SEM analysis, we have noticed that the service reliability on the retail 

product is the main factor to watch for an increase in the customer retention on e-retailing. These findings 

are also supported by the past studies (e.g. Aksoy, 2014; Al-Ajam & Md Nor, 2015; Al-alak, 2014; Amin, 

2016; Chen et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2009; Kuo, 2003; Liu & Arnett, 2000; Park & Kim, 2003) who have 

noted that the quality of information availability needs to be speculated and demonstrated at every 

moment which will help the customer to make a decision on online purchasing.  

 

From the analysis it was found that all the factors are having positive relationship with the customer 

intention of e-retailing. That means all the factors are playing there part for enhancing the retail business 

in Malaysia with an influence of having great impact on the minds of customers. From the analysis the 

main contribution was fulfilled by the Information quality factor and Service reliability factor. This shows 

a positive relation between Information qualities with the Customer retention on e-retailing in Malaysia. 

Findings also show that when there is an increase of one unit in the information quality, then there is an 

increase of around 20.1% in the customer retention on e-retailing in Malaysia. 

        

Conclusion and Recommendation 
 

In contrast to the previous studies it was found that the information quality was having less influence on 

the customer retention on e-retailing. Thus it is highly recommended to investigate in deep on this result 

accuracy. This study able to find three dimension representation of e-service quality. Chen et al. (2017) 

had quoted that customers prefers to multiple channel of transactions to execute most transactions over 

website. The variables were not enough to indicate the total gap of the research. Thus it is necessary to 

analyze the dependent variable in future research with different variables. However, no study is beyond 

limitation. There are various other factors affecting the customer retention on e-retailing in Malaysia 

which were not included in this research. Thus only 69.71% of the influence was explained by the 

variables and the rest of 20% were still remains to evaluate. 

 

It was known from the current research that there are various other factors which affect the customer’s 

retention in Malaysia, thus it is highly suggested to include these variables in the further research. It is also 

highly suggested to know the key areas that have high effect on customer retention on e-retailing have to 

look to increase the customer’s importance on the retail products in Malaysia. There must be involvement 

of the other factors like user friendliness, Efficiency, Site organization and several others as a variable in 

the further research. Retail firms should look upon the improvement on the products and service quality to 

increase the value of the product in customer’s retention. 
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Résumé 
 
Le système relationnel développé par une culture agricole et les différentes expressions scientifiques qui 
visent l’impact des conditions naturelles, techniques et économiques sont utiles pour identifier les 
facteurs limitatifs quantitatifs et qualitatifs qui peuvent affecter ce genre de culture. 
 
Cette étude analyse la manière dans laquelle certains facteurs climatiques (radiation solaire, température 
et humidité) influencent le développement de la vigne dans l’un des plus importants périmètres viticoles 
de la Roumanie – les Subcarpates de la région de Vrancea, et plus précisément les vignobles de Panciu, 
Odobeşti et Coteşti, où les surfaces cultivées avec des catégories de raisins de table couvrent 20% de la 
région et les surfaces avec des cépages pour le vin couvrent 80%.  
 
Dans ce but, nous avons utilisé les données climatologiques provenant de quatre stations météorologiques 
de la région - Adjud, Tulnici, Odobeşti et Râmnicu Sărat, pour la période 1965–2015. L’analyse 
quantitative des importants paramètres et indices agro-climatiques (le coefficient des précipitations, 
l′indice hydro-thermique, le coefficient hydro-thermique Seleaninov etc.) relève que la valorisation de 
l’interférence des facteurs climatiques qui influencent la qualité et la quantité de la production peut 
constituer un important critère pour choisir l’emplacement des périmètres viticoles et les solutions 
techniques adéquates.   
 
Mots-clés : température, précipitations, indices climatiques, vigne, Subcarpates de Vrancea. 
 

 Introduction 

 
Les exigences climatiques et  bioclimatiques participent activement à la croissance et au développement 
des cultures agricoles, influençant dans des proportions différentes les processus physiques, chimiques et 
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biologiques, la qualité et la productivité agricoles. Les facteurs climatiques deviennent pour les cultures 
les principaux facteurs restrictifs d’ordre qualitatif, qui, par leur variation annuelle, deviennent des 
facteurs décisifs pour leur réussite car le cycle biologique dépend des facteurs.  
 
La vigne est une culture multi-annuelle avec des certaines particularités de croissance et fructification,  
adaptable aux conditions de l’environnement a attiré l’attention des agriculteurs dans les pays où les 
conditions climatiques correspondent aux besoins biologiques de la vigne, qui peut être cultivée sur cinq 
continents, étant une culture économique spécifique aux climats tempérés, sous-tropicaux et tropicaux, la 
majorité se trouvent entre les parallèles de 30° et 50°, dans le nord aussi que dans le sud (récemment on a 
trouvé ces cultures à une latitude de 10°, dans des pays comme le Brésil, la Colombie et le Pérou). 
 
Le réchauffement global produit des fréquents dérèglements des écosystèmes agricoles (Cornelis van 
Leeuwen et Philippe Darriet, 2016). Les chercheurs Kenny et Harrison ont signalé depuis 1992 que ce 
réchauffement peut être bénéfique aux cultures de vigne dans le nord, et désavantageux pour les 
plantations dans le sud. La culture de vigne doit adapter ses cycles annuels de végétation, ce qui affecte la 
quantité et la qualité de la production de raisins. L’influence climatique a été étudiée maintes fois car le 
climat est celui qui conditionnent le déclanchement des phénophases et le métabolisme de la vigne qui, 
avec d’autres facteurs édaphiques (Duchêne et Schneider, 2005), influencent la croissance et la 
fructification de la culture, la quantité et la qualité des raisins, la densité et la durée de vie de la 
plantation, la résistance aux maladies, sécheresse, la gelée etc.  
 

L’impact de la variabilité climatique sur la croissance et le développement des cultures agricoles se 
quantifie par le potentiel des paramètres météorologiques. La production agricole étant dépendante des 
conditions de l’environnement naturel, dont les facteurs climatiques jouent un rôle dominant (Gerós et al., 
2015).  
 
À partir de ces hypothèses, cette étude analyse la manière dont certains facteurs climatiques dans un 
périmètre sous une évidente influence des foehns en Roumanie – les Subcarpates de Vrancea. Ces 
caractéristiques influencent l’extension des vignes dans l’un des plus importants périmètres viticoles de la 
Roumanie, qui consiste des vignobles de Panciu, Odobeşti et Coteşti. 
 
 Région d’étude et données utilisées  
 
Les Subcarpates de Vrancea sont situés dans l’est de la Roumanie, constituant une sous-unité des 
Subcarpates de Courbure entre les vallées de Trotuş et Slănic, dominés à l’ouest par les Carpates 
Orientales et à l’est, ils font la transition, tantôt lente et tantôt brusque, vers la Plaine du Siret (Ielenicz et 
al., 2003) (figure no.1).  
 
Leur complexité structurale, l’alignement approximativement parallèle des dépressions et des collines 
avec les rangées des montagnes, la fréquence des foehns, le réseau hydrographique transversal (IG, 1992) 
créent des conditions favorables à la culture des vignes, qui a une ancienne tradition dans ce périmètre, 
des temps des Gètes et des Daces.  
 
Pour aboutir aux objectifs et finaliser cette étude, nous nous somme basés sur l’existence et l’exploitation 
des données météorologiques et statistiques, des connexions de données qui ont assuré une analyse 
qualitative et quantitative. 
 
L’analyse quantitative des principaux facteurs climatiques (température de l’air, les précipitations 
atmosphériques, le vent etc.) et l’évaluation de la relation entre le climat et la culture de la vigne est basée 
sur des observations et des déterminations météorologiques et le traitement des données enregistrées dans 
les stations météorologiques locales – Tulnici, Adjud, Odobeşti şi Râmnicu Sărat (figure no.1), entre 
1965–2015, et des informations agro-météorologiques provenant de l’Administration Nationale de 
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Météorologie (ANM). Les quatre stations météorologiques sont représentatives pour le périmètre analysé 
par leur position géographique et la différence d’altitude (figure no.1).  
 
La base de données climatiques a été enrichie avec les valeurs calculées des indices agro-climatiques,  
calcules possibles avec les données climatologiques des quatre stations météorologiques. Nous avons fait 
une analyse quantitative des indices agro-climatiques importants - l′indice de Mayr, le coefficient des 
précipitations, l′indice hydro-thermique, le coefficient hydro-thermique Seleaninov et l’indice 
bioclimatique de la vigne, qui met en évidence le degré de favorabilité climatique du périmètre analysé 
pour la culture des vignes (tableau no. 1).  

 
 

Figure 1 :  Localisation géographique des Subcarpates de Vrancea en Roumanie et en Europe (à 

gauche) et emplacement des stations météorologiques dans les Subcarpates de Vrancea (à droite) 
Source: les auteurs 
 

Tableau: Indices agro-climatiques –caractéristiques 
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L’interprétation statistique a été faite à base des informations fournies par l’Institut National de 
Statistique (INS) et des données fournies par la Direction pour Agriculture du département de Vrancea 
(surface cultivée, production réalisée pour chaque variété cultivée etc.).  
 
Les méthodes utilisées dans l’analyse, l’interprétation et la représentation des données météorologiques 
sont les méthodes classiques, des analyses logiques, spatiales et comparatives, complétées par des 
méthodes modernes comme des opérations Corel Draw, Microsoft Office Excel, GIS. En plus, nous 
avons la recherche bibliographique et les  observations dans le terrain. 
 

Résultats Et Discussions 
 
Le désir des producteurs d’avoir des récoltes de qualité qui correspondent à la direction de production 
dans des conditions d’efficience économique implique le respect des conditions de sécurité et 
amélioration des technologies de culture (protection, irrigation, travaux et opérations en vert, éliminations 
etc.) car les besoins des plantations différent d’un an à l’autre, et d’une phase de végétation à l’autre.  
 
Dans la zone analysée, Subcarpates de Vrancea, sont l’un des plus importants périmètres viticoles de la 
Roumanie qui consistent des vignobles de Panciu, Odobeşti et Coteşti (une surface total de plus de 32.600 
ha) (figure no.1). Par exemple, en 2015, de la surface totale de 224 100 ha cultivés avec des vignes en 
Roumanie (INS, 2016), 32610 ha appartenaient aux Subcarpates de Vrancea (DAJ Vrancea, 2016), ce qui 
représente 14,5 % de la surface totale. La Roumanie se situe ainsi sur la 10ème place dans le monde et la 
5ème en Europe, étant une région viticole importante. 
 
Le vignoble de Panciu (une surface de 9701 ha) est l'un des plus anciens de Roumanie, datent de la fin du 
16ème siècle, un nom respecté parmi les producteurs de vins mousseux et inclut trois centres viticoles 
d’importance nationale: Panciu, Ţifeşti et Păuneşti. 
 

Le vignoble d’Odobeşti (une surface de plus de 7792 ha) avec les centres: Odobeşti, Jariştea, Boloteşti se 
caractérise par une grande répartition de la marque Galbena de Odobeşti, qui trouve ici les conditions 
pédoclimatiques optimales, un symbole étant données ses caractéristiques organoleptiques spécifiques, 
est encadré, en fonction du  périmètre de production, soit dans la catégorie de qualité supérieure, soit dans 
la catégorie des vins de consommation courante. Parmi les vins de cette zone viticole, la Plăvaia (marque 
autorisée) qui fait partie de cette catégorie depuis longtemps, est un vin de consommation courante.  
 
Le vignoble de Coteşti (une surface de plus de 15117 ha) ayant une histoire de 600 ans, formé par les 
centres de Coteşti, Vîrteşcoiu, Cîrligele, Urecheşti, Dumbrăveni et Tîmboieşti, se fait remarquer par une 
production à part des vins parfumés et équilibrés de la variété Fetească grâce aux conditions  climatiques, 
et par un vin avec un bouquet à part, une arome de rose de confiture obtenue de la variété locale Şarbă. 
Les variétés cultivées dans la région sont conformes avec les variétés stipulées par la Loi de la vigne et du 
vin dans le système de l’organisation commune du marché de la vigne et du vin no 244/2002.   
 
En ce qui concerne la surface cultivée, la centralisation statistique du Figure 2 indique une croissance de 
la surface cultivée avec la vigne à partir de l’an 2010. Croissance signifiante dans le cas des vignobles de  
Panciu et Coteşti, où la surface est devenue double, de 4874 ha à 9644 ha, et de 7867 ha à 15374 ha, 
tandis que dans le cas du vignoble de Odobeşti, la croissance a été d’environ 3800 ha. Cette croissance a 
été possible après une période où la surface cultivée a été en baisse. En Roumanie, la viticulture est un 
secteur de l’agriculture d’un niveau de productivité conforme aux normes de l’UE, car l’encadrement des 
zones viticoles dans les zones viticoles de l’UE a été possible à base des études faites par les  institutions 
roumaines autorisées par l’état.  
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Les producteurs dans cette région analysée, pour assurer la sécurité de la production des vins d’origine 
contrôlée, respectent, d’abord, le régime d’autorisation concernant le respect des conditions de culture, 
des normes techniques de production et de commercialisation élaborées par l’Office National des 
Dénominations d’Origine des Vins (ONDOV) et l’Office National de la Vigne et du Vin (ONVV). Ils ont 
aussi choisi un système de Management de la Qualité et la Sécurité des Aliments conforme aux exigences 
du système d’assurance de la sécurité  des produits alimentaires HACCP, élaboré à partir de la Directive 
du Conseil de la Communauté Européenne no 93/43/EEC/14.06.1993, Ordre du Ministère de la santé no 
1956/1995, les standards SR EN ISO9001:2008, SR EN ISO 22000:2005, car ils veulent fournir aux 
consommateurs des produits surs et de qualité, et ils adoptent une politique appliquée adéquate, efficiente, 
efficace et d’améliorer la responsabilité conformément aux mesures établies.  
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Figure 2 : Evolution des surfaces cultivées avec la vigne (ha) et dynamique de la  production de 

raisins (tonnes) entre 1990-2014  
Source: les auteurs et données traitées selon l’INS, 2016 

Dans le domaine spécifique du vignoble des Subcarpates de Vrancea, qui consistent des vignobles de 
Panciu, Odobeşti et Coteşti, catégories des raisins de table détiennent 20%, et les cépages pour le vin 
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détiennent 80%. Les principales catégories cultivées ont aussi une grande valeur commerciale: Chasselas 

Dore, Fetească Regală, Merlot, Băbească Neagră, Treminer, Pinot Gris, Galbena de Odobeşti, Fetesca 

Albă et Riesling Italian. En ce qui concerne la production annuelle de raisins, on voit de variations 
signifiantes d’un an à l’autre dans tous les 12 vignobles identifiées dans la région étudiée. En général, les 
hausses et les baisses des productions annuelles varient entre 5.000 t et 30.000 t. Sauf le vignoble de 
Panciu où la production annuelle a une oscillation annuelle relativement réduite entre 2006–2008. Dans la 
période analysé, les productions ont varié entre 19.000 t et 55.500 t - Panciu, de 7.000 t à 50.000 t - 
Odobeşti et de 34.500 t à 90.000 t - Coteşti (figure no.2).  

 
Maintes vins obtenus dans ces vignobles ont reçu des médailles aux compétitions nationales et 
internationales dans le domaine: le produit Fetească regală – an de récolte 1998, le vignoble de Panciu, 
médaille Maque d’Or au concours Salon international du vin „Casa Vinului”; produit Şarba – an de 
récolte 2002, le vignoble d’Odobeşti, médaille de bronze au Concours international OIV édition 2004; 
produits Galbena de Odobeşti et Cabernet Sauvignon – an de récolte 2000, le vignoble d’Odobeşti, 
médaille Marque d’Or au Salon Alcorom 2005 etc. (ONVPV, 2015). Le plus récent succès a été 
enregistré à la 14ème édition de International Wine Contest Bucharest IWCB – 2017, le plus grand 
concours des vins de l’Europe de l’Est, où les vins de cette région ont remporté trois médailles d’or 
(ONVPV, 2017). 
 
Du point de vue climatique les Subcarpates de Vrancea se caractérisent par une circulation 
atmosphérique générale dans laquelle prédominent les composantes occidentale et polaire. Le rôle 
orographique des Carpates Orientales se rajoute, ce qui détermine l’ascendance forcée des masses d’air 
humide, de l’ouest, sur les pentes des montagnes, pour favoriser la descendance sur les pentes orientales, 
abritées, vers les Subcarpates de Vrancea, à des caractéristiques nouvelles – des foehns. Les Subcarpates 
de Vrancea disposent d’un apport moyen annuel de radiation globale d’environ 120 – 122,5 kcal/cm2 (IG, 
1979) et la plus grande durée de l’ensoleillement de l’entière région des Subcarpates, de 2144,4 heures/an 
à Odobeşti (IG, 1992). Ces particularités des Subcarpates de Vrancea la fréquence des foehns et un grand 
nombre d’heures d’insolation ont une signification à part pour la culture des vignes, qui est une plante 
prétentieuse en ce qui concerne la lumière et la chaleur (Berbecel et al., 1970).    
 
La température de l’air détermine et influence les processus vitaux de la plante, marquant le début ou la 
fin d’une phénophase, Sa sensibilité, pendant les premières phases de végétation, est plus grande à la 
température de l’air par rapport à l’humidité (Huglin et al., 1998). Les Subcarpates de Vrancea se 
caractérisent par une température moyenne  multiannuelle de 8,5°C à Tulnici et 11,6°C à Râmnicu Sărat, 
pour la période 1965 – 2015 (figure no.3). 
 
Dans le régime annuel de la température de l’air, la température minimale enregistrée aux quatre stations 
en janvier est -2,7°C à Adjud et -0,3°C à Râmnicu Sărat. De plus, dans les mois d’hiver, les inversions 
thermiques sont moins fréquentes dans le périmètre des Subcarpates de Vrancea. Les plus grandes valeurs 
moyennes mensuelles multiannuelles sont enregistrées au mois de juillet, 18,7°C à Tulnici et 23,0°C à 
Râmnicu Sărat. Entre avril – août, des forts réchauffements sont enregistrés à cause de la pénétration des 
masses d’air tropical du sud ou des vents catabatiques. 
 
Pour le régime phénologique de la vigne, les moyennes des saisons et semestrielles sont aussi 
importantes, car elles varient entre: 17,9°C en été et -1,2°C en hiver, à la station de Tulnici; 20,7°C en été 
et -0,5°C en hiver, à la station d’Odobeşti; 20,8°C en été et -1,5°C en hiver, à la station de Adjud; 22,0°C 
en été et +0,9°C en hiver, à la station de Râmnicu Sărat. Pour les saisons de transition, les valeurs sont 
supérieures à 8,0°C dans les quatre stations, et gardent la différence de presque 2,0°C entre les deux 
stations Tulnici et Odobeşti. Les valeurs sont inférieures dans la station de Tulnici à cause de la 
différence d’altitude, de 430 de m et son emplacement en bas des montagnes de Vrancea. La moyenne du 
semestre chaud (01.04 – 30.09) qui correspond à la période de végétation de la vigne a un écart entre 
15,0°C à Tulnici, 17,5°C à Adjud, 17,6°C à Odobeşti et 18,6°C à Râmnicu Sărat, tandis que la moyenne 
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thermique du semestre froid varie entre 2,0°C à Tulnici, 2,1°C à Adjud, 3,0°C à Odobeşti et 4,4°C à 
Râmnicu Sărat. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 : Distribution des principaux paramètres agro-climatiques, dans les Subcarpates de 

Vrancea, entre 1965 – 2015 

 
Source: les auteurs et données traitées selon l’Administration Nationale de Météorologie 

 
Les valeurs thermiques extrêmes sont le résultat de l’interaction entre les processus  advectifs et les 
processus locaux générés par le bilan calorique de la surface subjacente, reflétés dans la viabilité des 
bourgeons et du bois. Par exemple, dans les Subcarpates de Vrancea les températures maximales absolues 
varient, pour la période 1960 – 2015, entre 18,6°C en janvier 1999 et 38,0°C en juillet 2000 à la station de 
Tulnici et entre 16,6°C en janvier 1971 et 38,3°C en juillet 1987 à la station d’Odobeşti. Les températures 
minimales absolues ont eu des valeurs entre -23,0°C en janvier 1963 et 6,4°C en juillet 1976 à la station 
de Tulnici, et entre -22,7°C en janvier 1963 et 6,4°C en juillet 1976 à la station d’Odobeşti. 

 
Les précipitations atmosphériques en quantités moyennes annuelles de 400–700 mm/an, dont 250 mm 
sont concentrés dans la période de végétation, permettent des cultures de vigne sans irrigations. La vigne, 
par son fort et développé système radiculaire, et sa grande capacité d’absorption de l’eau et des sels du 
sol, est plus résistante à la sécheresse.  
 
La quantité des précipitations multiannuelles augmente, dans les Subcarpates de Vrancea, de l’est vers 
l’ouest, de la 539,8 mm à Adjud, 588,0 mm à Râmnicu Sărat, 642,5 mm à Odobeşti à 658,7 mm à 
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Tulnici. Entre juillet – septembre, le seuil agro-climatique minimal des valeurs nécessaire à la phase de 
croissance et maturation des raisins de 50 mm (Azzi, 1956) est dépassé à la les quatre stations 
météorologiques, ayant une valeur plus basse de 0,7 mm en septembre à la station d’Odobeşti. Le manque 
de précipitations pendant cette période intensifie le processus de mûrissement, les grains des raisins 
restent sous-développés et par conséquent, la récolte se diminue. Dans la distribution saisonnière des 
quantités de précipitations, la saison la plus pluvieuse est l’été avec 280,2 mm enregistrés à Tulnici, c’est-
à-dire 42,5% de la quantité annuelle et 219,9 mm à Odobeşti, c’est-à-dire 34,2% de la quantité annuelle 
de précipitations. Les plus basses valeurs saisonnières sont pendant l’hiver, entre 74,3 mm à Tulnici et 
113,6 mm à Odobeşti. Dans les saisons de transition, les quantités de précipitations représentent entre 
20% et 27% de la quantité annuelle. La quantité de précipitations dans la période de végétation (semestre 
chaud) varie entre 480,1 mm à Tulnici et 406,2 mm à Odobeşti, représentant plus de 60% de la quantité 
annuelle des précipitations (figure no.3). 
 
L’humidité relative de l’air, par son distribution spatiale dans la région des Subcarpates de Vrancea, 
reflète les effets de barrage orographique des sommets des montagnes, ainsi que la moyenne multi-
annuelle est située entre 85% à Adjud (82% à Tulnici) et 76% à Râmnicu Sărat (79% à Odobeşti). Pour 
que l’assimilation se déroule normalement, les demandes de la vigne par rapport à l’humidité  relative de 
l’air se situent entre 50 – 80%, ce qui signifie que, de ce point de vue, la vigne répond aux conditions 
optimales de développement.  
 
Le vent a une grande importance pendant la période de floraison, assurant le transport du pollen. Le vent 
sec à intensité modérée limite l’attaque de la manne, et lorsque le vent est fort, il rompt les pousses ou 
abat des soutiens. Par exemple, à Tulnici ce sont les vents de nord et de l’ouest qui prédominent, et à 
Odobeşti, le vent de nord-ouest. À Adjud et Râmnicu Sărat ce sont les vents de nord et de l’nord-ouest 
qui prédominent. Les plus grandes vitesses correspondent aux mêmes directions, nord-ouest - de 6,1 m/s 
à Tulnici et de 4,2 m/s à Odobeşti, nord - de 6,0 m/s à Adjud et de 3,4 m/s à Râmnicu Sărat. Les valeurs 
du calme atmosphérique reflet aussi l’influence des conditions locales, de 43,3% à Tulnici et de 15,8% à 
Odobeşti et assurent les conditions d’abri climatique relatif (figure no.3).    
   
Le synergisme des facteurs climatiques est reflété par l’utilisation des indices agro-climatiques: l’indice 
Mayr, le coefficient des précipitations, l’indice hydro-thermique et le coefficient hydro-thermique 
Seleaninov, qui mettent en évidence le degré de favorabilité pour la culture de la vigne dans les 
Subcarpates de Vrancea (Ionac et al., 2015) (tableau no.2).  
 

Tableau 2 : Valeur moyenne des indices agro-climatiques entre 1965-2015 

 
Source: les auteurs 

 
L'indice de Mayr a des valeurs entre 16,8°C à Tulnici et 20,8°C Râmnicu Sărat. Cet indice exprime la 
valeur optimale thermique de la végétation pendant la période à une activité biologique maximale. Les 
valeurs baissent au long de la direction est – ouest, avec l’augmentation de l’altitude, mettant en valeur un 
léger refroidissement du climat au long de cette direction.  
 
Après avoir calculé le coefficient des précipitations, nous avons obtenu les valeurs de 2,9 mm à Tulnici et 
2,4 mm à Râmnicu Sărat. Ces valeurs indiquent un régime hydrique supérieur qui favorise les phases de 
formation des grains.  
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L’indice hydro-thermique a des valeurs entre 5,5 unités à Adjud et 6,8 unités à Râmnicu Sărat. L’indice 
donne des informations sur le degré d’approvisionnement avec l’eau des précipitations, et sur le 
complément d’eau par irrigations lorsque l’eau ne satisfait pas la demande optimale de la vigne. Selon les 
valeurs de cet indice, dans les Subcarpates de Vrancea, le nécessaire d’eau provenu des précipitations 
satisfait la demande optimale de la vigne.  
 
Dans les Subcarpates de Vrancea le coefficient hydro-thermique Seleaninov a des valeurs entre 1,93 
mm/ºC à Tulnici et 1,76 mm/ºC à Adjud et Râmnicu Sărat. Les valeurs entre 1 et 2 indiquent un régime à 
humidité suffisante pour la culture de la vigne et par conséquent, pour obtenir de vins supérieurs, à 
condition d’assurer les cépages adéquates des vignes (Oşlobeanu et al., 1980).  
 
Pour le vignoble d'Odobesti il l’indice bioclimatique de la vigne a été calculé (Constantinescu et al., 
1964).  Cet indice permet d’établir le potentiel du vignoble pour une certaine ligne de production, dans le 
cas des nouvelles plantations viticoles. Par exemple, la valeur obtenue la station d’Odobeşti est de 7,72 
unités, ce qui indique des années de production riches en ressources hydriques. Cet indice permet 
d’établir le potentiel du vignoble pour une certaine ligne de production, dans le cas des nouvelles 
plantations viticoles. 
 
Toutes les valeurs climatiques analysées ci-dessus montrent en fait que la valorisation de l’interférence 
des facteurs climatiques, qui influencent la qualité et la  quantité de la production peuvent constituer un 
critère important de choisir les emplacements des périmètres viticoles et l’utilisation des solutions 
techniques adéquates. 
 
En printemps, les températures élevées et les précipitations sont les plus importantes car la vigne 
recommence la période de végétation, mais en même temps, la saison des maladies et des organismes 
nuisibles commence aussi, et l’été, par la période de floraison, donne des indices sur la qualité de la 
récolte. En été, la plantation a besoin d’un temps chaleureux et ensoleillé, aussi que sec, pour effectuer 
des tailles pour régler le processus de croissance et fructification, des tailles qui donnent des indices sur la 
dimension de la production et qui facilite la circulation de l’air à travers la vigne et permet l’exposition 
des raisins au soleil. L’arrivée de l’automne permet la maturation de la culture et le temps doit être 
optimal, avec des températures élevées et des précipitations réduites, pour commencer la cueillette des 
raisins  et le contrôle de qualité du produit cueilli. L’hiver est une période de végétation latente pour la 
culture de vigne, bénéfice par ses périodes de gelée et neige, car ces périodes détruisent les organismes 
nuisibles et les maladies d’une manière naturelle, et les précipitations permettent la restauration des 
réserves de l’eau dans le sol. En hiver on peut aussi effectuer des travaux de régénération des branches 
pour améliorer la fertilité et la productivité de la variété visée. 
 
Les trois vignobles analysés, même s’ils bénéficient des conditions climatiques adéquates au 
développement des variétés de haute qualité, maturation de la culture et amélioration de la concentration 
des sucres et des arômes des raisins (par exemple: climat tempéré-continental – Panciu et Odobeşti; 
climat de silvosteppe – Coteşti; influences scandinave-baltique et méditerrané-tropicale; diversité  
héliothermique, flux radiatif, durée de l’éclat du soleil et des précipitations adéquates etc.) sont affectés 
aussi par des phénomènes hydro-météoriques accidentels (températures en dessous de -30ºC, gelée, 
tempête de neige, invasion d’air tropical, pluie à torrent etc.) dans la région de Panciu, et les chercheurs 
de la Station de Recherche d’Odobeşti disent que, pendant les derniers 40 ans, un réchauffement 
climatique a eu lieu dans la région d’Odobeşti et Coteşti. 
 
La plantation de vigne devient productive dans des conditions optimales et, comme il résulte de l’analyse 
de ces facteurs, cela arrive dans la région des collines, dans ce cas, des Subcarpates de Vrancea. Même 
dans cette situation, étant données les conditions climatiques, analysées en fonction des données  
météorologiques fournies par la station la plus proche de cette région, les résultats ne met pas en évidence 
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la vrai possibilité du terrain. Par conséquent, il faut prendre en considération les conditions climatiques 
aussi que les facteurs modificateurs de climat et le sens d’influence, c’est-à-dire l’altitude, l’exposition du 
relief, la végétation, les eaux, le sol etc. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Le but de cette étude est de motivation scientifique qui a certains avantages. Ce processus de motivation 
est utile dans l’élaboration des méthodes biotechnologiques spécifiques, des équipements pour le 
développement durable de la production et de la sécurité alimentaire, qui maintiennent les paramètres 
optimales pour les générations à venir. Toutes les actions sont conformes avec les objectifs établis par la 
Stratégie Europe 2020, parmi lesquels l’utilisation efficiente des ressources et la croissance intelligente, 
durable et favorable. 
 

A présent, l’optimisation de l’écosystème viticole a comme but l’utilisation rationnelle  des ressources 
écologiques et économiques, la conservation de l’habitat contre la pollution, la  minimisation des coûts et 
de la force de travail ainsi que la maximisation de la production, de la qualité et du profit.  
 
Dans un environnement économique où les résultats à effet économique sont quantifiables, avec une 
concurrence des dépenses, où les résultats se retrouvent sous forme de production réalisée et vendue, et 
dans les recettes et les pertes enregistrées, il faut tenir compte des facteurs limitatifs comme le type ou le 
système de plantation, les conditions agrobiologiques, les technologies, l’offre écologique, et le fait que 
nous ne pouvons pas contrôler l’évolution des facteurs climatiques et bioclimatiques et il n’est pas 
possible d’annuler entièrement leur effet sur les cultures de vignes. 
 
La variation du rendement per hectare, chaque année, détermine des déséquilibres de la production totale 
de raisins. Les conditions climatiques par l’alternation d’un an à l’autre, l’intensité, la durée et 
l’expansion, le manque de systèmes d’irrigation se reflètent, en général, dans la production de raisins. Si 
nous avons des informations sur les facteurs climatiques et les besoins des variétés de vigne, on peut 
gérer de manière responsable la production, la protection et l’amélioration de la qualité. La production de 
raisins dans la région analysée a fluctué d’un an à l’autre, selon l’analyse présentée en dessus, à cause de 
l’avance du déroulement des phénophases  végétatives et du changement du métabolisme de la vigne, et 
des situations hydro-météoriques imprévisibles, très fréquentes dernièrement en Roumanie aussi qu’en 
Europe. Toutes ces conditions aussi que d’autres facteurs ont contribué activement à la diminution 
quantitative et qualitative de la récolte dans certaines périodes, ce qui impose l’optimisation de la 
technologie de la production et d’assurer à temps les inputs nécessaires. 
 
Le périmètre des Subcarpates de Vrancea est l’un des plus importantes périmètres viticoles de la 
Roumanie, avec les deux vignobles des 37 dans le pays, dont les types de vignes ont été approuvés pour 
être cultivés, par l’Ordre no 225 de 31 mars 2006, émis par le Ministère de l’Agriculture, des Forêts et du 
Développement Rural en Roumanie.  
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Abstract 

 

The comparative study of the economic profitability of building new coal blocks on supercritical 

parameters without and with CCS technology, with economic cost-effectiveness of modernization 

of already existing, amortized blocks is analyzed. Modernization will allow them to continue 

operation for several decades. 

  

Keywords: CCS, electricity, power plant, economy, CO2 

 

1. Introduction 

The catastrophic in consequences for the state and energy sector finance signed by the Polish 

government in December 2008, the climate and energy package, and its subsequent enlargement at 

the beginning of 2015, necessitates strategic decisions on which technologies to invest to 

minimize the effects of the package.  Fundamental are the certainty, stability and continuity of 

electricity supplies and, what is extremely important, Poland's energy security.  

 

From 2020 there will be no free allocation of CO2 emissions and energy companies will have to 

pay for every tone of carbon dioxide emitted, for a total of around 30 billion PLN a year. It is clear 

that the optimum technology is the one for which the specific cost of electricity production is the 

lowest. The answer to the question is whether to build new zero emissions coal power plants with 

CO2 capture, transport and storage facilities in deep geological formations, or to modernize 

existing blocks, taking into account the economic necessity of purchasing CO2 allowances? If 

modernization is better, than which technology to use?  

 

Bartnik and Hnydiuk-Stefan (2016) presents an economic analysis of specific cost of electricity 

production in newly built power units in different production technologies. Work of Bartnik and 

Hnydiuk-Stefan (2016) presents the investment strategy methodology. This article compares the 
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economics of the profitability of building new coal units with supercritical steam parameters 

without CCS technology, and the economic cost-effectiveness of modernizing existing, amortized 

blocks to allow them to continue operation for several decades rather than to exclude them from 

work, which would be necessary because of climate and energy package. 

 

It should be recalled that the Polish power industry is based entirely on amortized and gradually 

excluded from the operation of 24 power blocks of 120 MW, 63 of 200 MW blocks, 16 blocks of 

360 MW and two 500 MW units. In addition, 3 newly built units with supercritical parameters 

with a total power of 1800 MW are exploited and another 4 with a combined capacity of 3800 

MW are under construction. 

 

Two modernisation variants of the depreciated block are subjected to economic analysis. One is 

the modernization of the block to the operation with higher thermal parameters of fresh steam, the 

second is its revitalization with the simultaneous superstructure of gas turbine and recovery boiler 

to gas-steam dual fuel, according to Bartnik (2013, 2017). In addition, the modernization of the 

newly built block with supercritical parameters to the CCS-based oxy-combustion block was 

analyzed by its cryogenic oxygen superstructure by Bartnik and Hnydiuk-Stefan (2016). 

2. Methodology for calculating the specific cost of generating electricity in a 

modernized power unit 

Fig. 1 presents the time diagram used to construct a mathematical model for analyzing the 

economic efficiency of block modernization. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of working time of modernized power plant 
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The average specific cost of electricity production avelk ,  in the modernized block can be estimated 

from the formula, according to Bartnik and Hnydiuk-Stefan (2016): 
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where: 

fuela ,
2COa , COa ,

2SOa ,
X

aNO , dusta ,
2COb − controls representing variable CO2, fuel prices, etc. 

(exponential values,  e.g. 
tat

COCO
COete 2e)( 0

22

== ) 

b – duration of power block construction expressed in years,  

0=t

pale , 
0

2

=t
COe ,

0

2

=t
COp etc. − initial values of the prices of fuel, CO2 emission allowances, tariffs on the 

use of the environment, 

J – actual investment made in the construction of a power plant, 

JM  – actual investment made in the modernization of a power plant, 

Nel  − gross electrical capacity of the power plant, 

r – interest rate on investment capital (calculations assume r = 7%), 

tA − annual operating time of a power plant, 

t1 – the year of the block start modernization,  

t2 – year of block modernization completion,  

T − expressed in years, calculating time of the block exploitation (calculations assume T = 20 

      years), 

u − ratio of chemical energy of fuel to its total use, for which it is not necessary to purchase CO2 

emission allowances, 
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xsw,m,was  − coefficient accounting for the cost of supplementing water, auxiliary materials, waste 

disposal, slag storage and waste (in practice, the value of xsw,m,was  is equal to around 0.25), 

xsal,t,ins  − coefficient accounting for the cost of  remuneration, taxes, insurance, etc. (in practice, 

the value of xsal,t,ins  is equal to around 0.02). 

z  – discounting coefficient (coefficient of capital freezing) on the investment J  

      at the instant of the completion of power plant construction, 

el  – internal electrical load of a power plant, 

δserv – annual rate of fixed cost relative to the value of the investment (cost of maintenance and 

overhaul of equipment), 

ηel − energy efficiency of a power plant, 

2COρ , COρ , 
xNOρ , 

2SOρ , dustρ  – emission of CO2, CO, NOx, SO2, and particulate matter per 

specific unit of chemical energy of the fuel. 

 

In the case of modernization power plant to CCS oxyfuel combustion technology, the cost of 

emission of pollutants into the atmosphere resulting from the burning of coal and the purchase of 

CO2 emission allowances are not included in the cost of operating the modernized block, i.e. in 

the time interval from t2 to T, in formula (1). Instead, there is the cost of transporting carbon 

dioxide to the place of storage. In the case of modernization of the block to the dual-fuel gas-steam 

unit, the power of the steam turbine must be taken into account along with the power of the gas 

turbine, and the annual operating costs of the used gas and the costs of the emissions generated by 

the combustion, according to Bartnik (2013, 2014). 

 

3. Discussion and analysis of the example calculation results of the economic 

profitability of existing coal power blocks modernization 

The economic profitability analysis is subject to modernization of the 120 MW depreciated block 

to the block for higher steam parameters and to the dual-fuel gas-steam system. In calculations it 

was assumed that, during the modernization (t2 - t1 = 2), regardless of the method, the block power 

is zero 0=M

elN  (formula (1)). The block is therefore excluded for 2 years from operation. 

   The modernization of the newly built power block with a power of 460 MW with supercritical 

parameters to oxy-combustion CCS technology, based on research by Bartnik and Hnydiuk-Stefan 

(2016) has also been analyzed. It was assumed that MW460=M

elN , as the block operates in two 

years during cryogenic oxygen unit is built. 
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   In all variants of modernization, the share of the chemical energy u in the fuel in its total annual 

consumption for which CO2 emission allowance is required is zero, u = 0, as there will be no free 

allocation since 2020. It has also been assumed that the zero values of exponents 
fuela ,

gasa ,
2COb

etc., correspond to the current prices of coal, gas, CO2 emissions, etc. For example, in the 

exponent tat

fuelfuel
fuelete e)( 0==  illustrating the coal price change, the present value is 

PLN/MWh41PLN/GJ4.110 ===t
fuele . The results of calculating specific cost of electricity 

production in power blocks are presented in Figures 2-17 for several selected, from an unlimited 

number of possible scenarios of time changes in fuel prices and CO2 emissions. Figures 2-5 

present the specific cost of electricity production in the newly built power block with the 

supercritical steam parameters in conventional technology, ie, in the combustion of coal in the air 

atmosphere and in CCS combustion technology in the atmosphere of technical oxygen and 

recycled in the appropriate proportion of carbon dioxide (so-called oxy-fuel process). 

The results are presented, as already mentioned, multivariate, i.e. for different average coal prices 

over a period of time T,0  in accordance with the exponential equation above and for different 

average purchase prices of CO2 emissions in accordance with the exponent tbt

COCO

COete 2

22
e)( 0== . 

As is apparent from the results of calculations, the specific cost 
oxyelk ,

of electricity production of 

the power plant operating in CCS is at least two times higher than the cost of a conventional block. 

In order for this cost to be less than the cost in the power block without CCS, it will only be 

possible to meet the relation
eloxyel kk ≤,

 if the average purchase price 
av

COe
2
 of the emission 

allowances is higher than the 400 PLN/MgCO2 (current price 
22 CO

0 PLN/Mg29≅=t

COe ) - Figure 4. It 

seems unlikely that this could ever happen. The cost 
oxyelk ,

 would then be much higher than the 

cost of generating electricity in nuclear units, which is about 420 PLN/MWh, according to Bartnik 

and Hnydiuk-Stefan (2016). Therefore, the construction of blocks with CCS installations in this 

situation would be completely devoid of economic sense. 
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Fig. 2. The specific cost of electricity production in the 460 MW power block for 

supercritical parameters as a function of exponent value afuel and price ratio 0

fuel

== tTt

fuel ee , 

where: kel - refers to coal power plant in air combustion; kel, oxygen - refers to the coal power 

plant with oxy-combustion; xccs - a factor that takes into account the cost of transporting 

carbon dioxide to its capture, injection and storage, according to Bartnik and Hnydiuk-

Stefan (2016) 
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Fig. 3. The specific cost of electricity production in the 460 MW power block for 

supercritical parameters as a function of exponent value afuel and average fuel price 
av

fuele , 

where: kel - refers to coal power plant in air combustion; kel, oxygen - refers to the coal power 

plant with oxy-combustion 
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Fig. 4. The specific cost of electricity production in the 460 MW power block for 

supercritical parameters as a function of exponent value bCO2 and average CO2 tone 

purchase price 
av

COe
2
, where: kel - refers to coal power plant in air combustion; kel, oxygen - 

refers to the coal power plant with oxy-combustion 
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Fig. 5. The specific cost of electricity production in the 460 MW power block for 

supercritical parameters as a function of exponent value bCO2 and price ratio 
0

CO22

== tTt

CO
ee , 

where: kel - refers to coal power plant in air combustion; kel, oxygen - refers to the coal power 

plant with oxy-combustion 

Figures 6-9 show the results of calculating the specific cost of generating electricity in a block for 

supercritical steam parameters modernized to CCS oxy-combustion technology. They are 

presented according to the year t1 of the modernization start. Investment expenditures for 

modernization are assumed at JM = 1.196 billion PLN (unit costs are iM = 2.6 mln PLN /MW). 

 

As the figures show, the t1 year is longer, the smaller the specific cost of electricity production. 

This is obvious because the cost of a CCS block is at least two times higher than the cost without 

this technology, so the start year of modernization is far more distant, the specific cost in the 

modernized block is lower. It is therefore clearly say that the modernization of the block to the 

CCS oxy-combustion is completely unprofitable. It is better to purchase CO2 emissions 

allowances rather than modernize the power block and not emit CO2 into the atmosphere, despite 

the fact that the cost of CO2 emissions allowances is high. Its value at current specific (per unit of 

energy) coal price is 11.4 PLN/GJ and the price of CO2 emission equals 29 PLN is 25% of the 

cost of coal. This cost is therefore the third in terms of cost, after the purchase of coal and capital, 
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as part of the annual operating costs of the plan operation, and thus significantly increases the 

specific cost of electricity generation. Even more than a dozen times the price 
2COe increase does 

not, however, make CCS technology more profitable - Fig. 4, 5, 8. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Specific cost of electricity production in a 460 MW unit for supercritical steam 

parameters modernized to CCS combustion technology as a function of the xccs factor taking 

into account the cost of transporting carbon dioxide to the place of its capture, injection and 

storage, where: 1 – applies to t1 = 5 years, eCO2 = 20 euro/MgCO2; 1’ – applies to t1 = 5 years, 

eCO2 = 14 euro/ MgCO2; 1” – applies to t1 = 5 years, eCO2 = 7 euro/MgCO2; 2 – applies to t1 = 10 

years, eCO2 = 20 euro/MgCO2; 2’ – applies to t1 = 10 years, eCO2 = 14 euro/MgCO2; 2” – applies 

to t1 = 10 years, eCO2 = 7 euro/MgCO2; 3 – applies to t1 = 15 years, eCO2 = 20 euro/MgCO2; 3’ – 

applies to t1 = 15 years, eCO2 = 14 euro/MgCO2; 3” – applies to t1 = 15 years, eCO2 = 7 

euro/MgCO2 
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Fig. 7. The specific cost of electricity production in a 460 MW unit for supercritical steam 

parameters modernized to CCS combustion technology as a function of the average fuel 

price 
av

fuele  and of exponent value afuel, where: 1 – applies to t1 = 5 years, xccs = 1; 1’ – applies 

to t1 = 10 years, xccs = 1; 1” – applies to t1 = 15 years, xccs = 1; 2 – applies to t1 = 5 years, xccs = 

0; 2’ – applies to t1 = 10 years, xccs = 0; 2” – applies to t1 = 15 years, xccs = 0 
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Fig. 8. The specific cost of electricity production in the 460 MW power block for 

supercritical parameters modernized to CCS combustion technology as a function of 

exponent value bCO2 and average CO2 emission price 
av

COe
2
, where: 1 – applies to t1 = 5 years, 

xccs = 1; 1’ – applies to t1 = 10 years, xccs = 1; 1” – applies to t1 = 15 years, xccs = 1; 2 – applies 

to t1 = 5 years, xccs = 0; 2’ – applies to t1 = 10 years, xccs = 0; 2” – applies to t1 = 15 years, xccs = 

0 
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Fig. 9. The specific cost of electricity production in the 460 MW power block for 

supercritical parameters modernized to CCS combustion technology as a function of 

exponent values afuel and bCO2, where: 1 – applies to t1 = 5 years, xccs = 1; 1’ – applies to t1 = 10 

years, xccs = 1; 1” – applies to t1 = 15 years, xccs = 1; 2 – applies to t1 = 5 years, xccs = 0; 2’ – 

applies to t1 = 10 years, xccs = 0; 2” – applies to t1 = 15 years, xccs = 0 

 

Figures 10-14 illustrate the specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW depreciated power 

block modernized to a dual-fuel gas-steam unit. The power of the gas turbine assumed equal to 

MW120=TG

elN . Investment expenditures for modernization are assumed at JM = 420 mln PLN (unit 

cost is iM = 3.5 mln PLN/MW). The specific cost of electricity production in the modernized block 

is significantly lower than the cost in block for supercritical steam parameters, Fig. 2-5, despite the 

fact that it burns expensive natural gas alongside coal. 

Moreover, for current coal and gas prices (i.e. when fuela =0 and 
gasa = 0) it is relatively little 

higher than the specific cost for 120 MW block modernized to the block for higher parameters of 

fresh steam, which burns 3 times cheaper coal - figures 15 - 17. 
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Fig. 10. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW power plant modernized to a 

dual-fuel gas-steam system as a function of the exponent value agas. 
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Fig 11. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW power plant modernized to a 

dual-fuel gas-steam system as a function of the exponent value afuel. 

 

As can be seen from the analysis of the curves in Figure 11, the lower ratio of the gas price to coal 

price, the quicker modernization of the block to the dual-fuel gas-steam system is more profitable.  
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Fig. 12. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW power plant modernized to a 

dual-fuel gas-steam system as a function of the exponent values afuel and agas 
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Fig. 13. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW power plant modernized to a 

dual-fuel gas-steam system as a function of the exponent value bCO2 
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Fig. 14. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW power plant modernized to a 

dual-fuel gas-steam system as a function of the exponent values afuel, agas and bCO2 

 

Figures 15-17 illustrates the specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW amortized block, 

which has been upgraded to the block for higher thermal parameters of fresh steam. The block 

power after modernization is 130 MW. The calculations assume two values of investment for 

modernization: JM = 240 mln PLN and JM = 360 mln PLN (unit costs are iM = 2 mln/MW and iM = 

3 mln/MW; for comparison, the unitary outlays for building "from the grass" power blocks for 

supercritical parameters are 6.5 million/MW). By analyzing the curves in the figures, it is possible 

to draw a misleading conclusion from the economic account that modernization is unprofitable, as 

the specific cost of electricity production in a modernized block is the smaller, the year of t1, fig.1., 

the start of modernization is farer, when the modernization will occur as late as possible, and 

preferably at all. 
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Fig. 15. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW block modernized to block 

for higher thermal parameters of fresh steam as a function of exponent value afuel, where: 1 –  

applies to t1 = 15 years, iM = 2 mln PLN/MW; 1’ –  applies to t1 = 10 years, iM = 2 mln 

PLN/MW;  1” –  applies to t1 = 5 years, iM = 2 mln PLN/MW; 2 –  applies to t1 = 15 years, iM 

= 3 mln PLN/MW; 2’ –  applies to t1 = 10 years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW; 2” –  applies to t1 = 5 

years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW 
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Fig. 16. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW block modernized to block 

for higher thermal parameters of fresh steam as a function of exponent value bCO2, where: 1 

–  applies to t1 = 15 years, iM = 2 mln PLN/MW; 1’ –  applies to t1 = 10 years, iM = 2 mln 

PLN/MW;  1” –  applies to t1 = 5 years, iM = 2 mln PLN/MW; 2 –  applies to t1 = 15 years, iM 

= 3 mln PLN/MW; 2’ –  applies to t1 = 10 years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW; 2” –  applies to t1 = 5 

years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW 
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Fig. 17. The specific cost of electricity production in a 120 MW block modernized to block 

for higher thermal parameters of fresh steam as a function of exponent values afuel and bCO2, 

where: 1 –  applies to t1 = 15 years, iM = 2 mln PLN/MW; 1’ –  applies to t1 = 10 years, iM = 2 

mln PLN/MW;  1” –  applies to t1 = 5 years, iM = 2 mln PLN/MW; 2 –  applies to t1 = 15 

years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW; 2’ –  applies to t1 = 10 years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW; 2” –  applies 

to t1 = 5 years, iM = 3 mln PLN/MW 

 

The smallest specific cost is for t1 = 15 years. This is because, in the modernized block, in its 

annual operating costs are again the cost of capital (installment depreciation of investment outlays 

JM with its interest, according to Bartnik (2014)), the cost of which in the depreciated block is no 

longer apparent. Thus the annual cost of producing electricity in it is low, because its production is 

only the cost of exploitation. However, without upgrade the block, its further exploitation will be 

impossible, due to technical consumption it will need to be off from further operation. Hence the 

need to upgrade as quickly as possible. The specific cost of electricity production in the 

modernized block is significantly lower than the cost of the newly built block for supercritical 

parameters, even without oxy-combustion CCS technology - Fig. 3, 15. However, this cost is 

comparable to the cost in the modernized block for the dual-fuel gas-steam system – fig. 11, 15. 
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4. Summary 

The results of the analyzes show unequivocally that modernization of already existing power 

plants rather than the construction of new coal power plants is the most important investment 

strategy in the country's electricity supply, while guaranteeing the country's energy security and, 

most importantly, stability, security and continuity of supply. Modernization expenditures, even 

when replacing boilers and steam turbines with new higher thermal parameters of fresh steam, are 

small compared to the costs of new supercritical coal blocks, where the entire power plant 

infrastructure needs to be built and which are already in retrofit. At most it will also need to be 

revitalized. The specific cost of generating electricity in such modernized blocks even at the time 

of purchase of the CO2 emission allowances is significantly lower than the costs of new coal 

blocks, and hence the rise in energy prices in the country will be small. When they are mixed with 

the costs of newly built nuclear power plants, they will continue to increase in small increments. 

An important opportunity for modernization of existing coal blocks is their superstructure with gas 

turbine despite expensive natural gas. The energy efficiency of these modernized blocks, what is 

very important, will increase significantly to around 50% and carbon dioxide emissions per MWh 

of produced electricity will decrease by half. At the same time, the specific cost of electricity 

production in them is also relatively low. For current prices of coal and gas is slightly higher than 

the cost from modernized coal power blocks for higher parameters of fresh steam. Moreover, and 

very importantly, according to Bartnik (2013, 2014) this superstructure doubles the electric power 

of the block. 

   In addition to the modernization of existing coal blocks, "clean", fully economically justified 

nuclear power stations should be built. It is necessary to significantly increase the power of the 

Polish National Power System, as the projected increase in electricity consumption in Poland is 

one of the highest in Europe. 
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Abstract  

The article analyzes the research of language competence of subjects of bilingual environment and 

modern educational Internet resources. The authors of the paper give definition to the term “language 

competency” and define its structural components. The paper includes the results of diagnostics of 

language competency of students of Psychological and Pedagogical Department of Mari State 

University as subjects of bilingual environment. The research reveals typical mistakes made by 

bilingual people in the Russian language and the paper includes explanations of such speech 

disorders. The authors enumerate different opportunities of language virtual space in correcting 

speech disorders and increasing the level of language competency of subjects of bilingual space.                

Keywords: language competence, bilingual environment, language virtual space, speech disorders. 

 

Introduction  

The term “competency” has appeared recently in the scientific literature, although the terms, 

connected with it, have existed in linguistics and pedagogics for a long time. Competency is a certain 

amount of knowledge and experience that are necessary for the effective activity in a certain subject 

area. Another term – competence – is connected with competency. Competence stands for a certain 

number of questions that a person is qualified in. It is a basic quality of a person that includes some 

closely-related qualities that are necessary for qualitative and productive activity (Burns, 1995). The 

research of language competency is mainly connected with competence that was analyzed by 

D.Himes, American sociolinguist stated that in order to establish communication it is not enough to 

know language signs and the rules of their usage, it is necessary to know “cultural and socially 

relevant situations” in which they might be used (Communicative competence as a component of key 

competencies, 2017). The notion “communicative competence” appeared in Russian scientific 

literature in the 1980s (М. N. Vatutnev, I. L. Bim, А. R. Artunov and others) and it was defined as 

the ability of a person to maintain communication. Speech is the main means of establishing contacts 

with people, expressing thoughts and emotions.  

 

According to A.N. Shchukin, language competence is possessing the system of knowledge about the 

studied language at different levels: phonological, morphological, lexical and syntactical (Azimov 

and Shchukin, 2009). A person possesses language competence if he has understanding of the system 

of the language that he studies and he can use this system in practice.  
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In the research of the threshold level of the knowledge of the Russian language competence was 

defined as the ability of a student to construct grammatically correct forms and syntactical structures 

as well as speech syntagmas that are used and made up according to the rules of the Russian language 

and their use as if they were used by the native speakers in isolated position.        

  

In Russian psychological, psycholinguistic and methodological researches language competence is 

analyzed as a combination of knowledge and abilities of a person. Scientists define two components: 

cognitive component (knowledge) and activity component (abilities and skills). Consequently, 

language competence can be analyzed as the knowledge of linguistic units, the rules of their 

formation and use as well as the ability to use them in the process of communication. Thus, it 

becomes possible to conclude that language competence is the knowledge of linguistic phenomena 

and the ability to use them in speech production and understand speech of other people; 

consequently, language competency is possessing of knowledge and experience that are necessary for 

communication and effective activity in the subject area.    

     

It is possible to divide language competence into phonological, lexical, grammatical, orthographic 

competences. Let us analyze the mentioned competences as understanding of their essence is 

necessary in order to study the level of language competency of the subjects of the bilingual 

environment.         

 

Phonological competence is the knowledge of the language system, stress, rhythm, intonation, 

melodic, the ways of phonetic speech production and the ability to use them in the intercourse 

(Azimov and Shchukin, 2009).  For the Russian-language speakers the most important components of 

phonological competence are the abilities to stress the words correctly and to pronounce the sounds 

accurately.      

 

Lexical competence is not only knowledge of lexis of the language, including words, word phrases, 

collocations, phrasal units, patterns of speech etiquette, but also the knowledge of proverbs and 

sayings and their use in speech.   

 

Grammatical competence includes knowledge of grammatical elements of the language and the 

ability to use them in the process of speech. Grammatical competence includes the ability to 

understand and express certain meaning, make up phrases and sentences that are built according to 

the rules of the Russian language.    

   

Orthographic competence is knowledge of spelling and punctuation norms, common conventions, 

symbols, etc.      

 

Except for the competences mentioned above, linguists define competences in oral speech and 

competences in written speech, in the recent decade scientists analyze a new competence – 

competence of the Internet communication. 

       

It is important to connect language and the ability to use different functional styles (business 

literature, scientific literature, etc) (Work Book, 2017). 

 

Thus, we can see that language competence is part of a multilevel system that is connected with the 

speakers.  People have certain language knowledge and experience, thus, language competences are 

necessary for effective communication in any subject area.     

    

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is the analysis of the level of language competence of future teachers, 

subjects of bilingual environment.     
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Research Methods 

The main methods of the study are as follows: theoretical analysis of literature on the research 

subject, survey, observation, testing and analysis of the results.     

 

Results of the Study  

The study has included diagnostics of the level of language competence (phonological, lexical, 

grammatical and orthographical) of the students of Mari State University. 88 students (of  the 1-4 

courses of  the pedagogical department)  took part in the experiment. The level of language 

competence of future teachers was defined according to three diagnostic methods, including 

phonological, lexical, grammatical and orthographical competences:  “A series of tests designed to 

define linguistics abilities”  by I.N. Lukashenko, I.A. Zimney, “Methodology of diagnostics of verbal 

creativity” adapted version of method by S. Mednik, test on the norms of the Russian language 

elaborated by I.N. Andreeva (Andreeva, 2012). 

 

The study of language competence of future teachers allows to reveal certain problems that exist in 

speech and measures to eliminate them.   

 

The study showed the results of all diagnostic methods that are presented in Table 1.  

 

Тable 1: Results of Diagnostics of Language Competence of Subjects of Bilingual Environment 

according to Three Diagnostic Methods 

Competences A series of tests 

designed to define 

linguistics abilities 

Methodology of 

diagnostics of verbal 

creativity 

Test on the 

norms of the 

Russian 

language 

Phonological 67% - 58% 

Lexical 63% 75% 26%, 

Grammatical 54% 68% 39% 

Orthographic  62% - 78% 

 

Diagnostic method “A series of tests designed to define linguistics abilities” by I.N. Lukashenko, 

I.A. Zimney allowed to figure out that 67 percent of respondents possess phonological competence, 

63 percent of respondents have lexical competence, 62 percent of respondents have orthographical   

and only 54 percent of respondents posses grammatical competence.  

 

“Methodology of diagnostics of verbal creativity” covers only lexical and grammatical competences. 

75 percent of surveyed have coped with tasks on lexis successfully, 68 percent of surveyed have been 

successful in completing grammar tests. 

 

Low percentage of grammatical competence of respondents, as it was revealed, might be explained 

by the difficulty of Russian grammatical rules that arise some predicaments. It is a fact that even 

Russian native speakers face such problems.   

       

It is necessary to analyze the results of tests on the norms of the Russian language as these results 

were the worst among the three diagnostic models. The analysis has shown the following facts.  
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Students have made mistakes with the words “kvartal”, “logopedia”, “zhaluzi”. Students try to find 

out the meaning of the word “kvartal” by saying that different stress means different lexical 

meaning. In general, 88 people have made mistakes 145 mistakes in this task. 

 

In the second task students have made 80 mistakes, mainly in words: khodatajstvovat', shchavel'.  

The third task was easier as students have made only 68 mistakes, they mainly were in words: svekla, 

novorozhdennyj.    

 

The forth task checked the norms of morphology, students have made 97 mistakes, the main 

problems were connected with the forms of the words: brelkov-brelokov, shofyory-shofera, dzhins-

dzhinsov. 

 

The lexical rules were checked in the fifth task in which students have made 115 mistakes as almost 

all collocations seemed difficult. When explaining the expressions, students commented that they 

heard such collocations in oral speech: svobodnaya vakansii, narodnyj fol'klor and they thought that 

it was a norm of the language.    

     

Tasks number 6 and 7 were devoted to checking of morphological norms of numerals. Students have 

made 39 mistakes in task number 6, 89 mistakes in task number 7.  Students decline cardinal numbers 

incorrectly as they have made a lot of mistakes in such tasks.      

      

Task number 8 checked knowledge of grammatical norms, correct spelling of prepositions. Almost 

all students gave incorrect version of the use of the preposition: “po priezdu”  instead of “po 

priezde”, in general, they have made 113 mistakes.    

 

Tasks 9, 10 and 11 were connected with the correct filling of business papers although task number 9 

checked the knowledge of morphological norms of nouns that is knowledge of proper nouns 

(declining of surnames). There have been 116 incorrect answers in this task. Task number 10 was 

rather difficult as it required grammar knowledge where there have been 117 mistakes despite the fact 

that the similar task is used in papers for the General State Exam (correct use of dangling participle).     

Task number 11 checked how to make up a written request, more than half of students (50 pupils of 

88) could not find the mistakes in the test although they deal with requests regularly. Almost in all 

official papers signature is written to the right, date is written to the left and a line above the 

signature. 

 

Task number 12 checked knowledge of punctuation in which students have made 138 mistakes and it 

shows that some basic knowledge was partially acquired at school. 

 

Task number 13 was devoted to knowledge of orthography (spelling of suffixes of participles and 

adjectives), the result was rather bad (145 incorrect answers).         

   

Having analyzed the results, we have concluded the following:         

55 percent of students have problems with norms of orthoepy, 26 percent make lexical mistakes, 29 

percent cannot cope with morphology of numerals, 49 percent – of nouns, 46 percent make mistakes 

in spelling of prepositions, 30 percent of students cannot deal with dangling participles.   

         

The worst result was shown while completing the tasks in orthographic and punctuation norms (78 

percent of students have made mistakes) and writing business documents (58 percent of students), 80 

percent of students have made orthographic mistakes.        

     

Representatives of the Mari nationality make a lot of mistakes. It is mainly connected with aural-oral 

skills and stylistic colouring of speech. A lot of Mari representatives make typical speech mistakes. 

Thus, speech of bilingual people does not contain some sounds as they are absent in their native 

speech [v’] [v] that is why they make some phonetic mistakes. Some Mari consonants, namely, k, t, s, 

z, n, m, b in isolated pronunciation coincide with Russian phonemes: k, t, s, z, n, m, b.   
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Let us analyze consonant phonemes of the Russian language pronunciation of which is different from 

the Mari language: l, r, g, d, j, zh, sh, ch and the words that cannot occur in the Mari words and with 

borrowings from the Russian language (sounds f, ch, ts, sh, orthographically shch). Specific sounds of 

the Mari language [v, ng]. 

Consonant sounds of the Mari language [r, j, zh, sh, g, l] are pronounced differently than in the 

Russian language although they resemble Russian sounds.    

 

Sound [l] in the Russian language is fricative and front. While pronouncing Russian sound  [l],  the 

tip of the tongue touches the upper teeth, the tongue fringe does not join, the air goes through the 

edge of the tongue, the sound is called lateral in linguistics. Mari sound [l] is milder than the Russian 

one. The difference between Russian [l] from the Mari sound is that while pronouncing Russian 

sound [l], the back side of the tongue takes an active part in speech production, rising up to the soft 

palate and in this part of the tongue there is tension. While producing Mari sound [l], the back side of 

the tongue does not rise or the soft palate rises a little. 

 

Sound [j] is fricative, noisy sound and dorsal. While pronouncing Russian sound [j], the tip of the 

tongue touches lower teeth, lateral borders are close to the lateral teeth, the lateral part of the dorsum 

rises to the hard palate and the air goes through the hole between the back of the tongue and the hard 

palate. This sound is called fricative. While pronouncing theMari sound [j], the dorsum, as it happens 

in Russian, the tongue comes closer to the hard palate. In the Mari language the sound [j] is 

pronounced with a bigger force at the beginning of the word than in the Russian language (it is 

produced with a greater affinity with the hard palate and with bigger force of exhalation. At the end 

of vowels of the first row sound [j] almost disappears. The Mari people tend to use this peculiarity of 

pronunciation of the sound [j] in the Russian language. For example, desli  instead of еsli. 

 

Sound [ts] is a front, voiceless, plosive sound that exists in the Hilly accent of the Mari Language and 

in some accents of the Meadow accent of the Mari language.        

 

Thus, instead of literary “kochkash” (to eat) these accents have “kotskash”, “tserkve” (church). The 

sound [ts] appears in the Mari literary language in words borrowed from Russian. In old borrowings 

the sound [ts] was replaced with [ch] or [s] by the Mari people. For example: chygan (tsygan), purys 

(perets). 

 

Sound [kh] is a noisy, voiceless, fricative, velar consonant. In Meadow-Eastern accents of the Mari 

language the sound [kh] has a relatively rare use (only in words borrowed from Russian). In the Hilly 

accent the sound [kh] occurs in originally Mari words (khanga – board, khyyak – sedge). Mari pupils 

sometimes replace the sound [kh] with their native sound [k]. This happens both in oral and written 

speech: otdokni (otdokhni). 

 

In order to eliminate such cases and mistakes in speech, increase lingual competence of subjects in 

bilingual environment, we decided to try the use of language virtual space. We have already analyzed 

its meaning for modern teenagers in some papers before  (Fedorova & Vorontsova, et al. 2016).  

 

In our point of view, virtual space gives unlimited opportunities in the sphere of language training 

and practice of its use by different means: skype lessons, electronic textbooks, educational programs, 

computer didactic games, training systems, etc. Using these techniques pupils can train reading, 

writing, speaking, listening in this or that language, check their knowledge, etc.    

           

Currently there is a wide variety of interactive programs, educational Internet resources that are 

aimed at teaching the most popular European languages: English, German and French. It becomes 

evident that it is necessary to use the opportunities of virtual space in teaching the languages of 

Russian peoples because Russia faces the problem of preservation the national languages.     

        

Modern educational Internet resources are focused on the studies of national languages of  Russian 

peoples. On-line school of national languages Ethnoschool http://ethnoschool.ru, founded by Eradil 

Tenghezov form Dagestan, was the first school of such kind. The project was aimed at preserving and 
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studying of native languages of different regions of Russia for those people who live outside the 

country and its regions. 

 

Nowadays the school offers online courses of the Nogai, Tatar, Chechen, Avar, Dargin, Kumyk, Lak, 

Lezgin, Ingush, Kalmyck languages. Moreover, the course of Finno-Ugrian and Turkic languages of 

Russia is being elaborated. Education is based on the concept of interactive “pupil– teacher” in which 

the teacher inetrectcts with the pupil and train him with the help of presentations, by pronouncing 

sounds, talk with him in chat and answers pupil’s questions              (The first online school of 

Russian national languages, 2017). 

 

Educational resource “Tatarschool.ru” http://tatarschool.ru draws a certain attention as it contains 

some multimedia applications to the textbooks of the Tatar language that were written on demand of 

the Ministry of  Education and Science of the Republic of Tatarstan. Multimedia applications to the 

textbooks are the instruments of wide opportunities as the main advantage of such books is 

interaction.      

 

Electronic applications to textbooks offer the possibility for distant learning as pupils can study 

independently, on their own and check their progress. If a person fails the task, multimedia 

application allows to complete the test once again and choose the individual pace of work. It is 

necessary to structure the presented material which is divided according to the year of studies (from 

1-4 forms) and different parts: topics, dialogues, grammar, listening, dictionary, cartoons 

(Educational resource TATARSCHOOL.ru, 2017). 

 

In 2016 2 mobile applications were created that supported learning of the Udmurt language “Udmurt-

Russian-English Phrase Book” and manual for self-tuition “Kyldysin: Let’s Learn the Udmurt 

Language ”. The phrase-book is created to overcome difficulties in communication with the speakers 

of the Udmurt language. Having heard some phrases, the user will be able to mark it as the selected 

one and the system will find the necessary words with a certain combination. The second application 

“Kyldysin: Let’s Learn the Udmurt Language” will serve to master the language skills in practice by 

reading, speaking, listening. 30 topics in different areas of grammar will deepen grammar, this part 

contains 50-100 words and phrases in the Udmurt language. The application as a real teacher will 

trace the progress and achievements of the user. For example, lesson 2 will not be available for 

opening without studying lesson 1. An interesting structure elaborated by the creator can encourage 

the user to achieve progress by getting score for completing tasks correctly. The results are put into 

the Table – Rating of Participants (Information Agency «Udm-Info», 2016). 

 

A special attention deserves the Internet site «UROK95.RU» which contains a series of lesson in the 

Chechen language covering the whole syllabus of school subjects (Literature, History, Geography, 

Ethics, Local History, History) including the Chechen language (1-11 forms) that were placed in 

open access. Lessons consist of videos, papers, tests and training tasks. Students who study the 

Chechen language have access to the following parts: theory, library, set of words, training tasks 

(tests, exercises, word-builder, translator). The initiator, author and creator of the project is the 

Ministry of Education and Science of the Chechen Republic           (Educational portal «UROK95», 

2017). 

 

The analysis of educational resources created in Russia and directed at the development of national 

languages of peoples has revealed that despite diversity of languages and cultures of Russian peoples, 

the quantity of qualitative educational content, including those that are placed on the Internet and 

available for many users, the number of people using such sites is relatively small. The most 

qualitative resources were created with the support of the Ministry of Education and Science of the 

national republics (Tatarstan, the Chechen Republic).        

  

Conclusion 

Language virtual space gives certain potential for shaping language competence of a person. Our 

research is directed at the developing the concept of language virtual space while arranging language 
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competence of the subjects of bilingual environment of the Russian and Mari languages, based on the 

structural-functional model of lingual virtual space. It is evident that there must be the system of 

diagnostic materials that reveal the level of language competence of a bilingual subject in case of 

Russian-Mari bilingual environment. It is necessary to create scientifically accurate useful methodical 

recommendations how to use language virtual space in shaping language competence of subjects of 

bilingual space. Another important step is the elaboration of electronic educational resources, Internet 

magazine, Web-site “Russian-Mari Language Virtual Space”. 
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Abstract  

 
It is important to make a right choice of a future profession while studying at school. A senior high 

school student should know what professional activity to choose. The choice should depend on 

personal psychological characteristics of a student. They will help to self-fulfil in a chosen 

profession. Professional direction of a senior student is determinative while choosing profession. The 

article gives research data of educational and ascertaining experiments in personal and psychological 

characteristics influencing over professional direction on senior high school students. There are cases 

of professional direction changing while conducting the educational experiment when psychological 

and pedagogical activities were held according to personal psychological characteristics. 

 

Keywords: professional direction, senior high school students, individual psychological 

characteristics, research, profession. 

 

Introduction 

Modern society needs professional mobile specialists. They should be ready to make their own 

decisions and complete important professional tasks in rapidly changing conditions. It should be 

taught since school age. Educational psychologists have an important role. They help solve problems 

of life journey decision, search of professional future, profession choice, and development of 

professional characteristics. Despite the investigation in the theory of this question, annually a lot of 

senior high school students have problems with professional direction.  

 

In this regard great attention is given to special education modules and psychological support of 

senior students in forming their professional direction (Zagaynov & Blinova, 2017). Search and 

choice of profession, self-fulfillment – everything is influenced by individual psychological 

characteristics of a senior student. Based on the results of comprehensive schools practice we can see 

that development of professional direction of senior students receives little attention, it lacks 

interrelation of teaching educational subjects and educational work in the context of the outlined 

problem. 

 

The Method 

The problem of professional direction formation was studied before by different scientists. But there 

is little information about the influence of individual psychological characteristics over professional 

direction of senior high school students. 
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Methodological basis of our research was: principle of person’s development at senior high school 

age (Alferov, 2008, and others); psychological conception of person’s professional direction 

(Derevtsova, 2015, Ivannikova, 2013, and others); data about influence of personal characteristics 

over person’s professional direction (Kovalevskaya, 2014, Koryagina, 2009, and others). 

We used the following methods of research of individual psychological characteristics and 

professional direction: “I prefer” differential diagnostic form by E.A. Klimov; B.Bass technique of 

diagnostics of personal direction; “Big Five personality traits” technique by A.G. Gretsov. 

 

The Research 

The research was held among 45 senior students of a village school. The obtained results are useful 

for teachers, psychologists, school management.  

 

Modern scientists consider professional direction of senior students as an integrated characteristics of 

motivation of professional activity determined by impulses in motivational sphere expressed by 

interests, relations, purposeful efforts. At senior high school age a system of stable life views and 

own place in the world is formed. Individual psychological characteristics have great influence over 

professional direction of senior students. For example, students who have inclination to professions 

of a “man-man” type are sociable and have a need in liability of emotions. In a “man-machine” type 

rigidity of behavior, vividness and independence appear. A “man-word picture” type shows liability 

of emotions and need in communication, ability to abstract away, impulsivity. A “man-sign system” 

type is marked by rigidity of behavior and affect persistence, vividness and independence. In a “man-

nature” type sensitivity and a high emotional and feeling level are shown.  

 

At the summative stage of the research we figured out that 38% of students of the experimental group 

and 32% of students of the control group were characterized as a “man-man” type of professional 

direction; 24% of the experimental group students and 26% of the control group students – as a 

“man-machine” type; 19% of the experimental group and 18% of the control group – as a “man-sign 

system” type. “Man-nature” and “man-word picture” types were less significant for the students. 33% 

of the experimental and 36% of the control groups showed their focus on themselves and 

communication, 38% and 32% respectively – on activity. 60 % of the experimental group and 62% of 

the control group are emotionally stable. 51% and 53% respectively are ready for new experience, 

42% and 45% respectively are conscious to their future professional choice, 60% and 62% 

respectively are benevolent. 

 

The research was conducted in the area of influence of individual psychological characteristics and 

interrelations of senior high school students over their professional direction. Therefore, we paid 

attention to rise of social status of senior students, development of benevolence, consciousness, 

emotional stability, activation of interrelation, motives to soaring to success. Hereby, we conducted 

the work on development of self-awareness (abilities and characteristics); environment and different 

professions. 

 

The work on forming basic skills in self-awareness and self-esteem, self-development, effective 

interrelation with the environment, planning of professional advancement was conducted.  

In forming professional direction and self-determination of students, development of individual 

psychological characteristics the important thing is existence of motivation, need in self-development 

and self-fulfillment. 

 

We also defined extra personal psychological characteristics to characterize a successful person: 

energy, sense of purpose, emotional stability, consciousness, self-dependence, responsibility for 

actions, stability of life standards and values, openness to new actions. 

 

According to the results of the control stage of the research we came to the conclusion that individual 

psychological characteristics of senior high school students influence over their professional 

direction:  extraversion and vividness are specific for the “man-man” professional type and 

communication focus; consciousness and openness to new experience are specific for the “man-sign 
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system” and “man-machine” professional direction types and activity focus. If students are focused 

on themselves they show neuroticism and hostility. 

 

As a result of the educational experiment a part of students changed their professional direction type. 

For example, in the experimental group there was a rise of number of students of the “man-man” 

(43%), “man-sign system” (24%) types; in the control group there was an inconspicuous rise of the 

“man-sign system” type of students. In the experimental group we observed the number of students 

focused on activity (up to 47%), communication (up to 43%), and the number of students focused on 

themselves decreased. In the control group the change of professional direction was inconspicuous. 

Students of the experimental group increased emotional stability (up to 79%), openness to new 

experience (65%), consciousness (65%) and benevolence (79%). In the control group the number of 

students with consciousness characteristics rose (49%). 

 

Conclusion 

The summary of the research: emotional stability, openness to new experience, consciousness and 

benevolence influence over the professional direction of senior high school students; development of 

individual psychological characteristics of senior students can correct properly their professional 

direction. Thereby, it can help make a right decision of future profession and develop professional 

skills according to individual psychological characteristics which will lead to professional self-

fulfillment. 
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Abstract   

 
The main objective of the research presented in this article was the development and approbation of the 

technology of psychological and pedagogical support for pre-school children with disabilities being 

raised under the conditions of polylingual sociocultural environment. Implemented comparative analysis 

of dynamics of indicators of mental development of preschool children of different nosological 

categories living in polylingual and monolingual environment. Analysis of the results suggests that 

implementation of a neuropsychological approach to support for children with disabilities provides a 

positive change, characterizing both the regulative and praksis and gnostic processes, with a more 

pronounced positive effect is ensured with a sufficiently long correctional and developmental impact. It 

was revealed the effect of the specifics of the language environment on the effectiveness of correctional-

developing work 

 

Keywords: neuropsychological diagnostics, psychological and pedagogical support, polylingual and 

monolingually environment, children with disabilities 

 

Introduction 

Describing mental health of the child population the majority of researchers recognizes its progressive 

deterioration, notes the increasing number of children with deviations in mental development as well as 

indicators of CNS ill-being. For this reason, it is important to look for the methods and approaches that 

allow diagnosing difficulties in proper time and preventing development of maladjustment. Both in 

assessing relevant child development and in planning effective psychocorrective work increasing 

attention is being paid to neuropsychological approach that allows revealing weak cognitive 

mechanisms causing most of the difficulties that appear when getting training (Akhutina T.V., Pylaeva 

N.M. and Hotyleva T. Y., 2011; Akhutina T.V. and Pylaeva, N.M., 2008; Borisovа E. Y.,2015; 

Borisovа E. Y. and Kozina I.B., 2016). 

 

Nowadays effectiveness of neuropsychological methods in work with children with disabilities is 

generally recognized; therefore, school neuropsychology is being promoted in modern teaching practice. 

However, most of the developed programmes focus on primary school age. Furthermore, issues of 

developmental characteristics and interaction of the brain systems and mechanisms during child 

languages acquisition are often overlooked areas in a research. As multiculturalism is characteristic of 

our country, the majority of pre-school children is being developed in polylingual environment. This 

fact defines importance of consideration of neuropsychological and psychological mechanisms and 

factors of higher mental functions development under the conditions of language diversity. 

 

The main objective of the research is the development and approbation of the technology of 

psychological and pedagogical support for pre-school children with disabilities being raised under the 

conditions of polylingual sociocultural environment. This technology is based on neuropsychological 

approach. The assumption that the programme of correctional and developmental training, based on the 

results of the differentiated and system neuropsychological diagnosis, can be sufficiently effective 

appeared as the hypothesis of the research. 
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Materials and Methods 

 
Comparative analysis of factors dynamics of pre-school children (the fifth year of life) mental 

development from different nosological categories, who are being raised in polylingual and monolingual 

environment, was made in terms of this research implemented and supported by RFBR (the project № 

16-16-12004). Factors dynamics was monitored in the implementation of psychological and pedagogical 

support that includes neuropsychological diagnosis and correction. 70 pupils of secondary groups from 

pre-school institutions with general speech underdevelopment of the third level and with developmental 

delay took part in the experiment. The experimental group included 40 pre-school children and the 

control group included 30 pupils. Groups were formed on the basis of decisions made by psychological, 

medical and pedagogical commission as well as upon indicators of teachers (speech therapists) expert 

analysis. 

 

Speech therapists, education psychologists and kindergarteners of groups took part in the 

implementation of the tested support programme. 

 

Diagnostic programme of our research included individual samples of child-friendly battery of tests by 

A. R. Luria (T. V. Akhutina et al, 2012; J. M. Glozman et al, 2012). Complex correctional and 

developmental work based on the combination of kinetic and cognitive correction was being 

implemented individually and in groups on the forming stage during the academic year. Gaming 

methods including those ones that involve kinetic mediation of cognitive processes were predominantly 

represented in correctional and developmental programmes. Selection of game tasks, its number and 

complexity were personalized as they were determined by neuropsychological status of the child. 

 

Results  

To assess factors dynamics the intermediate diagnosis on individual tests (dynamic praxis, reciprocal 

coordination, tardive motor memory, correction task and compilation of the story according to the 

pictures) was made after the 1
st
 stage of the support programme (two months of correctional work). 

Positive changes on the majority of the test items representing age-specific dynamics of regulatory 

functions formation were observed in both groups. Changes comparison of the studied characteristics in 

the control and experimental groups according to the Mann-Whitney U-test revealed more significant 

positive dynamics in the experimental group on such characteristics as programme realization 

(p=0.036), mistakes of multiple organization (p=0.008) in the test for tardive motor memory, 

effectiveness of the correction task implementation (p=0.043) and compilation of the story (p=0.003) 

(Borisovа E. Y. and Kozina I.B., 2016). 

 

The programme of the resulting diagnosis that accomplished the support programme was completely on 

a par in its composition with the primary one. Comparison of positive changes intensity in the control 

and experimental groups (Mann-Whitney U-test) revealed statistic significant differences for the 

following: programme assimilation (р=0.019) and the element order (p=0.015) in the test for dynamic 

praxis; programme execution in the test for reciprocal coordination (p=0.023); effectiveness of task 

execution in the test for postural pose praxis with the left hand (p=0.033) and interhemispheric 

reciprocal interaction in the same test (p=0.001); effectiveness of task execution on oral praxis 

(p=0.00001); quality of redrawing (p=0.021); effectiveness of realistic images identification in the test 

for visual gnosis (p=0.003); logical correspondence of the story (p=0.030) in the task on compilation of 

the story based on the series of meaningful pictures; understanding of logical and grammatical schemes 

(p=0.011). These characteristics do not attain statistical significance but they can be considered as a 

tendency to improve time of compilation (p=0.065) and the number of words in the story based on the 

series of meaningful pictures (p=0.065). Generally, it can be stated that the implementation of the 

neuropsychological approach in support of the children with disabilities provides positive changes 

characterizing regulatory, praxic and gnostical processes. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

Comparison of the results of primary and final diagnosis allows to claim that without the introduction of 

neuropsychological correction elements in support of the children with disabilities it is difficult to 

expect a significant dynamics of the regulatory functions formation. At the same time, data of 

intermediate diagnosis clearly illustrates the need for long-term rather than short-term exposure. 

 

One of the research tasks was the results analysis from the perspective of the linguistic environment 

specific features influence on the effectiveness of the correctional and developmental work. For this 

purpose, two subgroups matched according to the nosological characteristics were formed within the 

selection: 1 - children raised in families and speaking the same language, 2 - raised in a polylingual 

environment (mainly bilingual). 

 

The statistical analysis (Mann-Whitney U-test) based on the results of the intermediate diagnosis did not 

reveal significant differences in the changes of the studied characteristics in the monolingual and 

polylingual experimental groups, but there was a different sensibility to the correctional influence of 

pre-school children from bilingual and monolingual families. In particular, it turned out that the 

improvements in the performance of the acquired kinetic programme were more characteristic for 

bilingual pupils. At the same time, training influence in the group of monolingual pupils is more 

noticeable in terms of reducing the mistakes of multiple organization. According to other characteristics 

that specify voluntary regulation, changes observed under the influence of training in the group of 

monolingual and polylingual pupils did not differ significantly in the intermediate diagnosis. 

 

Comparative analysis of the results of primary and final diagnosis allows to observe significant 

differences in the changes intensity in mono- and polylingual experimental groups according to the 

following sixteen characteristics: programme assimilation  in the test for dynamic praxis (p=0.038), 

programme execution in the test for reciprocal coordination (p=0.11), effectiveness of execution 

(p=0.11) and the character of the left hand execution (p=0.041) in the test for the postural pose praxis, as 

well as the number of kinesthetic (p=0.05) and areal (p=0.038) mistakes in this task ; effectiveness of 

tasks execution on oral praxis (p=0.026); quality of redrawing (p=0.006); the effectiveness of 

superimposed images identification in the test for visual gnosis (p=0.005); the productivity of 

rhythmical structures evaluation in the test for the auditory-motor coordination (p=0.001); auditory and 

verbal memory (p=0.006); the number of specific situational explanations with the exception of 

excessive things (p=0.021); naming of objects and actions (p=0.006); phrases composition (p=0.023), 

the story compilation according to the picture (p=0.016); time of story compilation based on a series of 

meaningful pictures (p=0.034). In all the above characteristics with the exception of the time of story 

compilation based on a series of meaningful pictures the more significant positive changes occurred in 

the experimental group of monolingual pupils. This allows to conclude that realization of the 

neuropsychological approach in correctional work with children has a more intensive impact on pre-

school children who are brought up in monolingual families. 

 

In order to clarify the situation typical for pre-school children who are brought up in polylingual 

families we consider the results of both experimental and control groups. Significant differences in 

changes intensity between the control and experimental groups turned out to be more characteristic of 

polylingual pupils, since in these subgroups there were revealed statistically significant differences in 

the greater number of diagnosable characteristics (5 in the monolingual group and 15 in polylingual 

group). This fact allows to suggest that absence of special support which takes into account the 

neuropsychological status of the child affects more negatively on pre-school children who are brought 

up in polyilingual families. 

 

According to the results analysis the following can be stated: 

1. The implementation of neuropsychological approach in support of the children with disabilities 

provides positive changes that characterize regulatory, praxic and gnostical processes. 

 

2. Absence of correctional work that takes into account the neuropsychological status of the child with 

disabilities does not allow to provide a significant dynamics of the regulatory functions formation. 
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3. The more significant positive effect is provided if the correctional and developmental work is 

implemented for a long time (at least 6 months); short-term programmes are not sufficiently effective. 

 

4. Implementation of the neuropsychological approach in correctional work with children has a more 

intensive impact on pre-school children who are brought up in monolingual families. Absence of special 

support that takes into account the neuropsychological status of the child has a more negative impact on 

pre-school children who are brought up in polylingual families. 

 

Generally, the results analysis of the research confirms the effectiveness of differentiated correctional 

and developmental influence that is based on the important child possibilities that are defined according 

to neuropsychological status. The revealed tendencies determine the necessity of realization of 

psychological and pedagogical support of pre-school children with disabilities with a glance to both the 

neuropsychological status of the child and the specifics of the polylingual social and cultural 

environment. 
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Abstract  
 

The directions of the state support of small forms of managing in agrarian and industrial complex of the 

Republic of Mari El. The problems for concessional lending to agribusiness, recommendations to 

improve the investment activity of small agribusiness. One of the priority directions of the State program 

for the development of agriculture and regulation of markets for agricultural products, raw materials and 

food for 2014-2020 is the stimulation of the development of small forms of management, including 

peasant (farm) farms, individual entrepreneurs engaged in the production, processing of agricultural 

products and its sale. 

 

Keywords: State support, small forms of management (ICEM), the peasant (farmer) economy, private 

farming, preferential loans, investment activity of subjects of agribusiness.   

 

Introduction  

The current state policy of development and support of the agroindustrial complex is now determined 

taking into account the really established multifaceted nature of agricultural production. Over the years of 

market reforms in agriculture the conditions have been created for contribution of the formation in the 

country of exactly multi-structure by forms of ownership, the organization of labor, the size of production 

and other parameters of agricultural production. 

 

The Main Body of the Paper  

First of all, these are the terms of land supply, the independent choice of the type of activity, the 

conditions for the production and marketing of its products. However, the adaptation of small forms of 

management to market conditions is connected with difficulties and problems that are now the subject of 

attention for the authorities and society (Gumarova, F., 2014). 

 

The state today really realizes the importance and significance of small forms of management in the 

countryside, because they are no less effective than large and medium-sized farms. The development of 

small forms of management is an essential condition for the maintenance and further development of 

agricultural and non-agricultural activities in rural areas. Small forms of management provide 

employment for the bulk of the population engaged in agriculture. (Gumarova, F., 2014). 

 

Support of the small forms management development is caused not only by the need to solve the problem 

of providing the population with domestic products. Large agricultural enterprises usage in this case is 

more profitable. 

 

However, the course for the development of only large-scale production is industrially high-cost, besides, 

it does not solve the problem of rural residents' employment and the preservation of rural life. Solving 

problems on sustainable development of rural areas, providing the population with domestic food, 
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demographic problems, maintaining the ecological balance in the biosphere, increasing the interest of 

farmers in agricultural activities is possible only with systematic state support for the development of 

small forms of management. 

 

As of 01.01.2016, there were 2046 peasant (farm) households in the Republic of Mari El. In the structure 

of agricultural output, the share of the farming sector and personal subsidiary farms in 2015 accounted for 

39.4%. These forms of management account for 95% of potato production, 87% of vegetables, 56% of 

milk, 48% of meat.  

 

Since 2012, the Republic of Mari El has been implementing measures for farmers start-up support and the 

development of family livestock farms, which provide grants for the creation and development of peasant 

(farm) farms. 

 

The state program "Development of agriculture and regulation of markets for agricultural products, raw 

materials and food in the Republic of Mari El for 2014-2020" provides for measures to stimulate the 

development of small forms of management in the agro-industrial complex. 

These measures are presented in the subprogram "Support to small forms of management" in four main 

steps: 

1. "Support for Beginner Farmers". Within the framework of the main event to support start-up 

farmers, grants are provided for the creation and development of peasant (farm) farms. 

 

2. "Development of family livestock farms on the basis of peasant (farm) farms." Within the 

framework of the main event for the development of family livestock farms, grants are provided 

for the construction or modernization of a family cattle-breeding farm. This support is aimed at 

increasing the number of family livestock farms established in peasant (farm) farms, in which 

activities are organized on the personal labor participation of members of the economy. 

 

3. "State support of small business loans". This step provides grants for compensation of a part of 

expenses for payment of percent on credits of banks and the loans received in agricultural 

consumer credit co-operative societies by country (farmer) economy, personal part-time farms 

 

4. . "Peasant (Farming) farms land plots ownership registration". In this direction, about 50% of the 

total costs required for cadastral work are provided from the federal budget, the remaining funds 

are from the budgets of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation and municipalities. 

 

Evaluation of small business support of the Republic of Mari El 
 

In the Republic of Mari El in 2012-2015, grants for the creation and development of peasant (farm) 

holdings to 69 start-up farmers and 15 peasant (farm) farms for the development of family livestock 

farms have been granted under the subprogram "Support to small forms of management". To implement 

these measures, 164.8 million rubles of budgetary funds and 54.4 million rubles of own funds of peasant 

(farm) farms. 

 

The ongoing state policy of supporting small forms of farming in the countryside has allowed to expand 

the opportunities for access of small agricultural enterprises to subsidized bank loans and loans to 

agricultural consumer cooperatives within the framework of the State Program. 

 

In  2015 credit institutions issued 161 loans and a loan of 38.7 million rubles on the development of small 

forms of management. The main beneficiaries were citizens, leading personal subsidiary plots that 

received 79.9% of the total amount of credit resources, peasant (private) farms accounted for 20.1% of 

the total volume of loans issued (Table 1). 
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Table 1: 2015 year small forms managing credit indicators 
 

 Credit 

institutions 

Total 

For credit institutions, as % of the total volume of 

credits (loans) 

Contr

acts 

qty 

Mln 

Rub 

MYFF 

of JSC 

"Rossel

khozba

nk" 

Branch 

of Mari 

El PJSC 

"Sberban

k" 

Other 

Banks 

Credit 

Cooperativ

es 

Total 

Credits 

received 

for the 

develop

ment of 

the IFC 

161 38,7 83,33 16,5 0 0,17 100,0 

Including

: 

      
 

  LPH 157 30,9 99,79 0 0 0,21 100,0 

  KFH 4 7,8 18,1 81,9 0 0 100,0 

 

The Mari regional branch of JSC "Rosselkhozbank" remains the largest creditor of small forms of 

management, the share of which in the total volume of loans granted in 2015 was 83.33% (compared to 

2014, decreased by 13.06%). The share of Sberbank of Russia in the total volume of loans increased from 

3.6% in 2014 to 16.5% in 2015 (Gumarova, F., 2014). 

 

As of January 1, 2016, the volume of subsidized loans attracted by small forms of management was 289.7 

million rubles. In 2015, subsidies were paid in the amount of 11.641 million rubles, including 9.748 

million rubles from the federal budget and 1,893 million rubles from the republican budget of the 

Republic of Mari El. 

 

Most actively for providing state support in the form of reimbursing part of the interest rate on long-term, 

medium-term and short-term loans, citizens who own personal subsidiary plots (94.6%) apply. 

 

Analysis small business lending  
 
The structure of subsidized loans in 2015 is presented in Table 2 (Gumarova, F., 2014). 

 

Table 2: Structure of loan funds by directions of use in 2015 
 

Loan objectives 

% to total volume of credits 

(loans) 

LPH KFH 

1 2 3 

1. Crop production 14,8 100,0 

   Including:   

     Season works 0,4 3,1 

     Construction (reconstruction) of greenhouse 

complexes 
0 71,7 

     Purchase of equipment 14,4 25,2 
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2. livestock 77,6 0 

   Including:   

     Season works 8,4 0 

     Construction (reconstruction) of livestock 

complexes 
22,0 0 

1 2 3 

     Purchase of equipment 1,2 0 

     Farm animals purchase 46,0 0 

3. Spare parts and materials for the repair of 

agricultural machinery 
6,3 0 

4. Other purposes 1,3 0 

Total 100,0 100,0 

      

The problem of inaccessibility of credit resources for investment purposes for the medium and long term 

remains a particularly significant problem for the small-scale sector. 

 

Evaluation of Investment Attractiveness  
 
Increase of investment activity in the agrarian sector of the economy will be facilitated by the 

introduction of a new mechanism of concessional lending at a rate of 5% per annum from 2017. 

Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1528 of December 29, 2016 approved the Rules 

for Granting Subsidies from the Federal Budget to Russian Credit Institutions (10 Authorized Banks) for 

a refund in the amount of the Central Bank of Russia's key interest rate for the incomes received by them 

for loans granted to agricultural producers and individual entrepreneurs engaged in the production, 

Processing of agricultural products and its implementation. 

 

21.3 billion rubles were provided for these purposes from the RF budget. In accordance with the new 

procedure for subsidizing the compensation of part of the interest rate on loans is planned to be provided 

directly to authorized credit organizations, which will significantly simplify the process of obtaining state 

support for farmers, eliminating the diversion of their own working capital to pay interest on loans. 

 

The state now sees the role and functional purpose of the peasant farms and private farms not only in the 

production sector, but also a little bit wider: first of all, the preservation of rural settlement and the rural 

way of life, the social development of rural areas, the development of forms of local self-government and 

the strengthening of their active representatives of small agribusiness, for self-employment, upbringing of 

the younger generation and, in general, preserving the health of the nation, its culture, the natural 

environment (Gumarova, F., 2014). 

 

State support measures are applied to all forms of agricultural activities, including peasant farms, citizens 

who carry out entrepreneurial activities in the countryside without forming a legal entity. 

 

The principle of fairness is observed. However, only those entrepreneurs who provide established 

reporting, declare their income, have legal land and technical means of production, can use the 

appropriate state support - that is, the state is now pursuing a policy of supporting a civilized, market-

oriented entrepreneur capable of competing in matters not only of production, but also effective 

distribution, in access to credit and leasing resources, information and consultation provision. 

 

Today, and moreover in the long term, state support is available only to effectively functioning economic 

entities, which give a return in the form of additional production growth, paying taxes that can pay off on 

loans and leasing payments that have liquid assets and a positive balance sheet structure. 
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I must say that the share of the small sector in the subsidies received from the federal and republican 

budgets is insignificant. But in recent years, it has a dynamic of substantial growth. And they use various 

forms of state support precisely those entrepreneurs who are actively interested in all regulatory 

information, show business enterprise, who are really interested in strengthening their business, clearly 

sees their future prospects and is confident in the possibilities of developing their production. 

 

A serious disadvantage  and omission in the field of small-scale production is the lack of a coherent 

system of procurement and marketing of agricultural products produced in this sector, as well as the 

supply and maintenance of the private sector. It is the lack of an effective sales system based on high self-

organization and cooperation that leads today to the lack of demand for this product, its 

noncompetitiveness in comparison with large suppliers. 

 

In this regard, it is necessary to develop and support the creation of agricultural consumer cooperatives - 

marketing, supply, servicing, processing. As of early 2016, 37 agricultural consumer cooperatives were 

registered in the Republic of Mari El, including 18 credit, 3 processing and 16 supply and marketing 

cooperatives (Gumarova, F., 2014). 

 

Preconditions for the Development of Small Business 

Nowadays entering the auction individually, participation in competitions, form batches of certified 

products is almost impossible, and it is very expensive. 

 

We need to unite in these issues, build a system of mutual relations based on cooperation and integration, 

taking into account the mutual interest and economic opportunities in the market. 

 

Prerequisites for this are - there is still and still potential in the sector of private household plots and farm 

production, there is an economic incentive for the production of agricultural products - and it is 

determined primarily by the effective demand for food. Therefore, the small sector of agrarian 

entrepreneurship needs to intensify and coordinate work in terms of winning and retaining its positions in 

the market. 

 

Within the framework of the State program in the development of small forms of management, the 

activity of rural entrepreneurs and residents remains very low. The reason for this, first of all, is the 

insufficient work at the municipal level of rural settlements with the population, its awareness and 

counseling. 

 

Today, it is not enough just to convince the population, it is necessary to cover the positive experience of 

the work of farmers, personal farmsteads, and saturate the regional press with the necessary information 

that contributes to the increase of entrepreneurial activity of the population. The village will be able to 

survive and become rich only when each of its residents becomes an enterprising and diligent master. 

 

The introduction of the food embargo against Russia caused a radical revision of the state program for the 

development of agriculture. The agrarian complex faces new tasks, including ensuring food security of 

the country in conditions of sanctions pressure. 

 

Direct import restrictions cause, on the one hand, an increase in domestic food prices, and on the other 

hand, these same restrictions open large commodity niches for the domestic commodity producer. A 

sharp weakening of the ruble also increases the competitiveness of domestic goods, and given the 

improvement in the economic situation in the industry and the increase in the level of state support, 

agriculture has every chance to reach a higher level of production. 
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Summary 

For Russia, the increase of competitiveness of agricultural products is essential, since today the main task 

is to provide the country with quality food of our own production and substitution of imported goods due 

to the pro-duction of competitive, best-selling products in the domestic market. 
 

Among the important characteristics of the competitiveness of agricultural products, raw materials and 

food, you can highlight the presence of the optimal ratio of quality and cost indicators, achieving better 

results than competitors, and correlation with effective demand (Potehkina  E. N. 2014).. 
 

The product is competitive on the market if it has a set of attractive consumer, quality and value of 

properties, which in the conditions of a broad proposal provides customer satisfaction and commercial 

success to producers. 
 

 There is a direct dependence of production efficiency from the level of product competitiveness, as 

competitive products is more fully meet the needs and always finds its market, guarantee the financial 

stability of the company, as well as getting the profit. 

For improvement of the competitiveness of agriculture in Russia will be contributed: Improvement of the 

secondary market of agricultural machinery; the use of resource-saving and environmentally friendly 

technologies; innovation in the sector; regulating the volume of exports of mineral and organic fertilizers; 

wage increases; the reform of credit policy.  
 

Formation of a balanced system of management accounting will promote a competitive advantage to 

agricultural producers as part of their marketing activities through trading networks (Potehkina  E. N. 

2014). 
 

At the same time, the understanding and attention of society and the state to the general problems 

associated with the technical backwardness of the industry, the disparity of prices, its high energy costs, 

high production risks are perceived by the Government of the Russian Federation as urgent, and therefore 

will certainly be resolved.  
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Abstract 

The article considers the problem of Russian fixed funds depletion, primarily, the industrial companies' 

funds depletion caused by the absent or insufficient investments. The method to study the investment 

volume is based upon the statistical reports provided by Rosstat and the Bank of Russia. The purpose of 

the paper is to analyze the provisions on fixed capital investment at Russian companies within 2014-

2016 both in general and structural terms, to identify the reasons for investment bust and the 

deformation of the investment activity financial&resource base. The companies' fixed funds require 

investments to provide their technology upgrade. It is necessary to develop a nationwide finance and 

investment strategy aimed at the investment activity boosting in Russian companies and resolving of 

financial issues. This is the only way to make the Russian economy develop and grow as well as to push 

its international competitiveness. The main source of funding the investments into fixed assets of the 

companies is depreciation deductions and a depreciation reserve developed by a company. However, the 

situation is the following: due to high fixed assets physical wear and funding absence, depreciation 

deductions are formed as a result of the re-evaluation of those fixed assets that are seriously worn-out. 

Indeed, it cannot provide for a real depreciation base. The article is finished by the summarizing of 

regression peculiarities of the investment financial support in Russia and the conclusion emphasizing the 

great importance of industrial investments. 

Keywords: investments, reproduction rates, depreciation deductions, financial&resource base. 

Introduction 

Investments into fixed capital are the most important means ensuring the economic crisis overcoming 

and technical re-equipment of Russian companies. The intensification of investment activities in 

Russian companies as one of the key strategic directions for the national economic system stabilizing 

and development requires integrated financial support. 

The current economic situation in Russia significantly complicates the financial support of investment 

activities intended at fixed assets renewal. The introduced international sanctions dramatically limited 

the access Russian companies and banks have to the international system of long-term borrowings and 

led to the decrease in foreign investment inflow. The mid- and long-term solution of these issues relates 

to the specific nature of market positions, the sectoral structure and financial support of the companies' 

investment activity. It is necessary to conduct the investment activity strategic planning with the account 

of the formed international and national economic conditions based upon the analysis and evaluation of 

diversified financial sources. 
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Despite the achievements in the investment theory development within foreign and national Economics 

of the ХХ
th

 - beginning of the ХХI
st
 centuries, the methodical basis of this activity type does not 

sufficiently meet the contemporary and more complicated requirements laid down for the funding of the 

finance&investment strategy implementation by the companies. Under current economic conditions one 

shall pay special attention to the funding of Russian industrial companies' development strategy, 

boosting of their investment activity which will provide for a multiplicative effect and result in the 

economic growth in all the sectors of the Russian economy. However, the national literature does not 

pay sufficient attention to the study of investment activity financial support issues at large industrial 

companies as opposed to the study of investments to the financial and trade sectors. Under 

contemporary market competitive requirements and the implementation of measures within the public 

policy aimed at the Russian industry upgrade the aforementioned problem is even more relevant. 

Results 

The research of finance&investment strategy development issues occurring at Russian industrial 

companies is impossible without a preliminary consideration of their current investment activity and 

funding problems. The actual level of insufficient investments and fixed assets obsolescence at Russian 

industrial companies as well as the total costs necessary for their recovery are clear if we analyze fixed 

funds reproduction rates (Fig. 1) (Investments in Russia, 2015). 

 

Fig. 1. Dynamics of fixed funds reproduction 

Q2, 2016, was the 10
th

 consecutive quarter of the fixed capital investment reduction (in comparable 

prices over a full range of organizations) in Russia. The reduction in 2014-2016 was preceded by a 

virtually zero investment dynamics in real terms during 2013. In 2014 the investment volume decreased 

by 1.5%, in 2015 - by 8.4% (returning to the value of 2008) while the annualized decrease in the 1st half 

of 2016 was 4.3%. The decrease rate is becoming slower, and in general, in 2016 the investment volume 

decreased by 2.7% while in 2017 the investments are anticipated to grow by 0.3%. 

Renewal rate, % Retirement rate, % Renewal rate, % 
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In the first half of 2016 the investment reduction rates in large and medium organizations slowed down 

even more compared to a full range of organizations with the annualized value of 1%. The investment 

reduction in 2014-2016 is different from the crisis occurred in 2008-2009 in such a way that during the 

previous crisis the investment bust was harsh and significant while the second period is characterized by 

a prolonged gradual decrease due to the opportunities that changed for the worse in terms of capital 

investments over a wide range of sectors and regions. 

Let us consider a specific structuring of investments in 2005-2016: into dwellings, in buildings (except 

for residential ones) and erections, in machines, equipment and vehicles (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Dynamics of investments on the fixed funds types in fixed prices, 2005 – I
st
 half of 2016 

(Fixed Capital Investments …, 2016) 

The investment volume reduction (large and medium organizations) was quite even among the key fund 

types for the last year which resulted in quite an insignificant change of the investment specific 

structuring in the 1
st
 half of 2016 comparing to the 1

st
 half of 2015: the investments in buildings (except 

for the residential ones) and erections made 47.9% of a total volume of capital investments (47.7% in 

the 1
st
 half of 2015), in machines, equipment and vehicles - 34.4% (34.2%), in dwellings - 6.1% (5.6%). 

As more than a half of capital investments are intended for construction purposes, the investment 

reduction leads to stagnation at the construction market: by the end of the 1st half of 2016 the scope of 

construction works decreased by 5.7% in per year terms. 
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Reasons and consequences of negative dynamics 

Besides equipment obsolescence, it also suffers from physical wear; these factors resulted in emergence 

of the Russian production structure characterized by its raw material orientation. One can observe a 

large-scale degradation of the production funds of Russian industrial companies, and the economy is 

now going through a structural crisis. 

The Russian economy investment area suffered the greatest damage from the international crisis. Its 

consequences manifested not only in a significant decrease of the scope of works but also in a 

dramatical distortion of the investment activity's developed trends. The analysis conducted for the 

structure of investments made into fixed capital according to the funding sources revealed significant 

deformations of a finance&resource base of the investment activity. The share of proprietory funds in 

the structure of funding of the fixed capital investments increased up to 57% in the 1st half of 2016 due 

to a harsh decrease of the raised funds volume. As a rule, the access of organizations to the raised funds 

is limited during the investment slowdown period. Back in 2014, because of such limitation of the 

access to external funds (due to increased interest rates as well), the share of raised funds in the fixed 

capital investment funding structure at large and medium organizations dropped below the level of 50% 

(Table 1) for the first time since 1999. The data for the 1st half of 2016 demonstrate the situation did not 

significantly changed over the previous year: the proprietory funds share reached 56.5% being equal to 

56.2% in the 1
st
 half of 2015 (by the end of the year this value is usually lower) while in the 1

st
 half of 

2014 it was 52.5% (Table 1) (Kiryanov, Ye. O., 2017). 
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Table 1. Dynamics of investments into fixed capital (large and medium organizations) on 

financing sources as of the 1
st
 half-year results, 2014-2016 

 

1st half-year, 

2014 

1st half-year, 

2015 

1st half-year, 

2016 
Change of fixed prices, 1st half-year, % 

billion 

rubles 

share, 

% 

billion 

rubles 

share, 

% 

billion 

rubles 

share, 

% 

2015/ 

2014 

2016/ 

2015 

2016/ 

2014 

Investments 

into fixed 

capital, total 3579 100 3633 100 3921 100 -7.3 -1.0 -8.2 

 proprietory 

funds 1879 52.5 2043 56.2 2217 56.5 -0.8 -0.4 -1.2 

 raised funds: 1701 47.5 1590 43.8 1704 43.5 -14.5 -1.8 -16.0 

 bank loans 370 10.3 322 8.9 314 8.0 -19.9 -10.9 -28.6 

including 

foreign bank 

loans 51 1.4 83 2.3 71 1.8 52.3 -22.1 18.7 

 debt funds of 

other 

organizations 244 6.8 197 5.4 302 7.7 -26.4 41.2 3.9 

 public funds: 445 12.4 465 12.8 482 12.3 -4.3 -4.9 -9.0 

federal budget 

funds 213 6.0 249 6.9 260 6.6 6.6 -4.9 1.4 

regional 

budget funds 199 5.5 183 5.0 192 4.9 -15.7 -3.0 -18.3 

local budget 

funds 33 0.9 32 0.9 30 0.8 -7.3 -15.8 -22.0 

 extra-

budgetary 

funds 7 0.2 8 0.2 9 0.2 -7.3 13.6 5.3 

 shared-equity 

construction 

funds of 

organizations 

and 

population 115 3.2 115 3.1 136 3.5 -10.2 10.8 -0.5 

 other raised 

funds*: 495 13.9 449 12.4 432 11 -17.3 -12.0 -27.3 

overhead 

organizations 410 11.5 346 9.5   -23.4   

from 

corporate 

bond issuance 4 0.1 48 1.3   1105   

from stock 

issue 41 1.2 16 0.4   -69.1   

*Since 2016 Rosstat stopped publishing separate data for the category "other". 

 

The capital spending nominal volume keeps growing but the investments made in the 1
st
 half of 2016 

lowered by 8.2% in comparable prices to the 1st half of 2014. This decrease is mainly due to the raised 

funds which have reduced by 16% for the last two years while the proprietory funds decreased only by 
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1.2 for the same period. The greatest part of such drop was made by "other raised funds" (-161 billion 

rubles in the prices of 2016, essentially, the overhead organizations' funds), bank loans (-126 billion 

rubles) and public funds (-47 billion rubles). At the same time, in 2016 the decrease rates slowed down 

while certain funding types started to recover, primarily, the debt funds of other organizations (apart 

from banks). 

Investment activity funding sources 

The market-driven economy conditions stipulate for the companies' proprietory funds to be the basis of 

the investment activity funding. In terms of the problem analysis it is logical to make the next step 

towards the specification of the self-funding opportunity for the companies' development bearing in 

mind their proprietory funds - depreciation deductions and profit (Daskovskiy, V. and Kiselev, V., 

2014). 

The developed trend for investment activity real funding does not correspond to the existing concept of 

the companies' development self-funding; their development opportunities keep reducing and are close 

to the end (Moskvin, V., 2015). That is why one can observe a continuing decrease of the proprietory 

funds share in the fixed capital total volume. 

Government lending and borrowing in relation to the companies' development that lightens the budget 

burden by means of the reduction of grant funding for a number of investment programs and increasing 

the number of paid ones at moderate prices as well as by means of repayment of the credit resources 

contributing to the public budget is not organized in Russia. This means there is no opportunity to 

alleviate the investment funding for the budget and companies or to boost competition in the bank 

system to reduce the number of the speculative operations and interest rates of commercial banks.  

Continuous deteriorating of the production means quality in the national economy leads to the reduction 

of the depreciation base. To limit the negative impact of this process as well as to control inflation, in 

1992-1996 fixed assets were re-evaluated on the nationwide level (Daskovskiy, V. and Kiselev, V., 

2013). Initiative never-ending re-evaluation of the companies' fixed assets has been conducted since the 

mentioned period until the present moment. The reported level of production means wear was 49.4% as 

of the beginning of 2015. These data demonstrate that, in compliance with the official numbers, more 

than a half of the depreciation base having physically worn out fixed assets is preserved by means of the 

accounting procedures. Today there is an abnormal situation in Russia's economy when fixed assets are 

renewed not by replacement with the new ones but by means of their cost re-evaluation which becomes 

higher after their upgrade (Daskovskiy, V. and Kiselev, V., 2014). 

Most developed countries are characterized by the trend when the investment activity funding is 

performed by means of proprietary funds with a significant increase of a depreciation share. In Russia 

we can observe the opposite. Even at the favorable economic development stage the dependence on 

raised funds and profit demonstrates the growth trend while the significance of depreciation funds 

becomes lower. 
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Overview of the current state of the issue 

The overview of Russian leading industrial companies' activities makes us draw a conclusion on the low 

level of their economic activities' efficiency. Thus, machine construction companies representing the 

key industrial sector are not capable of providing production means renewal and increasing the output 

products competitiveness. At the moment, Russian industrial companies are not ready to implement 

large-scale programs for technical re-equipment and production capacities reconstruction. Taking into 

account the profitability of the business activity implemented by Russian industrial companies, one can 

draw a conclusion on the depreciation base depletion (Chernenko, V. A. and al., 2015). 

Low efficiency of modern Russian companies' functioning creates a vicious circle. The leaders of the 

economic sector are not capable of carrying on a large-scale investment activity due to the absence of 

any opportunity to use the depreciation reserves and profit. In its turn, the depreciation fund and profit 

cannot grow due to the absence of renewed fixed assets in the company; such renewal is impossible due 

to the absence of investments. 

Unfortunately, by today the information on the specific large companies has not been issued anymore. 

However, with the account of the fact that in 2005 the profitability of sold goods and services was equal 

to 13.5%, decreasing to 9.3% by 2015, one can make a conclusion that there are no conditions to 

perform investment activities aimed at the renewal of the real production companies' fixed assets. Today 

the situation has seriously changed for the worse. Even the leading companies of the national economy 

are not capable of providing for production means renewal and financial state stability under 

contemporary conditions. Large business is focused on the infrastructure improvement, redistribution of 

the national and accretion of the foreign property. The article shows a severe deficit of investments 

which not only provide for the current needs but also cannot reach the level of 1990 which stipulates for 

the necessity to introduce a special responsibility and discipline while using the available opportunities 

for investment resource formation. 

Let us consider investments from a structural point of view. The most efficient investments are direct 

ones as they are capable of direct embodiment into up-to-date technology and equipment. But their 

retardation comparing to other investment types is 3.4 times according to the statistical data. 

A great part in the development of the national economy is given to foreign investments. However, they 

have their disadvantages which include their unpredictable nature as the volume, the time, the territory 

and the sector of such investments are unknown. Besides, in contrast to the national investments, the 

foreign ones can be exported in the form of depreciation deductions and net profit (Gerasimov, P. S., 

2013). 

Similar to the first decade of this century (except for 2006 and 2007), in 2015 the financial account of 

Russia's payment balance was closed with the exceedance of private capital export over its import. In 

relation to the private capital flow such exceedance was equal to 58 billion of dollars and, although it 

was lower than the record-breaking value of 153 billion dollars (for post-Soviet Russia) in 2014, it was 

not lower than in 2012-2014. Such exceedance of export over import has remained a characteristic one 

for all the forms of international capital flow both in and from Russia: direct investments, portfolio 

investments, derivative financial tools, other investments (Table 2) (Bulatov, A. S., 2016). 
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Table 2. Balance of payments of Russia, billion dollars 

 

The reduction of direct investments' export and import started in 2014 and continued - in 2014 their 

flows were reduced to the minimum value since the middle of the last decade. Combined with the 

cheapening of the Russian companies' cost abroad due to the economic growth fluctuations in most 

world countries as well as the foreign companies' cheapening in Russia, it led to a further decrease in the 

volume of direct investments accumulated abroad by Russian residents (by 1.4 times for 2013-2015) as 

Indicator 
2013 2014 2015 

Net lending (+) / 

net borrowing(−) 

(Financial account balance including forex/gold reserves) 24.1 24.3 74.3 

Direct investments 17.3 35.1 16.7 

Net acquisition of financial assets 86.5 57.1 21.8 

Net incurrence of liabilities 69.2 22.0 4.8 

Portfolio investments 11.0 39.9 26.6 

Net acquisition of financial assets 11.8 16.7 14.0 

Net incurrence of liabilities 0.7 -23.2 -12.7 

Derivative financial tools 0.3 5.3 7.4 

Net acquisition of financial assets -8.5 -16.6 -21.2 

Net incurrence of liabilities -8.8 -21.9 -28.7 

Other investments 17.6 51.5 21.7 

Net acquisition of financial assets 80.8 24.8 -15.1 

Other capital participation 0.7 0.2 1.0 

Foreign cash -0.6 41.8 -19.7 

Current accounts and deposits 17.1 -18.8 -2.8 

Loans and borrowings 21.2 -20.2 -1.0 

Insurance, pension and standard guarantees programs 0.6 1.5 0 

Trade credits and advance payments 7.6 7.1 5.5 

Arrears in goods delivery within intergovernmental 

agreements 1.1 -1.3 0.5 

Questionable transactions 26.5 8.6 1.5 

Other accounts receivable 6.5 5.8 -0.1 

Net incurrence of liabilities 63.3 -26.7 -36.9 

Other capital participation 0 0 0 

National cash 1.8 -1.0 -0.9 

Current accounts and deposits 16.2 -20.1 -32.6 

Loans and borrowings 43.6 -8.9 -2.8 

Insurance, pension and standard guarantees programs 0.2 0.7 0.2 

Trade credits and advance payments 0.2 0.4 -0.6 

Other accounts payable 1.3 2.2 -0.2 

Special borrowing rights 0 0 0 

Reserve assets -22.1 -107.5 1.7 
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well as in the volume of direct investments accumulated by non-residents of Russia (by 1.6 times for the 

specified period). Besides, one could observe the reduction of foreign derivative financial tools 

accumulated by Russian residents and even a greater reduction in Russian derivative financial tools 

accumulated by non-residents. 

The situation is different in the area of portfolio investments. Since the middle of the last decade 

Russian investors continued to buy foreign bonds in a record-breaking scope which resulted in the 

growth of the accumulated portfolio investments from 54 billion dollars in 2013 up to 57 and 71 billion 

dollars in 2014 and 2015, correspondingly. At the same time, foreign investors disposed of Russian 

shares and bonds and, as a result, the volume of their accumulated Russian securities kept reducing - 

from 195 billion dollars in 2013 to 111 billion dollars in 2014 and 102 billion dollars in 2015 

(International Investment Position …, 2016). 

The flows of other investments were versatile in 2015. Thus, Russian residents kept reducing their 

foreign cash as well as their foreign currency savings at current accounts and deposits (especially in the 

1
st
 half of the year due to slowing of a harsh drop of the ruble value) while non-residents kept reducing 

their savings in rubles (due to ruble devaluation). The reduction of the non-residential accumulated 

volume of loans and borrowings that started in 2013 but stopped in 2014 continued despite the fact the 

trade credits and advance payments become available for them again. Considering the loans obtained 

from non-residents, similar to 2014, the volume of such loans kept reducing, and moreover, the 

accumulated volume of trade credits and advance payments received from non-residents started to 

reduce as well due to decrease in the volume of Russian services and goods import. The greatest 

reduction was observed for foreign currency liabilities of Russian banks (by 60 billion dollars). 

We want to underline and draw your attention to the reduction in the volumes of the item "Questionable 

Transactions" which has been continuing for the 3rd year; this item includes the transactions that are 

characterized by fictitiousness features and relate to the trade of such services and goods, purchase/sale 

of such securities and allocation of such credits and transfers to the proprietory foreign accounts which 

have the purpose of trans-border funds movement. One can assume this is the result of the 

intensification of bank and customs supervision in our country as well as the campaign of a higher 

transparency of the offshore activity; such campaign is dynamically developing both in our country and 

abroad. 

Harsh drop in the currency interventions implemented by the Central Bank in 2015 combined with the 

growth of the current transactions' account balance in the middle of the previous year stopped the 

reduction of the reserve assets (international reserves) while in the second half of the previous year such 

reserves slowly started to recover (up to 386 billion dollars by the year-end). As a result, the financial 

account balance was closed with the record-breaking exceedance of net lending over net borrowing 

registered after 2011 (by 74 billion dollars). Such increase of the financial account balance was observed 

in 2010-2011 when Russia's economy was recovering from the crisis of 2009. One can suggest that the 

growth of the financial account balance started in 2015 also demonstrates the recovery of the economic 

growth in Russia. 

According to the preliminary estimates of the Bank of Russia, the proficit of the current transactions' 

account for the first four months of this year has been equal to 16.3 billion dollars against 37.3 billion 

dollars in the comparable period of the previous year. This is the result of a slower reduction of goods 

import with a high reduction of goods export. It is possible that slowed import rates also speak for the 

Russian economy recovery from the crisis. The trend of increasing the global oil prices for the 

considered period is also a piece of good news. 
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The financial account for January-April 2015 is characterized by similar trends: the volume of foreign 

assets accumulated by residents kept reducing very quickly while the volume of assets accumulated by 

non-residents in Russia (i.e., Russia's external liabilities) reduced slower. As a result, net capital export 

was equal to 12.8 billion dollars which is more than 3.5 times less comparing to the similar period of the 

previous year (Evaluation of Key Payment Balance …, 2016). 

The growth of reserve assets which started in the second half of 2015 continued - from 368 billion 

dollars in the early 2016 they grew up to 396 billion dollars by May mostly because of monetary gold 

the reserves of which reached their record-breaking value of 1478 tons (Evaluation of Coming Changes 

…, 2016). 

However, taking into account the physical facilities wear and the weakness of Russia's financial system, 

there are still no prerequisites for annual admission of 100 billion dollars of the foreign direct 

investments. We believe that such situation resulted from an obvious corruption component and a 

permanent crisis state of Russia's economy nullifying all other investment climate advantages existing in 

the country. 

Today's foreign investments attracted to the mineral deposits extraction and initial processing cannot be 

satisfactory both in terms of their volumes and results, neither they can be considered as an important 

factor of the investment upgrade in Russia's economy. 

At the contemporary stage one can observe the trend for the increase of direct investment volume in the 

Russian companies abroad. The general growth of direct investments is also impressive. The large-scale 

expansion plans of the foreign economies are developed by public companies. Alongside with the 

natural resources and intellectual capacities, financial resources are becoming a significant factor of 

Russia's presence in the global economy. The investments made into foreign companies decrease the 

level of production expenditures and provide for special conditions both in terms of export and products 

sale at the national market. Besides, the cost of borrowed financial resources is lowering while the offer 

price at IPO is increasing. Summing up the aforementioned, one can conclude that direct investments to 

abroad provide a synergistic effect for the development of a parent company which involves positive 

changes for the Russian economy in general. 

However, one shall consider negative aspects as well. The investment outflow to abroad deprives 

Russia's taxation base of the opportunity to expand, but at the moment the taxation system is not able to 

support the public budget at the non-deficit level without any income from the sale of hydrocarbons at 

high prices at the international market. As the investments are intended for the purchase or 

manufacturing of the production means (including innovative ones) abroad, it leads to the loss of 

thousands of jobs in Russia. Investment resources and tax deductions thus develop foreign countries 

instead of solving Russia's internal problems. At the same time, in terms of the integration of 

transnational corporations, the production means takeover abroad is aligned with their strategy and 

promotes business efficiency enhancement at the global market.  

Under these conditions Russia is characterized by industrial technology underdevelopment, losses and a 

humiliating role of the raw material supplier but not the supplier of ready products. This view leaves in 

serious doubt the assumption on the efficiency of investment export abroad. Thus, if one invest the 

financial resources exported abroad in the national agricultural sector, it will be possible to decrease the 

share of food import and increase the volume of tax deductions in the budget. Besides, it will improve a 

social an economic situation in villages. 
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Investing in national companies can result in a much wider range of possible advantages for the Russian 

population comparing to one from investing abroad. Thus, 28 key oil refining companies in Russia 

include six that were commissioned before 1940, six more were commissioned before 1950 while eight 

of them - before 1960. It turns out that 20 of 28 companies are 50-60 years old. As a result, oil refining 

capacities decreased to 83% of the 1994 level due to retirement because of a critical physical wear of 

assets. The loading of the remaining capacities is not full as well: low quality of products, insufficient 

refining depth, and high net cost. Additional loading of the oil refineries is provided by the refining 

depth deepening and making the oil product quality correspond to the export standards which requires 

12 billion dollars that cannot be found in the internal turnover. Due to technical underdevelopment the 

income from oil products export is lower than one from crude oil sales. 

From the economic point of view, the situation when the investments, in contrast to the foreign ones, are 

exported abroad under the conditions of a sever investment lack in the country is inadmissible. 

Furthermore, it is absolutely inappropriate that raw material companies forward large credit facilities 

abroad and not for the development of the national industrial production pledging natural subsoil 

resources they do not own for foreign loans' obtaining. 

The investment mobilization for innovative production upgrade from the public savings is recognized as 

undesirable although the economy transition to a higher level requires to take this measure (Yegorov, A. 

Yu. and Selskov, A. V., 2015). 

It is necessary to specify the situation of the economy innovative renewal with the account of all 

investments (Table 3). One shall take into consideration that starting from 2013 the fixed capital 

investments include the ones made into the intellectual property items: scientific, literature and artistic 

works; software and data bases for computers, inventions, utility models, industrial samples, selection 

achievements, costs for performed intangible development, costs for research, development and 

technological work, etc. 

Table 3. Investment patterns and structure in Russian Economy (Russian Statistical Annual 

Report, 2016) 

 

2000 2008 2012 2015 

billion 

rubles 
% 

billion 

rubles 
% 

billion 

rubles 
% 

billion 

rubles 
% 

Total volume of 

Russian and foreign 

organizations' 

investments 3162 100.0 40,693 100.0 89,945 100.0 141,818 100.0 

Intellectual property 

items, R&D and other 

non-financial assets 

investments 18 0.6 89 0.2 173 0.2 148 0.1 

Fixed capital  

− investments 1165 36.8 8782 21.6 12,586 14.0 14,556 10.3 

− dwellings investments 132 4.2 1194 2.9 1534 1.7 2189 1.5 

− buildings' (except for 

residential ones) and 

erections' investments 502 15.9 3742 9.2 5560 6.2 6028 4.3 
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− machines, equipment 

and vehicles 

investments 427 13.5 3312 8.1 4732 5.3 5052 3.6 

− other investments 104 3.3 534 1.3 761 0.8 1288 0.9 

Financial investments 1245 39.4 26,402 64.9 67,725 75.3 127,114 89.6 

Foreign investments,  

billion dollars 11  104  155  −  

Foreign investments 

billion rubles 308 9.7 2579 6.3 4803 5.3   

Russian organizations 

investments into 

foreign economies, 

billion dollars 15  114  150  −  

Russian organizations 

investments into 

foreign economies, 

billion rubles 426 13.5 2841 7.0 4658 5.2   

The investments made into machines, equipment and vehicles that were equal only to 8.1% in 2012 

dropped down to a critical value of 5.3% while the funding of intellectual property, R&D alongside with 

other non-financial assets stopped at the level of 0.1-0.2%. The investment structure is intensively 

deteriorating: financial investments were 3 times higher than the investments in non-financial assets in 

2008 while in 2012 they were 5.4 times higher. Their share in all investments over the considered period 

increased from 65 to 75.3%. The organization financial investments shall be understood as the 

investments of monetary funds or any other tangible assets into the securities of other legal bodies, 

interest-bearing bonds of public and local loans, authorized (joint-stock) capitals of other legal bodies 

incorporated in the territory of the country or abroad, etc. as well as the loans provided to other legal 

bodies. The excessive development of the considered direction is the result of the absence of control and 

management of the investment activity in Russia. 

There is great discrepancy between the volumes into the active part of fixed assets and the retirement 

volumes of such fixed assets registered by Rosstat explained by the fact that 85% of these investments 

account not for non-recurrent but for the current cost the companies incur due to the repair of the 

equipment with its simultaneous upgrade. Only 15% of the investments made into the fixed assets active 

part participate in technical re-equipment. In 2008 the investments into equipment and vehicles were 

equal to 3312 billion rubles while the retirement of all fixed assets' types is registered in the volume of 

429 billion rubles. Only 13% of the investments participated in the actual technical re-equipment. 

In 2012 the investments made into equipment and vehicles in the amount of 4731 billion rubles resulted 

in the retirement of 0.6% of all fixed assets (702 billion rubles). Of course, this retirement included 

buildings and erections. However, even under the assumption that such retirement included only the 

active part of fixed assets, only 702 billion rubles were spent for its replacement. The remaining 4029 

rubles (85%) accounted in the upgrade validated form as the investments are current assets the 

companies spent for the repair of the equipment with its simultaneous upgrade and not the lump ones. 

The division of the recorded investment into real capital spending and repair costs, 702 and 4029 billion 

rubles, correspondingly, demonstrates that only 15% of them participate in technical re-equipment. 
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In 2014 the investments made into the active part of fixed assets according to the statistical reporting 

show the tendency towards decrease and are equal to approximately 4856.3 billion rubles but only about 

1540 billion rubles are forwarded for real technical re-equipment. They define the small part of 

retirement registered by the statistical numbers. 

Summary of the issue 

On the basis of the conducted research, one can identify the following peculiarities of the investment 

activity funding proving its regression: 

1. The key purpose of the investment activity intended for fixed assets upgrade is the replacement of 

equipment with the highest wear level. Very often the replaced equipment is impossible to be operated 

due to its full physical wear. 

2. The expansion of the market of the pre-owed fixed assets is under way with the increase of their 

purchase volumes by 2.89 times and their sales volumes by 3.61 times in the period of 2005-2014. 

3. The equipment which does not change the production technology but increases the labour intensity 

of specialists and managers instead is being in a higher demand. 

Conclusions 

1. Today a great number of the industrial companies' fixed capital investments are the companies' 

investment costs for overhaul. Due to this peculiarity, the underdevelopment of physical facilities owned 

by Russian companies is conserved and aggravated as compared to the general global level. 

2. The urgent issue of the Russian industry is deformation of the fixed capital investment funding 

structure and continuing inaccessibility of the "pre-market" volumes of the fixed capital funding (with 

an increased need in such funding) due to an incredible obsolescence of fixed assets over the last 20 

years. 

3. Due to the depreciation base depletion, the investment activity funding, including fixed assets 

renewal, is mostly provided with profit but not with depreciation deductions. 

4. The bank system makes the minimum contribution to solve the problem of the innovative renewal of 

industrial companies. In general, the system of the institutional support of the economic material and 

technical facilities is not developed and built. 

5. Industrial investments are the key factor ensuring the country's economic growth and development. 

The only way to protect the country from the global depression on the verge of which the global 

economy is to develop the national economy, fund the fixed capital investments and innovative 

development. 
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Abstract  

 

Globalization of economics contributes to advancing innovation, developing inter-firm collaboration and 

network organizational structures, functional integration and technology transfer between firms, as well 

as with state, private laboratories, and universities. Consequently, there is a need for the search of 

partners, resources and ideas outside the company. In this connection, the concept of innovation 

intermediaries is gaining strength and recognition, which serve to establish or improve the relationship 

between all participants of the innovation system with complementary skill sets or interests. These 

intermediaries pursue the aim to support the generation and diffusion of innovation. Due to the active 

development of information and digital technologies in the international practice have gradually emerged 

new forms of innovation intermediaries, based on digital technologies. The article is also focused on the 

studying of network approach in the digital age and economic globalization. It reveals the causes of 

transition from the concept of national innovation system which dominated for years in economic theory 

and practice to the concept of regional innovation system with the use of innovation intermediary 

approach. The role of innovation intermediaries within regional innovation system is investigated in the 

paper. 

Keywords: inter-organisational network, institutions, intermediaries, innovation system development, 

digitalization 

 

Introduction 

 

Russian policy makers are in the search of the optimal strategy of social-economic development. The 

escalation of geopolitical tension is aggravated by low functioning efficiency of the Russian economic 

system. It is believed that in a medium-term perspective, Russia is likely to curb recession and resume 

growth of GDP. 

 

To reach this objective, along with effective political solutions there is a need for a new economic policy 

focused on consolidation of the economy, the development of which should follow, according to the 

majority of experts, the innovation path. The geopolitical crisis and the sanction policy towards Russia 

have revealed multiple implicit problems aggravated by the fall of oil prices as the main source of 

revenue, as well as by an extreme deployment of the import substitution and economic modernization 
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policy. It is worth noticing that the reverse side of the critical situation may become a powerful impulse 

of mobilization of implicit reserves for the development and implementation of existing capacities and 

capabilities of the Russian economic system. Consequently, the current situation should be considered as 

a real chance of fostering innovation and international economic integration of Russia. We must pay due 

attention to the fact that antimonopoly regulations and competition have played out. There are new 

challenges requiring a cardinally new methodological approach to the analysis and scientific 

understanding of principles and mechanisms of economic development (Vasin et al., 2017). 

 

According to a number of researchers (Jill, 2002; O’Hagan, 2017),  the world economy is becoming 

global, and globalization of economics is understood as the economy which functions as a whole in real 

time and space independently of the fact if it is concerned with capital, management, labour, technology, 

information or markets.  In modern research literature on globalization the term “glocalization” is more 

and more often used. According to its dictionary meaning, the adjective “glocal” and the noun 

“glocalization” are formed by “merging the concepts of global and local”.  

 

In the early 1990s R. Robertson (1987), an English sociologist, defined this term as universalization of 

particularization and particularization of universalization. For Ritzer (2003), globalization is glocalization 

plus globalization. Globalization means imperatives of growth inducing “organizations and nations to 

expand globally and prevail over local”.  Regionalization of innovative activity is closely connected with 

the process of globalization. К. Ohmae (1993) states that in the world, where borders are gradually and 

increasingly disappearing, the region is becoming a “natural” economic area. Consequently, the 

efficiency of the national innovative system functioning, its competitiveness depends significantly on 

dynamization of innovative processes at the level of particular regions. The given fact is supported by the 

practice of foreign countries development where the current intensive economic growth is mostly 

provided by effective regional systems in innovative sphere.  

 

In this context the scientific world as well as the world politics increasingly demand theories of regional 

development. Among them the following theories are worth mentioning: neoclassical development 

theory, agglomeration theory, M. Porter’s competitive advantage theory, regional clusters theory, regional 

innovative growth model, technical and economic paradigm concept, etc. Currently, the interest of the 

scientific world in this issue causes the emergence of new theories and concepts of regional development. 

Literature review 

An important point is considering the changing essence and content of the concept “region” under the 

conditions of globalization. According to a number of researchers (Held et al., 2000) there is 

intensification of various relations on the global scale, and globalization means expanding, advancing and 

accelerating world-wide relations. Economic globalization is understood as a tendency to establish 

common investment environment and an integrity of national capital markets. Thus, it is a combination of 

processes of spatial merger of capital markets, goods, services and financial tools which are accelerated 

under the influence of competition at the innovation technologies level. Under globalization there is a 

growing importance of network as a form of representing complex systems. Recent research of innovative 

process emphasizes the importance of network in providing success for innovations, thus transforming 

the traditional model, which characterizes innovations as a linear sequence originating from fundamental 

research by means of product design, manufacturing and marketing. Currently innovations are viewed as 
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an interactive process which requires intensive movement of facts, ideas and data in the firm’s internal 

and external environment.  

 

Inter-organisational networks have been one of the fastest developing topics in management science over 

last two decades. Recently the concept of network has made a breakthrough in the theory of territorial 

economy after it began to be actively used in different forms and meanings in many disciplines. The 

concept of innovative network has a wide character. This definition encompasses innovative networks 

promoted by large European programmes which connect firms and other establishments from different 

countries, sectors into competitive innovative environment that is used by small and medium-sized 

business to implement innovative projects. If the purpose of cooperation is not connected with innovative 

activity, the mere fact of cooperation with other firms increases innovative opportunities. In its easy 

sense, network can mean a group of cooperating firms; the particular group can represent an innovative 

system, supply chain, cluster, or any other type of interfirm relations. Networks can connect only a couple 

of firms, or they can be quite wide, including the whole industry. They can focus on one type of activity, 

for example, education or a particular engineering problem, or on activity within the framework of the 

whole value chain. The duration of network can be limited by lifecycle of one product or current ones, or 

by that of all projects. Network can be supported by formal relations or it can be not.  

 

In our opinion it is Tijssen’s (1998) definition that reveals the most adequately the major features of 

network approach. In his view, a network is a developing system of mutual dependence based on resource 

interconnections where the system character of the latter is the result of interactions, processes, 

procedures and institutionalization. Creating, integrating, exchanging, transforming, incorporating and 

using resources within a wide range of formal and informal relations constitutes activity within the 

framework of such network.  

 

It is evident that the nature of networks is quite diversified. Networks are so complex that theorists are not 

able to define an ideal network, although, as the experience shows, some functions can provide particular 

benefits. An ideal network is a network whose key actors are closely located; connections are long-term 

and stable, each connection is the key part of participants’ business-strategy; there are close informal 

relations, the relations are running smoothly; all network members are equal, and the number of actors is 

big enough to provide a rich source of knowledge, and at the same time it is small enough to be 

manageable.  

 

Networks are considered as a new way of organizing economic activity, which gives an opportunity to 

neutralize the disadvantages existing in deeply integrated firms as well as the disadvantages which appear 

under direct market contacts. Networks enhance the advantages of specialization (through easy access to 

external sources of knowledge) without provoking price rise (Powell, and Grodal, 2006; Vasin, and 

Gamidullaeva, 2015). Networking method of allocating resources gives an opportunity to conduct 

transactions through the network of individuals or institutions engaged in mutually beneficial and 

supportive activity, and not through odd exchanges and administrative orders. 

 

Greater emphasis may be placed on a single activity, for example, education, or specific technical 

problem, or on the activity within the framework of value chain. The  length of a network may be limited 

by the period of the life cycle of one project, by the current or by the duration of all projects. The network 

can be backed by formal relations.  
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According to H. Chesbrough (2003) in the framework of open innovation paradigm the flow of 

knowledge creates knowledge landscape which is an open access space with a great deal of databases of 

scientific ideas. The knowledge landscape emerges due to incoming (inflows) and outgoing (outflows) of 

knowledge. These ideas are accessible for the use and specialists may be employed by the other 

companies. Gloor's (2006) model of Collaborative Innovation Networks implies that innovations are 

increasingly becoming more interactive and economic growth involves various groups of society forming 

and unfolding a certain innovation ecosystem. Great contribution into mutual understanding of 

collaboration' importance have made I. Ansoff and A. Campbell (Ansoff, 2007; Campbell A., 1995).  

 

They have shown that synergetic effects of innovation economy are the unique implicit resources, which 

may be found when company instead of the independent closed activity chooses cooperative activity in 

the field of using a common experience, use of common personnel and equipment. Businesses therefore 

join with other economic actors, diversify their activities and functions, create web sites, joint ventures, 

logistics systems, agro-industrial complexes, innovation clusters, strategic alliances, merge with and 

acquire other companies, search for synergy effects in various forms of firms' associations, in holding 

company models, consortiums, in the spatial distribution of productive forces. 

 

The complicated and global changes in economic environment have caused serious challenges for firms 

related to the necessity to create value by working in alliances and networks. Authors (van Lente et al, 

2003) highlight that intermediaries' significance is in maintenance of creation and coordination of 

networks of interdependent and different actors. These agents are called to coordinate firms within 

networks through contracts, agreements, etc. Innovation intermediaries use boundary spanning to identify 

and select previously unidentified solution-providers for the knowledge-seeker. 

 

Authors J. Howells (2006), J. Steward and S. Hyysalo (2008), E. Almirall and J. Wareham (2011) 

highlight different approaches and significant propositions applied by innovation intermediaries propose a 

typology of innovation intermediaries. The authors investigate the emerging phenomena of ‘Living labs’ 

as entrepreneurial intermediary that presents a high level of involvement with users and engages the 

external stakeholders. 

Results 

Notoriously, innovative process can be considered within technological zone, industrial park, global value 

chain, region, cluster, community, etc. In this connection, it is necessary to answer the question what 

advantages exist in researching innovation processes at the regional level. As a result of thorough analysis 

conducted by the authors, the following advantages of research of innovation processes at the regional 

level were revealed. 

 

1. As it has already been mentioned, first scientific works on innovative process concentrated on 

enterprise as a subject initiating it. Later, the accepted role of knowledge spillover contributed to 

changing the focus on the territorial aspect as the basis for innovative activity. It means, that there was a 

transition from enterprise to territory where the innovative process is taking place (new knowledge is 

produced and it is commercialized in innovation).  According to M. Fischer (2001), territorial proximity 

between economic agents plays an important role for simplifying exchange of implicit knowledge, 

without which many radical innovations are impossible. Thus, an institutional context of innovative 
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process appears, which gives an opportunity to localize it and to do comparative analysis of different 

territories.  

 

2. Within the framework of region there appears an opportunity to conduct complex innovative policy, as 

it is region that is able to identify strategic priorities on behalf of the state, establish relations with other 

regions, which, basically, gives it an authority of political jurisdiction.  

 

3. Region openness allows them to be flexible and to easily adapt to fluctuations of global innovative 

network. M. Kahler (2017) states that globalization, which is understood in the narrow sense as 

“economic integration into international system”, has caused problems connected with the necessity of 

taking decision-making into non-governmental sphere. Control changes its place. Governments either 

delegate more responsibilities for decision-making to supranational establishments or transfer authority of 

decision-making to subnational political entities. Such type of analysis points at the fact that as a result of 

globalization national economic sovereignty is becoming weaker while local economies, those which K. 

Ohmae (1993) calls “city states” are becoming the main actors in the global economy.  

 

4. Changing forms of innovative process participants’ communication, increasing role of horizontal 

connections, interactive communications also causes to single out the regional level of innovative 

process.  

 

5. The regional level provides the presence of a variety of producers offering specialized services timely 

and flexibly in reply to requests, emergence of local labour force funds with concentration of specific 

skills and education forms, cultural and institutional infrastructure, which constantly appears inside and 

outside industrial clusters and which is very important for effective work of a single local social and 

economic system.  

 

6. Region is a place of economic interaction and innovative activity. Region has specific and inherent to 

particular region resources to stimulate innovative opportunities and competitiveness of enterprises. 

Porter stated that strong competitive advantages in the global economy are often linked to the place. 

Earlier research of regional innovative systems confirm that innovative activity of enterprises is based on 

localized resources (specialized labour market, labour force, suppliers, intellectual resources, traditions of 

entrepreneurial activity, clients, sponsors, etc.).  

 

7. Innovations are phenomena that belong to the system of social relations. In the regional context there is 

a set of rules, norms, and regulations of firms' behavior, which are derivatives from economic and social 

and cultural factors. A set of informal relations on the particular territory defines the image, a sense of 

belonging to the structure, which increases innovative potential of the territory by means of synergetic 

exchange, information and knowledge exchange. 

 

Region has additional nonmaterial assets (internal dynamics of regional social, cultural, and political 

assets, informal knowledge spillover, etc.) which represent a specific form of capital that is derivative 

from social relations, norms and values within the framework of society. This capital helps to overcome 

difficulties on the market by supporting stable and mutually beneficial relations. 

 

 

Consequently, the main factors influenced the formation of regional innovation system concept include: 
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1. increasing significance of regions as the basis for global economic competitiveness of companies; 

2. focusing on significance of norms, procedures and conditions identifying the work of infrastructure 

providing regional economic competitiveness; 

3. recognizing informal relations between firms along with formal organizations as mechanisms of 

maintaining trustworthy relationships between firms; 

4. re-evaluating factors of geographical proximity or agglomeration for assisting exchange of implicit 

knowledge and other externalities; 

5. recognizing the importance of ability to institutional and organizational learning for developing 

regional economy; 

6. developing small innovative business and recognizing its role in building the economy of knowledge; 

7. acquiring new interactive nature of innovative processes. 

Proceeding with the research problem it seems to be important to understand the benefits from using 

innovation intermediaries within a region.  

 

It must be noted, that innovation infrastructure that is commonly understood as a set of interrelated 

structures, which serve and provide the implementation of innovation activity, has a low level of 

interaction between participants in Russia. Hence, there needs to be a shift to the network organization of 

infrastructure that ensures high level of participants’ cooperation. The process of developing objectives 

and problems, which need to be solved in the framework of such networks, should be the most 

transparent and interactive. It implies an open communication between representatives of the 

manufacturing industry, science, society, government ministries and departments. This would obviate and 

overcome market failures through the self-organization of science and business.  

 

Generally, the use of innovative intermediaries in the region pursues the following major objectives: to 

promote their own ideas and projects; external expertise of ideas; exchange of experience and knowledge; 

search of partners, resources mobilization needed for implementing projects. Thus, the development of 

innovation intermediation in the region provides an opportunity for the companies to reduce the costs on 

the innovation development, to adjust sustainable innovation processes that are distributed in space, link 

them into a single chain of production, distribution, exchange and consumption of innovative product in 

the region. 

 

A typology of intermediation should provide a great contribution into understanding of innovation 

intermediaries.  

 

First type of intermediaries is “anchors”. In this case, intermediaries collaborate with other actors, 

coordinate their activities and purposefully have a subjective interest regarding the innovation process. 

This type of intermediary links together networks and public organizations. They provide maintenance 

and establish social communication, identify trends and encourage supporters to new technologies. Their 

integrative potential provides communication, development and implementation of innovation 

opportunities of all stakeholders. 

 

The second type of intermediaries so-called “bridges” links two disconnected parties and coordinate the 

information flow. These intermediaries provide consultancy services, manage customer’s identity, access 

and broadcast a two-sided market, identify new opportunities and capabilities. Intermediaries - “bridges” 

provide the following services: development of engineering products/services, innovation project 
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evaluation, licensing transaction, help definition of the problem, evaluation of outcomes and market 

identification. 

 

Third type is intermediaries “pumps” providing interaction and collaboration with other actors in order to 

create of new knowledge. They are oriented towards mediation, promotion collaborative research 

between various actors, providing commercializing mechanisms and facilitating knowledge transfer. 

These intermediaries speed up innovation process due to their intensive participation and coordination of 

innovation activities with universities and industry. The main advantages of these intermediaries are 

concerned with their ability to address opportunities for the region to generate and share new expertise, 

human capital and knowledge, to provide innovation actors with access platform for various types of 

knowledge, interdisciplinary collaboration, financial and human capital resources. These intermediaries 

provide the following services: advising, provision of resources, for example, knowledge and physical 

resources. 

 

Last type of intermediaries is “door”. They are often examined as market intermediary (Spulber, 2003). 

These intermediaries provide an augmented product for buyers, foster partnership and provide 

preferential access, and also provide liquidity. They exploit such coordinating mechanisms as web-

enabled commerce, services, seller, buyer and independent alignment and financial support. These 

intermediaries can enhance organizational capabilities through changing portfolio strategy and network 

design, providing of new services enabled by ICT. Their functioning is based on information and 

communication technologies e.g. data warehousing and integration, sensor networks, collaborative 

filtering and time-and-place utility.  

 

According to the opinion of many authors, the most significant functions that innovation intermediaries 

perform in the innovation systems, are the following:  

1. Knowledge creation and dissemination. 

2. The impact on the direction of the search (research and development). 

3. Entrepreneurial experimentation. 

4. The new markets creation. 

5. Creating a legitimate entrepreneurial business environment. 

6. Resources mobilization. 

7. Development of positive externalities. 

 

Innovation intermediaries operate between actors of the innovation system, create the necessary links, 

form and create opportunities for the development of relations and cooperation. That is, they establish and 

coordinate a relationship between the actors of the innovation system. Their main task, therefore, must be 

understood not as the generation and implementation of innovations, as well as the creation of 

opportunities and conditions for the development of innovation.  

 

The emergence of new forms of innovation cooperation is the result of development of information 

technologies and digitalization processes. Increased use of the Internet has predetermined the emergence 

of virtual innovation intermediaries (for instance, virtual business incubators, operated in various subjects 

of the Russian Federation). These virtual innovation intermediaries have attracted increased attention 

because of its ability to cross geographic distances and scale the large amount of activity. The further 

development of this type of innovation intermediaries has continued with the occurrence of two-sided 

platforms operating on the technology markets. 
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A particular attention should be paid to the new form of innovation intermediary co-called Living Lab, 

which have spread through Sweden, Belgium, Finland and Spain since its inception in 2006. Living labs 

provide physical interactive platforms for interactions between users, organizations, research centers, and 

entrepreneurs for the development of new technologies. In collaboration with firms the early phase user-

driven innovations are created. Living Labs provide regulation and offer a platform to the participation of 

users in the innovation process. They support groups of users, provide different services, contribute to the 

increasing of public involvement in the innovation processes. Their role is especially significant in 

interdisciplinary projects. Almirall and Wareham (2011) give the following definition to the Living Labs: 

“open innovation intermediaries that seek to mediate between users, research, public and private 

organisations, advance our concept of technology transfer by incorporating not only the user based 

experimentation, but also by engaging firms and public organisations in a process of learning and the 

creation of pre-commercial demand.” 

 

Currently, throughout the world there are more than a hundred Living Labs. This mediation service was 

created mainly as a public-private partnership for the realization of potential benefits to a region where 

user-driven innovations are integrated into the collaborative process of creating new services, products 

and infrastructure. They represent form of innovative cooperation, focused on the creation of a functional 

area where all stakeholders involved in a public-private partnership (e.g., universities, government 

agencies, institutions and society) can interact, with the aim of creating, prototyping and testing new 

technological products in real-time. This resulted in the emergence of a general platform to accelerate the 

innovation process and ensure the provision of medium- and long- term services for the development of 

new technologies that support innovation processes within various organizations (Vasin, et al., 2017). 

Now we should consider more deeply Living Labs as one type of intermediary acting as system builders 

of a larger network of organizations. Living Labs were formed mainly as Public-Private Partnerships to 

enforce regional advantage, where innovation is integrated within the collaboration process of creation of 

new services, products and infrastructures.  

Conclusion 

Living Labs contribute to the generation of innovation through knowledge development, new markets 

formation, development of external economies, mobilization of resources (Lopez-Vega et al, 2016). 

As a result of the analysis conducted Living Labs as innovation intermediaries perform the following 

main functions within the regional economy: 

 

1. Facilitate the cooperation in the field of research. Living Labs act as connectors, seeking technological 

complementarity and generating links on this basis. At the same time, they contribute to cooperation 

through medium- and long-term studies of possible types of technologies with all stakeholders, including 

future users, who are brought in at the research and development stage. 

 

2. Providing complementary services to stakeholders. As a rule, research and development centers are 

continually expanding their range of services through the inclusion of additional activities, such as 

rationale for a project, inspection, marketing analysis and so on. The feature of Living labs is that they 

offer complementary services, including not only the creation and development of technology, but also 

the provision an experimental platform with a large number of users who are involved in a joint invention 

process through the use of products' prototypes. 
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3. Linking science and the state. Living Labs contribute as intermediaries to the development of 

individual regions when initiated by universities and public authorities sharing a desire to collaborate over 

science-driven innovation. Although only few in number, these kinds of Living Labs aim to accelerate the 

development of new technologies in the region, promote certain directions of research, and create 

synergistic effects between regional actors (Vasin, et al., 2017). These Living Labs play a decisive role in 

the regional economy. 

 

In conclusion, ‘Living Labs’ have a great impact on the knowledge development, new markets' formation, 

development of the external economy and resource mobilization. Hence, innovation intermediary 

approach has a great potential to make a significant contribution to the regional innovation development 

in Russia. 
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Abstract 

In the context of global upward trends in international innovation and high technology competition and 
the urge to increase the share of high-tech industries in the country's GDP, developing a national 
innovation system becomes a key problem to gain an insight into the directions and methods of 
modernizing the economy and integrating science, education and business. Russian universities are being 
transformed in terms of business processes to boost their integration into the national innovation system. 
The purpose of this study is to develop methodological tools for the management of such university 
transformations in order to increase their revenues through the enhancement of their innovation activity. 
The analysis of theoretical NIS studies revealed their structure, the specifics of the innovation process and 
the model of interaction of its main elements. With a system approach applied to the national innovation 
system, this study analyzes the impact of leading universities on the innovative development of regions 
and makes recommendations for their development. The suggested methodical approach to the 
comprehensive assessment of integration of a university into the innovation system is validated on a 
group of leading universities which participate in the federal Project 5-100. The results of this study will 
manage the transformation of the university to increase the level of its integration into the innovation 
system and boost the innovation activity and competitiveness of the country's economy.  

Keywords: national innovation system, university, integration, innovative activity of the university, 
level of integration in national system 

Introduction 

In the background of global competition, formation of the knowledge economy and constant reduction of 
the share of government financing in the universities’ budget, the country's competitiveness can only be 
maintained by transforming the activity and modifying the universities into integration centers for the 
generation and commercialization of new technology. In the knowledge economy, innovation-generating 
institutions come to the forefront (Etzkowitz, H., Leydensdorff, L., 1997). Therefore, the performance of 
the national innovation system (NIS) depends on the availability of favorable conditions and the ability of 
the institutions generating and commercializing new knowledge to produce and implement innovations 
(Lundvall, B., 1992). Universities are characterized by their integrity, the ability to represent both of these 
institutions and influence the innovation activity in the region and the country (Cowan R., Zinovyevac N., 
2013). To this end, however, the activity of universities should be transformed into business so that the 
interaction between the university and the environment results in a "structural association" between the 
university and the region (Ropke, J., 1998). 

By initiating innovative processes, universities are able to enhance the country's innovation activity to 
reflect the intensity of business innovation use by entities. The university’s integration into the innovation 
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system indicates the effectiveness of its innovation activity. Different countries have different 
environment and mechanisms for implementing the innovation process at universities (Wessner, C.W. et 
al., 2012). This requires the development of adaptation tools to manage the innovation process at the 
university according to its specific characteristics. 

Subject 

The purpose of this study is to develop methodological tools for the assessment of integration of 
universities into the NIS based on the analysis of changes to the business processes of universities and 
provide directions for enhancing the innovation activity of the NIS. To this end, the following tasks were 
set: 1) to analyze the concept and composition of the NIS, demonstrate the model of interaction of its 
elements and establish the role of universities in the NIS; 2) to conduct a critical overview of the 
available methods for assessing the university’s integration into the NIS, classify the university’s 
innovation activities and develop a methodical approach to assessing the effectiveness of its innovation 
activities; 3) to validate the suggested approach on leading Russian higher education institutions and give 
recommendations to enhance the innovative activity of the universities; 4) to reveal the influence of the 
activity of universities on the innovative development of the country's regions. 

Concept and structure of the national innovative system 

The NIS is intended to ensure and maintain the generation and commercialization of new knowledge in 
the country. There are various approaches to the definition and structure of the NIS. The developers of the 
NIS concept defined the NIS as a network of public and private institutions the interaction of which 
determines the innovative performance of companies (Freeman, C., 1987, Nelson, R., 1993), located or 
established in the same country (Lundvall, B., 1992). A tighter definition of the NIS accentuates the 
institutional context which manages interactions and processes between organizations and individuals 
involved in the creation, distribution, adaptation and application of socially and economically important 
knowledge (Hall, A. et al, 2003). Others concentrated on the educational aspect of the NIS as creating, 
accumulating and transferring knowledge, skills and products (Metcalfe, J., 1994), determining the level 
and focus of technology education in the country (Patel, P., Pavitt, K., 1994). A broader concept of the 
NIS includes all important economic, political, social, organizational and other factors (Edquist, C., 
1997), all scientific and technical resources (Archibugi, D., Alberto, C., 2005) that influence the 
development, diffusion and use of innovation. 

With an institutional approach, we defined three groups of institutions within the NIS: institutions of new 
knowledge generation, institutions of new knowledge commercialization and a set of innovation 
infrastructure institutions. The latter group of institutions provides the interaction of the first two and 
includes the institution of innovation mediation, national development, registration and protection of 

intellectual property, civil society and financial institutions (see Error! Reference source not found.). 
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Fig .1:  Model of interaction of NIS elements 

Source: developed by authors 

The key NIS elements are institutions of new knowledge generation and institutions of new knowledge 
commercialization, the interaction of which ultimately results in the growth of added value. 

The main feature and advantage of the university is that it can act as a majority of the institutions: as a 
generation institution - through groups and teams of scientists, laboratories, university departments; as a 
commercialization institution - through the activity of small innovative enterprises (SIE), university 
research and innovation complexes; as institutions of innovation mediation - through the activity of 
technology transfer centers (TTC), business incubators, fundraising units, departments and centers using 
innovative educational programs; as a financial institution – by investing extra-budgetary funds in 
promising projects, through endowment funds; as a civil society institution - through associations, unions, 
communities. 

The best practice of US universities such as Stanford, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Georgia 
Tech, University of Texas-Austin shows their transformation into powerful engines of innovation, 
generating new promising companies and industries (Wessner, C.W., Wolff, A.Wm., 2012). This 
transformation was directly launched by a series of acts adopted in the 80-s of the XX century, 
authorizing institutions of knowledge generation to sell and license technology obtained as a result of 
government financing. These are the Bayh-Dole Act (1980), the Stevenson-Wydler Act (1980) and the 
Federal Technology Transfer Act (1985). By 2000, these measures have activated the innovative 
activities and increased the revenues of universities. The number of universities conducting technology 
transfer and technology licensing has increased 8 times (to 200), the number of university patents has 
increased 4-12 times according to different estimates, and revenues received from these licenses have 
increased 5.4 times (to $862 mln) (Mowery, D.C., Shane, S., 2002). 
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The Russian equivalents of these acts are Federal Law No. 217 (August 2, 2009) which ensured the 
establishment of small innovative enterprises in higher education institutions and Federal Law No. 273 on 
education in the Russian Federation (December 29, 2012), and a number of Government Decisions 
adopted In April 2010 to support and promote the development of innovation in higher education 
institutions. 

These measures also proved to be effective – for the period 2000-2014 domestic research and 
development (R&D) expenditures increased 11 times, while the share of high education institutions 
(HEIs) in the total volume of domestic R&D expenditures increased from 3.62% to 9.16%. We observe 
the changing structure of funding sources of domestic R&D expenditures: the share of HEIs funds 
increased from 3.87% to 7.58%, the share of business funds - from 18% to 25.6%, and the share of public 
funds decreased from 64.9% to 61.6% (Federal state statistics service, 2017). The above illustrates the 
transformation of the existing NIS model. 

Thus, in modern conditions, universities should develop mechanisms for the management of innovation 
processes to ensure the establishment of interaction between organizations included in the NIS. The 
development of such mechanisms should be carried out comprehensively and involve all innovation 
management and direction functions. 

Methodology 

Having analyzed the available methodology, we revealed that the suggested indicators are very diverse 
and data collection is difficult due to the lack of reports on specific groups of indicators. 

There is currently no specific approach to evaluating the generally accepted set of indicators of the 
university’s integration into the NIS. There are approaches to developing indicators and assessing the 
university’s integration into the NIS, but the suggested sets of indicators reflect the innovative potential 
of the university rather than its innovation activity. 

In order to evaluate the university’s integration into the NIS, we assessed the effectiveness of integration 
with the indicators classified by the following fields: science, education, innovation (Kuznetsov A.V., 
2012). Such an approach may reflect the integration of the university into the socio-economic system of 
the country rather than the NIS. 

A system of indicators classified by the blocks: science, education, business (Volosevich K.E., 2011) is 
designed to evaluate the activity of the university as an integrated structure and rather evaluates the 
university environment, since the method is based on the analysis and evaluation of the university's 
innovative potential. However, the innovation potential is a broader concept, while the level of integration 
only reflects its implementation. 

Even though other authors added a block of social indicators to education, science and business 
(Vorozhbit O.Y. et al., 2015), the suggested system of indicators still reflects the innovative potential. 
Moreover, the methodology is difficult to validate due to the complexity of obtaining and ambiguity of 
the optimal values of the indicators provided. 

In order to determine a system of indicators to assess the university’s integration into the NIS in terms of 
effectiveness of its innovation activity, we classified the HEI’s business processes by three types 
according to the field: educational, research and entrepreneurial. Indicators of education field shows how 
demand University’s education services. Research indicators shows how active University impact on 
economy growth through its publication and patents activity and its citations (Leonid Kogan, et. al., 2017, 
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p. 667). Entrepreneur indicators shows how much do University earn with its activity. Thus, commercial-
potential indicators may act as indicators of the university’s integration into the NIS. To calculate the 

indicator of the university’s integration into the NIS, the following indicators were selected (Error! 

Reference source not found.). 

Table 1: Indicators to calculate the HEI’s integration into the NIS 
 

Indicators of educational 
activities, K1 

Indicators of research activity, 
K2 

Indicators of entrepreneurial activity, 
K3 

X11 Number of foreign students, 
persons 

X21 Citation of publications 
databases (Web of Science), 
units 

X31 University’s income from the use 
of the intellectual property, rub 

X12 Number of educational double 
degree programs, units 

X22  Citation of publications 
databases (Scopus), units 

X32 Number of patents received with 
external investments, units 

X13 Number of foreign scientists, 
working in high school more 
than 1 semester, persons 

X23 Citation of publications 
databases (Russian citation 
index), units 

X33 Number of active SIE in the 
University, units 

X14 Number of participants from 
other organizations, which 
trained refresher courses 
programs, persons 

X24 Amount of funds raised for 
R&D, rub. 

X34 University’s income from the 
activities of the SIE, rub. 

X15 Presence of distance education 
courses on open platforms 

X25 Number of intellectual 
property objects (including 
patents), units 

X35 Number of new employment 
created in SIE, units 

X16  Number of students working in 
SIE and research laboratories, 
persons 

X26 Number of laboratories 
outside organizations on the 
basis of the HEI, units 

  

X17 Number of contracts for 
consulting activities, units 

X27 Number of clusters which 
include a university, units 

  

X18 Number of established 
programs of additional 
professional education, units 

X28 Number of grants received 
for R&D, units 

  

  X29 Income from R&D (from 
contracts with business), 
rub. 

  

Source: developed by authors 

According to the system approach, an element is effectively integrated into a system when the “output” 
processes of the integrated element become the "input" processes of other elements, while increasing the 
effectiveness of the entire system as a result of a synergetic effect. So, we believe that the university’s 
integration into the NIS reflects its incorporation into the innovation processes within the NIS, that is, the 
intensity of interaction with other NIS elements. Therefore, we selected Xij indicators from the 
established innovative component of the HEI’s activity according to their performance. In this case, the 
method can be used for both internal use by HEIs and ranking HEIs by their integration into the NIS. 

The integrated indicator of integration of U university into the NIS is generally calculated as the sum of 
relative non-dimensional estimates of KiU indicators (formula 1): 
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where: FU – the level of integration of the university U into the NIS; 

KiU – the integrated relative indicator for each type of innovation activity; 

i – the reference number of a group of indicators, i = 1,2,3…, n; 

I – the amount of types of innovation activity; 

U – the reference number of a university. 

The integrated relative indicator for each type of innovation activity KiU is calculated as the sum of 
standardized Xij values given in a comparable form and weighted using the expert method (formula 2). 
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where: l = 1, 2, …, L – the amount of indicators for type 1 of innovation activity. 

kijU – the relative value of indicator j for type 1 of innovation activity in U university; 

pij – the weight of relative indicator j for type 1 of innovation activity as calculated with the expert 
method; 

M – the amount of indicators in the system used. 

In addition to the indicator of integration, it is reasonable to estimate the effectiveness of costs as the ratio 
of the growth in revenues from innovation activity to the growth in innovation-associated costs for the 
period. In view of the lagged effect of innovation activity, it is proposed to make a calculation for five 
years (formula 3). 
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where: EMU – the multiplier of innovation activity costs (by types: educational, research, entrepreneurial), 

∆TRI – the amount of growth in revenues from innovation activity, mln rubles; 

∆TCI – the amount of growth in innovation activity costs, mln rubles;  

Ω = 1, 2, …, 5 – the study period.  
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By comparing the FU and EMU indicators, we can develop a matrix of effectiveness of the university’s 
integration into the NIS and determine the direction of its development. 

Data Description and Analysis 

The suggested method was validated on a group of 21 leading Russian universities. The selection for 
validation was determined by competitive groups within the Federal Project “5-100” to increase the 
international competitiveness of leading Russian universities among the world's leading research and 
educational centers. 

The major sources of primary and secondary information for the analysis of the universities were official 
university websites, strategic development program reports, and personal interviews and e-mail 
correspondence with university employees. 

The aggregate base for the valuation of Xij was the number of students and the number of scientific and 
pedagogical employees in HEIs. Further, we weighted kijU indicators with an expert assessment method 
after selecting experts from the university staff and conducting a survey (Silakova, L.V., Petropavlova, 
G.P., 2016). The total number of the experts interviewed was 11, including representatives of the 
educational, scientific, entrepreneurial and managerial activities of the university. 

The estimation of the university’s integration into the innovation activity involving a group of 21 HEIs 

participating in the project “5-100” is reflected in Error! Reference source not found.. 

Table 2: Indicators to calculate the HEI’s integration into the NIS Rating of a group of leading 
Russian universities by integration into the NIS 

 

 
№ Universities participated in the federal program “5 into 100” 

 
K1 

 
K2 

 

 
K3 

index 
value, 

FU 

1 National Research Nuclear University “MEPhI” 17,19 34,88 26,18 78,25 

2 National research Tomsk State University (TSU) 16,28 16,11 21,98 54,37 

3 Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT) 18,59 14,65 12,84 46,08 

4 
Saint Petersburg National Research University of Information 
Technologies, Mechanics and Optics (ITMO University) 11,40 17,36 14,56 43,31 

5 Novosibirsk State University (NSU) 14,49 13,05 15,18 42,72 

6 Tomsk Polytechnic University (TPU) 14,27 15,98 11,72 41,97 

7 Peter the Great Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University (SPbPU) 10,72 8,77 19,57 39,06 

8 National University of Science and Technology “MISiS” 8,93 12,82 14,09 35,84 

9 South Ural State University (SUSU) 7,52 9,51 12,06 29,09 

10 Lobachevsky State University of Nizhni Novgorod (UNN) 7,68 8,89 11,87 28,43 

11 Samara National Research University (SSAU) 10,03 11,28 4,68 25,99 

12 Higher School of Economics (NRU HSE) 12,19 7,72 3,82 23,72 

13 Saint Petersburg Electrotechnical University "LETI" 8,54 9,10 5,29 22,93 

14 University of Tyumen (UT) 6,09 5,83 8,29 20,21 

15  Siberian Federal University (SFU) 5,51 9,91 4,10 19,52 

16 Kazan Federal University (KFU) 8,64 7,05 3,73 19,41 

17 Far Eastern Federal University (FEFU) 6,91 8,44 2,90 18,25 

18 Russian University of friendship of peoples (RUDN University) 10,17 6,03 0,62 16,81 

19 Ural Federal University (UrFU) 4,29 5,18 5,85 15,33 
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20 Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University (IKBFU) 7,20 3,90 3,01 14,11 

21 Sechenov First Moscow State Medical University (MSMU) 7,35 4,50 1,48 13,32 

Source: developed by authors 

The suggested methodological approach to the comprehensive assessment of the university’s integration 
into the NIS implies the comparison of two indicators - the level of integration into the NIS and the 
multiplier of the university’s costs. The state values of these indicators were calculated in accordance 

with Error! Reference source not found.. 

Table 3: Qualitative scale for calculated indicators 
 

Scale Characterization 

1. The level of integration University in NIS, FU 

30-100 high relevance of the University activity; 
positive engagement with NIS elements 

<30 relatively low relevance of the University activity; 
loose engagement with NIS elements 

2. The multiplier cost, Ef 

>1 effective  

<1 non effective  

Source: developed by authors 

However, as it was impractical to calculate the multiplier of innovation activity costs for all the 
universities analyzed (due to the lack of reports on the types of innovation activity in the universities), we 
used a multiplier of the university’s total costs for the period 2014-2015 to validate the methodology 
(Monitoring of effectiveness of higher education Institutions, 2016), (Bikkulov, AS, et al., 2016), 
(Financial Support of Higher Educational Institutions subordinated to the Ministry of Education of 
Russia, 2016). As a result, we developed a state matrix of effectiveness of the innovation activity (see 

Error! Reference source not found.). 
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Fig. 2:  State matrix of effectiveness of the universities integration processes in NIS 

Source: developed by authors 

As we can see, the universities most integrated into the NIS (MEPhI, SPbPU, ITMO, etc.) constitute 
group III of universities and can be characterized as universities that actively invest in innovation 
development while having insufficient economic returns on the use of results (growth in costs exceeds 
growth in revenues). A decrease in revenues with the growth in costs is typical of SPbPU (-0.19) and 
MEPhI (-0.38) and can affect the financial status of the university. 

Low integration indicators of LETI and RUDN University (22.93 and 16.81 respectively) come along 
with high returns on costs (the multiplier is 4.84 and 2.32 respectively). These universities constitute 
group II, characterized by rational resource use, but also an increased risk of lower revenues in the future. 

Grouping universities by level of integration will provide the development of specific measures to 
enhance each type of innovation activity. Thus, group 1 universities may need measures to enhance 
innovation. Group 2 universities need to reduce the risks of lower revenues in the future, for example, 
through the regular organization of exhibitions and competitions. Group 3 universities may need to 
intensify the process of generating new knowledge by creating a favorable creative environment at the 
university and encouraging employees. Group 4 universities require a range of measures to develop a 
creative environment, encourage employees to improve the process of generating new knowledge, and 
interact with the market, attract and establish long-term cooperation with customers. 

Effect of Universities’ Location on Integration into the NIS: Innovation Activity of 

Russian Regions 

We assumed that the university’s location in the region and its interaction with institutions integrated into 
the NIS will favorably influence the innovation activity of the whole region. The level of innovation 
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activity reflects the share of innovative and active institutions in the country. To establish the role of 
universities in the innovative development of regions, we undertook to discover a correlation between the 
location of entrepreneurial universities and the level of innovative activity in the regions. To this end, we 

analyzed the level of innovation activity of the regions for 2014 and determined 4 value ranges (

Reference source not found.. 

Table 4: Qualitative 

Scale

>15 

8-15 

5-8 

<5 

Source: developed by authors 

The following scale allowed us to create a map of innovation activity of Russian regions (see 

Reference source not found.).

Fig. 3: Rating of entrepreneurial universities integrated into the NIS and their location on the map 

of innovation activity of Russian regions

Source: developed by authors 

The universities put in a parenthesis did not participate in “5
had no effect on the general conclusion on the absence of leading universities in the regions with low 
innovation activity. 

The overall picture of Russia's innovation activity according to the Federal State Statistics Service shows 
a wide scatter of integration level values across the regions, which even complicates and aggravates the 
problem of assessing “hidden champions” (Andreeva, E.L. et al., 2016). Th
further research. 

Conclusion 

activity reflects the share of innovative and active institutions in the country. To establish the role of 
universities in the innovative development of regions, we undertook to discover a correlation between the 

al universities and the level of innovative activity in the regions. To this end, we 

analyzed the level of innovation activity of the regions for 2014 and determined 4 value ranges (

 

Qualitative and colour scale of Russia’s regions innovation activity
 

Scale Characterization Color on the map 

relatively good green 

 middling orange 

“poor” pink 

inferior red 

The following scale allowed us to create a map of innovation activity of Russian regions (see 

). 

of entrepreneurial universities integrated into the NIS and their location on the map 

of innovation activity of Russian regions 

universities put in a parenthesis did not participate in “5-100” in 2014. Their indication on the map 
had no effect on the general conclusion on the absence of leading universities in the regions with low 

s innovation activity according to the Federal State Statistics Service shows 
a wide scatter of integration level values across the regions, which even complicates and aggravates the 
problem of assessing “hidden champions” (Andreeva, E.L. et al., 2016). This is a promising area of 

activity reflects the share of innovative and active institutions in the country. To establish the role of 
universities in the innovative development of regions, we undertook to discover a correlation between the 

al universities and the level of innovative activity in the regions. To this end, we 

analyzed the level of innovation activity of the regions for 2014 and determined 4 value ranges (Error! 

and colour scale of Russia’s regions innovation activity 

The following scale allowed us to create a map of innovation activity of Russian regions (see Error! 

 

of entrepreneurial universities integrated into the NIS and their location on the map 

100” in 2014. Their indication on the map 
had no effect on the general conclusion on the absence of leading universities in the regions with low 

s innovation activity according to the Federal State Statistics Service shows 
a wide scatter of integration level values across the regions, which even complicates and aggravates the 

is is a promising area of 
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Universities in Russia are undergoing a transformation of activities. The validation of the author's 
methodology shows that most universities of the country, even the leading ones, have insufficient returns 
on innovation activity. However, the process of transformation of universities’ activities has already been 
launched, with active changes occurring to the structure of the NIS. 

And so, a university in today's reality becomes an integrative center for the development of the NIS. The 
level of its integration into the NIS is determined by the intensity of interactions with its elements within 
the innovation activity. Therefore, monitoring the level of the university’s integration into the NIS and 
assessing its contribution to the economy of the country will provide measures to enhance the innovation 
activity of the regions and increase the extra-budgetary revenues of the university. 

The use of the methodological tools suggested will improve the change management process in Russian 
universities, while increasing their innovation activity and influencing the innovative development of the 
regions and the entire country. 
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Abstract  

 

Employer Branding is a new tool used in Human Resources Management which develops a corporate 

branding as well as creates an active relationship between the organization and the qualified candidates to 

recruit and retain. Nowadays, the organizations have to take special care in the retention of its employees. 

The retention of employees is a priority for the Human Resources Management, as it leads the businesses 

to achieve high levels of profitability and success. The main goal of this research is to understand how 

the organizations settled in Portugal retain their employees and what practices are used to do so. It is also 

important to realize if the organizations think that the retention of employees is indeed important, and if 

so, what is their vision on the subject and, if it is through the Employer Branding process that they can 

achieve higher rates of retention and satisfaction of their employees. For this study were analysed eleven 

companies in Portugal, from distinct business areas and different locations. The qualitative methodology 

was used and the main technique of data collection was the semi-structured interviews. Altogether, 

eleven interviews were held to the responsible for Human Resources of each organization, or one of the 

department's employees who were linked to people management. The final results of this investigation 

suggest that the process of Employer Branding begins to gain ground in human resource management 

and that the companies in Portugal are concerned with the retention of its employees, using different 

practices and sometimes, creative strategies to achieve it. 

Keywords: Employer Branding; Retention; Human Resources Management; Employee retaining.   

 

Introduction 

 

Companies are increasingly faced with problems of attracting and retaining employees due to a shortage 

of key competencies in individuals. Employer Branding is a relatively new concept that can act as an 

important tool for organizations to position themselves in the labor market as a reliable and inviting 

employer, thus attracting and retaining employees. 

In addition to the products and capital, there is no doubt that it is human resources that hold the leading 

role in a company. They are responsible for the creation of products and services capable of attracting 

customers and of making the organization in constant growth. 

The importance of this practice is even more visible when analyzing the financial and business landscape 

where there is an increasing demand for specialized labor and with specific skills and knowledge. Thus, 

due to the changes that are taking place in the labor market, it has become essential and challenging to 

recruit employees with key competencies and retain those already existing in the company. 
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Employer Branding can be used both externally to attract potential employees, and internally to increase 

commitment and loyalty among current employees. Therefore, Employer Branding's primary objective is 

to differentiate companies in the labor market and truly support them in their approach to acquiring and 

retaining the most talented employees. Employer Branding, on one hand, develops the corporate brand as 

well as puts it on a level where it is seen as a reliable and attractive company in the market. On the other 

hand, it creates an active relationship between the organization and the qualified candidates to be 

recruited and retained (Sullivan, 2004). 

A more thorough study of this new process in Human Resources is therefore relevant, which may be the 

key to ending many of the problems that affect organizations, for example when linked to retention 

practices. The objective is to perceive, in the perspective of the companies, how they implement the 

Employer Branding process and manage the retention of employees. It is important to collect data that is 

as close as possible to the reality of organizations in Portugal, and for such a qualitative approach is 

assumed as more adequate, since it allows a more in-depth understanding of the process under study. 

Literature review 

Employer Branding 

Employer Branding addresses issues related to the potential of attracting and retaining employees. This 

process, in addition to creating a "brand image" for the employer, is also related to corporate policies, 

procedures and actions (Mandhanya & Maitri, 2010).  

In the literature, there is an agreement that the gradual interest in Employer Branding arose with the 

changes that occurred in society, both economically and demographically (Moroko & Uncles, 2008). 

This has led companies to increasingly understand how important it is to attract and retain top talent, 

understanding the value of Employer Branding and the maxim of making a desirable organization work 

(Mosley, 2007). 

Employer Branding aims to promote, internally and externally, the desirable aspects of working for a 

company, thus attracting and involving employees (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Thus, this practice makes 

a company become the company in which everyone wants to work and everyone wants to be part, due to 

their organization, procedures, ways of working, and communication. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). 

One of the first definitions of Employer Branding was proposed by Ambler and Barrow (1996) 

describing this practice as being the employer's functional and economic benefits package, where it has 

as its main role to provide a coherent framework that simplifies management and focuses on management 

priorities such as: increasing productivity and improving the recruitment, retention and commitment of 

all employees. 

Some authors (Minchington & Estis, 2009) focus on the view that Employer Branding is the sum of an 

organization's efforts to continue its existence and promote the image of an employer of choice or a place 

where it is desirable to work (Moroko & Uncles, 2008; Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Davies (2008) defines 

this practice as a long-term strategy, aimed at organizing the knowledge and perceptions of current and 

future collaborators, and of other stakeholders. 

Many authors (Minchington & Estis, 2009; Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Sullivan, 2009) define the 

employer brand as the image that an organization has as a great place to work for the employees' and 

external market's vision of the organization, that is, as quoted by its competitors, where there is a clear 

view that it is a different and desirable company when compared with others. 
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The dissemination of this corporate image is, for the most part, demonstrated to the outside of the 

company through its own employees (Miles & Mangold, 2007). 

Thus, according to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004), the Employer Branding process is divided into three 

phases. First, the company must develop a concept that is enveloped in the value it has to offer its 

employees and potential new employees - the image of being a great company to work with. The next 

step will be to externalize this image, so that there is attraction for the organization and, finally, the 

execution of what was developed in the previous phases, that is, to incorporate the organizational culture 

in the recruitment of new employees and in the retention of the existing ones. 

In addition, Sullivan (2004) explains that the Employer Branding to be successful must have some 

components, being: a culture of sharing and constant improvement; have external recognition to the 

organization; make the organization a reference organization; there is a balance between productivity and 

good management practices; make employees aware of organizational culture and with high levels of 

proactivity and make a company highly recognized. Employer Branding consists of the associations that 

an employer / organization reproduces in current and potential employee’s new collaborators, these 

associations being many times symbolic and that affect the corporate image of the company as a good or 

bad employer. (Backaus & Tikoo, 2004). 

The literature and the studies surrounding the Employer Branding concept are not yet very extensive, but 

when this concept arose by the authors Ambler and Barrow (1996), they associated it with three distinct 

dimensions for its analysis. These dimensions are the functional, psychological and economic 

dimensions. According to the authors (Ambler & Barrow, 1996) the functional dimension refers to the 

existence of continuous training and development activities for all employees; the psychological 

dimension is linked to the employees' sense of belonging to the institution, the recognition and the 

organizational culture itself, and finally the economic dimension represented by rewards, awards and 

remunerations. 

A new perspective on the analysis dimensions of Employer Branding emerges, where Berthon, Ewing 

and Hah (2005), based on the concept of employer attractiveness, present five dimensions of analysis of 

this human resources management practice. In this approach, much less deductive than the first, the 

authors (Berthon et al., 2005) describe the five dimensions of analysis as being five maximum values: 

social value, economic value, development value, application value, and interest value. Berthon et al. 

(2005) describe social value as one in which a worker is attracted to working in a given company because 

of his or her organizational culture, work environment and values. Economic value is described as the 

package of benefits that the company has to offer, such as above average earnings, career progression, 

compensation among others. In the dimension related to the development value, Berthon et al. (2005) 

describe how employees in a given company are able to develop their skills and the confidence and 

recognition they show in relation to their qualities as employees. In the value of the application, this 

dimension is described as the opportunity that the organization gives to the employee to apply all their 

knowledge in practice when it develops its functions and also to give opportunity that there is a sharing 

of knowledge among collaborators. Finally, the last value of interest is described as being closely linked 

to innovation and creativity, where the company allows and wishes employees to exploit these 

competencies, making companies with these ideals desired by employees who are looking for challenges 

and stimulating companies. 

In general, we can compare both perspectives and match the dimensions of the Employer Branding 

analysis of Ambler and Barrow (1996) with those of Berthon et al. (2005), where in the functional 

dimension of the former the values of development and application are inserted, in the psychological 

dimension are the social and interest values and the economic dimension is compared to the economic 

value. 
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Recent research has shown that human capital is becoming an increasingly important asset and creates 

competitive advantages for firms (Barney, 1991; Mosley, 2007). Lievens and Highhouse (2003) argue 

that scarcity in the labor market increases the importance for companies to attract, recruit and retain 

appropriate employees. 

Employer Branding can be used as an instrument to position the organization as a good employer. When 

creating an employer brand, organizations are using ways to communicate the characteristics of the 

workplace and in turn are also informing how the company differentiates itself as an employer of other 

organizations and therefore have a comparative advantage in comparison to other organizations. 

Retention of employees is also one of the most important benefits that Employer Branding can bring. 

Obviously, if a company has a strong employer brand and is seen as an attractive and desirable employer 

by employees, they in turn find it unnecessary to look for other companies to work for. Thus, the task of 

the Employer Branding, in the context of retention, is to affect how employees feel towards the 

employer, creating feelings of belonging and pride for the employer increases the self-confidence of 

employees and their esteem for the company (Backhaus & Tikoo 2004). 

Another of the benefits that can be acquired through Employer Branding is the ability of employees to 

have a high degree of performance. It is about reducing absenteeism and improving job performance 

(Barrow & Mosley, 2006; Ambler & Barrow, 1996). Employees who are proud of their jobs are likely to 

enjoy their jobs and therefore have fewer reasons to neglect their obligations. Pleasure for the work that 

is done helps improve performance and, for the most part, the individuals who enjoy their jobs, are good 

professionals. 

An important role of Employer Branding is to differentiate an employer from all others by combining 

various particularities and attributes that will make it stand out from other employers (Keller, 2003). 

However, for Employer Branding to work as a competitive advantage you need to follow a few criteria. 

Between the employer and the employee there is a psychological contract, and expectations regarding 

obligations for both parties are resolved during the recruitment process (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). The 

employer must offer and provide the employee with training so that there is a constant evolution, in 

exchange for a good performance by the employee. If this psychological contract is fulfilled it is more 

likely that there is a high degree of loyalty and involvement of the employee towards the company 

(Morocko & Uncles, 2008) and according to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) loyalty and commitment bring 

increased productivity in company. Employment itself is a category that strongly affects the 

attractiveness perceived by employees and includes issues related to the work environment, the 

relationships existing between the different employees, the existing management style, the rewards, the 

type of work and the strength of work (Maxwell & Knox, 2009). 

Therefore, the main objective of this study is to explore the use of Employer Branding by Portuguese 

companies. The specific objectives are: (1) to know the methods and tools used by the organizations in 

the retention of collaborators / talents; (2) to characterize the way organizations structure employee 

retention; (3) to understand the vision companies have about the process of Employer Branding and (4) 

identify the use of Employer Branding by companies in their employee retention processes.  

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section are presented the methodology used to realize the 

study, namely the sample characterization and the description of process and data analysis. The following 

section presents the results obtained, and the paper ends with a section of discussion of results and main 

conclusions of the study. 
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Methodology 

This study was conducted according to the interpretative research paradigm, based on the method 

Grounded Theory, using as technique of information gathering the semi-structured interview. To analyze 

all the interviews was used the technique of codification and data analysis recommended by the method 

Grounded Theory. According to Strauss and Corbin (1998), the Grounded Theory is a qualitative method 

of research that allows to carry out a vast analysis of the data and to know the relations between the 

collected information being essential that the participants know and understand in some detail the area of 

study. However, participants are not expected to understand all the concepts that are not part of their 

daily lives (Seale, 1999). 

Participants 

Considering that the study was intended to explore the implementation of Employer Branding by 

Portuguese Companies, it is clear that the sample in this study are companies that: 1) worked in Portugal; 

2) medium-size or large companies; and 3) had a human resources managers. Therefore, the participants 

were a group of 11 companies in Portugal, from distinct business areas and different locations. All the 

interviews were conducted to the responsible for Human Resources of each organization, or one of the 

department's employees who were linked to people management. The participants have ages between 25 

and 53, and most of them have undergraduate degrees. They worked in this function from eight months 

to 26 years. 

Procedure and Data Analysis 

In order to answer the objectives of the study, the procedure adopted followed several phases, and data 

collection and analysis occurred from March to August 2016. 

In the first phase, all the companies received an e-mail with the objectives of the study trying to evaluate 

the availability to integrate the study and to conduct a semi-structure interview. The objective of this 

semi-structured interview was to interview the human resource manager, creating a more informal 

conversation, but focusing in the topic of the study. It should be noted that was also developed an 

informed consent document to all the study participants to sign. 

Eleven interviews were conducted. Most of the interviews were conducted at company headquarters; 

however, some of the interviews had to be done via Skype, since some of the human resource consultants 

were far away. The interviews lasted approximately 40 to 50 minutes. 

The third phase involved the treatment and analysis of the information collected. The interviews were 

transcribed in full verbatim, that is, word by word, being reviewed at the end, and everything that was 

transcribed corresponds to what each consultant answered in the interview. The analysis of data was 

realized using the coding and analysis procedures of Grounded Theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Each 

interview was analyzed line by line to extract its meaning, coding it initially in open codes, and later 

organizing it in central themes, form where rise the axial and selective codes. This phase culminated with 

the formalization of the concepts that emerged from the information collected, and then confronted with 

the scientific literature of the area. 

At the end of this process, were obtained a set of concepts and relationships between them, based on the 

information analyzed and confirmed by the literature, that explain employer branding has been used in 

the companies. 
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To ensure the validity of the analysis and the coding process, two researchers were consulted as auditors 

(independent researchers that discuss and validate the categories) throughout the entire data analysis 

process to assist the primary author by challenging ideas and assisting in the construction of the 

categories. The main results are presented in next section. 

Results 

Analyzed all the interviews emerged three central dimensions that organize all the data in order to 

explore the use of Employer branding by Portuguese companies, namely: (1) Retention; (2) Employer 

Branding; and (3) Attractiveness of employers. 

The retention dimension is characterized by everything that organizations do and think about the 

permanence of employees. Retention is characterized as the efforts that companies make to keep their 

employees. The retention category emerged from the subcategories: problems in retention of employees, 

challenges in retention of employees, practices to retain employees, and changes in retention processes 

over the times. 

The category problems in employee retention, is characterized as a particular issue or a particular subject 

that requires a solution. At the organizational level, it is a private matter that, once solved, becomes 

beneficial to the organization, that is, the term problem was analyzed as something that can be modified 

in the short term and in which there is knowledge about it and about your change. Thus, we speak of the 

problems felt by organizations regarding the retention of their employees. The main problems raised by 

the interviewees regarding the retention of their employees were the abrupt growth of the organization, 

problems related to leadership and to the organizational strategy itself. Other problems were raised 

during the retention dimension analysis. We speak for example of problems related to the age of 

employees; harassment by other competing companies; problems related to wage expectations; balance 

between professional and personal life; problems related to the adequacy of employees in relation to the 

organizational culture; lack of an evaluation system; high standards of competitiveness; lack of career 

progression and even the location of the company itself as mentioned in “we are in a very strong growth 

phase, and this causes a wear and tear on the team, because there is more work for everyone. The only 

way we have to compensate for this is by trying to reward and try to compensate people, even during 

their own time of work” (Company 5). 

The subcategory retention challenges is characterized as something that must be overcome and where 

there is knowledge about the same but has not yet been thought and / or analyzed how to solve it. 

Practices are another subcategory of the retention dimension, which are characterized by the efforts that 

companies use to retain their employees. In this way, organizations must have full knowledge of their 

employees so that they can implement practices that adapt to the reality they have. The practices most 

mentioned by the participants are the offer of food, fruit and drinks to employees; the commitment to 

active communication among all employees of the company, including managers; health and / or life 

insurance; medicine at work; activities, parties, physical activities and team buildings; premiums; career 

management and career advancement; flexibility of schedules; training and fostering teamwork. This can 

be illustrated by “we have many and I think we are a company known for it. We try our best to make our 

employees feel at home, there is always the idea of being the second house. We always have food 

available [...] The floor is all carpeted, people if they want to walk barefoot as they can at home, we have 

lots of sofas spread out here for people to have their moment of respite, to recover energy ... On our site 

there are some references and gives you the idea to get an idea, such as surf and yoga classes, the games 

room and the nap room. [...] We have a very open mind, when you walk around here you can not really 

understand who the managers are or not, although there is a hierarchy and everything [... [there is a great 

proximity between us. [...] We have the Occupational Medical Doctor who comes here. We have health 
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insurance for both workers and families. When an employee has a child we open an account with a value 

so that they can use it in any way they see fit” (Company 8). 

The category changes made by the organizations in the retention processes over the is characterized by 

the explanation of everything that the companies did in the human resources management, more precisely 

in the retention of employees, everything they have implemented again, to adapt to reality and thus keep 

their employees. The changes most mentioned are the implementation of an evaluation system; 

conducting a satisfaction survey; competition analysis; improvement in the treatment given to 

employees; benefits package adapted to each employee and, to create changes whenever the need 

demands it. We can refer the example “in recent times, and having as main objective the monitoring of 

labor market practices, our organization has adapted and changed in the way of thinking about retaining 

the best employees. It is no longer enough to think only that to keep them we only need to pay the salary 

on time and on time. The market is increasingly competitive and if we want to retain and maintain those 

who contribute most to our success, we have to define strategies that require an ever higher investment” 

(Company 11). 

The Employer Branding dimension is characterized as a structured process aligned with organizational 

values and business objectives, and where there is internal and external communication of the most 

important configurations about the identity of a company. The goal is to create a distinctive image with 

other companies and make them an employer of choice. Employer Branding makes a company become 

the company in which everyone wants to work and to be part, due to its organization, practices, forms of 

work, communication, etc. Each company has an image as an employer between current and potential 

new employees. To manage this image, it is necessary to create a positive impression of the company as 

an employer and convey the message that it is a great place to work.  

The category Employer Branding emerged from the subcategories: process / knowledge, advantages, 

disadvantages, success in implementing Employer Branding practices, and failure to implement 

Employer Branding practices. 

In an overview of the interview analysis, it was possible to perceive that most companies have a notion 

about the concept and maxim of this practice of human resources management, but that the idea is not 

really used in its fullness. That is, most interviewees know the practice and / or the concept of Employer 

Branding, but in the management of their teams and in the human resources management of the 

companies they represent, this practice is not known, and there is no full use of the benefits that this 

practice can bring to an institution. 

The most pointed challenge is related to employee satisfaction and how challenging it is to maintain high 

levels of satisfaction. Other challenges inherent in retention have been identified, such as employee 

requirements; confidence in the company; the arduous task of balancing personal and professional life; 

career plan and benefits package; lack of approval of heads of department on certain matters; the lack of 

encouragement and encouragement to employees; individual treatment to some employees and 

challenges related to employee development. Another challenge mentioned, and which can not be 

generalized to most companies, is that other factors completely external to retention are the fact that they 

are not known in the foreign market, that is, people do not know a company what can lead to some 

discomfort and insecurity in our employees. the main idea of the interviewees about Employer Branding 

is related to corporate image and external recognition and prestige, but there is also the idea that is 

practical should be transversal to all areas and people of companies, as it is an excellent tool of 

communication and retention of employees and where you can see the pride of the employees for being 

part of the company and where they will be the brand ambassadors themselves. In this way the first 

subcategory, which concerns the process of Employer Branding, and the knowledge of this practice is 

identified. “It is the brand image of the company, that is, the way they come to me as an employer. What 
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I convey as an employer, as a company that can be attractive or not. Creating this image is very 

important. We here try to use this practice and create a strong corporate image of our company, we try to 

convey the reality of our company out, attract the best talent, we want the ideal people for each function.” 

(Company 6). 

In the subcategory advantages of the process of Employer Branding are analyzed all the benefits that this 

practice can bring to a company and its management of human resources, that is, all the benefits and 

positive aspects that can be achieved with the use of this process. The most mentioned advantages were 

the existence of recognition by the employees and the external recognition and also the existence of a 

very strong brand image associated to the company, which leads to another advantage that is the 

attractiveness that the company earns. 

The subcategory of disadvantages is characterized by all the negative aspects that the sample pointed to 

the process, that is, the inconveniences and damages that can happen to an organization with the 

implementation of this practice. More than half of the respondents pointed out no disadvantage in the 

Employer Branding process, claiming that they saw no disadvantage in the method. However, some 

drawbacks have been identified such as the fact that it is a continuous and time-consuming process and 

where there may be a misinterpretation of the concept and practice. Disadvantages related to competition 

and competition from other companies in the industry were also identified as mentioned in “one of the 

main disadvantages is the unreasonable ambition. As it is obvious when something becomes very 

attractive, the greater the aggressiveness to conquer and to enjoy. In this way, when the conquest is not 

healthy you can fall into the error of forging the policies and good practices of the company. Another 

disadvantage may be the conformists, who when reached a level that they consider reasonable will not 

work for a continuous improvement, or even, a prosperous growth” (Company 11). 

The success measurement subcategory refers to how companies get feedback from practices 

implemented with respect to Employer Branding, ie if a new tool is put in place, organizations need to 

realize if they are this should measure the success of the implemented practice. In order to measure 

success, satisfaction and opinion surveys and employee suggestions were identified as the predominant 

techniques of employee feedback on company management. 

The subcategory measurement of failure is characterized by the analysis of the form and method that 

companies use to calculate the failure of practices implemented against Employer Branding, that is, if the 

tools they use bring a return to the organization. The respondents' feedback is similar to the subcategory 

presented previously, where the techniques used by the organizations are the surveys of satisfaction and 

opinion and the suggestions of the collaborators. This is how organizations analyze the failure to 

implement employee engagement practices. 

The dimension attractiveness of companies, which is characterized as all factors linked to a company that 

make it pleasant and attract attention, that is all aspects that make a quality and desirable organization. In 

the attractiveness of companies, we consider the ability to attract, select, hire and retain people, 

maintaining good levels of employee satisfaction and excellent service standards. This dimension arose 

from the categorization of the subcategories: the opinion about what makes an employer attractive, the 

characteristics that a company must have to be considered the best company to work for, and finally the 

opinion about the employees' view of the company in that work. 

In the subcategory employees 'opinion about the company, the interviewees' opinion on the company 

employees 'overall opinion was given, and in all the interviews the answer was the same, that is, all the 

interviewees stated that the employees' the company was quite positive and they consider the company 

where they worked, a good company as mentioned in “That's a good company to work with. Luckily we 

feel it, yes!” (Company 1) 
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The attractive employer subcategory is characterized by the personal opinion of the interviewees about 

what makes a company as an attractive employer, that is what captivates a company, whether in its 

management or even in relation to the services they provide and / or organizational culture. 

In this subcategory was identified the good work environment and the career progression as the most 

relevant factors and those that really make an employer attractive. The permanence in the function was 

also one of the factors of reference, and there is a concern on the part of the employees with their own 

retention, because it is important to know that there is some security and duration in their functions. 

Other factors of relevance were the identification with the culture and values of the organization; the 

importance that companies give to employee satisfaction; the existence of constant feedback; the bet on 

the training of employees; the salary and benefits package; the autonomy and freedom given to 

employees as well as the diffusion of management based on active communication. 

The last analyzed subcategory of the attractiveness dimension of employers is the characteristics of the 

best company to work for that is characterized as the attributes that companies must have to be 

considered as a great place to work and to be successful. Here we talk about the most important and 

essential characteristics that organizations must possess in order to have high standards of excellence. 

The most presented characteristics were the existence of a good work environment among all employees, 

including managers, autonomy and possibility of decision making and a compromise between the 

organization and the task performed. It was also presented as important characteristics the possibility of a 

balance between personal and professional life, issues related to business leadership, working conditions, 

the possibility of career progression, the exchange of feedback between employees and managers and the 

bet training of employees. 

 In the analysis of this subcategory is notable the variations between the opinions of the interviewees, 

once it was the analysis of the personal opinion of each one of the interviewees it is possible to identify a 

panoply of different characteristics, that is, it is a category where there can not be a great generalization 

since everyone has their idea about what makes a company the best company to be able to work, “I 

honestly do not know what the best features are, because it depends on company to company, and sector 

and depending on the employees themselves and all companies work differently ... Here, what are good 

characteristics, are exactly that flexibility that exists, this autonomy, that freedom of the employees can 

say what they feel, what they agree what they do not agree” (Company 3). 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The purpose of the present study was to understand the reasons for companies to use the Employer 

Branding process, and if they use it in human resources management, more precisely in the retention of 

their employees, realizing which practices they use to retain. Thus, this qualitative research focused on 

the panorama of eleven companies in Portugal and their contributions regarding the process of Employer 

Branding and retention of employees. 

It is possible to conclude that, although Employer Branding (Mosley, 2007) is a relatively recent process 

in human resources management in Portugal, it is already beginning to gain ground and is based on the 

strategic plan of many companies. Organizations increasingly attach importance to the external 

recognition they have and to the company's image of society and its collaborators (Lloyd, 2002). 

Although there are some disadvantages associated with this process, most of them are only given 

advantages by human resource managers. When Employer Branding processes are implemented in 

human resources management, they are successful and guarantee a better performance and sense of 

belonging to employees. 
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It is also possible to conclude that employee retention is increasingly important for organizations, not 

only because of the extra expenses that the turnover entails but also, closely linked to the Employer 

Branding maxim, internal and external recognition is very important for the longevity and success of an 

organization. Collaborators are no longer seen as a number, but rather as the driving vehicle for a 

company's success at a structural, organizational and business level. 

The management of resources (and managers) are increasingly present in their tasks the well-being of 

employees and, in turn, the idealization and organization of a retention plan that is appropriate and 

adapted to all employees. To do so, they use a range of tools and retention practices, ranging from a 

salary package and attractive benefits to raising awareness for an open and active communication policy 

among all. 

Within the three large dimensions under analysis in this research, retention of employees, Employer 

Branding and attractiveness of employers, it was possible to perceive that companies are beginning to 

give more and more importance to employees, and human resources management is beginning to make 

progress with regard to concern with employees. 

In general, it can be said that, although it is a complex process, retention (Chaminade, 2006) is a matter 

of importance to companies and that they are concerned with changing processes in their human 

resources management and performing some practices, in order to difficulties are reduced. The major 

problems with employee retention were the organization's abrupt growth, leadership problems, and 

organizational strategy itself (Singh & Rokade, 2014) and the great challenge with regard to retention is 

related to employee satisfaction and the difficulty of maintaining high levels of satisfaction among all 

employees (Hytter, 2007). 

In order to maintain employees, organizations use a set of practices and procedures that work perfectly as 

strategies for retention. The practices described by the sample of this investigation regarding the retention 

of employees were immense. The most common are the supply of food and beverages to employees; the 

commitment to active communication among all employees of the company, including managers; health 

and / or life insurance; medicine at work; activities, parties, physical activities and team buildings; 

premiums; career management and career advancement; flexibility of schedules (Kaliprasad, 2006; 

Hytter, 2007). 

Regarding the theme of Employer Branding, it was possible to perceive that most companies have notion 

about the concept and maximum of this process. Although the idea of being a fashionable process is 

obvious, the existence of the Employer Branding can be a strong weapon for the management of human 

resources. The central idea that exists about Employer Branding is related to corporate image and 

external recognition and prestige (Backaus & Tikoo, 2004), as well as an excellent communication tool 

(Hytter, 2007).  

Limitations 

The phenomenon of Employer Branding in the business world is relatively recent, hence the difficulty in 

obtaining more information and data in greater depth among the interviewees, which gave to realize the 

lack of knowledge about this process. Also, the retention issue has some limitations to this investigation, 

since it turns out to be a delicate topic, where none of the representatives of the companies that integrated 

this study had an interest in passing a negative image about the companies that represented them, always 

having neutral answers. This made the results turn out to be quite positive, that is, never mention was 

made of something less positive that was done in companies in terms of retention. 
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Social desirability is a problem that arises whenever one wants to investigate something using people's 

opinions and discourse, since there is a tendency for them to respond in a way that they consider to be the 

most acceptable in social terms. This is because the social subjects interviewed want to convey a positive 

image and give socially acceptable answers or that they consider to be correct. It should be noted that 

social desirability depends greatly on the situation, thematic and the issues that are presented. This 

happened despite the confidentiality and anonymity of all the information provided. When we do an 

investigation involving people and their opinions and assessments it is important not to forget the social 

side and the tendency to respond in accordance with what they think is right and in this case the fact that 

they talk about issues related to their jobs poses even more obstacles and fears. 

Future research and implications 

In this way, the present study raises some new questions. In future studies it is convenient to approach 

this topic through quantitative studies so that various perspectives can be analyzed, as well as different 

types of companies, that is, from small companies and companies more familiar to multinationals, so that 

there may be a larger spectrum of analysis. 

It is also important, in future investigations, to replicate this type of approach to small businesses, in 

order to understand if there is a concern about retaining employees and creating a brand image around the 

organization, that is, understanding if small businesses also care with the external image they possess and 

if they think it is something that must be changed and adapted. 

These are some of the rationales that may encourage the succession of new investigations in the future, 

since retention of employees will continue to be a very important issue in terms of human resources 

management and Employer Branding, even though it is a relatively new concept, is already beginning to 

gain ground, making its analysis essential. 

These are also thematic that provide several contributions to the professional practice of human 

resources. Firstly, we begin to think about the work of a human resources professional who is not only 

concerned with bureaucratic matters, but rather the fundamental role that these professionals have in 

creating a strong employer brand in companies and in creating an image external force. 

It is also important to realize that these professionals are endowed with skills that lead to high levels of 

employee retention and to high standards of profitability and profitability of organizations, thus 

becoming central for companies to have professionals of human resources with skill and knowledge on 

issues such as Employer Branding and Retention. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the research is to figure out impact of Succession planning, Decision making authority 
and Successor influence on sustainability of Family Owned Businesses in Pakistan. This research will 
provide insights and recommendations to entrepreneurs and specifically family owned businessmen that 
how to make business sustainable for long term. Data will be collected from Family Owned Business 
Owners from Pakistan. Respondents will be selected on the basis of purposive sampling technique. Four 
big Cities of Pakistan (Lahore, Islamabad, Karachi, Hyderabad) has been chosen for sample population 
from which data will be collected. Respondent will be interviewed with semi structured survey 
questionnaire. Narrative analysis will be used to interpret results.  

Keywords: Sustainability, Financial management, Succession planning, control of ownership, 

Successor Influence 

Introduction 

Background 

 

Since the independence of Pakistan, in 1950s and 60s, there were 22 family oriented successful 
businesses in Pakistan (Deloitte, 2010).Out of them only few have managed to sustain. As the new 
generations -whether in shrinkage or in expansion-come in front and takes the front seat and conflicts 
nurtured. Family owned businesses in Pakistan are being handled by more than one family member, every 
member has its own vision, mission, way of leadership and management which in turn ultimately creates 
differences and led to bankruptcy of the family own company. Research shows that only 15% of the 
family owned businesses survive in Pakistan and 85% of them distributed or vanished till its third 
generation (Haq, 2010)  

In 1987, people of the view that running family business is the toughest job on globe. As family 
businesses have to compete with multiple values, family norms, more competitive environment with more 
discussion on technology implementation with changing political situations (Kleiman & Peacock, 1996). 
Ten years before, family businesses don`t have to consider technological implications on success, 
participation of women in business, use of social media and the international market impact on domestic 
industry (Kleiman & Peacock, 1996). It was like  to compete to the domestic industry and to cut off the 
interest rate at their maximum level (Carlock & Ward, 2001).  
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It was very much difficult for family businesses to stay in to the market. As market faced lots of changes. 
According to Fortune 500, since 1955, only seventy-seven family owned business succeed to compete the 
market, rest 80% failed to sustain, some sold their businesses, some got bankrupt (Perry, 2015). Reasons 
behind these drastic changes are technology development, more mature markets (domestic, international), 
more competitive strategies, more competition, customized suppliers and quick reaction to strategies from 
competitors present in the market. Mostly family businesses face more family conflicts on their 
management and share (Carlock & Ward, 2001). It is due to: 

• Unresolved personal conflicts 

• Lack of trust 

• Difficult family relationships 

• Family Demands on business. (Carlock & Ward, 2001) 
 
For the success of the family business, there should be a separation between family problems and 
business is the key to success.  For the achievement of this equilibrium, family businesses should devise a 
plan with policies under these five Cs: 
 

• Control 

• Career 

• Capital 

• Conflict  

• Culture (Carlock & Ward, 2001) 
 

The purpose of this research is to explain the perception of values in a philosophical standpoint, to 
analyze the business principles of world`s largest family owned businesses and non-family businesses and 
to highlight if there are certain specific values behind the success of the family owned businesses. Ceja, 
Agulles, & Tàpies (2010) concluded with three important results. 1st, on the basis of philosophical 
literature, authors have developed a description, categorization and chain of command of values. 2nd, 
authors found that values highlighted by top most successful organizations of the world, among them 
common among both family businesses and non-family businesses were (integrity, respect and 

customers). 3rd, at the end, authors succeed to find some important values behind the success of family 
owned businesses, that are "generosity, humility, communication, service, quality, excellence, creativity 
and entrepreneurship". (Ceja, Agulles, & Tàpies, 2010) 

Family owned businesses are treated as the backbone of any economy because they contribute a lot in 
terms of wealth, jobs and also family owned businesses have very deep insights within their territory 
(Gideon A., 2015). Every business have both positive and negative aspects, so same is the case with 
family owned businesses throughout the world. Their negativities are their family conflict, incompetent 
next generation who ruins the business entity and their glitzy standard of living. Schwas (2013) research 
on family owned businesses throughout the world got succeed to achieve some cavernous insights which 
either help family businesses to sustain to many generations or they make them collapsed. Authors 
suggested two lessons that are: 

• Each Successful family to more than two generations creates its own history composed of profits 
and losses but its success it based on immovable commitment and strong cultural ties.  

• Every family business is like a tale composed of people, entrepreneurs and families. They left 
irremovable impact on the business that led family business to succeed over generations. 
(Schwas, 2013) 
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Schwas (2013) quoted "Family business is the people business" and that is the key point that most of the 
family businesses forget and lead to failure. Author has highlighted key points for the success of the 
family business: 

• Family business owners enjoy freedom of business by having their own private entity and they 
apply self-possessed strategies with strong values for the business growth which make their 
family business to run over four generations. 

• Family business owners incorporate strongly family roles within and out of family business but 
is succeed on condition that member have fine balance between their rights and duties. The 
business governance they have, provide clarity, leadership vision and trust within the members 
of the family (Schwas, 2013). 

According to Family Firm Institute, most of the family business owners want to see their businesses to be 
transferred to next generations. Among them, 70% do not stay alive to next generation and 90% fail to 
stay alive till third generation. On these statistics Ward J. in the Perpetuating the Family Business 2004 
states that the most grave concern in the family businesses are family issues than real business issues 
(Walsh, 2011).  

The paper is based to ask for the help of the family entrepreneurs to evaluate and analyze the impacts of 
family ownership on businesses. For the highlighted purpose, authors have exemplified the business 
creation as it is buoyant by the policymakers and predicted the entrepreneurial activity done by family 
member round the globe. Authors have comprehended the data on entrepreneurship and analyzed the 
work done by scholars on impacts of families member in businesses.  Authors have concluded that it is 
better is highlight the research aims  for family businesses and giving them sample questions which can 
impact family dynamics and comfort (Jennings, Breitkreuz, & James, 2013) 

Scope 

 
The scope of the research is to boost the entrepreneurship culture in Pakistan, which will also help to 
increase sustainability of family owned businesses. Therefore, this research aims to know the factors 
involved in sustainability of family owned businesses in Pakistan over future generations. This research is 
based on Pakistani cities (La) what to do here  

Objective 
 
The general objective of the research is to find out factors involved in sustainability of family owned 
businesses in Pakistan. Whereas, precise objectives of the research are: 
 

1. To figure out reasons which influence sustainability of family owned businesses? 
2. To derive solutions from results to help strengthening sustainability of family owned businesses. 

Problem Statement 
 

To find out whether selected independent variables from literature have impact on sustainability of 
Family Owned Businesses. 
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Literature Review 

Definitions 

Sustainability 

It is a Policy theoretical concept with beginning from the report-Brundland in 1987 (Kuhlman & 
Farrington, 2010). Sustainability is defined as to meet one own needs by not sacrificing future of future 
generations` needs. Sustainability is not only limited to just environmental needs, but it also is used for 
social as well as economic needs and development  (Alberta, 2014).  

Financial Sustainability (Definition) 

Financial Sustainability is defined as the capability of an organization to take revenues reference to their 
demand to achieve sustainability in their production with a growing rate and to achieve financial targets. 
(León, 2001). 

Financial Management 
 
Walker and Brown in 2004 worked on Success factors influencing Small business entrepreneurs 
highlighted that whereas financial factors treated as the key factors to measure the business success, but 
finances may not only be the key gauge business triumph. Authors pointed out that entrepreneurs not only 
work to achieve financial goals, but they work to achieve targeted life style, personal accomplishment, 
pride and honor as well. Authors selected sample size of 290 small business owners based in Australia. 
Respondents in the research were questioned to rate importance to their lifestyle and financial goals in 
accordance with business achievement. Results concluded that bendy lifestyle, pride and target 
achievement were healthier signs than financial achievements. Concluding it, Walker and Brown 
summarized as it will be more beneficial to look for subjective measure than to gauge financial objective 
achievement (Wallace J. S., 2010). 
 
Paper is about the impact on financial performance of businesses in Pakistan with reference to family 
possession. Authors have collected the secondary data from 2007 to 2011 and selected four family 
businesses in Pakistan. Two are from the manufacturing side and two are the financial firms listed in the 
Pakistan Stock Exchange. Authors have selected Financial Performance as the dependent variable 
whereas ROE and ROI are treated as the independent variable. To check their impact authors have used 
regression and correlation method. Authors concluded that financial performance has the positive relation 
with the ROE and ROI. Better management and governance increase the overall presentation of the 
company (Ahmad, Nadeem, Ahmad, & Hammad, 2014). 
 
The Paper aims to explore the impact of strategic orientations` implications in the family owned business 
performance and their impact on their growth, sustainability and financial stability in Turkish family 
owned business. A simple regression following Descriptive Statistics of the sample have been used. 
Highlighting the factors, authors have applied factor analysis to verify the impact of the highlighted 
factors (Altindag, Zehir, & Acar, 2011). 

 

Succession planning  
 

Planning for succession of the business owned by family gathered importance in terms of research and 
literature (Sonfield & Lussier, 2002). Founders of the business have difficulties in “letting their business” 
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in other hands. Research suggest that family owned business see succession planning in more of a 
conceptual manner. The favor family-relationships and family bonding where as non-family business do 
succession planning in organized and task oriented way (Fiegener & Prince, 1994). 

Several authors have identified factors for the success of the succession, growth and the stability of 
family owned businesses in multi generations. The survey of Australian family businessmen of 242 to 
know the reasons for the success of the business. Authors concluded the study with important factors 
Governance and Management. The use of Pro Active tactics i.e. meetings, boards of directors, family 

councils, and codes of conduct played a major contribution in the success of the family business (Dana, 
Smyrnios, & Bi, 2015). 

Authors say the succession planning and to regulate/systemize the management is the most important 
stage in the alteration of family business. The family members` impact is much worthy to impact the 
decisions regarding alteration of family business from one generation to the other (Walsh, 2011). To 
conclude authors stated that family business is not like giant organizations in which best strategic 
practices applied without any customization in it but for the family business a customization is required 
with a heavy family element in it. Author has highlighted the importance of communication in family 
members for succession planning. with the aim to set and achieve family business succession goal. For 
the better communication integration among family members and the ownership of family business 
among family members is a must (Walsh, 2011).Variable of the study taken from (Mahmoud, 2012). 
Variable is constructed on 5 items based on Likert scale. 

Decision Making Authority  
 

Authors have identified positive, negative, and neutral associations involvement in family business 
success. Authors investigated some challenges and identified that some are because of level of family 
member’s involvement in the family business. Authors have quoted that family businesses are not like 
industrial organizations referred as binary organizations, whether family businesses are treated are 
heterogeneous composed of customized elements within every family business. Authors have selected 
sample of 6592 companies, and concluded that selective customizations within family business are 
related to outstanding financial output of the firm (Aguilera & Castro, 2014).  

In family owned business, management is the main hurdle for the growth because it is much more 
different from a non-family owned business. Especially, when family members, relatives work together in 
a family business, they interfere business decisions with their emotions and the ultimate result is the 
failure of family owned business.  Author also stated another type of problem in family business is "to 

control day to day operations" and in other companies growth is the problem, this is due to other 
members of the family do not want to reinvest the profit back to the business (Centre, 2011). 

Successor Influence (Ownership Transition) 
 
For the stable family businesses, their key to success is to prepare their future leaders who lead their 
family business to next generation. For the established and winning family business, their tricks are 
mostly same at their three stages which are pre-entry, entry and succession. Whereas, in less winning 
family businesses expresses their difficultly in the succession stage.  Another issue highlighted is the role 
adjustment during the phase of succession planning is missed between the father/1st owner and the 
successor. There is lack of documentation during the succession planning phase in all the three stages. 
Authors have observed the makeover from 1st generation to the other for the three stages. If the family 
industry is having low managerial function with small scale production and less use of technology, it will 
be in the same level till the second generation succeed to takeover and make some changes. The second 
generation have made known technological innovation with some expert managerial skills. Moving from 
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the second generation to third, they have shown world class managerial and operational skills, with sound 
knowledge of human resources, finance and marketing. Authors have identified the major challenge that 
family business face is to keep all the family members amalgamated without division in the business and 
to manage family members issues for the family business managerial roles (Afghan & Wiqar, 2007) 
  

Methodology 
 
Participants for this study will be selected on the basis of purposive sampling because authors need 
participants on the basis of certain characteristics. Four cities of Pakistan selected for the study because 
these four cities are considered as big cities of Pakistan and most of the family businesses are well 
developed in these cities. Cities are Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad and Hyderabad. No of participants is not 
restricted as this is an exploratory study and method of data collection is interviews so authors will 
conduct at least 30-35 interviews. Also authors will continue till a saturation point in data.  

 Limitations 
 

Every research comes out with analysis of the data from different perspectives and angles, but it cannot 
be concluded here because criticism and suggestions are always welcomed in the research. This research 
is also limited in its scope as it is conducted in four cities of the country not over all Pakistan so 
generalizability of this research will not be broad. These cities have different environment and education 
level, demographics and living standards so other small cities or villages can have different factors which 
might impact on sustainability of family owned business. 
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Abstract 

 
Since a leader can hide unethical actions and/or pretend ethical communication, an ethically positive 

self-image of an unethical leader can be intentionally achieved in the eyes of followers. This 

conference paper presents a simple model of unethical leader’s identity (consisting of moral actions, 

communication and values) and its complementary potential for further research in the field of 

unethical (as well as ethical) leadership.  

 

Keywords: Unethical leader’s identity, ideology-based research approach, unethical leadership 

 

Introduction 
 

Many known authors, diverse empirical frameworks (see: Theoretical background) and popular 

conceptualizations (Padilla et al., 2007; Thoroughgood et al., 2012) are available, nevertheless (un-

)ethical leadership stays a social phenomenon with a variety of conceptually different definitions. 

 

But, how can anybody tell who is actually an unethical leader, if environmental factors like e.g. 

national culture (Ferencikova et al., 2016; Scholtens and Dam, 2007), individual factors like e.g. 

moral awareness (Rest, 1986) or individual development (Rest and Narvaez, 1991), as well as diverse 

situational factors e.g. information availability (Akerlof and Dickens, 1982) or salience of moral 

norms (Nye and Forsyth, 1984) and a whole spectrum of conflicts due to economic rationality play 

important roles besides? And, how to deal with observed paradoxes, when an ethical leader at work 

behaves unethically in private (Riggio et al., 2010)? Or, how to address a phenomenon when a direct 

leader is reported more cynically, but the one at the top of the hierarchy, personally unknown to the 

follower, is reported positively (Lord and Maher, 1991)?  

 

The herein suggested theory bases on the Leader-Member-Exchange theory (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 

1995) abbr. LMX which introduced the importance of a dyadic leader-follower relationship and the 

Implicit Leadership Theory (Rush et al., 1977) abbr. ILT which introduced the importance of 

follower’s perception. But, opposite to recent trends in the field of (un-)ethical leadership, the 

suggested theory is derived from the author’s working thesis ”consequences of an unethical 

leadership do not need to appear immediately”.  

 

To overcome the matter of time-dependent information processing, let us suggest moving object of 

research from its tangible area of a leader-follower dyad (any behavior, traits and characteristics) to 

its intangible but still descriptive and measurable area (cognition based on moral values and 

ideology) which is independent on the matter of leader’s observable behavior and/or follower’s 

perception. Hence, an alternative approach to study a well-known topic of (un-)ethical leadership 

attempts to uncover details which have not been considered so far. 
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Theoretical Background 
 

To address the scientific chances and challenges of the research presented in this paper, let us first 

outline the situation using a selective analysis of four frameworks previously developed to measure 

ethical leadership (abbr. ELp). 

 

The first analyzed tool to measure ELp is called Ethical Leadership Scale (Brown et al., 2005). Abbr. 

ELS bases on a social learning perspective. Brown et al. divert from a classical philosophical point of 

view “how leaders ought to behave” and propose a descriptive behavioral approach to measure ELp. 

According to social learning (or also cognitive) theory (Bandura, 1971), one’s behavior can be 

acquired by observing and imitating others. Hence, Brown et al. build up a correspondent model to 

measure ELp through the follower’s perception accordingly. The first comment that catches the 

reader’s attention is when the authors discuss limits of this approach due to perceptual biases behind 

the self-other-agreement; one knows that leaders are almost certain to rate themselves favorably on 

the ethical dimension of leadership. Another comment that catches attention is the discussion on the 

levels of management; the extent of hierarchical distance from leader to follower plays an important 

role since the substance for a personal relationship disappears but the matter of an image-based 

relationship increases. Let us for now note that these two observations are important for further 

conceptualization because leader’s formal power (thus hierarchical position in logical extent too) and 

his own perspective-taking (as a crucial precondition for an ethical leadership) correlate negatively 

(Galinsky et al., 2006; in Pink, 2012, p. 70) 

 

The second analyzed tool to measure ELp is called Leadership Virtues Questionnaire (Riggio et al., 

2010). Abbr. LVQ bases on four cardinal virtues (originally mentioned it texts written by Aristotle). 

Riggio et al. distinguish their work by pointing out the social learning approach limits of ELS. They 

mention the fact that leaders develop their own ethical leadership behavior by emulating admired, 

ethical leader role models; but, due to ethical relativism, leaders hence might get easily misguided. 

Let us here note that this is one of many reasons due to which unconscious leader’s behavior plays an 

important role and thereby any methodology based on measuring tangible behavior must deal with 

the same troubles when interpreting results. Therefore, as a solution, authors propose to refocus the 

object of measurement at leader’s traits and characteristics because characterological elements are 

independent of leader’s behavior. Let us again mention two interesting limits that catch the reader’s 

attention. Authors of LVQ discuss that the correlation with follower’s moral identity, empowerment 

and organizational identification were better scrutinized longitudinally or experimentally than 

measured at the same time as the follower’s perception of leader’s virtues; ethical leadership impact 

is thus questionable since followers e.g. might not be morally capable of recognizing leader’s virtues. 

While the second limit towards LVQ predictability roots in the fundamental emphasis of social 

psychology; one knows that the power of the situation overrides characterological factors. Again, let 

us for now note that these two observations are important for further conceptualization since the 

difference between intended and effectuated moral behavior is as old as humanity per se can 

remember and carries over.  

 

The third analyzed tool to measure ELp is called Ethical Leadership at Work questionnaire 

(Kalshoven et al., 2011).  Abbr. ELW bases on a multi-dimensional measurement whose authors 

critique ELS and LVQ as unidimensional tools that are too simple to measure the complex topic ELp. 

Therefore, Kalshoven et al. developed a complex set of dimensions to measure and evaluate 

leadership in terms of ethics and thus contribute to overcoming deficits of previous tools. No matter 

how complex and comprehensive this model is, let us note that it relies on measuring leader’s 

behavior according to follower’s perception and thus have empirical limits in common with many 

other behavioral frameworks. One comment that catch the reader’s attention is the discussion about 

its predictability towards cultural environment; e.g. the importance of “power sharing” dimension 

might vary based on the well-known cultural ”power distance” dimension. Hence, let us note that this 

reflection is important for further conceptualization; Since the interdependency of the ethical and the 

cultural systems is tricky for any social research application (e.g. Scholtens and Dam, 2007), its 

separation on the other side is a doctrine for an organizational anthropology in cross-cultural 

environment (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2006).  
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The forth analyzed tool to measure ELp is called an Improved Measure of Ethical Leadership (Yukl 

et al., 2013). Abbr. ELQ integrates Leader-Member-Exchange model (known as LMX) and puts work 

unit performance into focus. In comparison to previously analyzed approaches, the ELQ authors 

consider leader’s individual moral balance of competing goals when influencing work unit 

performance; ethical leadership might have unethical consequences and, vice versa, e.g. unethical 

leadership towards individuals might have ethical consequences towards an organization etc. The 

reader’s attention catches the discussion in terms of managerial effectiveness; being an ethical leader 

is not only commendable but also effective. Even though Yukl et al. count with the importance of 

leader-follower relationship, let us here note that they do not distinguish nor discuss the correlation of 

formal (positional at work) and informal (personal as friends) level of their dyad. Since formal and 

informal relationships coexist in practice all the time everywhere, let us note that this is a very 

important dimensionality especially in terms of chances for an unethical leader’s behavior (e.g. 

corruption in public sector). 

 

To sum up the analysis of four selected frameworks let us point out that neither applying the 

recommended 360-degree approach nor the self-other agreement correlation of any of these tools 

would in the future provide comprehensive answers to the questions introduced in this paper. No 

matter how many times mentioned in diverse studies, none of the known theoretical frameworks nor 

research approaches conceptualize the phenomenon of “ethically behaving leaders on workplace 

behave unethically in private life and/or vice versa” as an integrated as well as interdependent model. 

Hence, there is a chance for a new model and methodology that is to be presented in the following 

chapters. 

 

Materials 

 
According to Hunter, all reviewed materials related to unethical leadership have at least one 

similarity: complexity. And, as he also notes, at least one common need for further investigation: 

identity (Hunter, 2012). Let us therefore focus on identity closely and suppose that simplification is a 

strategy to deal with troubles of a current field of research. 

 

The first instrument to build up a comprehensive model of an unethical leader’s identity is a 

definitional analysis of unethical leadership. Known authors like to describe leadership with 

adjectives e.g. narcissistic, toxic, destructive, dark, dysfunctional, psychopathic, self-serving, 

despotic or even tyrannical. According to an extensive conceptualization of current theoretical trends 

by Lašaková and Remišová, “unethical leadership is a process of intentional or unintentional, passive 

or active, and recurrent influencing that harms others, being it individuals, organizations and/or 

society as a whole.” Authors also define the following preconditions for an unethical leader: a) leader 

acts badly (lacks certain ethical virtues and engages in unethical acts), b) leader allows bad acts to 

happen, c) leader is ethically silent (does not voice the importance of ethics at a workplace), d) leader 

is absent (avoids contact with others or absents it at all), e) leader is self-centered, self-protective and 

self-serving, f) leader lacks respect to rules and g) leader is professionally incompetent (Lašáková et 

al., 2016; Lašáková and Remišová, 2015).  

 

The second instrument to build up a measurable model of unethical leader’s identity is an 

applicational analysis of ethical ideologies. According to the fundamental Theory of Ethical Positions 

(Forsyth, 1980) there are 4 ethical ideologies (or also called Ethical Position)  derived from a 2x2 

matrix. This concept is defined by dimensions of “ethical relativism” and “ethical idealism” (see: 

Table 1) and can be evaluated by using Ethics Position Questionnaire (abbr. EPQ). 
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Table 1: Adapted from the Taxonomy of Ethical Ideologies (Forsyth, 1980) 

 

 Low Relativism High Relativism 

H
ig

h
 

Id
ea

li
sm

 Absolutists: Principled idealists who believe 

people should act in ways that are consistent 

with moral rules, for doing so will in most cases 

yield the best outcomes for all concerned. 

Situationalists: Idealistic conceptualists who 

favor securing the best possible consequences for 

all concerned even if doing so will violate 

traditional rules that define what is right and 

what is wrong. 

L
o

w
 

Id
ea

li
sm

 Exceptionalists: Principled pragmatists who 

endorse moral rules as guidance for actions, but 

admit that following rules will not necessarily 

generate the best consequences for all concerned. 

Subjectivists: Pragmatic relativists who base 

their ethical choices on personal considerations, 

such as individualized values, moral emotions, or 

an idiosyncratic moral philosophy. 

 

According to Forsyth, ethical relativism is interpreted as “while some personal moral codes 

emphasize the importance of universal ethical rules … others maintain a posture of relativism that 

skeptically rejects universal principles” (Forsyth, 1980). Based on this interpretation, let us suppose 

that breaking, bending or respecting rules in general refers to one’s own belief about the frequency of 

behaving in line with social norms as well as legal rules. Further, the meaning of ethical idealism is 

interpreted by Forsyth as “while a fundamental concern for the welfare of others lies at the heart of 

some individuals’ moral codes, others do not emphasize such humanitarian ideals; the former assume 

that we should avoid harming others, while the latter assume harm will sometimes be necessary to 

produce good” (Forsyth, 1980). Based on this interpretation, let us suppose that caring less/more 

about others in general refers to one’s own belief about the quality of behaving towards others or at 

the expense of others. 

 

Based on the argumentation above, let us further defined unethical leader (abbr. ULr) as a leader 

who a) breaks/bends rules/norms more than a follower expects and/or b) cares about a follower less 

that a follower expects of him. Regardless of this simplification, let us note that such a definition of 

ULr is in line with all preconditions of ULr by Lašaková and Remišová and, at the same time, in line 

with Forsyth’s Theory of Ethical Positions; while the follower’s expectation is thereby anchored to 

his own experience with ULp and thus grounded to the social learning theory (Bandura, 1971). 

 

To conclude in other words, an ULr is and/or behaves more subjectivistic than a follower expects of 

him. And, since the meaning of “ethical” excludes “unethical” and vice versa, let us analogically 

suggest that an ELr is and/or behaves more absolutistic that a follower expects of him. 

RESULTS 
 

Based on two selected instruments and one definition, let us now suggest that the “Who is an 

unethical leader” question can be answered with the help of a simple model of an (un-)ethical 

leader’s identity. 

 

Firstly, to deal with diverse terminologies and frameworks used by behaviorists, let us suggest that 

one’s moral behavior can be understood in detail through his moral actions (abbr. a) and 

communication (abbr. c); while one’s moral values (abbr. v) can be understood in detail through his 

Ethical Position. Where the moral decision making is understood as a process from an intended to an 

effectuated behavior. 

 

Secondly, based on the suggestions above, let us define an auxiliary model of one’s identity 

flowingly: one’s identity consists of actions (abbr. -a), communications (abbr. -c) and own values 

(abbr. -v) in the way as they are perceived by one’s self or by others. And let us note, that such a 

definition is in line with basic ontological assumptions for social research. 
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Figure 1: Ethical vs. unethical leader’s identity  

(source: own production) 

Finally, let us induce and thereby define (un-)ethical leader’s identity as a set of (un-)ethical 

actions (abbr. -ra), (un-)ethical communication (abbr. -rc) and (un-)ethical values (abbr. -rv) a 

leader recognized of himself (or, also, consciously holds) as well as a follower so far perceived of his 

leader. Thus defined, there are 6 independent parameters to consider. 

 

So, how is a follower actually going to perceive a leader? In respect to the model of unethical leader’s 

identity the following picture appears (see: Figure 1 and related discussion). 

 

 
 

 

 

Discussion 

 
Now, to test this model out, let us firstly remind that (1

st
 premise) the consequences of ULp do not 

exist until recognized by followers, secondly that (2
nd

 premise) the leader’s action can be hidden 

and/or communication pretended, while thirdly (3
rd

 premise) the leader’s value system is a 

moderator between his own actions and outside communication.  

 

Although a leader might behave unethically because he is unconscious of the consequences his 

behavior produces and/or is not aware of the follower’s moral expectations, the first and second 

research premises imply that the meaning of „is” relates to one’s values, neither to actions nor 

communication. Going back to the definitions of an (un-)ethical leader, one can assume that if a 

follower perceives an ethical leader’s behavior, it does not automatically mean that the same leader 

„is” ethical indeed. And vice versa.  

 

Supposing that a follower does not know a leader personally (see: Figure 1), the application of the 

first and second research premises explains why the moral values a leader holds of him and the moral 

values a follower holds of his leader do not technically need/have to be the same values. Going back 

to the definition of an unethical leader’s identity, an ULr might be able (intentionally) to achieve a 

positive (ethical) image of himself at the level of the follower’s perception. But the follower might 

never know.  

 

Hence, the vagueness of antecedents and consequences related to unethical leadership might be 

rooted in (intentionally) shifted perceptions of a dyadic reality; the leader’s Ethical Position 
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according to the follower’s perception is not/does not have to be the same as an Ethical Position a 

leader holds in real.  

 

No matter if such a shift in Ethical Positions is a product of legal rights and duties varying across the 

hierarchy, status of social groups or only individual interests. No matter if this vertical, in terms of 

social structures, shift in ethical ideologies is a personality antecedent for a successful rat racing or a 

consequence of national and/or organizational cultural dependencies. Let us for sake of this paper 

deduce (in relative terms) that ULr holds a subjectivistic moral ideology, while ELr holds an 

absolutistic moral ideology per se.  

 

Although the measurability and result interpretation foresee its own limits, a further development of 

this model and related research methodology is open to integration with e.g. the theory of Cognitive 

Dissonance (Festinger, 1962) which could allow a more complex scientific and empirical application 

in the future. In terms of practical application, this simple (un-)ethical leader’s identity model 

foresees a usefulness wherever any form of management and communication take place e.g. in the 

field of human resource management, political marketing strategies, cultural and organizational 

anthropology, negotiation and conflict-solving styles etc. Finally, this paper is a partial work towards 

understanding Slovak business culture and author’s further research is therefore intended to achieve 

its unique conceptualization. 

 

Besides that, once so openly defined for any other application, future research might take different 

directions. In terms of theoretical conceptualization, the new theoretical definitions of a naive 

follower (the one who believes his leader is more ethical than he is in real) and a distrustful follower 

(the one who believes his leader is more unethical than he is in real) need to be alternatively 

stipulated and, thereby, their coerced coexistence related to the model of (un-)ethical leader’s identity 

is to be underlined. In terms of methodological development of an ideology-based approach of (un-

)ethical leadership, the original EPQ must be adjusted to reflect the leader-follower dyad as 

technically as possible. In terms of philosophical groundwork, the bias for the result interpretation 

must be defined at front: Is one’s state of mind (matter of subjective perception e.g. ethical 

consequences) an antecedent or a consequence of a state of reality (matter of objective fact e.g. 

cultural standard as a reference point)? And, since these two main ontologies are interdependent, how 

do they interfere with each other in practice?  

 

Conclusion 
 

The conference paper proposes a simple model of unethical leader’s identity, in terms of moral 

actions, communication and vales, and its complementary potential for further research on ethical and 

unethical leadership.  

 

The suggested theory and research approach propose to divert from researching follower’s perception 

of leader’s behavior in terms of ethics; it suggests researching follower’s cognition based on own 

experience with leadership style over time which is independent on the matter of leader’s observable 

behavior and/or follower’s perception in the current situation and/or moment of time. 

 

Discussing its methodological application, a variety of possible interpretations can be conducted. 

According to the definition of one’s identity, an unethical leader has two “scientific faces” to be 

researched separately; one for himself and another for his followers. But, opposite to other 

methodologies, these two faces are clearly interconnected and, thus, a descriptive, causal, 

nomological, comprehensive, cross-culturally applicable, integrated and still measurable grounded 

theory to solve some empirical dilemmas e.g. self-other-agreement is herein offered for discussion.  

 

Hence, an ideology-based approach to researching (un-)ethical leadership is proposed. Let us hope 

that the idea behind this conference paper helps the scientific community to understand observable 

(un-)ethical paradoxes at the individual level of leader-follower dyad and many irrational phenomena 

observed at the organizational, institutional or even public-government level too. 
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Abstract 
 

In the recent years, research on organizational commitment has increased. However, few of them 

have empirically addressed the issue in educational context. Thus, the purpose of this paper is 

expected to fulfil such gap in the literature by examining the impact of organizational factors on 

teacher’s commitment. A survey of 161 teaching staff from a public university in Hanoi was 

conducted in 2016. Multiple regression techniques were used to analyse the data. The research 

findings indicated that job characteristics, workplace friendship and financial rewards significantly 

associates with overall organizational commitment and affective commitment of teaching staff in the 

university. Despite of that, job characteristics have the strongest impact on continuance commitment, 

and financial rewards is the strongest predictor of the normative commitment.   

 

Keywords: Organizational commitment, teaching staff   

Introduction 

The concept of organizational commitment (OC) has become a hot topic in the literature of industrial 

psychology and organizational behavior. In the recent years, interest in OC research had increased. 

The majority of OC studies has focused on industrial and organizational settings, but not in the 

educational context. Empirical evidence regarding OC and factors affecting OC of higher education 

teachers are still scarce in the international literature. 

Moreover, an integrative model linking several factors like job characteristics, workplace friendship, 

financial rewards and OC seems limited. Some researchers focused only on the relationship between 

job characteristics and OC (Dunham et al., 1994; Faraji et al., 2015), while others concentrated on the 

relationship between financial rewards and OC (Anavari et al., 2011; Kee et al., 2016). Very few 

researches investigated the link between workplace friendship and OC. Additionally, previous studies 

have been conducted primarily in business sectors, and in foreign countries. Very few researches 

examine the joint impact of job characteristics, financial rewards and workplace friendship on OC of 

teaching staff at educational context in Vietnam. 

Thus, the aim of this research is to contribute to the body of literature by examining the relationship 

between all three above mentioned factors on the overall OC and commitment dimensions of 

teaching staff at one public university in Vietnam. 
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Literature Review 

1.1. Organizational Commitment 

There have been various studies in the literature addressing the concept of OC. Commitment refers to 

attachment and loyalty. It is the relative strength of the individual’s identification with, and 

involvement in, a particular organization. Mowday et al. (1982) defined OC as an attitude, which 

exists between the individual and the organization. It is considered as a relative strength of the 

individual’s psychological identification and involvement with the organization. Organizational 

commitment is viewed as being more than a passive loyalty to an organisation; it involves an active 

relationship with the organisation such that the individuals are willing to give something of 

themselves in order to contribute to the organization’s well-being. Meyer et al. (1993) defines OC is 

“a psychological state that (a) characterizes the employee’s relationship with the organization, and (b) 

has implications for the decision to continue or discontinue membership in the organization”. This is 

one of the most widely recognized approaches in OC literature. They suggested that OC was a 

multidimensional three-component model where (1) affective attachment to the organization is 

defined as affective commitment; (2) perceived cost associated with leaving the organization is 

defined as continuance commitment; and (3) an obligation to remain with the organization is defined 

as normative commitment. 

 

1.2. Job characteristics and its relationship with organizational commitment 

Job characteristics have received increasing attention in recent researches due to the fact that 

understanding job characteristics will help in designing job that may improve performance and OC of 

employee in an organization. Job characteristics theory of Hackman and Oldham (1975) was built 

upon the premise that specific core job characteristics must exist in work settings so as to create job 

outcomes of high job satisfaction, high job performance, and low turnover. 

Several job characteristics including variety, autonomy, task identity, task significant and feedback 

have been proposed by Hackman and Oldham (1975). Skill variety refers to the degree to which a job 

includes a variety of different activities and involves the use of a number of different skills and 

talents. Task identity refers to the degree to which the job requires completion of a “whole” and 

identifiable piece of work. One that involves doing a job from beginning to end with a visible 

outcome. Task significance is the degree to which the job is important and involves a meaningful 

contribution to the organization or society. Autonomy refers to the degree to which the job gives the 

employee substantial freedom, independence, and discretion in scheduling the work and determining 

the carrying out procedures. Task feedback refers to the degree to which carrying out the work 

activities provides direct and clear information to the employee regarding how well the job has been 

done. 

The congruence between the characteristics of the individual and of  the organization itself is 

important for researchers to examine the relationship between job characteristics and OC, since such 

an organization-person fit may have an impact on job incumbents’ attitudes and behaviors. It is 

argued that the greater the fit between the person and the organization and the job, the greater the 

commitment to the organization (Kristof-Brown et al., 2005). In addition, Dunham et al. (1994) 

identified job characteristics such as task autonomy, task significance, task identity, skill variety, and 

feedback as antecedents of affective commitment. In similar vein, Faraji et al. (2015) also found a 

direct and significant correlation between job feedback and OC. Sabella et al. (2016) also found that 

job characteristics were an important determinant of commitment among employees. A challenging 

work and high-quality supervision are necessary for OC. Thus, the paper proposed the following 

hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 1: Job characteristics predict OC of teaching staff at a university 

Hypothesis 1a: Job characteristics have significant relationship with affective commitment of 

teaching staff at a university 

Hypothesis 1b: Job characteristics have significant relationship with continuance commitment of 

teaching staff at a university 
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Hypothesis 1c: Job characteristics have significant relationship with normative commitment of 

teaching staff at a university. 

 

1.3. Workplace friendship and its relationship with organizational commitment 

Berman et al. (2002) defined workplace friendship as “nonexclusive voluntary workplace relations 

that involve mutual trust, commitment, reciprocal liking and shared interests and values”. The 

friendship is characterized by the levels of self-disclosure and trust, support and personal feedback 

and communication among individuals. Several studies highlighted the positive outcomes of the 

friendship at work. Workplace friendships can facilitate communication, support, trust, respect, 

cooperation, growth, energy and security that, in turn, influence work related attitudes and behaviors 

(Riordan and Griffeth, 1995). The study of Ellingwood (2001) revealed that having a good friendship 

at work is related to how committed an individual is to his/her organization; and 90 percent of 

dismissals are the result of poor attitudes, inappropriate behavior and difficulties with interpersonal 

relationship. This results highlights the importance of friendship relationships at work. Thus, the 

friendship at work seem to have significant effect on OC of employees (Richer et al., 2002). The 

following hypotheses are formed. 

 

Hypothesis 2: Workplace friendship significantly associated with OC. 

Hypothesis 2a: Workplace friendship significantly associated with affective commitment. 

Hypothesis 2b: Workplace friendship significantly associated with continuance commitment. 

Hypothesis 2c: Workplace friendship significantly associated with normative commitment. 

 

1.4.Financial Rewards and its relationship with OC 

Financial reward consists of basic pay, variable pay and benefits (Rose, 2014). Financial rewards play 

an important role in determining an employee's level of OC. Several researches have confirmed the 

relationship between financial reward and OC of employees in different settings. Anavari et al. 

(2011) found that compensation is an important component associated with employee behavior and 

attitude towards improving organizational achievement by increasing OC and motivation among the 

workers. Basic pay may influence the workers’ behavior as well as attract, and increase the intention 

to stay and lead to the higher employee performance in the organization (Tella et al., 2007). 

Especially, pay satisfaction had a significant positive relationship with the OC (Ramay, 2011). 

Similarly, Munap et al. (2013) and Kee et al. (2016) indicated that salary was also a factor that 

influences the probability of the workers to join, leave or stay in the organization, as well as their OC. 

In addition to the basic pay, merit-based pay plays a vital role to bring job satisfaction, OC and job 

performance (Gorton, 1994). Umoh et al. (2014) also found that employee benefits have significant 

influence on continuance commitment. 

 

Moreover, equity in salary and fringe benefits appear important to employee’s job satisfaction. 

Greenberg (2010), argued that unfairly treated individuals tend to exhibit more negative attitudes and 

behaviors. Thus, perception of fairness of distribution may lead to positive emotional feelings and 

behaviors, and thus pay equity was considered as one of the main sources of commitment. According 

to Folger and Konovsky (1989), employees who perceive they are not being treated fairly due to 

unfair interpersonal treatment or unfair procedures, develop low job satisfaction and commitment and 

may seek alternative employment in pursuit of equity. The findings of previous studies imply that 

feelings of commitment are likely to occur when there is a belief that the rewards are equitable in 

comparison to others. Thus, it is hypothesized that: 

 

Hypothesis 3: There is a significant positive relationship between fairness in financial rewards and 

OC. 

Hypothesis 3a: There is a significant positive relationship between fairness in financial rewards and 

affective commitment. 
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Hypothesis 3b: There is a significant positive relationship between fairness in financial rewards and 

continuance commitment. 

 

Hypothesis 3c: There is a significant positive relationship between fairness in financial rewards and 

normative commitment. 

 

Based on the literature review and the above-given research hypotheses, the following conceptual 

model is proposed: 

 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual Model 

Methodology 

 

This study applied the quantitative methodology to empirically clarify the relationship between 

different factors of teacher’s OC and was concentrated on a public university in Vietnam. Several in-

depth interviews with managers, lecturers and researchers in the public university were carried out in 

order to understand the current situation of job characteristics, workplace relationship, reward system 

and OC of teaching staff. Those qualitative research activities helped to prepare for the survey 

questionnaires. 

3.1. Sample and Data Collection 

Survey method has been used for the empirical analysis. Table 1 shows that the respondents in this 

study are those teaching at a public university in Hanoi. The total number of participants was 161 of 

which 65 were male (40.4 %), and 96 were female (59.6%). Nearly one third of the respondents had 

working experience of less than five years. Most of them had working experience more than 5 years. 

Regarding work positions, teaching staff constituted 63.4%, while 36.7% were head and deputy head 

of departments and faculties.  
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 Measures 

The questionnaire used self-developed and prior measurements corresponding to each variable in the 

literature and taking the context of the university into account. 5-point Likert scale (1: strongly 

disagree; 5: strongly agree) was employed for all questionnaire items. Multiple-item scales for all 

constructs in the conceptual model were either newly developed or grounded from previous 

researches to ensure the reliability and validity of the measurement.  

 

Measurement of OC was grounded in the work of Meyer and Allen’s (1991) where scales assessing 

normative, affective and continuance commitment are proposed. Affective commitment is based on 

an emotional attachment, and has as its basis a desire to be a part of the organization. The degree to 

which an individual feel as though he or she belongs to the group, and to which he or she is satisfied 

with the involvement in the organization is reflected in this component of commitment. The second 

component, continuance commitment, is based on an exchange between the individual and the 

organization. The strength of this commitment, therefore, is based on the degree to which the 

employee views the exchange as being in his or her favor. It results from an individual choosing to 

continue to work for an organization because the rewards and benefits to that individual outweigh the 

costs, or because the costs of not staying with the organization are greater than the benefits of leaving 

the organization. The third component of OC proposed by Meyer and Allen (1991) is normative 

commitment. This component is based on a belief that one has a responsibility to the organization, 

that one “ought” to be committed to an organization. This component of commitment reflects an 

individual’s perceptions of what behaviors are considered acceptable in an organization. 

 

In order to measure five job dimensions (skill variety, task significance, and task identity, task 

autonomy and task feedback), the adaptation of the job diagnosis survey (JDS) originally developed 

by Hackman and Oldham (1975) has been done. The scale of workplace friendship is adapted from 

the study of Morrison (2004). 

 

Main Results 

4.1 Reliability and validity of the proposed constructs 

Reliability and validity tests are conducted for each of the constructs with multivariate measures. To 

measure the internal consistency of the multivariate scales, Cronbach’s alpha was used. In this study, 

Table 1: Demographic Profile of Respondents 

 

Demographic Variables Frequency Percentage 

Gender 

Male 

Female 

 

65 

96 

 

40.4 

59.6 

Work seniority 

Less than 5 years 

5 to <10 years 

10 years – <20 years 

More than 20 years 

 

44 

47 

35 

35 

 

27.3 

29.2 

21.7 

21.7 

Work positions 

Teaching staff  

Head and Vice Head of Department/Faculties 

 

102 

59 

 

63.4 

36.7 

Educational Level 

Master degree 

Doctoral degree 

 

115 

46 

 

71.4 

28.6 
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the Cronbach’s α of each constructs is greater than 0.7. According to Kline (1998), a set of items with 

a coefficient alpha greater than or equal to 0.7 is considered internally consistent. 

Table 2. Internal consitency of the multivariate scales 

Contructs Number of Items Mean Standard Deviation Cronbach’s alpha 

Job characteristics 5 4.16 0.48 0.65 

Relationship with colleagues 5 4.03 0.47 0.80 

Financial rewards 6 2.97 0.61 0.87 

Affective commitment 

Continuance commitment 

Normative commitment 

Organizational commitment 

4 

4 

2 

3.88 

3.47 

3.43 

3.68 

0.69 

0.74 

0.67 

0.53 

0.85 

0.82 

0.72 

In addition, an exploratory factor analysis was performed to ensure the reasonable constructs of the 

instrument. Using principal component analysis and varimax rotation, factors with eigenvalues 

greater than one and factor loadings greater than 0.6 were retained.  

 

4.2 Correlation analysis  

 

A Pearson correlation analysis was performed on the independent and dependent variables. Table 3 

presents the correlation matrix addressing bi-variate relationships among the variables in the study. 

Most of the correlations were considered low (less than 0.4) and some were moderately correlated 

(between 0.4 and 0.7) and very few correlations were higher than 0.8. As expected, job 

characteristics, workplace friendship, financial rewards  positively correlated with overall OC and its 

components. 

Table 3: Correlations among variables 

  JC WF FR AC CC NC 

Job Characteristics (JC)       

Workplace Friendship (WF) .170*           

Financial Rewards .244** .381**         

Affective Commitment (AC) .394** .404** .619**       

Continuance Commitment (CC) .334** .202* .200* .333**     

Normative Commitment (NC) .218** .276** .403** .662** .361**   

Overall OC (OC) .474** .384** .520** .846** .650** .833** 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

4.3 Descriptive Statistics  

Most of the respondents agreed that teaching and researching job is meaningful and gave them a lot 

of autonomy. In addition, those features of the job play crucial role in motivating the teaching staff at 

the university where knowledge is considered as critical asset.  
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Table 4: Mean Results of Job characteristics (n=161) 

Scale Items Mean SD 

- Skill variety 

- Task significance 

- Task autonomy 

- Task feedback 

- Task identity 

3.9 

4.5 

4.3 

4.3 

3.8 

0.35 

0.49 

0.79 

0.84 

0.43 

Concerning the relationship with colleagues, most of the respondents agreed that they satisfied with it 

(Mean = 4.03, SD=0.67). There is a trust among teaching staff in the university. They have friendly 

relationship with colleagues and feel comfortable in communicating and sharing with peers. 

However, not many respondents agreed that they received support and helps from other colleagues. 

 

Table 5:  Mean Results of Workplace friendship (n=161) 

Scale Items Mean SD 

- Trust among colleagues 

- Opportunity to develop close and strong friendships at workplace 

- Communication among teaching staff is encouraged 

- Opportunity to talk informally and socialize with colleagues outside the workplace 

- Supports and helps from colleagues 

 

4.1 

4.2 

3.9 

4.3 

3.6 

 

0.70 

0.70 

0.57 

0.66 

0.71 

 

Financial Rewards 

Financial rewards are monetary compensation given to employees in return for their performance and 

contribution to the university. Financial rewards play an important role in determining teaching staff's 

level of OC. The survey results indicated that most of the respondents slightly dissatisfy with 

financial rewards provided by the university (Mean = 2.96, SD = 0.8). Most of the respondents 

agreed that income from university can not cover for all expenses in life (Mean = 2.8, SD=0.86), their 

performance was not rewarded in equitable manner (Mean = 2.8, SD=0.8).  

 

Table 6: Mean Results of Financial rewards (n=161) 

 

Scale Items Mean SD 

- Income from university can cover for all expenses in life 

- Salary reflects individual performance 

- Teaching staff’s performance were rewarded in equitable manner  

- Having monetary incentives for individual having outstanding performance 

- Benefits were provided to teaching staff in addition to the salary and 

incentives 

- Pay system of university motivate teaching staff 

2.8 

3.2 

2.8 

2.8 

3.1 

2.9 

 

0.86 

0.77 

0.86 

0.87 

0.83 

0.69 

 

Organizational Commitment 

The mean scores for OC of teaching staff are not so high (Mean=3.9, SD=0.65). The affective 

commitment level of the university’s teaching staff seems to far exceed the continuance and 

normative commitment (Table 7).  Most of the respondents agreed that they feel emotional 

attachment to, identification with, and involvement in, the university. Table 7. Mean Results of 

OC  (n=161) 
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Scale Items Mean SD 

Affective Commitment 

- I would be very happy to spend the rest of my life with this 

organization 

- I enjoy discussing my organization with people outside of it 

- I really feel as if this organization’s problems are my own 

- This organization has a great deal of personal meaning for me 

 

4.15 

3.87 

3.5 

4.01 

0.87 

0.87 

0.9 

0.64 

Continuance Commitment 

- It would be very hard for me to leave my organization right 

now, even if I wanted 

- Too much of my life would be disrupted if I decided I wanted 

to leave my organization now 

- I feel that I have too few options to consider leaving this 

organization 

- One of the major reasons that I continue to work for this 

organization is that leaving would require considerable 

personal sacrifice 

 

3.4 

 

3.64 

 

3.2 

3.5 

 

 

1.01 

 

0.85 

 

0.98 

0.8 

 

Normative Commitment 

- One of the major reasons that I continue to work here is that I 

believe that loyalty is important and therefore, feel a sense of 

moral obligation to remain. 

- Things were better in the days when people stayed with one 

organization for most of their careers 

Overall organizational commitment 

3.3 

 

 

3.4 

 

 

3.9 

0.75 

 

 

0.83 

 

 

0.65 

4.4 Hypotheses Testing 

This section presents the statistical tests of the research model and for the research hypotheses 

examined in the study. The emphasis of the study is on assessing the statistical significance and 

relative influence of the independent variables on the three dimensions of OC.  

Firstly, a test for the multicollinearity among independent variables is implemented to ensure not to 

violate the assumption of multiple regression statistics.  To this end, the tolerance statistic was 

examined to identify any variables with a tolerance close to zero. The Variance Inflation Factor 

(VIF), which is the inverse of the tolerance value, was calculated. VIF of independent variables in all 

regression models ranged from 1.36 to 2.43. According to Chatterjee, Hadi and Price (2000), Hair et 

al. (1995), the value of VIF less than 10 is acceptable. Thus, the data is not subject to 

multicollinearity problems. 

 

To analyze the first hypothesis, simple regression analyses were performed to establish the predictive 

power of job characteristics on OC. The statistical results indicated that the predictability of job 

characteristics was significant (Adj. R
2 

= 0.22; 0.15; 0.106; 0.042.; p<0.01, respectively). Job 

characteristics contributes to 22% of the variance in overall OC and 15% of the variance in affective 

commitment; 10.6% in continuance commitment and 4.2% in normative commitment. The statistical 

result indicated support for the hypothesis 1, 1a, 1b and 1c. 

 

To analyze the second hypothesis, simple regression analyses were performed to establish the 

predictive power of workplace friendship on OC. The statistical results indicated that the 

predictability of workplace friendship was significant (Adj. R2 = 0.142; 0.158; 0.035; 0.07; p<0.01, 

respectively). Workplace friendship contributes to 14.2% of the variance in overall OC and 15.8% of 

the variance in affective commitment; 3.5% in continuance commitment and 7% in normative 

commitment. The statistical result indicated support for the hypothesis 2, 2a, 2b and 2c. 
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To analyze the third hypothesis, simple regression analyses were performed to establish the 

predictive power of financial rewards on OC. The statistical results indicated that the predictability of 

financial rewards was significant (Adj. R
2 

= 0.266; 0.379; 0.034; 0.157; p<0.01, respectively). 

Financial rewards contribute to 26.6% of the variance in overall OC and 37.9% of the variance in 

affective commitment; 3.4% in continuance commitment and 15.7% in normative commitment. The 

statistical result indicated support for the hypothesis 3, 3a, 3b and 3c. 

 

In order to test the joint impact of all proposed independent variables on affective commitment, 

continuance commitment, normative commitment, OC, and several multiple linear regression models 

were used. As observed, there is a significant improvement in the predictive power of this model in 

comparison with previous models with the explained percentages of total variance being 41.6% for 

the affective commitment, 12.3% for continuance commitment, 17.7% for normative commitment 

and 41.8% for overall commitment. Table 8 presented the results of multiple regression models. 

 

Table 8: Multiple regression results for Organizational Commitment 

 

 

Variables 

Affective 

commitment 

Continuance 

commitment 

Normative 

commitment 

Overall 

organizational 

commitment 

 Beta Beta Beta Beta 

Job characteristics 0.245*** 0.294*** 0.117 0.354*** 

Workplace friendship 0.175** 0.121 0.133+ 0.185** 

Financial rewards 0.492*** 0.082 0.324*** 0.364*** 

Adjusted R2 0.461 0.123 0.177 0.418 

F Statistics 46.685*** 8.467*** 12.462*** 39.232*** 

Note: + p<0.1, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

Discussion  

It was found that  all three factors have the significant relationship with OC. Among three 

independent variables, financial rewards have the strongest impact on overall OC, affective and 

normative commitment. In addition, job characteristics have a significant relationship with overall 

OC, affective and continuance commitments. Regarding the relationship between workplace 

friendship and three dimensions of OC and overall OC, workplace friendship has the biggest impact 

on affective commitment.  

Consistent with previous studies (Kee et.al, 2016; Korir at al. 2016; Jensen, 2014; Ramay, 2011), this 

research found that financial reward is significantly associated with OC among teaching staff at the 

public university.  

The results of the study confirmed the role of financial rewards in enhancing OC of teaching staff. It 

also provides deeper discussion of the impact of financial rewards on different aspects of OC. To 

enhance OC, it is needed to focus on building and ensuring an equitable financial reward system. The 

reward package for teaching staff should be closely associated with their performance and 

competence. As a result, a performance management system with clear and appropriate performance 

standards, performance criteria and appraisal methods then should be reexamined to ensure the 

accurate evaluation of faculty performance. In addition, salary reviews should be carried out in order 

to develop a reward system that is externally competitive, internally fair and consistent with the 

regulations of the government. 

Moreover, the results of the study also recognize the importance of job characteristics in enhancing 

OC of the faculty. The study confirmed the importance of job characteristics in enhancing affective 

and continuance commitment. To enhance OC of teaching staff, it is needed to design the job that 

cover all five main dimensions. Skill variety can be improved by assigning different tasks for 
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teaching staff to do. Faculty members should be required to teach several subjects at different levels 

(undergraduate and post graduate). Providing opportunity for them to carry out consulting project and 

researches also help to increase their skill variety and then teaching staff’s OC. Providing feedback 

on teacher’s work also another issue which university manager need to take into account. Student 

feedback system and supervisor feedback should be facilitated and provided to teaching staff timely 

in constructive manner. 

Workplace friendship also appears very important in enhancing teaching staff’s OC. When teaching 

staff have opportunities to build and invest in interpersonal relationship with colleagues, their 

affective commitment and normative commitment are enhanced. They tend to stay in a university 

since they feel to be obligated to do so. The results imply that university managers (dean of schools, 

head of department) should create an opportunity for teaching staff to get to know each other, to 

communicate, to support each other. When the good interpersonal relationship is built, they tend to 

have higher commitment. 

 

Conclusion 

The study builds on and extents the findings of the previous researches on the determinants of OC of 

teaching staff with the data from a public university in Vietnam. It contributes useful information and 

creates a better understanding towards the job and organizational factors which will lead to OC of 

teaching staff in a public university. From this study, the university can identify the dominant factor 

that can lead to the strongest relationship between the financial rewards, job characteristics; 

workplace relationship and OC. This study also creates awareness on the importance of the building 

financial rewards system to minimize turnover of the teaching staff.                                                                                                                        

Although having certain contributions to the growing body of literature on OC, the study has several 

limitations. Since the data were collected from 161 individuals a public university, the findings may 

not be generalized at large, and/or in other settings. Additionally, there is a potential risk for common 

method bias due to the use of self-administered questionnaire with mainly perceptual measures.  

The future study could attempt to extent the sample size, incorporate demographic and other factors 

to the existing model to create a more comprehensive model or conduct a comparative analysis on 

OC of teaching staff in public and private universities in Vietnam. On the other hand, future 

researchers can also focus deeply on the impact of different types of financial rewards on OC. 
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Abstract 
 

Important condition of increase in efficiency of social production is steady improvement of the 

industry branch structure reflecting the level of industrial development of the region, his economic 

independence, degree of technical equipment of production. The aggregate of key indicators of 

industrial production of the Mari El Republic defining the direction of the statistical analysis of the 

region industrial sphere in a branch section acts as a subject of the conducted research. The results of 

the analysis, best in the substantial plan, are received on the basis of application of modern economic-

mathematical methods, in particular, methods of the multidimensional statistical analysis. Carrying 

out classification of industries by the level of profitability allowed allocating three classification 

groups. The most profitable industries of the Mari El Republic are the branches relating to the first 

cluster. Branches of the second cluster are intermediate. Branches of the third cluster treat the least 

profitable branches. The carried-out analysis of the available industrial potential shows on existence 

in the republic of the developed industrial complex, high technologies and conditions for expansion 

existing and opening of new productions. Results of a research can be useful to use in practical 

activities of economic development services of the region when developing strategy and forecasts of 

development, both separate industries, and an industrial complex in general. 

 

Keywords: industries; classification; clusters; K-means method 

 

Introduction 

The Mari El Republic belongs to industrial and agrarian regions. Its industrial complex is represented 

by the organizations making industrial output, uniting the enterprises for mining, the enterprises of 

the processing productions, the enterprises for production and distribution of the electric power, gas 

and water. Ibragimova et al (2015) mentioned that the efficiency of the industrial sector development 

defines a condition of production capacity of the region, provides steady functioning of the main 

branches of economy. 27% of a gross regional product fall to the share of the industry, the enterprises 

of branch provide about 50% of tax revenues in budgets of all levels. The average number of 

employees of the industrial complex enterprises is 61,6 thousand people or 27,3% of the average 

number of employees of the republic organizations. Klunko (2012) mentioned that the leading 

branches are the mechanical engineering and metal working (20,8% of the total amount of industrial 

production), power industry (19,3%), the food industry (18,6%), the wood, pulp-and-paper and 

woodworking industry (14,5%), fuel industry (8,2%), medical, easy and the building materials 

industry (on 3 - 4%). In recent years the Mari El Republic was among the most dynamically 

developing regions of the Volga Federal District. In the region dynamic work on creating favorable 

conditions for the industry development, attraction of investments, increases in production 

competitiveness is conducted. In a research study by Beskaravaynykh (2015) it was concluded that 

the important value for programs development of progressive development of industrial branch 

complex has existence of the scientific base allowing to reveal the available weak points of branch 

structure and to offer an algorithm on prospect development.  

 

Empirical Analysis 

Due to the social and economic importance of the planned problem a research objective is carrying 

out classification of the region industries by profitability level. The base of a research was made by 

data on development of 15 industries of the Mari El Republic for 2015 year. 
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For carrying out the substantial analysis of the industry branch structure the cluster analysis allowing 

to pass from item-by-item to group representation of industries set is applied. Ignasheva (2015) 
mentioned that the task consists in association of industries in clusters on indicators of economic 

activity, using some measure of similarity or distance between objects and in creation of the 

corresponding hierarchical tree. 

 

There are about 100 different algorithms of a clustering. In this research two methods of the cluster 

analysis are applied: the classification based on the description of classes by "kernels" (a clustering 

by K-means method) and hierarchical classification. Algorithms of hierarchical classification are 

applicable for classification of sets of rather small volume, but allow receiving in some cases fuller 

analysis of structure of the objects studied set.  

 

As the main criteria of a clustering 6 indicators characterizing development of the region industries 

are selected: 

 

x1 - number of the operating organizations (on the end of the year), units; 

x2 - the volume of the shipped goods of own production, the performed works and the rendered 

services by own forces, million rubles; 

x3 - the index of production, as a percentage to previous year; 

x4 - the average annual number of the organizations employees, the people;   

x5 - balanced financial result (profit minus losses), million rubles; 

x6 - profitability of the sold goods, production (works, services), %.   

 

When carrying out a research the following industries of the Mari El Republic were exposed to the 

analysis: 

 

- the extracting productions; 

- production of foodstuff, including drinks; 

- textile and sewing production; 

- production of skin, products from skin and production of footwear; 

- processing of wood and production of products from a tree; 

- pulp-and-paper production, publishing and printing activities; 

- chemical production; 

- production of rubber and plastic products; 

- production of other nonmetallic mineral products; 

- metallurgical production and production of finished metal products; 

- production of cars and equipment; 

- production of electric equipment, electronic and optical equipment; 

- production of vehicles and equipment; 

- production and distribution of the electric power, gas and water; 

- other productions. 

 

The results of classification, best in the substantial plan, are received with use of Ward’s method and 

Euclidean distances. The method algorithm on the first step defines each of observations as a separate 

cluster, further on each step there is an association of two closest observations, then two closest 

groups of observations (clusters). Work of an algorithm comes to an end when all initial observations 

are united in one cluster. Process of such consecutive association is visually displayed on graphics in 

the form of a tree diagram (fig 1). 

 

Results of classification demonstrate expediency of splitting industries into 3 clusters. The first 

cluster included branches of processing of wood and production of products from a tree, pulp-and-

paper production, publishing and printing activities, metallurgical production and production of 

finished metal products, production of cars and the equipment. 

 

The second cluster is formed by branches of the extracting productions, productions of skin, products 

of skin and production of footwear, textile and sewing production, chemical production, production 
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of rubber and plastic products, production of other nonmetallic mineral products, production of 

vehicles and the equipment, other productions. 

 

The third cluster included branches of production of foodstuff, including drinks, productions of 

electric equipment, the electronic and optical equipment, production and distribution of the electric 

power, gas and water. 
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Fig. 1: Tree diagram of industries uniformity on operational indicators 

 

Comparison of industries classification structure with the results received by K-means method is 

made for confirmation of the achieved results reliability. This method belongs to group of interactive 

methods. Process of classification begins with a task of some entry conditions, quantity of the formed 

clusters. Unlike hierarchical procedures the K-means method does not demand calculation and 

storage of a matrix of distances between objects. The algorithm of a method assumes use only of 

reference values of variables.  

 

The K-means method made splitting the studied set of the region industrial branches into 3 

classification groups. The analysis of the received results shows that the structure of the clusters 

created by a hierarchical method completely coincided with structure of the clusters received by K-

means method except for their sequence that is explained by methodical features of algorithms. The 

first cluster included branches of production of foodstuff, including drinks, productions of electric 

equipment, the electronic and optical equipment, production and distribution of the electric power, 

gas and water. The second cluster consists of the branches forming the first classification group in 

hierarchical classification. The third cluster includes the extracting productions, textile and sewing 

production, production of skin, products from skin and production of footwear, chemical production, 

production of rubber and plastic products, production of other nonmetallic mineral products, 

production of vehicles and the equipment, other productions. Average values of the analyzed 

indicators for each cluster are presented in table 1. 
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Table 1: average values of classification indicators by K-means method  

 

Indicators Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

Number of the operating organizations (on the end of the 

year), units (х1) 
233 263 67 

The volume of the shipped goods of own production, the 

performed works and the rendered services by own forces, 

million rubles (х2) 

8147,500 2895,525 985,050 

The index of production, as a percentage to previous year (х3) 96,83 97,35 91,35 

The average annual number of the organizations employees, 
the people (х4) 

9067 4525 1210 

Balanced financial result (profit minus losses), million rubles 

(х5) 
455,933 35,950 37,737 

Profitability of the sold goods, production (works, services), 

% (х6) 
8,90 6,98 1,56 

 

For more evident image average values of classification indicators are presented in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Plot of means for each cluster 

 
The analysis of means of classification indicators allows to draw a conclusion that the most profitable 

industries of the Mari El Republic are the branches relating to the first cluster: production of 

foodstuff, including drinks, production of electric equipment, electronic and optical equipment, 

production and distribution of the electric power, gas and water. They are characterized by the 

highest values on such important indicators as the volume of the shipped goods of own production, 

the performed works and the rendered services by own forces, balanced financial result, profitability 

of the sold goods, production (works, services). The received values of indicators can be explained 

with the fact that, for example, at the enterprises for production of foodstuff there is a continuous 

improvement of quality and expansion of the range of the made production, introduction of 

innovative technologies. Fedorova and Dovzhenko (2015) mentioned that the increase in production 

of electric equipment, electronic and optical equipment was reached due to reconstruction of the 

operating capacities, modernization and technical re-equipment of productions, introductions of 

resource-saving technologies and increase in production of production separate types. 
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The second cluster is intermediate. The branches forming it are in the lead on number of the 

operating organizations. Now the increase in domestic and external demand for production of a 

machine-building complex is observed, defining value have machine-tool constructing and tool 

production, mechanical engineering for the light and food industry and production of household 

appliances. Increase of production volume on processing of wood and production of products from a 

tree is reached due to reconstruction of the operating capacities, introduction of progressive 

technologies at the large and medium-sized woodworking enterprises. Cellulose and packing paper 

are a considerable part of an export turn of the region, increase in production is provided due to 

reconstruction and replacement of processing equipment at the enterprises of pulp and paper industry 

and development of new sales markets. At the enterprises for production of finished metal products 

modernization of productions, expansion of production spaces, mastering and output of new types of 

production is carried out.  

 

Branches of the third cluster as the least developed in production sector of the region treat the least 

profitable branches.  
 

Conclusion 

The carried-out analysis of a social and economic situation in the region showed that in the republic 

are available the developed industrial complex, high technologies and the conditions for expansion 

existing and opening of new productions. The industrial enterprises are given the state support on 

subsidizing of a part of leasing payments and a part of percentage expenses on the loans attracted for 

implementation of the investment projects aimed at the development of production and creation of 

new jobs. 

 

In the republic purposeful work on reconstruction and modernization of operating plants is carried 

out. More and more attention is paid to the knowledge-intensive productions. So, prime attention has 

to be paid to maintaining the reached level of production, strengthening of control over timely 

payment of the salary.  

 

In a research study by Uzdenov (2014) it was concluded that in the solution of problems of ensuring 

sustainable development of economy the paramount role will belong to the innovative development 

capable to provide continuous updating of technical and technological base of production, 

development and release of new competitive production and entry into foreign markets of goods and 

services. 
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Abstract  

 
The article deals with the basic aspects which influence the transformation of universities in 

contemporary educational and social-cultural paradigm. Social-cultural, legal, practice-oriented, 

educational aspects are distinguished as the main ones. Problems of continuity of local cultural 

policy, social-cultural adjustment mechanism of the youth and formation of a new cultural paradigm 

of education are included in the research discourse. The necessity of development of own Russian 

paradigm of university space in conditions of external and internal challenges is proved. It is 

concluded that the main task of university education is to form a unique ground for transfer and 

maintenance of cultural background, communication models of a cognizing subject. 

 

Keywords: university, cultural policy, legal culture, patriotism, youth policy, educational 

strategies, global processes. 

 

Introduction 

In the era of permanent reforming of education more attention is given to transformation of higher 

school, to which truly monumental tasks are set today. The discussions about crisis of contemporary 

university continue not only among university professors but also in society as a whole. 

Contemporary education discourse leads to devaluation of background knowledge, loss of conceptual 

and systematic knowledge (Malakhova, 2002). This is especially evident in regions. Today a lot of 

regions of Russia face a serious problem related to a threat of social-economic, demographic and 

cultural degradation of the region, the cause of which can be closure (or reorganization) of a 

university which has a backbone nature. Higher education forms a level of cultural environment of 

the region. If general population is prevented from higher education, it may exacerbate stratification 

of the society because very few families will allow to train their children outside the region. It will be 

an additional factor in the outflow of the reproductive population to more advantaged regions of the 

country and, as a result, in increase of the age level of the population in the republic. In the long term 

the consequences of this process will be an economic decline of the region and domination of a 

simplified common cultural standard (Wyn, 2015).   

 

Hypothesis  

Functioning of university of classical type in a provincial town promotes to develop intellectual 

potential of the youth, its social and cultural activity. Continuity of regional social-cultural policy and 

formation of legal culture will allow ending further intellectual crisis of the Russian society.  

 

Research Design and Methodology  

The Mari State University was chosen as a model to confirm the hypothesis. The University has a 

serious impact on social-cultural environment of the region because the processes of socialization and 

education of the youth are taking place here. Particular attention is now given to educational policy, 
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which largely helps to form patriotism, tolerance and civic stand.  The priorities of state youth policy 

for the period until 2025 are determined at the federal government level. 

 

The formation of active civic stand of an individual, civic self-determination, perception of inner 

freedom and responsibility for own political and moral choice, respect for historical background of 

the country and activity of previous generations, desire to protect the country from external and 

internal destructive impacts, desire to work not only for satisfaction of own needs but also for the 

sake of the Fatherland, increase its authority among other countries of the world community – 

overall, the student of the university should have specific moral and psychological qualities: civic 

courage, boldness, honesty, decency, conviction, ability to defend own point of view (Chou et al, 

2017).  

 

Patriotic education is intimately connected with international one because Russia was and is a 

multinational country. Thereby, patriotism should have an international character based on necessary 

of different nationalities to live in the unique Russian State. In conditions of a multinational region 

education of culture of the international society is an important component of the system of 

personality formation in universities of humanistic type and the development of patriotic and national 

self-consciousness among the youth. 

 

Legal culture is an integral part of general culture of the society which is intimately connected with 

civic-patriotic consciousness. Formation of legal culture among the youth is one of the priorities of 

the university and should be a scientifically based process to manage moral and legal formation of the 

personality of a student which is carried out to get a general image of a specialist, who is ready for 

fulfilling different social responsibilities and has high moral and civic qualities. Legal culture affects 

legal consciousness and influences the behavior of citizens in the society (Moreau, 2016). Principles 

of legal democratic society should become a basis to form legal consciousness of the youth and an 

evaluation criterion of own behavior and behavior of other people. Indicator and criterion of the level 

of formation of legal culture of a young specialist is a degree of consciousness of own rights and 

duties, conviction in necessity of their observance and realization on practice.  

 

Sociological survey based on the social-cultural approach, which essence consists in an attempt to 

consider society as a unity of culture and sociality formed and transformed by human activity, has 

become a research tool of social-cultural policy conducted at the Mari State University. 2127 

students, including 1475 girls and 652 boys, took part in the survey. 

 

Results 

Following the question “Whom do you feel in a greater extend?” 79,5% of the interviewed students 

said “citizen of the country” (Fig. 1). The differentiation of the answers by courses and gender of the 

respondents is insignificant. 
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Fig. 1:  Whom do you feel in a greater extend? 

 

The obtained data allow to conclude that by self-identification students of the regional university is 

not only inclined to differentiate by national or religious grounds but, on the contrary, tends to 

emphasize their belonging to all-Russian society. 

 

Thereby, the distribution of priority values of students shows their internal orientation to private 

welfare. Following the question “What is the most important for you in your life?” most of the 

students said “family” (86,1%). Less than 10% of the students chose such priorities as “welfare of the 

Motherland”, “power and influence on people” (Fig. 2). The answers of the students are less 

differentiated by faculties, courses and gender of respondents. 

 
Fig. 2: What is the most important for you in your life? 

 

Therefore, self-identification of the majority of the students of the regional university as citizens of 

the country does not determine an axiological choice of a student in favor of strictly civic values, a 

desire of a regional student is aimed at integration to all-Russian society on the basis of formed 

system of private values. 
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The analysis of the answers of the students to the question “When studying at a university, what do 

you do in addition to your learning activity (would like to do)?” showed that the vast majority of 

them is aimed at participation in extracurricular activities (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3:  When studying at a university, what do you do in addition to your learning activity 

(would like to do)?  

 

One of the most popular directions of extracurricular activities in the Mari State University is 

volunteering. Promotion and popularization of values and voluntarism in the society is an effective 

mechanism of realization of social partnership and an important consolidating factor in conditions of 

the regional society. At the present time every third full-time student of the Mari State University 

participates regularly and systematically in volunteering (Smyshlyaeva, Obidina, 2016). The students 

of the Mari State University are actively involved in federal, regional and university volunteer 

activities through participation in both independent programs and programs of volunteer projects of 

different level. There are projects in the field of legal education and civic-patriotic initiatives among 

the most important directions of these projects. 

 

Discussions 

Obviously, undeveloped social-cultural mechanisms of adaptation of the youth to new conditions 

compound a problem of choosing value orientations and behavior (Beloshapka, 2015). The 

destruction of previous forms of adaptation of a person to ambient conditions, the growth of internal 

conflict is determined, according to Toffler, on the one hand, by spread between images, mental 

models of the reality and what it actually is (Toffler, 1970). Civic-patriotic education and formation 

of legal culture of the youth has an important meaning in the process of formation of value 

orientation. 

 

However, education system in virtue of its conservatism cannot keep up with changeable social-

cultural processes and create mechanisms of adaptation of the youth to the reality of the modern 

world. The system of student self-governance, under which social activity of a student of the regional 

university, can be a condition to create such a mechanism. Interests of young citizens are realized, to 

a large extent, in extracurricular activities and spread to a broad social space including volunteering 

and other socially useful initiatives. 

 

In modern Russian science the view is expressed to form a new cultural paradigm of education that 

considers society and a person in their integrity, cultural and individual dimension instead of the 
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former one, in which education was aimed at transfer and acquisition of uniquely interpreted 

knowledge (Emikh, 2011). Personality passes the process of transformation and degeneration to a 

new personality through education. Personality becomes capable to transform the social reality 

(Agapov, 2014). Therefore, the more importance is being attached to the training of a specialist, who 

is capable of self- actualization in the process of social and labor activity, having such personal and 

professional qualities which ensure the solution of the tasks in all types of activity and the 

responsibility for their solution.  

 

The importance of the university will increase due to establishment of close cooperation with the 

state authorities of the region, organizations, and companies – potential employers of the graduates of 

the university. 

Net cooperation of science and practice allows to: 

− attract additional extra-budgetary funds (Elsukova, 2015); 

− introduce net forms of realization of educational programs; 

− organize a probation of students in organizations of the region  with subsequent employment 

of the graduates; 

− effectively respond to real demands of the labour market and correct curricula; 

− organize mass additional professional education of specialists  in a particular field; 

− provide continuity of professional and university education of the region. 

 

Conclusions 

Therefore, today an important task of university education is to form new mechanisms and a unique 

semantic field of transfer and preservation of cultural experience, models of communication of a 

cognizing subject. Under the influence of such processes new professional values are confirmed, 

social trends change, scientific and pedagogic practice adopts to the reality of our life. Not least this 

happens under the influence of self-preservation mechanism of the society which forms its new 

identity.  
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Abstract  

 
Modern business conditions require development of existing approaches to the management process. 

Domestic economy growth towards innovation implies enhancement of its efficiency. There is an 

increasing necessity for management improvement on every level: micro- (organization, business), 

meso- (regions, branches of activities) and macro- (country economy). Conceptual framework of 

management accounting in Russia has its own peculiarities associated first of all with the history of 

its development, traditions of national accounting school and adjustment of global practices to 

management tasks. Modern management accounting principles are based both on traditional 

accounting elements and on particular tools of management accounting subsystems. Management 

accounting information can be important not only for a particular business entity internally, but also 

for timely long-ranged decision-making at a higher level of economy management. Thus consolidated 

theme-based managerial reports will extend the opportunities of analytical procedures of higher-level 

management bodies for the purpose of regional economy control. The fact that currently all the 

potential opportunities of management accounting tools at a regional level are not fully used 

generates the need for further researches within this topic. 

 

Keywords: management accounting, business accounting, tools, forecasting, regional economy. 

 

Introduction 

Existing principles and peculiarities of market relations predetermine the development of business 

environment. In the economic system of every country containing features of market economy 

business entities are working in a competitive environment under natural scarcity, risks and 

uncertainty. Modern development of domestic economy towards innovation implies enhancement of 

its efficiency. Generated amendments of management methodology expect to elaborate new and to 

improve existing informational flow systems. Such conditions are leading to increase of necessity for 

management improvement on each level: micro- (organization, business), meso- (regions, branches 

of activities) and macro- (country economy). 

 

The Method 

Management system should ensure efficiency of business processes related to products (works, 

services) distribution to the ultimate consumer while management should receive full and exact 

information necessary for decision-making, analysis and control of current processes at different 

levels. Thus requirements for management information are increasing which is leading to a need to 

organize some tools contributing to the receipt of timely and full information reflecting the condition 

of internal and external environment (Rzhavina, Y.B., 2013). 

 

The Research 

A lot of foreign and national theorists and practitioners have been always interested in the origin and 

development of management accounting, its essence and role in the process of operation control. A 

great number of management accounting definitions can be found in various literature sources of 

recent years. The main point and the purpose of management accounting is widely described by the 

famous wording: “production of the information for management purposes” (Sokolov, 1996). 
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Accounting for the purpose of management, as confirmed by historical evidence, has been developed 

in line with book-keeping science and practice. For this reason economists of different countries 

acquire its own understanding and appliance of management accounting. Analysis of accounting 

evolution from its origin to this day allows for the conclusion that management accounting has 

appeared as a consequence of traditional accounting weak points (Rzhavina, 2015). Many elements of 

management accounting were not something new for the domestic economy. For a long time Russia 

has been stayed an agricultural country with a simple accounting based on the entries of debt and 

credit (unigraphic recording). By the end of XIX century in line with increase of industrial facilities 

and development of production accounting within various emerging accounting theories it can be talk 

of the first reference to management accounting.  Russian experience highlights a successful 

development of industrial book-keeping which has been improved both in industrial activity and in 

building sector. Extensive use of budget estimates was a prototype of budgeting in its modern sense. 

Accounting development as a science required involvement of budget planning, forecasting, control 

and economic analysis to adjust accounting for management purposes (Sokolov & Sokolov, 2006). 

Modern principles of management accounting are based both on traditional accounting elements 

established by law (documentation and inventory, assessment and calculation, accounts and double 

entry, balance consolidation and reporting) and on particular methods of such management 

accounting subsystems as planning, analysis, control and monitoring (Rzhavina, 2013). Development 

of informational technologies provides management accounting with an opportunity to use the results 

of conducted researches on simulated models capable to find solutions for semi-structured tasks 

(Vahrushina, 2008). 

 

Conceptual framework of management accounting in Russia has its own peculiarities associated first 

of all with the history of its development, traditions of national accounting school and adjustment of 

global practices to management tasks (fig. 1) (Rzhavina, 2013). 

 
 Purpose and objective of management  

Methods of planning, accounting and 

control in planned economy period: 

cost accounting; accounting with a 

breakdown by scope of activities and 

business units; regulatory accounting 

and calculations, etc.  

 

Theoretical and 

methodological ba-

sics of industrial 

accounting of Rus-

sian accounting 

school 

 

Methods and tools of international 

management accounting: budgeting; 

accounting and calculation systems; 

analytical procurement for man-

agement accounting; control proce-

dures, etc. 

 

Contemporary management accounting theories and methodologies of Russian school contributing to 

task solution:  strategic management accounting; information support of business administration; cal-

culation of actual costs and deviations from accepted norms, standards, cost sheets, etc.; estimation of 

financial performance broken down by business segments, cost centers, etc.  

 

 Fig. 1: Contemporary framework of management accounting in Russia 

 

Obviously the development of efficient management accounting system depends not on the 

improvement of existing accounting tools but on identification of the principal informational needs of 

management on various levels and looking for appropriate and reasonable solution approaches. All 

methods of management accounting pursue the same goal – to provide with a real opportunity to 

select a reasonable management decision based on the comparison of alternatives generating a single 

organizational system which gives a possibility to find effective and intelligent solutions for 

retrospective, current and future predictive tasks. 

 

Nowadays there is a great variety of management accounting organization and implementation forms 

used in domestic practice due to the lots of external functioning factors primarily political, economic 

and social as well as internal such as organizational and technological. Russian legislation does not 

cover management accounting. Every business entity considers necessity of implementation of 
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management accounting system, methods and managerial reporting standards individually (Rzhavina, 

2013). 

 

Management accounting information can be important not only for a particular business entity 

internally, but also for timely long-ranged decision-making at a higher level of economy 

management. Management accounting methods (devices and tools) used to consolidate management 

information can also be applicable at a regional level. As an example consolidated theme-based 

managerial reports of a public nature which do not contain any commercially sensitive information 

but extend the opportunities of analytical procedures of higher-level management bodies for the 

purpose of regional economy control. Similarly to accounting (financial) or statistical reporting which 

is provided to government agencies by every business entity based on regulatory requirements, 

managerial reports will be received by relevant departments in due time. Essential, supplementary 

and operational information which is obtained will generate an opportunity for executive authorities 

to use predictive and analytical tools of regional economic policy more efficiently. The content of 

managerial reporting, its  purposive character, cycling and level of detail depend on its prospective 

users (Rzhavina, 2015). General scheme of managerial reporting levels of a region which are similar 

to managerial reporting levels of a business entity is as follows (fig. 2): 

 
 

Consolidated,  

regional report  

(strategic level) 

 

Reports divided by branches  

(tactic level) 

 

Economic figures of business entities  

(operating level) 
  

 

Fig. 2:  Regional managerial reporting levels 

 

Russia is a heterogeneous country with its specific spatial features, ethnic composition, natural and 

climate conditions causing the significant difference of economic opportunities and development 

level between regions. Socio-economic position of every region as a complicated system is 

influenced by both objective or external factors including macroeconomic conditions, geographic 

location, sectorial structure, natural resources and subjective or internal factors reflecting the quality 

of management tools (Nesterova & Osipova, 2014). Nowadays economic development is associated 

not so much with growth in volumes, but first of all with quality changes. The priority is given not to 

resource availability but to efficiency of its usage (Tsaregorodtsev & Sayranova, 2015). 

 

All business entities of a region compose a sole object of regulation and development. Renovation of 

forecasting and planning techniques in all spheres of regional economic policy contributes to 

correspondence of goals and development objectives between region and particular business entities 

(Ataeva, 2015). In such case it is possible to apply management accounting techniques based on 

stated goals and objectives specific for every branch of a region. Therefore particular requirements 

for management accounting process will depend on specifics of workflows standard for each branch 

of a region. The point to be emphasized is that implementation of a system approach implying 

consistent organizational, informational and methodological support with a glance to peculiarities of 

every existing accounting system is of a great importance. 
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Conclusion 

Currently management accounting tools are not fully implemented at the level of regions and 

branches due to the lack of theoretical, methodological and instructional researches in this area. 

Therefore it is necessary to elaborate methodology of accounting management as well as to improve 

procedural tools considering given specifics. Adjustment of management accounting techniques in 

terms of forecasting of regional economy evolution will provide with an opportunity to find the most 

efficient paths for development. 
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Abstract 
 

The article deals with modern problems of social and economic development of Russia and its 

regions. The authors pay special attention to the innovative development of industry in Russian 

regions. They investigate factors, sources and technologies of sustainable growth of the regions, 

analyze the dynamics of indicators that characterize the place and role of the innovation component 

in these processes and justify the innovation of management of the economy of Russian regions as 

the dominant pattern of their development. In this regard, the main focus is on the creation of 

innovative industrial clusters in the regions, high-tech industries based on breakthrough technologies; 

the priorities and risks of forecasting the processes of innovation management of the economy of 

Russian regions are determined; the development of dynamic forecasts and simulation models for the 

development of sectorial clusters is carried out. 

 

The research is supported by the grant of the Russian Science Foundation № 16-18-10017 "The 

complex of programs for forecasting the economic development of the region” 

 

Keywords: forecasting, innovatization, risks, modeling. 

 

Introduction 

Objective. The aim of the study is to justify priorities and risks of forecasting the innovatization in 

managing the economy of Russian regions. In that context, the problem of regulating the system of 

managing the innovative development of enterprises in industrial complex of Russian regions and the 

rationalization of priorities and risks of these processes acquire special significance. Due to the 

insufficiency of their theoretical development and under the influence of external and internal 

disturbances, the regional structure of the industrial system can become unbalanced with pronounced 

social and economic contradictions. Therefore, this problem remains relevant, and upholds its 

theoretical and practical significance and prospective viability. 

Methodology/Approach and Results 

 To achieve this goal, a holistic approach and a method of structural and logical decomposition to the 

study of priorities and risks of forecasting innovation in the management of the economy of Russian 

regions were used. It made it possible: to justify priorities, to identify the risks of forecasting 

innovation in managing the economy of Russian regions. The reliability of forecasted priorities and 

risks of sectorial clusters in the process of forming a model of indicative management of innovative 

development of enterprises of the industrial complex of Russian regions makes it possible to take 

proper managerial decisions to ensure their efficiency. 

Originality/value 

The originality of the research is in presenting the innovation of managing the economy of Russian 

regions based on justified assessment of priorities and risks as a process of accumulation, 

preservation, use and development of traditional capacities of innovative management of economic 

entities in the system of interaction between business, government and society. The article justifies 
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the need for the development of innovative industrial clusters as the basis for modernizing managerial 

processes in the regional economy of Russia. It is proved that the forecasting of risks of industrial 

clusters in the process of forming a model of indicative management of innovative development of 

enterprises of an industrial complex of Russian regions gives the possibility of taking proper 

managerial decisions to minimize them and targeted measures to support and stimulate innovative 

activities. 

Theoretic Articulation of the Issue 

All economic processes at any level of the economic system can be divided into traditional and 

innovative ones, which form traditional and innovative spheres of activity, having specific features at 

various stages of technical, technological, organizational, managerial, socio-economic and 

institutional development of a particular society. For example, traditional forms dominated in pre-

industrial national spatial economic systems and primitive forms of innovative relations are only 

beginning to form. There prevailed material traditions with mild continuous improvement. Industrial 

society is characterized by the optimization and rigidity of the process of sustainable transformation 

of innovative and traditional relations. In this economic system, there is a predominance of 

orientations to innovative material forms and industrial technologies in its structure. The specific 

feature of the post-industrial period is a steady demand for intellectual innovations. 

World theoretical and practical experience shows that one should take into account what forms, levels 

and ways of their interaction are preferable for it - routine, innovational or innovative in choosing the 

priorities in traditionalization and innovatization of the structures of sustainable development of a 

national economic system at all its levels apart from the criteria and levels of traditionality (basic, 

carrying fractals) and innovativeness (for different typologies in economic science: breakthrough, 

basic, improving, supplementing) material and immaterial, intangible benefits). We need to develop 

fractal properties and/or to create our own innovations, and/or to borrow them from other economic 

systems. At the same time, the circumstances of traditionalization and innovatization of specific 

spatial economic systems require clarification of the question of the alternative or complementarity of 

the main forms of innovation. 

The orientation towards innovation, that is, the creation, accumulation, preservation, use and 

development of one’s own breakthrough innovations, implies the partnership of business, government 

and society, which should support and ensure the development of the research and development 

sector, as well as the corresponding infrastructure (technology parks, innovative incubators, centers 

of prototyping and commercialization of technologies, etc.). The choice of the vector of innovative 

development, which is carried out with the help of technologies borrowed from other national 

economic systems, requires a different structural budgeting and strategy in this economic space. For 

example, the positive experience of Japan and South Korea shows that at the first stage of innovation 

of the structures of development of their national economic systems, the innovative form, that is, the 

borrowing of foreign technologies, dominated. Later an innovative form, which, at present, is the 

dominant and priority-oriented one, has balanced it out. 

K. Peres revealed the negative consequences of the use of innovative forms of strategizing of the 

innovatization of spatial patterns of development of national economies in Latin America countries. 

In the 80-90-ies of the last century outdated technologies of the previous (the fourth) wave of 

technology were exported to these countries as on to the periphery, while the highly developed 

countries had already begun the distribution of the next, fifth, wave technology. As a result, with the 

help of outside funds, Latin American countries managed to create the infrastructure corresponding to 

the borrowed technologies that at that time was not able to give a full pay-off due to technologies of 

the fourth wave, which had already become potentially outdated. It all resulted in a debt crisis in this 

group of countries, Perez C. (2002) and  Schumpeter J.A. (1982). 

Specific features of Russian economy determine priorities for the innovatization of spatial structures 

for the development of economic systems at all levels, in all its sectors and spheres. On the one hand, 

the country has a scientific and productivity base (unlike Japan and South Korea in the middle of the 

last century) for an innovatization form of development based on its own breakthrough technologies. 
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On the other hand, there is a significant differentiation and disparity in the levels of innovatization in 

the spatial structures of the development of regional economic systems and their serious lag behind 

the level of foreign countries economic development. However, the strategic planning of an 

innovative form of development based on its own breakthrough technologies throughout Russia is too 

risky, and the orientation toward borrowed foreign technologies may not give the desired effect, 

fixing its peripheral position in the processes of innovatization at the mega-level . 

It is extremely important to monitor the innovative potential in the field of creating or borrowing new 

technologies when choosing priorities for the innovatization of spatial structures of the development 

of the national economic system of Russia. The analysis showed that some regions of Russia could 

reproduce on their territory a development model based on the creation of breakthrough technologies, 

the other part of regions can specialize in borrowing already existing technologies. This will 

contribute to the diversification of the processes of innovatization in the spatial structures of the 

development of Russia's national economic system, which will reduce the risks in implementing 

various areas of its innovation policy. 

World experience in supporting the innovatization of local structures of the development of national 

economic systems shows that it turns out to be the most effective at the meso level, on which 

individual regions and cluster entities are concentrated. The support and stimulation of the 

innovatization of the structures of their development, depending on their particular characteristics, is 

carried out both by alternative approaches and by complementary forms and methods that ensure the 

sustainability of innovatization of local structures for the development of national economic systems. 

The problem of sustainability and its solution is based on maximization of the innovative potential of 

regional structures for the sustainable development of the national economic system. In the light of 

this, there is a need to define, regulate and maintain regional sustainability that corresponds to the 

initial assumptions and principles of innovation. 

There are various approaches to definition of regional stability of development of an economic 

system: on the one hand, this category is disclosed as a guarantee for its purposeful movement; on the 

other hand, regional stability is characterized as the immutability of the trajectory of an economic 

system, as well as the form of proportionality of social reproduction. 

We believe that the fundamental element of the regional stability of structures of national economic 

system development is their ability to generate innovation and innovative conditions, factors and 

prerequisites at all levels of the hierarchy of the economic system. We regard regional stability in this 

respect as a property of the regional economic system to create and maintain such fractal links 

between the structure-forming elements that support all the necessary parameters of its dynamic 

renewal at a given level with the purpose of its efficient functioning in a competitive environment. 

With that, we note the unity of regional stability and the variability, equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

of regional structures of dynamic development of an economic system. In that context, the process of 

innovatization of the structures of regional sustainable development of economic systems is 

represented by a short-term stable initial criterion for the transition of the regional economy from 

uncertainty, disequilibrium and unbalance to a state of stable, balanced, conformal and coordinated 

dynamic development. That particular of all others predetermines the algorithm for the innovatization 

of regional structures for the sustainable development of economic systems 

The Management of the Innovatization of the Industrial Complex of Russian 

Regions 

The problem of regulating the system of management of the innovatization of the industrial complex 

of Russian regions is now acquiring special significance, since under the influence of external and 

internal disturbances the structure of the industrial system can become unbalanced with pronounced 

social and economic contradictions. An example of this is the world economic crisis of 2008, which 

became a kind of catalyst for the manifestation of negative phenomena in the social and economic 

life of most Russian regions. In particular, we are talking about a decrease in the level of business 
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activity, production volumes, profits, real incomes of the population, rising unemployment, 

increasing debt burden, decreasing liquidity, etc. The macroeconomic indicators presented in Table 1 

indicate that the pace of socio-economic development has now sufficiently slowed down. 

 

Table 1: Dynamics of macroeconomic indicators in the Russian Federation for years 2003-2016 

The indicator 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2015 2016 

GDP growth rate, 

in % vs. to the 

prior year 

107,3 107,2 106,4 108,2 108,5 105,2 92,2 104,3 104,3 103,4 

Investment 

growth rate in % 

vs. to the prior 

year  

112,5 113,7 110,8 116,7 122,7 109,9 84,3 106 108,3 106,6 

Retail sales 

growth rate, in % 

vs. to the prior 

year 

108,8 113,3 112,8 114,1 116,1 113,6 94,9 106,4 107 106,3 

Profit margin in 

all the activities, 

in billion rubles 

2 324 3 214 4 556 7 145 7 290 3 985 5 335 7 870 9 725 7 824 

Real disposable 

household income 

of the population 

in % vs. to the 

prior year 

115 110,4 112,4 113,5 112,1 102,4 103,1 105,1 101,2 105,8 

The number of 

citizens with 

substandard 

income, in % to 

the total 

population 

20,3 17,6 17,7 15,2 13,3 13,4 13 12,7 12,5 10,9 

The 

unemployment 

level, in % to 

economically 

active population 

8,6 8,3 7,7 7,3 6,3 6,5 8,7 7,3 6,5 5,5 

 

Table 1 shows that almost all indicators characterizing the dynamics of development and the growth 

potential (investment) of Russia in recent years have a pronounced downward trend. In particular, the 

growth of industrial production following the results of 2016 significantly slowed down and 

amounted to only 3.4%. In these conditions, an important prerequisite for the development of 

industrial production is through intensive use of the resource base, the key factor in the development 

of which is innovatization. 

Despite all the negative factors, the innovative scenario for the development of the economy of the 

Russian regions, developed by the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation, 

provides for an increase in the share of the innovation sector to 20% of GDP by 2030. Main problems 

of innovative industry development in Russian regions, where most of which still remain subsidized, 

are the following: 

- a cut in prices at world commodity and raw materials stock exchanges, which will affect export 

comings, stability of the budget sector, the structure of domestic demand and inflation; 
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- the dependence of the balance of payments of Russia and the entire Russian financial system on 

capital flows and instability of global financial markets will increase; 

- the cyclical development of the economy, which is reflected in the changes in the situation and 

other conditions of operation of industrial enterprises will contribute to crisis phenomena. 

In general, only an innovative development scenario, in which the accelerated development of non-

commodity sectors and the expansion of the national savings base are expected, in the end will 

manage to enhance the resistance of Russian regions' economy to possible destabilizing factors. In 

that context, regional authorities should focus on creating innovative industrial clusters; high-tech 

industries based on breakthrough technologies; scientific and innovation techno parks, engineering 

centers and technology transfer centers, design firms, testing laboratories, business incubators. 

 

Their priority development should be based on the strategies of regions, designed for a long-term 

period. Cluster development programs should carry out a detailed strategic and cluster analysis of the 

regional economy and involve all stakeholders: government authorities, business, business 

associations, research and educational institutions, financial institutions. 

 

Clustering As a Prime Organizational and Managerial Form of Innovatization 

in the Economy of Russian Regions 

Clusters are to strengthen the innovative component of sustainable development of regional 

economies, because: 

- regional innovation and industrial clusters are based on the established stable system of distribution 

of new technologies, knowledge, products, the so-called technological network, which has a joint 

scientific basis 

- cluster enterprises have additional competitive advantages due to the possibility to carry out an 

internal specialization and standardization, to minimize the costs to introduce innovations; 

- an important feature of innovative and industrial clusters is the presence of flexible business 

structures in their organization  - small enterprises that gives the opportunity to form innovative 

points of economic growth in the region. 

- regional industrial clusters are extremely important for the development of small business: they 

provide small firms with a high degree of specialization in servicing a particular business area, as this 

facilitates an access to the capital of an industrial enterprise, active exchange of ideas and transfer of 

knowledge from specialists to entrepreneurs take place; 

- clusters provide the authorities with tools for an effective interaction with business, enable them to 

advance the adoption of organizational and economic decisions in the cluster; 

- the staffing of enterprises improves, the infrastructure of research and development appears; 

- clusters stimulate labor productivity and the promotion of innovations. 

One of the results of successful state indicative management of innovative development of an 

industrial complex is the increase in the number of small innovative companies. With that, the 

innovation economy is intends to increase the level of investment attractiveness of a regional system 

and its image. Small innovative business is developing quite dynamically in the cluster model of 

spatial organization of region's economy. At present, the cluster approach in ensuring innovative 

development of industrial enterprises is actively used in many regions of the Russian Federation, 

namely in the Samara, Kaluga, Yaroslavl, the Tatarstan Republic and the Bashkortostan Republic, St. 

Petersburg, and others. In return, the intensity of innovation in industrial production determines the 

strategic positioning of regional industrial systems in general. The Primorsky Region, Magadan, 

Tomsk, Nizhny Novgorod Regions, the Chuvash Republic, the Sverdlovsk, Samara Regions, the 
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Republic of Tatarstan, the Orlov and Orenburg Regions occupied the first 10 positions in innovative 

activity from 2005 to 2016.  

By the number of advanced production technologies created and used, it is possible to determine the 

direction of innovation activity in the regions, which also influences their innovative activity. One 

can see from Table 2, where the first 15 positions in these indicators are identified, that most 

organizations use ready-made technologies. 

 

Table 2:  Regions - leaders in the number of created and used technological innovations 

 

The number of created technologies The number of used technologies (technologies, 

put into action) 

Nizhny Novgorod Region 307 Nizhny Novgorod Region 109513 

Moscow Region 272 Moscow Region 59099 

Sverdlovsk Region 195 Sverdlovsk Region 50748 

Samara Region 126 Tula Region 40561 

Chelyabinsk Region 120 The Republic of Bashkortostan 29580 

Novosibirsk Region 111 Samara Region 26848 

Kaluga Region 90 Tyumen Region 25918 

Tyumen Region 87 Saratov Region 24439 

Voronezh Region 78 Perm Region 24218 

Vladimir Region 45 Chelyabinsk Region 21220 

Saratov Region 75 Kaluga Region 18763 

Krasnoyarsk Region 68 The Udmurt Republic 17975 

Belgorod Region 62 Omsk Region 16631 

Perm Region 62 The Republic of Tatarstan 14697 

Rostov Region 55 Vologda Region 13656 

 

A peculiar feature of the Russian model of innovative development of enterprises in the regional 

industries is a sufficiently high scope of asymmetry. In particular, in terms of innovation activity, the 

scope of intra-regional asymmetry was 15.5 in 2016, compared to 25.5 in 2005. Thus, in 2005 the 

highest level of innovative activity was recorded in the Perm Region (33, 2%), and the lowest in the 

Amur Region (1.3%). In the year of crisis - 2008 - this ratio decreased to 11.2 (in the Magadan 

Region - 26.9%, in the Altai Republic - 2.4%). Gradually, in 2009 and 2010 the ratio decreased to 

11.1: in 2009 in the Magadan region - 33.3%, in the Sakhalin Region - 3%, in 2010, respectively, 

34.3% and 3.1%. In 2016, the scope of asymmetry declined, with the largest value also recorded in 

the Perm Region (23.2%), the smallest in the Altai Republic (1.5). Consequently, the level of 

territorial differences, despite the crisis, is gradually decreasing. The 2008-2009 crisis could explain 

that, when the regions needed to protect their economies by taking innovative decisions in business 

and industry. Transformation of economic conditions, increasing risks of financial and investment 

environment contributed to the fact that the positions of many regions have changed. Specifically, 

regions with a lower level of innovative activity advanced higher in rating (the Magadan Region in 

2005 - 6.2%, in 2016 - 34.3%), or, quite the opposite, there is a tendency to decrease activity in some 

other regions (in 2005 in the Perm Region 33.2%, in the Sakhalin Region - 6.2%, in 2016 - 21.3% 

and 3.1%, respectively) Рostaliuk M and all (2013) 

We also note that the level of innovation activity in the industry of the regions should serve as a kind 

of barometer that correctly sorts out priorities in structural and technological policies, taking into 

account changes in research and development, the quality of researchers and R & D expenditures, the 

level of technology of production and labor productivity. Over time, the innovative component of the 

development of industrial will go up, as the introduction of innovations contributes to the competitive 

growth and adaptive effectiveness of its development Golichenko O. (2012). 
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Forecasting risks of innovatization in managing the economy of Russians 

regions 

We note that in order to build a model for forecasting innovation in managing the enterprises in the 

industrial complex of regions, especially important is to have information about the projected risks in 

key industries Postaluk M.P. and Vafin A.M. (2015). At the same time, our research considers only 

internal risks of enterprises of regional industrial clusters, which largely simplifies their forecasting. 

External risks are rather difficult to forecast, and certain data on them for the future are contained in 

official government documents. As for the organizational, structural, technological, economic and 

social risks inherent in individual sector clusters, they are rather inertial, and there are no dramatic 

changes in the estimated parameters of the above-mentioned risks Glazyev S. and all (2002). This 

happens because the risks under consideration take place due to the state of the technical and 

technological level of the industrial potential of sectorial clusters in the regions, formed by their 

organizational structure, etc. 

Forecasting the risks of sectorial clusters in the process of regional management is a difficult task, 

especially due to the insufficient degree of reliability of economic forecasts in the realities of the 

Russian economy is not high enough Lurie E.A. (2009).  

The appearance of dynamic forecasts, and later on the elaboration of simulation models and territorial 

industrial meso models made it possible to study and present the trajectories of the development of 

industrial clusters. In dynamic models the interrelationship between the individual elements of an 

economic complex of the region and the conditions of their development over time experienced a 

more detailed examination, but the influence of technological links between the objects of 

specialization, servicing and auxiliary industries, consumption norms of many local resources and the 

scale of development of individual elements of the production infrastructure limited it Granberg A.G. 

(1985). 

A cluster model of an economic complex of the region can be built only after the determination of its 

structure, trajectories of development of individual sectorial clusters and the system as a whole. The 

beginning of the use of alternative graphs, the development of linear-linguistic models, expert 

systems is the next stage in the development of forecasting models is the next step in the development 

of forecasting models Bodrunov S.D. (2013). 

In order to forecast the risks of regional industry clusters, within the framework of this study, we 

have chosen a forecasting method based on autoregressive models of the integrated moving average 

(ARIMA time series). This method, unlike the regression analysis, for example, does not take into 

account causal factors, but it makes it possible to reveal tendencies, cycles and other systematic 

characteristics of statistical time series. It is a very accurate method of short-term (up to two years) 

forecasting, but with longer terms, its accuracy drops sharply. 

ARIMA models rely mainly on the autocorrelation structure of the data. The ARIMA methodology 

does not provide for any clear model for predicting this time series. Only a general class of models is 

defined, which describe the time series and make it possible to somehow express the current value of 

a variable through its previous values. Then the algorithm, substituting the internal parameters, itself 

selects the most suitable forecasting model. There is a whole hierarchy of Box-Jenkins models. 

Logically, it looks as follows: 

AR(p)+MA(q) → ARMA(p,q) → ARMA(p,q)(P,Q) → ARIMA(p,q,r)(P,Q,R) →  

The Box-Jenkins forecasting methodology differs from the most of other methods, because it does 

not allow any particular structure of the data of the time series, for which the forecast is performed. It 

uses an iterative approach to the definition of an admissible model among the general class of 

models. Then the chosen model is compared with the historical data in order to check whether it 

describes the series accurately. The model is regarded as acceptable if the balances are generally 

small, distributed randomly, and do not contain useful information. If the given model is not 

satisfactory, the process is repeated, but already with the use of a new improved model. Such an 
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iterative procedure goes on until a satisfactory model is found. From that point on, the predetermined 

model can be used for forecasting purposes. 

The risk forecast of regional industry clusters was carried out in the short-term perspective using the 

Box-Jenkins method. We chose this method not only due to high accuracy of the forecast, but also 

due to the accepted provision that the risks can be predicted for a longer term only with a high degree 

of conventionality. 

Within the framework of this study, an attempt was made to forecast the risk profile of sectorial 

clusters of the Republic of Tatarstan, using the example of a petrochemical cluster. To do this, the 

«Matrixer» program was used, which is intended for data analysis and processing, econometric and 

statistical calculations. Using this program, it is possible to evaluate the following models (and test 

hypotheses about them): linear regression, nonlinear regression, binomial logit and probit, and many 

other models. Therewith, this program works with the following types of objects: matrices, variables 

(columns of matrices), scalars, rows and models. 

According to the results obtained, the organizational, structural, technological, economic and social 

risks of the petrochemical cluster will decrease in the short-term perspective, but insignificantly (see 

figures: 1, 2, 3, 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: The forecast of organizational market risks in a petrochemical cluster of the 

Republic of Tatarstan. 
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Fig. 2: The forecast of technological risks in a petrochemical cluster of the Republic of 

Tatarstan 

 
 

Fig. 3: The forecast of economic risks in a petrochemical cluster of the Republic of 

Tatarstan 
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Fig. 4: The forecast of social risks in a petrochemical cluster of the Republic of Tatarstan 

When constructing the forecast of the risks of the petrochemical cluster of the Republic of Tatarstan, 

one of the simplest models of Box-Jenkins was used (1.0.0) - an autoregressive function. The 

accuracy of the model characterizes the closest proximity of calculated observations to the actual one 

at the approximation period. We concluded that models with a smaller discrepancy between actual 

and calculated values reflect better the process under study. To characterize the degree of proximity, 

the following coefficients were used: the coefficient of determination (the closer to 1, the more 

accurate is the model); The average relative approximation error (the closer to 0, the more accurate is 

the model). For all the given parameters, the forecast values correspond to the requirements. 

Minor risk reduction, in our opinion, is because this cluster is the most developed, has a good 

resource development potential, and concentrates sufficiently large investment flows. It is important 

that many priority projects of the petrochemical cluster of the Republic of Tatarstan have already 

been implemented, or are under implementation. However, the risk structure does not change. In this 

case, at the regional level, it is necessary to take measures aimed, first, at reducing technological 

risks, overcoming the technological and technical backwardness of petrochemical industries. 

Conclusions  

Forecasting the level of innovation activity in the industry of regions should serve as a kind of 

barometer that gives the possibility to sort out correctly priorities in structural and technological 

policies, taking into account changes in research and development, the quality of researchers and R & 

D expenditures, the level of technical equipment of production and labor productivity. The innovative 

component of the development of industrial enterprises in future should increase, as the introduction 

of innovations contributes to the recovery of competitiveness and adaptive effectiveness of its 

development. 

Forecasting the risks of sectorial clusters in the process of forming a model of indicative management 

of innovative development of enterprises in the industrial complex of the regions, makes possible to 

take adequate management decisions to minimize the risks and target measures to support and 

stimulate innovation. 
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Abstract  
The paper deals with testing different strategies - Inertia Weight Strategies, Constriction Factors and 

Interpersonal Learning – of a Particle Swarm Optimization implemented in a simulation optimizer. The 

strategies were tested on five different discrete event simulation models reflecting real optimization 

problems in industrial companies. We specified different objective functions of discrete event simulation 

models considering the simulated system. We tested different settings of the strategies to reduce bad 

settings. We replicated optimization experiments with concrete optimization method parameters settings 

to reduce the randomness of the behaviour of the optimization method strategies. We evaluated the 

success of finding the optimum by the different PSO strategies according to other optimization methods - 

Random Search, Downhill Simplex, Hill Climbing, Tabu Search, Local Search, Simulated Annealing, 

Evolution Strategy, Differential Evolution and Self Organizing Migrating Algorithm. 

Keywords: Particle Swarm Optimization, discrete event simulation models, PSO strategies, heuristic 

optimization methods 

Introduction 
 

Simulation optimization is a commonly used problem-solving technique for finding the global/local 

optimum of the optimized objective function respecting the specified constraints. The equation reflects a 

process of finding a possible – feasible - solution (suitable settings of decision variables) using 

experimentation with a discrete event simulation model reflecting the modelled problems. (Volna, 2012), 

(Weise, 2009) 

�� = argmin�∈��  ���� = ��� ∈ ��: ����� ≤  ����∀� ∈ ��� (1) 

 

• �� denotes global minimum of the objective function;  

• ���� denotes the objective function value of the candidate solution – the range includes real 

numbers. The objective function represents the aim of the simulation optimization;  

• �� denotes the search space.  

The objective function represents the quality of the found solution compared to the modelled problem. 

The objective function/s can reflect company activities i.e. production, logistics, sales, supply, the 

appropriate use of company resources - employees, machines, materials, etc. The objective function 

maximization can be converted to function minimization. 

Simulated problems are often NP-hard problems, so we use the simulation optimizer using different 

(heuristic, metaheuristic, etc.) optimization methods to find the optimum of this function. The simulation 

optimizer automatically varies the input parameters of the discrete event simulation model to find the 
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suboptimal or the optimal feasible solution of the modelled problem. The simulation optimizer provides 

the suitable settings for the decision variables of a simulation model. 

Particle Swarm Optimization – PSO 
 

The PSO algorithm is a stochastic population-based optimization method proposed by Eberhart and 

Kennedy in 1995. (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995) 

PSO is a computational method, which optimizes a problem iteratively, trying to improve a candidate 

solution. PSO is a form of swarm intelligence simulating the behaviour of a biological social system i.e. a 

flock of birds or a school of fish. (Parrish & Hamner, 1997)  

When a swarm looks for food, its individuals will spread in the environment and move around 

independently. Each individual has a degree of freedom or randomness in its movements, which enables 

it to find food accumulations. Therefore, eventually, one of them will find something digestible and, 

being social, announces this to its neighbours. These can then approach the source of food. (Weise, 2009) 

Particle Swarm Optimization has been discussed, improved, and refined by many researchers such as 

(Bonyadi & Michalewicz, 2017), (Cai, et al., 2004) , (Sun, et al., 2012), (Venter & Sobieszczanski-

Sobieski, 2003), (Zhan, et al., 2009) 

Comparisons with other evolutionary approaches have been provided by Eberhart and Shi. (Eberhart & 

Shi, 1998) 

We use a Box constraint – the search space is limited: 

��� = �� − ��, �� ≤ �� (2) 

�� = � ���
�

�� 
 

(3) 

• ! denotes the index of the decision variable of the simulation model; 

• ��� denotes the length of the interval of the !-th decision variable;  

• �� denotes the lower bound of the interval of the !-th decision variable;  

• �� denotes the upper bound of the interval of the !-th decision variable;  

• " denotes the dimension of the search space.  

The swarm of particles (individuals) is generated in the search space. This initial generation of the set of 

particles usually uses random distribution. To distinguish these particles from each other, the generated 

particles are placed into a list. Each item can be accessed by its index in this list: 

#$ = %�&'()*+,(-'.(/∀(: ( = 00,1,2, … , 6 − 17 (4) 

• #$  denotes the i-th particle;  

• %�&'()*+,(-' denotes the list of particles;  

• 6 denotes the length of the list. 

 

Each particle represents the candidate solution - the individual - in the list of the generated candidate 

solutions – population – in the context of population-based algorithms. Each particle # has a position #. �. This position is the vector of point coordinates of each axes in the "-dimensional search space - the 

values of each decision variable of the simulation model in our case. 
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Some optimization algorithms need to access these values, so the element is transformed into a list of 

values of decision variables (vector of point coordinate in the search space). Decision variables – 

simulation model input parameters - represent the axes in the search space. These axes are indexed from 

zero to " − 1:  

#. �.!/ = 9�∀!: ! = 00,1,2, … , " − 17 (5) 

• #. �.!/ denotes the position of the particle in the " -dimensional search space;  

• 9� denotes the point coordinate in the search space.  

Particle swarm optimization uses a velocity vector to update the current position of each particle in the 

swarm.  

The position of each particle is updated based on the social behaviour that a population of individuals, the 

swarm in the case of PSO, adapts to its environment by returning to promising regions that were 

previously discovered. The process is stochastic in nature and makes use of the memory of each particle 

as well as the knowledge gained by the swarm as a whole. (Venter & Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 2003) 

The velocity vector #. :of the particle # determines in which direction the search will continue. If this 

vector contains high values of velocity, the search for the optimum has an explorative character. 

Otherwise - low velocity, the search has an exploitive character.  

The positions and velocities of all particles are randomly initialized in the initial phase of the PSO 

algorithm. The velocity of a particle is updated and then its position in each step. Therefore, each particle 

has a memory holding its best position #. �;<=> . In order to realize the social component, the particle 

furthermore knows a set of topological neighbours. This set could be defined to contain adjacent particles 

within a specific perimeter, i.e., all individuals that are no further away from the positon of the particle 

than a given distance according to a certain distance (Euclidian distance). (Weise, 2009) 

For convenience, we assume that the optimization algorithms solve the minimization problem (function 

maximization can be converted to function minimization). 

The following algorithm – see Fig. 1 - contains the following parameters:  

 

• 6 denotes the number of generated particles;  

• " denotes the dimension of the search space;  

• �.!/. LowerBound denotes the lower bound of the !-th decision variable; 

• �.!/. UpperBound denotes the upper bound of the !-th decision variable;  

• %�&'()*+,(-' denotes the list of particles; # denotes the current particle;  

• H;<=>  denotes the best found global particle from the list of particles (swarm); 

• Rnd�9. J� denotes the function returning a single uniformly distributed random number in 

interval .9K, J�;  

• #. �.!/ denotes the position of the particle – point coordinate of the !-th decision variable; 

• #. �;<=>  denotes the positon of the best found particle during its existence;  

• #. �;<=>  denotes the objective function value of the best found particle during its existence (we 

use the objective function as the fitness function) 

• #. :.!/ denotes the velocity of the particle of the !-th decision variable.  

The algorithm contains functions: 

 

• CreateList for creating an empty list for placing the particles into it; 

• *. PQQ function is a shortcut for inserting one item at the end of a list.  
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Fig. 1:  

 

 Generate Particles Algorithm - Pseudocode 
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Inertia Weight Method 
 

The Inertia Weight Method has been published by t

Eberhart, 1999), (Eberhart & Shi, 2000)

 

The following equation describe

(potential solution) is calculated. This velocity is

which the best objective function value 

neighbourhood, in the neighbourhood version of the algorithm) location at which 

function value so far has been achieved.

 #. :.!/ ← S ∙ #. :.!/ U ) ∙∙ �H;<=> . �
 

• #. :.!/ denotes the velocity of the particle of the 

• S denotes the weight – parameter reducing the velocity of the particle; 

• )  denotes cognitive weight; 

• )V denotes social weight; 

• &�"Q� � denotes the f

interval .0K, K1�;  

• #. �;<=>.!/ denotes the positon of the 

existence;  

• #. �.!/ denotes the position of the particle 

• H;<=> . �.!/ denotes the p

coordinate of the !-th decision variable.

 

The following equation updates each particle's position in 

are independently generated. The use of

about 0.9 to 0.4 during a run, has provided improved performance in a number of applications. 

& Shi, 2000) 

 #.
 

The Inertia Weight algorithm contains the other parameters

• 'WXY denotes the maximum number of iterations; 

• ZWXY  denotes the maximum

• ReduceWeight denotes the parameter of reducing the weight 

• S[<\X]^> denotes the default value of the weight; 

• S_<[]`<  denotes the constant reducing the weight; 

• ' denotes the number of current iteration; 

• %�&'()*+,(-' denotes the list of particles; 

• # denotes the current particle; 

Fig. 2Fig. 2 demonstrates the principle of the Inert

described in the previous text have the same meaning as in the previous 

 

been published by the authors Shi and Eberhart in several papers

(Eberhart & Shi, 2000), (Eberhart & Shi, 2001) 

quation describes the velocity of the particle where a new velocity for each particle 

. This velocity is based on its previous velocity, the particle's location at 

objective function value so far has been achieved, and the population global (or local 

rhood version of the algorithm) location at which the best objective 

so far has been achieved. 

&�"Q� � ∙ �#. �;<=>.!/ − #. �.!/� U )V ∙ &�"Q� ��.!/ − #. �.!/� 

elocity of the particle of the !-th decision variable;  

parameter reducing the velocity of the particle;  

denotes cognitive weight;  

denotes social weight;  

the function returning a single uniformly distributed random number in 

ositon of the !-th decision variable of the best found particle during its 

the position of the particle – point coordinate of the !-th decision variable

the position of the best global particle from the list of particles

th decision variable. 

equation updates each particle's position in the solution hyperspace. Two random numbers 

are independently generated. The use of the inertia weight S, which typically decreases linearly from 

about 0.9 to 0.4 during a run, has provided improved performance in a number of applications. 

. �.!/ ← #. :.!/ U #. �.!/ 
The Inertia Weight algorithm contains the other parameters: 

denotes the maximum number of iterations;  

um velocity of the particle;  

denotes the parameter of reducing the weight – Boolean;  

denotes the default value of the weight;  

denotes the constant reducing the weight;  

denotes the number of current iteration;  

denotes the list of particles;  

denotes the current particle;  

demonstrates the principle of the Inertia Weight method. The algorithm 

have the same meaning as in the previous – see Fig. 1. 

 

several papers. (Shi & 

of the particle where a new velocity for each particle 

based on its previous velocity, the particle's location at 

far has been achieved, and the population global (or local 

the best objective 

(6) 

single uniformly distributed random number in 

th decision variable of the best found particle during its 

th decision variable;  

osition of the best global particle from the list of particles– point 

wo random numbers 

, which typically decreases linearly from 

about 0.9 to 0.4 during a run, has provided improved performance in a number of applications. (Eberhart 

(7) 

 

parameters not 
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Fig. 2

Constriction Factor (Clerc’s constriction method)
 

Work done by Clerc (Clerc, 1999)

convergence of the particle swarm algorithm. A detailed discussion of the constriction factor is beyond 

the scope of this paper, but a simplified method of incorporating it appears in 

 #. :.!/ ← a ∙ �#. :.!/ U ) ∙∙ �H;<=> . �
 

Where: 

• a denotes the constant 

social weights. This parameter is reflected 

 a ← V
bVcdcedfcgdb, where h ← ) 

• h denotes the parameter used for calculating the 

Typically, when Clerc's constriction method is used, 

0.729.  

In initial experiments and applications, 

necessary when using Clerc's constriction approach. However, from subsequent experiments and 

applications (Eberhart & Shi, 2000)

to limit ZWXY  to �.!/. UpperBound
selecting S, ) , )V according to previous equation

Fig. 3 demonstrates the principle of the Constriction Factor method.

described in the previous text have the same meaning as in the previous algorithms

2: Inertia Weight Algorithm - Pseudocode 

actor (Clerc’s constriction method) 

(Clerc, 1999) indicates that use of a constriction factor may be necessary to insure 

ce of the particle swarm algorithm. A detailed discussion of the constriction factor is beyond 

the scope of this paper, but a simplified method of incorporating it appears in the following equation:

∙ &�"Q� � ∙ �#. �;<=>.!/ − #. �.!/� U )V ∙ &�"Q� ��.!/ − #. �.!/�� 

 used for calculating the velocity that is affected by the cognitive and 

social weights. This parameter is reflected by other parameters: 

 U )V; 
denotes the parameter used for calculating the constant multiplier a. (Eberhart & Shi, 2000)

Typically, when Clerc's constriction method is used, h is set to 4.1 and the constant multiplier 

In initial experiments and applications, ZWXY was set to 100,000, since it was believed that 

Clerc's constriction approach. However, from subsequent experiments and 

(Eberhart & Shi, 2000) it was concluded that a better approach to use as a ‘rule of thumbUpperBound, the dynamic range of each variable on each dimension, while 

previous equations. (Eberhart & Shi, 2001) 

demonstrates the principle of the Constriction Factor method. The algorithm parameters not 

described in the previous text have the same meaning as in the previous algorithms. 

 

ctor may be necessary to insure 

ce of the particle swarm algorithm. A detailed discussion of the constriction factor is beyond 

following equation: 

(8) 

used for calculating the velocity that is affected by the cognitive and 

(9) 

(Eberhart & Shi, 2000) 

is set to 4.1 and the constant multiplier a is thus 

was set to 100,000, since it was believed that ZWXY was not 

Clerc's constriction approach. However, from subsequent experiments and 

rule of thumb’ is 

, the dynamic range of each variable on each dimension, while 

The algorithm parameters not 
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Fig. 3: Constriction Factors Algorithm 

Interpersonal Learning PSO (ILPSO)
 
In the regular PSO, each particle in the swarm has two ways to learn information. Firstly, it learns from 

itself via its personal best position 

internal environment. Secondly, it learns from 

position H;<=> . � in the entire swarm. However, it is obvious that some potential useful 

ignored because all the particles in the swarm learn from the same exemplar (

discussed in (Liang, et al., 2006). 

in the swarm just assimilates the best information passively, and its personal best position 

never propagate to other particles i

 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the principle of mixing the indexes of par

Interpersonal Learning PSO algorithm.

 

• &"Qjk6�+& denotes a random number 

• &"Ql"Q+9 denotes the local variable representing the index of selected particle

• &"Ql"Q+9+-,(-' denotes

 

Constriction Factors Algorithm – Pseudocode 

Interpersonal Learning PSO (ILPSO) 

n the regular PSO, each particle in the swarm has two ways to learn information. Firstly, it learns from 

itself via its personal best position #. �;<=>, which can be considered as information exchanging in 

internal environment. Secondly, it learns from the external environment by only using the best previous 

entire swarm. However, it is obvious that some potential useful 

particles in the swarm learn from the same exemplar (H;<=> . �), which 

. The interaction in regular PSO is “one-way”, which means each particle 

in the swarm just assimilates the best information passively, and its personal best position 

never propagate to other particles if the #. �;<=>is not the H;<=> . �.  

demonstrates the principle of mixing the indexes of particles to create the pairs used in

Interpersonal Learning PSO algorithm. This algorithm contains other parameters: 

denotes a random number – index of the particle, &"Qjk6�+& ∈ m
denotes the local variable representing the index of selected particle; 

denotes the list containing the randomly sorted indexes of particles

 

n the regular PSO, each particle in the swarm has two ways to learn information. Firstly, it learns from 

, which can be considered as information exchanging in an 

external environment by only using the best previous 

entire swarm. However, it is obvious that some potential useful information is 

), which has been 

way”, which means each particle 

in the swarm just assimilates the best information passively, and its personal best position #. �;<=> will 

ticles to create the pairs used in the 

mn; 

the randomly sorted indexes of particles. 
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The algorithm parameters not described in the previous text have the same meaning as in the previous 

algorithms. 

 

Fig. 4: Algorithm

ILPSO is a different technique from the basic PSO. 

into a pair without repetition for all particles. The

specified number of iterations – o
constituted through synthesizing their best personal positions

follow the learning centre to update their velocities and positions 

et al., 2015) 

 

Fig. 5 demonstrates the principle of the Interpersonal Learning PSO algorithm. This algorithm contains 

the other parameters: 

 

• o denotes the reassigning gap 

learning process;  

• S , SV denotes the weight of the first particle in 

- ratio of particles distances to 

• &"Ql"Q+9+-,(-' denotes the list containing the randomly sorted indexes of particles;

• #�(&,(-' denotes the list of the indexes of each particle in the pair;

• #�(&.p/ denotes the p-th particle in the pair 

• q  denotes the difference between the objective function values of the first particle in the pair 

and the objective function value of the best particle found by the whole swarm 

The algorithm parameters not described in the previous text have the same meaning as in the previous 

Algorithm of Mixing the Particles Indexes – Pseudocode 

different technique from the basic PSO. The ILPSO algorithm randomly assign

into a pair without repetition for all particles. The particles in the pair affect each other during the o - line 23 in the ILPSO algorithm – see Fig. 5. The learning cent

constituted through synthesizing their best personal positions – lines 38 and 39. Finally, both particles 

e to update their velocities and positions – line 52 in the ILPSO algorithm.

demonstrates the principle of the Interpersonal Learning PSO algorithm. This algorithm contains 

reassigning gap – the number of iterations to reassign the pairs  – the interpersonal 

eight of the first particle in the pair; weight of the second particle in 

ratio of particles distances to the learning centre; 

denotes the list containing the randomly sorted indexes of particles;

ist of the indexes of each particle in the pair; 

th particle in the pair p ∈ 00,17; 

denotes the difference between the objective function values of the first particle in the pair 

and the objective function value of the best particle found by the whole swarm H;<=>

The algorithm parameters not described in the previous text have the same meaning as in the previous 

ILPSO algorithm randomly assigns two particles 

ffect each other during the 

The learning centre is 

inally, both particles 

in the ILPSO algorithm. (Ma, 

demonstrates the principle of the Interpersonal Learning PSO algorithm. This algorithm contains 

the interpersonal 

pair; weight of the second particle in the pair 

denotes the list containing the randomly sorted indexes of particles; 

denotes the difference between the objective function values of the first particle in the pair 

;<=> . � 
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Fig. 5:  

Other Tested Optimization Methods
 
We tested the Particle Swarm Optimization method against other optimization methods:

• Random Search (Majer, 2003)

• Downhill Simplex (Nelder & Mead, 1964)

• Local Search (Majer, 2003)

• Hill Climbing (Weise, 2009)

• Tabu Search (Monticelli, et al., 2008)

• Simulated Annealing (Monticelli, et al., 2008)

• Differential Evolution (Tvrdik, 2010)

• Evolution Strategy (Marik, et al., 2001)

• Soma (Zelinka, 2004) 

A detailed description of the optimization methods

can be found in (Raska & Ulrych, 2015)

Tested Discrete Event Simulation Models

 

We specified different objective functions according to the aim of the simulation. The quality of the 

candidate solution represents its objective function value. This value is calculated from the responses of 

the simulation model after a finished simulatio

discrete event simulation model to find the best candidate solution of the search space 

Three discrete event simulation models 

these simulation model can be found in 

• The manufacturing system and logistics model;

• The assembly line model; 

• The penalty model. 

Two other discrete event simulation models 

model - were built in Tecnomatix Plant Simulation software.

 Interpersonal Learning PSO – Pseudocode 

Other Tested Optimization Methods 

We tested the Particle Swarm Optimization method against other optimization methods: 

(Majer, 2003) 

(Nelder & Mead, 1964), (Tvrdik, 2004), (Weise, 2009) 

(Majer, 2003) 

(Weise, 2009) 

(Monticelli, et al., 2008) 

(Monticelli, et al., 2008), (Weise, 2009) 

(Tvrdik, 2010), (Vincent & Ponnambalam, 2013) 

(Marik, et al., 2001), (Tvrdik, 2004), (Miranda, 2008) 

A detailed description of the optimization methods which were implemented in the Simulation Optimizer 

(Raska & Ulrych, 2015). 

Discrete Event Simulation Models 

We specified different objective functions according to the aim of the simulation. The quality of the 

candidate solution represents its objective function value. This value is calculated from the responses of 

the simulation model after a finished simulation run. We simulated all feasible candidate solutions of the 

discrete event simulation model to find the best candidate solution of the search space – the optimum. 

e discrete event simulation models were built in Arena simulation software. A detailed d

these simulation model can be found in (Raska & Ulrych, 2016). 

he manufacturing system and logistics model; 

he assembly line model;  

wo other discrete event simulation models - the production and control stations model and the transport 

were built in Tecnomatix Plant Simulation software. 

 

which were implemented in the Simulation Optimizer 

We specified different objective functions according to the aim of the simulation. The quality of the 

candidate solution represents its objective function value. This value is calculated from the responses of 

n run. We simulated all feasible candidate solutions of the 

the optimum.  

were built in Arena simulation software. A detailed description of 

the production and control stations model and the transport 
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The Production and Control Stations Model

 

Two other discrete event simulation model

Production and Control Stations Model is focused on a production workshop 

Fig. 6: Production And Control Stations Model 

The simulation model simulates si

workshop. The time of the arrival of 

through the workplaces respecting the technological pro

between workplaces.  

The main goal is to determine the number of machines and controllers 

to the number of lift trucks, machines and controller utilization (maximizing production processes).

The objective function: 

���� =  NumberOfProcessedProducts10
The Transport Model 

 

The simulation model describes the transport from the warehouse to production lines by tractors. This 

model illustrates a situation where supply requirements are gradually collected. The tractor with trailers 

conveys the parts to production lines from the 

performed according to the requirements of the production lines. Each tractor has defined places to serve 

and this list of places does not change during the simulation. All supply requirements arise stocha

The aim of the simulation study is to find the correct sequence of served places at the production lines. 

The transport time is shorter than the processing time of 

line. The places for unloading the

ascending order – see Fig. 7. 

Control Stations Model 

Two other discrete event simulation models were built in Tecnomatix Plant simulation software. The 

Production and Control Stations Model is focused on a production workshop – see Fig. 6. 

Production And Control Stations Model – Tecnomatix Plant Discrete Event Simulation 

Model 

simulates six different workplaces. Four types of products are processed at the 

workshop. The time of the arrival of each product at the workshop is specified. The product passes 

through the workplaces respecting the technological processes. A forklift truck transports 

The main goal is to determine the number of machines and controllers at individual workplaces according 

to the number of lift trucks, machines and controller utilization (maximizing production processes).

NumberOfProcessedProducts U x �MachineUtilization U ControllerUtilization�
g

}~� 
 

The simulation model describes the transport from the warehouse to production lines by tractors. This 

model illustrates a situation where supply requirements are gradually collected. The tractor with trailers 

conveys the parts to production lines from the warehouse at regular intervals. The transports are 

performed according to the requirements of the production lines. Each tractor has defined places to serve 

and this list of places does not change during the simulation. All supply requirements arise stocha

The aim of the simulation study is to find the correct sequence of served places at the production lines. 

The transport time is shorter than the processing time of the supplied parts at the production / assembly 

line. The places for unloading the parts are indexed and the tractor has to pass through these places in 

were built in Tecnomatix Plant simulation software. The 

 

Tecnomatix Plant Discrete Event Simulation 

Four types of products are processed at the 

each product at the workshop is specified. The product passes 

. A forklift truck transports the products 

at individual workplaces according 

to the number of lift trucks, machines and controller utilization (maximizing production processes). 

(10) 

The simulation model describes the transport from the warehouse to production lines by tractors. This 

model illustrates a situation where supply requirements are gradually collected. The tractor with trailers 

warehouse at regular intervals. The transports are 

performed according to the requirements of the production lines. Each tractor has defined places to serve 

and this list of places does not change during the simulation. All supply requirements arise stochastically. 

The aim of the simulation study is to find the correct sequence of served places at the production lines. 

supplied parts at the production / assembly 

parts are indexed and the tractor has to pass through these places in 
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Fig. 7: Diagram of the Transportation Path 

The simulation model has eight production lines. Each production line has four places for unloading. Four 

tractors convey the parts from the warehouse. Each tractor pulls a maximum of four trailers. A trailer can 

convey a maximum of six different boxes with components. Two hundred different parts are conveyed 

from the warehouse to the production lines. Each tractor can supply from zero to ten places for unloading. 

Each tractor exits the warehouse every fifteen minutes.  

The objective function reflects the average utilization of tractors with trailers conveying the small and 

large parts, and the finished product. The objective function also reflects the overall average utilization of 

the production lines. The average utilization of production lines in the objective function is superior to the 

average utilization of all types of tractors using the coefficients. The objective function is minimized. 

Definitions of the objective functions: 

� ��� = x ��$
g

$� 
 

(11) 

�V��� = ∑ ��$�V$� 100  
(12) 

����� = �x j�$
Vnn

$� 
� ∗ 10000 

(13) 

���� = � ���+ �V��� U ����� (14) 

Where ��$  denotes the distance travelled of the  i-th tractor [m]; ��$  denotes the time over the maximum 

delivery time of the part at the i-th place for unloading at the production line [sec]; j�$  denotes the 

number of transport requests to the i-th part to a production line where the part does not have the assigned 

tractor for the transport [sec]; ���� denotes the objective function. 

 

1 5  

32 
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Optimization Experiments 
 

We tested all possible solutions inside the defined Search space of the simulation model so we could 

create an external database containing the settings of the simulation model input parameters and its 

objective function value for each discrete event simulation model. The simulation optimizer downloads 

this knowledge database to local computer memory before it performs the simulation runs – increasing 

the speed of the simulation optimization experiment. The same termination criteria were satisfied for each 

optimization method. The first termination criterion is the maximum number of simulation runs that can 

be performed in the optimization for each model. We calculated this maximum number using the 

information entropy - Shannon Entropy. The number of all possible solutions in the search space is 

reduced using information entropy. (Borda, 2011)  

The reduction coefficient: 

� = max 00,1 − β ∙ *�H��7, � ∈ .0,1/ (15) 

• �� denotes the size of the search space – the number of all possible solutions in the search space;  

• β denotes the coefficient of search space reduction. 

The maximum number of simulation runs that it is possible to perform in each optimization experiment: 

��� = �2�∙^��f��� (16) 

We could also specify the second termination criterion - the value to reach - because we could specify the 

global optimum of the objective function using the database of performed simulation experiments. If the 

optimization algorithm finds a possible solution whose objective function value is within the defined 

tolerated deviation from the objective function value of the global optimum, the optimization experiment 

is stopped. 

We defined a step and lower and upper boundaries for the parameters of the PSO algorithms and other 

optimization methods. If the Random Search, Downhill Simplex, Hill Climbing, Tabu Search, Local 

Search, Simulated Annealing, Evolution Strategy, Differential Evolution or Self Organizing Migrating 

Algorithm have the same parameters as another optimization method, we set up both parameters with the 

same boundaries (same step, lower and upper boundaries). 

 

Evaluating Criteria 
 

The first criterion is the function whose output is the standardized scalar value � ∈ .0,1/ of not finding 

the known VTR (value to reach). This value represents the failure of finding the global optimum by the 

optimization method in a particular series – value minimization. This criterion is expressed by 

pseudopascal code and shown in Fig. 8. This criterion contains the parameters: 

• �∗ denotes the list of found optima in each optimization experiment in the series;  

• �∗ denotes the global optimum in the search space; � denotes the tolerated deviation from the 

value of the objective function value of global optimum;  

• �(�) denotes the objective function value;  

• "�]`` denotes the counter of successfully finding optimum;  

• �  denotes the standardised scalar value. 
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Fig. 8: The First Criterion 

If the failure is 100[%] the first criterion equals 1, therefore we try to minimize this criterion. Average 

Method Success of Finding Optimum can be formulated as follows: 

� ���

• i denotes the index of one series

• � $ denotes the value of the first criterion (Optimization method su

• s denotes the number of performed series.

The following chart – see Fig. 9 - 

(suboptimum if its objective function value is in the tolerated deviation from the objective function value 

of the global optimum).  

 

 – Finding the Global Optimum or Suboptimum - Pseudopascal 

Algorithm 

If the failure is 100[%] the first criterion equals 1, therefore we try to minimize this criterion. Average 

Method Success of Finding Optimum can be formulated as follows:  

��� 	= �1 � ∑ � $=$� - � ∙ 100.%/ 

denotes the index of one series;  

denotes the value of the first criterion (Optimization method success – the best value is zero);

denotes the number of performed series. 

 shows the average optimization method success of finding the optimum 

(suboptimum if its objective function value is in the tolerated deviation from the objective function value 

Pseudopascal 

If the failure is 100[%] the first criterion equals 1, therefore we try to minimize this criterion. Average 

(17) 

the best value is zero);  

shows the average optimization method success of finding the optimum 

(suboptimum if its objective function value is in the tolerated deviation from the objective function value 
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Fig. 9: Average Optimization 

The following table shows the specifications of the tested discrete event simulation models. This table 

also contains the maximum number of performed optimization experiments

– reducing the search space.  

Table 1: Specifications of the Discrete Event Simulation Models

It is obvious that Random selection is not a very effective method for searching 

The success of this method strongly depends

of Random selection in the case of the assembly simulation model causes a small number of possible 

solutions in the search space of th

success of finding the optimum (suboptimum) if the dimension of the search space of the discrete event 

simulation model is lower or the objective function surface is simple 

Logistics Model; The Assembly Line Model; The Penalty Model.

Average Optimization Method Success of Finding Optimum (Suboptimum) of All Tested 

Optimization Methods 

The following table shows the specifications of the tested discrete event simulation models. This table 

also contains the maximum number of performed optimization experiments using the Information entropy

: Specifications of the Discrete Event Simulation Models 

t is obvious that Random selection is not a very effective method for searching for the global optimum. 

strongly depends on the number of simulation experiments. The high success 

of Random selection in the case of the assembly simulation model causes a small number of possible 

solutions in the search space of this simulation model. We can assume high average selection strategies 

success of finding the optimum (suboptimum) if the dimension of the search space of the discrete event 

simulation model is lower or the objective function surface is simple - The Manufacturing System and 

Logistics Model; The Assembly Line Model; The Penalty Model. If the objective function surface is hard 

 

Method Success of Finding Optimum (Suboptimum) of All Tested 

The following table shows the specifications of the tested discrete event simulation models. This table 

using the Information entropy 

 

the global optimum. 

on the number of simulation experiments. The high success 

of Random selection in the case of the assembly simulation model causes a small number of possible 

We can assume high average selection strategies 

success of finding the optimum (suboptimum) if the dimension of the search space of the discrete event 

uring System and 

If the objective function surface is hard 
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– multimodal, planar regions, etc. 

and Control Stations Model.  

We can see the high average optimization success of the Differential Evolution. 

method is another effective method for searching 

effective optimization method in the case of 

a low number of optimization experiments. This method needs a higher number of experiments to move 

individual particles in the swarm to 

The next figure – Fig. 10 – shows the 

chart contains the series where the best found setting is 100[%] 

optimization experiment was found. 

the found solution candidate by the PSO 

optimization experiment equals ε = 0.0001

tested strategies if the objective function 

effective than the other tested strategies if the 

simulation model is higher. 

Fig. 10:  Success of Finding Optimum of the Different PSO Strategies 

Conclusion 
 

The goal of the research was to test different settings 

event simulation models. We evaluated the success of finding the optimum by different PSO strategies. 

We deduced that PSO is an effective strategy for

search space is small and the objective function landscape is not multimodal

than the other tested pseudo gradient methods

optimum than the other tested metaheuristic optimization methods. 

multimodal, planar regions, etc. – the optimization failure rate of the PSO is high i.e. The Production 

e can see the high average optimization success of the Differential Evolution. The Downhill Simplex 

method is another effective method for searching for the global optimum. The PSO is not

effective optimization method in the case of our tested discrete event simulation models. PSO 

number of optimization experiments. This method needs a higher number of experiments to move 

individual particles in the swarm to the global optimum.  

shows the success of finding the optimum of the tested PSO strategies. The 

chart contains the series where the best found setting is 100[%] – the global optimum in each 

optimization experiment was found. The specified tolerance between the best objective function value of 

the found solution candidate by the PSO and the objective function value of the global optimum

ε = 0.0001. The Constriction Factors strategy is better than 

tested strategies if the objective function surface is simple. The Interpersonal Learning PSO is 

other tested strategies if the dimension of the search space of the discrete event 

Success of Finding Optimum of the Different PSO Strategies – the Series Where the Best 

Found Setting is 100[%]; ε = 0.0001 

The goal of the research was to test different settings – series - of the PSO strategies on five discrete 

event simulation models. We evaluated the success of finding the optimum by different PSO strategies. 

effective strategy for the simulation models where the dimension of the 

search space is small and the objective function landscape is not multimodal. The PSO method was better 

pseudo gradient methods. PSO was not more effective at searching 

metaheuristic optimization methods.  

the optimization failure rate of the PSO is high i.e. The Production 

The Downhill Simplex 

. The PSO is not such an 

rete event simulation models. PSO performed 

number of optimization experiments. This method needs a higher number of experiments to move 

optimum of the tested PSO strategies. The 

he global optimum in each 

objective function value of 

lobal optimum in the 

The Constriction Factors strategy is better than the other two 

The Interpersonal Learning PSO is more 

h space of the discrete event 

 

the Series Where the Best 

of the PSO strategies on five discrete 

event simulation models. We evaluated the success of finding the optimum by different PSO strategies. 

the simulation models where the dimension of the 

. The PSO method was better 

searching for the global 
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A problem can occur if the objective function landscape is multimodal. The PSO needs a higher number 

of optimization experiments to converge to the global optimum than the other tested optimization 

methods.  

We confirmed that the success of finding the optimum by the PSO strategies strongly depends on the 

objective function landscape. Problems occurred when searching for the optimum in the higher dimension 

of the search space of the discrete event simulation model - the production and control stations model and 

the transport model. 
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Abstract 

In the XXI-st century we still talk about the evolutionary concept of globalization. In the end, we should 

understand if it’s a phenomenon that ignites research in technologies and evolves towards less developed 

areas of the world. Also, globalization could derail because of the environment, the social, economic and 

political spread could be seen as dangerous. These are some of the dilemmas that we have these days and 

we try to answer them in a clear and simple way during this paper.  

Keywords: globalization, capital, growth, global commerce 

Introduction 

 

Starting from the premise of this quote, we realize that this process referred to in the last century 

as "globalization" has its origins from the beginning of civilization, when a man in his desire to know 

more had to migrate to countries that were rich or in full progress (Bran et al., 2012). 

Globalization is a modern term mentioned the first time by Theodorov Levitt in his scientifically 

research "Globalization and Marketing" in 1980 and is used to describe changes in all companies as a 

result of events occurring in some part of the globe and the consequences that appeared. It is becoming 

more visible in societies around the globe, even in less developed countries that they need to handle these 

complex changes which are ceaseless, especially in countries fully in progress or already developed that 

seem to flourish in all areas under imminent globalization. (Bran et al., 2012) 

People around the world are getting closer than ever, both physically and mentally. Goods and services 

appearing in a country will be promoted immediately in another one. International transfer and 

communication are more common and will soon become indispensable. To describe this moment, they 

use the term globalization. The widespread phenomenon affects economic affairs and exerts a broad 

influence on society. Growing developing countries is the main cause of globalization and brings them 

both as opportunities and disadvantages. Globalization is certainly a strong power and important change 

factor in terms of cultural, economic, political and social progress, inside not only in the USA, but also in 

the entire world. It can be considered a process by which countries get closer through increased contact, 

communication and trade in the idea to create a single global system, a New World Order. 
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Given that globalization is a complex set of processes that affect virtually all aspects of our lives 

everyday - art, culture, economy, politics, immigration, climate, and healthcare - studies on globalization 

reveal bluntly a multiplicity of perspectives in humanities, social science and the forms it takes 

globalization at a higher level, the forces that shape them, their historical origins and their impact on all 

aspects of life of individuals and communities. 

Without doubting it, XVIII and XIX centuries where and still are the most dynamic periods in close 

connection with the development of historical facts, social contradictions and complexity of social 

movement, but as the dramatic consequences of processes and phenomena developed in spiritual, political 

and military context, and in economic and social values, which led to the spread of globalization. We can 

say that we are in "the century of extremes" in which mankind experienced the most spectacular 

evolutions, from nothing to almost everything, we managed both to "stop the clock in place" and to meet 

the highest level of economic and cultural development of civilizations in ages, actually situated the 

threshold very high today. But it is also the century in which hundreds of millions of people have been 

victims of wars, revolutions in various fields, and from different ideologies, whether 

religious, ethnic politics, etc. 

Globalization is a concept often used to characterize the current state of the economy worldwide, but is 

understood by everyone because there is different perception of the events that happened in our 

lives. Some see it as a complex and complete uniformity, others, on the contrary, that of a 

diversification in the bad sense of proportion, based on respect for common principles that are imposed. 

Under this latter aspect, globalization is the almost natural consequence of the increasingly accelerated 

course imprinted on history, the first Industrial Revolution. 

What distinguishes the contemporary phenomenon of globalization from the previous integration 

processes since its first appearance is: - scale (formerly being regional, current global); - the pace of 

change is slowly but surely beginning to grow, and now very fast for a period of 40-50 years to support a 

greater technological progress than before, with immediate and irreversible impact on the conditions of 

daily life. 

With the advent of the Industrial Revolution, globalization has become more prominent, with the 

discovery of new territories and migratory flows. But the most interesting is the development 

synchronized with the technological progression by which manual work has been replaced by 

machines. In this process based on a mechanized worker, it is the most important actor in globalization, 

and globalization itself has the role of monitoring, control and power of the machine and quality 

control. The industrial revolution had the effect of increasing production, improving quality of life and 

human awareness that can hold more capital, more power, which made him sacrifice himself for a full life 

satisfaction (Bran et al., 2012). 

It is only after the end of the Second World War that we can consider the extraordinary momentum of 

globalization; when the process has actually become a widespread phenomenon (or when the world has 

become aware of it), an alarming and extremely satisfying growth in rich countries. Now we can think of 

globalization as a union among nations which aims at reorganizing national borders and transposing them 

into a single market through which certain transfers can be made: a workforce based on "brain theft" or 

intellectual theft, then uniformly promotes unloading taxes for the less developed countries that cannot 

keep the pace. Members that are opulent are setting standard rules that impact not just the poor countries, 

but also the developed ones too. Lack of capital for environmental protection results in environmental 

decay, declining population, and high mortality for all beings (Bran et al., 2012). 

The chaos we face today stems from the fact that from the development stage of the most important 

global economic plans, the economic and technological origins ignited mainly from the 
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United States, and represent that potential differences between all countries to create a so-called race in 

the pursuit of profit and power (Bran et al., 2012). 

Immediately after this expansion of the phenomenon, the cruel reality shows us two clear asymmetric 

hypotheses: developed countries assimilate the most important benefits (economic efficiency, 

infrastructure, civilization, somewhat at higher ground), while poorly developed countries seem to regress 

from all points of view and remain indebted towards developed countries. On the one hand, there is a 

universally beneficial culture for everyone, and on the other the barricade created by the fact that culture 

of societies disappears and becomes a show that brings profit, but does not support evolution. Here we 

can conclude that this concept of globalization is only a façade after hiding the following reason: who 

owns capital has the profit, who do not hold debt with recovery in sight (Bran et al., 2012). 

Objectives declared of globalization are concretized into one: building one governance system for the 

entire world and a world society with universal rules and thought in unison is utopic, but not 

impossible. But there is only one question. Who benefits from this transformation going from all national 

governments into a single world government? Rich countries can afford to go through transitions of this 

type, but poor countries should be indebted to move through transitions? This paradigm about the global 

society today that we discuss in this paper has further arguments and grounds based also on common 

sense. 

The Club of Rome – Social Engineering from a Global Perspective 

The purpose of this organization is to behave like a global stimulus, regardless of interests and political 

tendencies, ideological perspectives or existing business. The Club of Rome is composed of influential 

personalities with a special education in diverse and vast areas and that the main objective is to develop 

right thinking and healthy progress in regard of globalization and the struggle against globalization by 

this means should emphasized. This organization includes scientists, that could validate proclaims about 

the future, senior officials in the international environment business, presidents or former presidents of 

different states, people from business environments, etc. The Club is contributing to solving alarming 

global problems, like social, economic, policies, technological, environmental, psychological and even 

cultural ones; one of the most controversial enigmas that the world has to face, because change must be 

made at this level, but is also the most difficult to change the most difficult level. 

Scientist Bertrand Schneider, Secretary General of the famous Club of Rome, says that the 

"global horizon" is actually an inclination transposing gradually in the world economy, in 

politics, in social life and in other areas on which the trend changed enormously its current route towards 

an information society biased on development. 

In the idea that the computerization of this consuming society deepens itself with every aspect that we 

dissect closer, there are big questions about the way and the efficiency of the current governance at the 

level of each member state of this "masquerade" and last but not least about the capacity of the final 

decision makers. We could argue that globalization involves more than interdependency between nation 

states that nobody knows for sure if they really where biased towards freedom of movement in the 

direction of the economy, but is in reality an undermined economy, without small degrees of freedom 

The following are also very relevant. First of them is the idea of geographically deployment, this 

phenomenon is not an all-encompassing phenomenon, because there are a lot of very poor and few 

developing countries who cannot participate in the "welfare" of the world because they cannot even help 

either. All parts of human existence are included in one, and man unfortunately take all steps that to 

expand rapidly without regard to long-term consequences. 

In conclusion, summarizing all the above, globalization: 
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1. Is in general the product of dependent developed countries without national borders; 

2. Highlights borderless information that speeds up the process of globalization; 

3. Comprises the entire economy; 

4. Represents universal culture; 

5. It represents all kinds of human relationships. 

Attitudes and Approaches Regarding Globalization 

Globalization is a phenomenon as complex, heterogeneous, that has levels of development and different 

approaches in all respects, with chaotic changes and unfortunately irreversible processes, which 

obviously deepens with each event in part, through we cannot define it concretely. Actually, we cannot 

include a wealth of features in a single definition of just a few lines. 

Approaches and attitudes about this process are indeed different and are sometimes located at opposite 

poles. Although if you look between the lines can be upheld, well-founded arguments that globalization is 

the antithesis even with itself are encountered, mainly because to the extent that it helps the already 

prosperous countries to hold the monopoly on global development, equally destabilizing alarmingly 

underdeveloped areas/economies and moving them to a continuous decline (Bodislav, 2015). 

Joachim Wilmeyer states that participation in the creation performance, in fact, is itself entitled 

to performance, should offer equal opportunities for all, fair financing, equity among human generations 

in the country, especially to meet basic needs; only after they accept, we can conclude positively that only 

through globalization we have perfect environmental support in all respects. An interesting thing to note 

is that if hypothetically globalization would have been used and complied by all countries as a whole, 

then basic needs would be completed for all citizens of planet Earth. 

From the other side of the observing position, UNESCO says that the way globalization pours exclusively 

negative effects on our social perspectives, relationships are not directly proportional to changes that 

evolve in market turbulence, but these are the effects of the flawed and even disastrous way in which 

governments of some countries make themselves felt present in the global mechanism. As 

shown above, the evolution of this phenomenon highlights that there are several actors from different 

fields (economy, culture, society, etc.) that attempt to balance the balance in favor of profit, also by 

disregarding the real interests of individuals (Bran et al, 2012). 

In 1966 to better understand globalization, Marshal McLuhan introduced a thinking exercise that very 

efficiently summarizes planet Earth’s human inhabitants: if the global population would be reduced to a 

single village with only 100 inhabitants and which would be called the global village, it would look 

something like 70% are illiterate persons, 15% would be have an average intellect and literacy level and 

other 15% would be developed intellectually and from literate perspective. It is easily to understand on 

whose side the power is and who dominates the entire "community" (Bran et al., 2014). There are two 

interesting observations, today 80% of the global population has poor conditions of life and welfare at 

optimal standards is found for 6% of the global population (Bran et al., 2012). 

As we observe these favorable or less favorable attitudes towards the term globalization drive us towards 

the idea that single entity would be rather trimmed or could make a difference in this case if it represents 

the state. The state must assimilate the conditions "imposed" or offered under conditions of globalization 
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and filter them according to its traditions and specific (economic, cultural, social, etc.) and even 

according to long range interest. 

Conclusions 

For countries with poor economies the state loses much of its power because it has to concentrate towards 

development, but the social side brings it down; so, we could state that development is lagging in such 

countries, and they just have to be addicted to those that thrive. (Bran et al, 2012). 

In response to these negative effects felt by most nations there is a set up mechanism and ignites an anti-

globalization movement. A first approach on globalization is the internationalization of 

globalization. From this perspective, the term known as "global" is another term to describe relations 

between states, and "globalization" means an increase in interdependencies and international 

exchanges. In this sense, Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson gave globalization the spin of being flowed 

mechanism for trade and capital investment among the world (Bran et al, 2012). Obviously, such a type 

of "globalization" can be identified in large flows between different countries and in terms of population, 

messages and ideas. Thus, globalization refers to the increasing interaction and interdependence between 

people from different countries. The second approach identifies globalization with modernization theory 

or westernization in the form of its role in the spec of being "Americanized". Following this idea, 

globalization is dynamic, evolving, so to speak having a faster rate than humanity’s evolutionary 

trend. (Bran et al, 2012). 

A third approach identifies globalization with universalization. When Reiser and Davies invented the 

word Globalization in 1940, had in mind "universalization" and heralded a fusion of all the cultures of the 

world and putting them in one conceptualized and universal culture. In this sense, global means all over 

the world, and globalization is the spread of different ideas, discoveries in science, but above all it 

represents universal culture among peoples from all over the world. In short, means “splintering" the 

nations, mixing and loss of national crops. (Bran, 2012). 

The final approach to globalization is that it identifies the process similar with 

"deterritorialization". Starting from this premise we can say that one of the most well established goals 

involving a "geographical reconfiguration" is because territorial boundaries are no longer defined at a 

social space representative of a country, but there is a global space, uniform, featureless single, without 

taking into account the individual needs of individual recognition. 

Globalization is about increasing links between states and societies that are currently taking part in the 

global system. It describes the process by which events, decisions and activities are carried in a part of the 

world that has significant consequences for individuals and communities located far from each 

other (Bran et al., 2012). 

One last thing to say in this context, how this phenomenon draws both pro and contra opinions, but the 

only way we can evaluate the true face of globalization is the discussion of the areas in which it emerges 

and to draw conclusions in the most objective manner, especially when research is fragmented and offers 

a small piece of the puzzle. 
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Abstract 

Globalization is a word that is synonym with commerce growth worldwide, which is in favor of 

increasing scaled production, consumption of goods and services in unseen quantities, beating all 

standards of the last century. This shaped human kind’s activity and decreased the volume of hard labor. 

Although it is difficult to evaluate the impact of globalization on the environment, this paper tries to show 

some shades and nuances on the how the phenomenon influences today’s life. 

Keywords: globalization, deforestation, natural resources, greenhouse effect, CO2 emissions. 

Introduction 

 

Globalization is the process through which all people and communities experience economic, social, 

cultural evolution more frequent by having different experiences that are unified. By definition, the 

globalization process affects everyone in the whole world, regardless of their development level or on 

what side of the economic scale they are (Bran, Ioan, 2009). 

Questions tied to globalization and its evolutionary environment have gained momentum due to 

tremendously growth observed in some parts of the world and in other parts regress constantly being 

registered, but globalization has meant also a change at the very important concept of how we each think 

of the environment. Many of us see today’s environmental issues that are of international interest, not 

only of national interest, such as protection of rivers that are tributaries of the great Industrial Revolution 

and also end of the planetary ocean and not least the atmosphere that suffers because of pollution in each 

state, especially in those that are highly industrial and educating people on environmental protection is 

considered heritage and issues need to be financed to have their negative externalities reduced. This 

subject is a global threat because of the cross-border impact and because of the impossibility that only 

one or a few nations especially rich can solve this great dilemma through a proprietary manner 

(Bran, Ioan, 2009). 

Climate change is one of the main environmental issues, perhaps the worst, because it is impossible to 

predict exactly how it will develop and what the consequences will be, especially if they are negative. Its 

causes, however, are known. Climate change comes largely from the greenhouse effect - ie excessive 

retention of solar energy in the atmosphere due to the accumulation of certain gases, especially CO2. The 

main sources of CO2 emissions are industrial production, transport and, more indirectly, 
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deforestation. These three human activities are independent of globalization as a process, but they 

evolved and accelerated during the 20

Globalization – The Promoter of Mass Deforestation

Deforestation is an indirect cause, but perhaps the most serious and significant greenhouse effect,

which we add landslides and many other hazards seen on Earth today.

amount of CO2 the plants turn it into oxygen,

CO2 in the atmosphere and thus

deforestation is about 20% released i

2005, the world lost 3% of its forests.

disappears every day. 

Following the path of environmental issues developed, there a

public and private organizations that are seeking solutions to environmental problems, such as

Nations Environment Program, Greenpeace

concluded to harmonize government policy on environmental protection.

proposed creating a "world environmental organization" to coordinate international

In recent years, economic globalization

world, more or less being sustainable through the filters of economic, social and environmental 

replenishment of resources. In general, there was a trend of decentralizing the government and reducing 

the role it plays in the daily life of its citizens.

implications on forests and on the quality of life on the long run.

Whether it is due to a market economy

economy that is centralized, the management or control of forest lands in

sector through its forest services.

privatize forests, by selling or renting them to privat

to have been in vain if we look around at the thousands of hectares of forest species that disappear 

monthly (Bran, Ioan, 2009). 
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These three human activities are independent of globalization as a process, but they 

during the 20
th

 century, especially in recent decades. 

The Promoter of Mass Deforestation 

Deforestation is an indirect cause, but perhaps the most serious and significant greenhouse effect,

and many other hazards seen on Earth today. A deforested area 

the plants turn it into oxygen, this translates into an equivalent increase in the volume of 

CO2 in the atmosphere and thus add to the greenhouse effect. In total, the estimated emissions from 

deforestation is about 20% released in the atmosphere which has high levels of output. Between 1990 and 

2005, the world lost 3% of its forests. Current, about 200 km2 of forest land - twice the size of Paris 

Following the path of environmental issues developed, there are many international non

public and private organizations that are seeking solutions to environmental problems, such as

Greenpeace and World Watch Institute. A multitude of treaties have been 

to harmonize government policy on environmental protection. Some environmentalists even 

proposed creating a "world environmental organization" to coordinate international policies.

economic globalization has brought rapid and deep changes in countries around the 

more or less being sustainable through the filters of economic, social and environmental 

In general, there was a trend of decentralizing the government and reducing 

of its citizens. In countries that are in development, this change

forests and on the quality of life on the long run. 

it is due to a market economy (based on the consumer and consumption) or required by an 

t is centralized, the management or control of forest lands in usually as task

services. In order to stop illicit mass deforestation, public entities decided to 

privatize forests, by selling or renting them to private firms, NGOs, and so on, but this decision it seems 

to have been in vain if we look around at the thousands of hectares of forest species that disappear 
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In this figure, we have the countries with the highest percentage of illegal deforestation in the world,

descending order. 

The total loss of forest in Malaysia amounted to

The loss square translates into 47.278 km (18.244 square mille), an area larger than Denmark.

As a critical promoter of globalization, the transport systems have multiplied emissions from road 

transport (mainly cars and trucks) which are, of course, very large

borders, but especially seen in the economically developing countries in particular.

regional areas such as the total elimination of

boosted extremely powerful road freight.

transported by train for part of the trip, transnational road transport is still a major source of 

CO2 emissions.  
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Globalization “Indirectly” P

Activity 

While the Industrial Revolution was a vector for accelerating globalization

trade and transnational investments in turn, and stimulated industrial activity.

of GHG (greenhouse gass) emissions,

coal, oil and its derivatives. Enhanced globalization has then accentuated the greenhouse effect and global 

warming. Global warming is one of the undesirable effects of globalization which apparently will become 

a major problem for humanity because it was deliberately not counted for.

For decades, developed countries 

polluters, responsible for most of GHG emissions.

of global emissions and through the Trump administration it stopped being part of the Paris Climate 

Agreement. 

According to statements of IEA

were at its maximum, and the fact is that it’s in line with the development of countries across the 

globe. The prospects for 2017 show that in the first semester, China and the US have falle

of GHG emissions, and in Europe stagnated.

(-3%), ie 160 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) less than in the previous years, while the economy 

grew by 1.6%. 

Across the EU, carbon dioxide emissions have stagnated in 2016 and in the first half of 2017. This 

happened in the conditions in which

fell by 10% percent. Renewable energy has played a significant role, but one

the decline was driven by a sharp increase in shale gas supplies and renewable energy sources that 

replaced coal. 

Fig. 3

In China, carbon dioxide emissions

time the demand for coal decreased, although the economy grew by 6.7%. Experts say the contribution of 

renewable energy, nuclear energy and natural gas has contributed to this general decrease in emissions.
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Enhanced globalization has then accentuated the greenhouse effect and global 

e of the undesirable effects of globalization which apparently will become 

a major problem for humanity because it was deliberately not counted for. 

For decades, developed countries - the world's pioneers of industrialization - have been the world's 

polluters, responsible for most of GHG emissions. Today, the United States is responsible for about

and through the Trump administration it stopped being part of the Paris Climate 

According to statements of IEA - International Energy Agency, in 2016 the carbon dioxide emissions 

and the fact is that it’s in line with the development of countries across the 

The prospects for 2017 show that in the first semester, China and the US have falle

and in Europe stagnated. According to the agency, the largest decrease was in the US 

3%), ie 160 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) less than in the previous years, while the economy 

n dioxide emissions have stagnated in 2016 and in the first half of 2017. This 

happened in the conditions in which experts say demand for gas increased by 8% and the need for coal 

Renewable energy has played a significant role, but one quite small. Researchers say 

the decline was driven by a sharp increase in shale gas supplies and renewable energy sources that 

Fig. 3: Share of CO2 emissions by sector in EU 
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Globalization and the Behavior of Multinational Companies towards the 

Environment 

There are four categories of multinational corporations: 

1. Multinational corporation, decentralized with a strong headquarter; 

2. Global corporation that is based on acquiring a cost advantage through centralized production 

or whenever available and cheaper; 

3. International company that has an optimal fiscal headquarter and invests a lot in corporate R 

& D; 

4. Transnational enterprise that combines the three previous approaches and merges into the 

modern corporation. 

Industrial corporations are abundant in terms of technology innovation and capital investment targeted for 

increasing their production. In the context of globalization, privatization and market liberalization, they 

are considered to be one of the most important factors in shaping the future of the world. However, these 

factors have brought not only economic growth, but also a negative effect on the environment. 

In an attempt to reduce costs, many multinational corporations have expanded their export activities 

through subsidiaries established in less polluting, already developed countries. Environmental pollution 

does not necessarily have to cross a country's borders as a substance, it can also cross the border by a 

decision taken in a state that leads to environmental consequences in another. Otherwise, the 

environmental degradation resulting from the subsidiary's activities can often be traced back to the parent 

company's regulatory orders. Importantly, because multinational corporations are large contributors to the 

world economy, they enjoy significant political power on the international stage. The predominant 

position of these corporate giants is not equally balanced with that of victims when they try to make 

multinational corporations responsible for environmental damage. Most often, the production cost is 

required to be countered by introducing environmentally unfriendly manufacturing processes and 

consumables used in production, which slowly but consistently have a consistent environmental footprint. 

Ironically, all the elements of the environment still offer us the opportunity to go on clean streets and 

breathe clean air, in spite of the fact that polluting factors are rapidly multiplying. From multinational 

companies, to road traffic and people who deliberately deforest and pollute, we all have our part to blame 

for the environment’s decay. 
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Abstract 

Currently, employees’ training and development plays an integral part of human resources management; 
it is necessary for both, the company and its employees. Today, well-educated and trained employees 
present a significant value for any company. Competency models are more and more used for effective 
human resource management. Well-designed competency models can be used by the organizations 
within the human resource management for various activities. The author has used the MCDM methods; 
AHP helped to scale down the number of measures and helped to determine the most important 
competencies, which lead to the design of competency model. TOPSIS method has been used to 
evaluate employees’ performance. From a MCDM application point of view the WINGS can be a 
powerful tool for managers in problems that deal with both importance and relationship among 
evaluated factors, attributes or alternatives. Using WINGS the managers can combine the weights 
(importance) derived from AHP or other MCDM method and also their subjective (expert) opinion 
about the cause and effect of these competencies. By improving those competencies, the overall training 
and development should improve the employee key competencies. 
 
Keywords:  Employees’ training and development, competency models, key competencies, WINGS 
method. 
 
Introduction  

The activity of training and development does not represent only to manage some course or training, it is 
much more. Before the training, it is necessary to take certain steps, to consult proposal of training with 
employees and at the end of training cycle it is necessary to evaluate it. The process also includes the 
discussions with supervisors about the training necessity and justification for these training programs 
and also their financial demands. The most important part of training and development is the person 
who is being trained. Since, if our employees will be trained and developed towards something they do 
not really want or need, the training and development will not provide required results. 
 
However, most of the companies exercise the training and development system where the training 
activities are based on the needs of employees, either based on needed development or according to their 
development objectives determined at their annual appraisal. According to Novák, Vokoun, Stellner and 
Vochozka (2016) also the private personnel agencies stress the need for better qualifications and skills.  
 
Main aim of this paper is to identify the training and development needs and activities for middle 
managers in the automotive industry in the Moravian-Silesian region. 

 

Literature Review 

Learning is no longer the transfer of information but it is the creation of knowledge as it is visibly 
expressed by improvement in business results and innovations. At the beginning of 20th century human 
resource managers have expressed the opinion that one of the main challenges they have to confront 
involve issues related to training and development, Boyatzis (2008). Barett, O’Connell (2001) finds that 
employees are likely to place greater value on training programs that are highly respected by colleagues, 
supervisors and managers. Companies which are able to create an environment where training is valued 
and supported by employees will be able to achieve greater commitment outcomes. Training perceived 
by employees to be effective will likely have a positive impact on job satisfaction and motivation.  
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Forrest and Peterson (2006) said that training and development objectives are to develop competencies 
such as technical, human, conceptual and managerial for the furtherance of individual and company’s 
growth. According to Vokoun (2015) the most hampering factors of innovation were among others lack 
of skilled personnel. 
 

Competency and Competency Models 

The introduction of competency based approaches within the corporate environment initiated around 
1970 and their development has been rapid since then. 
Mirabile (1997, pg. 74) defines competency as “a knowledge, skill, ability, or characteristic associated 
with high performance on a job, such as problem solving, analytical thinking, or leadership. Some 
definitions of competency include motives, beliefs and values”.According to Berge and Verneil (2002) 
many organizations are now adopting competency-based models to meet the evolving goals and needs.  
Vazirani, 2010 defines competency model as a descriptive tool that identifies the competencies needed 
to operate in a specific role within a job, occupation, organization or industry. According to Fogg, 1999 
a competency model is a behavioral job description that must be defined by each occupational function 
and each job. Shippman, 2000 states that depending on the work and organizational environment, a 
group of 7 to 9 total competencies are usually required of a particular job and depicted in a competency 
model. According to Cooper, 2000 the competency model is a collection of competencies and standards 
of performance establishing qualifications for a specific job position. 
 

Used Methods 

The research presented in this paper is based on two methods, i.e. AHP and WINGS. These methods can 
be also used in comparison of regions, finance. (Zmeškal, Dluhošová, 2015 or Minarčíková, 2015). 
Analytic hierarchy process is a framework of logic and problem solving that spans from the spectrum 
from instant awareness to fully integrated consciousness by organizing perception, judgments and 
feelings into hierarchy of forces which influence decision results. The method is based on innate human 
ability to utilize information and experience to estimate relative magnitudes through paired comparison. 
The hierarchy represents a complex problem in a multilevel structure, where the first level is the goal 
followed by levels of factors, criteria and subcriteria. It can decompose a complex problem in search of 
cause-effect explanations in steps which form a linear chain. For detailed description of AHP, see Kashi, 
Friedrich (2013); Kashi, Franek (2014); Papalová (2015).  
 

 Wings Method 

  
The WINGS method (Weighted Influence Non-linear Gauge System) has been published recently 
(Michnik, 2013) and it is not widely known yet. That's why it will be shortly described, all steps of 
WINGS procedure during the process of solution of the model (the full description of the method and its 
theoretical background can be found in (Michnik, 2013). The basic input in WINGS comprises two 
features of the studied system's components: internal strength of each component and influence that one 
component exerts on another one. 
 
The following scale for the influence evaluations has been chosen: 0 no influence, 1 low influence, 2 
medium influence, 3 high influence, 4 very high influence. Similarly, the evaluations for internal 
strength (importance) of system components span from no strength (0) to very high (4) with values 
computed from the initial AHP weights, that were acquired before. The strength (importance) dimension 
in WINGS can have different meanings, thus it is possible to use AHP estimated priorities converted 
into WINGS scale. The preferences of importance are a result of Saaty pairwise comparison instead of 
direct input made by decision makers suggested in the original WINGS procedure as of Michnik (2013). 
Following description of WINGS is composed of following steps. 
All evaluations are inserted into a square matrix D called the direct strength-influence matrix. This 

matrix is a n n× type with components dij. Values that represent the strength (importance) of 
components are inserted on the main diagonal ie. dii= importance of the component i. Values 
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representing influences are inserted into the matrix so that i j≠ , dij= influence of the component i on 
the component j.  
Matrix D is then calibrated according to the formula 

 1
C= D

s , 

(1) 

where calibrating factor s is defined as a sum of all elements of matrix D, ie. 

 

1 1

n n

ij

i j

s d

= =

=∑∑
. 

(2) 

The calibration ensures the existence on total strength-influence matrix T defined in (3) if there exist at 
least two positive elements in the matrix D and both are not in the same row. Opposite situation can be 
excluded from the analysis, because it does not represent any system. As well as in the DEMATEL it 
will ensure that the results are stable according to homothetic transformation 

' , 0,ij ij ijd d dα α→ = >
for , 1,..., .i j n=  In the next step the total strength-influence matrix T is 

calculated: 
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The way of calibration ensures that the series in above equation converge, and consequently the total 
strength-influence matrix T exists in almost all cases besides some exotic ones that can be excluded 
from the consideration. Then, for each element in the system the row sum ri and column sum cj of the 
matrix T are calculated: 
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n n

i ij j ij

j i
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= =

= =∑ ∑
 

(4) 

where tij are elements of the matrix T. The ri and ci represent the total impact and the total receptivity of 

component. Finally, for each element in the system i ir c+
 and i ir c−

 are calculated. i ir c+
 shows the 

total engagement of the component in the system; i ir c−
 indicates the net position (role) of the 

component in the system: its positive sign means the component belongs to the influencing (cause) 
group, negative sign means that the component belongs to the influenced (result) group. Therefore, we 

can create a graph XY ( i ir c+  and i ir c− ), that it is called engagement-position map, that together with 
a numerical output helps with the analysis and discussion. 
 

Results 

Based on the results from the research executed by the author in 2014, where employees of one 
manufacturing company located in the Czech Republic were asked about the satisfaction with the 
performance appraisal system and the choice of evaluated competencies, the following competencies 
were mentioned the most often: work with information,  problem solving, leadership, change 
management, effective communication, active listening, negotiating, team cooperation, motivating 
others, relevant professional knowledge, business knowledge, strategic thinking, analytical thinking, 
proactivity, creativity, mental agility and emotional resilience. To be able to identify key competencies, 
one position (the top manager – who is a top manager in the company) was chosen for this illustration. 
To determine key competencies for top manager, the method AHP was used. Based on the consultation 
with the company’s HR manager, director, and financial manager, these competencies were divided into 
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the four following groups (criteria): 
qualities. 
Next these competencies were compared in pairs based on modified Saatys scale (1
scale was assigned to each competency group (criteria) and each competency (sub criteria). This 
evaluation was done by an oral interview, where a table
and wrote the results into the table, where the assessors rated each competency based on his/her personal 
knowledge, experience, etc. The interview has been done with the HR manager, director (direct 
supervisor of top manager) and one top manager 
from all of the collected data for each competency. Then an evaluation was executed to find out which 
group of competencies (criteria) has the most value for given
(sub criteria) were arranged in the order of importance.

Sample illustration of the decomposition of competencies for the utilization of AHP is shown in 

 

Fig. 1 : Proposal of the decomposition of 

The above competencies were pair
The author has purposely changed the scale from 1 
with the average number, i.e. 5.  

Table 1: Paired

Managerial Work with info 

Work with info 1 

Problem solving 1 

Leadership  1/7 

Delegating  1/7 

Change manag.  1/3 

RI 1,12 

N 5 

λmax 5.1312310

 
Then the weights for individual group of competency were calculated based on the formulas. 
weights are shown in Table 2.  

the four following groups (criteria): managerial, interpersonal, technical competencies and personal 

Next these competencies were compared in pairs based on modified Saatys scale (1-9 i.e. A 
scale was assigned to each competency group (criteria) and each competency (sub criteria). This 
evaluation was done by an oral interview, where a table has been printed and the author has interviewed 
and wrote the results into the table, where the assessors rated each competency based on his/her personal 
knowledge, experience, etc. The interview has been done with the HR manager, director (direct 

sor of top manager) and one top manager – financial manager. An average scale was calculated 
from all of the collected data for each competency. Then an evaluation was executed to find out which 
group of competencies (criteria) has the most value for given position. Next the specific competencies 

ged in the order of importance.  

Sample illustration of the decomposition of competencies for the utilization of AHP is shown in 

Proposal of the decomposition of competencies for the utilization of AHP

The above competencies were pair-wise compared by three experts based on a scale A-I, see 
The author has purposely changed the scale from 1 – 9 to letter scale in order to eliminate rating score 

 

: Paired comparison matrix for managerial competencies 

Problem solving Leadership Delegating Change manag. 

1 7 7 3 

1 7 7 5 

 1/7 1 1  1/3 

 1/7 1 1  1/3 

 1/5 3 3 1 

CI 0,02 
  

CR=CI/RI 0,01 

max 5.1312310     

Then the weights for individual group of competency were calculated based on the formulas. 

 

managerial, interpersonal, technical competencies and personal 

9 i.e. A - I) and a 
scale was assigned to each competency group (criteria) and each competency (sub criteria). This 

has been printed and the author has interviewed 
and wrote the results into the table, where the assessors rated each competency based on his/her personal 
knowledge, experience, etc. The interview has been done with the HR manager, director (direct 

financial manager. An average scale was calculated 
from all of the collected data for each competency. Then an evaluation was executed to find out which 

position. Next the specific competencies 

Sample illustration of the decomposition of competencies for the utilization of AHP is shown in fig. 1. 

 

competencies for the utilization of AHP 

I, see Table 1. 
9 to letter scale in order to eliminate rating score 

 Local weight 

0,369 

0,408 

0,050 

0,050 

0,123 

  

  

  

Then the weights for individual group of competency were calculated based on the formulas. Global 
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Table 2: Global weights for competencies for the position of 

Utilization of WINGS method for the Determination of Necessary Training 

The existing WINGS model of interrelationships and influences was used as a starting point and 
importance measure was added to the matrix as characterized by (1). Then the following s
to (4) was used to determine the total strength

calculated to draw the engagement
 

Fig. 2:  Interrelation map for managerial competencies

It can be seen that the work with information, change management and leadership have high influence 
on competencies of problem solving and delegating, we can also see that the problem solving can have 
an effect of change management competencies as well; lo
competence, we can identify complex relationship with analytical thinking, strategic thinking and 
business knowledge, which are interrelated and focusing on them can lead to a mutual improvement. It 
should be also noticed, that analytic thinking can impact the competency of business knowledge and 
strategic thinking.  However, the effective communication was not identified, using the AHP,  for the 
position of the middle manager as the most important, we can see that it has
important competencies, i.e. team cooperation, active listening, negotiating and motivating others. 
Furthermore, there are complex relationships among these competencies as well; this means that further 
improvement of these individual competencies will lead to the improvement of more than one 
competency. We can see that one of the identified key competencies, i.e. team cooperation plays an 
important role also within the interrelationship of the above mentioned competencies. Although

: Global weights for competencies for the position of middle manager

Utilization of WINGS method for the Determination of Necessary Training 

The existing WINGS model of interrelationships and influences was used as a starting point and 
importance measure was added to the matrix as characterized by (1). Then the following sequence of (2) 
to (4) was used to determine the total strength-influence matrix T. Then values of i ir c+  and 

calculated to draw the engagement-position maps for each of the levels of the model. 

Interrelation map for managerial competencies 

It can be seen that the work with information, change management and leadership have high influence 
on competencies of problem solving and delegating, we can also see that the problem solving can have 
an effect of change management competencies as well; looking at the professional knowledge 
competence, we can identify complex relationship with analytical thinking, strategic thinking and 
business knowledge, which are interrelated and focusing on them can lead to a mutual improvement. It 

d, that analytic thinking can impact the competency of business knowledge and 
strategic thinking.  However, the effective communication was not identified, using the AHP,  for the 
position of the middle manager as the most important, we can see that it has high influence on other 
important competencies, i.e. team cooperation, active listening, negotiating and motivating others. 
Furthermore, there are complex relationships among these competencies as well; this means that further 

ual competencies will lead to the improvement of more than one 
competency. We can see that one of the identified key competencies, i.e. team cooperation plays an 
important role also within the interrelationship of the above mentioned competencies. Although
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competence, we can identify complex relationship with analytical thinking, strategic thinking and 
business knowledge, which are interrelated and focusing on them can lead to a mutual improvement. It 

d, that analytic thinking can impact the competency of business knowledge and 
strategic thinking.  However, the effective communication was not identified, using the AHP,  for the 

high influence on other 
important competencies, i.e. team cooperation, active listening, negotiating and motivating others. 
Furthermore, there are complex relationships among these competencies as well; this means that further 

ual competencies will lead to the improvement of more than one 
competency. We can see that one of the identified key competencies, i.e. team cooperation plays an 
important role also within the interrelationship of the above mentioned competencies. Although, the 
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creativity was not identified as one of the key competencies, using expert’s evaluation with WINGS it 
was found that it has an influence on more important competencies, such as proactivity, mental agility 
and stress resilience; it should also be mentioned that the proactivity has a profound influence on the 
mental agility and stress resilience.  
 
This novel application of the multiple criteria decision making method WINGS is so far the only one 
focused on competency modeling and HR management. Using WINGS the managers can combine the 
weights (importance) derived from AHP or other MCDM method and also their subjective (expert) 
opinion about the cause and effect of these competencies. The results can be illustrated by the position-
engagement map, which helps to identify the competencies that should be trained and developed the 
most, since they do have an impact on the most important competencies. By improving those 
competencies, the overall training and development should improve the employee key competencies. 

Conclusion 

Competency models designed by the utilization of AHP, TOPSIS and WINGS can help the human 
resource management in several areas, such as: planning training and development activities, employee 
appraisal, hiring new staff and compensation. The paper presented an example that revealed 
fundamental benefits of MCDM approach towards competency modelling. AHP method helped to scale 
down the number of measures and helped to determine the most important competencies, which can lead 
to the achievement of company’s strategic goals. Because of the inherently inter-related nature of the 
attributes, the determination process of priorities can be quite complex.  
 

This insight should help the company’s management to concentrate on improving particular 
competencies that are most influential to the others. The technical competencies were found to be not 
affecting nor affected by other competencies. When comparing results from the expert evaluation using 
AHP and WINGS we have to look for an intersection. The most important competency according to 
prioritization using AHP is professional knowledge followed by analytic thinking. Application of 
WINGS revealed that these competencies are independent to other competencies and are interrelated 
only within technical competencies themselves. A training and development plan for middle managers 
can be developed from these results.  

A combination of learning modalities seems particularly well suited for this purpose. Some 
competencies such as those in interpersonal competencies clusters benefit from face-to-face practice 
and, optimally, time spent observing other managers can help to improve these competencies. 

The competencies are ordered based on importance, the HR department and the employees themselves 
will know on which competency they need to concentrate the most and also what knowledge/skills have 
to be improved by the employees the most. In our case the employees should mostly concentrate on 
improving professional knowledge, analytic thinking, proactivity, mental agility, team cooperation, 
effective communication and stress resilience, since these competencies are the most preferred by the 
company for the middle manager position.  

The author sees limitation of the presented work in the number of respondents and selection of 
Moravian-Silesian region. Further research of the utilization of MCDM methods in competency 
modelling and in the human resources in general could be aimed at a larger number of respondents on 
different levels of management, the author plans to find out if there are differences in key competencies 
on various levels of management that is top management, middle and line management and if there are 
similarities on those positions if managers work in different fields. The study can also be broaden to 
other positions that can be generalized, i.e. teacher. 
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Abstract 

As stated in our previous works, this paper is part of a larger research aiming to build up econometric 

models applicable in oil industry that may be useful for managers working in oil industry. Hence, in this 

paper discuss about models that describe two-dimension motion in homogenous porous environment. In 

the first part, the article deals with flat radial motion, when is considered an oil well that crosses the entire 

thickness of the productive wall and the productive layer is horizontal. Then, the paper deals with motion 

generated by an oil well eccentrically located in a circular contour supply deposit, when the motion 

generated by an oil well under the conditions mentioned in the first part, the only difference that the oil 

well is placed eccentric. These models will be useful tools for decision makers to an optimal management 

of the extraction process in an oil drilling and extraction unit. 

Keywords: oil deposits, decline oil production, two-dimension motion, homogenous porous 

environment 

Introduction 

Sustained development of production and the increase of its economic efficiency involves as a necessity 

the rational use and exploitation of material resources and energy [Kula, 1994; Pearce and Turner, 1990]. 

Therefore, increasing material and energy resource recovery is a major coordinate for economic growth 

and improvement in economic efficiency. 

 

Despite the fact that oil extraction is achieved in a closed system, which should enable it to avoid or, at 

least, substantially reduce all forms of pollution, the exploration and exploitation of oil deposits continue 

to be among the most polluting industrial activities [Bulearcă and Popescu, 2014]. Oil, heavy oil, salt 

water and various chemicals contamination of land around drilling and extraction oil-wells is, with all its 

incidentally character, extremely harmful to soil, surface water and groundwater. In this respect, the 

severity of pollution will depend, of course, on the nature of the pollutant, its quantity and why this 

pollution occurs [Bulearcă et al., 2016].  

 

As this paper is part of a larger research aiming to build up econometric models applicable in oil industry 

that may be useful for managers working in oil industry, this article discusses about models that describe 

two-dimension motion in homogenous porous environment [Avram, 2005; Iordache and Avram, 1995]. 

Our focus should be placed on three different types of motion: flat radial motion; motion generated by an 

oil well eccentrically located in a circular contour supply deposit; and motion generated by an oil well in 

a deposit with linear supply contour (this type of motion, along with bi-dimensional motions in a 

homogeneous porous medium, will be presented in one of our future work).  
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Hence, by thorough analysis, we will demonstrate that certain methods used for the final recovery factor 

increase involve enhancing the natural energy of an oil deposit

performance [as presented in our previous research 

balanced drilling that is instrumental in increasing oil wells

formation damage [Qamar, 2013; Rehm 

which is a way of increasing the final recovery factor, leads to enhancing the total energy of the system. 

All these aspects and other related issues on this topic will be further discussed in 

Flat Radial Motion 

To estimate the crude oil production from oil deposits, analytical models have been developed 

corresponding to different geometric config

2005]. On the other hand, some models consider oil as an incompressible fluid, and other (more complex) 

take account of its compressibility. Finally, the motions to be modeled shall be either statio

independent of time -, or non-stationary. 

 

The following incompressible liquid stationary motions are considered

the condition: dp/dt = 0, at any point in the motion range and at any time 

solutions obtained for these motions can be used either to study qualitative certain aspects of non

stationary motions, or to study non

succession of stationary states.  

 

It is considered an oil well that crosses the entire thickness of the productive wall, receiving fluid through 

its natural wall, and called the perfect oil well from the hydrodynamic point of view.

layer is horizontal with a constant thi

constant pressure ps of a coaxial cylindrical zone with the outer border of radius 

radial motion is flat radial stationary, generally speaking. 

Fig. 1:  Configuration of the flat radial motion of a fluid through a homogeneous porous 

 

Notation used in figure 1 has the following meanings: 

 

rs – oil well radius;  

rc – supply radius contour (border); 

ps – oil well dynamic pressure at a certain depth (measured from the average depth of perforated 

interval),  

pc - static pressure of productive layer, called the supply pressure on the perimeter. 

 

Providing the stationary character of the motion generated by the 

pc is constant is satisfied if through the outer border radius 

supply border, a quantity of fluid equal to that produced by the oil well enters into the drainage area of 

the oil well.  

 

Hence, by thorough analysis, we will demonstrate that certain methods used for the final recovery factor 

enhancing the natural energy of an oil deposit, as well as helping to improve oil well 

[as presented in our previous research - see Bulearcă et al., 2017], like when applying under

balanced drilling that is instrumental in increasing oil wells productivity by reducing the oil well 

formation damage [Qamar, 2013; Rehm et al., 2013]. In this respect, oil displacing (washing) by steam, 

which is a way of increasing the final recovery factor, leads to enhancing the total energy of the system. 

se aspects and other related issues on this topic will be further discussed in the next paragraphs

To estimate the crude oil production from oil deposits, analytical models have been developed 

corresponding to different geometric configurations [Costache, 2008; Cretu, 1987; Cretu and Ionescu, 

2005]. On the other hand, some models consider oil as an incompressible fluid, and other (more complex) 

take account of its compressibility. Finally, the motions to be modeled shall be either statio

stationary.  

The following incompressible liquid stationary motions are considered [Hawkins, 1956], characterized by 

= 0, at any point in the motion range and at any time t. Fundamental equations 

solutions obtained for these motions can be used either to study qualitative certain aspects of non

stationary motions, or to study non-stationary motions through methods that assimilate them with a 

It is considered an oil well that crosses the entire thickness of the productive wall, receiving fluid through 

perfect oil well from the hydrodynamic point of view. If the productive 

layer is horizontal with a constant thickness h, and the oil well produces the constant pressure

a coaxial cylindrical zone with the outer border of radius rc, (figure 

radial motion is flat radial stationary, generally speaking.  

 
Configuration of the flat radial motion of a fluid through a homogeneous porous 

environment 

has the following meanings:  

supply radius contour (border);  

well dynamic pressure at a certain depth (measured from the average depth of perforated 

static pressure of productive layer, called the supply pressure on the perimeter. 

Providing the stationary character of the motion generated by the oil well, the condition that the pressure 

is constant is satisfied if through the outer border radius rc, which must be permeable and it’s named 

a quantity of fluid equal to that produced by the oil well enters into the drainage area of 

Hence, by thorough analysis, we will demonstrate that certain methods used for the final recovery factor 

, as well as helping to improve oil well 

applying under-

productivity by reducing the oil well 

In this respect, oil displacing (washing) by steam, 

which is a way of increasing the final recovery factor, leads to enhancing the total energy of the system. 

the next paragraphs. 

To estimate the crude oil production from oil deposits, analytical models have been developed 

urations [Costache, 2008; Cretu, 1987; Cretu and Ionescu, 

2005]. On the other hand, some models consider oil as an incompressible fluid, and other (more complex) 

take account of its compressibility. Finally, the motions to be modeled shall be either stationary - 

, characterized by 

Fundamental equations 

solutions obtained for these motions can be used either to study qualitative certain aspects of non-

stationary motions through methods that assimilate them with a 

It is considered an oil well that crosses the entire thickness of the productive wall, receiving fluid through 

If the productive 

constant pressure pc, at a 

(figure 1), then the 

Configuration of the flat radial motion of a fluid through a homogeneous porous 

well dynamic pressure at a certain depth (measured from the average depth of perforated 

static pressure of productive layer, called the supply pressure on the perimeter.  

oil well, the condition that the pressure 

which must be permeable and it’s named 

a quantity of fluid equal to that produced by the oil well enters into the drainage area of 
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Given the axial symmetrical character of the motion, it is studied in cylindrical coordinates that, for flat 

motion, are reduced to polar coordinates r, q. Under these conditions, microscopic continuity equation 

associated with state equation of incompressible liquid is reduced to form:  

 

( ) ,0
1

=rvr
rr d

d
                                                                   (1) 

 

where the radial velocity, which is the only component of the velocity filter, is given by Darcy's law:  
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From relations (1) and (2) follows the differential motion equation:  
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that is successively integrated until leading to the solution:  
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which is the pressure variation law and is associated with boundary conditions (as shown in figure 1):  
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By replacing the conditions (5) into (4) we obtain the equation for the two constants of integration:  
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and pressure variation law (4) becomes:  
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If the pressure derivative dp/dr is replaced in the Darcy equation, is established the filtration velocity 

equation:  
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which introduced into the macroscopic continuity equation (

 

 

where the normal section at filtration velocity at any point has the form of a cylinder of any radius 

area of this section being:  

 

                              

 

leads to the equation of the incompressible fluid flow volume of the oil well: 

 

                         

 

In the previous equation we have considered an 

conditions (at the pressure in the storage tank that is practically equal to atmospheric pressure), in the 

denominator of equation (10) the oil volume factor 

at deposit conditions that corresponds to the oil unity volume under surface conditions. Given that, at the 

deposit pressure, the oil contains a significant amount of dissolved gases, which are separated in the 

liquid phase prior to its tank storage, volume factor of the oil has a value higher than the unity. 

 

Figure 2 shows the variation graphics of filtration speed and pressure as related to the radius. It is noted 

that the maximum values of gradients pressure and velocity are recorded in

which highlights the importance of this area to the oil well production flow. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Graphic of filtration speed and pressure as related to the radius, 

according to the stationary flat radial motion of a liquid
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which introduced into the macroscopic continuity equation (8),  

vAQ =      

where the normal section at filtration velocity at any point has the form of a cylinder of any radius 

                              A = 2 � r h,                           

leads to the equation of the incompressible fluid flow volume of the oil well:  
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In the previous equation we have considered an oil well. For the oil flow to be expressed at the surface 

conditions (at the pressure in the storage tank that is practically equal to atmospheric pressure), in the 

) the oil volume factor bt was introduced, being defined as the 

at deposit conditions that corresponds to the oil unity volume under surface conditions. Given that, at the 

deposit pressure, the oil contains a significant amount of dissolved gases, which are separated in the 

storage, volume factor of the oil has a value higher than the unity. 

shows the variation graphics of filtration speed and pressure as related to the radius. It is noted 

of gradients pressure and velocity are recorded in the vicinity of the oil well, 

which highlights the importance of this area to the oil well production flow.  

 

Graphic of filtration speed and pressure as related to the radius,  

according to the stationary flat radial motion of a liquid 

            (7) 

 (8) 

where the normal section at filtration velocity at any point has the form of a cylinder of any radius r, the 

                                      (9) 

                                                 (10) 

oil well. For the oil flow to be expressed at the surface 

conditions (at the pressure in the storage tank that is practically equal to atmospheric pressure), in the 

was introduced, being defined as the amount of oil 

at deposit conditions that corresponds to the oil unity volume under surface conditions. Given that, at the 

deposit pressure, the oil contains a significant amount of dissolved gases, which are separated in the 

storage, volume factor of the oil has a value higher than the unity.  

shows the variation graphics of filtration speed and pressure as related to the radius. It is noted 

the vicinity of the oil well, 
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The ratio between the oil well flow and differential pressure of production is called 

productivity index and has the expression: 

 

                    

 

Specific productivity index is the ratio between 

  

              
I

 

while the capacity:  

 

                              

 

is called the collector oil layer production capacity

performance of the oil extraction well. 

 

From equations (10) and (11) we see that productivity index is the slope 

indicating diagram (figure 3). In the area of validity for Darcy's equation upper limited by the critical 

point C, the indicating diagram is the straight line described by the equation (

filtering the indicating diagram is a curve with decreasing slope. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Graphic of volume flow according to the differential pressure under flat radial 

    

One of the main purposes of oil extraction technology is to increase productivity index of each well to the 

maximum possible values from the economical point of view. This process is known as 

wells productivity and can be done through various ways, which can be deduced from the analysis of how 

each factor in relation (11) should be amended to increase the productivity index. 

 

The ratio between the oil well flow and differential pressure of production is called 

and has the expression:  
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production capacity. The parameters Ip and Ips directly characterize the 

performance of the oil extraction well.  

e see that productivity index is the slope Q (pc - ps), and is called 

). In the area of validity for Darcy's equation upper limited by the critical 

the indicating diagram is the straight line described by the equation (11), while in nonlinear 

filtering the indicating diagram is a curve with decreasing slope.  

 

Graphic of volume flow according to the differential pressure under flat radial 

Of a stationary liquid 

One of the main purposes of oil extraction technology is to increase productivity index of each well to the 

maximum possible values from the economical point of view. This process is known as 

and can be done through various ways, which can be deduced from the analysis of how 

) should be amended to increase the productivity index.  

The ratio between the oil well flow and differential pressure of production is called the oil well 

                                                     (11) 

of the productive layer, i.e.: 

                                               (12) 

                    (13) 

directly characterize the 

and is called the 

). In the area of validity for Darcy's equation upper limited by the critical 

), while in nonlinear 

Graphic of volume flow according to the differential pressure under flat radial motion  

One of the main purposes of oil extraction technology is to increase productivity index of each well to the 

maximum possible values from the economical point of view. This process is known as stimulation of 

and can be done through various ways, which can be deduced from the analysis of how 
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Increasing the permeability k through hydraulic acidizing or cracking and thermal methods for viscosity 

lowering (as cyclic steam injection in the productive layer) are the main ways to boost productivity oil 

wells.  

 

By stimulation oil recovery period is reduced as effect of increasing the extraction rate, but not 

necessarily obtaining an increase of the final recovery factor as well.  

 

Methods to increase the final factor involve the enhancement of the natural energy of a deposit.  

 

Thus, while displacement (washing) crude oil with steam, which is a way of increasing the ultimate 

recovery factor, leads to increase the total energy of the system, most of the heat supplied to the deposit in 

the cyclic steam injection (which is a method of stimulating oil wells productivity) is lost during 

production as a result of thermal conduction towards impermeable layers from the collector’s roof and 

couch, and during heat transport to the surface at the same time with heated fluids produced by the oil 

well.  

Motion Generated By an Oil Well Eccentrically Located In a Circular Contour 

Supply Deposit  

Let’s consider the motion generated by an oil well under the conditions mentioned in the previous 

paragraph, the only difference that the oil well is placed eccentric, at a distance d from the center of the 

circular contour supply of radius rc.  

 

To study this motion, the method of complex variable functions associated to flat potential motion can be 

used. In this regard it is noted that if the function is defined as:  
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then, velocity components presented according to Darcy's law as follows:  
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take the form:  
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showing that two-dimensional motion of single-phase incompressible fluids in porous homogeneous 

environment behaves like a potential move with speed potential j. Neglecting the oil well radius rs related 

to radius rc of the supply contour, the oil well can be assimilated to a linear distribution of negative 

sources. 

 

The complex potential of the motion generated by the oil well in the plane xOy in figure 4 is given by:  
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where z = x + iy , Qy and Qbt are 

at surface conditions), while complex number 

system is expressed as:  

 

 

Fig. 4 : The two flat sources equivalent to the motion generated by an oil well eccentrically 
 

The oil well was considered as a negative flat source, 

intensity (flow) flat source is the ratio between flow rate and length 

 

For the extension of the motion (which take

throughout the plane xOy, a positive source 

flow) + Q) is introduced, symmetric to the circle in point 

distance:  

 

                             

 

Thus, the motion generated by the eccentric oil well of an oil deposit can be studied using the model of 

flat potential motion generated by two sources of opposite sign. 

 

As a result, the complex potential of 

 

                         

 

and the complex potential of the resulting motion is obtained by summing the complex potential of the 

two sources as follows:  
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 expressed as oil flow at oil deposit conditions (corresponding to flow 

at surface conditions), while complex number z1 which defines the position of the oil well to the axis 

z1 = x + � + i y = z + � 

 
The two flat sources equivalent to the motion generated by an oil well eccentrically 

The oil well was considered as a negative flat source, S1, because it absorbs fluid from the motion, while 

intensity (flow) flat source is the ratio between flow rate and length h of the linear source.  

For the extension of the motion (which takes place, obviously, only within the circle of radius 

a positive source S2 (considered as an injection well, with intensity (volume 

symmetric to the circle in point S2, located from the field motion ce

                             .2 δcrD=                                                                         

Thus, the motion generated by the eccentric oil well of an oil deposit can be studied using the model of 

flat potential motion generated by two sources of opposite sign.  

omplex potential of source S2 is expressed as:  

                         ( ) ( ) ,ln
2

2 Dz
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bQ
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π
=                                             

and the complex potential of the resulting motion is obtained by summing the complex potential of the 

                                                   (17) 

expressed as oil flow at oil deposit conditions (corresponding to flow Q 

which defines the position of the oil well to the axis 

The two flat sources equivalent to the motion generated by an oil well eccentrically located 

because it absorbs fluid from the motion, while 

 

s place, obviously, only within the circle of radius rc) 

(considered as an injection well, with intensity (volume 

, located from the field motion center at a 

                                                   (18) 

Thus, the motion generated by the eccentric oil well of an oil deposit can be studied using the model of 

                                                     (19) 

and the complex potential of the resulting motion is obtained by summing the complex potential of the 
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Writing that:  
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equation (20) becomes:  
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and the real part of the equation becomes:  
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While introduced in (14), gives the pressure equation:  
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where r1, r2 are the bipolar coordinates defined in figure 4, and j0 is the potential value at speed r = rs.  

 

To express the boundary conditions is assumed that the point M in figure 4 is successively owned by the 

oil well wall and supply contour.  

 

If M belongs to the border of radius rs, the first boundary condition takes the form:  

 

       .,for 21 ss ppDrandrr =−== δ                                      (24) 

 

If M is on the outer border of the oil well area (figure 5), based on the relationship of symmetry to the 

circle (40) results that triangles OS 1 M şi OS 2 M are like. 
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Fig. 5:  Illustration of the condition that the point M belongs to the outer border 

of the eccentric oil well drainage area

 

We can write the equations expressing the two triangles’ side proportionality: 

 

and the second boundary condition as follows: 

 

                                  

 

Substituting the boundary conditions (

obtained:  

 

                  

 

For constant C and oil well flow rate 
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Introducing expressions (27) and (

becomes:  

 
Illustration of the condition that the point M belongs to the outer border 

of the eccentric oil well drainage area 

write the equations expressing the two triangles’ side proportionality:  
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and oil well flow rate Q, from equations (26) it then results:  
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) and (28) into (23), the pressure variation law in bipolar coordinates 

Illustration of the condition that the point M belongs to the outer border  

 (25) 

system of equations is 

  (26) 

                                         (27) 

                                          (28) 

pressure variation law in bipolar coordinates 
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Returning to Cartesian coordinates, then multiplying by 2 the numerator and denominator from the right 

ratio of the equation (29) in order to eliminate radicals, we obtain the equation:  
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expressing the pressure variation law in Cartesian coordinates. Based on this pressure we can now better 

estimate the production of crude oil from oil deposits; however, several analytical models corresponding 

to different geometric configurations helping to estimate this production will be presented in our future 

researches.  

Conclusions  

In conclusion, the present paper has aimed to build up more econometric models applicable in oil industry 

that may be useful for managers working in oil industry. Hence, this article dealt about models that 

describe two-dimension motion in homogenous porous environment. Our focus was placed on three 

different types of motion. 

 

In the first part, flat radial motion was studied. It was considered an oil well that crosses the entire 

thickness of the productive wall, receiving fluid through its natural wall, and called the perfect oil-well 

from the hydrodynamic point of view. For a productive layer horizontal with a constant thickness and an 

oil well producing at a constant pressure, it was demonstrated that the radial motion is flat radial 

stationary, generally speaking, but this remains to be discussed in our future researches.  

 
In the second part, the motion generated by an oil well eccentrically located in a circular contour supply 

deposit was analyzed. We considered the motion generated by an oil well under the conditions mentioned 

in the previous paragraph, with the only difference that the oil well is placed eccentric, at a certain 

distance from the centre of the circular contour supply. To study this motion, the method of complex 

variable functions associated to flat potential motion was used and then introduced in our analysis. 

 
Hence, by thorough analysis, we have demonstrated that certain methods used for the final recovery 

factor increase involve enhancing the natural energy of an oil deposit as well as helping to improve oil 

well performance. In this respect, oil displacing (washing) by steam, which is a way of increasing the 

final recovery factor, leads to enhancing the total energy of the system. All these aspects and other related 

issues on this topic will be further discussed in the next paragraphs. 

 

At the same time, in the paper we have analyzed that most of the heat supplied to the deposit in the cyclic 

steam injection process (which is a method for stimulating oil-wells productivity) is lost during the 

production process as a result of thermal conduction to impermeable layers of both roof and couch 

collector, as well as through the heat transport to the surface alongside the heated fluids produced by the 

oil well. 
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Starting from these findings and to extent the motion range from the upper semi-plane to the entire plane, 

a fictitious positive source of strength may be introduced, symmetric to the supply contour, and our future 

researches will take it into consideration. Hence, further analysis on this topic will follow in our next 

papers to come. 
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Abstract 

This article deals with introducing the BPMN notation and its use at different levels of modeling. 

BPMN is currently a highly desirable notation in a corporate environment that serves to understand the 

company, its structure and its subsequent re-engineering and modeling of business processes. 

 

Keywords: BPMN, Object modeling, Levels of modeling, business process 

Introduction 

 

„The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a graphical notation that depicts the steps in a 

business process. BPMN depicts the end to end flow of a business process. The notation has been 

specifically designed to coordinate the sequence of processes and the messages that flow between 

different process participants in a related set of activities.“(www.bpmn.org) 

BPMN was created by an Object Management Group (OMG) as open and therefore free of charge. 

Looking at BPMN, at first glance, it allows very much similarity to flowcharts but instead offers much 

more sophisticated tools to describe and simulate behavior. This is an "event-triggered behavior," a 

description of the "something happened" mode (Silver, 2009). Another, very significant feature of 

BPMN is its "business-friendly" orientation.  This orientation and processes modeling is very important 

for the company's business and knowledge (Mohelska & Tomaskova, 2010, Tomaskova, 2009). 

Origin and history of BPM 
 

Dumas (Dumas, 2013) derives the business processes management in the natural development of human 

life in connection with the division of labor. This situation culminated in the second industrial revolution 

when the individual employee's specialization reached such a level that it was necessary to create a 

group of experts to manage this work. They were responsible for meeting the goals, optimizing 

processes and ensuring the effective functioning of the company. One of the drawbacks of this solution 

was the extensive corporate structure. In the late eighties, the company learned about the Japanese 

companies management after the confrontation. These studies have found that it is more important to 

work with the whole process than with its individual tasks. 

 

The previous paragraph is related to BPR - Business Process Redesign or Re-engineering. In spite of 

certain difficulties associated with poor access to BPR, where businesses attempted to over-radicalize or 

redesigned activities that were not key to business, it was proven that process-oriented companies were 

essential to increase efficiency and their customers satisfaction. (Dumas, 2013). 

 

From the information technology development perspective, one of the most important facts was the 

development of specific systems to support BPM and BPR. These systems include ERP (Enterprise 

Resource Planning) and WfMSs (Workflow Management Systems). ERP systems are used to manage 

company data. WfMSs, on the other hand, serve to pass on the work to individual actors based on 

process models, thus allowing for easier changes implementation in company processes. Another of the 

features is to analyze business processes and to further develop them into more complex systems known 

as Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs). These are nowadays used to automate processes.  
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BPM life cycle 
 
The BPM life cycle can be described as a continuous cyclical repetition of the following phases (Dumas, 

2013) 

 

1. Process Identification - Finding a problem, identifying process-related issues, determining 

process hierarchies, optionally measuring process performance 

2. As-is modeling - a model of the current process is created 

3. Process analysis - the relationship between the problems and the parts of the process in the as-is 

model, the determination of the priority to solve individual problems 

4. To-be modeling - determines changes leading to problem-solving and their subsequent 

transformation into a model showing the new form of processes, optionally simulation and 

measurement of process performance and comparison with the as-is model 

5. Implementation of the process - the changes defined in the previous phase are put into practice 

6. Monitoring and Process Control - Process performance is measured and data is compared to 

data already acquired, to identify additional or unresolved errors 

 

Process Identification 
 

In terms of business process modeling, it is important to identify processes that will be modeled and 

then modified. In most businesses, the analysis of all business processes is not financially and time-

consuming. It is often necessary to consider the priority of individual processes and first to focus on 

improving processes of strategic importance for business. Dumas (Dumas, 2013) emphasizes the need 

for knowledge of all processes in the company so that the criteria can be determined by the criteria that 

will be emphasized.  

 

Designation phase 
 

It is necessary to set a specific strategy for the processes selection and in a number of processes, it must 

be a reasonable compromise so that their change affects the processes improvement but at the same time 

it is possible to change them.  

 

The next step in the determination phase is to determine the relationships between processes, whether 

from the hierarchical perspective of superiority and process subordination and from the viewpoint of the 

workflow of the work when determining the time sequence of the processes. However, realize that it is 

not the primary goal of strictly recording processes and relationships, but rather understanding all 

contexts and issues. 

 

Validation phase 

 
Dumas (Dumas, 2013) provides the following criteria, appropriate for verifying the importance degree 

and attention devoted to the process. 

• Importance - relates to the strategic importance of each process and its relation to the strategic 

goals of society 

• Dysfunction - Used to assess process status from the perspective of errors and problems, those 

with more obstacles deserve more attention 

• Feasibility - Assessing obstacles to changing process, or motivation to make changes 
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Design of processor architecture 
 
Process architecture is a model depicting the relationships between rules in society. It is about 

establishing a consumer-producer relationship. Process architecture also sets the level of detail capture. 

Dumas (2013) distinguishes between 3 levels. 

• Landscape model - shows only the largest processes with a high degree of abstraction 

• Abstract Process Models - shows individual business processes in a more detailed form, but 

still more abstractly 

• Detailed Process Models - This is a description of processes at the level, inputs and outputs, 

flow, process participants, an example of this model is BPMN 

 

BPMN levels 
 

Bruce Silver in his book (Silver, 2009), divides modeling of business processes into three levels 

according to the way diagrams are used. These levels are subdivided according to the model purpose 

and, depending on the diagram detail. 

 

Descriptive modeling is the simplest form of modeling to describe the functioning of an organization in 

terms of the continuity of activities and responsibilities and the roles of individual organizational units 

in these processes. In its essence, it is the closest to the classic modeling of flowcharts. For this purpose, 

only the basic set of BPMN notation elements is used. Here, however, a specific form must be retained 

so that, in case of an extension to the second or third level, the model can only be specified without 

major structural changes. 

 

The second level is called an analytical model and its goal is to provide a complete and the complete 

processes description. The only exception is the removal of the technical details required for "running 

the model". For technical details, we mean, for example, the structure and type of data and their 

expression. However, the BPMN specification can not separate technical information from others, the 

second layer is defined by what is seen in the diagram. The second level of BPMN is focused on 

business processes and is designed for management and analytics, as it enables it to capture all the 

details that can then be passed on to the IT department in an easy-to-understand and simple form. 

Another suitable use of the second level of BPMN is the possibility of simple analysis of the alternative 

course of business processes. 

 

The third level of BPMN diagrams is primarily focused on developers. It consists in adding all the 

technical details to the properties of the individual elements and subsequently generating the XML code. 

This use of BPMN is, however, a novelty from BPMN 2.0. 

 

Conclusion 
 
BPMN has been a very functional notation since introduction. This notation describes the business and 

its processes. The article presented a brief history of this notation and the basic of business processes 

modeling. Various levels of modeling and life cycle BPM have been described. 
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Abstract  
 

E-Learning system acquired in the last decade an increasing number of students. In fact, it represents a 

flexible educational support for the student; it tunes automatically the studied resources according to the 

individual personality, needs and knowledge of the connected student; it offers a personalized service by 

analyzing collected data about the student. However, those students often cat off due to some mismatch 

with their concerns. In fact, e-Learning systems generally rely on the student’s data observed on the e-

Learning platform and neglect other sources of information. But, the more information we get, the more 

we are close to the student and his real expectations. Therefore, we propose, in this paper, the enrichment 

of the student model by observing his behavior on parallel opened URL(s) to deduce his acquired 

knowledge and to detect bridge events that require the system intervention for appropriate 

recommendation to stabilize the student behavior. The main treated issues focus on firstly, what is the 

useful information to observe in order to detect the real knowledge acquired by the student? Secondly, 

how this information is used to enrich the student’s model? 

 

Keywords: student modeling, data analysis, web personalization, e-Learning. 
 

Introduction 

 

In e-Learning platforms, individual personalization constitutes an essential service to attract the student. In 

fact, personalization of online platform services, in order to satisfy the implicit and explicit student needs 

or the student knowledge, has been a subject of many research studies. Eiriniaki and Vazirgiannis (2003) 

mentioned that web personalization is a process that contains a set of stages; first, the collection of the web 

data, second the modeling of these data, third the analysis of the collected data, and finally the personalized 

services are delivered. In this paper, we deal with the collection and the modeling of the web data, which 

concern the e-Learning platform, in order to detect the real student’s gained knowledge as well as the 

troubles related to the student’s learning behavior. The latter is used to provide an instantaneous 

recommendation to stabilize the student’s learning attitude. In an e-Learning platform, the student-

modeling phase includes several facets related to the complexity of the student’s personality and how the 

external and internal effects of the learner’s individual environment can affect his behavior on the studied 

course. One considered facet concerns the student’s learning style, defined by Jonassen and Grabowski 

(1993) as the individual skills and preferences like learning materials that affect the learner perception and 

concentration. Yet, Popescu et al (2010) discussed in detail this subject and defined a tool handling 

different learning styles like the model of Felder and Silverman (1988). This model subdivides the 
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learner‘s style on various categories according to research work of Truong (2016), Ciloglugil and Inceoglu 

(2016), Rani et al (2015). However, it requires that student responds to a long survey in order to detect his 

style. This is considered as a major inconvenient. So, many works have tried to automate this detection, 

such case is depicted in the research work of Ahmad et al (2013) and Khribi et al (2013). Another 

important facet concerns the student’s knowledge is that it aims, on the one hand, to link the domain of the 

e-Learning application to the gained knowledge; on the other hand, it detects the gap that affects the 

evolution of the considered knowledge. This is a very important mean that allows an implicit assessment of 

the learner progression and determines the bridge events that simulate the demotivation of the student 

about some studied course or concepts. In the next section, we review this facet with details. Other works 

explored the facet of the student’s behavior and cognitive capability such us Polin and Martin (1992). They 

mainly analyzed the student’s cognition among his observed behavior and they characterized the student’s 

ability to learn, to keep attention of the course, etc. Bandura (2001) reported that the student cognition is 

often discussed in the field of psychology science. Besides, we note that studying the facet of student social 

interaction is omnipresent in the web personalization process, particularly with the e-Learning platform. It 

presents a crucial tool to deduce the existent relation between the e-Learning environment and the student’s 

social behavior as it is proved in the research work of Chu and Chen (2016). We consider that each quoted 

facet associated with student modeling issue, provides an overview of the observed student interests, needs, 

and wishes. The combination of them offers a complete mirror of the student and provides a better 

recommendation of possible resources and courses to the learner. Actually, the connected student to the 

learning platform leaves a trace of his personality, his interests, his intellectual level, and his social 

capability in each visited URL. Therefore, in order to be more accurate when modeling the student, we 

should take into consideration his external web navigation during his connection to the e-Learning 

platform. It’s like a large picture that can’t be detected from an only camera but it needs more cameras 

placed in distant places. Especially for student’s knowledge modeling, there are different external sources 

of information that can be cumulated and analyzed to determine the real level of acquired knowledge about 

defined concepts in the e-Learning platform. Hence, we propose to integrate the psychology facet and the 

knowledge facet in our analysis. Besides, we aim to detect the bridge event that simulates the student’s 

changing learning behavior. This then leads to the recommendation of the appropriate services. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The second section presents the related works to the 

modeling of student knowledge and student behavior in the field of e-Learning system. The third section 

describes in detail the information provided by an e-Learning system about the student’s knowledge and 

the enrichment made by web scrapping on the student’s gained knowledge.  

Our contribution is highlighted in the third section. It consists essentially on collecting the all student 

significant interactions; not only the past exams and tests but also the student interactions on forums. 

Furthermore, we deal with the emotional side in our analysis. The proposed approach is validated with a 

simulation of our algorithm to prove its efficiency to deduce the real knowledge gained by the student 

during its learning process. 

 

 Related Work 

Since we deal with the student-modeling phase of the web personalization process, particularly modeling 

the student knowledge, we present, first, the developed models in order to model this knowledge. Then, 

we quote the proposed approaches that treat student behavior and events.  

The Student Knowledge Models 

 

In the context of e-Learning system, the most interesting fact to know is the knowledge of the student and 

his current as well as future interests about some concepts or knowledge. It is a challenging purpose 

because the studied subject “learner” can’t judge his knowledge about concepts as expert; moreover he 
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tends to hide his real knowledge or his misunderstood about something.  Therefore, many studies had 

focused on such issue. In fact, there exist four principle classes; the overlay model, the perturbation 

model, the ontological model, and the machine learning model. 

The overlay model was introduced by De Boeck and Wilson (2004). It consists on representing the 

student knowledge as a subset of the domain or expert knowledge. The gap of the student knowledge is 

detected through the difference between the expert’s knowledge and the student’s gained knowledge as 

explained by Bontcheva and Wilks(2005). Many tutoring systems have adopted this model such as 

GUIDON, which was introduced by Clancey (1983). The complexity of the overlay model depends on 

the granularity of the domain and its composed concepts representations. It supposes that the student 

knowledge is included in the expert knowledge; nevertheless, the student may have knowledge that 

experts didn’t gain yet. Moreover, the student’s behavior could vary from one student to another, as the 

reasoning process varies, so the logic of reasoning of an expert can’t be the only path that leads to 

success. Besides, the overlay model ignores the cognition of the student and his needs according to his 

accumulated knowledge. Another developed approach manages the evolution of student’s knowledge 

with a graph where the nodes correspond to the student’s knowledge evolution rules and the edges 

represent the relationship showing the transition between connected nodes such as generalization. Thanks 

to the dynamic aspect of the graph, this approach offers an easy monitoring of the student’s knowledge 

evolution, but the proposed graph has a static states.  

 
The perturbation model as explained by Surjono and Maltby (2003), Baschera and Gross (2010) presents 

an amelioration of the overlay model since it considers the incorrect reasoning of the student to analyze 

the reasoning behind wrong answers and to understand the misconception of the student’s behaving.  A 

“bug” library supports such mission, is deduced from experimentations. However, new bugs and new 

misconceptions are not considered in this library.   

 
Cheung et al (2010) explored the ontological model. The latter ensures the reuse of information organized 

in a semantic way as the knowledge of the domain.  However, such model is closely related to the defined 

domain of the e-Learning application, also it ignores the cognition and the emotional states of the student.   

 Machine learning has been adopted as a model that dynamically observes the student and deduces if he is 

able to resolve certain problem, if the knowledge has been mastered, and if there is a lack in student 

understanding. The most known approaches that handle this model are the Latent Factor Model (LFM) 

based on Item Response theory introduced by Boeck and Wilson (2004) and the Bayesian Tracing 

Knowledge (BTK) introduced by Albert et al (1995). Indeed, the LFM deduces, from a group of student, 

the latent ability of each student to solve the problem and the latent difficulty of each problem. It doesn’t 

treat the evolution of skills or student’s knowledge through time. The BTK considers the evolution of 

knowledge in time but it doesn’t make distinction between the student and the problem. To overcome 

those limits, Khajah et al (2014) suggested to combining the two models. The combination seems 

interesting as it insures the evolution of the individual knowledge in time taking into account the 

difference between student and problem. The limitation of this approach consists in collecting the student 

ability only from tests as well as neglecting the psychological effect on that model. Yet, there are other 

sources as questions and responses on forums that provide a certain level of mastered knowledge or a 

deficiency in certain knowledge. In addition, the passed tests don’t often reveal the real level of 

knowledge gained by the student. In fact, there are many factors that affect the student’s response 

especially on exams such as the track, the fear, and the lack of confidence. So, it is very interesting to be 

able to quantify the level of knowledge taking into account those factors. Besides, the observation 

windows used for tracking the student is very limited. We believe that the knowledge of the student is 

also built from external forums and external professional networks.  

 
In this paper, we deal with computing the knowledge of the student accumulated from his internal and 

external web navigation. In fact, we believe that exploring the student's activity on the Web, such as 
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asking a question or answering a question, provide for the e-learning system a correct and clear vision 

about the actual knowledge gained by the student and the real incomprehension or blockage that the 

student suffers from. This improves the prediction of the student’s intensions and preferences. So we can 

offer a stable and efficient learning process. 

Mastered Concepts 
 

Many research works have adopted the facet of student’s mastered concept in the student’s model in 

order to predict the student response facing a certain problem such as the Bayesian tracing knowledge or 

the Latent factor model. The latter takes into consideration the student’s ability and the problem 

complexity. Indeed, for measuring the gained knowledge, it is important to consider all conditions that 

can influence the student response as emotions or problem difficulty. Besides, the connection that exists 

between concepts as well as the included set of Learning Objects in each concept constitutes a key factor 

that should be included to draw image of gained Learning Objects and so concepts and so determines his 

level of knowledge. In other words, it is essential to consider the concepts, concepts’ domains, access 

hierarchies, exams and difficulties related to concepts, emotion of student, significance of response, and 

pertinence of questions. These factors contribute to enrich our Bayesian network model to provide the 

probability that Learning Objects/concepts are acquired by the student. So, we treat, in this section, the 

main information that should be analyzed to deduce the student’s gained level of knowledge. This 

knowledge is detected according to different sources of information detection; knowledge obtained from 

an internal source, the e-Learning system in our case, called internal knowledge, and those obtained from 

external sources, the student web browsing, called external knowledge.   

Internal Knowledge 
 

In an e-Learning system, the domain of the application is represented as a set of concepts I, every course 

(F) includes a subset of concepts to handle. Besides, every concept is a set of Learning Objects and every 

Learning Object kj  is a set of term as:  

{ , 1.. }, | |

{ , 1.. } | |

i j

j n

C k j l l k

k t n f f t

= = ≤

= = ≤
 

-Here Ci represents the i th concept in the course F and kj represents the j th learning object on the 

concept Ci 

A course F is represented as follows 

{ , 1.. }, | |
j h

F C h M M C= = ≤

 

- With M number of concepts included in course Fj 

The student can write a question on the forum of the e-Learning platform; every question is also related to 

a subset of terms that describe one or more concepts difficulties. So, a proposed question, x, at the 

moment, t, from the student, u, is represented as follows: 

( , , ) { , 1 . . } , | |bQ t x u te b B B te= = <  

Similarly, the response, x’, produced at the moment, t’, by the student, u, is presented as: 

( ', ', ) { ' , 1.. }, | ' |cR t x u te c C C te= = ≤  

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

(3) 
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 The student can also pass a test composed with large set of words related to a subset of Learning Objects 

included in concepts, generally, concepts related to each test and Learning Objects are indicated. So, the 

passed test, p, by the student, u, begins at time, t, and finishes at time, t’, can be represented as follows: 

 

( , ', , ) { , 1.. }, | |dtest t t u p k d D D k= = <
 

 All concepts are organized in an oriented graph. The graph nodes represent the concepts and the edges 

represent the existence relation between those concepts. For instance, when the i th concept Ci is 

connected to the  j th concept Cj, the edge is depicted from Ci to Cj, this means that before learning the 

concept Cj the student should imperatively gained the knowledge about the concept Ci. If there is a 

double connection between two concepts, the two concepts can be gathered because each concept can be 

related to the other. The following figure illustrates our example of the domain representation. Every set 

of concepts that has been surrounded represents a possible combination of those concepts in one course or 

one exam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: The relation between internal concepts 

 In order to be able to measure the degree of gained knowledge from each concept visited by the student, 

we deal with, firstly, the student’s response and student’s questions as well as the mark accumulated by 

the student during exams. We aim also to interpret the emotion of the student during exams to be able to 

judge the obtained mark since student emotion could influence the exam circumstances. 

A. Deducing concepts and Learning Objects related to questions or responses 

 

 The first challenge is to be able to extract the concept and the Learning Object mentioned on each 

question and response.  Computing the similarity between one asked question and one Learning Object is 

not an easy step; in fact, the same Learning object can be expressed with different sets of words such as 

“data visualization” and “how to plot m observation in two dimensional figure?”. Applying a Jaccard 

coefficient leads to “0” similarities. So, we are facing a Natural Language Processing problem. The 

majority of researches that deal with such a problem employ one of the three following methods as 

knowledge based method, adopted by Radinsky et al (2011) as well as Gabrilovich, and Markovitch 

(2007) or corpus based method, adopted by Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2007) or a combination of those 

 

(5) 
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methods,  introduced by Li et al (2003). In this paper, we deal with a corpus based method and more 

precisely with a supervised method. This is justified by the fact that we want to obtain an accurate 

classification of each asked question or given response related to the Learning Object existing in the e-

Learning platform. In order to collect the needed corpus for the training data, we use Stack Overflow. 

This latter offers the possibility to obtain a large training data thanks to the stack exchange API. By 

querying the API, we obtain for each Learning Object between 1000 and 1500 questions, as well as 

Answers. Then, we consider the use of Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network RCNN, introduced by 

Lai et al (2015). After that, we compare its performance to the performance of Convolutional Neural 

Network CNN when applied to our data. CNN is introduced in the research work of Kim (2014). We 

conclude after experiments, as shown in Fig.2, that the RCNN outperforms the CNN. Therefore, we opt 

for the use of RCNN in order to obtain a more accurate classification task. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: comparison between RNN and RCNN performance on our data 

B. Question and test difficulties 

 

 It is very important to measure the concepts difficulties in tests, exams, or questions in order to be able to 

quantify the gained level of knowledge taking into account the student’s response among the test’s 

difficulty as well as the degree of student’s question difficulty. This is useful to understand how the 

student has learned this concept (in depth or superficially). There are many definition of concept 

difficulty. The first definition, mentioned by Crocker and Algina (1986), considers that concept difficulty 

is the number of learner who answered the concept correctly divided by the total number of learner. This 

probability is generally given by teacher. The second definition, introduced by Kardan and Bahrani 

(2014), is based on the student’s annotation (implicit feedback) when reading exams to determine the 

concept difficulty relying on term frequencies for every concept. We note that the first one proposes a 

general difficulty level and the second one proposes an individual difficulty level tracked from 

annotation. Therefore, we propose to combine the two definitions. We assume that measuring the 

difficulty of one concept figured in one test should take into account the general difficulty of this concept 

under all students as well as the individual probability that student has learnt this concept. The following 

equation resumes this computation: 
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-nb_rightAnswer  represents number of right answers realized by the student;  

-nb_allAnswer represents the number of all existent answers delivered students whose accomplish the 

test. Where P(gained_ant(Ci)) is the probability of student’s gained concepts that should be mastered 

before the concept Ci . d(t) is the difficulty rating of term t and f(t) is the frequency of tem t. The first 

fraction in the concept_diff(Ci) is experimentally deduced. 

C. Measuring emotions behind exams and questions 

 

 In order to measure student’s emotions when answering questions or exams, we suggest using the RCNN 

[22] for this classification problem. Indeed, emotions are classified into five defined classes as: 

<confused, confident, ignoring, stressed, nothing>. The entire student’s annotation, before or when 

responding a question, is kept and labeled manually to be used as a training data. We note that emotion is 

a number accorded to each detected feeling when the student passes an exam, this number is deduced 

according to the probability of the emotion to influence the learner’s marks such as confused= 0.5 , 

confident=1.5, ignoring=0, stressed=1.5, nothing=1.  

D. Level of gained knowledge 

 

 In order to measure the pertinence of a question written by the concerned student on the concept, we 

compute the emotional feeling of the students who respond to question. This can be determined through 

RCNN as explained before, classifying responses on question as <interesting, not interesting, nothing>; 

we note that nb_interest represents number of persons that express a certain interest to the question or 

vote for the question Q(Ci) and nb_notInterest is the number of persons that express a disinterest to the 

question or consulted the question without any reaction . 

_int _
( )

_
i

nb erest nb notInterest
pertinenceQ C

nb total

−
=

 

Moreover, the pertinence of an answer is computed by dividing the number of time the response is 

viewed under the number of time the most viewed response is consulted. So, we summarize the form of 

the obtained and treated data to determine the level of gained knowledge as follows: 

• Data related to exam: Concept, emotion, mark, difficulty, and time.  

• Data related to question: Degree of evocation of concept, pertinence, and time. Generally, an asked 

question by the student reveals that he is confused about some concept, he misunderstands a thing 

related to a concept, or he ignores something related to a concept. In parallel, the pertinence of a 

question reveals that the student is learning in depth the concept and shows a certain level of 

concentration. 

• Data related to response: Degree of evocation of concept, pertinence, and time. Generally, the 

response indicates an increase of level of knowledge when it is pertinent. 

  

In order to build a full image of the learner gained knowledge about a certain concept after passing an 

exam or a test, we can compute the probability to gain a concept as explained in the Fig.3.The graph 

(6) 

(8) 

(7) 
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illustrates the logic behind computing the gained knowledge in one concept. Precisely, it represents the 

structure of our Bayesian network given by the equation (8). 

( _ ) ( _ | , , , ) ( _ | , ' )

( _ | , , , ) ( _ | , ' )

( _ | ', " )

exam response

exam reponse

question exam

P gained C P gained k x y z t P gained k p t t

P gained k x y z t P gained k p t t

P unkoun k k p t t

= ∪ <

− ∩ <

− ∉ <

 

With:  

- kexam represents the learning object figured in the exam, kquestion    represents the learning object figured 

in the question, and kresponse represents the learning object figured in the response;  

- x, y, z, and t are respectively emotion, difficulty, mark and time of passed exam; t’ represents the time 

of posted response and t’’ represents time of posted question. 

- p and p’ represent respectively pertinence of question and response.   

- α, β, δ are the degree of evocation of the learning object k included in the concept among exam, 

question, and response.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: Level of gained knowledge in the concept C after passing an exam 

We note that when combining the knowledge detected from m questions, the result is subdivided into m. 

So, we compute the mean of the computed knowledge from different student’s actions and regarding to 

the same Learning Object. 
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External knowledge 

 

Generally, the student opens several URL(s) in parallel to the e-Learning platform. He can consult in 

parallel his social networks to discuss with his friends the learned courses. He can use some known 

forums to ask about a misunderstood concept or to consult some responses about a certain question 

related to a certain concept. There are several forums like stack overflow, development.com, github, etc. 

Scraping student’s behavior via these external URL(s) and especially forums could enhance the student’s 

model. The scraping process should be automatically carried out according to a given filter. In our case, 

filter is a dataset of word corresponding to vocabulary related to the thematic of learning. However, this 

process presents some difficulties like performing data in short time or scraping data from a dynamic 

HTML structure. Indeed, the majority of web pages supports HTML format, which can be scrapped 

through the student’s web browser to identify important URL(s) related to the learning topic. These URLs 

are used to capture student’s concerns and interests about a particular subject. We notice that most 

websites have some Meta data stored in Meta tags of the HTML format; this meta data represents the 

description of the web page. Therefore, we extract the description of a webpage by parsing meta tags. 

Then, we compute the difference between the description of the concerned webpage and our defined 

filter. So, first, we extract information about opened URL(s) by means of the student’s web browser. 

Then, we identify the following types of opened URLs: 

• URLs that correspond to forums: Forum web pages are treated by using a method of text mining in 

order to understand the student’s issues under the proposed questions and answers. For instance, in 

the case of Stack Overflow, the frameworks frequently used by student in computer science area 

could be detected.   

• URLs of professional networks like LinkedIn. We analyze those URL(s) to extract the student’s 

skills and to draw the graph of professional friends.   

 

We explore those two types of URL(s) and we deal with data provided by web scraping according to a 

defined filter. We believe that the student’s skills extracted from forums and professional networks can 

affect the student’s model in the e-Learning context. It provides a better understanding of the gained 

student’s knowledge and it indicates the encountered difficulties during the learning process. Moreover, 

the asked concepts in the extern platforms or forums can be related to other courses attended in another e-

Learning platform, the recognition of these courses could be useful to recommend other courses for the 

student from our e-Learning platform. In our solution, we deal with Stack overflow. Through this forum, 

the student can ask a question, respond to a question and vote for a question or response, the vote can be 

negative. We propose to take advantage of the performed actions and determine if the contribution of the 

student is important. So, this can explain how the student is concentrated about one concept integrated in 

the question and it can inform us about the level of gained knowledge that concerns a certain Learning 

Object related to a certain concept. We are based on the combination between neo4j and Stack Overflow 

to implement our idea. Indeed, neo4j is capable to convert the Stack Overflow data in a huge graph that 

can be queried at any time to pursue the student’s behavior on such forum. The information scraped from 

Stack Overflow is used to add the effective score for the learning object. We measure the score of each 

question and each response according to the tagged items in the corresponding question as follows: 
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Where:  

-ScoreQi corresponds to the score of the knowledge included in the question�. It describes how deeply the 

student is concerned about some concept.  

-ScoreRi,l corresponds to the score of gained knowledge, detected in the response � related to the 

question�.  

We are interested only on the Learning Objects or concepts included in the domain of the e-Learning 

platform, so that our problem is maintained as a classification problem. After that, we integrate the 

Learning Object and its computed score in our defined model in Fig.3. Indeed, the score represents the 

pertinence of the question or response related to this detected learning object. Following this logic, we 

accumulate an accurate image of the level of knowledge acquired by the concerned student.  

A. Scenario and experiments 

 

In this section, we present a simple simulation of our proposed approach in order to obtain more accurate 

information about the student’s accumulated knowledge. We consider a student that learns from 

Dataquest. We choose the following parameters: 

-Concept: Python foundation and programming concept, 

-Learning Object: Exploration of Data Visualization, Learn how to explore data by creating and 

interpreting data graphics using matplotlib and pandas. 

-Test on such concept: for each test the mark “x” is converted as 1 x>15, to 0.5 if 10<x<15, to 0 if x<10, 

the considered student obtains 1. 

-Asked questions after tests: “data plotting in boxes with python: I have an array d[0:100] which is 

defined in boxes (or cells) whose center are stored in these two arrays  x[0:100] y[0:100]and whose size 

is h[0:100]I wish I could plot an image showing boxes/cells colored according to the value of the array 

defined in each of them. It seems and histogram but it is not. Do you have any idea where to start?. The 

same query is asked on the e-Learning platform. It has 10 votes and 14 comments from different persons 

in the stack overflow platform and four interests and one disinterest in the e-Learning platform. Applying 

the previous cited algorism we obtain: 

Table1: simple scenario explanation                

 Internally  Externally 

classification Exploration of Data 

Visualization 

Exploration of Data 

Visualization 

pertinence 0,33333 0,714 

Level of gained 

Knowledge(LO) 

[(0,33333+0,714)/2]x1=0,5325�0,5 
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We note that every score corresponding to the computed Knowledge “x” about a certain Learning Object 

is converted to 0 if x<0.4, to 0.5 if 0.4<=x<0.8, to 1 if x>=0.8. 

Table2: A comparison between students’ accumulated knowledge in the e-learning platform and 

those accumulated through our approach 

 LO(1) LO(2) LO(3) LO(4) Agree 

 B A B A B A B A  

Student1 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 4A 2B 

Student2 1 1 1 1 0.5 0 0.5 1 3A 3B 

Student3 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 0 0.5 0 3A 1B 

 

After exposing three students to the observation process of their external and internal navigation, we 

made a survey as each student is provided with two lists of its accumulated Knowledge. The first list (B) 

corresponds to the each student knowledge according to the passed tests. The second list (A) corresponds 

to the student knowledge regarding to our accumulated knowledge. This latter is related to the student’s 

internal and external navigation. The result is shown on the table 2. In fact, we obtain for the first student 

four agrees about the A knowledge and two agrees about the B knowledge. We have for the second 

student agrees about three A and three B, and finally the third student agrees present three A and one B. 

We note that our process increases the performance of the learning process by tuning the knowledge level 

for each learning object according to all information kept from the learner learning process during his 

connection to the e-learning platform 

Conclusion 

This paper proposed a novel use of the student interaction on parallel open forums in order to better full 

fit the model of the student and more precisely construct a clear picture about the student gained 

knowledge. For that, we use Bayesian Network and we take into consideration emotion as well as 

question and response scraped in parallel opened URL(s). The fact of scraping from parallel URL(s) 

significant data is very challenging, yet we limit our focus on data correlated semantically to the domain 

of the e-Learning platform. This can be enlarged to encompass other learning objective but the process of 

identifying the Learning Objects in the scraped URL(s) should be automatically done.  
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Abstract  
 

 

This ongoing research aims to explore the consumer behavior and psychology behind the subscription 

box business models and the motivations of buying and sharing this experience in social media. The study 

tries to explore meanings of unboxing videos, not just merely observe. This exploratory research focuses 

on the subscription box business model which has become extremely popular among shoppers and are 

widely used by many companies.  There are not enough overall statistics about subscription box industry 

but between 2013-2016, subscriptions have increased 3000% (Chang, 2016).  The most popular 

subscription box companies are Birchbox, Ipsy, Mac & Mia, FabFitFun, The Year of Wellness, 

GlossyBox, BeautyArmy, Le Tote Box, Box of Style and Dollar Shave Club (Boyd, 2016). Content is 

generally created based on customer’s preferences.  There are so different subscription box models in a 

wide range of categories (women, men, beauty, food, moms, babies, kids, drinks, fitness, eco, crafts, pets, 

artisan etc.). However, the industry has become so saturated that new entries are starting monthly 

subscription boxes for more specific categories like niche boxes and luxury boxes (Ray, 2015).  

 

Social media plays an important role in the diffusion of subscription box business models. Particularly, 

YouTube videos on subscription boxes are conspicuously increasing. So, in this study unboxing videos in 

YouTube will be used. Main research method of the study is interpretive video analysis (videography).  

Today, there is an explosive diffusion of privately produced videos using the Internet as a favorite 

medium of distribution. This has also opened new ways for the social sciences to produce and present 

data. The dissemination of video as a technology has now allowed many more social scientists to use it 

because it is not only relatively cheap, reliable, and available but due to its widespread private use, video 

has become less and less obtrusive. Knoblauch and Tuma (2011:416) consider videography to be a 

specific form of focused ethnography since the use of video has important consequences for the focusing 

process. Ethnography helps to determine exactly where, when and who is to be recorded on video.  This 

exploratory research will contribute to a developing understanding of a new consumption phenomenon, 

subscription-based e-commerce. This research also contributes to consumer behavior by adopting 

ethnography on videos. Analyzing videos can bring valuable insights to consumer behavior study. 

 

Keywords: Subscription box, unboxing, consumer behavior  
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Abstract 
 

The impact of innovation on the competitiveness of economies is one of the priorities of modern 

economic policy. Economists' views on the innovativeness of economies and the factors that influence the 

building or weakening of international position of each country have led to the creation of various 

rankings published by scientific institutes. These rankings not only determine the innovation of the 

individual countries, but also the factors that incite or discourage countries from doing innovative 

activities. The aim of this article is to present the results of a comparative analysis of changes in the 

innovativeness of the economies of the European Union over a period of 7 years. The analysis used the 

results of the Summary Innovation Index (SII) used in the European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS). 

 

Keywords: innovation, economy, European Union, competitiveness 

 

Introduction 
 

The innovation of the economy is "the ability and motivation of entrepreneurs to conduct scientific 

research to improve and develop production, to seek new solutions, ideas and concepts" [Grodzka, 

Zygierewicz 2008]. The introduction of innovation can be carried out at different levels. Innovative 

actions by businesses, industries, regions or whole economies in the form of new products, technology 

improvements or increased efficiency will increase their competitiveness vis-à-vis other countries [Firlej, 

Kowalska, Piwowar 2017]. 

 

The impact of technological progress and innovation on economic growth has long been supported by 

economic theory [Solow 1957; Arrow 1962]. Economic empirical research also confirms this. They 

indicate that acceleration of economic growth is possible thanks to an increase in productivity dynamics 

[Khan, Luintel 2006; Leeuwen, Klomp 2006] and this provides investment in research and development 

as well as innovation [Cameron 1996; Bailey 2003]. At present, with limited labor and environmental 

resources and declining income from investment in physical and human capital, long-term economic 

growth can only be achieved by improving the efficiency of the use of these inputs. 

 

The European Union to reduce the technological gap that separates the European Union from the United 

States and Japan has developed the Europe 2020 Strategy. This strategy was adopted by the European 

Commission in March 2010 and its priorities are to increase the innovation and thus competitiveness of 

the Community.  

 

Purpose, Scope and Methodology of Research 
 

The aim of the article is to evaluate the innovativeness of the economies of the European Union by means 

of synthetic indicators and to show the changes that took place in this regard in years 2009-2016. The 

analysis covered 28 countries belonging to the European Union. 

 

The European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) reports and the Summary Innovation Index (SII) have been 

used to analyze the innovations of individual economies in the European Union. The SII, in some reports 
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called European, was introduced by the European Commission and the University of Maastricht in 2001 

as a unified system for examining the degree of innovation in European countries. This index was created 

to identify and analyze instruments impacting socio-economic cohesion policy when assessing the living 

standards of EU citizens [Tarnowska 2013]. The level of innovation was calculated using the 

international innovation research program – Community Innovation Survey, Eurostat and the OECD data. 

 

Over the years, the methodology for measuring this index has changed. At present, the SII consists of 27 

indicators, thematically divided into ten dimensions. Each dimension describes another area of the 

country's innovation.  They were collected in four related groups: 

 

1. framework conditions of the 3 most important areas known: human resources (new doctorate 

graduates, population completed tertiary education. lifelong learning), attractive research 

systems (international scientific co-publications, scientific publications among top 10% most 

cited, foreign doctorate students) and innovation-friendly environment (broadband penetration, 

opportunity-driven entrepreneurship);  

2. investments, consisting of two areas: finance and suport (R&D expenditure in the public sector, 

venture capital investments) and firm investments (R&D expenditure in the business sector, non-

R&D innovation expenditure, enterprises providing ICT training); 

3. innovation activities, which included 3 areas: innovators (SMEs with product or process 

innovations, SMEs with marketing or organisational innovations, SMEs innovating in-house), 

linkages (innovative SMEs collaborating with others, public-private co-publications, private co-

funding of public R&D expenditures) and intellectual assets (PCT patent applications, trademark 

applications, design applications);  

4. impacts on specific projects in terms of innovation ie. employment impacts (employment in 

knowledge-intensive activities, employment fast-growing firms innovative sectors) and 

economic effects (medium & high tech product exports, knowledge-intensive services exports, 

sales of new-to-market and new-to-firm innovations), [more: EIS, Methodology Report, 2017]  

 

The standared deviation (S(x)) was compared to the mean (arithmetic mean) as a measure of the variance 

between the states analysed [Olszańska 2012]. 

 

The results have been sorted in order to identify the European Union countries that stand out in terms of 

the largest and smallest levels of the phenomenon over the period under consideration. The number of 

groups separated in a given year depends on the variability of the phenomenon under investigation. For 

clarity, in some figures and in tables were used the country abbreviations as shown in table 1.  

 

Tab. 1: Symbols of countries 

 

Symbol Country Symbol Country Symbol Country Symbol Country 

BE Belgium EL Greece LT Lithuania PT Portugal 

BG Bulgaria FR France LU Luxembourg RO Romania 

CZ Czech Republic HR Croatia HU Hungary SI Slovenia 

DK Denmark IT Italy MT Malta SK Slovakia 

DE Germany CY Cyprus NL Netherlands FI Finland 

EE Estonia ES Spain AT Austria SE Sweden 

IE Ireland LV Latvia PL Poland UK United Kingdom 

Source: own study. 

 

The scale of 0-1 was adopted for the SII index (where 1 stands for the highest achievable level of 

innovation). Depending on the distance separating the countries from the average innovation index of the 
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community countries, they were divided into four groups, depending on the % level of the innovation 

compared to the EU average: 

 

1. "innovation leaders" (over 120%); 

2. "following the leaders" (90-120%); 

3. "moderate innovators" (50 - 90%); 

4. "weak innovators" (below 50%). 

 

Research Results 
 

The value of the Summary Innovation Index for individual European Union countries varies (fig.1). 

Innovation leaders among the economies of the European Union are the Scandinavian countries, 

including Sweden, which has the highest value of SII. Countries such as Sweden, Denmark, Finland, but 

also the Netherlands, Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Luxemburg and Belgium in 2016 are also among 

the innovation leaders. These are countries which Summary Innovation Index accounted for more than 

20% of the value of the average European Union index. When analysing innovation leaders, it can be 

seen that only the countries of the old European Union belong to this group.  

 

In 2016 only three countries, ie. Ireland, France and Slovenia, were included in the group of so-called 

innovation supporters. The SII value for these countries was between 90 and 120% of the EU average. 

The most numerous group (as many as 14 countries in the European Union) found themselves in the so-

called moderate innovators group. Among the countries the weakest in terms of innovation was (value 

below 50% of the EU average) Bulgaria and Romania. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Performance of EU Member States’ innovation systems in 2016 [%] 

 

Source: own study based on EIS 

 

Analysis of the SII index in 2016 compared to 2009 showed significant changes in its values (fig.2). The 

states were divided into 4 groups because of the dynamics of change over seven years. Group 1 included 

countries whose SII increased in the analysed period, ie. Sweden, Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom, 

Netherlands, Austria and Belgium as well as so-called supporters of innovation: Ireland and France. The 

biggest increase in the index over the past 7 years has been observed in the UK. This allowed UK move 
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from so-called supporters of innovation to the leaders. This transition was also the case of Austria, the 

Netherlands and Belgium. 

 
Fig. 2: SII index in 2016 and dynamics of change in 7 years [%] in EU countries 

Source: own study based on EIS 

 
In 2009 and 2016 only three countries, ie. Ireland, France and Slovenia, were included in the group of so-

called innovation supporters. Another group of countries were those whose Summary Innovation Index 

declined but remained above the EU average. These countries included so-called innovation leaders ie. 

Finland, Germany and Luxembourg. The third group was composed of countries that, despite having the 

value of the index below the EU average, showed a rise in its value during the period considered. These 

countries are working to increase their competitiveness. These are the Czech Republic, Latvia, Malta, 

Lithuania, Slovakia, Croatia, Italy and Bulgaria, which, despite being in the group so-called weak 

innovators showed a positive change in the index over the period considered. In this group, a significant 

increase in innovation is evident in Latvia (almost 40%) and Lithuania (up by more than 20%). Such a 

significant increase in the innovation index allowed these countries to move to the so-called moderate 

innovators group. The fourth group is the countries whose Summary Innovation Index has declined 

within 7 years. Cyprus, Portugal, Estonia, Spain, Hungary, Greece and Romania belong to the so-called 

weak innovators. Cyprus (a drop of 10%) and Romania (a drop of almost 30%) showed that the value of 

the index, despite its low value, have decreased in the past seven years. Among the analysed countries 

were two, ie. Slovenia and Poland, whose index value did not change. 

 

While analysing the SII of countries calculated previously, five groups of countries with similar levels of 

innovation were identified using the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation (table 2). Over the past 

three years, there is seen even greater disparity between countries in terms of innovation (from 2 to -3).  

 

Throughout the period analysed, the highest index of innovation, falling within the range of two standard 

deviations from the mean, was recorded in Sweden and Denmark. In the second group of countries where 

the average index of innovation was above the EU average, but lower than in the group of leaders, were: 

Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, Luxembourg, Belgium, Ireland and France. This group 

joined Finland, which fell out of the so-called leaders group.  In these countries, the SII was above the EU 

average by one standard deviation. Another group of countries in which the average index of innovation 

was less than one standard deviation throughout the analyzed period was Slovenia, the Czech Republic, 

Portugal, Estonia, Spain, Italy, Cyprus and Malta. The fourth group of countries in which the average 

index of innovation was in the analysed period two standard deviations below the EU average (-2) are 
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Latvia, Poland, Croatia and Bulgaria. The countries still included in this group were Slovakia, Greece, 

Hungary and Lithuania, which only in 2016 jumped to the supporters of innovation. In the last fifth group 

was Romania whose the SII in the last three years examined was three standard deviations below the EU 

average (-3). 

 

Tab. 2: Diversification of innovation in EU countries according to SII in the years 2009÷2016 

Country 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Sweden 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Denmark 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Finland 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 

Netherlands 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

United Kingdom 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Germany 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Luxembourg 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Austria 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Belgium 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Ireland 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

France 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Slovenia -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Czech Republic -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Portugal -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Estonia -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Spain -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Italy -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Cyprus -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Malta -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Lithuania -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 

Slovakia -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1 -2 

Greece -1 -2 -2 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 

Hungary -2 -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Latvia -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Poland -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Croatia -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Bulgaria -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Romania -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 -3 -3 

Source: own study based on EIS 

 

The analysis of innovation data of economies conducted by 4 groups of dimensions showed not only 

large differences in innovation levels across countries but also significant changes over seven years (table 

3). 

 

The leader of innovation, as previously mention, was Sweden. Its Summary Innovation Index in the 

period considered was the highest among the surveyed counties and placed Sweden first in front of 

Denmark and Finland. The weakest quotations of the synthetic indicator showed Romania, Bulgaria and 

Poland. 
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Tab. 3: Innovativeness ranking by four thematic groups in 2016 as compared to 2009 

 

Country 

FRAMEWORK 

CONDITIONS 
INVESTMENTS 

INNOVATION 

ACTIVITIES 
IMPACTS 

2009 2016 change 2009 2016 change 2009 2016 change 2009 2016 change 

SE 0.81 0.87 0.06 0.75 0.69 -0.06 0.68 0.62 -0.06 0.67 0.65 -0.02 

DK 0.81 0.91 0.10 0.62 0.59 -0.03 0.69 0.61 -0.08 0.60 0.53 -0.07 

FI 0.71 0.76 0.05 0.79 0.66 -0.13 0.73 0.65 -0.08 0.51 0.44 -0.07 

NL 0.60 0.73 0.13 0.49 0.50 0.01 0.59 0.65 0.06 0.61 0.64 0.03 

UK 0.64 0.65 0.01 0.54 0.49 -0.05 0.39 0.51 0.12 0.69 0.84 0.15 

DE 0.35 0.46 0.11 0.55 0.65 0.10 0.78 0.68 -0.10 0.74 0.64 -0.10 

AT 0.52 0.56 0.04 0.51 0.62 0.11 0.73 0.67 -0.06 0.68 0.72 0.04 

LU 0.58 0.74 0.16 0.53 0.37 -0.16 0.66 0.57 -0.09 0.70 0.68 -0.02 

BE 0.54 0.61 0.07 0.61 0.55 -0.06 0.64 0.67 0.03 0.47 0.46 -0.01 

IE 0.52 0.57 0.05 0.57 0.40 -0.17 0.49 0.49 0.00 0.70 0.75 0.05 

FR 0.56 0.58 0.02 0.50 0.48 -0.02 0.47 0.49 0.02 0.56 0.57 0.01 

SI 0.62 0.53 -0.09 0.48 0.41 -0.07 0.52 0.47 -0.05 0.44 0.44 0.00 

CZ 0.34 0.38 0.04 0.52 0.46 -0.06 0.38 0.34 -0.04 0.44 0.47 0.03 

PT 0.42 0.52 0.10 0.46 0.42 -0.04 0.41 0.37 -0.04 0.36 0.33 -0.03 

EE 0.37 0.45 0.08 0.44 0.51 0.07 0.53 0.30 -0.23 0.57 0.49 -0.08 

LT 0.39 0.41 0.02 0.22 0.48 0.26 0.31 0.42 0.11 0.31 0.29 -0.02 

ES 0.43 0.47 0.04 0.40 0.33 -0.07 0.37 0.29 -0.08 0.35 0.46 0.11 

MT 0.23 0.36 0.13 0.24 0.21 -0.03 0.28 0.42 0.14 0.66 0.57 -0.09 

IT 0.24 0.33 0.09 0.27 0.27 0.00 0.41 0.42 0.01 0.43 0.44 0.01 

CY 0.33 0.38 0.05 0.43 0.23 -0.20 0.47 0.42 -0.05 0.50 0.47 -0.03 

SK 0.32 0.30 -0.02 0.29 0.35 0.06 0.24 0.22 -0.02 0.62 0.64 0.02 

EL 0.29 0.30 0.01 0.22 0.27 0.05 0.40 0.40 0.00 0.43 0.35 -0.08 

HU 0.28 0.30 0.02 0.27 0.31 0.04 0.28 0.20 -0.08 0.41 0.48 0.07 

LV 0.35 0.41 0.06 0.30 0.31 0.01 0.20 0.17 -0.03 0.27 0.38 0.11 

HR 0.13 0.23 0.10 0.34 0.37 0.03 0.33 0.26 -0.07 0.46 0.33 -0.13 

PL 0.24 0.27 0.03 0.23 0.32 0.09 0.26 0.18 -0.08 0.47 0.41 -0.06 

BG 0.23 0.23 0.00 0.28 0.17 -0.11 0.18 0.21 0.03 0.30 0.31 0.01 

RO 0.23 0.24 0.01 0.26 0.08 -0.18 0.20 0.09 -0.11 0.35 0.30 -0.05 

Source: own study based on EIS 

 

In spite of the high Swedish quotas for the SII, the deterioration in the value of indicators in particular 

group is evident. In the case of Sweden, the drop in the value of the indicators was achieved for three of 

the four group ie. investments and innovation activities (by 6% each) and impacts (by 2%). On the other 

hand, there was an increase in the rate for the framework conditions by 6%. The significant increase in 

the framework conditions was observed in Luxembourg (by 16%), Denmark, Malta and the Netherlands 

(by 13%). The fall in the value of the indicator in this group was noted by only two countries: Slovenia 

(by 9%) and Slovakia (2%). In the case of Bulgaria, however, its value has not changed. The biggest drop 

in the value of indicators after seven years was recorded in: Cyprus – in the group of investments (by 

20%); Estonia – in case of innovation activities (by 23%) and in Croatia – an impacts (by 13%). On the 

other hand, the largest increase in the value of the indicator was noted in the group of investments in 

Latvia (by 26%), innovation activities in Malta (by 14%) and in an impacts in Great Britain (by 15%). 

Such a significant increase in the value of the index by the United Kingdom has given it first position in 

this area with an index of 0.84 points, thus diminishing Germany, Italy and Luxembourg. In the case of 
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two countries, ie. the Netherlands and Italy, the value of indicators has increased in all four groups. Very 

poor results were obtained by Rom

have decreased, despite their earlier low values. 

framework conditions. 

 

The dimensions that influenced the value of SII obtained by individual countries were also 

Among the dimensions influencing the framework conditions of the countries that achieved the highest 

value of this indicator in 2016 was the innovation

Denmark (1 point), Sweden (0.94 points) and Finland (0.87 points). The lowest values for innovation

friendly environment were recorded in Cyprus (0.23 points), Croatia (0.21 points) and Greece (0.15 

points). In the case of Sweden and Finland, the value of this ratio increased respectively by 6% and 15% 

in 2009, while Denmark remained at the same level. In the case of Austria, the drop in value was the 

greatest (by 22%). It also decreased significantly in the c

and increased in case of Malta (by 22%), Poland (17%) and Lithuania (15%).

 

 

Fig. 5:  Dimensions belonging to the framework conditions group in EU countries in 2009 and 2016

Source: own study based on EIS 

 

Significant increase of indicators occurred in human resources dimension. In Belgium was the largest (by 

33%). Second was Romania (by 26%). In turn, in the research systems dimension the highest value of the 

index in 2016 were recorded in Luxembourg. The

the first place in this group. Belgium (33%) and Malta (22%) also recorded significant gains. Latvia and 

Slovenia recorded the biggest drop, accordingly by 23% and 22%.

 

In the group of investments (fig. 6), the high values of the indicator for the finance and support 

dimensions recorded Estonia (70 points) right behind Finland (0.72 points). In 2016, the increase in this 

indicator compared to 2009 was the highest in Estonia (by 29%) and in Slovakia (b

dimensions, as many as 18 countries recorded a drop in this indicator over the period considered. 

largest was in sequence in Ireland (by 29%), Luxembourg (by 26%), Belgium and Bulgaria (by 22%) and 

Romania (by 20%).  

 

In the case of the dimensions of firm investments, the highest indicators value were obtained in 2016: 

Germany (0.73 points, growth by 15%), Sweden (0.70, growth by 7%) and Austria (0.69 points, growth 

by 14%). The largest increase in the indicator in this dimensions was re

weakest results in this dimensions took place in 2016: in Cyprus (0.20 points, compared to 2009 drop by 

38%), in Lithuania (0.18 points, drop by 10 points), and in Romania (0.05 points, drop by 16%). 

Significant decrease in addition to Cyprus was recorded by Slovakia (by 22%).

 

two countries, ie. the Netherlands and Italy, the value of indicators has increased in all four groups. Very 

poor results were obtained by Romania. Over the past seven years, in three of the four groups, indicators 

have decreased, despite their earlier low values. A slight increase (by 1% to 0.24 points) was noted for the 

The dimensions that influenced the value of SII obtained by individual countries were also 

Among the dimensions influencing the framework conditions of the countries that achieved the highest 

value of this indicator in 2016 was the innovation-friendly environment (fig. 5). Such countries were 

Denmark (1 point), Sweden (0.94 points) and Finland (0.87 points). The lowest values for innovation

friendly environment were recorded in Cyprus (0.23 points), Croatia (0.21 points) and Greece (0.15 

In the case of Sweden and Finland, the value of this ratio increased respectively by 6% and 15% 

in 2009, while Denmark remained at the same level. In the case of Austria, the drop in value was the 

greatest (by 22%). It also decreased significantly in the case of Slovenia (by 16%) and Belgium (by 14%), 

and increased in case of Malta (by 22%), Poland (17%) and Lithuania (15%). 

Dimensions belonging to the framework conditions group in EU countries in 2009 and 2016

 

Significant increase of indicators occurred in human resources dimension. In Belgium was the largest (by 

33%). Second was Romania (by 26%). In turn, in the research systems dimension the highest value of the 

index in 2016 were recorded in Luxembourg. The 33% increase in the index allowed this country to take 

the first place in this group. Belgium (33%) and Malta (22%) also recorded significant gains. Latvia and 

Slovenia recorded the biggest drop, accordingly by 23% and 22%. 

ig. 6), the high values of the indicator for the finance and support 

dimensions recorded Estonia (70 points) right behind Finland (0.72 points). In 2016, the increase in this 

indicator compared to 2009 was the highest in Estonia (by 29%) and in Slovakia (by 34%). In this 

dimensions, as many as 18 countries recorded a drop in this indicator over the period considered. 

largest was in sequence in Ireland (by 29%), Luxembourg (by 26%), Belgium and Bulgaria (by 22%) and 

dimensions of firm investments, the highest indicators value were obtained in 2016: 

Germany (0.73 points, growth by 15%), Sweden (0.70, growth by 7%) and Austria (0.69 points, growth 

by 14%). The largest increase in the indicator in this dimensions was recorded by Latvia (by 24%). The 

weakest results in this dimensions took place in 2016: in Cyprus (0.20 points, compared to 2009 drop by 

38%), in Lithuania (0.18 points, drop by 10 points), and in Romania (0.05 points, drop by 16%). 

ddition to Cyprus was recorded by Slovakia (by 22%). 

two countries, ie. the Netherlands and Italy, the value of indicators has increased in all four groups. Very 

ania. Over the past seven years, in three of the four groups, indicators 

A slight increase (by 1% to 0.24 points) was noted for the 

The dimensions that influenced the value of SII obtained by individual countries were also analysed. 

Among the dimensions influencing the framework conditions of the countries that achieved the highest 

endly environment (fig. 5). Such countries were 

Denmark (1 point), Sweden (0.94 points) and Finland (0.87 points). The lowest values for innovation-

friendly environment were recorded in Cyprus (0.23 points), Croatia (0.21 points) and Greece (0.15 

In the case of Sweden and Finland, the value of this ratio increased respectively by 6% and 15% 

in 2009, while Denmark remained at the same level. In the case of Austria, the drop in value was the 

ase of Slovenia (by 16%) and Belgium (by 14%), 

 

Dimensions belonging to the framework conditions group in EU countries in 2009 and 2016 

Significant increase of indicators occurred in human resources dimension. In Belgium was the largest (by 

33%). Second was Romania (by 26%). In turn, in the research systems dimension the highest value of the 

33% increase in the index allowed this country to take 

the first place in this group. Belgium (33%) and Malta (22%) also recorded significant gains. Latvia and 

ig. 6), the high values of the indicator for the finance and support 

dimensions recorded Estonia (70 points) right behind Finland (0.72 points). In 2016, the increase in this 

y 34%). In this 

dimensions, as many as 18 countries recorded a drop in this indicator over the period considered. The 

largest was in sequence in Ireland (by 29%), Luxembourg (by 26%), Belgium and Bulgaria (by 22%) and 

dimensions of firm investments, the highest indicators value were obtained in 2016: 

Germany (0.73 points, growth by 15%), Sweden (0.70, growth by 7%) and Austria (0.69 points, growth 

corded by Latvia (by 24%). The 

weakest results in this dimensions took place in 2016: in Cyprus (0.20 points, compared to 2009 drop by 

38%), in Lithuania (0.18 points, drop by 10 points), and in Romania (0.05 points, drop by 16%). 
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Fig. 6:  Dimensions belonging to the group of investments in EU countries in 2009 and 2016
Source: own study based on EIS 

 

Another group of the SII is innovation activities (fig. 7). One of the 

innovation. In their case, over the past 7 years, the indexes have been declining in as many as 20 

countries of the European Union. The biggest drop, as much as 65%, was recorded in Estonia, but also 

significant in: Denmark (by 24% and changed position in this dimensions from 1 to 3), Spain (by 22%) 

and Cyprus (by 20%). The Netherlands, Great Britain and Latvia recorded significant increases, 

accordingly by 18% and two times 16% .

 

 

Fig.7:  Dimensions belonging to the 
Source: own study based on EIS 

 

In the linkages dimensions in 2016 compared to 2009 value of indicators also decreased in the majority of 

EU countries. The biggest decline was recorded in Finl

Finland to fall from leader position to 6

recorded by Luxembourg and Cyprus. The biggest increase in the linkages index in 2016 can boast only 

the United Kingdom. The other countries, if they had an indicators increase in this dimensions, it 

oscillated within limits 1-5%. 

 

The last dimensions in this group is

compared to 2009 were recorded in Malta, Luxembourg and Denmark. The highest increase was noticed 

in Malta (42%). Cyprus and Bulgaria also recorded significant growth in this dimensions (

largest drop in the discussed dimension (at 9%) was obtained by Germany. The lowest value of the 

indicator in 2016 was achieved by Romania (despite the increase in the value of this index by 6% 

compared to 2009). 

The last group affecting the SII is the impacts, which comprise two dimensions (fig. 8).

Dimensions belonging to the group of investments in EU countries in 2009 and 2016

Another group of the SII is innovation activities (fig. 7). One of the three dimensions in this group is 

innovation. In their case, over the past 7 years, the indexes have been declining in as many as 20 

countries of the European Union. The biggest drop, as much as 65%, was recorded in Estonia, but also 

k (by 24% and changed position in this dimensions from 1 to 3), Spain (by 22%) 

and Cyprus (by 20%). The Netherlands, Great Britain and Latvia recorded significant increases, 

accordingly by 18% and two times 16% . 

Dimensions belonging to the group of innovation activities in EU countries in 2009 and 2016

In the linkages dimensions in 2016 compared to 2009 value of indicators also decreased in the majority of 

EU countries. The biggest decline was recorded in Finland, where the index fell by 28%. This caused 

Finland to fall from leader position to 6
th

 place in the ranking. Significant drops of 19% were also 

recorded by Luxembourg and Cyprus. The biggest increase in the linkages index in 2016 can boast only 

ed Kingdom. The other countries, if they had an indicators increase in this dimensions, it 

The last dimensions in this group is the intellectual assets. For this factor, the highest rates in 2016 

compared to 2009 were recorded in Malta, Luxembourg and Denmark. The highest increase was noticed 

in Malta (42%). Cyprus and Bulgaria also recorded significant growth in this dimensions (each 24%). The 

largest drop in the discussed dimension (at 9%) was obtained by Germany. The lowest value of the 

indicator in 2016 was achieved by Romania (despite the increase in the value of this index by 6% 
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Fig. 8: Dimensions belonging to the group of impact in EU countries in 2009 and 2016
Source: own study based on EIS 
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At present, economic development largely depends on intangib

dissemination and application of knowledge ensures a better use of material resources available in a given 

country. Diffusion of innovation results in a competitive advantage, as demonstrated by indicators 

obtained by developed countries. Nevertheless, to make innovative solutions, you must have adequate 

financial resources. This is especially visible in the countries of the new European Union, ie Lithuania 

and Latvia. For these countries, the European Union's contri

synthetic index and the majority of indices in particular areas and categories has increased over the past 7 
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Poor indexes in most countries of the new European Union as well as in countries experiencing the 

economic crisis, ie. Greece and Spain, indicate that they need to develop strategies for increasing the 

innovativeness of economies on the international stage. Certainly, the right strategy and the domination of 

their attributes by each country will allow for a longer period of time to reduce or even offset the distance 

between the two groups of countries. 
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Abstract 

Majority of literature on electronic banking has focused on internet banking adoption either by banks or by 
customers. Mobile banking differs from internet banking because it is available free of location and hence 
enables access to financial services anytime anywhere. However, why banks adopt mobile over and above 
internet banking has been neglected so far.  This paper investigates the determinants of mobile banking 
adoption from banks’ perspective. Using a sample of 14 retail banks from Turkey, we show that banks are 
more likely to adopt mobile banking to increase their deposits, profitability, market share and for better risk 
management of their loan portfolio.  

 
Keywords Mobile banking, Banks, Financial Services, Technology, Turkey  

 

Introduction 

Financial institutions are profit-seeking enterprises that try to maximize revenues and reduce their cost of 
production simultaneously. However, competition in financial services is fiercer than ever due to 
information technologies that bring increased transparency, lower switching costs and higher 
disintermediation (Claessens , S., Dobos, G., Klingebiel, D., Laeven, L., 2013; Claessens, S., Glaessner, T., 
Klingebiel, D., 2001). We see disappearance of boundaries between banks and ICT companies, new start-
ups that enable peer-to-peer lending, new payment infrastructures such as blockchain technology that 
challenge the value proposition banks deliver. Compared to banks these new financial services providers 
are much less regulated and far more flexible. These developments point out too much higher competition 
for not only retaining the existing customer base but also for protecting the margins. As margins decrease, 
banks profitability decrease. Banks are challenged to create new revenue sources such as service fees and 
commissions (Adizes, 2013). Hence, importance of creating value-added services that leverage information 
technology becomes even more important. (Wonglimpiyarat, 2014) 

Mobile banking represents the next step of financial institutions towards providing new services to 
customers and seizing technological opportunities in terms of new business models (Riquelme & Rios, 
2010). Mobile banking not only enables banks offering new and customized products and services but also 
enables customers to interact with their banks regardless of time or location, and to access details of their 
banking and financial transactions whenever and wherever necessary. Mobility is the most noteworthy 
difference of mobile from internet banking (Laukkanen, 2007; Suoranta, 2004). Furthermore, mobile 
banking enables access to financial services particularly for the unbanked segments in emerging economies 
bringing opportunities to expand banks customer base (Klein, 2011; Bose, 2016) . It naturally adds up that 
mobile-based financial services may increase a financial institution’s asset growth, which is crucial in an 
increasingly competitive environment.  

Research shows that customers have become less willing to visit traditional branches, less loyal, more 
receptive to new electronic channels and more sophisticated in demanding better service quality including 
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24 hour service availability (Coelho & Easingwood, 2003). Customers value compatibility, perceived 
usefulness, and attitude in their decision to adopt mobile banking (Shaikh & Karjaluoto, 2015). Customers 
perceive mobile banking as a competitive advantage (Koenig-Lewis, Hanmer-Lloyd, & Ward, 2010) and 
banks use mobile banking to build relationships with customers to retain and develop their customer base. 
(Veronika & Nikolay, 2015). Thakur (2014) shows that satisfaction from mobile banking in fact increases 
customer loyalty. Considering the fast penetration of smartphones in both developed and developing 
economies, mobile banking has become an important distribution channel for banks.  
 
From a competition point of view banks who invest in IT increase productivity, decrease operating 
expenses, increase profitability and market share (Chang‐Soo & Davidson, 2004). Transactions carried out 
via mobile are more cost-effective for both banks and consumers than branch-based transactions, involving 
less time and fewer people (Laukkanen & Lauronen, 2005). In this regard, mobile banking gives financial 
institutions an opportunity to lower their operating expenses, increase productivity and profitability.  
Previous research shows that banks increase profitability once they adopt internet banking. Hernando & 
Nieto, (2007); DeYoung, (2007); Ciciretti, Hasan, & Zazzara, (2009) and Onay and Ozsoz (2012) show that 
internet banking allows banks to focus on more labour intensive functions at branches. What does mobile 
banking add to this equation? Why and when banks adopt mobile is the question we address in this paper.  

To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore the factors that affect financial institutions’ decisions to 
adopt mobile banking particularly in an emerging economy. Penetration of mobile banking has been fast 
(Ratten, 2011) and new technology penetrates even faster in emerging economies due to leapfrog effect 
(Claessens, Glaessner, & Klingebiel, 2001). Literature reveals that many research on electronic banking has 
focused on Internet banking, whereas research focusing on mobile banking is relatively less and receives 
underrated attention (Suoranta & Mattila, 2004 ; Laukkanen & Pasanen, 2008; Puschel, Mazzon, & 
Hernandez, 2010).  

In our paper, we follow a similar strategy to  Furst, Lang, & Nolle, (2002); Singh, (2007); Dandapani, 
(2017), and Hernández-Murillo, (2010) who investigate internet banking adoption by banks and try to 
identify the factors that contribute to the adoption of mobile banking services by financial institutions in 
Turkey. Adoption of Mobile banking in Turkey began in the second half of the 2000’s and penetrated 
thoroughly. Customers who have logged into mobile banking at least once in last three months has 

increased from 445k to 19million in the past 5 years. As of 2017 of the 33 retail banks in Turkey, more 
than half offer mobile banking according to the Banks Association of Turkey. The transition to mobile was 
a sequential process for all the banks in our sample as they first adopted internet banking channel, which 
was then followed by the adoption decision for mobile. In this regard, we are able to analyse what 
particularly drives mobile banking adoption for banks. 
 
Information Technologies can be used by banks to support and enhance relationships with their customers 
through cross-selling of customized products and innovative services and by making the business process 
flexible and customer-driven. Information availability through apps/browsers and customer opinions may 
boost demand for niche products (Anderson, 2006). Furthermore, a bank’s product mix can affect the 
adoption of technological innovations as information technology may help create more customized 
products/services (Hannan & McDowell, 1984; Dandapani, 2017). Banks can monitor customer payment 
behaviour, update campaigns and deliver relevant offerings via mobile. Accordingly, Information 
Technology not only enables customized offerings but also enables better risk management. While Dow Jr., 
(2007) discuss that banks would be less likely to invest in new technology when delinquent loans increase; 
Cadena & Schoar, (2011) show that SMS/application reminders have a comparable impact on the 
repayment behaviour of borrowers. Competition also challenges banks to innovate. Barbosa & Salazar, 
(2015) show that banks with more market share offer a more diverse set of products and services. 
Accordingly, we hypothesize that banks are more likely to adopt mobile banking in an attempt to increase 
deposits, profitability and market share and to manage loans and non-performing loans more efficiently.  
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Data and Research Methodology 

Our dataset is collected from the year-end consolidated aggregate income statements and balance sheets 
compiled by the Banks Association of Turkey (2016) and adjusted for inflation using the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) published by the World Bank (WDI, April 2016). The banks in our sample offered a similar 
package of Mobile banking products, services, and transactional capabilities at the time of adoption: 1) 
Information inquiries, 2) Account balance checking and maintenance, 3) Fund transfers, 4) Automatic Bill 
and Credit Card Payments, 5) Savings and investments transactions, 6) Retail and commercial banking 
transactions, and 7) Online trading.  Our main dependent variable is mobile banking adoption dummy 
coded as one when the bank adopts a transactional mobile banking and zero otherwise. All unbounded 
explanatory variables are winsorized at the 1% level at both tails. 

In our identification strategy, we first estimate OLS firm FE model and then replicate our main findings 
with probit and logit models with firm fixed effects for robustness. Using a sample of 14 retail banks over a 
period of 21 years from 1994 to 2015, we show that the level of deposits, loans, profitability and market 
share drives banks in adopting mobile over and above internet banking channel (Table 1).1 We interpret our 
results according to column 11; the logistic regression estimation.  

Findings and Discussion 

We find that mobile banking services are more likely adopted when deposits to assets ratio decrease and 
when loans to assets ratio increase. This confirms our proposition that banks use mobile banking as a means 
of attracting new customers beyond the reach of its physical and internet branches as well as managing its 
assets more efficiently with more monitoring of customer behaviour data. We also show that banks are 
more likely to adopt mobile banking when profitability falls. This is contrary to findings of Furst, Lang, & 
Nolle, (2002); Singh, (2007); Dandapani, (2017), and Hernández-Murillo, (2010) who show that profitable 
banks adopt internet banking. We find that banks rely on mobile banking to increase profitability possibly 
via delivering more customized products/services and expanding their customer base via mobile. We also 
find a significant positive coefficient for market share indicating that banks are more likely to adopt mobile 
banking when their market share increases. This is also contrary to what has been documented for internet 
banking adoption Dandapani, Lawrence, & Rodriguez, (2016) and shows that mobile banking is also 
perceived as a way of increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty beyond increasing customer base. These 
results are robust to alternative estimations controlling for internet adoption by banks and crisis dummies.  
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Table 1 Regression Analysis - Estimations in columns 2

column 11 presents the results of Logit estimation

otherwise. Depositta is the ratio of total deposits to total assets. Loansta is the ratio of total loans to total assets. Nonperfta is the ratio of total 

non-performing loans to total loans. Roa is the return on assets. Market Share is the ratio of total asset of a bank to total ass

within a given year. Internet dummy equals one when the bank adopts transactional internet banking and zero otherwise. 

value of one if there is a systemic banking crisis and zero otherwise. 

robust std. errors clustered at the firm level in italics.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in columns 2-9 are OLS Firm Fixed Effects, while column 10 presents the results of Probit and 

column 11 presents the results of Logit estimation. Mobile dummy equals one when bank adopts transactional mobile banking and zero 

s to total assets. Loansta is the ratio of total loans to total assets. Nonperfta is the ratio of total 

performing loans to total loans. Roa is the return on assets. Market Share is the ratio of total asset of a bank to total ass

Internet dummy equals one when the bank adopts transactional internet banking and zero otherwise. Crisis dummy takes a 

value of one if there is a systemic banking crisis and zero otherwise. First row reports the estimated coefficients and second row gives the 

in italics. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
OLS  Firm Fixed effect panel regression 

while column 10 presents the results of Probit and 

Mobile dummy equals one when bank adopts transactional mobile banking and zero 

s to total assets. Loansta is the ratio of total loans to total assets. Nonperfta is the ratio of total 

performing loans to total loans. Roa is the return on assets. Market Share is the ratio of total asset of a bank to total assets of all banks 

Crisis dummy takes a 

cond row gives the 

probit 

estimation 

logit 

estimation 
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Abstract 
 
The paper includes a research on possibilities of earnings quality assessment and putting the results 
into the relationship with the most widely used traditional financial ratios as a return on assets, profit 
margin or total assets turnover ratio. The concept of the earnings quality measurement techniques 
represents relatively new, and an under-research field. The most significant researches are the one 
conducted by DeAngelo (1986), Jones (1991), Dechow and Dichev (2002) in which authors develop 
models for measuring discretionary and non-discretionary accruals that represent an earnings quality 
proxies. The purpose of those models is to detect levels of management choices that affect the 
financial result of the company. The conducted research gives results on modified Jones (1991) 
model by using the sample of large Croatian companies for a nine-year period. Next to determining 
the level of discretionary accruals, the paper includes correlation results between the accruals proxies 
and traditional financial indicators. The most significant part of the paper includes results about the 
differences between accruals level in the ‘loss’ and ‘profit’ companies. The obtained results show 
that there are more management choices (manipulations) in the ‘loss’ observations, and that ‘profit’ 
observations are more affected by business conditions (non-discretionary accruals). 
 
Key words: earnings quality, discretionary accruals, non-discretionary accruals, cash flow 

1. Introduction 

Earnings quality, which is “the aggregate result of the application of various accounting treatments, 
estimates, and assumptions that are made by management”, according existing literature, is one of 
several attributes of reported income that is widely considered to be desirable characteristics of a 
firm’s reported earnings (Salerno, 2014, p. 255). The goals of decision-makers unquestionably 
determine the definition of earnings quality. According to Dechow, et al (2010, p. 344) “the quality 
of earnings is a function of the firm’s fundamental performance”. According to Dichev et al (2013), 
high-quality earnings are “sustainable and repeatable; specific characteristics include consistent 
reporting choices, backing by actual cash flows, and absence of one-time items and long-term 
estimates” (Dichev, et al, 2013, p. 1). 
 
Most frequently used earnings quality proxies are earnings persistence, predictability, smoothness, 
timeliness, value relevance, loss avoidance, investor responsiveness magnitude of accruals, income-
increasing accruals, absolute value of discretionary or abnormal accruals and the extent to which 
accruals map into past and future cash flows, volatility, conditional conservatism (Dechow, et al., 
2010, p. 344, Dichev, et al, 2012, p. 1, Francis et al, 2004, p. 967, Perotti and Wagenhofer, 2014). 
 
Francis et al (2004) characterize accrual quality, persistence, predictability and smoothness as 
accounting-based attributes because they are typically measured using accounting information only, 
while value relevance, timeliness, and conservatism characterize as market-based because proxies for 
these constructs are typically based on relations between market data and accounting data. In 
accordance with conducted research in which Francis et al. (2004) examined the relation between the 
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cost of equity capital and abovementioned attributes of earnings, the largest cost of equity effects is 
observed for the accounting-based attributes, in particular, accrual quality. (Francis et al, 2004, p. 
967) 
 
Perotti and Wagenhofer (2014) examine how commonly used earnings quality measures fulfill a key 
objective of financial reporting by predicting that firms with higher earnings quality will be less 
mispriced than other firms. According to their research, “accruals measures generate the largest 
spread in absolute excess returns, followed by smoothness and market-based measures. These results 
lend support to the widespread use of accruals measures as overall measures of earnings quality in 
literature” (Perotti and Wagenhofer, 2014, p. 545). 
 
Many modes are developed with the objective to assess earnings quality. An early research stage 
resulted in less complex models that have been modified and improved over time. Recent researches 
focus on an assessment of non-discretionary and discretionary accruals as a proxy for assessing 
earnings quality by using information, not only from the balance sheet, but also from the cash flows 
statement. There is no clear consensus between researches which discretionary accruals model gives 
the best results. 

2. Literature review 

 
Accruals “modify the timing of reported earnings; therefore use of discretionary accruals enables the 
manager to transfer earnings between periods” (Healy, 1985, 89). Discretionary (abnormal or 
unexpected) accruals often serve as a proxy for earnings management, and are in focus of many 
developed expectations models (e.g. Healy model, 1985; DeAngelo model, 1986; Jones model, 1991; 
Modified Jones model, 1995; Dechow and Dichev model, 2005; Francis et al model, 2005). 
 
According to Healy (1985), managers observe a cash flow from operations and non-discretionary 
accruals at the close of each year and select discretionary accounting procedures and accruals to 
maximize their expected benefit from bonuses (Healy, 1985, p. 89). Within the model, the 
discretionary accruals sum to zero over the managers’ employment horizon with the firm (Healy, 
1985, p. 89). “It is assumed that every firm having discretionary accruals other than zero applies 
profit management, every firm having discretionary accruals below zero operates in the direction of 
increasing profits and every firm having discretionary accruals above zero operates in the direction of 
decreasing profits” (Aren, 2003, cited in Yurt and Ergun, 2015, p. 41). In his research, Healy found 
that there is a close linkage between accruals and managers' income-reporting incentives under their 
bonus contracts (Healy, 1985, p. 106). “Holthausen, Larcker, and Sloan (1995) just like Healy found 
evidence, consistent with the hypothesis that managers manipulate earnings downwards when their 
bonuses are at their maximum” (Yurt and Ergun, 2015, p. 42). 
 
DeAngelo’s (1986) model uses prior period’s total accruals as a measure of normal (non-
discretionary) accruals and defines abnormal (discretionary) total accrual as the difference between 
current total accruals and normal total accruals (Jones, 1991, p. 207). Both Healy (1985) and 
DeAngelo (1986) models assume that the non-discretionary accruals are constant in the examined 
period (Yurt and Ergun, 2015, p. 43). 
 
Jones (1991) model focuses on discretionary accruals as a measure of managers’ earnings 
manipulations, but unlike previous models, he takes into account changes in non-discretionary 
accruals caused by changes in economic conditions (Jones, 1991, p. 223). According to results 
“managers decrease earnings through earnings management during import relief investigations” 
(Jones, 1991, p. 194). 
 
Dechow et al (1995) modified the Jones model to eliminate the conjectured tendency to measure 
discretionary accruals with an error when discretion is exercised over revenues (Dechow, 1995, p. 
199). In the Jones model, revenues are used to control the economic environment of a company, but 
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reported revenues to some extent may be affected by managers’ attempts to decrease reported 
earnings (Jones, 1991, p. 211-212) because of which Dechow et al. in a modified version of the 
model implicitly assumes that all changes in credit sales in the event period result from earnings 
management (Dechow, 1995, p. 199). This improved version of the Jones model is named Modified 
Jones model and it is widely used by researchers. 
 
Unlike previous models, which are focused on estimating abnormal accruals (Yurt and Ergun, 2015, 
p. 43), Dechow and Dichev (2002) put forward a new approach to measure accruals and earnings 
quality. They define accruals quality “as the extent to which working capital accruals map into 
operating cash flow realizations, where a poor match signifies low accrual quality” (Dechow and 
Dichev, 2002, p. 36). According to the new model, precise estimates imply a good match between 
current accruals and past, present, or future cash flow realizations (Dechow and Dichev, 2002, p. 53). 
Dechow and Dichev find that both earnings and accruals volatility are good proxies for measuring 
low accruals and earnings quality (Dechow and Dichev, 2002, p. 54). 
 
Jones et al (2008) evaluate the ability of 10 measures derived from the extant discretionary accruals 
models to detect the existence of a fraudulent event that overstated earnings, the extent of fraudulent 
earnings, and voluntarily earnings restatements. They find that only the accrual estimation errors 
estimated from Dechow and Dichev 2002 and McNichols 2002 modification of Dechow and Dichev 
have predictive power for both fraud and non-fraudulent restatements of earnings. (Jones, Krishnan 
and Melendrez, 2008, p. 529) 
 
To estimate abnormal accruals, Cheng et al (2012) evaluated the performance of the modified Jones 
model, modified Jones model with operating cash flows, and modified Jones model with return on 
assets. They recommend that researchers use the industry-specific modified Jones model with return 
on assets model to estimate abnormal accruals when investigating earnings management since the 
model remains the best one from the perspective of abnormal accrual mispricing (Cheng et al, 2012, 
p. 1). 
 
Francis et al (2005) investigate the relation between the accruals quality and costs of debt and equity 
capital. In their study, accruals quality is used as a proxy for information risk, and accruals quality 
metric is based on Dechow and Dichev’s (2002) model and following McNichols (2002) discussion 
of this model, they also include the change in revenues and property, plant and equipment as 
additional explanatory variables (Francis et al., 2005, 296). According to their research “lower-
quality accruals are associated with higher costs of debt, smaller price multiples on earnings, and 
larger equity betas.” (Francis et al, 2005, p. 323). 
 
There are several studies that investigate the linkage between debt financing and earnings quality. 
Ghosh and Moon (2010), using accruals quality as a proxy for earnings quality, where earnings 
quality refers to the ability of earnings to predict future cash flows, determine non-monotonic relation 
between debt and earnings quality. In accordance with their study, the relationship is positive at low 
levels of debt and negative at high debt levels (Ghosh and Moon, 2010, p. 538). Similarly, Valipour 
and Moradbeygi (2011) find a positive and significant relationship between low levels of debt 
financing and earnings quality, and according to their study, “firms aggressively use accruals to 
manage earnings to avoid covenant violations and reduce the cost of financing” (Valipour and 
Moradbeygi, 2011, p. 155). 
 
Šodan (2015) investigates whether the extent to which fair value disclosed in the financial statements 
is related to the earnings quality measures in the eastern European countries over 2002-2011. He 
formed an aggregate earnings quality measure that is based on the six most commonly used earnings 
quality proxies (persistence, predictability, smoothness, accruals quality, value relevance and 
conservatism). According to preliminary empirical findings, “both firms and banks with increased 
exposure to fair value accounting in financial reporting have lower level of aggregate earnings 
quality”. (Šodan, 2015, p. 1769) 
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Salerno (2014) analysed the impact that quality of reported earnings has on the accuracy of financial 
analysts’ earnings forecasts. He used two measurements of forecast accuracy. “For both 
measurements of accuracy the results show that higher earnings quality is associated with improved 
forecast accuracy.” (Salerno, 2014, p. 255) 
 
The accruals and earnings quality are a research field that has been covered by many papers during 
the last decade. In that period numerous approaches to measure accruals are developed. As Ohlson 
(2014) pointed out in his work, “while accruals can be misleading, on average accruals provide useful 
information as indicators of future cash flows and earnings that go beyond the information in current 
cash earnings”. (Ohlson, 2014, p. 80.) 

3. Research question, research design and methodology 

 
The objective of this paper is to determine the level of abnormal accruals in Croatian large 
companies. Results will be used to assess the linkage between earnings quality proxies and traditional 
financial indicators and ratios in analysed companies. Accruals proxy can be used to compare 
management choices and potential manipulations in companies that operate with profit compared to 
companies that generate losses. Related to that, the research includes analysis of differences between 
results within the profitable and non-profitable observations. Considering the review of the 
objectives, it is possible to develop a research hypotheses: 

H1: There exists a significant correlation between discretionary and non-discretionary accruals, 
and traditional financial indicators and ratios. 

H2: It is possible to detect a significant difference in earnings quality between ‘profit’ and ‘loss’ 
companies. 

 
As it was emphasized earlier in the paper, the Jones model is focused on total accruals as a measure 
of earnings management (Jones, 1991, p. 206). “Total accruals are calculated as the change in 
noncash working capital before income taxes payable less total depreciation expense. The change in 
noncash working capital before taxes is defined as the change in current assets other than cash and 
short-term investments less current liabilities other than current maturities of long-term liabilities and 
income taxes payable.” (Jones, 1991, p. 207). The model used in the research represents the Jones 
model with certain modifications. Due to the lack of an available data the total accruals model does 
not include current maturities of long-term debt, and tax payable includes all tax liabilities, and not 
only income taxes. Next to that, deferred costs are included as a part of current assets, and deferred 
revenues as a part of current liabilities. All variables are scaled by total assets. Total accruals are 
calculated by using the following equation:  
 ��������� = �∆����������� + ∆������������ − ∆���ℎ��������� � − �∆����������� +

∆������������ − ∆����������� � −
��������� 

 
where: 

ACCt = total accruals in year t for company i 
TAt-1 = total assets in year t-1 
∆CAt = change in current assets between year t and t-1 
∆AVRt = change in deferred costs between year t and t-1 
∆Casht = change in cash between year t and t-1 
∆CLt = change in current liabilities between year t and t-1 
∆PVRt = change in deferred revenues between year t and t-1 
∆TPt = change in tax payable between year t and t-1 
Dept = depreciation and amortization costs in year t 

 
The total accruals (ACCt) represent a difference between changes in non-cash current assets and 
change in current liabilities other than the tax payables decreased for depreciation and amortization 
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costs. As previous researches highlight (DeAngelo, 1986; Jones, 1991; Dechow and Dichev, 2002) 
the total accruals include a change in a discretionary and non-discretionary accruals. The same 
authors affirm that the change in non-discretionary accruals is approximately zero, so the change in 
total accruals reflects the change in a discretionary accruals. The total accruals are determined as 
follows: 
 

����������� = �� 1
������ + ���

∆�������������� + ��� ������������� + ��� 
where: 

ACCit = total accruals in year t for company i 
TAit-1 = total assets in year t-1 
∆TRit = change in total revenues between year t and t-1 
NonCAit = non-current assets in year t 
εit = error term in year t for firm i 
i = 1,….,N = company index 
t = 1,…,Ti = year index 

 
The second model is used as a proxy in order to absorb the noise resulting from the change in a 
business condition where the non-current assets represent investments, and change in revenues scaled 
by total assets represents growth of business activities of the company. The prediction error (residual) 
in the model represents the level of discretionary accruals at the observation point. 
 
In order to meet the research objective, we used traditional financial ratios that are considered as the 
most important in evaluating financial position and business performance. The financial position is 
evaluated by using an equity-to-assets ratio and a total assets turnover ratio. The business 
performance is evaluated by using a return on assets, return on equity and profit margin. The chosen 
financial ratios are computed in accordance with the formulas provided by Žager, K., Mamić Sačer, 
Sever Mališ, Ježovita & Žager L. (2017). 
 
The conducted research includes an earnings quality analysis of Croatian large companies that 
prepared and disclosed their annual financial statements for 2016 (327 companies were classified as 
large). According to the Croatian Accounting Law, large companies are those that meet two of three 
criteria: total assets >150 million HRK, total income >300 million HRK, average employees’ number 
>250 (Official Gazette, No 78/2015). Those criteria are harmonized with Directive 2013/34/EU of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on the annual financial statements, 
consolidated financial statements and related reports of certain types of undertakings. Because the 
data on cash flows in Croatia are available only from 2008, the time framework covered by the 
research is a nine-year period. The next limitation included in the research is a companies’ size. The 
analysis includes only companies that are classified as large within all observed years (2008-2016). 
That limitation reduced the number of observed companies from 327 to 208 companies (1664 
observations). 

4. Research results 

 
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of the total accruals, residuals (prediction error), and predicted 
values. According to Jones (1991) predictions based on the estimated regression coefficient from the 
used regression equation are considered as a non-discretionary accruals, and belonging residuals 
(prediction errors) are considered as a discretionary accruals (Jones, 1991, p. 217). 
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics 

 
Mean 

Standard 
deviation 

First 
quartile 

Median 
Third 

quartile 
ACC -.04 .15 -.10 -.04 .01 
RES .00000 .14990 -.05149 .00349 .05202 
SRes .00000 .99910 -.34317 .02325 .34670 
PV -.04355 .02939 -.05923 -.04441 -.03107 
SPV .00000 1.00000 -.53363 -.02926 .42460 
ACC: Total accruals 
RES: Residuals 
SRes: Standardized Residual 
PV: Predicted Value 
SPV: Standardized Predicted Value 

Source: authors’ calculation 

 
The total accruals in the regression model are dependent and change in total revenues and value of 
non-current assets, all scaled by total assets, are considered as independent variables. The results of 
the regression model (Table 2) show no auto-correlation problem (Durbin-Watson is 2.069) but an 
important limitation of the model is very low R2 and adjusted R2 by which every independent 
variable in the model explains only 3.7 % of the variations in the dependent variable. Nevertheless, 
the model is considered significant (p-value is 0.000). 
 

Table 2: ANOVA table of multiple regression model 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df 
Mean 
Square 

F Sig. 

1 Regression 1.436 3 .479 21.271 .000b 
Residual 37.367 1660 .023 

  
Total 38.804 1663 

   
a. Dependent Variable: Total accruals scaled by total assets 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Scaled non-current assets, Scaled change in total revenues, 1/TA(t-1) 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 
The most important results of the model are residuals that represent discretionary accruals. Dechow 
and Dichev (2002) consider a standard deviation of the residuals a measurement of the earnings 
quality. The authors underline that lower standard deviation represents higher earnings quality. Jones 
(1991) highlighted that is necessary to calculate standardized residuals and standardized prediction 
values to obtain accruals proxies. The regression model, which is a result of this research, shows that 
non-discretionary accruals do not equal zero, and that the total accruals cannot be considered as only 
discretionary accruals. Next to that, we concluded that the discretionary accruals (residuals) have a 
higher standard deviation compared to the non-discretionary accruals (predicted values). Results 
show that changes in total accruals are mainly the outcome of a discretionary accruals. 
 
In order to test the first research hypothesis, a correlation statistic is used. Pearson’s correlation 
matrix (Table 3) shows the linkage between observed variables included in the earnings quality 
model and chosen financial indicators and ratios. Total accruals are statistically significant related to 
almost all variables. The correlation matrix shows significant but low strength between total accruals 
and non-discretionary accruals. On the other side, the total accruals are statistically significant and 
highly, almost perfectly, related to the standardized residuals. 
 
As expected, cash flow changes are negatively related to the total accruals, i.e. if the total accruals 
increase the cash flow from operating activities decreases. Consequently, it can be concluded that a 
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higher accruals level leads to lower cash flows. Related to that, a net income and EBIT changes are 
positively related to the total accruals. Altogether, lead us to the conclusion that there exists a 
difference between accrual and cash basis in presenting financial information and results, and 
consequently accrual basis represent potential for management choices. 
 
The total accruals are significantly linked to the business performance ratios as the economy and the 
profitability ratio. Higher accruals result in a higher total economy ratio, return on assets, return on 
equity and profit margin. Contrary to that, the financial position ratios, as an equity-to-assets ratio 
and total turnover ratio, are not statistically significant related to total accruals. 
 

Table 3: Correlation matrix of observed variables 

 Corr/p-
value ACC ∆NI ∆EBIT ∆CF ∆iCF RES SRES PV SPV 

ACC 1 
.137** 
.000 

.140** 
.000 

-.217** 
.000 

.292** 
.000 

.981** 
.000 

.981** 
.000 

.192** 
.000 

.192** 
.000 

∆NI 
.137** 
.000 

1 
.994** 
.000 

.073** 
.003 

.816** 
.000 

.025 

.307 
.025 
.307 

.582** 
.000 

.582** 
.000 

∆EBIT 
.140** 
.000 

.994** 
.000 

1 
.065** 
.008 

.833** 
.000 

.026 

.293 
.026 
.293 

.594** 
.000 

.594** 
.000 

∆CF 
-.217** 
.000 

.073** 
.003 

.065** 
.008 

1 
-.025 
.299 

-.219** 
.000 

-.219** 
.000 

-.012 
.621 

-.012 
.621 

RES 
.981** 
.000 

.025 

.307 
.026 
.293 

-.219** 
.000 

.181** 
.000 

1 
1.000** 

.000 
.000 

1.000 
.000 

1.000 

SRES 
.981** 
.000 

.025 

.307 
.026 
.293 

-.219** 
.000 

.181** 
.000 

1.000** 
.000 

1 
.000 

1.000 
.000 

1.000 

PV 
.192** 
.000 

.582** 
.000 

.594** 
.000 

-.012 
.621 

.594** 
.000 

.000 
1.000 

.000 
1.000 

1 
  

1.000** 
.000 

SPV 
.192** 
.000 

.582** 
.000 

.594** 
.000 

-.012 
.621 

.594** 
.000 

.000 
1.000 

.000 
1.000 

1.000** 
.000 

1 

EUP 
.123** 
.000 

.148** 
.000 

.136** 
.000 

.089** 
.000 

.096** 
.000 

.102** 
.000 

.102** 
.000 

.119** 
.000 

.119** 
.000 

KVF  
.035 
.149 

-.037 
.135 

-.043 
.079 

.025 

.307 
-.072** 
.003 

.055* 
.024 

.055* 
.024 

-.098** 
.000 

-.098** 
.000 

ROA  
.134** 
.000 

.224** 
.000 

.197** 
.000 

.106** 
.000 

.119** 
.000 

.104** 
.000 

.104** 
.000 

.166** 
.000 

.166** 
.000 

ROE  
.148** 
.000 

.098** 
.000 

.096** 
.000 

.007 

.768 
.067** 
.007 

.135** 
.000 

.135** 
.000 

.083** 
.001 

.083** 
.001 

MP  
.144** 
.000 

.134** 
.000 

.129** 
.000 

.072** 
.003 

.129** 
.000 

.135** 
.000 

.135** 
.000 

.060* 
.014 

.060* 
.014 

KOUI  
.029 
.244 

.059* 
.015 

.050* 
.041 

.030 

.224 
.030 
.214 

-.043 
.079 

-.043 
.079 

.368** 
.000 

.368** 
.000 

ACC: total accruals scaled by total assets 
∆NI: change in net income 
∆EBIT: change in earnings before interests and taxes 
∆CF: change in cash flow from operating activity 
RES: Unstandardized Residual 
SRES: Standardized Residual 
PV: Unstandardized Predicted Value 
SPV: Standardized Predicted Value 
EUP: total economy ratio 
KVF: equity-to-assets ratio 
ROA: return on assets 
ROE: return on equity 
MP: profit margin 
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 Corr/p-
value ACC ∆NI ∆EBIT ∆CF ∆iCF RES SRES PV SPV 

KOUI: total assets turnover ratio 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 
Both accruals proxies, discretionary and non-discretionary, are related to the equity-to-assets ratio. 
The correlation is significant but low. Predicted values (non-discretionary accruals) are statistically 
significant related to changes in net income and EBIT. Respecting the obtained results of the 
conducted analysis, we accept the first research hypothesis that there exists a statistically significant 
correlation between discretionary and non-discretionary accruals, and traditional financial indicators 
and ratios. 
 
The next research phase includes assessing earnings quality respecting the business performance 
measured by net income and traditional financial ratios. For the research purposes a dummy variable 
is included in the research. The dummy variable represents a category variable that divides 
observations into two groups, ‘loss’ companies (0), and ‘profit’ companies (1). 
 

Table 4: Results of Mann-Whitney test for detecting changes in ‘loss’ and ‘profit’ companies 

for observed variables 

 
Net 

Income 

Cash flow 
from 

operating 
activities 

Return on 
Assets 

Total 
accruals 

Discretionary 
Accruals 

Non-
discretionary 

Accruals 

Mann-Whitney U .000 153326.000 29859.000 187756.000 203089.000 164400.000 

Wilcoxon W 63903.000 214401.000 93762.000 251659.000 266992.000 228303.000 

Z -28.995 -8.779 -25.284 -5.660 -3.755 -8.563 

Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

a. Grouping Variable: Category (‘profit’ companies = 1; ‘loss’ companies = 0) 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 
Respecting the fact that the observed data is not normally distributed, the difference between the two 
categories is tested by using non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (Table 4). Obtained results show a 
significant difference respecting grouping variable, i.e. ‘profit’ vs. ‘loss’ companies (p-value is 
0.000).  

 

Table 5: Descriptive statistics for observed variables respecting category variable 

‘loss’ companies ‘profit’ companies 

Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Median Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Median 

NI -89,264,362 160,492,204 -29,008,989 68,135,865 190,154,693 17,678,015 
CFt 62,237,317 336,253,626 9,688,515 107,169,557 337,965,897 41,089,280 
ROA -.04368 .11737 -.00861 .07894 .26508 .05206 
ROE -1.09309 8.43849 -.05697 .18712 1.75590 .06387 
MP -.06248 .20515 -.01379 .09830 .11654 .05754 
ACC -.06802 .19692 -.06513 -.03686 .13760 -.03386 
SRES -.10262 1.29489 -.07251 .02803 .90019 .04562 
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SPV -.30879 .78454 -.31627 .08434 1.03556 .04080 
NI: Net Income 
CF: Cash flow from operating activities 
ROA: Return on Assets 
ROE: Return on Equity 
MP: Profit Margin 
ACC: Total Accruals 
SRES: Standardized residuals (discretionary accruals) 
SPV: Standardized predicted value (non-discretionary accruals) 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 
As expected, the ‘loss’ companies have negative mean and median values of net income, and for the 
‘profit’ companies observed indicators are positive (Table 5). It is interesting to notice that both 
categories have a positive cash flow from operating activities, but the value of the cash flow on 
average is significantly higher in ‘profit’ companies compared to ‘loss’ companies. The results of the 
chosen financial indicators confirm the existence of differences between observed categories. All 
observed financial ratios of ‘loss’ companies have the negative median, and for ‘profit’ companies 
median is positive. The negative median for return on assets and profit margin of the ‘loss’ 
companies tells us that at least 50 % of observation had higher reported loss than interest expenses. 
 
The most important part of the research is to analyze the difference between earnings quality in ‘loss’ 
and ‘profit’ companies. “The standard deviation of a series of systematically large positive residuals 
may very well be low, indicating that there is little inference problem. Accruals quality therefore is 
consistent with the view that high-mean, low-variance firms have good (not poor) earnings quality.” 
(Francis, Olsson and Schipper, 2008, p. 297) The results of Mann-Whitney test show the significant 
difference between two categories tested for total accruals, standardized residuals (discretionary 
accruals), and standardized predicted values (non-discretionary accruals). ‘Loss’ companies show a 
lower quality of the total and discretionary accruals. “Abnormal accruals as a measure of earnings 
quality is based on the view that accruals which are not well explained by accounting fundamentals 
(fixed assets and revenues) are an inverse measure of earnings quality. The abnormal accruals 
measure is typically estimated using some version of the Jones (1991) approach.” (Francis, Olsson 
and Schipper, 2008, p. 298) Conflicting results are obtained for a non-discretionary part of total 
accruals where ‘loss’ companies result in higher quality than ‘profit’ companies. It can be concluded 
that ‘profit’ companies are more affected by business conditions than ‘loss’ companies. “Abnormal 
accruals are traditionally viewed as capturing management’s financial reporting decisions (or 
discretion).” (Francis, Olsson and Schipper, 2008, p. 298) The higher standard deviation of 
discretionary accruals leads us to the conclusion that the financial result of ‘loss’ companies is more 
affected by management choices than in ‘profit’ companies. Taking into account obtained results of 
conducted analysis the second research hypothesis can be accepted, i.e. it is possible to detect a 
significant difference in earnings quality between ‘profit’ and ‘loss’ companies. 

5. Conclusion 

 
The paper includes research about the earnings quality of Croatian large companies for the period 
from 2008 to 2016. The purpose of earnings quality models is to detect levels of management choices 
that affect the financial result of the company. The research is conducted by using appropriate 
statistical tools as multiple regression model, correlation analysis, non-parametric tests. Limitation of 
the research is the lack of an available data due to the content and structure of the financial 
statementns, and much important than that, there is no availabe data on cash flows for periods before 
2007. The conducted research gives results on modified Jones (1991) and Dechow and Dichev (2002) 
models. Obtained results show that there exists a significant correlation between accruals 
measurements and traditional financial indicators and ratios. The research resulted in finding a 
statistically significant difference in discretionary and non-discretionary accruals between ‘loss’ and 
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‘profit’ companies where ‘loss’ companies are more affected by management choices, and ‘profit’ 
companies are more affected by business conditions. Future researches could be directed to the 
analysis of specific accounting policies and estimates that affects financial position and business 
performance of companies. 
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Abstract  

Growing process maturity of Polish organizations, causes a growing demand for information technology 

to meet business expectations. The answer to these needs is Business Process Management. This article 

brings together the functionality of Business Process Management systems and the benefits of their 

implementation. Tools are compared according to certain criteria developed by the authors. Both open 

source and commercial tool are concerned. 

 

Keywords: Busiess Process Management, tools, frameworks, comparison, open source, commercial 

Introduction 

In the era of growing process maturity of Polish organizations, there is also a growing demand for 

information technology to meet business expectations. IT tools should support business and keep up with 

its ongoing development as mentioned in Gawin et al (2013), Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek et al (2016, 2018), 

Piotrowski (2007), Drejewicz (2012) and Baeyens (2017). Businesses are increasingly empowered to 

increase employee productivity and improve information management to increase competitiveness, 

reduce costs and adapt to dynamic market and legal situations. 

 

The answer to these needs are the Business Process Management (BPM) systems. They allow you to map 

business processes as workflow diagrams, automate tasks and improve their execution parameters. The 

essence of process automation is the transfer of control from humans to IT systems. 

. 

Progressive globalization and the widespread development of the IT industry are contributing to the 

increasing availability of process management tools. The business software market is filled with modern 

and sophisticated solutions, so the choice of the right tool is becoming more and more difficult and raises 

a lot of questions and doubts among potential customers. Larger companies must organize tenders to 

collect comparable values for choosing the right system. 

 

This article brings together the functionality of Business Process Management systems and the benefits of 

their implementation. Tools are compared according to certain criteria developed by the authors. 

 

The BPM market in Poland has been growing at about the same pace as in other countries in Central and 

Eastern Europe, with initial systems being reminiscent of Document Management Systems (DMS) and 

projects focused on improving processes from the business logic point of view as described in Object 

Management Group (2017). Then, with the development of IT technology, the companies’ vision of the 

BPM benefits focused on seeking financial and temporary savings as part of the optimization of their 

internal processes. In the public sector, however, the focus was on implementing ISO standards. 

Currently, the Polish market follows trends from Western Europe and the United States, where BPM 

implementation projects focus on operational risk management. 
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The market sectors in Poland, where BPM systems are the most popular are: 

- banking, 

- telecommunications, 

- energy, 

- public administration, 

- insurance industry. 

The above sectors are mainly composed of large companies employing over 200 employees and 

corporations with many complex business processes requiring automation. The most common areas in 

organizations that implement BPM tools are: 

- customer service, 

- administration, 

- accounting. 

These are areas where interactions with customers (internal and external) as well as work flow must be 

under strict control. 

 

Analysis of process modeling capabilities 

In order to compare their process modeling capabilities, each of the analyzed tools had been investigated 

to find a set of potential functional features that BPM tools can offer. The first analyzed feature is the 

ability to graphically model processes. The graphical environment in each tool can vary a lot from very 

modest to very sophisticated and eye-catching graphics. The next feature to check will be the presence of 

a process engine responsible for implementing and running the modeled processes. Some of the 

applications described offer not only the BPMN notation, which is currently standard in business process 

modeling, but also allow modeling using other notations like, for example, Unified Modeling Language 

(UML). If a framework offers its own notation, then this fact will also be noticed. In addition to the 

ability to draw a diagram, it will be shown whether these tools offer model validation. Flexible tools 

should offer the ability to export and import models created with other tools using MS Visio or XPDL. 

The data modeling context, which includes all the data required for a process, will also be analyzed. 

Process data like on-screen forms, documents, attachments, document repositories, or any external 

sources of information that may be required for execute the process at every possible stage will be 

considered. Another assessment criteria concerns the business rules, both defining and enforcing. A 

business rule is a rule that defines or constrains some aspect of business and always resolves to either true 

or false. Business rules are intended to assert business structure or to control or influence the behavior of 

the business. A useful option or extension of the BPMN diagram is the ability to simulate the process. 

Simulation is used to trace the process flow, find bottlenecks, and test the continuity of the process. More 

advanced tools also allow you to estimate the time and costs of processes, which may help you in 

forecasting your budget, but will not replace Business Intelligence. The last element analyzed is whether 

the framework is provided with ready-to-modify template processes. 

 

According to Activiti (2017), Github Activity (2017), Bonita (2017), Github Bonitasoft (2017), Github: 

jBPM (2017), Documentation jBPM (2017), Camunda (2017), Github: Camunda (2017), Orchestra code 

(2017), Orchestra User Guide (2017), OW2 Orchestra (2017), Yaoqiang (2017), Code Yaoqiang (2017), 

Table 1 shows the results of the analysis of open source tools covering the above-described scope of 

features. 
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Tab. 1 Process modeling capabilities – open source tools 

 

Activiti 

BPM 
Bonita BPM jBPM 

Camunda 

BPM 
Orchestra 

Yaoqiang 

BPMN 

Editor 

Graphical modeling YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Built-in process engine YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Supported notations   

BPMN YES YES YES YES YES YES 

BPEL NO NO NO NO YES NO 

UML NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Own NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Model validation YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Model import YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Model export YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Data modeling YES YES YES YES NO NO 

Forms YES YES YES YES NO NO 

Document repository YES YES NO YES NO NO 

Business rules NO YES YES YES NO NO 

Process simulation   

Process flow animation NO YES YES NO NO YES 

Time/Cost estimation NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Process templates NO YES NO NO NO YES 

YES 9 13 11 10 7 7 

NO 7 3 5 6 9 9 

 

Based on the table above, all of the open source tools analyzed have a graphical interface that enables 

modeling using the BPMN notation, validation of modeled processes, as well as options for importing 

and exporting process models. The process engine that enables them to be implemented in enterprises is 

available in almost every application except the Yaoqiang BPMN Editor, which is used exclusively for 

modeling. Only Orchestra allows you to map the BPMN process to BPEL, while the rest of the analyzed 

applications only support BPMN. 

Based on the above results, Bonita BPM not only provides an easy-to-read graphical and user-friendly 

interface, but it is also a fully-featured solution for complex process modeling. 

 

According to Aurea BPM (2017), Bizagi (2017), IBM Blueworks (2017), iGrafx (2017), K2 blackpearl 

(2017), Oracle BPM (2017), Table 2 summarizes the results of the process modeling capability analysis 

for commercial tools and is subjected to the same evaluation criteria as the open source tools. 
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Tab. 2 Process modeling capabilities – commercial tools 

 

Aurea 

BPM 

Bizagi 

BPM Suite 

IBM 

Blueworks 

Live 

iGrafx 

FlowCharter 

K2 

blackpearl 

Oracle 

BPM Suite 

Graphical modeling YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Built-in process engine YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Supported notations   

BPMN YES YES YES YES YES YES 

BPEL NO NO NO YES NO YES 

UML NO NO NO YES NO NO 

Own NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Model validation YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Model import YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Model export YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Data modeling YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Forms YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Document repository YES NO YES YES YES YES 

Business rules YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Process simulation   

Process flow animation YES YES YES NO NO YES 

Time/Cost estimation YES YES NO NO NO YES 

Process templates NO NO YES YES YES YES 

YES 12 11 12 9 11 14 

NO 4 5 4 7 5 2 

 

By analyzing the above table, it can be seen how small differences in their capabilities appear among 

commercial tools. All analyzed tools have a graphical environment for process modeling in BPMN 

notation, and also allow you to import and export modeled processes. Except for iGrafx FlowCharter, all 

standard tools are equipped with a model validator that can capture potential errors in the process. 

Similarly, screen forms support, the ability to model data and bind them to process elements, and the 

ability to model and execute business rules are present in all evaluated tools. The only tool out there that 

is suitable only for modeling is the iGrafx FlowCharter. It does not have a process engine, but includes 

the UML modeling feature and converts modeled processes into BPEL. 

The differences in modeling capabilities between the analyzed commercial solutions are negligible. The 

tool with the best process modeling capabilities seems to be the Oracle BPM Suite, but the Aurea BPM 

competes with all the features but the ready-made diagram templates. 

 

Analysis of end-user interface and business analyst interface 

This section analyzes the interfaces available to end users of the application and to business analysts. 

Access options have been defined that reflect the various forms of work on the systems under 

consideration. The first will be web browser access for process modeling, task management, or process 

monitoring. The four most popular browsers are: Internet Explorer (Edge), Mozilla Firefox, Google 

Chrome and Opera. The next criterion is to check whether the system can work in the cloud and whether 

it has a mobile application or desktop application. It will show on which operating systems you can use 

the tool, and whether it is a cross-platform application that is independent of the operating system. The 

comparison will also take into account the language versions of the tool and whether the application has a 
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Polish version. The final element will be the interface for developers i.e. plugins for popular development 

environments, such as Eclipse or Microsoft Visual Studio. 

According to Activiti (2017), Github Activity (2017), Bonita (2017), Github Bonitasoft (2017), Github: 

jBPM (2017), Documentation jBPM (2017), Camunda (2017), Github: Camunda (2017), Orchestra code 

(2017), Orchestra User Guide (2017), OW2 Orchestra (2017), Yaoqiang (2017), Code Yaoqiang (2017), 

Table 3 below shows the results of the analysis of open source tools that indicate the available user 

interfaces. 

 

Tab. 3 Available user interfaces – open source tools 

 Activiti 

BPM 

Bonita 

BPM 

jBPM Camunda 

BPM 

Orchestra Yaoqiang 

BPMN 

Editor 

Web browser interface: YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Internet Explorer YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Mozilla Firefox YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Google Chrome YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Opera YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Cloud/SaaS NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Desktop application YES YES NO YES NO YES 

Operating systems   

Windows YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Linux YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Unix YES NO YES YES YES NO 

Mac OS YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Multi-platform application YES NO YES YES YES NO 

Mobile application NO YES NO NO NO NO 

Polish version NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Plug-ins YES YES YES YES YES YES 

       
YES 8 7 7 8 7 5 

NO 3 4 4 3 4 6 

 

By analyzing the above table, you can see that the poorest tool is the Yaoqiang BPMN Editor again - it's a 

desktop application, it does not require installation, and it is available in three versions for Windows, 

Linux and Mac. The remaining five tools offer access via all considered web browsers. None of the tools 

offer a Cloud or SaaS (Software as a Service) model, which may be understandable for community-

driven solutions. The vast majority of solutions are cross-platform applications that have one version 

regardless of the operating system on which they are deployed. The distinctive tool is Bonita BPM, which 

is the only one with a dedicated mobile application. 

 

Among the open source tools, the largest range of interfaces have Alfresco and Camunda BPM, but these 

are minor differences compared to the Bonita BPM, jBPM, and Orchestra, that took the second place. 

According to Aurea BPM (2017), Bizagi (2017), IBM Blueworks (2017), iGrafx (2017), K2 blackpearl 

(2017), Oracle BPM (2017), Table 4 below summarizes the results of analysis of available user interfaces 

for commercial tools and is subjected to the same evaluation criteria as the open source tools. 
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Tab. 4 Available user interfaces – commercial tools 

 

Aurea 

BPM 

Bizagi 

BPM Suite 

IBM 

Blueworks 

Live 

iGrafx 

FlowCharter 

K2 

blackpearl 

Oracle 

BPM Suite 

Web browser interface: YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Internet Explorer YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Mozilla Firefox YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Google Chrome YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Opera YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Cloud/SaaS YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Desktop application NO NO NO YES YES YES 

Operating systems   

Windows YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Linux YES YES YES NO NO YES 

Unix YES YES YES NO NO YES 

Mac OS YES NO YES NO NO YES 

Multi-platform application YES NO YES NO NO YES 

Mobile application YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Polish version YES YES NO YES NO NO 

Plug-ins NO NO NO NO YES YES 

YES 9 7 8 3 6 10 

NO 2 4 3 8 5 1 

 

 

From the table above, most commercial tools offer web browser access and cloud computing, with the 

exception of the iGrafx solution, which only works with a desktop application running on Microsoft 

Windows. Also K2 Blackpearl and Oracle BPM Suite offer a desktop application. All applications 

support MS Windows operating system, while it is the only supported operating system for the K2 

Blackpearl. The Linux and Unix OSs are supported by four tools: Aurea BPM, Bizagi BPM Suiute, IBM 

Blueworks Live and Oracle BPM Suite. Bizagi does not support Apple Mac OS and does not offer a 

cross-platform application-independent system. 

 

Process monitoring capabilities analysis 

One of the key elements of business process management is the ability to monitor them. It is called the 

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM). They continuously gather information about Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs). This section outlines the capabilities of BAM tools delivered with the analyzed BPM 

systems. 

A set of four predefined reports will be analyzed. Potentially reports should show process execution 

statistics (such as execution time or iteration amount), allow review of executed processes, provide 

detailed data about individual activities in the process, and provide a view of process participant statistics. 

It will be investigated whether the tools have the ability to define their own reports using the wizard. 

When creating your own reports, it will be helpful to define your own KPIs for the process. Next, it will 

be verified whether the tools enable working with data from external sources together with with process 

flow data. Next, you will be able to compare the capabilities of defining dashboards, drawing charts, and 

data operations (filtering, selection, and multi-layered data collapsing and expanding). It will be 

determined which tools have the ability to define system notifications when the indicator reaches a limit 

value. At the end, data import and export capabilities will be investigated. 
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According to Activiti (2017), Github Activity (2017), Bonita (2017), Github Bonitasoft (2017), Github: 

jBPM (2017), Documentation jBPM (2017), Camunda (2017), Github: Camunda (2017), Orchestra code 

(2017), Orchestra User Guide (2017), OW2 Orchestra (2017), Yaoqiang (2017), Code Yaoqiang (2017), 

Table 5 below summarizes the results of the analysis of business process monitoring capabilities for open 

source tools. 

 

Tab. 5 Business process monitoring capabilities – open source tools 

 Activiti 

BPM 

Bonita BPM jBPM Camunda 

BPM 

Orchestra Yaoqiang 

BPMN 

Editor 

BAM NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Predefined reports: NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Process execution statistics NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Process review NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Process activity statistics NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Process participants statistics NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Report wizard NO NO YES NO NO NO 

KPI NO YES YES NO NO NO 

External data NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Management dashboards NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Charts NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Data manipulation:   

Filtering NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Selecting NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Multidimensional NO NO YES NO NO NO 

Alert system NO NO NO NO NO NO 

Data export NO YES YES NO NO NO 

Printing to file NO YES YES NO NO NO 

       
YES 0 14 16 0 0 0 

NO 17 3 1 17 17 17 

 

As you can see in the table above, BAM is not an open source domain for process management tools - 

only two of them offer this functionality. The jBPM, which offers a rich, built-in BAM module, is the 

best in the list. A set of predefined reports fulfills the criteria. It has a graphical report generator that 

allows you to create reports for business users. It supports process KPIs and allows you to create new 

indicators. The other solution, Bonita BPM, does not have a built-in report wizard, but is integrated with 

another open source tool that has such a wizard. Although because it is another project, it was not 

included in the list. The Bonita BPM reports do not have a multidimensional construction, which prevents 

aggregation and drilling up/down of data. 

 

According to Aurea BPM (2017), Bizagi (2017), IBM Blueworks (2017), iGrafx (2017), K2 blackpearl 

(2017), Oracle BPM (2017), Table 6 summarizes the results of the analysis of the business process 

monitoring capabilities for commercial tools, and is subjected to the same evaluation criteria as the open 

source tools. 
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Tab. 6 Business process monitoring capabilities – commercial tools 

 

 

Aurea 

BPM 

Bizagi 

BPM Suite 

IBM 

Blueworks 

Live 

iGrafx 

FlowCharter 

K2 

blackpearl 

Oracle 

BPM Suite 

BAM YES YES NO NO YES YES 

Predefined reports: YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Process execution statistics YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Process review YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Process activity statistics YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Process participants statistics YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Report wizard YES YES NO NO YES YES 

KPI YES YES NO NO NO YES 

External data YES NO NO NO NO YES 

Management dashboards YES YES NO NO YES YES 

Charts YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Data manipulation:   

Filtering YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Selecting YES YES NO NO YES YES 

Multidimensional YES YES NO NO YES YES 

Alert system YES YES NO NO YES YES 

Data export YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Printing to file YES YES NO NO YES YES 

YES 17 16 8 0 15 17 

NO 0 1 9 17 2 0 

 

By analyzing this table, you can see that the IBM Blueworks Live and iGrafx FlowCharter tools do not 

provide common process monitoring modules. The IBM tool has a set of predefined statistics, which, 

using graphs with the ability to navigate through predefined filters, covers the scope of the report. Graph 

data can be exported to MS Excel. The other four tools, depending on the requirements of the enterprise, 

can meet the needs of process monitoring reports. Bizagi BPM Suite and K2 Blackpearl tools do not offer 

reports that include data imported from external systems. The other two systems, Aurea BPM and Oracle 

BPM, meet the complex scope of business process monitoring. It should be borne in mind that while 

Oracle fully supports BAM with its own resources, Aurea BPM is supported by an external analytical 

tool OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer), which sells it under its own brand as a BAM module. 

 

Analysis of integration possibilities 

The tools that are used to implement the process management system should allow integration with 

existing infrastructure in the enterprise. Such integration enables full automation of business processes. In 

the first place, you will be able to integrate with the two popular tools: Sharepoint and Outlook and their 

ability to be used as client applications. Next, the capabilities of external access to process engines will be 

examined, as well as the capability of API or Web Service integration. Finally, you will be able to see 

which applications allow you to integrate processes with database objects. 

According to Activiti (2017), Github Activity (2017), Bonita (2017), Github Bonitasoft (2017), Github: 

jBPM (2017), Documentation jBPM (2017), Camunda (2017), Github: Camunda (2017), Orchestra code 

(2017), Orchestra User Guide (2017), OW2 Orchestra (2017), Yaoqiang (2017), Code Yaoqiang (2017), 

Table 7 below summarizes the results of the analysis of the ability to integrate BPM tools with existing 

enterprise infrastructure for commercial tools. 
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Tab. 7 Integration capabilities – open source tools 

 

Activiti 

BPM 

Bonita 

BPM 
jBPM 

Camunda 

BPM 
Orchestra 

Yaoqiang 

BPMN 

Editor 

MS SharePoint NO YES NO NO NO NO 

MS Outlook NO NO NO NO NO NO 

API/Web Service – engine YES YES YES YES YES NO 

API/Web Service – modeler YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Database objects YES YES YES YES YES NO 

YES 3 4 3 3 3 1 

NO 2 1 2 2 2 4 

 

By analyzing the results from Table 7, you can see a certain standard for open source software. All have 

APIs or Web Services to communicate with other software. This allows, for example, to run specific 

processes or remodel them using external software. The exception is, of course, Yaoqiang BPMN Editor 

which does not have its own engine nor external database access. None of the tools support integration 

with the popular MS Outlook e-mail program. Only Bonita BPM supports integration with the Sharepoint 

application platform. 

 

According to Aurea BPM (2017), Bizagi (2017), IBM Blueworks (2017), iGrafx (2017), K2 blackpearl 

(2017), Oracle BPM (2017), Table 8 shows the results of the analysis of the integration capabilities of 

commercial tools, and they were subjected to the same criteria for evaluation as open source tools. 

 

Tab. 8 Integration capabilities – commercial tools 

 

Aurea 

BPM 

Bizagi 

BPM Suite 

IBM 

Blueworks 

Live 

iGrafx 

FlowCharter 

K2 

blackpearl 

Oracle 

BPM Suite 

MS SharePoint NO YES NO YES YES YES 

MS Outlook NO NO NO YES YES YES 

API/Web Service – engine YES YES YES NO YES YES 

API/Web Service – modeler YES YES YES NO YES YES 

Database objects YES YES NO NO YES YES 

YES 3 4 2 2 5 5 

NO 2 1 3 3 0 0 

 

The data in Table 8 show that the analyzed commercial tools are mostly adapted to integrate with existing 

systems in enterprises. Four of them (Bizagi BPM Suite, iGrafx Flowcharter, K2 Blackpearl, Oracle BPM 

Suite) support integration with Sharepoint platform, three of which integrate with MS Outlook. Due to its 

purpose, iGrafx FlowCharter does not provide programming interfaces to communicate with external 

software. Systems K2 and Oracle in the above table meet the full scope of the tested integration 

possibilities. 
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Conclusions 

By analyzing the statements in this article, you will notice that some of the tools are used exclusively to 

create process models and draw process diagrams. On the other hand, the rest can be a complete set of 

tools for implementing enterprise process management systems. 

Table 9 summarizes the results of the previous four areas of analysis. The first column shows the tools 

tested, while the next four columns show all the criteria met, and then in the "Sum" column they are 

added together. A total of 49 properties were verified, as referred to in the last column showing the 

percentage of all the features for the tool. The tools are divided into commercial and open source. 

 

Tab. 9 Analysis summary 

Process 

modeling 

capabilities GUI 

Process 

monitoring 

capabilities 

Integration 

possibilities SUM 

%  

features 

fulfilled 

o
p

en
 s

o
u

rc
e 

Activiti BPM 9 8 0 3 20 41% 

Bonita BPM 13 7 14 4 38 78% 

jBPM 11 7 16 3 37 76% 

Camunda BPM 10 8 0 3 21 43% 

Orchestra 7 7 0 3 17 35% 

Yaoqiang BPMN Editor 7 5 0 1 13 27% 

co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

Aurea BPM 12 9 17 3 41 84% 

Bizagi BPM Suite 11 7 16 4 38 78% 

IBM Blueworks Live 12 8 0 2 22 45% 

iGrafx FlowCharter 9 3 0 2 14 29% 

K2 blackpearl 11 6 15 5 37 76% 

Oracle BPM Suite 14 10 17 5 46 94% 

 

The above analysis summary table clearly indicates that only two open source tools fulfill more than 75% 

of the analyzed features, Bonita BPM and jBPM deserve attention in this segment. Among the 

commercial tools, the most fulfilled features has the Oracle BPM Suite with the result of 94%. It should 

be noted that aside from the worldwide software giant, the Aurea BPM, which covers 84% of the 

measured range of functions, is exceptionally well presented. The other two commercial tools that fulfill 

more than 75% of the surveyed features are Bizagi BPM Suite and K2 blackpearl. 
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Abstract  

Financial stability of territorial subjects of the Russian Federation in many respects depends on 

economic activity in the region. In the conditions of insufficient budget financing attraction of foreign 

investments by regions has to become one of sources of growth of enterprise activity. 

 

Keywords: financial stability of the region, foreign investments, investment potential of the region. 

 

Introduction 

Balance and stability of the budgetary system on a long-term basis are the most important 

prerequisites of ensuring macroeconomic stability that promotes formation of basic conditions for 

economic growth, investment development and increase in competitiveness of the Russian financial 

and economic system. 

Despite active work of federal organs of the power on improvement of the interbudgetary relations, it 

should be noted today that the operating system not fully solves a problem of financial stability of 

territorial subjects of the Russian Federation.  

 

Investment Appeal of the Region as Base for Ensuring Financial Stability of the 

Budget of the Subject 

The first six months of the current 2017 say that the income of budgets of regions of Russia continues 

to grow at rather high rates. Total amount tax and non-tax and the income for this period grew 

approximately more than by 20% in comparison with the corresponding period of last year. It 

demonstrates that the profitable base of subjects of Russia gradually began to grow. Deficiency of 

regional budgets made more than by 2,5 times smaller volume, than for the corresponding period of 

last year. 

 

It testifies to efficiency of the events for optimization of expenses held by regions, mobilization of 

profitable sources. 

 

At the same time it is necessary to recognize that own income for execution of the account powers 

assigned to regions only most economically developed regions have. Stability of modern budgetary 

system of regions in many respects has to be defined by efficiency of average or long-term strategy of 

regional policy of the Russian Federation.  

 

Financial stability of the region is one of the key factors defining investment appeal of the region. At 

everything it is important to note it, as financial stability of regions directly depends on investment 

activity in the region, on its investment appeal both for Russian, and for foreign investors. Increase in 

budget revenues can be reached thanks to increase in a taxable basis due to placement on platforms of 

the region of new competitive productions (Ayupov, Kazakovtseva, 2014). 
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In the conditions of globalization use of foreign investments is the objective need caused by system 

of participation of national economy in the international labor division and a capital modu

branch, free for business.  

 

The important role of direct foreign investments as a factor of economic growth is confirmed with 

experience of the countries which showed high dynamism and realized essential structural 

transformations in the last decades: People's Republic of China, India, Brazil, South Korea, etc.

 

In Russia demand for investments, not important, foreign or Russian, is huge. The Russian regions 

took a big step over the past few years in the development plan for appeal of investment 

world community is deeply impressed that Russia in 5 years rose from the 120th place to the 41st 

place in the rating of Doing Business (Butenko, 2017). Respectively the international investors could 

not but pay to it attention. 

 

Investment appeal of the region is defined as set of the factors influencing expediency, efficiency and 

level of risks of investment investments in the territory of this region. 

the Russian regions according to the rating of investment app

 

Fig. 1: Distribution of regions on groups of rating

 

If in 2015 19 regions worsened in a year the positions in rating, and 10 regions 

2017 already 21 regions worsened the positions in rating, and improved only 6 regions. In 2017

number of regions in group of leaders with "high" investment appeal 

 

Results of rating of investment appeal of regions are confirmed by statistics of distribution of the 

direct foreign investments arriving in: 88% of receipt

group of regions with "high" investment appeal while regions with "moderate" in total could attract 

only 2% of direct foreign investments.

In the conditions of globalization use of foreign investments is the objective need caused by system 

of participation of national economy in the international labor division and a capital modu

The important role of direct foreign investments as a factor of economic growth is confirmed with 

experience of the countries which showed high dynamism and realized essential structural 

cades: People's Republic of China, India, Brazil, South Korea, etc.

In Russia demand for investments, not important, foreign or Russian, is huge. The Russian regions 

took a big step over the past few years in the development plan for appeal of investment climate. The 

world community is deeply impressed that Russia in 5 years rose from the 120th place to the 41st 

place in the rating of Doing Business (Butenko, 2017). Respectively the international investors could 

eal of the region is defined as set of the factors influencing expediency, efficiency and 

level of risks of investment investments in the territory of this region. Let's consider distribution of 

the Russian regions according to the rating of investment appeal. 

Distribution of regions on groups of rating 

If in 2015 19 regions worsened in a year the positions in rating, and 10 regions – improved, then in 

2017 already 21 regions worsened the positions in rating, and improved only 6 regions. In 2017

number of regions in group of leaders with "high" investment appeal – with 16 to 19 increased.

Results of rating of investment appeal of regions are confirmed by statistics of distribution of the 

direct foreign investments arriving in: 88% of receipts of direct foreign investments were the share of 

group of regions with "high" investment appeal while regions with "moderate" in total could attract 

only 2% of direct foreign investments. 

In the conditions of globalization use of foreign investments is the objective need caused by system 

of participation of national economy in the international labor division and a capital modulation in 

The important role of direct foreign investments as a factor of economic growth is confirmed with 

experience of the countries which showed high dynamism and realized essential structural 

cades: People's Republic of China, India, Brazil, South Korea, etc. 

In Russia demand for investments, not important, foreign or Russian, is huge. The Russian regions 

climate. The 

world community is deeply impressed that Russia in 5 years rose from the 120th place to the 41st 

place in the rating of Doing Business (Butenko, 2017). Respectively the international investors could 

eal of the region is defined as set of the factors influencing expediency, efficiency and 

Let's consider distribution of 

 

improved, then in 

2017 already 21 regions worsened the positions in rating, and improved only 6 regions. In 2017 the 

with 16 to 19 increased. 

Results of rating of investment appeal of regions are confirmed by statistics of distribution of the 

s of direct foreign investments were the share of 

group of regions with "high" investment appeal while regions with "moderate" in total could attract 
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Fig. 2:  Distribution of direct foreign investments

 

Investment appeal of the region consists of several factors, each of which can be estimated by means 

of selection of indicators for it. In the rating of National Rating Agency seven factors of regional 

investment appeal are considered:

 

1) Security of the region with natural resources and quality of the environment in the region.

2) Region manpower. 

3) Regional infrastructure. 

4) Domestic market of the region.

5) Production potential of regional economy.

6) Institutional environment and socio

7) Financial stability of the regional budget and enterprises of the region. 

 

Fig. 3: 

 

Distribution of direct foreign investments 

appeal of the region consists of several factors, each of which can be estimated by means 

of selection of indicators for it. In the rating of National Rating Agency seven factors of regional 

investment appeal are considered: 

natural resources and quality of the environment in the region.

4) Domestic market of the region. 

5) Production potential of regional economy. 

6) Institutional environment and socio-political stability. 

inancial stability of the regional budget and enterprises of the region.  

. 3: Factors of investment appeal of regions 

 

appeal of the region consists of several factors, each of which can be estimated by means 

of selection of indicators for it. In the rating of National Rating Agency seven factors of regional 

natural resources and quality of the environment in the region. 
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Financial stability of the region both its level of investment appeal the interconnected and 

complementary indicators: high level of financial stability of the region provides appeal of the region 

to investors and, on the other hand, the high level of investment activity in the region will provide 

financial stability of the regional budget due to growth of a taxable basis. The indicator of financial 

stability of the regional budget for an assessment of investment appeal is defined on the basis of 

indicators: amount of tax revenues, balance of the budget, level of a regional central government 

debt. 

 

The rating of investment appeal of regions developed in Russia was already among the best world 

practices, other countries which thought of how to improve investment climate address his 

developers. Nevertheless in Russia this practice can be developed through models of regions, through 

road maps, advance to these target models. We consider what to the Russian regions is on what to 

work from the global point of view. 

 

Actions for Attraction of the Russian and Foreign Investments into Regions of 

Russia 

Now average profitability from investments becomes lower that leads to the fact that short-term 

financial investments already become less interesting. And world business the community is 

convinced that now, in Russia for three years it is senseless to invest. 

 

Respectively it is necessary to pass to attraction of strategic investments when the investor comes 

seriously and for a long time. Various state support is especially necessary for such strategic 

investments. 

 

Not to attract the strategic investor without existence of qualitative human resources, it is necessary 

that universities that people professionally grew were near and developed.  

 

Now Russia loses the competition for the foreign capitals to Asian and Latin American developing 

states which markets are more attractive to investors (Byshok and Dorofeyeva, 2011).  

 

At the beginning of 2014 in connection with a geopolitical situation around annexation of the Crimea, 

in the foreign exchange market in Russia large-scale investment crisis as a result of which the foreign 

capitals almost completely ceased to come to domestic economy began panic. 

 

Following the results of 2014 the volume of direct investments in real sector of the Russian economy 

was reduced by 3,5 times. In 2015 the annual balance of direct foreign investments was reduced by 

71% concerning the level of 2014. Do not want to invest the capitals in domestic economy not only 

foreign investors, but also the Russian oligarchs to whose share from 60 to 70% of total inflow of the 

foreign capital inflowing to Russia from offshore jurisdictions (almost all direct investments arriving 

from the Republic of Cyprus from the Bahamas fall and from the British Virgin Islands, have the 

Russian origin). Large-scale also decrease in attraction of the foreign credits and loans was same. 

 

Despite aspiration of the federal center to alignment of quality of investment climate in regions of 

Russia, regions of Russia are still characterized by essential differentiation on the level of investment 

appeal. The non-uniform institutional environment and various administrative approaches lead to 

uneven distribution of investments between regions. The best regions continue to increase the 

investment appeal (so, base for economic development), and outsiders – "fail" stronger, the gap 

between the successful and lagging behind regions becomes even more (Devyatlovsky, 2012). 

 

In 2016 the volume of direct foreign investments to regions considerably exceeded indicators of 

2015, however the main volume of foreign investments (82%) falls to the share of 19 regions with 

high investment appeal. 

 

At the same time on the following territorial subjects of the Russian Federation: Mordovia, Mari El, 

Ivanovo, Kostroma and Kirov regions in 2016 lowered rating estimates of investment appeal. In all 
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listed regions the macroeconomic situation remains adverse: investments fall or do not grow, 

infrastructure and institutional development lags behind the average Russian level, the income of 

regional budgets does not cover expenses, there is a growth of a debt load. 

 

The volume of direct foreign investments to the Republic of Mari El in 2013 made 10 mln. dollars, in 

2014 –6 mln. dollars, in 2016 – only 1,3 mln. dollars. In the next Chuvash Republic for the same 

period the volume of direct foreign investments made 163 mln. dollars in 2013 and 54 mln. dollars in 

2014. On inflow of direct foreign investments per capita the Republic of Mari El shows in rating 

among territorial subjects of the Russian Federation one of the worst indicators.  

 

Low level of foreign investments in these regions can be written off, of course, for the general 

macroeconomic instability in Russia, the imposed sanctions and low investment appeal of the country 

in general. However, experience of a number of regions (The Republic of Tatarstan, the Kaluga, 

Ulyanovsk, Belgorod regions) shows that to attract foreign investors quite really.  

 

Activization of inflow of foreign investments into the Russian economy requires creation of favorable 

investment climate. Criterion of appeal of national economy to foreign investors is risk level of an 

entrepreneurial activity and profitability of investment projects.  

 

Foreign investors, first of all, are interested in the economic capacity of the region, in capacious sales 

market of the made production, in high solvency of the population of the region. Respectively, the 

main indicator of investment appeal is the volume of a gross regional product, than above its level, 

especially the region is attractive to potential investors. On world statistics, the most attractive 

branches for attraction of foreign investments are the processing industry, trade, mining. The anti-

Russian sanctions imposed in 2014 limit investment into financial sector and fuel branch that 

increases appeal of the alternative directions of investment, such as telecommunications, 

pharmaceutics, agricultural production and processing of agricultural products. 

 

Possible forms of cooperation with foreign investors are various: crediting, leasing, creation of 

cooperation management enterprises or completely with the foreign capital, the conclusion of 

concession agreements, creation in the territory of the region of free economic zones. 

 

Weak points of the Republic of Mari El are production, institutional, infrastructure spheres of action 

of economy. Outside the country very few people know about Mari El – the republic is poorly 

presented at the international economic forums, the mechanism of representations abroad does not 

work. The region is obliged to tell about the progress, advantages of a business environment, concrete 

achievements more. However participation in itself in the international forums does not give any 

guarantee of an indication of interest of foreign investors to the republic as the absolute information 

openness is important. Important not only how many investments now in the region, parallel 

improvement of the reached business climate is important. If not to improve business climate, 

investments will be even less. 

 

Recently the tendency was outlined in Russia that investments flow from resource and export 

investments into investments into technologies, into services that means existence of the human 

capital.  

 

Attraction, deduction, development of the human capital, in turn, requires qualitative and available 

health care, education, the comfortable urban environment. 

 

If million-plus cities have more opportunities of attraction of investments into high technologies, 

telecommunications, then in the small cities and in the rural zone development of agricultural IT 

technologies is possible. The agricultural industry in Russia very well develops recently, not only 

grows, but also technologization. Attraction of foreign investments into agrarian sector (poultry 

farming, pig-breeding, processing of meat and a bird) is most urgent for the Republic of Mari El. 

More than 20% of internal regional product of the Republic of Mari El are occupied by agrarian 

sector. In recent years in Mari El in this branch steady growth rate of production and the largest 
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volume of investment investments is observed – the region takes leading places among regions of 

Russia on production of meat of the cattle and a bird per capita (Kazakovtseva, Gumarova, 

Tsaregorodtsev, 2015). 

 

Today in the conditions of the imposed anti-Russian sanctions and reciprocal restriction of deliveries 

of agricultural production from Europe the Russian producers are forced to change constantly 

suppliers, to increase purchases in the countries of America. Such logistic shoulder increases both 

terms and cost, complicates quality control process. As a result, many European producers state 

intentions about localization of production in Russia. It, first of all, belongs to producers of seed 

material, incubatory egg. Localization of this production will allow to reduce product cost 

approximately for a third. In Russia this production will be demanded by both large-scale enterprises 

and small farmers. The Russian regions focused to a large extent on agricultural industry have an 

excellent possibility of involvement of the European investors on the platforms. 

 

For attraction of investment projects in the region the body or the company (agencies on attraction of 

investments, corporation) which will be engaged in holding the foreign presentations of investment 

potential of the subject, participation in trade and economic missions, the international actions has to 

be created, to promote development of projects of public-private partnership, establishment of 

international cooperation, to participate in creation of necessary infrastructure and other actions for 

improvement of quality of investment climate in the subject (Kapustina, Lipkova L. and Falchenko, 

2016). 

 

In the Republic of Mari El since 2013 the Autonomous nonprofit organization "Agency of Investment 

Development of the Republic of Mari El" which tasks is implementation of above-mentioned actions 

works. The Investment portal of the Republic of Mari El is created. In 2015 on the basis of the 

Agency of investment development of the Republic of Mari El the Regional Integrated Center which 

purpose is ensuring granting the integrated package of services directed to business 

internationalization, and also increase in efficiency and competitiveness of business in the 

interregional and international markets is created. For formation of favorable investment climate the 

Investment strategy of the Republic of Mari El within which execution in 2016 by the Regional 

integrated center together with the Ministry of Economic Development of the Republic of Mari El 

held business missions of businessmen of the Republic of Mari El in Germany, the Netherlands, 

Finland, Sweden, Austria, Slovakia, Italy for the presentation of economic investment potential of the 

Republic of Mari El is accepted. 

 

However the reached level of the saved-up investments, especially foreign, testifies to insufficiency 

of ongoing efforts.  

 

One of actions for attracting investors to the region is creation of platforms for placement on them the 

industrial enterprises – industrial parks. In 2013 the Government of Mari El made the decision on 

creation of the industrial park, however because of insufficiency of budgetary funds realization of 

actions for creation of the industrial park is still not begun. 

 

A special role is played also by subjective criteria of investment appeal of the region to which it is 

possible to refer: level of bureaucratic barriers, political stability, qualification of the population, 

respecting the rule of law and law and order, professionalism and sequence of regional 

administration. 

 

Summary 

All given actions for improvement of investment potential and attraction of the foreign capital have 

long-term strategic character. At the correct statement they are capable to help regions with the 

solution of structural and branch problems of economy with smaller state investment expenses and in 

much shorter terms. Improvement of investment potential of the region creates conditions for 

attraction of the foreign capital and, further, leads to a steady financial condition of the region 

(Kazakovtseva, 2012). 
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In the conditions of budgetary deficiency of the regional budget, fall of the real income of the 

population one of the main criteria of managerial effectiveness of the territorial subject of the Russian 

Federation will be ability to attract long-term Russian or foreign investors. It will allow to create new 

and qualitative jobs, will increase tax revenues, will provide growth of regional economy, financial 

stability of the region and will increase the general level of quality of life in the region. 
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Abstract 

 
The article is devoted to the issues of making an administrative decision on the basis of accounting 

(financial) accounting data. A practical mechanism for evaluating the investment project from the 

position of management accounting is proposed. Documentary support of the risk management of the 

investment project for risk management has been developed. A methodology for estimating profit 

taking into account risk is proposed. 

 

Keywords: risk, accounting, decision, project. 

 

The research was carried out with the financial support of the RFFI and the Government of the 

Republic of Mari El oblast in the framework of the scientific project No. 16-12-12001 (a) 

"Development of accounting and analytical support for risk management and risk reflection in the 

accounting (financial) statements of commercial organizations of the Republic of Mari El in crisis 

management ". 

 

Introduction 

 
Currently, the activities of each organization are carried out under conditions of constant uncertainty. 

The consequence of market uncertainty is the occurrence of risks. Risk is, first of all, the probability 

of loss of resources, non-receipt of certain incomes and unforeseen expenses in the economic activity 

of the enterprise. Any enterprise risks, since it cannot rule out the occurrence of undesirable 

situations. But there is the possibility of reducing their occurrence and the occurrence of damage. 

 

Hence, there is a desire to create such a mechanism that would promote the best way to take risks into 

account when implementing the goals set by the company. In this case, this mechanism is considered 

to be risk management or risk management. Risk management is a system for identifying, assessing 

and managing the risks faced by a business entity. The information of the accounting reporting 

facilitates the adoption of significant management decisions. According to the requirements of the 

legislation, events that have occurred and events that are likely to occur are recorded in the 

accounting. Since the purpose of accounting is to inform interested users, the analysis should be 

based on an assessment of the consequences of all possible significant risks. 

 

Project Analysis 

 
A well-organized system of internal information about the costs of an enterprise is an important and 

crucial condition for the effective management of the organization. The fact of adopting one decision 

is only an integral part of the effective decision-making process. Decisions should be effective. This 

means that the department of management accounting, risk management should be more widely 

involved in the decision-making process. This problem is raised in their research by such scientists as 
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Bethge (2000), Stafievskaya (2015), Tolstova (2009), Laikov (2009), Sokolov (2000), Khokhlov 

(2007). 

 

The need for methodological developments in the convergence of management accounting and risk 

management is said in their research by scientists such as Sarycheva and Shvetsov (2015). 

 

In the research, professor Mizikovsky (2004) says that each enterprise is subject to a number of risks 

that must be taken into account. For example, let's take the current commercial enterprise «Alfa», 

specializing in repair and construction works, whose plans are to launch an investment project - the 

production of construction materials for their own needs and for sale in order to obtain profit. To 

realize this goal, equipment for 800000 rubles is needed, the list of which is given in Table 1. 

  

Table 1: necessary equipment for the opening of production of building materials at the 

 Company "Alfa" 

 

The equipment Cost, thousand rubles. 

Machine 600 

Tool 100 

Security system 100 

Total: 800 

 
To produce 1000 pieces of building materials, circulating assets amounting to 9220 thousand rubles 

are required (Table 2). 

 

Table 2: requirements for working capital 

 

Types of working capital. Consumption Рrice, rubles. 

Cost, 

thousand 

rubles. 

Raw materials and materials: 

- raw materials A, kg. 

- raw materials B, kg 

 

1000 

220 

 

3 

220 

 

3 

0,220 

Electricity, thousand kW/h 1 6 6 

Total: − − 9,220 

 

To start production at the «Alfa» plant, the cost of raw materials and materials will be realized in the 

amount of 3220 thousand rubles. The cost of electricity will be 6 thousand rubles. 

 

For further calculation, you need to know the number and average monthly salary. The monthly wage 

bill is 36000 rubles (Table 3).  

 

Table 3: number and average monthly salary at the enterprise "Alfa" 

 

Position 
Number of 

persons 
Salaries, rubles Amount, rubles 

 

Worker for work on 

equipment  

2 18000 36000 

 

The cost of production was determined in the amount of 917250 rubles (Table 4). 
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Table 4: сosts of construction materials production enterprise "Alfa" 
 

Indicators Cost, rubles 

1. Raw materials 3220 

2. Labor costs 36000 

3. Payroll taxes 10800 

4. Equipment purchase costs 800000 

5. Total direct costs 850020 

6. Expenses for maintenance and operation of equipment 25000 

7. General production expenses 17000 

8. General running costs 25500 

9. Total indirect costs: 67500 

TOTAL: 917520 

 

For the implementation of the project, a decision was made to attract investment resources in the 

form of own funds for the amount of 950 thousand rubles, which covers the costs of production of 

construction materials. 

The expected payback period characterizes the ratio of money flows and investments. Simple 

payback period is 3.5 months, i.е. 114 days. Discounted payback period, taking into account the real 

rate of comparison of 13% per annum, is 1 year and 11 months, i.е. 1 year and 357 days from the 

beginning of the project. 

 

Define the risk-free discount rate by the formula: 

r = (1 + n-1) * (1 + n-2) * (1 + n-3) -1 

Where n1 is the real interest rate; 

n2 - the rate of inflation; 

n3 - is the probability of risk. 

 

Define the variables: 

n1 - 8.52% (for 2017); 

n2 - 8.7%; 

n3 - do not count. 

r = (1 + 0.0885) * (1 + 0.087) - 1 = 1.0852 * 1.087-1 = 0.18 

 

The next indicator of the effectiveness of the investment project is the net present value of the project 

(NPV). With a discount rate of 18% and a planning interval up to 2018 

 

NPV = (950:1,18)+(950:1,36)+(950:1,54) = 805+699+617= 2121 thousand rubles. 

 

Thus, this calculation of net present value indicates the profitability of the project (because NPV> 0). 

The internal rate of return on the project (IRR), i.e. the conditional income rate for the project without 

inflation is 39%. It is twice the discount rate, which is equal to 18%, which confirms the effectiveness 

of this investment project. 

 

The breakeven point analyzes the lower limit of the profit of the investment project. In this case, it is 

equal (in 2017) (9900*5480) : (9900-3241) = 7849  thousand rubles. Therefore, it is necessary to 

render services 5280: (1500 -3341) = 450 services per year. The safety factor at the end of 2017 will 

be ((9900-7849): 9900)*100% = 20.72% consequently, the company "Alfa" will have a significant 

profit. 

 

The profitability index (PI) was 1.57 

 

PI = 150000:950000=1,57            

     

The index of profitableness exceeds one. 
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Thus, on the one hand, we can say that the project under analysis for the enterprise is profitable. On 

the other hand, we must take into account the risks, since without taking them into account; the 

enterprise can expect a negative outcome. 

 

We accept the profitability index of this project, since it is above unity. According to calculations, net 

income in 2017 will amount to 1256 thousand rubles and will reach in 2019 1,584 thousand rubles 

(Table 5). 

Table 5: financial result of the project at the «Alfa» plant for 2017-2019 

 

№ Indicators 2017 year 2018 year 2019 year 

1. 
Revenue from sales without value added tax, 

thousand rubles. 10000 11000 12000 

2. Cost of services, thousand rubles. 7500 8250 9000 

3. Gross profit from sales, thousand rubles. 2500 2750 3000 

4. 
Expenses related to core business, thousand 

rubles. 950 1000 1050 

5. Profit (loss) from sales, thousand rubles. 1550 1750 1950 

6 Other income, thousand rubles. 100 110 120 

7 Other expenses, thousand rubles. 80 85 90 

8 Balance sheet profit, thousand rubles. 1570 1775 1980 

9 Profit tax, thousand rubles. 314 355 396 

10 Net profit, thousand rubles. 1256 1420 1584 

     

 

In 2019 the company "Alfa" plans to increase the volume of services (Table 6). 

 

Table 6: сalculation of cash flow, thousand rubles 

 

Indicators 

The value of the indicator by years of 

project implementation 

2017  

year 
2018 year 

2019 

 year 

1. Operating activities    

1.1. Revenue from sales without value 

added tax, thousand rubles. 
10000 11000 12000 

1.2. Expenses for rendering services 8450 9250 10050 

1.3. Profit before tax 1570 1775 1980 

1.4. Taxes and fees 314 355 396 

1.5. Projected net profit 1256 1420 1584 

2. Equity 950 – – 

 

Thus, a simple payback period is 3.5 months, the discounted payback period is 1 year and 11 months; 

The net present value of the project is 2,548 rubles; The internal rate of return of the project is 39%; 

Index of profitability - 1,20; Break-even point in monetary terms is equal to 3617 thousand rubles. 

Based on the calculated data, it is possible to give a positive assessment to the developed investment 

project. 

 

Investing in this project, having the most favorable calculations, we should not forget that until the 

time of obtaining the required revenue from its implementation, there remains a risk that must be 

taken into account. For this purpose, in our opinion, it is necessary to open an off-balance sheet 040 

"Risks". In the debit of the account, the actual risk is supposed to be reflected, in the credit of the 

account - income received to reduce the actual risk. The difference between the assessment of actual 

risk and income received is a "recognized" risk at the balance sheet date. The basis for the 
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maintenance of this account is the proposed primary document "The card of the off-balance sheet 

investment risk" (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Type of risk Investment risk 

Risk assessment:__917520_________ date:____02.02.2017_______________ 

Accounting account _ Debit account 040, Actual risk 917520 

Index Date Base Amount, rubles 

Proceeds from the 

project 

25.02.2017 Agreement No. 324 of 

February 23, 2017 

122100 

…..    

Account credit 040:   122100 

Recognized risk:795420 руб. (917520-122100) date:__25.02.2017_______________ 

Recognized risk:_________________________ date:__ _______________ 

 

 

Fig. 1 :  The off-balance sheet of investment risk 
 

The card is a cumulative register that allows you to obtain operational information about investment 

risks at the balance sheet date for risk managers. The card indicates the type of risk, the reason for the 

occurrence, the full assessment and the amount of recognized risk for the formation of the reserve. 

Practical significance is that the accountant takes timely and documented risk and creates a reserve to 

maintain the company's stable financial position. As a rule, risk is considered from two positions: 

probability of an event, or through its consequence, namely damage. If we estimate profit as an effect 

of the subject, then in the model of its calculation, we must take into account the risks, namely: 

 

Pks = C Кe ∑ −���
���  f х – F +Dr – Rr 

 

Pks – profit of a commercial entity (net of tax) in conditions of uncertainty and risks. 

C – Unit price 

Кe – Number of units sold 

f – Рrice per unit of the j - th factor of production 

х - Total number of j-th factor of production used in the production process 

n – Number of factors of production 

F – Fixed payments 

Dr – Incomes connected with the consequence of risk 

Rr – Expenses related to the consequence of risk 

 

Obtaining the result determines the following set of costs: 

 

•  Expenses for the reproduction of fixed and circulating funds; 

•  Marketing costs; 

•  Costs incurred by the subject within the framework of the implemented decision in a risk 

environment. 

•  

The proposed methodology differs from the typical one in that profit is determined taking into 

account the risk. 

 

Since today the economic risk is not an object of accounting, but is analyzed in the system of risk 

management, then its investigation is possible if it is ensured: 

• Description of economic risks associated with the activities of the commercial organization;  

• It is possible to calculate the impact of economic risks on accounting objects; 

• Reflection in the accounting (financial) reporting of information on economic risks and their 

consequences;  
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• Availability of analytical accounting tools for the purpose of assessing economic risks 

(correlation-regression method, variance analysis).  

•  

This aspect is possible on the basis of the development of methodological provisions that would 

ensure the interaction of the risk management system and accounting based on the exchange of 

information on risks, the development of precisely the analytical functions of accounting. Risk 

management in case of recognition of the presence of risks, must take decisions related to their 

minimization. In this case, the accounting system should reflect this information about the risks. 
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Abstract 

The relevance of the stated topic is conditioned by the need to manage the quality of the training of primary 

school teachers implementing inclusive education technologies in general education organizations. The 

purpose of the article is to determine the model for managing the training of pedagogical personnel for the 

implementation of inclusive education in primary school. Research methods for this problem are analysis and 

synthesis, comparison and generalization of the results of other studies, questionnaires of employers-leaders of 

general education organizations, allowing systematically and comprehensively study the quality process of 

training pedagogical personnel of the primary education system for work in conditions of inclusion. The article 

presents the results of the assessment of the quality of the pedagogical staff in primary school for the 

implementation of inclusive education, and the model of training is described. The materials of the article are 

of practical value for specialists of professional educational organizations engaged in the training of personnel 

for inclusive education. 

 

Keywords: management of training of pedagogical personnel, model of management of teachers` training, 

vocational training, inclusive education, primary school teacher, children with disabilities. 

 

Introduction  

Training of teachers is one of the priority areas of vocational education in Russia. The "National doctrine of 

education of the Russian Federation" (2000) affirms the leading role of the teacher in achieving the goals of 

education, pays great attention to the training of pedagogical personnel, to the involvement talented 

professionals in the education system. At the state level, priorities are set for managing the training of teachers 

in accordance with the demands and needs of society. The current request of the society at the moment is the 

introduction of inclusive education in the educational activities of general education organizations. The Law on 

education of the Russian Federation (2012, p. 27 article 2) focuses on the implementation of inclusive 

education, that can provide equal access to education for all students regardless of diversity, special educational 

needs and individual capabilities. It should be borne in mind that inclusive education is realized, first of all, in 

the interests of persons with disabilities who need to develop a special educational route, which is determined 

by specific educational needs. In this regard, the country needs highly qualified pedagogical staff capable of 

implementing inclusive education. 

 

With the enactment of the Federal state educational standard of primary General education (2013), the issues 

of the realization of the right to education for students with disabilities became widely discussed.  Since 
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2016, inclusive education has been introduced throughout the primary school. For children of this 

category, adapted basic educational programs for primary general education are being developed. In this 

regard, the tasks of training teachers for the implementation of inclusive education in primary school are 

put on the forefront. For primary school teachers who have rich teaching experience, courses of improvement 

of qualification on the implementation of inclusive education. Universities that have implemented training in 

the specialty 44.03.01 – pedagogical education –introduce disciplines that help the preparation of future 

educators for inclusion in the variable part of the federal state educational standard. 

 

Materials and Methods 

T. A. Vlasova, B. S. Gershunsky, N. I. Konyukhov, N. N. Malofeev, M. S. Pevzner, B. T. Puzanov, I. A. 

Sikorsky, and others devoted their researches to the study of professional training of teachers for work 

with children with disabilities in different historical periods. Methodological issues of teachers` training 

for work in conditions of inclusive education, measures to increase personal and professional readiness 

for work in conditions of inclusive education are presented by works of G.V. Novikova and Ts. Boyko 

(2015). N.V. Ryabova and O.I. Karpunina (2016) consider the problems of staffing of the education 

system, the solution of which the authors see in the retraining and upgrading of the pedagogical staff 

providing the educational process, the psychological and pedagogical support of subjects of education 

and the socio-cultural integration of persons with disabilities into modern society. The problem of 

competence-oriented improvement of professional skill of specialists in the field of designing an inclusive 

educational environment is discussed in the works of G.N. Podchalamova and TA. Zubareva (2012). 

Modern trends in the professional training of specialists in the inclusive sphere are attracted by T.V. 

Timokhina (2016), who describes options for training specialists to work with children with disabilities 

on the basis of primary, secondary and higher professional education in the areas of training: adaptive 

physical education, correctional pedagogy in primary education, junior nurse for caring for patients , 

special pre-school education, special defectology education, etc. 

 

One way or another, the works of the above authors deal with the structuring and systematization of 

training for the implementation of inclusive education in general education organizations, but there is no 

talk of managing this process. In our opinion, it is necessary to raise the issues of managing the training 

of pedagogical personnel for the implementation of inclusive education. For our part, we propose a model 

for managing the training of pedagogical personnel for the implementation of inclusive education in 

primary schools. 

 

Results 

The preparation of pedagogical staff for the implementation of inclusive education in the primary school 

in the Republic of Mari El is carried out both by professional educational organizations, as well as by the 

institutions of advanced training and retraining of educators. If we pay attention to the programs they 

implement, then each structure makes its own contribution to the training of pedagogical personnel. State 

budget professional educational institution of the of the Mari El Republic "Orshanskiy Multidisciplinary 

College named by I.K. Glushkov" specialty 44.02.01 – Pre-school education – realizes the 

program"Organization of corrective-developing work with children with speech development deficiencies 

". The Federal Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Education "Mari State University" prepares 

specialists for the bachelor's system in the directions of 44.03.03. Special (defectological) education 

(Logopedics), 44.03.03 Special (defectological) education (Pre-school defectology), 44.03.01 

Pedagogical education (Primary education), 04/04/01 Special (defectological education) (psychological 

and pedagogical support of persons with disabilities ). The Mari Institute of Education is engaged in the 

development of skills in the field of inclusive education under the program "Content of Corrective and 

Developing Work with Primary School Students in the Conditions of Introducing the Federal State 

Educational Standard". Within the retraining courses for pedagogical staff, the Federal Budget 

Educational Institution of Higher Education "Mari State University" at the Department of primary and 
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general education realizes the program "Logopedic technologies in the professional activity of the teacher 

of educational organizations, implementing the Federal state educational standard of primary education" 

 

In order to analyze and systematize the training of the teaching staff of the Mari El Republic in the field 

of inclusive education, we have compiled a table (Table 1) 

 

Table 1:  System of training teachers for inclusive education in the Republic of Mari El. 

 

Educational 

organization 

Level of training Realized direction of 

preparation 

Educational programs 

 State budget 

professional 

educational institution 

of the of the Mari El 

Republic "Orshanskiy 

Multidisciplinary 

College named by I.K. 

Glushkov" 

Specialty of 

secondary vocational 

education 

44.02.01Pre-primary 

education 

 

Curriculum Program 

"Organization of corrective-

developing work with 

children with speech 

development deficiencies " 

Federal Budget 

Educational Institution 

of Higher Education 

"Mari State 

University" 

Bachelor's program 44.03.03. Special 

(defectological) 

education 

The curriculum program 

"Speech therapy" 

44.03.03. Special 

(defectological) 

education 

Curriculum Programs 

"Preschool Defectology" 

44.03.01 Pedagogical 

Education (Primary 

Education) 

Fundamentals of special 

pedagogy and psychology; 

Logopedic work in primary 

school; 

Federal state educational 

standard for children with 

disabilities in conditions of 

inclusive education; 

Methods of correction of 

developmental disabilities 

and social adaptation of 

younger schoolchildren 

Master's Courses 44.04.01 Special 

(defectological 

education) 

Curriculum  "Psychological 

and pedagogical support of 

persons with disabilities" 

Professional 

Retraining Courses 

Logopedic support of 

training for persons 

with disabilities 

Curriculum Programs 

"Logopedic Support for the 

Education of Persons with 
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Disabilities" 

Teacher training 

courses 

 Training of 

primary school 

teachers in the field of 

inclusive education 

The curriculum "Logopedic 

technologies in the 

professional work of the 

teacher of educational 

organizations implementing 

the Federal State Educational 

Standard of Basic General 

Education" 

The Mari Institute of 

Education 

Teacher training 

courses 

Training of 

primary school 

teachers in the field of 

inclusive education 

Curriculum Programs 

"The content of correctional 

and developing work with 

primary school students in the 

conditions of the introduction 

of the federal state 

educational standard" 

 
To determine the optimal model for training teachers for the implementation of inclusive education and 

assessing the quality of training, a focus group survey was conducted. For this purpose the questionnaire 

was composed, which was based on the requirements of the teacher's professional standard (2009), 

reflecting the specifics of work in elementary school. . Below is the text of the questionnaire on assessing 

the level of the teacher's readiness for the implementation of inclusive education in primary school. 

 

Questionnaires assessing the level of the teacher's readiness to implement inclusive education in primary 

school. 

 

 (Instruction: "Dear colleagues, evaluate the quality of the work of primary school teachers who have 

been trained in programs for the implementation of inclusive education." Each indicator is scored on a 

100-point scale. Please note that 75-100 points is a high level of readiness to implement educational and 

educational activity, 60-74 points, sufficient level of training, 36-59 points - average level of training, 0-

35 points - low "). 

 

In the organization of pedagogical activity the teacher of primary classes: 

1. takes into account the peculiarity of the social situation of the development of the first-grader in 

connection with the transition of the leading activity from the game one to the educational one, 

purposefully forms the social position of the pupil in children. 

 

2. Provides the development of the ability to learn (universal learning activities), to the level necessary 

for training in the main school 

 

3. Uses special approaches to teaching, in order to include in the educational process all students: with 

special needs in education; gifted pupils, pupils for whom the Russian language is not native; students 

with disabilities 

 

4. he Is able to build educational work taking into account the cultural differences of children, gender and 

age and individual characteristics 
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5. he is ready to accept different children, regardless of their real educational possibilities, peculiarities in 

their behavior, mental and physical health. He is able to provide them with professional help. 

 

6. he is able in the course of observation to identify different problems of children associated with the 

peculiarities of their development. 

 

7. Ready for interaction with other specialists within the framework of the psychological-medical-

pedagogical consultation. 

 

8. Can read the documentation of specialists (psychologists, defectologists, speech therapists). 

9. he is able to make together with other specialists a program for the individual development of the child. 

 

10. He has special methods that allow him to carry out correctional and developing work. 

 

11.he is able to monitor the dynamics of the child's development. 

 

12. Is able to protect those who are not accepted in the children's collective. 

 

13. he is able to develop and implement individual development programs (including: adapted basic 

general education programs, special educational development programs), taking into account the personal 

and age characteristics of students. 

 

14. he owns psychological and pedagogical technologies (inclusive) necessary for working with various 

students: gifted children, socially vulnerable children who have fallen into difficult life situations, migrant 

children, orphans, children with special educational needs (autistic, with a deficit syndrome attention and 

hyperactivity), children with disabilities, children with behavioral deviations, children with addiction. 

 

15. understands the mechanisms of the formation of violations existing in the child, uses special means 

and methods of correction in the pedagogical process. 

 

The survey involved 98 heads of educational organizations and deputy heads on educational work of 

primary school. They evaluated the quality of training of specialists who received training in programs 

for the implementation of inclusive education, in compliance with the indicators of the professional 

standard. Then the average score was calculated, which corresponded to the following levels of training 

quality: 75-100 points - high level of readiness for inclusive education, 60-74 points sufficient level of 

preparation, 36-59 points - average level of preparation, 0-35 points - low. 

 

In the course of analyzing the results of the questionnaire, we obtained the following data: 

- The high level of preparation for the implementation of inclusive education (75-91 points) was shown 

by graduates of the Bachelor's Degree in the direction of 44.03.01 Pedagogical education (primary 

education) passed professional retraining courses "Logopedic support for the education of persons with 

disabilities". 

 

- High indicators were noted among the graduates of the training area on March 44, 2003. special 

(defectological) education, but, as was noted by the respondents, they have difficulties in constructing the 

learning process, that is, they lack the knowledge of teaching methods in primary school. 

 

- Sufficient level of preparation for the implementation of inclusive education (74-65 points) was noted 

among teachers who received education in the direction of 44.03.01 Pedagogical education (primary 

education), who received additional knowledge of inclusion in the course of studying the subjects of the 

variable part of the bachelor's educational program (the basis of special pedagogy and psychology, 

logopedic work in primary school, the federal state educational standard for children with disabilities in 
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the context of inclusive education;  a method of correcting the developmental disability and social 

adaptation of younger schoolchildren). 

 

- Sufficient level of preparation for the implementation of inclusive education (72-68 points) was noted 

among primary school teachers who have experience and passed courses of continuing education for 

primary school teachers in the field of inclusive education. 

 

When assessing teachers who have experience in primary school but who have not received instruction in 

inclusive education, the average level of readiness was noted about 48-52 points, which is acceptable for 

the implementation of inclusive education. But, as a rule, these specialists have difficulties in compiling 

adapted educational programs and individual development routes for a child with disabilities. 

 

Thus, the level of readiness of primary school teachers to implement programs of inclusive education 

varies in the parameters from 91 to 48 points, which indicates the imbalance of the training system. The 

solution to this problem may be the opening at the university a new direction of training 44.03.05 - 

pedagogical education with two profiles: primary education; psychology and pedagogy of inclusive 

education. The model of training primary school teachers for the implementation of inclusive education 

can be structured as follows: basic training is conducted in the direction of 44.03.05 - pedagogical 

education in two profiles: primary education; psychology and pedagogy of inclusive education, for 

beginners and graduate students who have not been educated in the field of inclusion, retraining courses 

"Logopedic support for the education of persons with disabilities" may be organized, for primary school 

teachers with educational experience may be organized training courses in the field of inclusive 

education.  

 

Table 2: The model for managing the training of pedagogical personnel for the 

implementation of inclusive education in primary school 

 

The level of training Specificity of training 

Higher pedagogical education 

(bachelor's degree) 

44.03.05 teacher education in two 

profiles: elementary education; psychology and 

pedagogy of inclusive education. 

Professional retraining for specialists 

with pedagogical education and 

pedagogical training areas 44.03.01 

Courses "Speech therapy support 

education of persons with disabilities" 

Refresher courses for teachers who have 

educational and work experience 

Courses under the program "the Content 

of correctional-developing work with pupils of 

initial classes in the conditions of introduction of 

Federal state educational standard" 

 

Conclusion 

Thus, the system of teachers` training for the implementation of inclusive education goes through the 

stages of its formation. The most successful training of pedagogical staff in the field of inclusive 

education in the primary school should be based on the integration of basic training with two profiles, 

professional retraining and advanced training courses for teachers with extensive experience. The 

management of the training of pedagogical personnel is able to streamline the existing experience and 
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build an organic practical-oriented model for improving the quality of inclusive education of primary 

school teachers. 
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Abstract 

 
This article considers the issues connected with pedagogical design of mathematical training of 

students of the higher educational institutions. It gives the definition of the adaptive system of 

mathematical training of students and considers different methodological approaches to the 

interpretation of adaptation as cross-disciplinary characteristics. Conceptual and functional structure 

of educational system is presented. There is a comparative analysis of mathematical training of 

students in traditional and adaptive educational systems. 

 

Keywords: mathematical training, adaptive system, adaptation, educational process, university, 

students. 

 

Introduction 

Rapid development of multi-level education, widespread introduction of electronic and mobile 

educational programmes and standards implies the availability and provision of a wide range of 

alternatives, among which the students can make a choice based on their own abilities and 

competencies, as well as needs of the labour market.  

 

Personal orientation of mathematical training of HEI students contributes to the rethinking of didactic 

techniques used in higher school, especially in conditions of functioning of HEI electronic 

information and educational environment (Fedorova and Toktarova, 2016). The content of modern 

mathematical education shall be directed to the development of student's professional and personal 

skills; educational technologies shall be based on the mechanisms of adaptation to students' individual 

characteristics; the learning strategy shall take into account student's internal motivation and the 

targets of training and shall be based on non-linear technology. 

 

Legal framework of adaptation mechanisms was reflected in the Federal Act On Education in the 

Russian Federation (The Law, 2012) where one of the main features of state policy and legal 

regulation of relations in educational sphere is the freedom to choose education according to aptitudes 

and needs of a person, creation of conditions for self-fulfillment of every individual, and independent 

development of his or her abilities, including the right to choose the form of getting education, forms 

of education, institution providing educational activities, and direction of education. At the same time, 

Federal State Educational Standards should provide the variability of educational programmes content 

of the appropriate level of education, the possibility of developing educational programmes of 

different difficulty levels and directions taking into account educational needs and abilities of 

students.  

 

Adaptation as a Cross-Disciplinary Characteristic 

A productive study of adaptation phenomenon is possible only at the interdisciplinary level, which 

will allow to use efficiently the principles of a variety of approaches as a theoretical and 

methodological basis for the design of an adaptive system of mathematical training of students in 

higher educational institutions: 
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– social and philosophical approach is the adoption by a student of social goals and a system of 

values, recognition of the importance of studying mathematics, development of mathematical literacy 

and his or her culture, and building-up of an intelligent professional capable of self-organization and 

self-training, being ready and adapting to the constant changes in society and looking for solutions to 

the challenges in the new environment through the development of diverse forms of thinking; 

 

– medical and biological approach where a student is considered to be a developing system capable 

of self-organization by means of inner resources and relationships with the external environment. In 

this case, the resources are physical and mental health, which can help to avoid the effects of fatigue 

and overloading in the process of studying mathematics and other subjects; 

 

– technical and cybernetic approach is reflected in a combination of conditions ensuring a wide 

application in the educational process of information and communication technologies and electronic 

information and educational environment, including the means of building individual learning paths, 

interactive support of problems solution, and provision of personal statistics of learning progress 

which allows controlling and correcting the level of knowledge, skills, and abilities of a student at any 

stage of mathematical training; 

 

– psychological and pedagogical approach reflects the dependence of adaptation processes on 

individual characteristics and abilities of a person, offers opportunities to increase the efficiency of 

students to study at the univerrsity, ensures continuity in the continuous system 'school-university', 

adapting of a student to new technologies, tools and methods of learning, facilitates the acquisition of 

skills of individual work, organization of mathematical activities in the electronic information and 

educational environment providing the functions of adapting to individual features and abilities of 

students. 

 

Adaptation is an inherent characteristic of an individual, which has a direct impact on the degree of 

his or her inclusion in social relations and, as a consequence, in the educational process. When 

considering a student as a subject of study, the adaptation characteristics defined by different subject 

areas should be taken into account: the most important condition for the successful adaptation is the 

optimal combination of adaptive and adapting activities which vary depending on specific situations. 

Taking into account the fact that learning is a purposeful process of interaction between a teacher and 

students, it can be assumed that the key condition of successful adaptive learning is the mutual 

adapting activities of a teacher and adaptive activities of students. 

 

The Structure of the Adaptive System of Education 

The adaptive model of mathematical training of students is based on the idea of prioritizing the 

development of the student. In the process of its design, scientific knowledge is primarily considered 

as a means of personal development and then as an object of study. The purpose of mathematical 

training is to develop and correct aptitude for learning as a cognitive capability; subject-subject 

relationships; personal characteristics of the subject of study (Toktarova, 2017). 

 

At the same time the adaptive system of mathematical training of HEI students is an open dynamic 

system which: 

– includes a set of interrelated components – subjects of education; 

– is oriented to meet the professional, personal, and social needs of students in mathematics, skill, 

abilities, and competencies; 

– is characterized by adapting to the specific conditions of the learning process, depending on 

students' individual characteristics and necessary criteria for perfecting and improving the quality of 

education. 
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From the point of view of management theory, the adaptive system of training is characterized by 

adapting to the specific conditions of the learning process, depending on particular necessary criteria 

for perfecting and improving the quality of education. In respect to school education T.I. Shamova, 

P.I. Tretyakov, and N.P. Kapustin (2002) define the adaptive system of training as a 'flexible system 

of arranging learning sessions taking into account individual characteristics of students. In the system 

under consideration, the relationship between the teachers and the students is fundamental, at the 

same time, the feedback is a backbone factor (Figure 1).  

  

 

Figure 1:  The structure of educational system. 

When considering the functional components of a system, it is necessary to pay attention to the 

subsystem of technologies for training arrangement that play a special role in the process of providing 

adaptive learning. Each of the components of this subsystem has a high quality of adaptation 

depending on the intended objectives and training conditions. 

 

Building of the mathematics teaching process for students in the adaptive system provides an 

opportunity to build mental activities of every student in accordance with their individual 

characteristics and preset requirements, which is achieved by clear definition of the purpose and 

stages of activity, methods and tools, content of education and educational technologies (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Comparative characteristic of mathematical training of students in different 

educational systems 

 

Name of 

indicator 

Traditional system of 

mathematical training of HEI 

students 

Adaptive system of mathematical 

training of students 

Purpose of 

training 

Training of specialists with 

fundamental knowledge and 

competences in their profession / 

major 

Training of specialists with 

fundamental knowledge and 

competences in their profession / 

major capable to develop and 

educate themselves 

Orientation 

('vector') of 

training 

From the knowledge system to the 

object of training. 

Mathematical knowledge as an 

object of study. 

From the subject of training to the 

content of knowledge and learning 

technologies. Mathematical 

knowledge as a tool for the 

development of a student's 

personality and as an object of study 

Conditions of 

training 

The educational process aims at 

creating similar conditions for all 

students 

Students are subjects of the learning 

process, they determine an 

individual path in the process of 

training. 

Principles of 

training 

The learning process consists of 

interiorization of normative 

activities 

Identification of personal learning 

style based on the diagnostics of a 

student's personal qualities 

Taking into 

account the 

subjective 

experience of a 

student 

The training process is primarily 

connected with an informational 

function independent of the 

subjective experience of the 

student 

Diagnostics of the subjective 

experience and the prior foundation 

of knowledge determines the 

content of the student's 

mathematical training 

Determination 

of the amount 

of knowledge 

There is the same level of 

knowledge for all students and the 

relevant training material is 

selected 

There is an adjusted amount of 

knowledge designed for each student 

based on his or her abilities, motives, 

opportunities, interests, etc. 

Creation of a 

path for 

learning the 

training 

materials 

The teacher consistently assignes 

the topics for the training material 

The topics are consistent with the 

student's cognitive characteristics 

Teacher's role 

(trainer) 

There is a teacher's (trainer's) 

authoritarianism 

Learning is seen as a process of 

development (self-development) of 

a student taking into account his or 

her abilities. The teacher acts as a 

tutor (assistant) most of all 

The nature of 

an interaction 

of the 

participants in 

A student as an object of study. 

Teacher's activities are aimed at 

regulating the student's activities 

A student is an active subject of the 

learning process and is linked to the 

teacher by the joint activity 
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the learning 

process 

Orientation to 

training forms 

Orientation to teamwork and 

frontal work 

Orientation to individual work, 

independent exploration, and 

personal discoveries 

Teaching 

methods 

Reproductive teaching methods. 

The work is limited to 'coaching' 

of students to solve the tasks of 

one type, another type, etc. 

Identification of student's learning 

style which serves as a basis for 

definition of the learning strategy, 

selection of appropriate teaching 

methods  

Content of 

education 

Invariant character of the content. 

The mathematics course 

predominantly provides for 

training and learning tasks; tasks 

for recognition and proof  

Variability, flexibility of content 

within the standard. 

A student chooses the type of tasks 

to solve: training, learning, 

searching, problem-solving, 

creative; for recognition, 

construction, proof, research, 

conversion 

Professional 

orientation of 

the 

mathematical 

content of 

education 

Development of a system of 

mathematical knowledge for 

students to be used in further 

professional activities 

Selection of mathematical tasks and 

study examples depending on the 

future career of the learner 

Control Strict system of supervision by the 

teacher  

Application of various forms of 

control and self-monitoring, 

including continuous pedagogical 

monitoring 

 
Thus, today, the strategic direction to improve the quality of the mathematical training of HEI 

students is defined by us as a conversion of the learning process into an adaptive system in which 

student's personality is at the centre of constant attention, is a backbone factor of training, is aimed at 

all-round development, and training activities are characterized by cognitive and developing skills.  
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Abstract 

 

Importance of libraries is indispensable in the educational society, both with regard to the availability of 

public services and information for society as a whole, but also as a cultural and educational way. The 

value of libraries can be expressed through elicitation approaches of willingness to accept compensation 

and willingness to pay, which will be presented based on the obtained primary data from research in the 

Czech Republic. The data will be further compared to individual indicators of education with regard to 

the quality of human capital. The work will be a correlation and regression analysis of the data from 

which it will be possible to draw conclusions as to whether and to what extent the library services affect 

the level of education in society. 

Keywords: libraries, WTP values, WTA values, contingent valuation 

Introduction 

 

Libraries are an important part of each developed country's culture. In the Czech Republic, even before, 

the law was in force, which made the creation of a separate municipality conditional upon the 

establishment of a library in that municipality. Public libraries running municipalities and cities currently 

have more than five thousand units in the Czech Republic and have more than 64 million library units 

with the library. The borrowed books were more than 60 million in 2015, which in the same year 

corresponds to 5.69 borrowings per inhabitant (according to date from Czech Statistical Office, 2016). 

Visitors go to libraries primarily for the purpose of lending books, but today the library functions as 

cultural, educational and community centers. Libraries also fulfill the principle of equality as a function 

of their ability to access and use their services regardless of gender, age, nationality, political or religious 

affiliation, and thus prevent social exclusion (Directive IFLA/UNESCO, 1994). Their services, thanks to 

a large number of libraries, are easily accessible to everyone, enabling the dissemination of information 

and fostering the growth of education in society.  

Consumption of library services is made possible by the system of public services provided and is 

therefore covered by public budgets. The cost of providing them can be directly determined from the 

individual budgets of regions, towns and municipalities. However, their benefits to society are not 

directly measurable and difficult to express (Stejskal et al., 2013). One option is a contingent valuation 

method that works with elicitation approaches to willingness to pay (WTP) and willingness to accept 

(WTA) compensation. In the Czech Republic, under the guidance of the Municipal Library of Prague, 

research was carried out on these issues in cooperation with the University of Pardubice and the Matěj 
Bel University in Banská Bystrica. Thanks to this project, which was funded by the Ministry of Culture of 

the Czech Republic in 2013-2016, primary data is available which has enabled further research.  

 

Theoretical Background and Previous Research  

The most important part of the analyses is the determination of the benefit value that the contingent 

valuation method deals with. The principle of CV consists in assigning the relevant values to individual 

goods and services by the consumer, because the consumer himself can best define the perceived value of 
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a good or service. In the case of public services where there is no market price for a service, it is an 

expression of individual consumer preferences, for example through willingness to pay for public service 

consumption. The second option is to determine the amount of money consumers would be willing to 

accept as a deterioration in the quality of life if the service was not provided to them and would 

compensate for them. This method should help answer the question whether the service should be a 

public service, ie to be financed from public sources, and to what extent public resources should be 

represented to finance the cost of producing this service if the conditions of the Pareto Efficiency are to 

be met (Hanemann, 1991). For financial evaluation of non-market benefits resulting from the activities of 

public libraries, it is appropriate to use this method. 

Determining the subjective value of consumed goods is possible only by questionnaire survey or 

controlled interview. Obtaining these data is technically very demanding because individual consumers 

have to understand the questions posed enough and must be able to express the value of their 

consumption in relation to, for example, their retirement, the value of their time or the comparison of the 

cost of other goods. In practice, approaches based on the consumer's willingness to pay have proved to be 

useful in determining the value of consumed goods (Knetsch, Sinden, 1984; Luzar, Cosse, 1998; 

Horowitz, McConnell, 2002). The WTP approach addresses the value of services according to individual 

preferences and determines the value the consumer is willing to spend on obtaining the service. 

Elicitation techniques for WTP issues have undergone significant developments, but there are still no 

unified practices that would be mainstreamed. Elicitation always depends on the individual's individual 

preference, on the various current factors, and on the question of the payment mechanism offered. So the 

survey maker can negatively or positively influence WTP results (Mitchell, Carson, 2013). The WTA 

approach expresses the value of the service on the basis of willingness to accept the denial of service 

consumption. It is the minimum amount of money the consumer is willing to accept for denial of a 

particular service or for what value he / she is willing to accept with a certain negative phenomenon 

(pollution, misuse). 

The beginnings of the appraisal of public service valuation procedures have taken place on cultural 

(public) services and can be linked to a research conducted in the USA (North Carolina) between 1999 

and 2002. The research concerned and evaluated the experiences of Blue Ridge Parkway visitors many 

views and scenic corners). Here, CVs have also been used, as researchers have used WTP's approaches to 

rewarding the benefits the park brings to its visitors. A pioneering study on the analysis of the benefits of 

public libraries was carried out in 1999 in St. Louis Public Library (USA). In 2004, further breakthrough 

studies were carried out in the field of library valuation in London in the United Kingdom and the United 

States, namely in Florida (Aabø, 2007). The first study, which brought a high-quality and scientifically 

widely accepted methodology, was a study of the economic benefits and returns of public investment in 

public libraries in the state of Florida (USA). Research has provided data to donors who have found 

effectiveness in returning public investment, total consumer perceptions, and the social benefits of 

libraries. Further studies on contingent valuation of library services are shown in Table 1. It is also 

possible to determine the ratio between the WTP and WTA values.  
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Table 1: The ratios between WTA and WTP elicitation approaches according to selected studies 

Authors Country WTA WTP WTA:WTP 

Holt, 1999 USA 136 mil. USD 15 mil. USD 9,0 : 1,0 

Pung et al., 2004 Great Britain 273 GBP 116 GBP 4,9 : 1,0 

Aabø, 2004 Norway 2000 NOK 400 NOK 5,0 : 1,0 

Sociores, 2013 Czech Republic 1797,61 CZK 595,72 CZK 3,0 : 1,0 

Source: own processing according to Holt (1999), Pung et al. (2004), Aabø (2004), Sociores (2013) 

The values show that the value of accepting the compensation for the library service is several times 

higher than the willingness to pay for the service. At the same time, it is necessary to draw attention to the 

fact that the resulting WTP values are the result of more detailed inquiries, as the surveys are more 

focused on this value, while the WTA remains slightly omitted, and its values are, as a rule, devoted to 

just one question. 

Data and Methods 

The data was obtained through a questionnaire survey in 2012 for users of the Municipal Library of 

Prague. In the framework of the questionnaire survey, 11 397 Municipal Library of Prague readers were 

contacted, of which 2 227 were respondents (return of 20 %). However, the incomplete answers appeared 

from the results, which were removed for the accuracy of the analysis. The data analysis file after 

reviewing and editing included 1 429 records. The value of the benefits of library services through the 

WTP and WTA approaches will be further analyzed. 

Subsequent data processing will be performed by statistical methods: correlation and regression analysis. 

The correlation analysis is used to determine the extent to which the individual properties interact. The 

Spearman's correlation coefficient will be performed in the article (Kubanová, 2008):   

 

�� = 1 − 6
n .  (�� − 1) �(�� −  ��)�

�

���
 

Regression analysis is used to describe the dependence of two or more numerical variables. It is a 

mathematical model that is expressed by a regression function. In the paper, a multiple linear regression 

model will be constructed in which the number of selected independent variables is expanded and the 

problem of how the values of the random variable Y depend on the independent variables xi, i = 1, 2,.. k. 

The multiple regression model has the form (Kubanová, 2008): 

Yi= β0+ β1 βi1+ β2 βi2+⋯+ βk βik+ εi. 
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Hypothesis and Data Analysis 

The values that respondents attribute to library services in terms of (a) how much they are willing to pay 

(WTP) or (b) what amounts they are willing to accept for compensation if they are not able to use the 

service (WTA) are considerably subjective. The aim of the hypothesis is to demonstrate whether there is a 

correlation between the individual variables and WTP and WTA values. Thus, whether and to what extent 

variables have an effect on the value (a) of the willingness to pay and (b) the willingness to accept 

compensation for the library services for the consumer. 

H1: The perceived value of the consumer of a library service depends on: 

H1a: age of the consumer (age), 

H1b: gender of the consumer (gender), 

H1c: education of the consumer (education). 

H1d: value of money saved by the library user (saved), 

H1e: number of books borrowed per month (number of books), 

H1f: net monthly household income (income), 

H1g: frequency of library visits (frequency). 

Within the established hypothesis, a correlation analysis (Spearman's correlation coefficient) was 

performed, the results of which are shown in Table 2. The correlation coefficient may take values within 

the interval <-1; 1>, with the value 0 indicating that the relationship between the variables is not, and the 

closer the resulting value is closer to the value 1, there is a greater dependence between the variables 

under consideration. The correlation coefficient was determined for confidence intervals of 99 %, 95 % 

and 90 %.  

Table 2: Impact of selected variables on WTA and WTP 

Determinants WTA WTP 

Age - 0,191*** - 0,002 

Gender - 0,005   0,035 

Education   0,004   0,089*** 

Saved   0,040   0,080*** 

Number of books   0,027   0,119*** 

Income   0,099***   0,181*** 

Frequency   0,080***   0,091*** 

Note: statistically significant values that are significant: *** at a confidence interval of 99 %; ** at a 

confidence interval of 95 %, * at a confidence interval of 90 %. 

Source: own processing 
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From the resulting correlation coefficients, it can be seen that WTP has a larger number of indicators than 

WTA. Statistically significant for the WTA value are the variable household income and library 

attendance frequency. Determining the WTP value affects both the amount of money saved and the 

number of books borrowed by respondents per month, as well as the household income and the frequency 

of library visits. Statistical dependence has been confirmed for some variables. The correlation coefficient 

is low and it can be assumed that these variables have little effect on WTA and WTP. The dependency of 

variables will be verified by regression analysis.  

Regression models will be input to variables that have been flagged as statistically significant in the 

previous analysis, with WTA and WTP being tracked separately. For analysis, a multiple linear 

regression model will be used, which will be processed in Statistics, ver. 10. The resulting value of the 

determinant coefficient for the following statistically significant indicators is as follows: 

- determination coefficient for WTA: 0,021156; 

- determination coefficient for WTP: 0,0562322. 

The results conclude that these variables, which are statistically significant, explain the model only from a 

small percentage. In the case of WTA, the model of the variables is influenced by only 2 %, and in the 

case of WTP access, the value is affected by statistically significant variables only from 5.6 %. There is a 

relationship that the more explanatory variables, the stronger the dependence of the variables, there is also 

the reason why the value of the coefficient of determination is higher for WTP (5 statistically significant 

indicators) than for the WTA (3 statistically significant indicators). 

Conclusion 

The correlation analysis showed statistically significant influence of variables on both WTA and WTP 

values. Further data exploration was done using a regression analysis, however, which found very little 

influence of these variables on WTA and WTP values. The variables examined do not significantly affect 

the value of WTA and WTP. The analysis also found that significant variables from the correlation 

analysis to the WTP value are based on positive values and hence there is a dependence: with the one 

variable growing, the other variable also increases. When income such as income, number of borrowed 

books, level of education, amount of money saved, and frequency of library visits increase, then the 

willingness of people to pay higher amounts for library services increases. The positive values of the 

correlation coefficient for the variable income and the frequency of the library visits are based on WTA 

values. If people have a higher income or are going to the library more often, then they would require a 

higher amount of compensation for not using the reader's card. At the same time, the variable age was 

found to be the only negative value of the correlation coefficient for WTA. If there are younger people, 

they require higher compensation for the library (the necessary literature for study, lower incomes during 

studies) may be justified. The analysis revealed that the variables examined, which originate from and 

affects the immediate surroundings of respondents, do not affect the expression of value for library 

services. 

 

Discussion 

The analysis has shown that individual variables that act on the immediate surroundings of the individual 

do not affect respondents in determining WTP and WTA value for library services. Due to the lack of 

dependency between variables, the WTP and WTA can only explain manipulative techniques in a 

questionnaire survey, which is, however, excluded by the Sociores Professional Proquest, as well as a 

verification pilot study. The analysis has shown that the surrounding influences do not affect the 

determination of the value of WTP and WTA, the effect of the subjective component of each individual 
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on particular values will be crucial. In order to find out, it is necessary to question the respondents in the 

form of questionnaire surveys. The research also brings new questions and suggestions that can be deal 

with in future research on the subject. 
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Abstract  
 
Purpose: The aim of the present work is to study the effects of labour market, in a study of a 
concept of flexibility in referring to the firm’s ability to institute some changes and read 
environmental changes socioeconomic through on-labour markets. The background of the study 
identifies some highlights, i.e. the determination of mobility of labour, migration, wage, improve 
the ability of labour, barriers to entry and exit, and flexible working. It is shown that labour market 
flexibility may not produce unidirectional effects on productivity and employment. 
Design/methodology/approach: We relied on a variety of methods to obtain understanding 
through the sources that we encountered from qualitative of practitioners in top management and 
quantitative data of 100 employees in Indonesia. The prevalent complementary data sources 
included organizational records and journals. Findings: This study generally found that the 
flexibility and outsourcing weighed the positive and significant effect on the labour market. We 
combine labour market flexibility and outsourcing when the labour market is set by prompting 
national governments to implement a variety of programs that would make labour markets 
flexible. Originality/value: The paper fulfils an identified utility to study critically discusses the 
implications of labour flexibility on the international management of human resources. 
 

Keywords:flexibility,labour,outsourcing,efficiency.   
 

Introduction 

 
 International competition more over the speed of technological change increase has been 
an increasing demand for greater labour flexibility (Vincente-Lorente & Suarez-Gonzalez 2007). 
The intense competition has been a reinforcing stimulus of non-standard forms of employment 
such as outsourcing, temporary, part-time or informal employment. Consequently, appearing the 
assumption that these labour market flexibilities giving alternative for the rising unemployment 
(Flau and Mittelstadt, 2010).  
 
 Indonesia boasts the largest economy in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN), and the 16th largest worldwide. As a growing country which is the most populous 
country inhabitants are second in the world, Indonesia provides a rich context for research with a 
great opportunity for researchers to experiment and to test theories, models, and ideas. Therefore, 
the strong point of Indonesia that explain about the foreign investments with increasing of the 
recent macroeconomic growth, the diverse natural resources, young, large and burgeoning 
population, political stability (relative), prudent fiscal management, strategic location in relation to 
the giant economies of China and India, low labour costs.  
 
 In the point of view of population growth about two million population of Indonesia 
available to work yearly, that becoming a very big challenge for the Government of Indonesia in 
stimulating the creation of new jobs in the various sectors. The unemployment reduction 
movement is a concept of flexible labour markets such as outsourcing and contract workers in 
Indonesia moreover outsourcing has become prevalent in all areas of industries. As job creation 
efforts, the Indonesian government to implement Unemployment Reduction Movement (GPP). 
The development program is to create employment opportunities more widely in the program such 
as the program of job training and productivity. The expectation of these programs is to improve 
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the competitiveness and competence of human resources. Highlight for selected economies in 
ASEAN in table 1 presents the form of multiple structural dimensions of Indonesia economy that 
it shows the competitiveness trends that underline the evolution of the overall the performance 
which can be compared to its peers. 
 

Table 1: The Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) 2016 - 2017 

No Country Overall Index Sub-indexes 

  Rank 
(out of 138) 

Value 
(1-7) 

Basic 
requirements 

Efficiency 
enhancers 

Innovation and 
sophistication 
factors  

1. Singapore 2 5.72 6.37 5.73 5.25 

2. Malaysia 25 5.16 5.49 4.96 4.94 

3. Thailand 34 4.64 4.95 4.56 3.85 

4. Indonesia 41 4.52 4.78 4.38 4.16 

5. Philippines 57 4.36 4.61 4.24 3.76 

6. Brunei 
Darussalam 

58 4.35 4.81 3.88 3.49 

7. Vietnam 60 4.31 4.49 4.15 3.47 

8. Cambodia 89 3.98 4.21 3.69 3.15 

9. Lao PDR 93 3.93 4.16 3.63 3.39 

Source: World Economic Forum, 2017 

Note: Myanmar is not included in the GCI 2016 -2017 Report 
 
Indonesia (41st) drops four places as it is overtaken by a few countries. Despite many reforms to 
its business environment, its performance remains one of the contrasts: the country ranks 10th for 
market size, 30th in the macroeconomic environment pillar—in spite of the protracted commodity 
bust—and 31st for innovation. It performs well in terms of financial development (42nd, up 
seven). Nevertheless, Indonesia ranks a low 100th in the health and basic education pillar (down 
20), and 108th in the labour market efficiency (World Economic Forum, 2017). The three most 
problematic factors in Indonesia linked to labour inadequately educated workforce, poor work 
ethic in the national labour force, and policy instability. These all present current data derive the 
indicators of the competitiveness trends in Indonesia economy along with the obstacles that will 
face in competitive market. Especially in a global market which is growing quickly as today, about 
countries need a flexible labour market to encourage the economy (Rajeev, 2009). However, to a 
greater extent flexible labour market need to ensure that the ongoing structural transformation 
process practises the creation of quality jobs. The greater labour flexibility will increase the ability 
of a nation to allocate its resources efficiently and improve purpose of the technology for the 
economic development of that nation. Therefore, to increase the labour market flexibility through 
innovation revamping that refers to employment issues such as staff wages, the ease of which 
companies can hire and fire employees, length of probation periods and power of unions. These 
flexible markets, which favour workers’ rights can lead to lower unemployment and higher labour 
productivity. It will be important attention to Indonesia toward competitiveness challenges e.g. 
ASEAN Economic community has been open for the following 7 (seven) kinds of jobs are (1) 
Engineering Services, (2) Nursing Services, (3) Architecture, (4) Land Surveying, (5) Medical 
Practices, (6) Dental Practices, (7) Accountancy, (8) Tourism. These suggest faced serious 
challenges on labour markets in Indonesia that goods, services, including worker will flow from 
countries that have high efficiency and productivity into countries that have low efficiency and 
productivity. Unquestionably, what we intend to do in this paper subsist to analyse the functioning 
of the labour market flexibility. Accordingly, focus on labour market trends accordingly 
investigate how the flexibility of labour in Indonesia. 
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1. Literature Review 

 

1.1. The concept of labour market flexibility 

The reference of labour market flexibility namely the ability and willingness of labour to respond 
to changes in market conditions, including changes in the labour demand and the wage rate that 
connected with labour market regulations and institutions. Concerning how labour markets 
function adjust supply to demand in the central of supply-side of the macro-economy that acts as 
an essential aspect of labour market flexibility. The demand for labour adjusts constantly to 
changes in national income and the business cycle that will change as a result of large-scale and 
deep-seated changes to the structure of an economy that often brought about by changing 
technology or through globalisation. According to Eamets and Paas (2007), the extent of state 
institutions and trade unions in labour market regulation distinguish between the levels of labour 
flexibility in macro-level flexibility. The covers of institutional flexibility consist labour market 
regulations, labour policy, trade union activities and labour taxes. Meanwhile, in micro-level 
flexibility consist worker flows, job flows and working time flexibility (Messina, 2007). In 
essence, this refers to the firm’s ability to institute some changes in its working patterns, including 
setting wages, hiring employees on contracts, firing them and changing the working hours (Conley 
2008). A commonly held view is that labour market flexibility is an essential ingredient for 
progress for a long time as unequivocally good, helping address the wider problems of 
unemployment (Rowley 2013). Labour market flexibilities have created a knowledge-intensive 
economy where least of the workers obtain involved in knowledge-intensive work also benefit 
from high wages attached to those jobs (Schuler & Jackson 2005). Moreover, the types of labour 
market flexibility have as occupational flexibility is the ability of workers to move in different 
types of job, mostly related to available skills, reduces levels of structural unemployment; 
geographical flexibility is the ability of workers to receipts advantage of job availability in 
different areas, depending on quality of transport as well as housing market, reduces regional 
disparities, increases productive efficiency; wage flexibility is the ability of firms to adjust wages 
in response to changes in supply and demand, restricted by trade union power including another 
collective bargaining, commonly a key side to keeping unemployment down in extreme recession; 
contractual flexibility that happened in varied industries, workers inhabit now offered jobs in six 
or three months or constantly on month-to-month contracts, makes firms further willing to take on 
new workers – easily discarded if they don't work out. Related to issues of labour market 
flexibility, there are factors that affect labour market flexibility (Howell,2011:189): 
 
� Remuneration 
 Wages that is a key element of labour market flexibility to adjust to bring about 
equilibrium between demand also supply, including relative wage flexibility which relates to the 
adjustment of wage rates between sectors of an economy, or between regions, however, real wage 
flexibility will adjust to economic shocks.The determination of wage levels national does not 
reflect local conditions including labour not conform to changes in the condition local who created 
inflexibility wages relatively. Including for incentives or the generous unemployment benefits 
may reduce labour market flexibility. 
� Skills and training subsidies can improve labour mobility. Multi-skilled workers may be 
able to adjust their working patterns or workloads to suit changing demand conditions. 
� Proportion amount of part-time or temporary work. The labour market is more flexible 
when there is a larger proportion of part-time work relative to full-time work or temporary 
contracts. For flexibility work hour that firm has the ability to offer a flexible working 
environment as well as flexible working patterns. 
� Hiring or firing. The firms will have greater freedom to hire workers when demand 
increases, conversely when firing, the demand for labour decreases. The excessive legislation to 
limit the ability of firms to hire or fire will reduce flexibility. 
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� Information. The better information about job vacancies, or to opportunities for 
promotion make workers can respond more effectively to changes in the requirements of firms. 
� Mobility namely the willingness also able to move from one job to another, geographical 
mobility, be that as it may, industrial mobility that moving between industries. In case of 
geographical mobility, the extent of migration allowing or encouraging labour to migrate between 
countries that will increase the degree of labour market flexibility in the recipient country. 
� Entry or exit barriers.  The entry barriers such as the requirement for excessive 
qualifications (racial, gender, disability or age discrimination), or due to trade union restrictive 
practices, further exit barriers such as lengthy contracts or notice periods of labour will become 
less flexible. 
 
Atkinson’s model identifies four main flexibilities sought by companies: 
� The functional ability describes the firm’s ability to match the skills of employees with 
tasks by dismantling the traditional rigidities between different occupational groups through 
outsourcing and offshoring of services (Kalleberg, 2003).  
� External numerical flexibility involves adjustment of the labour force from the external 
market and through relaxed hiring and firing regulations including temporary employment 
(Leighton, 2003).  
� Internal numerical flexibility involves adjustment of schedules or working hours and 
comprises mainly of part-time jobs (Wilton 2013).  
� Financial/wage flexibility involves the wage differences with the aim of ensuring that the 
employment cost reflects the supply and demand of labour mainly of individual performance 
wages, assessment based pay and rate-for- the job systems (Wilton 2013). 
In Atkinson’s model describes how companies respond to the increased need for flexibility. The 
highly skilled workers are core group with firm-specific capabilities that contains a unique 
resource. The first peripheral group have possessed skills which are not firm-specific and hence 
the firm may rely on the external market to fill such posts namely functional and numerical 
flexibility (Wilton 2013). The second peripheral group consist of workers under atypical forms of 
employment that providing both the temporal and numerical flexibility. 
 

1.2. Measure of labour market flexibility 

The OECD’s Employment Protection Legislation (“EPL”)16 index measure the labour market 
flexibility which is available from the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development) and G20 countries. The index measures the procedures involved in hiring workers 
on either fixed-term or temporary contracts and the procedures and costs involved in dismissing 
individuals and groups of workers. Based on statutory laws, collective bargaining agreements, 
case law, contributions from OECD member countries, and experts’ advice for each country. 
There three main areas in 21 basic items: (1) Individual dismissal of workers with regular 
contracts (category EPR) measures three aspects of dismissal protection: (i) procedural 
inconveniences of the dismissal process faced by employers, such as notification and consultation 
requirements; (ii) length of notice periods and conditions of severance pay; and (iii) difficulty of 
dismissal, such as the circumstances under which a dismissal possible, and repercussions for the 
employer if an unfair dismissal is discovered; (2) Additional costs for collective dismissals 
(category EPC) measures the extra costs faced by employers when they dismiss several workers 
simultaneously, over and above the costs applicable for individual dismissals; (3) Regulation of 
temporary contracts (category EPT) measures regulations for fixed-term and temporary work 
contracts in terms of job type and duration, requirements for such workers to receive equal pay 
and working conditions of permanent employees, and regulations for the setup and operations of 
work agencies. 
 

1.3. Implication of outsourcing on labour market flexibility 
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 Labour market flexibility seems to have had tremendous impacts on the business world. 
Whereas these atypical forms of unemployment may not be new, the tactics and strategies 
employed in some countries are. However, there remains a dilemma with regard to creating a 
flexible workforce. Neoliberal economists hold to the view that labour market flexibility plays an 
important role in economic progress and is key to overcoming the turbulent effects of economic 
instability (Wilton 2013).  
 
 Changes in the labour market have led to the rise and growth in demand for flexible 
labour arrangements, such as part-time jobs, temporary contracts, labour hires and outsourcing 
among many others. Outsourcing has become a popular way to reduce company costs and gain 
other competitive advantages. In an ever-changing environment characterized by expanding 
intense globalization, nonstandard work arrangements and intense competition, outsourcing 
human resource functions not only seems logical but also a necessity (Kock, Wallo, Nilsson, & 
Hoglund, 2012) (Cooke, Shen, & Mcbride, 2005) state that outsourcing is often associated with 
specialized services, suppliers created extent economics, flexibility of organization, risk move and 
learning from external professionals. Governments are thus under pressure to minimize the 
regulation of business practices in response to the changing nature of the labour market. But at the 
same time, they must strike a balance between economic responsiveness and employee protection 
(Pagano, 2005). This can be seen with the long battle over the rights for workers working under 
atypical forms of employment such as temporary contracts, a key characteristic of the labour 
market flexibility.  
 
 Flexi-work as a factor of labour market flexibility arrangements is seen to further widen 
the wage gap, that impact of labour market flexibilities on income inequality. The studies by 
Blanchard & Landlier (2002) and Giesecke & Gross (2004)7 have argued that there is no upward 
mobility for atypical forms of employment; studies by Gregg & Wadsworth (2010) have found 
these labour market flexibilities as widening income inequality.  Flexible working arrangements, 
such as outsourcing involve contracting out services by the management, which implies engaging 
‘labour without obligation’ (Hall 2013). In return, workers implicated in outsourcing tend to feel a 
little obligation. There is a host of other issues of concern associated with non-standard 
employment such as low pay, lack of promotion, lack of employer pension schemes and even lack 
of sick pay provision (McGovern et al 2004). The study has been observed by Kalleberg et al. 
(2003) in the US, indicating the potentially harmful effects of labour market flexibility on the 
labour market. 
 

2. Overview of Labour Market Trend in Indonesia 

 
 In ASEAN’s performance in a global context, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, and the 
Philippines have more services-based workforces, Malaysia has the region’s largest share of the 
workforce in the industry, while Vietnam and Thailand have a more agriculture-heavy labour 
market. Nearly 40% of the overall workforce in ASEAN is occupied in agriculture, an equal 
number (41%) is engaged in the services sector while 19% are involved in the industry.  Across 
the region economic and developmental indicators have improved steadily over the past decade 
that will presented in labour market condition ASEAN (see table 2). 
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Table 2: Labour market conditions in ASEAN 

Country Level finding skilled 
employees 
(7=easiest, 1=hardest) 

Average 
monthly wage 
(US$) 

Workers in 
vulnerable 
employment 
(%) 

Incidence 
of child 
labour (%) 

Cambodia 3.4 121 64 18.3 

Indonesia 4.3 174 36 6.9 

Lao PDR 3.1 119 83 10.1 

Malaysia 5.3 609 22 - 

Myanmar 2.4 - 89 - 

Philippines 4.4 206 42 11.1 

Singapore 4.8 3547 9 - 

Thailand 3.8 357 56 8.3 

Vietnam 3.4 181 63 6.9 

Source: Asian Development Bank, 2016. 

Note: “Workers in vulnerable employment” refers to the number of unpaid family 
workers and informal sector “own-account workers” as a share of total employment. 
 

 Over the years the Indonesia’s labour market has continued to expand with the number of 
employed growing while unemployment rate has been steadily declining. However, the declining 
unemployment rate masks the overall employment situation in the country. More than 50 percent 
of the workers are still engaged in informal employment. Labour Market Outlook of Indonesia 
reveals that in 2016, the Indonesian labour force had reached 127.6 million with an overall total 
unemployment rate of 5.5 percent or equal to 7 million people who are without work. Owing to its 
rapid growth, the services sector became the key source of employment, creating 14.2 million jobs 
in the last decade. The industry sector, with its modest performance, contributed only 7.1 million 
new jobs, including 4.4 million jobs in manufacturing. The agriculture sector lost 900,000 jobs in 
the last decade. Most new jobs were generated in urban areas. The majority of jobs created use 
short-term contracting arrangements or are in the informal sector. Employment quality is a major 
issue, and compliance with existing labour regulations is very low. Youth unemployment, skills 
shortages, and skills mismatches are also persistent challenges. Gains in labour productivity have 
been slow, and a multifaceted approach for accelerating labour productivity is required to support 
growth in higher value-added activities. 

 

2.1. Employment Trends 

 
The economic challenges confronting Indonesia at present remain modest compared to those 
facing many emerging economies and other commodity-exporting countries. Indonesian financial 
markets also appear to be in good shape compared to many other countries. The labour market 
situation is more problematic. Since mid-2014 there has been much media attention and political 
discussion about job losses in the manufacturing sector. There have been closures of a few high 
profile multinational enterprises and warnings about mounting pressures in export markets.  
 
 The official labour market data compiled by the Indonesian statistical office (Badan Pusat 
Statistik, BPS) would suggest that aggregate labour demand weakened somewhat. Over the year to 
February 2016 the aggregate employment level declined by roughly 200,000. Employment 
contracted in agriculture and manufacturing year-on-year, with shifts between urban and rural 
labour markets helping to moderate job losses. Employment levels in the service sector remained 
static. The unemployment rate remains moderate at 5.5 %, partly because of a decline in labour 
force participation. Indonesia’s labour markets have been characterised by a considerable degree 
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of turbulence and structural change. Labour markets are extremely flexible in Indonesia. Most of 
the poor are “unskilled” workers in rural areas. These workers are helped by a development 
strategy that favours rapidly expanding 
rewards the market will bear. Public sector employment, however, is not a viable tool to increase 
the long-term standard of living of workers. Following Harrod’s definition of the natural growth 
rate, potential labour productivity growth is potential growth less the growth rate of the labour 
force. Because labour market data in many developing economies in Asia are unreliable, working
age population, which is the population aged 15
data are filtered using appropriate statistical techniques to purge short
caused largely by transitory migration flows. The competitiveness trend of labour market 
efficiency ASEAN countries’ economi
use talent (see Figure 1 and 2).

 

Fig. 1. Flexibility    
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4. Malaysia                 8. Vietnam
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bodies such as the relevant ambassador and chamber of commerce officials to seek out work that can be 
carried out in Indonesia such as within data input, information technology and administrative processes. 
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implementing outsourcing regulations. The number of job opportunities compared to the amount of labour 
available is also limited which is coupled with a lack of qualified workers so the bargaining position of 
workers is weak.   
 
 In Indonesia, merely one in three of workers captured in the sample completed secondary 
schooling or any post-secondary education. In contrast, the Philippines workforce exhibits higher 
educational attainment: nearly three in five are secondary school graduates or have post-secondary 
schooling. Moreover, across the five countries, only in the Philippines does high-skill employment as a 
manager, professional or technician exceed 20 percent. In Indonesia, the share is only around 9 to 10 
percent, among the three countries with available information on the job experience, workers in Indonesia, 
on average, tend to have more experience working with the same employer (see Table 3). 

 
Table 3: The global human capital report 2017 

Description 0-14 
age group 

15-24 
age group 

25-54 
age group 

55-64 
age group 

65+ 
age group 

Indonesia 27.7% 17.1% 42.5% 7.5% 5.2% 

Capacity 
 Literacy and numeracy 
 Primary education 

attainment rate 
 Secondary education 

attainment rate 
 Tertiary education 

attainment rate 

 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 

 
99.7 
99.7 
 
78.3 
 
- 

 
97.5 
97.8 
 
61.1 
 
11.1 

 
88.7 
88.9 
 
30.6 
 
6.0 

 
74.8 
70.7 
 
20.5 
 
3.3 

Deployment 
 Labour force 

participation rate 
 Employment gender gap 
 Unemployment rate 
 Underemployment rate 

 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 
49.3 
0.65 
18.6 
14.2 

 
77.9 
0.58 
3.3 
8.1 

 
67.7 
0.61 
1.6 
5.7 

 
40.2 
0.48 
0.1 
4.4 

Development 
 Primary education 

enrolment rate 
 Quality of primary 

schools1 
 Secondary education 

enrolment rate 
 Secondary enrolment 

gender gap 
 Vocational education 

enrolment rate 
 Tertiary education 

enrolment rate 
 Skill diversity of 

graduates2 
 Quality of education 

system1 
 Extent of staff training1 

 
92.9 
 
4.3 
80.0 
 
1.0 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
42.4 
 
31.1 
 
0.19 
4.4 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
4.5 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 

Know-how 
High-skilled employment 
share 
Medium-skilled 
employment share 

 
- 
 
- 
 

 
- 
 
- 
 

 
9.9 
 
81.9 
 

 
- 
 
- 
 

 
- 
 
- 
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Economic complexity3 
Availability of skilled 
employees1 

- 
- 
 

- 
- 

-0.03 
4.6 

- 
- 

- 
- 

Philippines 32% 19.4% 37.6% 6.4% 4.7% 

Capacity 
 Literacy and numeracy 
 Primary education 

attainment rate 
 Secondary education 

attainment rate 
 Tertiary education 

attainment rate 

 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 

 
98.2 
99.5 
 
85.0 
 
- 

 
96.6 
98.3 
 
75.9 
 
29.3 

 
95.4 
97.1 
 
56.8 
 
20.9 

 
91.4 
94.9 
 
41.5 
 
16.5 

Deployment 
 Labour force 

participation rate 
 Employment gender gap 
 Unemployment rate 
 Underemployment rate 

 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 
46.5 
0.63 
13.9 
9.1 

 
77.2 
0.65 
4.5 
9.9 

 
67.7 
0.70 
2.0 
10.1 

 
35.7 
0.60 
1.1 
8.2 

Development 
 Primary education 

enrolment rate 
 Quality of primary 

schools1 
 Secondary education 

enrolment rate 
 Secondary enrolment 

gender gap 
 Vocational education 

enrolment rate 
 Tertiary education 

enrolment rate 
 Skill diversity of 

graduates2 
 Quality of education 

system1 
 Extent of staff training1 

 
96.8 
 
3.9 
64.6 
 
64.6 
 
1.0 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
35.8 
 
- 
4.3 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
4.6 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 

Know-how 
High-skilled employment 
share 
Medium-skilled 
employment share 
Economic complexity3 
Availability of skilled 
employees1 

 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 

 
24.1 
 
68.4 
 
0.46 
4.5 

 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 

 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
- 

       Source: WEF,2017 
Note: 
Unless otherwise indicated by a superscripted note, "value" refers to percentage rates for the 
corresponding age group. The following exceptions apply: 1 / Survey response on a 1–7 scale (1 = 
worst score, 7 = best score) - 2 / Data on a normalized 0.090 - to 1.000-scale (0.090 = best score, 
1.000 = worst score) - 3 / Data from –2.33 (worst score) to 2.21 (best score) 

 
2.2. Earnings and governance trends 

 
The Indonesian labour market is generally open and flexible, although there are significant restrictions on 
the use of contract workers. Recent significant increases in the minimum wage for many provinces have 
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made unskilled and semi-skilled labour costlier. In the bellwether Jakarta area, following a 44 percent 
increase in 2012, the minimum wage was raised again from IDR 3.1 million (USD $229.6) in 2015 to IDR 
3.3 million (USD $244.4) at the end of 2016. Under the new wage setting policy adopted as part of the 
October economic stimulus package, annual minimum wage increases will be indexed directly to inflation 
and GDP growth. Previously, minimum wage adjustments were subject to negotiations between local 
governments, industry, and unions, and the changes varied widely from year to year and from region to 
region. With the new sector-based calculation, in Jakarta, the new minimum wage in the electronics sector 
was 30 percent higher or IDR 4.0 million (USD $296.3), while in West Java, the minimum wage in the 
automotive sector was set at IDR 4.1 million (USD $303.7). In 2015, Indonesia's monthly average 
minimum wage stood at US$123, higher than its competitors in manufacturing countries such as Vietnam 
($118), Bangladesh ($68) and India ($77). The new minimum wage policy, which calculates annual wage 
hikes based on the inflation rate and economic growth, guarantees that workers' wages will increase every 
year.  
 
 Another challenge facing the labour market in Indonesia is workers' productivity, which has been 
cited by businesses as one of the key determinants when selecting a location to invest in. Vietnam, 
Indonesia's main competitor attributed 38 percent of its GDP growth between 1990 and 2013 to labour 
productivity growth. Indonesia's competitiveness becomes even more questionable when productivity 
stagnates and the discrepancy between wage and skill levels widens over time. In January 2014, Indonesia 
launched a national insurance plan. In October 2011, the Indonesian government passed a revised Social 
Security Law, which took effect in January 2014, in which all formal sector workers must participate. 
Subject to a wage ceiling, employers’ must contribute an amount equal to 4 percent of workers’ salaries to 
this plan. In July 2015, Indonesia established the Social Security Organizing Body of Employment (BPJS-
Employment), a national agency to support workers in the event of work accident, death, retirement, or old 
age. 
 
 Indonesia’s large domestic market, growth prospects, natural resource endowment and abundance 
of low-cost labour makes it a potentially attractive foreign direct investment (FDI) destination (Hornberger, 
2011). FDI has a positive effect on economic growth and employment, because it decreases the shortage of 
capital accumulation and increases the productivity. One of the most important factors attracting FDI in 
recent trend is qualification of labour, besides low wages or better wage differentials between investors and 
host country. FDI inflows have picked up substantially over the past few years in Indonesia (see Table 4). 
 

Tab.4: Flow of FDI in Indonesia 

 

 
         Source: OECD, ASEANstat database, 2017 

 

Economic Sector 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Trend

[A] Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 0.887 1.052 17.319 0.155 0.050

[B] Mining and quarrying 14.379 19.357 44.636 407.322 39.592

[C] Manufacturing 1,053.508 78.063 46.544 85.285 19.395

[D] Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 0.176 1.543 0.234 1.385 0.452

[E] Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation 0.001 0.039 0.065 0.009 0.248

[F] Construction 0.822 0.264 -1.452 2.754 0.105

[G] Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles -373.708 -30.927 -165.943 -23.972 -161.396

[H] Transportation and storage 21.706 9.949 3.582 -1.004 23.504

[I] Accommodation and food service -0.937 -0.781 0.553 0.181 0.210

[J] Information and communication -5.158 1.484 3.357 -0.851 -0.344

[K] Financial and Insurance 3,557.410 323.807 -87.196 -440.150 583.644

[L] Real estate 6.268 1,783.188 4.859 3.377 4.455

[M] Professional, scientific and technical 1.263 4.203 1.962 -0.556 -4.728

[N] Administrative and support service 0.010 0.000 0.009 0.035 0.081

[O] Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

[P] Education 0.000 0.090 0.079 0.014 0.031

[Q] Human health and social work 0.191 0.068 0.426 0.007 0.026

[R] Arts, entertainment and recreation 0.254 0.038 -0.086 0.301 0.167

[S] Other services. 105.725 122.970 -162.110 15.102 36.104

[Z] Unspecified -7.398 16.400 0.714 0.615 2.342
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2.3. Employment quality trends 

 
 Unemployment decreased slightly to 5.5 percent in October 2016. Unemployment tends to be 
higher than the national average among young people. Indonesian labour is relatively low-cost by world 
standards, but lack of adequate skills training and complicated labour laws combine to make an Indonesia's 
competitiveness lag behind other Asian competitors. Investors frequently cite high severance payments to 
dismissed employees, restrictions on outsourcing and contract workers, and limitations on expatriate 
workers as significant obstacles to new investment in Indonesia. In October 2015, the Ministry of Labour 
issued a revised regulation No.35/2015 on the Procedures of Hiring Foreign Workers to lighten 
requirements for companies to bring foreign employees. The new regulation eliminates the provision that 
required companies to hire 10 local staff for every foreign worker hired and dropped the requirement of 
work permits for foreigners who participate in seminars, speeches, workshops, board meetings, and 
training. The new regulation still prohibits local companies from hiring foreign employees as 
commissioners. Employers also note that the skill base provided by the education system is lower than that 
of neighbouring countries, and successive Labour Ministers have listed improved vocational training as a 
top priority.  
 
 The projected, as well as Indonesia’s working-age population will increase steadily until 2030. To 
take full advantage of this demographic dividend, further investment is needed in education and training 
that will help the economy make the transition to activities that add more value. Longer term, changes are 
required to improve the quality and relevance of education and training, and to address skill shortages and 
mismatches in the labour market. Table 5 highlights that in 2010 half the population lived in urban areas, 
and with the increasing pace of urbanization it is expected that an additional 85 million people will be 
living in urban areas by 2035. This shift will have profound implications for the labour market. In 
particular, rural labour force participation tends to be higher than urban labour force participation, and 
urban unemployment tends to be higher than rural unemployment. If these trends continue, there is a risk of 
lower labour force participation and higher unemployment in the years to come. 

 
Table 5: Population projections for urban and rural areas, 2010-2035 

Variable 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 

Number of people (millions) 

Urban 118.8 136.2 153.7 170.9 187.9 203.6 

Rural 119.7 119.3 117.4 113.9 108.5 102.1 

Total 238.5 255.5 271.1 284.8 296.4 305.7 

Percentage of the population (%) 

Urban 50% 53% 57% 60% 63% 67% 

Rural 50% 47% 43% 40% 37% 33% 

Source: BPS Indonesia population projection, 2010-2035, Jakarta 

 
 Demographic shifts will also influence the labour market. The workers that are entering the labour 
market today are better educated and have greater capacity for adopting new technology than the average 
worker of today. However, the share of younger groups (aged 15-29) in the working age population is 
projected to decline from 40% to 34% between 2010 and 2035, entailing an increase in the mature age 
population (Jones, 2013). As the labour force matures, the demographic gains from a younger and better 
educated workforce will dissipate. 

 
2.4. Competitiveness and business climate 

 
 One of the keys to economic development through structural change is the promotion of a 
competitive, innovative and dynamic. The challenges facing Indonesia are illustrated by global 
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competitiveness rankings (Figure 3) i.e. labour market efficiency, primary education outcomes, 
technological readiness, and infras

Fig.3. Indonesia's global competitiveness rankings, aggregate and subcomponents
Source: World Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Report 2016

 

 

3. Conceptual Framework, Methodology and Findings

 

3.1. Conceptual Framework

 
How do the perceptions about labour market flexibility can be influenced the economic growth in 
Indonesia? Two indicators in flexibility market, which are labour market, mechanism and innovation, are 
very important to make sure that the employees are allocated for the most effe
country’s economy. A very simplified depiction of this conceptual framework is illustrated in Figure 4 
below. Understanding how the functioning of the labour market flexibility in Indonesia.
 

 
 The report pays particular attention to the function of the mechanism and innovative step that 
workers need to be equipped with to be employable and support firms’ competitiveness and productivity.
 

3.2. Methodology and Findings

 
 The evidence presented in this study is
methods. Qualitative and quantitative are an appropriate choice when seeking to gain a deeper 
understanding of an actual phenomenon from the involved participant’s perspective (Yin, 2011). 
samples of this study are workers in Indonesia through random sampling from the variety of industries. 
Data statement has been taken from the samples through questionnaires from the period January 2017 to 
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June 2017. Data analysis was performed using Statistical Packages of the Social Science (SPSS). Multiple 
regression analysis was utilized to determine the relationship between the independent variables and the 
dependent variable. It is based on variety of publicly collected data on labour market flexibility which are 
identified where appropriate in the text and table 6 and 7. 
 

Table 6:  Analysis of Multiple Linear Regressions 

Independent Variable Regression 
Coefficient 

Beta t-value Sig 

(Constant) 15.976  4.676 0.000 

Flexibility 0.295 0.334 4.435 0.000 

Innovation 0.251 0.314 4.297 0.000 

R 0.447 

R Square 0.542 

F  31.82 

Sig F 0.000 

Source: Author calculations based on quantitative data. 
 

  Table 6 depicted that the number R obtained 0.447 and it explained the correlation 
between variables of flexibility and innovation affect on competitiveness is 0.447, that denoted a strong 
relationship. The value of R squared of 0.521 means contribution percentage of the flexibility and 
innovation affect on innovation amounted to 54.2%, whilst the remaining 45.8 % is influenced by other 
variables not included in this research model. The significant value of F with α = 5% it can be concluded 
that flexibility and innovation simultaneously have a significant effect on competitiveness.  
 

Tab. 7: Dimension correlation of labour market flexibility on innovation 

Dimension Indicators Average of 
indicators 

Average of 
dimensions 

Average of 
variables 

Mobility of labour Willingness 4.33 4.39 4.12 

Ability 4.44 

Migration Allowing 4.42 4.50 

Encouraging 4.57 

Wage flexibility Adjustment of wage 
rates 

4.01 4.15 

Real wage  4.28 

Rates of pay Local 3.35 3.72 

National 4.09 

Making work pay Reward 4.64 4.58 

Compensation 4.52 

Improve ability of 
labour 

Skills 4.36 4.25 

Training 4.13 

Barriers to entry and 
exit 

Requirement 4.02 4.06 

Agreement 4.10 

Ability to hire and fire Freedom to hire 3.89 3.51 

Freedom to fire 3.12 

Information Vacancies 4.21 4.27 

Promotion 4.32 

Flexible working Environment 3.72 3.76 

Patterns 3.80 

The amount of time Part-time 4.13 3.12 

Full-time 4.10 

Innovation relationship Accumulation of skills 4.41 3.42 3.27 

Innovative performance 4.43 

 Source: Author calculations based on quantitative data 
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 Table 7 depicted that the average value of variable flexibility is 4.12, while the variable of 
innovation is 3.27. It indicates that flexible of labour market is good enough, while the innovation is still 
lacking. The average value of dimension of flexibility has lowest value is 3.12 by the amount time of time 
working. That indicates the labour market is more flexible when there is a larger proportion of part-time 
work relative to full-time work. Flexibility also improves when temporary contracts can be used. In 
dimension of flexibility that making work pay has the highest average is 4.58. For making work pay, if the 
reward gap between work and non-work is too small, there may be little incentive to work. Hence, 
excessively generous unemployment benefits may reduce labour market flexibility. The amount of tax paid 
from wages (the tax wedge) can also affect flexibility via its effect on incentives. In secondary data as a 
reference, a few econometric studies of the impact of minimum wages did not find a significant negative 
impact on minimum wages on overall employment. However, the upward adjustments of minimum wages 
were found to change the composition of employment. The rise in minimum wages adversely affected 
employment in smaller enterprises, but employment expanded in larger firms. The adverse employment 
impact was great for female, young and less educated workers, while the employment prospects of white-
collar workers were enhanced by increases in minimum wages. 
 
 In the proposed qualitative, the use of unstructured in-depth interviews helped in gathering 
information during the data collection phase of the study. The unstructured interviews contained open-
ended questions designed to provoke the disclosure of the relevant information necessary to answer the 
study’s research questions. The qualitative analysis of the activities and implications of labour flexibility 
and talent utilization efficiency, including managers from various industries and department; and a review 
of a wide range of written material on the various intermediaries, including program documents, web-based 
descriptive material, and secondary descriptions of the organizations, and is presented in table 8 and 9. 
 

Table 8: Primary and Sub-Themes Recorded from Practitioner Interviews 

Primary themes Sub-themes related to primary theme 

reason to outsourced The company focus on core activity that 
companies could do outsource for non-core 
work, e.g. production (packaging and helper), 
labour supply (office boy or catering). 

Proportion The proportion of females less than 30 percent 
that is distinguishing employees based on the 
type of work for outsourcing needs. 

length of contract The employment contract managed by the 
vendor that separated with the company. 
There are one-year contract and two-year 
contract.  

recruitment  

 

 

 

 

 

 outsourced (contract) employee 
The contract is a company to company that 
every month company could request the 
vendors about how many employees that they 
need for a specific function or a certain 
position. The most important is the targets are 
achieved. For the labour supply employees 
like office boy, catering; the supervision is 
under the company, however, for the business 
outsourcing employees, the supervision is 
under the vendor.  
 

 permanent employee 
The standard procedure in recruitment system, 
i.e. screening- interviews-medical check-up-
offering post-salary-hire. 
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termination  outsourced (contract) employee 
the process is company to company 
if the contract end, the outsourced employee 
could change the vendors, therefore the 
employees are mostly same but need to move 
to new vendors 

 permanent employee 
based on Law No. 13 of 2003 on the 
"Manpower Law" contains specific provisions 
on termination of employment 
the Employee can also give a voluntary 
written resignation to the Employer, for 
example, when the Employee wants to move 
to another company. The resignation process 
that is initiated by the Employee is not too 
complicated. The Employee will usually give 
a written resignation to the Employer 30 days 
prior to his/her resignation becoming 
effective. 

 the entitlement of Employees who voluntarily 
(and properly) resign from employment to 
receive both service period recognition pays 
and compensation based on written or 
unwritten policies of the Manpower 
Department 
 

incentives /bonus  outsourced (contract) employee 
the vendors decide to give the bonus to the 
outsourced employees, it is purely the profit of 

vendors that year 
 

 permanent employee 
monthly incentive, mostly are received by 
sales people or merchandisers 
the company gives the bonus yearly; usually it 
is the combination between individual 
performance and business performance. 

managing its employees  outsourced (contract) employee 
every month the company needs to adjust by 
order 
how to ensure the vendor will follow the 
company procedures and regulations, e.g. the 
audit and investigation of outsourced 
employees then company found that they were 
not paid based on the minimum wage 

 permanent employee 
use work completion system in every area will 
input the data of the employees; how many 
days they worked, if they have an incentive or 
not, etc. Those would be the basis of the 
company copayment will have managed every 
month. 
the challenge is the generation that varies with 
the company; gen Y, gen X, and gen Z. 
the movement is very slow as high 
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bureaucracy and quite centralized until the 
national office 

demand of outsourced employees 
recruited into permanent employees 

there is no demand – company avoided the 
same job for outsourced employees and 
permanent employees and have to divide work 
locations for outsourced employees and own 
employees 

rules and information regarding the 
rights an obligation that obtain from 
the company 
 

The company decided to choose company A, 
B, or C as the partner companies who provide 
the labour supply and made sure that they 
follow the Indonesian labour law on how they 
treat employees. 

industrial relation the outsourcing system regulations from the 
government is sometimes still in the “grey” 
area 
every 30 outsourced employees in one 
location, there must be one “coordinator” is 
owned by the company and they will report 
the working condition of outsourced 
employees to company that’s responsible for 
these things and dealing with the company.  

engagement  outsourced employee  
the outsourced employees as part of the 
company’s engagement survey that focus 
more about productivity 
 

b. permanent employee 
the company has to make the right 
measurement and commitment to internal 
employees to make achievable standards  

Source: Author’s description based on qualitative data 

 

Tab.10: Quantifying the 21 basis measures of employment protection strictness in Indonesia 

A. Individual dismissals of workers with regular contracts 

No Items Descriptions 

1. Notification procedures in 
the case of individual 
dismissal of a worker with a 
regular contract 

The employer must negotiate with the worker or his/her 
trade union about an intended dismissal. If there is no 
agreement, the employer must receive permission to 
terminate the employment contract from the institution 
for the settlement of industrial relations disputes. 

2. Delay involved before notice 
can start 

The employer and the worker or his/her trade union 
should attempt to resolve the dispute about termination 
within 30 days. If negotiations fail, one or both parties 
can file the dispute with the local manpower office, 
which will offer both parties the opportunity to settle the 
dispute through conciliation. If there is no agreement, 
the dispute is decided by the Industrial Relations Court, 
which should give a verdict within 50 days of the 
dispute being filed. If the first ruling is appealed to the 
Supreme Court, these delays are increased by another 
60 days. Calculation (for EPL indicators): average of 
appealed and not appealed cases. 

3. Length of notice period at There is no notice period as dismissal must be approved 
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different tenure durations (a) by the institution for the settlement of industrial 
relations disputes. 

4. Severance pay at different 
tenure durations (a) 

Dismissed workers are entitled to severance pay equal 
to one month’s wages for each completed year of 
service plus one additional month up to a maximum of 
nine months’ pay and a reward-for-service payment 
equal to two months’ pay for the first completed three 
years of service plus an additional one month’s pay for 
each three completed years of service thereafter. In 
addition, the worker is entitled to compensation for 
housing, medical and hospitalization (which is deemed 
to be 15 percent of the severance pay and/or service pay 
to which the employee is entitled; cf. Art. 156(3) 
Manpower Act N. 13, 2003). However, this 
compensation is also paid in the case of resignation (and 
therefore it is not included in the calculation for EPL 
indicators - Art.162 Manpower Act N. 13, 2003) 
Calculation (for EPL indicators): 9 months: 1 month; 4 
years: 5+2 months; 20 years: 9+7 months. 

5. Definition of unfair dismissal 
(b) 

Fair: the worker has reached retirement age; grave 
wrongdoing by the workers (stealing, giving false 
information, drunkenness, indecency, gambling, 
violence, breaking the law, careless or intentional 
damage, leaking business secrets); violating provisions 
specified in the work agreement, the enterprise’s rules 
and regulations or the enterprise’s collective agreement 
(but dismissal can only take place in this case after 
giving three warnings each 6 months apart); in the event 
of a change in the status of the enterprise, merger, 
fusion or change in the ownership of the enterprise 
where workers are not willing to continue their 
employment; where the enterprise (or a division thereof) 
has to be closed down due to continual losses suffered 
for two continuous years (in this case ordinary 
severance pay is doubled) or force majeure; if the 
enterprise goes bankrupt; if the worker has been absent 
from work for at least five days without submitting a 
written reason to the employer and the employer has 
asked twice for a written reason. 
 
Unfair: absence from work due to illness, fulfilling 
obligations to the State, practicing religion, marriage, 
pregnancy or breastfeeding; union membership or 
carrying out union duties with the permission of the 
employer; reporting a crime by the employer; 
discrimination on the grounds of religion, political 
orientation, ethnicity, colour, race, sex, physical 
condition or marital status; disability due to an industrial 
illness or work accident. 

6. Length of trial period (c) Maximum of three months.  
There is no trial period allowed for fixed-term contracts. 

7. Compensation following 
unfair dismissal (d) 

The employer is obliged to pay all the wages and 
entitlements which the affected worker should have 
received. 

8. Reinstatement option for the If the termination of employment takes place for reasons 
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employee following unfair 
dismissal (b) 

other than those allowed, it will be declared null and 
void and the employer shall be obliged to re-employ the 
affected worker. 

9. Maximum time period after 
dismissal up to which an 
unfair dismissal claim can be 
made (e) 

Any worker whose employment is terminated without 
the decision of the institute for the settlement of 
industrial disputes and does not accept the termination 
can file a lawsuit to the institute for the settlement of 
industrial disputes within a one-year period after 
termination. 

 

B. Temporary employment 

No Items Descriptions 

10. Valid cases for use of 
standard fixed term contracts 

A work agreement for a specified period of time can only be 
made for a certain job, which, because of the type and nature 
of the job, will finish in a specified period of time, that is: (a) 
Work to be performed and completed at one go or work which 
is temporary by nature; (b) Work whose completion is 
estimated at a period of time which is not too long and no 
longer than 3 years; (c) Seasonal work; or (d) Work that is 
related to a new product, a new [type of] activity or an 
additional product that is still in the experimental stage or 
tryout phase. A work agreement for a specified period of time 
cannot be made for jobs that are permanent by nature. 

11. Maximum number of 
successive standard FTCs 
(initial contract plus renewals 
and/or prolongations) 

One extension possible. 

12. Maximum cumulated 
duration of successive 
standard FTCs 

A work agreement for a specified period of time may be made 
for a period of no longer than two years and may only be 
extended once for another period that is not longer than 1 year. 

13. Types of work for which 
temporary work agency 
(TWA) employment is legal 

In principle, temporary agency workers must not be used by 
employers to carry out their enterprises’ main activities or 
activities that are directly related to production processes, 
except for auxiliary service activities or activities that are 
indirectly related to production processes. 
In practice, however, the limitation is so general that 
temporary agency workers are widely used in many different 
situations. 

14. Are there restrictions on the 
number of renewals and/or 
prolongations of TWA 
assignments? (f) 

Temporary work agency workers are employed either on 
contracts of unlimited duration or fixed-term contracts.  
No limit for renewal of assignments. 

15. Maximum cumulated 
duration of TWA assignments 
(f) 

Temporary work agency workers are employed either on 
contracts of unlimited duration or fixed-term contracts. No 
limit for assignments. But, in practice, long duration of 
subsequent fixed-term assignments increases the probability 
that contract workers successfully claim to become permanent 
employees of the user company. 

16. Does the set-up of a TWA 
require authorisation or 
reporting obligations? 

Temporary work agencies shall take the form of a legal entity 
business with license from a government agency responsible 
for labour/ manpower affairs. 

17. Do regulations ensure equal In principle yes but in practice this is rarely the case. 
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treatment of regular workers 
and agency workers at the 
user firm? 

Calculation (for EPL indicators): average of Yes and No. 

 

C. Additional regulations for collective dismissals 

No Items Descriptions 

18. Definition of collective 
dismissal (b) 

There are no special regulations or additional costs for 

collective dismissals.  

19. Additional notification 
requirements in cases of 
collective dismissal (g) 

There are no special regulations or additional costs for 

collective dismissals. 

20. Additional delays involved in 
cases of collective dismissal 
(h) 

There are no special regulations or additional costs for 

collective dismissals. 

21. Other special costs to 
employers in case of 
collective dismissals (i) 

There are no special regulations or additional costs for 

collective dismissals. 

Source: OECD EPL Database
 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
 Labour market flexibility such as part-time jobs, temporary contract, outsourcing, labour hire and 
contracting out to have significant impacts on the labour market. Flexible labour arrangements, such as 
outsourcing, not simply a cost-cutting exercise, however, there is also an imperative need to strike a 
balance between economic responsiveness and employee protection (Autor, 2007). The device of strategies 
needs to take into consideration both the benefits of flexible arrangements and its implications on the 
labour market.  
 
 From the results of the study, there are three important points that are important and worthy of 
attention in labour market flexibility in Indonesia that is in need of innovation that is remuneration and 
conditions, information exchange, regulatory requirements for participation. A more flexible labour market 
needs to ensure that the ongoing structural transformation process does create quality jobs. The score from 
the Variable of Dependency on Professional Management Practice in Indonesia is also low, which means 
management in Indonesia has not professional yet. The scores for Indonesia’s Capacity to retain or attract 
talented human resources are also low. Similarly, the female participation in the workforce is also still low. 
For current incentive systems in the labour market tend to discourage stable employment and career 
progression. There is the review from labour law provisions for short-term contracting, worker dismissal, 
severance payment and unemployment insurance in the light of the need to accelerate the skills formation 
and foster productivity gains. Over the long run, the role of government in the labour market is to formulate 
and enforce appropriate protective legislation, especially regarding worker safety, environmental 
protection, and prevention of abusive child labour practices and allow the labour union movement to 
develop in healthy and productive ways that allow labour to bargain on an equitable basis. 
 
 The studies of ILO having shown that there is a positive relationship between labour market 
policies and employment tenure that labour markets in Europe and Japan are quite stable, as indicated by 
the surprising resilience of long-term jobs, reflected in long average tenures and contributing to more 
productivity. Thus, the objective of the labour market policies and employment, should be to realize the 
right of every citizen to work or to (re-) integrate into the labour market, the right to a free choice of 
employment, as well as the right to decent conditions of work, and protection against unemployment and 
underemployment that will be the challenge for policymakers: To develop innovative policies that can 
better manage labour market changes from an economic and social point of view. The important point also 
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that labour market must have the flexibility to shift workers from one economic activity to other economic 
activity quickly and at low cost as well as to allow fluctuations in wages based on labour productivity 
without causing heavy social disruptions. Efficient labour market must also ensure strong and clear 
incentives for employees and promote meritocracy in workplaces. Together, these factors have positive 
effects on the employee’s performance and the country’s attractiveness to develop talents which are 
important elements in the growing labour market from time to time. 
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Abstract 

The boom of technology and the emergence of the Internet had led quite quickly to the existence of an 

online environment where people are spending more and more of their time. Smart devices allow them 

to access websites and social networks from anywhere at any time as long there’s an internet 

connection. The purpose of this research was to explore the contribution of social media platforms to 

improve the marketing operations in small businesses. Thus, this study presents some of the results of a 

questionnaire-based research conducted in the first part of 2017, aiming to reveal the perspective of 

managers from small companies on adopting and utilizing e-marketing tools towards small businesses 

promoting process through sales and advertising activities. From the multitude of social media 

platforms, few are preferred by the companies to strengthen their online presence. Also, the article 

describes the latest Facebook features used to promote a product or a service on the market, especially 

for small companies. These findings aim to constitute as baseline for further investigation through 

research theories and practices for digital marketing development. Finally, limitations and future 

research directions are discussed. 

Keywords: e-marketing, social media, online business, small businesses 

Introduction 

The appearance of Web 2.0 platform moved people from a position of passive users to active 

participants, and Web 2.0 enabled them to interact with other users and other businesses. Soon, social 

networks also appeared. Myspace opened this road, followed by Facebook. Malerba (2010) found that 

social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube represent a huge opportunity 

for services firms because these are more dynamic in exploiting opportunities using knowledge 

intensively. Hang (2014) observed that for many companies these social networks opened new doors 

and offered the opportunity to promote products and services in a new world. Web cookies became 

another informational source in the digital marketing industry, allowing data gathering on behaviour and 

browsing habits of internet users. 

 

In 2015, the number of online searches over a mobile device exceeded the volume of desktop users, 

conforming to Google's current information cited by Today's. If people get the same access to 

information by using smart mobile devices instead of a home pc, then they tend to utilize more these 

portable devices that can be carried anywhere. In 2016 was estimated that 20% to 35% of all 

commercial orders were placed online using a smart mobile device. However, selling is just one side of 

the desired outcome, with the return of customers on same platform or website being just as important. 

In some cases, such as real estate or health care projects, it is very important to establish a contact with a 

customer through the contact form. Between 15 to 25% of contacts are made through a mobile device. 

 

There are considerable gaps in our common understanding of the digital marketing and its role in small 

businesses development. The existing research has focused primarily on social media as e-marketing 

and advertising support for small businesses. This interaction has received relatively little research 

attention, creating a gap regarding this subject in specialized literature. The purpose of this study is to 
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systematically investigate how digital interactive media stimulates managers from small businesses to 

improve the bottom-line performance in real life, given the theoretical positive relation between the two 

into small businesses operations. 

This article is proposing an analysis of online promotion platforms - especially Facebook, as being the 

most widespread social networking and describing the steps a small company should follow to promote 

its business in the online environment. This environment is used by most people because it is facile and 

easy to use anytime, anywhere by anyone who has a smart device with a valid Internet connection. More 

and more small companies adapted their websites by changing resolution and structure to be correctly 

displayed onto mobile device used by customers to access them. The questionnaire proposed in this 

paper has the role to establish the preferred channels adopted by small companies to reach their goals 

which mainly consists in the business prosperity on all levels. 

The current paper will first provide a theoretical background and a brief discussion of the subject 

investigated in this study. Next, we present the research method employed in this study, followed by the 

analysis result and main findings. Finally, managerial implications, limitations, future directions and 

conclusions are discussed.   

Theoretical background 

In a world where more than 170 million people regularly use social networks, the success of a business 

consists in creating brand awareness in the online environment and promoting it through digital 

marketing by keeping up-to-date with developments in this domain. Nowadays, there are numerous 

researches in the field of digital marketing with the desire to find innovative ways to bring higher 

turnover and brand stability to the existing online market. This can be done by targeting consumers and 

meeting their requirements so that they do not just feel like a number but a real person. 

 

The authors of this paper, Carvalhosa et al (2017) present a platform that enables them to analyse and 

optimize the information received from a municipality. They say that an organization can evolve by 

using tools for e-Government and techniques created especially for the digital marketing to satisfy the 

current customers and attract new ones. The process of adopting an optimum method is not an easy one 

and it presumes certain steps.  

Semenov and his team of researchers (2017) outline how should the marketing activity of an enterprise 

be analysed in the context of digital marketing communications by using an algorithm. Its role is to 

increase the performance of an enterprise on all its levels from an economic point of view. 

Stephen and Andrew (2016) study the consumer’s behaviour in fields like social media. They defined 

five key points like the level of digital culture of a person, his / her reactions to digital advertising, how 

does this virtual environment affects a consumer, the transfer of information through word of mouth and 

the mobile environments. There are presented some directions that can be followed to improve 

customer’s experience fold to their necessities and personality. 

Signori et. al. (2016) reveal the outcomes of a study on the role of digital marketing for brand awareness 

in the online environment by creating a social impact with positive notes for the company’s image. This 

study is realized by taking into consideration the activity of different actors, the construction of the 

ecosystem and the exchanges made between them. The innovative part is given by the new perspective 

of digital marketing that is different from the traditional one and it is concentrated on the social impact 

of present technologies.  

 

In the case of online presence, it is important that the site has a well-optimized landing page, as stated 

by visitors who do not access it from the desktop.  
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In another article, Mooney (2016) presents an application that brings together the balance of business, 

the technology that should be adopted and the insight of user’s needs. Their opinion must be taken in 

consideration always to satisfy their requirements and to ensure their loyalty. 

The online environment has begun to be used to promote a business all over the world. This trend is due 

to the increase number of Internet users at a global scale and the advantages offered by this 

environment, which are mainly represented by the low costs and higher flexibility compared to other 

offline media means. At the same time, another advantage is the ease with which a company may reach 

its target audience using social media promotion channel. 

An advertiser must consider three major aspects that can turn into benefits according to Nita (2010). 

First, the user's desired action is easy to accomplish, from accessing a form or viewing the contact data 

when navigating. Redundancy is not useful. Then, when it comes to online stores, the need for an 

account to place an order is not the most appropriate feature on mobile devices, because the waiting time 

and the steps that follow should be as short or as few as possible. Finally, the information needs to be 

well structured and easy to navigate on a small screen - like the most used by mobile devices. Images 

that occupy significant space are avoided, as is a video player that loads heavy content. To increase 

readability of a text, there can be used "Read more" buttons or choose a shorter one. The most important 

thing is the concise information. 

According to a Google analysis, searches made on mobile by Internet users will exceed those made on 

the computer in 2017. It is an important moment for entrepreneurs who choose to make their online 

marketing strategy and determine for which device should prepare their website to make it more 

efficient at the target audience. The figure 1 will illustrate the percentage of the user’s smart devices 

growing number. 

 

Fig.1 The increase usage of smart devices to access the Internet (source: adapted from L. Pârvu, 

newsletter, 13.10.2016, accessed 24 March 2017) 

Facebook. This social network helps a company to interact with consumers by creating the opportunity 

to have a closer relationship with them. On Facebook, promotion campaigns can be run to engage 

consumers, and make a brand more and more valuable. Small markets can also be studied on Facebook. 

Consumers can be asked to indicate their sources of information for choosing the desired product. The 

promotion strategy can be adapted to their behaviour.  
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Twitter. This is another social network that helps to promote a business. Unlike Facebook, messages 

posted on Twitter must have other features. These should be as short as possible and may refer, among 

other things, to launching a new product, announcing the opening of a new store, announcing the winner 

of a competition organized by the company, announcement of winning a prize by the company at an 

advertising event, posting news related to the company's field of activity, posting links to direct fans to a 

clip in which a product or event organized by the company takes place, designing an exclusive 

campaign on this social network.  

Blogs. Blogs are another important channel of promotion today. For example, a company operating on a 

certain market might be able to promote their products to blogs where products from the same area are 

being discussed. A company representative with a nickname may enter discussions with members of 

that community and try to direct their attention to the products of the company he represents. At the 

same time, those discussions remain posted on the blog and can be viewed by other people who are 

interested in buying that type of products. The major advantage of such discussions is that they show 

credibility to those who visualize them.  

LinkedIn. Promoting on this network of professional profiles should not just be limited to creating 

employee profiles on LinkedIn, but also to enrol in professional groups related to the field in which the 

company operates. At the same time, employees must initiate and participate actively in the discussions 

that take place in those groups and try in a subtle way to promote the products or services offered by the 

company they represent. 

Web directories and article directories. A method for better positioning your site in organic search 

results generated by Google's search engine is, among other things, enrolling in web directories and 

articles. Thus, a company’s site will give credibility to Google's search engine, helping you in the long 

run to better rank in the organic results area. 

Google AdWords. This program helps a company promote and sell the online store products they own. It 

is an effective way to get quick results by providing a competitive product offer, choosing relevant 

keywords for the company’s products, and compiling persuasive ads that contain benefits and call-to-

action messages. This will differentiate company’s competitors and convince consumers to choose its 

products to the detriment of competitors. By using this program, a site may appear in the paid ad area on 

the right side of the Google search engine, on the first page of the results.  

 

Regardless of size, the performance of an organization is directly related to the efficiency of its 

processes. Thus, the competitive advantage, as well as the strengthening of the market position, depends 

on the enterprise's effort regarding continuous improvement of business processes (Thakkar et al, 2008, 

Halley et al., 1997, Quayle, 2000). In this context, the use of digital technology generates major 

opportunities for SMEs facilitating product visibility and increasing attractiveness for new customers. 

Thus, according to the data collected by the National Institute of Statistics, SMEs in Romania often 

confront with problems in promotion process, due to lack of sufficient funds or lack of specialized 

personnel with specific knowledge of this domain. 

Research methodology 

To meet the research objectives, we developed a quantitative empirical study to investigate the impact of 

digital interactive media on the promoting process of small businesses. The methodology applied was a 

structured questionnaire and a procedure stratified sample with proportional allocation. The method 

used during the primary research is the survey and the tool – the questionnaire.  We used a cross-

sectional survey for data collection. A multi-item method was used to form the questionnaires.  
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Table 1: Composition of sample  

Variable Frequency Percentage 

Firm size (number of employees):   

  Less than 9 employees 18 60 

  Between 9 and 20 employees 8 27 

  More than 20 employees 4 13 

Firm age (number of years since foundation):   

  Less than 3 years 16 53 

  Between 3 and 8 years 9 30 

  More than 8 years 5 17 

Gender (respondents):   

  Female 13 43 

  Male 17 57 

 

The respondents of the pilot sample were 30 small companies from IT field. The authors intend to 

expand the research to other medium companies from all type of fields. The respondents were asked to 

indicate the extent to which they use the digital interactive media by social networking sites in 

promoting processes especially in small businesses. The respondents hold various job titles and have 

more than 2 years of experience with marketing activities. The response rate was 90 percent and resulted 

in 30 valid questionnaires (N=30). Among the valid respondents, 57 percent of the respondents were 

males and 43 percent of the respondents were women. Most of the small businesses have ranged from 1 

to 15 years. The data were assessed for the extent of missing values. The missing values were 

completely at random and the means substitution method was used the replace them. The composition of 

the sample is presented in Table 1.  

Analysis and results  

As outlined in the present research, the top three social media channels that are preferred by small 

companies to be used for marketing promotion include Facebook - 79%, LinkedIn - 71% and Twitter - 

60%. Detailed results are presented in Figure 2.  

 

Fig. 2 Social media channels preferred by small business 
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The information disseminated by companies attribute in proportion of 82% to company’s goods and 

services, 66% on general information about the company, and 58% about campaigns, promotions, direct 

or indirect sales. Job offers appear on social media to just 41% of companies 

Whether of organic or paid usage, at some point a company will send users to their website and if it does 

not offer a great mobile experience, the company will lose them. In addition, images are slightly 

different on the mobile versus big screens of desktop computers, and a company should consider first 

the mobile users. Currently, there are two main ways to reach people on Facebook: organic approach - 

people simply see the posts on a page, and promote - pay for a particular post to be displayed to people. 

Although theoretically people can be reached and not pay (organic), this promotion method no longer 

works for 98% of business types. The 2% of businesses that can reach thousands or millions of people 

for free are those that have native viral content. 

The key to effective Facebook use to promote business comes from customer understanding, how the 

platform works and testing the creative part. Facebook promotion can be displayed only to people who 

visited a certain site. Better yet, a company can show ads to people who have seen a certain page on the 

site. The outcomes of the questionnaire revealed that 83% of companies marketing departments 

concentrate their focus on building proper e-marketing campaigns and pages for their companies. 

It is known that before a firm starts creating the campaign itself, it should define the target audience. 

Small businesses can use different tools to create the new audience, once the pixel is installed, can be 

done from Ad accounts and the All Tools section of the Audiences. Finding new customers can be done 

through the feature Lookalike Audience. More than 50% of companies queried by this research are 

using this option. 

If a company has an e-commerce website for example, and it had collected hundreds or thousands of 

email addresses from customers so far, the department in charge of promoting the company can upload 

them to Facebook and Facebook will search for profiles associated with those email addresses. This way 

a greater number of people can be found, who resemble original customers in interests or behaviour. 

According to the present research a percentage of 64% of the questioned companies use this feature for 

the promoting process. 

Similar to the way Lookalike Audience is created above, Facebook can be “asked” to find more people 

who resemble those who have seen specific pages on the company’s site (service / goods page, for 

example). According to the study this is one of the best strategies deployed in the last year due to access 

to a large database. Facebook does a great job of identifying what they have in common with those who 

have bought from the company and thus can identify new potential customers. 

Discussion and conclusions 

Our exploratory study is a response to the demand for improvement in promoting process of small 

businesses and extends the stream of research to digital media. Small businesses must proactively 

develop their capabilities using IT to make their web presence more visible. Companies can use various 

systems to capture, store, analyse the data to extract value and generate market for their offerings. The 

findings confirm that digital media provide strong support for improving the business performance of 

small businesses. 

 

One of the key insights provided by this study is how managers can use digital media in all stages of 

business process especially in promoting activities. Our findings indicate that some digital media 

contribute to faster time to market or faster to offering adoption on the market. Small businesses have 

been exploring the Internet for many years and, increasingly in last years, the social media for 

promotion. If, a few years ago, social networks, blogs, and microblogging services were jammed by 

marketing directors, largely because of the limited public and its lack of relevance for their business, the 

data now looks quite different. 

Both the rank of the companies interested in advertising in this environment and the budgets spent on it 

has grown. The total amounts are no longer hundreds of millions of euros worldwide, as it was before 
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2008, but rather 4.26 billion euros this year, according to eMarketer Research Company, 70% above the 

level in 2010. Facebook is mainly responsible, however, for the impressive outlook and evolution of the 

market.  

Digital mobility and connectivity are increasingly important in personal life, but also in business. Based 

on behaviours, we find that users carry over all mobile devices with them, check them frequently, and 

often use multiple mobile devices at the same time. 

Digital media in business context for small companies is a key factor due to the increasing number of 

users who search a company on the internet and prefer to conduct their different actions and activities on 

the online environment by using a smart mobile device. Since business players are increasingly 

discovering the benefits for their own company through the use of digital marketing, this paper analyse 

the extent to which Romanian firms are moving in this direction and the proper tools for this target. 

The main objective of the present paper consists in identifying the main channels preferred by small 

companies in Romania for online promotion. A future direction of this research is to extend beyond 

analysis of the current tools and gain actual insight of their perspective regarding the benefits of social 

media in performance improvement.  

 

This study has several limitations, which can be addressed in future research. First, for each firm 

included in sample, a single respondent was the source of information. We suggest that the future 

research should use multiple sources of survey data. Second, our research is based on cross-sectional 

data. Furthermore, digital media tools adoption can be regarded as a dynamic process. Consequently, a 

longitudinal study may extend our research on mediating the effects of the relationship between digital 

media and promoting process. Thus, future research will be needed to investigate changes in patterns 

and factors. Digital media could have impact on the operating efficiency or quality provided by firms 

especially in service industry. We believe that this is a promising research area and our study offers an 

important first step in this direction. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to analyse students’ acceptance of Internet of Thing (IoT) in higher 
education. Student performance is important in the evaluation the education quality in higher education 
institutions, but there is little research to explore the role of IoT services on teaching and learning 
processes. Previous research has demonstrated that IoT technology can promote online collaborative and 
interactive learning. This study is a cross sectional survey and it focuses on Romania. In spite of these 
findings, relatively little work has been conducted on whether IoT technology influence the higher 
education systems and students’ academic performance. Thus, we explore students’ attitudes towards the 
use of IoT tools in their learning or social activities, what kind of IoT tools the students prefer and if there 
is a significant difference in attitudes of students who are employed and who are not. We have used the 
regression analysis to investigate the acceptance of this technology in learning and teaching processes. 
Empirical data were collected through a survey of 86 students from University Politehnica of Bucharest, 
Romania. We used this analysis to test the proposed hypotheses. The findings reveal that student’s 
perceptions about IoT services highlight the fact that there is a lack of regulation and privacy concerns. 
The analysis results indicate that IoT technology has significant positive effect on student performance. 
The students’ acceptance of IoT technology in higher education depends on perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use. The results of this study support previous research and provide additional 
information about IoT services. The study is a cross sectional survey and it focuses on Romania. 
However, the results may be common to other countries and universities. These findings require further 
investigation in future research on theories, and practices for academic leadership development. Finally, 
limitations and future research directions are discussed. 
 
Keywords: Internet of Thing, higher education, learning, teaching. 

 

Introduction 

 

The Internet of Things (IoT) or the Internet of Everything (IoE) brings together students, faculty 

members, data, teaching and learning processes, and smart, connected devices to create new dynamic 

capabilities and value by collaboration, interactivity, and cooperation. Education is one of many other 

areas of our lives that the IoT will transfer such as energy, transportation, homes, cities, and healthcare. 

Universities must become more flexible, agile in order to attract the best and brightest students in highly 

competitive education market. Kowatsch and Maass (2012) maintain that IoT offers many possibilities for 

research, teaching and learning and it plays a disruptive role in higher education. This technology can 

reduce the operating costs of universities and improve the ability to analyse big data regarding students’ 

requirements. Thus, this technology is a catalyst that helps students develops the skills needed to 

successes in the education market.  
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Wessel and Christensen (2012) said that the internet is an infrastructure which provides the terminals for 

end users, while the IoT provides the interconnection of smart objects. Many students hadn’t heard of the 

IoT and this situation may be a barrier to adoption of this technology in higher education institutions. 

According to Andersson and Matsson (2015) IoT adoption and usage has been analysed from the 

industry’s point of view and it has obtained a lot of attention in healthcare, transportation, smart cities 

smart home and so on. However, except for the some studies, little is known about how students and 

faculty members accept this technology in higher education. Lack of awareness is a barrier to adoption 

for IoT devices. Education is an important factor to improve this situation. 

 

This study purpose is twofold. First, we aim to analyse the influence of IoT usage in higher education. A 

students’ performance is impacted by study, social habits, their passions, and effectiveness of teaching 

and learning processes. For example, professor can grade tests online and collect data on their students to 

better adapt the courses according to their capabilities and preferences. And, second, we study the 

antecedents which have an impact on student’s acceptance and usage in higher education. And their 

possible mediating role in IoT services usage. Thus, this paper will provide new insights into the 

influence of each variable in the use of IoT services in higher education. 

 

Next follows a literature review and hypotheses development. Then a section of this paper is dedicated to 

test our research model and hypotheses on data collected form respondents. Next, we present our research 

methodology, which is followed by our empirical analysis results. The paper concludes with a discussion 

of our findings, the theoretical and practical contribution of our study, and future research directions. 

 

 
Theoretical background and hypotheses 
 
This paper analyses the decision to adopt IoT services in higher education context. So, we must review 

research into adoption model and how smartphone, tablet and their collection of applications need to meet 

students’ needs. Education can be improved significantly through access to better education materials and 

resources. Students’ preferences and needs must be understood accurately. Teaching is not separate from 

learning because it will affect the way in which students learn. Teachers need to have a realistic 

understanding of student’s capacity to learn to improve and accelerate the learning process because 

students vary in the level of abstraction that they can handle study time more effectively. 

 

Universities have different devices such as vending machine, refrigerators, lab equipment, lighting 

systems, heating systems that can be connected to internet. Smart devices create opportunities for 

interaction, collaboration among students and professors and they can reduce operating cost by increasing 

energy efficiency by attaching smart sensors to monitor electricity use in university. Kuo, Walker, 

Schroder, and Belland (2014) said that limited interaction may affect students’ satisfaction without the 

utilization of appropriate technologies in fully online learning settings. This approach is a fundamental 

change in the way teachers and students interact and how they meet new learning experiences. 

 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB). According of this model, attitudes may affect behaviour intention, 

which in turn has a high influence on the students’ acceptance of IoT applications. Davis (1989) 

appreciates that perceived usefulness of IoT applications has positively influenced the behavioural 

intention to use. Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw (1989) have developed the technology adoption, presented 

in Figure 1. The original TAM model developed by Davis defines perceived usefulness as the prospective 

student’s subjective probability that using IoT applications will improve his or her academic performance 

in higher education. Davis (1993) thinks that perceived usefulness is a major determinant of use 

behaviour and intention. Trevino and Webster (1992) tested that users are willing to adopt new 
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technology is an antecedent to perceived ease of use. Also, perceived ease of use has been found to 

influence behavioural intention to use indirectly through perceived usefulness. 

 

Davis defined the perceived usefulness as being the degree to an individual believes that using the system 

will help him/her attain gain in job performance. He also explained the degree of ease associated with the 

use of the system. Attitude toward using is the individual’s positive or negative feeling about performing 

the target behaviour. Various studies have demonstrated how usefulness is directly related to attitude, as 

well as the intention of use. 

 

The Internet of Thing refers to the possibility of smart objects to connect to the internet and to send and 

receive data. Smart sensors can easily be attached to every object to send its data wirelessly or via electric 

lines to a network hub. Bagheri and Naghighi (2015) thinks that this technologies offers different value 

propositions such as access to learning resources customise curricula, lower costs, personalised learning, 

enhanced safety and collaboration. Wessel and Christensen (2012) said that personalized learning process 

to enable students to determine the pace at which they learn. Student can view and lecture video 

presentations of their courses or other materials form wherever they are. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Technology acceptance model 
 

The IoT hardware requires operating systems and communication protocols and the ability of smart 

connected objects to be identifiable, to communicate and to interact with each other or through a central 

control unit. Its architecture included different integration layers to combine and integrate information 

acquired from smart devices. A lot of students use laptops and mobile smart devices into their learning 

process. Advantage of mobile technology to meet students’ needs by offering of tailored educational 

context. Wessel and Christensen (2012) said that predictive analytics can be used to attract most reputed 

and talented faculty members, eliminate errors through automated data acquisition or understand 

academic problems early and take corrective action. Our prediction is supported by previous research in 

which IoT based architectures can help students and explained how students become co-creators of 

knowledge, using the IoT services to capture more value of improved learning ecosystem. The 

technologies which universities use are increasingly cloud-based. These technologies make learning more 

engaging and relevant. As a result, we propose the following hypotheses: 

  

Hypothesis 1: Perceived usefulness will positively affect the intentions to use IoT applications in higher 

education 

 

Hypothesis 2: Perceived ease of use will positively affect the intentions to use IoT applications in higher 

education 

 

Hypothesis 3: Perceived ease of use will positively affect the perceived usefulness of IoT applications in 

higher education 

 

External 
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Hypothesis 4: Students’ attitude towards technology will positively affect the perceived usefulness of IoT 

applications in higher education 

 

Hypothesis 5: Students’ attitude towards technology will positively affect the perceived ease of use of IoT 

applications in higher education 

 

Hypothesis 6: Perceived risk will positively affect the perceived usefulness of IoT applications in higher 

education 

 

Hypothesis 7: Perceived risk will positively affect the perceived ease of use of IoT applications in higher 

education 

 

Hypothesis 8: Perceived value will positively affect the perceived usefulness of IoT applications in higher 

education 

 

To reduce the variance caused by other factors, we controlled for the age and gender of respondents. 

Relationships among the constructs were empirically tested as follows. The conceptual framework is 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Proposed research model 
 
 

Method 

 Research Design 
 

In order to meet the research objectives and to test the proposed hypotheses, we developed a quantitative 

empirical study of the mediating effects of perceived ease of uses and perceived usefulness on the 

relationships between external variables and intention to use IoT applications. This study used cross-

sectional survey data. The relationships proposed in the conceptual model were estimated through 

hierarchical regression analysis. 

  

Data were collected from a sample of engineering students (86 students) were recruited from University 

Politehnica of Bucharest (UPB), during April 2017. This university is the largest and the oldest technical 

university in Romania. About 64 percent of the respondents were males and 36 percent of the respondents 

were fameless. The age of the respondents ranged from 22 to 25 (SD=1.86 years). The average age was 
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24.2 years. The response rate was 86 percent and resulted in 75 valid questionnaires (N=75). The data 

were assessed for the extent of missing values. The missing values were completely at random and the 

means substitution method was used the replace them. All of the items were also measured on a 7-point 

scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).   

 

 

Variable Measurement 
 

When possible, construct measures were created based on previously validated survey instrument. In 

addition, individual measures were averaged to obtain a simple value for each construct. Intention to use 

(IU) (dependent variable) was developed by Venkatesh and Bala (2008) and adapted for this study and it 

was measured using 3 items: “I intend to use IoT services to improve my academic performance (IU1)”; 

“I think that IoT services would provide access to learning resources (IU2)”; “I would use the IoT 

services in the next few months (IU3)”. Perceived usefulness (PU) developed by Pikkarainen et al. (2004) 

and adapted for this study and it was measured using 3 items: “I usually use smart devices into my 

learning process (PU1)”; “Using IoT technology could increase the efficiency of teaching process 

(PU2)”; “Using IoT technology could increase my collaboration with students and faculty members 

(PU3)”. Ease of use (EU) was developed by Cabanillas et al. (2013) and adapted for this study and it was 

measured using 3 items: “Interaction with the IoT technology is clear and understandable (EU1)”; “I 

think it is easy to get IoT services in higher education institutions (EU2)”; “In general, the IoT services 

are easy to use (EU3)”. Perceived value (PV) was measured using 2 items: “I like to use IoT services in 

teaching and learning processes because only in this way I can meet my needs and interests (PV1)”; “I 

believe that IoT services would be useful for accelerate the learning process (PV2)”. Perceived risk (PR) 

was measured using 3 items adapted from (Benlian and Hess, 2011): “I believe the security of my data 

and applications are not guaranteed when using IoT services (PR1)”, “The privacy in IoT services is not 

assured (PR2)”, and “IoT services performance and reliability are not guaranteed (PR3)”. Students’ 

attitude towards technology (STT) was measured using 3 items: “I believe that technology enhances my 

learning experience (STT1)”, “I look forward to that job that requires me to use IoT technology (STT2)” 

and “I believe that technology gives me the opportunity to acquire new knowledge and increase my 

satisfaction (STT3)”.   

 

Following previous studies, we controlled for respondent age and gender that were not of direct interest 

for testing our hypotheses but could be theoretically related to the intentions to use IoT applications and 

might provide reasonable alternative explanations for our findings. We expect that age has a greater 

impact on intentions to use IoT services because they have digital skills to use the IT tools. Student age 

was operationalized as the logarithm of the number of years in order to normalize the data. Gender, as 

dummy variable, was included to control for the specific impact on the intentions to use IoT applications 

in higher education. We coded male respondents as 0 and female as 1. 

  

Analysis and results 

We have tested all of the hypotheses together within a single model. All measurements of the constructs 

are based upon the respondent’s perceptions. Because measures for the dependent and independent 

variables were taken from the same questionnaire, we performed Harman’s one-factor test to see whether 

one factor accounted for the majority of variance in the data. Therefore, we entered all items used in the 

questionnaire into an unrotated exploratory factor analysis. The first factor accounted for 28.3 % of the 

variance. Since a single factor did not emerge and one-factor did not account for most of the variance, this 

suggested that common method bias was not a serious concern in our data set.    
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Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics, correlations for all variables used in this research and 

reliabilities among all variables. We can see that no bivariate correlation is greater than 0.8 and there is 

little threat of common methods in our data. The highest correlation coefficient is equal to 0.354. The 

correlation analysis shows that most coefficients are low (well under 0.4), which minimizes concern with 

multicollinearity issues in our analysis. Many indicators showed a significant positive correlation. 

Correlation greater than or equal to 0.248 are significant at p<0.05. Correlation greater than or equal to 

0.312 are significantly at p<0.01.  

 

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and reliabilities of the variables 

Variables 
M SD IU PU EU 

PV PR STT Gender 

IU 5.83 1.27 (.809)       

PU 5.22 .87 .312** (.906)      

EU 4.47 .54 .269* .022 (.743)     

PV 6.78 .51 .003 .354** .015 (.823)    

PR 4.87 .8 .260* .318** .262* .031 (.895)   

STT 5.84 1.23 .248* .321** .175 .024 ,151 (.783)  

Gender .59 .49 .1 .065 .004 .123 .192 .048 - 

Age 3.12 .09 .09 .224 .043 .061 .118 .181 .183 

 Note: N=75; *p <0.05 correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **p<0.01 correlation is significant at 

the 0.01 level (2-tailed)  

 

Data was analyzed with SPSS 20.0 software with maximum - likelihood estimation. Cronbach’s alpha 

was used to determine the internal consistency of items in each scale. Statistical procedures were used to 

establish the reliability and validity of the measures with all items. We applied the Cronbach’s alpha 

indicator to measure the scales’ reliability. Reliability of the factors was measured using Cronbach’s 

alpha for each construct and was found to be greater than the recommended minimum of 0.7 indicating 

high reliability (Hair et al. 1995). The Cronbach’s alphas ranged between 0.906 (for perceived usefulness) 

and 0.743 (for perceived ease of use). Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for internal consistency reliabilities 

appear in parentheses along the diagonal.   

 

Hypothesis testing 
 

The model was analysed using hierarchical linear regression with intentions to use IoT applications as the 

dependent variable. We have included in the model as control variables age in years and gender as male 

and female. The results are shown in Table 2. In Model 1 was included only control variables against 

intentions to use IoT applications, and no significance are shown. Model 2 examines perceived 

usefulness, perceived ease of uses, perceived value, perceived risk and students’ attitude towards 

technology as the independent variables. The R Square is 0.411, that is, this model explaining 41.1% of 

the variance of dependent variable. 
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Table 2: Hierarchical multiple regression (dependent variable – IU) 

Explanatory variables Model 1 Model 2 

β t β t 

Gender .12 1.015 .094 .788 

Age -.116 -.985 -.103 -.846 

Perceived usefulness (PU) -  .56 3.244 

Perceived ease of uses (EU) -  .651 4.212 

Perceived value (PV) -  .089 .722 

Perceived risk (PR) -  .214 1.833 

Students’ attitude towards technology 

(STT) 

-  -.97 3.236 

R .151 .411 

R Square .023 .169 

Standard error of the estimate 1.27 1.22 

R Square Change .023 .169 

F Change .842 1.952 

 

The variables students’ attitude towards technology and perceived ease of uses of IoT services has a key 

role in the explanation of intentions to use IoT applications in higher education. The most appropriate 

model that was found significant is 2. As predicted, we found that perceived usefulness of IoT services 

had a significant positive influence on the intentions to use IoT applications in higher education (β=0.56, 

p<0.01). The perceived ease of uses of IoT services had a significant effect on the intentions to use IoT 

applications in higher education (β=0.651, p<0.01). These results support Hypotheses 1 and 2. However, 

Hypothesis 3 was not supported because the coefficient for the interaction term was not significant and 

perceived value does not have a significant moderating effect. This result confirms that the IoT 

technology is not known in higher education institutions. Hypothesis 4 what it is refers to the influence of 

students’ attitude towards technology on the perceived usefulness of IoT was supported (the correlation 

between these variables was .321, p<0.01). Hypothesis 5 was not supported because the correlation 

coefficient between these variables was not significant. Hypothesis 6 was not supported because the 

correlation coefficient (0.048) is not statistically significant. Hypothesis 7 was supported because the 

correlation coefficient is statistically significant (.262). Hypothesis 8 was supported because the 

correlation coefficient between these variables is statistically significant (.354). 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The results of this study highlight the way in which the IoT services influence the intentions to use IoT 

applications and improve the students’ performance. We found that the relationship between perceived 

value, perceived risk, and students’ attitude towards technology on the intentions to use IoT services in 

higher education are mediating by effect of processes perceived usefulness and perceived ease of uses of 

IoT technology. The results highlight that perceived value and perceived usefulness was positively related 

to intentions to use IoT services in higher education. 

 

The study presents a number of limitations, among which the perceptions of the students were surveyed 

and it would be helpful to examine the perceptions of the faculty members. Also, an interaction between 

students’ perception and their cognitive learning strategy could influence the behavioural intention to use 

social media and digital computing devices in higher education institutions. In addition, the data in this 

study was collected by using a cross-sectional survey. A longitudinal design might be a good solution to 
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investigate the adoption and use of social media in higher education. Such future research should be 

based on more longitudinal methods to capture adoption’s time dependency effect.  

 

Finally, the sample size of this study was modest and the results need to be replicated and extended in 

both public and private universities with caution. As regards the sample, a larger sample would reduce the 

influence of random variation. Future research using larger samples should aim to examine the robustness 

of our findings, preferably by simultaneously testing them 
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Abstract 
 

This article describes the basic points of view on data collection in smart environments using intelligent 

sensors. The Smart Cities are used as the example environment for open the questions and tasks, some 

principles and techniques are described. In the conclusion, the next steps of future work in research on 

participating universities in this field are introduced. 

Keywords: Smart Cities, IoT, intelligent sensors, smart systems 

Introduction 
 

Smart systems represent a new phenomenon of the current time. The one of the most developing area of 

this field is oriented on Smart Cities. The idea of smart or intelligent city brings many new questions and 

tasks for scientists, engineers, and designers. These questions should be answered and the tasks should be 

solved in very short time using the overall knowledge from many fields of physics, informatics or 

everyday life of people as the users and as the integral parts of such smart environment. 

 

This article should open basic points of view on the smart environment, smart systems and intelligent 

sensors, and define the frame for the next research realized in cooperation of professionals of several 

participating departments of universities. 

Smart Cities and Urban IoT 
 

The definition of the "Smart City" term is not yet precisely specified, but there is a general notion of its 

meaning by Zanella et al (2014), Schaffers et al (2011), and Cuff et al (2008). It is a concept to make a 

better use of the public resources, increasing the quality of the services offered to the citizens, while 

reducing the operational costs of the public administrations. It specifies a new term “Urban IoT” that 

brings many benefits in the optimization and management of traditional public services, i.e. transport and 

parking, street lighting, surveillance and maintenance of public areas, etc. Different types of data, 

collected by a pervasive urban IoT, are available, that also stimulate the creation of new services upon 

those provided by the IoT. 

Smart Structures 
 

The "Smart Structures" are defined by the level of its sophistication as mentioned by Apurval et al (2017) 

based on first study by Rogers (1990). The relationship between these structures can be seen in the Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1:  Smart Structures relationship by Rogers (
 

 

The brief descriptions of the levels with examples follow:

• Sensory Structures possess sensors that enable the determination or monitoring of system states or 

characteristics, i.e. temperature sensors.

• Adaptive Structures possess actuators that ena

i.e. road signal switches. 

• Controlled Structures result from the intersection of the sensory and the adaptive structures that 

possess both sensors and actuators integrated in the purpose of controll

characteristics, i.e. simple thermostatic controllers.

• Active Structures possess both sensors and actuators that are highly integrated into the structure and 

exhibit structural functionality in addition to control functionality, i.

with front display showing the free places count.

• Intelligent Structures are basically active structures possessing highly integrated control logic and 

electronics that provides the cognitive element of distributed or hierar

intelligent city routing systems providing ability to find the route automatically.

Smart Materials 
 

There are many of "Smart Materials" to be used as the base for sensor designs. The materials belong to 

one of two types, active or passive. While the passive material doesn’t have an inherent capability to 

transduce energy, the active materials have an abi

applied electric, thermal or magnetic fields, also they have an inherent 

described by Fairweather’s thesis (1998)

al (2017): 

• Optical fibers – When the fibers are exposed to the influence of the strain, temperature, electrical 

and/or magnetic fields, pressure, and other conditions, the signal change (polarization, phase, intensity 

or frequency) can be measured.

• Piezo-Electric materials – When the material is in the influence of mechanical stress, it generates 

measurable electrical charge; when it is exposed to electrical field, its dimension changes can be 

measured. 

• Electro-Rheological (ER) fluids

changes and can be measured. 

• Magnetostrictive materials –

changes in relation to the process of internal magnetic domains structur

 

mart Structures relationship by Rogers (1990). 

The brief descriptions of the levels with examples follow: 

possess sensors that enable the determination or monitoring of system states or 

characteristics, i.e. temperature sensors. 

possess actuators that enable the alteration of system states or controlled manner, 

result from the intersection of the sensory and the adaptive structures that 

possess both sensors and actuators integrated in the purpose of controlling the system states or 

characteristics, i.e. simple thermostatic controllers. 

possess both sensors and actuators that are highly integrated into the structure and 

exhibit structural functionality in addition to control functionality, i.e. free parking places counters 

with front display showing the free places count. 

are basically active structures possessing highly integrated control logic and 

electronics that provides the cognitive element of distributed or hierarchic control architecture, i.e. 

intelligent city routing systems providing ability to find the route automatically. 

There are many of "Smart Materials" to be used as the base for sensor designs. The materials belong to 

one of two types, active or passive. While the passive material doesn’t have an inherent capability to 

transduce energy, the active materials have an ability to modify their shape or some properties under the 

applied electric, thermal or magnetic fields, also they have an inherent capacity to transduce energy as 

described by Fairweather’s thesis (1998). These materials, i.e., are used for sensor designs by

When the fibers are exposed to the influence of the strain, temperature, electrical 

and/or magnetic fields, pressure, and other conditions, the signal change (polarization, phase, intensity 

red. 

When the material is in the influence of mechanical stress, it generates 

measurable electrical charge; when it is exposed to electrical field, its dimension changes can be 

Rheological (ER) fluids – When the fluids are exposed to electrical field, its viscosity 

 

– When the material is in the influence of magnetic field, its dimension 

changes in relation to the process of internal magnetic domains structure modifications. 

possess sensors that enable the determination or monitoring of system states or 

ble the alteration of system states or controlled manner, 

result from the intersection of the sensory and the adaptive structures that 

ing the system states or 

possess both sensors and actuators that are highly integrated into the structure and 

e. free parking places counters 

are basically active structures possessing highly integrated control logic and 

chic control architecture, i.e. 

There are many of "Smart Materials" to be used as the base for sensor designs. The materials belong to 

one of two types, active or passive. While the passive material doesn’t have an inherent capability to 

lity to modify their shape or some properties under the 

capacity to transduce energy as 

are used for sensor designs by Apurval et 

When the fibers are exposed to the influence of the strain, temperature, electrical 

and/or magnetic fields, pressure, and other conditions, the signal change (polarization, phase, intensity 

When the material is in the influence of mechanical stress, it generates 

measurable electrical charge; when it is exposed to electrical field, its dimension changes can be 

fluids are exposed to electrical field, its viscosity 

When the material is in the influence of magnetic field, its dimension 
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• Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) – These alloys recover their normal shape under given condition, it 

means the deformations comes back to the original state. 

Urban IoT 
 

The Internet of Things technologies used to collect and provide data across the smart cities forms a new 

“Urban IoT” infrastructure. It should can integrate different technologies across the given communication 

lines to transfer data and commands. The typical design of that infrastructure by Zanella et al (2014) can 

be seen in the Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Conceptual representation of an Urban IoT based on  

the web service approach by Zanella et al (2014). 
 

 

The design of Urban IoT services requires to deploy a new protocol layers depending on the different 

sensor and communication technologies. The main effort is oriented on link layer of the simplified 

ISO/OSI model like four-layer TCP/IP stack. The higher layers of the network node stack correspond to 

the commonly used protocols and services, to be simply integrated in the given client’s protocols and 

standards, typically web services. 

Sensors and Communication 
 

The technologies of data collection for Smart Cities opens wide field for using of intelligent sensors. In 

relation to Urban IoT design, there is important question how to collect the data and how to transfer the 

data from the sensor to the core of the system for evaluation and presentation to the citizens with minimal 

effort and minimal costs. It leads to using of simple and low consumption equipment forming the sensor 

itself, and the well-known and verified communication technologies and infrastructures to save the 

development costs. 
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Intelligent Sensors and Data Collection 
 

Today, there are many different products on the market that provide the necessary service to be used as 

intelligent sensors. Typically, it consists of a microcontroller unit or simple microcontroller board with 

interfaces for analog sensing or digital communication with one or more sensors, and the sensors itself. 

This unit must communicate with the sensors as the first, and the other communication provides the data 

to the core of the system. The communication with the sensors depends on the sensor technology, in 

contrast with the communication with the system core that depends on the technology of the system 

elements interconnection. 

 

Analog sensors need to be connected using A/D converter that typically comes as the part of used 

microcontroller unit. It is necessary to provide some procedures of measurements and function to convert 

the measured values to usable data. In this case, the intelligence of the sensors is given by the 

programming of the microcontroller unit. 

 

Digital sensors contain their own basic intelligence providing the evaluation of the measured values into 

the form of digital data. In addition, they can be controlled by a microcontroller unit that can set an 

additional measurement parameters (scale, resolution, thresholds, etc.). When using the digital sensors, 

the designer doesn’t need to know the details of the sensor physical technology well. 

 

The data collection features depend on the requirements of the given system. The possible scenarios are 

these: 

• Periodical sensing is used for the continuous collecting, when the system must provide short term or 

long-term progress description of the controlled feature. 

• Sensing on demand provides the measurement depending on an event or an external request. 

Connection in Smart Environment 
 

In the smart environment, there is more types of connection that will be described separately. Today’s 

trends and technologies brings a new look on the human interaction with the smart systems. This 

interaction can be described as a connection too, because it has very similar features to other connection 

types in the smart environment. 

 

Connecting with People. This is the basic connection type that provides direct interaction with the 

system by administrators or common users in general. It is typically realized by Human Interface Devices 

(HIDs). The HIDs can have a form of common equipment or specialized application. Personal computers 

play main role used as HIDs, but their importance is diminishing. In opposite, the importance is higher 

with on the portable devices like tablets or smartphones. In the special environment of smart houses, there 

are smart human interfaces dedicated for this role, i.e. personal access system with biometric readers. 

 

Connecting with Objects. The system should manage many elements, which are used as the execution 

objects. These objects also provide some information about their state as the feedback for the controlling 

system. The connection can have wired form, when the location of the object does not change, or can 

have wireless form, if the object changes its location often or the wired connection cannot be realized in 

relation to some limits. 

 

Connecting Digital with Physical. A very special task is the realization of connection between physical 

sensor (typically measuring some non-electric physical quantity) and digital equipment that processes 

measured raw data and provides the connection to smart system, when playing the role of object (see 

previous paragraph). The bridging from physical to digital is typically the most demanding on designer 

efforts, although many converters are available on the market. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
 

The world of intelligent sensors is very diverse and miscellaneous, smart systems are developing very 

quickly now-a-days. The near future can bring these technologies in the everyday life of cities and their 

citizens. 

 

The design of such systems needs to use cooperation of many technics and technologies with many 

intelligent structures and equipment. The next task for the designers and developers is to adapt used 

standards and customs, and specify new ones. This is the future work to hold the possible compatibility 

and flexibility of data collection, processing and evaluating in the smart environment. 
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Abstract 
 

The measurement of regional development and the clustering of regions are the problem of high 
importance, especially in the context of EU Regional policy. Properly defined a lagging cluster of 
regions is the main recipient of the Structural and Cohesion Funds.  Traditional clustering methods 
fail to rank regions what makes these methods not applicable for the problem of recipients’ 
determination. In the current measurement practice MCDM methods are considered to be a suitable 
ranking tool. Meanwhile MCDM methods are not meant to cluster the alternatives considering 
similarities between all alternatives within the cluster in terms of all criteria. The quasi-clustering can 
be done, which is based on the consideration of distances to the etalon established by MCDM 
methods. In this research the stability analysis has been suggested as a tool to validate the number of 
quasi-clusters, to identify the most stable structure and to define the most suitable MCDM method for 
the clustering. Two MCDM methods were chosen to measure the regional development, in particular 
VIKOR and Hellwig’s. By the stability analysis the VIKOR method was defined as the most suitable 
for clustering. Clustering Stability analysis was applied for the 35 NUTS 2 regions from Visegrad 
group.  
 
Keywords: regional development, MCDM, stability of clusters, Hellwig’s, VIKOR 

JEL Classification: C44, R15  

Introduction 

The measurement of regional development is the basic step for the realization of EU Regional policy 
with the subsequent distribution of Structural and Cohesion Funds. The last one requires the 
determination of lagging regions which is in current practice predominantly based on the GDP 
indicator. This indicator is not able to reflect properly the standards of living. Thus, it drives the 
search for the alternative ways of the lagging regions determination based on more essential 
indicators describing the regional development and well-being of the society.  
 
In this paper we favor the application of Multi-Criteria Decision Making (further – MCDM) methods, 
but not traditional clustering ones.  It is explained first of all because of the ranking power of the 
MCDM methods. Pure clusters, obtained by the traditional clustering methods, without knowing their 
aggregated level of development are of low interest in the context of EU Regional policy. Moreover 
in case of more than 5 criteria the interpretation of clusters is very challenging task. Due to this, the 
priority is given to the application of the MCDM methods able to conduct the multi-dimensional 
measurement of the regional level. 
 
After the literature analysis we can sort out three groups of different approaches. The representatives 
from the first group (Snieška, Bruneckienė, 2009; Huggins, Thompson, 2010; Annoni, Dijsktra, 
2013; Gábor, Ottaviano, 2015) prefer the simple linear way of criteria aggregation coming mostly 
from American school based on the multi-attribute value functions and multi-attribute utility theory 
(MAUT) (Keeney, Raiffa, 1976). The second group (Oliva, Miguel, 2005; Fernandez, Navarro, 2013, 
Guliakb, 2017) is concentrated on the application of methods from outranking family. The most 
widely used methods are ELECTRE and PROMETHEE (Roy, 1968; Brans et al., 1984).  Another 
principally different approach (Ramík, Hančlová, 2012; Charles, Zegarra, 2014; Guliaka, 2017) 
originates from the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) – nonparametric method introduced by 
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Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (1978). The key concept of this approach is the technical efficiency 
being calculated following the input-output criteria division. 
 
All listed MCDM methods are targeted on the ranking problem. However, there is another not less 
important clustering problem making a regional measurement complete. Having observed such a 
wide variety of MCDM methods applied, the question arises whether final utility values produced by 
the certain MCDM method are able to reflect in the best way the true clustering structure of the 
alternatives being evaluated.  To the extent of our knowledge in the economic and management 
literature there is no research shedding the light on this question. Therefore the aim of this paper is to 
suggest the approach to the stability analysis of clustering structures produced by different MCDM.  
This analysis will provide the decision maker with the knowledge which MCDM method solves 
better the clustering task.  
 
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the MCDM methods 
applied for the measurement of regional development. The following section presents the stability 
approach to the analysis of clustering structures. Section 4 presents the results of the application of 
MCDM methods. The last section gives the conclusions. 

MCDM Methods Applied 

Below we describe two selected MCDM methods, namely Hellwig’s and VIKOR. Both of them are 
related to the distant based methods, with the same methodological basis steamed from Multi-
Attribute Utility Value Theory (MAVT). Their utility functions measure the distance to the 
artificially created ideal point (etalon).   
 
The mentioned methods are based on the distance function but differentiate in the dealing with the 
ideal point. The Hellwig’s method measures the difference to the positive ideal point, while 
compromise VIKOR method pays attention to the mutual concession between a maximum utility of 
the majority and a minimum individual regret of the opponent. In other words, the VIKOR method 
considering just “closeness” to the positive ideal solution is influenced by the minimum of individual 
regret and suitable for the decision makers aimed at the maximum profit and risk avoidance. 
Meantime applying the Hellwig’s method a decision-maker will prefer profit maximization following 
risk loving strategy.  
 

Let us suppose that MCDM problem can be described by m alternatives )...,,,( 21 mAAA presenting 

the NUTS 2 regions and n criteria )...,,,( 21 nCCC  characterizing the performance of the regions. 

Performance matrix nmijxX
×

= ][  shows all values assigned to the alternatives relating to an each 

criterion. The weights of criteria have been denoted by [ ]nwwwW ...,,, 21=  under the condition of 

1
1

=∑
=

n

j

jw .   

The Helwig’s method, named after Polish scholar, is aimed at the measurement of the degree of 
regional development and detecting homogenous groups (Harman, H.H., 1976; Hellwig, Z., 1968; 
Pluta W., 1977). The steps of introduced method are following. 
Step 1: form an initial matrix of data and to normalize it: 

,/)( jjijij SxxZ −=
 

(1) 

Step 2: determine an etalon Eo (Z01…Z0n) in accord to the min-max criterion; 
Step 3: calculate the distances from the etalon: 
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1

2
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=
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j
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(2) 

Step 4: calculate the upper limits Co (critical distance) of the options using: 
,2 000 Scc +=
 

(3) 
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Step 5: to calculate the development score (di) of the options using:  

.1
0

0

c

c
d i

i −=

 
(6) 

where:  xij  –  jth attribute of the ith region,  і = 1,2, …, m (number of regions);  
   j = 1, 2, …, n (number of attributes); 

            zoj  – normalized  coordinate of the etalon; 
  Zik  – normalized  value of  kth variable in the ith region; 

 oS – standard deviation of the distances. 

 
The VIKOR (VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje) method is a compromise 
ranking method developed by Opricovic (1998). Its  role  is  to  find multi- criteria raking  index 
based on particular measure  of  closeness  to  the  ideal  solution, providing a maximum group utility 
of the majority and a minimum of the individual regret of the opponent (Opricovic, Tzeng, 2004). 
The mathematical procedure of VIKOR has the four main steps.  

Step 1: to determine the best (desired) *
jf , and the worst (tolerable) −

jf  values of all criterion 

functions: 
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Step 2: to calculate the maximum utility of the majority (min Si) and a minimum individual regret of 
the opponent (min Ri) from the Lp - metric: 
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Both Si and Ri are measured from 0 to 1, when 0 means that it reached the best level. 
Step 3: to compute the best and the worst values: 
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. 

Step 4: to determine the value iQ  representing the compromise solution, integrated by the maximum 

utility of the majority (Si) and minimum individual regret of the opponent (Ri) as the base for an 
agreement established by mutual concessions: 
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(12) 

where v  is the balance parameter following the strategy of maximum group utility (if v >0.5) or the 
strategy supporting negative individual regret ( v <0.5). In this research the equal importance is given 

to the both strategies and v =0.5.  
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All the presented methods deal with the external weights, which in the current research are calculated 
by objective Entropy method (Zanakis et al., 1998).  

Approach to stability analysis of clustering structures 

To start the discussion about clustering based on MCDM methods, one should mention that while 
MCDM methods construct an ideal point or etalon from the alternatives' attributes expressed in the 
best way, the clustering methods have nothing to do with that.  On the contrary they pay maximum 
attention to the attributes of each alternative and measure the distance between alternatives to find the 
similarities for the cluster identification.  MCDM methods in turn measure the distance to the purely 
etalon producing the corresponding vector of final scores.  It means that MCDM do not pay explicitly 
(considering each attribute separately) attention to the neighbours with respect to the distance to 
them.  The distance between neighbours is accounted indirectly by means of the distances to the 
etalon.  Such way of similarities measurement can be called as quasi-clustering, what per se has the 
rights to exist and requires some additional analysis suggested below. 
 
Let us define the main characteristics of the suggested stability analysis: 
– firstly, it is based on the one input variable (utility value), presenting the distance to the etalon; 
– secondly, the way how clusters are defined is the hierarchical agglomerative one, because all 
clusters consist of mergers of previously formed clusters and the clustering process begins with as 
many clusters as there are alternatives and ends with a single cluster; 
– thirdly, to measure the similarities between alternatives we use the single linkage method or 
"neighbor joining" calculating the differences between utility values. 
 For example, an i-th alternative is declared to be closer (more similar) to j-th than to observation k-th 
if D(i; j) <D(i;k). The linkage method has been chosen because relying on the vector of ranked utility 
values it will easy deal with non-elliptical shapes of clusters, will be sensitive  to outliers and will 
produce elongated clusters (not spherical).   
 

Therefore, considering the sets of alternatives { }niaA i ,1== , clusters { } nffkcC k ≤== ,,1  and 

MCDM methods { }lpmM p ,1== , the task for the clusterization is to find the optimal number of 

clusters nk z

p ≤ at the z-th step related to the p-th MCDM method. The algorithm of controlled 

merging process is the following: 
1. Initialization. To start by assigning each item to each own cluster so as .nk =  

2. Iteration. If 
zdkjid <+ ),( merge two clusters, which are the most similar until n=1. 

3. Selection. To choose the most appropriate MCDM method (M*) for the clustering, defined 
at z-th step by the p-th MCDM method such as { }.min*

→=
p

zSm .  

where  *
zd  – is the minimal univariate discretion value or minimal similarity threshold at the z-th step 

measured as: 

;
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n
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             p

zS – in-Stability index related to z clusters and to the p-th method: 
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p

zk  – is the number of clusters extracted at the the z-th step by the p-th MCDM method;  

 z, h – steps of clustering with corresponding minimal univariate discretion values  ., hz dd  

The described algorithm is based on the assumption that each region represents its own cluster if 
utility values are uniformly distributed. In this case there are no more or less similar alternatives 
merging into a cluster. As a result according to the algorithm we define the minimal in-stability index 
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representing the clustering structure with the strongest similarities within and the strongest 
dissimilarities between clusters. Such a structure is considered to be the most representative and 
points out at the p-th MCDM method as the most appropriate for the clustering.  

Measurement of Regional Development within the Visegrad Group  

The initial 9 essential indicators describing the economic, social and innovative aspects (table 1) are 
used for the measurement of performance of 35 NUTS 2 regions from Visegrad group. The entire 
indicators are benefit ones apart the UN, which is the cost one.  
 

Table 1: Indicators describing the performance of regions from Visegrad group, 2013 year 

 

# Abbrev. Indicators 

1 DI 
Disposable Income (net) of households by NUTS 2 regions, in purchasing 
power standard based on final consumption per inhabitant, PPS/inhab. 

2 ER Employment Rates by sex, age (from 15 to 64 years) and NUTS 2 regions, %. 
3 TE Tertiary Education (levels 5-8), %. 
4 UN Total Unemployment (%), %. 

5 PROD 
Regional productivity measured as the ratio between Gross Value Added at 
basic prices and the number of the persons employed, euro/pers.  

6 GFC Gross Fixed Capital formation by NUTS 2 regions, euro/per. 

7 TRD 
Total intramural R&D expenditure (GERD) by sectors of performance and 
NUTS 2 regions (Percentage of gross domestic product (GDP), %. 

8 JVR 
Job Vacancy Rate activities (except activities of households as employers and as 
own use producers; activities of extra-territorial organizations and bodies), %. 

9 BRD Total intramural R&D expenditure by business enterprise sector, %. 
Source: Eurostat base available from: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat 

We have checked the suitability of the data sample by using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin indicator and 
Bartlett's test. The statistics from table 2 show that the selected indicators are suitable (KMO for all 
groups > 0.6; Sig. for all groups < 0.05) for the further aggregation by MCDM methods to obtain the 
level of regional development.  

Table 2: KMO and Bartlett's Test 

 

Indicator / Groups 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of sampl. adeq. .692 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 
Approx. Chi-Square 290.163 

df 36 
Sig. .000 

Source: author 

Utility values obtained by the MCDM methods (formulae 1-12) are presented in table 3 in the light of 
4 countries and two MCDM methods.  
 

Table 3: Utility values of the NUTS 2 regions 

 

Region Hellwig's VIKOR Region Hellwig's VIKOR 

1. Czech Republic 3. Poland 

CZ01 0,4132 0,090 PL21 0,6636 0,525 

CZ02 0,5452 0,614 PL22 0,6630 0,540 

CZ03 0,6253 0,653 PL31 0,8519 0,825 

CZ04 0,8189 0,844 PL32 0,6919 0,795 

CZ05 0,6203 0,655 PL33 0,8990 0,957 
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CZ06 0,5422 0,508 PL34 0,8893 0,939 

CZ07 0,6942 0,747 PL41 0,7277 0,585 

CZ08 0,7072 0,748 PL42 0,8580 0,828 

2. Hungary PL43 0,8979 0,939 

HU1 0,4017 0,113 PL51 0,7116 0,589 

HU21 0,6883 0,783 PL52 0,9065 0,956 

HU22 0,7492 0,799 PL61 0,8577 0,820 

HU23 0,8148 0,898 PL62 0,8957 0,927 

HU31 0,7961 0,927 PL63 0,7212 0,666 

HU32 0,7038 0,823 4. Slovakia 

HU33 0,7303 0,834 SK01 0,5712 0,475 

3. Poland SK02 0,8091 0,774 

PL11 0,7845 0,663 SK03 0,8314 0,836 

PL12 0,4444 0,137 SK04 0,8446 0,844 
Source: author 

From table 3 we have derived the correlation between the GDP criterion and utility values generated 
by the MCDM methods. Based on the correlation from table 4 we can state that MCDM methods 
produce quite similar utility values as the correlation between them is 0.91. Besides, one should 
notice, that despite the fact of the methods similarity, VIKOR method correlates better with GDP 
criteria. Nevertheless, the difference between GDP and utility values is quite essential, as the 
correlation is less than 0.76. 

Table 4: Utility values of the NUTS 2 regions 

  GDP Hellwig's VIKOR 

GDP 1   

Hellwig's 0,695 1  

VIKOR 0,763 0,911 1 
Source: author 

After the preliminary statistical analysis the stability algorithm is implemented to utility values 
according to the formulae 13-15. As a result all stability statistics describing the clustering process 
are gathered in table 5. According to the selection step from the algorithm the minimal instability 
index is being chosen. The minimum 0 % of instability is identified on several steps and within both 
methods. The most interesting however is that clustering structure which has the minimal instability 
with the largest number of clusters. Thus, we are inclined to choose the 3 clusters structure produced 
by the VIKOR method at the 2-nd step of stability analysis.  
 

Table 5: Stability statistics 

 

Criteria 
Steps of stability  analysis 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

H
el

lw
ig

's
 

m
et

ho
d 

n of 
clusters 

20 14 9 5 - - - - - - - - 

discretion 
value 

0,03 0,06 0,09 0,12 - - - - - - - - 

Instab., % 75 0 50 0 - - - - - - - - 

V
IK

O
R

 
m

et
ho

d 

n of 
clusters 

7 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 

discretion 
value 

0,03 0,06 0,09 0,12 0,15 0,176 0,206 0,235 0,265 0,294 0,324 0,353 

Instab.,% 17 0 0 33 67 100 133 167 200 233 267 100 

Source: author 
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The transformation of clusters can be presented at the tree-like diagram (dendogram) recording the 
sequences of merges or splits at a certain step with the corresponding distance represented by the 
discretion value. In the dendogram (table 6), the rows are associated with the items and the columns 
are associated with levels (steps) of clustering, allowed by the controlled merging process.  

Table 6: Dendogram based on the VIKOR method 

 

Regions 
Value 
score 

Steps of analysis / # clusters 
1/7 2/3 3/2 4/2 5/2 6/2 7/2 8/2 9/2 10/2 11/2 12/1 

22 0,957             
28 0,956             
26 0,939             
23 0,939             
13 0,927             
30 0,927             
12 0,898             
4 0,844             
35 0,844             
34 0,836             
15 0,834             
25 0,828             
20 0,825             
14 0,823             
29 0,820             
11 0,799             
21 0,795             
10 0,783             
33 0,774             
8 0,748             
7 0,747             
31 0,666             
16 0,663             
5 0,655             
3 0,653             
2 0,614             
27 0,589             
24 0,585             
19 0,540             
18 0,525             
6 0,508             
32 0,475             
17 0,137             
9 0,113             
1 0,090             

Source: author 

Having applied stability analysis to the utility values, we obtained the dendogram showing clustering 
structures at different steps. From the dendograms we can visually decide about the clusters’ 
durability attributed to the method with long-lasting clusters. From table 6 we can observe that the 
most durable VIKOR based structure includes 2 clusters and lasts for 9 steps. Compare to all other 
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clustering structures originated from Hellwig’s method, this is the most stable and has the in-stabilty 
index 0 %.  This structure has the most similarities within and dissimilarities between clusters.   
 
However, the priority can be given to another as well 0 % instable structure including 3 clusters. The 
final decision, in case when instability indices are equal, depends on the interpretability of the 
clusters and the problem specificities. Any way, one solid decision is made about VIKOR’s 
appropriateness for the clustering problem. The VIKOR method is considered as the most suitable for 
the clustering due to its high clusters durability lasting 12 steps and the lowest instability index.  

Conclusions 

The MCDM methods were incorporated into the clustering problem and used as the distance 
measurement foundation. Measuring the distance to the etalon MCDM methods are able to provide 
just quasi-clustering, because the similarities between alternatives are not measured directly. 
Nevertheless quasi-clustering appears to be advantageous especially when all alternatives have to be 
ranked and there are many (more than 3) criteria essentially complicating the interpretation of 
clusters extracted by the traditional clustering methods.   
 
To choose the most appropriate clustering structure and the MCDM method for this purpose is the 
important task especially in the context of EU Regional policy. The amount of Structural and 
Cohesion funds assigned to the lagging regions depends on the clustering and ranking results. 
Different MCDM methods would produce different distribution of utility values making the impact 
on the way how the alternatives are clustered. The algorithm for the stability analysis has been 
suggested to select the most appropriate MCDM method for the clustering problem.  
 
The main idea of the suggested stability analysis is to control the merging process by the calibrating 
the uniform discretion value at each step. The uniform discretion value works as the benchmark for 
the similarity measurement. The minimal degree of clusters instability is a key indicator for the 
clusters validation and the method selection. 
 
After all, according to the instability index we have selected VIKOR method as the most suitable for 
the clusters identification. Correspondingly the 3 clusters structure produced by this method is 
characterized by the highest similarities within cluster and highest dissimilarities between clusters.  
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Abstract 
 

In modern industry, we are slowly reaching the limit where performance, productivity, efficiency may 

be increased by better organization of systems and continuous improvement of production processes. 

Undoubtedly, the human factor, including the intellectual capital and reorganization of the management 

processes, make unused potential in this regard. The purpose of this article is to identify the changes 

taking place in the area of organizational management in response to the assumptions and defined 

development trends of Industry 4.0. The idea called Management 3.0 constitute the future of modern 

management. Creation of complex adaptive management systems will become a requirement for the 

efficient organization and efficient functioning of intelligent Industry 4.0 enterprises. 

 

Keywords: Management 3.0, Industry 4.0, complexity, engineer of the future, soft skills. 

Introduction 
 

Issues shaping functional conditions of today’s enterprises indicate the need of a permanent 

development of concepts and management theories in response to the ongoing of market transformation 

processes. Management is a tangible and distinctive instrument of action for every organization 

(Drucker, 2010). Among the most important management conditions for the 21st century are: (1) the 

globalization of economic activity, (2) dissemination of information technology, (3) formation of a post-

industrial society, (4) increase in the importance of knowledge and skills, (5) conditions of continuous 

change, (6) increase of society aspirations (employees, customers, contractors), (7) economical state 

influence. Facing these economic changes, it is clear that far-reaching changes in business conduct and 

the management of various organizations are necessary. For more than a dozen years the source of 

success has been seen in the construction of a knowledge-based economy. It is assumed that in the 

circumstances of permanent uncertainty, only knowledge may constitute a competitive advantage and 

that the business’s success lies in a unique way of acquiring, processing and creating knowledge. 

Continuous market changes, the emergence of new technologies, new products, new competitors require 

from modern companies to undertake new activities, forcing new ways of looking at the 21st century 

organization’s effective management adapted to today’s economic reality, new challenges and industrial 

conditions. 

 

The pursuit of open innovation and continuous learning and technological improvement is related to the 

provision of appropriate infrastructure and adequate competence preparation. Thorough transformations 

in the emerging market’ countries is also required in business models, especially in the resource 

management. In Poland, the main resources still comprise: work, capital and raw materials, but 

according to the fourth industrial revolution’s concept these should be: data, knowledge and 

organization. In modern industry, we are slowly reaching the limit where performance, productivity, 

efficiency may increase by systems’ better organization and continuous improvement of production 

processes. Undoubtedly, the human factor, including intellectual capital and reorganization of 

management processes, constitute an unused potential in this regard. 
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The purpose of this article is to identify changes taking place in the area of organization’s management 

in response to the assumptions and defined development trends of Industry 4.0. The idea called 

Management 3.0 is going to become the future of modern management. Nonetheless, questions loom: 

what principles should be addressed facing the fourth industrial revolution, what transformations are 

expected by manufacturers in this area and, in long term, relating to trust-based management strategy; so 

called ‘empowerment’, is industrial engineer 4.0 already an average managerial level? 

Fourth Industrial Revolution 
 

From a manufacturer’s perspective, contemporary market is a dynamic structure continually governed 

by the laws of demand and supply. Over the past few years, the conditions of running a business have 

changed significantly, particularly in areas where information technologies, rapid information exchange 

and new forms of interaction with customers are of increased importance. Production batches and shelf-

life of products have shrunk considerably, and at the same time the diversity and complexity of products 

have increased. Customers have become more demanding, in many areas changing into prosumers, 

whereas manufacturers have been forced to accept new ground rules, as mass customization of products 

and services has become more profitable than mass production. 

 

Production processes are one of the most important areas in the business activity in the world economy. 

According to analyses, companies capable of implementing innovative manufacturing techniques using 

existing infrastructure and traditional developed markets enjoy an additional competitive advantage. 

Such an approach is characteristic of the intensive phase of economic globalization, which will 

dominate the current (extensive) one over the next decade (Zawadzka, 2007). This stimulates attempts to 

create novel forms of production organization in accordance with evolutionary progress in automated 

manufacturing systems, reaching as far as self-regulating automated manufacturing cells and self-

transforming automated manufacturing systems, as presented in (Afentakis, 1986; Banaszak, 

Muszyński, 1991). 

 

Faced with the dynamically growing complexity of manufacturing systems, classic flexible 

manufacturing systems (FMS) are incapable of meeting the demands of modern civilization. This leads 

to decreasing human control over manufactured systems, which in the discussed area manifests as their 

low tolerance to disruptions. Increasing this tolerance, without resorting to engaging a human in each 

case, along with an increase in the system complexity control without losing its functionality, is the goal 

of solutions proposed within intelligent production systems (IPS) and digital manufacturing. 

 

Another industrial revolution, termed Industry 4.0, is already underway (cf. Fig. 1). Its main objective is 

to increase global competitiveness by increasing the quality of products and decreasing manufacturing 

costs. Smart factory and smart services solutions will offer higher flexibility of actions and more 

effective allocation of resources, paving the way for agile manufacturing and scalable logistics 

solutions. Computer networks will be integrated with unified capabilities and real-time information 

exchange. The online control of processes requires building a suitable interface between the human, 

machines and technological devices, defined by their mutual interdependence. In the 21st century, the 

increasing complexity of systems becomes a concern requiring sophisticated solutions. According to 

analyses, the number of robots in Europe has doubled over the last decade, with the robots becoming 

more intelligent and flexible. According to Gartner Inc., the world’s leading IT research and advisory 

company, until 2020 over 20 billion devices will be able to communicate with each other, which in the 

global economy will correspond to an added value of ca. 1.9 trillion USD (Gartner, 2017). 

 

Evolutionary changes observed in the industry in the 21st century progress from electronic IT 

industrialization to next-generation (also known as intelligent) manufacturing systems (NGMS). The 

new generation of manufacturing, known as Industry 4.0, heads in the direction of designing 

manufacturing systems that integrate information processing with matter processing. This direction can 

be termed matter digitalization, and its assumptions are implemented in smart factories controlled by 

cyber-physical systems (CPS) in an environment known as the Internet of Things (IoT). 
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The term digital production refers to the integrated use of automatic systems, processes and tools by 

design and manufacturing companies to provide customers with products as soon as possible and with 

the minimum engagement of operators (Andrews, 2012). 

 

 

Fig. 1: Industry development stages 
 

Digital modeling of matter processing allows to transform material goods, integrated based on 

information, within a computer-aided manufacturing organization system. In other words, material 

goods following digitalization increasingly become digital goods (Badurek, 2014). From the perspective 

of IT, this megatrend of civilization manifests as virtualization (Canetta, 2011). Nevertheless, the origin 

of Industry 4.0 is influenced by the cyclical development of economy and the occurrence of crises, 

where more risk has to be taken and new technological solutions need to be sought to sustain the 

increase in productivity of companies. This can no longer be achieved solely by the computerization of 

the industry using methods typical of the Industry 3.0 paradigm (i.e., electronic-IT industrialization) 

characteristic of the second half of the 20th century. 

 

In the future, the gradual transformation of flexible manufacturing systems through the use of CPS into 

increasingly intelligent systems will allow to couple virtual and physical systems, culminating in a new 

level of integrated intelligence, characterized by the interaction and coordination of computing and 

physical processes in real time. According to Plattform Industrie 4.0 (2013) this will have a significant 

impact on creating values, business models, secondary (subordinate) services, and work organization, 

which in turn will force modern manufacturing companies to undertake actions with regard to: (1) 

horizontal integration by means of value networks, (2) comprehensive digital integration of engineering 

in the entire value chain, as well as (3) vertical integration and network integration of manufacturing 

systems. 

 

Industry 4.0 poses both a chance and a threat for the industry. In reality, traditional business enterprises 

face new challenges that will change the existing rules of productivity and competition. Enterprises must 

proceed to remove the barriers between information and physical structures. Interdisciplinary thinking, 

both in technical and social areas, is key in the continuous process of learning and cooperation with a 

significant impact on individual professional roles. These transformations force entrepreneurs to 

reorganize their management processes accordingly, as well as to redefine the role of engineers by 

bestowing them with a managerial character. 

Management 3.0 in Industry 4.0 
 

The evolution of management theory can be described as a successive transformation of basic paradigms 

into respectively proposed concepts, beginning with hierarchy, through models, ending with its 

complexity (cf. Table 1). In today’s market economy, the problem of system complexity precludes the 

use of Newton’s linear solutions, which are characterized by trying to dismantle the problem first, 

analyze it then well and finally choose the ‘best’ solution, which often leads to local optimization, 

system’s slowdown, and creation of rules which are often rejected by people. Such deterministic 
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approach to the industrial enterprise

limited, and has also particular significant limitations, as it effectively abolishes motivation, creativity, 

innovation and employee autonomy.

 

Systems thinking, self-organizing teams, creativity and people

authority and responsibility are the foundations of modern management.

 

Table 1: 

Management 1.0 

Hierarchies 

- issuing and 

controlling 

commands (command 

and control), 

- hierarchy, 

information flow 

and top-down 

management 

decisions, 

- the most popular 

way of managing, 

- still used today in the 

rigid organizational 

structures. 

- response to Management 

1.0 weaknesses

- implementation 

of processes and their 

improvements

- Business Process 

Reengineering, Total 

Quality 

- self-

- still top

(hierarchy)

- inherits most problems 

from Management 1.0

Source: elaboration based on (Pieprzyca

 

The Management 3.0 approach is a proposal for a complete system where people can work more 

effectively with as few factors as possible, which would limit their performance and creativity, and at 

the same time, with clear established rules. It replaces traditional management concepts associated with 

hierarchical organizational structures, supplemented by emerging and di

Balanced Scorecard, TQM, etc. (Stawicki, Skowro

the problem of maladjustment of the management system, particularly at the middle and high level of 

the organization for agility and self

described by Jurgen Appelo (2016) regarding to agile leadership. The author proposes a coherent, six

pillar system that would solve this problem (

of an amoeba-like creature called Martie, at the same time, distancing himself from rigid models, so 

often found in the management literature. His tentacles show the main pillars of Management 3.0 

concept. There are no more important or less important tentacles, and their size, as in the case of 

pseudopods, varies according to needs and situations. Pure adaptive system.

 

Fig. 2: Martie as the main assumptions of Management 3.0 according to J. Appelo
Source: (Appelo, 2016) 

approach to the industrial enterprise’s management and human beings is only short-term and relatively 

cular significant limitations, as it effectively abolishes motivation, creativity, 

innovation and employee autonomy. 

organizing teams, creativity and people’s and/or teams’ innovation, delegation of 

the foundations of modern management. 

Table 1: From Management 1.0 to 3.0 

Management 2.0 Management 3.0 

Models Complexity 

response to Management 

1.0 weaknesses, 

implementation 

processes and their 

improvements, 

Business Process 

Reengineering, Total 

Quality Management, etc., 

-learning organization, 

still top-down management 

(hierarchy), 

inherits most problems 

from Management 1.0. 

- an idea based on the complex adaptive 

systems theory, 

- an organization seen as a network of links 

between its participants, 

- self-organizing network, 

- assumes that all models (Management 2.0) 

may be useful but not always effective

- management focused on people and their 

relationships, not on processes and models,

- empowerment of people, 

- indication of the boundaries in which the team 

is to move (alignment) instead of strict control

- shortening the feedback cycle time

Pieprzyca, 2016) 

The Management 3.0 approach is a proposal for a complete system where people can work more 

factors as possible, which would limit their performance and creativity, and at 

the same time, with clear established rules. It replaces traditional management concepts associated with 

hierarchical organizational structures, supplemented by emerging and disappearing concepts such as the 

rd, TQM, etc. (Stawicki, Skowroński, 2013). The said Management 3.0 responds to 

the problem of maladjustment of the management system, particularly at the middle and high level of 

and self-organization practices. This concept is based on several assumptions 

Appelo (2016) regarding to agile leadership. The author proposes a coherent, six

pillar system that would solve this problem (cf. Fig. 2). He presents it with a bit of a wink with the use 

like creature called Martie, at the same time, distancing himself from rigid models, so 

often found in the management literature. His tentacles show the main pillars of Management 3.0 

t. There are no more important or less important tentacles, and their size, as in the case of 

pseudopods, varies according to needs and situations. Pure adaptive system. 

 

Martie as the main assumptions of Management 3.0 according to J. Appelo

term and relatively 

cular significant limitations, as it effectively abolishes motivation, creativity, 

innovation, delegation of 

an idea based on the complex adaptive 

an organization seen as a network of links 

assumes that all models (Management 2.0) 

may be useful but not always effective, 

management focused on people and their 

relationships, not on processes and models, 

indication of the boundaries in which the team 

is to move (alignment) instead of strict control, 

shortening the feedback cycle time. 

The Management 3.0 approach is a proposal for a complete system where people can work more 

factors as possible, which would limit their performance and creativity, and at 

the same time, with clear established rules. It replaces traditional management concepts associated with 

sappearing concepts such as the 

ski, 2013). The said Management 3.0 responds to 

the problem of maladjustment of the management system, particularly at the middle and high level of 

veral assumptions 

Appelo (2016) regarding to agile leadership. The author proposes a coherent, six-

2). He presents it with a bit of a wink with the use 

like creature called Martie, at the same time, distancing himself from rigid models, so 

often found in the management literature. His tentacles show the main pillars of Management 3.0 

t. There are no more important or less important tentacles, and their size, as in the case of 

Martie as the main assumptions of Management 3.0 according to J. Appelo 
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At the outset of the discussion, there is a paradigm that says that every organization is treated as 

a network of employees’ connections and channels of communication, although its organizational 

structure continues to be formally hierarchical. Additionally, social complexity indicates that 

management refers to people and relationships between them, rather than corporate divisions and 

profits. So it can be said that Management 3.0 is not so much a concept of human management as the 

leadership of teams working in networked organizations, in which people and relations between them 

count most. This is the concept of taking care of people forming a complex adaptive system, rather than 

a mechanism composed of easily replaceable elements (Stawicki, Skowroński, 2013). 

 

One of the basic assumptions of agile leadership pointed out by J. Appelo (2016) is a different approach, 

to the existing ones, to motivate people, hiding under the motto energize people, and oriented, in its 

essence, on internal motivation. Because people are the most important part of an organization, allowing 

them to be active, creative and motivated is the key task of the manager. In practice this means that the 

manager should understand the basic inner desires of people such as status, authority, curiosity, or 

relationships with others, try to recognize them in the members of his team and lead them accordingly. 

The agile management distances itself from the traditional methods referring to the legendary ‘stick and 

carrot’ and external motivational systems. 

 

Empowering teams are another element of agile leadership, based on the assumption that teams can and 

can self-organize. The manager’s task is to delegate decision-making powers to them and to create an 

ambience of confidence in their decisions and actions within established areas. This simplifies the 

decision-making path as well as facilitates the functioning of teams in a complex organizational 

community while encouraging team members’ proactive attitudes. It is important that the manager 

himself also understands that delegating responsibility and decision-making power raises his or her 

status in the company rather than lowers it. 

 

At the same time, the boundaries and directions of self-organizing teams should be defined. Align 

constraints are the third element of the model that answers the question of how to make the effects of the 

self-organizing system work according to assumed goals and intentions, without resorting to micro-

management, temporary suspension of self-organization and other actions, withdrawing the company a 

few steps behind on the road to become an environment, which is truly supporting the creativity. 

 

The fourth component of the Management 3.0 model is the employee’s competence development with 

the introduction of the culture of the team’s continuous competence improvement as well as processes at 

all levels of the organization. It is a trivial fact that self-organizing teams are not able to achieve their 

goals if team members have not got appropriate skills. 

 

The last two components of the model are to create an adaptive and scalable organizational structure 

(grow structure) and continuous improvement (improve everything), understood as skillful management 

and change stimulation. In a complex environment, an ideal, balanced motivation system, competence 

development and self-organization does not exist. The main task of the manager is to behold, to draw 

conclusions, to correct, to change and to experiment. In today’s world, the only thing that is certain is 

change, and a skilful implementation of it is becoming a standard competence for both managers and 

engineers. The agile manager understands and allows teams to experiment in a safe environment, 

stimulate development and effectively introduce required changes (Stawicki, Skowroński, 2013). 

Industrial engineers 4.0 as knowledge workmen 
 

The most important task for the 21st century companies is to increase the productivity of the most 

valuable asset in who is commonly identified as the knowledge worker (Drucker, 2010). In addition to 

the management level, in industrial enterprises, engineers, regarded as professionals, experts in their 

fields, play a key role in creating added value. 

 

Karl E. Sveiby (1997) proposes to divide the organization’s employees into four categories: 

(1) professionals, (2) managers, (3) supporting staff, and (4) leaders. He assumes that modern 
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organizations should mainly consist of professionals who generate enterprise’s value, and leaders whose 

one of tasks is an appropriate professionals’ management. Other groups of employees should support the 

work of professionals and leaders. Such an organization, aimed at generating added value through the 

use of knowledge, has a chance to succeed in today’s difficult socio-economic conditions. (Beyer, 

2012). Professionals are made up of specialists and experts. They are characterized by very high 

professional competence, intelligence and creativity. They are generally characterized by a high level of 

expertise, education, and experience that successfully translate into creation, dissemination and practical 

use of knowledge (Davenport, 2007). It is precisely this group that modern engineers must be 

epitomized with as they are increasingly attributed with their organizational skills and managerial 

competences. 

 

There is no doubt that in the age of reproducibility, which is now assured by machine, which are 

currently replacing the human, the necessity to perform routine activities will decrease in favor of 

creative skills. An engineer should be able to process and analyze a large amount of data from multiple 

sources, evaluate the information validity, its credibility, and draw relevant conclusions. This will be 

helped by his ability to gain access to this information, including electronic media and Big Data tools 

(Stoch, Gracel, 2017). 

 

The need for quick adaptation to changes in the modern world implies the need to rid the traditional 

concept of professional qualifications to the term ‘competence’. The need for the research of new areas 

of competence, characterizes the engineers of the future. A growing demand for effective and efficient 

engineers with managerial qualifications is being beheld. At the same time, due to the enormous 

importance of the ability to communicate easily, solve conflicts or deal with non-standard situations, for 

proper modern organizations’ functioning, there is a need for a new kind of competence, resulting not so 

much from the technical knowledge acquired during shaping of the technical education, but the ability to 

function in a team, the ability to build enterprises’ intellectual capital. In order to implement new 

organizational or technological solutions, an adequate level of so-called absorption capacity is necessary 

– dependent mainly on knowledge, attitudes and employees’ skills. 

 

The Astor Academy representatives, using a personality profile (ThomasPPA), have created interesting 

profiles of the engineer’s personality before the era of Industry 4.0, naming him a 3.0 engineer, and the 

engineer of the future (engineer 4.0). As a result of the analysis two diametrically different attitudes 

emerged. Engineer 3.0 is a logical, analytical and systematic person who follows the procedures. He has 

an innate need to perform his tasks properly and focuses on issues rather than people. He is able to work 

with people but in a team he knows. He does not like changes and new issues. He works calmly, prudent 

from the beginning to the end, and has the ability to bring things to an end. He is very attentive, polite, 

organized, predictable and methodical. Engineer 4.0 is an open and active person who loves diversity 

both in terms of human relations and tasks. He has the ability to impart the others with very technical, 

detailed information with enthusiasm and optimism, which arouses positive feelings among the 

audience, regarding the ideas that he shares. He attaches great importance to detail and strives for 

perfection. He ensures high quality of work and compliance with norms. He obeys rules and procedures 

(Stoch, Gracel, 2017). 

 

Certainly, the features which distinguish these two profiles (two people) are: speed, openness to change 

and flexibility towards them. Engineer 4.0, besides invariably essential technical competences, must be 

aware of the importance of soft competences and the ability to integrate them skillfully. It is followed by 

greater interdisciplinarity and openness to the broadening horizons of knowledge in various disciplines. 

The productivity growth can be seen both: in the increase of automation and the computer system 

implementation as well as in the building of effective teams oriented on better goal achievement (Bittel, 

1994). It seems that among the engineers, the ability of teamwork, independence in work organization 

and decision-making will be gaining importance. In Polish reality, appreciation of the importance of the 

co-workers’ potential and their real empowerment is still a fundamental challenge for the 21st century 

management. 
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Conclusion 
 

In-depth research is required in order to define the determinants of effective management of 

manufacturing companies according to the fourth industrial revolution assumptions and the progressive 

civilizational transformations, referred to as the ‘third wave’ embodying the information (technology) 

society. According to Alvin Toffler (Toffler, Toffler, 1995), the history of mankind is headed to the age 

of knowledge and information. At present, agricultural, industrial and the ‘third’ so-called post-

industrial civilizations, overlap and the direction of the transition is being slowly developed. 

Increasingly, new technologies are being used, less energy-consuming, based on renewable energy 

resources – solar, water, and chemical. It is conducive to the reconstruction of the destroyed natural 

environment and to the establishment of the concept of sustainable development. High-tech industries 

like: computer, oceanic, cosmic, or biological, where human knowledge becomes a very important 

resource dominate high-developed economies. Simultaneously, new possibilities for interpersonal 

communication emerge – the flow of information is getting faster, bigger amount of and more 

diversified information is being transferred, which is essential for the development of these industries 

and promotes their dissemination. In such a complex economic reality, it is becoming increasingly 

important to make more and more decisions, thereby the scope of delegation of responsibilities must 

grow, heading towards the idea of empowerment, what directs changes in the attitudes of Industry 4.0 

engineers. In this respect Management 3.0 assumptions seem to be justified. The question of 

management tools, such as: methods, techniques, tools, that enable successful implementation in an 

industrial environment remain an open one.  

 

Industrial enterprises may certainly be presenting a new type of organization, but the production 

activities of these forward-looking companies are completely different from those of classical 

economics. It will no longer be a closed factory that uses only resources like work, capital, and raw 

materials, but new organizations which will create collaborative networks, effectively exploiting and 

multiplying resources such as data, knowledge, and organization. Contemporary industrial enterprises, 

heading in the direction of knowledge-based organizations should be characterized as follows (Mikuła, 

Pietruszka-Ortyl, Potocki, 2007): (1) appropriate structure of resources and investments in intangible 

resources, (2) knowledge management, (3) building relationships with the environment, (4) appropriate 

organizational structure, (5) appropriate organizational culture, (6) change of roles and working areas of 

employees. The development of intellectual capital in this type of industrial enterprise primarily 

involves investing in the development of its individual components, inter alia by: (1) investment in 

employees’ education, (2) protection of intellectual property rights, (3) investment in new information 

and telecommunication technologies, (4) increase in R&D investment, (5) application of cooperation 

development programs. 

 

Undoubtedly, the creation of complex adaptive management systems is a requirement for an efficient 

organization and productive operation of intelligent Industry 4.0 enterprises. The idea of Management 

3.0, which is based on the principles of: energize people, empower teams, align constraints, develop 

competence, grow structure, improve everything is a forward-thinking concept, ridding from rigid 

models and hierarchies for a nimble management approach to complex production systems. 
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Abstract 
 

In modern conditions the agroindustrial branch represents the multifactorial complex integrated social 

and economic system which comprises agrarian formations of various ways of agricultural 

production. 

The purpose of the article is the consideration of tendencies of formation, author's emphasis, 

justification of contemporary ways of agricultural production management in the Russian Federation, 

identification of the key reasons of support of the main ones. At the present stage of agricultural 

production development in Russia it is possible to allocate the following ways of agricultural 

production management: corporate, individual, state, family, homeownership. 

Pinpointed are the current shortcomings of priority state support of the corporate way and the current 

positive aspects of state support of the family way of agricultural production. Problems of 

justification of support by types of way in the Russian agrarian economy sector are obvious and 

demand more responsible approach of public authorities to creation of conditions for sustainable 

development of all forms of economic management and equal approach to economic support of both 

large agricultural organizations (corporate way) and small forms of agrarian business (family way) 

which farms are. At the moment support of the latter way is mostly declarative. 

 

Keywords: agriculture, ways of agricultural production management, organizational and economic 

mechanism of management, state support. 

 

JEL Сlassіfіcatіon Сodes: O 13, F-14, Q 18, R 38 

 

Statement of the Problem 
 

Throughout the development of history, the agrarian economy sector was represented by its 

characteristic forms of management. In modern conditions, the agroindustrial sector represents a 

multifactorial, complex integrated social and economic system. It comprises agrarian formations in 

various organizational and legal forms of ownership, having a variety of needs for different resources. 

A key feature of agriculture reform in the Russian Federation after the collapse of the USSR has been 

the transition from collective farming units (collective farms and state farms) in the countryside to the 

formation of a mixed agrarian economy with comprehensive organizational and legal forms of 

agriculture (societies, partnerships, peasant (farmer) farming units, state unitary enterprises. 

 

The urgency of the problem chosen for the study is predetermined by the task of analyzing the 

existing organizational ways of agriculture and choosing the most optimal one in the context of a 

reduction in state funding for this sector.  

 

 

                                                
1

 
 The publication was prepared within the framework of the scientific project No. 16-32-

00030, supported by Russian Humanitarian Science Foundation 
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Analysis of Recent Research and Publications 

 

The choice of the desirable type of farming, taking into account the interests of the entrepreneur and 

the state, was of interest to many scientists. 

 

Vainshtein A.L., Lopatin I.D. in their work "Optimum sizes of the agricultural enterprise" [1], as well 

as Ritter K., Chayanov A. (Ritter, Tschajanoff, 1923) "Peasant economy course" [2] touched upon this 

topic, but could not give it proper attention.  

 

Taking as a premise his own understanding of the specifics of peasant farms, A.V. Chayanov made a 

significant contribution to the interpretation of the processes of their differentiation and proposed a 

typology of farming ways in the early twentieth century, which includes six types of farming units: 1) 

capitalist, 2) semi-labor, 3) well-off family-labor, 4) poor family-labor, 5) semi-proletarian, 6) 

proletarian [3].  

 

At the present stage, according to Dürr J. (Dürr, 2016), the role of agriculture in economic 

development, promoting small farmers against large-scale agriculture, have been and remain at the 

center of a long and controversial discussion [4]. 

 

At the same time, another researcher, K. Iliopoulos (Iliopoulos, 2013), discloses the issues of 

agricultural production management way from the point of view of the possibility of obtaining state 

support in the EU countries by non-traditional agricultural cooperatives [5].  

 

Earlier we conducted a study [6,7,8,9], which indirectly touched upon the indicated topic and 

demonstrated that a unified economy, a mathematical model, which should be different for different 

ways of agricultural production, is an effective means of optimal planning of expanding the volume 

of effective production of agricultural products.  

 

Despite the large amount of works in this field of research, typification and selection of the most 

promising way in the field of agricultural production remains of current interest.  

 

Purpose of the Article 
 

The purpose of the article is to review the trends in formation of, the author's emphasis of, the 

rationale for the current ways of agricultural production in the Russian Federation, and the 

identification of key reasons for supporting the main ones.  

 

Main Results of the Study 
 

The problem of choosing the optimal ratio of the size and type of agricultural production, is now very 

acute for Russia and is not fully assessed, either by the peasants themselves or by the country's 

leadership. However, as a matter of fact, the system of correlation of large-scale agricultural 

producers and small farms that is being formed in this period lays such foundations as food security, 

territorial organization, social equality, and the harmonious development of the country's territory as a 

whole.  

 

The choice of this or that organizational and legal form is predetermined by the following factors: 

 

- the aim of the agricultural business which is the basis for its management (the large-scale 

production, small-scale production, self-employment), that is, consumer or entrepreneurial approach 

with the selling of the surplus; 

- the level of property responsibility of the founders, owners of the organizational and legal 

form;  

- the legal criteria governing the management of enterprises of various organizational and 

legal forms (vertically integrated holding, horizontally integrated holding, society, peasant (farmer) 

farming unit); 
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- the fundamental approach to agricultural production management, based on family (small-

scale production, self-employment with the involvement of relatives and possibly outsiders) or 

collective (large-scale) forms of labor organization.  

 

At the present stage of agricultural production development in Russia it is possible to single out the 

following ways of managing agricultural production: corporate, individual, state, family, 

homeownership. We will dwell on each of them in more detail.  

 

The corporate way is diversified large-scale agricultural agroindustrial holdings (investment 

companies) that have a branching network of subsidiaries that are not limited by the presence in one 

region, having a diverse specialization, at the head of which there is a parent company. The main 

goal, like in any large-scale business, is to maximize profit with reduced interest in the social 

development of the territories. This type of enterprise includes such enterprises as AIH Miratorg, 

OJSC Group Cherkizovo, OJSC Efco, etc.  

 

The individual way is medium-sized farms, designed for commodity production of agricultural 

products that do not have a branching network (and are  represented by local farms), limited by the 

presence in one or two districts of the region, having a narrow specialization. 

 

The state way is a few farms of agroindustrial production preserved after the collapse of the USSR. 

This type includes such agricultural enterprises in agrarian educational institutions as training and 

experimental farms.   

 

The family way is mostly represented by peasant farms, based on the involvement of family 

members, limited use of hired labor (only for seasonal work), the owner himself performs the main 

work, independently manages the production process, adopts and implements all decisions on 

production management. An important distinctive feature is the accommodation directly on the farm 

with the family. The predominant progressive thought of development is the well-being of the 

farming unit and of the territory as a stronghold of existence, the aim of large-scale commodity 

production is developed to a lesser degree than in other ways, while maintaining the development of 

agriculture in the given territory. This type includes a limited liability company, large farms, large 

personal subsidiary plots. 

 

The homeownership way is represented by activities that mostly are not related to entrepreneurship, 

but are aimed at the production of agricultural products for one’s own needs, with possible selling of 

surpluses, thus it is not a commodity production. In this way the availability of land resources is 

minimal, labor resources are represented by family members and in rare cases hired workers are 

employed. This type includes personal subsidiary plots, small farms.  

 

Here we would like to note that profit is not the main task of economic activity of such agricultural 

production ways as the family way and the homeownership way. They are more focused on the 

development of the family.  

 

However, with proper development of production activities, state support and the emerging synergetic 

effect, in the family way family-collective values will be combined with the goal of increasing 

production and reaching the level of large-scale production. That will ensure sustainable development 

of rural areas as an indispensable condition for preserving labor resources, population density and 

harmonious distribution of the country's population.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: The main indicators of agricultural development in the Russian Federation, in terms of 
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farm categories 

 

Name of 

key figure  
2000  2005 2010  2011  2012  2013  2014  

2014 in  % to 

2000  

Agricultural organizations 

Number of cattle, 

thousand heads 
16509 11064 9256 9165 9060 8800 8523 52 

Number of pigs, 

thousand heads 
8518 7317 10815 11430 13679 14705 15588 1.8 times 

Total area under 

crops, thousand 

hectares 

74192 60472 56104 56643 55665 56096 55285 75 

Peasant (farmer) farming units, including individual entrepreneurs 

Number of cattle, 

thousand heads 
543 932 1476 1693 1931 2049 2145 3.9 times 

Number of pigs, 

thousand heads 
403 566 798 666 559 463 422 105 

Total area under 

crops, thousand 

hectares 

6501 11942 15601 16531 17155 18575 19727 3.3 times 

Farming units of the population 

Number of cattle, 

thousand heads 
10468 9629 9236 9253 8939 8715 8596 82 

Number of pigs, 

thousand heads 
6903 5929 5605 5162 4578 3913 3536 51 

Total area under 

crops, thousand 

hectares 

3977 3423 3482 3488 3505 3386 3513 88 

 

Source: calculated by the authors on the basis of data from the Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian 

Federation  

 

The identification of features in the production of agricultural products by farm category always 

causes genuine economic interest. Each farming unit category has its own characteristics and 

advantages in the production of agricultural products. For example, the farming units of the 

population have the smallest share in the production of grain and milk, but at the same time they have 

the highest yield and productivity for the five-year period. The major financial infusions into dairy 

farming through investment companies could not push it from stagnation, did not stop the fall in the 

number of cows [10]. And the farming sector, with minimal state support, has been showing steady 

growth of the livestock all these years: by 3.9 times in 15 years.  

 

In 2014 peasant (farmer) farms in Russia, including individual entrepreneurs, produced agricultural 

products at current prices in the amount of 422.7 billion rubles. Compared to 2013, the volume of 

gross output (in comparable prices) increased by 11.2%, including in plant production by 12.3%, in 

livestock breeding by 7.5%. For comparison: in agricultural organizations, production in 2014 

increased by 6.8%, and in farming units of population decreased by 3.2%.  

 

The dynamics of the growth in the number of farms in the Russian Federation looked like this: 1991 - 

49,013; 1995 - 280,112; 2000 - 261,100; 2014 - about 200 thousand, even less farms conducting 

agricultural activities. Russian farming is still developing in an unstable and not always cost-effective 

way. There is a clear tendency towards a decrease in the number of Russian peasant (farmer) farms, 

not only because of their enlargement. 

 

In foreign countries this historically traditional form of farm management has evolved from a semi-

natural farming unit to large and medium-sized commodity production [11]. The development of 
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family farming in Europe received significant state support after World War II. In the former Soviet 

republics farming units, like in Russia, have developed since 1990. In all countries there is a multi-

structured multi-way agriculture, while state support for farms, in particular family farms, continues.   

 

The State Program for the Development of Agriculture and Regulation of Agricultural Products, Raw 

Materials and Food Markets for 2013-2020 in the Russian Federation includes a special subprogram 

"Support of Small Forms of Management", the subprogramme's resources were provided in the 

following areas: support for beginning farmers; development of family livestock farms on the basis of 

peasant (farmer) farms; ownership registration of land plots by peasant (farmer) farms; state support 

for small business loans.  

 

We can look at the example of a typical agrarian region of the Russian Federation - the Kursk region, 

and the promising indicators of the development of small forms of management on the land, which 

are laid down in the Subprogram "Development of agriculture, food and processing industries in the 

Kursk region for 2014-2020" [12]. The planned number of peasant farms created with the help of 

state support, envisioned in the program under consideration, is 53 units by 2015, which is almost 4 

% from the number of peasant farms registered in 2014 (1339 units). The area of land plots that are 

registered into the ownership by peasant (farmer) farms, including individual entrepreneurs, for the 

program's period is 9.2 thousand hectares, which is only 3.6 % of the total land area provided for 

farmers at the end of 2014 (262.7 thousand hectares). It is obvious that the implementation of the 

program under consideration does not help to solve the problem connected with the development of 

small and medium-sized forms of management on the land. 

 

The current target subprogram of agricultural development in the Kursk region for 2014-2020 does 

not provide for the distribution of resources according to the areas of their use, nor does it reflect the 

consideration of state support from the federal budget, which in turn creates difficulties associated 

with the use of indicative indicators of this program as a tool for program-target regulation of 

innovative development of regional agriculture in order to increase the level of food security.  

 

The abovementioned example of one of the regional programs, on the whole, reveals the essence of 

the federal program which is mostly declarative: the indicators for the growth and improvement of 

agriculture efficiency, designed in the subprogram under consideration, have no economic feasibility, 

are not supported by any forecasting or analytical economic planning calculations; the text of the 

program, subprograms and appendices does not contain a justified agreement on the resource 

potential, distribution of agricultural products and production balances, schemes and descriptions of 

the location of agricultural production in the country.  

 

The problems of support feasibility by ways of agricultural production in the agrarian economy sector 

are obvious and require a more responsible approach of government authorities to creating conditions 

for sustainable development of all forms of management and an equal approach to economic support 

of both large agricultural organizations (corporate way) and small forms of agrarian entrepreneurship 

(family way) which farms are.  

 

With intensive development of the family way, the country receives additional volumes of quality 

food and, which is no less important, the stability of the social and economic development of rural 

areas increases. Today in the Russian Federation a trend is forming for the concentration of large-

scale agricultural production in comfortable rural settlements, but there remain a large number of 

small villages and villages whose population is dying out, and there is no purpose of supporting such 

villages and the local population, as large investment companies (supported by the state) are not 

interested in this.  

 

The policy of agricultural development of the Russian Federation in fact focuses on the 

implementation and support of investment projects (ranges from 17.5 billion US dollars to 350 billion 

US dollars), designed to attract significant private and public investment. In most Russian regions 

more than half of the subsidies fall on a single borrower. In the Chechen Republic all subsidies are 

allocated to one limited liability company, in the Primorsky Territory 99% of the subsidies fell on one 

Moscow agricultural holding [13]. And the direct consequence of this is an extremely low dynamics 
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of agricultural production growth, a chronic disadvantage of the village. The village continues to lose 

human capital at a rapid pace.  

 

We will highlight the existing shortcomings of priority state support of the corporate way: 

- the economic model of management in rural areas is destroyed, which leads to 

depopulation of the territtorry; 

- the cost of large-scale investments is overestimated  (corruptness), as a result there is a 

long payback period or sunk costs of projects and high debt load of the industry; 

- the quality of the products is reduced (improper ration of animal feeding, use of antibiotics, 

veterinary drugs). As a result, often unsalutary products are produced;  

- the ecological balance in rural areas is destroyed; 

- the struggle between farmers and large businesses for the rental of shares of rural residents, 

as a consequence there is the growth of latifundia. 

At the same time, we will note the existing positive aspects of state support of the family 

way of agricultural production:  

- high quality of products produced among other things through organic farming; 

- environmental safety of production itself and habitat; 

- flexibility and low cost of investment; 

- involving the local population in the business and ensuring its integration with existing 

businesses; 

- preservation of the rural population of the working population of the country.  

 

The family way of management today is not just agricultural business, it is a form of social 

organization of rural areas. The farmer should become a key figure of the rural economy in raising 

the level of the social life of the village. It is also important to have a real program for the 

development of peasant (farmer) farms.    

 

Conclusions 
 

Agroindustrial production has a tendency to move from simple to complex, from small to large. This 

is typical both for technology and the organization of production, the means of labor used, the size of 

the functioning enterprises, and for the systems of economic management.   

 

In the current conditions of management in the agrarian sector, when the globalization of the 

economy inevitably leads to a process of increased intensification, industrialization, enlargement of 

production, on one hand, and increased competition and, consequently, the need for increased 

efficiency of production activity on the other hand, the state, as the regulator of agricultural 

development has a difficult task to choose the support of any given way. The choice of differentiating 

each of them predetermines the growth of agricultural production or the preservation and increase of 

the rural population itself employed in rural areas.   

 

The simplest solution of the first task is to support the corporate way of  farming, which to a greater 

extent has been implemented in the territory of the Russian Federation, with the formal declaration of 

the second task.  

 

However, if the state seriously took care of increasing the volume of production of agricultural 

products by supporting the family way, then by rebuilding roads, power lines, assisting in 

construction, acquiring equipment, seeds, animals, etc., it would be possible indeed to introduce 

additional areas of agricultural land into the agrarian production and, on the basis of private 

ownership of land and new motivational factors for work, to bring a considerable share from the 

farming sector (family way) into the total volume of agricultural production of raw materials and 

foodstuffs in the country.   

 

Multistructure in the Russian agrarian economy sector is impossible without the diversity of 

organizational and legal forms of management. Peasant farms are the main structure of small and 

medium-sized agricultural businesses and have the right to their positive development.   
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The activities of family farms are important for the preservation of rural settlements and rural areas. 

The catastrophic processes of extinction of villages can be stopped - first of all by creating economic 

conditions for profitable management in a considerable number of rural families, which would allow 

both to feed the family and to provide extended reproduction.   

 

The task of the state today is to create economic conditions and remove barriers that impede the 

sustainable development of peasant farms as small agricultural business entities.  
 

In most countries the family way develops in conditions of cooperation, which is not present in 

modern Russia. Not everything that exists now in this sector in foreign countries can be applied in 

Russia in a mirror manner, but much is not only possible but also necessary to introduce into the 

development of the family way in the agrarian sphere in the Russian Federation.   
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Abstract 

 
Since a leader can hide unethical actions and/or pretend ethical communication, an ethically positive 

self-image of an unethical leader can be intentionally achieved in the eyes of followers. This 

conference paper presents a simple model of unethical leader’s identity (consisting of moral actions, 

communication and values) and its complementary potential for further research in the field of 

unethical (as well as ethical) leadership.  

 

Keywords: Unethical leader’s identity, ideology-based research approach, unethical leadership 
 

Introduction 
 
Many known authors, diverse empirical frameworks (see: Theoretical background) and popular 

conceptualizations (Padilla et al., 2007; Thoroughgood et al., 2012) are available, nevertheless (un-

)ethical leadership stays a social phenomenon with a variety of conceptually different definitions. 

 

But, how can anybody tell who is actually an unethical leader, if environmental factors like e.g. 

national culture (Ferencikova et al., 2016; Scholtens and Dam, 2007), individual factors like e.g. 

moral awareness (Rest, 1986) or individual development (Rest and Narvaez, 1991), as well as diverse 

situational factors e.g. information availability (Akerlof and Dickens, 1982) or salience of moral 

norms (Nye and Forsyth, 1984) and a whole spectrum of conflicts due to economic rationality play 

important roles besides? And, how to deal with observed paradoxes, when an ethical leader at work 

behaves unethically in private (Riggio et al., 2010)? Or, how to address a phenomenon when a direct 

leader is reported more cynically, but the one at the top of the hierarchy, personally unknown to the 

follower, is reported positively (Lord and Maher, 1991)?  

 

The herein suggested theory bases on the Leader-Member-Exchange theory (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 

1995) abbr. LMX which introduced the importance of a dyadic leader-follower relationship and the 

Implicit Leadership Theory (Rush et al., 1977) abbr. ILT which introduced the importance of 

follower’s perception. But, opposite to recent trends in the field of (un-)ethical leadership, the 

suggested theory is derived from the author’s working thesis ”consequences of an unethical 

leadership do not need to appear immediately”.  

 

To overcome the matter of time-dependent information processing, let us suggest moving object of 

research from its tangible area of a leader-follower dyad (any behavior, traits and characteristics) to 

its intangible but still descriptive and measurable area (cognition based on moral values and 

ideology) which is independent on the matter of leader’s observable behavior and/or follower’s 

perception. Hence, an alternative approach to study a well-known topic of (un-)ethical leadership 

attempts to uncover details which have not been considered so far. 
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Theoretical Background 

 
To address the scientific chances and challenges of the research presented in this paper, let us first 

outline the situation using a selective analysis of four frameworks previously developed to measure 

ethical leadership (abbr. ELp). 

 

The first analyzed tool to measure ELp is called Ethical Leadership Scale (Brown et al., 2005). Abbr. 

ELS bases on a social learning perspective. Brown et al. divert from a classical philosophical point of 

view “how leaders ought to behave” and propose a descriptive behavioral approach to measure ELp. 

According to social learning (or also cognitive) theory (Bandura, 1971), one’s behavior can be 

acquired by observing and imitating others. Hence, Brown et al. build up a correspondent model to 

measure ELp through the follower’s perception accordingly. The first comment that catches the 

reader’s attention is when the authors discuss limits of this approach due to perceptual biases behind 

the self-other-agreement; one knows that leaders are almost certain to rate themselves favorably on 

the ethical dimension of leadership. Another comment that catches attention is the discussion on the 

levels of management; the extent of hierarchical distance from leader to follower plays an important 

role since the substance for a personal relationship disappears but the matter of an image-based 

relationship increases. Let us for now note that these two observations are important for further 

conceptualization because leader’s formal power (thus hierarchical position in logical extent too) and 

his own perspective-taking (as a crucial precondition for an ethical leadership) correlate negatively 

(Galinsky et al., 2006; in Pink, 2012, p. 70) 

 

The second analyzed tool to measure ELp is called Leadership Virtues Questionnaire (Riggio et al., 

2010). Abbr. LVQ bases on four cardinal virtues (originally mentioned it texts written by Aristotle). 

Riggio et al. distinguish their work by pointing out the social learning approach limits of ELS. They 

mention the fact that leaders develop their own ethical leadership behavior by emulating admired, 

ethical leader role models; but, due to ethical relativism, leaders hence might get easily misguided. 

Let us here note that this is one of many reasons due to which unconscious leader’s behavior plays an 

important role and thereby any methodology based on measuring tangible behavior must deal with 

the same troubles when interpreting results. Therefore, as a solution, authors propose to refocus the 

object of measurement at leader’s traits and characteristics because characterological elements are 

independent of leader’s behavior. Let us again mention two interesting limits that catch the reader’s 

attention. Authors of LVQ discuss that the correlation with follower’s moral identity, empowerment 

and organizational identification were better scrutinized longitudinally or experimentally than 

measured at the same time as the follower’s perception of leader’s virtues; ethical leadership impact 

is thus questionable since followers e.g. might not be morally capable of recognizing leader’s virtues. 

While the second limit towards LVQ predictability roots in the fundamental emphasis of social 

psychology; one knows that the power of the situation overrides characterological factors. Again, let 

us for now note that these two observations are important for further conceptualization since the 

difference between intended and effectuated moral behavior is as old as humanity per se can 

remember and carries over.  

 

The third analyzed tool to measure ELp is called Ethical Leadership at Work questionnaire 

(Kalshoven et al., 2011).  Abbr. ELW bases on a multi-dimensional measurement whose authors 

critique ELS and LVQ as unidimensional tools that are too simple to measure the complex topic ELp. 

Therefore, Kalshoven et al. developed a complex set of dimensions to measure and evaluate 

leadership in terms of ethics and thus contribute to overcoming deficits of previous tools. No matter 

how complex and comprehensive this model is, let us note that it relies on measuring leader’s 

behavior according to follower’s perception and thus have empirical limits in common with many 

other behavioral frameworks. One comment that catch the reader’s attention is the discussion about 

its predictability towards cultural environment; e.g. the importance of “power sharing” dimension 

might vary based on the well-known cultural ”power distance” dimension. Hence, let us note that this 

reflection is important for further conceptualization; Since the interdependency of the ethical and the 

cultural systems is tricky for any social research application (e.g. Scholtens and Dam, 2007), its 

separation on the other side is a doctrine for an organizational anthropology in cross-cultural 

environment (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2006).  
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The forth analyzed tool to measure ELp is called an Improved Measure of Ethical Leadership (Yukl 

et al., 2013). Abbr. ELQ integrates Leader-Member-Exchange model (known as LMX) and puts work 

unit performance into focus. In comparison to previously analyzed approaches, the ELQ authors 

consider leader’s individual moral balance of competing goals when influencing work unit 

performance; ethical leadership might have unethical consequences and, vice versa, e.g. unethical 

leadership towards individuals might have ethical consequences towards an organization etc. The 

reader’s attention catches the discussion in terms of managerial effectiveness; being an ethical leader 

is not only commendable but also effective. Even though Yukl et al. count with the importance of 

leader-follower relationship, let us here note that they do not distinguish nor discuss the correlation of 

formal (positional at work) and informal (personal as friends) level of their dyad. Since formal and 

informal relationships coexist in practice all the time everywhere, let us note that this is a very 

important dimensionality especially in terms of chances for an unethical leader’s behavior (e.g. 

corruption in public sector). 

 

To sum up the analysis of four selected frameworks let us point out that neither applying the 

recommended 360-degree approach nor the self-other agreement correlation of any of these tools 

would in the future provide comprehensive answers to the questions introduced in this paper. No 

matter how many times mentioned in diverse studies, none of the known theoretical frameworks nor 

research approaches conceptualize the phenomenon of “ethically behaving leaders on workplace 

behave unethically in private life and/or vice versa” as an integrated as well as interdependent model. 

Hence, there is a chance for a new model and methodology that is to be presented in the following 

chapters. 

 

Materials 

 
According to Hunter, all reviewed materials related to unethical leadership have at least one 

similarity: complexity. And, as he also notes, at least one common need for further investigation: 

identity (Hunter, 2012). Let us therefore focus on identity closely and suppose that simplification is a 

strategy to deal with troubles of a current field of research. 

 

The first instrument to build up a comprehensive model of an unethical leader’s identity is a 

definitional analysis of unethical leadership. Known authors like to describe leadership with 

adjectives e.g. narcissistic, toxic, destructive, dark, dysfunctional, psychopathic, self-serving, 

despotic or even tyrannical. According to an extensive conceptualization of current theoretical trends 

by Lašaková and Remišová, “unethical leadership is a process of intentional or unintentional, passive 

or active, and recurrent influencing that harms others, being it individuals, organizations and/or 

society as a whole.” Authors also define the following preconditions for an unethical leader: a) leader 

acts badly (lacks certain ethical virtues and engages in unethical acts), b) leader allows bad acts to 

happen, c) leader is ethically silent (does not voice the importance of ethics at a workplace), d) leader 

is absent (avoids contact with others or absents it at all), e) leader is self-centered, self-protective and 

self-serving, f) leader lacks respect to rules and g) leader is professionally incompetent (Lašáková et 

al., 2016; Lašáková and Remišová, 2015).  

 

The second instrument to build up a measurable model of unethical leader’s identity is an 

applicational analysis of ethical ideologies. According to the fundamental Theory of Ethical Positions 

(Forsyth, 1980) there are 4 ethical ideologies (or also called Ethical Position)  derived from a 2x2 

matrix. This concept is defined by dimensions of “ethical relativism” and “ethical idealism” (see: 

Table 1) and can be evaluated by using Ethics Position Questionnaire (abbr. EPQ). 
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Table 1: Adapted from the Taxonomy of Ethical Ideologies (Forsyth, 1980) 

 

 Low Relativism High Relativism 

H
ig

h
 

Id
ea

li
sm

 Absolutists: Principled idealists who believe 

people should act in ways that are consistent 

with moral rules, for doing so will in most cases 

yield the best outcomes for all concerned. 

Situationalists: Idealistic conceptualists who 

favor securing the best possible consequences for 

all concerned even if doing so will violate 

traditional rules that define what is right and 

what is wrong. 

L
o

w
 

Id
ea

li
sm

 Exceptionalists: Principled pragmatists who 

endorse moral rules as guidance for actions, but 

admit that following rules will not necessarily 

generate the best consequences for all concerned. 

Subjectivists: Pragmatic relativists who base 

their ethical choices on personal considerations, 

such as individualized values, moral emotions, or 

an idiosyncratic moral philosophy. 

 

According to Forsyth, ethical relativism is interpreted as “while some personal moral codes 

emphasize the importance of universal ethical rules … others maintain a posture of relativism that 

skeptically rejects universal principles” (Forsyth, 1980). Based on this interpretation, let us suppose 

that breaking, bending or respecting rules in general refers to one’s own belief about the frequency of 

behaving in line with social norms as well as legal rules. Further, the meaning of ethical idealism is 

interpreted by Forsyth as “while a fundamental concern for the welfare of others lies at the heart of 

some individuals’ moral codes, others do not emphasize such humanitarian ideals; the former assume 

that we should avoid harming others, while the latter assume harm will sometimes be necessary to 

produce good” (Forsyth, 1980). Based on this interpretation, let us suppose that caring less/more 

about others in general refers to one’s own belief about the quality of behaving towards others or at 

the expense of others. 

 

Based on the argumentation above, let us further defined unethical leader (abbr. ULr) as a leader 

who a) breaks/bends rules/norms more than a follower expects and/or b) cares about a follower less 

that a follower expects of him. Regardless of this simplification, let us note that such a definition of 

ULr is in line with all preconditions of ULr by Lašaková and Remišová and, at the same time, in line 

with Forsyth’s Theory of Ethical Positions; while the follower’s expectation is thereby anchored to 

his own experience with ULp and thus grounded to the social learning theory (Bandura, 1971). 

 

To conclude in other words, an ULr is and/or behaves more subjectivistic than a follower expects of 

him. And, since the meaning of “ethical” excludes “unethical” and vice versa, let us analogically 

suggest that an ELr is and/or behaves more absolutistic that a follower expects of him. 

 

Results 
 

Based on two selected instruments and one definition, let us now suggest that the “Who is an 

unethical leader” question can be answered with the help of a simple model of an (un-)ethical 

leader’s identity. 

 

Firstly, to deal with diverse terminologies and frameworks used by behaviorists, let us suggest that 

one’s moral behavior can be understood in detail through his moral actions (abbr. a) and 

communication (abbr. c); while one’s moral values (abbr. v) can be understood in detail through his 

Ethical Position. Where the moral decision making is understood as a process from an intended to an 

effectuated behavior. 

 

Secondly, based on the suggestions above, let us define an auxiliary model of one’s identity 

flowingly: one’s identity consists of actions (abbr. -a), communications (abbr. -c) and own values 

(abbr. -v) in the way as they are perceived by one’s self or by others. And let us note, that such a 

definition is in line with basic ontological assumptions for social research. 
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Figure 1: Ethical vs. unethical leader’s identity  

(source: own production) 

Finally, let us induce and thereby define (un-)ethical leader’s identity as a set of (un-)ethical 

actions (abbr. -ra), (un-)ethical communication (abbr. -rc) and (un-)ethical values (abbr. -rv) a 

leader recognized of himself (or, also, consciously holds) as well as a follower so far perceived of his 

leader. Thus defined, there are 6 independent parameters to consider. 

 

So, how is a follower actually going to perceive a leader? In respect to the model of unethical leader’s 

identity the following picture appears (see: Figure 1 and related discussion). 

 

 
 

 

Discussion 

 
Now, to test this model out, let us firstly remind that (1

st
 premise) the consequences of ULp do not 

exist until recognized by followers, secondly that (2
nd

 premise) the leader’s action can be hidden 

and/or communication pretended, while thirdly (3rd premise) the leader’s value system is a 

moderator between his own actions and outside communication.  

 

Although a leader might behave unethically because he is unconscious of the consequences his 

behavior produces and/or is not aware of the follower’s moral expectations, the first and second 

research premises imply that the meaning of „is” relates to one’s values, neither to actions nor 

communication. Going back to the definitions of an (un-)ethical leader, one can assume that if a 

follower perceives an ethical leader’s behavior, it does not automatically mean that the same leader 

„is” ethical indeed. And vice versa.  

 

Supposing that a follower does not know a leader personally (see: Figure 1), the application of the 

first and second research premises explains why the moral values a leader holds of him and the moral 

values a follower holds of his leader do not technically need/have to be the same values. Going back 

to the definition of an unethical leader’s identity, an ULr might be able (intentionally) to achieve a 

positive (ethical) image of himself at the level of the follower’s perception. But the follower might 

never know.  

 

Hence, the vagueness of antecedents and consequences related to unethical leadership might be 

rooted in (intentionally) shifted perceptions of a dyadic reality; the leader’s Ethical Position 

according to the follower’s perception is not/does not have to be the same as an Ethical Position a 

leader holds in real.  
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No matter if such a shift in Ethical Positions is a product of legal rights and duties varying across the 

hierarchy, status of social groups or only individual interests. No matter if this vertical, in terms of 

social structures, shift in ethical ideologies is a personality antecedent for a successful rat racing or a 

consequence of national and/or organizational cultural dependencies. Let us for sake of this paper 

deduce (in relative terms) that ULr holds a subjectivistic moral ideology, while ELr holds an 

absolutistic moral ideology per se.  

 

Although the measurability and result interpretation foresee its own limits, a further development of 

this model and related research methodology is open to integration with e.g. the theory of Cognitive 

Dissonance (Festinger, 1962) which could allow a more complex scientific and empirical application 

in the future. In terms of practical application, this simple (un-)ethical leader’s identity model 

foresees a usefulness wherever any form of management and communication take place e.g. in the 

field of human resource management, political marketing strategies, cultural and organizational 

anthropology, negotiation and conflict-solving styles etc. Finally, this paper is a partial work towards 

understanding Slovak business culture and author’s further research is therefore intended to achieve 

its unique conceptualization. 

 

Besides that, once so openly defined for any other application, future research might take different 

directions. In terms of theoretical conceptualization, the new theoretical definitions of a naive 

follower (the one who believes his leader is more ethical than he is in real) and a distrustful follower 

(the one who believes his leader is more unethical than he is in real) need to be alternatively 

stipulated and, thereby, their coerced coexistence related to the model of (un-)ethical leader’s identity 

is to be underlined. In terms of methodological development of an ideology-based approach of (un-

)ethical leadership, the original EPQ must be adjusted to reflect the leader-follower dyad as 

technically as possible. In terms of philosophical groundwork, the bias for the result interpretation 

must be defined at front: Is one’s state of mind (matter of subjective perception e.g. ethical 

consequences) an antecedent or a consequence of a state of reality (matter of objective fact e.g. 

cultural standard as a reference point)? And, since these two main ontologies are interdependent, how 

do they interfere with each other in practice?  

 

Conclusion 
 

The conference paper proposes a simple model of unethical leader’s identity, in terms of moral 

actions, communication and vales, and its complementary potential for further research on ethical and 

unethical leadership.  

 

The suggested theory and research approach propose to divert from researching follower’s perception 

of leader’s behavior in terms of ethics; it suggests researching follower’s cognition based on own 

experience with leadership style over time which is independent on the matter of leader’s observable 

behavior and/or follower’s perception in the current situation and/or moment of time. 

 

Discussing its methodological application, a variety of possible interpretations can be conducted. 

According to the definition of one’s identity, an unethical leader has two “scientific faces” to be 

researched separately; one for himself and another for his followers. But, opposite to other 

methodologies, these two faces are clearly interconnected and, thus, a descriptive, causal, 

nomological, comprehensive, cross-culturally applicable, integrated and still measurable grounded 

theory to solve some empirical dilemmas e.g. self-other-agreement is herein offered for discussion.  

Hence, an ideology-based approach to researching (un-)ethical leadership is proposed. Let us hope 

that the idea behind this conference paper helps the scientific community to understand observable 

(un-)ethical paradoxes at the individual level of leader-follower dyad and many irrational phenomena 

observed at the organizational, institutional or even public-government level too. 
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Abstract  
 
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between well-being initiatives and employees’ 

perceptions of well-being initiatives in different organizational contexts.  We conducted a cross-context 

analysis of well-being initiatives in three companies operating in different sectors. Findings highlight 

that organizational contexts (organizational culture, organizational structure and work processes) shape 

management’s strategic intentions about the well-being initiatives offered (i.e., the criteria used to 

configure the well-being packages), and the intentions that employees attribute to management’s 

decision to offer a given configuration of well-being packages. We contribute to the process-based 

research of HRM and to the well-being literature by theorizing on the interplay between employers’ 

strategic intentions and employees’ attributions of intentions.  

Keywords: HR practices effectiveness; organizational well-being initiatives, employee perceptions, 

organizational context, process-based HRM 

Introduction 

 
Well-being is a popular notion in today's society, a virtue as much desired and promoted as contested 

and debated (Sointu, 2005). Among well-being topics, health and well-being in the workplace have 

become popular topics, achieving, in the last 50 years, growing impact in mainstream media, 

practitioner-oriented magazines and scholarly journals alike (Cooper and Cartwright, 1994; Danna and 

Griffin, 1999; Grant et al., 2007; Huppert and So, 2013; Smith et al., 1995; Sointu, 2005; Diener et al, 

1999; Keyes, Schmotkin, and Ryff, 2002; Seligman, 2011). Leaders and managers are enhancing 

employee well-being in various ways, from professional development and employee recognition 

practices to healthcare benefits and free employee assistance initiatives, with the belief that these can 

provide a wide range of competitive advantages for the organization, such as higher employee 

performance on the job, higher capacity to attract and retain employees and higher recognition of the 

organization in its external environment (Danna and Griffin, 1999; Gant et al., 2007; Hartwell et al., 

1996; Grawitch et al., 2006; Rynes et al., 2002; Sointu, 2005). While most competitive advantages 

deriving from well-being initiatives are associated to conditions that are internal to the organization (i.e., 

organizational performance and climate, employee commitment, retention, engagement, etc.), others 

have increasingly concerned organizational image with respect to external stakeholder such as 

customers, public press or potential employees. As a consequence, organizations that foster employee 

well-being are increasingly acknowledged by societal awards, such as Fortune magazine's annual list of 

the “Best Companies to Work For” and are recognized by current and prospective employees as 

desirable places to work.  
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However, well-being has been everything but a straightforward concept, both in research and in the 

societal sphere. It is widely acknowledged that conceptualisations and experiences of well-being are 

ambiguous or even contrasting, according to the different institutional settings in which they are 

produced (Sointu, 2005). Recent studies have identified considerable cultural ambivalence about how to 

implement work–life balance initiatives, and whom these must ultimately benefit. Questions are raised 

regarding the feasibility of benefiting different types of workers and organizations at the same time as 

well as about the possibility of reconciling competing interests between employees and employers. For 

instance, studies have highlighted the tensions in implementing initiatives that ultimately truly benefit 

both employers and employees, and have suggested the difficulties of reconciling multiple stakeholder 

agendas and identifying a common good nexus (Kossek et al., 2006; 2009). The ambiguous and 

contested nature of well-being is explained in part by the tendency of employers and employees to turn 

well-being into an increasingly broad, overarching concept which entails multiple dimensions, from 

health, spirituality, job satisfaction and up to work-life balance, such that, taken together, these can 

provide an indicator of the life satisfaction of “the whole person” (Warr, 1990; Jamison and O’Mara, 

1991; Forgeard et al. 2011). Paradoxically, the wider the concept becomes, the more opportunities it 

offers for organizations and employees to draw on it differently, according to interests at hand (Kossek 

et al., 2009). However, relatively little research has explored how well-being initiatives -as proposed by 

highly different organizations and as experienced by multiple types of employees- are shaped by 

organizational settings.  

In line with emerging research, we argue that to truly understand the underlying causes of  well-being, 

as promoted by organizations and as perceived by employees, one must understand the context in which 

well-being initiatives are co-produced (Allen et al., 2013; Kossek et al., 2009; Ollier-Malaterre, 2009). 

From such standpoint, an increasing number of studies have suggested that organizational and 

institutional contexts impact the well-being initiatives that organizations decide to offer to their 

employees (Allen, 2001; Goodstein, 1994; Milliken et al., 1998; Ollier-Malaterre et al., 2013; Powell et 

al., 2009). Other studies have investigated employees’ perceptions of well-being initiatives (Eby et al., 

2005; Rhoades and Eisenberger, 2002; Shore and Shore, 1995; Thompson et al., 1999). As far as the 

first aspect is concerned, studies have identified a range of meso-level variables at the organizational 

level: organizational sector, setting and structure, demographic composition of organization, HR 

practices and initiatives, well-being culture, work groups and supervisor support (see Den Dulk et al., 

2012; Goodstein, 1994) that impact the type of well-being initiatives being offered at the organizational 

level. Accordingly, organizations make both implicit and explicit choices regarding the adoption of 

certain practices and procedures as to reward and support certain employee behaviours. Organizational 

factors (i.e., structural and cultural) have been said to significantly shape the strategy that organizations 

adopt concerning well-being initiatives (see Allen, 2001; Ollier-Malaterre et al., 2013). Yet currently we 

have a limited understanding about this phenomenon and how it contributes to shape employees’ 

perception of well-being initiatives.  

As concerning employees’ perceptions of well-being initiatives, various studies have highlighted that 

while a company might decide to make certain well-being initiatives available, not all employees may 

choose to take advantage of them, and not in all cases these will have a positive effect on employees’ 

job satisfaction and affective commitment to the organization (Allen et al., 2013; Bardoel and DeCieri, 

2006; Ollier-Malaterre, 2009; 2010; Thompson et al., 1999). In some cases, well-being initiatives may 

be administered in ways that limit employees’ control over how, when and where they work. An 

insistent and universal promotion of employee initiatives outside the organization might upset 

employees if they perceive these are used by organizations to promote their own interests and image 

(Ollier-Malaterre, 2010). Employees may also discount available initiatives when implementation is not 

perceived in line with formally stated initiatives or when they are applied unequally or discretionally by 

managers and supervisors (Kelly and Kalev, 2006; Kossek et al., 2005; Lambert and Waxman, 2005; 

Shanock and Eisenberger, 2006). However, few studies have looked at both sides of the coin so far.  

To understand the processes underlying these contrasts, Ollier-Malaterre (2010) calls for renewed 

attention to employees’ awareness, need, use and judgment of organizational initiatives, and suggests 

that these aspects might develop in a relational space, at the interface between personal factors, 

organizational environment and institutional environment. From such perspective, how well-being 
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initiatives are proposed, on the one hand, and how they are perceived and used, on the other, are 

mutually-constitutive, and shaped by the culture and institutional frame in which the work environment 

is situated.  

Research objectives  

We suggest that adopting a relational perspective in which well-being initiative perceptions are a result 

of negotiated interactions with others (Ollier-Malaterre, 2010), can contribute to reducing this gap. To 

give an example, previous studies have overlooked whether employees’ perception of organizational 

initiatives as genuine or legitimating, as enablers of their own needs or as constrainers, are related to 

their perception of the type of organization for which they work (see Allen et al., 2013; Friedman and 

Lobel, 2003; Grawitch et al., 2006; Kelly and Kalev, 2006). For instance, working in a large private 

company specialized in tangible goods production in which male employees are predominant might 

determine HR managers to offer different well-being initiatives than a public company specialized in 

intangible goods delivery in which women employers are the majority. The first may decide to invest 

more in development and health and safety initiatives, while the second might decide to give prevalence 

to work-life balance initiatives. In turn, how employees in the two companies will perceive the 

initiatives might depend on their understanding of the organization for which they work, and the sector 

in which it operates. Yet so far few studies have looked symmetrically at both employer and employee 

perspectives, considering the interests of one in relation to those of the other, and investigating the 

relation between availability, voluntary or involuntary use, and reports of perceived control among 

employees and employers (Thompson and Prottas, 2006). 

We suggest that a perspective that takes into consideration the characteristics of the organizational 

setting, and the way they are perceived by employers and employees alike, may significantly contribute 

to advancing the argument (Kelly et al., 2011). Accordingly, organisations’ well-being initiatives and 

their effect on employees must be considered within the context in which the organization operates 

(Kelly and Kalev, 2006). Organizational factors such as structure and culture represent further 

considerations that must be taken into account when trying to investigate employee’s perception of the 

well-being practices they are exposed to.  

Consequently, our research question is: 

How do organizational characteristics influence organizations’ employee well-being initiatives and the 

perceptions of the employees regarding availability and propensity to use? 

Context and Methods  

In our study we perform a qualitative cross-context analysis of well-being initiatives in three 

organizations active in different sectors – mechatronic industry, insurance services and knowledge 

intensive services – to investigate the relationship between organization contexts, well-being initiatives 

(in our study labeled as “well-being packages”) and employee perceptions of well-being initiatives.  Sait 

Industries is a leader in the design and creation of advanced mechatronic systems for power 

transmission in agricultural and industrial machines. Sait has more than 1500 employees, six production 

plants across two continents. Royal Insurance is a leading global insurance company with franchised 

offices in 60 countries which count about 80.000 employees. Franchises are highly standardized 

environments and heavily regulated by the parent company as far as locations, workspace layout, 

functional divisions inside the franchises, work hours and interaction with clients are concerned. Project 

Consulting is a consulting knowledge intensive firm specialized in the design of data warehouse 

management, business intelligence, big data analytics and performance management. It was founded in 

2001 by a group of university researchers who made of IT research applied to business the strength of 

their company. Project Consulting is currently traversing a phase of intensive expansion; it employs 130 

people, a number which has doubled over the last 5 years. Project Consulting has won several 

prestigious international awards.  
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of work processes, Sait has a weak/functional matrix organization which combines coordination 

mechanisms based on rules and procedures with management by exceptions. For instance, functions that 

ensure operational efficiency and require more frequent or direct contact are located within the same 

open space. Cross-functional teams called "sites" are created to deal with complex projects inside the 

organization. A project manager supervises the team, assigning them macro-tasks while leaving micro-

tasks for each team member to perform independently. Work processes both in offices and on the 

production floor are regulated by highly explicit rules and formalized procedures aligned with the total 

improvement perspective. 

Royal Insurance’s culture is deeply rooted in the customer-centric culture of the parent organization. As 

indicated by our informants, the parent company’s customer-centric culture pushes the top management 

of the single franchises to organize and direct all work processes to reflect great attention to customer 

needs, including customer service hours and logistics or types of services being offered. To give an 

example, in line with the company slogan "Customer must feel at home", the franchise we studied had 

recently moved at the ground floor of a central building that offered better accessibility to customers 

with ambulation problems. We also found out that even the fragrance inside franchised offices was 

chosen by the parent company after a study of customers’ preferences. As our informants explained, 

Royal aims at actively improving the quality of life of customers and employees alike. A “circular 

approach” to employee and customer satisfaction was frequently mentioned. Accordingly, Royal 

Insurance is committed to enhancing employees’ happiness and attachment to the work environment 

because they expect this will also translate in greater customer satisfaction. 

In terms of organization of work processes, Royal Insurance has a divisional (i.e., multi-focused) 

organizational structure based on the standardization and coordination of activities across franchised 

offices. Like Sait, it entails highly structured rules and procedures, and a clear hierarchical line in which 

general directives are communicated to managers using a top down logic. Once general directives are 

distributed, the members of each franchise, and then of each department within the franchise, decide 

autonomously how to achieve assigned objectives.  

Project’s culture is best described by dynamism. The company’s rapid expansion is driven by the 

ambitious mission to design solutions for every individual, company and industry, by using cutting-edge 

technology, solid data analytics and expert teams ready to assist data-supported decisions. To do that, 

the company places high attention to its clients, aiming to anticipate their needs and exceed their 

expectations. The company slogan "Advancing knowledge for better decisions making” (internal 

document source) is used equally inside the company, with clients and in the interaction with external 

stakeholders. The distinctive features of the company culture are the drive to exceed expectations 

through a mix of “best decision competencies” -i.e., strong internal know-how, creativity, dynamism 

and innovation. In terms of organization of work processes, Project Consulting is a project-based 

company organized around temporary and highly fluid project teams. Employees are usually part of 

macro-teams from which they are continuously selected and assigned to smaller scope teams. Usually 

project teams are constituted by professionals at different career stages with different skills and 

expertise, to ensure complementarity and foster innovation processes. The company’s work processes 

reflect the high speed and high flexibility that characterize the market of knowledge-intensive 

companies. Individuals’ cooperative behaviors are an important ingredient of a team’s success. The 

work environment is relatively unstructured, with few formal rules and procedures to follow, especially 

when consultants are on site. Individuals are given high levels of autonomy inside projects, based on 

their professional expertise.  

In these three different organizational contexts, we found three types of strategic intentions: a strategy 

based on well-being needs investigation, in the case of Sait Industries, a strategy based on well-being 

needs negotiation, in the case of Royal Insurance, and a strategy based on anticipation of well-being 

needs, in the case of Project Consulting.  

These HR strategic initiatives related to different “proposed well-being packages” as follows. 
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Sait’s strategic intention to investigate well-being needs led to a package consisting of essential and 

customized well-being initiatives; Royal Insurance’s strategic intention to negotiate well-being needs let 

to the setup of a well-being package with essential and customizable features, while the anticipatory 

strategy of Project Consulting led to the creation of a rich but generic offer of well-being benefits.  

We also found that employees perceive well-being packages more or less positively (as warranty of 

well-being, in the case of Sait Industries, as opportunity for flexible regulation, in the case of Royal 

Insurance, or as inadequate with respect of real needs, in the case of Project Consulting), according to 

whether organizations investigated, negotiated or anticipated their well-being needs. Such relationship 

was influenced by the intentions that employees attributed to their organizations’ well-being offer. In the 

case of Sait Industries, employees saw well-being packages as a way for HR to guarantee controlled 

improvement of the organization as a whole; In Royal Insurance, the well-being packages were seen as 

the way through which HR promoted guided flexibility of the work force. By contrast, in Project 

Consulting, employees interpreted the well-being packages as a corporate tool to experiment 

irresponsibly in search of internal and external legitimation. We also found that the intentionality that 

employees attributed to the well-being initiatives of their organizations was considerably shaped by their 

understanding of the organizational context.  

We thus identify two significant factors that explain the degree of fit between well-being packages 

offered by organizations and employee perceptions: 

1) HR strategic intentions - organizations’ attributions about what employees might need in terms of 

well-being.  

2) Employee’s attributed intentionality - employees’ attributions about the intentions with which 

organizations offer well-being initiatives.  

We thus found that the well-being initiatives offered by the three organization were significantly 

influenced by the contexts in which they operated. Specifically, organizational contexts shaped 

management’s strategic intentions regarding employees’ well-being initiatives, on the one hand, and 

how employees made sense of such intentions (attributed intentions), on the other hand. In turn, 

attributed intentions shaped employees’ perceptions of the well-being packages they were offered. 

Discussion and Implications  

We aim at contributing to theory and to managerial implications in several ways. First, with this study 

we propose a renewed attention to how employers and employees co-construct well-being initiatives in 

well-being context. We show that since cultural and structural features of organizations vary widely 

across industries, they can have profound implications for the interrelationships between well-being 

initiatives as proposed by employers and as received by employees. From such perspective, we bring to 

the fore the system of mutual attributions that surround well-being initiatives –i.e., organizations’ and 

employee’s intentionality attributions as far as well-being is concerned. We draw attention to the risks 

associated to anticipating well-being needs. Perceived initiatives discretion may make sense from the 

perspective of management, especially when accompanied by the intention to surprise employees by 

anticipating their needs, but it clearly contradicts employees’ goal of increasing control over how, when 

and where they work and conduct their life in general. When organizations take a “Let’s give it a try” 

approach, employees may resist their offers because they attribute such organizations hidden or auto-

referential intentions, that are distant from their real wellbeing needs. Our findings are coherent with the 

studies showing that whenever employees feel constrained by adventurous HRM initiatives, they may 

not feel in control and, as a consequence, they may define the organization as unjust, untrustworthy or 

unreliable (Blair-Loy and Wharton, 2002; Hayman,2009; Kossek et al. 2006). It thus become important 

to understand whether well-being initiatives are perceived as “real” initiatives –i.e., authentic interest for 

employee’s well-being or as façade initiatives –i.e., tools for “appearing” by obtaining legitimation 

inside and outside the organization (see also the discussion by Kelly and Kalev, 2006). From such 

standpoint, the role of management in facilitating the alignment between organizations’ intentions and 
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attributed intentionality may constitute a further research direction to further understand the dynamics of 

alignment/misalignment (Ahuja et al., 2007; Bertolotti et al., 2004; Kossek et al., 2011; Thompson and 

Prottas, 2006;). Second, we contribute to the discussion on the role of well-being initiatives availability 

versus use, underlining the trade-offs between rich well-being packages which provide employees with 

multiple experiential opportunities and more customized packages which provide greater control (Allen 

et al., 2013; Chua and Iyengar, 2006; Iyengar and Lepper, 2000; Lapierre and Allen, 2012). Third, we 

draw attention to how the context in which organizations operate, their mission, goals and HR strategies 

might lead to unintended consequences as far as employee reception of well-being initiatives is 

concerned. We claim that the context characteristics in which the three organizations operated differed 

in terms of the following variables: organizational culture, organizational structure and organization of 

work processes. Different organizational characteristics contributed to shaping different HR strategic 

intentions, which were interpreted differently by employees that were seriously conditioned in their 

interpretation of well-being packages by the understanding they had of the organizational setting in 

which they were inserted.  

The limited understanding about how people use elements from their environments to make sense about 

another’s intention draws the case for a dynamic and contextualized analysis of people’s understanding 

of their mutual roles. Yet, context has received only limited attention so far, and has been prevalently 

treated as contingency rather than as an active part of a shared intentionality process. The same problem 

is reflected in the HRM process-based literature which has given limited attention to the antecedents of 

the relationship between HR initiatives and employee perceptions (Bowen and Ostroff, 2004). By 

discussing employee oriented versus company oriented attributions, Nishii and colleagues (2008) and 

Chen and Wang (2014) make a step further but they do not delve into what determines employees to 

choose an attribution over another. From such standpoint, not only our perspective brings a more 

nuanced understanding of the well-being challenges people face in different work settings, but also 

initiates a discussion about the types of solutions that may be most appropriate for settings with different 

characteristics.  
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to review the literature on Bitcoin and Blockchain technology in the past 

6 years, during which it has become a global interest to both scholars and practitioners as an 

alternative to fiat currencies and payment systems. A content analysis is conducted to examine the 

development and evolution of bitcoin over time to reveal possible trends and changes. Reviewing 143 

academic papers, we find that the most dominant research themes were economic and regulatory 

dimensions of Bitcoin. 

Keywords: bitcoin, crypto currency, blockchain, digital economy 

Introduction 

Digital economy has taken a new turn with the emergence of bitcoin, which is a currency that is 

produced, stored and transferred digitally. When the first bitcoin transaction has taken place in 2009, 

little was known about what it was and how it would be used. Over years, Bitcoin has gained 

momentum rapidly. In a research survey conducted by PwC (2014), nearly half of the U.S. public 

was aware of Bitcoin and in an interview with Erik Schatzker of Bloomberg’s “Street Smart,” Bill 

Gates commented on Bitcoin as: “Bitcoin is better than currency in that you don’t have to be 

physically in the same place and of course for large transactions currency can get pretty 

inconvenient.” 

Beyond being a technological innovation, Bitcoin has challenged how we define a currency. It is 

convertible to fiat currencies such as USD and Euros because it can fulfill three basic functions of 

money which are being a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and store of value. Yet, there is 

ongoing debate of viability of it as a currency as it is a decentralized system, where there is no central 

bank/authority behind it. In this regard, anyone with sufficient computational power could mine 

(produce) Bitcoin. Once easily mined at PCs, now it can be mined with excessive computing power 

due to the increase in the transaction volumes. In the Bitcoin network, each transaction has to be 

verified by six independent miners and this verification needs to be done all the way back to the first 

transaction in the Blockchain. Yet, this process means that it becomes more secure with each 

transaction. 

Blockchain is essentially a public ledger technology on which cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin is 

used. It challenges how we store and share information anonymously in many sectors ranging from 

health to financial services. It provides both transparency and security at the same time.   Bitcoin 

works peer to peer for transferring money without any fees, challenging the value proposition of 

banks.  PwC (2014) suggest that “Bitcoin becomes new payment system because it has no transaction 

fee and decentralized peer to peer payment system can be shielded from fluctuations caused by local 

government politics and their influence on central banks.” In this regard, Bitcoin is becoming an open 

source monetary system solving the double spending problem and security issues via encryption. 

In summary, Bitcoin is an electronic currency that’s based on a collaboratively maintained ledger. 

People transfer money by sending messages to maintainers describing where and how much money 

should move. Maintainers make sure that the messages are from the true account owners by checking 

digital signatures. And finally, the maintainers reach consensus with each other through a math-based 

voting process. Six years ago, Bitcoin was just an innovation in information technology but now it is 

used to buy goods and services and has become an investment on its own. In this paper, content 
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analysis is conducted to examine what research fields were studied so far and how these topics 

changed over time.  

Research Methodology 

2.1 Content Analysis 

There has been a remarkable increase in Bitcoin research over the past six years, and it continues to 

increase as it disrupts the financial services industry. Accordingly, the content of articles that are 

published in scholarly journals can give an idea about the change in research and themes about 

Bitcoin. This study provides a content analysis of research articles, which were published over six 

years, to understand the evolution of Bitcoin. According to Weber (1990) “Content analysis is a 

research method that uses a set of procedures to make valid inferences from text” and it is particularly 

used in social sciences to make trend analysis ((Nasir, 2005; Bayramusta and Nasir, 2016). The 

purpose of this study is; to set light on the progress of Bitcoin in academic research. 

Figure 1 shows the content analysis process. The process starts with sample selection, where the 

articles are identified. In the second stage, the unit of analysis is chosen, which is followed by 

determination of the theme categories by coders in the third stage. In the fourth stage, from the 

category schemes judges select the final categories and a reliability analysis is made in the fifth stage 

to reveal the level of agreement between the judges. Last stage presents the analysis of collected data. 

 

Fig. 1:  Phases of content analysis. 
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2.2 Selecting Sample 

The sample of the study consists of 143 academic articles published over the past six years from 2011 

to 2016. The databases scanned through the library search facilities include ABI/INFORM complete, 

Ebsco, Emerald and Proquest, which include journals with different disciplines. The study sample 

consisted of articles from scholarly reviewed journals, which contain any of the "bitcoin", 

“Blockchain”, "crypto currencies", "crypto currency”, "digital currencies" or "digital currency" 

phrases in the title were included in the sample.  

2.3 Specifying the unit of analysis 

All articles from selected sample were consolidated in a table according to their database, title, 

author, year, journal and abstract. “Theme” of the articles is chosen as the unit of analysis to classify 

the papers and title and abstract of all 143 articles were reviewed by researchers to determine the 

main research topic of the articles.  

2.4  Determining the category scheme  

Two Ph.D. candidates, who have been studying both in the department of Management Information 

Systems and working at IT industry, were selected as coders to analyse list of themes and come up 

with categories. Initially they were trained by 10 randomly selected themes to ensure making 

classification process more reliable. As a result of training conflicts between coders were discussed 

and resolved. After training was completed, coders were asked to group 143 themes into small 

number of broader categories independently. Coders were free in determining categories and had no 

restriction in number of them while creating. Both coders generated seven categories each. 

Ultimately, a total of 16 categories were generated from 143 themes by 2 coders (Table 1)   

Table 1 : Generated categories by coders. 

Coder 1 Coder 2 

• Analysis of bitcoin transaction data and 

network 

• Regulations & Legal Issues 

• Application of Bitcoin on Various Context • Privacy 

• Evaluation of Bitcoin • Technical Issues 

• Evolution, Characteristics and Usage of Bitcoin • Market Dynamics 

• Examining Price of Bitcoin and Its Effects • Financial Literacy 

• Regulatory and Governmental Issues of Bitcoin • Digital Economy 

• Risks of Bitcoin 

• Security and Privacy Issues of Bitcoin 

• Tax-related issues in Bitcoin 

 

• Security 

2.5 Selection of final categories 

All the 16 categories which were collected from coders were evaluated by researchers and 6 mutually 

exclusive and exhaustive final categories are selected; 

1. "Economic dimension of Bitcoin" category:  Analysing Bitcoin’s impact on (i) economic 

development, (ii) creation of alternative monetary, payment, and financial systems and (iii) its 

adoption by users  

2. "Application of Bitcoin technology in a different sector" category: Usage/modification of bitcoin 

technology infrastructure, Blockchain, in different sectors such as health industry. 

3. "Security dimension of Bitcoin" category: security, privacy, anonymity, cryptography, 

certification, protocols and validation issues of bitcoin technology. 
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4. "Price and risk dimension of Bitcoin" category: Evaluation of investing and trading bitcoin as a 

currency, valuation and risks of bitcoin such as speculation and price bubbles, crisis, inflation 

risk, usage of bitcoin in risk management  

5. "Regulatory and legal dimension of Bitcoin" category: legal framework and compliance issues 

such as lack of regulation, fraud, criminal activity, taxes, money laundering and financial 

regulation. 

6. "Technical dimension of Bitcoin" category: architectural design of Bitcoin in technical manner. 

2.6 Reliability analysis 

In order to measure reliability of categories, three judges with doctorate degrees in management 

information systems were assigned to make reliability assessment. They were asked to assign each of 

the 143 themes to final categories, which were selected in the last stage. 

Even though, there are many ways to measure reliability, one way is to look pairwise percentage of 

agreement among judges in assigning same themes to the same categories (Table 2). 

Table 2 : The percentage agreement of judges 

Judges Number of Matching (out of 143) Percentage 

A and B 110 77 % 

A and C 103 72 % 

B and C 114 80 % 

 

However, Grayson and Rust (2001) mentioned that “simply using percentage agreement between 

judges is not so good because some agreement is sure to occur, if only by chance, and the fewer the 

number of categories, the more random agreement is likely to occur, thus making the relaibility 

appear better than really is” Therefore Cohen’s K is also calculated for robustness according to the 

directions in the study by Grayson and Rust (2001). 

� =  �� −  ��
1 −  ��

 

Where �� is the proportion of agreed on judgments 	�� = 
��� ���⋯ ����
���

�; �� is the proportion of 

agreements one would expect by chance 	�� = 
��� ���⋯ ����
���

� and 	��� = 
 ���
���

� � 
 ���
���

� � �� 

We find Judge A and B are in agreement with 0.71 kappa score, judge A and C are in agreement with 

0.66 kappa score and judge B and C are in agreement with 0.75 kappa score. According to Landis and 

Koch (1977), we find substantial agreement between our judges. 

Research findings 

The number of articles over six years is illustrated in Figure 2. At the beginning, only 2 articles were 

published respectively in years 2011 and 2012. Next year as bitcoin becomes more popular number 

of papers published climb up to 12 articles. There has been almost four-fold increase from 2013 to 

2014 as the total number of articles reached to 40. After a slight short fall in 2015 with 34 articles, 

research on bitcoin accelerated dramatically with more interest on Blockchain technology and 

reached 55 papers in 2016.  

3.1 Theme analysis 

The result of the theme analysis is shown in Figure 3. The pie chart shows the percentage distribution 

of all 143 articles by themes. It is seen that, “Economic dimension of Bitcoin” (30%) and 

“Regulatory and legal dimension of Bitcoin” (22%) have been the dominant themes over six years. 

The third most studied theme is “Price and risk dimension of Bitcoin” (19%) followed by “Security 

and privacy dimension of Bitcoin” (16%) theme. Finally, “Application of Bitcoin technology in a 
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different sector” (9%) and “Technical dimension of Bitcoin” (4%) are the least attention

themes in the literature. 

Fig. 2: 

Fig. 3: Percentage distribution of articles by theme
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Abstract 
 

As the role of businesses in contemporary society is changing, sustainable supply chain management 

has emerged as an important organisational approach to reducing environmental and social risks. 

Many companies’ actions are under pressure from a number of stakeholders, among others 

customers, media, governments and investors to implement sustainable practices. So far, sustainable 

practices in the supply chain have focused largely on the environmental side of sustainability in 

comparison to the social side. Social standards in supply chains such as labour rights and worker 

safety are rather difficult to ensure because they are detached from the final product and hence 

demand monitoring for each step in the production process. This research aims at studying the 

internal and external social sustainable practices of eight Portuguese companies and the relationship 

with economic and social performance. First, the author identifies the different social practices based 

on the literature available It then builds on the data collected from interviews with eight Portuguese 

industrial companies that consisted of 22 semi-structured interviews with general managers, 

procurement and environmental/safety managers. Secondary data was collected from reports, 

websites and the companies’ internal documentation. Sectors included glass, automotive, drink, 

wood-based panels, furniture and cork. The results indicate that the companies’ performance is 

positively affected by the implementation of social practices into the supply chain, namely internal 

social practices. The paper is of use to supply chain managers, policymakers to understand the 

internal and external social practices used by the organisations and how they influence performance. 

Further, the findings could act as a key tool for managers seeking to implement socially sustainable 

supply chain management practices. 

 

Keywords: social practices, supply chain, sustainability, performance. 

 

Introduction 

 
One of the problems of humanity is that, while man is capable of understanding the problems that he 

faces, he fails when it comes to planning effective solutions. This failing is due, in part, to an inability to 

understand that the whole is larger than its parts and that changing one of the elements always implies a 

change in the other elements of the system (Meadows et al., 1972). The 21
st
century is marked by a 

heightened urgency to respond to pressing global challenges. These include climate change, water and 

food insecurity, ecological degradation, and poverty, which are most pronounced in undeveloped 

countries but come together at the global level. 

 

The concept of Sustainable Development (SD) has been defined in many ways, but the most frequently 

quoted definition is from Our Common Future, also known as the Brundtland Report (1987), where 

Sustainable Development is defined as “the development that meets the needs of the present without 
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compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs…". SD was introduced into the 

political agenda by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de 

Janeiro in 1992. The turning point for SD was in 2015, with the adoption of the Addis Ababa Action 

Agenda on Financing for Development, the 2030 Agenda and its associated Sustainable Development 

Goals, and the Paris climate conference (COP21) in December 2015, where 195 countries adopted the 

first-ever universal, legally binding global climate deal. The agreement sets out a global action plan to put 

the world on track to avoid dangerous climate change by limiting global warming to well below 2°C. SD 

represents a critical element that can only be achieved through a balance between the objectives of 

economic prosperity, ideals of environmental protection and guarantees of social equality, in accordance 

with the triple bottom line (TBL) perspective (Elkington, 1998). Furthermore, the focus on sustainable 

development must be in implementation. 

 

Corporations are key actors for successfully implementing sustainability because of their impact on the 

environmental matrices of soil, water, and air as well as on the world’s resources, their leading role in 

society (through moulding lifestyles), and their global reach. Sustainability in supply chains refers to 

traditional financial and operational performances and, simultaneously, to the social and environmental 

dimensions of business activities, as prominently conceptualised by the TBL approach (Gunasekaran et 

al., 2004; Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002). 

 

The Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM) agenda uses the term TBL to include all types of 

values, topics and processes that organisations should adopt. Besides economic objectives, this also 

covers environmental and social aspects, to minimise any possible damage that results from their 

activities, and helping create long-term economic, social and environmental value. The idea is to balance 

the needs of people, the planet and the company's profits to create long-term shareholder value 

(Elkington, 1998).Effective management of the supply chain is an essential strategy for success in global 

markets. The possibilities afforded by the concept of Supply Chain Management (SCM) are being 

explored and applied by companies to increase their growth, and helping develop agile supply chains that 

can bring products to market more quickly and cheaply (Gunasekaran et al., 2007). 

 

Organisations are confronted on a daily basis with pressures from the media, non-governmental 

organisations (NGO), the surrounding communities and requirements imposed by environmental 

legislation. In addition, consumers demand more transparency and responsibility for the conditions under 

which their products are produced and distributed, and they demand more respect for the environment 

and human rights. This obliges companies to rethink the ways in which they do business, as they become 

more conscious of their responsibility to guarantee the long-term future ofmankind (Hay et al., 2005; 

Kleindorfer et al., 2005; Sarkis et al., 2011). 

 

Sustainable companies have to ensure the production of their products without causing environmental 

damage while at the same time complying with social standards. Choosing to ignore this problem means 

they face a significant risk to their reputation and brand, having to justify their choice of suppliers to the 

media and confront NGO criticisms (Seuring, 2004; Lawrence, 2002). There are a number of NGOs that 

dedicate their work to highlighting inhumane working conditions, especially in less developed countries. 

Their work helps uncover strategies used by companies based in developed countries to profit from these 

unfair working conditions. To reduce costs, companies transfer a large part of their processes which add 

value to suppliers based in countries with lower cost bases. These companies put their image and 

reputation at risk due to the poor working conditions (Beske et al., 2008; Cheung et al., 2009; Reuter et 
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al., 2010). Consumer boycotts of specific products or services and the attention of the media illustrate this 

type of risk to a company’s reputation (Locke, 2003; Teuscher et al., 2006). 

 

SSCM covers numerous areas of environmental and social responsibility, such as the prevention of child 

labour and forced labour, the substitution of toxic substances in manufacturing processes, the excessive 

consumption of energy and material and the protection of biodiversity. To be able to manage all these 

areas, companies employ universally accepted guidelines or standards, such as international standards for 

certifying management systems covering quality, the environment, occupational health and safety, social 

or Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) directives (Beske et al., 2008;Bai & Sarkis, 2010; Gold et al., 2010; 

Koplin et al., 2007; Seuring & Müller, 2008; Wittstruck & Teuteberg, 2011). 

 

The literature reviews available covering SSCM show the growing interest in thistheme, which is still 

dominated by the research into environmental practices in the supply chain, particularly the relationship 

between economic and environmental performance. Despite the growing number of papers, the latest 

literature reviews reveal that the research of social issues in sustainable supply chain management is still 

scarce and there is a call for more specific research in the field (Carter & Easton, 2011; Carter & Rogers, 

2008; Hoejmose & Adrien-Kirby, 2012; Longoni et al., 2014: Pagell& Wu, 2009; Zorziniet al.,2015; 

Seuring, 2013; Tajbakhsh & Hassini, 2015). 

 

In this research, theoretical contributions are three-fold. One will be to identify the internal and external 

social practices carried out by eight different companies representing different industries and their 

position and strategy to address social issues in the supply chain. Second, the level of the implemented 

practices in eight different manufacturing set-ups. Third, to analyse how the social practices influence the 

economic and social performance. Therefore, our primary objectives for this research are: 

 

• To identify internal and external social sustainability practices on focal companies’ supply 

chain. 

• To analyse the level of social sustainability implementation on the eight manufacturing 

companies. 

• To determine the similarities and differences in their approach to sustainability. 

• To analyse how the social practices impact on the organisations’ economic and social 

performance. 

 

The structure of this article is organised as follows. After introducing the topic, the literature is reviewed 

to identify the socially sustainable practices implemented by different organisations. In section three, the 

methodology of the study is introduced. The findings and results of the empirical data analysis are 

presented in section four. Section five includes a summary of the findings, conclusions and future 

research directions. 

 

Literature Review 
 

A failure to correctly comply with social practices can have serious repercussions for a company’s 

competitiveness and economic performance as well as its reputation and image in the marketplace 

(Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006). 

 

Due to a failure to implement social practices in their activities, several companies have seen their public 

image deteriorate. These failures result in judicial proceedings and the loss of current and potential 
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customers, which represents large costs for the companies involved. Several examples include Nike, who 

lost hundreds of thousands of dollars in sales following accusations of having purchased from suppliers 

using child labour. The largest manufacturer of electronic components for computers in the world, 

producers of the iMac, iPod, iPad and the iPhone for Apple, Foxconn Technology Group, were accused 

of dozens of labour law violations in their factories in China, including excessive working hours, not 

paying salaries, and salaries that did not cover minimum living standards.In 2006, Walmart was 

accusedofa number of unions and community groups of obliging workers to work more hours than 

contracted, denying payment of overtime, rest periods and lunch breaks. In 2013, Nestle removed pasta 

meals from shelves in Italy and Spain and suspended deliveries of all processed products containing meat 

from German suppliers, because it was found that those pasta meals contained horsemeat. In the same 

year, in Bangladesh, the second largest textile exporter in the world, a building housing various factories 

collapsed causing the death of 1,229 workers and wounding more than 2,500 people. The image of 

numerous internationally recognised brand names was affected – including H&M, Benetton, and Mango. 

More recently, in 2016, factories in Turkey were found using Syrian refugee children working on clothes 

for Marks and Spencer and the online retailer Asos. Adult refugees were also found working illegally on 

Zara and Mango jeans. These examples show that all members of the supply chain (namely suppliers) 

need to incorporate and comply with social criteria and the focal companies are responsible for managing 

their supply chains. 

 

The companies that are part of global supply chains face a high level of complexity; deal with a large 

number of suppliers, face constantly increasing customer expectations and different legal requirements 

for controlling social and environmental aspects. The pressures to effectively manage supplier 

relationships and the demand for ecologically correct and socially responsible products and services have 

increased worldwide. All these pressures from the different stakeholders present a significant challenge to 

company managers, encouraging them to integrate sustainable practices into their supply chains (Carter & 

Jennings, 2004; Geffen & Rothenberg, 2000; Porter & Kramer, 2006). 

 

As stated in the introduction, a significant body of literature reviews SSCM from the TBL perspective. 

Gimenez et al. (2012) analysed the impact of environmental and social practices on the environmental, 

social and economic performance. Caniato et al. (2011) looked at a set of sustainable management 

practices in the supply chain and performance indicators to understand the relationships between these 

elements and their impact on the supply chain. Pullman et al. (2009) analysed the environmental and 

social practices in the supply chain and their impact on environmental performance, quality and costs in 

the food products sector. Yakovleva et al. (2009) studied economic, environmental and social 

performance in the supply chain for the food products industry. Using statistical data together with 

specialist opinions, they constructed a general sustainability index for the food products supply chain, 

using three sustainability dimensions (economic, environmental and social) to measure the sustainability 

of the supply chain. De Brito et al. (2008) analysed how companies in the textile sector supply chain can 

improve their economic, environmental and social performance by implementing a set of environmental 

and social practices. 

 

Despite the growing number of papers, the latest literature reviews reveal that the research of social issues 

in supply chain is still scarce, and there is a call for more specific research in the field specially in the 

relationship between social practices and performance (Carter & Easton, 2011; Carter & Rogers, 2008; 

Hoejmose & Adrien-Kirby, 2012; Longoni et al., 2014; Pagell & Wu, 2009; Seuring, 2003; Tajbakhsh & 

Hassini, 2015; Zorzini et al., 2015). 
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Most of the studies on the social dimension of the TBL and the buying firms’ performance (e.g., Akamp 

and Müller, 2013; Ciliberti et al., 2008; Das et al. 2008; de Brito et al., 2008; Hollos et al., 2012; Gallear 

et al. 2012; Gimenez et al. 2012; Klassen and Vereecke, 2012; Pagell and Gobeli, 2008; Pullman et al. 

2009)have centred their attention on internal or external practices. The following studies have considered 

the impact of internal practices on different dimensions of the firm. Das et al. (2008) analysed how 

employee’s safety affects operational outcomes, particularly product quality. Similarly, Pagell and Gobeli 

(2009) focused on the firm’s operational performance and examined how it was impacted by managers’ 

attitudes and experiences towards sustainability. De Brito et al. (2008) explored how firms in the fashion 

supply chain could improve their economic, environmental and social levels. Pullman et al. (2009) 

analysed the impact of environmental and social programs on the firm’s environmental, quality and cost 

performances. Klassen and Vereeke (2012) developed a framework based on case studies in which they 

explored the role of external practices on achieving economic improvements. Stiller and Gold (2014) 

illustrate various SSCM practices in a focal company may use for enhancing social standards in 

international supply chains. Mani et al. (2015) found that the major social issues in the manufacturing 

supply chain in India are child labour, bonded labour, education, wages, housing, philanthropy and ethics. 

Another study by Awaysheh and Klassen (2010) identified four dimensions of supplier socially 

responsible practices: supplier human rights, supplier labour practices, supplier codes of conduct, and 

supplier social audits. They emphasise that an increasing number of tiers in a supply chain wouldincrease 

the use of supplier labour practices, codes of conduct, and social audits. 

 

All these studies focus on either internal or external social practices. We found three papers that 

combined both internal and external social practices in their analysis, namely Ciliberti et al. (2008), 

Gallear et al.(2012) and Gimenez et al. (2012). Ciliberti et al. (2008), to achieve a socially responsible 

management of the supply chain, they classified the set of internal and external practices. Gallear et al. 

(2012) found that a firm’s financial performance is affected by its internal awareness of sustainability 

issues, the monitoring of the firm’s sustainability performance, and the sharing of best practices with 

suppliers. Finally, Gimenez et al. (2012) analysed the impact of internal and external programs on 

environmental, social and economic performances. 

 

Although few recent reviews on the social dimension of SSCM and performance are currently available, 

further research in this field is needed, especially to cover the implementation of internal and external 

social practices and their relationship with economic and social performance. To this end, the next section 

seeks to identify the internal and external social practices implemented by companies in the supply chain, 

both upstream and downstream, the associated indicators used, and the impact of socially sustainable 

practices on the focal companies economic and social performance. 

 

2.1. Social Practices 
 

To ensure that the supply chain is socially responsible, companies need to adopt internal and external 

social practices into the supply chain, considering the internal and external environment of the 

organisation (Pullman et al. 2009, Tate et al. 2010; Gauthier, 2005). 

 

Given the wide-ranging impacts of social questions, there are significant challenges and pressures that 

companies must confront to be able to systematically treat these issues. There are a series of social 

aspects to be considered that are related to questions that go beyond the more traditional areas of human 

rights and salaries. These include, among others, subjects related to health and safety in the workplace, 
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the contribution of the company to the community, the impact of gaining access to natural resources, 

health information and education, and other diverse socioeconomic questions. 

 

The approaches that are more widely recognised are related to international human rights standards 

included in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the conventions of the International Labour 

Organisation. These include questions related to child labour, freedom of association, working hours, 

health and safety. Besides this, a growing number of NGOs started to develop directives covering 

commercial operations. Amnesty International laid down a set of principles covering the relationship 

between business and human rights. Social Accountability International implemented a standard for 

Social Responsibility (SA 8000) covering human and social questions in the workplace. The Fair Labour 

Association has a workplace code of conduct. The Ethical Trade Initiative drew-up an ethical work code, 

and the GRI created an international report on corporate social responsibility and sustainability, 

highlighting the importance of considering the workplace and human rights, as well as the socioeconomic 

development of the community in general and society. These approaches are concerned not only with the 

practices of one particular company but are also interested in the supply chain members for the whole 

product lifecycle. Thus, an improvement in the social dimension requires the development and 

maintenance of commercial practices which are just and fair for the workers and the communities in the 

supply chain. According to Wood (1991), the social issues in the supply chain should be spread across 

three stages of the supply chain: in-house operations, suppliers, customers, and the external stakeholders 

which includes society, and NGO’s. 

 

According to Elkington (2004), the questions relating to the internal environment of the organisation are 

linked to human resources practices. These may include the recognition, appreciation and encouragement 

of workforce skills with appropriate human resources policies; practices of equality, development and 

well-being; the creation and maintenance of an environment which is participative and open to worker 

development; fair pay; adequate working conditions; and training and adaptation programmes. In other 

words, a set of practices designed to bolster skills and competencies and consequently improve worker 

satisfaction (Daily & Huang 2001; Gauthier, 2005; Gimenez et al., 2012; Walker & Jones, 2012). The 

internal social practices refer to employment practices such as gender balance, discrimination, 

opportunities for career advancement, and occupational health and safety in the workplace. 

 

The external environment of the organisation refers to the relationship with the local communities and 

society in general. The objective here is to guarantee thequality of life for the population and a good 

relationship with the different stakeholders. This relationship should be managed using democratic and 

ethical decision-making processes, showing responsibility for the products and services offered, 

considering the impact on both customers and the wider community who support the negative 

externalities created in the process (Pullman et al., 2009). External social practices go beyond the limits 

of the focal company, extending to the members of the supply chain (such as suppliers and customers), 

and to the relations with other stakeholders (such as local communities). In a bid to make supply chains 

more socially responsible, many companies are implementing codes of conduct for their suppliers as an 

integral part of evaluative and collaborative tools (Amaeshi et al., 2008; Andersen & Skjoett-Larsen, 

2008; Mont & Leire, 2008). External social practices consider the relationship with stakeholders, as is the 

case with suppliers and customers, as well as local communities and NGOs. 

 

Authors described the social sustainability in the supply chain in various forms. Krause (1999) described 

how socially responsible suppliers could be acquired and be enacted by socially responsible supplier 

development. Purchasing social responsibility (PSR) and its impact on supplier and buyer performance 
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was studied and proved that social practices have positive impacts on organisational performance (Carter 

and Jennings, 2000, 2002; Carter and Easton, 2011). Other studies explored what enables social 

sustainability in the supply chain, ethical supplier development and its impact on corporate social 

performance, and how social dimensions can be effectively used in supplier selection and evaluation (Lu 

et al., 2012; Mani et al., 2014). 

 

A wide range of standards and codes of conduct exist for companies to contemplate. They contain 

recommendations regarding the implementation of environmental and social practices with associated 

indicators, including their respective metrics (e.g., GRI, Fair Labour Association Guides, Dow Jones 

Sustainability Index). This variety also reflects the fact that the social practices of sustainability are 

difficult to measure. Issues related to the downstream supply chain were explored more than issues 

related to suppliers and in-house operations of the manufacturing plants (Mani et al., 2015).Through this 

research, we attempt to identify various internal and external social practices in the supply chain and the 

impacts of the different social practices in economic and social performance. 

 

Based on the literature, the social practices and social performance indicators used in this study are: 

- Internal social practices 

o Internal social management (e.g. commitment by top management, interfunctional 

cooperation for social improvements, ethical codes and codes of conduct, SA 8000 

certification). 

o Employment practices (e.g. gender balance and equality of opportunities, flexible 

working regimes, career progression opportunities, training and education, 

opportunities for career development, satisfaction, flexible working hours, rotation of 

workers). 

o Health and safety practices (e.g. number of workplace accidents, absenteeism, health 

and safety training, safety procedures). 

 

- External social practices 

o Social collaboration with customers (e.g. customer health and safety, labelling of 

products and services, customer privacy, consumer education). 

o Social collaboration with suppliers (e.g. codes of conduct, health and security in the 

workplace, supplier evaluation). 

o Collaboration with the community (e.g. support for teaching institutions, support for 

community projects, grants and donations, partnerships). 

 

2.2. Economic and Social Performance 
 

A performance measurement system is defined as the ability that companies have to attract and retain 

clients in a market that is increasingly competitive (Neely, 1999). Measuring performance is fundamental 

for any organisation to manage its activities and operations, while at the same time being an important 

pre-requisite for an improvement process (Sink & Tuttle, 1989). According to Hervani et al. (2005), 

performance measurement allows, for example, the efficiency and effectiveness of an existing system to 

be determined or alternative systems compared. Lambert (2008) sees the lack of adequate measurements 

as potentially compromising customer satisfaction, having consequences for organisational performance 

and increasing the probability that opportunities for improving supply chain performance are wasted. 

Performance measurement is crucial to improving the management of the supply chain (Wong, 2009). 
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Neely et al. (1999) defend the idea that performance evaluation systems are a set of metrics that measure 

the effectiveness and efficiency of an organisation. The indicators, or performance measures, should be 

defined so as to monitor the effort that the organisations put into the different company activities 

designed to achieve sustainable development. Crucially, they should then be evaluated in comparison 

with the competition. 

 

Measuring sustainable performance is much more complex than measuring the traditional economic 

performance for three reasons: (i) There is a need to add two additional dimensions to classic economic 

performance: social and environmental performance (Epstein & Roy, 2003); (ii) performance is not 

measured only in terms of customer expectations, but also in terms of the expectations of the different 

stakeholders in the organisation (Freeman, 2005); (iii) there is a need for transparency in the information 

exchanged between the different upstream members of the supply chain, even though these are normally 

outside the control of the focal company (Amaeshi et al., 2008). 

 

The expectation is that implementing social practices will lead to an improvement in the associated 

indicators, namely those relating to the satisfaction and motivation of the workforce, improvements in the 

safety conditions in the workplace and number of workplace accidents. Previous research, while not 

being directly related to the study of internal and external social practices (Cagliano et al., 2010; Gimenez 

et al., 2012; Pullman et al., 2009), found that companies should recognise, value and involve human 

resources with practices and policies that promote equality, career progression and equal opportunities, 

leading to increased motivation and satisfaction among employees. Cagliano et al. (2010) concluded that 

training is a key factor for improving social and environmental performance, and the incentives are 

positively related to social performance. In other words, social practices, when they are not applied as 

part of a wider initiative, do not contribute to performance improvements. Gimenez et al. (2012) provide 

evidence that implementing social practices such as improvements in health and safety conditions, 

improve the social reputation. Pullman et al. (2009) found that the implementation of social practices in 

the food industry helps improve product quality. Drawing on the indicators found in the different studies 

cited in the literature review, the indicators used in this research are: 

 

• Economic performance, which aims to quantify the impact of the implemented social practices 

on the focal firm, regarding sales, and Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and 

Amortization (EBITDA); 

• Social performance, which aims to analyse the impact of social practices implementation in the 

focal firm, in terms of number of injuries, number of working hours lost due to illness, the 

accident frequency and severity index, absenteeism rate, overall staff turnover rate and training. 

 

 Methodology 
 

This study adopted a qualitative approach, using a case study approach which was chosen as the most 

appropriate research method to describe and explore new phenomena applicable to sustainable practices 

in the private sector. Suggestions for the number of cases to use in multiple case study research vary, but 

Eisenhart (1989) suggests eight cases as the maximum that a person can mentally process. Yin (2009) and 

others are more circumspect in regards to hard numbers and suggest that data should be collected until 

theoretical saturation. In operations and supply chain management research there are numerous examples 

of multiple case study research using from three to 11 cases (Pagell, 2009; Walker, 2012). 
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The research sample is composed of eight companies. Those companies were chosen based ontheir 

location, production plants in Portugal, and company size as medium and large companies have more 

resources to implement environmental and social practices (González-Benito & González-Benito, 2006), 

the supply chain structure, the commitment to sustainability dimensions (economic, environmental and 

social), and having third party certification and/or recognition (e.g., OHSAS 18001, ISO 9001, ISO 

14000, PEFC, GRI). The attitude of transparency that characterises their activities is described in their 

websites, social reports, newspaper articles, and business press. 

 

Case studies have been developedby means of interviews conducted on the basis of a semi-structured 

protocol that was developedon the basis of the reviewed literature. The use of protocols is advocated to 

enhance the reliability of case studies (Eisenhart 1989; 19 Yin, 2009). Twenty-two (22) semi-structured 

face-to-face interviews were conducted with at least one senior manager in each organisation. Each 

interview lasted about 60-90 minutes and was conducted on site. For six companies, the respondents were 

the General Manager, Purchasing and the Environmental, Health and Safety Manager and in some cases 

other roles, the Human Resource Manager. All interviews were taped, recorded and transcribed, and 

participants reviewed a draft case study report. To encourage openness of response from interviewees, the 

company names were made anonymous. 

 

To enhance the validity and reliability of the study, triangulation with secondary data sources was 

conducted (Yin, 2009). Secondary data was collected from reports and websites, including annual reports, 

sustainable reports, environmental, safety and social policies, code of conducts, newspaper articles and 

confidential internal procedures provided by the sampled companies. 

 

Table 1 shows the main features of the selected companies. 

 

Table 1: Characteristics of the Sample 

 

Company Industry Annual 

Turnover 

Number of 

employees 

Number of 

interviews 

Role of interviews 

C1 Glass 95 ME 350 3 General Manager 

Environmental, Health & Safety 

Coordinator 

Purchasing Manager 

C2 Cork 318 ME 927 4 General Manager 

Environmental, Health & Safety 

Coordinator 

Purchasing Manager 

Human Resources Manager 

 

C3 Automotive 

components 

84.4 ME 348 4 General Manager 

Integrated Systems Manager 

Purchasing Manager 

Public Relations Manager 

C4 Wood-based 

panels 

1.321 ME 177 3 General Manager 

Environmental, Health & Safety 

Manager 

Purchasing Manager 

C5 

 

Office and 

commercial 

furniture 

8.62ME 122 1 Quality, Environmental, Health & 

Safety Manager 

C6 Automotive 216ME 190 3 General Manager 
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assemblage Human Resources Manager 

Purchasing Manager 

C7 Drink 498 ME 1500 1 Environmental,, Health & Safety 

Sustainable Manager 

 

C8 Automotive 

textile 

44 ME 182 3 General Manager 

Environmental, Health & Safety 

Manager 

Purchasing Manager 

 

Analysis and Discussion of the Results 
 

Social sustainability in the supply chain is how a corporation addresses external and internalsocial 

practices in the upstream and downstream supply chain. This section presents the similarities and 

differences between the eight companies with regard to their internal and external social sustainable 

initiatives across the supply chain, the performance indicators used, and the relationship between the 

social practices and economic, and social performance. 

 

 Internal Social Practices 
 

The results are summarised to compare the extent internal social practices of the companiesare 

implemented, as detailed in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Level of implementation of internal social practices 

 

Internal social practices 
Companies 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 

Internal social management         

Commitment by top management to social 

practices 
I I I I I I I I 

Interfunctional cooperation for social 

improvements 
I I I I I I I I 

Ethical codes and codes of conduct I I L I L I I L 

Employment policies I I I I L I I L 

Health and safety I I I I I I I I 

          I – Implementation of practices; L – Limited implementation of practices; N – No implementation  

          of practices. 

 

Table 2 shows that the top management’s commitment to social practices is high in all the companies. 

They defined the vision, mission and strategy according to the different certified management systems 

and integrated management policy regarding quality environmental and social policies (e.g. ISO 9001, 

ISO 14001, ISO 22001, OSHAS18001, SA 8001) and third party certification depending on the activity 

sector (HACCP, FSC - Forest Stewardship Council) certification, and SYSTECODE (quality assurance 

system for the cork industry). 

 

Companies C3, C5 and C8 do not publish a sustainability report according to GRI guidelines, while the 

others do. This signifies their commitment to the three dimensions of sustainable development (economic, 
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environmental and social).Company C3 does not publish a sustainability report but publishes an 

environmental and safety report. This company is looking to become SA 8000 certified and, the purpose 

is to publish sustainability reports in the near future. Companies C2 and C6 have specific plans for 

sustainability, reflecting the more direct commitment and involvement of top management to the issue of 

sustainability and social practices. Company C1 is the only one certified according to the social 

responsibility standards (SA 8000). All companies in the study define annual objectives covering 

interfunctional cooperation for social improvements. This ensures the involvement of those that are 

responsible for the different departments by using different management methodologies. Indicators, goals 

and action plans are set out to achieve established objectives. Indicators, goals and action plans are set out 

to achieve established objectives and are monitored on a daily and/or monthly basis, with either monthly 

or quarterly analysis. Social indicators are definedwith human resources, environment and safety 

department managers. 

 

Regarding the ethical codes and codes of conduct, companies C1 and C4 have ethics codes and codes of 

conduct which are applicable to all employees. C1 is the only company that has a code of conduct 

applicable to all suppliers, while C4’s code is applicable only to their tier one suppliers and service 

providers. The ethics code of C7 covers the relationships between the organisation and the main 

stakeholders in the organisation: customers, employees, suppliers, competitors and the community. 

 

Companies C3 and C8 do not have an ethics code or code of conduct, but they subscribe to a set of values 

based on a number of ethical and honesty principles. Thisguides all employees and all those engaged in 

commercial relationships. Company C5 has a code of conduct for its workers described in the welcome 

guide that is given to all employees. 

 

Employment policies in all companies are considered very important. Workers are considered the most 

important resource to achieve the main goals of the organisation. The involvement and active 

participation of the workers in the identification and resolution of problems related to environmental and 

social issues are reflected in the large number of activities and projects that target worker awareness in 

this area to help involve and motivate the workers. Some of the companies in this study show more 

evidence of worker involvement than others. Company C2 has specific projects and plans for retaining 

critical skills, helping to ensure the sustainability of the business. Company C8 involves its employees in 

a variety of activities such as Kaizen, Jishuken, and Quality Control Circles, and by encouraging the 

creation of working groups that cover different areas. All the companies except companies C4, C5 and C8 

developed numerous internal activities that involve workers and community to stimulate the team spirit 

and solidarity, such as the collection of food products; books and waste oil; blood donation; 

commemoration of Environment Day, Safety Day, and International Women’s Day, among others. Other 

companies invested in more general projects to encourage organisational culture and identity. This was 

the case with companies C2 and C6, where activities seek to stimulate interdepartmental knowledge. Two 

of the companies (C2 and C4) make particular use of Idea Management Systems. For all the companies in 

the group, these systems seek to identify innovative ideas and measures for improving management, 

procedures and processes. Furthermore, for all business units and employees, rewards are available for 

those who come up with the best ideas and suggestions. 

 

Companies consider communication and transparency to be fundamental. A variety of different means of 

communication are being used to improve the relationship between workers and management. Examples 

include meetings, a company portal, or the publication of newsletters. C6 has an internal television 
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channel where employees are kept up to date with the different activities of the company in different 

areas. 

 

All the sampled companies consider training a priority initiative. It helps encourage changes in attitudes 

and behaviour. To this end, all companies invest heavily in the training of their employees, including 

workplace environment and safety. All companies use education to improve the performance of their 

employees, giving them the opportunity and time to improve their qualifications. The companies 

undertake an evaluation of the satisfaction and performance of their employees. Some of the companies 

use performance related pay, which may be linked to individual or global goals. 

 

Health and safety practices were found to have a high level of compliance, even though some of the 

companies did not have a certified health and safety management system. A variety of actions were 

implemented to avoid workplace accidents and work-related diseases. 

 

4.2. External Social Practices 
 

To identify the external social practices and analyse the companies’ level of implementation, the data was 

collated and summarised, as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Level of implementation of external social practices 

 

External social practices 
Companies 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 

Social collaboration with the community I I I N N I I N 

Social collaboration with suppliers I L L L L L L L 

Social collaboration with customers L I L I L L I L 

        I – Implementation of practices; L – Limited implementation of practices; N – No implementation of 

practices. 

 

 

Looking at external social practices, particularly social collaboration with the community, five of the 

eight companies were involved in social activities within the community. These activities seek to raise 

awareness among employees of the need to adopt social behaviours and extend to the implementation of 

activities for and with the community. Suchactivities include collecting food products and clothing; 

collecting school books; financial donations; voluntary activities in the local community; visits to 

educational establishments; and partnerships with non-profit organisations. 

 

The relationship with the community is also implemented at a more academic level. Collaborative 

ventures are common with schools and universities, leading to study visits, placements and research 

work. Competitions are also used to encourage innovation in partnership with different associations. 

Companies collaborate with non-profit organisations on projects, which, as stated by the employees, 

consist of school visits that help develop an entrepreneurial spirit in children and young people. 

Companies C2, C3 and C6 carry out charity work with a diverse range of non-profit associations. 

 

The company employees take part in colloquia and conferences to share best practice. In all companies, 

apart from C5 and C7, interaction occurs with associations linked to the area of social sustainability, 
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including WBCSD, BCSD Portugal, EPIS, GRACE, the Global Compact Network Portugal and the 

United Nations Global Compact. 

 

C2 and C8 have non-profit foundations designed to promote solidarity and stimulate community 

initiatives of an ethical, religious, cultural and civil nature, besides the dimension of social and cultural 

support. They focus on support for children and needy young people in the company’s home region, 

following their progress in school and creating opportunities for developing successful life projects. One 

of the foundations awards prizes to employees that complete any year of schooling/training in the 

educational system, also paying fees and textbooks to the orphans of employees and paying out bonuses 

for births and marriages. 

 

Social collaboration with the suppliers is based on the interaction with the corporations and suppliers. 

Here the different elements join together in planning activities related to social questions to prevent and 

resolve social problems. 

 

C1 was found to have a code of conduct applied to all suppliers, tier one and below, whileC4’s code is 

applicable only to tier one suppliers. All companies have rigid regulations for service providers, requiring 

a series of documents of a social, safety and environmental nature, which is not the case for product 

suppliers. It should be stated that the majority of supplier companies have certified management systems 

in one or more of the following areas: quality, environment, health and safety in the workplace, and social 

responsibility. In turn, the first level supplier companies assure that their suppliers comply with the 

legislation and standards. 

 

Social questions start with the selection of suppliers and the respective auditing. Most of the suppliers 

studied are from the European Union, where legislation is very demanding, and the social conduct rules 

must be upheld. These social conduct rules are based on fundamental human rights found in conventions 

and international treaties, namely the Universal Declaration of Human Rights from the United Nations 

and the International Labour Organisation. The companies have an image to preserve and as such do not 

wish to be associated with companies that use child labour, forced labour, or slavery. None of the 

companies studied jointly develop activities with their suppliers to meet social objectives. 

 

Social collaboration with customers makes supply chains more socially responsible. Thisis based on 

democratic and ethical decision making, and taking responsibility for the impacts created by the 

company’s products and services for both customers and the wider community (which are affected by 

negative externalities from other citizens consumption). Some of the areas of action noted by customers 

were the traceability of products, packaging integrity, product labelling, health and safety of customers, 

responsible marketing, education and customer privacy. The sampled companies guaranteed their 

customers quality products by defining requirements and technical specifications which are subject to 

rigorous quality control and legislative compliance within the company’s sector of activity. 

 

These measures ensure the health and safety of the customers and end-consumers by controlling raw 

materials, components and packaging. 

 

Some of the companies are more forthright about their commitments in this area. This is the case of C7 

which runs responsible marketing campaigns based on commitments with associations in the sector, amid 

other activities such as improvements in nutritional information, including recommended daily intake on 

the label of the products or bringing out new products with a low glycaemia level. Company C4 commits 
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itself to supplying its customers and end-consumers sufficient and reliable information regarding the 

nature, origin, proper use and disposal of products. Companies C2 and C3 measure their carbon footprint. 

In the case of C2, the company’s activity is shown to benefit the planet in terms of greenhouse gas 

emissions by absorbing more CO2 than it emits. 

 

All the companies are united in their effort and dedication towards the question of sustainability. These 

companies do not consider sustainability to be just a legal obligation, but they believe that besides making 

profits, they have to work to achieve benefits for all interested parties, society and the surrounding 

environment. 

 

4.3. Performance 
 

The common performance indicators used by companies in this research to measure economic and social 

performance are: 

 

- Economic indicators: sales and EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and 

Amortization), 

- Social indicators: number of accidents, number of working hours lost due to illness, accident 

frequency index, accident severity index, absenteeism rate, overall staff turnover rate, training 

hours per employee, age profile, breakdown by gender. 

 

In relation to the social indicators, the number of accidents and the frequency index are monitored by all 

companies in the study. Six companies monitor the severity index, and five companies monitor the 

number of working days lost. Four companies monitor the incidence rate and the number of working 

hours lost due to illness. 

 

Only three companies monitored the indicator covering workplace-related illnesses. As with the 

environmental indicators, C3 stands out by using a BSC for health and safety, with the indicators of 

accidents and workplace-related illness; working conditions; supply chain and stakeholders; and 

emergencies and continuous improvement. Only one company monitors workplace incidents by using the 

same analytical method for accidents. 

 

Out of all the indicators used to measure external social practices, the customer satisfaction rate is one of 

the indicators used by all of the companies to measure collaboration with customers. Those companies 

that measure collaboration with the community use the number of activities carried out, and, more 

generically, the result obtained from those activities. As regards social collaboration with suppliers, the 

indicators used for measuring this practice are related to supplier evaluation. 

 

To study the relationship between the implementation of social practices and the economic and social 

performance, a comparative analysis of the data for the eight companies was carried out. To collect 

evidence of this relationship, the different interviewees were questioned regarding the particular 

relationship that respondents felt existed between the implementation of social practices and performance. 

 

While certain trade-offs are considered part of the relationship between implementing social practices and 

economic performance, three companies found that social practices generate a positive effect on 

economic performance, increasing motivation, satisfaction and pride among employees, with consequent 

effects on the product quality, productivity and profitability for the company. However, differing 
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opinions exist in two of the companies, referring to difficulties in establishing a positive relationship 

between internal social practices and performance. 

 

According to the interviews given, the relationship between social practices and environmental 

performance (where this relationship was found to exist) is positive. For most companies, this is a 

relationship that is hard to verify, although the existence of environmental and social awareness by the 

employees does lead to a reduction in risk. 

 

Generally speaking, all companies were found to be unanimous in their opinion that there is a positive 

relationship between implementing practices of health and safety and social performance. This positive 

relationship is enhanced by drops in absenteeism, the number of accidents and their severity, as well as 

costs associated with overtime – all factors which understandably have considerable economic impacts. It 

is without adoubt that a win-win relationship exists between internal social practices and social 

performance with effects on economic performance. 

 

External social practices, namely those focused on the community, do not have a positive relationship 

with economic performance. However, the objective is not to achieve an increase in performance. These 

practices are related to the culture of the organisation, with a set of intrinsic principles and values which 

have repercussions on reputation and image in the marketplace. In other words, besides the internal 

impacts, the external impacts are reflected in recognition of companies by the wider community, such as 

with awards, partnerships being forged with NGOs and participation in different research projects with 

different stakeholders. 

 

 

Conclusion and Future Research 
 

The main goal of this research was to analyse social practices and their relationship with economic and 

social performance. To this end, a literature review was carried out to identify the internal and external 

social practices and the associated performance indicators. Using eight medium and large Portuguese 

companies, the most common practices used by the companies were identified, along with the economic 

and social key performance indicators. Furthermore, the relationship between social practices and 

performance was analysed. 

 

The study found that the actions of companies cannot be dissociated from access to the resources that 

support their activities and the ways in which they organise their processes and implement social 

practices for continuous improvement of their businesses. 

 

All companies employ the widespread use of social practices, namely internal practices. Applicationis 

based on certified management systems (reflecting internationally recognised standards) and 

interfunctional cooperation that are enshrined in annually defined objectives covering the different 

departmental managers using diverse management methodologies. 

 

All,  except C5 and C8,  embrace external social practices, developing actions in the community designed 

to increase employee awareness of the importance of adopting sustainable behaviours. The companies 

guarantee to their customers a quality product by defining the technical requirements that are subject to 

rigorous quality control and the legislation in the sector. Some companies are more forthright about their 

behaviour in this area, using responsible marketing campaigns which vary depending on the size of the 
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company and the resources available. Nevertheless, the absence of joint decisions to reduce the 

environmental impact,with no joint plans implemented to anticipate and resolve environmental problems, 

leads us to conclude that the implementation of such practices is limited. 

 

It is worth noting that the commitment to social practices varies according to the strategy and size of the 

company, the financial resources and the needs and demands of the customers. The observed diversity 

increases when considering training and awareness projects involving employees and the levels of social 

collaboration with the community, suppliers and customers. 

 

Overall, drawing on the experience of the eight sampled companies, it can be concluded that 

implementing social practices has a positive impact on the social performance of the company. Differing 

opinions were foundin relation to the impact on economic performance. However, when a relationship 

was found to exist, most interviewees thought it positive. These results can help the professionals to 

understand how to implement social practices and identify the impact that each practice has on 

performance. It can also help companies to decide which social practices should be implemented, 

considering their relative social and economic impact. 

 

As with any other study, there are some recognisable limitations which can hopefully be improved upon 

with future studies. In particular, while the sample includes companies from different sectors of the 

economy, it is based on a sample of eight case studies. This limits the possibilities for generalising the 

results to other contexts. 

 

One of the paths for future work relates to the possibility of generalising the conclusions to other 

contexts. This can be done by replicating the research using other companies in other sectors or by 

applying the methodology to small and medium-sized companies from other sectors of the Portuguese 

economy. Another suggestion for carrying out future work would be the use of longitudinal case studies. 

This approach would help analyse the implementation and structural dimensions of social practices and 

economic and social performance over time. This technique benefits the analysis by providing a more 

comprehensive view of the phenomenon, especially as sustainable management of the supply chain is an 

emerging area, and the attitudes and behaviours can change significantly between the short and long-

term. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to identify the nature of challenges single women experience in attempts to 

advancing in their professional careers in India. It examines the impact of ‘Single Women Stigma’ 

through their personal, professional and societal engagements on their career expectations and 

advancement. The present study adopted a qualitative descriptive approach because it aimed at 

investigating the experiences of single working women. Data was collected from in-depth interviews 

conducted with 21 Single Indian working women. This study draws from Bandura’s (2001) social 

cognitive theory as the theoretical framework. The findings suggest that there are a number of social, 

organizational and personal attitudinal barriers which hinder the advancement of single women at 

workplace.  Social and organizational stereotypes, gender discrimination, work-life balance issues, single 

means ‘available’ (assumptions men have about single women) and lack of opportunity for growth are 

amongst the most prominent challenges at workplace and in social context. The paper provides insight to 

the unheard voice of Indian Single Women; the challenges and barriers to their career advancement.  The 

attempt has been made to address the gaps in the literature related to “Single working women” and their 

career advancement. The implications are discussed and the recommendations to address the needs of this 

category of employees are provided.  

Keywords: Career advancement, Single women, Self-efficacy, Indian Cultural Society.  

1. Introduction 

 

The status of women has been subject to great changes over the past millennium. The role and 

participation of women in the workforce has attracted a great deal of research attention globally 

(Wertheimer, 1981; Morrison & Glinow, 1990; Matsui et al.,1995; Nelson & Burke, 2000; Hayes, 2004; 

Cheung & Halpern, 2010; Enid Kiaye & Singh,2013; Dezső et al., 2016; Madsen et al., 2017 ) and 

particularly in India (Sharma, 1990; Gupta et al., 1998; Budhwar et al., 2005; Singh & Hoge, 2010; Desai 

et al., 2011; Sahni 2016).  However, little work has been done on Single working woman which is a new 

Universal Sociological Phenomenon of this century. The traditional Indian society from its collectivist 

cultural perspective presents a common patriarchal social understanding.  This positions the bread earner 

role with the male member of a family, be it father, husband or a son. The woman therefore within the 

context of this cultural understanding tended to have their identities and roles being constructed from 

these traditional assumptions (Dalton 1992). 

However, as part of the shrinking world of globalization, the Indian society has over the years been 

experiencing social changes that continuously redefine roles and identities for both males and female 

members of the society. These changes have informed increasing roles for the female folks. Female 

members of the families are increasingly stepping out of the house to work, either to earn money to 

support self, family members or for the sake of maintaining self-respect and dignity that work provides. 

The increasing engagement of these women in the workforce also comes with its challenges, especially 
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with the single women of the group which may impede the realization of their career expectations and 

goals. To quantify the current contribution of the female working force to the Indian economy. 

Previous research suggest limited studies on the challenges of single women (Lewis and Borders 1995) 

and therefore there is a need to further engage in understanding the challenges these category of 

employees face within  different perspectives and experiences at work and careers (Dalton 1992, Kaslow 

1992).  

The purpose of this study is to identify the nature of challenges single women experience in attempts to 

advancing in their professional careers in India. It examines the impact of this ‘Single Women Identity’ 

through their personal, professional and societal engagements on their career expectations and 

advancement. This study draws from Bandura’s (2001) social cognitive theory as the theoretical 

framework.  

Therefore the present study examines the nature of the challenges through the three questions; what 

organizational factors impact on Indian single women career advancement? what societal factors impact 

on their career advancement? And what personal factors impact on their career advancement? 

Through the adoption of in-depth interview technique and the general inductive, the study examines both 

personal and socio-structural issues that impact on career advancement of the study population. The 

‘single women identity’ in the context of this study is inclusive of women who do not describe 

themselves as being in any formal relationship.  

This section has introduced the research background. Section two discusses the review of literature 

followed by section three which is methodology adopted in the research. Section four highlights the 

findings of the study and section five are discussion and conclusion.  

2. Literature Review 

 

Women are becoming important part of labour force all over the world. They represent almost fifty 

percent of the population; however, their participation in the workforce is not equal to men in many 

countries (International Labor Organization, 2014). Especially in India, women participation is small but 

increasing gradually with passage of time. As more and more women understand their contribution in the 

economy they are coming forward despite of several challenges.  

However, reaching higher positions in management has never been easy for women. Women in high 

management positions were nearly invisible from the 1970s till 1990s and still it is difficult to find a good 

number of women in higher positions (Helfat et al., 2006; Laff, 2006). Because of the multiple challenges 

and barriers at work place female leadership is still disproportionately small in nearly all sectors 

(Paustian-Underdahl et al., 2014; Srinivasan et al., 2013). However, in modern India women have held 

high offices including that of the President, Prime Minister, Chief Minister, Union Minister, Governor 

and leadership positions in corporate world as well. Therefore there is no dearth of women role models in 

politics or the corporate world (for example,  Indra Nooyi, CEO of Pepsico, Chanda Kochhar, the 

managing director and chief executive officer of ICICI Bank and Mazumdar-Shaw, one of the most 

famous and inspiring women entrepreneurs are just few to name). The academic research on single 

women working in India is a recent trend and this is an under researched area.  

The misconception and debates whether women perform as well on jobs as men has been addressed by 

many past studies. The recent studies reveal that there is no male-female difference in learning, problem 

solving ability or analytical skills and both genders performs equally on leadership positions (Zell et al., 

2015; Paustian-Underdahl et al., 2014). Moreover, studies have shown that women scored slightly higher 

than men on performance measures (Allendorfer et al., 2012). However, studies reveal that women earn 

less money than men for the same work.  

The challenges and opportunities for working women are relatively different than men which can be seen 

in many ways. They receive fewer challenging assignments and face manager’s biasness in providing 
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development opportunities, which leads to lower moral in women who restrict their managerial 

aspirations (Hoobler et al., 2014). Moreover, past studies suggest that the societal beliefs and 

expectations from women create a barrier in their career (Kulkarni, 2002; Budhwar et al., 2005; 

Vasavada, 2012). Single working women face even more complex environment not only at work place 

but also in the society. According to Singh (2001), the two categories of Single are; those who are single 

due to ‘circumstance’ and the other who are single by ‘choice’. The later is a growing phenomenon in 

India. While studies suggest that women who opt not to marry by choice are rather happier than the 

married women (Azmawati et al., 2015).  

There have been studies on female work role conflicts. Sidani & Hakim (2011) addressing the work 

family conflicts of white collar single women in a developing country (Arab) context reported low job 

satisfaction as these women were under paid and had lower upward mobility. Hess & Bourgeois (2010) 

in their research conducted three studies to access the stereo types regarding men’s and women’s 

emotional expressivity and self-perception of their emotional behavior. Studies also suggest a persistent 

and universal gap between men’s and women’s earnings (Damast, 2012; Lips, 2013).  On the contrary, 

Gino et al., (2015) found in their study based on number of research and over 4000 participants that 

women have a higher number of life goals but plays negative outcomes with high power positions 

therefore, perceives power as less desirable. However, studies on single working women have been 

limited (Houseknecht et al., 1987; Misra, et al., 2007; Sandberg, 2013). 

Review of literature suggests that there have been many studies conducted on working women in India as 

well in other parts of the world. However, little attention has been paid to the new Universal Sociological 

Phenomenon of Single women and their challenges at work and in personal life. Therefore, the present 

paper would address this small but significantly growing portion of Indian workforce and will give 

insight to the career advancement challenges of single women and also try to close the gap. 

Context of Study: India 

India has a complex culture with its diverse religions and languages and different opinions and beliefs 

concerning role and treatment of women at work and in society (Littrell & Bertsch 2013). It is also the 

second most populous country in the world where 48.5% of the population is represented by women. 

Women have equal participation in higher education. However, the labour force participation rate for 

women is not equal to men. The status of women in Indian society has undergone many changes over 

past decades (Sharma and Mukherjee, 2012). Indian society is typically characterized with stereotyping 

the role women plays, women is seen as only as house wife and a mother who takes care of all household 

work (Haq, 2013). The prime responsibility of earning money has always been with the men. When 

women enters workforce she is expected to perform dual responsibilities and therefore face double 

challenges that she must both adhere to social expectations as a housewife and, also work as an effective 

employee (Naqvi, 2011). Moreover, the changing global work environment has impacted India as well, 

there is a demand of high commitment from employees (Sahni 2016). 

 
In the context of economic liberalization, there has been an increase in employment opportunities for 

women, but women still face various challenges at workplace (Khandelwal, 2002). Past studies suggest 

that the societal beliefs and expectations from women create a barrier in their career (Kulkarni, 2002; 

Budhwar et al., 2005; Vasavada, 2012). However, the trend is changing and India has witnessed a social 

change. Women employment has now been a widely accepted phenomenon in present Indian society. The 

perception of society towards working women; be it single or married largely depends on the background 

of people. For example educated people are having a change in their perception and attitude but some 

conservative section of the Indian society still do not consider it good for an unmarried girl to go out and 

work. There is need for change in the way society or people from different backgrounds treat women and 

the perception they have for working women. As stated by Rawat (2014), impact on social transformation 

will take place only when the concept of patriarchy is shaken and conditions supporting women 

empowerment. 
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3. Methodology 

 

To understand and analyze the challenges in career advancement, the qualitative method was more 

appropriate for this study. Qualitative research permits researchers to “develop concepts, insights, and 

understanding from patterns in the data rather than collecting data to assess preconceived models, 

hypotheses, or theories” (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998, p. 7). A phenomenological qualitative approach has 

been employed in study with in-depth interviews conducted with Indian women who are single (who do 

not describe themselves as being in any formal relationship). The study examines the impact of this 

‘Single Women Identity’ through their personal, professional and societal engagements on their career 

expectations and advancement. This study draws from Bandura’s (2001) social cognitive theory as the 

theoretical framework.  

To explore this social phenomenon, data was collected through telephonic interviews from a sample of 21 

single women employed in different sectors like banks, universities, government offices and private 

companies. A convenience sampling was followed given the difficulty of reaching single women. The 

interviews were 60-70 minutes long and were conducted in English. The interviews were conducted 

between May 2017 and July 2017.The interview questions had open-ended questions which allowed the 

interviewees to express their feelings and discuss the challenges that hold them back. The researcher 

incorporated narrative inquiry techniques. 

To maintain the confidentiality of participants, alphabets are used in reporting the findings. The interview 

transcripts were reviewed for any inaccuracies. Patterns were analyzed after collecting information from 

participants through open-ended questions. Using a thematic approach, themes related to career 

advancement challenges were identified after coding and recoding. Content analysis was performed to 

identify frequent and recurring themes.   

A descriptive profile of participants is reflected in Table 1 below.  Twenty one participants were chosen 

for the study. They were diverse in age groups and employment sectors. There was only one woman 

below the age of 30 years, the age of other participants ranged from 30 to 48. All the participants were 

employed in cross-sectors, with wide-ranging affiliations in education, banking, private companies and 

government agencies. The educational background of the participants was also diverse; four participants 

had earned a Doctoral degree, seven had Master’s degree, eight had a Bachelor’s degree while one 

participant was Diploma holder. Twelve participants were from the category of never-married; seven 

were separated or divorced while two were widow. 

Table 1: Brief profile of participants 

Name Age Status Education level Employment  

A 38 Unmarried  Doctoral degree  Professor 

B 32 Divorced Bachelor’s degree  School teacher 

C 36 Unmarried Bachelor’s degree Banker 

D 35 Separated  Master’s degree Software engineer 

E 42 Divorced Master’s degree Private company 

F 31 Unmarried Bachelor’s degree Banker 

G 29 Divorced Master’s degree Software engineer 

H 36 Unmarried  Master’s degree Software engineer 

I 30 Unmarried  Diploma Government 

J 38 Unmarried  Bachelor’s degree Private company 

K 31 Unmarried  Bachelor’s degree Software engineer 

L 38 Divorced Doctoral degree Professor 

M 41 Widow Bachelor’s degree Banker 

N 28 Unmarried Master’s degree Private company 

O 34 Unmarried Bachelor’s degree School teacher 
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P 33 Separated Bachelor’s degree Government 

Q 39 Unmarried  Doctoral degree Professor 

R 45 Unmarried  Diploma (Technical) Private company 

S 39 Separated Master’s degree Government 

T 48 Widow Doctoral degree Professor 

U 41 Unmarried Master’s degree Banker 

 

4. Findings 

 

This qualitative study examined the experiences of twenty one working women who are not in any formal 

relationship therefore called ‘single’. The findings of study suggest a varied number of issues and 

challenges as perceived by single women at work and in society at large. The main themes derived from 

the stories are; social stereotypes and prejudices, gender discrimination, work-life balance issues, single 

means ‘available’, lack of opportunity for growth and lack of mentoring.  The findings of the study are 

presented in three parts: organizational factors, societal factors and personal factors, that impact on their 

career advancement.  

The participants in this study provided valuable insights. Investigating the workplace challenges and 

barriers faced by single women in India, it was found that most of the participants had experienced 

discrimination at workplace. However, only five participants reported that their marital status does not 

affect their career advancement. But these women do face many barriers in workplace because they are 

women. The rich descriptions of the experiences of single women at work and in the social context are 

provided below.  

Organizational Factors  

Women are increasingly participating in the labor force in India. The concern here is not only their 

meager participation; however, they must be given equal opportunity to reach higher positions in the 

organization. One of the prominent theme which emerged from the interviews is ‘gender inequality and 

discrimination’ at workplace.  Gender inequality connotes to unequal treatment or perceptions of 

individuals based on gender (Wood, 2009). This is directly related to lack of opportunity for growth and 

lack of mentoring for women in general, at workplace. The constraints present in the organization were 

obvious from the participant’s responses. Gender inequality was observed in the response provided by the 

participants. For example: 

(H) In my 10 years long career, I have never received equal increments as my male counterparts, no 

matter we are equally qualified, skilled and efficient. It is disappointing to note that every year my 

increment is less than other colleagues who are men. Although I tried to talk to my boss but my efforts go 

futile.  

For single women, in particular, there are no family-friendly policies existing on ground, however, all 

organizations claim to have flexible work arrangements. It becomes a hindrance for single women who 

are taking care of the parents and whole family. Many issues were related to work-life balance, as stated 

by one of the participants:  

(J) I am the one who is expected to stay back in the house whenever my parents fall sick, and 

unfortunately that is the time when my boss calls me to attend a meeting on urgent basis. Being a 

daughter, I can’t leave my old parents on their own and I have to say ‘no’ to my work during this critical 

time. I wish my company had some kind of support may be elderly care etc. to help me focus on my work.  

Another theme which was common among all the participants is single means you are “available’’. This 

theme has its roots in the social stereotypes and prejudices but experienced in the workplace by most of 

the single women. The participants mentioned that the male colleagues start taking women who are not 

married as available for them to date. This is disturbing the single women both psychologically and 

making them insecure at work.  Here is the quote form one of the interviewees which represents the 

feeling all single women: 
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(R) I have experienced this early in my career and I see the new girls facing the same in my as well as 

other companies. I am talking about the perception of men for unmarried women or single women, I 

don’t know what makes them think that if we are not married there is something wrong in our character 

and we can hang out with them after office till late hours. I mean there’s no harm in making friends but 

it’s their scorching eyes which tell the truth-what they want from a female. This is disgusting and I’ve 

been handling such situations very carefully because sometimes it’s your boss. You need to handle these 

conditions with great care. 

Social factors 

In the Indian society, it is difficult to lead a normal life if you choose to be ‘single’ or even if 

circumstances forced you to be ‘single’. For women, the social pressure to get married and settle has 

always been there from ages. However, the traditional stereotypical views towards single career women 

are slowly changing and they are getting acceptance at least in the urban areas of India. The social and 

family commitment and responsibilities pose a great challenge to single women aspiring to progress and 

continue in their careers. The social restrictions limit women’s advancement at work. For example, one of 

the participants described the type of constraints: 

 (T) Life has not been easy for anyone but for me it’s a bit more difficult because I carry a tag of being 

single. The society in which we live does not accept the freedom of any women easily. When my husband 

died and I started working, my in-laws had an objection but my parents gave me full support to become 

independent. We have all types of people with all types of prejudices towards single women working in 

private sector.  

There are single women who received a great support from their families and society at large. The 

following statement is representative:  

(B) I am now Single by my choice. I really owe this freedom to my parents. They don’t mind my staying 

with them after my divorce rather they welcomed me with open arms. Our culture used to be not so 

friendly for women who work for their financial freedom, but I have seen a lot of change in the thinking 

of people.  

The change in the society can be attributed to the socioeconomic level of the given family and the level 

of education. 

As many people have set prejudices in mind like women should take care of house and men are there to 

earn for them and feed them. One of the respondents said:  

(D) In India the environment for working women and non-working women are totally different. Women 

who stay at home are not exposed so much to the outside world. When they see me going out and also 

taking tuitions at home where students of all ages come to my place…it’s a cultural shock for them.  

The finding suggests that being single and working in private sector raises questions in the society. 

However, the statements reveal that this social prejudice is changing by time. For working women the 

social prejudices still remain a barrier for career advancement for majority of single working women.  

Personal Factors 

One of the common themes was the single women’s commitment to personal and family responsibilities 

over work. Women are said to be more emotional and responsible but this might become one of the 

constraints in their career advancement.  Moreover, single women are challenged to cope with stress and 

sometimes it leads to distress. However, the advancement in technology has supported women in a big 

way. For example, the automated washing machines and dishwashers are great time savers. Furthermore, 

use of internet and access to work email has helped women employees who have flexible work 

arrangement in their organization.  

From humane perspective, when one does not have proper emotional support and lacks the balance 

between personal life and professional life she tends to become weak. But having a good support network 

helps her in all ups and downs of life. For example, one of the participant’s states:  
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(L) I am a single working mother and for me it’s not easy to raise two children alone. However, I have 

my parent’s support but I do not like asking for money from them for any good reason. I do overtime 

every single day to earn little extra for my school going children. There was a time when I thought of just 

ending all the problems by ending my life but then I saw my kids. I was under depression for two years 

and it affected my work to a great extent.  

Despite of numerous barriers at work and challenges posed by society, the single women had shown a 

different level of self-reliance leading to self efficacy. They all were contended with the choices they 

made in their life. In the words of few participants:  

(A)I don’t want the world to be with me, I am concerned about only two or three people who are 

important to me. I am a kind of person who would like to adjust to any type of environment. I am 

basically an independent person. I am contended in my life. 

(P) I cannot change the whole world but I can change myself. I feel hurt whenever I am in situation 

where people pass bad comments on my marital status I see these people as sick…they have some kind of 

disease so I am not bothered about their treatment. I just pray for them to get better. I don’t react, ignore 

and I forgive them 

(M) There are many problems in life, but one should never under-estimate herself. Women needs to be 

independent (Single or married) and not rely on anyone else. 

These quotes suggest that Single women in India have been facing varied types of challenges in their 

personal as well professional lives. The organizational constraints and challenges are seen on day to day 

basis at their workplace (for example, discrimination, stereotype, lack of opportunity for growth) yet the 

self confidence and self efficacy of single working women is commendable.  

The findings reveal the unheard stories of the single women, the constraints present at all levels explain 

that even in advanced setting people still live with the stereotypes in organization and in society; 

however, these stereotypes and prejudices takes ages to be broken.  A single working woman is a 

category of employees which demand at least equal rights and opportunities.  

5. Discussion And Conclusion 
 

The findings from the sample of participants clearly emphasize the several types of challenges and 

barriers single women face in the workplace. These barriers serve as strong impediment in their career 

advancement. These barriers, specially the social factors are present not only in India but around the 

world (Berg-Cross et al., 2004). The study answers three questions being: what organizational factors 

impact on Indian single women career advancement? what societal factors impact on their career 

advancement? and what personal factors impact on their career advancement? 

Under organizational factors, the important themes which emerged are ‘gender inequality and 

discrimination’ at workplace, single means “available’, lack of opportunity for growth and lack of 

mentoring for women in general. The social factors are equally important and they either undermine the 

career advancement of women or support them in their career. The main challenges as perceived by 

single women are; traditional stereotypes associated with single women, social and family commitment 

and responsibilities. There are other personal factors that add on to this list of challenges. Importantly, 

stress and distress, lack of emotional support and imbalance between personal life and professional life 

emerged as main themes under personal factors. 

The women are now better educated, well trained and well equipped with self confidence. However, there 

was clear differentiation leading to discrimination based on the marital status at workplace. For single 

women the main concern is the quality of work they do and how does being single or married affect the 

output of their work. Moreover, the single women do not see ‘singlehood’ as a problem for anyone. In the 

present modern society, the identity of women should not be wrapped up in marriage. Some of the 

advantages of single hood as mentioned by the interviewees are; more time to work on yourself; freedom 

to travel on your choice; ability and freedom to take decision for my life etc.  
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Indian culture is a perfect example of a combination of both extremes; family pressurizes to get married 

and close family members becoming matchmakers in all your family occasions just to get you married.  

On the other hand, in India the family becomes the support system for single women (by choice or by 

circumstances), they welcome her with open arms. But when it comes to society or social settings, all 

single women become the talk of the town. However, this trend is changing gradually. People have 

started respecting single mothers and single working women as well.  The contextual supports play key 

roles in the career advancement of single women. 

The twenty first century single working women in India, despite of all odds enjoys the financial freedom, 

personal freedom and freedom from a unsuitable partner. Although all three factors; Organizational, 

Social and Personal factors impedes the upward mobility of single women in organizations, 

Organizational factors were the most common among single women which hinders their career 

advancement.  However, a steady improvement is seen in thinking and perception the society at large has 

for single working women. The prejudices and stereotypes are still prevalent at many workplaces.  

The study has provided a unique investigation of the social phenomenon of single working women and it 

has explored three different types of factors that prevent her from reaching higher positions in her career. 

The paper documents the story of unheard Indian Single working women. The constraints to their career 

advancement are present at all levels; personal, organizational and social. However, the self efficacy and 

commitment shown by these single women drives them at the workplace. These women have their coping 

efficacy that makes them stronger and prepare them for the coming challenges.  

Moreover, the study has depicted the role of social cognitive systems in India and how salient stereotype 

limits the single women’s growth in organizations. The findings have significant implications for 

practitioners, human resource departments, academic researchers and many other stakeholders. Few 

interventions are suggested; organizations should encourage the single professional women and shed the 

prejudices that men are superior to women (studies have shown there is no difference in the capabilities 

of men and women). By having more women friendly workplace policies considering contextual factors 

of Indian society, will help not only the single women employees but lead to organizational effectiveness 

through committed employees. Cultural and societal interventions are also needed to support them. 

Creating a positive image of single working women through media can be one of the interventions. The 

academic researchers might learn from the findings the unique workplace challenges that impede the 

career advancements of single working women in the contextual framework of India. The organizations 

can follow The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) ‘GENDER EQUITY SEAL”, the new 

auditable standard and certification system to promote fair treatment of men and women in the 

workplace. Private sector can play an exemplary role by implementing the best practices 

nondiscrimination statements and written policies in wages, training and access to opportunities. In total 

the six critical areas addressed are; Gender-based pay gaps, women’s roles in decision-making, work-life 

balance, women’s access to jobs in more dynamic and traditionally male-dominated sectors of the 

economy, ending workplace sexual harassment and using non-sexist communication. Proper 

implementation could serve a promising future for all categories of employees. 

6. Limitations And Future Research 
 

The present study had some limitations. The limited amount of research available on single working 

women in India restricted the literature review. The sample size was small but adequate. It was difficult 

to reach out to the single women and moreover to get consent from women to participate in this study. In 

addition, the area of study was limited to metropolitan cities of India. Therefore, the future researchers 

can consider an empirical investigation including B or C class cities as well in the study. In addition, a 

comparative analysis of career advancement of single women in private and public sector can be one of 

the future research areas. The studies can consider bringing successful Role models (especially those 

working for key corporations) for advocacy. They can speak quote and publish for themselves as well 

thus increase the informal documentation around this important subject). 
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Abstract 

Most natural resources that are used in production are non-renewable. When they become depleted they 

are lost for future use. Does it follow that the limited availability of natural resources will at some time in 

the future constrain economic growth as many environmentalists believe? While classical economists 

have shared the belief in limits to growth, the distinctive feature of modern neoclassical economics is its 

optimism about the availability of natural resources. After demonstrating the major role natural resources 

play in all economies worldwide (in the first part), we revealed the national and international character of 

natural resources (in the second part), with special focus on the international trade with resources and 

goods that may alleviate temporary shortages in supplying with raw materials and energy resources of 

any economy. In the end, the paper dealt with the old controversy between unlimited needs (of economies 

and of population) and the limited resources (especially of non-renewable natural resources), as their 

availability is questioned more and more in the present days. Special focus was placed on natural 

resources scarcity as this is the most pregnant element showing the limitations natural resources must face 

today. To better understand this issue, an econometric model was given to demonstrate the strong link 

between the actual stock of natural resources, on one hand, and the increase in exploitable stock due to 

the geological and soil improvement activity, as well as the raw material and energy production, on the 

other hand. In the end, some arguments were given to strengthen the need for sustainable development 

and environmental protection as the sole way to deal with inter-generational allocation of natural 

resources, which is, in fact, the basis of sustainability.  

Keywords: natural resources, availability, scarcity, resource substitution, sustainability. 

Introduction 

In order to move the entire world economic gear, on average of approximately 3 tons of active minerals 

per year per world inhabitant are taken from the Earth's crust. Depending on actual consumption, 

determined by the level of development, pollution is more than 3 tones in the case of an African, but more 

than 30 tones in the case of a North American. 

 

Approximately 1.2 billion people consume annually four-fifths of the energy produced in the world, and 

more than 3 billion people use only one-fifth. The ecological balance is in danger not only because of the 

huge takeover of minerals, but also because of the emanations and discharges of pollutants. 

 

Technology responds: new energies, new materials, new specific consumption, and new processing 

processes. 
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And these are just some of the problems of the world we live in. At their center – natural resources with 

their availability, needs, capitalization and use, subject of the next paragraphs. 

The Role of Natural Resources In The Economy 

Natural resources [1] occupy a central place in national wealth and of social reproduction as a whole; they 

constitute both the substance and material conditions, and the virtual driving force necessary for the 

development of the production of material goods (consumer goods and means of production), as well as 

the extension of the service system. All economic activities have as their starting point and, ultimately, 

they are based on the existence of natural resources.  

 

Natural resources are used as sources of raw materials to make goods and also to provide energy [2]. 

Making goods and producing energy consumes large quantities of resources extracted from the Earth. 

These resources are removed from the ground by mining. Mining includes digging ore out of the Earth 

which is refined to produce metals. It also includes drilling for liquids under the Earth. Most people think 

immediately of oil and petroleum resources; natural gas is removed from the Earth, too.  

 

Natural resources are difficult to define precisely, particularly in the context of international trade. Most 

people have an intuitive idea of what natural resources are, but “common sense” definitions cannot be 

relied upon since they eventually run into problems when dealing with ambiguous cases. For example, 

crude oil and wood are clearly natural resources, but it is less obvious how intermediate and final goods 

made from these products should be classified. 

 

For the purposes of this paper we should agree with defining natural resources as “stocks of materials that 

exist in the natural environment that are both scarce and economically useful in production or 

consumption, either in their raw state or after a minimal amount of processing” (WTO, 2010a). Another 

way of expressing the idea that natural resources must be scarce and economically useful is that they must 

command a positive price in markets and can be used either as inputs in production or directly as a source 

of utility to consumers. 

 

As noted earlier, natural resources falling under this definition typically share a number of key features, 

including exhaustibility, uneven distribution across countries, negative externalities consequences in other 

areas, dominance within national economies and price volatility. We now examine each of these features 

and illustrate them with some concrete examples. 

 

Under these conditions, any act of social production can be regarded as an "entry-exit". The available for 

"entry" - and what, in the long run, is ordered to be introduced into the social production process - is, in 

general, resource. "Exit" is the result, which is obtained in the process, and from which a part is 

consumed definitively for the maintenance and perpetuation of the human factor - the driving force and 

the purpose of the productive act - and another part is preserved for its reintroduction into the circuit, 

becoming thus a resource for the development of social production. 

 

In other words, resources are a dynamic, ever changing element. Their scope is not limited to natural 

resources only, which objectively have given determinations; even in their case, what is at one particular 

moment considered to be natural endowment, actually bears the imprint of the relative character of the 

assessment depending on the degree of knowledge and exploitation and valorization technologies at that 

time. 

 

With regard to mineral resources that are nonrenewable, it is quite difficult to establish with certainty the 

number of years of exploitation of existing reserves until their complete depletion. If, however, the 

amount of mineral reserves grouped into safe, probable and possible categories is calculated, this is done 

by specialists not in order to show that over a number of years the resources of the globe will be 
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completely depleted or not. These quantities and their exploitation time horizons show the degree of 

knowledge of the reserves at a given time (allowed both by the size of the funds allocated for geological 

research and exploration, and by the practical interest that exists in this regard in allocating funds for 

those extractive industries to increase both current and immediate future production), as well as the 

technical and economic possibilities of their exploitation. 

 

The extent of knowledge, as a result of geological research, improvement of exploitation and extraction 

technologies, increases the exploitable reserves of natural resources. Also, new mineral resources are 

drawn upon the economic circuit, thus enriching their range, while some of them can substitute the classic 

ones, especially those that have become too expensive. 

 

Considering all this, it is more correct to appreciate that the evolution of the world economy, as a whole, 

as well as the national constituent economies, will be influenced not so much by the physical limits of 

resources under the conditions of a normal demographic evolution, but especially by the economies and 

technological advances (Thorvaldur et.al., 1999). In this respect, the extraction costs of the various 

minerals become decisive, because of shifting to the use of mineral ores with a lower content and with a 

growing degree of impurities, at higher exploitation depths and in increasingly difficult conditions. Also a 

significant influence will have the evolution of research and the application of new technologies that 

make possible the substitution of classical resources with new ones, as well as saving resources by 

reducing specific consumption, by recycling them, etc. All these issues are reflected in the production 

costs and the level of economic efficiency of extracting the useful elements. 

 

Finally, the human factor, the "consumer" of endowment with natural resources that are transformed with 

the help of economic resources [3], is the main resource of the production act. Without the human factor, 

this act itself would not exist. The creative work of man is the one that transforms natural endowment into 

resources; it is the only one that gives birth to the technical and economic resources and, in the process of 

labor, socially by itself, quantitatively and qualitatively creates and enriches social and economic 

resources. 

 

Through the present study, the analysis aims at a limited objective: to make a global-world and national-

particular “inventory” of natural resources - often referred to in the economic literature as production 

factors - without penetrating deep and deep neither in the dialectics of the production process itself, nor in 

the dynamics of the union of the three major categories of resources, nor in the gearing of the "entry-exit" 

correlations, although the approach permanently pursues the essential link between quantitative and 

qualitative endowment with resources (seen as "inputs") and economic performances (seen as "outputs"). 

 

As a result, numerous and widely important studies and works have drawn attention, especially over the 

last five decades, on global issues of natural resources (Meadows et.al., 1972; Iancu, 1972; Ayres, 1978; 

Kula, 1994; Sneddon et.al., 2006; etc.). By new, bold and interesting approaches, they have "shocked" 

and, precisely by such means, have achieved their purpose: the warnings launched have been received; 

global problems have penetrated into general consciousness, the dangers and threats stemming from their 

failure to resolve have been better understood and, as such, the requirement to solve these problems has 

been imposed. 

 

Many approaches related to natural resources use have emanated from the industrialized world's 

perimeter, and few of them have projected global issues in light of the vision of this world. There have 

been trends, whether directly or indirectly, explicitly or implicitly, the problems of the industrialized 

world to be generalized and "globalized", whether or not the problems of the less developed world have 

been "forgotten" (van der Ploeg, F., 2011). 

 

Insignificant activities have in fact been made in these approaches to address the global problems of 

mankind and less developed world, and even weaker have been the attempts to understand the serious and 
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pressing problems of this world, from catching and emphasizing their global-world impact and to 

enhance, if not the priority, at least the urgency of their settlement, through extensive international efforts 

(Warner, 2015). 

National and International Character of Natural Resources 

The resource problem is multidimensional, its determinations, coordinates and implications being natural, 

geographic, economic, technical, historical, social, political and ecological. It also proves to have a 

national and, at the same time, international character, as seen before. 

 

The national character derives from the very objective reality of the national states, which makes the 

resources to exist, in fact, in geographic, historical and politically constituted-delimited spaces. Each such 

space has a certain endowment with natural, demographic, technical-economic and social-economic 

resources, and their allocation, the process of social production itself, takes place in this space, in specific 

coordinates. 

 

In other words, at the social-national level, it takes place the exploitation of the natural resources stock, 

the reproduction of the human factor, the formation and distribution of the technical-economic resources, 

the creation and valorization of the social-economic ones. In each national economic-political-social 

complex there is, therefore, a specific combination of different categories of resources, which determines 

differences in their allocation, management, distribution and use in the content of social production itself 

(Alais, 1971).  

 

Thus, from a global point of view, the situation is highly heterogeneous. The current heterogeneity 

derives not only from the inherent differences determined by, generically speaking, the "size" of the states 

and, therefore, the amount of available natural resources, but also from the discrepancies in the degree of 

the valorization and the efficiency of their use. 

 

The international character of the resource problem is closely related to the heterogeneity mentioned, in 

both its aspects. The needs-resources report is not the same in the different national spaces, which makes 

the union, within each of them, of natural and economic resources with the demographic (the human 

factor), and thus the valorization of the resources as a whole (through the social production process), to be 

accomplished through relations with other national spaces (Ohlin, 1967). The different natural resources 

are objective unevenly distributed globally and the possibilities for reciprocal substitution are reduced; 

needs are, however, general, so there is no alternative to international exchanges with such resources 

(Bulearca, 1995).  

 

At the same time, if their exploitation takes place in national spaces, the constraints of exploitation are 

global, because the environment is unique as only a certain takeover of resources may occur regardless of 

where this takeover takes place (due to the global, limited natural endowment) and only a certain 

deterioration under the influence of polluting effects may arise regardless of where such effects are 

generated. The very large and growing diversity of technical and economic resources gives a pronounced 

international character on the natural resources issue. 

 

Under the circumstances of this diversity, it becomes technically impossible and economically ineffective 

that in every national space, the entire assortment of technologies and products that constitute links (and 

therefore resources) in the current production gear complex to be conceived and created; as it would not 

be possible in every national area to create and make available the full amount of financial resources 

claimed in such a case. Thus, a certain specialization - and consequently a wide international cooperation 

- in the sphere of technical and economic resources is objectively claimed. At the same time, 

consideration should be given to the need and usefulness of international exchanges of experience, in the 

field of resources, for organizing and managing the micro and macroeconomic processes. 
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Experience itself proves that the current asymmetry in the world in terms of levels of endowment with 

technical and economic resources (which causes serious discrepancies in the degree of capitalization of 

natural resources and human productive potential, as well as in the standard of living and civilization) is 

closely related to a certain kind of international relations. Organizing international relations is therefore 

an integral part of the resource issue. The process of allocating, capitalizing and distributing resources - 

which has, and will preserve, predominantly and decisively a national character - tends to, at the same 

time, take on an increasingly profound international character, in the context of increasing 

interdependencies between different national spaces. 

 

Hence, worth noting that countries’ differing natural resource endowments – and their uneven 

geographical distribution – play a critically important part in explaining international trade. Traditional 

trade theory emphasizes that differences in factor endowments prompt countries to specialize, and to 

export certain goods or services where they have a comparative advantage. This process allows for a 

more efficient allocation of resources, which in turn leads to an increase in global social welfare – the 

“gains from trade” (WTO, 2010b).  

 

Studying the problems of primary resources and highlighting their relationship with the specialization of 

national economies and the structure of international economic exchanges made possible and necessary to 

develop the theory of endowment with factors, synthesized in the so-called ‘Heckscher-Ohlin theorem’ 

[4]. Relative differences in countries’ resource endowments are keys to the standard version of the 

Heckscher-Ohlin theory of international trade, according to which nations tend to specialize in industries 

and export products and services that require the use of relatively abundant and inexpensive production 

factors (natural resources). Conversely, nations tend to import goods and services that require large inputs 

of relatively scarce and expensive production factors (Heckscher, 1919; Ohlin, 1967). According to this 

theory, there is an organic link between the endowments with production factors (with primary factors, in 

particular) and the profile of the national economy. 

 

Hence, endowments of immobile and scarce natural resources may form a source of comparative 

advantage that guides the pattern of international trade. Consistent with this theory, Leamer (1984) finds 

that the relative abundance of oil leads to net exports of crude oil and that coal and mineral abundance 

leads to net exports of raw materials. Trefler (1995) finds similar results with respect to trade in resource-

intensive goods.  

 

The Heckscher-Ohlin theory has been modified and extended by introducing other factors besides 

resource endowments, such as transportation costs, economies of scale and government policy, (WTO, 

2010a) that also influence comparative advantage. For example, distance from world markets can be a 

decisive factor when the natural resource in question is bulky, such as natural gas, and when 

transportation costs are high. Complementary inputs, such as technology, capital and skilled labour, are 

also significant when a natural resource sector is characterized by difficult or technically complex 

extraction processes.  

 

Variables such as education, infrastructure and institutions have also been observed to affect sectoral 

patterns of natural resources trade (Lederman and Xu, 2007). Only when these other determinants of 

comparative advantage are in place will a resource-abundant country tend to export resources to countries 

with a relative abundance in capital and skilled labour and import capital-intensive goods in return 

(Leamer, 1995). In short, natural resource endowments may represent a necessary but not sufficient 

condition for the production and export of resources or resource-intensive goods (Feenstra, 2004). 

 

The existence of these two categories of resources - primary and qualitative - and especially the rapid 

increase in the role of non-material qualitative ones in “contemporary” national economies provided 

further clarifications and even changes in the old sense of the theory of endowment with factors, in the 
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following sense: as the development of national economies develops, their profile and structure is 

increasingly released from dependence on the endowment with natural primary production factors 

(Johnson, 1968; Vernon, 1970). The structure of the economy remains tightly linked to its own raw 

material and energy base, only as long as the national economy is at a low level of development. 

 

Based on technical progress, with the expansion and upgrading of the economy’s structure and, above all, 

of the industry’s structure, the link with its own energy and raw materials base, in its traditional meaning, 

weakens (and this is good), in particular, due to three reasons (Sachs and Warner, 1995). Firstly, is the 

creation of new industrial branches and diversification of production incorporating an increasing volume 

of highly qualified work and research activities, proliferation of technical and scientific progress in the 

national economy, resulting in a reduction in the consumption of natural resources per unit of added 

value. Secondly, is the development of foreign trade relations, which creates availability of foreign 

currency means of payment for resource imports and the expansion of international cooperation relations 

on direct, production and technical-scientific investment in the field of energy resources and raw 

materials. Thirdly, is the widespread resource substitution of raw materials and energy resources with 

new synthetic and artificial resources, as well as the use of alternative resources (IMF, 2017). 

 

Under these circumstances is required that the national fund of available resources to be known and put to 

good use by a rational trend in each country, according to its inalienable right to permanently and entirely 

dispose of national natural resources in the interest of developing its own economy (Tinbergen, 1977; 

Hartwick, 1977; Bravo-Ortega and de Gregorio, 2005). The current world trade system helps support 

substantial inequalities in the distribution of the use of natural resources. This raised (Ecobescu, 1981; 

Brown et.al., 2015) and still raises important questions for global justice.  

 

Therefore, the effectiveness (the fundamental economic criterion) and the equity (the fundamental social 

and ecological criterion), the two main objectives which must govern this process at national level and 

whose simultaneous implementation is of particular importance and complexity, must be both pursued 

internationally. In this respect, worth noting that the world economy today uses around 30% fewer 

resources to produce one Euro or Dollar of GDP than 30 years ago; however, overall resource use is still 

increasing, but resource efficiency has improved steadily globally. Anyhow, as we consume growing 

amounts of products and services, this upward trend is more than outweighed by the overall growth of our 

economies (Brekke and Howarth, 2002).  

 

In order to create a more sustainable and equitable world, regions with high levels of per-capita resource 

use will need to sharply decrease their resource use in absolute terms. This reduction in resource use in 

richer regions will give poorer regions the chance to increase their resource use as they overcome poverty 

and increase their quality of life (Graham et.al., 2017). This principle is already well established in the 

global debate on climate targets, and it needs to be extended to the area of resource use. Short-term 

actions can get rich countries on the right track. These include implementing policy measures that 

increase the prices of natural resources and reward resource-efficient behavior, exploiting resource 

efficiency within companies, increasing recycling and informing consumers about their options to reduce 

the use of natural resources (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996).  

 

As a result, more fundamental questions about economics, development and resources need to be 

addressed in the medium term. Most significantly, how can new models of development to be created in 

industrialized countries that focus on well-being instead on increased production and consumption? This 

will require rethinking the role of economic growth and the links between resource use, quality of life and 

happiness. Therefore, whether economic growth can be sustained in a finite natural world is one of the 

earliest and most enduring questions in economic literature.  
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 The limited character of natural resources, the need for their sustainable use 

Anything that is dug out of the ground cannot be put back; that is why anything that is removed from the 

ground is considered limited and will ultimately run out. This means that when the supply of the resource 

runs out there will be no more. The Earth forms natural resources very, very slowly and it takes a very, 

very long time. The resources that are easiest to dig out are used up first. This includes the minerals in 

high concentrations and those that are near the surface. Once these are used up, it is necessary to look for 

more. These resources are harder to obtain and in lower concentration. This makes them more expensive 

to obtain, so goods cost more. And, as we stated before, eventually the resources will run out. 

 

Natural resources, including materials, water, energy and fertile land, are the basis for our life on Earth. 

However, humanity’s rapidly growing consumption of these resources is causing severe damage. Our 

climate is changing; fresh water reserves, fish stocks and forests are shrinking; fertile land is being 

destroyed and species are becoming extinct (Johnson, 2002). In order to continue to thrive on this planet, 

our lifestyles will need to become more sustainable, so that we are able to protect our natural resource 

base and the fragile eco-systems on our planet (Howarth, 2012).  

 

Humans today extract and use around 50% more natural resources than only 30 years ago, at about 60 

billion tones of raw materials a year. Increasing resource extraction doesn’t just lead to environmental 

problems, but is often also linked to social problems such as human rights violations and poor working 

conditions. These negative environmental and social impacts are most strongly felt in African, Latin 

American and Asian countries with low environmental and social standards (Axelrod et.al., 2011). People 

in rich countries consume up to 10 times more natural resources than those in the poorest countries. On 

average, an inhabitant of North America consumes around 90 kg of resources each day. In Europe, 

consumption is around 45 kg per day, while in Africa people consume only around 10 kg per day (SERI, 

2009).  

 

Even with unprecedented growth in human population and resource consumption, humans have been 

quite adept at finding solutions to the problem of scarce natural resources, particularly in response to 

signals of increased scarcity (Barnett and Morse, 1963; Barnett, 1979; Smith, 1979; Stiglitz, 1979). 

Because environmental resources are not generally traded on markets, however, scarcity signals for these 

resources may be inadequate, and appropriate policy responses are difficult to implement and manage. In 

the debate over the economic scarcity of natural resources, one significant change in recent years has 

been a greater focus on the ecosystem services and the resource amenities yielded by natural 

environments (Krautkraemer, 2005). The general conclusion at this point is that technological progress 

has ameliorated the scarcity of natural resource commodities; but resource amenities have become 

scarcer, and it is unlikely that technology alone can remedy that. 

 

Starting from these evidences, although its influence on current research on the economics of 

sustainability is mainly historical (Neumayer, 2004), the legacy of The Limits to Growth study (Meadows 

et.al., 1972) continues to have very considerable implications for environmental policy, in part because of 

the powerful appeal of the study’s “apocalypse-or-renewal” rhetorical framing in the context of the 

contemporary sustainability movement (Meadows, 1992). In debates over climate change, for example, 

environmentalists (Victor, 2011) sometimes argue that, because the production and consumption of 

market goods and services is the proximate cause of greenhouse gas emissions, stabilizing climate will 

require some curtailment or even the reversal of economic growth.  

 

In response, critics argue that, because economic growth is fundamental to the improvement of human 

welfare (Howarth, 2012), policies that negatively affect economic growth are unworkable and undesirable 

(Lomborg, 2001). This contextualization of the issue has led to policy gridlock grounded in an underlying 

ideological disagreement. 
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In traditional approaches, natural resources as well as the population appear to be exogenous variables of 

the economic and social system, which in the short run usually does not pose the real prospect of each 

resource. In reality, the evolution of primary, population and quality resources is in close interdependence 

with the evolution of the economic and social system (Stiglitz, 1974). Hence, in dynamic studies, and 

especially in long-term projections, the resource subsystem must be integrated into the economic system, 

and at the same time it is necessary to analyze both the evolution of the structure and the mutual 

influences of the change of the component elements of the system. 

 

The economy and human society, as a whole, long-term development will depend on the availability of 

factors, represented, first of all, by the natural resources, comprised, in turn, in a very complicated 

network of relations with the demographic, technological, ecological and biological factors. For modeling 

these relationships, it is important to identify and define the conceptual apparatus with which we shall 

operate. 

 

Therefore, worth noting that in most of the papers, a large part of the conceptual and methodological 

apparatus was closely related to solving the problems of optimal allocation of resources (Kantorovici, 

1966), in which the limitation of the production factors appears to be relative in both the static and the 

dynamic vision. Indeed, resources appear to be deficient in their relationship to the growing need to meet 

more and more needs in production or consumption (Bulearca, 1993). 

 

As noticed earlier, natural resources can be thought of as natural capital assets, distinct from physical and 

human capital in that they are not created by human activity (WTO, 2010a). Natural capital may be a 

potentially important input in a country’s “production function”, but is important to distinguish between 

natural resources as factors of production and natural resources as goods that can be traded 

internationally. For instance, minerals, oil, and various other materials can be extracted and enter into 

trade. However, other resources may form the economic basis for various sectors of the domestic 

economy, and therefore are only involved in trade in an indirect way (Josling et. al., 2009). For example, 

climate and scenery can be exported through tourism. Similarly, agricultural land, which is the archetypal 

“fixed, immobile” natural resource, can be exported through agricultural commodities grown on that land. 

Hence, at a fundamental level, natural resources are often a reason for trade rather than tradable goods in 

their own right. 

 

Hence, the general links between the economic results, on one hand, and the natural resources (interpreted 

as flows and stocks) and the other primary resources, on the other hand, can be more clearly identified 

using mathematical relationships and symbols. Thus, we may say that the labor force L0(t), the production 

resources K0(t) and the natural resources R0(t) are used as primary resources to achieve the final goods 

and services production Y(t): 

 

[ ]Y t f L t K t R t to o o( ) ( ), ( ), ( ),= . 

 

The natural resources R0(t), represented by the flow of raw materials and primary energy that are used in 

the production process, are also obtained from the stock of material resources as a result of the mining, 

forestry and agricultural exploitation activity, and the use of the wealth of waters, etc., for which is 

required to allocate labor and fixed capital resources. Taking into account the so-called stock of natural 

resources existing in period t, noted as S(t), as well as the L1(t) labor force and the fixed capital K1(t) 

available, the production of raw materials and energy R0(t) is given by the relationship: 

 

[ ]R t f L t K t S t to ( ) ( ), ( ), ( ),= 1 1 . 
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The more the resource is extracted, the more difficult and more expensive it becomes to extract that 

resource from the nature. That is why stock S is a superior limit that can be reached in the given 

technological and economic conditions. But the stock has a dynamic character. It can be increased over 

time: in the case of non-renewable resources, through prospecting and geological research, by adding to 

the known and exploitable reserves category those new identified and studied resources; and, in the case 

of renewable resources, through natural processes (rain, wind, solar radiation) and by improving and 

protecting soil and forests, planting new forests, and researches to create the technologies needed to 

exploit the natural potential. 

 

The increase in the stock of resources G(t), as a result of human activity, requires an appropriate volume 

of labor L2(t) and capital or fixed capital K2(t): 

 

[ ]G t f L t K t S t t( ) ( ), ( ), ( ),= 2 2 . 

 

Taking into account the initial stock of resources (S0), the increase in exploitable stock due to the 

geological and soil improvement activity G(t), as well as the raw material and energy production R(t), 

which leads to the stock resource shortage, the stock of resources at the end of the period t can be 

expressed by the relationship: 

 

[ ]S t S G R d

t

( ) ( ) ( ) ,= + −∫0

0

τ τ τ  

 

or in terms of a discrete time model: 

 

S t S t G t R t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= − + −1 . 

 

This simplified model illustrates the linkages between variables and the way to allocate labor and fixed 

capital resources for the production of raw materials and primary energy, geological activity and 

improvements needed to increase the stock of resources that make possible to maintain the flow of raw 

materials and energy required to achieve the increase in final output of goods and services. 

 

In order to stimulate the tendency to promote the consumption of renewable and/or renewable resources 

and to blur the consumption of non-renewable ones, E. Dolan (1969) proposed the use of a calculation 

and analysis tool for the evolution of resource expenditures, which he calls the gross national cost (GNC) 

and subdivides it into two categories: type I, the GNC fraction produced with renewable and recoverable 

resources; and type II, the GNC fraction produced with depleting and non-recoverable resources. From 

the point of view of economic management and conservation of natural resources, the issue is to 

maximize the type I fraction (produced with renewable and recoverable resources) and to minimize the 

type II fraction (obtained with depleting and non-recoverable resources). 

 

In principle, economic and demographic growth leads to increased consumption of natural resources. 

Taking into account that natural resources are limited, as earlier demonstrated, it is necessary to know 

their volume in order to determine the duration of their use until full exhaustion, in the case of non-

renewable resources, or their decrease per capita, beyond the level of subsistence, in the case of 

renewable resources. But these problems shall be thoroughly studied in some of our future works. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

Natural resources are indispensable for the functioning of modern economies, and for achieving and 

maintaining high standards of living in all countries. They are primary inputs in the production of all 

manufactured goods (e.g. ores and other minerals). Also, they provide the energy needed to transport 

people and goods from place to place, to light our cities, and to heat our homes and places of work 

(fuels). They are also a potentially unending source of valuable materials and a habitat for wildlife and 

plant species (forests, oceans). Finally, in the case of water, they are necessary for sustaining all life on 

the planet. It is no exaggeration to say that the way the world manages its natural resources will go a long 

way towards determining the sustainability of the global economy. 

 

Because of the limited character of natural resources, until recently, the economic analysis as a whole, 

and especially the one on optimization, has been dominated by the concept of resource scarcity 

(Krautkraemer, 2005). A large part of the conceptual and methodological apparatus was closely linked to 

solving problems regarding the allocation of resources at micro and macroeconomic level. In this context, 

the limit of the production factors appears to be relative in both static and dynamic view. Indeed, goods 

appear to be deficient in the ratio in which these goods are found in the production process, thus appears 

the need of combining them both quantitatively and qualitatively in the process of their use. They appear 

to be deficient because the necessary production factors are not available without limit during the 

production process. 

 

The theory of optimal allocation of resources means a combination of production factors in such a way 

that, taking into account some restrictions given by the temporal deficiency of some resources, a 

maximum effect is achieved. Given a large number of technological factors and variants, their efficient 

use is being pursued, as well as the substitution of deficient resources with other non-fiscal ones. In this 

respect, conservation of natural resources is also another very important issue. The modern economies 

should always look for alternative sources of materials. This includes substitution of materials and 

recycling. 

 

In general, as regarding processes in their dynamics, results that production factors are reproducing in 

increasing quantities. However, in the process of using the resources, their deficiency is maintained in a 

relative way (among resources), becoming virtually oscillating over time, precisely because of the 

intervention with different intensities of technical progress, direct action of man, economic mechanism, 

and so on. The scarcity of resources in relation to the needs of society is gradually diminishing, based on 

economic development and increasing the contribution of technical progress to economic growth 

(Neumayer, 2000). 

 

The scarcity of resources should be highlighted in the economy with prices: the more these resources are 

deficient, the higher their prices are. Indeed, prices have to express, on one hand, the amount of living and 

materialized labor costs and, on the other hand, the current and prospective market situation (supply and 

demand), the status of natural resources, and so on. While trade in natural resources will almost certainly 

continue to grow in the future, improved international cooperation and domestic regulation should be able 

to contribute to efficiency gains, the elimination of the adverse consequences of extracting and using 

natural resources, and perhaps increased stability in the market prices of these goods (Araujo et.al., 2013).  

 

However, the above interpretations have become insufficient for a better understanding of the new issue 

in the real world. Therefore, it is necessary to address the resource problem in close connection with the 

evolution of the environment and its factors, with the new economic, social and technological processes 

of perspective, which take place not only on a national scale, but also on the world stage (Chasek et.al., 

2010). Anyhow, even if we look at things in general, the same traditional image is perpetuated, according 

to which the essential natural resources ensuring biological and economic life are free goods and that man 

lives in an unlimited space (De Man, 2016). Then, natural resources would be gifts of nature. 
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Developing industries and technologies, population growth, etc. have begun to increasingly use the 

environment, so that they have become an additional production factor, and pollution has become a more 

evolved element in the field of natural environment boundaries. It is necessary for man to change his 

behavior in relation to nature: from violence and foolishness, he has to be a protector and collaborator of 

the natural environment or, as Boulding says (1966), to find his place in a system ecologically cyclical 

that is capable of continuous reproduction of the material form. Anyhow, these issues will be largely 

addressed in our future work dealing with the estimative speculations and the “Spaceship Earth” concept 

introduced by Boulding a few decades ago [5]. 

 

Indicating the number of years of exploiting the reserves until their full depletion, when forecasting 

economic developments is made, and hence concluding that economic growth should be slowed down or 

stopped arises not only as an unjustified thing, naive in terms of economic reasoning. All of this, 

however, should not prompt us to a contemplative or passivity in terms of the impact that resources have 

on economic growth (van der Ploeg and Venables, 2011). On the contrary, they require the intensification 

of geological research, the rational management of resources, increased research and technological efforts 

for the transition to the exploitation of resources with lower content of useful substances and, in 

particular, the search for new efficient substitution resources or satisfying a larger range of needs. 

 

At this time it is recognized the insufficient study of the relations and of the economic requirements for 

prevention or recovery of environmental factors, negative effects as well as the lack of a system of 

economical evaluations of natural resources sufficiently cohesive, comprehensive, efficient and 

theoretically substantiated, a system to be used for saving the limited natural resources and preserving the 

environmental factors (Laitos and Zellmer, 2015). Moreover, is the right time to evaluate mineral 

resources of the subsoil so that such assessments to be used as effective tools in the broad action of 

rationalizing the extraction and use in production of all natural resources, which is closely correlated with 

the requirements of economic growth in the future. 

 

The evaluation of natural resources is of a not only theoretical importance, but also of practical 

importance, for the elimination of waste in the economic processes (production and consumption), for the 

rational exploitation thereof, and so on. The fact that, in general, the specific consumption of raw 

materials and energy resources is even higher (Darmstadter, 2002), that the recovery factor of many 

mineral resources is very small, that there is a great waste in the whole economic circuit precisely to those 

resources which in the future will become more and more scarce is because prices are set only on the 

basis of value - current work, and that the specific factors determining the current and prospective 

situation of these resources are not sufficiently taken into account. 

 

All the above mentioned issues are useful elements in the realization of the economic policy in the field 

of resources. Carefully used, these elements can indeed help rationalize the consumption of natural 

resources and preserve environmental factors for a better common future. Moreover, sustainability cannot 

be developed and imposed on a community, small or large scale. Success depends on the participation 

and implementation by the community (Buffie et.al., 2012). Community members must be the driving 

force for the sustainable quality of life for all members, now and for the future generations. Because 

sustainability is a dynamic concept rather than a static state, it requires decision makers to be flexible and 

willing to modify their approaches according to changes in the environment (including the diminishing of 

the actual stock of natural resources), human needs and desires, or technological advances. This means 

that actions that contribute to sustainability today, either in perception or in reality, may be deemed 

detrimental tomorrow if the context changes. 

 

The intellectual and political debate about natural resources has seen public attitudes and expert opinion 

alternate between optimism and pessimism about whether precious natural resources will continue to be 

available for future generations (Perman et.al., 2003). Growing concern for the environment, combined 
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with the steady rise in natural resource prices in recent years, has once again brought these issues to the 

forefront of public consciousness.  

Endnotes 

[1] There are two basic conditions for a substance or feature to be classified as a natural resource. First, 

the resource must exist naturally in the environment; that is, not synthetically produced by human beings, 

such as in a laboratory or factory. Crude oil, timber, deer, and sailfish fit that requirement, whereas 

genetically engineered bacteria or computers do not. A naturally occurring commodity typically is 

classified as a natural resource when it is extracted or purified from its natural state rather than being 

created. Second, the resource must be able to be exploited by humans to directly satisfy a need or want. 

Copper, tuna, and air fulfill such a requirement (with air supplying a need, as a condition for life), 

whereas an infectious parasiteor mosquito does not (although the parasite or mosquito may provide 

an indirect benefit as part of nature, such as part of food chains).  

 

Some authorities hold that for a substance or feature to be classified as a natural resource, it must offer 

potential or actual economic value, creating wealth. This was an original definition provided in the 6th 

edition of Black's Law Dictionary (1990): “any material in its native state which when extracted has 

economic value”. Others do not limit the term to those resources having economic product value, but also 

include supplying a non-economic value. Resources such as oil, coal, wood, water power, and arable land 

clearly can be seen as providing potential economic value. These are considered natural resources by all 

parties. The second, broader concept also includes such features as climate and trees planted in a park. 

While not considered to have any direct economic value, they do provide important non-economic values. 

A climate may be seen as part of one’s enjoyment of nature and tourism, while trees in a park provide 

aesthetic values. 

 

This distinction is reflected in the two divergent definitions of natural resource found in the 7th edition 

of Black’s Law Dictionary (1999): (1) “any material from nature having potential economic value or 

providing for the sustenance of life”; and (2) ”environmental features that serve a community’s well-

being or recreational interests, such as parks” (Swarts, 2013). 

 

[2] A natural resource industry is one in which the primary activity involves extraction and/or 

purification of the natural resource, instead of creation of the commodity. Examples of natural 

resource industries include crude oil extraction and processing, fishing, and forestry. Agriculture is not 

considered a natural resource industry (Swarts, 2013). 

 

[3] Within resources, a growing weight and importance are those whose origin is directly the process of 

production and social activity itself; created by man, they increasingly condition their productive 

potential. They are of particular complexity and diversity, but their common specificity delimits them 

from the other two major categories of resources: natural, on one hand, and human, on the other. 

Therefore, the term they are called - economic resources - must be interpreted not in a narrow sense, but 

in its broad sense of maximum generality. Some of the economic resources represent work and 

accumulated experience - technical-economic resources, equipment, scientific knowledge, technologies, 

financial-investment means; others are the framework within which the productive-social activity is 

carried out, namely the existing economic and social organization, depending on the dynamics of the 

historical-social evolution and the accumulated experience - the social-economic resources related to the 

system of production relations and the organizational and management structures (Samuelson and 

Nordhouse, 2009). 

 

[4] The Heckscher–Ohlin theorem is one of the four critical theorems of the Heckscher–Ohlin model. It 

states that a country will export goods that use its abundant factors intensively, and import goods that use 

its scarce factors intensively. In the two-factor case, it states: "A capital-abundant country will export the 
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capital-intensive good, while the labor-abundant country will export the labor-intensive good." The 

critical assumption of the Heckscher–Ohlin model is that the two countries are identical, except for the 

difference in resource endowments. This also implies that the aggregate preferences are the same. The 

relative abundance in capital will cause the capital-abundant country to produce the capital-intensive 

good cheaper than the labor-abundant country and vice versa.  

 

Initially, when the countries are not trading: the price of the capital-intensive good in the capital-abundant 

country will be bid down relative to the price of the good in the other country, the price of the labor-

intensive good in the labor-abundant country will be bid down relative to the price of the good in the 

other country. Once trade is allowed, profit-seeking firms will move their products to the markets that 

have (temporary) higher price. As a result: the capital-abundant country will export the capital-intensive 

good, the labor-abundant country will export the labor-intensive good.  

 

The Leontief paradox, presented by Wassily Leontief in 1951 (Leontief, 1951), found that the U.S. (the 

most capital-abundant country in the world by any criterion) exported labor-intensive commodities and 

imported capital-intensive commodities, in apparent contradiction with the Heckscher–Ohlin theorem. 

However, if labor is separated into two distinct factors, skilled labor and unskilled labor, the Heckscher–

Ohlin theorem is more accurate. The U.S. tends to export skilled-labor-intensive goods, and tends to 

import unskilled-labor-intensive goods (Miberg, 1996). 

 

[5] Kenneth Boulding is widely regarded as one of the ‘founding fathers’ of ecological economics. In his 

classic paper written in 1966, Kenneth Boulding discusses a change in orientation that is required if 

mankind is to achieve a perpetually sustainable economy. Boulding concludes his paper by considering 

the extent to which the price mechanism, used in a way to put prices on external diseconomies, can deal 

with the transition to “Spaceship Earth”. He accepts the need for market-based incentive schemes to 

correct such diseconomies, but argues that these instruments can only deal with a small proportion of the 

matters which he raises. 
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Abstract 
 

The objective of this paper is to link tourism and sport policies, through the lens of the Romanian 

paradox: on the one hand increasing statistics referring to the economical embeddedness of sport and 

tourism, but poor measurable social and cultural impact of both phenomenon, on the other hand a global 

pressure trough international entities and European Union's long term strategies in policy making – all 

these have been encouraging to investigate the evolution of tourism and sport policy making in Romania 

before and after the year 1989, marking the fall of the communist regime. The study, based on a 

narrative approach, aims to present a short synthesis of the main tourism theory critiques an analysis of 

how tourism and sport tourism theories and policies are linked to each other in the Romanian context. 

Briefly reviewing the pre-1989 states in this paper, using a theoretical analytical approach, we undertake 

to examine also the post-1989 institutional and public policy structures responsible in formulating 

tourism strategies in Romania. At the intersection, we also keep track of when and in what context these 

strategies are targeting the sport as a part of tourism. The result of the analysis is a summary study 

aimed to capture the tourism-related public policy representations in Romania, all in a wider context. 

 

Keywords: public policy, sport tourism, institutional frame, education, research based policy 

 

Introduction 
 

According to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) the total contribution of tourism to GDP 

in Romania was 5.2% in 2016, the total contribution to employment was 6.2% for the same year, and the 

visitor exports 2.8%, forecasted 9.1% for 2017 as stated in the WTTC's 2017 Economic Impact Report. 

These are just some emphasized statistics for highlighting the economical impact of the tourism sector. 

The main motivation of this study is to analyze the evolution of tourism and sport strategies and policies 

in Romania before and after 1989 in the context of the manifest signs and effects of the economical 

importance and the latent motivation of tourism. Following this logic we would like to answer the 

question: where is the Romanian decision- and policy making positioned in the global tourism-

judgment, how the communist heritage effects the present decision-making, in what scale are EU-

funding focused and used to fulfill the objectives and strategies.  

 

The analysis applies a narrative logic and the structure of the study is based on a short overview of 

tourism theories – focused on critiques of the mainstream approaches, followed by a screening of what 

meant the public policy in tourism and sport in Romania before and after 1989: analyzing separately the 

early 90’s, the early 2000’s, the before and after EU-accession period, and finally the new faces of 

policy-making in Romania. The conclusion of this study is focusing on the formulation of the main 

critical aspects regarding tourism and sport policy-making in Romania, highlighting the importance of 

all manifest and latent factors of the tourism sector.  

 

Short Overview of Tourism Theories Critique and the Theoretical Frame of the 

Analysis 
 

The theoretical and analytical vision of the current study is embedded in the social scientific fact that the 

phenomenon around us in different societies/economies and cultures are multi-dimensional and cannot 

be treated/analyzed exhaustively with a single cause-effect model. According to this quasi-axiom, our 
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theoretical overview is based on Franklin and Crang (2001) tourism and travel theory critique, in which 

the authors highlight the dilemmas with existing tourism theories regarding the growing tourism-based 

research objects, the perception of tourism and the education and study of tourism. The authors also 

mention that the research objective of the tourism as science has grown and the researcher community 

connected to this extended area is relatively new. The consequence is that the academic society is faced 

with a quantitative expansion of scientific works and points of views, but these scientific achievements 

are dominated by case studies and policy-making documents. The second critique is closely linked to the 

first one presented and discusses about the problem of the fetishized tourism as a thing, a product, a 

behavior – which highlights the temptation of the scientific sphere to treat tourism as a particularly 

economic “thing” (Franklin and Crang, 2001). The authors highlight the importance of linking the social 

and cultural practices also to the scientific tourism perceptions. The third problematic issue in making 

tourism theory represents the way tourism is framed for study: the authors identified an obsession of 

taxonomies and classification, and also highlight a problematic way of analyzing the object of the 

tourism, the tourist as an over-rationalized economical actor. We can also complete this observation – in 

the context of Romania – that in the logic, how tourism is represented in the educational offer of the 

accredited higher education institutions is significantly economy-centered.  

 

The authors' conclusion is that the tourism in not a specialist consumer product or mode of consumption, 

so the new approaches in modern tourism studies have to reflect the growing significance of the tourism 

as a cultural laboratory, where the individual tourist is functioning as a “piece” of a global cultural and 

economical interactional network (Franklin and Crang, 2001). 

 

Based on the above lined up critiques, we have to link the tourism theory to the public policy responses, 

including not just tourism itself as a sector, but also aspects of sport-tourism. Weed (2008) in an article 

focusing on the examination of the UK’s sport and tourism policy, explains the importance of cross-

sectoral liaison between responsible policy entities (respectively sport and tourism public bodies and 

academic sphere research). The problem is that the well-working developed links between pubic bodies 

and/or research bodies are isolated and ad-hoc – focused more on priority events and related 

representations, not on a comprehensive, research-based policy making exercise. In this context Weed 

(2008) underlines the separate development of different “culture” in the two sectors. It is highlighted 

also that the “tradition” of public support is manifested in different ways in tourism and sport. While 

tourism appears in public representation as private sector,  sport as public one, actually both having its 

own policy “department” with different level of the responsibility for policy development bodies.  

 

The literature is relatively weak referring to the sport and tourism policy process, the theoretic goal 

being to understand the public policy responses to the sport-tourism link (Weed, 2008). Houlihen (1997) 

in his book about a comparative analysis about public policy making patterns in sport in five different 

countries highlights that comparison in the public policy analysis has to be done between policy sectors, 

between responses to a range of issues or between countries. In our analysis the ‘between country’ 

approach is unreasonable, but the analysis model of Houlihen on sport public policy and Hall and 

Jenkins’s (1995) analysis model on tourism – integrated by Weed (2008) in his analysis on UK's sport 

and tourism policy gives us a useful theoretical frame to create those analytical aspects which will help 

us to follow up the Romanian situation.  

 

The Analytical Frame of the Study 
  

The logic of the analysis follows the outlined theoretical framework. Based on tourism theory critique 

and some aspects of Weeds’ (2008) adopted model in UK’s analysis, in case of Romania the presented 

periods will succeed the following topics: the structure of the policy communities for sport and tourism 

(the levels of organization, regional specificity, resources and funding, communication and influence); 

most important strategic policy documents (strategy initiatives, policy development; education and 

research (the scientific background of delivered experts and research documents, relationship between 

science and policy making).  

 

The applied analytical vision and methodology is based on the tourism concept as a social, cultural and 

economic phenomenon, the approach is narrative historical: the study describes the main legislative 
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regulations and institutional background, presents the main strategically objectives of the policy 

documents, overlooks the change of position of the education and research during the communist period 

and after 1989.  

 

Tourism and Sport Policy in Romania Before 1989 
 

In order to analyze the period after 1989 in Romania, it is important to have an overview of the 

’heritage’ Romania faced after the regime change regarding institutions, political culture, policy making 

etc. in the context of tourism and sport. The ‘story’ begins with the nationalization of economic, 

commercial, and banks societies, road transportation decided on 11 June 1948 and carried out during the 

years 1949-1950, which determined the transition to state property of the existing touristic units. A part 

of these units maintained their original functions and once in state ownership, were assigned either to 

the PMR (Romanian Workers' Party) household or to the ministries and other central and local state 

administration institutions, or creative unions, being conducted and organized under the provisions of 

Decree no. 199 of 1949, like other economic units. There was thus a national network of state-owned 

and cooperative tourist units, consisting of hotels, restaurants, cottages, villas, rest homes, children's and 

student’s camps, sanatoriums and balneo-therapeutic treatment accommodations. Under the strict 

control exercised over the entire Romanian society, it was set up a well working system of normative 

acts intended to provide the legal basis of the operation of touristic establishments. At the same time, 

recreational touristic initiatives were presented as great successes of the new regime, although in reality 

they were based on buildings, equipment and facilities confiscated from private owners. There were 

added, especially after 1955, a series of new tourist capacities built in the areas with high touristic 

potential, like the coastal and mountain areas and in the surroundings of mineral springs. 

 

Until 1989 the institutional background designed to offer the management of tourism at the national 

level suffered several changes, and under the influence of state propaganda can be identified periods 

when the tourism and sport policy has been intersected. Initially the national coordination of 

establishment, organization and operation of the touristic units were provided by the General 

Confederation of Labor and by The Association of Physical Culture and Sport from RPR (Romanian 

People's Republic) through the Regional Tourism and Travel Services and Travel and Excursion Offices 

(that were constituted at the level of institutions and economic units). This inefficient bureaucratic 

structure has been changed several times. As a first step, the National Carpathian Tourism Office was 

set up as a state-owned economic enterprise, subordinated to the Ministry of Foreign Trade having in 

subordination all economic units with tourism profile in Romania. In 1959, in view of improving the 

functioning of the tourism activity, it was decided that National Carpathian Tourism Office extends its 

activity by taking over the whole material basis of tourism infrastructure and also the task of organizing 

domestic tourism activities. At the same time this Office was removed from the tutelage of the Ministry 

of Foreign Trade and transferred to the subordination of to the Union of Physical Culture and Sports. 

This was the first institutional interaction between tourism and sport, but in the practical activity, the 

tourist units have not benefited from this institutional arrangement, the Union of Physical Culture and 

Sports having other interests and goals, related to the promotion of sport not the organization of 

domestic or international tourism. In 1968, the establishment of the Youth Tourism Bureau was 

authorized as a specialized central body with legal personality, stimulating and facilitating tourism 

among all categories. Finally, in December 1970, was decided the founding of the Ministry of Tourism, 

with the task of implementing party and state policy in tourism industry in Romania by taking over and 

subordinating the National Tourism Office and each unit of its composition. So, after the nationalization 

an entire institutional and legislative background was built, in the field of tourism, with effect until 1989 

on the establishment, organization and operation of units (Rădulescu and Stănculescu, 2012). 

 

The education in tourism is another interesting and important critical aspect of the before 1989 situation 

in Romania. The whole nationalized and centralized educational system was assigned to the principles 

of the planned economy; the industrialization of the country and economic planning has redrawn the 

whole structure of the education – including higher education. The disastrous economic planning, 

focusing the human and material investments towards heavy industry, have had an impact on the 

Romanian higher education. The other dramatic change of the Ceausescu era consisted in the tendency 

to cut the university centers' autonomy, which had two important outputs: liquidation of some higher 
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education institutions and centralization of the remaining under the aegis of supervision of some 

university centrums.  

 

The faulty five-year plan based economy caused substantial changes in the nomenclature of 

specializations, and together with legislative interventions, the Romanian higher education became rigid, 

with relatively small range of specializations – dominated by technical ones. The communist education 

policies – on higher and public education – the forced industrialization of the country, based on five year 

planned economy concept caused many discrepancies in the labour market, surpluses and deficits in 

some sectoral, professional, territorial areas, over-occupation and hidden unemployment of the labor 

force (Sora, 2011). 

 

As the tourism sector operated under state propaganda, there was no specialized tertiary education, the 

secondary education system provided the domestic tourism with (more or less) skilled workforce, the 

higher education sector only after the change of regime started a professionalization process. The only 

positive aspect we have to highlight is the consolidated secondary education sector – but unfortunately it 

cannot be traced back to a conscious education policy, it is more related to increasing birth rate, the 

unmanageable economic plans, and was not effective, so the only thing that matters in this education 

sector is that it existed.  

 

Regarding sport policies before 1989 the basic axiom is that the sport movement was inseparable from 

nation and state in Romania – as in the case of other states that had direct control over the society and 

the private life of the individual. Sport has been declared an important state policy in Romania, although 

it has also important health dimensions, the role of sport has been well appreciated by the politicians of 

the 20th century, its potential for transmitting national values and the propaganda message has 

transformed simple competitions into means of promoting political ideology and have absolutely 

nothing to do with tourism. As the Physical Education and Sport Law from 1967 provides: “Physical 

Education and Sport in the Socialist Republic of Romania are activities of national interest” – and 

transferred the operative authority to the National Council for Physical Education and Sport and for the 

unions of national institutions and state companies (Bărbulescu, 2010). This sport life organization 

model encompassed the whole life of the Romanian population, organizing amateur, professional and 

folk-sporting activities as well. The developed mechanisms for the practice of sport administered and 

funded by the state ceased after 1989, which greatly influenced the development of public policies since 

1989 - its effects are reflected in the following subsection in detail. 

 

Tourism and Sport Policy in Romania After 1989 
 

The ten years after 1989 brought a general instability inside the political, economical, social and 

technological environment in Romania, spreading also in the tourism sector, causing a lack of coherent 

development strategy (Stănciulescu and Micu, 2009). This period also remarks the start of the 

privatization processes of numerous state companies, including the tourism industry as well. In 1998, 

the National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism was set up, and in the same year the 

Governmental Decision nr. 972/1998 was elaborated regarding the organization and functioning of the 

National Tourism Authority (NTA) as a specialized body of the central public administration, with legal 

personality, subordinated to the Government, which develops, applies, monitors and evaluates the 

Government's policy in the field of tourism. Despite all this, in the first two decades during the post-

communist period, Romania has relied more on touristic "myths", rather than concrete measures; among 

the options of foreign visitors, the mountain, seaside and spa - Romania's touristic strengths - have 

registered a continuous decline after 1990 (Neacşu, Neguţ, and Vlăsceanu, 2014). Even though up to the 

year 2000 in all government programmes, tourism and agriculture have been considered high priority 

development areas, tourism faced with a lack of facilities and governmental subventions essential for 

promotion and maintenance (Stănciulescu and Micu, 2009).  

 

The year 2001 marks a change, as Romania started to put into practice an aggressive promotion for its 

touristic products and this brought to an increased number of tourists. Romania launched its first 

promotional campaign at international level with the declared scope of improving its image abroad and 

attracting foreign tourists, entitled „Romania, simply surprising". As well it was present at numerous 
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trades and annual exhibitions promoting the country. As regards the sporting and educational strategies, 

the communist heritage was brought forward until the early 2000s without any significant strategic 

document for a change. During the years 2003-2006 the national programme “Construction of sport 

halls” had a positive effect not only on the local and regional level by providing proper sporting 

infrastructure for educational purposes and performance sport, but in recent years attracted multiple high 

level international competitions in various sports in the country, having a positive impact on tourism and 

the image of the country. 

 

The European Commission (EC) and tourism stakeholders have recognized the important role that 

tourism plays in the development of European regions, against industrial and rural decline, or supporting 

urban regeneration, as well as the need to turn toward more sustainable and friendly practices and 

policies (EC, 2006). In this context, the year 2007 marks Romania's accession in the European Union 

(EU), dragging along the benefit of the membership: taking over EU strategies, good practices, the 

possibility of accessing structural funds. As the Romanian tourism sector has suffered from the absence 

of an overall policy to drive and direct the sector before entering the EU, in 2007 the Romanian National 

Tourism Master Plan for 2007-2026 was elaborated by international experts, covering the twenty year 

timeframe from 2007 to 2026, incorporating a six year action programme for 2007-2013. The plan was 

meant to be an umbrella policy including various plans and strategies to optimize the sector’s 

contribution to the national economy. As regard to the intersection of sport and tourism policies, the 

master plan had a separate section targeting the development of the “activity tourism”, such as winter 

sports, golf, hiking, equestrianism, hunting and fishing among the other important touristic areas, but as 

many other recommendations, were not fully exploited up to this moment. The document underlines 

also the weaknesses of the actual situation, as tourism, being one of the most competitive economic 

activities in the world, requires professionalism, commitment, organization and an effective human 

resource development strategy (MDRP, 2007). Hospitality service skills, both professional and 

behavioral, were adjudged as still under-developed, also the improvement of service attitude and 

mentality was pointed of urgent attention (MDRP, 2007). The level of competence in the hospitality and 

tourism industry was also rated as low, due to the lack of performance standards, the lack of adequate 

and up-to-date occupational standards, and the lack of adequate education and training standards. It was 

also highlighted that the NTA did not have a clear market development strategy based on full and deep 

understanding of market characteristics and trends (MDRP, 2007). As well, in a panorama of European 

tourism published by Eurostat (Eurostat, 2008) the situation of the Romanian tourism was summarized 

as follows: “Tourism in Romania is not yet well developed and depends heavily on domestic demand. 

International tourism flows in the country are still low, and mainly for business purposes.” 

 

Connecting sport and tourism, the development of mountain tourism could be considered both an 

opportunity and a priority for action-taking. The Romanian Carpathians are the largest massif on the 

continent inside the same border perimeter. The potential of these mountains is supported by the large 

variety of their natural features, like the 13 national parks and 13 national reserves, which cover around 

7% of the country’s surface and host wooden areas, natural lakes and pollution-free rivers. Despite the 

progress of the last few decades, the visibility of this tourism branch is still a work in progress. Even 

though the Carpathians host an extensive area of hundreds of kilometers of ski slopes brought up to 

European standards, the technical and material foundation is undergoing a process of modernization, 

together with the still underdeveloped transport infrastructure. Another key sector linking sport with 

tourism is ecotourism, and in 2009 the first National Strategy for the Development of Ecotourism in 

Romania was elaborated, which underlined the possibilities of utilization of ecotourism resources 

worldwide and in Romania, but drew attention that not only the programmes and information available 

are incomplete, but also the specific access infrastructure is lacking in the country.  

 

As regard to the investment programmes in tourism, at the beginning of 2010, the Government decided 

upon a list of tourism investment projects and programmes, which facilitated the financing of tourism 

investment projects as well as the completion of the ongoing investment objectives. Unfortunately the 

funding has been interrupted after 2013, leaving important facilities undone in the handling of the local 

authorities. Due to the increase in the number of tourists and the amount spent per day, in 2015 the 

Government identified new investments in tourism, and decided to spend about 3 million EUR on 
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tourism promotion (INCDT, 2016), and some funds were also unblocked to finalize ongoing 

investments interrupted in 2013.  

 

In 2016, experts within the National Authority for Tourism have developed “Vision for the 

Development and Marketing 2020”, a programme document that defines the objectives and actions 

necessary to transform Romania into a competitive tourist destination, “adapted to the requirements of 

one of the most dynamic and markets in the world” (NTA, 2016). The strategy is the starting point for 

outlining some development areas based on quality, by implementing a quality certification system 

within tourist destinations and by improving the training and qualification of human resources. The 

overall objective is “to stimulate the interest of potential tourists to spend their holidays in tourist areas 

in the country, by increasing Romania’s reputation as a quality tourist destination, by increasing the 

attractiveness of key forms of tourism and by developing sustainable tourism as an engine for local and 

national economic growth” (NTA, 2016), most of the objectives being almost identical with those, 

already mentioned ten years ago in the master plan for 2007-2026. 

 

During an analysis of tourism policies over time it is important to mention that both before and after the 

EU accession, the tourism, as government objective, belonged to many different ministries, 

encumbering the formulation and implementation of objectives and strategies over time. Before EU 

accession tourism belonged to the Ministry of Transport, Construction and Tourism. In 2007, it was 

delegated to the Ministry for Small and Medium Enterprises, Trade, Tourism and Free Professions. 

Starting from December 2008, it had separate government body, the Ministry of Tourism, until 2009 

December, when it was transferred to the Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism. Afterwards it 

was part of the Ministry of Economy, Commerce and Tourism until December 2015, then part of 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Business Environment. From January 2017 has again its own 

governing body as the Ministry of Tourism.  

 

Although Romania has a complex touristic potential - favoured by a diverse natural landscape and an 

old and authentic cultural component - supported by unique elements, at a European level we cannot 

overcome the "passive and subsistence tourism" phase offering mostly accommodation and potential 

attractions  (Neacşu, Neguţ and Vlăsceanu, 2014). Still up to this date, according to the World Economic 

Forums' Travel and Competitiveness Report 2017, Romania is on the last place among the members of 

the EU. According to WTTC, Romania “is one of the world least intensive tourism countries, ranking 

163 out of 185 countries in terms of contribution to GDP (WTTC, 2017).”  

 

As regards the sport policies, the first National Sport Strategy was elaborated recently, for the years 

2016-2032 highlighting that the interconnection between sport and tourism can be exploited both as a 

way of attracting people to practice sports (active tourism) but also as spectators, in both ways being a 

potential source of income for the sport industry. The number of mass-sport events have been soaring in 

the last decade, but this is mostly due to a global trend in developed countries and not as part of any 

strategy. Due to the destinational characteristics of Romania, the still low prices in the tourism sector 

compared to Western European countries, it has high potential in attracting sport tourists to the country 

from all over the world. Today sport and tourism are among the developed world's, most sought after 

leisure experiences (Brant and Adair, 2014). But establishing an appropriate tourist offer implies a 

significant effort on the part of the state, materialized in investments used in the consolidation of 

infrastructure elements. The state also assumes its role as protector of the tourism industry, through 

fiscal policy and credit policy for investors. Tourism worldwide is no longer just a complementary 

economic activity, but it has become a real "social phenomenon". Over a billion people travel for tourist 

purposes on Earth and they generate more than 1 000 billion dollars in revenue and these numbers show 

the current dimension of this phenomenon. Romania receives less than half of a percent of both, 

remaining tributary to a touristic system stuck in the past offering simple accommodation and potential 

beauties (Neacşu, Neguţ, and Vlăsceanu, 2014). 

 

Conclusions 
 

Tourism industry is one of the most dynamic sectors of the global economy, and for countries with 

significant touristic resources, like Romania, should be a key sector in the national economy through 
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appropriate strategies to exploit the existing resources. Tourism is also an important way of promoting 

the image of a country. But as it is apparent from above, the present tourism and sport public policy, and 

its incoherent intersections are highly influenced by the communistic heritage in Romania. The before 

1989 built up models, the institutional and managerial structures has been affected for a long time the 

Romanian policy making mentality and exercise, the education development, strategies and the financial 

dimensions of the implementation. 

 

The post-communistic era represents a rigid takeover of the previous systems’ logic, only the serious 

and unsustainable discrepancies has been removed, in the context of the economical and social change 

tourism and sport did not represent a high priority. The educational system in that time represents 

disadvantages in the context of the specializations. The two post-communist decades are characterized 

by correlation and synchronization with world higher education and another type of communication and 

relationship between education and the economic and social environment. There was a need for a radical 

change in sense of decoupling from the communist regime. The changes in Romanian higher education 

are observable in the evolution of the number of specializations, the curriculum, the acquired skills and 

qualifications. In the case of tourism and sport specializations is particularly valid, because decade-old 

system-handicaps had to be corrected.  

 

The modern policy making strategies and concrete intervention programs has been highly influenced by 

the European Union and other international forums’ main strategies and objectives in the pre-accession 

and post-accession period. This fact somehow set a course for the Romanian policy-making, which 

process was very suggestible by the political interests at all time. The result is, that as the economical of 

the tourism and sport potential grew, the institutional and political importance also grew for this sectors. 

Tourism is essential to nations’ competitiveness, and so tourism ranks high among European Union 

preoccupations, but it is a responsibility for each member state – including Romania – to design and to 

put in practice effective policies in this respect.  
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Abstract 

This paper studies the possibility of using cash-flow-based ratios to improve the completeness and 

reliability of assessment of the company’s solvency and financial stability. These indicators are more 

informative and reliable for internal users and potential investors and creditors. The two indicators: cash-

flow liquidity ratio (CFLR) and cash interest coverage ratio (CICR) – are compared with the conventional 

ratios for the assessment of solvency - current liquidity ratio (CLR) and interest coverage ratio (ICR). 

This study explores the financial statements of 12 Russian companies engaged in the provision of airport 

services during the period between 2011 and 2014. Using the correlation analysis we compared the pairs 

of conventional liquidity ratios and cash-flow-based ratios. Current liquidity ratio and cash flow liquidity 

ratio proved to be loosely correlated. Strong correlation was revealed between interest coverage ratio and 

cash interest coverage ratio. The study showed that using cash interest coverage ratio provides a more 

accurate representation of the company’s financial stability. This ratio can also be used to adjust the 

company’s credit rating. 

Keywords: solvency, cash flow, analysis, airport industry companies  

Introduction 

In the innovative economy environment, companies should decide if they are able to make prompt 

management decisions and ensure financial stability. Reaching the adequate level of solvency by the 

company results in the ability to promptly and fully meet its payment obligations. This is relevant both to 

the company and its partners and shareholders. And so, the quality of solvency management is one of the 

priorities. Both owners and managers and external users rely on the company’s state analysis. An 

insufficient-solvency company may face a risk of losing both own resources and borrowings. This makes 

it unattractive for other business entities. 

The concept of solvency is related to the concept of liquidity as the ability of an organization “...to 

convert its assets into cash and fulfill its current liabilities only in cash” (Sorokina E.M., 2012) or “…to 

have enough assets to cover its liabilities” (https://www.thebalance.com). 

There is a wide range of solvency assessment methods used by various parties for specific purposes. It 

sometimes results in a conflict of interests between stakeholders, managers, and shareholders (Heejung 
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Yeo, 2016). Thus, clear reliable criteria for assessing solvency must be determined. Regardless of 

multiple approaches to assessing solvency, the most common practice in contemporary financial analysis 

is ratio analysis. 

Literature Review 

The solvency assessment methodology used in Russian practice is reflected in the works of V.V. Kovalev 

(Kovalev V.V., 2002), A.D. Sheremet and R.S. Sayfulina (Sheremet A.D. and Sayfulina R.S., 2006), N.P. 

Lyubushin and N.E. Babicheva (Lyubushin N.P. and Babicheva N.E., 2006). In world practice issues of 

solvency assessment using cash flow figures were considered by such researchers as Van Horne J.C. (Van 

Horne J.C. and Wachowicz J.M., 1992), L.A. Berntine (Bernstein, L.A. and Wild John J., 2000), Silviu 

C.V. Chiriac (Silviu C.V. Chiriac, 2015), Heejung Yeo (Yeo H., 2016), Keefe M. O’Connor (Keefe M. 

O’Connor and Yaghoubi M., 2016). In practice cash flow figures are used for different purposes. For 

example, the use of its figures in assessing of companies bankruptcy probability increases the significance 

of the results (Almamy J., et al., 2016, Fawzia N.S., et al., 2017). In addition, the cash flow sensitivities 

of financially healthy and weak firms are positively correlated with the severity of liquidity crises 

(Drobetz Wolfgang, et al., 2017). Other authors used cash flows to manage liquidity risk in certain 

business sectors (Oral C. and Akkaya G.C., 2015), as well as to maximize the future value of the firm 

(Gajek L. and Kucinski L., 2016). 

The difference between the methods lies mainly in the composition of the indicators or approaches to 

evaluation. Mostly, relative ratios are used, with prioritizing liquidity ratios. However, we suppose that 

cash-flow-based ratios can be used as additional ratios to describe the company's solvency. Such ratio 

data are used by various analytical systems in the context of the solvency analysis. For example, the 

professional market and company analysis system “SPARK” which is widely used in Russia is one of the 

largest databases of financial and statistical information about companies in various industries, including 

the provision of interest coverage ratio (ICR) data. 

ICR describes the ability of a company to fulfill its interest payment obligations. This ratio shows the 

probability of the company’s default, which is extremely important for describing the level of solvency. 

The minimum value of the ratio is 1, which describes the company's ability to make interest payments at 

its own discretion and in full. 

Note that interpreting the results with the ratio approach is an important stage in assessing the company’s 

solvency and making financial management decisions. The higher the accuracy and reliability of the 

ratios used in the analysis, the more valid the conclusions about the company’s financial state. Assessing 

these ratios is associated with a number of immediate problems concerning the limited efficacy of the 

assessment (Tsyrkunova T.A., 2011, Yeo H., 2016). Firstly, when comparing the estimated ratio values 

with the normative values, a greater emphasis is put on the value changes rather than the determination of 

the optimum ratio values. Secondly, there is insufficient accuracy and reliability of the initial information 

provision in the analysis of the company’s financial state. The abstract character of the statement ratios is 

not able to provide information that will describe the level of its solvency and liquidity (Laskina L.Yu., 

Vlasova M.S., 2013). This primarily includes accounting earnings and profit. There is an increasingly low 

representation of data due to ratio manipulation by top managers in order to sugarcoat the real state of the 

company (Yeo H., 2016). In addition, asset valuation and accounting with the accrual method have some 

nuances. 

The solution of the first issue lies in accounting, when evaluating “... the particular business environment 

of an economic entity” (Tsyrkunova T.A., 2011) and industry practices of ratio comparison and solvency 

analysis. 
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The second issue can be addressed by using cash-flow data in addition to the key ratios. Cash mediates all 

of the company’s financial relations, while variable receipts and payments may result in a decrease in 

liquidity as a factor of solvency support. 

“Cash Flow Statement” data are more difficult to manipulate due to the efficacy of the cash flow 

indicators. Therefore, cash flow data underlie a number of ratios to describe the company's financial state 

more fully and reliably (Cheremushkin S., 2007). For example, the “cash flow to debt ratio” is used as a 

predictor of financial insolvency, and to assess the credit standing of the company. “Capital expenditure 

ratio” shows the company's ability to finance future growth due to its operating activities. This ratio is 

used to assess the ability to pay debts and dividends. ”Cash return on assets ratio” refers to the ability of 

the company's assets to generate cash. It is used to verify the conformity of accounting of return real cash 

flow. 

The use of cash flow data in the calculation of cash ratios deals with the most liquid part of current assets 

- cash and cash equivalents. It also gives a representation of the company’s future financial state. Thus, 

cash flows are advisable to use for liquidity assessment and adjustment of the conventional financial 

analysis ratios (Giacomino D.E., Mielke D.E., 1993, Kirkham R., 2012). 

In terms of the short-term solvency analysis, some researchers suggest comparing such ratios as cash flow 

liquidity ratio (CFLR) and current liquidity ratio (CLR), as well as cash interest coverage ratio (CICR) 

and interest coverage ratio (ICR) (Table 1). 

Table 1: The comparison of the liquidity of traditional and cash flow coefficients 

 

Traditional ratios Cash flow ratios 

Coefficient Formula Coefficient Formula 

Current liquidity ratio, 

CLR ��� =
��

��
 

Cash flow liquidity ratio, 

CFLR ���� =
��

��
 

Interest coverage ratio, 

ICR ��� =
��	



	�
 

Cash interest 

coverage ratio, CICR ��� =
�� + 
	� + 



	�
 

Where: CA – Current Assets; CL – Current Liabilities; CF – Net operating cash flow; EBIT – Earnings 

before interest and tax; TIP – Total interest Payable in the given period; T – Taxes. 

Source: Giacomino D.E., Mielke D.E., 1993; Kirkham R., 2012 

Notwithstanding the practice of estimating cash ratios, there are no data on the correlation degree 

between the above ratio pairs.  

Research Method 

To justify the possibility of using cash ratios, this paper studies the degree of correlation between cash 

ratios and conventional ratios in the solvency analysis. This article compares such cash ratios as CFLR 

and CICR. The object of the study is the data on Russian companies engaged in the provision of airport 

services.  
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Data Analysis 

Airport industry is one of the key elements in the development of the world economy. The state and 

growth of such industries “considerably determine the competitiveness of the country's economy” 

(Orlova T.S., et al., 2013). There is the Federal Target Program “Russian Transport System Development 

(2010-2020)” which considers the transport system as “... a necessary condition for the implementation of 

the innovative model of economic growth ...”, with “... the development of the land-based aviation 

infrastructure” being one of the priorities (Varaksa A.M., 2015, Decision of the Russia government No. 

848, 2001). 

This kind of attention to the Russian airport industry is due to the long period of reduction in the number 

of airports. According to the Federal Agency for Air Transport (FAAT), there are 297 airports in Russia 

(Federal air transport Agency, 2017). Experts (Stroganova V.I., 2010, Eremin V.L., et al., 2011) say that 

it’s almost four times less than the 1990-s data (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1: the dynamics оf airports amount in Russia 

Source: Federal air transport Agency: https//www.m.favt.ru  

Such behavior has particularly affected regions where transport support is less sufficient than in the 

western part of Russia. Such districts as the Siberian district and the Far Eastern district require extensive 

aviation infrastructure as the most appropriate mode of transportation in the country and abroad. 

A reducing number of airports is accompanied by an increasing number of customer passengers, which 

results in depreciation of fixed assets. In 2011, this indicator ranged from 40% to 80% (Business Aviation 

Portal, 2017). 

The situation as it has developed is holding back “... transit capacity building and realization, ... the 

development of the united economic area of the country” (Decision of the Russia government No. 848, 

2001). To reverse the situation, heavy financial investments are required (Kramorenko M.I., 

Varaksa A.M., 2015). Thus, for the most part of airports, development investing means either heavy 

borrowing or searching for external investors. In both cases, airport companies need to maintain their 

solvency and stable financial position. 
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For this study, we selected 12 Russian airport companies located in five federal districts of Russia. Data 

for the analysis were taken for the period 2011-2014. The list of the companies is given in Table. 2. 

Table 2: Sample composition 

 

Airport Airport 

OJSC “Airport Anapa” JSC “Airport Tolmachevo” 

JSC “International Airport Irkutsk” JSC “Airport Uliyanovsk” 

JSC “Kazan” International Airport” OJSC “International Airport Vladivostok” 

PJSC “Khabarovsky Airport” International Airport JSC “Vnukovo-Invest” 

JSC “Omsk Airport” PJSC “International Airport Volgograd” 

OJSC “Airport Pobedilovo” JSC “Yakutsky Airport” 

Source: compiled by the authors 

Table 3 calculates the ratio pairs: Сurrent liquidity ratio (CLR) and Cash flow liquidity ratio (CFLR) 

according to the information provided by the companies in the financial statements for 2011-2014 

(Corporate Information Distribution Center, 2017). In addition, Interest coverage ratio (ICR) and Cash 

interest coverage ratio (CICR) are compared.  

Table 3: The comparison of the CLR and the CFLR in airports businesses 

 

Company 

 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

CLR CFLR CLR CFLR CLR CFLR CLR CFLR 

OJSC “Airport Anapa” 21,88 5,91 1,78 -0,04 5,27 0,78 4,88 0,51 

JSC “International Airport 

Irkutsk” 

    1,36 1,37 1,78 1,07 

JSC “Kazan” International 

Airport” 

0,72 -0,17 1,08 -0,05 0,79 0,06 1,88 -1,28 

PJSC “Khabarovsky Airport” 1,19 0,72 1,78 0,49 2,57 0,36 2,23 0,05 

JSC “Omsk Airport” 0,69 1,26 1,03 0,99 1,46 1,63 2,07 1,88 

OJSC “Airport Pobedilovo” 0,70 -1,35 0,73 -2,38 0,20 -0,54 1,54 -3,30 

JSC “Airport Tolmachevo” 1,43 1,12 1,10 0,85 1,62 1,46 3,86 2,85 

JSC “Airport Uliyanovsk” 0,99 0,39 0,30 0,70 10,45 -1,04 0,70 0,21 

OJSC “International Airport 

Vladivostok” 

12,29 8,10 0,96 0,64 0,61 0,18 0,21 0,18 

International Airport JSC 

“Vnukovo-Invest” 

8,62 0,79 18,17 3,40 9,50 0,90 9,54 -0,13 

PJSC “International Airport 

Volgograd” 

1,52 0,17 2,17 1,48 3,17 1,96 4,06 2,43 

JSC “Yakutsky Airport” 0,88 0,43 1,30 0,68 1,72 0,57 1,71 1,62 

Source: Corporate Information Distribution Center, URL: http://www.e-disclosure.ru/ 
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Only a few of the represented airport companies have transport-industry average (from 1.2) current 

liquidity ratios (Federal service for state statistics of Russia, 2017). This indicates the need of the 

companies to mobilize the available working capital to fulfill their short-term obligations. Moreover, 

problems with payments on short-term obligations are more likely to be faced by regional airports 

(particularly, airports of the Volga and Far Eastern Federal Districts). 

Results 

In contrast to the conventional Current liquidity ratio (CLR), Cash flow liquidity ratio (CFLR) is smaller 

for almost all of the companies. This suggests that in actual practice companies raise insufficient (or 

critically low) amounts of cash. 

However, in most cases both of the analyzed ratios show synchronism in changing their values (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2: The dynamics of the CLR and the CFR of “Vnukovo airport” 

On the other hand, we observe an alternative scenario: an increase in the value of one ratio is associated 

with the opposite change in the other (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3:The dynamics of the CLR and the CFR of “Ulyanovsk airport” 

Once we found the “atypical” behavior of the ratios, we conducted a correlation analysis using Pearson's 

linear correlation coefficients and Spearman's rank correlation coefficients to interrelate the trends. 

Spearman’s correlation between current liquidity ratio and cash flow ratio is 0.4097, indicating a positive 

but loose correlation between the two ratios. 
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The same procedure for calculating correlation coefficients was applied to the other pair of ratios: Interest 

coverage ratio (ICR) - Cash interest coverage ratio (CICR) (Table 4). 

Table 4: The comparison of the ICR and the CICR in airport businesses 

 

Company 2011 2012 2013 2014 

ICR CICR ICR CICR ICR CICR ICR CICR 

OJSC “Airport Anapa”*   20,60 1,13 5,28 13,35 3,51 9,03 

JSC “International Airport 

Irkutsk”* 

  9,58 2,39 8,55 9,89 13,01 12,83 

JSC “Kazan” International 

Airport” 

1,94 -2,60 11,05 0,20 13,82 6,03 25,49 -225,07 

JSC “Khabarovsk Airport” 45,45 51,42 5,87 6,43 6,17 5,20 6,55 2,22 

JSC “Omsk Airport” 7,42 17,95 28,63 39,02 48,36 74,01 1 875,41 2 145,95 

OJSC “Airport Pobedilovo” 8,18 -7,37 -17,61 -13,85 -8,06 -7,99 12,20 -4,54 

JSC “Airport Tolmachevo” 3,15 5,03 7,78 8,64 6,74 5,87 7,19 7,08 

JSC “Airport Uliyanovsk” 16,35 97,35 359,59 3 267,59 1,23 -0,42 1,20 1,76 

OJSC “International Airport 

Vladivostok” 

6,73 7,05 11,97 12,43 0,73 6,27 -17,38 8,53 

International Airport JSC 

“Vnukovo-Invest” 

2,74 3,50 1,05 3,21 1,09 1,56 0,87 0,92 

PJSC “International Airport 

Volgograd”* 

16,65 7,33 43,65 76,71     

JSC “Yakutsk Airport”* 34,60 52,96 4 487 10 278     

*Note: a number of companies carried out their economic activities with no interest payments during these years, 

which made impossible the calculation of ratios. 

Source: Authoring 

Interest coverage ratio values for airport companies exceed the average of 4.25 for another infrastructure 

industry – transportation (Laskina L.Yu., 2012). According to CICR values, the following trend can be 

revealed: the smallest ratio values are attributed to small regional companies (OJSC “Airport 

Pobedilovo”) or those with reduced operating profit (International Airport JSC “Vnukovo-Invest”). It is 

the companies that encountered the greatest interest payment difficulties. 

The calculated CICR values exceed the conventional ICR values in most of the companies, with the same 

behavior during the investigated period (Figure 4). 
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Fig. 4: The dynamics of the ICR and the CICR of “Vnukovo airoport” 

Note that atypical cases are observed with respect to the direction of changes in these values. For 

example, the investigated ratio values of OJSC "International Airport Vladivostok" in the last year of the 

analyzed period varied differently – from 0.73 to -17.38 for ICR and from 6.27 to 8.53 for CICR (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5:  The dynamics of the ICR and the CICR of the airport “Vladivostok” 

In order to obtain more reliable data on the intensity and behavior of correlation between interest 

coverage ratio and cash interest coverage ratio, a correlation analysis was conducted. According to the 

Chaddock scale, this pair of ratios under study is highly correlated. An additional analysis with 

calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient also shows high correlation between interest coverage 

ratio and cash interest coverage ratio. The rank correlation coefficient is 0,627. 

Conclusion 

Thus, the study showed that correlation between current liquidity ratio and cash flow liquidity ratio is 

loose. It would be more informative and reliable for both internal users and potential investors and 

creditors to use in the analysis the cash ratio from the other pair - interest coverage ratio and conventional 

interest coverage ratio. Due to the strong correlation, we can suggest a broader use of the cash interest 

coverage ratio in analyzing the financial state of companies. 
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Based on the results of calculations, it can be concluded that using cash interest coverage ratio in addition 

to interest coverage ratio in assessing a company’s solvency may provide a broader and deeper 

understanding of the company’s financial stability; moreover, it should be taken into account in 

determining the company’s credit rating. Credit rating adjustment according to international standards 

will ensure more efficient assessment of investment attractiveness of companies. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper examines the recent upcoming controversy surrounding advertising called “Bait and Switch”. 
The topic has gained notoriety worldwide, in both international court systems and in media. Current 
research unveils various flavors of Bait and Switch tactics, thereby defining the phenomenon in general 
and legal context. The current research explains the defining criteria for the tactics to be considered as 
lawful and discusses the conditions where bait and switch tactic is considered a Turkey shootout instead 
of a fair sport. The article furthers by sharing the offer types excluding fallacious tactics. The article 
establishes the legality of this practice, exploring the lawful aspects Bait and Switch (BnS) distinguishing 
it from a fraud by elucidating its implementation in retail market, sales and departmental store market, 
and also its value in the sight of court of law. The article put a special focus on how BnS strategies are 
used by small and medium Enterprises (SME) to drive sales. I have given a detailed description of the 
model and its effect on the equilibrium. It also reviews the policies and guidelines of Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) regarding Bait and Switch.  
The later part of the paper discusses the research questionnaire conducted by offline survey. The subjects 
participating in the survey were people belonging to different income groups. Low income groups never 
shifted to substituted product owing to their financial limitations. High income group on contrary showed 
much more flexibility in shifting towards the substituted product.  
   

Keywords: Bait and Switch, Deceptive; FTC; Advertising 

 

 

Introduction 
 
In general context, Bait and switch is type of advertising technique where a marketer advertises a very 
attractive price / term that is really a teaser rate which is just meant to attract customers. Once the 
prospective customer comes to the store to enquire about the advertisement, the product is either not 
available (“the bait”) and in response the advertiser sells the customer a much more expensive product 
(“the switch”). However, BnS in Legal context is generally considered as a fraudulent or deceptive sales 
practice in which customer is attracted by advertisement of a low-priced item but then is encouraged to 
purchase a higher priced one. This term has become a part of scam as it is considered illegal and looked 
upon as dishonest way of selling goods. The bait and switch has gained most popularity in the mortgage 
sector, where the providers advertise unbelievably low rates for which vast range of applicants couldn’t 
qualify and forcing the customers to settled at their rates  
 
Two situations are given to explain how BnS occurs in real life example. In this case study peter wants to 
buy the refrigerator mentioned in advertisement. In situation one the seller baits peter by misrepresenting 
the product, by saying the refrigerator he is looking for has limited storage and is not suitable for 
consumers with large storage requirements. Seller pushes peter by diverting his attention from his desired 
product to the switch, the alternative refrigerator.  He Baits peter by offering the product at nearly same 
price with better features and peter agrees the buy.   
In the second situation seller, instead of comparing the refrigerator, says the running out of stock for that 
model and instead offer another refrigerator with for higher price for same features and carve peter’s 
intention to buy the product which he agrees to buy later.  
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So, in this case study either the seller pitches the product with some major limitations and then offer the 
alternative product to buy, or the seller shows the out of stock for the product and pushes the seller to buy 
the desired product. 
 
“Bait & Switch is also known as form of Internet Trolling, which attracts the internet users into watching 
certain things or entering certain websites with the use of misleading icons and links. 
 
Its main aim is to promote purchases of substituted goods which are available at higher price and making 
customers satisfied with the available stocks as an alternative for the inconvenience caused due to 
unavailability of showcased products and reckoning on a seemingly partial recovery of sunk costs 
expended trying to obtain bait. 
 
These types of scams are common in newspapers as well. The Bait and Switch is alluring for the 
customers who want to save money. Thus, they end up getting trapped and paying more amount of money 
as the company assures and convinces them that they are receiving a much better deal. Some customers 
don’t realize that they are victims of bait and switch because this typically doesn’t involve selling of 
phony or non-functional products. But these tactics are frequently used by retail stores & departmental 
stores which proves to be a blessing for sellers as it increases their sales and along with higher rating of 
products. 
 

Distinguishing Bns Tactics from Non Bns Tactics 
 
It is important to consider the tactics which are beyond of the circle of BnS, the same way its important to 
highlight the BnS tactics. It is also unethical t allegedly blame someone for a practice that does not come 
under BnS and this unnecessary blame game can counter back large legal implications on the consumers.  
Pricing error is one concrete example of non BnS tactics and these are most commonly found especially 
in online searches. The advertiser will list the product A at $500 where its actual price is $5000. This is 
just a pricing error a consumer should also act rationale while choosing the offers as it is clear that the 
retail stores won’t lose their hundreds and thousands of dollars for honoring this offer.  
 
The other example is the availability of limited product stocks, where an offer is proposed only for 
particular quantity of products or it might state that the offer is for first 10/15 customers only. Expiry of 
the offer brings the customers to pay the usual prices. This technique which is an exciting marketing 
stunt, of course, is not bait and Switch until and unless the advertiser mentions the details of the offer. It 
is like a loss leader, who brings people to the store in hope of large number of savings but end up with no 
product available in offer. 
 
The advertisers use impressive and smooth wording to catch up the sight of customers which could 
sometimes convey wrong meaning or context about the offer to the consumers. There may be shift in 
perception in minds of consumer and the advertiser behind the idea of offer, but the offer cannot be 
considered as bait and Switch.   
   

Legality of Bait and Switch 
 

Fraudulent & deceptive forms of bait and switch are intrinsic concerns for law. This practice is crime & 
considered as fraudulent sales tactics and it is punishable offense under Lanham Act. In countries like 
United States, consumers can file a lawsuit against the advertiser for false marketing. Consumer laws 
hold this fraudulent business as liable for trademark infringement and the business might also be liable 
for damages. Consumer laws take this practice as fraudulent because the manufacturer advertises the 
products that are not meant for sale but the laws doesn’t state that the consumer would get the same 
product they desire for. 
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As there are two sides of coin, some common advertising or marketing practices on other side of coin 
prove to be lawful by using traditional bait and switch. Lawful bait and switch occurs in abundance. 
Virtually every flavor of retail environment, in which consumers enters either physically or virtually, is 
designed to steer & route consumers to switch to buying more things or a more profitable item.  
 
DELL, for example, has been sued over bait and switch charges by a California law firm for charging the 
computer giants with systematically deceiving their customers. Another example is of Luxury fashion 
company named Michael Kors which sued warehouse retailer Costco Wholesale Corp. in federal court 
over an alleged “bait and switch “advertisement. Kors accuse Costco of false advertising & unfair 
competition under Federal Lanham Act & New York Common Law.  
 

Review of Federal Trade Commission (Ftc) 
 
Federal Trade Commission defines Bait and switch as “an alluring but insincere offer to sell a product or 
service which the advertiser in truth does not intend or want to sell. Its purpose is to switch consumers 
from buying the advertised merchandise, to sell something else, usually at higher price or on basis more 
advantageous to the advertiser.” 
 
According to Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Bait and Switch is considered as fraudulent act as it 
meets the legal criteria of deception as stated in Section 5 of FTC Act. Thus, Federal Trade Commission 
prohibit the practice which is punishable on persuasion. While FTC has enforced the laws and deterred 
scams to a great degree, bait and Switch still remains a stubborn problem that could never disappear from 
the marketer’s bags of tricks. Despite established laws over BnS, the tactic is found lawful in the sight of 
some marketers while most of the sales team avoid the use of this tactic which has been declared as 
unlawful by Federal Trade commission. Federal Statue and the State Regulation authority have also voted 
against this infamous doctrine.  
   

Guidelines of FTC  
 
 FTC has issued guidelines to declare the criteria of Bait and switch explaining about what is “bait and 
switch” advertising and what isn’t. where FTC emphasizes that “bait and switch” deals with a 
disingenuous advertisement. These guidelines are helpful in distinguishing the marketing strategy as bait 
and switch. According to FTC, if the seller has the ability to sell you the “bait” but talks you into buying 
something else. That’s not “bait and switch.” Similarly, If the seller runs out of the “bait” but the 
advertisement specifies limited quantities, that’s also not “bait and switch.” 
 
 However, If the seller does not intend to sell you the “bait,” and disparages the bait or its warranty, credit 
terms, availability of service, repairs or parts then it’s probably the “bait and switch”: 
 
similarly employs compensation methods that discourage or penalize sales people for selling the bait. Or 
Refusal to take orders for the bait refusal to make delivery of the bait within a reasonable time period is 
also considered as Bait and switch. If the seller shows you a broken or defective product that is also 
highlighted as BnS. Failure to meet anticipated demand for the bait without disclosing the bait’s limited 
availability in the advertisement also comes under the definition of bait and switch. 
 

Description of Model 

Consider a good refrigerator that is for sale. If all the refrigerator's attributes were known, it would appeal 
to different individuals in different ways. For example, a single door is less likely to be valued highly by a 
family of four living in Antalya than it is valued by a single man who lives in Ankara. Similarly, a 
double-sided door refrigerator may have higher value to the family of four than to the single man. Let’s 
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assume index of individuals by some vector of characteristics, x. In this case x might relate to family size 
and income. 

Consider that there are two types of commodities: The first one that comes in two varieties, A and B. The 
second is a generic good that has price equal to one. Consumers are endowed with wealth W. Cars A and 
B cost PA and PB, respectively. If the consumer buys a type A refrigerator, then he has W - PA left to 
spend on the generic good. If the consumer buys a type B, then he has W - PB left to spend on the generic 
good. If the consumer buys neither A nor B, then he has W left to spend on the generic good. Thus, in the 
absence of search costs, utility is given by 

 M(x, W - PA) if A is consumed  
 
N(x, W - PB) if B is consumed 

 R (X, W) if neither A nor B is consumed.                                                                                         (1) 

 Now suppose that the consumer must bear cost k to search for the commodity. Under these 
circumstances, utility is given by 

 M(x, W -PA- k) if A is consumed 

 N(x, W - PB- k) if B is consumed 

 R (x, W) if neither A nor B is consumed; no search occurs 

 R (x, W - k) if neither A nor B is consumed; search occurs.                                                                           
(1’) 

 If a consumer searches and buys A, his utility is M(x, W -PA -k) and, analogously N(x, W - PB - k) if he 
buys B. If he chooses not to search, he avoids cost k and receives utility R (x, W). If he searches and then 
chooses not to buy, he receives utility R(x, W - k), because the search cost reduces his resources available 
for the generic good. 
 

Let y be the proportion of firms that produce A and 1 - y the proportion that produce B. For simplicity, it 
is assumed that a potential customer gets a message from one and only one seller. The message identifies 
the location of the store and affirms that it has refrigerators to sell. It also declares the type of refrigerator 
that is for sale. After having received the message, the consumer can decide to "shop," that is, to inspect 
the good or to stay home. If he does not shop, then all his wealth is spent on the generic good. The 
consumer's type is un-known to the producer, primarily because the seller does not know the identity of 
the consumer that his advertisement reaches. 
 

 A firm that sells A can either advertise truthfully that it has A for sale at price PA or advertise falsely that 
it has B for sale at price PB. The second strategy is bait and switch. A bait-and-switch strategy is defined 
as advertising one good but offering another to the buyer after he has already borne the search costs and 
has come to inspect the product. The truth-telling situation requires a separating equilibrium in which A 
wants to advertise A and B wants to advertise B. A bait-and-switch equilibrium is defined as a pooling 
equilibrium in which both sellers advertise that they have B. 

Defining a bait-and-switch equilibrium as a pooling equilibrium conforms to common usage of the term 
"bait and switch." In the bait-and-switch equilibrium, all sellers announce that they have the low-priced 
good for sale. The announcement merely identifies the location of the automobile showroom and lets the 
shopper know that there is some positive probability that the advertised good is actually for sale. Buyers 
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understand that some sellers engage in bait and switch. The shopper arrives at the showroom and learns 
the identity of the actual refrigerator for sale. If the car is in fact a B, he judges the advertisement to have 
been truthful. If the car is actually an A, he views the seller as having engaged in bait and switch; this 
seller has lied about the identity of the good. Even though buyers know that some sellers engage in 
deceptive advertising, the dishonest behavior by those sellers is exactly what is commonly called bait and 
switch. 

 To begin, let us provide conditions under which a separating equilibrium exists. In such equilibrium, 
sellers of A advertise A, sellers of B advertise B, and buyers shop for a car on the basis of it is announced 
characteristics. If firms tell the truth, then a consumer who sees an ad announcing that A is for sale at PA 

will shop for and buy A if 

M(x, W - PA-k)>R(x, W)                                                                                                 (2) 

 Similarly, a consumer who sees an advertisement announcing that B is for sale at PB will shop for and 
buy B if 

N (x, W-PB-k)>R (x, W).                                                                                                 (3) 

 When condition (2) holds, the consumer's utility is higher by buying the refrigerator at price PA and 
bearing search costs k than by not shopping at all and saving search costs. When (3) holds, the consumer 
is better off by shopping and buying B than by not shopping at all and saving search costs. 
For a separating equilibrium to exist, a seller of A must not want to move to a bait-and-switch strategy. 
That is, given that consumers expect truthful advertising, the seller of A must not want to advertise falsely 
that he has B for sale. Since we are interested in bait and switch, we now derive the condition under 
which a truthful advertising, separating equilibrium will not exist. 
Suppose that a seller of A advertises B. Consumers, who initially assume truthful advertising, come to 
inspect the good if holds. When the customer arrives at A's showroom, he learns that the refrigerator is 
type A and not B. At that point, the consumer buys the refrigerator if 

M(x,W-PA-k)>R(x,W-k)                                                                                                 (4) 

 After the consumer has borne search costs k, he can either decide to buy A at price PA and receive utility 
M(x, W - PA- k) or refuse to  buy A and receive utility R (x, W - k). Since search costs have already been 
borne, the utility from not buying A is only R(x, W - k), not R(x, W). A sale of A by a seller who adopts a 
bait-and-switch strategy occurs only when both conditions (3) and (4) hold. Since the seller of A falsely 
advertises B, condition (3) must be met for a potential customer to shop. But since A is actually for sale, 
condition (4) must be met for a customer to buy. Define ƛB as the proportion of individuals with x such 
that conditions (3) and (4) hold. Then ƛB is the probability that a randomly drawn customer will buy A if 
a seller deviates to a bait-and-switch strategy, given that buyers expect truthful advertising. Similarly, 
define ƛT as the proportion of individuals with x such that condition (2) holds. Thus ƛT is the probability 
that a randomly drawn customer will buy A if seller A advertises truthfully, given truthful advertising by 
others. Finally, define ƛ3 as the proportion of the population who satisfy condition (3), that is, the 
proportion who would shop for (and buy) B. Since some who will shop for B will not buy A once in the 
store, ƛ3 ≥ ƛB. 

 There are customers who will search for a car thinking that it is a B who would not have shopped at all 
had they known that only an A was available. Advertising B brings in these customers. 

(' Conversely, a seller of B would not want to advertise falsely that he had an A. But A can always be 

redefined as B, and as will be shown below, if sellers of A want to bait and switch, sellers of B want to 

advertise truthfully. Therefore, the conditions for only one seller are relevant.) 
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Once there, some will buy because (4), the condition for buying after search has already been done, is 
weaker than (2), the condition for shopping and buying an A before search costs are sunk. But there is a 
cost to advertising B when only A is available. Some who would have bought A are not interested in B. 
There are likely to be individuals of type x such that (2) holds but (3) does not. Advertising B keeps those 
potential buyers away. This is the cost of bait and switch. 

 Normalize the rent per unit of A sold to be one. Then the expected rent to A from advertising truthfully is 
simply ƛT per potential customer. Analogously, the expected rent from bait and switch is XB per potential 
customer. A truthful advertising equilibrium exists when ƛT > ƛB and when the analogous condition holds 
for sellers of B. Then sellers want to advertise truthfully, and buyers base their shopping decisions on the 
announced good. Conversely, if ƛT < ƛB, a seller of A will want to deviate from the truthful advertising 
equilibrium and will engage in a bait-and-switch strategy. 

 

Research Methodology 
 
Current research is focused on consumer behavior and explores the opportunities presented to consumer. 
Second part of research also focuses on finding the probability and conditions when they prefer to switch, 
and under what circumstances do they prefer to avoid the substituted products.  
 

Subjects 
 

To reach to the answer, an offline survey was conducted in which 150 people of different income groups 
were given a questionnaire form. This was followed by Face to face interview along with questionnaire 
filling.   
The consumers of smartphone industry are our major subjects, located in Berlin. The consumers of 
smartphone industry are chosen because of frequent utilization of this advertising tactics in 
PC/smartphone industry by producing a product that is way below the market price and then bait with 
another product. Recent consumer reviews have also opened this dimension of BnS strategies by sales 
person on marts and huge stores.  
 

 

Groups 
 
People were divided in 3 income groups and each group was containing 50 people. The reviews of people 
were asked regarding the online shopping, types of frauds or problems they come across any many such 
questions.  
 

 

Results and Discussion 
 
Both high and middle income group were familiar to online shopping and the response rate was 100 % in 
comparison to 20% of Low income group people. 80% of the lower income group never shopped online. 
All the people among higher, middle, and lower income groups had come across attractive advertisement 
which had drawn their attention.  On asking the availability of products 20% of higher income group 
nodded in a yes, however both middle income and lower income group never found the advertised 
product, and all the income group accepted being the victim to Bait and switch tactic. 
 
Higher income group, did take up the substituted products offered as a switch all the time, and only 50% 
of middle income group took the switch (alternative product). However, lower income group never 
considered to buy the switch, owing to their financial limitation.  Higher income groups continued 
purchasing from such vendors where 80% of the middle-income group and 100% of lower income group 
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had stopped purchasing from such vendors. This was the reason 100% of the lower income group in the 
study stopped buying online products considering it mostly risky, when 20% of the middle-income group 
had stopped buying, where this group found shopping online risky sometimes. This on contrary to High 
income group continue to buy online, where according to them was not risky as all.  The responses stated 
were recorded and thus are analyzed and presented in chart. 
 
After the interview, it was observed that once low income group people experience a fraud they do not 
tend to change their minds as they fear the loss of their money. The people of this income group never 
switched to the substitute as the substitute was always available at higher price and that moved out of 
their budgets. In contrast the change of the product does affect high income group. Due to more of 
income or savings available with them they mostly tend to change their minds and switch to the substitute 
product.  
 

 

QUESTIONS 

HIGH 

INCOME 

GROUPS 

MIDDLE 

INCOME 

GROUP 

LOW INCOME GROUPS 

Have you done online shopping? Yes  Yes Only 20% 

Do you come across some attractive 

offers while shopping? 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

  
Yes 

Are the offered products always 

available?  

 
20% of 
time 

 
Never 

 
Never 

Have you ever been victim to Bait and 

Switch? 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

Do you always take up the substituted 

product given to you at higher prices?? 

 
 
Yes 

Only 50% 
members 
tend to 
switch) 

No  
(Seems to be out of budget) 

Have you ever taken any legal action 

against such fraudulent practice?? 

 
No 

 
No 

 
No 

After coming across such instance have 

you stopped buying from such vendors? 

 
 
No 

80% 
members 
have stopped 
 
 

 
 
Yes 

Have you stopped online shopping? No Yes-20% Yes – 100% 

Do you think online shopping is risky? No Sometimes Mostly 

 
 

 

Conclusion  
 

Bait and Switch is mostly being used as fraudulent practice to deceive the consumers. This paper 
concentrated on understanding the proper meaning of the BnS concept and how the concept works to 
attain proper equilibrium in the economy. It also reflected, how the customers are affected and under 
what circumstance they always tend to substitute the product. This practice occurs only when there are 
potential customers for a good other than the one seller has available. In summary, bait and switch is 
more of economic destroyer owing to its misleading nature upon customer arrival. Use of this strategy to 
attract the consumers to increase their earnings is merely to mislead the customers to buy the desired 
product, which is an unethical practice, punishable under the FTC act. 
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Thus, it is advisable for the businesses to avoid pursuing such malpractices, and not to follow fraudulent 
techniques to improve businesses. It is highly recommended to make use of ethical advertising strategies, 
which can increase the sales by the use of search engine optimization (SEO), banner advertisements, 
social media marketing, Google AdSense, e-mail advertising etc.  
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Abstract 

 

The paper presents theoretical considerations and results of empirical research on the drivers and 

specificity of eco-innovation activity in companies in Poland. The diversity of the drivers and the 

results of eco-innovation activity are pointed out. An analysis is performed of the latest eco-

innovation statistics obtained from the Community Innovation Survey 2008 and 2014 carried out in 

Poland. In addition, the findings of own research are presented, focusing in particular on the 

relationships between the importance that the surveyed companies attach to selected eco-innovation 

drivers and the specific results of technological eco-innovation activity. The results of multiple 

regression analyses made it possible to identify pivotal drivers of both the product and the process 

eco-innovation speed, number and quality.  

Keywords: eco-innovation, technological eco-innovation, eco-innovation drivers, eco-innovation 

specificity 

Introduction 

Sustainable development is embedded in the triple bottom line concept. It requires integration of 

environmental, economic and social performance, which is perceived as a crucial contemporary 

challenge that companies need to face in their business activity. Eco-innovation plays an essential 

role in achieving sustainable development and supports these goals, aiming to develop new solutions 

(i.e. products, services, processes, methods) in a way that benefits the environment. It might be 

considered as the process of development and adoption of environmentally friendly products, services 

or processes (from the processual point of view) and as the output (i.e. goal or result) of the eco-

innovative process which can be achieved by companies. 

According to the Eco-Innovation Scoreboard, Poland is among the countries catching up in eco-

innovation. Still, its overall eco-innovation performance is one of the worst in the European Union 

(EIO Database, 2017). Eco-innovation activity is undertaken by companies in Poland extremely 

rarely (GUS, 2015). It is therefore essential that the specificity of eco-innovation activity and the 

drivers accelerating the uptake of eco-innovation are thoroughly investigated. Unfortunately, until 

now there has been a gap in such analyses with regard to companies in Poland.  

For this reason, this paper presents a literature review and an empirical analysis performed in 

particular with a view to: 

 

•••• presenting the specificity of eco-innovation activity in companies in Poland, 

•••• identifying eco-innovation drivers in companies in Poland, 

•••• investigating the relationships between the importance attached by companies in Poland to 

selected eco-innovation drivers and the specific results of eco-innovative activity. 

Theoretical Framework 

Defining eco-innovation is not a simple task although several attempts have been made in the 

literature (Carrillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010). According to Kemp and Pearson (2008), eco-innovation 

is the production, assimilation or exploitation of a product, production process, service, management 

or business method that is novel to the organization (developing or adopting it) and which results, 
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throughout its life cycle, in a reduction of environmental risk, pollution and other negative impacts of 

resources use (including energy use) compared to relevant alternatives. The European Commission 

defines eco-innovation as any form of innovation resulting in or aiming at significant and 

demonstrable progress towards the goal of sustainable development, through reducing impacts on the 

environment, enhancing resilience to environmental pressures, or achieving a more efficient and 

responsible use of natural resources (European Commission, 2011). The Eco-Innovation Observatory 

defines eco-innovation as the introduction of any new or significantly improved product (good or 

service), process, organizational change or marketing solution that reduces the use of natural 

resources(including materials, energy, water and land) and decreases the release of harmful 

substances across the whole life-cycle (EIO, 2012a). There is also definition of technological eco-

innovations that is based on the general understanding of technological innovations as defined in the 

Oslo Manual (OECD, 2005) which distinguishes product and process innovations. Thus, 

technological eco-innovations, i.e., product and process eco-innovations, as specific kind of 

technological innovations consist of new or significantly improved products and processes to avoid or 

reduce environmental burden (Ziegler and Nogareda, 2009).  

Despite differences in wording, all definitions of eco-innovation embrace the environmental 

component and reflect the two main consequences of eco-innovation: fewer adverse effects on the 

environment and more efficient use of resources. However, while eco-innovation can be realized in 

many forms (e.g., product, process, organizational and/or marketing methods), the effect of a 

diminishing environmental burden is not the primary reason for the deployment of eco-innovation 

(Hojnik and Ruzzier, 2016). 

 

The studies on eco-innovation drivers commonly adopt general innovation theory (Rehfeld et al., 

2007). This means considering technology push (supply side) and market pull (demands side) factors. 

The research studies in this area also comprise regulatory and institutional frameworks (De Marchi, 

2012; Horbach, 2008; Rennings, 2000). In fact, Horbach (2008) enlarged the general innovation 

theory and proposed the term “environmental innovation theory”, encompassing demand side, supply 

side, institutional and political determinants of eco-innovation. Other studies (Horbach et al., 2012; 

Triguero et al., 2013) adopted this theoretical background in exploration of eco-innovation drivers. 

The research on eco-innovation drivers is also based on other theoretical backgrounds. It includes, 

most of all, institutional and neo-institutional theory (De Marchi, 2012; Li, 2014), resource-based 

theory (Chen, 2008; Yarahmadi & Higgins, 2012), and stakeholder theory (Oxborrow and Brindley, 

2013; Weng, 2015).   

 

The decision to create and diffuse eco-innovation is influenced by evolving set of factors. Horbach et 

al. (2012) indicate four groups of the main drivers of eco-innovation: the technology push (supply 

side), the market pull (demand side), the regulation/policy factors (institutional and political 

influences) and the firm-specific (internal) factors. Supply side consists of technological capabilities, 

path dependency and market characteristics. Demand side comprises expected market demand and 

social awareness of the need for cleaner production, environmental consciousness and preference for 

environmentally friendly products. Institutional and political influences relates to environmental 

policy (incentive based instruments or regulatory approaches) and to institutional structure (e.g. 

political opportunities of environmentally oriented groups, organization of information flow, 

existence of innovation networks) (Horbach, 2008). Firm specific factors are related to “green 

capabilities” that play an important role from the perspective of a resource-based view of a firm.  

Furthermore, drivers of eco-innovation can be classified as internal or external factors (Del Río 

González, 2009; Del Río González et al., 2016; Horbach, 2008; Horbach et al., 2012). According to 

Del Río (2009), internal factors refer to the existence of internal preconditions and features of the 

company, which facilitate its involvement in environmental technological change. On the other side, 

external factors stem from the incentives and stimulus derived from a wide range of factors and 

actors that exert pressures to which company responds. Therefore, Bossle et al. (2016) point out 

internal factors (i.e. cost savings, adoption of certification, environmental capability, environmental 

managerial concern, human resources, environmental leadership and culture) that companies can 

manage in order to adopt eco-innovation and external factors (i.e. regulatory pressures, normative 
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pressures, market demands, changes in technology) over which companies have little or no control. 

With regard to internal capabilities which might facilitate an eco-innovative approach, top level 

management commitment, technological competency, financial and human resources are highly 

relevant. In addition, Chen et al. (2012) indicate the following internal origins of eco-innovations: 

environmental leadership, environmental culture and environmental capability.  

Based on a thorough overview of emerging literature on eco-innovation drivers, Hojnik and Ruzzier 

(2016) make the following interesting observations: 

 

• regulations and market pull factors constitute the most commonly and frequently reported 

determinants triggering eco-innovation, 

• different factors trigger different eco-innovation types, i.e. product eco-innovations are driven 

most frequently by market pull factors and regulations, process eco-innovations are determined 

mainly by regulations and the Environmental Management System, and organizational eco-

innovations are driven by regulations, technology push factors and market pull factors, 

• regulations, market pull factors and the company size constitute important drivers of eco-

innovation in both its generation stages (i.e. development/innovation stage and the 

adoption/diffusion stage), while collaboration with external partners seems to drive eco-

innovation primarily in the development/innovation stage, and in turn coercive pressures, 

normative pressures and mimetic pressures spur eco-innovation in the adoption/diffusion stage. 

Nevertheless, most studies identify the technology push factors and technological and green 

capabilities of companies as facilitators of eco-innovation in the innovation/development stage, 

while in others they also work as facilitators of eco-innovation in the adoption/diffusion stage. 

The further part of this paper presents results of the latest research on the specificity and drivers of 

eco-innovation in companies in Poland. The results are based on public statistics data and on the 

Author's own findings. 

Eco-Innovation Activity and Drivers in Companies in Poland – Results from 

Public Innovation Surveys and Statistics 

Two comprehensive analyses of eco-innovations in Poland have been performed so far. They focused 

on the response to the Community Innovation Survey 2008 (CIS 2008), covering the years 2006–

2008, and the Community Innovation Survey 2014 (CIS 2014), covering the years 2012–2014. The 

scope of the two surveys differed slightly and different approaches were adopted to the aggregation 

of data and presentation of results. Although this makes it difficult to compare them directly and 

unequivocally, some essential conclusions can be drawn from them. 

The CIS 2008 showed that in the years 2006-2008 eco-innovations had been introduced in 26.5% of 

industrial companies and in 16.1% of the service sector enterprises. Large companies (with 250+ 

employees) were the most innovative. Eco-innovations were introduced in 57.5% and 35% of them in 

industry and in the service sector, respectively, whereas in small businesses (10-49 employees) the 

percentage totalled only 21.7% and 14.6%.  

The analyses made a distinction between eco-innovations with environmental benefits obtained 

during the production of goods or services and those offering environmental benefits obtained during 

the consumption or use of a product or service by the end user. Eco-innovations with environmental 

benefits obtained during the production of goods or services were implemented by almost a quarter of 

the industrial companies and by 13.4% of the service sector enterprises. Eco-innovations with 

environmental benefits obtained during the consumption or use of a product or service by the end 

user were implemented by 17.8% of the industrial companies and by 11.4% of the service sector 

enterprises. The main advantages gained due to the implementation of eco-innovations during the 

production of goods or services were as follows: reduced air, water or soil pollution (14.1% of 
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industrial companies and 6.2% of those from the service sector) and use of materials which are less 

polluting or hazardous for the environment (12.3% and 6.2%, respectively). The most common 

advantage in eco-innovations with environmental benefits obtained during the consumption or use of 

a product or service by the end user was reduced air, water or soil pollution (12.2% of the total of 

industrial companies and 7.2% in the service sector). 

The CIS 2014 results indicate that the level of eco-innovations introduced in companies in Poland in 

the years 2012-2014 was significantly lower compared to the period of 2006-2008. In the years 2012-

2014, process eco-innovations, product eco-innovations, organizational eco-innovations and 

marketing eco-innovations were implemented only in 4.1%, 3.9%, 1.6% and 0.7% of industrial 

companies, respectively. The service sector companies performed even worse: only 1.7% of them 

implemented product eco-innovations, 0.9% – process eco-innovations, 0.9% – organizational eco-

innovations and 0.4% – marketing eco-innovations. 

The main advantages gained due to the implementation of eco-innovations during the production of 

goods or services in industrial companies in the years 2012-2014 were as follows: recycled waste, 

water or materials for own use or sale (8.0%), reduced energy consumption or CO2 footprint (7.0%) 

and reduced soil, noise, water or air pollution (6.6%). In the service sector, the respondents pointed to 

the following main advantages: reduced energy consumption or CO2 footprint (4.6%), reduced soil, 

noise, water or air pollution (3.3%), and use of materials which are less polluting or hazardous for the 

environment (3.2%). Considering the company size, it can be observed that all types of 

environmental benefits were gained first and foremost by large entities operating in industry and in 

the service sector (companies with 250+ employees). The benefits obtained during the production of 

goods or services were definitely most often indicated by large industrial companies. They concern in 

particular: reduced energy consumption or CO2 footprint (25.4%), recycled waste, water or materials 

for own use or sale (23.3%) and reduced soil, noise, water or air pollution (23.0%). With regard to 

eco-innovations with environmental benefits during the consumption or use of a product or service, 

the most frequent advantage, both in industrial and the service sector entities, was reduced energy 

consumption or CO2 footprint (5.9% of industrial companies and 4.8% the service sector enterprises). 

The environmental benefit obtained during the use of a product or service which was indicated by the 

respondents the least often was facilitated recycling of a product after use (4.4% and 2.9% of 

companies from industry and from the service sector, respectively). 

Detailed results concerning the benefits gained due to implementation of eco-innovations during the 

production of goods or services and during the consumption/use of a product or service in the years 

2006-2008 and 2012-2014 in Poland are presented in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1: Percentage of the total number of companies in Poland which introduced eco-

innovations with environmental benefits obtained during the production of goods or services 

and during the consumption/use of a product or service by the end user in the years 2006-2008 

and 2012-2014 
Source: based on (GUS, 2010; GUS, 2015) 

The survey results indicate that the factor with the strongest impact on a company's decision to 

introduce eco-innovations in the years 2012-2014 was the high cost of energy, water or materials, the 

importance of which was ranked "high" by 36.7% of industrial companies and  42.3% of enterprises 

from the service sector. Other factors of essential importance were also: improving the company 

reputation (rated "high" by 31.4% and 32% of industrial companies and the service sector enterprises, 

respectively) and existing environmental regulations (30.5% and 29.4%). The factor the importance 

of which the respondents rated as "high" the most seldom was government grants, subsidies or other 

financial incentives for introducing eco-innovations (9.9% and 9.1%, respectively). The relevant 

drivers prompting a company to introduce eco-innovations are presented in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Drivers of decisions prompting a company to introduce eco-innovations (importance 

rated as “high” as the share of companies which introduced eco-innovations)  

In the years 2012-2014 
Source: based on (GUS, 2010; GUS, 2015) 
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on the computer-assisted telephone interview (CATI) conducted by the largest Polish research agency 

– PBS Sp. z o.o. The interviews were conducted among representatives of companies: owners, 

management board members or other decision-makers in the organization. In order to enable analysis 

in the established groups of companies in each determined category, ratios by industry and the 

number of employees were used. After the categories and the size required to carry out the research 

had been defined, companies were drawn randomly from the nationwide business database with a 

stratification procedure along the dimensions of the company size and selected industrial and service 

sectors. The questions concerning the substance of this paper were answered by 292 representatives 

of various companies, including 47 large, 95 medium and 150 small businesses.  

In particular, the research focused on technological eco-innovation. Respondents were asked to assess 

statements reflecting on the number of product and process eco-innovations, the technological eco-

innovation speed (i.e. the company agility in terms of launching eco-innovative products and 

developing new environmentally friendly processes) and on the technological eco-innovation quality 

(i.e. novelty and eco-efficiency of eco-innovative products and processes) as compared to key 

competitors. The assessed statements included as follows: 

 

• TEI-1 – Product eco-innovation speed (i.e. “we usually were the first on the market to introduce 

new eco-innovative products”), 

• TEI-2 – Product eco-innovation number (i.e. “we have introduced more products that are eco-

innovative”), 

• TEI-3 – Product eco-innovation quality (i.e. “we have introduced products that are more eco-

innovative”), 

• TEI-4 – Process eco-innovation speed (i.e. “we usually were the first to introduce new, 

environment friendly methods of manufacturing, maintenance and logistics”), 

• TEI-5 – Process eco-innovation number (i.e. “we have introduced more new or significantly 

improved processes bringing environmental benefits”) 

• TEI-6 – Process eco-innovation quality (i.e. “we have been improving environmental parameters 

of our processes more effectively”). 

The representatives of the companies were also asked to evaluate the importance of drivers that could 

accelerate the development and uptake of eco-innovation activity in their company. The analysed 

drivers included as follows: 

 

• D-1 – Existing environmental regulations, 

• D-2 – Expected future environmental regulations, 

• D-3 – Securing or increasing existing market share, 

• D-4 – New market entry, 

• D-5 – Increasing market demand for green products, 

• D-6 – Opportunity of cost-savings, 

• D-7 – Access to existing subsidies and fiscal incentives for introducing eco-innovations, 

• D-8 – Voluntary environmental agreements and codes of practice, 

• D-9 – Opportunity for improving company image. 

The Likert-type seven-point scales (1 – strongly disagree/much worse; 7 – strongly agree/much 

better) were used for all relevant statements related to the specific results of technological eco-

innovation activity and eco-innovation drivers. 

The results of the survey on the specific effects of technological eco-innovation activity, taking 

account of the differences in eco-innovation in individual companies depending on the business size 

are presented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3: Specific results of technological eco-innovation activity in the surveyed companies 

The results of the analyses indicate that, irrespective of the entity size, the companies under 

consideration have the greatest problem with the speed of introducing either product- or process-

related innovations. The number of introduced eco-innovations is rather unimpressive, too. When it 

comes to the effects of eco-innovation activity indicated during the surveys, the best performance can 

be observed in improving the process ecological parameters, i.e. the quality of the process eco-

innovation. An analysis of the obtained results confirms that the advancement in eco-innovation 

activity depends significantly on the company size. The one-way ANOVA results prove that the 

company size has an essential impact on the differences in variables TEI-1 (p<0.05), TEI-2 (p<0.05), 

TEI-3 (p<0.05), TEI-5 (p<0.05), and TEI-6 (p<0.001). It should be added that large entities are 

characterized by definitely the highest level of eco-innovation. Considering the company size 

criterion, the greatest differences can be observed in relation to the process eco-innovation quality. In 

this area, small and medium businesses differ from large companies significantly. 

Next, the analysis focused on eco-innovation drivers. The variables covered by the surveys, together 

with the results of the performed analyses taking account of the data obtained from companies 

depending on their size, are presented in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4: Drivers of technological eco-innovation in the surveyed companies 

The data presented in Fig. 4 indicate that the representatives of the surveyed companies generally 

agree as to the most important drivers prompting entities to take up eco-innovation activity. 

Regardless of the company size or the type of the business activity, the representatives believe that 

the most essential factors spurring eco-innovation implementation are the opportunity to improve the 

company reputation (D-9), the opportunity for operational cost savings (D-6) and the existing 
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demand for green products (D-5) and new market entry (D-4), which may mean that most 
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Table 1: Results of multiple regression analyses 

 

Independent 

variables 

Dependent variables 

TEI-1 TEI-2 TEI-3 TEI-4 TEI-5 TEI-6 

Constant 0,618 1,268** 1,868*** 1,008 2,074*** 1,928*** 

D-1 
 

0.112 0.018 0.036 -0.052 0.142* 0.066 

D-2 
 

0.021 0.075 0.030 0.057 -0.016 0.020 

D-3 
 

0.259*** 0.138* 0.083 0.174* 0.029 0.054 

D-4 
 

-0.145 -0.104 -0.030 -0.008 -0.041 -0.027 

D-5 
 

0.114 0.205** 0.127 0.047 0.093 0.227*** 

D-6 
 

0.048 0.076 0.126 0.163* 0.098 0.114* 

D-7 
 

-0.024 -0.006 0.036 -0.043 0.047 0.060 

D-8 
 

0.231** 0.097 0.143* 0.153 0.112 0.087 

D-9 
 

0.072 0.169* 0.082 0.104 0.120 0.058 

R
2
 0.254 0.266 0.191 0.199 0.190 0.256 

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 

The results obtained from the regression analyses prove that: 

 

• existing environmental regulations (D-1) have significant effect on process eco-innovation 

number (TEI-5), 

• securing or increasing existing market share (D-3) has significant effect on product eco-

innovation speed (TEI-1), product eco-innovation number (TEI-2), and process eco-innovation 

speed (TEI-4), 

• increased market demand for green products (D-5) has significant effect on product eco-

innovation number (TEI-2), and process eco-innovation quality (TEI-6), 

• possibility of reducing the operational cost (D-6) has significant effect on process eco-innovation 

speed (TEI-4) and process eco-innovation quality (TEI-6), 

• voluntary agreements and environmental codes of practice (D-8) has significant effect on product 

eco-innovation speed (TEI-1) and product eco-innovation quality (TEI-3), 

• improving company's reputation (D-9) has significant effect on product eco-innovation number 

(TEI-2). 

Consequently, it follows that the introduction of product eco-innovations depends first and foremost 

on securing or increasing the existing market share and on voluntary environmental agreements and 

codes of practice. Implementation of this type of eco-innovation is also strongly affected by the 

increasing market demand for green products and the opportunity to improve the company image. 

Introduction of process eco-innovations depends primarily on the opportunity for cost savings, the 

increasing market demand for green products, securing or increasing the existing market share and 

the existing environmental regulations. 

Discussion 

The results of the presented analyses indicate clearly that regulatory, supply-side and market-pull 

factors have a diverse impact on the specific results of technological eco-innovation activity. 

Therefore, numerous and varied supporting measures are required to ensure effective eco-innovation 

stimulation due to the complexity of innovation drivers and understanding of the interaction between 

regulatory, demand and supply incentives. By doing so, demand for eco-innovative solutions is 

stimulated on the one hand and, on the other hand, eco-innovations will be more and more commonly 

embodied in business models of enterprises as a potential source of competitive advantage, thus 

generating the supply of such solutions. It should be emphasized that creating successful eco-

innovation policy requires well-designed standards and regulations, including their appropriate 

stringency, flexibility and time frame. Supply measures should take into consideration equity support, 
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environmental research and development, pre-commercialisation, education and training for 

developing the human capital needed to deliver eco-innovative solutions, networking and 

partnerships target the development of eco-innovation and provision of essential infrastructure. 

Demand measures should include the shaping of environmental friendly attitudes and behaviours 

among customers, green public procurement, and technology transfer and know-how support (OECD, 

2009).  

The studies conducted in the EU member states indicate that the most widely used supply-side policy 

measures appear to be the support for research and development (R&D) and promotion of networking 

and collaborative R&D and innovation processes. Fiscal instruments, such as tax incentives for eco-

innovative R&D, start-ups, and personnel, have not been reported as having a dedicated focus on eco-

innovation support in any of the EU member states. The most widely used demand-pull instruments 

are: green public procurement, product and service certification and fiscal support for companies 

adopting environmental technologies. In addition, environmental regulations, national and EU 

targets, as well as the EU emission-trading schemes are very important in creating the framework 

conditions motivating companies to shift to greener practices, and in this way facilitate demand for 

eco-innovative technologies, products and services (EIO, 2012b). 

The eco-innovation activity in Poland is supported by the following measures: (EIO, 2015; Baran et 

al., 2017): 

• equity/business support – publicly co-funded ventures or guarantee funds, 

• support for R&D in the public sector and industry – R&D funding and infrastructure, 

collaborative grants,  

• education, training and mobility – tailored training courses, consulting for companies, 

entrepreneurs, a placement scheme for students, support for R&D workers recruitment, 

• networks and partnerships – competence centres, clusters, science and technology parks, 

technology platforms and innovation networks, foresight and common vision building, market 

intelligence and other forms of information sharing, 

• regulations and standards – regulations, targets, cap & trade schemes, performance standards, 

labelling, certification, 

• public procurement – “green” public procurement of goods and services, 

• technology transfer – advisory support for technology adopters, financial or fiscal support for 

technology adopters, 

• support for private demand – tax reductions for products and services, demand subsidies, 

awareness raising and information provision. 

 

However, as proved by the research results presented herein, the use of the instruments mentioned 

above is still insufficient, which is reflected by very poor performance of eco-innovation activity in 

Poland. 

It should be noted that, irrespective of external incentives, engagement of companies in eco-

innovation development and adoption depends to a great extent on the resources and capabilities 

available internally. These factors play a crucial role in facilitating the inclusion of eco-innovation 

into business models and creation of value which can enable companies to gain and maintain 

competitive advantage. Therefore, effective and efficient eco-innovation activity resulting in new or 

significantly improved products and processes may require comprehensive and reliable utilization of 

specific quantitative and qualitative tools applied both on the strategic and operational level (Baran, 

2015; Brodny et al., 2016; Brodny et al., 2017; Janik, 2016; Loska and Paszkowski, 2018; Matusek, 

2015; Szafraniec, 2015). In addition, eco-innovation activity involves the need to develop diverse 

innovative initiatives (Szmal, 2015) and suitable forms of internal and interorganizational 

cooperation (Brzóska et al., 2016). 
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Conclusions  

The presented theoretical considerations and results of empirical research concerning the specificity 

and drivers of eco-innovation activity in companies in Poland point to a number of different 

motivations for and effects of taking up such measures.  

The results of the CIS 2008 and the CIS 2014 indicate that the eco-innovation performance of 

companies in Poland in the years 2012-2014 was significantly worse compared to the period of 2006-

2008. It should also be noted that the eco-innovation performance in the years 2006-2008 was already 

very low. 

The own research findings prove that for the representatives of the surveyed companies in general the 

most important drivers that could accelerate the development and uptake of eco-innovation activity 

are the following: the opportunity to improve the corporate image, the opportunity for cost savings 

and the existing environmental regulations. However, considering the relationship between the 

importance that company representatives attach to individual eco-innovation drivers and the specific 

results of technological eco-innovation activity in the surveyed companies, the list of the most 

important spurs in this area is different. The results of the multiple  regression analyses demonstrate 

that the product eco-innovation implementation depends first and foremost on securing or increasing 

the existing market share as well as on voluntary environmental agreements and codes of practice. 

The implementation of this type of eco-innovation is also strongly affected by the increasing market 

demand for green products and the opportunity to improve the company image. The process eco-

innovation implementation depends primarily on the  opportunity for cost savings, the increasing 

market demand for green products, securing or increasing the existing market share and the existing 

environmental regulations. 

The results of the presented analyses demonstrate clearly that regulatory, supply-side and market-pull 

factors have a diverse impact on the specific results of technological eco-innovation activity. 

Therefore, numerous and varied supporting measures are required to ensure effective eco-innovation 

stimulation due to the complexity of eco-innovation drivers and understanding of the interaction 

between regulatory, demand and supply incentives. In Poland, eco-innovation activity is supported by 

diverse regulatory, market pull (demands side) and technology push (supply side) measures. 

However, as proved by the research results presented herein, the use of these instruments is still 

insufficient, which is reflected by very poor performance of eco-innovation activity in Poland. 
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Abstract 

 

The aim of this study is to investigate the international students’ satisfaction in different universities in 

Malaysia. A total of 3 different private universities were selected for data collection. All the universities 

were located within the Cyberjaya area. Total 400 questionnaires were distributed and 327 were returned. 

Later, total 318 were found valid for further analysis. For data analysis, this study has used multiple 

regression. The result shows that most of the foreign students think that the teaching method used by the 

universities is appropriate. Besides, most of them are highly satisfied with their education and think that 

the learning method is appropriate. In addition, the respondents are agreed that the online resources are 

available while most of them think that the web-based communication as a popular way of 

communication adopted by the university. It contributes to current theories on how consumers resolve 

sequentially inconsistent information about a university’s service quality. The study of behavioral aspects 

of students is of great importance for university policy makers and this knowledge can be applied to find 

out the students’ needs and wants. 

 

Keywords: Satisfaction, teaching method, tuition fees, web-based communication, Malaysia.   

 

Introduction 

 

Customer satisfaction is a key determinant and a variable in the attitudinal concept of consumer 

behaviour as it is purely experiential (Kuo et al., 2009; Aurier & N’Goala, 2010). Jones and Sasser (1995) 

viewed satisfaction as purely cognitive whereas Kim and Ok (2010) links to their expectancy 

disconfirmation model and categorizes it as emotional. Satisfaction needs to be categorized as an attitude 

and not as a behavior as per se as it gains traction in an experiential state rather than at a static manner 

(Mizik & Jacobson, 2007). Satisfaction cannot be seen as  cognitive aspect as it is the outcome of most 

relationships and therefore it leads to future repurchase intentions which is  deemed to be conative and 

not cognitive unless the role of satisfaction is changes not as an outcome but as a perception ((Cronin and 

Taylor, 1992; Parasuraman et al., 1985). A more acceptable view would be that of Heskett et al. (1997) 

who sees it a post purchase behaviour leading to judgment towards future purchase decision making. 

Therefore we can ascertain that satisfaction is a key outcome which must be achieved by uiversities in 

order to encourage future student enrollment. Huang (2009) also found the service quality like academic 

aspects and non-academic aspects determine the student satisfaction. Hence, service quality and 
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satisfaction is observed positively in their relationships (Kuo et al., 2009; Aurier and N’Goala, 2010; Kim 

and Ok, 2010). 

 

As universities are also a part of the overall service industry, therefore, determining the factors that leads 

to customer satisfaction (international students) needs to be identified. In this case, it should specifically 

identify the factors towards international students’ satisfaction on Malaysian private universities. 

Moreover, precedent literatures show that the limited empirical evidence appears to exist concerning the 

student satisfaction especially in Malaysia. So, there is a lack of research in this area whereby this is very 

important to measure what factors influence international students’ satisfaction in any international 

university in Malaysia. The findings will help policy makers and top management in terms of better 

policy making. 

 

Literature Review 
 

Teaching Quality  
 

There are ample arguments within the higher education communities on schooling methods or 

effectiveness of teaching (Braskamp & Ory; 1994; Theall & Franklin, 2016). Hoyt and Pallett (2015) 

defined operative teaching as “that which produces beneficial and purposeful student learning through the 

use of appropriate procedures” (p. 42). Most universities in the world accept a procedure by which 

apprentices deliver unidentified response at the end of each subject they finish. These evaluations of 

teacher efficiency have been a burning issue since they were first working in mid of 1920’s (Chang, 

2016) and they generate a vast challenge for almost every institution that uses them (Hoyt and Pallett, 

2015). Throughout the study period learner valuation of trainers has changed considerably particularly in 

purpose and methodology areas. They have altered from being predominantly used to support students in 

the course choice, serving academic stuffs for increasing their teaching abilities and additional 

development, help officers with respect to personnel judgments (Ory, 2000). 

 

Learning Method 
 

Nowadays, student ratings of lecturer are vastly applied for the purpose of creating personnel verdicts and 

faculty improvement references (Scriven, 1995; Ory, 2016). For managers, the evidence provided from 

ratings aids them in reaching both cumulative and influential decisions dealing with possession of 

academic stuffs, appointment, contract and their promotion, picking faculty for excellent rewards and 

honors, and handover courses to the lecturers (Franklin, 2016; Kulik, 2016). Braskamp (2000) advised 

teachers to use the information constructively to develop and increase their instruction efficiency. Many 

investigators have concentrated on whether or not learners are appropriate judges of teaching usefulness. 

However, considering the thrive of qualifications and overall senses the students are both coherent and 

consistent sources of confirmation (Braskamp and Ory, 1994; Arreola, 1995; Pratt, 1997; Franklin, 2016; 

Kulik, 2016; Kim and Ok, 2010), Whereas inside the classroom, students are showing all kinds of 

educational proficiencies (such as, lectures, instructional materials and aids, readings, exams). They are 

significant effect in investigational users capable to determine the excellence, consequence, effectiveness, 

and lecturer collaboration with learners However, Ory (2016, p. 12) summed it up best stating: “unless 

they have not been to class, as consumers they have a legitimate voice. 

 

Infrastructure 

 

To help the student’s progress so many types of internet articles are used. Various types of e- learning 

adopt combinations of different as online blogs, social media software and virtual classes. Computers and 

tablet devices concede both learners and instructors to use the web portals and other online applications, 

such as MS Word, XL, portable document files and photography files. Also mobile application devices 

use m-learning. Students and teachers can share their ideas and thinking by web portals (Chang, 2016). 
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Blog writing concedes learners and teachers sharing their thinking as well as commenting on each other’s 

thinking. That makes bilateral studding environment. Using the term learn, instruction and education with 

technology means the using of technology in wide speeded area than the computer based or computer 

aided teaching of two decades before the 2000. Learning technology is also different than some purely 

web-based learning as online learning or teaching. E-learning is now very popular in the sense of mobile 

applications (Chang, 2016). E-learning also has various types of applications. It conceives a Virtual 

Learning Environment (VLE) in the higher educational fields. There all types of study outlines are 

managed by an invariable user interface (UI) in all over the institution. In general, virtual academic 

course means one kind of course where either complete or partial part is delivered through the internet 

(Kulik, 2016; Kim and Ok, 2010). Actually, virtual course is a course by that students no need to go to 

school for learning. It is not the way of direct teaching but in concept it is as the teaching in the class. 

Virtual schooling means the extent learning. By this way, study tutorials are exchanged by different ways 

such as data files, audio and video clips. Now-a-days, the rapid use of YouTube video tutorials has made 

the distance learning easier. By these technologies teachers and learners exchange their opinion each 

other. 

 

Resource Availability  
 

As the wealth of any university, the necessity of library is initially mentioned. Library is the main part of 

an institution and fundamental goal of the library is to add materials aids with lecturers, learners and 

researchers. It also creates proper knowledge sharing as training and practicing environment. This is very 

necessary in library maintaining that to spotlight on handling the well-wishers wealth. Perfection and 

quality of any academy can be measured by the library contents, Agaba (2005). According to Popoola 

(2008) the data contents and facilities in academic data systems is necessary for providing research fields 

among the research students and teachers. Iyoro (2004) affirms the information usability is one of the 

primary concerns of the data using. According to Halsey (2005) the users will be more attracted to use the 

library resources if they can get their necessary contents will less number of attempts. A lot of 

universities and online colleges already have opened online admission opportunity and online study for 

various fields of studies. They also provide certificate after completion of the study. For some of the 

courses students participate in physical classes in classroom but most of the classes are being provided by 

online. Also some programs are totally internet based. Several universities provide online student portals. 

There all sort of students’ information uploaded on regularly basis. Likely, online registration, book 

borrows or purchase, students leadership activities and student counseling etc. These online contents also 

take sometimes students reports regarding accessibility to attract user interest. 

 

Methodology  
 

The target population of this study was the international students studying in various private universities 

in Malaysia. The measurement tool was adapted from Firdaus (2005)’s HEdPREF model. For data 

collection, a total of 7 different private universities were selected randomly. All the universities were 

located within the Klang Valley area. Total 400 questionnaires were randomly distributed among the 

foreign students. Total 327 questionnaires were returned out of which total 318 were found valid for 

further analysis. For data analysis, this study has used multiple regression. 

 

Results and Discussion  
 

Prior to multiple regression analysis, reliability test is conducted. According to Pallant (2005), the 

Cronbach’s alpha value should be more than 0.60 to be considered as reliable. The result indicates that 

the measurement tool used in this study is highly reliable as the alpha value is 0.891. The Bartlett test 

helps to measure correlation among the variables. In order to be significant, the value should be less than 

.05 (Hair et al., 2010). The study shows that the value falls within the required threshold that is .000. The 

range of MSA index is from 0 to 1. However, the minimum acceptable range is above 0.50 (Zikmund, 
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2003). Table 1 below shows the KMO (MSA) is .682 which is more than .50 and therefore it is 

satisfactory; in fact, it is very good. 

 

Table 1: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 

 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) .682 

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 1283.891 

df 45 

Sig. .000 

  

Finally, this study performed the factor analysis to identify the measuring dimensions of the different 

factors used in this study. Total five factors were extracted based on the varimax rotation with 

eigenvalues greater than 1. It indicates that total 71.846% of the variance was explained by these 

extracted factors. As a result, it assumes that the information explained by these factors is independent to 

each other.  

 

Multiple Regression Analysis  
 

From Model Summary table (Table 2), we find R Square is 0.772, which indicates that 77.2% of the 

variance can be predicted from the independent variables. In addition, here the multiple correlation 

coefficient is 68 percent. 

 

Table 2: Model Summary 

 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

Constant .777
a
 .772 .768 .681 

 

From Table 3, we only have to refer the significance value which indicates that the combination of these 

variables does not significantly (p < .005) predicts the dependent variable in this particular situation. 

 

Table 3: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 
T Sig. 

Colinearity 

Statistics 

 
B 

Std. 

Error 
Beta 

  
Tolerance VIF 

1     (Constant)
a 

1.151 .500 
 

2.30 .23 
  

Teaching 

Quality 
.419 .061 .419 5.256 .000 .588 1.701 

Learning 

Method 
.349 .047 .349 7.820 .000 .728 1.373 

Infrastructure .375 .089 .375 8.711 .001 .347 2.880 

Resource 

Availability 
.212 .077 .212 8.682 .001 .273 1.782 

a 
Dependent variable: Student’s Satisfaction 
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The result shows that teaching quality is the most important factor that influences the international 

student’s satisfaction in Malaysian private universities with beta value of 0.419 that is also significant at 

0.05 level. Besides, infrastructure was ranked as second most important factors with beta value of 0.375 

that is also significant at 0.05 level. Moreover, learning method has a beta value of 0.349 where as 

resource availability has a beta value of 0.212. All the hypotheses are statically supported in this study.  

 

Conclusion 
 
In this world of globalize economy, all of the business institutions are in a competition with a good 

number of other business institutions all over the world, in their corresponding sectors. It is similar for 

those universities which are facing the competition not only with the local universities but also with the 

foreign universities. They are encouraging both the local and international students. That is how good 

service and satisfaction of the students does a vital job for the universities to stay in the front line of the 

race. From this specific kind of research it can be deduced that higher the service quality can provide 

higher student satisfaction. 

 

It contributes to current theories on how consumers resolve sequentially inconsistent information about a 

university’s service quality. Moreover, the idea of student satisfaction and such marketing was not really 

a separate management function but rather the whole matter as seen from the student’s point of view. In 

other words, the marketing concept employed in this study defines a distinct university culture, a 

fundamental shared set of beliefs and values that put the students in the centre of the university’s thinking 

about strategy and operations. Finally, this study is important because the study of behavioral aspects of 

students is of great importance for university policy makers and this knowledge is applied to find out the 

students’ wants and needs.  
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Abstract 

 
First, short insights into the non-computable stakeholder theory and the game theory for the harmony 
game have been provided. The game theory is computable but does not explicitly consider ethical 
aspects of decisions. The expanded game theory presented here for the harmony game derives benefits 
from both theories: it is computable and takes ethical aspects into consideration. At a glance, all 
consequences for active decision makers and passive stakeholders are evident. The expanded game 
theory has been applied to the two examples of “objective agreement” and “tax evasion”. In both 
examples, three ways in which stakeholders can motivate the decision makers to behave more ethically 
have been demonstrated: The stakeholders can educate the decision makers, for they understand the 
possible consequences of unethical cooperation. The stakeholders can use their power to directly control 
the decision makers. The third way for the stakeholder is to vary the payoff for the decision makers. By 
adopting this framework in the decision-making process the stakeholders can foster ethical behaviour in 
the decision makers.  

These methods show how to influence the decision makers, and can help the management to set up a 
structure in which the decision makers behave ethically and a certain profit is ensured for all 
parties.Some ideas for further research have also been mentioned.  

The expanded game theory for the harmony game is a new framework that serves as a basis for 
holistic tools, fosters ethical leadership and altruism, and inhibits short-term economic rationality 
in the decision makers. 

Keywords: game theory, harmony game, ethical decision-making (EDM), stakeholder theory 

 

Introduction 

 
There is a vast amount of existing literature pertaining to the stakeholder theory. In general, the 
stakeholders are first identified and then classified according to several parameters such as “power” and 
“risk” (Hügens, 2004) or “power”, “legitimacy”, and “urgency (Mitchell et al., 1997). Many academic 
papers have been written on the ways in which the stakeholders can be influenced (Mayers, 2005). 
However, Mayers, in his paper, does not regard the influence of the stakeholders. Also, Freeman et al 
write that the “stakeholder contributes to the value that is created for the others.” (Freeman et al., 2016), 
but they don’t mention how. These are only a few examples from the broad literature that exists on the 
stakeholder theory.  
 
However, none of the available literature explains how stakeholders can use their power. Therefore, the 
present paper aims to close this gap in literature. The following three different ways in which the 
stakeholders can influence decision makers will be examined on a theoretical basis: 
 
1. Educating the decision makers 
2. Controlling the decision makers 
3. Adapting the framework, so that the payoff for the involved parties changes. 
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These ways are explained further with the help of the harmony game, which is a special case of the 
game theory, since it is an apt example for highlighting the conflict between the decision makers on 
one side and the stakeholders on the other.  
 
The ways to influence decision makers will be regarded with the help of two examples where 
unethical cooperation can occur easily. In both cases, the decision makers have a strong motivation 
to cooperate which each other at the expense of the stakeholder. Each way demonstrates one 
exemplary method by which the stakeholder can foster ethical behaviour.  
 
Some of the positive effects of the decision makers’ ethical behaviour in the example of “objective 
agreement” include survival of the company, motivation of the employees, and perhaps, even 
higher satisfaction of the suppliers and/or customers, if the objective agreements are designed 
according to the interests of the stakeholders. 
 
The benefits of the stakeholder’s influence on the decision-making process in the example of “tax 
evasion” will include: satisfaction of the population, more money for the tax authorities, which can 
be spent on investments, or a possible reduction in the tax rates. 
 
Of course, for each way there exists other methods to navigate the decision makers towards an 
ethically-correct direction. The choice of method and its application depends on the concrete 
situation. The intention is to demonstrate to the stakeholders that they have several paths to choose 
from, if they wish to have an influence on the decision makers. 

 

Stakeholder Theory 

Stakeholders are “any group or individual who can affect or are affected by the achievement of the 
firm’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984, p. 25). The ethical basis of the stakeholder theory is that the decision 
makers will consider all stakeholders in their decision making. This is vastly different from the 
traditional shareholder view, which considers only the owners’ opinions as important.  

 

The stakeholder concept was first applied in 1963 at an internal memorandum of the Stanford Research 
Institute (Freeman, 1984, p. 31). The stakeholder theory itself is much recent and was explained in 1994 
by R. Edward Freeman, who is called “the father of the Stakeholder Theory” (Laplume et al., 2008). 
Ethical strategists such as Noland and Phillips claim that the “stakeholders must be integral to a firm’s 
strategy, if it is to achieve real success” (Noland & Phillips, 2010); but I was unable to find a model that 
highlights the consequences of the firm’s decisions on the stakeholders. 

The stakeholder theory comprises of the following three aspects: 

1. Descriptive/empirical aspect: It “is used to describe and […] explain specific corporate 
characteristics and behaviours” (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 70). 

2. Instrumental aspect: It is used to identify the (lack of) connections between stakeholder 
management and traditional management (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 71). 

3. Normative aspect: It is used for providing “moral or philosophical guidelines for the operation and 
management of corporations” (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 71). 

 

As we can see, the stakeholder theory explains whom to consider and why, but none of the aspects 
throws light on the manner in which this should be done and the concrete ways in which stakeholders 
can influence decision makers. In addition, there is another limitation in the stakeholder theory: it is not 
a model for forecasting of decisions. 

 

Classical Game Theory 

The game theory, designed by von Neumann and Morgenstern, is computable. In the game theory, 
success does not depend only on one’s individual decisions but also on the actions of others. John von 
Neumann first mentioned the game theory in 1928 (von Neumann, 1928) and later worked it out with 
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Oskar Morgenstern in 1944. They assume that, “the consumer desires to obtain a maximum of utility or 
satisfaction and the entrepreneur, a maximum of profits” (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944, p. 8). 
From this starting point, von Neumann and Morgenstern created a model that enables the forecasting of 
the decision makers’ behaviour. 

 

There are many examples to explain the game theory. For the purpose of this paper, only a special kind 
of game has been considered: the “harmony game” (Licht, 1999). The harmony game is a simple game 
with only one equilibrium. Therefore, the analysis (for the stakeholders) is easier than in most other 
games. This is the reason why examples based on the harmony game have been chosen. Considerations 
with many case distinctions would go beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

Both decision makers (A and B) have the two options, to cooperate (C) or to defect (D): 

 

A 

C 

8 

8 

3 

2 

D 
2 

3 

1 

1 

  C D 

  B 

 

Fig. 1: Harmony Game 

 

This can be simplified to the following schema (that I did not find in any literature on game theory): If 
both cooperate, they receive a high payoff, otherwise they receive only a little payoff. 

 

 

Payoff for A and B: 

 

High Low 

Decision both C Else 

 

Fig. 2: Simplified Harmony Game 

As we can see from this little example, the prediction pertaining to the two decision makers is easy. 
They will probably cooperate. If this cooperation is at the expense of the stakeholders, there is an 
existent “unethical cooperation”.  

 

The possibility of prediction is a big advantage for scientific and practical utility, but it goes hand-in-
hand with the loss of ethical contemplation. In their book, von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) avoid 
words like “ethic” and “responsibility”. The effects of the decisions on the stakeholders are not revealed.  

 

As explained above, the stakeholder theory and the classical game theory have some structural 
weaknesses. A fusion of both theories may help reduce these weaknesses. 
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Reasons for Expanding the Game Theory 

 

Simply placing ethical parameters in the flat game theory is not the desired fusion, because there are too 
many aspects that must be regarded. All decision makers have individual ethical settings, different 
knowledges, and different methods of handling this information: 

 

For considering the ethical settings, Forsyth developed the Ethics Position Questionnaire (EPQ) to 
measure individual differences in moral thinking (Forsyth, 1980). By utilising his questionnaire, it is 
possible to classify people based on two scales – how idealist and how relativist people are. He 
highlights that there are no pure phenotypes but gradually draws differences between the decision 
makers’ ethical settings. The conclusion is that it is best not to mix up the personal payoff of a decision 
maker and the ethical benefits of an action in one domain of the classical game theory diagram. As 
every decision maker has different ethical settings, every game theory diagram would have to be 
elucidated in a different manner. It is easier to look at only the personal profit of a decision maker in the 
game theory and present the ethical aspects in a different manner. 

 

The individual ethical setting is only one reason for formulating a new game theory. The other reason is 
that taking unethical decisions can be driven by many reasons that may be personal or external for the 
decision maker. People ignore the real scope of problems either intentionally, negligently, or 
unknowingly. 

 

Intent: Aristotle wrote in his “Nicomachean Ethics” that our ethics depend on whether we take the good 
or the bad as an intent (Aristoteles, 1911). Some people have bad intentions and force a low payoff for 
themselves as long as they can reduce the payoff for others too. In a lab-in-the-field experiment, 
Poncela-Casanovas et al. (2015) labelled such decision makers as “envious” and identified about 30% of 
the decision makers in this group. 

 

Negligence: The decision maker has enough information but does not assess them in the correct way. 
The examples of cognitive bias are as follows: 

• “Warm-glow-giving” is an effect that is frequently employed in cause-related marketing by 
companies to benefit their own businesses and the interests of a non-profit organisation. 
Mimouni Chaabane and Parguel (2016) demonstrated that with high payoffs for the non-profit 
organisation, the warm glow becomes smaller and the scepticism increases.  

• “Scope insensitivity” makes people ignore the actual extent of a problem. To illustrate, in a 
study (Hanemann, 1994), people were willing to pay an average of US$78 in order to save 
20,000 birds. Moreover, to save 2,000 birds (stakeholders), the amount they were willing to 
pay was almost the same. 

• The “overconfidence effect” can lead to high costs (for the stakeholders). Friedman and 
Friedman (2010) cite two examples – the oil spill of Deepwater Horizon and the financial 
meltdown of 2008 that started with the collapse of Lehman Brothers. In both cases, too many 
risks were taken and there were conflicts of interest. 

• The contrast effect intensifies the perception of information that contrasts with other present 
information. For example, referees who must evaluate two gymnasts will judge the second 
according to the first one. The judgement varies if the referee perceives the gymnasts to be 
from the same team or from different countries (Damisch et al., 2006). 

 

These effects show that decision makers do not consider all stakeholders and their payoffs at the right 
magnitude while deciding upon the course action. Certain effects change the perception, how the 
decision makers consider the stakeholders (mostly reduces it) and some even make the stakeholder even 
invisible. 
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Lack of information is another reason for ignoring the real scope. The question lies in whether the 
decision maker does not want to have a holistic point of view or whether he does not have access to the 
required information. The decision maker behaves unethically, intentionally or negligently, if he does 
not realise the consequences of his actions. If he does not have access to the necessary information for 
deciding, the game theory cannot be applied and it turns into a lottery game. 

Expanded Game Theory for Harmony Game 

As discussed, there are various theories explaining the link between ethical adjustment of decision 
makers and their concrete actions. All these gradual and different phenotypes have their own reality and 
their individual versions of ethical behaviour. The idea is to present the individual benefit and the 
benefit of the stakeholders on different levels. A generalised schema of the harmony game from Fig. 2 
for the decision makers appears in this manner: 

 

 

Payoff for decision makers: 

 

P(A)all C P(A)not all C 

Decision all C else 

 

Fig. 3: Generalised Harmony Game 

 

As observed before, the stakeholders cannot be included in this board, as some decision makers refuse 
[e.g. envious decision makers (Poncela-Casasnovas et al., 2015)] the stakeholders’ interest, and some 
consider the stakeholders to be lesser in stature than they are [e.g. partly idealist decision makers 
(Forsyth, 1980)]. This necessitates putting one or more levels with the stakeholders’ payoff on top of the 
game theory: 

 

Payoff for stakeholder n: 

 

P(Sn)all C P(Sn)not all C 

 … … 

 

Payoff for stakeholder 1: 

 

P(S1)all C P(S1)not all C 

 

Payoff for decision makers: 

 

P(A)all C P(A)not all C 

Decision all C else 

 

Fig. 4: Expanded Game theory for harmony game with n Stakeholders. 

 
The stakeholders’ payoff depends only on the behaviour of the decision makers. The stakeholders do not 
have any direct influence on their own payoffs. 
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In many cases (however, not always), the payoff of the stakeholders S1 … Sn can be subsumed to one 
level: 

 

P(Sn)all C P(Sn)not all C  

P(S)all C P(S)not all C … … 

P(S1)all C P(S1)not all C 

P(A)all C P(A)not all C  P(A)all C P(A)not all C 

all C Else  all C else 

 

If there is only one (relevant) stakeholder S, or if the stakeholders can be subsumed to one level, it is 
possible to present the global payoff P(∑) on the top as follows: 

 

   P(∑)all C P(∑)not all C 

P(S)all C P(S)not all C  P(S)all C P(S)not all C 

P(A)all C P(A)not all C  P(A)all C P(A)not all C 

all C else  all C else 

 

Fig. 6(a): Game theory with subsumation 

                of the stakeholders’ payoff. 

 Fig. 6(b): Adding a top level for           

                showing global payoff. 

 

Normally, the summation at the top (P(∑) all C and P(∑)not all C) cannot be viewed as a game theory model 
of the harmony game, because the decision maker tends to consider only their individual payoffs (P(A)all 

C and P(A)not all C).  

Relevance of the Expanded Game Theory for Harmony Game 

 

The harmony game is an interesting example to highlight how expanding the game theory helps in 
getting a holistic view and considering the stakeholders. 

 

As the harmony game itself appears very simple, it is very easy for the decision makers to ignore the 
stakeholders. If you have to decide whether both you and your partner will get a small or big payoff, you 
will probably opt for the big payoff. This cooperation is easy but it is unethical, when it is at expense of 
the stakeholder(s).  

 

The stakeholders are not active decision makers, but they can influence the decision makers to behave 
ethically. In general, to achieve this they can do the following: 

 

1. Educating the decision makers 
2. Controlling the decision makers 
3. Adapting the framework, so that the payoff for the involved parties change 

 

In the following sections of this paper, two examples of unethical behaviour will be provided and the 
aforementioned methods will be applied. The first example is about a company as the stakeholder and 
an employee and his head of department as decision makers. The second example regards the society as 
stakeholder and two businessmen as decision makers. 

Fig. 5(a): Harmony Game with payoff of 

several stakeholders. 

Fig. 5(b): Subsuming the stakeholders 

                To one level. 
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Objective Agreement 

 

Even if an objective agreement is not completely fulfilled, both the head of the department in a company 
and his employee have strong interest in declaring the agreement as fulfilled. Through doing this, the 
employee will get his bonus. Subsequently, the head of department has a proof to submit to his boss that 
his team member was successful, and he will utilise this as argument for getting his bonus too. By such 
unethical cooperation of the head of department and the employee, the company (=stakeholder) will pay 
for work that has not been carried out. In order to prevent this, the company can employ the three 
mentioned ways: 

 

1. Educating the decision makers: Unfortunately, we do not live in an ideal world where all 
employees and all team leaders have received an ethics education at home and in school such 
that they behave ethically and refrain from taking advantage of the company they work for. 
Therefore, the company can educate the members of the management and perhaps also the 
employees how to act and decide in an ethical manner. For this, the provided model can be 
applied. 
 
Supposing that the company has a total excess (before bonus) of 4. If it has to pay a bonus of 6, 
it will have a negative profit of –2. The expanded game theory appears in this form: 

 

Excess 4 4 

Profit for 
company 

–2 4 

Bonus for 
employee 

6 0 

Decision Give bonus Don’t give Bonus 

 
Fig. 7: Expanded game theory for 

decision makers and company as stakeholder 

 

A company that produces enough loss will fail. If the company can make at least the head of 
department or the employee understand this, and if one of them refuses the bonus to be 
received, the company will have a positive profit and can survive. As a result, the head of 
department and the employee can retain their jobs.  

 

2. Controlling the decision makers: If the company controls the set-up and the fulfilment of the 
agreements, the decision makers cannot declare unfulfilled agreements as fulfilled. One 
possible method for controlling this process is applying the S.M.A.R.T.E.R. criteria (Piskurich, 
2006) instead of the often used S.M.A.R.T. criteria (Doran, 1981). This means designing the 
objective agreements that they are not only Specific, Measurable, Assignable, Realistic, Time-
related but Evaluated consistently and Recognized mastery, too.  
 

Consistent evaluation implies high expenses in terms of time for the head of department, 
because he has to regularly assess the employees’ work based on his goals and check that he 
does not neglect his normal work. A masterful reorganisation of the goals and their 
achievement by higher management or a special supervisor is also expensive, because it is not 
enough in order to verify whether the agreements are corrupting or misleading. There must also 
be a step that controls whether the head of department and the employee interpret the 
agreements too soft or malleable. 

By these two extra steps, the influence of the stakeholder on the decision makers is ensured. 
They are strong but expensive aids to avoid issues like the company being cheated.  
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3. Adapting the framework: If the company fixes a limit for the bonus depending on the own 

excess, the company can guarantee a minimum of profit for itself. Supposing that at maximum, 
50% of the excess will be utilised for bonus payments, the bonus for the employee will be the 
minimum of 6 and 2 (=50% of the excess). 
 
 

Excess 4 4 

Profit for 
company 

2 4 

Bonus for 
employee 

Min (6, ½ of 
excess) 

0 

 

Decision 
Give bonus 

Don’t give 
Bonus 

 

Fig. 8: Expanded game theory with limited payoff for decision makers 

and guaranteed profit for company 

 
The bonus for the employee is reduced. This generates the effect that he will be motivated to 
work on increasing the companies excess in the following year in order to increase his own 
profit.  
 
Even when this simplification ignores taxes, social security contributions, and other effects 
with leverage, it highlights how these ways can guarantee a profit for the company, leading to 
its survival.  
 

The company as a stakeholder can work on all three ways independently and by this, it has strong means 
for forcing the decision makers to behave ethically. In the following example, the stakeholder is an 
external party to the company, but the methods are the same. 

Tax evasion 

Tax evasion is a typical harmony game. In general, both decision makers can make a profit if they 
cooperate, but in this case, none have any disadvantages. If only one defects, the taxes need to be paid. 
The society is the stakeholder. Unpaid taxes create problems for necessary expenditures of the 
government (social aid, pensions, road maintenance, safety, and so on). 

 

The society has the three mentioned ways to influence the decision makers: 

 

1. Educating the decision makers: This training can be provided at business schools for example 
(Remisova et al., 2014). The expanded game theory can be utilised for the training process. It 
can be taught that a small profit for the decision makers can have expensive side effects for the 
stakeholders through examples. It is interesting to observe that the lowest corruption perception 
indices are present in the countries with the highest education (Dose, 2017) and that the high 
education correlates with a high happiness index of the population (AFP, 2017). 
 

2. Controlling the decision makers: One of the many tools for controlling are forgery-safe cash 
registers (“sales recording modules”) for example in restaurants and companies that deal with 
over the counter sales. If they are installed, they impede such unethical comportments 
(Ainsworth & Hengartner, 2009). 
 

3. Adapting the Framework: As we have observed before, in the harmony game, both parties tend 
to cooperate. (Fig. 2). In the first example, the payoff for one decision maker was reduced if the 
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decision makers cooperate. In this example, the payoff for one decision maker is increased if 
one defects. As a result, the game does not remain a harmony game anymore. 

 

The decision maker who receives an increased payoff in the form of a tax refund obtains the 
benefit if he defects. Such games do not remain classical harmony games. However, certain 
special cases can be presented in the game theory for harmony games.  
The “fiscal note Sao Paulo” (“nota fiscal paulista”) is such an example in Brazil (UOL, 2011). 
If a consumer asks a retailer to register his tax identification number on the bill, the retailer 
cannot further evade taxes. As retailers don’t usually let their consumers participate in evading 
taxes, the consumer has the following options to choose from: 

 

Excess for 
stakeholder 

70% – lottery 0 

Tax refund for 
consumer 

30% + lottery 0 

Decision Pay tax Evade tax 

 

Fig. 9: Tax identification number on bill 

 

The idea of a lottery is discussed even in the EU (Höhler, 2017).   

 

If the retailer lets the consumer participate in evading taxes, the model of the expanded game theory for 
harmony games cannot represent the situation adequately.  
 

Discussion 

As we can observe in the two provided examples, the expanded game theory for harmony games can be 
applied for the purpose of representing the benefits of the decision makers and the stakeholders. It can 
indicate three ways to influence the decision makers.  

 
Table 1: Tools and Applications 

 

Tools Methods in example 

“Objective 

agreement” 

Methods in example 

“Tax evasion” 

Approach 

Education Training in company School, Business 
School education 

Consider the 
stakeholder 

Adapting Framework Limit the Payoff Lottery as a Bonus Modify payoff of the 
decision maker 

Control Control the work and 
results 

Control using technical 
resources 

Direct influence on 
decision maker(s) 

 

The link between the tools and approaches can serve a good starting point for further research. The 
possible questions pertaining to this are as follows:  

• Are the indicated connections between the tool and approach always the same or are they tied 
to the specifics of individual cases? 

• Does ethical education lead to altruistic comportment? 

• Are there more ways of influencing the decision makers? 

• How to regard/include CSR activities? 

• What if two stakeholders have contrary interests? 
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Conclusion 

 

The expanded game theory for harmony games is useful for presenting the ways stakeholders can 
influence the decision makers. Depending on the way and the situation, individual methods for 
achieving the desired ethical behaviour are required to be found.  

 

In the second example, the situation where one businessman offers another the chance to engage in the 
making profit through tax evasion was presented. In this context, the expanded game theory for 
harmony games is too simple. A more complex model of the expanded game theory must be applied 
(Kronberger, 2017). 

 

The expanded game theory for harmony game furnishes a model that presents the benefits for all 
involved parties, decision makers, and stakeholders in an intuitive way. The expanded game theory 
helps in motivating the decision makers to focus not only on their own payoffs, but also consider the 
stakeholders’ outcome.  

 

The expanded game theory is in line with Responsible Capitalism (Freeman et al., 2016) because it 
matches the concepts of “pro-social, language-using collaborators” and is in accordance with the 
cooperative stakeholder concept that is applied there. Thus, the expanded game theory for the harmony 
game is a new framework that serves as a basis for holistic tools, fosters ethical leadership and altruism, 
and inhibits the short-term thinking pertaining to economic rationality in the decision makers. 

The expanded game theory offers a holistic view of the decision-making process because it does 
not consider only the decision makers. In fact, it visualizes the consequences of a decision for all 
involved parties, regardless of if they are active decision makers or inactive stakeholders. 
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Abstract 
 

Audit market in most countries is characterized by a high concentration of audit firms. As a result, 
audit firms are now generally divided into two major groups: Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms. 
The main aim of this paper is to investigate if such strict division can be applied to the audit market 
in Croatia. In order to gain insight into the structure of the audit market in Croatia, an empirical 
research based on secondary data was conducted. Measures of descriptive statistics were calculated to 
identify audit firms that can be considered as statistical outliers according to their size. In order to 
determine the optimal number of audit firm groups, a hierarchical cluster analysis was applied. 
Measures of descriptive statistics show that the six largest audit firms can be considered as statistical 
outliers according to almost all observed size variables, while the remaining audit firms significantly 
lag behind. Although the individual market shares of Big Four audit firms are significant, there are 
also two additional audit firms that can compete with them based on the size criterion. This is 
confirmed with the cluster analysis. Therefore, although the audit market in Croatia is significantly 
concentrated, it is not dominated exclusively by the Big Four audit firms. Research results can serve 
as an input to regulators when considering possible measures for reducing market concentration. 
However, before taking any actions, an additional analysis regarding the effect of audit firm's size on 
audit quality should be conducted. 
 

Keywords: audit quality, audit market, audit firm size, Big Four audit firms. 
 

1Introduction 
 
Audit market in most countries is characterized by a high concentration of the subjects on the supply 
side, despite the relatively high number of audit firms. At the international level, the audit market can 
be considered as an oligopoly since the 1980s, when the market was dominated by the eight largest 
audit firms, called the Big Eight (Ascher, 2008). The factors that most contributed to the creation of 
such a market structure include business combinations, economies of scale and high barriers to entry 
for small audit firms. Due to the additional business combinations that followed, as well as corporate 
scandals, the number of large audit firms has been halved. As a result of such developments, audit 
firms are now generally divided into two major groups: Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms. The 
main aim of this paper is to investigate if such strict division can be applied to the audit market in 
Croatia. 
 

2. Oligopoly on audit market 
 
Audit market, like any other market, can be viewed in the context of supply and demand of audit 
services. Market features, such as the number of participants on the supply and demand side, the 
homogeneity of products and services, freedom of entry and exit from the market, indicate the type of 
market structure. Audit markets are an example of imperfect competition, which due to certain 
factors has taken on the features of oligopoly in most countries (Ascher, 2008). 
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Measured by the amount of revenues or received total fees, the Big Four audit firms dominate the 
audit market for listed companies in most European Union countries with a market share exceeding 
90% (European Commission, 2010). Oligopoly is a market structure where there are several market-
dominated bidding parties and falls into the structures of imperfect competition (Samuelson and 
Nordhouse, 2005). If the size is measured by the total revenues earned, then the largest audit firm in 
the Big Four group is Deloitte which earned 36.8 billion USD in 2015 (Statista, 2017). 
 
Observed at an international level, the audit market is considered an oligopoly since the 1980s, when 
the market was dominated by the eight largest audit firms called the Big Eight. The main 
characteristics of the oligopolies are the following: 1) large capital investments required, 2) control of 
necessary resources, 3) legal constraints and patents, 4) economies of scale, 5) top entrepreneurs, 6) 
mergers and acquisitions, and 7) barriers to entry (Kumar, 2017). The factors that have contributed 
the most to the increase in market concentration on the supply side of the audit market are business 
combinations, the economies of scale and strong boundaries to the entry of non-Big Four audit firms 
into the market of large and listed subjects of statutory audit. 
 
Although the audit market has already been consolidated in the 1980s, the number of major 
international audit firms has additionally been halved - from the Big Eight to the Big Five, as a 
consequence of business mergers. After the Enron corporate scandal in 2001, the Arthur Andersen 
audit firm collapsed, further reducing the number of large audit firms and increasing market 
concentration on already highly concentrated market. 
 
Numerous business combinations in the audit market were in the function of achieving the economy 
of scale. Namely, Big Four audit firms are able to allocate fixed business costs to a wider customer 
base. In the context of auditing, the auditor's effort measured by the number of working hours spent 
on one client can be considered as a variable cost. On the other hand, investing in audit technology is 
a fixed cost and involves acquiring knowledge and skills, investing in equipment and developing 
standardized audit programs (Sirois, Marmousez and Simunic, 2012). In this way, big audit firms are 
able to develop sufficient technical expertise and ability to conduct audits globally to meet the needs 
of complex international clients at lower costs in comparison to smaller audit firms (Government 
Accountability Office - GAO, 2008).  
 
In addition to economies of scale and business internationalization, complexity of accounting 
standards and reputation are the main factors that pose potential barriers to the entry of smaller audit 
firms into the audit market. Oxera (2006) showed that less than 10% of FTSE 350 companies listed 
on the stock exchange considered the engagement of a non-Big Four audit firm. In addition, 82% of 
large and listed corporations in the United States (Fortune 1000) consider that their audit firm 
selection is limited to three or less audit firms (Government Accountability Office - GAO, 2008), 
which also demonstrated the importance of the auditor's reputation. 
 
International Financial Reporting Standards are constantly changed according to the market needs. 
Since the Big Four audit firms have more staff to monitor regulatory requirements, big and listed 
companies are inclined more often to engage a Big Four audit firm. This is also confirmed by the 
ESCP Europe (Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Paris Europe) research, which identified main 
barriers for smaller audit firms' entry into the listed companies' audit market. In particular, the main 
barriers are the lack of size or insufficient capacity in terms of number of auditors in mid‐tier audit 
firms, limited geographical reach of mid‐tier audit firms, a strong preference among large companies 
to choose Big Four audit firms because of their reputation, resistance among companies and the 
absence of incentives to change the audit firm (Le Vourc’h and Morand, 2011). 

3. Domination of Big Four Audit Firms on Concentrated Audit Markets 
 
Previous audit market concentration research has shown that the total market share of audit firms in 
the Big Four group differs considerably depending on the type of audit market being observed. The 
ESCP Europe (Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Paris Europe) study, published in 2011, included 
all European Union Member States (27 at the time). Market shares at the level of the overall audit 
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market (calculated on the basis of total revenue of audit firms) led to the conclusion that the Member 
States could be grouped into four major groups. The first group includes countries such as Czech 
Republic, Poland and Slovenia, where the Big Four market share is less than 10%, with the smallest 
share (2%) registered in Slovenia. Countries in the second and third group are characterized by the 
Big Four market share between 10% and 20% (for example, Austria, Germany, Italy and Portugal) or 
20% and 30% (for example, France, Finland and Belgium). The fourth group of countries marks the 
highest degree of concentration, given that the market share of Big Four audit firms is above 30%. 
The United Kingdom is located in that group with a concentration coefficient 4 equal to 40% (Le 
Vourc’h and Morand, 2011).  The Big Four audit firms in the United Kingdom have a very large 
market share even in the entire audit market, due to the fact that they have the largest number of 
registered audit firms (together with Ireland: 7843).  However, the same indicators are much higher at 
the level of listed companies. Namely, the average coefficient of concentration 4 for the European 
Union is 94% (Le Vourc’h and Morand, 2011). Since the average number of registered audit firms in 
the European Union is 985 per Member State, this means that the Big Four audit firms occupy 94% 
of the audit market for clients listed on national stock exchanges, while the rest (981 audit firms) 
account for only 6% of the market. At the national level, France has the lowest coefficient 
concentration 4 (81%), as a result of introducing mandatory join audits as an attempt to reduce audit 
market concentration. 
 
The dominance of large audit firms is also characteristic of most developed western countries. In 
2006, the four largest audit firms in the United States audited 98% of all public companies with 
revenues above 1 billion USD and 96% of public enterprises with revenues above 500 million USD 
(Government Accountability Office - GAO, 2008). Audit firms on American and European markets 
achieve 82% of the total revenue, which confirms the importance of these markets for audit firms 
(Big4.com, 2015). However, young audit markets in emerging economies, such as China and India, 
are less concentrated and more open. The share of Big Four in the market of listed companies in India 
is 41%, while the same indicator in China is 14%, where most of the clients are audited by the 
national audit firms (Huber, 2011). Consequently, it can be concluded that the market concentration 
depends on the category of audit clients as well as the development of audit market. The market 
shares of audit firms from the Big Four group are the highest for listed companies in developed 
western countries. 
 

4. The Effect of Audit Firm Size on Audit Quality  
 
Although large audit firms generally have a higher reputation and enjoy greater customer confidence, 
the question is whether they provide a better-quality service. In this context, the audit quality 
represents the auditor's ability to detect significant misrepresentations and to respond appropriately 
when expressing opinion (DeAngelo, 1981). 
 
The audit quality primarily depends on the auditor's ability and independence.  These are the two 
main factors that need to be taken into account when analyzing the impact of the audit firm size on 
the audit quality. Observed at the theoretical level, arguments can be found to support both views. In 
other words, there are reasons to support and deny the existence of a positive correlation between the 
size of the audit firm and the audit quality (figure 1.). 
 
Compared to non-Big Four audit firms, Big Four audit firms have better financial and human 
resources, as well as more advanced information technology. They are therefore able to invest more 
in employee training and acquisition of other tools to ensure that their employees are skilled and 
capable of conducting audits in accordance with the highest quality standards (Sawan and Alsaqqa, 
2013). In addition, a wider customer base increases negotiating power and reduces financial 
dependence on a particular client, meaning they should be more independent in expressing their 
opinions and less willing to tolerate management's attempts for earnings management. 
 
According to DeAngelo's theory (1981), Big Four audit firms are operating with high reputation risk. 
High reputation risk results from the assumption that big audit firms have more to lose in case of 
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unprofessional behavior discovery. As auditors of public interest entities, they are also subject to 
greater oversight by the competent authorities, as well as under the surveillance of control 
mechanisms within the client itself (for example, activities of the audit committee). Hence, the 
greater ability to attract skilled employees and continuous investments in their education should 
contribute to the engaged audit team's ability to detect significant misrepresentations. On the other 
hand, greater independence as a result of reputation risk and stronger negotiating power should also 
result in expressing an appropriate audit opinion. 
 

 
Figure 1: The impact of audit firm size on audit quality 

Source: Systematization of authors based on previous research 

 
However, there are also arguments as to why Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms could provide 
comparable audit quality. First, Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms are held to the same 
regulatory and professional standards, and thus both types of audit firms must adhere to a reasonable 
level of quality. Second, as non-Big Four auditors have superior knowledge of local markets and 
potentially better relations with their clients, these factors may enable non-Big Four audit firms to 
detect irregularities more efficiently. Of course, the converse argument could be made that closer 
relationships between non-Big Four audit firms and their clients could potentially lead to 
compromised independence; however, the net effect of these counteracting forces is unclear. Third, 
the inability of non-Big Four audit firms to obtain affordable insurance coverage may actually 
increase the audit effort of non-Big Four audit firms relative to Big Four firms because smaller audit 
firms cannot obtain a similar level of backing from insurance companies. Finally, CPAs frequently 
switch between Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms, and knowledge transfers can dilute the 
potential for one type of audit firm to become superior (Faroghi and Shahshahni, 2012). 
 
In addition, contextual factors affecting the individual national audit market should also be taken into 
account. If the institutional framework at the national level does not encourage audit quality, the 
auditors will be less motivated to limit management's attempts to manage earnings, meaning that 
there will be no differences between Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms (Yasar, 2013). Key 
elements of an effective institutional framework in the context of promoting audit quality are an 
effective judicial system that guarantees the auditor's legal responsibility for expressed opinion and a 
developed system of public audit oversight. The public audit oversights system still significantly 
differs among the European Union Member States despite the attempts of international harmonization 
(for example by Audit Directives). Development of institutional framework should provide additional 
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incentives for better audit quality. However, an inadequate institutional framework, even assuming 
that big audit firms are generally able to perform better quality audits, clears the boundary between 
big and other audit firms, as none of them have appropriate incentives to improve audit quality above 
the required minimum level. 
 
Many researchers investigated the relationship between the size of audit firm and the quality of 
auditing. In addition, this research has been carried out in different ways. Some researchers examined 
the attitude of different groups of respondents about the significance of the audit firm's size by 
conducting surveys. However, quantitative research was more numerous. The basic methodologies of 
these quantitative research lie on the application of multiple regression analysis where the audit 
quality is usually the dependent variable, while the size of the audit firm is an independent variable. 
 
However, the definition of these variables differed considerably among the researchers. The size of 
the audit firm can be expresses as a discrete variable, which equals one if the audit firm belongs to 
the group of Big Four and zero in the opposite case. Prior to the world-wide corporate scandals and 
mergers of audit firms, there were the Big Eight or Big Six (Francis, Maydew and Sparks, 1999; 
Teoh and Wong, 1993; Krishnan and Schauer, 2000), followed by Big Four or the Big Three audit 
firms, depending on the country in which the research was conducted (Dehkordi and Makarem, 2011; 
Yasar, 2013). In addition, the size of an audit firm can be viewed as a continuous variable based on 
total assets, income or number of employees (Bae and Lee, 2013; Foroghi and Shahshani, 2012).  
 
Since there is no agreement on how to measure the audit quality, there are variations in selecting the 
appropriate audit quality measure. The most commonly used measures are the level of discretionary 
accruals as a signal of earnings management (Yasar, 2013; Dehkordi and Makarem, 2011; Choi et al., 
2010; Francis, Maydew and Sparks, 1999), as well as auditor's reporting on the going concern basis 
(Foroghi and Shahshahani, 2012). Considering that many other factors, apart from the size of the 
audit firm, may have an impact on audit quality, the empirically tested models include numerous 
control variables such as client's size, amount of cash flows from operations, selected financial ratios 
and others. 
 
The results of the conducted research sometimes differ, which is certainly contributed by the different 
methodology of conducting the research, as well as the different institutional environment. Some 
research has shown that the size of the audit firm has a direct effect on the auditor's effectiveness and 
indirectly on the quality of auditing (Cheng, Chen and Chen, 2013). In addition, the degree of 
compliance with the required disclosures in accounting standards has shown to be higher when the 
financial statements are audited by a large audit firm (Krishnan and Schauer, 2001), and that such 
financial statements also enjoy greater investors’ confidence (Teoh and Wong, 1993). According to 
the assumption of greater independence, Francis, Maydew and Sparks (1993) concluded that the audit 
firms that belong to the group of the largest audit firms are more capable of curbing the opportunistic 
and aggressive behavior of management when presenting financial results. A research conducted in 
Libya has shown that the respondents believe that: 1) the Big Four audit firms are more independent 
and more likely to issue qualified reports, 2) the Big Four audit firms can report the real financial 
situation of the clients more readily than other firms, and 3) that the Big Four audit firms perform 
more powerful, effective tests and are more credible than others (Sawan and Alsaqqa, 2012). 
 
On the other hand, there are studies that did not reveal significant differences in the quality of audit 
performed by the audit firms from the Big Four group in comparison to other audit firms. One of 
these studies has been conducted in Turkey, where it was concluded that the affiliation of the Big 
Four audit firm is not related to the level of discretional accruals in the client's financial statements, 
which is justified by the fact that the audit environment in Turkey does not motivate enough audit 
firms to perform better quality audit (Yasar, 2013). Similar conclusions were reached from the 
research carried out in Iran, where it has been shown that the big audit firms are not more successful 
in reporting modified audit opinion due to the going concern issues (Foroghi and Shahshahani, 2012). 
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4. Cluster Analysis of Audit Firms in Croatia 
 
Previous research has shown that the audit firms are usually divided into two major groups: Big Four 
and non-Big Four audit firms. The aim of this research is to test whether this hypothesis can be 
confirmed on the audit market in Croatia based on the cluster analysis. The size of the audit firm is 
described by the five variables based on the publicly available data. Three variables are related to the 
direct features of the audit firms (the number of employees, number of certified auditors and total 
revenues), while the remaining two variables reflect the market share of the audit firms and 
characteristics of their clients (number or clients and total income of clients). The best measure for 
the market share of the audit firms would be the total audit fee received but this information is not 
publicly available for all the companies, which is why the substitution measures were used. 
According to the Financial Agency data in 2014, there were 2.865 subjects of statutory audit in 
Croatia. However, the research population was reduced due to unavailability of data. In that sense, 
the subjects of the analysis are 182 audit firms which carried out statutory audit for 2553 clients. 
 
The main features of the audit firms analyzed are shown in table 1. Mean values indicate that audit 
firms had seven employees on average, out of which approximately three certified auditors, with total 
revenues of 2.5 billion HRK. As for the clients’ characteristics, the average number of clients was 14 
and their total revenues in the year preceding the audit was 2.3 billion HRK. However, there is a 
noticeable dispersion on the level of all variables, especially the income of clients and the income of 
audit firms.  Namely, the audit firm with the lowest income of its clients audited clients that 
generated only 2 million HRK in total income, while the maximum values of audit clients’ revenues 
was 59 billion HRK. This fact results in a coefficient of variation of 356.2%. Due to the fact that the 
mean is not a representative, median is a better central tendency measure. 

 
Table 1: Descriptive statistical measures for analyzed audit firms 

 

Number of 

clients in 

2014 

Clients' 

revenues in 

2013 

Number of 

employees 

Number of 

certified 

auditors 

Total 

revenues in 

2014 

Mean 14.03 2,343,909,188 7.14 2.81 2,591,573.75 
Median 8 485,760,217 4 2 879,326 
Mode 4 N/A 3 2 N/A 
Standard deviation 23.04 8,349,003,744 15.87 2.78 9,279,474.06 
Coefficient of 

variation 
164.23% 356.20% 222.19% 99.06% 358.06% 

Variation range 171 58,640,508,642 140 21 94,576,201 
Min 1 1,924,045 0 0 33,037 
Max 172 58,642,432,687 140 21 94,609,238 
Count 182 182 182 182 182 
Source: Calculated by the authors based on the data retrieved from: Financial agency (2017), Croatian 

Chamber of Commerce (2017) and Croatian Audit Chamber (2017) 

 
In the next step, the outliers were identified. Outliers are observations that deviate from the mean for 
at least three standard deviations (Bahovec et al., 2016). The standardized values (z) that meet these 
requirements are shown in table 2.  Out of the total 182 audit firms, six audit firms meet the criteria 
of outliers for at least three of the five variables.  
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Table 2: Audit firms that represent statistical outliers according to at least one variable 

 

Tax number of 

audit firm 

Number of 

clients in 

2014 

Clients' 

revenues in 

2013 

Number of 

employees 

Number of 

certified 

auditors 

Total 

revenues in 

2014 

58960122779 3.56 6.74 5.22 3.30 3.57 

81744835353 6.86 6.33 5.03 6.54 1.65 
76394522236 5.51 6.05 2.26 5.46 1.77 
11686457780 5.21 4.71 6.29 3.66 6.77 

20963249418 5.16 3.94 8.37 5.46 9.92 

71665824084 1.17 3.54 1.19 4.38 3.38 
Source: Calculated by the authors based on the data retrieved from: Financial agency (2017), Croatian 

Chamber of Commerce (2017) and Croatian Audit Chamber (2017) 

 
None of the remaining 176 audit firms are distinguished by any observable characteristics, i.e. the 
deviation from the mean does not exceed two standard deviations. The six observed audit firms 
belong to the Big Four group (EY, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte and KPMG), together with the 
two other audit firms (BDO Croatia and Baker Tilly Discordia). In conclusion, the descriptive 
statistics show that the audit market in Croatia is not dominated exclusively by the Big Four audit 
firms, but it is a group of six audit firms. Other audit firms are significantly lagging behind in terms 
of size. If the descriptive statistics (table 3) are recalculated after eliminating outliers, the mean will 
be much more representative. By observing the remaining 176 audit companies, every audit firm an 
average has 10 clients, two certified auditors and total revenue of over one million HRK. 

 
Table 3: Descriptive statistical measures for analyzed audit firms after eliminating outliers 

 

  

Number of 

clients in 

2014 

Clients' 

revenues in 

2013 

Number of 

employees 

Number of 

certified 

auditors 

Total 

revenues in 

2014 

Mean 10.43 858,475,626.90 4.59 2.35 1,164,679.49 
Median 8 467,937,572 4 2 866,083 
Mode 4 N/A 3 2 N/A 

Standard deviation 9.77 
1,101,071,501.0

7 
3.32 1.16 1,123,595.82 

Coefficient of 

variation 
93.67% 128.26% 72.44% 49.18% 96.47% 

Variation range 63 5,512,173,839 22 8 6,666,925 
Min 1 1,924,045 0 0 33,037 
Max 64 5,514,097,884 22 8 6,699,962 
Count 176 176 176 176 176 
Source: Calculated by the authors based on the data retrieved from: Financial agency (2017), Croatian 

Chamber of Commerce (2017) and Croatian Audit Chamber (2017) 

 
In order to determine the optimal number of audit firms' groups, a hierarchical cluster analysis was 
performed. Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that 
objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each other 
than to those in other groups (clusters). Hierarchical clustering is based on the core idea of objects 
being more related to nearby objects than to objects farther away. These algorithms connect objects 
to form clusters based on their distance. A cluster can be described largely by the maximum distance 
needed to connect parts in the cluster. At different distances different clusters will form, which can be 
represented using a dendrogram – a graph that explains where the common name hierarchical 

clustering comes from. In other words, these algorithms do not provide a single partitioning of the 
data set, but instead provides an extensive hierarchy of clusters that merge with each other at certain 
distances (Sarstedt and Mooi, 2014). Audit firms were classified according to the selected size 
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measures: the number of clients, clients' revenues, number of employees, number of certified auditors 
and total revenues. The process of merging audit f
 

Figure 3: Dendogram of audit firms grouped by the size of the audit 
Source: Calculated by the authors 

A total of 181 steps was required for all audit firms to join into one cluster. The first 173 steps 
included only smaller audit firms, which was then followed with grouping the six largest audit firms 
together.  It was necessary to determine the op
the distance between objects that were merged into clusters at each step was. It is evident that the first 
179 steps were relatively small, followed by a noticeable jump. This means that the distance between 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Audit markets are characterized by a high concentration and domination of Big Four audit firms, 
especially at the level of large and listed statutory audit subjects. Factors that contributed the most to 
this kind of market structure were mergers and acquisitions driven by the efforts to achieve the 
economies of scale and the consequent major barriers to entry for small and medium sized audit firms 
into the market. Although the audit market at the international level can be considered as an oligopoly 
since 1980s, the number of big audit firms has halved. As a consequence, it is commonly to group 
audit firms into two categories: Big Four and non-Big Four audit firms. High market concentration 
and size of the audit firms are especially important in the context of audit quality. The main question 
is whether big audit firms provide a better-quality audit service. There are theoretical arguments that 
support the positive relationship between audit firm size and audit quality, but it is also possible to 
find arguments that deny any difference. The empirical research was conducted in order to gain 
insight into the structure of the audit market in Croatia and to examine the importance of the audit 
firm size for audit quality. The hierarchical cluster analysis showed that the audit market in Croatia is 
dominated by six audit firms, which is why the hypothesis that only the Big Four audit firms are 
dominant was rejected. The domination of six audit firms, when compared to the domination of only 
four audit firms, should have a positive influence on the stability of the entire audit market. 
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Abstract  
This paper proposes an analysis of the RDI sector in Romania from the perspective of the human 

resources employed in the system. Romania has an important recruitment base for human resource 

development in the national RDI, represented by more than 760 faculty graduates. Mean wages of the 

Romanian RDI system is close to the minimum, our country occupies the penultimate position at an 

European level.The lack of decent wages causes most young researchers to seek better working 

conditions or in another sector of the national economy or abroad.The RDI system became increasingly 

unattractive for young researchers since 2010, when the share of persons under 35 engaged in the system 

begins to plummet. Therefore, the present personnel structure is dominated by employees over 55 years, 

working in technical, administrative and other various fields of research. The business environment is the 

only sector characterized by the researchers of the RDI units below 50%. Romanian higher education, 

although filled with loads of research over the staff, excels at a national level in the field of scientific 

production. Reviving the national RDI system requires action from government officials and it involves 

salary increases and facilities for researchers, otherwise, a further decrease in qualified human resources 

and loss of sistem performance. 

 

Keywords: RDI, HR, Romania  

Introduction  

 
Science is vital to the well-being of a nation, and the investment in basic science constitutes the condition 

for future economic prosperity. The favorable evolution of the national system of research-development-

innovation, RDI can lead to an increase in the nation's welfare. Basically, the Commission states that the 

main challenge is that the European future of Romania must represent an increase in competitiveness 

(European Commission, 2013). National Strategy for Research, Development and Innovation (SNCDI) 

system, developed for the period 2014-2020, proposes national sector development through principal tool, 

the national plan for RDI (PNCDI3) 2014-2020, which is correlated with Regional Operational Plan for 

RDI (POS-CDI), 2014-2020. According to SNCDI 2014-2020, the chapter human resources system RDI, 

Romania recorded the ambiguous performance by comparison with Europe (the Romanian Government, 

2014). Thus, the ratio of the number of new graduates in science and engineering and the total population 

of the relevant age exceeded the average for the past decade I 27. This was largely due to demographic 

trends and the dynamics of higher education, right up to the end of the last decade. The demographic 

trends are no longer as favorable as in the past, the forecasts for following years being reserved. The ratio 

of doctoral graduates in recent years and the population aged 25-34 years has recovered towards the 

European average. The ratio of the number of researchers employed in the private sector is far below the 

European average, the transfer of young doctors from the educational system innovative economic sectors 

being produced with difficulty (Stanciu, Sârbu, and Bucur, 2017). Romania is affected by the migration 

of researchers, with 15,000 specialists in the diaspora in the last period (World Bank, 2012). Human 

resource is the most important capital of the national RDI, being a decisive factor in the success or failure 

of its activity. The development of a company is determined and caused system performance education, 
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research and innovation, while ensuring the quality of the research activity results, i.e. equitable of 

potential users at services/products of this system. SNCDI specifies that a career in research should be 

appealing to both Romanian citizens and foreign ones, making it necessary to adopt the Charter and 

European Code of the researcher and to facilitate the employment conditions for foreign researchers in 

the Romanian research (Romanian Parliament, 2014). 

 

Material and Methods 

 
The informations regarding the human resources employed in establishments were selected for RDI from 

official statistics of the National Institute of Statistics NIS, the Ministry of Research and Innovation MCI, 

or the Reports of Worlds Banks WBO.The data was statistically processed and systematized. The results 

obtained were represented graphically and interpreted. For analysis, results were compared, where 

possible, with scinetific informations from literature to obtain credible conclusions. 

 

The Research System Legislation 

 
National SDI legislation system is represented by the legislative regulations covering the free access to 

information for public interest (Law 544/2001), the principles resulting from the case-law of the 

European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in cases of default judgments handed down against a debtor's 

general public Law Research (National Strategy RDI 2014-2020, as amended), the Law on Education 

1/2011, and other specific rules, the laws relating to The Ministry of Research and Innovation MCI (HG 

13/2017 Organisation and operation of MCI, Regulation OM 2/2017 On the organisation and operation of 

MCI changed and completed, and other specific regulations), and the Executive Unit for Financing 

Higher Education, Research, Development and Innovation (UEFISCDI) related resource legislation 

(Government Ordinance no.62/1999 Approved with amendments by Law no.150/2000, as amended and 

supplemented. Regulation on organization and operation approved by the Minister of National Education 

and Research no. 5804/11.23.2016,  Government Ordinance no.74/2010, Regulation on the organisation 

and operation of human resource 5804/2016, and other specific rules). 

 

Romanian RDI Units 

 
Romania has the potential of generating the staff for research, innovation and development, providing by 

97 universities (56 of the public domain), with a total of 560 faculties. By 2016, 405,638 students were 

currently enrolled in undergraduate studies Level 6 ISCED (Bichescu, Chivu, and Stanciu, 2017). In the 

Level 7 ISCED were enrolled last year 106,794 graduates from the first level of higher education, 

national statistics indicating 19,154 students at the doctoral studies or postdoctoral (Level 8 ISCED), 

according to NIS (2017). It could be seen therefore that a recruitment database for educational units and 

national RDI system, which may be complemented by graduates of undergraduate degree programmes 

from other countries, Romanian or foreign citizens. The European strategy in the RDI proposed to create 

a national strategy of innovation, to provide necessary assistance to entrepreneurs to transform innovative 

ideas into products and services. 

 

The national system of research and development is made up of all establishments and institutions 

governed by public law and private law with legal personality that have the object of research-

development activity. MCI organises and leads national system of scientific research, technological 

development and innovation. According to the MCI (2017), Romanian RDI system comprises 263 public 

organizations, and about 600 enterprises with public or private property. 56 of the public organizations 

are public universities, 46 national institutes are research and development (43 being coordinated by 

MCI) and 65 are research institutions and centers of the Romanian Academy.  
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The National Network for Innovation and Technology Transfer (ReNITT) contains 50 specific 

organizations: technology transfer centers, centers for information technology, business and technology 

incubators and 4 science and technology parks.  

 

The Business Research Performance Sector includes Business unities of the national economy that have 

their principal or secondary activity in research and development. The higher education performance 

sector includes all units from higher education and privacy, as well as medical clinics under direct 

supervision or administered in association with institutions in the higher education sector and conducting 

research and development activities.  

 

Government sector includes all performance units (including ministries of budgetary appropriations 

intended for research and development), which provides public services the activities of research and 

development of the Central and local administration, as well as national institutes of research and 

development. 

 

Private sector, non-profit performance comprises in unions, foundations, centers, associations, 

organizations, trade unions, political parties and political formations which carries out research and 

development activities, including family groups. 

 

The evolution of the Romanian RDI units in 2011-2015 is shown in Figure 1. According to the 

information from NIS (2017), correlated with the data published by MCI (2017), the total units from the 

RDI Romania experienced a relatively steady trend in the period 2011-2017, reducing from 269 units in 

2011 to 263 units in 2017. The private sector had an important decreased of RDI units, reduced by over 

30 % in 2011-2015 (figure 1). 

  

 

 
 

Figure 1: RDI from Romania's property types 

 

Source Author, by using NIS Data (2017) 
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The most dramatic reduction has been observed for the business sector. During the period recorded in 

official statistics, the total number of RDI units from Romania down to 33% global reduction being 

caused by the decline in the number of specialized units in the private sector. 

 

Although country-level, RDI system from Romania has a significant drop in 385 units, from 2011-2015 

total number of employees experienced an overall increase of 5% (figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Employees in RD System by the occupation  

 

Source Author, by using NIS Data (2017) 

 

Researchers and technicians increased between 8.57% to 3.82%, and other categories of employees 

0,82%. The evolution of Romanian RDI employees was backed by the State sector, in which universities 

and governmental institutions have engaged in personal research RDI system, while in the private sector 

there has been a reduction of personnel in the period assessed (figure 3). 

 

The most consistent increase in staffing have been recorded in the governmental sector, where in 2015 

were 13.16 % more researchers compared to 2011. In the Higher Education sector (1.45 %) and in 

Business (1.26%), the number of employees remained constant, increases being insignificant. 
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Figure 3:  Evolution in the number of employees activity sector RDI 

Source Author, by using NIS Data (2017) 

 

The area in which there have been spectacular declines was the private non-profit sector, in which there 

were over 40% in loss on livestock. The explanation of this trend is mainly political and governmental in 

the economic sector business. 

 

The massive reduction in the number of employees in the non-profit private sector can be explained by 

the fact that in the period 2014-2015 the access to European and Governmental funds was reduced, the 

financial year 2014-2020 being at the beginning and the financing of the R & D projects from the 

Community diminished (Figure 4). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Projects for RD activity, according to NABS 2007 

Source Author, using NIS Data (2017) 
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According to the data represented

projects prevailed type G2 (General

GUF), which accounted for over 30%

G1 Type (General Advancement 

for Agricultural and Industrial Production and 

 

An interesting analysis is the evolution 

as shown in Figure 5 (a, b, c, d).
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The share of employees in the Romanian RDI by the age categories is presented in Figure 6. A problem 

of the National RDI system is the lack of young researchers. According to NIS data (2017), the share of 

young people, under 35 years, does not exceed 30 % of the total employed in the system, being between 

15.14 % in 2014 and 29.11% in 2009. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: The share of employees on the Romanian's RDI, by age  

 
Source Author, by using NIS data (2017) 

 

Lack of attractiveness of the RD system for young researchers is becoming more evident starting in 2010, 

when begin to fall substantially of the number of people under 35 years of age. As a counterweight, 

young researchers under 25 years represent the least represented age group, being exceeded, including the 

pensioners/older than the limit for retirement and working in the system. The percentage of mature 

specialists, aged 35-45 years old, which must represent the majority of the employees does not exceed 25 

% of the total human resource, except for 2006, when it was 27%. Unfortunately, the share of staff aged 

over 55 years is close to or even exceeds the Romanian young researchers the last years.  

 

The cost of salaries for employees in the Romanian RDI fluctuated between € 92.62 million (2011) and € 

159 million (2015), with a minimum of around € 77 million in 2013 (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7:  HR costs (annual – millions euro, respectively euro/employee monthly) 
 

Source Author, by using NIS Data (2017) 

 

Per employee, reporting total personnel costs by the total number of employees, it could be observe that 

an employee cost the Romanian RDI between 230 and 460 euro per month, which in terms of net revenue 

accounted for employees between 150 and 300 Euros/month. 

 

At European level, Romania is situated just over Bulgaria at the salary of human resource (European 

Observatory of Working Life, 2017). 

 

 
Figure 8:  Minimum monthly wage level at European level (valid from 1 April 2017) 

Source Author, using European Observatory of Working Life Data (2017) 
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Luxembourg ranks first position in top, with a minimum wage 2,000 euros/month, while in Ireland, 

Netherlands and Belgium is around 1,500 euros. Bulgaria (232 euro/month), Romania (321 euro/month) 

and Latvia-Lithuania (380 euro/month) occupy the last positions of the top. Under the conditions of wage 

discrimination, the researches from Babeș Bolyai notified the European Commission that the Romanian 

researchers partners in the Horizon 2020 programme have the level of the average wage of four times 

lower than that of Western European researchers, withdrawing from submitting/applying for funds (Ionel, 

2016). 

 

Following the Eastern Europe researchers’ dissatisfaction, the European Commission announced on 

February 17
th

 a change in the wage rules for Romanian researchers involved in the Horizon 2020 

programme (HotNews.ro, 2017). The rule, by which researchers will be paid up to 4,300 euro/month, will 

help to reduce wage differentials between researchers involved in EU funded projects and eventually help 

East European countries to keep their most talented researchers home. 

 

Conclusions 

 
Most universities have limited connections with the economic companies and focused on burdening the 

research activities with didactic tasks. Consequently, full-time research posts are still unique in the 

academic environment, despite that its ability to disseminate scientific results had been demonstrated. The 

higher education system has a weak link with the private economic environment and a reversible opening 

of the university research environment to the private environment is needed. The share of employees over 

55 is close to the share of young researchers in Rumanian RDI in 2011-2015. The wage of the domestic 

RDI staff is close to the minimum level, which does not encourage the performance and the engagement 

of prestigious researchers. For the Romanian RDI employees, passion for research could be an important 

factor, but when the level of incomes is too low, the temptation of other jobs in Romania or in other 

countries causes staff migration. We believe that in absence of concrete measures, like governmental 

support applied at a national level to sustain RDI, the sector will continue its descending course, with 

reducing the technical staff and experts. 
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Abstract 
 

The aim of this work is to find out, which frameworks are used in companies in the field of IT 

Governance. The first part of this work deals with definition of the term IT Governance and its 

difference to IT management and compiles the list of used IT Governance frameworks. The most 

used frameworks are COBIT, ISO and ITIL, but it is recommended that companies should use more 

than one framework, because every framework is strong in a different field. The second part is 

devoted to research on how companies in Slovakia use these frameworks with regard to their size 

defined by a number of employees and due to the origin of the company's owners. 

 

Keywords: IT governance, IT management, framework 

 

Introduction 
 

Different definitions of IT Governance put emphasis on different areas of ISIT. In our research we 

will analyse usage of various methods and IT services. In a certain sense, the core of IT Governance 

is setting of rules for input data provided into individual areas of IT governance and rules of decisive 

rights in ISIT. Aim of this article is to uncover which frameworks are used in companies with focus 

on Slovakia in the area of IT Governance. 

 

Literature Review 
 

Status of the issue in the area of IT Governance in Slovakia and abroad 

It may be not simple to fully understand the term of IT Governance, especially if its meaning is 

crossing through several areas of the organization. IT Governance can be called a way of approach 

towards the IT processes governance in an organization. These put information systems and 

information technologies (ISIT) into accordance with company’s strategy. In a long-term horizon, IT 

Governance provides a correct direction of investments into ISIT of the organization, based on 

clearly defined processes of assessment of all IT development strategic requirements. IT Governance 

contains a body of rules, relationships and processes, which provide the organization’s management 

with tools to make ISIT support the strategic goals of the company in a highest possible level 

(ManagementMania, 2016). A very simple definition comes from Craig Simons (2005), a researcher 

of the Forrester agency: IT Governance is a process, which is used for making decisions in the area of 

IT investments. It determines the way of making decisions, by whom they are made, who is 

responsible and how the results of decisions are measured and monitored. All of this creates parts of 

the IT Governance. Based on the definition, every organization has a certain form of IT Governance. 

The definitions provided earlier may be easily summarized: IT Governance is a framework, which 

makes the ISIT infrastructure able to support and enables the company’s strategies and goals (Calder, 

2007). Other definitions replace the word ‘framework’ with ‘processes’. This is how IT Governance 

is defined also by the advisory company Gartner (2017). 

 

However, it is necessary to see the difference between IT Management and IT Governance. IT 

Management covers specific daily decisions, which are made based on a systematic decisive process 
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by people, who were given the right to make decisions (Weill, Ross, 2004). To attain the correct 

goals of company’s performance, IT Governance uses values of company governance for the correct 

usage and management of IT (Alkhaldi, et al., 2017). 

 

IT Governance is not only a question of IT. In the broadest sense of the word, it is a part of the 

overall company governance but with specific focus on improving governance and control of 

information technologies for benefit of the parties involved. IT Governance covers culture, 

organization, policy and procedures, which provide governance and control of IT in five key areas: 

(NCC, 2005) 

 

• Alignment – Provision of strategic direction of IT and alignment of IT and company goals 

in the area of services and projects. 

• Value Delivery – Organization should be able to get the maximal benefit of IT and to assess 

returnability of the investments in IT. 

• Risk Management – There are processes in the company to ensure that the risks are 

correctly managed. It contains evaluation of risk aspects in IT investments.  

• Resource Management – Provision of directions on a high level during obtaining and using 

IT resources. Supervision of overall IT financing on an enterprise level. Examination of adequate 

ability and infrastructure of IT to support the current and expected business requirements. 

• Performance Measurement – Verification of strategic compliance, which means reaching 

strategic goals in IT. 

 

Primarily, it is the IT Director in the company who is responsible for IT Governance; however, the 

nature of ISIT has influence on work of all leading workers in the organization. Properly 

implemented principles of IT Governance increase the level of protection of investments into IT. 

Implementation of good IT Governance in a company requires a framework, which is based on three 

main pillars: (Simons, 2005) 

• Organization Structure – Who is making decisions? Which organization units, 

commissions, positions will be created, who will participate in the units and what will be the setting 

of responsibilities? 

• Process – How are the investments decision in IT being made? What are decision-making 

processes for investments proposal, control, approval and preference of an investment? 

• Communication – How will the results of these processes and decisions monitored, 

measured and communicated? What mechanisms will be used for announcements about IT 

investments decision for board of directors, executive management, company managers, IT 

managers, employees and shareholders? 

 

In case of IT Governance implementation into a company, it is recommended to implement one of the 

frameworks, like:  

 

ITIL – Information Technology Infrastructure Library. ITIL focuses on administration of IT services. 

Its goal is to ensure, that IT services are able to support the main processes of business. ITIL consists 

of five bodies of confirmed management procedures of strategy services, design, transition (e.g. 

Change Management), operation and continual service improvement (Lindros, 2017).  

 

It is the most widely used methodology in ITSM. ITIL is a body of best practices concepts and 

methods, which are used for management of IT services delivery. Its primary motivation is 

improvement of planning, usage and quality of information technologies, either from the perspective 

of the customer or supplier. ITIL is an extensive manual for IT services administration. Its core is 

made of the following 5 publications: (Persse, 2010) 

 

• Service Strategy (SS) – Basic direction and goals of the services, 

• Service Design (SD) – Proposal of services, 

• Service Transition (ST) – Transition of services into operation, 

• Service Operation (SO) – Operation of services, 

• Continual Service Improvement (CIS) – continual improvement of the service. 
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Methodology of ITIL is not the only framework used for IT services administration. Among the other 

widely used frameworks applied in the area of IT services administration is primarily COBIT 

(currently in version 5), MOF (currently in version 4.0) and the set of standards ISO/IEC 

27002:2005. (Jurkscheit, 2014) 

 

COBIT – Published by the organization ISACA, COBIT is a comprehensive framework of globally 

accepted methods, analytic tools and models. It is designed for governance of company’s IT. Using 

the basis in the area of IT audit, the company ISACA increased the competence of COBIT to fully 

support IT governance. The newest version of COBIT 5 is widely used by organizations focusing on 

Risk Management and reducing their impact. (Lindros, 2017) 

 

COBIT is a body of best practice for governance and administration of company’s information 

technologies (IT Governance). It is designed for all kinds of companies (commercial companies, 

public companies or non-profit organization) of any size. It was by ISACA (International System 

Audit and Control Association) based on experience from 15 years of practice. Currently, its fifth 

version is in use, issued in 2012. (ISACA, 2012) 

 

Methodology COBIT provides extensive framework of methods, which are supposed to help 

companies in attaining their strategic goals by means of effective usage of available resources and 

minimisation of IT risks. It helps to create optimal value consisting of IT service by establishment of 

balance among usage of resources, optimisation of risk level and creation of benefit. Its view is closer 

to top managers than IT managers. It uses holistic approach to IT management, connecting views of 

enterprise governance and IT services management. 

 

Principles and terms used in COBIT 5 

 

COBIT is based on five key principles: 

• Proper understanding of the company’s owner needs – companies exist to create value for 

their owners. 

• Coverage of the business as a whole – IT assets need to be handled as any other assets of the 

company.  

• Usage of a united, integrated framework – concord among the individual standards being 

used must exist. 

• Support of holistic approach – effective and precise IT services governance requires holistic 

approach, using multiple mutually cooperating components. 

• Governance Department and Management Department – company’s governance should 

guide, monitor and evaluate the company’s requirements and management should plan, prepare and 

monitor the activities subordinate to them. 

 

In COBIT methodology, a process approach is used with seven categories of elements defined: 

• Principles, rules and frameworks – tools for maintaining a required behaviour. 

• Processes – organized sets of activities and practices producing an output, which supports 

the IT goal. 

• Organization structures – key deciding entities.  

• Culture, ethics and behaviour – characteristics of an individual or a society, often 

underestimated factor of success. 

• Information – entity, necessary for function of the company, often a final product of the 

business. 

• Services, infrastructure and applications – tools enabling the processing of information. 

• People, abilities and competencies – entities capable of action and decision-making. 

 

Processes COBIT 5 

COBIT 5 divides 37 processes of IT services in a company into 2 basic domains – Governance and 

Management. Each of the groups contains a set of processes. The domain of Governance contains 5 

processes and each of them applies principles of evaluation, direction and monitoring. The domain of 
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Management contains 4 subdomains in accordance with responsibilities of the management – plan, 

build, run and monitor (PBRM) – and provides end-to-end coverage of IT services. The individual 

subdomains are as following: (Knapp, 2010) 

• Align, Plan and Organise (APO) – setting, planning and organization of activities; it contains 

13 processes. 

• Build, Acquire and Implement (BAI) – creation, acquisition and implementation of 

activities; it contains 10 processes. 

• Deliver, Service and Support (DSS) – delivery, service and support of activities; it contains 6 

processes. 

• Monitor, Evaluate and Assess (MEA) – monitoring, evaluation and assessment of activities; 

it contains 3 processes. 

 

Comparison with ITIL 
 

The methodologies are mutually fully compatible, since the fundamental principles of IT delivery 

governance are either identical in a certain level or at least they are not in a contradiction. However, 

from the organization-process view they are interpreted in a different way. It is more suitable to use 

COBIT framework, if it is needed to define a strategic direction of IT in the company and 

interconnect it with the overall company’s strategy. Methodology of COBIT is more focused on 

governance of company informatics, describing all the areas of the management, which should be 

covered to create value in an effective and precise way. However, the practices of the COBIT 

framework do not describe the design of the individual processes, functions and activities.  

 

In comparison with COBIT, the methodology of ITIL is more adjusted for implementation of system 

of IT services delivery management, as it does not deal with the strategic interconnection between IT 

service and direction of the company in such a detail. It is focused on a detailed description for the 

purpose of the individual processes implementation. 

 

CMMI – Integration method of the model Capability Maturity, which has been developed by the 

organization Software Engineering Institute, represents an approach of company’s performance 

improvement. CMMI uses a scale from 1 to 5 to measure performance, quality and profitability of the 

organization. Levels of maturity in CMMI provide a strict reference and assessment method, which 

enables the organization to compare its capabilities with its competitors, industrial branch and in 

time. CMMI provides five levels of maturity, which demonstrate evident course towards 

improvement. (CMMI, 2017) 

 

At reaching level 4 or 5 of the CMMI model, the organization shows deeper commitment to continue 

in capability improvement by means of statistic and other quantitative methods. Organizations of 

high maturity are constantly developing, adjusting and growing to satisfy the needs of parties and 

customers involved. 

 

ISO/IEC 38500 and other supplementary ISO norms – ISO / IEC 38500: 2015 provides governing 

principles for the members of directing bodies in organizations (which may include owners, directors, 

partners, executive managers, etc.) about effective and acceptable usage of information technologies 

(IT). Also, it provides consultancy for those who deal with consulting, informing or helping the 

directing bodies. The following can be contained here: executive managers, members of groups 

monitoring resources inside the organization, external business persons or technical experts, e.g. law 

or accountancy experts, retail or industry associations or profession bodies, internal and external 

providers of services (including consultants) and auditors. ISO / IEC 38500: 2015 is related to 

governance of the current and future usage of IT by the organization, including processes of 

management and decisions dealing with the current and future usage of IT. These processes can be 

directed by IT experts in the organization, external suppliers of services or business units inside the 

organization. It defines IT governance as a subset or domain of the organization governance, or 

corporate governance in case of corporation. (ISO, 2015) 
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Frameworks comparison 
 

The best example of how we can explain the comparison or interactions between frameworks is the 

analogy with building a house. By building a house we are beginning with foundation. With 

frameworks, it is ITIL with its IT service management, which creates the foundation of our house, 

COBIT is the walls and the roof is ISO 38500. If directing bodies in organization want to implement 

ISO 38500 without COBIT or ITIL, it won’t work and also, on other hand, if the organization has 

implemented COBIT and ITIL and doesn’t have ISO, coverage of all aspects of IT Governance is not 

complete. The Table 1 covers the IT Governance framework overview. 

 

Table 1: IT Governance Frameworks Overview 

 

 COBIT ITIL ISO 38500 

FUNCTION IT Process 
Service Level 

Management 

Guiding principles for 

TOP management 

AREA 
4 Process and 34 

Domain 
9 Process 6 principles 

ISSUER ISACA OGC 

International 

Organization for 

Standardization 

CERTIFICATION 

POSSIBILITY 
NO 

Certification of 

personnel 
At this time - NO 

 

Research Design 
 

In our research we focus on the area of IT Governance frameworks used by companies in formalised 

ISIT management and in harmonisation of the organization’s aims with aims of IT department. Based 

on the analysis of the available theoretical literary sources from paid scientific databases, expert 

books and journals and from the internet, we have created a list of existing frameworks used by 

organizations in the area of IT Governance. Using the method of synthesis, we selected out these 

frameworks and created the final list. 

 

Within the theoretical bases of the researched area of IT Governance, the conclusions and the list of 

the frameworks were consequently verified in practice by means of survey. The survey was focused 

on finding how do the organizations of various size working in Slovakia in various branches currently 

handle the area of the specific IT process. 

 

In the statistical analysis, the first part of the analysis was dealing with research on the connections 

between two nominal variables and their frequency, using the methods of measurement of the 

association between two variables (Phi, Cramer’s V. and Contingency Coefficient). In the second part 

consisting of the analysis of dependence, a statistic method of Chi-Square (Pearson) was used with 

statistical significance of 0.05. 

 

The survey was performed by means of an electronic questionnaire aiming to gain sample of 200 

answers. We obtained a random sample of business entities. The survey was performed among the 

business entities working in Slovakia. The studied sample was divided into categories based on size 

(number of employees), legal structure, geographic influence, structure of owners and branch. The 

basic statistic information about the respondents is stated in the Table 2.   
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Table 2: The basic statistical information about the respondents 

 

Statistical 

Data 

Legal 

Structure 
Branch 

Geographic 

Influence 

Structure 

of Owners 

Number of 

Employees 
Turnover 

N Contained 236 236 236 236 236 236 

Median Inc. 

Financial and 

Insurance 

Services 

Europe 

Entirely 

Slovak 

Owner 

10 – 49 

Employees 

667,000. – 

1.6 mil. € 

Modus Inc. 

Financial and 

Insurance 

Services 

Only 

Slovakia 

Entirely 

Slovak 

Owner 

10 – 49 

Employees 

over 1.6 

mil. € 

 

In Table 3, the number of employees in the analysed companies is covered. We used distribution as 

reported by the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic. 

 

Table 3: Number of employees 

 

Number of employees Count Percent Cumulative percent 

1 – 9 59 25,0 25,0 

10 – 49 62 26,3 51,3 

50 – 99 25 10,6 61,9 

100 – 249 33 14,0 75,8 

250 and more 57 24,2 100,0 

Total 236 100,0 
 

 

Research Results and Discussion 
 

The survey was aimed to find out, which frameworks are used by companies in practice in 

governance of the specific IT process. The overview of frameworks can be found in the Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Overview of the frameworks used 

 

Methods 
Answers 

Percent 

ISO 17.7 % 

CMM 3.2 % 

ITIL 9.4 % 

COBIT 1.2 % 

Other 7.5 % 

None 61 % 

Total 100 % 
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The highest number of cases does not use any of the listed frameworks in creation and governance of 

the specific IT process. In companies which used one of the methods, the ISO method is used most 

frequently, followed by ITIL, then CMM models and COBIT. 

 

For the purpose of more detailed analysis of the results an overview is provided, containing the first 

three most frequent options from the Table 2, based on the origin of the organization’s owners, that is 

either Slovak or foreign origin. We presume that the origin of the owners shall have impact on usage 

or non-usage of some of the approaches listed. We suppose that the companies with entirely or 

dominantly foreign owner shall be more inclined to usage of some of the approaches listed than 

companies with Slovak owner. The numbers are listed in the Graph 1. 

 

For better understanding of the results, we calculated a ratio between the number of companies not 

using any of the listed frameworks and the number of companies, which do use some of them. In case  

 

 

where the companies stated that they do not use any of the listed approaches, we calculated a ratio 

between the number of companies not using any of the approaches and number of companies using at 

least one of the listed approaches.  

 

Fig 1: Numerousness based on the origin of the organization’s owners 
 

Answers, in which the respondents reported no usage of any of the approaches listed, divided our 

sample of research into group of companies using at least one of the approaches listed and group of 

companies using no approach. For the further analysis, it is necessary to find out if there is a mutual 

connection between using/not-using some of the approaches listed and origin of the organization’s 

owners. Since we deal with research of relation between two nominal variables and their frequency is 

lower than 5 in some of the table fields, the methods of measure of association between two nominal 

variables were used. The results can be found in the Table 5. 
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Table 5: Mutual relationships 

 

 
Value Approx. Sig. (p) 

Phi .319 .000 

Cramer's V .319 .000 

Contingency Coefficient .304 .000 

 

The third column of the Table 3 contains Approx.Sig. (p), reaching values 0.000 < 0.05, thus it can be 

stated, that at the significance level of 0.05, there is a relationship between the variables. Based on the 

calculated values in the second column of the Table 5, it can be stated that the relationship intensity is 

medium. The method used in assessing the specific relationship is marked with a grey background in 

the Table 5. 

 

One in four companies with entirely or dominantly Slovak owner uses a certain approach in 

procurement of application software. In the case of foreign owners, it is one in two companies using 

a certain approach. Lower usage of some of the listed approaches by companies with Slovak owners 

in comparison to companies with foreign owners can result in a higher risk of incorrectly created and 

governed specific IT process.  

 

In the case of ISO norms, the difference in ratio between using/not-using is lower to disadvantage of 

Slovak companies. The lower difference can be assigned to the fact, that ISO norms are relatively 

widely spread and used in Slovakia. There is an opposite situation with ITIL standards, containing 

a considerable difference in ratios to disadvantage of companies with Slovak owners. The reason can 

be assigned to lower knowledge of these standards in Slovakia, mainly in the area of small and 

medium-size companies. 

 

The relationship between the size of a company and the fact of using/not using some of the 

frameworks listed was also analysed in an expert way. We presume that the larger the company is, 

speaking about the number of employees, the higher will be the number using some of the 

frameworks listed, because the larger number of employees creates better conditions and capacity for 

usage of some of the frameworks listed. Size criterion was summarised into two categories: 1–99 

employees and over 100 employees. The results are shown in the Graph 2. 

 

Fig 2: Frequency based on the size of the organization in regard to the number of employees 
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For analysis of relationship between number of employees and usage of some of the frameworks 

listed the statistic method Chi-Square was used, with statistical significance of 0.05. Based on the 

calculation of Chi-Square tests and by means of statistic software, results were uncovered and can be 

found in the Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Chi-Square test 

 

Chi-Square test Value df Asymp. Sig. (p) 

Pearson Chi-Square 28.271
a
 4 .000 

a. No cell contains a value lower than 5. Minimal value is 8.58. 

 

The fourth column of the Table 6 contains Asmp.Sig. (2-sided) representing a minimal level of 

significance, based on which the mutual relationship can be either confirmed or denied. Since 0.000 < 

0.05, it can be stated that in case of significance level of 0.05 there is a relationship between the 

variables. This relationship can be considered as strong. 

 

Based on the results obtained it can be stated that in companies with more than 100 employees every 

second company is using some of the approaches listed. The situation is different in case of 99 or less 

employees. In this case, only one out of four companies uses some of the approaches listed. With the 

results uncovered, it can be stated that our presumption was confirmed. 

 

Study limitations 
 

In regards to the usage of ISO norms, it can be stated that their usage by companies in Slovakia is 

relatively high and the differences in ratios correspond with the previous findings. With ITIL 

standards, their usage by small and medium-size companies can be considered problematic, with only 

one in twenty-four organizations using this approach in procurement of application software. The 

lack of usage of these standards in small and medium-size companies may not be considered in 

a negative way, as these standards are more suitable for larger companies due to the increased 

complexity and demanding character of the standards. 

 

The area of IT governance is related with the big companies and marginally also with medium size 

companies. The limitation of our research is that high amount of our data comes from small and 

medium size companies. We conducted the survey among the businesses only at a certain time. It 

would be desirable to verify findings with another survey or with a survey conducted in a different 

country. 

 

Conclusion 
 

IT Governance provides the company with many important functions as establishment and 

supervision over the organization’s approach towards usage of information, digital services and 

related technologies. This contains, among the other things, the responsibility for digital services 

providing, the level of quality in services that meet the current and future business requirements, 

policies and methods for establishment of balance with compulsory law regulations and directives, 

strategic plans for ISIT, which enable the support of business strategy of the organization, transparent 

decision-making leading to rationale of investments with adequate balance among benefits, 

opportunities, costs and risks for the parties involved. 

 

In the first part of the article, we attempted to summarise the basic grounds and definitions for the 

area of IT Governance and subsequently we created an overview of existing frameworks, which help 

companies in implementation of IT Governance and effective governance of their IT. Among the 

main frameworks there is COBIT, ITIL, ISO norms (mainly 38500) and others. Of course, 

organizations may use none of the frameworks listed, but in that case, they should follow the basic 

principles of IT Governance.  
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In the second part of the work, we focused to uncover the usage status of the selected frameworks 

used in IT Governance in Slovakia. Based on the research conducted among Slovak companies, the 

usage of these frameworks by the companies and impact of the company owner’s origin and size of 

the company on the frameworks usage was analysed. Among the selected frameworks, ISO norms are 

the most widely used. Frameworks like ITIL, maturity models and COBIT are used in a lesser extent. 

It was uncovered that in companies with a Slovak owner there is a lower usage of some of the 

frameworks listed than in the companies with foreign owners. Speaking about the size of the 

company, usage of the frameworks is in direct proportion to the company’s size and number of 

employees.  

 

What is the most important for a company in the area of IT Governance is its effort to transfer the 

main business aim into the lower levels and harmonisation of their efforts to help in attaining the 

main aim. 

 

Note 
 

The article was prepared as a part of the project VEGA 1/0436/17 Conceptual frameworks of IT 

Governance and their influence on the competitiveness of companies in Slovakia (Original: VEGA 

1/0436/17 Koncepčné rámce IT Governance a ich vplyv na konkurencieschopnosť podnikov v SR). 

 

List of Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

IT – Information Technology 

ISIT – Information Systems and Information Technology 

ITSM – Information Technology Service Management 

ICT – Information and Communication Technology 

ITIL - Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

COBIT - Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies  

CMMI - Capability Maturity Model Integration 
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Determinants of Pro-Environmental Behavior at Work: State-Of-

The-Art Review and Integrative Research Framework 
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Abstract 

 

The paper presents a comprehensive review of theoretical frameworks and models used to explain 

pro-environmental behavior. In particular, conceptual approaches and determinants of specific 

patterns of pro-environmental behavior at work are identified and characterized. The presented 

approaches applied to explain pro-environmental behavior at work include, inter alia, the theory of 

planned behavior, the value-belief-norm theory, the social exchange theory, the cognitive theory of 

stress, and multilevel motivational model. It is indicated that pro-environmental behavior in 

organizational settings is the effect of different internal and external factors compared to green 

behavior observed in the private sphere. Therefore, based on the analysis results, an integrative 

research framework is proposed for holistic studies on determinants of pro-environmental behavior at 

work. 

Keywords: pro-environmental behavior, pro-environmental behavior at work, employee green 

behavior 

Introduction 

Environmental sustainability depends strongly on human behavior patterns. Researchers distinguish 

different terms describing the same or similar types of pro-environmental behavior (PEB). However, 

all these studies focus on minimizing the negative environmental impact of human behavior. Kollmus 

and Agyeman (2002) claim that PEB is a kind of behavior that consciously seeks to minimize the 

negative impact of one's actions on the environment (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). Ones and 

Dilchert (2012) define green behavior as scalable action and behavior that employees engage in that 

are linked with and contribute to or detract from environmental sustainability. 

Stern (2000) points out that PEB in organizational settings is explained by different determinants 

compared to those which affect environmental behavior in the private sphere. In fact, many 

environmental researchers have attempted to identify the factors that influence PEB in household 

settings and different models have been developed for the purposes of the identification. The problem 

with the existing models is that they are applied to explain PEB in households, while  research still 

fails to offer an exclusive explanation of PEB in the workplace. It is worth noting that employees 

spend about a third of their time at work. Consequently, it is expected that PEB in the workplace will 

contribute significantly to minimization of the negative impact of employees’ actions on the 

environment.  

This paper presents a comprehensive review performed in particular to: 

• present theoretical frameworks and models used to explain pro-environmental behavior, 

• identify and characterize conceptual approaches used to explain pro-environmental behavior at 

work, 

• identify and discuss determinants of pro-environmental behavior at work, 

• propose an integrative research framework for holistic studies on determinants of pro-

environmental behavior at work. 
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Selected Theoretical Frameworks Explaining Human Behavior In General 

There are different basic conceptual frameworks and models explaining individual behavior that form 

the basis for further considerations related to PEB. In particular, they comprise as follows: 

• Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), drawn from social psychology, one of the most fundamental 

and influential theories of human behavior (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). TRA depicts a 

relationship that links beliefs, attitude, intentions, and behavior. Beliefs influence on one’s 

overall attitude about an object. This in turn, guides the individual’s intentions, which influence 

on behavior regarding the subject. Thus, according to TRA behavioral intention is  determined 

by attitudes to behavior and subjective norms; 

• Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), extended TRA by adding the construct of perceived 

behavioral control. Therefore, perceived behavioral control is theorized to be an additional 

determinant of intention and behavior (Ajzen, 1991); 

• Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior (DTPB), to more reasonably explain and to predict 

human behavior on different conditions, Taylor and Todd (1995) decomposed the 

unidimensional belief constructs into multidimensional belief constructs. For example, the 

attitude is decomposed into the three constructs which include perceived usefulness, perceived 

ease of use, and compatibility (i.e. with values, experiences etc.); 

• Multilevel Motivational Model (MM), general motivation theory as an explanation for specific 

behavior adapted for specific context in several studies. Vallerand (1997) presents an excellent 

review of the fundamental tenets of this theoretical base; 

• Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT), grounded in sociology has been used to study a variety of 

innovations (Rogers, 1983). Moore and Benbasat (1991) refined a set of constructs that could be 

used to study individual innovation acceptance; 

• Norm Activation Model (NAM), developed in the context of altruistic behavior. The core of the 

NAM are personal norms which are actively experienced as feelings of moral obligation not as 

intentions. These personal norms are used in the NAM to predict individual behavior and they 

are determined by two factors: the awareness that performing (or not performing) the particular 

behavior has certain consequences, and the feeling of responsibility for performing the specific 

behavior (Schwartz, 1977); 

• Value-Belief-Norm theory (VBN theory), provides a framework for investigating normative 

factors that promote environmental attitudes and behavior. The theory integrates value theory, 

the new environmental paradigm perspective and norm-activation theory. It suggests a chain of 

variables, from values and general environmental concern to specific beliefs about the negative 

consequences of certain actions and the individuals' ability and responsibility to avert these 

negative consequences, which in turn activates environmental personal norms for behavior (Stern 

et al., 1999). 

Table 1 presents the core constructs and structure of selected models of the above mentioned 

conceptual frameworks. 

Table 1:  Core constructs and structure of selected models of individual behavior 

 

Core constructs Structure of theoretical model 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 

• Attitude towards behavior – an individual’s positive or 
negative feelings about performing the target behavior  

• Subjective norm – the person’s perception that most people 

who are important to him think he should or should not 

perform the behavior in question 

 
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 
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• Attitude Toward Behavior – adapted from TRA 

• Subjective Norm – adapted from TRA 

• Perceived Behavioral Control – the perceived ease or 

difficulty of performing the behavior, perceptions of 

internal and external constraints on behavior  

 
Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior (DTPB) 

• Attitude Toward Behavior – adapted from TRA 

• Subjective Norm – adapted from TRA 

• Perceived Behavioral Control – adapted from TPB 

• Relative Advantage, Complexity, and Compatibility – 

adapted from IDT 

• Normative Influences – influence of other people that leads 

one’s to conform in order to be liked and accepted by them 

• Facilitating Conditions – adapted from TRA 

• Self-Efficacy – adapted from TRA 

 
Multilevel Motivational Model (MM) 

• Extrinsic Motivation – the perception that users will want to 

perform an activity because it is perceived to be 

instrumental in achieving valued outcomes that are distinct 

from the activity itself, such as improved job performance, 
pay or promotions  

• Intrinsic Motivation – the perception that users will want to 

perform an activity for no apparent reinforcement other 

than the process of performing the activity per se  

Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) 

• Relative Advantage – the degree to which an innovation is 
perceived as being better than its precursor  

• Ease of Use – the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived as being difficult to use 

• Image – the degree to which use of an innovation is 
perceived to enhance one’s image or status in one’s social 

system 

• Visibility – the degree to which one can see others using the 
system in the organization 

• Compatibility – the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived as being consistent with the existing values, 

needs, and past experiences of potential adopters 

• Results Demonstrability – the tangibility of the results of 

using the innovation, including their observability and 

communicability 

• Voluntariness of Use – the degree to which use of the 

innovation is perceived as being voluntary, or of free will 

 

Norm Activation Model (NAM) 

• Personal norms – a person’s self-expectations for a specific 

behavior which originated from norms and values 
pertaining to the behavior 

• Awareness of consequences represents the person’s 

tendency to relate his own behavior to the welfare of others 

• Ascription of responsibility refers to the person’s personal 

feeling of whether he is responsible for the consequences of 

the behavior  

Value-Belief-Norm theory (VBN theory) 
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• Personal norms – adapted from NAM 

• Awareness of consequences – adapted from NA 

• Ascription of responsibility – adapted from NAM  

• Worldview – a view that human actions have substantial 
adverse effects on a fragile biosphere  

• Values – general value orientations such as biospheric 

values, altruistic values, egoistic values or self-

transcendence and self-enhancement values. 

 

Based on: Ajzen (1991), Davis et al. (1992), Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), Moore and Benbasat (1991), 

Schwartz (1977), Stern (2000), Taylor and Todd (1995)  

Determinants of Pro-Environmental Behavior in General 

Steg and Vlek (2009) distinguish three lines of research that focus on individual motivations to 

engage in environmental behavior, respectively: perceived cost and benefits, moral and normative 

concerns, and affect.  

A wide range of studies on environmental behavior started from the assumption that individuals make 

reasoned choices and choose alternatives with highest benefits against lowest costs (i.e. in terms of 

money, effort and/or social approval). With regard to this issue, TPB (Ajzen, 1991) has proven to be 

successful in explaining specific types of environmental behavior, e.g. the use of public 

transportation or travel mode choice (Bamberg and Schmidt, 2003; Heath and Gifford, 2002), 

household recycling (Kaiser and Gutscher, 2003; Mannetti et al., 2004), the pro-environmental 

purchasing (Harland et al., 1999), and general pro-environmental behavior (Kaiser et al., 1999; Oreg 

and Katz-Gerro, 2006). 

Studies focused on the role of moral and normative concerns underlying environmental behavior 

from different theoretical perspectives. This includes the value-basis of environmental beliefs and 

behavior (De Groot and Steg, 2008). This research shows that the more strongly individuals follow 

values beyond their immediate own interests (i.e. self-transcendent, altruistic or biospheric values), 

the more likely they are to engage in PEB. Research focused on the role of environmental concern 

has mostly used the New Environmental Paradigm (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978), but it should be 

noted that indicated relationship between environmental concern and acting more pro-

environmentally was moderate (Poortinga  et al., 2004). 

Research on moral obligations to act pro-environmentally are generally based on the NAM 

(Schwartz, 1977) or the VBN theory (Stern et al., 1999). The NAM and VBN theory appeared to be 

successful in explaining low-cost environmental behavior and willingness to environmental behavior 

(Nordlund and Garvill, 2003; Stern et al., 1999). However, they have far less explanatory power in 

situations characterized by high behavioral costs or strong constraints on behavior and the TPB was 

more powerful in explaining environmental behavior in such cases (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003). 

With regard to research on the influence of social norms on behavior, the theory of normative 

conduct has been validated in experimental studies concerning littering in public places (Cialdini et 

al., 1990).  

Some studies have examined the role of affect in explaining environmental behavior. For example, 

Steg (2005) indicated that car use is most strongly related to symbolic and affective motives, while 

instrumental motives are less important. 

It should be emphasized that the three above mentioned theoretical perspectives (i.e. perceived cost 

and benefits, moral and normative concerns, and affect) involve rather different antecedents of 

environmental behavior but are not mutually exclusive. This is because motivations are not 

homogeneous and are active differently at any given time. 

Environmental behavior are not influenced exclusively on intra-personal factors such as attitudes, 

affect and personal norms alone. Indeed, many contextual factors may influence on individual 
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motivations and may facilitate or constrain environmental behavior. For example, the availability of 

recycling facilities, the quality of public transport, the quality and pricing of environmental friendly 

goods can strongly affect engagement in PEB. This means that contextual factors may operate in 

different ways They may directly affect behavior. The relationship between contextual factors and 

behavior may be also mediated by motivational factors. In addition, contextual factors may moderate 

the relationship between different motives and behavior, and the effects of contextual factors on 

behavior may depend on personal factors (Steg and Vlek, 2009). 

It should be also noted that individuals do not always make reasoned choices. In many cases, 

behavior might be habitual and guided by automated cognitive processes. Habitual behavior may 

involve misperceptions and selective attention (i.e. people tend to focus on information that confirms 

their choices and neglect information that is not in line with their habitual behavior) (Steg and Vlek, 

2009). Aarts and Dijksterhuis (2000) develop and apply in their research on environmental behavior a 

response-frequency measure of general habit strength, relying on the assumption that goals 

automatically activate mental representations of habitual choices. 

Theoretical Frameworks Used To Explain Pro-Environmental Behavior at 

Work 

According to Steg and Vlek (2009), the effectiveness of behavioral interventions generally increases 

when they are aimed at important antecedents of the relevant behavior and at removing barriers for 

change. This makes it possible to understand which factors promote or inhibit environmental 

behavior.  

Factors affecting PEB in organizational settings have been studied from different theoretical 

perspectives. Application of these frameworks include the theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Blok et 

al., 2015; Cordano et al., 2010; Greaves et al., 2013; Nye and Hargreaves, 2010), the value-belief-

norm theory (VBN theory) (Andersson et al., 2005; Scherbaum et al., 2008), the social exchange 

theory (Paillé and Boiral, 2013; Paillé and Mejía-Morelos, 2014), the cognitive theory of stress 

(Homburg and Stolberg, 2006), and multilevel motivational model (Kim et al., 2017).  

Blok et al. (2015) confirm that the theory of planned behavior can explain PEB in the workplace. 

They show that there are clear differences between factors influencing PEB in households and in the 

workplace. Furthermore, factors like leadership support and exemplary PEB by leaders are at stake in 

case of PEB in the workplace, and have a significant positive impact on employee's intention to act 

pro-environmentally. 

Greaves et al. (2013) use TPB to explore environmental behavioral intentions in a workplace setting 

(i.e. across three scenarios: switching off PCs every time employees left their desks for an hour or 

more; using video-conferencing for meetings that would otherwise require travel; and recycling as 

much waste as possible). TPB constructs were found to explain between 46% and 61% of the 

variance in employee intentions to engage in three environmental behaviors, and to mediate the 

effects of specific antecedent beliefs (i.e. related to attitude, subjective norms and perceived 

behavioral control) upon employee intentions to engage in these behaviors.  

Nye and Hargreaves (2010) compare two interventions to improve PEB – at work (Environment 

Champions) and at home (EcoTeams). They show that the interventions open up different levels of 

opportunity for reviewing and renegotiating new environmentally friendly behavior against the 

reactions and expectations of the immediate peer group, existing workplace or domestic roles. The 

most important difference they found is that at work it appears difficult to break out of old roles and, 

alternatively, that new ones can be difficult to play in the office. Moreover, at work there is a need for 

hard facts and data to justify new actions. 
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Anderson et al. (2005) prove that when supervisors perceive commitment of their company to 

environmental sustainability, they are more likely to respond with PEB that is, in turn, directed 

toward the employees they supervise. Apparently, the supervisors in surveyed multinational 

corporations are attuned to the values of ecological sustainability promoted by top management, and 

they enact these values in their everyday interactions with subordinates. Nevertheless, they concluded 

that VBN theory cannot be generalized in work settings because perceived corporate commitment to 

sustainability was the only one of the variables from adapted VBN framework to predict supervisor 

sustainability support behavior. It turned out that supervisors’ personal environmentalism, their trust 

in top management, and their affective commitment did not predict sustainability support behavior. 

Scherbaum et al. (2008) examine the individual-level factors related to energy-conservation behavior 

at work among employees of a large state university. They found that environmental personal norms 

predicted energy-conservation behavior, as well as behavioral intentions. Environmental personal 

norms also mediated the relationship of environmental worldviews with energy-conservation 

behaviors and behavioral intentions. 

Paillé and Boiral (2013) focus on organizational citizenship behavior for the environment (OCBE) 

which constitutes a construct to capture PEB in the work setting. They validate three-factor model of 

OCBE, including namely, eco-helping, eco-civic engagement, and eco-initiatives. It is indicated that 

when employees feel supported by their organization, they become more committed and satisfied and 

are willing to engage in OCBEs. In addition, perceived organizational support and job satisfaction 

had an indirect effect on OCBE. 

Paillé and Mejía-Morelos (2014) prove that perceived organizational support has an indirect effect on 

PEB through employee commitment to the organization. In addition, organizational support 

moderates the effect of a perceived breach on employee job satisfaction. Their findings reveal that the 

employee perception of a discrepancy between what was previously promised and what was provided 

by the organization may be conceptualized as an obstacle to performing PEB. 

Homburg and Stolberg (2006) develop a model that aims at explaining individual PEB: 

environmental stressors (e.g. pollution in domestic and work contexts), mediated via appraisal 

processes (demand appraisal, self-efficacy), activate problem-focused coping. This in turn leads to 

PEB in various behavioral domains (including workplace). They indicate that appraisal processes 

activate problem-focused coping, which in turn leads to PEB. It is worth noticing that Homburg and 

Stolberg distinguished direct or indirect PEB. Direct PEB refer to actions resulting in improving the 

environment (e.g., recycling), and indirect PEB refer to worker motivation about providing advice or 

encouragement to others individuals in the workplace to adopt direct PEB. 

Kim et al. (2017), drawing on a multilevel motivational model in work groups and socially 

responsible behavior, develop and test a multilevel model of voluntary workplace green behavior that 

explicates why employees voluntarily engage in green behavior at work. They find out that 

conscientiousness and moral reflectiveness were associated with the voluntary workplace green 

behavior of group leaders and individual group members. Furthermore, a direct relationship existed 

between leader green behavior and the green behavior of individual subordinates as well as an 

indirect relationship mediated by green advocacy within work groups.  

Ones and Dilchert (2012) present comprehensive taxonomies for understanding green behavior in 

organizational settings. They indicate that employees’ actions may impact the environment through 

five main behaviors which include: conserving (i.e. reducing, use, reusing, repurposing and 

recycling), working sustainably (e.g. changing how work is done), avoiding harm (e.g. preventing 

pollution), influencing others (e.g. encouraging and supporting others), and taking initiative (e.g. 

initiating programs and policies). With regard to categorization proposed by Homburg and Stolberg, 

conserving, working sustainably and avoiding harm are direct PEB while influencing others and 

taking initiatives are indirect PEB. It must be stressed that research on indirect PEB in the workplace 

remains less developed we addressed indirect PEB. 
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Determinants of Pro-Environmental Behavior at Work 

Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) point out three groups of factors that may have some influence, 

positive or negative, on PEB in the workplace such as demographic factors, external factors (e.g. 

institutional, economic, social and cultural) and internal factors (e.g. motivation, pro-environmental 

knowledge, awareness, values, attitudes, emotion, locus of control, responsibilities and priorities). 

 

Internal and external factors are seen from the viewpoint of the specific individuals and these factors 

might be managed in order to enhance PEB in the workplace. However, demographic factors will not 

involve differentiated management policies and therefore they are of lesser importance in terms of 

possible organizational interventions. Therefore, based on a comprehensive literature review, Blok et 

al. (2015) distinguish two groups of factors which could predict PEB in the workplace: internal 

factors and external factors. 

 

Internal factors consist of social factors (i.e. social norms, personal norms), cognitive factors (i.e. 

environmental awareness, intention to act, perceived behavioral control), and affective factors (i.e. 

values, attitudes toward the environment). 

 

Various research has shown a positive correlation between PEB and personal and social norms (e.g. 

Bamberg and Schmidt, 2003; Borgstede and Anders, 2002). In addition, personal norms can be 

viewed as an important general predisposition to act pro-environmentally. Nordlund and Garvill 

(2002) show that the personal norms could be seen as derived from self-transcendent and ecocentric 

values and activated by problem awareness. The personal norm mediates the effects from general 

values, environmental values, and problem awareness on PEB. 

 

Cognitive factors comprise environmental awareness and perceived behavioral control. 

Environmental awareness relates to environmental knowledge and the recognition of environmental 

problems (Grob, 1995). Consequently, it is expected that the higher environmental awareness, the 

more PEB people will show, for example in terms of eco-friendly purchase and disposal decisions 

(Van Birgelen et al., 2009). With regard to perceived behavioral control, Kaiser and Gutscher (2003) 

confirm this construct to be significant direct predictor of ecological behavior.  

 

Affective factors consist of general values, environmental values and attitudes toward the 

environment. Studies show that self-transcendent people show more PEB than people without such 

values (Dietz et al., 1998). Altruistic or self-transcendent values have a positive effect on personal 

norms to behave pro-environmentally and also have a positive direct effect on PEB (De Groot and 

Steg, 2008). In addition, self-transcendence and openness to change are strong predictors of PEB 

(Karp, 1996). On the contrary, values related to self-enhancement and conservatism are strong 

negative predictors of PEB. Pro-environmental values can serve as a predictor of PEB (Rioux, 2011), 

and according to Clark et al. (2003), such values might be necessary conditions to promote PEB. 

Attitudes toward the environment also appear to have a positive influence on PEB (Meinhold and 

Malkus, 2005).  

 

However, Blok et al. (2015) indicate that personal norms, environmental awareness and self-

transcendent values (altruism and environmental values) do not have a significant positive relation 

with PEB in the workplace. With regard to environmental values the results are inconsistent 

depending on specific pro-environmental activities. The difference between the impact of these 

factors on PEB in households and in the workplace may be explained by the fact that employees 

cannot act completely according to their own personal norms and values in the workplace. This 

means that they are primarily dependent on the norms, values, roles and routines of the company 

(Nye and Hargreaves, 2010). Nevertheless, Blok et al. (2015) prove clearly that environmental 

awareness and personal norms have a significant impact on the intention to act pro-environmentally 

and therefore, have an indirect positive impact on PEB in the workplace. 

 

With regard to external factors, PEB can be performed only if the required conditions and 

infrastructure are available. This means that the less possibilities available to PEB, the less people are 
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likely to show it. The external factors at work comprise situational factors and leadership support. 

Fujii (2006) pointed out that perceived ease of implementation PEB has a significant positive effect 

on intention to PEB. The access to necessary infrastructure is an important situational factor with a 

positive impact on PEB (Klőckner and Oppedal, 2011). 

The effectiveness of environmental activities depends on leadership (Ramus and Steger, 2000). 

Robertson and Barling (2012) indicate that leadership and PEB play crucial role in the greening of 

organizations. Leaders influence their employees in the workplace by sharing values, inspirational 

motivation, intellectual stimulation, and establishing a relationship with their employees. However, 

the influence of exemplary PEB by leaders and heads of departments must be distinguished from 

leadership support of employees to act pro-environmentally (Banerjee et al., 2003). Environmental 

leadership should be provided by a company's top management while the middle management is 

likely to have a critical impact on employees' attitudes and behavior. Blok et al. (2015) show clearly 

that exemplary behavior by leaders has a significant impact on the intention of employees to act pro-

environmentally. Individuals may engage in numerous PEB to help their organization achieve 

environmental sustainability.  Research has shown that employees are willing to engage in PEB when 

they perceive organizational support from their supervisors (Cantor et al., 2012; Ramus and Steger, 

2000). Employees who are more satisfied with their job and committed to their organization are more 

likely to display PEB at work. While a lack of support is one of the major impediments to green 

behavior at work, supportive decisions by the employer are important facilitators for employees to 

engage in such behavior. 

 

Norton et al. (2015) propose an interesting theory-based conceptual model based on person–

environment interaction, job performance, and motivational theories to structure a multilevel review 

of the employee green behavior (EGB) literature. They differentiate between required EGB 

prescribed by the organization and voluntary EGB performed by employees that exceeds 

organizational expectations. In addition, they explored institutional-, organizational-, leader-, team-, 

and employee-level antecedents and outcomes of EGB and factors that mediate and moderate these 

relationships. Norton et al. (2015) also posit that EGB consists of behavior required by employer 

(e.g., participating in environmental management practices) and voluntary behavior beyond 

employee’s core job tasks (e.g., citizenship behavior for the environment) depending on the 

motivational states that precede performance. The required behavior is supposed to be driven by 

controlled motivation (i.e. employee expects company’s reward for EGB), whereas voluntary 

behavior is expected to be activated by autonomous motivation (i.e. personal satisfaction from doing 

EGB) (Deci and Ryan, 1987). 

According to Norton et al. (2015), the factors influencing EGB include:  

 

• at the institutional level – external pressures from regulatory (e.g. laws and regulations), 

normative (e.g. industrial standards, market demand) and cognitive-cultural (e.g. community 

expectations) sources; 

• at the organizational level – attitudes (with subcategories for attitudes towards business, such as 

a business strategy, and attitudes towards the environment, such as the importance of 

environmental sustainability), activities (with subcategories for incentives, such as rewards,  

resources, such as facilities, and organizational-level behavior, such as complying with 

regulations) and norms; 

• at the leader level – leader activities (supporting behavior, such as encouraging employees, 

giving feedback, such as environmental performance, and own EGB) and a leadership style (e.g. 

environmental transformational leadership); 

• at the team level – group attitudes (e.g. perceived support from colleagues), behavior (e.g. goal 

setting) and norms (e.g. green group climate); 

• at the employee level – attitudes towards the environment (e.g. environmental concern), behavior 

(e.g. perceived behavioural control, habits, private green behavior), norms (e.g. personal norms), 

motivation (e.g. intrinsic motivation), job factors (e.g. task control) and personality (e.g. 
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conscientiousness). In addition, the within-person categories refer to positive affect and 

behavioral intentions. 

Integrative Research Framework for Studies on Determinants of Pro-

Environmental Behavior at Work 

Based on the analysis results presented in this paper, this section identifies areas that deserve further 

scientific attention and make up the future integrative research framework for holistic studies on 

determinants of PEB at work.  

The presented theories and the analysis results provide an appropriate perspective to explain the 

importance of PEB and, in particular, of the identified determinants of PEB at work. However, the 

literature review indicates that this area still needs comprehensive research. Studies of this type 

require formulation of a unified model that integrates specific elements and factors across the 

approaches and models applied so far. 

Therefore, the proposed framework developed to study determinants of PEB patterns at work should 

comprise: 

 

• Internal factors, including:  

- affective factors (i.e. general values, environmental values, attitude toward the environment), 

- cognitive factors (i.e. environmental awareness, perceived behavioral control),  

- social factors (i.e. social norms, personal norms), 

• Contextual factors, including: 

- institutional pressures (i.e. regulatory, normative, cultural), 

- perceived organizational support (i.e.  attitudes, activities, norms), 

- leadership (i.e. leadership style, exemplary behaviors, support behaviors), 

- team (group) support (i.e. attitudes, behavior, norms), 

- situational factors (i.e. perceived ease of implementation PEB, necessary infrastructure), 

• Motivations: 

- autonomous (i.e. personal satisfaction) 

- controlled (i.e. expectation of corporate reward) , 

• Behavioral intention, 

• Pro-environmental behavior: 

- required by employer (e.g., participating in environmental management practices), 

- voluntary behavior beyond an employee’s core job tasks (e.g., citizenship behavior for the 

environment). 

The proposed constructs and relationships to be tested and validated are presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1: Integrative research framework for holistic studies on determinants of PEB 

It should be noted that the presented framework includes two additional elements: interventions (i.e.  

interventions that could best be applied to encourage PEB together with their effects) and outcomes 

(to examine the impact of PEB on the organization’s or the employee’s performance). These elements 

are not the subject of this paper, but it would be very interesting to analyze the possible relationships 

among all the issues presented in Fig. 1 in a holistic way. All the elements included in the proposed 

framework and all the postulated relationships (i.e. direct effects, indirect effects, mediation and 

moderation effects) should be analyzed simultaneously within integrated comprehensive research. 

The analysis could be based on cross-sectional data, but longitudinal studies carried out over multiple 

points of time, comprising different industries and various countries, would strongly support the 

obtained results. 
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Conclusion 

Individuals can contribute significantly to achieving environmental sustainability by adopting various 

PEB patterns. Therefore, the challenge for researchers is to understand the determinants of green 

behavior so that PEB could be adequately facilitated. 

The presented considerations aimed to identify and analyze the theoretical frameworks and models 

used to explain PEB. Due to the fact that PEB patterns in organizational settings are accounted for by 

different internal and external factors compared to those influencing green behavior in the private 

sphere in particular, conceptual approaches and determinants of PEB at work were identified and 

characterized.  

Based on the analysis results, an integrative research framework for holistic studies on determinants 

of PEB at work is proposed. It comprises inclusion of internal factors (affective, cognitive and 

social), contextual factors (institutional pressures, perceived organizational support, leadership, team 

support, situational factors) and motivations (autonomous and controlled) which influence behavioral 

intention and pro-environmental behavior (required by the employer and voluntary behavior beyond 

the employee’s core job tasks). The proposed framework also includes interventions and outcomes of 

PEB. It is suggested that all the elements and all the postulated relationships (i.e. direct effects, 

indirect effects, mediation and moderation effects) should be analyzed simultaneously within 

integrated comprehensive research. Such an analysis would make it possible to understand the 

interdependence of factors promoting or inhibiting PEB and, consequently, to implement adequate 

actions to achieve desired PEB patterns in organizational settings. 
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Abstract 

 
Innovation can represent for the modern society the main way to achieve economic growth and to solve 

certain local and global issues related to the threat to population’s health, food security or environmental 

concerns. European strategies in the field of Research, Development and Innovation aim at increasing the 

role and significance of patenting and at enhancing the protection and implementation of scientific 

breakthroughs. Although Europe has made progress in this area, the European office is still behind those 

from China, USA. Japan or the Republic of Korea. European countries, through Germany and France, are 

among the world's top holders of patents. Romania, although it has nationally recorded a number of 

progresses in the field of patent registration, registers low international shares. in particular, due to the 

prohibitive costs of patents registration. Romanian universities occupy modest positions in the field of 

patenting, registering an average of 1.4 patents / year. Supporting and encouraging national innovation 

and filing patent applications should be supported at governmental level, by reducing formalities, the 

duration of acquiring the patent and the patenting costs. 

 

Keywords: innovation, patents, Europe, Romania 

 

Introduction  

 
Applied research and innovation represent a current priority for the European policy. According to 

Community guidelines, innovation must be a strong point for States Member in economic growth and for 

the creation of decent, quality and stable jobs, especially for young people, economic growth and socio-

economic convergence, migration, security and the fight against populism. Research and innovation can 

improve the living conditions of EU citizens, representing key elements of the European Commission's 

policies, which seek to stimulate employment, economic growth and investments. Research and 

innovation can provide scientific knowledge and practical solutions for diminishing / avoiding certain 

short-term threats to the European area that may affect the health of the population (poliomyelitis 

epidemics, Zika, Ebola, etc.), food security and safety (lack of food , genetically modified production, 

etc.), social balance and humanitarian issues (refugee crisis, unequal distribution of incomes, etc.), or can 

respond on long-term to certain society challenges related to transport, climate changes or energy 

(European Parliament, 2017). The European Commission's recommendations to States Member aim to 

increase the funds allocated to research and development, being recommended to exceed the threshold of 

3% of GDP until 2020 (1% of public funds, 2% of private investments), which is estimated to generate 

3.7 mill. of jobs and would determine an annual EU GDP increase of around 800 billion euros. At the 

same time, the European Commission proposes a reduction of up to 80% in patenting costs at European 

level, with simultaneous recognition of patents in the 25 signatory states of the agreement, to boost the 

European patenting activity. 
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Materials 

 
Information on patent applications filed at European level has been selected from the European 

Office's statistical database. For the Romanian patenting, data were collected from the official statistics of 

the Romanian State Office for Inventions and Trademarks. The analysis period was 2006

depending on data availability. For the Europe

releases of the European Parliament and the European Commission. National patenting legislation has 

been selected from the website of the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks and official

publications of the Government of Romania. Where necessary, one related also to other sources, 

represented by scientific publications or official journals. Data have been systematized, statistically 

interpreted and graphically represented

 

Patenting at European level

 
At European level, the body responsible for registering and validating patent applications is the 

Patent Office (EPO), body of the European Patent Organization, an intergovernmental organization 

consisting in 38 countries (the Memb

Globally, over 80% of patents granted worldwide are granted by the European Patent Office (OEB), the 

Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO) (Rasva

2017).  

 

In the statistics World Intellectual Property Organization

as number of patents registered (figure

 

Figure 1:  Patent 

Source Authors, by using WIPO Data (2017)

It should be noted that in WIPO statistics, China, with an increase of 18.72% towards the previous year 

and with 1,101,864 patents registered in 2015, is the first state in the world to exceed the limit of 1 

million patents registered. By comparison, 

Patents WIPO registered, record cumulatively only 908,131 patents. Europe is represented by Germany, 

UK, France and Italy in the world top.

Information on patent applications filed at European level has been selected from the European 

Office's statistical database. For the Romanian patenting, data were collected from the official statistics of 

the Romanian State Office for Inventions and Trademarks. The analysis period was 2006

depending on data availability. For the European legislation in the field, there have been used the official 

releases of the European Parliament and the European Commission. National patenting legislation has 

been selected from the website of the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks and official

publications of the Government of Romania. Where necessary, one related also to other sources, 

represented by scientific publications or official journals. Data have been systematized, statistically 

interpreted and graphically represented.  

European level 

At European level, the body responsible for registering and validating patent applications is the 

body of the European Patent Organization, an intergovernmental organization 

consisting in 38 countries (the Member States and 11 other European countries including Turkey).

Globally, over 80% of patents granted worldwide are granted by the European Patent Office (OEB), the 

Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO) (Rasva

World Intellectual Property Organization WIPO, EPO has been the fifth in the year

(figure 1). 

 

Patent - Applications for the top 20 offices (2015) 

 
WIPO Data (2017) 

 

It should be noted that in WIPO statistics, China, with an increase of 18.72% towards the previous year 

and with 1,101,864 patents registered in 2015, is the first state in the world to exceed the limit of 1 

comparison, USA and Japan, which are the second and third in Top 20 

Patents WIPO registered, record cumulatively only 908,131 patents. Europe is represented by Germany, 

UK, France and Italy in the world top. 

Information on patent applications filed at European level has been selected from the European Patent 

Office's statistical database. For the Romanian patenting, data were collected from the official statistics of 

the Romanian State Office for Inventions and Trademarks. The analysis period was 2006-2016, 

an legislation in the field, there have been used the official 

releases of the European Parliament and the European Commission. National patenting legislation has 

been selected from the website of the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks and official 

publications of the Government of Romania. Where necessary, one related also to other sources, 

represented by scientific publications or official journals. Data have been systematized, statistically 

At European level, the body responsible for registering and validating patent applications is the European 

body of the European Patent Organization, an intergovernmental organization 

er States and 11 other European countries including Turkey). 

Globally, over 80% of patents granted worldwide are granted by the European Patent Office (OEB), the 

Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO) (Rasvan, 

in the year 2015, 

 

It should be noted that in WIPO statistics, China, with an increase of 18.72% towards the previous year 

and with 1,101,864 patents registered in 2015, is the first state in the world to exceed the limit of 1 

USA and Japan, which are the second and third in Top 20 

Patents WIPO registered, record cumulatively only 908,131 patents. Europe is represented by Germany, 
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In Europe, the OEB examines the patent applicat

the European Office if the necessary conditions are met. For the patent granted to be valid in a 

Member, the inventor must apply for its 

sought. The process involves administrative and translatio

patents protection in EU-27, amount of which 

obtaining a patent in USA costs an average of

it is necessary to pay each year the extension fees in each country, and the

agreement to use the patented invention must be registered in the same way (Romanian P

Representation attached to the European Union, 2017).

 

A statistic of patent applications registered 

patent shows that 1,484,472 app

residents of 169 countries out of 177 registered in the European database. The dynamics of the 

applications registration during the 

 

The largest share of registrations was recorded to EPO during

filed.  

 

Figure 
Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017)

Depending on the residence of the patent owner, in the top

EPO during the analysed period, the USA ranks first, followed by Germany and Japan, covering over 

50% of the total (Figure 3).  

 

Benin, Bolivia, Botswana, Congo, Democratic Republic of Guadeloupe, Saint Helena, Vatican, and 

Zambia have no application registered during th
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Figure 3: Top 10 European patent applications

Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017)
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Among the applicants residing in EPO member states, during 2016, 97,167 applications were submitted 

for patenting, increase with 370 units towards the previous year (Figure 4).  

Germany is ranked first in the statistics of EPO members, a total of 31,815 applications being submitted 

representing more than a third of patent applications registered to EPO.  
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Source Author, by using EPO Data (2017) 
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UK. Leading positions are also occupied by Germany, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden, 

which are included in Top 10 Worldwide Patents.   

 

Patenting in Romania  

 
The sole authority on the Romanian territory with tasks in ensuring the protection of industrial property, 

in accordance with the national legislation in the field and with the provisions of the international 

conventions and treaties to which Romania is part, is the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks, 

OSIM. 

 

OSIM operation is mainly based on the Government Resolution no. 573/1998 (Government of Romania, 

1998), amended and completed by Government Resolution no. 63 from 23 February 2017 (Government 

of Romania, 2017). According to the legal provisions currently in force, OSIM is a specialized body of 

the central public administration with legal status, subordinated to the Ministry of Economy. The 

legislative provision issued by the Government of Romania this year passes OSIM from the Government 

subordination to that of the Ministry of Economy. OSIM prepares and submits to the Government of 

Romania the strategy for the development of industrial property protection in Romania and applies its 

policy in the field. OSIM is entitled to register and examine the applications from the industrial property 

field by releasing titles of protection conferring to the holders exclusive rights on the Romanian territory, 

as well as the depositary of the national registers of applications filed and national registers of  protection 

titles granted for inventions, trademarks, geographical indications, drawings and industrial designs, 

topographies of integrated circuits, new plant varieties, being liable for the national collection and its 

correlation with international databases. If necessary, OSIM performs, upon request, specialized services 

in the field of industrial property, holds training programs in the field and performs any other tasks in the 

field of industrial property resulting from the legal provisions in force and from the international 

agreements. The unique protection title of inventions in Romania is the patent of invention, valid for 20 

years, from the date of establishing the regular national depositary. Patenting is a formalized and 

laborious process that can reach Romania up to 30 months. The costs of patenting and validation of 

patents in Romania are quite high, although there is a tendency to reduce them, process also registered at 

European level. In this direction, the Government of Romania aims to reduce the formalities and costs of 

patenting, the new tax grid is presented in Annex 1 of the Law on Intellectual Property Taxes 

(Government of Romania, 2015). 

 

The Official Industrial Property Bulletin of Romania (BOPI) is the publication of OSIM where inventions 

are made public and other industrial property categories patented. OSIM edits and publishes the series of 

invention patents, the Romanian Industrial Property Magazine and other publications intended to promote 

its object of activity. Romania is part of numerous multilateral agreements and treaties in the field of 

invention patents, the most important being presented in table 1.  

 

Table 1:  International agreements and treaties to which Romania is part 

 

Nr. 

crt. 
Treaty denomination Romania ratification 

1 Convention from Paris for the Protection of Industrial Property 

(1883), reviewed Brussels (December 1900), Washington (June 

1911), Hague (November 6, 1925), London (June 2, 1934), 

Stockholm (July 14, 1967). * Amended on 2 October 1979 

Decree no. 1177/ 28.12.1968 

Official Bulletin B. Of. No. 

1/06.01.1969 

2. Convention on the Establishment of the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (Stockholm,  1967)  

Decree no.1175 from 28.12.1968 

- B.Of. no.1/06.01.1969 

3. The Strasbourg Agreement on the International Classification of 

Invention Patents (1971), * Amended on 28 September 1979. 

Law no. 3/1998 – Official 

Monitor M. Of. No. 
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10/14.01.1998 

4. Patent Cooperation Treaty, passed on Washington Diplomatic 

Conference (1970),   

Decree no. 81 from 2 March 

1979 - B. Of. No. 22/08.03.1979 

5. Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit 

of Microorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure (1977). * 

Amended on 26 September 1980 

Law no. 75/1999 - M. Of. No. 

210/13.05.1999 

6.  The Convention Concerning the Issuance of the European Patent 

(Munich, 1973) and its Revision document (Munchen, 2000). 

Law no 611/2002 - M. Of. No. 

844/13.11.2002 

7. European Association Agreement between Romania, on the one 

hand, and the European Communities and their States Member 

(Bruxelles, 1993) 

Law no. 20/1993 - M. Of. 

No.73/12.04.1993 

8.  Marrakech Agreement on the Establishment of the World Trade 

Organization. Annex 1C - Agreement on trade-related aspects of 

intellectual property rights (Marrakech 1994)  

Law no. 133/1994 - M. Of. No. 

360/27.12.1994 

Source: Author, using OSIM IP Law Database (2017a) 

  

Patents Registered In Romania 

 
Evolution of validated patents in Romania during 2006-2016 is presented in Figure 5. According to 

OSIM data, a total of 30,717 patents were registered and approved in our country, during the analysed 

period, out of which 27,062 after joining the EU. As share, more than 80% of patent registrations to the 

national office come from recognitions of European patents based on the international agreements to 

which Romania is part.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Patents registered in Romania (2005-2016) 
Source Authors, by using OSIM data (2017b) 

 

During the period 2005-2016, 13,331 patent applications were filed, out of which 12,672 belonged to the 

Romanian citizens, representing over 95% of the total. Residents abroad submitted only 659 patent 

applications to OSIM. 

 

The main category of applicants for patenting research results consists in natural persons, which represent 

almost 50% of the total (Figure 6). 
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Although it has improved as share, the share of patents requested by universities accounted for just over 

15% of the total number of applications registered during the analysed period, being close to the 

percentage recorded by private companies. 

 

 
 

Figure 6:  Patents applications submitted by Romanians 
Source Authors, by using OSIM data (2017a) 

 

The number of patent applications registered by universities has recorded a maximum in 2010, with 346 

units, after which it recorded a significant decrease, reaching 92 units in 2015. Last year there was a slight 

increase of the applications, filed to OSIM with 138 units. Companies have registered between 150 and 

200 validated patents, with a minimum of 122 units in 2007 and a maximum in 2015 with 197 patented 

applications. Specialized research units filed 2366 patent applications.  

 

Patents applications registered and validated by universities 
 
During the period 2005 - 2016 the evolution of patent applications registered by universities is presented 

in Figure 3. The data presented by OSIM are relatively differentiated according to the statistical 

department that presents them, there being small differences between the statistics from Figures 5 and 6.  
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Figure 7: Invention patenting applications registered by Romanian universities 

Source Authors, by using OSIM data (2017b) 

 

The situation presented by OSIM regarding patent applications registered in 2007-2016 by the 37 

universities from Romania with contributions in this field is presented in table 2. 

 

Table 2: Invention patenting applications registered by universities to OSIM during the period 

2007-2016/ 

 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

Pitești University x x x 5 5 2 5 3 1 1 22 

”Vasile Goldiș” University Arad  x x x x 4 4 5 3 x 0 16 

”Aurel Vlaicu” University Arad 2 0 x 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 6 

Politehnica University of Bucharest 6 16 10 31 28 9 19 14 7 34 174 

”Carol Davila” University Bucharest x 3 2 9 5 3 4 1 1 3 31 

Univ. of Agron. Sci. and Vet. Med.  

of Bucharest 

x 2 x 2 6 4 1 x 4 5 24 

University of Bucharest 2 1 x 3 3 3 4 x 1 6 23 

Techn. Univ. of Civil Eng. of 

Bucharest 

1 1 0 x 1 0 1 0 0 2 6 

Military Technical Academy 0   0 0   0 0  0  0  0 1 2 3 

Vasile Alecsandri University of Bacău x 1 7 7 5 8 3 2 x 2 35 

University of Oradea x 2 1 5 2 3 x 1 1 0 15 

”Transilvania” University of Braşov x 29 13 22 31 23 37 19 7 10 191 

Technical University of Cluj-Napoca 6 8 8 25 29 18 14 12 10 10 140 

”Babes Bolyai” University Cluj Napoca 2 9 3 8 9 7 4 4 1 6 53 

”Iuliu Hațieganu” Univ. of Cluj Napoca x 1 x 4 1 2 3 3 4 3 21 

Univ. of Agr. Sci. and Vet. Med. Cluj 2 1 1 1 1 5 x 2 2 4 19 

”Sapientia” University 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 1 1 0 9 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

”Ovidius” University of Constanţa x x x 6 5 1 1 x 1 0 14 

”Valahia” University of Târgovişte 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 0 6 
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University of Craiova 

Univ. of Med. and Pharmacy of Craiova

” Constantin Brâncuși” Univ. of Tg. Jiu

”Dunărea de Jos” University of Gala

”Gh. Asachi” University of Iasi 

”Alexandru Ioan Cuza” Univ. of Iaş

”Ion Ionescu de la Brad” Univ. of Iaş

”Grigore T. Popa” University of Iaş

North University Centre Baia Mare

'Petru Maior'' University of Târgu Mure

Univ. of Med. and Pharm. of Tg. Mure

”Petroleum Gas” University of Ploiesti

”Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu

”Nicolae Balcescu" Land Forces Acad

”Ştefan cel Mare” University of Suceava

Politehnica University of Timişoara

Banat Univ. of Agr. Sci. and Vet. 

”Victor Babeş” University of Timiş

Source Data processed by authors from

 

A single patent was required by the Land Forces Academy "Nicolae Balcescu" and the University of 

Medicine and Pharmacy of Târgu Mure

University of Suceava, Transilvania University of Bra

191, respectively 178 registered applications (Figure 8)

 

Figure 8: Patents application registered to 

Source Author, by using OSIM Data (2017

1 x 3 9 1 2 1 1 2
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Tg. Jiu 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 2

University of Galaţi 10 3 9 16 13 2 2 5 6
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of Iaşi 1 5 1 4 3 2 6 2 1

of Iaşi 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 1

University of Iaşi 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

North University Centre Baia Mare 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0

'Petru Maior'' University of Târgu Mureș x 3 x 2 1 35 12 2 2

Mureș 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

University of Ploiesti x x 4 2 3 1 9 5 1

University of Sibiu x 1 5 3 2 3 19 x 5

Nicolae Balcescu" Land Forces Acad. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

University of Suceava 36 68 46 130 88 46 35 42 5

şoara 4 2 1 9 3 7 8 2 8

 Med. 4 1 1 3 3 0 0 1 2

University of Timişoara 0 0 2 4 0 1 0 0 3

processed by authors from OSIM statistics (2017a) 

was required by the Land Forces Academy "Nicolae Balcescu" and the University of 

Medicine and Pharmacy of Târgu Mureş, while the first positions are occupied by Ştefan cel Mare 

University of Suceava, Transilvania University of Braşov and Gh. Asachi University of Iasi, with 515, 

ely 178 registered applications (Figure 8) 

Patents application registered to OSIM, shares by university 

 
Source Author, by using OSIM Data (2017a) 
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In fact, the first 10 universities, hierarchically ranked according to the number of registered patent 

applications, accounted for almost 90% of the total number of university patent registrations at national 

level. Engineering sciences, represented by technical universities, are the best represented in the statistics 

presented, the last positions being the military and medical fields.  

  

Conclusion 
 
Innovation and patenting of scientific research results is a priority at the European level, which has sought 

to maintain a leading position at international level and to reduce the gap towards the main competitors 

on the global patent market. Europe ranks the 5th among the patents registered to EPO, Germany being 

among the top 10 in the world. Romania holds modest positions at European and international level as 

number of patents registered, partly due to the high costs imposed by the registration and validation 

procedures. At national level, most patents are acquired by individuals, followed by research institutes, 

companies, and universities. The number of patents owned by individuals registered in the national 

database exceeds the cumulative value of patents validated for legal entities. The national legislation is 

correlated with the European rules, Romania being part of the main agreements and international treaties 

in the field of intellectual property.National economic growth can be sustained only by accelerating the 

national innovation process at national level and increasing the number of patents registered to OSIM and 

internationally recognized. The support for Romanian inventors should be carried out at national level 

through governmental measures to support RDI, both on public and on private level. 
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Abstract 
 

This study aims to improve learners' self-learning outcomes on mechanics subject using E-Learning. 

The research method used was Miles and Huberman action research. Objects in this study were 

amounted to 31 students in the physics education program of State University of Jakarta. The research 

instruments used multiple choice questions and self-study learner questionnaire. The result of this 

research showed the effectiveness of E-learning on mechanics subject were obtained N-gain equal to 

score 0,818, so it was in very high category and there were increasing score of students’ self-directed 

learning outcomes. In addition, the results of self-directed learning questionnaires were showed by 

aspect of the initiative with score 85%, own effort aspect with score 88% and aspect of responsibility 

with score 97%. The result of this study showed the improvement of students' self-directed learning 

outcomes on mechanics subject using E-learning. 

 

Keywords: Improving Students’ Self-directed learning outcomes, E-Learning. 

Introduction 

 
Technology development in globalization era is growing so fast. All sectors, including education, were 

demanded to be integrated with technology in order to produce competitive human resources (Kompas, 

2012). Meanwhile, the development of information and communication technology in education has 

triggered a shift from face to face conventional learning to e-learning which can be accessed from any 

computers with no limitations. Along with the effects of globalization, education will be more open and 

two way, diverse, multi discipliner and related to competitive productivity (Kompas, 2014). Learning 

outcomes are the abilities of the students after they received a learning experience (Serevina, 2017).  

 

In Antara News.com with topic Indonesia X and UNPAD release free online course explained that 

Indonesia X with State University of Padjadjaran (UNPAD) provide Massive Open Online Courses 

(MOOC) which gives free online course access for everyone in all over Indonesia. Free online course in 

indonesiax.co.id aims to democtratize education in Indonesia so that everyone, everywhere in Indonesia 

can be attended (Antara News, 2016). 

 

Previous research by Maha Bali (Maha Bali, 2015)  stated that cMOOCs gives opportunity to its 

participant to create a good collaboration which can help them to practice and develop skill in digital era.  

 

cMOOCs can survive because of participant transformation to build connection between participants. 

Whereas, this research will focus on cMOOCs web based multimedia development and limited to basic 

mechanics subject.  

 

Meanwhile, in research about cMOOCS And Global Learning: An Authentic Alternative (Carol Yeager, 

2014) explained that cMOOCs can be used as media to explore and develop knowledge, skill, and 

individual behavior through provided contents and also can be used as place to build connection through 

discussion forum.  
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In a research study by Kristina (Kristina, 2014) concluded that students participation in cMOOCs based 

e-learning encouraged students to develop self-ability and improved their motivation. cMOOCs also 

demands students to be more active in activity and collaborating with other participants in order to 

achieve their goals.  

 

Observation result also showed that Open University in Indonesia has provided several certified online 

course materials in moocs.ut.ac.id. Those materials are introduction to moodle 2.9, parenting, and 

marketing management. Basic mechanics has not been available in the following web. So the topic in this 

research choose mechanics subject. 

 

The result of questionnaire through google form which was given to 64 respondents from universities in 

Indonesia was 57.1% stated that their lecturers have already used online instructional media while 

52.45% have not yet. Those online instructional media were website which provide pdf file while video 

or animation were not provided in those website. Discussion forum and certificate of graduation have not 

provided in those website either. However there were exercise questions to evaluate students learning 

outcomes.  

 

About 82,8% of respondents also stated that cMOOCs web has not already used as instructional media in 

their respective universities and 93.8% stated that the development of cMOOCs web based instructional 

media was necessary. Respondents were used to use gadget such as laptop or personal computer to access 

information with internet and 92.2% agreed that instructional media can encourage them to do a self-

directed learning. 

 

Based on argumentations above, this research about Improving Students’ Self-directed Learning 

Outcomes on Mechanics Subject by Using E-Learning was done.  

Research Method  

 

Method used in this research was Miles and Huberman action research with steps as following (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994):  

 

1) Data collection (secondary data, interview data, and event data) 

2) Data presentation (pretest, mechanics subject learningusing e-learning E-learning and posttest) 

3) Reduction / Exploration (collecting data based on research focus) 

4) Verification / Member check: (analyzing focus to become more specific component)  
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Instruments used in this research were mechanics multiple choice questions which is consists of 

oscillation, mechanical wave and thermodynamics and students’ self-directed learning questionnaire. 

Questions were validated using point biserial formula and KR 20/21 to calculate its reliability 

(Widiyanto, 2014). Questions were used to find if there was an improvement of students’ self-directed 

learning outcomes. Questionnaire was used to rate students’ initiative, self-efforts, and responsibility. 

 

Result and Discussion 

  

1. Data collection was done by taking secondary data, interview data and event data as follows: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

     

Figure 2. Home of Web cMOOCs      Figure 3. a. Register          b. Login 
 

 

2. Data presentation: Mechanics Subject  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4a. Mechanics Subject         Figure 4b. Mechanics Materials   

 

3. Reduction of data was done by validating pretest and posttest questions.  

Validity and reliability test were done with results as follows: 

 

a. Description of instruments’ validity test. 

Validation of self-learning outcomes instrument was done by using point biserial formula at 

significance level of 5% for 31 respondents, obtained r table = 0.355. According to calculation, from 

30 questions of mechanics subject only 20 questions considered valid; for oscillation and 

mechanical wave, from 20 questions, 14 questions were considered valid. Those valid questions 

were used as data collection instrument.  

b. Description of instruments’ reliability test. 

Reliability test used KR-20/21 formula. The result of reliability test were: 0.91 for mechanics 

questions, 0.91 for oscillation and mechanical wave questions, and 0.95for thermodynamics 

Figure 1. Miles and Huberman’s interactive analysis model 
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questions. Those results were interpreted as a very high category. According to Widiyanto, 

instruments were considered to have a high reliability if its reliability coefficient is between 0.8-1.0 

(Widiyanto, 2014). At significance level of 5% for 31 respondents, r table was obtained by 0.355 

(Sugiyono, 2015).  

According to calculation instruments used for data collection were valid and reliable. 

 

4. Verification was done by analyzing pretest and posttest results.  

Data verification was done in two ways, by data triangulation and N-gain test. N-gain is difference 

between posttest result and pretest result. N-gain indicated students’ improvements after learning is 

done (Hake, 1999).  

� =  
����� − ��
�

��� − ��
�

 

 

Spost is posttest score, Spre is pretest score and Smax is maximum score of test. N-gain classifications 

are: (1) if g ≥ 0,7, N-gain is in high category; (2) if 0,7 > g≥ 0,3, N-gain is in good category; and 

(3) if g < 0,3 N-gain is in low category. According to calculation from 31 students who followed 

mechanics subject lecture, obtained N-gain = 0.818 and considered to be in high category. 

 

Table 1: Test results  
 

No 
Test results 

Pretest Posttest Max Score 

1 45 88 100 

2 40 90 100 

3 30 93 100 

4 45 85 100 

5 30 88 100 

6 30 86 100 

7 40 83 100 

8 25 88 100 

9 45 88 100 

  10 35 93 100 

11 40 92 100 

12 25 93 100 

13 30 86 100 

14 25 92 100 

15 45 85 100 

16 45 87 100 

17 20 96 100 

18 30 86 100 

19 40 84 100 

20 35 90 100 

21 55 88 100 

No 
Test results 

Pretest Posttest Max Score 

22 40 91 100 

23 45 91 100 

24 35 85 100 

25 40 93 100 

26 35 72 100 

27 40 83 100 

28 15 90 100 

29 40 90 100 

30 30 86 100 

31 35 94 100 

Total  1110 2739 3100 

N-gain= 0.818 
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Figure 5.a. Pre-Test (without E-Learning). 

 

Pretest and posttest result of students indicated that there was an improvement of students self

learning from E-learning usage.  

 

Then, questionnaire was also used to find students 

Questionnaire referred to Likert scale interval. Likert scale is used to measure behavior, opinion, and 

perception about social issue or phenomena

 

Table 2

 

Average Score

0%

21%

41%

61%

81%

 

Questionnaire result is shown in 
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Learning).               Figure b. & c. Post-Test (After with E

test and posttest result of students indicated that there was an improvement of students self

 

Then, questionnaire was also used to find students initiative, self-efforts and responsibility. 

red to Likert scale interval. Likert scale is used to measure behavior, opinion, and 

perception about social issue or phenomena (Riduwan, 2007). Obtained data then interpreted as follows:

2: Likert scale (Sugiono, 2013) 

Average Score Interpretation 

0%-20% Very Bad 

21%-40% Bad 

41%-60% Enough  

61%-80% Good 

81%-100% Very Good 

Questionnaire result is shown in figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: Questionnaire result 

 

Initiative Self-effort Responsibility

Aspects

Test (After with E-Learning) 

test and posttest result of students indicated that there was an improvement of students self-directed 

efforts and responsibility. 

red to Likert scale interval. Likert scale is used to measure behavior, opinion, and 

Obtained data then interpreted as follows: 
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According to graph above, initiative aspects reached score 85%, self-effort aspect 88% and 

responsibility 97%. The result of this three aspects were in very good category.  

 

Djoko (Djoko Rahardjo, 2016) concluded that with maximum effort in searching of information will 

help student to reach their learning goal. Then, the result of aspects of initiative, self-effort and 

responsibility in this research equal to previous research.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 : Students answer questionnaire                                  Figure 8 : Testimonial 
 

Conclusion  

 
According to assesment result of e-learning’s effectivity, obtained N-gain= 0,818 (high category). 

This result indicated the improvement of students’ self-directed learning outcomes. Questionnaire 

showed students’ initiative score by 85%, self-effort by 85% and responsibility by 97%. So that, can 

be concluded that there was improvement of students’ self-directed learning outcomes in mechanics 

subject using E-learning. 
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Abstract 

 

Tax evasion is a threat to the society, the states and international organizations have been making an 
effort to combat negative phenomena associated with taxation,  the tax evasion or tax fraud. Tax 
evasion represents a serious problem of each economy. It has a negative effect on the state budget 
and on the situation of public finances. The research object of a submitted paper is a tax evasion as a 
phenomenon that must be tackled and combatted. The primary goal of the paper is to focus on the 
connotation of the basic terms related to the tax evasions, to study in details their characteristics and 
definitions, highlighting the factors influencing remarkably occurrence of these phenomena.  This 
scientific paper focuses on the tax evasion evolution, defining categories of the phenomena in this 
area sometimes  resulting in  tax fraud occurence. In addition, the strategies  to detect potential tax 
evasion are highlighted to demonstrate governments’ efforts worldwide, their being keen on stopping 
or minimasing negative consequences of tax frauds. No doubts about negative impacts of tax fraud 
and tax evasion to the national budgets. The countries and international organizations strive to 
combat the tax evasion or tax fraud, these issues are the main challenges of international tax agenda 
worlwide. Speculative businessmen could be found everywhere. Moreover, the partial, illustrative 
empirical research using the information from databases of big auditing commpanies  is proving the 
relevance of tax issues that should be solved without no deferral. 
 

Keywords: tax evasion, tax haven, tax fraud, controlled foreign companies legislation 

Introduction 

Individuals or entreprising entities have been levied taxes over centuries by a sovereign power. The 
resources were always necessary to fill in the state treasury, even deeply back to the era where they 
were not called taxes yet. There has always been a big dilemma on one side people would rather not 
pay taxes but on the other side they require high quality of public services ensured. People with 
common sense know everything costs something.  Governments provide public services which 
companies in the market do not provide, because they are not economical for them, such as building 
roads, provide health care, legal system, security for the people, education for the people.  To fund 
public expenditures requires a lot of capital and people would not be ready to contribute and pay for 
these services when they are needed so the states impose various fees and taxes. On the other hand, 
there always has been unwillingness to pay taxes or various fees. What is the reason why taxpayers 
are constantly looking for new ways to avoid taxation or at least to reduce the amount of tax liability? 
Tax evasion represents a serious problem of each economy. It has a negative effect on the state 
budget and on the situation of public finances. There is a big dilemma on one side people would 
rather not pay taxes but on the other side they require high quality of public services ensured. People 
with common sense know everything costs something. Why don’t we want to avoid paying the taxes? 
The world is full of news that big corporation do not pay taxes but people who work hard every day, 
their tax is immediately reduced from their salary. Why this cannot be done also to big corporations, 
many ask. Nowadays, transparency where the money from the taxpayers go is the highest priority.  
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Objectives and Methodology 

 

The objective of this scientific paper is a) to identify existing trends in the area of tax evasions and 
tax fraud in the theoretical focus and strategies and forms of tax evasion combatting. Comparison, 
analysis and synthesis, deduction as scientific methods were applied. No doubt when is business 
environment analysed or evaluated, tax system of the state should not be ignored, what strategies are 
implemented to protect state budget before the tax losses, in the practical level the analysis of 
selected countries – Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria were studied and analysed 
and empirical results are presented covering 2 recent years 2014 and 2016. The data of this economic 
crime started to be collected only recently therefore some data were obtained from the OECD 
database and from the research data of the auditing company PriceWatersCoopers, etc. 

Literature Review 

 

Tax evasion is a very old idea. The oldest evidences that confirm the existence of tax evasion are tax 
mutinies, first reported by ancient historians. The economic theory of a tax evasion is not as old as 
the phenomenon itself. According to Sandmo (2005), the beginning of the theoretical concept of tax 
evasion from the perspective of practitioners´ experience and theoreticians´ ideas can be dated to 
1972. In this year, the first scientific paper about tax evasion was published, “Income Tax Evasion: A 
Theoretical Analysis” by Allingham and Sandmo.Tax evasion is defined by The European 
Commission as a phenomenon which “generally comprises illegal arrangements where tax liability is 
hidden or ignored, i.e. the taxpayer pays less tax than he/she is supposed to pay under the law by 
hiding income or information from the tax authorities”. (EC – Taxation and Customs Union, 2017). 
Nowadays, a large number of domestic and foreign literature exists which deals with the topic of tax 
evasion and tax fraud. (Hayoz and Hug, 2007), (Gravelle, 2015), (Brown, 2011), (Tooma, 2008), 
(Murray, 2012). According to Webley et al. (2010) it is an old, but constantly developing issue. Beck, 
Lin and Ma (2014) are looking for the answer to the question: Why are companies constantly trying 
to avoid taxing? Other researchers are looking for new ways to reduce (Alm, 2012), (Piolatto, 2014) 
and measure tax evasion (Mo, 2013). There is an effort to compile different models for measuring, 
analysing tax evasion by applying various factors (Spicer, 1986), (Xiao, Liu and Lai, 2014), (Seidel a 
Thum, 2016). Thakur (2013) describes how to detect tax evasion by shares and how to catch 
fraudsters. Mawejje and Okunu (2016) examine the interaction between different indicators of the 
current business environment and tax evasion. Li and Ma (2015) focus on the relationship between 
the government and tax evasion. 

The term of tax evasion is often used by the general public or in academic environment, but to find 
its general definition is difficult. Faltová (2015) found out that the common element of all definition 
of tax evasion was the illegality. Aleš (2000) writes that tax evasion is a failure of tax liability. The 
concept of tax evasion (Boháč, 2015) can be understood as a situation in which the tax is not 
determined in accordance with the law. The result of mentioned situation is a difference between the 
amount of tax payable and the amount of tax paid. The amount of tax paid by the taxpayer is lower 
than the amount stated by the law. On the other hand, Lenártová (2000) defines tax evasion as a result 
of targeted, legal or illegal, economic behaviour of a taxpayer, which leads to the reduction or 
elimination of tax liability or to other economic benefit resulting from taxes. 

In this context, foreign literature uses terms of “Tax evasion” and “Tax avoidance”. Experts 
characterize “Tax evasion” as a type of tax fraud activities for which taxable entity can be sanctioned. 
The form of sanction depends on the extent of tax reduction, the amount of tax not paid and also 
whether or not the intention of tax elimination was demonstrated. Tax evasion can also occur on the 
basis of ordinary ignorance, lack of information or negligence. The constantly changing tax laws and 
regulations contribute to the disruption of legal certainty and to unintentional misconduct of the 
taxpayer. 
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Tax evasion and tax avoidance 

 

The topic of tax evasion is a very actual problem of our society. People and organizations all over the 
world strive to find methods for detecting and reducing tax evasions. The crucial question frequently 
raised is what tax evasion means and what a variety of tax evasion cases may exist. Tax evasion is 
characterized as the result of the economic behaviour of taxpayers, considered as a leakage of tax 
liability. Tax avoidance is considered as a legal tax optimization, when a taxable entity applies all 
legal provisions to minimize the amount of his tax liability. It is actually a tax evasion while the 
taxable person uses all the legal options. The taxable entity can apply all statutory exceptions, 
exemptions, tax reliefs, discounts, depreciation, joint taxation of husband and wife, standard or 
percentage expenses of income and reserves directly and intentionally settled in the legislation. Legal 
tax optimization can include the usage of gaps in law and regulations. For example in the case of the 
division of a trading company into smaller business units it is possible to avoid of higher tax rate, if 
progressive taxation is applied. “Schwarz system” is another way to achieve legal tax benefits. 
Schwarz system means hiring workers based on their business license instead of employment 
contract. (Faltová, 2015) 

Illustration 1: The types of tax minimization 

 
Source: Own elaboration based on (Krestesová and Rezek, 2013) 

On behalf of the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic, Krestesová and Rezek (2013) drew up a 
scheme which helps to explain inconsistencies in the definitions of the terms in connection with tax 
evasion. The scheme showed and explained the terms used only in Slovak and Czech terminology 
and did not take into account the definitions presented by experts around the world. The new schema 
prepared by the authors of this paper shows different perspectives on the definition of tax 
minimization. The European Commission (EC – Taxation and Customs Union, 2017) clarified the 
concepts of the three most important phenomena that form the basis of our topic: 
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• Tax Fraud – “is a form of deliberate evasion of tax which is generally punishable under 
criminal law. The term includes situations in which deliberately false statements are 
submitted or fake documents are produced” 

• Tax Evasion – “generally comprises illegal arrangements where tax liability is hidden or 
ignored, i.e. the taxpayer pays less tax than he/she is supposed to pay under the law by 
hiding income or information from the tax authorities” 

• Tax Avoidance – “is defined as acting within the law, sometimes at the edge of legality, to 
minimise or eliminate tax that would otherwise be legally owed. It often involves exploiting 
the strict letter of the law, loopholes and mismatches to obtain a tax advantage that was not 
originally intended by the legislation”. 

Determinants of Tax Evasion 

 

Tax evasion is affected by a number of different factors that have a strong impact on them due to 
globalization. Ciupek (2015) in her publication describes the causes of tax evasion from income tax, 
in six areas (see illustration 2): 

Illustration 2: Determinants of Tax Evasion 

 
Adapted from Ciupek (2015, 84) 

• Economic factors – financial and economic situation of a taxable entity, general business 
conditions, the amount of tax burden, the probability of the detection of tax evasion, the 
amount of sanctions, business stagnation 
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• Legal factors – distrust in the state and in public institutions, freedom to influence the actual 
status of economic events, burdensome nature of recording responsibilities, complexity and 
inconsistency of tax regulations 

• Social factors – exchange-related justice connected with tax payments and tax benefits, 
horizontal, vertical and procedural justice 

• Demographic factors – age, gender, education, marital status 
• Mental and moral factors – attitude to civil obligations, attitude to taxation 

Lenártová (2000) in her scientific paper also examines the determinants of tax evasion, where she 
lists the following group of factors: economic, legal, socio-political, tax-technical, psychological, 
ethical and social factors. 

Both researchers Ciupek (2015) and Lenartova (2000) identified as the reason of tax evasions 
financial and economic situation of the state, the amount of tax burden levied on the soleproprietors 
and corporations. After the financial crisis in 2008 a lot of countries in the European Union struggled 
to achieve any economic growth, governments in the CEE block wanted (belonging to the developing 
countries or in transition towards developed contries) to attract investors and FDI to support 
development and economic growth also by attractive tax rates. Simple generalisation offers the idea 
the idea of researching the countries that have a common, historical development bacground 
(Austrian –Hungarian monarchy) (Czech Republik, Slovakia and Hungary were the parts of the 
monarchy and we assumed a common mental and moral factors – attitude to civil obligations, attitude 
to taxation for these states would be similar and we have also selected the state with the lowest tax 
rates, and another criterium of the choice that rates should be aroung the average of the EU (around 
20%, what is sufficiently low and the enterprising community should be assumed to pay taxes and  
tax fraud is assumed shold not be a threat for them. Which was not complitely n accordance with our 
assumption. Because Hungarians show the highest percentage of tax fraud and the tax rates are low. 

Table  1: Tax rates after the financial crisis in a selected countries of the CEE 

Tax rates (TR) FO  %    PO %     FO  %  PO % FO % PO%     

 2010 2014 2015 

BG Bulgaria  10,0   10,0 10,0   10,0 10,0   10,0 
CZ Czech Rep. 15,0   19,0 22,0   19,0 22,0   19,0 
HU Hungary 40,6   20,6 16,0   20,6 16,0   20,6 
SK Slovakia 19,0   19,0 19,0*   22,0 19,0*   22,0 
PL Poland 32,0   19,0 32,0   19,0 32,0   19,0 
RO Romania 16,0   16,0 16,0   16,0 16,0   16,0 
SI  Slovenia 41,0   20,0 50,0   17,0 50,0   17,0 
EU priemer 38,6   23,2 39,4   22,9 39,3   22,8 

    Soures: Adapted from the resource (Income tax rates, 2016) 

Legend: Slovakia* for the soleproprietors (over 34000 EUR the TR is 25%.) 

Tax Fraud in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria and in the CEE 

 

PricewaterhouseCoopers examined economic crime in the countries around the world.  Table 1 shows 
that tax fraud in the analysed countries reaches higher results than in the global environment. The 
number of respondents in Slovakia who had registered tax fraud in their environments in 2016 (11%) 
was higher by 75% than in 2014 (4%). This number in the Czech Republic is much higher than in 
Slovakia.  According to respondents, the appearance of tax fraud in the Czech Republic from 2014 to 
2016 increased by 100%. While Slovakia and the Czech Republic record an increase in the number of 
tax fraud cases, Hungary and Bulgaria registered a decline. In 2014, the number of respondents in 
Hungary who registered tax fraud in their environment during the analysed period was 25%. In 2016 
it was only 21%. A decrease has been also noticed in Bulgaria, where the amount declined from 10% 
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to 7%. In 2016, Slovakia (7%) and Bulgaria (7%) showed lower values of tax fraud appearance than 
the CEE average (11%), while the survey´s results in Hungary (21%) and the Czech Republic (14%) 
exceed the CEE average. This information started to be coll
selected countries and the CEE is conducted with the future prospects for a

Table 2: Tax Fraud as Economic Crime

In percentage [%] 

Asset misappropriation 

Procurement fraud 

Bribery and corruption 

Cybercrime 

Accounting fraud 

Human resources fraud 

Money laundering 

IP infringement/data theft 

Mortgage fraud 

Tax fraud 

Insider trading 

Competition law/antitrust law 

Espionage 

Other 

Source: Own elaboration based on (PwC, 2014

Illustration 3 compares the appearance of tax fraud and related economic crimes in Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria in 2014. Bribery and corruption were in the first place. In all 
the analysed countries, more than 25% of respondents met this type of eco
business environment during the analysed period. 

Illustration 

Source: Own elaboration based on (PwC, 2014b), (PwC, 2014c), (PwC, 2014d) and (PwC, 2014e)
 
Hungary reported much higher results as other countries 
showed the same level of accounting fraud
(30%) in Bulgaria. Money laundering was the most common in the C
while in tax fraud Hungary outran all the other analysed countries. 

to 7%. In 2016, Slovakia (7%) and Bulgaria (7%) showed lower values of tax fraud appearance than 
the CEE average (11%), while the survey´s results in Hungary (21%) and the Czech Republic (14%) 

his information started to be collected recently, the simple comparision of 
CEE is conducted with the future prospects for a deeper research.

: Tax Fraud as Economic Crime: Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary,

 Bulgaria and the CEE. 

Slovakia Czech Rep. Hungary Bulgaria

201

4 

201

6 

201

4 

2016 201

4 

2016 201

4 

2016

54 67 80 61 63 40 40 66
31 20 29 25 25 17 15 38
31 23 27 21 38 38 28 48
12 13 31 36 17 17 10 24
12 7 11 22 17 8 30 28
8 0 13 7 0 8 0 10

12 7 27 17 25 8 5 17
0 3 18 14 0 8 10 14

19 10 24 11 17 0 5 17
4 7 7 14 25 21 10 7
0 10 9 14 0 13 0 21
8 0 7 7 13 4 25 14
8 0 4 3 0 0 10 0
0 10 0 11 0 13 25 0

Source: Own elaboration based on (PwC, 2014-2016) 

compares the appearance of tax fraud and related economic crimes in Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria in 2014. Bribery and corruption were in the first place. In all 
the analysed countries, more than 25% of respondents met this type of economic crime in their 
business environment during the analysed period.  

Illustration 3: Economic Crime in 2014 

Source: Own elaboration based on (PwC, 2014b), (PwC, 2014c), (PwC, 2014d) and (PwC, 2014e) 

Hungary reported much higher results as other countries - 38%. Slovakia and the Czech Republic 
accounting fraud occurence. This type of economic crime was the highest 

(30%) in Bulgaria. Money laundering was the most common in the Czech Republic and Hungary, 
while in tax fraud Hungary outran all the other analysed countries.  

to 7%. In 2016, Slovakia (7%) and Bulgaria (7%) showed lower values of tax fraud appearance than 
the CEE average (11%), while the survey´s results in Hungary (21%) and the Czech Republic (14%) 

ected recently, the simple comparision of 
deeper research. 

blic, Hungary, 

Bulgaria CEE 

2016 2016 
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14 9 
17 8 
7 11 
21 10 
14 7 
0 3 
0 8 

compares the appearance of tax fraud and related economic crimes in Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria in 2014. Bribery and corruption were in the first place. In all 

nomic crime in their 
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Illustration 4  compares the appearance of tax fraud and related economic crimes in Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria in 2016. Bribery and corr
Slovakia and the Czech Republic had the lowest level of corruption, Hungary reported similar results 
as the CEE average. Bulgaria´s survey results transcend values in analysed countries. Slovakia and 
Hungary were on the same level in the occurrence of accounting fraud. This type of economic crime 
was the highest (30%) in Bulgaria, higher than the CEE average (21%). Money laundering was the 
most common in the Czech Republic and Bulgaria, while in tax fraud Hungary still 
other analysed countries. 

Illustration

Source: Own elaboration based on (PwC, 2016

Bribery and corruption is very frequently defined as 
authority. They’re still going strong: it’s estimated that more than US$1 trillion is paid each year in 
bribes globally, and that US$2.6 trillion is lost to corruption. That’s 5% of global GDP 
figure is probably even higher. 
scandals related to the economic crime does not motivate businesses to behave ethically, but by this 
push away honest investors who look for stability and sustainability. If politicians cover the 
accounting or tax fraud because they may b
the only chance to start fight against these negative phenomena, and support and elect people who are 
moral and ethical and they really protect taxpayor’s 
and legislation. The health business environment plays an important role for entrepreneurialship and 
combatting negative phenomena as economic crime, fraud, no possibility of law enforcement
(Peracek, Noskova and Mucha, 2017). 
planned to combat e.g. tax evasions

Objectives and Strategies of Combatting Tax E

 

Tax evasion limits countries in the implementation of their economic policy. It also r
problem from the justice´s perspective
combat this phenomenon, analyse its range and to accept necessary actions to detect tax evasion and 
reduce the leakage. The biggest problem is that
regulation of legislation. The fight against tax evasion is undoubtedly a very actual, complex and 
sensitive issue at the same time. The goals of this fight are the efficient tax collection with uncha
tax rates, to discourage taxpayers from illegal actions and from using tax optimalization. The fight
against tax evasion involves individual states, the European Union, as well as other international 
organizations. It can be successful only if all sta
together against fraudsters. Actions
level, EU level and international level. (Huba, Sábo and

ompares the appearance of tax fraud and related economic crimes in Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria in 2016. Bribery and corruption were still in the first place. 
Slovakia and the Czech Republic had the lowest level of corruption, Hungary reported similar results 
as the CEE average. Bulgaria´s survey results transcend values in analysed countries. Slovakia and 

e same level in the occurrence of accounting fraud. This type of economic crime 
was the highest (30%) in Bulgaria, higher than the CEE average (21%). Money laundering was the 
most common in the Czech Republic and Bulgaria, while in tax fraud Hungary still outran all the 

Illustration 4: Economic Crime in 2016 

Source: Own elaboration based on (PwC, 2016 a-e) 

Bribery and corruption is very frequently defined as abuses of power by people in positions of 
strong: it’s estimated that more than US$1 trillion is paid each year in 

bribes globally, and that US$2.6 trillion is lost to corruption. That’s 5% of global GDP – and the true 
 (PwC, 2016). Politicians in many countries with their political 

scandals related to the economic crime does not motivate businesses to behave ethically, but by this 
push away honest investors who look for stability and sustainability. If politicians cover the 
accounting or tax fraud because they may be involved as well, the public and ethical businesses have 
the only chance to start fight against these negative phenomena, and support and elect people who are 

d they really protect taxpayor’s  capital resources by accepting a suit
The health business environment plays an important role for entrepreneurialship and 

combatting negative phenomena as economic crime, fraud, no possibility of law enforcement
, 2017). What steps have already been executed or strategically 

planned to combat e.g. tax evasions the following paragraph is dealing with. 

Objectives and Strategies of Combatting Tax Evasion  

Tax evasion limits countries in the implementation of their economic policy. It also represents a 
erspective. Countries, states, as well as the European Union, try to 

combat this phenomenon, analyse its range and to accept necessary actions to detect tax evasion and 
reduce the leakage. The biggest problem is that the evolution of tax evasion is faster than the actual 
regulation of legislation. The fight against tax evasion is undoubtedly a very actual, complex and 
sensitive issue at the same time. The goals of this fight are the efficient tax collection with uncha
tax rates, to discourage taxpayers from illegal actions and from using tax optimalization. The fight
against tax evasion involves individual states, the European Union, as well as other international 
organizations. It can be successful only if all states and organizations join their forces and fight 

Actions to combat tax evasion are implemented at three levels: national 
level, EU level and international level. (Huba, Sábo and Štrkolec, 2016) 

ompares the appearance of tax fraud and related economic crimes in Slovakia, the 
uption were still in the first place. 

Slovakia and the Czech Republic had the lowest level of corruption, Hungary reported similar results 
as the CEE average. Bulgaria´s survey results transcend values in analysed countries. Slovakia and 

e same level in the occurrence of accounting fraud. This type of economic crime 
was the highest (30%) in Bulgaria, higher than the CEE average (21%). Money laundering was the 

outran all the 

 

eople in positions of 
strong: it’s estimated that more than US$1 trillion is paid each year in 

and the true 
h their political 

scandals related to the economic crime does not motivate businesses to behave ethically, but by this 
push away honest investors who look for stability and sustainability. If politicians cover the 

the public and ethical businesses have 
the only chance to start fight against these negative phenomena, and support and elect people who are 

by accepting a suitable laws 
The health business environment plays an important role for entrepreneurialship and 

combatting negative phenomena as economic crime, fraud, no possibility of law enforcement , etc. 
or strategically 

epresents a 
. Countries, states, as well as the European Union, try to 

combat this phenomenon, analyse its range and to accept necessary actions to detect tax evasion and 
the evolution of tax evasion is faster than the actual 

regulation of legislation. The fight against tax evasion is undoubtedly a very actual, complex and 
sensitive issue at the same time. The goals of this fight are the efficient tax collection with unchanged 
tax rates, to discourage taxpayers from illegal actions and from using tax optimalization. The fight 
against tax evasion involves individual states, the European Union, as well as other international 

tes and organizations join their forces and fight 
to combat tax evasion are implemented at three levels: national 
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Table 2: Goals of the figth against tax evasion at national, EU and international level 

Level Goals 

National 
level 

Tax fraud elimination in indirect taxes 
Improve tax information exchange 
Eliminate the abuse of double taxation acts 
Fight against various forms of tax planning 

EU level Streamline information exchange between the EU and the member states 
Streamline income taxing from cross-border savings 
Cooperate in the field of taxation and in the fight against fraud 
Streighten the fight against not using double taxation in the area of hybrid structures 
Create a platform for taxation 
Improve administrative cooperation in the field of direct taxation 
Standardize information exchange  

International 
level 

Identify tax issues of the digital economy 
Neutralize the action of hybrid structures 
Strengthen the rules of controlled foreign companies 
Limit the tax base reduction through interest deduction and financial payments 
Streamline the fight against harmful tax practices with regard to transparency 
Eliminate the abuse of double taxation acts 
Create methodology for collecting and analyzing data on taxbase and profit shifting erosion 
Require taxpayers to publish their aggressive tax planning structures 
Explore the transfer pricing documentation 
Streamline mechanisms for conflict solution 

Source: Own elaboration based on (Huba, Sábo and Štrkolec, 2016) 

States, countries worldwide have recognized the need of the action adoption to combat tax evasion. 
These actions can be divided into two groups. The first group is created by the actions that have 
developed within the decision-making process of the general courts and they have the nature of 
criteria. These criteria are marked as tax doctrines. The second group is characterized as actions that 
have been adopted under an individual legislation. General anti avoidance rule (GAAR) has been 
introduced as a statutory action designed for the fight against tax evasion. It is defined as a set of 

rules based on individual general principles existing in the national tax rules and which are 
modeled to combat tax evasion. GAAR is a concept in the tax code which allows the tax authorities 
to deny taxpayers the right to recognize tax advantage. The goal of GAAR is also to penalize actions 
and transactions that may create a situation of illegal tax evasion. GAAR has been introduced as a 
statutory action designed for the fight against tax evasion. (Sábo, 2015). Generally, strategies to 
detect aggressive tax planning schemes can be divided into 5 main categories: 

a) Disclosure and Reporting – taxpayers or third parties provide relevant information to the tax 
authorities. Initiatives proved to be useful for this strategy are special reporting obligation on 
losses, manadatory disclosure rules, ruling and co-operative compliance programs. 

b) Investigations and audits – the tax administration itself seeks to detect relevant information 
by using its investigative powers. 

c) Domestic and international cooperation – strategies that seek to build on information held 
either by government departments or that involve co-operation with the tax administration of 
another country. 

d) Data analysis – strategies that seek to make the best use of internal tax administration 
information or external public data. The success of data analysis is dependant on the volume 
and quality of data available to the tax administration and how good they are at analysing, 
comparing, processing data and interpreting the information obtained to produce meaningful 
results. 

e) Other detection strategies 
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Participating countries that have developed business models aimed at improving tax risk management 
and compliance by large business taxpayers through greater cooperation in Australia, Ireland, Italy, 
The Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, The United Kingdom and the USA. (OECD, 2016). 

Novackova (2017) and her team studied tax havens and they state that tax havens are a big attraction 
for multinational companies to be utilised as international tax planning scheme, therefore they are in 
the focus of government tax policy initiatives. (Milosevicova, Novackova a Wefersova, 2017). Anti-
haven legislation is introduced in many countries to protect their domestic tax base. There are some 
means how to control abusing tax haven for this purpose: such as a) pressure from supranational 
bodies for example the OECD, the EU threatens tax havens by imposing economic and trade 
sanctions on them; b) transfer pricing rules – they do not apply to arm’s-length transactions, therefore 
no all forms of haven abuse are tackled, c) company residence rules- governments have been failing 
over years to define adequately entity’s residence for tax purposes which caused that the tax haven 
abuse may be exercised, d) controlled foreign companies (CFC) legislation – the most effective 
method of eliminating deferral. The phrase controlled foreign company is used only in the meaning 
of a subsidiary resident in a country where it pays little or no tax. “Domestic shareholders of foreign 
companies must pay tax currently on their pro rata share of the income of the foreign company. 
Timing of the liability for domestic tax from the time of distribution of the foreign company’s profits 
to its shareholders to the time at which it is derived by the foreign company is affected by CFC 
legislation. This legislation aims at bringing the timing forward.” (Miller, Oats, 2016, p.567). How 
controlled foreign companies’ CFC legislation is applied by the national government to a resident 
taxpayer the following scheme explains.  

Table 3: CFC legislation 

Resident 

shareholders’ 

income 

Income generated 

by the subsidiary 
Taxation is made 

ignoring 

Usual tax rule is broken 

by the CFC country 

 
 
Will be taxed 

 
 
Subsidiary is loca-
ted in the tax haven 

 
whether such income has 
been remitted to the 
shareholders’ country of 
residence 

 
Collection of independent 
entities instead of being 
treated as a multinational 
group of companies 

Source: processed by authors 

Miller and Oats (2016)  state if the CFC legislation is applied to a resident taxpayer by a government, 
the tax is levied on the tax resident taxpayer as if the income had been earned by that tax payer.  

25 years ago this American company, which owns 100% owned subsidiary in Anquilla, invented a 
patent for the mining industry. At that time the owners did not assume a real value of this intangible.  
The US company transferred the ownership title to Anquilla subsidiary for a minimal amout of USD. 
After years it has become a successful invention and it is licensed in the countries worldwide, earning 
company huge amount of royalties. The US is not able to tax the subsidiary on the royalty revenues 
not being resident in the USA and without any source of income in the USA. But government can 
impose the tax on the US company as if the US company received the royalties (which were received 
by the subsidiary). The company is taxed on all income generated by this subsidiary, albeit the US 
company has received any dividend, or interest from the Subsidiary in Anquilla. The application of 
CFC legislation prevents the US company to defer tax on the Anquila income until a dividend, 
interest is paid by Anquilla subsidiary. Because this deferral could be even indefinite. (meaning no 
payment ever to the USA from this Anquilla’s income collected).  
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US company 
€200,000 

  
US tax bill 
Based on 
$400,000 

 
 
 

Anquilla 

subsidiary 
Income 

€200,000 

 

Figure 1:  US company with 100% owned subsidiary in Cayman Islands 

Source: Adapted by the authors based on the (Miller, Oats, 2016) 

CFC legislation is usually focused on the resident shareholders’ passive income of the foreign 
subsidiary (i.e. not on the trading earnings) with the purpose of taxing it. Passive income is derived 
from the financial investments and these are more likely to be transferred to the foreign subsidiary 
where they are taxed by the lower tax rate. It is a preferential treatment to transferring operations or 
business. The important arguments of advocates for relocating financial investments are two crucial 
points: price and complicated process of relocation, which is cheaper and less complicated compared 
to relocating factories and labour force.  

Conclusion 

 

While state authorities are trying to find a way to capture fraud and to adapt it to the legislation, tax 
entities already use new legal and illegal methods to avoid paying. Countries invest a lot of effort into 
interception tax evasion and tax fraud. Nevertheless, it is almost impossible to determine their size. 
PwC in its surveys has determined the size of the part what tax fraud presents in economic crimes. 
Analysis contains information about tax fraud as a part of economic crime from the global 
perspective, in Slovakia, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Bulgaria. According to the PwC survey, 
the highest tax fraud in the selected countries has been measured in Hungary. This area represents 
a large area of future research, an opportunity to look into the reasons of the phenomenon and how to 
fight against it. 

Governmental and public concern over the tax practises of multinational gigants led to strenghtening 
the fight against the tax evasions and fraud. Especially NGOs are very active  to push introduction of 
country by country financial reporting made by multinationals businesses (MNEs), especially 
disclosing earnings made and tax paid in each country where the MNEs do business. There are many 
aspects still not examined in this area of taxation, great opportunities for doing the research which, 
we all hope, will bring real successful results in the area of combatting the tax fcrimes.  
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Abstract 
 
Companies all over the world present their financial information in the financial statements. Notes to the 
financial statements are one of the principal financial statements and represent a valuable source of 
information for investors and other interested groups. Disclosure requirements for financial statements 
prepared under the International Financial Reporting Standards are set by the International Accounting 
Standards Board. According to the International Accounting Standard 1 Presentation of financial 
statements, the entities should disclose financial information either in the primary financial statements or 
in the notes to financial statements. Often, the preparers are not aware that they should make decision 
which information is significant and should be presented in detail and in doing this they need to exercise 
judgments. The practice has shown that over the time the notes has become very extensive. As a result, 
the process of finding relevant information has become very challenging for many financial statements 
users. In order to solve that problem, the International Accounting Standard Board published in March 
2017 a Discussion Paper Disclosure Initiative—Principles of Disclosure to call for a discussion on the 
problems of the disclosure. The paper deals with theoretical discussion on actual problems arising from 
the disclosure of the notes to financial statements and the analysis of the notes in Croatian tourism 
companies has been done in order to examine actual disclosure practice in the companies. Finally, the 
perspectives of the notes disclosures are presented in the paper. 

 
Keywords: notes to the financial statements; financial reporting; disclosure requirements; principles of 
disclosure  
 

1. Introduction 

 
There are a number of users interested in different kinds of information about a certain company. 
Financial reporting can provide a broad set of accounting information which is inevitable in business 
decision making process. Accounting information is a significant source of financial data needed for 
statistical purposes and many macroeconomic analyses. Financial data are presented in the form of 
principal financial statements - balance sheet, the statement of comprehensive income, the statement of 
changes in equity and cash flow statement. Additionally, financial and non-financial data can be found in 
the form of the notes to financial statements. The aim of the notes is to clarify financial information 
presented in the primary financial statements and provide necessary information for understanding 
financial position and business performance of a company. In order to satisfy the disclosure 
requirements, set by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), the notes to financial statements 
have become very extensive. Very common critics on the notes topic indicate that the notes are so 
repetitive and it is difficult for investors to find the most important information (EY, 2014). Further, a 
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broad spectra of information presented in the notes is often the reason why investors are not able to ''see 
the woods through the multitude of information trees'' (IASB, 2016). 
 
However, a quantity is not always the warranty of a quality. The information overload risk has been a 
subject of many discussions of standard setters (Paredes, 2013). In that context, the IFRS's standard setter 
the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) ''has observed there are three main concerns about 
information disclosed in financial statements: not enough relevant information; irrelevant information or 
disclosure overload; and poor communication of disclosures'' (IASB, 2017). As a result of the Board’s 
effort and the financial statements users' concern on the quality of disclosure, in March 2017 the 
Discussion Paper Disclosure Initiative—Principles of Disclosure (DP) has been published. The Initiative 
calls for a discussion on the problems of the disclosure.  
 
The Board believes that the main problem of not appropriate disclosure is often behavioral and argues 
that entities sometimes apply disclosure requirements mechanically, using the IFRS requirements as a 
checklist for disclosures (IASB 2017). The preparers are not often aware that they should judge what 
information is relevant to the users of financial statements.  
 
Considering that the financial statements disclosure is hot topic worldwide, the goals of the paper are to 
determine the principal theoretical requirements for the notes to financial statements set by the IFRS and 
to investigate the current state of notes disclosure for the companies in Croatian tourism sector. Finally, 
the paper covers the activities for the improvement of the notes to financial statements' quality with 
regard to possible changes. 
 
The research methodology includes secondary research with the analysis of present IFRS requirements 
and active projects regarding disclosure in the notes. Other than that, the primary research of the current 
state on the notes to financial statements of the companies in tourism sector in the Republic of Croatia 
was made. 
 

2. Theoretical Requirements for Notes to Financial Statements Set By 

International Financial Reporting Standards  
 
International Accounting Standard 1 Presentation of Financial Statements prescribes the goal and basic 
content of the notes to financial statements. The most important issues about the notes required by IAS 1 
are as follows: 
 
- Notes should contain information which is addition to the information disclosed in the balance sheet, 

income statement, the statement of changes in equity and cash-flow statement but also the information 
that do not fulfill the requirements to be recognized in those statements; 

- Management should explicitly state that financial statements are prepared under the IFRS; 
- The content of the notes depends on the disclosures requirements from other standards and 

interpretations; 
- There is information that can be presented either on the face of the main financial statements (balance 

sheet and others) or in the notes (for instance subclassifications of the line items presented); 
- Information about the basis of preparation of the financial statements and the accounting policies used 

forms a part of the notes; 
- Any additional information important for understanding other basic financial statements and not 

disclosed in other financial statements should be also disclosed in the notes; 
- To be understandable and user friendly, the notes should be presented in a systematic manner, i.e cross-

referenced to other financial statements; 
-  The following order of the notes are common:  
o a statement of compliance with IFRSs  
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o a summary of significant accounting policies applied 
o supporting information for items presented on the face of other financial statements 
o other disclosures; 

- ''Information about the key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation 
uncertainty at the balance sheet date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the 
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year'' shall be a part of the notes;  

- ''The domicile and legal form of the entity, its country of incorporation and the address of its registered 
office (or principal place of business, if different from the registered office); a description of the nature 
of the entity's operations and its principal activities; and the name of the parent and the ultimate parent 
of the group'' shall be disclosed in the notes provided not disclosed elsewhere; 

- Along with its significant accounting policies or other notes, the judgments, apart from those involving 
estimations, that management has made in the process of applying the entity's accounting policies and 
that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements shall be 
published in the notes; 

- The notes also contain narrative descriptions; 
- As in other financial statements, a line item that is not individually material is aggregated with other 

items in the notes and an item that is not sufficiently material to warrant separate presentation in those 
statements may warrant separate presentation in the notes (IAS 1). 

 
Materiality concept is crucial for the notes. It is well known that material information is information 
which omitting or misstating could influence decisions that primary users make on the basis of financial 
information. Also, materiality is ''an entity-specific aspect of relevance based on the nature and 
magnitude, or both, of the items to which the information relates in the context of an individual entity’s 
financial report'' (IASB, 2015). So, the content of the notes depends on management judgment ''whether 
information could reasonably be expected to influence decisions that the users make on the basis of those 
financial statements'' (IASB, 2015). 
 
Additionally, the content of the notes depends on the application of separate IFRS, IAS and 
interpretations due to the fact that all of them prescribe the list of important information which should be 
disclosed in the notes.  
 

3. Empirical Research of International Accounting Standard 1 Requirements’ 

Application in Croatian Tourism Sector  
 
Principal financial statements are primarily intended for external financial statements’ users, so the 
requirements for their presentation are prescribed. In order to facilitate the understanding of financial 
statements to the users and to make comparisons between the financial statements of different entities, 
International Accounting Standard 1 Presentation of Financial Statements prescribes the basis for 
presentation of financial statements.  
 
In order to obtain a more detailed insight into the compliance of financial statements with International 
Accounting Standard 1, a research of financial statements for financial year 2016 has been conducted for 
the selected companies from Croatian tourism sector. According to the data of Croatian Chamber of 
Economy, revenues from tourism in 2016 were count for 18.01 % of Croatian GDP. Since tourism has a 
major impact on the entire Croatian economy, all companies in hotel sector which issue shares on public 
market have been taken in the research sample. They account for 21.5 % of all entities whose shares are 
quoted on the Zagreb Stock Exchange. The research sample consists of 31 annual financial statements. 
Table 1 shows the selected entities taken in the research sample. The source of data was the Financial 
Agency, the Croatian agency to whom entities should deliver their annual financial statements. The main 
research objective was to determine whether the entities present their financial statements in accordance 
with IAS 1. Further, the research questions are set as follows: are the requirements from the International 
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Accounting Standards too demanding for the investigated companies and is there a reason for changing 
the standards in a way to simplify the requirements so the entities could be more productive and the 
financial statements more useful for decision making process.  
 

Table 1: The entities from Croatian tourism (hotel) sector whose shares are quoted on Zagreb 

Stock Exchange 

Mark Entity's full name 

A Apartmani Medena d.d. 
B Arena Hospitality Group d.d.  
C Dubrovačko primorje d.d. 
D Hoteli Brela d.d. 
E Hoteli Baška voda d.d. 
F Hoteli Haludovo Malinska d.d. 
G  Imperial hoteljerstvo, ugostiteljstvo i turizam d.d. 
H Hoteli Jadran d.d. 
I Hoteli Makarska d.d. 
J Hotel Medena d.d. 
K Hoteli Maestral d.d. 
L Medora hoteli i ljetovališta d.d. 
M Hoteli Tučepi d.d. 
N HTP Korčula d.d. 
O HTP Orebić d.d. 
P  HUP - Zagreb d.d. 
Q Hoteli Zlatni rat d.d. 
R Hoteli Živogošće d.d. 
S Ilirija d.d. 
T Jelsa d.d. 
U Liburnia Riviera Hoteli d.d. 
V FTB turizam d.d. 
W Maistra d.d. 
X Plava laguna d.d. 
Y Palace hotel Zagreb d.d. 
Z Valamar riviera d.d. 
AB Solaris d.d. 
BC Sunce koncern d.d.  
CD Turisthotel d.d. 

Source: Zagreb Stock Exchange, created by the authors 

 
There are a lot of presentation requirements for the notes to financial statements. However, for the 
purpose of this study certain requirements from IAS 1 have been tested. First, the order of the notes as it 
is prescribed under IAS 1 has been examined (IAS 1, 105):  
(a) A statement of compliance with IFRSs; 
(b) A summary of significant accounting policies applied; 
(c) Supporting information for items presented on the face of the balance sheet, income statement, 
statement of changes in equity and cash-flow statement, in the order in which each statement and each 
line item is presented; 
(d) Other disclosures, including: 
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(i) Contingent liabilities and unrecognized contractual commitments; and 
(ii) Non-financial disclosures, e.g. the entity's financial risk management objectives and policies. 

 
Table 2 shows how the observed companies in Croatian tourism sector meet the requests from the 
paragraph 105 of IAS 1. 
 

Table 2: Presentation of the notes to financial statements 

 

IAS 1, paragraph 105: An entity normally presents notes in the following order, to assist users to 
understand the financial statements and to compare them with financial statements of other entities:  

Entity (a)  (b) (c) 
(d) 

(i) (ii) 

A + + + - + 

B +  + + - + 

C + + + the definition of  contingent liabilities + 

D + + + the definition of contingent liabilities + 

E + + 

There are not any numbers of 
the notes in the primary 
statements; the amounts from 
the notes regarding income 
statement’s items do not 
comply with the income 
statement 

- 

In 
the 
annu
al 
repor
t 

F + + 
Financial statements are 
published on website of 
Zagreb Stock Exchange 

the loan for the reconstruction which 
has not started 

+ 

G  + + + 
the contingent liabilities related to the 
litigations and the management 
contract with the mother company 

+ 

H + + + Litigations +  

I + + + Litigations + 

J + + + the definition of  contingent liabilities + 

K + + + 
Off balance sheet records: the 
litigation, accrued war compensation 
HRK 108 millions 

+ 

L + + + - + 

M + + 

the notes are not cross-
referenced properly with 
primary financial statements 
(the order of the notes differs 
from the numbers in primary 
financial statements) 

The litigation which could lead to 
write-off of the lends and properties 

+ 
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IAS 1, paragraph 105: An entity normally presents notes in the following order, to assist users to 
understand the financial statements and to compare them with financial statements of other entities:  

Entity (a)  (b) (c) (d) 

N + + 

the notes are not cross-
referenced properly with 
primary financial statements 
(the order of the notes differs 
from the numbers in primary 
financial statements) 

The explanation of accruals for 
litigations, but there are no accruals in 
the balance sheet 

+ 

O + + 

the notes are not cross-
referenced properly with 
primary financial statements 
(the order of the notes differs 
from the numbers in primary 
financial statements) 

The litigation + 

P  + + + The litigation + 

Q + + + 
Described in the polices and the note 
to the litigation 

+ 

R + + + - + 

S + + + The litigations and the bank guarantee + 

T + + + 
The explanation that the company 
doesn’t have contingent liabilities 

+ 

U + + + The litigation, in detail + 

V + + + 
The litigation, contracted future 
Group's investment obligations 

+ 

W + + + Conversion and privatization audit + 

X + + + 
Conversion and privatization audit, 
capital commitments under operating 
leases, the litigation 

+ 

Y + + + The litigation + 

Z + + + 
The litigation, conversion and 
privatization audit, contracted 
investments commitments  

+ 

AB + + + The litigation + 

BC + + + 
No litigations, only contracted car and 
property lease commitments 

+ 

CD + + + 
Contract on issuing guarantees with 
the bank 

- 

Source: created by the authors 

According to paragraph 16 of IAS 1, all the entities taken into research have an explicit and unreserved 
statement in the notes that their financial statements comply with IFRSs. Most of the entities present the 
notes following the suggested order. The notes of four entities are not cross-referenced properly with 
primary financial statements (the order of the notes differs from the numbers in primary financial 
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statements). Since all of the entities belong to the same sector, it was expected that all of them are faced 
with the same types of risks. There is only one out of 31 entities that do not disclose the risks in the 
notes. While explaining some item the observed companies often apply the same wording which is a 
result of quoting the requirements from the Standards. For instance, in this part of the notes, the 
definition of litigation was quoted from IAS 37.  
 
Paragraph 77 requires that an entity disclose, either in the balance sheet or in the notes, further 
subclassifications of the line items presented, classified in a manner appropriate to the entity’s 
operations. The detail provided in subclassifications depends on the requirements of IFRSs and on the 
size, nature and function of the amounts involved (IAS 1, 78). According to the principle of materiality, 
one of the basic accounting principles, the entity should disaggregate the financial statements positions 
into separate categories according to their materiality with regard to other positions and the overall 
business. So, if the contribution of some financial statement position is not significant with regard to 
overall business, the entity is not obliged to disaggregate it in detail. The entity can present aggregated 
information in the balance sheet and income statement and do the subclassification in the notes to the 
financial statements. The disclosures vary for each item, for example (IAS 1, 75):  
 
(a) Items of property, plant and equipment are disaggregated into classes in accordance with IAS 16;  
(b) Receivables are disaggregated into amounts receivable from trade customers, receivables from related 
parties, prepayments and other amounts;  
(c) Inventories are disaggregated, in accordance with IAS 2 Inventories, into classifications such as 
merchandise, production supplies, materials, and work in progress and finished goods;  
(d) Provisions are disaggregated into provisions for employee benefits and other items; and  
(e) Contributed equity and reserves are disaggregated into various classes, such as paid-in capital, share 
premium and reserves.  
 
Table 3 shows the results related to the disclosure of property, plant, equipment, receivables, inventories, 
provisions, equity capital and reserves which are presented in the balance sheet or in the notes, or both.  
 

Table 3:  Disclosure of property, plant, equipment, receivables, inventories, provisions, equity 

capital and reserves 

IAS 1, 75 An entity shall disclose, either in the statement of financial position or in the notes, further 
subclassifications of the line items presented, classified in a manner appropriate to the entity’s 
operations.  The disclosures vary for each item, for example:  

Entity (a)  (b) (c) (d) (e) 

A notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

notes 
balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

B notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

C notes notes notes 
balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

D notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

E 
balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet and 
notes 

- 
balance sheet 
and notes 
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IAS 1, 75 An entity shall disclose, either in the statement of financial position or in the notes, further 
subclassifications of the line items presented, classified in a manner appropriate to the entity’s 
operations.  The disclosures vary for each item, for example:  

Entity (a)  (b) (c) (d) (e) 

F notes notes 
balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

G  notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

H notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

I 
balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

J notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

K notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

L notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

notes - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

M notes notes balance sheet notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

N notes notes balance sheet - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

O notes notes balance sheet - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

P  
balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet and 
notes 

notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

Q notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

R notes notes notes - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

S 
balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

notes - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

T notes notes notes - 
balance sheet 
and notes 
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IAS 1, 75 An entity shall disclose, either in the statement of financial position or in the notes, further 
subclassifications of the line items presented, classified in a manner appropriate to the entity’s 
operations.  The disclosures vary for each item, for example:  

Entity (a)  (b) (c) (d) (e) 

U notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

V   notes - notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

W notes notes notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

X notes notes 
balance sheet and 
notes 

- 
balance sheet 
and notes 

Y notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

notes 
balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

Z notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

notes notes 
balance sheet 
and notes 

AB notes notes 
balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet and 
notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

BC 
balance sheet 
and notes 

balance sheet 
and notes 

- - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

CD notes notes notes - 
balance sheet 
and notes 

Source: created by the authors 

Most entities do the disaggregation of the items of property, plant and equipment into classes in 
accordance with IAS 16 in the notes, while in the balance sheet they present only the synthesized 
information. All of the entities present synthesized information on receivables in the balance sheet, but in 
the notes to the financial statements they disaggregate it into amounts receivable from trade customers, 
receivables from related parties, prepayments, receivables for taxes, receivables from employees and 
other receivables. As the restaurants are a part of the hotels, the entities must have inventories, which are 
disaggregated, in accordance with IAS 2 Inventories, into classifications such as merchandise (food and 
beverages), production supplies, materials, small inventory and other inventories. Applying the principle 
of materiality, most entities do the disaggregation in the notes, rather than in the balance sheet, since the 
amounts of inventories are not significant. According to the IASs, an entity should record the provisions 
for employee benefits and other items, but not all of the entities record provisions. The ones which do so, 
mostly disclose it in the notes.  
 
According to the paragraph 86, when items of income or expense are material, an entity shall disclose 
their nature and amount separately either in the income statement or statement of other comprehensive 
income or in the notes to the financial statements. The circumstances that would give rise to the separate 
disclosure of items of income and expense include (IAS 1, 87):  
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(a) Write-downs of inventories to net realizable value or of property, plant and equipment to recoverable 
amount, as well as reversals of such write-downs;  
(b) Restructurings of the activities of an entity and reversals of any provisions for the costs of 
restructuring;  
(c) Disposals of items of property, plant and equipment;  
(d) Disposals of investments;  
(e) Discontinued operations;  
(f) Litigation settlements; and  
(g) Other reversals of provisions. 
 
The research results show that the entities rarely record the write-downs of inventories to net realizable 
value or of property to recoverable amount. The same is with the restructuring of the activities of an 
entity, disposals of investments and discounted operations, although several entities are in the process of 
the pre-settlement. More than 50 % of the entities are involved in a litigation over the ownership and 
division of lends, but not all of them record the provisions for litigations. The entities disclose that 
information in the notes, along with other provisions and sometimes also in the paragraph where they 
present contingent liabilities. Although an entity shall present an analysis of expenses recognized in 
profit or loss using a classification based on either their nature or their function within the entity, 
whichever provides information that is reliable and more relevant (IAS 1, 88), all the entities present the 
analysis of expenses using a classification based on their nature. Most of the entities have accumulated 
losses from previous periods in the balance sheet, so only two entities have distributed dividends to 
owners during the period of the FY 2016 based on the retained earnings from previous years and one 
entity which has the preference shares pays fixed dividend to their owners.  
 
Based on the conducted research it can be concluded that IAS 1 consists of many disclosure requirements 
which the entity can disclose either in the primary financial statements or in the notes. The preparers are 
not often aware which information is relevant to the users of financial statements so they disclose the 
same information in the notes even they already disclosed it in other financial statement. Since the main 
purpose of the notes is to provide a more detailed insight into significant elements of other financial 
statements, the entities should put only the relevant information in it. There is no need to give the 
definition of the accounting elements and to list the items already presented in other statements, but to 
emphasize significant items, explain their importance for the entity as well as present the policies which 
are applied by an entity. Thus, a purpose of the notes is not to cite the definitions of accounting positions 
given in the IASs, but to present the significant and relevant elements of their business. According to the 
conducted research it seems like the entities often upgrade the notes prom previous years, only changing 
the values of the financial statements positions. In this way, the entities satisfy the requirements of the 
IASs, but the notes are too extensive. It is noted that the notes gain in the volume by the years, usually 
citing the definitions and the requirements from the standards.   
 

4. Activities for the Improvement of the Notes to Financial Statements’ Quality  
 
Since the notes to financial statements have become voluminous and the source of many not so relevant 
information, while not enough relevant information from the users' perspective is omitted, the project of 
Disclosure Initiative—Principles of Disclosure has been initiated. The root standard which covers the 
principles for the notes’ preparation and disclosure – IAS 1 has been recognized as the hot issue and the 
IASB suggests either ''making amendments to the parts of IAS 1; or creating a new disclosure standard to 
replace the parts of IAS'' (IASB, 2017).  
 
Through the Initiative, the IASB suggests several levels for discussion and possible changes: 
- Principles of effective communication 
- Principles on the location of information (primary financial statements, notes, annual report) 
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- Principles to address specific disclosure concerns expressed by the users of financial statements (the 
use of performance measure, the disclosure of accounting policies) 

- Principles to improve disclosure objectives and requirements. 
 
Seven principles of effective communication between a subject and the users of financial statements 
include an entity-specific information reporting and the reporting without the duplication of information 
in different parts of the financial statements. One of the biggest problems of financial reporting 
communication is that the companies usually do copy paste of the requirements prescribed by IFRS 
Standards. According to the principles of effective communication, the information disclosed in the notes 
should be clear and simple, organized to highlight important matters, linked to related information, free 
from unnecessary duplication and comparable in an appropriate format (IASB, 2017). 
 
Second group consists of the principles about the place where information should be disclosed. 
Disclosure Initiative considers balance sheet, the statement of comprehensive income, the statement of 
changes in equity and cash flow statement as primary financial statements. The notes are extracted as a 
separate statement because their role differs from the role of primary financial statements. While the goal 
of primary financial statements is to present the financial position, business performance and the cash 
flows of a company, the role of the notes is to further clarify the information that can improve the 
knowledge on abovementioned categories. There is a general opinion that the users of financial 
statements, especially investors, put more attention on primary financial statements rather than on the 
notes.  
 
As financial statements are usually published within an annual report, the IASB discusses about the 
location of the IFRS and non-IFRS information. While it is common that the IFRS information is a part 
of financial statements, the IASB proposes that some ''IFRS information'' could be placed outside the 
financial statements part, i.e. it should be placed within an annual report. Further, ''non-IFRS 
information'’ can be placed inside the financial statements too, provided certain conditions are met. Such 
information positioning would, according to the IASB opinion, achieve more understandable annual 
report whereas the financial statements remain understandable and the information faithfully represented, 
clearly identified and cross-referenced (IASB, 2017). 
 
Further, general requirements for fair presentation of performance measures in the financial statements 
are aimed to be set through this project as well. 
 
The discussion is also about the structure of income statement and the cash flow statement which should 
be prepared in a way which makes it possible to gain subtotals, additional line items about the 
performance, and that investors wouldn't have to put a special effort to find such information in the notes 
(IFRS, 2017). 
 
The following the IASB's suggestion is about the principles of disclosures on accounting policies. The 
proposal distinguishes three categories of accounting policies depending on the policies' significance and 
necessity. For instance, first category includes the policies which are always necessary for the users 
because of the material significance of items, transactions or events (for instance the policy required by 
IFRS standards) and the level of significance decreases with the second and the third group. 
 
Finally, the Discussion Paper calls for users’ opinion on the possible methods for developing centralized 
disclosure objectives which will help the Board to set the general rules for judgments used in disclosure. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Investors and other users of financial statements use the notes to financial statements when make 
business decisions. However, practice has shown that the consideration should be given to the quality of 
the notes’ disclosures. This is why, a large project of investigation of public opinion on the disclosure has 
been initiated. Although the project has been in a process and the final version of disclosure requirements 
depends on the respondents' opinion, it is sure that the notes' structure and information content will be 
changed. As one could expect less comprehensive notes’ content as a result of the project, the reducing 
the volume of disclosures is not the main objective (Paredes, 2013). In order to examine the notes’ 
disclosure state in the entities from Croatian tourism sector a research was done. Based on our research 
results it can be concluded that the annual financial statements of the observed entities comply with the 
disclosure requirements set in the IAS 1. Regardless of the presentation which is in accordance with the 
IAS 1, the entities disclose some items in two or more statements at the same time. This makes the notes 
voluminous, with unnecessary data already disclosed in primary financial statements. Certain part of the 
notes is occupied by definitions from the IFRS. Such disclosure has become a burden for effective 
communication between an entity and the financial statements users. The preparers are not often aware 
that they should judge which information should be disclosed in the notes and which should not. After 
finishing Disclosure Initiative, provided the EU accepts a new standard or the changes of present 
standard, Croatian companies from tourism sector, as well as other preparers are gone experience the new 
requirements in the notes preparation. Consequently, investors in such companies will enjoy the new 
content of the notes and business decisions would be possible to make based on the improved accounting 
information disclosure. 
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Abstract 

 
 Notes to financial statements, along with other annual financial statements, are an important source 
of information for financial statements users, especially for shareholders and creditors. Notes provide 
more detailed information about elements of financial statements. In this paper, special attention was 
given to the notes regarding operating leases. In 2016, the International Accounting Standards Board 
issued a new accounting standard on leases - IFRS 16. The Standard is effective for annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2019 and changes the presentation of operating leases in the lessee’s 
financial statements in relation to former accounting standard - IAS 17. The most significant change 
introduced by the new standard is the presentation of right-of-use assets and related long-term 
liabilities derived from operating leases in the balance sheet of the lessee. Additional disclosure 
requirements were also introduced in notes to financial statements. The IASB emphasizes in its 
publications that the changes in accounting treatment of operating leases will have the greatest impact 
on financial statements of companies in the airline, retail, tourism and transportation industry sector. 
The theoretical background of the changes in the Standard has been investigated in the paper. Other 
than that, the paper analyses the financial statements of several companies from the airline industry 
sector. Further, in order to assess the impact of new Standard’s requirements on the financial position 
and business performance a model has been developed. Research results indicate that the presentation 
changes regarding operating lease will contribute to a better assessment of lessee’s financial liabilities 
and its financial position. The changes will also affect ROA and EBITDA of the lessee. 

 
Keywords: leases, notes, debt ratios, ROA, EBITDA 
 

1. Introduction 
 

In January 2016, the new International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS 16 - Leases) was issued. 
IFRS 16 changes the accounting treatment of operating leases. This standard is effective for annual 
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, and it replaces IAS 17 – Leases, previous accounting 
standard that prescribes the accounting policies and disclosures applicable to leases, both for lessees 
and lessors. The new standard was issues as a result of formalized co-operation between the US 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) recognized by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission as the designated accounting standard setter for public companies and the International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) - not-for-profit, public interest organization established to 
develop a single set of globally accepted accounting standards- IFRSs. As the IASB emphasizes, US 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) estimated that US public companies may have 
approximately US$1.25 trillion of off balance sheet leases (IFRS 16 – Leases, Effects Analysis 
International Financial Reporting Standard, 2016). Taking into consideration the critics of present 
disclosure requirements regarding lease liabilities, a project on accounting for leases was initiated by 
the IASB and the FASB. The current lease model has often been blamed for providing insufficient 
information on operating leases to the users of financial statements. Therefore, the most significant 
modification introduced by IFRS 16 refers to the application of unique accounting model for the 
lessees. New requirements seek from lessees to recognize assets and liabilities in the balance sheet for 
all long term leases (operating and finance) except for leases of low-value assets. The new standard 
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will have a significant impact on the financial statements of lessees, especially those who have a high 
share of operating leases in their portfolio. Four sectors with the highest value of off-balance sheet 
leases are; airline, retail, tourism and transport industry sectors. According to the IASB's assessment, 
this type of lease will account for 22.7% of total assets in the airline industry, 21.4% of total assets in 
retail industry, 20.7% of total assets in tourism industry and 11.7% of total assets in the transport 
industry (Mazars – auditor’s firm, 2016). 
 
Methodologically, this paper consists of three parts. The theoretical part of the paper involves the 
analysis of the most significant changes in financial reporting about leases i.e. we explored possible 
impact areas in the new Standard on leases - IFRS 16. The empirical research comprises two parts. 
First, the analysis of the notes to financial statements of the selected airline companies was 
conducted. Second, we made an influence analysis of the changes in accounting treatment of 
operating leases through a research model. The research model includes the assessment of airline 
companies’ indebtedness, calculation of return on assets (ROA) ratio and the calculation of EBITDA 
before and after the new IFRS requirements’ application. 
 
2. Accounting treatment of  operating leases according to IAS 17 and IFRS 16 

 

2.1.The most significant changes in lessee's financial statements 
 

Previous accounting model for leases designed under IAS 17 - Leases required from the lessee and 
the lessor to classify the lease as operating or financial lease. According to IFRS 16 “a lease is 
classified as finance if it transfers substantially all the risk and rewards incidental to ownership of an 

underlying asset. A lease is classified as an operating lease if does not transfer substantially all the 

risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an underlying assets.” The accounting treatment of 
operating and finance leases under IAS 17 was significantly different. Such a model was often 
criticized for providing insufficient information on leases to the users of financial statements, 
particularly for operating leases. Specifically, the previous model did not require the recognition of 
assets and liabilities arising from operating leases in balance sheet of the lessee, which according to 
new model presented in IFRS 16, will be mandatory. According to IAS 17 Leases, operating lease in 
balance sheet of the lessee should be presented as a short-term liability and as a lease expense for the 
accounting period, no matter the lease is long-term or short-term. Therefore, long-term lease 
liabilities arising from leases were not visible in the balance sheet. From the financial statements 
users’ point of view it was hard to estimate the real indebtedness of a company with significant share 
of assets under operating lease. With the adoption of the new Standard, the IASB decided to apply 
equal accounting treatment for all leases - operating and financial. Applying IFRS 16, in essence for 
all leases, a company is required to: (a) recognize lease assets and lease liabilities in the balance 
sheet, initially measured at the present value of unavoidable future lease payments; (b) recognize 
depreciation of lease assets and interest on lease liabilities in the income statement over the lease 
term; and (c) separate the total amount of cash paid into a principal portion (presented within 
financing activities) and interest (typically presented within either operating or financing activities) in 
the cash flow statement (IFRS 16 – Leases, Effects Analysis International Financial Reporting 
Standard, 2016). Under this approach, the lessee in operating lease shall recognize a right-of-use asset 
and a lease liability.  
 
According to IFRS 16, assets in operating lease should be presented (1) separately from the other 
assets in the balance sheet of lessee or (2) together with a similar type of asset, with an explanation in 
the notes about the position of the right-of-use assets. Lease liabilities under IFRS 16 should be 
presented: (1) separately from other liabilities or (2) together with other liabilities, with an 
explanation which liability item includes lease liabilities. Liabilities should be presented as short-term 
or long-term. IFRS 16 does not require a lessee to recognize assets and liabilities for (a) short-term 
leases (ie. leases of 12 months or less) and (b) leases of low-value assets (for example, a lease of a 
personal computer). A lessee shall initially measure the right-of-use asset at cost. According to IFRS 
16 a lessee shall subsequent measure the right-of-use asset applying a cost model unless it applies 
either fair value model or revaluation model (if the right-of-use assets meet the definition of 
investment property or property, plant and equipment). To apply a cost model, a lessee shall measure 
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the right of use assets at cost: (a) less any accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment 
loss. As can be seen in Table 1, lease accounting has changed substantially, but here is a small change 
for lessors. These changes in lease accounting will have a significant impact on the value of total 
assets and long-term liabilities of companies that have a significant portion of assets under operating 
lease. 

Tab1e 1: Operating leases according to IAS 17 and IFRS 16 in lessee's balance sheet 

 

Balance sheet items 
IAS 17 IFRS 16 

Operating leases Operating leases 

 Assets  
- 

+ 

Liabilities - + 
 

Off balance sheet rights/obligations Assets and Liabilities - 
 Source: IFRS 16 – Leases, Effects Analysis International Financial Reporting Standard, available at: http://www.ifrs.org/-

/media/project/leases/ifrs/published-documents/ifrs16-effects-analysis.pdf (20.09.2017.) 
 
The most important change in the context of lease accounting under the IFRSs is the transition from 
off-balance sheet operating leases model to balance sheet operating lease model in lessee’s 
accounting (Gulin, 2015). This change in operating lease will result in an increase in assets and 
liabilities in the balance sheet for companies that have high off-balance sheet operating leases. 
According to Gulin et al (2012) this change will result in a more transparent reporting about the 
companies’ indebtedness which will be visible through the calculation of solvency (leverage) ratios 
such as debt to asset ratio (total liabilities/total assets) or equity to assets ratio (total 
liabilities/principal). The presentation of operating lease in the balance sheet will also result in some 
modifications in income statement since the operating lease assets will be depreciated on a straight-
line basis, which will have an impact on the profitability ratios such as ROA (return on assets).  
 
For companies with material off balance sheet leases, IFRS 16 changes the nature of expenses related 
to those leases (Table 2). In IASB publication (IFRS 16 – Leases, Effects Analysis International 
Financial Reporting Standard, 2016) was noted that IFRS 16 replaces the straight-line operating lease 
expense for those leases applying IAS 17 with a depreciation charge for the lease asset (included 
within operating costs) and an interest expense on the lease liability (included within finance costs). 
The depreciation expense and the cost of interest for the right-of-use assets should be presented 
separately in profit and loss account as an operating and financial expense. 

Table 2:  Expenses of operating leases according to IAS 17 and IFRS 16 in lessee's profit and 

loss account 

 

P%L items Operating leases – 

IAS 17 

Operating leases – 

IFRS 16 

Revenue x x 

Operating costs (excluding depreciation and amortization) Single expense - 

EBITDA Lower Higher 

Depreciation and amortization - Depreciation 

Operating profit - Higher 

Interest costs - Interest 

Profit before tax No change No change 

Source:  IFRS 16 – Leases, Effects Analysis International Financial Reporting Standard, available at: http://www.ifrs.org/-
/media/project/leases/ifrs/published-documents/ifrs16-effects-analysis.pdf (20.09.2017.) 
 
In order to ensure consistency between balance sheet, profit and loss account and cash flow 
statement, IFRS 16 requires from a company to classify cash payments for: (1) the principal portion 
of lease liabilities within financing activities; and (2) the interest portion of lease liabilities in 
accordance with the requirements relating to other interest paid.  The expenditures related to short-
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term leases and low value leases should be shown within operating activities. As can be seen in Table 
3, IFRS 16 should reduce companies’ operating outflows with a corresponding increase in finance 
outflows in cash flow statement. Applying IAS 17, companies should classify the outflows related to 
operating lease in operating activities while applying new Standard – IFRS 16 such outflows should 
be classified as finance activities in cash flow statement. 
 

Table 3: Cash inflows and cash outflows related to operating leases according to IAS 17 and 

IFRS 16 in lessee's cash flow statement 

 

Cash flow items Operating leases – 

IAS 17 

Operating leases – 

IFRS 16 

Interest portion of lease liabilities Operating/financing activities Operating/financing activities 

Principal portion of lease liabilities Operating activities Financing activities 

Source: Created by authors 
 

2.2.The most significant changes in lessee's notes to financial statements 
 

The notes to financial statements provide a more detailed explanation of the information presented in 
the other financial statements. Despite the notes represent very important source of information for 
evaluation financial position and business performance of a company, some authors point out that 
financial statement users are still paying more attention to the information presented in balance sheet 
and profit and loss account than in the notes (Pavić, Žager and Rep, 2017). The reason for that can be 
found in the insufficient quality of the notes to financial statements. Shortcomings in notes to 
financial statements were recognized in the past few years by relevant global accounting (FASB, 
IASB, ANC, ICAS, and ICAEW etc.) and non-accounting (EFRAG, ESMA etc.) organizations which 
conducted several projects in order to improve the quality of the notes to financial statements (Pavić, 
Žager and Rep, 2017). Although IAS 17 required the disclosure of information about short and long-
term leases in the notes to financial statements, it was noticed that this kind of presenting a company's 
indebtedness was not sufficiently transparent. According to IFRS 16, numerical information on long-
term operating lease liabilities and corresponding right-to-use assets will now be presented to the 
users through balance sheet. As IAS 17 seeks (International Accounting Standards Board, 2016), 
lessees in operating leases were required to disclose the following lease information in the notes to 
financial statements: (a) the total of future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating 
leases for each of the following periods: (i) not later than one year, (ii) later than one year and not 
later than five years, (iii) later than five years, (b) the total of future minimum sublease payments 
expected to be received under non-cancellable subleases at the balance sheet date; (c) lease and 
sublease payments recognized as an expense in the period, with separate amounts for minimum lease 
payments, contingent rents, and sublease payments; (d) a general description of the lessee's 
significant leasing arrangements including but not limited to the following; (i) the basis on which 
contingent rent payable is determined, (ii) the existence and terms of renewal or purchase options and 
escalation clauses; and (iii) restriction imposed by lease arrangements, such as those concerning 
dividends, additional debt and further leasing (Ernst&Young, 2012). 
 
According to IFRS 16, the objective of disclosures in the notes of lessees is to, along with the 
information provided in balance sheet, profit and loss account and statement of cash flows; give a 
basis for the users of financial statements to assess the effect that leases have on the financial 
position, financial performance and cash flows of the lessee. IFRS 16 requires from lessee to disclose 
the following amounts for the reporting period in a tabular format, unless another format is more 
appropriate: (a) depreciation charge for right-of-use assets by class of underlying asset; (b) interest 
expense on lease liabilities; (c) the expense relating to short-term leases. This expense need not 
include the expense relating to leases with a lease term of one month or less; (d) the expense relating 
to leases of low value assets, (e) the expense relating to variable lease payments not included in the 
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measurement of lease liabilities; (f) income from subleasing right-of-use assets; (g) total cash outflow 
for leases, (h) additions to right-of-use, (i) gains or losses arising from sale and leaseback 
transactions; and (j) the carrying amount of right-of-use assets at the end of the reporting period by 
class of underlying assets (International Accounting Standards Board, 2016). Moreover, a lessee shall 
disclose additional qualitative and quantitative information about its leasing activities to meet 
disclosure objectives. 
 
Unlike IAS 17, IFRS 16 does not include a list of prescriptive qualitative disclosures but rather sets 
out the objectives and requires from companies to determine information that would satisfy those 
objectives (IFRS 16 – Leases, Effects Analysis International Financial Reporting Standard, 2016). 
The reason is that IASB wants to improve lease reporting by focusing on information important for 
business decisions making. It can be concluded that, in relation to IAS 17, some information 
“migrate” from the notes to financial statements to balance sheet. Also, new disclosure requirements 
have been added to the Standard. It should be presented in a table to ensure better transparency of the 
notes. Such a request certainly contributes to a better overview of the notes that makes it easier for 
financial statements’ users to find particular information. In addition, the presentation of long-term 
(non-current) lease liabilities in balance sheet contributes to a better understanding of the companies’ 
financial position. 
 
3.  The Importance of Changes In The Notes About Leases On The Evaluation 

Of Indebtedness And Other Performance Measures – Case Of Airline Industry 
 

3.1. Analysis of notes to financial statements on leases in airline industry 
 
The airline industry is a leading industry in the world. It creates very high added value and thus 
contributes significantly to the economic development. „According to the IATA’s (the International 
Air Transport Association) director general and CEO, currently, aviation provides 58 million jobs and 
contributes ~$2.4 trillion in GDP. This is expected to increase to 105 million jobs and $6 trillion in 
GDP in 2034” (Market Realist, 2014). On the other hand, it requires intensive, significant and 
continuous investments in new technologies and maintaining existing capacities. There are two ways 
of financing aircraft: the purchase or leasing. Direct purchase or bank financing is considered a 
traditional way of financing airline companies, but in recent years, there is a very intense trend of 
renting airplanes through operating leasing. Each of these modes of financing has its advantages and 
disadvantages (StartupBoeing , 2007). By buying an aircraft it is possible to realize maximum airline 
control of airplane configuration, airline acquires equity in fleet, some countries give tax benefits and 
similar. However, it seems that for some airlines (especially those small ones) such a way of 
financing is unavailable since they would not be able to obtain expensive assets and aircraft due to 
the lack of funds. On the other hand, this type of financing requires large investment and financing 
requirements. Also, there is a residual value risk - less fleet flexibility than operating lease. The 
operating lease of an aircraft may reduce the capital investment requirements and increase fleet plan 
flexibility.  
 
Notes to financial statements are an important source of information for all users, and especially 
external. In order to find out how they look, how extensive and which information related to the 
leases they contain, the paper analyzed annual reports and the notes on lease of several airline 
companies (Air France, Turkish Airlines, British Airways, Lufthansa, Adria Ways and Croatia 
Airlines) – Table 4. The analyzed notes are prepared in accordance with the requirements of IAS 17. 
At the beginning, it should be noted that the scope of the notes to financial statements varies from 
company to company, but on average, they are written on more than 50 pages. Each analyzed airline 
defines what leases are and how the company records them in accounting evidence. This is done 
through the explanation of significant accounting policies in the notes. In almost all analyzed airlines, 
operating lease payments are recognized as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term, 
except where another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in which economic 
benefits from the leased asset are consumed. Contingent rentals arising under operating leases are 
recognized as an operating expense in the period in which they are incurred.  
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From Table 4 it can be seen that it was not possible to determine the exact number of aircraft that are 
under operating lease for all analyzed airline companies. Therefore, it is not possible to determine the 
exact effects of the application of the new IFRS 16 on the financial position of the observed airlines. 
In addition, it can be noted that aircraft lease cost significantly differ depending on the size of the 
airlines. Usually, smaller airlines largely rely on operating leases while larger companies have a much 
higher percentage of its own aircraft in the fleet. However, nowadays, all airlines, regardless of the 
size, turn increasingly to operating leases. “Over a third of the world’s airline fleet is now rented and 
the proportion is likely to keep growing” (The Economist, 2012).  
 

Table 4:  Information on leased aircraft of the selected airlines in their annual reports 

 

Airline Country 
Aircraft 

fleet 

Number 

of aircraft 

in lease 

Aircraft  

 lease costs 

(on an annual base) 
Other information 

Air France –

KLM Group 

(Consolidated 
financial 
statements 
2016) 

France 

534 
(total 

number of 
aircraft in 
operation) 

- 
1,073,000,000 € 

 
 

The minimum future 
payments on 
operating leases for 
the period less than 
1 year, between 1 – 
5 years and over 5 
year 

British 

Airways 

(Annual Report 
2016) 
 

Great 
Britain 

290 
(total 

number of 
aircraft in 
operation) 

- 

159,000,000 £ 
(180,722,893 € ) 

exchange rate 
1 GBP = 1.13911 EUR 

The minimum future 
payments on 
operating leases for 
the period less than 
1 year, between 1 – 
5 years and over 5 
year 

Turkish 

Airlines 

(Annual Report 
2016) 

Turkey 

334 
(total 

number of 
aircraft in 
operation) 

- 

244,000,000 $ 
(207,412,454  €) 

exchange rate 
1 EUR = 1.1800 USD 

The minimum future 
payments on 
operating leases for 
the period less than 
1 year, between 1 – 
5 years and over 5 
year 

Lufthansa 

Group (Annual 
Report 2016) 

Germany - 206 

Costs under long-term 
operating leases with terms 
up to 2022 came to EUR 
833,000,000 in the 
financial year 2016. 
Expenses for operating 
leases were mainly payable 
to affiliated companies; 
only EUR 13,000,000 
related to an external 
lessor. 

- 

Croatia 

Airlines 

(Annual Report 
2016) 

Croatia 

5 
(owned 
aircraft 

excluding 
aircraft in 

lease) 

7 
(rental 
period 

between 2 
and 10 
years) 

135,867,000 kn 
(18,145,475 €) exchange 

rate 
1EUR = 7.487652 KN 

The minimum future 
payments on 
operating leases for 
the period less than 
1 year, between 1 – 
5 years and over 5 
year 

Adria Airways 

(Annual Report 
2013) 

Slovenia 

6 
(owned 
aircraft 

excluding 
aircraft in 

lease) 

5 
(rental 
period 

between 3 
and 11 
years) 

10,633,095 € - 

Source: Annual Reports of selected airlines (for more detail see Reference list) 
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One of the requirements of the IAS 17 is to present the total of future minimum future payments on 
operating leases for each of the following periods: (i) not later than one year, (ii) later than one year 
and not later than five years, (iii) later than five years. In accordance with the conducted analysis, 
almost all the observed airline companies met this request (except Adria Airways and Lufthansa 
Group) and published the information in the notes to financial statements. Finally, airlines are aware 
of the new Standard (IFRS 16) on leases. For example, British Airways Group is currently assessing 
the impact of the new Standard on their financial statements. “It is expected that both net debt and 
non-current assets will increase on implementation of this standard as obligations to make future 
payments under leases currently classified as operating leases are recognized on the balance sheet, 
along with the related ‘right-of-use’ asset” (British Airlines, 2016).  

 

3.2. Implications of the new leasing standard on a company's financial position 

and performance – model design  
 

It has already been stated that the changes of the new standard on leases (IFRS 16) influence the 
airlines that are relying on operating leases in financing their core business. The effects should be 
visible in two basic financial statements: balance sheet and profit and loss account. Since airlines 
nowadays often rent aircraft through operating leases it is not surprising that this industry is selected 
for a case study. Since the IFRS 16 is effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019 it 
was not possible to analyze the impact of the new Standard on actual data. Therefore, the simulation 
of data was carried out for two airline companies that will serve as an illustrative example.  

Table 5: Financial statements of two airline companies using IAS 17 and IFRS 16 

 

Airline Company A 

(leases 1 aircraft) 

IAS 

17 

IFRS 

16 

Airline Company B 

(leases 10 aircraft) 

IAS 

17 

IFRS 

16 

BALANCE SHEET (in millions of EUR) 

Non-current assets 80 96,2 Non-current assets 80 242 

 - Property, plant and equipment 60 76,2  - Property, plant and equipment 60 222 
- Other non-current assets 20 20 - Other non-current assets 20 20 
Current assets 20 20 Current assets 20 20 

TOTAL ASSET 100 116,2 TOTAL ASSET 100 262 

Equity  40 40 Equity  40 40 

Non-current liabilities 12 28,2 Non-current liabilities 12 174 

- Lease liabilities 0 16,2 - Lease liabilities 0 162 
- Other liabilities 12 12 - other liabilities 12 12 

Current liabilities 48 48 Current liabilities 48 48 

- Lease liabilities 1,8 1,8 - Lease liabilities 18 18 

- Other liabilities 46,2 46,2 - Other liabilities 30 30 

TOTAL EQUITY AND 

LIABILITIES 
100 116,2 

TOTAL EQUITY AND 

LIABILITIES 
100 262 

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT (in millions of EUR) 

Revenues 90 90 Revenues 90 90 

Operating costs (excluding 

depreciation and amortization) 
84 82,2 

Operating costs (excluding 

depreciation and amortization) 
84 66 

- Lease cost 1,8 0 - Lease cost 18 0 
- Other operating costs 82,2 82,2 - Other operating costs 66 66 
EBITDA 6 7,8 EBITDA 6 24 

Depreciation and amortization 3 4,4 Depreciation and amortization 3 17 
Operating profit 3 3,4 Operating profit 3 7 

Interest - expenditure 1 1,4 Interest - expenditure 1 5 
Profit before tax 2 2 Profit before tax 2 2 

Source: Created by authors 
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Model has ten assumptions: (1) both airlines lease aircraft for the purpose of carrying out the services 
of carriage of passengers, mail and goods. (2) Airline companies have the same number of aircraft in 
their ownership. However, the first airline (Company A) leases only one aircraft by using operating 
lease and the second one (Company B) with the same balance sheet is leasing 10 aircrafts under 
operating leasing. (3) The useful life of each aircraft is 25 years. (4) The linear depreciation method is 
applied. (5) Under the lease agreement, the annual rent of one aircraft is EUR 1,800,000, which is a 
total of EUR 18,000,000 for 10 aircraft. (6) Both of the companies leased each aircraft for a period of 
10 years. (7) Present value of unavoidable future lease payments for the Airline Company A is EUR 
18,000,000 and for the Airline Company B it is EUR 180,000,000. (8) Depreciation and amortization 
(when applying IFRS 16) for the Airline Company A is EUR 1,400,000 and for the Airline Company 
B it is EUR 14,000,000. (9) Interest - expenditure (when applying IFRS 16) for company A is EUR 
400,000 and for Airline Company B it is EUR 4,000,000. (10) Revenues of both airline companies 
are EUR 90,000,000. 
 
Table 5 shows the effects of the application of IFRS 17 for two airlines with different share of 
operating leases in their portfolio. As it can be seen in table 5, the model shows that lease agreement 
of one aircraft will increase the property, plant and equipment value (EUR 16,200,000 is net value of 
property, plant and equipment (18,000,000 – 1,800,000)) as well as the value of non-current lease 
liabilities (EUR 1,800,000 is presented as current lease liabilities (matured part of long-term 
liabilities for one year)) for EUR 16,200,000. For Airline Company B the increase in property, plant 
and equipment will be much higher because company leases 10 aircrafts (EUR 162,000,000). 
 
On the other hand, different proportion of leased asset will affect only the structure of profit and loss 
account. Precisely, only the structure of the costs/expenses will be changed will change. Operating 
cost excluding amortization and depreciation will be lower for a yearly lease expense on annual basis 
(that is EUR 1,800,000 for Airline Company A and EUR 18,000,000 for Airline Company B). This 
means that EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) will be much 
higher when applying IFRS 16 especially for Airline Company B. On the other hand, amortization 
and depreciation cost and interest - expenditure cost will be higher for the same amount. Therefore, 
the profit before taxes remained the same. Finally, it is possible to conclude that effects on balance 
sheet are significant for both airlines and especially for Airline Company B because of material off 
balance leases. However, the overall effect on profit or loss is not as significant as for balance sheet. 
 

Table 6:  The effects of different accounting standards (IAS 17 vs. IFRS 16) about leases on the 

selected financial ratios 

Financial ratio Formula 
What it 

measures 

Airline 

company A 

(leases 1 

aircraft) 

Airline 

company B 

(leases 10 

aircraft) 

IAS 

17 

IFRS 

16 

IAS 

17 

IFRS 

16 

Debt to total assets liabilities/assets 
Solvency 
(leverage)  

0.6 0.66 0.6 0.85 

Equity to total assets equity/assets 
Solvency 
(leverage)  

0.4 0.34 0.4 0.15 

Debt to equity liabilities/equity 
Solvency 
(leverage)  

1.5 1.91 1.5 5,55 

Asset turnover revenue/assets Activity 0.9 0.77 0.9 0.34 

EBITDA – earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation 
and amortization 

profit before tax + interest + 
tax + depreciation and 
amortization 

Profitability 6.0 7.8 6.0 24 

ROA 
Profit before tax + Interest - 
expenditure/ assets 

Profitability 3% 2,93% 3% 2,67% 

Source: Created by authors 
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In order to evaluate impact effects of IFRS 16 application on the financial position, indebtedness and 
profitability of a company some of the most commonly used financial ratios were calculated (table 6). 
It can be seen that leverage ratios i.e. long term solvency is significantly affected. It is evident that 
debt indicators deteriorated. Both analyzed airline companies show increase in debt to equity ratio 
because of the increase of non-current liabilities for lease liabilities. For Airline Company B, the most 
significant change is seen in indebtedness indicator (debt to total assets ratio), where up to 85% of 
total assets are funded by debt. Total asset turnover decreased because lease assets were recognized 
as the part of total assets. Finally, we tested company’s profitability. As previously stated, EBITDA is 
significantly higher and ROA is lower for Airline Company B because of the higher share of 
operating leases in its portfolio. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
Leases play a very important role in modern business conditions and, as such, have a significant 
impact on the financial position and business performance of a company. Therefore, it is extremely 
important to supply users with transparent information on the company’s business operations. This is 
particularly the case with operating leases. The previous model, formed in IAS 17, did not provide 
the users with complete picture of the lessee’s indebtedness. The absence of information about leases 
on the balance sheet meant that investors and analysts could not asses the company’s financial 
position and performance properly without making some adjustments. That is why the IASB made 
the revision of existing standards requirements and issued a completely new IFRS 16, which requires 
the recognition of assets and long-term liabilities for all leases except for leases of low-value assets.  
 
Airlines industry will be significantly influenced by new Standard, especially those airlines that have 
a high share of operating leases in their portfolio. For the purpose of presenting IFRS 16 effects on 
balance sheet and profit and loss account a model design of two airlines with different portion of 
operating lease was developed. According to our research results it can be concluded that the changes 
in accounting treatment of operating leases result with; (1) higher indebtedness indicators, (2) lower 
asset profitability ratios (ROA), (3) higher EBITDA for airline companies with significant share of 
right-of-use assets. In order to see how companies reported on operating lease so far, we analyzed 
notes about operating lease of the selected airlines. According to the conducted analysis, it is evident 
that the information on leases can be found in the notes but in a non-transparent way. Therefore, the 
change of Standard will be of great benefit to all users when assessing the company's real debt. Some 
information “migrates” from notes to balance sheet; new disclosure requirements have been added to 
the standard and notes should be presented in a table.  
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Abstract  

 
Engagement leads to enhanced productivity and competitive edge but due to lack of proper employee 
engagement policies and practices, disengagement cost economies billions of rupees. The purpose of this 
study is to conduct a comprehensive literature survey of the major best practices used for employee 
engagement globally.  It could be used as employee engagement best practices guide for business in 
developing countries where the concept of employee engagement is in its infancy stage. The paper 
provides background of employee engagement, identify attributes of engagement and analyze widely 
used engagement models. Analysis of engagement models with their respective concepts and constructs 
are summarized which would serve as a baseline for organizations to select the appropriate elements of 
models in the context of business domain and cultural norms.  

 

Keywords: Attributes, Engagement, Employee Engagement, Performance   

Introduction 

The ability of an organization to create a sustainable competitive edge relies mainly on its prowess to 
have an engaged workforce (Porter, 1998). It is anticipated that employee engagement (EE) helps in 
developing positive attitude and motivated work relationship with in the organization. Because EE plays 
an important part in ensuring that employees will give their 100% even in tough times and in time when 
organization need them more than ever (Bates, 2004).  According to Gallup’s research the engagement 
levels are dismally low and only 33% of US workforce is engaged (Gallup, 2017). While engagement is 
considered as a predictor of organizational success because world’s successful organizations are armed 
with 70% of the engaged workforce according to Gallup. Conversely, research is focused majorly on 
negative psychological aspects. Journal of Health and Occupational Psychology is dealing with negative 
psychology where only 5% of the research articles are based on positive psychology (Schaufeli & Bakker 
, 2004). There is little focus towards positive psychology and consequently EE has not enjoyed its due 
share of importance.  Only in the last twenty years, the topic of EE has begun to catch attention of 
academicians, researchers and industry leadership.     

Under positive psychology, employee engagement is a distinctive construct which gathers all positive job 
attributes under one umbrella like Job Satisfaction, Commitment, Organizational Citizenship and 
Willingness to help (Ramarajan & Sujatha, 2015). Studies had concluded that EE is significantly 
correlated with higher organizational performance, but it is also revealed that the picture is not so 
straightforward (Kahn, 1990). EE as a construct itself is a very unitary and typical thus, this study will 
summarize and elaborate different factors, drivers and features of EE, which will help organizations to 
identify needs of employees, to choose suitable engagement tools and identify the organization’s gaps in 
achieving success. This research highlights (i) the organizational awareness about EE and (ii) various 
attributes of EE models.  
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Background  
 

Employee engagement seems a new term but it has gathered importance couple of decades ago. Though 
the very first article on EE was published in 1990s but in the 70’s and 80’s employee satisfaction (Job 
Satisfaction) was used as an alternate expression for EE (Hallberg & Schaufeli, 2006). Kahn suggested 
that term employee satisfaction is more about employee-organization relationship (Kahn, 1990) where EE 
is about “employee itself”. This concept was further substantiated by research that an employee if 
“engaged” will be satisfied but satisfied employee will not be necessarily engaged (Hallberg & Schaufeli, 
2006). Paradigm of EE shifted, when “personnel” became “Human resource” (Perrin, Working Today: 
Understanding What Drives Employee Engagment , 2003). “Employee Commitment” which was used a 
substitute term for EE, again research concluded that employee commitment could be a predictor of EE 
but could not be used as a replacement (Durkin, 2007). Researchers suggests that EE could be understood 
as “Passion for work” (Truss, Soane, Edwards, & Wisdom, 2006) where commitment refers to “living 
and standing up to the vision of the organization”(S. Abraham, 2012; Davis, 2015; Durkin, 2007). EE 
concept matured when a paper “From People to Profits” published in 1990 and concluded that the 
freedom of “being oneself” at work place engages an employee more into work (Kahn, 1990). 

“The harnessing of organizational members’ selves to their work roles” is the first definition given by 
Kahn for the term EE. He determined that when an employee express himself cognitively, emotionally 
and physically during job performance, EE is said to have realized (Kahn, 1990). Recent era definitions 
of EE varies organization to organization. A survey report on EE in US analyzed that organizations fall 
into a trap of mistaking their employee engagement survey strategy (Aon Hewitt, 2012). Organizations 
ask common EE questions to measure their employees’ engagement which obviously does not lead an 
organization towards improving performance (Adkins, 2016). 

EE is a complex concept with different factors influencing engagement at different level. Consequently, 
EE also defined differently in different organizations. So it is important that the approach towards 
engaging employees, in organizational processes should be different (Thakur, 2014).  EE’s importance 
goes beyond a “happy worker” and organization’s benefits. Hence, less than of 25% of the organizations 
believe that their employees are engaged (HBR, 2013). Another report by Harvard Business Review 
determined that after recessionary years, organizations were highly engaged in investing in growth and 
cost cutting strategies. This report further concluded that critical success factors considered by leaders for 
a successful business are customer services, effective communication and high level of employee 
engagement. Despite of having awareness about importance of EE in western countries, results of Gallup 
poll shows consistent low levels of EE. It shows that for the last fifteen years engaged employees’ 
percentage in United Sates remained less than 33% while in 2014 to 2015 percentage of engaged 
employees increased from 31.5% to 32%(Adkins, 2015).  

In modern time with cost cutting and organizational culture, engagement is the most important issue 
companies are facing. The story of oil market downturn is not very old when organizations were facing 
challenge of retaining workforce as well as keep them engaged with work when business crashes kept 
employees’ moral down (Ross, 2011). Evidence suggests that US lost 350 billion dollars per year to the 
disengagement of employees at work (Ross, 2011). The study also revealed that engagement is highly co 
related to the high performance thus, highly engaged employee outperform 400% more than a moderately 
engaged coworker (Ross, 2011). 

Employee Engagement Conceptualization  

History of EE definitions suggest that EE as construct consistently misinterpreted (Shuck & Wollard, 
2009). Khan (1990) suggested that “people act out momentary attachments and detachments in role 
performances” with the reference to internationalist theory given by Goffman (Goffman, 1961; Kahn, 
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1990). Kahn (1990) drew suggestions from different psychologists’ research work and hypothe
for engagement employee safety, meaningfulness and availability are important attributes 
Abraham, 1970; Alderfe, 1972; Goffman, 1961; Kahn, 1990)
one-self without fear of  negative influence on image, status and career, “return on performance” as 
meaningfulness and availability referred as emotional, psychological and physical resources ar
or not (Kahn, 1990). 

Until 2001 personal engagement and disengagement was focus of empirical research linked with 
employee burnout. It was posited that 
Leiter, 2001). Schaufeli and Baker in 2002 suggested that being engaged is a psychological state. When 
an employee feel enthusiastic, energized, joyful at work he/she will defi
engaged with the work (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004)
which suggests that when people find psychologically positive and socially acceptable work environment, 
they tend to get engaged in work. The positive environ

Current Status of Employee Engagement  

A question, an organization should ask and should be asked
using to measure its employee performance. In this global era where workforce is different and digital, 
companies are still relying on surveys, tools, correlation tech
the retention rate of employees bu
And suppose if they provide insights, then those insights do not hel
there is $1 billion worth market of survey agencies, who provide surveys with statistical models which 
measures level of engagement considering variety of job engagement predictors e.g. leadership style in 
organization, job satisfaction, commitment, enjoyment, rotation of work and work life balance 
2013). Models are reliable and valid but actionable results are far from consideration level 
, Dye , Kaplan, & Pressman, 2014)
the basis of the findings of current research which 

A report by HBR Analytic Services 

Source: (HBR, 2013) 

. Kahn (1990) drew suggestions from different psychologists’ research work and hypothe
for engagement employee safety, meaningfulness and availability are important attributes 
Abraham, 1970; Alderfe, 1972; Goffman, 1961; Kahn, 1990).  Safety referred to the ability to express 

self without fear of  negative influence on image, status and career, “return on performance” as 
meaningfulness and availability referred as emotional, psychological and physical resources ar

Until 2001 personal engagement and disengagement was focus of empirical research linked with 
employee burnout. It was posited that EE is antithesis to the employee burnout (Maslach, Schaufel, & 

. Schaufeli and Baker in 2002 suggested that being engaged is a psychological state. When 
an employee feel enthusiastic, energized, joyful at work he/she will definitely get involved and remain

(Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004).  In 2009, Slaski gave psychosocial
which suggests that when people find psychologically positive and socially acceptable work environment, 
they tend to get engaged in work. The positive environment is important for EE (Slaski & Cowan, 2009)

of Employee Engagement   

A question, an organization should ask and should be asked that what kind of tools and tech
performance. In this global era where workforce is different and digital, 

surveys, tools, correlation techniques and models which can only predict 
the retention rate of employees but cannot provide any insights on employee engagement 
And suppose if they provide insights, then those insights do not help organizations to outperform. In US

billion worth market of survey agencies, who provide surveys with statistical models which 
measures level of engagement considering variety of job engagement predictors e.g. leadership style in 

, job satisfaction, commitment, enjoyment, rotation of work and work life balance 
. Models are reliable and valid but actionable results are far from consideration level 

n, & Pressman, 2014). Issues of engagement have risen in the minds of business leaders on 
current research which is as follows: 

A report by HBR Analytic Services identifies the most impactful EE drivers as follows: 

Figure 1.1:  EE drivers 

. Kahn (1990) drew suggestions from different psychologists’ research work and hypothesized that 
for engagement employee safety, meaningfulness and availability are important attributes (H. M. 

.  Safety referred to the ability to express 
self without fear of  negative influence on image, status and career, “return on performance” as 

meaningfulness and availability referred as emotional, psychological and physical resources are available 

Until 2001 personal engagement and disengagement was focus of empirical research linked with 
(Maslach, Schaufel, & 

. Schaufeli and Baker in 2002 suggested that being engaged is a psychological state. When 
get involved and remain 

psychosocial model of EE 
which suggests that when people find psychologically positive and socially acceptable work environment, 

(Slaski & Cowan, 2009). 

that what kind of tools and techniques it is 
performance. In this global era where workforce is different and digital, 

niques and models which can only predict 
gagement (HBR, 2013). 

p organizations to outperform. In US, 
billion worth market of survey agencies, who provide surveys with statistical models which 

measures level of engagement considering variety of job engagement predictors e.g. leadership style in 
, job satisfaction, commitment, enjoyment, rotation of work and work life balance (HBR, 

. Models are reliable and valid but actionable results are far from consideration level (Ray, Hayland 
. Issues of engagement have risen in the minds of business leaders on 
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• 54% employees recommend that Glassdoor (a company which ask their employees to rate and evaluate 
their employers) is a place to work (Brown, Melian, Solow, Chheng, & Parker, 2015) 

• 50% of the employees would never recommend their peers to join their employer (Volini & Dussert, 
2015) 

• According to Victorian equal opportunity rights 80% of the work force want to be a part of an 
organization which is highly committed and compassionate about diversity (Deloitte, 2013) 

• 72% of the employees seek recognitions as an important factor to get themselves engaged (HBR, 2013). 

Literature Survey 

Employee Engagement and Relationship Attributes  

Before identifying construct based attributes of EE, individual factors are necessary to be defined and 
identified because engagement is more of a personal and decisional attitude rather than learned, altered or 
acquired (Lawrence, 2016). Relationship attributes or subjective attributes of EE are relationship of 
employee with  

a. Co-workers and peers 
b. Line managers  
c. Organization itself 
d. And outside the organization (stakeholder of the organization like suppliers and customers) 

Researchers argue that employee and employer relationship should be a mutual-gain relationship to 
improve business productivity (Lawrence, 2016). Consequently, psychometric assessment is also used 
widely to analyze relationship and changing association between employer and employee (Khan, Yar, 
Khan, Nawaz, & Khan, 2013).  72% of the employees agreed that recognition given by employer having 
a positive impact of EE (HBR, 2013) (See Fig 1.1).  

Employee Engagement and Demographics  

To understand employee engagement concretely, an organization needs to understand changing 
demographics of human resource. According to research, changes in age composition of employee will 
have significant impact on business (Pitt-Catsouphes et al., 2011). Workforce demographics significantly 
affect satisfaction, commitment, engagement and productivity (Shah & Jalees, 2004).  

Gallup (2015) reported that “different people should be managed differently”(Robison, 2015). This report 
revealed that college graduates are more disengaged than high school diploma workers. College graduates 
spend more time to earn their degree than keep themselves engaged in the work field. Generation X 
seems to be concerned about what their organization stands for, and so as baby boomers, who kept 
engaged at work where they feel their managers are doing extra efforts to show them that they are 
important part of the organization (Robison, 2015). The manager/leader should understand the thought 
process of an employee and do some extra efforts to recognize employees’ talent, experiences, skills, 
mind evolution and working style which needs to be managed and polished individually according to 
their age, race, gender, generation and psychometrics (Robison, 2015).  
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Methodology  

For data analysis authors have selected qualitative method called Content Analysis. In mass media 
research this method is also called data collection method because of extraction of data through sources 
e.g. newspaper, contents, articles and etcetera (Mayring, 2014). In Content analysis, approach any kind of 
material like interviews, observations documents could be analyzed. For this study, Secondary Content 
Analysis approach is used in which data is collected from secondary texts, database, study material, 
scientific researches, white papers, annual and research reports. In qualitative content analysis, video 
materials can also  be used to analyze and interpret (Mayring, 2014; Glaeser-Zikuda, Seidel, Rohlfs, & 
Groesc, 2005). Summarizing is the approach under content analysis by which secondary data on EE was 
collected, analyzed and explained.   

Employee Engagement Models 

Managers should stop only looking at what their organization is trying to achieve, which is success. 
Because success can be easily achieved by completing financial and operational goals but how 
organization achieve those goals is the part of organizational strategy (Gates, 2010).  Strategy carried out 
by individuals working in that organizations thus their interest in the organization, willingness of work, 
sense of responsibility and pleasure will help managers to take organization on the path of sustainable 
success (PWC, 2017). Therefore, engagement of employee is an important aspect in which managers and 
leaders shall invest their time and resources. For this study three models have been chosen (1) Zinger 
Model, (2) Aon Hewitt’s Model, and (3) X-Model of employee engagement.  Rational for choosing these 
models is that these models are used globally and model’s validity and reliability is checked constantly by 
the respective organizations (Aon Hewitt, 2015; Zinger, 2013).  

1. Zinger Model 

David Zinger, a Canadian ManagementC designed EE model to increase engagement in organizations. 
With 25 years of experience in management field, and the experience of extensive research he developed 
a workable model with 10 key aspects that managers must consider and follow to achieve organizational 
success (MSG Experts, 2017). Under this model, managers being accurate by not give too much work or 
burden to their employees which could result in disengagement fatigue and disinterest (David  Zinger, 
2012). Being accurate means managers are aware of organization’s mission, goals and values. They are 
responsible to share knowledge about organization’s strategies and let them (employees) know that an 
employee too have a role to play in the success of the organization (Vrouvas, 2016). When managers and 
subordinates work together to achieve an organizational goal, engagement level automatically rise (David  
Zinger, 2012) . 

David provided a bold pyramid for EE which suggests that engagement could be achieved if an 
organization is equipped with practices according to the blocks of the model (David  Zinger, 2012). 
Blocks of engagement are achieving goals, increasing performance, path progress, building relationships, 
recognition, master moments, strengthening, making meaning, enhancing wellbeing and enduring energy. 

Model Summary 

Zinger model lined EE with actionable and result oriented performance (Zinger, 2009). The pyramid 
starts from the top block of achieving results which is directed towards EE. Therefore the model starts 
with a key question that who wants to achieve what, in the organization (Zinger, 2013). In order to 
achieve results, an organization must improve performance by letting employees’ know that how they 
are going to achieve and what organization is intended to accomplish in order to achieve organization’s 
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ultimate goals (Schachter, 2012). Crafting strategy grabbed an essential place in the pyramid because 
according to Aon Hewitt’s report biggest drop in EE is due to mangers not providing or failing to provide 
a clear perception of what organization wants to achieve (Aon Hewitt, 2012). Hence performance cannot 
be increased if jobs are not crafted properly (David Zinger, 2013). Job crafting is a practice of making 
cognitive and physical changes in the job in order to keep employees engaged (Berg, Dutton, & 
Wrzesniewski, 2008). Although job crafting makes tasks little bit difficult to achieve but in challenging 
jobs employees remain motivated to invest their efforts and time (Gorgievski & Hobfoll, 2008). Next 
block is path progress, progress principle 2012 determined that progress facilitation is most effective 
way to engage and motivate employees. 

 

Fig: 1.2: Engagement Pyramid 

Source: ( Zinger, 2016) 

The survey was conducted on 12000 daily diary entries of employees which summarized that even 
progress happen in small step or small chunks but it is important to make an employee realize that he/she 
at least succeed or achieved something or took another step towards its goal. This realization will create 
sense of motivation amongst employees and will keep them engage at work (Amabile & Kramer, 2012). 
When managers feel their responsibility to help, train and motivate an employee, a relationship of trust 
will automatically be build, which is the next block of the pyramid. Building relationship (Zinger, 2012) 
is foundation of EE. John M suggest that successful mangers are those who are able to develop and 
maintain networks and build relationships ( John M, Gottman, & Joan, 2005). Fostering recognition is 
the block after relationship (Zinger, 2013) suggested by Zinger. In which he elaborated that (Re-
cognition) which means managers needs to re-evaluate the meaning of the word recognition which is 
beyond roasters, donuts, minimum encouragements like saying “good job” kind of thing (Zinger, 2013). 
Today’s work environment and workers are diverse. For this modern generation recognition could be 
using social media network at work, it can be an eat al fresco and also can be totally personal. According 
to Gallup survey it is suggested that EE and employee recognition are highly correlated variables, results 
were also endorsed by The Corporate Leadership Council and Towers Perrin (Perrin, 2003; Perrin, 2005; 
Council, 2004; Gallup, 2017). After recognition, model points towards master moments and leverage 

strength.  Campbell (the parent organization of Campbell soup) introduces touch points to transform 
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disengagement onto engagement. They
establish high performance in someone’s life. Touch
get some task done so a manger needs to identify such touch points so that employees realize and 
memorize their master moments at work
can enhance their wellbeing as an engaged employee
also for his/her own satisfaction.  

2. Aon Hewitt’s EE Model 

Aon Hewitt a management consulting and human capital provider in at least  more than 120 countries  
developed a model of measurement of employee engagement 
report by Hewitt suggest that organization’s ability to take step to improve 
organizations are in dire need of engaging employees and retain
of engagement gives insights of psychological state of an employee which leads an employee towards 
better performance (Aon Hewitt, 2017)

Source: (Aon Hewitt, 2012) 

Model Summary 

If an organization focus on employee outcomes, it will help organization to keep its employees engaged. 
This model initially describes drivers of engagement which are 
company practice, the basics and work 

organization to organization, culture and country wise 
drivers differ in terms of job segment. Hewitt
leader, his beliefs, experiences and displayed behavior effect psychological attitude of an employee 

isengagement onto engagement. They demonstrated that each point has ability to touch opportunity and 
establish high performance in someone’s life. Touch points could be a get together between two people to 
get some task done so a manger needs to identify such touch points so that employees realize and 

ze their master moments at work and try to make meaning out of it. Employees who are engaged 
an engaged employee not only work for the organization
 This will further induce energy and motivation in an employee

Aon Hewitt a management consulting and human capital provider in at least  more than 120 countries  
developed a model of measurement of employee engagement (Aon Hewitt, 2015). Engagement 2.0 a 
report by Hewitt suggest that organization’s ability to take step to improve EE is going backward

need of engaging employees and retaining them (Aon Hewitt, 2015)
engagement gives insights of psychological state of an employee which leads an employee towards 

(Aon Hewitt, 2017). 

Fig: 1.3: Aon Hewitt’s Model 

If an organization focus on employee outcomes, it will help organization to keep its employees engaged. 
This model initially describes drivers of engagement which are brand, leadership, 
company practice, the basics and work (Aon Hewitt, 2017). Though drivers of engagement differ
organization to organization, culture and country wise (Aon Hewitt, 2015), it is also suggested that 
drivers differ in terms of job segment. Hewitt model determined that engagement culture start

is beliefs, experiences and displayed behavior effect psychological attitude of an employee 

opportunity and 
points could be a get together between two people to 

get some task done so a manger needs to identify such touch points so that employees realize and 
Employees who are engaged 

the organizational success but 
employee.     

Aon Hewitt a management consulting and human capital provider in at least  more than 120 countries  
. Engagement 2.0 a 

is going backward hence 
(Aon Hewitt, 2015). Aon model 

engagement gives insights of psychological state of an employee which leads an employee towards 

 

If an organization focus on employee outcomes, it will help organization to keep its employees engaged. 
, performance, 

engagement differ 
it is also suggested that 

model determined that engagement culture starts with the 
is beliefs, experiences and displayed behavior effect psychological attitude of an employee (Aon 
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Hewitt, 2015). Aon Hewitt’s model further describe the outcome of engagement which are say, stay and 

strive (Aon Hewitt, 2012).  

These outcome constructs are also known as observable facets. These outcomes suggest that when an 
employee is psychologically satisfied and get engaged in the work he/she say good words about the 
organization, stay affiliated with the organization for the longer period and strive for success of the 
organization and it self. After engagement outcomes, model determine business outcomes as well. 
Retention of talent, productivity, satisfied customers and improved financials are the business 
outcomes which are predictors of engagement in Aon Hewitt’s model. Achieving these business 
outcomes is not as easy in today’s global environment. Economic conditions continue to be a leading 
indicator for investments in talent and employee engagement. 

3. X-Model of Employee Engagement 

Managers as well organizations are eager to maximize the contribution of individual employee, individual 
employees are in need of purpose and satisfaction which is a return on their contribution (Cheryl, 2014). 
Increased contribution needs more engaged people is the one half of the engagement equation where 
other half of the equation is individual employees (BlessingsWhite, 2010). Individual employees have 
separate path or work definition and they work for their personal values, goals, career, promotion, 
compensation, satisfaction and success. Here individuals are managers, executives, employees and 
laborers who peruse their own individual definition of success (BlessingsWhite, 2013). 

Model Summary 

 Organizations are pursuing their goals and achievements and so are employees. These two strategies 
intersect each other which is called “Job” (BlessingsWhite, 2013). The job intersection is all about what 
employees want to get from the job and what organization will give from the job. This model states that 
intersection of engagement is the maximum contribution to the organization and maximum 
satisfaction of an employee is point A “Apex” means the engaged one. People on the Apex are the 
maximum contributors and highly satisfied employees of the organization. But there are some other 
people on the intersection point as well. Some people might be highly satisfied with work (Like newly 
hired, highly paid or promoted) called honeymooners who are satisfied with the job but are not sure what 
their contribution is towards the organization. Right to opposite side, organizations have employees called 
crash and burners. whose contribution is really high but they are not aware of the benefits of the current 
job means rarely satisfied from the job but high in contribution. In simple words, they are not satisfied 
with what they do. Then the opposite of apex there are employees who are not satisfied nor contributing 
in the organization called the disengaged. 
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Fig: 1.4: X – Model of EE 

Source: (BlessingsWhite, 2010) 

Learning for Organizations  

What could be done to improve employee engagement is a significant question in today’s global 
environment. Where switching job is becoming a norm if an employee feel things are not going according 
to his/her interest (Purcell , Kinnie, Swart, & Rayton, 2008). To engage employees, organizations need to 
identify its drivers according to the culture of the organization, culture of the country, diverse workforce, 
nature of job and individual and organizational goals (Robinson, Hooker, & Hayday, 2007; Bates, 2004). 
In U.S. billions of dollars being spent on the employee engagement because they know it cost more than 
an organization to spend on a new hiring rather than retaining an old performing employee. There are 
many drivers, which do not need any expenditure of capital for identification but literature and models 
identified above in the paper. Now organizations need to identify that which of these drivers are 
important to target. Current literature survey identified drivers of engagement, which could be universal 
in nature. Like every organization need a leader who do not manage, employees but engage employees. 
So organizations need to identify leaders or create leaders in the organization. Satisfaction is the driver 
which is closely positively related to engagement (Abraham S. , 2012). IES study suggests that line 
managers have a very important role in fostering trust, recognition and relationship with employees 
(Robinson, Hayday, & Perryman, 2004).  

Hence there is clear link between employees’ personal experiences, personal life and sense of being 
involved at work and therefore engagement levels engagement are linked with their feelings of being 
valued and involved. One step beyond satisfaction, is engagement and it is linked with employee’s 
commitment of long stay in the organization. So it makes sense that organizations should monitors 
employee’s level of engagement and try to nurture this feeling.  Integrating all EE drivers, a graphical 
depiction is presented in Fig. 1.5. 
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Fig:1.5: Drivers of EE 

Source: Current Literature Survey  

Discussion 

Success is like a classical snakes and ladder game where achievements and accomplishments are ladders 
while setbacks are snakes. It is human psyche that snakes (setbacks) affect more strongly than 
achievements. So it is essential to build an attitude in which small loses could not eradicate small 
achievements. This attitude will be built when employee will realize importance of his/her work and 
existence in the organization. Employees often feel disconnected when they do not understand or 
informed about their progress at organization (Harter & Adkins, 2015). Research suggest that 
organizations, which have well established Performance Management System are more likely to engage 
their employees as compared to other organizations (Gallup, 2017). Performance management is not only 
telling employees what they need to do but managers often discuss about employees’ responsibilities and 
personal development. These types of activities play major part in engaging employees at work because 
employees want their managers to help them in work as well as hold employees’ accountable for their 
performance (Harter, Schmidt, Killham, & Asplund, 2011). Hence Zinger model is an ideal model for the 
organizations which are successful at performance management because the model suggests that from 
employee performance, recognition, employee strength and making meaning for employee everything 
should have proper check and balance and management system. This model offers ability to ability to 
structure and tackle each block at a time (Zinger, 2013). Model suggests that every block should be 
focused and analyzed at  time. This model was originally designed for the managers to increase 
engagement of those employees who report them and then model was also used by managers to measure 
their performance level in the organization. Because an engaged employee can only engage others.  Table 
1 presents the summary and comparison of the three models discussed above. 
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Table: 1 Outcomes of EE 

Model  Key Drivers  Outcomes 

(Individual) 

Outcomes 

(Organization) 

 

Zinger 

Model 

 Recognition 

 Path orientation 

 Relationship Building 

 Leverage Strength 

 Make meaning 

 Maximum 

performance 

 Enhanced Wellbeing   

 Achieve results  

Aon 

Hewitt’s  

 Brand 

 Leadership 

 Performance 

 Company practices 

 Benefits 

 Work empowerment  

 Say 

 Stay 

 Strive 

 Talent  

 Productivity 

 Retention 

 Revenues  

 

X-Model   Maximum Satisfaction 

 Maximum contribution  

 Individual success   Organizational success   

 

Hewitt’s model suggests to engage employees is not about to making tools or technologies, or about HR 
survey and or managing engagement’s score. Rather, It is about changing the culture (engagement 
culture) and leadership. Engagement culture align people, jobs and infrastructure where leadership 
demonstrate value of human capital and suggest strategies to make engagement happen. 

Conclusion 

What an organization could do to significantly engage their employees? This is the question organizations 
quest for (Purcell , Kinnie, Swart, & Rayton, 2008). It is not necessary for an organization that to engage 
an employee has to be expensive but positive energy and right timing is needed to engage an employee 
and off course benefits will outweigh these costs (Bates, 2004; Robinson, Hooker, & Hayday, 2007) 

Engagement is all about feelings. Carl W. Buehner quoted that people will forget what you do, what you 
said but will never forget what you make them feel (Buehner, 1971). Engagement is an emotional 
connection of employees with their leader as described in Hewitt’s model. Engagement is critically 
important for the bottom line. As in the U.S disengagement cost $350 billion a year and 445 billon in 
Australia (Ross, 2011). Despite thousands of studies on engagement, Gallup results shows that only 33% 
of the employees are engaged. That shows a threat with an opportunity that remaining 67% are waiting 
for a leader to engage them, they are waiting for the psychological benefits, they are waiting for say, stay 
and strive or waiting for to be treated as individuals (Aon Hewitt, 2017; Zinger, 2009; Vrouvas, 2016). If 
organizations want to stay competitive, it is imperative that following steps must be taken:  

1) Who is sinking the ship  

 
Mangers and leaders need to find the “sweet spots”. Sweet spots are those employees who are highly 
engaged. Engaged employee is 30% more effective and productive so he/she needs to be identified and 
shall be given much attention to retain that employee. Then managers must identify ‘Bad apples’ too and 
target them as well. Mangers need to help them identify their area of interest and their motivation of 
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working with the organization. They must be given consultation regarding their reasons of disengagement 
and to be asked to adjust their attitude or should be given help out find a new place for work. 

 

2) Leaders with Engagement Intelligence   

 
Great leaders have emotional intelligence but quite a few are exceptional in driving real results. Leaders 
must possess EI2 called engagement intelligence (Wright, 2013). The leader High on EI, will be the key 
contributor in maintaining psychologically healthy work place (Nowack, 2008) Leaders with self-
awareness, social awareness, self-management and social management are able to push employees to do 
better for him/her and for the organization as well as improve moral, attitude and results. They are the key 
motivators and mentors. 

 

3) Recipe to engage People  
 
Above models are repeatedly discussing the strategies of engagement of an employee which can be used 
as pills to get rid of the disease of disengagement. David Zinger’s models points out building trust, give 
rewards and recognition to improve EE. Hewitt’s model focuses on  psychological wellbeing of an 
employee and X-model suggests that crash and burners needs to be attended first because they produce 
great results but not satisfied with what they want from work.       

 

Future Research  

With few exceptions (Kahn, 1990) there is a dire need of EE literature as well as quantitative results. In 
developing countries there are many agencies who conduct engagement surveys but in developing 
countries concept of engagement is not widely used. There is also need of studies on engagement in 
developing countries and also longitudinal studies on engagement globally. There is need of reliable and 
valid tools for measuring engagement in developing countries as engagement drivers could be different 
due to diverse culture and economy. This study can be further nourished if other engagement models 
could be analyzed and also a comparative analysis of the models could be done. 
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Abstract  

Public procurement represents the largest component of public expenditures and, for that reason, is one of 
the most sensitive areas of the risk of corruption. There are several governmental investments in this area 
to accomplish the principle of integrity and to achieve more transparency.  

In Portugal, in the e-government context, the strategy was the adoption of electronic platforms for 
procurement, as the main reinforcement measure of transparency in public procurement. Through an 
exploratory literature review, based on OCDE recommendations and European Union official reports, this 
paper aims at contributing to the discussion on the use of information and communication technology, 
specifically electronic platforms, in Portuguese public procurement. While the gains are potentially 
significant, it should be noted that the implementation of the principle of integrity implies articulated 
measures of technological and political dimension as well as organizational culture.  

Keywords: public purchase, electronic platforms, transparency, prevention of corruption.  

 

1. Introduction 

The literature commonly highlights the potential of information and communication technologies (ICT) 
in the design of new public governance models that promote transparency and accountability, which are 
considered critical requirements to an efficient resource management and to fight corruption. In this 
context, the specific sector of public procurement sector is critical, since it represents a large portion of 
public expenditures and is one of the most sensitive areas with respect to risk of corruption. 

With a focus on enhancing transparency, several investments have been made by governments to 
implement e-procurement, representing one of the most relevant initiatives of digital government. Among 
other advantages, e-procurement can be an important tool to promote competition, to foster more 
transparent decision-making processes, to reduce corruption and bureaucracy, and to save time and 
money. 

Among European countries, Portugal is considered a good example of e-procurement policies and 
practices and has focused on the complete dematerialization of pre-contractual procedures. The 
application of the Public Contracts Code (CPC) in 2009 entailed, among other measures, mandatory 
adoption of public procurement electronic platforms by contracting entities in support for pre-contractual 
procedures. 

These instruments reinforce the promotion of transparency in public procurement, but can they be 
strengthened in another way to increase transparency? Based on an exploratory literature review on this 
subject, and focusing on a set of recommendations by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) the European Union (EU) and the analysis of the instruments mentioned above, 
this article aims to discuss the contribution of electronic platforms in the increasing public procurement 
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transparency in Portugal. It adds the identification of limitations they present and, in this sense, the 
presentation of guidelines to promote their use. 

In what follows, Section 2 addresses the importance of public procurement and the emphasis on 
transparency. Section 3 discusses how e-procurement is an instrument for promoting transparency and 
preventing corruption. The analysis of technological instruments adopted in Portugal, namely public 
procurement platforms, is presented in Section 4. Section 5 deals with threats to transparency. Finally, 
Section 6 presents discussion topics and further work to be made.  

2. Public Procurement and the Focus on Transparency 

Public procurement is an important part of the European Member States’ national economies. It accounts 
for around one fifth of EU annul GDP (EU, 2014). In the OECD area, it represents about 12% of GDP 
and around 4.2 billion euros in 2013 (OECD, 2016).  

For a number of reasons, particularly for the financial flows they create and for the close links between 
public and private sector, public procurement is a breeding ground for corrupt practices (Boehm, 2007; 
Lamsdorff & Nell, 2006; Rose-Ackerman, 2002; UE, 2014; OECD, 2016), as evidenced by several 
studies. According to a study on public procurement indicators, corruption practices lead to a 20 to 25% 
increase in spending on public procurements, and in some cases may reach 50% (EC, 2011). Taking into 
account the principles of integrity in OECD procurement, mismanagement ("governance deficit") of 
public procurement undermines competition and increases the prices of goods and services purchased by 
public entities, thus impacting public expenditure and income from taxpayers (UE, 2014). A study on 
detecting and reducing corruption in EU public markets concluded that, in 2010, the overall direct cost of 
corruption in public markets on only 5 sectors (road and rail, water and waste, public works, training, 
research and development) of 8 Member States (France, Italy, Hungary, Lithuania, the Netherlands, 
Poland, Romania and Spain) amounted to between 1.4 billion and 2.2 billion euros (EC, 2003). In 
addition, more than half of the cases of foreign briberies occur to obtain public procurement contracts 
(OECD, 2016) and several cases of illegal financing of political parties had favorable decisions in public 
procurement procedures as currency of exchange (OECD, 2009). 

Public procurement presents a high risk of corruption and, in recent years, Member States have adopted 
reforms in the public procurement field, which have made it possible to strengthen transparency, 
competition, and prices (EU, 2004; OECD, 2009; Boehm, 2007; Lamsdorff & Nell, 2006).  

Reforms to enhance transparency are essential, since public procurement accounts for a substantial 
proportion of taxpayers money and therefore requires efficient management and high levels of integrity in 
order to safeguard public interest (OECD, 2016; Armstrong, 2005). According to Armstrong (2005), 
accountability, understood as reporting information on the use of public resources to stakeholders of 
achieving the defined objectives, brings transparency improvement. Transparency, according to the same 
author, can be defined as the "(...) public access, with no restrictions, to on-time and reliable information 
about decisions and efficiency of public sector" (Armstrong, 2005: 1). However, transparency and 
accountability imply integrity and reliability, that is, honesty and trust. In brief, accountability, 
transparency and integrity are the essential pillars in safeguarding public interest. 

In this context, OECD (2009) refers to ICT use as a fundamental instrument of reforms, especially in the 
area of public procurement. ICTs allow creation and strengthening of a culture of transparency, 
facilitating the monitoring of information as well as control of public procurement (OECD 2009; Bertot, 
Jaeger, Grimes, 2010). For example, "unique portals/platforms" can supplement traditional means of 
supporting transparency. The challenge is to ensure a degree of transparency that reinforces the anti-
corruption fight, without undermining the efficiency and effectiveness of public procurement (OECD, 
2009), while allowing citizens to monitor how public money is managed (Lourenço, 2013).  
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3. Electronic Public Procurement: A Tool for Transparency 

According to the European Commission (2010), e-procurement generally means replacing pre-
contractual, paper-based procedures with communication and processes based on information 
technologies and systems (TSI) (EC, 2004) and considers that it promotes the effectiveness of procedures 
and provides additional guarantees in terms of detecting and preventing corruption, since they enhance 
transparency, enable better application of standardized procedures and facilitate monitoring (EU, 2014). 

A literature review by Ferreira and Amaral (2016) points out several benefits of ICT adoption associated 
with purchasing practices, highlighting: (i) the simple and efficient way of buying, allowing a reduction 
of transaction costs; (ii) identifying and negotiating with suppliers more efficiently; (iii) automation of 
workflows that can subsequently be extended to the entire supply chain and to the entire organization, 
enabling information sharing and integration; (iv) processing of orders, monitoring and control of 
acquisition activities; and (v) transformation of the way an organization conducts pre-contractual 
processes (Schoenherr & Tummala, 2007; European Commission, 2010).  

Ronchi et al. (2010) focus on: (i) strategic benefits (related to comparative efficiency); (ii) transactional 
benefits (concerned with efficiency and effectiveness of transactional activities); and (iii) informational 
benefits (as well as decision support and timely communication). According to the authors, these benefits 
translate into financial and organizational gains, with impact on improving governance. To these 
advantages, Talero (2001) adds: (i) the increase of transparency in the relations between public organisms 
and the market (emphasis on the G2B components). Kassim and Hassin (2010) refer to (i) value creation, 
(ii) increased transparency, (iii) improved information flow, (iv) support for decision-making, (v) creation 
of open markets in order to all suppliers be able to compete, taking advantages from the aggregated 
power of governments to achieve dynamic prices of goods and services and improving the purchasing 
cycle efficiency, like (vi) the benefits in adopting e-procurement systems. 

In sum, ICT has clearly the potential to play an important role by facilitating the access of 
suppliers/providers of goods/services to information more easily and in real time. ICT also facilitates 
monitoring of the public procurement process information, as well as its subsequent execution. This 
aspect is crucial for public procurement control by stakeholders, characterized by a multiple network of 
different actors, both internal and external: (i) in the context of governance and definition of public 
policies; (ii) in the context of public procurement activity - relationship between contracting entity and 
external entities in procurement processes; (iii) in the context of public procurement activity - internal 
actors of contract formation processes (Ferreira, 2016). 

Understanding the context of the public procurement activity is also crucial in order to reach the concept 
of transparency, as presented by Heald (2006; 2012): process transparency and transparency of events; 
macro-level transparency and micro-level transparency; real-time transparency and transparency in 
retrospect (Lourenço, 2013). This discussion is imperative for the purpose of determining the overall 
government transparency strategy for public procurement in order to enhance accountability through the 
use of ICT (Lourenço, 2013), always in the defense of public interest. 

4. The Portuguese Case in the Use of Electronic Platforms for Public 

Procurement 

The gains of transparency attributed to the adoption of technologies in public procurement processes are 
recognized in the literature. However, it is also important to take into account the costs of adopting 
electronic public procurement platforms, as well as their maintenance costs, which probably vary 
according to the size and sophistication of the electronic platform (Ferreira & Amaral, 2016; European 
Commission, 2010). To these, it must be added the costs of licenses, internal and external resources, 
security systems, implementation and maintenance, integration solutions, process design, configurations 
and customization, training and communication (Ramanujam, 2012). In this context, the financial risk and 
risk in the development of technological solutions and legal issues, are determinant factors in electronic 
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public procurement projects (Oliveira & Amorim, 2001) and, consequently, the increase of transparency 
in procurement processes. 

In addition, Ferreira and Amaral (2016) advert that the simple adoption of technological components does 
not mean necessarily that the organization automatically reap the benefits indicated. In this respect, the 
European Commission (2010) identifies a number of problems that may create obstacles in the adoption 
of e-procurement and hence transnational participation in e-procurement procedures (European 
Commission, 2010): (i) inertia and fear of contracting authorities and suppliers (reorganizing costs of 
internal systems; lack of knowledge regarding associated advantages; risks linked to the integration of 
procurement technologies with existing IT systems); (ii) lack of guidelines in electronic public 
procurement processes (suppliers are confronted with an electronic public procurement architecture 
composed of different platforms and devices); (iii) costly technical requirements, especially in 
authentication of tenderers. 

However, Heald (2013) draws our attention to the existence of certain obstacles in open government 
initiatives that have implications for transparency gains. Legislative initiatives, public processes and the 
way information is made available, does not necessarily translate into improved transparency and, 
consequently, have implications in terms of accountability (Lourenço, 2013, Heald, 2016). To these it is 
also added models for technological development of artefacts, particularly in public procurement 
(Ferreira, 2016). In turn, Bertot et al. (2010) refer to usability, issues related to acceptance and 
implementation of technologies, education and culture, as potential barriers for transparency, enhanced by 
the adoption of technology.  

In order to correct these problems and to promote transparency, smart, healthy and inclusive growth, the 
European Commission defines in its 2020 strategy the following vision for public bodies and services: 
creating public value through ICT, attributing to public procurement a crucial role in the definition of 
policies and concrete measures in this area. However, with regard to the effective use of public electronic 
procurement in most of the EU countries, the global adherence remains weak (Ferreira, 2016; European 
Commission, 2010). Portugal, according to this same report from the European Commission (2010), 
constitutes an exception in the legal sphere, for the complete dematerialization of contract formation 
processes, through CCP application, approved by Decree-Law no. 18/2008, of January 29th, with 
corrections introduced by subsequent legislation, thus transposing the guidelines of Directives 
2004/17/CE and 2004/18/CE into the national plan, a key tool for implementation of the defined 
objectives associated with the National Public Procurement System (SNCP), mainly those related to 
electronic public procurement (Ferreira, 2016). 

As a result, the translation of the European policy to national laws has been marked by the definition of a 
technological model that includes a set of measures and projects, among which e-platforms for public 
procurement in support for pre-contractual procedures, of mandatory use by the contracting entities and 
established in terms of development in the private model: the electronic public procurement platforms. 
These platforms, of mandatory use by contracting authorities in public procurement processes, according 
to BASE Gov, the Online Public Procurement Portal, consist of a technological infrastructure made by a 
set of applications, means and services necessary for the operation of the procedures national public 
procurement contracts to support the operation of the phases of the pre-contractual procedures legally 
envisaged for the realization of public expenditure. In this sense, these platforms must support the 
following functions: (i) receiving of proposals, applications and solutions; (ii) opening of proposals and 
applications, and providing information to competitors; (iii) evaluation of proposals, according to 
qualitative and quantitative criteria; (iv) characterization of the procedure and aggregation of its parts; (v) 
publication of the procedure, or delivery of invitations, making known its contents to all interested 
parties; (vi) making available the parts of the procedure for consultation; (vii) receiving of requests for 
clarification; (viii) delivery of answers, clarifications and rectification of parts of the procedure (CCP, 
2008). 
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In September 2017, according to data available in BASE Gov, five electronic procurement platforms and 
their respective management entities were licensed in Portugal. A year ago, in July 2016, 10 platforms 
were licensed. 

The introduction of public procurement platforms resulted in substantial gains, recognized in terms of 
pre-contractual procedures: (i) in transparency; (ii) in trust by competitors; (iii) in construction of 
organizational memory; (iv) in competition; (v) in the working methods of actors; (vi) in information 
management; and (v) in cost reduction (Ferreira, 2016). Concerning transparency, changes potentiated by 
the platform in phases where the jury intervenes, often accused of being the center of corrupt practices 
(EC, 2014). In this context, there is a strengthening of transparency in the process (Heald, 2006; Heald, 
2012; Lourenço, 2013). 

In short, e-platforms have contributed to improve transparency levels in the submission, analysis and 
evaluation phases of proposals, that is, in the phases where the jury intervenes. Thus, while in these 
phases the risk of corruption has decreased, in the remaining phases, especially those not supported by 
platforms, corruption risks have increased (EC, 2014; OECD, 2009). This may indicate that the focus on 
corruption has shifted from one phase to another, due to ICT introduction, which means in general terms 
that public procurement remains a very sensitive area in terms of preventing corruption. The question 
arises as to whether ICTs can contribute to enhancing transparency, and therefore to reduce the risk of 
corruption at all stages. 

OECD (2009) stresses the importance and necessity of enhancing transparency at all stages of public 
procurement, in particular, at the phase of assessing needs, the phase of implementation of contracts and 
payments, phases not normally covered by regulation and not covered by platforms. This also occurs in 
the Portuguese case. Platforms support legal requirements, but fall short on OECD transversality (2009). 

Considering the Integrated Management Model for Public Procurement oriented to Public Value 
presented by Ferreira (2016), in Portugal, e-platforms only support the contracting phase (from 
authorization of expenditures to adjudication and contract signature) and yet they do not present 
themselves as end-to-end solutions. This limitation of technological solutions, according to the same 
author, makes it difficult to manage public procurement processes at the organizational level. 

In this context, despite good practices and considerable gains, other technological tools are needed to 
support a culture of integrity at all stages of public procurement, from the assessment of needs to the 
preparation of parts of the procedure and to the phase of implementation and payment (OECD, 2009; 
Ferreira, 2016), all based on a system for monitoring, managing and evaluating performances and impacts 
of public policies and public value based on the following modular components (Ferreira, 2016): (i) 
Management and evaluation of public policies oriented to public value: a) authorization of public 
policies; b) policy-making; c) integrated management of policies, programs and projects; (ii) 
Management and evaluation of public procurement: a) management and evaluation of the purchasing 
cycle (strategically manage planned purchases with public policies, manage prior authorization process 
for expenditure execution, manage processes of public procurement and evaluation); b) manage the 
execution of the contract, oriented to the execution of policies, programs and projects; c) manage 
suppliers and evaluate the execution of contracts; d) contract evaluation: evaluate social and financial 
outcomes (impact on public value).  

Furthermore, it is stated that the model of development and implementation of technological solutions on 
the field of public procurement is presented as a limitation to the development of electronic solutions 
based on the above referenced view. 

In Portugal, the model of development of electronic platforms of public procurement, as previously 
mentioned, is the private model. I.e., technological development tasks and risks are assumed by private 
entities, managing bodies of the platforms (Ferreira, 2016; Oliveira & Amorim, 2001). 

In this sense, will this private model be an obstacle for the implementation of the integrity principle and 
enhancing transparency in the procurement process? Will the private entities be willing to take risks in 
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developing solutions that are not included in the legal plan, but considered key to foster an appropriate 
degree of transparency and integrity in all phases of the procurement cycle to ensure a fair and equitable 
treatment of potential competitors and contractors? 

These issues need to be discussed and reflected, since these depend on new measures to strengthen 
transparency, fundamental to reduce risk of corruption (OCDE 2009, US, 2014). 

5. Threats to Transparency  

According to Ferreira, Cunha, Amaral and Camões (2014), with respect to Portugal, the high degree of 
implementation of e-procurement and the consequent gains in terms of transparency are not yet reflected 
in the perception of corruption indicators. Their data supports shows that the levels of perceived 
corruption remain high. 

At the European level, Eurobarometer data on corruption (EU, 2014) revealed that more than 50% of 
companies report corruption in public procurement as a common practice. Results from this survey show 
that: (i) 32% of companies that submitted tenders in the context of public procurement claim that 
corruption prevented them from obtaining their tenders; (ii) bureaucracy (21%) and criteria that seem to 
have been designed to match certain competitors (16%) are identified as the main causes why companies 
do not compete for public procurement; (iii) more than 40% of companies report there are several illegal 
practices in public procurement.  

In this alignment, the First Anti-Corruption Report of the European Union (2014), which devotes a 
chapter to the issue of corruption in public procurement, identifies as main problems: (i) specifications 
drafted with intention of favoring certain competitors; (ii) conflicts of interest at various levels and in 
various stages; (iii) disproportionate and unjustified award criteria; (iv) unjustified exclusion of 
competitors; (v) undue recourse to urgent procedures; (vi) insufficient analysis in case of abnormally low 
prices; (vii) excessive weight of the lowest price criterion (to the detriment of criteria regarding quality of 
goods/services and execution capacity); (viii) unjustified exemptions from publicizing procedures. This 
report also concludes that the main risks in terms of corruption are focused on the needs assessment, 
procurement planning and strategies, definition of evaluation criteria and selection of proposals and 
management of contract performance. 

All these threats to the promotion of transparency and good governance add to the restricted vision of the 
procurement process underlying the design of e-platforms, fragile organizational culture and learning, 
disaggregation between legislation and platform functionality; the costs of access to platforms by 
suppliers (Ferreira, 2016; Ferreira & Amaral, 2016).  

As can be seen from the problems and risks pointed out, the need to strengthen transparency is transversal 
to the whole process, including work practices and organizational behavior and requiring intervention 
beyond ICT. Therefore, it is concluded that reinforcement of transparency requires intervention at the 
ICT and decision-making level. 

6. Discussion 

Based on the Portuguese reality and the recommendations and reports of the OECD and EU, this article 
discusses the use of ICT as a means of strengthening and promoting transparency in public procurement. 
It seems consensual that the Portuguese case revealed gains in terms of transparency, at least in certain 
stages of the public procurement process, namely in submission, opening, analysis and evaluation phases 
of the proposals. 

Since, as highlighted in several reports, platforms do not yet cover all the stages of the procurement 
process, several problems and risks remain though. Moreover, the risk areas still need to be addressed.  

Public procurement has a technical dimension, where ICTs are very useful, but one must not forget the 
political dimension, the decision-making plan. Technology can help solve problems, but that does not 
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mean that problems are solved solely the use of technology. The fulfillment of the integrity principle and, 
thus, improvements of transparency on public procurement policies requires the coordination of 
technological, political and cultural measures.  
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Abstract 

 
Nowadays, society demands new and more sustainable production models, seeking the long-term 
sustainability of the Earth and taking into account both, the scarcity of resources, and the reduction of 
waste generation. The construction sector is one of the largest waste generators (Esa, Halog and 
Rigamonti, 2017). The Circular economy (CE) could help this sector to diminish their environmental 
impact. One of the issues in order to develop the CE is the need for measuring the degree to which 
circular economy is implemented in construction projects. However, for the moment, there is no scale of 
measurement that can resolve this issue. 

For this reason, this article has developed a scale of measurement of the degree of circularity for the 
construction sector. First, it was designed a scale-based literature review on the topic, and after that, the 
Monte Carlo simulation method was proposed to predict values. The scale is based on an analysis in five 
phases of construction projects: design, production of building materials, construction processes, 
maintenance and liquidation. Then, three levels of consideration are proposed in the model: organization, 
process, and workgroup. Results show that the scale can be useful for measuring the circularity thinking 
in the construction sector what, in turn enables to create more effective strategies by construction 
companies. 
 

Keywords: Circular economy, building sector, scale measurement, organizational behavior.   
 

Introduction 

 
Building has been a sustainable sector since ancient times. Both materials and building techniques 
represented efficient construction, featuring ecologically designed buildings and eco-friendly materials 
with high reusability and recyclability. This model of construction was circular. However, the adoption of 
more resilient and durable building materials during the 20th century converted the sector into one of the 
most environmentally harmful, unsustainable and waste-generating industries in the world.  

Fortunately, businesses worldwide have started to express increasing concern about environmental issues. 
In this context, the building sector, being one of the larger emitters of harmful gases, generators of waste, 
and consumers of resources (Esa, Halog and Rigamonti, 2017), plays a relevant role. The main causes of 
the building sector’s environmental impact are found in the consumption of non-renewable resources and 
the generation of contaminant residues, both of which are increasing at an accelerating pace. The sector’s 
primary effect is the accelerated destruction of the stock of natural capital (Wadel, Avellaneda and Cuchí, 
2010; Lo Presti, 2013). 

Modern materials, which are useful for construction and enable excellent building features, have the side 
effect of dramatically increasing the building sector’s environmental impact. Furthermore, the 
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maintenance phase that follows a construction also has a significant environmental footprint. It is also 
necessary to focus on deconstruction, which is a key aspect for minimizing waste, so as to create more 
effective strategies (Esa, Halog and Rigamonti, 2017). Furthermore, the reuse of elements (e.g., parts of 
buildings) requires deep consideration of their quality, their usefulness in terms of dimensions (do they fit 
the new place?) and marketing issues (do people want to buy used materials?).  
 
For these reasons, the circular economy (CE) can be presented as a business model of sustainability that 
is especially useful in the building sector, so it is necessary to create a specific framework for this 
business model, providing answers to questions about how to implement the CE in the building industry? 
However, there is a lack of circularity indicators that would allow us to measure the circularity thinking 
in the enterprises. Lewandowski’s (2016) literature review on the CE reveals only eight references which 
were focused on evaluation models, some of which analyzed a scale of measurement of the CE.  Besides, 
the indicators introduced by other works such as that of Lihong and Hui (2011) are generic, considering, 
e.g., emission levels or energy consumption. This scarcity of scales is acting as an obstacle to the 
development of the circular economy in construction companies. This research was aimed to create a 
measurement model of circularity thinking in the building sector based on a set of indicators, which 
would allow businesses to manage the degree of implementation of the CE, collecting information from 
the project life cycle.  

Therefore, the main contribution of this paper is a CE measurement scale specifically designed for 
construction projects. It will be a useful method to evaluate the degree of implementation of CE, 
generating valuable information not only for the company (contractor), but also for other project 
stakeholders. This can be a step towards developing CE which is really useful in practice.  
 

Theoretical Framework 

 
Industrial Ecology theory as base of circular economy in building sector 

 
Ecology is concerned as ‘creation, use, and management of resources for the adaption, human 
development, and sustainability of environments’ (Bubolz and Sontag, 1993), focusing on the interactions 
between humans (individuals, groups, and society) and the environment. The entire system comprises the 
cultural norms and beliefs that influence the other systems, which represent the framework for legislative 
changes. An ecological transition occurs whenever a person’s position in the ecological environment is 
altered as the result of a change in role, setting or both (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Bauer and Dolan, 2011).  

This view is enriched and focused on the industry through industrial ecology theory, a new framework 
that is useful to describe sustainable building, which pays attention to designs, flows derived from the 
building process, energies used, and outputs generated (Boons et al., 2017). The main assumptions of this 
theory are (Ehrenfeld, 1997) as follows. First, the Earth is configured as a closed ecological system in 
which the scale and design of development are inconsistent with long-term ecological survival. Second, 
human society and natural ecosystems have co-evolved; thus, nature has now an intrinsic value, and the 
ethical and moral underpinnings of economic actions overlook concerns for the world. Third, 
sustainability means independently maintaining stocks of human and natural capital. Fourth, policy 
strategy focuses on several issues, such as an economy based on functionality, moral and ethical 
transformation, technological realism, precautionary management of uncertainty, and the life cycle 
framework, all of which are useful for closing material loops in deconstruction (Kibert, 2007; Silvestre, 
De Brito and Pinheiro, 2014). 

Tibbs (1993) articulated a framework for industrial ecology that was adapted to the building sector. Thus, 
industrial ecology is a strategic framework that can be used as a guide for the development of building 
practices. In the concept, the impacts of the design phase play a key role, guiding the flow of materials in 
and out of the environment (Hao et al., 2017). It is crucial to consider buildings in their whole life cycle. 
According to Lenox and Ehrenfeld (1997), the first phase of design is a conscious, explicit activity to 
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establish new forms of technology, organizational or industrial structures, human competence, and rules. 
The design must be the starting point that allows the implementation of the CE in the building sector. 
Moreover, the current building misdirection is quite clear so the implementation of this new economic 
model based on circularity has to be done by generating a framework useful for pr
paths are useful through which the CE can be applied to the building design process, based on the model 
of Tibbs (1993) and Ehrenfeld (1997)
processes and material used. The second one involves the need to implement the principles of CE in the 
industrial ecosystem. Third path dematerializes building outpu
as a service, Cradle to Cradle (McDonough 
Tenpierik and Van Den Dobbelsteen, 2014)
the pattern of energy used (Braungart, McDonough and Bollinger, 2007)
 

The building sector in Europe and the Circular Economy
 

The building sector in Europe is strategic for the economies of the most European countries. In 2014, 
1,545,460 million euros were invoiced, generating employment for 12,730,700 people
 
Europe’s building industry is highly fragmented and often local, po
restrictions. Because of the high inflow of physical goods and personal interaction, the employment ratio 
in the building industry has remained relatively stable in the various states of the European Union (EU). It 
usually ranges from 4.5% to 6.5% of total employment. 

Currently, the amount of waste generated in the EU appears to have declined: approximately 2.5 billion 
tonnes of waste (or approximately 5 tonnes per capita) continue to be generated each year (according
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/573899/EPRS_BRI(2016)573899_EN.pdf). 
Some EU members generate significant amounts of recyclable waste in the building sector (the 
Netherlands, Germany, France, Italy), whereas other countries’ rec
the total waste generation in European countries in 2014
generation decomposed by sector, and figure 3 the level of recycling.
 

Fig. 1:  Generation of total waste in Europe in kilograms per capita (2014)
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Fig. 2: Breakdown of total waste generated in European Union in 2014 by sector

 

Fig. 3: Generation of recyclable waste by sector in Europe in 2014

 
Building sector is characterized by
negative externalities in the form of environmental pollution. The sector itself is aware that it must 
change its management model to become more sustainable and that it can comply with
to the ‘sustainable use of resources’ set out in the European Building Products Regulations, which have 
been in force since 2013 and state that products’ environmental declarations should be used when 
assessing the sustainable use of reso
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Generation of recyclable waste by sector in Europe in 2014 

Building sector is characterized by both its intensive energy and water consumption and its generation of 
negative externalities in the form of environmental pollution. The sector itself is aware that it must 
change its management model to become more sustainable and that it can comply with the new approach 
to the ‘sustainable use of resources’ set out in the European Building Products Regulations, which have 
been in force since 2013 and state that products’ environmental declarations should be used when 
assessing the sustainable use of resources and the environmental impact of building works. 
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In addition, the EU is considering initiatives to the use of environmental variables as factors as a basis for 
establishing public procurement criteria. It is worth noting the EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) 
methodology, whose purpose is to provide quantitative information about a product or service’s 
environmental impacts throughout its life cycle. In addition, the initiative regarding products’ 
environmental footprint (PEF) attempts to raise awareness and value the environmental impact of the 
inputs that are incorporated into the production or building process. Thus, taking all of this into account, 
the sector must consider the transition and progressive incorporation of the new paradigm of the CE, 
approved by the European Commission, which determines, not only the efficient use of resources in 
environmental terms, but also the minimization of resources that are consumed, reincorporating them into 
a new productive or other type of process in which they are considered a productive factor. In this way, 
the building industry will contribute to a cyclical process in which product life will be as long as possible.  
 

A Proposal for an Indicator of the Ce Based On an Analysis of the Building Life 

Cycle 

 

Scale Inputs 

 
In order to have the initial indicators of the scale, a systematic review of the literature has been carried 
out, whose purpose has been to obtain a complete view of the existing research on the subject. In this 
paper, it was presented the research that has been done so far, after having used explicit methods to 
narrow the search and to evaluate in a critical and justified way each of the related studies (Vázquez and 
López, 2011). The basic criterion is to show valid and applicable evidence for future research. The review 
should be methodological, transparent and reproducible with the aim of enhancing the knowledge base to 
make appropriate decisions (Tranfield, Denyer and Smart, 2003). 

Review is a fundamental scientific activity and its logic is based on several premises. The first is that the 
large amount of existing information should be reduced to smaller, more manageable units to facilitate 
their understanding and management. In this way it will be possible to effectively use the previous 
scientific evidence, identifying key works and future lines of research. The second is that the review 
should show evidence of the process developed, it should be auditable and repeatable so that other 
researchers who follow the search and analysis guidelines can perform comparable work, avoiding search 
bias and analysis, and the third is that the review should summarize the evidence (Tranfield, Denyer and 
Smart, 2003; Rousseau, Manning and Denyer, 2008). 

The research was based on the approaches of Vázquez and López (2011), and Nuñez-Cacho et al. (2012) 
defining the aspects to be investigated, developing subsequently the search in the bibliographic databases, 
i.a. ProQuest, limiting the results to a sample that includes the main journals in the study area. 
Specifically, based on the search terms: “Buiding”, “Circular Economy”, “Measurement Scale”. A list of 
researched journals appears in the references section. Moreover, each authors analysed the content of 
each of the selected articles in order to identify the indicators that were to be introduced. It has to be 
underlined that in the research were involved professional experts responsible for construction projects. 
They were responsible i.a. with the authors for choosing the circularity indicators and for estimating 
parameters used in the simulation model. The selected indicator group was classified according to the 
Life Cycle Model. The selected indicators, and their desired value are shown in table 1, 2 and 3. 
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Table 1: Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Organizational level

Table 2: Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Process level

Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Organizational level

Table 2: Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Process level

 

 

Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Organizational level 

 
Table 2: Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Process level 
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Table 3: Circular economy indicators in the construction sector: Workgroup level

 

Method: Deterministic calculation

 
The environmental impacts of building are primarily evaluated on the basis of the life cycle assessment, 
which enables the examination of all stages in the product life cycle 
Navarro, 2016; Shadram et al., 2016; Nasir 
using the concept of the CE in the life cycle of the projects has been proposed
Rigamonti, 2017), which observes the main principles of Industrial Ecology.

A sustainable life cycle consists of five phases: the sustainable design process; the sustainable production 
of sustainable materials and equipment; the sustainable building process; sustainable maintenance; and 
sustainable liquidation, meaning the conversion of outputs into the inputs of reuse, remanufacturing or 
recycling. These phases involve three different levels of study: organizational,
to planning and organizing in the company; processes, meaning decisions regarding the processes of the 
building; and workgroup, meaning decisions related to the worker level. 

The model proposed in this paper can be useful for me
company. The following concept represents deterministic calculation of the Circular Economy Index 
(values: 0 - 100%) understood as a total performance of the company in terms of the CE.
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Fig. 4:  Conceptual model of measuring circularity thinking in construction companies
 
The above figure shows a conceptual model of measuring company’s circularity thinking, which is based 
on the formula described by the following equation:
 

CEI = Arithmetic mean (SO;SP;SW) = Arithmetic mean (Weighted arithmetic 
mean(SO_DE;SO_MM;SO_CP;SO_MA;SO_EL);Weighted arithmetic 
mean(SP_DE;SP_MM;SP_CP;SP_MA;SP_EL);Weighted arithmetic 

mean(SW_DE;SW_MM;SW_CP;SW_MA;SW_EL))
 
where: 
CEI – Circular Economy Index 
SO – Score for ‘Organization’ section
SP – Score for ‘Processes’ section
SW – Score for ‘Workgroup’ section
 
SO_DE – Score for ‘Design’ level in ‘Organization’ section
SO_MM – Score for ‘Manufacture of materials’ level in ‘Organization’ section
SO_CP – Score for ‘Construction’ level in ‘Organization’ section
SO_MA – Score for ‘Maintenance’ level in ‘Organization’ section
SO_EL – Score for ‘End-of-life’ level in ‘Organization’ section
 
SP_DE – Score for ‘Design’ level in ‘Processes’ section
SP_MM – Score for ‘Manufacture of materials’ level in ‘Processes’ section
SP_CP – Score for ‘Construction’ level in ‘Processes’ section
SP_MA – Score for ‘Maintenance’ level in ‘Processes’ section
SP_EL – Score for ‘End-of-life’ level in ‘Processes’ section
 
SW_DE – Score for ‘Design’ level in ‘Workgroup’ section
SW_MM – Score for ‘Manufacture of materials’ level in ‘Workgroup’ section
SW_CP – Score for ‘Construction’ level in ‘Workgroup’ section
SW_MA – Score for ‘Maintenance’ level in ‘Workgroup’ section
SW_EL – Score for ‘End-of-life’ level in ‘Workgroup’ section
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Method: Probabilistic estimation 
 

This section explains the Monte Carlo simulation method used to analyse the CE in the building sector. 
The simulation is a powerful technique to analyse and solve complex problems. It is a technique that 
imitates the operation of with a system of the real world that evolves over time. The simulation takes the 
shape of a set of suppositions about the operation of the system, expressing through mathematics the 
relationships between system components (Winston, 2008).  

The Monte Carlo simulation is a technique that generates a random variable based on probability 
distributions. Because of its flexibility, most assumptions can be relaxed so that operating rules, including 
policies and components ageing processes, can be accounted for in the model (Zio, 2013). After defining 
a parametric model, saving the values begins the simulation process. Next, the iterative process is 
repeated thousands of times until the moment that each rank becomes a frequency distribution, allowing 
us to evaluate descriptive statistics such as variance, confidence, limits, and so on (Tate, 2012). 

The output of the Monte Carlo simulation proposed in this paper is a probability distribution for the final 
result, showing a degree of the enterprise’s involvement in the CE. Monte Carlo simulations have been 
used to research many aspects of not only enterprises and projects (Dutra, Ribeiro and de Carvalho, 2014; 
Mangla, Kumar and Barua, 2014; González Dan et al., 2016) but also sustainability issues (Olaru, Şandru 
and Pirnea, 2014; Arnold and Yildiz, 2015; Pask et al., 2017). However, its previous applications, for 
example, in the field of economics, do not concentrate on the CE, particularly the construction sector. 
Such a possibility is discovered in this paper.  

The simulations run according to the following equation: 
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(2) 

 
where: 
CES – Circular Economy Scale 
wi – weights of particular indicators in ‘Organization’ section 
xi – set of probabilistic indicator values in ‘Organization’ section 
wj – weights of particular indicators in ‘Processes’ section 
xj – set of probabilistic indicator values in ‘Processes’ section 
wk – weights of particular indicators in ‘Workgroup’ section 
xk – set of probabilistic indicator values in ‘Workgroup’ section 
n – number of sections (n=3) 
 
The parameters xi, xj and xk are input random variables that affect the probabilistic results of the 
construction enterprise maturity in terms of the CE. The probability distributions of the variables and 
their statistical properties may be input from a database or may be specified by experts. The probability 
distributions, which are established for each random variable, enable simulation of the corresponding 
random numbers. The Circular Economy Scale (CES) is generated in subsequent iterations by values of 
the input variables. After each iteration, the output is different because each time a new draw is 
performed, the CES values gained in the simulation, after a defined number of iterations, create a random 
variable f. 
 
Multiple iterations allow to calculate the probability of the construction enterprise maturity in terms of the 
CE and thus the reliability of the deterministic estimation of this indicator. The simulations were 
conducted with an add-in called "@RISK" Risk Analysis Add-in for Microsoft Excel Version 7.5.1: 
Industrial Edition. 
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Results of the simulation 

 
The indicators were grouped into three different levels 
looking for the best indicator selected by experts and authors 
the life cycle. The key indicators at the organizational level with their desired values are shown in Table
1, at process level in Table 2, and at work

Table 4 shows calculation results o
58,78%.  

 
The deterministic calculation was followed by a probabilistic estimation of the Circular Economy Scale 
(Figure 5). 
 

Fig. 5: Cumulative distribution of the CES after 5000 iterations

The indicators were grouped into three different levels - organizational level, processes and workgroup, 
looking for the best indicator selected by experts and authors from the literature review, of each phase of 
the life cycle. The key indicators at the organizational level with their desired values are shown in Table
1, at process level in Table 2, and at work-group level in table 3. 

Table 4 shows calculation results of the Circular Economy Index (CEI). In the sample case, its value is 

 
Table 4: CEI calculation results 

The deterministic calculation was followed by a probabilistic estimation of the Circular Economy Scale 

Cumulative distribution of the CES after 5000 iterations 

organizational level, processes and workgroup, 
from the literature review, of each phase of 

the life cycle. The key indicators at the organizational level with their desired values are shown in Table 

f the Circular Economy Index (CEI). In the sample case, its value is 

 

The deterministic calculation was followed by a probabilistic estimation of the Circular Economy Scale 
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The simulations were conducted in "@RISK" during 5000 pre-set iterations. For the same case as for 
deterministic values, a level of 58,78% in Circular Economy Index can be reached only in 17,1% 
configurations what can be treated as a reliability of the deterministic estimation of the Circular Economy 
Index. 
 

Discussion  

 
The construction sector needs to undertake profound reforms to minimize its negative externalities, 
particularly in the areas of waste generation and resource management, which will ultimately result in a 
reduction in its environmental impact. 

Therefore, the transition to another model of production such as the CE is not a question of social 
responsibility alone, but instead has become a strategic factor that guarantees the company’s future 
continuity. In this scenario, the CE is shown as a model upon which the construction sector can rely to 
achieve its environmental impact reduction objectives. 

A new paradigm guarantees the maximum use of resources and their biodegradability. The consideration 
of resources and technological nutrients leads us to consider the outputs of production processes as future 
inputs in other processes. The ideas of reducing, reusing and recycling are the basis of the new productive 
systems. Their application will translate into future sustainability. Moreover, public administrations, 
companies and institutions that seek sustainability have the right to ask companies to build their facilities 
in a manner that applies the CE in their processes. The problem is that there is no scale that allows us to 
measure the degree to which the CE is implemented. 
 
To resolve this issue, a scale of desirable indicators of the company’s circularity thinking was prepared. 
However, the application of life cycle theory to the building sector allows to establish 5 phases in which 
circularity thinking of the company is considered: the design phase, the manufacture of materials phase, 
the construction process phase, the maintenance phase, and the end-of-life phase. From practical point of 
view, it is easier to minimize the environmental impact in a systematic manner. In addition, it is useful to 
establish the level of the decisions, distinguishing between the organizational level, processes, and 
workgroup. Measuring the degree of the implementation of CE in each phase, the companies can be 
ranked, allowing businesses and administrations to evaluate the sustainability and create more effective 
strategies. 
 
After the design of the scales, a Monte Carlo simulation method was used to evaluate the reliability of the 
CE measure. The results indicate that this scale will be useful to assess and evaluate each building 
project’s environmental impact. The results show the relevance of each indicator and the desirable target, 
keeping in mind both each phase and each level.  

First, the design phase indicators as design thinking on deconstruction strategies are a key indicator, with 
100% being a desirable value (at the organizational level); in addition, the scale uses indicators related to 
design based on the full BIM (Building Information Modelling) standard (at the process level), 100% 
being the desirable value; indicators of ‘Closed loop’ instruction for designer (at the workgroup level) are 
also relevant; the desired value of this group would be 70% of fulfilment.   

Second, in the phase of material manufacturing, the initiatives for sustainable production are a key 
indicator of the CE at the organizational level, and the desirable value is 80%. Moreover, continual 
improvement in the application of the CE at the process level is relevant, requiring a value of 90%. 
Focusing on the workgroup level, the indicator uses more sustainable sources, reuses components, 
recycles, and applies 3R (Reduce-Reuse-Recycle) ideas to the process; its target is 100%.  

Third, in the phase of the construction process, focusing on the organizational level, it is desirable for the 
indicator energy use intensity to show a value of 90%, whereas at the process level, a percentage of 
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construction site waste generated must be established, with a value target for this item of 100% of 
fulfilment. However, at the workgroup level, we need to measure the level of waste and components 
recollected for reuse and recycling by applying 3R principles. The target for this indicator is 40%.  

Fourth, in the phase of building maintenance, analysed at the organizational level, the management of 
building strategies is a key indicator with a value of 80%; processes based on BIM at the process level 
have an expected value of 80%, and instructions based on CE and BIM at the workgroup level have a 
desirable value of 90%. 

Finally, the phase ‘end of life’ includes, at the organizational level, the indicator decision accuracy of 
demolition time and transition to another loop, with an expected value of 70%; the decision accuracy of 
demolition methods regarding the process level has an expected value of 90%, and the indicator of the 
decision accuracy of demolition techniques at the workgroup level has an expected value of 90%. 
 

Conclusion 

 
Based on the results, the paper contributes to developing the transition of the linear model to the circular 
model. Low scale values imply building companies working in the linear model, whereas high values of 
the final score for the CE show that companies make a commitment to implementing this model. 
Therefore, this paper’s primary contribution lies in designing a scale of measurement of the degree of CE 
implementation, which will be useful for both government and businesses by facilitating the transition to 
the CE. Besides, a use of Monte Carlo simulations to rate construction enterprises in terms of their 
propensity to conduct activities based on the CE concept is an innovative solution. This may be treated as 
other of the paper’s contributions. 
 

Limitations and Future Research Line 

 
This paper has the limitations derived from the use of a simulation method. It could be solved through a 
quantitative study using a Confirmatory Factor Analysis, which allows to establish the statistical 
properties of the scale.  Another limitation originates in the horizontal nature of the research. The 
indicators are gathered at one point in time. It would be worthwhile analysing the circularity from an 
evolutionary perspective. Such an approach would use extended periods to isolate temporal phenomena 
that could distort the outcome. The limitations and the depth of the study have led to a series of future 
research proposals that are set out below. It is believed that it would be interesting to design a scale, not 
for a specific moment in time, but over a broader period of time and using longitudinal analysis to 
observe the evolution of the indicators. 
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Abstract 
 

This study aims to develop web-xMOOCs phydu.com as E-learning on thermodynamics subject and 

to increase higher order thinking skill of students. This research method used research and 

development by the ADDIE (Analyze-Design-Development-Implementation-Evaluation) model. The 

object of  this study was amounted of 41 students in the physics education program of State 

University of Jakarta. The validation in this research used expert material validation sheet, E-learning 

expert validation sheet, learning validation sheet, multiple choice questions, and higher order thinking 

skill questionnaire. Expert material validation results show 85,00 % (very good). E-Learning expert 

validation results show 81,25 % (very good). Learning validation results show 82,00 % (very good). 

Based on the results of the investigation on the effectiveness of  phydu.com web on thermodynamics 

subject, obtained N-gain equal to score of 0.6878 in good category. This shows the increased score of 

higher order thinking skill participants. Based on the above data, this study showed that the 

development of web extended Massive Open Online Course (xMOOCs) on thermodynamics subject 

can increase high order thinking Skill of Students. 

 

Keywords: Development of Web xMOOCs, Higher Order Thinking Skill. 

Introduction 
 

Education is an essential aspect of life which is needed to build a personality, attitude and behavior. 

Education is not only change of behavior process but also a process to educate. There are some efforts 

done by government to improve education quality. The improvement of education quality will be 

achieved if all components of education put their efforts to do a change to become better. School has to 

provide facility to enhance students, teachers as facilitator, and perfects curriculum. Learning outcomes 

are the abilities of the students after they received a learning experience (Serevina, 2017).  

 

Development of technology also require students’ learning skills to support learning activity. Nowadays, 

development of information and communication technology has changed the way of learning. Education 

is changing at a rate that has never been happened before. To prepare students to be success in global 

condition, they need a new skills.  

According to Republika, 23
rd

 January 2016, technology has a role to improve education quality in 

Indonesia as means of learning for teachers and students. Interactive technology will be a catalyst for 

occurrence of change in the role teachers, from information to transformation and students activity from 

passive to be more active in order to access new knowledge (Republika, 2016). 
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Online based learning is currently developing especially Massive open online course. Many students 

follow this kind of online learning. According to National Geographic Indonesia in 20
th

 February 

2015, in one month, recorded that college students study online for 400.000 hours. Also, online 

university platform in England recorded that there were one million students registered for their 

lectures (Kompas, 2015).  

 

Massive Open Online Courses provider company claimed that interest for online lectures has 

increased by 20% in three months by 2014. Online lectures can be followed by every college students 

all over the world.  

 

Nowadays, there are many instructional media which used ICT. Besides, learning process also use 

website, blog, e-book and internet as instructional media. However, web instructional media has not 

included whole multifunction yet. In Indonesia, indonesiax.co.id is online learning media that can be 

accessed freely by user. State University of Semarang also has already used online learning through 

their University web (Semarang, 2015). In real life, students are more quickly to understand things if 

they are directly involved or demonstrate it by searching in internet and tends to remember for a long 

term. If students only read and memorize, they will remember for a short term. 

 

In order to achieve skills that correspond the learning purpose, learning materials that encourage 

students to achieve learning purpose are needed. Those learning materials also should facilitate 

students in learning process. Technology development is very useful and helpful in learning and also 

has a positive effect in education. 

 

This research did a preliminary study of students’ curriculum and then, researcher gave a 

questionnaire for lecturers and students of Physics Education Department. According to the 

questionnaire results, from 51 respondents, 96.1% respondents have already attended online learning, 

25,5% of online learning used discussion forum, 11.8% gave certificate as a proof of graduation, 

10.9% used xMOOCs web. Observation results in PUSTEKKOM (Technology and Computer 

Center) shows that for undergraduate students, this kind of media has not been built yet. 

 

According to Chaterins Adams, xMOOCs is a trans medial pedagogic lecture that proved to be 

adaptive in education. xMOOCs can be interpreted as online learning way that used internet or 

interactive learning that can be accessed with another students (Adams, 2014). 

 

xMOOCs as e-learning can be assessed by measuring six aspects, as follows: 1)text, 2)picture, 

3)graph, 4)animation, 5)sound, and 6)video. There are also seven aspects of e-learning as online 

lecture which are Curriculum, video, quiz, module, discussion forum, exercises, and certificate. 

 

Learning material on thermodynamics subject includes Interpreting thermodynamics phenomenon, 

Analyzing zeroth law of thermodynamics, Analyzing pure substance properties, Applying state 

equation of thermodynamics systems, Analyzing work done by or to the system, Analyzing heat and 

first law of thermodynamics, Ideal Gases Real Gases, Analyzing second law of thermodynamics, 

Analyzing entropy, Analyzing thermodynamics potential, enthalpy, Helmholtz and Gibbs (Hadi, 

2009). 

 

Definition of Higher Order Thinking Skill by Haladyna and Bloom are as follow: analysis, evaluation 

and creation (King, 2013). 

 

According to argumentation above, this research is conducted to develop web based e-learning that 

gives positive benefits for anyone who want to study independently, discussing with another user, 

and access the information more freely 
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Research Method  
 

This research used research and development (R&D) method with ADDIE model. Steps of ADDIE 

model that is used are (Pribadi, 2014):  

 

1) Analysis  

Analysis is the first step in ADDIE model. In this step program designer have to do a need analysis 

to collect information related to problems faced by students in undergraduate degree.  

2) Design  

Design is the second step in ADDIE model where researcher designs the e-learning with xMOOCs 

characteristic so that students  are expected  to achieve goals and competence of following subject.  

3) Development   

Development is the third step in ADDIE model. In this step, learning materials for e-learning are 

produced and developed. 

4) Implementation 

Implementation is the fourth step in ADDIE. In this step, instructor implemented the e-learning in 

class according to teaching plan. 

 

5) Evaluation  

Evaluation is the last step in ADDIE model. In this step, e-learning is evaluated in order to 

improve its efficiency and effectiveness. Based on this evaluation results any improvements are 

done to perfects the e-learning.  

 

Research instruments that were used in this research are: learning material experts validation sheet, e-

learning expert validation sheet, learning validation sheet, and multiple choice questions. Question 

instrument was validated using point-biserial formula and its reliability was computed by using KR-

20/21 (Widiyanto, 2014).  

 

Results and Discussion 

Results  

 

Product of this research is website phydu.com as thermodinamics e-learning. This website is open to the 

public and can be accessed anytime and anywhere. Main components of this website are: 

 

1) Administrator. Administrator organizes students data, teachers data, hire teachers, and updates 

website. 

2) Teachers. Teachers apply learning data, updates learning materials, and organizes test questions 

and score. 

3) Students. Students attend online learning in phydu.com such as taking quizzes, final exam, 

discussion forum and information sharing with another user through social media. Student must 

register to login phydu.com. 

 

Features in phydu.com are: 1)Register, 2)Login, 3)Home, 4)Learning Materials, 5)Discussion Forum and 

certificate, 6)Our Team, 7)Activity Log, 8)About Us, 9)Testimonials. 
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Table 1: Learning Material Expert’s Validation Results  

ASPECT PERCENTAGE INTERPRETATION 

Interpreting thermodynamics 

phenomenon 
85% 

Very good 

Analyzing zeroth law of 

thermodynamics 
85% 

Very good 

Analyzing pure substance 

properties 
90% 

Very good 

Applying state equation of 

thermodynamics systems 
80% Very good 

Analyzing work done by or to the 

system 
85% 

Very good 

Analyzing heat and first law of 

thermodynamics 
90% 

Very good 

Ideal Gases Real Gases 90% Very good 

Analyzing second law of 

thermodynamics. 
90% 

Very good 

Analyzing entrophy 100% Very good 

Analyzing thermodynamics 

potential, entalphy, Helmholtz 

and gibbs 

100% Very good 

Average Percentage 85% Very good 

Figure 1. Login page Figure 2. Register page 

Figure 3. Learning Materials page 
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Validation by experts referred to Likert scale interval. Likert scale is used to measure behavior, opinion, 

and perception about social issue or phenomena (Riduwan, 2007). Obtained data then interpreted as 

follows: 

 

Table 2: Likert scale (Sugiono, 2013) 

 

Average Score Interpretation 

0%-20% Very Bad 

21%-40% Bad 

41%-60% Enough  

61%-80% Good 

81%-100% Very Good 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Learning Material Expert’s Validation Results 

 

Validation result by learning material expert by aspect Interpreting thermodynamics phenomenon  

85%, Analyzing zeroth law of thermodynamics 85%, Analyzing pure substance properties 90%, 

Applying state equation of thermodynamics systems 80%, Analyzing work done by or to the system 

85%, Analyzing heat and first law of thermodynamics 90%, Ideal Gases Real Gases 90%, Analyzing 
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30%
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Learning Material Expert's Validation Result
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second law of thermodynamics 90%, Analyzing entropy 100%, Analyzing thermodynamics potential, 

enthalpy, Helmholtz and Gibbs 100%.  

 

This shows that web based instructional media achieve a very good result. Learning material expert’s 

validation result obtained average score 85%. Based on this result, the developed e-learning is 

considered worthy of use for thermodynamics. E-learning expert’s validation result was shown on 

table 2.  

 

Table 2:  E-learning Expert’s Validation Result 

 

ASPECT Category 
Expert Total 

Score 
Percentage 

Average 

Score 

1 2 

Text 

1 5 4 

65 

 
81.25% 

81.25% 

2 5 3 

3 5 4 

4 5 3 

5 4 4 

6 4 4 

7 4 4 

8 4 3 

Picture  

9 4 4 

47 78.33% 

10 4 4 

11 4 4 

12 4 3 

13 4 4 

14 4 4 

Graph 

15 4 4 

24 80.00% 16 4 4 

17 4 4 

Animation 

18 4 3 

37 74.00% 

19 3 4 

20 3 4 

21 4 4 

22 4 4 

Sound 

23 4 4 

32 80.00% 
24 4 4 

25 4 4 

26 4 4 
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ASPECT Category 
Expert Total 

Score 
Percentage 

Average 

Score 

1 2 

Video 

27 4 4 

32 80.00% 
28 4 4 

29 4 4 

30 4 4 

      

 

Figure 5: E-learning Expert’s Validation Result 

 

The result of e-learning expert’s validation consists of six aspects: text (81,25%), picture (78,33%), 

graph (80%), animation (74%), sound (80%), and video (80%). Average validation result obtained is 

81,25%. From this result can be concluded that the developed e-learning can be used in 

thermodynamics learning.  

    By referring to Likert scale, the result of learning expert’s validation at table 3 

 

Table 3: Learning Expert’s Validation Result 

 

ASPECT PERCENTAGE INTERPRETATION 

Curriculum 82% Very good 

Video 77% Good 

Quiz 82% Very good 

Module 80% Good 

Discussion Forum 85% Very good 

Execises 90% Very good 

Certificate 85% Very good 

Average  82% Very good 

 

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

Text Picture Graph Animation Sound Video

E-learning Expert's Validation Result 
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Figure 6: Learning Expert’s Validation Result 

 

Learning validation consists of seven aspects which are Curriculum (82%), video (77%), quiz (82%), 

module (80%), discussion forum (85%), exercises (90%), certificate (85%). Average validation result 

obtained is 82%.  

 

From this result can be concluded that development of web extended massive open online course 

(xmoocs) on the thermodynamics subject has a very good result and can be implemented in 

thermodynamics learning. 

 

The next step is validity and reliability test of question instruments. The result of validity and reliability 

test were: 

 

1. Description of validity test data  

By using point-biserial at significance level of 5% for 41 respondents, obtained r table is 0,308 

(Widiyanto, 2014). According to the calculation, from 50 questions of thermodynamics, 35 

questions are valid and used as data collection instrument.  

2. Description of reliability test data  

Reliability test was done using KR-20/21 formula. The result of reliability test is 0.83 which is a 

very reliable category. According to Widiyanto (Widiyanto, 2014) an instrument has very high 

reliability if reliability coefficient is between 0.8 to 1.0. 

 

After validity and reliability test of question instruments, then do pre-test and post-test to 41 students. 

From the result of pretest and posttest, N-gain was obtained by 0.6878. According to Hake (Hake, 1999) 

N-gain was in good category (0.3 ≥ g ≥ 0,7). N-gain is normalization that obtained from pretest and 

posttest result (Hake, 1999). N-gain calculation is used to find the improvement using web based media 

before and after usage. Questionnaire was used to calculate students’ higher order thinking skill 

improvement and its aspects using likert scale. Likert scale is used to measure behavior, opinion, and 

perception about social issue or phenomena (Riduwan, 2007).  
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Documentation  

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

The result of development of web extended massive open online course (xMOOCs) on the 

thermodynamics subject showed that student’s high order thinking skill can be increased. This 

research was supported by several factors as follow: 

 

1. Cooperation and tolerance of physics education department coordinator, faculty of math and 

science, State University of Jakarta. 

2. Students’ active participation during research. 

3. Students’ cooperation to attend online learning in phydu.com. 

4. Students’ maximum efforts during online learning. 

 

According to previous research, maximum effort in order to search for information will help students 

to achieve their learning goals. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Expert material validation results showed 85,00 % (very good). E-Learning expert validation results 

showed 81,25 % (very good). Learning validation results showed 82,00 % (very good). This web 

extended massive open online course (xMOOCs) as E-Learning can increase students’ Higher Order 

Thinking Skill (HOTS), proved by N-gain result = 0.6878 in good category. So, development of web 

extended massive open online course (xMOOCs) on the thermodynamics subject can increase high order 

thinking skill of students. 
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Abstract 

 
The article presents a spectrum of views on the definition of the main object of logistics. The features of 

the main variants of definitions of "flow", "logistic flow", and "flow process" are presented and analyzed. 

A comparative analysis of these concepts is performed as an object of logistics. The problem of identity 

or difference of the concepts of "flow" and "flow process" is considered and the authors' variant of its 

solution with definition of the parity of these concepts in logistic sphere and the choice of object of 

logistics is offered. The definition of the flow process applied to the industrial sphere is given. 

Keywords: logistics; theory of logistics; flow; flow process; flow process of an industrial enterprise. 

Introduction 

 
When determining the main object of logistics in a professional environment, currently, there is no unity 

of opinions, as an object, both (logistic) flow and (logistic) process are considered. At the same time, 

some scientists share these concepts, and some view them as synonyms. The purpose of this publication 

is to analyze the relationship between the concepts of flow and flow process in the context of the object of 

logistics. 

Logistic flow as an object of logistics  

 
As the analysis of scientific literature shows, in most cases the main object of studying logistics are flows 

(material or economic), rather than processes (Sergeev, 2005; Novikov, and Uvarov, 2000; Rodnikov, 

1995; Semenenko, 2001, etc.). Butrin (2005) rightly noted that, despite the rather rapid development of 

the theory of logistics, the flow as a logistic category remains insufficiently studied. 

 

Consider the spectrum of known views about this concept. In determining the most general properties of 

the flow, without "linking" it to the logistic system of an industrial enterprise, there are no special 

discrepancies. So scientists at the St. Petersburg School of Logistics believe that "a flow is a collection of 

objects perceived as a single entity and existing as a process over a certain time interval, and measured in 

absolute units over a certain period" (Novikov, and Uvarov, 2000; Parfenov, 2001). It should be noted 

that the described version of the definition of flow is the most common and generally accepted. The 

authors agree with this, the most general definition of this concept insofar as a flow is a collection of 

moving objects, perceived as a single whole. 

 

The discrepancy in the views of various researchers manifests itself in the process of the appearance of 

variants of concretization of this concept. Thus, in work by Forrester (1971) flow is identified with a 

network and, at the same time, several types of networks are considered, combined with information: 
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orders, materials, money, labor and equipment. In book by Plotkin (1996), the category of "economic 

flow" is introduced into the scientific revolution. We should agree with the opinion of Stepanov (2007) in 

that part of the treatment of the economic flow, where all (and not only local) types of resources are 

indicated in their interrelationship. However, if we consider flows in relation to the enterprise, this 

definition of the nature of the economic flow is rather vague. 

 

A certain concretization is present in the definition of economic flows as interrelated and interdependent 

processes of movement of the company's own, borrowed and attracted resources to achieve the company-

wide goals (Kostoglodov, D.D., Savvidi, I.I., and Stakhanov, V.N.,2000). 

 

Note that there is a rather large number of definitions not of the flow in general, but of specific flows with 

their constituent objects of a certain nature, first of all, of material flows. In the opinion of the authors, the 

most general concept of the flow was introduced by V. Popov and I. Krainyuchenko in the form of the 

generalized term of "MEI-flow". These specialists consider the flow as a composition of matter (M), 

energy (E), and information (I) (Popov, and Krainyuchenko, 2002). Indeed, any production process is a 

transformation of MEI-flows. At the input to this process we have some MEI parameters, and at the 

output - others. The production process consists in bringing energy and information flows to the objects 

of labor. As a result, the subject of labor is transformed into a product of labor - the flow of finished 

products. The following definition of flow is given in work by Sidorov, 2001: "Flow is a purposeful and 

ordered movement of matter, its elements (matter, energy, information)". 

Logistic process as an object of logistics 
 

Thus, despite some differences in the definition of flow, most logisticians hold the view that it is the flow 

that is the main object of logistics. In contrast to this point of view, in works by Katochkov (2005), and 

Katochkov, V.M., Greyz, G.M., and Okolnishnikova, I.Yu. (2013), as an object of logistics, economic 

flow processes are indicated. In accordance with the approach described in work by Katochkov, V.M., 

Greyz, G.M., and Okolnishnikova, I.Yu. (2013), the main feature of the flow is the motion of 

homogeneous objects, and for the flow process the main is the change in the qualitative state of the flow. 

As a consequence, flow processes reflect not only quantitative, but mainly qualitative changes - the 

transformation of flows within one form of existence, as well as the flow from one form to another. 

 

Before considering the existing variants of the concept of the flow process, consider some of the 

definitions of the term "process" in general. 

 

The Great Explanatory Dictionary of the Russian language (Kuznetsov, 2000) gives the following 

definition of the term "process" (from the Latin "processus" - advancement): 1) Consecutive change of 

phenomena, states in the development of something. 2) A set of sequential actions to achieve a result 

(e.g., a production process). 3) The order of consideration of cases in court, legal proceedings; a court 

case. In some works, the definition of the Great Explanatory Dictionary is practically repeated 

(Kuznetsov, 2000): the process is understood as the successive change of states, the change in the 

phenomenon, the stages of development when any result is achieved. 

 

Very useful for understanding this concept is, according to the authors, consideration of definitions of the 

concept of "business process". A business process is a collection of various activities within which one or 

more types of resources are "used at the entrance," and as a result of this activity, a product representing 

value for the consumer is created at the "output" (Repin, and Eliferov, 2004). A term close to the content 

is interpreted in modern sources as a set of sequentially executed operations that together form a single 

process of converting raw materials into the desired product. Useful in considering approaches to the 

interpretation of the term "process" is the definition used by the German company SAP (System Analysis 

and Program Development), which sells software for the ERP logistics system. According to this 

interpretation, the process is a sequence, complete in terms of content, temporal and logical sequence, 
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necessary for processing an economically significant object. The business process is a special process that 

serves the implementation of the main objectives of the enterprise and describes the central scope of its 

activities. In the standard ISO 9001: 2015 on the quality management system is given a more concise 

definition: process is a set of interrelated and interacting activities that converts inputs to outputs.  

 

Thus, in the authors' opinion, the process common to the definitions of the concept considered above, 

primarily to the processes within the enterprise, is the presence of purposeful transformative activities 

(works), as a result of which the initial resources (at the input of the process) are transformed into the 

planned product (at the output process), which has value for the consumer. 

Correlation of the Concepts of Logistic Flow and Logistic Process 
 

The relationship between the concepts of "process" and "flow" in the work of A.I. Semenenko and V.I. 

Sergeev on the theory of logistics (2001) is given through the prism of concepts the object of logistics and 

the subject of logistics. In the opinion of these scientists, the object of studying the theory of logistics are 

the material and the corresponding financial, information or their combinations of the flow processes of 

economic and other activities in reproduction and circulation, organized into flows. In this case, the flow 

is defined as a directed movement of the aggregate of something conditionally homogeneous (e.g., any 

processes, products, information, finances, materials, resources, etc.). 

 

The authors agree with the representation of the process in work by Semenenko (2001) as a regular 

sequential change in the phenomenon, its transition to another phenomenon (transformation, 

development) to achieve any result. Also, there is no objection to the representation of processes by the 

property of matter, space and time, a property characteristic of both inanimate and living nature 

(including society). 

 

According to many experts, flow processes differ from non-flow processes in that they can take a flow 

form (independently or under an external organizing influence). In accordance with the concept 

developed in work by Semenenko (2001), processes are an objective reality, and flows, as the movement 

of one environment into another, in particular flows in the economy, are abstract models, since in reality 

there is no economic environment in which information, financial and similar environments move. As 

proof of this provision, six content conditions for the existence of flows are given, the main of which is 

the presence of a structured (ongoing, continuous, or conditionally accepted for such) medium. Assuming 

that the economic environment can at best be considered to be poorly structured, research scientists 

(Semenenko, 2001) come to a rather controversial conclusion, according to the authors, that flows do not 

exist explicitly, and economic reality is different processes. 

 

Moreover, in work by Semenenko (2001), on the basis of the fact that flows in economy are recognized 

as abstract constructions (models) necessary for their study and optimization, a paradoxical conclusion is 

drawn that simulation and organization of flows are the tasks of the corresponding professionals: 

suppliers, transport workers , forwarders, warehouse workers, etc. According to A.I. Semenenko and V.I. 

Sergeev, flows in a market economy cannot be managed, as one cannot manage, for example, 

atmospheric flows. It is only possible to optimize the use of flows by optimizing the processes in them in 

the name of the final target results. As follows from this, the object of logistics are flow processes of a 

different nature, and the subject of studying, researching and researching the theory of logistics is the 

optimization of material and corresponding financial and information flows. 

 

The authors of this article are in agreement with the conclusions of A.I. Semenenko and V.I. Sergeev 

(2001) in the part that the task of logistics is to optimize the flow processes, rather than the flows 

themselves. However, the representation of the flows themselves as abstract models with the 

simultaneous assertion that their modeling and organization can be performed not by logisticians but by 

suppliers, transport workers and warehouse workers looks, in our opinion, somewhat artificial.  
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In a number of works on logistics, the concepts of flow processes and flows are not opposed, but 

implicitly used as synonyms. Thus, in book by Golikov (2000) optimization of flow process control is 

defined as the achievement of the maximum level of interaction of flow processes during the motion of 

these flows. Synonymous with this concept, in our opinion, is the following definition of the flow: "... 

economic flow should be considered as a sequence of interrelated events occurring in a single economic 

process" (Ivakin, 1997). In accordance with the rules of formal logic, this statement is identical to the 

following variant of the concept: economic flow is equal to the sequence of interrelated events and is 

equal to the economic process, i.e. we can assume that economic flow is equal to economic process. 

Identification of these concepts, in the opinion of the authors, is also present in work by Butrin (2005), 

etc. Also, some similarity of these concepts is present in the above definition of the flow from (Novikov, 

and Uvarov, 2000; Parfenov, 2001). 

 

In the study of A.V. Parfenov (2001), the relationship between the concepts of flow and the flow process 

is represented as follows: "... the flow process as an object of management in logistics should be 

understood as a set of purposeful, sequential, one-parameter transformations of a system of structurally 

interrelated elements carried out for a specified purpose within a specified period of time." It is clarified 

that the category of "flow process" reflects a consistent change of states (stages of development) of a 

certain flow, and one-parameter transformations of flow elements are achieved by performing basic 

and/or additional logistic operations. In work by Parfenov (2001) it is rightly asserted that the more 

complex the flow processes, the more effective methods of managing them are required. At the same 

time, the complexity of the flow processes is determined by the scale of enterprises. 

 

In one of the previous collective works of the scientists of the St. Petersburg State Economic University, 

the opinion is expressed that "... the object of study in logistics is the controlled flow and the fluxing 

process that generates it ..." (Shcherbakov, 2015). Thus, both the flow and the flow process are 

considered as objects of logistics without opposition. In the same work, apart from the traditional 

definition, the most general definition of the flow is given as an entity that manifests itself over a period 

of time and is measured in motion. Logistic flow is defined as an integrated flow, which is a directed 

movement of the aggregate of material, financial, information and other types of resources. The logistic 

process is defined as the sequence of operations, organized on the principles and methods of logistics, 

aimed at achieving the goals of the economic system. 

 

The authors, in comparing the concepts of flow and the flow process, occupy some middle position 

between the complete identification of these terms and their qualitative separation.  

 

In a number of special sources (Katochkov, 2005, etc.), along with the general definition of the flow 

process in general, there are references to the flow process in logistics, and various approaches to 

determining its essence are considered. Taking into account the analysis carried out by the authors of the 

concept of the process and for the chosen field of research, with regard to logistics in the industrial 

sphere, it is expedient to formulate the following definition of the flow process. The flow process of an 

industrial enterprise is a set of various interrelated activities (operations) that transforms the initial 

resources in the form of material, financial and information flows into a planned product also in stream 

form, and performed within the micro- or mesological system of the enterprise. 

 

Commenting on this definition, we note that if in general the activity is understood as "a specific human 

form of relation to the surrounding world, the content of which constitutes its expedient change in the 

interests of people; condition for the existence of society" (The Great Encyclopedic Dictionary, 1998), 

then the addition of the definition of "operations" in the definition of clarification allows to reflect the 

specifics of the activity of an industrial enterprise. 
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Note that the proposed definition does not contradict the definition given by Katochkov (2005). Thus, the 

part of the definition: "the aggregate of various interrelated types of activities (transactions) that 

transforms the initial resources in the form of material, financial and information flows ..." can also be 

understood, including the transformation of interacting flows with the interchange of flows from one form 

to another, as this is presented in the study by Katochkov (2005). In our opinion, the proposed definition 

is not universal, but it reflects the most significant features that distinguish the flow process of an 

industrial enterprise from a multitude of other processes and phenomena. 

 

Considering the specifics of logistic flow processes, it is necessary, in our opinion, to refer to the opinion 

of A.V. Parfenov (2001), which points out that any flow processes associated with various economic 

flows, which, in turn, are objects of logistic management methods, can be referred to logistic ones. Such 

flow processes, expediently, by analogy with logistic flows (material, financial, information, etc.), are 

called logistic flow processes. Professor A.V. Parfenov proposes to call such processes simply logistic 

processes, rightly referring to the fact that logistics a priori involves a flow approach. Such naming of 

these flow processes makes it possible to distinguish the features of their organization and regulation as 

objects of the logistics management system. The authors support the point of view of A.V. Parfenov, who 

considers the term logistic process as a synonym for the term of logistic flow process. Given the 

synonymity of these terms, it is possible to use both the term "logistic process" and "logistic flow 

process".  

Conclusions 
 

Thus, consideration of the problem of identity or differences in the concepts of "flow" and "flow process" 

allows to draw the following conclusions: these concepts are not synonymous, although they are similar 

in their logistics content. The flow fulfills the role of the initial "material" for the process, being an object 

of labor, which transforms the process, as a certain activity. From the position of the authors, the term 

"management of logistic flows" is not entirely accurate. The term "management of logistic flow 

processes" more accurately reflects the real situation, because actually they control not the flows 

themselves, but the activity of changing the logistic flows. 
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Abstract  
 
Nowadays, with the lack of qualified workforce in almost all sectors, understanding the attitudes of 
students and employees towards their duties and career paths becomes more and more important. The 
paper deals with the findings of the first-order survey of heroes taken for behavioural models by the 
groups of 4th grade and 8th grade pupils of three different primary schools in Slovakia. Even though the 
samples are small, the differences identified in hero categories can be significant for understanding the 
tendencies and the further research. Our findings show that the most admired categories of heroes are 
family members as well as friends (especially in Roma community). Generally, these categories are 
common, but they cause several problems in above mentioned community. The reason is that the heroes 
they admire are often unemployed and uneducated and do not provide enough stimuli for pupils to 
progress, especially in future professional life. 
  
Keywords: hero, behavioural model, function of the model, disadvantaged social group, Roma 
community 
 

Introduction 
 

Over time human beings develop not only physically, but also psychically and socially. Developmental 
psychology as an umbrelling field (integrating findings of a number of disciplines) focuses on identifying 
the developmental processes and their outcomes. It looks at the development of humans in micro sense, 
as they develop from babies to mature adults, but also in macro sense as the culture constituted by the 
humans in question evolves during the years. 
 
The theories of developmental psychology moved from the “stage theory” suggesting that all humans 
develop through similar paths (represented primarily by Jean Piaget) to the social contextualization 
theory, i.e. adults’ interference in development during critical stages known as “zones of proximal 
development”, of Lev Vygotski, and many views inbetween. 
 
It is important to take into account the fact (identified in many research findings) that social and 
emotional competencies acquired within the early development of human beings are linked to later 
academic achievement, whereas social and emotional problems or challenges are linked to academic 
difficulties as well as success or failure in working life (Blair and Diamond, 2008; Konold and Pianta, 
2005; National Research Council and Institute of Medicine, 2002; Raver, 2002; Romano, Babchiskin, 
Pagani and Kohen, 2010). Indeed, skills within the social and emotional domains are believed to lay a 
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critical foundation for later life success across a wide variety of outcomes (e.g. Jones, Greenberg and 
Crowley, 2015, Moffitt et al., 2011). 
 
Collectively, the research suggests that there are specific social and emotional competencies that parents, 
caregivers, educators, and policy makers should be promoting in early childhood for the sake of long-
term individual and social well-being. 
 
In the early stages, the process of an individual’s socialization is executed via exemplification (the forms 
of the cultural context in which the individual lives and grows), i.e. the impact of an example as a means 
or method of inter-human influencing which can significantly change or produce relations and 
performance of the human (Grac, 1990). Jim Taylor coins the term hero for the example serving as a 
model (Taylor, 2010). 
 
The examples can be categorized by their functions primarily into four following categories (Vrabec, 
2013): 
 

1. instructional function of the model: the percipient tries to act as the hero acts because he/she 
perceives his/her own behaviour as not as good as the hero’s 

2. warning function of the model: the percipient assesses the behaviour of the hero as bad one and 
he/she refuses to behave in the hero’s way 

3. repulsive function of the model: the percipient perceives the hero’s behaviour as well as that of 
his/her own as bad and wants to change it (motivational impulse for change) 

4. assurance function of the model: the percipient perceives his/her behaviour equally positive as 
the hero’s one 

 
From the point of view of the individual’s future social role the instructional function of the hero/s is 
vital. Numerous surveys looked at the heroes and their impact on the percipients (e.g. Albert Bandura in 
Bobo Doll Experiments, 1961, 1963; Australian Childhood Foundation, 2006).  
 
Thus, to identify the heroes admired by children now and here can give the picture of their current and 
future orientation. Therefore in our survey we looked at the heroes admired by pupils of three different 
primary schools. Firstly we identified the heroes of 4th grade pupils (approx. 9-year-old pupils) and those 
of the 8th grade (approx. 13-year-old pupils). Secondly we compared the heroes of different groups of 
pupils attending state and faith primary schools and a state school attended by socially disadvantaged 
pupils primarily from Roma population. We focused on the change or stability in the hero repertoire in 4 
years span, compared the hero ranking among three different groups of pupils and, finally, compared the 
results with the data on the trends in the pupils’ future career, i.e. the further studies of the pupils in 
question at secondary schools and the types of secondary schools they selected. 
 

Research and Methodology 
 

The survey aims to identify the heroes as behavioural models for pupils and possible shift in their 
structure within 4-year period. The categories of heroes include: a family member/relative, friend, 
teacher, sportsman/woman, singer, movie character, animated character, fairy-tale character, fiction 
character, sci-fi character, actor/actress, religious character, publicly known person, animal, and others. 
 
The sample included 127 pupils from 3 primary schools differing in the following characteristics: 

1. primary school in Kezmarok, faith school (42 respondents) 
2. primary school in Spisska Teplica, state country school (34 respondents) 
3. primary school in Hranovnica, state school with 100% pupils coming from socially disadvantaged 

background – Roma community (51 respondents) 
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The sample includes the pupils from all classes of the particular grade who were present at lessons when 
the survey took place. 
 
The respondents of the 4th and 8th grades at primary schools represent an age group with the more or less 
clear image what they want to achieve to become the peers of their heroes. Even though they follow the 
wishes of their parents because they are not autonomous in their decisions, their image of the success 
(materialized in their hero) allows them for either getting fully involved in the steps leading to the 
objective (e.g. attending a particular school, course, or other career building activities), complying with 
their parents’ decisions (passive resistance), or fighting their parents’ decisions (active resistance). All 
these attitudes have vital consequences for the pupils’ future performance. The behavioural patterns have 
a strong motivational potential. Therefore, we assume, to know who and what attract the pupils’ 
imagination in terms of their hero/s is important to identify even in this early developmental stage. The 
problem area stays with the pupils who claim that they have no hero to admire and follow. 
 
A questionnaire was used for the first-order survey. In addition to demographic questions related to age, 
gender, type of primary school, it included two questions: 
 

1. Write down who you take for a hero in your life, i.e. for the person you admire and you 

want to be like him/her. If there is nobody in your life, please, put it down as well. 

 

(This question was open and the respondents introduced their responses in the way they wanted, 

i.e., as a single word or a phrase or described their responses in full sentences.) 

 
2. Choose the category your hero/model introduced in the question above belongs to. 

 

(This question was closed with the possibility to choose just one option out of the range 

provided.) 

 
The questionnaire was available electronically (Google Forms) and the pupils filled it in in their computer 
laboratories. During the process either the author or a teacher was present. The teachers were instructed 
how to work with the questionnaire and were ready to answer potential respondents’ questions. The 
respondents could ask questions while filling the questionnaire in. The closed question was included to 
make the answers more objective and helped process the results. The acquired data were processed by 
MS Excel. 
 
We assumed that the environment of the individual schools would show high level of homogeneity. 
Based on quantitative analysis we identified the heroes the respondents from individual schools 
introduced and identified the shifts between the 4th grade pupils and the 8th grade pupils’ views. Based on 
the qualitative analysis we interpreted the results by individual schools and compared them with the 
success of the pupils in admission to the secondary schools if they decided so. The data on the latter was 
gained from the documents provided by individual schools. 
 
Analysis and Discussion 
 
As comes from Figure 1, family members account for the highest representation in the 4th grade group 
(57.14%). Other categories of heroes are represented markedly less and they come in the following order 
– sportsmen/women (16.48%) and friends (12.09%). The respondents of this group include also singers 
(7.69%) and other publicly known persons (1.10%) as well. No hero was stated by 5.49% of respondents 
in this group. 
 
Similar results are achieved for 8th grade group. Family members account for 52.78%, however, the figure 
decreased by 4.37%. Sportsmen/women (13.89%), friends (11.11%), and singers (2.78%) follow. The 
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respondents of this group introduce also actors/actresses (2.78%), animals (2.78%) as well as others, i.e. 
not categorized (2.78%). No hero is introduced by 11.11% of respondents that accounts for 5.62% 
increase. 
 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the hero representation by the surveyed groups of 4

th
 grade and 8

th
 grade 

pupils 

 
Figure 2 presents the total representation of heroes by individual schools. In comparison, the outstanding 
figures appear in three categories of heroes. Kezmarok (faith school) and Spisska Teplica (country 
school) primary schools do not account for the representation of friends at all, on the other hand, 
Hranovnica primary school (primary school with Roma pupils) achieves the representation of friends as 
heroes at 29.41%. Another category – family member – accounts for similar representation in Hranovnica 
primary school (Roma pupils) and Spisska Teplica (state country school) reaching 49.02% and 44.12% 
respectively, however, in Kezmarok primary school (faith school) it rises to 73.81%. Spisska Teplica 
(state country school) primary school manifests no hero in 20.59% which achieves an extreme figure 
when compared to other respondent schools (while Kezmarok faith school and Hranovnica state primary 
school with Roma pupils reach 2.38% and 1.96% respectively). 
 
In other categories of heroes, the differences do not display such outstanding differences. 
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Figure 2 : Overview of hero representation by the surveyed primary schools 

 
For the illustration we have chosen the responses of the Hranovnica state primary school respondents 
(Figure 3) because they are those who enter the labour market first (see Figure 4). When comparing 4th 
grade and 8th grade respondents’ views, the most evident shift relates to sportsmen/women category 
where the percentage plummets by 22.85%, the friend category lowers by 6.43%, however, family 
member category rises by 28.75%. 
 

 
Figure 3: Overview of hero representation by 4

th
 grade and 8

th
 grade pupils of Hranovnica state 

primary school 
 
The lowest level of admission to secondary schools (Figure 4) is reached by the pupils coming from 
Hranovnica state primary school (with Roma pupils). They mostly continue studying at a secondary 
school (apprentice and vocational schools) accomplished without school leaving examination1 (75.86%) 
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and, even worse, 24.14% do not continue in studies at all and accomplish just the compulsory education. 
The characteristic feature of this group is the hero – behavioural model – a friend or a family member. 
This means that status quo is their career prospect, even staying at the level of the same or similar age 
group. The heroes they admire (friends, family members often unemployed and uneducated) representing 
the background they come from does not provide enough stimuli for further progress. The results show 
the importance of providing these pupils systematically with other behavioural models. 
 
Other two primary schools (Kezmarok and Spisska Teplica) achieve similar success in the admission; the 
pupils usually continue studying at vocational secondary schools accomplished with school leaving 
examination or grammar schools. In these cases, the heroes include mostly family members (successful in 
professional careers and educated), sportsmen/women, and singers. It shows that their ambitions lead 
them towards progress, success, and recognition as substance of exercising effort and hard work. 
 

 
Figure 4: Overview of the pupils’ future career paths by the surveyed primary schools 

 
As comes from the above analysis, the behavioural models indicate the tendency of the respondents to 
follow their heroes. Even though the sample is small, the shift in hero categories in Kezmarok and 
Spisska Teplicka documents crossing the familiar context of the family and taking into account the 
models represented primarily by mass media and social media (sportsmen/women, singers), i.e. looking 
for new models even though to follow them would be demanding. 
 
On the other hand, Hranovnica state primary school with the disadvantaged group of Roma pupils shows 
the tendency towards encapsulation in the familiar community. Even though the percentage of friend 
category decreases, the family member category rises by 28.75%. Functioning in the familiar context 
does not require extra effort and offers safe and comfortable feeling of familiarity. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The first-order survey of heroes at the level of 4th grade and 8th grade pupils shows that analysing the 
behavioural models can contribute to understanding the attitudes of people towards academic and work-
related achievements. The employers, primarily those who employ unskilled or low-qualified workforce, 
should be aware of the fact that the behavioural model of the employee can crucially influence his/her 
attitude towards work-related tasks. This overview is important for secondary schools as well. The 
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students’ success or failure (drop out) can be based on admiring achievement-supportive or achievement-
unsupportive model, and not exclusively on the qualities of the student in question.  
 
Of course, the combination of conditions leading to the success or failure in one’s work career is 
complex, but the methodology using heroes as indicators of one’s preferences is helpful. The pupils 
coming from low-stimulating background tend to imitate their family members leading towards having 
large family, friends, and stay happy with what is available at hand. 
 
The survey provides evidence that pupils do not read books (global trend) because the categories of 
literary characters are missing in their responses. 
 
The high percentage of responses without any hero is appalling and needs deeper analysis. This group 
consists of the youth easily influenced by ad hoc behavioural models, even negative ones. 
Further research is needed not only in survey of higher age groups’ heroes to see how categories change, 
but also in deepening to identify values with motivational as well as disvalues with de-motivational 
potential in the groups’ career paths. This should be linked to the respondents’ images of the successful 
careers they want to follow in the future. 
 
 
1 The state-leaving examination allows for further studies at universities, similar to Matura in Germany or 
baccalauréat in France. 
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Abstract 

This paper is formulated to demolish the confusion among researchers in terms of applying the 

theoretical model in research. As to demolish, this paper introduced issues that faced by researchers. 

These includes analysing the advantages and disadvantages of theoretical model application.  

Through the analysis, an extensive explanation of the model has been divided into two (2) categories. 

These include explaining on the advantages and disadvantages of theoretical model. By applying a 

scoping review technique as a methodology applied in this paper, the entire aspects of theoretical 

model are adequately analysed. This is then has led to the formulation of figure as to present the 

overall result of analysis. As presented, the advantages and disadvantages of theoretical model are 

firmly justified. Through these justifications, the several elements in each of categories which define 

in the literature are listed and explained. At last, this paper has concludes that, the entire explanation 

which resulted from the analysis is expected to resolve the confusion among the researchers. 

Keyword: Theoretical Model, Application, Advantages, Disadvantages, Confusion. 

 

Introduction 

Nowadays, the development of model in research has become the main concern of the researchers. 

Part of the model concerned is on applying the theoretical model in research. As stated by Nilson et 

al. (2017), the theoretical model is an important tool to qualify and optimize the evaluative research 

process. However, Lenhardt and Schiffmann (2016) stated that theoretical model is not directly 

applicable to real world problems. This followed study conducted by Liu et al. (2017) which have not 

applied the multiphase theoretical model in their research because of the lagging in finalising the 

related theories. Therefore, this is where the details on advantages and disadvantages of applying 

theoretical model in research need to be clearly justified.  

Literature Review 

As to justify, there are two (2) subsection are designed for extensively described the advantages and 

disadvantages of theoretical model application. This designed is to ensure the exploration towards the 

entire literature that related to theoretical model application has been adequately conducted. 

Advantages of Theoretical Model 

Based on the literature, the theoretical model application has generates a number of valuable aspect 

while conducting a research. The research conduct by Chiariotti et al. (2015) have shown that a 

development of theoretical model in their research is not developed for a specific system but it can be 

applied to any real system that satisfies its assumptions. As it being satisfied, Ràfols and Molas-

Gallart (2016) stated that, a theoretical model is needed for linking the research mission to be 

captured with the specific data to be measured. This followed by Burgio et al. (2017) which have 

specified that,  a good theoretical model is required to interpret the observation and use it to place 
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Advantages

• Satisfied real system 
assumption.

• Linked research mission.

• Measuring research data.

• Useful for intrepreting 
fundamental theory

Disadvantages

• Develop from literature 
and never been tested.

• Require testing case by 
case.

• Need experimental result 
for model verification.

• Not precise enough to 
present entire data 
findings. 

constraints on fundamental theory. Through these literature reviews, it is proven that the application 

of theoretical model in research have facilitate researchers in fulfilling part of the research work. 

Disadvantages of Theoretical Model 

In this section, there are several arguments from the scholars are presented. These includes presenting 

the weaknesses of applying the theoretical model in research. Based on Tu and Yuan (2014), 

theoretical model is developed through literature review and has never been tested. This followed by 

Afsa and Givord (2014) which stated that, the theoretical model must be tested on a case-by-case 

basis. On top of that, Gonca et al. (2015) stressed that the verification of theoretical model need to be 

conducted using the experimental result. In fact, the research conduct by Ni et al. (2015) shows the 

theoretical model is not precise enough to present their entire data findings. Overall, the literatures 

have shown that, the application of theoretical model is only applicable for assuming the earlier stage 

of research findings. 

Methodology 

As for the methodology, this paper adopted a scoping review technique. According to Veronica 

Gutchell (2014), a scoping review is an approach to summarizing the literature that assesses the 

relevancy and contribution of a published work, and not solely the methodological approach for 

inclusion criteria. Then, Snyder et al. (2016) have stated that, a scoping reviews are a form of a 

literature review that seeks to identify and map out the existing body of work, the research gaps that 

exist, and the opportunities for knowledge mobilization and communication efforts. In fact, the goal 

of the scoping review is to access and review published research that focuses on identifying 

competencies related to the innovation (Metz, 2016). Through these justification, this is where this 

paper has adopted this review technique in searching the literatures. 

Result 

Through the entire analysis, this section is designed to present the entire result. These includes 

explaining each of the result into two (2) categories. As for the details, the overall result of analysis is 

visualised in the figure below. 

 

Figure 1.1: Advantages and disadvantages of Theoretical Model 
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Figure 1.1 above has visualised the advantages and disadvantages of theoretical model. As visualised, 

there four (4) advantages and disadvantages of theoretical model presented. The advantages includes 

satisfied real system assumption, linked research mission, measuring research data and useful for 

interpreting fundamental theory gathered from the literature. However, the disadvantages of 

theoretical model are includes develop from literature and never been tested, require testing case by 

case, need experimental result for model verification and lastly it is not precise enough to present 

entire data findings. Through these explanations, the comparative analysis regarding the application 

of theoretical model is adequately presented.  

Conclusion 

As a conclusion, demolish the confusion regarding the application of theoretical model in research 

among the researcher has become the main aim of this paper. Triggered by several argument from the 

scholars, it has led to the conflict of preferences either the theoretical model is requires or not while 

conducting research. By presenting advantages and disadvantages of applying the theoretical model, 

it is expected that the confusion and conflict of preference can be delineated precisely. Hence, this is 

also would act as a guidelines for the researchers in terms of developing a successive research model.  
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Abstract 
 
This article discusses the principles and methods of constructing hybrid model multivariate index 

analysis treatment of tangible assets on the example of retail trade enterprises. Analysis of the time 

and speed of the current assets held in respect of the current inventory storage for uniform positions 

of the group range shoe department of the economic entity. Separately were built time model and the 

turnover rate. And the final stage, the crossing using the index procedure was constructed by v|t-

model, which comprises five separate signs factors. For each of rounds signs factors hides its stand-

ard statistical measure, which is traditionally carried out by an economic analysis based on defined 

goals and objectives, both in enterprises and for special applied research. These indicators serve as 

indicators of the financial condition of any economic subject, are comparative characteristics in as-

sessing the competitiveness of the subject in the commodity markets and can be used to assess the 

market value of the business. The resulting model is verified, it held on reliable calculations. The 

model opens up new horizons of financial and economic analysis of movement of material assets of 

the enterprise, and allows you to put together a comprehensive study the parameters of speed and 

time of commodity circulation. The latter is complicated, and it is sometimes even impossible, in 

multivariate econometric models in connection with the phenomenon of multicollinearity of signs 

factors. This circumstance makes it promising for the first time built a similar hybrid model for solv-

ing the problems of short-term forecasting, and for the purpose of operational planning of material 

circulating assets. 

 

Keywords: Simple index, analytical index, index crossing, mixed-index analysis, hybrid model of 

factor analysis, primary and secondary feature, working capital, current assets, index model 

 
Rumors of slowness crocodiles are spread by the crocodiles themselves. 

(From the observations of a nature lover) 

Introduction 
 

Research in the field of industrial production, as well as in wholesale and retail trade links issues of 

turnover of tangible assets is a separate and important area of analysis of the financial condition of 

any economic subject. The effectiveness of such asset management is reflected immediately in terms 

of solvency and stability of the enterprise. There is considerable domestic and foreign bibliography 

dedicated to the study of time and the speed of certain types of tangible assets. This article is related 

to the construction of a fundamentally new hybrid v|t-model multivariate analysis on the example of 

the dynamics of asset inventory of a particular trader. 

Among the most important economic characteristics and generalizing Stick efficiency of movement 

in the market space and the commodity circulation mass in the form of raw materials and fuel fin-

ished product inventories and etc. within the production cycles are indicators – The time of the work-
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ing capital and the velocity of the working capital. These indicators generally serve a special econom-

ic concept as turnover of goods.  

 

The economic analysis of these characteristics is particularly important in setting conditions of the 

market mechanism of management of industrial enterprises of the real sector, sales, trading and pur-

chasing of specialized applications and systems, improvement of commercial calculation and the in-

creasing importance of financial leverage in the market of diverse relationship partners [1; 2]. 

 

Formulation of the problem 
 

Analysis of the time and the velocity of inventory included in the scheme of analysis of working capi-

tal, but it should be carried out taking into account the results directly analyzing the volume and 

structure of sales production and trade. Let us consider the measure currents security indicator turno-

ver of inventory, i.e. during the treatment of a fixed mass of commodities, in order to build a multi-

factor index model analysis of treatment of tangible assets of the economic entity [3-5]. 

 

Analysis of the inventory of the current storage for example, by the trade organization, can be illus-

trated by the example shown in the table 1 (columns 7-8). After analyzing the current inventory stor-

age overall economic entity by techniques is analyzed by comparing individual headings range. Re-

search Methodology, used here by the author, based on the technique of index analysis with the assis-

tance of the First and Second Index systems, the development of which directly involved the works of 

authors [6-8]. 

 

The range of instruments used in the study includes the construction of simple and multivariate ana-

lytical indexes, with the release of a result on the construction of the five-factor model, a hybrid of 

retail turnover. Author's model contains the analysis of the time factors, material assets turnover rate, 

size, inventory and analysis of two structural components with respect to the value of one-day sales 

and stock SKUs current storage company. 

 

Analysis of the Speed treatment of inventory (v-model). Analysis of the current inventory storage, one 

of whose tasks is to identify deviations of the actual stock on a specific date from the commodity 

standard of this period can’t be complete without examining the rate of turnover of tangible assets, 

which has independent significance. 

 

It is recalled that already considered above the indicator for the asset or the time-reversal of inventory 

– is the term or period of time during which marketed the average inventory. The faster committed 

commercialized products, the less working capital in the form of tangible assets required for uninter-

rupted treatment process in trading systems, and the lower, hence, distribution costs are developing in 

trade and value chains. 

 

Acceleration asset turnover, in turn, leads to a reduction the duration of the process of handling the 

material benefits in the form of a complete production and supply cycle, and, accordingly, to increase 

profitability, strengthen the financial condition of the company and etc. On an indicator of security 

turnover inventory is closely related indicator of the speed of circulation of commodities, or the turn-

over of tangible assets having independent analytical value. 

 

The rate of circulation of commodities, or inventory turnover, or even the turnover speed characteriz-

es the number of revolutions of the mass of commodities, taken in the amount of the average com-

modity stock, which is calculated every time specifically for the analyzed period. The practical con-

tent of this characteristic can be interpreted as follows with the options a comment: how many times 

renewed commodity stock during the analyzed period, or a sales occurs during the reporting period in 

the amount of the average commodity stock. 
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In analyzing the dynamics of the rate of circulation of commodities and commodity-supply treatment 

time is traditionally used index method is simple, it is a clear, reliable and generally efficient compar-

ison tool in conducting analytical calculations factor in the following areas: analysis of growth in 

turnover through faster turnover of goods; calculation of volume released (mobilized) or overly in-

volved (immobilized) current assets as a result of the rate of change and the time the time of turnover 

of goods [9]. 

 

In order to illustrate these aspects of the example analysis of said range of footwear companies, 

which is listed in Table 2, should be to build the index dynamics of the average rate of turnover for 

the three k-th commodity items ),1( sk = ,
 
that are reflected in the table for the reporting and the 

base period. This measure of the average speed will be the index of variable composition – character-
istic of a productive attribute the so-called First index system (I IS): 
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where 
)(

11

k

З
v – the average speed of the mass of commodities turnover in the reporting period speci-

fied in the Table. 2 commodity groups shoe range. 

v(k)
0=>v(k)

1           

З(k)
0=>З(k)

1 
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Thus, the relative growth rate of turnover in the reporting period compared with baseline was 

19.35%. This increase occurred both through the growth of the actual speed rate (circulation of com-

modities) on all commodity positions range (see: Individual indices rate of commodity circulation in 

column 13 of table 2), and due to changes in inventory structure for the same commodity items, that 

is, i.e. on the analyzed groups of shoes – leather, combined and sports (respectively, columns 9 and 

10 of table 2). 

 

In other words, the very average increment rate in the dynamics has taken place due to the simultane-

ous and combined effects of these two factors taken into account traits that should be resolved by the 

analyst on the individual components. Consequently, this increment should be laid out on the factors 

noted specifically that will take into account their impact on the isolated change in the average char-

acteristics of the velocity under the First IS. The index schema of factor analysis in this case can be in 

constructed by the expansion of variable composition of the index. But for the purposes of further 

analysis, the simple index of variable composition present in its modified form entry through the 

structural component – the proportion of margin in the range of graphs 9 and 10 table 2. 
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The aggregate index, all the values of the factors taken into account ( З
d и v ) change their value 

during the transition from reporting period to the base period. For this reason, it should be recalled, 

the index is called the index of variable composition resultant variable. In order not to clutter the cal-

culation formulas in the following text, the expression "hell" over the symbol of the sign as a charac-

teristic of a statistical averaging of inventory on the corresponding headings of the analyzed sign-

factor 
)(

1

)(

0 , kk
ЗЗ will have to be omitted. 

 

To assess the impact of the turnover rate of individual headings to change the average velocity for the 

entire range of goods should be built within the I IS have analytical index of constant composition. 

Actually, the analytical index is constructed according to the rules of construction of factor analytic 

index with weights appropriate period taking into account the statistical nature of the indexed attrib-

ute [10]. In the case of constructing the index of constant composition – on the balance of the report-

ing quarter of 2015 in relation to the secondary feature – the velocity of the mass of commodities (v) 

 

Calculations show that the decrease in the average turnover rate of 2.36%, reflecting the structure of 

index changes, there by reducing the proportion of the fastest on the winding assets against the share 

of growth relatively "slow" the winding assets (compare the reduction in the share of leather shoes 

and footwear increased percentage combined in rows 1 and 2 in column 9). This brings to mind a 

quote from Carroll, quoted in an epigraph to the article, where there categories Comparability, Rela-

tivity are treating terminologically extremely informative and very modern. 

 

Built system indices can also be determined in accordance with the above trend analysis of the abso-

lute amount of growth in turnover due to the acceleration of the turnover of individual products. This 

10

10

vv

dd
ЗЗ

⇒

⇒
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value is defined as the difference form the index of constant composition formula, presented in a fa-

miliar, for analytical indexes, aggregate form. The presented scheme of construction of I and II IS, 

followed by analytical calculations and comments reveal certain possibilities of deepening and de-

tailed economic analysis of the characteristics of the retail turnover of the company investigated. 

Opening possibilities allow further discussion during case study material to build more complex mul-

tivariate index structure in the form of analytical models involving, in addition to the characteristics 

of the turnover rate of current tangible assets (v), and the characteristic time of their treatment (t). 

 

For the construction of the aforesaid models were used index methods of analyzing the dynamics of 
inventory homogeneous range with the assistance of the First (I IS) and the Second index system (II 

IS). And if I IS allows factor analysis with elements of degradation of resultant variable with respect 

to changes in the structure and composition of the assets, the II IS directs the analyst on the study of 

direct communication characteristics of statistical factors and their components. 

 

Thus, in the course of transformation was obtained 3-factor model of the volume index of turnover, 

depending on changes in the average of inventory, changing its structure and changes in the average 

speed (rate) of its commodity circulation. This model can be called three-factor model analysis of 

trade, depending on the state and dynamics of commodity stocks. In terms of content model must be 

"streamlined" as indicated in the scheme of logical and quantitative link located directly below the 

expression. 

                         ,
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Analysis of the treatment time (t-model) of tangible assets in the form of stock. Similarly, the above 

analysis the turnover rate can be analyzed during the treatment of inventory on the scheme I IS suita-

ble for a homogeneous mix. However, here the pair Rounds and independent of each other factors 

(t(k), W(1)(k)) of the multiplier determines the average size of the current storage stock (З(k)). Need-

less to say, the influence factor calculations similar to the calculations for the analysis of asset turno-

ver rate.  

 

The index indicates a decline in the average time of treatment of inventory by improving the day-

sales structure: in particular, significantly decreased the proportion of third heading (from 20.65% to 

16.75% – see graphs 16 and 17 in Table 2), in which observed the most significant treatment time 

(see graph 19 in the same table 2). Upon completion of the analysis of current assets can be cut to 

obtain another interesting derivative of the dependence of the analyzed indicators. To do this, repeat 

all the necessary transformations with algebraic expressions, used as the component of I IS. Namely, 

with the index of variable composition, the average time reversal of inventory depending on changes 

in the actual turnaround time and one-day volume of turnover. 

 

But the resulting ratio is definitely not the ultimate goal of the done reforms and is only an intermedi-

ate structure for the purpose of a more detailed study of the state and dynamics of current assets with 

the involvement of other optional examined similar analysis systems. It is also permissible already 

used technique index cross connection, which allows due to differences in the analyzed attributes 

index systems to implement a kind of factorial addition. So, on the one hand, according to the expres-

sion, of variable composition index 
0

1))1(,( Wtt
ℑ

 

is equal to the product of two factor indices treatment 

time and one-day turnover 
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On the other hand, the same index 
0

1))1(,( Wtt
ℑ

 

in accordance with equation coincides with the ex-

pression 
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Considering the last two entries in the expressions as a system of two equations with the same left-

hand sides, we solve the system of equations for the index 
0

1))1(,( Wtt
ℑ , taken as an unknown variable. 

Then place all the existing (pre-built) codes on the right side of the multiplier factor in a strictly 

meaningful sequence to link the goals of these indices in the system. 

 

In this way the updated causal mechanism of statistical relationships and productive factor, in this 

case, the primary feature of this time stands for average commodity index storage inventories current 

reporting period compared to the base period. 
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As a result of conversions received three-factor index model of average inventory-dependent changes 

in the mean time reversal of inventory ( t ), a one-day change in the structure of trade turnover 

(dW(1)) and the dynamics of one-day sales (W(1)). 

 
This pattern of expression can be called three-factor t-model analysis of average inventory, depend-

ing on changes in the average time of treatment of assets, changes in one-day sales structure and dy-

namics of the one-day turnover. In terms of content and organizational terms aforesaid medium mod-

el of inventory of current storage must also be "ordered" or "linked" in a way that has already been 

used up, and as it is shown in the diagram, located directly under the multiplier from the expression. 

Such an ordering mechanism for causality of the phenomenon allows expert- analysts ably to per-

form, in addition to analysis of the influence of factors taken into account in the relative form, as an 

analysis of the impact of all the factors taken into account signs on the average size of inventory stor-

age and the current in absolute terms, that is extremely important in the operational work of the spe-

cialists of the enterprise. 

 

The data from this example table 2 permit to conduct such analysis of the impact of factors taken into 

account in absolute terms by the example of the same shoe product groups. For this it is necessary to 

arrange signs factors in the circuit of expression, starting with a primary feature, which is one-day 

trade W(1), and further, in order of the content of their linkage in the index multiplier middle of in-

ventory ( З ). Then skip to the absolute account level of symptoms-factors, taking already as calculat-

ed indices and make a difference by calculating the index of the form, using the method of chain sub-

stitutions. 
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Because calculations on the scheme in the expression that due to a change in the structure of one-day 

sales (-1.39%), the mean of inventory increased by 23.99%. But due to the reduction of the time re-

versal of this reserve at 15.01% increase in the average stock of goods necessary for the reporting 

period was limited to only the size of a 5.38% compared to baseline. 

 

Control countable check the balance of the partial effects (increments) factors on the change in the 

size of inventory in the reporting period compared to the base period gives a total of the amount of 

the total increment of the expression with the proviso of possible acceptable rounding error. All pri-

vate, increment factors may be, if necessary, for the purpose of clarity, are summarized in a single 

standard analytical table of the table 3 type. 

 

The Results of Research  
 

In this article the author presents the conceptual hybrid v|t-model multivariate analysis (velocity-

time), allowing much more detailed and much more fully explore the phenomenon of turnover of 

tangible assets of the economic entity. 

 

Using the index schema of the expressions we can without difficulty obtain analytical relations that 

will link the complex into a single index variable composition scheme, both the index and three sim-

ple index of turnover dynamics, dynamics of average commodity stocks and the dynamics of one-day 

sales. The effectiveness of a sign, given the linear relationship (direct statistical relationship charac-

teristics) of all indices in the form of a multiplier, will the index of retail trade turnover dynamics as 

dependent Rounds held in the analysis of the relative signs of factors, according to the regulations 

following the five-factor model 
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If quantitative linkage of all indices in direct communication performance does not cause technical 

difficulties, the meaningful economic docked each step with scoring indication (change of retail trade 

turnover) is not always obvious. Here, the expert-analyst should show patience in building a causal 
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chain of interrelated signs, to find the necessary parts of the circuit with fixed them actual perfor-

mance. And finally, it is necessary to carry out a detailed interpretation of the results consistently. 

This is extremely important and is associated primarily with the fact that the plug-in hybrid model 

factors are manageable, they can predict and plan in orientation mode, the final economic results. 

 

Bearing in mind the analysis of the absolute influence of the factors taken into account on a produc-

tive feature (in this case – the amount of retail goods turnover), the starting index of the chain in the 

formula of the expression should be the primary composite index only for its statistical nature trait-

factor on the right side of the multiplier. He is a simple index of the dynamics of one-day sales – 

0
1)1(Wℑ .  

 

The next element of the chain linking "begs" to be an index that contains, at least in the numerator or 

the denominator of the aggregate characteristic of one-day sales volumes throughout the shoe assort-

ment. That index is the index of one-day sales structure –
0

1))1(( Wdt
ℑ . Therefore, carefully calibrated 

and meaningful economic aspect of the method of chain substitutions, you can build the required ana-

lytical chain indices strictly specified sequence recorded chart below from the expression. 
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As a control test is necessary to carry out an algebraic coherent meaningful linkage of each of the 
index built into the hybrid v|t-model (velocity-time) of turnover of tangible assets represented by the 

formula of the expression one by one, moving phases of this scheme in the direction of the left – 

right. We carry out a second factor linking the analytical index of the expression in the scheme of the 

index multiplier model. The second account is the index of the influence of the structure on the daily 

sales average time of treatment of the current inventory storage –
0

1))1(( Wdt
ℑ . The product of the first 

pair of indices gives the following interesting and understandable analytical dependence 
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As a result, changes in the expression obtained an analytical index of commodity stock, depending on 

changes in the structure of one-day sales
0

1))1(( WdЗ
ℑ . The next (third in a row) factorial analytical 

index in the formula of the expression, which is to be linked to the multiplier circuit is the index of 
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constant composition, the average time of inventory turnover – 
0

1)( tt
ℑ of course, affects the size of 

the average stocks of this storage. We show below the necessary conversion 
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Next, for each factor to implement the scheme linking multiplier the fourth at the row components – 

index changes in the average turnover rate of tangible assets due to a structural shift in the composi-

tion of inventories. Here the result of the previous link of the index 
0

1З
ℑ , i.e. a simple index of the 

expression should be multiplied by an analytical index 
0

1)( Зdv
ℑ . Should whenever approached care-

fully, guided by the rules of construction of the index scheme, the economic content of the technical 

and economic indicators and thoroughly carrying out the necessary changes in the aggregate parts 

conjugate of factor analytic index to the circular linking procedure codes into the system.  

 

Noteworthy is the fact of "as if" automatic clarify the location of primary and secondary symptoms-

factors ),,,,)1(( )()()()()( kk

З

kk

W

k
vdtdW in the corresponding intermediate chain links of the hy-

brid v|t-model up to the resultant variable factor - W from the expression. However, this seemingly 

natural ease laid analyst in advance in the preliminary selection of the factors taken into account and 

building up in the meaningful chain of interrelated indicators. 

 

Conclusions 
 

In the end, a case study based hybrid index model analysis of cost volume of the quarterly turnover, 

depending on the value of inventory and the current storage volume of daily sales. It is enough for the 

reader a clear economic sense of the final result of the conversion from the expressions, and allows 

managers to logistics and distribution business processes of production and trade, wholesale and re-

tail trade and retailers to establish reasonable standards of current inventory storage. This approach 

can also be timely to make these regulations required course corrections as taking into account the 

intensity of daily sales, and taking into account an accurate assessment of the seasonality factor pur-

chases-sales. Thus, even when taken separately and piecemeal, but a row, analytical indexes pair give 

in linking cost-clear and transparent results in the assumption that the factorial scheme in a straight 

multiplier characteristics of the statistical relationship is sufficiently pre-calibrated. 

 

Semantic analysis of the scheme by individual expressions and, can be interesting to be interpreted as 

analytical indices built by a group of assessors "dual structural shift", which occurred in the first 

place, as a part of inventory, providing trade reporting period, due to changes in the structure of sales 

of daily trading enterprise of shoes. And this turned out to be an adverse structural shift was the cause 

of a different shift has happened as a result in the range of sales for the period under review. This is 

the second circumstance, as a result, led to a slight, barely noticeable, but the growth of retail trade 

turnover in the reporting period compared with the base only by 1.44% (compare with the previous 

indicator of growth +19.36% expression of formula) in the calculations of the analytical chain. 

 

In fact, the first structural shift in the assessment of significant symptoms are caused by (as the cause) 

of the second structural shift of another, no less significant feature for quite appropriate analogy with 

the movement of geologic plates or reservoirs under tectonic phenomena of nature. The proposed 

model allows the author simultaneously and jointly explore and speed, and time of turnover of tangi-

ble assets with respect to typical primary reporting indicators and standard indicators of economic 

activity of the economic entity. 
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The hybrid model provides a reliable assessment of the effects of each factor on a productive sign 

and, accordingly, the carrying circular linking increments of each factor, not only in relative form, but 

also in absolute terms, i.e. at cost, using the method of the first differences as a special case of the 

method of chain substitutions with respect and dynamics, and targets, and the level of the plan. Table. 

3 shows the influence of the absolute size of each of the five signs of factors on the amount of the 

quarterly retail turnover, as well as the values of these increments in comparison with both the overall 

increase (column 6), and in comparison with the base level of a productive attribute (column 7). 

 

 
 

Of course, the above scheme is proposed based on a factor analysis of the hybrid model of the index 

is not the only possible one. There are other, no less interesting patterns of economic analysis of the 

state and dynamics of current tangible assets with a different set of factors that characterize the level 

of inventory at different angles and in different aspects, and with not necessarily the index method, 

and correlation and regression methods analysis, and other analytical methods, complexity; at the 

expense of more serious mathematical apparatus, for example, with the use of matrix methods of re-

search [12], and so forth. 

 

The Direction of Future Research 
 

However, due to set out in a two-part article considerations, it seems very promising is the use of 

hybrid aggregated v|t-model systems integrated analysis of financial and economic state of the busi-

ness entity as well as, say, a ratio analysis and multivariate models predicting the subject of bank-

ruptcy. Of particular interest are the undoubted opportunities offered by the author of the model to be 

useful in order to adjust the state of the accounting (financial) statements of the enterprise in making 

its management informed management decisions in the organization, in assessing the market value of 

the business, as well as in the provision of engineering and operational long-term planning. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we discuss the growing phenomenon of collaboration between governments and other 

sectors, Non- Profit Organizations (NPOs) in particular. We aim to define global types of 

collaboration, find which macro environmental factors influence them and what the role of local 

authorities is. The types of collaborations between NPOs and government in Israel will be examined 

and six types of formal collaboration will be defined. The subjects interviewed are non-profit 

organizations and consulting firms' Chief Executive Officers (CEOs). A case study of informal 

collaboration between an NPO and the government in Israel between the years 2016-2017 will be 

presented. In order to understand the reason of collaboration, its benefits and limits, we interviewed 5 

NPO staff members and 3 senior representatives of the Ministry of Education who took part in the 

collaboration. We found that formal collaboration between NPOs and the government is based on: 

specific regulation or existing regulation, collaboration through a third party or as a joint venture, 

collaboration with exemption of tender or by tender. Each type has different advantages or 

disadvantages which NPOs managers should take in to consideration. The government in Israel is 

taking steps to rationalize the management of the formal connection. In the informal collaboration we 

found that both the NPO and the government are looking to gain knowledge. Though, the gap of 

different work rate of each party can be a problem in maintaining this collaboration.  

Keywords: NPOs, collaboration with government, growth strategies 

JEL Classification: A10; E6; H5;H7; H11 

Introduction 

As part of the global trend of privatization and decentralization of public services, we witness more 

governments around the world increasing collaboration with businesses and organizations from the 

nonprofit sectors. This phenomenon helps promote global and local economy in developing and 

developed countries (Gebba, et al., 2013). 

Privatization can be defined as the form of transferring the ownership from the government to private 

organizations (NPOs or business) or transferring public tasks through some types of collaboration 

(Solecka, K. 2013). In addition, we can witness models of organizations which are state-owned 

enterprises (SOEs) or partly owned by the government (Powell, et al., 2014)  

Due to this process, NPOs are playing a significant role in the life of people, from birth to old age in 

various aspects. These nonprofit organizations have become a significant provider of many services 

for the citizens. Some of the services used to be provided by the government and some were new 

creations, meant to bridge the gap between public needs and the lack of government response to 
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these. Although each country is influenced by local aspects of regulation, model of civil society, 

diversity of population, culture and leading values, there are some similarities in the case of NPOs 

collaboration with governments. Each side can profit by coping with its own weaknesses and taking 

advantage of opportunities for the benefit of the civil society. 

On the one hand, economic models show that in some cases, NPOs can be more efficient and deliver 

services more effectively, be more flexible to public needs than the government.  NPOs play an 

important role in advocacy, and represent marginalized groups. However, they can have difficulty 

with structure, definition of goals, fund raising, and dependence on the requirements of stakeholders. 

On the other hand, governments can be in some cases more reliable, have broad strategic visions, an 

appropriate broad infrastructure, be legally mandated and financially more resourced than NPOs, 

though political interests interfere sometimes. However, they can be cumbersome regulatory and be 

influenced by political interests (Brinkerhoff, et al., 2002) cited in Teegen, at al., (2004).  

Theoretical Background 

Types of relationships between NPOs and government 

Scientific articles analyze the relationship between NPOs and the government from different points of 

view in terms such as duration of time, degree of formalism, the degree of change required from each 

partner, the degree of risk they take. As the collaboration grows deeper, a better understanding of the 

relationships, its risks and opportunities becomes more significant for managers of NPOs as part of 

their growth strategies and for governments in order to become more efficient. In this article, we 

analyze several possibilities of collaboration between the parties and pinpoint the advantages and 

disadvantages involved in the process. We will refer to some points of view, both formal and 

informal in order to explain types of collaboration. These include specific settings regarding the 

effective competition, cost consideration, the way of the form of winning, tenders among them 

(Gazley, B. 2008). We will elaborate on the types of tenders between the government and NPO's in 

Israel. 

 

Cooperation and collaboration 

The degree of cooperation between the government and businesses and NPOs can affect the size of 

the collaboration, the amount of time it will last, the degree of formality of the relations between the 

managers of the collaborators and the amount of budget investment required of each partner for the 

collaboration to succeed. Because each partner invests considerable resources in the development and 

accomplishment of the collaboration, it is important to try and define the type of partnership.  

Table no. 1 shows the general settings for possible collaboration types.           

Table 1: Types of potential collaboration between NPOs and the government 

Type of collaboration Explanation Goals 

Cooperation means short 

term, informal, voluntary 

relations between people and 

organizations (Houge 1994; 

Ciger 2001).  

The two participants in the cooperation share 

information and location but are independent 

and look for establishing relationships with 

others to achieve individual development. 

Partners have low trust, and infrequent 

communication.  

Short term, informal, 

achieve individual 

development  
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Coordination refers to 

partners that comprise 

strategies and responsibilities 

that entail information 

sharing, mutual planning and 

decision-making, mutual 

policy, projects and funding 

initiatives (Lawson 2002).  

As Ovretveit (1993: 40) and others (Litterer 

1973; Dunshire 1978) suggest the exercise 

of coordination intends to bring together 

interdependent parts in order to give birth to 

a whole. Though independent, organizations 

join forces in order to get to an agreed 

outcome. Since coordination means more 

than information and resource sharing, joint 

planning and operation, it calls for a higher 

level of commitment. In this way 

organizations lose autonomy and increase 

shared risk.  

Medium term, more 

formall, joint 

planing to get an 

agreed outcome 

 

Collaboration means a stable 

and long-term denser 

relationship (Gray 1989; 

Ciger 2001).  

The collaboration parties are independent 

entities. Still, they have to share resources, 

data, clients, geographic issues. The parties 

will make major changes in their operational 

mode, face risks, and achieve strategic 

synergies leading to original solutions. 

Mutual tasks will be accomplished but the 

focus will be on the processes and 

institutional arrangement used to achieve 

them (Keast et al. 2007a, b; Mandell 1994, 

2001).  

Stable and long-

term, major changes 

to achieve strategic 

synergies 

 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution 

Influence of macro environmental factors on the collaboration  
 

Government, business or social sectors can be affected by their macro environment. These effects can 

be specific to any industry in a particular country or global in a number of countries. 

Environmental factors taken into account are: economy, demographics, technologies, wars, which are 

specific to a region/country. For example, in Israel, following a steep increase in the prices of real 

estate in the last decade, the government enacted new laws that allow businesses to receive 

significant benefits for the expansion of residential construction for young couples in the geographic 

periphery outside the central cities at discounted prices. This move demanded the response of new 

services which were provided by the collaboration of the government with business and NPOs such 

as educational frameworks, employment, leisure activities and so on. In many countries in the world, 

we can see research on the macro-environmental effects on the relationship between government and 

non-profit organizations. Those researchers attempt to explain why and when collaboration between 

NPOs and government grows with the purpose to solve complex region problems by sharing their 

expertise, knowledge, resources to produce public value together.  This point of view can be found in 

developing and developed countries such as Russia, (Cook, L. J. 2015), Netherlands, (Brandsen, et 

al., 2015), Israel, (Schmid, et al., 2016), Egypt, (Gebba, et al., 2013), Australia, (Keast, et al., 2014).  

 

Collaboration of government with NPOs through local authorities 
 

As part of the decentralization process, central government delegates responsibility and resources to 

local authorities to reinforce local communities for reflecting their local needs. Bar-nir, et al., (2011) 

state that they are provided by strong, new relationships with NPOs. In Israel, for example, in view of 

the sharp increase in the number of road accidents at the national level, the government decided to 

invest resources in delivering training courses for young and old drivers throughout the country. 

Since the populations of young people and adults in Israel differ from city to city, the government put 

the responsibility for implementing the program on the local authority, which accepted the budget 

and guidelines for the program's goals. Each local authority could have carried out the program in a 

manner that best suited the target populations in the city, together with the businesses or NPO's 

partners it chose. 
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As Archambault et al., (2002) cited in Bar-Nir, et al., (2011) noted, the bonds between NPOs and 

local authorities were formed because the latter saw NPOs as equal partners in their contribution to 

the benefit of civil society, such as the government. The main advantage of this type of collaboration 

lies in the good understanding by both sides of the target audience, the local needs and the local 

culture in order to succeed in the assimilation of the projects. At the same time, the budget for joint 

projects can be more limited for a local program in relation to direct national collaboration between 

the government and the NPO.  

 

Informal relations between NPO's and government 

Another view of relationship that is less analyzed tries to understand the informal collaboration 

between NPOs and government outside the contract formal arena. Researches like Gazley, B., (2008) 

show that government representatives engage in collaboration with NPOs for professional learning.  

This collaboration is based mostly on trust. This collaboration emerges from mutual goals trying to 

solve a civil problem. In this way, the joint work process can be created quickly and be very effective 

for the benefit of the public. Nevertheless, it is risky from the NPOs' point of view as they cannot 

resave financial support from the government. In this article we will present a case study of an 

informal collaboration between an NPO and the government in Israel. 

Study 

Israeli view on NPOs collaboration with the Government 

In the preceding two decades, the nonprofit sector has grown significantly in both economic terms 

and the number of organizations (GuideStar Israel 2014
1
). The total job employment only in the 

NPOs sector is 13.6% (448,000) from the total employment in Israel. NPOs provide services for 

education, culture, religion, health, welfare. Incomes of Israeli NPOs are divided as - 50% from the 

public, 35% self-generated income and 15% philanthropy.  Since 1980, 1,600 new NPOs have been 

registered. Between 1980 and 2013, over 52,000 NPOs have been registered in total. 36,000 NPOs 

were active in 2015 (Almog-Bar, M., 2016). The major change took place in 2008 when the 

government approved a decision which acknowledged the contribution of the civil society - NPOs - 

to the Israeli society. As a result, the government took decisions intended to build partnerships with 

NPOs. This strengthens the collaboration, at the same time maintaining the partners' independence. 

(Prime Minister’s Office 2008, 18). Since 2008, round-tables have been serving as a vehicle meant to 

create a dialogue between the government, the business sector, NPOs and the corporate-philanthropic 

sector. This mutual acquaintance and contact with each other has led to a better collaboration 

between sectors, supplying an efficient mechanism which promotes joint activities. In this article we 

will focus on NPOs-government collaboration in Israel. While the NPOs offer the flexibility, 

creativity and basis for innovation that the government lacks, the government sector provides the 

resources, technologies and license needed to diffuse innovative approaches and to make them 

sustainable (Salamon et al., 2015). According to the Bureau of Statistics, the government's social 

purchasing budget in 2014 in Israel was- 2.1 milliard EUR which constitutes 40% of the total 

government procurement of that year. 

 

Methodology 

We will investigate the collaboration between the Israeli government and NPOs both in its formal 

(according to the definitions of the law on Government Decision 19502) and informal system.  

First, in the following tables we will present and define 6 ways of formal collaboration between the 

government and NPOs, the advantages and disadvantages of each method. The definition of the form 

of collaboration was taken from the website of the Ministry of Finance in Israel
3
. In order to define 
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the advantages and disadvantages of each method, we interviewed 3 CEO's of leading consulting 

firms on this specific issue in Israel, 5 CEO's of NPOs that have cooperated with the government for 

more than two years and the Director of Cooperation in the Israeli Ministry of Finance. Second, we 

will discuss a case study on informal collaboration between an NPO and the Government in Israel. 

Formal ways of collaboration with the government in Israel  
 
Table no.2 defines and presents the advantages and disadvantages of 4 ways of formal collaboration 

between NPOs and the Government in Israel. They will be followed by the presentation of two more 

methods. 

 

 

 

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of different ways of collaboration between NPOs and 

the government in Israel 

Form of Collaboration Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Specific Regulation - a 

designated regulation given 

according to a government 

decision to allocate funds to 

specific issues for a limited 

time until the issue is solved, 

e.g. The development of 

agriculture in a particular 

geographical area.  The 

government creates a specific 

regulation by accurately 

defining the objectives it 

wants to achieve, the best 

possible partner will receive a 

budget, for a specific period 

of time 

� Suitable NPOs can receive 

significant budgets for 

several years from one or 

several government 

departments. 

 

� NPO's manager can assess 

the chances to get funding 

according to the amount of 

collaborations in the 

previous year (from public 

information). 

 

� NPO's relatively small 

chance for matching the 

specific regulation 

conditions. 

� The budget approved for 

the specific regulation will 

be divided among all 

organizations that applied 

and found suitable. 

� The process is relatively 

long and can take up to a 

year for approval. 

� It can be a relatively 

expensive process for an 

organization to submit the 

request itself. 

2. Existing regulation - An 

existing regulation was 

created to provide a long-term 

solution to a civil issue which 

the state considers similar to 

the Specific Regulation just 

not temporarily.  

The government is not 

required to update the 

regulation, but it can increase 

the budget it invests in.  

 

For example, the government 

wants to provide a permanent 

solution for those who need 

immediate emotional help by 

having a telephone 

conversation with a 

professional 24 hours a day in 

order to prevent suicide. In 

Israel, the NPO called ERAN- 

(Emotional First Aid by 

� Suitable NPOs can receive 

significant budgets for 

several years from one or 

several government 

departments. 

 

� NPO's manager can assess 

the chances to get funding 

according to the amount of 

collaborations in the 

previous year (from public 

information). 

 

� NPO's relatively small 

chance for matching the 

specific regulation 

conditions. 

� The budget approved for 

the specific regulation will 

be divided among all 

organizations that applied 

and found suitable. 

� The process is relatively 

long and can take up to a 

year for approval. 

� It can be a relatively 

expensive process for an 

organization to submit the 

request itself. 
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Telephone & Internet) 

provides this service along 

with significant government 

support. 

3. Collaboration through a 

third party – collaboration 

with the government through 

a third partner who is already 

in direct partnership with the 

state. This requires an 

adjustment on the part of the 

organization in order to 

provide synergy to a third-

party partner and not to be a 

direct competitor to it. 

� NPOs could quickly get 

into the partnership with a 

third partner that already 

knows the whole process, 

and is used to the 

conditions of collaboration 

with the government. 

� NPOs learn how to work 

with the government 

through a third party. 

� NPOs share risks with a 

third-party. 

� It may be difficult for 

NPO to locate a suitable 

third-party partner. 

� NPOs are limited by the 

other third-party partner 

needs. 

� The budget from the 

government has to be split 

between the two partners. 

 

4. Collaboration as a joint 

venture - enables a 

government ministry to create 

high-level collaboration with 

an organization partner 

without the need to respond to 

a tender.  

The government usually 

initiates joint ventures with 

NPOs/Business in fields in 

which it already operates, and 

it already has insights on how 

to lead the field. The 

partnership is created in order 

to acquire new tools / 

knowledge from the NPO and 

to integrate them for several 

years on a regular basis in the 

governmental system. In such 

a joint venture, the degree of 

involvement of the 

government ministry is 

relatively high and the 

financial terms of the 

partnership require the 

government to invest money 

in it up to 49% and the NPO 

51% of it. A joint venture can 

last for 3-5 years. 

 

� NPOs get the opportunity 

to realize their long-term 

professional and financial 

vision with the largest 

partner. 

� NPOs can acquire 

significant and broad 

information about target 

audience. 

� This method is relatively 

achievable for both sides. 

� Allows NPOs for multi-

year collaboration with the 

government. 

� Requires a high financial 

capability on the part of 

the NPOs for several years 

(51% each year). 

� Requires the government 

to produce quantitative 

targets for the success of 

the plan that will justify its 

long-term investment, and 

the NPO to meet them. 

Source: Authors’ own contribution 

 

Two additional ways of formal collaboration between NPO's and Government in Israel are presented 

below. 

  

5. Collaboration with exemption from tender  

 
This is a duty imposed on government in the Mandatory Tenders Law of 1992, and the Minister of 

Finance is charged with its implementation. Tender exemptions are intended to provide contractual 

arrangements while maintaining equality, fairness and integrity between government and  
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organizations. They are suitable only for organizations that can prove some uniqueness in their field, 

without other competitors. They are presented in Table no.3.                                                                                                            

 

Table3: Collaboration via exemption from tender between government and organizations by 

specific committees in Israel 

 
Type of committee  

 

The budget amount that the 

committee can approve as an 

exemption from tender  

In 2017 every ministry in Israel has an office tender committee and 

its members are the director general of the ministry (who serves as 

chairman of the committee), the accountant and the legal advisor, or 

their representatives, and two other employees from the ministry; 

36,000 EUR 

Since 2009, an office exemption committee has been operating in 

every ministry, including the director general of the ministry, the 

accountant and the legal advisor of the ministry; 

from 36,000 EUR to 952,000 

EUR 

Central Examinations Committee, which is authorized to approve 

contracts with an exemption from a tender of all government 

ministries, whose members are the Accountant General and the 

Legal Advisor of the Ministry of Finance or their representatives 

and an additional member. 

above 952,000 EUR 

Source: Authors’ own contribution 

The data on the activity from the government's tender with other sectors is difficult to collect 

accurately  

Because of the different reporting format of each government department to the Ministry of Finance 

Illustrative data is presented to the public. As an example, table 4 presents the database of 17 

government offices exemption tenders, from 2015 found on the government procurement 

administration website
4
.  

Table 4: Data from 17 government offices exemption tenders from 2015 

Number of government offices 

which passed the information 

Number of  exemption tenders Government data for 2015 

17 government offices 16,521 43% of total engagements of the 

government this year. 

The total value of the order in all the contracts of the government in 2015 were approximately 4.5 

milliard EUR, and about 25% of the amount paid for the collaboration as exemption from tender. 

Source: The Knesset Research and Information Center 
3
   

To sum up, we can say that the advantages of collaboration between government and NPOs with 

exemption from tender can be time saving for NPOs and quickly approved, can be multi-year and 

have the option of extension and expansion for financing NPOs. Collaboration enables large budget 

collaboration between the NPO and the government. The disadvantages of this method of this 

collaboration can be the difficulty of the NPOs to prove their exclusivity. Furthermore, competitors 

can try to copy the NPO's uniqueness and file a petition against the exemption tender and, by doing 

so, stop it. 

6. Collaboration by tender 
  

There are a number of definitions and types of tenders according to law between NPO's and 

government. Detailed in Table no.5 are three main and most common tenders in Israel:  
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Table 5: Leading tenders in Israel  

 

Type of 

tender 

Explanation Advantages  Disadvantages 

Ordinary 

public tender 

A tender where a request 

for proposals is made in a 

notice published to the 

public. Any organization 

can apply. Winning the 

tender with the 

government is examined 

according to specific 

scored criteria. 

� Multi-year and has 

the option of 

extension and 

expansion. 

� Enables NPO's 

large budget 

activity. 

 

� May take a long time 

until the answer for 

NPO's is published. 

� May be totally ceased 

from reasons of the 

government. 

� NPO's standing in 

front the risk of 

investing resources 

without winning the 

tender at all. 

Limited 

Public 

Tender 

Tender in which 

negotiations are 

conducted with tender 

bidders. 

� The NPO has the 

ability to influence 

the outcome. 

� Multi-year and has 

the option of 

extension and 

expansion. 

� Enables NPOs large 

budget activity. 

 

� May take a long time 

until the answer for 

NPO's is published. 

� May be totally ceased 

from reasons of the 

government. 

� NPOs risk investing 

resources without 

winning the tender at 

all. 

Closed tender 

 

A tender where requests 

for proposals are 

addressed only to certain 

suppliers; 

� There is a higher 

chance of winning 

the tender. 

� Multi-year and has 

the option of 

extension and 

expansion. 

� Enables NPO's 

large budget 

activity. 

 

� May take a long time 

until the answer for 

NPO's is published. 

� May be totally ceased 

from reasons of the 

government. 

� NPOs risk investing 

resources without 

winning the tender at 

all. 

Source: Authors’ own contribution 

In this first section, we presented six methods of cooperation between the government and the state, 

emphasizing the advantages and disadvantages of each method from the NPO's point of view.  

The Minister's Office in Israel presented at the annual conference on effectiveness in Israel5, (May 

2017) what they considered to be problems in the formal collaboration with NPO's from the 

government’s formal point of view, and how they are planning to deal with those problems in the 

next few years in Israel. Table no.6 presents the problems and solution proposed by the government.  

Table 6: Problems with formal collaboration and solutions proposed by the government 

Problems Solutions 

� Problems in managing tenders-pursuit of 

renewal of engagements. 

� Insufficient competition; from other 

organizations approaching proposals for 

cooperation with the government. 

� Government responsibility for service – 

more quality and available service over time. 

� Government infrastructure – more planning 

ability, standards and supervision. 

� Objectives and measures - more determining 
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� Control is deficient - little enforcement of 

sanctions, tenders with inputs, and no 

results, limited ability to compare service 

operators. 

� Bureaucracy cumbersome –it can take a long 

time from the moment of writing the tender 

until the winner is announced. 

 

and translating them to improve the quality 

of service. 

� Reducing dependence on individual 

suppliers. 

� Provide to the public a three-year plan to 

upgrade the tender process, strengthen 

control, and reduce the burden on the 

process of the collaboration.  

 

 Source: MIDOT organization- cite of the annual conference, may 2017
5 

After analyzing possibilities for formal cooperation between the government and non-profit 

organizations, we also examined an informal relationship between the parties, and the following is a 

case study in Israel. 

 

Case study of an informal collaboration between NPO and the government in 

Israel 
  

An informal collaboration between an NPO and the government between the years 2016-2017 in 

Israel will be discussed. The NPO is a medium-sized one in the education sector.  In 2017 the NPO 

45 trainers (some of them outsourced) provided services to 7,500 beneficiaries spreading over more 

than 80 local authorities in Israel. Following the vision of the Minister of Education in Israel to 

promote the field of science, and especially the achievements of teachers and students in 

mathematics, the NPO developed a new professional program. It was meant to strengthen the 

resilience and personal motivation of teachers and students in high level mathematics. In 2016-2017 

the program was offered as a pilot to high level mathematics teachers from all over the country. 

Registration for the program was on a voluntary basis and not compulsory by the Ministry of 

Education. In an independent initiative, taken by the NPO representatives, they appealed to the 

professional directors at the Ministry of Education and asked to inform them about the program and 

to think together how they can collaborate. This request was met positively by the representatives of 

the government ministry. As a result, professional discussions developed between the parties in the 

timeframe of 2016-2017.  

 

The collaboration was defined from the beginning as informal, and was meant to deliver professional 

knowledge only. No agreement was signed by the two sides.    

 

In this case study we interviewed five NPO staff members who ran the program, and three senior 

representatives of the Ministry of Education who managed the collaboration with the organization. In 

the interviews we asked three open ended questions: 

 

• What were your goals in this collaboration? 

• What were the benefits / gains from this collaboration? 

• What were the difficulties / drawbacks of this collaboration? 

 

From their answers we can see that the informal collaboration is important to the NPO. They needed 

this information for a deeper understanding of how to further collaborate formally with the 

government and to expand their knowledge. From the government point of view the importance of 

this informal collaboration was to gain professional knowledge. Nevertheless, there were difficulties 

in bridging the differences of methodology and the different pace of work of each side.  

Table no.7 presents a summary of the responses of the interviewed people. 
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Table 7: NPO and government representatives' answers to the interview 

 

Questions NPO answers (n=5) Government answers (n=3) 

What were 

your goals in 

this 

collaboration? 

1. To study/understand the objectives of the 

Ministry of Education for such a program 

for a future wider collaboration. 

2. To learn how to reach the target audience 

of the program nationwide. 

3. To add relevant professional information 

to the facilitators of the program. 

To support the program so that it 

can prove the feasibility of its pilot 

cycles in order to possibly become 

a permanent program in the 

Ministry of Education in the future. 

What were 

the benefits / 

gains from 

this 

collaboration? 

1. The organization acquired significant 

professional knowledge for the success of 

the program in connection with her target 

audience. 

2. The organization acquired knowledge of 

how to work in the future with a 

government ministry (also by ways like 

joint venture or tender) and how to 

measure the success of the program. 

The government has been exposed 

to an innovative new method of 

motivating teachers and preventing 

them from dropping out of the 

educational system, without taking 

financial risks. 

 

What were 

the 

difficulties / 

drawbacks of 

this 

collaboration? 

The gap in professional methodology and the 

difficulty in engaging government officers. 

 

 

1. A relatively fast rate of work for 

a government ministry.  

2.  Difficulty in creating 

professional trust for a new 

organization relative to the ministry 

office knowledge. 

Source: Authors’ own contribution 

Conclusions 

In view of the process of global privatization, we are witnessing the phenomenon of expanding 

collaboration between governments and other sectors especially with NPOs. These collaborations can 

be either formal or informal and are influenced by diverse environmental and local processes. In 

Israel, too, this process has become significant in the last decade and it places greater importance on 

the services that the government provides to its citizens. In this article we presented six formal types 

of NPOs which can collaborate with the government in Israel. NPOs that choose collaboration with 

the government as part of their growth strategy, may encounter difficulties with regulation, 

investment of resources, and sometimes uncertainty about the success of the process. Nevertheless 

they can benefit from a vast resource of knowledge, funds, easier access to target audience and 

achievement of goals at the national level. In addition, we presented a case study of informal contact 

between an NGO and the Israeli government. In the informal collaboration we found that both the 

NPO and the government are looking forward to gaining knowledge. Though, the gap of different 

work rate of each party can be a problem in maintaining this collaboration. These types of 

collaboration should be further investigated. 
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Abstract 

 
Advances in technology, population increase, climate change, international business and sustainability, 

now mandate the need for smart cities to accommodate increasing demands. However, current 

implementations of smart cities lack the security architecture to interlace all the essential components 

such as effective development, monitoring, and administration. Currently, many computer-based systems 

pose a high security risk due to the lack of a secure architecture which integrates these various 

components, opening the possibility for lapses in communication which can be exploited by cyber-

attacks, and can prove to be extremely costly from a disaster recovery perspective. With no concrete 

definitions available to define a smart city, it is paramount to define a highly secure operating architecture 

for computer-based system which can be integrated within smart city implementations capable of 

supporting essential components such as energy distribution, health support, transport management, etc. 

A system built with such an essential security architecture can be more effective in preventing attacks and 

thereby increasing the system’s availability and reliability through secure operations. This paper proposes 

a conceptual architecture of monitors which can be applied to modern day smart cities to secure lower 

level operations. This novel application of the monitor concept would allow any implementation to be 

more practical and realizable for many computer-based systems currently being used in smart cities. 

 

Keywords: Smart city security, Security architecture, Computing system security 

Introduction 

Advanced and mega cities cannot function well without automation. More importantly, smart cities 

cannot be built without automation engines which are used to deal with population increase, climate 

change control, international business, and sustainability. For example, in a smart city, transport systems 

should be able to cope with increase in population and business demand, energy reliability must be 

considered as part of the city’s security, telecommunications are critical to businesses and everyday 

functions of the whole city. These aspects cannot be treated as independent operations, but instead as 

subsets of a larger, more complex system. 

 

However, the exact definition of a smart city is open to debate and varies based on perspective. This 

raises more questions when looking at how big problems should be tackled in the information and 

energy-hunger age for smart cities. Advanced infrastructure is no doubt the first requirement (Hall et al. 

2000). Then, is the need to assess how secure and reliable such infrastructure can be. Economically and 

socially, there are always budget constraints and risks. Let’s take an example of building a smart city 

where more people can live, work, and feel safe, and its government and businesses should be able to deal 

with its duties and benefits well. To achieve the objectives of such a smart city, many computer-based 

systems should be constructed in a way which allows them to work reliably, and protection against 

attacks on those systems should be a high priority. Such a system would mandate that security and 

reliability are essential to the computer-based systems managing the smart city. However, guaranteeing 

these aspects is purely dependent on the efficiency of the automation engines in use. Automation engines 

are associated with a computer system and therefore the reliability and security of automation engines 
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need be considered. Most approaches which exist to address this aspect treat security and reliability as 

independent objectives of the system, and focus explicitly on improving one and then perhaps improving 

the other. However, both approaches have advantages and disadvantages and they are either limited by 

low level management or open more security risks at the high level of operations. An alternative 

perspective is to aim for a deep secure core within an automation engine, and through secure operations 

of smaller independent subcomponents, ensure reliability of the larger system. 

 

The rest of our paper is structured as follows. Section 2, studies some of the available literature to 

understand the current situation of security and reliability within computer-based systems used in smart 

cities. Section 3, describes our work at a high level in a more formal way to improve the security for 

automation engines used in smart cities and implicitly improve their reliability. Section 4, provides a 

theoretical evaluation of the automation engine in terms of operations and security. Lastly, section 5 

concludes our work and provides directions applicable for future research. 

Background 

The literature review for our paper adopts a two-pronged approach, wherein the first subsection will 

address smart cities in general, and will aim to illustrate the concept of security and its application within 

these smart cities. The second subsection will address our proposed concept of monitors and their direct 

applicability towards achieving security within Computing Systems (CS). The last subsection will address 

our motivation behind this research undertaking. 

Reviewing Smart Cities 
Security and privacy are key essentials when considering any smart city (Martinez-Balleste et al. 2013)? 

However, when considering a system of the size and scale of a smart city, these issues also grow larger in 

size as they are fully dependent on the underlying implementation and execution behind the plan for such 

a city (Elmaghraby and Losavio 2014). 

 

However, one of the key challenges which remains is the loose association and the use of the terminology 

“smart-city”. The lack of academic and scientific publications shows very little insight into the 

development of these cities as their development and implementation are open to debate, even less is 

evident from the perspective of securing the massive infrastructure which is essentially the key to a 

successful implementation (Chourabi et al. 2012). 

Monitors to enhance Security 

 
The use of monitors to ensure computer system security is by no means a novel concept. In fact, the 

concept of a monitor has been around longer than the notion of a personal computer and has been 

documented in the literature as far back in the work by Hansen (1970). The goal of the monitors, initially, 

were designed as mechanisms to structure the operating system (Hoare 1974), wherein monitors could be 

defined with administrative data and could be hierarchically nested to allow for inter-monitor calls. One 

of the challenges with this approach was the result of a deadlock scenario due to monitors at the same 

level within the hierarchy (Howard 1976). Future research by Lister and Sayer (1977), and Lister (1977) 

proved the viability behind this concept through structured implementations wherein realizable security 

was achievable within the CS. 

 

Modern implementations of the monitor concept have been distilled into various sub implementations, 

some of these include the reference monitor within modern operating systems which enforce access 

control lists and capability based systems (United States Department of Defence 1985, Murdoch et al. 

2012), trusted computing through the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and its variants (Nibaldi 1979, 

Pfitzmann et al. 2001, DiRossi 2007), microkernels (Tanenbaum et al. 2006, Liedtke 1995, Klein et al. 
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2010), and other hybrid approaches which combine one or more of the above concepts, such as a Virtual 

Machine Microkernel model by Karger et al. (1991), a TPM based implementation of the Bell-LaPadula 

formal model by Nie et al. (2006), a TPM Microkernel model by Setapa et al. (2010), a TPM model to 

enforce hardware security by Hendricks and van Doorn (2004), a capability based system model by Gong 

(1989), and a capability based system called CHERI (Neumann and Watson 2010) operating via means of 

two independent kernels - a separation kernel linking the hardware with the OS kernel Capsicum (Watson 

et al. 2012). 

 

The above is by no means an exhaustive list of possible implementations and applications, but these do 

illustrate the relevant key concepts and some example variants which are directly applicable to our 

proposed work. 

Motivation 
 

The main motivation behind our work stems from the lack of a concrete definition of the term ’Smart 

City’. To the best of our knowledge, not much available literature aims to define a security based smart 

city which can emphasize reliability and security as core functionality. Furthermore, with the move 

towards smart devices and electronic communication, our perspective is that automation within our 

everyday lives is no longer just a myth, but a reality. With such information being transacted on a global 

scale by automated machines, security and privacy will soon become requirements which cannot be 

compromised within any automated system. With this concept in mind, our proposed work aims to define 

security as a fundamental inclusion within the architecture 

of a more complex system which is made up of several components that work together to fulfill a higher 

objective. The main contributions our paper aims to make are as follows: 

 

– Propose a novel architecture, which has not been addressed before in the literature, which is 

capable of incorporating security as a key fundamental component within the architecture of a 

CS which can facilitate achieving security by design. 

 

– Propose a model wherein this architecture can be directly applied to the concept of a smart city, 

both within existing implementations and new variants to provide a higher level of security, a 

higher level of reliability, and a greater reduction in cost in terms of secure operations and 

disaster recovery. 

 

Proposed Theory 

Smart cities are essentially large, complex, and distributed CS which mandate a single communication 

channel to operate as a singular unitary system. It is possible to break down such a large complex system 

into its various underlying components as shown in Fig 1. 
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Fig 1: Smart City Components and their Interdependence

The five main components which

Operating System (OS), Services,

component within this complex system

for a recursive breakdown of any complex

 

With this proposed view of our 

essential for macro level functionality, and due

which affect any single subcomponent

need to compartmentalize the subcomponents,

Compartmentalizing Smaller Independent Systems
Component operations can only be

 

– Operations can be unambiguously

 

– Operations conform to speci

 

This logic allows us to further disintegrate

mode of operation. The commonality

within a smart city system is that

required functionality and to fulfill

following terminology: 

 

Definition 1. Block(s) of Code (BoC

interpreted and executed, one at 

each instruction contained within 

unit, a BoC can accept inputs, produce

signature, indication of ownership,

along with associated permissions

valid range of possible states for each

 

The requirement and importance 

proposed a segmentation of executed

partially addressing executed instructions

which can form self-contained set

unrolled. Some examples include

annotations of inputs and outputs

labels to data belonging to procedures.

 
Smart City Components and their Interdependence 

which comprise any functional complex system include 

Services, Applications, and Users. However, breaking down each

complex system can also be done into the same five components. 

complex system into a subset of these five key elements.  

 complex smart city, we can stipulate that the defined components are 

functionality, and due to their direct or indirect interdependence, vulnerabilities

subcomponent can propagate throughout the smart city. This renders

subcomponents, which we address in the next subsection. 

Compartmentalizing Smaller Independent Systems 
be compartmentalized and isolated, if and only if: 

unambiguously identified. 

specific rules which govern their execution within the system.

disintegrate independent components purely based on their

commonality which we identify between the various functional

that all components must execute digitally compiled code 

fill their stated operational objectives. With this notion,

(BoC) - Is a self-contained set of low level instructions

 a time, at the processor level within a CS. Within the proposed work,

 a BoC is defined as per an instruction set architecture. Collectively

produce outputs, and has an associated manifest which stores

ownership, a set of trust levels, a set of resources which need 

permissions for it to complete its execution, and a set of states which

each instruction executed.  

 of this definition is paramount as no previous or current

executed instructions in this manner. Some previous approaches towards

instructions includes the use of ordinary procedures, functions

set of instructions provided all embedded function calls have

include programming languages such as Eiffel, which 

outputs past on pre and post conditions; and Rust, which attaches

procedures. While many of these aspects allow for signed operations

 the Hardware, 

each individual 

 This facilitates 

 

components are 

interdependence, vulnerabilities 

renders a strong 

system. 

their underlying 

functional components 

 to provide the 

this notion, we define the 

instructions which can be 

proposed work, 

architecture. Collectively as a 

stores an integrity 

 to be accessed 

which define the 

current literature has 

approaches towards 

functions or methods 

have their code 

which allows logical 

which attaches ownership 

operations at the 
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application level, these requirements for enforcing security are not applied to the BoC assigned to a 

component within the system. 

 

The isolation of component operations aims to achieve security within the system as follows: 

 

1. Reduce each component to its underlying BoC thereby alleviate any complexities based on 

definition, implementation, or execution. 

 

2. Defining security within a CS in terms of independently enforceable characteristics. 

 

3. Underpinning each of the defined characteristic with one or more underlying properties which 

can validate different aspects of security. 

 

4. Defining a framework of monitors to enforce the above aspect. 

Security as a set of Characteristics 
 

The proposed work envisions security as an amalgamation of five independently satisfiable characteristics 

designed to be evaluated either prior or post execution of the BoC, or post the execution of an instruction 

within the BoC being executed. The requirement is for each underlying BoC to enforce these 

characteristics via means of logically sound properties. The degree of satisfaction of each property allows 

for a determination of the overall level of security of the CS. The included characteristics are as follows: 

 

1. Is Invulnerable (Inv) 

The proposed work classifies errors to arise during execution because of invalid inputs or outputs 

which are not validated within a BoC prior to being processed. Hence, this characteristic can be 

achieved through strict validation of inputs and outputs to reduce the number of errors through 

the use of secure programming languages, secure coding practices, and rigorous testing. 

 

2. Has Integrity (Int) 

Integrity, in this context, defines the requirement for authenticity, as well as an accountable 

owner, and can be achieved by having accountability standards via publicly verifiable metrics, 

such as a digital signature. 

 

3. Is Verified (Ver) 

Verification can be achieved through rigorous state management to prevent unauthorized 

changes in the state of operation for each BoC executing within the system. While similar to the 

Is Invulnerable characteristic, the Is Verified characteristic mandates that any instruction can 

only exist in a finite set of possible states while being executed. 

 

4. Is Trustworthy (Tw) 

The proposed work advocates that trustworthiness can be achieved by maintaining summarized 

operating history, and user-defined weighted variables which serve as inputs to a deterministic 

algorithm to obtain a calculable metric. 

 

5. Is Secure (Sec) 

As the proposed work envisions security for any BoC as an amalgamation of the above 

characteristics, this can be represented as: 

 ���(���)  =  ��(���), ���(���), ���(���), ��(���) 
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Structuring Monitors to Compartmentalized Components 
This section discusses the use of the structuring notion of Monitors and their underlying attributes to 

enforce security as a set of characteristics to achieve the compartmentalized isolation of components for 

secure execution of a BoC. Table 1 defines some of the notations which will be used through the rest of 

this section. 

 

Table 1: List of Notations 

Notations Definition Notations Definition 

A Monitor Operational Access 

Level 

A* Monitor Functional Access Level 

BoC Block(s) of Operating Code C Monitor Class 

E Monitor Permissions EM Error Monitor 

F Monitor Functions H Monitor Hierarchy 

IM Integrity Monitor Inv Invulnerable 

Int Integrity M Monitor 

O Monitor Mode Ψ Computing System 

R Monitor Rules S Monitor Scope 

S* Monitor Functional Trust Level Sec Secure 

SM Security Monitor T Monitor Operational Trust Level 

TM Trustworthy Monitor Tw Trustworthy 

Ver Verified VM Verification Monitor 

  

Defining Monitors 
 
Definition 2. Monitor: Is a self-contained, independently operating, programmed unit with a strictly 

defined operation boundary specified by a set of attributes which govern its underlying behaviour. 

 

Each monitor can be represented as a set of the following attributes. 

 

Operational Attributes: Define monitor operations to enforce a specific security characteristic for each 

BoC, represented as follows: 

 ������������ =  �, �,  , �, � 

where: 

– Class (C) 

Defines the level of operation and the degree of information sharing allowed. Includes: 

 

• System-Only Class (CO) - Allows operation over the entire system, but only monitors 

system level code and restricts information sharing to other CO monitors only. 

 

• System-Wide Class (CW) - Allows operation over the entire system and sharing of 

information with other secure monitors. 

 

• Local Class (CL) - Allows local operations only with restricted access to system user 

space. 

 

– Mode (O) 

Defines the operational mode of the monitor to procure and store information to facilitate 

decision making. Includes: 
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• Analysis Mode (OA) - An active observe-react-respond mode allowing for the use of 

historical data to perform run time statistical analysis and make decisions accordingly. 

 

• Tracking Mode (OT) - A passive observe-track-record mode only allowing the 

acquisition and storing of information to facilitate statistical analysis for later 

executions. 

• Hybrid Mode (OH) - Defined for high level system BoC only. Facilitates run time 

switching between OA and OT modes. 

 

• User Mode (OU) - Defined for use only in user space under any of the above modes, but 

only allows sharing of information to a system level monitor but not vice versa. 

– Access Level (A) 

Is closely related to the associated functional trust level of the BoC, and defines the level of 

resource access permitted. Includes: 

 

• System Access (AS) - Highest level of access, specifically for trusted system-only 

operations isolated from user intervention. 

 

• Normal Access (AN) - Default access level, for non-critical system or user operations. 

 

• Restricted Access (AR) - A restricted level of access for BoC without integrity 

signatures, or an untrustable trust level. 

 

– Trust Level (T) 

Associates the BoC’s FT level to the monitor. Includes: 

 

• Critical Trust (TC) 

 

• Verifiable Trust (TV) 

 

• Denied Trust (TD) 

 

– Scope (S) 

Defines the operational visibility to other monitors or components. Includes: 

 

• Global Scope (SG) - Allows visibility across the entire system and facilitates 

information sharing with all other monitors in appropriate classes. 

 

• Local Scope (SL) - Allows visibility only within that component’s operations. 

Information sharing is allowed with other monitors defined at the same level or via an 

SG monitor. 

 

Functional Attributes: Define monitor functions and behaviour while monitoring the execution of a 

BoC, represented as follows: 

 �!"�#������  =  {%, {� ∗,  ∗, ', (, )}} 

where: 

– Hierarchy (H) 

In conjunction with the monitor’s class attribute, the hierarchy attribute defines the priority in the 

decision-making process. Includes: 
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• System-Only Global

system, and is reserved

• System-Wide Global

system, but does

• System-Wide Local

Monitors can only

of an HWG monitor.

 

• Local Local (H

influence the operations

 

– Functional Metrics 

Define the available functions

Includes: 

 

• Trust Level (S*)

Associates the BoC

evaluation of future

 ∗ Transitional

 ∗ Untrustable

 

• Access Level (A

Defines the access

resources required

 

• Functions (F) 

Outlines the set

characteristic while

operational attribute

 

• Permissions (E)

Defines the rights

 

• Rules (R) 

Defines the speci

by a BoC in enforcing

 

Monitor Operations: This section de

security characteristic. Figure 2 illustrates

 

Global (HOG) - Allows analysis and decision making across

reserved for system monitors. 

Global (HWG) - Allows analysis and decision making across

does not allow intervening in any system level process. 

Local (HWL) - Allows analysis and decision making

only affect the operations of other HWL monitors through the

monitor. 

HLL) - Allows analysis and decision making locally only,

operations of any other monitor. 

functions which outline monitor behaviour during the monitoring

) 

BoC’s TT level to the monitor’s functional attributes to

future executions. Includes: 

Transitional Trust (TT) 

Untrustable Trust (TU) 

A*) 

access rights to assigned resources and is partially dependent

required to facilitate BoC operations. 

set of instructions to be performed to enforce the underlying

while monitoring a specific BoC, and is restricted 

attribute defined for the monitor. 

) 

rights to perform a specific action(s) within its set of functions.

specific set of conditions to be met to determine the degree

enforcing the underlying security characteristic being monitored.

This section defines the basic monitor operations to be performed to

illustrates the interdependence between each monitor assigned

Fig 2: Monitor Interdependency 

across the entire 

across the entire 

making locally only. 

the intervention 

only, and cannot 

monitoring of a BoC. 

to facilitate the 

dependent on the 

underlying security 

 by the mode 

functions. 

degree of satisfaction 

monitored. 

to enforce each 

assigned to a BoC. 
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Each monitor assigned to a BoC is defined to operate independently of each other to determine the degree 

of satisfaction of its assigned security characteristic, via the fulfillment of each of the underlying 

properties. However, each monitor can accept as input the output of another monitor to facilitate part of 

that process. The SM acts as the fulcrum of execution, instantiates all other monitors, and ascertains the 

security level of the BoC as a combined result of all the other monitors. The SM serves two primary 

functions within the proposed framework: 

 

1. Ensures each of its associated monitors are enforcing the required underlying security 

characteristic for the monitored BoC. 

 

2. Negotiates with the SM belonging to other BoC to ascertain its security level prior to allowing 

communication between them during execution. 

 

The following lists the basic operations for each defined monitor. 

 

Error Monitor (EM): The EM is responsible for monitoring an executing BoC to ensure that no errors 

are encountered, specifically for handling all inputs and outputs. This can be achieved based on the 

definition of a BoC, wherein the previous, current, and the next probable instruction can be known. As a 

given BoC is a complete set of instructions to enable a specific functionality, an error state can be 

identified when the execution of the BoC does not execute the identified next instruction but defaults to 

another instruction within the same BoC. Thereby indicating a handled error during execution. The output 

status of the EM can be accessed by the TM to determine the level of trust to be associated with the 

executing BoC for future executions.  

 

Integrity Monitor (IM): The IM is responsible for two functions – validating and verifying the 

authenticity and ownership signature for a BoC, and associating an authenticity and ownership signature 

for any BoC generated by the system as an output of an execution. The choice of enforcement mechanism 

to ensure integrity, at this stage, is independent of the monitor operations. But the basic requirement 

entails the provision of a valid metric, such as a signature, to identify ownership and authenticity, which 

can then be validated to ensure correct ownership. 

 

Verification Monitor (VM): The VM is responsible for monitoring the instructions being executed 

within a BoC to ensure no unauthorized changes in the state of operation are encountered. While similar 

in operation to the EM, the V M only triggers when the next instruction being executed resulting from an 

error is outside of the set of instructions included within the BoC being executed, indicating that the error 

state resulted from an unhandled exception. 

 

Trustworthy Monitor (TM): The TM is responsible for two functions – validating existing trust levels, 

and calculating new trust levels for generated outputs or for the BoC post execution. The TM can directly 

obtain the output states of the EM, the IM, and the VM to facilitate its operations within the system. The 

choice of the trust algorithm and the underlying metric weighting is out of scope of this paper at this time. 

 

Security Monitor (SM): The SM is responsible for facilitating inter-monitor communication between 

monitors assigned to various component BoC within the system, and has three independent phases of 

operation, which involve: 

 

1. Instance creation for each monitor and associating them with the underlying BoC prior to 

execution. Instantiates the monitors for each security characteristic and determines the 

enforcement attributes for each. 

 

2. Monitors the enforcement of each security characteristic during execution. Requests inputs from 

the other monitors for each of the other security characteristics to ascertain the degree of 
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satisfaction, by the BoC 

characteristic. 

3. Updating errors, trust levels,

operations. Post execution,

to assist in determining the

 

Monitor Component Integration

components, the architecture proposes

components that are required to execute

creation and assignment of monitors

execution, reinforcing compartmentalized

component does not indirectly affect

of the monitor engine in respect to

 

Fig 3: Monitor Engine and Component Integration

Monitor Engine Operations: The

list of operational procedures for

system. The operations of a CS

shutdown. While the basic operation

levels, the sequence is reversed for

 

1. Validate the calling component

allow for the possibility to

 

2. Validate the integrity of the

 

3. Create a set of independent

characteristic. 

 

4. Assign the defined monitors

component only. 

 

5. Establish any monitor-component

and system-wide interactions.

 

 being executed, for each of the underlying security properties

levels, and other metrics post execution to facilitate

execution, the trust levels associated with the executed BoC need

the probability of successful future executions. 

Integration: To facilitate for complex system designs comprising

proposes a monitor engine which serves as the first point of

execute code within the system. The monitor engine facilitates

monitors to each component. This allows for distributed control

compartmentalized isolation, ensuring that any compromise within

ffect the operation of another. Fig. 3 illustrates a high-level

to the other components within the CS. 

 
: Monitor Engine and Component Integration 

The monitor engine views every component independently, 

for each request made by a component needing to execute

CS are segmented into three distinct phases - start-up,

operation procedures for the monitor engine are similar for 

for the shutdown phase. These operational procedures include:

component for the existence of a programmable interface

to execute instructions. 

the calling component. 

independent monitors with defined attributes to enforce 

monitors to be responsible for all communication to and from

component communication guidelines to facilitate both inter 

interactions. 

properties for each 

 secure future 

need to be updated 

comprising of diversified 

of contact for all 

facilitates for the 

control and process 

within one specific 

level representation 

 and performs a 

execute a BoC on the 

, running, and 

 all component 

include: 

interface which would 

 each security 

from that calling 

inter component 
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The proposed monitor engine concept

traditionally the OS is responsible

within the OS is not practically realizable.

the CS, and as its operations only

for defining the monitor engine as a

security by design can be more practically

 

Achieve System Security: This

instruction execution by specifically

attributes to facilitate the basic operational

 

– Secure Hardware - Fig.

procedures between the hardware

 

Fig 4: Secure Hardware

– Secure Operating System

operational procedures between

 

– Secure Services - Fig. 

procedures between the services

 

Fig 6: Secure Services

– Secure Applications - Fig.

procedures between the applications

 

– Secure Users - Fig. 8 illustrates

between the users’ component

users, two broad classes 

operating with its own 

terminate functionality, only

Security Monitor are applicable

concept aims to alleviate the single point of failure within

responsible for functionality, security, communication, etc., secure

realizable. The monitor engine is defined as the primary facilitator

only involve facilitating the interaction between components, the

as a secure verified code operating within a larger system

practically realizable. 

This section illustrates the inner workings of compartmentally

fically addressing each component layer and the associated

operational procedures outlined above, as follows: 

Fig. 4 illustrates the monitor attributes to enforce the basic

hardware component layer and the monitor engine. 

 
: Secure Hardware Fig 5: Secure Operating System

System - Fig. 5 illustrates the monitor attributes to enforce

between the OS component layer and the monitor engine.  

Fig. 6 illustrates the monitor attributes to enforce the basic

services component layer and the monitor engine. 

 
: Secure Services Fig 7: Secure Applications

Fig. 7 illustrates the monitor attributes to enforce the basic

applications component layer and the monitor engine. 

illustrates the monitor attributes to enforce the basic operational

component layer and the monitor engine. To alleviate ambiguity

 of users have been defined: the system user and the regular

 set of independent monitors. Furthermore, as users initiate,

only the specific subset of Integrity Monitor, Trustworthy

applicable to the users’ component layer. 

 

within a CS. As 

secure verified code 

facilitator within 

components, the possibility 

system to facilitate 

compartmentally isolated 

associated monitor 

basic operational 

 
: Secure Operating System 

enforce the basic 

 

the basic operational 

 
: Secure Applications 

basic operational 

operational procedures 

ambiguity in securing 

regular user, each 

initiate, run, and 

Monitor, Trustworthy Monitor, and 
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Structuring Using Monitors: 

instantiated to each BoC. The theory

communication between monitors.

attributes assigned to each monitor.

monitor is independent of any hierarchy,

each characteristic, are thereby 

monitors based on operational attributes

deadlocks, which were another issue

hierarchy within the architecture. 

 

Fig 9: Monitor Component Allocation

Achieving Overall System Security
 
Definition 3. Security: Is the amalgamation

Integrity, Is Verified, and Is Trustworthy,

component within the CS. 

 

We can formally represent the overall

for each of its m BoC being executed���	�+� 	
 

Applying the proposed framework

any specific BoCx can be defined as���	����,� 	
 	��	����,�
 

Applying the proposed definition 

BoC can be defined as the summation

characteristics by each BoC being

 

 
Fig 8: Secure Users 

 Fig. 9 illustrates the allocation and assignment of 

theory behind prior implementations suffered from nested

monitors. The proposed architecture addresses this problem via

monitor. As the enforcement of the defined security characteris

hierarchy, the monitor operations, to ensure compliance and 

 independent of any other operation. A scalable hierarchy

attributes further streamlines monitor operations within the system

issue encountered in past implementations. Fig. 10 illustrates

  

 
: Monitor Component Allocation Fig 10: Monitor Hierarchy

Security 

amalgamation of a set of independent characteristics - Is Invulner

Trustworthy, such that it can be associated with the BoC’s of each

overall level of security for any CS Ψ, as the associated level

executed independently, as follows:  
 	 $���	����-�	, ���	����.�	, . . . , ���	����0�* 
framework of monitors to enforce security, the formal definition 

as follows: � 	
 	 $(�	����,� 	∪ 	��	����,� 	∪ 	�	�	����,� 	∪ 	�	�
 of security, the overall level of security for the entire CS 

summation of the degree of satisfaction for each of the de

being executed within the CS, as follows: 

 monitors once 

nested hierarchical 

via the defined 

characteristics by each 

 satisfaction for 

hierarchy between 

system to avoid 

illustrates the proposed 

 
: Monitor Hierarchy 

Invulnerable, Has 

each individual 

level of security 

 of security for 

�	����,�* 
 Ψ executing m 

defined security 
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��� (+) = 2{��(����)}0
�34  

��� (+) = 2{(�(����) ∪ ��(����) ∪ ��(����) ∪ ��(����)}0
�34  

 

Evaluation and Discussion 

The adopted evaluation model adopts a theoretical bias in terms of proposing a formal example 

implementation of the proposed framework followed by an analysis of the architecture in terms of the 

level of security attained vs. the trade-off in performance. 

 

An Illustrative Example 
 

The proposed architecture achieves a higher degree of overall system security through the following: 

 

– Compartmentalized isolation of instruction execution for all components. 

 

– Structured monitoring of each BoC independent of any other. 

 

– Enforcing independent criteria capable of deterministically ascertaining the degree of security 

for any executing BoC. 

 

The defined illustrative example makes the following assumptions: 

– A CS which executes the following simplistic BoC: 

 

• BoC 1 - An application executed in user space without system privileges. 

 

• BoC 2 - A service dependent application accessible across the system requiring some 

system level access. 

 

• BoC 3 - A service accessible from system start-up to system shutdown requiring system 

privileges. 

 

– The underlying functional attributes are assumed to be dependent on the intended purpose of 

each BoC, and have not been defined at this stage as they are implementation specific aspects 

which need to be defined as high-level code which then can be represented as a BoC. 

 

For each calling BoC, the monitor engine assigns a set of monitors with defined attributes as follows: 

 

– BoC 1 = {CL, OT, AN, TV, SL} {HLL, (S*, A*, F, E, R)} 

Operates with a local class, a tracking mode of operation, normal access, verifiable trust, and a 

local scope. 

 

– BoC 2 = {CW, OT, AN, TV, SL} {HWL, (S*, A*, F, E, R)} 

Operates with a system-wide class, a tracking mode of operation, normal access, verifiable trust, 

and a local scope. 
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– BoC 3 = {CW, OA, AS, TC

Operates with a system-wide

and a global scope. 

 

– System = {CO, OH, AS, T

Operates with a system-only

a global scope. 

 

Fig. 11 illustrates a relevant subset

BoC and depicts the communication

 

Fig. 11: Illustrative BoC Execution and Monitor Communication

The interactions of BoC 1 with 

monitors.  

 

BoC 2 is dependent on the service

relay information between its SM 

 

BoC 3, operating with a global scope,

operates on the same or lower hierarchical

 

Lastly, the system’s monitors have

various SM of different BoC, collect

tracking and analysis of executions,

ensure enforcement of security characteristics

 

The defined approach facilitates for

security characteristics for each BoC

only to and from other secure monitors,

the system. Thereby preventing any

or inadvertently propagating errors

 

 

 

 

 

C, SG} {HWG, (S*, A*, F, E, R)} 

wide class, an analysis mode of operation, system access,

TC, SG} {HOG, (S*, A*, F, E, R)} 

only class, a hybrid mode of operation, system access, critical

subset of the main operations during the execution of each of

communication flow, and enforcement of security via the framework of

 
: Illustrative BoC Execution and Monitor Communication 

 the rest of the CS are isolated and are only possible 

service provided by BoC 3, and its local scope requires the system

 and the SM of BoC 3 to obtain the provision of the service.

scope, can communicate via its SM to the SM of any other 

hierarchical level within the system. 

have the highest defined attributes, allowing the system to

collect execution information from other monitors, perform

executions, and intervene into hierarchical operations to resolve

characteristics by independent monitors. 

for the independent execution, monitoring, reporting, and 

BoC. The SM is responsible for ensuring communication

monitors, with the system’s monitors responsible for the overall

any insecure component from communicating with a secure

errors or vulnerabilities to the rest of the system. 

access, critical trust, 

critical trust, and 

of the assumed 

of monitors. 

 via the system 

system monitors to 

service. 

 monitor which 

to relay between 

perform run time 

resolve conflicts or 

 enforcement of 

on and data flow 

overall security of 

secure component 
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Defining a Probability Space

 
System security is always a direct

resulting in system compromise. Let

event with a probability outcome of

 

 
Fig 12: Default BoC 

As a BoC is defined as the smallest

security characteristics must be enforced

not enforcing any security enforcing

basic functionality. We can represent

 

If we consider a regular commodity

code, this is often done without any

security characteristics might also

be left as optional add-ons at the

represent this commodity BoC as

additional instructions to enforce

characteristics accounted for, as shown

 

The proposed framework however, explicitly mandates the

to ensure enforcement of the security characteristics, additionally

allows the system to enforce overall

allows us to represent any BoC

instructions which can enforce security.

any BoC, thereby allowing each

definition, we can represent this 

where Y represents the total number

characteristics within a BoC, as shown

Security Evaluation 

 
Using the defined probability space,

vs. a regular commodity system 

analysis in Table 2. 

 

Based on this probabilistic calculation,

ideal representation of the aforementioned

We note a strong indicative difference

the exception of all criteria being

Space 

a direct result of the presence of a vulnerability which can then

Let us assume a probability space Ω → {0, 1} for all f ∈ 

of some a|0 ≤ a ≤ 1.  

 
Fig 13: Commodity System Fig 14: Proposed Framework 

BoC 

smallest foundational unit of operation, any enforcement of each

enforced through the inclusion of operating code. A basic functional

enforcing code. would require a default number of instructions 

represent this default BoC as a set of n instructions as shown in

commodity system which enforces security through instructions

any explicit segmentation or segregation of code. Some

also be applicable to a commodity system although their enforcement

the user’s discretion. Considering this type of code definition,

as a set of n + X instructions where X represents the total

enforce security which is directly dependent on the number

shown in Fig. 13 

The proposed framework however, explicitly mandates the requirement for additional code

to ensure enforcement of the security characteristics, additionally the definition and operation

overall system security as a culmination of the enforced characteristics.

BoC to include the default instructions but also account 

security. This renders the defined characteristics as a partition

each partition to be disjoint of the others. Considering this

 a BoC within the proposed framework as a set of n + 

number of additional instructions to enforce each of

shown in Fig. 14. 

space, we apply a probabilistic model to compare the proposed

 in terms of the security offered by each system. We summarize

calculation, considering all factors equal for simplicity, we can 

aforementioned probabilities for both systems considered as shown

fference between the p(system security) for the considered

being equal to zero implying no security or all criteria being

can then be exploited 

 F where f is an 

 
: Proposed Framework 

each of the defined 

functional BoC, 

 to provide this 

in Fig. 12. 

instructions specified in 

Some of the defined 

enforcement might 

finition, we can 

total number of 

number of security 

requirement for additional code within a BoC 

operation of monitors 

characteristics. This 

 for additional 

partition set within 

this type of code 

 Y instructions 

of the security 

proposed framework 

summarize our 

define the most 

as shown in Fig. 15. 

the considered systems, with 

being equal to one 
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implying perfect security, neither

obtained have considered commodity

characteristics which isn’t always

lower than the ideal in most cases 

 

p(f) Commodity

For any CS executing m BoC, applying

probability space and the rules for

(system security) as the culmination

follows: 6	����	�+	�� 	
 78 ����������0
�346	����	�+	�� 	
 79 6:���6:�����0

�34
6	����	�+	�� 	
 7$;� ∗ 	<0

�34
 

 

Fig 15
 

Performance Evaluation 
 

Performance evaluation within modern

instructions executed. Considering

proposed framework vs. a regular

assumption we make for our analysis

characteristics to some degree. We

 

 

neither of which are practically realizable. Furthermore, the indicative

commodity systems to equally enforce each of the de

always the case thereby resulting with the associated probability

 of commodity system operations. 

Table 2: Security Evaluation 

Commodity System Proposed Framework

applying the five security characteristics in conjunction with

for probability distribution for each BoC we can establish

culmination of the enforcement of each of the defined security characteristics

���� ∩ ������� ∩� �� ∩ ��>���� ∩������� ? |A ∈ B 7 8��(��) ∪ ������� ∪������� ∪ ��>����������
0
�34: ����C ∩ 6:�������C ∩: ����C ∩ 6:��>����C ∩6:�������C D |A

∈ B 

7 9 6:��(��)C ∪ 6:���6:�������C ∪ 6:��>6:�������C
0
�34 ∈ B 

<� ∗ 	E� ∗ F� ∗ G�*|A ∈ B 7{(;� H 	<� H	E� H F� H0
�34

 
15: Comparative Analysis of p(Security) 

modern day commodity systems can often be measured in total

Considering the proposed monitors to structure CS operations, we

regular commodity system in terms of the total instructions 

analysis is that all commodity systems incorporate each 

We summarize our analysis in Table 3. 
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Fig. 16: Comparative 
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systems considered as shown in 

overhead with the proposed framework.

results are only indicative as implementation

Table 3: Performance Evaluation 

Commodity System Proposed Framework

Instructions (O) for any functional BoC can be defined as: �|�	 ∈ 	B �|�	 ∈ 	B 
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to enforce the Ver characteristic can be defined as: R|R	 ∈ 	B �|�	 ∈ 	B, �	 P 	
to enforce the Twy characteristic can be defined as: >|>	 ∈ 	B K|K	 ∈ 	B, K	 P
to enforce the Sec characteristic can be defined as: S|S	 ∈ 	B	 �|�	 ∈ 	B, �	 P
to enforce all Monitors (Mon) can be defined as: 0 L|L	 ∈ 	B 
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: Comparative Analysis of Operational Overhead 

calculation, considering all factors equal for simplicity, we

the aforementioned performance in terms of operational overhead for

 Fig. 16. We note that there exists a strong potential for

framework. However, at this stage in the conceptual development,

implementation level empirical data doesn’t exist. Furthermore,

Framework 
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assumption made in the depiction of the graph is that the instruction execution process outlined in Fig. 16 

is carried out irrespective of the BoC being executed. In real world situations, this is far from ideal. 

Keeping this in mind, we proceed to discuss some of the advantages 

and shortcomings of the proposed framework in the next section. 

Summary 

 
We address some potential concerns which may be construed as gaps by an avid reader include: 

 

Theory: Envisioning a practically relatable model is always a challenge in theoretical computer science. 

Presenting a conceptual framework, we have stepped away from any suggested implementations with the 

aim of outlining an area wherein CS security can be enhanced through architectural enhancements. 

 

Evaluation: The presented evaluation, although not to scale graphically, has aimed at presenting a 

benchmark based on low level operations within a system. The probabilistic approach models extremes in 

a plausible operating scenario. External factors are exempted from consideration at this time but will 

always remain a factor for operational overhead. 

 

Challenges: The proposed framework relies on standardization of characteristic definitions to enforce 

security, this will always be an on-going challenge as universal applicability is not always possible. With 

this in mind, the proposed framework considers characteristics which allows for generic applicability of 

CS operations at lower levels thereby facilitating seamless integration of operating code irrespective of 

complexity, and/or desired functionality. 

 

Limitations: The defined security characteristics may be subject to biased scrutiny, but the selection of 

which ensure minor relatability to modern day systems to attain a realizable model. By adhering to 

existing accepted standards, the proposed work defines a framework which structures these ad-hoc 

metrics so as to be able to deterministically evaluate subjective criteria within CS. 

Conclusion 

Current computer-based systems are either designed to achieve functionality and performance goals or 

have low level of security. Their security is an add-on or dependent on the OS, database, services and 

libraries in use. This leads to higher potential of much lower reliability and higher possible disaster when 

under attack. Since smart cities have many automation engines which determine the liveability and 

efficiency of many people and organisations, a new approach to support security and reliability of such 

automation engines is highly desired. In this paper we have proposed a new approach to allow the 

construction of computer-based systems with higher security and reliability. This is now a crucial 

inclusion when constructing computer-based systems for smart cities for our modern-day world. 

 

The security is associated with the concept of monitors which allow the flexibility and system-specific 

structure. This makes the proposed work more adaptable to many important systems. From the design 

concepts with flexibility, our approach not only can benefit general purposed computer-based systems, 

but also specific systems, at least at the level of design, and at some higher levels of specific 

implementations. 

 

Our future directions and goals for our research includes possible attempts to simulate our work to 

demonstrate some real applications of our theory to demonstrate its usefulness when applied in a 

computer-based system to support either automation engines or smart city control systems. 
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Abstract  

Our society is burdened by an unbearable weight of consumerism, which promises to overcome all 
personal and social problems by boosting consumption. Reasonable needs, which are associated with so 
called voluntarily simple lifestyle, have been more and more frequently discussed in relation to the 
increasing material needs. The article deals with the issue of (un)sustainable consumption and so called 
voluntary simplicity as a way of life. Voluntary simplicity is a phenomenon that triggers contradictory 
reactions. Its main objectives include the least possible waste of energy, efforts to live more 
environmentally friendly, and to avoid consumerism. As long as a person decides to live in more 
simplicity, they have to make some important steps in their daily consumer behaviour, which are dealt 
with by our article.  

Keywords: Consumer behavior. Consumption. Unsustainable consumption. Sustainable consumption. 
Reasonable needs. Voluntary simplicity. 

Introduction  

Modern society is more and more confronted with systematic, deliberate and increasingly sophisticated 
ways of environmental degradation, on which human existence is almost entirely dependent. This 
degradation is partly due to environmentally unfriendly production technologies, supported by the 
developing profit-oriented lifestyle, purchasing and accumulation of things, which degrade environment 
to goods that can be carelessly used to satisfy supposedly ever-growing human needs. 

This article deals with the issue of life in voluntary simplicity, as our attention is focused on an alternative 
to the lifestyle prevailing in society, i.e. the style of majority. Such a way of life is lived with an intention 
and on the basis of a voluntary choice, particularly a value-based choice, and enables a sufficiently 
dignified, joyful and satisfying life in the ecological distress. 

Significance of Reasonable Needs from the Perspective of Modern Marketing 

Revaluation and Voluntary Simplicity  

Everybody has their own needs, whether material and/or psychological, and products (goods and 
services) and their consumption are intended to satisfy such individual needs.  
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The problem of modern society, especially the developed or rapidly developing economies, is a constant 
and unstoppable growth in their needs. They do not only include the needs in the strict sense, i.e. those 
introduced by A. M. Maslow (2000, p. 158) but also the needs generated by a whole series of pressures. 
From social through historical to economic ones, most frequently created and supported by the marketing 
communication tools (e.g. advertising). Modern economic systems are built on the concept of people 
having to buy and spend as much as possible, otherwise the whole system ends up in a crisis. People buy 
things that they actually do not need but that bring them at least a short-term happiness, that can make 
them relaxed or think about pleasant things. We believe those are false needs, sometimes called pseudo 
needs that are unnatural, artificial, the needs of markets or producers, not leading to natural human 
growth and development.  

However, we have to point to the fact that more and more people believe that unlimited satisfaction of 
needs does not lead to lasting happiness not only because most of thus satisfied needs only result in 
momentary delight, but also because the advancement, whose benefits people used to rely on so much, 
rather leads to ecological threats, and economic growth is further dividing the world into the rich and the 
extremely poor. (Fromm, 1992).  

So called reasonable needs have been more and more frequently discussed in relation to the increased 
material needs. Strict definition of reasonable needs and reasonable consumption is difficult, even 
impossible. The perception of what people actually need and what their reasonable needs are is not only 
highly subjective but is significantly affected by a great number of different aspects. E. Fromm (1992) is 
aware of the fact that people cannot be directed to buy or not to buy something, but he is persuaded that 
the state could define standards of what is healthy and what is so called pathological consumption.  In 
spite of the fact that it is very problematic to identify where the reasonable needs end and the artificial 
needs start, we assume that a few general attributes, which can help define reasonable needs, can be 
recognised. Such needs are most frequently associated with so called voluntarily simple / voluntarily 
moderate, or ecologically friendly, environmentally friendly, sustainable, or simple lifestyle. Even though 
some authors, such as Librová, H. (2003), Shrader-Frechett K. (1992), insist on the exact differentiation 
and definition of individual terms, common major characteristics can be identified in the views of all of 
them. They especially include a value-based orientation on the rejection of consumerism and intended or 
mediated environmental friendliness. The emphasis on spiritual values or ethical principles are also 
included. All these lifestyles, with all their greater or smaller differences, can be referred to by a very 
popular adjective nowadays - alternative. 

Foreign literature has adopted term voluntary simplicity (Alexander – Ussher, 2012). Simplicity is based 
on the awareness of the fact that only a little is necessary to live a happy life. 

A question arises in this relation: Why do some people living in the richest countries in the world live in 
moderation and simplicity compared to others despite the fact that with their income, they could afford to 
live luxurious lives full of shopping and spending? Several reasons can be identified. On the one hand, 
they can include purely religious, spiritual or ecological reasons, or their combinations. 

 On the other hand, paradoxically, E. Fromm (1992) understands the efforts to give up pleasures and to 
live austere lives as resulting from a great desire to own property and lead a consumer lifestyle. Such 
people suppress their desires however the issues of property are embedded in their mind.  

Consumerism In Comparison To Voluntary Simplicity Activities 

Consumerism is a lifestyle that some sociologists view as problematic from the perspective of their own 
environment as well as from the perspective of human culture. It is a way of life in which permanent 
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increase of material consumption is especially important. If people have more material possessions they 
will be better, their lives will be more beautiful, and identical to the life presented by the “mass” 
marketing communication tools (e.g. advertising of consumer goods). The world is becoming a reservoir 
of resources, and people are becoming so called one-dimensional consumers.  

An implicit triple assumption appears in the background: the goal of life is to have more and more, and 
the only role of the state is to enable it, as consumption increase overcomes all the problems people 
cannot solve themselves. Everything else has to wait. The essential need is to produce - more and faster. 
(Kohák, 2010). Dynamism is significant to consumerism nowadays. 

Consumerism is not a phenomenon observable for only last decades. The first indications of such 
tendencies are sometimes associated with a renowned trend predictor, founder of the techniques and tools 
of communication between institutions and companies and the public E. L. Bernays (the 1920s and 
1930s), who shifted the paradigm in the approaches to shopping from the customer´s position “I need to 

buy” to “I want to buy”. 

However, the major wave of consumerism appeared not sooner than in the 1950s, after the Second World 
War, especially in the United States of America (war-torn Europe was less affected), and was 
accompanied by the post-war development of commercial transport and the idea to import resources and 
goods from distant areas as an alternative to local production. A decade later, in response, especially 
young generation rejected consumerism, and the schools of thought emerging in the turbulent 1960s 
significantly influenced also others. 

The beginning of the 1980s, affected by neo-liberal capitalism (represented by M. Thatcher and R. 
Reagan) is considered to be the second wave, followed by globalisation since the second half of the 
1990s. To a certain extent, this phenomenon has facilitated consumption habits of the people supporting 
this way of life in the global perspective, and has “standardised” the level of commercial services, 
especially in the first-world countries.  

The approach best describing consumerism is that it would love to absorb the entire world. E. Fromm 
compares the consumer to an “infant forever eager to get a bottle with milk”. Earlier, poets and 
philosophers were dealing with the question of whether a man works in order to live, or lives in order to 
work. The question of whether a man has to consume in order to live, or whether they live in order to be 
able to consume is dealt with nowadays. However, that means that we are still able and feel the need to 
differentiate between life and consumption. 

A “counterweight” to consumerism is a lifestyle that can be named voluntary simplicity. Some authors 
prefer the term thoughtful choice for such lifestyle. To simplify it, we could say that a voluntarily simple 
person does not spontaneously buy every “trifle” that others have, or that a television commercial “tells” 
them to buy. Voluntarily simple people endeavour to buy only necessities and are interested in the origin 
of goods (environmental impacts in their manufacturing processes, during use, after end-of-life, during 
their transport and logistics) and/or how such goods destroy human dignity of the employees making 
them. From the point of view of the consumer typology, it can be said that the representative of voluntary 
simplicity is an eco-friendly consumer or alternatively a responsible consumer.  

Voluntary simplicity is not only manifested in buying but also in travelling, housing, holiday, or choice of 
career. People living this lifestyle hold spiritual or intellectual values rather than consumption values. 
Majority of them does not believe that they lack something due to their choice of life; the exact opposite 
is claimed. (Librová, 2003). 
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Steps in transition to consumption exhibiting characteristics of voluntary 

simplicity 

As long as a person decides to live in more simplicity, they have to make some important steps in their 
daily consumer behaviour. 

The right approach and attitude to life are especially important. When people understand that real wealth 
is not in owning the latest products, they realise that they are much richer at that moment. As Alexander 
and Ussher opine, humility and efforts to only impress ourselves are also of importance. Liberating the 
mind from the modern consumer culture requires much effort. (Alexander – Ussher, 2012). 

The approach to finance is of equal importance. People show their preferences through money. What they 
spend (their) money on reflects their choice of what will exist in the world. The purchase of a product 
sends a message to the market, acknowledges its existence, ecological impacts, manufacturing processes, 
etc. Money has power, which is accompanied by responsibility. If people invest their money elsewhere 
this world can be changed. It is essential to be thoughtful and consider where to invest our “vote”, to 
support businesses deserving our support, e.g. fair-trade businesses. Fair-trade is a business ensuring 
workers from developing countries a fair remuneration for their work. In the fair-trade system, farmers 
(growers) and craftsmen receive the feed-in-tariffs corresponding to production costs and ensuring them 
dignified lives. As Ambler states, fair-trade also offers consumers an opportunity to simply and 
efficiently support a sustainable economic model, to vote for a different method of trade and production, 
and last but not least, to acquire high quality products for corresponding prices. Organisations that 
actively commit to support producers, increase the awareness of this concept, and to arrange campaigns 
aimed at changing the rules and practices of conventional international trade are an inseparable part of 
fair-trade. (Ambler, 2003). 

Another important step is to consider how much time one will spend working. The more one consumes, 
the more time they have to spend working in order to be able to afford the consuming lifestyle. Once they 
find a way how to considerably reduce the overall expenses of their households, they realise that they do 
not have to work overtime. It results in significantly more free time for other interests and their families. 
It is thus a method of reducing material wealth and increasing the quality of life. Home offices or 
teleworking can also save the commuting expenses and costs of clothing. According to Treľová, it is an 
effective method of working, which is more and more favoured by both employees and employers. 
(Treľová, 2016). 

Food is among the key human needs which one can consume with more modesty. Nowadays, majority of 
food products originates in corporations, which prefer their profit to nutritional values. Food products can 
be produced on one´s own however it is not possible for everybody. If it is impossible to produce own 
food products, or if such production is too small, the necessary food products should be bought from local 
farmers, thus supporting local production and avoiding supermarkets and hypermarkets as much as 
possible. Certain food categories can be reduced, and seasonal foods and pick-your-own farms should be 
preferred. 

Clothing is almost exclusively a matter of fashion nowadays, as well as it determines a social status of the 
person wearing it. Wearing simple, modest and functional clothing can be an external manifestation of 
simplicity and an expression of disapproval of the consumer culture. (Pajtinková Bartáková – Gubíniová, 
2012). It is not necessary to spend much financial resources on clothing, and many people living in 
voluntary simplicity are able to mend their clothes, or very often sew them themselves. Great amounts of 
clothes are delivered to second-hands every day. 
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Life in voluntary simplicity first of all includes a revaluation of the mode of transport. It is essential to 
find an escape from the contemporary car culture. The greatest challenge of car transport is short 
distances, while most of such places do not require a car transfer. It is suitable in such cases to walk or 
use a bicycle as much as possible. Bicycles can be equipped with further improving accessories such as 
seats for children, offering their transport to school, and the “adventure” as a bonus. Other benefits 
include the fact that we do something for our health at the same time. An alternative in the case of 
unfavourable weather is public transport. Car sharing is also among very effective methods. 

Reducing the costs of housing and energy is an important step in the transition to voluntary simplicity. 
Housing typically represents the highest cost in our lives, which is why where and how we will live needs 
to be thoroughly considered. Low-cost housing helps save even years of hard work. Housing in passive 
houses is very effective, as they are designed based on the principle of utilising passive heat gains in the 
building. Living close to the place of work contributes to establishing the life in voluntary simplicity. The 
latest researches ((Pajtinková Bartáková – Gubíniová, 2012) show that commuting to work is among the 
most unpleasant aspects of modern life and everything should be done to prevent it. 

Energy consumption needs to be radically reduced, as carbon dioxide concentrations are continuously 
increasing. Fossil fuel combustion is the fundamental process causing this increase. (Nátr, 2015). 
Alternative energy resources, such as solar panels for water heating, are becoming greatly supported. 
Even small steps are therefore important in this aspect, such as the use of energy-efficient appliances. 

One of the most worrying aspects of consumerism is excessive waste production. Voluntary simplicity 
includes essential steps (Beniak - Križan - Matúš - Svátek, 2015) that help prevent waste production. For 
instance, drinking tap water is preferred to buying water in plastic bottles (of course, if the situation 
allows it). Do not buy new shoes before the “old ones” stop fulfilling their function. Prevent unnecessary 
flights, use textile shopping bags, etc. 

Living in simplicity does not mean that we necessarily have to give up all these things, but it means that 
we should reduce them as much as possible, and buy thoughtfully. Such life requires a certain level of 
creativity, so it is rather an aspiration that should be further developed. 

Since there is an interest in the sustainability and the ethical dimensions of products and services already 
with customers themselves, retailers should take several activities. As an integral part of their promotion 
and sales, they should increasingly focus on offering healthier food, emphasizing the environmental and 
social aspects of cooperating with suppliers, producing less waste, more recycling, promoting employee 
volunteering. 

Conclusion 

Consumerism defined as buying of products and services or material consumption exceeding the 
fundamental needs is as old as the first civilisations. After consumerism entered the awareness of people, 
a different way of life in the form of voluntary simplicity was established. 

Voluntary simplicity is an issue that triggers contradictory reactions among both the public and 
academics. Its main objectives include the least possible waste of energy, efforts to live more 
environmentally friendly, and to avoid consumerism. It is a way leading not back into the past and 
behavioural patterns typical of the past; on the contrary, it is a way leading ahead. Such life requires a 
certain level of creativity, so it is rather an aspiration that should be further developed. 
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In conclusion, it is necessary to state that people who decide to take this demanding way to fulfil their 
dreams frequently experience misunderstanding or even contempt, even though the situation requires 
exactly opposite reactions. 
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Abstract 
 
The article focuses on the current problems related to the unemployment in the Slovak Republic. 
Based on a blended descriptive-analytical approach to data on unemployment, the article critically 
reflects the employment policy of both the European Union and Slovakia and points at certain 
problems that arose together with fundamental changes in several sectors of the economy, namely the 
mismatch between peoples’ skills and vacancies offered and pertaining regional disparities in 
Slovakia. In its first part, the article deals with brief delineation of the phenomenon of unemployment 
and its types. Consecutively, the next section focuses on the economic and social consequences of 
unemployment in Slovakia. Furthermore, the article offers an overview and analysis of 
unemployment in Slovakia based on selected demographic factors.     
 
Keywords: employment, unemployment, labour market, regional disparities, Slovakia 
 
Introduction 
 
The process of economic transformation in Slovakia was accompanied by an increase in 
unemployment. At present, the policy of eliminating unemployment is one of the priorities of the 
Slovak government and the European Union under the Europe 2020 strategy (European Commission, 
2010). Unemployment in Slovakia averaged 13.02% from 1994 until 2017, reaching an all-time high 
of 19.79% in January 2001 and the lowest 6.5% in august 2017. The priorities of the Slovak 
Republic’s strategic investments are to fund the system for creation of new jobs, mainly for the long-
term unemployed and disadvantaged groups. In this context, it must be taken into consideration, that 
the importance of work in human life is undeniable. Work, by its nature, stimulates the development 
of people and the advancement of the society as a whole, and above all, work assists people to fulfil 
their needs.  Unemployment often leads to poverty, which also negatively influences the regional 
development. Slovakia is one of the countries with the largest regional disparities of the GDP per 
capita. This is directly related to the varying levels of unemployment in the regions, higher level of 
poverty and increased crime in the regions concerned, which has a negative impact on the progress of 
regions in question. One of the causes of regional differences is the lack of job opportunities in the 
region and low sectoral diversification of the economy. Other factors of unemployment include low 
level of education, lack of flexibility, incapability to work, lack of job opportunities, and insufficient 
information about job vacancies. This paper focuses on the current problems related to employment 
policy in Slovakia. The labour market policy is a part of economic policy and it represents an 
instrument for solving a wide range of socio-economic problems. Eurostat defines unemployed 
persons as people aged 15 to 75, who are without work, are available to start working within the next 
two weeks and have actively sought employment during the last four weeks period. The 
unemployment rate is the number of people unemployed as a percentage of the labour force. There 
are different types of unemployment, the most common include frictional unemployment, structural 
unemployment, real wage unemployment, mismatched unemployment, cyclical unemployment 
(Investopedia, 2017). In this context it should be noted that a certain amount of unemployment is 
natural. Full employment does not mean that no one is without a job. To effectively combat with 
unemployment, governments throughout the EU now aim to increase the number of jobs rather that 
cut the unemployment numbers (De Castella & McClatchey, 2011). 
 
The Aims and Methodology 
 
The objective of the paper is to present the current state of unemployment in Slovakia. The paper 
analyses selected aspects of unemployment in the economy based on the data derived from Eurostat, 
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Statistical Office of Slovakia, and several other sources. Using a blended descriptive-analytical 
approach, the unemployment policy from the point of view of both theory and practice is analysed. 
One way to address this social problem is to ensure synergy between education and the requirements 
of economic practice, as there are currently many vacancies in Slovakia. It is undisputable that 
awareness of new jobs should be increased and services provided by authorized bodies should be 
closer to the citizen. 
 
Delineation of Unemployment and its Types 
 
Unemployment is one of important macroeconomic problems of the market economy. As a global 
phenomenon it leads to serious economic as well as social consequences. For almost every person, 
the job loss has traumatic consequences and is associated with uncertainty, loss of regular income, 
drop in living standards, etc. From a person’s point of view, loss of employment can cause a sense of 
failure, uncertainty, and embarrassment. 
The unemployment rate is the basic criterion for assessing the success or failure of employment 
policy. The unemployment rate is one of the measures of labour market performance in developed 
market economies.  
The Europe 2020 strategy for sustainable and inclusive growth includes the commitment to raise the 
average EU employment rates to 75% (within the age cohort of 20-65 years old) by 2020 (European 
Commission, 2010). 
According to the definition of the International Labour Organization (ILO), unemployed people are 
without work, but seeking work and available for work. The unemployment rate is still high in the 
European Union (EU), namely 8.2% by 31st December 2016 (European Commission. 2017) 
compared with other developed countries. Many of the unemployed would like to work, and are 
actively looking for a new job or are available to work. (ILO, 1982). The European Commission has 
adopted similar definition as ILO. The main aspects are that they someone aged 15 to 74 (in Italy, 
Spain, the United Kingdom, Iceland, Norway: 16 to 74 years), without work during the reference 
week, available to start work within the next two weeks (or has already found a job to start within the 
next three months), actively having sought employment at some time during the last four weeks 
(European Commission, 1999). 
The employment rate covers all people, including the inactive population (students, children, the 
retired, etc.). It represents the total number of people in employment as a percentage of the overall 
population of a given age. It is worth noting that the Europe 2020 strategy has been framed in terms 
of the employment rate, not the unemployed rate.  
The unemployment and joblessness represent both a social and economic stress, including risk of 
poverty, homelessness, physical and mental illnesses, or suicides (Bell and Blanchflower, 2009). It is 
also one of the main sources of reduced social, material and psychological well-being.  
 
Economic and Social Consequences of Unemployment in Slovakia 
 
The long-term unemployment rate in Slovakia is one of the highest amongst the EU member states. 
Almost two thirds of unemployed people are unemployed for more than 12 months. It is known that 
many people who found jobs have been unemployed for longer than a year. This can be caused by the 
long time that takes for people to find a job and get employed. 
 
The main economic consequence of unemployment is the issue of the labour force potential, as well 
as the skills, knowledge and capabilities of individuals that do not produce an economic effect. This 
results in decrease of the gross domestic product as well as the economic loss through measures of 
unemployment elimination and its consequences. In addition to the unemployment support itself, it is 
the contribution to funds (health, social), employees of labour offices, and so on.  
 
In Slovakia, foreign investment is one of the main sources of employment. Foreign organizations 
belong to the largest employers in Slovakia. Unemployment also has negative consequences from a 
social point of view. It is true that the longer people are unemployed, the more negative emotions are 
present, such as the loss of motivation and the ability to work, the feeling of failure, etc. The impact 
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on mental and physical health is another significant aspect. Loss of income resulting from 
unemployment leads to growing inequality in redistributing income. (Weffers, 2017) With several 
programs through the Structural Funds, the EU helps to eliminate unemployment. For the 
programming period 2014-2020, Slovakia has allocated approximately 14 billion EUR for cohesion 
policy. Labour mobility within the EU is one of the ways with the help of which workers are 
guaranteed the opportunity to improve their living and working condition. (Novackova, 2014) Labour 
mobility itself helps economic migration and enables citizens from Member States to find a job. 
 

Unemployment can be characterized also as a social phenomenon of involuntary and long-lasting 
interruption of work because of the impossibility of finding a job. The causes for unemployment may 
vary, but unemployment is closely linked to the qualifications of the unemployed. According to the 
information published by the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic in 2016, 54 thousand of 
new job positions were formed, and the unemployment rate has dropped to the lowest level since the 
end of 2008. In the fourth quarter of 2016, it reached the level of 9% and 54 thousand job positions 
were formed in 2016, the second most successful year in the history of the Slovak Republic. 
(Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic, 2017). 

 
An Overview of Unemployment by Selected Demographic Factors and Regions 
 
Table 1 shows the differences in unemployment and vacancies by regions in Slovakia. 
 
Table 1: Unemployment and vacancies by Slovak regions in August 2017 (ISTP, 2017); Ústredie 

práce, rodiny a sociálnych vecí. (2017) 
 

Region 
Number 
of job 

seekers 

Unemployment rate 
calculated from the total 
number of job seekers 

Unemployment 
rate 

Economically 
active population 

Number of 
vacant work 

places 
Bratislava 12,783 3.94% 3.64% 350,998  21,709 
Trnava 9,024 3.74% 3.05% 296,274  18,270 
Nitra 16,463 4.66% 3.88% 348,020  11,559 
Trenčín 11,768 5.76% 4.73% 303,588  9,570 
Žilina 17,414 5,90% 5.07% 343,513  8,103 
Banská Bystrica 30,306 11.21% 9.43% 321,332  8,585 
Prešov 42,325 12.29% 10.53% 401,819  7,438 
Košice 38,170 12.53% 10.59% 360,294  5,605 
Slovakia 178,253 7.70% 6.54% 2,725,838 94,364 

 
Two regions with the lowest unemployment (Bratislava, Trnava region) have more vacant job 
positions available than there are job seekers (12,783 vs. 21,709; 9,024 vs. 18,270). In three regions 
(Banska Bystrica, Presov, and Kosice) there are for several times more job seekers than there are 
vacant positions (42,325 vs. 7,438; 38,170 vs. 5,605). Presov, the region with the highest number of 
economically active population, has most job seekers, the second highest unemployment and second 
lowest number of vacant positions (401,819 job seekers; 11.21% and 9.43% respectively; 7,438 
vacant positions). Furthermore, there are about twice as much job seekers than vacant positions in 
Slovakia (178,253 job seekers and 94,364 vacant positions).  
 
Slovakia’s real GDP growth rate of more than 3% as of June 2017 (Trading Economics, 2017), 
increasing employment rates and decreasing unemployment have not translated into resolving one of 
the most frustrating problems – long term unemployment. 
 
The employment rate in Slovakia had been steadily increasing from 2001 until the depression in 
2008. In 2009 and 2010 it somewhat declined, and it has been recovering since, for example, the 
employment rate in 2015 reached 62.7% according to Eurostat (European Commission, 2015). 
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The unemployment rate decreased from almost 20% in 2001 to pre-crisis 9.6% in 2008, afterwards it 
soared to almost 14% in 2013. However, a declining trend started in 2013 which resulted in today’s 
6.7% of statistic unemployment or 7.91% according to job seekers as of July 2017. There are also 
significant regional differences between western and eastern part of the country. In five counties, the 
unemployment rate is below or just slightly above 5%. Bratislava and Trnava regions have the lowest 
unemployment rates in the country (3.7% and 3.12%, respectively). On the other hand, 
unemployment in other three counties is oscillating around 10% This is the case of Bansks Bystrica, 
Presov and Kosice regions (9.43%, 10.53% and 10.59% respectively). 
 
Age 
 
The unemployment of youth is a persistent problem in the Slovak labour market. In 2008, it reached 
its historic low at 19.3%, yet during the crisis it rose up to 33.9% in 2013. Since then, it is 
continuously declining. Yet, amongst the Visegrad countries, Slovakia has the highest rate of young 
people between 15 to 34 years, that are neither employed nor in education or training (NEET). 
 
Ethnicity and Nationality 
 
The Roma population is one of the most disadvantaged groups in the Slovak labour market. There are 
no net data on the population, though unofficial estimates talk about 450,000 people (approx. 8% of 
population). Though the unemployment and employment rates in Slovakia shift, the rates for Roma 
population are quite stable.  
 
Foreign workers represent about 1% of the entire workforce in Slovakia. Majority of foreign workers 
are from the EU/EEA states, namely Romania, Czech Republic, and Hungary. According to the 
Slovak government’s official employment strategy, the gaps in labour market should be filled 
primarily by domestic workforce, and only if there are no suitable candidates, they should be 
occupied by foreign workers. This policy ignores the need to cope with skill and labour shortage and 
its practical monitoring and control remain questionable.  
 
To conclude, it is estimated, that in Slovakia about 12% of active workforce work without any type of 
work contract, which means they are engaging in undeclared labour (European Commission, 2016). 
The most common form of undeclared work in Slovakia and in the EU member states are home 
repairs and products purchases. In the case of product purchases, car parts are the leading product 
(European Commission, 2014). 
 
While the risk of poverty in Slovakia declined in the last two decades, it has not diminished 
completely. It is estimated, that in 2016 the amount of population at risk of poverty was around 
12.7%, representing approx. 670,000 persons. It is not surprising, that the unemployed are in the 
highest risk of poverty (around 48% in 2016). But the economically active population is not save 
from poverty as well. The number of working people at the risk of poverty is still very high. Some 
estimates state that it accounts for about 10%. Another group of people are those who earn minimal 
or slightly above minimal wage.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Perhaps the most unfortunate consequence of unemployment is that an individual or group of people, 
who have certain mental and physical abilities to perform certain types of work, do not perform and 
do not use their skills to work. Slovakia’s unemployment reduction policy has produced positive 
results, but current information from Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak 
republic points at the fact that there are many vacancies in Slovakia. This leads to the issue of why 
the unemployed are not interested in finding a job out of the current vacancies. Effective co-
ordination and partnerships in different areas (e.g., employment, job creation, employment services, 
education, youth, social affairs, and support through the European Social Fund) can contribute to the 
systemic solution of the respective problems. To eliminate unemployment, the Labour Code, which 
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has introduced the institute of flexi-work (Business Dictionary, 2017), also contributes to the 
reduction of the negative effects of sectoral changes in the economy. This type of measure helps 
create new jobs and at the same time is a tool for harmonizing family and work life. 
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Abstract 
 
Economic growth is one of the ultimate goals of any economic system. The relationship between the 
development of the financial system and economic growth is a subject of longtime debates. Although it 
seems that it has reached indicative consensus, economists still have different thoughts on the importance 
of financial system for the economic growth of one country. The primary purpose of banks is to mobilize 
otherwise idle resources for use in productive investment. A wide array of theoretical models has 
appeared in the growth and development literature in the past decade to formalize the link between 
financial-system functioning and the growth of the real economy. In comparison to the traditional growth 
models in which output was seen as a function of capital, labor, and disembodied technological progress, 
the current models provide a richer framework for interpreting the potential impact of financial systems. 
The main issue of this paper is to analyze the relation between development of the financial system and 
economic growth by using the secondary analysis of literature and historical descriptive analysis for 
empirical research. The purpose of research is to put the Macedonian banking system and its economic 
growth in comparative and historical perspective with the banking systems of Central and Southeastern 
Europe countries. 
 
Keywords: Banking sector, Development, Economic growth, Financial system. 
 
Introduction 

 
The relationship between the development of the financial system and economic growth is a subject of 
longtime debates. Although it seems that it has reached indicative consensus, economists still have 
different thoughts on the importance of financial system for the economic growth of one country.  
 
Economic growth is one of the ultimate goals of any economic system. The need to stimulate and manage 
economic growth is from a big importance in advanced, emerging, and developing countries. Despite the 
burgeoning research on finance and growth, the importance of financial-system structure has yet to be 
determined. Much of the debate over banking reform in the United States hinges on the assumption that 
certain types of financial systems allocate an economy’s resources more efficiently than others.  
 

Research objective 
 
The primary purpose of banks is to mobilize otherwise idle resources for use in productive investment. A 
wide array of theoretical models has appeared in the growth and development literature in the past decade 
to formalize the link between financial-system functioning and the growth of the real economy. In 
comparison to the traditional growth models in which output was seen as a function of capital, labor, and 
disembodied technological progress, the current models provide a richer framework for interpreting the 
potential impact of financial systems. For their motivation, nearly all appeal to the observed correlations 
between financial-system development and industrial growth uncovered by economic historians and 
development economists during the 1960s and ’70s.  
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In global framework the relationship between the banking, and wider - the financial system and economic 
growth is a subject of many research studies. The literature suggests that when the financial system is 
bad, so is the rest of the economy. For example, when bank balance sheets are heavily burdened with 
nonperforming loans banks may not be able to provide new loans to companies, even to those that have 
good investment opportunities. Lack of finance, of course, reduces investment and economic activity and, 
ultimately, economic growth. In the extreme, a credit crunch impacts adversely even on trade finance and 
can grind all economic activity to a halt. 
  
More broadly, it is now widely accepted that a fragile financial system can impair long run growth. 
Recent research, for example, shows that the combination of lax prudential regulation and supervision 
with inadequate corporate governance practices in banks can have disastrous consequences for the rest of 
the economy.  
 
Methods and methodology 
 
The research is processed by using a wide scale of the scientific methods and procedures. The specific 
range of methods was based on the research needs of the individual parts. The intention is to follow the 
logical continuity of the articles’ parts, the correctness and the adequacy of information and data. First 
part is focused on the different definitions. This section is prepared by using the analytical methods – the 
analysis, the casual analysis, the synthesis. We analyzed scientific publications and scientific articles, 
papers by various authors (e.g. Burton, M., Brown, B. (2009, Delong J. Bradford (2001), Levine, R. 
(2005), Thierry, B. (2012), Thompson, D. (2011)). Pawera, R. (2007), Janać, J. – Mariak, V. (2013), 
Šlahor, Ľ. – Majerčáková, D. – Barteková, M. (2016), Komorník, J. – Majerčáková, D. – Husovská, M. 
(2011), Komorník, J. – Janać, J. (2011), Gejdoš, P. (2013) and (2015)). The first part is based on 
preparation and explanation of key terms. (Mitková, L.  2010) Methodology contains of identification of 
research assumptions, as well as methods and sources used in the paper. Results part consists of the main 
findings and is prepared by using a comparative and historical descriptive analysis. 
 
Theoretical Background 
 
Empirical evidence generally suggest a positive relationship between financial development and 
economic growth. Some studies even, found that good financial development could predicts future 
economic growth rates. Panel studies, studies of individual countries, as well as analysis of the level of 
industries and firms, have documented periods in which financial development had a crucial impact on 
the speed and the course of economic development. (Thompson, D., 2011) However, a study of this type, 
according to our best knowledge, is not made specifically for country that is coming from Southeastern 
Europe. That will be our main motivator which will drive us to compute this research in best possible way 
and found a satisfying outcome with computing various test and based on underlying real data. 
 
Role of the banking system in the economy 
 
A banking system is a sum or a structural network of institutions that provide a diversity of financial 
services within one economy. These institutions are responsible for operating a payment system, 
providing loans, taking deposits and helping with investments. The main role of the banking system is to 
provide entities with surplus funds to invest and transfer them into entities that lack the financial 
resources (entities with plans for new projects), and ultimately making profit. (Burton, M., Brown, B., 
2009) In other words financial systems, i.e. financial intermediaries and financial markets, channel funds 
from those who have savings to those who have more productive uses for them. They perform two main 
types of financial service that reduce the costs of moving funds between borrowers and lenders, leading to 
a more efficient allocation of resources and faster economic growth. These are the provision of liquidity 
and the transformation of the risk characteristics of assets. By performing these roles, the banking system 
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supports the economic activity and creates the basis for large investment ventures and technological 
innovations. 
 
As stated in the introductory part, the banking system exists to allow overcoming of the difficulties that 
arise in the operation of enterprises and to provide financing of the long-term investment projects or 
maintenance of the current (short-term) liquidity. 
 
In order for a one company to finance in investment projects that are basis for its growth, it should have 
the available funds. This reserve of financial resources can be funds from past profits of the company, 
investments from the owners and funds provided through an issue of new equity securities. But if the 
funds cannot be created in such ways (so-called equity capital), then they need to be borrowed from 
external sources (i.e. debt capital). The population of one economy can invest their surplus funds to theses 
deficient enterprises. Here the financial system is appearing as a balancing agent between deficit and 
surplus entities with aim to enable the channeling of these funds to be at minimal cost and with minimal 
risk. 
 
If the channeling of funds from surplus to deficit agents are going straight, without the existence of 
financial institutions, there will be two types of costs: informational and transaction costs. Savers (surplus 
agents) will generate informational cost in order to learn about the operations of the company (deficient 
agent) or to assess the productivity of the project (its ability to repay borrowed funds). J. Bradford 
DeLong (2001) in informational costs includes the costs generated for depositors to feel safe, measures to 
increase operational safety of the deposit. Transaction costs, however, are measured by the required time 
and resources for the implementation of a transaction. If such costs did not exist, also the necessity for 
financial system would not exist. Since they are present in the complex reality, the role of financial 
institutions consists in minimization and overcoming of these costs for effective allocation of the 
resources and indirect support of the economic growth. 
 
Place and role of the banking system for economic growth of the economy 
 
According to the above discussion, the role the banking system is to identify the needs for financial 
services, with reducing of transaction and information costs, creation of needed products and their sale at 
affordable prices. In this way the banking system is developing, and while responding to the needs of the 
economy, it could contribute to overall economic development. The development of the banking system 
is closely linked to the competition between banks in the economy, because motivated by increased 
competition, banks can offer more products and services. At the same time, the growing international 
movement of capital contributes for increasing the participation of banks in international financial 
markets, consolidation of banks from different geographical areas and emergence of regional banking 
groups. These development trends of the banking system contributes to reduction of prices of bank 
products, that, in turn, stimulates investments in new projects and technological advances, which in final 
stage stimulates economic growth. By providing its basic functions the banking system influence its own 
growth. At the same time, performing these basic functions defines channels that support the overall 
growth of the economy. These functions are: 
 

1. Generating information for potential investment opportunities and allocation of capital; 
2. Mobilization of savings; 
3. Monitoring and control of enterprises-borrowers; 
4. Risk Management; 
5. Specialization and concentration of banking activities. 

 
Below we will explicate in details how the performance of each of these functions can affect the 
economic growth of one country. 
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Generating information for potential investment opportunities and allocation of 

capital 
 
Before deciding on approving of a loan, the bank always make a detailed analysis of the enterprise 
performance or the borrower. This analysis creates information and transaction costs accumulated for 
determining the solvency of the company, all the future plans for investment and risk assets that might 
not be recovered if the investment projects fail. If the banking system does not exist, then these big costs 
for finding the right information and assessment of enterprises will keep individual savers from proper 
allocation of their capital, which would ultimately prevent the companies to continue their investment 
plans. By reducing these costs, the banking system improve the allocation of capital and channels it to the 
places of his most productive use. In this way, investment projects can be realized and they represent the 
basis for economic growth. In addition, with the advantages from the increased scope of information 
available and due to the diversity of its loan portfolio, the bank reduces the credit risk, i.e. the risk that a 
given asset might not be recovered.  
 
Lower credit risk reduces the cost of investment - the interest rate, which makes capital cheaper and more 
accessible. Consequently, on an aggregate level, by managing the information on borrowers, financial 
intermediaries contribute for realizing greater investments, reduction of interest rates and thus stimulate 
greater economic activity. All this support and boost economic growth of one economy. 
 

Mobilization of savings 
 
Closely related to the previous function is mobilizing of resources or collection of funds from a number 
of individual savers. The savings deposits are financial instruments with a small denomination, which 
provides also depositors with lower income opportunity for savings. According to Levine (2005), as well 
as in the process of allocation of capital, the process of mobilization of savings also includes overcoming 
of the transaction costs related to collecting the savings of many different subjects and overcoming the 
information costs related to the confidence of depositors in the financial institution, and sense of control 
over their savings. In other words, to reduce these costs, the bank uses economies of scale, where one 
information that it possesses can be exploited for multiple clients. 
 
A typical example of this is the so-called delegated supervision, when the bank control the investments of 
companies funded by her and share this information with the individual savers (potential investors). If 
each depositor is left to analyze the company again on its own, huge costs will be accumulated making 
the overall process more expensive and less efficient. Thus, by exploiting economies of scale, banking 
systems increase efficiency in the mobilization of savings from individuals, and allow faster allocation of 
funds, supporting investment projects and technological innovation, and positively influencing the 
economic growth of one economy. 
 
Monitoring and control of enterprises-borrowers 
 
Third channel through which the banking system can influence the economic growth is with control by 
the bank over the way of utilizing debt capital within the companies-borrowers. According to previous 
discussion, the banks mobilize savings of many individuals and lend to businesses. Banks on behalf of 
depositors, oversee the use of funds by businesses. If savers individually performed this, monitoring costs 
will be high, which will make the price of capital (interest rate) increase. Therefore, monitoring and 
control on users of funds by the bank lender, will influence on rational and productive utilizing of capital, 
which will increase the value of the company and consequently will contribute to overall economic 
growth. 
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Some studies state that the role of banks as controllers of the use of funds by companies have positively 
effect on creating long-established relationship between enterprises and the bank, which offers the 
possibility of gaining mutual trust and opportunity for financing new long-term capital projects and 
innovative technologies. And by directing capital into long-term projects to support economic growth. 
 
In the short term, however, when the bank has already established effective monitoring of the enterprise 
and it knows the operation and performance of the same, the procedure for financing the activities of the 
company are shortened. The short term financing allows the company to reduced cash holding to a 
minimum. The excess of free money can be invested in financing of its own activities and increase the 
productivity of operations. Consequently, monitoring the activities of the company reflects positively on 
productivity, the accumulation of capital and the growth of the company. Thus lead us to conclusion that 
monitoring of the companies by the bank supports the overall growth of the economy. 
 
Risk Management 
 
Banks can also reduce information and transaction costs by proper management of financial risks. Bank 
holds various debt instruments in the form of deposits with different maturities and regular interest. On 
one side there are savers that most often want to deposit the funds on shorter periods, but are reluctant to 
risk. On the other side appear borrowers who have riskier and longer-term projects. Bank as an 
intermediary is collecting mass of savings with shorter deadlines, perform maturity transformation and 
place funds on longer deadlines, but in different economic agents thus credit risk is diversified. Individual 
savers cannot diversify their funds and reduce credit risk, so if banks were not existing, investments in 
risky highly profitable projects will lag behind. At the same time, by offering savings accounts with short 
maturity, the bank satisfy the liquidity needs of its savers. 
 
Banks also play a huge role in the management of liquidity risk enterprises. During the production 
process, companies are in need of additional funds, mostly to support production activities and the 
maintenance of current liquidity. Here the banks offer a variety of short and medium-term credits 
(revolving loans, loans for the purchase of raw materials, financing of inventory, financing on 
construction in progress, short-term loans to finance foreclosure and etc.). (Thierry, B., 2012) By 
maintaining the current liquidity, companies have continuous workflow and production, which have 
positive impact on overall economic performance and maintaining the liquidity of the entire system and 
in final stage supports economic growth. Moreover, according to the aspects discussed in previous 
sections, the long-term liquidity will enable financing long-term projects, which influence the 
development of the enterprise and hence the overall economic growth.   
 
Specialization and concentration of banking activities 
 
The Banking system may be the basis for the growth by specialization and concentration of its activities. 
Banking systems which contribute for reduction of transaction and information costs are influenced by 
the specialization of banks in their operation. Therefore with utilizing economies of scale, increased 
operational efficiency and increased set of financial services at lower prices, technological innovation, 
etc., they are influencing the economic growth of one economy. 
As a conclusion, banks can influence economic growth through achieving its five functions, which are 
down to two conceptual directions: 

• Increased saving is the basis for enhanced and efficient allocation (lending) in yielding projects, 
which is the basis for economic growth; 

• Monitoring and control of enterprises, risk diversification of the loan portfolio and increased 
efficiency in banks' operations reduce the cost of financing (interest rate), allowing more projects 
to become profitable, which is the basis for economic growth. 
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Modern concepts for the link between economic growth and banking sector 
 
Stable and well developed financial system is a key factor for an efficient functioning of any market 
economy. The banking institutions have the central place within the financial system in one country. The 
reason for this may be the fact, that banks are continuously expanding the scope of activities they 
perform, and this activities were operated only by non-banking institutions, in the past. But despite this, 
the primacy within each financial system belongs to the banks. (Scott, S. 2014) Stability and liquidity of 
banks are essential for maintaining the stability of the financial sector in each national economy.  
 
Many authors are sceptic for the positive link between the development of the banking system and 
economic growth. They indicate that higher development of the banking system result with stronger 
competition between banks, which according to them, in many cases could have negative influence on the 
economic growth of one country. 
 
Measures for the development of the banking system 
 
Similar to the determinants of economic growth, the literature is not unanimous in terms of indicators by 
which we should measure the development of the banking system. However, when banking system is 
placed in the context of economic growth, then there is greater consensus on the measurement of its 
development. Thus World Bank divide the indicators in two groups: traditional and modern;   While the 
traditional measures for development of the banking system can be brought in direct relation to economic 
growth. Therefore, the main measures for the development of the banking system are drawn from 
traditional indicators. It is considered that some of the shortcomings of traditional indicators can be 
exceeded by using new, modern indicators. However, as we shall see below, they are more related to the 
availability of banking services to households and not directly related to economic growth. They are: 
density of the network of subsidiaries, branches and ATMs; average size of credits and deposits per capita 
in relation to GDP; number of loans and deposits per capita; percentage of the population that has a credit 
or deposit account in the bank; and percentage of firms that finance their investment activities through 
loans. Having in mind that cannot be brought in direct relationship with economic growth, and also the 
fact that a significant proportion of information for them are inaccessible for Macedonia, we decided that 
we are not going to use them in our analysis. 
 
Consequently, we use the following indicators of development of the banking system:  
 

Indicators of banking development: loans to private sector / GDP; liquid liabilities (short-term 

deposits from private agents) / GDP; total assets / GDP; net interest margin; and operating 

expenses / total asset 

 
Base on this indicators we are going to test and prove the link between economic growth and 
development of the banking system. 
 
Central, Southeastern Europe and Macedonia: Comparative and historical descriptive analysis 

 
The purpose of this chapter is to put the Macedonian banking system and its economic growth in 
comparative and historical perspective with the banking systems of Central and Southeastern Europe 
countries. First, we present a comparative analysis between the countries from CEE and SEE, and then 
we observe the Macedonian banking system in historical perspective and examine the current situation 
today.  
 
Comparative analysis 
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For the purposes of this comparative analysis, firstly we needed to define the exact number of countries 
that will be included in this comparison. In order not to analyze this phenomena only in a partial sample, 
we defined a wider set of countries belonging to the two geographic areas: Central Eastern Europe (CEE: 
Slovakia, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Slovenia) and South Eastern 
Europe (SEE: Macedonia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Kosovo, Romania and 
Bulgaria). For comparison purposes we took the aggregate or average data for the Eurozone 15. This 
classification corresponds to the fact that CEE countries are characterized by considerably higher GDP 
per capita and greater development of the banking system in terms of SEE countries; while the average 
GDP per capita of Eurozone 15 is the highest and have the most developed banking system in terms of all 
countries in the comparison group. 
 
Macedonia belongs to the group of SEE countries, and the road to integration into the Eurozone should 
pass the stage of development that currently have the CEE countries. Sources of data for this analysis are: 
the IMF, the ECB, Eurostat and the Internet pages of individual central banks of the selected countries. 
 

Development of the banking systems in CEE and SEE countries 
 
In recent years, the banking systems of CEE and SEE have been marked by two structural changes: 1. 
Strengthening of the dominant share of foreign shareholders and international banking groups in domestic 
banks, leaving only a fraction of state-owned banks that can be privatized; and 2. Introduction of 
international financial reporting standards, the principles of Basel 2 agreement and more effective 
regulation and supervision of the banking industry. The group of CEE countries is farther ahead than SEE 
countries on both trends. These reforms were aimed for supporting the development of the banking 
system and securing its efficiency and stability on the path of integration of these countries in the 
financial system of the Eurozone. In this comparative analysis, we will observe the development of the 
banking systems through the following coefficients: total loans / total deposits; annual growth of private 
loans; and annual growth of short-term deposits. The movements of these indicators for CEE and SEE are 
shown in Figure 1 – Figure 3.  
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Fig. 1: Indicators for the development of the banking systems of CEE and SEE countries – Total 

loans / Total deposits 

The coefficient total loans / total deposits (Figure 1) measures the channeling of deposits in private loans, 
or what proportion of domestic savings is channeled into loans and furthermore in investment and 
consumption. The average value for the CEE and SEE countries rises in the period of 2006-2008, so in 
2008 exceeds the value of 1.00 and amount to 1.06 and 1.14, respectively. These developments are rough 
indicator of convergence of the financial systems of these two groups of countries towards the financial 
system of the Eurozone which, on average remained at a similar level of development in the last three 
years (around 1.2). However, it seems that it the group of Central and Eastern Europe there is a greater 
diversity of the value of the indicator, unlike the SEE countries within which only Albania significantly 
lags behind with (0.6). In the observed three years, Macedonia has achieved a greater growth of this 
indicator in comparison with the other countries from the SEE group (annual growth of 20% in 2007 and 
2008), and reaches a ratio of close to 1.00, but still lags behind Romania (1.3), Serbia (1.3) and Bulgaria 
(1.2).  According to the movement of this factor, Macedonia is approaching to the average of the CEE 
countries, although still lags behind most of these countries. 
 
In 2008, private loans experience a significant decline (Figure 2), as a result of the tight credit policy and 
lower investment (due to reduced economic activity) as well as measures set by the central banks of these 
countries. In the last three years, the SEE countries have the higher growth rate of private loans compared 
to CEE countries and the Eurozone 15, which mainly reflects the lower initial development of the 
banking systems of these countries, as well as the larger development needs of their economies, in 
general. 
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Fig. 2:  Indicators for the development of the banking systems of CEE and SEE countries – Annual 

growth of private loans 

Furthermore in 2008, the growth rate of the short-term deposits (Figure 3) was marked with drastic 
slowdown; in SEE countries amounted to only 0.8% and in CEE entered the negative zone with score of -
5.8%. 
 
The efficiency of the banking system is measured by the size of the operating costs in terms of total 
revenues. We associate this factor with profitability of the banking system, which is measured by the ratio 
for return on assets (ROA). Through diagram of circles (in Figure 4) we observe the potential connection 
between these two indicators. The size of the circles represent the relative size of operating costs of the 
banking system.  
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Fig. 3: Indicators for the development of the banking systems of CEE and SEE countries – Annual 

growth of short-term deposits 

Looking at Figure 4 we can notice that the larger circles are placed at the bottom of the diagram, which 
indicates the possible negative relationship between operating costs and profitability of the banking 
system. This tendency is particularly expressed for the Eurozone, where in 2007 and 2008 the operating 
costs have increased by 105.1% and 99.8%, respectively, compared to 2005 and 2006, and reduce ROA 
to 0.2% in 2008. In the CEE countries, by 2007, the decline in costs was accompanied by increased 
profitability. Yet this connection is not so obvious in 2008, when despite of unchanged operation costs it 
comes to decline by (27.4%) of the ROA. The latter, probably due to the more obvious effects on the 
profitability of the global financial crisis. This is probably due to negative effects that the global financial 
crisis have on the banking system and economies of Europe countries. In the SEE countries, the link 
between the performance of the banking system and its profitability appear negative, although there is no 
significant reduction in profitability and an increase in operating costs, as was the case with the Eurozone. 
From 2007 to 2008, operating costs in SEE countries increase from 41.5% to 48.0% and ROA was 
reduced from 1.7% to 1.6%.  
 
In Macedonia, from 2005 to 2007 there was a trend of decline in operating costs (From 75.2% to 58.4% 
of total revenue) while increasing profitability (from 1.2% to 1.8%). These trends reflect the increasing 
efficiency of the Macedonian banks in this period. But in 2008, operating costs in Macedonia (62.2% of 
total revenues) follow the same trend as in the SEE countries, and are accompanied by a decline in ROA 
of 1.8% to 1.4%. 
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Fig. 4: Indicators for efficiency of banking systems in the Eurozone, CEE, SEE and Macedonia

Link between the banking system and economic growth in CEE and SEE countries
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stand out are Slovenia, Czech Republic and Slovakia. Higher economic growth of this group of countries 
is linked to their higher starting point, and their early membership in the EU (the process of real 
convergence). On the other hand, the
GDP per capita, which amount almost half of the average of CEE. Also, the countries of this region are 
more heterogeneous than the countries from CEE region, only Romania, Bulgaria and Croati
members, and Macedonia, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina signed the Stabilization and Association 
Process with EU and Albania and Kosovo are still facing certain political problems. 
 
However, for the process of real convergence in context of the
made significant restructuring and privatization of the sector, and implied numerous reforms which turn 
out to be quite beneficial for them and for their economies. The observations from this statistical data just 
confirm our expectations that for positive potential relationship between development of the banking 
system and economic growth of one country.
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moment. One example is the analysis of the capital market, which although desirable, could not have 
been exercised mainly because his participation in the financial system of Macedonia is still small in 
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relation to the share of the banking system; Another constrain was that movements of Macedonian Stock 
Exchange seems to be still driven by speculations, and as a result of that these series were not included in 
this survey. 
 
One direction for expansion of the topic treated in this paper is examining the relationship between 
development of the banking system and economic growth in times of economic crisis. Another direction 
for extension of this topic is examining the impact of financial stability and the concept of risk 
management on economic growth. From this perspective, the financial stability will cover the behaviour 
of the two key agents: households and corporate sector, on one hand, and the behaviour of financial 
institutions through the acquisition and management of risks, on the other hand, and their impact on the 
economic activity in one country. 
 
These two alternative streams for expansion of the topic suggest that although in terms of the relationship 
between banking development and economic growth there is a tentative consensus, directions in which it 
can be explored are numerous and dynamic. 
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Abstract 
 

Starting from the decisions of the European Union (EU) to reduce energy consumption by 20% by 

2020 the overall objective of this paper is to analyze the impact energy consumption on the 

development of the EU countries, thus implicitly the gross domestic product (GDP) of these 

countries. To this aim, the study realized in the paper was carried out in two directions: firstly, we 

analyze the evolution of GDP in the EU countries, and secondly, we analyze the influence of final 

energy consumption (FEC) on GDP of each EU country. For this we collect the information provided 

by Eurostat for the period 2006-2016 for the 28 EU states members on the evolution of 

macroeconomic indicators: GDP and FEC (nominal and on capita). We analyze these series of data 

using the EViews 9 econometric software package. The Dickey-Fuller and Philips-Perron unit roots 

tests and the Granger causality standard test were applied to examine the relationship between GDP 

and FEC at both nominal and per capita. The results of the analysis did not indicate a cointegration 

relationship between the studied variables, but this can be considered as a positive element, because 

the reduction of the final energy consumption can lead to the reduction of the gas emissions, which 

can have a beneficial effect on the economic development and implicitly of living standards. 

However, in developing countries there is still the possibility of increasing FEC leading to GDP 

growth, and positive shocks in GDP per capita cause positive shocks in the FEC. 

 

Keywords: final energy consumption, economic growth, panel countries, Granger causality 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Europe's developed countries have a developed economy and a higher standard of living than most of 

the world's states. Emerging economies are dependent on the economies of developed countries, 

economic growth in Western European countries can lead to an increase in emerging economies, but 

their recession has a strong negative impact on developing nations. A major difference between rich 

and emerging states is per capita income, which determines their consumption, so developed 

economies tend to consume more energy than the poor. 

 

Gross domestic product (GDP) is the most commonly used macroeconomic indicator for the global 

assessment of an economy. Nominal GDP is commonly used to determine the economic performance 

of a country or region and to make international comparisons. For statistical comparisons, each 

country's data should be converted into a common currency, respectively nominal parity and 

purchasing power (PPP). 

 

Another widely used indicator derived from this is GDP per capita that is used to eliminate the 

influence of the absolute size of the population, allowing for easier comparison of living standards 

between different countries. GDP per capita in PPP is a general economic indicator of living 

standards that allows comparison of the dynamics of economic development both over time and 

between economies of different sizes, regardless of price levels. 

 

At present, energy is one of the main factors influencing economic systems, and can have a leverage 

effect on economic growth. Final energy consumption (FEC) includes the energy consumption of all 

users, except for the energy sector itself. The European Union (EU) has committed itself to reducing 

its final energy consumption by 20% by 2020. 
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Starting from the European Commission's decisions on the need to reduce FEC, the overall objective 

of this paper is to analyze the evolution and the impact the GDP on FEC of each EU country. EU 

countries governments are more and more interested in studying relationship from GDP and FEC 

because of the international goal of curbing the increase in global temperature to a maximum of 2
o
C 

in the context of global warming. To this aim, the study was carried out in two directions: firstly, we 

analyze the evolution of FEC and GDP in EU countries, and secondly, we analyze the impact the 

GDP in FEC. 

 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 discusses a brief review of literature on empirical studies 

concerning FEC and GDP, Section 2 describes the empirical models, estimation methodology and the 

data source, Section 3 presents empirical investigation and results and the last section concludes the 

study. 

Literature Review 
 

Energy arguably plays a vital role in the economic growth and livelihood, both in terms of demand 

side (energy is needed by the consumer to maximize its utility), and supply side (energy is a key 

factor in production, together with capital, labor and materials). This means that there should be 

causality between final energy consumption to national income or gross domestic product as well as 

vice versa. Naturally, the following questions arise: “Is energy consumption a stimulus to economic 

growth?” or “Is economic growth a stimulus for energy consumption?” 

 

Many economists and researchers have studied the relationship between energy consumption and 

GDP from different perspectives and using diverse methodologies. Their methods have ranged from 

descriptive time series analysis to cointegration applications with panel data. 

 

A multitude of authors have studied the relationship between GDP and energy consumption by 

providing a wide range of results in terms of causality, statistically highlighting either a one-way 

causality, a bidirectional causality or none. Such analysis were performed in (Anwar et al. 2017) 

on a panel of 29 OIC countries, data period 1990–2014; in (Alper, Oguz 2016) on a panel of 8 

east-central European countries, data period 1990–2009; in (Sadorsky 2009) on a panel of 18 

emerging countries, data period 1990–2003; in (Bhattacharya et al. 2016) on a panel of top 38 

countries, data period 1990–2003; in (Inglesi-Lotz 2016) on a panel of OEDC countries, data 

period 1990–2010; in (Bozkurt, Destek 2015) on a panel of OEDC countries, data period 1980–

2012; in (Tugcu et al. 2012) on a panel G-7 countries, in (Okyay et al. 2014) on a panel of 

developed countries in Europe, data period 1990–2011; in (Chontanawat et al. 2008) on a panel 

of 100 countries, data period 1960–2000 or 1971–2000. 

 

In the final consumption, the evolution of final energy consumption is of particular importance, as 

energy contributes to the stimulating of growth and economic development, and there is a dynamic 

causality between energy in general and economic growth (Wada 2017).  

 

Lee (2005) investigated the causal relationship between FEC and GDP for 18 developing countries in 

1975-2001, and the results showed a unidirectional GDP causality in FEC (increased FEC led to 

growth GDP). 

 

Narayan et al. (2010) examine the impacts of energy consumption on GDP in for 93 countries during 

the time period from 1980-2006. 

 

Aslan (2013) studied the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth for 22 

OECD countries, highlighting the strong correlation in most cases. 

 

Similar studies for the case of individual countries and for different periods of time can be found for 

Algeria (Amri 2017), for Saudi Arabia (Wada 2017), for China (Lin, Moubarak 2014), for Turkey 
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(Ocal, Aslan 2013), for Brazil (Pao, Fu 2013), for U.S. (Stern 2000; Yildirim et al. 2012), for 

Lithuania (Bobinaite et. al 2011). 

 

Research Methodology 
 

Starting from the above-mentioned elements, in this paper we analyze the evolution of GDP and FEC 

(nominal values and per capita), in EU countries and relationship between FEC and GDP. The survey 

is based on indicators taken from the Eurostat and World Bank database for the period 2006 - 2016 

for the 28 EU member states. 

 

We will use panel series (cross-section and time series that contain information on the value of the 

indicators analyzed: GDP, GDP/capita, FEC and FEC/capita between 2006-2016) for the 28 EU 

Member States. 

 

Models analysis on these data, based on classic regression, show that important properties of time 

series data can be more restrictive than similar properties for cross-section data.  

In the first part of the study we will make a statistical analysis of the indicators evolution and the 

second part of the study aims to analyse the impact of final energy consumption on economic growth, 

where we will use a linear regression model: 

 

������ = �� + 
������ + ���, (1) 

 

����_��� = �� + 
����_��� + ���   (2) 

 

where � = 1, … , �, is the index of a country in the panel, � = 1, … , �, refers to the time period, while 

������, ����_���, ����� and ���_���represent natural logarithms of real GDP and 

GDP/capita, and FEC and FEC/capita for the country � at the time �, respectively. The terms �� , 
�  are 

unknown parameters to be estimated, while���, are the error terms (assumed to be independent and 

identically distributed with a zero mean and a constant variance, for each i).  

 

Variables in natural logarithms can be interpreted in growth rate after taking the first difference into 

account. 

 

The above theoretical models will be estimated using panel data techniques, with the aid of EViews 9 

software product.  

 

The analysis of the regression model is performed in four steps. Firstly, two different unit root tests 

are used to investigate whether the variables are stationary or not and the order of integration of the 

variables. We used Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) (Dickey, Fuller 1981) and the Phillips-Perron 

(PP) (Phillips, Perron 1988) test to this purpose. Secondly, when all of the series are found to be 

integrated of the same order, we test the co-integration relationship between the variables in Eq. (1) 

and Eq. (2) using the Johansen maximum likelihood method (Johansen, Juselius 1990) and Pedroni 

cointegration test (Pedroni 2004). The existence of cointegration indicates that there are long-run 

equilibrium relationships among the variables, and thereby, Granger causality exists among them in 

at least one direction (Engle, Granger 1987). 

 

Next, the parameter estimates for the regression equations (1) and (2) are evaluated using the 

fully modified least square (FMOLS) regression method (Phillips, Hansen 1990). This 

cointegration equation can work with variables that are stationary at different levels. An analysis 

of the estimations error using the Jarque and Bera test (Jarque, Bera 1980) for normality is also 

performed. Finally, the Granger causality test (Granger 1969) is used to find unidirectional or 

bidirectional causalities between the GDP and FEC. 
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Empirical Findings and Results 
 

Statistical analysis of data  
 

To empirical analysis is based on series of FEC and GDP (nominal and per capita) data on a 

panel of 28 countries of UE during the 2006-2016 period. 

 

From Eurostat's data on nominal GDP in trillion euro for the analyzed period, it is observed that at the 

level of the EU states, the GDP has grown with a relatively constant year-on-year rate for the EU 

founding states, and the new entrants in EU marked a sustained and robust growth of over 70% in 

2016 over 2006 (Malta 83.67%, Slovakia 77.82%, Bulgaria 74.05% and Romania 72.30%). The only 

country whose GDP declined steadily by 2015 was Greece, but there is a slight increase in 2016 

(0.11%) compared 2015. The increase was due to the governments' commitments of these countries 

to realize a stable monetary policies, of trade policies (export-oriented), low rates of fixed tax and the 

use  relatively cheap labor. 

 

To assess living standards, we analyzed GDP per capita of EU countries and found a major difference 

between countries. Thus, Luxembourg has the highest GDP per capita (largely due to cross-border 

workers in Belgium, France and Germany), followed by Ireland, Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands 

and Austria (with a GDP of more than 40000 euro per capita). In the other side of the list are 

Romania (~ 8000 euro/capita) and Bulgaria (~ 6000 euro/capita) who occupy the last places, 

followed by Croatia, Hungary and Poland with a GDP/capita of less than 12000 euro/ capita, then 

Latvia, Lithuania and Slovakia with up to 15000 euro/capita. 

 

After analyzing the FEC at nominal values, expressed in thousands of tonnes of oil equivalent TOE, 

using Eurostat data, we found as energy consumption it remained relatively unchanged between 2006 

and 2008, then FEC decreased by 5.8% in 2009 due to predominantly economic and financial global 

crisis. FEC level in the EU-28 in 2015 is lower than in 2006 in all countries except Malta and Poland. 

FEC per capita for countries studied also shows a year-on-year decline. Finland has the highest 

average per capita consumption (around 16,000 kwh), followed by Sweden (around 14,000 kWh) and 

Luxembourg (around 12,000 kwh). The largest increase in FEC/capita was registered by Malta 

46.46%, followed by Poland 23.68%, Czech Republic 16.12% and Estonia 13.44%. FEC/capita had 

the largest decline in Greece (25.33%), Ireland (24.19%) and Hungary (22.23%). 

 

In table 1 we presents descriptive statistics of the GDP and FEC (nominal and per capita) series for 

each country. The GDP and FEC series data follow a normal distribution for all countries. Germany 

has a GDP that is higher than the regional average at 2716.87 billion euro with a standard deviation 

of 330,925.9. In contrast, Malta has an average GDP in market prices 7.2 billion euro. This is the 

lowest figure amongst all the countries, with a standard deviation of 1.464513. The largest average of 

GDP per capita is held by Luxembourg with 79792 euro/capita, with over 200% compared to the 

European average, and the lowest value is recorded by Bulgaria with 5389 euro/capita. Distribution 

shows positive asymmetry at all states, which means that during the analysed period, GDP had a 

trend of growth, and kurtosis has a value less than 3 in all countries, i.e. the distribution is flatter than 

the normal curve (platykurtic), except for Croatia, Czech Republic, Ireland Slovenia and Slovakia 

which has a sharper distribution than the normal curve (leptokurtic). 
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics: GDP at market prices (billion euro), GDP per capita (euro),  

FEC (TOE) and FEC per capita (kwh) 

 

 

Coun-

try 

Mean Kurtosis Jarque-Bera 

GDP GDP 

/cp 

FEC FEC  

/cp 

GDP GDP 

/cp 

FEC FEC 

 /cp 

GDP GDP 

/cp 

FEC FEC 

 /cp 

AT 308.15 
36364 

27419.86 7985.88 
1.892 

1.883 

2.195 1.464 
 0.570 

0.658 

0.602 0.993 

BE 
375.52 

38489 

35794.7 8270.16 1.876 

1.924 

2.014 2.683  0.583 

0.808 

0.473 0.419 

BG 
39.37 

5389 

9406.66 4180.98 2.938 

2.755 

1.902 1.597 0.991 

0.624 

0.944 0.843 

HR 
44.28 

10375 
6934.99 3858.78 4.029 

4.022 
1.819 3.102  0.531 

0.799 
0.914 0.387 

CY 
 18.30 

21446 

1819.44 4218.42  2.349 

2.363 

1.557 3.280  0.387 

0.334 

1.317 1.878 

CZ 
 155.61 

14775 

25072.28 5665.45  3.410 

3.514 

1.831 3.887 1.939 

2.299 

0.699 2.886 

DK 
 250.05 

44567 

14775.95 6290.57 1.843 

1.778 

1.556 1.469  0.666 

0.689 

0.915 0.977 

EE 
 17.23 

12996 

2887.66 5819.07 1.726 

1.707 

2.645 1.583  0.744 

0.770 

1.385 0.889 

DE 
2716.87 

33640 

25230.89 15922.76 1.927 

1.778 

1.651 2.358 0.762 

0.749 

0.781 1.012 

IE 
196.17 

42603 
150335.4 7150.85 3.287 

3.271 
1.768 1.678 3.486 

3.359 
0.746 0.728 

EL 
205.87 

18643 

213622.8 6800.75 1.364 

1.376 

1.929 2.248 1.237 

1.242 

0.684 0.562 

ES 
1066.11 

22861 

18768.13 6156.9 2.037 

2.053 

1.493 1.419 0.469 

0.449 

0.961 1.044 

FR 
2050.99 

31161 

16966.88 4209.42 1.999 

2.168 

1.955 1.703 0.471 

0.496 

0.543 1.279 

IT 
1614.78 

26794 

11786.68 6225.27 2.878 

2.604 

1.532 1.455 0.229 

0.259 

1.198 1.106 

LV 
21.72 

10701 
125220.6 5331.46 1.751 

1.755 
1.678 1.595 1.131 

0.881 
0.728 1.021 

LT 
32.09 

10879 

4028.5 3115.08 1.907 

1.924 

2.079 2.552 0.627 

0.532 

0.517 0.115 

LU 
43.33 

79792 

4901.54 2896.66 1.802 

1.782 

2.742 3.105 0.796 

0.725 

0.717 0.551 

HU 
101.93 

10270 

4209.42 12777.19 2.193 

2.327 

1.498 2.388 0.299 

0.244 

0.996 0.736 

MT 
7.20 

17040 

485.52 4492.13 2.187 

2.129 

2.244 1.835 1.013 

0.869 

0.739 0.690 

NL 642.26 38234 

51791.91 6829.3 

2.732 3.075 

2.502 2.183 

0.071 0.511 

0.658 0.342 

PL 
369.41 

9612 
62931.08 3501.51 2.278 

2.286 
2.414 2.799 0.872 

0.885 
1.245 2.403 

PT 
175.31 

16713 

17337.72 4884.57 2.280 

2.833 

1.292 1.518 0.242 

0.194 

1.244 0.966 

RO 136.76 6833 

22981.38 2365.52 

2.742 2.632 

1.884 2.650 

0.083 0.067 

1.223 0.634 
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SI 
36.51 

17763 

10801.03 5405.18 4.028 

4.060 

1.620 1.948 1.794 

1.935 

0.795 0.777 

SK 
68.41 

12648 

4896.53 7097.18 3.214 

3.297 

2.850 2.267 1.682 

1.863 

0.138 1.272 

FI 
195.47 

36033 

87536.58 5937.42 2.124 

2.269 

1.691 1.705 0.494 

0.643 

0.838 0.701 

SE 
393.50 

41097 
32376.62 14563 1.672 

1.732 
2.130 1.836 0.899 

1.046 
0.660 0.565 

UK 
2097.62 

32773 

139395.9 5551.82 2.413 

2.409 

1.570 1.500 0.321 

0.223 

0.962 0.972 

 

In terms of FEC, all EU countries have a normal distribution, the average of consumption in nominal 

values  is highest in Germany (213622.8 TOE) and the smallest in Malta (485.52 TOE). At 

FEC/capita, the highest average holds Finland (15922.76 kwh) well above the EU average (6344.48 

kwh) and Lithuania has the lowest value (2896.66 kwh). The distribution shows a slight positive 

asymmetry in all states, being a platykurtic distribution. 

 

Testing causality between GDP and FEC (nominal and per capita) 
 

a. Results of unit roots tests 
 

The time series properties of the variables in Eq. (1) are evaluated through two different unit root 

tests, namely ADF and PP. We find that for most of the countries the four time series are stationary in 

their first difference, at least at 10% level (table 2).  

 

Table 2: Results of the unit roots tests, 2006-2016 Variables LGDP and LFEC 

 

 

Country 

Variable ADP PP 
 

Level First 

difference 

Level First 

difference  

AT 
LGDP -0.782476 -6.537774*** -1.041024 -5.105433*** 

 
LFEC -3.377452** -5.095205*** -8.087674*** -17.48357*** 

 

BE 
LGDP -0.943192 -5.187622*** -1.534649 -7.523331*** 

 
LFEC -5.063709*** -6.299604*** -5.094983*** -19.21380*** 

 

BG 
LGDP -3.883156** -6.073287*** -4.194598** -5.463665*** 

 
LFEC -2.052065 -2.148837 -2.927159* -1.955595 

 

CZ 
LGDP -2.901614* -5.479648*** -3.814531** -4.311457** 

 
LFEC -1.199721 -3.908956** -1.671083 -7.979245*** 

 

CY 
LGDP -2.099887 -2.130873 -2.465290 -2.203257 

 
LFEC -1.572488 -2.430063 -0.384811 -1.466299 

 

DE 
LGDP 0.046616 -3.194777 1.139712 -3.279329* 

 
LFEC -7.524313*** -3.378542** -12.79800*** -22.86541*** 

 

DK 
LGDP  0.198862  0.198862 -0.065145 -7.951829*** 

 
LFEC -0.935587 -4.213374** -0.766889 -7.737500*** 

 

EE 
LGDP -1.145367 -4.348738** -1.099474 -3.040596* 

 
LFEC -1.959945 -4.302188** -1.983766 -6.048018*** 

 

EL 
LGDP -3.900194** -2.764909 -0.328767 -1.971013 

 
LFEC -0.739296 -1.844735 -0.749710 -1.482327 

 

ES 
LGDP -2.366924 -2.416260 -2.297901 -2.416260 

 
LFEC -0.696943 -3.688097** -0.440742 -4.302894** 

 

FI 
LGDP -1.529107 -6.108924*** -1.529116 -6.265897*** 

 
LFEC -2.294248 -4.835163*** -2.224600 -8.981686*** 
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Country 

Variable ADP PP 
 

Level First 

difference 

Level First 

difference  

FR 
LGDP -1.132772 -6.540463*** -1.443674 -7.216396*** 

 
LFEC -0.473896 -4.845134*** -1.881883 -14.18414*** 

 

HR 
LGDP -3.273686** -5.671711*** -3.372329** -3.042107* 

 
LFEC -0.777835 -3.042994* -0.713193 -3.038771* 

 

HU 
LGDP -2.070073 -4.533442** -2.070073 -4.865863*** 

 
LFEC -3.462486** -3.450343** -5.094644*** -5.139554*** 

 

IE 
LGDP 0.092982 -2.131622 0.092982 -2.131622 

 
LFEC -1.260464 -2.770031 -1.260464 -2.769396 

 

IT 
LGDP -2.446080 -5.978451*** -2.430709 -5.119254*** 

 
LFEC -0.089372 -6.097208*** -0.680563 -12.49433*** 

 

LT 
LGDP -1.694639 -5.025642*** -1.695200 -5.314733*** 

 
LFEC -2.137700 -3.712111** -2.022539 -3.862661** 

 

LU 
LGDP -0.403698 -4.985761*** -0.174125 -4.511326** 

 
LFEC -1.395772 -4.645904*** -1.230651 -8.507913*** 

 

LV 
LGDP -1.820868 -5.245159*** -2.293691 -3.181203* 

 
LFEC -1.051886 -5.055880*** -0.607333 -12.63449*** 

 

MT 
LGDP 1.217900 -2.353172 1.939346 -2.349806 

 
LFEC -2.871181* -5.725219*** -1.566041 -5.725219*** 

 

NL 
LGDP -1.468108 -6.241763*** -1.468329 -5.836418*** 

 
LFEC 0.655946 -5.490337*** -1.169822 -5.490337*** 

 

PL 
LGDP -2.226640 -9.562192*** -2.519766 -7.072120*** 

 
LFEC -2.002787 -3.478844** -2.002787 -3.478844** 

 

PT 
LGDP -1.673547 -2.456377 -1.806445 -2.457832 

 
LFEC -0.619324 -1.872995 -0.667799 -1.854639 

 

RO 
LGDP -2.124408 -6.174904*** -2.124408 -5.622597*** 

 
LFEC -1.673142 -4.257949** -4.420595*** -7.393309*** 

 

SI 
LGDP -3.056237* -4.825202*** -3.056237** -4.198239** 

 
LFEC -1.763265 -4.908533*** -1.713642 -5.334154*** 

 

SK 
LGDP -4.723174*** -17.25028*** -4.760417*** -7.185020*** 

 
LFEC 0.036118 -4.430044** -1.465456 -10.64662*** 

 

SE 
LGDP -0.810123 -3.087035* -0.445744 -3.881390** 

 
LFEC -2.366874 -4.390374** -2.336553 -8.889113*** 

 

UK 
LGDP -0.997072 -2.352487 -0.997072 -2.384131 

 
LFEC -0.856215 -3.658596** -1.352385 -12.63780*** 

 
Note: * Denotes significance at 10% level, ** denotes significance at 5% level, *** denotes significance at 1% 

level (figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The critical values for ADF and PP tests 

 

We proceed analogously, to make the tests for Eq. (2). According to the results, for some countries, 

namely, Cyprus and Portugal, the null hypothesis of the existence of a unit root cannot be rejected at 

level and first difference both to FEC, FEC/capita and GDP, GDP/capita.  The null hypothesis of the 

existence of a unit root cannot be rejected at level and first difference for GDP series at Ireland, 

Estonia and United Kingdom. 
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In the next step we test whether the variables in Eq. (1) and Eq.(2) are cointegrated. The results for 

the Johansen test for each cross-section we performed are indicating the existence of a cointegrated 

relation between GDP and FEC at the 5% significance level. 

 

b. Estimation of regression parameters in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) 

 

The parameter estimates for Eq. (1) are reported in Table 3.  

 

Table 3:  Estimated coefficients of Eq. (1), 2006–2016 

 

Country ���  
�� 

Coefficient Prob. Coefficient Prob. 

AT 13.79951 0.3613 -0.791198 0.5925 

BE 14.90235 0.1603 -0.857302 0.3964 

BG 17.18923 0.0000 -1.480992 0.0007 

HR 1.829629 0.6940 0.221321 0.6738 

CY 1.137865 0.6880 0.235805 0.5325 

CZ 21.71597 0.0050 -1.647231 0.0305 

DK 14.69151 0.0057 -0.956573 0.0826 

EE 8.310435 0.1812 -0.689533 0.3762 

FI 14.14722 0.0805 -0.876458 0.2715 

FR 19.45305 0.0277 -0.993025 0.1789 

DE 17.69503 0.2090 -0.799072 0.4857 

EL -2.873475 0.1795 0.834897 0.0002 

HU 7.732711 0.3760 -0.320392 0.7207 

IE 5.268749 0.0830 -0.003640 0.9910 

IT 8.971393 0.1093 -0.135324 0.7762 

LV 10.92874 0.0539 -0.948544 0.1640 

LT 1.964221 0.7960 0.173554 0.8461 

LU 28.16019 0.0000 -2.927210 0.0003 

MT -5.117195 0.0003 1.139711 0.0000 

NL 13.66558 0.0507 -0.664276 0.3010 

PL -15.58390 0.2097 1.943285 0.0844 

PT 4.553296 0.2474 0.062242 0.8772 

RO 20.30712 0.0006 -1.535796 0.0084 

SK 23.25001 0.0000 -2.051924 0.0004 

SI 4.789981 0.4704 -0.141579 0.8561 

ES 5.513929 0.2187 0.127706 0.7455 

SE 22.89424 0.0379 -1.631610 0.1237 

UK 12.22964 0.0596 -0.388433 0.4771 

Note: Figures in parenthesis indicate the p-values of the t-statistic. 

 

The results of the test in Table 3 show that the coefficients determined for linear regression in eq1 are 

not significant in most countries, therefore this regression model is not relevant to the impact of final 

energy consumption on GDP. Analogously we found the same thing for eq. (2). 

 

Estimation of regression parameters in Eq. (1) show that the coefficients determined for this 

linear regression are significant on the 5% level for Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, 

Luxemburg, Malta, Romania and Slovakia. So, for these countries this regression model is 

relevant for the impact of final energy consumption on real GDP. In eq. (2) the coefficients 

determined for this linear regression are significant on the 5% level for Austria, Denmark and 
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Luxembourg, and for these countries this regression model is relevant for the impact of final 

energy consumption per capita on GDP per capita.    

The model properties were evaluated using the Jarque and Bera test for normality of the errors. 

Analyzing the values of the estimated regression coefficients 
��  corresponding to the variable 

����  and ���_��we note that: 

 

• all coefficients 
��  are negative, indicating a unfavorable impact of final energy consumation 

on economic growth; 

• these coefficients are smaller than 1, indicating that the impact of final energy consumption 

on economic growth is not very significant. 

 

c. Granger causality test 

 

In table 4 below the results of the Granger causality test between variables LGDP and LFEC are 

presented. 

 

Table4: Granger causality test between variables LGDP and LFEC 

 

Country 

Null hypothesis 1 Null hypothesis 2 

L_FEC does not 

Granger-cause L_GDP 

L_GDP does not  

Granger-cause L_FEC 

F-Statistic Prob. Conclusion F-Statis, Prob. Conclusion 

AT 0.5013 0.6489 Accept 2.3783 0.2405 Accept 

BE 0.0624 0.9407 Accept 14.032 0.0300* Reject 

BG 1.9697 0.2842 Accept 0.8692 0.5038 Accept 

HR 3.5649 0.1612 Accept 0.4340 0.6830 Accept 

CY 3.8611 0.1480 Accept 2.6782 0.2151 Accept 

CZ 1.7968 0.3069 Accept 0.9904 0.4675 Accept 

DK  1.1042 0.4372 Accept  9.9255 0.0476* Reject  

EE  36.179 0.0079* Reject  0.9825 0.4697 Accept 

FI  3.1854 0.1811 Accept  5.9613 0.0901* Reject 

FR  0.6655 0.5765 Accept  1.7881 0.3081 Accept 

DE  0.1894 0.8367 Accept  0.2620 0.7855 Accept 

EL  1.5358 0.3473 Accept  6.5760 0.0800* Reject 

HU  4.9120 0.1131 Accept  0.5961 0.6054 Accept 

IE  1.7178 0.3183 Accept  1.9199 0.2905 Accept 

IT  24.056 0.0142*  Reject  1.1970 0.4148 Accept 

LV  4.3719 0.1291  Accept  0.1040 0.9043 Accept 

LT  2.4634 0.2328  Accept  0.1528 0.8646 Accept 

LU  1.9888 0.2819  Accept  4.3697 0.1292 Accept 

MT  5.2271 0.1053 Accept  26.918 0.0121* Reject 

NL  1.9532 0.2863 Accept  3.8176 0.1498 Accept 

PL  0.0227 0.9777 Accept  5.7313 0.0945* Reject 

PT  1.4745 0.3581  Accept  0.2438 0.7978 Accept 

RO  4.1028 0.1385 Accept  6.5248 0.0808* Reject 

SK  1.6354 0.3309 Accept  8.9648 0.0543* Reject 

SI  11.559 0.0389* Reject  1.7008 0.3208 Accept 

ES  0.0488 0.9531 Accept  0.0520 0.9502 Accept 

SE  1.1642 0.4225 Accept  3.9216 0.1455 Accept 

UK  6.6987 0.0783* Reject  0.2189 0.8152 Accept 

Note: * Denotes that the null hypothesis is accepted at 0.10 level. 
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The conclusions emphasized within this table have the following significance: 

• “Accept” - means that the null hypothesis is accepted, that is the left variable does not Granger-

cause the right corresponding variable; 

• “Reject” - means that the null hypothesis is rejected, that is the left variable does Granger-cause 

the right variable. 

 

Both the results of the standard Granger LGDP and LFEC, and LGDP/capita and LFEC/capita 

causality tests show that there is no causal relationship between FEC and GDP (nominal and per 

capita) for the period 2006-2016. An analysis over a longer period 1995-2016 shows that there is 

bidirectional Granger causality FEC  GDP for 12 countries in the panel, namely Czech 

Republic, Ireland, Greece, Croatia, Cyprus, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Austria, 

Poland, Slovakia, Finland; 

 

• unidirectional Granger causality FEC → GDP for 11 countries, namely Belgium, 

Denmark, Estonia, Spain, France, Italy, Hungary, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Sweden; 

• unidirectional Granger causality GDP →  FEC for 4 countries, namely Bulgaria, 

Denmark, Latvia, United Kingdom; 

• no Granger causality for Malta. 

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper aimed to extend the research on the causal relationship between economic growth and 

final energy consumption using a panel of data for 28 countries of European Union over a period 

from 2006 to 2016.  

 

Motivated by EU Directive of decrease of final energy consumption by 2020, we did statistical 

analysis of final energy consumption within the data panel.   

 

The empirical results showed a positive impact, although statistical small, of energy consumption on 

economic growth. Also, causalities were not found between GDP and FEC macroeconomics 

indicators. For emerging countries there is a large gap between nominal GDP and PPP, but at the 

level of advanced countries the difference is much lower. 

 

By means of linear regression, a decreasing trend was found for the between final energy 

consumption to all EU countries but less for emerging countries. However, in developing countries 

we still have the potential to increase final energy consumption that may (be) leads to GDP growth, 

and positive shocks in GDP/capita that cause positive shocks in final energy consumption. The causal 

link is greater for developing countries then any restraint on energy consumption will have a bigger 

effect on these countries compared to the more affluent industrialized countries. In this case it could 

be argued that any reduction in energy consumption should predominantly be undertaken by the 

developed world so as not to inhibit the development of the less developed nations. 

 

The lack of causal relationship between GDP and FEC for the past 11 years can be considered as a 

positive element, because in the context of global warming debates, lower energy consumption 

involves reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but does not mean a drop of living standards, but on the 

contrary by using low energy-consuming modern technologies, economic growth and, implicitly, 

raising the standard of living can be recorded. 
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Abstract 

Credit risk is considered as one of the important issues for financial institutions. It provokes great losses 
for banks. To this objective, numerous methods for credit risk evaluation have been proposed. Many 
evaluation methods are black box models that cannot adequately reveal information hidden in the data. 
However, several works have focused on building transparent rules-based models. For credit risk 
assessment, generated rules must be not only highly accurate, but also highly interpretable. In this paper, 
we aim to build both, an accurate and transparent credit risk evaluation model which proposes a set of 
classification rules. In fact, we consider the credit risk evaluation as an optimization problem which uses 
a genetic programming (GP) algorithm, where the goal is to maximize the accuracy of generated rules. 
We evaluate our proposed approach on the base of German and Australian credit datasets. We compared 
our finding with some existing works; the result shows that the proposed GP outperforms the other 
models. 
 

Keywords: Credit risk assessment, rule generation, genetic programming, feature selection. 
 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, risk management is the most important issue in the financial institution. High-quality risk 
management allows banks to build a robust decision-making system and to reduce losses. In fact, banks 
are exposed to various types of risk such as credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk, interest rate risk, etc. 
(Rose, 2002). According to Basel Committee on Banking Supervision Basel II (Basilea, 2006), banking 
risk is measured considering three types of risks: credit risk, market risk and operational risk.  
 
Therefore, the credit risk has become an important and widely studied topic in banking field (Angelini et 
al., 2008; Nazari and Alidadi, 2013; Wang, 2013). It presents the largest risk facing banks. According to 
(Buehler et al., 2008), credit risk represents 60% of the overall risk that banks face. Hence, many 
researchers have focused on defining and developing a credit risk measurement and management 
systems. In this way, the credit risk evaluation has gained increasing attention and has been very 
considerable (Akkoç, 2012; Danenas et al., 2011; Finlay, 2011). However, most of the existing works 
about credit evaluation relies on applicants’ classification (Hens and Tiwari, 2012; Lee et al., 2006; 
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Oreski and Oreski, 2014a). In fact, it is the task to classify applicants into two classes: "good applicant" 
or "bad applicant". In this context, credit scoring is considered as the most popular model used for credit 
risk management (Marzal and Jiménez, 2012).  

 
Recent research has focused on increasing the accuracy of credit risk evaluation model. To fulfill this 
aim, many classification techniques are used for building accurate models that can be grouped into three 
categories, i.e. statistical techniques, artificial intelligence techniques and hybrid techniques. While the 
most statistical techniques used for the credit risk assessment are the discriminant analysis and logistic 
regression (Malhotra and Malhotra, 2003), many others artificial intelligence techniques such as support 
vector machine (SVM), neural network (NN), genetic algorithm (GA), and decision tree (DT) have been 
widely used in credit risk evaluation (Bellotti and Crook, 2009; Hens and Tiwari, 2012; Yang, 2007). In 
recent years, an important number of effective hybrid techniques have been also proposed (Oreski and 
Oreski, 2014a; Šušteršič et al., 2009). However, there is no consensus about the most optimal technique 
which can be used in building credit evaluation models. In spite, numerous methods of evaluating credit 
risk have been successfully applied to the classification of applicants; most current assessment methods 
are black box models. Although the black box patterns expression can provide an accurate knowledge of 
data but they are effectively incomprehensible. In contrast to transparent box expression whose provides 
understandable and easy interpretable patterns. 

 
For this aim, credit risk assessment has been conducted using several proposed rules-based techniques 
(Hayashi, 2016; Martens et al., 2010) called also induction-based techniques (Huang et al., 2006). The 
reason why rules-based techniques remain popular is that they are able to extract practical knowledge 
from a given datasets and transform it into usable and understandable information. A useful credit risk 
assessment model is a model that can achieve a good balance between accuracy and comprehensibility 
(Bock, 2017; Hayashi, 2016). Therefore, using rules allows financial institutions and experts to generate 
transparent decision model which is capable of classifying and evaluating easily new applicants. 

 
Credit risk evaluation is mainly based on various historical data such as the amount and duration of 
credit, customer credit history, the purpose of the loan, etc. which is associated with real-world datasets. 
But, there is no consensus about data or indicators that should be used to classify customers. For credit 
risk evaluation, it is important to use all existing data in the real-world datasets to enhance accuracy. 
Therefore, refining these data is considered as a crucial phase which allows eliminating irrelevant data in 
training dataset, and, it is required to select the most significant data to increase the accuracy of proposed 
evaluation model. In this context, many research studied consider feature selection processes as 
optimization problem. For instance, (Oreski and Oreski, 2014b) highlighted the importance of feature 
selection to build an accurate and scalable credit risk evaluation model. In fact, feature selection aims to 
select the most relevant attributes for determining the default risk. It allows reducing the search space and 
increasing the accuracy of generated rules. Thus, (Oreski and Oreski, 2014b) reported that feature 
selection is the important key to create sophisticated credit risk detection method. To this end, they 
proposed the hybrid feature selection heuristic (HGA-NN) to address this issue.  

 
In this context, the goal of our proposal is to generate classification rules based on genetic programming 
algorithm to evaluate automatically the customers’ banks. The GP has been widely used for classification 
problems (Z-Flores et al., 2015). In addition, it’s considered one of the most recent techniques that have 
been applied in the field of credit risk assessment. Unlike the traditional statistical methods such as the 
logistic regression and the discriminant analysis which need the assumptions of the dataset and the 
attributes, the GP is a non-parametric tool and can adaptable for different datasets. In fact, we consider 
the rule generation process as an optimization problem where the goal is to maximize the accuracy of the 
proposed model. Thus, we will focus on this work to increase the accuracy of classification rules 
generated from the GP. In fact, we suggested that well accuracy is obtained by generating a set of rules 
that combining the most relevant and important user’s characteristics for making decision. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II will review some related work on GP 
technique applied to the credit risk assessment problem. Section III will represent the research 
methodology. Section IV will highlight the experimental setup. Section V will report the results of the 
empirical analysis. Finally, section VI will draw the conclusion and future directions of research. 

2. Related work 

 
Recently, several researchers have applied genetic programming (GP) or genetic algorithm (GA) models 
for credit risk assessment, because of its high capabilities in solving different complex problem. 
Furthermore, the GP and the GA algorithms have been the most widely used in the field of credit scoring 
(Marqués et al., 2013).  

 
Therefore, one of the widely used methods to evaluate customer credit is the function-based approach. In 
this way, (Ong et al., 2005) presented the GP in the analysis of credit scoring models. The experimental 
results showed that GP algorithm achieved the highest accuracy compared with neural networks, 
decisions trees, rough sets and logistic regression. (Cai et al., 2009) applied also the genetic algorithm to 
solve credit scoring problems. The experiments over the German dataset prove the effectiveness of the 
new model. Moreover, (Abdou, 2009) investigated the ability of GP in the analysis of credit scoring 
models in Egyptian public sector banks. The experimental results showed that GP algorithm achieved the 
highest accuracy rate and the lowest misclassification cost compared with probit analysis and weight of 
evidence models.  All these studies used the GA and the GP to find a discriminate equation which takes 
into account the values of both good and bad customers in the training set. However, the main problem of 
these methods is commonly described as opaque structure because they generate complex mathematical 
internal works which are hard for human interpretation. To this end, the induction-based approach has 
become a popular technique for evaluating credit risk because the result is easily interpretable, visualized 
and facilitate the construction of risk detection models.  
 
In this way, (Huang et al., 2006) proposed two-stage genetic programming (2SGP) for building credit 
scoring model based on IF-THEN rules. They reported that this type of model able to provide intelligent 
decision-making systems easily understandable by users. In This study they suggested the use of GP due 
to its ability for extracting automatically and heuristically IF-THEN rules based on specific fitness 
function that validate simultaneously the referred objective.  In addition GP can perform well with small 
or big data and it is able to manipulate any type of data. The accuracy of the model was compared with 
GP, MLP, Classification and regression tree (CART), C4.5 algorithm, rough sets and LR using the two 
datasets: German and Australian datasets. They reported that 2SGP can obtain better classification 
accuracy compared with the other models. Furthermore, (Zhang et al., 2008) developed a hybrid credit 
scoring model based on GP and SVM. In the first stage, GP is employed to derive the IF-THEN rules. 
Then, the remaining dataset which does not satisfy any rules or satisfy more than one rule is used to train 
SVM and build the discriminant function. The result showed that this method provides superior accuracy 
compared to other models (support vector machine, genetic programming, Decision tree classifiers, 
Logistic regression and Back-propagation Neural network). In addition, (Tran et al., 2016) build a robust 
credit model in which they combine the deep learning and the genetic programming algorithm. In this 
paper, the GP is employed to generate the IF-THEN rules. All research works mentioned above proposed 
a hybrid model based on genetic programming which used to drive the IF-THEN rules. Still, the hybrid 
techniques are difficult to formulate and implement than simple methods because more than one classifier 
are used. Also, the extraction of rules from black box model can minimize the accuracy. To this end, our 
contribution aims to generate automatically a comprehensible classification rules for credit risk 
evaluation based only on GP that allows the coverage of the most of the creditor’s characteristics. We 
suggested generating simultaneously the accurate and comprehensible rules that combine only the most 
relevant data for credit risk assessment. 
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3.  Credit Risk Evaluation Approach

 
In this research, credit risk will be evaluated as an evolutionary problem with two real
fact, we propose a search-based approach using genetic programming algorithm to generate automatically 
classification rules. Our approach consists of using knowledge from previously m
examples. We use the GP to generate classification rules. In fact, GP allows us to generate randomly, 
from a given dataset, a combination of customer’s characteristics for each class type. The final goal of our 
approach thus is to generate the best classification rules among all possible rules that maximize the 
accuracy. Maximizing the accuracy achieved by generating rules that combines the most relevant 
attributes for determining the default risk. The rule generation process so aims to fi
of the characteristics which have the high weight.  
 
As showed in Fig 1, rule generation process takes as inputs datasets of credits and generates as output a 
set of classification rules. During the rule generation process, our appro
characteristics of customer within logical expressions (intersection AND) to create rules. A fitness 
function calculates the weight of each rule using the instances from datasets.

 

Fig

 
The pseudo code for the algorithm is given in Fig 
characteristics and datasets of credits. Lines 1
individual that define possible classification rules
for the best classification rule. During each iteration, the quality of each individual is evaluated, and the 
solution having the best fitness (line 9) is saved. Then, a new population of solutions is ge
the crossover operator (line 10) to the selected solutions; each pair of parent solutions produces two new 
solutions. We include the parent and child variants in the population and then apply the mutation operator 
to each variant; this will provide the population for the next generation. Steps 4 to 12 are performed 
repeatedly until maximum iteration is fulfilled. The output of the algorithm is the set of best extracted 
classification rules. 
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based approach using genetic programming algorithm to generate automatically 

classification rules. Our approach consists of using knowledge from previously manually collected 
examples. We use the GP to generate classification rules. In fact, GP allows us to generate randomly, 
from a given dataset, a combination of customer’s characteristics for each class type. The final goal of our 

e the best classification rules among all possible rules that maximize the 
accuracy. Maximizing the accuracy achieved by generating rules that combines the most relevant 
attributes for determining the default risk. The rule generation process so aims to find a good combination 
of the characteristics which have the high weight.   

1, rule generation process takes as inputs datasets of credits and generates as output a 
set of classification rules. During the rule generation process, our approach combines randomly the 
characteristics of customer within logical expressions (intersection AND) to create rules. A fitness 
function calculates the weight of each rule using the instances from datasets. 

 
Fig. 1: The proposed approach overview. 
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datasets of credits. Lines 1–3 construct an initial GP population which is a set of the 

individual that define possible classification rules. Lines 4–13 encode the main GP loop, which searches 
for the best classification rule. During each iteration, the quality of each individual is evaluated, and the 
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ach combines randomly the 
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he algorithm takes as input set of customer’s 
3 construct an initial GP population which is a set of the 

13 encode the main GP loop, which searches 
for the best classification rule. During each iteration, the quality of each individual is evaluated, and the 
solution having the best fitness (line 9) is saved. Then, a new population of solutions is generated using 
the crossover operator (line 10) to the selected solutions; each pair of parent solutions produces two new 
solutions. We include the parent and child variants in the population and then apply the mutation operator 

rovide the population for the next generation. Steps 4 to 12 are performed 
repeatedly until maximum iteration is fulfilled. The output of the algorithm is the set of best extracted 
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Fig. 2: High-level pseudo

 

Classification rules generation 

• Creation of Initial population:

We aim to assess credit risk based on historical data. To this end, we propose to generate classification 
rules which will be used to predict risks. In our work, an individual is a set of IF 
clause (premise) corresponds to the condition that combining user’s characteristic.  THEN clause 
corresponds to the type of detected class. This kind of rules representation has the advantage of being 
intuitively comprehensible for the

IF “Combination of customer’s characteristic” THEN “Class of customer”

This step takes as input customer’s characteristics (checking account, purpose, guarantor, saving account, 
etc.), and class type (good or bad) and generates, as output, a random initial population from a possible 
combination of customer’s characteristics. Our solution is modeled as a tree representation, when, the 
terminals (leafs nodes of a tree) correspond to different customer
values.   Fig. 3 represents an example of individual (solution) represented
corresponds to an OR composition of three sub

 

Fig.

 
 
 
 

Input: Set of characteristics of 

1: initial_population (P, Max_size)

3: I:=classification_rule (R, class type)

6: generated rule
7:  fitness (I)

9: be
10: P:

 

 
 
 

level pseudo-code for GP adaptation to our problem 

Classification rules generation  

Creation of Initial population: 

We aim to assess credit risk based on historical data. To this end, we propose to generate classification 
rules which will be used to predict risks. In our work, an individual is a set of IF – THEN rules. The IF 
clause (premise) corresponds to the condition that combining user’s characteristic.  THEN clause 
corresponds to the type of detected class. This kind of rules representation has the advantage of being 
intuitively comprehensible for the user. A classification rule has the following structure: 

IF “Combination of customer’s characteristic” THEN “Class of customer”
 

This step takes as input customer’s characteristics (checking account, purpose, guarantor, saving account, 
pe (good or bad) and generates, as output, a random initial population from a possible 

combination of customer’s characteristics. Our solution is modeled as a tree representation, when, the 
terminals (leafs nodes of a tree) correspond to different customer’s characteristics with their threshold 

represents an example of individual (solution) represented as a tree. This representation 
corresponds to an OR composition of three sub-trees, each sub-tree represents a rule:   

 
 

.3: A tree representation of an individual 

: Set of characteristics of customers 
Input: Data sets. 

Output: Classification rules. 
1: initial_population (P, Max_size) 

2: P:=set_of (I) 
=classification_rule (R, class type) 

4: repeat 
5: for all Rϵ P do 

6: generated rule: =execute_rules(R, I) 
7:  fitness (I):= compare (generated rule, examples) 

8: end for 
9: best_solution:= best_fitness(I); 

10: P:=generate_new_population(P) 
11: it:=it+1; 

12: until it=max_it 
13: return best_solution 

We aim to assess credit risk based on historical data. To this end, we propose to generate classification 
THEN rules. The IF 

clause (premise) corresponds to the condition that combining user’s characteristic.  THEN clause 
corresponds to the type of detected class. This kind of rules representation has the advantage of being 

IF “Combination of customer’s characteristic” THEN “Class of customer” 

This step takes as input customer’s characteristics (checking account, purpose, guarantor, saving account, 
pe (good or bad) and generates, as output, a random initial population from a possible 

combination of customer’s characteristics. Our solution is modeled as a tree representation, when, the 
’s characteristics with their threshold 

as a tree. This representation 
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• Genetic operator  

To better explore the search space, we use this three genetic operator: crossover, mutation, and 
selection: 
 

Crossover: this operator aims of generating offspring. To this end, the proposed algor
selecting randomly two parents. These parents will be split into two sub
combined to generate two new individuals (offspring). Each child combines information coming from 
both parents. An example of crossover proce

 

Mutation: Normally, after crossover has occurred, each child produced by the crossover undergoes 
mutation with a low probability. This phase consists of changing randomly one or more rules in the 
solution. The modification of rule aims to change randomly the value 
shows a new solution derived from the one of Fig. 

 

To better explore the search space, we use this three genetic operator: crossover, mutation, and 

this operator aims of generating offspring. To this end, the proposed algor
selecting randomly two parents. These parents will be split into two sub-tree. After that, they are 
combined to generate two new individuals (offspring). Each child combines information coming from 
both parents. An example of crossover process is shown in Fig 4.  

 
Fig. 4: Crossover operator 

Normally, after crossover has occurred, each child produced by the crossover undergoes 
mutation with a low probability. This phase consists of changing randomly one or more rules in the 
solution. The modification of rule aims to change randomly the value of customer characteristic. Fig. 
shows a new solution derived from the one of Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 5: Mutation operator 

To better explore the search space, we use this three genetic operator: crossover, mutation, and 

this operator aims of generating offspring. To this end, the proposed algorithm starts by 
tree. After that, they are 

combined to generate two new individuals (offspring). Each child combines information coming from 

Normally, after crossover has occurred, each child produced by the crossover undergoes 
mutation with a low probability. This phase consists of changing randomly one or more rules in the 

of customer characteristic. Fig. 5 
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Selection: In this phase, the set of solution that will participate in the crossover and mutation operators are 
selected.  Two parents (individuals) are selected from the initial population. Thus, proposed algorithm use 
binary tournament selection to guide the selection process. In fact, this step aims to select the best 
individuals to be reproduced in the child population.   
 

•  Evaluation of individuals of the initial population:  

In this step, we evaluate the generated solutions of the initial population (Pt) in order to estimate and 
discover the interesting classification rules. In fact, generated individual should be validating with a 
fitness function that quantifies the quality of generated rules. So, it is crucial to use an efficient and 
performant fitness function in order to reduce computational complexity and maximize the accuracy. This 
evaluation is based on the calculation of the fitness function Weight given in equation (1) which will 
evaluate the weight of classification rules. It aims to generate a set of best rules that can be used in the 
decision process to classify new customer. The idea is to improve the accuracy of classification rules by 
maximizing the weight. Weight function aims to select validate rules that combining characteristics with 
high weight of evidence (WOE) (using the information values).  

 

����ℎ� =  
∑ �
� ��ℎ������������

��������ℎ������������� � �����
                  (1)      

 

We suggested integrating the feature selection in the rules generation process. In fact, the problem of 
credit risk evaluation has high dimensionality due to the high number of input features and the high 
number of examples. However, the irrelevant and redundant features in the training set can produce less 
accurate results. Therefore, using the appropriate set of features is an important issue. According to 
(Fayyad et al., 1996), the selection of relevant features is defined as a preprocessing step of knowledge 
discovery. It is applied to enhance the performance of generated evaluation model. It is an important step 
to find out the best subset of attributes and to improve the prediction accuracy of the genetic 
programming classifier. Moreover, it aims to remove redundant and irrelevant features and reduce the 
amount of data needed for learning. This reduction facilitates the understanding of the data and increases 
the interpretability of the models (Oreski and Oreski, 2014b).  

 
In this study, the selected feature was performed by the weight of evidence method (WOE). According to 
(Weed, 2005), the WOE is a quantitative method used in the context of risk assessment. It provides 
weight to each attribute and also determines variable importance ranking and gains data (Abdou, 2009). It 
is a standard pre-processing technique applied to credit risk assessment problem (Finlay, 2011). The 
weight of evidence is then defined as the logarithm of the fraction of the proportion of ‘goods’ in the 
attribute among the proportion of ‘bads’ in the attribute. Each attributes can has positive or negative 
weight. High negative weight, therefore, correspond to high risk while high positives weight correspond 
to low risk. The WOE of an attribute is expressed in the following equation (2):  

WOE = ln(
��  ⁄

�� "⁄
)                     (2) 

Where: G and B represent the total number of good and bad observation, respectively, gi and bi are the 
number of goods and bads within the attribute i. The use of WOE as a technique for ranking the 
importance of variables allows us to find those variables that are more significant in determining the risk 
of default, which is helpful to eliminate the ineffective applicant's variables. In our work, the generation 
of classification rules is based on the weight of features. In addition, the variable with greater value 
means that is able to predict the most accurate results.  
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4. Experimental Setup 

Description of the experimental datasets 

 
The performance of the proposed GP classifier is evaluated using two published credit datasets: German 
and Australian credit datasets. These two credit datasets used in this work were obtained from the 
university of California, Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository (see www.ics.uci.edu/mlearn/ 
MLRepository.html).  A summary of the main characteristics of these two datasets has been presented in 
the following table. 

 
Table 1: characteristics of two real datasets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
German and Australian datasets are randomly partitioned into two parts, training set and testing set. In 
this study, 70% of the data are used for training and the remaining 30% are exclusively used to evaluate 
the performance of the model. 

 

Evaluation criteria 

 
Different evaluation criteria are used to verify the effectiveness and the feasibility of the proposed 
technique for credit risk assessment include, accuracy, error rate, Gini coefficient, kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic, mean squared error, area under the ROC curve (AUC) and type I and type II errors. Among all 
these standard evaluation criteria, AUC, accuracy, type I and type II errors are the most commonly used 
measures to evaluate classification performance [13]. The definition of these metrics can be explained 
with respect to a 2˟2 confusion matrix as that given in the following table: 

 
Table 2: A confusion matrix 

 
 Predicted class (%) 

Actual class (%) Good credit Bad credit 

Good credit TP FN (Type II error) 

Bad credit FP (Type I error) TN 

 
Most credit risk assessment studies employ the accuracy as the criterion for performance evaluation. It 
indicates the proportion of correctly classified instances (both good and bad applicants) on a particular 
dataset. The accuracy can be defined by equation (3): 

 

accuracy =
 TP + TN

 TP + FP + FN + TN
             (3) 

 
 

Name Instance Predictive 

Attributes 

Good 

credit 

Bad  

Credit 

No of classes 

German credit 1000 20 700 300 2 
Australian credit 690 14 303 387 2 
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5. Empirical Analysis 

Our study addresses two main experiments, which are defined below. In this section, we explain how we 
designed these two experiments. The goal of the study is to evaluate the performance of our proposed 
method in terms of its AUC, accuracy, and error rate for generating classification rules.  

Experiment 1: GP performance 

 
To emphasize on the necessity of using an evolutionary technique, we empirically experiment the 
performance of GP when randomly generating a classification rules. During the rules generation process, 
we combined customer’s characteristics randomly within logical expressions (intersection AND) to create 
rules. Where, the number n of possible combinations is very large. This process consists of finding a good 
combination between “c” customer’s characteristics. In addition, each customer’s characteristics can take 
different attributes; thus a huge number of rules can be generated. Moreover, each class can be defined 
using several symptoms. There is no definition or consensus about how to classify the customer as bad or 
good. Consequently, to ensure the scalability of our solution, we considered the rule generation process as 
a combinatorial optimization problem. 
 
First, we need to set out GP parameter because it influences significantly the performance of a search 
algorithms on a given search problem. It is usually difficult to preemptively set the best tuning setting. To 
this end, we use the trial and error method  in order to obtain a good parameter configuration. Table 3 
shows the important setting parameters. 

Table 3: the parameter setting of GP 

Parameter Value 

Population size 100 

Number of generation 100 

Fitness function Equation (2) 

Selection Tournament selection 

Crossover rate 0.9 

Mutation rate 1 

 

To study the impact of using weight of each characteristic attribute, we run the process of generating 
rules using only a simple function (Quality) which aims to validate the generated individual by 
comparison to the expected ones in the dataset, and then we measure average coverage score of the 
execution of the generated rules on our system. Then, we run the process of generating rules using 
Weight function and we report the evolution of their relative coverage scores over the two datasets in the 
Fig 5.  

 
The results of Fig.6 demonstrates that using Weight function increase the median fitness function of the 
last generation of the algorithm. Thus, the use of Weight function helps the algorithm in better exploring 
the search space and generates near-optimal solutions. Weight function aims to capture the relevant 
attributes that enhance accuracy and so achieve better coverage. 
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Fig. 6: Average Coverage Score of Quality and Weight.

Hypothesis: given a specific rules set generation, the accuracy of these rules set is strongly correlated with 
their weight.  
 
We performed the Pearson correlation test and the t-test for accuracy and weight, at a significance level of 
0.01, based on the last generation of 31 independent run and the testing set of German and Australian 
credit dataset in order to test the aforementioned hypothesis. Table 4 shows the results of the Pearson 
correlation test (R) and t-test for the values of accuracy and weight. The result shows that there is a strong 
correlation between accuracy and weight (0.942). Thus, we can confirm that our fitness function is 
effectives to validate the generated rules. So, our suggested model is able to generate accurate and 
interesting rules which help financial institutions for making decision. To this end, we can accept our 
hypothesis. According to the finding results, we can conclude that using weight as fitness function allows 
generating comprehensible rules and enhancing the accuracy of this proposed model. Therefore, our 
findings confirm the effectiveness of our credit risk assessment models. 

 Table 4: The Pearson correlation test and t-test between accuracy and weight 

 Weight 

R p-val. t-test 

Accuracy 0.942    0. 328 -0.8997 

 
Experiment 2: Comparative study 

At the present, several data mining techniques such as support vector machine, genetic programming, 
genetic algorithm and neural network have been successfully applied to credit risk assessment, and they 
usually have good prediction accuracy.  Therefore, to estimate the efficiency and the performance of the 
proposed GP algorithm, we compare its accuracy and its error rate with the accuracy and the error rate of 
the existing techniques in the literature.  
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Table 5: The comparison of the accuracy of different models for the two credit datasets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 compares the accuracy results of our proposed GP with other existing techniques on the German 
and Australian datasets. 

As can be seen, the GP has the highest accuracy value 93% for the German credit, followed by 2SGP 
with 83.1% and GP+SVM with 79.88%. Also, GP outperforms all the other techniques with accuracy 
95.6% for the Australian credit dataset. Therefore, we conclude that the GP extraction rule outperform all 
other techniques for the two datasets in terms of accuracy rate. As a result, we can conclude that the 
proposed GP technique is a feasible solution to improve the accuracy and comprihensibilty of credit risk 
evaluation 

6. Conclusion and Future Works 

 
In this paper, we propose to generate classification rules based on GP to tackle customer credit risk 
assessment. We aim to propose a comprehensible evaluation model based on IF-THEN rules and to 
maximize the performance of the generated classification rules. The performance of our proposal is 
evaluated using the Germany and Australian credit datasets and compared with various techniques that 
exist in the literature. According to experimental results, our proposed model outperforms existing 
methods and the rule sets generated from the GP provides the best accuracy rate. Several directions for 
further research have emerged from this study:(i) to apply a multi-objective where many others objectives 
should be satisfied (ii) to use different credit datasets with different sizes and attributes for extra 
validation. 
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Abstract 

The trade theory seeks to identify the variables determining international exchange between 
countries. In recent years, variables not traditionally considered in traditional models, such as 
geographic location, the cost of transport, and cultural and institutional factors have emerged as 
important explanatory variables, and therefore need to be incorporated in the analysis. In order to 
make new contributions, this paper contains an extended business gravity model with panel data and 
random effects that combine institutional, economic and cultural changes as one of the determinants 
of bilateral flows between the country of origin (Germany) and its trade partners (Latin-American 
region) during the period 1995-2011, through the use of different aggregate indicators, incorporated 
as explanatory variables in different design specifications.  The main objective of this research is to 
analyze the determinants of trade between Germany and Latin America with an extended/modified 
model of trade where the economic characteristics of countries are combined with the institutional 
and policy factors of trade, such as trade agreements. The strong determinants of international trade 
between Germany and Latin America are free trade agreements, property rights index and corruption 
index. 

 

Keywords: Gravity model, International Trade, Institutions, Free Trade Agreements, Economic and 
Political factors. 
 
Introduction 
 

This study analyses how economic and institutional factors influenced Latin American trade with 
Germany and vice versa. The estimated behavioral parameters and break-even points of robustness 
will be used for the analysis of policies and institutional factors of trade (exports and imports). Five 
econometric approaches are used to estimate the gravity equation. Total of 17 Latin American 
countries1 were selected as a sample for a more detailed analysis of trade flows between this region 
and Germany. The quality of institutions is an important element in the smooth functioning of a 
market. On this basis, we can explore this research topic: If the institutions are more developed and 
business oriented the firms’ transaction costs will be lower which makes the efficiency of 
international trade as a whole greater.  
 
De Groot et al. (2003) highlights the positive correlation between trade and institutional quality, and 
with the help of a gravity model, the author shows how the similarities between countries tend to 
increase bilateral trade between them. Other authors associate the institutional factors with the 
country risk rating, which could affects the investments in the countries Popa, S., (2012). About the 
institutions and how state‘s sovereign rights (as traditionally understood) could represents a 

                                                
1 Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, Honduras, Ecuador, México, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela. 
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significant barriers wrote Padmanabhan (2012) and the impact of International Agreements can have 
on foreign direct investment (FDI) flows. 
 
This paper will analyze the development of trade during the period 1995-2011 of Germany. It designs 
five gravity models with variables dealing with economic environment, institutional infrastructure, 
Free Trade Agreements, and political factors. The main objective of this research is to analyze the 
determinants of trade between Germany and Latin America. Also, the objective of this research will 
be the contribution of new insights into the trade flow mechanisms of these countries based on an 
econometric model and its comparison.  The first section of this work reviews the literature, which 
illustrates the links between institutional factors and trade concerns. The second section describes the 
characteristics of the gravity model, the methodology and data sources used. The third section 
summarizes the methodological specifications of the research, and the last section contains the results 
of this research. 
 
Theoretical Background 

 
Jan Tinbergen, the first Nobel laureate in economics, was one of the pioneers in the application of 
mathematical tools in economics. He was the first economist to use the concepts based on the law of 
universal gravitation, developed by Newton in the field of physics. He applies it to economy, 
specifically for the determinants of trade flows between the countries, in his 1962 work Shaping the 

World Economy. In this work (1962), he states that the trade volume increases between two countries 
(or regions) with the size of their economies and decreases with the distance that separates them. The 
gravity model is used to estimate the structure of international trade. The basic model consists of 
factors related to geography and spatiality. It was subsequently expanded and used to test hypotheses 
about economic theories of international trade. We will use the gravity model as an empirical way to 
analyze the determinants of trade flows between different geographical entities. 
 
The empirical strength of this model is well known for its ability to identify extreme cases of artificial 
trade barriers, as well as the role of distance and the effects of the customs unions and commercial 
agreement between different geographical regions. Norman Aitken (1973) used the gravity model to 
analyze the impact of different trade policies between different geographical entities. This 
econometric model has been applied to different areas such as the analysis of foreign direct 
investment, tourism and migration, among others. Aitken (1973), along with several others; 
Bergstrand (1985) and Thursby & Thursby (1987), was part of a series of economists who were all 
commissioned to show that European trade blocs had increased their trade during the 1960s and 70s.  
 
Helpman and Krugman, P. (1985) also completed the gravity model using explanations based on the 
Heckscher - Ohlin Model and their new international trade theory. With the theory of Geography and 
International Trade, Paul Krugman (1991) affirmed that the dominant factor used to explain a 
concentration of trade is geographic proximity between trading partners. The distance can represent 
the geographic proximity when inserted as a significant parameter in the gravity equation (Anderson 
1979, Anderson 2003, Anderson and Wincoop 2011). 
 
Subsequent work by Frankl & Weiss (1993), Frankel et al. (2005) and Frankel (1997) found evidence 
of trade creation between trading blocs in Asia and North America from 1970-1992, while the 
Soloaga & Winters study (2001) found significant evidence of trade creation in Latin America during 
the nineties. The work of Rose (2000), Feenstra et al. (2001), and Frankel and Rose (2002) found, 
too, that the agreements are, in general, trade makers. Rose (2002) explains the effects of multilateral 
trade agreements, added variables such as culture, common language, geography and history; in 
conclusion, it is possible to say that the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the Agreement 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). 
  
Current research in Latin America is oriented at dynamic gravity models and different approaches to 
measuring the distance variable. Lewer and Saenz, M. (2004) analyze the equity release EFET on 
trade flow through a gravity model extended to 20 countries in Latin America. Acosta et al. (2006) 
show the relevance of the preferential trade agreement in the Andean Community of Nations, as well 
as the importance of geography and infrastructure as key elements in the development of trade 
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between these countries. Martínez-Zarzoso and Nowak-Lehmann (2003) analyzed MERCOSUR 
sectoral exports to the EU: the role of economic and geographical distance by gravity model, while 
Martínez-Zarzoso (2003) applied the gravity trade model to assess Mercosur - European Union trade 
and the trade potential following agreements recently reached between the trade blocks. The model 
tested a sample of 19 countries. Carrillo and Li (2002) discussed the importance of preferential trade 
agreements in Latin American trade, referencing the Andean Community and the Southern Common 
Market (Mercosur). The study of international trade in Latin America through the use of the gravity 
model has proven to be an efficient tool for analyzing regional trade. However, a lack of continuity 
can be observed.  
 
Traditional gravity models analyze the trade rigidity by incorporating the distance into the equation. 
Clearly transport costs are related to distance, but this dependence might not be linear. Babeckii, 
Kukhartchuk and Raiser (2003) added also the factor of being land-locked, and other border related 
variables. The next step draws from our own recent experience in modeling the attraction of FDI 
flows by 32 European countries (Benacek et al., 2012) where we found that, except for fundamental 
economics and macroeconomic policy variables, there are also important political risks that influence 
the capacity to invest and trade.  
 
Globalization tendencies (free trade agreements, global value chains, communication and networking, 
etc.) are important factors of international trade but there are many more variables of interest. For 
example, Druláková and Zemanová (2016) introduced Un Global Compact corporate sustainability 
initiative variable to account for differences between countries. Other interesting factor is the level of 
the integration into German distribution channels (Taušer, Arltová and Žamberský, 2015) or the level 
of fiscal activism in times of economic crisis (Macháček, 2013). Globalization factors are hard to 
measure. Thus, on the right side of the gravity model equation variables of interest are incorporated: 
tariff/non-tariff preferences, indicators of institutional quality (government effectiveness, the rule of 
law and corruption level). Indicators were taken from the database created by Daniel Kaufmann et al. 
(2006). Government Effectiveness (GE) refers primarily to the quality of bureaucracy, 
professionalism of staff and the credibility of the commitment to policies, including trade. It is; 
therefore, a measure of the quality of government functions. The rule of law (RL) indicator 
approximates the level of public confidence in the law. It reflects the quality of the legal system and 
the enforcement of contracts. It encompasses indicators of the incidence of crime, the effectiveness of 
the judiciary and the ability to enforce contracts.  The Corruption Control (CC) indicator reflects the 
level at which public authorities are used for private gain.  
 
Methodology and Data   
 

According to the standard gravity model of trade, exports Xi j t from country i to county j in year t are 
a function of domestic GDP Yit, partner's GDP Yjt and the impediments to trade represented by 
distance between countries Dijt: 

Xi j t = a * Yi t 
b * Yj t 

c * Di j t
d * εi j t (1) 

where exponents of these variables are the behavioral parameters to be estimated, ε is the error term 
and   i, j = {1, 2, 3, ... , m}  are countries and t = {1995, 1996, ... , n} represents the years. 
Two vectors with institutional variables are denoted N and R. The former represents various dummies 
with integration/treaty arrangements and the latter dummies for variables of risk, cultural or psychic 
factors of trade: 

Xi,j t = a * Yi t 
b
 * Yj t 

c
 * Di j t

d
 * Ni j t 

n
 * Ri j t 

r 
 * εi j t  (2) 

Our analysis will be derived from the econometric estimation of trade flows (e.g. exports) between 
countries i and j (i≠j). The estimation procedures will draw from our past experiences with this kind 
of modeling by means of panel data (see Benacek et al. 2005 and Benacek et al. 2006). The usage of 
estimation techniques depends on the characteristics of data. We will utilize the one-way panel 
estimation. The default method will be Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and Poisson estimation (PO). 
The other methods we will use are derived from them: Poisson Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood, LSDV 
– Least Square Dummy Variable and panel estimation method “Mundlak” (Mundlak, 1978). We will 
control for time characteristics by time dummies or by the inclusion of linear trend. The individual 
fixed effects will not be controlled for, at least not directly. This is because of the nature of the gravity 
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model and its exact sciences heritage. We are aware of the drawbacks and insufficiency of the model 
and its cross-sectional setting (see Milner and Greenaway, 2002).  
 
The LSDV framework along with Poisson estimation (PO) is commonly used in standard gravity 
models of trade. Panel estimation is possible and we are utilizing only the “Mundlak” estimation 
which allows relaxing the assumption in the random-effects estimator that the observed variables are 
uncorrelated with the unobserved variables. Standard fixed effects estimation (not reported) removed 
a lot of variation and it changed the nature of analysis to within estimation without the distance 
variable. Standard random effects model (not reported) failed to provide consistent estimation and 
didn’t pass the Hausman test. The linear dynamic panel-data method, the generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation is another way to get the results for our gravity model; however, this 
estimation requires well selected instrumental variables, which might be problematic to vindicate, 
with the risk of underestimating of standard errors. Our (not reported) consistent estimates only 
suggested significance of lagged variables (dependent and GDP) in the robust two way estimation.  
These findings have brought us back to the selected methods (LSDV, PO, Mundlak) which describe 
rather a general tendency in trade relations. We are aware that for one region or a country the time 
series analysis (for example: vector error correction model, vector autoregressive model) will be the 
proper estimation technique to obtain clear-cut results. The standard errors will be reported as a 
cluster robust, i.e. adjusted according to the group variable which is the country identifier. The policy 
analysis will rely on the estimation of exports to various territories using the parameters describing 
behavioral characteristics of real trade, meanwhile the policy/institutional variables will simulate their 
presence or absence of given instruments. The data are collected from Eurostat, European 
Commission, the World Bank, IMF, CEPII, Geobytes, Heritage Foundation, WTO, UNCTAD & our 
own estimation. 
 
Instead of basing the gravity model econometrics on data for a single year of observation, we will 
concentrate on the panel data of bilateral trade by countries for 16 years, from 1995-2011, with more 
than 20 explanatory variables, which will require processing thousands observations for each country. 
We are using five models which we selected after sensitivity analysis.  
 
M (1): Basic regressions (OLS) with “cluster robust” standard errors, i.e. we have controlled for the 
time trend and adjusted our measurement error according to country specifics. 
 
M (2): Time specific dummy regression (LSDV)2 with “cluster robust” standard errors, i.e. we have 
controlled for time effects (one way panel) and we have adjusted our measurement error according to 
country specifics. 
M (3): Poisson (PO) time specific regression with “cluster robust” standard errors, i.e. we have 
controlled for time fixed effects (one-way panel, GDP Germany dropped out) and we have adjusted 
our measurement error according to country specifics. 
 
M (4): Poisson Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood (PPML) time specific regression with “semi robust” 
standard errors (Santos Silva and Tenreyro 2006, Santos Silva and Tenreyro, 2010).  
 
M (5): “Mundlak” random effects (MRE) estimation with group-means of independent variables 
added to the model (group variables are not reported). 
 
Results 
 

We can observe that German exports to Latin America and Caribbean (sample of 29 countries) 
depends on the distance, the size of the economy (GDP) of the trading partner, some institutional 
factors, like Government Spending, Financial Freedom (from the Heritage Foundation) and three 
indicators from the World Bank: Control of Corruption, Political Stability, and Voice and 
Accountability, which we can observe in the results shown in Table 3. The distance in the exports to 
Latin America and the Caribbean has a negative effect which ranges from -1.19 % to -1.34 %. On 

                                                
2 LSDV estimator (Least Square Dummy Variable) 
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average, if a Latin American country has 1 % higher real GDP then the German exports to this region 
will be from 0.98 % to 1.099 % higher (ceteris paribus). Exports could be higher between 17.8 % and 
42.4 % in the countries where an FTA exists, which is the case of Mexico, Chile and Caribbean 
countries. Between institutional factors, it seems that with an increase of 10 % in the Political 
Stability, exports could increase up to 3.18 % while the same increase in Government Effectiveness 
could increase German exports to Latin America between 1.2 to 2.75 %. 
 

Table 1: Gravity models of trade between Germany and Latin America 

 

Exports 
(M1) (M2) (M3) (M4) (M5) 

OLS (LN) LSDV( LN) PO PPML MRE (LN) 

Distance (LN) -1.159 -1.131 -0.080 0.148 -1.159*** 
 (0.69) (0.68) (1.10) (0.39) (0.29) 
Real GDP (LN) 0.965*** 0.962*** 0.992*** 0.999*** 0.965*** 
Partner (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03) (0.02) 
Free trade agreement 0.418* 0.421* 0.392*** 0.458*** 0.418** 
 (0.24) (0.24) (0.13) (0.11) (0.17) 
Tariffs -0.015** -0.015** -0.015** -0.597*(i) -0.015*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.31) (0.00) 
Corruption 0.005** 0.004 0.006* 0.144**(i) 0.005** 
 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.07) (0.00) 
Linear trend -0.052*** Year dummies Year dummies -0.032* -0.052** 
 (0.02)   (0.02) (0.02) 
Constant 89.363*** 4.537 -3.817 44.507 89.363** 
 (30.31) (6.40) (10.12) (29.90) (36.03) 

Imports 
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

OLS (LN) LSDV( LN) PO PPML MRE (LN) 
Distance (LN) -1.307 -1.372 1.077 1.215*** -1.307*** 
 (0.90) (0.89) (0.94) (0.45) (0.51) 
Real GDP (LN) 0.662*** 0.663*** 0.890*** 0.885*** 0.662*** 
Partner (0.09) (0.10) (0.06) (0.03) (0.04) 
Free trade agreement 0.921** 0.888** 0.002 0.207 0.921*** 
 (0.39) (0.38) (0.19) (0.15) (0.29) 
Tariffs -0.028* -0.027 0.000 0.485 -0.028*** 
 (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.46) (0.01) 
Property rights 0.013* 0.013 0.012** 0.222** 0.013*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.11) (0.00) 
Linear trend -0.022 Year dummies Year  -0.043* -0.022 
 (0.05)   (0.02) (0.04) 
Constant 32.835 15.300 -14.945* 22.929 32.835 
 (89.12) (9.04) (9.03) (38.86) (62.08) 

Standard errors in parentheses, * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, Observations = 289, i) inverse 
hyperbolic sine transformation of explanatory variables in PPML model, LN – logarithmic 
transformation, IHS – inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. Selected variables. 
 
In the case of German imports from Latin American countries, we can observe a dependence on 
Germany's Real GDP, the Real GDP of the trading partner, Property Rights, Government 
Effectiveness, Political Stability and Rule of Law variables (Table 1). On average, the trade 
agreements are not significant in comparison to the case the exports. Even in the PPML model, the 
FTA variable is only significant with a 10 % alpha and suggests a 0.28 % increase in imports. We 
note that the distance is not significant to the imports from Latin America to Germany as it was in the 
case of exports. On average we observe that if a Latin America country increases its GDP in 1 %, the 
imports from Latin America will increase from 0.83 % to 0.91 % if the economic conditions do not 
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change. If we look at institutional factors we can see an import increase from 1.1 % to 2 % if the 
Property Right variable increases in 10 %. Another significant variable is the Rule of Law, in which a 
10 % increase could lead to 2.4 % to 4.32 %.increase in imports. The other analyzed variables were 
not statistically significant. In the PPML model where no country specifics are controlled for, a 10 % 
lower Fiscal and Monetary Freedom can lead to 5.55 % and 6.1 % higher exports, respectively. It 
seems that more goods will flow into countries with bad fiscal policies (wasteful public spending) 
and bad monetary setting (currency depreciation and inflation).  
 

Conclusions 
 

This paper applied a gravity model to analyze bilateral exports and imports between Germany and the 
countries of Latin America. The total sample was 29 countries, 17 years and about 30 variables of 
interest. The main objective of this research was to analyze the determinants of trade between 
Germany and Latin America. We looked at the behavior and determinants of trade in this European 
country in order to compare it with that of Latin America (29 countries including the Caribbean 
countries). We observed that for a bigger economy such as Germany, the distance does not affect 
imports from Latin America, while for a small economy; the distance can negatively affect these 
imports. We investigated the role of free trade agreements and they were not as significant as 
expected. However, the role that institutions play was much bigger than expected. The relation of 
institutions and trade is very important, with some of the stronger determinants being Political 
Stability, Government Effectiveness, and Rule of Law. Our results support the hypothesis of the 
importance of these variables, as most of them are statistically significant expected. This paper also 
contributed by incorporating 5 different gravity models. The beta coefficients differ substantially 
between models. This suggests limited comparability of results and also inefficiency of some models 
to provide unbiased results.   
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Abstract  
 
In order to study processes in organizations such as creating or changing organizational culture, more and 
more often computer simulations are used. In this study we examined how the density of ties between 
organization members and the size of non-formal groups affect the creation of organizational culture in 
context of two mechanisms: the influence of leaders and the organization activities (training). To analyse 
the dynamics of the transfer of attitudes that are consistent with the culture expected by an organization 
the cellular automata (CA) model was used. The model is based on local interactions between members 
of the organization, that take place in the nearest neighbourhood. These groups of close neighbours are 
represented by von Neumann’s neighbourhood and  Moore’s neighbourhood of radius r = 1 and r = 2.  
 
Keywords: cellular automata, agent-based modelling, network of contacts, organizational culture, 
organization 

Introduction 
 
The word 'culture' for organizations and managers refers to the climate and organizational practices that 
develop around people and values that are part of the organization's views and principles (Schein, 2004). 
Culture is a dynamic phenomenon created by our interactions with others and with leadership behaviours. 
As Amah (2012) points out, culture helps in the day-to-day operations of employees to meet specific 
goals, and allows organizations to react quickly to the organization's environment. Corporate culture is, 
therefore, an 'automatic pilot' that manages employees in a way that is consistent with organizational 
expectations (McShane and Von Glinow, 2006). It is a form of deep-seated social control that drives 
employee decisions and behaviours so that the organization achieves the success. Organizational culture 
is also referred to as shared values, shared assumptions, shared understandings and ways of thinking that 
are shared by members of the organization and passed on to the new members as right (Duncan, 
1989).This means that we learn culture, and it is not inherited from generation to generation and thus can 
be changed. 
 
Organizational culture is intrinsically linked to leadership, it begins with leaders who impose their own 
values and assumptions on a group (Schein, 2004). Foremost, it is a mediator of the relationship between 
transformational leadership and organizational innovation and performance (Prather and Turrell, 2002; 
Xenikou and Simosi, 2006). Transformational leadership does not exhibit external motivation (based on 
exchange relations) but internal motivation. In this concept, the transformational leader is a charismatic 
visionary, who sets ambitious goals; he is a model for his followers; he inspires them to act (Burns, 
1978). In view of the above, in this work, leader is a charismatic leader with a strong influence (not 
having a formal leadership role) interacting with other members of the organization through a network of 
informal contacts. 
 
We are interested in the process of creating culture under the influence of leaders and organization 
activities (employee training, etc.). Our goal is to gain insights into the global behaviour of the analysed 
system based on local interactions within groups of employees. Organizational culture is created through 
exchanges of information between members of the organization. The organization is therefore perceived 
as a social system. 
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The methodological approach  that is increasingly used by the organizational researchers is agent-based 
simulation (Dolley, 2002). In the context of social systems, this is an agent-based social simulation, 
which implements a paradigm of studying system dynamics based on local interactions of their elemental 
components (Gotts et al., 2003). This approach applies when the system is described by units that respond 
to each other and to the environment (agents follow the rules, interact and learn). A special type of agent 
models are cellular automata (CA). CA is a mathematical object consisting of a network of cells in D-
dimensional space, a finite set of states of a single cell and a rule, which determines the state of the cell at 
time t + 1 depending on the state at time t of the cell and cells that surround it.  Surrounding cells are 
called the neighbourhood of the  i-th cell. To simulate the process of creating culture, we use the CA 
model.  
 
The agent-based modelling and cellular automata approach for the study of knowledge transfer was used 
for example by Morone and Taylor (2004), Xuan et al. (2011), Hirshman et al. (2011), Giacchi et al. 
(2016).The organization members are modelled as CA space (network of cells), and each employee is a 
cell (agent). Each agent is under the influence of other agents (its neighbours) and influences others at the 
same time. In the proposed model, each person has a "culture" as understood by Axelrod (1997), that is a 
set of individual characteristics that are subject to social influence. It is a vector consisting of n elements - 
cultural features (cultural dimensions such as religion, language, way of dressing, political views). Our 
simulation experiments were conducted to answer this question: how the density of ties between 
organization members and the size of non-formal groups affect employees’ adoption of the organizational 
culture under two mechanisms: the influence of leaders and training. The members of the organization 
adjust to the organizational culture by exchanging their knowledge on the subject with other employees. 
In addition to the influence of leaders, we propose a mechanism of training, as modifying members' 
knowledge through training is very important for the knowledge transfer (Argote and Fahrenkopf, 2016). 

Model 
 
In these studies, a two-dimensional cellular automata (CA) with periodic boundary conditions is used. 
The organization is presented as a square network of L x L agents. Initially agents are distributed 
randomly on the lattice, i.e. with probability p ϵ [0, 1] a cell is occupied and with probability 1 − p it is 
empty. The total number of agents will be donated by M, M = pL

2 
. The behaviour of the agents (members 

of the organization) depends on their nearest neighbourhood and it is described by appropriate rules. 
Employee groups are represented by von Neumann’s neighbourhood (4 and 12 elements neighbourhood) 
and Moore’s neighbourhood (8 and 24 elements neighbourhood)- see fig. 1and 2. 
 

 

Fig. 1: Von Neumann’s neighbourhood for r = 1and r = 2 (neighbours are grey cells) 
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Fig. 2: Moore’s neighbourhood for r = 1and r = 2 (neighbours are grey cells) 
 
In the proposed model, the culture of each agent is described by a vector consisting of n elements - 
cultural dimensions (such as religion, language, way of dressing, political views), each of which is 
expressed by 0 or 1 (which can mean ‘yes’ or ‘no ‘ for a particular cultural dimension). The culture of 
each person is expressed in n-element sequence 0 and 1. 
 
The basic rules for agents are as follows: 

• At the beginning of the simulation, every agent in the network has a 'culture' assigned randomly 
i.e. a vector of n - features consisting of 0 and 1. 

• In each simulation step, the agent checks each attribute of its neighbours’ vector and changes its 
value to the dominant in the neighbourhood. If it has the same value as the dominant one - 
nothing changes (we call this rule of assimilation). 
 

The rule of assimilation is illustrated in figure 3. In this example we assume n = 3 (agents’ culture 
consists of 3 features) and von Neumann’s neighbourhood with r = 1. At the beginning of the iteration the 
vector of culture of the agent in the middle is 101. But it is changed at the of the iteration to 110, because 
the dominant value in its neighbourhood for the second feature is 1, and the most common value of the 
third feature is 0. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Example of the rule of assimilation at work 

 
Agents (members of the organization) can be influenced by leaders, who are assumed to promote the 
culture preferred by the organization. In this context, a leader has strong influence, affecting the other 
members of the organization mainly through a network of informal contacts. 
 
Leaders rules are as follows: 

• Leaders have a culture preferred by the organization (in the presented model, it is a vector 
consisting of only 1). 

• At the beginning of the simulation, l% of all agents are randomly selected as leaders. 
• Leaders do not change their culture, all other agents act according to assimilation rule. 
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Organization members may also acquire the elements of organizational culture during training and 
courses organized by the organization. Training may involve different aspects of an organizational 
culture, that is, the adoption of culture may involve different elements, depending on the subject matter of 
the training. We model this aspect of organization by introducing external field t, which represents the 
rate of employees that are send for training.  
 
The influence field t works as follows: 
 

• At each simulation step, one attribute in the culture vector is randomly selected, and then t% 
randomly chosen agents change their value of this attribute to 1. 

 

Experiments 
 
The conducted experiments were designed to investigate the impact of the leaders and the organization 
activities (training) on adopting a culture consistent with the organization's policy. Our goal was to 
examine how the density of ties between organization members and the size of non-formal groups affect 
the creation of organizational culture. For this reason the following parameters were chosen as 
independent variables: 
 

• p – population density, 
• r – neighbourhood size , 
• n – number of cultural attributes 
• l – fraction of the leaders,  
• t – the intensity level of training. 

 
To model different density of ties between employees and diversify the size of non-formal groups we 
assumed three levels of the population density: p = {0.5, 0.75, 1.0} and four levels of neighbourhood size: 
von Neumann’s neighbourhood of radius r = 1 (4-elements neighbourhood), von Neumann’s 
neighbourhood of radius r = 2 (12-elements neighbourhood), Moore’s neighbourhood of radius r = 1 (8-
elements neighbourhood), and Moore’s neighbourhood of radius r = 2 (24-elements neighbourhood).  
 
The population density p represents the density of ties between employees – greater value of p causes 
more interactions (because more cells are occupied by other agents), so the network of contacts is denser. 
On the other hand, by testing different neighbourhoods we wanted to check how the size of the non-
formal groups (represented by the neighbourhood) influences the dynamics of organizational culture 
diffusion. 
 
The size of the vector describing a culture was held constant with five elements (n = 5). The leaders 
fraction level l was changed from 1% to 50% with a step of 1% and the intensity level of training t  
ranged between 0% and 25% with a step of 1%. 
 
As the dependent variable describing organization members behaviour we used the fraction of agents 
with the desired organizational culture (the “desired culture” could be any fixed combination of zeros and 
ones, we chose a sequence consisting only of ones). In this work we treat it as a measure of effectiveness 
of two mechanisms: leaders (l) and training (t). This measure was adopted after Daft (1998) who defines 
effectiveness as ‘the degree to which goals are attained’.   
 
The simulation stopped after the first iteration when no change in any agent’s culture occurred. Each of 
the simulation experiment variant was performed 1000 times and the results were averaged. 
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Simulation Results 
 
Initially, the impact of the leaders on the organization members culture was analysed. Population 
densities p = 0.5, p = 0,75  and p = 1.0 were tested to see what is the influence of the leaders’ presence on 
the diffusion of appropriate culture between employees in the network with sparser and denser ties of 
contacts. Simulations were carried out for the network size L = 50 and four types of neighbourhoods (see 
Fig. 1 and 2). These neighbourhoods represent informal groups in an organization that consist of a 
different number of members. Leaders represent the views consistent with company policy, that is they 
try to convince others to the culture preferred in the organization. Figure 4 shows the percentage of the 
organization members, who have accepted the culture of the organization at the end of simulation runs, 
depending on the percentage of leaders, different population density and different neighbourhoods.  
 
As can be seen in Figure 4, the leaders impact is more effective in larger network densities (p = 0.75,  
p = 1.0). In this case smaller value of l has a bigger impact on accepting culture proposed by a leader 
(which is consistent with the organization’s culture) than for p = 0.5. This dependency is visible for all 
types of neighbourhoods. The leaders effectiveness depends also on the size of neighbourhood. The larger 
number of the employees group (r = 2), the greater effectiveness of leaders - this means larger number of 
employees who have adopted required organizational culture. Thus, with a high number of interactions, 
smaller number of leaders is required so that the acceptance level of the desired culture increases 
significantly. 
 

 

Fig. 4: Fraction of employees depending on the percentage of leaders, population density (p) and 

neighbourhood 

 

The second experiment was performed to examine how the training (courses) organized by the 
organization impacted the adoption of organizational culture. Similarly, population densities p = 0.5, p = 
0,75  and p = 1.0 were tested and simulations were carried out for the network size L = 50 for four types 
of neighbourhood. Figure 5 shows the percentage of the organization members, who have accepted the 
culture of the organization, depending on the intensity of organization’s training.  
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Fig. 5: Fraction of employees depending on the intensity level of training, population density (p) 

and neighbourhood 

Generally, greater t (training) causes bigger percentage of people who have accepted the culture of the 
organization. The larger network density (p = 0,75 and p = 1.0) causes, that the training is more effective. 
This is not so clear in the case of the largest neighbourhood. In contrast to the previous tested case (with 
leaders), here it is the smaller neighbourhood size (r = 1) that is conducive to the acceptance of the 
organization culture. Furthermore, as can be seen on the two most left panels of fig. 5,  when t exceeds 
5% the effectiveness  of training grows slower. Of course, in addition to the 'training' mechanism, all 
agents are also influenced by the assimilation rule described earlier. This rule causes that denser contact 
networks (larger p) contribute to the spread of the desired culture, but with the increase in the size of 
groups (larger r), the effect is getting weaker. 
 

Summary and conclusions 
 
The proposed model has been designed to investigate the impact of the leaders and training on the 
employees culture. Apart from the leaders and the training, all of the agents in the network were also 
influenced by those members of the organizations which were close (in the “social” sense) to them. In our 
model it is represented by the assimilation rule, which reflects informal interactions. It is consistent with 
numerous studies which show the relationship between social interaction (i.e. informal contacts) and the 
rate of knowledge transfer and organization efficiency (e.g. Ingram and Roberts, 2000; Reagans and 
Zuckerman, 2001; Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Chen and Huang, 2007). The transfer of knowledge 
(which relates to diffusion of organizational culture) takes place mainly through informal contacts 
between the organization members. These contacts were modelled by different neighbourhood sizes and 
population density. Our goal was to answer the question: how the density of ties between organization 
members and the size of non-formal groups affect employees’ adoption of the organizational culture 
under two mechanisms: the influence of leaders and training. To answer this question, we performed two 
simulation experiments.  
 
Our results show that the density of the network as well as the size of the neighbourhood affect the 
effectiveness of the leadership and training mechanism. Bigger groups and denser network strengthen the 
influence of the leaders. With a high number of interactions even a small number of leaders is enough to 
make the level of acceptance of the desired culture very high. In case of training effect, the results are a 
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little different. Denser network of contacts contributes to the spread of the desired culture, but with the 
growth of groups this effect is getting weaker.  
 
As Alipour et al. (2011) emphasize “the organization can facilitate knowledge sharing and offer 
incentives for dialogues and team work”. To facilitate the transfer of knowledge in the organization, the 
manager should design a structure in which members of the organization can easily exchange information 
and experience. Based on the results we can formulate two practical hints in this regard in the context of 
adopting organizational culture. Leaders should often meet with their employees and encourage them to 
interact with each other to ensure that organization's views and practices are stated clearly and understood 
correctly. On the other hand, training should be carried out in a targeted manner, as its positive effect can 
be limited by local "islands" of a different organizational culture inside the groups of closely 
collaborating workers. This is in line with Albrecht et al. (2015) who argue that “systematic focus on 
training needs, training delivery, training transfer and training effectiveness should be an integral focus of 
effective performance management and development processes”.  
 
Agent-based simulations are used in situations where precise analytical descriptions of the observed 
phenomenon are inaccessible or direct experiments are impossible. This is the case in complex social 
systems where many relationships, interactions between individuals, can be identified, but it is not 
possible to perform an experiment that will examine the effect of their interaction over time. Although the 
results shown in this study are rather general and largely qualitative, they can be interesting for decision-
makers in organizations, as shown above. The applied simulation approach should be considered as 
complementary to traditional empirical research. 
 
The model presented in this work can be easily extended and other factors describing the process of 
adoption of organizational culture could be taken into account. One of them could be e.g. homophily 
because research show that it affects the frequency of the interaction between agents (Hirshman at al., 
2011). Additionally, it would be interesting to include some diversity between leaders, e.g. to consider the 
differences between transformational and transactional leadership (Odumeru and Ogbonna, 2013). 
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Abstract 

The contribution is dedicated to didactics, teaching technique, learning tools and their functions and 
teaching methods in vocational training of a metal worker. In the theoretical part we want to point out 
on the vocational training as an important aspect of the students´ training for his  future profession. 
Teaching aids are a very important part of teaching. The advantage of a  teacher of practical lessons 
compared with a teacher of vocational subjects in theoretical teaching is that he works  more hours   
with real didactic machines. In the experimental part we evaluated  teachers' access and the  availability 
of teaching resources. We evaluated it by a questionnaire.The results show that teachers have sufficient 
access to teaching  means, and that they use them in practical teaching for  clearer explanation of 
curriculum. 
 

Keywords: didactics, teaching techniques, teaching aids, teaching methods, vocational subject 

1. Introduction 

The contribution is focused on the creation of teaching aids for the teaching of machinists. Teaching 
aids and teaching techniques are in vocational training very important part of teaching and they mean 
the increase of clarity of teaching substances. Use of aids in teaching is a necessity today, teaching is 
becoming more diverse, more understandable for students and it is easier for teachers to interpret the 
substance. Currently there are major changes in the Czech vocational education, the structure of 
secondary vocational schools has changed. It is mainly about merging several schools in new units, as 
well as they did it at the Secondary School of Crafts and services in Strakonice, which merged on 
1.1.2012 with the College and the Secondary Technical School in Strakonice. These changes bring 
positives in the form of adaptation to the current demand for schools, apprenticeship programmes, 
modernization of classrooms and teaching aids and teaching improvement. To make these changes it is 
necessary that the teachers would be involved in this process, because they have a pivotal role in the 
learning process and many demands are placed on them because they have to use all the latest findings 
of modern technology in their lessons of theoretical and practical training (Ližbetinová and Farkašová, 
2016). The best is a combination of traditional elements of education with innovative forms of teaching 
so that the educational process has brought satisfaction for both educators and pupils (Kampf et al., 
2017; Lorincová et al., 2016). 

2. Material and Methods 

The word didactics  comes from the Greek word didaskein - or learn to teach and learn. Exact name of 
didactics is "general didactics" - but normally even in the professional expression is used the 
abbreviated name "didactics" (Průcha, 2009). Didactics is according to Průcha, Veteška (2014) the basic 
discipline of pedagogy. It is its important component because the teacher has educational influence 
especially in teaching where youth is the immediate subject of a planned and purposeful action 
(Drahovrzal et al., 1997). Čadílek (2005) indicates didactics as a theory of education. Drahovrzal et al. 
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(1997) also says that education is focused on exploring all forms of deliberate (international) effect on 
personality development, didactics of vocational subjects is focused on the peculiarities of this work in 
the education - learning process (Hitka et al., 2016; Hitka et al., 2015). Didactics is the theory about 
intentional (deliberate purpose-planned) educational processes: it  designs the models of learning and 
teaching, models of contents and goals of educational processes, methods and forms of teaching, a 
method of detecting and evaluating the results of educational processes. As the educational processes 
are carried out in a very large and variable number of educational environment, didactic theory is very 
differentiated: there is a school didactics within which there are the didactics of individual types of 
schools, individual educational fields and subjects (for example didactics of history in elementary 
schools, didactics of anatomy in the education of medical students, etc.).  

 
Means of vocational training 
 
Securing of adequate conditions and means for achieving the objectives and fulfilling the objectives of 
vocational training in accordance with the teaching principles and rules is didactically, technically and 
economically long and difficult process. However, it is absolutely necessary to meet the desired 
objective. Generally as the  means we consider those  realities (objects and phenomena), which serve 
and help to achieve the objectives. Similarly in the pedagogy term educational resources in a broad 
sense include everything that is conducive to meet the  educational goals (Čadílek, 2005). 
 
The didactic under the term means we understand everything what teachers and students can use to 
achieve learning objectives. Such means can be a method of teaching, teaching form, teaching 
principles, reaching a stopover is a means of achieving final goals, but the  means also include  the 
school board, textbooks, teaching facilities, computer equipment, etc. (Kalhous, Obst et al., 2002). 
Teaching resources in practical training can be divided into material and immaterial: 
 
immaterial resources - organization and methods used in teaching of practical training 

- training organization - the allocation of classroom in learning periods, teaching practices, 
coordination of practical training and theoretical training, organizational forms (place of 
teaching, teaching methods, teaching day) 

- teaching methods in practical training - working with technical and accountancy 
documentation, training, simulation methods, problem methods, staging methods, excursions 
(Čadílek, 2005). 

- material resources - equipment and items that are necessary for practical training, and those 
that assist by their  didactic function to acquire the curriculum effectively. 

- the means of production (machinery, tools, gauges), educational resources (teaching 
materials, teaching techniques). 

- the fiction of didactic material resources stems from the fact that man gains 80% of 
information visually, 12% by hearing information, 5% of the information by touching  and 
3% by other senses (Kalhous, Obst et al., 2002). 

 
Teaching methods in teaching vocational subjects 
 
Authors of professional  literature agree that the main objective of teaching method is the effective 
management of pupils by their teachers in order to meet the educational goals. Accivities of  pupils and 
teachers should always be coordinated and should be closely linked. 
 
According to Maňák and Švec (2003) a  teaching method is understood on the  base of  the interaction of 
a teacher and pupils, it acts  as a structured system of teaching activities of teachers and learning 
activities of pupils aimed to achieve the educational objectives. As a teaching method can be considered 
such  system of teaching activities of a teacher and learning activities of a pupil which leads to the 
fulfillment of the educational objectives set by a teacher and received by a pupil (Kalhous, 2002). 
 
Drahovzal et al. (1997), states that vocational subjects are characterized by a rich variety of traits, which 
connect them  through technical and technological base with related groups of  learning subjects and 
disciplines. According to this fact the centre of teaching  leads to laboratory and practical methods 
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where the professional skills and habits of future technician are formed the most intensively. The 
essence of teaching methods is such management of active cooperation of students with a teacher, which 
leads to efficient mastering the curriculum ensuring fulfillment of educational goals. Material teaching 
means are used for successful implementation of teaching methods. Methodological mastering of their 
proper use in teaching is get by the creation of the necessary professional skills of teachers. Teaching 
methods are characterized by their close connection to the internal conditions of teaching (especially in 
the professional view), while organizationbal forms are part of the external conditions (Mura and 
Orlikova, 2016). 
 

- Průcha (2009) as a  teaching methods also considers the lecture, discussion, dramatization, 
written work with text. 

- visual methods (demonstration) – they allow on the baiss of the direct watching the 
demonstrated  object or phenomena to recognize immediately its the most important 
features. We include  here observation and demonstration in the classroom. Průcha (2009) 
states also the watching the paintings, models, experiments, film or computer projections. 

- methods of work - work can be a source of valuable knowledge, but it also can create its own 
educational content. According to its character we distinguish the laboratory methods, craft 
works. According to Průcha (2009), among these methods we also include creative activities, 
manual work in the workshops. 

- activation methods – require the increased share of activity of each pupil on the process of 
teaching and learning. Activation of pupils is reflected in the teaching methods as a problem 
teaching, discussion and staging methods, program teaching and learning methods of 
individual work with the textbook, literature and trainer training. 

- methods of screening and assessment of pupils - have considerable educational importance 
by their  controlling function  (as a feedback to pupils and teachers) and their motivational 
functions (encouraging  to the next learning eventually early correction and  initiative to 
remedy). 

Methods of control of the study results are divided into oral tests, written tests and achievement tests 
(Drahovrzal et al., 1997). 

 
Didactic Technology 
 
According to Průcha, Veteška (2014) the  educational technique is the general term indicating 
information and communication technology equipment, which are used in learning and teaching. As a 
result, the overall development of technology the type and method of use of these means has changed. 
While in the 60-ies of the last century were typical for example didactic projector, overhead projector, 
educational film etc, currently these means are much more developed  represented mainly by 
audiovisual equipment, such as computers and educational software, videotechnical equipment, CD 
player, interactive whiteboard , a language lab and others. Prucha et al. (2001) distinguishes traditional 
didactic technique (slide projector, overhead projector, film projector, etc.) and modern (computer for 
educational programs, language lab, multimedia tutorial system, etc.), new technologies in education, 
technology education. The placement of educational technology in teaching significantly changes the 
style of work of the teacher.  

 
Function of educational technology 
 
Function of educational technology consists of the mediation of education - learning content. Its 
upbringing - educational outreach must be always assessed in the unity with the appropriate contents 
and forms of media programs that animate their work and develop it in the classroom. By incorporating 
the educational technology into teaching of vocational subjects varies significantly overall style of the 
teacher's work as a leading factor. In the process of teaching management there occurs   a tendency to 
implement so called  automated system of education, which includes: 

a) learning management program, ie. the estimated algorithm of pupils´education, structure of 
presumed methods of teaching and learning, teacher´s  optimal variant of the process for achieving 
educational objectives, 
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b) material didactic aids (teaching aids, teaching techniques, architectural design of micro - and 
macrospace) 

c) diagnostic technique for evaluating the results and control of educational  
processes, 
d) own learning activities of students and their teacher in the intent of program management 

(Drahovrzal et al., 1997). 
Nowadays, the term didactic technology is replaced by terms such as instructional media, 

instructional technology (Průcha, 2009). These are  visual, audio and audio-visual means, such as eg. 
overhead projector, educational film, educational television, a language lab, teaching simulator, 
computer tutorials, internet. 

Overview of didactic techniques used in secondary schools: 
1) Means of visual techniques 
a) for not screened aids (means  DT aid carrier of information), blackboard teaching drawing, 

magnetic board, paper materials, articles on ferrite, flannel boards, utilities taped flannel or velcro, plexit 
blackboard, teaching drawing, flipchart teaching drawing, rack or hook on the whiteboard, wall or 
blackboard painting, map) 

b) for static projection (DT aid means (medium), epiprojector aid opaque backing, stereopticon 
slides) 

c) for dynamic projection (DT aid means (medium), film projector, a silent film, film loop 
 
2) Means of auditory technique (DT aid means (medium), gramophone records, reel tape, tape, 

cassette recorder, cassette tape,  player CV CD (compact disc), radio,  radio broadcast) 
3) Production of audiovisual equipment (DT aid means (medium), film projector sound film, 

television broadcasts, videotape, DVD player, DVD, multimedia computers, CD - Rom with multimedia 
programs, data projectors, data in computers or other sources 

4) Other electronic educational resources (visualiser (document camera), Interactive whiteboards, 
voting system, interactive touch panel, DVD player, copying whiteboards, mobile interactive system, 
overhead projector, device onto a transparent pad or a large-format slide 

 
Teaching aid and its functions 
 
It is also necessary to distinguish what a  didactic technique is and what a teaching aid is. There is often 
the confusion between these two concepts. Čadílek, Loveček (2005) state that for example the 
blackboard, tape recorder, overhead projector, projection device , etc. are  also a didactic technology. 
Teaching aids are for example the image on the screen, drawing on the blackboard, film, etc. Teaching 
aid is actually the carrier of didactic information which are used directly in the educational process and 
to illustrate teaching event or activity. Teaching aids are part of the teaching process, because they 
directly relate to the subject matter. Drahovzal et al. (1997) state that aids by their  function are used as: 
 

a)  means of motivation and stimulation, ie. the means inducing the inner relationship of pupil 
towads learning, problem solving and problem situations promoting creative search, discovery and 
action,  

b) sources of information that help the student to approach the curriculum (content and 
interpretive information) so that the process the acquisition of knowledge would be as much as possible 
facilitated. Teaching aids should  lead the student as means of verbal and non-verbal communication to 
understand the nature of phenomena in various ways, 

c) the means of systematization of knowledge inducing the connection with new concepts and 
knowledge acquired in advance. Teaching aids should help the student to organize the curriculum not 
only into logical structures, but to facilitace  him from the way  of knowledge from specific to the 
general, 

 
d) means for controlling the working methods simultaneously with the discovery of new 

phenomena, 
e) means of  connection the school with practice, 
f) the means to implement a differentiated approach to the pupil to develop better his 

psychological  and physical abilities. 
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Didactic technology and teaching aids can act as an educational, communication and media 
means, which the teacher uses for his influence  on students in the educational process. 

 

3. Results and Discussion  

 
The research was conducted in January 2016. We chose the method of quantitative research using a non-
standardized questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided among individual respondents – teachers of 
practical training of the Secondary School of Crafts and Services Strakonice. The questionnaire was 
created as a form that respondents filled in. 
 
The research was conducted within the framework of practical training by teachers of practical training. 
In the workshops where practical training of SOŠŘaS Strakonice takes place are educated 36 pupils of 
the apprentice field of machinists. The questionnaire survey was realized  by 11 teachers of the practical 
training, including the Deputy Director for practical training. 
 
Evaluation of questionnaire 
For setting the  hypotheses there was created the questionnaire with eight questions. Type of questions 
was  always chosen  as closed. In some cases it was possible to select multiple answers. Questionnaires 
were distributed to the teachers of practical training of the apprentice field of machinists. A total of 11 
questionnaires were filled in by teachers. 
Question No. 1 - What equipment do you use for the practical teaching of your vocational subject? 
a) PC 
b) presentation 
c) technical literature - textbooks 
d) the board 
e) projector 
Question No. 2 - How do you decide which teaching aid will  you select? 
a) taught subject 
b) class 
c) the content and topic of the curriculum 
d) own experience 
e) others (mention): ............... 
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Graph 1 Used aids                              
 
 
The  question 1 was answered by all respondents. There 
why we have a total of 30 responses. The aim was to find out what aids are mostly used by teachers 
during practical training. A total of 9 respondents (30%) responded that they use PC and other the most 
used aid  is the literature (27%), which corresponds to eight answers. Furthermore, seven of the 
respondents (23%) said the board and the three responses (10%) involved a presentation and data 
projector. 
 
Question No. 2 again allowed multiple responses and a total 
question was tasked to determine whether the teachers emphasize the pupils' actual needs and pay good  
attention to the selection of teaching aids. The same number of teachers (33%) responded that they 
decide according to the content and curriculum topic and according to their own experience, which is 
also related to the length of their experience and knowledge and experience as the practical  training is 
taught by many teachers with their experience of more than 15 year
that they decide according to the subject taught and a further 3 respondents (14%) according to a  class.
 

Question No. 3 - Are you happy with your school facilities for teaching technical subjects?
a) rather yes 
b) yes 
c) rather not 
d) no 
Question No. 4 - Evaluate how your school is equipped with the teaching equipment on a scale 1 

to 5 as at school. 
a) 1 
b) 2 
c) 3 
d) 4 
e) 5 

 

 

Graph 1 Used aids                               Graph 2  Decision for aid choice

The  question 1 was answered by all respondents. There could be marked more than one answer that´s 
why we have a total of 30 responses. The aim was to find out what aids are mostly used by teachers 
during practical training. A total of 9 respondents (30%) responded that they use PC and other the most 

is the literature (27%), which corresponds to eight answers. Furthermore, seven of the 
respondents (23%) said the board and the three responses (10%) involved a presentation and data 

Question No. 2 again allowed multiple responses and a total of 21 responses were identified. The 
question was tasked to determine whether the teachers emphasize the pupils' actual needs and pay good  
attention to the selection of teaching aids. The same number of teachers (33%) responded that they 

to the content and curriculum topic and according to their own experience, which is 
also related to the length of their experience and knowledge and experience as the practical  training is 
taught by many teachers with their experience of more than 15 years. Four respondents (19%) responded 
that they decide according to the subject taught and a further 3 respondents (14%) according to a  class.

Are you happy with your school facilities for teaching technical subjects?

Evaluate how your school is equipped with the teaching equipment on a scale 1 

Graph 2  Decision for aid choice 

could be marked more than one answer that´s 
why we have a total of 30 responses. The aim was to find out what aids are mostly used by teachers 
during practical training. A total of 9 respondents (30%) responded that they use PC and other the most 

is the literature (27%), which corresponds to eight answers. Furthermore, seven of the 
respondents (23%) said the board and the three responses (10%) involved a presentation and data 

of 21 responses were identified. The 
question was tasked to determine whether the teachers emphasize the pupils' actual needs and pay good  
attention to the selection of teaching aids. The same number of teachers (33%) responded that they 

to the content and curriculum topic and according to their own experience, which is 
also related to the length of their experience and knowledge and experience as the practical  training is 

s. Four respondents (19%) responded 
that they decide according to the subject taught and a further 3 respondents (14%) according to a  class. 

Are you happy with your school facilities for teaching technical subjects? 

Evaluate how your school is equipped with the teaching equipment on a scale 1 
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 Graph 3  Satisfaction with the aid            Graph 4  Evaluation of school by aids
                 equipment of your school

 
The  question 3 shows that teachers generally perceive the  didactic technique available to the practical  
training as adequate and well equipped (graph 3). As many as 55% said they are satisfied with school 
equipment for teaching technical subjects and rather yes responded 5 respondents representing 45% of 
overall respondents. Nobody responded negatively.
 
Question No. 4 the respondents assessed mostly positively too (graph 4). Most (73%) judged the 
equipment by education technique with mark 2. One respondent even assessed by the mark of 1 and the 
last two respondents would rate by the mark of 3. This and the previous question No. 3 refer to the 
hypothesis No. 2. Both questions confirm the hypothesis , because teac
equipment for teaching technical subjects.
 

Question No. 5 – Do you create for your  subject your  own teaching materials and aids?
a) yes 
b) no 
Question no. 6 - If yes, what? (Answer only if you answered yes for question No.
a) Power Point presentation
b) worksheets 
c) games, competitions 
d) own products 
 

    Graph 5 Creation of own aids              
 
91% of respondents said that for their subject they create their own materials and 
one respondent replied that he does not create aids for  teaching vocational subjects.
 
The aim of question No. 6 was to determine what teaching aids are used in teaching vocational classes. 
There could be marked again more answers. Res
products, further 21% use worksheets. Only two respondents (14%) described the use of PowerPoint 
presentations and one respondent (7%) uses games and competitions. From these responses it is clear 
that teachers are accustomed to the traditional demonstrations using their  own products, which are 
produced by the pupils themselves.

Question No. 7 - What is your relationship to the use of educational technology?

       
Graph 3  Satisfaction with the aid            Graph 4  Evaluation of school by aids

equipment of your school 

The  question 3 shows that teachers generally perceive the  didactic technique available to the practical  
training as adequate and well equipped (graph 3). As many as 55% said they are satisfied with school 

ment for teaching technical subjects and rather yes responded 5 respondents representing 45% of 
overall respondents. Nobody responded negatively. 

Question No. 4 the respondents assessed mostly positively too (graph 4). Most (73%) judged the 
ducation technique with mark 2. One respondent even assessed by the mark of 1 and the 

last two respondents would rate by the mark of 3. This and the previous question No. 3 refer to the 
hypothesis No. 2. Both questions confirm the hypothesis , because teachers are satisfied with school 
equipment for teaching technical subjects. 

Do you create for your  subject your  own teaching materials and aids?

If yes, what? (Answer only if you answered yes for question No. 5)
a) Power Point presentation 

    
Graph 5 Creation of own aids                  Graph 6 Types of aids 

91% of respondents said that for their subject they create their own materials and teaching aids. Only 
one respondent replied that he does not create aids for  teaching vocational subjects. 

The aim of question No. 6 was to determine what teaching aids are used in teaching vocational classes. 
There could be marked again more answers. Respondents in 58% of the responses marked own 
products, further 21% use worksheets. Only two respondents (14%) described the use of PowerPoint 
presentations and one respondent (7%) uses games and competitions. From these responses it is clear 

re accustomed to the traditional demonstrations using their  own products, which are 
produced by the pupils themselves. 

What is your relationship to the use of educational technology? 
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The  question 3 shows that teachers generally perceive the  didactic technique available to the practical  
training as adequate and well equipped (graph 3). As many as 55% said they are satisfied with school 

ment for teaching technical subjects and rather yes responded 5 respondents representing 45% of 

Question No. 4 the respondents assessed mostly positively too (graph 4). Most (73%) judged the 
ducation technique with mark 2. One respondent even assessed by the mark of 1 and the 

last two respondents would rate by the mark of 3. This and the previous question No. 3 refer to the 
hers are satisfied with school 

Do you create for your  subject your  own teaching materials and aids? 

5) 

 

teaching aids. Only 

The aim of question No. 6 was to determine what teaching aids are used in teaching vocational classes. 
pondents in 58% of the responses marked own 

products, further 21% use worksheets. Only two respondents (14%) described the use of PowerPoint 
presentations and one respondent (7%) uses games and competitions. From these responses it is clear 

re accustomed to the traditional demonstrations using their  own products, which are 
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a) I do not like using  a teaching technique
b) only certain types of educational technology, because I cannot deal with all the technology
perfectly 
c) I use the available didactic technique, but I would welcome greater amount
compliant with modern standards of practical training
d) I often use didactic techn
Question No. 8 - How often do you use didactic technique?
a) I do not use it at all 
b) at least 1x per month 
c) at least 1 x per week 
d) every day 
 
 

   Graph 7 Relation todidaktictic  technice                        Graph 8 Interval of use of aids

 
 
By the question No. 7 we investigated how respondents are related to the use of educational technology. 
Only one respondent replied that he does not like u
techniques because they  cannot handle them perfectly. Satisfaction with didactic technology is 27%, 
and most respondents (45%) use available didactic technique, but consider it as too outdated and 
obsolete. 
 
The aim of question No. 8 was to determine the interval of using didactic technique by respondents. 
Most up (73%) respondents use it at least 1 time a week and even two of the respondents (18%) use it 
every day. One respondent (9%) responded that he uses
who would not use the didactic technique.

 

4. Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to investigate by using a questionnaire the teaching aids for practical training. 
Practical training is specific in that these a
theoretical subjects able to test their practical work on machine tools and acquire the basic habits and 

a) I do not like using  a teaching technique 
rtain types of educational technology, because I cannot deal with all the technology

c) I use the available didactic technique, but I would welcome greater amount 
compliant with modern standards of practical training 
d) I often use didactic technique and I'm happy with it 

How often do you use didactic technique? 

 
Graph 7 Relation todidaktictic  technice                        Graph 8 Interval of use of aids

By the question No. 7 we investigated how respondents are related to the use of educational technology. 
Only one respondent replied that he does not like using it, the other two only use certain kinds of 
techniques because they  cannot handle them perfectly. Satisfaction with didactic technology is 27%, 
and most respondents (45%) use available didactic technique, but consider it as too outdated and 

The aim of question No. 8 was to determine the interval of using didactic technique by respondents. 
Most up (73%) respondents use it at least 1 time a week and even two of the respondents (18%) use it 
every day. One respondent (9%) responded that he uses it at least 1 x per month and no one was found 
who would not use the didactic technique. 

The aim of this paper was to investigate by using a questionnaire the teaching aids for practical training. 
Practical training is specific in that these are  the entire 6-8 hour sessions. Pupils are opposed to 
theoretical subjects able to test their practical work on machine tools and acquire the basic habits and 

rtain types of educational technology, because I cannot deal with all the technology 

Graph 7 Relation todidaktictic  technice                        Graph 8 Interval of use of aids 

By the question No. 7 we investigated how respondents are related to the use of educational technology. 
sing it, the other two only use certain kinds of 

techniques because they  cannot handle them perfectly. Satisfaction with didactic technology is 27%, 
and most respondents (45%) use available didactic technique, but consider it as too outdated and 

The aim of question No. 8 was to determine the interval of using didactic technique by respondents. 
Most up (73%) respondents use it at least 1 time a week and even two of the respondents (18%) use it 

it at least 1 x per month and no one was found 

The aim of this paper was to investigate by using a questionnaire the teaching aids for practical training. 
8 hour sessions. Pupils are opposed to 

theoretical subjects able to test their practical work on machine tools and acquire the basic habits and 
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skills. Questionnaires were completed by teachers of practical training. The survey was focused on 
teachers' satisfaction with available teaching aids and didactic technology, which is used in practical 
training. 
 
The survey showed that teachers are satisfied that the didactic technique is often used. At the same time 
it became clear that they would welcome more modern classrooms equipped with teaching equipment 
and teaching aids. The most used are boards, textbooks, training simulators for CNC programming or 
computers in teaching programming of CNC machines. As a solution to the current situation and 
conditions that are currently in training workshops on SOŠŘaS in Strakonice and based on the outcomes 
of the survey results we suggest to increase the use of data projectors and interactive whiteboards, 
because those I consider to be modern teaching techniques. By using a data projector or interactive 
whiteboard in conjunction with a PC, it is possible to prepare the appropriate audio-visual aids and 
better explain the problem to pupils. To use the projector more effectively, it is necessary to start to use 
power point presentations and videos more. Teachers have more time for other activities, such as 
demonstrations on CNC machines, and other machine tools, and while doing these activities they will 
meet the educational goals. 
 
As the survey shows that there is a need to modernize the existing equipment, we suggest to buy the 
interactive whiteboard with the touch display for the practical training. It also results that the teachers 
are active to engage in projects which promote the curriculum innovation and the creation of teaching 
materials. They use the created teaching materials in their teaching, because in most cases they have the 
activation component which leads pupils to participate in the teaching process. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper investigates the drivers of bank performance overtime, between Islamic and Conventional 
banks by using a dynamic panel approach. The study period covers ten consecutive years (2006-2015), 
we use ROAA (Return on average Asset), ROAE (return on average Equity), and NIM (Net Interest 
Margin), Sharpe ratio, Jensen and Treynor indices as measures of performance. We applied panel 
regression by using the technique of fixed effect estimation instead of random effect, and then to 
address the issue of endogeneity and omitted values we applied two step system of GMM (Generalized 
Method of moment). Results suggest that bank performance is mainly driven by non-performing loan 
provision (NPLP), cost to income ratio as measure of bank efficiency, and size, net loan to total asset 
with NPLP and cost to income ratio being significant when using different performance measures. 
Within a dynamic panel framework NPLP has a negative impact on CBs performance whereas it affects 
positively IBs performance. This is consistent with  Beck et al. (2013) who suggest that IBs have higher 
asset quality than conventional banks. This study also contradicts the idea that IBs are less cost-efficient 
than CBs because the cost to income ratio as a measure of efficiency is more significant for IBs than 
CBs. 
 

Keywords: corporate governance, Islamic banks, performance, stock market risk adjusted measures. 

 

JEL classification:  G30, G01. 
 

Introduction 

During the last recent years, the speed at which Islamic banking has been growing and its resilience 
to the 2007 financial crisis( see for instance Beck, Demirgüç-kunt, & Merrouche, 2013; Olson & 
Zoubi, 2016) provide evidence of its ability to compete with or outperform well-established 
conventional banks (CBs).Martin & Hesse (2010) and Olson & Zoubi (2016), document that more 
than 300 IBs are operating throughout 51 countries in the financial industry and hold almost $ 1.5 
million dollars of assets. Similarly, Ernst & Young (2016) argue that over the period of 2009-2013, 
Islamic banking assets value growth reached 17%.The creation of Islamic stock market indices in the 
world's largest stock exchanges such as the MSCI Global Islamic Indices (2007), FTSE Global 
Islamic Indices and S&P Sharia Indices (2006), Dow Jones Islamic Market Indices (1999), or the 
Russell-Ideal Ratings Islamic Indices (2013) is important to sustain the idea of IBs growth. 

As Compared to conventional banks, Islamic banks rely on a sharia-compliant finance that prevents 
them the right of charging interest, does not allow for illicit investments and speculation as well as 
strengthening the risk sharing principle both on assets and liabilities. For Gueranger (2009) Islamic 
finance is an ethical finance whose priority objective is not only the frantic search of profit.  
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Following the aforementioned literature, our study’s objective is to assess what determines the 
performance of IBs compared to conventional banks. We seek to contribute to the literature in two 
ways. (I) First, we follow the existing literature on the performance in the banking industry in general. 
Most generally, bank performance is measured by accounting ratios such return on equity, return on 
asset and net interest margin (see for instance  Athanasoglou, Brissimis, & Delis,(2008); 
Dietrich&Wanzenried,(2011);García-herrero,Gavilá,& Santabárbara,(2009); Pathan&Faff,(2013). In 
most recent studies, some use measures of stock performance such as Tobin’s Q (Mollah & Zaman, 
2015), Sharpe ratio (Gropper, Jahera, & Chul, 2015) and stock return. Our innovation relies on the 
fact that we use both Jensen ratio and Treynor ratio (both as stock performance measures) that have 
not been used as proxy of bank performance to the best of our knowledge. We will provide an answer 
to how well systematic risk is able to predict bank performance by distinguishing between IBs and 
CBs. (II) we use mainly African conventional banks because African banking industry is still the 
least developed in the world. By doing so, we complement the existing literature by documenting the 
gap between conventional banks evolving in least developed country (which are supposed to have 
low margin) to IBs. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow as. (1) We document the existing literature on 
conventional bank and Islamic performance. (2) In the following section we present the data and the 
methodology that are used to study performance. (3) Section 3 presents our results from different 
empirical applications and section 4 concludes. 
 

Literature Review 

Performance is among the most discussed issues within the banking industry in an empirical 
perspective. Some researchers used to investigate bank performance in terms of ownership structure 
(knyaeva et al 2013) by comparing private to public bank, foreign to host banks. Other studies focus 
on the factors driving performance without relying on bank-type analysis (see Poin Hoin et al 2016; 
Rashid & Jabeen 2016; Jawadi 2016).For instance Figueira, Nellis and Parker (2006) have studied the 
ownership structure and performance of African banks. They found that, when private shareholders 
introduce foreign shareholders into the ownership structure of African banks, this tends to have a 
positive effect on the performance of the latter. These studies have documented for some cases 
significant link between governance mechanisms and banks performance (mollah & Zaman 2015) or 
relevant information about comparative performance between IBs and CBs (Johnes et al 2013). 
 
Prior to the tremendous growth of Islamic banks, an important body of literature have emerged to 
most importantly address to which extend Islamic banks are different from conventional banks. To 
address this issue, Bourkhis & Sami (2013) investigate the difference between IBs and BCs resilience 
to the 2007-2008 financial crisis and find no difference with regard to their soundness because IBs 
tend to diverge from their business model. Beck et al. (2013) addresses business model and efficiency 
issues by comparing Islamic to conventional bank. They found that IBs are better capitalized, have 
higher ratio of intermediation, high asset quality although they are less cost-efficient. They also 
suggest that IBs were less affected by the 2007-2008 financial crisis because of the high asset quality 
their carry. 
 
In the same spirit, Olson&Zoubi(2016) investigates the convergence of IBs and CBs performance. 
They argue that CBs converge faster than IBs especially after the financial crisis. 
  

Methodology 

This study focuses on publicly traded African conventional and worldwide Islamic banks. We choose 
publicly traded banks since our study employs equity performance measures as proxies of 
performance in the banking industry. Our sample is split into 48 IBs and 61 CBs on the period of 
2006-2015. To conduct this study, our data are retrieved from different sources: (I) Bank level data 
are retrieved from Bankscope database which was provided by Bureau Van Dijk Belgium until 
December 2015 (II), stock market data (here stock prices and market capitalization) stem from 
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DataStream and (III), Macroeconomic data to account for country heterogeneity in terms of economic 
performance and financial depth are obtained from the World development indicator part of the world 
Bank website. (iv) Risk-free rates were mostly downloaded from Central Bank websites and it is 
represented by a 91 days’ maturity treasury bills and some countries we proxy the risk-rate by a one-
month US treasury bill  retrieved from Kenneth Fama-French data library1. We compute stock return 
using arithmetic approach2, Treynor and Jensen performance measures are driven from a CAPM3 
model using different stock indices as market proxy as retrieved from DataStream. Overall, our 
correlation matrix as reported in Table 4.1 suggest that our variables as mostly significantly 
correlated although their value are not high to suspect a potential multicolinearity. Descriptive 
statistics are reported in the annex and show that Islamic banks have higher asset quality than 
conventional. 
 
In order to investigate factors driving bank performance, we follow Athanasoglou, Brissimis, & 
Delis(2008); Dietrich & Wanzenried (2011); García-herrero, Gavilá, & Santabárbara, (2009) and 
Pathan & Faff (2013) from whom we choose to set up the following specification: 
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�

���
+�����
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���
+ �� + ��� 

 

(1) 

Where PFOit stands for the performance of the bank i at time t (here the year), βi and δi are the 
parameters we intend to estimate, Xit represent bank specific and Fit denote macroeconomic 
variables and other control variables,  et the error term, ��  represent fixed-effects among different 
banks. PFOit-1represents the lagged value of the performance measured due to the persistence of bank 
performance with respect to regional and macroeconomic factors as suggested by Berger, Bonime, 
Covitz& Hancock (2000).To estimate our parameters, we use a dynamic panel approach suggested by 
Arellano, M.; Bond, (1991).  
 

Table 0-1Variables presentation and expected signs 

 

                                            
1
 http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html  

2
 �� �����������  

3
 Capital Asset Pricing Model: ����� = �� + �������� − ��� 

Variables Description source 

Depend variables: bank 

performance 

  

ROA Net income over the average assets in % Bankscope 

ROE Net income over the average equity in % Bankscope 

Net interest margin Net interest margin as overs total revenue or total 
assets 

Bankscope 

Sharpe ratio Average excess return over standard deviation the 
portfolio risk 

Author calculation using 
DataStream data 

Treynor ratio Excess return over the beta market (systematic 
risk) 

Author calculation using 
DataStream data 

Jensen ratio Difference between the return and the expected 
return 

Author calculation using 
DataStream data 

Independent variable   
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Bank specific variables   

Capital ratio Equity to total assets value Bankscope 

Loan to deposit ratio Loan value divided as percentage of deposit Bankscope 

Overheads to total assets Operating expenses over total assets Bankscope 

Nonperforming loan provision Loss provision over total assets Bankscope 

Bank size Log of total assets Bankscope 

Cost to income ratio Ratio of total expenses to total revenue Bankscope 

Bank Age Number of years the bank was established until 
2015 

Bankscope 

Bank Category Either Islamic Bank or commercial African bank  

Macroeconomic variables   

GDP growth Yearly GDP growth rate in % World development 
indicators 

Inflation rate Yearly consumer price index variable in percentage 
% 

World development 
indicators 

Boone indicator Competition measure derived from Boone-type 
model 

Global financial 
development 
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Table 0-2:  Correlation Matrix of different variables 

ROAA Sharpe r~o treynor~o jensenr~
o 

log_SIZE OHTA NPLPTA EQTA OFBSTA CIR NETLO
AN~N 

INFLATION GROWT
HR~E 

boonein~r 

ROAA 1              

sharpera~o 0.0455 1             

treynorr~o 0.031 -0.144*** 1            

jensenra~o 0.0747 0.216*** -0.0392 1           

log_SIZE -0.105** 0.0101 -0.0235 0.00989 1          

OHTA 0.121*** -0.0777 0.108* 0.109* -0.238*** 1         

NPLPTA 0.0702* -0.145*** 0.213*** -0.0617 -0.267*** 0.791*** 1        

EQTA -0.255*** -0.0615 -0.0034 -0.0182 -0.131*** 0.0586 0.145*** 1       

OFBSTA 0.254*** 0.029 0.0151 0.160*** -0.192*** 0.396*** 0.352*** -0.0798* 1      

CIR -0.331*** -0.073 -0.0116 0.016 -0.149*** -0.0748* -0.0793* 0.275*** -0.198*** 1     

NETLOAND~N 0.0644 0.00133 -0.0667 0.0148 0.286*** -0.133*** -0.123*** 0.035 0.0393        -0.207*** 1    

INFLATION 0.131*** -0.0756 0.112* 0.013 -0.142*** 0.0274 0.119*** -0.0304 0.114** -0.0866* -0.125*** 1   

GROWTHRATE 0.179*** -0.0171 -0.00283 -0.00922 -0.124*** 0.00797 -0.0336 0.0273 0.0338 -0.102** -0.0534 -0.0537 1  

booneind~r -0.158*** -0.148*** 0.0122 -0.0352 0.188*** 0.06 0.0407 0.0582 -0.216*** 0.0455 0.00969 -0.183*** 0.021 1 

This table reports pair-wise correlation levels among our main variables.  Significantly different to zero correlations at 0. 1%, 1% and 5% are marked ***, **,* respectively. The sample include both conventional banks and Islamic banks from 2006 to 2015 for a total sample of 109 banks split in 61 conventional banks and 
48 Islamic banks. For notation, see Table 3.1 above. 
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 Empirical Results  

Fixed effects estimation are presented in Tab 4.2 and Tab 4.3 which respectively account for only 
bank-specific variables and macroeconomic variables. The R-squared of our models are different 
when we split our sample into IBs and CBs compared to when we use the full sample. Indeed, the 
first estimation report much higher R-squared than the second which can be explained by the 
heterogeneity between the two types of bank. In general our models fit with fixed effect according to 
the Hausman test. Globally we found that, when we only control for bank-specifics variables, size, 
Cost-to-income ratio, NPLP and Overheads to total assets are the main determinants of bank 
performance. 

Our findings are consistent with the existing literature on the size impact on bank performance. When 
we measure performance by ROAA, ROAE and Sharpe ratio, we find a negative effect of size. These 
results are consistent with the findings of (Beck et al., 2013; Dietrich & Wanzenried, 2011; Mollah & 
Zaman, 2015; Olson & Zoubi, 2016).As our study encompasses also the crisis period, it is possible 
that bigger banks had large amounts of non-performing loan provision, which might affect negatively 
their performance. For Islamic banks especially where loans issued through the so-called Mudarabah 
have to be provisioned with a special account (IADS), which would affect IBs performance with a 
long term mechanism and most importantly have larger size. 
However, some studies such as Gropper et al., 2015; Pathan & Faff, (2013) among others have found 
positive link between size and bank performance. Because bigger banks have higher diversification 
possibilities, they might enjoy economies of scale and hence high performance. 
 
As a measure of credit quality, non-performing loan provision is highly significant in this study for 
all our performance measures. Using all these performance measures, this variable shows a negative 
significant impact on bank performance either for conventional banks or Islamic banks as well as for 
the full sample. This results entails the fact that the higher the loss provision, the lower the credit 
quality of the bank and hence the lower the performance. Empirical studies (see for instance Beck et 
al., 2013; Gropper et al., 2015) provide supporting evidence that high loss provision is detrimental to 
bank performance because the amount of provision allocated decreases the bank net income. 
Although significant, loan provision are not as important as for conventional bank(Beck et al., 2013), 
Islamic banks’ performance is also negatively affected by high loan loss provision because some 
products have to  be  covered by amount of provision. 
In table 4.3 we control for macroeconomic variables. Boone indicator as a measure of bank 
competition has a negative and significant impact on bank performance. Indeed, the structure-
Conduct-Performance hypothesis suggests that a highly concentrated market indicates a low degree 
of competition and hence high profitability for banks. Our results support the competitive nature of 
the banking industry since the financial liberalization. Some studies however, use HHI concentration 
measure to assess the impact of bank market structure on the performance. Mirzaei, Moore, & Liu, 
(2013) demonstrate that market structure has a positive impact on banking both in developed and 
emerging economies. Moreover, we have mentioned so far that Islamic banking is growing at high 
pace.   This result suggests that Islamic banking profits could be highly affected by the market 
structure despite the existence of unique regulation. 
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Table0-1 : Fixed effects regressions for bank performance: Full sample 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 ROAA ROAE NIM Sharpe ratio Treynor ratio Jensen ratio 

VARIABLES 

       

log_SIZE -0.40845*** -0.16318 0.05454 -0.77688*** 0.05548 0.00155 

 (0.15650) (1.84930) (0.18713) (0.20320) (0.06721) (0.00318) 

OHTA -0.06841 -0.00428 0.30164* -19.54174 10.32968** 0.26350 

 (0.14900) (1.71297) (0.17816) (13.03623) (4.19162) (0.19854) 

NPLPTA -0.01626 -0.39535 1.46279*** -28.95293*** 12.44620*** -0.12835 

 (0.17323) (1.99159) (0.20714) (7.49239) (2.49724) (0.11829) 

EQTA -0.00050 0.03609 0.00344 -0.00974 0.00069 0.00004 

 (0.00209) (0.02406) (0.00250) (0.01318) (0.00531) (0.00025) 

OFBSTA 0.88532 7.10008 -3.62704* -1.31224 0.41721 0.01750 

 (1.66980) (19.23545) (1.99664) (2.31064) (0.79911) (0.03785) 

CIR -0.01527*** -0.13198*** -0.01412*** -0.01069 -0.00157 -0.00016 

 (0.00151) (0.01738) (0.00181) (0.00650) (0.00223) (0.00011) 

NETLOANDEPOSSTFUN -0.00822* -0.11615** 0.01057* -0.01077* -0.00061 -0.00013 

 (0.00454) (0.05302) (0.00543) (0.00597) (0.00206) (0.00010) 

Constant 6.77249*** 29.62658* 6.49378*** 9.44261*** -0.96790 -0.01114 

 (1.42409) (16.77456) (1.70284) (2.17369) (0.74081) (0.03509) 

       

Observations 798 787 798 589 523 523 

R-squared 0.14393 0.08392 0.18637 0.06932 0.07336 0.01303 

Number of bank 109 109 109 83 68 68 

Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Country FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

This table reports result from a fixed effects estimation which is adopted from a Housman test. The study is applied to both conventional and Islamic banks to determine what drive bank performance in the two banking industries we 
control only for bank specific characteristics. Our full sample includes the period of 2006-2015 with 61 conventional banks and 48 Islamic bank. Dependent variables a respectively return on average Assets (ROAA), return on average 
equity (ROAE), Net interest margin, Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio and Jensen ratio. Statistically significant coefficients at the 1%, 5ù and 10% level have ***, **, * symbols respectively.  
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With respect to the GDP growth, our study suggests both positive and negative link with bank 
performance. Mirzaei et al.(2013)document that GDP growth influences bank performance through 
raising demand for loans. Bashir (2003) who evaluated the determinants of profitability in Middle 
East Islamic Banks, found a strong positive impact of GDP growth on profitability because of 
competition environment and innovative products channels. Goddard, John, Phi, & Wilson 
(2004)also estimated the profitability of 583 European Union domestic banks where cross sectional 
regression showed a significant positive effect of GDP on profits. Ghazali (2008) considered a six 
years data of 60 Islamic banks operating in 18 countries. Results ascertain that GDP and inflation 
positively influence the revenue of banks. On the other hand, negative links have also been reported 
by Naceur (2003) who found an insignificant link between Tunisian bank profitability and the annual 
growth rate and inflation.  
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Table 0-2 : Fixed Effects Macroeconomic control variables 

  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 Model7 Model8 Model9 Model10 Model11 Model12 

VARIABLES ROAA ROAE NIM Sharpe ratio treynor ratio Jensen ratio 

       

log_SIZE -0.10906 1.47101 0.47996** -0.85208*** -0.00004 0.00424 

 (0.20567) (2.45310) (0.24052) (0.25924) (0.04216) (0.00430) 

OHTA -0.29206 0.38918 -0.47189* -15.51244 -1.60953 0.36188 

 (0.23138) (2.67488) (0.27058) (14.54841) (2.31525) (0.23610) 

NPLPTA 0.33741 -0.84899 2.64728*** -8.87117 0.77584 -0.03244 

 (0.29642) (3.42677) (0.34665) (9.29355) (1.49676) (0.15263) 

EQTA -0.00055 0.02324 0.00498 -0.01364 -0.00008 0.00007 

 (0.00260) (0.03008) (0.00304) (0.01704) (0.00402) (0.00041) 

OFBSTA 2.28039 5.08655 -6.42455*** 1.07491 0.65618 0.02586 

 (2.11322) (24.49993) (2.47131) (2.77084) (0.45488) (0.04639) 

CIR -0.01780*** -0.14708*** -0.01894*** -0.00723 0.00111 -0.00013 

 (0.00181) (0.02087) (0.00211) (0.00714) (0.00119) (0.00012) 

NETLOANDEPOSSTFUN -0.01281** -0.16267** 0.00286 -0.01441** -0.00081 -0.00015 

 (0.00547) (0.06453) (0.00640) (0.00672) (0.00113) (0.00011) 

Boone indicator -3.96684*** -67.74187*** -0.37129 -3.74039*** -0.03717 -0.01190 

 (0.91943) (10.63103) (1.07523) (0.97631) (0.15486) (0.01579) 

GROWTHRATE 0.06130*** 0.27543 -0.01415 -0.01146 0.00407 -0.00026 

 (0.02039) (0.23784) (0.02385) (0.02138) (0.00341) (0.00035) 

INFLATION 0.01407 0.14281 0.03779* -0.06220*** 0.00315 0.00019 

 (0.01662) (0.19530) (0.01943) (0.01801) (0.00300) (0.00031) 

Constant 3.61641* 14.23935 5.45403** 9.15325*** -0.28947 -0.04306 

 (1.89624) (22.54415) (2.21756) (2.69419) (0.45250) (0.04614) 

Observations 610 599 610 473 437 437 

R-squared 0.22636 0.17342 0.28780 0.10388 0.01779 0.01813 

Number of bank 93 93 93 77 66 66 

Bank FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Country FE YES YES YES YES YES YES 

This table reports result from a fixed effects estimation which is adopted from a Housman test. The study is applied to both conventional and Islamic banks to determine what drive bank performance in the two 
banking industries we control both for bank-specific and macroeconomics variables. Our full sample include the period of 2006-2015 with 61 conventional banks and 48 Islamic bank. Dependent variables a 
respectively return on average Assets (ROAA), return on average equity (ROAE), Net interest margin, Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio and Jensen ratio.. Statistically significant coefficients at the 1%, 5ù and 10% level 
have ***, **,* symbols respectively.  
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In a short term perspective, inflation is an important factor to growth rebound. However, this link 
appears to be positive when the performance is measured by Sharpe ratio. The explanation behind 
this may be drawn from speculative and anticipative investors’ behaviour on the financial market. 
The positive link between inflation and performance is documented by Albertazzi & Gambacorta 
( 2009 ; 2010). 
 
To address the issue of endogeneity and omitted variables bias, we follow(Dietrich & Wanzenried, 
2011; Liang et al., 2013; Pelster, 2017) and use the Arellano & Bover (1995) and  Blundell & Bond 
(1998)two-step system GMM that uses lagged values of dependent variable in level and difference as 
well as lagged values of explanatory variables in level. 
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Table 0-3:  System GMM estimation of bank performance 

 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) GMM6 
Performance measures       
VARIABLES ROAA ROAE NIM Sharpe ratio treynor ratio Jensen ratio 

       
Lagged value of Dependent variables 0.72682*** 0.37403*** 0.96273*** 0.05304 0.14868* 0.10717* 
 (0.12499) (0.08584) (0.14763) (0.08231) (0.06524) (0.05269) 
log_SIZE 0.20209* 0.02981 -0.09522 -0.02013 -0.02222 0.00074 
 (0.09942) (0.55092) (0.08869) (0.08235) (0.02684) (0.00056) 
OHTA -0.08258 -1.17381* 0.03960 -6.44100 4.10182 0.06059 
 (0.05644) (0.52961) (0.14355) (9.43180) (4.97493) (0.07630) 
NPLPTA 0.33288* 1.64035*** 2.18627*** -29.42034* 17.29460 -0.11968 
 (0.14028) (0.56829) (0.66532) (11.51991) (13.36598) (0.14918) 
EQTA 0.01138*** 0.02005* -0.00183 -0.00954* -0.00094 0.00001 
 (0.00405) (0.01052) (0.00239) (0.00535) (0.00111) (0.00006) 
OFBSTA 1.62549 19.07552 -12.02938*** 0.58162 -0.22980 0.01477 
 (1.42895) (13.63010) (3.98560) (3.29692) (0.70667) (0.01901) 
CIR 0.00926* -0.04258*** -0.00168 0.00612 0.00037 -0.00006 
 (0.00476) (0.01504) (0.00290) (0.00863) (0.00317) (0.00009) 
NETLOANDEPOSSTFUN -0.01279* -0.12515*** 0.01292 -0.00733 -0.00036 0.00001 
 (0.00661) (0.04752) (0.00881) (0.00553) (0.00140) (0.00004) 
dummy==Islamic -0.42963 1.34347 -4.84610*** -0.05606 0.04450 -0.00841 
 (0.53646) (5.48351) (1.82303) (1.35784) (0.26884) (0.00811) 
Constant 0.00000 0.00000 7.09393* 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
 (0.00000) (0.00000) (3.03442) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) 
      462 

Observations 705 694 706 522 462 67 
Number of bank 107 107 107 80 67 YES 
Hansen test (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) (1.000) 
Arellano-Bond AR(1) test (p-value) (0.001) (0.01) (0.0167) (0.001) (0.007) (0.003) 
Arellano-Bond AR(2) test (p-value) (0.0453) (0.771) (0.307) (0.259) (0.232) (0.857) 

This table reports result obtained from a system GMM approach of the determinants of bank performance both conventional and Islamic banks. Depend variables a respectively return on average  
Assets (ROAA), return on average equity (ROAE), Net interest margin, Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio and Jensen ratio. We follow Arellano & Bover (1995) to estimate our coefficients given the endogenous nature of 
bank performance determinants. Statistically significant coefficients at the 1%, 5ù and 10% level have ***, **,* symbols respectively. Standard errors are reported between brackets. Over-identification test is 
constructed from Hansen and Arellano Bond test of autocorrelation is represented by autoregressive process respectively AR(1) and AR(2) 
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Results reported in Table 4.4 suggest that, our model fit the system GMM estimator. In fact, Hansen-
J statistics of over-identifying restrictions and Arellano-Bond second order autocorrelation tests are 
not statistically significant. The first-order auto-correlation on the other hand appears to be 
statistically significant which is true by construction. All in all, after we have controlled for 
heterogeneity, dynamic endogeneity and simultaneity, non-performing loan loss provision, equity to 
total asset, cost-to-income ratio appear to have a significant impact on both conventional banks and 
Islamic banks performance. 
 
This study also confirms the persistence nature of bank performance during our study period. Except, 
Sharpe ratio, all the first-order lagged values of our performance measures are statistically significant. 
These results are consistent with those of Dietrich & Wanzenried, (2011); Guidara, Lai, Soumaré, & 
Tchana, (2013); Liang et al., (2013); Pelster, (2017). 
 
We have to stress that the use of stock performance measures as proxies of bank performance, 
especially the Treynor ratio and Jensen did provide evidence that risk-adjusted performance can 
provide management style for bankers.  

 

4 Conclusion 

The main objective of this study was to determine what drives the performance of Islamic vs 
conventional banks using both classical measures (ROAA, ROAE, and NIM) as well as stock market 
risk-adjusted measures. A sample comprising respectively 48 Islamic and 61 conventional publicly 
traded banks during the period stretching 2006 to 2015 is employed in our analysis. To test how 
Islamic banks’ performance differs from conventional banks’, we employ a two-step system GMM 
estimator which allows controlling for endogeneity and unobserved variables bias. 
 
Our findings reveal that bank performance is mainly driven by non-performing loan provision, cost to 
income ratio, and size, net loan to total asset. Within a dynamic panel framework NPLP has a 
negative impact on BCs performance whereas it affects positively IBs performance. This is consistent 
with  Beck et al. (2013) who suggest that IBs have higher asset quality than conventional banks. This 
study also contradicts the idea that IBs are less cost-efficient than CBs because the cost to income 
ratio as a measure of efficiency is more significant for IBs than CBs. 
 
Controlling for macroeconomic variables within a fixed effect approach, this study is consistent with 
the Structure-Conduct performance hypothesis that suggests a positive link between market 
concentration and bank performance. Measured by Boone indicator, competition as the opposite of 
market concentration affects negatively both IBs and CBs. 
 
This study also confirms the persistence nature of bank performance during our study period. Except, 
Sharpe ratio, all the first-order lagged values of our performance measures are statistically significant. 
 
Our study has provided evidence that bank performance could be measured both by JENSEN and 
Treynor ratios. 
 The conclusion from this study is related to our sample and would have been different in some other 
specific cases. For instance, a longer study period or/and a larger sample could have led to different 
conclusion as the sample size and heterogeneity would impact the consistency of our results. 
Moreover, accounting for regulatory differences, constructing a single index for each category of 
banks would affect our results. 
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Abstract  
 

The concept of brand personality originated in human psychology. Because of the differences in 

personalities within cultures, there has been a need to examine the brand personality construct from an 

international perspective. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the personality of the brand Nike and to 

examine the differences between Slovak and Czech consumer perception. An online survey with a sample 

of 500 Slovak and Czech consumers was carried out with the main goal to describe Nike as a person, 

characterize the friends of the brand and suggest hobbies of the brand. In general, Slovaks see the brand 

as an active man, a winner and a sportsman. His hobbies are all kinds of sports, and fashion and he is very 

health-conscious. His friends are also very active, attractive and young. Slight differences were found 

when comparing the Slovak and Czech perception. The cultural differences result in differences of 

perception and attitude regarding brands. Therefore, it is beneficial to examine the global brands in 

national contexts. 

 

Keywords: Nike, brand personality, Slovak consumers, Czech consumers. 

 

Introduction 

 

Brand personality is defined as “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand“(Aaker, 1997). 

To describe a brand any human feature can be used. The associations might be linked to certain 

demographic features (such as age, or gender), beliefs, hobbies, and personality traits (Rojas-Méndez, 

Erenchun-Podlech and Silva-Olave, 2004). This concept works because consumers often describe the 

brands with help of human personality traits.  

 

By assuming the brand as a person, it can create a self-expressive benefit that becomes a vehicle for the 

customer to express his or her own personality (Aaker, 1997). Kotler and Keller (2016) confirmed 

customer usually choose the brands which match their self-image or sometimes consumers choose a 

brand based on their ideal self-image or social self-image. 

Literature Review 

Since brands, like persons, are usually described with adjectives, the psychological approach seems to be 

a good method for identifying the main characteristics of brands' personalities in the perception of 

consumers, and to select the best adjectives for conveying certain characteristics (Caprara, Barbaranelli 

and Guido, 2001). Consumers can easily view a brand as having a friendly or exciting personality or as a 

person with whom they may choose to have a relationship (Blackston, 2000).  

 

In the field of marketing and consumer behavior understanding and measuring brand personality is very 

important because brand personality can be used as one of the means of communication to increase 

consumer preferences. It can differentiate the brand within a product category, (Aaker, 1997; Biel, 1992). 

 

Consumers can make attributions about the brand’s personality, “inner character”, goals and values. In 

some marketing strategies, the brand is actually made to be “alive” and action-oriented (Aaker, Fournier, 
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1995). Fournier adds brand personality has an impact on various key variables, such as attitude, 

preference, usage imagery, and emotion (Fournier, 1998).  

 

According to Khani et al, (2013) brand personality comes from three main sources: 

 

• the relationship that customers have with the brand; 

• the image which is a company trying to present; 

• the unique features of product. 

 

Aaker (1997) used methods similar to human psychology to identify five brand personality dimensions: 

sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and ruggedness. Further researches suggested different 

traits, e.g. Levy and Rook (1999) divided brand personality into five dimensions, which are excitement, 

competence, peacefulness, sincerity, and sophistication. In the Japanese context there was no Ruggedness 

dimension as in the American study, and another dimension – Peacefulness, was identified as a very 

strong trait. In Spain, in addition to the Sincerity, Excitement and Sophistication dimensions (that also 

existed in the USA and Japan), Peacefulness (found in Japan but not in the USA) and Passion (not found 

in the other two countries) were identified. In Brazil, the dimensions of brand personality were 

Credibility, Joy, Audacity, Sophistication and Sensitivity (Muniz, Marchetti, 2012).  

Because of the differences in personalities within cultures, there has been a need to examine the brand 

personality construct from an international perspective. 

 

Material and Methods  

The goal of the research was to examine the personality of the Brand Nivea in Slovak and Czech 

consumers. The participants were evenly distributed 500 Slovak and Czech subjects. Average age was 26 

years with standard deviation of 5.17. They were chosen on principles of convenience sampling and the 

participants have been selected from available population.  

 

Respondents were presented a questionnaire. First, they were asked if they know the brand and only those 

reported knowing it were considered for the study. Then they were asked to imagine Nike was a person. 

“What kind of person it would be?”, “Who would be Nike friends with?”, “What kind of hobby it would 

have?”, “Would it be male or a female?” – These were the questions to describe the brand personality.  

 

To visualize the results from the open-ended questions, word cloud Tagxedo was used. 

Research results 

The personality of Nike is very much related to the product that the company sells (active and athletic) as 

well as the characteristic of athletes (competitive) and of a heroic person (determined and focused). 

According to Mark & Pearson, Nike is perceived as a hero, the one who triumphs, gets through 

challenges and, in doing so, is an inspiration to all of us, it is a warrior and a leader. Nike’s personality is 

athletic. The company is positioned as providing the best athletic gear to all athletes no matter what sport. 

They have successful products in every major sport around the world. The brand created a personality of 

being a cool, successful and athletic. 

 

According to Slovak consumers, concerning the demographics of Nike’s personality, 70 percent of 

Slovaks see it as a man and for 30 percent it is a woman. The average age is 33 years, ranging from 16 to 

80 with a standard deviation of 11. 
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As a person, Nike is seen as (see Fig. 1) an athlete who is strong, fit, energetic and determined. Other 

qualities of the brand are kindness, openness, and confidence. It is also described as winner, frien

adventurous, competitive, dynamic and clever. Furthermore, this brand is perceived as well as fast, 

stylish, tireless, flexible, modern, sporty and brave. The strongest associations are connected with sports, 

activity and energy, but also with fashion

not associate Nike with any negative feature.

Fig. 1: Personality of Nike according to Slovak consumers

 

To a question “What kind of people would Nike hang out if it was a person“, most of Slovaks answered it 

would be sportsmen and athletes. Young, active and attractive people would be friends of the brand. 

Funny, energetic, outgoing, extroverted, successful,

potential friends of Nike. They copy the personality of the brand as an active, outgoing athlete who is 

enjoying life. 

 

To get a complex view of the brand, Slovak respondents were asked to describe 

brand Nike would have if it were a person. The most frequent answer was doing sports and healthy 

lifestyle. Nike is connected to a lot of sporting activities like hockey, climbing, running, yoga, fitness, 

tennis, basketball, and indoor sports, cross fit, hiking and athletics. Other hobbies would be traveling, 

fashion, hanging out with friends, going to parties, long walks in the nature and relaxing.  We can 

conclude, Nike is a very active brand and also a brand that is modern, trend

 

Czech consumers see Nike as a man in his 30ties. They describe the brand (see Fig. 2) as determined, 

athletic, active, energetic and strong. Other features of the brand are kindness, ambition, independence 

and friendliness. The man Nike is also very social, competitive, driven and smart. For some Czechs it 

depicts a hardworking, fashionable and proud man. He can also be described as a restless, brave leader. 

Almost all of the features connected to the brand were

selfishness and arrogance, but they were only mentioned by less than 3 percent of the respondents.

person, Nike is seen as (see Fig. 1) an athlete who is strong, fit, energetic and determined. Other 

qualities of the brand are kindness, openness, and confidence. It is also described as winner, frien

adventurous, competitive, dynamic and clever. Furthermore, this brand is perceived as well as fast, 

stylish, tireless, flexible, modern, sporty and brave. The strongest associations are connected with sports, 

activity and energy, but also with fashion and style. All of the traits were positive, Slovak consumers do 

not associate Nike with any negative feature. 

Personality of Nike according to Slovak consumers 

To a question “What kind of people would Nike hang out if it was a person“, most of Slovaks answered it 

would be sportsmen and athletes. Young, active and attractive people would be friends of the brand. 

Funny, energetic, outgoing, extroverted, successful, easy-going, fit and smart. These are the qualities of 

potential friends of Nike. They copy the personality of the brand as an active, outgoing athlete who is 

To get a complex view of the brand, Slovak respondents were asked to describe what kind of hobbies the 

brand Nike would have if it were a person. The most frequent answer was doing sports and healthy 

lifestyle. Nike is connected to a lot of sporting activities like hockey, climbing, running, yoga, fitness, 

door sports, cross fit, hiking and athletics. Other hobbies would be traveling, 

fashion, hanging out with friends, going to parties, long walks in the nature and relaxing.  We can 

conclude, Nike is a very active brand and also a brand that is modern, trendy and fashionable.

Czech consumers see Nike as a man in his 30ties. They describe the brand (see Fig. 2) as determined, 

athletic, active, energetic and strong. Other features of the brand are kindness, ambition, independence 

is also very social, competitive, driven and smart. For some Czechs it 

depicts a hardworking, fashionable and proud man. He can also be described as a restless, brave leader. 

Almost all of the features connected to the brand were positive. The only two negative attributes were 

selfishness and arrogance, but they were only mentioned by less than 3 percent of the respondents.

person, Nike is seen as (see Fig. 1) an athlete who is strong, fit, energetic and determined. Other 

qualities of the brand are kindness, openness, and confidence. It is also described as winner, friendly, 

adventurous, competitive, dynamic and clever. Furthermore, this brand is perceived as well as fast, 

stylish, tireless, flexible, modern, sporty and brave. The strongest associations are connected with sports, 

and style. All of the traits were positive, Slovak consumers do 

 

To a question “What kind of people would Nike hang out if it was a person“, most of Slovaks answered it 

would be sportsmen and athletes. Young, active and attractive people would be friends of the brand. 

going, fit and smart. These are the qualities of 

potential friends of Nike. They copy the personality of the brand as an active, outgoing athlete who is 

what kind of hobbies the 

brand Nike would have if it were a person. The most frequent answer was doing sports and healthy 

lifestyle. Nike is connected to a lot of sporting activities like hockey, climbing, running, yoga, fitness, 

door sports, cross fit, hiking and athletics. Other hobbies would be traveling, 

fashion, hanging out with friends, going to parties, long walks in the nature and relaxing.  We can 

y and fashionable. 

Czech consumers see Nike as a man in his 30ties. They describe the brand (see Fig. 2) as determined, 

athletic, active, energetic and strong. Other features of the brand are kindness, ambition, independence 

is also very social, competitive, driven and smart. For some Czechs it 

depicts a hardworking, fashionable and proud man. He can also be described as a restless, brave leader. 

gative attributes were 

selfishness and arrogance, but they were only mentioned by less than 3 percent of the respondents. 
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Fig. 2: Personality of Nike according to Czech consumers

 

According to Czech consumers, Nike´s friends are young people who practice

They are young, attractive and determined. They are also sexy, positive and have an active lifestyle. 

Friends of the brand can furthermore be described as witty, kind and wealthy. People who the brand Nike 

would be friends with only copy the attributes and features Czech consumers see in the brand itself. Very 

active, sporty and young.  

 

Hobbies, which were assigned to the brand by Czech consumers, are sports in general, healthy lifestyle 

and fashion. Specific sports practiced by t

fitness. The brand is also connected to golf, athletics, hiking and hockey. Aside sports, Nike also likes to 

travel, cook and play video games. It also enjoys reading and listening to music, g

likes to relax.  

Discussion 

Despite common historical context findings from various researches suggest that Czech and Slovak 

consumers are different. Although the general attitudes and behaviors are similar, some slight differences 

may be identified. According to Foret and Prochazka (2007), quality is the most important factor in 

Czech consumers when buying groceries. Price is very important in clothes and home appliances 

shopping and Czech consumers purchase these items in specialize

Czech customers are less ethnocentric; they do not prefer to buy domestic brands. They can be described 

as price conscious customers.  

 

Slovak consumers are brand oriented, (Olšavský, 2016, Lizbetinova, Weberova and Star

Majercakova and Kocisova, 2016).  They care about products they buy regardless of the price. When they 

have their favorite brands, country of origin is not important for them and they are willing to pay more 

money for it. The main reason for bu

Slovak consumers are very aware of the benefits of supporting domestic production. Nevertheless, 

consumer ethnocentrism is not typical for Slovaks (Vil

Personality of Nike according to Czech consumers 

According to Czech consumers, Nike´s friends are young people who practice various kinds of sports. 

They are young, attractive and determined. They are also sexy, positive and have an active lifestyle. 

Friends of the brand can furthermore be described as witty, kind and wealthy. People who the brand Nike 

ly copy the attributes and features Czech consumers see in the brand itself. Very 

Hobbies, which were assigned to the brand by Czech consumers, are sports in general, healthy lifestyle 

and fashion. Specific sports practiced by the brand Nike are running and jogging, basketball, football and 

fitness. The brand is also connected to golf, athletics, hiking and hockey. Aside sports, Nike also likes to 

travel, cook and play video games. It also enjoys reading and listening to music, good food and Nike also 

Despite common historical context findings from various researches suggest that Czech and Slovak 

consumers are different. Although the general attitudes and behaviors are similar, some slight differences 

ay be identified. According to Foret and Prochazka (2007), quality is the most important factor in 

Czech consumers when buying groceries. Price is very important in clothes and home appliances 

shopping and Czech consumers purchase these items in specialized outlets. Wanninayake (2014) adds, 

Czech customers are less ethnocentric; they do not prefer to buy domestic brands. They can be described 

Slovak consumers are brand oriented, (Olšavský, 2016, Lizbetinova, Weberova and Star

).  They care about products they buy regardless of the price. When they 

have their favorite brands, country of origin is not important for them and they are willing to pay more 

money for it. The main reason for buying Slovak products is to support the economy and we can say that 

Slovak consumers are very aware of the benefits of supporting domestic production. Nevertheless, 

consumer ethnocentrism is not typical for Slovaks (Vilčeková, 2014, Sulíková and Strážovská,

 

various kinds of sports. 

They are young, attractive and determined. They are also sexy, positive and have an active lifestyle. 

Friends of the brand can furthermore be described as witty, kind and wealthy. People who the brand Nike 

ly copy the attributes and features Czech consumers see in the brand itself. Very 

Hobbies, which were assigned to the brand by Czech consumers, are sports in general, healthy lifestyle 

he brand Nike are running and jogging, basketball, football and 

fitness. The brand is also connected to golf, athletics, hiking and hockey. Aside sports, Nike also likes to 

ood food and Nike also 

Despite common historical context findings from various researches suggest that Czech and Slovak 

consumers are different. Although the general attitudes and behaviors are similar, some slight differences 

ay be identified. According to Foret and Prochazka (2007), quality is the most important factor in 

Czech consumers when buying groceries. Price is very important in clothes and home appliances 

d outlets. Wanninayake (2014) adds, 

Czech customers are less ethnocentric; they do not prefer to buy domestic brands. They can be described 

Slovak consumers are brand oriented, (Olšavský, 2016, Lizbetinova, Weberova and Starchon, 2016, 

).  They care about products they buy regardless of the price. When they 

have their favorite brands, country of origin is not important for them and they are willing to pay more 

ying Slovak products is to support the economy and we can say that 

Slovak consumers are very aware of the benefits of supporting domestic production. Nevertheless, 

eková, 2014, Sulíková and Strážovská, 2016).  
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Slovak consumers see Nike as a young, active man who is interested in sports, fashion and is living a 

healthy lifestyle. He is smart, outgoing and a natural winner. He would spend his time with young, 

attractive people who love sports. Czech consumers see Nike as determined, active and kind. It is a man 

in his thirties and likes to who practice various kinds of sports.  

 

Nike is unique in the fact that the company has a broad target market. They target athletes, both 

professionals and non-professional. However, they don’t focus on a specific age range. Nike has appeal to 

athletes from adolescence, to adulthood, to parenthood. Anyone who strives to be an athlete can be seen 

wearing Nike. This identity is reflected in the personality of the brand. 

 

The overall personality of the brand is very similar in both Czech and Slovak consumers. According to 

both, Nike is positive, young, active and dynamic. It is in accordance with the overall image of the brand 

communicated worldwide no major differences in brand image and brand perception were found. 

 

It is important to realize if the concept of human personality is applied to marketing, the principles of 

different cultures and different perception apply to humans as well as to brands.  The cultural differences 

result in differences of perception and attitude regarding brands. Therefore it is beneficial to examine the 

global brands in national contexts.  

 

Both researchers and practitioners have given considerable attention to brand personality because it is 

clear that perceptions associated with a brand go beyond functional attributes and benefits of a product. 

Brand personality can diverse the brand from other brands since brand has its own individual character. 

Having a favorable and unique brand personality, which creates positive brand equity, is important 

because it is a basis for competitive advantage and can even generate revenue for a company.   
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Abstract  
 

This paper investigates a relationship between central bank interest rate (PRIBOR3M) and housing 

(mortgage) cycles in the Czech economy. The aim is to determine whether central bank’s interest rate is 

leading indicator for monitoring housing cycles. To assess the crucial role of interest rate in the set of 

mortgage interest rates is used methodology of leading indicator applied by OECD. Moreover, the cross-

correlation approach identifies the relationship between quarterly interest rate and the following 

individual variables: house price index, average mortgage interest rate, average fixed 1, 3 and 5 year 

mortgage interest rates, number of new mortgages, volume of new mortgages, average mortgage amount 

and mortgage installment. The data set covers a period between 2006:Q1 and 2016:Q3. The results of the 

paper will be used for later research and modelling of the housing sector in the Czech economy. 

 

Keywords: house prices, business cycles, cross-correlation approach 

Introduction 

 
As housing sector still plays a significant role in the functioning of the Czech economy. For this reason, it 

is in the interest of the monetary authority to control and supervise the sector as an important part of the 

economy (Brůha and Polansky, 2014). One of the tools to influence the mortgage market is the interbank 

interest rate. This process begins with the operations on the open market by setting the interbank interest 

rates. From there, the transfer can take place through many channels, which is described by Mischkin 

(2007) or Michelva and Sebastian (2010). 

 

We will focus on the relationship between the interbank interest rate and the variables describing the real 

estate market. The relationship is depicted on Figure 1. The solid lines show connections to be verified, 

the dashed lines display these, which are not subject of our examination. The plus sign means that pro-

cyclic behavior of the time series is expected, the sign minus means that counter-cyclical behaviour of the 

time series is expected. If we assume that mortgage banks set their mortgage rate according to the central 

bank's rates then the behavior of mortgage interest rates should be pro-cyclical and delayed. Following 

the delay in response to mortgage interest rates, the average mortgage amount and mortgage installment 

should also be delayed. Because they both depend negatively on the mortgage rate, we assume the 

counter-cyclical relationship of the variables. Therefore, we expect the relationship between the interbank 

interest rate and the average mortgage amount and the mortgage installment to be delayed and counter-

cyclical. The relationship between mortgage interest rates and the number of new mortgages or volume of 

new mortgages can be considered negative. The rise in mortgage interest rates affects the economic 

agents who borrow less and decrease the number and volume of new mortgages. This has an impact on 

the demand for real estate, which decreases and reduces the price of real estate (Iacoviello, 2000 or 

Hloušek, 2016). 
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Methodology 

The research briefly follows the OECD (2004) methodology of composite leading indicator (CLI) for 

monitoring and predicting business cycles. The methodology is composed of three steps (i) 

preparation of data set, (ii) the peak analyses and (iii) a cross

was used in the work Reichel (2016).

 

Data  

The following variables were used in the research of monetary influence on the housing sector: 

price ��, interbank interest rate ��

interest rate ���, average fixed 3 year m

rate ���, number of new mortgages 

�	, mortgage installment (1 million CZK for 20 years) 

 

The data set was obtained from the Czech Statistical Office, the Czech National Bank 

hypoindex databases (FH) and cover period 2006:Q1 

transformed into series with a quarterly period. The seas

logarithms, except for mortgage interest rates and interbank interest rate. Hodrick Prescott filter was used

(with lambda=1600, see Hodrick and Prescott, 1981) to obtain the cyclical component of the variab

More detailed description is quoted in Table 1.

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Relationships description 

The research briefly follows the OECD (2004) methodology of composite leading indicator (CLI) for 

edicting business cycles. The methodology is composed of three steps (i) 

preparation of data set, (ii) the peak analyses and (iii) a cross-correlation calculating. The same algorithm 

was used in the work Reichel (2016). 

The following variables were used in the research of monetary influence on the housing sector: 

��
�, average mortgage interest rate ��, average fixed 1 year mortgage 

, average fixed 3 year mortgage interest rate �
�, average fixed 5 year mortgage interest 

number of new mortgages ��, volume of new mortgages ��, average mortgage amount (mil)

, mortgage installment (1 million CZK for 20 years) 	.  

The data set was obtained from the Czech Statistical Office, the Czech National Bank 

hypoindex databases (FH) and cover period 2006:Q1 – 2016:Q3. Time series with a monthly period were 

transformed into series with a quarterly period. The seasonally adjusted quarterly time series were all in 

logarithms, except for mortgage interest rates and interbank interest rate. Hodrick Prescott filter was used

(with lambda=1600, see Hodrick and Prescott, 1981) to obtain the cyclical component of the variab

More detailed description is quoted in Table 1. 

 

The research briefly follows the OECD (2004) methodology of composite leading indicator (CLI) for 

edicting business cycles. The methodology is composed of three steps (i) collection and 

The same algorithm 

The following variables were used in the research of monetary influence on the housing sector: house 

, average fixed 1 year mortgage 

, average fixed 5 year mortgage interest 

average mortgage amount (mil) 

The data set was obtained from the Czech Statistical Office, the Czech National Bank and financial 

. Time series with a monthly period were 

onally adjusted quarterly time series were all in 

logarithms, except for mortgage interest rates and interbank interest rate. Hodrick Prescott filter was used 

(with lambda=1600, see Hodrick and Prescott, 1981) to obtain the cyclical component of the variables. 
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Table 1: Time series description 

Time series  Data source Frequency 

Interbank interest rate PRIBOR3M ��
� CNB quarterly 

average mortgage interest rate �� FH, CNB quarterly 

average fixed 1 year mortgage interest rate ��� FH, CNB quarterly 

average fixed 3 year mortgage interest rate �
� FH, CNB quarterly 

average fixed 5 year mortgage interest rate ��� FH, CNB quarterly 

number of new mortgages �� FH monthly 

volume of new mortgages (mil) �� FH monthly 

average mortgage amount (mil) �	 FH monthly 

mortgage installment (1 million CZK for 20 years) 	 FH monthly 

Offering price of flats �� CZSO quarterly 

 
Source: Czech National Bank (CNB), Czech statistical office (CZSO), Fincentrum Hypoindex (FH) 

 

The peak analysis 

Peak analysis is based on identifying the location of the global maximum and global minimum values in 

each time series and their comparison with a selected variable. Following section presents (i) global 

maximum of the time series and delay between global maximum of central bank interest rate and others 

variables, (ii) first global minimum of time series after this maximum and delay between global minimum 

of central bank interest rate and other variables and (iii) length of time period between maximum and 

minimum.  

The Cross-Correlation Approach 

The cross-correlation approach is a method of estimating the degree to which two series are correlated. 

The theory and algorithm were adopted from Paul Bourke (1996). We consider two series �� and ��  

where  = 0,1,2. . . � − 1. In our case �� is the vector of all variables mentioned above and ��   is interbank 

interest rate (PRIBOR 3M). The cross correlation �(�) at delay � is defined as   

 

�(�) = ∑ [(����̅� )∗("�#$�"%)]

'∑ (����̅� )(∗'∑ ("�#$�"%� )(, 

 

where �̅ and �% are the means of the corresponding series. If the above is computed for all delays � =
0,1,2, . . . � − 1  then it results in a cross correlation series of twice the length of the original series. The 

range of delays � and thus the length of the cross correlation series can be less than N, for example the 

aim may be to test correlation at short delays only. The denominator in the expression above serves to 

normalise the correlation coefficients such that −1 ≤ �(�) ≤  1, where the bounds indicate maximum 

correlation and 0 indicates no correlation. A high negative correlation indicates a high correlation but of 

the inverse of one of the series. 

 

Results 

Table 1 presents leading and lagging variables. For maximal peak of ��
� are lagging variables ��(6), 

���(5), �
�(5), ���(6), 	(3) and ��(1). Delays in individual fixed mortgage rates were expected. 

Individual mortgage banks respond to a change of the central bank with a delay. They are often unwilling 
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or unable to respond immediately because of additional costs, for example. The delay of the average 

monthly repayment is related to the mortgage rate fixation - the fastest growing average mortgage 

payments are for the one-year fixations, then for the three-year fixations and the slowest for the five-year 

fixations. This claim is also linked to the varied volatility of individual interest rates. The last column in 

the table shows the highest volatility in short-term interest rate fixations, while the lowest volatility has 

interest rates with a longer interest rate fixation. The volatility of the average mortgage rate is slightly 

higher than the three-year fixation rate volatility.  

 

For maximal peak of ��
� are leading variables �� (-4), �� (-4) and �	 (-1). According to economic 

theory, the result is unexpected, but the findings due to the culminating boom are justifiable. The number 

of new mortgage loans is generally strongly correlated (Reichel and Gajdošová, 2017) with the volume of 

these loans (in currency). For this reason, we assume that both of these variables respond to the rise in 

interest rate equally. With the initial rise in the interest rate, mortgage interest rates increase and the total 

volume of these new mortgages drops. As a result, if the mortgage interest rates rise household’s volume 

of new mortgage loans should decrease before the interest rates reach the maximum. Because of this, �� 

and �� may be the leading variables around the maximum. We see that the standard deviations for these 

two variables are the highest. Therefore, we can assert that the variables are the most volatile and the 

economic agents are very sensitive when drawing on these loans. Exceeding the average amount of the 

mortgage loan can also be considered as a consequence of the decline in interest in new mortgages due to 

increased interest rates and the economic downturn. 

 

Table 2: Time series - peak analysis 

Var. Max +,-. Min +/01 ∆3-.�345 STD 

��
� 08:Q2 - 10:Q2 - 8 0,55 

�� 09:Q4 6 13:Q1 11 13 0,39 

��� 09:Q3 5 13:Q1 11 14 0,45 

�
� 09:Q3 5 13:Q1 11 14 0,38 

��� 09:Q4 6 12:Q4 10 12 0,37 

�� 07:Q2 -4 10:Q1 -1 10 21,92 

�� 07:Q2 -4 10:Q1 -1 10 20,50 

�	 07:Q4 -2 15:Q4 18 32 6,78 

	 09:Q1 3 13:Q1 11 16 3,09 

�� 08:Q3 1 13:Q2 12 19 6,29 
Source: Authors` calculations 

 

 

For minimal peak of ��
�, only one variable behaves differently than the maximum (AM is now the 

lagging variable). Other variables remain the leading or lagging variable. Furthermore, based on the 

results, it can be argued that the delay in reaching the minimum of individual variables compared to the 

minimum interbank interest rate L789 is much higher than in the case of the maximal interbank interest 

rate L7:;. Note that the highest delays L789 reach the variables ��, ���, �
�, ���, 	 and �	 that are 

determined mainly by mortgage banks. This fact can be described as a kind of asymmetric behavior of 

mortgage banks. The results show that mortgage banks react more quickly to tightening monetary policy 

than to relaxing (as shown Guerrieri and Iacoviello, 2015 or Hloušek, 2012). On the other side, the lowest 

reactions between global minimums (due to interbank interest rate) have variables �� and ��, which are 

determined by the behavior of economic agents (households, firms), that are more sensitive to changes in 

interbank interest rate.  
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The cross-correlation values of central bank interest rate (PRIBOR3M) with the gaps of the examined 

time series are denoted in Table 2. Statistically significant values are shown in bold and the highest 

correlation values are underlined. 

 

Even in this simple view of the data, there is evidence that the link between monetary interest rate and the 

mortgage interest rates has procyclical behavior over time. Moreover, all of the highest cross-correlations 

display shows mortgage interest rates as lagged variables and the lag of each series is different. This can 

be explained by the fact that mortgage banks consider (with longer fixation of interest rates) the future 

development of the interbank rate. For comparison, the average interest rate is delayed (the maximum 

value of the correlation is 0,62) as well as the mortgage interest rate which is fixed for five years. This 

may indicate that the clients of mortgage banks prefer longer and less risky fixation of mortgage interest 

rate. However, it should be noted that differences in the amount of correlation for each delay 0 ≤ < ≤ 5 

were negligible and statistically insignificant. 

Table 3: Cross-correlation between interbank interest rate and the other variable 

Variable t-5 t-4 t-3 t-2 t-1 t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 

�� -0,52 -0,37 -0,18 0,00 0,25 0,47 0,59 0,60 0,61 0,62 0,56 

��� -0,59 -0,45 -0,25 -0,04 0,23 0,48 0,62 0,66 0,65 0,60 0,49 

�
� -0,55 -0,41 -0,22 -0,02 0,24 0,47 0,61 0,63 0,64 0,62 0,56 

��� -0,43 -0,31 -0,15 -0,02 0,18 0,35 0,43 0,45 0,53 0,56 0,53 

�� 0,30 0,46 0,41 0,45 0,36 0,22 -0,02 -0,13 -0,30 -0,41 -0,51 

�� 0,25 0,48 0,50 0,60 0,55 0,42 0,13 -0,02 -0,24 -0,40 -0,54 

�	 0,00 0,18 0,28 0,35 0,40 0,41 0,32 0,19 0,04 -0,10 -0,21 

	 -0,59 -0,44 -0,26 -0,07 0,19 0,44 0,59 0,63 0,65 0,64 0,59 

�� -0,46 -0,29 -0,08 0,17 0,46 0,71 0,80 0,78 0,70 0,54 0,34 

Source: Authors` calculations 

 

 

The variables �� and �� are expected to be countercyclical and delayed with the interbank interest rate. 

Furthermore, we expect that the delay will be higher than delay between monetary interest rate and 

mortgage interest rates. This fact has been fully confirmed only in case variable �� where the highest 

value of the correlation was -0.51 with the delay of 5 years. Since we were not fully satisfied with the 

result, we decided to investigate the longest possible delay until time t+10. Unfortunately, it failed to 

prove that the longer the lag time, the higher are some of the negative correlations. From the variable AM 

we expected counter-cyclical and delayed behavior. For horizon −5 ≤ < ≤ 5, the highest correlation 

coefficient (0,41) was positive and no delay was established. For horizon−10 ≤ < ≤ 10, the lowest 

negative value of the correlation coefficient was -0.28 at time t+6. Therefore, at a longer horizon, it 

cannot be clearly stated that there would be a statistically significant delay, although some indications are 

captured in the data. 

Looking at the value of cross correlation coefficients between interbank interest rate and real estate price, 

we can see a pro-cyclical relationship (correlation coefficients is positive 0,80). The similar results are 

denoted in Tsatsaronis and Zhu (2004). One would expect that higher interbank interest rate will also 

increase mortgage interest rates and simultaneously reduce demand for loans, which in turn will decrease 

demand for real estate and property prices should fall. This mechanism is not captured by the cross-

correlation coefficient in the data. The result may indicate the inefficiency of the policy due to the longer 

time adjustment of economic agents. 
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Conclusion  

The aim of this work was to briefly introduce how housing sector in Czech is related to the interbank 

interest rates of Central Bank. In the first part of the paper, we described general expectations of the 

relationship between the real estate market and interbank interest rates. Subsequently, the peak analysis 

was described. We found that the real estate market reacts faster with the growth of the interbank interest 

rate than with the decline. The last part of the paper focused on identifying the cyclicity of time series and 

finding the delays between them using correlation coefficients. The results coincided with expectations 

in: all pro-cyclical and delayed mortgage interest rates and variable number of new mortgages, which was 

counter-cyclical and delayed. For other variables, relationship expectations were not supported by the 

results. 
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Abstract 

The article describes factors affecting effectiveness of complex technical systems, their relations and 

dependencies. Currently used complex technical systems performing operations that in past were done in 

separate, standalone machines are very sensitive for any disturbances as they are representing serial 

structure work centers. Fault of one chain of it causes downtime of all system. Each unit that system 

consist of has a different specifics and it’s sensitiveness is in different area. Analysis of system 

environment requires detail researches in area of relations between factors that have direct influence on 

each unit and finding the way they influence indirectly on the rest of system elements. The article shows 

structural analysis carried out using MICMAC tools, that allow creating map of dependencies, build the 

model and find the key areas influencing system the most. The analysis of subject shows that OEE 

relevant to find root causes of standalone machine problems is not enough for finding  reasons for 

complex technical systems downtime reasons.  

Keywords: effectiveness, complex technical systems, OEE 

Introduction 

 

The changes that took place in the 21st century in the sphere of industrial production as a result of the 

continuous technological race led to significant reduction of production cycles by increasing the 

efficiency of the machinery parks (Juszczyński and Kowalski, 2013; Saniuk et al., 2015). As a result of 

the interaction of various external and internal factors in the operating complex technical systems, various 

cases are occurring causing processes to lose their usefulness. The problem of systems with a serial 

structure availability that was described in this article (due to the structure of the work center) should be 

interpreted in the category of faultless operation. The combination of machines and devices in this way 

expresses an object where its state of functioning occurs only when all its components are in a state of 

functioning. The object is down if one of its elements is broken (Niziński, 2002; Macha and Niesłony, 

2010). This means that the elements of the system that interact with each other when performing certain 

functions at a given decomposition level are indivisible (Chybowski, 2014). 

The aim of the paper is to present the possibilities offered by problem modeling by means of structural 

analysis to solve problems related to the effectiveness of complex technical systems. As a result of the 

analysis, a key factor was chosen for the downtime of the work center. 
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Structural Analysis Background 

The advantage of structural analysis is the ability to identify compounds that combine features whose 

mutual influences are not obvious and may remain unrecognized by experts in the field (Loska, 2016). 

The use of structural analysis in the research problem enables the organization and analysis of collections 

involving a large number of variables (factors) that have mutual influence. The visualization of the 

relationship between the observed factors makes it possible to understand the problematic situation and to 

estimate whether the influence of factor A on factor B is significant or not (Nazarko et.al, 2017). From 

the network of links thus established, a comprehensive picture of the situation emerges, which takes into 

account the chains of interactions between elements and loops – causal links. Linked factors create loops, 

reinforce or counterbalance the problem (Piekarczyk and Zimniewicz, 2010). Using the methodology of 

structural analysis, one should interpret the force of interactions between the features by (Loska, 2016; 

Zimniewicz 1999): 

 

- constructing of matrix of influences and direct and indirect dependencies between particular 

characteristics, 

 

- transforming the matrix of influences and dependencies into a graph whose vertices correspond to the 

particular features, 

 

- determining the interactions of external environment characteristics based on the number of paths and 

loops entering each node and exiting from each graph node, respectively, 

- developing a map of interactions between the characteristics of the external environment.   

 

The result of such analysis is a graphical image of clusters, described in the form of sets of factors 

(Fig.1). 

Fig. 1: Example analysis of technical system features (Nazarko, Wnorowski and Kononiuk, 2011) 

The analysis includes the following group of factors (Nazarko, Wnorowski and Kononiuk, 2011; Loska, 

2016): 

 

- key factors: combining high impact force with high degree of dependence,  
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- factors "targets" that most often change by influence of other factors that affect the others, representing 

the objectives of the system,  

- "results" factors, characterized by low impact and high complexity from other factors, are therefore 

susceptible to changes of determinants and key factors, 

- decisive factors, which have a very strong influence on the tested system, i.e. driving and braking but 

also difficult to control, 

- regulatory and ancillary factors that, although having a small impact on the analyzed system, can help to 

achieve the strategic objectives, 

- autonomous factors, which have the least effect on changes occurring in the system, 

- external factors that have an average impact on the system and at the same time have little impact on it. 

 

The structural analysis matrix can be transposed using the MICMAC computer program. The basis of the 

software is the Boolle's algebraic logic principle, developed by Godet and experts from the French 

Computer Innovation Institute 3IE. The purpose of the application is to support scenario modeling based 

on La Prospective technology (Czaplicka-Kolarz, 2007). The application used at the initial stage of the 

analysis leads to the determination of the relationships between the variables indicated, in order to 

indicate the key factors. Taking into account the direct and indirect effects, the risk of not noticing the 

problem by the expert group is reduced. The expert group in the course of modeling decides on the 

interrelationships and relations between the elements of the system on the basis of brainstorming. Such a 

program is especially useful in the analysis of complex technical systems, which are made up of many 

driving forces, allowing the system to be represented in a simplified form, indicating the key factors of 

the examined problem situation. 

Research object characteristics 

The research object is a technical system built from an automatic feeder, a double end tenoner, a turning 

device, a second double end tenoner, an automatic conveyor, two drilling units, a turning device, a 

conveyor and an automatic stacker. The task of a complex technical system (Figure 2) is to obtain from 

the processed solid wood or wood based material element, the desired shape, size, accuracy and 

roughness of the edges, as well as drilled circular and blind holes, shape and diameter depending on the 

type of drill bit used. Depending on the production needs and the type of product produced, working 

centers are supplemented with additional processing units necessary for the process. Each complex 

technical system in this case in actual production is operated at a speed of 0.5 to 1.3 m/s, including a 

throughput of the drilling machine which is 1.4 to 1.6 m/s. 

 

Fig. 2: An example of a numerical controlled working center used in large furniture manufacturing 

companies - as a system of serial structure, own elaboration (F-feeder, DET-double end tenoner, 

TD-turning device, C-conveyor, D-drilling machine, S -stacker) 

Manufacturing companies to evaluate the machines and equipment use efficiency are based on the OEE 

Performance Indicators (Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Bartkowiak, 2016). The OEE model is a key 

performance identifier used in the Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) strategy. Total Machine and 

Equipment Efficiency is used to estimate the efficiency of machine utilization during the planning phase 

and to verify that their implementation results. OEE compares the maximum theoretical capacity with 

actual production and indicates the development potential, defining the product of the three sub-indices 

             F                 DET            C      TD        DET             C                D    D    TD            S 
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(Hamrol 2015; Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Drożyner, 2011). Readiness, availability, and quality are 

expressed in the form of a product: 

OEE = AVAILABILITY × PERFORMANCE × QUALITY (1) 

where:  

AVAILABILITY – technical readiness indicator, 

PERFORMANCE – performance indicator, 

QUALITY – Quality indicator defining the percentage of errors in the total number of items/products or 

work cycles. 

 

Based on the performance index for four complex technical systems operated in a comparable manner 

(Table 1), it was noted that the overall machine evaluation model does not indicate the most critical 

system components. This problem is already recognized in the literature (Hedman, Subramaniyan and 

Almström, 2016; Zammori, Braglia and Frosolini, 2011). The table indicates that the quality index of the 

items produced is high, and the final performance indicator is low. 

Tab.1: Example of evaluation of the OEE indicator for complex technical systems in selected 

companies (own elaboration based on enterprise data) 

 

CTS 

Indicator 

„A” CTS „B” CTS „C” CTS „D” CTS 

Availability 60% 58% 58% 61% 

Performance 65% 60% 59% 66% 

Quality 99,56% 99,61% 99,62% 99,86% 

OEE 38,98% 34,25% 34,17% 40,71% 

Low operating efficiency of complex technical systems obliged companies producing products for the 

same customer (benchmark analysis of Table 1), appointing their join experts group supervising the 

production processes in all their factories. Experts have analysed the downtime of complex technical 

systems and selected factors that affect the effectiveness of the operation. Factors selected by the expert 

group were focused on: technical, preventive, management and information areas. 

 

Technical factors (T) were violent, unforeseen damage to system or destruction of its components, 

resulting in interruption of operation or loss of performance. Preventive factors (P) were related to 

preventive strategies and involved planning and implementing various types of activities to avoid failure 

and undesirable downtime. Management factors (Z) concerned the non-use of the normal production 

capacity of complex technical systems and the lack of a system of procedures, instructions and 

mechanisms to achieve the objectives set by the company. On the other hand, the information factors (I) 

concerned the stopping of the machining centre without affecting the other factors, which means that 

there was no technical failure. The results of the expert workshop on identification and organization of 

features are presented in Table 2. 

Tab. 2: List of major factors affecting downtime of complex technical systems (from company 

documents) 

 

Factor group Symbol Factors name 

Technical 

T1 unforeseen events (failure) 

T2 repair time 

T3 interruptions in delivery of production media 

T4 lifetime of moving parts of machines 
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T5 setup conversion 

Preventive 

P1 Machine diagnostics (CTS monitoring) 

P2 schedule of diagnostic actions  

P3 undertaken improvement actions during work  

P4 unidentified cause of downtime 

Managing 

Z1 operational intensity (production plan) 

Z2 no raw materials or components 

Z3 deviation from quality requirements 

Z4 knowledge and competence of employees 

Z5 knowledge and competence of superiors 

Z6 stability of employment 

Z7 waiting for repair   

Z8 standardization of the production process 

Z9 standardization of spare parts supervision  

Informative I1 information exchange / communication 

An expert group based on 19 factors identified the following research task: What are the direct factors 

that affect the downtime of complex technical systems with a serial structure? 

Results of structural analysis carried out using MICMAC tools - Direct Impact 

Matrix 

Internal group of experts initially carried out an assessment of the impact of characteristic a on 

characteristic b, based on the following scale: "0" - without influence, "1" - slight impact, "2" - moderate 

impact, "3" - significant influence (Zimniewicz, 2015). Such prepared forms allowed one to form a 

dominant matrix of direct influence and the degree to which individual factors influencing the downtime 

of complex systems were affected. The matrix of the values of direct influence and dependence of the 

interrelated features of the analyzed causes of downtime of complex technical systems is shown in Table 

3. 

 Tab. 3: Direct Impact Matrix (own elaboration on the basis of company documents) 
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The property characteristics of the direct influence matrix is shown in Table 4. 

Tab. 4: MDI characteristics 

 

I N D I C A T O R  V A L U E  

Matrix size 19 

Number of iterations 5 

Number of zeros 231 

Number of ones 58 

Number of twos 44 

Number of threes 28 

Number of P 0 

Total 130 

Fill rate 36.01108% 

When analysing filled matrix fields, there were 231 cases in which there was no relationship between 

variables and 58 cases had a poor relationship. Moderate impact occurred in 44 situations and strong 

correlation was observed in 28 cases. Identified by experts dependencies accounted for 36% of the matrix 

area. 

Results of structural analysis carried out using MICMAC tools - Direct Impact 

Forces Analysis 

The combined effect of the 19 factors affecting the downtime of complex technical systems indicates that 

the direct effect on other factors is due to the technical viability of the moving parts of the machine (T4); 

the technical factor described as repair time (T2), the machine diagnostics (P1) as well as two 

management factors, focusing on the intensity of complex technical systems (Z1) employed and the skills 

and preparation of employees for machining centers (Z4) as well as the information factor expressing the 

direct exchange of information between changes (I1). Direct effects, however, do not exert a factor in the 

supply of production media (T3), which can be interpreted as a factor independent of the production 

capabilities of complex technical systems. High dependence on other factors is due to technical factors 

indicating the system component's repair time (T2) and the lifespan of the moving parts (T4). System 

diagnostics (P1) are assigned to preventive factors. Management factors that determine the intensity of 

complex system operation (Z1), employee knowledge and competence (Z4), and standardization of 

process and spare parts (Z8 and Z9) also show strong dependencies. Factors that exchange information 

(I1) may indicate a lack of communication between departments and changes. The impact force is shown 

in Table 5. 
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Tab. 5: Total direct impact force between structural analysis factors (based on MICMAC software) 

 

N°  V A R I A B L E  S T R E N G T H  O F  I N F L U E N C E  S T R E N G T H  O F  D E P E N D E N C E  

1 T1 12 10 

2 T2 19 17 

3 T3 6 0 

4 T4 25 21 

5 T5 10 2 

6 P1 17 21 

7 P2 12 7 

8 P3 11 11 

9 P4 10 6 

10 Z1 14 21 

11 Z2 5 5 

12 Z3 4 8 

13 Z4 17 19 

14 Z5 13 13 

15 Z6 7 4 

16 Z7 7 4 

17 Z8 13 17 

18 Z9 10 20 

19 I1 18 24 

 Totals 230 230 

Based on a structured analysis, a key factor has been identified that exerts a strong influence on other 

factors and is strongly influenced by other factors. An analysis based on the developed evaluation form 

prepared by the expert group has allowed the emergence of a key factor which, as a result of connections 

and influences, determines the downtime of complex technical systems (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3: Structural analysis factors on the basis of direct effects (color: black: key factor, green: 

target factor, blue: results: brown: adjusting: purple: external: grey: autonomous (elaboration 

based on Arcade,  Godet, Meunier and Roubelat, 1994) 

The distribution of factors allowed to isolate 6 groups of them. In the area of key factors a technical factor 

expressing the viability of the moving parts of a complex technical system can be found. Factors such as 

repair time (T2), machine diagnostics (P1), knowledge and skills of employees (Z4), and communication 

(I1) were identified in the group of “target” factors. The results of the system analysis include factors: 

(Z1) intensity, (Z8) standardization and (Z9) standardization. The group of autonomous factors includes: 

interruptions in delivery of production media (T3), lack of raw materials and components (Z2), deviations 

from quality requirements (Z3), stability of employment (Z6) and waiting for repair (Z7). Ancillary 

factors are expressed by five factors: breakdowns (T1), setup conversion (T5), schedule of diagnostic 

actions (P2), undertaken improvement actions during work (P3) and unidentified downtime (P4). On the 

other hand, one regulatory factor was identified. It was the knowledge and competences of superiors (T5). 

Results of structural analysis carried out using MICMAC tools - Conclusion 

An important problem affecting the efficiency of the machining center is the lifespan of the moving parts. 

The structural analysis showed that the factor influencing such a condition is the level of production plan 

load. It can be assumed that the objects are overexploited and in the event of a failure, the implementation 

of the production plan runs on another available machining center. The autonomous factor expressing the 

expectation of repair clearly indicates this probability. It follows that the knowledge and experience of 

operators and technical services is not transferred at the level of change and between shifts. As a result, 

technologists are unwittingly introducing bloated production schedules, and the planner as a result of lack 
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of information does not take into account the cycle time of the process related to unscheduled failures or 

technical problems with complex technical system. 

Summary 

A systematic analysis to identify the key factors affecting the total efficiency of OEE equipment, 

confirms the high utility of the chosen method. As a result of its use, a key factor influencing machining 

center downtime has been identified. It should be noted that the performed analysis is closely related to 

the selection of experts involved in the study, what leads to proper interpretation of the system condition. 

Implementation of the methodology in company does not guarantee immediate success in solving 

manufacturing problems. Structural analysis requires exercise, expert experience and consistency in 

bringing the project to completion. If you follow the assumptions, each participant can gain new 

knowledge into the needs and performance of the business and identified further problems that can be 

stepwise eliminated. This paper identifies one key factor that strongly influences other factors. The 

designated area requires many improvements and consequences in the implementation of the project to 

the end. Pointing out additional areas can only discourage experts so that the project will not be 

completed and the current situation will not improve. 
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Abstract 
 
Probability of default is a key parameter for estimating the credit losses. In the last decade, growing 
importance of this parameter, it serves as an important input factor for determining capital requirements 
for banks that use internal models to estimate the rating - IRB approach. Important significance has 
especially aggregate probability of default, which besides being a parameter of the credit risk, they are 
also the most important factor stress tests in the Czech Republic. This paper analyses the impact of 
macroeconomic variables in the modelling of corporate default, in terms of both short-run and long-run 
causal relationship. 

Keywords: corporate default, macroeconomic model, contegration,  

 

Introduction 

The probability of default is a key parameter for estimating the credit losses. In the last decade, growing 
importance of this parameter, it serves as an important input factor for determining capital requirements 
for banks that use internal models to estimate the rating - IRB approach. Important significance has 
especially aggregate probability of default, which besides being a parameter of the credit risk, they are 
also the most important factor stress tests in the Czech Republic. Therefore, the knowledge of the credit 
risk predictions crucial information for all types of financial institutions, as regulators of the banking 
market - primarily under the capital requirements under Basel II and Basel III, which ensures the active 
participation of banks in the measurement of the probability of default. 

Chan-Lau (2006) distinguished four approaches in the default probability modelling – particularly 
considering based macroeconomic models as well as models that work on the basis of accounting data 
models based on the rating and finally hybrid models. Macroeconomic-based (MB) models are motivated 
observed assumptions that the default rate for different entities increase during the recession. This 
observation led to the implementation of econometric models, whose aim is to explain the default 
indicators, such as default probability and default rate, using macroeconomic indicators. As noted above, 
estimating the probability of default is currently of considerable interest, both from the technical and 
academic community. Chan-Lau (2006) also cite several advantages MB models, which can be 
significant opportunity to apply this sort of models for making stress test scenarios as well as a strong 
point of these considers the easy availability of the necessary macroeconomic data. On the other hand, for 
example Simons and Rolwese (2009) mentioned two essential drawbacks, the first of which is based on 
the need to work with data covering a longer time range for more than one economic cycle. As a second 
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disadvantage of the authors mention the possible inaccuracy of these models from the instability of the 
model parameters over time, as pointed out by Lucas (1976) in his critique. 

Simons and Rolwese (2009) divided of MB models into exogenous and endogenous, while the difference 
between them lies in the different conception macro-variables in the model. The first group of models 
considers these variables as exogenous, which is not always in line with reality - namely due to the 
anticipated exogenous would be a relationship between default and individual variables over time 
invariant. In this paper, we discuss the second group of models which are based on the vector 
autoregression (VAR) approach used for multivariate time series modelling, see Enders (2010). In order 
to model the probability of default through a VAR model see for example Alessandri et al (2009) or 
Hamerle et al (2011). 

This paper analyses the impact of macroeconomic variables in the modelling of corporate default, in 
terms of both short-run and long-run causal relationship. As the macroeconomic data are used nine 
different variables, the default rate is considered in a non-linear expression suggested by Wilson (1997). 
The text aims to reveal that the macroeconomic variables tend to long-term and short-term causal 
influence the default probability. 

Methodology 

It is necessary to assemble the model so that it will be able to link specific macroeconomic variables with 
the degree of credit risk. These models are based on the relationship between measures of loan quality 
and macroeconomic indicators. For example Blaschke et al (2001) work with the share of non-performing 
loans, which are trying to explain through nominal interest rate, inflation and GDP growth. These models 
are based on the assumption of sensitivity to changes in credit quality in the economic cycle. For building 
a model, it is important to use a set of macroeconomic and financial variables for which it can expect any 
significant impact on credit risk. Variables such as economic growth, unemployment, interest rates, the 
value of the share capital and corporate bond spreads certainly, whether positively or negatively, affect 
the credit risk. By selecting the appropriate model variables examined further Drehmann (2009) and 
Simons and Rolwes (2009). 

Marcucci and Quagliariello (2008) applied the VAR approach to corporate credit risk modeling and the 
four macroeconomic variables, namely GDP, inflation, interest rate and exchange rate. A similar 
approach, but now applications vector error correction (VEC) model used Asberg and Shahnarazian 
(2008). Furthermore Alessandri et al (2009) and Hamerle et al (2011) applied VAR model to predict the 
default rate. As pointed out Foglia (2009), problem of VAR approach lies in its linearity. The problem is 
that the linear approximation default rate is credible only if small macroeconomic shocks. Van den Ende 
et al (2006) say that a non-linear approximation of the dependent variable expands its range into negative 
territory, thus it takes possible non-linear relationship between the rate of default and macroeconomic 
variables into account which are typical for the period of major macroeconomic fluctuations. In order to 
non-linearization VAR model can be used the Wilson approach published by Wilson (1997), consisting of 
the application logit transformation on the probability of default for a share of non-performing corporate 
loans repaid. 

Given that default probability is usually publicly unavailable (Foglia, 2009), we use the default rate as an 
approximation of default probability. For default rate holds 

��� =
�

����	(��)
    (1) 

where ��� is default rate determined as a proportion of non performing corporate loans and total 
corporate loans. Variable ��  is the macroeconomic index where 
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�� = �� + ����,� + ����,� +⋯+ ����,� + ��  (2) 

where ��, … , �� are model parameters are determined to estimate, ��~�(0, ��), further ��,� , … , ��,� 
indicate the macroeconomic variables that can be modelled by autoregression process of order q, thus for 
� = 1, … , !  

�",� = #",� + ∑ #",%�",��%
&
%'� + (",�  (3) 

kde # are unknown parameters and (�~�(0, �)). At this point it should be noted that equation (1) is 
Wilson's original proposal in shape with a positive value �� . With the shape of a macroeconomic index 
referred to herein also worked example Assouan (2012) and Youssef (2014). The goal of this treatment is 
more interpretive: lower the value of macroeconomic index implies lower the value of probability of 
default. 

In order to estimate the model specified above are applied to vector error correction (VEC) model; see 
Enders (2010). 

Data 

The data have the character of monthly time series covering the period from 2003:01 to 2013: 06. The 
following figure shows the graph of the probability of default defined proportion of non-performing and 
performing loans, as defined above, and further development of the macroeconomic index ��  obtained 
from (1). 

 

Figure 1: Macroeconomic index (left) and default rate 

 

Selection of macroeconomic variables was carried out according to Jakubik (2007) and Simons Rolwese 
(2009). The source of data is the database ARAD Czech National Bank. These variables are: 

• Gross domestic product - GDP equals aggregate demand, which represents the volume of 
corporate sales. Lower GDP growth means lower sales volume growth which is harder to generate profits 
for companies. For this reason, lower GDP increases the likelihood that the company will be unable to 
meet its obligations. 
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• Inflation - we expect the positive impact of inflation on the default of companies, i.e. higher 
inflation causes an increase in the probability of default. The reason is that higher inflation in the short-
run leads to improve the financial situation of borrowers and it stimulate people to take on extra risk to 
invest, therefore, it develops a relationship with default probability in this way. 

• The real interest rate - companies often finances their activities through other sources. The 
funding costs of firms are therefore positively related to interest rates. Thus, we suppose positive relation 
among interest rate and default probability. 

• The real effective exchange rate - depreciation or devaluation of the exchange rate of the 
currency does not have a clear impact on company default. It is a fact that for companies in the domestic 
economy, engaged in import, growth of the exchange rate has a positive effect in terms of compromising 
their production. It is opposite for export companies  

• Indebtedness of the corporate sector - the degree of vulnerability of the corporate sector depends 
on the extent of its debt. This indebtedness expresses the ratio of the total corporate debt due to real GDP 
and we suppose positive long-run and short-run relationship to the probability of default. 

• Europe Brent Spot Price FOB - the crude oil price is of course reflected in increased fuel whose 
price enters to the company's production. Thus, with the increase in oil prices can be expected increase 
the probability of default. 

• Unemployment - we expect positive long-run and short-run relationship to the probability of 
default. 

• The monetary aggregate M2 - we expect a positive relationship between the money supply and 
the default of probability. 

• Index PX - According to Merton option theory, the probability of default is negatively related to 
stock market returns. Thus, we assume that the decline in the index PX will cause an increase of the 
probability of default. 

All macroeconomic variables have been obtained already seasonally adjusted, and were subjected to 
logarithmic transformation. The modified data are shown in Figure 2. 
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                   Figure 2: The modified data 

The above graphs show that the monitored time series are non-stationary. We have verified this 
assumption by Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. The test was administered with a constant. Based 
on these results we can say that all the time series are non-stationary at 5% level of significance. If data 
are non-stationary, it is necessary to consider the possible existence of cointegration relationships 
between variables. Additionally, lag order for VAR model is determined. For example Ivanzov and Kilian 
(2005) propose three criteria for lag order selection, namely the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC), 
Hannan-Quinn information criterion (HQC), Akaike information criterion (AIC). Results in Table 1 show 
that optimal lag length is 2 month. Since the Akaike Criterion may be unstable in some cases, we accept 
the results of the BIC and HQN criteria. 

Table 1: Lag length selection 

Lag AIC BIC HQN 

1 -55.332140 -52.720977* -54.272157* 

2 -56.256241 -51.271293 -54.232637 

3 -56.708294 -49.349562 -53.721069 

4 -56.212136 -46.479619 -52.261290 

5 -56.195487 -44.089185 -51.281020 

6 -56.634135 -42.154049 -50.756047 

7 -57.949742 -41.095871 -51.108034 

8 -60.347700 -41.120044 -52.542370 

9 -62.991792* -41.390352 -54.222842 
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To determine whether between different variables exist long-run relationships, we use Johansen 
cointegration test which is based on the eigenvalues of stochastic matrices; see Enders (2010). 
Lüutkepohl (2001) classifies Johansen test according to the length of the time series. Specifically, for a 
longer time series prefers l-max test versus trace test, which is recommended more for shorter series. In 
our case, mainly because a sufficient number of observations, we prefer results l-max test that are listed in 
the following table. 

Table 2: Test for the number of cointegrating vectors 

Rank Eigenvalue 
l-max 
test p-value 

0 0.54178 95.991 [0.0000] 

1 0.47568 79.415 [0.0000] 

2 0.35531 53.995 [0.0289] 

3 0.34684 52.390 [0.0067] 

4 0.28054 40.498 [0.0407] 

5 0.19656 26.919 [0.2769] 

6 0.17511 23.678 [0.1488] 

7 0.15595 20.854 [0.0532] 

8 0.069047 8.8002 [0.3103] 

9 0.020294 2.5219 [0.1123] 

Thus, the results in Table 2 show that there are five cointegrating relations at 5% level of significance. 
Now we can estimate VEC model for corporate default rate. 

Results 

For the cointegration analysis, max eigenvalue statistic recommended five cointegrating vectors were 
used in order to establish the long-run relationship. Recall that when we estimated the VAR model with 
our variables in log form, the AIC selects model with 9 lags, while the BIC and HQN select a VAR 
model with 2 lags. We estimated the VAR model recommended by BIC and HQN criterions, thus 
VAR(2) model. 

Table 3 shows coefficients estimated for the cointegrating vectors. The first vector (CointEq1) is 
normalized on corporate macroeconomic index, the second vector is normalized on log M2, and so on, 
the last vector is normalized on log CPI. Further, we will deal with only the first vector expressing long-
run relationship between the macroeconomic index (and thus default rate) and the macroeconomic 
variables. 

VECM estimate of the first normalized equation is 

 

* = 5,2131 ∙ /012� + 0,3392 ∙ /0145 − 1,4237 ∙ /019:;!< + 6,7127 ∙ /01>�� + +0,6438
∙ +/01/0@!_>�� + BC1 
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As regards the long-run relationship, corporate macroeconomic index shows significant positive relation 
with unemployment (UN) in long-run, thus unemployment increase makes worse the corporate default 
rate – it means positive extensive effect on corporate NPLs. We get the same result for interest rate. Both 
results (for UN and IR) are in agreement with the assumptions. The normalized equation also shows that 
there is significant negative relationship between corporate macroeconomic index and price of Brent oil 
(Brent). This implies that along with the increase in price of Brent oil, there is a negative reduction effect 
on NPLs –the default rate will decrease. There is positive long-run relationship between default rate and 
GDP. The positive relationship between default rate and indebtedness in corporate sector (loan_GDP) is 
insignificant in the long run. 

We can see that an increase in the GDP causes an increase in the default rate in the long run. This result 
seems as a contradiction to the determined assumptions. On the other hand, when looking at GDP graph 
shown in figure 2 is an obvious steady GDP growth during the entire period, except for a break between 
crisis years 2008 and 2009. It is also evident steady rise in the default rate from the beginning of the 
crisis. Thus, due to structural changes in the economy, there is a long-run positive relationship between 
the GDP and the probability of default. Also, the emergence of new companies without a strong capital in 
economic growth periods plays a role here. These firms later go bankrupt in the growing economy. 
Additionally, the normalized equation gives us yet another unexpected result - the negative long-run 
relationship between the Brent oil prices and the default rate. Thus, an increase in Brent oil prices in the 
long-run causes a decrease in the default rate. For this variable we assumed a positive long-run 
relationship. However, this is the understandable result given by the long-run positive impact the GDP to 
the default rate. Namely, higher the Brent oil price is usually associated with lower the long-run 
economic performance and therefore it causes a decrease in the corporate default probability 

Table 3: VEC model results 

 

Cointegrating Eq CointEq1 CointEq2 CointEq3 CointEq4 CointEq5 

Y(-1) 
1.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

log_M2(-1) 
0.0000 
(0.0000) 

1.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

log_PX(-1) 
0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

1.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

log_REER(-1) 
0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

1.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

log_CPI(-1) 
0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

0.0000 
(0.0000) 

1.0000 
(0.0000) 

log_UN(-1) 
-5.2131 
(0.7112) 

0.2341 
(0.0444) 

-3.6878 
(0.4138) 

-1.6635 
(0.2417) 

-1.2427 
(0.1619) 

log_IR(-1) 
-0.3392 
(0.1961) 

0.0255 
(0.0123) 

-0.2448 
(0.1141) 

-0.0893 
(0.0667) 

-0.0345 
(0.0447) 

log_Brent(-1) 
1.4237 
(0.3297) 

-0.1081 
(0.0206) 

0.8006 
(0.1919) 

0.4557 
(0.1121) 

0.2372 
(0.0751) 
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log_GDP(-1) 
-6.7127 
(2.3925) 

0.0189 
(0.1495) 

-11.4070 
(1.3922) 

-4.3132 
(0.8131) 

-2.2607 
(0.5449) 

log_loan_GDP(-1) 
-0.6438 
(0.7587) 

-0.7246 
(0.0474) 

1.4794 
(0.4415) 

0.5394 
(0.2579) 

0.1242 
(0.1728) 

 

The following Table 4 shows part of the results of the VEC model, specifically captures short causality. If 
we focus on the first parameter EC1, therefore, error correction term related to the dependent variable 
PD_all, we can see that there is a negative and statistically significant. These two properties are very 
important for the information capability of the model, see Enders (2010). Specifically, value EC1 (-0.196) 
imply short-term adjustments of this series by 19.6% in a month. In other words, it took approximately 5 
months (1/0.196) to eliminate the disequilibrium. Regarding the signs of the regression coefficients of the 
VEC model, we find that the macroeconomic index (and hence the default rate) positively related to the 
CPI inflation lagged two months at 1% significance level, thus growth of inflation is followed by growth 
of default rate after two months. Further, depend variable is positively related lagged one month to 
unemployment at 1% level of significance as well as to interest rate at 5% level of significance. Also 
between default rate and Brent oil is a positive relationship lagged two months at 10% level of 
significance. Finally, we can see that default rate is negatively related to GDP lagged two months at 10% 
level of significance. 

Table 4: VEC model results 

 

  coefficient std. error t-ratio p-value 

const 10.37 2.8937 3.584 0.0005*** 

d_Y_2 -0.263 0.0871 -3.015 0.0033*** 

d_log_CPI_2 1.839 0.4338 4.238 0.0000*** 

d_log_UN_1 0.275 0.1001 2.754 0.0072*** 

d_log_IR_1 0.099 0.0441 2.248 0.0269** 

d_log_Brent_2 0.048 0.0254 1.884 0.0656* 

d_log_GDP_2 -3.864 2.1549 1.793 0.0761* 

EC_1 -0.196 0.0361 -5.44 0.0000*** 

   Note: *, **, *** indicate Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively.   

Further, we interested in diagnostic tests of VEC model, such as testing for the absence of 
autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity and non-normality in the error process. At the first, we test normality 
of residuals. We use Doornik – Hansen test, which reject the null hypothesis of multivariate normality of 
VEC model residuals at high significance level. According to Juselius (2006) the residuals in the VAR or 
VEC model need not normally distributed if this is caused by excess kurtosis and Johansen (1995) states 
that the normality assumption is not so serious for the conclusion. Furthermore, for the autocorrelation 
testing we select Ljung – Box test. The test does not reject the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation at 5% 
level of significance. Finally, we test for heteroskedasticity by ARCH-LM test. Again, we do not reject 
the null hypothesis of no cross term (no heteroskedasticity) at the 5% level of significance. Overall results 
of the testing of all three conditions are shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Summary of diagnostic tests 

 

 
Autocorrelation Heteroskedasticity Normality 

H0 
H0:no serial 
correlation at lag 
order 

H0: no cross terms 
H0: reziduals are 
multivariate normal 

Test Ljung – Box ARCH – LM Doornik – Hansen 

p-value 0.166 0.916 0.000 

For the backtesting purposes, we define the training sample consisting of 1000 observations. The sample 
is used to estimate the Value at Risk model parameters.Then we use a rolling window approach. The 
estimation training sample is rolled over the entire data period. We keep the training sample length 
constant, starting at the beginning of the data set. The test sample begins at the end of the training sample. 
The result of this procedure are the VaR estimates series covering the sample from 1,001th to 2,750th. In 
this way, we get a total of 1,750 one-day VaR estimates. Figure 1, 2 and 3 show the real portfolio returns 
(data) in the test period and VaR estimates for the different methods used and the different confidence 
levels. Except for the methods presented above, the traditional Variance-Covariance method is used for a 
better comparison. 

Conclusion 

The aim of the article was through econometric approach to assess the impact of selected macroeconomic 
variables on the corporate default probability. It was used vector error correction model that can capture 
both short-run and long-run relationships between variables. The corporate default probability was 
represented by default rate expressing the share of non-performing corporate loans to total amount of 
corporate loans. As macroeconomic variables were used Czech GDP, inflation, real interest rate, real 
Effective Exchange Rate, indebtedness of the corporate sector, Brent oil price, unemployment, monetary 
aggregate M2 and PX index. In the research, we examined several options link among variables. The 
resultant model was the most stable of all and corresponded to of our requirements. 

The model detected that in the short-run, the default rate is positively related to the CPI inflation lagged 
two months. Thus, the inflation growth is followed by growth of default rate after two months. This result 
is in line with our assumption because inflation growth will stimulate people to take on extra risk to 
invest, therefore, it leads to higher default probability. Further, the corporate default probability is 
positively related lagged one month to the unemployment in one side and to interest rate in other side as 
well as to Brent oil price. These results were expected too. Finally, there was negative relationship 
between the corporate default probability and the GDP. 

In the long-run, the corporate default probability is positively related to the unemployment and to the 
interest rate. Both results are in agreement with our assumptions. We found that there is a contradiction to 
our suppositions for the GDP and the Brent oil price in the long-run. The model revealed that when the 
economy growths, the corporate default probability growth in the long-run. Thus, in the short-run, when 
economy growths, the corporate default probability falls. But, in the long-run, the economy growths is 
followed by increase in the corporate default probability. This is caused by the structural changes in 
economy in one side and the emergence of new companies without a strong capital in economic growth 
periods in other side. These firms later go bankrupt in the growing economy and thus, corporate default 
probability growths. Additionally, an increase in Brent oil prices in the long-run causes an decrease in the 
default rate. We assumed a positive long-run relationship for this variable. However, this is the 
understandable result given by the long-run positive impact the GDP to the default rate. Namely, higher 
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the Brent oil price is usually associated with lower the long-run economic performance and therefore it 
causes a decrease in the corporate default probability.  
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Abstract 

 
The article analyzes the macro- and micro-financial perspectives of big data and their impact on the 

development of the methodology and some of the foundations of a financial outlook. 

The financial perspective depends on the development and involvement of big data in the industry 

and the construction on this basis of non-standard models. The article shows the transfer of finance to 

large data and the process of forming a new financial cycle, which is derived from new technologies 

related to the development of large data and the participation of the latter in the decision-making 

process. A conceptual framework has been developed for transitioning the modeling of the industry 

to large data. The article concludes that the use of large data in finance is able both to improve the 

stability of the system and to increase the uncertainty of its functioning. 

 

Keywords: Big data, finance, financial stability, financial uncertainty, market rationality and 

irrationality 
 

Introduction 

 
There is one important theoretical and practical division in the economic field in general and financial 

in particular, it is based on macro and micro approaches to the study and application of finance. 

Although, they are often viewed as competing perspectives: if a macro looks at large pictures of the 

financial market and explains them in general, and for this, develops general economic and 

forecasting models for the money, credit and finance evolvement, then, while using micro-focusing, it 

concentrates on individual financial processes and phenomena, on individual (including corporate) 

monetary behavior and experience, on economic life and everyday monetary life. Nevertheless, the 

two prospects complement one another and depend on each other. Their further interaction and 

development are largely determined by attracting big data technologies into finance and an 

information explosion in the financial industry. 

 

 

It is highly probable that many macro-financial studies mostly ignore the problem of big data and 

rarely use numerous microeconomic indicators to test their models. In any case, they are more often 

divorced from reality in order to be useful for practical application and rather represent ideal past 

pictures extrapolated with a certain adjustment for the future. A promising vision of them is based on 

attempts to incorporate past experience to understand the future. In the conceptual plan, various 

cyclic constructions and statistical techniques based on long time series attract to this end. True, there 

are notable attempts to break the reception when the past tendencies are invested in the future and 

rely on the accumulated experience to solve current and future problems, which they try to apply 

even to unpredictable innovations and events. So, a couple of years ago, we proposed special 
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methods for analyzing exchange prices. They are based not on the usual repeatability of events, 

which is typical, in particular, for the Elliott wave theory and many other traditional price structures 

(calculated for a certain rhythm) [Klioutchnikov, 2017], but for special models based on big data that 

can influence the deformation of the cycle. In this respect, the growing number of economic and 

social indicators and macrofinance processes allows us to exceed the usual model designs in terms of 

their forecast characteristics. [IFC, 2017; Vlasova, 2015] 

 

The growth in the volume of financial information is quite obvious and can be accounted for. The 

transition to big data allows a new assessment of the correlation of macro- and microfinance 

analytical techniques. In practice, this process is largely related to the transition of analysis of many 

financial events in the "chaos-order" coordinate system. With this approach, the task is reduced to 

finding conditions for a cyclic transition from chaos to order and back to chaos and to find out how, 

with the help of big data, the analysis and understanding of such transitions is expanding. Due to the 

revolutionary changes in finance, the main trend is the growth of random events, which are not 

always embedded in the usual framework of market behavior and have a shock effect on the entire 

system. The presence of such "random events" requires new approaches to working with financial 

data. 

 

The article analyzes the macro- and micro-financial perspectives of big data and their impact on the 

development of the methodology and some of the foundations of the financial worldview. 

 

Traditional and New In Data Analysis In Finance 

 
At the present time, there is a kind of competition between the traditional view of macro and micro 

processes, for studying which an established set of data and methods is used, and a new one based on 

big data that led to the development of new directions and methods of analysis taking into account 

new directions, classificatory approaches [Sigova, 2016] and methods of analyzes. 

 

The main areas of work with big data in forecast macrofinance research: 

 

1. In finance, regression analysis became an important method of working with big data, 

which was quite naturally taken from the context of working with conventional data. It is based on 

statistical research methods with independent variables X1, X2, ..., Xp, which determine their 

influence on the variable Y. An example of such work is the modeling of the impact of changes in the 

money supply, interest rate, inflation, employment rate on the growth of the gross product (Y). 

However, this approach had limitations, because it reflected only the mathematical dependence of the 

variables, but not their causal relationship. Partially leveled the errors of various corrections. To this 

end, the following techniques were widely used: simple correlations (establishing relationships 

between different quantities) and autocorrelation (taking into account temporal motions of events); 

linear dependencies both within the framework of multicollinear regressive modeling (rather strong 

correlation dependencies between variables, but with a weak level of cause identification and high 

uncertainty level of forecasts), and simple regression modeling (for example, for forecasting time 

series – changes in exchange prices over time); cross-validation of models (estimation of the behavior 

of models with different initial data). The combination of this method with others allows you to level 

out its shortcomings when moving to big data and to estimate the outlook for events quite clearly. 

 

2. When analyzing big data, neural network principles are widely used. They have a number 

of advantages in comparison with other methods, among which is the opportunity to assess the 

overall information-network attitude of the financial market. First of all, using these principles makes 

it possible to compress and optimize the data for subsequent analysis, that is, to bring them into a 

framework that allows you to work with conventional data. The method is based on the principle of 

limited resource base, on the basis of which, on the one hand, it is eliminated, and on the other hand, 

excessive information is being compressed at the entrance to the system. The process of information 

compression can be multi-stage – at each stage different filters and concentrators are used, which 

gradually compress the information to an acceptable level for calculations and modeling. The main 

disadvantage of this method is the possibility of propagation and multiplication of errors - a primary 
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error can lead to significant deviations in the course of information compression. There are various 

error compensators designed to restore the lost signal during its compression. Usually errors are 

detected and the recovery occurs during the examination, which is carried out after compression 

(directly at the modeling stage), which significantly improves the reliability of simulation results. 

 

3. In the study of big data, more and more often resort to various methods of modeling. So, 

situational modeling allows to build models that describe the behavior of the financial market, mirror 

it in the models taking into account the impact of certain endogenous (for example, financial 

innovations) and / or exogenous (economic policy) impacts on it. Situational modeling has received 

wide recognition not only in the macroeconomic analysis of financial processes, but also in 

microeconomic modeling (for example, in the analysis of the impact of the new interface on the client 

base of the bank). At its core, the situational model is a logical-mathematical description of situations 

on the market, the identification, formalization and recording of cause-effect relationships. There is a 

wide range of situational models - from descriptive logistical financial flows to chains of 

interconnected banking services and products. For situational modeling, various packages of applied 

mathematical programs are used (for example, AnyLogic, MatLab FEM Physics Simulation Toolbox, 

Nogrid points, SimScale, Sxulab, Maxima, Scicos, etc.). 

 

4. Trinitarian models are used to solve fairly complex problems-for example, in determining 

the relationship and at the same time the autonomy ("self-development") of inflation, the exchange 

rate and the interest rate. In finance, these models came from the social sphere (for example, analysis 

of the change in organizational structures under the influence of human activity). The peculiarity of 

models is the possibility of analyzing the self-development of the market (self-management, self-

reproduction) and the influence of external factors (control action) on it. It is believed that these 

models allow us to analyze the process of optimizing the interaction of endogenous and exogenous 

factors on the market. These models made it possible to move from direct analysis to more complex 

indirect impacts: a binary-linear type – A → B, which establishes links between individual events A 

(for example, a change in the base rate) and B (inflow or outflow of capital to the country); more 

complex interaction – А → В → С (where С – level of economic activity). In the latter case, indicator 

B is transitory to achieve the main – economic growth. 

 

5. Associative modeling has introduced a wide range of behavioral finance. In analyzing 

financial processes, we also use techniques of associative memory built on neural networks. An 

example is the financial crisis of 2008, which immediately led to the association with the Great 

Depression of 1929-1933 and led to a series of comparisons, which increased interest in comparative 

modeling [Klioutchnikov, 2011]. 

 

 

The list of approaches to big data is far from complete, but it also gives an idea of the variety and 

possible variations in the choice and differences in the results of the analysis. At the same time, the 

competitive advantages of each new and old in data analysis techniques are not sufficiently evident. 

So, there is a distinctive competition between the different methods of analysis, which reflects the 

differences between traditional views on macro and micro processes and new ones. At the heart of the 

former is a well-established set of data and techniques, the second - new technologies, which were 

caused by the transition to work with big data. Not always new principles and techniques win. But 

this is typical during the transition period, in which not only the assimilation of the new and, due to 

this, the expansion of the technological and methodological base occurs, but also the rejection of 

untenable approaches, the screening of excessively cluttered analysis and the selection of more 

targeted designs. The inclusion of new techniques and technologies in macro- and micro-financial 

observations is able to change our perceptions to many economic processes and rebuild financial 

science. The fact is that the results of the selected analysis methods largely depend on the overall 

assessment mood and the conceptual orientation of the finance. 

 

The transition to a comparison of the two views (traditional and new) is fundamentally connected 

with the dispute between economists about the state of the modern financial market, the ratio of 

uncertainty and certainty on it. So, recently the financial market is usually defined as efficient and 
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rational and, accordingly, balanced. The attitude towards it as inefficient and irrational became quite 

innovative, which makes it possible to characterize its basic state as unstable. The initiators of this 

approach to the market are supporters of the Minsky’s hypothesis, as well as partly behavioral 

finance and the Austrian economic school. As a result, there was another confrontation between the 

mainstream and various lateral trends in financial science. 

 

Macro-Financial Perspectives of Statistical Thinking in the Transition To Big 

Data 

 
Macroeconomic prospects of finance are largely related to changes that occur in the statistical 

worldview and representation of the main processes in the form of time series. In general, modern 

society has switched to statistical thinking - the assessment of what is happening is largely done on 

the basis of comparisons of cost indicators. An important condition for the transition was the 

involvement in the theory and practice of probability theory. However, it was applied to statistics as 

far back as the seventeenth century and on this basis achieved important practical results – went to 

insurance, and in the nineteenth century – arbitrage exchange transactions and complex financial 

products. New in the use of probability theory was the assessment of the financial market from the 

position of uncertainty and irrationality, which increasingly began to choose as its basic state, rather 

than a special one, as was customary in the theory of an effective market. In this regard, probability 

theory has allowed departing from the dominance of views on the stability of the financial market and 

its natural balance. The main drivers of instability were chosen financial innovations, which in many 

ways began to determine the face of the fourth industrial revolution. Shifting the bank of 

revolutionary changes in finance is not accidental. In this area, there is a combination of information 

technologies, which largely determine the face and profile of the fourth industrial revolution, with the 

main financial processes in a single whole - "financial production". On this basis, the formation of an 

information and financial order is taking place, which becomes an important distinctive feature of the 

present stage of the development of society. This order occupies a special place in the system of 

economic and social co-ordinates of chaos-order. 

 

The evolution of modern statistics is inextricably linked with the solution of state problems, primarily 

related to the recording and measurement of achievements. The culmination of development statistics 

was the applied econometrics of the twentieth century. [Desrosières, 2002],  Important arguments 

require evidence, and quantitative data requires statistical evaluation. In some cases, deep and subtle 

statistical ideas, such as the paradox of aggregation and regression, are required; in others it is 

necessary to describe "Middle Man" as a market participant – consumer, investor, borrower, lender, 

taxpayer, recipient of social payments, etc. [Stephen, 2002] The main new processes are somehow 

connected with the "big data" phenomenon. 

 

Thirty years ago, the events leading to the financial crisis and the factors underlying it were predicted 

in the 1986 Oxford Economic Policy Review of the 1986 Financial Innovation Assessment. The same 

ideas, on the basis of which the forecast was made, pointed to significant shortcomings in the 

response to the financial crisis, both on the part of the state and the market, and the inability to 

determine the requirements for regulatory strengthening, as well as its limits. In particular, there was 

a need for institutional reforms, which have not received sufficient attention since. [Mayer, 2015] 

However, at that time questions related to accounting and analysis, all the growing information in 

finance, had escaped from analysis. These questions were actualized only with the transition to the 

era of big data. Previously, the issue of collecting, accounting and using information in finance was 

decided as if by itself, being an integral element of finance, it did not need special allocation. The 

relevant data was inextricably linked to finance and were its natural state and were used in the 

"production" process (lending, investing, settlements, etc.). But the information explosion of recent 

years and the sharply increased amount of data that came into the financial system, and was generated 

by the latter, changed the approach to them - not only gave it peculiar shades, but also demanded 

unusual solutions. Starting the transformation of financial practice, he also touched on financial 

statistics and financial theory. 
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Increasingly, scientists and practitioners are asking a very important question - how much society is 

ready for the era of big data. [Brown, 2011] The answer to it is specific in each field of activity. He 

has special value in finance. The fact is that all the finance cannot only be represented in the form of 

data (different cost indicators and assets), but the financial process itself is the accumulation, 

transformation and use of data. Moreover, to organize the movement of value data, which is directly 

finance, it is often necessary to process huge amounts of various non-value data, most of which can 

not be structured by generally accepted methods. And the ratio of data directly financial and non-

financial, is changing in favor of the latter - the non-financial data necessary for the organization of 

the financial movement is growing at an accelerated exponential scale. 

 

Finance for professionals, for the economy and the state, as well as for the population, has significant 

differences and unequal significance - in each sphere a special set of data, principles and regulations 

is used, but there are common denominators. The latter are related to the valuation of the movement 

of liquid assets (financial assets that are at the disposal of different groups and somehow redistributed 

among them). In the most general plan, this movement reflects, firstly, the transfer of value from one 

agent to another, secondly, the growing debt of the population, economy and government, thirdly, the 

growth of savings and the relative overaccumulation of capital. Big data made significant adjustments 

at almost all levels of financial assets turnover. First of all, the indicators of financial turnover have 

significantly increased. Equally important, quantitative changes have had an impact on the quality of 

financial assets. So, there was not just a quantitative increase in financial assets, the more significant 

was that the finances from serving the real production industry have become a self-developing and 

self-sufficient sphere of activity. This process was called the financing of the economy 

[Klioutchnikov, 2013], and its result was quantitatively expressed in the general growth of debt. 

The growth of debt does not reflect only the process of borrowing, but is connected with the 

restructuring of the existing financial system and the entire economy, a change in the links between 

finance and the material world. Structural shifts in the economy led, in particular, to the growth of 

debt dependence and the associated over-crediting and overheating of the economy. [Mason, 2017] 

Big data contributes to the acceleration of these processes. They significantly strengthen the 

information and financial component of the development of society. The problem between the 

standard approach to solving the problem of financial data and the new one based on big data in 

finance, in particular relates to solving the debt problem and determining its place in the modern 

economic system. Ultimately, the decision grows into a new financial order in the "chaos-order" 

system, within which liquid financial assets move. 

 

Scale Effect: From the Transition to Large Data 

 
Macroeconomics focuses, of course, on the problems of economic and financial stability and how to 

organize sustainable growth. In this sphere since the 1990s a new direction of research has appeared. 

It is associated with the development of the following concepts: "new growth", "new trade", "new 

economic geography". Modern approaches to understanding economic development and the 

territorial organization of production and capital are largely determined by changes in the role and 

place of credit and investment in the organization of the economy (mainly in connection with the 

emergence of the effect of the financialization of the economy [Klioutchnikov, 2013]) and meet the 

requirements for accounting for big data in their development. First of all, a restructuring of the 

model range of the main economic processes was outlined. Traditional models built on complete 

equilibrium and aggregate behavior were found to be weakly acceptable to reflect real processes. 

They were built on complete balance and aggregate behavior, stemming from individual maximalism. 

In new approaches, attempts have been made to take into account the discontinuity and variability of 

the spatial structure, fragmentation and volatility of behavior (not always based on individual 

economic expediency), sharp fluctuations in business activity, change in development vectors 

(including those related to economic, political, social cycles) and other deviations from the usual 

lines. Accounting for deviation and non-standardization has become the norm for solving many 

economic problems. Financial research is particularly relevant to them. The usual deviation in the 

financial sphere is associated with the irrationality of the market and its players. [Klioutchnikov, 

2017] In this case, it affects market uncertainty. 
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To study deviations attract related disciplines and various techniques. So, for this purpose, in some 

cases, apply network effects, in others – methods of comparative advantages and different 

correlations, in the third - different interpretations of the already familiar economies of scale, etc. As 

a result, the model range has expanded and the approach to modeling has changed, the number of 

expert assessments and various correlations has increased, which can influence the results of 

research. These processes are connected with the phenomenon of "big data", which in the current 

decade has largely determined the course and direction of macroeconomic transformations in both the 

general economic and financial spheres. 

 

We give just one example of the operation of the scale effect, first for the general economic sphere, 

which in the last century became traditional. Rather, it concerns a return to the scale effect at the next 

stage of development, when we take into account, on the one hand, only the relations between the 

input and output quantities, and on the other hand, all calculations are based on "big data" and the 

results depend on the inclusion of a multitude of conditions, which were simply not taken into 

account before. First, consider the effect of the effect taking into account the big data applied to 

production, and then turn to its specificity in finance. 

 

The term "return to scale" arose in the context of an analysis of the company's current production 

function. Through this term explains the behavior and conditions that ensure the growth of production 

(production function) in comparison with the corresponding increase in costs (factors of production – 

cost function) in the long run. Ultimately, all factors of production are variable and can be changed in 

the direction of increasing the size (scale of production) of returns (output conditions). In new 

conditions, economies of scale show the effect of growth at the output, reduced to unit costs, the 

return on scale is focused only on the ratio between input and output quantities. 

 

Return to scale is a set of three interrelated and consistent laws: the law of increasing returns 

depending on the scale (the output results depend on long-term changes in the input), the law of 

return to scale (any additional investments in factors of production do not lead to an increase in 

output) and the law of diminishing returns (an increase in one of the factors of production does not 

ensure a corresponding increase in income). Three options: if the output growth is proportional to 

changes in the input, then the constant return on scale growth; if the yield increases less than the 

growth of input factors, then with the growth of scales, the return is reduced; If the output increases 

more than the growth of the input factors, then the return is increased in accordance with the scale. 

The production function of the firm can demonstrate different types of return to scale in different 

ranges. The innovativeness of the function lies in the possibility of a larger increment at the output 

than at the entrance to the force of new approaches to the organization of production. In the 

microeconomic mainstream, the return to the scale faced by the firm is completely determined by 

technological and organizational innovations and does not depend on economic or market conditions. 

Conclusions are quite unambiguous-a return to scale arises from a transition to a specific structure of 

the economy, which is mathematically quite understandable within the framework of the production 

function. 

 

New circumstances and knowledge become a key condition for all macroeconomic changes and 

therefore need to be investigated. The common is the transition to the figure in the main production 

and economic processes, as well as the data revolution that led to the phenomenon of "big data", 

which had an impact primarily on the financial industry - money flow, lending, insurance. In 

particular, under the influence of new processes, the mechanism of economic growth has changed 

and the scale effect in the financial sphere has been revised. 

 

For the financial sphere, an important feature of the return to scale effect is the possibility of a 

transition of finance to self-development, which has already been reflected in the process of the 

financialization of the economy. However, the quantitative consideration of this effect allows us to 

parameterize the "production" function of a financial institution, at the entrance of which there are 

financial data that are processed using the involved non-financial data (the "production" process) and 

in a modified form to consumers (the output of data outside the system is a kind of implementation) . 

That is, the usual system of entry and exit operates, but with respect to big data it means that for their 
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servicing at the input it is necessary to attract more and more diverse external information, which 

formally does not refer to financial, but is necessary for organizing financial "production". 

 

Thus, the process of financial "production" can be represented in the form of a matrix with the main 

line in the form of financial data directly and secondary - the non-financial data necessary for 

"production" purposes. We invited to consider three main options for the operation of this function. 

The first option: the law of increasing profitability, depending on the scale of the financial institution. 

This effect was dominant and in the previous decade undeniable – it was believed that financial 

giants consistently show the best indicators of development and income. And purely quantitative to 

that were confirmations – in past decades stock quotes and incomes of leading financial companies 

were higher than the industry average. The scale effect worked in direct proportion. In such 

conditions, it seemed that big data would allow this trend to continue. But everything has changed in 

the current decade – profitability has declined. 

 

The second option: a return to scale means that any additional investment and capital growth of 

financial institutions does not lead to an increase in profitability. For finance, this option has at least 

two differences from other areas of entrepreneurship: the first is related to the implementation by 

banks of Basel 3 requirements for increasing the banks' own capital and changing attitudes to risks 

(that is, regulatory – exogenous factor); The second – financial startups demonstrates the best growth 

and profitability indicators than traditional institutions (market, but also exogenous factor, which as 

the startups are involved in the financial industry turns into endogenous, as already nouveaux riches 

operate inside the system). 

 

The third option: diminishing returns is a possible gradual replacement of traditional financial 

institutions by financial startups from the market and introduction of enterprises from the sphere of 

information technologies and communications, as well as retail vendors. At the heart of this option 

are also technologies of big data that allow you to enter the financial sphere of the nouveaux riches. 

In this variant, an additional supernovational option is possible, which is based on block-based 

technologies and the development of settlement, credit and investment relations without third parties 

– financial intermediaries (in particular, a new type of credit and settlement interactions based on 

B2B, P2P, B2C, and also crowd-funding procedures and exchange traders crypto currency). 

 

Everything depends on the solution of the following problems: the ratio of simplicity and complexity, 

conventional and big data, traditional financial institutions and financial nouveaux riches. It is 

appropriate to compare the transition from the simple to the more complex market - from the bazaar 

to the stock exchange, and within the financial market to the derivative market and then to the high-

frequency exchange market with robot-trading. If we construct all the transition processes by means 

of logarithmic plotting, then a significant acceleration of the complications is given, which is 

reflected in the results – financial modeling. The transition to a new model range, determined by big 

data, means a universal law of innovation growth and is one of the options for its implementation. 

[West, (2017] There is a malfunction in the work of the usual model clip, but new models do not keep 

up with new technologies based on big data. 

 

The entire history of the development of finance can be seen in the form of large, super-long financial 

cycles, which, in our opinion, it is advisable to define as civilizational. The foundation of modern 

finance was laid about 700 years ago (transition to the decimal system of accounting, double 

bookkeeping, the introduction of market shares, bills, the emergence of modern banks and 

exchanges). The basis of this foundation was the data, the volume of which constantly increased, but 

with the course of subsequent centuries, in principle, little changed. In the new century, the situation 

has changed radically. Big data influenced the fundamental principles of the financial business - not 

only spasmodically extended its information basis, but also blurred the boundaries of the industry, 

opened the gateways for the entry into it of other spheres of activity. Throughout the 700 years of the 

existence of traditional finance, the corresponding financial theories and models have evolved. The 

financial crisis of 2008 and the subsequent events associated, on the one hand, with the fragmentation 

of finance under the influence of Brexit and the attempts of non-market restrictions on global capital 

flow, and on the other hand, with the transition to big data and the digitization of financial 
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information that facilitated the universalization and globalization of financial flows, undermined faith 

in traditional financial models. 

 

Standard finance offers two diametrically opposed approaches to the market: market optimization 

occurs independently-automatically (monetarism) or under state influence (Keynesians). Such views 

were the beginning of all assumptions and they conceptually predetermined the subsequent results. 

But they do not take into account human behavior. Attempts to take it into account are usually 

associated with behavioral finance, which is usually based on the theory of the prospects of D. 

Kahneman and A. Tverskikh (1979), which uses methods of cognitive psychology to explain the 

divergence between real and ideal (based on traditional theory) economic processes. 

 

Big data have made significant adjustments and expanded the boundaries of the use of behavioral 

finance in the decision-making process. In a number of cases, they simultaneously disoriented the 

participants in the relationship, because under their influence the range of internal and external 

influences on the results, the full accounting of which is quite problematic, has considerably 

expanded. As a result, many decisions instead of more reasonable ones, which suggested introduction 

to analysis and modeling of big data, became increasingly more intuitive. As a result, the 

contradictions between the objective and subjective in the decision-making process increased. The 

input of big data into finance marked the radical uncertainty of the entire system, since it is not 

possible to calculate and include in the model all the information. Financial prospects began to be 

connected and innovations, accidents and uncertainties. All this required reorientation and caused a 

rethinking of the risk management in the organization and management of finances. As a result, 

macro- and microeconomic financial benchmarks were replaced, mainly due to the sharp expansion 

of the boundaries of financial responsibility and economic response, the main on financial leverage. 

Again, this transition is associated with big data and is determined by the laws of their development. 

 

* * *  

 

In the long term, the financial landscape and, above all, its stability and certainty, according to 

consulting firm Greenwich Associates, depends on the evolution of technology [Technology Helps 

Buy…, 2017] and the direction of market regulation. In the short term, the financial situation was 

influenced by various factors, for example, in 2016, the US presidential election and Brexit had a 

significant impact. Under this influence, there were quite a lot of price and volume outbursts and 

falls, and market uncertainty generally increased, and the investment climate was unstable. With the 

acceleration of the introduction of technologies and the reduction of the time for adaptation to them, 

many traditional financial companies are beginning to keep pace with the changing information 

landscape and meet the challenges of numerous financial strata and non-financial companies 

expanding their activities in the financial sector. Thus, according to some estimates, the banks of 

Scandinavian countries in terms of development of finteh and the use of big data in their activities 

outstrip the non-financial companies of the region. [Outside-in disruption… 2016] True, in many 

other countries the balance of power is not shifted in favor of traditional financial institutions that are 

forced to follow their competitors and "pull themselves up" to their level of development and use of 

information for the development of financial services. 

 

In general, the financial perspective depends on the development and involvement of big data in the 

industry and the construction on their basis of non-standard models. There is also a rethinking of 

financial statistics and its place in the development of finance. The current financial cycle is largely 

determined by the technologies associated with the development of big data and the involvement of 

the latter in the decision-making process. 
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Abstract 
 

Framed on a wider project on Employees’ retention, this project specifically aims to explore the state-

of-art on of this field of study. This paper presents the preliminary results of the project as a call for 

international partnership for the follow up stages of the project. It is our intention to widen this 

research to other countries in the empirical study in order to acquire and generate more significant 

insights to employees’ retention problematic. In this kick off phase we developed a systematic 

literature review between 2006 and 2015, which permitted (a) the characterization of scientific 

production of the last decade on the subject, (b) the identification of the main issues associated to 

employees’ retention problematic, (c) the retention factors of employees on organizations, and (d) the 

more prevalent human resources management practices related to employees’ retention.  

 

Keywords: Retention; human resources management; systematic literature review; good practices     

 

Introduction 

Although the employees’ retention literature has been growing along the last years (Steel, Griffeth & 

Hom, 2002), remains unaddressed the relationship between Human Resources Management (HRM) 

practices and employees’ retention (Hausknecht, Rodda & Howard, 2009; Pinheiro, 2012; Bandura & 

Lyons, 2014). 
 

This concern is increasingly present on the agenda of organizational retention researchers given the 

recent growing need of linking the retention framework to other factors such as unemployment, 

turnover, or labor productivity. The focus on employees’ retention gathers importance both in what 

concerns the understanding  why employees remain within the organization, and recognizing which 

factors underlie and are associated with human resources management (Griffeth, Hom & Gaertner, 

2000).  
 

As referred by literature (e.g. Sullivan & Mainiero, 2008; Holtbrügge, Friedmann & Puck, 2010; 

Kaye & Giulioni, 2016), the retention is a key factor of organizational’ effectiveness, especially 

during recession periods, namely the difficulty in keeping the more talented employees. Furthermore, 

on the one hand recent researchers (e.g. Hausknecht, Rodda & Howard, 2009; Snow et al., 2011; 

Mountford, 2013; Ramani et al., 2013; Ali, Metz & Kulik, 2015) have shown the need of 

concentrating the retention analysis in different clusters, such as business activity sectors, functional 

positions, international assignments, work conditions as well as individual characteristics of 

employees. On the other hand, some authors (e.g. Rahman et al., 2010; Midtsundstad, 2011; Witter, 

Ha, Shengalia & Vujicic, 2011; Mohamed et al., 2013; Hatcher, Onah, Kornik, Peacocke & Reid, 

2014; Wang & Heyes, 2017) underline factors as job satisfaction, career advanced, self-development 

desire, retirement willingness, contract security, internal flexibility, reward system satisfaction. 

 

In line with this perspective, some recent authors (e.g. Chan & Kuok, 2011; Clarke, 2013; Vaiman, 

Haslberger & Vance, 2015; Oliveira et al., 2017) show that human resource management practices 
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could explain the willingness to remain the organization and these authors also believe that retention 

management could be a critical factor for organizations around the world in the next years. According 

to Wright and McMahan (1992), organizations should promote different human resources 

management strategies for retaining their main employees during a long-time period. Finally, several 

studies suggest that retention management is the most important human resource process on 

organization return through the promotion of new capacities that promote the business 

competitiveness (Grant, 1996; Cegarra-Leiva, Sánchez-Vidal & Cegarra-Navarro, 2012; McCracken, 

Currie & Harrison, 2015), opportunities to create new services or products (Devi, 2009), supporting 

the attraction of the best applicants (Pathak, 2015), and on promoting organizations’ recognition as a 

reference employer (Ezulike, 2012). Thus, all these factors could be a positive impact on organization 

image. 

 

Methods 

In order to accomplish our research goal of understanding the main factors underlying employees’ 

retention, we developed a systematic review of literature between 2006 and 2015. This 

methodological option allowed us: 

 

- To characterize the scientific production on the field of employees’ retention; 

- To develop a conceptual framework of employees’ retention field; 

- To identify the main dimensions on employees’ retention addressed by scientific studies; 

- To systemize all the employees’ retention explanatory factors identified by scientific studies. 

With this intent, we developed a sample, considering international and national (Portuguese) 

scientific literature. For the international sample we considered all scientific journals with formal 

scientific impact, which title included the combination of the terms "human*” and "resources*" in 

Boolean language (n1=15). Our source was SciVerse Scopus and Web of Science databases 

(considering SCImago Journal & Country Rank and Journal Citation Reports, both 2015 version). 

Access to journals was accomplished by b’on (Online Knowledge Library) between March and May 

2016 (table1). 

 
Table 1: Human Resources’ Scientific journals with impact factor within SciVerse Scopus and 

Web of Science 

Databasis 
Impact factor 

Journal Title Country 
WoS SVS 

WoS SVS 8 1 International Journal of Human Resource 

Management 
UK 

WoS SVS 9 2 Journal of Human Resources USA 

WoS SVS 6 3 Human Resource Management Review UK 

WoS SVS 4 4 Human Resource Management USA 

WoS SVS 7 5 Human Resources for Health UK 

WoS SVS 5 6 Human Resource Management Journal UK 

- SVS - 7 Research in Personnel and Human Resources 

Management 
USA 

WoS SVS 2 8 Human Resource Development Quarterly USA 
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WoS SVS 1 9 Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources Australia 

WoS SVS 3 10 Human Resource Development Review USA 

- SVS - 11 Advances in Developing Human Resources USA 

- SVS - 12 Journal of Human Resources in Hospitality and 

Tourism 
UK 

- SVS - 13 
International Journal of Human Resources 

Development and Management 
UK 

- SVS - 14 Human Resource Management International 

Digest 
UK 

- SVS - 15 Research and Practice in Human Resource 

Management 
Australia 

 
For the national sample two different sources were considered: The Portuguese Open Access 

Scientific Repository (RCAAP) and the National General Directorate of Education and Science 

Statistics (DGEEC). Data was collected within these two databases in June 2016. 

 

Documents were selected from all sources by the application of a conceptual filter: the term 

“retention*” was used as the keyword for collecting the documents that originated our final sample. 

For a more functional and specific selection, we considered both the lexical variation “retain*” and 

the portuguese similar “retenção*” and “reter”, as well as cumulatively the "employee*" / 

"colaborador*" or "Staff*"/ "equipa*" or “worker*”/“trabalhador*” or “person*”/“pessoa*” or 

“human resource*”/ “recursos humanos” or “HR”/“RH” or “firm*”/“empresa*”, in at least one of the 

search fields (title or keywords). Validation criteria included (1) written in English or in Portuguese; 

(2) access to the article; and (3) content explicit focused on human resources retention. The final 

sample consisted on 189 documents. 

 

From each document was collected title, keywords, country of the first author, its institutional 

affiliation, number of annual citations, type of study, study sample, and main contributions. 

Categories for studies’ methodological options and for the variables studied were initially created. 

From the basic categorical construction a hierarchical tree of categories and subcategories was on a 

second phase developed. Categorical system was validated by 3 scientific judges. This content 

analysis stage was held between February 2017 and May 2017 supported by NVivo software. 

 

Results 

General view of scientific production about human resources’ retention 

Results show a growing trend in terms of publication numbers by year. Between 2006 and 2015, the 

number of scientific publications about Human Resources’ retention almost tripled. Results revealed 

an exponential increase on scientific citation on this subject, a rise around149 times more citations 

within the analyzed decade (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Number of scientific documents published per year and number of scientific 

documents citations 
 
Geographically, most of scientific literature is developed by European authors (40.4%), followed by 

American (36.8%), Asia and Oceania (both with 9.6%) and at last Africa (3.8%). 

 

Our results demonstrate that quantitative method is dominant in people’s retention studies (table 2), 

being applied in 64% of the articles analyzed. In second place is the qualitative method with 30%, 

and at last the mixed method with only 6%. 

In order to identify the documents relevance, we analyzed the number of quotes by article. The 

fifteen most quoted authors represent 61.3% of the total quotes. Hausknecht (2009) is the most 

quoted author.  

Table 2 : Top-15 most quoted authors 

Main 

Author 

Publishing 

year 

Country of 

main author 
Institutional afiliation 

Number of 

quotes 

Hausknecht 2009 USA Cornell University, ILR School 167 

Henderson 2008 Australia Australian Agency for International 

Development 

113 

Kraimer 2009 USA University of Iowa 102 

Manafa 2009 Ireland Centre for Global Health, Trinity 

College, University of Dublin  

77 

Shacklock 2009 Australia Griffith University 65 

Sheehan 2006 Australia Monash University 51 

Shen 2009 USA School of Management, Boston 

University 

49 

Rahman 2010 Bangladesh International Centre for Diarrhoeal 

Disease Research  

48 

Sullivan 2008 USA College of Business, Bowling Green 

State University   

48 

Devi 2009 India KL University 48 

Lam 2009 China The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 46 

Reiche 2007 Spain IESE Business School, University of 

Navarra 

43 

Holtbrügge 2010 Germany University of Erlangen-Nuremberg  40 

Kaplan 2011 USA Saint Louis University 32 

Woodruffe 2006 UK Human Assets Ltd 31 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Number of publications 11 13 14 17 17 15 24 26 23 28

Number of citations 3 6 19 46 83 161 200 267 334 446
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In what concerns the terms more mobilized for the articles (table 3), we identified the term 

“retention”, followed by “employee”, “health”, “talent”, “workers”, “management” and “practices”. 

Table 3 : Main English terms used on the title of the scientific documents 

 
Key-words, in its turn, present 423 different terms in English. Table 4 shows the most used key-

words, with a cumulative frequency near 50%. “Retention” is the dominant term (x=140) followed by 

“employee” (x=81), “management” (x=66), “human” (x=44) and “resource” (x=63). 

Table 4: Principal English terms used on the key-words of the scientific documents 

Word Frequency(x) Percentage (f) 
Cumulative 

percentage (Cf) 
Family of words 

retention 140 8,74% 8,74% retention, retaining 

employee 81 5,06% 13,80% employee, employees 

management 66 4,12% 17,92% management, managers, managing 

human 64 4,00% 21,92% Human 

resource 63 3,94% 25,86% resource, resources 

recruitment 40 2,50% 28,36% recruitment 

development 36 2,25% 30,61% developing, development 

turnover 31 1,94% 32,55% Turnover 

health 27 1,69% 34,24% Health 

organizational 27 1,69% 35,93% organizational 

talent 24 1,50% 37,43% talent, talents 

job 19 1,19% 38,62% Job 

satisfaction 18 1,12% 39,74% satisfaction 

performance 16 1,00% 40,74% performance 

Word Frequency(x) Percentage (f) 
Cumulative 

percentage (Cf) 
Family of words 

retention 92 5,62% 5,62% retention, retain, retaining, retains 

employee 50 3,05% 8,67% employee, employees 

health 28 1,71% 10,38% health 

talent 26 1,59% 11,97% talent, talents 

workers 23 1,40% 13,37% worker, workers 

management 22 1,34% 14,71% management, managers, managing 

practices 20 1,22% 15,93% practice, practices, practicing 

resource 18 1,10% 17,03% resource, resources 

recruitment 18 1,10% 18,13% recruit, recruiting, recruitment 

development 13 0,79% 18,92% developing, development, 

developments 

human 13 0,79% 19,71% human 

rural 13 0,79% 20,50% rural 

study 13 0,79% 21,29% study 

job 12 0,73% 22,02% job 

work 12 0,73% 22,75% work, working 

staff 11 0,67% 23,42% staff 

factors 10 0,61% 24,03% factor, factors 

best 10 0,61% 24,64% best 

firm 10 0,61% 25,25% firm, firms 

effect 10 0,61% 25,86% effect, effective, effectively, effects 
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workers 16 1,00% 41,74% worker, workers 

intentions 15 0,94% 42,68% intent, intention, intentions 

training 14 0,87% 43,55% Training 

practices 14 0,87% 44,42% practice, practices 

work 13 0,81% 45,23% work, working 

career 12 0,75% 45,98% career, careers 

age 11 0,69% 46,67% age, aged, ageing, aging 

rural 11 0,69% 47,36% Rural 

skills 10 0,62% 47,98% skill, skilled, skills 

attraction 10 0,62% 48,60% Attraction 

awards 10 0,62% 49,22% Awards 

culture 10 0,62% 49,84% cultural, culture 

 

 

Contribution of scientific production on retention of people 

From our sample 8 different dimensions aroused in order to systematize the scientific production in 

the human resources’ retention problematic: (1) employees retention (n=83); (2) by business area 

(n=45); (3) in human diversity scope (n=32); (4) by different organizational contexts (n=9); (5) in 

international mission’s scope (n=9); (7) by organization size (n=7); and (8) by generation (n=5).  

 

Table 5 shows that employee’s retention factors are mainly organizational (N=63), individual 

(N=45), connected to the functions (N=24) and to context (N=8).  

Table 5: Explaining factors of employee’s retention 

 

Organizational Factors (N=63) 

 

Good relationship with hierarchical superior (n=25) 

Good relationship with work colleagues (n=9) 

Work conditions (n=7) 

Commitment with HRM (n=6) 

Positive external image (n=3) 

Operation market (n=3) 

Social responsibility (n=2) 

Hierarchical structure (n=2) 

Contractual stability (n=2) 

Administration (n=2) 

Favorable internal economic conjecture (n=1) 

Dimension (n=1) 

Individual Factors (N=45) 

 

Effective organizational commitment (n=17) 

Work satisfaction (n=11) 

Demographic factors (n=5) 

Individual interests (n=4) 

Personality (n=3) 

Professional efficiency (n=2) 

Financial independency (n=2) 

Professional life relevance (n=1) 

RETENTION   

Factors related to function (N=24) 

 

Challenge (n=6) 

Possibility of applying skills (n=5) 

Work’s meaning (n=5) 

Autonomy (n=3) 

Responsibility (n=2) 

Liking the functional content of the work (n=2) 

Technical knowledge of the used ITs (n=1) 

Conjecture factors (N=8)  

 

Geographical location (n=5) 

Collective representation structures of the employees 

(n=1) 

Social context (n=1) 

Unfavorable economic conjecture of the country (n=1) 

 

 
Organizational factors seem to be the most dominant group to influence retention (N=63), specially 

the good relationship with the hierarchical superior (n=25) and with work colleagues (n=9). Standing 

out are also the work conditions (n=7) and the commitment of the organization with the HRM (n=6). 

Reasons of permanency are also distributed among the individual factors of the employees (N=45), as 
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an example, the effective organizational commitment (n=17), the satisfaction at work (n=11), and the 

demographic factors (n=5). The factors connected to the functions (N=24) are based mainly on the 

challenge (n=6), on the possibility of an employee applying his skills (n=5) and on the meaning of 

the job (n=5).  According to the results, the context factor (N=8) more determining in the retention of 

employees is the geographical location (n=5), on the country level, region and city. 

 

Regarding HRM practices oriented to retain workers, a total of 59 practices can be identified. On 

table 6 we identify the 14 most referred practices, in which the extrinsic rewards, the opportunity of 

developing skills, and an attractive benefit portfolio assume first, second, and third places, 

respectively.   

 

Table 6 : TOP-14 of the HRM practices promoted in global retention of the employees 

TOP HRM Practices 

1 Extrinsic rewards (n=26) 

2 Opportunities to develop skills (n=18)   

3 Attractive benefit portfolio (n=17) 

4 Policy of fair rewarding (n=15) 

5 Diagnosis of the most suited retention practices (n=14) 

6 Retention practices adjusted to the retention of talents (n=13) 

7 Planning procedure and carrier preparation (n=13) 

8 Efficient internal communication (n=12) 

9 Balance between personal and professional life (n=12) 

10 Carrier evolution opportunities (n=11) 

11 Cultural cohesion development (n=11) 

12 Good work environment (n=11) 

13 Guiding the development towards the individual needs(n=10) 

14 Evaluation of the agreement person-organization(n=8) 

Label: n represents the number of scientific documents that 

identify the shown results 

 
Within the main HRM practices identified to improve the retention rate are Compensation 

Management (e.g. extrinsic rewards), Professional Development (e.g. opportunities to develop skills), 

Retention Management (e.g. diagnosis of the most suited retention practices), Organizational Culture 

(e.g. efficient internal communication), and Recruitment and Selection (e.g. Evaluation of the 

agreement person-organization).    

 

Conclusion 

Results of this initial stage of the project allowed us to characterise the scientific literature on 

employees’ retention, as well as identifying multiple explanatory factors for the retention, and the 

Human Resources practices converging to this goal. This preliminary analysis enabled a grounded 

starting point to develop solid instruments to collect data for the international comparative study, to 

which we invite international partners.  

 

Endnotes 
1
 n represents the sample number   
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Abstract 
 
The study presented in this paper evaluates the implications on the innovation management 

generated by fierce competition caused by economic globalization. In order to ensure the 

competiveness and success of the organization managers need to accept innovation as a key 

element for the organization. Although there is recognition of the importance of innovation for 

the organizations, the field of management it is still not enough studied or applied in practice.  

There are many managers that do not know the design tools or modern techniques to create or 

to manage the innovation process. The main purpose of this research is to identify the current 

challenges regarding innovation management and to provide useful solutions for managers in 

order to have a better use of the innovation process.  Another purpose of the paper is to create 

new opportunity and find new research gaps in the field of innovation management that can be 

explored in the future studies. By identifying the resistance reasons for implementing 

innovation management and offering solutions to overcome this resistance, the results of the 

studies performed in this paper can be useful for any manager and can contribute to the 

increase of performance for organizations in today’s highly demanding environment. 

 

Keywords: Innovation, innovation management, economic globalization, innovation 

management resistance, business performance  

 

1. Introduction  

In the current era, characterized by economic globalization - which requires trade liberalization and 

lowering costs in communications - the developed countries must compete with countries that have a 

workforce poorly paid, although well-educated – innovation have an important place. And if we add 

also the progress of science and technology we can observe that innovative organizations benefit 

more from opportunities and competitive advantages (Maier et al, 2017).  

A fierce competition, brief market niches, and frequent changes in product demand characterize the 

new economic environment, a globalized one. The organizations will have to face more and more 

frequently and unpredictable changes on the globalized market. In order to be competitive and to be 

able to capitalize any opportunity, the organizations will have to develop new ways of management, 

which has to adapt and to be able to predict, as quickly as possible, the apparition of various changes.  

A key consideration for companies is their ability to adapt and innovate. The purpose of innovation is 

mostly to survive, to grow, to make a profit, but what matters for innovation is how it affects the 

chances of survival, profit and growth opportunities 
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The importance and the need for innovation result from its contribution to enhancing the productivity, 

competitiveness, economic performance and social objectives (Lendel et al. 2014 ). Few managers 

have a wider vision which includes innovation, allowing a better performance of the activities. 

The growing importance of innovation in the current economic context can be observed in the 

increasing number of scientific paper (Maier et al, 2017). A search, done in early 2016, in the most 

important scientific database in the world, ISI Web of Knowledge, by the word “innovation”, reveals 

that there are over 340 000 articles that deals with innovation. An interesting aspect in analyzing the 

total number of article published, about innovation, is that if we compare the total number of 167 888 

articles published before 2010 (without articles published in 2010) with the number of articles 

published after 2010 (including articles published in 2010) which is 169 195 articles, we can observe 

that in the last five years the articles involving innovation have already surpassed the total amount of 

articles published before 2010 (Maier et al., 2016). 

The innovation process is one of the most important factors behind the growth and prosperity of the 

global economy today but this is poorly understood. Over the last century, industry leaders have 

learned to master the production process to such an extent that today it is not a significant competitive 

advantage. The new challenge is to master the process of innovation – capitalizing change, creating 

new competitive advantages by offering better products by using better processes, providing better 

service or offering entirely new solutions. 

2. Innovation Management – Short Literature Review 

Although in the current economic context, innovation is one of the most used terms, many studies 

(Maier et al, 2017; Maier et al, 2014; Maier et al, 2013) reveal that it is still not well understood 

especially due to its complexity and the multitude of specific characteristics of each activity sector.  

Most of the managers expect for a universal tool, technique or even a spell that once is applied it 

transform a less innovative organization in a high innovative one. But such a tool does not exist, not 

because nobody thought about it or nobody tried to developed one, but because with the current 

knowledge it is not possible to have one.  

There are multiple attempts to develop several frameworks for managing innovation, but in most 

cases the final results is a general innovation identifier that can offer the manager a sense of the state 

of innovation in his organization and some direction to follow in order to become an innovator. 

This unpredictable character of innovation led to a wealth of failed innovation projects over time. 

However the lack of innovative projects is not a solution, this was felled even by large companies 

that were once precursors and creators of all markets, but they have failed to remain competitive 

when major changes occurred, particularly the technological changes (Ribiere and Tuggle, 2010).  

Organizations tend to developed themselves and to get used with what they do (basic skills) suck that 

they get stuck there, and when the environment changes (ex. Changing customer requirements, 

changing regulations) they are unable to adapt quickly and easily (De Jong et al., 2015). 

Like any other managerial activity, the innovation process must be planned, organized, managed and 

controlled (Hamel, 2006). Fernez-Walch and Romon (2009) defined innovation management as "all 

the activities and options conducted by an organization to foster the emergence of innovation 

projects, to decide on their launch and to market the new products or to implement new processes in 

the organization, to increase competitiveness". Management innovation can also be defined as the 

invention and implementation of a management practice, process, structure, or technique that is new 

to the state of the art and is intended to further organizational goals (Birkinshaw et al., 2008).  

Concerns about innovation management are also at the level of the European Union, where a 

proposal for Innovation Management System CEN / TS 16555-1: 2013 was developed in the CEN / 

TC 389 Technical Committee "Innovation Management". The success of the implementation of the 

innovation management system proposed by the CEN / TS 16555-1: 2013 is given by the 

organization's ability to respond to internal and external conditions influencing innovation capacity as 

well as factors influencing the innovation process at the organization level such as the level of 

involvement of the organization's leadership, innovation strategy, innovation-friendly factors, or 
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different innovation management techniques. These have an impact on the results of the innovation 

process, and therefore there is a need for the analysis and evaluation of these results that can lead to 

the development of improved methods and better planning of future innovation processes. 

The process of managing innovation influence also the way managers set directions, make decisions, 

coordinate activities, and motivate people (Hamel, 2006).  Another perspective assumes that new 

practices, processes, or structures are deliberately introduced by key individuals within organizations 

to improve the organization’s performance (Vacaro et al., 2012). Innovation management is the 

introduction of a new structure, process, system, program, or practice in an organization or its units 

(Walker et al, 2015), it involves a gradual implementation requiring repeated decisions over a 

substantial period of time (Purcarea and Olaru, 2011). Innovation management are managerial 

activities which the organizations carry out innovation under a controlled process of irregular and 

complex structures in order to adapt to the changes in internal and external environment (Walker et 

al, 2015). 

At the European level the OECD (2005) Oslo Manual and the Community Innovation Survey have 

provided a comprehensive list of innovation management grouped in three categories: (1) new 

business practices such supply-chain management, business re-engineering, knowledge management, 

lean production, and quality management; (2) new methods of organizing work responsibilities and 

decision making such as first use of a new system of employee responsibilities, teamwork, 

decentralization, integration or de-integration of departments, and education/training systems; and (3) 

new methods of organizing external relations with other organizations such as first use of alliances, 

partnerships, outsourcing, or subcontracting. 

The companies are facing with real problems when dealing with innovation management. Number of 

factors participates in its provision, from theoretical concepts, through model solutions to practical 

applications. The biggest or the most significant problem can be seen in an absence of unified or 

complex and at the same time transparent management innovation processes model in company 

(Lendel et al, 2014).   

Based on various results of the conducted research it can be said that many organizations manage 

intuitively theirs innovation processes and activities. Successful innovation management involves a 

strategic approach to both innovation and management issues, involves the use of effective 

implementation mechanisms and structures, requires the development of an organizational culture 

that supports innovation and involves the maintenance and development effective external links. 

3. Challenges of the Innovation Management  

The motivation to adopt a model of innovation management was studied in the literature and various 

explications were found.  The theoretical approaches identified were related to rational, fashion, 

cultural and institutional characteristics of innovation management (Walker et al, 2015).  The most 

widely used reasons for adopting an innovation management are the rational and institutional 

explanations. The rational approach is associated with immediate and direct operational economic 

performance gains, while the institutional perspective is associated with social and legitimization 

outcomes at the point of adoption rather than technical performance, which are therefore more 

uncertain and diffuse: performance benefits may arise, but not in a timely manner (Walker et al, 

2015). 

Significant improvements of the organizational performance were generated when innovation 

management was implemented and sustained.  However many managers have experience difficulties, 

both internal and external ones, in diffusing innovation externally. 

Implementing innovation management within an organization is not quite an easy thing to do. 

Innovation is characterized by novelty, always working on the limit of knowledge, thus trying to 

manage it involves new approaches that more often are met with resistance.  

This phenomenon occurs even when the innovation identified for implementation is well known and 

has been recognized and awarded in other organizations. Surprising to some, resistance may occur 

even when organizations are essentially mandated to adopt and implement these innovations. 
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The main reason for this resistance is the communication problems that occur between various levels 

of entities within organizations. Usually these entities are formed by many employs with different 

agendas, requirements and objectives.  A part of the personnel is not involved in the implementation 

of the innovation management, and thus they have little information regarding this process and this 

lack of information can lead to a state of uncertainty over the success of the innovation management. 

Another reason identified in the literature refers to the situations when the majority of the personnel 

have the information regarding the innovation management and how it must be implemented, but this 

information are in conflict with the existing one.  This conflict appear mostly because communities 

and organizations are in general  very protective with the existing processes and procedures, they 

have created some competency for those processes and  they refuse to try something new, usually 

because of the fear of unknown. 

Other reason for resisting to the implementation of innovation management can be the lack of a 

proper measurement tool for the value of implementing it. It is quite hard to convince personnel to 

adopt new ways of resolving problems when they do not have a clear image of the value added by the 

new approach. In general is better to have some concrete results, some visible results or to be better 

communicated to the entire organization.  

These are the most common reasons that lead to a resistance of implementation the innovation 

management, but   of course are not the only reasons. The reasons can vary from case to case, from 

one sector of activity to another, and in general when dealing with innovation and how to manage it, 

is very hard to have a universal tool or a template that can be apply to any organization, because of 

the novelty character of innovation.  

Innovation involves novelty thus it cannot be predicted and the task of managing it is very 

challenging for managers. When dealing with failures there can be a lot of causes with different 

character, this means that innovation management cannot be made intuitively, based on the evolution 

of situation.  The innovation management is a complex process, having a lot of aspects, managers 

should identify the real innovation potential of the organization by taking measures to eliminate the 

weaknesses, to have persons prepared for different situation. All this if they are corrected applied can 

increase the probability of success the innovation management process in the organization. 

Innovation management problems in organizations are caused also by the number of factors 

participates in its provision, from theoretical concepts, through model solutions to practical 

applications. The biggest or the most significant problem can be seen in an absence of unified or 

complex and at the same time transparent management innovation processes model (Lendel et al, 

2015).  

In order the innovation processes should be managed effectively it is necessary to report some results 

in fields which affect to the management of innovation processes. Every organization has a different 

level of management of innovation processes. Therefore, it is necessary to identify in the first step the 

current level of innovation process management in the company, then discover weaknesses and make 

recommendations for their improvement. It is necessary to build up an appropriate methodology for 

evaluating the innovation process management in the organization.  

The communication is important role in this process. An essential foundation for the successful 

management of innovation processes in the company can be considered an effective system of 

information security innovation processes. 

4. Solutions for a Better Innovation Management 

For an organization to benefit from the advantages of the knowledge given by innovation 

management it is important to continuous improve and find innovative solutions that will guarantee 

them superior results.  The business environment it is very disruptive and volatile, customers are too 

hesitant and willing to switch between providers when the purchase experience does not satisfy them, 

competitors eagerly leverage first-mover advantages and exploit their rivals' mistakes. 

By analysing the information presented so far a series of aspects that can make the difference 

between a successful and an unsuccessful innovation management can be found. 
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The success of any organization regardless of its activity is influenced by its leader. In case of a 

successful innovation management it is very important that the leader is indefatigable.  Leaders mu

understand that changing structures and processes 

possible only if he is a part of it and if he is an example for the others employees. Therefore an 

indefatigable leader keeps the personnel in reachin

good innovation management can make the difference between a profitable organization and one that 

is trying to survive in the current global markets. 

Another characteristic of a relentless manages is th

things are not going well. The indefatigable attitude give them the possibility to be more open to bad 

news from employees, this having the result 

sometimes avoid the failure of the hole project. 

A good leader is able to transmit the positive results of their actions

personnel is able to see the results of their efforts and continue to improve performance. 

Besides indefatigable leaders a successful innovation management 

personnel. Thus the quality of the personnel is very important and in order to be successful 

continuous training and education of employees is a must for any organization. Understanding 

innovation and thus observe the positive results can influence its acceptance.  As part 

program managers should let the employees to experiment with innovation activities

experiments have two dimensions for the employees, on the one 

and the benefits of innovation, and on the other side they can understand that some projects will fail 

regardless of the importance of the initial idea.

We have identified some key elements that influence the performance 

of the key element is the management support

approving the innovative way of thinking of employees but also about active support it, such as 

motivating employees, stimulating th

programs; 

Fig 1: Key elements that influence the performance of innovation

 

Another key element is creating an 

also an environment where the employee's ideas are being listened and seriously analyzed because 

you never know from where innovative ideas can come and bring success to the

employee reward is influencing the innovation performance

The success of any organization regardless of its activity is influenced by its leader. In case of a 

successful innovation management it is very important that the leader is indefatigable.  Leaders mu

understand that changing structures and processes in order to have a better diffusion of innovation is 

possible only if he is a part of it and if he is an example for the others employees. Therefore an 

indefatigable leader keeps the personnel in reaching the specific objectives and goals, all the time. A 

good innovation management can make the difference between a profitable organization and one that 

is trying to survive in the current global markets.  

Another characteristic of a relentless manages is that he encourage transparency, especially when 

things are not going well. The indefatigable attitude give them the possibility to be more open to bad 

news from employees, this having the result of resolving the problems in timely manner and 

the failure of the hole project.   

is able to transmit the positive results of their actions to the team and thus the 

personnel is able to see the results of their efforts and continue to improve performance.  

successful innovation management need the participation of the entire 

personnel. Thus the quality of the personnel is very important and in order to be successful 

continuous training and education of employees is a must for any organization. Understanding 

innovation and thus observe the positive results can influence its acceptance.  As part 

program managers should let the employees to experiment with innovation activities

experiments have two dimensions for the employees, on the one side they can see the improvements 

and the benefits of innovation, and on the other side they can understand that some projects will fail 

regardless of the importance of the initial idea. 

We have identified some key elements that influence the performance of innovation (Figure 1)

the management support – not only the support from the point of view of 

approving the innovative way of thinking of employees but also about active support it, such as 

motivating employees, stimulating their spirit of innovation and to provide training and retraining 

 

Key elements that influence the performance of innovation 

reating an environment in which each employee can freely expose ideas and 

also an environment where the employee's ideas are being listened and seriously analyzed because 

you never know from where innovative ideas can come and bring success to the organization.

is influencing the innovation performance - creative, committed and talented 

The success of any organization regardless of its activity is influenced by its leader. In case of a 

successful innovation management it is very important that the leader is indefatigable.  Leaders must 

in order to have a better diffusion of innovation is 

possible only if he is a part of it and if he is an example for the others employees. Therefore an 

g the specific objectives and goals, all the time. A 

good innovation management can make the difference between a profitable organization and one that 

at he encourage transparency, especially when 

things are not going well. The indefatigable attitude give them the possibility to be more open to bad 

of resolving the problems in timely manner and 

to the team and thus the 

need the participation of the entire 

personnel. Thus the quality of the personnel is very important and in order to be successful 

continuous training and education of employees is a must for any organization. Understanding the 

innovation and thus observe the positive results can influence its acceptance.  As part of training 

program managers should let the employees to experiment with innovation activities. These 

side they can see the improvements 

and the benefits of innovation, and on the other side they can understand that some projects will fail 

of innovation (Figure 1). One 

not only the support from the point of view of 

approving the innovative way of thinking of employees but also about active support it, such as 

eir spirit of innovation and to provide training and retraining 

in which each employee can freely expose ideas and 

also an environment where the employee's ideas are being listened and seriously analyzed because 

organization. The 

creative, committed and talented 
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employees play an extremely important role especially for companies that rely on innovation to thrive 

and become more competitive. Because they play an important role for companies, employees should 

be rewarded accordingly, and here we are not just talking about a monetary reward but also an 

emotional one, such as public recognizing of the merits within the organization.  

Developing the communication networks within the organization is another key element that 

influence the performance of innovation in an organization - the communication networks within any 

organization must be very effective, so if an employee has a new and innovative idea in terms of a 

product, service or process, it can be heard and appropriately exploited. Besides developing the 

communication network is also important to develop the organizational culture in order to allow the 

development of innovation and thus to be a culture that is willing to take the risk, embrace 

constructive failures to achieve extraordinary results. In the end a smart allocation of the resources, 

both human and financial, is very important when dealing with innovation, especially because of the 

unpredictability of the innovation process, there is no certainty that the innovation process will 

succeed so there is always a risk of losing resources. 

From the employees point of view, some key elements that they can be aware of are to be creative, 

innovative, flexible and communicative; to trust in their abilities;  to be brave to expose and support 

innovative ideas at work; to be prepared and eager to make responsible decisions at work. 

As the innovation process continues, a good innovation management measure is to increase the 

training and education beyond the initial innovation familiarization.  Managers, depending on the 

specificity of the organization, can use some training materials. In dealing with the continuous 

improvement and training of the personnel it is important that the training period to be a part of the 

organizational culture and therefore regardless of the future leader the innovation training will 

continue. 

In the pursuit of a better innovation management in the current economic context every organization 

should develop strong relationships with external and supporting organization. This part of 

innovation is one of the most discusses subject in the innovation literature and it is called open 

innovation. If until three decades ago, almost every objective of an organization where approach from 

the economic efficiency point of view, nowadays the intense development of the human activities 

oblige companies to take into consideration other aspects related to their activity. There is a great 

interest for innovation both in the academic area and among practitioners. This interest is more 

pronounced in today’s globalized economy and in this case new solution for a better understanding of 

innovation or for obtaining better results from innovation is needed. 

The new approach describe a process in which the organization wants to acquire external 

collaborations ideas or new technologies to exploit their assets and establish alternate routes to 

market during the innovation cycle. Therefore, the boundaries between enterprise and the 

environment become less restrictive and allow two-way interactions, inwardly and outward. 

In order to progress a good innovation management is necessary, but to manage innovation is 

difficult especially in large organizations with a high bureaucratic departments. This does not mean 

that a large organization cannot be innovative or cannot benefit from innovation management, for 

every organization it is important to make as much as possible at every level.  

The process of diffusion an innovation management throughout the entire organization is not very 

easy, especially in complex structure organizations, in the same time this complex structure can be 

used as leverage for innovation management diffusion.  

 For an organization to maintain its advantages it must continue to develop, and not to consider that 

once it obtains a success with an innovation it is enough.  There is this tendency once you have 

success to reduce the development part and to relay only on past successes. This is approach in the 

current economic context is quite dangerous, because the fierce competition makes other organization 

to develop also and there will always be some other organization which tends to fill your market 

place. 
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5. Conclusions and Discussions 

The results of the research presented in this paper highlight that a key consideration for companies is 

their ability to adapt and innovate. The purpose of innovation is mostly to survive, to grow, to make a 

profit, but what matters for innovation is how it affects the chances of survival, profit and growth 

opportunities. 

Another important idea from this study is the existence of a resistance to innovation management 

throughout the organization. Our results identify three main resistance reasons, a poor 

communication in the organization, the conflict between new information with the existing ones and 

the lack of proper measurement tools for innovation management results.  

In order to counteract this resistance to innovation management a series of solutions were proposed. 

The most important one are referring to an indefatigable leader of the organization, a continuous 

process of training and development of the personnel and creating good relations with other external 

partners that can help to a better innovation management. 

The implementation of an innovation management remains yet a difficult thing for many managers, 

but with this results from our studies they can have another tool for making the process of 

implementing innovation in theirs organization easily.  

Beside the practical part of the results, which were the main purpose of the research, other aspect 

related to the process of managing innovation can be observe, like the part of the resistance to 

innovation management of the personnel within an organization, the necessity of an indefatigable 

leader and how can a leader maintain its state of relentless, various mechanisms of maintaining the 

entire personnel in a continuous deliberative training  and development  or how to have better relation 

to other organizations especially with the ones that are more innovative. These are some of the future 

research themes that are necessary to be more toughly evaluated and developed.  
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Abstract 

Changes taking place in the services market, including especially those connected with globalisation 

processes and ICT advancement, are increasingly forcing modern enterprises to search for new sales 

strategies for their services.   

The aim of this article was to discuss the use of the phone distribution channel, as compared to the 

Internet channel, in the services market. Comparative analyses took into consideration the decision-

making process and the costs arising from the use of various distribution channels of services, as 

perceived by consumers. 

The research component was based on the results of a survey entitled “Modelling distribution in the 

network economy,” which was a quantitative survey implemented using the computer-assisted 

personal interview (CAPI) method on a national sample of 1103 respondents. The sample established 

through quota-random sampling and the survey was conducted in the second half of 2015.  

The empirical component involved analysing the use of the phone channel by consumers in the 

service purchase process. The analysis covered such aspects as when and why this distribution 

channel was chosen by consumers at various purchase process stages, and whether there were any 

differences in terms of behaviour patterns among individual user groups, regarding this sales channel 

(e.g., differences by gender, age and income groups).  

Keywords: consumer behaviour, multichanneling, phone channel, distribution channel of services 

Introduction 

The knowledge of customers' behaviours and preferences is a key determinant to the enterprises' 

market success. The identification of consumers' expectations regarding a given product and the 

recognition of factors determining their choice make it possible to improve the product, raise its 

parameters and provide the most desirable properties. Gathering such information enables identifying 

the product features which are most wanted by customers, which can form grounds for searching the 

efficient operating strategies in a competitive market. The modern customer-oriented marketing 

model forces sellers to acquire comprehensive knowledge of purchasers' behaviours, based on which 

they can send personalised messages directly addressed to specific recipients, taking into account the 

needs, interests and capabilities of individual target groups (Lipowski and Angowski 2016). 

The development of the network economy and the related ICT advancement have significantly 

modified consumers' behaviours in the services market by providing a much wider access to offered 

services. Given the multichanneling strategy, which exploits the benefits flowing from the network 

economy and ICT advancement, contemporary consumers have enjoyed a greater choice of time, 

place and service purchase options (Li and Kannan 2014, Lipowski 2015).  

For the last two decades, in connection with the rapid ICT development, an increasing number of 

suppliers have started using ICT solutions with the aim of diversifying distribution of their products 

and services. New technologies not only allow entrepreneurs to sell their products via the Internet, 

without the need to resort to specialised agents in numerous and often distant markets, but they have 

also created new opportunities of using indirect distribution channels by facilitating producer-seller 

communication. The ICT use in the distribution process has become more efficient with the 

development of mobile applications for portable devices. The still evolving mobile channel offers 
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certain features which make it more adapted to searching for information although the purchase 

process itself may still be less convenient (Lemon, Verhoef, 2016). The mobile channel enables 

suppliers to better adjust their discount offers to certain time, locations or purchaser groups. The 

majority of suppliers are currently not limited to selling their products in stationary stores but they are 

also using online stores, mailing systems, social media, phone services and mobile applications 

(Cortiñas et al. 2010, Lipowski 2014, Rangaswamy and Van Bruggen 2005, Verhoef et al. 2015). 

Both the online environment and the dynamically growing network economy make the difference 

between communication and distribution channels gradually vanish, as virtually any communication 

channel can now be effectively used to convey information and to make a direct product or service 

purchase (Dholakia et al. 2010, Melis et al. 2015). The omni-channel concept clearly shows that the 

purpose of integrating numerous distribution channels, mass communication and various customer 

contact points is to shape consumers' experience and to conduct large-scale sales through various 

channels (Verhoef et al. 2015). 

The new communication channels have given rise to new and easily accessible seller-independent 

sources of information, reducing the information gap between the seller and the purchaser. Using the 

multichanneling strategy in their access to the offered products and services, contemporary 

consumers have come to enjoy almost unlimited opportunities of choosing the product purchase place 

and method. While facilitating the decision- and purchase-making processes at any time and place, 

multichanneling has also triggered modifications to the course of these processes. Consumers can 

now choose to include (or not to include) new sales channels in their purchase processes, replace the 

previously used solutions with new ones, offered by the supplier, or use many different solutions at 

the same time (Chiu et al. 2011, Lipowski 2015, Voorveld et al. 2016). 

Enterprises offering their products through numerous sales channels seek to manage consumers in a 

multichannel environment, which implies using one or many sales channels or communication media 

in a consistent mode, coordinated within all channels and media. Every such channel can be used for 

various purposes, depending on the actual needs. The underlying benefits which consumers draw 

from multichanneling, resulting from the supplier's multichannel management, include increased 

consumer's comfort, improved experience in contacts with the supplier, and the possibility of freely 

choosing and switching between various channels at any time (Bondos and Lipowski 2016, Cambra-

Fierro et al. 2016). 

Problem Formulation and Methodology 

The strategy of providing purchasers with access to a greater number of sales channels in the services 

market is becoming increasingly popular modus operandi in a competitive market. However, the 

launching of additional sales channels itself does not determine the market success, as the key issue is 

the ability to correctly identify purchasers' needs and expectations regarding the service purchase 

methods and the subsequent service use (Lipowski and Bondos 2016). Surveys have revealed that the 

intent to use a certain sales channel is influenced by the perceived exploitation costs (both monetary 

and non-monetary). Among the non-monetary costs, the authors mainly point to such aspects as 

effort, time, convenience, the sense of privacy or security (Yu et al. 2011). As regards monetary 

costs, the purchase price appears to be crucial for consumers. Thus, sellers intend to offer lower 

prices for products sold online, due to the lower level of services available through that channel and 

the generally lower costs of online sales (Vogel, Paul, 2015). 

In this publication, an attempt was made to respond to the following research questions: 

 

1. Why do consumers usually opt for phone channels in the service purchase process?   

2. Are there any differences in using phone and online distribution channels of services among 

users?  

3. Can we identify any differences in the shopping habits related to the choice of phone and online 

distribution channels among various purchaser groups by gender, age and income?  

4. What are the different ways of perceiving the costs of using phone and online distribution 

channels by users?  

5. What are the possible future applications of the phone channel? 
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The analyses presented in the publication are based on the results of the survey conducted as part of 

NCN grant No. UMO-2014/13/B/HS4/01612, entitled “Modelling distribution in the network 

economy.” This quantitative survey implemented using the computer-assisted personal interview 

(CAPI) method covered a national sample of 1103 respondents. It was conducted in the second half 

of 2015. The sample was established through quota-random sampling, with the quota determined by 

respondents' age and gender, and the characteristics of respondent's place of residence. The number 

of interviews was determined separately for each voivodeship, pro rata to its share in the total 

Poland’s population. The sample selection was conducted through random selection of starting 

points.  

The survey included 1103 people, with women accounting for 51.3% and men for 48.7% of all 

respondents. As regards age, categories corresponding to the demographic groups used in 

sociological studies were used. The respondents surveyed represented generation Y (born between 

1981 and 1996) – 32.2%, generation X (1965-1980) – 35.4% and the baby-boom generation (1946-

1964) – 32.3%. Among respondents 34.7% declared the household income per capita up to PLN  

1250 (1), 38.9% from PLN 1251 to PLN 2000 (2) and 26.4% above PLN 2000 (3). 

Survey results 

The principal objective of the analysis was to answer the question of whether phone channels could 

effectively compete in the services market with online channels which have enjoyed growing 

popularity in the age of the ICT revolution. 

The authors' main focus was on how consumers use the currently available options of choosing the 

individual service access channels at various stages of the purchase process. The analysis took into 

account the behaviour patterns prevailing among purchasers in the service market at the individual 

stages of the purchase process and the perceived service use costs.  

The most frequently distinguished stages of the purchase process include the pre-purchase (which 

mainly involves searching for information), purchase, post-purchase and resignation stages (Lipowski 

2016). 

 
Fig. 1:  The actual use of the distribution channels at the individual stages of the service 

purchase process   

(the number of contacts per year) 

Source: own work based on the survey results 

By analysing the survey responses, a conclusion can be drawn that the online channel is generally a 

more frequent mode of communicating with service providers. The most significant differences in 

selecting the phone or online distribution channel are visible at the information search stage. Then, 
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they tend to decrease with each subsequent stage and at the resignation stage both channels are used 

to the same extent. The considerable difference in the frequency of using the Internet while searching 

for information may result from the specificity of web-based information resources which can be 

accessed both easily and quickly, and are considered virtually unlimited in both quantity and spatial 

terms.  

The following stage of analysis involved verifying whether there are any differences in choosing the 

distribution channels of services by various consumer groups in the decision-making process, in the 

network economy-based services market. The analysis covered such categories as gender, age and 

income. Table 1 shows the actual use of distribution channels, as declared by women and men. 

Table 1: The actual use of the distribution channels at various stages of the service purchase 

process (the number of contacts per year) by gender 

 

Channel/Gender 

Phone channel Online channel 

Women Men Women Men 

Pre-purchase 5.5575 6.8727 8.4602 9.2128 

Purchase 2.2726 3.4219 2.7239 3.8736 

Post-purchase 2.2628 3.1273 2.3779 3.3197 

Resignation 1.0177 1.0827 0.9451 1.0743 

Source: own work based on the survey results 

An independent samples t-test has revealed statistically significant differences in the use of the two 

distribution channels by men and women (two-tailed significance) in terms of the following aspects: 

• searching for information by phone (more frequent among men) 

• making purchases by phone (more frequent among men) 

• making online purchases (more frequent among men) 

• post-purchase service by phone (more frequent among men) 

• online post-purchase service (more frequent among men). 

The actual use of phone and online channels by the surveyed respondents, taking into account their 

age and income, is shown in Tables 2 and 3.  

Table 2: The actual use of the distribution channels at various stages of the service purchase 

process (the number of contacts per year) by generation X, Y, BB 

 

Channel/Generation 

Phone channel Online channel 

Y X BB Y X BB 

Pre-purchase 7.4171 7.3577 3.7185 12.7149 10.1615 3.4930 

Purchase 3.0955 3.5846 1.7507 4.1110 4.1167 1.5518 

Post-purchase 3.0674 3.3769 1.5462 3.7514 3.4474 1.2591 

Resignation 1.1994 1.0231 0.9286 1.6096 0.8256 0.6078 

Source: own work based on the survey results 
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Table 3: The actual use of the distribution channels at various stages of the service purchase 

process (the number of contacts per year) by income group 1,2,3 

 

Channel/Income 

Phone channel Online channel 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

Pre-purchase 5.37 7.63 8.54 7.09 10.83 11.25 

Purchase 2.58 3.25 4.28 2.65 3.96 4.45 

Post-purchase 2.63 3.55 3.44 2.66 3.77 3.46 

Resignation 0.69 1.43 1.53 0.93 1.10 1.21 

Income: (1) up to PLN 1250, (2) from PLN 1251 to PLN 2000; (3) above PLN 2000  
Source: own work based on the survey results 

The following stage of the study was meant to assess consumers' perception of costs connected with 

using services through phone and online channels. The service use process entails the necessity to 

incur certain costs by service recipients, which becomes one of the most significant factors taken into 

consideration while choosing the distribution channel. Every purchase-related decision requires the 

consumer to estimate the actual service value by comparing the indispensable costs with the expected 

benefits. The costs may be perceived by customers in a number of ways, depending on the 

communication channel, and they may be of a multi-faceted nature (monetary or non-monetary). 

Consumers' perception covers such aspects as the service value, quality, time and energy 

consumption, incurred risks and many other factors (Carlson et al. 2015, Forsythe et al. 2006). 

With a view to measuring the perceived costs connected with using services through specific 

distribution channels, a seven-point scale was developed, where 1 indicates that the perceived cost is 

low and 7 that it is high. The cost components under analysis were grouped in the following way (the 

presented costs classification (1-13) will be employed for Fig. 2 and Tables 4, 5, 6.): 

1. the effort connected with getting to the service point/making a phone call/communicating by the 

Internet,  

2. the response time, 

3. the service activation time, 

4. the duration of the problem-solving/complaint-processing in relation to service use,  

5. the service price offered through a given channel, 

6. the waiting period for being served through a given channel, 

7. the effort made to change the contract terms and conditions through a given communication 

channel, 

8. emotions connected with the need to contact the service provider's staff/with personal contact/ 

with voice contact/with the lack of any such contact, 

9. emotions connected with the need to contact other consumers/with the lack of such contact, 

10. fears connected with remaining anonymous while searching information about the service,  

11. fears connected with other people's opinions on the purchase of services through a given 

channel, 

12. safety concerns related to the service purchase transaction, 

13. the likelihood of the need to make another contact on the same matter due to its not being dealt 

with through a given channel following the initial contact. 
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Fig. 2: The perception of costs connected with using services through specific distribution 

channels, based on a scale from 1 (the costs perceived as low) to 7 (the costs perceived as high). 

The individual cost types (from 1 to 13) are discussed earlier in the text. 

Source: own work based on the survey results 

Table 4: The perception of costs connected with using services through specific distribution 

channels by gender  

 

 Channel Gender 

Cost types 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Phone channel 
Women 4.53 5.36 5.38 5.36 5.60 5.40 4.91 4.50 4.48 4.82 3.95 5.53 5.12 

Men 4.29 5.35 5.26 5.36 5.44 5.25 4.77 4.30 4.32 4.59 3.84 5.40 5.07 

Online channel 
Women 4.36 5.23 5.23 5.18 5.47 5.18 4.82 4.29 4.37 4.83 3.93 5.45 5.04 

Men 4.23 5.18 5.16 5.24 5.39 5.06 4.73 4.18 4.24 4.61 3.81 5.35 4.94 

The assessment is based on a scale from 1 (the costs perceived as low) to 7 (the costs perceived as 

high). The individual cost types (from 1 to 13) are discussed earlier in the text. 

Source: own work based on the survey results 
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Table 5: The perception of costs connected with using services through specific distribution 

channels by income group 1,2,3. 

 

Channel Income 

Cost types 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Phone channel 

1 3.85 5.24 5.15 5.16 5.51 5.19 4.45 3.80 3.85 4.68 3.56 5.51 4.83 

2 4.21 5.27 5.32 5.32 5.51 5.27 4.66 4.31 4.28 4.52 3.67 5.34 4.96 

3 5.19 5.77 5.68 5.73 5.82 5.76 5.45 5.06 5.15 4.86 4.27 5.77 5.65 

Online channel 

1 3.56 4.95 4.86 4.84 5.22 4.74 4.21 3.59 3.67 4.53 3.39 5.23 4.57 

2 4.35 5.41 5.39 5.36 5.62 5.29 4.85 4.35 4.41 4.79 3.91 5.49 5.06 

3 5.01 5.55 5.60 5.64 5.76 5.58 5.38 4.87 5.03 4.83 4.25 5.75 5.59 

Income: (1) up to PLN 1250, (2) from PLN 1251 to PLN 2000; (3) above PLN 2000  

The assessment is based on a scale from 1 (the costs perceived as low) to 7 (the costs perceived as 

high). The individual cost types (from 1 to 13) are discussed earlier in the text. 

Source: own work based on the survey results 

Conclusion 

Based on analysing the literature on the subject matter and the survey results in question, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

Both the phone and online channels are the most frequently used at the pre-purchase stage of the 

service purchase process. It is also at this stage when the most significant differences in the frequency 

of using those channels can be noted. At the information search stage, the online channel is used 

much more often than the phone channel. The market practices seem to reveal that phone services are 

more frequently sought for activities that are much more advanced than information provision. For 

instance, it has been recently observed that vehicle claim settlement services are increasingly often 

rendered by phone. At the subsequent stages of the service purchase process, the reference 

differences tend to diminish, and they are hardly noticeable at the resignation stage. This probably 

results from the need to establish personal (and often direct) contact with the supplier in an attempt to 

change the service provider and withdraw from the previously concluded contact. 

By analysing the age-dependent behaviour patterns of the surveyed consumers, it can be noted that 

men are more willing to use remote distribution channels than women. These differences are 

statistically significant at all stages of the purchase process, except for resignations submitted by 

phone. Men tend to more frequently use the phone distribution channel, and these preferences seem 

to result from assessing price-unrelated costs. The most significant differences in the perception of 

costs connected with using the phone channel by women and men concern the following aspects: the 

effort connected with making a phone call, fears connected with remaining anonymous, and emotions 

connected with making a phone call. Those costs are assessed as being lower by men than by women. 

The phone channel is more frequently used by representatives of the X and Y generations than by the 

so-called baby-boomers. At the information search stage, this distribution channel is used by the 

latter group of respondents nearly half as often as by representatives of the younger generations, with 

differences being evident at all stages of the purchase process. This is partly justified by the higher 

frequency of contacts with the service provider at all purchase process stages, preferred by the 

younger generations. Consumers seem to make a relatively frequent use of the phone channel because 

the online channel is not always sufficient for their needs. Perhaps it still fails to offer some of the 

purchase functions, which may result from legal or technological factors, or from limited skills of the 

contacting person. 

A similar trend in using remote distribution channels by purchasers from various generation groups 

has also been revealed while analysing the respondent income groups. People with the highest 

income more willingly use the phone channel than other consumers at all stages of the purchase 

process. The wealthiest people recognise the relatively high costs of using phone channels for service 
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distribution but they, nevertheless, tend to use such channels more frequently than representatives of 

lower income groups. Younger and wealthier respondents, making a more active use of the service 

distribution channels, also report more drawbacks connected with remote distribution channels. 

The development of multichanneling and access to ICT make the differences between various sales 

channels gradually vanish, as these channels are becoming multi-functional. For instance, the online 

channel can be used to talk to the consultant, and even see him/her. Also, while talking to the 

customer, the consultant can send files with service proposals, specifying the terms and conditions of 

the prospective contract. Considering the above, the telephone will undoubtedly perform diversified 

roles, starting with the traditional straightforward talk to the use of mobile applications. Nonetheless, 

the phone-call function is likely to remain significant for consumers in the service distribution 

channel, as it ensures the fastest and the easiest contact form. However, given the relatively high 

costs of this channel, both for the supplier and the customer, it will be dedicated to more advanced 

sales-related activities. 
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Abstract 

The higher education sector has significantly made its position in the global industry, competing with the 

institutions in the international market, which is reflective with the generation of workforce competent 

for the present national and international requirement. Hence, there is an emerged concept such as 

managerialism and performativity in Higher Education which is one of the concepts of managing and 

leading an academic staff.  This paper focuses on possibilities and challenges facing lecturers working in 

the Higher Education sector when dealing with managerialism and performativity. 

Introduction 

Currently, the system of education is in the middle of unprecedented change, and the rate of change is 

expediting. The role of policymakers, school administrators, principals and educators will be different in 

the future than previous and current times in terms of beliefs, values and views at things. The rapid 

changing world is making present knowledge and methods of teaching out of date much faster (Ball, 

2012). If current teaching is not out of date, it will be so in the expected future. In order to conform to 

this change, the constant professional development of teachers is necessary. 

Professional development refers to the improvement of staff capabilities through training and education, 

and may be done in formal processes like workshops, university courses, or seminars and relatively 

informal ones such as collaborative learning in a team, peer observations, independent reading, and 

discussions with colleagues (Guskey, 2009). Professional development is often done in order to acquire 

new skills and knowledge that will help to improve employees’ job performance (NSDC, 2009). When 

this is done continuously then it becomes continuous personal development (CPD). Different professions 

have different professional development programs for their members, and some may even make it a 

mandatory requirement to continue working. However, in most fields, professional development (PD) is a 

voluntarily area as is the case in education. 

A number of studies have been conducted in this subject area, and they have found that PD increases the 

quality of teaching as well as the kind of leadership present in an institution. Furthermore, students tend 

to learn at the highest levels possible while teachers implement best practices (Bennett, 2005). While 

these benefits are quite welcome, there are some misunderstandings that revolve around professional 

development. First, it is possible that some educators are not fully aware of its functions and purpose. 

There are also instances when the expected benefits from PD are not experienced by educators thus 

leading to frustration. It is thus essential to analyse the challenges and benefits of professional 

development within a specific setting; that is, a secondary school, so as to clarify these 

misunderstandings and misgivings.  
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This essay will consider key issues such as what is educational change, models of educational change and 

their role in implementation new ideas, and what does it mean to lead and manage change. In particular 

focusing on benefits and challenges facing teachers working in the Secondary school sector when leading 

and managing professional development in secondary school. 

Literature Review:  What Is Educational Change?  

Before discussing educational change, we should define what change actually is because researchers 

utilise a number of terms to explain, and to discuss, changes in systems of education. Official changes at 

any level (institutional, regional or national) which have obviously been planned and fully thought 

through are reported in the literature as innovations in education. Occasionally, a considerable number of 

changes at the national level, such as the structure or content of a national curriculum or the formats or 

methods of assessment, are given as major examples as reform in education (Wedell, 2009). The 

meanings given for ‘educational change’ are all similar, mostly that of alterations or modifications within 

an educational system. In this essay, I prefer to use the term 'change' to refer to amendments and 

alterations within the educational system, regardless of scale or level of planning. 

Any educational change such as planning and implementing new ideas is not easy, and the process of 

educational change is particularly complex (Fullan, 2007).  Knowing this, it is not clear why politicians 

would take such a risk, particularly given the political sensitivity of education. The one, quite astounding, 

reason for taking such a risk, as claimed by Hunter and Benson (1997), is that the system of education 

serves two societal issues: the first is that of the stability (perpetuation) of society, whilst the second is 

that of changing, improving and building upon society.  

If the educational system is the site of the stability or any changes in society, then it is questionable as to 

why one might decide to change it and what they hope to achieve by such change; for instance, it might 

well be that educational changes are needed to support other, wider changes in society (Wedell, 2009). 

This gives rise to another question, which is one of why such wider changes are even necessary.   

One of the most important reasons for change in a wider, or national, context is that of the economic and 

technological effects of globalisation (Thomson, 2010). These effects force politicians to realise the need 

to progress or develop policies which will improve or support their state’s competitiveness within a fast-

changing global market. Today’s education system was formed in the industrial age; its main goal was, 

and is, to help students or citizens gain general information (Encyclopaedic knowledge) and the skills 

needed to be prosperous in a relatively ordinary career, such as the manufacturing or services industries 

of the previous century (Bishop, 2012). Currently, high technologies are taking many such functions, so 

contemporary employees need to be more productive, and be able to construct modern approaches to 

resolving issues in a combined yet uncertain world. Consequently, education systems are now proving to 

be insufficient in preparing students for life generally and the job market in particular in a novel age of 

knowledge, where knowledge can quickly become out of date (Mok, 2012). This is why an educational 

system needs to prepare students for life where knowledge is increasingly widened; this being the case, 

citizens should know how to perpetually update and use their knowledge in modern life. In this context, 

educational change might be regarded as a powerful tool in the maintenance of the nation in the face of 

other external changes going on worldwide.  

The second important reason for change within an education system is that of standards and 

measurement. Since 1980 in western countries (Wedell, 2009), and 2000 in developing countries, has 

been emerged the understanding that outcomes of education should be more rigorously standardised and 

measured (Glewwe & Kremer, 2006). The initial impulse behind this concept was both political and 

ideological; in the last two decades of the 20th century, the governments of many countries have begun to 

spend a huge amount of money on their education systems; in this case, politicians also came to the 

decision that educational institutions and teachers should be made increasingly accountable to the 

government (Ball, 2012). Consequently, when governments began or initiated any educational change, 

the main emphasis was on creating systems to standardise and control the process and content of the 

education system, and to design easier ways to precisely measure the outcomes of education (for 

example, through students’ performance via standardised exams). If an educational system has clear 

standards which that are accepted across all institutions, it might be hoped that in these schools there will 
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be an essential and systematic change that drives improvements in learning for all learners (Riley, Selden 

& Caldwell, 2004). However, Bennett (2005) claims that the UK spent a huge amount of money in 

improving standards and assessments within its educational system, but despite this the gap between 

achieving a high educational level between children from richer and poorer families has actually 

increased. In this regard, it is clear that good standards are no guarantee of successful learning. 

Educational change is an alteration in an educational system that is made with the aim of improving 

quality of knowledge, skills, and the lives of citizens in an increasingly competitive world, or otherwise 

supporting other changes within society. Two possible reasons for initiating educational change have 

been suggested: first, preparing students for technological and economic challenges at the national or 

international level, and second to make the system of education more accountable to government via 

standards and measurement of performance.  

Useful Model of Change 

Today, there are so many models of change that are necessary for the successful implementation of a new 

idea in any sphere of life. However, not all of these are useful as regards educational change because this 

is dependent on the level and scale of change, culture, values, beliefs and economic condition of a given 

organisation or nation. This part of the essay will be considering three models of change (Lewin’s model, 

Fullan’s model and the Carnall cycle of change), any or all of which might be useful regarding 

educational change.   

Lewin’s model consists of a three-step change model: unfreeze, process of changing (movement) and 

refreeze (Lewin, 1952).  

The first step is unfreezing, where the main idea is to unfreeze the present situation or status quo. 

Unfreezing is needed to surmount the resistance of individuals to change. There are three methods of 

unfreezing a current situation: in the first, the dynamic forces that guide behaviour away from the current 

condition or status quo should be enhanced or increased. Secondly, resistance that will disrupt the current 

equilibrium should be reduced. Thirdly, an amalgamation of the two approaches considered above should 

be used (Robbins, & Judge, 2013).  

The second step in Lewin’s model is movement in the process of change. At this level, it is necessary to 

transfer the planned system to a novel stage of equilibrium. There are also three activities that might help 

in this movement: assuring employees that the current status quo is not useful to them and persuading 

them to see the problem from a new viewpoint, acting together to find new appropriate material or 

information, and linking the opinions of the group to reputable, influential leaders, which also maintains 

change (Kritsonis, 2004).   

The third step of Lewin’s model is unfreezing. This step is introduced after the alteration has been 

completed in order to sustain of change. If this step is not implemented, it is possible that the change will 

be short-lived and employees will return to their former equilibrium. The aim of refreezing is to maintain 

the new change (equilibrium) via balancing both the restraining and driving forces through formal and 

informal policies (Burnes, 2004). 

Lewin's model of change is highly rational and purpose-oriented (Cameron & Green, 2015). The model is 

good in the document since it makes rational sense, though when implementing a model that does not 

take account of people’s experiences, feelings and beliefs, a negative aftermath can result. 

Another model of change is Carnall’s cycle of change. He adopted five stages to the coping cycle of 

change: stage 1 - denial, stage 2 - defence, stage 3 - discarding, stage 4 - adaptation and stage 5 - 

internalisation (Burnes, 2009).  

Denial is when people claim that they need change and as to the effectiveness of the status quo. Defence 

is when people recognise that change is inevitable and they try to protect their territories and status quo. 

Discarding is when people leave old behaviour and begin to look forward; also at this stage, people may 

more optimistic and may start to think about how to solve problems. Adaptation is where people adapting 

to the new alteration and begin to see its effectiveness; however, at this stage, people can feel anger 
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towards the new situation, but it is not obligatorily protection to the change, it can be in attempting to 

make the new system operate (Cameron & Green, 2015). The final stage is internalisation, where all the 

changes become operational, and people feel, psychologically, that the changes are the norm. 

Hargreaves, Lieberman, Fullan & Hopkins, (2013) claim that Carnall's cycle of change is inevitable; 

every organisation should pass these stages in order to come to grips with change. However, when people 

face new circumstance, their reactions can be different, even for individuals working at the same place. 

Some people can reach the denial stage more quickly than the internalisation stage, but some can stay at 

the stage of denial for a long time, or at the defence stage, as they may not accept the new ideas (Burnes, 

2009). Hence, it is difficult to pass every stage; it means this model is also not ideal. 

The third model considered in this essay is Fullan’s model of change: initiation, implementation and 

continuation. Initiation is the process of beginning of a new idea and deciding on its implementation. 

Fullan (2007) claimed that the source and reason for initiating innovation can be different. There are 

several factors that can influence the initiation of change: ‘New policy (federal, state, local), External 

Change agents, Advocacy from Central administration, teacher advocacy …’ (Fullan, 2007, p.70).   

The second phase is implementation, where the main idea is to put new ideas and programs into process 

or practice. This implementation phase is dependent on three main factors: external factors (such as 

government), local characteristics (district, teachers, principals) and the characteristics of the change 

(necessity, clarity).  Fullan (2007) claimed that if any of the factors acted contrary to implementation, the 

process will be not successful. Hence, this means that it is difficult to find people or organisations that 

think in a similar manner and can support each other in the faster, changeable world due to varied beliefs 

and values. In other words, if more factors support implementation, the more likely this stage is to be 

successful.  

The third phase is continuation, where the new idea is no longer innovation, and people now want to 

sustain the its development. This continuation also dependent on certain factors, however, such as 

funding, the idea corresponding with that of advancing technology, or people’s changing values and 

beliefs.   

In conclusion, there is no correct or incorrect model that can be used with regards to change management 

due to management itself not being a specific, or exact, science. Nevertheless, present and future research 

will never cease in its efforts to find an efficient model of change that may fill the current gaps in this 

sector. In addition, choosing the most ‘correct’ and appropriate model may be dependent on culture, the 

economic stability of a country or organisation, or people’s values and beliefs. 

What Does It Mean To Lead And Manage Change? 

The necessity for change is present in every country and organisation in the marketable world. If an 

organisation does not change and innovate regarding market needs, or does not meet current challenges, 

then it will cease to operate or become increasingly non-competitive. Hence, if change is inevitable, then 

it should be led and managed in order to be more successful and less painless. 

Benton (2005) states that management is a science that is composed of methods, estimations, predictions 

and statistics. On this basis, one can understand that the need to manage change is to plan for change (i.e., 

what needs to be changed), the choice of model of change, an estimate as to the current situation and the 

creation of the goals and aims of change. Hence, to manage change is a complex issue that managers or 

policy makers must consider in detail in order to successfully implement a new idea or innovation within 

any organisation. To implement such innovation successfully, managers decide as to its main goals, 

which might be to improve the performance and efficiency of teaching and learning in schools (Riley, 

2008). Determining the main goal of change is an important aspect of change because managers should 

believe that their goals are achievable on the basis of statistical data and research. On the basis of this 

goal, managers will determine the model of change that will most successfully drive change to the 

required endpoint. However, choosing the most suitable model for the context where change is to 

introduced is complex because this depends on beliefs, people’s values (though not necessarily), and 

favourable economic and cultural conditions within the country or organisation.  After choosing the 
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model of change, it is necessary to support the change to achieve its successful implementation; if 

necessary, managers or leaders will correct the model of change or any process of change as 

circumstances dictate. This entire process can thus be summarised: define the goal/ aim of the change, 

choose the correct model of change, and support the change on the basis of statistics and research. 

Finding the correct, or most suitable, meaning for leading change is necessary in order to define the 

meaning of leadership. However, there is no one exact meaning of leadership. Payne (2005) claims that 

there are about 650 definitions of leadership in the literature. However, one can find a number of 

important definitions that might be considered significant in developing the meaning of leadership. 

According to Stogdill (1950, as cited in Silva, 2015), leadership is defined as 'the process of influencing 

the activities of an organised group in its efforts toward goal setting and goal achievement'. This 

determination is possibly the central meaning of leadership that mentions the act of influencing people. In 

addition, Benton (2005) states that leadership is the art of influencing people in order to accomplish an 

aim through the use of power. Therefore, one can affirm that leadership is a process that involves the 

capacity to lead and motivate people towards reaching an aim. Based on these theories, one can assert 

that leadership is a process that includes the ability to influence and motivate individuals. 

On the basis of the above-mentioned theories, one can understand that to lead change is the process of 

driving or leading change towards its successful implementation and continuation idea by influencing 

people. For the successful implementation of a new idea in the education system, leaders use power, or 

any other art of influence, to change the beliefs and values of employees (Fullan, 2007). Therefore, the 

beliefs and values of teachers are crucial concepts that can be directly linked with successful 

implementation.  

In conclusion, if managing change is for the most part about the creation of goals and the purposes for 

change, and the subsequent choice of an appropriate model of change through the objective use of data, 

then leading change can be considered to be principally about influencing people's beliefs, values and 

motivation in order to achieve the goals of change. Both concepts are important for successful and 

sustainable change because they are intimately connected to each other. 

Difficulties for Secondary school teachers experience in relations to Professional 

Development 

One of the most obvious and common challenges surrounding professional development is its definition. 

When key stakeholders are not speaking the same language with regard to PD, then implementation and 

outcomes are unlikely to yield desired results in the faster changeable world. This means that procedures, 

practices and policies that are developed by education authorities, schools and educators themselves are 

likely to be divergent. In the United Kingdom, the standard term in most settings is CPD (continuous 

professional development). However, teachers themselves are not sure about which parameters fall in 

CPD and which ones do not (Guskey, 2009). Unless such ambiguity is overcome, it will be difficult to 

truly exploit the potential of PD in secondary schools. 

In close relation to the above challenge is the role that the government plays in regulating CPD. Within 

the UK, the previous regime used to be highly prescriptive about the standards and process that schools 

must undergo when doing CPD. In fact, it was a requirement that maintained schools dedicate a 

minimum of 5 days annually towards this effort (Pont et. al., 2008). However, the new government is not 

as a rigid as the former one, yet head teachers had grown accustomed to getting direction from above. 

Specific details on national strategies are not forthcoming, and schools do not know how much money 

and time to dedicate towards CPD.  

Institutional issues also come in the way of professional development for teachers. Many schools tend to 

treat CPD as their own initiative rather than that of the educator. For this reason, educators themselves 

lack personal goals that they might use in order to improve Dede et. al. (2009). Additionally, the top-

down managerial approach makes it seem like it is something that will not benefit the educator. As a 

result, most secondary schools teachers lack commitment to CPD because it viewed as something done 

for their institutions (Hoyle & John, 1995). Head teachers are especially responsible for this attitude since 

they tend to control most of the decisions made about professional development.  
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The lack of support from local authorities and intense focus on academics is also a key challenge for 

several secondary school teachers. Ratcliffe (2013) reports that teachers are too worried about 

performance targets and exams for them to implement new teaching methods they may acquire from PD. 

Resistance to change is quite common especially when teachers lack confidence in their ability to 

implement what they have learned (Porter, 2000). They may not be certain that the skills they acquired 

will cause change, so they would rather focus on academics.  

Most CPD efforts are external rather than internal, yet research has shown that external interventions are 

rarely effective. It is becoming increasingly common for schools to bring in experts or trainers from 

outside for CPD. These secondary schools often spend a lot of money on the so-called experts, yet 

minimal improvements are rarely achieved. The trainers often teach general principles that have little 

effect on particular schools, let alone specific educators. Additionally, this external focus is often for the 

short term, so its effects rarely last for a long time. Workshops and conferences are some of the regular 

interventions that come to mind when talking about CPD, yet these are never really beneficial to the 

participants involved. Biancarosa  et. al. (2010) found that externally-focused interventions do not 

translate into tangible effects on pupil outcomes. 

The lack of continuity has been found to be a key difficulty in leading change among educators (Guskey 

& Yoon, 2009). A vast number of institutions outsource professional trainers who do it superficially. 

They simply deliver their content and leave without instating mechanisms for evaluation. Furthermore, 

no action plan is ever put in place for the participating teachers to demonstrate how they will apply their 

acquired information (Fullan, 2007). These institutions have no way of knowing that the efforts they 

made had tangible returns through the assessment of students or observations from their peers.  

Many schools also complain about the expenses incurred when setting up PD programs. A vast number 

of CPD programs are quite costly especially when they are externally done. Schools and school 

authorities must set aside sufficient finds for these interventions especially when they are done as events 

(Stes et. al., 2011). Schools have to find the money to pay for trainers’ accommodation, venues and 

travel. Alternatively if it is a course that has to be paid by the sponsoring institution, then that becomes a 

challenge.  

Continuous professional development requires a commitment of time and this is usually quite strenuous 

for the people involved (Ebert-May et. al., 2009). If the program is external and being done during school 

time, then the school has to find a replacement for the teacher who is training. This means more costs for 

the institution involved since the regular school program must continue even when professional 

development takes place.  

Conclusion 

Most of the analyses and researches demonstrate that professional development and CPD in teaching can 

be useful if done correctly in the middle of unprecedented change. When a program is more oriented 

towards peer collaboration and personal interactions, it yields results. Furthermore, when it is long term 

in nature and geared towards the process of learning rather than technical content it can improve teacher’s 

expertise and confidence, student outcomes and classroom experiences. On the other hand, several 

professional development programs do not have these characteristics. Additionally, concerns about the 

budget and time implications, the intermittent nature of programs and minimal effect on student 

achievement are some of the challenges secondary teachers face when implementing professional 

development.  

A number of obstacles have been identified in terms of CPD and its implementation in secondary 

schools. Some of those obstacles are related, so one solution can account for all of them. In order to 

tackle the challenge of poor understanding of the purpose of CPD, it is essential for all the key 

participants, including the local educational authorities, government, head teachers and teachers to define 

and specify activities involved in professional development. The top down approach is a barrier to CPD 

and can be overcome by using more participative decision making processes.  
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All schools should refrain from programs with an external focus as these not only consume money but 

they yield minimal results. Instead, they should first specify the needs in their schools before engaging 

any program. Furthermore, all participants of a professional development program should be required to 

create an action plan of how they will apply what they have learnt. Additionally, special effort should be 

taken to evaluate the outcomes of each program on teaching and student outcomes so that accountability 

may be instated. 

Systematic planning is essential to making CPD effective in the secondary settings. Schools and local 

authorities should acquire sufficient knowledge of the features that will make professional development 

work. They should also create infrastructure that will assist in implementation of CD activities. Technical 

assistance, guidelines and funding from the state can go a long way in surmounting some of the obstacles 

identified in the earlier sections. CPD holds a lot of promise but its benefits can only be felt when 

stakeholders adopt a collaborative stance.  

The issue of external trainers does not have to be completely abandoned because shortage of resources 

may prevent some schools from using the long term intensive CPD programs recommended above. In 

such cases, care should be taken to inform trainers of the needs in the schools. This implies knowing the 

skills that the workforce has and also determining the end goal for the evaluation process. Structural 

barriers are best overcome through assistance from the top.  
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Abstract  

Working on the assumption that innovation should be an inherent part of the economic mechanisms of all 

businesses and shall encounter no obstacles, a principle issue here is the revealing of key internal 

incentives for innovation, the efficient management of which will ensure dissemination thereof and self-

development of the regional innovation system. We argue that the principal incentive to innovate is 

value-added generated by economic agents in the processes of innovation, research, and technology 

transfer. Therewith, the management of innovation development should be embedded into the very 

managing system in such a manner, that the management mechanisms will accord with mechanisms and 

regularities of self-organisation and self-development. Innovation process participants should actively 

collaborate and develop the experience of joint projects on creation and commercialization of 

innovations. Thereby, a special focus should be on the development and implementation of an appropriate 

strategy that will ensure establishment of structures-attractors, which are to draw innovative paths of 

development and to determine principal areas of promotion of collaboration for innovation activity 

participants. These attractors may be represented by innovation institutions with the greatest potential in 

decreasing of transaction costs in innovation activities. 

Keywords: transaction costs, institutions, value added, innovation system development 

 

Introduction 

 

Modern Russia is in the search of the optimal strategy of economic development of the country. 

Determined by world commodity price trends, the inertial prosperity does not ensure national security of 

the country. Russia’s entering WTO and the events of Contemporary history have increased risks and 

ambiguity of development prospects manifold. The escalation of geopolitical tension, objectively 

determined by structural shifts accompanying the change of technological modes, is aggravated by low 

functioning efficiency of the Russian economic system. Besides competent political solutions there is a 

strong need for a new economic policy aimed at consolidation of the economy, the development of which 

should follow, according to the majority of experts, the innovation path. The geopolitical crisis and the 

sanction policy towards Russia have revealed multiple implicit problems aggravated by the fall of oil 

prices as the main source of revenue, as well as by an extreme deployment of the import substitution and 

economic modernization policy. 

 

It is worth noticing that the reverse side of the acute problem may become a powerful impulse of 

mobilization of hidden reserves of development and implementation of potential capacities of the Russian 

economic system. Consequently, the current situation should be considered as a real chance of integration 

into the common international trend of innovative development. 

 

The last year showed us that in order to solve the problem of innovation system management the existing 

approaches, tools and mechanisms, regardless of features of the modern crisis and the economic behavior 

of leading actors of the economic system, are insufficient. We have to admit that antimonopoly 

regulations and competition have played out. There are new challenges requiring a cardinally new 
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methodological approach to the analysis and scientific understanding of principles and mechanisms of 

innovation system management at macro-, meso- and microlevels. The number of objects of innovation 

infrastructure (business incubators, business accelerators, technological parks, innovation centers, centers 

for technology transfer and commercialization etc.) is expanding at a very rapid pace. Unfortunately, 

the same could not be said of their effectiveness. It is worthy of note that continues to be the problem 

with overcome the gap between the state research and development sector, the sector of research and 

development of universities and the private sector of the economy. The increase in the number of 

intermediaries in innovation sphere, whose functions are performed by objects of innovation 

infrastructure, does not solve the task to integrate the national innovation system of Russia. Unsystematic 

character of the creation of innovative infrastructure and its institutional weakness determines the 

weakness of the interaction between science and industry.  

 

One of generally recognized indicators that assess the effectiveness of innovation, as it is known, is the 

innovative activity of the enterprises. It is obvious that in the economic sector of our country has 

developed a practice when the innovative activity of the enterprises has been extremely low (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Innovative activity of the enterprises (the proportion of organisations implementing 

technological, organisational and marketing innovations in the reporting year, in the total number 

of organisations surveyed) 
 

 

Compiled by the authors according to the data of Russian Federal State Statistics Service. URL: 

http://www.gks.ru/ 

Thereby, the innovative activity of the enterprises in Russia has been at a low level in recent years. 

Meanwhile, according to the level of this index, the Russian economy is noticeably inferior to not only 

leading developed countries (Germany – 70%; Canada – 65%; Belgium - 60%; Ireland, Denmark and 

Finland – 55–57%), but to the most of Central-Eastern European Countries, where the figure is in the 

range of 20–40%. According to international ratings of innovative activity and the competitiveness their 

level in the Russian Federation is extremely low (Table 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industries 

The proportion of organisations implementing technological, 

organisational and marketing innovations in the reporting 

year, in the total number of organisations surveyed 

(percentage) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Altogether 10,3 10,1 9,9 9,3 8,4 

Extracting industries 8,2 7,6 7,5 6,9 7,4 

Processing industries 13,4 13,3 13,6 13,3 13,3 

Production and distribution of electrical 

energy, gas and water 
5,6 5,3 5,1 4,9 4,8 

Communications 13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 

Activity connected with the use of computer 

facilities and information technologies 
13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 

Research and development 13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 

Providing other services 13,3 14,2 12,2 13,3 12,2 
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Table 2: International ratings of innovative activity and competitiveness of some countries by the 

method of INSEAD and GCI WEF * 

 

Countries 

 

Global Innovation Index INSEAD, 

2015 

The Global Competitiveness Index 

WEF 2015-2016 

The total score Rating The total score Rating 

Switzerland 68,30 1 5,76 1 

Sweden 62.40 3 5,43 10 

UK 62.42 2 5,43 9 

Netherlands 61.58 4 5,50 8 

USA 60.10 5 5,61 3 

Finland 59.97 6 5,45 4 

Hong Kong 57.23 11 5,46 7 

Singapore 59.36 7 5,68 2 

Russia 39.32 48 4,44 53 

Compiled by the authors. 

 

It is necessary to identify the underlying reasons for these negative economic consequences, in order to 

use them in the management practices. The copying of forms, methods and innovation management 

models, had been successfully implemented in most of foreign countries and had a great impact through 

the contribution in innovation development, did not work in Russia. These attempts have been undertaken 

for a long time and, obviously, have not led to the expected results that is statistically confirmed. 

 

In our opinion, the understanding that the introduction of an innovation system model, which has 

positively proven itself within other socioeconomic systems, will not lead to the desired results is a matter 

of principle, as the existing institutional environment is not ready to adapt the introduced principles and 

mechanisms of management. The existing theories, conceptions and approaches to establishment and 

development of an innovative system hardly assist in resolving the given problem and, therefore, in 

providing manageability of innovation processes and predictability of results of managerial decisions in 

the present field.  

 

Adhering to the directive that innovations should immanently be a part of economic mechanisms of all 

business entities and should encounter no obstacle, a matter of principle here is the determination of key 

internal motives for production of innovations in an economic system, the efficient management of which 

will provide dissemination thereof and self-development of the whole innovation system. 

Literature Review 

The understanding of the importance of innovations in economic development correlates with a growing 

interest in the stated problem by the academic community. At the same time, the understanding of 

innovative phenomena and accumulation of empirical data in the given field are also growing. Innovation 

is more often considered as a process endowed with special features, the combination of which causes a 

necessity to develop an approach beyond the classical “mainstream”, i.e. beyond the paradigm that 

acknowledges the existence of a representative economic agent featuring full rationality.  

 

The research problem of present study caused a necessity to examine a broad set of works analyzing the 

subject matter, directly or indirectly connected with the problem of innovation system development.  
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In recent years, the concept of innovation system is gaining strength and recognition. This theory 

describes evolving interrelations between economic actors, the change of innovation activity models and 

their relations with external environment 

 

The innovation system is a concept, originally introduced in 1980s-1990s by R. Nelson (1993), B.-A. 

Lundvall (2002) and C. Freeman (1980). Freeman was the first who suggested the notion of “national 

innovation system”, implying  “a network of institutions in state and private sectors that initiate, import, 

modify and disseminate new technologies in cooperation” (Lundvall, 1980). 

 

The concept of innovation system emphasizes a complex web of connections and interactions among 

various actors focused on establishment, dissemination and application of knowledge. The innovation 

system approach allows to analyze a critical category of “innovation activity” from a broader point of 

view focusing on the results of not just innovations themselves, but on the processes that lead to them and 

the diversity of actors involved in creation of innovations. The innovation system approach is based on 

the understanding and conceptualization of the fact that the innovative process is not linear; it involves 

various actors with their interests taking part in co-evolutionary processes. Recent research of innovative 

process emphasizes the importance of network in providing success for innovations, thus transforming 

the traditional model, which characterizes innovations as a linear sequence originating from fundamental 

research by means of product design, manufacturing and marketing. Currently innovations are viewed as 

an interactive process which requires intensive movement of knowledge, ideas and data in the firm’s 

internal and external environment. Some empirical studies have found that firms' collaboration with 

external partners may provide their effectiveness and speed up innovation process (Chesbrough, 2003). 

According to the open innovation approach, actors need more knowledge flows for the accelerating the 

innovation process and broadening markets. 

 

Recently the concept of network has made a breakthrough in the theory of innovation economy after it 

began to be actively used in different forms and meanings in many scientific fields. The concept of 

innovative network has a wide meaning. This definition encompasses innovative networks promoted by 

large European programmes which connect firms and other establishments from different countries, 

sectors into competitive innovative environment that is used by small and medium-sized business to 

implement innovative projects.  

 

If the purpose of cooperation is not connected with innovative activity, the mere fact of cooperation with 

other firms increases innovative opportunities. In its easy sense, network can mean a group of cooperating 

firms; the particular group can represent an innovative system, supply chain, cluster, or any other type of 

interfirm relations.  

 

Despite an exponentially growing interest of the scientific community in the problem of innovative 

development efficiency, there still remains an unresolved question – why does the implementation of an 

innovation system model that has successfully proved itself in actual management in a number of 

countries lead to negative results within a concrete socioeconomic system. Besides, there is a lack of a 

system of innovative development management and forecasting, which will promote elaboration of an 

efficient strategy of innovative development of a concrete country. In Russia the establishment of the 

innovation system has been in progress for a long time, some significant funding has been spent, 

however, negative results revealed themselves clearly last year, which turned out to be indicative in view 

of the developed external-economic and political situation.  

Results 

We have to admit that antimonopoly regulations and competition, which used to have an effect in the 

industrial economy, have played out. There are new challenges requiring cardinally new approaches to 

management. Russia, as well as other countries with similar macroeconomic systems, requires the state to 
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enter the economic and innovative processes as a generator of incentives to innovations, which, as it has 

been pointed out, can be provided neither by the market nor by the existing poorly developed institutional 

environment. Golichenko O.G. notes that “it is impossible to establish a modern national system within 

the economy, the institutions of which have been obsolescent for a long time” (Golichenko, 2011). 

 

In economically developed countries, positive consequences of innovations occur when economic 

development is provided to market subjects, particularly, when company owners face the dilemma of 

profit distribution between profit reinvestment and profit dividends distribution. On the one hand, it 

causes short-term investment attractiveness; on the other hand, it provides the foundation for expanded 

reproduction of an economic system. 

 

It is known that the companies’ innovation activity is a commonly recognized indicator of innovation 

activity efficiency evaluation. We have to admit that within the pattern established by the Russian 

economic sphere the companies’ innovation activity is insignificant (Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Innovation activity of organisations (organisational, marketing innovations in the 

reporting years out of the total examined organisations), by types of economic activities 

 

Industries 

Innovation activity of organisations (share of 

organizations implementing technological, 

organizational, marketing innovations in accounting 

years out of the total examined organisations), by types 

of economic activities (percentage) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Total 
10,3 10,1 9,9 

9,3 8,4 

Mining operations 
8,2 7,6 7,5 

6,9 7,4 

Manufacturing activity 
13,4 13,3 13,6 

13,3 13,3 

Production and distribution of electric 

energy, gas and water 
5,6 5,3 5,1 

4,9 4,8 

Communication 
13,3 14,2 12,2 

13,3 12,2 

Activity associated with computer 

engineering and IT 
9,4 9,6 8,8 

8,0 6,3 

Research and development 30,1 31,0 33,3 
32,2 30,7 

Rendering of other services 4,0 3,5 3,5 
3,1 3,0 

 

Complied by the authors on the basis of the Russian Federal State Statistics Service “Science and innovations”  

Thus, the innovation activity of Russia in recent years has experienced no highs and lows. Meanwhile, the 

level of the indicator under study in the Russian economy is significantly lower than the ones in leading 

industrial countries (Germany – 70%; Canada – 65%; Belgium – 60%; Ireland, Denmark and Finland – 

55–57%), as well as in the majority of countries of Central and Eastern Europe with the indicator being in 

the range 20–40%. Besides, Russia is dragging behind in exports of high-technology products. The share 

of Russia in this market is only a quarter of a percent (Gamidullaeva, 2015, 2016). It is necessary to 
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reveal the causes of such negative economic consequences, the identification of which will make it 

possible to establish a vector of management for politicians. Simple coping of forms, methods and models 

of innovation management, successfully implemented by foreign countries, taking place for a long time, 

doesn’t lead to the desired results – it is obvious and proved statistically.  

 

Manifesting itself in a growth of instability of existing companies’ connections and relations and, as a 

result, in a growth of combined costs at intermediate stages of the innovative process,  the innovations 

lead to a low innovation activity of economic agents. It is associated with high costs of the innovation 

activity being mostly not of transformational (dealing with reorganisation, changes of initial resources), 

but of transactional (predominantly caused by a necessity of collaborating and networking) nature. It 

happens because innovation products are being transferred in to the new B2B (business-to-business) 

system, however, the implementation thereof takes place in the B2C (business-to-customer) sector, which 

in turn makes it impossible to use directive methods of innovation system management.  

 

The lack of mutual self-descriptiveness between economic agents leads to permanently high risks of 

running business in Russia, and, as a result, for instance, - inadequately high credits in banks. 

Correspondingly, without an access to long-term borrowed funds companies are forced to slow down 

their innovation activities. Such situation virtually demotivates implementation and realization of 

innovations. Monopolization has a similar effect leading to the innovation activity being useless at the 

present level of competition development for company owners and in most cases being implemented only 

provided for direct financing by the state. As a result, the discrepancy between the state’s expenditures on 

innovation activity development and the level of innovation activity of domestic enterprises grows. We 

are to admit that according to the level of budgetary expenditures on research and development Russia is 

among the leaders outrunning USA, Israel, Japan and China. However, the share of organisations 

implementing technological innovations suffers a stable fall (Table 1). The Russian practice of 

establishing the innovation infrastructure - the destination of the lion’s share of the budgetary resources – 

has been developed de facto guided by the logic of industrialization mainly based on replication of 

production and infrastructure projects.  

 

In our opinion, it is essentially important to have a clear understanding of the fact that without the 

creation of motives to innovative development for economic agents the innovative process will remain an 

occasional phenomenon in the Russian economic system yielding to the competitiveness decrease and 

economic growth retardation. 

 

It is impossible to disagree with the view of RAS academician L.I. Abalkin (2002), who formulated the 

main condition of scientific and technical advance: the scientific and technical advance and the associated 

standards of industrial and labor organisation will be in demand, if they are capable of attracting income 

that exceeds the labor remuneration economy existing at the moment of time. It logically implies that the 

general growth of employees’ income being a significant part of companies’ expenses is inevitable when 

companies are innovatively active. However, the economic reality testifies that company transformation 

into an innovatively active enterprise does not always lead to positive consequences for business in the 

form of its economic efficiency growth. All the above mentioned determines the following conclusion: 

company owners will be motivated to implement innovations provided the efficiency of such innovative 

projects exceeds the loss of profit from capital savings on qualification and quality of manpower 

resources (Gamidullaeva, 2016; Vasin and Gamidullaeva, 2015). 

 

This, in turn, confirms the following thesis: without the establishment of stimulus for innovation 

development for market entities the innovation supply might not find its consumers in the required 

volume, and the innovation development will remain local. Thus, it is a matter of principle to determine 

the key internal incentive to reproduce innovations in the economic system. The incentive management 

will provide the diffusion and dissemination of innovations. We believe that the indicator of value added 
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(Gross Regional Product if consider at regional level) and its structure should be in the focus of the 

macroeconomic policy (Vasin and Gamidullaeva, 2015). 

 

Recognizing the importance of the policy in the field of taxation, competition etc., low levels of 

remuneration and value-added established by labor determine the impossibility of mass dissemination of 

innovation activities within the concrete economic system. To make value added grow it is necessary to 

use the potential of companies themselves as well as institutional factors of development that appear to be 

more important and efficient under the economic conditions of Russia in comparison with other, in 

particular, with factors of demand for innovations. In order for individual companies to get involved in 

the innovative process of the system, the institutional support is required in the form of establishment of 

the corresponding institutions at the micro-level. This process can be influenced by the state only 

indirectly. The initiative must arise from company owners and managers, aspired to remain competitive 

in the innovation economy conditions. From our point of view, a positive effect of the development and 

improvement of institutions at meso- and macro-levels of the innovation system will be the 

institutionalization of the innovation activity at the micro-level of the economic system.  

Conclusion 

Considering value added as an object of optimization, we shall first address its structure. As a rule, it 

includes profit and remuneration intended for managers and wage workers who are the source of its 

formation at enterprises. Therefore, value added can be maximized through increasing profit and 

remuneration. An increase of profit from innovation activities, in turn, can be provided by a decrease of 

costs of transactions associated with innovations, and, accordingly, an increase of labor income – by 

means of increasing the value added share created by intellectual capital through its motivation to 

innovation activities.  

 

It follows from the above that the main barriers in the internal field of innovations are high transaction 

costs associated with innovations as well as low companies’ staff motivation to innovation activities. It is 

necessary to specify that under transaction costs minimization one should understand not a process of 

reduction thereof to zero, but optimization thereof within the norm, as they are objectively required for 

the economic system functioning. A stable innovative economic growth of the Russian economy may be 

ensured through achieving the optimal level of transaction costs as it is a requirement for innovative 

development in the framework of individual regions and the country as a whole. 

 

Within the transactional approach the innovation activity of economic subjects is considered as the 

aggregate of transactions performed in order to gain a temporary advantage over competitors. We agree 

with the view of the majority of critics of neoinstitutionalism as well as institutionalism that the main 

problem of the said theory still remains indistinctness of terms and definitions. At the present moment 

there is no universally recognized definition of transaction costs. Nevertheless, the supporters of the said 

theories actively use them in their conclusions and recommendations for political administrations. As a 

result – the problem of evaluation, as it is difficult to evaluate something that has no unambiguous 

definition.  

 

The researchers of this area are deeply convinced about the necessity of taking out the content of 

transaction costs from the production process exclusively into the field of exchange (costs are strictly 

divided by them into transformational and transactional). Admitting that such costs are first of all costs 

for interaction, we assert that they may occur at the pre-market stage as well, at the stage of production 

(being a part of transformation costs) and consumption. In this case they represent costs for interaction, 

for example, as a result of integration and cooperation, which are extremely important for innovative 

processes.  
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According to A. Shastitko (1997) growing transaction costs are compatible with “increasing efficiency 

and economic growth”. A decrease of transaction costs at the meso-level will theoretically promote a rise 

of demand for transaction services, and, as a result, an increase of general transaction costs at the meso-

level, determined by the economic system complexity due to intensified cooperation, division of labour 

etc. 

 

According to the synergistic approach, an increase of economic complexity presupposes diversification of 

interaction types, taking place in cycles and being “a requirement for long-term economic development” 

(Saviotti, 2001). Herewith, the complexity of the system grows simultaneously with the complexity of 

coordinating the operation of its individual elements, and, as a result, transaction costs also grow. 

 

Thus, we may conclude about the growth of transaction costs in the economic system being a reflection 

of complication of economic cooperation between business entities and economic agents. At the same 

time, it is assumed that institutions will decrease not the general transaction costs, but the unit costs, 

intended for individual transactions. Therefore, transaction costs are an objective indicator of economic 

system development. The logic of correlation between transaction costs and institutions is presented in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Correlation of transaction costs and institutions at the micro- and macro-level of the 

innovation system 

Discussion 

It should be understood that innovative development relates to various aspects of the economy and the 

society. It can be studied only through integration of a number of methodological approaches to the 

research enabling to use the potential of obtained theoretical results and practical recommendations for 

innovation system management as much as possible. 

 

Taking the following thesis as the initial one: the macro-level creates conditions for the micro-level in the 

innovation system, and the micro-level generates innovations required by the whole innovation system; 

there rises a necessity to combine a “macro approach” and a “micro approach”. Within the macro 

approach, the economic agent is considered as a “hollow” component that reflexively reacts to changing 

environment. In the micro approach the economic agent acts as a complex multisubject and multilevel 

organism. A necessity of introducing the research micro-level into the analysis, particularly, the internal 

motives of companies as main actors of the innovation system, causes a necessity to use narrow scientific 

methodology – the neoinstitutional approach that, in turn, allows to institutionalize innovative 

development processes at the micro- and meso-level, - as a requirement for creation of basic incentives to 

generate innovations. Thus, the neoinstitutional approach will make it possible to include the research 
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micro-level into the theory of innovation systems and to reduce the research subject to consideration 

thereof through the prism of categories of neoinstitutionalism – institutions and transaction costs.  

 

The use of the systemic approach will make it possible to correctly structure and interrelate the elements 

and factors of development, as well as to reveal “bottlenecks” in the innovation system development. The 

synergic approach will enable to take into account a dynamic aspect of the innovation system 

development, such categories as gain of complexity, ambiguity etc., which are integral features of 

innovation activities.  

 

Thus, we believe that the most preferable path of the innovation system research is the use of a 

neoinstitutional system-synergistic methodological approach that represents a constructive instrument 

allowing to describe and to simulate regional innovative development management.  

 

On the basis of the above-stated, we think that the conception of innovation activity management should 

implement integrated approaches: the neoinstitutional, systemic and synergistic ones, and be focused on 

creating mechanisms for elimination of internal environment barriers in the companies’ innovation 

activity. Such barriers are represented in our opinion by high transaction costs associated with 

innovations and low company staff motivation to innovation activities. Therefore, the main element to be 

optimized in the course of the innovation policy is the volume and structure of value added (Gross 

Regional Product), established by companies.  

 

We believe that the innovative development management should be embedded into the very managed 

system in such a manner, that the management mechanisms will agree with mechanisms and regularities 

of self-organisation and self-administration. Innovation process participants should collaborate without 

hindrance and develop the experience of joint projects on implementation of innovations. Therefore, the 

innovation system management should be focused on the development and implementation of the 

corresponding strategy that will ensure establishment of attracting structures, which are to draw 

innovative paths of development and to determine principal areas of development and promotion of 

collaboration for innovation activity participants. The latter may be represented by innovation institutions 

that possess the greatest potential in decreasing of transaction costs of the innovation activity and 

optimization of the volume and structure of value added, generated by economic agents.  
 
The analysis carried out has helped to reveal the dual nature of innovations, manifesting itself in a growth 

of instability and ambiguity of existing companies’ connections and relations and, as a result, in a growth 

of transaction costs at interim stages of the innovative process, which leads to a low innovation activity of 

economic agents in conditions of the Russian economy. It has been determined that it is the increase of 

the value added share in the structure of general income that should motivate business owners and wage 

workers to implement innovations. Therefore, it becomes a conceptual objective for the state to create a 

favorable institutional environment for development of such processes through establishing the 

mechanisms that reduce transaction costs of innovation activities. The stated objective should be 

implemented on the basis of integrated approaches (neoinstitutional, systemic and synergistic), all 

of which represent an efficient mechanism for regional innovation system management and forecasting of 

economic development. It is important to conclude that in order to efficiently manage innovation systems 

it is necessary to use their self-organisation and self-development capacities. At this point it becomes 

crucial to reveal attracting structures in conditions of the Russia’s economic reality, which may be 

represented by certain institutions of the innovation field that possess the greatest potential in decreasing 

of transaction costs of economic agents and optimization of value added, generated by them. Such 

institutions should, supposedly, attract innovative paths of regional development.  
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Future research direction 

We suggest the following hypothesis for future research: there exists a bilateral dependency between the 

level of transaction costs of innovation activity, value added (Gross Regional Product) and innovation 

activity of businesses, which has qualitatively- and quantitatively-defined boundaries of optimality. 

Beyond these boundaries, the economic system functioning efficiency decreases. A stable innovative 

economic growth of the Russian economy may be ensured through achieving the optimal level of 

transaction costs as it is a requirement for innovative development in the framework of individual regions 

and the whole country. 
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Abstract 

This study aimed at identifying the impact of critical success factors of enterprise resource planning 

system (ERP) on organizational performance. The study used an empirical study to achieve its objectives; 

the study sample consisted of 170 employees who were randomly amounted of ERP users in the Islamic 

International Arab Bank. The empirical data were analyzed and results of the study showed a high 

significant effect of ERP critical success factors (support of senior management, the efficiency of the IT 

department, ERP vender's support) on organizational performance. The study recommend that 

organizations must prepare its work system before applying the ERP system, by getting a good support 

from the senior management, and preparing the human resources in order to guarantee a good application 

of  ERP system, the management also must has a clear strategies for judging  its corporate performance. 

Keywords: Critical success factors, Enterprise resource planning, Organizational performance. 

Introduction 

The last decades and even the beginning of twenty-first century have witnessed many changes, 

developments and enormous accelerating challenges that are complex in their interferences, which 

commercial banks face in general, and Jordanian bank in particular. These organizations have no choice 

but to be at the forefront of this competition. The use of IT services and the Internet has become of great 

importance, which increases the use of ERP solutions in Jordan and all around the world. These systems 

provide integration for all human being and technical factors, and also for all organizational and 

functional levels of the enterprise. It aims to enhance and improve the enterprise's competitiveness by 

improving the organization's ability to generate information accurately and provide it in a timely manner 

to all its beneficiaries in the enterprise (Kennerely, 2001). The importance of ERP system is to support 

top management, giving a complete refection of the project, objectives, and directions in carrying out the 

project. (Alkhaffaf,2016) 

Jordanian firms usually procure these systems from companies that play a leading role for these systems 

to realize success as being changed and developed over time. The suppliers of these systems should be 

carefully selected for their important role in forming the final outcome of the system implementation 

process.(Ayyagari,2010). Despite the importance of ERP system to organizations, many applications in 

organizations have failed. Therefore, it is necessary to address the critical success factors that ensure that 

these systems are applied successfully. This study focuses on these factors for the successful 

implementation of ERP system of organizations in general, and the Islamic International Arab Bank in 

particular, and examines the impact of their application on institutional performance (Bhattacharya, 

2016). The banking sector is one of the most profitable service sectors in Jordanian society, which relies 

on accuracy and timely provision of information. The ERP system helps the various departments of the 

organization such accounting, finance, human resources, production, implementation and distribution 

through coordination of activities and sharing information.  
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These systems will link different business units into one integrated system that contains a platform for 

information flow through the business organization. As a result, this title was chosen as applying the 

success factors of ERP system is important, to ensure the system is applied successfully, which in turn 

will affect the institutional performance. It is worth mentioning that many organizations failed to 

implement such system despite the large amounts of money paid to procure these systems. Hence, it is 

importance to realize that critical factors successfully for ERP systems. As many institutions failed to 

implement ERP system, the importance of this study is to suggest ways to facilitate the implementation of 

ERP system successfully in a leading banking sector, which plays an important role in Jordanian 

economy through applying critical success factors in it. It is necessary to properly understanding the 

critical success factors of ERP system, especially since investing in these systems costs large sums of 

money. The study aims at focusing on the role of success factors for properly applying ERP system, 

identifying the problems faced by the organizations in applying ERP system, and understanding the 

influence of top management's support in Islamic International Arab Bank on applying ERP systems 

successfully. This is in addition to the impact of IT department's efficiency on the success of ERP system 

at Islamic International Arab Bank. Finally, we have to understand the impact of supplier support and 

other factors on applying ERP systems successfully at Islamic International Arab Bank. 

Literature Review 

The study of (Alkhaffaf, 2016) discussed the case of "Jordanian Hashemite Fund for Human 

Development", It aimed at analyzing the impact of ERP system on achieving better organizational 

performance by analyzing the effectiveness of ERP system (information quality, system quality, user 

satisfaction). The study found that there was significant relationship between ERP and its impact on 

organizational performance. However; Zhang et al; (2004) discussed a framework of ERP system 

implementation success in China, ERP system was considered one of the most important options for 

obtaining a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Dezdar in  (2012) studded Strategic and Tactical 

Factors for Successful ERP Projects aimed to identify strategic and tactical factors that are critical to the 

successful implementation of ERP systems.  A significant  relationship were found  between (top 

management support, project management, education and training of users, communication and providers 

support) and the successful implementation of ERP system. Another relationship were found between 

business reengineering and the successful implementation of ERP. Maditions et al., (2012) had the same 

results of the study above. The study entitled "Factors Affecting ERP system implementation 

effectiveness". And it found that consultants support and knowledge transfer are critical factor affecting 

the effective implementation of ERP system, while top management support has no significant impact on 

the same. In addition, the users support had an indirect effect on effectiveness implementation of ERP 

system. In contrast, the study found that effective communication and conflict resolution had no impact 

on the effective implementation of ERP system. Furthermore; Huang (2011) explores the impact of the 

implementation of ERP on business strategy of the organization and organizational capacities that in turn 

enhance the organizational performance. Huang indicated that the implementation of ERP systems had a 

positive impact when applied, as the system employed a work strategy to help strengthen the 

organization's capacity to utilize from organizational capacity. It also helps to achieve a higher level of 

financial performance for the company. However; Ifinedo (2008) noticed the Impact of business vision, 

top management support and external experience on ERP success" aimed to identify the factors 

influencing ERP system such as top management support, business vision, and external experience on 

ERP success. The results confirmed the relative importance of experience quality of staff responsible for 

initiatives of the ERP systems. (Hong, 2002) provide a methodology of ERP Implementation System, the 

results showed a decrease in total productivity of organization before the implementation of system, and 

in return the inventory was increased after the implementation of ERP system. The productivity of staff 

was low as a result of outsourcing after the implementation of ERP system.  
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Research Methodology and Design 

To reach the objectives of this study, the researcher used a descriptive approach method in order to reach 

a better description of the research problem, which will be described accurately. The researcher used a 

simple random sample to achieve the purposes of this study. However; the study population is consisted 

of all the staff members who use the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and working in 41 

branch of Islamic International Arab Bank in Jordan, the study sample consisted of 170 staff members. 

The questionnaires distributed over 180 members and 170 questionnaires have been collected. The 

questionnaires consisted of three main paragraphs; paragraphs that reflect the demographic characteristics 

of the sample members, including education, career level, and experience, paragraphs that measure the 

independent variables of study and paragraphs that measure the dependent variables of study. SPSS was 

used to analyze the data collected. 

Research Hypothesis  

Hypothesis I: The impact of all the critical success factors of ERP system on organizational performance. 

There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of all of the critical success factors of ERP 

system (top management support, IT department efficiency, and support of ERP systems' vendors and 

providers) on organizational performance by its combined factors, learning, and institutional growth. 

Ho1.1: There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) Top Management support 

organizational performance. 

Ho1.2 There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of efficiency of IT department on 

organizational performance 

Ho1.3 There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of support ERP vendors and service 

providers on organizational performance. 

Hypothesis II: There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of all critical success factors of 

ERP system on Organizational performance (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional 

growth) 

Ho2.1 There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of critical success factors of ERP 

system on internal processes. 

Ho2.2 There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of critical success factors of ERP 

system on learning and institutional growth. 

Data Analysis and Hypothesis Testing  

Hypothesis Results  

Hypothesis I : There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of all of the critical success 

factors of ERP system (top management support, IT department efficiency, and support of ERP 

providers) on organizational performance. 
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To test this hypothesis, Multiple Regression was used to detect the impact of critical success factors of 

ERP system (top management support, IT department efficiency, support of ERP systems' providers) on 

organizational performance, as shown in table (1): 

Table (1): Analysis Results of Multiple Regression to find out the effect of success factor of ERP on 

Organizational Performance (N=170) 

Dependent 

Variable 

T 

Value 
"t" Beta R R2 F "f" 

Hypothes

is Result 

Top 

Management 

Support  

4.454 0.000 0.272 

0.667 0.445 44.442 0.000 Rejected  
IT Efficiency  1.158 0.248 0.075 

Vendors & 

support 

Providers' of 

ERP 

7.759 0.000 0.501 

Dependent Variable: Organizational Performance 

Table (1) shows that the value of (f) is (44.442) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of (R) is 

(0.667), which represents the correlation coefficient of the total model. The value of (R2) is (0.445), 

which represents the effect percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on dependent ones. 

This indicates that there is an impact of critical success factors of ERP system (top management support, 

IT department efficiency, support of ERP systems' providers) on organizational performance. Based on, 

hypothesis I is rejected, while the alternative one is accepted. 

Sub-hypothesis I: There is no statistically significant effect at (αα0.05) of top management's support on 

organizational performance. To test this hypothesis, Linear Regression analysis has been used to find out 

the impact of top management's support on institutional performance, as shown in table (2) 

Table (2) illustrates that the value of (f) is (36.923) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of 

(R) is (0.424), which represents the correlation coefficient of the total model. The value of (R2) is 

(0.180), which represents the effect percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on dependent 

ones. This indicates that there is a statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of top management's 

support on organizational performance. Based on, sub-hypothesis I is rejected, while the alternative one is 

accepted. 
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Table (2): Analysis Results of Linear Regression to find out the effect of Top Management Support 

on organizational Performance (N=170) 

Indepen

dent 

Variabl

e 

T 

Value 
"t" Beta R R2 F "f" 

Hypothes

is Result 

Top 

Manage

ment 

Support  

6.076 0.000 0.484 0.424 0.180 36.923 0.000 Rejected  

Sub-hypothesis II: There is no statistically significant effect at (αα0.05) of IT efficiency on 

organizational performance. 

To test this hypothesis, Linear Regression analysis was used to find out the impact of IT efficiency on 

institutional performance, as shown in Table (3). 

Table (3): Analysis Results of Linear Regression to find out the effect of IT 

on Organizational Performance (N=170) 

 

Independent 

Variable 

T 

Value 
"t" Beta R R2 F "f" 

Hypothesi

s Result 

IT Efficiency  5.004 0.000 0.610 0.360 0.130 25.042 0.000 Rejected  

Table (3) indicates that the value of (f) is (25.042) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of 

(R) is (0.360), which represents the correlation coefficient of the total model. The value of (R2) is 

(0.130), which represents the effect percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on dependent 

ones. This indicates that there is a statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of IT efficiency on 

organizational performance. Based on, sub-hypothesis II is rejected, while the alternative one is accepted. 

Sub-hypothesis III: There is no statistically significant effect at (αα0.05) of vendors and support 

providers' of ERP on Organizational performance. 

To test this hypothesis, Linear Regression analysis was used to find out the effect of IT providers' support 

of ERP on organizational performance. 
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Table (4): Analysis Results of Linear Regression to find out the effect Providers' Support of ERP 

on organizational Performance (N=170) 

Independent 

Variable 

T 

Value 
"t" Beta R R2 F "f" 

Hypothes

is Result 

Vendors and 

support 

Providers of 

ERP 

9.834 0.000 1.107 0.604 0.365 96.711 0.000 Rejected  

Table (4) indicates that the value of (f) is (96.711) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of 

(R) is (0.604), which represents the correlation coefficient of the total model. The value of (R2) is 

(0.130), which represents the effect percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on dependent 

ones. This indicates that there is a statistically significant effect at level (α  α0.05) of providers' 

support of ERP on Organizational performance. Based on, sub-hypothesis III is rejected, while the 

alternative one is accepted. 

Hypothesis II: There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of all critical success factors of 

ERP system on Organizational performance (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional 

growth)  

 To test this hypothesis, Multiple Regression was used to detect the impact of all critical success factors 

of ERP system (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional growth) on Organizational 

performance, as shown in table (5) 

Table (5): Multiple Regressions was used to detect the impact of all critical success factors of ERP 

system (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional growth) on Organizational 

performance 

Dependent 

variable  

T value  Seg Beta  R R2  F sig result 

Internal 

efficiency 

8.297 0.000 0.541 0.641 0.410 58.130 0.000 Rejected  

Learning 

and 

institutional 

growth 

2.844 0.005 0.186 

Table (5) indicates that the value of (f) is (58.130) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of 

(R) is (0.410), which represents the effect percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on 

dependent ones. This indicates that there is a statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of critical 

success factors of ERP on institutional performance (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and 

institutional growth). Based on, hypothesis II is rejected, while the alternative one is accepted. 
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Sub Hypothesis I: There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of critical success factors of 

ERP system on internal operations.  

To test this hypothesis, Linear Regression was used to detect the impact of all critical success factors of 

ERP system (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional growth) on internal operations, 

as shown in table (6): 

Table (6): Linear Regression was used to detect the impact of all critical success factors of ERP 

system (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional growth) on internal operations 

Independent 

Variable 

T 

Value 
"t" Beta R R2 F "f" 

Hypothesis 

Result 

Internal 

Operations 

Efficiency  

10.188 0.000 0.502 0.618 0.382 103.790 0.000 
Rejected  

Table (6) mentioned that the value of (f) is (103.790) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of 

(R) is (0.618), which represents coloration coefficient of the model in whole. The value of (R2) is 

(0.382), which represents the effect percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on dependent 

ones. This indicates that there is a statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of critical success 

factors on internal operations. Based on, sub-hypothesis I is rejected, while the alternative one is 

accepted. 

Sub Hypothesis II: There is no statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of all critical success 

factors of ERP system on learning and institutional growth.  

To test this hypothesis, Linear Regression was used to detect the impact of all critical success factors of 

ERP system (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional growth) on learning and 

institutional growth, as shown in table (7): 

Table (7): Linear Regression was used to detect the impact of all critical success factors of ERP 

system (efficiency of internal operations, learning, and institutional growth) on learning and 

institutional growth 

Independent 

Variable 

T 

Value 
"t" Beta R R2 F "f" 

Hypothesis 

Result 

Learning& 

institutional 

growth   

5.812 0.000 0.490 0.409 0.167 33.779 0.000 Rejected  

Table (7) indicates that the value of (f) is (33.779) with statistical significance of (0.000). The value of 

(R) is (0.409), which represents coloration coefficient of model in whole. This represents the effect 

percentage or interpretation of all independent variables on dependent ones, and indicates that there is a 
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statistically significant effect at level (αα0.05) of critical success factors of ERP on learning and 

institutional growth. Based on, hypothesis II is rejected, while the alternative one is accepted. 

Summary and Results Discussion 

 The results showed that there was a statistically significant impact of top management's support of ERP 

on the institutional performance of the Islamic International Arab Bank. The support of top management 

to ERP system is clearly affecting the institutional performance, as it is one of the most important keys in 

achieving the objectives of any system in any organization. Performance cannot be improved without the 

full and effective support of the top management, especially as it is responsible for providing the Bank 

with financial resources, meeting interest needs and achieving its objectives. Top management is the 

supporting entity that controls development of the bank as supporting for changes and business with all 

that is new. Based on, the institutional performance of the bank will improve to become one of the 

leading banks in providing services to its customers. It should be noted that institutional performance 

reflects the Bank's ability to achieve its objectives and provide the best services through innovation and 

creativity at work, organize individual performance and performance of organizational units. The result of 

this study was in line with the study's results of (Ifinedo, 2008), which discussed the influence of factors 

affecting the ERP system (top management support, business vision, and external experience) in terms of 

ERP system. It also agreed with the study's results of (Dezdar, 2012). The study concluded that there was 

a statistically significant relationship between (support of top management) and the successful 

implementation of ERP system. The study also agreed with the study of (Al-Faouri, 2012), which 

revealed the impact of the efficiency of ERP systems on achieving excellence in the organizational 

performance in Greater Amman Municipality. Finally, the study agreed with the study of (Alshaar, 2013), 

which found that the strategic factors are (top management support) that affect the successful 

implementation of ERP system. Furthermore; the results showed that there was a statistically significant 

impact of IT efficiency of ERP on the organizational performance of the Islamic International Arab Bank.  

At present, Information Technology (IT) is an integral part of the vital core of banking activity. No bank, 

in general, and International Islamic Arab Bank, in particular, can abandon technology to be in line with 

present time, so that the Islamic International Arab Bank will be able to compete with other banks by 

dedicating information technology as a means of performing the Bank's tasks to realize its general 

objectives. IT enabled decision- makers at Islamic International Arab Bank to get information as quickly 

as possible with minimal effort. IT also organized the way employees work and the way they 

communicate with other organizations to reflect positively on institutional performance of Islamic 

International Arab Bank. The results of the present study was consistent with the study's results of 

(Harrison, 2004), which revealed the relationship between the traits of expected job and the traits of IT 

environment before and after the replacement of traditional information system with ERP. The study also 

agreed with the study of (AlFaouri, 2012), which revealed the impact of the effectiveness of ERP systems 

on achieving excellence in institutional performance in Greater Amman Municipality. It also agreed with 

the study's results of (Al-Hatla, 2013) The results indicated that an explanatory framework should be 

presented to accounting library to assess the adequacy and efficiency of the output of accounting 

information generated in the ERP environment, which would address and provide security, assurance and 

IT reliability. It would also address the problems of revenue recognition, calculation of sales tax, and 

revenues generated by e-commerce. 

The results also showed that there was a statistically significant impact of vendors and support providers 

of ERP on institutional performance of the Islamic International Arab Bank. 

The result above is due to the fact that the quality and level of service rendered by providers will directly 

affect the performance of the system. Providers support is maintenance, employee training, system 

development and protection, etc. It will result in performing work, activities and tasks to achieve the 
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designated goals and objectives and perform work in a way that can make the Islamic International Arab 

Bank distinctive from competitors, and improve the performance of the bank in a way to ensure its 

success. It is also possible to draw attention to the extent to which institutional performance is affected in 

the case of dealing with providers that are not financially stable, which negatively affects the provision of 

services with less quality than what the Bank aspires to achieve. It is important to maintain good relations 

between Islamic International Arab Bank and its providers, which represent a key pillar in providing the 

bank with its needs with high quality and on due time. If there are good relations with the development of 

public relations, it will be reflected on the suppliers' performance and their obligations towards the Bank 

and be prudent to participate effectively in achieving the Bank's objectives. The result of the present study 

was consistent with the result of (Dezsar, 2012), which found that there was a statistically significant 

relationship between vendor support and the successful implementation of ERP system. The study also 

agreed with the study's result of (Hatla, 2013), which revealed that tactical factors such as 

(communication, training education of users, providers' support of ERP) affect the successful 

implementation of ERP system. Finally, the above result agreed with the study's result of (Shaar, 2013), 

which concluded that the independent variables related to (support of suppliers / vendors of ERP system) 

had a statistically significant impact on the quality of information. 

Moreover the results showed that there was a statistically significant impact of critical success factors of 

ERP system on internal operations. The critical success factors of ERP system can help managers identify 

the internal processes they need, which create value for the bank and have an impact on consumer 

satisfaction, thus achieving the financial institution's objectives of the administration's functions in this 

regard trying to reduce the cost of service, and increase the level of productivity efficiency and quality 

rate. The internal processes are a set of activities that give the company a competitive advantage in the 

market. It should be noted that the internal processes defined by administration are based mainly on the 

consumer dimension, in order to deliver value to the consumer and thereby obtain satisfaction, loyalty 

and retention. The result of the present study was in line with the study's results of (Garg, 2013), which 

showed that the overall productivity of the organization was reduced and, in contrast, the inventory was 

increased after the implementation of ERP system. The productivity of staff was low as a result of 

outsourcing following the implementation of ERP system. The study also agreed with the study's result of 

(Hong, 2002), which also found a significant correlation between ERP system and organization's 

productivity. Finally the results showed that there was a statistically significant impact of critical success 

factors of ERP system on learning and institutional growth.  Learning and Growth factors can identify the 

infrastructure that a bank needs to build so as to realize long-term improvement growth. This structure 

cannot be strengthened without EPR systems, which support most of organization's works, and where a 

database is run as a manufacturing, supply management, financial, human resources and customer 

relationship management tasks as the bank's infrastructure. This will positively impact learning and 

institutional growth. It is worth mentioning that the learning and growth factors focus on internal and 

external measures that show possible potentials for the development of infrastructure and human 

capabilities that can adapt with external environment. The critical success factors of ERP system, without 

the support of planning systems in all its variants, cannot enable the bank to focus on the key indicators of 

competencies, investment in systems, performance of new products and services. 

Recommendation  

1. It is necessary to re-engineer business processes as a methodology for the integration of procedures and 

to provide full integration at the level of each process of business operations. 

2. It is essential for organizations that are flexible in their operations to modify their operations rather 

than modify ERP system in order to maximize the advantages and benefits of these systems, as they are 

tailored to best management practices. 
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3. Based on the study's results, which showed the impact of top management support on critical success 

factors of ERP system, its recommended that the organization be well prepared to apply ERP system 

before the implementation process by obtaining material and moral support from top management and 

preparing Human resources. 

4. Better selection of ERP systems commensurate with the nature of organization's activity, and top 

management should have clear strategies to judge organizational performance. 

5. It is important to enhance the possibilities of creating value in the work system of institutional 

performance. Such a methodology is based on efficient recruitment of automation of interactive 

relationship with ERP, especially in the areas of providing feedback related to the verification of effective 

performance levels, and activation of innovation processes in organizations that used ERP system.  
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this article is to identify differences in motivational preferences among university students and 
employees with university degree. The aim of the primary research is to find out motivational preferences 
in a group of young people before their employment in the labor market and how these preferences 
change at workers who are already in employment. These outcomes are also interesting for potential 
employers who try to reach out to talents right after graduation. The young generation has not only 
different preferences but also new and interesting worldviews that can bring new wind into stereotypical 
processes. This research was carried out through a questionnaire survey in the Czech Republic in 2016. It 
is based on data gained from two groups of respondents. The first group consisted of university students 
studying full-time. The second group was comprised of employees with university degree. 
 
Keywords: motivation, motivational factors, university students, employees, gender 

 

Introduction 

 
Every company, regardless of the field of its operation, depends on the quality of human resources. 
According to published studies, this holds true in transport and logistics companies (Kampf et al. 2012; 
Bartuška et al., 2015; Kubasáková et al., 2014) as well as in manufacturing companies podnikoch (Kampf 
et al., 2014; Hitka and Štípalová, 2011), and other companies. The success of companies depends on the 
effort, commitment, engagement, work experience and perseverance of their human capital (Lorincová et 
al., 2016; Grancay et al., 2015). This is the reason why motivation is an important issue as management 
must be competent and one of their capabilities must be the ability to motivate employees (Lussier, 2013). 
Motivation is one of the key management and leadership tasks (Kucharčíková, 2014a; Kucharčíková, 
2014b) . Leadership starts with the initial effort to motivate applicants during the recruitment procedure. 
And the process of motivation continues and should be present in employees’ lives every day until they 
leave the company. This process is carried out by managers and leaders. It is their job to motivate their 
employees from the very beginning of their collaboration. The quality of the manager’s relationship with 
employees is the strongest element in employee motivation (Rebeťák and Farkašová, 2013; Olšovská et 
al., 2016). Motivation creates a professional, positive, and respectful attitude, and employees can enjoy 
their work. It is clear that the management and leadership styles, accepted in the company, will have a 
decisive impact on the level of motivation, morale and job satisfaction of employees. However, the 
relationship between the management style used in companies and the level of motivation within the 
workforce is the subject of many industry debates in the industrial sector. In many professional groups, 
there is a continuous debate about whether a person is born as a leader or whether this person can develop 
into that position over some time. In discussions of motivation, it is clear that people are very complicated 
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personalities and they are made up of several features (Naile a Selesho, 2014). For example, motivation 
theory, presented by Knoke and Wright-Isak’s (1982) typology of rational, norm-based, and affective 
motives, assumes that individuals will be attracted to work that meets their psychological needs. 
Motivation is the inner enthusiasm of employees. It is a drive to achieve the best performance-related 
work. According to Chaudhary a Sharma (2012), motivation is an internal unit that causes an increase in 
work performance of employees at the workplace. 

Understanding differences between the generations is essential in creating the right atmosphere as well as 
in building successful teams in a multigenerational workplace (O’Bannon, 2001). Most employees 
working in organizations are members of Generation X (born between 1960 and 1980), and Generation Y 
(born between 1980 and 2000). Members of Generation X are able to adapt to technological advances and 
consider personal freedom and challenging work for important (Kupperschmidt, 2000). Members of 
Gneration Y have often be referred to as Millenials (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002). They are realistic about 
the present, and optimistic about the future. They prefer to be part of a company that behaves in an ethical 
way and acts in a community’s best interest (Hicks & Hicks, 1999). Moreover, they tend to be goal 
oriented, well socialized, self-confident, and compliant (Hart, 2006). On the other hand, they may be in 
conflict with members of other generations because they heavily rely on the use of technology (Simons, 
2010). So one of the biggest challenges for organizations today is the integration of the Millenials into 
corporate culture and their adequate motivation. Chaudhary a Sharma (2012) claim that motivated 
employees tend to be more productive than unmotivated employees. If employees are satisfied and happy, 
then they can do their work in an extremely satisfactory way. This will result in satisfied and motivated 
employees who can motivate and support their colleagues at the workplace. Studies show that employee 
motivation has a direct impact on employee performance and development (Drábek et al., 2017; 
Nedeliakova and Panak, 2016). Every day, a highly motivated employee strives to perform the duties and 
responsibilities assigned by the employer. Improved employee performance increases the value of the 
organization itself as well as employee productivity. In order to increase work efficiency and 
performance, it is important to address a range of issues and to increase motivation among employees to 
make them happy with their work. A motivated person knows the specific goals that must be achieved. 
Through his performance and efficiency, he works to achieve these goals (Owusu, 2012). A motivated 
person is best suited to achieving goals. Due to the high motivation of employees, it is possible to 
increase the productivity and performance of the company. Managers can thus increase the efficiency of 
work among employees in companies (Oluseyi and Ayo, 2009; Mura and Sleziak, 2015). Studies show 
that motivation changes by the age of employees (Lorincová et al., 2016; Hitka and Balážová, 2015). We 
are interested in how motivation changes during the transition from the category of a university student to 
an employee with completed university education. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The aim of this article is to determine differences in preferences of motivational factors at a group of 
young people aged 18 – 25 and studying full-time at least in a bachelor program at university and at a 
group of employees with a completed university degree at least in a bachelor program. Attention is also 
paid to gender differences in these preferences. Students ranked motivational factors in the context of 
their future employment. This view reflects both future expectations as well as preferences in future 
employment. It is anticipated that preferences vary not only with age but also with work experience 
(Hitka and Balážová, 2015). That is the reason why the group of employees was asked to rank the same 
motivational factors. Moreover, these respondents also expressed to which degree these factors are met in 
their current job. The importance of motivational factors was evaluated by the respondents in the Likert 
scale of 1 to 5 – 1 represents not important and 5 very important. In this article, only partial outputs are 
presented and comparison of preferences of the motivational factors is shown. In both groups, socio-
demographic data, such as age, gender, and residence, was obtained. In addition, information about the 
completed education, years of work experience, sector, and the size of company, was requested from 
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employees. On the other side, students provided information about the study program, form of study (full-
time or part-time), and university. Respondents were chosen by a random selection method and 
interviewed either personally or through closed social group electronically. Data collection took place in 
the Czech Republic in 2016. The sample of university students is made up of 922 respondents, and the 
sample of employees is made up of 1156 respondents. Data were processed with the help of the SPSS 
(IBM Corporation, 2015). Table 1 shows basic information about the structure of respondents in the 
group of university students and Table 2 presents the structure of employees. 

 
Table 1 : The structure of respondents – the group of university students 

 

Structure of university students 

  Total 922 

Gender 

Men 302 

Women 620 

Age 

18-20 322 

21-23 306 

24 and more 294 

Type of 
study 

Bachelor studies 552 

Master´s studies 369 
Source: authors 

 
Table 2:  The structure of employees 

 

Structure of employees 

Total   1156 

Gender 

Men 536 

Women 620 

Age 

up to 29 years 204 

30 - 39 years 208 

40 - 49 years 348 

over 50  396 

Years of work 
experience 

up to 1 year 88 

1-3 years 224 

4-6 years 200 

7-9 years 220 

more than 10 years 424 
Source: authors 

Results and Discussion 

The data obtained from the research was processed using the basic statistical characteristics and the 
presented comparison is based on the weighted arithmetic mean of the preference of motivational factors 
on the Likert scale. Respondents evaluated the importance of 27 motivational factors on the scale from 1 
to 5, 1 means not important, 2 means little important, 3 is neutral, 4 is important, and 5 means very 

important. 
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The importance of motivational factors of students in their future employment is present
When entering the labor market, university students will make their decision under this angle of 
preference. Therefore, when recruiting talented employees it is beneficial for potential employers to 
prepare a motivation program based on pre
1, the motivational factors are ranked upwards according to the value of preference based on gender. The 
differences in preferences between men and women are presented here too. It is clear that
mainly at financial rewards followed by the work atmosphere, working team, fair assessment and job 
stability. However, if we focus on gender, we can see some interesting differences. Women clearly prefer 
good working teams (the 1st place amo
rating of 3.87) and work atmosphere (the 2
among men with a rating of 4.16) to the amount of salary (the 3
4.38 and the 1st place among men with a rating of 4.
more on career growth, which they prefer as the 4
followed by the emphasis on workplace communication
of 4.01) and superior approach (with a rating of 3.88). The least motivating for both groups is the 
ecological approach of the company, prestige of the company n
 

 
Fig. 1:  Motivational preferences 

Source: Own (based on research) 

 

The importance of motivational factors of students in their future employment is present
When entering the labor market, university students will make their decision under this angle of 

Therefore, when recruiting talented employees it is beneficial for potential employers to 
prepare a motivation program based on preferences of graduating university students. Looking at Figure 
1, the motivational factors are ranked upwards according to the value of preference based on gender. The 
differences in preferences between men and women are presented here too. It is clear that
mainly at financial rewards followed by the work atmosphere, working team, fair assessment and job 
stability. However, if we focus on gender, we can see some interesting differences. Women clearly prefer 

place among women with a rating of 4.40, the 9th place among men with a 
rating of 3.87) and work atmosphere (the 2nd place among women with a rating of 4.40, the 3
among men with a rating of 4.16) to the amount of salary (the 3rd place among women with a rating of 

place among men with a rating of 4.22). On the contrary, male students tend to focus
more on career growth, which they prefer as the 4th most important factor (with a rating of 4.16). This is 

the emphasis on workplace communication (with a rating of 4.12), job stability (with a rating 
of 4.01) and superior approach (with a rating of 3.88). The least motivating for both groups is the 
ecological approach of the company, prestige of the company name and the physical demand of the work.

 

Motivational preferences of university students in terms of future employment

The importance of motivational factors of students in their future employment is presented in Figure 1. 
When entering the labor market, university students will make their decision under this angle of 

Therefore, when recruiting talented employees it is beneficial for potential employers to 
ferences of graduating university students. Looking at Figure 

1, the motivational factors are ranked upwards according to the value of preference based on gender. The 
differences in preferences between men and women are presented here too. It is clear that students look 
mainly at financial rewards followed by the work atmosphere, working team, fair assessment and job 
stability. However, if we focus on gender, we can see some interesting differences. Women clearly prefer 

place among men with a 
place among women with a rating of 4.40, the 3rd place 

place among women with a rating of 
). On the contrary, male students tend to focus 

most important factor (with a rating of 4.16). This is 
(with a rating of 4.12), job stability (with a rating 

of 4.01) and superior approach (with a rating of 3.88). The least motivating for both groups is the 
ame and the physical demand of the work. 

 

university students in terms of future employment 
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Fig. 2:  Motivational preferences 
Source: Own (based on research) 

Figure 2 presents the attitude of employees to the perception of the importance of 27 motivational factors. 
Motivational factors are ranked upwards according to the overall perceived importance of both men and 
women. A different attitude according to the gender category is graphically expressed too. Employees put 
on the top a good working team (
4.44) is placed 3rd behind the workplace atmosphere (with a 
put emphasis on having more leisure time (ranked 5
time at number 16). Women consider workplace atmosphere the most important and this factor is 
followed by financial reward, job security, good working team and leisure time. Men ranked the factors 
as follows: good working team (with a rating of 4.54), financial reward with a rating of 4.43), atmosphere 
at workplace with a rating of 4.42), communication (4.30), inde
superior approach (4.25). Ecological approach of the company, prestige and company name are not very 
important factors for both employees and university students.

 

Motivational preferences of employees in the context of their employment

Figure 2 presents the attitude of employees to the perception of the importance of 27 motivational factors. 
Motivational factors are ranked upwards according to the overall perceived importance of both men and 

rent attitude according to the gender category is graphically expressed too. Employees put 
on the top a good working team (with a rating of importance of 4.47). Financial reward (with a rating of 

behind the workplace atmosphere (with a rating of 4.45). Unlike students, employees 
put emphasis on having more leisure time (ranked 5th while students ranked the importance of leisure 
time at number 16). Women consider workplace atmosphere the most important and this factor is 

cial reward, job security, good working team and leisure time. Men ranked the factors 
as follows: good working team (with a rating of 4.54), financial reward with a rating of 4.43), atmosphere 
at workplace with a rating of 4.42), communication (4.30), independent decision making (4.26), and 

Ecological approach of the company, prestige and company name are not very 
important factors for both employees and university students. 

 
employment 

Figure 2 presents the attitude of employees to the perception of the importance of 27 motivational factors. 
Motivational factors are ranked upwards according to the overall perceived importance of both men and 

rent attitude according to the gender category is graphically expressed too. Employees put 
with a rating of importance of 4.47). Financial reward (with a rating of 

Unlike students, employees 
while students ranked the importance of leisure 

time at number 16). Women consider workplace atmosphere the most important and this factor is 
cial reward, job security, good working team and leisure time. Men ranked the factors 

as follows: good working team (with a rating of 4.54), financial reward with a rating of 4.43), atmosphere 
pendent decision making (4.26), and 

Ecological approach of the company, prestige and company name are not very 
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Fig. 3:  Comparison of motivational preferences of students and employed in the category of men 

Source: Own (based on research) 

In Figure 3 a different attitude towards motivational factors is presented between male university students 
and male employees with a completed university degree. The biggest change in preferences can be seen 
in the ecological approach of the company (its importance rose by 0.677), good working team (it rose by 
0.674), workplace safety (rose by 0.669), work recognition (0.620), work environment (0.604) and 
prestige (it rose by 0.527). Figure 3 shows factors according to the preference of male students. Students 
see the amount of salary as the priority factor and they also consider the factor of fair assessment for 
important. Then they are interested in workplace atmosphere and communication. The fifth place is career 
growth and the sixth factor is the preference for job stability. The employed men changed the ranking of 
motivational factors; a good working team is ranked first before salary. Similarly to students, the financial 
reward is followed by workplace atmosphere and communication. The preference of the following 
motivational factors has also been changed; emphasis has been put on independent decision making, 
superior approach and leisure time. 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5

Ecological approach of the …

Physical demand for work

Occupational prestige

Employee benefits

Psychological burden

Independent decision making

Work recognition

Working time

Self-realization

Information on work performance

Communication at the workplace

Stability of employment

Financial reward

Atmosphere at the workplace

weighted arithmetic mean

Men (students)
low importance neutral hight

importance
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Fig. 4 : Comparison of motivational preferences of students and employed in the category of 

women 
Source: Own (based on research) 

 

Looking at female respondents (Figure 4), the employed women show higher preference for ecological 
approach of the company (by 0.878), physical demand for work (by 0.638), social benefits (by 0.512), 
leisure time (by 0.458), prestige (by 0.395) and empowerment (by 0.388) than female students. In the 
category of female students, social factors, such as a good working team and workplace atmosphere, take 
the first two places. Then financial reward, fair assessment, job stability and superior approach are 
preferred. On the other hand, the order of preferences varies at employed women, with the greatest 
emphasis being placed on the workplace atmosphere and financial reward. The third most important 
motivational factor is job stability followed by a good working team, whose preference slightly sank (by 
0.016) at the expense of other factors. The employed women also consider the factor of leisure time for 
important (compared to female students it is higher by 0.458) and communication. On the contrary, the 
company’s vision and prestige are the least important factors. The ecological approach is the third least 
important factor while female students consider it for the least important factor.  

 

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Ecological approach of the enterprise

Physical demand for work
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Employee benefits

Psychological burden

Independent decision making

Work recognition

Working time
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Information on work performance

Communication at the workplace

Stability of employment

Financial reward

Atmosphere at the workplace

weighted arithmetic mean

Woman (students) low importance neutral hight

importance
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Conclusion 

In practice, it is important to know which motivational factors are significant for particular groups of 
employees or potential employees because this enables employers to create incentive programs that are 
more effective. Moreover, potential employers are able to create conditions for acquiring the desired 
potential group of applicants. This research compares the preferences of the group of employees, who 
have already been involved in the working process, and the group of university students preparing 
themselves for their working life. The research results show that the category of male students clearly 
favors salary and places less of an importance on working team or leisure time than it can be observed in 
the group of male employees. These male students also show a strong preference for career growth at 
work. Looking at female groups, both university students and employees, it can be seen that emphasis is 
put on the social aspect of employment. On the other hand, the financial factor is shifting from the third 
place to the second one, and the importance of the constant income in employment is increasing too. A 
similar tendency can be seen in terms of time importance in all groups, it is important for all of them how 
much time can be spent on family, relaxation and hobbies.  

When creating incentive programs, there is a more pronounced difference in the preferences of the 
student category than in employee preferences by gender. Employers should differentiate motivational 
programs for this category with regard to gender in order to acquire and maintain university graduates. 
The student category is generally focused on the financial side. For men in this category, the issues of fair 
evaluation and career growth (in addition to a good working team) are important. Women in this category 
put emphasis on social ties and backgrounds at work - working team, senior access, and leisure time. The 
significant difference compared to the working category is the view of the factory social background - a 
good work team and a workplace atmosphere. This category of employees prefers these social attributes. 
The factors as self-reliance, leisure time, work safety, and the possibility of self-decision are gaining 
higher preferences for this group.  
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Abstract 

This short paper shows an acceptability model developed based on UTAUT and  four 

additional factors namely “Compatibility”, “Transparency”, "Trust", and “Affinity with IT”. The 

model was tested using 762 responses obtained from the almost 1000 physicians and nurses 

practicing in Mohammed VI hospital, located in Marrakech, in Morocco. The first replies 

analysis, representing 76,2% response rate, reveals that Performance expectancy, Effort 

Expectancy, Social influence and Trust in HIT/HIS show a significant positive impact on the users’ 

behavioral intention to accept HIT/HIS services. In addition, Affinity with IT and Facilitating 

conditions influence positively the Actual Use of HIT/HIS, while Compatibility, Transparency show 

also a positive influence on Performance Expectancy and Effort Expectancy. However, Trust in the 

hospital management does not influence positively this behavioral intention.  Note also that the 

resulting model oh this study, still in progress, explains almost 49% of the variance in Nurses and 

Physicians’ intention to use HIT/HIS and 46% for the Actual Use. 

 
Keywords: Health Information Technology; Compatibility, Transparency, Trust, and Affinity 

factors; Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology; Physicians and Nurses; Hospital 

Mohammed VI hospital in Marrakech 

. 

Introduction 

Healthcare Information Technology (HIT) has the potential to improve the quality, efficiency, 

outcomes, patient safety and reduce the cost of healthcare (Ahlan and Barron, 2014). Since more 

than a decade, the Moroccan health ministry considered that integrating this technology could 

improve the quality of care delivery.  It also believes that it would help reducing health expenses, be 

beneficial to patients and help healthcare professionals. However, this would happen if this 

technology is used (Kijsanayotin et al., 2009) by the physicians and nurses, in Morocco, who seem 

rather to be reluctant. The main purpose of this short paper is to share with researchers the work in 

progress as far as the acceptability of HIT, and its related Health Information Systems (HIS), by 

the physicians and nurses practicing in Mohammed VI hospital, located in Marrakech, in Morocco. It 

show the acceptability model retained, and how it was tested with the help of these health 
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professionals. The developed model is based on UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003); to which four 

additional factors were integrated: “Compatibility”,“Transparency”, "Trust", and “Affinity with IT”. 

The analysis of the received responses reveals the first results obtained. It shows factors that influence 

physicians and nurses practicing in Mohammed VI hospital located in Marrakech with regard to their 

acceptability of using HIT/HIS. The second paragraph presents the theoretical foundation. It develops 

briefly the research work on the technology acceptability theories and models. It introduces the four 

additional factors, considered in the research model. The third one enunciates the five added 

hypothesis to the UTAUT ones and shows the research model. The fourth paragraph describes briefly 

the methodology. Before concluding, the fifth reveals the finding and shows the measurement and 

structural models. 

Theoretical Foundation 

The technology acceptability and models 

The question of the acceptability of technologies has led to research work, particularly in the field 

of information systems. The Model of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), developed by Davis in 

1986, is one of the major axes of this work. The TAM, which allows to study the perceived utility as 

well as the usability perceived by the user, was updated with a second version, the TAM 2 

(Venkatesh and Davis, 2000), and a third, the TAM 3 (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). Venkatesh and his 

co-authors (2003), including Davis, have drawn inspiration from the TAM and have studied several 

models to identify recurrent determinants. They considered the findings of several studies conducted 

for more than ten years and analyzed 8 theoretical models as well as the determining factors 

influencing the intention of use and the individual's actual use of information and communication 

technologies. These factors and their relationships were grouped into a unified theory of the 

acceptance and use of these technologies with a model known by the acronym UTAUT (Unified 

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology). Originally, UTAUT model was developed to explain 

employee acceptance of technology. It explains about 70% of the intention to use the technology and 

about 50% of its actual use. Note that these explanatory models was applied in some health areas, in 

particular to study the question of the acceptability of HIT. As shown by the work of Kim et al. 

(2016) studied the adoption by medical professionals in a hospital department of the techniques of 

EMR (Electronic Medical Records). Vanneste et al. (2013) focused on the use and adoption of a 

computer platform for recording and sharing data between  health  professionals in  healthcare  

settings. Regarding patient  acceptability,  UTAUT  has sometimes been applied in the field of 

care. This tendency is illustrated by the work of Or et al. (2011) on the acceptability of chronic 

patients with a computer interface enabling them to take charge daily and autonomously at home. 

Compatibility 

This construct was positively associated with Effort Expectancy (Schaper et al. 2007; Wu et al., 

2007; Hsiao et al., 2011) and Performance Expectancy (Schaper et al.2007; Chau et al.2002; Tung et 

al., 2008; Hsiao et al.,2011). 

Transparency 

Some research work showed the importance of IT in increasing transparency (Alavi and Leidner, 

2001) through information sharing between individuals (Alavi and Leidner, 1999) and 

organizations. Then, Information transparency becomes relevant to successful implementation of 

integrated systems such as Healthcare Information System (Al-Jabri and Roztock, 2015), where 

effective utilization is often dependent upon data sharing between users. According to these 

authors, sharing data and information leads to a higher level of information transparency. Therefore, 

information transparency may be an important factor in explaining the acceptability or rejection of 

HIT/HIS solutions. 
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Trust 

Some researchers have considered Trust with models of technology acceptance (Lippert and 

Davis, 2006; Pavlou, 2003). Their studies have shown that two forms of trust are important 

during IT implementation: Trust between the organization and the employee, and Trust in the 

implemented technology (Lippert and Davis, 2006). 

Affinity with IT 

Stern and her co-authors (2008) specified that the “Affinity with IT” factor has to be consider 

while studying the issue of IT acceptability by consumers. As mentioned by researchers, since the 

beginning of the seventeen, the consumers who have positive feeling toward computers are likely to 

find easier to use them. 

Hypothesis and Research Model 

Based on  the  UTAUT  relationships,  considering  “Compatibility”,  “Transparency”,  “Trust”  

and “Affinity with IT”, the additional hypothesis and the research model are hereunder. 

Additional Hypothesis 

-     Compatibility influences positively Effort Expectancy and Performance Expectancy 

-     Transparency influences positively Effort Expectancy and Performance Expectancy 

-     Trust in HIT/HIS influences positively Behavioral Intention 

-     Trust in the hospital direction/management influences positively Behavioral Intention 

-     Affinity with IT/HIT influences positively Actual Use 

Research Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure1: Research Model 
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Methodology 

Data Collection 

Nurses and physicians who are working for Mohammed VI hospital in Marrakech were the 

target population. Face-to-face structured questionnaire survey method was used to collect data 

from them. This study was limited to 1000 individuals. The data collection process took place from 

the middle of December 2016 to 20 February 2017. 762 were completed and retained for the 

analysis, representing 76,2% of the response rate. 

Data analysis and results 

Growing number of researchers are using PLS approach as means of statistical analysis in 

healthcare context (Schaper and Pervan, 2007). To generate and test the research model, we 

used Smart PLS software in order to produce the measurement model, the structural model, and their 

respective values. 

Measurement model and Structural model 

Assessment of the measurement model is performed by both of convergent and discriminant 

validities. The first one indicates the degree to which theoretically similar constructs are highly 

correlated with each other. As for the discriminant validity, it indicates the degree to which a given 

construct is different from other constructs. Convergent validity includes reliability of construct 

measurement. This reliability was assessed by the composite reliability and internal consistency. This 

later was assessed by the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient. It is verified when the alpha is above 0.7.   

Moreover, internal consistency of the scales is verified, because their Cronbach’s Alpha exceeded 

threshold value and confirmed a satisfactory reliability. Furthermore, convergent validity is measured 

by the factor loadings of the items on the model’s constructs. Barclay and al. (1995) recommended 

that an observed principle for convergent validity is to retain items with loadings of 0.70 or more. 

Discriminant validity is assured when the AVE value is above the threshold value of 0.50 and square 

root of the AVE is larger than all other cross correlations (Gefen and Straub 2005). Also, according 

to Fornell and Larcker (1981) all constructs items loadings should be greater than 0.70. Composite 

reliability greater than 0.80 and AVE greater than 0.50. The research model (Figure 1) considered in 

this work has sufficient discriminant validity. All constructs had a composite reliability greater than 

0.8 and Cronbach’s alpha greater than 0.7 indicating acceptable level of reliability. In this study, all 

constructs had item loadings greater than 0.70. Composite reliability values greater than 0.80 and 

AVE values greater than 0.50. Concerning the discriminant validity, all of the constructs had AVE 

scores greater than 0.50 indicating that the proposed model  has  sufficient  discriminant  validity 

(Fornell et  al.,  1981).  All  constructs had a  composite reliability greater than 0,8 and Cronbach’s 

alpha greater than 0,7 indicating that nearly all constructs had an acceptable level of reliability 

(Fornell et al., 1981). 
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                              Figure2: Measurement model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3:  Structural model 

 

The structural model provides information about the model’s predictive power given by R2 values 
and information about path significance. We use bootstrapping with 300 resamples to determine 
the significance levels for loadings weights and path coefficients. Results show that the proposed 
model explained almost 49% of total variance in Nurses and Physicians’ intention to use HIT/HIS and 
46% for Actual Use (Figure 2). They reveal all the β are greater than 2 except the one between “Trust 
in direction/management” and “Behavioral Intention” constructs (Figure 3) with β = 1.775. 
 

Conclusion 
 
This short paper is the outcome of a research work, which is still in progress. Its objective is to 

share with researchers the primary results already obtained. Thus, it reveals the factors that 

influence the HIT/HIS acceptability by physicians and nurses practicing in Mohammed VI hospital 

in Marrakech. It also divulges these health professionals’ intention toward their acceptability to use 

HIT/HIS solutions and the effect of Trust, Compatibility, Transparency and Affinity on the 

resulting acceptability model. This research work shows that Performance expectancy, Effort 
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Expectancy, Social influence and Trust in HIT/HIS technology have a significant positive impact on 

the users’ behavioral intention to use HIT/HIS services. In addition, Affinity with IT, 

Facilitating conditions influence positively the Actual Use of HIT/HIS. Both, Compatibility and 

Transparency factors have a positive influence on Performance expectancy and Effort Expectancy. 

Nevertheless, Trust in the hospital management does not influence positively this behavioral 

intention. Knowing that UTAUT is considered as a strong model because it explains about 70% of 

the employees’ intention to use the technology and about 50% of its actual use, the resulting model 

of this first study explains almost 49% of the variance in physicians and nurses’ intention to use 

HIT/HIS and 46% for the Actual Use. This short paper presents thus first significant empirical 

results of an ongoing study in a Moroccan hospitals. The model finded can be consider as a strong 

one compare to UTAUT. Considering these outcomes would help the Moroccan health ministry to 

invest efficiently in HIT/HIS and provide hospitals with suitable and satisfactory HIT/HIS solutions. 
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Abstract 
 
The article, based on the generalization of research experience, which determines the role of the state 

in regulating of the small businesses activities, identifies different points of view on the degree of 

participation / non-participation of the state, which can be based on various principles of support and 

on the role of the subject of its impact. This research was based on the following scientific methods, 

such as comparative analysis and synthesis, analogy, statistical methods. The method of comparative 

analysis and synthesis in the context of this article is based on a critical review of foreign and Russian 

scientific publications, practical recommendations of leading experts, strategic documents on the 

regulation for small business at the state level. The presented approaches position the small 

businesses as a passive object of influence, which contradicts the conditions of sustainable 

development. The correlation-regression analysis was carried out to assess the support of the state 

and to identify the dependence of the development level of small enterprises in Russia on some of its 

elements. The results of the analysis testify to the low effectiveness of state support for small 

business in Russia, which requires the formation of a fundamentally different format of interaction. 

Keywords: Small business, sustainable development, state support, economic security 
 

Introduction 
 
Small business, being an integral part and a necessary condition for the development of the economy 

and economic security of the state, needs constant attention from both the legislative and executive 

authorities at all levels of the government. The economic crisis in 2008 and the subsequent 

imposition of sanctions made it possible to create all conditions for such development in Russia. 

Moreover, the created conditions can be based as on the package of anti-crisis measures, developed 

by the Government of the Russian Federation, as on the concept of the country's economic security 

and the integrated approach. It is noteworthy that some of the already developed measures, according 

to the authors, can correspond to the ideas of Arthur Pigou [Pigou, 1985], who considered the issues 

of interaction between the state and business in terms of ensuring economic welfare and security. 
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The main body of the paper 

 
The issues of the state policy formation in the field of regulating the activities of representatives, 

including small business, although are sufficiently detailed both in Russian and foreign scientific 

literature, but the unanimous opinion on the rationalization of such interaction is not worked out so. 

Currently, there are opposing points of view, one of which is based on the position of non-

interference of the state in the development of the free market and, as a consequence, in the activities 

of the entrepreneurial sphere. Such views are held by H. Horn, L. Persson [Horn, Persson, 2001], D. 

Audretsch, W. Baumol, A. Burke [Audretsch, Baumol, Burke, 2001], I. Kirzner [Kirzner, 2000, 

2004], P. Johnson [Johnson, 2004]. 

 

Another point of view is based on the fact that the state should comprehensively and constantly 

participate in the development of entrepreneurial activity by developing and applying various 

instruments of influence. This point of view is reflected in several theoretical approaches. 

 

1. State participation through the formation and development of policy for 

small business support  
 

A. Hughes [Hughes, 1997], D.J. Storey [Storey, 1994], A. Strange [Strange, 1992], C. Brown 

[Brown, 1989], Hamilton J., Medoff J. [Medoff, 1989], M.J. Bendick, M.L. Egan [Bendick, Egan, 

1987], D.B. Audretsch, R.A. Thurik [Audretsch, Thurik, 1999], P. Reynolds, and W. Maki 

[Reynolds, Maki, 1990], based on a comparison of government policies for small and medium-sized 

businesses in different countries, came to roughly the same conclusion that "The monitoring and 

assessment of state support should be mandatory" [Storey D.J., 1994]. 

 

M. Abramowitz [Abramowitz, 1956], P. Azoulay, J. Lerner, W. [Azoulay, Lerner, 2013], Cohen, R. 

Levin [Cohen, Levin, 1989], D. Storey [Storey, 1987], S. Shane [Shane, 2009] consider the form of 

state participation through improving the investment climate in the country, paying attention to the 

fact that the costs of support should be justified and commensurate with the returns, and, of course, 

should not lead to a deterioration of business conditions. 

 

2. State participation through the regulation of small businesses 
 

Russian scientists A. Trofimov, E. Tatarnikov [Trofimov A.V. et al., 2012] and others noted the 

primacy of the legislation ordering in this area and the role of the government representatives in 

implementing the programs to support the representatives of the business environment. 

 

3. State participation through the interaction of state structures and the 

representatives of small business 
 

P. Reynolds, D.Storey, P. Westhead [Reynolds, Storey, Westhead, 1994], A.C. Cooper, T.B. Folta 

[Cooper, Folta, 2000] in their works justify their point of view, according to which the state 

authorities in interaction with representatives of small businesses need to focus on the opportunities 

that the business community itself provides through engaging in the interaction process of the 

business angels, various communities in the business sphere, which are not indifferent to interests of 

business. At the same time, the state provides its own participation in financing the projects, but on 

certain pre-determined conditions, as a partner or co-investor in order to implement the state policy to 

support small businesses. 

 

4. State participation through the regulatory impact on small business sphere 
 

P. Reynolds, Storey, P. Westhead [Reynolds, Storey, Westhead, 2004], noting, that such participation 

is possible only through "deregulation" of small business activities, the main objective of which is to 

reduce administrative barriers, manifested, for example, in the maximum possible reduction of as the 
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number of inspections by various departments, as the timing of its conduct, as well as a reduction in 

costs, including transaction costs, in the small businesses operation. 

 

In the opinion of the above-mentioned authors, with such a form of state participation, the 

development of solutions where the emergence of new barriers to business development will be 

difficult, and at best impossible, is of particular importance if these barriers indirectly (vicariously) 

replace the canceled restrictions related to doing business. 

 

5. State participation through the creation of favorable business conditions 
 

J. Lerner, [Lerner, 2009], P. Reynolds, D. Storey, P Westhead [Reynolds, Storey, Westhead, 2004] 

position favorable conditions for doing business as the most important and necessary direction in the 

developing mechanisms for state support of small businesses. 

 

Formation of an enabling and safe environment can be reached through the provision of an accessible 

and carefully designed institutional infrastructure, including legal and financial support, the ability to 

attract highly qualified personnel and to take the advantage of the transport-logistics and commercial 

infrastructure, of the individual territories and the entities of the state. 

 

Thus, the generalization of research experience in the field of the role and place of the state in 

regulating the activities of business representatives revealed that existing perspectives on the degree 

of participation / non-participation of the state in support of small business development are based on 

various support principles, such as Information support, Organizing legislation, Co-financing, 

Reducing of administrative barriers, Institutional infrastructure, which are implemented through the 

various programs, funds, benefits, and also in determining the place of the subject of the impact of 

support, as the only and paramount. 

 

With all the theoretical evidence of the positive impact of state support, the main shortcoming, in our 

opinion, is the role assigned to the subject of the impact and the lack of a proper economic effect of 

such support. Representatives of small business in the above approaches are positioned only as a 

passive object of influence, while the conditions for sustainable development presuppose the active 

role of representatives of this business sector in matters of state support. For example, in Russia, state 

support for small and medium-sized businesses (hereinafter referred to as SMB) is provided through 

the use of direct and indirect influence instruments, as well as "manual management", which is 

periodically used by the President of the Russian Federation. 

 

In this connection, we can distinguish the sixth type of the degree of state participation in the support 

programs, which should be based on the creation of conditions for sustainable development by 

ensuring the economic security of small businesses. At the same time, small business will be assigned 

not the role of a passive observer awaiting handouts, but an active participant with the possibility of 

positioning its interests (Karpova G., Sigova M., Kruglova I. [Karpova G., Sigova M., Kruglova I., 

2017], V. Plotnikov [Plotnikov V., 2016], etc.) (Table 1). 
 

Table 1: Types of state participation in supporting SMB development: an analysis of theoretical 

approaches and practical implementation 

 

№  

Types of state participation  

Main principle of 

support 

implementation  

Subject of impact  

1 State participation through the formation 

and development of small business 

support policies  

Information 

support  

The state as a whole and 

regions  

2 State participation through the regulation 

of small businesses  

The organization 

of legislation  
State structures 

3 State participation through interaction of 

state structures and representatives of 
Co-financing  

Business community and 

association 
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small business  

4 
State participation through regulatory 

impact on small businesses  

Reducing 

administrative 

barriers  

State Offices  

5 State participation through creation of 

favorable business conditions  

Institutional 

infrastructure  

State in general and 

regions 

6 Participation of the state through 

ensuring the economic security of small 

businesses  

Safe business 

conditions  

Business structures 

Small enterprises 

1 Compiled by the authors, based on the results of a study of theoretical sources 

 

6. State participation through the small business economic security 
 

The rationale for the approach, highlighted by the authors, is the fact that one of the priority strategic 

tasks for overcoming the economic recession in Russia is the implementation of the anti-crisis policy 

adopted by the Government of Russia, a separate place in which the issues of SMB development take 

up. 

 

In his report "Restoration of Economic Growth in Russia", prepared by leading Russian scientists 

under the leadership of the executive secretary of the Russian Academy of Sciences, editor of 

academician V.V. Ivanter in 2016, scientists noted that the main task of the state's anti-crisis policy is 

to transform the existing prerequisites of socio-economic development into the current growth 

factors, based on internal opportunities. At the same time, the period of use of the available 

opportunities is limited, since with the preservation of a low level of economic activity, the generated 

growth potential will be quickly squandered, and the risk of prolonged stagnation will increase 

[Ivanter V.V., 2016]. 

 

So, in p.5. "Interaction of the state, private business and society as subjects of innovative 

development" of the Concept of long-term social and economic development of the Russian 

Federation for the period up to 2020, it is stipulated: 

 

• "elimination of excessive state regulation of the economy and transition mainly to indirect methods 

of regulating economic processes; 

• Step-by-step reduction of state participation in property management in competitive industries by 

applying transparent and effective privatization procedures based on the principles of market 

valuation, equal access to property and openness of public authorities; 

• Concentration of state entrepreneurship mainly in the sectors related to ensuring the defense 

capability and national security, infrastructure development, unconditional provision of equal 

competition conditions in those sectors where, along with the state, private companies function; 

• Support for business initiatives to participate in the development of the social sphere and human 

capital "[25]. 

 

The listed features cause the formation of special growth points, which continue to form, and many 

goals of this concept still are not achieved yet. Thus, there is a need to formulate a special state policy 

aimed at the safe and sustainable development of business, in which it will not be the role of a 

passive observer waiting for support, but an active moderator.  

 

This postulate becomes especially urgent now, under the existing conditions and availability of 

existing production potential, rich resource base, interlacing of national and regional economies, 

deterioration of the ecological situation, the issue of planning the development of the country as an 

integral socio-economic system, reducing business - risks at all stages of implementation of various 

projects and solutions, which creates a mechanism for continuous updates - the basis for sustainable 

development of the country. 

 

Drivers in this matter may be the state policy in the development of small business entities in the 

Russian Federation, which even now occupies a separate place in the institutional infrastructure. In 
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the Strategy of development of small and medium-size business-2030 (hereinafter referred to as 

SDSMB) "it is noted that the promotion of small business development is a fundamental element of 

the state's economic policy. 

 

To determine the dependence of the development level of small enterprises in Russia on some 

elements of state support, a correlation-regression analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS 

Statistica software. The main target point of the "Concept of long-term social and economic 

development of the Russian Federation until 2030" (SDSMB-2030) - the share of small business in 

gross domestic product (GDP) is taken as an effective variable. The model is built on the basis of 

publicly available information from the Russian Federal Service for Statistics
1
. 

 

The calculation includes several stages, in the first two of which the data for the calculation are 

selected. Their choice is not accidental, according to V. Sadovnichy [Sadovnichy V., 2012], the main 

macroeconomic indicators that are reflected in various models of economic dynamics are GDP, labor 

force, investment in fixed assets (Table 2). 

 

Table 2: Primary data for analysis 
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 U Х1 Х2 Х3 Х4 Х5 Х6 Х7 

2005 2,66 0,1205 0,979 9,6507 7,6024 4,72536 1,5 12,5 

2006 3,26 0,1713 1,029 12,0992 8,5828 5,9067 3 12,6 

2007 4,55 0,2591 1,137 15,4689 9,2392 7,274267 3,8 13 

2008 6,23 10,0935 1,362 10,0935 10,157 8,6188 3,9 15,8 

2009 4,81 0,3461 1,595 16,87313 11,342 9,7941 18,6 18,3 

2010 5,51 0,2584 1,699 18,9338 12,2169 12,367 17,8 20 

2011 7,28 0,282 2,013 22,6102 12,3863 15,743 17,8 20,5 

2012 8,37 0,5215 2,003 23,4659 12,4752 16,711 20,8 20,7 

2013 8,81 0,5749 2,063 24,7816 12,4059 17,948 21,85 22,1 

2014 10,45 0,6644 2,118 26,3922 12,3753 19,201 23 22,1 

Х1 - Investments in fixed assets of small enterprises, billion rubles; 

X2 - The number of small businesses, million; 

Х3 - Turnover of small enterprises, billion rubles; 

Х4 - Average number of employees of small enterprises, thousand people; 

Х5 - Average monthly accrued salary of workers of small enterprises, thousand rubles; 

Х6 - Federal programs to support small business, billion rubles; 

                                                             
1
 The indicators included in the calculation are formed as a result of continuous statistical observation 

every 5 years and are provided on request. In 2016, there was a complete federal statistical 

observation for 2015, but the digital data ends in 2014. 
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Х7 - The number of regulatory legal acts with regard to the regulation of the activity of small 

enterprises adopted at the federal level, thousand units. 

 

Estimation of the tightness of the links between the level of sustainable development of SMB and 

indicators of their activities is clearly illustrated by the example of the Matrix of Pairwise 

Coefficients of Correlation on the basis of which it is possible to determine the relationship of the 

productive, in our case this is the share of SMB in GDP, and independent factors, and their 

interrelations (Table 3 ) 

 

Table 3:  Matrix of paired correlation coefficients R: 

 

- y x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 МCN El Т S* 

y 1 0.05922 0.9159 0.8718 0.8351 0.9554 0.7998 0.8775     

x1 0.05922 1 
-

0.1391 

-

0.4054 

-

0.09484 

-

0.1631 
-0.322 

-

0.1287 
201,7 0,0939 1.95 3.08 

x2 0.9159 -0.1391 1 0.9354 0.9617 0.9822 0.9486 0.9855 63,88 -0,44 4.3 0.1 

x3 0.8718 -0.4054 0.9354 1 0.8789 0.9593 0.9222 0.9034 93,4 0,91 0.7 2.43 

x4 0.8351 
-

0.09484 
0.9617 0.8789 1 0.9166 0.9422 0.9701 228,5 -1,01 1.46 0.21 

x5 0.9554 -0.1631 0.9822 0.9593 0.9166 1 0.9135 0.9567 64,19 0,82 1.58 0.36 

x6 0.7998 -0.322 0.9486 0.9222 0.9422 0.9135 1 0.9649 353,7 0,27 1.31 0.33 

x7 0.8775 -0.1287 0.9855 0.9034 0.9701 0.9567 0.9649 1 73,88 -0,61 1.58 0.08 

MCN-multicollinearity 

* The statistical significance of the regression coefficient “b” is not confirmed. 

 

Table 3 includes the coefficients obtained from the calculations: the determination coefficient ("R2 -

which fraction of the variation of the estimated variable is taken into account in the model and is due 

to the influence of the selected factors"), the elasticity factor (El), Fisher's F-criterion ("comparison of 

the critical and calculated indicator, on the basis of comparisons which accept the thesis of the 

statistical significance of the equation"). 

 

It follows from the data of Table 3 that practically all the indicators used in the calculation have a 

sufficiently high degree of tightness of links with the share of SMB in GDP. The included indicator is 

X7 "The number of regulatory legal acts with regard to regulating the activity of small enterprises 

adopted at the federal level", which assesses the role of the state in support programs also has r = 

0.8775. 

 

Negative values of correlation coefficients are observed between the indicator X1 (Investments in 

fixed assets in small enterprises) and other indicators in the sample, except for a positive dependence 

on GDP, which is very small. The data obtained for indicators X1 "Investments in fixed assets in 

small enterprises" and X6 "Federal programs for supporting small businesses" (r = -0.322) indicates 

the presence of an inverse, albeit minimal, dependence. This dependence suggests that an increase in 

funding by federal programs leads to a decrease in investment in fixed assets. This conclusion leads 

to the need for further factor analysis to identify the reasons for the negative impact of state support 

on the level of development of small businesses. 
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Further, as a result of the gradual exclusion of indicators, the so-called secondary, or as in our case, 

inconsiderably affecting the score, we obtained 3 models of the regression equation: the reference 

one, at the first stage, including the whole set of factors, and two equations with a sequential except at 

the second stage of investment in fixed assets, in the third stage, such indicators as turnover of small 

enterprises, "average monthly accrued wages" and "the number of normative legal acts in regulation 

of the activities of small enterprises, adopted at the federal level. " 

 

It should be noted that all three models of equations obtained are statistically significant. 

 

At the first stage, using seven parameters, it was revealed, that the correlation coefficient ryx1 was 

statistically insignificant. The partial coefficient of elasticity |E1| < 1. Consequently, the influence of 

x1 on the score Y is insignificant. Multicollinear factors are present, which suggests the need to 

exclude certain factors from the model. The relationship between the sign of Y and the factors Xi is 

strong. 

As a result, a model of the regression equation was obtained at stage 1: 

 

Y = 6.0084 1 0.4377X1-1.7035X2 1 0.3115X3-0.5757X4 1 0.4286X5 1 0.1276X6-0.213X7 

 

The average error of approximation was 1.59%. Particular coefficients of elasticity showed that in 4 

indicators it is higher than 1% and significantly affects the resultant sign of Y. 

 

On the basis of the dependencies obtained, let us check the tightness of the combined effect of factors 

on the result (an estimate of the quality of the model obtained): the correlation coefficient R = 0.9986, 

which indicates a strong effect of the indicators included in the calculation on the share of SMB in 

GDP. The coefficient of determination is R
2
 = 0.99862 = 0.9972, but a more objective estimate 

gives the adjusted determination coefficient R
2
 adj= 0.987, which shows that the generated statistical 

model has qualitative characteristics. 

 

At the second stage, the indicator showing the lowest coefficient of correlation with the rest is 

removed from the model - the coefficient x1 (Investments in fixed assets). Correlation coefficients 

are statistically significant. According to the calculation, the partial elasticity coefficients E2 = -1.37 

and E4 = 2.81, E6 = -2.33 exert a strong enough influence on the resultant trait. The rest of the 

indicators did not give a positive response. The multicollinearity of factors is present. The 

relationship between the sign of Y and the factors Xi is strong. The statistical significance of the 

regression coefficients bi is not confirmed. The average error of approximation is 6.92%. 

The regression equation has the form and is statistically reliable. 

 

Y = 9.9871-3.7523X1-0.4713X2 1 0.5249X3 1 1.4696X4 1 0.1528X5-0.811X6 

 

Multiple correlation coefficient R=0.9854 (for the original model R=0.9986), Coefficient of 

determination R2=0.98542=0.9711. Adjusted coefficient of determination 0.913: the determination 

coefficient is statistically significant and the regression equation is statistically reliable. 

 

At the third stage, the factors identified at the second stage that significantly affect the outcome 

indicator Y (the share of GDP in current prices, trln.rub.) Are used in the calculation: X1 - Turnover 

SMD trln.rub; Х2 - Average monthly accrued salary, thousand rubles; Х3 - The number of regulatory 

legal acts adopted at the federal level, thousand units. Correlation coefficients are statistically 

significant. Particular coefficients of elasticity show that the parameters x1, x2, x3 affect the resultant 

attribute Y. The multicollinearity of factors is present. The relationship between the sign of Y and the 

factors Xi is strong. The statistical significance of the regression coefficients bi is not confirmed. The 

average error of approximation is 8.47%. 

The regression equation is statistically reliable. 

 

Y = 5.3392 - 0.2686X1 1 1.0028X2 - 0.347X3 
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For further analysis, a pairwise correlation of the share of SMD in GDP was made with indicators 

reflecting the main targets of the SDSMB-2030 (Table 4). 

 

Table 4: Results of pair correlation 

 

Indicators 
Coefficient of 

correlation 
Ranks 

Share of SMD in GDP, in % 
 

 

Salary (accrued), rub 0,987315 1 

Investments in fixed assets of small enterprises, bln. Rub 0,892794 2 

Federal programs for small business support, bln. Rub. 0,877432 3 

Number of profitable small and micro enterprises 0,86974 4 

The cost of contracts concluded with the SMB, million rubles 0,847657 5 

Number of contracts for state needs with SMB 0,826181 6 

The amount of loss of small and microenterprises, million rubles 0,780787 7 

Number of SMB, received fin. support, thousand pieces 0,775155 8 

The number of unprofitable small and micro enterprises 0,764575 9 

Cost of contracts concluded with SMB, % 0,694191 10 

Debt in the SMD segment, % 0,687766 11 

Registration of individual entrepreneur 0,631586 12 

Number of contracts for state needs with SMB in % of total 0,602914 13 

Number of small and micro-enterprises -0,22178 -6 

Turnover of SMB, bln. Rub -0,33125 -5 

Volumes of loans extended to small and medium-sized enterprises in 

the Russian Federation, million rubles 

-0,55129 

 
-4 

Amount of profit of small and microenterprises, mln. -0,72481 -3 

Terminating. activity of the individual entrepreneur -0,78565 -2 

Number of employees, thousand -0,89602 -1 

 
The results of the calculations were ambiguous. Thus, the strongest direct dependence was between 

the share of SMB in GDP and the accrued wages, which is quite understandable. Logical direct 

relationship with the amounts allocated under the federal support program and investments in fixed 

assets. But the inverse relationship between the amount of profit of small enterprises and the share of 

SMB in GDP allows us to conclude that the existing five approaches of the state to measures to 

support the development of small enterprises do not provide the necessary economic effect. 

Thus, it is necessary to create conditions not only for postulating support measures for small 

businesses, but also for their implementation. In our opinion, the degree of state participation in 

support programs should be based on the author's sixth approach by creating understandable and 

certain conditions for sustainable development related to ensuring business's economic security 

[Sigova M.V., Kruglova I.A., Klyuchnikov I.K., 2016]. Under these conditions, a small business will 

itself act as a driver of such support, choosing the opportunities provided to it on the basis of the 

formed outline of sustainable development. 
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Abstract  
 

The present study was aimed to explore the role of organizational size in the relationships between 

leadership, culture and innovation. The data were collected from 102 Portuguese organizations, with 

different sizes, from where a total of 854 workers answered a questionnaire concerning the leadership and 

organizational culture within their organization and 102 top managers answered a questionnaire 

concerning the innovation activity in their organization. A structural equation modelling demonstrated 

that the variable size of the company acts as a moderator, producing differential effects not only on the 

leadership role in the relationship between culture and innovation, but also on the contribution of each 

indicator to innovation. 

Keywords: Organizational culture, transformational leadership, organizational innovation, 

organizational size.  

Introduction 

 

Innovation has become increasingly important and determinant of organizational performance, success, 

and longer-term survival (Anderson, Potočnik and Zhou, 2014; Ramos, Anderson, Peiró, and Zijlstra, 

2016). The dynamic and competitive environment, rapid changes in technology, high demands on new 

products and services, require organizations to develop new approaches that are more attractive to their 

stakeholders and respond effectively to the challenges they face.  

The role that leadership plays in promoting innovation has been the subject of study over the last decade. 

Particularly, transformational leadership has been highlighted as one which supports the organizational 

innovation (Gumusluoglu and Ilsev, 2009a, 2009b; Jung, Chow, and Wu, 2008; Jung, Wu and Chow, 

2003; Mumford, Scott, Gaddis, and Strange, 2002). Transformational leaders seek their followers to 

develop their own capacities and achieve exceptional results, their role being to stimulate, inspire and 

support the growth and development of their followers as leaders (Bass, 1999; Bass and Riggio, 2006). 

This type of leadership grants a sense of empowerment to its followers and aligns the individual, leader, 

group and organization's interests and objectives. Transformational leadership has been conceptualized in 

four components: idealized influence, intellectual stimulation, inspirational motivation, and 

individualized consideration (Bass and Riggio, 2006). Nevertheless, some studies found only a 

unidimensional measure of transformational leadership (e.g. Gumusluoglu and Ilsev, 2009).  

Another factor that plays an important role in innovation is the organizational culture (Jung, et al., 2003; 

Sarros, Cooper, and Santora, 2008). That is, the degree to which the members of an organization feel that 

the organization supports them and encourages them to take innovative initiatives and explore new 

approaches has an impact on the intensity of innovation in the organization (Amabile et al., 1996; 
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Chandler, Keller and Lyon; 2000). Among the models of analysis of organizational culture is Denison's 

organizational culture model (Denison, Nieminen, and Kotrba, 2014), whose dimensions inherent to the 

model have proved to be useful and valid for the process of diagnosis of organizational culture. The 

model proposes the existence of four dimensions: Involvement, Consistency, Adaptability and Mission. 

The Involvement dimension reflects how much the members of the organization are involved in the 

management process. The Consistency dimension reflects the sharing of core values, consensus and 

common goals and objectives among members at all levels of the organization. The Adaptability 

dimension refers to the ability of organizations to adapt quickly to changing their environment, taking 

risks, learning from their mistakes, and adding value to their customers, seeing their opportunities to 

survive and grow. The Mission dimension provides the organization with a strategic direction, purpose or 

design, which allows it to set its global goals, as well as expressing the vision of how it will be in the 

future, giving its members an appropriate course of action. All these traits were linked to organizational 

effectiveness; nevertheless in the present study we will relate this model to organizational innovation. 

As we pointed out, leadership and organizational culture play an essential role so that innovation can 

occur. However, just as Bass and Riggio (2006) advocate, leadership and culture are interconnected in 

such a way that organizational cultures can be described in terms of transformational qualities. So, we 

will explore the interrelation between these two constructs.  

In turn, organizational innovation is a complex and multidimensional process (Wolfe, 1994). Some 

studies conceptualize innovation as process that involves the generation of new or significantly improved 

ideas and their implementation (e.g. Amabile et al., 1996), as well a process of creating value from ideas 

(Tidd and Bessant, 2014). The OECD (2005) recommend that companies can explore new products or 

services, business processes, work organization or marketing or improvements to existing ones in an 

innovative way. So, we consider innovation as a process that involves the creation of new ideas, or a 

significant improvement, and the implementation of these ideas in the products or services, business 

processes, work organization or marketing, that could benefit the company, its stakeholders and the 

society in general (Lousã, 2013). We use a set of innovation indicators developed by Lousã (2013), based 

on the academic literature (e.g. Scott and Bruce, 1994; Jung et al., 2003), on the Portuguese instruments 

such as the Innovation Scoring System (COTEC, 2017), as well on expert interviews. The instrument has 

three dimensions concerning the companies’ activity oriented towards innovation, being these: Resources, 

Processes and Results. Innovation resources aims to analyse the inputs for the organisation towards the 

activities for innovation, such as the resources available, the level of qualifications and the participation 

in lifelong learning activities of the human resources, investment/expenditures in Research and 

Development. The innovation processes aims to analyse relevant process to the innovative dynamic, such 

as partnerships, cooperation networks and protection and enhancement of knowledge. And finally, 

innovation results aims to evaluate the outcomes of the activities of a company, such as: the turnover in 

the last three years; the evolution of sales of new products / services or significant improvements over the 

last three years; the ideas generated in the company transformed into innovative designs and the 

enterprise image. 

Based on the literature that analyses, on the one hand, the role of leadership in innovation and, on the 

other, the influence that culture has on innovation, we have developed an exploratory model that starts 

from the interdependence between culture and leadership and analyses the influence of this association in 

innovation. However, there is some empirical evidence that shows that company size is an important 

variable in the relationship between transformational leadership and organizational innovation (e.g. 

Vaccaro, Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda; 2012; Khan, Rehman and Fatima, 2009) as the 

organizational culture influences organizational innovation (e.g. Chandler et al., 2000). So, we propose in 

this study to analyse the effect that organizational culture and transformational leadership have on 

organizational innovation, taking into account the size of the company. 
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Method 

Sample 

The data were collected from 102 Portuguese organizations, among 854 workers. Regarding the 

dimension of the sample there are 30.4% micro-enterprises, 38.2% small companies; 24.5% medium-

sized companies and 5.9% large companies, according to the European classification. These percentages 

are close to the enterprises’ distribution in Portugal, since it is mainly made up of micro, small and 

medium enterprises. The age of the companies varies between two and 115 years (M = 18.98 years, SD = 

18.97 years) and the employees per company range from two to 643 (M = 61.51 per company, SD = 

114.86).  

The company’s size was operationalized considering the number of employees in the company, and were 

categorized as: Micro (1-9 employees); Small (10-49 employees); Medium (50-249 employees) and 

Large (≥ 250 employees).  

Measures  

Organizational Culture Questionnaire 

In the present study, we used the Organizational Culture Questionnaire Denison (Denison et al, 2014), 

consisting of 60 questions that measure four dimensions of organizational culture: involvement, 

consistency, adaptability and mission (α between .63 and .87). A Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

showed a good fit, χ2/df = 3.22, CFI = .85, and RMSEA =.054 (CI. 90 between .052 and .055). 

Transformational Leadership Scale 

The items that make up this scale were inspired by the four components of transformational leadership 

developed by Bass (1985). The version used for this study is composed by 17 items. CFA showed an 

acceptable fit, CFI = .91, χ2/df = 5.61, and RMSEA =.08 (CI. 90 between .075 and .89). Reliability was 

very good (α = .96). 

Innovation Measurement 

In the proposal of the exploratory model we have identified the relational structures that are intended to 

be measured and we have chosen, in the case of innovative measures, the operationalizations that are best 

likely to represent the construct (Bollen, 1989; Hoyle, 1995, Loehlin, 1997), all of them being present in 

the innovation index from Table 1. 

The calculation of the innovation index was performed from the standardization of the individual 

indicators and, subsequently, from their aggregation, from the sum of the different standardized 

individual indicators, obtaining a "z-Score" without weighting. 
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Table 1: Measures and operationalization of Innovation 
 

Company image 
(image) 

Contribution of innovation activities to the image of an organization. All the items 
were rated on five point scale, ranging from one (much worse) to five (much 
better). A principal component analysis reveal only one dimension composed of 
five items (α = .82). An example of an item of this measure is “innovation 
activities contribute to attract more customers in the face of competition. 

Resources made 
available 
(resources); 

This is a subscale of climate innovation support from Scott and Bruce (1994). 
Responses were given on five-point Likert scale (ranging from ' totally disagree' 
to' totally agree'). The main component analysis was carried out, revealing only 
one dimension composed of five items (α = .74). An example of an item of this 
measure is “in this organization, there are adequate resources dedicated to 
innovation”. 

Level of 
qualifications  

Years of education  

Lifelong learning/ 
Training activities 

Percentage of workers who participated in lifelong learning activities, innovation 
oriented, concerning the previous year, these data were obtained in official 
documents. 

Investment in 
Research and 
Development 

Investment/expenditures made by the company in R&D in the last three years, 
these data were obtained from official documents. 

 

 

Procedures 

The data used in the present study were collected taking into account ethical issues such as participants’ 

anonymity and confidentiality, and also to avoid bias. After having agreed to participate, the top 

management of each organization was asked about the innovation activity at their organization through a 

questionnaire. Each of them was instructed about the objectives and procedure of the internet-based study 

via e-mail or telephone. Anonymous and strictly confidential data treatment was assured. Due to the level 

at which the top management operates, we expected that they were knowledgeable regarding the 

resources, processes and results of the innovation of their organizations. The measures of leadership and 

organizational culture, in each firm, were answered by a representative sample of employees, based on 

organization their distribution at the organizational structure and the departments involved.  

Partnerships and 
Cooperation 

This measures the type of the company’s cooperation networks with other entities 
towards innovation (e.g. competitors, suppliers, customers, universities, higher 
education institutions, R&D units). 

Networks This measures the type of company’s networks (e.g. international cooperation 
networks) 

Protection and 
enhancement of 
knowledge 

This measures the ways that the company usually used to protect and enhance 
knowledge, (e.g. patenting). 

Turnovers The evolution of the growth or decline of an activity in the last three years. These 
data were obtained from official documents.  

Volume of sales of 
new 
products/services 
or those that 
significantly 

The volume of sales of new products/services or those that significantly improved 
in the past three years. The type of response adopted considers a scale with three 
options: Decreased (1), Same (2), Increased (3). 
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Data analysis 

All the analyses were completed using the statistical program SPSS and AMOS 22.0 for Windows. 

Outliers were analysed according to Mahalanobis squared distance (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013), and 

were excluded.  

CFA was performed with AMOS (v. 22.0; Arbuckle, 2013), with maximum likelihood as the estimation 

method (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 2004). Goodness of fit was analyzed by the following indices:  NFI 

(Normed of fit index; good fit is considered if NFI > .80; Schumacker and Lomax, 2010), CFI 

(Comparative fit index; good fit if CFI > .90; Bentler 1990), RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation; acceptable fit if RMSEA < .08 according to Kline, 2011, and Schumacker and Lomax, 

2010, although according to Marôco, 2011, acceptable fit is considered if RMSEA < .10), and X
2
/df (chi-

square/degrees of freedom; acceptable fit if X2/df < 5; Arbuckle, 2013; Loehlin, 2004). According to 

Bentler (1990), and Schumacker and Lomax (2010), X
2
 is irrelevant for samples higher than 500 subjects.  

Results 

Both measures of Leadership, Innovation and Culture (and the corresponding dimensions) were analyzed 

concerning the descriptive statistics (see Table 2). Correlations between all measures were presented in 

Table 3. Leadership showed, according to Cohen (1988), a moderate correlation with Innovation (r  = .33) 

and with Culture as a total score (r  = .45); the association between Innovation and Culture was small (r  = 

.183). 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of Measures of Leadership, Innovation, and 
 Culture and their dimensions 

 
 Minimum Maximum M SD 

Leadership 2.08 4.20 3.27 0.36 

Innovation (sum) -11.91 14.51 1.51 4.55 

Company image 2.33 5.00 4.11 0.63 

resources made available 1.40 5.00 3.70 0.67 

Level of qualification 1.00 7.30 3.71 1.52 

Training activities 1.00 5.00 3.22 1.30 

Partnerships 0.00 8.00 3.88 1.99 

Networking of cooperation 0.00 3.00 0.96 1.09 

Protection and appreciation of 

knowledge 0.00 5.00 2.01 1.63 

Ideas transformed into 

innovative projects 1.00 
5.00 

2.68 0.86 

Sales volume of new / 

improved or improved 

products / services 
1.00 

5.00 

2.70 0.90 

Turnover growth -61883792.15 10934788.00 -1636283.84 8304586.42 

Research & Development 

growth -1269435.00 8543536.00 59898.26 588458.47 

Culture (sum) 6.66 21.80 15.43 2.37 

Involvement 1.42 5.65 4.03 0.64 

Team Orientation 1.15 4.86 3.49 0.57 

Capability of Development 1.41 5.65 4.02 0.70 

Consistency 1.35 4.80 3.38 0.52 

Core Values 1.58 5.02 3.56 0.54 
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Agreement 1.47 5.60 3.95 0.62 

Coordination & Integration 1.20 4.88 3.33 0.55 

Adaptability 1.71 5.47 3.89 0.58 

Creating Change 1.82 5.61 3.97 0.61 

Customer Focus 1.13 3.60 2.56 0.36 

Organizational Learning 1.53 5.16 3.73 0.55 

Mission 2.09 5.88 4.13 0.68 

Strategic Direction & Intent 1.64 5.74 4.07 0.75 

Goals & Objectives 1.64 5.24 3.67 0.63 

Vision 1.72 5.28 3.68 0.62 

 
Table 3: Intercorrelation matrix of measures of Leadership, Innovation, and Culture and their 

dimensions 
 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

1. Leadership 
.3

3 

.2

0 

.3

7 

.1

8 

.0

9 

.1

1 

.0

5 

-

.1

4 

.2

7 

.2

1 

.0

2 

.0

8 

.4

4 

.4

4 

.4

2 

.4

4 

.4

4 

.4

4 

.4

3 

.4

0 

.4

4 

.4

3 

.3

6 

.4

3 

.4

3 

.4

1 

.4

0 

.4

2 

2. Innovation 

(sum) 
1 

.4

7 

.6

0 

.5

6 

.6

0 

.5

1 

.4

2 

.2

0 

.3

4 

.4

5 

.2

2 

-

.0

3 

.1

8 

.1

7 

.1

5 

.1

7 

.1

8 

.2

0 

.1

8 

.1

7 

.1

9 

.1

9 

.2

1 

.1

9 

.1

7 

.1

6 

.1

6 

.1

7 

3. Image  1 
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7 
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4 

.0

8 
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4 
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9 
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9 
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6 
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9 

.0

0 
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0 

.1

7 

.1

5 

.1

4 

.1

4 

.1

7 
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9 

.1

6 
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.1
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.1

7 

.1

3 
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6 
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7 
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5 
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.0

0 
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6 
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8 
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7 
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7 
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9 

-
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4 
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5 
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9 
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9 
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1 
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5 
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5 
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5 
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3 
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0 
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3 
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0 
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9 

.0

9 
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5 
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0 

-
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6 
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6 
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1 
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0 

-
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4 

.0

6 
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4 
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4 
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5 
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5 

.0

5 
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4 
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3 
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7 
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6 

.0

9 

.0

7 
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8 
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7 
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9 
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9 

7. Partnerships      1 
.4

3 
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5 

.0

8 

.1

0 

-
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5 

.0

9 

.0

9 
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0 
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8 
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1 

.0

9 

.0

9 

.0

9 

.0

6 
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8 
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9 
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6 
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6 
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6 
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1 
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4 
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5 
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5 
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8 
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4 
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6 

-
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4 
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2 
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4 
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1 
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2 
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9 
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9 
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18. Consistency                 1 
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21. Coor. & 

Integ 
                   1 

.9

2 

.8

9 

.8

5 

.8

9 

.8

8 

.7

9 

.8

6 

.8

6 

22. Adaptability                     1 
.9

8 

.9

3 

.9

9 

.9

7 

.8

9 

.9

4 

.9

5 

23. Creat.Chang

e 
                     1 

.9

1 

.9

6 

.9

3 

.8

5 

.9

0 

.9

1 

24. Customer Fo.                       1 
.9

1 

.9

0 

.8

1 

.8

8 

.8

8 

25. Org. 

Learning 
                       1 

.9

4 

.8

6 

.9

1 

.9

2 

26. Mission                         1 
.9

4 

.9

9 

.9

9 

27. Strat.Dir.& 

Int 
                         1 

.9

1 

.9

2 

28. Goals&Obje

c 
                          1 

.9

7 

29. Vision                            1 

Legend: Company image (image); resources made available (resources); level of qualification (qualification); training activities 

(Training); partnerships (partnerships); networks of cooperation (networking); protection and appreciation of knowledge 

(Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sales volume of new / improved or improved products / 

services (Business V.E); turnover growth (Turn. Growth); Research & Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation 

(Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); Coordination & Integration (Coor. & Integ); Creating Change 

(Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); Organizational Learning (Org. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent 

(Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives (Goals&Objec). 

Note: r >.08 are significant at p < .05; .10 < r < .30 have a small effect size, 30 < r < .50 have a medium 

effect size; r > .50 have a large effect size (Cohen, 1988).  

A structural model was established and the measurement model was specified according to literature 

(Byrne, 2010; Schumacker and Lomax, 2010), considering micro and small enterprises in one model (n = 

464 see Figure 1, unconstrained model) and the medium and large enterprises in another model (n = 385; 

see Figure 2, unconstrained model) tested by multi-group analysis. The results showed a good fit 

considering NFI = .858 and an acceptable fit for CFI = .874 and RMSEA=.087 (CI .90 between .085 and 

.090). The score obtained for CMIN/DF (448) was 7.43, p < .001. 
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Legend: Company image (image); resources made available (resources); lev

training activities (Training); partnerships (partnerships); networks of cooperation (networking); protection and 

appreciation of knowledge (Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sale

new / improved or improved products / services (Business V.E); turnover growth (Turn. Growth); Research & 

Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation (Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); 

Coordination & Integration (Coor. & Integ); Creating Change (Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); 

Organizational Learning (Org. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent (Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives 

(Goals&Objec). 

Fig. 1:  Innovation predicted by organizational culture and

Enterprises: Standardized regression coefficients

: Company image (image); resources made available (resources); level of qualification (qualification); 

training activities (Training); partnerships (partnerships); networks of cooperation (networking); protection and 

appreciation of knowledge (Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sale

new / improved or improved products / services (Business V.E); turnover growth (Turn. Growth); Research & 

Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation (Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); 

& Integ); Creating Change (Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); 

Organizational Learning (Org. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent (Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives 

Innovation predicted by organizational culture and leadership in Micro and Small 

Enterprises: Standardized regression coefficients 

 

el of qualification (qualification); 

training activities (Training); partnerships (partnerships); networks of cooperation (networking); protection and 

appreciation of knowledge (Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sales volume of 

new / improved or improved products / services (Business V.E); turnover growth (Turn. Growth); Research & 

Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation (Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); 

& Integ); Creating Change (Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); 

Organizational Learning (Org. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent (Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives 

leadership in Micro and Small 
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Legend: Company image (image); resources made available (resources); level of qualification (qualification); 

training activities (Training); partnerships (partnerships); net

appreciation of knowledge (Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sales volume of 

new / improved or improved products / services (Business V.E); turnover growth (Turn. Gro

Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation (Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); 

Coordination & Integration (Coor. & Integ); Creating Change (Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); 

Organizational Learning (Org. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent (Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives 

(Goals&Objec). 

Fig. 2:  Innovation predicted by organizational culture and leadership in Medium and Large 

Enterprises: Standardized regression coefficients

: Company image (image); resources made available (resources); level of qualification (qualification); 

training activities (Training); partnerships (partnerships); networks of cooperation (networking); protection and 

appreciation of knowledge (Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sales volume of 

new / improved or improved products / services (Business V.E); turnover growth (Turn. Growth); Research & 

Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation (Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); 

Coordination & Integration (Coor. & Integ); Creating Change (Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); 

g. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent (Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives 

Innovation predicted by organizational culture and leadership in Medium and Large 

Enterprises: Standardized regression coefficients 

 

: Company image (image); resources made available (resources); level of qualification (qualification); 

works of cooperation (networking); protection and 

appreciation of knowledge (Prot.Ap.Know); ideas transformed into innovative projects (I.T. Project); sales volume of 

wth); Research & 

Development growth (R&D growth); Team Orientation (Team Orient.); Capability Development (Cap.Develop.); 

Coordination & Integration (Coor. & Integ); Creating Change (Creat.Change); Customer Focus (Customer Fo.); 

g. Learning); Strategic Direction & Intent (Strat.Dir.& Int); Goals & Objectives 

Innovation predicted by organizational culture and leadership in Medium and Large 
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Analyzing the two models resulting from the structural analysis, we found very significant differences, 

which leads us to conclude by the moderation effect of the company size variable. In the multiple 

regression coefficient of the direct determination of culture for innovation, we find that it is significant in 

micro and small firms (β = .21), while it is null in medium and large firms (β = -.01). Thus, the size of the 

organization is a factor that must be taken into account when analysing the effects of culture and its 

impact on innovation. In micro and small companies, culture has a direct impact on innovation. In the 

case of medium and large companies, culture only has an effect on innovation through intervention of the 

leader. In these larger companies, the leader is fundamental in the way culture promotes innovation. In 

micro and small companies, the role of the leader is also important, and, also, there is a direct influence of 

organizational culture on the promotion of innovation, as well the combined effect of transformational 

leadership and culture on innovation. 

Comparing between the two models the simple regression coefficients, we found that in micro and small 

companies all indicators of innovation are significant in the promotion of it. However, in the medium and 

large companies, the variables protection and valorisation of knowledge, growth in R & D and the 

evolution of turnover are insignificant. It should also be noted that in companies of all sizes we find a 

negative effect of the growth of turnover in promoting innovation.  

Discussion/Conclusion 

The proposed structural model showed that the variable size of the company acts as a moderator, 

producing differential effects not only on the leadership role in the relationship between culture and 

innovation, but also on the contribution of each indicator to innovation. In this sense, the present study 

contributes to a better understanding of the effects of company’s size on the relationships between 

leadership, culture and innovation. 

The present study showed that, in smaller companies, the organization's culture is more directly 

associated with innovation, with a greater impact on innovative processes, resources and results. In this 

type of companies, we have verified that the leader acts together with the culture in the promotion of 

innovation, being evident the impact of both in the processes and the results of the innovation. Regarding 

innovation indicators, it is clear that in micro and small companies the contribution is stronger and 

positive in the processes (e.g. networks, qualification, protection and valorisation of knowledge) and 

results (e.g. image and ideas transformed into projects innovators). This result is consistent with Chandler 

et al, (2000) which found that companies with cultures supportive of innovation tend to be smaller. 

In comparative terms, we found that the organizational culture does not have direct effects on innovation 

in the larger companies, and the role of the leader in the promotion of innovation is fundamental. In this 

type of companies, the contribution of innovation indicators is more focused on the resources made 

available. Although other contributions (e.g. human resources qualification, cooperation networks, 

partnerships, participation in training activity, ideas transformed into innovative projects) are visible, they 

have a smaller influence in determining innovation compared to micro and small enterprises. These 

results are consistent with Vaccaro et al. (2012), which show that larger organizations need more of a 

transformational leadership to compensate for their complexity and allow innovation to occur. Also, as 

Damanpour and Schneider (2006) point out, larger organizations can dedicate more resources to 

innovation activity, and top managers play an important role in allocating these resources. And are 

consistent with Khan et al., (2009; p.683), which point out the role of the transformational leadership and 

their dynamic capabilities to enhance organizational innovation in organizations with larger size and with 

ample resources. 
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The major contribution of the present study for the existing literature is that leadership should focus on 

developing a conducive culture that facilitates and promotes innovation, in other words, in an innovation-

driven culture. 

Limitations 

In the present study we found that some indicators of innovation are important in one situation and less 

important in others. Growth indicators, on the other hand, were not influential. This aspect should be 

considered with some caution. If, on the one hand, these growth indicators may not reflect the company's 

ability to focus its activity on innovation, on the other hand, we should not be oblivious to the fact that a 

large number of the companies that make up our sample have not invested in research and development 

over the past three years, and even those that have done so have not shown very significant increases in 

their activities over the last three years. It may also occur, such as Jung et al. (2003) suggest that this 

measure reflects the desire of companies to support innovation efforts, but that this is not turned into 

processes or results, at least from a short-term perspective. Also at the level of the variable turnover 

growth, we find that its contribution to innovation is negative. In fact, as previously noted, a decrease in 

sales volume in the last three years of the companies' lives was evident, reflecting the situation of crisis 

that, in recent years, affected most Portuguese companies. This will undoubtedly be a promising area for 

future research. 
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Abstract  
 
In this paper an example of exploratory analysis of event log data is presented. It is suggested that 
performing this kind of analysis could improve the results of algorithms used in predictive business 
process monitoring.  
 
Keywords: exploratory analysis, business process monitoring, prediction.   

Introduction 
 
Predictive business process monitoring (PBPM) is a part of process mining – a family of techniques and 
methods which allow to analyze business processes encoded in event logs data (van der Aalst et al., 
2010). The aim of PBMB is to predict the outcome of a process instance based on its uncompleted traces 
and historical data (Maggi et al., 2014). The predicted outcome can take different forms, it can be a 
numeric value (such as time remaining until the end of process instance) or binary assessment (for 
instance if the process will exceed its planned time) (Evermann et al., 2016). A broad spectrum of 
approaches can be found in literature, such as KNNI-based (k nearest neighbor imputation) local outlier 
factor prediction (Kang et al., 2012), clusterization (Di Francescomarino et al., 2016), neural networks 
(Metzger et al., 2015) or deep learning (Evermann et al., 2016). Most of them exploit some kind of data 
mining (machine learning) algorithm and can be described in general as regression (in case of quantitative 
outcome) or classification (when the outcome is binary) (Hastie et al., 2009). Indeed, PBPM can be seen 
as a data mining process and it would be beneficial if performed in some structured and systematic way. 
 
Probably the most popular reference model of data mining process is CRISP-DM (Cross Industry 
Standard Process for Data Mining) (Shearer, 2000). It consists of six major phases. Phases three (“data 
preparation”) and four (“modeling”) are closely connected because of the assumptions and restrictions 
that some modeling techniques have. During these phases exploratory data analysis (especially data 
visualization) plays a crucial role, as it can provide the evidence or guides in which way to follow up (e.g. 
which new data should be constructed) given the available dataset (Peng, 2016). 
 
In the rest of this paper an example of such analysis is presented. The aim of this paper is to suggest that 
this kind of analysis could improve the results of predictive business process monitoring. 

Dataset 
 
The dataset used in the following examples represents the real-world business processes of a freight 
forwarding company. An instance of this process contains one, two or three incoming (denoted as i1, i2, 
and i3) and one outgoing (represented as o on figures) transport legs. Each transport leg consists of the 
same transport services (tasks): rcs (shipment check in), dep (departure of goods), rcf (accepting freight at 
arrival airline) and dlv (delivering freight). Additionally, a transport leg may involve multiple segments 
and in those cases tasks dep and rcf may be repeated (up to three times). These repetition are called 
hoops. For each of the task there are planned and real execution time. The dataset has 3942 records (each 
record represents one business instance). More details about the data can be found in Metzger et al. 
(2015). 
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Exploratory Analysis    
 
At first, let us look at the time distribution. Figure 1 shows planned and execution time distribution for 
different tasks in each leg. For better visualization the outliers (most extreme values) were removed 
according to the Tukey rule: value was treated as an outlier if it exceeded Q3 + 1.5IQR (Hoaglin, 2003). 
 

 

Fig.  1: Planned and execution time of tasks. 
 
It is easily seen that tasks’ time distributions are similar in different legs. One can also notice that planned 
and execution times of tasks dep and dlv differs significantly. This is probably due to the fact that timely 
delivery (dlv) is much more important than on-time departure (dep), and for dlv tasks some reserve of 
time is assumed (see footnote 4 in Metzger et al. (2015)). 
 
In figure 2 the impact of outliers on the rate of violation (percentage of tasks with execution time 
exceeding planned time) is checked. The biggest difference is for dlv and since it is the most important 
task from the supply chain perspective, further analysis will focus on this particular task.  
 
Firstly, it would be interesting to see if there is any relationship between number of incoming legs and 
violation rate of dlv in leg o. Secondly, for each leg the impact of the number of hoops is examined. 
 

 

Fig.  2: Rate of violation for tasks with and without outliers 
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Figure 3 presents rate of violation for dlv in outgoing leg depending on the number of incoming legs. The 
biggest value is for three incoming legs, but the differences are very small (it would require statistical 
inference procedure, e.g. ANOVA to tell if the differences are big enough to treat them as statistically 
significant). 
 

 

Fig.  3: Rate of violation of task dlv in outgoing leg depending on the number of incoming legs 

 
These differences are more explicit in figure 4, which presents rate of violation of dlv in each leg 
depending on the number of hoops in this leg (because three hoops were extremely rare they were omitted 
from the analysis). 
 
As one can see in figure 4 for each dlv in incoming legs (i1, i2, i3) the second hoop noticeably increases 
the rate of violation (it is less explicit in the case of outgoing leg). This lets us to formulate the first 
suggestion: the expected number of hoops should be included as a predictor variable in a classification 
algorithm that would try to predict if the dlv task would end on time. 
 

 

Fig.  4:  Rate of violation of task dlv in each leg depending on the number of hoops 

 
Figure 5 shows the average times (planned and execution) of dlv tasks depending on the number of hoops 
in each leg. 
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Fig.  5: Average planned and execution time of task dlv in each leg depending on the number of 

hoops 

 
Similarly it can be concluded that the number of hoops plays an important role here. Moreover, it is 
revealed that in the case of dlv in outgoing leg the average planned time is actually lower than the average 
execution time. This is an interesting observation (especially if we try to use regression algorithm to 
predict the actual execution time of task) that requires further analysis. 

Summary 
 
In this short paper an example of exploratory data analysis was presented. Visualizations of real-world 
process data allowed for conclusion that the variable representing number of hoops in each leg should be 
included in classification or regression algorithm used for prediction of business process outcome. This 
supports the suggestion that exploratory data analysis could improve the results of predictive business 
process monitoring. In further studies we are going to expand these research to deliver practical guidance 
(in the form of framework) in the context of the exploration of event log data. 
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Abstract 
 
The principle aim of this paper is to map research in the field of strategic management accounting in 
high-quality journals. To fulfil this aim, the paper utilizes bibliometric analysis and content analysis 
methods. On the basis of a bibliometric analysis of high-quality journal articles (i.e., indexed in Scopus or 
the Web of Science Core Collection) key bibliometric characteristics are quantified. The main 
characteristics of existing research and ideas provided for future research are also identified on the basis 
of a full-text analysis. 

Keywords: Strategic management accounting, bibliometric analysis, content analysis, strategy, 
literature review 

Introduction 

Strategic management accounting (hereinafter abbreviated as “SMA”) is a relatively new term. Its first 
usage dates back to 1981 when it was defined as “the provision and analysis of management accounting 
data about a business and its competitors for use in developing and monitoring the business strategy” 
(Simmonds, 1981, p. 26). 

Other scholars have suggested numerous alternative definitions and, as a result, it is possible to conclude 
that there is no generally accepted definition of SMA which is one of the obstacles complicating further 
research in this field. Typical attributes of SMA include long-term orientation, strategic orientation, 
external orientation (first, and in particular, on competitors, though later the emphasis shifts to customer 
accounting) and the inclusion of environmental and social issues. Some authors emphasize the interplay 
between SMA and marketing (Roslender and Hart, 2002; 2010). Tools and techniques have been derived 
from these attributes with one of the most respected lists of techniques being proposed by Cadez and 
Guilding (2008) where the techniques are divided into five groups (costing; planning, control and 
performance measurement; strategic decision-making; competitor accounting; and customer accounting).  

Simmonds expected that SMA would spread quickly in practice, but this prediction has not materialised. 
Some scholars (see e.g., Nixon and Burns, 2012, p. 229) mentioned that the term “SMA” was not 
accepted by practitioners and that “SMA literature seems to have languished”. 

This paper represents an inquiry of the status quo of strategic management accounting by means of an 
analysis of journal articles indexed in Scopus or the Web of Science Core Collection. In particular, we try 
to identify the top journals and authors in the field of SMA and provide an overview of topics studied, 
research methods used, and method theories (source disciplines) used in SMA research. On the basis of 
this inquiry, we propose some possibilities for further research. Findings presented in this paper may be 
especially interesting for researchers (selection of interesting topics, appropriate research methods and 
relevant journals where to publish) and potentially for practitioners (contemporary approaches to the 
utilization of SMA).  
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Methodology 

We deployed a bibliometric analysis and content analysis as our main research method. Both techniques 
strive to objectivize the process of reviewing the existing literature. 

In this chapter the process of obtaining and analyzing relevant articles from high-quality journals, which 
were defined as journals indexed in Scopus or the Web of Science Core Collection, is described.  

We utilized Scopus as the primary source of bibliometric data. To find relevant journal articles we 
searched for selected phrases through the fields “article title”, “abstract” and “keywords”. Specifically, 
our search query was: ( TITLE-ABS-KEY ( “strategic management accounting” )  OR  TITLE-ABS-
KEY ( “strategic managerial accounting” ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE,  “ar” ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO 
( LANGUAGE, “English” ) ). This search was performed on 30 September 2017 and returned 79 articles. 
Consequently, we removed journal articles which were selected by mistake (e.g., an article containing the 
string “strategic management, accounting” instead of “strategic management accounting”) and articles 
with obviously misleading descriptions; in total, we removed five journal articles leaving us with 74 
journal articles which were published in 42 different journals. 

Subsequently, we used the same search query in the Web of Science Core Collection and in total we 
obtained 26 journal articles. We compared these articles with the dataset from Scopus and found that 
there were no new articles in the set from the Web of Science Core Collection. 

Finally, we tried to obtain full texts of the 74 identified articles. We succeeded in obtaining all but four, 
which left us with 70 full texts for further analysis. It is, therefore, possible to summarize that we 
performed a bibliometric analysis of all 74 journal articles and content analysis of 70 full texts. 

Results and Discussion 

 

Bibliometric Analysis 

This chapter provides results of the bibliometric analysis of the 74 articles meeting our selection criteria. 
Citation data are extracted from Scopus. 

First, we conducted a bibliometric analysis of journals by counting the number of articles (calculated as a 
sum of articles dedicated to SMA and published in a given journal), as well as the number of citations 
(calculated as a sum of all citations received by articles published in a given journal). Results of this 
analysis, ordered according to the number of citations, can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1: Analysis of journals 

 
Journal ISSN SJR 

2016 

Number of 

citations 

Number of 

articles 

Management Accounting Research 1044-5005 2.494 631 18 
Accounting, Organizations and Society 0361-3682 2.451 274 2 
Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal 0951-3574 1.579 82 2 
Accounting and Business Research 0001-4788 0.945 80 3 
Critical Perspectives on Accounting 1045-2354 1.204 35 2 
International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality 
Management 

0959-6119 1.745 31 2 
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Journal of Accounting & Organizational Change 1832-5912 0.311 23 5 
Journal of Accounting, Auditing and Finance 0148-558X 0.581 22 1 
Long Range Planning 0024-6301 2.697 19 1 
Industrial Management and Data Systems 0263-5577 0.768 18 1 
Higher Education 0018-1560 1.486 16 1 
Journal of Marketing Management 0267-257X 0.843 13 1 
Scandinavian Journal of Management 0956-5221 0.845 12 1 
Omega 0305-0483 3.674 11 1 
International Journal of Hospitality Management 0278-4319 1.956 10 2 
Other journals   51 31 
Source: Scopus, authorial computations 

Table 1 clearly shows that the majority of articles were published by the journal Management Accounting 
Research which also led to the highest number of citations for this journal. Only 15 journals obtained 
more than ten citations. The sum of citations of relevant articles in other journals was 6 or less per 
journal. The total number of citations for the remaining 27 journals can be found in the last row of Table 
1. 

It is important to add that while the number of articles on SMA did not decrease over time, coverage of 
the topic in individual journals changed. For example, the journal Management Accounting Research has 
published only one article meeting our selection criteria since 2013 (Lapsley and Rekers, 2017). On the 
other hand, other journals (especially the Journal of Accounting & Organizational change) started to 
publish more articles on the analysed topic. 

Second, to identify key authors, we counted the number of articles and citations for individual authors of 
these articles. This evaluation was prepared via two different approaches.  

The first approach took only the first/leading author of every article into account (a respective number of 
citations is not accredited to the second and other authors) and results can be found in Table 2. 

Table 2: Analysis of authors (only the first author is taken into account) 

 

Author Number 

of 

citations 

Number 

articles 

Articles 

Bromwich, M. 155 1 Bromwich, 1990 
Cadez, S. 148 3 Cadez and Guilding, 2007; 2008; 2012 
Guilding, C. 110 1 Guilding, Cravens and Tayles, 2000 
Gond, J. P. 78 1 Gond, Grubnic, Herzig and Moon, 2012 
Seal, W. 65 2 Seal, 2006;2010 
Bhimani, A. 64 1 Bhimani and Langfield-Smith, 2007 
Lord, B. R. 61 1 Lord, 1996 
Langfield-Smith, K. 60 1 Langfield-Smith, 2008 
Rangone, A. 43 1 Rangone, 1997 
Spicer, B. H. 42 1 Spicer, 1992 
Source: Scopus, authorial computations 
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In total, there are 64 first authors. One author published three articles, eight authors published two 
articles, and the other authors published one article. Table 2 displays the ten most cited authors in 
descending order according to the number of citations of their articles. 

The second approach took all authors of every article into account, for results see Table 3. 

Table 3: Analysis of authors (all authors taken into account) 

 

Author Number 

of 

citations 

Number of 

articles 

Articles 

Guilding, C. 271 5 
Cadez and Guilding, 2007; 2008; 2012; McManus 
and Guilding, 2008; Guilding, Cravens and Tayles, 
2008 

Bromwich, M. 155 1 Bromwich, 1990 

Tayles, M. 149 2 
Guilding, Cravens and Tayles, 2000; Ma and 
Tayles, 2009 

Cadez, S. 148 3 Cadez and Guilding, 2007; 2008; 2012 

Langfield-Smith, K. 124 2 
Bhimani and Langfield-Smith, 2007; Langfield-
Smith, 2008 

Cravens, K. S. 110 1 Guilding, Cravens and Tayles, 2000 
Gond, J. P. 78 1 Gond, Grubnic, Herzig and Moon, 2012 
Grubnic, S. 78 1 Gond, Grubnic, Herzig and Moon, 2012 
Herzig, C. 78 1 Gond, Grubnic, Herzig andMoon, 2012 
Moon, J. 78 1 Gond, Grubnic, Herzig and Moon, 2012 
Seal, W. 65 2 Seal, W., 2006; 2010 
Bhimani, A. 64 1 Bhimani and Langfield-Smith, 2007 
Lord, B.R. 61 1 Lord, 1996 
Source: Scopus, authorial computations 

When taking all authors into account (i.e., citations of an article were attributed to all its authors, not only 
to the first author), we found 130 authors. One author published (authored or co-authored) five articles, 
one author published three articles, 19 authors published two articles, and the remaining authors 
published one article. 

Table 3 displays the top ten (6th place belongs to four authors) authors according to the number of 
citations of the articles they authored or co-authored. The method is more equitable than crediting only 
the first author. On the other hand, the quantity of citations of individual authors may be influenced by 
articles with numerous citations and co-authors (e.g., an article by Guilding, Cravens and Tayles, 2000). 

Analysis of full texts 

In this chapter, we provide results of the content analysis of the full texts obtained (i.e., 70 journal 
articles). First, we analyse the articles according to their research method. Second, we give an overview 
of the method theories used before discussing our findings. Third, we investigate the countries in which 
the research was conducted. 
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Analysis according to research methods can be found in Table 4. We categorized the articles based on the 
following research methods: a case study (single case or multiple cases), theoretical framework, survey, 
teaching material, multiple and unclear.  

Table 4: Analysis according to research methods 

 

Sorted according to number of articles Sorted according to number of citations 

Research method Number of articles Research method Number of citations 

theoretical framework 20 theoretical framework 570 
survey 19 case study (single) 217 
case study (single) 14 multiple 183 
case study (multiple) 10 survey 183 
teaching material 4 case study (multiple) 136 
multiple 2 teaching material 37 
unclear 1 unclear 0 
Source: Scopus, authorial computations 

Results in Table 4 show that theoretical frameworks are a prevalent type of research method. This is quite 
surprising and points to the fact that there is a general paucity of empirical research in the field of SMA. 
Theoretical framework studies include articles featuring the development of new frameworks by 
combining multiple perspectives from other literature. Among these frameworks, the works of Bromwich 
(1990); Gond, Grubnic, Herzig and Moon (2012), Lord (1996), Langfield-Smith (2008), Rangone (1997), 
Spicer (1992), Seal (2006) are especially important. Newer theoretical studies introduce important topics 
into the field of SMA. For example, Ratnatunga and Balachandran (2009) reference the impact of global 
warming on the management accounting profession. Nixon and Burns (2012), by means of a 
comprehensive comparison of strategic management and SMA, provide numerous ideas for the future 
development of SMA. 

The survey is the second-most used research method. Although we do not assess the quality of individual 
studies in this paper, we can conclude that there are substantial differences, especially among survey-
based articles.  

Case study research is also popular in the field of SMA, and if we did not distinguish single and multiple 
case studies, it would be the most popular research design.  

Two papers employed multiple research methods. Bhimani and Langfield-Smith (2007) deployed the 
combination of a survey and interviews when investigating whether strategy development and 
implementation are formal, structured processes and whether financial and non-financial information are 
of equal importance to strategy development and implementation activities. Cadez and Guilding (2008) 
also combined a survey and interviews for the development and empirical testing of an SMA contingency 
model. We propose that a design including triangulation from multiple research methods (questionnaire 
survey and interviews) may offer great potential for future research. 

A special type of article in our sample was “teaching studies” as represented by Simmonds (1982; 1992), 
Brooks and Vesty (2008) and Andon and Baxter (2011). 

Analysis of empirical articles according to method theories can be found in Table 5. Lukka and Vinnari 
(2014) distinguished “domain theory” and “method theory”. Domain theory can be characterized as a 
“particular set of knowledge on a substantive topic area situated in a field or domain”. Method theory is 
defined as a “metalevel conceptual system for studying the substantive issue(s) of the domain theory” 
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Lukka and Vinnari (2014, p. 1309). Generally, high-quality papers should substantially contribute to 
theory, and the proper utilization of method theories raises the probability of such contributions. 

In our case, domain theory is strategic management accounting. We add that method theory can be 
understood as a “source discipline” and as a “theoretical lens” used for acquiring a better understanding 
of the domain theory studied. For example, it is possible to use institutional theory to understand a 
particular phenomenon in the field of strategic management accounting better.  

To identify the most frequently used method theories, we went through all full texts of the empirical 
journal articles analysed (articles classified as a case study, multiple or survey) and checked for any 
source disciplines informing a given research.  

 Table 5: Analysis according to method theories 

 

Method theory 
Case study 

(multiple) 

Case 

study 

(single) 

Multiple 

research 

methods 

Survey Total 

no theory 6 11 1 5 23 
contingency theory 1  1 11 13 
configurational theory    1 1 
cultural circuit of capitalism  1   1 
institutional theory (neo-institutional 
framework) 

 1   1 

Porter's taxonomy of generic 
competitive strategies 

   1 1 

self-referential theory; institutional 
theory 

1    1 

sense-making theory  1   1 
strategising as practice 1    1 
strong structuration theory combined 
with agency theory 

1    1 

theory of reasoned action    1 1 
Source: Scopus, authorial computations 

Based on Table 5 we can conclude that the majority of articles in our sample do not explicitly use any 
method theory, despite the fact that these articles were extracted from high-quality journals (indexed in 
Scopus).  

The most popular method theory is contingency theory which was used in 13 articles (mostly in survey-
based ones). Articles using this theory aim to prove a relationship between selected contingency factors 
and the dependent variable (e.g., organizational performance), though the utilization of appropriate 
statistical techniques has begun relatively recently. Nowadays, covariance-based structural equation 
modeling (CB-SEM) and partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) are among the 
most advanced techniques being used And we determined that these techniques were used in only six 
articles (Cadez and Guilding, 2008; McManus, 2013; Pavlatos, 2015; Šiška, 2016; Šiška, 2017; Wolf, 
Weißenberger, Wehner and Kabst, 2015). On the one hand, it is important to mention that there are still 
many research questions which can be tackled by a contingency approach. On the other hand, it is 
necessary to anticipate criticism directed at this method theory. For example, Otley (2016) advocated that 
a mechanistic approach that would develop into a predictive mechanism for the design of optimal control 
systems was misguided and proposed to replace contingency theory with a management control 
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“packages” view. Similarly, Cadez and Guilding (2012) mentioned that one of the major shortcomings of 
the contingency approach is its predictive capacity. This shortcoming stems from the assumption of 
unifinality which is embedded in contingency theory. Cadez and Guilding (2012, p. 485) contrasted the 
contingency approach and configurational theory, which is based on the concepts of equifinality, 
combination and reciprocity, and strives to provide predictions concerning which firm configurations will 
be successful under which sets of circumstances. 

According to our findings, other method theories are nearly exclusively used in case study research and 
are based mostly on sociology. It is possible to summarize that there is great potential for further research 
in case study research. Nevertheless, we advocate that research based on psychological theories should 
also be considered in addition to research based on social theories.  

Finally, we conducted analysis of empirical articles according to in which countries these articles 
(classified as a case study – multiple case or single case, multiple research methods or survey) were 
conducted. Results can be found in Table 6. 

Table 6: Analysis by countries 

 

Country 
Case study 

(multiple) 

Case 

study 

(single) 

Multiple 

research 

methods 

Survey Total 

UK 4 7 1 1 13 
Germany  2  2 4 
Malaysia 1   2 3 
Australia  1  1 2 
Egypt 1   1 2 
Italy 1   1 2 
not explicitly specified  2   2 
Slovenia   1 1 2 
Sweden  2   2 
Czech Republic    1 1 
Greece    1 1 
Jordan    1 1 
Norway 1    1 
Saudi    1 1 
Thailand    1 1 
multiple (Canada, UK)    1 1 
multiple (Czech Republic, Slovak 
Republic) 

   1 1 

multiple (New Zealand, UK, US)    1 1 
multiple (Slovenia, Australia)    1 1 
multiple (UK, US, Japan) 1    1 
multiple (US, Canada) 1    1 
multiple (USA, Belgium, Canada, 
China, Iraq, Netherlands, Sweden, and 
Switzerland) 

   1 1 

Source: Scopus, authorial computations 
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On the basis of our findings, it is possible to summarize that the country where the majority of studies 
were conducted is the United Kingdom. Four studies were conducted in Germany, three studies in 
Malaysia, and two or fewer studies were conducted in other countries. Two articles did not explicitly 
specify where the research took place. Seven studies conducted research in several countries; the 
inclusion of several countries was especially popular in survey research, and international differences 
were analysed.  

Discussion and Ideas for Further Research 

Our analysis highlighted key researchers and journals, as well as important research methods, method 
theories used, and the countries in which empirical research was conducted. In this chapter, we would like 
to summarize the key findings related to possible further research.  

First, we would like to highlight several ideas from the viewpoint of the thematic focus of the research.  

It is possible to summarize that survey-based research aimed at the utilization of various SMA 
techniques, which was often accompanied by an analysis of contingency factors, exhausted its potential to 
a large extent. Nevertheless, we propose that this research can still be important, especially in countries 
where high-quality studies of this type have not yet been conducted. For us, as Czech-based researchers, 
it is important that a small amount of published (in high-quality journals) SMA research is aimed at 
Czech companies. This finding is not surprising because it was already determined that, in the field of 
management accounting/performance management, there is a paucity of research published by Czech 
researchers in high-quality journals (Wagner, 2014, p. 311). Moreover, an up-to-date international 
comparison of the implementation of SMA techniques in the Czech Republic and comparable countries 
(e.g., the Visegrád Group) is missing. 

The involvement of management accountants in the process of strategizing was discussed in several 
empirical articles. This concerns another important area for research, i.e., the emergence of the “strategic 
management accountant” which was mentioned, e.g., by Wolf, Weißenberger, Wehner and Kabst (2015). 
It is argued that SMA puts additional demands on management accountants that extend beyond their 
usual competences. Although there is some research on the required competence, position and function of 
management accountants in organizations (e.g., Král and Šoljaková, 2016), more in-depth research, 
focused on strategic management accountant/controller, is needed. 

A relatively under-researched area is the interplay between SMA and marketing. Specifically, topics, 
such as customer accounting and costing for strategy development (McManus, 2013; McManus and 
Guilding, 2008; McLean and McGovern, 2017), are insufficiently covered by the research. 

Another strand of research appeared in the field of SMA and strategic human resource management. This 
topic was addressed by Kouhy and Vedd (2000), Samudhram, Shanmugam and Teng Low (2008) and 
Vedd and Kouhy (2001), in particular, and we suggest many issues still require in-depth investigation. 

Second, we would like to emphasize two findings from the viewpoint of the research methodology. 

The first finding is that the majority of existing survey research employed a contingency approach which 
is, nowadays, largely criticized (see, e.g., Otley, 2016). In this context, it is important to draw attention on 
a relatively less frequently used configurational theory, which was used only by Cadez and Guilding 
(2012) in the field of SMA and can be employed for the analysis of various issues.  
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The second finding relates to the paucity of empirical research utilizing mixed research methodology. We 
propose that research design, including triangulation of multiple research methods (for example 
questionnaire survey and interviews), may be extremely beneficial as documented in studies by Bhimani 
and Langfield-Smith (2007) and Cadez and Guilding (2008). Finally, more research aimed at questioning 
“how” using theory-based case studies is needed (e.g., the emergence and variety of SMA techniques). 
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Conclusion 

Strategic management accounting as a discipline was established in 1981 and interest in this topic has 
gradually decreased in practice.  

Our research was aimed at bibliometric and content analysis of articles published in high-quality journals 
(i.e., indexed in Scopus). This research did not confirm a significant decrease of journal articles in recent 
years. Moreover, numerous ways for further research in the field of SMA were explicitly or implicitly 
proposed in analysed articles. 

We identified the top journals and authors publishing articles in the field of strategic management 
accounting. Consequently, we discussed the occurrence, strengths and weaknesses of various research 
methods. Method theories deployed in SMA research were also analysed. An overview of research 
according to countries was also provided. 

Finally, we proposed several ideas for further research as research topics aimed at the utilization of 
various SMA techniques, including the study of contingency factors, the involvement of management 
accountants in the process of strategizing, the interplay between SMA and marketing and SMA and 
strategic human resource management offer great potential. 

From a methodological point of view, the most promising research methodology triangulates various 
methods of data gathering and data analysis. The majority of scholars advocate utilizing case studies with 
a focus on questioning “how” (e.g., how the process of strategizing is aligned with SMA). Among 
quantitative methods, configurational theory is relatively insufficiently used. 
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Abstract 

 
This research paper represents a short study on what globalization offered us as main ignitor of 
growth and advancement. Surpassing social situation like the end of the Cold War and the latest 
economic crisis represents a self-fulfilling mechanism regarding where the global economy should 
position itself, but also where it should be headed to. We also try to highlight both sides on global 
level, the rich with the poor could come together and create a better and a more feasible for the 
perfectly developed globalization process. 
 

Introduction   
 
In the late 2000s in Europe there were signs of slow, but steady growth of the economy with a 
percentage variation of 0.9-1.6%, which has led many analysts to reach one conclusion: Europe was 
entering a recession cycle. 
 
In Western and Central Europe in 1989 and 1990 revolutions were the greatest economic and social 
threat, but since then Europe started growing and growing as never seen before and also an extensive 
scale. It was thought that growth was a result of the end of the Cold War and because the Russian 
Federation wasn’t almighty as then. 
 

Globalization = Evolution  
 
Globalization is economically speaking a system of interaction between all countries in order to 
develop the global economy. It's actually the desire to create a single government in a global soft 
dictatorship which is called in some scientific literature as "A New World Order". Globalization 
refers to the integration of the economy and societies on a global scale because they all function as a 
whole. It is not yet a definitive process, but certainly in the near future it will succeed in achieving 
this role (Bodislav, et al., 2014). Therefore, exchanges involve economic, technological and political 
breakthroughs these are part of the utmost advances in communication, transportation 
and infrastructure, and the final output is how they influence the economy and the standard of living 
for average citizens. 
 
It is absolutely vital to consider that the agents in the foreground of the global economy are large 
multinationals, both financial and non-financial established in most countries, whose objective is to 
increase trade and create capital transfer integration between regions and markets worldwide. These 
being said, we can add that globalization represents normality and unfortunately irreversible and any 
country that is "thoroughly preparing for the future" it must face the process of growth and 
interdependence of markets that are connected at social, economic and functional level (Bodislav, 
2015). 
 
A very important aspect of the globalization of the world economy is the multitude of economic 
agents that are competitors, but in the same they empower each other on the idea of sustainable 
growth. It is the one that ensures the chances of all economic entrepreneurs to assert the maximum 
market potential, the motivation and performance based on the principle of justification and 
awareness. The principle of competition, all the elements needed for cohesion and the result of 
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adjustments and their relatively similar
supports the meaning of globalization.
In most cases, specifically those where
standard and sovereign perspective is assumed and most of the time
potential in solving large problems.
developing countries that cannot handle 
support, that is topped with advanced know how on the macroeconomic issue they have
context, it is necessary that a new organizational structure of the state 
a result creating a more focused organization
 
Many analysts noticed dramatic increase of capital movements in the global economy over the last 
thirty years, but most of those capital movements are only seen through banks and only between 
them. Meanwhile, they noted the growing share of private capital in financing the deficit 
have developing or poor economies
 
If these figures are beyond doubt, other events 
in recent years - require a more detailed review of 
into a fundamental weakness of the international financial system, which calls for a response from 
those who have the prerogatives to construct the institutional arrangements that govern the system.
 
Specifically, the national economy is losing its role in international economic relations even at 
national level, based on national reports
spectator of the game created by financially and politically 

  

Figure 1: Top 10 countries with the highest income per capita average

Source: Global Finance Magazine, 2017
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look at the population's support capacity
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relatively similar environmental conditions actually builds the ecosystem that 
globalization. 

specifically those where countries are already developed and maintain the national
perspective is assumed and most of the time confirmed to have a higher 

potential in solving large problems. On the other side of the deal, there are a large number poor and 
not handle macroeconomic problems and need financial 

support, that is topped with advanced know how on the macroeconomic issue they have
new organizational structure of the state should be created and 

organization of state power (Bodislav, 2011). 

dramatic increase of capital movements in the global economy over the last 
, but most of those capital movements are only seen through banks and only between 

e growing share of private capital in financing the deficit of 
economies. 

If these figures are beyond doubt, other events - such as financial crises that have so deeply worsened 
require a more detailed review of the international financial system. This translates 

into a fundamental weakness of the international financial system, which calls for a response from 
rogatives to construct the institutional arrangements that govern the system.

the national economy is losing its role in international economic relations even at 
based on national reports that are irrelevant to a scale so small, so they become

spectator of the game created by financially and politically powerful states in their own film.

Top 10 countries with the highest income per capita average 

 

Source: Global Finance Magazine, 2017 

represents a top of 10 countries in the world with the highest per capita income.
the richest countries in the world, and according to the World Bank, 
place for income per capita average. 

Global Finance Magazine, the Central African Republic is the poorest
country in the world with $ 656 per capita. All 10 states exemplified in the above table all 
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look at the population's support capacity, including per capita income. 
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, but most of those capital movements are only seen through banks and only between 

of states that 

s that have so deeply worsened 
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into a fundamental weakness of the international financial system, which calls for a response from 
rogatives to construct the institutional arrangements that govern the system. 
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they become a 

film. 
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perspective, especially if we 
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Table 1: Top 10 countries with the lowest income per capita average 

 

No. Country Income per capita 

1. Central African Republic 656 $ 

2. Democratic Republic of Congo 784 $ 

3. Burundi 818 $ 

4. Liberia 882 $ 

5. Niger 1113 $ 

6. Malawi 1139$ 

7. Mozambique 1228 $ 

8. Guinea  1271 $ 

9. Eritrea 1321 $ 

10. Madagascar 1504 $ 

Source: Global Finance Magazine, 2017 

 

Conclusions   
 
The globalization phenomenon causes extraordinary development for already overdeveloped 
economies. Developing economies are losing momentum and sometimes they even regress compared 
with advanced economies. States lose their national identity, especially medium and small regions 
that are ethnically diversified, and they also become part of a leading heavy dispute between local 
and national administrations, especially if their economy is in full regression. 
 
Daily life in Europe and North America, continents that have a high rate of development that 
mainly influences the birth rate, causing people to focus their efforts towards economic development 
and searching for a better career path, and not following the procreation side. 
 
The global climate will suffer very much in the next 50-100 years. The effect of the greenhouse 
gasses causes the appearance of extremely hot summers that are dry with temperatures of 40 degrees 
centigrade, accelerate the melting of glaciers and accentuate pollution of the fauna and mountain 
areas. 
 
In countries like China or India there will be measures to reduce population, these measures will have 
a devastating effect in developed areas, while in poor areas will have no effect and there it 
will continue alarming increase in population. 
 
Industrialization measures are applied, but in the future, they will be amplified until the majority 
of state-owned institutions will have to make a significant contribution to GDP and will pass into 
private ownership or they will bankrupt if they cannot comply with the future economic, social and 
technological evolution (Bran, et al., 2014). At each country level, the waste dumps that need to be 
discarded and the quantities that have to be recycled should be imposed by legislation to stop at least 
a small percentage of the environmental pollution that will accelerate in the same time with 
consumption. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper represents a chronological insight on the process of how the European Union was 

designed and it developed from a secondary idea to a fully grown economic, political and social 

entity that is still fully functional and also tries to expand its reigns in the entire region. The research 

tries to highlight the global process based on the shift of power from the US to the pre-EU entity with 

the idea to dilute the Soviet Union’s power in the region. 

 

Introduction   
 

Every year, the President of the European Commission gives a political speech on the state of the 

union. Every year, the political guarantee of Brussels for respecting the fundamental values of the 

European Union is repeated. Fundamental values represent the reaison d'etre for the European 

Commission’s policies and functioning of the common market either domestic or foreign and key 

warrant for the enlargement policy. EU is not a political actor, but it is totally pragmatic in political 

decision making (Elgstrom, Smith, 2006, pp. 52-53) and is being influenced by a set of values.  

 

The View on Doctrine Efficiency 
 

We could develop a parallel to US foreign policy in the cold war, particularly in the office of the 

presidential adviser on national security Henry Kissinger (Lewis, 1975). The Kissinger Doctrine is 

seen as one fully pragmatic. For example, by supporting the US coup in Chile in 1973, the 

undemocratic regime of the military junta led by Augosto Pinochet removed the Marxist presidency 

of Salvador Allende, who democratically elected. According to Henry Kissinger explains the 

situation - "I do not think it should be standing [as a concept] still when a country is likely to adopt 

communism because of the irresponsibility of its own people." The United States thus supported a 

regime with different values from the state’s point of view. The decision can be considered pragmatic 

and important for US security at the time of the Cold War peak. 

 

Returning to the European Union as a global political actor, the EU is not fully associated with this 

kind of blind pragmatism. Values considered by domestic politics and external factors (European 

Commission, 2007), aren’t defined in the Lisbon Treaty with a constitutional role, thus offering a 

guarantee to political outcomes developed by EU’s actions. The fundamental values in its current 

form are respect for human dignity, human rights, freedom, democracy, equality and the rule of 

law. These are the values of a liberal democracy. 

 

They are also addressing the dynamics of EU enlargement. Enlargement also means deepening EU 

trade – reaching especially the periphery, those from the periphery being trading partners 

that wish to have such a deepening of relations in the spectrum of expansion (Nottenbaum, 2012, 

pp. 237-238), Brussels requires that the rules imposed by its ruling bodies in areas such as human 

rights or democracy, good governance, creating policies, and other norms should take into account 

fundamental values. To do business with Brussels means to respect your will that has to be in line 

with all other 28 (27 after finalizing the BREXIT process) members of the EU. Most of the co-
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operation brings limited benefits to the European counterpart. Access to the common market in view 

of its size is much more important to external partners, due to the much lower GDP they have, but 

being covered by the huge potential. 

 

The European Union ascribes such a soft-power role by preaching global values that are close and 

guided by its own set of values. The accession of a given country, not represents only a deepening of 

economic relations, but is also a guarantor of accession for companies to these values which are 

indisputable (European Commission, 2007). This is enshrined in the Treaty of Lisbon in Article 

49. where it is stipulated concisely that any joining to the block means acquiring the fundamental 

values by the new members. The EU is a place of liberal democracies and so a club where 

membership requires this as mandatory statute. Thus, in this part of the paper we ask ourselves the 

question of the origin of this strong emphasis on respect for values, either in domestic or foreign 

policy. The set of values is at the heart of the construction of the European Union. At the time of the 

end of the Second World War, Europe was in economic collapse, dependent on the Marshall Plan for 

Reconstruction. As a reaction, the voice of the visionaries of a united Europe is in the first political 

scene, making the first concrete steps that the European Union has made as standalone united entity, 

but the foundation of these post-war events has its place in the European inter-war period, before the 

extreme nationalism was abolished by the economic austerity of the period.  

 

The Coudenhove-Kalergi view on united Europe 
 

Accredited as the most influential thinking at the time there was European unionism, which 

establishes the actual run-up of the ideology of the European Union, is Richard von Coudenhove-

Kalergi (Boer, et al., 2014, pp. 70-100), an Austrian-Hungarian intellectual. His ideas about a united 

and powerful Pan-Europe, was published in 1923. Given the dynamics of European history, defined 

as the timeliness of World War I that was known as framework for future wars. A first reference to 

security was done in the concept of reaching somehow the reality of war that had operated 

continuously back then, and remained in the memoirs of the time, as the Balkanization of 

Europe. The Balkanization represents the fragmentation as a whole in terms of state after the 

disintegration of the Ottoman Empire, the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the Balkans, a transition that 

was only possible through a violent process. The Balkan War started in 1914, had the effect of a 

disintegrating war and defocused the balance of power on a scale inconceivably destructive. If in the 

early stages of the war, it was glorified as reality in the trenches there were huge costs incurred by all 

the powers involved in the war and it had shaken the public view on understanding the need to 

separate war from the European civilization. Coudenhove-Kalergi was among the most vocal 

addressing this issue. Analyzing his life we could state that he is also understood part of this current 

of thinking of the united path for Europe. Being born in an aristocratic family rooted in most of the 

nations of Europe, with a diplomat father with an impressive knowledge in 16 foreign languages, and 

with a mother of Japanese origin, the young aristocrat was accustomed from an early age to a style of 

multicultural and multilingual life. It was said he was against the currents of pan-Slavism, pan-

Germanism and anti-Semitic and even declared as the antithesis of Adolf Hitler, having an opposite 

set of values (Levy, 2007, pp. 30-50). His strong voice in the ideas of unionism and pacifism 

attracted a whole generation of personalities from the public space that resonated with him. He 

grabbed the spotlight and influenced the public opinion and has gained support from the intellectual 

elite of the time, among them Thomas Mann, Sigmund Freud, Albert Einstein. 

 

Coudenhove-Kalergi noticed the non-sense and paradigm of play with a negative amount in this 

extreme case of Europe's conflicts. In his book, Pan-Europe, he pursues for the idealistic goal of a 

Union of the European States, considering Europe as having only an alternative between "integration 

and collapse". The fear of a subsequent war was vivid from its perspective and the consequences of 

this economic collapse would have occurred in the fall of Europe under American influence and the 

Soviet pressure, which was then growing as politically influential in the world powers (Boer et al., 

2014, pp. 70-100). Pragmatically, the rationale points to the fact that if Europe wants to survive it 

must adhere to the set of indigenous values of European society, the one that divested from war, 

those of a liberal democracy. It is a prospect of the survival of European hegemony in a new 

geopolitical framework with a strong communist risk that eventually manifest itself in the Western 
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countries through the communist vocal factions at that time. Idealism was based on European 

security, but also presupposed integration economic, being an understanding of the fact that 

interdependence decreases the risk of wars. Economist John Maynard Keynes was among those who 

argued positively on this direction. In addition, according to his reasoning, interdependence would 

have been unattainable without solidarity and reaching sustainable welfare (Vujacic, 2016, pp. 61-

85). 

 

Returning to Kalergi role to influence public opinion remained without wide effect because Pan-

Europe would not be affected by political levers. Many of the interwar and much more important 

post-belligerents of Western Europe were linked in views and ideology to Pan-Europe. Coudenhove-

Kalergi was most often recognized due to the social circles he mingled with, before Pan-Europe 

book-manifesto, he was known for the friendship with Czechoslovak President Tomáš 

Masaryk. After publishing the book, Coudenhove-Kalergi founded the Pan-European 

Union Association. Konrad Adenaur, the post-war German Chancellor, at that time being the mayor 

of Cologne or Bruno Kreisky, the future Chancellor of Austria, were members of the 

association. Other members who were at the beginning of their political careers were adhering to the 

concept, like Alcide de Gasperi, the future prime minister of Italy's post-war era, between 1945 and 

1953, Robert Schuman, the future French prime minister in the post-war era and Henry Spaak, 

the next prime minister Belgian in the post-war era and political initiator of the first form of the 

European Union, the European Economic Community, EEC. Thus Pan-Europe was a resource that 

would only be monetized after the Second World War with the coming of power of all these political 

personalities. In hindsight, it can be compared to a nursery, a nursery of the European project 

(Kullberg, 2001). 

 

Inter-war French Prime Minister Arstide Briand becomes the supporter of the idea and takes over 

Pan-Europe's presidency, being among the few politicians in power at that time acting as the direct 

proponent of the idea. Presidency relates to the lobby Coudenhove-Kalergi made on the first 

transnational political scene for his idea of a united Europe (Kullberg, 2001). This is also the only 

concrete political step in the interwar period in this direction. In his speech of September 5, 1923 

from the League of Nations, the UN precursor, the League of Nations proposed the idea of a 

European federation of nations. Economic prosperity through cooperation of the great powers, former 

combatants, was placed in the foreground. Again, it is argued that the united Europe will solve the 

problem of economic war and thus allelic security. The League of Nations would ask Briand to 

submit a memorandum outlining how this new form of federal cooperation would look like. The 

Memorandum - The organization of a European Union Federal System is presented in 1930, but the 

steps of inter-war European diplomacy stop here largely due to the fact that most states did not want 

to diminish their sovereignty. It was a visionary idea that could not be implemented at that time, even 

with the creation of a common market economic approach that could have been revolutionary for that 

era (Britannica, 2016). In addition, the Great Economic Crisis (1929-1933) ignited and the 

emergence of fascism stopped European idealism, especially since the French initiative no longer had 

a viable partner in Germany where the Nazi regime is established. 

 

After World War II, Europe is again destroyed and weakened, but although the political scenes of the 

Western countries were fragmented, all post-war governments shared a consensus on the need for 

European integration. As discussed above, young Pan-Europa members were key elements to its 

success. Their desire was to create a framework for cooperation on everything, framework that 

represented then the idea of Western cooperation (Horber, 2006, pp. 340-345).  

 

We also highlight the fact that there was strong interest from the United States in the idea of 

rebuilding Europe, because of their desire to transform Western Europe and to act as a buffer zone to 

the Soviet Union’s sphere of influence. A united and strong Europe was wanted by American foreign 

policy. Thus, the Marshall Plan pumped capital required for European reconstruction, this being an 

amount representing 6.25% of the American GDP since 1947 (de Boer-Ashworth, 2000, pp. 35-

40). The European communitarian cooperation ignited in 1947 through the Organization for 

European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), a body created to coordinate the Marshall Plan (Canada 

and the United States were members of this body - Berend, 2016, pp.34-34). Solidifying continental 
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Europe’s economic cooperation included also resource allocation in the plan, it was hoped that the 

American way would have catalyzed a dynamic much closer for cooperation, even federalist like 

(Smith, 2017, pp. 8-12). The Truman Doctrine was one so aware on the risk of return of autocracy in 

terms of economic collapse, that the United States wanted to reinforce Western Europe also from a 

security point of view (Berend, 2009).  

 

Conclusion 
 

The cooperative framework developed through the Pan-Europe venture was the main way to resolve 

rivalries and create a framework at European level. The legitimisation of liberal democracy is viewed 

through the perspective of historical antagonism, against the dynamics of old European 

conflicts. There is an entire consensus to disengage from the extreme right-wing political spectrum 

that has caused the misfortune of the war and, as such, its values of excessive nationalism that 

resulted also in isolationism. Liberal democracy was pioneering the West and was exercised in six 

states by that were members of the initial EU and had strengthened after the two world wars, but it 

lost ground to the populist wave that bare regimes in Germany, Italy, Spain and Portugal. It was the 

paradigm of it is acknowledged, it didn’t exist and the collective mindset had come to a new 

understanding of this concept. For example, younger generations born in the post-war era in 

Germany could not understand how the elderly gave the reins of power and freedom in the hands of 

the Nazi regime (Horber, 2006, pp. 325-327). 

 

Historical antagonism is joined by the contextual one. Weather geopolitical context of repeated wars, 

rising global power of the United States of America transformed Europeans as part of an antagonistic 

communist world mainly due to various communist factions that covered European parliaments as 

well as in France or the loss of East Germany into Moscow's sphere of influence. This rivalry 

between ideologies would strengthen the free world and its reasons in enabling the overview on 

common problems of data security by the Cold War. The dynamics can be related to the theory of 

Karl Deutsch's security zones, which concerned that the European project and the entire transatlantic 

alliance where by themselves the first objective of security (Griffiths, Roach, 2009, pp. 68-71). From 

the point of view of settling historical rivalries, through the set of common values, it acted as an 

adhesive for the community and in terms of external threats, given the homogeneity of the group was 

to act effectively against geopolitical security concerns and empower the most efficient global 

alliance, NATO and the commercial alliance between the US and EU. 
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Résumé  

Les organisations opèrent, aujourd’hui, dans un monde où la technologie n'est plus  une option. Elles 
doivent y investir massivement, si elles veulent prospérer et maintenir un avantage concurrentiel. “Like 
air and drinking water, being digital will be noticed by its absence, not its presence”. 
D'un côté, la technologie de l'information est destinée à servir la compétitivité et l'agilité des 
organisations. D'un autre côté, l’adoption de tels artefacts rigidifient  les pratiques organisationnelles. 
Cette rigidité peut être considérée comme une inertie. C’est une épée à double  tranchants : elle est à la 
fois nécessaire pour l’efficacité organisationnelle et génératrice de résistance au changement. Des forces 
conservatrices puissantes s'emploient à empêcher les organisations de mettre en œuvre des changements 
organisationnels, même si de tels changements amélioreraient nettement la performance. La vérité est 
que les organisations ne changent que difficilement. 
L’étude de l'inertie soulève une panoplie d’interrogations, et constitue une préoccupation de plusieurs 
disciplines ; la sociologie, la psychologie cognitive, des sciences politiques, des sciences physiques … 
dans le but de comprendre davantage ce phénomène. L’analyse en profondeur de ces interrogations est 
l’objectif de cet article  
 
Mots clés : inertie organisationnelle, forces conservatrices, changement, technologie, innovation 

Introduction  

Plusieurs secteurs, à l’instar du secteur des technologies de l'information et de communication, ont pris 
un essor considérable, offrant d’importantes opportunités de croissance pour les entreprises .Profiter de 
cet essor suppose une capacité à dépasser les freins aux changements, entre autre  l’inertie 
organisationnelle. 

Les TIC  constituent une  préoccupation majeure  pour  l’organisation et déterminent en partie  la 
compétitivité et l’efficacité de cette dernière. Cependant, l’usage de la TIC diffère d’une organisation à 
une autre.  Ayant à faire face à des technologies peu familières qui avancent à un rythme accéléré et non 
maitrisé,  les organisations éprouvent des difficultés à réussir  leurs intégration et par là l’aboutissement 
du changement programmé.  

La technologie est une source de changement organisationnel dont on ne peut prédire la forme (Markus 
1988). Dans ce sens,  la pratique nous témoigne de multiples cas  d’échec et de réussite. Le 
désalignement de l’objectif initial de l’intégration de la technologie  nous pousse à  s’interroger sur 
l’effet de  l’inertie organisationnelle. 

Une controverse théorique divise l’impact de la technologie en trois voies. Le déterminisme 
technologique confère à la technologie  une capacité structurante. Le déterminisme organisationnel 
reconnait à la fois les capacités  structurantes des technologies et le rôle du contexte social dans un 
processus de coévolution .Le courant d’émergence précise que l’utilisation et les effets TIC émergent de 
manière imprévisible des interactions homme artefact. Robert REIX (2003)   met en lumière les effets 
modérés par le contexte organisationnel et l’incertitude des effets attendus de la technologie. 
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A cet effet, la préparation de l'organisation pour faire un bon usage de la technologie est à la fois un 
processus complexe et continu. Il est complexe parce qu'il est influencé par un ensemble  de variables 
sociotechniques dont le comportement et les interactions ne sont pas bien compris. Il est continu en 
raison des changements imprévisibles et  consécutifs de l’environnement. 

Les périodes de changement sont souvent perçues comme inhabituelles et douloureuses. Elles sont 
décrites comme des périodes de transition. L'innovation est généralement considérée comme une 
contradiction de l'inertie. Et bien qu'il y ait beaucoup à dire en faveur de ce  phénomène, il semble qu'il 
ait été scrupuleusement théorisé. Il parait que l'inertie soit considérée par de nombreux théoriciens et 
praticiens comme un mal qui doit être surmonté. Ainsi, comme le prévoit Schumpeter (1987)  pour 
réussir on pense que les innovations doivent détruire ou au moins surmonter l’inertie. 

Les organisations investissent dans les technologies d’information pour atteindre un état souhaité, sauf 
que les résultats diffèrent amplement. Il faut dire d’emblée que, les organisations  éprouvent un moment 
d’inertie qui diffère en termes de temps  et des caractéristiques intrinsèques et extrinsèques de chaque 
entité. Il en découle plusieurs interrogations : « pourquoi les investissements en TIC ne mènent pas 
toujours vers les résultats espérées ? » « Dans quelle mesure l’inertie participe à cet échec?» «  En quoi 
consiste cette inertie et quelles sont ses interactions avec les TIC ?"  

Ce présent article traitera ce phénomène en deux parties, la première partie sera consacrée aux 
définitions de l’inertie organisationnelle  et un recensement des différentes  causes, relevées par la 
théorie, de cette inertie. La dernière partie sera subdivisée, en trois sous parties : la première traitera 
l’inertie structurelle, en second lieu  l’inertie sociale ou politique et la dernière portera sur l’inertie liée à 
l’apprentissage.  

Première partie : Généralités sur l’inertie organisationnelle   

Une revue de littérature nous a permis de dégager un certain nombre de définitions de l’inertie 
organisationnelle et de déterminer ses principales causes. 

Trois grandes catégories sont à retenir selon le niveau d’analyse. Au niveau micro il s’agit de toutes les 
études portantes sur la probabilité que les individus continuent à utiliser les technologies existantes par 
rapport aux alternatives nouvellement introduites. Au niveau macro on retrouve les études examinant  
l’incapacité  des systèmes organisationnels à s'adapter aux changements de l'environnement externe 
pour des raisons d'efficience et d'efficacité .Et enfin, au niveau méso il y a toutes les études combinant 
une perspective micro et macro. Peu de ces études vont au-delà de la simple prise en compte de la 
dynamique micro- et macro en parallèle et relient la dynamique d'un niveau à l'autre et étudient leurs 
interrelations.  

D’un niveau à un autre, l’accent est mis sur  différents aspects de l'inertie. Il s’ensuit des définitions 
différentes de l’inertie organisationnelle. 
 

a. Définitions de l’inertie organisationnelle  
 

 Bien que l’étude de l’inertie soit un thème populaire dans la littérature, il reste globalement peu 
développé et peu opérationnalisé. Ceci est d’autant plus vrai, lorsque l’inertie est assimilée à la 
résistance au changement. Nous contestons ce point de vue. Une réduction qui fait perdre à cette notion 
d’inertie toute la richesse qu’elle renferme. L’objet de ce travail est d’approfondir la réflexion sur cette 
notion et toutes les implications qu’elle pourra avoir sur l’évolution des organisations.  

Si l'inertie est censée être plus qu'un synonyme de résistance au changement, existe –t-il un cadre 
théorique plus large permettant de mieux  comprendre la nature, les causes et les conséquences de 
l’inertie organisationnelle.  
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Une première piste de recherche est d’étudier cette notion d’inertie dans le cadre des sciences physiques, 
en particulier la mécanique, et de voir dans quelle mesure les apports de ce domaine permettent ils de 
comprendre le changement organisationnel. 
En sciences physiques, l’inertie est un concept qui dénote la résistance à un objet qui tend à changer 
dans un état de mouvement. Autrement dit, l'inertie se réfère à toute obstruction ou entrave d'un objet en 
mouvement (Voigt 1901, Liao 2002). 
Une deuxième piste de recherche est représentée par la théorie de l’écologie de population. Selon cette 
école l’inertie se manifeste lorsque «la vitesse de réorganisation est beaucoup plus faible que la vitesse à 
laquelle les conditions environnementales changent». Dans ce cadre Hannan et Freeman (1984) 
supposent la taille, l'âge et la complexité de l'organisation comme des déterminants de ce qu’ils 
appellent l'inertie structurelle. 

D’autres auteurs ont essayé de leur coté de clarifier cette notion d’inertie. Tout d’abord, Miller présente 
l’inertie comme « la lenteur d’une organisation à répondre aux évolutions de son environnement ». Il a 
introduit une conception déterministe et historique de l'inertie «  la roche tarpéienne est proche du 
Capitole » autrement dit la chute peut suivre le triomphe, c’est en quelque sorte, faire sienne les 
orientations retenues dans le passé (The Icarus Paradox, 1990).  De ce fait l’inertie est considérée 
comme un phénomène qui parcourt et affecte toutes les dimensions de la firme, en interne comme dans 
ses relations avec l'environnement, tant pour ses causes que pour ses manifestations, et dans une 
dimension historique.  

De leur coté, Polites et Karahanna définissent l'inertie dans un contexte de systèmes d'information «... en 
tant qu'attachement et persistance de l'utilisateur à utiliser un système en place c'est-à-dire le statu quo, 
même s'il existe de meilleures alternatives ou incitations au changement». 

Ensuite, Besson et Rowe définissent l'inertie comme « ... le degré de rigidité de l'organisation qui peut 
conduire à un désalignement de l'organisation par rapport à son environnement » et déterminent  ainsi 
«... l'effort nécessaire pour préparer la transformation organisationnelle facilitée par le système 
d'information». 

Et enfin pour Rumelt, l’inertie n’est que l'inverse de la plasticité1. Selon lui la signification de la 
rigidité : "c’est la déduction de la  réactivité aux changements induit par la technologie de l’information. 
L'inertie est la forte persistance de la forme et de la fonction existantes. Si la forme est efficace, l'inertie 
est sans coûts et sans doute bénéfique. Cependant, si  la forme ou les pratiques sont inefficaces, l'inertie 
est un problème. En effet, la preuve la plus directe de l'inertie est la persistance de formes et de pratiques 
inefficaces ". 

Le point commun des ces définitions  est la compréhension de l'inertie comme rigidité. L’inertie est vue 
par rapport à une référence externe comme le contexte environnemental ou les changements dans la base 
technologique. 

En somme :  

• L’inertie d’une entreprise est à considérer d’une manière relative, 
• Le fait de prendre comme référence l’environnement de l’entreprise pour mesurer son inertie 

conduit à poser la question sur la frontière à tracer entre ce qui est son environnement et ce qui 
ne l’est pas. 

• l’inertie n’est pas toujours négative. Elle peut être une forme d’efficience, par exemple lorsque 
l’organisation évite  la réaction à des « bruits » éphémères du marché. 

L'inertie n'est donc néfaste que lorsque se manifeste un écartement accentué entre ce que l'entreprise 
peut faire et ce que le marché attend d'elle, jusqu'à ce qu'un réalignement de grande ampleur restitue la 
situation.  

                                                             
1
 L'idée de plasticité réside dans "la supposition que les firmes répondent instantanément à des chocs exogènes et des 

changements dans les conditions de la concurrence." (1994: 3).  
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Ainsi, l'inertie organisationnelle prend en considération à la fois  la rigidité des structures sociales et 
matérielles, et leurs interrelations. 

L’inertie organisationnelle est considérée dans le cadre de ce travail comme une force conservatrice 
contre l’innovation .Dans le cas de l’implantation d’une technologie d’information et de communication, 
objet de notre travail de recherche, l’inertie s’exerce comme un ralentisseur ou entrave du cours normal 
du changement espéré. Les organisations sont  affectées de manière différente en fonction de la 
résultante de ces deux forces. Le moment d’inertie qu’éprouvent les organisations explique en partie  les 
cas d’échec et de réussite du changement recherché via la technologie d’information et de 
communication. 

 
b. Typologie  de l'inertie organisationnelle  

 
En fait, pour faciliter la compréhension du changement organisationnel, les théoriciens distinguent 
plusieurs types d’inertie .On  distingue entre  inertie cognitive et active. Ces types  ont des causes, des 
natures et des conséquences différentes.  
 
Certains chercheurs ont fait valoir le micro-fondement de l'inertie cognitive des cadres supérieurs 
(Gavetti, 2005; Hodgkinson, 1997). D’autres précisent que, même si  l'organisation peut percevoir les 
opportunités et les menaces, elle ne peut pas réussir  la transformation en raison de son inertie active 
(Sull, 1999).  
 
Ainsi, on précise que l'inertie organisationnelle peut être à la fois positive et négative sur la survie 
organisationnelle et sur  la performance. Pour le coté positif, Hannan & Freeman(1984) précisent que 
dans un environnement stable et évolutif, l'inertie de la structure assure la responsabilité 
organisationnelle et la fiabilité, ce qui favorise la survie organisationnelle. Ces auteurs démontrent que 
l’organisation avec inertie peut fournir des produits et services fiables et de qualité et accroître la 
satisfaction des parties prenantes. 
 
Il existe à la fois des forces externes et internes qui créent de l'inertie dans une organisation. Les forces 
externes  représentent les obstacles aux activités d'organisation, par exemple barrières juridiques, les 
relations avec d'autres organisations et institutions, le changement de structure de manière radicale 
(Hannan & Freeman, 1984, page 149).  
 
Les forces internes représentent les investissements spécifiques, comme l’investissement en technologie 
et en capital humain .Ces investissements  peuvent  entraîner des coûts plus importants (Hannan & 
Freeman, 1984, p. 149). Parmi les forces internes il y a lieu de citer également les tendances régnantes, 
les dynamiques et les règles  normatives qui figent le mouvement de l’organisation. 
 
Gillbet (2005) de son coté a distingué dans cette  notion  d’inertie entre la  rigidité des ressources (échec 
de changement du modèle d'investissement) et la rigidité de routine (incapacité de changer le processus 
organisationnel). Lorsque les structures et les pratiques organisationnelles sont inefficaces, l'inertie est 
un problème (Rumelt, 1995). En particulier, sous un changement technique ou institutionnel radical, la 
grande persistance du même model organisationnel entraîne une résistance interne et empêche les 
organisations de s'adapter aux pressions extérieures. 
 
En fait, il n'existe pas de raison de penser que les forces extérieures à la firme soient moins 
contraignantes et moins source d'inadaptation de la firme que celles qui se trouvent à l'intérieur de celle-
ci. La spécificité de l'inertie concurrentielle par rapport à sa forme organisationnelle se manifeste aussi 
par les actions préventives différentes qu'elle implique. Alors que pour le premier cas il s'agit de changer 
l'allocation des ressources et de comprendre les nouvelles règles du jeu concurrentiel. Dans le second 
cas, il faut améliorer le fonctionnement interne de l'entreprise.  
 
On remarquera enfin que les deux types de forces ont déjà été décrits respectivement par la littérature 
sur le changement organisationnel et sur la gestion de portefeuille d’activité. Le premier cas concerne 
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une stratégie supposée saine telle que définie par la direction, mais qui a du mal à être appliquée au sein 
de l'entreprise  en raison des habitudes acquises individuellement et collectivement au cours des 
décennies précédentes (e.g. Kanter, 1983; 1989). 
 
Dans le second cas, l'entreprise souffre d'un déséquilibre dans son portefeuille d'activités qui peut être 
qualifié d'obsolète, ou menacé d'obsolescence ( Haspeslagh, 1982: 86-87; Strategor, 1993: 113-144). 
Ce phénomène est pourtant devenu fondamental pour comprendre les différences de performance entre 
firmes dans le contexte concurrentiel actuel: "Une autre importante caractéristique du nouveau paysage 
concurrentiel est la capacité générale des firmes à répondre rapidement face au changement et à 
l'inattendu." (Bettis & Hitt, 1995: 15). La capacité de réaction des entreprises reste donc un réel 
problème pour les petites et grandes firmes. 
 

c. Les causes de l’inertie organisationnelle   
 

Miller et Chen ont déterminé six sources principales d'inertie organisationnelle: 
 

• les erreurs d'attribution des dirigeants quant aux succès passés, dues à un phénomène 
d'apprentissage biaisé, ou à la croyance des dirigeants en l'importance déterminante de leur 
action, 

• la stabilité du leadership renforcée par de bons résultats, 
• les réserves accumulées grâce à un succès continu, qui peuvent permettre à une firme de 

retarder sa nécessaire adaptation à l'évolution de l’environnement, 
• la motivation à agir, 
• La connaissance des actions nécessaires et des alternatives  stratégiques, 
• Les contraintes à l'action managériale (Miller & Chen, 1994: 3). 

 
 Chacune de ces causes peut prendre naissance à l'intérieur de la firme comme dans son environnement. 
 
Rumelt (1994: 6) a présenté un système de "cinq frictions" sous forme de grille rangée par ordre 
d'antériorité composée de cinq éléments majeurs, eux-mêmes subdivisables en sous-éléments. Une 
chaîne entière de phénomènes, un processus qui mène de la perception d'un problème à sa résolution 
dans une action collective :  
 

• Les facteurs de type perceptuel, motivationnel, 
• l'absence de réponse créative, 
• les blocages politiques, 
• les contradictions de l'action dans l’organisation. 

Deuxième Partie : L’inertie Organisationnelle, Force Contre Le Mouvement 

Envisagé 

Les sources d’inertie citées ci dessus ne touchent pas le vif du problème et ne constituent que des 
symptômes observés quand la firme souffre d’une inertie. De ce fait, il convient de décortiquer  selon 
trois types d’inertie : structurelle, politique ou social et l’inertie liée à l’apprentissage. 

Il est sans conteste que, toute organisation opère dans une sphère caractérisée par une grande incertitude 
et une complexité accrue. Cependant, la réaction en période  de changement  diffère. L’objectif de cette 
partie est de mieux cibler et catégoriser les variables qui bloquent le changement et   qui font que 
l’organisation se trouve avec des résultats différentes de ce qui était précisé au début du changement. 

L’inertie est aussi une forme de changement et peut-être la forme la plus commune, c’est un phénomène 
qui a été négligé et mal compris dans toutes les discussions sur l’innovation. Dans la compréhension de 
l'inertie, nous allons faire la distinction entre l’incapacité des organisations et leur réticence à changer ou 
à s'adapter rapidement. L'incapacité peut être comprise en termes de ressources de l'organisation, en 
termes de processus de décision établis et aussi en termes de leur incapacité à percevoir la possibilité ou 
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le besoin de changement. Le manque de volonté est lié aux intérêts acquis, aux facteurs idéologiques ou 
culturels et à la peur du changement. 
 
D'une manière générale, l'inertie est l'une des conditions préalables à l'action organisationnelle, ce qui 
est une autre façon de dire qu'il existe une contradiction entre une forte capacité d'agir et de changer. 
"Résoudre le problème de l'action pose le problème du changement" (Brunsson, 1985: 9; Fligstein, 
1991: 313). 
 

1. L’inertie structurelle  
 
Pourquoi certaines organisations peuvent-elles changer avec succès pour s'adapter à la sélection 
environnementale? (Dutton et Jackson, 1987; Jackson et Dutton, 1988; Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 
1981).  La perspective d'inertie structurelle (Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Larson & Lomi, 2002) fournit 
des informations précieuses sur le changement organisationnel et l'inertie. C’est une conséquence de la 
sélection organisationnelle de la population.  
 
Dans de nombreux cas, les changements organisationnels et stratégiques qui amélioreraient les 
performances sont évités. Ils ne sont adoptés que lorsque l'entreprise est en crise menaçante. Sears 

Roebuck and company  et General Motors ne sont que deux des nombreux exemples récents. General 
Motors a mis en place un processus de conception de produit qui n'a pas atteint les objectifs de coût et 
de qualité. L’entreprise a continué à perdre des parts de marché et accumulé des pertes importantes. 
Cependant  le changement n’a eu lieu que lorsque la survie de l'organisation a été menacée. 
 

a. L’importance des variables âge et taille  
 

Il est bien établi dans la littérature d'écologie organisationnelle que l’organisation, se développe en 
termes de taille et d'âge. La résistance au changement augmente et affecte la façon dont les nouvelles 
idées entrepreneuriales sont absorbées (Sørensen et Stuart, 2000; Wales et al. 2011). 
 
Les passifs de taille, liés aux structures et aux ressources, inhibent l'adaptation et le renouvellement 
(Aldrich et Auster, 1986; Baker et Cullen, 1993; Wales et al. 2011). En revanche, les passifs d'âge 
compliquent encore le renouvellement. On peut remonter aux dépendances de chemin d'organisation 
telles que le développement des routines organisationnelles et la socialisation des connaissances 
individuelles à un code organisationnel et à des liens de réseau rigides. 
 
Premièrement, dans les grandes organisations, la taille et la complexité de l'organisation exigent une 
approche structurée, c'est-à-dire des niveaux supérieurs de spécialisation et de formalisation et une 
hiérarchie plus rigide, pour réglementer les activités organisationnelles (Ahuja et Lampert, 2001; 
Burgelman, 1983). Bien que les structures organisationnelles établies augmentent l'efficacité, la 
complexité associée à la taille rend les grandes organisations plus réticentes à changer, car cela 
complique la communication et la prise de décision (Aldrich et Auster, 1986, Baker et Cullen, 1993). 
 
En outre, la théorie de l'inertie suggère fortement que les organisations plus anciennes et plus grandes 
seront plus prévisibles, inflexibles et comportent donc une inertie beaucoup plus élevée. Ainsi, la taille 
et l'âge augmentent les forces d'inertie telles que la résistance au changement (Kelly & Amburgey, 1991, 
p. 594). La raison en est qu’une ancienne organisation a plus de temps pour officialiser et normaliser ses 
routines, ses relations et créer une stabilité structurelle (Kelly & Amburgey, 1991, p. 594).  
 
 
 

b. L’effet de l’incertitude et l’importance des couts irrécupérables  

 
Une autre source d'inertie est l'incapacité de percevoir de nouvelles choses ou un besoin de changement. 
Cette incapacité réside également dans la structure de l'organisation. Il est lié à la rationalité limitée des 
organisations et à leurs méthodes de ce qu'on a appelé l'absorption de l'incertitude (March & Simon, 
1958, cf. Perrow, 1986). 
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Dans une autre dimension, dans un monde de rationalité et d'attention limitée, la connaissance des choix 
et décisions  est nécessairement incomplète. Il est souvent difficile de concevoir des alternatives au statu 
quo organisationnel (Hall et Taylor 1994, 15). Mais même si des modèles d'institutions (investissement, 
technologie, nouvelle stratégie …) alternatives sont disponibles, leurs effets sont beaucoup plus 
difficiles. En conséquence, tout passage d'un ancien investissement à un nouveau, implique un élément 
d'incertitude et de risque. Si les enjeux sont élevés et qu'il y a une certaine aversion au risque, les acteurs 
peuvent s'accrocher à leurs anciennes institutions, même s'ils soupçonnent qu'il existe de meilleures 
solutions de changement (Heiner 1983; Shepsle 1986, 75). Les établissements entraînent de gros coûts 
d'installation initiale. Les acteurs doivent apprendre les règles, les codes et les conventions. Ils doivent 
développer des compétences et  des outils particuliers.  
 
Deux courants théoriques permettent de mieux comprendre les sources d'inertie structurelle. La théorie 
de l'option réelle (Dixit et Pindyck, 1994), a soutenu que lorsqu'une décision d'investissement entraîne 
des coûts irrécupérables, il y a un coût d'opportunité supplémentaire .En mettant en œuvre la décision, 
qui découle de la valeur de l'option perdue de la retarder jusqu'à ce que de nouvelles informations soient 
disponibles.  
 
Sous cette vision, l'inertie structurelle peut être la conséquence efficace de la tentative d'une entreprise 
d'éviter les coûts irrécupérables. Donc plus les coûts irrécupérables sont importants dans le changement 
organisationnel, plus l'inertie structurelle est grande.  
 

c. L’effet du type de structure et des mécanismes de décision  
 

Dans les grandes organisations, la diffusion de l'information et l'interprétation des connaissances 
deviennent difficiles (Child et Kieser, 1981).  Les structures lourdes entravent  le partage d'informations 
en raison de la probabilité accrue de leur vision du tunnel entre les employés (Bunderson et 
Boumgarden, 2010). 
Les structures centralisées peuvent entraîner une inefficacité car la diffusion des connaissances entre 
unités est susceptible d’être erronée et en retard  (Poppo, 1995; Tsai, 2002). Les structures 
institutionnalisées nécessitent souvent une forte implication l'administration dans  la mise en œuvre du 
changement. Une complexité accrue de la prise de décision  ralentit et complique  les réactions aux 
initiatives entrepreneuriales, car la mise en œuvre d'un changement stratégique est convenue par 
plusieurs décideurs (Hannan et Freeman, 1977, 1984). 
En raison de ces défis posés par les structures, les grandes organisations exigent plus de stimuli externes 
et plus de preuves avant de mettre en œuvre les changements requis. 
La modification du nombre de couches de gestion d'une firme, à titre d’exemple, dépend du model 
organisationnel de cette dernière. Plus précisément, dans les firmes qui adhèrent à une organisation 
tayloriste, il existe une division du travail rigide, les tâches sont spécialisées, les procédures 
organisationnelles sont normalisées et codifiées de manière formelle. Il s'ensuit que les modifications 
ultérieures de l'organisation sont susceptibles d'impliquer des coûts substantiels. Nous présumons   que 
les forces inertielles sont  assez fortes dans de telles firmes que dans d’autres ayant un mécanisme de 
décision et une structure différente. 
 

d. L’effet routines, mémoire organisationnelle et l’inertie  de réseau  
 

En général, le changement devient moins probable à mesure que les organisations vieillissent 
(Amburgey et al. 1993; Delacroix et Swaminathan, 1991, Miller et Chen, 1994).  
Tout d'abord, le passif de l'âge est lié aux dépendances de la voie intra-organisationnelles liées au 
développement des routines (Baker et Cullen, 1993; Feldman, 2000). Parce que les routines 
organisationnelles et les stratégies de recherche de connaissances se développent à la suite d'actions 
passées, les acteurs favorisent les projets qui proposent des solutions similaires aux solutions 
précédemment mises en œuvre (Nelson et Winter, 1982).  
 
Deuxièmement, les dépendances de la voie organisationnelle jouent un rôle dans le développement 
d'une réflexion homogène au sein des organisations. Au fil du temps, les organisations ont tendance à se 
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concentrer sur des questions qui maximisent le consensus et minimisent les conflits internes (Van de 
Ven, 1986). Bien que la socialisation à un cadre organisationnel partagé appuie souvent l'efficacité de 
l'organisation, elle renforce également l'homogénéité de la pensée et de la résolution de problèmes 
(Granovetter, 1973, Van de Ven, 1986). 
 
Il s'ensuit que, du point de vue de l'inertie structurelle  les organisations plus jeunes sont moins affectées 
par l'inertie du réseau 
 
 Le contenu de la mémoire organisationnelle (procédures, règles, routines et culture organisationnelle 
partagée) fournit une  source de l'inertie (Gilbert 2005, van der Steen 2009, Naslund et Pemer 2012).  
Les nouvelles organisations sont bénies d'ignorance. Ceci signifie que la mémoire crée peu d'obstacles à 
changer.  
 

2. L’inertie sociale  
 

Le deuxième onglet de notre réflexion s’intéresse à l’analyse des effets des relations internes au sein de 
l’organisation. A cet effet nous nous focalisons sur  l’acteur et sa réaction face à un environnement 
incertain et complexe, ainsi qu’à l’importance des facilitateurs du changement à savoir l’effet du style de 
leadership. 
 
 Il est à clarifier que les acteurs ont de fortes tendances à préférer le statu quo .Il y a plusieurs raisons 
pour lesquelles cela pourrait être le cas. Nous n'en mentionnons que quelques-uns :  
 
Premièrement,  les acteurs ont une tendance naturelle à aimer ce qui leur est familier  (Zajonc, 1968). 
Deuxièmement, les acteurs apprennent de l'expérience, ce qui entraîne une augmentation de leur 
rendement et des coûts de changement perçus. Troisièmement, les acteurs aiment leur environnement en 
évitant tout état inconfortable de dissonance cognitive (Festinger, 1957). La motivation à réduire la 
dissonance cognitive fait que les gens se considèrent comme compétents et même systématiquement 
surestimer leur compétence (Aronson 2007). Cela implique qu’ils vont probablement prédire leur 
compétence et leur satisfaction au travail se dégradent après la mise en œuvre du changement 
organisationnel. Quatrièmement, le changement organisationnel crée beaucoup d'incertitude. Alors que 
les acteurs sont généralement averses au risque. Les acteurs trouvent difficile d'imaginer ce qui n'existe 
pas, une tendance symbolisée par la formule de Kahneman (2011) WYSIATI "What You See Is All 
There Is». 
 
Un pré requis pour surmonter l'inertie organisationnelle en général et les blocages politiques en 
particulier, est la présence d'un leadership efficace articulé autour d'une vision forte des conjectures de 
la firme et du secteur sur le long terme (Nanus, 1992). 
 
La sous-estimation du rôle central de l'individu dans le processus de changement par le leader est la 
principale raison de l'échec. La base fondamentale de l'analyse est que les changements dans les règles, 
les politiques ou les procédures d'une organisation ouvrent de nouvelles opportunités d'influence. Au 
cours des réorganisations d'entreprises, les employés tentent d'affecter leur forme organisationnelle pour  
leur avantage. Ce qu’on qualifie d’inertie politique. 
 

a. L’intolérance à l’incertitude 
 
L’inertie créée par le changement est d’autant plus grande que l’on est intolérant à l’incertitude. C’est « 
une prédisposition à réagir négativement à une situation, un événement incertains, indépendamment de 
sa probabilité d’occurrence et de ses conséquences » (Ladouceur, Gosselin, & Dugas, 2000).  
L’intolérance à l’incertitude se définit comme « une tendance excessive de l’individu à considérer 
comme inacceptables les événements incertains » alliée à un sentiment de non-contrôle de la situation. 
 
Un ensemble de travaux menés par Chasseigne (2005) nous éclaire sur la façon dont réagissent les 
personnes âgée face à des situations-problèmes, complexes et pleines d’incertitude. Les schémas 
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habituels de connaissance et de résolution de problème restent inopérants, créant ainsi une rupture 
cognitive. 
 
Dans sa communication au congrès de l’AIPTLF en 2004, H. Djazayeri sur la base de 105 témoignages 
souligne à quel point les changements organisationnels, sources d’incertitude, peuvent être à l’origine 
d’un blocage.  
 

b. La perception du risque  
 
Nous considérons la technologie, une source représentative d’un risque susceptible d’influencer le 
travail  des acteurs. Nous distinguons à ce niveau trois profils  au sein d’une organisation en plein 
changement : l’averse, le neutre et le porteur du changement.  Nous présumons donc la perception du 
risque par les acteurs comme étant une variable majeure qui définit l’ampleur de l’inertie de chaque 
acteur face au changement. Pour Karnas (2000) et  Panagopoulos (1993) « la prise de risque renvoie à 
un choix, une décision parmi plusieurs options qui peut entraîner une “perte” pour l’acteur mais dont les 
conséquences peuvent être des “bénéfices” également ; elle est donc indissociable de la notion de 
“perception du risque” et de l’évaluation des probabilités associées aux comportements possibles dans 
telle ou telle situation ». 
 
Les situations risquées conduisent à mettre en oeuvre des démarches d’évaluation qui influencent les 
stratégies de prévention (Kouabenan, 1999 ; 2000 b ; Karnas, 1970, cité par Karnas, 2000). L’évaluation 
du risque résulte des processus divers dont la connaissance est fondamentale pour agir efficacement.  Au 
centre de ces processus, les croyances et les processus inférentiels vont prendre une place importante.  
Ces dernières  sont en effet inévitables à l’ égard de la complexité des situations et de la multiplicité des 
variables en jeu. Ils prennent une importance particulière quand on sait qu’ils tendent à orienter les 
comportements. 
 
L’évaluation du risque dépend non seulement des caractéristiques intrinsèques du risque, mais aussi de 
la croyance de l’acteur en ses capacités personnelles à y faire face et de la position  qu’il occupe.  
En situation d’incertitude, les représentations et les croyances permettent de compenser l’absence 
d’explication rationnelle et de donner un sens aux événements. Elles permettent également de faire des 
inférences sur les relations entre les choses et sur les possibilités de prévenir leurs effets néfastes.  
L’absence d’explication et l’impossibilité d’anticipation perturbent l’équilibre psychologique de 
l’individu. Ces inférences permettent par conséquent à l’individu de structurer son environnement et de 
nourrir le sentiment de retrouver un  sens de contrôle. En effet, en ces moments d’incertitude, on a 
besoin de croire à quelque chose ou en quelqu’un pour se persuader qu’on n’est pas livré à un sort 
capricieux et pour se rassurer d’où  l’importance cruciale du style de leadership adoptée par 
l’organisation. 
 
Généralement, les acteurs perçoivent les événements peu fréquents comme plus risqués qu’ils ne le sont 
en réalité (Kouabenan, 2001 a, Kouabenan & Cadet, 2005 ; Kouabenan, Cadet, Hermand, & Muñoz-
Sastre, 2006). La perception du risque « se réfère à une idée de “contrôle” face à l’incertitude, et 
vraisemblablement, comme le suggèrent les travaux sur les biais cognitifs, à la certitude plus ou du 
contrôle que l’on exercera sur les incertitudes » (Karnas, 2000, p. 18) 
 
Du fait même de l’incertitude que renferme le risque, son évaluation fait logiquement intervenir les 
représentations et les croyances. Celles-ci sont activées pour permettre à l’acteur  de combler les lacunes 
dans la connaissance objective et de faire des hypothèses explicatives.  Ces hypothèses visent à le 
rassurer quant au contrôle qu’il peut avoir sur son environnement.  
Cependant, compte tenu de la diversité des facteurs en jeu dans les situations d’incertitude et de risque, 
ces représentations génèrent un certain nombre d’inférences subjectives biaisées qui tendent à guider 
maladroitement le comportement. Elles permettent par exemple de comprendre pourquoi des individus 
d’une même organisation ou d’organisations différentes réagissent différemment face à la même 
situation à risque. 
 

3. Gen inertia  
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 Le concept de « Gen inertia » (Chatterjee 2015, en presse), (Liao 2002; Wang & Yang 2013) identifie 
les facteurs qui entravent l'apprentissage organisationnel. On s'intéresse aux problèmes d'apprentissage 
organisationnel qui conduisent à une inertie différente de  celle des organisations apprenantes (Liao, 
2002). 
 
L'apprentissage est un processus dynamique (Mozzato et Bitencourt 2014) vu que les connaissances sont  
constamment ajoutées et ou mises à jour dans les processus et les pratiques évolutifs .Ainsi, tout 
obstacle à l'apprentissage entraîne une inertie dans la trajectoire de connaissances. L'inertie de la 
connaissance décrite par Wang & Yang (2013) dans un  contexte d’innovation connote une perspective 
comportementale qui se rapporte à des problèmes de gestion des connaissances. Ce problème empêche 
les acteurs de penser de façon créative. Il existe une corrélation explicite et positive entre l'apprentissage 
dans les organisations et la réaction  des acteurs. En outre, Liao et al (2008) soulignent l'association 
entre l'inertie de la connaissance, l'apprentissage organisationnel et l'innovation. 
 
 Les acteurs et leurs organisations doivent apprendre et s'adapter à des environnements incertains et 
changeants pour suivre la vitesse des progrès technologiques (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). 
 
L'effet de la motivation sur l'apprentissage des acteurs est revisité. Il est nécessaire d'accorder une 
attention particulière aux problèmes liés à la réticence des acteurs  qui sont en retard sur la courbe 
d'apprentissage. Ce retard résulte de l’attachement des acteurs à leurs compétences, leur apprentissage, 
leur éducation et leur orientation. Cependant, on constate souvent que l'apprentissage n'est pas uniforme 
dans de nombreuses organisations: il est parfois instinctivement hétérogène: c'est-à-dire que, bien que 
certains employés bénéficient de l'apprentissage, d'autres n'en réussissent pas.une sorte d’inertie 
cognitive. 
 
Plus précisément, beaucoup des acteurs sont tellement occupés de leurs emplois de routine, ils pensent 
rarement à changer leur statu quo; C'est-à-dire qu'ils s'inquiètent de perdre leur emploi actuel en raison 
d'une incertitude plus amusante. Certains employés croient qu'ils ont la possibilité d'aller de l'avant, mais 
ils trouvent leurs ambitions abandonnées dans l'obscurité. Certains d'entre eux sont inconscients des 
avantages de l'éducation continue et de l'apprentissage au travail. Ils acceptent donc le statu quo comme 
une réalité difficile. 
 
 En somme, les spécialistes de la gestion insistent beaucoup sur le raisonnement que les organisations 
s'efforcent de maintenir un avantage concurrentiel dans des environnements complexes et difficiles. 
Pour maintenir et soutenir cet avantage concurrentiel, il est évident que les organisations s'appuient sur 
le pouvoir et l'utilité des connaissances pour les guider dans  une concurrence à bout de coups. 
L'innovation joue un rôle essentiel pour suivre la concurrence.  
 
Conclusion  

Lorsque les organisations entreprennent de grandes initiatives de transformation grâce à la technologie 
de l'information, ces efforts sont souvent entravés par l'inertie. La  revue de littérature démontre  que de 
puissantes forces conservatrices travaillent à empêcher les entreprises à mettre en œuvre des 
changements organisationnels, même si de tels changements amélioreraient nettement les performances. 
La technologie de l'information peut avoir un impact positif  important : elle contribue à la flexibilité, à 
la plasticité de l’organisation en modifiant la nature et le rythme du travail et en aidant les entreprises à 
s'adapter à l'évolution des conditions du marché.  Comme la technologie peut avoir des effets négatifs 
qui peuvent entrainer la diminution des ses performances. Des effets contradictoires  peuvent se 
manifester et qui ne sont pas faciles à prévoir surtout lorsque  l’organisation ne maitrise pas  le 
processus de changement. 
 
A ce titre, nous avons essayé de clarifier les variables d’inertie qui peuvent freiner le mouvement  du 
changement et dévier l’organisation de la trajectoire qu’elle envisage emprunter le long du processus  
d’intégration de la technologie  .Des sources qui trouvent leurs origines tant au niveau de la structure de 
l’organisation, de l’acteur ou du processus d’apprentissage au sein de l’organisation. 
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L’inertie se manifeste sous plusieurs formes (dans les routines, les ressources comme les agents sociaux 
et aussi la technologie) et joue à plusieurs niveaux (individuels, collectifs et organisationnels). 
 
Conceptuellement, nous allons développer un modèle pour l'aligner sur la théorie existante. Cela inclut 
l'implication d'autres concepts pour décrire l'inertie .Pour opérationnaliser cette notion une étude 
empirique sera programmé pour comprendre les implications de l’inertie sur les visées de l’implantation 
des technologies de l'information et de communication. 
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Abstract 

The Nuremberg Code, which by rights can be called the first bioethical document, was the first case of 

ethical solution for legal problems. It emerged as a result of dialogue between lawyers and doctors and 

became the prototype of all modern ethical and legal guidelines in the field of biomedical research, and 

dialogue itself became the symbol of bioethics. Bioethics, both in theory and in practice, deals with self-

developing open systems (sciences, social practices), so the dialogue space of bioethics becomes much 

broader. It is becoming wider not only due to involvement of new actors in the dialogue, but also due to 

emergence of new content areas in the already existing interactions of bioethics with other scientific 

disciplines. Which new types of dialogue have emerged in recent decades? How does the dialogue 

between bioethics and other sciences develop? The search for an answer to these questions is relevant 

both for determining the role of bioethics in regulating scientific research and for clarifying the limits of 

bioethics itself. The purpose of this work is to discover the ways in which bioethics can influence 

scientific research through establishing of bioethical dialogue. For this purpose, the primary types and 

forms of dialogue initiated directly by bioethics are revealed, and the role of bioethics in interdisciplinary 

dialogue is clarified by the example of its interaction with law and sociology.  

Keywords: bioethics, dialogue, scientific research, sociology. 

Introduction 

The origin of bioethics took place long before the very term “bioethics” appeared in the dialogue of 

lawyers and doctors during the work of Nuremberg Tribunal, when the Nazi doctors who conducted 

criminal medical experiments in the concentration camps appeared before a court. This dialogue emerged 

as a solution to a legal conflict that arose in the form of legal impasse (when the solution to the problem is 

not provided by the law): at that time there were no legal rules regulating the medical experiments. There 

were no such norms in professional medical ethics as well. In order to help judges in their work to 

establish the guilt of the Nazi doctors, ten moral principles were established to regulate medical 

experiments on humans (Mikhel, 2015, p. 31). Later they were called the Nuremberg Code, which was 

originally an auxiliary document for judges and was not immediately evaluated. Today, the significance 

of the Nuremberg Code, which became an ethical solution to legal problems, is evident.  

Further, it can be argued that “bioethics began as a dialogue between people from many different 

disciplines (such as medicine, law, theology, biological sciences, social sciences, philosophy, humanities) 

about moral questions in the field of medicine and biology”  (Borry, Schotsmans & Dierickx, 2004, p. 1). 

But it all began with a dialogue between law, medicine, and then the public, about moral problems in 

scientific research and development. Since the middle of the 20th century, the central principle of 

bioethics began to be formed - the principle of respect for the autonomy and dignity of individual, which 

was initially formulated “in the Nuremberg Code and especially its first point that the ‘voluntary consent 

of the human subject is absolutely essential’, with ‘sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the 

elements of the subject matter involved’ so as ‘to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened 

decision’.”  (Dove, et al., 2017) Subsequently, the autonomy of individual becomes not just an ethical, 

professional norm, but also a legal one, i.e. “protecting autonomy is more easily aligned with existing 

legal principles and precedents” (Dove, et al., 2017).  
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Today in the works on bioethics one can find a huge number of dialogues related to bioethics in one or 

another context (Benner, 1997; Yarborough & Sharp, 2007). Dialogue became an obligatory procedure in 

the form of ethical committees realizing their regulatory function, both in scientific research and in 

medical practice. In the last decade, even the concept of dialogical ethics emerged, which in the sphere of 

decision-making in practical bioethics means a dialogue-based approach (Rudnick, 2007). Dialogue has 

truly became a symbol of bioethics.  

Bioethics, both in theory and in practice, deals with “human-sized” (Stepin, 2015) systems (sciences, 

social practices). Such systems are self-developing, they are open, therefore the dialogue space of 

bioethics becomes much wider. It becomes wider not only due to involvement of new actors in the 

dialogue, but also due to the emergence of new content areas in the already existing interactions of 

bioethics and other scientific disciplines. What new types of dialogue have emerged in recent decades? 

How does the dialogue between bioethics and other sciences develop? The search for an answer to these 

questions is relevant both for determining the role of bioethics in regulating scientific research and for 

defining the limits of bioethics itself.  

The purpose of the work is to reveal the ways in which bioethics can influence scientific research through 

initiation organization of bioethical dialogue. To achieve this goal, we set the following tasks: to identify 

the primary types and forms of dialogue, initiated directly by bioethics, and to consider the features of 

interdisciplinary dialogue by the example of dialogue of bioethics with law and sociology. The 

methodological basis of the work were the works on bioethical symbolism (Mescheryakova, Melik-

Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Tarasenko, Melik-Gaykazyan & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016; Melik-

Gaykazyan, Tarasenko et al., 2017) and semiotic diagnostics (Melik-Gaykazyan, Gorbuleva, et al., 2017; 

Evdokimov, et al., 2017; Tarasenko, et al., 2016). 

Results and Discussion 

Bioethical dialogue emerges and establish today in different spheres of scientific and public life as a 

response to the problems posed, which are related not only to biology and medicine. But still the most 

traditional form of bioethical dialogue occurs in everyday medical practice.  

If the dialogue arises as a value in solving the problem of regulation of relations in the sphere of 

biomedicine from a part of society (which is actually the primary task of bioethics) and became urgent in 

the last third of the 20th century, then in doctor-patient relationship, the value of dialogue is almost 

primordial. In order to protect patient, one's personality and rights, bioethics is forced to address such a 

problem of modern medicine as the absence of doctor-patient dialogue or its reduction to very formal 

moments. The evidence that something is wrong in this sphere was emergence of technical model of 

doctor-patient relationship in doctor practice (Veatch, 1972). Such a model excludes doctor-patient 

communication as unnecessary, since patient is a profane, does not understand anything in medicine, and 

doctor as an applied scientist mastered the latest technology and scientific knowledge and therefore 

believes that dialogue with patient is absolutely superfluous. In addition, and in other models of healing, 

doctor-patient dialogue has undergone significant changes in the direction of its reduction.  

The current procedural requirement in any medical institution is voluntary informed consent of patient to 

any (diagnostic, therapeutic or other) medical intervention, which in turn involves the doctor's 

explanation of the substance of alleged intervention. Often, there are objections about the lack of doctor's 

time, as well as patient's inability to understand the medical information due to one's lack of 

professionalism. Both objections to justify the reduction or even disappearance of doctor-patient dialogue 

are insolvent: Klaus Dörner (2003) noted that it does not take a lot of time to clarify an issue, the problem 

lies in doctor's ability to conduct a dialogue with patient, perceive the one as the Other.  

There is another type of dialogue that also existed throughout almost the whole history of medicine and 

which has strengthened bioethics - a dialogue between medicine and philosophy, “their intersections were 
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most often in the ethics of the profession, or in an understanding of what it means to be human” 

(Pellegrino, 2006, p. 569). However, the progress of medicine, emergence of new biomedical 

technologies, make the problem of determining the essence of human and the limits of one's existence 

extremely urgent. Also in medical practice, moral problems emerge that can not be solved by means of 

traditional medical ethics, the symbol of which at all times was Hippocratic oath. Today, as a “new 

dialogue with the memory of culture, or memory-turn” (Melik-Gaykazyan, 2012), a rethinking of the 

meaning of Hippocrates' ethics take place (Koch, 2014; Melik-Gaykazyan & Mescheryakova, 2015) 

The solution of many issues (posed to bioethics or formulated by itself) goes beyond the scope of 

medicine, philosophy and other scientific disciplines, requiring their public discussion, as well as 

legislative and political decisions. The purpose of bioethics emergence was the protection of human, and 

this protection may be required in a wide variety of spheres of public life, including, for example, in the 

fight against racism contributing “meaningful contributions to the public discourse, research, teaching, 

training, policy development, and academic scholarship…” (Danis, Wilson & White, 2016). 

Thus, a dialogue was established between ethics and politics, which influenced bioethics itself. In this 

regard, E. D. Pellegrino notes: “In the last two decades, particularly, the realization of the impact of 

biology on all of us has propelled bioethics into the public square where law, policy, and adjudication of 

conflicts take place. Bioethics has thus become “politicized” (Pellegrino, 2006, p. 570). 

Public dialogue is resulted not only in resolution of conflicts and making political and legislative 

decisions. Dialogue with the public becomes an important component of scientific activity, especially if it 

leads to scientific discoveries. There is already evidence of public participation in scientific research 

(Kelty & Panofsky, 2014), an example of this is the activities of PXE International, a patient organization 

in the United States, which unites patients with pseudoxanthoma elasticum and their relatives. It was 

founded in 1995 by Sharon and Patrick Terry, whose children suffered from this disease, and the spouses 

were not satisfied with the pace and weak coordination of research related to the disease. Due to their 

active work, research leading to discovery of a genetic mutation responsible for the disease was prepared 

and conducted. Despite the lack of experience in scientific research, Terry spouses actively participated in 

laboratory research, and scientists agreed to recognize PXE International's patent rights for the gene 

(Kelty & Panofsky, 2014).  

The model of this organization became a model for other patient advocacy groups aimed at solving 

research problems. The task of educating other organizations has become the part of PXE International 

mission. The organization not only received a patent for mutation of ABCC6 gene leading to the disease, 

but also organized a biobank of samples and patient data, a condition for participation in which was 

mutually beneficial cooperation between researchers (Kelty & Panofsky, 2014). It is important to 

emphasize that the organization unites people who not only suffer physically, but also experience 

isolation and alienation, are deprived of the opportunity to express their opinion, to cast their voice.  

In the interdisciplinary dialogue of bioethics and law emerge the qualitatively new aspects. In the modern 

condition, it can not be reduced only to  communication of bioethics with lawyers and legislators. 

Legislation not only develops for bioethics the laws necessary in both practical health care and research 

activities  but also as  Z. E. Shapiro marked “there are many areas of law that would benefit from greater 

input from those in bioethics” (Shapiro, 2017, p. 1). The modern scientific achievements, ahead of 

lawmaking, pretend to change the long-standing legal practice. For example, neuroimaging can be used as 

a method of detecting lies but then the question of acceptance of evedence, based on functional magnetic 

resonance imaging, emerge, and courts should “tackle difficult scientific issues concerning validity, 

reproducibility, and fit … Bioethicists are in the perfect position to act as a bridge between those in the 

scientific and legal fields, synthesizing input into policy and lawmaking, so that theoretical concerns can 

evolve into practical, ethical guidance” (Shapiro, 2017, p. 1).  
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As we already marked, the dialogue between bioethics and law exists from its very emergence, deepening 

as the science develops. With some other scientific disciplines, this dialogue and interdisciplinary 

cooperation was not established immediately, but as a result of criticizing bioethics from sociology, 

history, anthropology (Wilson, 2013). To a large extent, the consequence of this criticism from sociology 

was the emergence of empirical turn in bioethics (Borry, Schotsmans & Dierickx, 2005). 

How did the dialog between bioethics and sociology develop? The modern scientific works point to 

adversarial relations between bioethics and sociology (De Vries, et al., 2006). The primary differences 

between them: sociology deals with the fact that “is”, bioethics deals with “due”. Sociology studies facts, 

bioethics - values. Sociology is descriptive, bioethics is regulatory. (De Vries, et al., 2007). 

Indeed, sociologists criticize bioethics for neglecting the social and cultural characteristics of various 

social groups, which they consider irrelevant, neglect of empirical research (Hedgecoe, 2004), 

proclamation of ethical principles unified for all cases, philosophizing and pontification in the face of real 

problems (Turner, 2009). Bioethics, in its turn, criticizes sociology for descriptiveness without moral 

assessment, it does not accept sociological empiricism (although the empirical methods in sociology have 

been actively used to solve ethical problems before the institutionalization of bioethics, for example, the 

study of terminal patients, death and dying (Shaw, 2015). The position of sociology, which reveals social 

facts as they are, but does not offer recipes for action, also does not suit bioethicists.  

Many authors point to necessity to lay the foundation for fruitful cooperation between sociologists and 

bioethics (De Vries, et al., 2007; Lopez, 2004; Frith, 2012), to develop the principles of critical bioethics 

that could be based on empirical research, correcting theory in the face of changing social reality 

(Hedgecoe, 2010). Some scientists write about the “empirical turn” and point to its contribution to the 

normative aspect of bioethics (Frith, 2012; Goldenberg, 2005). Despite the fact that sociology, which 

appeared in the 19th century due to efforts of Auguste Comte, was conceived as an attempt to evade the 

speculative nature of social philosophy, nevertheless, for a long time it remained within the framework of 

abstract philosophical discourse. And it was only at the beginning of the 20th century when empirical 

research began to develop in sociology.  

Despite the fact that sociology and bioethics have common - philosophical - roots, “until mid-1990's 

bioethics developed separately from the social sciences, and bioethicists did not pay much attention to 

moral norms in different cultures” (Kurlenkova, 2013, p. 89). 

The question arises: if bioethics is a philosophical discipline, does it have something in common with 

social sciences? The answer to this question can not be unambiguous due to interdisciplinarity and 

multiparadigmality of bioethics. On the one hand, bioethics is based on moral philosophy; on the other 

hand, in the sphere of its interest and influence are social practices (medical activity, scientific research 

and experiments, volunteerism (Gorbuleva, Melik-Gaykazyan, & Melik-Gaykazyan, 2016), etc.), 

covering all social groups, communities, various cultural, ethnic, demographic strata, which gives 

bioethics an inevitable social determining. Therefore, here the sociological approach looks like very 

important and productive. But which role should sociology play in relation to bioethics? In the most of 

works examined, which emphasize the necessity of convergence of social sciences and bioethics, the 

function of sociology appears to be somewhat of an ancillary kind: the use of empirical methods, such as 

immersion, research interviewing, questionnaire survey. The usage of empirical methods of sociological 

research is certainly of great importance. Since medical activities began to lose their sacredness, when 

problems appeared that doctor/researcher could no longer solve alone, when ethical committees began to 

appear that included not only professionals but also representatives of various social groups, it became 

especially important to obtain a “feedback”, “vox populi”. Without this feedback, the vision of primary 

issues can be lost, and ethical committees will not be able to perform their main function and will turn 

into formal institutions instead of protecting the rights of patients and participants of experiments.  
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One of the fundamental principles of bioethics - respect for patient autonomy, which is often associated 

with the right to be informed and make decisions, is successfully implemented in Western culture, but in 

this form it may not be accepted in cultures with a strong paternalistic origins - Islamic, Confucian, 

African, etc. (Pratt, et al., 2014; Turner, 2004) And then the signing of voluntary informed consent, which 

is based on this principle, will become an annoying formality, and will protect doctor, not patient. Only a 

sociological research can answer the question at what extent patient is able to realize the right to make 

decisions about interference in one's health, and when it would be inherent to one to delegate this right to 

other people (doctor, relatives).  

There is another field of application of sociological research - in teaching of bioethics. Such researches 

are conducted in different universities, in particular, the authors conduct it annually among the students of 

Siberian State Medical University (Tomsk), and it allows to reveal not only the specifics of Academic 

performance, but also the socio-cultural transformations that occur in student's environment 

(Meshcheryakova & Gerasimova, 2013). 

However, sociology can be not only an empirical base in the study of bioethical problems. Bioethics has 

already been institutionalized, and we are talking not only about scientific, but also about broader social 

institutionalization. And in this sense, bioethics, regarded as a social institution, can become a subject of 

sociology research at the level of generic sociological theories, not only at the level of specific 

sociological research.  

Conclusion 

Dialogue space of bioethics, which became much broader since its inception and formation, today not 

only involves the new actors in the bioethical dialogue. Also, this dialogue deepens to the point of 

integration into the legal sphere - in legislative and judicial processes; and the dialogue with sociology led 

to integration of sociology into the problem field of bioethics and to enrichment of bioethics by empirical 

methods of social sciences. These processes are positive for bioethics, but at the same time they set the 

question of bioethics' own methodology, about its limits as a separate scientific discipline and 

philosophical grounds.  

In its turn, sociology is able not only to provide sociological methods for needs of bioethics, but also to 

turn bioethics into the subject of its research. Bioethics can be researched by sociologists as a special 

social practice at the stage of institutionalization, and also as a science within sociology of science, which 

is seen as fruitful today and is especially relevant for Russia, where. 
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Abstract 

The modern processes of globalization are accompanied by the increasing of the share of the 

knowledge economy and the Internet economy. Now we can see a strengthening of the role of 

education in improving of human capital. The central place here belongs to universities realizing 

advanced, innovative technologies in the learning process and management system. In this context 

the University should be presented as an economic entity increasing its competitiveness in the 

national and global market. Therefore it’s necessary to use such innovative methods and tools which 

allow universities to take significant positions in the world and provide the interest of students and 

employers. The interest of potential employers lies not only in getting good graduates, but in the 

cooperation with universities in the process of working out new products and technologies. All the 

participants of such cooperation, including the state, get multitude benefits, especially – in the long-

term period. Such system of participation corresponds to the main priorities of the knowledge 

economy. It involves the formation and implementation the effective strategy of development of the 

national educational system 

Keywords: Educational system, human capital, economic interests, knowledge economy, 

globalization, state, competition, development strategy, investment. 

Introduction 

The position of the national education demonstrates its significant role in the economic system of the 

country in the context of globalization. The demands of post-industrial society make the system of 

education to solve the tasks connected with global competitiveness and national security. This 

process is closely linked to the expansion of activities of universities, business subjects, state, civil 

society and individuals in the field of the knowledge economy. As practice of the absolute majority of 

countries shows, the share of educational services in the total employment and in GDP has a tendency 

to increase. Such important factors, as the development of the Internet economy and the Internet of 

things, are constantly gaining power (Garmise S., 2006). 

The influence of human capital on the formation of the knowledge economy becomes a type of 

incentive to build an effective educational system (especially higher). On this basis, creating a multi-

level system of national education is considered as a priority task, relevant to the demands of 

globalization and national security.  

Theory 

The relevance of this problem indicates that the development of the educational process is based 

today on the principles of innovative approach. It creates new demands for educational institutions 

actively using the latest achievements of scientific and technological progress. This means that the 

universities should be the innovation-oriented organizations, able to realize an excellence training of 

graduates in accordance with the requirements of the competitiveness in the national and global 

market of educational services in the conditions of globalization. 
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In the modern period the management of educational process significantly changes the perceptions 

about the competitiveness of the University. Traditionally, the competitiveness of educational 

institutions was understood as their ability to save and build up existing competitive advantages. As a 

result, the sustainable consumer preferences were associated with the educational services in the 

separate graduate school. They were formed on the basis of correspondence between the obtained 

educational services and the current needs of consumers, based on their beliefs, social status, level of 

education and intellectual development and financial security. In addition, the customers took into 

account the following factors: location and transport accessibility of the University, particularity of 

educational process, conditions of studies, repute of teachers and graduates in scientific and business 

circles and in the society. 

Talking about the competitiveness of the University in the new conditions we have to consider that 

the implementation of all the consumer’s perceptions implies the using, as well as classical, a lot of 

innovative tools and methods, including innovative methods of management. 

On this basis, we should understand the management of the development of the educational process 

in the modern, competitive University as a holistic concept involving the integration of classical and 

innovative methods of influence. In the context of the knowledge economy they correspond to both 

market and administrative management principles and ensure the growth of competitive advantages 

of the University. It’s necessary to pay attention to the fact that the educational service is a complex, 

high-tech product, whereby the individual consumer is not always can adequately estimate its level 

and the level of competitiveness of the University that provides it (Altbach P.G., 2004). 

There are several other problems that should hamper the movement of the University toward creating 

an innovative educational process. Now we are discovering these problems. 

First of all, the educational system does not always closely match to the current needs of the labor 

market. This is confirmed by the elementary analysis of academic plans, programs, and even the 

terms of education. This reduces the level of demand for graduates of the particular University in the 

labor market. The system character of this problem could be compounded by the insufficiently high 

qualification of teaching staff and administrative personnel working in this graduate school. If this 

occurs, the situation cannot be correct quickly. Whole decades are required to provide the changes 

and to consolidate the positive trends emerging today, with the introduction of an innovative 

approach to education. 

In addition, now we are observing an increase of the number of graduates of higher educational 

institutions, with a simultaneous decrease of the number of employees working in the specialty. 

Sometimes the social status of people having the diplomas of top rating universities allows them to 

require from the employer increased wages, often not corresponding to the real level of their training 

as specialists. In the result of this contradiction, the employers prefer older workers, even if they have 

not such a high level of formal education (it’s one of the reasons for high unemployment among the 

graduates in several European countries). Often employers prefer migrants who are less demanding, 

not only to wages, but also to the social package and terms of work and rest. There are an increasing 

number of second-generation migrants, who are educated (sometimes – less quality and prestige) and 

strengthen their presence in the labor market. It makes a real competition for the rest of the citizens of 

the country (it’s especially relevant in megacities, including Russian). These trends often have a 

negative impact on the level and quality of human capital. 

Materials and Methods 

The strategic development of the system of national education becomes a priority task in the 

conditions of globalization. An important role in this process should be played by the motivation of 

the population to receive a quality education. It will be a set of relevant knowledge and skills to 

improve the level of competitiveness of workers in the labor market and provide material well-being 

and moral satisfaction of individuals. It implies a significant volume of economic resources for 

implementation a development strategy. It is obvious that it’s impossible to realize only at the 

expense of state budgetary funds. Therefore the universities and business structures have to search the 

needed resources to prevent a strengthening of the gap between the educational needs and capabilities 

of the system. By the way, the gain of the gap, which is observed currently, could become critical in 

the case if the necessary measures don’t take. 
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In this regard, three questions arise: 

1) about the accordance of the quantity and quality of educational institutions to the challenges of the 

global economy; 

2) about the degree of adequacy of the financing of the national education to the modern trends of 

development; 

3) about the evaluation the effectiveness of the educational system from a point of view of labor 

market and growing competitive struggle. 

The solution of these questions from a point of view of priorities of the knowledge economy should 

begin from the modernization of the management system in education aimed on the increasing its 

efficiency and achievement the results, influencing the formation of human capital (Salmi J., 2009). It 

is necessary to consider the priorities in the economic sphere and also in the sphere of national 

security for satisfaction the interests and needs of citizens and households. The educational system 

carries a powerful social burden thus we must to take it into account when we are improving its 

management. It requires the differentiation of citizens on such criteria as level of education, scale of 

income, behavior characteristics and social affiliation. 

All of the above affects the formation of the conditions for the transition to the knowledge economy, 

presented as an integrated system of post-industrial society and the Internet economy (Where Is the 

Wealth of Nations? Measuring Capital for the 21th Century, 2005). This process in different 

countries is uneven. In some cases, it is accompanied by increased differentiation of the population, 

both economic and social. For example, in Russia, higher education brings more benefits to person 

because it is increasingly valued by employers. As evidenced by the results of studies conducted in 

the early 90-s, the profitability of higher education was about 5% per annum. To the end of this 

decade it reached the level of 9-10%. In the 2000-s, according to certain estimates, better results were 

obtained, especially in economic, engineering and legal professions (Benítez-Silva H., Demiralp B., 

Liu Z., 2009). 

A distinctive feature of the knowledge economy is a special understanding on the production costs 

and their characteristics. It is connected not only with increase of the scale of costs (in most countries 

of the world), but also with the need to maintain a certain balance of interests. Some complexity here 

is due to the fact that the state can simultaneously operate as a customer, manufacturer and even 

consumer of educational services (Kiselkina O.V., Kharlamov A.V., Kharlamova T.L., Vunotropidi 

A.F., 2015). This is largely dependent on the current model of the economic system that determines 

the evaluation of the effectiveness of any type of economic activity. The presence of a large number 

of stakeholders requires the harmonization of their relations in the process of production and 

consumption of educational services. 

In our opinion, it demonstrates the correlation between the speed of the transition to the knowledge 

economy and current level and quality of human capital. We can describe this correlation as a kind of 

incentive to build a relevant educational system, especially – in a sphere of higher education. 

As modern European experience shows, the average cost of the University on train of one student per 

year, consistently exceed 10 thousand euros. In the United States and Canada, these costs are about 

two and half times higher (Federal Student Loan Programs Data Book, 1997). In comparison: the 

costs of one student in Russia, on average, are about 3 400 euros (Ministry of Education: we will not 

support the increasing of the costs of education in the universities, 2016). Despite the fact that the 

structure of higher education financing and the salaries of teachers in Russia differ from those 

prevailing in developed countries, the value of such expenditures is rather a deterrent and not a factor 

of the development of the Russian educational system. Of course, everything should not be reduced 

to the financial side. However, it must be emphasized that this level of expenditure is not conducive 

to improving the competitiveness of national universities in the global market of educational services. 

It is confirmed by international rankings of higher educational institutions with almost complete lack 

of Russian universities there. 

In the Global Ranking of Academic Subjects (ARWU) published in 2017 in Shanghai, there are only 

12 Russian universities, the highest place of which belongs to Moscow State University named after 

M. V. Lomonosov (Global Ranking of Academic Subjects, 2017). 
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We shouldn’t interpret the above information as a statement of absolute defeat of the Russian system 

of higher education. In particular, Russian universities retain the competitive advantages in the 

training of specialists in the field of critical and breakthrough technologies. But, unfortunately, these 

universities are not expanding as rapidly as we would like. 

In the process of building the knowledge economy the public debate about the innovativeness of 

national education is delaying. Now there is no unity of views on the order of change. The proposed 

recipes of transformation are too different. In the modern society there is no common position about 

the choice the management model should be based on a system of reforming of national educational 

system for bring it to the best international standards. 

Model 

In the process of formation the model the foundations of long-term, sustainable relationships could be 

working out from the positions of creation the preferences and needs of consumers. In some cases we 

could observe a certain contradiction between the increasing level of competitiveness of the particular 

University and reducing the interest to its programs by the part of the consumers. This suggests that 

some potential students not willing to consume qualitative high-tech educational product, make a 

choice in favor of "mass" offers. Elimination of such contradiction is possible by only one way, 

associated with the entrance of this University in the global educational market. 

Within the system of educational process the universities should solve the following tasks: 

• continuously study the supply and demand in the national and international market of educational 

services; 

• explore the needs and preferences of potential and actual consumers of educational services, both 

domestic and foreign; 

• develop a unified system of performance indicators, adequately reflecting the processes occurring in 

the market of educational services for selection an effective system of management. 

The management of the University should be considered as a whole system of interrelated tasks with 

the same goal. 

On this basis the tasks and requirements for the management of the University can be clearly defined. 

Primarily, it involves a high level of competitiveness of the University in regional, national and 

international market, as discussed above. In addition, another important provision is associated with 

the evaluation of the results of management activities. It should be remembered that strategic 

management decisions in some cases are going against the tactical tasks or worsening the 

competitiveness of the institution in the short period of time. In this context, the competitiveness of 

the University is achieved through the using of special adaptation mechanism, based on the elements 

providing the assessment of activity of competitors for making appropriate management decisions. 

In the process of estimation the competitiveness of other universities a list of the most important 

indicators for management decisions needs to be refined. The problem of choosing a set of such 

indicators is not completely solved, although, the ratings of the universities are held annually. 

 The international university rankings have published since 1983. They were launched by the "US 

news and world report" magazine (the annual ranking "Best colleges of America"). Speaking about 

the international rankings, they widely entered our lives in 2003. Today there are about a dozen of 

prestigious global rankings and a few hundred of national rankings. Among the most recognized 

rankings there are: the QS World University Ranking, the Ranking of Higher Education of the British 

weekly "The Times", the Academic Ranking of World Universities (Shanghai Global Ranking of 

Academic Subjects). 

Despite the apparent similarity, the ratings are quite different (the set of indicators, the number of the 

evaluated criteria and the weighting coefficients). To clearly determine the optimal approach to 

assessment of universities is almost impossible because we haven’t a common understanding of 

applicable indicators today. 

From the point of view of effective, innovative oriented development and the priorities of the 

knowledge economy, the set of evaluation criteria must reflect the most important factors of 
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competitiveness of the University. Their correspondence to the requirements of objectivity, 

measurability and reliability allows use them in the process of making, adoption, implementation and 

adjustment of management decisions. As far as the level of competitiveness of the University largely 

depends on the adopted model of value creation all the management and intelligent efforts should be 

focused on choosing a strategically correct way of development (Grant R.M., 2010). In this context 

we should pay attention to the value of the educational service and the University as a whole. 

The value of the University is determined by the competitive position in the relevant market. As a 

rule, it depends on the competitive environment of the market and the competitive status of the 

separate University. The economic value of the results of the University characterizes a defined 

useful effect received by the consumers. Because of that, the criteria values are transformed by the 

consumers in the rating of competitiveness. Thus, the value of the product of the University activities 

is determined by consumer’s evaluation of the learning process and its outcomes, thereby forming the 

competitiveness of educational services and competitiveness of graduates. It should be understood 

that such assessment may be subjective, because it is held by consumers, with their own conceptions 

and ideas. 

We should note one another important aspect. It is the real possibility of formation the new economic 

thinking of management of innovative University allowing use a new set of effective tools of 

development and cooperation. Thus, the transition to an innovative model of management, providing 

a high level of competitiveness of the University occurs at the moment of the unification of all 

management functions to achieve the legitimate aim (Aghion P., Dewatripont M., Hoxby C., Mas-

Colell A., Sapir A., 2009). 

As experience shows, the management staff of the universities today has a good education and a high 

level of thinking, but often has not enough the courage and enterprising for implementation new 

management models. This is largely due to specific features of educational activities, aimed not at 

obtaining a desired result in the shortest time and with lowest cost, but at realization of social mission 

in education. 

Talking about the practical problems of innovative oriented management of educational process, we 

have to determine the set of actions fulfilling the needs of the consumers of educational services and 

their producers. Such set proposes: 

1. The formation the constantly updated database of information, adequate to relevant goals and 

tasks. 

To provide an information support it is necessary to plan, build, monitor and develop the databases of 

consumers, competitors and educational markets. They fix the main characteristics of the institution 

(the occupied niche of the market, trends and prospects of development, etc.). 

2. The building an effective system of relationships with potential and actual consumers of 

educational services and also services in the field of scientific research, consulting, inventions. 

The University should be focused on the developing of long-term relationships with all partners. In 

the conditions of globalization it is impossible without establishing strong business reputation and 

goodwill possession. So the generated business strategy must be aimed at the formation of 

consumer’s loyalty, translating them into the category of regular customers (baccalaureate, master 

programs, postgraduate study), as well as attracting new customers. An important component of the 

activity connects with the promotion of the University brand and securing it in the views of 

representatives of local, national and international business circles. The brand recognition will give 

the opportunity of direct and indirect positive influence on the competitiveness of the University (so, 

the potential employer observes the level of competitiveness and significance of the University, 

which some candidate graduated from. It creates the sum of additional benefits to the applicant of the 

vacancy). 

3. The organization of long-term effective partnership between the University and its partners, 

primarily the key, i.e. persistent or the most significant for him. 

We should pay attention to the importance of the system approach that should be realized in all areas 

of work. The system effect will lead to new qualities of interaction due to the properties of synergy. 
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Furthermore, it will form a positive impact on the work of the University and increase its competitive 

advantages. 

The implementation of these recommendations requires the creation of such organizational structure 

of the University, which would allow solve the problems aimed at improvement of the educational 

and managerial process. On this basis, it is expedient to use the following complex of measures: 

Firstly, it’s necessary to improve the degree of transparency, flexibility and functional reliability in 

managerial processes. As a result, the managerial resources of the top echelon are exempt from the 

current work to concentrate on strategic and image-building tasks. 

Secondary, the implementation of the innovative principles supposes the transformation of the 

University in a self-developing system. In practice, this means the organizational restructuring and 

establishing a network of profile-oriented management centers and areas of responsibility, operating 

on the base of domestic outsourcing. This improves the efficiency of the management of the 

University and ensures the maximum focus on the interests of consumers of educational services. 

Thirdly, a constant search of decisions in all areas of work must be based on the principle of the unity 

of all departments of the University. It involves the creation of constantly evolving information 

center, which should exceed current needs of the University. It should be regarded as the potential of 

growth. 

These measures can be considered as a basis for the creation a model for the development of the 

modern University, adequate to the priorities of the knowledge economy and the demands of 

globalization. In this context the modified system of management will provide a high level of value-

oriented work in the process of the innovative development and further increasing the 

competitiveness of the University in the national and global educational market. The implementation 

of these tasks involves the sequence of management actions. Structurally it includes four basic stages. 

The content of the first stage is the selection of factors that have a significant influence on the process 

of provision the scientific and educational services. Among the external and internal factors acting in 

the short, medium and long term period we can see the factors of positive, negative and neutral 

impact. 

The second stage is devoted to prediction the possible consequences for the implementation of 

specific educational services or programs as a result of impact of factors identified in the first stage. It 

forms the basis for preparing the alternative management decisions aimed at improving the level of 

innovativeness of the University. According to approaches of the modern theory and practice, all the 

management decisions can be classified as follows: 

1. Direct management decisions - specific focused and not associated with other management 

decisions. They have a local character. As an example of this solution it can be considered the 

estimation of the level of competitiveness of educational programs or the separate University. 

2. Interrelated management decisions – with a high degree of consistency with each other. 

3. Duplicate management decisions – inherent to large institutions with complex organizational 

management structure. Their existence requires the reducing the possibility of inefficient expenses. 

4. Controversial management decisions, also applies to large universities, with an organizational 

structure constructed on the horizontal principle. Despite the individual decisions can be justified, 

together they often contradict each other. This fact also involves the additional costs. 

In the third stage on the basis of the analysis of alternatives there is the choice of the desired variant 

of management decisions ensuring maximum benefit from the implementation of innovation in the 

work of the University. Next there is the construction of management decision considering all the 

factors that have significant impact on the provision of scientific and educational services. It provides 

the real effect of increasing the level of competitiveness of the University. 

The last, fourth, stage there is the adoption and implementation the management decision on the basis 

of its formalization, bringing to performers and control. 

The practical implementation of managerial actions grouped under the four shown stages will largely 

depend on using the opportunities offered by modern management, research, educational and 
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information technologies. It should be based on the situation analysis, forecasting, ensuring of 

transparency, optimization of document flow etc. 

The effectiveness of the educational system is influenced by many external and internal factors. The 

fundamental impact belongs to the original information, because its incompleteness or distortion 

make the process of preparing the management decision too difficult, or even impossible. In the 

universities with a large number of faculties and institutions, departments, laboratories, departments, 

divisions a huge amount of various documents circulates. In this case the different structural units and 

officials could be responsible for obtaining the original information. This fact undoubtedly 

complicates the efforts to verify the completeness, relevance, reliability and timeliness of 

information. On the other hand, it allows the management of the University, receiving information 

from various departments, to compare it and identify the possible discrepancies for further checking. 

Result 

The practical implementation of these actions will help to ensure the competitive advantages of the 

University in both the domestic and world market of scientific and educational services. However, 

there are certain risks associated with additional costs: financial, time, intellectual, material. The 

process of their optimization is largely dependent on functioning of managerial system of the 

University, including the financial sphere. 

It should not be forgotten that an important source of innovations is the cooperation between the 

University and business. It’s an important feature of the knowledge economy. Such activity in some 

countries, including modern Russia, is more difficult than getting government grants. This is due not 

only to lack of interest of representatives of the business community in investing in the development 

of domestic universities, but also with the financial and economic situation in the country. The 

processes occurring in the global economic environment directly influence on the investment climate 

in a country. However, we can see a concernment of some large enterprises, especially operating in 

the high technology sector, and transnational corporations, in cooperation with the technical 

universities. 

Such cooperation requires some flexibility, because it is based on the combination of centralization 

and decentralization of management processes. The willingness of the University to enhance the 

partnership with business in the framework of mutually beneficial cooperation should ensure the 

inflow of investments. They can extend the production of scientific and educational services on the 

basis of transparency in the work as well as effective state regulating in this sphere. 

The realization of goals of the cooperation is impossible without adequate management and 

corporative culture. In the opinion of the majority of experts, including the heads of the universities 

and officials of Russian education, we use the significantly outdated managerial concepts and 

mechanisms today. Often they are impervious not only to innovate but also new methods of work in a 

market of scientific and educational services, not to mention the development of new markets 

(Kharlamova T.L., 2014). 

However, we should not reject the opportunities available to the business as an entity interested in 

investing in science and education. The participation of business should be not one-time sponsorship, 

but long-term mutually beneficial relationships, where each of the parties implements its own 

interests. This approach is adequate to globalization and the knowledge economy. 

Along with that, there are compelling arguments in favor of increased the government supporting of 

innovation in the universities. As a rule, business would not invest in fundamental projects with very 

long payback periods (or even without it). At the same time such projects create the basis of 

fundamental science, providing further scientific-technological progress of mankind and the 

competitiveness and security of the national economy. It means the need for improving the process of 

financing of the universities to provide a high degree of efficiency of domestic education. 

Conclusion 

Thus, the solving of the task of innovative development in the higher educational system should be 

based on a set of actions undertaken by the management of the University and government bodies, on 

a base of a system approach and planning. This requires the socially oriented actions and mutually 
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beneficial collaboration between the universities and the business community. The combination of 

the opportunities provided by the government and business in the conditions of the knowledge 

economy will provide a high level of competitiveness of the universities in national and international 

educational market. This will contribute to further development of domestic educational system, and 

through it the national economy in whole in the context of globalization. 
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Abstract  
 
The business continuity principle is a fundamental principle for preparing financial statements. On the 

basis of this principle, an entity is regarded as having a continuity of its activity in the foreseeable future 

if it has neither the intention nor the need to be liquidated, to suspend its activity or to seek protection 

from creditors, according to the legislation. Therefore, assets and liabilities are recorded by the principle 

that entity will be able to realize assets and its financial obligations in the normal course of 

its business. During the mission, the audit team can assess the risks that may impact the business 

continuity principle. So we assessed the risks related to various areas of a hotel and estimated the 

probabilities and the impact, and risk ratios were calculated based on the risks that have been classified. A 

detailed correlation between probability, impact and categories of related risks has been accomplished. 

 

Keywords: risk assessment, business continuity, accommodation services.  

Introduction  
 
The business continuity principle assumes that the company will continue to operate normally in the 

foreseeable future without becoming unable to continue its business and without any 

significant reduction. If the company managers have acknowledged some elements of uncertainty related 

to events that may lead to their incapacity to continue the operations, these elements must be presented in 

the explanatory notes. If the financial statements are not prepared on a business continuity principle, this 

information must be presented along with explanations of how to prepare financial reports and the 

reasons that led to the decision that the company is not able to operate anymore. 

The business continuity principle is addressed by the IASB (International Accounting 

Standards Board) in the paragraph 23 of the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial 

Statements, which states that “financial statements are being prepared usually starting from the 

assumption that a company will continue to work and in the foreseeable future. Thus, it is assumed that 

the organization does not have the intention and the need to liquidate or significantly reduce its activity; if 

there is such a need or intention, then the financial statements might need to be prepared on a different 

assessment basis and, in this case, information about that basis will be submitted”. 

The importance of this principle for a true and fair image of the financial statements helped raise the 

business continuity principle, after some authors, to the rank of “operation continuity postulate”. 

Historically speaking, the development of this principle is closely linked to the development of trade, 

credit and business life. Until the Renaissance, enterprises were established explicitly for the 

implementation of timely operations.  Once completed those operations and determined the outcome, the 

enterprise was terminated. Another distortion from the understanding of this principle is also due to the 

character of the “family business”, a feature taken over by the manufactures in the Middle Ages, which 

consists in assimilating the existence of an enterprise with the lifetime of its owners, which has 

contributed to the name of the principle in question: “the permanent enterprise”. The mitigation and the 

disappearance of this approach took place with the coming up of the joint-stock companies. 
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Fighting these approaches on the business continuity principle should not lead us to the opposite extreme 

and say that now the company will have an indefinite or permanent lifetime. In fact, this requires that the 

entity will continue to exist for a period long enough so that the strategic objectives and the activities 

provided for their implementation can be achieved, and the undertaken commitments and contracts 

are respected. 

Another approach refers to the fact that the observance of the business continuity principle implies that 

the existence of the company is longer than the useful life of its assets, which leads to the classification of 

assets in the balance sheet into long-term assets and short-term assets, and the differentiation of the 

company’s assets by shareholders’ wealth, long-term debts and short-term debts. 

The practice of long-term depreciation of the tangible assets is a direct consequence of this principle. The 

concept of depreciation implies that the firm will be active for a long time; otherwise the cost of the asset 

does not bring future economic benefits and will be considered an expense of the buying year and will not 

be capitalized in the balance sheet for depreciation over several fiscal exercises. If there are serious 

doubts on the business continuity, it is preferable to present the liabilities in the following order: secured 

creditors, preferential creditors, ordinary creditors, preferred shares and ordinary shareholders wealth. 

This principle is often seen as an argument supporting the appeal at the historical cost: if the company 

will continue its usual operations, then the current business will be developed further, the immobilisations 

will be used properly and so on. Market value rule (valid in terms of optics liquidation) is thus eliminated 

from pertinent considerations. It is now seen as an on-going process of creating value by transforming 

inputs into products and income, as a shift from cost (historical) values. 

The continuity principle comes to solve the paradox that is the fact of presenting periodic information on 

a continuing business. This principle creates temporary recess reconciliation between the enterprise life 

and the economic reality, like a bond: financial statements should be interpreted in terms of business 

continuity, and they are not a final state. Taking into account the business continuity determines the 

significance of the information from the annual financial statements: if this does not occur in practice, the 

financial statements prepared based on the principles arising from this convention are false or at least are 

not true. The business continuity is not an assumption that we can tacitly accept, but it must be checked.  

From a legal perspective, continuity postulate was first mentioned in the Anglo-Saxon and 

international texts. European Community, in turn, mentions this principle in the European Commission 

recommendation no. 4 from 1978 and in Directive IV. Although they did not mention this principle, the 

accounting plans issued by the French normalizing body in 1947 and 1957 published rules that are in line 

with generally accepted practices related to the continuity of exploitation: the depreciation of fixed assets, 

the use of settlement accounts, the display of certain expenses written in the asset, evaluation in the 

historical costs, etc.  

Although the French general accounting plan from 1982 does not mention the continuity in the section on 

general principles (otherwise very underdeveloped) still refers to this when dealing with property 

valuation and rules of presentation of the summaries. Instead, the Accounting Law from 1983 inserts 

continuity in a separate article of the Code of Commerce. Until the application of the Law on preventing 

difficulties of enterprises of March 1st 1984, the French account officers (statutory auditors) had a 

relatively passive attitude towards this principle. Today, the law mentioned above (applicable to 

large companies) requires a greater vigilance from the Account Officer. The Account Officer may initiate 

the ”alert procedure”, demanding explanations from the Board of Directors, summoning its meeting or 

preparing a special report to be submitted to the general meeting of shareholders if, after examining the 

situation of the enterprise, aspects that come to compromise the business continuity are revealed. 
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Methodology 

The implicit obligation of appreciation and judgment towards continuity raises a double question: to what 

level does this check has to be carried out and what are the criteria for checking the continuity? The 

appreciation of the (non) continuity can lead us to achieve an economic diagnostic of the 

enterprise. However, even by carrying out such a work, the trial of business continuity may prove to be 

a failure.  

The trial of business continuity should not be a goal in itself: the idea of presumption rather implies that 

this convention will be accepted in the absence of proof to the contrary, that of non-continuity. On the 

other hand, the fact that the enterprise encounters some difficulties at some point, it is not necessarily a 

total or partial cessation of activity. It is advisable not to exaggerate this verification obligation, also 

taking into account the following observations: 

There is no question of making a value judgment relative to the continuity of long-term activity, but only 

to validate the significance of the information produced in each fiscal year: the result is that the 

appreciation of business continuity will extend only to a fiscal year, i.e. for the next twelve months;  

The fact that certain particular and temporary impediments make the business continuity uncertain does 

not justify the abandonment of this convention, which may be reflected in a partial or total transfer of 

business in the future, reflected as such in the financial statements;  

It is not about making a choice between a very probable continuity and the perspective of transferring the 

business: the information can be underlined in the explanatory notes to the financial statements. Under 

the assumption that the continuity principle suffers erosion, the existing risk may be 

mentioned (specifying the nature of these difficulties or the reasons for which the principle was 

still maintained), a state that comes to relativize this principle.  

 

Techniques and Procedures Employed By Auditors in Risks Assessment Using the 

Continuity Principle  

Responsibilities for judging the principle of continuity of an entity are largely the responsibility of 

auditors, who must make public the non-continuity state in their report. In this respect, the auditor has the 

responsibility to assess the presumption of business continuity in the preparation of financial statements 

by the entity, by analysing the following possible situations:  

- the principle of business continuity is tacitly accepted if no fact has been able to prove the 

opposite; however, it is advisable to specify the bases of preparation of the financial statements in the 

explanatory notes, in policies, in principles and in the accounting methods;  

- continuity is questioned but not compromised - in this case, mandatory explanations are required in 

the explanatory notes to the financial statements, with an indication of the impact on the balance 

sheet and the results account;  

- continuity is compromised - in this case the financial statements should be prepared and presented on 

different bases, taking into account the provisions of the domestic laws on the judicial reorganization 

and bankruptcy, republished. 

 

Continuity of operation is estimated by the management bodies of the entity. Generally, the period 

concerned is the fiscal year following the closing. At the same time, there must be taken into account all 

the factors known when drawing up the accounts, even if their effects can occur after the end of the next 

fiscal year. Some events occurring after closing the accounts can replace the continuity 

of operation. When such events occur before approving the financial statements in the general meeting of 

shareholders it is necessary for the shareholders to be informed of this fact. However, this information is 
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necessary even when significant events occurred during this period do not replace the continuity 

of operation.  

If events or conditions that could seriously cast doubt upon the entity's ability to continue its business 

have been identified, the auditor should:  

a) review the management's action plans based on its own business continuity assessment;  

b) gather sufficient audit evidence to confirm or deny if there is significant uncertainty, by performing 

the necessary procedures, including taking into account the effect of the plans of the management 

and of other contraction factors; and  

c) obtain written statements from the management on the action plans.  

 

Events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity's ability to continue its activity can be 

identified during the planning of the engagement or during the execution of audit procedures. The process 

of considering events or conditions continues as the audit progresses. If the auditor believes such events 

or conditions may cast significant doubt on the entity's ability to continue its activity, certain procedures 

may take on added significance. The auditor inquires the management about its action plans, including its 

plans to liquidate assets, to borrow funds or to restructure debt, to reduce or delay expenditures, or to 

increase capital. The auditor also considers whether additional data or information are available from the 

date the management conducted the assessment. The auditor obtains sufficient audit evidence 

demonstrating that the management's plans are feasible and that the outcome of these plans will improve 

the situation.  

Events or conditions that, individually or collectively, may cast significant doubt on the principle of 

business continuity can be classified into: financial items, operating items and others.  

The category of financial items includes:  

- Net debt or net current debt situation;  

- Approaching of maturity of fixed-term loans without realistic prospects of renewal or 

reimbursement, or excessive reliance on short-term loans to finance long-term assets.  

- Signs of withdrawal of financial support by borrowers and other creditors;  

- Negative operational cash flows indicated by the historical or projected financial statements;  

- Unfavourable key financial indicators; 

- Substantial operating losses or significant impairment of assets used to generate cash flows;  

- Overdue or discontinuance in payment of dividends;  

- Inability to pay creditors on maturity date;  

- Difficulty in complying with the terms of the loan agreements;  

- Changing credit transactions in pay-to-delivery transactions with suppliers;  

- Inability to obtain financing for the development of essential new product or other 

essential investments.  

 

The category of operating items includes:  

- Loss of key management members without their replacement;  

- Loss of a primary market, franchise, license, or principal supplier;  

- Labour difficulties or important  shortages of supplies.  

 

Other items may be:  

- Non-compliance with capital requirements or other legal requirements;  
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- Actions in legal proceedings pending against the entity, which, if successful, may result in 

obligations that are unlikely to be met;  

- Legislative or governmental policy changes expected to have a negative impact on the entity. 

-   

The significance of such events or conditions can often be mitigated by other factors. For example, the 

effect of an entity's incapacity to honour its payment obligations may be weighted by management's plans 

to maintain an adequate level of cash flows through alternative means, such as asset sales, rescheduling 

repayment of loans, or obtaining additional capital. Similarly, the loss of a principal supplier may be 

mitigated by the availability of an alternative source of supply.  

The International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 570, „Business Continuity Principle” shows a series of 

procedures to be followed to obtain audit evidence about the (non) compliance of the business continuity 

principle:  

- Analysing and discussing cash flow, profit and other relevant forecasts with the management;  

- Analysing and discussing the entity's most recent available interim financial statements;  

- Analysing the terms of obligatory loans and credit agreements, and determining the circumstances in 

which any term has been disregarded;  

- Reading minutes of general meetings of shareholders, board of directors and committee meetings, 

important for any reference to financial difficulties;  

- Asking the entity's lawyer regarding the disputes and damages required, as well as the reasonableness 

of their management's assessment of their outcome, and estimating their financial implications;  

- Confirming the existence, legality and applicability of contracts that provide or maintain financial 

support concluded with third parties and affiliated parties, and assessing the financial capacity of 

such parties to provide additional funds;  

- Taking into account the entity's plans for unfulfilled customer orders;  

- Reviewing events after the end of the period for identifying those that either mitigate or otherwise 

affect the entity's ability to continue its activity on the principle of continuity.  

 

Results and Discussion 

The risks assessment based on the continuity principle is exemplified for a company from the hotels area 

and therefore this analysis may generate serious doubts concerning the capacity of the company to 

continue its activity in a predictable future. First the risks assessment was done on different areas (Table 

1) and also the associated probability and impact were estimated. Consequently the risk rating was 

calculated as the product between the probability and the impact. Accordingly the risk classification was 

performed in four categories: low, medium, high and very high.  

Table 1:  Risks assessment and classification for different risk areas 

AREA RISK 
PROBA-

BILITY 
IMPACT 

RISK 

RATING 

RISK 

CLASSIFICATION 

Rooms           

Front office 

Unrecorded revenues 

from rooms 
3 4 12 High 
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Fraudulent redirecting 

of customers to other 

units (hotel, services) 

2 2 4 Low 

  

Unauthorized 

deviations from 

approved rates, front 

office 

3 2 6 Medium 

  

Unauthorized 

adjustments to 

customer bills 

2 2 4 Low 

  

Incorrect collection of 

customer payments 

(e.g. in foreign 

currency, wrong 

amount) 

4 2 8 Medium 

  

Unrecorded revenues 

from other related 

services (e.g. phone, 

pay per view, SPA) 

4 2 8 Medium 

  

Misappropriation of 

cash 
2 3 6 Medium 

  

Poor customer 

experience 
2 3 6 Medium 

Revenue 

management 

Unauthorized 

deviations from 

approved rates 

2 4 8 Medium 

  

Pricing model not 

aligned with market 

positioning and 

company strategy 

1 4 4 Low 

  Excessive overbooking 1 3 3 Low 

Reservations 

Ineffective reservation 

model (e.g. 

overbooking versus 

lost opportunities) 

2 3 6 Medium 

Sales 

Unauthorized 

deviations from 

approved rates 

(corporate, leisure, 

MICE) 

3 4 12 High 
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Credit & 

collection 

Accumulation of bad 

debt 
4 3 12 High 

  

Ineffective credit risk 

policies 
2 3 6 Medium 

Approval of 

transactions with 

customers that are not 

credit worthy 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Ineffective collection 

activities 
2 3 6 Medium 

Housekeeping 

& laundry 

Low quality of 

housekeeping activities 
2 2 4 Low 

  

Misappropriation of 

inventory 
3 2 6 Medium 

Minibar 

Unrecorded minibar 

sales 
2 2 4 Low 

F&B           

Bars & 

Restaurants 

Unrecorded revenues 

from F&B 
4 3 12 High 

  

Unauthorized 

adjustments to 

customer bills 

(discounts, returns, 

cancelled orders) 

4 2 8 Medium 

  

Incorrect collection of 

customer bills 
3 2 6 Medium 

  

Misappropriation of 

cash 
3 2 6 Medium 

Banqueting 

Unauthorized 

deviations from the 

approved pricing 

model 

3 4 12 High 

  

Excessive use of 

external services (e.g. 

leased staff: number or 

rates) 

3 3 9 Medium 

  Unauthorized redirect 

of customers to 
3 1 3 Low 
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preferred suppliers 

Inventory 

managemen

t 

Inaccurate recording of 

consumption of 

inventory 

4 3 12 High 

  

Inaccurate recipes set-

up in the system 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Ineffective periodic 

inventory count 

process 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Inventory 

misappropriation 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Losses due to expired 

products 
2 3 6 Medium 

  

Accumulation of slow 

moving inventory 
2 2 4 Low 

  

Ineffective menu 

engineering (e.g. 

estimated no of orders 

to lead purchases) 

2 2 4 Low 

Procuremen

t 

Inadequate purchase 

volumes (excessive 

stocks; stock outs) 

3 2 6 Medium 

  

Unrecorded inventory 

purchases and sales 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Low value-for-money 

(overpriced) purchases 

- e.g. form single 

source, no bidding, 

emergency 

3 4 12 High 

  

Fictitious purchases 

(paid and not received) 
2 4 8 Medium 

  

Acceptance of 

inappropriate products 

(expired, poor quality) 

3 4 12 High 

  

Kickbacks or 

commissions from 

suppliers 

3 3 9 Medium 
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Other 

activities   
        

Real estate 

Rent not invoiced as 

per approved contracts 
2 3 6 Medium 

  

Utilities not invoiced to 

customers 
2 1 2 Low 

  

Accumulation of bad 

debt 
3 2 6 Medium 

  

Unauthorized or 

fictitious expenditure 

(e.g. maintenance, 

repairs, real estate 

agents) 

3 2 6 Medium 

SPA Unrecorded revenues 4 2 8 Medium 

  

Unauthorized 

adjustments to 

customer bills 

(discounts, returns, 

cancelled orders) 

4 2 8 Medium 

Travel 

services Unrecorded revenues 
2 2 4 Low 

  

Unauthorized 

adjustments to 

customer bills 

(discounts, returns, 

cancelled orders) 

2 2 4 Low 

  

Unauthorized or 

inaccurate payments to 

providers 

2 3 6 Medium 

HR           

HR 

managemen

t 

Lack of qualified staff 

(consider seasonality) 

4 2 8 Medium 

  

Loss of key employees 

and management 
4 3 12 High 

  

Inconsistent 

performance evaluation 

of staff 

3 2 6 Medium 
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Use of workforce 

without fully valid 

employment contracts 

2 5 10 High 

  

Unauthorized hiring / 

dismissal of staff 
2 3 6 Medium 

  

Non-compliant staff 

termination process 

(e.g. litigation risk) 

2 4 8 Medium 

  

Unfair tips allocation 

rules 
3 1 3 Low 

Payroll 

Unauthorized base 

salary levels or 

deviations from 

approved range 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Unauthorized changes 

to employee database 
3 2 6 Medium 

  

Ghost employees on 

payroll 
2 3 6 Medium 

  

Inaccurate employee 

payroll cut-offs (new 

hires; leavers) 

2 2 4 Low 

  

Fictitious attendance or 

overtime 
4 3 12 High 

  

Inaccurate calculation 

of bonuses (sales, 

management) 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Inaccurate 

management of days 

off (holiday, sickness, 

etc.). 

3 2 6 Medium 

  

Incorrect payment of 

salaries 
1 3 3 Low 

IT           

Systems 

Core systems are not 

aligned with the 

business operating 

model 

4 3 12 High 
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Inconsistent system 

development 

methodology 

3 2 6 Medium 

  

Acquisition of 

hardware/software with 

inadequate 

specifications 

1 3 3 Low 

  Capacity overload 1 3 3 Low 

Security 

Breaches or hacks in 

the IT infrastructure 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Incorrect definition of 

access rights (incl. 

segregation of duties, 

account sharing) 

4 4 16 Very High 

  

Download of harmful 

malware or viruses by 

staff 

2 4 8 Medium 

  

Fraud due to lack of IT 

application controls 
3 4 12 High 

  

Leakage or disclosure 

of private or 

confidential data 

2 3 6 Medium 

IT 

administrati

on 

Inefficient or low 

quality IT support to 

the business 

3 2 6 Medium 

Disaster 

recovery & 

business 
continuity 

Impossibility to run 

business due to 

systems failure 

1 5 5 Medium 

  Critical data losses 2 5 10 High 

  

Back-up or disaster 

recovery failure 
1 4 4 Low 

Marketing & 

business 

development   
        

Marketing & 

business 

development 

Inappropriate 

marketing expenditure 
2 3 6 Medium 
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Fraudulent business 

conduct (bribery and 

corruption) 

2 4 8 Medium 

General 

procurement   
        

General 

procurement 

Poor value-for-money 

of purchases (e.g. 

excessive prices) 

3 4 12 High 

  

Invalid purchase 

requisitions or orders 
2 2 4 Low 

  

Fictitious receipt of 

goods and services 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Lack of supporting 

documentation for 

deliveries or services 

(e.g. contracts, etc.) 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Procurement fraud 

(e.g. incentives from 

suppliers) 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Unauthorized returns, 

price or quantity 

adjustments 

4 2 8 Medium 

Outsourced 

services Poor quality of services 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Inaccurate calculation 

of billing 
3 2 6 Medium 

Capex and 

Property 

management   
        

Capex 

projects 

Unauthorized capex 

investments 
1 4 4 Low 

  

Acceptance of 

inadequate works 
3 4 12 High 

  

Investments without a 

proper business case 

analysis 

1 4 4 Low 

Safeguarding 

of assets Ineffective security 

measures to protect 

3 3 9 Medium 
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company's assets 

  

Weak physical assets 

count process 
3 2 6 Medium 

  

Unauthorized disposal 

of assets (incl. selling 

price) 

2 3 6 Medium 

Petty 

inventory 

Misappropriation of 

petty inventory (from 

rooms, administrative) 

3 3 9 Medium 

Administrati

ve & 

maintenance 

Lack of appropriate 

insurance coverage for 

all properties 

3 4 12 High 

  

Ineffective preventive 

maintenance 
1 4 4 Low 

  

Excessive utilities 

consumption and costs 
3 3 9 Medium 

Compliance 

and security   
        

Authorizations 

& Permits 

Lack of key permits 

and authorizations 
3 4 12 High 

Safety & 

Security 

Ineffective security 

measures 
3 3 9 Medium 

Compliance 

managemen

t 

Lack of knowledge of 

all compliance 

requirements 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Ineffective compliance 

monitoring process 
4 4 16 Very High 

Treasury and 

Debt           

Petty cash Cash misappropriation 4 2 8 Medium 

  

Non-compliant cash 

transactions 
4 2 8 Medium 

Cash at 

banks 

Unauthorized 

transactions 
1 4 4 Low 

Debt 

Unauthorized 

transactions 
1 4 4 Low 
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Non-compliance with 

debt covenants 
2 4 8 Medium 

Finance & 

Accounting           

Accounting 

policies 

Noncompliance with 

revenue recognition 

principles 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Incorrect or poorly 

documented 

accounting policies 

2 3 6 Medium 

  

No accrual basis for 

transactions 
3 2 6 Medium 

  

Inconsistent accounting 

treatment across all 

locations 

3 2 6 Medium 

  

Unrecorded liabilities 

and supplier cut-off 
4 3 12 High 

Financial 

closing and 

reporting 

Inaccurate 

management reporting 
3 3 9 Medium 

  

Delays in closing and 

producing the financial 

reports 

4 3 12 High 

  

Management 

manipulation of 

financial statements 

(e.g. profitability) 

1 3 3 Low 

  

Ineffective budgeting 

process 
2 3 6 Medium 

Tax 

Incomplete or 

insufficient supporting 

documents to prove 

deductibility of 

expenses 

3 3 9 Medium 

  

Non-compliance with 

tax legislation 

(reporting, filing, 

calculation) 

3 3 9 Medium 

  Lack of knowledge of 

changes and 
2 4 8 Medium 
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A general overview of the risks number calculated on different risk categories is shown in Table 2. It can 

be observed the prevalence of medium risks and even if the number

may be an alarm for estimated future of the organization concerning the principle of continuity.

Table 2: The overall risks number on different risks categories

 

The results for impact analysis are presented in 

impact against the main components of activity.

developments in tax 

legislation 

A general overview of the risks number calculated on different risk categories is shown in Table 2. It can 

be observed the prevalence of medium risks and even if the number of very high risks is rather low this 

may be an alarm for estimated future of the organization concerning the principle of continuity.

The overall risks number on different risks categories 

The results for impact analysis are presented in Table 3 considering the influence of various degree of 

impact against the main components of activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

developments in tax 

A general overview of the risks number calculated on different risk categories is shown in Table 2. It can 

of very high risks is rather low this 

may be an alarm for estimated future of the organization concerning the principle of continuity. 

 

Table 3 considering the influence of various degree of 
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Table 3: The impact analysis 

 Impact 
Services 

quality 
HS&S Legal 

Regulator

y 

Reputation / 

brand impact 

Strategic 

Objectives 
Financial 

5 

Catastrophic 

Potential 

severe 

effect on 

customer 

satisfactio

n and 

customer 

loyalty. 

Inability 

to provide 

services 

for a 

prolonged 

period of 

time, 

leading to 

losses of 

significan

t clients 

Fatality/i

es and/or 

environm

ental 

disaster 

resulting 

in 

adverse 

health 

effects 

amongst 

customer

s. 

Regulato

ry & 

governm

ent 

interventi

on. 

Potential 

criminal 

prosecuti

on, very 

high 

fines 

and/or 

executive 

officer 

imprison

ment. 

Prolonge

d, 

multiple 

litigation. 

License 

withdrawal

, forced 

closure of 

site. 

Penalties 

from 

regulators. 

Very high: 

significant 

media 

coverage, long 

term damage 

to the brand in 

Romania. 

Public 

statements 

required by 

local/group 

management. 

Business is 

unable to 

meet one 

or more 

strategic 

objectives. 

Greater 

than 25% 

of GOP 

4 

Major 

Potential 

severe 

effect on 

customer 

satisfactio

n. 

Inability 

to provide 

services 

for a 

limited 

period of 

time or in 

one 

location. 

Injury or 

illness 

causing 

permane

nt or 

prolonge

d 

impairme

nt. 

Potential 

criminal 

prosecuti

on, with 

significa

nt fines 

and/or 

multiple 

litigation. 

Significant 

business 

disruption 

due to 

penalties 

from 

regulators. 

High: 

regional/natio

nal media 

coverage, 

major 

categories of 

key 

stakeholders 

impacted 

negatively 

(customers, 

suppliers). 

Major 

dissatisfaction 

within key 

groups.  

Significant 

impact on 

the 

business’ 

ability to 

achieve its 

strategic 

objectives. 

5% to 25% 

of GOP 
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3 

Moderate 

Client 

complaint

s higher 

than usual 

in a single 

unit, 

single 

type of 

service. 

Delays in 

providing 

services. 

Injuries 

or illness 

causing 

hospitali

zation or 

job 

restrictio

n. 

Allegatio

n of 

serious 

breach of 

regulatio

n with 

investiga

tion or 

report to 

authority 

with 

potential 

for 

significa

nt fines. 

Lack of 

confidence 

in one or 

more 

elements 

of local 

manageme

nt system. 

Voluntary 

restatemen

t of 

financial 

statements/ 

disclosures

. 

Medium: 

some groups 

of third parties 

may be 

affected (e.g. 

suppliers, 

customers, 

employees). 

Situation  

requires 

management 

communicatio

n with the 

impacted 

entities. Some 

dissatisfaction. 

Minor 

impact on 

critical 

business 

strategic 

objectives. 

Some 

resources 

will be 

allocated 

to manage 

impact. 

2% to 5% 

of GOP 

2 

Minor 

Low 

impact on 

quality of 

services 

delivered, 

minor 

disturban

ces for 

the 

business 

and 

impact 

not 

visible to 

customers

. 

Injuries 

or 

illnesses 

requiring 

medical 

treatment 

beyond 

first aid, 

but no 

hospitali

zation. 

Limited 

legal 

issues 

(e.g., 

individua

l civil 

action). 

Requires 

notificatio

n to or 

involveme

nt of 

regulators. 

Agreement 

with 

regulators 

to provide 

additional 

info in the 

future to 

clarify 

financial 

statements/ 

disclosures 

Low: some 

individual 

third parties / 

authorities 

may be 

affected 

temporary 

situation can 

be managed 

by 

communicatin

g. Low level 

of 

dissatisfaction. 

Negligible 

impact on 

critical 

business 

objectives. 

Additional 

internal 

manageme

nt may be 

required to 

minimize 

the impact.  

0.5% to 

2% of 

GOP 

1 

Insignificant 

No effect 

on 

customer 

service. 

Potential 

minor 

illnesses 

or 

injuries 

requiring 

no 

medical 

attendanc

e or first-

aid. 

Legal 

challenge 

with 

modest 

out-of-

court 

settlemen

t. 

Limited 

regulatory 

implication

s.  

Regulators 

request 

clarity 

around 

financial 

statements/ 

disclosure. 

No reputation 

impact; impact 

not visible 

outside the 

organization. 

Negligible 

impact on 

business’ 

objectives. 

Impact can 

be 

managed 

through 

normal 

activity. 

Less than 

0.5% of 

GOP 

 

The main details concerning the likelihood analysis are shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4:  Likelihood analysis 

  Guidance 

5 

Almost certain 

·       Incidents occur frequently. 

·       Significant number of incidents might occur each year. 

·       Control measures are not defined or are inadequate. 

4 

Likely 

·       One or more incidents might occur in a year. 

·       Personnel would not be surprised by incident. 

3 

Possible 

·       An incident might happen every 1 - 5 years. 

·       An incident may have happened at another company. 

·       Controls may be breached. 

2 

Unlikely 

·       Incident foreseeable but probability very low. 

·       May see several incidents during working life (40 year period). 

1 

Rare 

·       Incident might be seen once during working life. 

·       Probability of incident close to zero. 

·       Controls are robust. 

 

A correlation between the impact and likelihood to give a final risk level is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: The interrelated values of impact, likelihood and risk category 

 Impact 

   1 2 3 4 5 

L
ik

el
ih

o
o

d
 

5
 Medium High High Very High Very High 

4
 Medium Medium High Very High Very High 

3
 Low Medium Medium High High 

2
 Low Low Medium Medium High 

1
 Low Low Low Medium Medium 
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Conclusions 

The risks assessment in any auditing process may be reported in relation with the continuity principle and 

therefore may include the estimation of the likelihood and impact of any risk from the considered areas of 

activity.  

From analysis and assessment of risks which may rise the question of capacity of the organization to 

continue its activity in an estimated future, two main opinions may be advanced by the auditor: 

1. The assumption of continuity for the activity considered by the organizational management 

is adequate; 

2. No significant uncertain which may call in question of organization capacity to continue the 

activity in a predictable future was identified.  
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Abstract 

The system of education penetrates into all society structures, relates to each economy sector and any 

sphere of human activity, which means that the trends of the development in the strategic programs of 

socio-economic development of the region can be proposed only from the perspective of taking into 

account direct and spillover effects of education system impact on the society. The article examines 

strategies for assessment of changes influence in professional and higher education over processes of 

social and economic development of the region; the model of educational institute development on 

the basis of principles of digital economy is proposed. The current state of professional and higher 

education in Voronezh Oblast is considered. 

Keywords: university 4.0, industry 4.0, digital economy, economy digitalization. 

Introduction 

Economy digitalization, characterized by penetration of digital technologies almost in all branches, 

becomes a strategic mission of the country development recorded in the Scientific and Technological 

Development Strategy of the Russian Federation of 01.12.2016. Economy digitalization proposes to 

enterprises, branches and territories a necessity for understanding and transformation of new values, 

new management principles and methods, new criteria of efficiency. In our opinion, the following 

will become the key factors (see Figure 1): 

• customer-oriented approach: if profit was a major factor of competitiveness in the context of 

industrial economy and undersaturated market, then in the context of saturated market not 

only short-term financial result which is important but also an efficiency duration which is 

reached through customer-oriented approach; 

• design-oriented approach: swift introduction of digital technologies into all branches leads to 

an inevitable reengineering of business processes which are implemented through design-

oriented approach; 

• networking: merging of enterprises, structures, organizations under conditions of horizontal 

cooperation and partnership in the context of economy globalization and competition for 

customers is certainly a more effective mechanism, than rigid organization verticals; 

• cognition and creativity: uniqueness of decision-making in the rigid turbulent environment, 

in fact, is a key factor in competition for market and consumer; 

• corporational nature of culture: the most important factor of consumer conquest in the con-

text of digitalization is company’s reliability, long-term relations with suppliers, steadiness 

and value orientations propagated by the company. We consider that corporate culture in-

cludes issues of participativity, business socialization, intercommunication interactions 

among employees, their ability to interact with partners in business and with clients; 
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• management decisions speed 

one, who comes to finish first, wins competition for market and consumer;

• innovative infrastructure is a formation of the corresponding support system of

introduction and management in the region;

• developed human capital is the resource, without which digital transformation is not poss

ble. 

Fig. 1: Factors of company’s competitiveness in digital economy

Human capital is certainly a top

makes it possible to create relevant to realities innovative infrastructure. This task demands a careful 

analysis of the region educational system existing state from the perspective of its

train specialists for Industry 4.0.  

Problem Statement 

The “manufacturing industry” concept on the level of human society civilization development has 

passed through four stages: 

• first stage – “Industry 1.0

tion of mineral resources and raw materials through natural energy;

• second stage – “Industry 2.0

revolution; 

• third stage – “Industry 3.0

• fourth stage – “Industry 4.0

ization of all technologies and branches participating in value chains. 

Phase trends of higher and professional 

are schematically presented in Figure 2 below.

Fig. 2:  Phase transformations and university and professional education future

Cognition and 
creativity

Сorporational 
nature of 
culture

Management 
decisions speed 

management decisions speed – the major factor in implementation of digital projects where 

one, who comes to finish first, wins competition for market and consumer; 

innovative infrastructure is a formation of the corresponding support system of innovations 

introduction and management in the region; 

developed human capital is the resource, without which digital transformation is not poss

Factors of company’s competitiveness in digital economy 

Human capital is certainly a top-priority factor among those listed in the figure, only this factor 

makes it possible to create relevant to realities innovative infrastructure. This task demands a careful 

analysis of the region educational system existing state from the perspective of its opportunities to 

 

The “manufacturing industry” concept on the level of human society civilization development has 

Industry 1.0” - was based on development of agricultural technologies, extra

tion of mineral resources and raw materials through natural energy; 

Industry 2.0” - is connected with emergence and development of industrial 

Industry 3.0” - is focused on automation of separate machines and processes;

Industry 4.0” - means transformation of economy through transparent digita

ization of all technologies and branches participating in value chains.  

professional education development within transformation of industries 

are schematically presented in Figure 2 below. 

Phase transformations and university and professional education future

Innovative 
infrastructure

Customer-
oriented 
approach

Design 
orientation

Networking

Developed human 
capital assets

Cognition and 

Management 
decisions speed 

the major factor in implementation of digital projects where 

innovations 

developed human capital is the resource, without which digital transformation is not possi-

 

factor among those listed in the figure, only this factor 

makes it possible to create relevant to realities innovative infrastructure. This task demands a careful 

opportunities to 

The “manufacturing industry” concept on the level of human society civilization development has 

agricultural technologies, extrac-

is connected with emergence and development of industrial 

on of separate machines and processes; 

means transformation of economy through transparent digital-

within transformation of industries 

 

Phase transformations and university and professional education future 
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The first element on the way of formation of innovative environment of dynamic development of the 

region in the context of economy digitalization is the developed potential of training of workers and 

medium level professionals.  

Review of Literature 

The researchers suggest applying different techniques for the analysis and assessment of spillover 

effects on the processes taking place in a region. From our viewpoint, the most significant one is a 

foreign technique assessing the impact of universities on the regions which was developed in the 

framework of the project “Review of Higher Education Institutions in Regional Development” of the 

Programme on Institutional Management of Higher Education by the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD). 

The development of the OECD’s method is reflected in the studies carried out by Russian scientists 

O. V. Perfilyeva and T. A. Meshkova They propose to carry out a comparative analysis of the strate-

gic indicators of socio-economic development and the needs of the entities of the Russian Federation 

with the capabilities of regional higher education system by means of analyzing (Chengqi W., 

Zhongxiu Z., 2008), (Aitken B., Harrison A., 1999), (Lin Zhang, 2017): 

• the socio-economic indicators of the development based on the indicators of official statis-

tics, strategies of socio-economic development of regions, strategies and concepts of socio-

economic, scientific and technological development, education system development; 

• the environmental indicators of the interaction of higher education institutions and the re-

gion for three levels: global, national, regional; 

• the potential of regional higher education institutions for solving regional political, social, 

scientific, technological and innovation tasks. 

 The problems of indirect effects from the development of higher education are dealt with 

by Tolstykh T. et al (2017). 

Results 

Analysis of educational system of Voronezh Oblast showed: in 2016 the system of professional edu-

cation of Voronezh Oblast included 57 professional educational institutions and 33 educational insti-

tutions of higher education, with total number of students being 148 thousand people, including: 33.2 

thousand people, taking programs of secondary professional education, 114 thousand people, taking 

programs of higher education (see Figure 3).  
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Fig. 3: The main indices of professional educational institutions, training skilled workers, 

employees 

For the purpose of formation of multilevel multidisciplinary professional educational institutions, 

training staff for working professions and specialties of secondary professional education in the con-

text of economy digitalization as well as in accordance with requirements of employers, it was neces-

sary to reorganize the professional educational institutions network to make it meet the requirements 

of new digital economy. In Voronezh Oblast such reorganization was carried out among criteria of 

reduction of the regional budget inefficient expenditure, strengthening of material and technical re-

sources of organizations, training of specialists for most popular professions and specialties of sec-

ondary professional education according to applications of employers taking into account regional 

labor market demand. As a result, the number of professional education institutions has drastically 

reduced.  

Dynamics of professional education system structure of Voronezh Oblast for the last five years (see 

Figure 4) demonstrates that with general decrease in number of applicants wishing to master blue-

collar occupations, in general, an increase in technical professions admission has been registered. 

Also, decrease in prestige of blue-collar occupations of agrarian and agricultural sector has been not-

ed. It is connected both with demographic situation, and with tendency to resettlement of rural youth 

to the city, which has been developing over the last decades.  
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Fig. 4: Structure of professional education system of Voronezh Oblast in 2011 - 2016 

With general decrease in number of applicants, an increase in technical professions admission has 

been registered, as well as a decrease in demand for social and economic and humanitarian profes-

sions. It completely corresponds to the forecast of social and economic development of the region 

and the Russian Federation. Increase in level of satisfaction of Oblast residents of regional education 

sphere illustrates the index of "Satisfaction of the population with condition of basic education” in 

Voronezh Oblast which in 2016 totaled to 73.0% (in 2015 – 71.1%). With reference to this index 

Voronezh Oblast ranks 23 among territorial entities of the Russian Federation (in 2015 – 40).  

Influence of digital economy trends over the professional education system of Voronezh Oblast be-

came apparent through the fact that, for example, in 2016 a portion of students using remote educa-

tional technologies, electronic training amounted to 0.17% in relation to the total number of students.  

To date, special value is given to the role of higher school and professional education in commercial-

ization of scientific and technological knowledge, created within research laboratories. The amplify-

ing role of technologies transfer from universities to production and necessity of developing of more 

“rapid” relationship between science, technology ̆ and consumption led to an emergence of a number 

of enterprise initiatives within scientific institutions. 

With regard to higher education system, Voronezh Oblast is one of the most developed in CFD. In 

2016, 24 higher educational institutions were functioning, the total number of their students amount-

ed to 112.7 thousand people. In Voronezh Oblast HEIs there are studying nearly 36% of HEIs stu-

dents of CBER, number of graduates exceeds 34% of the total number of graduates all over CBER. 

With reference to number of higher educational institutions, rate of contingent of their students (in 
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2015/16 ac. year – 99 thousand people), Voronezh Oblast steadily ranks third in CFD, giving place 

only to Moscow and Moscow Oblast, the 14th - in all-Russian ranking. 

One of innovative activity indices of the region can be an efficiency of Small Innovative Enterprises 

(SIE), created and functioning for the most part at higher education institutions. 

In the regions rating of financing amount of projects of the Small Enterprise Assistance Fund in Sci-

entific and Technical Sphere in 2014 Voronezh Oblast ranked 37, in 2015 – 17, and in 2016 - 28. 

Thus, in three years Voronezh Oblast rose in rating by 9 positions, though in the period of 2015-2016 

the rating of the region went down by11 positions. During the period of 2015-2016, SIE innovative 

activity indices of the region went down in comparison with the previous periods, that characterizes 

insufficient use of available potential capacity of Voronezh Oblast in the sphere of knowledge com-

mercialization. 

Consequently, it is possible to come to the conclusion that there is a noticeable gap between high 

educational, scientific and technical potential capacity of the region and a real low susceptibility of its 

production system to innovations. Occupying a leading place in CFD in reference to the main charac-

teristics of educational innovative potential, Voronezh Oblast considerably lags behind other regions 

by level of its use. With reference to organizations innovative activity index, specific weight of inno-

vative production, Voronezh Oblast occupies only the 7th place, with reference to the number of used 

advanced production technologies – the 9th place in CFD.  

Therefore, new models, mobilizing innovative activity in higher and professional education system, 

are necessary. One of such models of transformation of professional education is its horizontal inte-

gration through innovative clusters or campuses with system of higher education. By educational 

campuses or clusters we mean creation and formation of a common educational, information and 

supporting complex, including interaction of interests of educational services customers, including 

government institutions, industrial enterprises, business structures, consumers and performers. An 

advantage of such horizontal structure is the possibility of practical use of gained knowledge, which 

is realized through partner interaction of production, science, business projects and education. 

Other educational model in economy digitalization can become the model of “entrepreneurial univer-

sity”, which implements not only a transfer of knowledge, technologies, innovations, but also initiates 

and commercializes innovations both in professional educational institutions and outside of them 

through spin-off and entrepreneurship.  

By spin-off in education system we mean Small Innovative Enterprises founded on the basis of a 

higher education institution or detached from it for the purpose of commercialization of innovative 

developments. And by entrepreneurship – innovative ventures in large corporations which are ex-

pressed in formation of special innovative infrastructure allowing to grow up new generation of intra-

corporate businessmen – innovators, who search out opportunities and internal resources for devel-

opment of new technologies, new production, and new scope of activity. University spin-off compa-

nies reflect a transfer of knowledge into a new company, by means of which initialization of new 

knowledge and commercialization of innovations are implemented. External spin-off companies and 

entrepreneurship are the result of emerging of spillover effects of institutional system as a conse-

quence of innovative ventures development of the region.  

Conclusion 

While implementing the enterprise model, educational establishment has an opportunity of formation 

of scientific activity commercialization institutes, stimulation of inventive activity, and scientific 

thought generation, and efficiency growth, and study personnel capitalization.  

Effective, mutually beneficial and long-term cooperation between educational establishments and real 

economy entities allows to form and develop the potential of engineering and technical staff and in-

novative activity in the region. Universities and professional educational institutions can be not only a 

part of innovative ecosystems, which are being created in regions, but they have all opportunities to 
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become an integrating element of such system. 
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Abstract  

Information systems (IS), and Information Technology (IT), has now become a key component of a 

corporation's global business and an integral component within the standard method of operations. This 

exploratory paper examines the role and relevance of IS and IT in the context of the agricultural sector. 

This paper focuses on emerging of IS in the form of data warehousing and geographic information 

systems, to discuss how these systems can impact on the agricultural sector. Specifically, it examines the 

role of IS within the agricultural sector in Asia. We propose a web-based technology driven project to 

bridge the gap between the academic and practical environment in the context of IT-agricultural research. 

This web-based system is called the Central Exchange Unit (CEU), can be used for future research to 

understand better how information systems might impact the agricultural communities in general. In 

overall, the intention is to offer a conceptual model that can be developed, used and tested by other 

researchers working in this domain. 

Keywords: Information systems; Agriculture; Data warehousing; Asia; Information Technology   

 

Introduction 

 
IS and IT have become an integral component of the standard method of operations for many companies 

and industries across all countries. Establishing and operating business processes that involve 

significantly large volumes of transactions, requires cross-functional expertise such as technical, 

marketing, customer relations and advertising skills. Examples of traditional sectors that have utilized 

information and communication technology to redesign strategy for product/service offering are banking 

and finance, print and publication, education, manufacturing, and retail. This paper contributes to the 

literature by reviewing and examining the role of information systems within the agricultural sector in 

Asia and proposes a conceptual model that can be further developed, and tested by other researchers 

working in this domain. This paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents a summary of our 

review of literature pertaining to the use and application of IS in several agricultural initiatives in Asia. 

We then present a model that can be considered by future researchers to examine further the role of IS in 

light of the farming community in general. 
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Literature Review  

Data warehousing and Agriculture 

A data warehouse refers to a database that contains a significant amount of data of any kind (Laudon and 

Laudon, 2006). Data warehousing permits the storage of data of various sorts that can be used to examine 

data from different perspectives. Data within a warehouse can be considered to ascertain the existence of 

a particular behavior (Turban et al., 2006). Traditionally, data warehousing principles have been applied 

to better understand customer purchasing patterns, product defect ratios, sales patterns, and corporate 

related financial projections. Data mining is a feature inherent in most data warehousing systems. Data 

mining refers to the process of analyzing data stores to discover the previously unknown relationship 

among data.  

This implies that a data warehouse can be applied to the context of agriculture as well. Specifically, agro-

scientists with the support of technical staff can feed a data warehouse with agricultural-related data such 

as crops productivity over a period, nature of climate in a given period, soil texture, composite material 

used, irrigation data and so on. These datasets can be mined in search of patterns that might yield the 

highest productivity levels for a particular crop, given different combinations of the factors of production, 

and environmental forces that govern such a productivity rate.   

Reddy (2004), states that one of the major problems faced by farmers these days is the lack of expert 

information based on research that can be received by the farming community promptly. To bridge the 

gap between the researcher and the farmers, he proposes a system framework (agrIDS) by exploiting 

Information Technology (IT) to disseminate the information to improve crop productivity. The main 

benefit of having this IT based system is that it is effective in terms of time (e.g., timely advice) and cost 

(e.g., vast specialization of the domain which can be expanded into a variety of crops). Data warehousing 

technology drives the agrIDS system. Although this system offers benefits to the farmers regarding 

increasing the productivity of production with a reduction of costs and agricultural input, this system 

cannot solve all the problems the farmers would normally face such as lack of acceptance of the produce 

in the market or issues about natural disasters. However, he claims that the aim of this IT based system is 

to resolve the issues that disturb the crops and improve productivity by examining productivity patterns 

based on simulated data fed into a great data warehouse. He highlighted that agrIDS architecture could be 

built using IT with the utilization of data warehousing, the internet and also data mining technology. The 

author further asserts that this framework is proposed only in India and has yet to be developed in other 

parts of the world. Conclusively, the author stated integration of agriculture and IT which makes the 

system flexible and the possibility of vast specialization domain for most crops.  

Knowledge Management Systems and Agriculture 

Knowledge Management (KM) is about capturing knowledge created in an organization and making it 

available to those who need it to make decisions. Alavi and Leidner (2001) define a knowledge 

management system (KMS) as any IT system that is used to support the process of knowledge creation, 

storage, sharing, and dissemination in a given community of interest. The emphasis of KM research is 

focused on KM impacts on organizational performance and competitive enhancement (Von Krogh 1998; 

Hackbarth 1998; Davenport and Prusak 1998; Alavi and Leidner 2001, Jennex and Olfman 2005 and 

2006). Nevertheless, this does not mean that KMSs are irrelevant to the agricultural sector. Deraman et al. 

(2000) examine the effectiveness of the role of Information Technology (IT), which manifests itself in the 

form of a KMS to relay, access, and share information and agriculture-related knowledge within a rural 

farming community in Malaysia. This KMS called Taninet (Farmers Network in English) is developed 

using Internet technology. They present a case study that promotes the use of KMS within the farming 

community by proposing a web-based system, i.e. Taninet. The Taninet architecture consists of two 

dimensions: software engine dimension and event-based dimension. The software engine’s core features 
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include, among others, an expert database solution, query service, product database, and archive system 

which provide timely advice and updated information for farmers. As for the latter, its main function is 

comprised as an online survey, online tutoring, and conferences that collect information from the farming 

community. The main objectives of this system are to provide online searchable information and services, 

forums, and expert advice on agriculture and biotechnology. With these aims in mind, a case study was 

conducted in the state of Selangor which indicated that farmers are slowly moving away from the 

traditional farming and shifting towards the entrepreneur forming method.  

The authors claimed the external assistance required in realizing the entrepreneur method can be achieved 

with the help of Internet technology. Although the implementation of this case study was a success, few 

limitations were reported. Firstly, the web-based KMS project was conducted for a one-year period. The 

limited project lifespan prevented the project from being self-sufficient regarding financing itself given 

the lack of advertisement revenue posted on the website. Also, more focus should be on the younger 

generation for it is easier to educate them on the usage of the Internet and KMSs in particular to share 

information and knowledge dedicated to the farming community. Thirdly, one of the best ways in 

promoting the KMS usage would be the event-based approach, but it needs substantial investments and 

workforce. Conclusively, this web-based project can be implemented in full scale with the condition it 

has sufficient time and introduce business-to-business (B2B) platform among agencies within the 

agricultural community and may generate revenue which is used to maintain and sustain Taninet. This 

Internet-based application (Taninet) has a potential to become the main agricultural knowledge portal for 

the farming community in Malaysia. 

GIS in Agriculture 

Pongsrihadulchai (1998) explores the role of geographic information systems (GIS), in the context of 

agriculture in Thailand. The Thai government used GIS to ascertain the suitability of planting a particular 

type of crop given a particular topographic condition. The relevant authorities in Thailand collected a 

variety of maps (e.g., basin map, soil series map and legal forest boundary map) and fed these into the 

GIS software to determine the suitability zone for each crop. The final decision was influenced by other 

economic indicators such as farm price, yield per unit area, and cost of production. The second aim of the 

GIS project was to utilize the Internet technology to conduct a two way communication between the 

government and the farmers and amongst themselves in order to have a smooth flow of information. 

Although the first phase of the project was implemented successfully, many obstacles have yet to be 

rectified, post eight years of implementation. The biggest problem faced is the lack of support from local 

organizations due to lack of belief in the potential benefit the GIS solution would bring to the local 

farming communities in Thailand. Even though this project was not fully implemented due to the 

economic crisis that hit Asia in 1998, if implemented effectively, GIS has the potential to save the 

government’s budget and personnel in the long run, and eliminate the information gap from the original 

source to the end users of information. GIS solution is popular within the mainstream oil and gas, 

defense, and retail industries. GIS solutions permit managers to make a better decision about establishing 

business location, building utility pipes and for a wide variety of reasons. A similar application of GIS 

might be relevant to the farming community worldwide, assuming issues such as expertise and 

implementation costs are addressed.   

Agricultural Websites 

On a more pragmatic scale, information systems can be used within the agricultural sector, as a platform 

and mechanism to transmit information between members of a given agricultural community. Lin (1998) 

introduced a website called the Council of Agriculture (COA) (www.coa.gov.tw) which is established in 

1996 to display agricultural information, agricultural policy, and production, etc. in Taiwan. The author 

conducted training for 400 farmers in through a one-week course teaching them on how to use 

Information Technology (IT) to utilize the Internet such as accessing the Internet, sending email and 
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surfing to get information from various websites. This helped them to upload their product information to 

the COA web server which enabled customers simply send an email to them and order their products. 

This IT infrastructure facilitates the transaction and increases the profit for farmers. A new system has 

been developed due to the growth in demand for market price information concerning agricultural 

products to reflect the changing market condition for all the main agricultural commodities in Taiwan. 

The author specified four steps of the IT infrastructure that should be developed intending to obtain the 

real status of Taiwan’s production and marketing. The first step is farmers’ crop database which has 

various information about different types of crops. Next is the crops information service system that 

produces statistical tables by analyzing the crop data for further production plan. Thirdly, is the 

information inquiry system which integrates the production technique and information to help farmers 

find out relevant production information through the inquiry service system. Lastly, is the production 

equipment’s inquiry system which provides information from the companies that sell agricultural 

materials and seeds to build the inquiry service system where farmers can order needed items from the 

system. However, to improve the COA web server infrastructure, there is a need to provide a wider 

platform which can integrate all relevant agricultural agencies that provide accurate and easy to obtain 

information for farmers which lead them to increase profits. Ultimately, the information portal can be 

designed and develop to offer the functions of a KMS as per indicated via the Malaysian example of 

Taninet. 

Discussion-Towards a Consolidated Model  

Traditionally, farmers learned on their personal knowledge from previous experiences and advice from 

their forefathers, not knowing on how to improve the crops they have. There was no way for the farmers 

to acquire new knowledge except the delayed information relayed from the research institutions such as 

the government and the academia to farmers. Even with that information given by the research 

institutions, it may not be beneficial to the farmers if it is not related to their current problems due to the 

generalization of the disseminated information. Undoubtedly, the central issue in the context of 

agricultural information is the delayed dissemination of information, and lack of two-way communication 

from the research institutions to the farmers. In this current competitive environment where the quality 

and price of agricultural produce is intense, farmers from the rural areas cannot afford to lag behind. It is 

essential for farmers to have a two-way communication with prominent influences on agriculture. This 

communication gap can be narrowed between the farmers and the influenced environment by utilization 

of IT infrastructure with the help of Internet, data warehousing, data mining, GIS and other web-based 

technology in general. 

 
Figure 1: The CEU 

 

We propose a web-based technology driven project to bridge the gap between the academic and practical 

environment in the context of IT-agricultural research. This web-based system is called the Central 
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Exchange Unit (CEU). Figure 1 illustrates the CEU system model. At the core of the system lies the data 

warehousing and GIS capabilities, which form the basis of agricultural knowledge creation and 

dissemination via data mining. Figure 2 depicts the nature of the interaction between the various 

stakeholders involved in a given farming community, within an economy. The nature of these interactions 

is supported by various types of information systems and technology. At the heart of the model is the 

CEU which generate tailor-made data about agriculture, derived from data mining as explained earlier.  

Figure 2 suggests that the CEU can serve a wide array of communities within the agricultural sector of an 

economy. The system can provide two-way interconnectivity between academic to the farming 

community (E2F), farming community to the government (F2G) and farmer to farmer (F2F). This CEU 

can obtain its information through conferences, seminars, government announcements, research findings 

and farmers’ experiences. Data warehousing stores information concerning on soil, types of crops, and 

harvest season that can be combined with GIS technology that stores various pictures of maps. The 

information extracted from data warehousing and GIS will produce a pattern with the help of data mining 

to find the best areas for agriculture (e.g., suitability of each zone for each crop) with the consideration of 

economic perspective, cost and implemented promptly.  

 
Figure 2: Communities served by the CEU 

 

Conclusion 

Several pre-requisites for successful implementation and use of IS and IT in the context of the 

agricultural sector must exist, in light of the CEU model proposed. Firstly, IT infrastructure must be in 

place, in the context of developing nations. The rapid development of infrastructure and skills to meet the 

demands of a new economy has to be in place. Efforts such as the creation of knowledge-based society 

should be given priority in every economic master plan. To ensure successful deployment of IS and IT 

within agriculture the small and medium size enterprises (SME’s) should be encouraged and led to joint 

ventures and collaborative partnerships with the government. There is also a need for greater 

collaboration and smart partnership between the world of academia and corporate sector to propel IT 

initiatives for agricultural purposes. In this context, issues such as competitive reward schemes for 

research and local publication in addition to the development of prototype business models could be 

established. On a similar note, greater collaboration between both public and private institution of higher 

education and the corporate sectors is encouraged. In this regard, the role of practical training and 

education syllabus based on demands/requirements of a Knowledge-based economy, in light of the 

agricultural sector, needs to be established.  Only then, can the true value proposition of IS and IT in the 
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context of the CEU specifically, and within the agricultural sector in general, be experienced by the 

developing nations in Asia. 
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Abstract 

 

Process control, or business process management, is the indisputable successor of the classic 
functional line and staff management that had been developed and improved for decades. Based on 
the issue of interest defined by the paper we solve the practical problem focused on the evaluation 
and improvement of process control in a selected companies. Adequate scientific methods and 
approaches have been used to solve the problem, resulting in the presented theoretical and practical 
proposals. We focused on a specific process, particularly on its activities as well as the related costs. 
We identified the activities considered to be cost-inefficient by managers. Consequently, it was 
inevitable to identify the reasons behind the situation and to articulate the proposals affecting the 
costs of individual activities of selected process, processed by the information system of the 
enterprise. 

 

Keywords: enterprise, costs, business process management, information system 

 

Introduction 

 
 Currently, enterprises have to fight permanent uncertainty in order to survive the tough competition 
on the global market. Therefore, they aim to reduce the uncertainty. Each successful company 
approaches the issue differently, with help of different strategies. However, there is one feature all 
these efforts have in common. It is permanent development of management systems and their 
adoption to external conditions and the applied strategy. 
  
Process control, or business process management, is the indisputable successor of the classic 
functional line and staff management that had been developed and improved for decades. Managers 
and management scholars of modern times understand process control as one of the most suitable, 
complex and efficient approaches. The approach results in a unique value for customers, an outcome 
of efficiently configured processes. 
 
The objective of the given paper is to improve business process management in selected enterprise. 
This subject is part of the research, which is solved in Department of Accounting, Faculty of 
Economics and Management, Slovak University of Agriculture in Nitra (VEGA Increasing 
effectiveness of decision making of managers with support of information systems and accounting.) 
 
Literature Review 
 
From the economic point of view, costs inform a producer whether to take the responsibility or give it 
up, i.e. what is the relation between economic costs and the overall income of the producer. Thus, the 
economic view on costs includes several entries, irrespective of whether they represent monetary 
transactions or not. Therefore, economic costs also represent costs resulting from the alternative use 
of production factors. The costs appearing under any selected alternative are called sunk costs (Zalai, 
2013). 
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Costs represent a summary indicator creating the quality of overall activities in an enterprise. The 
level of costs reflects all aspects of the activities, especially production, use of working time, work 
efficiency, use of production capacity, modernisation etc. Therefore, the basic task of cost exploration 
is to evaluate the achieved efficiency and assess if it is adequate to the possibilities and the funds 
spent.  It is crucial to: 
 

• monitor the level of costs in relation with the production, 
• analyse the structure of costs through evaluation of indicators affecting their level, 
• monitor the cost development. (Bielik, 2013). 

 
Costs can also be classified according to the place of origin, as enterprises carry out and perform their 
activities through diverse operations. From the viewpoint of their relation to the main business 
purpose, the operations can be divided into main operations, auxiliary operations and administration. 
The operations are allocated to individual internal departments. When corporate costs are divided into 
individual departments (according to the corporation structure), this classification of costs is applied. 
(Táncošová et al 2013). 
 
According to Zalai et al (2013), cost analysis requires understanding of the differences in various 
approaches to costs. The necessity to plan, control and manage pushes the cost analysis to the 
following areas divided according to the necessary information sources: 
 

• based on financial statements, it is possible to analyse the overall costs of the enterprise’s  
operations, 

• based on internal information, it is possible to analyse solutions for specific decision-making 
processes and to evaluate the level of fixed costs when analysing the amount and structure of 
operations. 

• based on the management information system data, it is possible to analyse the costs of 
internal departments and products, 

 
Majtán (2009) understands information systems on two levels. In a narrow, more technical and 
programming sense, it is a set of programs used for data processing. In a wider sense, it is a system 
providing information necessary for management. On the first level, the main task of the system is to 
process the data coming from a given enterprise. The second level is not only focused on data 
processing; it also deals with data collection, transfer, storage, selection and distribution, serving the 
needs of a managing subject.  
 
Závodný (2006) emphasises the fact that information system is a sub-system of management and 
high-quality information is inevitable to reach high-quality management. In cooperation with 
supportive methods, such information objectivises the decisions of managers while the decisions and 
related responsibilities are performed by managers who decide how to deal with the information.           
 
Bolek (2016) claims that managers of various organisations need relevant information for effective 
management. Such information is essential for correct decision-making. In all organisations of the 
public, cooperative or private sector, the managers are active in these categories: operational, tactical 
and top managers. They all have an important mission - to affect the organisations and their results. 
 
Gála et al (2009) define process as a set of mutually related or acting activities transforming inputs 
into outputs. The activities make use of resources (people, instruments, materials, etc.). A process 
may use several inputs as well as several outputs. A process is launched by a pre-defined action. Such 
actions can vary in practice. 
 
          Russell and Taylor (2010) provide the following classification of processes: 

• management processes – these encompass activities related to defining strategic goals of 
a business and ensuring the implementation of said goals within the business. Such 
processes include setting goals, operational (short-term) planning, feedback control, 
rewarding, allocation of resources; 
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• main processes – these encompass creating a product (goods or services) that is valuable for 
external customers. They result in the production of outputs required by customers. Main 
processes support the main entrepreneurial activity of a business, i.e. meeting the strategic 
goals and missions of the business. Based on specific visions and the mission of a business, 
main processes can be further divided into key processes, 

• secondary processes – they are similar to main processes, though not as important from the 
perspective of visions, which is why they do not contribute significantly to the execution of 
the main entrepreneurial activity of a business. Secondary processes can be carried out 
simultaneously with the main processes or shared processes, while their outputs are 
generally intended for external customers, 

• support processes – they result in the creation of conditions that support the functions of the 
main processes. Their characteristic feature is the creation of added value for customers; i.e. 
a product that is not seen by customers, though it is inevitable for an efficient business 
management. Example: quality control. 

• shared processes – they create conditions enabling the function of all business processes. 
They create values for internal customers. Example: invoicing. 

The authors comprehend process as a chain of value creation. Each step of the process (action, 
activity) shall add to the product or service value in comparison to the previous step. 
 
The benefits of process-oriented management are quantifiable. To support this statement, we can use 
the following information presented by Kotelnikov (2012). He claims that the below-mentioned 
effects were reached by the application of process-oriented approach in purchase-related processes: 
 

• reduction of order placement time by at least 60%, 
• increase in flawlessly executed orders by 25%, 
• decrease in additional costs related to purchase by 80%, 
• total purchase time decrease by 90%. 

 
According to the author, the general benefits of process-oriented management are as follows: 
 

• clearly defined competences of people within processes, 
• simplification and clarification of work procedures, 
• slimmer organisational structure, 
• orientation on key processes, 
• support provided by information systems, 
• simplification of various decision-related tasks, 
• increase in the efficiency of both employees and whole processes, etc. 

 

Research Design and Methodology 
 
The current market environment requires businesses to pay continuous attention, mainly because of 
competitiveness. It is very important to continuously develop and adapt management system as 
external conditions and strategy, which they are decided to apply. Business process management, is 
the indisputable successor of the classic functional line and staff management that had been 
developed and improved for decades. We solve in this paper the practical problem focused on the 
evaluation and improvement of process control in a selected enterprise which provide services. The 
enterprise applies process-oriented management.  
 
We solved a demand of managers for costs reduction in the process of providing services. We 
focused on a specific process of providing services, particularly on its activities as well as the related 
costs. The objective of the given paper is to improve business process management in selected 
enterprise. 
 
When approaching the researched problem, we use two types of data, primary and secondary. It was 
our greatest concern to gain enough primary data. The primary data was obtained from the enterprise 
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materials. Secondary data was obtained from the webpages and papers published in scientific and 
professional magazines. 

 

Within solution of the selected issue we used the basic methods of scientific research: analysis, 
synthesis, comparison and deduction. In the paper we also used methods of monitoring, managed 
interview and modelling. The methods of formal logic are also applied in the paper. Analysis enabled 
us to learn about the structure of the service provision process in the IS as well as the relations among 
individual activities within the process. On the other hand, synthesis connected partial activities into 
one unit, e.g. when calculating the total costs of the service provision process. We were able to 
compare the results of individual operational units that provided us with data. The aim of the activity 
was to identify the phenomena affecting individual activities in the service provision process. Using 
the comparison method, we were able to compare the results. 
 
The model of process costs is an important part of the methodological approach to the given issue. It 
is a modern and rational model based on the knowledge on the costs of processes, not services (the 
outputs of processes). The model documents process costs, i.e. the transformation of inputs into 
outputs. Process costs represent the total amount of resources spent on the implementation of a single 
process. According to the British norm BS 6143 (BS 6143 Guide to the economics of quality), they 
are classified into the following groups: 
 
1. conformance costs – total costs of the transformation of inputs into outputs in a certain process 

conducted in the most efficient way, 
2. non-conformance costs – losses caused by waste of time, material and other capacities 

connected with a discord within the process. Non-conformance costs represent pointlessly 
wasted resources. 
 

Conformance costs can be considered a temporary ideal of a given time, while the real costs always 
take into consideration the non-conformance costs. Certain reserves in decreasing the total process 
costs can still exist in conformance costs, as each process can be further simplified and rationalised. 
Regarding the Model of process costs, the following indicators mentioned by Cienciala J. (2011) will 
be used in the paper: 
 

a) Total costs of the process – Np: 
Np = Nsp + Nnp               [EUR] 

where: Nsp – conformance costs in the process, 
Nnp – non-conformance costs in the process. 

 
b) Efficient use of costs – Vefn: 

Vefn  =
���

��
 � 100              [%] 

c) Share of non-conformance in the process – Pn: 

Pn  =
	


	�
 � 100                  [%] 

where:  
 
On – total non-conformance identified during the evaluation of conformance in the process, 
Oc – total amount of inputs entering the process in a certain time period. 
 
Our main goal is to identify activities within the selected process with inefficient use of costs. The 
conclusion summarizes the results and offers proposals for costs reduction. 
 
The main research question is: Is it possible to reduce costs by improving of selected process? 
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Results and Discussion 

 
Information system (IS) of selected enterprise consists of different modules which managing different 
kind of processes. We focused on the module which is responsible for the service provision process. 
The process is composed of activities with different statuses. 
 

Analysis of Service Provision Process 
 
The order from a customer is gradually being processed after registering in the IS. Its processing is 
recorded by various statuses changing according to the activities that are currently being carried out. 
The statuses are divided into three basic groups: 
 

• positive statuses, 
• negative statuses, 
• final statuses. 

 
Positive and negative statuses are considered temporary, as they change according to the current 
activities. Final statuses conclude the whole process. 
 

Positive statuses define activities performed in relation to a specific service provision order, leading 
to the final status – executed order. The following issue includes concise characteristics of said 
statuses. Order status “Preliminary“ means that none of the data in the order was confirmed by a 
check and transferred to the follow-up systems, i.e. fields in the order can still be adjusted, corrected, 
updated or rewritten according to the expressed needs. This status is set by the system when an order 
is placed; the order can later be transferred to the statuses “Checked” or “To be processed”. Any 
employee processing the order can leave it in the “Preliminary” status if there is a relevant reason to 
do so, e.g. online, phone-based or external sale and a consequent order that is to be signed by 
the customer. Order status “Checked“ means that the order was already checked in the system. All 
order data was correctly inserted, meaning that it passed all integrated checks. However, the system 
itself cannot check if there is an error in the details, addresses, etc. The order can then be transferred 
to the status “To be processed” or “Back to be corrected”. If an order is labelled by this order status 
“To be processed“, it was already checked by the system. It means that all order data was correctly 
inserted and passed all checks including confirmation by the employee responsible. The order is then 
passed to further processing. In extraordinary cases, this status can automatically be changed back to 
“Checked” – it means the system evaluated the order as unsuitable for automatic processing. The 
order status can be changed to “Waiting to be confirmed”, “Back to be corrected”, and in 
extraordinary cases to “Checked”. If an order is labelled by this order status “Waiting to be 

confirmed“, it means that it was accepted and recorded in the system. The order can be cancelled in 
specific cases only. It can be changed to “Accepted” or “Waiting to be cancelled”. This order 
status: “Accepted“ means that the order was accepted by semantic control of the system and its 
physical execution was started. It can only change to “Technical investigation issued”. This order 
status “Technical investigation issued“ means that technical investigation (TI) by the system was 
automatically started. It means distant investigation if it is possible to provide the required services 
and/or if there are free ports or sufficient network quality. If necessary, technical investigation is 
performed on site by a technician in the given location. Positive results of the investigation enable the 
company to move on to logistics, finalise the ordered service and deliver the terminal. If the results 
are negative, the order is refused. Customers can also refuse the terminal delivery or service 
provision. In this case, the order is cancelled and the status is changed to “Cancellation proposal”. Its 
status can be changed to “Technical investigation performed”, “Cancellation proposal” or “Refused”. 
This order status “Technical investigation performed“ means that the technical investigation was 
successful; it is not possible to perform any other operations with the order. Technical investigation 
finally confirmed that the required service could be provided. The order status can be changed to 
“Clearing sheet issued”. This order status “Clearing sheet issued“ means that the required services 
started to be installed by a technician. It is not possible to make any changes to the order. 
A technician was given a written order to perform physical installation of the ordered service. The 
order status can be changed to “Clearing sheet performed” or “Installation unsuccessful”. This order 
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status “Clearing sheet performed“ means that installation of the service was successful. The service 
was physically installed and all other actions are to be conducted by the system. The order status can 
be changed to “Finished”, “Installation unsuccessful” or “Executed”. This order status “Finished” 
means the installation of service in the related systems. Certain part of the order executed in a related 
system is waiting for another part of the service to be processed by the IS. It is necessary to finish the 
order, correct its parameters and dates and pass it to execution. In this moment, the status can be 
changed to “Executed” only. 
 
Temporary negative statuses label orders leading to a final status where they end up unexecuted. 
These are so-called unimplemented orders. The temporary negative statuses are as follows. 
 
Order which is labelled by order status “Waiting to be cancelled” is waiting to be cancelled by 
the customer. It is not possible to perform any changes to the order. The order status can be changed 
to “Cancelled – customer”. This order status “Cancellation proposal” means that the customer asked 
for cancellation during the technical investigation and this fact was recorded by the IS. It can change 
its status to “Cancelled – customer”. This order status “Back to be corrected” means that an order 
recorded in the IS needs to be corrected, as there are errors – incorrectly input data. Therefore, the 
responsible person passes the order back to the vendor who is responsible for the correction of errors. 
The order status can be changed to “Cancelled – correction”. The order status “Installation 

unsuccessful” means that a customer refused to accept the delivery from a delivery agency. The 
order with the status “Clearing sheet performed” is cancelled and its status is changed to “Cancelled – 
customer”. It is not possible to perform any further operation with the order. 
 
It is not possible to perform any more operations or status changes with orders labelled by final 

statuses. Final statuses represent outputs of the service provision process. The final statuses 
“Cancelled – correction”, “Cancelled – customer” and “Refused” represent negative outputs of the 
service provision process. On the other hand, the final status “Executed” represents a positive output 
of the service provision process. In the IS, the following types of final statuses can be identified. This 
order status “Cancelled – correction” means the order was cancelled because of necessary 
corrections. This could happen to an order in the status “Back to correction”. This status is used if 
the responsible person placed an order incorrectly or identified an error in the order. This status is 
designed for cancelled orders followed up by new or identical orders. This order status “Cancelled – 

customer“ means that the order was cancelled by the customer. It can be used if the outcome of the 
technical investigation is “Cancellation”, “Not accepted” or “Undelivered terminal”. This final status 
can be assigned to orders in the statuses “Waiting for cancellation” or “Installation unsuccessful”. 
This order status “Refused“ means that enterprise refused an order because the technical 
investigation turned out to be negative. Said status expresses the information that the required service 
is unavailable in the given region because of technical reasons. The customer always receives 
a written refusal. This can happen to orders with the status “Technical investigation issued”. Order 
status “Executed“ means that an order must also be checked before execution because the data 
coming from the IS to the follow-up systems must be complete and correct. The process of invoicing 
and charging customers for the provided services follows after this status.  
 
The following Model of the service provision process describes the journey of a service provision 
order in the IS – through individual statuses and corresponding activities leading to the service 
provision or cancellation, i.e. finished process of provision service.  
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Fig. 1: Model of the service provision process 

Source: Lateckova and Stuchly (2017) 
 
 
 
                      Positive statuses 
 
                      Negative statuses 
 
                      Final statuses 
                      Direction of activities within the service provision process 
 

• TI issued – Technical investigation issued 
• TI performed – Technical investigation performed 

• CS issued – Clearing sheet issued 
• CS performed – Clearing sheet performed 
• Refused – Refused by the enterprise 
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Identified problems 
 
Based on analysis of service provision process, we identified a problem with a large number of 
canceled orders from the customers, which increase the enterprise's costs. The following premise is 
applied: “Less cancellations mean less non-conformance costs and costs spent on unexecuted orders.”  
 
When looking for solutions of this problem, we are interested in the cancellation reasons that can be 
affected by salesmen: 
 

• the customer waited for service provision for more than 30 days and finally refused the 
service, 

• the customer was given wrong information regarding the price or some other property of the 
required service. 

 
In order to look for ways of decreasing the amount of customer cancellations, we need to know the 
current conditions on both sides. 
The customer: 
 

• the customer waiting for service to be provided for more than 30 days can withdraw from 
the contract with no sanctions. This also applies if the customer has not accepted 
the terminal equipment, even if the above-mentioned time period has not expired yet. This 
right ceases to apply when the customer accepts the terminal, 

• if the customer has been misled in an important issue, they have the right to withdraw from 
the contract if it is proclaimed before the start or in the course of service provision (the 
status “TI issued”), 

The salesman: 
• if the salesmen misled the customer in an important issue during the service presentation or 

sale, they will be reprimanded, and in case of repeated misleading, they can be financially 
sanctioned and even dismissed. 

In order to decrease the amount of customer cancellations, we propose the following change of 
conditions: 
The customer: 
 

• if the customer has waited for a service to be provided for more than 30 days, they can 
withdraw from the contract with no applicable sanctions, 

• if the customer has been misled in an important issue, they have the right to withdraw from 
the contract if it is proclaimed before the start of service provision, 

• if the customer asks for order cancellation for any other reason, they are liable to pay the 
sanction of 50 EUR (the proposed measure aims to limit the cancellations based on other 
reasons). 

The salesman: 
 

• if the salesman has misled a customer in an important issue while presenting or selling 
the service, they will be sanctioned to the level of the company’ incurred costs (the proposed 
measure tries to encourage salesmen to improve their knowledge of the product and not to 
give customers wrong or incomplete information), 

• the salesmen will be obliged to check the entered order statuses based on the contracts 
concluded by them in the IS. We suggest that the salesmen check the statuses once every 
three days for each order according to order codes until the orders are executed. If 
the salesman finds out that an order is labelled with one status longer than usual, they will 
contact the responsible person or another authority. This way, salesmen will thoroughly 
check their orders and identify the ones that are “stuck” or in need of further attention. This 
way, they strive to eliminate the risk of cancellation due to the prolonged time of order 
execution. This measure will decrease the time an order spends under each status if longer 
procedure is not necessary. Thus, it is possible to eliminate the reason for cancellations 
based on “waiting for service provision for more than 30 days”. 
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While analysing the situation, we identified further imperfections leading to the prolonged process of 
service provision and consequent customer cancellations: 

• no technician is assigned to the order and the order stays under the status “Technical 
investigation” for too long, thus contributing to the prolonged waiting period, 

• the order stops for no obvious reason and is not passed to further processing, 
• waiting too long for terminal delivery. 

 
As checking the orders would be compulsory once every three days, more imperfections may appear 
influencing the service provision period and transfers of orders to various statuses in the IS. It would 
be crucial to identify the problems early on and eliminate them. 
  
If we only take into consideration the reason “the customer waited for provision for more than 30 
days”, we assume the proposed solution would have the following influence: 

• decrease in costs related to the status “Cancellation proposal” from 1,095 EUR to 730 EUR 
(by 33.30%). The decrease is connected to the 10 orders that would not be transferred to the 
status “Cancellation proposal” due to the new measure. The pursued effect would be visible 
in the costs decrease of 365 EUR and the revenue increase of 3,024 EUR (counting the 24-
month long commitment and the average monthly revenue of 12.60 EUR), 

• decrease in costs related to the status “Waiting to be cancelled” from 502.50 EUR to 375 
EUR (by 25.37%). The decrease is connected to the 17 orders that would not be transferred 
to the status „Cancellation proposal“ due to the new measure. The pursued effect would be 
visible in the costs decrease of 127.50 EUR and the revenue increase of 5,140.80 EUR 
(counting the 24-month long commitment and the average monthly revenue of 12.60 EUR). 

The difference in incurred costs can be reached by the introduction of the proposed solution, as it has 
direct impact on orders labelled by statuses that suggest customer cancellation. 
 

 

Fig. 2: Impact of the proposed solution on costs (EUR) 
Source: own processing 

     
Conclusion 
 
Generally, we have come to the conclusion that each process, as complicated as it may turn out to be, 
can be mapped, its troublesome areas can be identified and solutions for the problems can be 
proposed. 
 
Selected enterprise applies process-oriented management. Its managers identified the problem of 
relatively high costs of service provision process and submitted the request to solve the situation.  
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The service provision process (indicated to be problematic by managers) was selected as the subject 
of research, detail evaluation as well as quantification and rationalisation of incurred costs. 
On the basis of the analysis we identified the problem in the services provision process, a large 
number of canceled orders from the customers. We introduced a solution that contributes to reducing 
of costs and more effective of process management in the enterprise. 
 
In our opinion, incorporating a module into the IS serving both salesmen and responsible persons can 
eliminate the identified problem. The IS will automatically read all orders with data that is relevant to 
the signed-up salesman after they log in. At the same time, the module would assign actual statuses to 
individual orders. The task of the IS would be to administer the activities and make sure that 
salesmen check orders at the proper time.  
 
In conclusion, we note that the model of process costs is able to identify the problematic activities in 
terms of utilization costs. In our opinion, the current period is very needed for enterprises to search 
the ways of reducing costs, respectively finding problem areas and there it is possible to apply the 
model of process costs, which can help to ensure long-term competitiveness. The paper contributes to 
the theoretical and practical research of costs from the viewpoint of allocation evaluation. 
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Abstract 
 
This article serves as a theoretical overview of the current theoretical concepts of unethical behavior 

in the organization.  The most prominent studies were reviewed and their outcomes were reflected in 

this article. This paper considers a detailed research of theoretical concepts of unethical work 

behavior. This topic is explored well but the problem is that every researcher delineates unethical 

behavior in organization differently and this causes terms-related confusion with too many “labels” 

for the same phenomena (e.g. counterproductive behavior, deviant behavior, dysfunctional leadership 

and many others). First, this article seeks to critically clarify the basic terms used in the discourse in 

unethical behavior in organization. Secondly, article provides new classification and delineation of 

phenomena of unethical leadership and unethical employee behavior. In this article, it is 

differentiated between unethical leadership and unethical employee behavior. These two notions are 

regarded a distinct for the purpose of theoretical clarification. Third, based on a thorough theoretical 

analysis, paper also categorize the terms used in the scientific discourse to pinpoint the diversity of 

the respective discourse and show various facets of the dark side of human behavior in organizations. 

In analysis, we used methods as extensive literature review on the topics of unethical work behavior, 

theoretical analysis of selected concepts of unethical work behavior, synthesis of current theoretical 

knowledge of studied phenomenon and consecutive delineation of a new approach to unethical work 

behavior. 

 

Keywords: Unethical work behavior, unethical leadership, ethics 

Introduction 
 
We decided to analyze unethical work behavior because we consider this topic as really important. It 

seems that despite the wide range of knowledge how to implement ethics into business, repeatedly 

new scandals appear in business. For instance scandal in Nay, Slovak company, tackle of employee 

theft or international community was stricken by the case of Enron. In our article we will analyze 

only part of ethics, which we call unethical work behavior in organization. Under this term we 

understand behavior, which is commited by employees against other employees. Unethical work 

behavior can have fatal consequences for the well-being of the organization. It can harm organization 

up to the extent of ruining it. Unethical work behavior is as important as economic stability, 

technological development and another aspects of the organization. For example famous case of 

Enron, when unethical work behavior of the top level managers caused bankruptcy and this is not 

only case where unethical work behavior has this kind of fatal consequences. Every leader or 

employee should have knowledge about ethics in the organization to prevent an ethical problem.  

 

We can divide unethical work behavior according to many criteria. In this article, we mainly focus on 

criterion of “who commits unethical behavior” in the organization and we also provide a 

comprehensive overview of “labels” which were used in current prominent academic works.   

 

An important predictor of unethical work behavior is personality. It shows that all traits from Big 

Five personality model - consciousness, agreeableness, extroversion, neuroticism and openness to 

experience predict unethical work behavior. For example, when a person is low in consciousness, 

there is a higher probability of unethical work behavior (Mount et. al. 2006; Salgado et. al. 2002). 

The same connection is with agreeableness and unethical work behavior. People who are less 

agreeable inclined more to unethical work behavior (Mount et. al. 2006; Salgado et. al. 2002). People 

with low extroversion have a higher probability of unethical work behavior (Bolton, 2010). Finally, 
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for employees high in openness to experience, unethical work behavior can 

2010).  

 

Psychopathy and psychopathic leaders were also examined in various 

this kind of leaders increases chance of uneth

vent to their anger with the corporation, which they perceive to be acting through its corporate 

psychopathic managers in a way t

of the significant explanations of unethical behavior in an organization.  Self

predictor that people will try to limit deviant behaviors

narcissism and unethical work behavior. People who are na

in the organization (Penney et al. 2002).

by organization mistreatment. (cf. social exchange theo

constraints (Hershcovis et. al. 2007) and organizational justice (

influence unethical work behavior

moral values and they accept other employees

 

From the analysis of the most significant theoretical concepts

ascendants of unethical behavior in the organization into two

narcissism, consciousness, agreeableness, 

organizational factors as job constraints, organizational justice, organization mistreatment

interpersonal conflicts etc. Here, w

we can explore a lot of concepts dealing with 

In-depth analysis of nature and types of unethical 
 
As mentioned above, unethical work

aspects of it. In line with the purposes of this article it is important to regard the unethical employee 

behavior and unethical leadership as distinct phenomena

there are differences. The biggest difference is that u

hierarchical meaning. It means that person who is in higher position 

subordinates. In this case, leader

employee behavior, people behave

use hierarchical power to behave unethically.

 

Figure 1 presents the basic differences in the discussed issues:

 

Fig

 

 

unethical behavior work in 

unethical employee 
behavior

for employees high in openness to experience, unethical work behavior can also occur

leaders were also examined in various studies. According to Boddy, 

this kind of leaders increases chance of unethical behavior in the organization, as employees give 

vent to their anger with the corporation, which they perceive to be acting through its corporate 

psychopathic managers in a way that is eminently unfair to them (Boddy, 2011). Self-control is one 

significant explanations of unethical behavior in an organization.  Self-control is the strong 

try to limit deviant behaviors (Fodchuk, 2007). There is also research about 

narcissism and unethical work behavior. People who are narcist inclined more to unethical behavior 

et al. 2002). Unethical behavior in the organization can be caused also 

by organization mistreatment. (cf. social exchange theory, Blau, 1964; Gouldner, 1960). Organization 

2007) and organizational justice (Meier, 2013) have been shown to 

unethical work behavior as well. Unethical behavior is also when employees don't hav

other employees’ unethical behavior (Bandura, 1991). 

most significant theoretical concepts, we found out that we can divide 

avior in the organization into two groups: (1) individual factor as age,

, consciousness, agreeableness, extroversion, openness to experience etc.

as job constraints, organizational justice, organization mistreatment

Here, we mentioned only a few ascendants. This topic is very broad and 

concepts dealing with predictors and ascendants of unethical behavior. 

depth analysis of nature and types of unethical work behavior 

work behavior is very important topic and we need to understand all 

In line with the purposes of this article it is important to regard the unethical employee 

behavior and unethical leadership as distinct phenomena. It is often assumed, that it is same thing but 

The biggest difference is that unethical leadership is always connected with 

hierarchical meaning. It means that person who is in higher position behaving unethically against 

subordinates. In this case, leaders use hierarchical power to behave this way. In case of unethical 

people behave unethically against their colleagues. In this case person does not 

use hierarchical power to behave unethically.   

Figure 1 presents the basic differences in the discussed issues: 

 

Fig 1: Theoretical scope of the study 
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Different authors introduced different

Penney et al. (2006) identified five

production deviance, sabotage, theft,

 
Gruys, Sackett (2003) identified eleven

destruction of property, misuse of

attendance, poor quality of work, 

physical action. 

 

Stemming from this working definition

and Clark (1982), Robinson and Bennett

dimensions in which any behavior

other deviant actions. The first dimension

from minor to severe. Some deviant

would be classified as a minor deviant

classified as severe.  

 

The other classification by Robinson

employee behavior can be harmful

 

Unethical employee behavior
 
The goal of this chapter is to point out

presents results of our theoretical analysis:

 

Fig. 2: Differentiation of unethical employee behavior concepts
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different forms of unethical work behavior. For example Spector,

five forms of unethical employee behavior: abuse against

theft, and withdrawal.  

eleven dimensions of unethical employee behavior: theft of

of information, misuse of time and resources, unsafe behavior,

 alcohol use, drug use, inappropriate verbal action, and inappropriate

definition and an earlier classification by Hollinger (1986),

Bennett (1995) presented a comprehensive typology comprising

behavior that fits the definition can be categorized and differentiated

dimension defines deviant behavior according to its severity,

deviant behavior, such as talking with coworkers instead of

deviant act. Other incidents, such as a physical assault,

Robinson and Benett (1995) is according to the target. 

harmful to either an individual or to the whole organization.  

behavior 

The goal of this chapter is to point out prevalent concepts and analyze their meaning. The Figure 2 

presents results of our theoretical analysis: 

: Differentiation of unethical employee behavior concepts 

Bennet (1995) we assume that unethical employee behavior is 

organizational norms, thereby threatening the wellbeing of members

according to this definition, unethical employee behavior is not 

standards, rather such behavior deviates from the formal and

Unethical behavior 
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unethical leadership
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counterproductive 
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Social undermining
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The Figure 2 
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norms as prescribed by procedure, policy, and rules. Further, this approach asserts that for a behavior 

to be considered as unethical employee behavior, it must at least have a potential to harm either the 

well-being of the organization or its members, thereby excluding breaches of decorum such as poor 

manners and other social blunders. According to this definition, we will consider whether the certain 

type of behavior falls under unethical employee behavior. 

 

Counterproductive work behavior 
 
According to Fox, Spector and Miles (2001), counterproductive work behavior is behavior that is 

intended to have a detrimental effect on organizations and their members. It can include acts such as 

aggression and theft or more passive acts, such as purposely failing to follow instructions or doing 

work incorrectly.  

 

Workplace aggression 
 
Neuman and Baron (1998) defined workplace aggression as “efforts by individuals to harm others 

with whom they work, or have worked, or the organization in which they are presently, or were 

previously employed”.  

 

Workplace violence 
 
Workplace violence has been categorized by LeBlanc and Kelloway (2002) into three major types on 

the basis of the assailant’s relationship to the workplace (California Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration [Cal/OSHA], 1995; see also Braverman, 1999). In the first type, the perpetrator of the 

violence has no legitimate business relationship with the targeted workplace and enters the work 

environment to commit a criminal act (e.g., robbery). Individuals at particular risk include taxicab 

drivers, convenience store employees, and gas station attendants. In the second type, the perpetrator, 

usually the recipient of an object or service provided by the target workplace, commits an act of 

violence, usually assault. Health care providers (e.g., nurses) and social service employees (e.g., 

social workers) are particularly vulnerable to this type of violence. In the third type, the offender is an 

employee or former employee of the workplace. Typically, a disgruntled employee threatens a 

coworker or supervisor for what is perceived as unfair treatment. 

 
Social undermining 
 
Social undermining is the expression of negative emotions directed towards a particular person or 

negative evaluations of the person as a way to prevent the person from achieving his or her goals. 

This behavior can often be attributed to certain feelings, such as dislike or anger. The negative 

evaluation of the person may involve criticizing his or her actions, efforts or characteristics (Joseph 

et. al., 2011) 

 

In sum, based on synthesis of the above-mentioned concepts, we define unethical employee behavior 

as behavior, which purposefully violates ethically legitimate organizational norms and is committed 

by employees without formal authority. This behavior usually has consequences on wellbeing of 

entire organization and society as a whole 

 

Unethical leadership 
 
Nowadays research is more oriented to unethical leaders and unethical leadership in contrast with 

past, when research was oriented on employees. The reason is that leaders have more responsibility 

and usually can harm organization even more (leaders set goals, set strategies, manage subordinates). 

Unethical managers can motivate subordinates to this kind of behavior as well.  There are many 

researchers and studies about unethical leadership and it caused conceptual chaos in terms. It is 
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caused by the fact, that every author uses the different. In the F

to unethical leadership are shown:

 

Fig. 3: Diferentiation of unethical leadership concepts

 

Abusive supervision 
 

According to Tepper (2000), abusive supervision refers to “subordinates’ perceptions of the extent to 

which their supervisors engage in the sustained display of hostile verbal and nonverbal behaviors, 

excluding physical contact”.  According to Tepper

supervision by three main features. First is that abusive supervision is a subjective assessment 
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different perception of the world and si

characteristics of subordinate and of the context in which assessment is made. Second

supervision refers to sustained displays of nonphysical hostility. And the third feature is 

does this kind of behavior for the 

 

Supervisor aggression 
 
Supervisor behavior “that is intended to physically or psychologically harm a worker or workers in a 

work-related context” (Schat, Desmarais, et al., 2006).
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 purpose. It is not a coincidence that leaders do something unethical. 
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Supervisor undermining 
 
Supervisor “behavior intended to hinder, over time, the ability to establish and maintain positive 

interpersonal relationships, work-related success, and favorable reputation” (Duffy, Ganster, & 

Pagon, 2002). 

 

Toxic leadership  
 
Many toxic leadership articles include stories of leaders who berate, belittle, and bully their 

subordinates, who hold subordinates responsible for things beyond their control or tasks beyond their 

job descriptions, and who cause their subordinates to work harder and sacrifice more than is 

reasonable (for examples, see: Ambrose, 1992; Frost, 2004; Wilson-Starks, 2003). Analyst Gillian 

Flynn provides a particularly descriptive definition of a toxic manager; he is the “manager who 

bullies, threatens, yells. The manager whose mood swings determine the climate of the office on any 

given workday. In 2003, 20 AWC students focused on the topic of command climate and leaders’ 

roles in shaping it. “Destructive leaders are focused on visible short-term mission accomplishment. 

They provide superiors with impressive, articulate presentations and enthusiastic responses to 

missions. But, they are unconcerned about, or oblivious to, staff or troop morale and/or climate. They 

are seen by the majority of subordinates as arrogant, self-serving, inflexible, and petty”. The term 

toxic leaders or toxic leadership was used in many other research papers  (e.g. Brandel, 2006; Dyck, 

2001; Frost, 2004; Goldman, 2006; Goldman, 2011; Henley, 2003; Korn, 2004; Lester, 2007; 

Lipman-Blumen, 2005b; Lipman-Blumen, 2005c; Lubit, 2004; Macklem, 2005; Pelletier, 2010; 

Pelletier, 2012; Simmons, 2001; Taylor, 2007; West, 2007; Whicker, 1996; Wilson-Starks, 2003).  

 

Bad leadership 
 
Label “bad leadership” is not used that often but still we can find some literature, which uses it. We 

can find literature, where bad leadership means not efficient but also unethical. The term Bad 

leadership was used for example in famous book Bad leadership: What it is, how it happens, why it 

matters from Barbara Kellerman (2004).  

 

Dysfunctional leadership 
 
According to Caldwell and Canuto-Carranco (2010) dysfunctional leadership is where leaders 

disrespect, abuse and mistreat organization’s members. Similarly, Burton (2002) suggested that 

leaders who displayed threatening behaviors, harassment, bullying, and physical assault of co-

workers created a dysfunctional organizational climate. Label dysfunctional leadership use Burton 

(2002)., Caldwell & Canuto-Carranco (2010), Harvey, Martinko & Douglas (2006), Kellerman 

(2004), Ouimet (2010), and Van Fleet & Griffin (2006). 

 

Petty Tyranny 
 
According to Ashforth (1994), petty tyranny is defined as one who lords his or her power over others. 

Preliminary empirical work suggests that tyrannical behaviors include arbitrariness and self-

aggrandizement, belittling others, lack of consideration, forcing style of conflict resolution, 

discouraging initiative, and non-contingent punishment. Ashforth (1997) conceives that petty tyranny 

comprises six sub dimensions: arbitrariness and self/aggrandizement, belittling subordinates, lack of 

consideration, forcing style of conflict resolution, discouraging initiative, and non-contingent 

punishment. Petty tyranny also captures hostile acts perpetrated by a hierarchically superior agent. 

Petty tyranny captures behaviors that may not necessarily be viewed as hostile (for example she or he 

don't do little things to make things pleasant for group members). 
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Generalized Hierarchical Abuse 
 
Many research papers which used the term generalized hierarchical abuse were published in medical 

journals (e.g., Daugherty, Baldwin, & Rowley, 1998; Richman, Flaherty, & Rospenda, 1996; 

Richman, Flaherty, Rospenda, & Christensen, 1992). Studies which use label generalized hierarchical 

abuse usually do not emphasize abusive behavior perpetrated by a specific supervisor against their 

direct reports. In some studies, authors didn't make difference between nonphysical hostility, physical 

hostility, sexual harassment or discrimination. And third, many of these studies explore employee’s 

subjective assessment of the relationship (Cox, 1987, 1991; Diaz & McMillin, 1991; Manderino & 

Berkey, 1997; Rosenstein & O’Daniel, 2006). 

 

Dark leadership 
 
One of the latest labels for unethical leadership.  This term evokes something dark, weird, forbidden, 

deviating from norms. Authors who use this terms often connect dark leadership with dark triad - 

Narcissism, Machiavellianism, and psychopathy (Paulhus, Williams, 2002) 

 

Destructive leadership 
 
Einarsen et al. (2007) studied destructive leadership and defined it as: ‘the systematic and repeated 

behavior by a leader, supervisor or manager that violates the legitimate interests of the organization 

by undermining and / or sabotaging the organization’s goals, tasks, resources, and effectiveness and / 

or motivation, well-being or job satisfaction of subordinates’. Einarsen points out that this 

phenomenon in most cases harms not only subordinates but also whole organization’s well-being. 

Authors of this theory did not make difference if the person makes destructive leadership voluntary 

or not and also did not consider if the result was caused by lack of competences. The label destructive 

leadership was used by another author as well (e.g. Sheard et al, 2012, Green, LeBreton, Krasikova, 

2013)  

 

In our definition of unethical leadership we use similar definition as Lasakova and Remisova (2015). 

They defined unethical leadership as a process of intentional or unintentional, passive or active, and 

recurrent influencing that harms others, being it individuals, organization and/or society as a whole. 

Their definition reflects on three sources of disagreement in scientific discourse on unethical 

leadership: 1) intentions and consequences, 2) active and passive influence, and 3) recurrence (see 

also Lasakova, Remisova, Kirchmayer, 2016).  

 

We chose Lasakova and Remisova (2015) definition, because it is based on a comprehensive 

literature overview. But we do not agree with it for hundred percent. In creating our definition, we 

used synthesis of common features of all definitions. According to us unethical leadership is active or 

passive, physical or psychical behavior, which purposefully violates ethically legitimate 

organizational norms and is committed by employees with formal authority. This behavior harms 

most subordinates but usually has influence on whole organization and society.  

 

In contrast with unethical employee behavior, unethical leadership can be divided into two groups. 

We know active and passive unethical leadership. Passive unethical leadership is when leaders accept 

that employees behave unethically. Active leadership is when leaders act unethically. When we 

analyzed unethical leadership in more details, we found mostly papers connected with the sexual 

harassment, physical violence, and nonphysical hostility. Trott and Keashly (1994) consider for the 

most common manifestation of destructive supervisor behavior – angry outbursts, public ridiculing, 

taking credit for subordinate’s successes and scapegoating subordinates (Keashly, Trott, & MacLean, 

1994).  

 

According to Remišová et al. (2015) unethical leadership can be divided into two groups. The first 

group is when the leader is harmful against individuals and the second group is when the leader is 

harmful against the whole organization. Each group has different demonstration (see Table 1). 
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Tab. 1: Differentiation of forms of unethical leadership behavior 

 

Leader is harmful against individuals Leader is harmful against all organization 

Abuse of other people Sabotage of team’s and organization’s goals  

Bossing, psychical bullying Behave against organizational rules 

Aggression in work-place Unethical commitment of HR function 

Despotic behavior  Theft, thread, fraud, corruption, protectionism 

Tyrannical behavior, proactive aggression illegal harming organizations and unethical 

approach to external stakeholders 

 

Conclusions 
 
We recommend using the term unethical leadership strictly when we talk about leaders who behave 

unethically against their subordinates and the term unethical employee behavior when people behave 

unethically against their colleagues. Unethical employee behavior should not be connected with any 

hierarchical meaning. Although, unethical leadership and unethical employee behavior can harm 

goals of the organization, for the classification of the scientific discourse it is useful to differentiate 

between them. 

 
Based on our thorough analysis of the concepts, we found out that there are many definitions, which 

are similar but not the same and this causes chaos in the topic. To solve this issue, we formulate our 

own definitions of unethical employee behavior and unethical leadership. This delineation of 

unethical leadership and unethical employee behavior consolidates all aspects of underlying concepts. 

 

Both terms (unethical employee behavior, unethical leadership) are considered here as umbrella 

terms. The unethical employee behavior entails work-place deviance, counterproductive work 

behavior, workplace aggression, workplace violence, social undermining. The unethical leadership 

consists of abusive supervision, supervisor aggression, supervisor undermining, toxic leadership, bad 

leadership, dysfunctional leadership, petty tyranny, generalized hierarchical abuse, dark leadership, 

destructive leadership. 

 
According to our definition unethical employee behavior as behavior, which purposefully violates 

ethically legitimate organizational norms and is committed by employees without formal authority. 

This behavior usually has consequences on wellbeing of entire organization and society as a whole. 

Unethical leadership is active or passive, physical or psychical behavior, which purposefully violates 

ethically legitimate organizational norms and is committed by employees with formal authority. This 

behavior harms most subordinates but usually has influence on whole organization and society.  

 

During the literature review, we have found many articles about the topic of unethical leadership and 

unethical employee behavior. It was caused by the fact, that topic of unethical behavior in the 

organization is very important and people have been exploring this field for a long time. Unethical 

behavior in organization can have fatal consequences. In the worst cases it can cause bankruptcy. 

Each manager should be familiar with the underlying principles and theories of unethical behavior. 

This article is intended to be a guide of various theories that are necessary for proper managerial 

work. Besides in-depth theoretical analysis and clarification of the phenomenon of unethical behavior 

at work, there is a constant need to develop the topic based on theoretical research. Although many 

attempts have been made already to empirically capture the nature and harmful consequences of 

unethical work behavior, there are still many unresolved questions. For instance: What are the 

intercultural connotations of unethical work behavior? What are the personality-based predictors of 

unethical work behavior? How to minimize unethical work behavior through employee recruitment 

and selection? And what are the most effective leadership traits that could potentially eradicate 

dysfunctional employee behavior? These questions represent just a few examples of prospective 
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research avenues. 
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Abstract 
 

There is a lack of marketing strategy cluster or typology that is widely accepted by the scholars covering 

the whole of marketing strategy comprehensively. The difference of SMEs and established companies 

leads to special marketing strategy that is appropriate for their limited resources characteristics. The 

important role of SMEs in countries is unquestionable, they have big contribution on ones’ country 

economics development. Therefore, this study is to form a marketing strategy cluster or typology that is 

suitable for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Indonesia. To conduct this study, we first 

reviewed the literature of marketing strategy for SMEs, then conducted a survey of 130 SME owners in 

Indonesia regarding their marketing strategy practices, using the SME marketing strategy concept Carson 

and Gilmore (2000), and Gilmore (2011). We next performed a hierarchical cluster analysis to develop a 

typology of marketing types consisting of: aggressive marketers, mass marketers, value marketers, 

traditional marketers, and minimizer marketers. We then examined the marketing performance of each 

type. Aggressive marketers had superior performance and minimizer marketers had the lowest 

performance. 

 

Keywords: Marketing Strategy; Cluster Analysis; Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises.  

Introduction 

Traditionally, marketing has focused on big companies or corporations that have abundant resources and 

neglected small and entrepreneurial organizations (Hills, Hultman, & Miles, 2008). However, Gruber 

(2004) argued that marketing is a key success factor for a new company. Gilmore (2010) stated that a new 

company’s marketing effort is related to whether the owner or manager adapts the basic marketing 

principles, uses networks, and employs innovative marketing techniques.  

 

Slater & Olson (2001) demonstrated that maximum marketing performance can be achieved by 

implementing the right combination of business strategy and marketing strategy. Marketing strategy 

involve numerous paths that a company takes to achieve its marketing objectives, especially fulfilling the 

target market’s needs (Varadarajan & Clark, 1994). However, the empirical results of research related to 

marketing strategies are mixed; they don’t indicate a significant effect on organizational performance and 

they are contradictory, confusing even (Theodosiou & Leonidou, 2003; Zou & Cavusgil, 2002). 

Moreover, the marketing strategy research studied various elements on isolation (e.g., studying only 

product development, promotion, or price) (Slater & Olson, 2001), whereas the entire marketing mix 

needs to be analyzed as a unit (Kustin, 2004). 

 

Slater and Olson (2001) developed a typology of marketing strategy that includes four types; aggressive 

marketers, mass marketers, marketing minimizers, and value marketers. Other than their study, the 

research that examines the classification or typology of marketing strategies is extremely limited. 

However, research into classification or typology is important in scientific research because typology and 

taxonomy can assist researchers in investigating this interrelated and complex phenomenon to make it 

easier to understand (Ginsberg, 1984, in Slater & Olson, 2001).  
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The important role of SMEs for a country was no doubt in the world, which are interpreted in a number of 

SMEs, employment, and the contribution of SMEs to the national income. Based on the Ministry of 

Cooperatives and SMEs Republic of Indonesia in 2014, the number of SMEs about 59.2 million units, an 

increase of 2.28% from the previous year, this led to an increase in employment of SMEs approximately 

6.97% or 112 million people. While the contribution of SMEs to the Indonesia national income in 2014 is 

IDR 6,108 trillion, or about 60% of Indonesia's GDP, up 12.28% from the previous year. In addition, the 

definition of SMEs in countries is different. The significant difference lies in the number of workers, for 

the European Union, SMEs is a business that has <250 workforces; while in the United States, SMEs is a 

trading business has <100 people workforce or in businesses manufacturing sector has <500 workforces. 

In contrast in China, SMEs in the construction sector has more than 3000 people workforce. While SMEs 

in Malaysia have <150 is similar of SMEs in Indonesia have <100 workforces. 

 

SMEs generally have several limitations related to financial resources, market information, and marketing 

competencies, so their marketing strategy is usually simple, unorganized, unsystematic, and often in the 

form of reaction to competitor activity (Gilmore, Carson, & Rocks, 2006). However, SMEs also have 

several strengths; including a greater customer orientation, being faster and more flexible than larger 

organizations, and being eager to improve market performance (Gilmore et al, 1999). For these reasons, 

SMEs marketing strategy differs from that of an established or big company.  

 

In the SME context, Carson and Gilmore (2000) offered a marketing concept with four elements: 

marketing mix, network marketing, marketing competency, and innovative marketing. However, proof for 

this concept is limited because the research was qualitative and did not offer empirical results (Jamal, 

2005). Thus, this research is intended to (1) determine which typology of marketing strategy is appropriate 

for SMEs in Indonesia, based on the components described by Carson and Gilmore (2000), to maximize 

SMEs’ performance and (2) develop clusters of the most appropriate marketing strategy for SMEs in 

Indonesia.  

Literature Review  

The concept of SME marketing strategy is still limited in the marketing literature. Based on SMEs’ 

limitations, differences emerge between marketing theory that found in textbooks and SMEs’ 

implementation approach, so SMEs’ marketing strategy takes on certain characteristics, including being 

more informal, short-term oriented, and developed based on a commonsense marketing approach 

(Gilmore, et al, 2006).  

 

Carson and Gilmore (2000) offered a marketing strategy concept for SMEs, that combines four concepts: 

adapting the textbook marketing mix (product, price, placement or distribution, and promotion), network 

marketing, competency marketing, and innovative marketing. Marketing competency is a combination of 

experience, knowledge, communication and entrepreneurs’ judgement. Networking is also an important 

skill and competency that entrepreneurs need to develop their business. The last, innovative marketing 

refers to the creation of innovative process and product. Those three components (networking, 

competency, and innovation) will be used comprehensively that will influence the adaption of marketing 

techniques that appropriate for SMEs characteristics or we call it as “contextual marketing of SMEs” 

(Carson & Gilmore, 2000). 

 

The concept from Carson and Gilmore (2000) was strengthen by Gilmore (2011) that made that concept as 

entrepreneurial marketing strategy for SMEs. It based on the fact that the entrepreneur as a center for 

SMEs marketing decision making (Gilmore & Carson, 2007 in Gilmore, 2011).  

 
SMEs is highly dependent on their business owner who will adapt the traditional marketing concepts, 

focus on giving value added on their product or services, and combine it with flexibility, superior service, 

and close relationship with customer (Gilmore, 2011). The adaption standard textbook frameworks is a 
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marketing mix that suitable for SMEs and combine with value added for SMEs marketing, includes 

product or services, pricing, distribution/placement, promotion and sales, customer service, reputation and 

recommendation, and e-marketing (Gilmore, 2011).  

 

Networking marketing is SMEs business owner effort to talk with another business owners, attend trade 

exhibition, gather the marketing information, and implement all marketing activity (Gilmore, et al, 2006). 

As the center of decision maker the SMEs business owner should have relevant competencies for example 

in offering better product or services that competitor, having appropriate pricing, offering better delivery 

system, doing better promotion or sales program, and focusing on using existing resources (Gilmore, 

2011). Last, O’Dwyer, et al (2009) concluded that innovative marketing that appropriate for SMEs should 

have several components, are: differentiation of their marketing variables, modification of their product or 

process, customer focus, market focus, and have unique proposition. 

 

Many metrics can be used to measure a company’s performance, but scholars have used business growth 

and profitability more often than other metrics (Qureshi & Kratzer, 2000). Market share or the growth in 

sales volume is reflected as business growth; otherwise, profitability is measured as current company’s 

performance (Venkatraman, 1989) in achieving the company’s main objectives.  

Research Methodology 

 
Respondents for this research are SME owners. This research used non probability sampling technique, 

that was judgmental sampling. The respondents were chosen from the finalist of Young Entrepreneurs 

Competition in Indonesia Year 2012 – 2014. Questionnaires were sent to 400 respondents; 130 returned 

the questionnaires, representing a 32.5% response rate. Even though Formann (1984) in Dolnicar (2002) 

already suggested the minimum samples for cluster analysis is 2k (k = number variables) but in his 

research Dolnicar (2002) had concluded that even very small sample sizes could be used for clustering in 

very high dimensional attribute space. So the 130 respondents could be used in cluster analysis. 

 

The marketing strategy variables were a modified marketing mix, customer service, reputation, and 

positive recommendation (Gilmore, 2011; Gilmore, et al, 1999; O’Dwyer, et al., 2009), networking 

(Gilmore, 2011; Gilmore, et al., 2000; Gilmore, et al., 2006), e-marketing (Gilmore, 2011), and marketing 

competency for SMEs (Gilmore, 2011; Carson & Gilmore, 2000). The marketing performance variables 

were respondents’ perception of their marketing growth and profitability compared to their competitors 

(Babakus, et al., 1996; Slater & Olson, 2001). All variables were measured on 5-point Likert scale ranging 

from 1 (least importance) to 5 (most importance). Hierarchical cluster analysis was used to create clusters 

from those variables, because it is simpler to measure the similarity among objects, and can be used with a 

limited sample number (Hair, et al., 2010); also, hierarchical cluster analysis provides better results than 

with k-means cluster analysis (Steinbach, Karypis, & Kumar, 2000). 

4. Results 

Based on 130 respondents SME owners in Indonesia, 80% was aged between 20 and 30 years old, 63.1% 

was male, 62.3% had completed an undergraduate degree, and 57.7% started their own business to 

implement their business idea. Among these SMEs, 83% was established within the last five years and 

93% had fewer than 10 employees. Their businesses were in the textile and footwear industry (29.2%), 

and food and beverages industry (23.3%). 

 

All variables were reliable and all 76 items were valid, thus appropriate for use in further analysis. The 

reliability and validity of the items are shown on Table 1. Based on hierarchical cluster analysis using the 

agglomerative method and complete linkage approach, the result was five clusters that are significantly 
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different based on analysis of variance (Anova) and Scheffe multiple comparison (Slater & Olson, 2001). 

The clusters are shown on Table 2. 

Table 1: Reliability and Validity  

 
Variable Item Cronbach    Alpha Reliability Factor    Loading Validity Variable Item Cronbach    Alpha ReliabilityFactor    Loading Validity

C01 0.527 Valid Reputation & C42 0.781 Valid

C02 0.597 Valid C43 0.831 Valid

C03 0.784 Valid C44 0.643 Valid

C04 0.724 Valid C45 0.662 Valid

C05 0.771 Valid C46 0.865 Valid

C06 0.730 Valid C47 0.833 Valid

C07 0.788 Valid C48 0.769 Valid

C08 0.757 Valid C49 0.626 Valid

C09 0.741 Valid C50 0.501 Valid

C10 0.627 Valid C51 0.653 Valid

C11 0.657 Valid C52 0.556 Valid

C12 0.542 Valid C53 0.596 Valid

C13 0.518 Valid C54 0.712 Valid

C14 0.713 Valid C55 0.685 Valid

C15 0.670 Valid C56 0.745 Valid

C16 0.724 Valid C57 0.759 Valid

Placement / C17 0.684 Valid C58 0.780 Valid

C18 0.728 Valid C59 0.774 Valid

C19 0.532 Valid C60 0.852 Valid

C20 0.730 Valid C61 0.681 Valid

C21 0.776 Valid C62 0.537 Valid

C22 0.834 Valid C63 0.875 Valid

Promotion and C23 0.555 Valid C64 0.763 Valid

Selling C24 0.604 Valid C65 0.773 Valid

C25 0.500 Valid C66 0.769 Valid

C26 0.709 Valid C67 0.589 Valid

C27 0.553 Valid C68 0.683 Valid

C28 0.664 Valid C69 0.714 Valid

C29 0.657 Valid C70 0.742 Valid

C30 0.500 Valid C71 0.778 Valid

C31 0.824 Valid C72 0.797 Valid

C32 0.813 Valid C73 0.832 Valid

C33 0.867 Valid C74 0.811 Valid

C34 0.819 Valid C75 0.847 Valid

C35 0.848 Valid C76 0.628 Valid

C36 0.824 Valid

C37 0.741 Valid

C38 0.660 Valid

C39 0.592 Valid

C40 0.501 Valid

C41 0.502 Valid

Reliabel

Reliabel

E-marketing 0.853 Reliabel

Networking

Customer Service 0.890 Reliabel

Recommendation

0.88

Distribution mix

0.775 Reliabel

0.722 Reliabel

Product Mix 0.892 Reliabel

Pricing Mix 0.625

0.890 Reliabel

Competency 0.908 Reliabel
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Table 2: Means, ANOVA, and Scheffe Score among Clusters 

 

Product mix (variety, 

innovative, solutive, 

quality, packaging, and 

branding)

37,656 /           

1 > 2,5; 3,4 > 

2, 5

4.80 4.13 4.58 4.60 3.87

Price (discount, cost based 

price, target customer 

based price, variety of 

price) 

13,074 /           

1 > 2,5; 3,4 > 

5

4.32 3.71 3.92 4.00 3.48

Distribution (service 

delivery and 

intermediaries)

21,354 /          

1 > 2,3,5;        

2,3,4 > 5

4.58 4.08 4.15 4.11 3.57

Promotion & Sales (WOM, 

flyer, brochure, bonus or 

gift, salesmen, trade show 

or bazaar, advertising 

above the line and online)

34,990/            

1 > 2,3,4,5;      

2,3 > 5

4.45 3.88 3.64 3.58 3.20

Customer service 

(satisfied, consistency, 

service, personal, and after 

sales service; long term 

relationship)

50,878/            

1 > 2,3,4,5;      

2,4 > 5; 3 > 

2,5

4.77 4.10 4.45 4.07 3.63

Reputation & 

Recommendation 

(company reputation, 

positive recommendation 

as promotion tools, 

integrity, honesty)

40,038/           

1,3 > 2,5; 4 > 

5 

4.90 4.21 4.72 4.60 3.96

E-marketing (website, 

social media, direct email, 

updating content, hiring 

consultant or employee for 

online marketing) 

71,500/            

1 > 2,3,4,5;      

2,3 > 4,5; 5 > 

4 

4.55 4.06 3.89 2.62 3.22

Networking (becoming 

member of community or 

asociation, sharing 

information, cooperating 

among entrepreneurs, 

following trade shows) 

28,344/            

1 > 2,3,4,5;      

2 > 4,5; 3 > 4

4.62 4.03 3.77 3.04 3.37

Marketing competency 

(knowledge, competency, 

skills, intuition, leadership, 

never give up)

25,318/            

1 > 2,3,5;        

2,3,4 > 5 

4.88 4.25 4.42 4.48 3.94

3.77 3.36 3.11 3.70 3.07

3.88 3.45 3.04 3.73 3.07

Cluster 2 / 

Mass 

Marketers / 

n = 22

Cluster 3 / 

Value 

Marketers / 

n = 28

Cluster 4 / 

Traditional 

Marketers / 

n = 11

Cluster 5 / 

Minimizers 

Marketers / 

n = 45

Marketing growth

Profitability

Mean

F    Statistik*/    

Scheffe    

Result**

Cluster 1 / 

Aggressive 

Marketers / 

n = 24

*All F statistics significant for ρ < 0,01 
**Cluster significantly different for ρ < 0,05 

 

After all clusters were formed, they were described based on the item in the questionnaires from each 

dimension that had the highest factor loading score, as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 :  Items of Marketing Strategy Variables with Highest Factor Loading Score 

 

Variable Cluster 1 

Aggressive 

Marketers 

Cluster 2 Mass 

Marketers 

Cluster 3 Value 

Marketers 

Cluster 4 

Traditional 

Marketers 

Cluster 5 

Minimizer 

Marketers 

Product mix Different product 

and innovative 

product  

Variety of 

product 

Quality product 

with best 

materials  

Quality product 

for customer  

Quality product 

for customer 

Pricing Target customer 

based price  

Target customer 

based price 

Target customer 

based price 

Cost based price Cost based price 

Distribution Good Handling 

delivery  

Service delivery  Delivery as 

promised  

Good handling 

delivery 

Delivery as 

promised 

Promotion & 

Sales 

Online 

advertising 

Online 

advertising 

Online 

advertising 

Own salesmen Online 

advertising 

Customer 

service 

Consistent and 

accurate service 

Communicating 

with customer 

Satisfied service After sales 

service 

Satisfied service 

Reputation & 

recommendat

ion 

Positive 

recommendation 

and testimony for 

promotion tools  

Keeping 

company 

reputation  

Keeping for 

customer trust  

Keeping for 

customer trust 

Keeping 

company 

reputation 

e-marketing Updating product 

info on website or 

social media  

Advertising or 

promotion on 

social media  

Advertising or 

promotion on 

social media 

Limited 

promotion on 

social media 

Advertising or 

promotion on 

social media 

Networking  Following trade 

shows  

Becoming 

business 

community 

member 

Becoming 

business 

community 

member 

Sharing 

information  

Networking in 

community 

Marketing 

competency 

Increasing 

knowledge, 

intuition, & skill  

Having never 

give up strength  

Having never 

give up strength 

Elevating 

knowledge and 

competency 

Having never 

give up strength 
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Discussion 

Based on Table 2 and 3, we describe the profile of all clusters below. 

 

Cluster 1: Aggressive Marketers 
 
Cluster 1 had the highest mean for marketing strategy variables among all the clusters. This indicates 

members of cluster 1 used all the marketing strategy variables widely and aggressively. This cluster 

employed a more innovative product strategy than competitors by employing target customer-based 

pricing, offering the best delivery, having online advertising, using positive recommendation and 

testimony as promotion tools, having accurate service, updating the information on the company website, 

following trade shows, and always elevating their communication skills and business intuition. The 

aggressive marketers cluster (Slater & Olson, 2001) also had similar characteristics, including using 

innovative products, differentiating from competitors, using advertising, and investing in other marketing 

efforts. 

 

Members of the aggressive marketers cluster also perceived that they had the highest performance. The 

results showed that SMEs in this cluster implemented all the marketing strategy comprehensively and 

aggressively, which allowed them achieve the best performance in terms of marketing growth and 

profitability. This cluster included 24 SMEs or 18.5% of all respondents. Respondents’ ages ranged 30 to 

40 years old (12.5%), most were male (58.3%), and most had an had undergraduate degree (70.8%).  

 

Cluster 2: Mass Marketers 
 
Members of this cluster used a variety of products, but no innovative products, and implemented a pricing, 

distribution and promotion strategy similar to that of their competitors. They also had similar e-marketing, 

networking, and marketing competency as their competitors. In other words, members of this cluster only 

followed their competitors; they did not have their own unique strategy. This cluster is similar to the mass 

marketer cluster in Slater and Olson (2001), which offered variety but similar products as competitors, and 

displayed no differentiation from competitors. 

 

This cluster had lower performance in growth and profitability than the other two clusters (aggressive and 

traditional marketers). This indicates that SMEs in this cluster and other SMEs that implement marketing 

strategy similar to this cluster will less than ideal performance. The cluster members included 22 SMEs, or 

16.9% of all respondents. Respondents’ ages ranged from 20 to 30 years old (90.9%), most were male 

(86.4%), and several had a graduate degree (18.2%).  

 

Kluster 3: Value Marketers 

 
Cluster 3 had more focus on customer satisfaction, which was implemented via innovative products, 

though not as innovative as cluster 1, including high-quality products made from high-quality materials, 

an affordable price, the best service, service provided as promised, and a commitment to customer 

satisfaction. These characteristics are similar to the characteristics of the value marketer in Slater & Olson 

(2001) in that value marketers also provide high-quality products that are innovative, but not as innovative 

as those of aggressive marketers, and focus on customer service. Thus, this cluster is also labelled value 

marketers.  

 
However, their effort to satisfy their customers did not succeed. They perceived their performance in 

growth and profitability as lower than their competitors. Customers might not have perceived their efforts 

to be satisfactory or to meet their expectations. This cluster contained 28 SMEs, or 21.5% of all 
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respondents. Respondents’ ages ranged from 20 to 30 years old (78.6%), most were male (64.3%), and 

half had completed their undergraduate degree (50%).  

 

Cluster 4: Traditional Marketers 
 
The most prominent characteristics of this cluster was that it had the lowest mean score for the e-

marketing variable, although the cluster had quite a high mean score on the other marketing strategy 

variables. These cluster members implemented high-quality products and cost-based pricing, used their 

own representatives to sell products, offered after-sales service, shared information among business 

owners, and also increased their knowledge and competency. This cluster might not implement online 

technology optimally because members prefer to use traditional ways to sell their product. Thus, this 

cluster is labelled traditional marketers. There was no similar cluster in Slater and Olson (2001), so this 

cluster differs from the clusters.  

 

Members of this cluster perceived that they have good performance; this cluster had the second best mean 

score in both marketing growth and profitability. These SMEs use traditional method to sell their products, 

but they can achieve better performance if they provide innovation, differentiation, and the best service to 

their customers. This cluster had the fewest members, only 11 SMEs, or 8.5% from all respondents. 

Respondents’ ages ranged from 20 to 30 years old (81.8%), most were male (54.5%), and most had earned 

an undergraduate degree (63.6%).   

 

Cluster 5: Minimizer Marketers 
 
The minimizer marketer cluster had the lowest mean score for all marketing strategy variables except e-

marketing. This means that the cluster made a very minimal effort with respect to marketing strategy. The 

products are not innovative and come with minimal customer service and promotion. These characteristics 

are similar to those in the marketing minimizer cluster (Slater & Olson, 2001). The minimizer marketers 

offered the lowest customer service and made the lowest marketing strategy effort among the clusters. 

Thus, this cluster is labelled minimizer marketers.  

 
Because this cluster only used minimum effort in marketing strategy, the companies in it had the lowest 

performance in both marketing growth and profitability. This means that the SMEs that implemented only 

minimum efforts in marketing strategy experienced lower performance than the other SMEs. This cluster 

had the most members, 45 SMEs, or 34.6% of all respondents. Respondents’ ages ranged from 20 to 30 

years old (77.8%), most were male (55.6%), and most had completed an undergraduate degree (66.7%).  

Conclusion 

Based on the marketing strategy concept for SMEs (Carson & Gilmore, 2000; Gilmore, 2011), this study 

empirically and significantly identified five marketing clusters containing SMEs in Indonesia: aggressive 

marketers, mass marketers, value marketers, traditional marketers, and minimizer marketers. This research 

enriches the study of marketing strategy that previously was fragmented and not comprehensive (Slater & 

Olson, 2001). This study also extends Slater and Olson (2001), who identified only four clusters for big 

companies based on their marketing strategy. This study includes the traditional marketer cluster that grew 

from the e-marketing strategy.  

 
This study shows that aggressive marketers had the best performance and minimizer marketers had the 

lowest. Thus, if the owner of an SME wants to increase the SME’s marketing performance, the owner 

should offer innovative products, focus on customer service, engage in effective promotion, employ e-

marketing, and use positive recommendations as promotional tools, always increasing the SME’s business 

capability.  
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Limitations 
 
The perceptual measurement of performance metrics may represent a limitation for this study due to 

biased answers from respondents even though the perceptual measurement of performance is accepted as 

empirical analysis (Dess & Robinson, 1984). Researchers can combine the perceptual and actual financial 

measurements like cash flow in future research. 
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The Audit Records and Risk Assessment Related To Significant 

Denaturation in the Inventory Auditing Activity 
 

Cristina Iovu, The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Bucharest, Romania, iovucris@yahoo.com  

Abstract  
 

Starting from the complexity of the inventory auditing activity and from the importance of the auditor 

within this activity, in a first section, the typology of the audit evidence used by the auditor with the 

purpose of expressing an opinion regarding the fact that the inventories contain or not significant 

denaturation in the financial statements was presented. In the second section, the results of the audit 

activity were presented within a mission regarding the auditing of these categories of inventories, as 

included in the description and explanation of the types of errors/ denaturation identified, as well as the 

impact of the risks associated to these types of errors, in presenting the financial information regarding 

inventories.  

Keywords: Inventory losses, fraud risk, audit procedures, flow-chart. 

Introduction  
 

The inventories represent for many entities assets with significant rate in the activity developed, having a 

direct impact  upon the profit and loss account, through the fact that any over-evaluation or under-

evaluation of the inventories would lead to an adequate  over-evaluation or under-evaluation of the  profit 

and loss account. When planning the auditing mission of these assets, the auditor must assess the risk 

related to the management statements regarding the existence and inventory assessment. In practice, most 

of the times, the management bodies of companies tend to over-evaluate the inventories rather than 

under-estimating them, reasoning with the reporting of an over-evaluated balance sheet asset, and 

implicitly of favourable performance indicators. The scope of the auditor is to obtain a reasonable 

assurance that the inventories are not significantly denatured in the financial statements.  

This category of assets has specific characteristics, which most of the times make control difficult, reason 

for which periodic inventories are necessary for determining the quantities, physical integrity, rights and 

obligations as well as the correctness of accounting evidence regarding inventories.  

In the United States, during the 1930s, the audit evidence related to inventories was resumed at obtaining 

a certificate (statements) from the management with respect to the correctness of the amounts presented 

in the financial statements. In 1938, the identification of the significant fraud within McKesson&Robins 

Company, market leader in the pharmaceutical products sector in the USA triggered the review of the 

auditors’ responsibility with respect to inventories. The company’s financial statements, drafted in the 

fiscal year 1937,”certified” by a consultancy office, presented within the total assets position a value of 

87 million dollars. Further, it was demonstrated that 19 million dollars from this amount (10 million in 

inventories and 9 million in debts) were fictive. The auditors were exonerated from any liability, 

considering that they had complied with the provisions of the audit standards in force at that date. 

However, immediately after this incident, the American audit standards were modified, including the 

verification of inventories among the auditor’s responsibilities. 

Methodology 

Typology of audit evidence /procedures and their significance in the inventory auditing  activity 
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The purpose of using the evidence is that of determining the accurate presentation of inventories in the 

financial statements. It is a known fact that no auditor can examine the content of all informatics files or 

the other evidence made available, such as the amounts paid for the acquired inventories, the invoices 

received from the suppliers for the acquisition of inventories, the contracts concluded with clients, other 

type of accounting documents and evidence.  

The founding of the audit opinion is performed using the audit evidence. As provided and further 

explained by the ISA 315 and ISA 330, the audit evidence for drafting reasonable conclusions on which 

the auditor’s opinion will be based on are obtained with the use of:  

 (a) Risk assessment procedures; and  

 (b) Further audit procedures, which comprise:  

 (i) Tests of controls, when they are not provided by ISAs or when the auditor selected to perform 

them; and  

 (ii) Fund procedures, including detail tests and analytical fund procedures.  

Inspection  

The inspection implies the examination of records or internal and external documents as well as a 

physical examination of inventories for example the inspection of the individual elements of inventories 

could accompany the identification of inventories.  

The inspection of records and documents provide audit samples with various reliability degrees: 

- audit samples with documentary character, drafted and kept by third parties; 

- audit samples with documentary character, drafted by third parties and kept by the audited entity; for 

example: invoices received from suppliers; 

- audit samples with documentary character, drafted by the audited entity and which circulate in the 

exterior; for example: invoices issued for clients; 

- audit samples with documentary character, drafted and kept by the audited entity; example: accounting 

notes, inventories input-output notes, material requisition forms etc. 

Observation  

Observation consists in the monitoring of a process or of a procedure which is performed by other parties, 

for example, auditor observing the inventories performed by the entity’s personnel or the development of 

the control activity.  

External confirmation  

An external confirmation represents the audit evidence obtained by the auditor as a written response 

received directly from a third party (the party which performs the confirmation), on hard copy or 

electronic or through any other means. The frequent external confirmation procedures are relevant when 

statements associated to certain inventories of accounts and with the elements of these accounts such as 

confirmation of inventory balances held by third parties are approached. 
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Re-computation  

Re-computation consists in the verification of the mathematical correctness of documents or records. Re-

computation can be performed either manually or electronically.  

Re-performance  

Re-performance implies the execution by the auditor, in an independent manner, of the procedures or 

controls that the entity performed initially through its own internal control system. Due to the fact that the 

auditor verifies directly through this type of evidence the reliability of the internal control system, they 

are perceived as having a very high credibility degree. 

Analytical procedures  

The analytical procedures represent important and effective evidence, collected during the audit mission 

which include the stage of settling the terms of the agreement and planning; these procedures consist in 

the assessment of the information included in the financial statements, based on the analysis of certain 

indicators (trends, comparisons) and on the performance of certain correlations between this information 

and / or between this information and other non-financial data/information. 

The level of assurance (safety) provided by the evidence collected through the analytical procedures is 

determined by the following: 

-          Extent to which they are available and provide safety of data and information used; 

-          Plausibility and predictability of the tested correlations; 

-     Accuracy (reasonability) and correctness of the analysis and investigations performed. 

Investigation 

Investigation implies the performance of questionnaires addressed both to persons within the organisation 

as well as outside it with the purpose of obtaining pertinent information related to the audited entity. 

Review  

The review represents the process by means of which the accounting data are reviewed and verified in 

order to identify important or unusual situations (amounts/turnover/balances/operations).  

The degree of reliability for each audit procedure is presented in the table below: 

Type of Audit Procedure Assurance degree 

Inspection of assets 

Re-performance 

Re-computation 

High 

Inspection of documents, records  

Confirmation 

Average  
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Review 

Analytical procedures 

Observation  

Investigation 

Low  

 

In the inventory auditing mission, it is necessary to settle a working programme which could include the 

following objectives: 

A. Analysis and assessment of existent controls 

 Within this objective it is necessary to develop the following stages: 

 1. Obtaining information regarding existent controls 

Within this stage, information regarding the following elements could be obtained: 

- Information regarding the company’s organisational chart; 

- Identification of documents used (format, pre-numbering) and diagrams for the circuit of documents; 

- Obtaining details regarding the understanding of the acquisition, reception, storage, delivery, 

invoicing procedures (existence of written external procedures, written internal decisions etc); 

- Controls upon inventories which belong to third parties as well as upon those held to third parties; 

- Assessment of the assessment method used (FIFO, CMP, LIFO etc.); 

- Assessment of the inventory method for the inventories used by the entity (method of permanent 

inventory /intermittent inventory); 

- Assigning of responsibilities and segregation of tasks; 

- Assessment of the manner to provide security against robbery, with the purpose of preventing stock 

losses; 

- Manner for performing the physical monitoring of inventories (periodicity, procedures, responsible 

persons, documentation, analysis and accounting of differences). 

2. Testing of existent controls monitoring the circuit of documents and highlighting the exercising of 

controls 

Within this stage the following evidence could be obtained: 

- Selection of a representative set of orders issued by the supplying department; 

- Verification of observing the internal procedures (authorisations, selection of suppliers, necessity 

notes, etc.); 
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- For the orders in the selected set, the invoice received from the supplier, the reception documents, 

the payment documents to the supplier etc. will be verified); 

- Verification and matching of the information included in the orders submitted to the suppliers 

(quantities, values) with the ones included in the acquisition documents (invoices) and reception 

documents (receiving-reception minute); 

- Verification of accounting records of inventories inputs/outputs; 

- Review of the minutes from previous inventories, assessment of the applied procedures and the 

settlement of the treatment applied to the acknowledged differences. 

3. Assessment of the existent internal control system 

Within this stage, the following activities are taken into consideration: 

- Drafting conclusions resulted from the applied tests (positive/negative aspects); 

- Analysis of the risks related to areas in which the internal controls are not effective and the 

assessment of the necessary level for the performance of detailed tests.  

B. Development of detailed tests 

1. Inventory monitoring – participation in inventory and verification of observing procedures 

Within this stage, the auditor is not responsible for actually monitoring the inventories or for coordinating 

this activity, but for the observance of the development of the inventory activities in compliance with the 

settled procedures and to make sure regarding the existence of inventories. 

It should be noted that at the monitoring of inventories very many errors could occur which may exhibit 

important consequences upon financial statements. Some of these errors could be represented by: 

- Incorrect numbering of products from the inventory. If following the numbering a significantly higher 

number of products results compared to the actual one, the error will generate an adjustment in addition 

of the inventory position, in the same time with the acknowledgment of an income. If following the 

numbering of products a significantly lower number of products results compared to the actual one, the 

situation of reversed, meaning that an adjustment in minus will be generated in the inventory position in 

the same time with the acknowledgment of an expense. 

Such a situation can be reached either through the actual incorrect numbering, or through the incorrect 

summarisation of the inventory lists (operating errors). 

-Numbering of products which belong to third parties. As such, although in the warehouse there are 

inventories put at the disposal of the entity by some of the suppliers, these products should not be counted 

due to the fact that they are not property of the company. As a rule, for these products the supplier 

organises a separate inventory, in order to provide their integrity. 

In such a case, an inverted error occurs, when the company is the one having inventories at third parties 

and fails to inventor them. These products should be included in separate inventory lists. 

- Other errors could be connected to the non-adequate preparation of the inventory so that at the date 

decided for the performance of the inventory all inventory movements are stopped – following that the 

processes would be resumed after finalisation. Some companies, in order to continue the production 

process, do not take into account this aspect, and so a situation in which several products which enter the 
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warehouse are counted during the inventory process, but they are recorded in the account books at a 

further stage, might occur. 

- The use of adequate measurement units could also generate reconciliation errors between the facts and 

the documents, both from a quantitative view point as well as from a qualitative one (for example, in the 

management system a certain inventory sample is held at set while the actual inventory was performed 

according to the number of pieces). 

- Another example of errors is the one related to the introduction of data into the system – these errors 

cannot be avoided by any effective informatics system. 

Considering the large number of risks, the auditor must consider the following aspects: 

-all inventories were monitored; 

-depreciated inventories and the low movement inventories were identified separately; 

-the cut-off procedures were observed, according to which the inventories inputs and outputs must be 

recorded in the accurate fiscal year; 

-Verification through a sampling process of the correctness of inventory in case of certain items; 

-Development of working charts for the applied verification tests; 

-Monitoring of the use of pre-numbered labels for the identification of monitored inventories (in order to 

avoid the omission or the double inventory); 

-Obtaining of a copy of inventory lists and verification of the accuracy of computations, comparison of 

the data with the data included in the accounting records and the analysis of differences resulted; 

-Identification of third parties inventories (quantitative – qualitative), which implies the examination of 

custody/consignation agreements and obtaining confirmations from third parties regarding the inventories 

in custody; 

-Verification of the manner in which the costs are recorded, through the assessment performed at the 

minimum between the acquisition cost and the net sale value; 

- The performance of analytical procedures such as: obtaining comparative analysis of inventory balances 

presented per categories between the current year and the previous years, with the explanation of the large 

fluctuations; the analysis of the inventories’ rotation speed (a lower rotation speed compared to the one 

recorded during the previous year suggests the existence of slow moving inventories or excess 

inventories); the comparison between the existent stocks and the production capacities or storage 

capacities; 

-Identification of inventories constituted as guarantees in favour of third parties (bank loans, 

shareholders’ minutes etc.).  

Results and Discussion 

Obtaining the audit evidence and assessment of the significant denaturation in the inventory auditing 

mission – Example: Inventory auditing in case of public food service unit (restaurant)  
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Presentation of inventories: 

The inventories of the audited entity do not present a significant balance in the financial statements 

(approximately 7% of the total assets), but have a very large turnover, specific to the public food service 

activity. During the audited period inventories of approximately 22% of the value of the turnover 

obtained by the entity during this period were turned-over. 

The structure of the used inventories is the following: 

� Goods – represent the most representative part (approximately 82% of the total inventory 

turnover) and comprise the food products acquired for the preparation of menus or for the direct 

servicing; 

� Fuels – are rolled through the diesel fuel inventory acquired for the electric power supply 

generator; 

� Consumable materials – comprise auxiliary materials, spare parts, writing materials, 

consumable materials etc.; 

� Inventory objects – materials such as inventory objects (room furniture, soft inventory, uniforms 

etc.) are operated as inventory and recorded as expenses being directly put into utilisation; 

� Packaging materials – the packaging inventory is not significant and comprises barrels, crates 

and bottles and has a quite reduced turnover. 

 

The objectives of the audit mission were the verification of the internal procedures related to acquisition, 

inventory and consume of inventories. 

With the purpose of performing the mission the following items were used as audit techniques and 

procedures: 

- Investigation upon internal procedures; 

- Interview of involved persons; 

- Reconciliation of reports and inventories situations; 

- Analytical procedures upon correlations between inventories; 

- Consumptions and incomes (computation of indicators); 

- Verification of documents (samples); 

- Observation of processes (reception of inventories); 

- Conformity tests related to internal procedures related to inventories; 

- Computations upon the values of inventories record; 

- Re-computations of values for the verification of procedures’ enforcement (average rated cost). 

The results of the audit mission are presented in the table below, function of the following criteria: the 

audited area, description of aspects observed and presentation of significant errors/denaturation identified, 
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as well as the analysis of the impact of risks generated by the identified errors upon the financial 

statements of the entity and implicitly upon the general control environment and discipline at the level of 

the organisation. 

Audited area Identified errors Associated risks 

Circuit of 

documents 

and 

information – 

flow-chart 

  

- Acquisition 

of inventories  

- Reception of 

inventories  

- Storage  

No adequate inventory of the orders to suppliers  

The orders which are issued to suppliers are not 

numbered and there is no evidence of those orders. 

There might be a risk of issuing a 

double order for the same 

products and impossibility to 

monitor them, risk of not 

supplying the products by the 

suppliers.  

Some differences were identified between the 

price of the products in the order and the invoice. 

For example, from a sample set of 15 acquisitions, 

in case of 8 of them the value of the orders differs 

from the invoiced value.  

Following the interviewing process, the acquisition 

department argued this deficiency through the lack 

of non-updating the orders received from suppliers 

in the system. 

Accepting for payment invoices 

with incorrect price. 

 

 

 

 

A case was identified (from a sample set of 15 

acquisitions) in which the orders did not have the 

approval signatures of the acquisition department, 

although they had all other approvals according to 

the procedure. 

If this case is not unique, there is 

a risk that acquisitions will be 

initiated for products which are 

already in the inventory.  

There are sorts of the same product, which have 

different acquisition prices, but they are registered 

with the same inventory code. 

As such, following the verification of the 

documents related to the inputs of goods (invoices, 

input-reception notes, inventory record card) 

different sorts of the same product were identified, 

having different acquisition prices, which are 

listed with the same inventory code and for which 

the inventory account is not held for each 

inventory item, but on global items. 

This deficiency generates 

difficulties with respect to the 

identification of the acquired 

products, as well as in the 

reconciliation of information 

included in the goods acquisition 

documents. 

 

No effective security/guarding system in all 

inventories management is implemented. 

 

Increased risk of theft, under the 

condition that these services 

undertake a limited level of 

liability for the losses. 

The inventories are not insured, by concluding 

agreements with specialised companies in this 

An increased risk of theft is 

maintained from the part of the 

own employees, under the 
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respect. 

 

conditions in which no persons 

with the position of warehouse 

keepers are assigned which would 

undertake the entire responsibility  

from the point of view of the 

inventory and stock turnover. 

The company does not currently hold an effective 

soft for inventory documentation. 

Increases the risk of operational 

errors’ occurrence. 

The inventories are stored in different locations 

due to the fact that the storage places are not 

sufficient compared to the volume of activity. 

This deficiency generates 

difficulties both in the 

performance of the control of 

these inventories with the purpose 

of preventing theft of physical 

degradation, as well as in the 

accounting of the inventories 

which are in transit. 

Inventories 

output 

 

- Discharge 

from 

administration  

- 

Consumptions 

 

Some consumption documents were identified not 

having inventory number, neither printed nor 

written by and, which makes difficult to hold a 

systematic inventory of these products, searching 

an output according to the related document or 

searching a document function of the records 

operated. 

There is a risk of losing 

documents which have not yet 

been recorded in the inventory. 

Documents based on which the products are 

released from the warehouse and registered 

directly in consumption were identified 

(„requisition form”) which do not have the goods’ 

taking over – receiving signatures. 

There is a risk to release products 

which are not approved by 

responsible persons, there is a risk 

of issuing twice the products from 

the same „request” if the person 

who took over the goods does not 

sign, there is a risk of not 

operating the consumption 

documents in the administration, 

and implicitly in the accounting 

systems. 

In case of some inventory items (i.e. beverages) 

we identified differences which could not be 

explained between the number of consumed units 

according to the inventory balance and the outputs 

according to the payment notes issued to clients. 

Lack of control upon inventories. 

Possibility to record fictive 

consumptions. 

The methods for keeping the inventory are not 

applied coherently, and unitary for all 

administrations.  

It was acknowledged that in case of some 

inventories’ administration (i.e., beverages) the 

method of permanent inventory is used (this 

In case of applying the 

intermittent inventory method, 

there is a risk that the inventory 

shortage (ex. Thefts or sales with 

no justifying documents) would 

be recorded fraudulently as 
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method implies that in the accounting books all 

input-output operations are recorded, which allows 

the settlement and acknowledgment of inventories 

at all times, both from the point of view of the 

quantity as well as from the point of view of their 

value), and in case of other administrations (i.e., 

goods) the method of intermittent inventory is 

used (this implies that in the accounting system 

only the input operations are recorded, and the 

inventory outputs are settled and recorded at the 

end of the month, based on the inventory, as a 

difference between the – value of the initial 

inventory at which the value of the inputs is added 

– and the value of the final inventory determined 

based on inventory). 

The accounting of the discharge from 

administration in which the intermittent inventory 

method is used is performed together with the 

valuation of the inventory at the end of the month, 

by an employee of the financial department; all 

products which are included in the inventory 

shortage are recorded as expenses (consumptions).  

consumptions. 

Inventories’ 

monitoring 

 

-Inventory 

procedure  

-Valuation of 

inventories 

-Depreciated 

inventories  

-Provisions 

 

  

 

 

 

At the inventory actions, no written Inventory 

declaration is filled in.  

At the beginning of the inventory action, the 

warehouse keepers do not draft a written Inventory 

declaration, in which the type, number and date of 

the most recent goods’ input-output document for 

inclusion/discharge from administration would be 

mentioned; they have inventory administration 

additions or minuses of which they are aware, 

have received or issued goods with no legal 

documents; hold receiving-issuing documents 

which were not operated in the inventory 

accounting or which were not handed over to the 

accounting department etc. 

There might be a situation in 

which products which reach the 

warehouse during the 

development of the inventory will 

be counted, but these products 

will be recorded in the accounting 

system at a later stage. 

 

 

 

 

The segregation of responsibilities is not observed 

during the inventory process. 

The warehouses inventory commission comprises 

of members of the acquisitions department which 

are responsible for the respective warehouses, this 

being an incompatibility and an overlapping of 

responsibilities.  

This aspect determines the 

premises of risk that the counted 

inventories would not be the real 

ones which actually exist  
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The inventory lists have deficiencies. 

The inventory lists do not contain a code or an 

inventory number assigned to each inventory item, 

which would allow the easy identification of 

inventories during the inventory process. 

Difficulties in adequate 

performance of the physical 

inventory of items  

 

During inventory some inventories of goods were 

identified (meat, fish frozen products, etc.) which 

do not have labels indicating the validity period. 

There is a risk that the respective 

products would not be sold during 

the validity period  

The differences identified following the inventory 

are not explained 

During the inventory operations of goods within 

the warehouse different adjustments were operated 

(additions, releases), their nature not being detailed 

and explained in writing by the responsible 

persons. 

Following the investigations performed, it was 

noticed that the registration of the inventory 

differences was determined by the following 

situations: lack of timely operation and lack of full 

operation of documents related to the output of 

products from the administration by the 

responsible persons; incorrect drafting of material 

requisition forms; errors in the operation of 

input/output administration documents; adjustment 

of balances for certain inventory items during the 

inventory process; errors during the factual 

inventory process, generated from the incorrect 

settlement of inventories through the counting 

method; enforcement of the average rated cost 

method for the inventories’ release from 

administration. 

Maintaining an increased risk of 

un-authorised inventory 

discharges. Risk of internal fraud  

 

Inventories of goods were identified with an age 

exceeding one year. 

During the inventory process slow movement 

goods’ inventories were identified (food, 

beverages) which are older than one year and 

which have a rate of 15% in the total of 

inventories. 

The inventories rotating speed (computed as 

average days of storage) records depreciation 

compared to the previous years, indicating the 

existence of slow movement inventories.  

There is a risk that the inventories 

would be presented in the 

financial statements at an over-

assessed value. Impossibility to 

obtain a reasonable assurance that 

the inventories are presented in 

the accounting evidence at the 

real value. 

The company’s policy of not 

constituting provisions in case 

relative depreciations of 

inventories are recorded has a 

negative impact upon the accurate 
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patrimony  

Certain value differences were identified between 

the quantitative and value inventory reports of 

some consumable materials inventories (cleaning 

products), and the nature of these differences was 

not explained by the authorised persons. 

Following the computations performed, certain 

errors in the operation of input/output documents 

were identified by the supply department (for 

example: input and outputs from the same 

inventory were operated, in different measuring 

units), deficiencies which lead to the presentation 

of certain  quantitative and value balances which 

are denatured in the inventory and analysis of 

inventories financial reports. 

Impossibility to obtain a 

reasonable assurance of the fact 

that the inventories are presented 

in the financial statements at their 

real value, both from a 

quantitative as well as from a 

value point of view. 

Risk generated by the report of 

denatured financial statements, 

which contain information which 

are not correct and accurate. 

Reporting of denatured economic 

and financial analysis indicators. 

During the participation through sampling method 

at the performance of factual inventory of a goods 

warehouse, the free access of unauthorised persons 

within the warehouses’ premises was 

acknowledged. 

According to the investigations performed, it was 

noticed that the company did not assign persons 

responsible for the adequate administration of this 

administration. 

There is an increased risk of 

robbery from the own employees, 

under the conditions in which no 

persons are assigned as 

warehouse keepers, according to 

the provisions of law. 

According to the internal 

regulations, in case of 

acknowledging potential 

imputable losses, the goods which 

are acknowledged as not missing 

from the inventory cannot be 

imposed to the guilty persons. 

Segregation of functions – processes: 

Who selects the suppliers  

Who approves the selected suppliers  

Who issues the order  

Who approves the order  

Who performs the reception of goods  

Who drafts the input-reception note  

Who resolves the issues with suppliers  

From the analysis of the 

functions segregation 

processes, we acknowledged 

that the acquisition department 

has an increased number of 

tasks (15 out of a  total of 24) 

with respect to the management 

of inventories, some of them 

being incompatible; this 

process is not sufficiently 

supervised by the other 

departments. 

There is a risk of 

internal fraud under the 

conditions in which the 

acquisition department 

has an increased 

number of 

responsibilities with 

respect to the 

management of 

inventories, under the 

conditions in which the 

company has not 

developed an anti-fraud 

policy  
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Who approves the payment of the invoice 

Who records in the inventory  

Who records the acquisition in the 

accounting system  

Who is responsible for the storage in good 

conditions of inventories  

Who has access to the inventories within the 

warehouses  

Who issues the consumption notes  

Who approves the consumption notes  

Who records the output documents for the 

goods released from the warehouse  

Who computes the outputs  

Who is allowed to release products from the 

warehouse  

Who performs the inventory within the 

warehouses  

Who valuates the inventories  

Who drafts the inventory minute  

Who approves the inventory differences and 

their registration 

Who registers the inventory differences  

Who computes the inventory differences  

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the audit performed, the following conclusions and recommendations were issued: 

1. The internal inventory acquisition procedure is reliable and does not imply risks of omissions and 

operation related to non-compliant or non-approved acquisitions. The selected suppliers are approved by 

the company’s management, the activity of the acquisition department being supervised. The procedure 

related to inventory non-compliance upon reception is effective and reliable, avoiding introducing in the 

administration of inventories goods which are not compliant from a qualitative and quantitative view 

point with the acquisition invoices. 

According to the conformity tests performed on a sample set of inputs we concluded that the acquisition 

procedure is observed (with the exceptions presented in the table above).  
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2. The theoretical procedure related to the inventories’ output is mainly adequately conceived, by means 

of the approvals requested in the documents the risk of unauthorised inventory discharges being 

diminished. With respect to the practical enforcement of this procedure there are, however certain 

deficiencies; the procedure is not applied coherently and is not completely observed. There is a risk of 

releasing twice the products from a store requisition if the person who took over the goods from the 

warehouse does not sign the document or there is a risk of not operating the consumption documents in 

the inventory administration and implicitly in the accounting system. These deficiencies are reasoned by 

the company’s management by means of the fact that within the acquisitions department there are no 

sufficient employees who would perform in due time, correctly and completely the tasks undertaken by 

them within the respective departments. As such, the lack of operating correctly, in due time and 

completely the documents related to the release of products from the inventory, is one of the causes of the 

causes of the inventory shortage identified during the inventory administration.  

3. The inventory procedure has significant deficiencies, and the manner in which the monthly inventories 

are performed does not provide a reasonable assurance that the counted inventories are the real ones. The 

inventory of goods is an important procedure related to this specific type of activity and must be 

performed with responsibility, due to the fact that it is the basis for the record of inventory expenses, 

influencing implicitly the exploitation result. 

4. The methods for keeping the inventories monitoring is not applied coherently in case of all inventories. 

5. At the end of the audit mission, the auditor must assess the significant effects of non-corrected 

denaturation upon the financial statements and should express an opinion, under the conditions in which 

the company did not operate in the accounting system all the proposed adjustments. 

The assessment of the non-corrected / errors’ impact upon the financial statements is performed function 

of the level of the global significance threshold for the financial statements, which is computed at the 

moment at which the audit is planned.  

As such, if the global value of the proposed adjustments exceeds the level of the significance threshold, 

then the company’s management must operate the adjustments proposed by the auditor. In case the 

company’s management refuses to operate the adjustments proposed following the audit, then the auditor 

will express an opinion with reserves.  

 In case the value of the non-corrected adjustments is below the significance threshold, the impact of 

denaturation upon the financial statements is not considered significant. 
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Abstract  
 

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods are chosen among alternatives in order to attain 

specific objectives. In this research, the purpose of methodology is to provide decision methods for 

project managers in city logistics. The methodology is combined into two methods consisting of Analytic 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). 

As the result, the criteria for selection are determined by expert opinions, and then assign the weight of 

criteria by AHP. Finally, TOPSIS method is used to evaluate alternatives which are found prioritized by 

weight for project , namely project C equal 0.537 , project A equal 0.438 , project B equal 0.278. 

 

Keywords: AHP, TOPSIS, city logistics, project. 

    

Introduction 

 

All organizations have to select the projects which are determined to pursue among numerous 

opportunities. One of the biggest decisions that any organizations are likely to make related to the 

projects which they would undertake. Once a proposal has been accepted, there are numerous factors that 

need to be considered before an organization decides to carry out [26]. City logistics initiatives are 

recognized as the best solutions for efficient urban freight distribution with high  environmental 

objectives [13]. In order to meet the specific local conditions and cope with the problems caused by 

commercial transport, within the CIVITAS-Initiative, co-financed by the European Union, the cities got 

together searching for appropriate solutions and measures demonstrated in field urban freight logistics 

which is one of eight thematic categories of measures identified as the basic building blocks of an 

integrated strategy for sustainable mobility [3,27]. 

 

Numerous city logistics projects have been contemplated or undertaken since, both in Western Europe 

and Japan and elsewhere around the world. As most logistics-related decisions were (and are) made on 

the basis of the experience and intuition of experts, skilled operators, and planners [19], these CLPs 

experimented with various business and organizational models. City Logistics concepts found more 

support from public authorities in Japan and The Netherlands through subsidies or rules favoring 

participating companies. It is not without interest to explore in some depth the similarities and differences 

in the elements characterizing the various CLPs as a step towards understanding better the reasons behind 

these results. It may also help identify trends in the evolution of CLPs, in the way they are designed, 

evaluated, and operated. The time is particularly right given the steady development of CLPs observed 

around the world. At our best knowledge, no CLP classification in the literature provides a systemic and 

complete view of these issues. It's difficult to identify major characterizing factors, to point to evolution 

in concepts and practice, to single out and understand success factors, to extract and analyze trends [4].  

 

Decision making is a part of our daily lives. In decision science, decision making problems are classified 

into the following categories [22, 4]: 

 

 (1) multi attribute decision making (MADM),  

(2) multi objective decision making (MODM).  
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The major difference of the two classes is in existence of predetermined alternatives. MODM deals with 

optimization problems in which several objective functions should be satisfied, while MADM is 

associated with the problems in which alternatives have been predetermined. It means making preference 

decisions (e.g., evaluation, prioritization, selection) over the available alternatives that are characterized 

by multiple, usually conflicting, attributes [36, 11, 7].  

 

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) refers to making choice of the best alternative from among a 

finite set of decision alternatives in terms of multiple, usually conflicting criteria. The main steps in 

multi-criteria decision making are the following [15, 16]: 

 

– establish system evaluation criteria that relate system capabilities to goals, 

– develop alternative systems for attaining the goals (generating alternatives), 

– evaluate alternatives in terms of criteria, 

– apply one of the normative multiple criteria analysis methods, 

– accept one alternative as “optimal” (preferred), 

– if the final solution is not accepted, gather new information and go to the next iteration of multiple 

criteria optimization [28]. 

 

Many researchers have applied multicriteria methods into many organizations and several fields for 

instance project selection, project performance, logistics and computer system, etc. Anjali Awasthi and 

Satyaveer Chauhan (2012) [7] combined three methods including Affinity Diagram, AHP and fuzzy 

TOPSIS for improving city sustainability by evaluating 4 city logistics initiatives. For project selection, 

Pablo et.al (2014) [1] applied AHP and ANP to help manager to decide project investment. Nikzad 

Manteghi et.al (2012) [17] used AHP method to select project suitable for distributed generation 

technology between current and new project. Doraid Dalalah et.al (2010) [12] applied AHP in 

construction project. Chun-Chin Wei (2005) [8] applied in ERP project [26]. 

 

Methods 

The AHP Method 

The originator of the AHP is Thomas Saaty, who, as a professor at Wharton Business School in 

Philadelphia in the early 70s, worked out the methodological foundations of the concept. Wider interest in 

the method came about in the 80s after the publication of The Analytic Hierarchy Process by the 

renowned publishers MCGRAW-Hill [10]. It seems that the method grew from the foundation of 

considerations on general systems theory as it is a development of the attempts to provide a formal 

description of one of the basic features of a system, which L. Bertalanffy called the “hierarchical order” 

[5, 6]. The method integrates into one's subjective views and evaluations of decision makers and objective 

goals (criteria). The results of the queries to the Science Direct database on the "analytic hierarchy 

process" presented in [14] show an intensive development of the method - from about 100 works per year 

in the early years of the 21st century to over 560 in 2010. It is impossible to mention all areas of 

application of the AHP method and its modifications. It is worth noting, however, that in addition to 

applications in the field of economic sciences [25], it is applied in technical sciences in mining problems, 

among others. in technology assessment [2, 18, 10] or safety assessment [24, 29]. 

 

The AHP method begins with the structuring of the problem. This stage has analytical character. The 

decision methods of AHP are as follow [33, 31, 19]: 

 

1. Define the problem and determine the goal of problem.  
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2. Determine the decision hierarchy from the top with the goal of the decision, then the objectives from a 

broad perspective, through the intermediate levels towards the lowest level.  

3. Construct a set of pair wise comparison matrices. Each element in an upper level is used to compare 

the elements in the below level immediately with respect to it. Each of these judgments is assigned a 

number on a scale in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Table of relative’s scores 

 

Value of ajk Interpretation 

1 j and k are equally important 

3 j is slightly more important 

5 j is more important than k 

7 j is strongly more important than k 

9 j is absolutely more important than k 

 

Consider n elements to be compared �1 … �� and denote the relative ‘weight’ (priority or significance) of 

�� with respect to �� by �ij and form a square matrix A= ( aij ) of order � with the constraints that �ij = 

1/�i�, for � ≠ �, and �=�� = 1, all �. 

 

4. Use the priorities obtained from the comparisons to weigh the priorities in the level immediately 

below. Do this for every element. Then for each element in the level below add its weighed values and 

obtain its overall or global priority. Continue this process of weighing and adding until the final priorities 

of the alternatives in the bottom most level are obtained [23, 21, 26]. 

 

The TOPSIS Method 

The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) was developed by Yoon 

and Hwang (1981). The basic concept of this method is that the selected alternative should have the 

shortest distance to the positive ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution 

[32, 25]. The TOPSIS procedure is based on an intuitive and simple idea, which is that the optimal ideal 

solution, having the maximum benefit, is obtained by selecting the best alternative which is far from the 

most unsuitable alternative, having minimal benefits [35]. The ideal solution should have a rank of 1‘ 

(one), while the worst alternative should have a rank approaching 0‘ (zero) [9]. 

 

Mathematically the application of the TOPSIS method involves the following steps. 

 Step 1. Construct the decision matrix and determine the weight of criteria, where:  

 

X = [xij] is a decision matrix and W = [w1, w2, …, wn] is a weight vector, where xij ∈ℜ , wj ∈ℜ and 

∑ =
=

n

i
jw

1

1. 

Step 2. Calculate the normalized decision matrix. 

 

Some of the most frequently used methods of calculating the normalized value nij are the following: 

∑
=

=
m

i

ij

ij

ij

x

x
n

1

2

 

Step 3:Determine the weighted decision matrix: vij = wij ∙nij for i = 1, … , m; j = 1, … , n. 
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Step 4:Identify the Positive and Negative Ideal Solution The positive ideal (A+ ) and the negative ideal 

(A- ) solutions are defined according to the weighted decision matrix via equations: 

 

{ }++++
= nvvvA ,...,, 21  where ( )( ) ( )( ){ }'  min;  max JjifvJjifvv ijijj ∈∈=

+
 

{ }−−−−
= nvvvA ,...,, 21  where ( )( ) ( )( ){ }'  max;  min JjifvJjifvv ijijj ∈∈=

−
 

 

Step 5. Calculate the separation measures from the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution. 

The Euclidean distance approach was proposed to evaluate the relative closeness of the alternatives to the 

ideal solution:  
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Step 6:Measure the relative closeness of each location to the ideal solution. For each competitive 

alternative the relative closeness of the potential location with respect to the ideal solution is computed: 
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−

+
=
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i
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Step 7. Setting up the rank according to Ri , meaning that the bigger Ri is - the better the alternative would 

be. 

 

Selection of best city logistics project using AHP and TOPSIS: an illustrative 

example 

Choosing a city logistics project is not an easy task, and despite the existence of a number of methods and 

tools for its estimation, no universal method has been developed yet. As part of project selection, they are 

ranked according to the relevance for the design of the features that affect the implementation. Let us 

assume that a mayor is interested in building  a new urban  transfer center with Park&Ride in city where 

100 thous. residents lives. Its location was determined at the intersection of two major roads of the city, 

with an average traffic of 30 thousand. vehicles daily, on the area of the existing bus station and near the 

market place (5 thousand people per day). Using the scoring scheme, the matrix of criteria priority is as 

shown in Table 1. The diagonal table contains values reflecting a comparison of a criterion with itself. In 

this case, there is no mention of any priority. In addition to local government, the price has a strong 

advantage over quality (note 5) and very strong advantage over opinion (note 7). Further analogous 

matrix of preference of project contractor is determined in relation to all criteria (Table 2).  

Table 1:  Matrix of criterion priority  

 

 Price Quality  Opinion 

Price 1 5 7 

Quality 1/5 1 3 

Opinion 1/7 1/3 1 
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Table 2:  Matrix of constructor priority 

 

 Price Quality Opinion 

 
Contrac

tor A 

Contrac

tor B 

Contrac

tor C 

Contrac

tor A 

Contrac

tor B 

Contrac

tor C 

Contrac

tor A 

Contrac

tor B 

Contrac

tor C 

Contrac

tor A 
1 8 4 1 5 6 1 2 4 

Contrac

tor B 
1/8 1 6 1/5 1 8 1/2 1 5 

Contrac

tor C 
1/4 1/6 1 1/6 1/8 1 ¼ 1/5 1 

 

The next step is to normalize the priority matrix (tab. 3,4). 

 

Table 3:  Normalized matrix of criterion priority 

 

 Price Quality  Opinion 

Price 0,74 0,79 0,64 

Quality 0,15 0,16 0,27 

Opinion 0,11 0,05 0,09 

 

Table 4: Normalized matrix of constructor priority 

 

 Price Quality Opinion 

 
Contrac

tor A 

Contrac

tor B 

Contrac

tor C 

Contrac

tor A 

Contrac

tor B 

Contrac

tor C 

Contrac

tor A 

Contrac

tor B 

Contrac

tor C 

Contrac

tor A 0,73 0,87 0,36 0,73 0,82 0,40 0,57 0,63 0,40 

Contrac

tor B 0,09 0,11 0,55 0,15 0,16 0,53 0,29 0,31 0,50 

Contrac

tor C 0,18 0,02 0,09 0,12 0,02 0,07 0,14 0,06 0,10 

 

Finally, it is possible to calculate a global priority: 

63,053,008,065,019,065,072,0 =⋅+⋅+⋅=Ap  

By doing the same calculations for the rest we get: 

pB = 0,26  oraz pC = 0,09 

In view of the above, based on the prioritization of the criteria and preferences of the contractors with 

respect to the individual criteria, we conclude that the contractor A has the highest overall preference 

index (0.63), followed by the contractor B and finally the contractor C. The final decision on the choice 

of contractor will take of course the local government. The AHP method has allowed only to explore and 

analyze their own preferences and priorities logically and organisationally. 

Consider again the problem of choosing the contractor for the modernization investment of the logistics 

infrastructure in the city. Mayor is again a choice of three contractors. To choose the best contractor the 

TOPSIS method will be used. Criteria have been redefined according to which contractors will be 

evaluated: price in thous. euro (x1), time of execution (x2) and quality of work measured by the number 
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of complaints submitted in the contractors' current investments (x3). Information on the selected criteria 

for all contractors is provided in table 5.  

Table 5:  Data of constractor evaluation 

 x1 x2 x3 

Contractor A 2,9 3 0,04 

Contractor B 2,2 4 0,05 

Contractor C 2,1 3 0,08 

 

According to the assumptions, in the first step the data should be normalized. Ancillary calculations and 

the form of a normalized matrix represent table 6.  

Tabela 6:  Ancillary calculations 

 

 

 

Taking into account the weights, which in the subjective sense of the representatives of the Office are as 

follows: w1 = 0.5; w2 = 0.2; w3 = 0,3 normalized data matrix assumes the form:  

Table 7: Normalized matrix with weights 

 

 

Ways of calculating the distance from the ideal and antideal object presents table 8. 

 

 

 
2

1x  
2

2x  
2

3x  

Contractor A 8,41 9 0,002 

Contractor B 4,84 16 0,003 

Contractor C 4,41 9 0,006 

∑
2
ijx  

17,66 34 0,011 

∑
2
ijx  

4,20 5,83 0,10 

 z1 z2 z3 

Contractor A 
2,9 : 4,20 

= 0,69 0,51 0,39 

Contractor B 
2,2 : 4,20 

= 0,52 0,69 0,49 

Contractor C 
2,1 : 4,20 

= 0,50 0,51 0,78 

 v1 v2 v3 

Contractor A 0,69 ∙ 0,5 = 0,345 0,51∙ 0,2 = 0,103 0,39 ∙ 0,3 = 0,117  

Contractor B 0,52 ∙ 0,5 = 0,262 0,69 ∙ 0,2 = 0,137 0,49 ∙ 0,3 = 0,146 

Contractor C 0,50 ∙ 0,5 = 0,250 0,51 ∙ 0,2 = 0,103 0,78 ∙ 0,3 = 0,234 
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Tabela 8: The distance of objects from the reference solution 

 

 

The distances were used to calculate the ranking score:  

438,0
122,0095,0

095,0
=

+
=AR ; 278,0

121,0047,0

047,0
=

+
=BR ; 537,0

101,0117,0

117,0
=

+
=CR . 

Obtained values allow sort the contractors: contractor C, contractor A, contractor B.  The mayor should 

choose the contractor C for which the ranking score has the highest value of 0,537. 

 

In assessing the two methods contractors have obtained somewhat different results. According to the 

AHP method, the ranking of the contractors was as follows: A, B, C and TOPSIS: C, A, B. Because the 

methods lead to different results, the choice of method is left to the reader. 

 

Conclusion  

In this research paper,  AHP and TOPSIS methods are presented to be used in project selection problem. 

We proposed criteria which mainly impacts to project, AHP is used to determine the weights of the 

decision criteria and TOPSIS is used to rank the alternatives. According to the result, all of methods 

provide the systematic approach for group decision making that can help project manager prioritize 

project and this information can help them provide master plan in project management and can be applied 

in other companies which tend to decide for project selection problem. 
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Résumé 

 
Cet article de recherche traite de la fonction achats créatrice de valeur pour l’entreprise, et notamment 

en captant l’innovation à travers une démarche et une attitude proactive sur le marché fournisseurs. Il 

souligne ainsi que l’acheteur représente une interface entre les besoins exprimés au plus juste de son 

entreprise et les offres potentielles des fournisseurs en lien avec leur expertise technique. Nous avons 

opté pour une démarche qualitative exploratoire. Nous avons choisi d’étudier le cas de deux 

entreprises du secteur automobile courte et longue durée. Cet article s’appuie sur des entretiens semi-

directifs auprès des managers et de la participation active. L’objectif principal de cette recherche est 

de répondre à la question suivante : l’innovation fournisseurs est-elle un véritable levier de 

performance pour les achats ? En d’autres termes, une stratégie achats principalement axée vers des 

fournisseurs innovants est-elle un facteur clé de succès pour le management achats ? Les résultats 

obtenus indiquent, d’une part, l’importance de la mise en place d’une culture innovation au sein du 

service achats depuis le début du processus et automatiser les outils achats. D’autre part, la création 

d’un challenge innovation fournisseurs. Enfin, la nécessité du pilotage de la performance innovation 

fournisseurs.  

 

Mots clés : Achats, Innovation Fournisseurs. 

 

Abstract 

This paper addresses the purchasing function issue that creates value for the company by capturing 

innovation through a proactive attitude approach in the supplier market. It delivers the idea that the 

buyer represents an interface between the company expressed needs and suppliers offers connected to 

their technical expertise. Under qualitative approach build on the case study of two car rental 

companies. This research goal to answer the question: Is supplier innovation a purchases performance 

catalyst? In other words, is a purchasing strategy focused on innovative suppliers a key success factor 

for purchasing management? The results obtained highlights, primarly the importance of 

implementing an innovation culture within the purchasing department from the starting point process 

and automating purchasing tools, the importance of creating an innovative challenge and the need to 

monitor performance innovation suppliers. 

Keywords : Purchasing, Suppliers Innovation. 

INTRODUCTION 

La fonction achats est une préoccupation sans cesse grandissante au cœur des entreprises. Dans les 

stratégies d’entreprises, cette fonction a longtemps été sous-estimée par les spécialistes. Ce n’est que 

depuis les années 1990 que l’on s’est rendu compte de son importance et de son incidence directe sur 

le résultat. En France, la crise financière de 2007-2008 n’a pas vraiment aidé les entreprises à 

développer le volume des ventes de leurs activités ; cependant, afin d’améliorer leurs résultats ces-

dernières cherchent avant tout à réduire leurs coûts. C’est justement pour cette raison que sont 

apparues de réelles stratégies de « cost-killing » où généralement, les services achats en sont les 
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principaux acteurs. De plus, dans un contexte d’internationalisation des échanges, la concurrence est 

devenue très rude. Il s’avère donc nécessaire pour les entreprises d’innover et le service achats de 

l’entreprise n’échappe pas à cette réalité. Les entreprises doivent donc chercher en permanence à 

s’adapter aux besoins sans cesse modifiés des consommateurs toujours plus nombreux. Il s’agit 

d’adapter l’offre en quantité et en qualité par rapport aux exigences d’un marché complexe et 

changeant.  

 

Dans un contexte économique et financier peu favorable aux entreprises, certains font le choix de 

restructurer et réorganiser leurs actifs dans le but de réduire les coûts et être plus compétitifs sur la 

scène internationale. En revanche, d’autres vont plus loin et ne se limitent pas uniquement à cette 

recherche d’optimisation opérationnelle. Elles vont plutôt investir dans l’innovation en vue de 

développer des avantages concurrentiels. Dans ce cadre, les acheteurs peuvent donc être moteurs et 

force de proposition en vue d’atteindre ces objectifs car la valeur ajoutée de la fonction achats ne se 

limite plus à la réduction des coûts ou à la maîtrise des risques. Cette fonction doit être à présent 

créatrice de valeur pour l’entreprise en captant l’innovation à travers une démarche et une attitude 

proactive sur le marché fournisseurs. C’est ainsi que l’acheteur représente une interface entre les 

besoins exprimés au plus juste de son entreprise, les offres potentielles des fournisseurs en lien avec 

leur expertise technique et l’identification proactive d’offres issues de l’innovation depuis le 

fournisseur. La question qui ressort de cette approche repose sur la fonction achats comme véritable 

source de création de valeur pour les entreprises. Nous reformulons donc notre problématique de la 

manière suivante : l’innovation fournisseurs est-elle un véritable levier de performance pour les 

achats ? En d’autres termes, une stratégie achats principalement axée vers des fournisseurs innovants 

est-elle un facteur clé de succès ? 

Pour ce faire, la première partie de l’article reviendra sur la notion de la fonction achats et de 

l’innovation fournisseur. Dans une deuxième partie, nous tenterons de clarifier et justifier la 

méthodologie adoptée. Nous poursuivrons en exposant comment les entreprises peuvent 

concrètement mettre en œuvre leur démarche de management achats et innovation fournisseurs. 

L’article se terminera par la suggestion de voies de recherches qui découlent de cette recherche de 

type exploratoire.  

I. CADRE CONCEPTUEL DE LA RECHERCHE  

A. L’innovation : une approche définitionnelle 

 

Au fil des années, l’innovation n’a cessé d’avoir des définitions et explications très différentes. En 

effet, il s’agit d’une variable difficile à quantifier, à mesurer et à définir. C’est pour cela, qu’elle 

devient intéressante à étudier dans cet article de recherche. Ainsi, certains acteurs majeurs de 

l’innovation et des organisations du 21
ème

 siècle ont tenté d’apporter une définition et de cadrer 

l’innovation. «The design, invention, development and/or implementation of new or altered products, 

services, processes, systems, organizational structures, or business models for the purpose of 

creating new value for customers and financial returns for the firm». Dans cette définition, les 

notions de développement et de création de nouvelle valeur sont importantes. Cette définition se 

place dans le contexte de l’entreprise et cadre les thèmes de références associés : produits, services, 

processus, systèmes, business model. « L’innovation, c’est la capacité de prendre des idées nouvelles 

et de les convertir plus efficacement et plus rapidement que la concurrence en résultats commerciaux 

grâce à de nouveaux processus, produits ou services ». La commission européenne va plus loin dans 

le sens où elle situe la recherche d’innovation comme une quête de l’entreprise vers l’acquisition d’un 

avantage concurrentiel sur son marché. L’innovation serait donc la création de valeur grâce à un 

produit, un processus ou un service qu’une entreprise voudrait acquérir afin de viser un avantage 

concurrentiel et une amélioration de sa performance économique. Dans ce travail de recherche, nous 

avons choisi de cadrer l’innovation au monde de l’entreprise. Toutefois, il existe différents types 

d’innovation et donc différentes manières de l’appréhender. Schumpeter (1912), dans son ouvrage 

« Théorie de l’évolution économique » définit l’évolution économique sous forme de cycles où le 

processus d’innovations a un rôle capital. Ainsi, l’évolution économique est un circuit statique. 

Cependant, l’emploi du terme « statique » ne veut pas dire qu’un circuit économique est au repos car 
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le circuit se déroule sans cesse et l’économie est soumise à des interventions extérieures. Pour cet 

auteur, les innovations ne sont pas les conséquences d’apparitions de nouveaux besoins chez les 

consommateurs mais proviennent des évolutions de la sphère industrielle et commerciale et c’est 

donc la recherche de nouvelles combinaisons productives qui permet de faire évoluer le circuit 

économique. Il existe deux grandes visions : l’innovation liée au type d’objet concerné (Schumpeter, 

1912) et l’innovation liée à son degré d’intensité (Durand et Guerra-Vieira, 1996). Pour Schumpeter, 

l’innovation est divisée en sous-catégories comme l’innovation de produit, l’innovation de procédé, 

l’innovation organisationnelle, l’ouverture d’un nouveau débouché ou l’utilisation de matières 

premières innovantes. En revanche, pour Durand et Guerra-Vieira (1996), l’innovation doit être 

cataloguée comme de rupture ou incrémentale. L’innovation de rupture impliquant la création d’un 

nouveau concept, souvent ayant recours aux nouvelles technologies alors que l’innovation 

incrémentale se situe dans l’amélioration de la performance d’un outil déjà existant.  

 

Les profils innovateurs 

 

L’innovateur est l’interface entre l’inventeur et le commercial. Il est donc au cœur du processus de 

création de valeur (Noailles, 2011). L’exemple est celui du Mac d’Apple. L’innovateur considéré 

dans cet exemple est Steve Jobs. Cependant, le créateur du macintosh est bien le PARC (Palo Alto 

Research Center créé par Xerox dans les années 1970). Le mérite en revient à Steve Jobs pour avoir 

su vendre son idée autour de lui et communiqué sur les points forts de l’innovation. Toutefois, 

l’innovateur ne peut réussir l’implémentation de l’innovation sans une prédisposition au management 

de l’innovation. A l’origine de la création de l’une des entreprises les plus innovantes du monde 

Steve Jobs, toutefois l’innovateur clef est l’ingénieur Steve Wozniak qui a réussi l’exploit de créer le 

premier ordinateur personnel au monde. Steve Jobs est dans ce contexte le manager de l’innovation 

en fédérant les ressources clefs en termes de personnes et d’écosystème qu’offrait entre autres le 

centre de recherche de Xerox. En revenant sur la définition de Noailles (2011), l’innovation doit être 

porteuse d’efficacité économique et l’auteur définit les fonctions économiques de l’innovateur : 

l’organisation du financement ; la finalisation du standard technique ; la définition du modèle 
économique et la réalisation des premières commercialisations. « En définissant le couple technique-

prix du produit commercialisable, l’innovateur est au cœur de la création de valeur nouvelle ». 

 

De plus, le même auteur décrit quatre types de profil innovateurs : « l’innovateur entrepreneur parfois 

inventeur, le Lord Innovateur, l’Intra-preneur et l’homme politique ». Dans la suite de notre travail, 

nous nous focaliserons sur les profils dits de l’innovateur entrepreneur et de l’intra-preneur. 

 

A. L’innovateur : Une fonction virtuelle dans l’entreprise 

 

Malgré le fait que l’innovation soit un terme à la mode dans les médias ou encore dans le monde de 

l’entreprise, la fonction proprement dite d’innovateur souffre d’un référencement plus discret. 

L’exemple du référencement « Google » connu de tous où le terme « innovation » est référencé 103 

millions de fois alors que dans le même temps l’addition des référencements des termes 

« innovateurs » et « innovator » sont seulement à 7,1 millions sur le célèbre moteur de recherche 

américain.  Noailles pose les 7 raisons de la virtualité de la fonction « innovateur » : « L’importance 

prise par l’innovation incrémentale ; La confusion naturelle des fonctions d’innovateur avec celles 

d’inventeur ou d’entrepreneur.   

 

La législation sur les brevets 

 

- Le « mépris » général des sociétés européennes pour la pratique ou le matériel tandis que la 

science ou la recherche méritent le respect 

- L’absence de travaux universitaires sur la question de l’innovateur 

- La confusion innovateur-entrepreneur ». 
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Au sein de l’entreprise il y a très peu d’indicateurs précis mesurant l’innovation et valorisant l’action 

d’innover. Les entreprises innovantes se distinguent majoritairement de leur concurrence sur le 

marché grâce à 4 critères principaux : 

 

- Une croissance exponentielle des profits 

- Une hausse du nombre de brevets déposés 

- La production conséquente d’innovations de rupture 

- La présence d’un département R&D (Recherche & Développement) avec une expertise 

technologique sur son secteur d’activité et une culture d’entreprise favorisant la prise de 

risque. 

 

Ces quatre critères pourraient également aider lors du « sourcing » à détecter des fournisseurs 

capables d’apporter de l’innovation ou un potentiel innovant à son projet Achats. Pour Deschamps 

(2012), il est primordial pour les entreprises ayant pour objectif l’innovation, d’ajouter aux listes 

d’audit interne ou externe, une partie consacrée à l’innovation. Le secret étant l’établissement 

d’indicateurs en interne et en externe en relation avec l’innovation. Le nombre d’indicateurs doit être 

bas afin d’être plus facilement contrôlable et actualisable. De plus, le développement de la capacité 

d'absorption d'une entreprise et les innovations performantes dépendent largement du niveau des 

savoirs antérieures de l'entreprise. Par conséquent, le manque d'investissement dans un domaine 

d'expertise dès le début peut exclure le développement futur d'une capacité technique dans ce même 

domaine (Cohen, 1990). De ce fait, la façon dont le management de l'innovation est réellement mis en 

œuvre est limitée en termes de connaissances (Gary et al. 2008). 

 

B. L’intégration de l’innovation à la fonction Achats 

 

L’innovation est un concept majeur et déterminant pour l’acheteur (Schiele, 2006). L’entreprise peut 

donc acquérir des innovations par différents moyens : la fusion/acquisition ; le benchmarking des 

entreprises qui innovent (imitation) ; l’achat direct d’innovation (intégration de la technologie 

innovante) ; le développement en collaboration avec les fournisseurs (création ou amélioration 

produit / service). Cet auteur s’est donc intéressé aux critères déterminants que l’acheteur pouvait 

repérer afin de distinguer les fournisseurs innovants. Une relation long-terme avec le fournisseur qui 

est basée sur l’engagement du couple acheteur-fournisseur permettra à l’acheteur de profiter de la 

capacité d’innovation de son fournisseur ou prestataire. L’identification des fournisseurs ayant cette 

capacité d’innovation est également importante.  Enfin, l’élaboration d’un plan de progrès avec le 

fournisseur basé sur l’amélioration de la qualité du produit ou du service permettra de profiter de 

cette capacité innovante sur le long-terme. L’application de l’innovation au sein du processus achats 

est donc réalisée en amont, pendant et en aval du mécanisme achat (Schiele, 2006). Cependant, la 

détection des fournisseurs innovants lors de la veille marketing réalisée par l’acheteur semble être 

pour Caveriviere (2002) plus efficace. L’innovation prend de plus en plus d’importance au sein de la 

fonction achats en France. Ainsi, l’observatoire achats a décidé de consacrer le 7
ème

 opus de son livret 

blanc en collaboration avec l’ESSEC sur l’innovation (2012). Les conclusions en externe rejoignent 

celles de Schiele par rapport à l’importance de favoriser la relation et la collaboration entre l’acheteur 

et son fournisseur. Elles apportent une information supplémentaire et stratégique. « L’innovation 

serait un facteur d’intégration des achats et de développement de l’influence de la fonction achats au 

sein de l’entreprise » (Serrano, 2012). En effet, si les achats arrivent à détecter de l’innovation, la 

fonction devient alors stratégique pour l’entreprise. D’un point de vue marketing, le but de chaque 

entreprise est de se différencier de son concurrent. Cependant, selon l’étude de l’observatoire achats 

2012, seulement 70% des directeurs achats estiment leur collaboration avec leurs fournisseurs clés 

comme relais d’innovation pour leur entreprise. La catégorie d’achats la moins affectée par la 

recherche d’innovation est l’achat indirect donc hors production. Certains achats issus de cette famille 

sont considérés comme non stratégiques car peu impactant sur l’activité de l’entreprise (on prend 

généralement exemple des fournitures de bureau). « Quand on leur demande s’ils associent les achats 

indirects à l’innovation, les directeurs achats interrogés répondent “oui” à 6 % seulement » 

(Lethrosne, 2012). Le paradoxe étant que dans cette catégorie d’achat figure l’acquisition des 

systèmes d’information considéré aujourd’hui comme véritable levier de performance interne et 
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innovation majeure afin de disposer d’un avantage concurrentiel sur son marché. Malgré la 

conjoncture actuelle en Europe, les directeurs achats encouragent les projets d’innovation. Ainsi, ils 

sont 63 % à poursuivre les projets d’innovation au sein de leurs directions achats (Serrano, 2012).  

B.  L’innovation comme levier de performance 

Cette sous partie a pour objectif de conclure et d’établir la synthèse entre les concepts des achats et de 

l’innovation. Dans ce cette recherche, nous cherchons à montrer si l’innovation peut être synonyme 

de performance achats. Nous l’avons vu, la performance achats est un gain (coûts, qualité, 

innovation, avantage concurrentiel) mais elle doit être pilotée. D’après mes différentes lectures, 

l’innovation s’inscrit parfaitement dans l’acquisition de qualité ou d’un avantage concurrentiel. 

Schiele (2006) rappelle que les achats ont un rôle important dans l’acquisition d’innovation au sein de 

l’entreprise (juste après la fusion acquisition et l’imitation). La position transverse de la fonction 

achats est un atout indéniable. En effet, il s’agit d’un point d’entrée de produits ou de services dont 

l’entreprise pourra faire usage. La dimension stratégique des achats pouvant intégrer des fournisseurs 

innovants prend ici tout son sens. De plus, les deux concepts sont liés en un point : ils doivent être 

objectivés et pilotés. Que l’on parle de performance achats ou d’innovation, l’établissement 

d’indicateurs précis est impératif ; sinon l’innovation continuera de souffrir de cette vision abstraite 

en entreprise. 

II. METHODOLOGIE  

A. Recherche qualitative  
La rareté des travaux de recherche récents qui traitent de la fonction achats créatrice de valeur pour 

l’entreprise, et l’innovation fournisseurs à travers une démarche et une attitude proactive nous ont 

conduits à à une démarche exploratoire et qualitative. La revue de littérature présentée en première 

partie de cet article nous a permis d’élaborer un guide d’entretien. L’objectif visé étant d’identifier en 

quoi l’innovation fournisseurs est-elle un véritable levier de performance pour les achats dans le cas 

du secteur de location automobile ? Dans cet article de recherche, notre collecte de données s’est 

basée sur des entretiens-semi directifs auprès des managers. Le chercheur ayant établi une relation de 

confiance avec son informateur va recueillir un récit en s’appuyant sur un guide préalablement testé 

et construit à l’issue de travaux de recherche exploratoire (Imbert, 2010). 

B. La justification de l’étude de cas et du choix des cas ? 

La justification de notre choix méthodologique, étude de cas, s’inspire largement des travaux de Yin 

(2012). Selon cet auteur, une étude de cas doit être adoptée quand les questions posées sont de la 

forme :  

 

- « Comment ? » ce qui correspond à des études de cas descriptives 

- « Pourquoi ? » ce qui correspond à des études de cas à visée d’explications.  

 

Dans une démarche qualitative, les verbes ont une importance particulière et leurs sujets en sont les 

acteurs. Une recherche qualitative doit donner à voir au lecteur les acteurs et les actions sinon, elle 

perd tout sens. Nous avons choisi d’étudier le cas de deux entreprises implantées dans le secteur de la 

location automobile. Les raisons de ce choix sont multiples :  

- acteurs mondiaux et leader européens dans la location automobile. 

- spécialistes de la location longue durée multimarque automobile. 

- l’accessibilité aux informations importantes.  

- un secteur porteur et en pleine croissance. 

- un secteur où l’innovation est l’un des critères importants pour son évolution.  

 

Selon Eisenhardt (1989), « L'étude de cas est une stratégie de recherche qui met l'accent sur la 

compréhension de la dynamique actuelle sous des paramètres simples. […] Les études de cas 

combinent généralement des méthodes de collecte de données telles que les archives, des interviews, 

des questionnaires et des observations ».  
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III. RESULTATS 

L’innovation est considérée comme importante au sein des deux entreprises étudiées. Selon les 

interviewés, l’innovation apporte une réelle valeur ajoutée pour les parties prenantes : - une 

satisfaction des clients ; - des économies importantes ; - une différenciation sur le marché et une 

reconnaissance de la fonction en interne. Cependant, certains freins à sa mise en place ont pu être 

identifiés sur le terrain. 

A. L’innovation : vers une valeur ajoutée dans la politique achats 

 

L’innovation est considérée comme un paramètre important à intégrer aux politiques achats dans les 

deux cas étudiés. Le processus achats repose en grande partie sur l’appel d’offres. Ainsi, les 

interviewés précisent que l’appel d’offres permet la sélection d’un ou des fournisseurs 

potentiellement innovants. Ils rappellent également que le critère innovation est mentionné et évalué 

lors de la notation de la grille d’évaluation par l’acheteur. Extrait d’entretien : « Au sein de nos pays 

respectifs, l’Australie et l’Allemagne, le critère innovation est intégré dès les RFI, RFQ et RFP » 

(Experts).  

1. Innovation et différenciation sur le marché  

Les achats doivent apporter une qualité et une excellence directement au client final. Autrement dit, 

en achetant des produits et/ou des services innovants, l’acheteur permet au client et au conducteur du 

véhicule de profiter de sa location et d’apporter un élément de différenciation majeur par rapport aux 

concurrents de la location courte, moyenne et longue durée. Extrait d’entretien : « Le service achats 

de l’entreprise Alpha avait demandé aux soumissionnaires lors de l’appel d’offres de proposer une 

innovation en termes de service. Michelin a proposé le « pick up and delivery pneumatiques » et,fut 

sélectionné sur cette idée. Ce projet a permis à Alpha de se différencier et d’augmenter la 

satisfaction du client final ». (Expert). 

2. Innovation et satisfaction des employés  

Les achats généraux - l’achat de produits et/ou de prestations innovantes - contribuent à la 

satisfaction des employés et la reconnaissance de la fonction achats. Exemple le projet « OUI » 

(Optimisation Utilisation des Imprimantes) qui a permis aux employés de l’entreprise Bêta de profiter 

d’un réseau d’imprimantes connectées dans l’ensemble du siège. 

3. Innovation et performance économique  

La notion de performance au niveau achats est suivie grâce aux « savings », c.-à-d. les économies 

réalisées sur un projet achats. Cela implique deux éléments importants : une baisse du TCO (Total 

Cost of Ownership/Coût Global de Possession) grâce à l’innovation apportée par le fournisseur mais 

également une hausse de la satisfaction des clients. Cette même satisfaction peut être mesurée par 

rapport au client interne : le département « sales » ou les opérations appelés « service delivery » mais 

aussi grâce au retour des clients finaux par rapport aux véhicules et aux services associés à leur 

contrat de location. L’innovation fournisseurs dans le service achats doit donc être synonyme de 

performance. 

B. Les freins à l’innovation : une imbrication complète 

Durant notre analyse qualitative, nous avons pu identifier et classer les freins à l’innovation dans le 

domaine achats du terrain choisi. Deux étapes importantes ont attiré notre attention, l’étape amont du 

processus achats et l’étape de la relation acheteur-fournisseur. Cependant, il arrive que dans certains 

cas les freins identifiés soient présents lors des deux étapes. 

 

1. En amont du processus achats 
En amont du processus achats nous avons identifié les principaux freins suivants : (1) une focalisation 

trop importante des acheteurs sur la réduction des coûts à court terme ; (2) une insuffisance du budget 

alloué aux achats pour l’innovation ; (3) un manque de temps lié IT trop lourdes qui empêchent les 

acheteurs de se consacrer à leur cœur de métier et de rester en veille sur le marché fournisseurs ; (4) 

un esprit individualiste considéré comme étant un frein important à l’innovation. 
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2. Au niveau de la relation acheteur- fournisseur  
 

La plupart des interviewés précisent que l’acheteur doit disposer du temps nécessaire pour pouvoir 

piloter la relation-fournisseur. Ce frein de temporalité est particulièrement ressenti par les acheteurs 

ayant en charge différentes familles d’achats. Par conséquent, ce manque de temps ne leurs permet 

pas d’entretenir une relation d’échanges avec les fournisseurs. De plus, l’acheteur est tenu de 

s’aligner à la stratégie de l’entreprise en privilégiant les économies à court terme ce qui impacte 

forcement leurs relations avec leurs partenaires. Extrait d’entretien : « C’est la faute à un manque 

d’effectif que les acheteurs n’arrivent pas à se consacrer à l’amélioration des relations avec leurs 

fournisseurs » (Expert C et A). Cependant, lorsqu’un acheteur est impliqué dans la recherche de 

l’innovation cela ne lui garantit pas l’atteinte des objectifs fixés dans le contrat avec le fournisseur. 

En effet, le fait que le fournisseur ne respecte pas son engagement contractuel représente un risque 

pour l’acheteur et pour le client interne qui verra son besoin en innovation non satisfait.  

C. Principales propositions de recherche et objectifs  

Suite à l’analyse de ce travail de nature exploratoire, nous avons pu formuler six propositions de 

recherche suivantes : P1. La nécessité de la mise en place d’une culture - innovation au sein des 

services achats. Cette première proposition a pour objectifs : (1) de sensibiliser et renforcer 

l’implication des acheteurs à l’innovation ; (2) de créer des liens au sein de la communauté achats 

autour de l’innovation ; (3) de favoriser la communication entre les acheteurs des différentes entités ; 

(4) d’établir un mode de gouvernance de l’innovation en amont de tout processus achats. P2. 

Intégration de l’innovation dès le début du processus achats. Cela a pour objectifs : (1) d’impliquer 

les acheteurs dès le début du projet avec le client interne ; (2) d’impliquer les acheteurs d’autres 

familles d’achats concernées dès la définition des besoins ; (3) de mettre en valeur le critère 

innovation au sein du processus achats ; (4) de développer un outil d’audit et de contrôle de 

l’innovation. P3. Automatisation des outils achats a pour objectifs : (1) de gagner du temps pour que 

les acheteurs se consacrent davantage sur l’aspect stratégique et innovation ; (2) d’avoir des fichiers 

types centralisés au niveau du siège et ensuite diffusés aux différents pays ; (3) d’améliorer la 

productivité des acheteurs. 

 

P4. Création d’un challenge Innovation Fournisseurs (IF) a pour objectifs : (1) de rendre les 

fournisseurs innovants ; (2) de développer la relation fournisseur dans une logique gagnant-gagnant ; 

(3) de garder un bon relationnel avec ses fournisseurs ; (4), de sécuriser les partenaires stratégiques de 

l’entreprise. P5. Pilotage de la performance innovation des fournisseurs a pour objectifs : (1) 

d’établir les critères de suivi innovation du fournisseur ; (2) de suivre la performance fournisseur en 

termes d’innovation ; (3) de développer un outil commun de suivi ; (4) de créer un groupe de travail 

sur les grandes familles achats ; (5) de piloter l’aspect contractuel de l’innovation dans la prestation 

d’un fournisseur.  

 

P6. Management de la relation fournisseur en « cross border supply » ou « prestation 

transfrontalière. Cette proposition s’adresse particulièrement aux groupes internationaux et elle a 

pour objectifs : (1) de piloter la relation fournisseur à une échelle internationale ; (2), de créer un outil 

dédié pour centraliser l’information (sourcing et pricing) ; (3) de profiter du réseau international du 

groupe pour trouver des innovations dans les pays frontaliers. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Au terme de cet article (provisoire !), consacré à l’innovation fournisseurs au sein du management 

achats : cas du secteur de la location automobile, les résultats confirment que l’innovation constitue 

une composante-clef au sein des deux entreprises Alpha et Beta. Cela pose la question de savoir si 

l’innovation fournisseurs est-elle un véritable levier de performance pour les achats. En d’autres 

termes, une stratégie achats principalement axée vers des fournisseurs innovants est-elle un facteur 

clé de succès ? Pour comprendre à nos questionnements, nous avons menés une étude qualitative 

exploratoire auprès des experts des deux entreprises. En effet, plusieurs propositions de recherche se 

dégagent. : - la nécessité de la mise en place d’une culture - innovation au sein des services achats ; 
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l’intégration de l’innovation dès le début du processus achats ; l’automatisation des outils achats ; la 

création d’un challenge Innovation Fournisseurs (IF) ; le pilotage de la performance innovation des 

fournisseurs ; le management de la relation fournisseur en « cross border supply » ou « prestation 

transfrontalière.  

 

Ce travail n’est, bien entendu, pas exempt de limites. Toute étude qualitative menée par entretien 

comporte le risque que le discours des répondants soit biaisé en raison du mode déclaratif des 

informations recueillies. Ce type de biais se caractérise par un écart entre les déclarations et les 

pratiques effectives et se traduit via une surestimation ou au contraire une sous-estimation des 

pratiques. Or, notre papier est fondé sur une méthodologie qualitative, qui a donc impliqué de 

recueillir les déclarations des répondants. Dans l’ensemble, la spontanéité des propos tenus par les 

managers interviewés donne tout lieu de croire que leurs déclarations reflètent fidèlement leur propre 

opinion. Nos échanges avec les managers, nous a aidé à affiner leurs perceptions sur notre question 

de recherche au-delà de la phase des entretiens empiriques.  

 

Nous n’avons pas pu, dans le cadre de cette recherche, mener d’autres études de cas approfondies. 

Cette limite est étroitement liée à la méthodologie de notre recherche qui est le choix de deux cas.  

Nous avons certes pris des précautions méthodologiques au niveau de la conduite des entretiens pour 

éviter les biais, recueillir des données riches et en triangulant les données (en croisant des sources de 

données primaires et secondaires, participation active). Cependant, cette limite demeure. Nous 

souhaitons en revanche l’envisager ultérieurement, afin d’étendre la validité des résultats. Le choix 

méthodologique adopté incite à l’évidence à une grande prudence et à une modestie quant aux 

conclusions dégagées. Il est important de reconnaître que nous avons pris parti de privilégier la 

validité interne de la recherche au détriment de la validité externe. Nous ne pouvons, donc, pas 

prétendre à une généralisation statistique, nos résultats n’étant pas appliqués à d’autres contextes, 

mais plutôt à une généralisation analytique (Yin, 1994). Ainsi, convient-il de rester prudent quant aux 

propositions avancées, celles-ci nécessitant d’être transposées à d’autres champs. En somme, les 

prolongements possibles de notre papier sont en partie relatifs aux limites précédemment soulignées, 

mais aussi à notre volonté d’approfondir les premiers résultats dégagés. Pour obtenir une meilleure 

validité externe, nous gagnerons naturellement à réitérer notre protocole sur d’autres champs 

organisationnels. Il conviendrait alors de s’attacher en profondeur à un nombre important de cas, en 

choisissant des cas dans des secteurs similaires. Cela permettrait de mettre en lumière des éléments de 

comparaison et de constater si les dimensions identifiées dans cette recherche se retrouvent dans 

d’autres cas. Ce point d’appui renforcerait le dispositif mis en œuvre dans cet article.  
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Abstract 
 
The rate of the development of modern economics cannot be compared with any of the previous 
stages in the history of the society. Analysis of economic factors of any organization confirms that the 
rate of change necessary for survival in the struggle with competitors will only increase. 
Technological progress and globalization with each passing year contribute to these changes more 
and more. Currently, many Universities (including Russian) poorly respond to changing 
environmental conditions and unable to achieve leadership in the short and long term.  
 
The relevance of this research lies in the rationale for the selection of University development 
strategies based on the author’s empirical research in the July-September 2017 for 42 examples of 
Russian Universities. Three different groups represented the analyzed Universities: national research 
University (global scale), Federal University (national scale) and the basic University (regional 
scale). The article provides a comparative analysis of the strategies content of three Universities – one 
representative from each named group. 
 

Keywords: University's strategy, strategic map, strategic objective, projections of strategy maps, 
University of the future. 

1. Introduction  

1.1 Introduce the Problem  

Contemporary Universities are undergoing drastic changes in their activities; they actively search 
strategy to find points of interaction between science, education and innovation. In the transition to a 
digital economy, Universities are not able to remain in the framework of previous strategies. 
Moreover, as shown by Anthony Watkinson and others (May 2016), the changes in Universities have 
to stay ahead of changes in the spheres of economy, prepared for work in terms of digital technology. 
Most Universities are poorly suited to the requirements of leadership at the stage of entry into the 
digital economy. Previous models of University management do not correspond to the new 
technological system, the requirements of employers for graduates and customers of scientific 
research.  

Jones J. (2006), Coelli T. and others (2005), in addition with McMillan M and Wing H. C. 
(2006)  demonstrated that one of the directions of changes in the University management should 
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consider ways of evaluating the "efficiency" and "productivity" using various methods, such as  
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) of 45 British Universities 
made a similar study in the period of major changes in state funding Flegg A., Allen D Field K. and 
Thurlow T. (2004), and results of operations of 20 public Universities in Greece through quantitative 
analysis outlined Katharakis G. and M. Katharaki ((2006)). 
 
However, statistical analysis does not fully reveal the mechanism of influence of various factors on 
the formation of the University's strategy. For example, in the study of Gokcen Arkali Olcay and 
Melih Bulu (October 2016) it is formulated that the correlation analysis shows significant differences 
between some indicators even when measuring the same criterion, such as teaching or research. 
Therefore, in addition to the statistical approach it requires a qualitative analysis that allows 
combining different projections of the strategic map of the University. 
 
The strategy defines the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the internal state of the 
organization, its viability and effectiveness, as well as resistance to the external environment. 
Changes in scientific potential lead to the change of state of the University and vice versa. Hamed 
Alchool and Richard Furuta studied this aspect of the strategic activities of the Universities (may 
2017). 
 
However, research activities of Universities does not cover such aspects of strategic management that 
are associated with the indicators strategic map projections– finance, customers and markets, internal 
processes, learning and development. 

1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem. 

 
Today we are witnessing a reconsideration of the classical University based on the synthesis of 
science and education. The transformation of the University’s concept is a response to external 
challenges and internal problems of its current position in society. 
 
One of the most important studies that reveal the methodological approach of the leading American 
researchers of the higher school are the materials presented in the publication "University of the 
future", edited by R. Barnett (2012). The authors of the articles explore ideas about the new role of 
Universities in current conditions of global economic changes brought about by the information 
revolution. Main areas of research involve discussion of the following trends in the development of 
higher education. 
 

1. The role and value massivization of higher education that changes the formats and 
standards of education and leads, in particular, to the lack of personal contact between student and 
professor, the dominance of the value of applied education on fundamental training, the growing 
importance of competence-based assessment of student's knowledge. 

2. The reduction in state support for Universities and the recognition of education is a private 
good. In this regard, there are two directions of University’s development: 1) the emergence of mega-
Universities with numerous branches and campuses, where students take standardized programs or, 
conversely, 2) the emergence of small private elite institutes that work for individual programs and 
operate independently. 

3. Strategies of Universities in Europe and the United States are based on the concept of 
"performance" that characterizes the effectiveness of training and number of students. It is connected 
with the fact that there is a significant increase in the costs of Universities to current activity, which 
changes the approach to the number of students the structure and content of curriculumum. To attract 
an increasing numbers of students Universities require a constant demonstration of their own 
successes, applied science and special professional training. 

4. The organizational model of Universities is based on the principles of the network 
economy, with a gradual decrease of the hierarchical structure and orientation of the University in 
attracting the best educational resources from the constant interaction with other companies. This 
approach leads to the reform of the internal environment of the University – students work in small 
groups, have open access to courses and training programs. 
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The analysis of models of University shows that there is no longer a single model of the University; 
they differ in the approaches to the formation, implementation and reproduction of scientific and 
educational potentials. 
 
University of the Future cannot be only research, business, network, electronic, digital, virtual, 
distributed, service or others, as all of the above is the characteristics that define the ways of 
implementation of certain aspects of the organization activities  The main distinctive feature of the 
University of the Future is the ability to become a leader in their subject area. This means recognizing 
the University as a center of creating new technologies for interaction with consumers of University 
development the results from fundamental research to commercialization.  
 
University’s leadership format is required to develop training areas for the future of the economy in 
cooperation with national and global companies-leaders. This approach changes the strategy of the 
University, the educational and scientific potential of which becomes the center of formation of new 
competencies and acquires new characteristics. Educational and scientific potentials become the 
foundation of the University of entrepreneur type, which unites a team of researchers, managers, and 
entrepreneurs, able to implement interdisciplinary research projects that transfer knowledge in 
intellectual capital required for commercialization.  
 
Leadership teams and their integration into the University network is able to provide breakthrough 
approaches in new fields of knowledge and new directions of specialists training for the jobs of the 
future. In this case, University must have not only education and research competencies but also 
business competence and entrepreneurial leadership culture. 

2. Methods  

 
The hypothesis of our study was that Universities of different scales - national research, federal and 
supporting regional Universities - have significant differences in the content of development 
strategies, allowing seeing differences in strategic goals and ways to achieve them. 
 
The aim of the research in 42 Universities was to conduct a comparative analysis of their strategies 
and activities on the example of three Universities of different types:  
 

1) National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University (NRTPU) - global scale, 10th in the 
national rankings in 2017; 

2) Kazan Federal University (KFU) - national scale, 11th in the national rankings in 2017; 
3) Voronezh State University (VSU) is a regional scale, basic University, 24th in the national 

rankings in 2017.  
 
Selection of Universities to analyze their strategies primarily is determined by their assignment to 
various types (national research, federal, basic University). In addition, selected Universities - 
NRTPU and KFU - consistently improve their places in the national rankings of Universities of 
Russia.  The study's inclusion of the VSU determined that it has no pronounced positive dynamics 
(table 1). This allows comparing the contents of strategies depending on the scale and dynamics of 
development of Universities. 

Table 1:The ranking of the studied Universities for years 

 

University 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2016 2017 

NRTPU 13 11 9 9 9 9 - 10 10 

KFU 16 - 18 12 - 13 15 - 16 11 - 12 11 - 12 11 11 

VSU 22 - 23 18 27 - 30 20 - 21 22 27 24 

Compiled by the authors according information http://www.univer-rating.ru/college.asp?id=23, 
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http://www.univer-rating.ru/college.asp?id=98, http://www.univer-rating.ru/college.asp?id=28. 

3. Results 

 
Consider the performance evaluation of Universities according to the results of the state monitoring 
three groups of performance indicators over the past three years - education, research and financial-
economic (table 2). 
 

Table 2: The indicators of assessment of Universities, based on the results  

of the state monitoring of the activities of Universities 

№ University 
Educational activity points Research activities, points 

Financial and economic activity,  
points 

 

2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 

1 NRTPU   66,2 67,9 71,74 1253,83 1678,6 1382,48 3992,73 4811,72 3924,3 

2 KFU 67,47 69,75 75,86 422,98 398,3 562,42 3122,4 2402,34 3081,18 

3 VSU 65,21 66,8 67,43 283,37 244,34 214,82 1697,81 1609,1 1686,02 
 
Compiled by the authors, based on data of state monitoring of indicators of Universities. 
 
 
The indicators allow us to conclude that all selected Universities have improved their position for 
three years. The situation is more complicated with the indicators of research and financial and 
economic activities. None of the Universities was able to consistently improve their results of 
research activities in the analyzed period. Moreover, all Universities have reduced their indicators 
during this period. For example, NRTPU in 2016 has reduced its indicator compared to the year 2015 
to 296 points, almost returning to the figures, 2014. 
 
KFU reduced its indicator in 2015 on 24 points, after which improved his record in 2016. VSU 
annually reduced their performance in 2015, on 39 points and in 2016 by 30 points in just three years 
– by 69 points. It speaks about the weak strategy of development of scientific potential and the 
inefficiency of the system of management of scientific activities. 
 
It can be argued that improvement of educational activities is based on conservative, usual activities, 
which is confirmed by the insignificant growth of indicators. The achievement of such indicator 
values can be achieved without a sound strategy. The drop in indicators of research activity, requiring 
innovative solutions, underscores the need for strategic projects, able to act as growth drivers of the 
University's competitiveness. 
 
The results of educational and research activities directly affect the economic and financial condition 
of the Universities, which also experienced the fluctuation of the indicators over the years. 
 
Consider whether the content of the strategies of the Universities affects the performance of 
Universities. A comparative description of the strategy is content of the studied Universities presented 
in table 3. 
 
Modern Universities are looking for ways to make the most effective use of their limited resources to 
become the future of the Universities. Firstly, the new educational and scientific potential is 
implemented in the development of individual student’s competences and the formation of their 
personal educational paths. Overcoming the limitation of this approach is the outdated standards of 
learning faster, which creates a need for new competencies. This means the ability of University staff 
to adapt the curriculum to change the individual skills of students in the process of study subjects, 
i.e., introduction to teaching artificial intelligence. 
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Therefore, the University’s strategy we define as the ability of the organization to complete tasks, 
ensuring the achievement of the goal, through the implementation of scientific and educational 
activities taking into account the dynamics of changes of targets. 
 
The aim of the strategy of formation and implementation of the University's future is the shift from 
the statistical approach, aimed at fixing the achieved state at a certain time, to develop a concrete 
program of action. 
 
A unified approach to strategy for all of the studied Universities is to focus on the staff. Two of the 
studied Universities consider their strategic direction and improvement of payment and motivation of 
staff – the VSU and NRTPU (focus on internal factors of development), and one strategy of the 
University (KFU) is focused on attracting talented and promising scientific-educational personnel 
(focus on external factors of development). 
 
However, it should be noted that the definition of strategic objectives in the form of a quantitative 
indicator value is missing from all three Universities. This indicates the lack of validity of strategic 
objectives with supporting processes and activities. With this approach, the supporting processes and 
activities lose their significance of contribution to the achievement of the parameters of strategic 
objectives and reduce the ability of the University to concentrate resources on the most important 
strategic projects. 
 
The lack of quantitative justification strategic objectives cannot objectively measure the results of 
implementation of strategic projects. Therefore, the formulations of the outcomes of the University’s 
strategy are descriptive and difficult to prove with phrases such as, "optimization of the number, an 
increase in the average wage; improvement in the efficiency of the University" (VSU), "development 
and implementation of programs of mutual exchange..." (KFU), "Identifying and attracting talented 
employees..." (NRTPU). 
 
This approach does not allow the decomposition of strategic objectives to the units of the University, 
responsible for the implementation of certain strategic projects. 

Of particular interest is the formulation consumer outcome ("product") in the strategy of 
Universities. This situation is because consumer’s strategy allows the University to determine 
marketing program and specify the projection parameters "Finance" in the framework of the strategic 
map. 
 
The analysis shows that the strategy of all Universities see as consumers only the internal divisions 
"all divisions and categories of personal" (VSU), "strategic academic unit, personnel department, 
department of external relations" (KFU), "heads of structural divisions of the University" (NRTPU). 
 
However, no University notices external customer’s results of the strategy. This may mean that 
budgets for strategic projects as well as calculations of the economic effect cannot be reliably 
confirmed. Therefore, both of the University are not able to provide accurate calculations of the 
expected economic effect from implementation of strategic projects (APU and NRTP), and the 
validity of the calculations of a single University (SDK) requires clarification. 

4. Discussion 

 
The analysis of the strategies of the University included in the top positions of the Russian national 
rankings, showed their focus on internal changes without external matching conditions. This may 
indicate the absence of correlation between strategic objectives and the involvement of Universities 
in the world scientific and educational space in their subject area. 
 
With this approach, it is difficult to create University of the Future, competitive in quality scientific 
research and educational activities. 
 
In addition, the strategies are not clearly formulated points of growth capacity that could transform 
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Universities in advanced educational institutions for their scale of activity (global, national, regional 
scale). Such a strategic goal of Universities is not even set. 
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Table 3: A comparative description of the content strategies of the studied Universities 
 

Элементы 

стратегии 

VSU KFU NRTPU 

The elements of 
the strategy 

Improving the system of payment and 
stimulation of labor, optimizing the structure 
and staffing levels 

The formation of a new system to attract talented and promising 
research and educational personnel 

Improving the efficiency of 
the personnel management 
system 

Strategic goal / 
indicator 

Providing a competitive level of 
remuneration at the expense of optimization 
of organizational structure and staffing levels 
of all categories of staff 

The formation of a new system to attract talented and promising 
research and educational personnel 

Improving the quality of 
competences of employees 
("personnel of a new 
formation") 

The result Optimization of the number, increase in 
average wages of employees; improving the 
efficiency of employee’s work functions in 
order to avoid duplication and bring them in 
line with professional standards. 

1) Development and implementation of programs of mutual 
exchange of researchers with leading Universities and research 
centers with high values of scientometric indices in their subject 
areas.  
2) Development and implementation of programs of mutual 
exchange of researchers with leading Universities and research 
centers.  
3) Development and implementation of joint educational 
programs, language training with foreign partners – leading 
Universities. 

Identifying and attracting 
talented employees, making 
an essential contribution to 
the achievement of financial 
results. 

Consumers of 
the "product" 

All divisions, all categories of employees Strategic academic unit, personnel department, department of 
external relations 

Heads of departments of the 
University 

The cost The project budget is 160 million rubles The extrabudgetary funds 1446 thousand rubles The project cost 700 
thousand rubles, including: 
1) remuneration of members 
of the project - 500 thousand 
rubles; 2) equipment - 200 
thousand rubles. 

Value for money Cost reduction on labor; increase in average 
wages core staff; reducing the cost of 
providing auxiliary functions 

The planned increase in revenue 54892 thousand rubles  in 2018 
year/ 

The calculation is missing. 

Compiled by the authors based on the University’s strategy. 
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In their strategies, the Universities do not aim to achieve their own leadership goals to new market 
niches. Therefore, the question about the effectiveness of resources allocated to the development of 
Universities is justified. 
 
These Universities could be encouraged to use the experience of the formation of strategies in similar 
situations in other countries. For example, Marmara University (Turkey) (24 November 2016) has 
developed a different and unique approach to develop strategies to be effective in the next five-year 
period: how participation of academic and administrative personnel is provided, in which way it is 
focused on creating value for all stakeholders, how internal and external environment analysis are 
made with which scientific research projects and how corporate learning is supported in every stage 
of the process.  
 
Osaka University (Japan) defined as its strategy, the creation of a new campus based on the use of 
energy efficient technologies that reduce energy consumption per unit of usable area of the building 
(Yoshida Yukiko and others (15 July 2017)).  
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Abstract 

The Latin American region is strongly affected by global trends which test the ability of companies to 

efficiently transform inputs into outputs and succeed in international competition on the world market. 

This article aims to identify the company's input inefficiencies in a sample of emerging companies in the 

region and further the analysis of barriers for business in Latin America in the period before the economic 

crisis (2006) and during the crisis (2010). For our analysis, we used data envelopment analysis (DEA), 

which is considered as a powerful tool for measuring efficiency of units and exhibits some positives 

compared using the standard approaches. The analysis will focus on companies operating in 

manufacturing and determine their technical efficiency, respectively revealing inefficiencies in the 

transformation of material, labor and energy from input to output in the form of sales and investments. 

The findings from the two years 2006 and 2010 will allow us to further identify factors associated with 

the ability of companies to survive in the market during the period of economic fluctuations. 

 

Keywords: Data Envelopment Analysis, technical efficiency, Latin America, manufacturing 

companies.   

Introduction 

One of the economic theories of growth is based on the idea of evolutionary principle (Nelson, 1982; 

Dopfer, 2005), when the efficiency of the companies and their ability to survive in the market is tested in 

an environment of imperfect competition. The firms are, to some extent, able to create a picture of their 

competitors’ strengths and weaknesses so they know their position on the market. By this they create the 

imaginary technological border which enables them to better formulate strategies (financial, marketing, 

innovative etc.) and to adapt over time. Their ability to be efficient also depends on the accurate 

identification of barriers to business and the effort to avoid them, or more precisely on the elimination of 

the negative impact of these factors. For evaluation and disclosure of this technological frontier it is 

necessary to use a holistic approach, where individual ratios of financial analysis, such as profitability, 

are no longer enough to capture the overall efficiency of the unit and allow appropriate comparison at the 

level of the defined market. A multi-factor analysis of strengths and weaknesses and the use of regression 

in a Cobb-Douglas production functions type (Van Beveren, 2012) requires a parametric approach. It is 

characterized by one optimized formula that applies to all firms in the sample data. The weakness of a 

traditional Cobb-Douglas production function is the assumption of linear functional form and the 

application of perfectly competitive environment conditions. 
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Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), unlike parametric approaches, uses mathematical optimization model 

for the estimation of an efficient frontier. With this model, we can complexly compare values that 

characterize the company using multiple input and output ratio characteristics. Such a process allows 

referential comparison of the companies (determination of an imaginary efficient frontier) and exposing 

the main factors of inefficiency in the imperfect competition environment. In the past, DEA models were 

often used in studies of efficiency in developed countries, as well as in studies concerning Latin America. 

The results of comparative studies show large differences in efficiency among businesses in Latin 

America (Rodríguez, 2003). Sizable differences can also be international, for example the comparison of 

Spanish and Brazilian businesses where it is possible to mitigate the input inefficiency, e.g. through 

technology transfer (Silva and Ramirez, 2006). 

There are not many academically reviewed studies investigating the efficiency of various sectors of Latin 

American economies using DEA. These comparisons are found more often in gray literature, in research 

reports, work studies and conference proceedings. Research teams focused, for example, on the efficiency 

of companies producing coffee in Colombia (Suárez Mejía, 2010), dairy companies in the province of 

Corrientes in Argentina (Gallardo et al., 2011), The mining industry in Mexico: Performance patterns and 

determinants of efficiency (Gaytan, 2014) and the study of the energy sector and CO2 emissions in Latin 

America and the Caribbean (Schuschny, 2007). So far, there are not a lot of empirical studies that focus 

on the manufacturing industry in Latin America. The latest work, which analyzes the sub-sectors of the 

economy, is a study (Rodríguez, 2003), which measures the relative efficiency of three sub-sectors of the 

Colombian economy between 1993 and 1999 using DEA models. The author compared the performance 

of different companies in the same sector in one country and showed that companies with higher 

operating costs and net margin may not be the most efficient. Unlike our analysis, the author examines 

three sub-sectors over seven consecutive years: manufacture of textiles, pharmaceutical production and 

manufacturing of chemical substances and preparations. Our analysis is focused on eight sub-sectors of 

the manufacturing industry and their comparison in 11 Latin American countries; it is the first that 

analyzes and compares the efficiency of the manufacturing industry in these Latin American countries all 

together. 

When looked at closely it is also the first to monitor the efficiency of innovative and exporting companies 

in Latin America. There have been several studies regarding innovators in Latin America; however, they 

use the parametric approach (Andersson et al., 2012; Benavente, 2006) and the DEA approach is only 

applied more on the macroeconomic level to evaluate national innovation policies. The efficiency of the 

countries is assessed on the basis of national indicators such as gross expenditure on scientific research (R 

& D) activity, the number of R & D personnel, the number of patents granted by the European Patent 

Office, spending on education, the volume of "high-tech" exports and the number of impacted academic 

studies (Kotsemir, 2013). 

Latin America is characterized by a diverse range of small and large economies. In these countries, the 

real GDP per capita was increasing from 2004 until 2009, when they were hit by the full force of 

economic crisis. Some countries have grown even during the global economic crisis. The region of Latin 

America is heavily influenced by global tendencies, which test the abilities of firms to efficiently 

transform input into output and to be successful in the international competition on the world market. 

This aim of the article is to identify the input inefficiencies in a sample of emerging companies in the 

region and further the analysis of barriers for business in Latin America in the period before the economic 

crisis (2006) and during the crisis (2010). The analysis is focused on companies operating in 

manufacturing and determine their technical efficiency, respectively revealing inefficiencies in the 

transformation of material, labor and energy from input to output in the form of sales and investments. 

The findings from the two years 2006 and 2010 will allow us to further identify factors associated with 

the ability of companies to survive in the market during periods of economic fluctuation. 
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In the first part of this research, we will focus on the theoretical background and models which are then 

applied in the analysis. The second part contains formulation of hypotheses that the article is trying to 

answer, and the set of variables used in the DEA model. The last part of the research presents the results, 

their discussion and a final summary conclude the article. 

Theoretical introduction to DEA 

The history of DEA models is bounded by work (Charnes et al., 1978), which is partly based on article 

(Farrell, 1957). The DEA evaluates the relative efficiency of a set of homogeneous decision-making units 

(DMUs). Relative efficiency means that the DMUs under evaluation are analyzed relatively within the 

given set of units. It implies that a change in the number of the units (increase or decrease) may lead to 

the change of the efficient frontier estimated by the model, and finally to the change of the results of the 

analysis. Homogeneous DMUs are units that are comparable in their activities, they spend the same set of 

resources (inputs) for the production of the same set of effects (outputs). 

Let us consider the set of n DMUs that are described by m inputs and r outputs, and denote xij, 

i = 1,2,…,m, j = 1,2,…,n, the value of the i-th input of the DMUj and analogously ykj, k =  1,2,…,r, j =  

1,2,…,n, the value of the k-th output of the same DMU. The efficiency score of the DMUq is then defined 

as the weighted sum of outputs divided by the weighted sum of the inputs as follows: 
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where uk,  k = 1,2,…,r, and vi, i = 1,2,…,m, are unknown weights assigned to the given inputs and 

outputs. 

Conventional envelopment DEA models are based on maximizing of the efficiency score (1) of the DMU 

under evaluation subject to the constraints that the efficiency score of all other units of the set is limited 

by unity (100%). This optimization problem can be written as follows: 
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where ε is an infinitesimal constant that ensures the positive outcome of all weights. 

Model (2) - (3) is not linear in the objective function, which is the ratio of two linear expressions. 

However, by well-known Charnes-Cooper transformation, this model can be converted into the linear 

program. This transformation leads to the fact that the numerator of the objective function (2) is put equal 

to one and the denominator is minimized, or denominator equals one and the model maximizes the 

numerator. According to this transformation the DEA model is indicated as the output oriented or input 

oriented model. The model offers to decision makers two main groups of information: 

The model identifies whether the DMU under evaluation is lying on the efficient frontier or not. If It is, 

its efficiency score equals 1 otherwise it is lower than 1 (in case of input oriented model) or greater that 1 

(in case of output oriented model).  

In case the DMU under evaluation is not efficient the model gives the recommendation how to improve 

the inputs and/or outputs in order to become efficient. In general, the efficiency score expresses the 

necessary reduction of all inputs in order to reach the efficient frontier (input oriented model) and 

necessary expansion of all outputs for becoming efficient (output oriented model). 

Another aspect that must be taken into account in application of conventional DEA models is the 

assumption about the nature of returns to scales, which affects the shape of the efficient frontier defined 

by the model (constant, variable, non-decreasing, non-increasing). In the computational experiments, we 

will be working with the output oriented model with variable returns to scale. This model is often 

referenced as BCC models – see the original article (Banker et al., 1984) for more details. Mathematical 

formulation of the output oriented BCC model with the assumption of variable returns to scale is as 

follows: 

Minimize 
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where υ is a free variable, providing the variability of the returns to scale. 

More information about DEA model, theory and software can be found in many DEA textbooks and 

monographs, in Czech language e.g. (Jablonský and Dlouhý, 2004). Another approach to the DEA used 

in this paper is possible. Dluhošová and Zmeškal (2014) suggest implementing CCR/BCC models with 

fictive input/output and analyze the efficiency problem from a different perspective. 

Hypotheses and expected results 

The analysis of the Latin American business environment is focused on the relative technical efficiency. 

As stated in the previous section of the article we consider the output-oriented model with variable 

returns to scale as a suitable tool for the analysis. In other words, we will monitor whether the output 

level of the company was achieved efficiently in comparison to other companies. For our analysis, it is 

crucial to determine the existence of inefficiency in the form of a bad allocation of production inputs 

(labor, material and energy costs). The aim of the analysis is to obtain results for the years 2006 and 2010 

or, more precisely, to compare the barriers to entrepreneurship that efficient companies identified as the 

most problematic and to monitor the development of the results of the DEA analysis over time. We 

should be aware that the DEA results are not directly comparable between the years 2006 and 2010; 

however, they can be observed indirectly by the changes in interest and order of observed inefficiencies. 

In the Latin America region, the year 2006 can be considered a period of strong growth and economic 

gain, while in 2010, the strong impact of the global economic crisis can be noticed. Generally, we observe 

the prevailing and new challenges in the manufacturing industry, both among efficient entrepreneurs in 

the indicator of sales and efficient exporters (export revenues) and among innovators (sales from 

innovative products). 

The hypotheses which we outline in the study focus on the role of the efficiency of basic cost inputs 

throughout the manufacturing sector. We will measure output efficiency by the ability of the company to 

generate revenues and give scarce resources to invest in capital and innovation. In the context of 

economic slowdown there was also a decline in world trade, so we will also study the output efficiency of 

exporters in the manufacturing sector in detail, through sales of exported goods and investment in capital 

and innovation. We will also focus on those firms in the manufacturing sector that had revenues from 

innovated production and invested in capital and innovation in their output. These innovators are an 

important component for improving technical efficiency and living standards in the region through 

innovation and knowledge. For further analysis, we have formulated the following hypotheses to verify: 

H1: Labor costs are the most important factor of inefficiencies in the manufacturing industries in selected 

Latin American countries. 

H2: The business environment is mostly affected by these obstacles of business: corruption, political 

instability and the informal sector. 
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Data and variables 

The data for the analysis was obtained from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys database, which provides 

both corporate financial data and the data related to obstacles in business. The overview of data (Table 1) 

describes a sample of 5311 manufacturing companies in 11 Latin American countries between 2006 and 

2010 (Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Chile, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru and 

Uruguay). The analyzed sectors are food and beverage production, clothing, textiles, manufacture of 

machinery and equipment, metallic products, chemical products, rubber and plastic products, manufacture 

of unlisted electrical machinery and equipment, office machinery and computers, manufacture of other 

non-metallic mineral products, other (especially recycling, furniture, timber industry, metallic products, 

and not mentioned above). The data set was available in the database for only these countries; other 

selection criteria was not applied. A sample of 2382 exporting companies was defined by non-zero 

revenues from direct and indirect exports (through an intermediary). A sample of 2067 innovators were 

defined by non-zero revenues from innovative products.  

Table 1: Key indicators of corporate data, Latin America between 2006 and 2010 

 

Indicator 
Number of 

observations 
Average 

Standard 

deviation 
Minimum Maximum 

Revenue 5311 2402.48 12964.88 0.008 320588.40 

Investment and R&D 5311 165.62 1812.65 0.001 92368.33 

Material costs 5311 997.08 5678.20 0.001 131533.40 

Energy costs 5311 36.30 306.21 0.001 15161.94 

Labor costs 5311 300.96 1498.29 0.001 36000.00 

Export revenue 2382 899.06 4499.783 0.067 88635.64 

Revenue from innovative 

production 
2067 375.97 1699.52 0.036 31291.98 

Data: own calculations through the DEA analysis according to Enterprise Surveys, the figures for the 11 

Latin American countries were recalculated to millions of dollars based on the average exchange rate of 

the dollar presented in each year by the World Bank for the local currencies. 

For the DEA model two outputs were chosen: total revenue - from exports and innovative products - for 

output 1 and the sum of indicators of investment in fixed capital and investment in research and 

development activities for output 2. Input variables are material costs (input 1), energy costs (input 2), 

and labor (input 3). 

Results 

This section of the article presents the results of the calculations. Firstly, the entire manufacturing sector 

is presented, then companies that realized revenue from exports, and lastly companies that recorded 

revenue from innovative production. For each sample of firms, we assess the DEA analysis scoreboard, 

where we present the number of efficient companies, the overall national score and compare the average 

efficiency of the companies in the country. Afterwards, we monitor the barriers to entrepreneurship that 

efficient firms in LA identified as the most problematic. Finally, we observe the national average 

inefficiency of the companies on the inputs (materials, energy, and labor); instead of the average financial 

inefficiency of the companies, we present the relative inefficiency. It reflects the share of financial 

inefficiency against average costs (on material, energy, labor) in the country. 
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In 2006 only one company out of 15 efficient companies was foreign, which was much less than we 

expected. The company is located in Argentina and has more than 4000 employees. Of these 15 

companies, only 2 have more than 250 employees, others were small or medium-sized enterprises (SME). 

Most companies come from sectors 1 and 8 (food and beverage production and other). In 2010, the 

situation is slightly different, eleven companies were SMEs and ten enterprises were large (250+). Again, 

there was only one foreign-owned company. Most firms were from sectors 15, 2 and 18 (food and 

beverage production, other and clothing). 

The results between years are not directly comparable; however, there is no improvement seen in the 

average efficiency apart from Panama and Paraguay. In 2010, the results must be interpreted with 

caution, because in Panama, Ecuador and Bolivia the number of observations was sharply reduced. In 

2006, the top countries in the region were Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru (in this order). In 

2010, it was Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Peru and Colombia (in this order). The only change was in order 

of rank. These countries are also leaders in the manufacturing industry. If we look at the average 

efficiency, in relative terms, in 2006, the best were Mexico and Chile. In 2010, a relative comparison 

shows Panama, Bolivia and Argentina at the top, if we consider only representatively delegated countries. 

Table 2: Companies in 2006 and 2010, manufacture industry 

 

Country 

Efficient 

companies 

Companies 

Total 

Overall 

score 

Average 

efficiency 

06 10 06 10 06 10 06 10 

Mexico 1 4 147 690 6.8 39.91 0.05 0.06 

Chile 2 2 274 475 12.2 25.95 0.04 0.05 

Paraguay 2 1 86 75 3.5 3.14 0.04 0.04 

Panama 1 1 88 9 3.5 2.16 0.04 0.24 

Guatemala 2 2 181 155 6.6 7.26 0.04 0.05 

Argentina 1 2 356 455 12.7 30.06 0.04 0.07 

Peru 1 2 212 476 6.8 24.26 0.03 0.05 

Ecuador 0 0 199 79 6.0 4.94 0.03 0.06 

Columbia 3 3 399 462 11.0 22.83 0.03 0.05 

Bolivia 2 1 176 29 4.8 2.97 0.03 0.10 

Uruguay 0 3 126 162 2.7 8.20 0.02 0.05 

Total 15 21 2244 3067 76.67 171.68 0.034 0.06 

Data: own calculations through the DEA analysis according to Enterprise Surveys, efficient Company has 

a score of 1 (100%) 

In the overall score, the absolute leaders were Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, which is 

likely caused by the size of their economies and their economic growth. Between 2006 and 2010, 

Argentina and Peru lead with economic growth of 9.13% and 8.45% (in this order). Economic growth in 

Colombia in 2006 reached 6.69% and, in 2010, due to the international economic crisis, growth fell to 

3.97%, like Mexico and Chile. Other factors that had an impact on the economic growth of the countries 

was the economic stability of these countries and the number of companies in each country. Ecuador and 

Bolivia were not left as far behind as we expected, and because of reforms and political and economic 

stability, they experienced high economic growth. 
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Table 3: The main obstacles among efficient firms in manufacture industry 

 

Barriers to business in 2006 Barriers to business in 2010 

Corruption 2.60 Corruption 2.35 

Access to electricity 2.53 Informal sector 2.20 

Informal sector 2.47 Labor regulation 2.20 

Political instability 2.00 Tax administration 2.19 

Criminality 1.80 Political instability 2.19 

 

Data: own calculations based on Enterprise Surveys Data. Obstacles are rated from grade 1 - low impact 

on business, up to 4 - high impact. The obstacles in 2006 were: tax rate, unskilled labor, tax 

administration, access to finance, the functioning of the courts, transport, business regulation, labor 

regulation, access to land, business licenses. The obstacles in 2010 were: unskilled labor, tax rate, 

transport, functioning of the courts, access to electricity, business licenses, access to land, 

telecommunications, access to finance, criminality and trade regulation. 

A big problem in the region is the corruption, which is ranked first in both years, and efficient firms 

perceive it as the biggest obstacle to business. In this analysis, we have identified only a small decline in 

the perception of significance of corruption, but fighting corruption is problematic. Paraguay, Panama, 

Guatemala and Bolivia are on the lower rungs of the world ranking of the Corruption Perceptions Index 

(150, 102, 123, 106, in this order). They are countries with fewer companies. 

Access to electricity and, in some countries, the subsidization of electricity prices could mean both 

advantages and disadvantages for the company. In terms of political stability, there is a broad consensus 

in assessing the results as a reward for policies of economic stability and public account control, which 

the economic policies of major economies in Latin America defined in the last 20 years. 

However, with the recovery of the world economy, other factors have grown in importance, such as the 

international integration of the countries, or the results of the integration of policies strengthening 

domestic market and combating poverty and inequality, which greatly expanded the middle class in these 

regions. 

Especially significant is the improvement of the situation of countries whose economic situation has 

worsened severely in 2009, as Mexico, which recovered from a deep economic decline (-6.1%) in 2009 to 

a 3% growth this year. Paraguay recorded the largest growth; after the economic downturn in 2009 (-

3.8%), they grew to 9.7% in 2010. The growth of other economies in Mercosur is also significant; 

Uruguay (9%) and Argentina (8.4%). This data suggests that a slightly negative impact of the crisis on the 

extension of poverty (33% of the population in 2008 to 34.1% in 2009) could actually represent an 

improvement on the biggest socio-economic problem in the Latin American region. 

Criminality in Latin America has had a negative impact on the quality of life and represents a large 

obstacle. One of major causes of crime is the increasing number of poor and a high unemployment rate, 

which, according to the International Labour Organization (ILO), averaged 11%. A big problem for 

workers in Latin America is undeclared work; according to the ILO, at least 130 million people are 

working illegally in the region. 
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In 2010 there were more large enterprises among efficient companies, which are more resistant to 

economic fluctuations. The newly perceived factor that prevents business is labor regulation. This may be 

related to the onset of the crisis and the inability to cut wages and dismiss workers. 

Looking at the results of input inefficiency, the biggest problems in 2006 were costs of materials and 

labor. In 2010, the costs of materials were not as high as the costs of energy and labor, which play a 

crucial role in determining efficiency. Soaring prices of raw materials had been signs of a global 

economic boom from 2003 to mid-2008. According to the results of 2010, in order to streamline 

production, we would have to reduce material costs by 19.5%, reduce energy costs by a whopping 61. 2 

% and labor costs by 39.7 %. The low energy costs in Bolivia needed to achieve efficient production were 

caused by subsidizing electricity prices. 

The average values of countries efficiency can be again compared in time only indirectly i.e., in the order 

they were ranked. On the one hand, there is the effect of inflation and on the other a different baseline and 

total number of companies in the different years. Paraguay, Uruguay, Mexico, Guatemala, Colombia and 

Bolivia experienced above-average material costs in 2006 and in 2010 it was Paraguay, Peru, Mexico, 

Panama, Guatemala, Colombia and Bolivia (in this order). Panama, Uruguay, Colombia and Bolivia had 

exceptionally high energy costs in 2006 and Panama, Guatemala and Chile (in this order) had the same 

issue in 2010. Chile, Panama and Guatemala had exceptionally high costs of labor in 2006 with Paraguay, 

Ecuador, Bolivia and Argentina (in this order) experiencing the same in 2010. 

Exporting companies in the manufacturing sector 
 

Table 4: Exporters in 2006 and 2010, manufacturing industry 

 

Country 

Efficient 

exporters 

Exporters 

total 
Overall score Average efficiency 

2006 2010 2006 2010 2006 2010 2006 2010 

Paraguay 5 1 30 25 7.5 2.5 24.9% 10.05% 

Mexico 2 8 35 293 7.1 29.0 20.3% 9.90% 

Bolivia 2 1 43 12 8.4 2.9 19.6% 23.80% 

Peru 5 3 114 250 21.7 26.7 19.1% 10.67% 

Uruguay 2 1 64 83 10.2 6.8 15.9% 8.16% 

Argentina 7 4 204 279 31.5 34.2 15.4% 12.26% 

Chile 4 5 87 189 13.0 22.0 15.0% 11.62% 

Ecuador 1 0 63 31 9.1 3.5 14.4% 11.43% 

Guatemala 3 1 84 88 10.9 4.7 13.0% 5.37% 

Panama 0 1 20 2 2.4 1.1 11.8% 55.16% 

Colombia 2 3 147 239 16.2 18.1 11.0% 7.59% 

Total 33 28 891 1491 12.5 13.8 15.5% 15.1% 

Data: own calculations based on Enterprise Surveys Data. 

In 2006, there were 13 companies in the small and medium sized category (up to 250 employees, SME 

enterprises) and 5 large companies. In 2010, the situation is reversed; 14 of the analyzed firms were large 

and 6 were small and medium sized enterprises. It points at the possible impact of the recession, where 

larger companies tend to have the ability to survive in the global market and small businesses seek other 

opportunities or disappear. Four out of eighteen (22%) firms were foreign in 2006 and 8 out of 20 (40%) 

in 2010, almost double.  Possible explanations include being easily identifiable for foreign investors, or 
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they are part of global value chains. In 2006, efficient companies were in the food sector, the chemical 

industry and in category other. In 2010, we see a similar situation, replacing the other sector with the 

clothing sector. 

The overall most efficient exporters in 2006 were Argentina, Peru, Chile, Colombia and Guatemala. In 

2010, it was Argentina, Peru, Chile, Mexico and Colombia. Relatively, in 2006 Paraguay, Bolivia and 

Uruguay were also doing very well. In 2010, it is Ecuador from the representatively delegated countries 

Table 5: TOP 5 barriers to business among efficient exporters 

 

Barriers to business in 2006 Barriers to business In 2010 

Political instability 2.36 Tax rates 2.20 

Corruption 2.31 Unskilled labor 1.65 

Unskilled labor 2.13 Transport 1.60 

Electricity 1.97 Electricity 1.58 

Tax rates 1.85 Political instability 1.55 

Source: own calculations based on Enterprise Survey data, obstacles are rated from 1 (low impact on 

business) to 4 (high impact). Furthermore, in 2006 we identify these obstacles: tax administration, the 

informal sector, criminality, labor regulation, functioning of the courts, business regulation, access to 

finance, business licenses, access to transport and land. In 2010, we identify these obstacles: tax 

administration, corruption, telecommunication, labor regulation, trade regulation, functioning of the 

courts, business licenses, the informal sector, criminality, access to land and access to finance. 

 

Innovators in the manufacturing sector 
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Table 6: Results of DEA analysis – efficient innovators in 2010 

 

Country 
Efficient 

innovators 

Innovators 

total 

Overall 

score 

Average 

efficiency 

Panama 1 2 1.48 73.86% 

Bolivia 1 22 2.76 12.56% 

Ecuador 0 50 3.18 6.36% 

Argentina 5 365 22.63 6.20% 

Colombia 6 311 17.38 5.59% 

Chile 3 300 16.10 5.37% 

Mexico 3 394 20.82 5.28% 

Guatemala 2 110 4.98 4.52% 

Paraguay 0 54 2.37 4.38% 

Peru 1 343 14.35 4.18% 

Uruguay 1 116 3.96 3.41% 

Summary 23 2067 10.00 5.32% 

Source: own calculations based on WB Enterprise Survey data, an efficient company scored 1 (100%). 

The indicator is based on the results of a DEA oriented on outputs (revenues from innovative production, 

R & D and investments), i.e. BBC model with variable returns to scale. Among efficient companies in the 

11 monitored Latin American countries there are 7 foreign companies and 10 direct exporters. 

Most efficient innovators were in the food sector, the sector other, metal processing and manufacturing of 

machinery and equipment. In 2010 there were 10 small and medium-sized enterprises and 13 large 

enterprises (250+ employees). The case of Panama should be interpreted with caution, because with a low 

number of observations bias occurs. The cases of Bolivia, Ecuador and Paraguay should also be 

approached more carefully, there are a sufficient number of companies, but still a relatively small number 

of observations compared to other countries.  

Why are Argentina, Colombia, Chile and Mexico efficient innovators (both relative and absolute) in the 

region? Why is that Panama, Ecuador and Bolivia are doing well? Do they therefore also belong to the 

group of innovators? Efficient innovators perceive the most problems in recruitment, with lack of labor 

qualification and regulation of labor law as the biggest issues. 

Table 7: TOP 5 barriers to business among the efficient innovators 

 

Barriers to business Average score 

Tax rate 2,05 

Labor qualification 1,86 

Informal sector 1,82 

Political instability 1,78 

Tax administration 1,77 

Data: own calculations based on Enterprise Surveys Data, obstacles are rated 1 (low impact on business) 

to 4 (high impact). Other obstacles are in the following areas: transport, corruption, labor regulation, 

access to land, access to finance, business regulations and licenses, criminality, court decisions, access to 

electricity and telecommunications. 
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Conclusions 

The aim of our study was to identify barriers to business for Latin American companies in the period 

before the economic crisis, 2006, and in times of crisis/post-crisis, 2010, using the method of data 

envelopment analysis (DEA). The researched companies operate in 11 sub-sectors of the manufacturing 

industry across 11 countries in Latin America. Results found technical efficiency in manufacturing sector 

companies, and revealed inefficiencies in the transformation of material, labor and energy inputs to 

outputs in the form of sales and investments. Based on a comparison of 2006 and 2010, factors associated 

with the ability of companies to persevere in the market during the period of economic fluctuations were 

identified. 

The main contributions of this study are the following: our first hypothesis was rejected: labor costs are 

not the most important factor of inefficiencies in the manufacturing industries in selected Latin American 

countries, as expected. Pursuant the model based on the use of DEA, it was found that the cost of energy 

has a significant impact on the relative efficiency of analyzed companies. The DEA method is a 

completely new element in evaluating the relative efficiency of large manufacturing sectors. Our results 

indicate that the business environment is mostly affected by these barriers to business: corruption, 

political instability and the informal sector, thus supporting our second hypothesis. However, when 

looking at exporters and innovators we must also include skilled labor and taxation as primary barriers to 

business. 

This study has two important limitations which may lead future related work. The first is the availability 

of data that limits analysis; it is not possible to use other variables for other findings, such as the age of 

the existing enterprise systems or the number of employees in information technology or the number of 

researchers in the analyzed companies. Another limitation is the high heterogeneity of the sector in the 

manufacturing industry, the results of the analysis may be biased for countries with a relatively 

homogeneous industry structure. 
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Abstract 

Services industries have become a major focus by Malaysian government in achieving the status of 

develop nation; with vast investment on the infrastructure, skilful manpower as highlighted in the 

Eleventh Malaysia Plan (2016-2020).  This idea is supported by the Economic Transformation 

Programme focusses on 12 National Key Economic Areas (NKEAs) mainly from services industries 

such as financial services, wholesale and retail, business services, tourism, education and healthcare. 

Meanwhile, many laws have been established for creating best practices at every angle of the services 

industry; from upstream to downstream, as well as on consumer well-being, protection and benefits. 

This paper discusses the future direction of services industry; either to rely on having more laws or to 

impart self-regulation for keeping the freedom and give way to the natural self-control and common 

sense to perform; voluntarily by both the services’ providers and consumers.  The discussion also 

highlights some important issues and challenges related to unethical aspects and consumer rights.  

Keywords: Self-regulation, services industry, consumer protection, consumer rights 

Introduction 

Services sector is vital to the growth and development of Malaysian economy in pursuing to become 

a develop nation; in line with other countries such as USA and European Union; compared to 

manufacturing or other primary sectors.  Under the Third Industrial Master Plan 2006-2010 (IMP3); 

the services is targeted to contribute significantly for Malaysia to become a regional centre for 

selected services (Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA), 2010; Public Bank 

Economic Review, 2008).  Eight major services sub-sectors has been identified as the priority for 

future development inclusive of real estate, transport, energy, telecommunications, distributive trade, 

hotel and tourism, financial and health services (MIDA, 2010); with Billions of Malaysian Ringgit 

invested on improving the  infrastructure, technology, system, manpower and other important 

facilities in supporting the development of the services industries. 

This paper is to acknowledge the importance of imparting the self-regulation for both the consumers 

and industry players; to balance their rights and powers within the services industry growth. Self-

regulation is vital due to the common problems that prolong arises in aspects of industry best 

practices and due diligence or misbehaviour; such as noncompliance to quality standards, 

unreasonable charges or overbilling, false advertising, intrusion of privacy, data protection issues, 

breach of contacts, environmental pollution, fraud, online scams, bribery and million other 

misconducts; that may distort the smooth growth of the services industry.   
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There is a need for every consumer to know and understand how to exercise their rights within the 

services industry to ensure satisfactory fulfilment of their needs and wants.  Since the end of British 

Colonial rule in 1957, the Malaysia government gives priority on the consumers’ welfare and 

protection as part of the national agenda (Fernandez, 2007).  At the international level, the Non-

Governmental (NGO) Consumers International consumers adopted eight rights as the charter that 

includes the right to safety, be informed, choose, be heard, satisfaction of basic needs, redress, 

consumer education and a healthy environment (www.consumersinternational.org); to recognise the 

Consumer Bill of Rights by President John F. Kennedy in March 15, 1962 that later been dated as the 

World Consumer Rights Day. In order to fulfil consumers’ right, at the other end, the services 

providers must comply with relevant rules and regulations to ensure compliance to the industry 

standards requirements in offering best quality services to the consumers.  This paper provides a 

bird’s-eye view on the services industry’s self-regulation; whereby instead of full reliance on creation 

of more laws, rules or regulations; both consumers and service industry players should take the first 

initiative in shaping up their behaviour for services industry best practices.   

Definition of Self-Regulation 

The Cambridge dictionary defines self-regulation as “making certain yourself that you 

or your employees act according to the rules, rather than having this done by other people. Self-

regulation is when a person or group governs or polices itself without outside assistance or 

influence.” It means that the regulation by a person or an organization is own behaviour without 

external control or monitoring from any parties. 

Various authors have defined self-regulation from different perspectives. Carver & Scheier (2012) 

define self-regulation as “the process of purposefully directing one’s actions, thoughts, and feelings 

toward a goal”. In the same vein, Baumeister & Vohs (2004) assert self-regulation as “many 

processes by which the human psyche exercises control of its function, states, and inner processes. It 

is an important key to how the self is put together. Most broadly, it is essential for transforming the 

inner animal nature into a civilized human being”.  

In psychology, research consistently shows that self-regulation skill is necessary for reliable 

emotional well-being. “Behaviourally, self-regulation is the ability to act in your long-term best 

interest, consistent with your deepest values. Violation of one's deepest values causes guilt, shame, 

and anxiety, which undermine well-being. Emotionally, self-regulation is the ability to calm yourself 

down when you're upset and cheer yourself up when you're down” (Stosny, 2011).  

For child development, self-regulation is “the ability to monitor and control our own behaviour, 

emotions, or thoughts, altering them in accordance with the demands of the situation” (Cook, 2009). 

It includes the abilities to inhibit first responses, to resist interference from irrelevant stimulation, and 

to persist on relevant tasks even when one do not enjoy them. 

To summarise the definition of self-regulation, perhaps it is best to define as the process to maintain 

self-control within the accepted rules to achieve a goal. Hence, in the services industries self-

regulation can be described as the situation whereby, individual consumers or service providers take 

the appropriate proactive actions in behaving positively for benefits of both, with or without the 

existence of laws. These includes offering best quality services that are not harmful to the consumers, 

jeopardize the environment and society as a whole. 

Self-Regulation Practices 

Self-Regulation practices have been witnessed in various countries and industries around the globe. 

Significant evidences are in healthcare, psychology, financial, education and others. For instance, 

Hagger et. al (2017) carry out a meta-analysis on a self-regulation model as a guide in coping 

procedures to manage illness threat, in particular to  examine the inter-correlations among illness 

representation dimensions, coping strategies, and illness outcomes.  Berkman (2016) attests that self-
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regulation can be improved with training. However the author assures that researchers interested in 

self-regulation training can learn a great deal about the challenges on practical issues: 

generalizability, durability, and scalability. 

Just like any other countries, Malaysia has also explored into self-regulation practices across types of 

services mainly healthcare, education and others. For example, Wong et.al (2016) carried out a study 

to investigate the illness perceptions of the Zika virus (ZIKV) infection using the framework of the 

Self-Regulation Model of Illness. This study reveals that the self-regulation can guide individual 

perceptions about illnesses, thus may influence self-care and preventive health behaviours. On 

another example, Ping et.al. (2014) conducted a research to analyse how the self-regulation is used to 

promote a better learning in vocabulary among Chinese English Foreign language (EFL) learners’ 

studying at University of Malaya.   

Although the self-regulation topic has been widely debated, but the fine detail is yet to be explored 

for better performance of the services industry.  Currently, self-regulation models designed by 

researchers are customized accordance to type of services (Berkman, 2016; Ping et.al., 2015; Cook, 

2009; Wong et. al., 2016); which indicates that there is an urgent need for a generic, consensus and 

integrated model. 

Unethical Services’ Providers 

Looking into the services industry practices, the legal doctrines such as laws, rules and regulations 

are continuously amend to reduce and monitor industry misbehaviours.  There are many cases that 

relates to non-ethical behaviour or non-compliance to industry standards, illegal business activities, 

frauds and others that seems to distort the possibility of self-regulation.   

The John Doe VII v. Exxon Mobil Corporation is an example of a lawsuit filed in the United States, 

by 15 Indonesian villagers in an oil-rich province of Aceh, Indonesia; contended that their family 

members were brutally tortured between 1999-2001 by the Indonesian military as guards for the 

company’s operation that leads to human rights violation (Stempel, 2011). This lawsuit shows the 

failure of the company in ensuring the safety of the manpower at the production level of its fuel 

supply to the market; that make it difficult for the self-regulation to exist due to non-compliance. 

There are hundreds of cases of financial fraud that are under investigation or at various lawsuit in 

court that includes the “quick-rich-scheme”, unrealistic investments, internet fraud and others that are 

under relevant legislations administered by Bank Negara Malaysia; that are charged under the 

Banking and Financial Institutions Act (BAFIA) 1989. For example: Section 15(1) for using the word  

“bank” or similar names without approval to cheat customers; Section 25(1) for receiving, taking or 

accepting deposits without valid licence; Section 27(A) for advertisement for illegal deposit taking; 

or under Money Changing Act 1998, Exchange Control Act 1953 and Anti-Money Laundering Act 

2001 (AMLA) for handling currency exchanges improperly and money laundering activities without 

licences and permission by Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM website, INCSR, 2006).  

Not only from the services providers’ side, fraud also exist from the clients or bank customers.  For 

example Hashim & Mahdzan (2014) found that the Malaysian bankers experience significant number 

of cases of fraud in Letter of Credit (LC) transactions; and it is very hard for banks to prove the 

falsified documents by the fraudulent that led to huge financial losses; and stricter banking 

procedures for the clients.  

Based on these selected examples, it shows that at all level of services industry from production till it 

reaches the market; there are misconducts that lead to failure to comply with the relevant laws.  This 

situation contradicts with the self-regulation concept which requires proactive and if possible, 

voluntarily practices by the consumers and industry players. From the broad perspectives, self-

regulation models are not fixed property to a goal. Rather it can be improved in the behavioural 
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aspects via training, education, and other diverse range of theoretical constructs.  Therefore, to reduce 

the misconducts and shape-up the right behaviour; one needs to develop self-regulation practices over 

time. 

Consumers’ Rights within Services Providers Powers to Self-Regulate  

The Malaysia National Consumer Policy; that was launched in focuses on protecting the consumers’ 

rights, handlings of the consumers’ issues, setting up of the consumers’ tribunals to handle 

consumers’ disputes on their rights, educate the society on the consumerism aspects and many others 

under the Consumer Master Plan.   

The doctrinal aspects in shaping services industry ethical and satisfactory behaviour include the 

various legal acts, rules and regulations that are imposed to balance the services providers and 

consumers power in exercising their rights. In Malaysia for example, the services providers must 

comply with company’s legal registration at the Registrar of Business (ROB) to ensure that any 

business activities are legally registered in order to monitor good business practices, to avoid any 

illegal activities and to protect consumers from companies’ misbehaviour.  The Trade Act 1972 

protects consumers in aspects of unhealthy business practices and trades inclusive the product 

quality, complete information, forgery goods, that is currently has been extended to and Halal aspects 

of goods and services (Malaysia Trade Act 1971, amendment 1975, 2011) to ensure the Syariah 

compliance in business practices as the priority in becoming the global Halal hub nation, 

Specifically to protect consumers, the Consumer Protection Act 1999 (CPA) becomes into effect on 

1st. October 1999 to protect consumers’ right from overcharged, faulty or harmful products, false or 

misleading advertisement; that covers both the traditional and online transactions. Malaysia 

Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 (CMA) enacted to provide for and regulate the 

converging telecommunication and multimedia services providers for any incidental matters in 

aspects of licensing, operations, services performance and ethical behaviour via rules, regulation and 

codes of conducts; either mandatory or voluntarily self-regulate practices.    

Price control act 1946 that has amended to the Price Control and Anti-Profiteering Act 2011; to 

protect consumers from ridiculous pricing, price hike during festive seasons or during shortage of 

supplies.  Besides the Control of Supplies Act 1961 allows government to ensure that the 

manufactures and services providers manage the supplies at the appropriate market demand and avoid 

illegal hidden stockpiles during shortage.  

In situation where legal consumer protection is a very young concept but it is highly needed; 

consumers are considered to be the weaker party as compared to the service providers (Ruhl, 2011). 

Services providers must alert that to impart self-regulation in the industry, it is important to 

understand the consumers’ rights; whether or not the relevant law, rules or regulations are available.  

What’s Next for Self-Regulation? 

To manage consumers’ grievance and disputes with manufacturers or services providers, various 

consumer complaint platforms are made available under relevant acts. Those includes The Tribunal 

for Consumer Claims 1999, The Small Claims Court 1987, The Tribunal for Homebuyers Disputes 

(extended to Strata Management in 2013), The Ombudsman Scheme for Banking and Insurance 

2015, Communications and Multimedia and Consumers Forum (CFM), Communications and 

Multimedia Content Forum (CFCM), National Consumer Complaint Centre (NCCC) and many other 

complaints centres set-up by government ministries, Non-government Organisations (NGOs) or by 

the private companies.  Each and every platform is created to serve different type of services 

empowered under law with specific judicial power; hence the effectiveness of those complaints 

platforms can be explored for further improvements; as to how it could enhance self-regulation 

within the industry players and consumers.  This is due to the fact that, there is a trade-off between 
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self-regulation and government laws; whereby since the regulatory acts are incomplete in nature, the 

benefits to the social welfare changes depends on the ability of the producers to adapt to the rules and 

regulations while transiting their efforts to self-regulations (Grajzl & Murell, 2007).  

Conclusion 

This bird’s-eye view paper highlights few important issues of self-regulation in the services industry; 

especially in Malaysia with high reliance on developing services as a major industry in the rapid 

economic growth. It is time for more research to explore the significance of “many laws versus self-

regulation”, which is more voluntarily in nature. Finally, if self-regulation is to be at the forefront, 

what would be the appropriate self-regulation model proposed for the service industry in Malaysia; 

either to maintain the existing separate model for different type of service, or to have a generic, 

consensus and integrated self-regulation model? 
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Abstract 
 

E-learning is a learning system that makes use of electronic technology. It enables people to access a 

course, program, or degree through online anywhere and at any time.  The main aim of this study is 

to examine the factors influencing students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction and to determine the 

relationship between the factors and students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction among tertiary level 

students in Malaysia.  The independent variables in this study are  gender, perceived usefulness, e-

learning self-efficacy, perceived ease of use and the attitude of students while the dependent variable 

is students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. 200 university students were selected as sample of the 

study. Independent samples t-test was used to test if there is significant difference in the students’ 

perceived e-learning satisfaction with respect to gender. The results showed that there is a significant 

difference in the students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction between male and female. Multiple 

regression analysis  results showed that the factors influencing students’ perceived e-learning 

satisfaction are.   perceived usefulness, e-learning self-efficacy, attitude of students.  

 

Keywords: perceived usefulness, e-learning self-efficacy, perceived ease of use, attitude students, 

     e-learning satisfaction 

 

Introduction 

In this new era of technology, the improvement in Internet and information technology have not only 

changed the way of life but also changed the way of learning. As long as people are willing to learn, 

they can gain knowledge regardless of the place and time. E-learning makes use of electronic 

technology in enabling people to access a course, program, or degree through online anywhere and at 

any time. Many education or training institutes and organizations have put in a lot of effort and 

resources to create the e-learning course for everyone (Lee, 2010). Similarly in Malaysia due to the 

technology development, computer usage has positively influenced and adopted into learning in 

Malaysia’s tertiary educational institutions (Kamarulzaman et.al., 2011). Some higher educational 

institutions have begun make use of e-learning as an instrument to increase the learning among 

students.  (Kamarulzaman et.al., 2011). Most of the tertiary education institutions in Malaysia 

adopting the e-learning system as an instrument to put assignment, documents and study materials 

online. However, Kamarulzaman et.al., (2011), the acceptance of e-learning system is unclear among 

the students in tertiary education institutions. In addition, the intention and acceptance of e-learning 

among tertiary education institutions and students is still low in Malaysia compared to Western 

countries. According to Lee (2010), in order to achieve the successful of e-learning, it must attract the 
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users to continue using it. Therefore, it is essential to know the factors that influence users’ intention 

to continue using e-learning system. The main aim of this research is to examine the factors 

influencing students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction and to determine the relationship between the 

factors and students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction among tertiary education students in Malaysia. 

Literature Review 

Learner satisfaction is the key factor when evaluating a learning program (Moore & Kearsley, 1996; 

Yukselturk & Yildirim, 2008). In the case of e-learning, students’ satisfaction is defined as the 

perception of e-learning experience whether they are satisfied or dissatisfied as well as the perceived 

value of an online course (Kuo et al., 2013). Cheok and Wong (2015),  point out that when learners 

are involved in e-learning program, they will either have satisfied experience or dissatisfied 

experience towards the e-learning program. The students’ satisfaction need to be taken into 

consideration when assessing the usefulness of e-leaning since e-learning satisfaction acts an vital 

part in e-learning learning system (Zhu, 2012). According to Ong and Lai (2006), gender difference 

is a key element in e-learning, so there is a need to identify the gender difference in e-learning. This 
is supported by Gonzalez et al., (2012) where it is stipulated that in the e-learning context, gender 

differences is one of the factor that need to be considered. Schodt (2002) found  that there is a 

relationship between gender differences and learning. Furthermore, according to Cuadrado-Garcia et 

al., (2010), discovered that gender differences and satisfaction towards e-learning program are 

related.  

 
In using a particular system when an individual is able to save a lot of effort, it signifies perceived 

ease of use (Davis, 1989). In addition, perceived ease of use occurs when an individual has trust that 

by using a particular system, the task can be completed free from effort (Dorobat, 2014).  Malik 

(2009) pointed out that the interface of e-learning system will influence the students’ satisfaction on 

e-learning. According to Cheok and Wong (2015), perceived ease of use is a way to predict the 

satisfaction. If the users feel that the system is easy to operate, it will positively influence their 

attitude, so it will increase the users’ satisfaction and their willingness to continue using the particular 
system (Bourgonjon et al., 2012). Cheok and Wong (2015) opined that perceived usefulness refers to 

the enhancement of result after using a particular system. Besides that, perceived usefulness also 

means that by using particular system, the job performance or task performance of an individual is 

increased (Dorobat, 2014). According to Malik (2009), perceived usefulness is one of the factor that 

influenced the adoption of e-learning among students. Furthermore, previous studies also show that 

there is a relationship between perceived usefulness and satisfaction (Hsieh and  Wang, 2007; Hong, 

et al.,  2006).  

 

Attitude refers to an individual’s beliefs and feelings on something (Cheok & Wong, 2015). 

According to Chyung (2007) there is a positive impact between user’s attitude and user’s satisfaction. 

Similarly, Malik (2009) found that students’ attitude has a positive impact on students’ perceived e-

learning satisfaction. E-learning self-efficacy refers to “an individual confidence in searching for 

information and interacting with an instructor within the e-learning program and the required 

techniques for using the e-learning system” (Park, 2009). Besides that, it also refers to a user’s belief 

in his or her ability to use e-learning (Sharma, Dick, & Land, 2007). According to Lim (2001), self-

efficacy is a key factor of satisfaction while Chu and Chu (2010) supported the earlier study where 

found that there is a positive relationship between satisfaction and self-efficacy.  

Methodology 

The following research framework has been framed based on the literatures survey.  The evidence 

has pointed out factors such as Gender, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, student’s attitude 

and e-learning self-efficacy influence students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. 
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Figure 1 

Based on the proposed framework the following hypotheses are formulated: 

H1: Students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction differs significantly with respect to gender. 

H2: There is a significant relationship between perceived ease of use and perceived e-learning 

satisfaction. 

H3: There is a significant relationship between perceived usefulness and  perceived e-learning 

satisfaction. 

H4: There is a significant relationship between students’ attitude and  perceived e-learning 

satisfaction. 

H5: There is a significant relationship between e-learning self-efficacy and  perceived e-learning 

satisfaction. 

The independent variables were measured by using following questionnaires: Perceived ease of use 

(Park, 2009; Ismail et.al., 2012),  Perceived usefulness (Park, 2009; Ismail et.al., 2012; Liaw 2008),  

Students’ attitude (Park, 2009; Lee 2010), E-learning self efficacy (Park, 2009; Liaw 2008). The 

dependent variable Students’ perceived E-learning satisfaction was measured based on (Liaw 2008; 

Ismail et.al., 2012) Purposive sampling method is used for data collection. The targeted population 

for this study is Malaysian universities students who currently or previously used e-learning. The age 

range of targeted population is from 18 to 30 years old.  200 questionnaires were distributed to the 

targeted population and collected.  

Results and Discussion 

The data collected were analysed using SPSS Version 23.  The demographic profile of the 200 

respondents participated in this study are summarized in Table 1. As the study aims to determine the 

effect of gender on e-learning satisfaction, the data was collected from 100 male and 100 female 

respondents. Most of the respondents’ age is between 21 to 23 and the race is mainly Chinese. Out of 

the 200 respondents, 134 respondents are Chinese, followed by 34   Malay and 32 Indian 

respondents. It can also be inferred that most of the respondents are undertaking Degree programs 

which consists of 165 respondents (82.50%). All the respondents are using internet every day and 

most of the respondents spent around 1 to 4 hours per day on internet.  

 

 

 

 

 

Perceived Ease of Use  

Students’ perceived  

e-learning satisfaction  

Dependent Variable  Gender  

Perceived Usefulness  

Students’ Attitude  

E-learning Self Eficacy  
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Demographic Profile 

(n=200) 

    

Frequency  Percent (%) 

Gender       

Male 100 50 

Female            100                                       50 

Age  

20 years old and below  36 18 

21 to 23 years old  116 58 

24 to 26 years old  48 24 

Race  

Malay  34 17 

Indian  32 16 

Chinese  134 67 

Education Background  

Foundation  7 3.5 

Diploma  28 14 

Degree  165 82.5 

Internet Usage  

Daily  200 100 

Average Hours Spent Online per Day  

Less than 1 hour  5 2.5 

1 to 4 hours 92 46 

5 to 8 hours  71 35.5 

More than 8 hours    32 16 

            

Reliability analysis was carried out for the items developed for the variables. The results of the 

reliability analysis in Table 2, shows a Cronbach Alpha of more than 0.70 for all the variables 

confirming the internal consistency of the items in each variable. 

Table 2: Summary of Reliability Analysis Result   

Level of Attributes   Number of Items                 Cronbach Alpha 

Perceived Ease of Use     4                            0.741 

 

Perceived Usefulness     6               0.829 

 

Students' attitude      5               0.760 

 

E-learning Self-efficacy     3               0.735 

 

Students' perceived E-learning 

Satisfaction             5              0.825 
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Independent samples t-test was used to test if there are gender differences in the students’ perceived 

e-learning satisfaction. The results of the Independent t-test presented in Table 3 shows that the 

perceived e-learning satisfaction differs significantly between male and female as the t-value is 3.512 

significant at p < 0.05. Table 3 also shows that  percieved e-learning  satisfaction is found be more for 

male students when compared to that of female.  The finding is supported by the study by Cuadrado 

et al. (2010), and Lu and Chiou (2010) who pointed out gender is one of the factors that impacts the 

satisfaction towards e-learning program Similarly, Ramirez et al., (2015) found that gender is an 

important element to consider while designing e-learning course.  In the way of using computer and 

new technology, previous studies stated that male are more quick than females in knowing how to use 

it  (Dorman, 1998 ; Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). 

Table 3 :  Independent samples t-Test 

  
Gender N   Mean 

Standard 

Deviation  

 

t-value 

 

Sig-value 

Students' perceived  

e-learning satisfaction  
Male  100   3.650 0.39632 3.512 0.001 

Female  100   3.428 0.49238   

  
 

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis was conducted to determine the relationship between the 

Students' perceived e-learning satisfaction and the independent variables namely, Perceived ease of  

use, Perceived usefulness, Students' attitude, E-learning self-efficacy. The results are summarized in 

Table 4.  

Table 4: Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

Model Summary  

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

Durbin-

Watson 

1 .880
a
 .775 .770 .22026 1.919 

 

ANOVA   

Model Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 32.555 4 8.139 167.760 .000
b
 

Residual 9.460 195 .049   

Total 42.016 199       

 

a. Dependent Variable: Students' perceived e-learning satisfaction  

b. Predictors: (Constant),  Perceived ease of  use, Perceived usefulness, Students' attitude, E-

learning self-efficacy 
 

Coefficients
a
 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

 (Constant) .426 .124  3.446 .001   

Perceived ease of use .067 .047 .077 1.446 .150 .403 2.483 

Perceived usefulness .368 .060 .403 6.086 .000 .264 3.790 

Students' attitude .199 .058 .232 3.404 .001 .249 4.011 

E-learning self-efficacy .220 .044 .262 5.017 .000 .422 2.370 

a. Dependent Variable: Students' perceived e-learning satisfaction 
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The results shows a R-square value of 0.775 , which indicates that 77.5% of the variation in the 

model can be explained by the variation in the independent variables. ANOVA table shows that the 

regression model is fit and significant at p < 0.001. Furthermore, for the autocorrelation, the Durbin-

Watson value of the model is also within the range of 1.5 – 2.5, confirming that there is no 

autocorrelation.  Coefficient table reveals that the variables viz, Perceived usefulness, Students' 

attitude and E-learning self-efficacy, makes a significant contribution to the model while Perceived 

ease of use is not significant at p <0.05.  The standardized Beta coefficient for  perceived usefulness 

is the highest, indicating that it has the greatest impact on students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. 

The result showed that the perceived ease of use of e-learning does not affect the satisfaction towards 

e-learning which contradicts the previous finding by  Malik (2009) that who found perceived ease of 

use was one of the factor that influenced the students to accept the e-learning program. This may be 

due to the e-learning system provided by the university is not user friendly to the students. Perceived 

usefulness plays an important role to influence the students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. The 

result obtained is consistent with previous researchers who reported that  where perceived usefulness 

was found  to have an immediate influence on satisfaction (Hsieh & Wang, 2007; Hong, Thong & 

Tam, 2006). In addition, perceived usefulness has a positive impact on users’ willingness to use e-

learning, especially when they feel that e-learning is advantageous for them, they will increase their 

willingness to use it (Cheok & Wong, 2015). This result in Table 4 indicated that students’ attitude 

plays an important role to influence the student’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. Based on previous 

studies, attitude of users is a vital element in e-learning learning process (Albirini, 2006; Arbaugh, 

2002; Arbaugh & Duray, 2002). Previous researchers reported that the attitude of users will impact 

users’ satisfaction of e-learning in a positive way( Malik , 2009; Chyung, 2007).  The current 

research  also points out e-learning self-efficacy is an important factor that influenced students’ 

perceived e-learning satisfaction. The results are in line with the study by (Lim, 2001), which 

concludes that  self-efficacy is a key factor of satisfaction in e-learning. Womble (2008) and Chu and 

Chu (2010) shown a positive relationship between e-learning users’ satisfaction. and self-efficacy.   

Conclusion 

Today, the implementation of e-learning has increased rapidly and numerous educational institutions 

in Malaysia have adopted e-learning as a part of the learning system. The purpose of the research is to 

identify the factors influencing students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. The study revealed that 

perceived usefulness, students’ attitude and e-learning self-efficacy are the factors influencing 

students’ perceived e-learning satisfaction. This study can be helpful to the educational  

administrators, instructional designers, and instructors to make the e-learning become more attractive 

and effective.  Instructional designers may put more effort to enhance and improve the e-learning 

effectiveness to increase the perceived usefulness of e-learning among students.  

Instructors should have a good relationship with students in order to enable students to have positive 

attitude towards e-learning. Moreover, education administrators should provide sufficient facilities to 

support the e-learning system and instructors should educate the students the ways of using e-

learning. These strategies can help to improve e-learning self-efficacy among students. Although 

perceived ease of use was not found to be a significant predictor in this study, however based on 

previous studies it should be considered in designing the e-learning system. This is because a system 

that is user friendly will be able to attract and satisfy the users. In designing the e-learning system the 

instructional designer should ensure that the system is user friendly. The study also found that there is 

a significant difference in the perceived e-learning satisfaction with respect to gender and female 

learners are found to be less satisfied. Thus in introducing and implementing an e-learning system 

there should be proper briefing and learning modules should be provided to all. 

The study has some limitations which can be remedied in the future study. Firstly, the sample covers 

100 respondents only. Secondly, the respondents of the study are undergraduate students. It is 

recommended in future study the sample size to be increased and respondents include postgraduate 

students as well. 
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Abstract 
 
Risk measurement importance as well as the efficiency of risk management tools have increased 
dramatically over the last three decades, Value at Risk (VaR) is one of the most popular risk 
management approaches. Due to the ever-increasing amount of assets in the portfolios of both 
financial and non-financial institutions, there is an increasing need to use tools to describe 
multidimensional dependency structures. In this context, the use of the copula functions is increased 
in a direct proportion. The copulas are able to describe dependencies in normal market conditions as 
well as in the extreme events. The aim of the paper is to determine how the application of asymmetric 
classes copulas in the accuracy of modeling and forecasting equity risk. 

 
Keywords: Value at Risk, Copula, Asymmetric Dependence, GARCH, Volatility 

 

Introduction 

Over the last three decades, both the importance of risk measurement and the efficiency of risk 
management tools have increased dramatically. One of the most popular approaches is Value at Risk 
(VaR). For a given portfolio, time horizon, and probability p, the VaR is defined as a threshold loss 
value, such that the probability that the loss on the portfolio over the given time horizon exceeds this 
value is p. Specifically, if a portfolio of stocks has a one-day 95% VaR of $1 million, that means that 
there is a 0.05 probability that the portfolio will fall in value by more than $1 million over a one-day 
period if there is no trading. Informally, a loss of $1 million or more on this portfolio is expected on 1 
day out of 20 days (Yama and Yoshiba, 2005). The main users of VaR are financial institutions. 

Financial assets yields show higher dependencies in crisis periods than in the growth phases of the 
business cycle, see Garcia and Tsafack (2011), Cerrato et al (2015) or Alexander (2008). Considering 
the presence of asymmetric dependence, Okimota (2008) is very important because it can cause 
serious problems in the case of securing and diversifying the portfolio. Therefore, the primary task of 
portfolio managers is to recognize the intensity of the change in the structure of dependencies in the 
portfolio under review. Due to the ever-increasing amount of assets in the portfolios of both financial 
and non-financial institutions, there is an increasing need to use tools to describe multidimensional 
dependency structures. In this context, there are used copulas, which are able to describe 
dependencies in normal market conditions as well as in the event of extreme events. Furthermore, 
with the help of dome, a flexible in-house approach can be developed to describe differently-defined 
addiction structures, namely to capture both negative and positive dependencies, as well as the ability 
to identify asymmetric dependencies as well as dependencies allocated in the tails of the respective 
divisions. 

The aim of the paper is to determine how the application of asymmetric classes copulas in the 
accuracy of modeling and predicting equity risk. Specifically, we apply a combination of a dynamic 
GAS model with selected dome classes, focusing on the asymmetric versions of the Gaussian and 
Student Dome. In order to measure estimated equity risks, we consider the known Value at Risk 
(VaR) and Expected shortfall (ES) rates. 

Methodology and data 

This part introduces the used methodical apparatus together with the specification of the data sample. 
The models are based on the copula concept with the assumption of dependence asymmetry. In 
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practice it is assumed that assets’ log returns are normally distributed. However, the general financial 
time series are leptokurtic, with heavy-tails which make VaR being underestimated for Gaussian 
distribution. To capture this feature of the data, the univariate generalized autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedastic (GARCH) family models are considered; see Bollerslev (1986) and Glosten et al 
(1993). The second element in the VaR is the dependence structure between financial assets in the 
portfolio. The Pearson correlation is not a good measure of dependency in connection with the 
extreme realizations occurrence. The copula provides a robust and flexible method of consistent 
estimation for dependence.  

Standard models fail to take into account a noteworthy feature during financial crisis that asset returns 
often become more highly correlated. We use threshold correlations to test for the presence of this 
feature, see Ang and Chen (2002) with testing proposed by Hong et al (2007).  Although threshold 
correlation offers some insights, it is still based on (linear) correlation. Therefore, it does not take into 
account the nonlinear information. We consider copula-based quantile dependence for capture 
nonlinear dependence, see Nelson (2006). 

A copula is a function which links a multivariate distribution function to its one-dimensional marginal 
distribution functions. The approach was suggested by Sklar (1959). Copula function is a method that 
models the dependence among different random variables and it is useful in cases where marginal 
distributions are non-Gaussian. 

An �-dimensional copula is a multivariate cumulative distribution function � of a random vector 
�with uniform distributed margins on interval [0,1], �� , this is 

����, … , �
� = ��� ≤ ��, … , �
 ≤ �
�   (1) 

Let � = ���, �� , … , �
� be a random vector with simultaneous cumulative distribution function 
��,�,…,
���, … , �
�, where ��, ��, … , �
 are continuous functions. Then there is a unique copula 
����, … , �
� such that 

��,�,…,
���, ��, … , �
� = ��������, ������, … , ���
��   (2) 

Now, differentiating (6) with respect to all variables, we obtain the density function ��,�,…,
 

��,����, ��, … , �
� = ��������, ������, … , ���
��������������⋯�
��
� (3) 

where 

����, ��, … , �
� =
������,��,…,���

������⋯���
    (4) 

Three methods are commonly used to copula parameters estimation, namely maximal likelihood 
(ML) method, inferential functions for margins (IFM), both of which are described in detail by Joe 
and Xu (1996), and the canonical maximal likelihood (CML) proposed by Genes et al. (1995). In ML 
method, all parameters are estimated in one step, which can cause considerable computational 
difficulty, especially in case of larger problems. IFM and CML are among the so-called 
semiparametric methods. They divide the copula parameters estimation process into two steps - 
specifically, at the first the parameters of the marginal cumulative distribution functions are 
estimated, and in the second step, the copula parameters are estimated. In the CML method, the 
copula parameters estimations are based on empirical distribution functions, details of this method are 
reported by Patton (2012), Christoffersen et al. (2012) and Wei et al (2016). The CML method is used 
in this text. 

We work with three data sets in our study. Each set includes the logarithmic earnings of the four 
stock indices, namely the Czech PX, the German DAX 30, the French CAC 40 and the US S&P 500. 
The first data set includes a time period from January 2, 2003 to December 28, 2007, and is marked 
as a pre- financial markets was up to the rising trend until the end of September. For each index, 1253 
observations are present in each dataset. The second data set refers to the crisis period and includes a 
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time span from January 2, 2008 to June 29, 2012 containing 1130 observations. The last set of data 
refers to the post-crisis period from July 2, 2012 to August 31, 2016, which contains a total of 1042 
values for each index. The Figure 1 below illustrates the relative price movements of each index. 
Initial level of each Index have been normalized to unity to facilitate the comparison of their relative 
performances. 

 

Figure 1: Relative price movements of each index 

Empirical Research and Results 

Table 1 exhibits main descriptive statistics on daily return distributions for our indices. Mean and 
median of returns are small and positive in before and after crisis and negative in during crisis. 
Skewness values are similar and nonzero over all periods and it could be indicate an asymmetry of 
distribution. Higher kurtosis, mainly during crisis, indicates the return distribution with a more acute 
peak around the mean (higher probability than a normal distribution of more returns clustered around 
the mean) and a greater chance of extremely large deviations from the expected return (fatter tails, 
more big surprises). It could be seen that there are low value of kurtosis after crisis – lower than 
before crisis. 

Before proceeding to the margins and dependence structure modeling, we first verify some typical 
assumed properties of log returns, namely normality and identical and independent distribution 
properties. To check if the indices are normally distributed we use the normality Jarque-Bera test. The 
test rejects the null hypothesis (Values 1 in Table 1) of log returns normality. Performing a 
Portmanteau Q test of Ljung and Box to check whether the autocorrelations with different lags are 
zero, the test reject the null hypothesis, that log returns exhibits no autocorrelation at 30 lags with a 
5% significance level. This suggests that a conditional mean model is needed for these log return 
series. Engle’s ARCH test rejects the null hypothesis (Values 1 in Table 1) of no ARCH effects in 
favor of the alternative ARCH model with two lagged squared innovations. 

We have seen that the log returns series are not independently and identically distributed. We solve 
this by fitting a first order autoregressive model (AR(1)) to the conditional mean of the log returns of 
each index and an asymmetric GARCH (GJR(1,1)) model to the conditional variance. The first order 
autoregressive model compensates for autocorrelation and the GJR model for heteroscedasticity. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of daily Log returns 

 

PX DAX 30 CAC40 SP 500 

Before crisis 

Mean 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 

Median 0.0017 0.0012 0.0008 0.0008 

Min -0.0613 -0.0743 -0.0583 -0.0359 

Max 0.0705 0.0576 0.0700 0.0348 

St. dev. 0.0108 0.0114 0.0106 0.0083 

Skewn -0.6153 -0.3716 -0.0554 -0.1725 

Kurtosis 4.5579 4.2408 3.9354 1.6871 

Jarque-Bera 1 1 1 1 

Q test 0 1 1 0 

ARCH test 1 1 1 1 

During crisis 

Mean -0.0007 -0.0001 -0.0006 -0.0002 

Median -0.0006 0.0004 -0.0003 0.0008 

Min -0.1619 -0.0734 -0.0947 -0.0947 

Max 0.1236 0.1080 0.1060 0.1096 

St. dev. 0.0206 0.0181 0.0194 0.0181 

Skewn -0.3922 0.2029 0.2244 -0.2155 

Kurtosis 9.7583 4.7479 4.6253 5.7461 

Jarque-Bera 1 1 1 1 

Q test 1 1 1 1 

ARCH test 1 1 1 1 

After crisis 

Mean 0.0000 0.0004 0.0003 0.0005 

Median 0.0003 0.0011 0.0006 0.0004 

Min -0.0471 -0.0707 -0.0838 -0.0402 

Max 0.0447 0.0485 0.0464 0.0383 

St. dev. 0.0099 0.0122 0.0126 0.0082 

Skewn -0.2913 -0.3518 -0.3592 -0.3102 

Kurtosis 1.6554 1.7657 2.6799 1.8671 

Jarque-Bera 1 1 1 1 

Q test 0 1 1 1 

ARCH test 1 1 1 1 
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In order to obtain initial information about the possible existence of asymmetry in dependencies, the 
figure 1 presents point charts of all combinations of observed yields over different periods. For each 
of the charts, the threshold correlations are shown gradually in the lower tails, in the middle and in the 
upper tails of the individual empirical distributions. In case of a correlation of the yields related to the 
pre-crisis period, in all cases there is a very weak linear dependence and the difference of the 
monitored quanta, especially at the distances of the distribution, indicates the possible effect of the 
asymmetry of the yields. In the crisis period, a moderate to strong linear dependence is evident, for 
which, in most cases, there is a stronger dependence on the left tail of the distribution than on the 
right. As in the first data set, a very weak linear dependence along with possible asymmetry is evident 
in the post-crisis period. Thus, overall, observed asymmetries can be observed in the dependency 
structure across all observed periods, with the strongest correlations being related to the crisis period. 
Furthermore, the observed samples show a non-constant linear dependence over time. The above 
analysis related only to linear dependence, in order to verify the assumption of yield non-linearity, the 
relevant methods will be implemented in the next part of this text. 

Now, we focus on a more detailed analysis of the asymmetry of dependencies. The threshold 
correlations of left and right empirical distributions tails is presented. Table 2 contains results of 
testing the statistical significance of asymmetries obtained from threshold correlations. It can be seen 
from the table that the statistically significant asymmetries were confirmed at the 10% level of 
significance in the pre-crisis period for four portfolios, namely all combinations with the PX index 
and the combination of the German and US indexes. In the crisis period, the asymmetry was 
confirmed only with combinations with the SP 500 index. The post-crisis period is for the monitored 
indices without statistically significant asymmetry. 

Table 2: Testing the significance of the differences of threshold correlations 

 

PX,DAX PX,CAC PX,SP500 DAX,SP500 CAC,SP500 CAC,DAX 

Period I 

3,221 2,881 2,031 5,561 0,432 2,040 

[0,07] [0,09] [0,08] [0,02] [0,51] [0,15] 

Period II 

0,257 0,140 5,011 0,020 2,586 1,380 

[0,59] [0,47] [0,03] [0,61] [0,08] [0,09] 

Period III 

0,021 0,435 1,544 0,399 0,189 0,814 

[0,59] [0,51] [0,21] [0,53] [0,66] [0,37] 

 

To obtain a coherent idea of the structure of dependencies between pairs of yield lines, a quantitative 
dependency rate is used that, in contrast to the threshold correlation, also takes into account the non-
linearity of dependencies. The figure 2 confirms the assumption obtained by the threshold correlation, 
namely that the left-wing dependence is stronger than in the true tails of the empirical distributions 
common to the two monitored series - this fact is particularly evident in the crisis and the partial crisis 
period. Furthermore, the graphs in Figure 3 show higher dependency ratios than threshold correlation 
values. The differences between threshold correlation and quantitative dependence are probably due 
to non-linearity in the dependency structure. The identified facts represent very important information 
in terms of risk management. On the one hand, we can see that the portfolios made up of different 
combinations of stock indices are relatively highly diversified outside the crisis periods, but their 
relative dependence reaches high levels in times of decline in index performance. 

We consider 4 elliptical copulas including Gaussian, Student, skewed Gaussian and skewed Student 
copulas as candidates to model the dependence between PX and DAX, PX and CAC, PX and SP500, 
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DAX and SP500, CAC and SP500, CAC and DAX. All the copula parameters are estimated by CML 
method. Table 3 shows the log-likelihood of each copula in constant case, we find that the skewed 
copulas provide the highest likelihoods over the in-sample period in most cases. 

Table 3: Likelihood Ratio Test for Copulas 

 

Copula 
PX,DA

X 
PX,CA

C 
PX,SP50

0 
DAX,SP50

0 
CAC,SP50

0 
CAC,DA

X 

Gaussian 52,23 49,11 61,12 89,21 81,33 70,12 

Student 53,28 49,17 62,37 89,23 81,23 71,15 

Skewed Gaussian 151,12 88,36 119,34 178,12 162,36 168,12 

Skewed Student 153,69 89,26 121,11 181,23 163,23 171,26 
 

The results show that dependencies in all cases are better explained by asymmetrical domes, while the 
application sloped to the Student's dome significantly exceeds all the remaining. Thus, the 
logarithmic reliability of estimates can be increased by skewed copula engaging. 

Further, we evaluate the statistical significance of the asymmetric copula model by forecasting our 
portfolio VaR. In order to evaluate the quality of the estimates, the models should always be 
backtested with appropriate methods. Backtesting is a procedure where actual profits and losses are 
systematically compared to corresponding VaR estimates.We use the Kupiec test for examining 
whether the frequency of exceptions over some specified time interval is in line with the selected 
confidence level. The disadvantage of Kupiec test is its inability to determine whether failures are 
random, i.e. uncorrelated over time. This problem can be solved by applying Christoffersen 
conditional test, see Alexander (2008). Christoffersen test examines whether or not the likelihood of 
VaR violations depends on whether or not a VaR violation occurred on the previous day. It is 
important to recognize that the unconditional coverage and independence property of the hit sequence 
are separate and distinct and must both be satisfied by a correct VaR model. The test that jointly 
examines the both properties has been proposed by Christoffersen and it is usually called the mixed 
test; see Jorion (2001) for details. 

We define the training sample consisting of 1000 observations for the backtesting purposes. The 
sample is used to estimate the Value at Risk model parameters. Then we use a rolling window 
approach. The estimation training sample is rolled over the entire data period. We keep the training 
sample length constant, starting at the beginning of the data set. The test sample begins at the end of 
the training sample. The result of this procedure are the VaR estimates series covering the sample 
from 1,201th to 2,750th. In this way, we get a total of 1,550 one-day and ten-day VaR out-of-sample 
forecasts. Table 4, 5 and 6 present the results for three two-actives portfolios Portfolio 1: SP500 and 
DAX, Portfolio 2: SP500 and CAC, Portfolio 3: SP500 and PX) and one-day as well as ten-day 99% 
VaR estimated by the copulas. We evaluate the statistical accuracy by the CC test. We calculate the 
statistic for each portfolio and test it at the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels. Then we report the 
number of rejected portfolios. Table 4 reports the CC test results. The notation (A and R) in Tables 
means that the first test accept the null hypothesis that the model used for VaR estimation performs 
well on average, the second test rejects the null hypothesis and the last accept the null hypothesis. 
From the results we conclude that in general the skewed-Copula approaches outperforms the 
symmetric copula approaches as well as the commonly used Variance Covariance method and the 
Historical Simulation method. 
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Table 5: Backtesting CC test (SP and DAX) 

 

  p-value 

Method 0.9 Result 0.95 Result 0.99 Result 

Variance 
Covarinace 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.000 R 
Historical 
simulation 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.004 R 

Normal 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.115 A 

Student 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.115 A 

Skew Normal 0.003 R 0.455 A 0.364 A 

Skew student 0.512 A 0.349 A 0.357 A 
 

Table 6: Backtesting CC test (SP and CAC) 

 

  p-value 

Method 0.9 Result 0.95 Result 0.99 Result 

Variance 
Covarinace 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.000 R 
Historical 
simulation 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.004 R 

Normal 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.111 A 

Student 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.111 A 

Skew Normal 0.003 R 0.354 A 0.375 A 

Skew student 0.512 A 0.249 A 0.278 A 
 

Table 7: Backtesting CC test (SP and PX) 

 

  p-value 

Method 0.9 Result 0.95 Result 0.99 Result 

Variance 
Covarinace 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.000 R 
Historical 
simulation 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.000 R 

Normal 0.000 R 0.000 R 0.109 A 

Student 0.001 R 0.045 A 0.109 A 

Skew Normal 0.003 R 0.398 A 0.315 A 

Skew student 0.512 A 0.249 A 0.278 A 
 

Conclusion 

An analysis of the dependence structure among selected European markets is conducted in this paper. 
The model is chosen to include important features of the financial data. Applying the concept of 
copula functions, we are able to model margins irrespective of the dependence structure. One-
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dimensional modelling has been studied, and we choose one of the suitable models, namely the 
AR(1)-GJR-GARCH(1,1) model with a skewed Student distribution. The dependence structure of 
two-dimensional data is complex. We estimate a skewed model based on skewed copulas including 
asymmetric and fat-tailed copulas. We analyze indices CAC, DAX, SP500 and PX. Mean and median 
of their returns are small and positive in before and after crisis and negative in during crisis. 
Skewness values are similar and nonzero over all periods and it could be indicate an asymmetry of 
distribution. Higher kurtosis, mainly during crisis, indicates the return distribution with a more acute 
peak around the mean (higher probability than a normal distribution of more returns clustered around 
the mean) and a greater chance of extremely large deviations from the expected return (fatter tails, 
more big surprises). It could be seen that there are low value of kurtosis after crisis – lower than 
before crisis. The dependence structure has several important properties. All returns are positively 
correlated and the strongest correlation. 

The paper provides empirical evidence that the dependence between indices is significantly 
asymmetric. In general, the skewed copula approach outperformed the Historical Simulation and 
Variance Covariance approaches as well as symmetric copula approaches. Future research could 
check the performance of the approach in high dimension, and also, one could use time-varying 
copulas instead of static asymmetric copula for modelling the dependence structure. 
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Figure 2: The scatter plots for indices 
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Figure 3: Quantile dependence between the standardized residuals of indices 
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Abstract 

The Slovak hospitals have been coping with enormous financial problems recently. For this reason, 25 
hospitals have been debt relieved in 2011.  The debt relief amounted approximately to EUR 300 
million; it was a provision of a refundable financial assistance. The aim of the presented contribution is 
to assess the benefits of debt relief for Slovak hospitals in 2011, to describe performance development 
of selected hospitals, focusing especially on the cost items and key factors identification that had a 
significant impact on the performance of analysed hospitals.  

Keywords: debt elimination, hospital, financial performance, contributory organization 

Introduction 

The act of debt elimination is a part of the Insolvency Act. Debt elimination is one of the possibilities of 
solving bankruptcy taking into account more the social aspects than the economic aspects.  This 
situation should enable the debtor to have a new start and to motivate him to get actively involved in the 
amortization of his debt. (Act 182/2006 Coll. Section3, 386). The Act also states that debt elimination 
can be performed especially for the debtors who have not gone bankrupt as a result of their business 
activities but ordinary activities. With regard to the legal form of most of the Slovak hospitals in 2011, 
it is obvious that it should be considered as an ordinary activity.  In 2011, most of the hospitals in 
Slovakia had the form of the contributory organisation which means that it is a public law legal person 
set up to perform tasks in public interests. The bottom line is, however, that these organisations are 
public non-profit organisations. The primary specifics of a budget organisation are therefore its link to 
the founder – especially to its budget. The budget of a contributory organisation must be drawn up as 
balanced and must contain only those revenues and costs that are related to the services provided in the 
main activity of the contributory organisation. (Peková, Pilný, Jetmar, 2012) 

Currently, not only large state hospitals in Slovakia have been coping with enormous financial 
problems. Slovak hospitals are at risk of lack of medicines, material and interruptions in the distribution 
of electricity. The hospital facilities have large debts that are going to be paid for them, already for the 
fourth time, by the state. The total debt, i.e. liabilities after due date, amount almost to EUR 550 million, 
which is, after conversion, almost CZK 15 billion. Compared to the previous year, the liabilities grew 
by more than one quarter and if compared with the year of 2011, in which the state used EUR 300 
million (CZK 8,1 billion), the debts have more than tripled. Based on this information, it can be stated 
that debt elimination for the health care facilities in Slovakia five years ago has not helped to improve 
their financing on a permanent basis and liabilities after due date at large state hospitals and other 
facilities have grown to a new maximum since 2011. (Zachar, 2013) 

The authors include to the key problems in health care, being referred to often in specialised sources 
(e.g. Šulcová and Čižnár 2012; Maaytová, 2012), in particular, the area of decimated general hospitals, 
low functionality of general physicians for adults, geriatric patients care, low effectiveness of the 
services provided and patient satisfaction. 
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The vast majority of heath care facilities in Slovakia are in the form of contributory organisations or 
non-profit organisations. They are founded either by the Ministry of Health or by the Region, providing 
a contribution for their activity within their budget. The other financial resources may include funds 
raised through their activity, contributions and gifts or state funds. The founder of the contributory 
organisation provides also investment and non-investment funds on the basis of the set expenditure 
limit. Contributory organisations of the organizational units of the state do not have own property and 
all property they obtain becomes a property of the state, the organisation cannot become even the owner 
of the property it has been given as a gift. (Vávrová, 2007) 

As it has been already said, a contributory organisation is linked to the founder’s budget by a 
contribution whereas less than 50 % of their costs are covered with sales. If, therefore, this organisation 
achieves, under the said conditions, positive or improved economic result, these financial resources 
remain in own funds.  However, this (positive) result can be achieved by the organisation only if it 
fulfils the obligatory limits that have been appointed for it, such as achieving the quality of services. 
Using the use of funds resulting from positive economic results is subject to the approval of the founder 
who may order the contributions. (Morávek, Prokůpková, 2015) 

In case of hospitals, the relationship of these organisations to the founder’s budget is given by the 
difference between costs and revenues, which has always the character of loss and the founder’s 
contribution is actually covering this loss. Almost all state hospitals, hygienic stations and other state 
institutions have recently been highly loss- making. In this case, the contributory organisations must 
cover the loss either from a reserve fund. If this option is not available, then it is necessary to cover the 
loss from profit from business activity after tax, not later than in the subsequent two budget years after 
the loss year. If there is not even this option, then the loss is covered from the economic result from 
main activity, again not later than in the subsequent two years after the loss year. (Act No  218/2000 
Coll, Section 55, paragraph  2) 

However, if it is not possible to cover the loss through the above options, the founder cancels the 
allowance organization. In the case of hospitals this situation is not easy. In Slovakia, this situation was 
solved by relieving hospitals, when the last debt was due in 2011. At that time 25 medical facilities 
were deferred. (Folentová, 2013) At that time, the Ministry of Health planned to implement a series of 
measures aimed at stabilizing the health system and gradually changing the Slovak healthcare system. 
Among the tools the Ministry wanted to use for the planned change were the transformation of hospitals 
into joint-stock companies. As part of the process of transferring state hospitals to the joint stock 
companies, Slovak government in 2009, on a proposal by the Ministry of Health, validated EUR 130 
million as a debt to hospitals in the form of repayable financial assistance that was classified as non-
repayable and the state remitted the debt from the hospitals. (Oddlžovať sa bude 25 nemocníc, 2009; 
Zachar, 2013) After pressure from the doctors in 2011, the President of the Slovak Republic stopped the 
transformation of hospitals. Because the new financial non-repayable assistance was conditioned by 
transformation of hospitals, it was necessary to reclassify financial non-repayable assistance to financial 
repayable assistance. From the originally non-repayable financial assistance that was conditional upon 
the transformation of hospitals, it was necessary to reclassify the assistance as a returnable. Eventually, 
approximately EUR 300 million was used for debt elimination. Other planned changes in health care 
include the reduction of the fund of beds, the introduction of e-health, the increase in state insurance 
payments, the introduction of the DRG system or the introduction of a limit for the contribution of drug 
payments. These proposals were met with great criticism by Slovak doctors and politicians, who 
described these proposals as an absolute disruption of health care. Therefore, it can be assumed that this 
is the reason why the proposals in the Slovak health service have not been taken yet. (Zachar, 2013)  

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the benefits of debt elimination in Slovak hospitals in 2011. For the 
purpose of fulfilling the main goal, the sub-goals of the present article are also defined. The first partial 
objective is to describe the development of performance of selected Slovak hospitals in 2008 - 2015, 
focusing mainly on cost items. Nowadays, costs appear to be the determining factor of efficiency in 
almost every organization, including healthcare. Costs play an important and key role in an environment 
of intense global competition or growing competitiveness. Hospitals should search ways in a more strict 
approach to cost management, although it is important to remember that this is a touchy sector where 
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human lives are concerned, and they should be the first (Popesko, 2014). Another partial objective is to 
identify the key factors that have had a significant impact on the performance of the analysed hospitals. 

Methods and Resources  

When compiling the article, the first stage includes the collection of data from financial statements of 
hospitals that were debt relieved in 2011. The documents are obtained especially from the Financial 
Statements Register. 25 Slovak hospitals, of which 12 are the state hospitals, have been debt relieved. 
19 hospitals from this mentioned sample are contributory organisations, 5 are non-profit organisations 
and 1 hospital is a joint-stock company. The statistical set consists of a sample of 19 contributory 
hospitals (see Tab. I) since 1 non-profit organisation is in liquidation, 4 non-profit organisations and 
joint-stock company have available financial statements only from 2013.  

Tab. I: Hospitals that have received a refundable financial assistance for debt elimination in 2011 

Nr. Hospital Legal form Financial aid (EUR) 

1 Trenčín University Hospital Contributory 9 316 831,29 
2 J.A.Reiman University Hospital with 

outpatients’ care  Prešov 
Contributory 

7 533 711,45 

3 University Hospital with with 
outpatients’ care  Bratislava 

Contributory 
22 659 108,19 

4 University Hospital Nitra Contributory 4 737 788,99 
5 Children’s University Hospital with 

outpatients’ care  Bratislava 
Contributory 

7 167 432,18 

6  L.Pasteura University Hospital Contributory 14 690 913,52 
7  F.D. Roosevelt University Hospital 

with outpatients’ care  Banská 
Bystrica 

Contributory 
27 018 178,17 

8 Children’s University Hospital Košice Contributory 356 098,49 
9 University Hospital Trnava Contributory 14 588 371,98 
10 University Hospital with outpatients’ 

care  Žilina 
Contributory 

4 815 820,64 

11 Martinská University Hospital Martin Contributory 952 891,21 
12 Psychiatric Hospital P. P. Pezinok Contributory 452 620,31 
13 Hospital with outpatients’ care Ilava  Non-profit 654 210,39 
14 Dr.Guhr Sanatorium, Tatranská 

Polianka 
Non-profit 

118 952,80 

15 St. James Hospital, Bardejov Non-profit 424 264,18 
16 St. Svorad Specialized Hospital, Zobor Non-profit 151 698,98 
17  Štefan Kukura Hospital with 

outpatients’ care  in Michalovce 
Joint-stock 

423 426,50 

18 Kysuce Hospital with Čadca 
outpatients’ care 

Contributory 
768 418,69 

19 Hospital with outpatients’ care  
Prievidza with seat in Bojnicie 

Contributory 
1 318 079,08 

20 Hospital with outpatients’ care 
Považská Bystrica 

Contributory 
4 049 609,00 

21 Hospital with outpatients’ care Vaše 
zdravie Zvolen 

Non-profit 
593 263,13 

22 Dolnooravská Hospital with 
outpatients’ care of MUDr. Ladislav 
Nádašiho-Jége, Dolný Kubín 

Contributory 
1 118 518,00 

23 Liptov  Hospital with outpatients’ care Contributory 2 013 060,00 
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Liptovský Mikuláš 
24 Hospital with outpatients’ care Myjava Contributory 837 915,45 
25 Central Army Hospital SNP, FN 

Ružomberok 
Contributory 

3 416 848,47 

Source: own processing using data from Financial Statements Register  

The data in the quantitative part of research will be analysed as panel data in the Gretl programme. The 
basic panel data regression model looks as follows (Greene, 2003):  
 

��� = �1���1 + �2���2 + ⋯ + ������ + ∝1 	�1 + ∝2 	�2 + ⋯ +∝
 	�
 + ���, 

where i denotes the cross-sectional dimension i = 1,…, n;  
t denotes the time dimension t = 1, …, T;  
x1 through xk are explaining variables not including the vector of units;  
and z1 through zq represent individual effects, so-called diversity, through which an individual or a 
whole group can distinguish from other entities (this includes any vector of units). 
 
The two basic approaches to panel data processing consist of the random effects model and the fixed 
effects model. The Hausman test will be used when deciding about the suitability of the model. 

The variable, through which the performance of hospitals will be measured, will be economic result 
after tax. The explaining variables for the panel model will be the following quantities: 

• Time – time serious length for the panel model will be 8 years, years 2008 – 2015 and within the 
regression model the same for all hospitals 

• Consumed purchases – cost item, account class 50 
• Services – cost item, account class 51 
• Personal costs – cost item, account class 52 
• Taxes and fees – cost item, account class 53 
• Other costs for main activities – cost item, account class 54 
• Depreciation,  provisions and adjustments from the main activity and financial activity and booking of 

accruals – cost item, account class 55 
• Financial costs – cost item, account class 56 

The monitored period will the 2008 – 2015. This period will be divided into two time periods, from  
2008 to 2010 and further from 2011 to 2015 when the key year is the year of  2011, in which the 
hospitals in Slovakia were debt relieved. An analysis of proportional and differential indicators focusing 
on the year of 2011 is to be conducted in these time sections. In addition, there will be conducted an 
analysis of individual costs using the growth rate and their share in the total costs in all individual health 
care facilities. In analysis of proportional indicators as well cost analysis, all hospitals will be examined 
together using the average values of individual indicators. 

Results 

The debt elimination for hospitals which took place in 2011 had an impact on cost items as obvious 
from Table II. The average values of the growth rate of cost items between 2010 and 2011 show a 
growing trend, except for the “Services“ item, which declines. A negligible increase occurs in items 
“Consumed purchases“ and “Personal costs“. 

A growth of 10,89 % can be noticed in cost item Taxes and Fees, in particular Other taxes and fees. It is 
an item which captures other taxes paid by the company, such as real estate transfer tax. In particular, 
fees paid to state administration bodies, courts, municipalities and other municipalities bodies, in 
particular administrative and court fees or local fees. In 2012, also the real estate tax, which was 
increased by 185 %, has an impact on the Taxes and Fees items. Real estate was purchased at hospitals 
which is proved by the growing Depreciation item.  
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Other items on the main activity between 2010 and 2011 have increased by 408 %. Other fines, 
penalties and default interests contributed the most to the growth. These are penalties arising out of 
contractual relationships - these are mostly penalties and fines assessed by a tax administrator, 
respective insurance companies or state administration bodies. Receivables Depreciation is another item 
which had a substantial impact on the growth of Other costs. 

The cost item Depreciation, provisions and adjustments from the main activity and financial activity and 
booking of accruals was increased by 14%. The item Creating other adjustment from the main activity 
that are created for the benefit of respective accounts of adjustments had the main impact on the growth. 
Creating other reserves from the main activity has increased also by 70 %. It is obvious that the 
hospitals are making reserves for the next years in 2011. 

Financial costs have marked the highest increase. As obvious from Table II, financial costs were 
increasing already from the beginning of the monitored period. Nevertheless, there was an increase by 
39 836.1 % between 2010 and 2011, in average in particular by EUR 245,000. The main item that 
contributes to the high financial costs is interests that are growing together with paying bank credits 
within the debt elimination. The hospitals got the loans in 2010 that were forgiven in the same year as 
non-repayable financial assistance. It means that the interests increased. High values of Financial Costs 
were caused by redemption of debts. 

Tab. II:  Cost items growth rate average values in 2008-2015 

 

  08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 

Consumed 

purchases 3,47% 0,78% 2,43% 5,88% 2,31% 3,56% 7,51% 

Services 12,50% 3,83% 0,99% -7,51% 0,10% 9,82% 0,73% 

Personal costs 3,56% 5,63% 3,29% 9,42% 6,69% 4,42% 4,58% 

Taxes and fees 38,50% 2,57% 10,89% 93,49% 251,35% -6,94% 0,38% 
Other costs for 

main activities -5,18% 32,22% 408,10% 13,81% 7,94% 46,03% 79,90% 
Depreciation,  

provisions and 

adjustments from 

the main activity 

and financial 

activity and 

booking of accruals 2,47% -2,98% 13,76% -0,98% 0,68% -11,82% -12,47% 

Financial costs 251,28% 2882,13% 39 836,31% 459,09% -31,05% 71,93% 501,77% 
Source: own processing using data from the Financial Statements Register 

Debt elimination for hospitals from 2011 has had a significant impact also on the results of proportional 
and differential indicators. The liquidity ratio indicators (see Tab. III) reached their maximum in this 
year within the whole monitored period. Even though the values reached their maximum, they still did 
not reach the values that are recommended in specialised resources (Kislingerová, 2010; Kubíčková and 
Jindřichovská, 2015). The values did not improve at all hospitals in 2011. These are these hospitals: 

• Hospital with outpatient’s care  Považská Bystrica, 
• Liptov Hospital with outpatients’ care Liptovský Mikuláš, 
• Dolnooravská Hospital with outpatients’ care of MUDr. Ladislava Nádašiho-Jége, Dolný Kubín, 
• Hospital with outpatients’ care Myjava, 
• Kysuce Hospital with outpatients’ care ind Čadca. 
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These hospitals were debt relieved by paying long-term liabilities or long-term bank credits which is not 
reflected in the liquidity indicators. Also the account on which refundable financial assistance has been 
posted, is different. At the hospitals that used the financial assistance to cover short-term liabilities, this 
item is posted to the revenues items Revenues from common transfers from other public administration 
entities. At the other ones, the amount is posted to Other financial revenues or Other revenues from the 
main activity. 

Tab. III: Liquidity Ratio indicators development in 2008-2015 

 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Current ratio 0,53 0,65 0,52 0,73 0,63 0,64 0,67 0,76 

Quick ratio 0,49 0,60 0,48 0,67 0,58 0,60 0,63 0,72 
Cash position 

ratio 0,08 0,08 0,05 0,13 0,08 0,15 0,23 0,29 
Net working 

capital (mil. 

EUR) -8,8 -5,5 -11, 3 -4 -9,9 -13,7 -18,7 -23 
Source: own processing using data from Financial Statements  

Debt elimination was reflected in the activity indicators especially throught the creditor days indicator, 
which declined this year. Trade deficit is positive for the hospitals, the hospitals collect money before 
they pay, nevertheless, the liabilities turnover values are too high. It can be assummed that in case of 
such a a long creditor days, the suppliers are not so willing to forgive unpaid supplies and default 
payments are charged to hospitals. In 2012, the credit days are again increasing, the hightes values are 
achieved in 2015, namely 244 days. 

Tab. IV: Activity indicators development in 2015 (in days) 

 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Asset turnover time 412,93 410,08 416,11 443,52 394,91 366,60 353,90 340,85 

Receivable turnover time 63,56 61,23 62,41 60,88 61,64 59,67 53,26 58,34 

Liability turnover time 175,55 131,70 177,68 153,49 182,92 204,11 224,40 244,81 

Fixed asset turnover 1,41 1,42 1,31 1,20 1,37 1,46 1,54 1,64 
Source: own processing using data from Financial Statements Register 

The profitability of hospitals in Slovakia measured by return on assets, revenue and equity can be 
characterised as negative in all years of the monitored period, except for 2011 when there was debt 
elimination. Ten hospitals from the sample surveyed have a positive economic result only in 2011. Two 
hospitals have a negative and two hospitals have a positive economic outcome during the entire time of 
the monitored period. The economic result of the remaining 5 hospitals were positive in 2011 and then 
from 2013. 

Table V: Return indicators development in 2008-2015 (in %) 

 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Return on revenues -7 -9 -12 29 -14 -8 -6 -8 

Return on assets -8 -10 -12 30 -13 -8 -7 -10 

Return on equity -36 -114 -46 489 -142 -40 -789 -19 

Source: own processing using data from Financial Statements Register 
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It has turned out that, according to the Hausman test with P-value 0,999, random effects model is a 
suitable model – random effects model means that random effects, in a zero hypothesis, are considered 
consistent. Significance level of 95 % was chosen. In addition to constant, variables Services with P-
value 0.4022 and Depreciation, Reserves and adjustments from operating activities and financial 
activities and booking accruals with P-value 0.4020 were excluded as non-significant variables. 
According to P-value it can be assumed that the other variables are statistically significant and except 
for the consumed purchases variable they are at significance level of 99 %. Adjusted determination 
coefficient has a value of 5.32 %, i.e. the model explains accurately 95.32 % of the economic result 
variability after tax. The financial cost variable explains the best the economic result after tax.  

For completeness it needs to be added that the model has been tested for proper functional form of the 
model (RESET test), heteroskedasticity (White test), residual normality and first order error correlation. 
These tests of the model turned out to be correct and therefore it can be affirmed that it meets the 
requirements for regression models quality. 

Coefficients of individual variable indicate an increment of the explained variable (economic result) in 
unit change explaining variable and allowing predicting the explained variable for individual cases. 
According to the established statistics it can be stated that there are important variable influencing the 
Economic Result after tax indicator and therefore also financial situation of the company. If, within the 
model, the consumed purchases are increased by one unit, then this situation would influence the 
amount of economic result after tax by 0.4492. We can state that there is a direct correlation, because 
with the increase in consumed purchases, there has been an increase of EAT. When personal costs are 
increased by one unit, EAT is decreased by -0.5327, which means that there is indirect correlation 
between personal costs and EAT. There is also indirect correlation between EAT valuable and taxes and 
charges. In particular, if Taxes and Fees increase by one unit, EAT is decreased by -14.009. Other costs 
and financial costs are positively correlated with EAT. When other costs are increased by one unit, EAT 
is increased by 1.8541 and when financial costs are increased by one unit, EAT is increased by 21.8693.  

Table VI: The panel model 

 

 Coefficient P-value Significance 

Consumed_purchases 0.4492 0.0694 * 
Personal_costs −0.5327 0.0001 *** 
Taxes_fees −14.0090 0.0027 *** 
Other_costs 1.8541 0.0025 *** 
Financial_costs 21.8693 1.04e-06 *** 
Source: own processing using data from Financial Statements Register  

Conclusion 

The assumption for debt elimination in 2011 was certainly to solve the critical situation in health care in 
Slovakia where the hospitals’ liabilities were achieving high values. However, with regard to the results 
achieved in the presented contribution that are only a primary research, where one can continue with a 
deeper analysis, it can be stated that the debt relief in 2011 did not help to improve their financing on a 
permanent basis. In addition, comparison with other research is not possible since there are not many 
specialised sources that would deal with the issue of debt relief in 2011 or generally the situations of 
hospitals in Slovakia. Due to the fact that debt relief took place especially due to high liabilities it is 
striking that the average liabilities turnover time is still increasing even after the debt relief, amounting 
to 244 days in 2015.  According to the net working capital values that even are in the year of debt relief, 
i.e. in 2011 still negative, it can be assumed that liabilities continue to exceed the value of current assets 
even in this year. With regard to net working capital negative values it is obvious that the hospitals are 
not able to finance their own operation since a part of fixed assets of company are covered with short-
term financial resources. If it were a standard legal entity, there would be a risk that this entity will be 
forced to sell its long-term assets in order to pay short-term liabilities, thus endangering its own 
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existence. In the case of hospitals, this situation is in admissible and therefore the state intervened and 
did the debt relief which obviously did not fulfil its purpose. 
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Abstract 

 
The article draws attention to the special importance of employee creativity for the market success of 

a company. It describes the model a creative organization, along with is components, as an institution 

that allows the creation of innovations, the flow of knowledge between employees and the high 

motivation of the employees, which in turn enables it to function in today's highly variable 

environment. A procedure based on a multiple case study is described. A selected case study item 

from research carried out in a company of the machine industry is shown.  The article is ended with 

conclusions and recommendations concerning management in a broad sense, drawn based on the 

literature review and the research carried out. 
 

Keywords: creativity, innovations, invention,inventic method 

 

Introduction 
 

The increase of employees' creativity in thinking and action translates into their commitment to their 

work, lays the foundations for a company's innovation and, as a consequence, creates conditions for 

its success on the market being so variable today. 

What is creativity? Creativity is the ability of man to creatively use his/her brainpower for creating 

new, original ideas in the form of concepts or products (Ottemiller, Elliott, Giovannetti 2014, p. 289-

296). This is the capability to think creatively, combine different ideas in an original way, adopt new 

assumptions, see things in a new perspective, put forward ideas, do something new or the same thing 

in an unusual way (Amabile, Hadley, Kramer 2002, p. 52-61). Creativity is moving beyond what is 

known, common and obvious (Pinker 2009, p. 30-45). Creativity is the process of implementing 

innovative ideas to meet needs or solve problems (Bilton, Cummings 2010, p. 101). The creativity of 

a company's employees provides a basis for a creative organisation and is a source of competitive 

advantage.  

Such concepts as the economics of creativity or creative economy are becoming common. Creativity 

has become one of the production factors, an intangible resource, which can and should be managed 

to some extent. 

As a unique, valuable and inimitable resource, creativity can distinguish a company on the market. 

However, recruiting creative employees, developing their creativity and setting up a creative 

organization is time-consuming and requires the involvement of the entire organization and the 

implementation of a creative management style. 

Creativity management is a process whose outcome is difficult to predict. It should be consistent with 

all management functions (such as planning, motivating, organizing and control). Already at the stage 

of recruitment should the candidate's creativity level and his/her creative abilities be evaluated 

(specialist psychological tests can be used for this purpose). The creativity of the employees needs to 

be developed through training, workshops and organizing creative sessions. There are a number of 

methods, such as synectic and inventive thinking techniques, which develop creativity, encourage the 

mind to seek unconventional solutions and help design innovative concepts. Creativity management 
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is primarily a motivational system geared on creativity and promoting c

a motivation system, which is consistent with an organization's culture, since these elements 

interpenetrate. 

 

Model of a creative organization
 

A creative organization is a subject of interest to many researchers. M. Brzezi

creative environment that has two dimensions: an individual dimension 

single employee, and a common dimension 

(Brzeziński 2009, p. 64-71).  

S. Raisch, J. Birkinshaw devote special attention to creative teams as the foundation of an 

organization (Raisch, Birkinshaw 2008, 

empowerment as the source of cohesion, harmony and efficiency of a compan

2012, p. 14-125). 

The model proposed by the authors is composed of a larger number of elements that i

jointly contribute to building a creative organization (Fig. 1). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: 

Source: Own elaboration 

 
Four attributes are distinguished in the creative organization model; these are: teams, creative 

management, empowerment and motivation.

 

Creative teams 

 
Teams are the key element of a company's strategy. A team is a group of workers that forms a 

distinctive entity being under common leadership. It is characterized by large knowledge, an 

innovative way of thinking and searching for unconventional solutions.

the task entrusted to it. Teams should be regarded as flexible formulae of work organisation. The 

team configuration should be dependent on the personnel composition, intelligence potential, creative 

awareness and the team leader. The level of a team's autonomy depends on the maturity and 

motivational system geared on creativity and promoting creative attitudes. It is also 

motivation system, which is consistent with an organization's culture, since these elements 

Model of a creative organization 

A creative organization is a subject of interest to many researchers. M. Brzeziński describes it as a 

creative environment that has two dimensions: an individual dimension – seen from the angle of a 

d a common dimension – being dependent on the number of people working in it 

S. Raisch, J. Birkinshaw devote special attention to creative teams as the foundation of an 

tion (Raisch, Birkinshaw 2008, p. 375-409), while R. Zeffane and A. Zarooni focus on 

empowerment as the source of cohesion, harmony and efficiency of a company (Zeffane, Zarooni 

The model proposed by the authors is composed of a larger number of elements that interact and 

o building a creative organization (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1: Model of a creative organization 

Four attributes are distinguished in the creative organization model; these are: teams, creative 

empowerment and motivation. 

Teams are the key element of a company's strategy. A team is a group of workers that forms a 

distinctive entity being under common leadership. It is characterized by large knowledge, an 

innovative way of thinking and searching for unconventional solutions. The team is responsible for 

the task entrusted to it. Teams should be regarded as flexible formulae of work organisation. The 

team configuration should be dependent on the personnel composition, intelligence potential, creative 

er. The level of a team's autonomy depends on the maturity and 

reative attitudes. It is also 

motivation system, which is consistent with an organization's culture, since these elements 

ński describes it as a 

seen from the angle of a 

orking in it 

S. Raisch, J. Birkinshaw devote special attention to creative teams as the foundation of an 

R. Zeffane and A. Zarooni focus on 

y (Zeffane, Zarooni 

nteract and 

Four attributes are distinguished in the creative organization model; these are: teams, creative 

Teams are the key element of a company's strategy. A team is a group of workers that forms a 

distinctive entity being under common leadership. It is characterized by large knowledge, an 

The team is responsible for 

the task entrusted to it. Teams should be regarded as flexible formulae of work organisation. The 

team configuration should be dependent on the personnel composition, intelligence potential, creative 

er. The level of a team's autonomy depends on the maturity and 
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efficiency of team members. The sources of success is therefore the collective knowledge and the 

synergy of diverse characteristics of employees 

Teams work better, faster and more efficiently and more easily adapt to external conditions than it is 

the case in a hierarchical structure. In well selected teams, people make better decisions and solve 

more complex problems, compared to individual workers (Blanchard 2009, p. 75-86). 

To build an effective team, it is necessary to carry out individual stages of team-forming processes, 

namely: 

assessment of the team in accordance with the model PERFORM, 

- creation of the team card, 

- diagnosis of the team development level, 

- matching the style of leadership to the team development level, and 

- strategies for improving the team's efficiency. 

Co-operation among employees and building creative teams that develop the team's spirit and the 

right organisational culture. Team work stimulates creativity, discussions, interactive behaviour and 

creative enrichment ideas of all employees. A team (as opposed to individuals) is characterized by 

versatility and flexibility in searching for creative solutions [Rhoades, Eisenberger 2002 p. 698-714; 

Wang, Rodej 2010, p. 1105-1128; Wu, McMullen, Neubert 2010, p. 587-602]. 

 

Leadership style – Higher-level leadership 
 

The idea of a creative organization is closely associated with the theory of creative management. It is 

the management that oversees the activities of creative teams, formulates strategic objectives, sets out 

the criteria for the evaluation of ideas, provides the necessary resources and controls the process of 

carrying out tasks.  

The main activity of managerial staff includes the specification of detailed tasks (Zhang, Bartol 2010, 

p. 107-128) by: 

 

- creating a system for collecting postulates and ideas concerning new solutions, 

- assuring the objective assessment of postulates and ideas in the light of adopted criteria, 

- assessing the appropriateness of undertaking tasks, 

- assessing the financial capacities, regulations etc. 

- Another task of the managerial staff is to enable the transfer of the processes of individual creativity 

to the levels of teams and the entire organization. This enables the flow of explicit and implicit 

knowledge.  

- Moreover, in order to allow the efficient fulfilment of tasks that require creativity, the management 

is required to take the following actions: 

- remove any obstacles to carrying out the tasks, 

- prevent the occurrence of obstacles that hinder the carrying out of tasks, 

- mitigate the negative consequences of obstacles and difficulties that cannot be removed, 

- change the action programmes in the direction that ensures the avoidance of obstacles. 

Despite having some sort of autonomy, the team still needs support by the management, a proper 

motivation system, the supply of resources, decision-making capabilities, and the provision of 

support for reasonable risk. 

 

Empowerment and motivation 
 

Empowerment means allowing employees to think independent and to use knowledge, experience 

and motivation for carrying out the company's tasks. Empowerment is creating an organizational 

climate in which employees to look for solutions, inquire, and take initiative.  

The culture of empowerment is built by (Zeffane, Zarooni 2012, p. 114-125): 
- visionary imagination, 

- co-operation for results, 
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- self-monitoring,  

- responsibility of the team, 

- interfunctional structure, 

- projects, 

- coaches/team leaders, 

- the team's own judgement of the situation, 

- free movement of information and knowledge between employees and functional sections. 

The introduction of empowerment (emancipation of employees, their involvement in the decision-

making process) in a company requires the development of workers-leaders among the employees, 

who will be able to take the initiative. Within this idea, the employees are treated as valuable assets 

that increase their value as the experience and knowledge grow. The dimensions of empowerment are 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2: The dimensions of empowerment (Bugdol 2006, p. 35-68) 

 

The dynamic nature of empowerment should be emphasized: it is a continuous process occurring in 

an organization. Its essence is to enable the employees to act creatively and to show their own 

initiative by delegating the decision-making power to them, while maintaining their responsibility for 

their activities. It is getting enthusiasm and commitment out of the employees by granting them the 

right to autonomy and controlling their activity. Empowerment is the foundation of a comprehensive 

motivation system.  

Whereas, a motivation system should include both tangible and intangible incentives. A proposal for 

a system of motivating to creative behaviours is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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- change 
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Psychological:
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- influence
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- learning by 
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Fig. 3: Constituent parts of the system of motivation to creative behaviours

(Moczydłowska 2012, p. 71-80) 

 

Research method 
 

Based on the analysis of the literature on the creativity of employees, their motivation to work and to 

use the methods of creative problem solving, empirical investigation in the form of a multiple case 

study was undertaken in companies in the Opole Province. The investigation was aimed at providing 

guidance and recommendations for developing creative organizations.

The case study conducting procedure as pro

The basis for the scientific methodology was formed by:

 

- quantitative methods (a creativity test) 

employees, 

- qualitative methods (an in-depth interview) 

- creative problem-solving methods 

the design of the model of a creative organization 

- methods of making decisions based on multiple evaluation criteria.

Studies carried out in the period of 2014

- selection of companies, 

- preparation of creativity level tests and the scenarios of in

motivation, 

- preliminary studies, examining the creativity level of 

Constituent parts of the system of motivation to creative behaviours 

Based on the analysis of the literature on the creativity of employees, their motivation to work and to 

use the methods of creative problem solving, empirical investigation in the form of a multiple case 

was undertaken in companies in the Opole Province. The investigation was aimed at providing 

guidance and recommendations for developing creative organizations. 

The case study conducting procedure as proposed by Czakon (Ledger 2013, p. 93-111) was adopted.

The basis for the scientific methodology was formed by: 

quantitative methods (a creativity test) – which provide information on the level of creativity of 

depth interview) – used to examine the degree of employee mot

solving methods – applied in order to develop guidance and recommendations for 

the design of the model of a creative organization  

methods of making decisions based on multiple evaluation criteria. 

period of 2014-2016 in nine South-Western Poland's companies included:

preparation of creativity level tests and the scenarios of in-depth interviews about employee 

preliminary studies, examining the creativity level of employees and their motivation to work, 

 

 

Based on the analysis of the literature on the creativity of employees, their motivation to work and to 

use the methods of creative problem solving, empirical investigation in the form of a multiple case 

was undertaken in companies in the Opole Province. The investigation was aimed at providing 

111) was adopted. 

which provide information on the level of creativity of 

used to examine the degree of employee motivation, 

applied in order to develop guidance and recommendations for 

Western Poland's companies included: 

depth interviews about employee 

employees and their motivation to work,  
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- research proper – the design of a creative organization model using inventive methods,

- development of recommendations and guidance for building a creative organization.

A schematic diagram of the studies in companie

 

Fig. 

Source: Own elaboration 

 
The studies were based on three independent sources:

- Available documentation for individual companies 

standing of selected companies, their organizational structure, business partners, product line 

offered, information flow, documentation and decisions.

- Creativity tests and conducted surveys of the degree of employee motivation. To examine the 

creativity of individual employees, a creativity test was prepared. It was created on the basis of 

psychological tests available in the literature. An individual in

determine the degree of employee motivation. A time of 20 minutes was given to

to answer the questions included in the interview. The employees gave their answers in a 

comfortable place and their anonymity was preserved. In addition to the previously prepared 

scenario, supporting questions were also used. Supporting q

employee had problems with his/her answer, hesitated, or had some doubts about the answer.

- Participatory observation during the creative sessions. During creative sessions, companies' 

employees were made acquainted with inve

quickly, pre-prepared scenarios for the methods were used. Then the acquired methods were used 

for the design of guidelines for a creative organization.

The studies achieved the main objective which wa

building a creative organization. 

 

Case Study 

 
Due to the extensiveness of the research, only one case study has been described. This description 

aims to give a closer idea of the research scenario. The researc

involved in the manufacture of machine tools. Preliminary studies in the form of creativity tests of 

and in-depth interviews determined the level of employee creativity and motivation. Based on the 

creativity tests, the company's employees were assigned to one of three groups, including, 

respectively: innovators – extremely creative persons, moderately creative persons, and persons with 

the design of a creative organization model using inventive methods, 

development of recommendations and guidance for building a creative organization. 

A schematic diagram of the studies in companies is shown in Figure 4. 

 4: Schematic diagram of the studies. 

The studies were based on three independent sources: 

Available documentation for individual companies – this provided information on the financial 

of selected companies, their organizational structure, business partners, product line 

offered, information flow, documentation and decisions. 

Creativity tests and conducted surveys of the degree of employee motivation. To examine the 

dual employees, a creativity test was prepared. It was created on the basis of 

psychological tests available in the literature. An individual in-depth interview was also used to 

determine the degree of employee motivation. A time of 20 minutes was given to each employees 

to answer the questions included in the interview. The employees gave their answers in a 

comfortable place and their anonymity was preserved. In addition to the previously prepared 

scenario, supporting questions were also used. Supporting questions were used only when an 

employee had problems with his/her answer, hesitated, or had some doubts about the answer.

Participatory observation during the creative sessions. During creative sessions, companies' 

employees were made acquainted with inventive thinking methods. To assimilate the methods more 

prepared scenarios for the methods were used. Then the acquired methods were used 

for the design of guidelines for a creative organization. 

The studies achieved the main objective which was to produce guidance and recommendations for 

Due to the extensiveness of the research, only one case study has been described. This description 

aims to give a closer idea of the research scenario. The research was carried out in a company 

involved in the manufacture of machine tools. Preliminary studies in the form of creativity tests of 

depth interviews determined the level of employee creativity and motivation. Based on the 

ny's employees were assigned to one of three groups, including, 

extremely creative persons, moderately creative persons, and persons with 

 

this provided information on the financial 

of selected companies, their organizational structure, business partners, product line 

Creativity tests and conducted surveys of the degree of employee motivation. To examine the 

dual employees, a creativity test was prepared. It was created on the basis of 

depth interview was also used to 

each employees 

to answer the questions included in the interview. The employees gave their answers in a 

comfortable place and their anonymity was preserved. In addition to the previously prepared 

uestions were used only when an 

employee had problems with his/her answer, hesitated, or had some doubts about the answer. 

Participatory observation during the creative sessions. During creative sessions, companies' 

ntive thinking methods. To assimilate the methods more 

prepared scenarios for the methods were used. Then the acquired methods were used 

s to produce guidance and recommendations for 

Due to the extensiveness of the research, only one case study has been described. This description 

h was carried out in a company 

involved in the manufacture of machine tools. Preliminary studies in the form of creativity tests of 

depth interviews determined the level of employee creativity and motivation. Based on the 

ny's employees were assigned to one of three groups, including, 

extremely creative persons, moderately creative persons, and persons with 
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"dormant" creativity. Thus, 9% of the company's employees received a result that allowed them to be 

categorized into the innovator group, 34% of employees received a score qualifying them for the 

moderate creativity group, and 57% of employees were characterized as having "dormant" creativity. 

The in-depth interviews, on the other hand, allowed us to determine the degree of employee 

motivation. Thus, in succession, 12% of them were characterized by high work motivation, 61% – 

moderate work motivation, and the remaining 27% – low work motivation. 

The preliminary studies allowed a creative session to be properly and correctly carried out. They 

provided guidance on which inventive method should be used in the design of the assumptions for a 

creative organization. The creative session was attended by 22 employees representing all 

departments in the company. The session was started with the defectologic method that aimed to 

identify barriers to creativity, then the method of good examples was used. 

The defectologic method is to disclose as many defects (shortcomings, faults) in the system, as 

possible. It requires teamwork to stimulate the "defect generation" process. The role of the team is 

also to objectivize the defects (i.e. what for some people is a defect, for the others may be an 

advantage). The method provides the basis for improving an existing system or replacing it with a 

new one that better performs the expected functions (with fewer defects). 

From among the defects occurring in the present organization, which are of particular importance in 

the creation of a creative organization, the following have been listed: 

- lack of actions to overcome the reluctance to change, 

- criticism among employees and management, 

- lack of the capability (place, time, manner) to report new solutions, 

- deficiencies in the expertise of some employees, and 

- poor information flow within the company. 

The method under discussion contributed only to making an outline of the overall situation of the 

company. It influenced the motivation of employees to change it and became the foundation of the 

project of a creative organization. 

To determine the guidelines for building a creative organization, the method of good examples was 

used. As the example to follow, the Roto Frank company of Lubertów was proposed. This company 

has a very well functioning system for collecting postulates, a high degree of employee motivation, 

and is an innovator in the woodworking industry. Implemented changes that have been put forward 

by the employees themselves enable a constant productivity increase by 10% per year. The 

employees of a machine tool factory were presented with a system of motivation, collecting ideas and 

work-sharing existing in a model company. Based on the obtained information, members of the 

creative session proposed the following solutions to enable the building of a creative organization: 

- the box of ideas that functions in the company should be located in the social room (due to the easy 

access) and stationery should be available next to it, 

- each employee should report his/her own idea at least half-yearly, otherwise he/she will have 

his/her bonus withheld for a period of 1 month, 

- an employee will receive PLN 500 or 2% of the profit/savings resulting from the proposed solution, 

- creative sessions will be organized (during working hours) minimum twice a month, 

- an integration meeting (such as Christmas Eve supper or a bonfire) will be organised once a half 

year, 

- employees will be given more freedom in making decisions, especially about their job posts, 

- non-financial motivators (praise, promotion) will be used, and the management will more often talk 

with the subordinates, explaining them strategies and decisions. 

The resulting solutions are rather reconstructive in character. To gather all ideas, but also to generate 

new (creative) ones, another method (tool), the mind map, was used. Creating the mind map was 

started with specifying its principles. The following guidelines were displayed on the noticeboard: 

1. Draw a thematic picture including a minimum of three colours in the middle of the sheet. 

2. Use pictures and symbols on the whole map. 

3. The most important words should be highlighted in the most pronounced manner. 

4. Only one word or figure may be in a line. 
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5. Lines and words should be identical in length. 

6. Use varying letter sizes and styles. 

7. Use many different colours. 

8. Maps should be characterized by great imagination; they may be abstract or absurd. 

9. Not only facts, but also problems, associations, etc., should be indicated on the map. 

Then the employees set about drawing. Both pre-conceived ideas and identified problems were 

shown on the map, and also brand-new ones were generated. The resulting mind map will be shown 

in Figure 5. 

During the session the creative methods used were: The defectologic and good examples methods 

and the mind map were used during the creative session. The defectologic method revealed barriers 

to creativity in the organization and made the employees aware of the need for creating a creative 

organization. The method of good problems served as a warm-up for the design of guidelines for the 

creative organization. The method of good examples did not require the employees to have high 

creativity and, owing to its simplicity, did not raise any resistance to its use, either. The mind map 

enabled the comprehensive capturing of the problem and the specification of the creative organization 

model, and supplemented the pre-conceived ideas with new ones. The employees willingly 

participated in the creative session, submitted themselves to the integration process and developed 

common rules that will positively influence the organization's culture and atmosphere and will 

contribute to the growth of its creative, and thus also innovative potential in the future. 
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Fig. 5: The mind map 
Source: Own elaboration 
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Summary 
 

The foundation of the innovative development of a company is the economics of creativity and 

building of a creative organization. An organization that is willingly heading towards innovativeness 

should focus on the elements by the use of which it is possible to support the creativity of an 

individual and the entire organization. 

This raises the need to supplement the company's orientation and the culture itself by the creative 

ability of the organisation, which is the main carrier of innovation, competitiveness, or even survival. 

Creative strategic decisions and unconventional actions are to serve the mutual development of the 

company and the environment. Therefore, the modern way of management calls for creative action 

plans.  

The proposed creative organization model is the answer to today's business challenges. The 

constituent elements refer to current trends in management and create cohesion to enhance the 

creativity, innovation and success of the company. The construction of a creative organization is a 

challenge for the company and requires the involvement of all employees, the time, and changing the 

way of thinking and acting. A support in the construction can be provided by creative problem-

solving methods, appropriate workshops, and collaboration with scientific spheres. The effort taken 

will influence directly the atmosphere in the organization, the morale of employees and their 

motivation to work. And this is likely to translate into the innovativeness and competitiveness of the 

company. 
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Abstract  

The paper analyses the current conditions of the environmental health for life, in Romania and abroad and 

accession of the bio-technological measures (biofuels achievement) with social, economical and 

sustainable roles. The findings regarding the continuous increasing of global average temperature at earth 

surface due to greenhouse gas emissions were amplified together with raising industry. As follows, the 

climate changes manifest by the rainfall level and repartition, with agro-economic repercussions (they 

influence the crop development) and on human health. The eco-systems modifications have effect on 

energy sources, too. In this case is need renewable sources. The sources of renewable energy are 

continuously and rapidly regenerated; are inexhaustible for the times predictable in human development. 

Their weight and speed in diminishing emissions were noticeable. Regarding the biofuels, the vegetal 

resources represent the cheap raw matter. The farms could provide annually agricultural and by-products 

as well as vegetal residues. The area specificity is very important in adequate management 

implementation as varietal and economic efficiency of biofuels. The specialty literature and interpretation 

of the statistical data amplify the trust in collecting and efficient utilization of agricultural products for 

biofuels and highlight the real situation at regional level. To be adequate alternative of fossil fuels it is 

obvious that biofuels must offer energy surplus and benefits for environment, must be competitive as 

economic viewpoint, must be produced in large quantities but not reduce food supply.  

Keywords: bioeconomy, biofuels, environment, vegetable wastes 

Introduction 

 

Economy is the balance of systems and methods that ensure the link between main products and 

resources. The resources involve air, water, minerals, farming, by their knowledge being elaborated 

efficient tools and methods for human life. They must understand the interrelation between 

components/relationships/needs/capabilities, so, through combination among them, the image of 

application in economy is released and the establishment of economic relations in a healthy environment 

is desired. 

The economic activities linked by innovation, production and utilization of the products resulted by 

biological processes, with no carbon emissions (over equivalent quantity of carbon dioxide photo-

synthetically fixed by crops; carbon represents about 59% of dry matter) and ensuring the sustainability 

are cumulated by the European Commission and Organisation Co-operation and Development for 
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Economic as bio-economy. This economic theory was elaborated by Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen. At the 

beginning of ‘70s, he emphasized the biological base of economic processes and call attention on natural 

resources diminishing. 

At global level and current context, it is necessary that information and education be focused on 

sustainable economic activities. The agriculture and forestry are sources which generate natural products 

(organic matter which consists of carbon), which, under processing by certain industries meet human 

needs. Besides main products, the industries cumulate energy consumptions, highlight emission harmful 

for animals and accelerate climatic changes. Under this context, the passivity of the countries is harmful 

too, generating huge disequilibrium.  

The bio-economy promotes the economic harmony. It has as main aim the maintenance of society health 

(physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual) and of the earth, the human being ensuring its evolution. 

The biological processes, correctly managed, generate adequate products. Therefore, the bio-economy is 

based on arable land, on the principle of eco-development.  

The development strategy of Romania for 2016-2035 consists of bio-economy domain, too (Intelligent 

specialization – according to classifications, definitions and describes from Strategy of Research, 

Development and Innovation 2020), with sub-sectors bioenergy (biogas, biomass, biofuel) and 

biotechnologies of environment. These approaches could be feasible by measures and provisions to 

manage the vegetal products and wastes.  

The bio-energy, mainly by biofuels production, is promoted as consolidation for energetic independence, 

concomitantly with rural development and diminishing of greenhouse gas emissions. However, the 

current application of the first generation bioenergy must not be a disadvantage for food safety. The 

competition food/biofuels will be avoided by research on non-food species, as potential biomass 

resources and promoting of adequate processing techniques. 

The liquid biofuels which are obtained from agricultural products (first, second or third generation) to fill 

the reservoirs are biodiesel and bioethanol; although their production is under increasing, represents only 

5% of current bioenergy. The ethanol has also industrial utilizations, being essential element for other 

products too (bio-plastics and biochemical ones). The most biofuels are currently obtained from crops, 

which are also foods and feed. 

In 2013, in EU, to obtain ethanol, 7.83 million tons of cereals and 1.5 million tons of sugar were used. 

Only 2% of EU cereal yield was used for bioethanol production. The ethanol production from renewable 

sources in Europe utilizes only 0,7% of arable lands.  

According to FAO, an average of 0.5 million ha of arable lands is annually out of cultivation (European 

Commission, 2012). This situation does not affect the food because the demand is achieved by 

productivity increasing. Statistical data lead to the knowing of huge European potential, unexplored yet, 

and its distribution to renewable resources, as unique consumer of CO2 emissions (in 2008, 32,000 tons 

CO2 were released). According to legislation package “Energy – climatic changes” till 2020, adopted by 

European parliament in December 2008, one can ascertain that 20% of energetic need of EU must be 

covered by renewable energy (biomass, solar energy, aeolian one). As part of this target, Member States 

must reach the target of 10% biofuel in consumption ration. Thus, farming activities must significantly 

contribute to the increasing of added value. As regards the price, it is influenced by market evolution and 

demand for biofuel crops. The production costs of biofuels vary significantly depending on raw matter, 

process and location. Location determines the access to certain raw matters and energy supply. The based 
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processes to produce bioethanol and biodiesel do not vary too large, and rapid evolutions in installation 

design have important effect on crop economies (raw matter). 

Having in view that EU has introduced biofuel politics, the European ethanol industry from renewable 

sources released and sustained over 70,000 direct places of work and indirect ones – engineer, 

construction, operations and transport. The potential will be of 1 million places of works for future 

(Renewable ethanol: driving jobs, growth and innovation throughout Europe State of the Industry Report 

2014). 

Romanian agriculture by exploiting arable land at their true value and integrity can be a constant provider 

and most important for biofuel market, mainly using the agricultural waste. 

The experiment presented in this study fortifies the confidence in economical use of waste that initially 

were used or destroyed by burning. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Knowledge of the domain 

 

At global level, the humans increase rapidly: from 2.5 billion in 1950 to 5.6 billion in 1994, and the UNO 

estimations for 2025 show around 7.9 billion. The increasing of population means the amplification of 

global requirement of foods and concomitantly of fuels. So, primary energy consumption in 2009, 

signaled by the Energy Information Administration, Monthly Energy Review, June 2010, is based on 

natural resources (petroleum 37%, natural gases 25%, charcoal 21%) (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1: Past, present and future into fuel production structure (%) (Global statistical data 

processing) 

The fossil fuels are the result of very slow chemical reactions of transformation polysaccharides into 
chemical compounds likely lignin fraction. As a result, the chemical charcoal compound ensures a more 
concentrated energy source. All types of fossil fuels (ancient biomass, in fact) maintain greenhouse gas 
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emissions (57%). The luxury and superior technique have amplified the greenhouse gas emissions. The 
anthropogenic sources responsible for these accumulations are many of them and different as intensity. In 
descending order, according to Global Warming Potential, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
classify them, as follows: (IPCC radiative foraing report: Climate change 1995): dielectric fluid (SF6 → 
23900 GWP); liquid coolants (CHClF2 and CCl2F2 → 1300 – 7100 GWP); production of aluminum (CF4 
→ 6500 GWP); fertilizer and industrial processes combustion (N2O → 310 GWP); fossil fuels, waste 
dumps, livestock (methane → 21 GWP); fossil fuels combustion, land use conversion, cement production 
(CO2 → 1 GWP). GWP measures the radiate relative effects of different greenhouse gases. The global 
warming resulted could be estimated by multiplication adequate to GWP with gas quantity and taking 
into account some specificity (distribution, effects, and uncertainties). If, the transport is analyzed, the 
energy consumption at EU level is of 32%, and emissions contribute with 20% to greenhouse effect 
(Olteanu, 2007). The impact of gas emissions from the transport sector depends on propulsion systems 
and how they are made, and the type of fuel used and how it is produced and distributed.  
 
Interest in alternative fuels has been focused mainly on transport fuels. Transportation of people and 
goods requires a large amount of energy, that about one third of EU energy consumption. This claim is 
covered, largely non-renewable energy sources (oil or gas). Much of the energy (¾) consumed by the 
transport sector uses traffic. Even so, the utilization of public transport leads to the saving of 450 gr. 
carbon dioxide for each 1.6 km of road (Caisin, Şveţ and Halaim, 2014). 
 
At global level, the aircraft is indispensable for tourism and facilitates the trade. As a result, quality of life 
is improved, including by creating jobs (air transport industry generates 32 million jobs worldwide). The 
global economic impact of aircraft is equal with 7.5% of global GWP. The contribution of this kind of 
transport to climatic changes is about 2% of CO2 emissions and can reach to 3% till 2050. For this 
industry, the fuel is one of the highest operation cost (Basset et al., 2010). As a result, the energy 
resources necessary to change resorting to bioproducts and secondary products - from single-celled 
organisms, the wood material, all of which can be a source of raw material for a fuel. The use of 
lignocellulosic waste as a renewable energy source, replacing fossil fuels, was demonstrated to be 
technically feasible and economically attractive (Şuteu et al., 2016). 
 
During 2000 – 2010, the renewable energy, having as sources biomass and wastes (67.6%), has registered 
the highest annual percentage increasing of total energy consumption (5.6%). Availability of alternate 
fuels for cogeneration helps to limit the amount of bagasse as fuel at sugar plants and make them 
available for other uses such as ethanol production (Pazheri et al., 2017). 
The need of renewable energy is required as much as there are no damages on environment and not 
competes with foods. 

• Climatic changes and biodiversity  
 

On global warming, there are registered extreme meteorological phenomena – drought and heat, storms 
and hard winters – with repercussions regarding the food ensuring. So that, the drought affects 
productivity in farming, diminishing vegetal yield and implicitly livestock production linked to food and 
non-food products. Therefore, the drought effect on soil leads to the decreasing of its fertility. But, 
drought could be avoided by irrigation systems, with implications of all water sources, with risks 
sometimes and increased costs of yields. On the other hand, the moisture excess provokes flooding, with 
well-known repercussions. 
 
In Romania, country with temperate climate, characterized by four seasons, there are also registered the 
difficulties generated by climatic changes. For example, if the cold season could be diminished, thing 
already registered, one can highlight the increasing of pests and diseases due to good conditions for pests 
rearing. Presently, the vegetal biodiversity is various, with cereals (maize, wheat, barley/two-rowed 
barley), legumes for grains, industrial crops (oil crops, raw crops), vegetables, fodder crops. Besides 
them, there are also vineyards, fruit trees and natural grasslands (Table 1 and Fig. 2; source: NIS). 
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Table 1: Area occupied by Romanian plant species in 2015 

Groups plant species Area, ha 

Grains 5,463,570 

Legumes (no soy) 44,675 

Oleaginous 1,514,663 

Textiles 504 

Medicinal and aromatic 3,211 

Potatoes 185,878 

Sugar beet 26,591 

Sorghum for sweep 2,748 

Tobacco 745 

Vegetable field 137,029 

Watermelons and yellow 26,009 

Hop 225 

Green fodder in arable 845,442 

Strawberries 2,573 

Flowers and ornamental plants 417 

Orchards and nurseries 196,941 

Vineyards and vine nurseries 209,417 

 

 

Fig. 2: Structure of plant species in the agricultural area of Romania 
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One can ascertain the preponderance of small grains, which are unequally located all over the country and 

also, the yields are different due to various pedoclimatic conditions (Fig. 3). 

The total yield of 19,286,236 tons of grains in 2015 achieved on 5,463,570 ha, leading to the average 

yield of 3,529 kg grains/ha. Besides main yield, there are registered vegetal residues with different 

destinations.  

 

Fig. 3:  Grain yield structure, on development regions in Romania, 2015 (NIS) 

The global warming with +2
0
C will affect the yield structure, with repercussions at all levels (economic, 

social). 

• Bioeconomic systems 

As a response to current and future needs, must pay attention on the fact that only bio-systems recover the 

economy.  

Regarding strictly the cereals and highlighting the weights and importance of all crop components, 

ascertain that nothing is lost but everything turns into energetically resources. So, United States 

Department of Agriculture (2010), based on historical importance of maize has designed the utilization 

structure of this crop (Figure 4), in favor of bio-economy (Current Consumption of Biomass Resources). 
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Fig. 4: Maize importance: history and predictions [USDA-ERS (2010e), USDA-OCE/WAOB 

(2010)] 

• Biomass 

The oldest form of energy storage with sun support life on earth is biomass. Technologically speaking, 

this is structured in main yield, which, in most of cultivated species, is expressed in grains, and secondary 

products, which represents the vegetal residues (Table 2). 

At world level, there is an important activity to utilize the biomass for electric and thermal energy 

production vs. greenhouse emissions effects. According to Decision of the Committee of Non-pollutant 

Development Mechanism linked to Kyoto protocol, the biomass is considered as renewable in the case in 

which one of the following conditions is met (CDM EB23, Anexa 18): belong to forestry areas; is non-

woody material from arable lands and or grasslands; represents biological residues (biomass residues) 

with utilization that not diminish carbon stocks; is non-fossil part of industrial/town wastes.  

Table 2: The structure of biomass accumulated into crop, 2015 

Species Ratio 

grains:straws 

Average yield in Romania, kg/ha 

Grains Strains 

Wheat  1:0.8 3842.00 3079.20 

Maize  1:1.3 3509.00 4561.70 

Sunflower 1:4.1 1758.00 7207.80 

Soybean 1:0.6 2062.00 1237.20 

Rape 1:2.9 2530.00 7337.00 

Average/ha  2740.20 4684.58 
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The developed countries utilize modern technologies in order to put in value the energetic potential in 

biomass by direct burning or obtaining liquid or solid fuels. The biomass sources are represented by 

forestry wastes, resulted in wood processing, vegetal residues from farming and food industry, animal 

residues, and lately, special crops with rapid growth rhythm. The arguments in favor of energetic 

utilization of biomass are as environment preservation, but socio-economic viewpoint, too. At the same 

time, the uncultivated fields could be used. A current technology of energetic utilization of biomass has 

the advantage of the utilization of an organic fuel. The biomass is a renewable source of energy which is 

base of warm, cold, electricity, fuel production (Caisin, Şveţ and Halaim, 2014). As follows, the vegetal 

yield is an important resource to produce renewable energy, but the weight of biofuel/ha depends of the 

utilized crop (Table 3; Rajagopal et al., 2007, for global data; Naylor et al., 2007, for national data).  

Table 3: Biofuel yields 

Crop 

Global/ 

national 

estimates 

Biofuel 
Crop yield 

Conversion 

efficiency 

Biofuel 

yield 

tonne/ha litres/tonne litres/ha 

Sugar beet Global Ethanol 46.0 110 5 060 

Maize Global Ethanol 4.9 400 1 960 

Wheat Global Ethanol 2.8 340 952 

Sorghum Global Ethanol 1.3 380 494 

Maize USA Ethanol 9.4 399 3 751 

Maize China Ethanol 5.0 399 1 995 

Soybean USA Biodiesel 2.7 205 552 

Soybean Brazil Biodiesel 2.4 205 491 

Researchers at the National Institute of Research and Development for Potato and Sugar Beet Braşov 

made assessments on agrodiversity of plant capable to produce efficient biomass for energy and purposes 

associating of crop rotations for an friendly environment (Donescu et al., 2010). It means that not all 

vegetal products from the farm can be commercially, but can make a profit by exploiting and using 

differentiated. Thus, in addition to the main product of the crops, there are by-products (straw, corn cobs 

etc.) that can be transformed or developed in the energy field. As part of good crop rotations, valuable 

species could be introduced which cover the need of renewable biomass and ensure efficient land and 

resources utilization for environment preservation and protection. In this regard were proposed systems of 

biomass production in the crop rotation of Romanian farms that are only accessible for bioenergy and 

biofuels: 

System The crop rotation Yield utilization 

commercial energetic 

Field crops, 

main ones 

sugar beet; cereals; potatoes;  sorghum, rape 

etc.  

main yield  straws, leaves, heads, 

straws, small cut potatoes, 

vines, overyields 

Fodder crops silo maize; alfalfa; reed canary grass (Phalaris 

arundinacea);  fodder crops, in mixture;  

sorghum, rape etc.  

fodder biomass excess 

Secondary 

crops  

perennial grasses; mixtures of grasses on 

untapped mountain grassland; mixtures of 

grasses to utilize less productive fields  

for 

livestocks  

energetic biomass  

Biomass 

production 

- implemented by the farmers near to biodiesel, bioethanol, biogas, briquettes or pellets 

industry; 
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- deliver biomass as main product, based on agreement  

Bioethanol 

production 

sorghum; sugar beet; small grains; maize for 

kernels;  potatoes; jerusalem artichokes  

 bioethanol 

Biodiesel 

production 

- rape for oil  biodiesel 

The presented structure of crops is neither exhaustive nor restrictive. Depending on needs and farmer 

possibilities, any other systems and utilization methods could be adopted. A bio-economy develops only 

then the access to primary raw matters at a satisfactory and correct price could be guaranteed. In the case 

of biomass import, the investments are limited. 

• Biofuels 

All branches of economic cooperation and access to biotechnology is affirmed also by Pacala S., co-

director of the CMI (Carbon Mitigation Initiative): “There is no single technology that will magically 

solve the carbon and climate problem, but there is a constellation of technologies - silver buckshot instead 

of a silver bullet” (BP Global). At the same time, Socolow R. (CMI) proposes to modify the energetic 

systems, for their efficiency increasing: “Efficiency is the number one strategy for moving to a lower 

carbon future. We need to modify energy systems, have an automobile fleet that’s twice as efficient as the 

one we have today, and have buildings and cities designed to save more energy. This isn’t about picking 

winners, but having energy efficient transformation across the board”.  

The rapid rhythm of primary energy demand increasing was observed in non-OECD countries, 

representing the reflex of rapid ratio of increasing in population, economic activity, urbanization and 

industrial production. 

A strong instrument would be to make bio-based materials and products economically attractive or even 

mandatory for the industry or end consumers; as an example, this was successfully accomplished for 

bioenergy, biofuels, and solar and wind energy (Carus, Dammer and Essel, 2014). 

An energy technology, as defined by Gallagher at al. (2006), refers to “tools for location, evaluation, 

harvesting, transport, processing and transformation of primary energy forms from nature” with a view to 

deliver energetic services (warm, fuel, electricity or biofuels) to the users. The resources necessary to 

produce different types of fuels by processing of various raw matters to be utilized for warming, transport 

or energy are presented in Fig. 5 (after processing FAO).  

The relationship between natural resources and energy production is presented in Fig. 6 (overall 

presentation: synergy ecology – economy; after processing Energy and natural resources) and Fig. 7 

(energy from non-renewable resources, polluting and renewable ones, with neutral CO2). 
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Fig. 5: Resources of biofuels obtainment and utilization 

 

Fig. 6:  Global model of ecological synergy – economy 

According to Fig. 7, the renewable energy results from vegetal production. Depending on bio resource, 

the biofuels were classified as follows:  

- first generation → obtained from carbohydrates, starch, vegetal oil, animal fats, sugar beet, cereals, oil 

crops. For example: vegetal oils (direct utilization), bio-diesel (trans-estherification of vegetal oils and 

animal fats), bio-ethanol (fermentation), bio- ETBE, biogas. The major disadvantage is that biomass is 

commonly with that used for food production (Greve, Barbanti and Fazio, 2012); 

- second generation → obtained from ligno-cellulosic matters, after crop harvesting, from residual 

biomass. For example: cellulosic bioethanol, synthetic biofuels, biogas from ligno-cellulosic material, 

bio-hydrogen ligno-cellulosic material;  
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- third generation → obtained from raw matters genetically modified. For example: oil crops with high oil 

productivity, woody biomass with low level of lignine content, biofuel obtained from algae; 

- fourth generation → obtained from crossing crops or genetically modified ones, which absorb 

specifically large quantities of CO2. For example: bio-hydrogen from fermentation of selected biomass or 

water photosynthesis utilizing microorganisms as catalysts (Greve, Barbanti and Fazio, 2012). 

 

Fig. 7: Energy production from natural resources 

• Bioenergy in Romania 

In the project named The strategy for development of food sector on medium and long-term Orizont 2020 

– 2030 released by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, the contribution of farming to 

bio-energy sector development is achieved by: 

- utilization of biomass into thermic energy obtainment as part of farm; 

- utilization of biofuels from first generation to soil tillage systems as well as to land reclamation; 

- implementation of technologies for collecting and utilization of agricultural residues; achievement of 

micro-stations to obtain biogas as part of farm or group of farms; 

- introduction of other types of renewable energy in farm or group of farms, such as wind energy, solar 

and geo-thermal ones; 

- establishing of forestry short-cycle crops to use biomass as energetic aims; 

- avoidance of stubble burning and collecting of vegetal residues for energy; 

- production of biofuels must not come from soils rich in carbon (humid areas, areas with dense forestry) 

or soil rich as diversity (protected areas, biodiversity areas). 

The same reference source specifies that it is necessary to introduce into production the second generation 

of biofuels, which ensure more efficient utilization of biomass and do not compete with food production. 

Therefore, by modern management of organic wastes, the volume of greenhouse gas emission will be 
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diminished, and the “manure” becomes an important source of renewable energy and fertilizers 

(M.A.D.R., 2015).  

2.2. Bioethanol and its obtainment  

Bioethanol is the ethylic alcohol which can be produced by the fermentation of biomass elements, rich in 

sugar, starch and recently lingo-cellulosic elements. As follows, the crops used in bioethanol production 

are sugar beet, maize, sorghum, wheat but secondary products or by-products, respectively, stems, straws 

and other vegetal residues. 

Bioethanol is used as substitute for gasoline or in mixture with it, in combustion engines, even as high 

percent of mixture for FFV vehicles (flexible combustion vehicles; FECHA, 2011). Bioethanol 

production starts in ‘80s and increases continuously. The highest producer is Brazil (sugar cane as raw 

matter), being competitive as costs of production and final price to the consumer. Next producer is USA. 

In Europe, bioethanol is mainly produced from wheat grains (50%) and barley (20%), as well as sugar 

beet (30%; BioNETT). The average weights are around 2,790 liters/ha. In 2010, 5% of EU agricultural 

area was scheduled for bioethanol production. Some authors (Hill et al., 2006) underline that the ethanol 

produces 25% more energy than energy invested in its production.  

2.2.1. Manufacturing of bioethanol using lignocellulosic materials as feed stock 

Bioethanol manufactured from lignocellulosic feed stock is known as second generation bioethanol. The 

raw materials that can be used can vary from agricultural residues to weed or wood with the possibility to 

extend the feedstock considering the research in this study.  

Suitable technologies to convert lignocellulosic materials to ethanol are through biochemical conversion 

or thermochemical conversion (Fig. 8; bibliographical synthesis process after getting on biofuels).  

Fig. 8: Diagram of the process to bioenergy manufacturing – bioethanol 
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Biochemical conversion is presented down below (Fig. 9; after processing bibliography data). 

 

Fig. 9: The process of ethanol manufacturing from lignocellulosis biomass 

3. Results and Discussions 

The bioenergy potential at local level is limited by the total quantity of energy produced by 

photosynthesis. Thus, the vegetal biodiversity, only responsible by CO2 processing, is the human saving. 

From the vegetal organic matter processing results biofuels, which will release, by burning, only so many 

carbons how many are in its composition; CO2 emission of these biofuels being reduced versus fossil 

fuels utilized in all economic branches. 

As follows of renewable and non-renewable resource exploitation results renewable stocks (vegetal, 

domestic, petroleum, mineral, chemical wastes) and non-renewable (pollutants that enter into 

environment/natural capital: pointing emissions in troposphere diffuse emissions, surface waters, 

storage/landfill). The requirement of energy renewable resources is an important issue, due to decreasing 

of fossil fuels and climatic changes. The renewable stocks must re-enter into processing for consumption 

under impact of biotechnologies (Vădineanu, 1998), releasing concomitantly some non-renewable 

components (processing adjuvants). Therefore, the biotechnologies do not process entirely the renewable 

stocks, but the resulted wastes are insignificant versus raw matter under processing and re-enter in the 

next biotechnological stages. 

The biofuels, alternative of fossil ones, are vegetal oils used as they are, biodiesel, bioethanol (first and 

second generation), bio – ETBE, biogas (fisrt and second generation) and biohydrogen. They are 

classified into I – IV generations, depending on raw matter, respectively biomass. 

Biomass, as definition, is the bio-degradable part of the products, wastes and residues from farming, 

including vegetal and animal substances, forestry, and conex industries as well as bio-degradable part of 

the urban and industrial wastes. The term includes agricultural products, waste resulting from the 

processing of crops or waste crops, including cereal straw, residues from the production of sugar, starch. 

All these stock the solar energy into chemical one and ensure besides foods, materials, papers, 

construction material and energy. According to statistical data, the developing countries ensure 38% of 

their own energy needs from biomass; Finland ensure 18% of own energy consumption, Suedia about 
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14%, Austria about 10% etc. Biomass is currently used from room heating to produce electricity and fuel 

for automobiles. The biomass, which represents about 15% of primary energy sources does not 

contributes to the growth of CO2 emission but at reduction of greenhouse gasses and does not produce 

acid rain. 

During 2000 – 2010, the renewable energy, having as sources biomass and wastes (67,6%), has registered 

the highest ratio of annual increasing (5,6%) of total energy consumption.  

The need for renewable energy sources is higher because it does not cause significant environmental 

damage and do not compete with food supplies. Structure use of energy resources may change resorting 

to bio sources - products obtainable in farms. For example, currently, the biodiversity of plant species 

comprising the Romanian farms grain (corn, wheat, barley), grain legumes and crops (textiles, roots), 

vegetables, fodder, vine and fruit plantations and mixtures of natural flora in natural pasture and hay. 

From this presentation is found products intended for food, feed and industrial development of biofuels 

including first and second generation. It requires the introduction of the biofuels production of second 

generation because it provides more efficient use of agricultural biomass and does not compete with food 

production.  

The energetic policy and national strategy are focused on many renewable resources. In this respect, as 

part of crop rotation, the researchers of National Research-Development Institute of Potatoes and Sugar 

beet Braşov proposed systems to produce available biomass only for bio-energy and bio-fuels. Another 

approach is to increase the number of species as raw matters. Optimum choosing of crops is essential to 

obtain positive value of energetic sheet. The crops technology is a factor that is more effective in terms of 

energy consumption during the production of biofuel. As a result, the studies about energy balance of 

biofuels is positive. More energy can be possible to obtain from biofuels than energy consumed in their 

production. But biofuels are not competitive with fossil fuels due to higher production costs. Bioethanol 

obtained under laboratory support demonstrates energetic potential of lignocellulosic plant residues, 

which contributes to collect any waste as additional financial resources from farmers.  

Solomon et al. (2007) suggest the less production cost of cellulose ethanol versus gasoline one. Ligno-

cellulose ethanol (second generation) is more expensive than that obtained by cereals and produce more 

less CO2. Solomon et al. (2000) estimated the reduction of emissions of CO2 near zero. The production of 

biofuels reduces the negative impact on environment. Also, it creates new opportunities in economy, new 

works place. The biofuels production have higher costs than conventional ones. These production costs 

are however difficult to estimate, because are determined by the raw matter prices, processing method as 

local variations (tillages, fuel taxes). 

The costs could be compensated by the benefits of excise duty on fuels, to stimulate the production. Some 

many states from EU have decided “0” excise duty on fuels, for standard bio-fuels. 

The National Strategy for Energy (chapter Bio-renewable energy) underlines the importance of 

development researches in bio-economy specific to this sector. As a result, the research undertaken is of 

interest. 

4. Conclusions 

The biofuels (fuels obtained from organic matter) are the main replacement of gasoline and diesel fuel in 

transports, being available at large scale. They could be utilized by ordinary cars. The biofuels utilization, 

as biodiesel, bioethanol and biogas could promote the increasing of sustainable energy utilization in 

transport and could reduce the dependence of fossil fuels. The energy consumption in transports is 
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strongly linked by economy. An increased economy means an increasing of transport needs, to satisfy the 

higher level of requirements for goods and services. The requirement of transport, no matter of expression 

(no of people, volume or quantity of fuel consumed into a unit of time and space), could be under raising 

(some sources doubled the consumption in 2020 versus 1990).  

Also, the biofuels release generally less greenhouse gases versus fossil fuels and could support to fulfill 

of EU provisions regarding the diminution of these emissions. As regards the avoidance of climatic 

accidents based on greenhouse emissions, the science searches and forecasts potential energetic solutions 

with reduced carbon emissions. The bioethanol utilization could reduce the emissions (20%-100%). By 

emission reduction one can ensure the air pollution and diminution of costs in healthy domain. 

Maintaining healthy environment, the conservation of biodiversity increases, by preservation and 

maintenance of the main carbon reservoir – multiannual vegetal species.  

The farming activity as well as the annual yields obtained in raw matters necessary to obtain bio-fuels 

establish the interest of a country to reduce greenhouse effect. As investor point of view, he must searches 

the existence of farming potential great enough to cover necessary of production or to estimates the costs 

in case of import. At the same time, he must know the energetic balance of ecological fuels, which 

register significant differences, generated by the used biomass stock. The sources of clean energy – bio – 

increase the energectic safety and give new places of works. 

The increasing of bio-fuels will lead to raising of product prices, so, of income too, concomitantly with 

sustainable rural development.  

Showing the recent progress of research in the production of enzymes, pretreatment and metabolic 

engineering yeasts, bioethanol production from agricultural lignocellulosic waste will certainly prove to 

be a feasible technology to ensure energy security in the near future. 
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Abstract 
 

Information requirements, understood as a collection of content (data, news, information) needed to carry 

out missions successfully and effectively as well as achieve company goals, improve its competitiveness 

and increase adaptability to today’s market conditions. The paper focused on identifying information 

requirements and shaping their importance in the process of the project portfolio management. Most of 

informational requirements related to basic information areas are well described and structured in the 

literature, nevertheless the development of information requirements of project organizations is a 

dynamic process with particularly difficult to grasp - formal frameworks. The specificity of work in a 

multi-task environment, determined by the uniqueness, complexity and specificity of the actions, 

indicates a flexible division of responsibility and considerable variability in access to specific data. An 

attempt to define information requirements related to project portfolio management in an enterprise is an 

initial step in the process of structural analysis and design of the early detection information system in the 

project implementation. 

 

Keywords: information, information requirements, project portfolio management, management 

information systems. 

Introduction 
 

Dynamic socio-economic changes in the second half of the twentieth century have become a prerequisite 

for creating information societies or knowledge-based societies, and simultaneously have successfully 

accomplished the idea of the knowledge-based economy. Post-industrial societies, with the dominant 

service sector, have implicated changes in the structure of the economy and its subjects. This generated a 

discourse in the narrative to extract the information sector, as the fourth in the new economy, where 

information is regarded important and where information is considered to be a basic economic category.  

 

In classical and neo-classical economic theory there are three main groups of production factors: land, 

labour and capital. The dynamic development of the organization theory of the 1950s emphasized the 

need to distinguish the fourth fundamental economic category – the organization. Today, information has 

become the fifth basic economic category. The production of goods and information services generating 

economic growth and job creation is a fundamental determinant of modern economic systems. 

Enlargement of development programs to provide easier and more effective access to information across 

all life aspects has become now a global strategy, unequivocally indicated in the international and 

national programs of various organizations and states in different parts of the world. It is confirmed both 

by efforts to provide modern companies with ‘competitive or strategic intelligence’ as well as European 

Union programs aimed at building a knowledge-based society. 

 

The paper focused on identifying information requirements and shaping their importance in the project 

portfolio management process. An attempt to define information requirements related to project portfolio 

management in an enterprise is an initial step in the process of structural analysis and design of the early 

threat detection information system in project implementation. 
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Concept and property of information 
 

In 1945 Vannevar Bush published the article As we may think (Bush, 1945), which contained a concept of 

a machine called Memex, which could associate ideas and simulate mental processes based on a linear but 

associative way of ordering information (Easley, 2010). According to American researchers, this was the 

event which determined, at large scale, the direction of the development of modern science of 

information. Bush has succinctly defined a critical problem that has long been straining the mind of many 

and has continued to provide effective access to a growing base of knowledge. He described it as an 

information outburst, it means an uncontrollable and exponential information increase and information 

recording, especially in science and technology. As a way to its solution, he pointed to the concentration 

of effort in order to improve the modern information technology. This was an anticipation of the birth of 

the modern information science. 

 

The concept of information is defined differently depending on the way of defining (modelling) reality. 

Many authors who deal with information in their studies avoid attempts to define it. Information serves to 

generate desired changes in social attitudes or behaviours. In the information theory, information is a 

factor that reduces the scale of ignorance of a given phenomenon and allows a better performance. 

Drucker defines knowledge as the effective use of information in action and firstly appreciates its 

importance to the economy (Drucker, 1999). J. Penc defines information as a concept that means 

everything that someone knows about a particular subject or field. Such understood information is a 

message, basing on which the recipient undertakes particular actions. In practice, this means that 

information arises as a result of data integration and organization, which becomes meaningful, this way 

(Penc, 1994). On the other hand, according to I. Nonaka and H. Takeuchi, information is a stream of 

news while knowledge is its product, rooted in the beliefs and expectations of the recipient (Nonaka, 

Takeuchi, 2000). In this context, information consists of all events (real or conceptual), recorded, 

grouped, interpreted and generalized from the goal’s viewpoint. On the other hand, the imagery produced 

on the basis of it, shape the knowledge of the surrounding reality. 

 

In extended, general terms, information is a category that maps the features of things, defining certain 

forms of relationships or dependencies concerning objects, phenomena or mental processes. Information 

is neither matter nor energy, although it is closely related to them. It may exist objectively, independently 

from the will and consciousness of people. Information processes also occur within the area of human 

consciousness, as evidenced by, for example, numerous discoveries in genetic engineering. Information 

may appear in the system as a ‘causal factor’ (Greniewski, 1969), referring to phenomena that are not 

present now or occur in the past but will appear in the future. Information can be conveyed in time and 

space, and must always be ‘expressed’ in some way. Information is a useful way to organize and choose 

the facts that define the relationship between these facts. Information is an essential component of 

knowledge, subsequently knowledge is accumulated (cumulative) information and appropriately 

systematized. New information is not immediately ‘attached’ to the already acquired knowledge but first 

interpreted and placed in the right context. When information is combined with context and experience, 

becomes knowledge as an outcome (Dziuba, 2007). 

 

The value of information is not easy to quantify (Eaton, Bawden, 1991), it depends on its context and 

application by selected user groups in certain conditions. Determining the value of information is 

subjective and depends on many factors, and at the same time is prone to vary over time. In literature, the 

multitude of approaches concerning the information requirements’ research undoubtedly indicates the 

tremendous impact of relevant information on the functioning of the organization and highlights the 

complexity of this area of business. Table 1 presents the eight most commonly used methodological 

approaches concerning examining information requirements, along with their characteristics, and the 

main advantages and disadvantages in the application phase. 
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Table 1: Selected methodological approaches used to determine user information requirements 

Method name Characteristics Usage – advantages and disadvantages 

By product testing requirements is a side effect, since the 

ultimate goal is to test the final product 

used to create problem subsystems; advantage - 

low labour intensity, relatively short conduction 

times; disadvantage - in most cases, decision 

makers’ requirements are only partially met 

Total study study carried out on a large group of 

executives; a comparative analysis is 

conducted on the basis of establishing 

differences with the existing system 

significant business areas are defined, however, it 

requires considerable resources, and there is no 

certainty that the requirements have been 

genuinely established 

Critical success 

factors 

identification of action areas which should be 

constantly controlled by the organization’s 

leadership 

analysis of the organization’s tasks state of 

progress; allows ongoing assessment of 

management effectiveness; a properly built 

hierarchy is assumed; high labour intensity of the 
work 

Key indicator 

system 

it is based on the selection of a key set of 

‘health’ identifiers in the organization aiming 

to gather such data, from which various sets 

of information may be edited 

it allows to distinguish common types of 

functions to fulfil which, relevant information is 

needed, an attempt is made to identify the 

environment and establish an objectives 

hierarchy; disadvantage - objective definition and 

decomposition 

Business 

information 

characterization 

study 

based on the organization’s information 

model, so-called unique resources are defined; 

it facilitates the analysis of existing data sets 

and problems encountered by management; 

creates a collection of unique identifiers that 

characterize the management items in the 

organization; the identifier and associated data 

represent a ‘resource’ with actual data, what 

allows to reveal problems affecting the 

functioning of the organization 

eliminates so-called information diffusion 

between the information system and 

requirements; shortens the process of detecting 

and correcting such insufficient information that 

can not be recognized by further analysis of 

separate utility systems; on average it speeds up 

software production four times 

Business process 

model 

tends to recognize basic, input entities that 

initiate the production of input information; 

implemented in successive phases, such as 

development of an overall plan, verification of 

the company’s economic processes, model 

verification, reference of economic processes 

to specific organizational entities 

the possibility to create on paper a model of the 

processes taking place in the organization and to 

analyze the requirements and information flows 

related to these processes; consequently, it 

enables to identify data transferred between your 

organization’s economic processes 

Enterprise 

activity matrix 

it is based on the theory that there are limited 

number of tasks (activities) in the organization 

and that they are carried out by the work 

subjects of the enterprise; consequently, one 

may create a matrix that takes into account all 

of organization’s activities: first of all it needs 

to define what the organization is doing (what 

it does?), what environmental conditions are 

(how it does it?), and subjects of action (what it 

does?) 

gives managers a picture of everything what is 

going on or should happen thanks to the method 

of tasks assignment and the desirable 

characteristics of the information systems; the 

hitherto used approach resulted in such effects 

like: elimination of systems duplication, 

improvement of the user communication with the 

system creator, the support of organizational 

management processes 

Information 

control net 

model 

a formal model to determine user’s 

requirements in the office environment; the 

model is a descriptive technique and a 

standard notation that: creates a framework 

for data collection, implements cohesion, 

completeness, and logical organization, 

favours comparison of alternative procedures 

and the development of elaboration of forms 

and data sets 

used to represent and analyze the information 

flow in the course of activities; it simplifies and 

automates overlapping activities; redundancies 

and malfunctions are eliminated by confrontation 

with the model schemes 
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Source: elaboration based on (Kisielnicki, Sroka, 1999) 

Informational conditioning of the project management process 
 

One of the conditions of proper management of the projects and innovative projects portfolios is an 

efficient information system that forms data sets and the methods and techniques of their processing. The 

collected information is of a scientific, technical, organizational and economic nature and is intended for 

those involved in the implementation of innovative undertakings. The aim of the information system is to 

provide the necessary information and decision-making tools first of all to the project support offices and 

then also to project managers and other decision makers in a multi-project environment (cf. Fig. 1). Out 

of the wide range of information resources, financial information plays a special role in managing 

projects and portfolios of innovative projects. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Typology of shaping information requirements in projects 
Source: own elaboration 

 

In the literature concerning the subject financial information is regarded as a sub-category of economic 

information, and its main feature is to present economic phenomena in monetary scale. Information 

describing monetary business projection is the basis for a variety of evaluations, analyses, and 

consequently economic decisions both at the single project level and in the innovative projects portfolio. 

It should be emphasized that the systems, recording data of planned and actual financial results of project 

completion are one of the main sources of information used by all stakeholders in the project 

management process. The decisions made by them depend largely on information which is reliable, 

presented in a correct form and cross-section, and provided at the desired time and place. This means that 

the quality of the information system determines the possibility of proper management of projects and 

portfolios of innovative projects during implementation within R&D activities of an enterprise. In view 

of the above, it can be risked to claim that the main source of such information in the field of R&D is 

accountancy. 

 

The management accountancy creates information primarily for the company’s internal management, 

which information is the basis for decision-making and the planning as well as the business control. 

Therefore, the management accountancy is interested in information not only about the past but also the 

predicted one, whereas the relevance, speed and low cost of acquiring information are highly important. 

The lack of legal solutions provides the ability to report internally in any form, at different time horizons, 

in financial and non-financial data, according to the various enterprise-specific entities such as liability 

centres, processes, projects, products, customers. 
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On the other hand, considering the relationship between information requirements and management 

levels in an organization, it may be said that each level of management requires and uses different types 

of information: operational, tactical and strategic (cf. Table 2). Each of these information types differs in 

scope, degree of aggregation, time horizon, source of origin, accuracy, relationship to the present, etc. 

 

Table 2: Types of information requirements 

 

Type of 

requirements 
General description of requirements Specific requirements of features 

Strategic related to the strategy of the entity 

irregularity of occurrence 

individual character 

varied range 

high degree of risk 

Tactic 
related to the realization of the tasks of the entity 

and its cells 

periodicity 

typicality 

relatively constant range 

average level of risk 

Operative routine, standard, related to current business activity 

specified frequency of occurrence 

fixed range 

low risk 

Emergency 

interventional related to the occurrence of unforeseen 

events that cause interference and require appropriate 

action 

varied range 

Source: elaboration based on (Różańska, 2012; Kiziukiewicz, 2003) 

 

Detailed information requirements are a derivative of decision-making problems. The objective of an 

efficient decision-making process is to ensure the decision-makers appropriate information resources. To 

make information support the project portfolio management, they should fulfil a number of requirements 

that determine their quality. These include: 

- usefulness – i.e. suitability, adequacy in solving specific decision problems, 

- relevance – manifested through influence on decisions made, 

- comprehensibility (communicativeness, assimilation) – user’s ability to understand without additional 

actions concerning transformations and interpretations, 

- accessibility (easy and fast access) – the ability to use information in a place and time convenient for the 

user, 

- credibility – the origin of information from sources that ensure its correctness, i.e. compliance with the 

actual state of affairs, without material errors and intentional distortions, 

- topicality – timely provision to take action, completeness – no need to reach other information while 

solving a problem, 

- economic profitability – the cost of acquiring information can not be higher than the anticipated benefits 

of the actions that will result from this information. 

 

Information provides the basis for decision-making at all management levels (cf. Fig. 2). Information 

requirements mean the desire to have specific information resources to solve a decision problem or to 

interpret an ongoing event. It is important to note that information requirements are constantly changing. 

The process of shaping the company’s information requirements is dynamic, never-ending, and is 

continually subjected to change. The objective of satisfying your company’s information requirements is 

to answer your data questions. First of all – one needs to determine what data is demanded and when it is 

needed, with regard to the recipient. Secondly – one must state how to link the data and how to present it 

(Zając, Kuraś, 2009). Satisfying information requirements is essential to achieve the company’s goals and 

fulfil its mission effectively. The complexity of business conditions does not make it easy to anticipate its 

future requirements. Compliance with the company’s information requirements can also be considered in 

at least two ways: to meet the information requirements of at least two user groups – employees and 

management. In this context, the strategic look at information on the one hand is about identifying the 
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current requirements of the organization, and on the other hand makes it necessary to anticipate future 

information requirements for future business development (Lange-Sadzińska, 2014). 

 

 

Fig. 2:  Relations between information requirements, management levels, decisions and 

 problems types 

Source: elaboration based on (Gmińska, 2008) 

 

For the needs of project portfolio management, the strategic level is becoming particularly important, 

characterized by decisions of unique and unstructured problem types. A set of strategic information 

features is presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: The strategic information features for the need of the project portfolio management 

Information features The strategic information feature 

Range very broad, cross sectional 

Degree of aggregation summary and high, information ‘condensed’, aggregated information 

Time horizon relates to the future, prospective information 

The form of the signal  important role of so-called weak signals 

Relationship with the 

present 
small, mostly prognostic information, diagnostic information to a lesser extent 

Accuracy small, approximate information 

Sources mainly external, internal information to a lesser extent 

Method of describing 

phenomena 

to a large extent reflecting the quality phenomena, quantitative and qualitative 

information 

Degree of programming small, largely unprogrammable information 

Character both explicit and entangled 

Source: elaboration based on (Sopińska, 2001; Materska, 2004) 

 

The most important information that should be distinguished as the basis for decision making influencing 

the shape of the so-called business portfolio are as followed (Sopińska, 2001): 

- information on strategic intentions of central institutions having direct or indirect influence on the 

industry and sector, 

- information on scientific and technical progress in the industry and the sector, research work, 

- information on the development of international economic and trade relations, affecting the sector, 

- information on the economic and financial conditions within the sector (price levels, customs duties, 

etc.), 

- information on the level of attractiveness and development opportunities of a given sector and industry, 

the structure of competition, etc., 

- information about the possibilities of new markets entry, their attractiveness level, entry and exit barriers, 

- information on the competitors’ internal situation, their intentions, implemented strategies, 

- information about own resources and means, the company's strengths and weaknesses, 

- information on the course of the implemented strategy and the difficulties and critical points. 
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Application of logical matrix for analysis of information requirements 
 

The logical framework approach (LFA) is generally a planning, managing and programs – projects 

evaluation methodology, including problem analysis, goal analysis, strategy analysis, logical matrix 

preparation, and activity and resource schedules. The LFA is a multispectral matrix which vertical and 

horizontal analysis allows to comprehend in a synthetic way the logic of interventions, planned actions, 

and the necessary resources. Indicators also derive from the LFA (objectively verifiable determinants of 

achievement). 

 

The LFA should not be seen as a set of mechanical procedures, but as a support for thinking. It is a 

dynamic tool that should be re-evaluated and reviewed simultaneously to the project’s growth and the 

circumstances’ change. Using it to ensure a structure and objectives while planning and budgeting a 

project should not lead to perceive it as an inelastic and hampering – detailed project plan. 

 

Creating an LFA consists of two stages: analysis and planning. At the stage of analysis, stakeholder 

identification, enterprise’s SWOT, problem, goal and strategy analysis is carried out, the business 

environment analysis is also recommended. The data collected in this process makes it possible to create 

an LFA. The matrix provides a summary of the project’s planning stage, which includes: general 

objectives, objectives (intentions) of the project, results (outcomes), actions (activities). 

 

Table 4: An example of filling LFA in reference to a tree problem and a targets tree 

 

 

Intervention logic 
Objective, verifiable 

indicators 

Sources 

and methods 

of verification 

Assumptions/risks 

Overriding 

goals 

What is the overriding, 

wider goal to be 

achieved by the project? 

What are the key 

indicators related to 

the overriding goal? 

What are the 

sources of 

information? 

 

Direct 

goals 

What are the specific 

goals that the project 
will achieve? 

What are the 

quantitative or 

qualitative 

indicators showing 

whether and to what 

extent the direct 

targets of the project 

have been achieved 

in the 1st year after 

the completion of 

the project? 

What are the 

sources of 

information that 

exist or may be 

collected? 

What methods are 

needed to obtain 

this information? 

What are the factors 

and conditions, not 

being directly related 

to the project, that 

are necessary to 

achieve these goals? 

What risk factors 

should be taken into 

account? 

Expected 

results 

What are the specific 

effects that are intended 

to achieve a specific 

goal? 

What are the intended 

effects and benefits of 

the project? 

What changes and 

improvements will the 

project bring? 

What are the 

indicators of 

whether and to what 

extent the project 

has achieved the 

intended results? 

What are the 

sources of 

information for 

these indicators? 

What external 

factors and 

conditions must be 

met in order to 

achieve the expected 

effects and results 

according to the 
adopted schedule? 

Actions What are the key steps that must be taken to achieve the expected results? 

 Preconditions 

 

The project’s LFA is presented in a vertical layout that defines the project’s assumptions to be achieved 

(cf. Dewar, 2002), explains causal relationships, and identifies critical assumptions (Sykes, Dunham, 

1995), and problem areas which are beyond the project manager’s scope. Horizontal logic refers to the 

project’s effects measurement and the resources used during its development, by identifying key 
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measurement indicators and means by which the measurement will be verified. In the last column of the 

matrix ‘the assumptions and external factors’ one must present external factors, which are independent 

from the company, institution, university that is preparing the application and internal conditions 

influencing the implementation of the project, defining to a certain degree the implementation risk. 

 

Only on the basis of the ready LFA and defined assumptions concerning the accepted project risk, one 

may create a schedule of activities and resources for the implementation of the various project tasks 

within a defined work breakdown structure (WBS). A well-filled LFA provides a succinct summary of 

the project’s objectives, actions undertaken in order to accomplish goals, as well as indicators and 

information sources thanks to which progress will be measured. It also identifies the key threats 

influencing achievement of the assumed objectives. 

Summary 
 

The research problem undertaken in the paper is the identification of users’ information requirements in a 

process of the project management in a multi-project environment. The users’ expectations regarding the 

information and IT systems in the organization as well as the information characteristics and their 

importance to the users were presented according to the available literature. 

The LFA was indicated as one of the methods for defining specific information requirements and 

assumptions in a multi-project environment. The basic purpose of building an LFA is to refine and 

operationalize an idea for a project. The matrix determines the logic of intervention (if actions are taken, 

then the results are achieved, then the goals of the project, etc.) and describes important assumptions and 

risks lying at the base of the logic. This provides a basis for checking the feasibility of the project. For the 

project’s management and oversight needs, the LFA defines the tasks to be undertaken, the required 

resources as well as the management’s responsibilities. The matrix also provides a framework for 

monitoring and evaluating the progress (objectively verifiable indicators and verification sources). This 

implies that the information requirements, at an early stage of the project planning, will be properly 

defined for different levels of management. 
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Abstract 
 
Profitability of respective food processing industries of V4 countries is generally considered to be a lagging 
behind the profitability of comparable industries from EU core countries. This fact is reflected by effort for 
encouraging the production of foodstuff with qualitative aspects connected with specific traditions and qualities 
of foodstuff.  Namely, awarding quality logos Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) and the Protected 
Geographical Indication (PGI), which are linked with a region where respective products come from. The logo of 
the Traditional Speciality Guaranteed (TSG) then promotes a traditional way of foodstuff processing. Promotion 
of qualitative and extraordinary aspects of foodstuff should help producers to enhance their profitability via an 
increased demand for the PDO, PGI and TSG labelled products. The aim of the article is to identify key factors 
within the financial performance of selected foodstuff processing industries in V4 member countries, covering 
the branches awarded with the logos PDO, PGI and TSG according to the data of EU DOOR database and 
financial data of businesses accessible in database Amadeus of Bureau van Dijk within the period of years 2012 - 
2015. 
 
Keywords: Quality of foodstuff, corporate profitability, food processing industry, Visegrad 4 group.   
 
Introduction 

 
Profitability of foodstuff producers is strongly bound with consumers’ behaviour and their buying preferences. 
Hence, food safety and quality guarantees are considered to be an important factor within purchasing behaviour 
nowadays as a reaction of buyers to an increasing level of food safety alerts in the EU nowadays. European 
Commission itself as a public authority provides quality logos Protected Designation of Origin (PDO), Protected 
Geographical Indication (PGI) and Traditional Speciality Guaranteed (TSG) for foodstuff, beside other third-
party quality logos, which are present at EU common market.  

Quality logos PDO, Protected Geographical Indication PGI and Traditional Speciality Guaranteed TSG belongs 
to one of the most know quality awards for the foodstuff in the EU member countries (e. g. Asmalovskij and 
Sadílek, 2016; Gawron and Theuvsen, 2009; Velčovská, 2012). Through the aforementioned logos consumers 
identify traditional quality products, get guarantee of regional or traditional production (European Commision, 
(c) 2017). Intensions of food processing companies to join the quality certification systems are majorly driven by 
a need for increase the consumers´ trust in meeting the quality standards (e.g. Velčovská, 2016; Albersmeier et 
al., 2010; Schulze et al., 2008). 

The food processing industry belongs to sectors suffering from lower profitability in comparison with other 
manufacturing sectors (Mejstříková, Mezera and Plášil, 2011). Špička (2013) identifies the unfavourable input-
output prices relations in the context of the world financial crises that started in 2008 to be the reason for 
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downturn in the profitability within food processing industry and its respective branches. The foodstuff quality 
schemes can help especially to economically smaller producers to increase their competitiveness and financial 
performance by enhancing their export capabilities within EU common market (Gavron and Theuvsen, 2009). 

The aim of the article is to identify key factors within the financial performance of selected foodstuff processing 
industries in V4 member countries, covering the branches awarded with the logos PDO, PGI and TSG according 
to the data of EU DOOR database and financial data of businesses of database Amadeus of Bureau van Dijk 
within the period of years 2012 - 2015.  
 
Methods and Resources 
 
The sample consists of businesses being active within industries, which are covered at database DOOR as those 
awarded with Protected Designation of Origin (PDO), Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) and Traditional 
Speciality Guaranteed (TSG). Corporate financial data of the sample, as representatives of respective industries, 
was taken from the database Amadeus of Bureau van Dijk.  The involved industries according to the EU NACE 
classification are as follows: 

• 10.1 - Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products 
• 10.2 - Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 
• 10.3 - Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables 
• 10.4 - Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats 
• 10.51 - Operation of dairies and cheese making 
• 10.7 - Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products 
• 10.8 - Manufacture of other food products 
• 11.05 - Manufacture of beer 

Profitability of observed industries and its development was identified via indicator ROE that is calculated as 
follows: 

ROE (%) = (Profit or lost before taxation) / (Shareholder Funds) * 100 

The aggregated profitability indicator ROE was then decomposed to its respective analytical components to 
provide insight into effects, which influence aggregated indicators´ ROE year-on-year development, by 
employing so called index approach. There were analyzed the following analytical indicators as the 
multiplicative decomposition of the aggregated profitability indicator ROE: 

ROE = PLBT/EBIT ·  ROA · TA/E  

,where: 

PLBT/EBIT = Profit or lost before taxation / Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT) 

ROA (Return on assets) = EBIT / Total assets 

TA/E= Total assets / Shareholder funds 

The employed index approach to decomposition of the indicator ROE reveals the influence in absolute values of 
partial indicators to year-on-year development of its aggregate according to the following relations:  
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ΔROE (%) = ROE1 – ROE0 = A1B

,where: 

A = PLBT / EBIT,  

B = ROA, 

C = TA / E. 

Aforementioned partial indicators and their prevailing influence
observed both in the period of the strong hit of the world financial crises (years 2008 
period of years 2012 – 2015. Frequencies of the prevailing influence on the aggregated ROE profitabili
analysed  via Factorial ANOVA in order to reveal main effects and interactions for categorical predictors, i.e. 
decomposed elements of PLBT/EBIT, ROA and TA/E. Software Statistica 12 was utilised for running the 
Factorial ANOVA.
 
Results 
 
Profitability development of the observed industries covering EU quality logos awards can be seen at Fig. 1 and 
2.  It was identified a positive trend in the profitability development across V4 member countries after the year 
2012 within industries Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1), 
Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (NACE 10.7) or Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and 
fats (NACE  10.4 ). On the other hand volatile development and differences in
development among V4 member countries was identified in industries Processing and preserving of fruit and 
vegetables (NACE 10.3) and Operation of dairies and cheese making (NACE 10.51).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Development of ROE 

Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1),  Processing and preserving of 
fish, crustaceans and molluscs (NACE 10.2),  Processing and preserving of frui
Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats (NACE 10.4 )

B0C0 – A0B0C0 + A1B1C0 – A1B0C0 + A1B1C1 – A1B1C0 

Aforementioned partial indicators and their prevailing influence on the aggregated ROE profitability was 
observed both in the period of the strong hit of the world financial crises (years 2008 – 2011) and the recovery 

2015. Frequencies of the prevailing influence on the aggregated ROE profitabili
analysed  via Factorial ANOVA in order to reveal main effects and interactions for categorical predictors, i.e. 
decomposed elements of PLBT/EBIT, ROA and TA/E. Software Statistica 12 was utilised for running the 
Factorial ANOVA.

Profitability development of the observed industries covering EU quality logos awards can be seen at Fig. 1 and 
2.  It was identified a positive trend in the profitability development across V4 member countries after the year 

ing and preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1), 
Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (NACE 10.7) or Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and 
fats (NACE  10.4 ). On the other hand volatile development and differences in the profitability trend 
development among V4 member countries was identified in industries Processing and preserving of fruit and 
vegetables (NACE 10.3) and Operation of dairies and cheese making (NACE 10.51).  

Development of ROE profitability within sample of businesses being active in industries

Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1),  Processing and preserving of 
fish, crustaceans and molluscs (NACE 10.2),  Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables (NACE 10.3),  
Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats (NACE 10.4 ) 

on the aggregated ROE profitability was 
2011) and the recovery 

2015. Frequencies of the prevailing influence on the aggregated ROE profitability was 
analysed  via Factorial ANOVA in order to reveal main effects and interactions for categorical predictors, i.e. 
decomposed elements of PLBT/EBIT, ROA and TA/E. Software Statistica 12 was utilised for running the 
Factorial ANOVA. 

Profitability development of the observed industries covering EU quality logos awards can be seen at Fig. 1 and 
2.  It was identified a positive trend in the profitability development across V4 member countries after the year 

ing and preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1), 
Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (NACE 10.7) or Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and 

the profitability trend 
development among V4 member countries was identified in industries Processing and preserving of fruit and 

profitability within sample of businesses being active in industries 

Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1),  Processing and preserving of 
t and vegetables (NACE 10.3),  
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Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Development of ROE profitability within sample of businesses being active in industries 

of dairies and cheese making (NACE 10.51),  Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (NACE 

10.7), Manufacture of other food products (NACE 10.8), Manufacture of beer (NACE 11.05)

Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus

Further analysis of profitability development was conducted via identification of main effects and interactions for 
partial decomposed indicators of ROE profitability (i.e. PLBT/EBIT, ROA and TA/E) as its categorical 
predictors.  It was analyzed specifically the 
strong negative effects of the recent world financial crisis on national economics in V4 member countries against 
period of years 2012 – 2015, considered to be the period of recovery towa

Results for the observed food processing industries in the Czech Republic are as follows. Prevailing positive 
effect on ROE profitability of observed industries, which are awarded by EU quality logos within the period of 
economic recovery, is the ROA indicator. So, it could be said that the production power was the ultimate factor 
that at 10 % significance level distinct between period of financial crisis and economic renewal (see Fig. 3, left 
graph). Consequently, it was observed similar influence of other 
both in the period of financial crisis and the period of economic recovery. Additionally, it is provided also 
analysis of predictors within negative development of ROE profitabi
predictor at the significance level alpha = 10 %. Differences were identified regarding to the negative effect on 
profitability in the area of financial leverage (TA/E indicator) that was influencing profitabilit
manner more frequently in the period of economic recovery than in the period of financial crisis.

 

 

 

 

Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus 

Fig. 2: Development of ROE profitability within sample of businesses being active in industries 

of dairies and cheese making (NACE 10.51),  Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (NACE 

10.7), Manufacture of other food products (NACE 10.8), Manufacture of beer (NACE 11.05)

Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus 

analysis of profitability development was conducted via identification of main effects and interactions for 
partial decomposed indicators of ROE profitability (i.e. PLBT/EBIT, ROA and TA/E) as its categorical 

specifically the period of years 2008 – 2011, which is considered to be the period of 
strong negative effects of the recent world financial crisis on national economics in V4 member countries against 

2015, considered to be the period of recovery towards a renewed economic growth. 

Results for the observed food processing industries in the Czech Republic are as follows. Prevailing positive 
effect on ROE profitability of observed industries, which are awarded by EU quality logos within the period of 

nomic recovery, is the ROA indicator. So, it could be said that the production power was the ultimate factor 
that at 10 % significance level distinct between period of financial crisis and economic renewal (see Fig. 3, left 

erved similar influence of other analyzed predictors, i. e. PLBT/EBIT and TA/E 
both in the period of financial crisis and the period of economic recovery. Additionally, it is provided also 
analysis of predictors within negative development of ROE profitability, which reveals differences of observed 
predictor at the significance level alpha = 10 %. Differences were identified regarding to the negative effect on 
profitability in the area of financial leverage (TA/E indicator) that was influencing profitabilit
manner more frequently in the period of economic recovery than in the period of financial crisis.

Fig. 2: Development of ROE profitability within sample of businesses being active in industries Operation 

of dairies and cheese making (NACE 10.51),  Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (NACE 

10.7), Manufacture of other food products (NACE 10.8), Manufacture of beer (NACE 11.05) 

analysis of profitability development was conducted via identification of main effects and interactions for 
partial decomposed indicators of ROE profitability (i.e. PLBT/EBIT, ROA and TA/E) as its categorical 

2011, which is considered to be the period of 
strong negative effects of the recent world financial crisis on national economics in V4 member countries against 

rds a renewed economic growth.  

Results for the observed food processing industries in the Czech Republic are as follows. Prevailing positive 
effect on ROE profitability of observed industries, which are awarded by EU quality logos within the period of 

nomic recovery, is the ROA indicator. So, it could be said that the production power was the ultimate factor 
that at 10 % significance level distinct between period of financial crisis and economic renewal (see Fig. 3, left 

predictors, i. e. PLBT/EBIT and TA/E 
both in the period of financial crisis and the period of economic recovery. Additionally, it is provided also 

lity, which reveals differences of observed 
predictor at the significance level alpha = 10 %. Differences were identified regarding to the negative effect on 
profitability in the area of financial leverage (TA/E indicator) that was influencing profitability in a negative 
manner more frequently in the period of economic recovery than in the period of financial crisis. 
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Fig. 3: Factors influencing ROE profitability in the Czech Republic within period of years 2008 

2012 – 2015 (positive 

Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus

Results for the observed food processing industries in Hungary are as follows. Prevailing positive effect on ROE 
profitability of observed industries, which are awarded by EU quality logos within the period of economic 
recovery, is the PLBT/EBIT indicator. So, it could be said that the decrease of the interest cost burden positively 
influenced the profitability within observed industries in Hu
the period of financial crisis with the economic renewal one (see Fig. 4, left graph). Analysis of negative 
profitability’s predictors revealed differences at significance level alpha = 10 % between peri
crisis and period of economic renewal. Namely it was the prevailing influence of decreasing production power 
(ROA indicator) followed by a decreasing financial leverage (TA/E indicator) in the period of financial crisis. On 
an opposite side to the aforementioned finding is the result of predictors connected with negative profitability 
development in the period of economic renewal. The most negatively influencing factor of ROE profitability was 
decrease of the financial leverage indicator (TA/
coherent with the positive effect of decreasing interest burden on profitability

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Factors influencing ROE profitability in Hungary within period of years 2008 
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Results for the observed food processing industries in Hungary are as follows. Prevailing positive effect on ROE 
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Results for Poland also provide statistically significant differences for both predictors of positive and negative 
ROE profitability within the crisis and renewal period (see Fig. 5). Namely the most positive influence was 
identified as the production power (ROA indicator) in the period of the economic renewal in comparison with the 
crisis period and most positive influenc
the most negative factor influencing profitability within the period of the world economic crisis was the indicator 
ROA. The period of economic renewal then was connected with the p
financial leverage (TA/E), i.e. decrease of liabilities over shareholder funds. It was identified as a common factor 
a negligible both positive and negative influence of interest burden in the crisis and renewal period

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: Factors influencing ROE profitability in Poland within period of years 2008 

(positive influence at left graph, negative influence at right graph)

Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus
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Fig. 6: Factors influencing ROE profitability in Slovakia within period of years 2008 
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Source: own processing using data of database Amadeus 
 
Discussion of Results and Conclusion 
 
EU food quality logos are awarded by the European Commission according to requests of unities of foodstuff 
producers and processors. These requests are addressed in the case of PDO and PGI to EU member countries´ 
national authorities within industrial property protection and in the case of TSG the requests are addressed to 
respective national public bodies such as ministries of agriculture. Providing of quality logos to foodstuff 
products should help to promote their outstanding quality. The aforementioned quality proposals via consumers’ 
attitudes to a perceived quality of products are proved by several studies (e. g. Asmalovskij and Sadílek, 2016 or 
Chalupová et al., 2016). 
 
The financial performance of observed industries, which are under the system of awarded EU quality logos was 
revealed as a positive trend in ROE profitability across V4 member countries for industries Processing and 
preserving of meat and production of meat products (NACE 10.1), Manufacture of bakery and farinaceous 
products (NACE 10.7) or Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats (NACE 10.4). On the other hand, 
volatile development and differences in the ROE profitability trend development among V4 member countries 
was identified in industries Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables (NACE 10.3) and Operation of 
dairies and cheese making (NACE 10.51). Further analyses of financial data were conducted across observed 
industries in V4 countries to reveal main effects and interactions for partial decomposed indicators of ROE 
profitability, namely interest rate burden (indicator PLBT/EBIT), production power (indicator ROA ) and 
financial leverage (indicator TA/E). Specifically then the period of years 2008 – 2011, which is considered to be 
the period of strong negative effects of the recent world financial crisis on national economics in V4 member 
countries against period of years 2012 – 2015 that is considered to be the period of recovery towards a renewed 
economic growth. Results for the period of economic renewal within observed industries in Czech Republic, 
Hungary and Poland point out at prevailing positive influence of increasing production power on ROE 
profitability in comparison with the crisis period. The case of negative influence on profitability within the period 
of economic renewal reveals significant differences of the indicator financial leverage in comparison with the 
crises period for the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. This finding is coherent with the positive effect of 
decreasing interest burden on ROE profitability. The case of industries under EU quality logos in Slovakia does 
not reveal significant differences among observed predictors of ROE profitability in comparison between period 
of economic renewal and the crisis period. Despite the statistically insignificant observed predictors of ROE 
profitability in Slovakia, it can be stated a prevailing positive influence of decreasing interest burden on 
profitability in the period of the economic recovery. The case of predictors within negative development of 
profitability in Slovakia then reveals a prevailing observed negative influence of decreased production power 
within the period of recent world economic crisis.  
 
These results are generally consistent with findings of e. g. Bošková et al. (2016), Velčovská (2016) or Theuvsen 
et al. (2007) that foodstuff processing businesses enter food quality certified systems with major expectations of 
information sharing on quality with consumers. This information sharing and communication on quality aspects 
of foodstuff can be considered as an important factor for enhancing their producing and exporting capabilities. 
Subsequently, the aforementioned aspects can positively influence competitiveness of food stuff producers on the 
EU common market. 
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Abstract  
 
In the present paper authors consider main characteristics of Russia’s fuel and energy industry (FEI) 
under conditions of economic sanctions. Integrated assessment of economic results of FEI is presented 
from standpoint of systemic importance of FEI for national economy. Authors set up and discuss 
hypothesis of dualistic effect of sanctions, which not only causes negative effects, but also create 
encouraging restructuring. As a result cognitive diagram of sanctions’ effects on operation and 
development of FEI is presented. This diagram reflects economic factors of industry. Moreover, the 
diagram defines some possibilities and directions of reducing sanctions' effects. For the management of 
FEI at macro level authors suggest a tool that allows to develop solutions for risk reduction in areas of 
critical sensitivity, as well as to predict possible deviations in a performance not only in energy sector, but 
also in other sectors of economy. 

Keywords: Russia, sanction, energy sector, dualistic effect, an import substitution.   

 

Introduction 

 
In today's economic climate, when part of the EU and the United States, Canada, Australia and several 
other countries have decided to impose sanctions on Russia, there is a need for changes in Russian 
economy management system. During the period of sanctions the economy under sanctions is a 
completely different system, which requires a clear regulatory methods and predictable management 
results. Traditional approaches to economic management under the conditions of sanctions’ pressure 
cannot solve the problem of reducing negative sanctions’ effects. Moreover, the sanctions imposed on 
Russia’s fuel and energy industry (FEI) are particularly important, because FEI is a communication sector 
of the economy, largely determines the possibility of future development of Russia. In this paper, authors 
carried out a system analysis of sanction's effects on FEI and evaluate effects on Russian economy and on 
economy of countries, which impose these sanctions. 

In the ordinary way, sanction’s policy is a set of enforcement actions identified in time and associated 
with the economic or territorial objects. The effects of sanctions are quite difficult to quantify. The 
problem of assessing the impact of sanctions on the economies of countries is considered in many works 
by both Russian and foreign authors. They present retrospective analysis of using the sanctions in 
different countries. Systematization and analysis of scientific literature revealed that in studies of recent 
years is not given due attention to the systematic reflection of the nature of sanctions in key economic 
activities. Although the system negative effects on the objects of sanctions’ pressure are usually taken as 
main target of deregulation of their economies. 
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Note that in their works, Russian and foreign scientists consider economic sanctions as factors of crisis 
and restrictions, which are sources and prerequisites of deformation and destruction of economic system. 
The appearance of positive effects usually located outside the point of view of authors. 

In contrast to generally accepted interpretation, we make in the present work the assumption of a dualistic 
effect of sanctions and try to form administrative decisions on including the sanctions in management 
practices. Sanctions are considered not only from the standpoint of restrictions and imbalances in the 
economic system, but more as motivational and stimulus actions.  

Aim of this work is to develop tools based on the system-logic diagram and which is capable of 
considering, firstly, multifactorial negative effects of sanctions imposed on FEI to Russian economy, and 
secondly, the generation of factors of reducing the sanctions effects. This requires: 

− to identify a direction of energy sanctions’ effects on other sectors of Russian economy;  

− to define ways of describing and formalizing dualistic nature of sanctions and their 
effects in energy sector of Russia and countries, initiating sanctions; 

− to develop cognitive diagram of sanctions’ effects on the economy and to identify 
critical areas of loss as a basis of formation of administrative decisions. 

In this paper, authors use a statistical method for assessing sanctions’ effects and suggest a toolkit of 
cognitive system-logic simulation. 

The paper is constructed as follows. First we consider nature and types of sanctions and their main 
purpose (by the example of the USSR). Then we analyze position of Russia’s FEI, characterize energy 
sanctions and detect their dualistic nature. The results of this analysis of FEI are used in the construction 
of a system-logical model of the relationship between factors, economic agents and administrative 
decisions in terms of energy sanctions. We make some concluding remarks at the end of the paper.  

Literature Review  

Characteristics and history of sanctions in Russia 

According to the most common interpretation and as Baldwin mentioned (2015) a sanction is an action by 
one actor intended to affect the behavior of another one by enhancing or reducing the available values.  
There are several different approaches to interpretation of а sanction. In a research study by Musatkina 
(2010) in a legal interpretation, sanctions are a measure of actors’ responsibility for violation of rules and 
regulations. From an economic point of view Shirov et al (2015) mentioned that sanctions were "the 
elements of non-tariff barriers to trade" used to destabilize the financial and economic system and focused 
on achieving certain political goals. Naghavi  and Pignataro (2015),  Kuvalin and Moiseev (2015)  
considered from the perspective of international economic relationship that sanctions were imposed with 
purpose of weakening the government due to growing discontent among the population. Mashkin (2015) 
noted that sanctions may take a form of embargo, boycott or blockade. Moreover, Aalto and Forsberg 
(2015) believed that international sanctions form not only restrictions, but also the possibilities of 
geopolitical development. 

First sanctions were imposed in the 1930s against the Soviet Union in terms of a ban import of Soviet 
goods to Western markets (timber, lumber, oil, etc.). Mashkin (2015) noticed that so-called "gold 
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blockade" was also introduced, which means a ban on accepting gold from the Soviet Union as payment 
for import. In the 1980s, technological and financial constraints were imposed against the USSR.  

According to Newnham (2013) nowadays sanctions are a tool for political struggle and are focused on 
changing a political regime in the country and turn into an economic war between countries. So, today 
new economic centers in the Asia-Pacific region and several Latin American countries are formed. Russia 
recently also acquires geopolitical importance. In these circumstances, the USA and EU countries, which 
joined the sanctions, are competing for leadership on the world stage. 

The first sanctions against Russian Federation in spring of 2014 were introduced on the initiative of the 
United States after the referendum in the Crimea. Kolomeizeva (2014) and Oxenstierna (2014) mentioned 
that officially, the reason for prolongation of sanctions was an escalation of armed conflict in eastern 
Ukraine, as considered experts in the United States and the European Union. Initially sanctions applied 
only to individuals who are part of ruling and business elite, and later so-called sectoral sanctions were 
imposed. In these circumstances, it is important to investigate the effect of sanctions on the economy of 
the country-object of sanctions and its regions. It will allow country’s leadership to develop 
administrative decisions and ensure their economic security.  

The study of sanctions against energy sector is particularly important, as FEI is a systemically connecting 
link in the chain of inter-industry interactions in a economy of any country. FEI provides energy 
resources needs of all sectors of Russian economy and satisfies needs of foreign buyers. Therefore, 
creation of conditions in order to maintain an economic security of the country in the conditions of 
sanctions in the energy sector is a priority of the state. 

Research question  

Characteristics of fuel and energy industry of Russian Federation 

According to the report of Russia’s Ministry of Energy (2015) the share of fuel and energy sector in GDP 
for 2015 is 27%, in export is 63%, the share of oil and gas revenues amounts to 43%, the share of 
employment in the energy industry is 3.6% of total employment. Ismagilova and Budnik (2015) 
mentioned that a significant part of innovations and projects was focused in FEI. 

Russian FEI consists of the following sectors: 

- gas industry (266 companies); 

- oil industry (292 companies); 

- nuclear industry (10 nuclear power plants); 

- coal industry (249 companies); 

- electric power industry (37 thermal power plants and 9 mini-CHP plants, 13 hydropower plants, 2 wind 
farm). 

The dynamics of development of Russia’s FEI can be studied according to recent statistics of Russia’s 
Ministry of Energy (2015) regarding dynamics of production and exports of energy resources: oil, gas, 
coal (see table1).  
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In the report of Russia’s Analytical Center for the Government (2014) production and exports of crude oil 
has a positive dynamics. So, for 2015 the rate of crude oil production growth compared to 2013 amounted 
to 2%. Their relatively low level is related with the influence of macroeconomic factors (inflation, dollar 
exchange rate dynamics, price of oil) and complication of the foreign policy situation. On the whole, 
Russia maintains its position at the level of 12% of world oil production. 

Table 1: main indicators of the development of Russia’s FEI 

 

Indicator 2013 2014 2015 

Oil production, million tons 523,4 526,7 534 

Exports of crude oil, million tons 235,0 221,3 241,8 

Gas production, billion cubic meters 668,2 641,9 635,5 

Coal production, million tons 352,1 358,2 373,4 

Coal exports, million tons 140,0 154,8 156 

In recent years the prime cost of oil has increased (see table 2). As Rosstat (2015) mentioned it was due to 
increase both in cost of raw materials’ extraction process and taxes, in transportation costs and general 
inflation rise in prices. As a result, in conditions of sanctions, high prime cost and low oil prices reduce 
production efficiency, processing and export of oil and gas. 

Table 2: prime cost's dynamics of crude oil, rubles 

 

 

 

 

 

The share of Russian gas production in a world market was halved due to discovery new gas fields in 
Iran, Qatar and Turkmenistan. The "eastern vector" (Korea, China, Japan) prevails in a development of 
coal export. In the report of Analytical Center of Government of Russian Federation (2014) is noted that a 
share of Russian coal export  in a world volume according data for 2014 was 11%, which corresponds to 
the third position after Indonesia and Australia. 

According to Russian Energy Strategy for the period until 2035 the following power projects should be 
implemented: 

- construction of oil pipeline system "Eastern Siberia - Pacific Ocean"; 

- Development of gas resources and building a new gas transportation system in Eastern Russia ("Nord 
Stream" and "Nord Stream 2" projects); 

- Launch of the Vankor oil and gas field and the Bovanenkovo gas field; 

Period 2012 2013 2014 2015 

I quarter 7476,9 7420,5 8655,5 9812,2 

II quarter 7194,9 7312,5 8666,4 10123,8 

III quarter  7600,7 7853,4 8845,2 9665,1 

IV quarter 7695,1 8307,9 8246,3 8784,6 
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- Output of Russian liquefied natural gas to a new product markets, namely, the Asian ones. 

Despite these ambitious goals, the industry has a number of "chronic" problems limiting its development. 
Firstly, there is a need to update outworn fixed assets of FEI for replacing them with a new ones, to 
ensure an energy efficiency of production. Secondly, the industry is in need of comprehensive 
modernization, which contributes to narrowing the technological gap and the development of output of 
products with high added value. Thirdly, there is a to accelerate timing of return on investment in the 
energy sector, which are characterized by a long payback period - from 8 to 15 years.  

A powerful resource base in the East of Russia offers possibilities for expanding relations with Asia-
Pacific region (APR). Russia plans by 2035 to increase exports of oil and petroleum products in the APR 
doubled, and gas exports to 6-8 times. Today, Russia is focused on the supply of energy resources to the 
east, but pro-European ties are also among the interests of power engineers, although the volumes of 
supplies to Europe are reduced due to violation of contractual relations. The development of the eastern 
direction is facilitated by implementation of the Energy Strategy, which sets principles and measures for 
the development of the country's energy sector in order to ensure sustainable growth of the economy, 
improve quality of life of the population and help strengthen the country's foreign economic positions. 

Ivanov and Matveev (2016) mentioned that Russia was the only country of the major actors of a global 
energy market, which had a significant excess in energy production over the consumption. At year-end of 
2014 this excess was 624 mln tons energy commodities (against 535 mln tons in 2004), which is 1.5 
times more than that of leading oil producer - Saudi Arabia. In research study by Newnham (2011) it is 
mentioned that energy power of Russia poses a threat to states, which are buyers of its oil and gas, 
especially for the countries of the former USSR. In this sense, sanctions may contribute to destabilization 
of Russia's energy sector, which is a key sector for the development of the economy, and, consequently, it 
may lead to a weakening of its geopolitical position. 

Methodology   

Sanctions against the fuel and energy industry of Russian Federation  

Russia’s FEI operates in a dynamic economic conditions and unstable environment in a foreign policy. 
The threat of economic sanctions limits energy projects and execution of strategic plans. Ismagilova and 
Sitnikova (2015) mentioned that current economic sanctions had a clearly defined sectoral orientation that 
demonstrated their focus on key sectors of Russian economy: oil and gas, nuclear industry, defense 
industry and banking sector.  

The list of basic sanctions against Russian economy, including energy sector, imposed in 2014, consists 
of: 

− а ban on making long-term transactions with securities of companies that appeared in the 
sanctions lists, and restricting access to capital markets; 

− a ban on oil development and production services in deep water, marine and Arctic fields. The 
list of bans is specified by drilling, geophysical, geological, logistical and management services; 

− a ban on the supply of computer and modern cartographic technologies that can be used in both 
the civilian and defense industries (dual-use technologies); 
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− the restrictions on the supply of technologies and equipment, which are intended for the 
development of shelf oil fields. 

Economic sanctions in a general have a negative impact on the economy. We agree with the point of view 
of many experts that as it mentioned Karamayn et al (2015),  Shirov et al (2015) difficulties in energy 
cooperation with EU and the United States have the greatest influence on technological development of 
Russia .  In a research study by Bushuev (2015) notes this threat, in spite of its severity, can be overcome 
due to activation in technical and industrial policy of Russia. 

 

 

Fig 1: Cognitive diagram of sanctions’ effect on  Russia’s FEI 

The impact of energy sanctions in this study is considered in three dimensions (fig.1): 

1) a direct effect on the energy sector, because sanctions hinder the internal development of energy 
enterprises and complicate existing problems; 

2) an indirect influence on all other types of economic activity and enterprises that are consumers of 
products of the fuel and energy complex; 

3) an external influence, as a response to the actions of the countries initiating sanctions. 
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The study of sanctions’ decisions and their effects allows us to create system views on a nature of the 
impact of sanctions on the economy and Russia’s FEI. This leads to scientifically-based decisions to 
regulate the economy, to identification main pain points and reducing the sanctions’ effects.   

The direct effect of energy sanctions is felt by companies such as Gazprom, Gazpromneft, Rosneft, 
Lukoil, Transneft and Surgutneftegaz. Due to the ban on supply of equipment, Gazprom-drilling stopped 
exploring new oil deposits.  In a research study by Haytun (2014) is detected a particularly strong effect 
of restrictions in a relation to new projects for the development of the Arctic. The technology of oil and 
gas production in Russia is complicated, resources are difficult to obtain, and therefore it is practically 
impossible to provide large volumes of oil production without special equipment. And in conditions of 
sanctions on the import of technology and equipment, process is even more complicated; some arctic 
shelves projects are suspended and postponed indefinitely. 

Figure 1 presents a scheme of impact of energy sanctions on GDP, which reveals a dualistic effect of 
sanctions and reflects development of the economy as a whole. This effect is shown in a form of logical 
chain of relationships: 1) the major factors affecting to the development of the economy; 2) objects, 
perceiving possible effects of sanctions; 3) decisions on elimination (smoothing) the negative effect of 
specific sanctions; and indicators that assess the effectiveness of main decisions. Also in this model stand 
out contours of positive effect of sanctions, that is, decisions to the development of industry capacity. 

The suggested model of cognitive analysis has a conceptual nature. It is a substantial basis for 
construction of a graph and can be used for simulation modeling in conditions of availability to more 
detailed and accurate information of changes in the economy, taking into account dynamics of data. 

Dedicated closed loops of control (thick arrows in fig. 1) show not only direction of main solutions that 
eliminate negative effects of sanctions, but also consequences of these decisions for the other economic 
agents. By influencing factors that make them, we can simulate situation of development of energy 
sector, assess dualistic nature of sanctions and identify areas of critical sensitivity in the economy as a 
whole. 

One of the main consequences of economic sanctions is a lack of financial resources of energy 
companies, which causes limitation of new investment projects aimed to the development and 
modernization of production. So, foreign investors are limited in their ability to fund in Russia, while 
domestic banks do not have an opportunity to attract European credit resources. Some joint projects for 
exploration of offshore fields are suspended; for example, projects with the Exxon Mobil, the North 
Atlantic Drilling, etc. 

Previously, it was emphasized that FEI is an engine of the country, because it supplies energy resources 
to the entire industry of the country, as well as to the socioeconomic sphere of the economy.Energy 
resources are consumed by all of industrial and non-industrial objects, so their uninterrupted supply is an 
important task in ensuring economic and national security. In this way restrictions in energy industry may 
negatively affect to the development of markets of other economic activities. As noted above, in recent 
years, production of energy resources in Russia exceeds their consumption, so there is some reserve, 
allowing to neutralize market fluctuations caused by negative effects of sanctions. But without active and 
well-grounded decisions on the development of FEI and economic management this reserve is not able to 
resist the impact of sanctions. 

The external effect of energy sanctions appears in violation of economic relations with foreign partners. 
International companies such as «Halliburton», «Shell», «Schlumberger», «Baker Hughes» etc., working 
in Russia and providing services to domestic oil companies are forced to cease operations, while 
receiving losses. Thus, based on the analysis of growth dynamics of EU exports to various countries  
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Priede and Pereira (2015) confirms the fact that due to violation of relations with Russia, EU countries 
have difficulties in foreign trade, and they are forced to change structure of export market. Russia has 
similar losses because foreign service companies help to reduce costs and to use the latest technology of 
extraction of raw materials. 

For example, Germany is dependent on imported gas. Its own production ensures only 14% of the 
country's needs in these resources. The main exporters of oil and gas to Germany are: Russia, whose 
share is around 40% for each fuel type, and Norway, which delivers 35% for gas and 10% oil. Response 
to limiting interests of Russia’s FEI is a reducing export of hydrocarbons to EU. It generates energy 
security threats, both for Russia and EU countries.  It emphasizes dual nature of energy sanctions, when 
countries also suffer from restrictive measures taken against country - recipient. 

To overcome sanctions Russian companies are entering a new Asian markets, especially China markets. 
Assuming that in future sanctions will not be cancelled, Russia’s Government launches a program of 
import substitution, which stimulates production of their own developments and domestic analogues of 
imported technologies and equipment. Positive results of this program can be achieved in next 2-3 years. 

Dualistic nature of sanctions and policy of import substitution 

 Opinions about nature and effectiveness of sanctions’ effect on Russian economy are different. 
Undoubtedly, companies that fall into sanctions’ lists directly feel its negative effect. Shirov et al (2015) 
notice  that development of Russia's economy depends not so much on sanctions as on unfavorable 
situation on the world oil markets, currencies and internal factors of economic development. Sanctions 
made it possible to highlight problem zones in a domestic industrial and innovation policy. One of the 
critical areas is a dependence of imported technologies in such industries as fuel and energy, machine 
building, instrument making and mining.  

To solve these problems, an import substitution program has been developed. It is intended to stimulate 
the development of science and own production with high added value. The aim of import substitution is 
not focused on a replacement of imported goods to domestic ones by any means. Its main purpose is to 
enter a mass production of Russian high-quality products at acceptable reasonable price that can compete 
with foreign counterparts, both in domestic and foreign markets. 

The largest domestic energy companies will spend on import substitution as a whole 8-10 billion rubles 
by 2020. According to the Energy Strategy-2035 share of imports in purchases of energy companies by 
2035 should not exceed 15%. Consequently, the increase in the share of domestic technologies and 
equipment will provide improving the quality of final product of FEI, job creation, tax revenues to the 
state budget. 

Ministry of Energy has begun development of an automated information system "Technologies and 
projects of import substitution." Faltsman (2015) mentioned that this system was designed for operative 
monitoring import substitution in FEI (for example monitoring the state of market of equipment, technical 
devices, components of technological processes and making managerial decisions). 

On National Oil and Gas Forum on March 2015 it was announced 12 directions of import substitution in 
FEI, including: 

-technology directional drilling, hydraulic fracturing; 

- manufacture of pumps and compressors; 
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- offshore projects, 

- flexible tubing, and several others. 

It follows that peculiarity of anti-Russian sanctions is their dualistic effect. The fact is that imposed 
restrictions, on the one hand, cause instability in the economy and its leading sectors, and on the other 
hand form conditions for a quick resolution in an identified problems. Russian oil companies managed to 
use depreciation of ruble to increase production in September 2015 to a record high for the entire post-
Soviet period up to 10.74 million barrels per day (+ 0.4% compared to August 2014). Ismagilova and 
Sitnikova (2015) consider that sanctions act as activators of positive effects for the development of 
enterprises and other sectors of Russian economy.  

Results 

Analytical evaluation of dualistic effect of sanctions in energy sector is based on a comparison of losses 
caused by direct effect of the restrictions and benefits received from their actions. Table 3 provides 
statistical information on data of Russia’s Ministry of Energy for 2015.  

Table 3: aassessment of dualistic effect of sanctions in FEI 

 

Indicator  2014 2015 Variations 

Growth Growth rate % 

Oil industry 

Production of oil and gas 
condensate, millions tons  

526,7 534,1 7,4 1,4 

Oil export, millions tons 221,3 241,8 20,5  9,3 

Capital investment in oil 
production, billion rubles 

986 1081  95 
  

9,6 

Investments in oil refining, 
billion rubles 

823,1 1037,1  214 26,0 

Penetration Drilling: 
operational, thousand meters 

19825 22152 2327 11,7 

Penetration Drilling: 
Exploration, thousand meters 

994 818 -176 -7,7 

Offshore production 

The shelf of the Baltic Sea, 
thousand tons 

427  394 -33 -7,7 

The shelf of the Black Sea, 
thousand tons 

61 51 -10 -6,4 

The shelf of Pechora Sea, 
thousand tons 

263 870 607 230,8 

The Caspian Sea shelf, 
thousand tons 

1460 1662  202 13,8 

The shelf of the Okhotsk Sea, 
thousand tons 

13960  16062 2102 15,1 

The continental shelf, 
thousand tons 

16,2 19 2,8 17,3 
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The number of input and 
reconstructed plants 

13 27 14 107,7 

Gas industry 

Gas production, billion cubic 
meters 

641,9 635,5 -6,4 -1,0 

Gas export, billion cubic 
meters 

181,1 192,5  11,4 6,3 

Production of petrochemical 
feedstock, millions tones 

40,6 44,1 3,5 8,6 

Refining petrochemical 
feedstock, millions tones 

9,5 10,9 1,4 14,7 

Net imports of large polymers, 
millions tones 

0,9 0,2 -0,7 -77,8 

Investments in the 
modernization of 
petrochemical plants, billion 
rubles 

439,4 608,4 169 38,5 

Coal industry     

Coal production, millions 
tones 

358,2 373,4 15,2 4,2 

Coal export, millions tones 154,8 156 1,2 0,8 

Electric-power industry     

Total capacity, GW 240,3 243,2 2,9 1,2 

Electrical energy consumption, 
bln kWh   

1040,4 1036,4 -4 -0,4 

Electric-power production, 
blnkWh 

1047,4 1049,9 2,5 0,2 

Major losses in energy sector associated with  sanctions are: 

− freezing of projects for the development of new oil fields, which is described in 
reduction of exploration drilling passage of 176 thousand square meters; 

− reducing production in some offshore projects to 43 thousand tons due to  technological 
limitations. 

The aim of government is to reduce negative effects of sanctions and to develop positive results of their 
impact. The suggested tool can be use in management practice, contribute not only to study the economy 
under sanctions and evaluation of its dualistic effects, but also be able to assist reasonable decisions on 
conversion of its impact to positive effects of FEI and Russian economy as a whole. 

Conclusions 

At present, Russia's economic system is developing in the context of a multidirectional nature of the 
impact of sanctions: from identifying losses to generating positive effects. The use of the tools of 
cognitive system modeling is a scientifically grounded basis for developing solutions for managing the 
economy in the face of sanctions.  
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A short-term impact of sanctions on Russian economy is estimated by the World Bank's forecast (2016) 
for GDP decline for 2015 and 2016, respectively, by 3.8% and 0.7%. Mashkin (2015) notice that imposed 
sanctions form a system of responses that are oriented towards adaptation, protection and, in some cases, 
adaptation to new economic conditions. 

Statistical data confirm the positive dualistic effect of sanctions in FEI. Key parameters of FEI during the 
period of sanctions are in positive zone and exceed existing losses. Volkova (2016) mentioned that 
technological sanctions had not yet affected the economy: they were aimed to reduce a potential of hard-
to-recover oil production and not against current production, which was at a record level. So present in 
this paper analysis confirms it. The systematic approach proposed in the article to analysis of Russia’s 
economy in conditions of sanctions allowed us to determine the contours of management taking into 
account threats and opportunities for the development of FEI and Russian economy as a whole. 
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Abstract 

 

Like many industries, Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) have been exploiting emerging technologies 

as a way to improve performance and adapt to the increasingly technology-driven society. Although 

digital transformation is most often associated with business organizations, it is also an important issue 

for HEIs and presents some challenges that must be considered when defining digital policies and 

strategies. In this paper, as a starting point for our research, a brief discussion on the main challenges of 

digital transformation in HEIs is presented. 

Keywords: Digital transformation; Digital Strategies; Higher Education Institutions.   

 

Introduction 

 

Digital business and digital transformation are currently buzz phrases, that generates great interest and are 

being used in many contexts. In the literature, especially from the IT service and solutions providers, such 

as Gartner, Cisco, IDC and others, it is possible to identify some definitions for digital transformation. 

While some definitions focus mainly on harnessing technologies to reinvent or improve the business (e.g. 

(Forrester, 2016; IDC, 2015; Solis and Szymanski, 2016; Wade, 2015)), for others the digital 

transformation is the process of digitizing and making available what was previously analog/physical 

(e.g., (OECD, 2017; Raab and Griffin-Cryan, 2011)). 

Regardless of how it is defined, digital transformation is increasingly viewed as an imperative and has led 

organizations to rethink how they can use technology to improve their performance or expand their 

businesses. Digital transformation is fundamentally about change and it involves people, processes, 

strategies, structures, and competitive dynamics (Wade, 2015). Digital transformation implies an 

organizational change based on the use and convergence of several resources and advances of emerging 

technologies, such as big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, augmented and virtual reality, 

mobile apps, social media, internet of things, blockchains, among others. The implementation of a digital 

strategy is a complex process that requires taking iterative measures to implement the culture, processes 

and technology that will enable the businesses to compete in the modern marketplaces (Forrester, 2015). 

The drivers that lead organizations to digital transformation initiatives can be diverse. Evolving customer 

experience and satisfaction, the growth opportunities in new markets, the increased competitive pressure 

and new standards in regulatory and compliance, are some examples commonly referred. However, the 

success of a digital strategy relies heavily on several factors, some technological and others of a non-

technological nature. Among these factors are (Hafsi and Assar 2016; Solis and Szymanski, 2016; WEF, 

2016): the culture and internal organization, the organization silos; the organizational resistance to 

change, the lack of resources and budget, the legal and regulatory implications, the understanding of the 

behavior or impact of the customers; lack of data to justify the value of digital transformation; lack of 

competences and digital literacy; and security.  

According to a recent study by Navitas Ventures, there is no doubt that HEIs digital transformation is 

already underway and some of them are at least part way through their digital journey (NV, 2017). 
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However, the same study shows that HEIs are adopting different strategies to achieve different objectives 

and facing in the process several challenges. In this paper, as a starting point for our research, we present 

a brief discussion on the main challenges of digital transformation in HEIs.  

 

Challenges of Digital Transformation in HEIs  

Nowadays, HEIs are facing enormous pressure due to the global competition for candidates, the 

demographic changes, the restrictions on access to financial resources, the new demands of the labor 

market and the growing expectations of students to innovate their experiences learning, teaching, research 

and management. To address some of these pressures, HEIs are using digital transformation strategies as 

a way to improve ‘how’ they do their existing work, to digitize their current operations while creating 

new digital models in parallel, to create wholly new digital models or to fully digitize their current (NV, 

2017). 

Whatever the digital transformation strategy adopted, HEIs may face many challenges. One of the main 

challenges is the definition of a strategic vision for digital transformation. HEIs need a strategic vision 

that allows the whole institution to be united in the implementation of the digital initiatives. For this it is 

important a strong leadership and a specialized team that can confidently explain and implement their 

plans. A clear vision will make the team and stakeholders more involved and invested in the process of 

digital transformation. 

Another important challenge is the digital literacy of all stakeholders. Nowadays, students of higher 

education are not only young people between the ages of 18 and 25. Instead, the range of ages is 

widening, with young generations having generally more digital skills than older generations. 

Furthermore, although HEIs are by nature very dynamic and technologically advanced, their different 

audiences (students, alumni, faculty, administration, parents, industries, society, among others) have 

different backgrounds and have different behaviors with technology. The success of a digital strategy is 

strongly dependent on the ability of these different stakeholders to adapt to the emerging technologies and 

to make an efficient use of them. 

A third challenge is meeting the new expectations and needs of the students. Students are increasingly 

demanding an improvement in the "basics" of their experience, with features such as digitization of 

administrative processes, unrestricted 24-hour access to all information and services using multiple 

platforms or digital curriculum. Choosing the right digital approach that meets the needs of students is 

therefore critical to improving one of the main drivers of digital transformation - the student experience. 

A fourth challenge is related with the financial and technological constraints of HEIs. Emerging 

technologies are often expensive, which, combined with the financial constraints that HEIs face today, 

may hinder its adoption. On the other hand, HEIs may not have the access to the technologies needed for 

a given strategy because the access to these technologies is not open or its maturity level is still not the 

ideal. Thus, for a digital strategy to be successful, it is necessary to ensure that the HEI has the necessary 

resources for its implementation. 

With the increasing use of digital technologies and the growing connectivity of everything come also 

greater challenges on the level of security, compliance and data protection and regulations. The 

automation of business processes and the digitization of data can increase agility of HEIs, but also 

significantly increase cybersecurity risks and levels of threat. 

Finally, the attention given to digital transformation has led HEIs to the implementation of different 

digital initiatives and the adoption of different approaches. One of the most common problems faced in 
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the digital strategies is the temptation to implement digital initiatives in silos or through a technology 

centric approach, which can result in a competition for scarce resources and resulting in inefficiencies and 

conflicts (Raab and Griffin-Cryan, 2011). Implementing digital initiatives in an integrated way is 

therefore a major challenge and can only be achieved if there is a framework to manage it. 

 

Conclusion / Future Work 

It is widely accepted that any modern organization needs a digital strategy if it is to achieve its business 

objectives, and HEIs are no exception. Nowadays, HEIs are under pressure to provide new and innovative 

digital experiences for their stakeholders. For this reason, HEIs must begin to look at digital holistically 

and transform by applying digital thinking across everything they do; how they operate internal 

processes; and how they source their core mission. In our view, this can only be achieved by using a 

framework that enables HEIs to manage, in a holistic and integrated way, all digital initiatives and 

approaches. This framework should consider the three main components of a digital strategy in an IES: 

- Stakeholders (students, alumni, faculty, administration, industries, society, among others) 

 

- Emerging technologies (big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, augmented and virtual 

reality, mobile apps, social media, internet of things, blockchains, among others) 

 

- Core Processes (administration, education and research) 

In our research we intend to study how HEIs are facing the challenges of digital transformation and what 

is current state of digital transformation practices. Then, we intend to propose a digital transformation 

framework that can be used to evaluate the current state of an HEIs digital strategies and to facilitate the 

integration of different initiatives and approaches. 
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Abstract  
 

To operate enterprise activities, a large number of queries need to be processed every day through an 

enterprise system. Consequently, such a system frequently faces hugely overloaded information and 

incurs high delay in producing query responses for big data. This is because, traditional queries are 

normally treated with equal importance. With the advent of big data and its use in enterprise systems 

and the growth of process complexity, the traditional approach of query processing is no more suitable 

as it does not consider semantic information and captures all data irrespective of their relevance to a 

business organization, which eventually increases the computational time in both big data collection and 

analysis. The significance level of a query can make a trade-off between query response delay and the 

extent of data collection and analysis. This motivates us to concentrate on determining the significance 

level of a query considering its importance to an enterprise system. To our knowledge, no such approach 

is available in the literature. To bridge this research gap, this paper, for the first time, proposes an 

approach to determine the significance level of a query to prioritize them with the relevance to a 

business organization. As business processes play key roles in any enterprise system and all business 

processes are not equally important, this is done by determining the semantic similarity between a query 

and the processes of a business organization and the importance of a business process to that 

organization. With a case study on an enterprise system of a retail company, the results produced by our 

proposed approach have shown that significance level is higher for more important queries compared to 

the less important ones.   

Keywords: semantic similarity, query processing, data collection, data analysis, business process. 

 

Introduction 

 

During the daily activity of enterprises, a number of queries are made by stakeholders via numerous 

tools and applications. These queries are acting like a communication bridge between stakeholders and 

information systems. Additionally, they are directed to important tasks (e.g., information and process 

retrievals, data collection and analysis). Queries are also playing the crucial role in capturing deep 

insight of data and supporting decision makers. Based on the outcome of queries which are presented in 

text or figures, stakeholders can have an overview about the things they are questioning. 

However, as an information system needs to process a large number of queries at the same time, this 

causes delay and overloading in the response. Besides that, data is big large and acquired from different 

sources in variety of structures; raising much concern on how to effectively capture deep insight of data 

via queries. These issues are very prominent while processing the query for enterprises and present big 

challenge for research community (Ur Rehman et al. 2016). Numerous studies have been reported in 

regard to supporting query processing (e.g., real-time data collection (Fellenz & Brady 2008; Lubell- 
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Doughtie et al. 2013), speed optimization during data processing (Jarke et al. 2003; Nachnani et al. 

2016)). 

Therefore, numerous tools, applications and frameworks have been introduced such as Hadoop 

(hadoop.apache.org), MongoDB (mongodb.com) and Tableau (tableau.com) to deal with the above 

mentioned issues. By using these tools and frameworks, enterprises can develop computing programs 

for data processing based on their needs. Besides that, to improve the effectiveness of the existing 

solutions in this field, a number of researchers have also proposed various approaches to reduce 

redundant, irrelevant data. For example, a method (Nachnani et al. 2016) for cleaning data in a customer 

relationship management system has been introduced in order to avoid duplication of storing customer 

records. Chen et al. proposed a method to deal with the problems of redundant data (Chen et al. 2016). 

Rehman et al (2016) claimed that 90% of enterprises fail in making decisions to meet customer needs. 

They also proposed a hypothetical business model to help enterprises to achieve their objectives: (i) 

value to customer (V2C) and value to firm (V2F) by exposing insights and predicting economic 

activities. They focused on how to detect and locate redundant data in object relational mapping (ORM) 

to achieve V2C and V2F (Ur Rehman et al. 2016). 

As a consequence of the increasing popularity of big data applications and cloud computing, software 

systems are becoming more dependent on the underlying database for data management and analysis. 

An optimal solution for data collection, followed by data analysis, is must for any organization, 

especially in enterprise systems where internal and external data usually need to be processed at the 

same time to provide better business decisions (Andersen & Feamster 2006; Ur Rehman et al. 2016). To 

get more useful information for enterprises, the studies from Vaughan (2014 and 2015) have proven that 

business information can be discovered via search engine (like, Google Trends and Baidu) data. These 

studies also indicate which type of search volume data is more useful in discovering business 

information by a comparison between worldwide and domestic data in their case studies. However, 

these free tools have shown some disadvantages which includes: (i) the data volume highly depends on 

the popularity of the keywords in the queries and (ii) the information produced from these tools may 

contain inaccuracies as a result of data samples and its approximations. 

The above studies are focused on external data. Likewise numerous studies have dealt with the internal 

data as well. This can be seen clearly in the field of querying techniques for business processes. An 

enterprise has many process models which they have to work with every day (e.g., the models in SAP 

(Curran & Ladd 1999), Supcorp (La Rosa et al. 2013)); this leads to a big issue which is how to manage 

effectively all these process models. In general, process models are created by business analysts with the 

purpose of capturing business requirements, enabling a better understanding of business processes, 

facilitating communication between business analysts and information technology (IT) experts. 

However, these models must be designed based on enterprises standards regarding laws, policies and 

regulations. Hence, querying techniques for business processes are extremely necessary in order to 

manage, update, access and combine process model repository. 

Querying techniques have been introduced to express and execute queries over repositories of business 

process models such as BPMN-Q (Awad 2007), BP-QL (Beeri et al. 2008), BeehiveZ (Jin et al. 2011) 

and APQL (Ter Hofstede et al. 2013). Overall, these techniques are used as a mediate language where a 

stakeholder can communicate with an information system in order to express their requirements for 

specific tasks (e.g., when they need to know, how to response plenty of inquiries from their customers, 

or which process models can involve product distribution). 

Although, the solutions mentioned above have proven a certain successes in dealing with the existing 

issues of query processing, to extract deep insight of data, it requires to collect and analyze data 

exhaustively. Data has to be collected from all possible sources and analysis needs to be done 

considering the semantic information of the key words of interest (Resnik 1995; Floridi 2005; Mihalcea 

et al. 2006). To address this issue, there exist some techniques in the literature that consider semantic 

information in both data collection and analysis. For example, Dinh et al (2015) proposed a method for 

big data collection and analysis depending on the semantic value of keywords. Wu et al. (2014) 
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introduced an algorithm where the text semantic of documents can be discovered based on the learning 

model of semantic indexing. Furthermore, semantic data has also been applied to deep learning for 

image processing (Visin et al. 2016; Armeni et al. 2017). 

However, the techniques proposed in the above studies are computationally expensive as they always 

apply the same level of semantic information for each query. Even though this helps capturing more 

relevant information (deep insight of data) but also impedes faster data collection and analysis. Note, for 

an organization, all queries are not equally important, i.e., some queries may be more important than 

others. To make a trade-off between capturing deep insight of data and computational efficiency, this 

demands to determine the significance level of a query where higher the significance level of a query, 

the more deep insight of data will be captured through both data collection and analysis processes and 

vice versa. To our best knowledge, no such method exists in the literature that can determine the 

significance level of a query. 

To address an important research question ‘How can the significance of a query be determined?’ for the 

first time, we propose a technique which exploits both semantic similarity between a query keyword and 

annotations of business processes and the importance of a business process to an organization. The 

contributions made in this paper are summarized as follows: 

• We determine the significance level of a query considering the semantic similarity between a 

query and the processes of a business organization and the importance of a business process to 

an organization. The core business processes are given higher importance than non-core 

business processes. 

• We develop a business case study considering the relevant business processes of an enterprise 

organization. We also prioritize the business processes, i.e., whether they are core or non-core 

in this case study. We determine the significance levels of 18 queries. Results show that queries 

having higher semantic similarity with the core-business processes have the higher significance 

level values. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: Our proposed methodology is presented in Section 2. The 

results of the case study in a scenario of retail enterprise are described in Section 3. Section 4 concludes 

the paper. 

Our Approach to Determine the Significance Level of a Query 

One of the most important usages of a query in business intelligence is to collect and analyze data for 

discovering some clues or deep insight of data that can help achieve efficiency gain or competitive 

advantage over other similar organizations. Business processes of an enterprise system are also used to 

obtain efficiency gain and competitive advantage over others. This implies that querying data meets the 

main purpose of business processes. However, for an enterprise organization, all business processes are 

not equally important. Some business processes are considered as the core business processes, while 

others are regarded as the non-core business processes. 

To successfully achieve the business goals and combat the computational complexity in a tactical way, 

the result of querying data should reflect the core business processes more extensively than others. This 

motivates us to calculate the significance of a query considering the importance of the business 

processes of an organization. This calculation involves two main items (i) which queries are related to 

which business processes and to what extent? and which processes are how much important to a 

business organization? For the former, we consider the semantic similarity between the keywords of a 

query and the annotations of a business process.  This is because the keywords of a query represent the 

purpose of a query, while the annotations of a business process denote the activities and the other 

aspects of a business process. For the latter, following the widely used and well adopted approach in a 

business organization, the importance of a business process is attributed considering whether a business 

process is a core or non-core. 
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Fig. 1:  The overall process of our proposed approach to determine the  

significance level of a query 

 

 

Let },,,{= 21 nkkkq L  and },,,{= 21 maaap L  be a query and a process respectively where ik  is th
i  

keyword of query q  and ja  is 
thj  annotation of process p . There are many methods available in the 

literature for semantic similarity measure between two short sentences. However, in this paper, we 

choose to use a popular and widely adopted approach presented in the study of Li et al (2006) to 

measure semantic similarity between a query keyword ik  and a process annotation ja . In this 

approach, WordNet, an online lexical database (dictionary), is organized into a hierarchical semantic 

tree structure where each node represents a set of synonym words called synset. The upper level node in 

which two lower level nodes meet is called subsumer. Using WordNet, the semantic similarity between 

ik  and ja  is calculated as,  
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Here, h  is the depth of the subsumer of ik  and ja  in the hierarchical semantic tree of WordNet. The 

shortest path between ik  and ja  in the hierarchical semantic tree of WordNet, l  is defined as: 
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where, 1s  and 2s  are the synsets of ik  and ja , respectively and the values of α  and β  are selected in 

such a way so that sl  and [0,1]∈hd . As mentioned above, the optimum values of α  and β  are shown 

to be 0.2 and 0.45 respectively (Li et al. 2006). 

The overall semantic similarity value between query q  consisting of n  keywords and process p  

comprising m  annotations can be defined as, 
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We then form a vector qξ  from all qpξ . The vector qξ  is calculated as qp
p
ξ∑  . 

Assuming the significance level of a query varies nonlinearly with the semantic similarity value between 

a query and a business process, the significance level of query q  for a business organization can be 

defined as, 
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where, qξ  and qξ
~

 are the median value of qξ  for the core and non-core business processes, 

respectively. [0,0.5]∈nW  represents the weight for non-core processes selected by an business 

organization according to the requirement of an enterprise system. The overall process of our proposed 

system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

In Figure 1, the all business processes of an enterprise organization and a query of an end user are fed to 

Stage 1. Stage 1 calculates the overall semantic similarity qpξ  between query q  and process p  as 

shown in (5). In this way, the semantic similarities between the query and all business processes are 

calculated and finally qξ  is obtained. qξ  is provided as an input to Stage 3. Stage 2 captures the weights 

nW  for non-core business processes from the business organization and supplies this to Stage 3. 

Utilizing nW  and qξ , Stage 3 calculates the significance level of query q , € q  by applying (6). 

Case Study 

The proposed approach is implemented using Python programming language. It is validated by 

considering a business case of a retail company. Table 1 shows that the business organization has 14 

business processes. The annotations and abbreviated names of the business processes are also presented 

in this table. For example, the process Pricing which is abbreviated as P6 has following annotations: 

product, price, customer, supplier, purchase, sale, order, warehouse, inventory, transport, ship, order 

status, delivery, goods, services, code of the establishment, customer  segmentation. 
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Table 1: The processes of an organization used in the case study 

 

 

The core business processes are nominated depending on business strategies. These processes convey in 

which aspect an enterprise organization should focus with higher priority to reach their goals. We have 

identified the following five business processes as the core business processes as these processes are 

related to customers and human resources at most: 
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P1.   Customer service (after sale services) 

P7.   Marketing research 

P8.   Product design/development 

P10. Business planning 

P14. Personnel management 

Whereas, the remaining nine processes are the supplementary (non-core) processes:  

P2.   Sales/order entry (selling and entering orders) 

P3.   Invoicing/billing (generation and mailing of invoices/bills) 

P4.   Purchasing (ordering from suppliers) 

P5.   Advertising/promotion  

P6.   Pricing 

P9.   Distribution (transporting goods to market) 

P11. Inventory management (keeping inventories at planned levels) 

P12. Quality management (measuring, monitoring, and taking action to maintain quality)  

P13. Production scheduling/planning (for manufacturing requirements) 

To calculate the significance level for a number of different queries, we have used 18 different queries 

which are generally being used in an enterprise system of a retail company. These queries are listed in 

Table 2 where entire set of queries comprising of keywords and their abbreviations are also presented. 

For example, an abbreviated name of query number 5 is Q5. 

Table 2: Queries and their abbreviations 

 

 

We have used weight Wn = 0.5 for non-core business processes, α = 0.2 and β = 0.45 as suggested in the 

study of Li et al (2006). The semantic similarity values between 18 queries (Q1 to Q18) and 14 business 

processes (P1 to P14) produced by our proposed approach using (5) are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 shows the similarity score between the queries and business processes as calculated using the 

method presented in Section 2. Our aim is to show how each of the business process is related to 

individual queries. From the Table 3 it can be clearly seen that query Q1 has highest semantic similarity 

score (0.9994) with business processes P6, P7 and P8. This means processes P6, P7 and P8 are the most 

relevant to the query Q1. The lowest semantic similarity score (0.1505) for query Q8 is with processes 

P9. Therefore, processes P9 are the least relevant to query Q8. 

Table 3: Relevance scores of queries for business processes 

 

 

As each of the business process has their own weight as mentioned in Section 2 depending on their own 

importance to business organization, the overall significance level of each query is then calculated based 

on these weights. The significance levels of queries Q1 to Q18 calculated by our proposed approach are 

presented in Figure 2. 

In Figure 2, we can see that the highest significance level (0.8060) is for Q1: How many existing 

customers referred new customers to your company?  This is mainly because Q1 has the higher value of 

the significance levels with more core-business processes (P1, P7, P8, P10, P14) than the other queries. 

This vindicates the reasons why Q1 is the most important query of the enterprise system considered in 

this case study. 

 
Fig. 2: Significance levels of queries for a business organization 
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As alluded before, since Q1 is the most important query. For Q1, both data collection and analytic 

techniques should exhaustively consider semantic information of its keywords to obtain deep insight of 

data. The consideration of semantic information about a query also reduces unnecessary data collection 

and thus, this eventually decreases the amount of data to be analyzed, while retaining all relevant data. 

As a consequence, this speeds up the computational process of data analytic techniques compared to the 

case where all data is collected without considering semantic information. This speed up will bring 

much benefit to enterprise information systems as today each business needs to handle enormous 

amount of growing data. 

As mentioned in this paper, semantic information helps capturing the deep insight of data by extending 

the meaning of data more deeply via conceptual and lexical relations. However, this leads to time 

consumption in data processing. Therefore, considering semantic information should only concentrate 

on the query which is important to an enterprise organization. As the keywords of query Q16 ‘Should 

gym and diet always come together?’ are not relevant to the scenario of retail company, this query has 

the lowest significance level (0.57). It means Q16 is the least important query to the company compared 

to the other queries. Hence, by not considering the semantic information, the amount of time to process 

this query could reduce and thereby this could be a stepping stone to enhance the efficiency of the 

overall system. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, we have emphasized the importance of the significance level of a query to a business 

organization for data collection and analysis to capture the deep insight of data. For the first time, we 

have proposed an approach to determine the significance level of a query considering the processes of 

an enterprise system as a business case. Results have revealed that the queries having higher semantic 

similarity values to the core business processes have higher significance levels. By mathematically 

quantifying the significance level of a query for a business organization, an enterprise system can 

recognize how much important a query is, and then it can process the query using the appropriate scale 

of semantic information for both data collection and analysis. The perception about the relationship 

between a query and business organization brings a better understanding of a business system to make 

decisions. This will also improve the precision and computational complexity of information retrieval 

and data collection compared to the processes where semantic information is not considered. 
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Abstract  

 

The global socioeconomic context shows a series of challenges of enormous complexity which need to be 

tackled diligently to achieve authentic social changes. Young people face a difficult situation as far as job 

opportunities are concerned. At the same time, social innovation burst in as a paradigm of social change 

and the potential agents of change are young people.  However, young people do not perceive 

opportunities in an environment where it is impossible to face today’s social problems with yesterday’s 

solutions. It is therefore necessary to stimulate creativity to explore new ways of resolving situations and 

new sources of employment and self-employment that can be used by young people. Stimulating 

creativity and social entrepreneurship in young people can open the way to processes that culminate in 

social innovations conducive to sustainable development and solidarity between the territories and their 

people. 

 

Keywords: Creativity; Social entrepreneurship; Social innovation   

Nomenclature 

ASIF  Amani Social Innovation Framework   

CSIC  Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas 

EU  European Union 

GEM  Global Entrepreneuship Monitor 

ICTs  Information and communication technologies 

ISOC  Internet Society 
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SCI  Social Science Citation Index 

SCIELO  Scientific Electronic Library Online 

 

Introduction 

 
The difficult and complex situation of young people regarding their incorporation into the world of work 

is not a new phenomenon [1]. However, since the beginning of the crisis, in 2007-2008, there has been a 

clear collapse in youth employment and a serious decline in the number of people over 55 in employment 

[2]. The lack of employment opportunities for young people is a structural and social problem that results 

in more social problems such as the unleashing of a vicious circle of intergenerational poverty and social 

exclusion due to the underutilization of young people in the labour market [3].  

 

Addressing this situation from a global perspective requires inter-multidisciplinary approaches and 

abandonment of assistencialism; necessitating the training of local and regional promoters of the social 

economy to form a generation of young promoters and local social entrepreneurs. That is why this paper 

seeks, on the one hand, the epistemological relationship between creativity, young entrepreneurship and 

social innovation; and, on the other, the application of concepts, models and theories to decision-making 

on how institutions with competences in the field should proceed in order to stimulate creativity and 

young entrepreneurship for social innovation. 

 

This research aims to develop a theoretical-technical construct of the triad of creativity, entrepreneurship 

and social innovation, and to describe its relevance in the design of public policies aimed at improving 

employment opportunities and creation of companies by young people, and thereby contribute to the 

socioeconomic development of the territories. On the other hand, it seeks to expose lines of research that 

can be opened to address this problem aimed at reducing conceptual inaccuracies and to promote social 

innovation through entrepreneurship by young people. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The methodological design applied has been based on secondary research, with the application of the 

following techniques of research and analysis. 

 

Systematic review of the bibliography related to the subject under study. To do this, the following search 

and selection profile was used: 

 

- Consultation of the following databases: The sources consulted for the selection of articles, books and 

reports for later analysis of content were: Social Science Citation Index, (1956-2016), SCIELO (1997-

2016), CSIC, ISOC Database, Dialnet. 

- Keywords used for the search: "social entrepreneurship", "social innovation," "creativity," "youth," 

"young entrepreneurship." 

- Criteria for inclusion and exclusion: the original studies published in relevant scientific journals, 

whose objectives were the analysis of entrepreneurship and social innovation, including variable 

creativity, as well as a multidisciplinary and integrative epistemological vision, were selected. 

- Those studies that did not meet the following requirements were excluded: a) those whose vision was 

partial because they did not include in their analysis consideration of the triad object of study or do not 

add value to the interpretation of the same; and b) studies whose bias in the area of work (e.g., 

anthropological perspectives) skewed the holistic and global vision pursued in this research. 
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The documentation selected for the present paper has been treated by content analysis seeking theoretical-

conceptual approaches in which more terms related to the triad (the keywords of this paper) are analyzed, 

in order to make subsequent conclusions, recommendations and to elaborate the proposal of a roadmap for 

social entrepreneurship. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

Is entrepreneurship linked to creativity? If so, in what way have they been related? Is it a dependency 

relationship? Can there be entrepreneurship without creativity? Is creativity innate or achievable? Is the 

entrepreneur born or made? Does entrepreneurship involve the creation of companies or are there more 

ways to be? Are young people sensitive to various social problems? Can these problems and the desire for 

change by young people constitute an opportunity for self-employment through social entrepreneurship? 

These questions could be added to other questions such as the factors that lead people or organizations to 

be social entrepreneurs, the characteristics that should be taken into account when making the decision to 

finance a social enterprise and how these characteristics were evaluated, based on social and economic 

impact indicators. In this sense one could ask: Can governments in any way support the expansion of 

social entrepreneurship until they can significantly reduce the amount of money invested in the main 

social problems? 

 

Creativity can be understood as an acquirable skill, as a trait in which all human beings participate, 

although it must be cultivated [4]. The ability to be creative is given by the mixture of knowledge, 

attitudes and skills that can be achieved through practice [5]. To define creativity operationally and 

creativity linked to entrepreneurship, it is useful to think in terms of indicators of creativity, especially 

when it comes to thinking about measures and fostering it [6]. 

 

In 1926, Wallas published a book called The Art of Thought, in which he presented a model of the 

creative process, which consisted of four consecutive, stages:  

 

1) PREPARATION; 2) INCUBATION; 3) ILLUMINATION; and 4) VERIFICATION. This four-stage 

process of PREPARATION, INCUBATION, ILLUMINATION and VERIFICATION has since been 

widely recognised as the standard model for the creative process (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: Wallas’s stage model of creativity. Source: Adapted from [7]

Young people's management of information and communication technologies (ICTs) is becoming 

increasingly important in relation to 

society in general and young people in particular to have access to social problems that reflect problems 

of exclusion, violence, pollution, education, etc., and become aware of the various

develop civic and social commitments for social innovation [8]. Entrepreneurs can use social networks as 

a vehicle to gain legitimacy and gain social acceptance and, in the context of entrepreneurship, the social 

network makes it possible for the entrepreneur to build a social capital, composed of a reputation and 

relationships that provide information, allow them to exert influence and find solidarity in the 

development of their initiative [9]. Therefore, training and training in so

oriented to entrepreneurship and young entrepreneurship is something to take into account, since young 

people, as digital natives, invest a lot of time in them [10].

 

The Europe 2020 flagship initiative "Union for Innovation 

defines Social Innovation as follows: "Social innovation consists of finding new ways of satisfying social 

needs that are not adequately covered by the market or the public sector, new ways of producing 

behavioural changes necessary to solve the major challenges of society ... training citizens and generating 

new social relationships and new models of collaboration ... are therefore useful to train the society to 

innovate" [11]. 

 

For clarity purposes, we detail the seven elements of the Amani Social Innovation Framework (ASIF) 

below (Fig. 2).  

 

Wallas’s stage model of creativity. Source: Adapted from [7] 

Young people's management of information and communication technologies (ICTs) is becoming 
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Fig. 2: Seven elements of the Amani Social Innovation Framework. Source: Adapted from [12]
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does not find opportunities and financing, it is not fostered in formal education and perceives brakes 

rather than opportunities in the socioeconomic environment. 

• With regard to social entrepreneurship, in view of the reports analyzed, we can conclude that the level 

of social entrepreneurship in Spain are significantly lower than those of the set of other EU Member 

States. 

• Creativity, social entrepreneurship and social innovation are not only inevitably related, but may be 

consequences of each other: Creativity in the ideation and invention of solutions to social problems; 

translation to a process of entrepreneurship; or implementation of a solution conceived and invented; 

and, as a consequence of all this, social change perceived and evidenced in the improvement of the 

problematic situation existing before the implantation of the entrepreneurial project, as well as in the 

self-employment and employment generated as a result of social entrepreneurship. 

• Creativity, as well as entrepreneurship and innovation in the field involve action and the result of 

these three actions are translated into evaluable social change. 

• Thinking in terms of the triad Creativity-Social Entrepreneurship-Social Innovation is pertinent when 

it comes to conceiving public policies, since it facilitates the vision of a process leading to a 

phenomenon of social change; it provides broad-mindedness, a dialogue of knowledge, humility, a 

systemic approach and a conception of Bottom-Up development policy, in response to the needs felt 

by citizens, instead of the classic Top-Down policies, designed from the needs perceived by the 

public manager. 

• Young creative and social entrepreneurship behaviours will occur in the measure that projects are 

executed, because education is also an action, so that to stimulate creativity and young social 

entrepreneurship motivates young people to get involved in projects of social interest. 

• From the point of view of the human dimension of social entrepreneurship, it seems advisable to 

address lines of research on multidisciplinary circles in Social Innovation processes in different areas 

of action, with the relationships between key actors of such processes being the object of study. 

• Based on the theoretical-technical construct of the triad Creativity-Social Entrepreneurship-Social 

Innovation that is exposed in these conclusions, it seems desirable to deepen research on the 

definition of criteria to define valid social innovations as experiences that can be shared and 

replicated, as well as verifiable objective indicators of social changes produced as a result of social 

innovation processes resulting from creativity and social entrepreneurship by young people. 
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Abstract 
 
The article is based on a theoretical analysis of the values-based leadership with special attention on 
the ethical leadership. The first part of the article focuses on the ethical leadership, its definition and 
the clarification of its importance in the quest of value-based leadership. Ethical leadership is a style 
of leadership that combines the main elements of other leadership styles which are part of the  values-
based leadership concept.Second part of the article brings a comprehensive picture with regard to the 
comparison of individual styles of leadership of values-based leadership.The aim of this article is the 
introduction of the actual definition of values-based leadership from the perspective of the author.  
The other aim of the article is to outline the common elements of individual styles of leadership 
which are part of values-oriented leadership.  
 
Keywords: Leadership, Values-based leadership;  Ethical leadership 

Introduction 

This article focuses on defining values-based leadership, as well as explaining the concrete 
manifestations of leader's behavior, whose leadership style can be described as values-based. 
The term “values-based” leadership is often referred not only to values-based but also to values-
oriented leadership in foreign literature. It is worth mentioning Kraemer's publications “From Values 
to Action: The Four Principles of Values-Based Leadership”(2011) and “Becoming the Best through 
Values-Based Leadership” (2015), Barrett's “The Values-driven Organisation”(2013). These are 
publications that deal with the essence of values-based leadership, but do this only through the 
naming of certain principles or sets of values that, when applied, may be perceived as values-
oriented. There is a lack of comparison of some sorts, specifying common and distinctive features to 
understand this concept better. 
 
Based on the above mentioned facts, it can be said that values-based or values-oriented leadership is 
an aggregate concept that includes several distinct styles of leadership. 
Therefore there are two approaches to understanding values-based leadership: 
 

1. The first is a concept under which individual leadership styles (e.g. spiritual leadership, 
authentic leadership, etc.) are included,  

2. The second possible approach understands values-based leadership of people as a unique 
style of leadership. 

The aim of this article is to closely describe the features of the individual styles of leadership under 
this concept and to show a coherent link between them. This in-depth analysis results in definition of 
values-based leadership as a distinctive style of leadership of people, accepting characteristics and 
elements of current styles that will be enriched by author's own knowledge. 

Analysis of Values-based leadership 

According to Remišová et al. (2013), styles of leadership falling under the concept of values-based 
leadership are: 
1. Ethical leadership 
2. Spiritual leadership 
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3. Servant leadership 
4. Trusted Leader 
5. Prosocial charismatic leadership 
6. Authentic leadership 
7. Responsible leadership 
 
According to Remišová et al. (2013), Values-based leadership represents a gradual change in the 
focus of a strong leader who freely subjugates his subordinates to a leader, who forms relationships in 
a team in such a way, that people "lead" each other. It is a direction towards a more thorough 
understanding of the process of leadership in the sense of increasing the complexity of elements and 
processes that are related to leadership. There is a significant shift towards an axiological 
understanding of the leadership process, with an emphasis on the nature and importance of values in 
leadership. There is a tendency to expand the field of action and responsibility of the leader beyond 
the boundary of the working team. Leader becomes an active bearer of corporate social 
responsibility. 
 
However, there is no indication of rigidity, as it is clear that organizations operating in a dynamic 
environment under strong competitive pressure must be flexible and adequately responsive to change. 
Leader can therefore change strategy, tactics, or his approach according to the situation, but can never 
change basic values, attitudes and principles. This reflects the main idea of values-based leadership. 
It is important that the values of the leader and of the organization are in line. If they were not, there 
is a risk of leveraging leader's own interests. Mission, vision, strategy, level of work performance, 
motivation, processes and values of the organization mirror the ethical level and personal values of 
the leader. 
 
This approach to leadership at the same time assumes that managers and workers share key values, 
meaning that employees and managers behave in a way that contributes to productivity, profitability, 
sustainability, business integrity, and thus to the prosperity of the organization. 
 
In defining values-based leadership, the author draws on the definition of ethical leadership, which 
basically combines the elements of all leadership styles and represents the core within the concept of 
values-based leadership. We discuss this definition in the next part of the text. 

Comparison of Individual Styles of Values-Based Leadership 

The above-mentioned concepts of values-based leadership have a common basis, namely that they 
relate to the ethical dimension of leadership. The main focus of the values-based concept is the 
ethical behavior of leaders, so ethical leadership of people can be considered the core of values-based 
leadership. 
 

Table 1: Comparison of Individual Styles of Values-Based Leadership 
 

Leadership Style Based on authors Values applied in leadership 

      

American approach to 
values-based leadership 

Kraemer (2011) Self-evaluation, Equity, Self-confidence, Humility 

Ethical leadership 
Remišová and 
Lašáková (2013)  

Honesty, credibility, responsibility and fairness 

Spiritual leadership  
Reave (2005), Fry 
(2005) 

Calling and membership, integrity, honesty, humility, 
credibility 
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Servant leadership 
Greenleaf (2002), 
Barbuto and Wheeler 
(2006) 

Active listening, empathy, healing, awareness, 
persuasion, conceptual view, foresight, service to 
others, engagement in growth, community building. 
Subordinates are top priority. 

Authentic leadership 

Jensen and Luthans 
(2006), Walumbwa 
and Avolio and 
Gardner (2005), 
Sexton (2014) 

Self-awareness, self-regulation and development, 
transparency in relationships, positive psychological 
capital and positive moral perspective 

Responsible leadership 
Havard (2007), Maak 
and Pless (2006) 

Generosity, humility, conscience, courage, kindness 
and fairness, trust 

      

Trustworthy leader 
Studies from 
Univeristy of Bath 
(2014) 

Not considered as a separate style of leadership. 
Trustworthiness is a value that is part of the concept of 
values-based leadership. 

Prosocial charismatic 
leadership 

Weibler (2008), Berth 
(1992), Liley (1997) 

Charisma. (Instrumentality - it is unclear whether this 
style actually promotes ethics and moral principles or 
is primarily about increasing work performance 
through the charisma of a manager who only seeks to 
"enchant" his subordinates.) 

 
(Source: own research and design) 

According to the author, based on the comparison, it can be said that the styles share the fact that they 
are ethically and morally grounded, so ethical leadership can be considered the core of the concept of 
values-based leadership. The manager acts in the interest of meeting the goals of the organization, not 
in favor of himself. 
 

Ethical leadership 

According to Remišová et al. (2015), the theory of ethical leadership is based on the theory of social 
learning, which means that everything that can be learned from one's own experience can be learned 
by observing the behavior and consequences of others' behavior. This link appears to be leader's 
influence on his subordinate's behavior on the basis of their own example. Employees follow the 
behavioral patterns of their leader. That is why the self-reflection of one's own actions and behavior 
is extremely important, as it further affects the behavior of employees and consequently has an 
impact on their work performance. 

According to Remišová et al. (2013), An ethical leader is a person who is guided by universal ethical 
principles in all of his activities and thinking. He is honest, trustworthy, mindful (human), 
responsible, and fair. 
 
According to Remišová et al. (2015), ethical leadership is perceived as a purposeful guidance of co-
workers in an organization based on ethical principles in order to achieve results that do not harm the 
legitimate interests of other people and groups. Authors note that: 

• Ethical leadership means that an ethical leader actively creates ethical environment and 
ethically guides his co-workers with the intention of fulfilling the legitimate and ethically 
correct goals of the organization. 

• Actively create ethical environment means a process, in which a leader clearly 
communicates ethical standards at the workplace, knowingly and intentionally becomes an 
example of ethical behavior, holds employees accountable for compliance with ethical 
standards through rewarding and sanctioning tools in order to achieve a higher ethical 
standard at the workplace. 
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Applying the principles of ethical leadership is a long-term activity and represents long-term actions 
within the behavior pattern of the manager. 
 
According to Remišová et al. (2015), ethical leadership integrates two components: individual part 
and professional part that is manager's personality with ethical integrity and ethical professional 
behavior. It is also the leadership of people, carried out by a person, who not only lives ethically in 
his personal life, but his professional activity is also based on intentional and long-term respect of 
universal ethical principles. 
 
Brown, Trevino, and Harrison (2000) assume that ethical leadership has a positive impact on the 
perceived efficiency of the leader, job satisfaction of the subordinates, loyalty, and willingness to 
report problems to management. 
 
De Hoogh and Den Hartog (2008) have pointed out that ethical leadership is related to the perceived 
efficiency of top management and to optimism of subordinates both in terms of their future in the 
company and in relation to the future of the company as such. 
 
The whole process of leadership begins with the values of the manager. These values must be in line 
with the goals of organization to prevent forcing his self-interests. 
 
Ethics is again needed to set up the values of the organization. An ethical manager in an unethical 
organization that has unethical goals, of course, will not adjust his values to the value system of such 
an organization. 
 
The values of the manager shape his attitudes and behaviors that are observable on the basis of 
concrete actions. Should a leader be able to act ethically and make ethical decisions, self-reflection 
and self-awareness of self-worth are necessary. Control and evaluation of own behavior is also very 
important. Recognizing the impact on subordinates possibly rises need to review some ethical 
actions. 
 
According to Remišová et al. (2013), values-based leader is a leader, whose personal values have a 
positive impact on his environment (for e.g. organizational variables such as job satisfaction, work 
behavior, building of organizational culture, etc.). His personal values are visible in acting and 
behaviors that have positive results. He can be defined as an ethical leader. 
 
According to the author, values-based leadership can be considered as a distinctive style that 
combines the elements of the above-mentioned leadership styles that fall under the concept of values-
based leadership. The author brought a model based on the primary common features of individual 
styles of leadership. Unlike the above-mentioned styles of values-based leadership, the author 
conceived her concept of values-based leadership as a cyclical process. It can be defined based on the 
following characteristics. 
 

• Self-reflection of own values are necessary to ensure that the manager is capable of ethical 
actions and decisions. 

• Values-based leader is authentic. He behaves in line with his real personality and thus 
creates the conditions for a higher level of trust that helps people to build on their strengths 
and become better. People can then change their thinking and make sense of what is right in 
their decisions and so generally improve the performance of the organization. 

• Role-modelling -  values-based leader leads by example. He is one of the most important 
representatives and bearers of values of the organizational culture. He should be "an 
indicator" of what is permissible in the organization and what is inadmissible. Leader is 
involved in creating an ethical environment that he supports and protects through his own 
ethical behavior. 
 

• Values-based leader works and keeps on developing himself. That means that he controls 
and reassesses the consequences of his behavior. However, the leader is not only concerned 
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with his own development, he also suppor
even business partners and other stakeholders.
 

Since the author understands the actual values
individual characteristics have been arranged in 
 

 
Fig. 1: Values-Based Leadership Process 
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sustainability. Values-based leadership is a new challenge for applied leadership styles for current 
managers. 
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Czech Cybersecurity 

Security Measures and Actual Situation 
 

Lubomir Almer, University of Defence, Brno, Czech Republic, lubomir.almer@unob.cz 

 

Abstract 

 

This Article talks about Czech Cybersecurity. It explains the topic in terms of legislation and of the local 

national authorities. The article focuses in detail on cyber security incidents and events. Furthermore, it 

suggests how to deal with the possible issues of this kind in the future. Furthermore, the article reflects the 

security measures against cyber threats from the perspective of the Czech legislation 

 

Keywords: Cybersecurity, Cyber Security Law, Security Measures, Cyber security incident.   

Cybersecurity in the Czech Republic 

Cybersecurity in the Czech Republic is, as in other countries, secured by a wide range of transnational 

regulations issued by the European Union or other government entities. Cybersecurity is affected by other 

documents such as White Papers from the White House or other international standards. Despite the great 

variety of international „documents“ related to the issue of cybersecurity, the Czech Republic is the first 

country to create its own legislation. The Czech Cybersecurity Law consists of two regulations and one 

decree of the government. The first regulation concerns security measures, cybersecurity incidents and 

reactive measures. Furthermore, it determines the requirements for reporting the related issues and attacks. 

The second regulation deals with defining criteria of the major information systems. Therefore, it 

determines which systems have to follow the law. The government decree of the Cybersecurity Law 

determines the criteria for controlling the critical infrastructure. However, the Czech Cybersecurity Law is 

currently being revised. The reason for this amendment is to include European Parliament’s directive (and 

the Council 2016/xy/EU from 6 July 2016) in order to ensure a high common level of network security and 

information systems security in the European Union. The National Security Agency is the entity that is 

responsible for cyber security initiatives in the normal state, the status of cyber risk and the state of 

emergency. The National Security Agency establishes the main organizational unit that operates in the field 

of cyber security. The unit is called the National Cyber Security Centre (NCKB). Furthermore, 

CERT/GovCERT is a part of NCKB. Its goal is to protect electronic communication services, networks and 

information system from cyber security incidents. In addition, there are established CERT/CSIRT 

departments as parts of the National Security Agency. These departments are operated by private entities 

under a public contract. The entities ensure of information sharing (security incidents and vulnerabilities 

reporting etc.) in the national and international context (even as a main contact point of the last resort). 

They serve primarily to private entities, the academic sector, local governments, and the non-profit sector, 

provided that these entities are not subjects of NSA’s scope. At the same time, CERT/CSIRT departments 

coordinate all their activities with the National Security Agency 

Cybersecurity incidents and events  

The National Cyber Security Centre records cyber incidents and processes them further. Graph n. 1 (see 

below) shows the reported cyber incidents by the entities that falls within the scope of the law on cyber 

security. These incidents have been reported to NCKB since 2013. The first incidents were reported in June 

2013. The graph shows the incidents from January 2013 to December 2016. 
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Fig 1: The number of reported cyber incidents from Jun 2013 to Dec 2016 

 

We can see in the graph that the most incidents were reported in 2014. On the other hand, the least 

incidents were reported in 2013. How is the image of the Reported cyber incidents, illustrate, it was at least 

incidents reported in 2013 and in 2014 the most. However, according to NCKB, the vast majority of the 

reported incidents were evaluated as events at the end. Graph n. 2 (see below) shows cyber incidents that 

were confirmed by NCKB as incidents. We can see that there were actually more cyber events than cyber 

incidents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Identified cyber incidents between Jun 2013 and Dec 2016 

Cyberattacks prediction model 

Based on the collected data, a predictive model was developed in order to be able to estimate the number of 

cyber incidents. This prediction model was created by using an MS Excel function called FORECAST. 
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This function calculates or estimates a future value based on existing values. Y represent a predicted value 

and x represents a given value. X and y are known values. The new value is predicted based on a linear 

regression. This feature can be used to predict future developments. 

Syntaxes: 

FORECAST (x, field_y, field_x) 

The FORECAST syntax includes the following arguments: 

X: a mandatory argument. The data point at which we want to predict the value. 

Field_y: a mandatory argument. Dependent matrix or data area 

Field_x: a mandatory argument. Independent matrix or data area. 

The relationship for FORECAST is: 

a+bx, where: 

a= ȳ- b x̄ 

b=  (Ʃ (x- x ̄ )(y- ȳ))/(Ʃ (x- x ̄)²) 

Where x and y are medium values of the selection AVERAGE (known_value_x) and AVERAGE 

(known_value _y). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Cyberattacks prediction model 

 

The blue line in the cyber attacks prediction model shows all security incidents reported to NCKB from 

2013 to 2016. The thick orange line represents the prediction itself. The light orange lines represents upper 

and lower reliability limits of the prediction model. The graph cannot reach negative values as we cannot 

logically reach a negative number of cybersecurity attacks. 
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The prediction model shows a steady increase in the number of cyber security incidents. This confirms the 

urgency of the need to effectively deal with cyber security issues and to increase cyber protection. 

Unfortunately, the Czech Cybersecurity Law does not prescribe specific security features that we must set. 

However, it provides us with a list of security measures in order to ensure cyber security. The list consists 

of organizational and technical measures. The table n.1 (see below) provides with the list of security 

measures that are directly required in the Cyber Security Act. 

 

Table 1: Czech Security Measures 

 

Organizational measures Technical measures 

Information security 

management system 

Physical security 

Risk management A tool protecting the integrity of 

communications networks 

Security policy A user authentication tool 

Organizational security A permission management tool 

Definition of security 

requirements for vendors 

A malware protection tool 

Asset management A tool for monitoring activities 

that are critical for information 

infrastructure and activities of 

significant administrators 

Security of human 

resources 

A cyber security incidents 

detection tool 

Communication 

management of the critical 

information infrastructure 

or other significant 

information system 

A tool for collecting and 

evaluating cyber security events 

Managing access of 

individuals to the critical 

information infrastructure 

or other significant 

information system 

Application security 

Acquisition development 

and maintenance of the 

critical information 

infrastructure and other 

important information 

systems 

Cryptographic devices 

Managing cyber security 

events and cyber security 

incidents 

Tool to ensure the availability of 

information 

Management of business 

continuity 

Safety of industrial and control 

systems 

Control and audit of 

critical information 

infrastructure and other 

important systems 
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Acknowledgment 

The Czech Republic is the first country to create legislation concerned with cyber security. The law 

consists of regulations and decrees, which are firmly anchored in the national legislation. The national 

authority did not classify all the reported incidents as incidents. Therefore, we can state that not all cyber 

security events are incidents. Thanks to the reported cyber security events, it was possible to create a 

predictive model. In conclusion, it is clear that cyber security events will continue to grow in numbers and 

will happen more often. These findings point to the current and increasing importance of cyber security 

issues in terms of safety and management. The Czech Cyber Security Law defines general security 

measures that are divided into technical and organizational units. Thus, the law created a general basis for 

ensuring cyber security of the elements covered by the Cyber Security Act. However, the law may also be 

followed by private organizations, that do not fall within the scope of application, as they may consider the 

as a „recommendation „ in order to ensure the cyber security of their organization. 
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Abstract  

 

An iris biometric system has a versatile applicability. At this point, there is a wide number of areas where 

iris biometrics is successfully implemented as a means of access, areas such as finance, banking, 

healthcare, welfare, border control, point of sale and ATM’s.  

 

The performance of an iris biometric system can be sensible to any error that may perpetuate, starting 

even from the eye image acquisition. It is obvious that an iris biometric system that functions with errors 

would eventually lead to behaving in an undesired manner: consistently rejecting its users and/or 

authorizing persons from outside the system. This article has the purpose of identifying the influence of 

one particular error: the Eccentricity Detection Error (E.D.E.), a newly identified type of iris 

segmentation error.  

 

Having a non-zero E.D.E. means having, for two iris images that are acquired from the same person, a 

different distance between the two vectors determined by the pupillary (inner) boundary centers and the 

limbic (outer) boundary centers. This distance is established on the basis of the approximated (during 

segmentation) inner and outer boundary centers for the two irides. This article presents the results of iris 

recognition using a PNN neural network, performed with iris codes at different values of E.D.E.: 0, lower 

than 2, and larger than 2. The databases used for the experimental tests are ND-CrossSensor-Iris2013 

(LG2200), CASIA Lamp (v4), and CASIA Interval (v4). 

 

Keywords: Iris center detection error, Eccentricity Detection Error, iris segmentation, Probabilistic 

Neural Network. 

Introduction 

 
An iris biometric system consists of several main modules, as depicted in Fig. 1: the enrollment module, 

the database module (DB), the authentication module and the authorization module.  

During the enrollment phase, a new user would have to keep his or her eye(s) open in front of an iris 

sensor, in order for the biometric system to capture at least one eye-image – this represents the image 

acquisition sub-module (Fig.1). The captured images are further processed in the image processing and 

feature extraction sub-module, which mainly consists in iris area localization, iris boundaries localization, 

iris segment extraction, and, finally, iris feature (or iris code) extraction. The iris codes (IC), which are 

the output of the enrollment module, are stored as templates in the system’s database under a user ID. An 

iris code is a digital code that stores information about the patterns of an iris segment. 

The authentication module is almost identical with the one responsible with the enrollment. The only 

difference between the two being that, instead of saving the iris codes, these are compared with the 

templates already stored in the database. The purpose of the comparison is to establish an identity for the 

newly obtained iris codes (if one exists in the biometric system).  

 

 

It is well known by now that, during any of the enrollment or authentication steps, different errors can 

emerge, leading eventually to the malfunctioning of the biometric system. This article will analyze, by 
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means of a neural network, one particular error that is rooted in the image processing and feature 

extraction sub-module, namely during iris segmentation (more precisely, boundaries localization).

 

Fig. 1:

 

Generally, there are three types of segmentation errors that may occur when performing iris image 

segmentation:  

 

1. For a given eye image, the result of segmentation does not include the iris at all, but a 

completely different area of the image. This error is usually included in the rates of overall iris 

segmentation failures and is addressed by many of the researchers by different methods of 

selecting a Region of Interest (i.e. the iris area) from the eye images 

(2016), Li (2012), Yu (2010))

considerably the chance of correctly identifying the iris boundaries in an eye image. We will call 

this error Iris Location Mislocalization Error 

 

2. For a given eye image, the pupillary

automatic segmentation procedure, with respect to a given ground truth (manual segmentation). 

What could happen is that the estimated boundaries have either a smaller or a bigger radius than 

the ground truth boundaries (see Fig.2). It is assumed here that the iris boundaries can be 

approximated with two circles. Of course, when the automatically estimated radii of the iris 

boundaries (limbic or pupillary) are different than the ground truth, the result i

bring information from outside the iris area into the extracted iris segment 

not relevant to recognition 

leading to less relevant information 

Boundary Mislocalization Error

 

3. The last type of error is called 

is very similar to I.B.M.E., in that both indicate iris boundaries that are not perfectly (but 

acceptably) identified. The difference is that the E.D.E. is computed by looking strictly at the 

estimated pupillary and limbic boundaries centers, 

means of a neural network, one particular error that is rooted in the image processing and feature 

module, namely during iris segmentation (more precisely, boundaries localization).

 

. 1: Simple schema of an iris biometric system 

Generally, there are three types of segmentation errors that may occur when performing iris image 

For a given eye image, the result of segmentation does not include the iris at all, but a 

ly different area of the image. This error is usually included in the rates of overall iris 

segmentation failures and is addressed by many of the researchers by different methods of 

selecting a Region of Interest (i.e. the iris area) from the eye images (Noaica (2016), Celik 

Yu (2010)). The Region of Interest, if detected correctly, increases 

considerably the chance of correctly identifying the iris boundaries in an eye image. We will call 

Iris Location Mislocalization Error (ILME).  

For a given eye image, the pupillary and limbic margins are not perfectly estimated by an 

automatic segmentation procedure, with respect to a given ground truth (manual segmentation). 

What could happen is that the estimated boundaries have either a smaller or a bigger radius than 

truth boundaries (see Fig.2). It is assumed here that the iris boundaries can be 

approximated with two circles. Of course, when the automatically estimated radii of the iris 

boundaries (limbic or pupillary) are different than the ground truth, the result is either that it will 

bring information from outside the iris area into the extracted iris segment – information that is 

not relevant to recognition –, or that portions of the iris are eliminated from the iris segment, 

leading to less relevant information for the recognition. This error will be called here 

Boundary Mislocalization Error (I.B.M.E.). 

The last type of error is called Eccentricity Detection Error (E.D.E.) (Noaica, 2016

is very similar to I.B.M.E., in that both indicate iris boundaries that are not perfectly (but 

acceptably) identified. The difference is that the E.D.E. is computed by looking strictly at the 

estimated pupillary and limbic boundaries centers, with respect to the center coordinates from a 

means of a neural network, one particular error that is rooted in the image processing and feature 

module, namely during iris segmentation (more precisely, boundaries localization). 

Generally, there are three types of segmentation errors that may occur when performing iris image 

For a given eye image, the result of segmentation does not include the iris at all, but a 

ly different area of the image. This error is usually included in the rates of overall iris 

segmentation failures and is addressed by many of the researchers by different methods of 

oaica (2016), Celik 

. The Region of Interest, if detected correctly, increases 

considerably the chance of correctly identifying the iris boundaries in an eye image. We will call 

and limbic margins are not perfectly estimated by an 

automatic segmentation procedure, with respect to a given ground truth (manual segmentation). 

What could happen is that the estimated boundaries have either a smaller or a bigger radius than 

truth boundaries (see Fig.2). It is assumed here that the iris boundaries can be 

approximated with two circles. Of course, when the automatically estimated radii of the iris 

s either that it will 

information that is 

, or that portions of the iris are eliminated from the iris segment, 

for the recognition. This error will be called here Iris 

2016). This error 

is very similar to I.B.M.E., in that both indicate iris boundaries that are not perfectly (but 

acceptably) identified. The difference is that the E.D.E. is computed by looking strictly at the 

with respect to the center coordinates from a 
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reference eye image, while the I.B.M.E. is computed by comparing the detected iris boundaries 

with the available ground truth. Also, because I.B.M.E. considers only the area of the iris that is 

correctly retrieved from the eye image, it is possible to have different E.D.E. errors in images 

that have the same I.B.M.E.. 

 

Fig 2. Illustration of Iris Boundary Mislocalization. Both, the estimated limbic boundary and the 

pupillary boundary, have smaller radii than the ground truth. In this case, portions from the limbic 

edge of the iris are lost and, at the same time, (useless) portions from the pupil are brought in the 

iris segment that will be extracted from the eye image. The iris segment is the area between the two 

white circles. 

 

Between the three segmentation errors listed above, this article analyzes the most recently discovered 

one, namely the Eccentricity Detection Error (Noaica, 2016). There, the author explains that after a 

thorough analysis of the segmentation results of the proposed eccentric segmentation procedure, it was 

observed an Eccentricity Detection Error. The fact that the boundaries of the irides are most of the time 

eccentric is widely known by now (Khan, 2011) and this motivates us to understand to what extent the 

E.D.E. error will influence the recognition results in different scenarios. By different scenarios we are 

referring to different databases, which are created with different sensors and in different illumination 

conditions – one effect of the latter is that will force the pupil to dilate or to contract. 

 

The influence of E.D.E. on the iris recognition results was not yet analyzed in any other articles, except 

the present one.  

 

Regarding the I.B.M.E. error, its analysis is tackled for the first time by Hofbauer et al. (2016). They 

wanted to see that, if by improving the segmentation and reducing the I.B.M.E., it could lead to better 

recognition results. The conclusion was a curious one, namely that, for different values of I.B.M.E. the 

behavior of the simulated system is not uniform. The authors mentioned that they did not perform iris 

codes rotation in their experiments and that it would be interesting to see if, by doing so, the 

unpredictability of the results can be avoided. Also, we will not be using iris codes rotation in our tests.  

 

Both articles, Hofbauer’s (2016) and the current one, have in common the goal of understanding if the iris 

recognition results would be significantly improved by reducing the tackled segmentation errors, I.B.M.E. 

in Hofbauer’s article (2016) and E.D.E. here. 
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Eccentricity Detection Error 

In the reference article (Noaica, 2016), the E.D.E. error (1) is defined as the Euclidean norm of the 

difference between the vectors determined by the iris and pupil centers in two different eye images that 

belong to the same person. 

 

   
2

2211
lplp CCCCEDE −=      (1) 

 

Fig 3. Illustration of the Eccentricity Detection Error. The two pairs of eccentric circles 

 represent two eyes. 

 

In the (1) formula, 
11
lpCC  is a pair of pupillary (

1
pC ) and limbic ( 1

lC ) boundary centers for one given iris, 

and 
22
lpCC is a pair of pupillary and limbic boundary centres for another one.  

 

The E.D.E. error is illustrated in Fig.3. There, the two pairs of eccentric circles represent two eyes. The 

smaller circles stand for the inner (pupillary) boundary of the iris and the bigger circles stand for the 

outer (limbic) boundary of the iris. The iris illustrated on the left has the pupil center situated in the 

upper-left part of the limbic boundary center, while the iris illustrated on the right has the pupil center 

situated in the top-right part of the limbic boundary center. 

 

Relating the formula (1) with Fig. 3, we can say that 
11
lpCC  belongs to the left iris, while 

22
lpCC  

corresponds to the one on the right of the image. Assuming that, in Fig.2, the iris from the left has the 

pupil center 8 pixels above and 8 pixels to the left of the limbic center and that the iris from the right has 

the pupil center 8 pixels above and 8 pixels to the right of the limbic center then the E.D.E. between the 

two irides would be equal to 22.6274. 

 

Fig.4 represents two pairs of eye images and the resulting iris codes, for EDE = 0 (Fig.4.a) and for EDE = 

3.1623 (Fig.4.b), which are extracted from the LG2200 database. In Fig.4.b, the image from the left has 

the pupillary center coordinates at 
1
pC =(96,61), and the limbic center coordinates at 1

lC =(97,60), while 

the image from the right has 
2
pC =(82,54), and 2

lC =(82,56). In Fig.4.a, for the left eye 
1
pC =(95,76), and 

1
lC =(94,75), while for the right one 

2
pC =(108,76), and 2

lC =(107,75). 
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Experimental Framework 

As mentioned before, the E.D.E. error will be analyzed in this article with a similar interest as Hofbauer’s 

(2016): to see if reducing the E.D.E. error would lead to improved iris recognition results. With this in 

mind, the following pages of the article will present the evaluation of the E.D.E. on three of the publicly 

available iris databases: CASIA Lamp, CASIA Interval and ND-CrossSensor-Iris-2013 (LG2200). 

Utilizing these databases will also help to understand if the E.D.E. influence can be reproduced amongst 

eye images that are captured with different infrared iris sensors. For example, CASIA Lamp is acquired 

with a hand-held iris sensor; CASIA Interval is acquired with a close-up camera and, as it says the name, 

  

  
(a) 

  

  
(b) 

Fig. 4: Example of detected boundaries for images that are selected as correctly segmented from 

two persons (a and b), marked with eccentric white circles, and their corresponding iris codes. The 

EDE error for the pair from (a) is 0, while for the pair from (b) is 3.1623. 

the subset LG2200 from the ND-CrossSensor-Iris-2013 database was acquired with an LG2200 iris 

sensor. 

 

Extraction of iris segments 

The iris segments (Fig.5.b) utilized in our tests are extracted with an implementation of the segmentation 

procedure, named ACSTL, which was proposed by Noaica (2016). ACSTL was chosen because is known 

to be an eccentric segmentation procedure and, also, the one for which the EDE error was reported for the 

first time. 
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Since no ground truth information is used, the segmentation results are visually inspected. Those that 

have correctly detected iris boundaries and do not present a lot of noise are kept, while all the other ones 

are eliminated from the final experimental set. 

 

Examples of images that are considered to have “correctly” estimated iris boundaries are presented in 

Fig.4 and Fig.5.a, where the estimated locations for the limbic and pupillary boundaries are marked with 

white eccentric circles.  

 

The reason for removing, from the segmentation results, those iris segments that come from images 

 

Fig. 5:  a) an eye image with the inner and outer boundary of the iris marked with white circles by 

the ACSTL segmentation procedure; b) an iris segment extracted from a) by ACSTL and c) an iris 

code resulted after applying log-Gabor filter on the iris segment from b). 

 

that have a lot of noise (strongly occluded eyes, out of gaze, blurred images, presence of cosmetic or 

patterned lenses), even though some of them are correctly segmented, is that the amount of iris pattern 

information is limited by the noise, and this, automatically, leads to poorer recognition results. In other 

words, the noise could be masking the evidence of the influence E.D.E. has on the overall recognition 

results. 

 

Extraction of iris codes 

The final step, before organizing the data into train and test sets, consists of extracting the iris (feature) 

codes (Fig.5.c). The extraction is made with a log-Gabor filter, one of the most commonly utilized filters 

in iris recognition. The filter was proposed by Field (1987) and is described by the formula: 
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The frequency response of a log-Gabor filter is a Gaussian function, represented on the logarithmic scale. 

In (2), 0f is the center frequency of the log Gabor filter and σ is a parameter that controls the filter’s 

bandwidth.  

 

Organizing the data 

The number of users and iris codes used to train and test the neural network is shown in Table 1. From 

LG2200 and CASIA Lamp databases are extracted three iris codes to train and another three iris codes to 

test the PNN neural network. An exception is being made for CASIA Interval, for which only two iris 

codes are selected to form the test subset because, being a small database (only 2,639 eye images), the 

number of correct segmentation results that meet the EDE threshold condition is also small. 

 

The sets of iris codes (a set corresponding to all the correctly extracted segments from a database) are 

grouped, each, in three subsets: 

 

Table 1: The total number of final users, for each database, that was used for the PNN; ICtr columns show 

the number of iris codes selected for each individual user to train the PNN; ICte columns show the number 

of iris codes selected from each individual user to test the PNN, while the ICall columns show the total 

number of iris codes, selected from each database, that are used to train and test the PNN. 

 

 
E.D.E. ≤2 E.D.E.>2 E.D.E.=0 

users ICtr ICte ICall users ICtr ICte ICall users ICtr ICte ICall 

LG2200 623 3 3 3738 623 3 3 3738 623 3 3 3738 

CASIA 

Lamp 
623 3 3 3738 623 3 3 3738 520 3 3 3120 

CASIA 

Interval 
92 3 2 460 66 3 2 330 61 3 2 305 

 

1. one subset, S1, with all the IC that come from segmentation results with E.D.E. = 0; 

2. one subset, S2, with all the IC that come from segmentation results with E.D.E. ≤ 2 and 

3. one subset, S3, with all the IC that come from segmentation results with E.D.E. > 2.  

 

For CASIA Lamp and LG2200, since each person that contributed to forming these databases provided a 

great number of eye instances, we can form the subsets S2 and S3, for E.D.E. ≤ 2 and E.D.E. > 2, with IC 

that belong to the same persons. This allows seeing, comparatively, what the recognition results would 

be, in two scenarios:  

 

• a biometric system, with n users, that uses for identity recognition only those segmentation 

results that have the Eccentricity Detection Error below our selected E.D.E. threshold 

• a biometric system, with the same n users that, for some reason, utilizes only those segmentation 

results that have the Eccentricity Detection Error above our given value of E.D.E. threshold 

 

The rationale behind choosing here the value 2 as an E.D.E. threshold for S2 and S3 is that, between all 
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tested thresholds, it has offered an acceptable number of individuals (classes to learn by the neural 

network) with at least five or six iris codes for each value of the E.D.E. threshold. 

 

Also, the reason for choosing to form subsets with those iris codes that have null E.D.E., S1, is to see if 

the recognition results would be significantly better in comparison with the results obtained on the S2 and, 

of course, S3 subsets. At the moment, reducing the E.D.E. to the ideal value of zero seems impossible, 

especially since the trend in literature is to perform iris recognition in the wild. Iris recognition in the wild 

implies a lot of image noise and, therefore, imperfect segmentation results. 

 

Probabilistic Neural Network 
 

The influence of E.D.E. will be quantified by applying a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), Specht 

(1990). This neural network was previously used in other iris recognition tests, such as Chen (2009) and 

Sundaram (2011).  

 

 The architecture of a PNN neural network, shown in Fig. 6, is formed by the following three layers: 

 

1. An input layer. The iris codes presented at the input layer in Fig.6 are denoted by IC; 

2. A pattern layer, that stores all the iris templates used to train the neural network. The output of 

the pattern layer is computed according to the following exponential (3): 

( )
2

2

,

2σ

ICW

i

ji

eZ

−
−

=       (3) 

 

 

Fig. 6: The structure of a PNN network with n classes and 3 iris templates ( 3:1,,1,, == jniW ji ) 

stored for each class. IC stands for Iris Code. 

 

jiW ,  represents the iris templates, with ni ,1=  (n is the number of digital identities, or classes, learned by 

the PNN) and tj ,1=  (t is the number of iris templates stored for each class i). For all the tests presented 

here, the number of iris templates used for each class / user is 3.  
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3. A summation layer, which computes the final iris recognition score for each digital identity. This 

layer sums up the output results from the pattern layer: 

 

∑
=

=

t

j

ji Z
t

S

1

1
      (4)  

4. An output layer, (5), where the maximum recognition score, O, is selected from the ones 

obtained in the summation layer (4). In the scenario of a real iris biometric system, the class 

which provided the maximum recognition score will be considered the digital identity of a user 

who is trying to authenticate into the system. 

 

)(maxarg i
i

SO =       (5) 

 

Evaluation of Results 
 

The performance of a biometric system is measured by forming and evaluating the similarity of genuine 

and imposter comparison pairs. The pairs are formed with iris templates that are stored in the system 

database and with new iris codes – the new iris codes are results of a segmentation procedure applied 

during authentication. 

 

A genuine comparison pair is formed by an iris template and an iris code that belong to the same person, 

while an imposter comparison pair is formed with an iris template and an iris code that belong to 

different persons. The results of the comparisons will be the so-called genuine and imposter comparison 

scores, which are, generally, values between 0 and 1 and indicate the similarity between the iris code and 

the iris template that form a comparison pair. For a genuine comparison pair, the recognition score is 

desired to be as close as possible to 1, meaning that the two, the iris template and the iris code, are 

strongly similar. On the contrary, for an imposter comparison pair, the recognition score is desired to be 

 

Table 2: Minimum genuine comparison scores (columns min(Sg)) and the maximum imposter 

comparison scores (columns max(Si)). The dist. columns represent the distances (width of the 

separation band) between min(Sg) and max(Si). 

 

 
E.D.E.>2 E.D.E.≤2 E.D.E. = 0 

max(Si) min(Sg) dist. max(Si) min(Sg) dist. max(Si) min(Sg) dist. 

LG2200 0.6824 0.7333 0.0509 0.6314 0.7333 0.1019 0.6275 0.7333 0.1058 

CASIA Lamp 0.6471 0.7294 0.0823 0.6392 0.7333 0.0941 0.6314 0.7294 0.098 

CASIA 

Interval 
0.6275 0.7333 0.1058 0.6235 0.7373 0.1138 0.6235 0.7412 0.1177 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 7: Genuine and imposter comparison scores obtained for LG2200 at a) E.D.E.>2, b) E.D.E.≤2 

and c) E.D.E. = 0. 

 

as close as possible to 0 (strongly different).  

 

These genuine and imposter comparison scores can be visually evaluated by plotting them in the same 

figure. It is desired, of course, to have no overlaps between the two score distributions, which would 

mean that the biometric system has a full and correct perspective of all its users. Also, when the two 

distributions of scores don’t overlap, the two iris recognition metrics, namely the False Acceptance Rate, 

FAR, and the False Rejection Rate, FRR, are equal to zero. FAR is the rate of those cases when an 

imposter comparison pair obtains a recognition score that is higher than a given threshold for the 

biometric system. FRR, on the other hand, is the rate of those cases when a genuine comparison pair 

obtains a recognition score that is lower than the system’s threshold. For all the results presented here, 

these two recognition metrics are null. 

 

Results 

In order to ease the comparison between the recognition results, the minimum genuine scores and the 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8:  Genuine and imposter comparison scores obtained for CASIA Lamp V4 at a) E.D.E.>2, b) 

E.D.E.≤2 and c) E.D.E. = 0. 

maximum imposter scores are grouped in Table 2. These scores are also marked in the corresponding 

figures (Fig.7-9). The figures have on the axis of abscissae the obtained genuine (the plot, similar to a 

Gaussian, from the right of the figure) and the imposter (the plot, similar to a Gaussian, from the left of 

the figure) comparison scores. On the axis of ordinates are found the relative frequency of the imposter 

and genuine comparison scores. 

 

Each of the figures illustrates the artificial perception of the neural network regarding the learned  

digital identities. In all these figures, there are no overlaps between the genuine and imposter comparison 

scores. That means, of course, that the neural network used here is able to correctly classify new instances 

of the learned identities. That being said, the problem raised here is whether reducing the E.D.E. error as 

much as possible would lead to a more stable iris classifier. The answer is yes, by controlling the value of 

E.D.E. the iris recognition results can be controlled, to some extent, as well. However, an important 

observation that can be made at this point is that even though the recognition improvements are certain, 

these are not always significant. This means that the separation band between the minimum genuine score 

and maximum impostor score is, most of the times, only slightly increased (from the 2
nd

 decimal place).  

A safety or separation band is the interval from between the minimum genuine and maximum imposter 

scores. The size of each of the safety bands is found in Table 2, on the dist. column. 

 

By analyzing Table 2, where the minimum genuine scores, the maximum imposter scores and the 

difference between the two are stored, one can see that, overall, by reducing the E.D.E., the effect is an 

increased safety band. Interestingly, even though the widening of the separation band is shown once with 

decreasing the E.D.E., it seems that the best improvement is obtained by moving from E.D.E. > 2 to 
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E.D.E. ≤ 2, and not to EDE = 0. The fact that the most notable improvements are obtained from moving 

from S3 (E.D.E. > 2) to S2 (E.D.E. ≤ 2), and not from S2 to S1 (E.D.E. = 0) could be explained by the fact  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 9: Genuine and imposter comparison scores obtained for CASIA Interval V4 at a) E.D.E.>2, b) 

E.D.E.≤2 and c) E.D.E. = 0. 

that a part of S1 is already included in S2. 

 

From the visual analysis of the distribution of scores (Fig.7-9), the most important conclusion that can be 

drawn, apart from the increasing separation band that was already discussed, is that, once with the 

decreasing of the E.D.E., the genuine distribution of scores seem to be drawn more to the value 0.9. This 

is an indicator of the fact that, on the long term, a biometric system that takes into account the E.D.E. will 

be more stable and comfortable (for its users) to exploit. 

 

In contrast with the results reported by Hofbauer et al. (2016), for a very similar segmentation error 

(named here I.B.M.E.), all the test results presented in this article clearly indicate that the negative 

influence of E.D.E. is present, and that it might be helpful for the overall recognition accuracy of any iris 

biometric system if a module that uses a E.D.E. threshold is included in the biometric system as well. 

 

Conclusions and Future Works 

Iris segmentation is still a difficult problem in iris recognition and its quality can have a great influence 

on the overall behavior of an iris biometric system. In this article we can see the results of applying a 

neural network, PNN, on the iris codes obtained from iris images captured with different iris sensors. The 

iris codes involved in the tests are selected in such a way that the segmentation error, called Eccentricity 

Detection Error (E.D.E.), would have values greater or smaller than 2, or equal to 0. The general behavior 
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of the neural network on the utilized data indicates that it might be important to take into consideration 

the E.D.E. for any iris biometric system. 

 

The iris images utilized in our tests still have an amount of noise (eyelashes, small occlusions) that can be 

eliminated with noise masks and it would be interesting to see, in a future work, how the usage of such 

masks, in combination with different values of E.D.E., would influence the iris recognition results. 

Another interesting further analysis of this present work would be by applying different other available 

segmentation algorithms, in order to see if the E.D.E. is reproducible and, if so, how this affects the 

recognition results. The most important continuation of present work is, in our opinion, to implement a 

subroutine in an iris segmentation algorithm that would help us to automatically establish the 

segmentation accuracy based on a resulted E.D.E.  
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Abstract  
 

The present research correlates knowledge management and university education, determining the 

relationship between both. As a result of the research presented in this scientific contribution it is 

concluded that a more detailed strategic planning of knowledge management should be carried out since 

it is one of the most important elements in designing curricula for university education. 

Keywords: Knowledge management; University higher education; Challenges of the modern world 

Introduction 

 
 

Knowledge management, a term that emerged in the early 1990s, has become very popular in recent years 

and can be defined as the processes that guide the analysis, dissemination, use and transfer of experiences, 

information and knowledge among all members of an organization to generate value [1]. 

 

It is the task of developing and exploiting the tangible and intangible resources of a company's knowledge 

[2]. The tangible resources would be patents, licenses, information on customers, suppliers, products and 

competitors, research work, etc. The intangibles would be the knowledge and experiences of the 

employees, the know-how of the company, etc. [3]. 

 

However, knowledge management does not consist of the indiscriminate flow of information through an 

organization, since information is simply a set of data [4]. On the contrary, knowledge involves 

debugging and adding value to information, reaching a solution or decision in a real situation, and 

interpreting data within a context [5]. This transfer of knowledge and best practices is what really brings a 

differential value to the company compared to its competitors [6]. This type of management can bring 

great benefits to a company, such as cost reduction, decision-making time, etc. [7]. 
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In Fig. 1 an outline showing general dimensions of knowledge management is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1:  General dimensions of knowledge management. Source: Adapted from [8] 

 

In the development of the present investigation, the demand for a university education can be approached 

in terms of those who, having completed secondary education, materialize their desire to continue higher 

studies through their application to a higher educational institution. It is also possible to approximate the 

demand for higher education in terms of those who are considering the possibility of attending higher 

education, since not all those who enter an institution of higher education are enrolled in that institution. 

During the last 20 years in Spain, while demand for university education increased so too have the 

number of public and private universities, not only in regions where there was already a university 

education offer, but also in regions where there was previously no university [8]. In Spain, it was possible 

to see that social demands constituted a type of social stimulation of the process of knowledge 

management, determined by the nature of social needs and at different levels of problems: social, 

institutional, socio-psychological and individual [9]. 

 

In this way, the development of the knowledge of society is identifiable by the needs of that society, 

serving the scientific production of stimulus to the development of knowledge (which is a consequence 

not only of the avidity of the knowledge of the researchers but of the daily problems that arise in society) 

[10]. On the other hand, it is feasible to distinguish a set of accumulated knowledge that has certain 

organization, that is, a certain type of predominant knowledge. It can be affirmed that each type of social 

stimulation of knowledge responds, in a process of contradictions, to a certain type of knowledge [11]. 

The change in the type of social stimulation usually precedes the type of knowledge [12]. The 

transformation of the types of social stimulation and types of knowledge forms a spiral of development, in 

which one can appreciate the singular, the particular and the general in their dialectical relationship [13]. 

In this way, the knowledge management is related to the contents that are transmitted and developed in 

the university [14]. 

 

In Fig. 2 an outline showing the value chain of knowledge management for educational purposes is shown 

[15]. 
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Figure 2: Value chain of knowledge management. Source: [15]

 

Based on the aforementioned, we arrive at the following research problem:

 

• To what extent does knowledge management as a component of social development enhance 
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imposed by the very essence of the institution. That is why there must be a defence and solidarity and 

reciprocal protection between the University and society.
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higher education. This is because, thanks to the knowledge of universities, they manage innovation, create 

more efficient organizational routines, business growth, sustainability, adaptive capacities to the 

environment, etc. and all these provide more successful 
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intended to introduce a change in organizational culture, there are a number of factors that can be an 
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This is very important because there is a correlation between knowledge management and university 

education. This is because, thanks to the knowledge of universities, they manage innovation, create 

more efficient organizational routines, business growth, sustainability, adaptive capacities to the 

products, excellent professionals and a quality 

It is justified in its theoretical aspect since the management of knowledge is, therefore, the planned and 

se competitiveness 

through the best use and creation of resources of individual and collective knowledge. Knowledge 

management has much to do with, among other factors, intangible assets, organizational learning, human, 

Finally, it is justified in its methodological aspect, since every time it is 

intended to introduce a change in organizational culture, there are a number of factors that can be an 

ure organizations in the use of 
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Materials and Methods 

This research on the relationship between "knowledge management" and "higher education university" in 

the development of a society is an empirical research, because it is a fact that happens in our society, and 

applied, because the problem will be faced by proposing alternative solutions. The level of research is 

explanatory because we seek to know the causal factors that explain our research problem. The basic 

design of this research is non-experimental-transectional-explanatory correlational. 

 

It is non-experimental, because there will be no tests; that is, in this investigation the variables will not be 

manipulated. It is transectional, because our object of study is going to be analyzed over a certain period 

of time. It is correlational explanatory, because it seeks to find evidence of how independent variable 

knowledge management enhances university higher education. 

 

Results 

Cooperation between Spanish universities and the industrial world should be intensified and focused on 

an orientation towards innovation, the creation of new enterprises and, more generally, the transfer and 

dissemination of knowledge. Faced with the growing tendency of companies to outsource their research 

activities to the best universities, the university context is increasingly competitive. 

 

This reorganization is reflected, on the one hand, in the increasing diversification and specialization of 

knowledge and the emergence of ever more specific and precise fields of research and teaching 

specialties; on the other hand, the academic world needs to adapt urgently to the interdisciplinary nature 

of the issues raised by the major problems of society, such as sustainable development, new diseases, risk 

management, etc. However, the activities of universities, particularly in terms of teaching, tend to 

maintain their organization according to the traditional system of disciplines. The Spanish university must 

respond to the new needs in education and training that emerge with the knowledge economy and society, 

and especially the growing need for scientific and technical education, transversal competences and 

lifelong learning possibilities.  

 

In general terms, career prospects in Spanish universities are limited and quite uncertain. In addition to the 

economic factors in Spain, the excellence of universities in research and teaching must be improved, as 

this is the only way to achieve greater openness of their universities abroad and to be able to think about 

their attractiveness at an international level. 

  

Discussion  

The management of knowledge in university institutions of higher education is a phenomenon that is 

becoming increasingly aware of what cannot yet be described as a field of knowledge and practice already 

constituted. Hence the relevance of analyzing in what context and for what purpose the elements present 

in the process of its constitution and how they are incorporated into the educational field and the 

university organizations are historically originated. 

 

We can see that there is widespread access to information and communication technologies and that there 

is a clear relationship with the knowledge economy. Therefore, it is expected that knowledge management 

is a determining factor in reproducing and perhaps sharpening the differences and inequities between 

universities and their modalities, between those that manage to incorporate processes and technologies of 

knowledge management and those that do not do it.  

 

To understand the management of knowledge in the Spanish university, it is proposed to adopt an 

epistemological perspective that considers knowledge as action, in an organizational learning model 

(performance through learning) whose central purpose is the improvement of performance and the 
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achievement of results. An epistemological perspective in which the dimensions of knowledge as 

representation (know what) and of knowing as action (know how) are recognized. 

 

Conclusions 

1. It is proved that knowledge management as a component of social development satisfactorily 

enhances university higher education in the development of a society. 

2. This implies not only an approach in the development of knowledge management systems, but we are 

faced with a multifaceted field and perspectives since knowledge management is a dynamic and 

continuous organizational phenomenon, constituted by various processes with varied characteristics 

and focus of interest. 

3. Similarly, in the sense that the influence of the management of human talent in the promotion of 

university higher education in the development of a society is significant, this implies that 

information and communication technologies can and should be used to extend the management of 

knowledge beyond the traditional scope of storage, retrieval and distribution of codified and 

systematized knowledge. 

After carrying out the research presented here, it was concluded that the Spanish university student has 

the necessary competences to develop and use his own knowledge tools and that the know-how as 

cognitive competence is directly related to university higher education in the development of a society. 
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Abstract 

An effective relationship between business processes and their relevant strategies helps enterprises 

achieve their goals. As a business organisation changes quickly, business processes implement their 

relevant business operations for efficiency. It is important to know which business process achieves 

which business strategies dynamically. To the best of our knowledge, there exists a framework which 

aims to automatically determine the strategy-process relationship (Morrison et al. 2011). However, 

this framework can only work when the effect of the business process is known, but it is difficult to 

determine such effect accurately. Moreover, by optimising business processes to satisfy business 

strategies, higher efficiency may be achieved but there is a high chance of losing discriminative 

information. It therefore creates certain level of uncertainty in achieving accurate strategy-process 

relationship. To reduce this uncertainty and determine the relationship accurately between business 

processes and their relevant strategies as defined by business domain experts, in this paper, we 

introduce a rule-based inference model. This model not only helps business organisations realize 

which business processes need to be involved for the organisation to achieve their goals when 

strategies are made, but also reduces the possibility of losing important details from business process 

optimisation. We have developed a business case to validate our proposed model and the results show 

that our model can infer the relation accurately for each rule defined for the related business case. 

 

Keywords: rule base, inference model, business process, business strategy. 

 

Introduction 

According to traditional thoughts, effective strategic plans help enterprises to achieve their goals. 

However, in an era of intense competition, great strategic plans are not sufficient enough for 

enterprises to achieve their goals. While business goals are on the long run, business strategies are 

more specific and they help enterprises having a better view of what to do. To achieve goals in the 

strategic plans, enterprises need to know what to do and where (or when) to start based on their 

strategies and thereby, transferring strategies to specific actions which are well defined in business 

processes is one of the most important steps for strategy deployment. 

 

In general, business strategies can be divided into three main groups (i) the strategies for the 

improvement of an existing system (e.g., a strategy for increasing the number of customers using 

shopping online services), (ii) the strategies for repairing loopholes of the existing system (e.g., a 

strategy for fixing security loopholes in banking system) and (iii) the strategies for a new investment 

(e.g., a strategy for a new product launch). As seen from these examples, each strategy includes their 

expected outcomes. These outcomes are done by executing a list of actions and tasks which come 

from business processes. A business process typically includes a series of coordinated events (or 

activities) across a number of functional elements of an enterprise and it is executed by stakeholders 

(or customers). 
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With the purpose of improving the connectivity between strategies and processes, the term "strategic 

alignment" has been defined and it has attracted a large number of researchers from the relevant 

research community for many years. Strategic alignment may refer to a broad definition and it is 

relevant to many aspects of an enterprise (Gerow et al. 2015). However, it is mainly defined based on 

two points of views. Firstly, strategic alignment refers to how information technology (IT) aligns 

with business needs (Almajali et al. 2011) (e.g., how to develop IT systems and determine their roles 

in order to suit with business strategies). Secondly, strategic alignment is also mentioned as a 

technique where the bridge communication between strategies and processes is built and described 

(Morrison et al. 2011). Although, these two definitions sound different, they complement each other 

and there exists several important common aspects. That is, business strategies normally come from 

business departments, whereas business processes are generally run under the support of IT. The 

strategic alignment mentioned in this paper mainly concentrates on the second view, i.e., the 

coherence between strategies and process models. To avoid confusion, in this paper, the term 

“strategy-process relationship” is used instead of using “strategic alignment”. 

 

Business strategies and processes are the core elements in any enterprise in order to achieve their 

goals. The goals will not be able to reach if business processes are not reflecting business strategies 

and vice versa. A number of studies have proven that a strong connection between strategies and 

processes can bring huge advantages to an enterprise (Madu 2013, Rosemann et al. 2015, Grabowska 

et al. 2015). For example, to achieve the goals “increase customer satisfaction and reduce the number 

of staff”, a part of the business processes for customer service from Jetstar Airways (jetstar.com) has 

been transferred from manual job to automated processes such as virtual staff working on their 

website. These automated processes allow Jetstar’s customers to find suitable answers for their 

queries via virtual staff without waiting in a long queue to talk to real staff. As a result, instead of 

letting their customers wait for a long time to receive a response, these automated processes help 

Jetstar Airways not only reduce the number of staff working on phone, but also increase the customer 

satisfaction as their customers are able to find the information they need within an acceptable amount 

of time. Another example, to increase the accuracy of aircraft control and reduce the stress of pilots 

during flights, especially in the long-haul services, Boeing and Airbus have embedded process 

automation into their planes with the purpose of supporting pilots during take-off and landing (Freed 

2017). 

 

To make sure that all processes run smoothly whilst still satisfying a number of business strategies, 

the main objective is that a business process needs to be appropriate and updated so that they fit 

accordingly. As mentioned above, a business process typically contains a series of (automatic and 

manual) activities and interactions between stakeholders and customers. This leads to the complexity 

of managing them. Therefore, executing them under the roof of business strategies as well as finding 

the loopholes in the strategies of regulatory compliance is always difficult. 

 

Although a number of studies and techniques have been introduced in order to help enterprises 

transferring from their strategies to processes, still there are gaps existing in the interaction between 

business strategies and processes. The results and findings that are claimed from the studies and those 

collected from practices normally do not match (Chou et al. 2015; Queiroz 2017). Additionally, they 

are not flexible enough to apply in different systems. This is because each methodology was 

developed only for a specific individual system. Furthermore, most of them still rely on the concept 

of string comparison. Several of works have claimed that their methodologies have improved 

correctness of process models by analysing business rules (Morrison et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2014). 

However, the rules used in their implementation are limited. As a consequence, no evidence is shown 

that the methodologies still give expected outcome in complicated practical business environments. 

The flexibility and adaptability of these studies are still low because they are only suitable for 

applying to selected scenarios. As a consequence, this leads to incompetence to adapt with the rapid 

changes and the complexity of real business environments. Uncertainty and imprecision in defining 

the effect of a process may make the system unsuitable to real world applications. To reduce this 

uncertainty, establishing the relationship between processes and strategies based on rule-based 

inference model appear to be one of the most suitable techniques to business. 
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This paper proposes to achieve the purpose above. That is, introducing a rule-based inference model 

that can establish a relationship between strategies and processes. While “rule-based” heuristics have 

been applied to a number of applications, they have not been considered in regards with discovering 

the relationship between business processes and strategies. Hence, the proposed inference model 

introduced in this paper helps bridging the gap between strategies and processes in a new way. The 

proposed inference model in this paper is developed with the purpose of finding the business strategy 

and its relevant processes based on the rule-based inference. This is developed from the relevant facts 

and annotations. A set of business strategies and processes are related to each other only if they 

satisfy the defined rules in the knowledge base. 

 

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 summarizes notable methodologies which are 

relevant to the relationship between business strategies and processes. The proposed inference model 

and its implementation are described in Section 3 and 4. A concluded remark with future research 

challenges is provided in Section 5. 

 

Related works 

To improve the effectiveness of the connection between business strategies and processes, all studies 

in this field have focused on the three main objectives: 

(i) To clarify which business process need to involve once a business strategy starts running  

(ii) To avoid developing duplicated business processes  

(iii) To examine if a business process is following regulatory compliance and strategy  

 

When a new business strategy is released, a list of business processes is assigned in order to execute 

the tasks that support the business strategy to be successful. Which business processes should be 

involved in this list? Is it necessary to develop a new process if an approximate similar process will 

be found in the enterprise system? To answer these questions, the objectives (i) and (ii) have attracted 

research community at most. 

 

To choose the right business processes as well as to avoid duplicated business process development, a 

large number of studies have been introduced. Semantic techniques have been arisen as the most 

popular solutions to achieve all three objectives. According to the concept of semantic techniques, 

each process is analysed and tagged by several of semantic labels. These labels may refer to what 

tasks the process is responsible to and what are the expected outcomes from the process. These labels 

are developed depending on the graphical languages of semantic techniques and they play a role like 

a communication between business strategies and processes (Delfmann et al. 2015; Becker et al. 

2016). Semantic techniques for process labels also help to handle compliance gap detection. 

However, applying semantic techniques for process labels suffers from several drawbacks. A typical 

example is, finding the relevance between business strategies and processes as well as detecting the 

gaps of regulatory compliance need to go through the semantic labels, the execution can take time 

without giving a correct outcome if the semantic labels belong to businesses processes or a regulatory 

compliance are not defined (Fellmann et al. 2015). 

 

As semantic techniques for label models have shortcomings, researchers have tried another way to 

solve this issue. Dinh et al. (2015) have considered business context instead of only applying 

semantic information. Moreover, the concept of adding annotation into processes has been published 

earlier and its advantages have been proven by studies and practices (Hinge et al. 2009; Fellmann et 

al. 2015). Governatori et al. (2008) has found that the objective (iii) can be reached by process 

formalization based on semantic annotations. Fellman et al. (2011, 2015) has also described each 

annotation belongs to process model is associated with its selection of formal ontologies. In this case, 

the regulations are represented by formal ontologies. The main purpose of developing the relationship 

between them is not only to check the correctness of the model but also to make sure that the model 

evolution is appropriate Fellman et al. (2011, 2015). 
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However, considering only those elements belong to process models may lead to lack of capturing 

business rules (Wang et al. 2014). Therefore, several studies have been focused on embedding 

business rules into the relationship between business processes and strategies (Morrison et al. 2011; 

Governatori et al. 2012). In Morrison et al (2011), business rules are executed based on the 

annotations of processes and a set of strategies. These rules are then used as a buffer step with the 

aim of minimizing the set of business processes, in regards to achieve a particular strategy. 

Alternatively, regulations are transformed and computerized into rules. Annotated process models are 

then checked via the connection between annotation of process and the representation of rules 

(Governatori et al. 2012). The difficulties to manage the collections of processes increase 

significantly due to the lack of associated tools. Therefore, Dallilo et al (2014) has introduced a 

multi-layered approach in order to make a link between strategies and process models. 

 

The examples described above show that it is important to find a relationship between business 

strategies and processes. A business strategy can only be successful if a company knows where to 

start their plan, where to improve and invest. For this, a rule-based inference model is essential as it 

allows the incorporation of rules by domain experts and can handle uncertainty in an effective and 

efficient manner. To our knowledge, there exists no such rule-based inference model to find which 

processes relate to which strategies in this area. 

 

Proposed Inference Model 

Because of the fact that many loopholes still exist in the current studies as mentioned in Section 2, the 

methodology presented here is a breakthrough in business process management. The proposed 

inference model is an initial idea for the future research trends in regards to managing processes and 

strategies based on rules in the knowledge base. This will enable a business to determine the 

fulfilment of objectives considering the activities executed through its business processes. 

 

The purposes of the model are: 

 

• to find the business strategy and its relevant processes based on the rule-based inference 

which is developed from facts and annotations. 

• to generate the list of strategies and processes considering their facts and annotations 

respectively that makes given rules to satisfy or fire. 

 

Figure 1 describes a schematic diagram of the inference model. As shown in Figure 1, the inference 

model obtains the strategies with their corresponding facts and the processes with their corresponding 

annotations. Annotations are the information of a business process. Facts are the results of a strategy. 

A process may belong to many strategies and a strategy may need many processes to be executed. 

Using the reasoning process, the proposed inference model produces the processes and their relevant 

strategies. As expected, inference results establish many-to-many relationship between processes and 

its strategies. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed inference model 
 

A key action or an effect of a process is represented by an annotation. Whereas, facts express 

strategies in brief terms. Note, a process may contain a lot of annotations and a strategy may have 

many facts. Each annotation may belong to more than one process and each fact may belong to more 

than one strategy. When a stakeholder gives an input which has two parts (i) Antecedent condition 

(including annotations connected by logical operators) and (ii) Consequent condition (including facts 

connected by logical operators), a list of strategies and their relevant processes are returned. This is 

done based on the rule-based inference execution. All these steps are required to work on a collection 

of processes and strategies which are provided from knowledge base as seen in Figure 1 and 

Algorithm 1: 

 

Algorithm 1: 

Input:  R: ac → fc 

ac = Antecedent condition of rule R involving annotations and logical operators 

fc = Consequent condition of rule R involving facts and logical operators 

a = List of annotations = [a1, a2, a3, …, an] 

f = List of facts = [f1, f2, f3, …, fm] 

p = List of business processes = [p1, p2, p3, …, pk] 

s = List of business strategies = [s1, s2, s3, …, sl] 

 

1: if (┐ac ∨ fc) then 

2:  use process_of (pi, ai) 

3:  when 

4:   for each ai in the given annotation list a 

5:    annotation_of  (ai, pi) 

6:  use strategy_of (sj, fj) 

7:  when 

8:   for each fj in the given fact list f 

9:    fact_of  (fj, sj) 

10:  use inference_process_strategy (pi, sj) 

11:  when 

12:   for each pi of the process_of (pi, ai) 

13:   for each sj of the strategy_of(sj, fj) 

 

 

In this algorithm, ac is antecedent condition containing a list of annotations and fc is consequent 

condition containing a list of facts. The elements in each condition are combined with logical 

operators such as ∧ and ∨ which represent AND and OR respectively. Based on the theoretical 

principles, the rule “R: ac → fc” is not satisfied only if the antecedent condition outputs TRUE 
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whereas the consequent condition returns FALSE. According to logical implication and based on the 

outcomes of antecedent and consequent conditions, the rule satisfaction decisions are given in Table 

1. Our proposed system takes the input of a rule, i.e., antecedent and consequent conditions and then 

evaluates them. After that it evaluates the rule (step 1 of the Algorithm). 

 

In Algorithm 1, the process_of (pi, ai) is generated based on step 2 to step 5. Similarly, strategy_of (sj, 

fj) is generated based on step 6 to step 9. Finally, the inference model generates 

inference_process_strategy (pi, sj) using the outcomes of process_of (pi, ai) and strategy_of (sj, fj) 

(steps 10 – 13). 

 

Table 1: Rule satisfaction decision 

 

Antecedent Condition (ac) Consequent Condition (fc) ac →→→→ fc 

1 (TRUE) 1 (TRUE) 1 (TRUE) 

1 (TRUE) 0 (FALSE) 0 (FALSE) 

0 (FALSE) 1 (TRUE) 1 (TRUE) 

0 (FALSE) 0 (FALSE) 1 (TRUE) 

 

In Table 1, if the antecedent condition returns FALSE and consequent condition is TRUE, or both 

antecedent and consequent conditions are FALSE, then the rule is still satisfied. This is also 

considered in our model to execute any rule a user wants, an option to input a rule into the system is 

provided in the proposed model. The evaluation process of a rule entered by a user is shown in Figure 

2. The specific example in this figure represents how a rule is being satisfied based on the given 

annotations and facts. The corresponding annotations and facts of antecedent and consequent 

conditions are replaced by 1 (TRUE) if they are found in knowledge base otherwise they are replaced 

with 0 (FALSE). 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Pictorial representation of rule-based inference 

 

As mentioned in Algorithm 1, the structure of the rule is an implication of antecedent and consequent 

conditions. The antecedent condition comprises of annotations called Ai. Whereas the consequent 

condition comprises of facts called Fj. Note that, i and j are finite and range from 1 to n for 

annotations and from 1 to m for facts. The annotations and facts of each side are connected by logical 

operators such as AND (∧) and OR (∨). The antecedent condition is given as [(A1 ∧ A2) ∨ A3]. It is 

assumed that A1 and A2 are found in knowledge base whereas A3 is not. Therefore, the condition is 

equivalent to [(1 ∧ 1) ∨ 0]. By evaluating the condition, it outputs '1'. Similarly, for consequent 

condition which is given as [(F1 ∨ F2 ∨ F4 ) ∧ F3]. Also, assume that F2 and F3 exist in the knowledge 

base while F1 and F4 are not. The condition is then equivalent to [(0 ∨ 1 ∨ 0) ∧ 1], and therefore after 
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evaluation, it returns '1'. As both antecedent and consequent conditions are evaluated as '1', the rule is 

satisfied. After this, outcome including a series of processes and strategies are returned. 

 

Case Study  

The above inference model has been implemented using Pyke package (pyke.sourceforge.net) in 

Python environment. Pyke is built in Python environment and known as an artificial intelligence tool 

like Prolog (swi-prolog.org) to develop an expert system. This helps to develop a knowledge base for 

inference model. Our proposed model is validated by considering a business case of a retail 

supermarket. All the relevant processes of an enterprise computing system and the strategies to meet 

the business objectives are determined after consultation with the enterprise business experts. As 

mentioned in Section 3, a key action or an effect of a process is represented by an annotation, while 

facts express a strategy in brief terms. The annotations of each process and the facts of each strategy 

are also developed manually considering the selected enterprise computing and the business 

organisation, respectively. Table 2 shows the processes and their corresponding annotations, while 

the strategies and their facts are presented in Table 3. 

 

For example, the aim of the process “Pricing” is to set a price for a product or service, so the effect 

for this process is defined as “FinalPrice”. So “FinalPrice” becomes annotation of the process 

“Pricing” (P1) as shown in Table 2. Similarly, the target of the strategy “Lowering the cost of 

planning” is to increase customer satisfaction (HappyCustomer), to impose minimum retail price 

(LowRetailPrice) and thereby to achieve LowRetailPrice, cost reduction in manufacturing 

(LowProductionCost) is needed. Hence “HappyCustomer”, “LowRetailPrice” and 

“LowProductionCost” become facts for strategy (S1) in Table 3. 

 

Table 2: Knowledge Base for Processes and Annotations 
 

Process Annotation Process Annotation 

Pricing (P1) FinalPrice Sales/Order 

entry (P9) 

OrderStatus 

Delivery 

Business planning 

(P2) 

ProductPlanning 

SupplierPolicy 

StorePlanning 

StaffPolicyDeveloping 

StafetyPolicyExecute 

InternshipProgramDeveloping 

Advertising/ 

promotion 

(P10) 

ProductPlanning  

PromotionPlanning 

Inventory 

management (P3) 

ProductPlanning 

InventoryPlanning 

StorePlanning 

Distribution 

(P11) 

ProductPlanning 

StorePlanning 

Product scheduling/ 

planning (P4) 

ProductPlanning Purchasing 

(12) 

SupplierPolicy 

Product design/ 

development (P5) 

ProductPlanning Marketing 

Research 

(P13) 

ProductPlanning 

StorePlanning 

Quality management 

(P6) 

StorePlanning 

Productplanning 

Personnel 

management 

(P14) 

StaffPolicyDeveloping 

SafetyPolicyExecute 

InternshipProgramDeveloping 

Customer service 

(P7) 

Feedback 

Membership  

Communication 

Refund 

 SalaryPayment 

RecruitmentPlanning 

Invoicing/billing 

(P8) 

Invoice   
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In Table 2, a process may contain only one annotation (e.g., the process "Pricing" has only one 

annotation "FinalPrice") or more than one annotation (e.g. the process "Business planning" has six 

annotations "ProductPlanning", "SupplierPolicy", "StorePlanning", "StaffPolicyDeveloping", 

"StafetyPolicyExecute", "InternshipProgramDeveloping"). Similarly, an annotation may belong to 

only one process (e.g., the annotation "Invoice" belongs to only one process "Invoicing/billing")  or 

more than one process (e.g., the annotation "ProductPlanning" belongs to eight processes "Business 

planning", "Inventory management", "Product scheduling/planning", "Product design/development", 

"Quality management", "Advertising/Promotion", "Distribution", and "Marketing research"). 

 

In the similar way, for Table 3, a strategy may comprise of only one fact such as the strategy "Long-

term partnership" has only the fact "ReliableSupplier", or more than one fact (e.g., the strategy 

"Lowering the cost planning" has three facts "HappyCustomer", "LowRetailPrice", 

"LowProductionCost"). Furthermore, a fact may belong to only one strategy such as the fact 

"SavingEnergy" belongs to only one strategy "Natural Refrigerants", or more than one strategy (e.g., 

the fact "LowRetailPrice" belongs to four strategies "Lowering the cost planning", "Maintaining great 

quality of own brands", "Developing an innovative and unique product", and "Growing exclusive 

brands"). 

 

Table 3: Knowledge Base for Strategies and Facts 

 

Strategy Fact Strategy Fact 

Lowering the cost of 

planning (S1) 

HappyCustomer 

LowRetailPrice 

LowProductionCost 

Opening first online 

standalone store (S13)  

HappyCustomer 

NewChannelsServices 

 

Maintaining great quality of 

own brands (S2) 

HappyCustomer 

LowRetailPrice 

GoodService 

SufficientQuantity 

ProductQuality 

Promotion 

Expending into new 

channels and services 

(S14)  

 

HappyCustomer 

NewChannelsServices 

Building strong, 

collaborative partnership 

with suppliers (S3) 

ReliableSupplier Bringing together 

diverse backgrounds 

(S15) 

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

SafetyPolicy 

InternshipProgram 

Long-term partnership (S4) ReliableSupplier Launching first 

accessibility action 

plan (S16) 

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

SafetyPolicy 

InternshipProgram 

Offering fresh product to 

customers (S5) 

HappyCustomer 

ProductQuality 

Increasing the number 

of women in leadership 

(S17) 

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

SafetyPolicy 

InternshipProgram 

Improve the quality and 

availability of fresh food 

(S6) 

HappyCustomer 

ProductQuality 

SufficientQuantity 

Supporting indigenous 

team members (S18) 

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

SafetyPolicy 

InternshipProgram 

Long standing suppliers 

(S7) 

ProductQuality 

SufficientQuantity 

LowWholesalePrice 

LowProductionCost 

ReliableSupplier 

Maintaining a safe 

workplace (S19) 

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

SafetyPolicy 

InternshipProgram 

Developing an innovative 

and unique product (S8) 

HappyCustomer 

ProductQuality 

LowRetailPrice 

Promotion 

Maintaining graduate 

program (S20) 

 

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

SafetyPolicy 

InternshipProgram 

Improving store network 

across all own brands (S9) 

HappyCustomer 

OrderPolicy 

ConvinientStore 

StoreDecoration 

Natural refrigerants 

(S21)  

 

ProductQuality 

SavingEnergy 
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Making shopping easier and 

simpler for customers (S10) 

HappyCustomer 

OrderPolicy 

ConvinientStore 

StoreDecoration 

Growing exclusive 

brands (S22) 

 

HappyCustomer 

ProductQuality 

LowRetailPrice 

Creating bigger, brighter 

stores with new features 

(S11) 

HappyCustomer 

OrderPolicy 

ConvinientStore 

StoreDecoration 

More bonuses instead 

of salary increase 

(S23)  

HappyStaff 

StaffPolicy 

IncentiveBonusPolicy 

New-look liquor-land stores 

(S12) 

HappyCustomer 

OrderPolicy 

ConvinientStore 

StoreDecoration 

  

 

As mentioned in Section 3, a process is annotated and a strategy is linked with fact manually. Hence, 

the annotations and facts in this case study are assumed and produced. Using those annotations and 

facts, a list of rules are developed to establish the relationships between processes and their relevant 

strategies. For instance, in a rule R1: (FinalPrice ∧ ProductPlanning ∧ StorePlanning) → 

(HappyCustomer ∧ LowRetailPrice ∧ LowProductionCost), the right side of the rule is a consequent 

condition, i.e., the outcomes an enterprise aims to achieve, such as in this case increasing customer 

satisfaction, reducing retail price and production cost. The left side of the rule is an antecedent 

condition, i.e., to reach all targets in the consequent condition, what relevant actions an enterprise 

must take. For example, the relevant actions in the rule R1 are setting new low price for products, 

modifying the plans for manufacturing products and re-organising stores to reduce the cost. These 

rules are shown in Table 4. We have executed each rule using our proposed inference model for the 

knowledge base shown in Tables 2 and 3. After executing our inference model, the processes and 

their relevant strategies produced by the model are shown in Table 4. 

 

For example, R1: (FinalPrice ∧ ProductPlanning ∧ StorePlanning) → (HappyCustomer ∧ 

LowRetailPrice ∧ LowProductionCost) 

 

After executing our inference model as described in Section 3 and Algorithm 1, the processes and 

their relevant strategies produced by the model are determined as follows: 

• Processes: {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P10, P11, P13}. 

• Relevant strategies: {S1, S2, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S22}. 

 

In this, {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P10, P11, P13} processes are related to {S1, S2, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, 

S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S22} strategies that is bounded by R1. 

 

For the validation, we have checked all processes and their relevant strategies produced for each rule 

listed in Table 4. We found that our model produced all inferences for all rules accurately. This can 

be done by looking at the processes listed in Table 2 and finding the strategies relevant to those 

processes in Table 3. In the above example, as the antecedent condition of the rule relates to price, 

product and store, our Algorithm 1 correctly selects P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P10, P11 and P13 in 

Table 2 which are related to those criteria “price, product and store”. The consequent condition of the 

rule identifies strategies listed in Table 3 that are relevant to customer, retail price and production 

cost. 

 

To achieve efficiency and competitive advantage, a business wants to keep their current good staff 

members and recruit new talent by executing new incentive and bonus strategies. To show how to 

incorporate new items or change the existing inference system, new annotations and a new strategy 

with its facts are added into Tables 2 and 3. These new items are highlighted in Italic in the last grey 

cells of the tables. For instance, SalaryPayment and RecruitmentPlanning are added as new 

annotations of the process P14.  StaffPolicy and IncentiveBonusPolicy are added as new facts into 

new strategy “More bonuses instead of salary increase (S23)”. Then, another rule (R11) is defined as 

below: 
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(StaffPolicyDeveloping ∧ SalaryPayment ∧ RecruitmentPlanning) → (HappyStaff ∧ StaffPolicy ∧ 

IncentiveBonusPolicy) 

 

After executing our inference model, our algorithm can pickup the new process and strategies as 

below: 

• Processes: P14 

• Relevant strategies: S15, S16, S17, S18, S19, S20, S23 

 

Table 4:  Case Study Results: process-strategy alignment after execution of each rule using 

annotation and facts defined in Table 2 & 3 

 

Rule 

No 
Rule 

Process-Strategy 

Relationship 
Rule 

No 
Rule 

Process-Strategy 

Relationship 

Process Strategy Process Strategy 

R1 

(FinalPrice ∧ 

ProductPlanning ∧ 

StorePlanning) → 

(HappyCustomer ∧ 

LowRetailPrice ∧ 

LowProductionCost)  

P1 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P10 

P11 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S9 

S10 

S11 

S12 

S13 

S14 

S22 

R6 

(InventoryPlanning   ∧ 

ProductPlanning  ∧ 

PromotionPlanning   ∧ 

StorePlanning)  → 

(HappyCustomer   ∧ 

ProductQuality   ∧ 

LowRetailPrice   ∧ 

Promotion) 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P10 

P11 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S9 

S10 

S11 

S12 

S13 

S14 

S21 

S22 

R2 

((Feedback ∨ 

Membership ∨ 

Communication ∨ 

Refund ∨ Invoice ∨ 

Delivery) ∧ 

ProductPlanning ∧ 

PromotionPlanning  

FinalPrice ∧ 

StorePlanning) → 

(HappyCustomer ∧ 

LowRetailPrice ∧ 

GoodService ∧ 

SufficientQuantity ∧ 

ProductQuality ∧ 

Promotion) 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P7 

P8 

P9 

P10 

P11 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S9 

S10 

S11 

S12 

S13 

S14 

S21 

S22 

R7 

(Feedback  ∨ 

Membership  ∨ 

Communication  ∨ 

Refund  ∨ Invoice  ∨ 

Delivery)   ∧ 

ProductPlanning   ∧ 

PromotionPlanning   ∧ 

StorePlanning   ∧ 

SupplierPolicy  → 

HappyCustomer   ∧ 

OrderPolicy   ∧ 

ConvenientStore   ∧ 

StoreDecoration 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P7 

P8 

P9 

P10 

P11 

P12 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S8 

S9 

S10 

S11 

S12 

S13 

S14 

S22 

R3 

(SupplierPolicy ∧ 

StorePlanning) → 

Reliable 

P2 

P6 

P11 

P12 

P13 

S3 

S4 

S7 

R8 

(Feedback  ∨ 

Membership  ∨ 

Communication ∨ 

Refund ∨ Invoice ∨ 

OrderStatus ∨ Delivery)  

∧ ProductPlanning   ∧ 

StorePlanning  → 

HappyCustomer   ∧ 

NewChannelsServices 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P7 

P8 

P9 

P10 

P11 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S8 

S9 

S10 

S11 

S12 

S13 

S14 

S22 
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R4 

(ProductPlanning ∧ 

PromtionPlanning ∧ 

StorePlanning) → 

HappyCustomer ∧ 

SufficientQuantity ∧ 

ProductQuality 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P10 

P11 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S9 

S10 

S11 

S12 

S13 

S14 

S21 

S22 

R9 

StaffPolicyDeveloping   

∧ StafetyPolicyExecute   

∧ InternshipProgram 

Developing  → 

HappyStaff   ∧ 

StaffPolicy   ∧ 

SafetyPolicy   ∧ 

InternshipProgram 

P14 

S15 

S16 

S17 

S18 

S19 

S20 

R5 

(SupplierPolicy ∧ 

StorePlanning ∧ 

ProductPlanning)  → 

(ProductQuality   ∧ 

SufficientQuantiy   

∧LowWholesalePrice   

∧ LowProductionCost   

∧ ReliableSupplier) 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

P10 

P11 

P12 

P13 

S1 

S2 

S3 

S4 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S21 

S22 

 

R10 

StorePlanning   ∧ 

ProductPlanning  → 

ProductQuality   ∧ 

SavingEnergy 

P2 

P3 

P5 

P6 

P10 

P11 

P12 

P13 

S2 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S21 

S22 

 

Conclusion 

The existing works in the literature on process-strategy alignment have shortcomings as discussed in 

this paper. Specifically, the methods proposed for strategy-process relationship are not flexible 

enough to apply in diverse systems; rather each was designed only for a single specific system. As 

shown in Section 2, due to the complexity of business processes and the ambiguity in using natural 

language for describing business strategies, it is difficult to determine strategy-process relationship 

between business processes and strategies. This also leads to huge uncertainty in discovering the 

relationship between business processes and their relevant strategies. In this paper, an inference 

model has been proposed to deal with those issues. The inference model based on business rules is 

aimed at establishing the relationship between processes and their relevant strategies via their 

annotations and facts. By considering annotations and facts from the rules defined by business 

experts, automatic determination can fill the gap of strategy-process relationship. Allocating 

annotations to each business process reduce complexity of business process, while business strategy 

standardization by using facts eases the ambiguity of business strategies. This has also proven its 

ability of coverage all important relationships between business processes and their relevant 

strategies by inference based on defined rules. The model has been implemented in Python 

environment and Pyke expert engine. The results produced by our proposed model considering a 

business case show that our model can accurately identify the relationships between business 

processes and their corresponding strategies automatically. 

 

The outcome of this research has high applicability in many cutting edge applications (e.g., drone, 

driverless car, industrial robotic systems). The proposed model mentioned here is currently applied to 

the specific scenario “Retail”, but with minor modification, it can be readily applied for the 

automation in any deployment environment where uncertainty exists because of the dynamic 

environmental changes. 
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Abstract  
 
To be successful in today’s rapid and complex changes, innovation is the only option for maintaining 

growth and competitiveness. Organizations actually need to become “smart”, i.e. internetworked, 

knowledge driven, learning as well as agile in their ability to create home-grown innovative ideas and 

exploit external opportunities. However, generating creative and useful ideas with the greatest bottom-

line potential for implementation remains a challenging and crucial organizational task. In order to 

improve innovation performance especially the good quality of submitted content, we suggest a novel 

system based on the integration of recommender systems. In this paper, we initially give an overview of 

organizational innovation and present the concept behind a smart organization. Then we identify the 

challenges in idea generation stage and present a new qualitative approach to overcome its limitations and 

be able to well-manage this stage. Next, we expand the global architecture of the suggested system which 

uses recommendation in the first key activity of the Front End of innovation, in order to assist 

organizations to improve their ways of generating new ideas. 
 

Keywords: Smart Organization, Innovation, Idea Generation, Recommender Systems, Architecture.   

 

Introduction 

 

The greatest challenge for any organization in today’s digital world is how best to manage and respond to 

change. The answer is innovation. Actually, innovation is the key driver to survive and being competitive. 

A challenge for organizations continuously embarking on the innovation journey is to be able to 

repeatedly generate new ideas (Bessant & Von Stamm, 2007). Ideas are a central ingredient of 

organizational life and ideation is an essential faculty that propels every day management action 

(Vandenbosch et al., 2006). Our works and researches in improving innovation are focused in the first 

key activity of the Front End of innovation especially idea generation in order to improve it and gather 

superior ideas. Idea generation is considered as one of the most crucial step in the early stage of 

innovation projects, but often given a limited attention (El Haiba et al., 2017). In this respect, the 

generation stage thus needs to be well-managed and requires well-developed mechanisms for searching 

and gathering a larger quantity of very high quality ideas. As a first step, a qualitative approach which 

gives guidelines for a better idea generation was developed. Then, a new system based on recommender 

systems that allows actors to submit new ideas and further improve them is proposed. Theoretical results 

indicate that the application of recommender system in this first stage can actually be possible and have 

different advantages. 

The motivation behind this work is to unleash the potential of employees by providing them a platform to 

both express and store a new idea and recommend them similar ideas with their respective context to 

combine ideas to form a better one. 
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The remainder of this article is structured as follows: The next section introduces the concept of smart 

organization while exploring a brief literature of the organization’s evolution. Section 3 defines the idea 

generation stage, discuss its challenges and presents the qualitative approach developed in order to meet 

the requirements of smart organizations and ensure the quality improvement of gathered ideas.  Section 4 

presents recommender systems and explores the architecture of the proposed system. Finally, we draw 

conclusions and indicate directions for future research in Section 5. 

 

Innovation in Smart Organization 
 

The main purpose of this section is to present an overview of organizational evolution and innovation, 

explain the concept behind smart organization and discuss innovation in such type of organizations. 

 

An Overview of Organizational Innovation  
 

There is a large, multi-disciplinary and diverse body of academic literature on innovation. Innovations 

can focus on different dimensions and so have different outcomes such as new products or services 

(product innovation), but also new production processes (process innovation) and new ways of organizing 

work (organizational innovation) (Koster et al., 2017). This sub-section focuses on innovation at the 

organizational level and discusses why innovation is important. 

 

The movement of transformation of organizations is still in progress with various economic 

developments, since the industrial economy to the economy of knowledge of today. This movement, in 

the last few years, was carried by two major evolutions: The first one concerns the rapid technological 

advancements, while the second is related to the new generation of young graduates new to the job 

market today, called Digital Natives (El Bassiti & Ajhoun, 2014; El Haiba et al., 2014). The table below 

briefly shown the principle organizational changes. 

 

Table 1: Organizational Comparison 
 

 Industrial age Digital age 

Economic environment Certainty, little change Uncertainty, highly dynamic 

Structure Hierarchical Internetworked 

Management Control Self-organizing 

Technology Task-oriented tools User-centered tools 

People Individual action Social participation 

Knowledge Generated by professionals Generated by users 

 
This transformations actually have lead organizations to be more responsive, to change quickly, adopt 

new ways for innovation and make in place an organizational innovation strategy in order to increase 

their chances of survival and prosperity.  

 

Organizational innovation can be defined as the introduction of something new (an idea, product, service, 

technology, process, and strategy) to an organization (Demircioglu, 2016). The notion “organizational 

innovation” denotes, in general, a mechanism applied by the organizations to adapt to changing 

conditions of competition, technological advancement and market expansion by producing newer 

products, techniques and systems (Razavi & Attarnezhad, 2013).  In other words, it’s the process that 

increases the organization capacity to learn and thrive in challenging times. Organizational innovation 

refers to new ways work can be organized, and accomplished within an organization to encourage and 

promote competitive advantage. It is also defined as the organizational capability to renovate ideas and 
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knowledge into new products, services or processes continuously for the benefit its stakeholders (Razavi 

& Attarnezhad, 2013). That’s actually means being innovative.  

 

Innovation is a means of changing an organization, whether as a response to changes in its internal or 

external environment or as a preemptive action taken to influence an environment (Demircioglu, 2016). 

Innovation involves a creative climate, learning, knowledge sharing, collaboration and risk taking. 

Furthermore, the ability of an organization to innovate is a pre-condition for the successful utilization of 

inventive resources and new technologies. Successful organizations not only respond to their current 

customer or organizational needs, but also anticipate future trends and develop an idea, product, service, 

process or tools that allows them to meet future demand rapidly and effectively.  

 

However, building a theory of organizational change and innovation within organizations becomes a 

critical survival skill when looking at predictions for how we will live, work, and communicate in the 

next few years. 

 

Smart Organization  
 

Smart organization, as a new organizational form, is actually the result of all transformations identified 

previously. This concept indeed arose from the need for organizations to respond to the increasingly 

changing business landscape in dynamic, innovative and smarter ways. The term “smart organization” is 

therefore used for organizations that are knowledge-driven, internetworked, dynamically adaptive to new 

organizational forms and practices, learning as well as agile in their ability to create and exploit the 

opportunities offered by the new economy (Filos & Banahan, 2001).  

 

Wiig (2000) identified intelligent organizations as organizations that act effectively in the present and 

have the ability to deal effectively with the challenges of the future. It’s also defined as an organization 

replete with technology and people interacting with dynamism and timeliness (Sarlak, 2010). They indeed 

offers hyper-connectivity to enable new services and increase the effectiveness of collaboration utilizing 

more intelligent applications and tools for collaborative work, information exchange and holistic 

development of both product and service engineering. Technologically, it marks the presence of social 

networks, internet of things, artificial intelligence and big data. Atos (2011) noted that the smart 

organization is based on three main axes: knowledge development, operations, and communication.  

 

On the basis of these definitions, we can extract the principle components that describe and characterize a 

smart organization: 
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Fig

Talking about innovation in this kind of organizations is obvious but talking 

is more relevant and appropriate. In other words and in this context, it is no longer a question to talk 

about innovation, but being innovative in a smarter way and with a high level of quality. Despite the fact 

of being smart, innovation is not something that happens overnight. It's important to understand that good 

innovation is not always random; but structured and well managed. Furthermore organizations who want 

to develop and maintain high levels of innovation need a consist

ideas (Elerud-Tryde & Hooge, 2014

innovation in smart organizations is knowing how to fill a pipeline with great qualitative ideas and keep it 

full at all times; as without good ideas genuine innovation is actually hard to reach. Organizations that are 

able to do this stay fresh and ahead of their competition.

idea generation stage as one of the most important 

 

Toward A Qualitative Approach 
 

The main purpose of this section is to define the idea generation stage, discuss the ideation challenges and 

present the suggested approach developed for idea generation quality 

 

Idea Generation in Idea Management Systems 
 

With the rapid change of the social

than ever to create new and better products and services faster. To do so, they need to cultiv

of innovation, and the best way to do that is through idea management. Idea management is an integrated 

part - the first part - of the innovation process, during which ideas are gathered, evaluated and prioritized 

in a structured process. By contrast, idea generation represents the first part of this process.

 

Idea generation, also called ideation, is the creative stage where new ideas are gathered and/or new 

opportunities identified. It’s generally defined as the process of creating ideas whi

concrete, or visual. Idea generation is often recognized as one of the highest leverage point for an 

organization (Toubia, 2006). Indeed, competitive advantage depends heavily on the ability of 

organizations to capitalize on their employees’ ideas firstly as well as to support and maintain creativity 

 

Fig. 1:  Smart Organization Components 

Talking about innovation in this kind of organizations is obvious but talking about quality of innovation 

is more relevant and appropriate. In other words and in this context, it is no longer a question to talk 

about innovation, but being innovative in a smarter way and with a high level of quality. Despite the fact 

innovation is not something that happens overnight. It's important to understand that good 

innovation is not always random; but structured and well managed. Furthermore organizations who want 

to develop and maintain high levels of innovation need a consistent and qualitative flow of generated 

Tryde & Hooge, 2014; Björk & Magnusson, 2009). In our view, the discipline of 

innovation in smart organizations is knowing how to fill a pipeline with great qualitative ideas and keep it 

; as without good ideas genuine innovation is actually hard to reach. Organizations that are 

able to do this stay fresh and ahead of their competition. In this article, we are addressing innovation in its 

idea generation stage as one of the most important step of this process. 

Qualitative Approach to Manage Ideation 

The main purpose of this section is to define the idea generation stage, discuss the ideation challenges and 

present the suggested approach developed for idea generation quality improvement. 

Idea Generation in Idea Management Systems  

With the rapid change of the social-technology-economic climate, organizations are under more pressure 

than ever to create new and better products and services faster. To do so, they need to cultiv

of innovation, and the best way to do that is through idea management. Idea management is an integrated 

of the innovation process, during which ideas are gathered, evaluated and prioritized 

contrast, idea generation represents the first part of this process.

Idea generation, also called ideation, is the creative stage where new ideas are gathered and/or new 

It’s generally defined as the process of creating ideas which are abstract, 

Idea generation is often recognized as one of the highest leverage point for an 

. Indeed, competitive advantage depends heavily on the ability of 

organizations to capitalize on their employees’ ideas firstly as well as to support and maintain creativity 

about quality of innovation 

is more relevant and appropriate. In other words and in this context, it is no longer a question to talk 

about innovation, but being innovative in a smarter way and with a high level of quality. Despite the fact 

innovation is not something that happens overnight. It's important to understand that good 

innovation is not always random; but structured and well managed. Furthermore organizations who want 

ent and qualitative flow of generated 

. In our view, the discipline of 

innovation in smart organizations is knowing how to fill a pipeline with great qualitative ideas and keep it 

; as without good ideas genuine innovation is actually hard to reach. Organizations that are 

In this article, we are addressing innovation in its 

The main purpose of this section is to define the idea generation stage, discuss the ideation challenges and 

organizations are under more pressure 

than ever to create new and better products and services faster. To do so, they need to cultivate a culture 

of innovation, and the best way to do that is through idea management. Idea management is an integrated 

of the innovation process, during which ideas are gathered, evaluated and prioritized 

contrast, idea generation represents the first part of this process. 

Idea generation, also called ideation, is the creative stage where new ideas are gathered and/or new 

ch are abstract, 

Idea generation is often recognized as one of the highest leverage point for an 

. Indeed, competitive advantage depends heavily on the ability of 

organizations to capitalize on their employees’ ideas firstly as well as to support and maintain creativity 
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within their working environments. Being successful in this generation phase howev

ability to generate and collect new promising ideas with potential for future growth.

 

In a previous work, we defined 

knowledge and learning from prior experience is used t

adapted to the context wherein they are spawned” 

 

Challenges of Idea Generation Stage 
 

The concept of idea generation potential is a critical, but often overlooked, element in the

innovation. Actually, defining and managing this potential is important because it is most often the source 

of all innovation within an organization. In practice, this generation stage still faces a number of problems 

usually related to information overflow and recognizing questionable quality of submissions 

2013). Furthermore, most organizations produce a significant number of promising ideas but most of 

which are often isolated, loosely connected to the business, killed at an early

Typically, organizations fail to convert them into valuable outcomes 

view is due to the risks and uncertainties involved in the innovation process, the lack of structuring of this 

often under-researched phase and the quality of gathered ideas. Implementing both innovation and quality 

improvement poses significant managerial, organizational and technical challenges.

up an approach which supports the concept of quality 

consequently the innovation quality.

 

A Quality-oriented Idea Generation Approach 
 

The approach was actually developed in response to an increased need to support activities at the 

generation stage and ensure an improved quality of the first draft of Idea generation stage outputs. In 

other words, its main purpose is to support the process of gathering ideas from all actors in a structured 

way, with a goal of producing ideas with higher quality.  We strongly 

quality of each generated ideas initially is higher, the mean quality of the ideas created will certainly b

higher (El Haiba et al., 2017). Additionally, the expected aim of this approach is to help organizations to 

identify, create and develop new ideas for new products and services more effectively and quickly. In this 

way, we increase the chance of ending up with the most promising idea in the initial stage and thus speed 

up the innovation process. Our approach is based u

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

within their working environments. Being successful in this generation phase however involves the 

ability to generate and collect new promising ideas with potential for future growth. 

In a previous work, we defined Idea generation as “the process in which creative thinking based on 

knowledge and learning from prior experience is used to individually or collectively produce novel ideas 

adapted to the context wherein they are spawned” (El Haiba et al., 2017). 

Challenges of Idea Generation Stage  

The concept of idea generation potential is a critical, but often overlooked, element in the

innovation. Actually, defining and managing this potential is important because it is most often the source 

of all innovation within an organization. In practice, this generation stage still faces a number of problems 

tion overflow and recognizing questionable quality of submissions 

. Furthermore, most organizations produce a significant number of promising ideas but most of 

which are often isolated, loosely connected to the business, killed at an early stage and not exploited. 

Typically, organizations fail to convert them into valuable outcomes (El Haiba et al., 2016)

view is due to the risks and uncertainties involved in the innovation process, the lack of structuring of this 

esearched phase and the quality of gathered ideas. Implementing both innovation and quality 

improvement poses significant managerial, organizational and technical challenges. Hence the idea to set 

up an approach which supports the concept of quality especially in this first phase of generation and 

consequently the innovation quality. 

oriented Idea Generation Approach  

The approach was actually developed in response to an increased need to support activities at the 

re an improved quality of the first draft of Idea generation stage outputs. In 

other words, its main purpose is to support the process of gathering ideas from all actors in a structured 

way, with a goal of producing ideas with higher quality.  We strongly believe on the fact that if the 

quality of each generated ideas initially is higher, the mean quality of the ideas created will certainly b

. Additionally, the expected aim of this approach is to help organizations to 

y, create and develop new ideas for new products and services more effectively and quickly. In this 

way, we increase the chance of ending up with the most promising idea in the initial stage and thus speed 

up the innovation process. Our approach is based upon the following model (El Haiba et al., 2017)

Fig. 2:  Model of Quality 

 

er involves the 

as “the process in which creative thinking based on 

o individually or collectively produce novel ideas 

The concept of idea generation potential is a critical, but often overlooked, element in the process of 

innovation. Actually, defining and managing this potential is important because it is most often the source 

of all innovation within an organization. In practice, this generation stage still faces a number of problems 

tion overflow and recognizing questionable quality of submissions (Westerski, 

. Furthermore, most organizations produce a significant number of promising ideas but most of 

stage and not exploited. 

et al., 2016). This in our 

view is due to the risks and uncertainties involved in the innovation process, the lack of structuring of this 

esearched phase and the quality of gathered ideas. Implementing both innovation and quality 

Hence the idea to set 

especially in this first phase of generation and 

The approach was actually developed in response to an increased need to support activities at the 

re an improved quality of the first draft of Idea generation stage outputs. In 

other words, its main purpose is to support the process of gathering ideas from all actors in a structured 

believe on the fact that if the 

quality of each generated ideas initially is higher, the mean quality of the ideas created will certainly be 

. Additionally, the expected aim of this approach is to help organizations to 

y, create and develop new ideas for new products and services more effectively and quickly. In this 

way, we increase the chance of ending up with the most promising idea in the initial stage and thus speed 

et al., 2017): 
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The model is centered on quality improvement which is guided and supported at the top by organization 

structure and processes, its human capital, as well as information and knowledge (El Haiba et al., 2017). 

This actually implies that all parties should be involved at the same time for the benefit of idea generation 

stage and of course the innovation process.  

 

Process: The quality of the innovative idea strongly depends on the quality of the process-including 

strategy, structure, culture, leadership, climate, technology-used to develop and implement the innovation 

(El Haiba et al., 2017). A well-known example here is Google. Actually, Google has created a perfect 

organizational climate to work and motivate employees based on a robust strategy and processes that 

foster innovation (El Haiba et al., 2014).  To encourage creative thinking and reach the quality of 

outcomes, organizations need to rethink their strategy, create a framework for change, a climate that 

enables the active construction of new ideas, develop a more open culture which respects the free flow of 

ideas and adopt a creative environment which harnesses the diversity and collective intelligence of all 

actors.  

 

Actors: Human capital is a “Key ingredient to organizational success and failure” (El Bassiti & Ajhoun, 

2013). Its play a crucial role even in smart organizations where technology can predominate. People 

inside the organization - actors which practice the art of creative thinking - represent the most important 

source of innovative ideas and are one of an organization's greatest assets. The challenge here is to 

encourage and harness the creative potential of employees. To meet this, organizations must efficiently 

tap into the creativity of all of their employees. Not only that, but they must also encourage them to 

contribute and give them the opportunity to identify, share, try and develop new ideas that will enhance or 

extend the business. Improvement cannot be enacted without the goodwill and competencies of key 

people. However, a motivated team composed of engaged and implicated actors with diverse expertise 

and experiences - cross-functional teams - , can certainly produce innovative and interdisciplinary ideas 

with higher quality that are helpful in attaining organizational goals (El Haiba et al., 2017).  

 

Information: The very crucial fertilizer for the idea generation stage is information: information about 

current problems, about organizational strategies and objectives, about clients and markets, about 

technologies…. (El Haiba et al., 2016). In fact, the common thread running through idea generation 

activity is knowledge. The ability to find, use, store, share, classify and retrieve the relevant 

organizational knowledge can act as an important stimulus for the generation of new ideas. Despite 

recognizing the importance of people, modern information technologies and systems have also a major 

role to play especially in knowledge memory functions. To fully exploit and utilize all knowledge 

resources, organizations should develop Integrated Knowledge Networks. It refers to all smart techniques 

which enable communication, sharing, collaboration, learning and thus productivity. 

 

Through this approach, we can conclude that an organization’s innovation potential can be defined as the 

combination of its human, structural and technological resources. So, managing smart organization and 

thus the idea generation stage requires managing smart resources: people, information, knowledge, and 

innovation capability. 

 

Applying Recommender Systems to improve Innovation Performance 
 

Theoretical results of using recommender systems in this context were highly promising (El Haiba et al., 

2016), but however should be practically implemented in order to test the impact of this new use on the 

quantity and the quality of participation. The main purpose of this section is to briefly discuss basic 

recommender system concepts and present the suggested system. 
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Recommender Systems 
 

It has been shown through the approach that the generation of new ideas requires well-developed 

mechanisms for recognizing and selecting information among a wide range of data. This is where 

recommender systems have particularly a huge advantage. 

 

Recommender systems (RS) or Recommendation systems are software tools and techniques providing 

suggestions for items to be of use to a user (Ricci et al., 2011).  The goal of a recommender system is to 

generate meaningful recommendations to a collection of users for items or products that might interest 

them (Melville & Sindhwani, 2010). In sum, RSs were created to guide the user in a personalized way to 

interesting resources in a large space of possible options and to help users cope with the problem of 

information overload (Mican et al., 2012). Principally, their purpose is to filter information according to 

the interest of users.  

 

They are usually classified into the following three main categories depends on their approach to 

recommendation: 

 

- Content-Based Filtering: Recommend items that are similar in content to items the user has liked in 

the past, or matched to attributes of the user (Melville & Sindhwani, 2010). 

- Collaborative Filtering: Items are recommended based on the past ratings of users with similar tastes 

and preferences (Melville & Sindhwani, 2010). 

- Hybrid approach: These methods combine both collaborative and content based approaches 

(Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005). 

Other types of recommender systems exist; they are classified as a modern and have been introduced to 

improve the recommendation accuracies: 

- Context-aware: Suggest recommendations by including contextual information (such as time, location, 

weather or accompanying persons) that may influence user decisions (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2010). 

- Social Network-Based: Recommend items by utilizing information in Social Network especially that 

of social influence (He & Chu, 2010). 

 

Different approaches of recommendation exist. What is certain is that the design and the application of 

such engines depend on the domain, needs and particular characteristics of the available data. 

 

The proposed Architecture  
 

Successful idea generation is only possible if organizations have a structured idea management system 

and process in place. Managing ideas falls first and foremost to structuring the way of gathering them. 

This actually implies having clear guidelines on how employees can submit new ideas and continuously 

enrich them. The proposed architecture should allow gathering ideas and improving them based on 

recommended items. In other words, provide suggestions to users in order to stimulate their creativity and 

give them an inspiration for a new submission and/or eventually improve their ones or existing ones.  

The main idea is to preserve and manage innovative ideas. The system will provide a repository to store 

innovative ideas and also act as a platform to improve their quality by encouraging collaboration with 

other people. The figure below presents the process. 
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An overview of the process is as follows:

 

Input data: The set of ideas generated previously, contextual information related to organization's 

strategy, goals, and needs. 

 

Idea: After the creation of its profile, the user formulates his idea by filling in the corresponding fields 

the idea submission form -. This filled idea profile highlights the basics behind the new Idea. 

 

Recommendation: Once a new idea has been submitted, an initial recommending process is made by the 

system which presents propositions to actors in order to help them to enrich their ide

recommendation process is a list of similar/complementary ideas or projects that can act as an inspiration 

for further idea improvement and foster collaboration for developing better ideas. The collaboration 

corner - among employees having similar ideas 

providing idea and owner details. Recommendation is made at the base of the keywords and the 

description of the idea while taking into account elements of the context and using sema

 

Enrichment: This process is initially done manually. Indeed and after receiving recommendations, the 

user will try to enrich his initial idea by taking inspiration from the returned list and/or adapt it according 

to the current organizational context. Actors can contribute to this by suggesting idea improvements or 

changes according to their experiences and expertise. This actually involves leaning process 

and collaborative learning –.  

 

Gate (or decision point): Once the idea i

based on the enrichment being made and resume the process or validate his idea. In this case, the idea will 

be stored in the idea bank. 

 

Output data: A semi-formalized idea stored in the idea bank

 

The outcome of our all work will be a system that is a repository of ideas promising innovation.

Fig. 3: System Architecture 

An overview of the process is as follows: 

The set of ideas generated previously, contextual information related to organization's 

After the creation of its profile, the user formulates his idea by filling in the corresponding fields 

This filled idea profile highlights the basics behind the new Idea. 

Once a new idea has been submitted, an initial recommending process is made by the 

system which presents propositions to actors in order to help them to enrich their ideas. The result of the 

recommendation process is a list of similar/complementary ideas or projects that can act as an inspiration 

for further idea improvement and foster collaboration for developing better ideas. The collaboration 

aving similar ideas - is actually involved in the matching of ideas and by 

providing idea and owner details. Recommendation is made at the base of the keywords and the 

description of the idea while taking into account elements of the context and using semantic measures.

This process is initially done manually. Indeed and after receiving recommendations, the 

user will try to enrich his initial idea by taking inspiration from the returned list and/or adapt it according 

al context. Actors can contribute to this by suggesting idea improvements or 

changes according to their experiences and expertise. This actually involves leaning process 

Once the idea is enriched, the user can either receive new recommendations 

based on the enrichment being made and resume the process or validate his idea. In this case, the idea will 

formalized idea stored in the idea bank. 

The outcome of our all work will be a system that is a repository of ideas promising innovation.

The set of ideas generated previously, contextual information related to organization's 

After the creation of its profile, the user formulates his idea by filling in the corresponding fields - 

This filled idea profile highlights the basics behind the new Idea.  

Once a new idea has been submitted, an initial recommending process is made by the 

as. The result of the 

recommendation process is a list of similar/complementary ideas or projects that can act as an inspiration 

for further idea improvement and foster collaboration for developing better ideas. The collaboration 

is actually involved in the matching of ideas and by 

providing idea and owner details. Recommendation is made at the base of the keywords and the 

ntic measures. 

This process is initially done manually. Indeed and after receiving recommendations, the 

user will try to enrich his initial idea by taking inspiration from the returned list and/or adapt it according 

al context. Actors can contribute to this by suggesting idea improvements or 

changes according to their experiences and expertise. This actually involves leaning process – individual 

s enriched, the user can either receive new recommendations 

based on the enrichment being made and resume the process or validate his idea. In this case, the idea will 

The outcome of our all work will be a system that is a repository of ideas promising innovation. 
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As a summary, the basic components of the system are: 

� Promote innovation; 

� Support for actors to submit new ideas; 

� Provide a repository to store innovative ideas; 

� Empowering employees having similar ideas to work collaboratively; 

� Ensuring that good ideas will be implemented. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The current paper explain how organizations can capture new innovative ideas. It presents the 

architecture of a new system designed to express new ideas, store them, and suggest similar ideas (based 

on recommender systems) to combine them and form a better one. Our objective is to guarantee a 

continuous flow of new valuable ideas and ensure their continuous development. Actually, the integration 

of recommendation techniques as a creativity support to generation stage aims to provide people with a 

seamless experience that enhances their creativity in a natural manner. This in fact spurs idea generation.  

 

This paper has introduced the concept of smart organization and discuss the challenges in its idea 

generation stage as the first step of the innovation process. In response, a quality-oriented approach was 

developed based on three principle parties –Process, People and Information –. All three drivers are 

harmonized and working together to support idea generation capabilities and thus innovation 

performance. Finally, the paper expand the architecture of a new system designed to implement the 

defined approach. 

 

Future works will concentrate on research to further refine profiles, modeling the entire idea generation 

process and define the most appropriate approach of recommendation to adopt and implement. Also we 

need to identify a specific application domain for the system evaluation as well as the presentation of 

obtained results. All this of course, fits into the range of our perspectives and future work. Another 

research work is ongoing to present the detailed design of system modules, system features and the 

implementation aspect of it. 
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Abstract 

 
Quality directly influences organizational performance in the manufacturing industry. Through an 
examination of literature, critical success factors that lead to the implementation of six-sigma in the 
manufacturing industry are identified for organisations of differing sizes: SMEs, large enterprises and 
general/ unspecified organisations (not specified as either SMEs or Large in literature). It is found that 
general success factors across organisations (unspecified) include Employee Education/Training, Top 
Management Commitment, Project Selection, Employee Involvement/Communication, Project 
Management/Leadership. While for large enterprises the following factors were identified: Project 
Selection, Alignment with Customer Requirements, Employee Education/Training, Senior Management 
Commitment, Use of Quality Tools, Visible Cost Saving. The results serve as a guide for a better 
understanding of the requirements leading to the successful implementation of six-sigma in 
organizations and where to best direct resources. 
 
Keywords: Quality, Sigma Six, Critical Success Factors 
 
Introduction 
 
Quality is a concept that is defined in various ways. For example it is classically defined as value (Abott, 
1955), as conformance to specifications and/or requirements (Gilmore, 1974, Crosby & Free 1979), as 
fitness for use (Juran 1988) and as meeting and/or exceeding customers’ expectations (Gronroos 1982 
and Reeves & Bednar 1994). Quality is not a new concept; however, as demonstrated above, all 
definitions are highly subjective and open to various interpretations. 
 
“Six-sigma” is defined as an assertive strategy for a firm to achieve classical definitions of quality 
(Harry 1998). The variable σ (sigma) is chiefly associated with variance in statistics; indicating the 
degree to which a quantity varies from its mean or average value (Pande, Neuman & Cavanagh 2000). 
When a quantity is within six standard deviations of its mean (three deviations above and three 
deviations below), it is said to be within the six sigma limits. In manufacturing, the term is used to 
understand the variability of a manufacturing process used to produce a product. 
 
The importance of quality is stressed when it is linked with firm performance. Research indicates that 
Total Quality Management (TQM) is linked with positive firm performance (Kaynak 2003; Samson & 
Terziovski 1999). This is not limited to large-scale organizations as indicated by O’Neli, Sohal and 
Teng (2016) who concluded that small-scale manufacturing concerns are also positively affected in 
terms of firm performance when there is high emphasis on quality. 
 
Through a review of literature published over a 20-year period (1996 to 2016), the question of how 
quality may be implemented in the manufacturing industry was examined to unravel recent advances in 
the sigma six domain. The aim was to identify critical success factors in implementing quality in the 
manufacturing industry, that lead to improved performance of manufacturing projects.  
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Literature Review 
 
A review of literature was conducted to determine previously identified success factors for quality 
implementation in the manufacturing industry. Three key word descriptors were used as part of the 
search: “Six Sigma”, “Quality Improvement” and “Manufacturing”. The search was limited to the years 
1996 to 2016 and was run through the Scopus database. A total of 87 results were retrieved which were 
consequently filtered further based on relevance and journal ranking. Only top tier (Q1 and Q2 in SJR 
rankings) peer reviewed journals  were selected. While relevance was determined on the topic of the 
paper, papers that focused on a specific process, for example, were excluded. A total of 28 research 
papers were finally analyzed which were based in various countries around the world. The most notable 
countries represented in this research are Australia, China, India, Mexico, Italy, France, USA and the 
UK.  
 

Table 1: Relevant factors considered in this work 
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The identified factors were further divided by the size of organization into three categories: 
 

1. Large Enterprises – organizations with an employee count in excess of 199 employees 
2. SMEs – organizations with an employee count of less than 200 employees. 
3. General / unspecified – organisation size was NOT specifically mentioned in research. 

 
The size of companies is based on the number of employees according to Australian Bureau of 
Statistics. Any company with less than 200 employees is regarded as an SME and any company with 
200 employees or more is classified as a large enterprise (ABS 2016).  
 
The following hypothesis was tested: 
 
H1. Similar critical success factors are shared by SMEs and large enterprises. 
 
Figure 1 below illustrates the identified success factors derived from an analysis of the literature 
reviewed for the three categories of organization sizes.  
 

 
Figure 1: Analysis of literature for all industries 

 
The percentages shown in Figure 1were calculated by simply dividing the number of times a factor has 
appeared for a particular industry by the number of papers that have been identified for that industry. 
For example, Employee Education/Training has been identified by 17 articles in the general/unspecified 
category while the total number of papers that cited that category are 18. This gives a percentage of 
approximately 94%. 
 
Following the sorting of the data, the hypothesis was examined by analyzing the identified percentages. 
 
Discussion 
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Critical success factors have been widely used in management studies. They are largely associated with 
the ability of an organization to strategically perform well. Freund (1988) has stated that these must be:  
 

a. Important to achieving overall goals of the organization,  
b. Measurable and controllable by the organization,  
c. Relatively few in number,  
d. Expressed as things that must be done, 
e. Applicable to all companies in the industry with similar objectives and strategies and  
f. Hierarchical in nature.  

 
Other researchers, off course, have differed with that view, for example, Bullen & Rockart (1981) 
identified critical success factors as being specific to a manager which means that managers would be 
able to identify factors critical to their own performance. 
 
Since six-sigma engulfs an entire organization as explained by Hendricks & Kelbaugh (1998), the first 
view is more relevant to this study; i.e. identifying critical success factors that define an organization’s 
overall strategy. 
 
Having said that, it is important to understand what methods have been used to determine these factors 
and what has been the effectiveness of those methods. Leidecker & Bruno (1984) recognized the 
following six methods of identifying factors that are critical to an organization’s success: 
 

a. Environmental analysis,  
b. Analysis of industry structure, 
c. Industry/business experts,  
d. Analysis of competition,  
e. Analysis of dominant firm in the industry, and  
f. Company assessment and PIMS (profit impact of market strategy) results.  

 
While this seems to be an exhaustive process, it can be made a lot easier simply by conducting two to 
three interview sessions of a company’s top executives (Rockart 1978). This helps in determining where 
management’s attention needs to be directed, and limiting the amount of data required to develop 
measures for the critical success factors. 
 
As with other factors that are necessary for organizational success, it was pointed out earlier that quality 
improvement has been positively linked to firm performance (Kaynak 2003; Samson & Terziovski 
1999). One of the most successful adaptations of quality improvement practices has been by General 
Electric and Motorola who managed to save the respective organizations billions of dollars (Hendricks 
& Kelbaugh 1998). Some might argue that Motorola has not done too well since then, however, that had 
very little to do with their success with six-sigma. Instead Motorola’s demise as the first choice mobile 
phone was a result of other strategic decisions. 
 
Figure 1 classifies success factors in the literature.  The more prolific ones are described below: 
 
Employee Education and Training  
 
Wiley (1997) identified that one of the major motivators for employee performance is when employees 
perform tasks that encourage growth. Coupled with top management commitment, when managers 
communicate the importance of a particular training to the organization, employees show more willing 
to learn and do better (Tsai & Tai 2003). It is for this reasons that (Van Dyk & Pretorius 2014) 
considered Employee Education and Training as critical for the sustainability of a quality improvement 
initiative within an organization. Researchers, however, remain divided on the type of industry. While 
Antony & Desai (2009) associate it with large-scale enterprises, Shokri, Waring & Nabhani (2016) 
associate it with SMEs and Giannetti & Ransing (2016) chose to abstain from identifying the size of the 
industry. 
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Top Management Commitment  
 
Successful implementation of six-sigma program leads to improved firm performance (Kaynak 2003; 
Samson & Terziovski 1999).  . One of the requirements of the six-sigma program is that it is 
implemented throughout the organization. This can be explained by considering Edward Deming’s need 
for constancy of purpose. If top management does not commit to implementing six-sigma within the 
organization, this will lead to a lack of direction (Gijo & Rao 2005). Various authors have identified the 
importance of top management commitment through different studies (Antony & Desai 2009; Antony, 
Kumar & Labib 2008; Hua et al. 2000). However, some have stressed more importance on it than 
others. This is largely based on industry type. For example, various authors have identified Top 
Management Commitment as necessary for  SMEs (Kumar, Antony & Douglas 2009),  some for Large 
Scale Organisations (Douglas, Douglas & Ochieng 2015; Hendricks & Kelbaugh 1998) while others 
have considered a mix of industries (small and large) (Gray & Anantatmula 2009; Tlapa et al. 2016). 
 
Project Selection  
 
For an organization to survive, the places where it chooses to invest its resources remain highly critical 
to its sustainability (Bower 1970). Kumar, et. al (2009) stressed having an important framework within 
an organization which helps in selecting projects that contribute best towards the effectiveness of the 
six-sigma program. There are various methods that have been identified through research that help in 
selecting appropriate projects (Meade & Presley 2002). However, they are beyond the scope of this 
study. 
 
What is relevant however, is the size of industries this factor is attributable to. Not surprisingly both 
SMEs (Kumar, Antony & Douglas 2009) and Largescale Enterprises (Hendricks & Kelbaugh 1998) 
consider it important. A wide array of authors does not associate any size of industry to it while 
considering it important to the successful implementation of the quality improvement project (Kwak & 
Anbari 2006; Tkáč & Lyócsa 2010) which suggests its importance across all industries regardless of the 
size. 
 
Project Management  
 
Projects vary in size and type depending on industry. It is, therefore, important to have good 
management practices that govern projects (Cooke-Davies 2002). Six-sigma uses a variety of 
improvement experts, which are differentiated as green belts, black belts, master black belts and project 
champions. These act as project managers and undertake special training that is specific to six-sigma 
project management (Linderman et al. 2003). It is for this reason that many researchers have considered 
project management as a critical part of the quality improvement process. Antony et.al (2007), , for 
example, evaluated the essential characteristics that are required by these project manages, and, as with 
other factors that have been discussed so far, researchers concluded that project management is an 
important part of the quality improvement program regardless of the size of organization. Research 
conducted regardless of the organizational size consists heavily of those that consider project 
management a vital part of an organization’s quality improvement program (Brady & Allen 2006; 
Hassan, Marimuthu & Mahinderjit-Singh 2016; Zu, Robbins & Fredendall 2010). Others have attributed 
its importance for both SMEs (Kumar & Antony 2008) and large enterprises (Hendricks & Kelbaugh 
1998). 
 
Alignment with Customer Requirements  
 
“The customer is king and knows it” (Fredericks & Salter II 1998), is among the famous statements that 
are in circulation today. It is important to conduct a customer value chain analysis because it helps in 
aligning the organizational goals to the customer (Donaldson, et. al 2006). Since the discussion has is 
revolving  around improving firm performance, a project targeted at quality improvement aimed at 
improving firm performance must be aligned with customer requirements. 
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Not surprisingly, virtually every industry size considers alignment with customer requirements as a 
major factor regarding the success of a quality improvement project. Kumar & Antony (2008) positively 
associate it with SMEs while Antony & Desai (2009) do so with regards to large enterprises. Others 
such as Banuelas Coronado & Antony (2002) abstain from associating with any specific size of industry. 
 
Use of Quality Tools  
 
The immediate goal of six-sigma is defect reduction (Raisinghani et al. 2005). As stated in the 
introduction, one of the definitions of quality is conformance to requirements. For a manufacturing 
company, six-sigma is often defined as 3.4 rejects per million parts produced (Pande, Neuman & 
Cavanagh 2000). These reject rates are measured and controlled using various quality tools such as 
statistical process control, pareto charts, fish bone analysis, house of quality, failure mode and effect 
analysis, etc. While these tools are an integral part of achieving sig-sigma, implementing them requires 
specialized knowledge (Antony & Banuelas 2002). 
 
Since these tools are integral to achieving six-sigma, some authors have chosen to completely ignore 
mentioning them. This can be attributed to the fact that they are so mainstream that they are considered 
common knowledge. It is like saying “grass is green”. Understandably, however, authors for all three 
categories have identified the use of quality tools as a major success factor. 
 

Willingness to Change (Change Management)  
 
Sometimes resistance to change is the most important factor that derails an idea. Consider the time when 
computers were first introduced into the workplace. While they were primary designed to ease an 
employee’s workload, their introduction was seen as a threat. It is also sometimes referred to as “clash 
of the veterans” (Zemke, Raines & Filipczak 2000). 
 
Six-sigma required a cultural shift in General Electric which meant telling 20,000 employees to work in 
a way that is different to what they have been doing for many years (Hendricks & Kelbaugh 1998). 
Since this cultural change is extremely necessary, it is no surprise companies that are beginning to grow 
(SMEs) see it as a very important part of their business (Kumar, Antony & Douglas 2009). Not 
surprisingly, it has been given importance across the board with studies considering both large 
enterprises (Antony, Gijo & Childe 2012) and a mix of companies involving both SMEs and large 
enterprises (Tkáč & Lyócsa 2010). 
 
Supporting Infrastructure  
 
Studies have shown that sustainability of improvement can be challenging. It is necessary for 
organizations to build a sustaining infrastructure and making improvement a business process (Snee & 
Hoerl 2003). Since, SMEs are most prone to consider short-term results over long term strategies, 
authors have stressed heavily on having a sustainable improvement infrastructure in place (Kumar, 
Antony & Douglas 2009). Not surprisingly, authors who have not associated with any particular 
industry size or are associated with large enterprises also give it its due importance by recognizing 
supporting infrastructure as an important success factor for achieving six-sigma (Tkáč & Lyócsa 2010). 
 
Alignment with Business Strategy  
 
Whenever a business enterprise is established, it employs a business model, enabling it to have a unique 
competitive advantage (Teece 2010). This model is part of the organization’s overall strategy; what it 
aims to achieve and how it plans to get there. Since six-sigma is a holistic approach, its integration into 
the overall business strategy is termed important. Antony & Banuelas (2002) who state that six-sigma is 
itself an improvement strategy explain this. It gives the organization a unique competitive advantage as 
it improves profitability and drives out waste. Others however have cautioned that organizations must 
not look at it as the sole contributor. Kwak & Anbari (2006) for example, have cautioned that 
organizations must not look at six-sigma as the universal solution to all business problems. To better 
understand the principles, they must acknowledge the strengths and weaknesses of the six- sigma 
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program. 
  
Since SMEs need to find unique niche markets to be successful, it is no surprise that all the authors cited 
in this review, who have conducted research on SMEs consider it critical to align six-sigma to the 
overall business strategy (Antony, Kumar & Labib 2008; Kumar & Antony 2008; Kumar, Antony & 
Douglas 2009; Shokri, Waring & Nabhani 2016). And not surprisingly, it has been favoured by both 
large enterprises (Hendricks & Kelbaugh 1998) and by authors who choose to be neutral with regards to 
the size of the industry they conducted research in (Banuelas Coronado & Antony 2002). 
 
Visible Cost Saving  
 
The primary purpose of a business is to maximize shareholder wealth. What better way to do it than 
reducing the cost it takes to conceive a product? Hahn et al. (1999) seems to agree while presenting 
numbers from Motorola, General Electric and Allied Signal with reported savings of $940 million, 
$1.75 billion and $1.5 billion respectively! All three companies embraced the six-sigma methodology 
and the results are phenomenal by any estimates. 
 
With heightened competition and globalization, companies with a large presence often struggle to find a 
competitive advantage. When General Electric first incorporated the six-sigma program, the company 
ended up investing close to a billion dollars. This investment made it possible for a phenomenal increase 
in profits - three quarters of a billion dollars over the initial investment (Hahn et al. 1999). Not 
surprisingly, large enterprises that are beginning to enter closely contested markets have to be careful 
while making investments. While the six- sigma program is time consuming in terms of achieving 
results in its entirety, it is essential to report some form of visible cost saved in the initial years for the 
management to seriously consider it (Antony, Gijo & Childe 2012). While SMEs largely seem 
uninterested, the authors who chose to remain neutral seemed to agree with the importance of visible 
cost savings (Hahn, Doganaksoy & Hoerl 2000). 
 
It was observed that the list of factors kept increasing with no real correlation between the size of the 
organization. While some research was directed towards large enterprises, other was directed at 
specifically SMEs. Some authors, however, chose to remain neutral with little or no emphasis on the 
size of the organization. 
 
Implications for Various Organizations 

A further analysis reveals the importance of these factors by the size of the industry.  
 
General/Unspecified  

The top five factors for the general/unspecified category were: 
 

1. Employee Education/Training (94%) 
2. Top Management Commitment (89%) 
3. Project Selection (67%) 
4. Employee Involvement/Communication (67%) 
5. Project Management/Leadership (67%) 

 
A further analysis of the factors for the general/unspecified category is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 : Analysis of general/unspecified industries 

 
Considering the number of papers that have been cited for general/unspecified industries is substantial, 
the percentages are also quite meaningful. A clear prioritization can be seen. 
 
Large Enterprises  

A similar analysis reveals the following top six factors for large enterprises: 
 

1. Project Selection (83%) 
2. Alignment with Customer Requirements (83%) 
3. Employee Education/Training (67%) 
4. Senior Management Commitment (67%) 
5. Use of Quality Tools (67%) 
6. Visible Cost Saving (67%) 

 
Figure 3 illustrates the analysis.  
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Figure 3 : Percentage analysis for Large Enterprises 

 
Small and Medium Enterprises  

Due to the lower citing of SMEs in the reviewed works, many of the factors resulted with equal results, 
with the leading seven being: 
 

1. Employee Education/Training (100%) 
2. Senior Management Commitment (100%) 
3. Employee Involvement/Communication (100%) 
4. Alignment with Business Strategy (100%) 
5. Project Selection (75%) 
6. Willingness to Change (75%) 
7. Supporting Infrastructure (75%) 

 
Figure 4 illustrates the analysis 
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Figure 4:  Percentage Analysis for SMEs 
 

As with large enterprises, a similar problem exists with SMEs. Due to lack of available research in the 
area, it is very difficult to draw highly meaningful conclusions. However, it does give some indication 
about the priorities of SMEs in the manufacturing sector. 
 
Conclusion 
 

A total of 28 research papers from various countries were analyzed. 18 papers were related to the 
general/unspecified category, while 6 were associated with large enterprises and only 4 were related to 
SMEs.  
 
The challenge of assessing the hypothesis was the number of papers that were included for SMEs and 
large enterprises in this study (four and six respectively). This is too small to draw significant and 
meaningful conclusions. However, all factors that are considered important by SMEs were also 
considered important by large enterprises. While some factors identified by large enterprises to be 
important were not even considered by SMEs. This could be attributed to the lack of available research 
specifically targeting large or SMEs. 
 
While this study is by no means comprehensive, it does show that six-sigma can be implemented in 
organizations regardless of their size. It also shows the lack of available research differentiating 
emphasis on organisation size. As has been demonstrated, the dynamics of SMEs and Large Enterprises 
are quite different. With better research, even more conclusions that are meaningful may be achieved. 
 

Future work 
 
Through this review, it is identified that further research is required for SMEs as SMEs form a vital 
component of a country’s economy. While this work provides a guide for a better understanding of 
where resources should be directed, a deeper understanding of the factors critical to the success of the 
six-sigma program further research is necessary.   
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Abstract  

 

The predominant focus of eLearning information systems remains distance delivery and the blending 

of this distance education within the classroom. Comparatively, little work has been (or is being) 

undertaken to advance the use of technologies (eLearning) within the ‘classroom only’ situation as 

eLearning is not solely for distance education. Designing effective technologically founded, 

educational learning that addresses the specific needs of class-based tertiary teaching is the main 

contribution of this article. Having online content that actively engages students both inside and 

outside the classroom can only occur following the critical evaluation of the modes of content 

selection and delivery. Furthermore, perfecting facilitator choices into the future about what 

technology and content used in which capacity, including whether it is online or face-to-face, would 

inevitably be valuable to both the learner and the teacher. 

Keywords eLearning, Blended Learning, Flipped Learning  

Introduction  

 

In 1997, before the term eLearning became common place, learning guru Elliott Masie stated, 

“Online Learning is the use of network technology to design, deliver, select, administer, and extend 

learning” (Masie, 1997). In his earlier work undertaken in 1998, Cross (2004 p. 104) noted, 

“eLearning is learning on the Internet over time, the convergence of learning and networks.  

eLearning is a vision of what corporate training can become.  eLearning is to traditional training as 

eBusiness is to business usual”. Then in 1999, Cisco expanded, “eLearning is Internet-enabled 

learning. Components can include content delivery in multiple formats, management of the learning 

experience, and a networked community of learners, content developers and experts” (Cross, 2004 p. 

105). Research investigating the integration class-based technologies dates back more than 25 years, 

with the term ‘eLearning’ born from this integration (Papert, 1980). 

 

Technology within the classroom
1
 is not a new concept. However, it has gained momentum over the 

past few years, with the advancement of technologies like smart phones and tablets.  Smart phones 

and other devices have turned education into a much more versatile and flexible environment 

(Hajhashemi, Caltabiano, & Anderson, 2017).  Educators, many of whom are referred to as “digital 

immigrants” by Prensky (2001), have had to change the way they teach and in doing so have altered 

the depth of education that is offered to their students. Many teachers already have the background in 

pedagogical design to ensure the teaching methods they use align with lesson content, however, the 

introduction of technology has meant they must now reassess those designs to ensure the elimination 

of emergent inconsistencies with a digital framework (Hajhashemi et al., 2017). 

 

Recently there has been a shift in tertiary education towards flipped learning. A conventional 

definition for flipped learning is "work is given to the students to complete outside of the classroom 

                                                        
1
 Classroom in this study refers to on-campus teaching facilities at the tertiary level 
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so that they can prepare themselves for their next lesson” (Bishop & Verleger, 2013). At face value 

this differs little from past practices where academics handed out the entire curriculum in the first 

class and students would subsequently complete set components for the next class; a process dubbed 

‘homework’. However the fundamental difference between flipped learning and homework is that 

previously the teacher would mark students' completed homework to gauge individual 

comprehension, whereas flipped learning takes content to the next level; turning class time into 

discussions based on the understandings students develop during the prescribed pre-work (Davies, 

Dean, & Ball, 2013). 

 

Flipped learning is beneficial to students’ knowledge acquisition and studying experience. Firstly, 

because the dialogue and strong teacher-student connection in the classroom empowers students 

(Lantis, Killie & Krain 2010). Secondly, in flipped learning, there is the possibility to demonstrate the 

application of content within a real-time context.  Even where students neglect to complete the pre-

work, they are not disadvantaged as the focus of the first part of the lesson is on the ‘flipped content’. 

This is particularly important as many academics would argue that ‘most’ students neglect the pre-

work (Albert & Beatty, 2014). Even so, this paper will demonstrate that the students do become 

actively involved in the flipped component of the course if the material is delivered attractively.  

 

Many students only do the work required that is associated with marks (Albert & Beatty, 2014). So 

how can academics ensure their students will complete class pre-work? One way is through 

interactivity; the process whereby educators and students work together and influence each other. 

This process is achieved with the students where the content is delivered correctly in both modes 

(flipped and in the classroom). Two ideas that can help achieve interactivity are: 

 

1. Giving clear and concise instructions, and  

2. Making sure that the work students are completing is relevant to the subject. 

 

Although the above two items are common sense notions, they rarely occur when academics flip their 

classrooms. Moreover, some educators believe that just recording their lectures and putting them 

online is ‘flipping' the classroom. When introducing flipped learning, academics need to source 

appropriate information and share this information in a simple to understand format that includes 

formative questions that enable students to test their understanding.   

 

For students who remain unable to grasp concepts delivered in the flipped learning mode, the ability 

to ask questions in subsequent lessons and listen to the teacher discuss concepts with them and other 

students is imperative.  Importantly, these classroom experiences also allow students with 

understanding to help those without, recreating the classroom as a conduit for ‘peer learning’ and 

providing teachers the opportunity to validate their content and determine if amendments are 

required. 

 

Trial and error is a straightforward, simple way for academics to learn about the flipped classroom. 

Initially this could be as simple as taking a flipped eLearning information system and using it with 

traditional face-to-face teaching to enable effective collaboration in the classroom learning (Leveaux, 

Gallagher, & Sixsmith, 2016). Nevertheless the incorporation of flipped learning into the classroom 

should be a carefully considered decision. It is not as simple as just giving students work to do at 

home and hoping that they will learn.  For this reason the process needs to be prudently planned by 

reflecting on the following questions: 

 

• What content should be provided for students to learn outside of the classroom? 

• How is that content relevant to the activities students will complete when they walk through 

the classroom door?    

• How does one blend the best of face-to-face teaching with online content?  

 

All three are considerations facing current academics trying to give the students an authentic learning 

experience. Other factors which are also fundamental to blended learning include:  
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• The type of information system to be used 

• The style of the content  

• The service delivery of the content and 

• The engagement of the students.  

 

The format of this paper commences with literature in the area of blended learning, educational 

design concepts and eLearning. This is then followed by the context of the research, discussion on 

transitioning with flipped and blended learning, conclusion and future work. 

 

Blended Learning: Utilises Learning Resources with Traditional Face-to-Face 

Methods 

 

Blended Learning (BL) is a combination of both online and face-to-face modes of learning 

(Abdellatief et al 2011; Holsapple & Lee-Post, 2006; Leveaux, Gallagher, & Sixsmith, 2016). 

According to Rauch and Crawford (2012), BL offers the best of both delivery systems (Rauch & 

Crawford 2012). A number of positive attributes have been linked to BL. These include an increase 

in students’ perception of their self-value (Cox & Orehovec 2007), a reduction in student withdrawals 

from courses (Tinto 1993) and an increase in student satisfaction with learning and GPAs (Astin 

1993). One of the reasons may be its incorporation of eLearning and information systems. 

 

A diverse range of articles reflects the nature of eLearning and information systems (Al‐Qahtani & 

Higgins, 2013; Anohah, Oyelere & Suhonen 2017; Davies et al., 2013). The most notable topics of 

discussion regarding eLearning information systems (ELIS) over the past decade cover the areas of 

content, delivery methods, quality of delivery, pedagogy and design. Situated learning (Lave, 1996) 

or the creation of meaning through every day learning experiences is a fundamental element in 

engaging students.  This is because participating in familiar activities that maximize learning allows 

students to grasp not only the intended outcomes but also the underlying context of an activity. 

Learning then becomes an experience and provides students with the knowledge to perform 

efficiently (Gallagher & Sixsmith, 2014). 

 

Recently pedagogy has shifted “away from an exclusively individualistic, psychological view on 

learning toward a perspective of learning involving participation in social interactions within the 

context of a community” (Gallagher & Sixsmith, 2014). This is because when students enjoy a class, 

they are more likely to achieve better outcomes, keep their attention levels high and thereby improve 

understanding of the content delivered. Engaging students in the learning process is particularly 

relevant when undertaking subjects that provide content not typically implicit to their field of study.  

 

ELIS services are a crucial, strategic, organisational asset and therefore appropriate levels of 

resources to support, deliver and manage these systems are required. Evaluating blended learning is 

not easy as ELIS are only one part of what is occurring in the classroom and are often hidden.  For 

this reason if IT students are asked about in class activities, they typically state that there are no IT 

components in their classroom.  Such comments make it hard to relate the quality of digital learning 

activities undertaken by students. Moreover, if one focuses on an overall methodology asking if the 

approach of an ELIS and classroom paper-based activities complement each other, student and 

instructor perceptions may differ. 

 

Regardless, an important goal of ELIS is to deliver instructions that produce equal or better 

outcomes than face-to-face learning systems (Eom, Ashill, Arbaugh & Stapelton 2012)]. Moreover, 

facilitators require an understanding of relationships between eLearning systems quality, the 

quality of information produced by eLearning systems and eLearning outcomes. Educational 

technology has grown to be ruled by an (often-abstracted) interest in the processes of how 

people learn with digital technology (Eom et al. 2012; Selwyn, 2010). Integrating blended learning 

into the classroom through the utilisation of an ELIS that encourages students to undertake pre-work 
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then attend class, provides the advantage of extended discussion time in class and with that the 

expansion of higher order learning experiences. Experiences that facilitate the grasping of key 

concepts, increased interaction and extended access to hands-on activities (Howet & Pegrum, 2015; 

Mar, 2005). 

  

Educational Design Concepts 

 

Education is a result of instruction and learning. Educational, instructional and learning design are 

interchangeable depending on the environment.  Many universities, such as the University of 

Technology Sydney (UTS), have established that rolling out instructional design concepts is 

necessary, however they have not known how to approach this challenge.  Instructional design 

changes at UTS have included (1) putting some introductions to classes online, via video, (2) limiting 

the length of class time to a maximum of three hours face-to-face and (3) ensuring that students were 

encouraged to experience the best of online and face-to-face learning. 

 

In the years prior to the introduction of in-classroom technology, teachers relied on various modes of 

education delivery with content they created using well-known textbooks or using other teachers’ 

hand written or typed notes.  The introduction of technology into the classroom has led to a 

fundamental shift in education, which many universities are finding difficult. Educators need to step 

back and look at the learning from a student’s view (Beetham & Sharpe, 2007).  

 

Technology should support learning not drive it. Knowing how much technology to incorporate into 

the classroom is a balancing act.  Many teachers overpower learners with so much technology that 

learning becomes irrelevant.  Students become overwhelmed. This leads to complacency in their 

learning and in turn negative feedback to teachers about the learning process (Davies et al., 2013).  

Finding a happy medium is not straightforward as students need to have access to technology via a 

Learning Management System (LMS), which they access via a digital device, such as a smart phone, 

laptop or computer. Then teachers need to incorporate the appropriate level of technology, which 

could be a voting system, an online quiz or a video into their classroom. However this should be 

limited to ensure no shift in the focus of the educational outcomes from students to teachers 

(Beetham & Sharpe, 2007). 

 

E-Learning 

 

eLearning has evolved over the years and currently appears to be at the forefront of many institutions 

across the globe despite issues with its integration into classrooms.  Many educational and industry 

based learning organisations have fast tracked eLearning’s introduction and incorporated technology 

without much consideration (Deakin, 2016).  With little effort, one can search on the Internet and find 

many hasty online content delivery models. For instance uploading a webinar
2
 without providing the 

context for watching and hoping that students will view and learn from it is not eLearning. It is 

simply the provision of a seminar in an online format.  

 

Due to the ease of access, Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) are widely used by many 

institutions to deliver content. However these courses are mainly designed for distance education not 

requiring interaction(s) with a teacher, and lend themselves primarily to students learning at their own 

pace. Flipped or blended learning involves certain interactions between students and students or 

students and teachers, which, in itself, does not align the concept of MOOCs. 

 

The convenience of eLearning systems appears to have overridden the learning design component of 

synthesising different learning and teaching styles commonly applied in the delivery of courses.  

Before technology was introduced within the educational sector, educators used frameworks or 

taxonomies to help them make sense of the content for students; the most common Blooms 

                                                        
2
 Webinar refers to a recorded online session, either delivered synchronous or asynchronous 
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Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) remains in use today. Bloom’s taxonomy has been applied in education 

since 1956 when Benjamin Bloom wanted to make logic of the learning of students.   

 

Another teaching and learning framework that has evolved with the introduction of technology in the 

classroom is Kolb’s Framework (Kolb, 1984). Much of Kolb’s theory is concerned with the learner’s 

internal cognitive processes. Within this schema “learning is the process whereby knowledge is 

created through the transformation of experience” (Kolb, 1984, p. 38). Both Kolb’s (1984) and 

Bloom’s (1956) frameworks continued to be popular and have been utilised by teachers in classroom 

delivery for many years.  Regardless, with the introduction of technology in the classroom, teachers 

need to understand what eLearning means with regards to individual teaching styles and how this 

integrates with their institutional teaching and learning strategies in order to enable seamless 

integration of the ELIS into the classroom. 
 

With this in mind it would be beneficial for institutions to re-approach their teaching and learning 

strategy and instead of singularly pushing for a top-down approach, requiring teachers incorporate 

technology into each course, they utilise the strategy of  dual top-down, bottom-up approaches. A 

starting point worth considering could include management working in consultation with a few 

teachers using one piece of technology. This is because consultation and starting simply encourages 

teachers to incorporate technology in their teaching (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Furthermore, giving 

thought to how and which technology to use enables a greater efficiency when rolling out teaching 

technology across the institution.  Top-down approaches should always be directed in such a fashion 

that does not increase pressure on the educators and where the reasoning behind the integration 

makes sense to the educational outcome for all those involved.  

 

Many institutions erroneously remain too general and deliver eLearning strategy in an ad-hoc 

manner, creating confusion and panic amongst teachers (Hill, Jones, & Schilling, 2014). Mishra & 

Koehler (2006) highlight that teaching is a complex cognitive skill that occurs in an ill-structured, 

dynamic environment (Mishra & Koehler, 2006).  Introducing technology in an ad-hoc manner brings 

about misunderstandings regarding what ‘real’ teaching and learning strategy is. The flow on effect is 

that some teachers upload content onto the LMS with no prior fore thought.  As already argued, 

taking classroom based learning and uploading it onto an LMS does not constitute eLearning, rather 

it is using the LMS as a document content library; a process with no pedagogical reasoning behind it. 

Students simply become receivers of paper-based learning that has been digitised.  This form of 

teacher complacency occurs as a result of a singular top-down approach due to a complete 

misunderstanding of technology use within education (Guri-Rosenblit, 2005; Hill et al., 2014).  

 

Understanding the different meanings of eLearning and what can be done to implement technology 

within the classroom, such as choosing one or two outcomes rather than all, is a great starting point 

for institutions to discuss with internal learning designers. This process should start by understanding 

eLearning typologies. Numerous typologies of eLearning exist, some are: 

 

• Asynchronous eLearning: A student-centered method of learning where people are not 

online at the same time and interaction occurs with a time delay, allowing people to 

participate when it suits their schedules (Reform, 2017) 

• Self-Study: Which addresses the distinct learning needs, interests of individual students. 

(Hill et al., 2014) 

• Discussion Groups: These allow for peer-to-peer support and learning. Subject matter 

experts can add their   support to the discussion to build on the peer-to-peer learning that is 

occurring (Selim, 2007) 

• Distance Education: This allows the students to self-pace through the online content.  

There are usually no set times for distance classes (Jenkins, Rumble, Murugan, et al. 2017) 

• Synchronous eLearning: Learning where people are online at the same time (Chen, 2017) 

• Virtual Classroom: An online classroom that allows participants to communicate, view 

presentations, interact with learning resources and work in groups. Virtual classrooms can 

be used to hold lectures and tutorials online, a feature particularly useful to external 

students. Virtual classrooms can also be setup as online meeting spaces for students to work 
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on group tasks (Radu, Southgate, Ortega, et al. 2017) 

• Audio and video conferencing: This includes the use of the sites: Google Hangouts, Adobe 

Connect and GoT0webinar. Webinars, or seminars held online, are modes of video 

conferencing. Typically  webinars are recorded for later viewing (Gault, 2017) 

• Blended Learning: This is a combination of online and face-to-face delivery (Abdellatief, 

Sultan, Jabar, & Abdullah, 2011; Holsapple & Lee-Post, 2006; Leveaux, Gallagher, & 

Sixsmith, 2016). 

 

The above typologies indicate the term eLearning is quite broad and expresses many forms of digital 

content delivery.  To date there is no agreed definition of the word ‘eLearning’, and as a result, many 

researchers when using the term eLearning are indicating the terms ‘blended’, ‘online’, ‘virtual’ and 

‘distance’ interchangeably. This creates confusion amongst researchers and teachers alike as 

inconsistent semantics typically create misperception and misattribution of reasoning. 

Context of the Research 

This comparative case study employs an interpretive approach, as the intent is to understand the 

impacts of flipped and blended learning from the perspective of participating student cohorts. In 

using an interpretive approach, the researcher has sought to gain a deeper understanding of the area 

under study and the context within which the research data was gathered (Crotty 1998). 

 

One of the considerations of this study was the best way to incorporate technology into the 

classroom. Research has shown that user satisfaction is a crucial factor in assessing eLearning 

success. In particular learner dissatisfaction with eLearning integration within the classroom and the 

ease of use of required systems by students (Alsabawy & Cater-Steel, 2012). Other research concurs 

highlighting user satisfaction is the key driver to continuing use of eLearning (Al-Omari, Carter, & 

Chiclana 2016).   

 

This research centres on a case study of student responses to surveys regarding their experiences with 

IT subjects. Hamel et al. (1993: p45) define a case study as an ‘in-depth investigation using different 

methods to collect information and to make observations’, during which ‘empirical’ evidence assists 

in understanding the ‘object of the study'. By conducting a case study, researchers can explore the 

significant features of a case and create credible interpretations from the everyday experiences of 

participants (Crotty 1998). Case study research provides an in-depth understanding of the context 

under study and increases our understanding of a given situation (McGovern 2003, Morse and 

Richards 2002, Yin 2003). 

 

The focus of this case study was two university information systems subjects within our faculty at the 

University of Technology Sydney: Finance and IT Professionals (undergraduate) and Project 

Management (post-graduate),. The sampling occurred over a three-year period from second semester 

2013 to first semester 2016 inclusive. During that period, the undergraduate subject was only taught 

in the first semester of each year whilst the postgraduate unit was delivered each time across a full 

year. These subjects contained some non-IT specific content, which, when presented in a new flipped 

learning genre, was considered potentially to be a major issue for academic teaching staff.  

 

Data was collected from  the standard university online student feedback survey (SFS) conducted at 

the completion of each semester, with survey results forming the basis of a comparative study of 

integrating eLearning that involved the use of pre-work or flipped learning via ELIS. The online 

SFSs questions required five scaled answers (quantitative data) and two freeform answers (qualitative 

data). 

 

Using thematic analysis, preliminary themes were uncovered from the data. Through a consolidation 

process, dominant themes emerged from the identified preliminary themes (Attride-Stirling 2001; 

McGovern 2003; Morse & Richards 2002). Two dominant themes emerged from this qualitative data: 

using the ELIS, and flipped learning pre-work content.  
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This research, as stated earlier, is based on two subjects, Finance and IT Professionals 

(undergraduate) and Project Management (post-graduate), which incorporated the use of an ELIS.  

Table 1 (below) charts student comments about both subjects, largely focusing on the style of content 

made available to them. The results show students perceived multiple versions of the same content to 

be counter-productive and “doubling up” on subject resources, potentially influencing subject 

efficiency and effectiveness. 

Using the ELIS 

Successful integration of ELIS into coursework subjects is not new and is well documented in the 

literature. Research into students who participated in a trial of eLearning versus traditional learning, 

found eLearning was an effective method that deepened the student understanding of the subject 

(Abdellatief et al, 2011; Alsabawy & Cater-Steel, 2012). Furthermore, Jones and Gregor (2006) 

found that learning supported by an IS gave students a distinct advantage in their coursework. 

Student comments collected in the current data supported each of these findings.  

 

Many student comments regarding both subjects in this study (see table 1) focussed on the style of 

content made available. It was perceived content was in a format that did not suit the learning needs 

of particular students. Equally, multiple versions of the same content were recorded by students to be 

counter-productive and “doubling up” on subject resources and potentially impacting subject 

efficiency and effectiveness.     

Table 1: Student comments regarding the ELIS 

Positive Negative 

“Videos came with weekly content to help 

understand financial principles etc.” (F&IT)   

“Use lecture slides instead of web-based learning 

materials” (F&IT) 

“The subject materials were well organised” 

(F&IT) 
“Lack of connection between the tutorials and the 

lecture materials” (F&IT) 

“online videos in lectures helped” (F&IT) “the content of this subject was so poorly 

handled. there were online modules that were 

supposed to be done before the lesson, but then 

were not gone through in the lesson." (F&IT) 

“All learning material is available online.” (PM) “I would suggest that the content also be 

available in PDF version for those of us that like 

to sit down and highlight stuff … content on the 

computer is too distracting for me cause of my 

attention span “ (F&IT) 

"I was interested in the sequence of the teaching 

as each week we built on items from previous 

weeks to create a fuller picture of the 

methodology." (PM) 

“It would be better if you could provide 

pdf/slides of all lectures“ (PM) 

“This lecture provides the video class for 

learning, … I think it is quite good for PM trying 

to provide video class to enhance the learning 

and teaching outcome” (PM)  

“better templates. examples of templates in use, 

more relevant case studies and assignments.” 

(PM) 

"Lots of resources were provided, and the subject 

was fun to learn”  (PM) 

 

“The subject materials online should be available 

in one package only - PDF/PowerPoint and 

video, and not segregated into parts” (PM) 

Flipped Learning Pre-work Content 

Prior to 2014 classes in the traditional model consisted of a 1 ½ hour lecture and a series of 1 ½ hour 

tutorials. Within this context finance and IT (F&IT) had one (1) lecture and six (6) tutorials (10 ½ 
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hours of class time) and Project Management (PM) had one (1) lecture and four (4) tutorials (7 ½ 

hours of class time). Under the new model, F&IT was delivered in two, 2-hour workshops and PM 

was delivered via two, 3-hour workshops. 

 

Collaborative classrooms were used to facilitate group work activities with the presumption that 

students had completed pre-work content prior to the class. This teaching mode, whereby each 

student comes prepared, encouraged greater student interaction in the classroom. The use of 

collaborative classrooms for these subjects again increasing interaction. Depending on the subject, 

F&IT or PM, the degree of pre-work content varied depending upon the teaching objectives for 

individual weekly classes. In essence, pre-work for both subjects undertaken prior to the class was 

intended to take students on a journey through various weekly scenarios aimed at consolidating 

subject content.  However, from the student’s comments (see table 2 below) most negative comments 

focused on this class structure with the traditional style of a lecture and tutorial nominated as more 

suitable than the flipped nature of the class. On a positive note, some comments focused on the new 

learning style and its ability to providing an environment in which students perceived they were 

easily able to work collaboratively to discuss ideas and concepts related to the weekly scenarios. 

 

Table 2 shows a mixed reaction to the new teaching style. Most negative comments for F&IT 

concerned perceptions of disparity between the subject’s ‘theory’ and ‘practical’ content. Students’ 

focus on theory is surprising as research shows one of the best ways to learn topic content is through 

practical application (reference) - in this case scenario based learning.  Regardless positive student 

comments all supported the practical aspect of each subject. Student perceptions of PM were more 

positive overall. In particular they were appreciative of both content and practical work, citing 

relevance to career options. Again, scenario-based learning was the basis of the practical work in this 

subject.  

Table 2: Student comments regarding the flipped subject delivery method 

 

Positive Negative 

“the structure of the classes, allowing students 

to work together to complete an exercise 

without a tutor trying to control exactly how 

and when the work is done really helped all the 

students stay motivated.” (F&IT) 

“More integration between notes and what we 

were actually doing would also have been 

really wonderful.” (F&IT)) 

“The learning environment for this subject was 

well organised” (F&IT) 

“Content needs to be shown more like a 

lecture” (F&IT) 

“The weekly challenges were great” (F&IT) “content could be more relevant to tested 

material” (F&IT) 

“Practical based assignment and weekly quizzes 

(which forced students to actually look at and do 

the work)” (F&IT) 

“[Classes] had little to do with the overall 

content given” (F&IT) 

“Good ideas and an innovative approach to 

presenting the subject matter”. (F&IT)  

 

“The subject structure, the idea of workshop 

makes students to focus on theory part of the 

subject less.  “ (F&IT) 

 

 

 

“tutorials are too vague with too many students 

in each class” (F&IT)  

“Please make this subject more structured and 

interrelated” (F&IT) 

“I like the workshop in every class that we can 

discuss in a group” (PM) 

“The out-of-class preparation material, many 

people wouldn’t do it – maybe add marks to it”  

(PM) 

“Lots of emphasis on Workshopping the “I suggest that the way of teaching and 
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Theory” (PM) answering by the tutor should be more flexible” 

(PM) 

“All the topics were really helpful and practical. 

I've enjoyed this project a lot!” (PM) 

“The only part of the learning material I did not 

enjoy was the Lynda videos.” (PM) 

“The presentations and learning activities were 

both engaging and enjoyable, as well as 

enabling the content to be understood in a 

practical holistic manner (PM) 

 

To Flip or Not to Flip? 

 

In light of these findings: should educators flip their classroom or not? The answer is not as straight 

forward as it first appears. Flipping the classroom requires considerable time, something many 

academics do not have.   

 

The first step is to start small, by finding information that meets the threshold of students’ 

understanding and is suitable to enable students to learn all aspects of course material.  For instance 

bridging students’ knowledge of the difference between the terms ‘debit’ and ‘credit’ with a simple 

explanation.  Once content is resolved, the second step is to determine how that content will be 

delivered to students and by which medium.  A facilitator may ask themselves, ‘will a PowerPoint be 

sufficient or does the facilitation also require a video (PowerPoint with associated audio) and if so, 

‘will a more professional video be required?’ Noting that professional audio-visual recordings may 

give students the ability to watch content on any device, anywhere.  

 

Regardless of the medium used or the content delivered, the decision on whether to flip or not to flip 

a class is dependent on several factors. These include the availability of resources (such as support 

staff and funds for subject revision and / or needed equipment), the content and learning objectives of 

the subject (eg. theoretical or practical), and the flexibility of the academic staff to accept and 

implement change. In the words of one surveyed F&IT student, “we were given the freedom to 

collaborate and work with almost everyone in the tutorial. It is a distinct quality of this subject, which 

I greatly appreciate! It made the learning experience enthusiastic”. This comment reinforced our 

decision to flip these subjects  

Conclusion and Future Work 

As educational technology and associated fields continue to evolve, conflicting findings have 

emerged regarding eLearning environments. In education today, a paradigm shift is underway which 

involves critical challenges for universities to enhance innovation in teaching and learning. 

Universities have been quick to embed technology into the classroom. However, it has taken, and is 

still taking, a long time to work out the most efficient way to incorporate an ELIS and ensuring its 

effectiveness.  The fundamental problem is that often the classroom has had too many alternative 

technologies implemented. This does not adequately support blended learning. Equally educators, 

when using an ELIS, have at times attempted to add too much technology too soon. Both aspects 

need to be ameliorated with the frame of the students’ overall learning experience in mind.  

 

Research on collaborative or blended learning has indicated that although student engagement 

remains limited initially, flipped learning experiences and the blended learning environment in the 

longer-term assist students in understanding threshold concepts. However, more studies in this area 

are required. Future research needs to broaden its exploration of the use of ELIS within the 

classroom. In particular, research should consider student focus groups, as these would be beneficial 

in assisting researchers to delve further into this study’s findings and to discover the ‘real’ reason 

why students find changes in delivery styles difficult to cope with. In conjunction with this research, 

is underway to trial of an industry-based framework for ELIS integration as in practice this would 

assist with the alignment of subjects to the ELIS framework. 
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Abstract 
 

Results of testing of the electronic components shipped for the space industry are represented by arrays of 

data vectors of very high dimensionality, up to hundreds of dimensions. One of the most important 

problems for increasing the quality of the electronic units is detection of the homogeneous production 

batches of the electronic devices (components). In this paper, we consider the problem of data mining 

(fuzzy clustering) with new genetic algorithm with greedy agglomerative heuristic based on the EM-

algorithm. Computational experiments with electronic component testing data and classical datasets for 

clustering problems show that this new algorithm allows obtaining more precise results in comparison 

with classical EM algorithm and its modifications. Accurate detection of homogeneous production 

batches reduces the expenses for destructive testing. 

Keywords: Clustering, Genetic Algorithm, Greedy Heuristic, Agglomerative Heuristic. 

Introduction 
 

Electronic components shipped for the space industry pass through hundreds of non-destructive tests. 

Selected elements from each homogeneous production batch pass through several expensive destructive 

tests. If the testing center is not allowed to control the manufacturing process, there is no guarantee of 

homogeneity of each production batch.  

 

Orlov et al (2016) proposed determining the belonging of a set of EEE components to a set of 

homogeneous production batches is a clustering problem (unsupervised learning). A priori, the number of 

clusters (homogeneous batches manufactured from homogeneous batch of raw materials) is unknown, 

however, this number is bounded above. 

 

The problem is even more complicated because of the possible existence of outliers (they are copies of 

the EEE components that do not belong to the main production and batch of raw materials or made with 

essential aberrations). 

 

At the solution of such clustering problems, it is possible to use two approaches: 

 

a) Hard clustering. Each object belongs to the only cluster. In this case if there is no clear boundary 

between clusters in the experimental data, the result will not be satisfactory (numerical 

characteristics of belonging to a cluster will be indistinct).  

b) Fuzzy clustering. A set of probabilistic characteristics of belonging of an object to each of 

clusters is the result of the algorithms work of this type.  

 

At application of both approaches, classical methods (Orlov et al, 2016) demand that the number of 

clusters should be set before an algorithm starts.  
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Thus, it is necessary to discuss several options with various estimated parameter (number of clusters) for 

the further choice of the best decision.  

Instruments of data mining including fuzzy clustering are widely used practically in all branches and 

productions. Problems of identification of the homogeneous signs of objects fall into similar problems. 

Classical objects and data sets in the cluster analysis are also data on biological objects, for example, 

KDD Cup 04 Bio. Biological data sets usually form data arrays of very high dimensions. At the same 

time, number of objects could be rather small. This fact is a difficulty in work of classical EM algorithm 

(Orlov et al, 2016). 

Known Methods 
 

Conception of agglomerative greedy heuristic procedure (Alp et al (2003), Kazakovtsev et al (2014, 

2015)) is based on sequentially removing clusters from the interim solution of the problem. Every time, 

those clusters which removal results in minimal gain of the objective function are removed (these 

problems are minimization problems). Here we use the same approach with EM algorithm and 

maximized function (1). 

))x(p(lnL
t

ii
Sx

k

i

t 1

1

1 +

∈ =

>+<
τ∑ ∑=

 (1) 

Stashkov (2017) proposes a specific version of the variable neighborhood search procedure (Mladenovic, 

1997) which allows obtaining more precise results of the probability distribution separating problem. In 

this paper, we use similar procedure in combination with the evolutionary algorithm (Genetic Algorithm, 

GA) which allows obtaining even more precise results with better values of function (1). 

New Algorithm 
 

Algorithm 1. Greedy heuristic procedure for precipitation of mixture of Gaussian distributions. 

Required: initial number of Gaussian distributions (clusters) K, target number of clusters k. 

1. To select initial decision with K clusters that is to select randomly initial parameters of the set of 

the distributions { }K,i),I,(ND nii 1
200

=σµ=  and the set of weight coefficients of distributions 

{ }.K,i,W i 1
0

=α=  

2. Run EM-algorithm (Orlov et al, 2016); assign new (improved) solution of a problem, represented 

by the sets D и W. 

3. If K=k then stop. 

4. For each { }K,'i 1∈  do: 

4.1 Assign the truncated set of the distribution and the set of their weight coefficients 

{ } }.{\W'W,)I,(N\D'D 'in'i'i

0200
α=σµ=  

Run the EM-algorithm with initial values of parameters of the distributions, presented by the 

truncated set D’ and weights W’. Here, the EM algorithm is limited to one iteration. Calculate the 

objective function L according to (1) for the received result, to keep their value in variable L’I’. 

4.2. Go to the next iteration of loop 4. 

5. Find the index 
'i

k,'i
Lmaxarg''i

1=
= . 

6. Assign the truncated sets { } }.{\WW,)I',(N\DD 'ini'i

0200
α=σµ=  

Run EM-algorithm for this truncated sets, then pass to Step 3. 

 

This heuristic was used as the crossing-over procedure in the genetic algorithm: 

Algorithm 2. The crossing-over procedure 

Required: see Algorithm 1. 
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1. Concatenate the sets 
'.'W'WW,''D'DD ∪=∪=  

2. Run the Algorithm 1 with this concatenated sets as the initial decision.  

 

The genetic algorithm with greedy heuristics (Kazakovtsev et al, 2015) in edition for the EM 

algorithm is been described as follows: 

Algorithm 3. The genetic algorithm with greedy heuristic (called by GA). 

Required: Size of the population NPOP. 

1. Generate randomly NPOP initial decision presented by the sets of the distributions 

{ } POPni,li,ll N,l,k,l),I,(ND 11
200

==σµ=  and the counterpart sets of weight coefficients 

{ }.k,i,k/W i,ll 11
0

==α=  Initial values of the standard deviation is assigned equal for all clusters and 

calculate for a full sample: ∑ −=σ
∈Sx

i .xx
d

2
20 1

 

The values of 
0

i,lµ  are assigned equal to coordinates of incidentally chosen vectors of data. 

The EM algorithm is started for each of initial decisions and the received values of objective function 

remain in variables .,...,ff
POP

N1   

2. Check the stop conditions and STOP if they are reached. We use a runtime restriction as the stop 

condition. The decision with the best (biggest) value of objective function 
POP

N,...,ff1  is returned. 

3. Select the two random indexes 2121 1 k,k},N{kk , ≠∈ . 

4. Run Algorithm 2 for couple of decisions submitted by the sets 
1kD ,

2kD  and 
1kW , 

2kW .  

5. Select index },N{k POP13 ∈ . As well as in [4], we use prime tournament selection: at first in a 

random way we choose },N{kk POP, 154 ∈  if 
54

kk >ff then 43=kk  otherwise 53=kk .  

6. Change sets 
3

kD ,
3

kW  and corresponding value of the objective function 
3

kf  by the new values 

received on the Step 4. To pass to the Step 2. 

Computational Experiments 

 
We used classical data sets from UCI repository, for example, a data set of KDD CUP 04 BIO for testing 

and compotation of results with results of the classical EM algorithm started in the multistart mode. 

Results (see Table 1) show that developed genetic algorithm for larger tasks has advantage in comparison 

with other algorithms.  

 

About 10 attempts of start were performed for a data set of KDDCUP04Bio. 

In Tables 1, two datasets are arrays of results of the non-destructive tests of the integrated circuits, other 

datasets are classical datasets from the UCI dataset repository. Our new algorithm (GA) allows to obtain 

the best results for both datasets of non-destructive tests in comparison with other precise algorithms: 

classical EM, CEM (clustering EM proposed by Celeux and Govaert, 1991), SEM (Stochastic EM 

proposed by Celeux and Diebolt, 1985), VNS1-VNS3 (Variable Neighborhood Search proposed by 

Stashkov, 2017). 

Conclusion 
 

New genetic algorithm for the problems of separating of a mixture of Gaussian distributions allows 

achieving more precise results in comparison with the classical EM-algorithm running in the multistart 
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mode. Our new algorithm is a modification of the Greedy Heuristics Method proposed by Kazakovtsev et 

al (2015) for the problems of a fuzzy clustering which allows to obtain more precise results for many 

clustering problems including the problem of separating the homogeneous production batches of the 

electronic devices for spacecraft industry. 
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Table 1: Comparison of the results for integrated circuits and other data sets 

Data set, number of 

data vectors, 

dimensionality  

Number of groups 

(number of batches for 

the electronic devices) k, 

type of Gaussians., time 

limit 

Algorithm Average result 

Tests of IC 1526LE2, 

N=3987, d=206 

5, uncorrelated, 

3 minutes 

VNS1 

VNS2 

VNS3 

EM 

New GA 

350292,1 

- 

- 

350292,2 

443491,0 

Tests of IC 

140UD17AVK, N=51, 

d=46 

2, 

spherical, 

5 seconds 

VNS1 

VNS2 

VNS3 

EM 

CEM 

SEM 

New GA 

1052942,3 

1052942,3 

1052942,3 

1052942,3 

1052942,1 

1052942,2 

1052942,3 

Europe (UCI), 

N=169308, d=2, 

normalized data. 

40, spherical, 

1.5 hours 

VNS1 

VNS2 

VNS3 

EM 

CEM 

SEM 

New GA 

-3625694,1 

-3625691,7 

-3625748,7 

-3625957,3 

-3625779,0 

-3625740,6 

-3625731.38 

Chess (UCI), N=3197, 

d=50, булевы 

10, spherical., 

3 minutes 

VNS1 

VNS2 

VNS3 

EM 

CEM 

SEM 

New GA 

-30554,67 

-30539,85 

-30580,60 

-30525,03 

-30564,13 

-30560,70 

-30554,67 

Ionosphere, N=351, 

d=35, normalized data. 

10, spherical., 

30 seconds 

VNS1 

VNS2 

VNS3 

EM 

CEM 

SEM 

New GA 

-847,463 

-849,352 

-878,153 

-871,405 

-893,442 

-879,952 

-832,828 
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KDDCUP04 Bio, 

N=145751, d=74, 

normalized data. 

30, spherical, 

 3 hours 

VNS1 

VNS2 

VNS3 

EM 

CEM 

SEM 

New GA 

-12511968,2 

-12511984,9 

-12512654,0 

-12513229,7 

-12512717,9 

-12514336,5 

-12512511,99 
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Abstract 
 
Annotation. The key moment of intensive, rational and effective participation of the country in 
international exchange is the development of export potential, capable of producing and supplying to 
the world market a wide range of goods, works and services with a high degree of competitiveness 
and benefits in the necessary terms, determined by agreements and contracts. The complex character 
of the mechanism of export support in modern industrial policy of foreign countries as the final link 
in the process of implementing the state economic strategy in the conditions of globalization is 
revealed. A comparative evaluation of the current mechanisms of state stimulation and support for 
exports of various groups of countries is presented, based on the conditions of international 
commodity exchange. The prerequisites, driving forces and main directions of activation of state 
support for exports within the framework of the national export strategy of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan are revealed. Developed proposals for the development of a model of the state system of 
export stimulation with the identification of functional-target levels and local (regional and branch) 
subsystems. 

 
Keywords: export, export policy, state regulation of exports, international trade. 

 
Introduction 
 
Rapid development of market relations contributed to a sharp increase in activity of Kazakhstani 
firms on the foreign market. Economic relations with foreign partners serve to enrich the progressive 
experience in the field of organization of trade services to the population, act as a factor of economic 
growth, intensify production, contribute to the improvement of technology and the replenishment of 
the market with goods. About two-thirds of the country's gross domestic product is distributed 
through foreign trade channels. For the effective management of such activities, information on 
export operations, which occupy the largest share in the activities of organizations, becomes 
particularly important. This is the most common type of transactions in the foreign trade activity of a 
company, so a competent and correct definition, evaluation and accounting are very important, since 
they directly influence the result of the business.  
 
Deliveries for export provide a powerful impetus for the development and involvement of natural 
resources in economic circulation. Reasonably invested in the development of export means pay off 
much faster than investments in other areas of activity. At the present stage of the world economy 
development, there is an intensification of the processes of globalization, international economic 
integration, and the level of competition in world commodity markets is becoming more acute. 
 
In modern conditions, there is an objective increase in the need for a conceptual interpretation of the 
role of the state export policy with regard to the formation of a long-term export strategy and 
methodological approaches to its implementation based on the experience of foreign countries where 
the practice of state export support has significantly enriched over the past decades and new effective 
schemes and mechanisms have emerged. 
The purpose of the study is to develop proposals for state regulation of the export strategy in the 
conditions of developing a market economy and strengthening the processes of globalization, which 
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implies an increase in the regulatory and stimulating role of the state in the development of foreign 
trade activities by creating an effective mechanism to support exports 
 

Results 
 

1. The complex nature of the mechanism of supporting exports in modern industrial policy of 
foreign countries as the final link in the process of implementing the state economic strategy in the 
context of globalization has been revealed. 
 
Foreign countries use different strategies for state promotion of their exports. In many ways, this 
depends on the state of the country's economy, the stage of development on which it is located, the 
overall economic and political situation in the world. Nevertheless, it is possible to single out a 
number of important features in their policy, which led to positive results in the growth of their 
exports and the improvement of its structure. 
 
An important tool of British trade policy, used to support national producers and exporters, are anti-
dumping, countervailing and protective measures. 
 
Under the conditions of the developed normative legal regulation, the main task of the Government 
of Great Britain is to maintain the competitiveness of national producers in all sectors of the economy 
and on foreign markets through an active policy in the field of continuous improvement of the 
organization of the system of public authorities, reduction of administrative barriers, assistance to 
British exporters in promoting their products , goods of works and services to external markets and 
effective application of protection measures in foreign trade. 
 
Exports from Great Britain are also carried out without restrictions, with the exception of certain 
goods falling under the system of export control and licensing. 
Thus, the UK has created an effective and stable to change system of regulation of foreign economic 
activity, based on EU directives and obligations arising from WTO membership and bilateral 
economic agreements with third countries. 
 
The active participation of the state in the organization and implementation of foreign economic 
activity (FEA) is a characteristic feature of Japan for the last four decades. The effectiveness of the 
Japanese foreign economic complex largely depends on the strength of the institutional foundations 
of foreign economic activity. 
 
In the system of public administration, this area can be distinguished administrative, coordinating and 
consultative. Among the state administrative bodies, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Industry 
(MITP) occupies a special place, MITP ensures the development of trade relations with foreign 
countries, solves foreign exchange issues related to foreign trade, facilitates the production of export 
goods, establishes import quotas for licensed goods, issues import permits, Determines the relevant 
rules of trade. 
 
One of the main directions of the sphere of regulation of China's foreign trade after the country's 
accession to the WTO is the liberalization of the foreign trade regime. The practice of levying export 
duties is applied in China with respect to the export of certain goods, the export of which is 
prohibited or restricted. In addition, China has a procedure for refunding VAT to exporters. The 
export tariff of the PRC contains 88 commodity items. The export duty rates are 20% -50%. In 
accordance with the current legislation, in China, a system of import and export licensing continues 
to be applied to a number of goods. 
 
South Korea entered the world markets with color TVs earlier than such a production was created to 
serve the domestic market. Other countries relied more on market mechanisms (both macro and 
microeconomic). At the same time, some countries, for example, most of the export-oriented NIS 
states (Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia) did not practically interfere in export issues. 
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In Western Europe, a high dependence on imports of domestic energy carriers has developed in 
Finland (more than 40% of the total), Germany and Austria (about 13%), France (10%) and a number 
of other countries. 
 
France used various mechanisms to ensure effective implementation of the national foreign trade 
policy at different stages. In general, they are aimed at increasing the level of economic development 
of the state, which favors the growth of export sales. Some of these mechanisms are designed 
specifically to support national exports. Currently, the general assistance to the state of the 
participants in foreign economic activity of France reaches significant proportions, about 1.5% of the 
state budget. A new direction in the system of supporting national exports is to promote the 
development of regional export-oriented industries. For example, the state annually allocates 30 
million euros to the regional structure for the support of exporters ERAI (Enterprise Rhone-Alpes 
International), which operates in the second largest export region of France - the Rhône-Alpes. 
 
For example, the French financial and credit system operates in the interests of implementing the 
development of various areas of not only the general economic policy, but also its foreign trade 
component, which contributes to the intensive development of equipment exports Efforts to 
harmonize the conditions of international competition in this area and to limit the burden of export 
subsidies for public finances are reduced to concentrating these subsidies on export supplies to 
developing countries. 
 
French experience also shows that along with the complex nature of the incentive mechanism, an 
effective organizational structure has been created to ensure its functioning. 
 

2. A comparative evaluation of the current mechanisms of state stimulation and support for the 
export of various groups of countries based on the conditions for international commodity exchange 
is presented. From the point of view of foreign experience in export support, the experience of 
countries such as the USA, Germany, Japan, China, Brazil and the Czech Republic can also be useful, 
since their state support policy has allowed them to significantly increase their export flows (Table 1) 

 
Table 1: Foreign experience of state support for exports 

 

Information and consulting 
support 

Financial support Other types of support 

USA 

A big place is occupied by 
measures related to information 
and consulting support, 
assistance in the 
implementation of exhibition 
activities 

Granting of loans, credit 
guarantees and insurance of 
transactions. 
Guarantees for loans for 
companies in the 
implementation of medium- and 
long-term investments 

A lot of effort is spent on legal 
and political protection of the 
interests of American exporters 

Germany 

A large part is occupied by 
measures connected with 
information and consulting 
support 

 

Insurance of export credits and 
investments of German firms 
abroad, exemption of exporters 
from VAT 

The German government gives 
guarantees to provide 
guarantees for political risks 

Japan 

Organization of business 
missions, exhibition events 

The Bank for International 
Cooperation is supporting 
export in Japan 

 

China 

Organization of business The law "On Foreign Trade"  
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missions, exhibition events 

Brazil 

Legal and consulting assistance 
and even assistance in solving 
domestic issues in an unfamiliar 
country 

 

Czech Republic 

Development of information 
and consulting support, creation 
of a professional training 
system 

 

 
Thus, as international experience shows, the current export support systems are not focused on 
providing subsidies, financial assistance or direct payments. They are primarily aimed at providing 
financial support to exporters through schemes for issuing guarantees, risk insurance, providing loans 
that promote the successful promotion of national goods a
 

3. The prerequisites, driving forces and main directions of activation of state support for 
exports are revealed in the framework of the national export strategy of the Republic of Kazakhstan
According to the Agency for Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kazakhstan's turnover of 
Kazakhstan's exports is almost 2 times higher than imports (Figu
3060238,7 dollars USA, 2 is exports, which was 866060,9 dollars USA

. 
 

Figure 1: 

Note 

 
The main indicators of Kazakhstan's foreign trade po
 

was significantly amended in 
the country 

Subsidies for opening 
representative offices; 
Brazilian companies engaged in 
export activities are allowed to 
leave all foreign exchange 
earnings abroad 

 The Brazilian Agency for 
Export and Investment 
Promotion was established.
An efficient database of 
exporters was created
 

The Czech Republic is making 
efforts to eliminate tariff and 
non-tariff barriers. 
Export Financing and Insurance 

An important role was played 
by the Czech Concept of State 
Policy on Export Support.

Thus, as international experience shows, the current export support systems are not focused on 
providing subsidies, financial assistance or direct payments. They are primarily aimed at providing 

rough schemes for issuing guarantees, risk insurance, providing loans 
that promote the successful promotion of national goods and services to foreign markets. 

3. The prerequisites, driving forces and main directions of activation of state support for 
rts are revealed in the framework of the national export strategy of the Republic of Kazakhstan

According to the Agency for Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kazakhstan's turnover of 
Kazakhstan's exports is almost 2 times higher than imports (Figure 1), where 1 is Import, which was 
3060238,7 dollars USA, 2 is exports, which was 866060,9 dollars USA 

 
Figure 1:  Export and import of Kazakhstan. 

Note - according to the literature 1 

The main indicators of Kazakhstan's foreign trade policy are presented in table 2.

1

22%

2

78%

The Brazilian Agency for 
Export and Investment 
Promotion was established. 
An efficient database of 
exporters was created 

An important role was played 
by the Czech Concept of State 
Policy on Export Support. 

Thus, as international experience shows, the current export support systems are not focused on 
providing subsidies, financial assistance or direct payments. They are primarily aimed at providing 

rough schemes for issuing guarantees, risk insurance, providing loans 

3. The prerequisites, driving forces and main directions of activation of state support for 
rts are revealed in the framework of the national export strategy of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

According to the Agency for Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kazakhstan's turnover of 
1 is Import, which was 

 

presented in table 2. 

1

2
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Table 2:  The main indicators of foreign trade of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2016 

(thousands of US dollars) 
 

Name Goods turnover Export 

 

 Total Specific weight 
of the country 
in the total 
volume of 
trade,% 

Total The share of the 
country in total 
exports,% 

A 1,0 2,0 3,0 4,0 

Including:     

Countries of the 
Union of Independent 
States 

1 995 191,5 20,1 763 864,0 11,1 

Of which the countries 
of the customs union 

1 481 957,8 14,9 422 612,8 6,2 

Countries of the 
Eurasian Economic 
Union 

1 733 450,5 17,5 589 215,4 8,6 

 Countries outside the 
Eurasian Economic 
Union 

261 740,9 2,6 174 648,6 2,5 

Rest of the world 7 931 108,2 79,9 6 102 197,0 88,9 

Europe 5 049 589,3 50,9 4 292 191,2 62,5 

Countries of the 
Eurasian Union 

4 701 622,3 47,4 3 964 951,0 57,7 

Countries outside the 
Eurasian Union 

347 967,0 2,6 3,5 4,8 

Asia 2 484 287,8 25,0 1 648 510,6 24,0 

America 355 788,1 3,6 146 252,3 2,1 

Australia and Oceania 2 159,0 0,0 732,8 0,0 

Other countries 167,2 0,0 166,5 0,0 

 

The main exported commodity of the country is the commodity group "Fuel and Energy Products", 
which characterizes the raw material orientation of the economy of Kazakhstan. "Metals and products 
from them" with a share of 7.7% in the export of the Republic of Kazakhstan occupy the second 
place. Products of the chemical and related industries (including rubbers and plastics) with an index 
of 3.4% for 3 items in the list; the remaining commodity groups distributed 7%. (Figure 2), where 
fuel and energy products is 81, 9% (number 1), others: 2) 7,70% -materials made of them, 3) 3,4% - 
products of chemical and related industries, 4) 7,00% - other goods 
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Figure 2: 

Note 

 
Highlight the top 10 export goods, which Kazakhstan trades with partners in the EEA.

 
Table 3: 

Category Directions 

10th place Pipes, tubes, hoses and their fittings, plastic

9th place Plumbing equipment

8th place Ready-made products from cereals, flour, starch or milk, flour confectionery

7th place Fats and oils, animal and vegetable origin

6th place Sugar and confectionery made from it

5th place Vehicles and 

4th place Ball and roller bearings

3rd place Alcoholic, non

2 nd place Textile materials and products

1 st place Plastics and articles thereof

 
The system of regulation of export
directions: types, channels, levels and methods (Scheme No. 1.).
other sectors of the market economy, two stages of regulation can be distinguished: state 
state. The first is carried out by state bodies, the second is the result of the impact of public 
associations and the foreign economic policy of economic entities. The main component of the state 
regulation of foreign economic activity is its regu
legal regulation of export-import transactions among other areas of financial and economic activity of 
organizations appears to be the most controversial and voluminous, as according to individual 
experts, the list of effective regulatory acts is huge

 
 
 

SHARE OF GOODS IN TOTAL EXPORT

Figure 2:  Share of goods in total exports of Kazakhstan 

Note - according to the reference 1 

export goods, which Kazakhstan trades with partners in the EEA. 

  Top 10 export goods, which Kazakhstan trades 

 With partners in the EEA 

 
 

Pipes, tubes, hoses and their fittings, plastic 

Plumbing equipment and parts thereof, metal 

made products from cereals, flour, starch or milk, flour confectionery

Fats and oils, animal and vegetable origin 

Sugar and confectionery made from it 

Vehicles and transport-related devices and equipment 

Ball and roller bearings 

Alcoholic, non-alcoholic drinks and vinegar 

Textile materials and products 

Plastics and articles thereof 

export-import transactions should be considered at least in four 
directions: types, channels, levels and methods (Scheme No. 1.). In foreign economic activity, as in 
other sectors of the market economy, two stages of regulation can be distinguished: state 
state. The first is carried out by state bodies, the second is the result of the impact of public 
associations and the foreign economic policy of economic entities. The main component of the state 
regulation of foreign economic activity is its regulatory and legal framework. The regulatory and 

import transactions among other areas of financial and economic activity of 
organizations appears to be the most controversial and voluminous, as according to individual 

list of effective regulatory acts is huge.  

1

82%

2

8%

3

3%

4

7%

SHARE OF GOODS IN TOTAL EXPORT

 

made products from cereals, flour, starch or milk, flour confectionery 

import transactions should be considered at least in four 
In foreign economic activity, as in 

other sectors of the market economy, two stages of regulation can be distinguished: state and non-
state. The first is carried out by state bodies, the second is the result of the impact of public 
associations and the foreign economic policy of economic entities. The main component of the state 

latory and legal framework. The regulatory and 
import transactions among other areas of financial and economic activity of 

organizations appears to be the most controversial and voluminous, as according to individual 
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Scheme 1: Regulation of export operations in the Republic of Kazakhstan 

 

 
Promising in this regard, economic policy seems to be on the way of increasing the concentration of 
export of raw materials and at the same time creating favorable conditions for participants in foreign 
economic activities to expand exports of products. From the types of regulation it is necessary to 
distinguish its channels - long-term and operational. The first is primarily the creation and 
commissioning of regulatory documents. Within the framework of operational regulation, two areas 
are identified: the impact on the sector as a whole and on its individual subjects. The system of 
regulatory and legal regulation of export-import transactions as an information base for accounting, 
auditing and analysis can be classified into six levels. 
 

1. At the first level are the legislative base of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the national 
statutory acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan: the Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, "On 
Taxes and Other Mandatory Payments to the Budget of the Republic of Kazakhstan" (Tax Code), 
Customs Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The legislative framework for the operation of export-
import transactions includes the following laws: "On Currency Regulation", "On Licensing", "On the 
National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan", "On Subsidies and Countervailing Measures", "On 
Anti-Dumping Measures", "On Measures to Protect the Internal market for the import of goods "," 
On certification "," On export control "," On Investments "[2 - 13]. Assessing the legal framework 
governing the legality of export-import transactions, it is necessary to ascertain, first of all, 
compliance with the first-level normative acts, since they are the main information base. Laws can be 
entirely devoted to foreign trade operations, and can only affect it in some part. 

2. At the second level of the system there are normative acts adopted by the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan and the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the form of decrees 
and resolutions: "On liberalization of foreign economic activity", "On rates of excises for excisable 

                         REGULATION OF EXPORT OPERATIONS 

 
 

        Kinds Channels         Levels                       Methods 

    
 

 

1 State,Notarially-
Legal.A) 
industriesrights:- civil,- 
commercial,- financial,- 
Administrative.В) types 
of law:international,- 
general,- Special.2 Non-
stateregulation:internatio
nal,national 

1 Debt-
belt(Whole 
sectorForeign 
economic 
activity) 

1. Legislative 
base 
2. Normative acts 
3. Conventions and 
agreements on avoidance of 
double taxation 
4. Departmental 
acts 
5. International 
Rules of interpretation 
Trade terms 
Incoterms 
6. Non-standard 
standards 

Non-
tariffMethods 

Economic 
methods 

  

1 Number of 
restrictions(quotas, 
licenses) 

1. Customs-
tariffmethods:cust
oms 
duties,customs 
duties,Service 
charge 

2 Operative 
(subjects 
foreign 
economic 
activity) 

2. Financial 
methods(Subsidies
, crediting, 
dumping) 

2.TaxRestrictions:
- Value added 
tax,- excises 

3. Currency 
restrictions: 
Currency control 

3 Hidden 
protectionism 
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goods produced in the Republic of Kazakhstan and imported into the customs territory of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan , realized on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan and gambling 
business ", on approval of the Instruction" On the organization of export-import currency control in 
the Republic of Kazakhstan "[14-16]. 

3. Intergovernmental conventions and agreements on avoidance of double taxation. 
4. The fourth level of the system of regulation of export-import relations is departmental and 

is represented by its supervising subdivisions of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Tax Service of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, and the Customs Committee. Their functions include the preparation and approval of 
comments, instructions, letters of explanatory nature. It should be noted that these documents are 
more subject to changes and additions than higher-level documents. 

5. If the first four levels relate to state regulation of export-import transactions, the fifth and 
sixth to non-government regulation. At the fifth level are the international rules for the supply of 
goods [17]. Organizations that conclude foreign trade contracts are required to adhere to certain rules 
of international trade. One of such sets of rules describing the distribution of responsibilities between 
the seller and the buyer when making a foreign economic transaction are the basic terms of delivery 
of INCOTERMS, which detail the procedure for the fulfillment of the terms of delivery, the provision 
of documents, the distribution of responsibilities and much more. The aim of Incoterms is to provide 
a set of international rules on the interpretation of the most widely used trade terms in the field of 
foreign trade. The basic conditions define the duty of the seller for the price established in the 
contract to ensure delivery of the goods to a certain point or to load the goods on vehicles or to 
transfer it to the transport organization. 
 
In addition to licensing, some services and products imported to the territory of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan are subject to certification. According to the Law on "Certification", the sale of products, 
works, services subject to mandatory certification, without a certificate of conformity (a copy of the 
certificate of compliance) and a conformity mark or declaration of conformity (a copy of the 
declaration of conformity) is prohibited. In contracts concluded for the supply of imported products 
subject to mandatory certification, a certificate, a copy of the certificate and a conformity mark 
recognized in the state certification system [11] should be provided. 

 
In accordance with the customs code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, when transferring goods across 
the customs border of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in other cases established by the decree, 
customs payments are paid: customs duties, customs fees, fees, payment for a preliminary decision 
[18, p.135].  
 
The highest duties are set on products of a high degree of processing and ready for use (textiles, 
leather and footwear products, electrical engineering, etc.). Most often, the highest fees are used for 
fish, crabs, lobsters, chocolate, beer, wine, alcohol, cigarettes, clothing made of leather and fur, 
carpets and some other goods. For example, for explosives, the import duty rate is 30% of the 
customs value, for trucks - 10%. Duty-free ware, garden implements, semiprecious stones are 
imported duty-free [19, p. 135]. Practically for all countries the level of customs duties depends on 
the degree of processing of goods, a higher degree is accompanied by higher rates. 
The most common instrument for regulating trade flows is the customs tariff, through which the list 
of goods carried across the border is systematized. In spite of the tendency to reduce tariffs all over 
the world, they are multichannel. The Kazakhstan tariff is built on the principles of import tariffs, 
applied in most countries. The export tariff applies to 150 items of goods, including certain types of 
raw materials, fuel, food, etc. [20, p.6].The Government of Kazakhstan issued a resolution "On 
Amendments and Additions to the Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan", 
"On Rates of Customs Duties on Imported Goods" in order to support domestic producers and 
stimulate export of focused production. The amendments envisage a reduction in the rates of customs 
duties on the import of raw materials for the production of tantalum ingots and an increase in the 
rates of customs duties on imports of plastic pipes, sausages and canned goods. The basis for making 
appropriate changes were the manufacturers' rates [21]. 
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The most important restriction is the export-import currency control. The procedure for its 
implementation is regulated by the Instruction on the Organization of Export-Import Currency 
Control in the Republic of Kazakhstan, approved by the Resolution of the Board of the National Bank 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan [16]. Export currency control is organized to prevent the export of 
capital abroad. The main document that determines the principles of currency transactions in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, the powers and functions of the bodies of currency regulation and currency 
control, the rights and obligations of legal entities and individuals with regard to possession, use and 
disposal of currency values, the law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Foreign Exchange regulation 
and currency control "[5]. During the renovation, the Law has undergone certain changes and 
additions. However, he did not touch on the fundamental shortcomings of this document, which 
hinder the formation of qualitative accounting information on foreign trade activities. 
 
The most important restriction is the export-import currency control. The procedure for its 
implementation is regulated by the Instruction on the Organization of Export-Import Currency 
Control in the Republic of Kazakhstan, approved by the Resolution of the Board of the National Bank 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan [16].  
 
Currency regulation should be organized in such a way as to minimize the expenditure of the 
country's foreign exchange reserves, to stabilize the fluctuation of the money supply and to provide 
the monetary authorities with the possibility of conducting an effective monetary and credit policy. 
G.Т. Abdikadyrova defines currency control as the state's activity to ensure the legality and 
expediency of foreign exchange transactions. From the point of view of a functional organization, 
currency control represents a set of requirements for participants in the foreign exchange market, the 
tasks of currency control are: 
 

- determination of conformity of conducted currency transactions to the current legislation; 
- verification of the reasonableness of payment in foreign currency [22, p.22]. 

 
According to the Law on Currency Regulation and Currency Control, the purpose of foreign 
exchange regulation is to promote public policies to achieve sustainable economic growth and ensure 
economic security. The tasks of currency regulation are: 

1) establishment of the procedure for circulation of currency values in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan; 

2) creation of conditions for further integration of the Republic of Kazakhstan into the world 
economy; 

3) providing information base for currency transactions and capital flows. 
Bodies of currency regulation: 
1) the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan is the main body of currency regulation in 

the Republic of Kazakhstan; 
2) the government of the Republic of Kazakhstan and other state bodies carry out currency 

regulation within their competence; 
3) the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Government of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan, in accordance with this law, issue normative and legal acts binding on residents and non-
residents within their competence. 
 
Normative and legal acts on currency regulation issues, developed by the bodies of currency 
regulation, are subject to mandatory agreement with the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
[23, p.4-5]. The purpose of currency control is to ensure compliance with the legislation of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan by residents and non-residents of the RK when they conduct currency 
transactions. The objectives of currency control are: 
 

1) determination of compliance of conducted currency transactions with the legislation of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan; 

2) verification of the reasonableness of payments for currency transactions and the availability 
of documents necessary for their implementation; 
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3) checking the completeness and objectivity of accounting and reporting on currency 
transactions. 
 
Foreign exchange control in the Republic of Kazakhstan is carried out by the National Bank of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, other state bodies within the limits established by the laws of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan (currency control bodies) and currency control agents. 
Currency control agents are authorized banks and authorized organizations, as well as other 
organizations for which, in accordance with the licenses received, they are responsible for monitoring 
compliance with the currency legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan during their operations [23, 
p.19-20]. 
 
Regulation of oil exports. The Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Amendments to Certain 
Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on State Regulation of Production and Turnover of 
Certain Types of Oil Products" came into force, which amended the Decree "On Oil." In Art. 5 of the 
Decree on Oil, the competence of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan is supplemented by 
the following powers, in particular the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan: 
 

1) regulates oil exports, including by approving (changing) excise rates, customs, protective, 
anti-dumping and countervailing duties, quotas for oil exports; 

2) establishes quantitative restrictions (quotas) for transportation of oil by various modes of 
transport; 

3) determine the procedure for maintaining a single database of oil production and turnover; 
4) organize a system for monitoring compliance with safety requirements for the technological 

process, storage and turnover of oil. 
The Law "On State Regulation of Production and Turnover of Certain Types of Oil Products" 

was enacted [24]. The law sets forth the following requirements and obligations: 
- Sale of gasoline (except aviation), diesel fuel and fuel oil is allowed through the devices of 

petroleum producers, as well as from petrol stations and petroleum products bases, whose services 
are certified; 

- providing the authorized body with information for monitoring; 
- registration of accompanying invoices for wholesale and retail sales by oil suppliers and for 

oil products transportation operations. 
 
Minister of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan Timur Suleimenov during the 
government meeting, presented the government program "National Export Strategy of Kazakhstan" 
for 2018-2022 [25]. "The program is aimed at achieving the strategic goals defined by the 
Kazakhstan-2050 Strategy, in particular to increase the volume of exports of non-primary 
commodities by half by 2025 compared to 2015" [26]. According to the Minister of the National 
Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan Timur Suleimenov, it is proposed to establish as an indicator 
of the success of its implementation an increase in the volume of non-primary exports in comparison 
with the indicator of 2015 by 1.5 times by 2022, as well as an increase in the export of non-
commodity commodity items to countries of priority and high interest [27]. 
 
In the framework of improving the institutional framework for exporters' support, the program 
proposes to legislatively fix the status of the Single Operator for Export Promotion and Promotion for 
NK Kazakh Export, which should operate on the principle of a "single window". "According to the 
world practice, the introduction of the" single window "provides an opportunity for the state 
authorities and development institutions to improve the quality and reduce the time for the provision 
of services, simplify administrative procedures and increase their effectiveness. For exporters, the 
introduction of a "single window" reduces the cost and time costs, simplifies the technology of 
information interaction with government agencies and development institutions, "Suleimenov said 
[27]. 
It is planned to define a promising "export basket" for goods and services with the identification of 
promising markets. This basket includes 116 products from seven industries that are already exported 
or that are proposed to be exported. According to the minister, among the existing commodity items 
are food products, mineral and chemical fertilizers, and among the new ones there are children's 
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clothes, medical products, glass. The prospective services, in terms of exports, include the following: 
transport, tourism, finance and business services, as well as education, medicine, space services and 
spacecraft testing. 
 
According to Suleimenov, 27 countries were identified as promising markets for goods and services, 
which were conditionally divided by the degree of export interest for Kazakhstan to priority countries 
(Russia, China), high (Belarus, India, Iran, Kyrgyzstan, Turkey, Uzbekistan, Ukraine of export 
interest and countries of interest in the long term (Great Britain, Germany, Italy, Finland, France, 
Germany, Italy, veytsariya, South Korea and Japan.) [27]. 
 
The program provides financial and non-financial support measures for exporters, as well as removal 
of barriers to export development. Today Kazakhstani products are exported to 117 countries of the 
world. Last year, Kazakhstan ranked 52nd among 204 countries with a share of 0.23% of global 
exports. Kazakhstan's exports are mainly represented by raw materials, as well as non-primary goods 
of low conversion. At the same time, in the past 10 years, exports of services have almost doubled, 
reaching $ 6.3 billion in 2016. To ensure the growth of the volume of non-raw exports, the Program 
assumes a comprehensive solution of a number of tasks, including the improvement of the 
institutional framework for supporting exporters. Thus, we see that the Republic of Kazakhstan is 
currently focused on the export of raw materials and materials, in the extraction of which we have 
great advantages over other countries. That is, Kazakhstan specializes in the extraction of natural 
material resources, and this determines the role and place of Kazakhstan, in the international division 
of labor, as suppliers of cheap resources. If you consider the import of the country, you can identify 
the following trends. 
 

4. Developed proposals for the development of a model of the state system of export 
stimulation with the identification of functional-target levels and local (regional and branch) 
subsystems. To expand its share in the international market, Kazakhstan can, by taking steps to 
gradually develop its foreign economic activities.  
 
Thirdly, exports and imports of services play an important role in international trade, with an average 
growth rate of 13% each year. This includes all types of international passenger and freight transport, 
tourism, banking services and insurance companies, payments for patents, royalties and rights, 
advertising revenues, art sales, health services, training, software, trade and technical activities. 
 
Seventh, segmentation of the market. Undoubtedly, the low competitiveness of domestic goods is a 
restraining factor in the development of Kazakhstani exports. This problem can be solved by 
segmenting the market, that is, finding certain markets for the goods of our industry. 
Thus, to enter the international market for certain products, the enterprise that produces the goods 
must have a sufficient volume of operations and profits in the domestic market. The domestic 
domestic market of Kazakhstan is not yet sufficiently developed. First of all, it is necessary to 
achieve food and industrial self-sufficiency, which is the imperative of development for any country. 
The ultimate goal of the development of Kazakhstan's foreign trade should be to grow into the world 
geo-economic system for a breakthrough to full participation in the formation and distribution of 
world income. 
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Abstract 
 
After 1990, Romanian agriculture has undergone a long process of transition from command to 

market economy to adapt to the operation of the common market for integration into European 

structures and subsequently in 2007 to implement the Common Agricultural Policy. 

In terms of operational structures Romanian agriculture is uneven, and their dual nature is 

emphasized to the vast majority of Member States of the European Union. In Romania, the 

agricultural land fund is strongly affected by the fragmentation into small parcels, which leads in 

many cases impossible the application of modern agricultural technologies leading agricultural 

technology, scientifically, to obtain Farmland of stable production both in terms of quantity and 

quality.The paper aims to identify opportunities for future Common Agricultural Policy towards 

developing the agricultural sector and mainly in strengthening agricultural exploitations, as the main 

source of support to the sector will be represented by European funds. 

 

Keywords: agrarian structures, farm management, sustainable growth, competitiveness 

 

Introduction 
 

European agriculture is very diverse, both in terms of farm structure and production methods and 

land use. The diversity of agriculture in the European Union on the one hand reflects the historical 

development but is mainly dependent on natural conditions: climatic, geographical, geological and 

socio-economic environment of each State [5]. 

 

In Romania agriculture is a very important sector, both by the contribution that has national economy 

and by its social role. The current state of the Romanian agriculture, the countryside, in large part, is 

determined by the agrarian structure of Romania - economic and social issues of the utmost 

importance and actuality for Romania [9, 11]. 

 

Agrarian structures necessary basic training and operation of competitive market constitutes a system 

of interdependent components and flexible in time and space related to: economic organization of 

farmers into viable forms of exploitation, formation of production structures according to 

requirements consumer technical and technological modernization of farms to obtain quality products 

at competitive prices, organizing marketing structures so as to ensure over distribution channels and 

supply the necessary material and financial flows resuming production training foodservice channels, 

complex and sustainable rural development [1, 6, 10]. 

 

With its accession to European Union agricultural policies that have been applied in Romania were 

the result of interaction between CAP and national agricultural policy measures, which 

complemented programs. The agricultural policies of the European Union's agricultural policy 

reforms guided Romania increasingly, with the start of accession negotiations, which ensured 

compatibility between agricultural policy measures pre-accession and post-accession facility and 

transitional period where they could be maintained instruments previously used in 2007. However, 

the competitiveness of the agricultural sector in Romania, analyzed in terms of performance farms, 

following the old Member States of the European Union [8]. 

 

Increase domestic agricultural production is the main factor that affects food security and agricultural 

policies of the country. Farm structure adjustment measures are tools that have the potential to bring a 

lasting solution to the problem of agricultural supply, including by supporting economic growth and 
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physical size of holdings, in line with the developments in technology used in agricultural production 

[7]. 

 

Material and Methods 

This paper aims to present an objective analysis of the agricultural sector in Romania, focusing on the 

development directions of physical and economic size of farms and the need to introduce measures to 

strengthen their. 

 

The main elements of the work were to evaluate the situation of Romanian agriculture compared to 

other EU member states, identifying alternative economic efficiency of farms, focusing on increasing 

the average size of the farm and the necessary changes in the production structure. 

 

The data used for analyzes in this paper come from various sources, both national origin (National 

Institute of Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development) and international (Eurostat, 

European Commission) and generally include: statistics holdings, Economic Accounts for 

Agriculture, farm structure. 

 

Results and Discussions 
 

Romania to the EU presents significant gaps in productivity of the agricultural sector. Even in the 

favorable agricultural productivity level is below 50% of the EU average situation showing untapped 

economic potential of Romanian agriculture and rural areas. This can be explained both by the 

internal structure of Romanian farms (small size, fragmentation pronounced), inappropriate use of 

inputs (including human capital) and the existing poor infrastructure. 

 

According to Eurostat, the EU-28 were recorded a total of almost 12 million farms. These farms 

covering an area of 170 million hectares, average farm is 14.3 ha. In Romania there were 3.86 million 

farms, employing 13.3 million ha UAA returned the average holding is 3.45 ha, more than 4 times 

lower than the EU average, which negatively influences the implementation worth of agricultural and 

rural resources available, with adverse effects on the rural economy and farmers' incomes (table 1). 

 

It is noted that of the 12 million existing farms in the European Union, more than 3.8 million (32%) 

are in Romania, which shows the scale of fragmentation Romanian farm, with negative consequences 

on performance economic and general state of development and their development [3]. 

  
Table 1: Number of farms and UAA, size class, EU-28 and Romania 

 

 Total < 2 ha 2-5 ha 5-10 ha 10-20 ha 

Number of farms according to their size 

UE-28 
12247990 6018390 2474030 1337660 916570 

100% 49.1% 20.2% 10.9% 7.5% 

RO 
3859040 2866440 727390 182440 43610 

100% 74.3% 18.8% 4.7% 1.1% 

Used agricultural area (UAA), depending on the size of farms 

UE-28 
174115580 4301640 7810520 9368890 12851610 

100% 2.5% 4.5% 5.4% 7.4% 

RO 
13306130 1718360 2229930 1210510 571390 

100% 12.9% 16.8% 9.1% 4.3% 
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 20-30 ha 30-50 ha 50-100 ha > 100 ha 

Number of farms according to their size 

UE-28 
382560 399160 393890 325820 

3.1% 3.3% 3.2% 2.7% 

RO 
9730 8210 7480 13730 

0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 

Used agricultural area (UAA), depending on the size of farms 

UE-28 
9323600 15429640 27605440 87424210 

5.4% 8.9% 15.9% 50.2% 

RO 
233850 315400 518300 6508390 

1.7% 2.4% 3.9% 48.9% 

Source: Eurostat (online data code: ef_kvaareg) 

 

Economic activity in agriculture is closely direct and indirect related to land, as the main production 

factor and important element of agricultural capital. The land is not just a factor of production, but the 

food security of the population, that can create a significant and sufficient amount of food products; is 

the most precious natural resource on which depend the development of healthy rural communities 

and the rural family existence. 

 

In none of other activity the land has a higher value, like in agriculture. This results from its intrinsic, 

quantitative and qualitative characteristics, so different from one territory to another. Decisions on 

production system, crop structure, varieties or the allocation of other factors of production are based 

on soil characteristics. 

 

The main means of agricultural production, land is characterized by a number of specific features that 

offer a specific role land in agricultural production and in national economy: 

 

− Land is limited in terms of area and agricultural use. Agricultural area is reduced from year 

to year as a result of removing the surfaces aside for other purposes or as a result of 

degradation; 

− Land is unlimited in potential production. It has regenerative and increasing capacity of its 

efficiency, not consumed and not run out and participates directly in the production of 

goods. Of course, the wasteful practice of agriculture, energy reserves and accumulated 

organic and mineral nutrients in the soil can be depleted gradually until serious damage to 

the productive potential of the land; 

− Spatially, the land is immobile. The immobile character has implications for the organizing 

processes of agricultural production; 

− Land as natural means cannot be replaced, so it is un-substituted; 

− as a means of labour, land alone cannot participate in obtaining economic goods, but only by 

labour and working together with mechanical, chemical and biological means; 

− Land from a legal perspective, is subject to law, the property object and purpose of farming. 

 

Romanian agriculture is still a broad sector of the economy and has important tasks to produce the 

means of livelihood for a large part of the population; currently about 45% of the population live in 

rural areas. The high percentage of the workforce employed in agriculture suggests its extensive 

nature and use of technologies that have a high agricultural labour consumption. 

 

Regarding labor force in agriculture, it is much oversized compared to the EU, employment in rural 

areas and the agricultural sector remained at a consistently high level. This which requires finding 

solutions to farm structural change, especially since the situation remains almost unchanged in recent 

years, as reflected by the labor productivity and economic performance of farms. The explanation of 

this phenomenon is that most farmers are their own employees, making subsistence agriculture, being 

necessary to supplement the income they obtain income from non-agricultural. 
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Another negative aspect is the low productivity of agriculture; it provides only a small portion of 

food products that are necessary for population. To cover demand, imports of agricultural products 

require a great financial effort which is 2 times higher than the value of exports of agricultural 

products and contribute to the disequilibrium of the Romania's balance of payments. 

 

In Romania, due to land restitution, most individual farms are characterized by low economic power 

and self-consumption oriented, being mostly subsistence and semi-subsistence. Opening them to 

market is relatively small, both in terms of necessary inputs and outputs. 

 

Labor force in agriculture is much oversized compared to the EU average, aging, with a low 

education level, social vulnerability. In addition, a decrease in the level of education of the rural 

population occupied labor force young (under 35 years) has a level of training in agriculture lower 

than the employment quotas mature (35-45 years) which limits the possibilities of implementing 

business initiatives based on advanced technologies [4]. 

 

Employment in agriculture and forestry, represent about 19% of the employed population in 

Romania, a large gap with the EU average (4.7%) and even to the new Member States (eg Poland: 

10.1% Hungary: 5.5%, Bulgaria 14.7%), not to mention countries such as France (2.6%), the UK 

(1.9%) and Germany (1.8%). The large number of people working in agricultural activities in 

agriculture and forestry is a first indication of the low level of labor productivity [14]. 

 

Currently, Romania, although efforts are still far behind the European average in terms of the socio-

economic development in general and national productivity. One of the fundamental causes at the 

macroeconomic level, it is still very large gaps separating Romania from the structural situation in 

advanced countries and the European average in a number of performance indicators.  

 

Romania has the high percentage of elderly labor in agriculture, where more than 45 years is 51.0% 

of the total (compared to 36.7% nationally) and people over 64 years 14.7 % (compared to 4.5% 

national average). Practically the entire employed population over 64 years (98.3%) engaged in 

agriculture (table 2). 

 

Table 2: The structure of the agricultural population, by age 
Thousand persons 

Total 
15-24 

years 

25-34 

years 

35-44 

years 

45-54 

years 

55-64 

years 

> 65  years 

2780 10,2 17,7 21,1 17,4 18,9 14,7 

Source: Romanian Statistical Yearbook 2015, NIS 2016 

 

The analysis presented in Table 2 data filtering result that the farming population is aging, but at the 

same time, however, be remembered that a proportion of 27.9% of the total workforce consists of 

young, under 35 years, with a low skilled, have little possibilities to adapt to market requirements. 

This is the main reason that causes a person very low productivity. The consequence of this is that a 

large part of the rural population produce only for self and makes a decent income limit. 

 

Increasing the number of young farmers through the Common Agricultural Policy instruments 

available (additional payments corresponding to the installation of young farmers - Measure 6.1.), 

should be the focus of human resources in Romania [13]. 

 

Results that Romania is characterized by a highly polarized agrarian structure. Such pronounced 

bipolar distribution, with the majority of agricultural land divided, on the one part, the extremely 

modest farm physical and economic size, which produce mainly for their own needs, do not invest 

and do not generate consumer market, and on the other part a relatively small number of farms 

producing industrial system and adopt modern technologies, the main factor limiting the increase of 

competitiveness of Romanian agriculture [12]. 
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With this reality agrarian structure excessively broken, it is considered that for a medium-term 

strategy, the problem should be approached differently medium and large farms, which are farms 

professional and make agriculture a business and the small farms that have a less important role in the 

markets, but are important in the rural world for providing food and social security, contribute to 

environmental preservation through the use of traditional production methods, etc. [6]. 

 

Restructuring activities at farm level and increased use of capital for commercial farms will lead to 

improved competitiveness and inevitably to the use of a smaller workforce. The farm building 

involves increasing the physical size and economically. In parallel with the increase in farm size is 

achieved specialization of farms, an increase of the economic importance of large holdings [14]. 

 

Table 3: SWOT analysis of the Romanian agriculture that starts the process of consolidation of 

farms 

Strengths 

� Good climatic conditions for agriculture  

� The existence of a tradition of farming and some large areas with great potential for 

agriculture  

� Low labor costs  

� Sales market at national and European level  

� High potential of organic farming, especially for semi-subsistence farms  

� Large number of farms semi-subsistence allow more flexibility and the possibility of 

creating / adapting to new structures of marketing their products.  

� Existence support to agriculture by European programs 

Weaknesses 

� Land restitution process was very long which led to slow the viability of farms by restricting 

access to financing 

� Production technologies obsolete and uncompetitive agricultural sector due to under-

capitalization 

� Small size of farms, number of individual farms, without legal personality versus 

agricultural societies, with legal 

� Low profitability of agricultural activities due to break-land and the large number of 

individual farms that practice subsistence farming 

� The inability of small farmers to improve market competitiveness results in loss of 

attractiveness to farming, resulting in their migration to urban areas 

� Low productivity compared to the European average  

� Improper or faulty inputs (including human capital)  

� Insufficient irrigation of agricultural land - dependent production of natural and climatic 

conditions of the area, which leads to instability in production  

� Very low investment capacity, storage, processing, packaging, transport  

� Low level of association and organization on branch;  

� Lack marketing infrastructure for agricultural exploitation  

� Reduced access of farm owners in technical assistance activities, design and consultancy 

specialized  

� Romanian market, completely unprotected against imports. Hypermarkets not purchase 

products from Romanian producer.  

� The very high level of tax evasion for imported products  

� Lack of processing sector as an alternative to fresh dissolution  

� Lack professional schools and specialty high schools, and thus lack of technicians and 

skilled workers;  

� Low mobility of labor for seasonal activities 

Opportunities 

� Implementation of financing programs for small farms could fill market niches (vegetable, 

fruit)  

� Implementation of programs through which young people can buy land  

� Family Farms, and farms of small or medium sizes may represent the backbone of the 
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Romanian agriculture, and also an element of national identity.  

� Overcoming mentality that small farms is a pole of poverty  

� Speed up the rejuvenation of the population of Romanian farmers, it is currently the oldest 

population of farmers in Europe  

� Farmers should be encouraged to join in cooperative production and marketing. 

Risks 

� The effects of climate change in recent years have shown intense or by excessive drought or 

flooding in some areas  

� agricultural activities still represent a secondary activity for farmers  

� Depopulation of rural - urban migration of the young population  

� Ageing population occupied in agriculture excessive  

� Romanian farmers face a shortage of bins, so they have to sell products at low prices  

� Capital investment in agriculture decreased  

� Restricting access to finance for small farms (lack of ability to access credit and funds)  

� The frame unstable fiscal  

� Lack of support for the acquisition of agricultural land by Romanian farmers and farmers 

associations 

 

Conclusion 
 

The main measures of Romanian agricultural restructuring, reduction and gradual elimination of 

structural gaps between agriculture Romania and other EU Member States, and to increase physical 

and economic size of farms, aims to:  

 

− the optimal use of natural conditions of soil and climate of human resources is often, 

materials and financial capabilities farms;  

− concentration of agricultural production in larger units to produce for the market in terms of 

economic efficiency, social and environmental;  

− increasing mechanization of farming, increasing labor productivity and yields while 

reducing production spending severely;  

− stabilization of quantitative and qualitative supply of agricultural products by improving the 

quality of inputs and technology culture;  

− initiating and supporting the formation of individual associations of agricultural producers 

for the supply of inputs for executing mechanical works for the storage of products obtained 

and the effective use of the products obtained; 

− accelerate the restructuring of farms by increasing territorial and economic dimensions to 

form medium farm sector, the concentration of supply for marketing, while organizing small 

farmers in various forms of association and cooperation on product chains to ensure 

increased market competitiveness and income rural residents; 

− improving production structures to meet domestic consumer demand and exports by 

diversifying economic activities in rural areas; 

− promoting sustainable production and consumption model by increasing food production 

and sustainable ways of product quality; 

− increase value added and labor productivity on farms by economic organization of farmers , 

improving the use of agricultural resources and using financial support from the European 

Union and the national budget for restructuring activities and investment holdings; 

− Organizing the routes of food products (production, storage, processing, distribution) having 

the effect of increasing the competitiveness of agriculture. 

 

Increasing the size of holdings will occur naturally if you become a profitable agriculture: farmers 

seek to increase the holding area in an environment where they can earn enough from farming [2]. 
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Abstract 
 
 Agrifood sector by organizing the routes on products or product groups in the context of the EU 

enlargement towards Eastern Europe and the rise of globalization has numerous advantages offered by 

new approaches to space and measures to increase competitiveness. 
The EU agrifood sector is a competitiveness problem overall strategic objective. European Strategic 

Guidelines for Rural Development addresses the issue of competitiveness in terms of establishing 

functional relationships between agriculture, forestry, food industry competitiveness in the European 

context.A vital issue for food chains in Romania is the restructuring and modernization of capital by 

attracting foreign investment in all sectors, but especially in the food industry. Accelerating the 

integration will be combined with efforts to achieve quality requirements and standards of the European 

Community to form a viable agricultural sector, competitive, able to give Romania an advantageous 

position in the European market to produce high standards in terms of efficiency. 

 

Keywords: food chains, competitiveness, agrifood system, cereals and oilseeds 

 

Introduction 
 

Ensuring food demand involves performing a set of economic activities: production of agricultural raw 

materials, conditioning, storage and disposal, processing or transformation of raw materials into final 

food products, distributing food products to the final consumer. 

 

Diversification of agriculture upstream and downstream integration has created designs varied according 

to the diversity of food. Been formed modern agricultural economy characterized by interdependence 

between products and sectors as: agrifood sector-specific products or groups of products; national agro-

food chain that integrates pathways pr product or group of products, forming agricultural economy or if 

we consider the systemic approach "food system". 

 

Food sector of a country is formed in the process of organizing the routes for the product, in conjunction 

with the changes taking place in consumer demands and market developments. 

 

Studying the agrifood sector is of particular interest because of concerns people to know what happens 

to products produced by farmers and how they reach consumers, who are the intermediaries and what 

role that undergoes transformation products. These concerns relate to competition, performance and best 

use of resources "way agricultural products from producer to consumer." 

 

Connection is defined in relation to the consumer market and distribution channels and supply all used 

by all producers involved in the market. In this framework agro-food sector can be addressed as a 

system. For this reason the concept of the chain can be analyzed in different ways, namely: 

 

− Optical marketing (seeking behavior of market agents are in route, costs and profits made 

by each of them);  

− Optical ecosystem (with reference to the development of pathways associated with avoiding 

waste of resources and pollution); 
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− Optical social - political (and thus analyzes the functions, roles, opportunities, conflicts and 

balance channels). 

 

Complex chain of steps and final food product groups are the production, collection, processing, 

distribution and consumption. Pathway comprises preproduction phase, agricultural production, 

agricultural product processing and distribution. 

 

A key element in the organization of the Department of agrifood sector is the economic and consumer 

attachment to the objectives of farmers such as changes in land policy forms, the prices of industrial 

goods needed agricultural production, the processing and distribution costs, distribution of profits (net 

gains) derived from agro-food sector, forms of subsidies for bank loans etc. 

 

Affiliation farmers to policy pathway may be adopting strategies that provide these as aim: making 

partnership agreements between manufacturers in view of the massive distribution of products; 

distribution for fresh produce directly from stores or Platforms (centers) distributors, direct supply of 

large shopping centers (supermarkets) a policy of quality products on the market launch and circulation. 

 

Approaches to food production chains must be carried in a dynamic optical, integrating space (which 

relates to production, consumption, market determined) and the time that elapses from the entrance to 

the branch or its various links to the exit. Basically, the analysis of food pathways may be initiated 

upstream or downstream producers, consumers, processors and distributors. 

 

Material And Methods 
 

Food chains analysis is to follow the route of a food product from the production of raw materials to its 

use as food consumption, which means preponderance function food supply chain. The study involves a 

detailed analysis chain of channels, channel marketing, performance at each stage and find solutions for 

increasing the competitiveness of the market. 

 

Food chains refers to the road traveled by a product or group of products within the scope of food and 

cover, overall two main components: agents (businesses and governments) and operations (production, 

distribution and financing) that contribute to forming and processing of the product to the point of use, 

on the one hand, and the mechanisms for adjusting the flow of products and inputs along the chain 

allocated to the final stage, on the other hand. 

 

Study synthetic chain is using SWOT analysis identifying "strengths" and "weaknesses": 

 

− Strengths of a subsidiary may refer to low cost of production of agricultural products, 

cheap labor, specialization of production, and others.  

− Weaknesses can be financial, incurred due to the behavior of one or more members of the 

department who practice unfair pricing policy, which increases prices and tariffs and 

reducing farmers' incomes. In this case, the diagnosis chain must identify participants who 

express this attitude speculative. There are also weaknesses order information, the 

manufacturer is often the last informed about how its products are received by the market 

demand and foreseeable developments. 

− Opportunities a chain can refer to tradition and experience of farmers, the natural potential 

of certain areas, high potential market and increased demand for certain products, 

investments, presence and inter-professional organizations along the supply chain, etc..  

− Threats a chain can refer to excessive humidity, floods, drought, late spring frosts and 

other environmental limiting factors that determine the quantity and quality of production 

cuts, inflation, financial blockage, imports of similar products, competition, increased 

demand for competing products reduced consumer purchasing power, etc. 

 

Results and Discussions 
 

For the purpose of organizing and performing functional pathways is necessary to go through two steps: 
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− identifying products, routes that go through or marketing channels and operators are on the 

pathway; 

− analysis of economic and financial indicators expressing the performance and 

competitiveness, as well as providing tools and mechanisms regulating relations - 

matching every stage of the supply chain (yields, specific consumptions, costs, prices, 

public intervention, credit, tax, trade policy, etc.) . 

 

Agrifood sector in developed countries is characterized by the indissoluble links between food safety - 

quality - environments. They meet the needs and demands of consumers. 

 

To this end, whole food sector organization formed components, while under the pressure of market 

forces, but also EU rules so as to meet the requirements of domestic consumers. 

 

European agro-food system promotes cooperation between all forms of social organization in the food 

industry, including coverage of small producers or individual entrepreneurs. 

 

In the European Union Common Agricultural Market was created and developed through the common 

market organization on the product or product group. At the community level have developed policies to 

improve the functioning of markets, regularly adjusted to the new economic situation. 

 

Common Market Organization provides an institutional framework that implements the CAP 

mechanisms in all Member States. These mechanisms include tools and common rules applied 

consistently across the Community, but they represent only a part of all the rules governing the 

operation of the routes in the Member States compiled according to national and local specificities. 

 

Characteristics of agri-food chains 
 

A first feature is related, so the fact that the basic materials are organic. This means, first, that it is a 

resource highly perishable, which involves providing special storage and handling. Secondly, in the case 

of organic materials, it is possible to use complete technological processes, especially if we consider that 

many of the residues in food are used as livestock feed, and in cases where no are used for this purpose, 

they can be discharged into the environment without risk of pollution effects absorbed into the ground 

rather quickly. Third, domestic production of raw materials is seasonal plants which influence the course 

of the processing and marketing chain are on during a calendar year. Fourth, the present scientific and 

technical progress in this area is mainly based on genetic engineering and biotechnology. 

 

Another feature is the relatively small number of stages through which the raw material in the 

manufacturing process, which makes it possible and necessary, most of the time, the integration of the 

manufacture of a single organizational links. Therefore, the accumulation of value while deepening 

processing of raw materials is less evident in food chains. In this respect, it must be added that most of 

the times, for a commodity of a company in the food industry in our country-specific priority to final 

destination. 

 

A specific feature is that for the commercial quality of finished food products resulting from the 

processing are defining elements nutritional content and its conservation capacity as longer periods. 

 

Another feature results from the fact that there are too many cases where the industrial processing, 

physic-chemical structure change of the basic raw material. Often, this means nothing else than the 

realization of a sequence of operations of separation, preparation, portioning and packaging, pre sanitary 

conditions. 

 

One last feature would be that the agrifood sector specific technological flows are based on complex 

installations with a high degree of automation, approaching this aspect of the chemical industry. 

 

Given these characteristics, we can say that the higher recovery of agricultural commodities in specific 

channels is less related to the consolidation of processing and production assortment structure, but the 
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quality level of the products, portioning, packaging and presentation of products in line with consumer 

requirements for upgrading manufacturing processes of redistribution products in favor of those 

channels that ensure their safe use maximum economic efficiency. 

 

Unlike most EU countries, agriculture has been and continues to be an area of prime importance in 

Romania, both by contributing to the economy and the share of employment. Romanian agricultural 

sector performance remains relatively modest, in contrast to its natural potential and the expectations of 

facilitating public financing system. 

 

With a utilized agricultural area of 13.3 million hectares (representing 55.8% of Romania's surface), 

Romania has significant agricultural resources in Central and Eastern Europe. Although significant areas 

of UAA classified as less favored areas, soil conditions are particularly favorable farming production in 

southern and western regions of the country. Most of the utilized agricultural area is arable (8.3 million 

ha), followed by pasture and hay (4.5 million ha), permanent crops (0.3 million ha) and family gardens 

(0.2 million ha). 

 

Conclusion 
 

Connection of a product involves operating the activities of economic agents respecting the objectives 

assumed in connection with market relations over the whole route of a product or group of products 

from the farmer to the final consumer. The organization of this circuit occurs through the establishment 

of uniform market, but specific product, country, region and agricultural areas. Although there is a legal 

and administrative framework that creates conditions circuits functioning food products, organizational 

structures and mechanisms that ensure operator’s clues chain internal organization of enterprises, the 

purpose of the action is dependent on numerous factors that may favor or disfavor to achieve the 

fundamental purpose is to obtain value added at each stage of the chain. 

 

From SWOT analysis on cereal and oilseed baking, some conclusions can be drawn appreciated by the 

weaknesses of the routes, such as the strengths and opportunities for improvement of the activity along 

the pathways priorities in Romanian agriculture. 

 

Weaknesses in the chain: 
 

� Phase grains and oilseed production: 

− excessive fragmentation of agricultural land and the large number of households engaged in 

subsistence agriculture; 

− dependence on natural and climatic conditions of production which leads to instability annual 

production of cereals and oilseeds needed for domestic consumption; 

− crop insurance system is less practiced both for lack of money and the farmers distrust its 

correctness; 

− inputs for agricultural production costs are high, resulting in high prices for agricultural 

products obtained significantly higher than those of import; 

− lack of resources that causes bad practice technologies and use outdated agricultural technology 

and low production thus obtaining high costs; 

− poor quality of cereals and oilseeds production technologies acquired through use or improper 

storage conditions (seeds have high moisture at harvest, the percentage of foreign bodies is 

high due to low performance combine harvesting); 

− low prices received by farmers from traders and processors for quantities of cereals and 

oilseeds sold; 

− inability of small farmers to improve their market competitiveness results in loss of 

attractiveness to farming, leans towards its end and their migration to urban areas. 

� Stage collection, transport, storage: 

− inadequate storage in the agricultural producers; 

− own facilities lack conditioning, drying, cleaning the farmers used to harvest because combines 

these operations are necessary; 
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− lack of transportation and the inability of farmers to cover long distance transport; 

− high tariffs levied on commodity storage combined with replacement or depreciation risk it by 

handling (broken grains); 

− specialized storage spaces are not used to full capacity due to high tariffs practice of monopoly; 

− storage does not have the financial resources to buy agricultural products and only offer storage 

services; 

− some storage capacity on the modernization requires investment, especially for handling 

operations; 

− existence of vertical storage silos do not allow separate storage on quality, thus reducing their 

overall quality. 

� Stage processing of cereals and oilseeds: 

− deficiencies in quality compliance; 

− processing sector has a production capacity of technical and technological exceeded. 

� Marketing stage: 

− lack of programs aimed at creating products for market, farmers do not know what and how to 

produce for the market; 

− weaknesses in the creation and operation of marketing infrastructure; 

− prices of agricultural products is not based on a coherent policy for determining their level; 

− instability of the domestic supply of agricultural products in terms of quantity and quality; 

− significant imports of grain in years of poor harvests and exports in years of surplus production 

is below capacity available; 

− poor organization of agricultural markets and the lack of information on domestic producers of 

export opportunities; 

− poor structure of exports of grains and oilseeds and monopolies in this area; 

− prevalence in imported products of the processed, high added value, which emphasizes trade 

deficit in value terms. 

� Stage consumption: 

− wheat consumption per capita in Romania is double that of the EU because of the national 

pattern of consumption, especially low income people who cannot provide a structure 

qualitatively normal daily ration. 

 

Strengths and opportunities in the supply chain: 

 
� Step agriculture: 

− Romania's agricultural area is relatively large, being among the first places in the Union; 

− arable land has a significant share in the agricultural and soil quality is suitable for cultivation 

of crops, primarily grain and oilseeds; 

− small quantities of fertilizers used in agricultural production leading to obtain almost "green"; 

− possibilities for watering, though small, is a factor favoring crops; 

− the agricultural units there is a large structural flexibility, agricultural land is used efficiently, in 

compliance with crop rotation and crop rotation, use of technology and modern equipment; 

� Stage Storage: 

− nationally there storage capacity of agricultural production, well distributed in the territory; 

� Marketing stage: 

− by its strategic location, Romania has access to international markets, the Danube and the 

Black Sea transport providing opportunities for exports of grains and oilseeds; 

− railway infrastructure shall facilitate exports; 

− a large part of agricultural producers manifests entrepreneurship, economic behavior 

expressing the profitable business they carry. 

−  
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Measures to increase competitiveness in the chain: 

 
− the best use of the natural conditions of soil and climate, human resources is often a biological, 

material and financial resources available to farms nationwide;  

− increasing mechanization of farming and labor productivity, increase efficiencies, reduce labor 

employed in agriculture and reduce production costs; 

− stabilization of quantitative and qualitative supply of grain and oilseeds by improving the 

quality of crop inputs and technologies; 

− initiating and supporting the formation of individual associations of agricultural producers to 

supply inputs for the execution mechanical storage products obtained and the effective use of 

products; 

− introduction of quality management and other standards that directly address food security; 

− price correlation with the quality of cereals and oilseeds by establishing and using classes and 

quality standards; 

− marketing organization and upgrading of the competitive market for better use of agricultural 

and overall supply chain efficiency. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with modern problems of development level of inventory management theory; directions 

of commodity circulation system management are defined; an adaptive inventory management system 

that allows resolving the contradiction of marketing and logistic performance criteria is proposed. Due to 

the high importance of the effective use of working capital in a period of unstable economic situation, an 

important problem is the rational use of funds invested in supplies. The construction of an adaptive 

inventory management system is of high interest to enterprises of various levels. The proposed system 

provides an opportunity to respond promptly to changes in environmental factors and take into account 

the requirements of the criterion of minimum aggregate costs of inventory management, and the 

requirements for satisfying the needs of buyer. 

Keywords: system management of commodity circulation, management of productive supplies, 

optimization criterion, unsteady market, effective management of circulating assets, adaptive approach, 

simulation model. 

Introduction 
 

A long history of the development of the science of stock management, the emergence and isolation of an 

independent line of research in the field of logistics attests to the inexhaustible interest in difficulties of 

stock management and its development, regardless of the type of economy and country. The theory of 

stock management has been attributed to the beginning of the last century. In 1915, the first book 

appeared, containing a systematic presentation of the simplest models. The work considered the classical 

relationship between the costs of supply and storage of stocks with big quantity and delivery frequency. 

This trend was lately called Wilson's formula. For two centuries top management of enterprises has not 

lost interest in the problem of working capital management. In the conditions of limited resources and 

poorly predicted economic situation, the problem of rational allocation of resources becomes especially 

urgent. On the one hand, the low profitability of assets of most Russian enterprises but on the other hand 

a high share of working capital in the structure of assets make managers look for "internal" resources, 

paying close attention to building logistics supply chains in conditions of unsteady market conditions.  

 

In this situation, stock management requires continuous monitoring of both the state of the stock volume 

and the changes in the market environment and decision-making aimed at raising the rate of return on 

capital. Thus, the management of enterprise supplies means the control over the state of the stocks and the 

market environment, the analysis of their interaction and influence on the work of the enterprise as a 

subject of market relations, and the adoption of decisions aimed at saving money and raising the rate of 

return on capital. 
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I.  Aspects of the modern development level of theory of stock management and 

the difficulties of practical use of the obtained results. 

 

Detailed analysis and assessment of advantages and disadvantages of modern models and methods of 

solving the problems of stock management optimization allows noting obvious and methodologically 

important features of the current stage of development of the theory of stock management systems. 

Content and results of the most advanced work in the field of the theory of stock management can very 

clearly illustrate the thesis about the significant complication of the proposed models and the need for 

their particular concretization for real cases or reducing their generality. All this creates significant 

difficulties in the methodical and mathematical in nature, which will surely arise among practitioners in 

the implementation of the models used in these studies in each specific case, and the complexity in 

understanding and meaningful interpretation of the obtained results. 

 

For building practical and effective inventory management systems (IMS), it seems necessary to consider 

the most known and important obtained results from the point of view of three criteria: interpretability, 

adequacy to real conditions and universality. 

 

Interpretability should be understood as the simplicity of a meaningful interpretation of the obtained 

results and possibility of building an intended inventory management strategy. 

 

The adequacy of models requires their correspondence to real practice, taking into account possible 

changes in the state of the internal and external environment of management system. 

 

The universality of theoretical results and models implies the preservation of their adequacy, as on the set 

of specific tasks and conditions of inventory management and on the range of possible changes in these 

conditions. 

 

According to authors’ opinion, effective practical feasibility of theoretical developments and 

mathematical models of IMS in general can be achieved only when they have all three of mentioned 

above criteria simultaneously (Figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1:  Criteria for assessment of practical feasibility of inventory management systems 

 

However, the logic of the development of complex management systems, specific studies of modern 

theoretical results and IMS models shows that the actual nature of interaction does not meet the specified 

requirements (Figure 2). 

First of all, it should be noted that the position of curve 1 is quite expected. It indicates a decrease in the 

visibility and a growth of difficulty in interpretation the results of analytical modeling of IMS, as the 

market models and management system become more complicated, which is dictated by the fulfillment of 
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the requirement of adequacy of synthesized models to the real conditions of the system. Thus, from the 

standpoint of effective practical use, all attempts to increase the adequacy of the implementation of the 

created IMS models due to a more complete and accurate consideration of the parameters of real 

situations lead to the opposite result because of complication of IMS models and optimization methods, 

which negatively affects the understanding of the managers of logic their work and interpretability of the 

results.  

 
Fig. 2: The actual relationship between the factors of feasibility of models 

 

This general trend in the development of theoretical studies and optimization models leads to the fact that 

the patterns of managerial strategy and tactics for making optimal decisions are poorly understood and 

rejected in the process of practical implementation and use. This is always a reason for the separate 

existence of the theory and practice of social and economic governance. 

 

Especially it should be noted that the optimization of the systems studied by analytical methods as they 

become more complicated and more adequately is accompanied by growth effect, and then reducing the 

universality of the synthesized models. Moreover, finding of optimal solutions is possible not only 

applied to particular cases of conditions of realization, but also requires individual methods of analysis 

and synthesis of managerial decisions. The above regularity is represented qualitatively in the same figure 

of curve 2. The logic of the reduced dependence is also quite understandable. In the initial stages of 

improving models, additional characteristics of real situations are introduced into them, which, at first, 

expand the universality of models. However, further, the solution of multi-criteria optimization tasks 

requires more detailed specification and complication of models for each real situation from the 

standpoint of adequacy to specific conditions of commodity circulation. Because of this, growth of the 

adequacy of models and their universality is reduced. 

 

In addition, it is important to note that within the existing paradigm of inventory management, the 

practical implementation of theoretical results has a priori normative character. Analytical relationships 

obtained as a result of independent theoretical research are used as a base of enterprise management 

systems without prompt adaptation to significant changes in the characteristics of the environment and 

the object of control in real time. It is quite understandable that, in the conditions of the dynamization of 

enterprise development and market stochasticity, such an approach is inadequate because of the initial 

inadequacy of the "optimal" solutions simplified to the interpreted implementation and because of the 

change in the significant characteristics of the environment. 
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II.  Selection of the criteria for efficiency of stock management system 

Problem of optimization criteria used in the framework of known models is concerned as another problem 

of practical implementation of effective IMS. For a long time, the criterion for minimizing the total costs 

of inventory management, used within the framework of the logistics approach, was considered as the 

main management criterion. This approach either implicitly assumes complete satisfaction of consumer 

demand regardless of the size of the reserves or introduces appropriate restrictions on their minimum 

value. 

 

It is clear that in conditions of fluctuating demand, with a decrease in the volume of supplies there may be 

a deficit in production, a decrease in sales and consumer care. All these have a negative impact on 

profitability, efficiency and business value. Attempts to take into account the corresponding losses are 

made within the framework of the marketing and logistics approach. However, due to the multi-criteria 

nature of the task, and the contradictory nature of marketing and logistic criteria, this approach also 

reduces obtaining private solutions within local priori constraints, for example, the number of allowable 

deficit days. Also this approach does not solve the problem of multi-criteria optimization and practical 

adaptation of models. In the overwhelming majority of works a priori normative approach to the practical 

use of particular theoretical solutions remains unchanged. 

 

It is quite obvious that for the enterprise it is not necessary to have separate (logistic and marketing) 

decisions, but combined ones for solving the problem of effective inventory management. For instance, it 

is obvious to take into account possible transformations of the production cycle in real time during 

making decisions. The authors believe that this is the task of the system theory and methodology of 

inventory management of an industrial enterprise. 

 

According to the author, the following problems of management system of commodities can be 

distinguished.  

 

1. Despite the enormous work in the field of logistical optimization and the availability of 

"logically optimal solutions", this approach does not solve the problem of optimizing processes of 

commodity circulation as a whole. 

 

As already noted, main economic effect in the logistic approach is achieved due to a reduction in the 

volume of supplies of material resources and delivery time, hence, minimization (optimization) of total 

costs for the movement and storage of resources. However, due to the lack of consideration of 

characteristics of demand, minimization of logistics costs does not provide integrated optimization of 

inventory management. 

 

In the theory and methodology of managing movement of an industrial enterprise, the logistics approach 

is used in conjunction with marketing, because the market determines the level of supplies necessary and 

sufficient for the stable functioning and development of the enterprise. This is done by the marketing and 

logistics direction of inventory management. At the same time, it can be noted that marketing goals and 

criteria, as a rule, contradict logistic ones, so the synthesis of effective management systems should 

include the solution of the task of their coordination. The presence of this contradiction gives rise to the 

second problem of the systemic management of commodity circulation. 

2. Absence of a single optimization criterion in terms of logistics and marketing. And this is the 

second problem of management system of supplies movement. 

 

At the present time, there are a sufficient number of particular solutions oriented to particular 

optimization criteria. Moreover, even if the management of the company's material resources is effective 

for some of the local criteria used (cost, profitability, turnover, service level, etc.), it is impossible to 

unambiguously conclude that local indicators influence the efficiency of the enterprise as a whole. In 
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addition, increasing the effectiveness of one indicator often leads to deterioration in other characteristics. 

All this reduces the problem of optimal inventory control to the problem of multi-criteria optimization. 

And this is the second problem of the system management of supplies movement. 

 

3. The third problem of the creation of effective implemented IMS underlies in the existing 

approaches to this task. 

 

The methodological approaches existing in this area are aimed at obtaining a priori solutions for 

predetermined conditions of different degrees of generality. The result of this approach is to obtain 

analytical relationships and algorithms for making managerial decisions and corresponding standards in 

specific situations. In practice, as a rule, accepted assumptions are not always fulfilled and the optimal 

obtained solutions are not really the optimal. Obtaining more universal solutions leads to a significant 

complication of the models under study and translates the problem of creating realizable control systems 

in the field of pure theory. 

 

4. The fourth problem of systemic inventory management is the problem of the instability of the 

market.  

 

In terms of dynamization of development and unpredictability of commodity and raw materials markets, 

not only their probabilistic characteristics, but also the functions of the distribution density of their 

characteristics, as random variables, change significantly. In this situation, sufficiently general analytical 

solutions of optimization problems become impossible in principle and various model approximations 

become private and poorly interpreted solutions. 

 

5. All of the above allows authors to specify the fifth, targeted problem of systemic inventory 

management – the problem of creating adaptive management systems directly "sewn" into the ERP 

system of enterprises and allowing solving optimization problems in real time. Since, in general, decision 

making must be carried out within rational supply and marketing cycles, obtaining positive results here 

requires the development of special methods for monitoring and parameterizing the environment and 

making managerial decisions. 

III.  Building a model of a stock management system. Practical moments. 

From the standpoint of the above approach, authors prove that for building simulation models of 

inventory management and scheduling it is advisable to use the device in applied systems theory and the 

theory of automatic control systems. In this case IMS under consideration is regarded as a management 

system, which in turn can be represented by a structure consisting of a management object, which is the 

regulated stock in the warehouse, and a management system consisting of an executive body (regulator) – 

a supplier acting on the basis of control signal – purchase order, which is formed on the basis of the 

forecast of external disturbance – demand and measurements of the state of the control object – the 

current level of stocks. 

 

In order to overcome the identified systemic problems, authors developed an adaptive inventory 

management system that is workable in the zone of joint operation of the logistics and marketing criteria 

of optimality. It is based on the principles of system management and the axiomatic-simplistic approach 

suggested by A.A. Pervozvansky. Authors of this article developed a system of inventory management, 

presented in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3: The structure of the adaptive control system 
 

In accordance with the adopted adaptive approach, which allows explaining the system's operability in a 

stochastic market, demand data is fed to the adaptation unit, which provides estimates of its intensity 
tx

and the root-mean-square deviation σXt. 

 

Next, separate formation of two different components of the order is used – deterministic 
*q  and random 

(stochastic) 
*~q . The first of these is determined from the condition of minimum costs of operational 

management of stocks Cq (including the costs of creating and storing the operational stock); the second 

one is determined from a condition of minimum of costs of the maintenance of an insurance stock Cr 

(consisting of the costs connected with deficiency of the goods and implicit costs). 

 

 

Defining rational order value *

Ttq
+

=
*q +

*~q  for the next period T from the data of the previous period t 

and evaluating the current status of the stock ( t
Z
)

) the adaptive system generates an operative decision 

on the purchase order, subject to the simple condition written in the "Decisive Rule" block and the 

corresponding two-level (R, r); management strategies are in the form of: 
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when  τ – delivery time, 

tz
)

 – an estimation of the current state of the stock 
tz , carried out in the base period t. 

 

In other words, the order formed on the basis of the data for the previous management period t and 

received in the next period T + t is equal to the value 
*

Ttq
+

in case the estimation of the current state of the 
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stock (
tz
)

) is less, or equal to the minimum stock level (insurance stock), adjusted for the random demand 

estimated for delivery time τ. In the event that the stock assessment of the stock is 
tz
)

 such level that, 

taking into account the forecasted demand intensity (
tx
)

) for the subsequent period (T) may become less 

than the minimum allowable level *

tr , an order for replenishment of stock is made. Otherwise, the 

current state of the stock is considered sufficient and the order is not carried out. 

 

Since the system provides for the actions performed by people (assessment of the state of the warehouse, 

the work of the supplier and the customer) and the information comes with some delay; it is commonly 

believed that estimates of the state of the warehouse and the order quantity are met with some error under 

the influence of certain external factors f1, f2, f3. 

 

The developed model allows simulating the process of supply and storage of reserves at the enterprise by 

organizing a statistical experiment. 

 

Without dwelling in sufficient detail on the process of obtaining this structure, let us note its 

fundamentally important characteristics: 

 

• the received system ensures a non-deficit satisfaction of the demand for the stored 

nomenclatures at the operational and insurance reserve levels corresponding to the minimum of total 

costs in a wide range of variations in the coefficient of variation under the law of the distribution of 

demand; 

• similar results are obtained for a uniform law and the law of the distribution density of real 

demand, which has a significant asymmetry; 

• methodology developed by the author for the synthesis of IMS, possessing the simplicity and 

availability of the device for its implementation, simultaneously allows the construction of a control 

system that is efficient and invariant to changes in the parameters of the surrounding environment in a 

wide range of their values, operable in real time. 

IV.  Some results of the investigation of the behavior of the model in the 

conditions of application of the market-logistic efficiency criteria 

To carry out the simulation a model was developed using various software systems: VisSim 

(SolidThinking, Inc.), MATLAB 6.5 / Simulink 5.0 (The MathWorks, Inc), iThink (Isee systems, Inc). In 

the course of simulation modeling the goal was to assess the mutual influence and interrelation between 

the criterion of minimum aggregate costs and the criterion of minimum days of shortage of goods in the 

warehouse of the system. As was shown earlier, the criteria are inherently mutually exclusive. Therefore, 

the problem of finding the region of the system's operability in the zone of acceptable influence of these 

criteria was solved. 

 

The experiment was carried out using the following algorithm of parametric optimization: 

 

1. Identification of the relationship );;( Xttxk ση
))

describing the correlation between the average 

number of deficit days η  (the marketing criterion of the system's efficiency showing the permissible 

number of stock absence in the warehouse), the level of insurance stock and demand parameters
tx
)

,
tXσ

)
 

in the real range of their values. 
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2. Determination of the optimal relative safety stock *

mk  (the coefficient of correlation between 

*r and SD-demand 
tXσ

)
), taking into account the specified marketing requirements, which are, limiting 

the average number of deficit days per year η  ( 2≤η ). 

3. Determination of the specific components of costs from the deficit Cir, Cvη. 

4. Finding the "optimal" value of the insurance stock r* from the condition of minimizing the total 

costs of the insurance stock managing Cr (a logistic criterion that takes into account the minimum of total 

costs). 

5. Establishment of the optimal coefficient of connection *

lk  between the value r* and the SD of 

the demand 
tXσ

)
 satisfying the logistic criterion. 

6. Setting new values of demand parameters  
tx  and 

tXσ . 

7. The repetition of the procedure according to claims 1-6 in the range of possible variable demand 

parameters. 

8. Comparison of the results of the system with various parameters obtained by marketing and 

logistic criteria and a comparative assessment of the areas of consistency and / or conflict of 

requirements. 

 

To determine the adequacy of the operation of the system during the experiment, real data were used, that 

were statistically accumulated at the enterprise. The value of the most probable average value of the 

volume of daily demand for goods 5=tx distributed according to the normal law was determined. At the 

same time, the variation of demand 
tXσ changed in such a way that the coefficient of variation 

tXX x
tt

σ=var  varied within a sufficiently wide range from 1 to 7. 

 

At the first stage of the study, according to the above algorithm, an imitation experiment was performed 

using the created IMS model with varying demand parameters (the values of the SD-demand were 

changed). A family of dependencies of the average number of deficit days per year (η ) on the size of 

the relative insurance stock ( k ) was obtained, which is shown in Figure 4. 

 

At the second stage the optimal values of the relative safety stock were identified according to the 

marketing criterion. As a result, dependence )(
*

tXmk σ  was constructed for all the investigated values of 

demand variation, starting from the initial limitation of the average number of deficit days per year 

2≤η  and the simulation results presented in Figure 4. After that, the optimal values of the relative 

safety margin were found for each value of the investigated standard deviation of demand k , proceeding 

from a condition of a minimum of total costs of management and storage of an insurance stock. 
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Fig. 4: Dependence of the average annual number of deficit days on the size of the 

insurance stock for different values of the coefficient of variation in demand 
 

Thus, based on the results of finding and analyzing the optimal level of the relative insurance stock 
*

k  

for different values of the SD-demand, the dependencies of the optimal insurance stock on the standard 

deviation on logistic and marketing criteria ( )(
*

tXlk σ  and )(
*

tXmk σ ) were determined. The optimization 

results are represented by the corresponding curves in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Comparison of marketing and logistic criteria 
 

From Figure 5, first of all, there is a conclusion about the need to create a system of inventory 

management, adaptive to the coefficient of variation in demand, since the optimal level of insurance stock 

depends significantly on its level. Obtained dependences are in fact the operating characteristics of the 

adaptive system and must be programmed in the block for the synthesis of optimal values of the safety 

stock as a function of the SD-demand (σXt). 
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Another result of modeling relates directly to the purpose of this study. Firstly, it can be noted that the 

system works adequately to existing conditions. Secondly, it is clear from the comparison of the graphs 

that the dependence of the insurance stock management law, obtained from the cost minimization 

condition, lies above the analogous curve constructed from the condition of the allowable deficit days for 

any demand variation less than 2, and for demand variation more than two, the marketing and logistics 

requirements are the same. Thus, at any level of the safety stock established in accordance with the 

logistic criterion, the marketing condition will be fulfilled simultaneously, that is, the results of 

optimization on both criteria are compatible, which indicates the practical achievement of the marketing 

goal. To solve the above problem, modeling algorithms were specially developed and tested, which allow 

obtaining the necessary optimal characteristics of orders in real time. 

Conclusion 

 

Despite the historically long period of development of theoretical and applied research, the actuality of 

creating effective and practical inventory management systems is still quite high today due to the high 

share of stocks in the capital of enterprises, the low capital productivity of the economy as a whole and 

the inadequate elaboration of the theory of inventory management as an applied science oriented toward 

obtaining effective practical results. 

 

Today, not only simply interpreted analytical models of effective control systems (IMS) are still missing, 

but also models that have a universal character and they are suitable for wide practical implementation. 

This is due to a significant complication and a decrease in the universality and interpretability of models 

with increasing their adequacy, on the one hand, and the a priori normative nature of their practical 

implementation on the other. 

 

Thus, the development of the problematic of practically realizable effective systems of inventory 

management requires solving a number of methodological problems connected with resolving the 

contradiction of the adequacy and universality of methods and models for making managerial decisions in 

their practical implementation and interpretability of the results obtained under conditions of substantial 

nonstationary and dynamism of the external environment. 

 

The choice of the criterion for the effectiveness of IMS is also an important task. It is quite obvious that 

for the enterprise it is not necessary to separate (logistics and marketing), but to jointly solve the problem 

of effective inventory management, in general, also taking into account possible transformations of the 

production cycle. And taking into account the dynamization and nonstationary of the market 

environment, the corresponding decisions must be made in real time. This is the task of the system theory 

and methodology of inventory management of an industrial enterprise. 

 

The model of adaptive control system, proposed by the authors, allows simultaneously combine the 

requirements of both the logistics and marketing criteria. The authors conducted an experiment, the 

results of which allow identifying the real area of the change in IMS parameters, which can 

simultaneously take into account the requirements of marketing and logistic criteria and develop 

algorithms that allow solving this problem in real time. 
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Abstract 

Through this paper, we want to present the history of the Romanian banking system from 1989 to the 

present and demonstrate the existence of a significant relationship between the bank's performance 

(in terms of profitability) and the quality of the assets (in terms of loan performance). The quality of 

the bank's assets is a popular issue in banking literature, as most bank experts have agreed the 

assumption that, prior to declaring bankruptcy, there must be a significant amount of non-performing 

loans, as asset quality is an indicator for bank liquidation. The balance sheet of any lending bank 

confirms that, when loans are not repaid as is often the case, banks are in difficulty, as such debts are 

sometimes eliminated. 

 

Keywords: loans, performance, Romanian banks, net assets 

 

Introduction 

 
If until the end of 1989 the Romanian banking system offered a limited number of banking services 

and products, Romania's transition to the market economy has changed considerably. The reform in 

the Romanian banking system started at the end of 1990 when the changeover from the monobank 

type system consisting of the National Bank of Romania and four specialized banks (the Romanian 

Foreign Trade Bank, the Bank for Agriculture and Food Industry, the Investment Bank and House of 

Savings and Consignments), to the structured two-tier. 

 

The reform of the banking system begins in December 1990 (Dedu V., 2003) with the concentration 

of the commercial banking operations of the National Bank in the newly established Romanian 

Commercial Bank. A landmark was occupied by the central bank, which became the only 

broadcasting body. By law, the NBR has been responsible for establishing and conducting monetary 

and credit policy, licensing, regulation and supervision of the banking business. The second level 

came to the commercial banks, established as joint stock companies, with the right to carry out a wide 

range of operations, subject to the requirements set by the NBR in the areas of regulation and 

supervision. 

 

With regard to banking reform, we distinguish two major stages: 
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• the first stage took place between 1990 and 1997 and, as presented earlier, the foundations 

of the two-tier banking system, specific to the market economy, were issued. Three 

important legislative acts were issued: the Banking Law, the NBR Statute Act, towards the 

end of the period, the Law on the privatization of the banking companies to which the state 

is a shareholder. 

• in the second phase, after 1997, the central bank acted to improve banking legislation by 

aligning it to European standards. At the same time, he initiated a process of consolidation 

of the banking system. In our opinion, the consolidation process is an absolutely necessary 

one, after the serious problems of the years 1998-1999, when the economic recession 

strongly hit the weaknesses of the banking system. 

 

From the point of view of the quantitative evolution of the banking system (Isărescu M., 2006), the 

first stage was characterized by a rapid expansion, the number of commercial banks growing almost 

three times. 

 

The Research Methodology 

 
One of the studies published by the IMF shows the evolution of non-performing loans across Europe. 

In the three hypotheses presented in the figure by the Fund's analysts, one can notice the increase in 

the percentage of non-performing loans in the total credits granted from 2008 to 2016. In 2008 only 

Serbia faces a high percentage of non-performing assets due to the inability to recover the receivables 

period of 90 days. 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Evolution of the non-performing loans rate at European level 

(Source: own interpretation) 

 
At the beginning of the financial crisis in Europe, the situation is worsening especially in Central and 

Eastern Europe, where credit institutions face bad loans of over 10 percent of total loans. In the years 

2015-2016, the situation is beginning to improve for Central European countries, but still remains on 

a dark blue background for those in Eastern Europe and especially in the Balkans. 
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The situation of non-performing loans in the Balkans area was represented in detail in the chart 

below: 

 
Fig.2:  Non-performing loans in 2008-2016 in Eastern Europe 

(Source: own interpretation) 
 

We can observe from the analysis of the data provided by the central banks of the states included in 

our study that Romania falls within the lower limit of the Eastern European group, with the opposite 

pole being Greece, the country that has recently undergone a strong restructuring process of the 

financial system banking. 

 

In the case of Romania and the Commercial Bank included in our study, we can observe the position 

of BRD towards the EU average of the Balkans and the EU average. 

 

One of the main determinants of the evolution of the lending process in commercial banks and the 

decrease in the NPL percentage of gross loans is the introduction of international IFRS accounting 

standards. Before adopting the standards, commercial banks sold some of the mature credit on the 

market, while high-risk junior loans could remain in the bank's balance sheet without any impact on 

performance and financial reporting. 

 

The IFRS standards together with the Basel III Principles have overturned the previous situation. In 

the sense that to eliminate bad debts from the balance sheets start with the junior credits. The problem 

of the high rate of non-performing loans is partly due to difficulties in divestiture of credits in the 

early years or junior.  
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Figure  3: Evolution of BRD net assets 

(Source: own interpretation) 

 
From the data provided by the National Bank of Romania, we can see an increase in bank assets, 

which is largely due to the adoption of the legislative framework imposed by Basel III. 

 

With regard to the evolution of BRD during the period 2008 - 2016, we can see a minimum point in 

2014. Over the past two years, the value of assets has steadily increased, evolving BRD Groupe 

Societe Generale in the safest category of banks and making it the safest bank in Romania. 

 

This development is also certified by Global Finance magazine, which launched this year's ranking of 

the world's safest banks, a study in which Societe General Group is ranked 7th in Europe. 

 
Fig.4 :  Evolution of total BRD assets 

(Source: own interpretation) 

 
Within BRD-GSG, the value of assets, including physical assets, such as equipment and land; credits, 

including consumer credit and business interest; reserves or holdings of central bank deposits and in 

cash; as well as investments or securities are shown in the figure above. 

 

It can be seen that the minimum value of assets held by BRD is 45.18 million lei in 2014. Since 2015 

BRD has steadily increased asset value of 49.19 million lei to 50.65 million lei in 2016. 
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Fig.5:  Evolution of Gross Loans BRD 

(Source: own interpretation) 
 

We also analyzed the evolution of BRD gross loans in the period 2008 - 2016. Their evolution during 

the 9 years is in the form of a concave function that reached the maximum point in 2012 when the 

total value of loans was 35.48 million lei. 

 

In the years 2013 and 2014, the total amount of credits granted by BRD GSG was 33.49 million lei 

and 30.39 million lei respectively. 

 

The minimum amount of loans granted by the bank was recorded in 2016 and amounted to 27.38 

million lei. 

 

 
Fig.6  : Rising indebtedness of BRD 

(Source: own interpretation) 
 
Regarding the bank's indebtedness, we can see a steady rise in indebtedness by 2012 from 65.51 in 

2008 to 74.04 in 2012. 

 

These values reflect the increased risk assumed by BRD GSG in relation to the gross loans ratio on 

total assets. 

 

From 2014 until 2016, the value decreases steadily from 68.44 to 54.06. 
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Fig.7 :  Average non-performing loans in total credits 

(Source: own interpretation) 

 
In the case of Romania and the commercial bank included in our study, we can see BRD's position on 

the Balkans and the EU average. 

 

Within BRD, the non-performing loans situation follows the region's average, being at a historical 

minimum in the period before the economic crisis, with a weight of 3.4% of the total loans. Their 

share has grown steadily as a result of the economic crisis that devastated the European and world 

banking system from 9.5% in 2009 to 16.7% in 2011, culminating in a 24.8% rate in 2013. 

 

The resumption of lending has led to a decrease in the rate of non-performing loans in total loans 

from 21.1% in 2014 to 10.5% in 2016. 

 

Conclusions 

 
The main feature of the Romanian banking system remains its concentration, a number of five banks 

(BCR - Romanian Commercial Bank, BRD - Groupe Societe Generale, Raiffeisen Bank, CEC, ABN 

Amro). At the end of 2003, these banks held 61.7 percent of the total assets. The entry of some 

renowned foreign banks on the market led to a strong competition between banking operators (NBR 

Annual Report, 2003). 

 

In 2004, the Romanian banking system experienced major structural changes through the passage of 

the largest Romanian bank, the Romanian Commercial Bank in the group of banks with private 

majority capital. 

 

In this context, the market share of the banks with majority state capital reached 93.1%, 30.6 

percentage points higher than the previous year. Out of the total of 40 credit institutions in operation, 

two remain classified as state-owned banks (CEC and Eximbank), eight hold majority private capital 

(including Creditcoop) and 30 foreign capital (including branches of foreign banks). 

By the end of 2011, according to NBR data, the number of banks with majority state capital remains 

unchanged. At the end of 2011, banks with full or majority private capital held 91.8% of the total 

assets of the Romanian banking system while banks with full or majority state ownership held a share 

of only 8.2%. Banks with full or majority foreign capital, including branches of foreign banks, 
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account for 83% of the total banking assets. Competition in the banking sector has been growing 

steadily until the end of 2006 maintaining a high degree of concentration of the banking system. 

 

Starting with 2007, with Romania's accession to the European Union, the degree of concentration 

measured by the market share of the first five banks decreased to 52.4% at the end of 2009. 

 

This decrease was due to the increased attractiveness and diversification of banking products as well 

as to the aggressive portfolio expansion policy. This decline can also be attributed to the outsourcing 

of a part of the loan portfolio, but also to increased competition and difficulties encountered in 

lending. Although the share of the first five banks in the system is half of its total market share, its 

level was from 2007 onwards below the EU-27 average (about 60%).  

 

Modernization of the banking system can be highlighted by the evolution of existing banking 

networks. At our country level there are five large banks that hold almost 60% of the total banking 

units, namely BRD, BCR, CEC Bank, Banca Transilvania and Raiffeisen. The evolution over time of 

the number of units has a decreasing trend, with credit institutions adjusting their territorial networks 

considerably. Thus, as compared to 2008, the year when the peak of the banking infrastructure was 

reached, more than 25% of the numbers of credit units were closed. 

 

In 2007, after Romania's accession to the European Union, the local market has become attractive for 

credit institutions in Europe. Thus, several financial groups considered it appropriate to invest in the 

opening of branches of foreign banks, and less by establishing subsidiaries, making the formalities 

much simpler. Monetary policy at that time supported this decision of the financial groups in the 

sense that the minimum reserve ratio was 40% for foreign-denominated and 20% for MDL, while in 

the euro area it accounted for only 2% of attracted deposits. The massive entry of foreign capital has 

turned Romania into one of the main markets faced by European players. In 2007, the number of 

branches of foreign banks increased to 10. In recent years, the share of aggregate assets of the 

banking system in GDP increased by 61.5% at the end of 2008, 67.2% at the end of 2009. 

 

At EU27 level, the share of assets in GDP was 346% and 360% for 2008 and 2009 respectively. The 

growth of intermediation as a share of bank assets in GDP was sustained up to 2008, largely by the 

high rate of increase in non-government credit. For 2009, the indicator growth is due to the decrease 

in GDP and not the increase in the volume of assets. 

 

The countries with shareholdings in domestic banks and branches of foreign banks at the end of 2010 

were occupied by Greece (25.5%), Austria (16.3%) and the long-distance Netherlands by 11.8%. In 

2008, Greece is ranked first in the ranking of foreign equity in the capital of the banks in Romania at 

the end of 2009, registering a higher share of 4.2% in the previous year. In 2011, the top three 

positions were still borne by Greece with 22.9%, Austria with 20.8% and the Netherlands with 

11.5%. Hungary held 3.6% and was overtaken by Italy with 4% (NBR, Annual Report 2011). 
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Abstract 

The paper deals with a proposal for methodological support leading to the indication and the 
subsequent identification of risks during the design of technical products in the context of their life 
cycle. In the theoretical part of the paper, the state of knowledge in the area of risk and the research 
of the methods of their assessment are described, including the suitability of their use for specific life 
phases of the technical product from the point of view of the current state of knowledge and the 
author of the work. The paper also includes research involving Engineering Design Science and 
Methodology (EDSM), namely the Theory of Technical Systems (TTS). This knowledge, 
supplemented and enriched by knowledge from the field of risk analysis, serves as the basis for the 
proposed methodology of risk analysis. This methodology has been verified by interdisciplinary 
student projects, led by the author of this paper and colleagues, and subsequently validated using 
specific industrial examples that verify the use of this approach. 

Keywords: risk, life cycle, methods, causes 

Introduction 

Demands to improve the quality of technical products in accordance with [7] and to shorten the life 
and innovation cycles in today’s globalized society are ever higher due to competition on the world 
market. As a result of these demands, there is continual improvement in the form and function of 
technical products, their utility, the use of materials, costs and delivery dates. When designers design, 
they give a technical product not only its form and function, but they also design all its other 
properties including lifetime costs and delivery date. Design is thus a key phase in the life cycle of a 
technical product which must be made more effective by using new and innovative knowledge, 
methodologies, tools, etc. both for the design process and for their implementation into the other 
processes of the life cycle of a technical product. Demands on design management are therefore also 
increasing. The existing approaches, methods and tools support these processes with the goal of 
designing technical products/systems which can take their place on the market and become fully 
competitive.  

It is important for a designer or manager to be able to predict as early as possible the (future) 
properties of a technical product from which are derived the competitive advantages or disadvantages 
(strengths and weaknesses), in order to be able to work on improving or eliminating the relevant 
properties in time. When analysing properties, quality and competitiveness of a product, another 
frequently discussed issue may be discovered, and that is product risk. This risk can be internal, 
caused by the product and other internal factors of development and manufacture, or external and 
caused by the surrounding system. Risk management has become a normal part of the management of 
a large industrial company. An important driver for considering risk in terms of the design process, 
not only of technical products, are recent catastrophes which have impacted the lives of millions of 
people [13]. Over time there has gradually been a greater appreciation and awareness of the risks 
when designing a product. As technical products become more and more sophisticated, it is necessary 
to carry out risk analysis much more carefully, since products frequently include not only a 
predominantly hardware component, but more generic components. Thus the analysis of technical 
products must consider them in the overall context, not only within the operational phase, but in the 
previous and following phases too. A very common cause of risk with fatal consequences is the 
behaviour of the human operator. 

The aim of the author’s work is to design a methodology of risk analysis which is widely usable as a 
support tool to be used for designing technical products, particularly during the design process. The 
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users will be managers, employees in manufacturing technology departments, and particularly 
designers working on the design of products. This methodology should be capable of making the user 
aware of all the potential risks and their causes in the context of the whole life cycle of a technical 
product.  

    
 Hypotheses  

 
The author posed several fundamental questions relating to the goals of the research: 
1. Are there any methods for analysing technical products and if so, what principles are they based 
on? 
2. Which phase of the life cycle are they useful for? 
3. Is there a model of the life cycle of a product which covers all phases of the life cycle and what are 
they? 
4. Can the benefits of using TTS in risk analysis be integrated into existing methods of risk analysis? 

Scientific methods  

1. Empirical methods, which are based on a ‘living image’ of reality. These methods include those 
in which the reflection of phenomena takes place through sensory sensations and perceptions from 
advanced levels of technology. These are the methods by which one can find out the specific unique 
properties of an object or phenomenon in reality. Typically, these methods are divided into subgroups 
according to the way they are implemented: observation, measurement, and experimentation.  

2. Logic Methods which include a set of methods using the principles of logic and logical thinking. 
These include three "pair methods": abstraction – concretization; analysis – synthesis; induction – 
deduction.  

Current methods of risk analysis 

The literature on the division of risk analysis methods is expressed in a non-uniform manner. This 
section deals with the division of methods for risk analysis, their distribution and recommendations 
for their use. According to [2], [4], risk analysis methods can be divided into several groups. These 
are search methods for which checklists and preliminary hazard analysis are considered. Another 
group are support methods (structured interviewing and brainstorming, Delphi, SWIFT - What if? 
and human reliability analysis - HRA), other groups of methods are scenario analysis, function 
analysis, risk assessment methods and statistical methods. Authors [5], [6] divide the methods of risk 
analysis into root causes, diagrams, methods for identification and analysis of failures and hazards, 
methods for basic risk description, statistical and simulation methods, scenario analysis and decision 
support. The methods used for risk assessment can be divided into several groups according to the 
degree of detail of the risk analysis and risk quantification capability according to [1]: 

 
According to degree of detail 
 
Comparative methods - are focused on the identification of risk sources. They work mostly on the 
basis of the comparison and application of operational experience gained from the operation of 
hazardous equipment and complemented by a facility inspection. Their goal is to reveal the 
weaknesses of a dangerous device and to sort the system, groups, or nodes according to a subjective 
assessment of their share in the causes and the course of the dangerous event. These methods provide 
warnings about potentially dangerous parts of the device. However, they are not able to numerically 
quantify the probability of failures of individual systems, and they do not define the role of individual 
components of a hazardous device in the probability of a dangerous occurrence. These methods 
cannot quantify the degree of risk. They include: Safety Review, checklist, relative ranking. 
Analytical methods based on a deterministic approach - they systematically analyse the causes of the 
occurrence of dangerous events and scenarios of the development of a dangerous event. They process 
a list of system failures, components, and operator failures that lead to these events. They give a good 
idea of the behaviour of a dangerous device. Their fundamental deficiency, as with comparative 
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methods, lies in their inability to capture the probability of occurrence of dangerous phenomena, or 
the probability of failure for the safety of important components, the system, and the intervention of 
the operator. Therefore, these methods fail to manage the probability component of risk and do not 
allow consistent prevention of dangerous events. FTA, ETA, CC, HRA methods are advanced system 
analysis techniques and are the basis for assessing system risk.  
 
Analytical methods based on a probabilistic approach - In the mid-1970s, the assessment of the risk 
associated with the operation of nuclear installations backed away from analytical assessments based 
on the mere finding of causes and consequences of system, component and operator failure. There 
was a need for a numerical assessment of the share of these phenomena in dangerous events and 
system failures, components and human error, using mathematical and statistical methods, to quantify 
the probabilities of the causes of dangerous events. Similarly to other methods, based on the analysis 
of the occurrence and development of a dangerous event, a list of primary events is compiled, which, 
alone or in combination, will produce a dangerous event. Probabilities are assigned to their likelihood 
and the probability of occurrence of a dangerous event is calculated. 
 
Based on ability to quantify risk 
 
• Qualitative methods 
• Semi-quantitative methods 
• Quantitative (probabilistic) methods 
 
It can be said that there are quite a lot of methods for analysing technical products, however many of 
the methods are only of a supportive character, and some of the methods are highly specialized. The 
greatest attention was paid to FMEA, which is, according to the author, the most extensively 
instructive method, in particular in [3]. The reason for its detailed analysis is its wide use in industrial 
practice. The methods presented in the work have been analysed in detail and it can be stated that 
despite the efforts of the author, no general method has been found for dealing with a comprehensive 
product life cycle analysis which provides the user with exhaustive instructional guidance on how to 
perform such an analysis within the design process. 

Design of an Innovative Risk Analysis Methodology  

Predict and evaluate the key technical risks of a Technical Product (TS) – i.e. in relation to the 
operator, humans and other living entities [8], [14], [15]: 

1 Divide the TS into its main parts (including the connection interfaces!) - the "fault carrier" and 
analyse the TS for the stages of its lifecycle (LC) according to the following steps. Write the data in 
Fig. 1 in the appendix (adjust table as needed). See [3] for examples. 
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Fig. 1:  Life cycle as a series of Transformation Processes 

2 Write the analysed part of the TS

3 Predict potential safety failure modes

requirements under the required conditions
garantion and service G, legislative 

4 Predict using the Ishikawa diagram ("f
Do not forget the potential for exceeding (required/

5 For each fault mode, predict its potential 

6 For individual causes of failure determine 

7 For individual causes of failure, the 
predetermined or determined period (minimum 1 to max. 10)

8 For the individual causes of failure, 
(minimum 1 to max. 10) 

9 For each of the causes of failure, calculate the 

10 Determine the minimum RPNmin

recommended measures with maximum use of 

Application of Methodology to Specific Industrial Examples 

The innovated risk methodology was verified and validated on projects solved by students of 
University of West Bohemia [9], [
practice. 

Cable winder 

The cable winder is designed for winding and unwinding cables of all types used in the Bílina Mine. 
It is also designed for the transport of 

 

 

Life cycle as a series of Transformation Processes (TrfP) [15] 

the analysed part of the TS in the table for LC phase analysis  

safety failure modes, simply referred to as "failure" – i.e. inability to fulfil safety 
requirements under the required conditions. These "failures" can be [5]: financial failures 

, legislative L, management M, purchase P, business B, technical T

Predict using the Ishikawa diagram ("fish bone") the potential causes of individual failure

tential for exceeding (required/standard) limit states. 

potential results (failure effects) as a consequence of the failure

l causes of failure determine failure severity S (min 1 to max 10) 

For individual causes of failure, the probability of their occurrence is assessed 
predetermined or determined period (minimum 1 to max. 10) 

For the individual causes of failure, the probability of their detection (failure detection)

For each of the causes of failure, calculate the risk priority number RPN = S x D x O 

RPNmin (min 0 to "max." 1000) and for RPN > RPNmin

with maximum use of heterogeneous generic TS components

Application of Methodology to Specific Industrial Examples  

The innovated risk methodology was verified and validated on projects solved by students of 
], [10], [11], [12], (Fig. 5-8) and on real examples from industrial 

The cable winder is designed for winding and unwinding cables of all types used in the Bílina Mine. 
It is also designed for the transport of the spool with a cable (Fig. 2). 

e. inability to fulfil safety 
: financial failures F, 

T  

failure modes. 

as a consequence of the failure  

is assessed O in a 

(failure detection) D 

RPN > RPNmin suggest 
heterogeneous generic TS components [14] 

The innovated risk methodology was verified and validated on projects solved by students of 
and on real examples from industrial 

The cable winder is designed for winding and unwinding cables of all types used in the Bílina Mine. 
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Fig. 2 Cable winder 

 

Reversing station  

This is the reversing station of the belt conveyor of the PD 59 1200 mm driving station (Fig. 3). The 
device consists of an anchoring frame and a hopper. The reversing station is located at the beginning 
of the transport line and takes over the material transported from the previous station in the route. The 
purpose of the reconstruction of the reversing stations is to improve the technical conditions and to 
increase the reliability of the equipment while reducing the service and maintenance requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Reversing station 

 

 

Cleaning and degreasing machine  

The cleaning and degreasing machine (washer) of roller parts was designed according to the 
requirements of mechanical workshops - a roller repair line (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4:  Isometric view of the degreasing machine 

Student projects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5:  Electricaly powered additional device for disabled wheelchairs 
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Fig. 6:  Electricaly powered additional device for disabled wheelchairs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Conveyor for piece waste in the area of recycling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Conveyor to a clean environment 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis the author dealt with the extensive issue of risk analysis of technical products. The aim 
of this work was to propose a methodology that would facilitate the work of not only the designers 
themselves, but also of other related professionals. In his work, the author sought to draw insights 
into risk theory, uncovered the philosophy of existing methodologies used for these purposes and, 
with the support of EDSM, the theory of technical systems, to design, verify and validate the 
methodology on specific technical products from the academic environment and industrial practice. 

There is a great deal of work and technical standards in the literature which deal with the problem of 
risk analysis. A large number of methodologies are described in particular from a general point of 
view, but concrete examples of methodologies applied to specific products are lacking. This is 
particularly due to the desire to maintain business secrets, so it is largely classified information. Apart 
from the basic general definitions, the terminology of the related concepts was found to be 
inconsistent, and there were no publications that dealt with the problem in a comprehensive way. 
According to the author, it would be advisable to try to harmonize the key concepts in further 
research, and it would be worthwhile considering the publication of a book on the subject. 

In the introduction of this paper, the author attempted to briefly summarize the basic concepts and 
introduce basic definitions, to provide the readers with a clearer view of the issue. In the next part are 
presented the basic methods used for risk analysis and a brief description, which explains the essence 
of individual methods. These are compared according to the literature, and according to outputs that 
allow and are divided into individual groups. There are other sophisticated methods of analyses 
however, some of them are not listed as they are specialized on specific products such as chemical, 
fire or medical products. Since the author has not been able to use all the methods on specific cases, it 
does not mean that they cannot be used a priori. 

The methods used vary with respect to the complexity of the machines under consideration and the 
time available to the assessors. A particular problem was finding the appropriate suboptimal lifecycle 
model that would allow the user a complete view of all the stages of the product. The methods 
studied often differed from the point of view of the chosen lifecycle. The optimum model of a life 
cycle of a product was based on TTS using the TrfP transformation model. According to the author 
this model, combined with the Ishikawa diagram, gives an exhaustive overview of the life cycle 
stages of the product and serves as a source of risks and their causes, its versatility makes it 
preferable to use over the others. 

In the next part of the work the author proposed a methodology, which is integrated from the point of 
view of TTS. The methodology was first validated on interdisciplinary student projects in which 
students design sophisticated technical products according to assignments from industrial enterprises 
such as ENGEL a.s. and ASTOS Machinery a.s. The methodology is a part of the systematic process 
of designing and developing technical products in the context of parallel works from the point of 
view of problem solving. After successful verification of student projects, the use of the methodology 
is validated on concrete examples from practice.  
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Abstract 

 

Consideration of digital government transformation policies has been encouraged in many countries, with 

eGovernment assessment increasingly used worldwide to improve them. This study gleans and 

comparatively illustrates the most widely used eGovernment assessment frameworks. Most of them 

provide very relevant results for the maturity level of eGovernment focusing either in user demand side 

or supply demand side. These types of approaches provide useful information from a user-perspective or 

a supply-perspective, but do not provide any information regarding the back-end integration of 

eGovernment. This review study identifies the current prevailing eGovernment assessment criteria and 

indicators and highlights the necessity of enhancing those approaches with appropriate back office 

integration assessment indicators. 

Keywords: eGovernment Assessment, eGovernment Policy, Benchmarking 

Introduction 

 

eGovernment assessment and rankings are commonly used to determine relative standing and to monitor 

the progress of countries with respect to a characteristic or achievement goal. For policymakers, tools, 

such as eGovernment assessment indexes, benchmarking instruments and assessment frameworks serve 

as information sources and the relative rankings of countries they produce are given a significant amount 

of consideration and concern. To inform robust policy and decision making and to propel optimal 

resource allocation, grounded and broadly applicable ranking frameworks are essential (Rorissa et al, 

2011). 

eGovernment researchers and practitioners have devised a diversity of assessment instruments to 

evaluate the progress of eGovernment at the local, national, regional, and global levels (United Nations, 

2010, West, 2007). A targeted assessment of eGovernment is fundamental if a country is to make 

considerable progress (Ojo et al., 2007). The availability of an eGovernment method for assessing the 

technological readiness in public sector is critical in developing efficient digital transformation policies 

and strategies (Alghamdi et al, 2011.). While there are several eGovernment assessment tools, there is a 

need for review on what extent these tools can be shaped as frameworks that cover the whole spectrum of 

digital transformation context. Researchers and practitioners have established several indicators used in 

the course of assessment. Most of those indicators have a focus on measuring eGovernment outcome like 

realizations of electronic services or information provision in public sector portal. This demonstrates the 

fact that prevalent focus in the process of eGovernment development assessment is on the front office 

(Jovanovska et al, 2012). In order to reach success in applying eGovernment, public bodies should 

recognise the significance of the integration and transformation (Janowski, 2015) between all 

eGovernment building blocks (Azab et al, 2009).  

In this paper, after presenting the theoretical background of the back office integration field and the 

applied research method on this study, the current eGovernment assessment approaches are illustrated in 

section three. Results and future research steps are discussed in section four and conclusions are 

presented in last section. 
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Theoretical Background and Research Method  
 

1. Theoretical Background 

To accomplish the promises of eGovernment, organisational and technical operations of various public 

administration units need to be involved. This demands collaboration, indicating to a common cross-

organisational strategy and its implementation, as well as interoperability, indicating to the technical 

means which enable information technology systems to exchange information in order to realise machine 

functionality across system borders. Public sector back office integration is the outcome of both 

cooperation and interoperability between public sector organisations and the related stakeholders 

(Klischewski, 2004). 

In eGovernment, a distinction exists between the front and back offices of public sector organizations. 

The interaction between citizens and public servants takes place in the front office, while the assessment 

of inquiries and the elaboration processes are carried out in in the back office (OECD, 2003). Back office 

operations regularly demand the exchange of information between various organisations. Back office 

refers to the internal operations of an agency that support core processes and are not accessible or visible 

to the public (Janowski, 2005). 

eGovernment development is assessed across the globe by various methodologies provided by 

universities, companies, public and private organizations and multi-lateral international institutions. 

These approaches mainly assess the progress made by each country over a period of time and compare its 

growth against other countries which have a political and potentially economic impact and which can 

influence the development of eGovernment services. These assessment efforts serve as a tool for the 

countries and public institutions to learn from each other, identify areas of opportunities and challenges 

in eGovernment and accordingly develop appropriate strategies, policies, initiatives. It also helps in 

assessing the eGovernment readiness of the country and build capacities in the gap areas. Hereinafter we 

illustrate the basic elements of the most used assessment approaches. 

2. Research Method 

A systematic literature search was conducted using both academic papers and practitioners’ reports to 

identify eGovernment assessment frameworks published in scientific literature, consulting reports or 

international organizations surveys. The search was carried out into reports, surveys and articles from 

2010 to 2017 in order to review the most contemporary and updated ones. The search for related 

publications was mainly conducted as a structured keyword search. The searching process was based on 

following keywords (eGovernment OR Digital Government) AND (Assessment OR Evaluation). At the 

end of the database search 10 documents were found. The results have been filtered in order to keep 

documents that are relative to the research topic. Finally, five assessment reports have been selected for 

detailed review. Content analysis was based on analytical study of the selected documents carried out 

using systematic check techniques. The different assessment approaches have been analysed, extracting 

the significant elements of which they consist. Thereinafter, specific eGovernment assessment 

dimensions and sub dimensions are proposed and the extracted elements, from the previous step, are 

allocated to them. 

EGovernment Assessment Approaches Review  

In this section overview of five eGovernment assessment studies is illustrated (Table 1). With purpose to 

analyse and compare the selected eGovernment assessment studies we identify five elements. The author 

of the study, the title of the study, the year published, the assessment subject and the assessment 
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indicators that are applied in each study. We analyse five different instruments, those by European 

Commission, DG Communications Networks, Content & Technology (European Commission, 2016), by 

Accenture (Accenture, 2014), by Economist Intelligence Unit & IBM Institute for Business Value 

(Economist Intelligence Unit and IBM Institute for Business Value, 2010), by OECD, Public Governance 

and Territorial Development Directorate (OECD Public Governance and Territorial Development 

Directorate, 2014) and by United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs (United Nations, 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2016) to distil out a core set of assessment indicators. 

Table 1: eGovernment Assessment Frameworks 

 

Author Title Year Assessment Subject Indicators 

European 

Commission 

eGovernment 

Benchmark 2016 

2016 Priority areas of the 

eGovernment Action 

Plan 

User-centric 

Government 

Transparent 

Government 

Cross-border Mobility 

Key Enablers 

Accenture Digital 

Government 

Pathways to 

Delivering Public 

Services for the 

Future 

2014 Maturity and 

Sophistication of 

Digital Government 

 

Citizen Service 

Experience 

 

Economist 

&  

IBM 

Digital economy 

rankings 2010 

Beyond e-readiness 

 

2010 

The quality of a 

country’s ICT 

infrastructure and the 

ability of its 

consumers, businesses 

and governments to 

use ICT to their 

benefit 

Connectivity and 

technology 

infrastructure 

Business environment 

Social and cultural 

environment 

Legal environment 

Government policy and 

vision 

Consumer and business 

adoption 

OECD Recommendation 

of the Council on 

Digital 

Government 

2014 Digital Government 

Strategies 

Transparency, openness 

and inclusiveness 

Engagement and 

participation 

Data-driven culture  

Risk management 

approach 

Leadership and political 

commitment  

Coherent use of digital 

technologies  

Effective organisational 

and governance 

frameworks 

International co-

operation 

Clear business cases 
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Institutional capacities 

Digital technologies 

based on assessment of 

existing assets 

Regulatory frameworks 

allow digital 

opportunities to be 

seized 

United 

Nations 

United Nations E-

Government 

Survey 2016 

2016 eGovernment 

effectiveness in the 

delivery of basic 

economic and social 

services to people in 

five sectors 

(education, health, 

labour and 

employment, 

finance and social 

welfare 

E-Government 

Development Index 

(EGDI) 

Telecommunications 

Infrastructure Index 

(TII) 

Human Capital Index 

(HCI) 

Online Service Index 

(OSI) 

1. European Commission, eGovernment Benchmark  

The eGovernment Benchmark evaluates the priority areas of the eGovernment Action Plan 2011-2015. 

Progress on every priority area is measured by one or more indicators, so-called top level benchmarks: 

• User-centric Government assesses the availability and usability of public eServices and examines ease 

and speed of using those eServices. 

• Transparent Government evaluates the transparency of government authorities’ operations, service 

delivery procedures and the level of control users have over their personal data. 

• Cross-border Mobility measures the availability and usability of services for foreign citizens and 

businesses. 

• Key Enablers assesses the availability of 5 functionalities. More specifically, the SSO functionality, 

allows users to access multiple websites logging in only once. eID is an electronic identification solution 

of citizens or businesses, to access services provided by government authorities. The eDocuments 

enables users to send authenticated documents online to public organizations. The Authentic Sources 

provides pre-filled online forms and the possibility of data re-use by public organisations to deliver 

services automatically. The eSafe functionality provides a secure virtual repository for users’ data and 

documents.  

All top level benchmarks consist of multiple sub-indicators. These are in turn measured by a number of 

questions regarding the quality or quantity of eGovernment services on a specific aspect. 
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2. Accenture, Digital Government Pathways to Delivering Public Services for the 

Future  

The study, implemented by Accenture at 2014, assesses the maturity and sophistication of digital 

government in 10 countries, Brazil, Germany, India, Norway, Singapore, South Korea, Saudi Arabia, 

UAE, United Kingdom and United States. The study looks at implementation levels of digital services, 

the overall service delivery experience as well as satisfaction levels of citizens. It evaluates digital 

strategies of governments, conducts a comprehensive benchmarking exercise for a range of central 

government services, assesses their progress and looks at outcomes delivered. To measure Citizen 

Service Experience, Accenture appraises government’s public service programs in a quantitative manner 

by evaluating only those services offered at a federal or central government level to ensure the analysis of 

the services is directly comparable across countries. The research is based on three components under 

Citizen Service Experience, which provide the overall ranking for a country, Citizen Satisfaction Survey, 

Service Maturity and Citizen Service Delivery Experience. 

Citizen Satisfaction Survey assesses public services users’ opinions about the role of their governments 

in providing excellence in services. 

Service Maturity measures the level to which a government has developed an online presence as an 

indicator. Service Maturity has been measured in three levels of capability: publish services, interact 

services and transact services.  

Citizen Service Delivery Experience measures the extent to which government agencies manage 

interactions with citizens and businesses and deliver service in an integrated way. The Citizen Service 

Delivery Experience score considers how well governments have addressed the five pillars of leadership 

in customer service - citizen-centered, multichannel and cross-government service delivery, proactive 

communication and education, and social media.  

Finally, the Digital Maturity dimension is used as a lens to view the digital governments’ rankings. 

Digital Maturity compares the digital government initiatives of countries relative to one another instead 

of being an absolute measurement through a range of quantitative and qualitative variables across the key 

outcome areas in digital government public service delivery.  

3. Economist Intelligence Unit & IBM Institute for Business Value, Digital 

economy rankings 2010 beyond e-readiness  

The digital economy rankings model consists of over 100 separate quantitative and qualitative criteria, all 

but one of which are scored by the Economist Intelligence Unit’s regional analysts and editors, and are 

organised into six primary categories. The 39 indicators and 82 sub-indicators are, in turn, weighted 

according to their assumed importance as influencing factors. Major data sources include the Economist 

Intelligence Unit, Pyramid Research, the World Bank, the United Nations and the World Intellectual 

Property Organisation, among others. The six categories and individual criteria, and their weights in the 

model, are described below. 

Connectivity and technology infrastructure measures the extent to which individuals and businesses 

can access the Internet and mobile networks, and do so affordably with an assurance of quality, reliability 

and security. Penetration of each market’s mobile-phone subscriptions, overall Internet users and 

broadband Internet accounts are ranked as a percentage of the total population. The affordability of the 

lowest-priced broadband subscription, measured as a percentage of an average household’s median 

income, is used as the overall measure of digital service affordability. Broadband quality is measured as 
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the extent to which fibre-optic access figures in a country’s total broadband connections. It includes the 

following criteria: Broadband penetration, broadband quality, broadband affordability, mobile-phone 

penetration, mobile quality, internet user penetration, international Internet bandwidth, Internet security. 

In evaluating the Business Environment, the Economist Intelligence Unit screens 74 sub-indicators to 

provide a comprehensive and forward view of each country’s attractiveness as a trading economy and as 

a destination for business investment. The criteria cover such factors as the strength of the economy, 

political stability, taxation, competition policy, the labour market, and openness to trade and investment. 

The aggregate scores of the individual sub-indicators are grouped into nine higher-level criteria: Overall 

political environment; macroeconomic environment; market opportunities; policy towards private 

enterprise; foreign investment policy; foreign trade and exchange regimes; tax regime; financing; the 

labour market.  

Social and Cultural Environment considers a population’s web-literacy - its experience using the 

Internet and its receptivity to it - and the technical skills of the workforce. These technical skills are 

evaluated by both evidence of the familiarity of a country’s population with information technology 

applications and the extent to which its schools and governments provide the education infrastructure to 

engender them. Also included is an assessment of entrepreneurship, while scoring of innovation levels in 

each market evaluates how well the society fosters creative business activity that can lead to the creation 

of intellectual property, new products and industries. It includes the following criteria: Educational level, 

Internet literacy, degree of entrepreneurship, technical skills of workforce, degree of innovation. 

eGovernment development depends on both a country’s overall Legal Framework and specific laws 

governing Internet use. This category reflects those legal frameworks that have a direct impact on the use 

of digital technology to inform, communicate and transact business. Governments need to include 

legislative frameworks to resolve issues such issues as cybercrime, data privacy and spam, but just as 

importantly countries need to create a legal atmosphere that works to minimise abuses and non-

competitive behaviour, including provisions covering consumer protection and legal jurisdiction. It 

includes the following criteria: Effectiveness of traditional legal framework, laws covering the Internet, 

level of censorship, ease of registering a new business, electronic ID. 

Government Policy and Vision assesses governments’ ability to lead their countries towards a digital 

future. This indicator analyses the availability of digital channels to individuals and businesses for 

accessing public services, and to citizens for obtaining government information about civic issues and 

engaging in consultation with government officials on matters involving the political process. It includes 

the following criteria: Government spend on ICT as a proportion of GDP, digital development strategy, 

eGovernment strategy, online procurement, availability of online public services for citizens and 

businesses, eParticipation. 

Consumer and Business Adoption looks at the amount that businesses and consumers spend on 

accessing ICT services, the extent and range of Internet features used by individuals, their online 

purchasing activity, and the extent to which individuals and businesses use the online public services that 

have been made available. It includes the following criteria: Consumer spending on ICT per head, level 

of e-business development, use of Internet by consumers, use of online public services by citizens and 

businesses. 

4. OECD, Recommendation of the Council on Digital Government Strategies 

Recent years, the OECD has been making progresses in the collection of data and in the production of 

evidence, towards the development of digital government performance indicators. OECD 
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Recommendation of the Council on Digital Government Strategies provides a theoretical and normative 

framework to assess governments’ actions to use digital technologies to spur more efficient, effective, 

open and innovative public sectors. The Recommendation is an international legal instrument on digital 

government. It complements and provides a specific context for the application of other OECD 

Recommendations containing policy guidance and tools in a number of related policy areas. It offers a 

whole-of-government approach that addresses the cross-cutting role of technology in the design and 

implementation of public policies, and in the delivery of outcomes. It emphasises the crucial contribution 

of technology as a strategic driver to create open, innovative, participatory and trustworthy public 

sectors, to improve social inclusiveness and government accountability, and to bring together 

government and non-government actors to contribute to national development and long-term sustainable 

growth. 

The instrument recommends that governments develop and implement digital government strategies 

which: 

1. Ensure greater transparency, openness and inclusiveness of government processes and operations.  

2. Encourage engagement and participation of public, private and civil society stakeholders in policy 

making and public service design and delivery. 

3. Create a data-driven culture in the public sector. 

4. Reflect a risk management approach to addressing digital security and privacy issues, and include the 

adoption of effective and appropriate security measures, to increase confidence on government services. 

5. Secure leadership and political commitment to the strategy, through a combination of efforts aimed to 

promote inter-ministerial co-ordination and collaboration, set priorities and facilitate engagement and co-

ordination of relevant agencies across levels of government in pursuing the digital government agenda. 

6. Ensure coherent use of digital technologies across policy areas and levels of government. 

7. Establish effective organisational and governance frameworks to co-ordinate the implementation of the 

digital strategy within and across levels of government. 

8. Strengthen international co-operation with other governments to better serve citizens and businesses 

across borders, and maximise the benefits that can emerge from early knowledge sharing and co-

ordination of digital strategies internationally.  

9. Develop clear business cases to sustain the funding and focused implementation of digital technologies 

projects 

10. Reinforce institutional capacities to manage and monitor projects’ implementation  

11. Procure digital technologies based on assessment of existing assets including digital skills, job profiles, 

technologies, contracts, inter-agency agreements to increase efficiency, support innovation, and best 

sustain objectives stated in the overall public sector modernisation agenda.  

12. Ensure that general and sector-specific legal and regulatory frameworks allow digital opportunities to be 

seized 
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5. UN, UNITED NATIONS EGOVERNMENT SURVEY 2016 

Progress of eGovernment development in United Nations (UN) is assessed by eGovernment 

Development Index (EGDI) which is a composite index based on weighted average of three indices, the 

Telecommunications Infrastructure Index (TII), the Human Capital Index (HCI) and the Online Service 

Index (OSI) (United Nations, 2016).  

Regarding OSI, which is the primary eGovernment index, data is collected from an independent survey 

questionnaire that assesses the national online presence of all 193 United Nations Member States. 

National web presence is assessed in country’s native language including the national portal, eServices 

portal and eParticipation portal as well as websites of education, labour, social services, health, finance 

and environment ministries. The OSI survey questionnaire assesses several features related to online 

service delivery, including whole-of-government approaches, open government data, eParticipation, 

multi-channel service delivery, mobile services, usage up-take, digital divide as well as innovative 

partnerships through the use of ICT. This data is collected by a group of researchers under the 

supervision of UNDESA through a primary research and collection endeavour. 

To arrive at a set of Online Service Index (OSI) values, a total of 111 researchers, including UN experts 

and online United Nations Volunteers (UNVs) from over 60 countries assessed each country’s national 

eGovernment status, including the national portal, as well as eServices websites of the related ministries 

of education, labour, social services, health, finance and environment as applicable. The UNVs included 

qualified graduate students and volunteers from universities in the field of public administration. 

Discussion and Future Work 

The above eGovernment assessment methods are crucial to cross-country comparisons of digital 

government evolution. Policymakers can use evaluation results to plan digital development policies and 

implement new innovative services for their citizens. Assessment initiatives also assist governments to 

monitor the efficiency and effectiveness of public spending (United Nations, 2010).  

Despite their undeniable usefulness, controversy exists over the coverage of the whole spectrum of 

eGovernment domain. Most of eGovernment assessment efforts lack a coverage focus on back-office site 

(Janssen et al., 2004). Furthermore, eGovernment assessment methods become more problematic, when 

they are based on subjective data collection criteria (studies, interviews, opinions etc.) to calculate 

assessment indicators. The more sophisticated tools require expensive data collection and complex 

processing.  

The focus of the above eGovernment assessment studies can be distinguished in two main dimensions, 

Supply Side assessment, what the public sector offers, and Demand Side assessment, what the user 

receives. There is a need in the case of eGovernment back office assessment, for simple, inexpensive, 

fairly transparent and replicable, and widely accepted and used criteria (Rorissa et al, 2011). Back office 

integration has long been an important focus of attention by researchers, policy makers, technologists and 

public officials. The eGovernment vision is a vision of integrated information and services. This means 

radical changes are needed in what happens behind the web portal that users see. New public 

administration processes, different information flows, changed policies and new kinds of citizen and 

business needs are all part of the integration story.  

Silo mentality is a pertinent problem in public administration integration efforts. Lack of appropriate 

mechanisms for the coordination of the investment in public administration (PA) to optimize resources is 

obvious. There is a reluctance to share data, information and resources and the lack of technical 
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interoperability between systems of different government agencies or even inside the same government 

remains an issue. The lack of basic common public sector IT architectures has resulted in the 

development of a diversity of disparate applications (Themistocleous et al, 2005). Lack of open data, data 

standards and common way of service design are major technical barriers (Lam, 2005). 

Based on critical analysis of existing approaches, the identified gap regarding back office integration 

assessment in eGovernment area should be researched and covered adequately. Specific assessment 

criteria should be identified and measurable indicators should be defined in order to facilitate the 

progress of eGovernment towards its strategic objectives, that is the development of services based on 

user’s needs and problems, i.e. integrated services or life-events. 

Conclusion 

Investments in public organisations' back offices are not a priority for politicians due to their low 

visibility to voters. Nonetheless, given its potential impact on improving the quality of digital 

transformation, they are much more visible in comparison to what government thinks, and therefore 

should be relatively assessed (Luna-Reyes et al, 2011). The implementation of back office eGovernment 

systems is at the same time a risky and important process since countries need to adapt to changing 

environments (Hol and Kapurubandara, 2014). The systems exhibit an excessive degree of complexity 

and are remarkably custom-built. Implementation is usually expensive and needs to be carefully planned 

and managed.   

This study reviews the existing eGovernment assessment approaches and highlights that there is a gap in 

the area of eGovernment back office assessment. The current eGovernment metrics should be extended 

and supplemented firstly with indicators that will measure the progress towards back office integration. 

Therefore, decisions on what should be measured must be based on the holistic definition of 

eGovernment, its long-term objectives, characteristics and the issues that remain to be solved. Agencies 

assigned responsibility for assessing ICT eGovernment may refer to this analysis as a useful resource in 

order to enhance their assessment models.  

While this review is useful, more research is necessary. The implementation of a conceptual framework 

would pave the way for future exploratory research to enhance the existing eGovernment assessment 

methods with the appropriate back office integration assessment indicators. An option can be to develop 

an eGovernment capacity assessment instrument that can be filled in by organizational members and 

used as an input for discussing the back-end performance and possible improvements. A drawback might 

be the possible bias and interpretations. 
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Abstract 
 

Strategic management and innovation management have to consider the top competing factors that ensure 

successful organizational change, since innovation management has a fundamental strategic position and 

is directly interrelated with the corporations’ objectives. Whilst innovation management is deeply 

embedded in the new dynamics of global economic development and competition, enterprises have to be 

able to design incorporated innovation management methods or models that are flexible and adaptable to 

all changes.The objective of this paper is to highlight strategic innovation management as an important 

administration implement in order to support the hypothesis that governance principles have a huge 

impact on the organizational accomplishment in the innovation management, simply because innovation 

is central to strategy. All gathered data are applied in a case study to propose a model of analysing 

strategic innovation management and determine the need for organizational change.The methodology 

used embraces empirical research based on qualitative methods, defining the decisive innovative factors 

towards more effective routines and innovation excellence. The results show which the weakest and and 

the strongest associations can be when planning organizational change and highlights the importance of 

strategic innovation management. 

Keywords: strategic management, innovation management, organizational change 

Introduction 

 

A great deal of studies show that global corporations face a challenging growth prospect and new 

innovative mind-sets have premier spots on the Top Management Agendas. R&D spending is not the key 

driver for innovation success but a number of elements that structure a successful innovation system to 

create value across the lifecycle of organizations. At the core there are strategy, IT processes, governance, 

culture and innovation management, which is a combination of the innovative processes and changes 

management or the business process of organizational innovation through development.  

Many SMEs fail because they do not recognise the need for change, on the other hand even to giant firms 

the core strength can sometimes become an obstacle to seeing the need for change (as proved to be the 

case of IBM in the ‘90s). Therefore, the company’s supporting culture need to launch strategies and plans 

to close the identified gaps.  

In a research study by Mateescu et.al. (2015), in recent years not only international corporations but also 

national ones have started using new management implements and methods, and started focusing on 

distinguishing their innovation management strategies from the competitors by adapting to the customers’ 

needs and providing high-quality services. Consequently, as Drucker (2011) describes, innovating firms 
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develop their own unique realisation and subsequent capabilities that generate organisational 

performance.  

According to Berger et. al. (2009), three essential traits are advisable for innovation management: 

positive encouragement, a tolerance for failure (Patrick Cescau, George Buckley) and patience (Olli-

Pekka Kallasvuo). Additionally, an innovative organisation should be closely linked to the company's 

vision and overall business strategies based on comprehensive and relevant information, both from inside 

the corporation and from the market and the environment. Thus, today's companies must constantly adapt, 

develop and innovate, so that to handle the challenges of future innovation management, including the 

importance of quick results, the value of data-driven decision-making and the particular environment of 

emerging markets.  

The 2017 KPMG’s Global CEO Outlook divulges insights from nearly 1,300 CEOs in 10 of the world 

largest economies focusing on how managing their organizational change has become their vital 

opportunity to transform and re-shape their business model, since new technologies emerge, new markets 

appear, in addition, financial policies, social rules, information flow, targets and new challenges are 

constantly changing. 

 

Fig. 1 : Global CEO Outlook 2017 Source: KPMG 

RegTech is another significant driver of organizational change, as the global demand for regulatory, 

compliance and governance software is expected to reach €100.98 billion by 2020. Besides, investments 

in regulatory software can lead to an ROI of 600% plus, according to Fintech insights provider Let’s Talk 

Payments. CEOs recognise the need of making changes, yet they are refraining from harnessing the 

power of disruption for their organisations.  

According to a very recent research by Burrowes (2017), PwC’s global chairman Bob Moritz working on 

the 20
th

 year of annual CEO survey revealed that 84% of Banking and Capital Market CEOs consider that 

technology will completely reshape, or at least have a significant impact on competition within their 

industry over the next five years.  
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Theoretical considerations on innovation management 

In the book by Peters and Waterman (2012), t

management are crucial determinants and focus on how the

studying process towards more effective practices and business excellence. The concept of innovation 

management incorporates networks of people that have appropriate knowledge including customer 

insight, supply chain knowledge and technical expertise, which allows companies of all sizes to make 

innovation an integral part of their business.

The core process of innovation management involves four steps: distinguishing opportunities, discovering 

resources, developing the enterprise and capturing value. The procedure of strategic management starts 

with creating a flexible organization in order to determine if the innovation management is consistent 

with the strategic management objectives and to pitch a great idea to 

There is a substantial double role of innovation management: the challenges in finding new innovations, 

such as an unexpected use for technology, as well as developing new directions for innovation 

management models. 

Fig.2

Furthermore, organisational merit within innovation management will be achieved by companies which 

can react quickly to new market conditions and customer needs, and which constantly look for creative 

and innovative solutions. Accordingly, the success of Johnson & Johnson, 3 M, Wal

the fact that they organise themselves into small, independent units and hold together by common goals 

and cultural norms, on the other hand, IBM is satisfying the in

great. Moreover, as Knight and Cavusgil (2004) state in their research paper,
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There is a substantial double role of innovation management: the challenges in finding new innovations, 

such as an unexpected use for technology, as well as developing new directions for innovation 

Fig.2: Conceptual Framework of Innovation 

Furthermore, organisational merit within innovation management will be achieved by companies which 

can react quickly to new market conditions and customer needs, and which constantly look for creative 

e solutions. Accordingly, the success of Johnson & Johnson, 3 M, Wal-Mart, and HP lies in 

the fact that they organise themselves into small, independent units and hold together by common goals 

and cultural norms, on the other hand, IBM is satisfying the individual’s need to be a part of something 
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advances, cross-border unions for product distribution as well as the increasing homogenization of 

consumer preferences have been facilitating extraordinary growth in global competitiveness.  

Empirical Considerations on Strategic Innovation Management 

Innovation management has a gap between scientific and organizational progress, since the problem with 

innovation determinations is embedded in the lack of innovation strategy. A precise innovation strategy 

helps the company to design an organization to match its specific competitive needs. Senior leaders of the 

corporations need to organize around long-term strategies for growth in a sustainable way, not only short-

term technologies, accordingly they have to start planning for the next 10 years, not only for the next one-

two year. The failure to prioritize innovation over short-term profits can have negative flows through 

capital markets.  

There has been little empirical research aimed at uncovering the actual packages of know-hows that 

characterise truly innovative firms, therefore I will try to reduce the literary framework and focus on 

mainly the recent period and consistent with these state-of-the-art findings prefigure the best 

organizational change strategies. According to these changes, the global corporations have to apply 

continuous innovative strategies in order to maintain global competitiveness.  

In 2017 the Boston Consulting Group analysed the top 210 firms in seven industries (automotive, 

chemicals, consumer goods, financial services, media and publishing, technology, and 

telecommunications) and found that the proliferation of new technologies are making the new models 

competitive necessities, not optional activities. Consequently, 1,500 survey respondents were asked to 

rank innovators within their industries. Evolving data from multiple sources has helped scores of 

companies better recognise the choice of prospects open to them and pinpoint possibilities for business 

model innovation. The BCG’s 10
th

 annual global survey shows that 79% of respondents ranked 

innovation the top-most priority or among their three top priorities at their corporation. 

According to the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, revised by McKinsey (2015), the 

profits of corporations will drop 20% - 60% by 2025 if they downfall to advance digitally. Therefore, 

companies have to make the leap from the Industrial Age to the Information Age and CEOs will need to 

embrace strategic innovation management, which requires alternative capital allocation that leads to 

exponential growth in the pursuit of longer-term goals.  
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Fig.3: Global Innovation Survey 2005 – 2015 Source: BCG 

The 2016 European Innovation Survey shows that only 16% of the respondents apply effective business 

methods and practices regarding innovation strategy, idea management, innovation budgeting, innovation 

funnel and innovation board simultaneously. Professor of Finance at Stanford Amit Seru claimed that 

companies in the top 10% on innovation experienced annual rates between 1% and 3% faster than those 

corporations with only an average pace of innovation. According to Andrews (2017), using the simplest 

and most economic models indicate that an innovative flow increases the total economic growth by at 

least 4.5%.  
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Fig.4 : Strong and Weak Innovators; Source BCG Global Innovation Survey 2016
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Strong and Weak Innovators; Source BCG Global Innovation Survey 2016

Despite the above seen positive results even the strong innovators are faced with a truly difficult 

Find the next big idea (Competitive intelligence 72%) 

Avoid disruption (Customer suggestion 70%, Customer complaints 57%) 

track innovation (Social network or big data mining 65%, Suppliers or vendors 65%)

Build networks of collaborators (Strategic partnership – company 66%, strategic partnership 

Stay on top of the revolutionary technology (Acquisitions or licensing deals 63%, Incubator 

Identify growth opportunity (External firms they hire to generate ideas 62%) 

Attain a position of innovation management (Internal sources 78%, Employee ideation forums 

 

Strong and Weak Innovators; Source BCG Global Innovation Survey 2016 

e faced with a truly difficult 

track innovation (Social network or big data mining 65%, Suppliers or vendors 65%) 

company 66%, strategic partnership – 

Stay on top of the revolutionary technology (Acquisitions or licensing deals 63%, Incubator 

Attain a position of innovation management (Internal sources 78%, Employee ideation forums 
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On the one hand, the huge amount of data, which is available to help senior leaders shape and pursue 

innovation strategies could be a prominent advantage, on the other hand, the hard work of sorting, 

organizing and gathering usable insights from thousands of files and sources can be overwhelming and 

exasperating to make analytics-driven strategic decisions.  

Overall, in a previous study Takacs (2017) states that a successful innovation management should invest 

in strategy thinking methods, and support for diverse cultures in order to join people with different 

perspectives to share ideas and new approaches, combining entrepreneurial mind-sets with recognized 

and functioning expertise. 

Research Objectives and Methodology 

The objective of this study is to identify the key criteria that affect the organisational change strategies, as 

well as to do research on the degree of innovation management in global companies. The author has 

focused on the top most innovative corporations as key players in transforming strategy into practical 

accomplishment and their relation to the owner of business superiority to be applied. 

This research shows that innovative companies are especially skilful at continually responding to change 

of any sort and encourage practical risk taking and support worthy attempts, as well as organise the root 

source of quality and productivity gain. In terms of research approach, I have used the rational model as 

my contextual framework to illuminate what values and practices ought to be incorporated into the 

innovative companies and to emphasise the role of the CEOs to manage the innovative principles of the 

organisation.  

The methodology used involves interviews with managers and experts from global corporations in order 

to gather information for the time frame 2007 to 2017, according to Le Merle & Davis (2017), that was 

evaluated and applied in a case study so to propose a method of analysing innovative factors. This study 

debates the increasing diversification of implementations these global corporations have used to practise 

innovation management. 

Assuming rational choices, the top companies were studied into various categories in order to analyse 

them according to long-term superiority: high technology companies (HP, Intel), consumer goods 

companies (P&G, J&J), general industrial goods companies of interest (Caterpillar, 3M), service 

companies (Marriott, McDonald’s), project management companies (Bechtel and Fluor) and resource-

based companies (Arco, Exxon). 

Having reviewed a list of the world’s most valuable companies, which are ranked by market 

capitalization, are all strongly associated with four vital attributes, namely an emphasis on speed, well-run 

R&D processes, the use of technological platforms and the systematic exploration of adjacent markets. In 

addition, by way of Dogsofthedow (2017) states, these companies also apply the most innovative 

strategies in the world, as we can see it comprised in the table below: 
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Summarizing a number of different perspectives,

the 12 pillars of global competitiveness the case study brings a more comprehensive and brighter 

evaluation on the innovative strategic system to have an integrative understanding of all its parts, while 

this is the only way that leads to sustainable development

Source: Dogsofthedow.com 

Research Results and Proposed Models

My key findings from the analysis are that global companies have a huge positive impact on the growth 

of organisations they fund, thus with the analysed case study the role of innovative culture is better 

understood and new insights reveal the key innovation management strategies that maintain global 

competitiveness and professional merit among the global corporations

states. 

The presented results of my research highlight the traits of the organizational change and offer some 

practical solutions and models for integrating as well as promoting innovative advances into strategic 

management that enhances financial results. While required to innovate may threaten business models, it 

also creates short-term and long-term openings for the companies that grasp organizational change.

Wrigley & Straker (2016) suggested 

according to their profiles and ventures. While innovation management and strategic management 

processes can be defined through organizational change, corporations show great interest in implementing 

these models, which can promote creativity and motivational orientation to succeed through innovation. 

The following models have been examined with a view to providing steps towards actual applications:

Table1: Market Cap Rank in 2017 

Summarizing a number of different perspectives, as Schwab (2016) revised it, focusing on each part of 

the 12 pillars of global competitiveness the case study brings a more comprehensive and brighter 

evaluation on the innovative strategic system to have an integrative understanding of all its parts, while 

leads to sustainable development, indicated Maier et.al. (2014). 

Results and Proposed Models 

My key findings from the analysis are that global companies have a huge positive impact on the growth 

thus with the analysed case study the role of innovative culture is better 

understood and new insights reveal the key innovation management strategies that maintain global 

competitiveness and professional merit among the global corporations, as also Greenberg et.al. (2017)

The presented results of my research highlight the traits of the organizational change and offer some 

practical solutions and models for integrating as well as promoting innovative advances into strategic 

ances financial results. While required to innovate may threaten business models, it 

term openings for the companies that grasp organizational change.

suggested several models that can be employed and selected by each company 

according to their profiles and ventures. While innovation management and strategic management 

processes can be defined through organizational change, corporations show great interest in implementing 

ote creativity and motivational orientation to succeed through innovation. 

The following models have been examined with a view to providing steps towards actual applications:

 

focusing on each part of 

the 12 pillars of global competitiveness the case study brings a more comprehensive and brighter 

evaluation on the innovative strategic system to have an integrative understanding of all its parts, while 

My key findings from the analysis are that global companies have a huge positive impact on the growth 

thus with the analysed case study the role of innovative culture is better 

understood and new insights reveal the key innovation management strategies that maintain global 

Greenberg et.al. (2017) 

The presented results of my research highlight the traits of the organizational change and offer some 

practical solutions and models for integrating as well as promoting innovative advances into strategic 

ances financial results. While required to innovate may threaten business models, it 

term openings for the companies that grasp organizational change. 

nd selected by each company 

according to their profiles and ventures. While innovation management and strategic management 

processes can be defined through organizational change, corporations show great interest in implementing 

ote creativity and motivational orientation to succeed through innovation. 

The following models have been examined with a view to providing steps towards actual applications: 
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Fig.5 Corporate Venturing Tools, 

Source: BCG database 

1. The use of Corporate Venture Capital increased from 27% in 2010 to 40% in 2015 among the 30 

largest companies. Likewise, among the top 10 companies it has boosted from 41% to 57%, where the 

investments were strategically focused on software industry reflecting the increasing value of data and the 

transformation of hardware to software. CVC is an effective tool for both constructing value and 

developing innovative results that help a corporation in creating new revenue streams, and building up 

competitive market position. According to KPMG analysis 30% of projects are financed globally by this 

model.  

2. The use of Accelerators and Incubators are the most common alternative to CVC, which increased 

from 2% to 44% among the 30 largest companies as well as from 4% to 66% among the 10 largest 

corporations. Growing accelerators and incubators form partnerships with venturing operations from 

other organisations or teaming up with independent accelerators with common interests can support the 

progress of innovative developments, especially at an early stage. 

3. The use of Innovation Labs among the 30 largest companies increased from 5% to 19% and from 16% 

to 41% among the top 10 largest corporations, which worked these labs further along the development 
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chain to fast-track time to market and they often interacted with external entrepreneurs. The main focus of 

this model is on advancing products or services that are head-to-head to the core business. 

All the three models can be employed at a particular stage with a specific goal: Corporate Venture Capital 

when the restraints are related to funding, Accelerators and Incubators for young ideas, and Innovation 

Labs for mature corporations, which have a strong strategic fit and approach to innovation within the 

corporation. 

Companies are also employing many other implementation tools, such as Hackathons (software 

developers), jurors or mentors (to spot business models), scouting missions (to seek out innovations), 

corporate-university partnerships (between corporate R&D and university researchers), strategic 

partnerships (to bring the latest innovations to new market), start-up acquisitions (to access new 

technologies or market), licensing (customer segments). 

Conclusions 

The research showed that organizations need a play-to-win strategy system, which provide a clear 

measurement
 
(Dobbs & Koller 2015), motivations, reasons and rewards to foster improvement that is 

aligned with their innovation management. Successful corporations develop innovation management 

models that are well-matched with their positions and reflect their corporate strategies, in addition they 

also adapt their models to changing times as the pace and stake of technology advancement progresses.  

Companies that assign adequate assets for a flexible and dynamic innovation and venture culture have the 

greatest chance to assure long-term business achievement. The success of Johnson & Johnson, for 

example, one of the strongest long-time innovators in any industry, is that their innovation programs are 

strategically aligned with the corporation’s innovation management objectives.  

In conclusion, innovation management stems from a management team that combine deep scientific and 

technical expertise focusing with an equally deep knowledge on market needs. Therefore, innovation 

management must be one of the greatest progression strategies that companies employ, coupling 

scientific precision with stable senior-management cohesion and the resolution to pursue high-risk, high-

return initiatives. The case study meant to be a thorough analysis of recent data for reasons connected to 

the methodology and leaving room for future academic and practical expansion. 
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Résumé 

A l’heure d’une globalisation exacerbée, l'éducation, et plus généralement la formation, représente un 

facteur clef pour notre société, au cœur de territoires mis au défi de se renouveler face à l'émergence tout 

autour du globe de nouveaux centres de gravité économiques et démographiques, avec leurs propres 

modèles. La formation, et son articulation avec la vie professionnelle, représente un véritable enjeu pour 

faire face, dans un futur proche, aux révolutions technologiques, économiques, politiques, 

environnementales auxquelles nous sommes d'ores et déjà confrontés. 

Si l'on s'imagine déjà mal, aujourd'hui, comment une formation initiale pourrait suffire à un individu pour 

ses 40 ans de carrière à suivre, la rapidité d'évolution de nos sociétés, les transitions numériques et 

énergétiques en cours, ne feront qu'accentuer l'obsolescence de cette représentation d'une formation 

initiale découplée des formes d'apprentissage ultérieures.  

Au-delà de ce que l'on appelle, l’alternance ou la formation professionnelle continue dans l’Enseignement 

Supérieur, le défi actuel se situe bel et bien autour d'une Formation Tout au Long de la Vie (FTLV), vieux 

concept mais dont les formes en appellent toujours à une actualisation dans la modernité. Au cœur d’un 

petit territoire ilien comme la Corse, ce challenge est d’autant plus crucial à relever qu’il préfigure son 

attractivité dans un contexte de glocalisation (Mair, 1991) désormais durablement ancré. 

Dans un environnement mondial en perpétuelle évolution, avec des repères mobiles, des vies personnelles 

et professionnelles toujours plus complexes, et où tout ce qui semblait bien compartimenté hier fait face à 

une porosité croissante, l’objet de cette contribution vise à expliciter que l’émergence d’un modèle de 

FTLV dans l’Enseignement Supérieur, accordant une place centrale à l’économie de la connaissance, 

constitue un enjeu stratégique majeur au service du développement et de la structuration d’un petit 

territoire comme celui de la Corse. 

 

Mots clés Enseignement Supérieur - alternance - FTLV – formation / emploi –développement et 

structuration du territoire corse. 
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Introduction 

Le monde évolue de même que les établissements d’Enseignement Supérieur et de Recherche : lieux de 

transmission et de production du savoir, ceux-ci sont écartelés entre une mission classique (éduquer) et 

une fonction créatrice (développer et insérer), l’une et l’autre s’accommodant mal des impératifs 

économiques de la réalité contemporaine. 

Il n'est alors pas illogique d'imaginer devoir se préparer à une porosité plus importante encore entre les 

activités de formation et l'action professionnelle, que cette porosité soit un jour posée en exigence par le 

monde professionnel ou bien qu'elle s'impose petit à petit dans la pratique par de nouvelles générations de 

citoyens.  

Les Universités et autres établissements de l'Enseignement Supérieur, par la richesse que constitue un 

corps enseignant qui déploie ses activités de recherche, font vivre l'ambition séculaire d'un projet 

universitaire dont l'essence même est d'articuler la construction du savoir (la recherche) et sa transmission 

(la formation), et donc de mettre en œuvre une porosité propice à l'évolution de la société.  

Il apparaît donc aussi logique que spontané de concevoir l'Université, au sens large du terme, comme ce 

lieu par excellence où cette porosité va pouvoir s'exprimer et être à l'œuvre, et ce d'autant plus que le 

contexte global d'un monde toujours plus en mutation doit constituer une trame de pensée constante dès 

lors qu'il est question de FTLV. 

Précisément en Corse, face aux évolutions rapides des technologies et des métiers, face à une crise sociale 

et économique structurelle amplifiée dans certains secteurs par la spécificité de l’île, les établissements 

d’enseignement supérieur sont confrontés à une demande de professionnalisation des filières de formation 

et donc de recherche permanente d’adaptation au marché de l’emploi. 

La présente contribution s’attachera à mettre en exergue un nouveau modèle de FLTV dans 

l’Enseignement Supérieur en région Corse au service du développement et de la structuration du territoire 

insulaire local, dans la lignée des préconisations ministérielles en la matière (Germinet, 2015 ; Filâtre, 

2016). 

1. L’Université de Corse au cœur d’uns stratégie régionale de rapprochement des 
acteurs de la formation et du monde socio-économique 

Le domaine Enseignement Supérieur-Recherche a connu ces dernières années des évolutions importantes. 

Depuis son passage aux Responsabilités et Compétences Elargies en 2009, l’Université de Corse, 

composante majeure du dispositif d’Enseignement Supérieur et de Recherche, a accédé à l’autonomie, en 

application de la loi  Libertés Responsabilité des Universités  (LRU) du 10 août 2007.  

Dans ce cadre, le périmètre de ses missions a été élargi et, aux missions traditionnelles de formation et de 

transmission des savoirs et des compétences, s’ajoutent désormais la prise en charge et l’accueil des 

nouveaux étudiants, le suivi de leur projet personnel et professionnel jusqu’à leur réussite, c'est-à-dire 

l’obtention du diplôme et l’insertion professionnelle. 

Dans ce contexte nouveau, la Collectivité Territoriale de Corse (CTC) et l’Université ont choisi de 

rénover leur démarche partenariale et de développer la formation professionnelle de l’Enseignement 

Supérieur, notamment par la voie de l’alternance (via l’apprentissage) et de la formation continue. Dans 

cette optique, Faire de l’Enseignement Supérieur une activité économique à part entière, susceptible 

d’exporter son savoir faire est désormais affiché comme un enjeu territorial insulaire partagé par 

l’ensemble des acteurs. 
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Néanmoins, la relation entre  formation  et  métier ou activité  ne saurait, au niveau de l’Enseignement 

Supérieur, notamment universitaire, s’envisager en termes de stricte correspondance, ou pire encore de 

déterminisme. 

1.1. Le développement de l’alternance dans l’Enseignement Supérieur comme 

vecteur de structuration des entreprises insulaires 
 

Alors que l’emploi et le marché du travail évoluent et se transforment quantitativement et 

qualitativement, la nécessité d’une cohérence des interventions de l’Etat, de la Région Corse, des 

organisations professionnelles d’employeurs et de salariés ainsi que des autres acteurs institutionnels et 

socio-économiques est indispensable à l’efficacité et à la qualité de l’offre de services, en matière 

d’information, d’orientation, de FTLV, de relation emploi-formation, de valorisation des compétences et 

des ressources humaines, au niveau régional et des territoires. 

Afin d’organiser au mieux l’exercice de ses compétences dans le cadre de ses prérogatives spécifiques
1
, la 

CTC conformément au Contrat de Plan Régional de Développement de la Formation (CPRDFP) s’est 

fixée 6 objectifs stratégiques parmi lesquels la promotion, le développement de l’alternance et la réponse 

aux besoins du tissu économique et de sécurisation des parcours vers l’emploi figurent en pôle position 

(Storaï et Rinieri, 2016). Sur la période du COM apprentissage 2011-2015,
2
 la région Corse a également 

démontré son dynamisme dans la campagne de signature des contrats d’apprentissage avec une croissance 

avérée de près de 40% en la matière sur la période considérée (DARES, 2016). 

Précisément, au 31 décembre 2015, ont été recensés 2099 apprentis par la CTC, dont 561 dans 

l’Enseignement Supérieur et 317 à l’Université de Corse (Assemblée de Corse, 2016). 

1.2. L’alternance à l’Université de Corse adaptée au contexte d’une petite économie 

insulaire 

La promotion et le développement de l’alternance à l’Université  de Corse s’est matérialisée par la 

création d’un Centre de Formation des Apprentis Universitaire (CFA UNIV) en région Corse dont 

l’historique et les caractéristiques spécifiques ont fait l’objet de publications antérieures (Storai, Rinieri et 

Boulenger, 2014 ; Storai et Rinieri 2016). La problématique de la qualité de l’insertion professionnelle 

des étudiants-alternants de l’Université de Corse, notamment en matière de sensiblisation à 

l’entrepreneuriat, a révélé l’enjeu stratégique de la maitrise des fondamentaux managériaux au cœur de la 

dynamique de développement et de structuration du territoire corse (Storaï, Rinieri et Rezzi, 2017), 

renforçant ainsi ce que d’autres auteurs ont démontré dans un cadre plus théorique (Marchesnay,1996) ou 

global (Drucker, 2016). 

En Corse, l’économie insulaire se caractérise par l’absence des grands groupes multinationaux qui 

dirigent et façonnent l’économie mondiale. On ne remarque pas davantage l’existence de moyennes 

entreprises qui, dans bien d’autres régions à l’instar de la Lombardie, constituent le fer de lance d’une 

économie dynamique. Le tissu économique corse est constitué majoritairement de très petites entreprises, 

de petits agriculteurs et producteurs, d’artisans, de commerçants.  

La Corse présente également l’exemplarité d’un territoire caractérisé par un vieillissement de sa 

population active impliquant un nécessaire ajustement à moyen terme des stratégies régionales de 

formation en réponse à cette réalité. Levier majeur du développement territorial et de la régulation 

sociale, le dispositif insulaire de formation doit adapter son offre dans la perspective ciblée de 

l’adéquation de la relation emploi-formation. Le dispositif de formation en alternance (apprentissage, 

stages alternés) et la formation professionnelle continue constituent ainsi les deux faces d’un même joyau 

au service d’un schéma de construction des compétences, des qualifications et de l’employabilité des 

ressources humaines disponibles et actives sur un territoire donné. 
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2. Vers un nouveau modèle de FTLV gage de l’évolution et de la sécurisation des 
parcours professionnels 

Dans ce contexte, le CFA UNIV assume la charge de la promotion, du développement, de la gestion 

administrative, pédagogique et financière du dispositif de l’alternance à l’Université de Corse. Son 

fonctionnement, calé sur la réalité territoriale insulaire, privilégie le mixage des publics (étudiants-

classiques, étudiants-alternants, actifs). Ce dispositif de  fertilisation croisée permet la capitalisation de 

pratiques pédagogiques innovantes en assurant également le maillage des différents acteurs (Université de 

Corse, CTC, les entreprises, les associations, les collectivités locales, les Organismes Paritaires 

Collecteurs Agréés (OPCA), les maisons de l’emploi, les chambres consulaires) impliqués dans la 

formation et l’insertion professionnelle des étudiants. 

A l’heure où l’économie de la connaissance est véhiculée comme la solution de sortie d’une crise 

endémique, le CFA UNIV s’efforce de contribuer, notamment, à la construction d’un schéma consolidé et 

pérenne de structuration du tissu socio-économique par la gestion optimisée d’un dispositif renforcé de 

formation/information, d’encadrement et de suivi individualisé de l’orientation professionnelle des 

étudiants diplômés de l’Université de Corse (Storai et Rinieri, ibid). 

2.1. Les valeurs cardinales de l’alternance comme socle de développement d’un 

nouveau modèle de FTLV 

Voie d’excellence dans l’Enseignement Supérieur et passerelle vers l’emploi, le dispositif de formation 

en alternance offre l’opportunité de nouer des relations partenariales approfondies et évolutives entre des 

Centres de Formation et des structures d’accueil des apprenants (entreprises, associations, services 

publics étatiques et collectivités locales). 

Les faits saillants suivants
3
 relatifs à l’alternance dans l’Enseignement Supérieur illustrent des données 

endémiques en région Corse préfigurant une évolution des notions d'appropriation par l'individu, 

d'individualisation des parcours, de co-construction entre le salarié et son entreprise, voire entre l'individu 

et la société au sein d'un contrat social renouvelé, qui deviennent inhérentes à un système de formation en 

pleine mutation et dont l'objet est d'affronter les enjeux et défis mentionnés plus haut. 

� Voix d’excellence : 95% : taux de réussite aux diplômes suivis (BTS, DUT, Licence Pro, 

Masters), 3% : taux de rupture des contrats au cours des cursus suivis. 75% des majors de 

promotion sont étudiants-alternants (dans les formations avec mixage des publics étudiants-

alternants/étudiants classiques) ; 

 

� Passerelle vers l’emploi :  80% : taux d’insertion professionnelle à l’issue du dernier cursus 

suivi (à 6 mois) dans 55% au sein de l’entreprise formatrice .  Dans 90% des cas, la relation 

formation-emploi est vérifiée ; 

 

� Un modèle de formation économe en deniers publics et équilibré dans sa gouvernance : parité 

des fonds publics/ fonds privés ; 

 

� Partenariat avec près de 2000 structures entrepreneuriales insulaires et continentales. 

 

2.2.  Une réforme de la formation professionnelle comme une opportunité 

propice à un changement radical dans la conception de la FTLV  
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Promulguée le 5 mars 2014 par le Président de la République,  la loi n°2014-288 relative  à la formation 

professionnelle, à l’emploi et à la démocratie sociale a été publiée le 6 mars 2014 au Journal Officiel 
de la République Française. Elle fixe des objectifs à atteindre dans les domaines suivants : 

� La sécurisation des parcours professionnels au niveau individuel et collectif (de l'entreprise) : 

 

� en améliorant l'orientation professionnelle et en permettant un meilleur accès à la formation 

professionnelle notamment pour les personnes qui en ont le plus besoin ; 

� en permettant de se former au moment opportun, indépendamment de son statut, et de s'élever 

d'au moins un niveau de qualification pour réussir son évolution professionnelle. 

 

� La conception de la formation professionnelle  

 

� comme levier de la promotion sociale et professionnelle ; 

� comme un investissement et non une charge pour les entreprises car les compétences et 

qualifications des salariés sont des facteurs de compétitivité ; 

 

� Améliorer la lisibilité et l'efficacité du système afin de faciliter l'accès à la formation 

professionnelle de l'ensemble des actifs, salariés comme demandeurs d'emploi 

A ce titre, il est légitime de penser que les entreprises en général, et plus précisément celles qui sont le 

plus soumises aux fortes évolutions sociétales dont il était question plus haut, considéreront que les 

compétences et les évolutions de carrières de leur salariés revêtent la plus haute valeur stratégique pour 

leur développement. Celles-ci miseront massivement (quand elles ne le font déjà) sur les plans de 

formations continues de leur salariés, avec une loi qui vient renforcer une responsabilité qu'elles sont déjà 

prêtes à endosser, ce qui revient à investir dans ce qui représente souvent le premier centre de dépense 

d'une entreprise, mais aussi sa plus haute valeur : les individus qui la composent.  

2.3. La création d’un GIP 
4
 Forma Sup Corsica FTLV, structure de mutualisation des 

moyens et des acteurs impliqués dans le lien formation-emploi sur le territoire 

insulaire 

 La loi susvisée définit les conditions du compte personnel de formation (CPF) qui permet d’acquérir des 

droits à la formation professionnelle. Ces derniers sont inscrits dans un compte d’heures qui suit 

l’individu tout au long de sa vie professionnelle. 

Dans ce contexte, si la nouvelle loi sur la formation professionnelle présente des risques pour les 

universités, qui se cristallisent principalement à ce jour autour de la mise en place des listes nationales et 

régionales d'éligibilité au CPF, ainsi qu'autour d'une articulation à trouver entre les responsables de ces 

listes et le MESR
5
 au sens large (ministère et établissements), elle présente également l'opportunité de 

positionner son expertise comme un élément différentiant et pertinent pour une formation continue qui se 

fera desormais plus exigeante et plus stratégique, ne serait-ce que par l'appropriation croissante de la part 

de l'individu et de l'employeur de l'acte de formation et de sa finalité en terme de progression de carrière. 

En sus, la loi offre aussi pour les établissements la potentialité de se positionner comme un vecteur clef 

d'accompagnement de ce mouvement d'appropriation par le citoyen de ses savoirs et de sa carrière.  

En région Corse, Le développement de l’alternance et des passerelles entre les Centres de Formation de 

l’Enseignement Supérieur et les entreprises insulaires (notamment) a permis d’évaluer les besoins en 

formations et en qualifications des salariés (ainsi que des demandeurs d’emplois). L’alternance génère 

également la dynamique d’activité de la formation professionnelle continue en constituant un gage de 
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crédibilité dans le développement conjugué de l’employabilité des jeunes et de la qualification des 

salariés insulaires.  

Fruit d’une coopération initiée par le CFA UNIV entre les acteurs publics et socio-économiques 

intervenant dans le champ de l’emploi et de la formation dans l’Enseignement Supérieur, la constitution 

du GIP Forma Sup Corsica FTLV 
6
 objectivera de rechercher, de stimuler et de faciliter les partenariats 

et les complémentarités, pour que la diversité des interventions soit gage de proximité et d’attention aux 

besoins réels des entreprises et des citoyens. 

Alors que le modèle régional de Formation Professionnelle Continue dans l’Enseignement Supérieur en 

général, et à l’Université de Corse en particulier, était jusqu’alors exclusivement fondé sur les formations 

diplômantes (Diplômes Universitaires de Technologie, Brevets de Technicien Supérieur, Licences 

professionnelles Masters, Diplômes Universitaires spécifiques…) associée à une procédure opérationnelle 

de Validation d’Acquis de l’Expérience (VAE), le projet de GIP Forma Sup Corsica FTLV ambitionnera, 

autour de l’Université de Corse en qualité de maître d’œuvre, de proposer une offre mutualisée de 

formations diplômantes et modulaires ad hoc afin de satisfaire les besoins de montées en compétences et 

en employabilité exprimés par les salariés, les entreprises et les citoyens insulaires. Dans cette optique, 

chaque membre partenaire fondateur apportera son degré  d’expertise dans des domaines variés et 

complémentaires qui alimenteront la dynamique éclectique du Groupement : 

� l’Université de Corse (via son CFA UNIV), dans la variété des domaines de formations et 

d’activités de recherche et de transfert technologique en lien avec le territoire insulaire ; 

• le Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, dans l’ingénierie pédagogique des formations 

modulaires ;  

• la Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie, dans le positionnement géographico-stratégique des 

actions de formation proposées à l’extérieur du campus universitaire cortenais et sur des 

microrégions riches en activités productives de biens et de services ; 

•  Agefos PME et Fongecif Corsica, dans l’évaluation des besoins exprimés par les branches  ou 

les structures inter-professionnelles en matière de compétences, qualifications, reconversions et 

dans les procédures de financement potentielles afférentes. 

 

Conclusion 

 La dernière décennie a bouleversé les missions allouées aux Etablissements Publics d’Enseignement 

Supérieur et notamment aux Universités, dans l’optique d’organiser un premier niveau de porosité entre 

la formation initiale et le monde professionnel. Le développement des stages alternés et la dynamique de 

l’alternance ont permis de crédibiliser le degré d’employabilité des étudiants diplômés et de contribuer à 

la structuration des entreprises a associant deux notions essentielles et complémentaires : la connaissance 

et la compétence. 

Toutefois, « Il nous reste ainsi le défi de penser la formation d'un individu donné comme un tout qui 

s'effectuerait le long de sa vie, et pour cela d'organiser une double porosité, l'une temporelle, l'autre 

intellectuelle. Dépasser la temporalité successive et cloisonnée de la formation initiale et de la formation 

continue pour une plus grande porosité entre les apprentissages et la vie professionnelle, aménager des 

allers-retours entre ces deux temps, voire imaginer l'inclusion de l'un dans l'autre ; ancrer cette 

formation du citoyen tout au long de sa vie dans une dimension universitaire qui permet d'enrichir la 

finalité professionnelle de la formation par l'expertise de l'enseignant qui repose sur la consolidation des 

savoirs qu'apporte la recherche.»  (Germinet , 2015, p.6) 

Il demeure d’autant plus pertinent de relever ce challenge que l’enjeu conjugué à cette réalité n’est autre 

que celui de la satisfaction d’une exigence accrue d'appropriation, sans précédent, de son propre parcours 

de vie par l'individu. Ce constat nécessite de développer une nécessaire capacité d’innovation dans 
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l’ingénierie pédagogique des actions de formation en  permettant tant la coordination de développement 

d’actions de formation diplômante et qualifiante (capitalisables en unités et / ou modules d’enseignement 

conduisant au diplôme) que la conversion ou la reconversion des parcours professionnels au bénéfice des 

attentes d’un territoire en quête d’attractivité. 
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1 Cf. la loi de décentralisation du 22 janvier 2002 relative à la Corse : 

http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000409466&categorieLien=id 

2 Le Contrat d’Objectifs et de Moyens relatif à la promotion de l’apprentissage (COM apprentissage) est signé entre 

chaque région et l’Etat. La Corse a entériné le sien avec le pouvoir central français le 29 juillet 2011. 

3  Notables depuis 2009, d’après des calculs propres issus des enquêtes annuelles menées par le CFA UNIV (Storai, 

Rinieri, ibid). 

4 Groupement d’Intérêt Public 

5 Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche 

6 Le GIP Forma Sup Corsica FTLV est composé de 5 membres fondateurs dont 3 Centres de Formation (Université 

de Corse, Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie Territoriale, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers) et de 2 

OPCA (Agefos PME et Fongecif Corsica). 
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Abstract 

 
In the recent decades, with the introduction of new technologies, the  use of internet and E-business, 
the economic, political and social factors have changed the ways businesses are conducted. New 
technologies have made it easy for all enterprises, either big, or medium or small to fulfil their tasks 
easily and to achieve in a more efficient way 
 
Cloud computing has emerged as one of the most discussed topics among the enterprises IT 
professionals. Cloud computing impacts every aspect of IT and in particular it affects IT users, 
administrators, operators, purchasers and developers. Moreover, large organizations have benefited 
from the cloud on a multitude of levels and have improved the way they work dramatically. SMEs, 
are not different from other organizations using the Cloud regardless their size and outreach, they 
also want to benefit from its amazing attributes such as cost reduction, rapid customer response 
capability and balance sheet improvement, in addition to facilitated compliance with laws and 
regulations. Nonetheless despite these advantages, there are few challenges that are faced by SMEs 
discouraging them from using the cloud computing; for instance absence of legislative framework 
that directly regulate the cloud or its service providers or customers. It is crucial for the organizations 
and in particular SMEs seeking to utilize cloud services that a legal infrastructure should be put to 
understand the issues and challenges facing the SMEs. 
 

Keywords: Cloud computing, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Small and Medium Enterprise, SME's. 

 

Introduction 

 
The use of information technology has penetrated all sectors either for economic, social, education, 
government administration and many more. One of the latest new technologies is cloud computing 
that is implemented by numbers of institutions either in the public or private sectors. This cloud 
computing may provide some benefits to the institutions that implemented it to assist the operation of 
their business. Nonetheless there are also institutions that do not embark on the use of cloud 
computing. They may have certain reservations. It is the objective of this article to provide an 
overview on the challenges facing SMEs in relation to cloud computing and suggest some counter 
measures for it. This article looks on the administrative landscape of cloud computing and SME in 
KSA before presenting the challenges for SMEs in adopting the cloud computing.  KSA Vision 2030 
can be regarded as the turning point for further enhancement of the SMEs position to assist the 
country’s development. The support will be given to the SMEs entrepreneurs as it is believed that the 
SMEs can create job opportunities and thus support the growth of GDP.   
 

The Importance of the Use of Cloud Computing By SME's 

 
The use of cloud computing by business organizations somehow has influenced the SMEs in all 
countries to use cloud computing. For instance in Australia, 44% of the SMEs (that is about 900,000 
businesses) had actively used cloud computing during the first 6 months of 2013.(Aimee 
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Chanthadavong, 2015)  Other developed countries, like United States and Japan also are moving 
towards cloud computing.  In all EU Countries it is expected that the use of cloud computing will 
increase even though it is not that fast as compared to the USA. Despite reliance on cloud computing 
by the large business, most of the SMEs are still not convinced enough to move to cloud computing 
in the developing world( Gupta, P., Seetharaman, A., & Raj, J.R. ,2013). In developing countries, 
particularly KSA, cloud computing is still not widely adopted (AlKather, N, Gary Wills & Robert 
Walters, 2014). This is partly due to the fact that Gulf countries, including KSA, are not yet to 
develop a strong culture of regional and international cooperation and collaboration among 
themselves. Gulf States tend to prefer strong sovereign and territorial control of their own 
information space and ICT infrastructure (International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2013).  
Nonetheless this scenario may not be unusual, because logically it is not easy for any state to allow 
the sharing of information or data with the other state. This may be due to certain reason inter alia, for 
security reason or any other reasons that a particular state has a right to determine. 
 
Despite the above fact, there is a high potentiality for the adoption of cloud computing in KSA. This 
is due to the facts that in 2012, GCC countries reportedly had about 4 million internet users and 2.5 
million personal computers (PC), with an overall internet penetration and PCs penetration per cent of 
10% and 8% respectively. This is a staggering increase from 1.8 million internet users reported in 
2005.  Table 3 shows how the penetration figures have significantly increased for all GCC countries. 
GCC consumers have driven a massive shift towards an increasing usage of tablets and smart phones 
with continue to constitute the biggest growth in the GCC PC market over recent years (International 
Institute for Strategic Studies, 2013).   
 
The research from HP Report in collaboration with Coleman Research Group, 85% of Saudi Arabian 
organizations will adopt cloud technologies in 2012. The study also reveals that almost 40% of those 
looking to implement cloud computing are keen to do so prior to 2012. Besides according to Saudi 
Gazette, the estimated growth of Saudi Arabia’s IT sector will worth SR4.6 billion by 2014. The new 
trend in Saudi Arabia is that of cloud computing. Without exception to the business industry, the 
small and medium enterprises (SME), since 2011 had shown their interest in cloud computing 
(Yamin, M., 2013). According to the Communications and Information Technology Commission 
KSA (2016) “The Saudi ICT market surpassed SAR 111.79 billion in 2014,cementing the position of 
the Kingdom as the largest ICT spender in the Middle East. ICT spending is expected to reach SAR 
138.48 billion by 2017.” 
 
In KSA there is no uniform definition of SMEs. It varies from one institution to another. For instance; 
Rajhi Bank defines SMEs as entities with annual sales turnover up to SR 30 
million(http://www.alrajhibank.com.sa). Meanwhile Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority 
(SAGIA) defines it as small enterprises as having less than 60 employees, while Medium size 
companies as having less than 100 employees. ( https://www.sagia.gov.sa) 
 
 It is acknowledged that various definitions may cause inconsistency of the application of certain 
rules and policy related to SME. This problem may be solved by having one single authority to 
control the SME in KSA, and accordingly this authority may formulate one standard definition for 
SME that is applicable across the Kingdom. In absence of such authority an appropriate policy may 
not be set up and thus prevent the potentiality of SMEs in KSA to grow. 
 
At present there is Riyadh Centre for SME Development under the Riyadh Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry. The Centre contributes to supporting and developing the role of SMEs in the national 
economy as being the basic foundation on which most of the developed and developing countries 
depend in achieving sustainable economic and social development. However this centre does not 
extend its functions up to the formulation of policy or regulations for SME. In terms of regulatory 
measure, until today, the regulation for a separate authority for SMEs in KSA is yet to be enforced 
even though it has been reported to be drafted in 2012. 
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The contribution of SME in KSA is acknowledged through the report of Capitas Group International 
in which it is reported that 90% of the businesses in KSA are SMEs. SMEs contribute around 33 
percent of GDP and comprise nearly 25 percent of the labour force
 
According to industry data compiled by Zawya, investment, SMEs in Saudi Arabia is expected to 
grow to more than USD 70 billion by the end of 2015, with the government and banks providing 
much-needed funding. It further reported that t
domestic product could rise to 37% by the end of 2015 from 35% a year earlier; in line with forecast 
growth in the number of licensed SMEs to some 2.5 million by end
January 2014 (Muhammed Abdulzaher, 
the seriousness of the government in treating SME as part of key drivers for economic growth. This is 
witnessed by the provision in the Ninth Development Plan 2010
strengthening and developing SMEs, inter alia by providing the SMEs with specialized credit, 
technical assistance, and removing organizational and marketing barriers. 
of one centralised authority or body to control the SME, there is no spec
SME in KSA. 

 
It is observed that among the drawback
strategy, bureaucracy and training for SME 
monitor the SME. Unlike in other jurisdictions like in Malaysia, the SMEs and its development and 
other matters related to; are monitored by SME Co
SMIDEC). The body is entrusted in monitoring and coordinating the development of SME in 
Malaysia. It provides technical and advisory support services in collaboration with other related 
agencies involved in SME development
2012). 
 
In contrast, other GCC countries; for instance 
authority known as “Enterprise Qatar”. It is responsible to develop the SME policies and coordinate 
debt, equity, training and business services programs. Similarly in UAE, the government is going to 
introduce National SME Promotion Law. Lastly, members of Kuwait’s parliament, which is working 
to create new engines for job creation and diversify its economic base, have presented a draft bill on 
the establishment of an independent SME authority for the country
 
Based on the survey conducted by Riyadh Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the challenges or 
problems facing by the SMEs are summarized in Figure
 

Fig. 1:  Obstacle to SMEs Development: A Survey by Riyadh Chamber of Commerce and 

Source; Ashoor A. Ashoor. (2013) The Structure of SME in GCC and How They are Promoted. 
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In 2013, it was reported that nearly one third of SMEs (31 percent) were using cloud computing
(Arabian Gazette, 2013). One of the examples of promoting the SME to implement cloud computing 
is that when Mobily launched a new cloud computing offer for SMEs sector in accordance with the 
distinctive bundles and prices that meet the growing demand for the service and target al
customers in the Kingdom.( Arab News

In Saudi Arabia, SME investment is forecast to grow to over $70 billion by end of 2015, expanding 
its share of GDP by 2 percent KSA representing the vast majority of SME’s and ICT 
general, thus it is expected this is to be one of the leading growth fa
(Lee, P, Stewart, D. & Parvez, A.
factors for expanding the utilization of cloud computing by th
penetration by SME's  is showed in Figure 

Fig. 2: Internet Penetration on SME (2012) in Middle East Markets

Source: Lee, P, Stewart, D. & Parvez, A.
Middle East. New York: Deloitte 

 
Being one of the highest internet users in the Middle East, it is already one of the indications that the 
cloud computing may easily be implemented by the SME
computing in KSA is partly related to the growth of e
framework in KSA is considered as sufficient to provide strong foundation for the development of e
commerce that is possibly be used by
content regulation, domain name regulation, and commercial regulation which include the Anti E
Crime Act, 2007 E-Transactions Law
Copyright Law  and Dispute Resolution Policy. In addition there are also specific pieces of 
legislation have been enacted to regulate various domains, including banking and 
telecommunications.  
 
There can be many reasons for the 
in their organization. This may be due the feasibility and profitability, reduction of operational costs, 
business continuity, flexibility and scalability of IT resources, improvement of computing capacity 
and business performance.  
 
 Precisely, a lot of time and efforts of organizations are spent in designing, developing, acquiring and 
maintaining suitable hardware, software and hiring as well as training personnel for operating them. 
With the cloud computing, this will be significantl
storage allocation and monitoring require around the clock operations. Many in times, business 

In 2013, it was reported that nearly one third of SMEs (31 percent) were using cloud computing
One of the examples of promoting the SME to implement cloud computing 

is that when Mobily launched a new cloud computing offer for SMEs sector in accordance with the 
distinctive bundles and prices that meet the growing demand for the service and target al

Arab News, 2014). 

 
In Saudi Arabia, SME investment is forecast to grow to over $70 billion by end of 2015, expanding 

KSA representing the vast majority of SME’s and ICT 
hus it is expected this is to be one of the leading growth factors in regional SME ICT spend 

Lee, P, Stewart, D. & Parvez, A. (2013).  Again the internet penetration is one of the contributing 
factors for expanding the utilization of cloud computing by the SME's. The data on the internet 

is showed in Figure 2 in which KSA and Qatar recorded 15 percent each.
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With the cloud computing, this will be significantly reduced for businesses. For example database 
storage allocation and monitoring require around the clock operations. Many in times, business 
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commit more resources than they use, which results in wastage of resources. These and other 
functions, when hosted with clouds, can be effectively and efficiently discharged in an economic 
manner (Mohammad Yamin, 2013). Nonetheless the implementation of cloud computing in the 
business is still not free from any drawbacks. The advantages and disadvantages of engaging the 
cloud computing either for SMEs or big organizations are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Cloud Computing: Advantages and Disadvantages 

 

Cloud computing Advantages Cloud computing Disadvantages 

Cost savings Lack of control 
Scalability/Flexibility Dependency 

Reliability Risk 
Maintenance Essentially need an internet connection 

Minimize new licensing software Migration issue 
Innovation Lack of standard 

Multiple users at the same time Continuously evolving 

 
Source: Abdollahzadehgan, A, Che Husin, AR., Gohary M.M. & Amini M. (2014). The Organizational Critical Success Factors for 
Adopting Cloud computing in SMEs. Journal of Information Systems Research and Information, 69. 

 
In considering the advantages and disadvantages of implementing the cloud computing by the 
business organizations, the SMEs may have specific reasons for adopting or avoiding the use of cloud 
computing in their business. This is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Reasons for adopting and avoiding cloud computing in SMEs 

 

Reasons for adopting cloud 

computing 

Reasons for avoiding cloud 

computing 

Centralized data Security 
Monitoring data Latency 
Remote access Service Level Agreement 
Easy implementation Migrating applications 
Agility Internet dependency 
Device & location independence Employees skills 
Its Greener Managing business risks 

 
Source: Abdollahzadehgan, A, Che Husin, AR., Gohary M.M. & Amini M. (2014). The Organizational Critical Success Factors for 
Adopting Cloud computing in SMEs. Journal of Information Systems Research and Information, 69. 

 
Despite all the advantages of using the cloud computing for the SME's  there would be many possible 
risks that may associate with it. The understanding on these possible risks would help the relevant 
interested bodies to be more prepared and take certain measures when they decide to adopt the cloud 
computing. Therefore it is better to have risk management in handling the risks that expose through 
the use of cloud computing. 

 
It has been determined that the risks that are associated with the use of the cloud computing for 
SME's are outsourcing opportunism risks. The risks are divided into several headings; namely (i) 
technology development risks (ii) functionality risk (iii) political risk (iv) project risk (v) technical 
risk and (vi) financial risk. The risks above are mainly related to three forms of deliberate, self 
service vendor behaviour; that are; shirking and deliberate under performance, poaching and the theft 
of intellectual property, proprietary software, critical confidential data, opportunistic reprising, client 
lock-in and vendor hold-up (Azarni, A., Shayan,B., Alizadeh, M. & Karamizadeh, S.,2012). 
 
There are three forms of shrinking in cloud computing namely: (i) under consolidate server or 
network intentionally (ii) not controlling back-up system, firewall and (iii) under investment for extra 
equipment for non-predicted events. Meanwhile poaching may occur when ISP abuse the user’s data 
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and resources supplied under contract.  Vendor may grant the data directly to the challenger, or other 
provider. This may expose secret plan, design or strategies of a consumer. 
 
Technology development risks may occur due to adoption of different kinds of technologies to 
different kinds of projects or program. As for the functional risk, a problem may occur when the 
vendor unsure as to the system that shall be used or the needs of the user. There may not be one 
single cloud for one SME. Moreover the data storage is placed in various geographical locations and 
it is not obvious that they stored inside the country or outside. Whereby the political risk is a situation 
where the members of an organization oppose against new technology and adapt to it. Migrating to 
cloud can reduce number of system administrators and software developers. The inactive employees 
in these fields will become unnecessary; therefore companies or organizations must be careful to 
keep their best staff until they find new employees to replace.  As for project risk, mixing of 
technologies and scope of development makes implementation hard to manage. Testing may not be 
completely done, and it will affect the quality and time of completion (Clemons E.K. & B.W.Weber, 
1992). This is due to the fact that in cloud system, some portion of applications run in the server side 
and some on the client side, therefore ensuring about the correct running or performing of application 
is unpredictable and hard. Meanwhile the technical risk may happen when hardware or software 
technology becomes complex (Straub D.W. and R.J. Welke, 1998). The cloud computing 
implementation may be difficult due to existence of unsolved technical problems related to security 
and privacy in client’s or vendor’s site. On top of that if the project could not make benefit, there 
would be financial risk. As for the SME's  the benefits are nearly acceptable if they reduce the cost of 
system administrator, maintaining hardware and software ((Azarni, A., Shayan,B., Alizadeh, M. & 
Karamizadeh, S.,2012) 

 

Methods 
 
Questionnaires surveys on impact of cloud computing in SMEs in KSA had been distributed in April 
2015. The purpose of survey is to study the challenges faced by the KSA SMEs in relation to  cloud 
computing,  to identify the deficiencies in contractual obligation of KSA SMEs in relation to cloud, 
and to find out the reasons why some of the SMEs do not use the cloud computing. The 
questionnaires were sent through emails to several identified SMEs. However since there was no 
reply received from the respondents, the questionnaires later were distributed by hand to the owners 
of SMEs, basically in Riyadh. 
 
The questions in the questionnaires were divided into three (3) sections. A section was on 
respondents’ business demography of respondents, Section B was on the respondents’ view on cloud 
computing in their business and Section C was on any views that respondents would like to give.  
Section A aiming to find out the type of business operating by the respective respondents, size of 
business, its capital and years of business has been operating. The structure of the questions was 
related to these questions: 
 

• Did you adopt the cloud computing in your business? 

• The reasons for adopting the cloud computing.    

• Type of cloud solution that are currently used by respondents’ business. 

• Type of cloud services that are currently used by respondents’ business. 

• Whether SME have multiple providers. 

• Functions that have been outsourced to a cloud service provider. 

• Challenges faced by SMEs in adopting the cloud computing. 

• Whether the SMEs have written contract for cloud computing. 

• Whether the respondents are aware of the terms of contract for cloud computing. 

• Terms that are available in contract for cloud computing. 

• Reasons for not adopting the cloud computing. 

• Type of cloud solution that SMEs are interested to use. 

• Type of cloud services that respondents are interested to use. 
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Results 

 
51 SME’s companies  have  taken part in this survey. From the survey, 51 SME’s companies came up 
from different backgrounds of business. 30% of the SME’s companies came from manufacturing, 
followed by 23.5% from commercial sector, and 21.6% from other sectors which made of 
pharmaceutical company, food industry, perfume industry and others. The smallest group of business 
are from agriculture sector with 3.9%. The details of the type of business of respondents are shown in 
Figure 3 below. 
 

Fig. 3: 

Fig. 4:

Figure 4 above illustrates the demographic profiles of the SME’s companies that 
survey. Almost 65% of the SME’s companies have a small size of business; with less than 100 
employees in the company followed by 20% of businesses with number of e
500 employees and the remaining with 101 to 250 employees in each company.
 
 In term of years of the SMEs have 
been in the industry for more than 5 years. 
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of business. 30% of the SME’s companies came from manufacturing, 
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company, food industry, perfume industry and others. The smallest group of business 

re from agriculture sector with 3.9%. The details of the type of business of respondents are shown in 

 

. 3:  Types of Business of the Respondent 

 

 

 

. 4: Size of Business of the Respondents 
 

above illustrates the demographic profiles of the SME’s companies that participated in
survey. Almost 65% of the SME’s companies have a small size of business; with less than 100 
employees in the company followed by 20% of businesses with number of employees between 251 to 
500 employees and the remaining with 101 to 250 employees in each company. 

SMEs have operated; Figure 5 shows that 61% of the SME’s have
been in the industry for more than 5 years.  
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Fig. 5; Number of years the respondents has operated its business

Fig. 6: The Capital Amount of Business of the Respondents

Figure 6 above shows the capital amount of business among the SME’s. From here 
almost equal percentages where 51% of respondents have a capital amount of 5 to 20 million while 
49% of the remaining have the capital amount with less than 5 million.
 
Surprisingly, all the respondents that took part in this survey do not adopt cloud com
businesses. The reason why they do not use cloud computing in their businesses is demonstrated in 
the Figure 7 below.  

Number of years the respondents has operated its business 

 

 

 

The Capital Amount of Business of the Respondents 

 

above shows the capital amount of business among the SME’s. From here it can be seen that
almost equal percentages where 51% of respondents have a capital amount of 5 to 20 million while 
49% of the remaining have the capital amount with less than 5 million. 

Surprisingly, all the respondents that took part in this survey do not adopt cloud computing in their 
businesses. The reason why they do not use cloud computing in their businesses is demonstrated in 
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Fig.7: Reasons for not Adopting the cloud computing

45% of the respondents do not use cloud computing in their busines
knowledge, do not know what exactly is the cloud computing and benefits of using it in their 
businesses. Besides, the other 27% of the respondents said that they are not confident with cloud 
computing. The other two groups 
expertise to handle this system are the reasons why they do not adopt cloud computing in their 
business. Thus even if majority of the respondents’ businesses have been operating for more tha
years, still they do not use cloud computing. Majority of the respondents are having more than 5 
million of capital in business, but still the respondents are not using the cloud computing. 

Fig. 8:  The type of cloud computing the respondent would like to use

 
Figure 8 above shows the type of 
60.8% of the respondents choose to use Private Cloud, followed by 29.4% which choose to 
implement public cloud and the remaining respondents choose to adop
businesses. 
 

Reasons for not Adopting the cloud computing 

 
45% of the respondents do not use cloud computing in their businesses because they do not have the 
knowledge, do not know what exactly is the cloud computing and benefits of using it in their 
businesses. Besides, the other 27% of the respondents said that they are not confident with cloud 
computing. The other two groups with 14% of respondents each, voted for the cost and also lack of 
expertise to handle this system are the reasons why they do not adopt cloud computing in their 
business. Thus even if majority of the respondents’ businesses have been operating for more tha
years, still they do not use cloud computing. Majority of the respondents are having more than 5 
million of capital in business, but still the respondents are not using the cloud computing.  

 

The type of cloud computing the respondent would like to use 

above shows the type of cloud computing the respondents want to use for their company. 
60.8% of the respondents choose to use Private Cloud, followed by 29.4% which choose to 

loud and the remaining respondents choose to adopt hybrid type of cloud in their 
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loud computing the respondents want to use for their company. 
60.8% of the respondents choose to use Private Cloud, followed by 29.4% which choose to 

ybrid type of cloud in their 
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Table 3: Cloud computing services 

 

 

Table 3 demonstrates the cloud computing services that respondents want to use in their business. 
From there, we can see that, 47.1% of them want to use the service of software, hardware and 
infrastructure, followed by services of complete operating system and so
cloud services (45.1%), Infrastructure service (5.9%) and Individual software package (2%).
 
Table 4 below shows whether the respondents plan to have multiple 
conducted, almost 70% do not plan to 

Table 4: 

 
 

 Fig.9: The function the respondents plan to outsource to cloud service provider

Figure 9 shows the function the respondents plan to outsource to cloud service provider. Among the 
30% of respondents which plan to use multiple 
provider to outsource the project management of the company. 
resources (18.8%), accounting and finance (12.5%), sales management (12.5%), data a
(12.5%) and others (12.5%).  

 

 

Cloud computing services the respondents would like to use 

 

Percent 

Individual software package 2.0 

Infrastructure service 5.9 

Software, hardware & 
infrastructure 

47.1 

Complete operating system 
& software package 
available via Cloud services 

45.1 

 
demonstrates the cloud computing services that respondents want to use in their business. 

From there, we can see that, 47.1% of them want to use the service of software, hardware and 
infrastructure, followed by services of complete operating system and software package available via 
cloud services (45.1%), Infrastructure service (5.9%) and Individual software package (2%).

below shows whether the respondents plan to have multiple providers. Based on the survey 
conducted, almost 70% do not plan to have multiple provider while on 30% of them agree for that.

 

 

Table 4: Plan to have multiple provider 

 

 Percent 

 Yes 31.4 

No 68.6 

The function the respondents plan to outsource to cloud service provider

 
shows the function the respondents plan to outsource to cloud service provider. Among the 

30% of respondents which plan to use multiple providers, 31.3% of them plan to use cloud service 
provider to outsource the project management of the company. It followed by outsourcing the human 
resources (18.8%), accounting and finance (12.5%), sales management (12.5%), data a

demonstrates the cloud computing services that respondents want to use in their business. 
From there, we can see that, 47.1% of them want to use the service of software, hardware and 

ftware package available via 
cloud services (45.1%), Infrastructure service (5.9%) and Individual software package (2%). 

. Based on the survey 
have multiple provider while on 30% of them agree for that. 

 
The function the respondents plan to outsource to cloud service provider 

shows the function the respondents plan to outsource to cloud service provider. Among the 
loud service 

owed by outsourcing the human 
resources (18.8%), accounting and finance (12.5%), sales management (12.5%), data analysis 
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Fig.10: The need of standard form of cloud contract

From the Figure 10 above, we can see that 82% of t
contract is essential for business with only 18% of them opposed to this idea. It shows that even if the 
respondents do not use the cloud computing but they plan to use cloud computing in future and 
understand that there is a need to have standard form of contract to protect their interest when using 
the cloud computing in their businesses. 
 

Conclusion 

 
The above discussions are the report on the status of 
use of cloud computing by the SMEs in the KSA. In general the SMEs owner would normally agree 
that the benefits of CC to SMEs are
technology, the change of orientation i
operational budget, increased of flexibility and agility (in which technician can focus more on 
strategic work) and freedom of contract operations.
 
The use of CC will enable the SMEs to compete with t
the lesser number of manpower and limited capital, SMEs may use the service of CC to provide equal 
or even better business opportunities.
Data storage is unlimited when using the CC, thus the SMEs do not have t
additional cost for this purpose. It can be expanded from time to time depending on the growth of the 
enterprises. 
 
It is expected that the cloud software is updated, thus there would minimize the operational cost for 
enhancement of the software from to time. The SME may find that the data is accessible at any time 
and at any place, this would make the business operatio
 
There can be doubtful or less confidences of the SMEs owners on the extent of data protection for 
security when using the CC. It is possible that some of the SMEs owner do not realize they actually 
use the CC in their enterprise, as t
KSA had shown that majority of SMEs do not understand what is meant by CC even though their 
capital are quite big. The survey result had shown that the reasons for not adopting the cloud 
computing because they do not understand what is cloud computing, followed by not having  the 
expert staff to handle and have no confident on cloud computing. The 
SMEs want to have the standard form of contract and this is referred to the
(also known as contract service agreement). 
 

The need of standard form of cloud contract 
 

above, we can see that 82% of the respondents agree that standard form of cloud 
contract is essential for business with only 18% of them opposed to this idea. It shows that even if the 
respondents do not use the cloud computing but they plan to use cloud computing in future and 

nd that there is a need to have standard form of contract to protect their interest when using 
the cloud computing in their businesses.  

The above discussions are the report on the status of Cloud Computing (CC) in SME in KSA on the 
use of cloud computing by the SMEs in the KSA. In general the SMEs owner would normally agree 
that the benefits of CC to SMEs are the opportunity to embark on better enterprise by using advanced 
technology, the change of orientation in the organization that is from capital expenditure to 
operational budget, increased of flexibility and agility (in which technician can focus more on 
strategic work) and freedom of contract operations. 

The use of CC will enable the SMEs to compete with the giant companies in the industry. Even with 
the lesser number of manpower and limited capital, SMEs may use the service of CC to provide equal 
or even better business opportunities. 
Data storage is unlimited when using the CC, thus the SMEs do not have to worry about the 
additional cost for this purpose. It can be expanded from time to time depending on the growth of the 

It is expected that the cloud software is updated, thus there would minimize the operational cost for 
enhancement of the software from to time. The SME may find that the data is accessible at any time 
and at any place, this would make the business operation more flexible.  

There can be doubtful or less confidences of the SMEs owners on the extent of data protection for 
security when using the CC. It is possible that some of the SMEs owner do not realize they actually 
use the CC in their enterprise, as they do not understand what CC. is. The survey conducted in the 
KSA had shown that majority of SMEs do not understand what is meant by CC even though their 
capital are quite big. The survey result had shown that the reasons for not adopting the cloud 

because they do not understand what is cloud computing, followed by not having  the 
expert staff to handle and have no confident on cloud computing. The survey also shows
SMEs want to have the standard form of contract and this is referred to the service level agreement 
(also known as contract service agreement).  

 

he respondents agree that standard form of cloud 
contract is essential for business with only 18% of them opposed to this idea. It shows that even if the 
respondents do not use the cloud computing but they plan to use cloud computing in future and 

nd that there is a need to have standard form of contract to protect their interest when using 

in SME in KSA on the 
use of cloud computing by the SMEs in the KSA. In general the SMEs owner would normally agree 

opportunity to embark on better enterprise by using advanced 
n the organization that is from capital expenditure to 

operational budget, increased of flexibility and agility (in which technician can focus more on 

he giant companies in the industry. Even with 
the lesser number of manpower and limited capital, SMEs may use the service of CC to provide equal 

o worry about the 
additional cost for this purpose. It can be expanded from time to time depending on the growth of the 

It is expected that the cloud software is updated, thus there would minimize the operational cost for 
enhancement of the software from to time. The SME may find that the data is accessible at any time 

There can be doubtful or less confidences of the SMEs owners on the extent of data protection for 
security when using the CC. It is possible that some of the SMEs owner do not realize they actually 

s. The survey conducted in the 
KSA had shown that majority of SMEs do not understand what is meant by CC even though their 
capital are quite big. The survey result had shown that the reasons for not adopting the cloud 

because they do not understand what is cloud computing, followed by not having  the 
survey also shows that the 

service level agreement 
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The literature had shown that the KSA yet to have codified legislation on data protection and privacy, 
whereby these are the area of laws that is very important for implementation of cloud computing.   
The guidelines on service level agreement as provided in US may be taken as guidelines in 
developing the same in the KSA. The existence of proper contract between the service provider of 
cloud computing and the customer (SMEs) will promote the consumer to use the cloud computing as 
the survey result showed certain SMEs have no confidence on CC. Part of it may be they do not sure 
how their rights are going to be protected. 
 
The survey result give indications that there is a need to educate the SMEs in the KSA on the 
importance or benefit of the cloud computing. As such a series of workshop and campaign may be 
launched in KSA by the potential cloud providers to the targeted group. 
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Abstract 
 

This literature study develops the proposition of the relationship between Work-Family Conflict (WFC) 

with the intention to quit mediated by psychological strain. The concept that plays a role in explaining the 

model is the work-family conflict by focusing on work interfering with family (WIF), which is the 

fulfillment of roles in work that can lead to difficulty in fulfilling roles in the family. While the concept 

described is the intention to quit. The concept of psychological strain contributes to mediating the work-

family conflict and the concept of social capital as a concept that plays a role in moderation. 

 

Keywords: Work-family conflict, intention to quit working, psychological strain, social  

capital. 

 

 

Introduction 
 

WFC is defined as “a form of interrole conflict in which the role pressures from the work and family 

domains are mutually incompatible in some respect” (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985). This conflict generally 

refers to the extent to which work and family roles conflict with each other (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985). 

This conflict was first defined by Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek, and Rosenthal (1964) who examine that 

people who experience internal conflicts within families will experience conflicts in their work and life. 

Kahn et al. (1964) suggest that the definition of work-family conflict is a form of inter-role conflict in 

which the role of job and family domains conflict with each other in some respects. It means that the 

participation in work (family) plays a more difficult role because of participation in family (work) roles. 

Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) then conclude that WFC occurs when the demands of one of the roles 

affect one’s ability to meet the demands associated with the other role. According to Greenhaus and 

Beutell (1985), WFC itself has three aspects:  
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1. Time-based conflict: the time required to run one of the demands reduces the time to run the other 

demands. 

2. Strain-based conflict: the strain caused by the roles in work or family which interferes with the 

fulfillment of responsibilities to other roles. 

3. Behavior-based conflict: the discrepancies between the desired behavioral pattern of work and 

family. 

Multiple role conflict can occur in two directions: work interfering with family (WIF) and family 

interfering with work (FIW) (Frone, et al., 1997). WFC can be defined as the type of conflict between 

roles in which a person is unable to fulfill the responsibilities within the family, caused by demands, time 

allocations and stress/strain created by work. “Work-family conflict can be defined as the type of conflict 

between roles in which a person is unable to fulfill responsibilities in the work caused by general 

demands, time allocation and stress/strain created by the family domain” (Netemeyer, et al. 1996 page 

401). This conflict has been viewed as a form of conflict in which “the role pressures associated with 

membership in an organization conflict with the pressures from membership in other groups” (Kahn et 

al., 1964). From a work-family and family-work perspective, this type of conflict reflects the extent to 

which the roles responsibilities and family domains are not harmonious, that is, “participation in work 

(family) roles becomes more difficult based on the participation in family (work)” (Greenhaus & Beutell, 

1985). Thus, the demands of one role make other role performance more difficult (Katz & Kahn, 1978). 

WFC is a form of conflict between roles where the general demands, the time devoted and the strains 

occurring within the work domain interfere with family responsibilities. FWC is a form of conflict 

between roles where the general demands, the time devoted and the strains occurring within the family 

domain interfere with work responsibilities. In this article, the authors will focus on WFC by observing 

more intensively on the general demands, the time devoted and the strains that occur within the domain of 

a job that can interfere with family responsibilities. 

An effective HR Management strategy is not just focusing on current employees, but it requires long-term 

thinking. Recruiting employees is not an easy thing to do, but it also takes time and the costs are not low, 

therefore retaining employees is also a very important thing for the company, do not let employees decide 

to get out, while the company is still in really need. Often companies have difficulty controlling 

employees who have a desire to quit working. The intention of employees to quit working (Intention to 

Quit) is often detrimental to the company because it is not an easy thing to get a replacement. Intent-to-

quit is the employee’s intention to quit his current job (Ajaz & Mehmood, 2015). Intent-to-quit can be 

defined as employees show intentions completely to quit from their work (LeMay, et al., 2009). Thus, the 

Intention to Quit can be interpreted as the intention or desire of employees to get out of the organization. 

The banking industry is the most appropriate sector for learning intent-to-quit as the sector is 

experiencing a lot of problems on employee turnover (Balogun & Olowodunoye, 2012). 

This study developed a model of the influence of work-family conflict on the intention to quit with 

psychological strain as a mediator. The development of this model is related to the results of research 

conducted by Billing, et al. (2014). The findings from studies of five countries (United States, Canada, 

India, Indonesia and South Korea) clearly provide support for the moderating role of decision latitude in 

the United States and Canada. These are Western countries with strong individualistic orientations. The 

lack of a moderating role of decision latitude in the non-Western countries (India, Indonesia, and South 

Korea) is explained by incorporating the cultural and economic underpinnings of the dynamic 

relationship between work and family in these countries. The relationship of psychological strain with the 

valued work outcomes in the five countries was also analyzed and explained with reference to the 

economic and cultural variations in the various contexts. Their finding clearly show that employees in 

individualistic countries (e.g. Canada) are better able to handle work-family conflicts and do not 

experience much psychological pressure when they have work autonomy in carrying out duties and 

responsibilities related to the role of their work. This finding is convincing to the theoretical argument 

before, that the level of emotional connection between family members is stronger in collective countries 

than that found in individualistic countries. 
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Furthermore in this article the authors will predict the social capital variable as a moderator between 

variables with the argument that this social capital will be able to describe the living conditions in a 

specific environment that is within our society (Indonesia) Social capital is a psychological variable that 

can explain how a person acts and behaves (Tjahjono, 2014). Social capital is the personal wealth 

possessed by an individual. Those individuals with high social capital have an attitude of respect, 

friendship and trust in others. They put together in community rather than personal interests and they are 

happy to participate as actors in society. 

Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) focus on the level of individual analysis in composing the dimensions of 

social capital into three dimensions: 

 

1. Structural dimension, social capital is the whole form of relationship between social actors. 

2. Relational dimension, social capital is an asset that is created and grows in relationships among 

members of the organization that includes trust, trustworthiness, norms and sanctions, obligations 

and expectations, identity and identification. 

3. Cognitive dimensions, social capital is defined as shared languages, shared narratives and shared 

vision that facilitate an understanding of the collective purpose and the way of acting within a social 

system. 

In this article, the authors use the three dimensions as a unity in observing social capital variables  

The purpose of this study is to model the effects of work-family conflict on the intention to quit with 

psychological strain as mediator and the role of social capital in moderating the influence of work-family 

conflict on psychological strain and the intention to quit and the role of social capital in moderating the 

influence of psychological strain to the intention to quit working. 

 

Literature Review And Propositions Development 
 

Work-Family Conflict 

There are many researchers who have conducted research and sought understanding about the 

relationship between family and work (Burhanudin et al., 2016).  Specifically, there are studies related to 

factors that cause multiple conflicts and learn the consequence and implication of the conflicts that are 

likely to occur in the work place or at home. Frone et al. (1997) urged that understanding on work-family  

becomes “ an important concern for researchers, both for work and family”, because human beings 

become potential and intellectual capital nowadays and in the future, and play an important role in the 

success of every organization. Developing understanding which is better than WFC is important for 

employees and organization due to some reasons. One of the simple reasons is because conflict is the 

source of stress and related to various negative consequences, whether at work or at home (Hammer et al, 

1997). 

Madsen (2003) stated that current research has divided work-family conlict into two types of conflict. 

Aryee et al. (1999) explains that work-family conflict that arises from event interference when the role of 

work interferes with the performance of family role is known as WIF (work interference with family). On 

the other hand, FIW (family interference with work) occurs when conflict arises from event interference 

of family role towards the performance of work. To increase  role demand,  it is unavoidable that one of 

the roles will interfere with activities of the other role. Conflict is a normal part in life. Conflicts or strains 

among various roles  occur due to demand for multiple roles (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000). Even, having 

multiple roles is actually related to certain positive results (for example, dignity, life satisfaction, goal 

accomplishment, and pride). Understanding positive and negative relationship of work conflict, family 

conflict, and both, is not only important for human resources, but also for organization, family, and 

society. The construct of work-family conflict is primarily based on the theory of role and hypothesis of 

resources scarcity, which states that the demand of a role will drain personal resources such as time and 

physical energy or mentality, so it leaves inadequate resources to be allocated in activities of other roles. 

Theory of role conflict states that ambiguity or conflict in roles will result in undesired situation. It is due 
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to conflicting demand among roles (for instance, time, lack of energy, incompatible behavior), multiple 

roles raise personal conflicts because it is more difficult to play each existing role (Grandey & 

Cropanzano, 1999). 

There have been many studies studying the relationship between work-family conflict and strain (Nohe at 

al., 2015). Strain is a pshycological reaction, behavior, and physiological reaction towards environment 

demand, threat, and challenge (known as stress) as well as responses such as fatigue, depression, and 

headache (Ganster & Rosen, 2013; Griffin & Clarke, 2011). The most popular interpretation which 

assumes the two forms of work-family conflict precedes strain. Previous studies have consistently found 

the positive simultaneous relationship between WIF and FIW with strain (Amstad et al., 2011). In its 

meta-analysis, Nohe et al. found the supporting results of reciprocal effects  and refuted general 

assumption that WIF and FIW cause one way strain. Most models of work-family literature assumes that 

work-family conflict affects strain (Frone et al., 1992, 1997), yet they do not admit the effects of potential 

strain in work-family conflict. The research result of Nohe et al. shows that there is a reciprocal 

relationship between the two forms of work-family conlifct and strain. 

 

Strain 

Strain in psychological and physiological level (Nohe at al., 2015). Psychological strain is often 

identified in emotional fatigue and iritation (Maslach & Leiter, 2008), anxiety and depression (Hammer, 

Cullen, Neal, Sinclair, & Shafiro, 2005) and general psychological pressure (Kelloway at al., 1999). 

 

Physiological strain consists of somatic complaints (Frese, 1985) and cardiovascular disease (Belkic et 

al., 2004). In work-family literature, strain is usually classified into three categories: strain related to work 

(for example fatigue), strain related to family (for example parents’ stress) and strain in unspecific 

domain (for example somatic complaint and depression; Allen. et al, 2000; Amstad et al, 2011). 

 

In this study,work–familyconflict is conceptualised as an inter-role conflict that arises due to mutually 

incompatible demands and pressures emanating from one’s work and family life (Greenhaus & Beutell, 

1985). WFC is hypothesised will be positively related to psychological strain, and than Psychological 

strain is hypothesised to mediate the relationship between work–family conflict and intentions to quit. 

Proposition 1  : WFC will be positively related to psychological strain. 

 

Intention to Quit 
 

Nohe & Sonntag (2014) explained that employees who have extensive WFC may try to reduce the 

conflict by quitting their work. Therefore, withdrawal from work can be seen as a reaction of prevention 

in response to inappropiate work and family demands.  Specifically, when an employee has WFC, he 

might tend to quit and look for a new job which is friendly to family in order to avoid WFC. Similarly, 

when an employee’s family responsibility interferes with his work (FWC), he might consider quitting as a 

way to reduce FWC and to fulfill family obligations (Boyar et al., 2003). Meta-analysis in crossectional 

research generally supports the positive relationship of WFC and FWC with intention to move (Allen et 

al., 2000; Amstad et al., 2011). 

 

Proposition 2  : WFC will be positively related to intention to quit 

Proposition 3 : Psychological strain will be positively related to intention to quit 

Proposition 4   : Psychological strain will be mediate the relationship between WFC with the intention to    

      quit 

 

Social capital 

The most outstanding expert in this field, Robert Putnam, described social capital as: “..characteristics of 

social life – networks, norms, and trust – which enable the participants to act together more effectively in 
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order to achieve common goals.. In brief, social capital refers to social relationship and norms as well as 

trust which accompany it” (Putnam, 1995). Social capital can be defined as society’s ability to work 

together in order to achieve common goals in various groups and organizations (Coleman, 1988). 

Dimension of social capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998) consists of structural dimension  (configuration 

of social network), cognitive dimension ( system to share meaning, narration, language), and relational 

dimension (norms, trust, obligations). Social capital refers to individual property related to tendency to 

create harmony and long-term social relationship. Individuals are more oriented in creating social 

harmony and voluntarily involved in social system. Therefore, people with high social capital tend to be 

more accommodating (Tjahjono, 2011; 2014). 

 

Proposition 5  : Social capital will be moderate the relationship between WFC with psychological  

        strain and intention to quit 

Proposition 6   : Social capital will be moderate the relationship between psychological  strain with  

        intention to quit 

 

 
Figure 1:    Planning of Research Model 

 

 

Conclusion 
 
Literature review shows that the relationship between WFC and intention to quit has been widely 

explored by researchers, particularly those in Western society which study has been conducted in Western 

setting. In this study, it is necessary to study the relationship between WFC and intention to quit which is 

mediated by psychological strain. The predictor variable is WFC which focuses on work interfering with 

family (WIF), which is fulfilling the role at work that may cause difficulties in fulfilling the role in 

family. The dependent variable is intention to quit which is mediated by psychological strain and 

moderated by factor of social capital, with the hope that it can reflect the cultural aspects of Indonesian 

society. 
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Abstract 

Malaysian organizations are experiencing shortage of Generation Y talents due to high turnover rate. 

This creates further problem as the cost of recruitment is enormous and time consuming.   This proposed 

study is to determine the influence of workplace spirituality towards employee retention.Theoretically, 

this conceptual paper will be helpful for the human resource management personnels to understand 

towards the development of practices and policies aimed at creating or improving spirituality in the 

workplace. By improving spirituality climates, the organizations can promote organizational 

commitment which leads to better individual and organization performance.The idea of spirituality in 

workplace has the ability to retain employees. Organizations are increasingly evolving to be a place 

where employees embarked in their search for meaning. This has resulted in, the organizations to switch 

their focus from a strictly profit oriented, to a profit and worker well-being oriented 

 

Keywords: Workplace Spirituality, Generation-Y,  Retention, Organization Commitment 

  

Introduction 

This study will look into the influence of Workplace Spirituality moderated by the Organization Culture 

variable in enhancing the Employee Commitment that ultimately improves the Employee Retention 

level in an organization. The target population for the study is the Generation Y. The intention of 

conducting such study is to provide an extension to the existing  knowledge, while at the same time 

looking into the practicability of implementing this management style that has potential in improving the 

retention level of the skilled Generation Y employees that are leaving due to various reasons. With that, 

the notion of Workplace Spirituality is expected to create an environment that is sensitive towards the 

wellbeing of the employees that will ultimately lead to the overall wellbeing of the organization in terms 

of the improved level of competitiveness in the market.    
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Workplace Spirituality 

The idea of workplace spirituality has been studied by many and there are literatures that highlights the 

presence of great positive outcome gained by both individuals and organizations due to workplace 

spirituality.  With that, with regards to the statement made, according to the authors such as Strack et al., 

(2002); Milliman et al., (2003); Jurkiewicz & Giacalone, (2004), there is an assumption made that, by 

satisfying the employee’s spiritual needs within the organization environment, the employees will be 

more committed to their job and towards the organization, will in turn show great level of productivity.  

In support of the assumption, there are various studies undertaken with proper evidences to support  

either theorectically or empirically. As an example,  mentioned by Milliman et al., (2003) activities that 

is benevolent in nature such as an employee has shown a gesture of kindness to another will result in the 

development of positive emotions, leading to favorable attitude within the employee and this will in turn 

leads to enhanced and improved level of performance. (Jurkiewicz & Giacalone, 2004). The practice of 

workplace spirituality influenced the individual employees, which in turn improves the level of 

cheerfulness, job fulfillment, devotion, and commitment (Khan et. al, 2016).  

 

 

Therefore, the management that leads the organization, which places high importance on hope and 

happiness among the employees, it will provide the employees with support in dealing with stress at 

work (Simmons & Nelson, 2001) , will favorably effect the organization performance standard. To add 

on further, organization that practices a humanistic organizational values and provides ample 

opportunities for the employees to perform or involve in meaningful work will result in improved level 

of self-esteem, happiness, health and enhanced employee’s personal growth. This is because once an 

employee is inspired and motivated by the positive work environment, they will put in the best effort 

(mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually) in all the jobs that are assigned to them and viewed 

the job as a mission. This will result in improved and enhanced level of productivity. (Gavin & Mason, 

2004). With that, there is studies undertaken by researchers, to proof that there is positive correlation 

between employee attitudes namely commitment to the organization, intrinsic work satisfaction, and job 

involvement and workplace spirituality. (Milliman et al., 2003). To add on, referring to the statement by 

Kim & Mauborgne, (1998), by treating an employee fairly and respectfully, it will instill within the 

employee the feeling of being recognized as valuable emotional an intellectual beings in organization 

and not just an ordinary “human resources”. By having such recognition, based on Karasek & Theorell, 

(1990); Adams et al., (2003), it will inevitably increase the level of commiment of the employee towards 

the organization, thus reducing the thought of intending  to leave, increased or improved level of job 

satisfaction, reduction in stress level and burnout.     

 

There are studies that highlighted that, a spiritual individual will have a higher tendency to understand 

and receptive towards the organization ethical nature better (Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2003). By being 

reception and understanding towards the organization, it will result in improved overall organization 

performance. Referring to the study by White (2009), in supporting the relationship between workplace 

spirituality and the job attitudes which consisting of organization commitment and job satisfaction as 

being positively correlated. To make it easy, employees that are experiencing workplace spirituality, 

will develop the feeling of affection and attachment towards the organization, thus resulting in greater 

sense of loyalty and obligation, making the employee having the feeling of less instrumentally 

committed (Rego et al., 2008). In overall, there are studies with sufficent evidence to show that a 

spiritual individual have higher tendency to be ethical in their jobs and will result in greater favorable 

returns or benefit toward the organization (Neck & Milliman, 1994; Biberman & Whitty, 1997; Mitroff 

& Denton, 1999; Cash & Gray, 2000; Krishnakumar & Neck, 2002; Nur & Organ, 2006). There are also 

studies that provides sufficent proof or significant evidence to show that workplace spirituality has 

favourable relationship towards the change in the organizational performance (Ashmos & Duchon, 

2000; Garcia-Zamor, 2003; Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2003; Fry, 2005). Adding on to the discussion on 

the influence of workplace spirituality, in the one of the earliest study by Bolman & Deal (1995), it is 

suggested that spiritualism is able to provide positive effects towards performance.  Adding on further, a 

citation of Harvard Business School study by Thompson (2000), to support the workplace spirituality 

stated that spirituality possessed the ability to further improve the overall performance of an 

organization. Based on the Harvard Business School study, organization that is “more spirited” tends to 
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perform better than other organizations by a margin of 400 to 500 percent higher in net earnings, 

shareholder value and returns of investment (ROI) (Thompson, 2000). The positive outcome of the 

effects of spirituality experienced by organizations the practices voluntary spirituality programs is also 

being support by Dehler & Welsh, (1994); Turner, (1999). 

 

In an organization, having the practice of spirituality in the workplace, it instill the sense of trust and 

belongingness within the employees, who are part of a work process within the organization. This will 

initiate the feeling of cooperation and commitment towards the organization. Thus leading to the 

development of an organization culture that builds on the motivation, the positive response and 

unanimous support and agreement by the individual employees that resulted in improve level of 

individual performance and ultimately benefiting the organization as a whole as proposed by Afsar & 

Rehman (2015). According to Altaf & Awan (2011) the current business environment has become very 

competitive, and this has caused the organization to set higher targets for their employees in order to 

remain competitive or in business. By having or experiencing such as high demend in their work, this 

has caused the employees to experience stress and anxiety (Gupta et al., 2014) and resulting the 

employees facing poor level of health and weak social interactions (Ahiauzu & Asawo, 2012). 

 

Organizational Culture 

The simple explanation for the concept organizational culture is explained as a special or unique identify 

of an organization (Chuang et al., 2004). However, it is generally explained as a set of chosen values, 

collective memories, core beliefs, expectations and definitions that lead the organization to success or 

growth, it also projects within the mind of the employees the organization’s customary ideology or 

practices that forms the unique identity.  With that, the organization culture is a source of un-written 

rules that provides guidelines and standards that acts as a sort of arrangements that is accepted by the 

others within the organization that will create a stable social system (Cameron et al., 2006). 

 

However, there are occasions where the organization culture is either not being clearly addressed to the 

employees or there is misunderstanding of the message or meaning of the practices. Despite that, the 

organizational culture is dependent on the identity and behavior of the organization, that is either visible 

or invisible, which will effect the individual employee or the whole organization (Barati marnani et al., 

2010). With that, based on the study by Mullins (1999), shows that culture in an organization will 

reflects different unique variations of an organization or managers and whether nationally or 

internationally.  Therefore, culture in an organization provides a justification on the rationale on the 

ways things are being perceived and performed across different groups or individuals. This will assist in 

reducing the level of complexity and uncertainty faced by those within the organization. Thus enabling 

the organization to be able to gain consistent outlook and values that resulting it making apropriate 

decisions and having better control and co-ordination within the organization. 

 

Organization Commitment 

The definition for organization commitment as defined by Allen & Meyer, (2000) as a psychological 

state of an employee that describes the relationship of the employee with the organization that will 

minimize the tendency of the employee leaving the organization.  The topic organization commitment 

has become a hot topic for both scholars and practitioners to understand in great length. The rationale 

for the interest is that, organizational commitment influences a various behaviors and attitudes that 

relates to the organization, for example to name a few employee’s intentions to leave, turnover rate, 

punctuality, employee’s organizational citizenship behaviors, attitudes of the employees towards 

organizational change and organization performance (Allen & Meyer, 1996, 2000; Meyer & 

Herscovitch, 2001). There are various studies undertaken by different researchers and scholars to 

explore and understand organizational commitment. Employees that has a strong affective commitment 

will have a mindset whereby they want to remain with the organization because they want to remain. As 

for the employees who have a strong continuance commitment, their mindset will be they remain with 

the organizaiton because they have to. Finally employees that have a strong normative commitment, is 

where the employees remain be they should due to their feeling of guilt or responsibilities. All this three 
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variables forms the components of organizational commitment and not viewed as stand alone variable 

that represent different type of organization commitment.  In other words, an employee can be found to 

be affectively, normatively and also having continuance commitment towards the organization. In view 

of that, according to Allen & Meyer, (2000); Meyer & Allen, (1991, 1997) each variables are developed 

using uncorrelated measures each variables are independently measured with different criterias and 

different processes.  

 

To relate the concept of organization commitment with the generation Y employees, there is a 

significant differences when compared to the older generation, however, the work ethic among this 

younger generation are not lacking when compared with the older generation. It is basically generation 

Y employees possessed different workplace attributes and behavior, which are unique and different with 

the older generation employees. Therefore, understanding the differences is necessary to improve and 

enhance the level of organization commitment among the generation Y employees. Examples of 

differences highlighted, according to Cennamo & Gardner, (2008) the younger generations appreciates 

and values status more then the other older generations. The reason is due to the mindset of the 

generation Y, thinking thay by having higher status, it will enable them to speed up their work progress. 

Besides that, the generation Y employees prefers and emphasize on freedom related matters more when 

compared with the older generation. Freedom related matters as preferred by the generation Y will be 

flexibility in working hours and supervision, wherelse their older peers prefers a much traditional 

method with a set work hours and turning up for work.  With that, in general, the generation Y are more 

of task completion while the older generation are more of hard work ethic mindset (Bloomberg 2008). 

Organizational commitment has shown that it is an important element in an organization or workplace, 

because of it’s influence over the rate of turnover, absenteeism and overall organizational and workplace 

effectiveness.  (Daniel & Jardon, 2015).  

 

Employee Retention 

An organization that is able to retain their employees is important and benefitial to the organization as 

emphasize by Samuel & Chipunza (2009), the key purpose of employee retention is to avoid the 

organization from losing their capable and skilled employees as this will utterly disrupt and affect the 

productivity and performance level of the organization. There the idea of retention is basically the 

intended creation of a working environment by the organization the is able to engage the employees for 

a long period of time (Chaminade, 2007). Organization that is constant competing within the global 

economy and to  stay  up dated with the current technology advancements which is rampant and rapid, 

there is a need for skilled and capable employees equipped with the necessary institutional knowledge to 

man and run the organization. Looking at that, there is a dire need for the organization to retained their 

workforce in order to remain competitive or face the competition (The Future of Work 2020, 2007, 

Benko & Weisberg, 2007; Becker, 2007). Studies undetaken by Egan et al., (2004); Lambert et al., 

(2001); MacIntosh & Doherty, (2010); Schwepker, (2001); Silverthorne, (2004) has shown that there are 

strong correlation between having employees that satisfied and commited to the organization with 

employees retention. In other word, the more satisfied and happy is the employees, the less likelihood 

for them to leave the organization.   

 

Further supporting the notion of having a satisfied employees will reduce the rate of employee leaving 

the organization, Egan et al. (2004) has also noted in his study that, with the reduction in turnoever, it 

will result in increase level of organization productivity and decrease in costs that inccured due to lost of 

skilled employees to effciently run the organization operations, rehiring and retraining of new employee 

as replacement. In addition, turnover will result in the organization bearing multiple indirect costs such 

as losess due to the reduction in productivity from various parties in the organization namely, the 

employee that have left, new employee as time is needed for the new recruit to catch up and the senior 

employees or managers who have to spare their time to guide the new employee. This is supported by 

Silverthorne (2004) , the outcome cause by turnover is great as it will result in the organization bearing 

various indirect costs such as costs of replacement and reduced in productivity due to loss of experience. 

Such indirect cost will in long run affect the growth of the organization, with that, if there is any method 

that is able to reduce the turnover, it will certainly benefit the organization.  
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Generation Y 

The classification of Generation Y according to this group ages differs by various researchers in their 

studies. However, according to Hess & Jepsen (2009), according to this study, in general this group of 

youth can be classified into those who are born between the year 1980 and the year 2000. With that, 

referring to the National 2013 census, it shows a record of a total of 13 million youths that are between 

the age of 10 to 34 years old in Malaysia, or in order words, the number represent approximately 44% of 

the population in Malaysia. 

 

Referring to the study by Sheahan (2008), which further emphasize on the turnover rates of the 

Generation Y employees, it is reported that in the Asian Pacific region, the Generation Y employees has 

the shortest job tenure in comparison with other generations namely Generation X and the Baby 

Boomer. The average duration is for as long as 18 months and the other generation has an average of 4 

years. The outcome experienced by an organization due to turnover, is that the organization will lose a 

talent of knowledge and technical skills and this is due to the employee who has left for other 

organization and impacted the former organization’s productivity, quality and profitability. 

 

In another note, the Generation Y is being exposed to huge amount of informations that at times they 

may not know or unsure what they want. Besides that, due to their firm grasps of  their unique opinions 

and principles adds on to their character of not listening or accept input from others, especially from the 

older generation. This has resulted, the organization in to look in to ways and methods to effectively 

communicate and establish relationship with this group of youth. By doing so, it is said to bring out 

greater benefits to the organization. 

 

Proposed Study Framework 

Referring to the figure 1, that shows the framework of this discussion. This conceptual paper aims to 

discuss the effect of workplace spirituality on the retention level of the Generation Y employees in 

Malaysia. Hence, this paper focuses on testing a research model driven by three theories, namely: (1) 

workplace spirituality, (2) organization commitment and (3) employee retention. In addition to this 

paper is to determine whether the Organization Culture plays a significant moderating role in enhancing 

the Organization Commitment level. 
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Discussion 

Organization that is spiritual oriented, their employees have tendency to show greater sense of caring 

towards their peers thus establishing a strong bond of relationship among the employees which ultimely 

lead to better and enhanced level of job satisfac

will result in reduced turnover which in turn enable the organizations to save in recruitment and training. 

According to Champouz, (2000), with the establishment of strong bond of relationship among 

employees, employees are able to work well together resulting in great group dynamics and greatly 

improved work performance and efficiency. Therefore, it vital for managers in an organization to 

embarked into developing and motivating their employees b

conducive and healthy that employees look forward to work and work together with the managers and 

not against them.  

 

Besides improvements in the standard of living in general, there can also be significant changes in bo

religious and demographic aspects within a population. This has resulted in the popularity of having 

spirituality in the workplace Daniel (2014). Adding on, Gupta et al. (2014), the current scenario in the 

workplace which is demanding and has resulted i

work overload. This has resulted in the emergences of spirituality within the work environment. Besides 

that, Roof (2015) stressed that, there is a growth in the numbers of employees that seek to satisfy

higher order needs especially employees with stronger cultural and ethical considerations, thus 

demanding for the need of spirituality in the workplace. 

 

It is important for an organization to instill the spirit of teamwork and unity among the empl

employees should be given an avenue for them to openly express their thoughts and feeling. 

conducive workplace environment, 

relationship that will in turn enhanced the organiza

Staude (2005), spirituality in the workplace transforms the different elements in life such as the 

emotional, physical, intellectual, occupational and rational of the 

organization are integrated and alligned with organization vision and mission.

finding by Ashmos & Duchon, (2000) 

 

Figure 1: Proposed Framework 

Organization that is spiritual oriented, their employees have tendency to show greater sense of caring 

towards their peers thus establishing a strong bond of relationship among the employees which ultimely 

lead to better and enhanced level of job satisfaction. By having such a strong bond of relationship, this 

will result in reduced turnover which in turn enable the organizations to save in recruitment and training. 

According to Champouz, (2000), with the establishment of strong bond of relationship among 

employees, employees are able to work well together resulting in great group dynamics and greatly 

improved work performance and efficiency. Therefore, it vital for managers in an organization to 

embarked into developing and motivating their employees by having a work environment that is 

conducive and healthy that employees look forward to work and work together with the managers and 

Besides improvements in the standard of living in general, there can also be significant changes in bo

religious and demographic aspects within a population. This has resulted in the popularity of having 

Daniel (2014). Adding on, Gupta et al. (2014), the current scenario in the 

workplace which is demanding and has resulted in the employees experiencing higher work targets and 

work overload. This has resulted in the emergences of spirituality within the work environment. Besides 

that, Roof (2015) stressed that, there is a growth in the numbers of employees that seek to satisfy

higher order needs especially employees with stronger cultural and ethical considerations, thus 

demanding for the need of spirituality in the workplace.  

It is important for an organization to instill the spirit of teamwork and unity among the empl

employees should be given an avenue for them to openly express their thoughts and feeling. 

workplace environment, employees will then be able to establish a strong bond of 

relationship that will in turn enhanced the organization overall performance. According to the view by 

Staude (2005), spirituality in the workplace transforms the different elements in life such as the 

emotional, physical, intellectual, occupational and rational of the different employees within the 

and alligned with organization vision and mission. Therefore, referring to the 

finding by Ashmos & Duchon, (2000) the practice of spirituality has the tendency to connects an 
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employees will then be able to establish a strong bond of 

According to the view by 

Staude (2005), spirituality in the workplace transforms the different elements in life such as the 

employees within the 

referring to the 

the practice of spirituality has the tendency to connects an 
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individual to oneself and also to other at the surrounding or even beyond. With that, organization that 

practices spirituality, the management and supervisors will practice the spiritual approach in their daily 

operations, which will gain positive recognition by all employees regardless of level or position within 

the organization resulting in them working with not only their hands but also with their hearts and spirit.  

 

Rego & Cunha (2008), Deshpande (2012) and Alas & Mousa (2016) specified in their study, stating that 

the practice of workplace spirituality in an organization around the world is a need and it should not be 

overlooked. Based on the clarification by Alas & Mousa (2016), the practice of spirituality has the 

tendency to developed and enhanced the trust between the employees and the employers that will result 

in improvements in to overall performance of the organization. In addition, as emphasized by Omar et 

al. (2012), an employee that is committed towards the organization is deemed to be the most precious 

assets for any organization. With that, a committed employees possessed the ability to improve the level 

of competitiveness of the organization through the reduction of turnopver rates and the level of intention 

to quit (Omar et al.,2012). 

 

Therefore, the practice of spirituality in the workplace is shown to enhanced the level of performance of 

the organization. This is because, spirituality empowers the employees to make decision that is 

beneficial to the organization such improve organization performance and increased productivity level 

to name a few. The act of empowering the employees will result in improve morale and instilling the 

pride that their efforts are making significant change to the organization. Other employees who have 

witness such recognition will be affected resulting them to emulate and practice the positive behavior. 

This is because employees have tendency to practice the norms that is being accepted and recognize by 

the working community in the organization by ensuring that their behavior are in sync with the norms 

(West & Wicklund 1980). This because generally, employees are value-driven and constantly seeking to 

further enhance and improve themself while thare are other too who emphasize on corporate social 

responsibility, corporate citizenship and environmental sustainability protection issues. Study by 

Schaefer & Darling (1997), has identified that spiritual practices in the workplace have the tendency to 

instill positive behavior within the employees and this will result in them serving and work with great 

level of commitment. Organization that practices such values and strives to achieve the expectation of 

the employees in a realistic manner, by doing so, the organization will experience a stronger and greater 

positive output.   

 

To create an organization with a strong spiritual base, it will require transparency, mutual appreciation 

and understanding from both the employers and employees. By having such an organization will 

inevitably experience great level of efficiency. This notion is being supported by Duxburg & Higgins, 

(2002); Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, (2003) stating that the morale and commitment level of employees will 

be stronger with the integration of spirituality into the organization culture of the organization. By doing 

so, the workplace environment is transformed into a positive workplace environment that will influence 

the level of generation Y employee performance. In other words, as mentioned by Dehler & Welsh, 

(1994) organization are to look into providing their employees with physical, mental, emotional and not 

to be forgotten spiritual support as well. All this elements are necessary to provide a platform for the 

employees to grow and enhanced themself further which ultimately benefits the organization in overall.      

Conclusion 

Referring to the findings of Ashmos & Duchon (2000), Jurkiewicz & Giacalone (2004), Daniel (2010), 

Malik & Naeem (2011), Roof (2015) and Alas & Mousa (2016), an employee working in an 

environment that enable the employee to perform meaningful work and experience good teamwork will 

result in the employee achieving their full capacity and realizing their full potential. This is supported in 

the study by Ahiauzu & Asawo (2012), that shows through the practice of spirituality in workplace will 

inevitably enhance and improve the performance level of an organization and in turn reduce absenteeism 

and turnover rates.  

 

Organizations has agreed that, using material incentive such as pay, enhancements of intellect and mind 

as a form of motivation and engagement with the employees is not long effective. Therefore, there is a 

need to instill spiritual values within the organization in order to spiritually engage the generation Y 
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employees in order to rejuvenate their life to boost up their spirit. With that, organization that making 

their generatio Y employees to have a sense of belongingness by empowering them and making them 

part of the community of the organization, it will improve the level of motivation and increased level of 

loyalty towards the organization. By empowering them, it will generates and develops into strength, 

vigor, movement and rejuvenated the competitive energy of the employees that will further improve 

their productivity. The idea of spirituality in workplace has the ability to retain employees. 

Organizations are increasingly evolving to be a place where employees embarked in their search for 

meaning. This has resulted in, the organizations to switch their focus from a strictly profit oriented, to a 

profit and worker well-being oriented. 
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Abstract 
 

Annotation. In the current conditions of the world economy development, the global trends of the "green 

economy" are the increase of energy efficiency in all spheres of the economy. It is noted that to facilitate 

the transition to a green economy, incentive measures should be created: concessional lending and 

taxation of modernization projects, subsidizing energy producers derived from alternative sources, and a 

system of "green" certification. Four groups of indicators have been identified through which the 

formation of a "green economy" can serve as the engines of economic growth incarnating, including in 

increasing GDP: indicators that characterize the potential opportunities for transition to a "green 

economy", indicators of increasing the efficiency of systemically important sectors, investment in the 

development of " Green economy "and indicators that stimulate innovation in the development of the" 

green economy. " The ways of formation of green economy in foreign countries are marked. The main 

segments in which the green economy can develop are identified. The main directions that contribute to 

the "greening" of the entire economy are noted. 

 

Keywords - green economy, energy efficiency, energy saving. 

 

 

Introduction 

 
The global trends of the "green economy" are to increase energy efficiency. Many countries that have 

experienced a decline in production under the conditions of the financial and economic crisis have 

recently been actively searching for new models of development. At the 40th World Economic Forum in 

2010, held in Davos under the slogan "Improve the state of the planet: rethink, reschedule, rebuild the 

world," this model was chosen and a new global course for the green economy was announced as the 

only way forward. The concept of a "green economy" is designed to ensure a more harmonious 

alignment of the components of the economy, society and nature within the framework of the paradigm 

of sustainable development [1, p.56]. At the moment, it is becoming a global course of innovative, anti-

crisis formation in many countries and regions of the world. 

 

In the opinion of international experts, to successfully create a new concept, it is necessary to invest 

significantly in effective innovation. The efforts of developed countries will most likely be aimed at 

rationalizing land use, as well as developing urban policies. You can expect an increase in investments 

in energy efficiency of buildings, the development of urban infrastructure and even the construction of 

eco-cities. Funds will be allocated for the development of sustainable transport and renewable energy 

sources (RES).Summarizing these trends, it can be said that the global trends of the "green economy" 

are to increase energy efficiency in all spheres of the economy, develop renewable energy and 

environmentally safe transport, meet the requirements for safe and quality food and water, and build a 

new industrial and information infrastructure. It should be noted that the main problem of introducing a 

new course at the global and regional levels is the creation of conditions under which such development 

will be economically beneficial. In the current situation, for a green economy to become a reality, it is 

necessary: 
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- large-scale government assistance; 

- active participation of private investors; 

- feasible participation of consumers. 

 

Methods. In the world community, some experience has already been gained in the development of a 

"green" economy. The versatility of methodological approaches recommended by international 

organizations and used in international agreements on regulation and monitoring of anthropogenic 

impact on the environment in the context of the globalization of the world economy. Scientists are 

trying to find methodological approaches to these processes and to develop objective indicators and 

criteria for their application in the planned plans for the development of the "green economy", taking 

into account the specifics of the economy and the availability of resource-resource potential of the 

territories. It is possible to distinguish four groups of indicators by means of which the formation of a 

"green economy" can serve as engines of economic growth incarnating, including in increasing GDP 

(Table 1). 

 

Table 1 :  Indicators through which the formation of a "green economy" can serve as 

engines of economic growth 

 

№ Indicators Directions 

1 Indicators the potential for 

transition to a "green 

economy" 

Increase the productivity of natural resources (forest, fish, 

agricultural land, etc.); Efficient management of capital 

(reducing economic losses from capital losses due to better 

management of environmental risks); improving the quality of 

human potential, incl. By improving the state of the 

environment (reducing morbidity, increasing life expectancy). 

2 Indicators of increasing the 

effectiveness of system-

forming sectors 

Energy, construction, housing and utilities, and others: 

improving energy efficiency; reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions; introduction of alternative energy sources. 

3 Investment in the 

development of the "green 

economy" 

The system of water supply and sewerage, public transport, 

focused on alternative sources of fuel 

4 Indicators that stimulate 

innovation in the 

development of the "green 

economy" 

To create a favorable competitive environment and to obtain 

an innovative effect by introducing innovative standards and 

regulations. 

 

As the foreign practice of implementing the green economy shows, for example, in the production of 

solar panels in only three years, the corresponding cost reduction amounted to 75%, in the wind energy 

sector, the average profitability of the coastal wind farm increased to 35% in 2017 [2]. Investment in 

energy-efficient housing construction is also very effective, reducing the costs associated with energy 

consumption by 30%. 

 

Let's consider some ways of formation of green economy in the countries which consider this direction 

as priority. One of the world leaders is South Korea. In this country, 3% of GDP or 60 billion US dollars 

for 5 years from 2011 is planned to be spent on development of "green" sectors, and 1.8 million jobs 

were created. South Korea, which has chosen the concept of "green" growth as a national strategy, 

focuses on industry, energy and investment, "green" modes of transport, alternative sources of fresh 

water, waste processing technologies, development of parks, and development of rivers within the city. 

Various projects that the ministries carried out independently were combined into a single package to 

avoid budget expenditures for secondary purposes. Since 2011, South Korea has launched a system of 

"green payment cards" to stimulate the "green" consumption of goods produced with environmental 

innovations. Such cards take into account the consumption of "green" goods and services, the use of 

public transport instead of personal transportation and also the use of energy-efficient goods. For the 

Republic of Kazakhstan, this experience, in our opinion, looks rather interesting, especially in 

connection with the formation of the national payment system. Perhaps it should include a "green" 

component. 
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In all EU countries have developed "green" measures in the energy sector, the development of public 

transport and infrastructure, the construction of eco-settlements, as well as recycling systems. The EU 

has adopted standards for Euro-5 automobile exhausts and the introduction of new Euro-6 is already 

being prepared. A multimillion dollar subsidy is allocated to buyers for the purchase of electric vehicles. 

The UK adopted the economy of green technologies as a strategy for its national development and 

recently announced its "green" projects aimed at creating 100,000 new jobs. In China, it is planned to 

receive 15% (now 9%) of electricity from renewable sources by 2020, and reduce the carbon intensity of 

the economy by 45%. The trend towards the development of green technologies in China has been 

established since the 12th Five-Year Plan (that is, since 2011). In China, more than 2,000 

environmentally dirty companies were forcibly closed. The volume of state investments in energy 

conservation, renewable energy, relevant technologies in China has exceeded the US and EU indicators 

several times. Chinese manufacturers already occupy 40% of the world export of solar batteries and 

20% - windmills. Another area of "green" technologies that are developing in the China is 

nanotechnology, this year Global Innovation Global Innovation Center GICNA was opened. The 

undeclared goal of Beijing is to become the world leader in the field of green technologies in the 21st 

century. World experience has shown that the "green economy" stimulates regional development, 

contributes to social stability, and increases economic potential by creating new jobs in the "green 

economy" sectors. For example, in Brazil, agricultural land has been restored through an improved soil 

care system, the introduction of zero and minimal tillage technologies, and supply chain management. 

 

Many developed countries have already begun moving towards the "green" economy direction. So, in 

the United States, according to the Obama plan, tens of billions of dollars are allocated for the 

economization of the economy; The plan includes the creation of new green technologies, energy 

saving, new jobs in promising activities from the environmental point of view, etc. Scandinavian 

countries are going to a radical restructuring of the economy in favor of industries that produce 

environmentally compatible new types of technologies, products and services. In times of crisis, such 

restructuring will be carried out through state support of environmentally advanced activities with 

minimal support for traditional production. Strongest impact on the future of the world economy will be 

combated by global climate change and energy efficiency. The desire of the European Community to 

reduce by 2020 greenhouse gas emissions by 20%, increase energy efficiency by 20% and increase the 

share of renewable energy sources to 20% (plan 20:20:20) radically changes the European economy. 

The US declared desire to cut emissions by 50% by 2050, and then by 80% by 2080 will also have a 

huge impact on the pace of innovation and structural change. Already in the near future, the key 

definition for the advanced economies of the world will be a "low-carbon economy" with its high energy 

efficiency and minimal impact on the climate system. 

 

Germany, along with Japan, occupies leading positions in the rating of energy-intensive economies of 

the world. By 2020, Germany plans to increase energy efficiency by 20%. According to Stefan Kohler, 

Chairman of the Board of the German Energy Agency DENA, Kazakhstan can reduce energy intensity 

of industry by 15% through optimization of production processes, application of interbranch 

technologies and other measures, but preparation of energy managers for enterprises should be the first 

step in implementing an energy efficient policy. 

Switzerland is one of the few countries in the world for which the so-called "green" economy and 

energy is one of the priorities. Currently, 56% of the electricity needs in Switzerland are covered by 

hydroelectric power. Thus, a significant part of the energy produced in the country is already coming 

from "green" sources. After the accident in 2011 at the nuclear power plant in Fukushima, Japan, the 

Federal Council and the Swiss Parliament decided to proceed with the phase-out of nuclear energy, 

which now covers 39% of the country's needs, and thereby accelerate the transition to safe renewable 

energy sources . 

 

However, the global environmental problem remains one of the serious challenges and constraints for 

the progressive development of the economy. It is necessary for all states of the world to solve it, and 

the Swiss government is interested in this. But a pragmatic approach is needed here, and the scale and 

timing of the transition to a green economy should be gradual. This position is reflected in the counter 
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government proposal that provides for a program of measures, as well as the need to revise the existing 

law on environmental protection, adopted in 1983. 

 

The government's position was supported by the majority of the country's population, and in a recent 

referendum, more than 60% of Swiss people opposed the radical Green program. Such results did not 

come as a surprise to observers. After all against the initiative of "green" and socialists all right and 

centrist parties (four out of five forming the government of the Swiss Confederation) were supported by 

their electorate. Energy-related issues are actively discussed in modern Swiss politics. In addition to this 

referendum on the new energy strategy of the government, Swiss citizens recently voted on whether to 

impose a restriction on the amount of energy consumed by the population as a whole. In the near future, 

a national vote will be held on exactly when the existing five nuclear power plants should be shut down 

on a permanent basis. In other words, Switzerland's transition to a "green" economy is an ongoing 

process, and it is certainly worth following the future developments. 

 

The position of business circles of the country is based on the fact that the "green" economy implies 

economic, social and environmental factors, which constitute its basis. Under such a scheme, the 

economy could grow further with less damage to the environment and less resource consumption. Not to 

lose the level of prosperity and at the same time to use less is quite possible, if we break the relationship 

between economic growth and harmful consequences for the environment. The means to achieve this 

good goal are the following: quality improvement of the labor process, use of new and advanced 

technologies, energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy instead of harmful pollutants such as 

coal and oil. That is why a considerable number of local companies and firms are already working in the 

field of "clean" technologies. For example, the association of Swiss exporting firms Cleantech Suisse.  

 

This country, which does not have large resources of natural resources, demonstrates a fine example of 

how painstaking and purposeful work can substantially raise the level of technological efficiency of the 

economy. 

 

It should be noted that our closest partners in integration associations in the post-Soviet space: 

Kazakhstan and Belarus have formed a state base for the development of a green economy. So 

Kazakhstan adopted the concept of the country's transition to a green economy, in Belarus, developed a 

"national communication" on the sustainable development of the republic on the principles of a green 

economy. By 2050, Kazakhstan plans to increase the country's GDP by 3% and create more than 50,000 

jobs. Investments in the development of the green economy are planned to be implemented in the 

amount of 3% of GDP or 3-4 billion dollars a year. One of the important elements that should be 

addressed is, in our view, the use of cluster technologies. As is known, to reduce the energy intensity of 

GDP to the Republic of Kazakhstan by 40% by 2020, the Comprehensive Energy Efficiency Plan was 

developed and adopted. The implementation of this plan will allow to obtain positive changes in this 

direction and to obtain additional benefits and benefits in the form of financial resources through more 

efficient use of energy in industry. 

 

The unbalanced investment policy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, which leads to an increase in 

disproportions between the environmentally exploiting and processing sectors of the economy, 

undoubtedly exacerbates environmental problems. In the absence of environmental and economic 

barriers and incentives, the criterion of efficiency is one: obtaining a substantial profit at a rapid pace, 

which is possible, first of all, on the basis of the exploitation and / or sale of natural resources. Important 

is the fact that the need to change the economic trajectory by withdrawing from the commodity 

economy, its modernization and diversification, the transition to an innovative knowledge-based 

economy is the main objective of the state policy pursued. By the decree of the Head of State, the 

Strategic Plan for the Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan until 2020, based on the principle of 

"green growth" [3], was approved. The plan provides for the creation of a system of resource 

conservation, energy efficiency and the introduction of renewable energy sources. It sets a goal by 2020 

to reduce the energy intensity of GDP by 25% and increase the share of alternative energy sources in the 

total energy consumption to 3%. 

In 2010, the branch program "Zhasyl Damu" is approved [4]. It includes activities related to 

environmental and natural resources agencies. The program of the first of four tasks is to develop a 
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"green economy", as well as detailed characteristics of its content. The Ministry of Environmental 

Protection is instructed to make to the Government "... a proposal on capacity building in the 

development and implementation of green growth mechanisms in the strategic planning of the Republic 

of Kazakhstan." With regard to sustainable development, it is envisaged to "... carry out works to 

improve and implement mechanisms for sustainable development", as well as conduct relevant scientific 

research [9]. 

 

In 2010, Kazakhstan launched the Astana Initiative "Green Bridge", which was supported by the 6th 

Conference of Environment Ministers of the APR and the 7th Conference "Environment for Europe. 

Kazakhstan undertook to: provide a negotiating platform for meetings of interested countries in Europe, 

Asia and the Pacific; On technical support for the development of the Program of Cooperation between 

the two regions; On information support of the process of cooperation and, in particular, on 

dissemination of knowledge about the Green Economy and Sustainable Development. 

 

The concept on transition of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the "green economy" will be implemented in 

three stages: 

 

- 2013-2020 - during this period, the main priority of the state will be to optimize the use of 

resources and improve the efficiency of environmental protection activities, as well as create a "green" 

infrastructure; 

- 2020-2030 - on the basis of the formed "green" infrastructure, the transformation of the national 

economy aimed at the careful use of water, the encouragement and stimulation of development and the 

wide introduction of renewable energy technologies, as well as the construction of facilities based on 

high energy efficiency standards, will begin; 

- 2030-2050 - the transition of the national economy to the principles of the so-called "third 

industrial revolution", requiring the use of natural resources, provided they are renewable and stable. 

Measures for the transition to a green economy, according to the Concept, will be implemented in the 

following areas: sustainable use of water resources, development of sustainable and high-performance 

agriculture, energy saving and energy efficiency, development of electricity, waste management, 

reduction of air pollution and conservation and efficient Ecosystem management. 

 

The implementation of the transition to a "green economy" will be regulated by legislative acts of the 

Republic of Kazakhstan on the transition to a "green economy". According to the Law of the Republic 

of Kazakhstan "On Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency Improvement" dated January 13, 2012 No. 

541-IV ZRK, these concepts mean: 

 

- energy efficiency (energy efficiency) - a characteristic that reflects the ratio of the beneficial 

effect from the use of energy resources to the costs of energy resources produced in order to obtain such 

an effect; 

- energy saving - the implementation of organizational, technical, technological, economic and 

other measures aimed at reducing the amount of energy resources used [5]. 

 

According to calculations, by 2050, transformations within the framework of the "green economy" will 

allow to increase GDP by 3%, create more than 500 thousand new jobs, form new industries and 

services [6]. 

 

Results. To facilitate the transition to a green economy, incentive measures should be created: 

preferential lending and taxation of modernization projects, subsidization of energy producers derived 

from alternative sources, green certification systems, etc. 

 

The main segments in which the green economy can develop are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2:  Economic segments of green economy development 

 

Segment Directions 

1 2 

Energy Generation Wind, solar, hydro / marine, biofuel, geothermal 

Energy storage Fuel cells, improved batteries, hybrid systems 

Energy infrastructure Control 

Energy efficiency Building lighting, glass 

Transportation Vehicles, logistics, structure, fuel 

Water and wastewater Water treatment, water protection, wastewater treatment 

Air and environment Purification / safety, emission control, monitoring / compliance, trade and 

compensation 

Production / Industry Nano biochemical 

Production / Industry Advanced packaging, monitoring and control smart production 

Agriculture Land management 

Waste Waste management 

 

In our opinion, the prospects for the development of the green economy, at the moment, it is most 

expedient to consider within the framework of the emerging Eurasian Economic Union. Cooperation 

within the framework of this organization is one of the key strategic tasks, since promotes consolidation 

of positions as a regional leader. As already noted, our partners in the organization have well-developed 

strategic plans for the development of the new model. 

Among the main directions of the development of the green economy, which need to pay attention, 

especially in the regional context can be identified (Table 3). 

 

Table 3 : The main directions that contribute to the "greening" of the economy 

 

№ Directions Priorities of development 

1 Green building. The current state of the housing stock shows that in the coming decades in most 

regions of Russia it will require its significant modernization. At the same time, a 

significant range of building materials is imported, such as windows, heat insulation 

materials, copper pipes. It seems expedient to arrange their release in view of 

environmental standards. 

2 Agriculture. It is also possible to create a national state mark guaranteeing the environmental 

friendliness of certain types of products, as well as a campaign to support it. 

3 New technologies 

in power 

engineering 

In a number of regions, electrification and gasification of settlements 

4 Waste 

management and 

material handling 

in a closed cycle. 

First of all, it is necessary to change attitudes towards waste. They should be 

considered as an integral part of the resource base of the economy. It is important for 

the region to choose an individual approach to the solution of the waste problem, 

depending on its specific conditions, financial and other resources. 

5 Forest sector, 

biodiversity. 

The forest sector should focus more on the moderate and sparing exploitation of 

ecosystem services that support the development of tourism, the water protection and 

climate-forming role of forests and forest ecosystems rather than wood production. 

6 "Green" 

agriculture. 

Agriculture should gradually be reoriented to less water-intensive crops, lower 

agrochemical loads, integrated pest and disease control, and erosion technologies. 

7 Sustainable 

management of 

water resources. 

The scenario of existing forms of water use does not allow to meet the need for fresh 

water. Reforms can be aimed at improving institutional arrangements in land use, as 

well as improving aid delivery systems and allocating funds; To reduce subsidies for 

investment; As well as to change the payment for water supply and financial 

schemes. 
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8 Fisheries sector. To prevent the progressive depletion of fish resources in natural reservoirs, the 

development of commodity fish farms in compact reservoirs is recommended, strict 

regulation of catch volumes in large reservoirs, stocking, as well as investments in 

the development of alternative livelihoods. 

9 Renewable energy 

sources. 

Thanks to renewable energy technologies and related energy policies, it is expected 

that a significant contribution will be made to improving living standards and 

improving the health status of the population in low-income regions, especially 

remote from electrical networks. 

10 Development of 

tourism. 

The development of tourism contributes to the growth of the local economy and 

reduces the level of poverty. Tourists are the driving force behind the "gardening" of 

this sector, as the annual growth of ecotourism shows by 20%, i.е. Six times faster 

than the tourism industry as a whole. It is expected that "gardening" of this sector 

will increase the employment potential in the sector due to the growth of local hiring 

and increased use of local resources. In the "greening" of the tourism sector, 

increased involvement of the local community, especially the poor, in the value chain 

in tourism is an important factor in the development of the local economy and 

poverty reduction 

11 Waste 

management and 

disposal. 

Employment in waste management and recycling will grow due to the increase in 

waste due to population and income growth, although there are significant problems 

in this sector related to the lack of decent jobs. 

 

Conclusions 
 

In conclusion, it should be noted that it is very important that further reforms and government decisions 

on the formation of economic policies are based on the concepts of sustainable development and the 

"green economy". This gives a real chance to get away from catching up strategies that lead us to the 

world periphery and will make it possible to move to faster and more balanced actions by making 

complex decisions in the spirit of modern paradigms. Based on the foregoing, we can draw conclusions: 

 

- in the Republic of Kazakhstan there are all objective conditions for the development of public-

private partnership in the field of increasing energy efficiency; 

- one of the factors of the development of public-private partnerships is the use of concession 

contracts, which are regulated by a whole package of normative acts; 

- the public-private partnership sphere has a significant number of risks, regulation and 

minimization of which can be realized on the basis of the use of effective foreign experience in this 

field; 

- the existing classification of public-private partnership models implies a different degree of 

private sector participation in projects, which provides the opportunity to choose and diversify the forms 

of cooperation; 

- energy service contracts in the world are considered to be in demand by financial assets, when 

potential investors can earn significant financial resources from participating in energy efficiency 

projects. 
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Abstract 
 

This study aims to develop the model of employee engagement and broaden literature of organization 

performance and its proportion. It is assumed that organization performance will impact on the 

individual to be more engaged to the work, as does the organizational support. The organization will 

have more fair treatment to the individuals and communicate value, trust and organizational norm so that 

the employees will have a clear image that the organization is committed and care to their performance 

both task performance (in role) and contextual performance (extra role). Thus, the employees will 

contribute to the organization. This study also supports and broadens the literature of social exchange by 

strengthening distributive fairness as a significant perception predictor to organization support. 

 

Keywords: organization performance, individual performance, organization equity, employee 

engagement 

 

Introduction 

Organization performance is the core of organization life that has to be maintained so that it will support 

and improve the competitive ability in the long term. In business and management research, 

organization performance is acknowledged as result variable including different areas such as human 

resource, marketing, international business, operational management, strategies management, and 

information system (Hult et al, 2008; March and Sulton, 1997; Ritchard et al, 2009). Singh et al. (2016) 

explains how organizational performance may be improved, formed, and maintained so it supports the 

organization to increase its profit and improve its sustainability in a long term. The research result 

shows that from the four researched countries, there is a performance measurement reflecting that the 

manager assesses the categorization of performance which validates the foundation of the four different 

indicators. In the research, organization performance measurement comprises objective and subjective 

aspect. 

Some previous research describe the importance of individual factor to increase organization 

performance so   that the individual obtains good or positive work satisfaction calculated from the work 

assessment. Similar to this result, research by Sangmook Kim (2004) found out that the factor of 

individual becomes important in predicting the organization performance. In line with this study, 
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Brewer and Selden (2000)] find out that individual attitude and behavior will influence the organization 

performance. In their study, public employee with characteristics such as work satisfaction and high 

commitment to the organization to serve the community as well as strong will to work in the 

organization will work better and more loyal. Brewer and Selden (2000)[2] explain that the factors 

related to individuals such as task structure, motivation and individual performance are important 

predictors to organization performance. Their research result also find out individual factors influencing 

organization performance. 

 

Related to organization performance, Brewer and Selden (2000); Yadong Luo; Ying Huang and 

Stephanie Lu Wang (2012); Sang Mook Kim (2004) Gavrea, Ilies and Stegerean (2011), Huselid (1995); 

Rowe, Morrow, Finch (1995), the performance is measured by assessing the financial aspect of the 

organization or the economic impact based on the economic condition of the country. This, however, 

has not yet contributed to the research on human resources that provides direct impact to organizational 

and individual performance. Therefore, it becomes the consideration for the researcher to broaden the 

discussion of organization performance and employee engagement. Singh et.al (2016) asserts the 

importance of organization performance measurement subjectively. So far, there are many data that 

cannot be obtained in objective measurement. Therefore, subjective measurement becomes the 

consideration in measuring organizational performance in achieving organization goal. This is supported 

by Guest (2011) who mentions that the researcher of human resource may contribute to broaden and 

develop a model for empirical study. 

 

Yet, there are also some other previous studies mentioning that organization performance is measured 

by objective and subjective measurement; which is still in debate and gains lack of support from 

empirical study. It is assumed that it is caused by the various perspectives in studying organization 

performance but there is still limited discussion in human resource. Similar to the study by Cania (2014) 

from the analysis of 30 organizations, she finds out some organizations that have no sufficient human 

resource strategies so that the goals of organization performance are difficult to obtain. Human resource 

management strategy is a planned pattern of human resource activity distribution to achieve the goals of 

the organization. This study is supported by a research done by Huselid, (1995), Delbridge and Keenoy 

(2010).  

 

Next, employee and organization attitude which decrease the organization turnover is mostly discussed 

based on the profit value and turnover rotation of the organization. It has not yet shown the result of the 

organization efficient value so that the organization capability is not yet maximum to influence both 

organization and individual performance. It is supported by Tae Youn Park (2012) and Camps and 

Arocas (2012) . A study by Katou (2012) finds out that in analyzing the impacts of human resource to 

the organization performance, each model is related to the human resource performance to be developed 

by adding the construction, variable or relation. This study is in line with Gerhart (2005) who states that 

the limitation of human resource and organization performance relation is considered as a black box that 

is the lack of understanding on the relation or the variable so that further research is needed in relation to 

the organization performance and human resource or the consideration on the moderating variable are 

needed. 

 

Yadong Luo and Ying Huang (2012) in Guanxi study who mention that a social network relating the 

personal relation and business find out that the managerial relationship as Guanxi conceptualization in 

organization level still needs broad scope. This study is also supported by Zhang and Keh (2010) who 

mention that the effect of the decrease of Guanxi value in organizational level is changing over time 

especially one related to the government. It is caused by the institutional environment and the level of 

economic, law, and social development. These factors decrease Guanxi value and managerial aspects. 

In order to improve individual performance, Borman and Motowidlo (1993) divide individual 

performance into task performance and contextual performance or extra role based on the classification 

system. The task performance in its role reflects individual’s quality in performing the task as needed by 

the job as the established effectivity in completing the task and contributes to the technical core of the 
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organization. Contextual performance or extra role is when the individual involves himself in his role 

and has higher performance. The individual tends to perform by facilitating the social and psychological 

context of an organization (Borman dan Motowidlo, 1993). 

 

Podsakof et al.(2009) explains that Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) has functional effect 

within objective measurement of the organization effectivity. Podsakoff and Whitting, (2009) also 

mentions the debate in individual and organizational level. Further research should involve the impacts 

of the relation with OCB variables. 

 

In the previous research, Organ, Podsakoff and Mackenzie (2006)  show that several determining factors 

of Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) are employee perception to fairness, transformational 

leadership attitude, employee attitude, work satisfaction, and organization commitment. The study by 

Nielsen et al, (2009) however, explains that the research on Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) 

has so far been related to the performance in individual level. This study describes that the variability of 

uncontrolled common method has quite significant effect to the relation between OCB and the 

performance. Therefore, further research to find out into what extent OCB has been considered by the 

individual during group performance assessment in organization level is needed. 

 

The study by Chaudry and Kumar (2011) reveal that individuals tend to change their attitude to the 

organizational effectivity when they believe that the organization is fair or unfair in allocating resources 

and appreciation. Therefore, the perception of fairness and unfairness has influenced the attitude and 

behavior that may give bad impacts to the organizational effectivity and performance when the 

organization is unfair. It is interesting for any further research to define whether the individuals and 

organization results will provide similar result patterns of procedural and distributive fairness. The 

research result by Tjahjono (2011) shows that distributive and procedural fairness are different in 

individual satisfaction. Distributive fairness is more influential compared to procedural fairness so that it 

affects the individual satisfaction and organization commitment becomes crucial by individual 

subjective assessment.  

Biswa, Varma and Ramaswani (2013) explain that in exploring the consequences of organizational 

fairness without considering the social exchange will lead to uncertain conclusion. The result of this 

research shows that without fairness perception and social exchange, the individual will be disappointed 

that lead to stress and exhaustion. Besides, this study also emphasizes the utility to reach high Perceived 

Organization Support (POS) in professional circle in their organization. This research explains that 

organizational treatment will have implications to the physiological contract attribute between the 

employees and leaders so that the individuals are more engaged to the work.  

Study by Colquit et.al. (2013)  reveals that fairness that focuses on the supervisor will be strongly 

related to the organization goals. Organization goals become the focus of the organization by having 

appropriate treatment by being fair to the individuals in its work environment. Therefore, it is 

understandable that if the organization is fair to its employees, the organization goals will be achieved. 

A meta-analytical study done by Mackay et al, (2016) suggests that it is important to visualize the 

concept of employee effectiveness in a broader sense. Furthermore, this study recommends that future 

research shall explore the aspects of working performance in an organization as part of the development 

of the organization effectiveness evaluation. In that study, employee engagement appears to be more 

effective and efficient to understand the employee’s attitudes in predicting the effectiveness of the 

employee. This has been the most fundamental evaluation in contributing to the organization. Employee 

who are engaged become one of the competitive excellences, they are the ones who have high 

enthusiasm and dedication towards the job. 

The study is supported by Bakker and Demerouti (2009), asserting that personal resource engagement 

will reflect the level of performance. Personal resource is the self-positive resource which is related to 

individual’s resilience in controlling and creating positive effects to their surroundings. 
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Kahn (1990) states that engagement takes place when an individual is emotionally and cognitively 

connected with each other. An employee will emotionally and cognitively be engaged when they know 

what they are expected to be, have what they need to accomplish their responsibility, have the 

possibility to be satisfied with their work, feel that they are the trusted and significant ones who become 

parts of the team, as well as have the opportunity to develop their skills and competencies. Employee 

engagement also influences one’s option in deciding whether to stay or leave the organization. This will 

eventually become an important role regarding the rate of progress and performance of the organization. 

One of the ways that an employee can do to contribute to their organization is by maintaining their 

engagement in the organization itself. This study is supported by Markos and Sridevi (2010), 

emphasizing that employee engagement is a strong predictor towards the organization performance. 

Perceived organizational support (POS) is an employee’s perception on how the organization 

appreciates his or her contribution and how the organization is aware of his or her welfare (Eisenberger, 

1986). Commitment from the organization to its employee is therefore beneficial. Robbins and Coulter 

(2009) argue that the level of Perceived Organization Support (POS) will influence the level of job 

satisfaction and may reduce turnover. POS refers to a general belief that an organization shall appreciate 

the employee’s contribution and is aware of the employee’s welfare (Rhoades and Eisenberger, 2002). 

This study aims at developing the model of employee engagement and expands the literatures related to 

organization performance. Organization performance as a result of organization achievement is believed 

to strengthen the engagement of the employee. Moreover, by the support of the organization, employee 

will acquire fair attitude and treatment, thus enabling the employee to give contribution of in-role and 

extra-role performance. 

Review of Related Literatures and Proposition 

The perception of organization fairness has become an expectation of every individual, employee who 

are treated in an equitable manner will impact on the organization performance. Distributive fairness 

deals with a person’s perception on the fairness itself and also the organization’s decision output. 

Procedural fairness refers to the fairness from the point of view of facilities as well as process in 

deciding the number and the distribution of resources (Colquitt, 2001; Rhoades et.al 2001; Saks, 2006 

Tjahjono, 2011; 2014) Badawi at.al 2017 ; Palupi and Tjahjono 2016). 

Proposition 1:  Distributive fairness is believed to have positive effect on the organization 

performance. 

Proposition 2:  Procedural organization is believed to have positive effect on the organization 

performance. 

 

Perceived organizational support (POS) is one’s perception on how organization appreciates his or her 

contribution and how organization is aware of his or her welfare (Eisenberger, 1986) . If organization is 

concerned about the employee’s welfare, the employee will certainly devote a high commitment towards 

the organization. 

Proposition 3:  Perceived organizational support (POS) is believed to have positive effect on the 

organization performance. 

 

The perception of organization fairness has become an expectation of every individual, employee who 

are treated in an equitable manner will impact on the organization performance. Employees who acquire 

fair treatment from the organization are supposed to take effect in the in-role performance, they are 

more likely to be high performance workers and have more chances to improve their competencies. 

Proposition 4:  Distributive fairness is believed to have positive effect on the in-role performance. 

Proposition 5:  Procedural fairness is believed to have positive effect on the in-role performance. 

Proposition 6:  Perceived organizational support (POS) is believed to have positive effect on the in-

role performance. 

The perception of organization fairness has become an expectation of every individual; employee who is 

treated in an equitable manner will impact on the organization performance. Employee who acquires fair 
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treatment from the organization is supposed to take effect in the extra-role performance. Employees who 

possess high performance tend to facilitate social and psychological context within their organization. In 

the contextual performance, there are several reasons why employee who are engaged can perform 

better than those who are not (Demerouti and Cropanzano, 2010). First, engaged employee tend to 

experience positive emotions (Bindl and Parker, 2010), prefer to help others, and are more confident and 

optimistic (Cropanzano and Wright, 2001). Second, engaged employee tends to have physical resources. 

Proposition 7:  Distributive fairness is believed to have positive effect on the extra-role performance. 

Proposition 8:  Procedural fairness is believed to have positive effect on the extra-role performance. 

Proposition 9:  Perceived organizational support (POS) is believed to have positive effect on the 

extra-role performance. 

 

The role of employee engagement has proven that in order to achieve organization effectiveness, 

employee have the obligation to prove their engagement through their working performance. Kahn 

(1990) defines employee engagement as an occupational position empowerment towards the members 

of organization. Within the engagement, employee shall deploy their physic, cognitive, and emotion 

during the work. Alike physical, psychological engagement appears when a person is performing a 

particular organizational role. Fair treatment will let an employee be engaged to his or her work. 

 

Engagement occurs when an employee employs his or her own self in order to establish their working 

performance. Engagement involves active emotions and behaviors, including cognitive aspect. 

Employees who are fully engaged are more likely to be motivated to focus on the goal of the 

organization. Focusing on the individual work will absolutely enhance the performance either in-role or 

extra-role. Option to leave the organization will be less likely to be taken if the employees are treated 

fairly. 

Proposition 10:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of distributive fairness on the 

organization performance. 

Proposition 11:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of procedural fairness on the 

organization performance. 

Proposition 12:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of POS on the organization 

performance. 

Proposition 13:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of distributive fairness on the 

in-role performance. 

Proposition 14:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of procedural fairness on the 

in-role performance. 

Proposition 15:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of POS on the in-role 

performance. 

Proposition 16:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of distributive fairness on the 

extra-role performance. 

Proposition 17:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of procedural fairness on the 

extra-role performance. 

Proposition 18:  Employee engagement is believed to mediate the effect of POS on the extra-role 

performance. 
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Figure 1: Research Model Planning 

 

Conclusion 

This study establishes empirical framework and research model construction which is dealing with the 

distributive and procedural fairness. The perception of organization support as the factor of individual 

level is believed to have effect on the individual and organizational performance which is mediated by 

employee engagement. 
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Abstract 

 

A success of the plan to reorganize a company in insolvency may depend on the financing of that 

company's business. This can be achieved either by providing loans to the legal person in insolvency 

or by capital infusion, followed by a change of the articles of that company. 

 The new Code of Insolvency includes provisions likely to ensure the fluency of the insolvency 

procedure. Thus, it has been created a framework for providing financing to companies in insolvency 

and some aspects have been clarified on the contracts in progress of a company in insolvency. Also, 

the new regulations changed also the manner of voting the reorganization plan. 

The purpose of this article is to analyze the concrete ways in which this financing is carried out and 

what are the particularities required when financing is international. 

Keywords:  judicial reorganization, bankruptcy procedures, Romanian legislation 

Introduction 

The inclination for law uniformity, so well-known at international level and with strong reflections in 

domestic law, is also entirely observable in insolvency matters. Thus, at international level, the 

globalization trend of insolvency approach also results from the analysis of the main international 

regulations: The model law on cross – border insolvency drafted by UNCITRAL (1997), The report 

on the cooperation principles among the NAFTA states (2000), Best practice standards for the 

insolvency law drawn up by the Asian Bank for Development (2000), Insolvency principles and 

directives and the creditor rights system drawn up by the World Bank (2001), The Council 

Regulation on the insolvency procedures (EC) No. 1346/2000, The study on the basic principles in 

the application of the insolvency law drawn up by the European Bank for Construction and 

Development (2004), UNCITRAL Legislative Guide on insolvency law (2004 – 2013), Principles of 

restructuring of multinational groups, drawn up by the International Institute of Insolvency (2008), 

Global Principles for Cooperation in International Insolvency Cases elaborate the American 

Legislature Institute and the International Institute of Insolvency (2012), The World Bank – 2011 

Principles for Effective Insolvency and Creditor/Debtor Regimes), European Principles and best 

practices for insolvency office holders (2013 – 2014). Joyce (2014) paper seeks to understand how 

professional knowledge and authority impact upon the state-profession relationship and the 

development and deployment of state policy in Great Britain. 

Without intending to examine in detail these international regulations, from their analysis it results 

certainly the availability of a common principle, namely granting a second chance to the honest 

debtor and supporting its efforts for business recovery. 

Within this study we are to analyze the particularities of the Romanian legal rules applicable to the 

financing of a reorganization plan, achieved either by giving loans to the legal person in insolvency 

or by capital infusion, followed by a change of the articles of that legal person. 
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Relevant Provisions, The Romanian Legislator Concept  

The main normative act that will be analyzed is Law No. 85/2014 on the procedures for insolvency 

and insolvency prevention (hereinafter the Insolvency Code), but according to Article 342 (1), the 

provisions of this law will be supplemented, in as far as they do not contravene those of the Civil 

Procedure Code and the Civil Code. They are also incidental to the issue of special interest and 

regulations, included in Law No. 31/1990 of the companies. 

This normative act specifies even from Article 2 that "the purpose of this act is to establish a 

collective procedure for covering the debtor's liabilities, while granting, where possible, a chance of 

recovering its activity." As a result, any debtor has the right to a second chance, the opening of the 

bankruptcy procedure needing to be started only after using up the solutions that allow the 

reorganization. 

True to its vision of insolvency, for which he has opted even since 1995, the Romanian legislator 

chose to regulate the reorganization of the person in insolvency following the American model, at the 

same time applying the European principles and some of the World Bank's recommendations.  

The American model, centered on a win-win mentality (the famous Chapter 11 of the US Bankruptcy 

Code), systematically analyzed in our doctrine (Miloș S.M., 2009) has an unwritten principle: the 

precedence of reorganization over bankruptcy, the practice stating the prevalence of reorganization to 

the detriment of bankruptcy, entering into the liquidation procedure only those entities where 

reorganization failed. The American legislator's vision of reorganization is focused around giving the 

debtor a second chance, keeping the entrepreneur in the commercial circuit having beneficial effects 

at a macroeconomic level, through creating jobs, payment of contributions/taxes and maintaining a 

healthy business environment among contracting partners. 

Recently, on March 12, 2014, the European Commission has adopted the Recommendation 

concerning a new approach to business failure and insolvency, whose stated objective is "to ensure 

that viable enterprises facing financial difficulties (...) have access to national insolvency frameworks 

that would enable them to restructure their activity at an early stage, in order to prevent their 

insolvency and, accordingly, to maximize the total amount for lenders, employees, owners and the 

economy as a whole".  

Through this Recommendation, the Commission established minimum standards on the preventive 

regulatory framework for restructuring and debt relief of the entrepreneurs in insolvency. In Section 

III (Preventive Frameworks for Restructuring) it is stipulated that debtors should be able to 

restructure their economic activity through a restructuring plan, adopted by means of a flexible 

procedure, within which "the new sources of financing needed for implementing a restructuring plan 

should not be declared void, voidable or unenforceable as an act to the detriment of the general mass 

of creditors"(A letter e). The Commission also recommends, in letter D of the same Section III, to 

protect new sources of financing ("including new loans, sale of certain assets by the debtor and 

conversion of claims into shares"). 

The new Romanian act from 2014 on the procedures of insolvency and insolvency prevention follows 

the line drawn by the European Commission and recognizes the particularly important role played by 

financing for the recovery of the company in difficulty. It has been established through Article 4 that 

the act is based on several principles, including "ensuring access to financing sources in the 

procedures of insolvency prevention, during the periods of observation and reorganization, with the 

creation of an regime adequate for the protection of these claims" (paragraph 8). The principle of 

ensuring access to sources of financing in insolvency and insolvency prevention procedures is a 

starting point for taking measures intended to encourage the recovery of companies in difficulty. 

After the Insolvency Code adoption, it has been stated that Romania would have one of the most 

evolved laws in insolvency matters, the statement being supported by the indication of the Report on 

the observance of standards and codes of insolvency and creditor / debtor regimes, World Bank, 

2014. 
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Despite these good references, only 2% of all companies entering into insolvency are successfully 

reorganizing and this percentage is observed both for small companies and among the largest 100 

insolvent companies, according to the COFACE Analysis of the largest 100 companies that entered 

into insolvency in the years 2011-2015. 

Therefore we are to analyze the legislative possibilities of financing a reorganization plan as a way of 

supporting it and of saving the company in insolvency. 

Observation Period 

Insolvency is, according to the Romanian conception, the incapacity to pay current debts due to lack 

of liquidity. Nevertheless, it is preferable that the company financial problems be solved before the 

debtor reaches insolvency, from the moment when the first difficulties arise. The prediction of debtor 

solvency is much-needed in bankruptcy procedures. It can be resorted to complete the following 

tasks: choose bankruptcy procedure (rehabilitation or liquidation); develop strategy and tactics for 

recovering solvency; justify the decision to dismiss crisis management and pass on to business 

liquidation.( Prediction of Debtor Solvency: Developing Bankruptcy Framework in Russia Neli R. 

Abramishvili, Nadezhda A. Lvova, Viktor V. Ivanov,Natalia S. Voronova, Proceedings of The 27th 

IBIMA Conference, 2016) 

The observation period is defined by the new law as the period between the opening of the insolvency 

procedure and the date of reorganization plan confirmation or, as the case may be, bankruptcy. 

Currently, this time period has been limited to one year. The observation period is particularly 

important for ensuring a minimum of financing resources since, if the debtor fails to survive until the 

reorganization plan has been drawn up and voted, it is certainly no longer possible to save him from 

bankruptcy.  

During this period, in the absence of special legal bans, the debtor will be able to resort to any 

funding source. As to the circumstance that the debtor is a Romanian legal entity, prohibitions related 

to this operation are out of the question, except when the financial backer is subject to incapacity or 

prudential requirements according to its national law 

As a rule, when shareholders or associates of a business in difficulty want reorganization, they will 

finance out of their own funds the current operations of the debtor company. (Comșa M, Comșa P. 

2017), 

Theoretically there is also the possibility of financing from external sources by accessing a new bank 

loan or opening a credit line during the observation period with the authorization of the syndic judge 

and the official receiver's opinion. However, the conclusion of such contracts is unlikely as they have 

to be done only to ensure working capital financing within the current limits And they are null and 

void if the requirements of authorization and endorsement are not met.  

In most cases, the loans maintained/given during the observation period cover short-term needs, such 

as financing the current activities. These may consist of continuing the contracted activities, 

according to the object of activity, carrying out the operations of receipts and payments related 

thereto, and ensuring the working capital financing within current limits (Cărpenaru D.S., Nemeş V., 

Hotca A.H., 2006). In other words, as a rule, during the observation period, the debtor can apply to 

external sources only to finance the normal activities of its trade, while fulfilling the authorization 

requirements provided by the law. 

During this period financing may also be ensured by maintaining ongoing credit agreements. The 

official receiver has the obligation to evaluate the contracts concluded by the debtor with third parties 

previously to opening the insolvency procedure and to keep those whose execution is necessary for 

the fulfillment of the reorganization plan objectives. 

It is important to mention that the official receiver has a right of option as concerns maintaining or 

terminate the insolvent debtor's contracts within a limitation period of 3 months from the date of the 

procedure opening, as long as these contracts have not been executed totally or substantially by all 
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parties involved, with the aim of maximizing the value of the debtor's assets. Although the law does 

not provide expressly, it is understood that the provision also refers to credit agreements in progress 

on the date of procedure opening. (Comșa M, Comșa P., 2017). Consequently, it follows that, as a 

result of the interdiction on the syndic judge for analyzing the opportunity of the official receiver's 

activity, this has a discretionary right to terminate the credit agreements in progress. 

Yet, the problems with regard to these contracts termination do not end here. Pursuant to Article 123 

(1) of the law adopted in 2014, "the contracts in progress shall be deemed to have been maintained on 

the date of procedure opening, ... and any contractual clauses to terminate the contracts in progress, to 

violate the benefit of time limit or to declare the anticipated exigibility for the reason of procedure 

opening shall be null". Nevertheless, due to the pressure put upon by banks, it has been established 

through special law that "the provisions referring to keeping the contracts in progress and the nullity 

of clauses for termination or acceleration of obligations are not applicable as regards the qualified 

financial agreements and bilateral clearing operations based on a qualified financial contract or a 

bilateral clearing agreement".  

Therefore, it follows that in order to keep the financing contracts during the financing period, the 

debtor needs both the support of the official receiver, and that of the credit institutions. 

Another situation where the support of the official receiver is necessary is that it can formulate 

possible requests referring to unpredictability, which will be settled by the syndic judge. The 

provision also occurs in the context in which the new Civil Code accepted the theory of 

unpredictability in our system of law.  

The legal issue arising is where the credit is granted by a financial backer, a foreign company, and the 

parties have not chosen the Romanian law as applicable. Thus, prior to opening any insolvency 

proceedings, to this contract will be applied lex contractus, ie the law chosen by the parties or, failing 

that, the law of the state in which the financial backer resides. 

After opening the insolvency procedure, according to the provisions of Article 7 (2) of the EU 

Regulation No. 2015/848 of the European Parliament and of the Council, the law of the opening State 

determines the conditions for the opening, progress and closure of insolvency procedure, these 

determining in particular (...) the effects of the insolvency procedure on the contracts in progress to 

which the debtor is a party. 

On the other hand, in the case of mortgage guarantees of a contract concluded with a debtor entered 

into insolvency, the Regulation considers that ''it is necessary a special waiver from the opening State 

law since such rights are of considerable importance for providing loans. Therefore, the justification, 

validity and extent of real rights should normally be determined by the law of the place (lex situs) and 

not be affected by the opening of insolvency procedure. As a result, the holder of a real right should 

be able to further turn to account its right to delimit the tangible security from the mass of goods. 

Consequently, it follows that in practice it could not be met the situation where for a financing 

contract with cross-border implications to be initially applied lex contractus, then, after the opening 

of insolvency proceedings, the law of the state where the debtor has its headquarters, while for the 

mortgage guarantee it will be applied lex situs. 

Reorganization 

For a reorganization to be effective, we estimate that there it is necessary (i) a coherent and adequate 

reorganization plan; (ii) competent official receivers, with both legal and economic preparation, that 

would defend the interests of the debtor company; (iii) a regulation focusing on reorganization rather 

than liquidation; (iv) supplementing and diversifying sources of financing; and (v) lenders willing to 

be involved in reorganization plans. (Comșa M, Comșa P., 2017). 

Regardless of the person(s) drafting the reorganization plan, Article 133 of the new law concerning 

the procedures for insolvency and insolvency prevention shows the data it has to cover, including: 
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o obtaining financial resources to support the achievement of the plan and their 

sources of provenance, the financing approved by the plan following to benefit 

from priority on reimbursement; 

o manner to pay current debts; 

o measures adequate for the reorganization plan implementation (obtaining financial 

resources to support the plan achievement and their sources of provenance, the 

financing approved by the plan following to benefit from priority on reimbursement 

pursuant to the provisions of Article 159 (1) 2 or, as appropriate, according to the 

provisions of Article 161, point 2; the transmission of all or some of the debtor's 

assets to one or more natural or legal persons, established previously or 

subsequently to the plan confirmation; debtor's merging or division, including in 

compliance with the obligations to notify the concentration operations, according to 

the laws in the field of competition. In the case of division, the provisions of Article 

2411 (3) of Law No 31/1990, republished, as subsequently amended and 

supplemented, do not apply; change of the debtor's articles of incorporation, 

pursuant to the law; issuance of securities by the debtor or other persons, under the 

conditions provided by Law No. 31/1990, republished. In order to enter in the plan 

a securities issue, it is necessary to express in writing the agreement of the creditor 

who is to receive the issued securities, an agreement that will be given before 

expressing the vote on the reorganization plan by the creditors. By way of 

exception to the provisions of subparagraph J, the reorganization plan can not 

provide the conversion of the budgetary receivables into securities)  

o sometimes it may provide for the change of the articles of incorporation without the 

statutory consent of the debtor's members or associates/ shareholders. 

 

The importance of indicating the necessary financial resources in relation to the proposed way of 

reorganization was also recognized by the doctrine. (Adam I., Savu CN 2006, Ţăndăreanu N., 2012) 

Thus, the plan will mention the sources of financing available or that will be available in the future, 

including the goods and amounts of money to be obtained from future customers, and external 

financing means, with the stipulation of measures to attract these. The plan will also have to establish 

actual destinations for efficient and profitable allocation of resources. 

 

In practice, it has been found that the debtors being under reorganization proposed either plans based 

on decreasing the debtor's assets in order to pay debts and to attract resources, or plans for financial 

or operational reorganization of the business activity that required prevailingly external sources of 

financing. (Adam I., Savu C.N.,2006).  

 

These sources of financing may be obtained in one of the following manners: 

 

1. For financing needfull to implement the financial recovery plan, the debtor may resort to 

an infusion of capital by increasing its share capital, an operation that involves a public offer of stock 

and shares, under the conditions provided for by Law no. 297/2004 regarding the capital market. In 

the case of the issue of new shares, before being offered to the public, they will be offered for 

subscription, in particular to existing shareholders, in proportion to the number of shares they own. 

(Adam I., Savu C.N. 2006). 

 

Notwithstanding, in practice, there are rarely shareholders, associates or foreign investors willing to 

take the risk of contributing with resources to saving the enterprise. The investor's refusal to finance 

is a considerable pressure put on the company's administrators as it is really difficult for them to build 

up additional capital from third parties. (Piperea G., 2008). 

 

Regardless of the nationality or citizenship of the persons who subscribe to these shares, it will be 

applied the law of the debtor in insolvency, such as lex societatis. 
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In the same way, it is necessary to carefully select the solutions for increasing the share capital 

according to each specific case, given the major risks that may arise if the financing is offered by 

potential external shareholders who intend to bleach money from illicit business or activities 

assimilated to offenses in the sphere of organized crime. 

 

2. The issuance of bonds by the debtor is possible only in the case of joint-stock companies 

and is carried out under the conditions provided by the Law No. 31/1990 (Company Law) and Law 

no. 297/2004 on the capital market. They do not confer on their holders any power of decision or 

management in that company and do not affect shareholders' ownership rights. The size of the 

borrowed loan depends not only on the company financing and on its ability to reimburse, but also on 

the supply of capital on the financial market.  

 

Also in this situation, regardless of the nationality or citizenship of the persons who subscribe to these 

shares, it will be applied the law of the debtor in insolvency, such as lex societatis. 

 

3. Financing by bank credit agreements is the most sought-after external source of financing, 

but the cases when credit institutions are lending to debtors in the reorganization process are very 

seldom, this being mainly due to the low number of situations where the judicial reorganization 

process has reached the end. (Târşia A.C., 2012). Also, creditors who provide debt repayment 

schedule or refinancing impose extremely severe and burdensome conditions for companies in 

difficulty that balance against the risk they are exposed to through their financing. 

 

The question arising is whether, in order to make easier the task of obtaining this financing, the 

borrower agrees that this operation be governed by the law of the financial backer, is such a solution 

possible? 

 

Naturally, such a provision, particularly if the financial backer belongs to a Member State of the 

European Union, is not prohibited by the provisions of the EU Regulation No. 2015/848 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council, which provides the application of the debtor's State law in 

other situations. Similarly, we consider that such a choice of the applicable law can also be made if 

the financial backer belongs to a country that is not a EU member, but in both situations the 

mandatory provisions of the debtor’s national law must be observed. 

 

Such a conclusion is natural, especially when in the reorganization plan are set up conditions for the 

use of such financing or are established guarantees, which by the rule that the reorganization plan is 

the "law" for the participants in the insolvency procedure, become opposable to the last. 

 

Guarantees for the Financial Backers within the Insolvency Procedure 
 

It is unanimously accepted that guarantees are decisive in obtaining funding in the insolvency 

procedure, these providing an incentive for unblocking the financial resources. (Dimitriu A.P.2013). 

In order to give a real chance to the debtors in insolvency, the Romanian legislator has set up, as a 

novelty, an increased priority at repayment for the financing granted to the debtor in the insolvency 

procedure, including during the observation period. (Godâncă-Herlea V. 2014). 

Thus, according to Article 87 (4) of the new law on the procedures for insolvency and insolvency 

prevention, "the financing given to the debtor during the observation period for carrying out the 

current activities, with the approval of the creditors' meeting, shall benefit from priority upon 

repayment, according to the provisions of Article 159 (1) point 2 or, as the case may be, according to 

the provisions of Article 161 (2)". Such financing will be mainly guaranteed by bearing on certain 

goods or rights that are not the subject of preference cases and, subsidiarily, if there are no such 

goods or rights available, with the consent of the creditors who are beneficiaries of those preference 

cases. 

Assuming that the consent of the creditors who are beneficiaries of those preference cases concerned 

is not obtained, according to the third sentence of Article 87 (4), "the priority when repaying these 
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debts, provided by Article 159 (1) 2 will diminish the sufficiency regime of creditors who are 

beneficiaries of the preference cases, proportionally, by reference to the full value of the goods or 

rights which are the subject of these preference cases." 

When the assets that are encumbered by preference cases are not available or are insufficient, for the 

not-guaranteed part of the debt, the creditors will benefit from priority, pursuant to the provisions of 

Article 161 (2). 

More specifically, in the case of debtor company’s bankruptcy, the debts coming from financing 

granted during the observation period for carrying out the current activities,  according to Article 87 

(4), shall have priority over the wage debts, other debts arising from the continuation of the debtor's 

activity after the procedure opening, debts owed to good faith acquirer third-parties or sub-acquirers 

who return the debtor's assets or their equivalent value, budgetary debts, debts representing bank 

loans, related expenses and interest, those resulting from deliveries of goods, services provision or 

other works, from rents, debts corresponding to Article 123 (11) b), including bonds and other 

chirographic claims. 

Among the means of protection for the financial backers in the procedure, the legislator has regulated 

the possibility of making a request to open the bankruptcy procedure in the case of non-paying the 

current debts. Thus, "the holder of a current, certain, liquid and exigible receivable older than 60 days 

and an amount above the threshold value, may request, at any time during the reorganization plan or 

after fulfilling the payment obligations undertaken in the plan, to proceed to the bankruptcy. Its 

application will be rejected by the syndic judge in the event that the receivable is not due, is paid or 

the debtor concludes a payment agreement with this creditor". 

This new regulation is, no doubt, more attractive to potential financial backers in insolvency 

procedure. 

It is also seen the legislator's concern for ensuring a balance and fot protecting the pre-existing 

creditors. Thus, the syndic judge does not have a decision-making right in this situation, the judgment 

belonging to the majority creditors, and when these are other than the pre-guaranteed creditors, the 

balance tilts in favor of the first. 

Analysis of the Impact of Legislative Changes 

Following the entry into force of Law No. 85/2014, in the juridical literature there have been 

expressed opinions according to which "it is improbably to find persons that would advance money 

as a loan in the difficult situation of the insolvent debtor's business. ... and anyway, this matter 

depends on the financing policies practiced by credit institutions. " (Stanciu D. Carpenaru, Mihai 

Adrian Hotca, Vasile Nemes, Insolvency Code commented, The Juridic Universe, Bucharest, 2014, 

on page 257). 

We will analyze the impact of these changes, mentioning that the relatively short period will not 

allow being drawn definitive conclusions. 

It should also be mentioned that banking prudential rules and tightening of capital requirements for 

the activities of lending to companies in insolvency have diminished the appetite of many Romanian 

banking financial entities to still provide funding for the successful saving of viable activities. The 

peculiarities of a process for saving a company in insolvency by providing some crisis facilities 

within the procedure, require the employment of a staff with a complex qualification who has 

knowledge of financial analysis of some entities in difficulty, who knows the particularities of the 

insolvency law, having the ability to quickly suck in information concerning various fields of activity 

(industry, services, production, energy) and with strong negotiation skills.  
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Source: COFACE ROMANIA 

Source: Ministry of Justice from Romania
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At the time of drawing up the study, there had been identified 20 companies that had undergone or 

were in the process of reorganization following the opening of insolvency procedure. Out of these, 13 

were still being under reorganization, 5 had already proceeded to the bankruptcy phase (not being 

able to recover by reorganization), and 2 had successfully completed the reorganization process, 

being currently operative. It results that only 11% of the reorganizing companies have managed to 

resume their business, almost a third went bankrupt, while for nearly two-thirds the process was still 

in progress. Thus, the trend converges to the valid statistics for all insolvent companies, as only 2% 

of the companies that open their insolvency procedure in Romania reorganize successfully, the 

percentage being nearly ten times smaller than the average recorded in the EU (10). For the 

companies that have already submitted their reorganization plan and are still undergoing this process, 

it has lasted about 2 years from the opening of the insolvency until a reorganization plan was 

confirmed. For these, since the reorganization plan approval has passed, on average, one year. Given 

these premises, the recovery probability for these companies is low as, in practice, the reorganization 

procedures that exceed one year will not finish successfully. 

Conclusions 

From analyzing the statistical data concerning the number of companies that entered into insolvency 

and reorganization, we notice after the entry into force of Law No. 85/2006 a slight increase in the 

number of reorganizations. 

On the other hand, the percentage of successful reorganizations does not seem to have increased, 

hence it results that, although the debtors themselves are encouraged to propose a reorganization 

plan, so far the business environment has not intercepted these changes as sufficient to raise the 

interest in saving these companies in insolvency. 

These arguments are taken into account when we feel that we need a reconsideration of the 

implementation of the financial recovery plan by resorting to some of the financing solutions outlined 

above. Obviously the infusion of capital through the increase of the share capital, the issuance of 

bonds by the debtor or the bank credit will put pressure on the one in insolvency given the risks of 

such operations and even the described aspects regarding the international issues, difficult to manage, 

in a time not conducive to the development of economic activities, but we think it may be a solution 

that we recommend to professionals at the moment. 
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Abstract 
 

In this paper we analyse the definitions and legal understanding of two key concepts: public interest and 

public good, both in the context of Romanian contemporary society and public administration and in 

relation with the notion of personal interest.Even though the concept of public interest is very used in 

order to justify certain decisions taken in the Romanian public administration system, it remains a 

mysterious notion as it is not always clear what it really consists of. We refer at public interest in 

opposition with private interest and we try to identify the main characteristics of the notion and how it 

should be applied by the authorities and respected by the people, members of the communities. We feel 

that it is necessary that the population should be better informed and consulted more often in order to 

make sure that the decisions are made correctly and with authentic respect for the public interest. We 

shall explore in the paper the most effective methods to reach this purpose. 

On the other hand, the notion of public good refers mainly to the individual happiness and quality of life. 

The Romanian Constitution enshrines and recognizes in Article 47 the right to a decent living standard. A 

general definition informs us that the public good consists of a state of wellbeing of as many members of 

the community as possible. This state of wellbeing can be achieved only if the personal purposes and 

interests of the individual are respected and taken into consideration.  

At this point, in conclusion, we become aware of the fact that, in order to achieve the public good 

(personal wellbeing, decent living standards and happiness) the public interest and the personal interest 

should be balanced, and the public administration must develop policies in order to obtain all these three 

at high standards (public interest, public good and personal wellbeing, and happiness for the individuals). 

Keywords: public interest, public good, professional deontology of the public servant, happiness, 

public servant, public administration; decent living standards, applied ethics. 

Introduction 
 

The interest is the main motive of all the human actions, the factor which confers sense and constancy to 

all our activities. The Romanian law expressly protects the legitimate interest of the individuals by 

opposing it to the personal illegitimate interest that presupposes obtaining advantages and returns by 

illegal means.  

 

The public good that refers to obtaining a decent living standard for the majority of the members of the 

society necessarily implies the efficient exercise of the rights and the realisation of the personal legitimate 

interests, a decent living standard etc. 
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Through the activity of the institutions of the public administration, the state has to ensure the respecting 

of the laws and the satisfying of the general interest in such a way that the members of the society may be 

able to efficiently exercise their rights and follow their legitimate interests and, if necessary, to  impose 

their respecting by coercion. 

 

When the public interest is not respected acts of corruption are done, and the fight against corruption 

presupposes the active involvement of the citizens within the public life by signalling abuse, followed by 

their corresponding sanctions...  

 

The present study does not analyze with priority particular facts by which the public interest is not 

respected, but it proposes to realise a legal delineation, as precise as possible, of public interest, and 

establish the way in which it contributes to the exercise of the human rights and legitimate interests of 

peope and to the realisation of the public good.  

 

Definitions and Legal Framework 
 

Public Interest and Private Interest  
 

In the first place, it is necessary to mention the fact that the concepts of public interest and private interest 

are established within the Romanian legislation to the different types of disrespecting certain rights / 

legitimate interests that cam consist of the object of litigations and actions in justice, meaning that their 

respecting can be imposed, if necessary, through the state’s power of coercion.  

 

Any physical or juridical person is entitled to certain subjective rights and legitimate interests, and their 

exercise should be realised according to the law and its fundamental principles. The issue of defining the 

meaning of public interest and private interest occurs when the state has to ensure their respecting and 

defend them and, implicitly, to punish their infringement, committed either by other persons, or by the 

institutions of the state. 

Generally speaking and according to the explanatory dictionary, by interest, in general, we understand 

“the things that bring advantages to someone or something” (Longman Dictionary, 

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary). Moving forward, when we use the expression public interest or 

national /interest we refer to something that is “good or necessary for the safety or success of a country 

and its people” (Longman Dictionary, https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/be-in-the-national-public-

interest ).  

 

By analysing the terms, we notice that this definition of the public interest contains words such as “good”, 

“necessary”, “success”, “safety”, and this means that we are dealing with a general concept and the actual 

content of the expression public interest is not precisely expressed and it can differ pretty much from one 

state to another, and from one community to another. 

 

Within the Romanian law system, before the concept of legitimate interest became exclusively a juridical 

one, the doctrine used to define interest as being „any hope, wait, expectations, even illusion that the 

positive law does not sanction because it does not know it” (J. Vermeulen, p. 209). We notice that this 

definition regards the private legitimate interest.  

 

The Dictionary of Public Law defines the expressions of private legitimate interest and public legitimate 

interest found in Law no. 554/2004 regarding the administrative legal charges as they are provisioned by 

the nowadays Romanian legislation. The content of Law no. 554/2004, article 2 line (1) letter) shows that 

the expression public legitimate interest refers to „the interest that regards the legal order and the 

constitutional democracy, the ensuring of the rights, freedoms and the fundamental duties of the citizens, 

the satisfying of the community needs, the exercise of the competences of the public authorities” 

(Dictionary of Public Law, 2010).  
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Next, by private legitimate interest we understand „the possibility to pretend a certain behaviour when 

considering the exercise of a subjective and expectedly configured right” (article 2 line (1) letter p) of 

Law no. 554/2004 regarding the administrative legal charges). This definition is also to be found in the 

Dictionary of Public Law, 2010. The subjective right represents the person’s prerogative to do or not to 

do something, which generates the negative obligation towards all the other members of society not to do 

anything that might impede its exercise and which, if necessary, can be imposed through the power of 

coercion of the state.  

 

By analysing these two definitions we notice the high degree of generalising of their content, as well as 

the fact that the Romanian legislator considered necessary to introduce the term „legitimate” next to those 

of public and private interests by appreciating perhaps that, when this particular word is missing, wrong 

interpretations and applications of the legal decisions may appear within the development of actions of 

public and respectively private interest.  

 

The term legitimate refers to everything that „is based upon the law, that justifies itself by the law, and 

that is admitted according to a certain right” (The Romanian Explanatory Dictionary, www.dexonline.ro). 

Therefore, generally speaking, the legitimate interest, either public or private, refers to a certain right 

admitted by the law of some public authority or by some entity of private right. In this way, the nowadays 

Romanian legislation configures the context within which both the public and the private interests can be 

exercised. The specialized literature underlined the idea of the legitimate character of the interest, 

„meaning that not any interest is defended by the law. In order to be protected in such a way, the present 

constituent and legislator impose the legitimate character of the interest that results through an evaluation 

made by the legislator and transposed into a legal norm”. (V. Vedinaș, 2017, p. 424-425). 

 

We may now logically infer the fact that not any type of interest is protected by the law, meaning that it 

cannot be the object of a lawsuit; it has to be about an interest established into an express juridical norm 

or based upon the fundamental principles of the law.  

 

By analysing another legal system, we notice that within the French juridical doctrine any action that 

regards the breaking of a „direct and personal, born and actual, juridical and legitimate [interest]” is to be 

admitted as an object of juridical action. (C. Debbash; J.C. Ricci, p.641). Also, the French juridical 

doctrine admits the fact that the injured legitimate interest can be material or moral, depending on the 

type of prejudice that was done to the keeper of the interest, by moral interest meaning the injuring of 

one’s honour, dignity, of one’s ideas, or of the mission of a group etc. 

 

We found it of interest to mention that things have not always been this way in Romanian legislation. For 

instance, Law no. 29 of 1990 of the administrative legal charges/litigations, which is a the norm before 

Law no. 554/2004, and that was adopted right after the Romanian Revolution of 1989 provisioned within 

article 1 that „any physical or juridical person/entity, in case it considers that its rights that were admitted 

by the law have been injured by an administrative act or by the unjustified denial of some administrative 

authority in solving one’s request regarding a right admitted by the law, can address to the court for the 

act to be declared null, for the recognition of the right it pretends and the appropriate compensation for 

the injury it has been caused”. As a conclusion, the legislator of the moment regarded only the protection 

of the rights admitted by the law, without mentioning the protection of the legitimate interest.  

 

Also, the initial form of the Romanian Constitution of 1991 within article 48, line (1) provisioned that 

„the person who’s rights have been injured by some public authority, by an administrative act or by not 

coming to an end with a request by the legal deadline, is entitled to get the recognition of the pretended 

right, the annulment of the administrative act, and the compensation for one’s injury”. Later on, after 

previsioning the Romanian Constitution in 2003, article 52, line (1) got the following content: „the person 

who’s rights have been injured by some public authority, by an administrative act or by not coming to an 

end with a request by the legal deadline, is entitled to get the recognition of the pretended right or of the 
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legitimate interest, the annulment of the administrative act, and the compensation for one’s injury”. This 

specification was also included within Law no. 554/2004 of the administrative legal charges, the 

nowadays norm for this issue.  

 

The older practice of the courts of law found it hard to make the difference between the rights of the 

person and one’s legitimate interests, as they could not establish for sure „where the domain of  law 

stated, and where that of the interests started, if the two met or not”  (J. Vermeulen, p. 112). Yet, we 

cannot state that those provisions for the individual which compose nowadays the domain of the 

legitimate interests was ignored or lacked the juridical protection because the highest instance of law in 

Romania invested the concept of right with a very general and large meaning – as it consists of „any 

possibility admitted by the law, any eventual right”  (V. Vedinaș, 2017, p. 425), and it admitted that the 

breaking of a legitimate personal interest is enough for the keeper of the interest to get the quality of 

complainant in a litigation where one requests one’s interest to be protected. So even if the term „private 

legitimate interest” did not originally have an express juridical provision, yet it was protected by the 

authorities as it was included within the category of the subjective rights of the physical or juridical 

entities. Professor Rarincescu, an important specialist in administrative law in the inter-war period 

considered one’s subjective right to be „that power to pretend to someone something, an action or an 

abstention from action, and this power was recognized and ensured by the juridical order by the 

possibility to go to court” (C. Rarincescu, p. 226). 

 

The concept of public interest also appears within the content of  Law no.7/2004 regarding the Public 

Servant Code of Conduct where within article 3 letter b) the priority of the public interest is declared, „a 

principle according to which the public servants have the duty to place the public interest above their 

personal interests when they exercise their function”. Within this context of the activities and obligations 

of the public servant the public interest opposes the personal one. According to the law, namely article 4 

letter c) „the public interest, namely that interest that involves the ensuring and respecting of the rights, 

freedoms and legitimate interests of the citizens recognized by the Constitution, the internal legislation, 

and the international treatises to which Romania adhered”, and the personal interest  [article 4 letter d)] is 

defined as „any material advantage or an advantage of any other nature followed or obtained directly or 

indirectly for oneself or for others by the public servants by means of one’s reputation, influence, 

facilities, relationships, or the information to which one has access as a result of one’s exercise of one’s 

public function”. In this way, the distinction between the legitimate private interest and the personal 

interest can be made by relating it to one’s professional activity. In our opinion, this definition of public 

interest of Law no. 7/2004 does not cover but partially the meaning of the term, and it is but a regulation 

meant to underline the public servant’s obligations having an ethical and deontological character when 

the public servant is exercising one’s professional duties (regarding the avoidance of any conflict of 

interest and the fight against corruption). 

 

However, within Law no. 544/2001 regarding the access to the public interest information we find the 

following definition of the piece of information having a public character as being „any piece of 

information that regards the activities of or results out of the activities of some public authority of 

institution, no matter the means, the media or the way in which the piece of information is made public”. 

The examples  may continue so that other contextual definitions may be found in order to configure what 

we usually call public interest, but the main issue refers to the fact that there is no final definition in any 

Romanian normative act that could clarify once for good the meaning of the expression „public interest”, 

and many authors have asked if this aspect was deliberately left as obscure as such so that it may be used 

in the most unclear situations when one could hardly establish how one measure or another taken by the 

so called authority of public interest are in favour of some groups or persons rather than of the respective 

community. 

 

But, on the other hand, by its very structure, the concept of public interest has a general character, as it 

has to respond to the needs of the human communities in different occasions and circumstances. If the 
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public interest were defined restrictively, the authorities would risk not being able to invoke it in certain 

situations in order to take the necessary measures needed to accomplish certain objectives belonging to 

the public order or to solve some unpredictable problems. It is important that the argument for the public 

interest should not be used abusively in order to justify measures that in favour certain groups or persons 

in the detriment of the majority of the individuals of the society. The most relevant definition is in our 

opinion that established by Law no. 7/2004 which configures the domain of the public interest and 

restraints it to the legitimate rights and interests of the citizens. Only in order to ensure the respecting of 

the legitimate rights, fundamental freedoms, and interests of the persons measures on behalf of the public 

interest can be taken. If the legitimate rights, fundamental freedoms, and interests of the persons were 

infringed on behalf of the so called public interest, an abuse is committed by the authorities that made the 

respective decision.  

Public Good  

Most generally, the public good is an ethical principle that presupposes ensuring a decent living standard 

for the individuals and the possibility for them to lead a confortable and safe life. Professor Antonio 

Sandu defined the public good to be ”the state of wellbeing of as many citizens as possible, in accordance 

with his/her own aspirations and interests” (A. Sandu, Public Good, p. 83). 

The expression public good appears explicitly in Law no. 7/2004 regarding the Public Servant Code of 

Conduct, and it establishes its priority in relation to the personal interests of the public servants. 

Achieving the public good and the public interest are the main objectives of any democratic state, and 

implicitly, Romanian’s state, as well. The democratic state is the most efficient type of organization of the 

human community within which the individuals have the best means in order to achieve their own goals, 

and the possibility to search for happiness and to actually be happy (by happiness we understand a state 

of maximum contentment).  

Respecting the concept of public good within a democratic state presupposes the efficient undertakings 

from the authorities in order to get and maintain a decent living standard for the individuals and to ensure 

their freedom of action and the necessary means to attain their legitimate objectives. So, in the first place 

the Constitution of the state has to contain the juridical establishment of the necessary principles in order 

to attain the public good. The Romanian Constitution contains provisions such as: the right to individual 

freedom (article 23), the right to freely move across borders (art.25), the right to an intimate and private 

family life (art. 26), the freedom of conscious (art.29), the freedom of speech (art. 30), the right to be 

informed (art. 31), the right to study (art.32), the free access to culture (art. 33), the right to a decent 

living standard (art. 47) etc. The latest presupposes from the point of view of the Romanian constituent 

legislator the fact that „the state is obliged to take the measures for the economic development and the 

social protection meant to ensure a decent living standard to its citizens” (art. 47 line (1) of the Romanian 

Constitution. Line (2) specifies concrete ways by which the state ensures that decent living standard to its 

citizens> the right to a retiring pension, to paid maternity leave, to medical assistance within the social 

units of state, to a dole, to any other types of social assurances public or private, to social assistance 

within the law etc. Further on, the other laws of the state have to ensure the effective means by which 

each of us get to have an effective decent living standard. But at least regarding this aspect there are 

pretty serious issues (very low pensions and salaries, poor medical services etc.) in Romania, and the 

consequences are very serious: the migration of the young people towards the Western Europe, 

demographic diminution, an aging people etc. Even a superficial analysis of the situation shows that it is 

evident that in Romania only a small part of the people has a decent living standard, unlike the states in 

Western Europe or the USA.  

However, having this component of ensuring the efficient means in order for each of us may look for 

happiness and attain one’s own objectives, the content of the public good is negotiated between the two 

sides: the state and the beneficiary. It is logical that the state should take into account those aspects of 
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their private lives of the individuals that ensure their contentment and satisfaction. The public good is 

realized by means of the laws of the state, and its content (in as much it is legitimate) is created by the 

individuals, and the authority is meant to ensure the necessary means to its attainment. 

So “the state’s welfare obligations, derived from the value of social solidarity, require exceeding the 

policies of the minimal state, which only ensure fair access to opportunities existing in the society. 

Redefining public good by including the state’s obligation to ensure the minimal standards of quality of 

life and assistance to its citizens that cannot provide those standards through personal effort, leads to the 

idea of the social state.” (A. Sandu, Public Good, p. 78). But although Romania declares itself to be such 

a state, it seems that it constantly fails in fulfilling its mission of realizing the public good.  

The public interest of the state or of the administrative and territorial units has as an essential component 

the public good. All the legal measures and all the public policies regard the gaining of the capital that 

would then be used in order to furnish the goods and services that the individuals necessitate. If it does 

not succeed in doing so, the public good remains but an illusion, and the private legitimate interests 

become almost impossible to satisfy. In our opinion, it is impossible to realize the public interest if it does 

not succeed in satisfying the component of the public good: a decent living standard for the people and 

the effective possibility for the individuals to attain their legitimate goals.  

So, from our point of view, the two concepts, the public interest and the private interest are not opposed 

to one another, but they are deeply and necessarily interconnected. It is true that sometimes, in order to 

attain the welfare of a very large number of persons measures that affect negatively some persons can be 

taken (at the state level or the local community level), but in fact the most important welfare (or the 

welfare of the most people) is the least bad (or it affects the least possible number of individuals). But 

when such measures are taken, the people should be informed and they should have the possibility to 

evaluate the whole situation so that they understand the necessary character of the measure and they don’t 

get the impression of being deceived or having been done some injustice. In this way, we agree with”the 

theory of collective decision upon the public good and good governance is based upon the principle of 

majority, not only from the democratic perspective, but also from the exigency of identifying the decision 

with the maximum probability of being the best in the context and for the subject who is the subject of the 

decision.” (A. Sandu, p.  80). 

The acts of corruption as real breaking of the public interest 

The activity of the administrative public authorities of any democratic contemporary state is based on a 

set of normative acts founded on the provisions of the constitution of the respective state. Many times 

they tried to argue for the fact that the public institutions should develop their activity by following the 

principles of the private management, meaning to follow the maximum of profit and efficiency. But as it 

always comes to the satisfying of the needs of public interest and ensuring a public service of good 

quality, the profit that can be obtained out of the activity of these institutions cannot be so big. Because of 

this there is some tension between the policies of management oriented towards efficiency and profit and 

the activity having a bureaucratic character exclusively based on the respecting of the law and the 

administrative policies within which even the reasons of opportunity of the measures taken are based on 

strict provisions. 

The big issues regarding the realizing of the public interest do not appear when the decisions taken by the 

authorities respect strictly the legal procedures but when more than one solution is possible, and the 

competent servants have to make decisions based on opportunity. Appreciating what is the most 

opportune strategy is a subjective endeavour and as a result contestable. There is a permanent disputation 

not only in Romania between the administrative system based on a strict legislation and the pragmatic 

one that is oriented towards  profit and efficiency, towards profitable public policies, rather than the 

respecting of the bureaucracy. ”The tension between a public administration grounded in law and one 
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grounded in managementhas been historically persistent and increasingly evident in contemporary 

scholarship. The substantive effects of the tension between legalism and managerialism range from 

marginal spill-over and chilling effects on managerial discretion, to more significant hostile tiesleading to 

crises of accountability, legitimacy, and even harm to those most vulnerablein society. This is particularly 

unfortunate at a time when rapid changes in the economic, social, and political environment are 

stimulating an equally rapid evolutionof public management strategies and when adopting market and 

private sector tools threatensto erode much of the democratic-constitutional foundation upon which 

governmentrests.(Robert K. Christensen, Holly T. Goerdel, Sean Nicholson-Crotty, p. 136). 

Usually, the decisions made by the authorities and justified by the public interest are not criticisable to us 

as citizens at all. And this happens because they usually seem normal, useful, legal, or justifiable. Only 

when we hear of something that seems unjust or immoral we start to question about the true interest of the 

respective decision. The feeling of indignation, that something is wrong makes us pay attention towards 

an issue and stand up. For instance, the Institute for Public Policies in Bucharest, Romania realised an 

analysis of the way in which the public interest can be found within the juridical norms regarding the 

living rights of the Romanian high officials. The issue taken into consideration referred to the 

accommodation of dignitaries, members of the Parliament (and not only them) that have to travel to the 

Capital in order to attend the meetings, the parliamentary sessions etc. For this kind of travel they need 

housing, special houses. The accommodations for business are living places given to the public servants, 

to the employees of institutions on account of the employment contract with the employer. The agency 

that took care at the national level of the administration of such houses, RA-APPS, used to have a secret 

budget that was not published in the Official Gazette, a reason for which the public opinion did not have 

access to the confidential information. It seems that the way of administrating the houses (the study 

regarded the period between 2002 and 2006) was a bad one, because this authority lost in court (when it 

came to the requests of getting back the houses claimed by their proper owners, the respective requests 

being rejected by the authorities but then being approved in court) and allocated the houses in a way that 

did not represent the public interest, by passing them by fraud from the public domain to the private 

domain of the state and then selling them by in favouring some people for prices lower than their value on 

the market. 

Many of the real estates administered by this authority were initially part of the public domain of the state 

or the administrative territorial unit and that means, according to Law no. 213/1998 regarding the public 

property that they have a special juridical regime as they are inalienable, intangible, and indefeasible.  

“One of the most representative examples is that of HG no. 854/2000 regarding the organization and 

functioning of the Autonomous Administration of the Patrimony of the State Protocol, a normative act 

which passes from the public domain to the private domain of the state 366 of <real estates> (Addendum 

4 of HG): villas, hotels, hotel chains, guest houses, agro-industrial plants, agro-zoo technical farms, and 

fishy farms, commercial sectors etc., including their corresponding lands. After this normative act was 

adopted, the public domain of state had only 91 <real estates> left (Addendum 3 of HG), out of a total of 

457 such <real estates> that were at that date. We should underline the fact that even if the Government 

provisioned an act regarding something so important and delicate (the passing from the public to the 

private domain of some patrimony of a very big value). It motivated more than unsatisfactorily the 

decision it made, as it comes against the norms of legislative technique for the elaboration of the 

normative acts, as they are provisioned by Law no. 24/2000 regarding the norms of legislative technique 

for the elaboration of the normative acts”(Iorga, Elena; Ciobanu, Costin; Rughiniş, Cosima; Stan, 

Valerian, p. 40-41).  

After the real estates were passed to the private domain of the state or of the administrative unit, they 

were alienated towards certain persons for some sums of money lower than their valueon the market and 

the budget of the state / administrative territorial units got defrauded with considerable amounts of 

money.  
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The case we considered above is but an example and it took place approximately ten years ago. 

Corruption is a phenomenon that can be encountered in any state of the world, not only in Romania. In 

2017 according to the Transparency Report, Romania came on the 24
th

 place, the same as Hungary, and 

the year before, in 2016 we came two places downer, the 26
th

 place within the European Union. 

Compared to the year 1997, when Romania was included in this study for the first time, the level of 

corruption grew smaller. The level of corruption is determined annually in every state by means of 

enquiries as the people have to answer a simple question: “How many times, within the last 12 months, 

have you had to bribe someone in order to get a public service?” 

There are a lot of situations when the public opinion reports the violation of the public interest in 

Romania: the building of roads and highways, assigning the contracts for snow removal, medical services 

etc. The main way to ensure the respecting of the public interest is the transparency of the way in which 

decisions are taken by the public central and local administration, by publishing all the information etc., 

and the main role is played by the citizen and the civil society that involves, checks, and publicly fights 

against corruption.  

Conclusions 

The realisation of the public interest, the private interest, and the public good are the major desiderata of 

any state, and in their absence the respecting of the human fundamental rights is impossible. The public 

interest presupposes taking action in an efficient manner and legally by means of which each of us can 

follow their own legitimate interests and can get a decent living standard. The public interest opposes to 

the private one only when it refers to the activity of the public servants who have to follow when 

exercising their professional duties the general interest of society and not their own that implies frauds 

and undeserved advantages. In any other case, the realisation of the public interest presupposes ensuring 

the respecting of the rights and legitimate interests of all the citizens. 

In order to make sure that within the society that we live in decisions are being taken according to the 

public interest and to the realisation of the public good, we, the members of the civil society, must 

involve actively into the act of governing, and make sure of the transparency of the activity developed by 

the public central or local institutions, and check the way how the public money is spent.  

A participative democracy where each of us involves is absolutely necessary because it is the only way to 

ensure the respecting of the public interest and the effective realisation of our individual legitimate 

interests and implicitly of the public good.  
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Abstract 
 

Implementing projects that generate green energy using renewable resources is a matter of high relevance 

as it is the question of accepting such projects only after a prior and careful technical and economical 

analysis that can highlight the profitability of these initiatives. At this moment, projects of this type seem 

to be inefficient, with expensive technologies being used, but with financial support and using high-tech 

tools for the proposed solutions, this becomes feasible. 

 

Keywords: green energy, wind power plants, Aeolian industrial parks, investment projects efficiency 

 

Introduction 

 
The analysis of the efficiency of investment in green energy projects is based on the fact that today the 

world has focused on achieving unrivaled goals without the pursuit and pollution limits, without 

preserving an unpolluted environment; most of the activities carried out within organizations are carried 

out with great precision at a high speed and affect the environment more or less as is mentioned by 

Bădescu et al (2010) and by Bălan (2007). Considering the issue of the century, pollution has generated a 

new branch of energy production, namely the production of "green" energy, according to Gasler (2007). 

As is mentioned in the Europe 2020 Strategy (2010), this new branch has been a major concern for the 

EU countries, which is why green energy projects receive financial support from the EU. According to 

Sorensen (2004) renewable energy sources are considered inexhaustible in the sense that they present 

very high resources compared to present needs and future estimates, and are present on the whole surface 

of the earth, involving only the costs of their transformation into directly usable energies.  

 

Vac (2012) mentioned that the need for energy is dictated by the need for economic growth in highly 

developed countries, but also in emerging countries. At the same time, this energy need is facing the 

depletion of classical energy sources - coal, crude oil, natural gas - and the unequal distribution of these 

sources from a geographic point of view. These issues have led to a permanent increase in the price of 

these energy sources and, in turn, to certain economic imbalances which can ultimately lead to blockages 

of economic development in the present form. The EU's renewable energy strategy has been built on a 

series of directives, protocols and principles based on both environmental protection policies that are 

affected by massive exploitation of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in the atmosphere, 

as well as policies to increase energy efficiency, especially from large electricity consumers. It is worth 

mentioning that in the EU strategies and policies according to Europe 2020 Strategy (2010), it is not 

proposed to completely replace fossil fuels with renewable energy sources (RES), but to use them 

alternatively, within the limits set by specialists of the European Commission, which will contribute both 

to the efficiency of consumption by using less expensive and poorly exploited sources and protecting the 

environment and its resources, given that these resources are limited. 

 

This paper aims to highlight the efforts of Romanian energy companies to improve the use of green 

energy by analyzing specific investment projects. When is considering a project, its seven risks are also 

taken into account: political risk, credit risk, construction risk, market risk, operating risk, financing risk, 

legal risk. The most accurate assessment of risks is particularly important at the stage preceding the actual 

implementation of the project, especially when using a loan, because as soon as project funding has been 
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accepted, banks will gradually transfer funds to all participants (contractors, subcontractors). Once the 

project is completed, it becomes operational and thus generates revenue that allows the payment of debts 

and interest for operating expenses and services. This is the period in which the risks are gradually 

reduced as the revenue curve stabilizes and cash flow accumulation begins. 

 

Technical and Economic Analysis of Wind Power Plants 
 

Technical and economic analyzes of projects for the use of renewable energy sources are essential to 

mitigate the technical and financial risks that may arise in the implementation of these projects. For the 

analysis of wind power plants there are quite well-developed applications, but their cost is very high. 

Another impediment to the use of these applications would be the training of monitoring staff, the 

applications being rather complex and could only be used by specialists. 

 

The best benchmark of economic performance within a wind power plant is the energy delivered over a 

year. Not all energy produced is delivered to consumers. Part of this is used to power the plant's own 

services and lighting. In a wind power plant about 90% of the produced energy is delivered to consumers 

and the remaining 10% is used to support its own services. 

 

In a research study by Costea (2007) is stated that the amount of energy delivered depends on the 

maximum capacity of the place (area) and on how well that capacity is used on each hour of the year. The 

standardized measure for the economic performance of a plant is the energy delivery factor. 

 

According to Stan (2011) the annual average of the energy delivery factor is calculated according to the 

ratio: kWh delivered per year/ (installed capacity × operating number of hours in one year). 

Wind power plants have an average annual energy delivery factor of around 30%, some of them reporting 

40%. The energy supply factor of wind power plant varies depending on the season and this must be 

taken into account. 

 

In the book by Ackermann (2005) is mentioned that the wind power produced by the wind power plant 

varies with the cube of wind speed, any percentage changed in wind speed can have a significant impact 

on the power plant's economy. For example, if the annual average wind speed is 10 m/s, the energy cost is 

calculated for wind speeds between 8 m/s and 12 m/s. The location of the plant is considered 

economically viable only if the plant is profitable and at 8 m/s. 

 

Profitability obviously depends on the price at which the plant can sell the energy produced. Instead, the 

price at which the plant can sell is regulated by the market price. In a profitability analysis of a wind 

power plant, the following elements are included: 

 

- the possibility of placing a wind power plant in a given location depending on the wind speed at 

the turbine bump; 

- initial installation costs of a wind power plant; 

- total costs, interest rate level in the case of a loan; 

- the life of the plant; 

- operating and maintenance costs; 

- the average selling price of energy produced by the power plant. 

 

A representative example for Romania is given by the CEZ Romania Group. CEZ Romania is one of the 

first players in the electricity market to implement an ESCO system for public lighting. 

Figure 1 shows that most of the electricity supplied in Romania is produced by hydroelectric power 

stations and by using different types of coals. The lowest percentage of energy delivered is produced by 

biomass. Wind energy has an important share in the delivered energy, namely 11.15%. 
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Source: www.anre.ro 

Fig .1 : The production structure of the national energy system by types of resources in 2015 

 

From figure 2 it can be noticed that the CEZ Group has a market share of 3.1%. Separately, the 

companies belonging to the group have the following market shares: SC Tomis Team 1.3%, SC Ovidiu 

Development 0.9% and TMK Hydroenergy Power has a share of 0.6%. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: www.anre.ro  

Fig.2 : The market shares of the energy producers according to the energy delivered in the 

networks in 2015 
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Aeolian industrial parks of CEZ Romania 
 

CEZ has acquired two projects that make up the largest aeolian industrial park located on land, across 

Europe, located in Dobrogea, in the Fântânele, Cogealac and Grădina villages, with a total capacity of 600 

MW and an investment of 1.1 billion euros. 

 

CEZ wind power plants include 240 turbines of 2.5 MW, 100 meters high and a rotor diameter of 100 

meters. Developed in two stages - the first in Fântânele and the second one in the Cogealac and the 

Grădina area, the project of CEZ aeolian industrial park contributes to the achievement set-up by 

Romania, of renewable energy production’ targets and also to achieve mandatory green certificate quotas. 

 

Figure 3 presents the results recorded by the two aeolian industrial parks. It is noted that the largest 

production in the period 2013-2015 is registered in 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Annual Report CEZ România 

Fig. 3 : Evolution of electricity production in CEZ Romania's aeolian industrial parks 

 

The production recorded in 2015 by CEZ aeolian industrial parks was 1286 GWh, higher than in 2014 

with 120 GWh, due to the favorable weather conditions. The aeolian industrial park of Fântânele was 

developed by the Romanian company Tomis Team SA. The aeolian industrial park in Fântânele, part of 

the CEZ aeolian industrial park project, consists of two projects that were built simultaneously: (1) East 

Fântânele and (2) Fântânele Vest. 

 

Capital investments are funded through a combination of loans and equity. Credits are also partly 

provided by independent banks (200m euros from the European Investment Bank and 262m euros from a 

consortium of European banks). The Cogealac - Grădina aelion industrial park is developed by a 

Romanian company, Ovidiu Development SRL, in the area of Cogealac and Grădina, in Constanţa 

County. 

 

According to ANRE Report (2012) and to the Report on the Environmental Impact Study for Domneşti 

Wind Park (2015) the aeolian industrial park of Cogealac and Grădina, the second stage of the CEZ 

aeolian industrial parks project on 31 December 2015, is referring to the following: 101 turbines, 33/110 

kV electric converter stations and 110/400 kV main electric converter station. CEZ aeolian industrial park 
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represents an investment that has been made to meet the EU directive to ensure the source of 20% of total 

renewable electricity production by 2020. 

 

An important change in the regulations was in the treatment of theft of energy, the new regulation (ANRE 

Order 121/2015) significantly amplifying the possibility of combating this phenomenon as is mentioned 

in the Law on Electricity and Natural Gas (2012). 

 

In order to encourage to produce renewable energy, the state has promoted the green certificates system, 

i.e. producers get these certificates free of charge, which after they sell for additional gains from the 

actual energy according to Law no. 220/2008 and to ANRE Order 42/2011. Energy suppliers are required 

to acquire a certain share of green certificates, depending on the amount of electricity traded. Finally, 

these green certificates are transferred to the bills paid by consumers. 
 

Analysis of Investment Efficiency for “Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti” 
 

It is about the construction of an aeolian industrial park producing unconventional energy made up of 9 

wind turbines of type VESTAS V90 300kW, the total installed power being 2700 kW in Domneşti, Jud 

Constanţa. From the technical documentation of the aeolian industrial park equipment, the wind turbine 

area need for installation between 250 and 280sqm, including both the tower and the foundation on which 

it is mounted. Wind turbine VESTAS V90 - 3.0 MW is an electricity generator that converts wind energy 

into electricity. This type of turbine has a bladed rotor whose diameter is 90 m and is equipped with a 

generator with a nominal output of 3.0 MW. 

 

Type V90 - 3 MW is an evolved version of the V80 with some radical differences, the most important 

being the transmission box, in the compact version in its entirety. 

 

Electricity production is approximately 71181 MWh annually, according to the specifications of the 

technical designer of the park (SC Wind Expert SRL). This is an estimated value. The basis for 

calculating the electricity production is: 

 

- wind turbine power curve; 

- distribution of wind speed; 

- meteorological standard atmosphere; 

- insulation of the installation by obstruction (Aeolian industrial park). 

 

Through the High Infrastructure Operational Program 2014-2020 supported by the EU, which has as its 

Priority Axis Promoting Clean Energy and Energy Efficiency in Support of a Low Carbon Economy, the 

aim is to achieve the objective of increasing the production of energy from renewable resources. The plan 

imposes a maximum grant of EUR 50000000 on the project, of which a maximum of 80% is irredeemable 

(financing has not exceeding EUR 15000000). 

 

The European Union and the Government of Romania provide financial support to CEZ Romania Group 

for the construction of the Domneşti aeolian industrial park in amount of 4569985 lei, which represents 

52.7% of the total investment. Of this amount, 1500326 lei represents non-reimbursable financing, i.e. 

32.83% of the total amount. The remaining amount of 47.3% is divided in two components: 41% from the 

total amount represents own funds and the other 6.3% are supported by bank loans. 

 

It is estimated that the energy produced by the Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti will be cheap because it 

will be subsidized by all consumers in Romania through the green certificates system. 

 

Electricity produced at Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti is traded separately from green certificates. The 

subsidy that the population and SMEs incur to support the wind energy sector in 2017 is 35 lei/MWh, or 
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0.035 lei / kWh, according to a draft of HG published on the site of the Ministry of Energy. The level is 

the same as for 2016 and 2015. Considering a monthly consumption of 200 kWh, considered normal for a 

household, the population's contribution to the "green" energy sector would be approximate 7 lei/month 

as is stated in the Report on the Impact of Energy Investments on Economic Growth (2012). For each 

produced MWh it will be received half of a green certificate according to ANRE Order 42/2011. A green 

certificate costs 27 Euros, so it increases revenues by 13.5 Euros per MWh produced. In addition to these 

amounts, the investor also receives money for the actual sale of energy on the market. The average stock 

price is 37 Euros, but the CEZ Group member firms sell cheaper MWh at 25, 20, even 15 Euros. Average 

maintenance and maintenance costs for the Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti are 1.2 Eurocents/kWh for a 

20 years’ service life. The aggregate running costs (land rent, insurance, daily operation, maintenance) are 

about 2 Eurocents / kWh. Basically, following the calculations, the result was that for an Mwh produced 

at Domneşti Park the operating costs were 32 Euro (about 144 lei at a rate of 1 Euro=4,5 lei). Therefore, 

for the entire capacity of the park the total expenditures are 6250064 lei annually. 

 

Analysis of return on investment started by using the following information: 

 

- the discount rate is 19.5% (the value include inflation rate, bank interest rate, risk rate); 

- the economic life of the equipment T=20 years (according to the equipment’ manufacturers); 

- the total value of the investment is 8671700 lei (according to table 1); 

- because the GC (green certificates) value has dropped in the last 10 years by about 50% (in 2008, 

the GC value fluctuated between 27-55 Euros, today it is traded on average by 13.5 Euros) it was 

established that the incomes decrease annually with 5% as is stated in the ANRE Order 42/2011. 

- operating expenses increase by 3% annually. 
 

In table 1, entitled „General Investment Survey of Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti” is presented the 

costs related to the establishment of Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti. More than 60% of the overall 

costs are represented by the purchase of turbines. Over the past twenty years, investment costs in wind 

power plants have fallen by about 80% to 900-1200 EUR/kW installed. It is forecast that the trend will 

continue, with a reduction of several percent per year.  

 

The method used to analyze return on investment is the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) method, while 

depreciation was calculated using the SYD method. For a discount rate of i = 19.5% starting with year 5, 

the company registers profit (see fig.4). Recovery of the investment is made towards the end of the 5th 

year of the project. 
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Fig. 4:  Discounted Net Cash Flow for Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti 
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Table 1:  General Investment Survey of Aeolian Industrial Park Domneşti 

 

Current number Description Value (lei) 

1. Costs of acquisition and landscaping 
1.1 Land acquisitions      65200 

1.2 Location setup       25000 

TOTAL      90200 

 

2. Providing the necessary 
utilities for the project 

2.1 Connection to the water network         5000 

2.2 Connection to sewer system         8500 

2.3 Connection to the gas network         9000 

2.4 Connection to the power grid       35000 

2.5 Connection to the communications network       15000 

TOTAL     72500 

3. Design, expertise, consultancy, 

services 

3.1 Design and execution  
3.1.1 Technical expertise   35000 

3.1.2  Feasibility study   55000 

3.2 Consultancy   17000 

3.3 Project promotion (publications, conferences, 
company website etc.) 

  35000 

TOTAL   142000 

 

 

 

 

4. Investment material costs 

4.1 Buildings, constructions, installations  
4.1.1 Access road      38000 

4.1.2 Buildings foundations    100000 

 4.1.3 Control and installation supervision 
building 

   250000 

4.2 Technical assemblies    130000 

4.3 Equipments and machineries  
4.3.1 Turbine  5400000 

4.3.2 Electrical cable installations  1000000 

4.3.3 Spare parts    200000 

4.4 Means of transport      70000 

4.5 Means of automation and control in operation  
4.5.1  Signals, telecommunications      30000 

          4.5.2  Hardware and software components    300000 

TOTAL  7293000 
 

 

    5.Total personnel costs 

5.1 Personnel costs  
5.1.1 Personnel wages (6 months x 12 people)      72000 

   5.1.2. Courses and training programs costs    120000 

5.2 Delegated external staff costs for project 
execution 

 

5.2.1 Technical personnel (18 months x 24 
people)

   432000 

5.2.2 Administrative / auxiliary staff (18months x 2 
people)

     18000 

TOTAL    642000 

Personnel’ transport of project 
execution and equipment‘ transport 

Execution personnel transport        9000 

Transportation of machineries, equipments, 
materials

     50000 

TOTAL      59000 

 

Taxes, rentals, audit, insurance, other 
expenses, financing costs 

Commissions, fees      50000 

Audit      25000 

Rental equipments, machineries and auxiliary 
machineries 

     42000 

Insurances      75000 

Other costs    100000 

Financing costs(credit) (36115331 x 15% x 1.5 
years) 

     81000 

TOTAL    373000 

TOTAL   8671700 
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The project is feasible in terms of ∑NCFa indexes, with a recovery period less than the duration of the 

physical and moral wear and tear of the equipment to be purchased (as specified by the turbines’ 

manufacturer for 18-20 years).  

 

Conclusions 
 

CEZ Romania has been aware of the global pollution problem and its development in the South East 

region of Europe has been based on the production of energy from renewable sources, which have no 

major impact on the environment (especially hydropower and wind energy). 

 

Aeolian industrial parks cannot sustain themselves yet financially, but they become profitable after the 

help received from the Romanian Government and the EU (irredeemable financing or grants in the form 

of subsidies). 

 

In recent years, technology has evolved, and turbine production costs have declined greatly, which has 

increased interest in investments in this area. The cost of wind energy depends to a large extent on the 

location of the installations. Wind speed and network connection costs may vary by location. 

 

The Aeolian industrial park Domneşti, strategically located in the South East area of Romania, where the 

average wind speed is 8 m/s, meets all the requirements for environmental protection and reaches the 

economic profitability threshold pursued by the investor, as demonstrated by the analysis in this paper. 

Based on the studies it was concluded that the project regarding the Domneşti wind power plant is 

feasible. Depreciation of expenses is made in the first years of setting up, more precisely somewhere in 

the year 5 since the park was put into operation. The life of turbines is 20 years during which capital can 

be reinvested in modernization projects of existing parks.  
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Abstract 
 

Tourism can be considered as an industry. The development of this industry provides multiplier 
effects for other sectors. The positive effects of tourism on the economy can be seen from various 
aspects including foreign exchange revenue, foreign exchange earnings, employment absorption, 
infrastructure development, and economic empowerment of local communities. Since Palembang 
the capital city of South Sumatra Province was determined as a tourism destination of MICE 
(Meeting, Incentive, Convention and Exhibition) in 2011, various facilities and infrastructure 
needed for MICE activities have been built. There have also been numerous MICE events in 
Palembang. This study investigates the economic effects of tourism development in South 
Sumatra. 

 

Keywords : MICE, econoic effect of  tourism 
 

Introduction 
 

Development in the tourism sector always has multiplier effects on other sectors, such as transportation, 
trade, hotel and inn services, restaurants, and craft souvenirs of the tourism destinations visited by 
tourists. These multiplier effects will, of course, make tourism become very interesting to develop. 

Every country should develop its tourism based on local wisdom such as halal tourism (Palupi et al., 
2017). In addition to multiplier effects,  there are 8 (eight) main reasons for developing tourism, namely: 
(1) Tourism is a triggering factor for national and international economic development, (2) a prosperity 
trigger through the development of communication, transportation, accommodation, and other services, 
(3) special attention to the preservation of culture, social values for economic value (4) equal welfare 
distribution due to the consumption of tourists in a destination, (5) foreign exchange earnings, (6) an 
international trade trigger, (7) triggering the growth and development of tourism and other special 
profession education institutions to produce reliable and polite graduates with the soul of hospitality, 
and (8) the market share for local products so that various products continues to grow along with the 
socio-economic dynamics of tourism destinations. 

According to (Sapta, 2011) tourism development  is basically aimed at  

a. Unity of the Nation: Tourism could give a sense of pride and love to the Unitary State of the 
Republic of Indonesia through travel activities throughout the country by citizens. The expected 
impact is that with lots of citizens visiting other regions outside their homes will create a sense of 
brotherhood and understanding of the system and philosophy of life of the people visited so as to 
increase the sense of national unity 

b. Poverty Alleviation: Tourism development would provide opportunities for all Indonesians to do 
business and to work. Tourist visits to a region are expected to provide the greatest benefit for 
welfare improvement of the community. The hope is that tourism should give a great contribution to 
poverty alleviation in the region with natural and cultural potentials except economic potential for 
tourism purposes. 

 

c. Sustainable Development: With the characteristic of tourism activities that offers natural beauty, 
cultural wealth, and hospitality and services, very few resources are used up to support these 
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activities. This means that the use of consumable resources tends to be very small so that the 
sustainability of development will be easy to manage for a relatively long time. 

d. Cultural Preservation: Tourism development would contribute significantly to  local and national 
cultural preservation efforts which include protection, development and utilization of local or 
national culture. UNESCO and UN-WTO in their joint resolution in 2002 stated that tourism 
activities are the main tool of cultural preservation. In this context, Indonesia should make tourism 
development become a cultural preservation booster in various regions. 

e. Fulfillment of the Needs of Life and Human Rights: Nowadays tourism has become the basic 
necessity of modern society. For certain communities, travel activities have even been linked to 
human rights, especially through the granting of longer holidays and paid holidays. 

f. Enhancement of Economy and Industry: Proper and sustainable tourism management would provide 
opportunities for economic growth in a tourism destination. The use of local materials and products 
in tourism services will also provide opportunities for local industries to play a role in the provision 
of goods and services. 

g. Technology Development: With more complex and high-level competition in bringing tourists to a 
destination, the need for high technology especially industrial technology will encourage a tourism 
destination to develop its capability of latest technology application. In this region there will be the 
development of advanced and efficient technology that will support economic activities. Thus 
tourism development will provide great and fundamental benefits to the community and local 
government. Tourism becomes an integral part of regional development and integrated in the 
framework of regional welfare improvement.  

 
Tourism is a triggering factor for national and international economic development. Tourism becomes a 
national priority in the Medium-Term Development Plan of 2015-2019. Gradually and annually within a 
period of 5 years in the Medium-Term Development Plan of 2015-2019 tourism development is 
prioritized and given the achievement target. In 2019 at the end of the Medium-Term Development 
Plan, the target of foreign tourists is 20 million people and domestic tourists  are  275 million people. 

Research Method 

This study used a literature survey method. It is documentation of a thorough review of publications and 
non-publications of secondary sources in the field of particular interest to the researcher (Patisina et al., 
2017). 

This study used qualitative descriptive analysis technique, analogy, and comparison of several research 
results and scientific publications related to socio-economic effects of tourism in the city of Palembang. 

Results and Discussion 

This section discusses the positive effects of tourism on the economy in various aspects, among others 
foreign exchange revenue, foreign exchange earnings, employment absorption, infrastructure 
development, and economic empowerment of local communities 

1. Foreign Exchange Earnings  

 

Foreign exchange earnings are influenced by the number and expenditure of foreign tourists in 
Indonesia. In developing national tourism, the increasing number of foreign tourists to Indonesia 
should be in line with the increasing amount of foreign tourist expenditure in Indonesia, so that the 
country's foreign exchange earnings from tourism activities will also increase. Foreign exchange 
earnings have increased significantly. Based on the performance report of tourism ministry in 2016, 
foreign exchange earnings exceeded the target of Rp. 163 trillion (US$11.9 billion) or 113.2% of the 
target  (Rp 144 trillion). 
 Foreign exchange earnings from tourism sector in South Sumatra were reflected by the increasing 
number of foreign tourists from 8,028 tourists in 2015 to 10, 683 tourists in 2016. The increasing 
number of foreign tourists certainly has an effect on the increasing foreign exchange earnings from 
tourism sector in South Sumatra. 
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2. Infrastructure Development 

 
 One popular type of tourism is MICE tourism. MICE stands for Meeting, Incentive, Convention, 
Exhibition. MICE is an activity type in tourism industry; this activity has carefully been planned by 
a group of people having common purposes in organizing the activity. MICE is a very promising 
business but it is still new in society and it has not many enthusiasts, unlike in other businesses. The 
development acceleration in South Sumatra in recent years has been the impact of frequently holding 
big events in this province, such as National Sports Week XVI in 2004, SEA Games in 2011, Islamic 
Solidarity Games (ISG) in 2013, Asian University Games (AUG) in 2014 and several other major 
sports events, all of which are part of the MICE tourism. 

All of these events were centered in the city of Palembang though several sports were held at 
regency level. The city of Palembang benefited from these events mainly due to the construction of 
infrastructure facilities to support these events. Everyone has to admit that Palembang city continues 
to grow physically. The development of various sports facilities in Jakabaring, the construction of 
hotels rated from one-star to five-star, street improvement and construction within the city of 
Palembang, even the largest and first project in Indonesia, namely the construction of Light Rail 
Transit (LRT). One question to ask is the socio-economic effects of this development on the 
communities, especially the people who are in the vicinity of the development region. So that it can 
improve the community welfare which ultimately can break down and reduce the pockets of poverty 
and suppress unemployment in the city of Palembang in particular and in South Sumatra in general. 

3. Employment Absorption 

 

A large number of MICE activities certainly provide a great job opportunity. This can be seen from 
the decline of unemployment rates in South Sumatra during the period of 2010 - 2014, as illustrated 
in the Exhibit 1. 

 

 
           

 
 

 
Exhibit 1 

Poverty and Unemployment Rates in South Sumatra 

Period of 2010 -2014 

 
Source : South Sumatra’s Central Bureau  of  Statistics, 2017 

Poverty Unemployment 
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 Exhibit 1 shows that the unemployment and poverty rates  declined, with the poverty decline rate of 

0.65% and the unemployment decline rate of 0.76%. It will take 10-20 years to alleviate poverty and 

unemployment; therefore, South Sumatra still needs to hold many big events. The economy in the same 

period, where the economy was still unstable, was reflected by the prices of leading commodities in 

South Sumatra, such as palm oil, rubber, and coal. However, South Sumatra's economic condition was 

quite good because South Sumatra’s economic growth was above the national growth rate. 

 

    Exhibit 2 

Economic Growth Rates of South Sumatra Province 

in the Period of 2010-2014 with the Basic Year 2000 

    Source : South  Sumatra’s  Central  Bureau  of  Statistics, 2017 

 

In terms of sectors, the fast-growing sectors during the period were those related to investment such 

as buildings and trade, hotels and restaurants, coupled with the supporting sector like freightage and 

transportation. These three sectors had significant growth compared to previous years, especially 

starting in 2011 when the SEA Games was held. Most of the venues were centralized in the city of 

Palembang, but they gave a relatively big effect on South Sumatra’s regional economy. Graph 3 

below shows the growth of each sector: 

GRDP with Oil & Gas GRDP without Oil & Gas 
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 Exhibit 3 

Economic Growth Rates by Sector in South Sumatra Province 

Period of 2010-2014 

 
 

 Source : South Sumatra’s Central Bureau of Statistics , 2017 

 
            
The economic growth rates in South Sumatra in terms of the sources of growth can be seen on Table 1. 

In the period of 2010-2014 when the major events were held, there was a massive development, 

especially in the city of Palembang. The development in the trade, hotels and restaurants sector 

increased significantly, from 0.96 in 2010 to 1.63 in 2014. The increase in this sector was due to the 

increasing number of tourists coming to Palembang. The number of tourists coming to the Province of 

South Sumatra is increasing. 

4.  Foreign Exchange Revenue 

The increasing number of tourists coming to the Province of South Sumatra shows that the province 

is increasingly in demand as a tourist destination by foreign tourists and domestic tourists who 

increasingly like travelling. In the last five years (2010-2014) the number of foreign tourists tended 

to increase. Although the number of tourists varied every month, the number in the period of 2010- 

2014 tended to increase every year. The cumulative number of tourists coming to South Sumatra in 

2010 was 2,393 people. In 2014 the number reached 11,044 people. The highest number of tourists 

coming to the Province of South Sumatra in the last 5 years was 1,890 people in November 2011. 

The highest number of foreign tourists in November 2011 was because in that month South Sumatra 

Province hosted the 24th Southeast Asian Games. Besides November 2011, there was an increase in 

the number of foreign tourists in December 2014 as many as 1,646 people. The increase in the 

number of foreign tourists was due to the 17th ASEAN University Games (AUG) in Palembang on 

9-19 December 2014, with the participants from 11 countries and  20 different sports. 

Based on the monthly development of foreign tourists during the period of 5 years, many foreign 

tourists tended to visit South Sumatra.  The high rate of visitors occurred in May, June and 

September. This high rate is closely related to school holidays and summer holidays abroad. 

 

 

Services 

Finance, Tenancy, and Company Services 

Freightage and Transportation 

Trade, Hotels, Restaurants 

Buildings 

Electricity, Gas and Drinking Water 

Processing Industry 

Mining and Excavation 

Agriculture 
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Table 1: Economic Growth Rates by Growth Sources in South Sumatra 

Period of 2010-2014 

BUSINESS FIELDS 

SOURCES OF GROWTH (Y ON Y) 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Agriculture 0.92 1.03 1.03 0.92 0.01 

Mining and Excavation 0.64 0.58 0.09 0.30 0.65 

Processing Industry 0.78 0.98 1.00 1.12 0.98 

Electricity, Gas and Drinking 

Water 
0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Buildings 0.69 1.04 0.76 0.83 0.44 

Trade, Hotels and Restaurants 0.96 1.11 1.34 1.21 1.63 

Freightage and Transportation 0.69 0.73 0.69 0.54 0.49 

Finance, Tenancy and Company 

Services  
0.31 0.36 0.39 0.38 0.31 

Services 0.62 0.63 0.66 0.63 0.59 

GRDP with Oil & Gas 5.63 6.50 6.01 5.98 5.13 

GRDP without Oil & Gas 6.99 8.09 7.94 7.34 5.70 

   Source : South Sumatra’s Central  Bureau  of  Statistics, 2017 

 

5. Economic empowerment of local communities 

 

 Tourism expenditure will activate the local economy, stimulate investment and cause the financial 

sector to grow along with the growth of other economic sectors. In some countries the arrival of tourists 

to a destination also leads to the growth of foreign exchange business to provide services and 

convenience for the tourists during their stay. It is noted that in some countries out of 83% of their top 

five revenues, 38% of the revenues are derived from foreign exchange earnings, foreign exchange 

trading. Tourism revenue is often used to measure the economic value of a tourism region. Some local 

revenues are very difficult to calculate because not all tourist expenditure can be clearly identified, such 

as the income of informal workers, unofficial taxi drivers, unofficial guides, etc. 

 

The contribution of tourism sector to the economy of South Sumatra Province has been increasing since 

several international events were held in South Sumatra. The regional government continues to promote 

South Sumatra’s tourism potentials so that the number of tourists increases every year. This has an 

impact on the increasing number of stays and hotels in South Sumatra, from 39 hotels in 2012 to 54 
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hotels in 2014. The number of guests staying in hotels and other accommodation in South Sumatra 

increased, compared to Indonesia in general in the period of 2010-2014. The number of domestic and 

foreign guests in hotels and other accommodation in South Sumatra increased by 8.52 percent (domestic 

guests) and 121.73 percent (foreign guests) in 2014. In 2014 the number of tourists visiting South 

Sumatra was 3 million people, an increase of 5 percent compared to the previous year. 

 

  
 

Exhibit 4: Number of Foreign Tourists Coming through 

           Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin II Palembang Airport  

          in the Period 2011-2014 

Source : South Sumatra’s Central Bureau  of  Statistics, 2017 

Conclusions 

From the description above, some conclusions can be drawn as follows: 

 

1. The positive effects of tourism on the economy can be seen from various aspects, among others 

foreign exchange revenue, foreign exchange earnings, employment absorption, infrastructure 

development, and economic empowerment of local communities. 

2. In general, the effects of tourism on the five aspects have a significant role, but the effects on the 

economic empowerment of local communities cannot be clearly illustrated due to the limitation 

of existing data. 

3. There should be more MICE tourism activities in South Sumatra to reduce the poverty rate. 
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Abstract 
 

Design for manufacturing is not a fixed system. DFM is continually being developed, both in 

university research projects, within companies and by a number of consultants. DFM has been 

accepted by industry as a valid element in the product design process. Effective DFM encompass two 

aspects: analysis of the complete product in order to simplify its design and analysis of each 

individual part and feature to maximize its manufacturability. This paper describes same aspects of 

DMA in machining process – milling. In production where CNC machines are used, complex 

geometry causes a number of difficulties. So it is important to investigate the project carefully in the 

early design stage from the point of view of whether it will be possible to manufacture.  

 

Keywords: design for manufacturing, Catia, features, milling, virtual production 

 

1 Introduction 

 

As a number of types of computer aided design and manufacturing system have been used as a 

standard tools in engineering activities the integration between design and manufacturing needs to be 

made to ensure business competitiveness. Usually that resulted in changes in organization structure 

and leads to computer integrated manufacturing and concurrent engineering. Term computer-aided 

design (CAD) is credited to describe any software that can assist product engineering in 

accomplishing a specific task. CAD refers to the use of computers in converting the initial idea into a 

detailed engineering design, while computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) refers to the use of 

computers in converting designs into finished products. The last phase requires a thoughtfully 

decision how the product will be made, what resources will be used. In the end, process plans, 

production schedule and cost estimation should be work out. That works properly in all cases when a 

common database is created and maintained. Even if most advanced engineering CAD/CAM systems 

offer tools to geometrical integration of model data and structure, designing for manufacturing is still 

a challenge. This is a very essential step in the integration of computer-aided (CA) methods in whole 

product development process. In this methods, digital mock-up (DMU) technology plays main role. 

During product developing process four logical groups of engineering activities can be identified 

[Bralla 2004, Jakubowski, Peterka 2014): 

 

- opportunity and demands for a new product, 

- identifying constraints and creating the technical specifications for the new idea – product, 

- the manufacturing process to produce the new product, 

- fabrication the new product.  

 

In the traditional development process each of the four groups accrues sequentially, fig. 1.   

Design for manufacturing (DFM) strategies help companies to develop new products that are feasible 

to manufacture. In the early stages of design all engineering activities are initiated in computer aided 

systems. When the design is finished, the process of manufacturing and production planning begins. 

Issues often occur at this point because two teams, designers and manufacturers, have been working 

separately. The resulting question is: ‘how can Knowledge Engineering (KE) be used effectively to 
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enhance manufacturability during early design?’ Even if the most complex geometrical product can 

be realized using today’s technologies such as rapid prototyping it is only true in unit production. In 

lot and mass production where CNC machines are used, complex geometry causes a number of 

difficulties. So it is important to investigate the project carefully in the early design stage from the 

point of view of whether it will be possible to manufacture.  

Market 
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and R&D Design
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Process
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Manufacturing
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Fig. 1: Typical approach to product development 

 

Rapid development of 3D models in computer aided engineering systems led to the situation where 

design work progresses, development begins on the manufacturing process. But even the if teams 

work simultaneously, the responsibilities of design engineers encompass all aspects of design and the 

design process is not complete if it is not easily manufactured. On the other hand manufacturing 

engineers have dual responsibility. They provide all technical wherewithal (e.g. tooling, equipment) 

to enable a product to be manufactured. Also the have responsibility to ensure that the design 

provided to the manufacturing organization is satisfactory from manufacturability standpoint 

(Jakubowski 2007,Svenson 2002, Sveneborg 2016).  

 

2 Designing For Manufacturing  

 

Design for manufacture means the design for ease of manufacture, and is used for three main 

activities (Anderson 2010, Emad 2007, Handbook 2004, Nan 2008): 

1. As a basis for concurrent engineering studies to provide guidance to the design team in 

simplifying the product structure, to reduce manufacturing costs and to quantity 

improvements. 

2. As a benchmarking tool to study competitors’ products and quantify manufacturing 

difficulties. 

3. As a should-cost tool to help negotiate suppliers contracts. 

 

To carry out the design for manufacturing it is essential to have common product representation that 

relates design information across all design activities. CAD systems usually use low level 

geometrical entities to represent a product design. But it is really difficult to obtain or extract other 

information required for example for manufacturing operations. On the other hand, from several 

years a lot of publications describe feature-based methodology for different process. But it still needs 

human interpretation. Especially designers who realize design the manufacturing process must 

recognize and extract all meaningful features from drawing manually (Kacalak 2015).  
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Design for manufacturability or design for manufacturing in general, is connected with a 

methodology that involves engineers designing with the intent to minimize the cost of production and 

time-to-market without compromising on the quality of the product. 

 

Many researchers state that near 70% of the product cost is committed during the design stage with 

production decisions such as process planning, or machine tool selection making up only 20%. As 

such, it is important to resolve as many manufacturing problems as possible during the design stage, 

because all problems accruing in the manufacturing stage generate not only cost but have a great 

impact on time and quality, fig.1. for example designing holes or pockets which cannot be machined 

with standard tools (e.g. reamer) will result in increased cost. Even though it is an obvious problem 

for advanced designers, beginners would not be aware of it. Much more difficult problems arise when 

a complex geometrical shape is taken into account. There is still a lack of publications in which shape 

interrogation for computer aided manufacturing are considered (Jakubowski, Peterka 2014).  

 

As stated before, design for manufacturability is the process of proactively designing products, the 

following principles are applicable to virtually all manufacturing processes and will aid in specifying 

components and products that can be manufactured at minimum cost (Anderson 2010, Dollner 2000): 

 

− simplicity, 

− standard material and components, 

− standardized design of the product itself, 

− liberal tolerances, figure 2 illustrates the range of surface finishes obtainable with a number of 

machining processes and how substantially the process time for each method can increase if a 

particularly smooth surface finish must be provided. 
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Fig. 2: Some typical relationships of productive time and roughness (Ra) for chosen machining 

processes. 1 – cylindrical grinding, 2 – finishing grinding, 3 – turning, 4 – drilling, 5 – finish 

milling, 6 – Reading (Jakubowski, Peterka 2014) 

 
DFM using features is closely connected to vertical and horizontal approach to product design. In 

horizontal approach in which management possesses a priori knowledge of the technological 

possibilities of shop floors. The second is vertical in which usually production decisions are 

coordinated among semiautonomous shop floors. Horizontal approach is more efficient when its 

taken into consideration further manufacturing. Generally it base on feature treated as machining 

operations. So horizontal modelling could be understand as using design with intend to create solid 
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models in such as way as to allow and enable manufacturing, maintenance, modelling assembly and 

analysis. In figure 3 vertical approach to modelling process is illustrated. In thi

built from one sketch containing all contours. The pocket was defined on top of the model. Even if 

this is a very quick and simply way to create 3D model, its difficult to introduce changes in particular 

feature without changing the struc

typical for most designers. Next feature is closely connected to the previous even there is no logical 

(manufacturing) substantiation.  

 

Fig. 3: 
 

Horizontal modelling approach (skeleton

In this case model is built from separated technological features: holes, pockets etc. Its easy to 

remove any feature and to lead chang

model structure should be carefully determined just before starting design process. 

 

 

Fig. 4: 
 

3 Case Study 

To show how DFM could work below is given an example of 3D part prepared in CATIA 

environment, figure 6. Design features were primarily defined as combination of profile and path 

shape. Model was built on the base of the example given in 

but in this example only horizontal approach to design was utilized. To each CAD operation 

machining operation was attached as its given on figure

 

models in such as way as to allow and enable manufacturing, maintenance, modelling assembly and 

analysis. In figure 3 vertical approach to modelling process is illustrated. In this cases model was 

built from one sketch containing all contours. The pocket was defined on top of the model. Even if 

this is a very quick and simply way to create 3D model, its difficult to introduce changes in particular 

feature without changing the structure of whole model. This approach to design is unfortunately 

typical for most designers. Next feature is closely connected to the previous even there is no logical 

 
3: Model built using vertical approach 

Horizontal modelling approach (skeleton-based modelling) illustrated in fig. 4 bases on part feature. 

In this case model is built from separated technological features: holes, pockets etc. Its easy to 

remove any feature and to lead changes to final model. So, as a conclusion its worth to notice that the 

model structure should be carefully determined just before starting design process.  

4: Model built using horizontal approach 

To show how DFM could work below is given an example of 3D part prepared in CATIA 

environment, figure 6. Design features were primarily defined as combination of profile and path 

shape. Model was built on the base of the example given in Step application handbook (STEP, 2006)

horizontal approach to design was utilized. To each CAD operation 

machining operation was attached as its given on figures 5,6 and table 1.  

models in such as way as to allow and enable manufacturing, maintenance, modelling assembly and 

s cases model was 

built from one sketch containing all contours. The pocket was defined on top of the model. Even if 

this is a very quick and simply way to create 3D model, its difficult to introduce changes in particular 

ture of whole model. This approach to design is unfortunately 

typical for most designers. Next feature is closely connected to the previous even there is no logical 

 

based modelling) illustrated in fig. 4 bases on part feature. 

In this case model is built from separated technological features: holes, pockets etc. Its easy to 

es to final model. So, as a conclusion its worth to notice that the 

To show how DFM could work below is given an example of 3D part prepared in CATIA 

environment, figure 6. Design features were primarily defined as combination of profile and path 

(STEP, 2006) 

horizontal approach to design was utilized. To each CAD operation 
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Fig. 5:
 

Figure 

Table 1:

Design feature 

Pocket 

Pocket 

Fillets 

Fillets 

Hole 

Etc. 

 
In the next step machining NC process

to the fact that the two stage were done in one integrated environment it is possible to read from time 

of each machining operation and using parametric formulas attached them to design feature. 

both CAD and CAM modules use computer

 
 

: Example of model with design feature 

 
Figure 6: Determine the design feature 

 
Table 1: Design and machining feature  

 

Machining feature Mark on fig.7.

Milling a 

Milling b 

Milling c 

Milling d 

Drilling e 

  

In the next step machining NC process was elaborated in Prismatic machining module, figure

to the fact that the two stage were done in one integrated environment it is possible to read from time 

of each machining operation and using parametric formulas attached them to design feature. 

both CAD and CAM modules use computer-based methods for encoding geometrical data, it is 

Mark on fig.7. 

was elaborated in Prismatic machining module, figure 7. Due 

to the fact that the two stage were done in one integrated environment it is possible to read from time 

of each machining operation and using parametric formulas attached them to design feature. Because 

based methods for encoding geometrical data, it is 
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possible for the both processes to be highly integrated. Knowing the time of each operation and 

per/hour cost of machine work it is easy to estimate cost of pr

Fig. 7:  Designing and corresponding machining feature

Integration between design and manufacturing is one of the topics that hits a lot of discussion in the 

product development due to the fact that can drive co

connection between design and manufacturing

system.  

 

The success of NC milling depends on the availability of efficient algorithms for defining tool paths. 

Generally, the cutter motion for machining a part consist of roughing, semi

and should be considered separately, fig. 

 

Of course rough machining should be as simple as possible and preferably consist of a linear type 

motion in order to minimize machining time. So, the cutter path should be as short as possible and the 

depth of cut and feederate should be as large as possib

 

At the first stage when choosing a material it should be carefully considered due to the fact that there 

can be significant differences in the cost and lead time of acquiring different forms. In many cases 

choosing aluminium alloys instead of steel c

machinability. For further interrogation let us consider the geometry of a part presented in fig. 

which shows examples of features: the part is interpreted in terms of hole, slots and pocket. In CAD 

systems surface features are distinguished and converted into machining features (volumetric). Next, 

a sequenced set of instructions used to manufacture the part are generated. Manufacturing features are 

recognized directly from a solid model built in Catia

Flat end mill

Shoulders left
after roughing

Machined surface

Fig. 8: Pocket machining with flat
 

For the purpose of this paper let’s consider only one feature “pocket”. All simulation and time 

calculations were realized in Catia system in machining module.

possible for the both processes to be highly integrated. Knowing the time of each operation and 

per/hour cost of machine work it is easy to estimate cost of production in early stage of designing. 

 
 

Designing and corresponding machining feature 

 
Integration between design and manufacturing is one of the topics that hits a lot of discussion in the 

product development due to the fact that can drive cost optimization. Feature technology promotes 

connection between design and manufacturing and may be ready useable for a process planning 

The success of NC milling depends on the availability of efficient algorithms for defining tool paths. 

Generally, the cutter motion for machining a part consist of roughing, semi-roughing and finishing 

and should be considered separately, fig. 8. 

Of course rough machining should be as simple as possible and preferably consist of a linear type 

motion in order to minimize machining time. So, the cutter path should be as short as possible and the 

depth of cut and feederate should be as large as possible.  

At the first stage when choosing a material it should be carefully considered due to the fact that there 

can be significant differences in the cost and lead time of acquiring different forms. In many cases 

choosing aluminium alloys instead of steel can have better performance and significantly improve 

machinability. For further interrogation let us consider the geometry of a part presented in fig. 

which shows examples of features: the part is interpreted in terms of hole, slots and pocket. In CAD 

ystems surface features are distinguished and converted into machining features (volumetric). Next, 

a sequenced set of instructions used to manufacture the part are generated. Manufacturing features are 

recognized directly from a solid model built in Catia system. 

 

Flat end mill

Shoulders left
after roughing

Cutting planes

Ball end mill

Shoulders left
after roughing

Machined surface
Finishing allowance

Moving
direction

 
 

Pocket machining with flat-end mill in roughing and semi-roughing with ball-

For the purpose of this paper let’s consider only one feature “pocket”. All simulation and time 

calculations were realized in Catia system in machining module. 

possible for the both processes to be highly integrated. Knowing the time of each operation and 

oduction in early stage of designing.  

 

Integration between design and manufacturing is one of the topics that hits a lot of discussion in the 

st optimization. Feature technology promotes 

and may be ready useable for a process planning 

The success of NC milling depends on the availability of efficient algorithms for defining tool paths. 

roughing and finishing 

Of course rough machining should be as simple as possible and preferably consist of a linear type 

motion in order to minimize machining time. So, the cutter path should be as short as possible and the 

At the first stage when choosing a material it should be carefully considered due to the fact that there 

can be significant differences in the cost and lead time of acquiring different forms. In many cases 

an have better performance and significantly improve 

machinability. For further interrogation let us consider the geometry of a part presented in fig. 9, 

which shows examples of features: the part is interpreted in terms of hole, slots and pocket. In CAD 

ystems surface features are distinguished and converted into machining features (volumetric). Next, 

a sequenced set of instructions used to manufacture the part are generated. Manufacturing features are 

-end mill 

For the purpose of this paper let’s consider only one feature “pocket”. All simulation and time 
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The first simulation was done using three tools to machine, with diameters 10, , fig.9 

These tools were used due to design requirements.  

 

Machining features

Part

hole slot

Surface features pocket

R3

 φ10

Shoulders left
after roughing

R3

 φ6
 φ4

R2

 φ10

Shoulders left
after roughing

 φ4

 
Fig. 9: an example of part and its surface and machining features: hole, slot, pocket, tools used 

in first and second simulation in Catia 
 

From NC code times of each operation were read. Total time to machine feature “pocket” is near 12,2 

min., table 2. 

Table 2: Time calculation for machining feature pocket 
 

Tool diameter Machining time [min] Changing tool time [min] 

Φ10 6,3  

Φ6 1,2 0,2 

Φ4 4,3 0,2 

Total 11,8 0,4 

 

Removing one operation (with 6 tool) case the machining time was decreased from 12,2 to 11,1 

min (near 9%), tab. 3. But even it is possible to machine in a manufacturing environment some 

aspects of the rigidity and strength of the cutting tool (4) were not considered. The depth of the 

pocket is 25 mm, so the proportion between tool diameter and depth is: 4/24=0,16. As the length of 

the wall increases, the length of the tool increases. This means that the tool should be fed much more 

slowly, increasing the cost. For strength the proportion should be greater than 1/3. In the considered 

feature it means that federates should be much slower.  

 

Tab. 3: Time calculation for machining feature pocket (after changing R3 into R2) 
 

Tool diameter Machining time [min] Changing tool time [min] 

Φ10 6,3  

Φ4 4,6 0,2 

Total 10,9 0,2 

 

4 Conclusions 

Even if most of production managers understand importance of the integration between design and 

manufacturing, the reality of many companies shows that only few of them have successfully 

implemented integration. And knowledge of DFM is on low level. The main reason for that is high 
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diversity of engineering and manufacturing processes and high cost of implementation and changes. 

Small companies usually works on independence CAD and CAM system, so data integration is hard. 

Similar situation is with knowledge of STEP standards. Small companies develops his own strategies 

and relies on multiple technologies.  

 

But modelling in integrated CAD/CAM system using design and manufacture feature offers a number 

of advantages. Also horizontal approach to modelling in CAD ensure that designing feature directly 

corresponds to a specific type of machining operation. But the totality of design and manufacturing 

differs in detail within every manufacturing company.  

 

Design for manufacturing is not a fixed system. DFM is continually being developed, both in 

university research projects, within companies and by a number of consultants. DFM has been 

accepted by industry as a valid element in the product design process. Effective DFM encompass two 

aspects: analysis of the complete product in order to simplify its design and analysis of each 

individual part and feature to maximize its manufacturability.  
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Abstract 

This article presents selected methods for identifying and removing disruption in production, 

maintenance, quality control and logistics at Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Poland. The examples 

used show the process of the improvement cycle, in line with the Toyota Production System and the 

collection of procedures and solutions used throughout Toyota's global operations. 

Keywords: Manufacturing, The methodology of Toyota Production Systems, Total Productive 

Maintenance. 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

In times of high competition in the automotive market, modern solutions in production management 

include, among other things, the basis for maintaining, growing and gaining the position of industry 

leader. An important argument for the positioning of companies, among competitors, is innovation, 

perceived, not only from the position of products or services but also in terms of internal processes. 

Focusing on selected, competitiveness attributes, such as costs, quality and production dates, inter 

alia, forces the reorganisation, improvement and, above all, changes in management. 

 

‘Lean Manufacturing’ responds to the need for improvement and is a collection of methods and tools 

focused on eliminating losses that delay business operations. Thus, Lean Management is focused on 

finding a way in which the reduction of a chosen attribute, such as cost, time and quality, will 

indirectly affect customer satisfaction. At this point, any assessment of the elimination of loss in the 

enterprise, is an increase in the efficiency both of the process and of the resource. The Toyota 

concern is just such one example of changes in the increase in efficiency of internal processes. For 

the last hundred years, Toyota has maintained its lead in the automotive industry. This is due, in part, 

to self-discipline in the organization of the work and the desire to learn from -and use - their own 

experience to improve their products.  The great advantage in all of this is their ability to run the P-D-

C-A cycle, that is, the Plan-Do-Check-Action cycle, in order to improve the efficiency of internal 

processes. However, the impetus for development is usually disruption which may be the basis for 

increasing the effectiveness of processes in enterprises, where the enterprise has the ability to solve 

such problems and collect information as to their causes.   

 

The Toyota Motor Corporation has developed its own method of detecting and eliminating disruption 

and has introduced it into TPS, that is, the Toyota Production System. According to the principle of 

Genchi Genbutsu - Japanese meaning "Go and contact"-  all non-compliant and/or defective products 

are placed right next to the production line along with a description of the defect and its occurrence. 

They then become a source of reference for analyzing the causes of defects. This area, as well as the 
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whole concept of presenting, diagnosing and removing defects, in the product or in the process in this 

manner, is referred to as the "cabbage patch"  (Figure 1).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: An example of a "cabbage patch" from the Department for the Preliminary 

Treatment of Gears, (Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Poland - Wałbrzych) 

 

Figure 1 shows an example of a "cabbage patch" at the Toyota Motor Manufacturing Poland in 

Wałbrzych. The ability to visualise hold-ups or damage and present them with clarity, in order to 

arrive at a solution, has been the basis for enhancing the efficiency of internal processes, both in 

production and quality control, in logistics and even in administration. This article presents a case 

study in which production workers have attempted to bring an end to disruption on the production 

line, using the "cabbage patch" method. 

 

 

2 Case Study - Identification Of The Malfunction; Defining The Problem; 

Defining The Target. 
 
Production line stoppages and an increase in the number of those parts not conforming to 

specifications were observed, using the 'cabbage patch' method, in the gear machining department. 

The data collected showed that the highest percentage of elements which did not conform, could be 

ascribed to three parts, viz., the ring gear (RG), the input shaft (IP) and the output shaft (OP) of the 

gearbox. Graphical data is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Cabbage patch 
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Figure 2:  The percentage share of defective parts, according to function 

 

Using the "cabbage patch" method, particularly the principle of narrowing a problem down, that is, 

where a most detailed analysis of the cause of the disturbance is carried

at the first, three parts (RG, IP, OP), representing about 80% of all details surplus to the 

specifications. This article describes the analysis of the output shaft (OP) of the gearbox. 

 

Thorough analysis of the OP in the "ca

was found that more than 50% of the damage to the OP resulted from employing damaged cutting 

tools (Figure 3) and that that was the cause of the stoppage of the production line. This kind of 

damage, in addition to loss of output in production, results in the loss of availability on a production 

line, that is, in the downtime of the line, taken up by re

replacement of the tooling.  

 

Figure 3: Reasons for defects shown in percentages 

In the next step of the analysis, special attention was paid to damaged tools. Based on the data 

collected, it was found that the greatest disruption was caused by specific tools, such as drill b

(Figure 4). 

 

The percentage share of defective parts, according to function -own elaboration. 

Using the "cabbage patch" method, particularly the principle of narrowing a problem down, that is, 

where a most detailed analysis of the cause of the disturbance is carried out, a closer look was taken 

at the first, three parts (RG, IP, OP), representing about 80% of all details surplus to the 

specifications. This article describes the analysis of the output shaft (OP) of the gearbox.  

Thorough analysis of the OP in the "cabbage patch" indicated the cause of the damage to the part. It 

was found that more than 50% of the damage to the OP resulted from employing damaged cutting 

tools (Figure 3) and that that was the cause of the stoppage of the production line. This kind of 

mage, in addition to loss of output in production, results in the loss of availability on a production 

line, that is, in the downtime of the line, taken up by re-tooling, inspection and quality control after 

Reasons for defects shown in percentages - own elaboration. 

 
In the next step of the analysis, special attention was paid to damaged tools. Based on the data 

collected, it was found that the greatest disruption was caused by specific tools, such as drill b

  
own elaboration.  

Using the "cabbage patch" method, particularly the principle of narrowing a problem down, that is, 

out, a closer look was taken 

at the first, three parts (RG, IP, OP), representing about 80% of all details surplus to the 

bbage patch" indicated the cause of the damage to the part. It 

was found that more than 50% of the damage to the OP resulted from employing damaged cutting 

tools (Figure 3) and that that was the cause of the stoppage of the production line. This kind of 

mage, in addition to loss of output in production, results in the loss of availability on a production 

tooling, inspection and quality control after 

 

In the next step of the analysis, special attention was paid to damaged tools. Based on the data 

collected, it was found that the greatest disruption was caused by specific tools, such as drill bits 
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Figure 4: The process of narrowing down the problem: drills 

 
The technological process of manufacturing the output shaft includes as many as three different 

operations, in turn, using the above

- process 60 - drilling of the main oil channel from the front of the shaft 

- process 70 - drilling of the main oil duct from the rear of the shaft

- process 80 - drilling of oil channels for needle roller bearings (1,2,3)

A diagram of all the drilling processes is shown in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5: Diagram of operations using drills when machining the OP, own elaboration.

 

In successive stages of narrowing down the problem; over 80% of drill breakages were observed in 

the 80th. process, while drilling hole no. 3 (63% of the damage). 

84,6%

10,3%

2,6%
2,6%

Drills

Cutting inserts

Marker for 

drilling

Other

The process of narrowing down the problem: drills -> process -> hole -

elaboration 

The technological process of manufacturing the output shaft includes as many as three different 

above-mentioned drill. These are: 

drilling of the main oil channel from the front of the shaft  

drilling of the main oil duct from the rear of the shaft 

drilling of oil channels for needle roller bearings (1,2,3) 

A diagram of all the drilling processes is shown in Figure 5. 

Diagram of operations using drills when machining the OP, own elaboration.

In successive stages of narrowing down the problem; over 80% of drill breakages were observed in 

the 80th. process, while drilling hole no. 3 (63% of the damage).  
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The technological process of manufacturing the output shaft includes as many as three different 

 
Diagram of operations using drills when machining the OP, own elaboration. 

In successive stages of narrowing down the problem; over 80% of drill breakages were observed in 

Hole nr 3
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In the 80th. process, there is only one tool 

narrowing down the problem are shown in Figure 5.

 

The fact is that very specific damage usually occurred in 94% of those cases where it was being used 

within the 350th. to 500th. workpiece in the range. In turn, according to the guidelines of th

supplier, the life of a drill should last for the machining of 500 parts (Figure 6).

Figure 6:  The relation between individual defects in the drill and the number of parts 

  
Based on the research described above, 

problem is defined as follows: 

 

Defects in drills with ф3 when drilling the third oil hole of the output shaft in the 80th. process at the 

end of the drill’s life cycle, that is, in the last 10% of s

 

After the problem had been identified, the aim of improving the process and reducing the number 

defective products, in line with the SMART principle was set in the following manner: during the 

following production month (T), reduce the dama

80th. process (R) to zero (M, A). 

 

In the research proceedings accepted, the focus was not on the defect itself, but rather more on the 

process, assuming that the elimination of disruption to the producti

eliminate defective elements, based on the principle that a ‘good process, produces a good product’.

 

 

3 Utilisation Of The System Tools Employed By Toyota Production In The 

Reduction Of Disruption, As Diagnosed
 

Once the target had been determined, a cause and effect analysis of the disruption diagnosed was 

undertaken, in order to find the root cause of the problem. The most common tool at this stage is the 

Ishikawa Diagram, also known as the Fishbone Diagram, or 

Material). The simplified Ishikawa Diagram, referring to this example, is shown in Figure 7. The 

above tool facilitated the pinpointing of the most probable causes of disruption, namely:

 

- disruption to the process of cooling and flushing away of shavings,

In the 80th. process, there is only one tool - a drill with a diameter of 3-mm. Individual 

narrowing down the problem are shown in Figure 5. 

The fact is that very specific damage usually occurred in 94% of those cases where it was being used 

within the 350th. to 500th. workpiece in the range. In turn, according to the guidelines of th

supplier, the life of a drill should last for the machining of 500 parts (Figure 6). 

The relation between individual defects in the drill and the number of parts 

machined -own elaboration. 

Based on the research described above, defined in Toyota as the "Genchi Genbutsu" practice

3 when drilling the third oil hole of the output shaft in the 80th. process at the 

end of the drill’s life cycle, that is, in the last 10% of serviceability. 

After the problem had been identified, the aim of improving the process and reducing the number 

defective products, in line with the SMART principle was set in the following manner: during the 

following production month (T), reduce the damage of drill ф3 (S) while drilling hole no. 3 in the 

 

In the research proceedings accepted, the focus was not on the defect itself, but rather more on the 

process, assuming that the elimination of disruption to the production process would automatically 

eliminate defective elements, based on the principle that a ‘good process, produces a good product’.

Utilisation Of The System Tools Employed By Toyota Production In The 

Reduction Of Disruption, As Diagnosed 

Once the target had been determined, a cause and effect analysis of the disruption diagnosed was 

undertaken, in order to find the root cause of the problem. The most common tool at this stage is the 

Ishikawa Diagram, also known as the Fishbone Diagram, or the 4M analysis (Man, Machine/Process, 

Material). The simplified Ishikawa Diagram, referring to this example, is shown in Figure 7. The 

above tool facilitated the pinpointing of the most probable causes of disruption, namely: 

to the process of cooling and flushing away of shavings, 

mm. Individual stages in 

The fact is that very specific damage usually occurred in 94% of those cases where it was being used 

within the 350th. to 500th. workpiece in the range. In turn, according to the guidelines of the tool’s 

 
The relation between individual defects in the drill and the number of parts 

the "Genchi Genbutsu" practice, the 

3 when drilling the third oil hole of the output shaft in the 80th. process at the 

After the problem had been identified, the aim of improving the process and reducing the number 

defective products, in line with the SMART principle was set in the following manner: during the 

3 (S) while drilling hole no. 3 in the 

In the research proceedings accepted, the focus was not on the defect itself, but rather more on the 

on process would automatically 

eliminate defective elements, based on the principle that a ‘good process, produces a good product’. 

Utilisation Of The System Tools Employed By Toyota Production In The 

Once the target had been determined, a cause and effect analysis of the disruption diagnosed was 

undertaken, in order to find the root cause of the problem. The most common tool at this stage is the 

the 4M analysis (Man, Machine/Process, 

Material). The simplified Ishikawa Diagram, referring to this example, is shown in Figure 7. The 
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- damage to the drill bits while setting them prior to machining,

- no optimal drilling parameters, such as for the cutting speed or for the blade feed. 

 

Figure 7:  A simplified Ishikawa Diagram 

 
According to TPS methodology, each probable cause should be confirmed experimentally, that is, by 

reproducing or simulating the cause. In this 

correct method in which to set the tool before machining. The 'contact' method is used for setting 

tools to machine gear wheels.  Accuracy of the height of the tool is confirmed with a measuring 

lance. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 8. 

 

damage to the drill bits while setting them prior to machining, 

no optimal drilling parameters, such as for the cutting speed or for the blade feed.  

 
A simplified Ishikawa Diagram - own elaboration according to the methodology of 

the Toyota Production System.  

According to TPS methodology, each probable cause should be confirmed experimentally, that is, by 

reproducing or simulating the cause. In this case, confirmation of the cause started by establishing the 

correct method in which to set the tool before machining. The 'contact' method is used for setting 

tools to machine gear wheels.  Accuracy of the height of the tool is confirmed with a measuring 

ance. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 8.  

 

own elaboration according to the methodology of 

According to TPS methodology, each probable cause should be confirmed experimentally, that is, by 

case, confirmation of the cause started by establishing the 

correct method in which to set the tool before machining. The 'contact' method is used for setting 

tools to machine gear wheels.  Accuracy of the height of the tool is confirmed with a measuring 
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Figure 8: A diagram of the tool setting process using a measuring lance 
 

In experiments, it was found that the drill bit is in contact with both the measuring lance and with the 

tip of the drill, when setting the drill, q.v. Figures 8, 9 

surfaces leads to micro-damage of the drill wall. It was decided to improve this matter by changing 

the method of setting the drill bit from the 'c

contact method was put into effect with the projector, or Shadowgraph (Figure 9).

 

Figure 9: Improvement in setting the drill 
 

Improvements to the method of setting the drill have resulted in an 85% reduction in the number of 

drill bits used, as shown by the employees’ control sheet (Figure 10). The control sheet is the 

standard used in Toyota's "cabbage patch" method. Current res

investigation, along with the plan for the implementation of remedial measures and any unusual non

standard phenomena, occurring in the process, such as any interruption to the flow of the cooling 

fluid, are logged on the control sheet. 

 

 
 

A diagram of the tool setting process using a measuring lance -own elaboration.

In experiments, it was found that the drill bit is in contact with both the measuring lance and with the 

tip of the drill, when setting the drill, q.v. Figures 8, 9 - the point of contact. The contact of these two 

damage of the drill wall. It was decided to improve this matter by changing 

the method of setting the drill bit from the 'contact' method to the 'non-contact' method. The non

contact method was put into effect with the projector, or Shadowgraph (Figure 9). 

 

Improvement in setting the drill - own elaboration  

Improvements to the method of setting the drill have resulted in an 85% reduction in the number of 

drill bits used, as shown by the employees’ control sheet (Figure 10). The control sheet is the 

standard used in Toyota's "cabbage patch" method. Current results related to the problem under 

investigation, along with the plan for the implementation of remedial measures and any unusual non

standard phenomena, occurring in the process, such as any interruption to the flow of the cooling 

control sheet.  

own elaboration. 

In experiments, it was found that the drill bit is in contact with both the measuring lance and with the 

the point of contact. The contact of these two 

damage of the drill wall. It was decided to improve this matter by changing 

contact' method. The non-

 

Improvements to the method of setting the drill have resulted in an 85% reduction in the number of 

drill bits used, as shown by the employees’ control sheet (Figure 10). The control sheet is the 

ults related to the problem under 

investigation, along with the plan for the implementation of remedial measures and any unusual non-

standard phenomena, occurring in the process, such as any interruption to the flow of the cooling 
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Figure 10:  A sample control sheet used in the "cabbage patch" method.

The next step in solving the problem was to put in place the short

planned. 

 

In this case, in addition to the method described above,

following manner: 

 

A. short-term: 

a) unblocking the flow of the drill coolant and introducing a flow

cooling during machining 

b) maintenance of the concentration of the coolant, within the range +/

B. long-term: 

a) verification of the cutting parameters applied,

b) introduction of protective coatings along the cutting edge.

 

As can be seen from the above, the short

with the TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) pillars, both in terms of improving the process and in 

the refinement and autonomous maintenance of product quality.   

 

 

4 Summary 

 
The Lean Manufacturing concept is primarily based on the Toyota 

tools having been derived therefrom. The fundamental principle of Lean Management is the concept 

of value and the elimination of losses, inherently related to it. The basic tool in Lean Management is 

standardisation which is the most effective way of performing particular activities, operations or 

processes. In Japan, ‘standard’ is the easiest and safest of processes, as they are s

cost-effective and productive and also ensure the best quality for the customer.

 

The Toyota Production System consists of two cohesive pillars, viz., the ‘Just

indicating prompt delivery- and the ‘Jiodka’ pillar

that is, the Just-In-Time pillar, relating to promptness of delivery, primarily ensures for Toyota, the 

elimination of the huge waste of overproduction.

 

The philosophy of Toyota, would collapse without the s

delivered on time, yet delivered products of inferior quality. Toyota does not believe in 

A sample control sheet used in the "cabbage patch" method. 

 
The next step in solving the problem was to put in place the short-term and the long-term remedies 

In this case, in addition to the method described above, further procedures were adopted, in the 

unblocking the flow of the drill coolant and introducing a flow-meter, in order to control 

cooling during machining - the TPM element (Total Productive Maintenance)

concentration of the coolant, within the range +/- 1% 

verification of the cutting parameters applied, 

introduction of protective coatings along the cutting edge. 

As can be seen from the above, the short-term and long-term use of the remedies adopted is in line 

with the TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) pillars, both in terms of improving the process and in 

the refinement and autonomous maintenance of product quality.    

The Lean Manufacturing concept is primarily based on the Toyota Production System, with the basic 

tools having been derived therefrom. The fundamental principle of Lean Management is the concept 

of value and the elimination of losses, inherently related to it. The basic tool in Lean Management is 

which is the most effective way of performing particular activities, operations or 

processes. In Japan, ‘standard’ is the easiest and safest of processes, as they are seen to be the most 

effective and productive and also ensure the best quality for the customer. 

The Toyota Production System consists of two cohesive pillars, viz., the ‘Just-In-Time’ pillar 

and the ‘Jiodka’ pillar- which ensures product quality [4]. The first pillar, 

Time pillar, relating to promptness of delivery, primarily ensures for Toyota, the 

elimination of the huge waste of overproduction. 

The philosophy of Toyota, would collapse without the second pillar, as it would be of no use if they 

delivered on time, yet delivered products of inferior quality. Toyota does not believe in 

 

term remedies 

further procedures were adopted, in the 

meter, in order to control 

the TPM element (Total Productive Maintenance) 

opted is in line 

with the TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) pillars, both in terms of improving the process and in 

Production System, with the basic 

tools having been derived therefrom. The fundamental principle of Lean Management is the concept 

of value and the elimination of losses, inherently related to it. The basic tool in Lean Management is 

which is the most effective way of performing particular activities, operations or 

een to be the most 

Time’ pillar - 

ensures product quality [4]. The first pillar, 

Time pillar, relating to promptness of delivery, primarily ensures for Toyota, the 

econd pillar, as it would be of no use if they 

delivered on time, yet delivered products of inferior quality. Toyota does not believe in 
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compromising on quality. Right from the start, at Toyota, the machines were stopped as soon as any 

problem appeared – hence, the Andon Visual System which can spot deviations from the standard. In 

order to ensure quality, Toyota has always tried to incorporate monitoring into the process in order to 

be able to respond immediately. In resolving their many problems, the Japanese have developed 

methods to reach root causes of problems with methods such as the "cabbage patch" method, 

described in this article, upon which, the cycle for increasing the effectiveness of internal processes is 

based; in this manner, the “cabbage patch” method brings together the two most important pillars of 

the Toyota Production System. 
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Abstract 

Some factors, such as technology and globalization have generated fundamental changes in the 

business environment and have given rise to new needs in terms of knowledge and skills which the 

accounting profession must meet. Academic accounting education should therefore continually 

evolve in order to better prepare future professionals for these new needs. This research aims to 

ascertain the knowledge, skills and teaching methods considered to be the most important for the 

successful practice of certified public accountants (CPA), and to compare the results with the 

curriculum and the pedagogy used in Tunisian universities. For this purpose, we conducted a survey 

of 306 CPAs and CPA trainees in Tunisia. The research focuses on four dimensions: knowledge (19 

items), professional skills (22 items), technological skills (18 items), and teaching methods (12 

items). This paper presents what the respondents agreed upon as being the most important in terms of 

knowledge, skills, and teaching methods for the accounting education of CPAs, although results 

indicated that there are significant differences among subgroups regarding the perceived importance 

of such knowledge and skills. The findings also revealed that there is a gap between the academic 

accounting education provided and the needs of the profession.  

 

Keywords: Accounting profession, Accounting Education, Knowledge, Skills, Teaching methods. 

Introduction 

We are witnessing an unprecedented acceleration of the evolution of the business environment, 

particularly in terms of globalization, market liberalization and the diffusion of new technologies. 

This results in a constant pressure on higher education institutions, so that they take into account 

these new constraints and adapt constantly. Accounting education is no exception to the rule, and it 

has now become necessary to make it evolve by introducing new goals, new tools and new courses.  

 

This development is all the more urgent since some researchers (Albrecht and Sack, 2000, Sanders 

and Romeo, 2000, Sanders et al 2001) have highlighted two disturbing phenomena in the United 

States: increasingly fewer students opt for educations in accounting, and it is the least brilliant of 

them who are now choosing this discipline. We can question the extrapolation of these trends in our 

case, Tunisia. Developments related to globalization, liberalization of markets and the diffusion of 

new technologies require expanding both the knowledge and the skills from professional accountants 

in order to meet the needs of the profession in a changing environment. Several previous studies have 

examined the question of what should be the knowledge and skills components in accounting 

education programs. 

 

Our research fits into this context. Through a questionnaire-based survey administered to Tunisian 

professional accountants, we will seek, first, to highlight the knowledge, skills, and teaching methods 

seen as important for professional accountants and, secondly, we will conduct a comparative study 

regarding the knowledge and skills perceived as necessary by professional accountants practicing in 

the United States, China, and Tunisia.  
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Thus, to adapt to the environmental changes mentioned above, accounting education must evolve in 

order to prepare future professionals for these new requirements. Hence the interest of our research 

questions: What kind of knowledge, skills and teaching methods are seen as important for 

professional accountants? And secondly, do the needs of the profession match the present accounting 

education offered? 

 

Our analytical perspective is, firstly, to present the study background and the relevant literature 

related to it; and secondly, to highlight the methodological approach that we followed; and lastly, to 

expose the perceptions of the Tunisian professional accountants regarding the perceived importance 

of the needs, and the perceived differences seen in terms of needs in several countries. 

1. Study Background 

In recent decades, considerable changes have occurred in the business environment, as well as in the 

nature and the role of the accounting profession. These changes have led accounting education to 

fundamentally call itself into question (Sundem and Williams, 1992, Williams, 1993, Nelson et al 

1998, Albrecht and Sack, 2000). Indeed, in western countries, several academic studies and 

professional reports have identified issues related to the accounting curriculum.  

 

These latter are considered traditional because they are focused on the training of students to prepare 

for professional qualifying exams, to the detriment of teaching a broader base of knowledge and 

professional skills ( American Accounting Association-AAA 1986, Sundem, 1992, Kimmel, 1995, 

Cummings et al 2001, Barsky et al 2003, Gibbin, 2002).  

 

These significant criticisms from the accounting profession, as well as the rapid evolution of 

technologies, economic globalization, and increasing competition in the business world have led 

teachers in the accounting field to undertake a reform of accounting education in recent years, both in 

the United States and in other countries (Montano et al 2001, Burnett, 2003, Forristal, 2002, 

Howieson, 2003, Taylor and Rudnick, 2005). 

 

Thus, in the American context, since 1986 and in order to cope with these changes, the major 

accounting firms (the "Big Four") created a dedicated commission to study the correlation between 

accounting education programs and the requirements of the accounting profession resulting from new 

economic conditions. Due to perceived deficiencies in accounting education, a great number of 

studies have been conducted, seeking to improve it. Several studies were conducted in the United 

States, including the report prepared by the Bedford Committee (AAA, 1986) promoting the reform 

of accounting education in the United States. Later, one report focused on the prospects of 

international accounting firms and education (Arthur Andersen and Co, 1989) and, in 1990, the 

AECC (Accounting Education Change Commission)
 

published a report entitled: Objectives of 

Education for Accountants, stating that the main objective of accounting education is to prepare 

students to become professional accountants, instead of being professional accountants when they 

enter the profession (AECC, 1990). In 1992 the AECC finally recognized the existence of a mismatch 

between the desired profile of the professional accountant and the qualities offered by accounting 

education programs. Furthermore, in its report on the future of the profession, the AICPA (American 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants) called for a change in the accounting curriculum in order to 

meet the requirements of the accounting profession (AICPA, 1998). 

 

For exemple, these different studies have demonstrated the need to extend the accounting curriculum 

towards a general accounting education, rather than focusing on traditional training that is overly 

focused on preparing students for professional qualification exams (Sundem, 1992, Williams, 1993, 

Wilson and Baldion, 1995). Indeed, in higher education institutions in many countries, most 

accounting programs have been built too narrowly, with limited knowledge and a lack of skills 

needed to perform the accounting profession (AAA, 1986, AECC, 1990, Nelson, 1996, Albrecht and 

Sack, 2000, Aly and Islam, 2003). In their report entitled Accounting Education: Charting the Course 

through a Perilous Future, the same view is shared by Albrecht and Sack (2000). These authors have 
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reached the conclusion that accounting education should change if it is to be relevant and add value to 

the students and the community. Some educators have heard these warnings and have made 

significant changes to their programs and curricula. However, in general, the changes undertaken in 

accounting education have not been expansive enough or were too superficial. A change is all the 

more urgent since Albrecht and Sack (2000) found a decrease in the number of students enrolled in 

accounting. They also noted that both accounting practitioners and teachers have made alarming 

statements about students enrolled in accounting, saying that students completing their studies in 

accounting would not be real specialists in accounting. These are serious problems and we believe 

that the criticisms are well-founded. Not to mention the threats resulting from market changes and the 

fact that some factors are not controlled. In addition, Albrecht and Sack argue that the current 

accounting education should focus on teaching professional skills and greatly expanding the 

knowledge base. In their report, Albrecht and Sack list a set of knowledge, professional skills, 

technological skills, and teaching methods, and study the perceived importance of American 

practitioners and teachers regarding the components of this list. They found that there is a gap in the 

perception of the importance as well as at the level of the ranking of the knowledge, skills and 

methods. Teachers are following in the path of the practitioners in recognizing the importance of 

teaching a number of skills and extra-accounting knowledge (Albrecht and Sack, 2000). The authors 

essentially recommend reconsidering the content of programs, focusing on the development of skills 

at the expense of the excessive accumulation of knowledge, and changing the pedagogy. 

 

Later, in 2002, Francisco and Kelly proposed a continuation of Albrecht and Sack’s work, 

particularly in the area of skills development. To do this, students were asked to assess different 

professional skills in order to identify those that were the most important for their future career. They 

identified differences in the perceived importance of these skills between students enrolled in 

accounting education and those registered in other disciplines. Although there are some variations in 

the perceptions of students with practitioners and teachers, all stakeholders nevertheless agreed on the 

need for an immediate and thorough reform in accounting education (Albrecht and Sack, 2000, 

Francisco and Kelly, 2003, Graves, 2004, Russell and Smith, 2003). Since the report by Albrecht and 

Sack (2000), concerns about the curriculum, seemingly unchanged in the post-Enron era, have been 

renewed. Attempts to fill in the gaps have not achieved a significant change, and accounting 

education continues to be "limited, focusing strictly on technical accounting" (Boyce, 2004). Several 

authors have criticized the limited reaction of academics following the accounting scandals, and 

advocated broadening the base of accounting education by addressing the economic, social, cultural, 

and political roles of accounting (Ravenscroft and Williams, 2004, Cooper et al 2005, Diamond, 

2005, Ferguson et al 2005, Ferguson et al 2006). More specifically, Ravenscroft and Williams (2004) 

argue that "there are currently serious omissions in the accounting curriculum which must be 

rectified, and that accounting students are poorly trained in some critical areas. 

 

Although resistance to changes in accounting education seems to be considerable (Albrecht and Sack, 

2000, Gibbin, 2002, Fedoryshyn and Tyson, 2003), the above studies and reports produced a positive 

impact on the development of the accounting education in the Chinese context. Indeed, recent studies 

have focused on the context of an emerging country as China (Lin, et al 2005, Lin, et al 2008). In 

recent years, due to the rapid evolution of economic reforms and the internationalization of Chinese 

accounting, accounting education underwent considerable changes to adopt western systems (Tang, 

1997, Chan, 1999, Rahaman, 2005). However, after more than two decades of reforms, the Chinese 

system of accounting education is now quite similar to the U.S. model, deemed traditional (Wu and 

Tong, 2004). It is in this context that Lin et al. (2005) estimate that the Chinese accounting profession 

should now expect a higher level from the students enrolled in accounting who will be the future 

professionals. For this, the authors have sought the views of students, teachers and accounting 

practitioners about their perception of the importance of the require knowledge, skills, and pedagogy, 

and their assessment of whether or not the specified knowledge and skills component have effectively 

been delivered by the existing accounting curriculum and pedagogy in China. Although there is some 

variance in the survey responses, they generally agreed on a set of knowledge and skills and methods 

deemed important for the training of students. The results also reveal a gap between the most 

important knowledge and skills for the profession and those taught. Thus, it appears that the reform 

of accounting education in China is not only necessary, but indispensable. 
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At the international level, the problem of professional accounting education has become increasingly 

important, which led the IFAC (International Federation of accountants) to conclude that it is 

imperative to develop a general framework and standards governing accounting education. To do 

this, the IFAC Education Committee (International Accounting Education Standards Board - IAESB) 

has developed international standards of education aimed at professional accountants (International 

Education Standard - IES). In addition, the International Educational Guideline (IEG) No. 9 of IFAC 

asserts that "the objective of theoretical education in accounting is to prepare future competent 

professional accountants […] it is necessary to offer an education that provides them with knowledge, 

skills and rules that allow them to continue to enrich their background and adapt to change 

throughout their active life"(IFAC, IEG N° 9, 1991). 

 

In conclusion, the experience of the reforms in accounting education in the United States, in China, as 

well as in other countries is a relevant reference from which we can draw the inspiration to change 

the accounting education in other contexts. Given the rapid integration of the Tunisian economy in 

the global markets through its production of high technology products and the globalization of its 

trade activities, accounting education in Tunisia is similar to that of the western world. It is, as such, 

also confronted with this new requirement which has the objective of training students in order to 

meet the challenges arising from the changing business environment. It seems to us that it is time to 

suggest changes in the accounting education in order both to broaden the base of knowledge and to 

develop skills, and change teaching methods. The timing is particularly appropriate since the 

Tunisian government is currently putting implementing LMD reform (Licence-Master-Doctorate). 

 

2. Methodological Approach 

In light of our research questions and our objectives, we chose to conduct a survey using a 

questionnaire prepared based partly on the literature focused on the theme of the needs of the 

accounting profession and accounting education, and partly on the IES and, lastly , on the various 

existing questionnaires on this theme. The first draft was submitted to three phases of pre-testing. 

Once finalized, our questionnaire was administered to the 615 [1]  certified public accountants (CPA) 

enrolled in the OECT, as well as to the 444 [2]  certified public accountant trainees [3]  (CPAT) who 

passed the national CPA examination and were, at the time, doing their internship [4].  

 

Our survey instrument includes a list of knowledge (19 items), professional, and technological skills 

(respectively, 22 items and 18 items), as well as teaching methods (12 items). We asked respondents 

to express their views about their perception of the importance of the required knowledge, skills, and 

pedagogy on a scale of 1–4 (1 represents not at all important; 4 is very important). 

 

CPA education seems appropriate to our object of research for three reasons. Firstly, in the Tunisian 

context, CPA education is training that deals with a very broad program, encompassing different 

subject matter already studied in the master of accounting (level: high school diploma +4 years). 

Secondly, the Tunisian CPA education leads to a prestigious national examination. Thirdly, success 

in this exam allows students to become a CPA after the completion of three years of internship. 

 

An initial release of our survey instrument was conducted by e-mail in September 2010. We then 

presented the questionnaire by hand to the 350 CPAs and CPATs who had not yet responded to our 

email. After four reminders, we received 131 questionnaires from the CPAs and 175 questionnaires 

from the CPATs. Altogether, 306 usable questionnaires were collected and were entered into SPSS.  

 

The overall response rate was 37%, including 26% for the CPAs and 48% for the CPATs.  

Statistical tests carried out in this study are descriptive statistics and comparison of means tests. 

 

3. Professional Accountants’ Perceptions  

 
In this part of the study we will present the perceptions of professional accountants. First, we will put 

forward the differences in perception between the Tunisian CPAs and CPATs about the importance 
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of the needs. These needs are seen in terms of knowledge, professional and technological skills, and 

finally, in terms of teaching methods. Then, we will propose a comparison of perceptions in terms of 

needs from professional accountants who are in developed, emerging, or developing countries. These 

countries are the United States, China, and Tunisia.  

3.1. Perceptions about the Needs  

Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 present the descriptive statistics of our survey results. Mean scores and standard 

deviations for each item of the knowledge, skills and teaching methods are listed in Panel 1, 2, 3, and 

4 respectively. The ranking order of the perceived importance of those items (based on their mean 

scores) is indicated as well. A significance test of means was also carried out based on the one-way 

ANOVA. This test allowed us to determine if the status of respondents (CPA or CPAT) is statistically 

significant in the evaluation of each item. 

3.1.1. Results 

From the first column in Table 1, we can notice that, at the aggregate level, the respondents identified 

tax, auditing/assurance services, business law, financial accounting, managerial accounting, 

information systems, finance, technology topics, business strategy and electronic commerce as the ten 

most important knowledge subjects. Analytical/critical thinking, oral communication, foreign 

language, written communication, professional demeanor, measurement, risk analysis, teamwork, 

continuous learning and computing technology were identified as the ten most important professional 

skills (Table 2). According to Table 3, spreadsheet software, word processing software, world-wide 

web searching, systems analysis, windows, presentation software, database software, file & directory 

management, project management and communication software are, in turn, considered by 

respondents as the ten most important technological skills. Finally, assignments with real companies, 

team teaching, case analysis, team (group) work and role playing were identified as the five most 

effective methods for training accounting students in the current business environment in Tunisia 

(Table 4).  
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Table 1: descriptive statistics and importance ranking of Knowledge 

 

Panel 1: Knowledge 

Total population  N= 306 Certified Public Accountants N=131 Certified Public Accountants Trainees N=175 
 

F (P) [5]    Mean Standard deviation Rank Mean Standard deviation Rank Mean Standard deviation Rank 

Taxes 3.7778 .50858 1 3.7481 .50144 1 3.8000 .51417 1 .780(.378) 

Auditing/Assurance services 3.6209 .61678 2 3.7176 .46863 2 3.5486 .70032 3 5.711(.017) * 

Financial accounting 3.6046 .55855 3 3.5802 .54000 4 3.6229 .57290 2 .437(.509) 

Business law 3.5882 .61702 4 3.6794 .53013 3 3.5200 .66816 4 5.066(.025) * 

Managerial accounting 3.4771 .63334 5 3.5496 .58459 5 3.4229 .66397 6 3.021(.083) 

Information systems 3.4477 .73253 6 3.5420 .62338 6 3.3771 .79910 8 3.829(.051) 

Finance 3.4020 .60479 7 3.3435 .56529 8 3.4457 .63079 5 2.148(.144) 

Technology topics 3.3856 .88057 8 3.3511 .82204 7 3.4114 .92344 7 .350(.554) 

Business strategy 3.1536 .74169 9 3.2748 .78499 9 3.0629 .69608 9 6.223(.013) * 

Electronic commerce 3.0098 .93207 10 3.1908 .91243 10 2.8743 .92610 12 8.864(.003) ** 

Statistics/Quantitative methods 2.9902 .98675 11 3.0763 .87370 13 2.9257 1.06143 10 1.750(.187) 

Organizational behavior/Human resource management 2.9281 .94854 12 3.1527 .80835 11 2.7600 1.01120 13 13.359(.000) ** 

Accounting research methods 2.8922 .84822 13 2.8779 .78469 14 2.9029 .89490 11 .065(.799) 

Ethics and social responsibility 2.8497 .99026 14 3.0992 .91865 12 2.6629 1.00318 16 15.227(.000) ** 

Operations/Supply-chain management 2.7712 .96833 15 2.8244 .85468 15 2.7314 1.04600 14 .690(.407) 

Global/International business 2.7222 .90787 16 2.7939 .86574 16 2.6686 .93703 15 1.430(.233) 

Economics 2.4085 .85687 17 2.7405 .83747 17 2.1600 .78609 18 38.620(.000) ** 

Marketing 2.3431 .87022 18 2.5573 .83353 18 2.1829 .86486 17 14.480(.000) ** 

Retail and sales 2.1928 .90468 19 2.4046 .85735 19 2.0343 .90907 19 13.047(.000) ** 
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Table 2: descriptive statistics and importance ranking of Professional skills 

Panel 2: Professional skills 

Total population N= 306 Certified public accountants N=131 Certified Public Accountants Trainees N=175 

F (P) 
Mean Standard 

deviation 

Rank Mean Standard 

deviation 

Rank Mean Standard deviation Rank 

Analytical/Critical thinking 3.6928 .55846 1 3.6947 .50980 5 3.6914 .59373 1 .002(.960) 

Oral communication 3.6732 .58203 2 3.7863 .42981 1 3.5886 .66253 4 8.866(.003) ** 

Foreign language 3.6536 .57625 3 3.7328 .49341 3 3.5943 .62604 3 4.378(.037) * 

Written communication 3.6275 .62076 4 3.7099 .48814 4 3.5657 .69891 7 4.084(.044) * 

Professional demeanor 3.6176 .62270 5 3.6260 .50132 6 3.6114 .70130 2 .041(.840) 

Measurement 3.6013 .65125 6 3.6260 .57293 7 3.5829 .70527 6 .327(.568) 

Risk analysis 3.5784 .67415 7 3.6183 .56102 8 3.5486 .74794 8 .801(.371) 

Teamwork 3.5458 .63726 8 3.4885 .63690 15 3.5886 .63598 5 1.851(.175) 

Continuous learning 3.5098 .69299 9 3.5344 .61140 13 3.4914 .74947 9 .287(.593) 

Computing technology 3.5000 .67872 10 3.5573 .57056 12 3.4571 .74829 10 1.633(.202) 

Interpersonal 3.4837 .69758 11 3.5649 .56974 11 3.4229 .77574 12 3.127(.078) 

Entrepreneurship 3.4706 .72933 12 3.5267 .58610 14 3.4286 .81951 11 1.358(.245) 

Decision-making 3.4085 .72866 13 3.4580 .65936 16 3.3714 .77629 13 1.058(.304) 

Research 3.3889 .73934 14 3.5802 .59426 9 3.2457 .80385 14 16.088(.000) ** 

Leadership 3.3562 .76001 15 3.5649 .60890 10 3.2000 .82351 15 18.245(.000) ** 

Negotiation 3.2941 2.41954 16 3.7557 3.51500 2 2.9486 .86615 20 8.544(.004) ** 

Project-management 3.2320 .72998 17 3.3511 .61923 17 3.1429 .79303 16 6.204(.013) * 

Customer orientation 3.1699 .77916 18 3.2137 .72332 20 3.1371 .81899 17 .723(.396) 

Resource-management 3.1503 .74896 19 3.3053 .68940 19 3.0343 .77235 18 10.106(.002) ** 

Change-management 3.0392 .80067 20 3.1298 .77853 21 2.9714 .81246 19 2.949(.087) 

Salesmanship 3.0033 .89259 21 3.3359 .76067 18 2.7543 .90476 21 35.394(.000) ** 

Business Decision Modeling 2.8464 .83329 22 3.0840 .70206 22 2.6686 .88010 22 19.763(.000) ** 
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Table 3: descriptive statistics and importance ranking of Technological skills 

 

Panel 3: Technological skills 

Total population N= 306 Certified public accountants N=131 

Certified Public Accountants Trainees 

N=175 

F (P) 

Mean Standard deviation Rank Mean Standard 

deviation 

Rank Mean Standard 

deviation 

Rank 

Spreadsheet software (e.g. Excel) 3.7353 .55974 1 3.7634 .47769 1 3.7143 .61455 1 .575(.449) 

Word processing software (e.g. Word) 3.5850 .61215 2 3.5420 .59820 2 3.6171 .62214 2 1.130(.289) 

World-Wide Web searching 3.5033 .67386 3 3.4427 .62216 5 3.5486 .70848 3 1.853(.174) 

Systems analysis 3.4412 2.87866 4 3.5191 2.70712 4 3.3829 3.00703 6 .167(.683) 

Windows 3.4379 .73623 5 3.4427 .70340 6 3.4343 .76186 4 .010(.921) 

Presentation software (e.g. Power Point) 3.3922 .72641 6 3.4122 .64295 8 3.3771 .78458 7 .174(.677) 

Database software (e.g. Access) 3.3889 .74377 7 3.5191 .64868 3 3.2914 .79560 8 7.161(.008) ** 

File & directory management 3.3791 .74223 8 3.3511 .67850 10 3.4000 .78784 5 .324(.570) 

Project management 3.3039 .82727 9 3.4122 .71112 7 3.2229 .89798 9 3.963(.047) * 

Communication software (e.g. Outlook) 3.2614 .76627 10 3.3817 .71745 9 3.1714 .79096 11 5.728(.017) * 

Intra/Extranets 3.2255 .85974 11 3.2824 .77732 11 3.1829 .91648 10 1.005(.317) 

Electronic commerce 3.1144 .91794 12 3.0611 .89232 14 3.1543 .93721 12 .772(.380) 

Information systems planning & auditing 3.0621 .80535 13 3.1756 .67346 13 2.9257 .98271 15 4.602(.033) * 

Technology management & budgeting 3.0621 .83336 14 3.2137 .82282 12 2.9486 .82538 14 7.753(.006) ** 

Graphics software (e.g. Adobe) 2.9575 .92408 15 3.0000 .84124 15 2.9257 .98271 15 .483(.487) 

Other operating systems 2.5261 .95521 16 2.9160 .86858 16 2.2343 .91411 17 43.477(.000) ** 

HTML programming 2.3922 .99332 17 2.5954 .94282 17 2.2400 1.00550 16 0.871(.002) ** 

Programming languages 2.3039 .91389 18 2.4275 .80413 18 2.2114 .98020 18 4.231(.041) * 
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Table 4: descriptive statistics and importance ranking of Teaching methods 

 

Panel 4: Teaching methods 

Total population N= 306 Certified public accountants N=131 

Certified Public Accountants Trainees 

N=175 

F (P) 

Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Rank Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Rank Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Rank 

Assignments with real companies 3.5948 .68173 1 3.6870 .49744 1 3.5257 .78650 1 4.239(.040) * 

Team teaching 3.5000 .67872 2 3.5420 .55829 2 3.4686 .75649 2 .876(.350) 

Case analysis 3.4608 .63253 3 3.5191 .57313 3 3.4171 .67188 3 1.952(.163) 

Team (group) work 3.3922 .73538 4 3.4580 .65936 5 3.3429 .78575 4 1.842(.176) 

Role playing 3.3922 .79947 5 3.5038 .67224 4 3.3086 .87539 6 4.520(.034) * 

Technology assignments 3.3529 .84520 6 3.3969 .75120 7 3.3200 .90997 5 .620(.432) 

Oral presentations 3.1503 .78737 7 3.4427 .60967 6 2.9314 .83452 9 35.130(.000) ** 

Lecture 3.1275 .76400 8 3.3282 .62564 8 2.9771 .82319 8 16.633(.000) ** 

Feedback exercises (e.g. Quizzes) 3.1013 .75933 9 3.2214 .68264 11 3.0114 .80221 7 5.818(.016) * 

Reading textbooks 3.0392 .80882 10 3.2595 .69711 10 2.8743 .84837 10 17.941(.000) ** 

Writing assignments 2.9935 .80569 11 3.2672 .67738 9 2.7886 .83452 11 28.851(.000) ** 

Videos 2.5556 .87132 12 2.7405 .78041 12 2.4171 .91145 12 10.641(.001) ** 
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In addition, Table 1 presents the means and the standard deviations for the CPAs and CPA trainees. 

For the knowledge components, it is important to note that both CPAs and CPA trainees recognized 

tax as the most important knowledge. However, some variations exist in the scores of perceived 

importance and the ranking among the two groups of respondents. Regarding the top five most 

important knowledge items, CPAs have ranked auditing/assurance services as the second most 

important knowledge item, although auditing was ranked as the third most important knowledge item 

by the CPA trainees. Financial accounting is recognized by CPAs as the fourth most important 

knowledge item, but it was ranked the second most important knowledge item by the CPA trainees. 

In addition, CPAs ranked Ethics and social responsibility as the twelfth most important knowledge, 

but ethics was seen as only the sixteenth most important knowledge item by the CPA trainees. We 

also note rather significant differences in ranking regarding several knowledge items, such as, for 

example, Information systems, Finance and Electronic commerce. Mean scores of the two groups of 

respondents concerning the less important knowledge items varied considerably. However, retail and 

sales were ranked last in accordance with perceptions of the two groups. 

 

With regard to the three most requested professional skills, CPAs and CPA trainees are consistent in 

the identification of the third most important skill, namely a foreign language. While 

analytical/critical thinking was ranked by the CPA trainees as being the most important professional 

skill, it was ranked the fifth professional skill by the CPAs. Regarding oral communication, although 

it is considered to be the most important professional skill by CPAs, it is only recognized by CPA 

trainees as the fourth most important skill. It should be noted that CPAs perceive decision-making as 

a relatively unimportant professional skill (ranked 16
th

), lower than it was perceived by CPA trainees 

(ranked 13th). It is also interesting to note that CPA trainees ranked written communication seventh, a 

skill which practitioners gave a much higher ranking to (fourth most important skill). Other findings 

seem quite striking, in fact, while some skills are relatively important for CPA trainees, CPAs 

considered them much less important, for example, teamwork, learning, and entrepreneurship. 

Conversely, some skills appear to be important for CPAs but not at all for CPA trainees. The most 

striking example is the one relating to negotiation. Indeed, the group of CPAs perceives negotiation 

as the second most important professional skill while CPA trainees relegated it to twentieth (Table 2). 

 

Turning now to technological skills, responses displayed in Table 3 show a convergence of opinion 

between CPAs and CPA trainees in the ranking concerning the two most important technological 

skills. The two groups of respondents find that mastering spreadsheet software and word processing 

software are the two most important technological skills respectively. However, differences in 

rankings between the two groups are numerous. For example, while mastering databases is 

considered the third most important technological skill by the CPAs, CPA trainees ranked it eighth.  

 

Similarly, world-wide web searching was ranked the third most important technological skill by CPA 

trainees, but was considered only the fifth most important by CPAs. Other differences in ranking 

between the two groups may be observed, for example, concerning the use of file & directory 

management and communications software. However, both CPAs and CPA trainees agreed that 

programming languages is the least important technological skill. 

 

With regard to the most important teaching methods, surprisingly, both CPAs and CPA trainees 

identified assignments with real companies, team teaching, and case analysis as the three most 

important methods. Similarly, the two groups of respondents agreed on the least important teaching 

method, namely the use of videos. However, Table 4 highlights some differences in ranking, 

particularly with regard to role playing, technology assignments, and oral presentations. Finally, it is 

important to emphasize the importance given to writing assignments by CPAs (ranked 9
th

), while 

CPA trainees ranked them eleventh. 

 

3.1.2. Analysis  
 

Our survey results reveal that respondents recognize the importance of a series of knowledge, skills 

and teaching methods for the training of future professional accountants in the changing business 

environment in Tunisia. In particular, respondents have a consistent perception of the top five most 
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important knowledge items. As shown in Table 1, the knowledge items perceived as being important 

are mainly traditional accounting subjects such as auditing, financial accounting, and managerial 

accounting, while most of the broader types of knowledge received relatively lower scores, for 

example, ethics and social responsibility, global business, and economics. This result may suggest 

that the importance of receiving broader knowledge in the accounting education is not fully 

recognized by the respondents. We can conclude that at present time, accounting education of CPAs 

in Tunisia has a relatively narrow focus manifested in particular by the concentration on traditional or 

content-mastery knowledge, while multidisciplinary roles such as management and other areas in 

social sciences and humanities are not sufficiently addressed [6]. 

 

Regarding professional skills, and particularly those ranked highest, it is interesting to note that 

CPAs’ averages are higher than those of CPA trainees. The two groups of respondents rank oral 

communication among the four most important skills. This seems to contradict the stereotypical 

impression of isolated professional accountants recording accounting documents throughout the day.  

 

It appears that the respondents understand the interpersonal nature of the accounting environment. 

It is not surprising that CPA trainees consider written communication as the seventh most important 

professional skill while the professionals consider it to be more important. In fact, CPAs are more 

accustomed to writing business reports and audit opinions, and are therefore more likely to consider 

the importance of such a skill. 

 

At the aggregate level, analytical/critical thinking is one of the three most important professional 

skills. However, in our context, only the CPA trainees placed it at the forefront. This can be explained 

by the fact that most CPA trainees of our sample were exposed to situations that require them to think 

critically.  

 

Mastering foreign languages were unanimously ranked as the third most important professional skill, 

both for CPAs and CPA trainees. This result is not surprising given the current emphasis on 

globalization. Apparently, the two groups felt that English was the language of business and, 

therefore, they should master it. 

 

Moreover, CPA trainees gave much more importance to professional demeanor (ranked 2
nd

) than 

CPAs (ranked 6
th

). We can explain this result by the fact that, at the beginning of their careers, CPA 

trainees are more sensitive to ethics and eventually give tremendous respect to their accreditation 

body. 

 

The ranking of negotiating skill was very high in the CPA sample. Indeed, they regard it as the 

second most important professional skill because, after many years of practice, they are able to 

recognize that negotiation plays a major role in their everyday life. Conversely, CPA trainees are still 

at the level of their internship and haven’t faced such situations yet. In the course of their internship, 

they are assigned tasks that do not require the use of negotiation, for example, bookkeeping and 

auditing. 

 

The ranking of respondents regarding the five least important skills show less striking diversity than 

at the level of the five most important skills. Actually, both groups of respondents ranked the 

following items: customer orientation, resource-management, change-management, salesmanship, 

and business decision modeling, close together and were unanimous regarding their importance. The 

results also show that customer orientation is not considered as a very important skill for both CPA 

trainees and CPAs. This seems surprising on the part of the CPAs who work in firms that depend on 

their customers. Therefore, they should take more account of the present and future needs of their 

customers and should meet their requirements and strive to meet their expectations. Change 

management was considered more important by trainees than by practitioners. This result is 

surprising since practitioners have had experience in the real world and should therefore be aware 

that change is part of life. Despite their young age, CPA trainees are aware that all companies must 

evolve in order to survive in today's dynamic environment. 
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The rankings of technological skills highlights the agreement of CPAs and CPA trainees regarding 

the importance given to spreadsheet software and word processing software. Thus, this result shows 

the importance of the use of spreadsheet software and word processing software in the daily tasks that 

Tunisian professional accountants are required to carry out, including bookkeeping and the 

preparation of audit reports. However, it appears that the two groups of respondents do not share the 

same opinion when it comes to world-wide web searching. CPA trainees give more importance to 

web searching. This finding could be explained by a shift between two generations. The new 

generation of Tunisian professional accountants gives more importance to web searching. They 

therefore understood the relevance of search engines when it comes to seeking information. While it 

seems that CPAs prefer using more conventional means when it comes to looking for information. 

HTML programming and programming languages do not appear to be important for the two groups 

of respondents. We can explain this result by the existence of programming experts who are more 

likely than professional accountants to carry out programming. 

 

Finally, concerning the teaching methods in accounting education, both groups of respondents have 

similar views on the importance of the various methods. One notable difference is that practitioners 

have given greater weight to writing assignments compared to feedback exercises (e.g. Quizzes), 

while CPA trainees have an opposite point of view. This may be interpreted by the fact that Tunisian 

CPA trainees should be aware of the importance of the written communication skills that CPAs need 

(ranked 4
th

). 

 

3.2. Comparative Study 
 
After having studied the perceptions of the Tunisian respondents about the current education and 

their needs, we will now offer a comparison of the perceptions of the importance of knowledge, 

professional skills, technological skills, and teaching methods for professional accountants coming 

from different economic and cultural environments. Table 5 shows the ranking of the different 

components of the knowledge, skills, and teaching methods items. The ranking order is determined 

by the average score of the perceived importance of each item or component. The Tunisian sample 

data were collected from our survey. U.S. and Chinese data results from studies conducted by 

Albrecht and Sack (2000) and by Lin et al. (2005) respectively (data for accounting practitioners). 

Some differences in the perceptions of the importance of knowledge, professional and technological 

skills and teaching methods among Tunisian, Chinese and Americans respondents must be noticed. 

 

According to Table 5, the ranking of the first three knowledge items is relatively uniform for both 

American and Chinese samples, namely financial accounting, taxes, and finance. Gaps exist for other 

knowledge items. For example, there are considerable differences in the ranking of information 

systems, business law, ethics, and social responsibility. Indeed, information systems was ranked as 

the second most important knowledge item by U.S. practitioners (Albrecht and Sack, 2000), but 

ranked eighth by Chinese respondents (Lin, et al  2005), and placed sixth by professional accountants 

in Tunisia. This difference is probably due to the fact that information systems are much less 

developed in China and Tunisia than in the United States. Thus, the Tunisian respondents could not 

give the same high ranking for this item as their counterparts in the United States. 

 

In addition, business law which was classified by Chinese practitioners as the sixth most important 

knowledge item and by their American counterparts as the tenth most important one has been ranked 

by Tunisian practitioners as the fourth most important knowledge item. The reason for this may be 

due to the importance given by the Tunisian accounting profession to the issues of rights. Thus, 

business law is, at present, considered a very important component of the accounting education in 

Tunisia. 

 

Another difference to note concerns ethics and social responsibility, which were ranked as the fifth 

most important knowledge item by Chinese practitioners, the twelfth most important by U.S. 

practitioners (Albrecht and Sack, 2000) and the fourteenth most important knowledge item by 

Tunisian practitioners. Such a difference can be explained by the fact that the accounting profession 

at the worldwide level has established a major emphasis on ethics and social responsibility in recent 
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years. This happened as a response to public concerns following the Enron and Arthur Andersen case 

at the beginning of 2001. So, it seems that Chinese have recognized the ethics and social 

responsibility as a very important knowledge item for accounting education. Obviously, Tunisian 

practitioners are still not aware of the importance of such knowledge in accounting education. 

 

In addition, as shown in panel 2 of Table 5, there are considerable differences in the perceived 

importance of the professional skills necessary for professional accountants in the Tunisian, Chinese 

and American contexts. The major items which received scores of varied importance by Tunisian, 

Chinese and Americans respondents are especially analytical/critical thinking, professional 

demeanor, foreign language, computing technology, communications (written and oral), decision-

making, change-management and research.  

 

Thus, while Chinese respondents gave information technology a higher rank than American 

respondents did, Tunisian respondents, for their part, assigned it a rank lower than that of the 

Americans and Chinese (ranked 10th). This ranking by the Tunisian professionals seems surprising 

because computerization is now gaining ground in Tunisia. Indeed, the level of computer culture is 

high in Tunisia and such skills may have been taken for granted by Tunisian professional 

accountants. Similarly, professional demeanor is ranked by Tunisian respondents as the fifth most 

important skill, while Chinese practitioners put it in first place and American practitioners only in 

tenth place (Albrecht and Sack, 2000). The difference may be due to the different business 

environments of the three countries. Further, as the accounting profession is less mature in Tunisia, 

Tunisian respondents may feel that it is important to develop professional demeanor to improve the 

social status and reputation of the Tunisian accounting professionals. 

 

Foreign languages are ranked ninth by the Chinese, while it was perceived as the least important 

professional skill by American practitioners. However, the Tunisian practitioners put it in the third 

place. Since the gradual integration of the Tunisian economy in the world market, especially after the 

entry of Tunisia in the World Trade Organization (WTO), mastering foreign languages has become a 

very important professional skill and one that is useful for Tunisian professional accountants, 

allowing them to work for foreign clients or Tunisian companies which possess subsidiaries abroad 

or working in cooperation with foreign companies. Regarding the American CPAs’ ranking of 

foreign languages, it is possible that respondents consider the English language to be the universal 

language of business and that communications around the world are generally made in English. 

Therefore, they minimize the value of foreign languages by considering them to be useless. 

 

Critical thinking, oral, as well as written communications are considered in the Albrecht and Sack 

(2000) study to be the three most important professional skills in the eyes of American professionals. 

This view is shared by Tunisian professionals. Chinese respondents, however, give these skills 

relatively low ranking. This finding may reflect the fact that accounting practices and transactions are 

quite complicated, so Tunisian professionals employ the analytical and critical thinking and 

professional judgment in their practice. In addition, the high rankings given to oral and written 

communication by Tunisian respondents seem surprising. Indeed, this result contradicts the influence 

of the eastern culture in which individuals are supposed to be humble and must strictly obey the 

orders or instructions of their superiors. In such a cultural context, bidirectional communication is 

generally not encouraged and the value of communications skills could be underestimated. These 

skills are crucial for accountants in a changing and dynamic business world and they should take a 

greater role in accounting education in Tunisia. 

 

Regarding technological skills, only the U.S. and Tunisian professionals have expressed themselves 

about their perception of the level of importance of such skills. Moreover, it is interesting to note the 

convergence of the two groups of respondents particularly at the level of the ranking of the most 

important technological skills and the least important. On the one hand, U.S. and Tunisian 

practitioners agree on the importance of spreadsheet software, word processing software and world-

wide web searching for the accounting profession. It seems that these three technological skills are 

widely used in the daily tasks of the practitioners. In addition, this consistency in the perceptions of 

importance of the two groups of respondents may reflect the level of computerization among the 
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Tunisian accounting professionals who seem seduced by its multiple benefits: speed, reliability, 

traceability, inventory management, paper saving and teleconsultation of documents. On the other 

hand, the two groups of respondents pointed the same technological skills which appear to them to be 

least important for accounting practice. This is the case, for example, for HTML programming and 

programming languages. It seems that these skills are considered overly technical specialties for 

professional accountants and that it is more appropriate to employ a specialist when necessary. 

 

Lastly, the perceived level of importance of teaching methods by U.S., Chinese and Tunisian 

professionals reveals some differences. While Tunisian respondents rank team teaching second, 

American respondents rank it eighth. In addition, technology assignments are considered by 

American practitioners as the most important teaching method. Chinese practitioners rank it fourth, 

while Tunisian practitioners rank it only sixth. This result shows that the use of technology is part of 

the American educational landscape. It helps to explain the importance given by American 

professionals, on the one hand, to technology as being one of the ten most important knowledge items 

and, on the other hand, to computing technology as being the fourth most important professional 

skill. We can also notice that Tunisian professionals have not been made sensitive to the completion 

of technological skills; this could be due to the fact that technological tools have not yet made their 

appearance in the accounting education of CPAs. 

 

Similarly, respondents do not agree on the importance of writing assignments. While American 

professionals believe that writing assignments are the fourth most important pedagogical method, 

Chinese and Tunisian respondents ranked them seventh and eleventh respectively. Such a result 

confirms the importance given to written communications by American practitioners (ranked the 

most important skill), which is not the case for other respondents. So, it seems that writing 

assignments help to initiate the future professionals in the writing of numerous reports that they will 

be required to carry out, for example, audit reports. 

 

However, the three groups of respondents have similar views in terms of the perceived importance of 

assignments with real companies, team (group) work, and role playing. These different methods 

enable developing certain skills required for the accounting practice. For example, assignments with 

real companies can develop the critical and analytical mind of students. Team teaching could teach 

students leadership and importance of collaboration. And role-playing introduces students to 

negotiation. The use of textbooks doesn't seem to be an important teaching method for both American 

and Tunisian professional accountants. Indeed, the use of textbooks seems to be abandoned in favor 

of other methods that extend the scope of knowledge and also have the possibility of updating.  
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Table 5: comparison of importance ranking with Tunisian, Chinese and American samples of 

accounting practitioners 

Professional accountants 

 Tunisia: Khemiri, 2012 China: Lin & al, 2005 
USA: Albrecht & Sack, 

2000 

Panel 1: Knowledge 

Taxes 1 2 3 

Auditing/Assurance services 2 7 6 

Financial accounting 3 1 1 

Business law 4 6 10 

Managerial accounting 5 4 7 

Information systems 6 8 2 

Finance 7 3 3 

Technology topics 8 10 8 

Business strategy 9 14 5 

Electronic commerce 10 13 9 

Statistics/Quantitative methods 11 17 14 

Organizational behavior/Human 

resource management 
12 16 17 

Accounting research methods 13 - 15 

Ethics and social responsibility 14 5 12 

Operations/Supply-chain 

management 
15 18 16 

Global/International business 16 12 11 

Economics 17 9/11 [7]   13 

Marketing 18 15 18 

Retail and sales 19 19 - 

Panel 2: Professional skills 

Analytical/Critical thinking 1 4 2 

Oral communication 2 8 3 

Foreign language 3 9 22 

Written communication 4 3 1 

Professional demeanor 5 1 10 

Measurement 6 - 20 

Risk analysis 7 - 13 

Teamwork 8 6 5 

Continuous learning 9 - 9 

Computing technology 10 2 4 

Interpersonal 11 7 7 

Entrepreneurship 12 14 19 

Decision-making 13 5 6 

Research 14 1 18 

Leadership 15 10 8 

Negotiation 16 15 15 

Project-management 17 11 10 

Customer orientation 18 16 16 

Resource-management 19 12 17 

Change-management 20 17 14 

Salesmanship 21 18 21 

Business Decision Modeling 22 13 12 

Panel 3: Technological skills 

Spreadsheet software (e.g. Excel) 1 - 1 

Word processing software (e.g. 

Word) 
2 - 3 

World-Wide Web searching 3 - 4 

Systems analysis 4 - 15 

Windows 5 - 2 

Presentation software (e.g. Power 

Point) 
6 - 6 

Database software (e.g. Access) 7 - 8 

File & directory management 8 - 6 
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Project management 9 - 11 

Communication software (e.g. 
Outlook) 

10 - 10 

Intra/Extranets 11 - 16 

Electronic commerce 12 - 12 

Information systems planning & 
auditing 

13 - 12 

Technology management & 
budgeting 

14 - 14 

Graphics software (e.g. Adobe) 15 - 19 

Other operating systems 16 - 20 

HTML programming 17 - 21 

Programming languages 18 - 22 

Panel 4: Teaching methods 

Assignments with real companies 1 3 2 

Team teaching 2 - 8 

Case analysis 3 2 5 

Team (group) work 4 - 3 

Role playing 5 7 7 

Technology assignments 6 4 1 

Oral presentations 7 - 6 

Lecture 8 - 12 

Feedback exercises (e.g. Quizzes) 9 - 10 

Reading textbooks 10 - 11 

Writing assignments 11 5 4 

Videos 12 - 9 

 

Conclusion 

 
Major changes in the environment of affairs throughout these past 30 years have greatly impacted the 

accounting profession. The development of globalization and technology has resulted in new 

requirements for professional accountants. For example, these needs are reflected in the emergence of 

new missions with high added value, whose demand is ever increasing, such as consulting and 

opinion services. To carry out these new missions, professional accountants must get an academic 

education that enables them to develop new competencies (knowledge and skills). The identification 

of these competencies has been the subject of both academic (Francisco and Kelly, 2003, Lin, et al 

2005, Lin, et al 2008) and professional studies (AAA, 1986, AICPA, 1998). All the studies converge 

and identified a set of knowledge and skills as well as technical, personal, and in the field of ICT.  

 

However, if the Anglo-Saxon countries, including the United States and Australia, were the first to 

respond to this new economic situation in adopting educational systems capable of providing the 

future professional knowledge and skills mentioned above, Tunisia, for its part, has set up a higher 

education system on the License-Master-Doctorate model, without so far, providing a specific 

accounting educational path for CPA. Can we say that the current system of training CPA in Tunisia 

is adapted to the needs of the accounting profession? 

 

We conducted a survey on Tunisian CPA and CPA trainees. The results revealed a range of 

knowledge, skills and teaching methods considered to be the most important. The results also 

highlight similarities in the perception of knowledge and skills required by professional accountants, 

whether they be Tunisians, Chinese or Americans. Differences of perception are probably due to the 

differences in terms of economic and technological development, as well as social and cultural 

influences that differ from one country to another. 

 

Thus, this research has helped to form two convictions. The first one is that we must continue to think 

about the pedagogy to adopt in the context of accounting education, as well as the manner in which 

the knowledge is transmitted. The second is that academic accounting education curriculum plays a 

crucial role to meet the needs of the profession and influences the development of the profession.  
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In conclusion, this work cannot claim to have responded to all issues related to the problems and 

challenges facing accounting education, even less to have found the solutions. One of the main 

objectives of this study was to try to put the problem in its context and to propose a model for 

analyzing the situation. Academics in the field of accounting face the challenge of repositioning their 

discipline in a position of excellence. Indeed, the accounting discipline should be organized in order 

to benefit from the experience gained particularly over the last decades, to evolve and adapt to new 

challenges and new expectations of the accounting profession. This can be accomplished only if the 

academic world agrees to abandon its conformity and its commitment to traditional teaching 

methods. It is obvious that in the current state, higher education institutions have no choice than to 

change their methods. The costs associated with the implementation of these changes are much lower 

than the costs that would be generated by a possible lack of action. 

 

Footnotes 

 
[1] The names of certified public accountants as well as their e-mail address were obtained from the 

membership directory, available on the website of the organization of certified public accountants of 

Tunisia-OECT (www.oect.org.tn). 

[2] The names of certified public accountants trainees and their email address were obtained from a 

list that we were provided by the OECT. 

[3] Having passed the national examination of certified public accountants in the four public 

institutions that offer this training and are on period of practical experience. 

[4] The period of practical experience should be a minimum of three years. 

[5] The significance levels are: ** very significant at the 1% level, ** significant at the 5% level. 

[6] As Table 1 shows, most of the broader-type knowledge subjects have received relatively lower 

scores. 

[7] According to the study of Lin et al., 2005, item economy was split in microeconomics (ranked 

9th) and macroeconomics (11th). 
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Abstract 
 

The article is devoted to problems of hop production  both at world level, and in certain regions of the 

Russian Federation. The complex analysis of development of hop-growing for 1971 - 2016 has been 

carried out. Attention is focused that in the Chuvash Republic for the researched period, repeatedly 

reduced productions of hop while the republic in the pre-reform period made up to 90% of all the general 

volume made in the Russian Federation. Means of the solution of this problem due to creation of the 

cluster are considered. The infrastructure aspects of  the hop-growing  cluster in the Chuvash Republic 

allowing to increase hop production efficiency are analyzed. The research is executed with financial 

support of RSSF and the Chuvash Republic within the scientific project №. 15-12-21023/16. 

 

Keywords: hop, production efficiency, alpha acid, cluster. 

 

Introduction 

Hop-growing is a small-volume branch of agrarian production. World production of hop fluctuates within 

80-100 thousand tons in case of the occupied space of 54 thousand hectares in recent years. The world 

economy shows that 80% of hop raw materials are applied in the brewing industry. 

 

In Russia for years of economic ailments the hop-growing branch fell into complete decay. The total area 

of hop-growing plantations made more than 4 thousand hectares. Since 1996 in Russia hop reduction in 

production is watched, in 2016 the total area of hop plantings  in all categories of farms made up 409 

hectares, 270 of them are fructifying. 

 

The Chuvash Republic is the main hop-growing region of Russia. More than 90% of gross yield of hop 

are the share of Chuvashia. Domestic hop-growing achieved a production top in 1990. Hop set plantation 

was 4,8 thousand hectares, and gross collection reached up to 3,8 thousand tons in case of productivity of 

8 c/hectare.  

 

Production part of the hop sub-complex couldn't adapt to new economic conditions of managing and to 

new requirements of intensively developing brewing industry. In 2016 in the agricultural enterprises from 

the fructifying area of 91 hectare about 15,2 c/hectare are collected, gross collection of hop was 139 tons. 

 

The modern achievements of science changed a vector of development of economy and the agrarian and 

industrial complex enterprises. Formation of production structures is directed to increase in 
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competitiveness of the enterprises on the basis of integration and creation of innovative economic 

systems – agrarian including the hop-growing clusters. 

 

Many researchers, including Porter (2005), Dakhmen (1950), Tolenado (1978), Soulie (1989) were 

engaged in theoretical and practical aspects of a problem of formation and functioning of clusters. 

Separate aspects of the problem, taking into account features of the countries and regions found reflection 

in their works. In relation to conditions of Russia such scientists as Migranyan (2002), Tsikhan (2003), 

Afanasyev (2005), Markov (2015) dealt with a problem of clusters. 

 

The founder of the cluster theory is an American economist, a professor of the Harvard business school 

Michael Porter. Still Alfred Marshall (1890) at the end of the 19 century was the first to justify 

communication between productivity of the firm and their geographical concentration.  

 

The analysis of the situation in agrarian and industrial complex of the Chuvash Republic shows that the 

most perspective branch for creation of such educations is hop-growing. 

The hop-growing cluster includes the enterprises of different type according to their functional role. The 

breweries including located in the Chuvash Republic (JSC «Buket Chuvashii»), the agricultural 

enterprises and farms which saved hop-gardens, the enterprises for hop processing – JSC 

«Сhuvashkhmelprom», association of  hop growers of Russia, the Ministry of Agriculture of the Chuvash 

Republic could be a part of the hop-growing cluster.  

 

Materials and Methods of the Research 

Works of domestic and foreign scientists-economists on the researched problem, the appropriate 

development of research institutes and higher education institutions, normative and methodical materials 

formed a theoretical and methodological basis of the research. In methodical reasons also the regulations, 

documents of representative and executive public authorities of the Russian Federation defining the 

modern agrarian policy of the country are used.  

 

In the article the following methods of an economic research are used: comparisons, estimated and 

constructive, simulations, technical and economic calculations, etc. 

 

Information basis of the research were the data of the agricultural organizations of the Ministry of 

Agriculture of the Chuvash Republic, materials of The State Statistic Committee (Goskomstat) of the 

Russian Federation and the Chuvash Republic, normative and reference and special literature, 

publications of research establishments, materials of own researches. 

 

Results of the Researches and Their Discussion 

Hop belongs to crops with the small output. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations (FAO) the world areas of its plantings in recent years make more than 50 thousand 

hectares. Gross production of dry commodity hop in the world in recent years has made about 100 

thousand tons. Leaders in collecting of hop, as well as on landings are Germany (37,9% of the world 

harvest), the USA (38,7%), China (4,8%), the Czech Republic (5,5%) (Vladimirov at all, 2005). 

 

Distinctive feature of development of this branch at the world level is growth of hop productivity from 1 

hectare of the area and the increase of alpha acid content. Average productivity of hop in the world is in 

limits of 1,8 tons per 1 hectare, in the USA and China it exceeds 2,0 tons (tab. 1). 
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Table 1 : The areas, productivity and production of hop in the world  ( average level for 2012-2016)  

  

Сountries 
The area of hop-gardens, 

hectare 
Productivity, т/hа 

Gross 

yield, 

thousand 

ton 

The USA 16445 2,03 33,4 

Germany 17545 1,94 34,0 

the Czech Republic 4413 1,17 5,2 

China 2776,2 2,25 6,2 

 

Hop-growing of Russia is in a deplorable state, hop is not practically cultivated. In comparison with the 

pre-reform period the areas of landings of hop were reduced more than by 5 times, volumes of collecting 

– by 7 times (Zakharov at all, 2017). For years of economic ailments the hop-growing branch has fallen 

into full decay (tab. 2). 

 

Table 2 : The analysis of hop production in the Russian Federation (on average in years) 

 

Years Total area, ha 
Fruit-producing 

Gross yield, т. Productivity, c/hа 
га % 

1976-1980 6751 4896 73 3033 6,2 

1981-1985 6507 5274 81 3468 6,6 

1986-1990 5425 4531 83 3444 7,6 

1991-1995 4340 3776 87 2420 6,4 

1996-2000 2920 2540 87 840 3,3 

2001-2005 1880 1598 85 449 2,8 

2006-2010 1040 840 81 264 3,14 

2011-2015 505 460 91 340 7,4 

 

From these figures of tab. 2 it is visible that the average annual area of hop-gardens in 1976-1980 has 

reached up to 6751 hectares including fruit-producing – 4896 hectares, average annual  hop collecting has 

made up to 3033 tons. Since 1996 in Russia reduction in hop production has been observed. By the 

beginning of 2016 the total area of plantings of hop in Russia in all categories of farms has made 409 

hectares, 270 of them were fruit-producing. 

 

Today the main producers of hop are the Chuvash Republic( 82%), Mari El ( 6,5%) and Altai Region ( 

3,3%) (Zakharov, 2016). 

 

At the beginning of the 90th the economic crisis has affected hop-growing too. In 2005 production of hop 

have decreased to the level of 390 tons. (tab. 3). The areas occupied with hop-gardens were reduced more 

than by 20 times, 2,5 thousand hectares of trellis have been completely destroyed (Evgrafov at all,2017).  
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Table 3 : Dynamics of areas, productivity and hop gross collecting in the Chuvash Republic 

(average annual on five-years periods) 

 

Years Fruit-producing 

area, hа 

Productivity, c/hа Gross yield, тоn 

1971-1975гг 1960 10,1 1980 

1976-1980гг 2537 8,1 2055 

1981-1985гг 2923 8,7 2545 

1986-1990гг 2761 9,5 2619 

1991-1995гг 2568 8,4 2162 

1996-2000гг 1658 5,0 824 

2001-2005гг 836 5,5 444,3 

2006-2009гг 477 6,2 293,5 

2011-2015гг 184 14,7 263,9 

 

In 2016 the area of hop-gardens in all categories of farms of the republic made up 309 hectares, including 

the fruit-producing age – 233 hectares, gross collection – 324,3 tons in case of crop capacity at 14,1 

centners. The area of hop at the fruit-producing age in 2016 in comparison with 2015 was decreased by 

19%, productivity – for 23%, gross collection was reduced by 23% (Evgrafov at all, 2015).  

 

It is necessary to mark that for revival of hop-growing it is necessary to combine common efforts: state, 

hop producers, processors, customers. 

  

The experience of implementation of successful projects in other regions of Russia in the modern 

conditions shows that, for the rapid rise of any agro-grocery sub-complex it is necessary to create the 

integrated cluster formations on conditions of state – private partnership. 

 

Clusters are characteristic to any well-developed economy and formation of clusters is an essential 

component of economic development of agrarian and industrial complex. 

 

The analysis of the situation in agrarian and industrial complex of the Chuvash Republic shows that the 

most perspective branch for creation of such educations is hop-growing. 

Economic basis of creation of clusters is the integration effect of profit increase due to combining efforts 

and use of innovative development and progressive technologies. 

 

The study of hop-growing in the Chuvash Republic, on the basis of cluster analysis, will allow to reveal 

factors and increasing conditions of its efficiency. 

 

Detection of the branch problems can be realized within creation of a hop-growing cluster. We will 

consider correlations of branches and enterprises of a hop-growing cluster of the republic. Potential 

participants of a hop-growing cluster are provided in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 : Model of the structure of the hop-growing cluster of the Chuvash Republic 

 

The hop-growing cluster includes the enterprises of different type according to their functional role. The 

basis of the hop-growing cluster of the Chuvash Republic will be made by the branch enterprises. We 

suggest to include in their structure: the agricultural hop-growing enterprises; the hop processing 

enterprises ; hop consumers – breweries. 

 

Now in the Chuvash Republic the agricultural enterprises in four municipal districts of the republic are 

engaged in production of hop. The main arrays of this culture are located in Vurnarsky (LLC 

Agrokhmel), Urmarsky (LLC Agroresursy), Tsivilsky (FGBNU "the Chuvash NIISH") and Yadrinsky 

(SHPK "Vylsky", collective farm – OPH "Leninskaya Iskra") regions.  

Development of the branch of hop-growing is impossible without extension of capacities for processing 

of the grown-up production that requires the considerable financial resources. In world practice of 

brewing hop raw materials are used generally in the form of the granules which is a product of finishing 

of hop by using of granulators.  

 

Now the hop manufactured in Russia is generally used as raw materials for brewing, at the same time as a 

result of deep processing of hop, products can be used in the food industry, perfumery and cosmetic 

production, agriculture and in case of construction. 
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For the purpose of the solution of this problem now in JSC «Chuvashkhmelprom» the complex 

equipment of PROBST (Germany) of production of the granulated hop of 1500 kg of raw materials per 

hour which allows to process all produced hop brought into operation. Product of the made line is the 

granulated hop in vacuum package. 

 

We suggest to include JSC «Chuvashkhmelprom» which is located in Tsivilsk of the Chuvash Republic 

in the structure of the hop-growing cluster. 

 

Consumers of hop product in the region is the large brewery JSC ChPF «Buket Chuvashia» located to 

Cheboksary, priority types of activity of JSC «Buket Chuvashia» are: production of beer, soft drinks, 

mineral water, alcoholic beverage products, commodity malt, trade business activity, etc. 

 

Production  service and infrastructure are provided in the cluster by the following groups. Scientific 

support of hop-growing includes Federal Public Budgetary scientific institution "Chuvash Research 

Institute of Agriculture". The main type of its activities is research and development in the field of natural 

and technical science. The institute carries out the research and development work having practical value 

for further extension of production of hop, provides effective mastering of scientific development in 

production. 

 

Support of the cluster with skilled specialists is realized by the specialized educational institutions are 

provided by Federal State-Budget Educational Institution of  Higher Education "Chuvash State 

Agricultural Academy" and colleges. 

 

Nowadays the special discipline "Hop-growing" is included (in volume of 144 hours) in curricula of 

students training at the faculty of biotechnologies and agronomics. The scientific basis, scientists who can 

increase a number of hours on training of specialists in the field of hop-growing has been saved, and also 

can train by narrow «Hop Grower» profile with organization of practical training in educational-

experimental hop gardens.  

 

For the purpose of assistance of training for needs of the hop-growing branch on the basis of the Chuvash 

Agricultural Academy in interaction with the Chuvash NIISH, and also with the interested organizations 

of the republic, implementation of the program of professional development of experts in the field of hop-

growing (in volume of 72 hours), and also programs of additional education for the persons wishing to 

master production technologies and processing of hop is supposed (in volume of 140 hours). 

 

The main areas of work on staffing of branch are enhancement of target contract training of specialists for 

operation in the field of hop-growing.  

 

Professional development and re-trainings of operating experts are planned to be realized by holding 

combined learning actions – subject seminars, conferences and the master – classes. 

 

Agrochemical service provides the  branch with fertilizers, security features of plants. This function is 

laid to the branch of Closed joint stock company of «Avgust Vurnarsky plant of compound preparations". 

Its primary activity is production of chemical security features of plants (pesticides) and other 

agrochemical products. 

 

Support of the enterprises of the cluster with means of production realizes mechanical engineering. In the 

republic there are specialized enterprises which can carry out mounting work of hop-harvesting combines 

and hop dryers.  

 

Mechanization of hop-growing consists of  universal use in technological processes of hop-harvesting 

combines, the modern hop dryers. Production of specialized technique for cultivation, harvesting and 
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processing of hop can be organized at the enterprises of the Chuvash Republic having experience of their 

development and production. It is a «Tekhmashholding» Limited liability company - the Chuvash 

Republic, Cheboksary and LLC «Kanmash AGRO». 

 

LLC «Kanmash AGRO» is the modern machine-building enterprise which is carrying out a full cycle of 

business: market researches, strategic planning, development of production, production, marketing and 

sales, service and commissioning, quality ensuring. 

 

The company was established in 2005 on the basis of JSC Kanashsky Plant of Electric Lift Trucks - 

Kanash, the Chuvash Republic. The main direction is development and production of disk harrows 

(desikator), cultivators, planting preparatory units, plows. 

 

An important role for support of agricultural producers is played by financial institutions.It is the 

Chuvash regional branch JSC Rosselkhozbank and PJSC Sberbank of Russia. The Chuvash office No. 

8613, providing crediting, insurance and leasing service of the enterprises. The Russian agricultural 

producers obtain credits at the preferential rate of 5% since the beginning of 2017. 

 

Information service is carried out by the media organizations which carry out advance of production in 

mass media, organize conferences and specialized exhibitions.  

 

For coordination of participants actions of the market the association of hop-growers of Russia functions 

in Cheboksary, the Chuvash Republic. 

 

An important role is played by the trade and marketing organizations which are realizing necessary 

deliveries to the enterprises of the branch and selling their products. 

 

For successful functioning of the cluster it is necessary to take into account costs of consuming of energy, 

fuel, transport services. 

 

Considering activities of the enterprises of the cluster it is necessary to mark its need for resources of 

universal purpose (water, the earth). The population and work forces of the region need to be considered 

on the one hand as labor force of the enterprises, and on the other hand as customer of production of 

breweries – the principal buyers of hop. 

 

Enhancement of structure and successful growth of the hop-growing cluster in the Chuvash Republic will 

demand conscious interaction of authorities and society. The volume of the state support of hop-growing 

to the branch in 2016 made up to 6987,1 thousand rubles – 3,3% of the total amount of subsidies (2115,8 

million rubles). From them subsidies for lay out and care of hop gardens in the amount of 1 976,2 

thousand rubles, on the produced and realized hop at the expense of means of the republican budget of the 

Chuvash Republic - 5010,9 thousand rubles are paid. 

 

In 2016 rates of subsidies were  made: 

 

- on establishing  of hop gardens - 80% of expenses, but no more than 53 940 rubles for 1 hectare at the 

expense of means of FB and 5% of joint financing at the expense of RB; 

 

- care of hop-gardens - 80% of expenses, but no more than 20 764 rubles for 1 hectare at the expense of 

means of FB and 5% of joint financing at the expense of RB; 

 

- on the produced and realized hop - 36 971,5 rubles on 1 ton. 

In 2017 the state support of hop-growing in the form of subsidies for lay out and care of long-term 

plantings at the expense of means of federal and republican budgets remains, as a part of "A uniform 
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subsidy" 20,6 million rubles are allocated and 5,1 million rubles are allocated for the produced and 

realized hop at the expense of means of the republican budget of the Chuvash Republic. 

 

Conclusion 

The complex analysis of development of hop-growing for 1971-2016 has been carried out. The world 

areas of plantings of hop in recent years make more than 50 thousand hectares, average productivity is in 

limits of 18 c/hectare, bulk production of dry commodity hop makes about 100 thousand tons.  

 

In Russia hop is cultivated from time immemorial and in the recent past its area was made by more than 4 

thousand hectares. The average annual area of hop gardens in 1976-1980 reached up to 6751 hectares 

including fruit-producing – 4896 hectares; annual average collection of hop made up to 3033 tons. Since 

1996 in Russia sharp reduction in production of hop has been watched. 

 

The researches showed that in the Chuvash Republic for years of reforms production of hop decreased 

repeatedly. If in 1990 hop was cultivated on the area of 2,6 thousand hectares, productivity from 1 hectare 

on the republic averaged 10,8 c/hectare, gross collection - 2,8 thousand tons, and in 2016 in the 

agricultural organizations from the fruit-producing area of 91 hectare collected 15,2 c/hectare, gross 

collection made up to 139 tons. 

 

We offered the model of structure of the hop-growing cluster of the Chuvash Republic. The hop-growing 

cluster includes the enterprises of different types according to their functional role. The basis of the hop-

growing  cluster of the Chuvash Republic will be made by the branch enterprises.  

We offer to include to their structure: the agricultural hop growing enterprises; the hop processing 

enterprises ;hop  consumers – breweries. In structure of the hop-growing cluster the enterprises 

supporting productions and infrastructures will function. 

 

Such projects create an economic basis of the so-called "cluster" structures providing integration of 

participants of the process of creation of final consumer products. 
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Abstract 

 
Purpose: To research current practices in change management, proposing a guide to customization of 

change management process for organizations of different sizes. 

Design/methodology/approach: Firstly, this paper considered a large amount of scientific literature 

regarding the peculiarities of small versus large enterprises, especially related to change 

implementation. Secondly, a research on over 350 Romanian organizations was conducted, 

identifying change management process’ particularities in small, medium and large enterprises. Both 

initiatives brought to light new insights, constituting the groundwork for the recommendations 

regarding change management implementation in small, medium and large enterprises. 

Findings: This paper is emphasizing the items where change process should differ in smaller and 

larger enterprises, offering a set of recommendation as a guide to personalization of change process. 

For instance, while smaller organizations are more people oriented and therefore need a simpler 

approach of change, larger enterprises are procedure oriented, being prepared for complex 

approaches. Change management process has to be adapted to the specific characteristics of 

organizations. 

Originality/value: This paper is offering a guide to customization of change management process for 

organizations of different sizes. 

Keywords:  change management, change management process, SMEs, large enterprises 

 

Introduction 
 

Business environment is in a continuous changing process. At macro level, local or regional 

economic crises are emerging, trends as deregulation, globalization and advances in information 

systems and technologies are impacting the economic environment, population ages, governmental 

regulations are changing, social movements arise, nature is negatively affected by enterprises’ 

activity and so on. At micro level, competition is intensifying because of market’s globalization, 

some resources are increasingly expensive because of their scarcity, consumers’ requests become 

harder to satisfy because their wants and needs are evolving together with their knowledge and access 

to information etc. Internally, also, enterprises confront with a series of changes – new technologies 

have to be implemented, strategies are adopted and implemented in order to adapt to external 

environment’s requests, know-how is developed, new market segments are addressed, changes in 

leadership happen etc. Therefore, change is the reality of all enterprises, regardless their reaction to it. 

 

Project management is handling change processes toward organization’s goals, while change 

management is handling people, helping them to transition this change. Change Management is a 

strategic approach increasingly used all over the world (from 34% organizations in 2003 to 79% in 

2013), because it augments projects’ efficiency - excellent change management programs were six 

times more likely to meet or exceed their objectives (Prosci, 2014). But change happens differently in 

each enterprise, depending on its culture, resources, managerial capabilities, structure etc., these 

varying during organizational life cycle. 

 

During world economic history, there have been swifts in trends toward SMEs or large enterprises 

(Hach and Boroz-Kazai, 1986), as they present different weaknesses and strengths, and react 

differently toward threats and opportunities coming from external environment. Currently, the main 

focus is geared toward SMEs, which are considered the key to economic development. In Europe, 
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99.8% enterprises are SMEs (micro, small and medium enterprises), providing 88.8 million jobs and 

28% of European GDP (European Commission, 2014).  

 

Over time, many scholars studied the differences between small, medium and large enterprises, and 

few even considering the change processes. Starting from these and from a survey on Romanian 

enterprises regarding change management usage, the paper’s purpose is to propose a guide to 

customization of change management process for organizations of different sizes. In order to do so, a 

series of objectives were followed: (1) Identify change’s particularities in small, medium and large 

enterprises, both through survey and literature review; (2) Offer a set of recommendations on change 

approach for each type of organization; (3) Propose change management models adapted for small 

and, respectively, large enterprises, considering their specificity regarding change. 

 

 

Change Management in small, medium and large enterprises – literature 

review 
 

While many studies analyzed differences between small, medium and large companies, there are 

some suggesting that size of enterprises isn’t related to the success of change. Haveman (1993) 

considered that, in spite of the positive statistical relationship, change does not depend on company’s 

size, but rather on its organizational context, while Turner et al. (2012) suggest that the use of 

dedicated project is determined rather by company’s age than company’s size. Even so, the manner 

an enterprise leverages its organizational context, just as its age, is usually related to its size. Beside, 

considering the differences regarding access to resources and managerial approach, as many others 

outlined below, it is expected that, analyzing international literature and current environmental 

realities, some very interesting characteristics of change in smaller/larger enterprises will be 

disseminated, with their impact on change management process.  

 

Change in small, medium and large enterprises 
 

Parida et al. (2012) consider that adaptability, lack of bureaucracy and willingness to take risks are 

the main strengths of SMEs. Although small enterprises are considered to be flexible and able to 

adapt better to rapid swifts in demand in order to change fast, Ford (2009) showed that they are less 

successful in implementing and freezing/keeping the change. More than that, Ford suggests that the 

hierarchical structure of large organizations might even be beneficial to change management, since 

it rises the capacity of control, an important factor in change process (Burke and Litwin, 1992; Ford 

and Greer, 2005; Kotter and Schleisinger, 1979; Tichy, 1983). Small organizations might take into 

consideration the idea to “improve change management capability by adding structure that improves 

implementation control” (Ford, 2009), which they usually lack (Cardinal et al., 2004; Davila, 2005; 

Kotey and Slade, 2005).  

 

SMEs’ processes are simple and their structure is not standardized, requesting less bureaucratic 

management and formalized processes (Turner, Ledwith and Kelly, 2012; Anthony et al., 2008). At 

the size of around 50 employees organizations start to change, transitioning to medium enterprises by 

adopting middle management and increasing their level of formalization and standardization (Turner, 

Ledwith and Kelly, 2012). Formalization and standardization increase inertia, which makes 

change harder to initiate (Hannan and Freeman, 1984; Kelly and Amburgey, 1991), but easier to enter 

in routine (Haveman, 1993; Ford, 2009); inertia’s effect depends mostly on organization’s managerial 

capabilities.  

 

Noticing that large enterprises use a procedural style of project management (Bresner and Hobbs, 

2006), unlike small enterprises that focus on people (Alam et al., 2010; Ghobadian and Gallear, 

1997) even in the midst of this process, Turner et al. (2012) suggests that small and medium 

enterprises need “simpler, more people-focused forms of project management than traditionally used 

by larger organizations”. Since “traditional project management tools do not meet the needs of SMEs” 

(Turner, Ledwith and Kelly, 2012), integrating a simplified project management approach with 

change management is a perfect solution. Also, change management will reduce employees’ 
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resistance to change in large enterprises, as focusing on procedures might lead to overlook of their 

personal needs. 

 

Small enterprises lack resources (Garg et al., 2010), which makes them prone to misjudgments 

regarding external conjuncture and managerial decisions, and therefore vulnerable to environment’s 

threats. Also, large enterprises can attain economies of scale, while smaller enterprises could even 

have problems in providing the demanded product quantity. Access to information is harder for 

SMEs (Gibcus et al., 2009), increasing hazard in face of environmental challenges and making them 

“ignorant of project management practices” (Turner et al., 2012). Lack of managerial skills (Rahman 

& Ramos, 2010) determines a lower use of management tools for them than in larger enterprises 

(Bresner and Hobbs, 2006), a lower efficiency and unawareness regarding opportunities. External 

consultancy might be the solution for lack of information and management skills. 

 

Also, small enterprises’ lower access to resources determines their managers to focus on short-term 

objectives – reducing costs rather than increasing turnover and focusing on profit rather than on 

client’s needs. Being focused on day-to-day survival, management is rather reactive, informal, 

intuitive and opportunistic (Buonanno et al., 2005), allocating more time to adjusting than predicting 

and controlling (d’Amboise and Muldowney, 1988). Turner et al. (2009) proved that the larger 

enterprises have longer projects; microenterprises, for instance, are having only short time projects 

(0-3 months).  

 

Turner et al. (2012) suggest that the use of dedicated project managers is determined rather by 

company’s age than by company’s size; since small companies are using unspecialized management 

for their projects, they need simplified tools. Management tools are usually built for well-established 

enterprises, not for the small ones. These don’t usually use tools such Critical Path Method (CPM) 

and Earned Value Method (EVM), but use project plans (Turner et al., 2009), these being more 

people oriented.  

 

Small enterprises have less bargaining power in their negotiation with suppliers, partners and 

organizational buyers, while large enterprises, dealing with larger volumes, receive preferential 

treatment on prices, quality and associated services. More than that, clients credit large enterprises 

with greater recognition and credibility, being more stable (Pratten, 1991). Large enterprises have 

also a higher capacity to get beyond national markets, by importing raw materials and exporting their 

end products.  

 

International activity reduces company’s vulnerability in case of national markets swifts. 

Multinational organizations have, in the same time, many opportunities (to enter new markets, to 

reduce costs by producing in countries with lower labor cost, to access special skills etc.) and 

challenges (adapting to new economies and their conjunctures, to new national cultures etc.). In order 

to efficiently compete with larger enterprises, SMEs have to establish strategic alliances with 

suppliers and trading partners, using a rather cooperative way to do business. 

 

Larger enterprises are better in innovating and in business process improvement (Bernroider and 

Koch, 2001; Buonanno et al., 2005), determining most of the technological advance. This is possible 

because they have the needed resources, with research costs being easier to support due to production 

scale. SMEs are generally less innovative (Romanian National Statistics Institute, 2014; Commission 

of the European Communities, 2008), excepting marketing (Bjerke and Hultman, 2002), where 

innovation can bring faster results in achieving their objectives.  

 

The governance may favor multinational enterprises, since in emerging economies, as Romania, 

relational governance is preferred to the rule-based one; also, cooperation is preferred to 

confrontation (Li and Filer, 2007; Pillania, 2009). However, the small enterprises that are important 

to national history or culture might also be favored. 
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Change management – concept and utility 
 

Environmental changes determine changes at enterprises level also, but the process is not easy to 

transit successfully. Employees are resisting change, resources (financial, human, physical and 

informational) are insufficient, barriers come from legislative and institutional area etc. These 

obstacles make 70% change initiatives to fail (Keller & Aiken, 2009; Kotter, 1995) and 15 cents of 

every dollar spent on strategic initiatives to be lost (PMI, 2014). 

 

Effective Change Management is improving a great deal enterprises’ situation: “18% of the world 

organizations report being highly effective at organizational change management” with 83% of them 

being strong financially, compared to only 52% of general sample (PMI, 2014); there is a direct 

correlation between using effective change management programs and meeting projects’ objectives, 

on time and on budget (Prosci, 2014), “excellent change management programs being six times more 

likely to meet or exceed their objectives than those with poor change management programs” (Prosci, 

2014). 

 

Change management is helping the enterprise to adapt to the environment (Pollack, 2015; Holbeche, 

2011), transiting from the current situation to the one desired (Taher et al., 2015), by helping people 

to accept and support change (PMI, 2013), in order to achieve projects’ success - meeting their 

objectives in a time and budget frame (Prosci, 2014). 

 

Practitioners and theoreticians were proposing numerous models (Anderson & Anderson, 2001; 

Kotter, 1996; Luecke, 2003; Prosci, 2007 etc.), starting with the ’50s (Lewin’s Model), in order to 

create a frame of action and a guide through the difficult process of change, meant to decrease 

enterprises’ risks. Choosing one of the models should depend on following criteria: ease to use, ease 

to implement, ease to understand, ease to communicate to others, simple, practical, structured and 

systematic, logical, comprehensive and holistic (Prosci, 2007). Most of the models include: 

identifying the need for change, creating a vision and the conditions needed for change, planning and 

implementing change, and securing the favorable internal environment for conserving the present 

change and foster future changes (see Table for compared structure).  

 

Prosci’s study (2014) shares the top five areas to focus for a successful change management: 

Effective communication, Timing, Integration with project management, Building buy-in for change 

management and Sponsorship.  

 

 

Change Management Process Particularities – A Case Study On Small, 

Medium And Large Romanian Enterprises 
 

Pursuing this paper’s purpose - to develop a guide to customization of change management process 

for organizations of different sizes -  data from an extensive research on change management 

approach in Romanian enterprises were analyzed. This way, particularities of small, medium and 

large enterprises’ approach of change management suggested a series of recommendations, especially 

for organizations in emerging economies with a similar trend as Romania’s. 

 

Romania was categorized by International Monetary Fund (IMF, 2015) as an emerging economy, and 

as most of emerging countries, it exited an oppressive regime (Hoskisson et al., 2000) and entered a 

process of growth in order to become a competitive economy. This growth process implies a high 

level of socio-economic change, which determines changes at companies’ level, too. The change 

process in emerging countries, organizational or national, is affected by public institutions’ 

immaturity regarding legal, political and financial aspects (Marcotte, 2014) and by highly regulated 

markets (Hoskisson et al., 2000), these increasing enterprises’ need for a strategic method to 

approach change. Although Romania is not one of the largest emerging economies, such Brazil, 

Russia, India, China (BRIC) and others, it usually records average indicators in line with the other 

emerging economies (World Bank).  
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The World Bank’s Gross National Income per capita (GNI per capita), considering in the same time 

the purchasing power parity (PPP), situates Romania at the upper middle-income level (19,020 USD). 

Also, Romania’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is above European average, with a compound 

annual growth rate of 4.3% (compared to 2.6% in Europe area). World Bank’s corruption ranking in 

placing Romania on 58
th

 place out of 189, while unemployment rate was only 7% in 2014, compared 

to 11,2% in Europe area. Therefore, while Romania is not one of the largest or most dynamic 

emergent economy, it not one of the smallest or slowest ones either. Its development and challenges 

can be compared with many other economies, especially for the East-European ones, which enjoy 

similar macroeconomic conditions. 

 

Methodology 
 

“Identifying change management process’ specifics in Romania” has been the purpose of a survey on 

350 leaders of Romanian organizations, where 70% of respondents have been top managers and 14% 

middle managers, 51% organizations being small, 29% medium and 20% large. This national study, 

inspired by Prosci’s international benchmarking on change management, offers some transparency on 

change management in Romanian enterprises (by size), while it is expected to present similitudes 

with the situation in other emerging economies. The differentiation between small, medium and large 

enterprises in this study followed European Commission’s (2015) criteria: small enterprises have less 

than 50 employees and turnover of less than EUR 10m; medium enterprises have 51-250 employees 

and turnover of less than EUR 50m (or a balance sheet total of less than EUR 43m); and large 

enterprises have over 250 employees and turnover higher than EUR 50m. 

 

Differences between change management process’ characteristics in small, medium and large 

enterprises have been identified through 17 variables (Table 1), which measured a score for each of 

the four phases of change in Romanian organization. In order to emphasize the most important 

factors of success in change implementation in small, medium and large enterprises, a ranking of 

significant correlations between enterprises’ effectiveness and all variables considered was performed 

(Table 2). For large enterprises, regression offers a snapshot of causality regarding change initiatives’ 

effectiveness, while unfortunately in small and medium enterprises causalities could not be 

determined. 

 

Results 
 

Recorded values for small, medium and large enterprises in Romania are close, with a slight 

advantage for medium enterprises (Table 1). All Romanian organizations perceive their need for 

change and even initiate change by discussing and strategizing it. However, the low scores on 

Preparing the enterprise for change and even lower scores regarding Implementation of change are 

suggesting that Romanian organizations don’t usually use a strategic approach for change adoption, 

like change management methodology. Prosci (2014) shows that tackling change in a structured 

manner is one of the main factors determining change initiative’s success.  

 

Regarding phase two of change management process - Creating the favorable environment in the 

organization for change adoption -  small and large enterprises’ scores remain at neutral level point. 

In this phase, training in change management got negative scores (around 2 out of 5), while change 

inclusion in strategies recorded the most positive scores (3.8 in large, 4.6 in small and 4.8 in medium 

enterprises). Also, positive scores have been listed regarding organizations’ capacity to change in 

medium (3.6 out of 5) and large (3.5 out of 5) enterprises.  
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Table 1: Assessment of small, medium and large enterprises   

regarding their performance in the four phases of change management process 

 

PHASE VARIABLE Small Medium Large 

PHASE 1 

Identifying the need 

for change 
 

Perceived need for change 4.21 4.23 3.89 

Existing discussions and proposals towards 

making changes in the organization 
4.26 4.62 4.72 

AVERAGE SCORE Phase 1 4.24 4.42 4.31 

PHASE 2 

Creating the 

required 

background for 

change 
 

 

 

 

Desired change included in organization’s 

strategy 
4.57 4.79 3.82 

Identifying the level of existing knowledge 

and abilities for change in employees 
3.19 3.38 3.06 

Evaluating openness to new ideas and 

methodologies 
3.33 3.35 2.78 

Evaluating organization’s capacity to change 

regarding human, financial and physical 

resources 

3.12 3.62 3.50 

Training in Change Management 2.06 1.98 1.32 

AVERAGE SCORE Phase 2 3.25 3.42 2.90 

PHASE 3 

Implementing 

change 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Using change management methodology and 

tools 
1.67 1.46 1.47 

Allocating human, financial, physical and 

time resources for change 
3.40 3.68 3.65 

Assigning permanent tasks or roles for 

change 
2.11 2.50 2.35 

Employing external consultants 1.89 1.88 1.47 

Clear communication about change 3.38 3.38 3.18 

Rewards and encouragements for taking the 

initiative 
3.24 3.27 2.83 

Integrating Change Management with Project 

Management 
3.29 3.42 3.00 

Resistance to change 2.36 2.00 1.68 

AVERAGE SCORE Phase 3 2.67 2.70 2.45 

PHASE 4 

Consolidating 

change 

 

Evaluating the success of change process 3.67 3.96 4.12 

Integration of change in day-to-day activity 3.53 3.71 3.41 

AVERAGE SCORE Phase 4 3.60 3.83 3.76 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT USAGE - AVERAGE SCORE 3.45 3.62    3.41 

 

Medium enterprises are the only ones getting an acceptable favorable score (almost 3.5 out of 5) on 

the second phase of change process. They have the capacity to change, because their availability of 

resources - similar to large enterprises (scores 3.6 in medium and 3.5 in large enterprises), their 

openness to new ideas - similar to small enterprises (almost 3.5 in small and medium enterprises, and 

less than 3 in large ones), and their strategic efforts (4.8 in medium, 4.6 in small, and only 3.8 in large 

enterprises). Openness to new ideas and methodologies depends on organizational culture and 

structure; large enterprises’ high level of standardization and formalization determines a lower level 

of openness regarding change, but when integrating change management with project management, 

another important factor for change success (Prosci, 2014), people and organizational culture become 

more open to change. 

 

Low scores for training in change management are worrying, as it is also reflected in low scores 

regarding change implementation and efficiency in change initiatives. Requesting consultants’ help, 

which might partially compensate lack of training, showed also quite low scores. Therefore, all types 
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of firms, even the medium ones, being better prepared for change, are witnessing low scores in 

implementation phase. 

 

Third phase, “Implementing change”, is the most important and indexes the lowest scores, just below 

the neutral point, 3. Change implementation appear to be a challenge for all types of organizations in 

Romania, since they don’t use specific methodologies and tools, don’t assign permanent tasks for 

change, and don’t have trained personnel or contracted consultants. Small enterprises record the 

highest score regarding change inclusion in own strategies, but the low score from third phase 

(implementation) suggests that they should prioritize ideas and invest time and other resources only 

in most important initiatives; also, using change management tools more would increase efficiency in 

their implementation phase. 

 

The lowest scores were showed at usage of change methodologies and tools (1.7 in small and 1.5 in 

medium and large enterprises), collaboration with consultants (from 1.5 in large enterprises to 1.9 in 

small and medium enterprises), assigning permanent tasks or roles for change (2.1 in small, 2.4 in 

large and 2.5 in medium enterprises), and reducing resistance to change (from only 1.7 in large, to 2 

in medium and 2.4 in small enterprises). The only positive scores in this phase were in Allocating 

resources in medium and large enterprises. 

 

Large enterprises have the lowest score in change implementation; even though they allocate more 

resources to change they don’t use consultants extensively (maybe they feel that they have the needed 

culture and human resources, even though untrained, or due to high number of change projects). 

Also, rewards and encouragements are lower (probably, because they are procedures oriented, not 

people oriented). Also, we have met two surprises: (1) large companies have the lowest level of 

change management integration with project management, even though these kinds of instruments 

are created for them and their informational and managerial resources’ availability should favor 

change management; (2) they perceive the lowest resistance to change, probably due to ineffective 

communication between leaders and employees, since efficient change management is not 

extensively used. 

 

It is interesting that, even though Romanian enterprises register negative scores regarding change 

implementation (scores below neutral point), they are evaluating it and consider that they are 

integrating change in day-to-day activity. Projects’ efficiency measurements contradict the idea that 

they are consolidating change. This way last phase, “Consolidating change”, falsely appears to be a 

success, scores trending toward 4 out of 5. 

 

Considering the fact that Change Management’s average score in this study has been only 3.5, we can 

assume that the low effectiveness of change projects (only 3.1 on a scale from 1 to 5) is mainly 

influenced by the lack of proper knowledge regarding change process. Romanian organizations are 

barely fulfilling their objectives (score 3.43 out of 5), without being satisfied regarding their time 

(null score, 3) or budget (null score, 2.8) spent on change projects’ management. Also, average of 

these three variables (efficiency regarding objectives fulfillment, meeting time and budget 

constraints) for small (3.1), medium (3.2) and large (3.0) enterprises are very similar, suggesting that 

there are some macro-environmental factors, together with lack of information regarding change 

management, determining inefficiency in all sizes enterprises. 

 

It is interesting to observe, based on significant Pearson correlations with overall effectiveness of 

change initiatives, which are the most relevant drivers in change management process for each type 

of organization. Small enterprises are usually using their manager as sponsor, as well as evaluator 

and even implementer of change, due their limited number of employees and necessary knowledge. 

This probably makes the managers’ ability and desire for change the main factor determining its 

success; also, as stated before, their low level of standardization and formalization have to be 

counteracted with specific tools and integrators for both areas – change management and project 

management (r=0,51). Considering medium enterprises’ more complex structure, they should focus 

on communication’s efficiency (r=0,62) and change tasks assignation (r=0,58), while integrating 

change management with project management remain just as important (r=0,58). Large enterprises 
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have to focus on integrating the change in day-to-day activity (r=0,77), which is much easier when 

integrating change management with project management (r=0,74); also, since they have more 

available resources, these are significantly linked to change’s success (r=0.58 - 0.71); using change 

management methodology and tools also appear to have a significant influence. 

 

Conclusions 
 

As change is impossible to avoid, enterprises have to find the right method to approach it. Change 

management theory offers a variety of models to choose form, taking into consideration market’s and 

enterprise’s conjuncture, as well as change’s peculiarities, but without offering the criteria to choose 

one of the many. This study, based on international literature and a research on Romanian enterprises, 

is emphasizing the items where change process should differ in smaller and larger enterprises, 

offering a set of recommendation, as a guide to personalization of change process, and two different 

approaches for change management process in small and large enterprises. 

 

There are some general factors driving change in small vs. large enterprises. Favorable corporate 

governance is higher in large enterprises, determining more opportunities. When governance favors 

the competitive position and change, good strategies can balance the high risks determining change. 

Innovation level is lower in SMEs and higher in large enterprises, which are developing strong 

competitive advantages. Innovation means change, and change management is both a favoring factor 

initiating change and a structured manner to manage innovation’s implementation. Use of change 

management methodology and tools is lower in medium and large enterprises, according to our study, 

relatively low effectiveness and general scores for change process suggesting that Romanian 

enterprises should learn more about change management, as a strategic tool for change and its 

adoption. 

 

The particularities of change in small, medium and large enterprises (Objective 1) were identified 

through a thorough analysis of international literature (section 2) and a survey on change 

management process’ segregated between small, medium and large enterprises in Romania (section 

3). These particularities are resumed in Table 2, comparing organizations by a set of differentiating 

criteria, which will eventually determine the change process’ fine-tuning. 

 

Table 2: Criteria for change management process (standard set up) in different enterprises by 

size  

* Similar for Medium enterprises too 

 

Starting with data presented in Table 2, the following recommendations will help selecting the right 

change management setup (Objective 2):  

 

 

 

Differentiating criteria  Small enterprises Large enterprises 

Creating a favorable environment for change adoption Higher* Lower 

Standardization and formalization Lower*  Higher  

Dedicated management Lower  Higher*  

Focus during project management People* Procedures 

Resources’ availability Lower  Higher*  

Change management training and consulting Higher* Lower 

Strategizing changes Higher Lower* 

Freezing change capacity Lower  Higher*  

Focus Short-term Long-term 

Changes’ complexity  Lower  Higher* 
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� Creating a favorable environment for change adoption is easier in SMEs, which are 

facilitating change adoption by removing barriers like employees’ resistance to change. 

Evaluating needed resources and knowledge regarding change, getting training in change 

management, strategizing, informing managers regarding future change etc. are actions all 

enterprises should operate in order to remove human resistance and other barriers. 

� Considering the level of standardization and formalization, SMEs adapt easier, are more 

willing to take risks, but have troubles in consolidating change, which suggest that their 

policies should support stability after the change has been implemented. For large 

enterprises, change is harder to initiate, but easier to enter in routine, mostly depending on 

managerial capabilities. Large enterprises should invest in creating a culture that is favorable 

to change, reducing this way the negative effects of inertia. Moreover, in order to efficiently 

control organizational inertia, both SMEs and large enterprises should train their managers 

and allocate responsibilities regarding change.  

� While medium and large enterprises have change management dedicated management, 

enjoying highly specialized managers and usage of complex managerial tools (e.g. Critical 

Path Method-CPM and Earned Value Method-EVM), small enterprises’ limited managerial 

specialization translates in a low number of managerial tools utilized (they seem too 

complex). 

� Regarding the focus during project management, SMEs are more people-oriented, while 

large enterprises are procedures oriented. Since SMEs cannot handle so well procedures, 

they need a simpler and more people-focused form of project management, integrating it 

with change management, in order to ensure the consistency of change process and to reduce 

resistance to change. Integrating project management with change management is useful for 

large enterprises also, since they often overlook employees’ resistance to change; in this way 

large organizations become more people-focused. 

� While large and medium enterprises have access to resources, small companies are usually 

lacking material and financial resources, which results in difficulties in providing the 

demanded quantity/quality and vulnerability to environmental threats. Also, their lack of 

informational and human resources is reflected in a certain degree of ignorance regarding 

management practices and opportunities. Management consulting, change management - 

specifically, can reduce misreading external environment and taking wrong managerial 

decisions. 

� Apparently, change management training and related consulting is perceived better in 

SMEs, encouraging the continuity of change efforts and increasing change process’ 

effectiveness. Large enterprises’ lower knowledge regarding change management is 

determining them to lose sight of sensitive aspects of change during projects, recording a 

lower effectiveness in change implementation. Training in change management and 

following a clear and structured model of change process is helping entities to become more 

efficient in their projects. 

� Small enterprises are often strategizing changes, but are not very efficient in 

implementation, due to their insufficient resources, including managerial ones, for 

simultaneous changes. Instead of losing time planning many changes, small enterprises 

should prioritize ideas and invest time and other resources in the most important initiatives. 

Medium and large enterprises are facing the opposite problem – they are generating less 

change ideas and strategize less, because of their complex managerial structure. In order to 

overcome this problem, they should have organizational structures specialized in change, to 

generate change ideas and encourage change in all stages. 

� Freezing change is easier for medium and large enterprises, because hierarchical structure 

of larger organizations increases their capacity of change implementation and control. 

Increasing the level of control in smaller enterprises is possible by keeping change 

agents’/managers’ attributions even after finalizing the change process. 

� SMEs have short-term focus, using reactive, informal, intuitive and opportunistic 

management; they are focused on reducing costs rather than increasing turnover, as well as 

on adjusting to environmental changes already capitalized by their competitors. This is 

emphasizing SMEs’ need for a simple change process model, easy and rapidly to pass 

through at the opportune moment. Large enterprises use proactive, formal, research based 
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and strategic management, developing sustainable managerial policies, in order to increase 

turnover. They predict and strategically approaching future environmental changes, focusing 

on long-term relationship with their customers. In order to fulfill their objectives efficiently 

larger enterprises need an elaborated change model, which must be adapted to their 

specificities. 

� Changes’ complexity is higher in medium and large enterprises than in the small ones, 

which is determining their openness to more complex change management processes. 

 

Choosing the right change management model (Lewin, Hersey&Blanchard, Lippitt, Watson & 

Westley, Hard Systems Model of Change, Bullock&Batten, Prosci, PMI, Andearson, Kotter) for a 

certain organization should start from the above criteria. For instance, Prosci’s AKDAR Model 

describes a simple change management process for employees, perfectly adapted to the particularities 

of small enterprises. Of course, Prosci complete this model with a more procedure-oriented one, 

describing the business dimension of change, that is perfectly adapted to larger enterprises’ needs for 

a more complex, but easy to understand, change management process. While implementing the 

chosen model final recommendations, specific to small vs. large enterprises, can be summarized: 

� Identify main threat or opportunity requesting change - for small organizations, with 

limited resources, it means to choose the most important change projects, avoid dissipating 

efforts on too many or irrelevant initiatives, and support post-change process stability 

through managerial measures; for large enterprises change is harder to initiate, so they 

should create structures able to analyze the environment and to encourage new change ideas, 

discouraging corporate inertia at the beginning and supporting it in post-change, to preserve 

the new position. 

� Diagnose the current organizational situation -  evaluating organization’s attitude toward 

change, the level of knowledge regarding change management and the availability of 

resources needed for change (material, financial, informational/ knowledge, and human/ 

managerial) is a top prerequisite for any change project, in any organization 

� Create a change management team or delegate a change leader - small enterprises need 

to make sure their leaders have proper training/knowledge required to use standard 

managerial tools for change management; in case of medium and large enterprises this 

should be complemented by leaders’ capacity to cooperate outside regular organizational 

structure, using highly specialized tools. 

� Continually prepare for new changes, creating a culture open to change and preserving the 

attributions of change manager even after finalizing the process of change. 

� Elaborate a strategy for change from current to desired future state - the organization, 

regardless of its size, needs to: explore its options; integrate change management with 

project management in order secure a more people-focused approach and reduce resistance 

to change; ensure continuity of change process and increase efficiency; plan actions and 

milestones; establish roles in change process, choose change resistance control strategy; 

build a set of change management KPIs. Both planning and implementation of change 

strategy have to be simplified for smaller organizations. 

� Focus on most significant drivers of the change management process (Table 2) -  these 

are different for each size-type organization. Even though integrating change management 

with project management is important for all organizations, medium enterprises should 

focus more on communication of change and change tasks’ assignment, while large 

enterprises should pay more attention to change continuity, ensuring the financial resources 

for change. 

� Integrate change management with project management – this is listed as an important 

contributor to change project’s success at international level (Prosci, 2014) and proved its 

importance in Romanian organizations too, showing significant correlations in all types of 

organizations. 

 

Each organization and each change initiative is unique, comporting customization and requiring a 

particular approach; therefore, this paper is not claiming to offer a magic formula for a successful 
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change, but a transparent view and set of guidelines for personalization of change management 

process for organizations of different sizes. Hopefully this will help organizations in choosing the 

right path, in a more educated way, to reach the desired position in a highly efficient manner.  
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Abstract 
 

The development of trade relations between Russian organizations within the country and with foreign 

partners mainly depends on the effectiveness of logistics and its management. A significant area of 

management is the control of transport and logistics operations, the organization of which requires certain 

costs and understanding of the essence of logistics activities and the principles in which customs relations 

are realized. The article deals with the content characteristics and organization of logistics systems and 

clusters, taking into account their control provision. 

 

Keywords: logistic activity, customs legal relations, principles of customs activity, control, risk 

reduction. 

 

Introduction 

Logistic activity of Russian companies engaged in foreign trade activities, performing export-import 

operations in the working regime, has its own peculiarities and even difficulties within the framework of 

customs legal relations. In this regard, the actual issue is the implementation of the principles of customs 

relations and their impact on the effectiveness of logistics activities in the current geopolitical situation.  

 

The Essence of Logistics Activities 

Logistics as management of material, information and human flows requires, as a scientific direction and 

as a field of optimization practice, consisting in the methodological development of rational methods for 

managing these flows. The flow as an object of management is considered in logistics in the context of its 

classification types and applied to the field of logistics activities: in procurement, transportation, sales, 

storage of materials and goods. 

 

In modern scientific research, close attention is paid to financial and information flows not only as 

concomitant with the main material flow, but also as independent ones. The logistic direction of scientific 

research is aimed at establishing the cause-effect relationships and patterns inherent in logistic operations, 

logistics systems, logistic functions and logistical costs. 

 

Logistical operations can be classified according to the processes of supplying production and sales 

(sales). These operations are somewhat different from the usual economic operations by their connections 

inherent in the logistical chains of material flows. 

 

Logistic system is considered in practice as a set of actions of participants in the logical chain: producers, 

transport and trade organizations and others - to the end user. The structure of the participants (elements) 

of the logistics system depends on the target orientation of the logistics chain, for example, organizations 

can develop their own logistics units, if necessary, they can attract specialized transport and logistics 

organizations that will carry out a complex of operations for supply, storage, E. This approach in logistics 

makes it possible to distinguish its different levels: 

 

1- warehouse (storage) → post office (information exchange) → taxi (transport) 
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2- organization and management of transportation → accounting and inventory management → 

registration of export-import and freight documentation → warehouse storage → cargo handling → 

delivery to the end user 

 

In the first case, the number of levels of the logistics system is less, since the organization applies for the 

implementation of logistics operations to a specialized organization, in the second case, the number of 

levels is greater, since the whole range of logistics services is transferred to the transport and logistics 

operation - to the provider. 

 

Depending on the levels of the logistics system, separate types of logistics activities are distinguished, for 

example: procurement logistics, distribution logistics, transport logistics, sales logistics, stock logistics, 

warehouse logistics, information logistics, integrated logistics, city logistics, etc. 

 

As part of the logistics activities, much attention is paid to customs logistics, considering the process of 

moving cargo across the border, solving the task of importing and exporting goods and minimizing the 

costs of customs procedures. 

 

The allocation of territories of priority development in the subjects of the Russian Federation, free 

economic zones, has led not only to the development of logistics activities, but also to their integration. 

The latter is considered on the basis of synergy - in the merging of individual elements of logistics 

activities into a single system, which allows to obtain greater economic effect, to reduce logistics costs 

due to economies of scale and territorial localization of participants. 

 

Such integration in Europe and Russia has been termed transport-logistic clusters, which is described in 

the economic literature as "a stable interaction between geographically concentrated independent market 

entities whose efforts are aimed at maintaining a full cycle of main and associated flows, end-to-end 

resource optimization from the original suppliers Up to the end users who implement logistic functions " 

(Savenkova T., 2015). 

 

The creation of such logistics cluster complexes in Russia is currently being carried out in Primorsky 

Krai, which, in the final analysis, will enable it to be included in the transport logistics system of the 

Asia-Pacific region. In the structure of the transport and logistics cluster in accordance with the 

experience of European countries can be distinguished: multimodal storage and cargo handling centers; 

Multimodal terminals with access road and railroad entrances; Points of exchange and repair of all types 

of containers for the transport of goods; Service of technical and production-technological services; 

Information and logistics centers, as well as customs clearance centers and others. 

 

The management of the transport and logistics cluster is most often carried out on the basis of public-

private partnership. In this regard, not only understanding the content of logistics activities, but also 

managing the relations arising in systems and clusters of relations, including customs, implemented on 

the basis of generally established and special principles acquires special significance. 

 

Principles of Customs Legal Relations 

The formation of the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan initially implied the use of two 

levels of government: national and supranational. At the supranational level, the main customs legislation 

regulating customs relations is the Customs Code of the Customs Union (TC TC). The entire system of 

regulatory and legal regulation of customs legal relations is level: 

 

- the first level - TC TC; 

- the second level - international treaties forming the legal framework of the Customs Union; 

- third level - decisions of the Customs Union Commission. 
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At the national level, customs legal relations are regulated by national legislation. In Russia there are 

Federal Laws: "On Customs Regulation in the Russian Federation" dated 27.11.2010 No. 311-FZ and 

"On Customs Tariff" dated May 21, 1993 No. 5003-1. In the development of federal legislation, 

regulatory legal acts of the Government of the Russian Federation and regulatory legal acts of the 

Customs Service of the Russian Federation (FCS of Russia) are developed and applied in the practice of 

managing customs legal relations, which is the key subject of customs relations management. The FCS of 

Russia is a "federal executive body that fulfills the functions of elaborating state policy and regulatory 

and legal regulation, control and supervision in the field of customs business" and carrying out other 

types of activities provided for by the Russian legislation (Pepelyaeva S., 2015). 

 

The activities of the customs authorities that play a primary role in the development of customs legal 

relations are based on legally established principles: 

 

• legality; 

• equality of persons before the law, respect and observance of their rights and freedoms; 

• Unity of the system of customs authorities and centralized leadership; 

• professionalism and competence of customs officials; 

• clarity, predictability, publicity of actions of officials of customs bodies, understandability of 

their requirements when conducting customs control and performing customs operations; 

• accessibility of information on the rules for the implementation of foreign economic activity, the 

customs legislation of the Customs Union and the legislation of the Russian Federation on customs 

matters; 

• uniformity of law enforcement practice in the course of customs control and customs operations; 

• prevention of imposing excessive and unjustified costs on the participants of foreign economic 

activity in the exercise of powers in the field of customs; 

• improvement of customs control, application of modern information technologies, introduction 

of progressive customs administration methods, including on the basis of universally recognized 

international standards in the field of customs, experience in customs management in foreign countries - 

trading partners of the Russian Federation (Federal Law of 27.11.2010 N 311-FZ). 

 

The emergence of customs legal relations is associated with the movement of goods across the customs 

border of the state or the Customs Union. This transfer entails the emergence of the obligation to pay 

customs fees, which include: customs duties (import and export), customs fees for the implementation of 

customs operations. 

 

Crossing of goods across the customs border is also connected with the payment of taxes: VAT and 

excises, levied when importing goods into the customs territory. It should be noted that customs payments 

do not refer to tax payments, and tax payments to customs. At the same time, the basis for payment of 

both is documents drawn up by organizations, including logistic ones, which testify to the nature and 

nature of the logistics operations carried out. 

 

The relationship between logistics and customs legal relations is complemented by tax legal relations, 

deepening them meaningfully, which requires a clear understanding of this relationship.  

For example, when goods are moved across the customs border in accordance with the legislation of the 

Russian Federation on taxes and fees, the introduction, collection of VAT and excises is applied in 

accordance with the principle of "targeted action" 

 

According to the customs legislation, the establishment, introduction and collection of the same VAT and 

excises is applied only in the part that is not regulated by the legislation on taxes and fees in accordance 

with the principle of "additional action". The interrelationship of the principles is manifested in the 

priority of the tax law in relation to the customs. This causes participants of customs legal relations from 
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different countries to observe the interests of the national legislation of the country to which the import of 

goods is carried out.  

  
Control support for the implementation of logistics operations 

In the logistic activities, all traditional types of control (preliminary, current and subsequent) are used, 

which contribute to reducing risk situations, identifying and preventing violations, and various types of 

fraud. 

 

The most common types of violations and fraudulent activities in logistics activities are related to the 

turnover of commodity-material values (material flow), among them one should point out: incorrect 

technological schemes and processes of moving cargo and transportation; Incomplete posting of goods, 

raw materials and materials; Non-existent supplies; Incorrect schemes of document circulation of 

warehouse operations; and others. Preliminary control that ensures the reduction of risks on the flow of 

goods can be organized taking into account the following measures: 

 

• control of compliance with technological schemes and maps; 

• control over the performance of official duties; 

• control over the implementation of measures to ensure economic security; 

• control of taxation on operations of commodity circulation within the domestic market and with  

 

foreign partners. At the same time, importance is given to improving the efficiency of the management 

system of transport and logistics organizations and other stakeholders in logistics clusters. Such 

management systems in accordance with the Federal Law "On Accounting" No. 402-FZ should be 

organized taking into account effective internal control. 

 

Own internal control systems of transport and logistics organizations, subordinate to owners and carrying 

out their activities in close cooperation with security services, are able to control all routes of commodity 

flows and all schemes independently, and, if necessary, with the involvement of independent experts. The 

most effective preliminary measures to reduce the risks of commodity flow include: the application of a 

system of commodity loss rates and natural loss in transport with progressive methods that minimize 

objective and subjective errors, and the development and implementation of a program fraud preventing. 

 

It should be noted that the Russian Register of Corporate Fraud and Abuse  reflects several hundred of the 

most common types of fraud associated with the receipt, storage, movement and use of various types of 

assets and inventory. The use of this Register can be used by transport and logistics organizations to 

identify the risks associated not only with commodity, but also financial flows (Arkov S., 2016). 

 

Current monitoring of logistics operations and material flows uses such types of instruments as: control 

checks; Inspections; Video surveillance; Monitoring of processes, conducting of official investigations, 

installation and efficiency of digital fixators of vehicle parameters; Analysis and control of accounting 

systems and software products. 

During subsequent monitoring, independent expert examinations, control checks of the safety of goods 

and assets being moved, independent analysis of operational information and information on warehouse 

documentation, inventory, checking records in the accounting and reporting registers, as well as in 

documents that have customs marks and passed customs control are often used. 

 

It should be noted that the correctness of the reflection of logistics operations in customs declarations and 

accompanying documents, provides grounds for identifying violations of tax legislation, is used in 

verifying the correctness of the input VAT calculations when importing goods and other issues. 
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Summary 

The foregoing allows us to conclude that it is necessary to study the control supply of all types of logistics 

activities, depending on the legal field in which it is carried out. Since the number of nuances of the 

formation of a legal information field in each country are quite large, their influence on customs legal 

relations is strong, it is necessary to emphasize the need for a deep study of transaction costs which 

increase basic customs costs, depending on the legal instruments for regulating these relations. 
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Abstract 

 
In work to be carried out the analysis of dynamics and structure of development of transport and 

logistic systems on the example of the Republic of Mari El, for the purpose of ensuring economic 

security of the region and maintenance of necessary level of its competitiveness. 

 

Keywords: economic security of the region, region economy transport system, logistic business. 

 

Introduction 

The current socio-economic situation in Russia determines the particular relevance of government 

activities to ensure the economic security of its regions. Today, a special role is given to the 

possibilities of a separate region to form the security of the state as a whole, while remaining a 

developing and stable area, can effectively resist the economic threats or to prevent their 

occurrence. The economic security of the region depends primarily on ensuring control  and 

effective use of all resources of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation (RF) by regional 

bodies.  

 

Analysis of the transport and logistics system of the Republic of Mari El 

Let's consider the current state of the transport and logistics market in Russia in details is 

presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1:  The structure of the Russian transport and logistics market by types of services in 

2016 

Types of services Value,% 

Freight transportation 88% 

Forwarding services 9% 

Warehousing and distribution 2% 

Logistics management 1% 

In total: 100% 
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According to the table, it can be seen that freight (transport and logistics services) account for 88% 

of the total volume of the Russian logistics market, in turn, the share of forwarding services 

accounts for 9%.  The lowest share of the market for warehousing and distribution is 2%, as well 

as for management logistics - only 1%. So, it can be concluded that, that the most demanded are 

cargo transportation, and the least demand is used by management logistics in Russia. This 

dynamics can be explained by the presence of predominantly automobile transport routes. The 

transport system of Russia is a set of roads and ways (Table 2).  

 

Table 2: The transport system of Russia by types of transport routes in December 2016 

 

Types of transport ways Value, thousand kilometers 

car roads (with hard coating) 984 

air routes 800 

trunk pipelines 250 

inland waterways 102 

railways 86 

 

The overall development of the transport system and the improvement of Russia's position in the 

logistics services market depend on the regulation of this area in its individual regions. The 

Republic of Mari El (RME) occupies high positions in the development of the logistics (transport) 

system of the Volga Federal District. Nowadays the Mari El Republic has a well-developed 

transport network, which includes transport highways, air communications, waterways and 

railways on the territory of the republic. The Republic of Mari El is a part of the Volga Federal 

District and the Volga-Vyatka economic region. Territorially the republic is located in the center 

of the European part of the Russian Federation, mainly on the left bank of the Volga and Vetluga. 

It borders on the Tatar, Chuvash republics, Nizhny Novgorod and Kirov regions. In addition, it 

should be noted that important transport routes of federal and international importance pass 

through the RMEs, such as the Moscow-Cheboksary-Kazan-Yekaterinburg motorway, the 

Moscow-Kazan-Yekaterinburg (Trans-Siberian railway). 

 

In general, the transport infrastructure of the Republic of Mari El is represented by the following 

facilities: 

– the railway station in Yoshkar-Ola, which includes 17 railway stations and 8 stops; 

– airfield in the city of Yoshkar-Ola  

– 2 bus stations (in Yoshkar-Ola and Kozmodemyansk) and 14 bus stations (in all 

municipalities); 

– one water port - Kozmodemyansk; 

– one trolleybus park (Yoshkar-Ola city). 

– There are 6 motor transport companies operating on the territory of the ITR: 

– Yoshkar-Ola passenger transportation company No. 2; 

– Freight forwarding company LLC Business Lines; 

– Automobile transport enterprise of the Maritime Consumption Union; 

– ATP Motor Transport Enterprise; 

– Motor transport enterprise LLC "Mari"; 

– Transport company LLC “Ratek”. 

 

The length of Railways in the Republic was 10 074 kilometers according to official figures 

Federal service of state statistics in the Republic of Mari El to the end of 2016. 
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The length of communication routes in the ITRs for the period 2012

The length of Railways in RME in 2013 increase

intensive development of transport (logistics) system in RME over the period, from the chart it is 

clearly visible. The decrease in the total length of Railways is observed in the country  2013 

2016. This trend can be explained by the difficult economic situation in the Russian Federation in 

the period 2013 - 2016., and high speed development of vehicles and deterioration of road quality.

 

Fig. 1: The length of Railways in the Republic of Mari El for the 

 

Consider the dynamics of the development of railway, road and internal waterways (Figure 2), in 

order to more accurately assess the cause of the reduction of the total length of Railways in RME.
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2013-2016. Consider the official figures Rosstat data on the percentage of public roads in 

compliance with regulatory requirements, according to RME for our assumptions to confirm about 

the cause of the reduction in the lengt

 

The length of communication routes in the ITRs for the period 2012-2016 is shown in figure 1. 

The length of Railways in RME in 2013 increased compared to 2012 by 11.92%., that testifies to 

intensive development of transport (logistics) system in RME over the period, from the chart it is 

clearly visible. The decrease in the total length of Railways is observed in the country  2013 

trend can be explained by the difficult economic situation in the Russian Federation in 

2016., and high speed development of vehicles and deterioration of road quality.
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Consider the dynamics of the development of railway, road and internal waterways (Figure 2), in 

order to more accurately assess the cause of the reduction of the total length of Railways in RME.

Dynamics of the development of rail, road and inland waterways

The length of railway lines is increasing every year. Its overall growth rate is 1% for the 

considered period of time. The greatest length of railway owned road. But the negative dynamics 

to 2016, which once again confirms the deterioration of roads (highways), designed for vehicles in 

2016. Consider the official figures Rosstat data on the percentage of public roads in 

compliance with regulatory requirements, according to RME for our assumptions to confirm about 

the cause of the reduction in the length of motor roads (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3:   Share of public roads, in compliance with regulatory requirements, RME (%)

 

The result of the deterioration of the transport system of the Republic of Mari El, there is a 

decrease in the efficiency of transport and

 

According to Rosstat, in the first 9 months of 2016, compared to the same period of 2015 freight 

traffic from road transport fell by 2.8 % and rail by 1.4 % (according to the JSC "RZD"). 

According to data published by the Ministry of transport of the Republic of Mari El, in the first 

half of 2016, compared to the same period last year aviation freight turnover decreased by 6 %. 

The dynamics of this decline can be explained by the decrease of investments in logi

transport, as well as the instability of exchange rates.

 

In addition, today on the territory of the Republic of Mari El (RME) there are only about 6 private 

logistics companies and 10 companies from other regions, which serve the logistics syste

Mari El. List of companies dealing with logistics in the ITRS and is located on the territory of the 

Republic are presented in Table 3.

 

Table 3:  Companies involved in logistics business in the Republic of Mari El

 

Name 

TC Lokomotiv 

 

OOO «Avtogruz» 
Komsomolskaya str., house 

Agency of 

transportation 

"MegaMax" 
podolskih Kursantov str., 4A 

Smirnoff Transport 

Company 

 
Share of public roads, in compliance with regulatory requirements, RME (%)

The result of the deterioration of the transport system of the Republic of Mari El, there is a 

decrease in the efficiency of transport and logistics system of the Republic as a whole. 

According to Rosstat, in the first 9 months of 2016, compared to the same period of 2015 freight 

traffic from road transport fell by 2.8 % and rail by 1.4 % (according to the JSC "RZD"). 

ished by the Ministry of transport of the Republic of Mari El, in the first 

half of 2016, compared to the same period last year aviation freight turnover decreased by 6 %. 

The dynamics of this decline can be explained by the decrease of investments in logi

transport, as well as the instability of exchange rates. 

In addition, today on the territory of the Republic of Mari El (RME) there are only about 6 private 

logistics companies and 10 companies from other regions, which serve the logistics syste

Mari El. List of companies dealing with logistics in the ITRS and is located on the territory of the 

Republic are presented in Table 3. 

Companies involved in logistics business in the Republic of Mari El

Address Head Activity

Yoshkar-Ola, 

Kirova str., 3, of. 19 
Osipov N. M. 

Transport and 

transportation, 

logistics

Yoshkar-Ola, 

Komsomolskaya str., house 

62 A 

Efimov V. V. 

Cargo, 

transport, 

logistics, goods 

delivery

Yoshkar-Ola, 

podolskih Kursantov str., 4A 

106 sqm. 

Seregin Ya. Yu. 

Retail trade 

sales purchase

Transport 

logistics

Yoshkar-Ola, 

St. Mashinostroiteley  

d. 107 A 

Smirnov A. S. 

Delivery of 

cargoes

Transportation 

of oversized 

cargo

Share of public roads, in compliance with regulatory requirements, RME (%) 

The result of the deterioration of the transport system of the Republic of Mari El, there is a 

 

According to Rosstat, in the first 9 months of 2016, compared to the same period of 2015 freight 

traffic from road transport fell by 2.8 % and rail by 1.4 % (according to the JSC "RZD"). 

ished by the Ministry of transport of the Republic of Mari El, in the first 

half of 2016, compared to the same period last year aviation freight turnover decreased by 6 %. 

The dynamics of this decline can be explained by the decrease of investments in logistics and 

In addition, today on the territory of the Republic of Mari El (RME) there are only about 6 private 

logistics companies and 10 companies from other regions, which serve the logistics system of 

Mari El. List of companies dealing with logistics in the ITRS and is located on the territory of the 

Companies involved in logistics business in the Republic of Mari El 

Activity 

Transport and 

transportation, 

logistics 

Cargo, 

transport, 

logistics, goods 

delivery 

Retail trade 

sales purchase 

Transport 

logistics 

Delivery of 

cargoes 

Transportation 

of oversized 

cargo 
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OOO "Punktavto" 

Yoshkar-Ola, St. Volkov, d 

60 

323 office 

Volkov I. A. 

Transport and 

transportation, 

logistics 

The transport 

company Crew 

RME, village Surok 

street Sports, d. 18, kV. 52 
Somov A. 

Transport and 

transportation 

Automobile 

freight 

Container 

shipping 

 

Companies such as Agency of transportation "Megamaks, OOO Punktavto", the Transport 

company Crew, maybe Lokomotiv are in the process of liquidation. 

The only transport logistic company which is functioning effectively in the freight market in the 

Republic of Mari El - Smirnoff Transport Company. Financial performance of Smirnoff Transport 

Companies is presented in figure 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4:  Financial performance indicators Smirnoff Transport Companies for the period 

2014-2016. 

 

As a private network of logistics companies RME is not developed, the bulk of transportation is 

carried out logistic company third-party of regions. For example, companies such as: DHL 

(Moscow), TK kit (Ekaterinburg), OOO "Tim River" (Moscow), OOO "Sladkaya zhizn" (Nizhny 

Novgorod region), OOO "Delovye Linii" (Saint-Petersburg), etc. 
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The share of public roads in compliance with regulatory requirements in the Republic of Mari El is 

considerably small. But we can see positive growth in the share of roads that satisfies the standard 

value. Roads of regional and intermunicipal values are in a more critical situation than the roads of 

local importance. In this regard, it can be concluded that the Ministry of transport and road 

infrastructure of the Mari El Republic is necessary to pay more attention to the development and 

improvement of roads of regional significance. Improving the data quality of communications you 

can improve the economic situation of the Republic and increase its production capacity, as it is 

through roads intermunicipal highways to transport most of the goods produced in the territory of 

the Republic of Mari El. 
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Today in the Republic the resolution of the Government of Mari El on 30 November 2012 No. 447 

(as amended on 27.06.2017) - "Development of transport system and improvement of road safety 

for the period up to 2022". The purpose of this state program is to: 1) improve the administration 

of motor roads of Republican significance of the Republic of Mari El; 2) enhancing the technical 

and operational condition of roads with the prospect of bringing them up to standard and others 

[3]. 

 

Conclusion 

Thus, it can be concluded that for the dynamic development of the transport system of the RME, 

the necessary modernization of the transport routes, which are currently outside the satisfactory 

condition that is characterized by a reduction in the length of paths suitable for operation. As for 

the logistics system of the republic, it can be noted that its level is quite low. Renewal and 

improvement of the transport and logistics system of the Republic of Mari El should occur in 

conjunction with development of neighboring regions with direct support at the state level. 
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Abstract 
 

The aim of the current paper consists in the analysis of the energy efficiency of honey production in 
Iasi County. The field research has been done on a stratified sample by face-to-face interview focused 
on the results of the apiaries registered in the year 2015. The input energy in the year 2015 was about 
645 MJ hive-1 , while the output energy reached 246 MJ hive-1. The indirect inputs was about 451.2 
MJ have-1 while the indirect outputs reached 193.7 have-1. The average weight of the non-renewable 
inputs was about 94,7% (610.7 MJ have-1) while the renewable input represented 5,3% of total inputs 
(34.1 MJ have-1). The consumption with work force and the sugar consumption have a significant 
impact upon the energy outputs and can be used to increase the energy perfomances of the 
beekeepers. The honey production determines net energy -398.78 MJ have-1, energy productivity 
0.030 kg MJ-1, energy use efficiency 0.38, specific energy 33.3 MJ kg-1. 
 

Keywords: energy efficiency, honey production, beekeeeping management  
 

Introduction 

 
Apiculture is an activity with signficant important impact  upon both the natural environment where 
ocurrs (Abrol, 2012, Beard, 2015) and the life quality in rural area. (Yap et al., 2015, Mwakatob et 
al., 2010). By the other hand, the implementation of an agresive management to intensify the 
apicultural production and to  increase the economic performances may conduct to major ecological 
inbalances (Gupta, 2014). The development trend of the Romanian agriculture determines the 
increase of bees and  apiaries vulnerability (Loos et al., 2015).  
 
The Romanian apiculture is characterised by a  livestock of  1.39 milion bee families owned by 
42,864 beekeepers (National Institute of Statistics, 2010). The honey production registered in the year 
2015 reached 27,893 tons year-1 with a mean of 23,960 tones year-1 during 2011-2015. The average 
number of bee families owned by a beekeeper was about 34.4, with 558 kg of honey production per 
apiary. The average honey production was about 17.2 kg per beehive (National Institute of Statistics, 
2015). The beekeepers are selling the honey directly from the apiary, on the agrifood markets, to the 
Beekeepers Association and other buyers.  
 
The honey consumption increased significantly, therefore , if during the period 1962-1966 a person 
consumed cca. 280 g honey year-1, during 2007-2011 this consumption increased to cca. 560 g honey 
year-1, reaching 585 g honey year-1 in 2015. During the interval 2007-2011, the value of the honey 
imports reached 2,08 mil. $ year-1 and the exports value was about 33.21 mil. $ year-1. The 
contribution of the honey production to the commercial balance of Romania reaches cca. 31.13 mil. $ 
year-1. This evolution is determined mainly by the increase of exports value after 1990, when the 
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Romanian economy passed from the centralised system to the market economy (Măgdici et al., 
2015). 
 
The keeping of the bee families is mostly stationary (84%), only a small part (16%) of the beekeepers 
moving to some zones with high potential for honey production (Ştefan et al., 2009). The last ones 
use own means of transport or purchase transport services from third parties. The implemented 
apicultural management includes traditional components verified during generations of beekeepers, 
combined with modern technologies adoptated from the disemination  actions of the Beekeepers 
Association and of the Research & Development Institute for Apiculture. The capitalization level of 
apiaries is in general low, the beekeepers using wood beehives, manual centrifuge and other relative 
rudimentary devices. Beginning with the application for European funds, some beekeepers bought 
electric devices for honey extraction and modern tools (Popescu, 2010). 
 
The efficent use of resources occupies one of the most important places within the concerns to 
accomplish a sustainable agricultural development (Agapi et al., 2016, Blaxter, 1962, Baishaya et al., 
1990, Cichocka et al., 2011, Rafiee et al., 2010, Streimikiene et al., 2007, Tudor et al., 2015). This 
objective is to the same extent compliant with the environment protection as well as with the 
identification of the most performant systems from the economic point of view (De Jonge, 2004). 
 

Materials and methods 
 
The aim of the research presented in the current paper consists in the analysis of the energy efficency 
of apiculture in Iaşi County. The apiculture in Iaşi County is representative for the Romanian 
apiculture both as far as the development level and the productivity of bee families are concerned.  
This is characterised by a livestock of  38,890 bee families familii in 1,118 apiaries (National Institute 
of Statistics, 2010).  
 
The honey production registered during the period 2011-2015 reached 714.3 tone year-1. The average 
number of owned bee families was about 32.2 beekeeper-1 and the honey production obtained reached 
638.9 kg apiary-1. The average honey production amounted to 18.4 kg beehive-1 (National Institute of 
Statistics, Statistic, 2015). The apiaries are located in rural settlements where they remain during the 
cold season, afterwards part of them move to zones with high potential for honey production from 
south and south-est (Galați, Focșani, Buzău and Tulcea counties), sometimes in association with the 
zones from north and north-est (Iași, Vaslui, Suceava and Botoșani counties). The total distance of 
apiaries circuit registers large variations from 50 km to more than 1,000 km. The distance between 
the beehives on overwintering locations falls within the interval 40-70 centimeters, reaching 10-50 
centimeters during the pastoral period for the beehives from bee pavilions,  respectively for the 
beehives placed on soil.  
 
The major bee subspecie is Apis mellifera carpatica. Other subspecies or crossbreeds have low access 
due to the perception of beekeepers with regard to the high price related to the determined 
productivity increase. The number of colonies per apiary varies from less than 50 beehives to more 
than   150 beehives, reason that determined a stratification with a share of 50 beehives (0-50, 51-100, 
101-150, over 151) 87.8%, 9.8%, 1.6 respectively and 0.7%. The beehives are made from wood using 
10 - 12 frames of honeycombs with  30x47centimeters or 21x47 centimeters. Usually they are 
foreseen with stores of same material with frames of  21x47 centimeters or 14x47 centimeters. The 
honey extraction consists in the manual uncappping of combs and extraction with manual, sometimes 
electric, centrifuge.  
 
Work temperature 5-35 grade Celsius with average work time of 2-11 h max. 320 days year -1 
according to the number of beehives. The feeding with sugar occurs with syrup in concentrations 2:1 
to complete the wintering food and 1:1 for spring-autumn stimulations. The used drugs  have as 
active substance: amitraz and tau-fluvalinat. The replacement of queen bees occurs in the second part 
of the bees activity season in the months June-September and when is necessary. The main 
melliferous  plants are represented by Robinia pseudacacia, Tilia sp., Helianthus annus, Brassica 

napus L ssp., the local species of fruit trees, pastures and hayfields (Iordache et al., 2007). 
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The paper objective consists in: 1. Determination of the mean level of energy inputs and outputs 
within the studied  apiaries (MJ have-1); 2. Determination of the structure of enegy consumption 
(human labor, electricity, diesel fuel, drug, sugar and track, direct and indirect, renewable and 
nonrenewable); 3. Identification of the correlation and regression related to the outputs (P, R2, 
equations); 4. Determination of the rates of energy efficiency of the inputs use (efficiency of energy 
use, energy productivity, specific energy and net energy).  
 
The field research took place by face-to-face interview in the last trimester of the year 2016 with 
questions regarding the consumption and the results of apiaries registered in the year 2015 on a 
sample of 98 beekeepers. The sampling was accomplished by Neyman method, deviation criterium of 
5% and a trust level of 95%. The analysis of energy inputs and outputs was carried out by using some 
indicators (Demircan et al., 2006, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 2016) as follows:  
 
 Energy use efficiency = energy output (MJ have-1)/energy input (MJ have-1)   (1) 
 Energy productivity (kg MJ-1) = product output (kg have -1)/energy input (MJ have -1)  (2) 
 Specific energy (MJ kg-1) = energy input (MJ have -1)/product output (kg have-1)   (3) 
 Net energy (MJ have-1) = energy output (MJ have -1) - energy input (MJ have-1)   (4) 
 
The energy consuption have been determined by  the multiplication of the consumed quantities by the 
specific energy  contribution: Human labor - 1.96 MJ h-1 (Ozkan et al., 2004, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 
2016, Singh et al., 2002), diesel fuel - 56.31 MJ l -1 (Heidari et al., 2011, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 2016, 
Singh et al., 2002), electricity - 11.93 MJ kW/h -1 (Gundogmus, 2006, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 2016), 
track - 10.15 MJ Km t -1 (Davis et al., 2011, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 2016), drugs-13.64  MJ kg -1 
(Mortazavi, 2002, Omidi- et al., 2016), sugar- 15.4 MJ  kg -1 (Coley et al., 1998, Omidi-Arjenaki et 
al., 2016). The energy outputs is  represented for this population by the honey production with the 
energy value calculated by multiplying the quantities by the specific energy contribution - 12.72 MJ  

kg -1 (Southwick, 1980, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 2016). 
 
For the data processing have been used informatic applications as MS Excel, SPSS (Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test, t-test) and the field information has been completed by information received from Iasi 
County  Directorate of Statistics and the Association of Beekeepers – county branch.  
 

Results 
 
The mean of energy input for the studied population in the year 2015 was about 645 MJ hive-1 , with 
minimum of 558 MJ hive-1 at the apiaries with a livestock of 0-50 beehives and maximum of 1,016 
MJ hive-1 at the apiaries with 51-100 beehives Fig. 1.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Energy inputs and outputs. 
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The mean of energy output was about 246 MJ hive-1 at a productivity of 19.3 kg honey hive-1. 
Minimum energy output was registered at the apiaries with 0-50 beehives (209 MJ hive-1) while the 
maximum of 407 MJ hive-1 was registered at the apiaries with more than 151 beehives. At the size 
group with more than 50 beehives, the inputs increased and the mean outputs have similar values and 
do not correlate with the apiaries size.  
 

 
Fig. 2:  Structure of energy inputs. 

 
The maximum weight of a mean inputs Fig. 2 was registered at fuel of 52.7% (339.8 MJ hive-1) while 
the minimum weight was registered at drugs of 0.024% (0.156 MJ hive-1). The mean energy values 
were at the others outputs of 34.1 MJ hive-1 for human labor, electricity 1.59 MJ hive-1, sugar 157.8 
MJ hive-1 and track 111.4 MJ hive-1. At the apiaries with 0-50 beehives, the consumption of human 
labor had maximum weight of 5.8% (32.5 MJ hive-1) while the minimum weight of 3.6% (36.3 MJ 
hive-1) was registered at the apiaries with more than 151 beehives. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Structure of energy inputs (direct - indirect). 

 
The indirect energy inputs have been the track and diesel fuel, because both participate to the 
transport of beehives, honey, raw materials and other materials, but these are not directly involved in 
the production process. The fuel is used by the beekeepers who own automobiles. The direct energy 
inputs are the human labor, electricity, drugs and sugar (Southwick, 1980, Omidi-Arjenaki et al., 
2016).  
 
The indirect inputs  Fig. 3 had a mean value of 451.2 MJ have-1 (70.0% from total inputs) with a 
minimum of 402.5 MJ have-1 at the beekeepers who own  0-50 beehives (72.2% of total inputs) and a 
maximum of  709.6 MJ have-1 at the beekeepers who own  apiaries with  51-100 beehives (69.9% of 
total imputs). The mean  direct inputs have been of 193.7 have-1 (30.0% of total   inputs) with a 
minimum of 155.3 have-1 at the apiaries with  0-50 beehives and a maximum of 443.5 have-1 at the  
apiaries largen than 151 beehives. 
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The regression model has been statistically ensured at a trust level of 95.0% and R Square 0.769 has 
the shape  of 56.7 + 0.179 indirect inputs +0.558 direct inputs. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Structure of energy inputs (renewable – nonrenewable). 

 
In the category renewable inputs have been included the labour consumption while all other 
consumption have been included into the non-renewable inputs. Thus, the mean weight of the non-
renewable inputs reached 94.7% (610.7 MJ have-1) with a maximum of 96.4% at the apiaries with 
more than 151 beehives and a minimum of 94.2% at the apiaries up to 50 beehives Fig. 4.  
 

 
Fig. 5: Polynomial regression trend lines of energy outputs. 

 
The non-renewable inputs had a mean weight of 5.3% of total imputs, with a  minimum of 3.6% at 
the apiaries with more than 151 beehives and a maximum of 5.8% at the apiaries smaller than 50 
beehives. In absolute value, the higher non-renewable energy consumption have been registered at 
the apiaries with 51-100 beehives (973.5 MJ have-1),  representing 4.1% from total imputs at this 
category. 
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Fig. 6:  Polynomial regression trend lines of output energy. 

 
The regression model statistically ensured at a trust level of 95.0% and R Square 0.771 has the shape 
-78.34 + 0.195 non-renewable inputs+ 6.006 renewable inputs. 
 
The function of Labour consumption (Pearson Correlation 0.787**, significant at the 0.01 level - 2 
tailed, R Square 0.628), with the shape of -88.31+6.17x+0.1x2 Fig. 5, shows that only for the bee 
families keeping without obtaining energy outputs is necessary a consumption of 73.4MJ have-1 
(37.4h have-1). The data obtained do not offer information regarding the maximum output that can be 
obtained and can be at a higher level of labour consumption than that of the researched population.  
 

 
Fig. 7: Polynomial regression trend lines of output energy. 

 
The function of fuel consumption Fig. 6, of shape  1.49+1.12x-7.424E-4x2 (Pearson Correlation 
0.676**, significant at the 0.01 level - 2 tailed, R Square 0.587), indicates a maximum consumption of 
773.5 MJ have-1 (13.7 l fuel) that allows to obtain a maximum production with an energy value of 
434.6 have-1 (34.2 kg honey). The fuel consumptions above this level determine the obtaining of a 
lower output. 
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Fig. 8:  Polynomial regression trend lines of output energy. 

 
The correlation for electricity is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) but weak with 0.407 Pearson 
coefficient correlation. The trak input has a function of shape 80.02+1.89x-0.002x2 Fig. 7 (Pearson 
Correlation 0.676**, significant at the 0.01 level - 2 tailed, R Square 0.648), indicating a maximum 
consumption of 472.5 MJ have-1 (46.6 km tones) that allows to obtain a maximum   output of 526.7 
have-1 (41.4 kg honey).  
 
The correlation for drugs is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) but weak with 0.503 Pearson 
coefficient correlation. 
 
The function of sugar consumption (Pearson Correlation 0.776**, significant at the 0.01 level - 2 
tailed, R Square 0.605), of shape -129.6+0.62x+0.00036x2 Fig. 8, shows that in order to increase the 
output level is possible to increase the sugar consumption. The maximum level of productivity of this  
factor may be determined at a higher level of consumption. 
 

Table 1: Coefficients linear regression 

 

  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% Confidence Interval 
for B 

B Std. Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

(Constant) -87.96 27.182  -3.236 0.002 -141.938 -33.983 

Labor 5.835 1 0.351 5.834 000 3.849 7.82 

Sugar 0.378 0.056 0.375 6.751 000 0.267 0.489 

Fuel 0.146 0.031 0.262 4.745 000 0.085 0.208 

Drug 156.162 40.388 0.185 3.867 000 75.959 236.364 

a. Dependent Variable: Output (MJ/hive)   

 
The regression model ensured statistically at a trust interval of 95.0% si R Square 0.791 has the shape 
-87.96 + 5.835 Labor + 0.378 Sugar + 0.146 Fuel + 156.162 Drug (Table 1). 
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Table 2: The mean of energy indices 

 

Index 0-50 51-100 101-150 >151 Mean 

Input energy (MJ hive-1) 557.79 1015.66 808.38 1000.90 981.51 

Output energy (MJ/hive-1) 208.64 386.49 361.25 407.04 410.03 

Performance (kg hive-1) 16.4 30.4 28.4 32.0 19.3 

Net energy (MJ have -1)  -349.14 -629.17 -447.13 -593.86 -571.48 

Energy productivity (kg MJ-1)  0.029 0.030 0.035 0.032 0.020 

Energy use efficiency  0.37 0.38 0.45 0.41 0.42 

Specific energy (MJ kg-1)  34.0 33.4 28.5 31.3 50.7 

 
The analysis of the mean of energy indices indicates a significant variation of apiaries results. The 
beekeepers with more than 151 beehives obtained a production with  65,4% (32.0 kg hive-1) above 
the mean value, while those with apiaries smaller than 50 beelives obtained productions with 13.2% 
(16.4 kg hive-1) below the mean va.lue of the beekeepers from Iași county (Table 2). The net energy 
result is specific for the beekeeping that produces a significant output quatity through the polenisation 
of wild and cultivated plants. A superior energy efficiency was obtained by the apiaries with 101-150 
beehives that had an energy productivity and an energy use efficiency higher with 17.1% than the 
mean value (0.035 kg MJ-1 respectively 0.45) and the specific energy lower with  14.6% than the 
mean value (28.5 MJ kg-1). 
 

Discussion 
 
In the context of climate changes, polution, rudimentary technologies, the genetic potential of bees 
and the energy performances of apiaries in Iaşi County have a mean level for outputs of 246 MJ hive-

1 (19.3 kg have-1) and for inputs of 645 MJ hive-1. These  register large variations according to the 
number of beehives. The inputs vary from 558 MJ hive-1 (apiaries with 0-50 beehives) to 1,001 MJ 
hive-1 (apiaries with more than 151 beehives), while the outputs vary from 209 MJ hive-1 (apiaries 
with 0-50 beehives) to 407 MJ hive-1 (apiaries with more than 151 beehives). This fact is determined 
mainly by the poor management applied by the beekeepers. Despite the fact that the net energy has a 
negative value (-398.8 MJ hive-1) and the most part of the apiaries are not efficient from the 
economic point of view, the beekepers do not make efforts to increase the efficiency of their apiaries. 
This phenomenon is caused by not giving enough care to some consumptions as the own labour force 
and capital when the apiaries efficency is assessed. If these consumption are not quatified, the 
beekeepers believe that their apiaries are efficient. 
 
Certainly, the beekeeping is recognised as a source of positive externalities that should be added to 
the energy outputs obtained from honey. However, the apiaries effciency should be improved by 
incresing the energy outputs through production diversification. This objective is realistic because the 
majority of beekeepers knows the technologies to obtain other products than honey, like: pollen, 
beeswax, propolis and - some of them - even royall jelly. 
 
Another way to increase the efficency of beekeeping in  Iași consists in inputs management. Out of 
these, the beekeepers consume a large quatity of fuel and transport services from third parties aimed 
especially for the pastoral movements. (70.0% of total inputs / 451.2 MJ hive-1). From the regression 
analysis results that a part of the beekeepers overcomes the maximum level of productivity for these 
factors (1,246 MJ hive-1), while above this level they consume more to produce less. This situation is 
determined by the lack of evaluation for the productive potential of some zones where the apiaries are 
moved   related to the consumptions determined by them. Some beekeepers are loosing energy and 
money because they migrate with apiaries. 
 
The results display also the oportunity to increase the consumption of some inputs like the labour 
force and the feedings with sugar syrop that could determine a significant increase of the outputs. In 
average, the beekepers from Iași County give within the completion and stimulation feedings cca. 
10.2 kg sugar hive-1 (157.8 MJ hive-1) but the increase of this consumption may determine a higher 
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productivity. In the same time with this increase will become higher also the consumption of labour 
force that allows to obtain a higher out-turn, too. 
 
The decrease in the consumptions of non-renewable energy is possible by the optimisation of factors 
use  specified above, but also by the replacement of some of them with renewable consumptions (ex: 
the beekeepeer  nr. 11 who owns 65 beehives, does not migrate and ensures honey reserves to carry 
out bees stimulation, consumes  46,936.1 MJ and obtaines 2,665 kg honey - 33,898.8 MJ). 
 
Energy use efficiency registeres mean values of 0.38, increasing from 0,37 at apiaries smaller than 50 
beeshives, up tp 0,45 obtained by the apiaries with 101-150 beehives. The fact that this indicator 
decreases at the apiaries with more than 150 beeshives suggests also a management deficiency 
justified by the increased size of the exploatation. More often are registered unclarities regarding the 
moment and the modality to accomplish some works as the replacement of beesqueen, feedings of 
completion and stimulation, treatments and prevention of bees poisoning with pesticides. 
 
The applied research has the taks to supply specific information with local relevance in order to 
establish the technologies targeting the optimal values related to quantity, time, place and modality, 
aiming the increase of energy and economic efficency, with direct impact upon the natural 
environment and the wellbeing of population.  
 

Conclusions 
 
1. The mean of energy inputs for the studied population reached in the year 2015 about 645 MJ hive-1 
while the mean of energy outputs was about 246 MJ hive-1 at a productivity of 19,3 kg honey hive-1. 
 
2. The maximum weight of mean inputs has been registered at fuel inputs of 52.7% (339.76 MJ hive-

1). Indirect inputs had a mean weight of 70.0% of total inputs (451.2 MJ have-1) while indirect inputs 
represented 30.0% of total inputs (193.7 have-1).  
 
3. The mean weight of the nonrewable inputs was 94,7% (610.7 MJ have-1) while the renewable 
inputs represented  5,3% of total imputs (34.1 MJ have-1). 
 
4. The inputs with labour force and the sugar inputs had a significant efect upon the energy outputs, 
therefore they can be used to increase the energy performance of the beekeepers.  
 
5. The energy efficency of the studied population is characterised by net energy -398.78 MJ have-1, 
energy productivity 0.030 kg MJ-1, energy use efficiency 0.38, specific energy 33.3 MJ kg-1. 
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Abstract 
 

The objectives of the research presented in the curent paper consisted in establishing the impact of the 

European Structural Funds on the establishments of tourism reception in the Romanian rural area, as 

well as the vectors to increase their competitiveness. The studied population was represented by the 

beneficiaries of the financing funds aimed to encourage the tourism activities during the period 2008-

2012. The European Structural Funds contributed to the increase of tourism supply, degree of usage 

of the Romanian tourism potential, value flows in the rural area and, despite the fact that the 

beneficiary establishments are, in generally, unprofitably, they determined an improvement of the 

employment level in the rural area, as well as an overall improvement of the labor productivity. The 

main vector of competitiveness increase consists in the improverment of the speciality-related 

professional training of the persones employed in this establishments. 

 

Keywords: European Structural Funds,  economy of tourism services, rural area development 

 

Introduction 

 

The European Funds have the purpose to increase the economic and social cohesion and to reduce the 

disparities within the European Union (UE). (Rodriguez-Pose, A. et al, 2004). Several studies carried 

out impact analysis on the reginal policy within the European Community (Nijkamp, P., Blaas, E. 

2004; Dall'erba, S., Le Gallo, J. 2004; Esposti, R., Bussoletti, S. 2008; Cardenete Flores, M.A., 

Delgado, M.C. 2015; Dall'Erba, S., Fang, F., 2017; Huliaras, A., Petropoulos, S. 2016). 

 

Some studies indicate that the European funds contributed to the regional development, and the 

efficiency of their usage seems to increase (Lima, M.C., Cardenete Flores, M.A. 2008). The impact of 

the European programs continues beyond the end of the financial aid (Cancelo, J.R, A. et al, 2009). In 

agriculture, they determined an increase of the beneficiaries incomes and labour productivity, they 

contributed to the workplaces maintaining and the increase of the gross added value, as well as of the 

agricultural population wellbeing (Buchta, S., Buchta, T. 2009; Zawojska, A. 2009). The 

modification of EU financing has an obvious effect on changing the competitiveness level of some 

sectors as tourism, agriculture, silviculture and fishing (Balzaraviciene, S., Pilinkiene, V. 2012).  

 

The European Development Policy is often criticised regarding its relevance. For example, the 

support granted to agriculture has positive impact on short term, but it decreases during time 

(Rodriguez-Pose, A., Fratesi, U. 2004). The investmens from European funds do not have positve 

effects in their neighborhood, and their impact is influenced by the political treatment, with influence 

on the initial investment rate (Dall'erba, S., Le Gallo, J. 2004; Esposti, R., Bussoletti, S. 2008). By the 

other hand, it seems that the effects are not obvious for all beneficiary regions (Moreno-Enguix, 

M.D.R., , A. et al, 2012; Enguix, M.D.M. , A. et al. 2012), and the estimations carried out suggest 
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that they have not influenced the converence process among some regions (Agovino, M. , A. et al. 

2016). The funds addiction is weaking the internal financial and human resources, it increases the 

labour force vulnerability in some economic sectors and reduces the youth transition towards 

permanent workplaces (Samaluk, B. 2017). 

 

Romania has used, up to the end of 2017, almost 17 billion euro as European funds, out of the 18.8 

billion assigned for the financial period 2007-2013, thus recording the lowest absorbtion rate 

(90.4%), below the absorbtion level of other states as Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovacia, 

Slovenia and Hungary, according to a report published by the Romanian National Bank. Two-thirds 

of this amount have been directed towards the infrastructure development in the fields of of transport, 

environment protection, education and continous professional training, as well as for the development 

of small enterprises (Bărbuță F. 2107;; Florescu I. C. 2015).  

 

The Agency for Rural Investment Financing ( AFIR) consider that the European funds contributed to 

the living standard increase for the population in rural areas, by developing the rural economy.  The 

National Program for Rural Development (PNDR) has foreseen the stimulation of all activities in the 

rural areas. As far as the agriculture is concerned, 75,000 farmers took benefit of the funds assigned 

by PNDR,  and 2,787 agricultural exploatations (afir.ro, 2017) from the vegetal and animal sectors 

have received support. Due to the European funds, the social economy sector has been improved, by  

setting up of some social economy structures, qualification of the vulnerable persons (Cristea, M.P., 

Dona, I. 2017) and creation of workplaces in the social economy and other economic branches (Iova, 

A.R., Cretu, D. 2017). The European funds contributed, also, to the improvement of the population 

living standard (Nova, J., Strachova, M. 2017;Rusu, A. 2015), as well as to the local community 

develoment (Matusescu, C. 2012). 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

The aim of this study is to determine the impact on short term deternined by the European funds on 

the tourism services in the Romanian rural areas. The impact of the European funds on the tourism 

services in Romania has been analysed before as measure of their efficiency on the tourism flows 

(Bal ogh, M. et al, 2010), but the research presented in the current paper delivers information about 

the effects determined on the economy of the tourism establishments in the rural areas. This study 

will be continued also during the next period, in order to obtain information on medium and long 

term concerning this phenomenon.  

 

The objectives of our study have been the following: 1. Analisys of the main economic indicators 

specific for the establishments that took benefit from the European Strcutural Funds, that activate in 

the tourism field and are functioning in the rural areas. This objective is justified by the necessity to 

know which are the consenquences of using European funds in order to increase their eficiency and 

efffectiveness. (Agovino, M. et al, 2017). 2. Identification of the main factors that can determine the 

competitiveness increase of the establishments that took benefit from the European Structural Funds. 

The knowledge on these factors can determine the performance increase of these establishments, as 

well as the increase of the level of positive externalities in the Romanian rural areas  (Buchta, S., 

Buchta, T. 2009; Zawojska, A. 2009; Balzaraviciene, S., Pilinkiene, V. 2012).  

 

The studied Population is represented by the beneficiaries from the financial funds within the 

measure 313 "Encouraging tourism activities" in the period 2008-2012, because it is representative 

for the support granted to Romania for the development of tourism services in the rural areas (afir.ro, 

2017). 

 
The stratified Sample according to the level of investment (0-100,000 euro, 100,000-200,000 euro, 

200,000-300,000 euro, 300,000-400,000 euro, over 400,000 euro) included 72 tourism boarding  

houses, it has been carried out by Neyman method, deviation criterion 5% and trust level 95%.  
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The analysis of the main economic indicators was carried out by using the information provided by 

the Ministry of Public Finances for the period 2011-2016 and 3 years after the implementation of the 

finacial projects. 

 

The field research was carried out by phone survey with the boarding house owner or manager, 

during  the period May – June 2017. 

 

The subjects have been asked regarding the main objective for the next 5 years, general education 

profile, speciality in the field of tourism services and the participation at activities of professional 

development within the specific professional or non-formal assosiations. They have been asked, also, 

to express assessments regarding the economic conditions related to their work, the quality of the 

attended professional training and the foreseen short-term objectives. 

 

The obtained data have been processed with computer-based applications (SPSS, MS Office, 

ANOVA), the data testing has used Kolmogorov–Smirnov,  t-test, and the data analysis referred to: 

linear structure, correlation, regression (Omid M, 2011) 

 

For the statistic processing have been used tools for project monitoring involving the information 

provided by institutions certified at national level,  that represented the basis for the evaluation 

process of project sustenability (Ignat, N.D., Motorga, R.A. 2016), profit and regression analysis 

(Enguix, M.D.M. et al, 2012).  

 

Results and Discussions 

 
The beneficiaries number in the period 2008-2012 (Table 1) reached 1,674 economic units with an 

average of 335 beneficiaries year-1 at a total investment value of 431,820,686 euro with an average 

of 86,364,137 euro year
-1

. The total value of grants in this period registered 243,050,898 euro, with 

an average of 48,610,180 euro year
-1

. The intensity of the financial support reached about  53.9% 

during the concerned 5 years. 

 

Table 1: The main indicators specific for the financed projects 

 

Index 
year 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Number beneficiaries 77 277 292 109 919 

Total investment value 

(euro) 31,004,381 117,229,151 89,064,364 25,502,233 169,020,557 

Total grant value (euro) 15,463,778 58,249,747 44,661,489 13,818,407 110,857,476 

Value of the investment 

(euro beneficiary
-1

) 402,654 423,210 305,015 233,965 183,918 

Value of grant  (euro 

beneficiary
-1

) 200,828 210,288 152,950 126,774 120,628 

Intensity of support (%) 49.9 49.7 50.1 54.2 65.6 

 

The average level of the fixed assets according to the investment level (Table 2) reached 165,756 

euro year-1, with values increasing from 26,071 euro year-1 for the investments lower than  100 

thousand euro up to average values of 312,198 mii euro year
-1v

for thre investments higher than 400 

thousand euro. Exception are the investments between 300-400 thousand euro that have determined 

assets of 177,346 euro year
-1

. For this investment category, there are no higher values even in the case 

of movable assets (23,293 euro year
-1

).  

 

The immediat impact of the European Structural Funds on the tourism services in the Romanian rural 

areas consisted in the accomplishment of a significant number of establishments of tourists” reception 
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summming a total value of cca. 431.8 mil. euro. This phenomenon determined the increase of the 

tourism services supply as far as the number of establishments and the reception capactity are 

concerned, resulting an increase of using the Romania”s tourism potential. The special interest for 

these investments is due to the fact that, despite the entrepreneurs had the possibillity to apply only 

for the investment size corresponding to the maximum grant value, when the aid intensity whould be 

of 85%, a considerable number of them accomplished investments with 77.7% higher than the 

maximum grant level. In the same time, the achievement of these investments determined value flows 

in the rural areas, with effects on the rural economy because materials, equipment and labour force 

mostly provided by the near by zones were necessary.  

 

Table 2: The assets average level according to the investment level (2014-2016) 

 

Investment (euro 10
3
) 

Investment value 

(euro) 

Fixed assets (euro 

year
-1

) 

Movable assets (euro 

year
-1

) 

<100 84,135 26,071 17,674 

100-200 139,426 71,996 34,375 

200-300 244,236 242,700 111,431 

300-400 349,527 177,346 23,293 

>400 512,861 312,198 33,995 

 

The movable assets registered an average of 47,727 euro year
-1

, with the minimum value of  17,674 

euro year
-1

for the investments lower than 100 thousand euro and the maximum value of  111,431 

euro year
-1

for the investment between 200 and 300 thousand euro.  

 

The capitalisation level according to the investment level is determined by the debt level, thus  the 

debt average value reached 168,921 euro year-1 , justified by credits for the achievement of 

investments and the afterwards activities, while the average capital is negative, reaching -27,221 euro 

year
-1

 (Table 2). 

 

Table 3: The level of capitalization according to the investment level (2014-2016) 

 

Investment (euro 

103) 

Total debts 

(euro year-1) 

Total capitals  

(euro year-1) 

Subscribed 

shared capital 

(euro year
-1

) 

Net turnover 

(euro year-1) 

<100 23,510 -296 22 1,360 

100-200 60,381 - 848 59 9,099 

200-300 253,715 -23,594 251 13,376 

300-400 177,496 -24,801 3,345 46,589 

>400 329,504 -86,568 4,199 72,969 

 

By using these funds, the economy of tourism services took benefit from the achievement of some 

significant active values (213.5 thousand euro year
-1

),  out of which the fixed assets represented  

77.6%. These have, in general, a long period of usage, as buildings have been mainly built up. 

Consequently, the impact of these funds will be visible during a long period of time. By the other 

hand, the level of movable assets is reduced, since these have not been a grant subject, and during the 

implementation period, the entrepreneurs have focused on the investment completion, therefore in the 

next period of time, a deficit of human resources was registered. This phenomenon, associated with 

the high level of debts, especially correlated with the assurance of projects co-financing, determined a 

capital deficit of 27,221 euro. 
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The subscribed shared capital registered an average value of 1,575 euro (Table 3), will the net 

turnover had an average value of 28,678 euro year

year
-1

 for the investment smaller than 100 thousand euro, up to 72,969 euro year

higher than 400 thousand euro. 

 

The main indicators of economic efficiency are determined by the average incomes of 34,376 euro 

year
-1

 and  average expenditures of 41,416 euro year

-7,039 euro year
-1

, a negative rentability of 24.6 % and a labour productivity of 12,066 

euro/employee. 

 

Table 4: The main indicators of economic efficiency according 

Investment 

(euro 103) 

Total 

incomes   

(euro year
-1

) 

<100 1,500 

100-200 12,104 

200-300 13,752 

300-400 55,486 

>400 89,039 

 

Due to the low level of business maturity, the studied population has registered an average income 

level of  34.4 thousand euro year
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-1

 , resulting average loss of 7.0 thousand euro year

loss  corresponding to 100 euro
-

interes for the profit increase, as resulted from the subjects answers (6.9%).

level cannot ensure support for the fullfilment of the other foreseen objectives. The labour 

productivity registered higher values than the national average level of circa 12.1 thousand mii euro 
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1
 , while the increase of the employment level in the rural areas has been improved with cca. 4.2 
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Fig. 1: Subjects feedback regarding the main objective for the next 5 years (%).
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To the question on the main objective for the next 5 years, the weight for increasing capacity usage 

was about 29.2%, increasing service quality 2.8%, profit growth 16.7%, qualification of employees 

and diversification of sevices 20.8%, respectively 26.4% 

 

The boarding houses administrators with investments lower than 100 thousand euro are concerned 

mainly with the diversification of sevices (9.7%), those with investment of 100

with the qualification of employees and diversifica

200-300 thousand  euro  -  with the diversification of sevices (8.3%), those with investments of 300

400 thousand euro – with the increasing of capacity usage (8.3%), and the managers with investments 

higher than 400 thousand  euro are focused on the 

Fig. 2:  Estimation of regression between the speciality professional training and the boaridng 

The estimation of the relationship between the professional training of managers and the economic 

efficiency indicates a 0,784 Pearson Corelation with an estimation of the  quadratic equation that 

indicates an appropriate level of professional training at 

profile and the attendance to activities of professional development within the specialised or non

formal professional assosiations, no satisfactory correlations have been determined (Pearson 

Correlation 0.071 respectively 0.021), while the regressions have not been statistically ensured.

 

The second objective of the research presented in the current paper was not significantly covered, as 

not enough tools for the viability increase of the investment carried out have 

by the speciality professional training that represents a condition for increasing the economic 

competitiveness. The future research will have as objective the determination of the modalities to 

increase the entrepreneures” specia

 

Conclusions 
 

The European Structural Funds contributed to the increase of the tourism services supply, of the 

usage degree of Romania’s tourism potential and of the values flows in the rural areas. 

 

The economy of tourism services took

values, but due to the low level of business maturity, the beneficiary establishments currently are 

nonprofitable. By the other hand, they determined an improvement of the employment degree in the 

rural areas, as well as an increase of the general labour productivity. 

 

To the question on the main objective for the next 5 years, the weight for increasing capacity usage 

was about 29.2%, increasing service quality 2.8%, profit growth 16.7%, qualification of employees 

and diversification of sevices 20.8%, respectively 26.4% Fig. 1.  

The boarding houses administrators with investments lower than 100 thousand euro are concerned 

mainly with the diversification of sevices (9.7%), those with investment of 100-200 thousand euro 

with the qualification of employees and diversification of sevices (4,2%), those with investments of 

with the diversification of sevices (8.3%), those with investments of 300

with the increasing of capacity usage (8.3%), and the managers with investments 

r than 400 thousand  euro are focused on the qualification of employees (16,7%). 

 

 

Estimation of regression between the speciality professional training and the boaridng 

houses efficiency (years) 
 

The estimation of the relationship between the professional training of managers and the economic 

efficiency indicates a 0,784 Pearson Corelation with an estimation of the  quadratic equation that 

indicates an appropriate level of professional training at 8,34 years. For the general educational 

profile and the attendance to activities of professional development within the specialised or non

formal professional assosiations, no satisfactory correlations have been determined (Pearson 

tively 0.021), while the regressions have not been statistically ensured.

The second objective of the research presented in the current paper was not significantly covered, as 

not enough tools for the viability increase of the investment carried out have been identified, excepted 

by the speciality professional training that represents a condition for increasing the economic 

competitiveness. The future research will have as objective the determination of the modalities to 

increase the entrepreneures” speciality compentences. 

The European Structural Funds contributed to the increase of the tourism services supply, of the 

usage degree of Romania’s tourism potential and of the values flows in the rural areas.  

The economy of tourism services took benefit from the achievement of some significant active 

values, but due to the low level of business maturity, the beneficiary establishments currently are 

nonprofitable. By the other hand, they determined an improvement of the employment degree in the 

ral areas, as well as an increase of the general labour productivity.  

To the question on the main objective for the next 5 years, the weight for increasing capacity usage 

was about 29.2%, increasing service quality 2.8%, profit growth 16.7%, qualification of employees 

The boarding houses administrators with investments lower than 100 thousand euro are concerned 

200 thousand euro – 

tion of sevices (4,2%), those with investments of 

with the diversification of sevices (8.3%), those with investments of 300-

with the increasing of capacity usage (8.3%), and the managers with investments 

 

Estimation of regression between the speciality professional training and the boaridng 

The estimation of the relationship between the professional training of managers and the economic 

efficiency indicates a 0,784 Pearson Corelation with an estimation of the  quadratic equation that 

8,34 years. For the general educational 

profile and the attendance to activities of professional development within the specialised or non-

formal professional assosiations, no satisfactory correlations have been determined (Pearson 

tively 0.021), while the regressions have not been statistically ensured. 

The second objective of the research presented in the current paper was not significantly covered, as 

been identified, excepted 

by the speciality professional training that represents a condition for increasing the economic 

competitiveness. The future research will have as objective the determination of the modalities to 

The European Structural Funds contributed to the increase of the tourism services supply, of the 

benefit from the achievement of some significant active 

values, but due to the low level of business maturity, the beneficiary establishments currently are 

nonprofitable. By the other hand, they determined an improvement of the employment degree in the 
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For now, it has been demonstrated that a viability increase of the carried out projects is possible 

thorugh the improvement of the speciality professional training of the persones hired in these 

establishments.  
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Résumé 

Cette contribution scientifique a pour objectif principal de contourner la signification du concept 

« performance de l’université publique » en contexte marocain. En fait, nous y essayons de répondre 

à la question subséquente : Quel sens attribué par le corps administratif de la faculté Polydisciplinaire 

de Khouribga au concept « performance de l’université publique » ? Ainsi, la théorie qui sous-tend 

notre travail de recherche est la théorie des parties prenantes. Nous administrons des entretiens auprès 

des administrateurs choisis aléatoirement dudit établissement. La technique adoptée à cet égard est 

l’analyse de contenu de leurs verbatim, il s’agit précisément de l’analyse catégorielle. Le traitement 

des résultats est mené à l’aide du logiciel Nvivo 10. A cet effet, cette recherche revêt un caractère 

qualitatif et s’inscrit dans le cadre du paradigme interprétativiste, car nous y essayons de comprendre 

le sens que les administrateurs ont donné au concept de la performance universitaire publique.  

Mots clés : Performance universitaire publique, administrateurs, parties prenantes, établissements 

universitaires. 

Introduction  

L’université est une institution qui joue un rôle vital et de locomotive pour le développement du pays 

dans tous les sens : rôles social et sociétal, économique, financier, entrepreneurial, …etc. Or, 

aujourd’hui, elle doit être ouverte sur le monde en changeant la manière dont elle associe 

l’enseignement, la formation et la recherche, elle doit transformer les innovations et les réflexions 

novatrices en applications et les transmettre à la société (Bouayad N. 2012).  

En contexte marocain, le secteur d’enseignement supérieur patauge constamment dans de nombreux 

problèmes, et ce malgré les avancées constatées et la multitude des réformes qui se succédaient 

surtout dès le début du troisième millénaire. Toujours la quête de la performance de l’université est 

au cœur des Discours Royaux et des polémiques gouvernementales. Dès lors, la succession des 

réformes et des réformes des réformes souligne véritablement les difficultés que connait ce secteur. Il 

reste encore du long chemin à parcourir.  

A cet effet, le choix du sujet de cette contribution n’émane pas du hasard, par contre c’est une 

réflexion plus fondée. Il s’agit d’un thème relevant fortement de l’actualité au Maroc. Pour améliorer 

la performance de cette institution, il faut l’évaluer, et pour l’évaluer il faut avant tout déterminer ce 

que nous cherchons à mesurer. A cet effet, le concept de la performance dans le paysage académique 

public marocain est devenu stratégique, sa clarification s’impose alors. 

En ce sens, l’objectif central de cette contribution est de révéler comment les administrateurs de la 

Faculté Polydisciplinaire de Khouribga (FPK)
1 

voient et comprennent la performance universitaire 

publique. A cet effet, la problématique de ce travail se structure ainsi : Quel sens attribué par le corps 

professoral de la FPK au concept « performance de l’université publique » ? 

                                                           
1
 La FPK est un établissement universitaire public relevant de l’Université Hassan I.  
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Notre propos s’articule essentiellement autour de trois axes. Premièrement, un cadre théorique qui se 

propose pour mettre en exergue de manière succincte la signification du concept de la performance et 

également la théorie des parties prenantes. Deuxièmement, la détermination de la méthodologie de 

recherche et la posture épistémologique s’impose. Et troisièmement, nous présentons et analysons les 

résultats de notre travail de recherche.  

Cadre Théorique  

Performance  

En dépit de nombreuses tentatives pour contourner la signification de la performance (Bouquin 1986, 

Bescos et al.1993, Bourguignon 1995, Bessir 1999, etc.), elle demeure complexe, difficile à cerner et 

rarement précisée explicitement. Elle fait problème et le manque d’une définition qui fait l’unanimité 

explique largement ce paroxysme conceptuel.  

Dans cette perspective, une question centrale qui peut être posée là-dessus : Qu’est ce qui empêche 

exactement de formuler une définition faisant l’unanimité quant à ce vocable ? Ainsi, pour formuler 

une réponse adéquate à cette question, nous avons pioché dans un corpus théorique riche inhérent à 

ce sujet. A ce titre, la synthèse des écrits nous a guidée à nous arrêter sur sept principales 

caractéristiques de la performance, en l’occurrence:  

La performance est neutre : C’est-à-dire qu’il existe la mauvaise performance et la bonne 

performance.  

La performance change d’un contexte à l’autre : La performance change d’un contexte à un autre 

(Gosselin et Murphy 1994). D’après A. Bartoli (2009), ce concept est « un vieux serpent de mer ». Ce 

problème s’aggrave encore plus lorsqu’il s’agit du domaine public, voire d’une organisation publique 

notamment à vocation non marchande (Ouahraoui 2015, P.120).  

La performance est liée à plusieurs concepts : Elle est liée communément à trois « E », à savoir, 

Economie, Efficience et Efficacité. Par ailleurs, certains auteurs ont lié ce vocabulaire à de nombreux 

autres termes. A. Boujlida (2002, P.8) l’a considéré équivalent aux termes de : « efficacité, efficience, 

rendement, productivité, réussite, succès, excellence, santé ». Quant à Sink (1985), la performance 

organisationnelle est définie par rapport à sept critères, à savoir : l'efficacité, l'efficience, la qualité, la 

satisfaction, la profitabilité, la qualité de vie au travail et l'innovation.  

La performance est relative : Elle n’existe pas en elle-même. C’est-à-dire qu’elle est évaluée par 

rapport à un objectif ou une référence.  

La performance est multidimentionnelle : Elle est difficile à définir de manière exacte. De La 

Villarmois (2001) a souligné que la performance est difficile à appréhender à cause de ses dimensions 

multiples.  

La performance est subjective : La question de la subjectivité de la performance était soulevée par de 

nombreux auteurs (Bourguignon, 1995, P.95 ; Lebas, 1995, P.71 ; Lorino 1996, P.161 ; Bescos et al, 

1993, P.58). L’idée maitresse à retenir en ce sens c’est que la performance invite à une interprétation, 

qui est une œuvre humaine et sociale, inspirée par le biais de la culture et le jugement de valeurs.  

La performance s’améliore au fil du temps : Elle n’est pas une fin en soi, mais ce que doit être 

recherché précisément c’est son amélioration (le pilotage de la performance). 

Bref, la performance demeure toujours entourée par un flou sémantique. Ceci est causé 

principalement par son caractère contingent. A cet effet, si la performance est ambiguë et difficile à 

cerner, que pouvons-nous dire alors à propos d’elle en contexte universitaire public ?. 
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Théorie des parties prenantes 

L’université a dans son environnement de nombreux partenaires avec qui elle négocie et dont elle 

attend des agissements. Il s’agit en fait d’une institution à vocation publique, donc tout le monde est 

concerné par ses activités. Les décisions y prises impactent, soit consciemment ou inconsciemment, 

tous les membres de la société sans restriction aucune. Ainsi, le choix de la théorie des parties 

prenantes semble de plus en plus opportun pour aborder le sujet de la performance dans son sens 

multidimensionnel au sein de l’institution universitaire.  

Selon Freeman (1984), une partie prenante est « tout individu ou groupes d’individus qui peuvent 

affecter ou qui peuvent être affectés par la mise en œuvre des objectifs de l’organisation ». Le même 

auteur a confirmé que le terme de stakeholders fut utilisé pour la première fois en sciences de gestion 

juste en 1963 lors d’un mémorandum interne au Stanford Research Institute (RSI), dans lequel ce 

concept était défini comme « Those groups without whose support the organization would cease to 

exist » (Freeman, 1984). A cet effet, la théorie des parties prenantes venait comme une alternative à 

l’approche actionnariale. C’est-à-dire que la valeur actionnariale est délaissée au profit de la valeur 

partenariale (Charreaux et Desbrières, 1998). Cette théorie vise alors à légitimer les intérêts de 

l’ensemble des acteurs et pas seulement des actionnaires (Donaldson et Preston, 1995). Cette théorie 

est jugée également profitable pour le management de l’organisation dans la mesure où elle permet de 

faire face aux conflits engendrés par les divergences des attentes et des intérêts des différents acteurs.  

A la lumière de cette théorie, Donaldson et Preston (1995) et Moore (1999) ont considéré 

l’organisation comme une constellation d’intérêts coopératifs et concurrents. En conséquence, 

l’équilibre entre les intérêts des stakeholders permet le maintien de la coopération et l’aboutissement 

à la performance (Clarkson, 1995). D’après Gond et Mercier (2004), la théorie des parties prenantes 

est à la fois managériale et éthique. 

En bref, à la lumière de cette théorie, pour le cas de l’université publique, certains individus ou 

organisations sont directement et potentiellement influencés par cette institution. Parmi ces 

communautés nous citons : le corps professoral, le corps administratif et technique, le tissu 

économique, etc. A ce titre, au cours de ce présent travail, nous essayons d’aborder la signification de 

la performance universitaire aux yeux de l’une des parties prenantes de l’université publique 

marocaine, à savoir les administrateurs de la Faculté Polydisciplinaire de Khouribga. 

Methodologie De Recherche Et Posture Epistemologique 

 

Méthodologie de recherche  

Pour répondre à la problématique précitée en introduction, nous organisons des entretiens semi-

directifs eus égard aux administrateurs de la FPK. Ainsi, cette étude s’est avérée exploratoire et 

qualitative. Et ce à travers la technique de l’analyse de contenu. Ainsi, l’utilisation répandue de cette 

technique dans une diversité de discipline marque sa pertinence et son utilité dans le processus de 

recherche (Picard, 1992). Pareillement, Aktouf (1987, P.111) a qualifié cette technique comme un des 

instruments les plus complets, les plus riches et les plus utilisés en sciences sociales. D’après Bardin 

(1989), cette technique sert à décrire et à déchiffrer tout passage de signification d'un émetteur à un 

récepteur. Au sens de Henry et Moscovici (1968), l’analyse de contenu est une technique très utilisée 

dans l’étude de la catégorisation des opinions, attitudes et croyances. En bref, l’analyse de contenu 

consiste à fouiller et interpréter le contenu d’un message écrit ou oral dans le but de déboucher sur 

des résultats fiables et convaincants. Plusieurs sortes de la technique d’analyse de contenu ont 

répertorié dans la littérature : l’analyse catégorielle, l’analyse de l’évaluation, l’analyse de 

l’énonciation, etc. Parmi ces types de ladite technique, nous optons pour l’analyse catégorielle. Il 

s’agit en fait d’une forme classique, réalisée à partir d’une grille d’analyse catégorielle. 
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Les enquêtes ont principalement pour objectif d’explorer la perception des administrateurs vis-à-vis 

de la question de la performance universitaire. D’après Charreire et Huault (2001, P.45), l’exploration 

est un processus de production des connaissances en vue de créer de nouvelles anastomoses 

théoriques entre des concepts et/ou d’approprier de nouveaux concepts dans un domaine théorique 

donné. 

 Pour le choix des personnes enquêtées et de la taille de l’échantillon, nous nous inspirons des 

principes de variété et de saturation (Glaser et Strauss, 1967). Ainsi, la variété se manifeste dans la 

tenue en compte des deux sexes (masculin et féminin) et dans leurs disciplines, en l’occurrence : 

littérature arabe, chimie, biologie, économie et gestion et physique. Quant au principe de la 

saturation, c’est que la collecte de données s’arrêtera lorsque les catégories d'analyse auront atteint un 

point de saturation. Par conséquent, les nouvelles données n’ajoutent pas de nouveau sens à ce qui est 

déjà compris.  

Posture épistémologique 

Cette recherche s’inscrit dans le cadre du paradigme interprétativiste, car nous y essayons de 

comprendre le sens que les administrateurs ont donné au concept de la performance universitaire 

publique. En fait, l’interprétativisme est un paradigme par lequel « le processus de création de la 

connaissance passe par la compréhension du sens que les acteurs donnent à la réalité » (Perret et 

Séville 2007, P.23). C’est-à-dire que la compréhension des choses est le talon d’Achille de ce 

paradigme. L’interprétativisme repose sur le caractère plausible de l'interprétation ainsi construite par 

le chercheur en interaction avec les participants. L’observateur explique une réalité à travers les 

explications des autres acteurs. Pourtois et Desmet (1988, P.27-28) signalent que ce paradigme 

développe une démarche qui tient en compte les intentions, les motivations, les attentes, les raisons et 

les croyances des acteurs. La notion de « comprendre » ou « Verstehen » ainsi relevée par Weber 

(1965) est la plus privilégiée du paradigme interprétativiste.  

Performance Aux Yeux Des Administratifs  

Performance universitaire publique 

Manifestement, la performance universitaire est de plus en plus largement complexe. A l’instar de 

l’article n°3 de la Loi Cadre 01-00 stipulant les huit principales missions des universités, la 

performance universitaire peut être révélée, éventuellement, suivant le degré de la réalisation de ces 

missions. En ce sens, une université performante est celle qui renforce l’identité islamique et 

nationale, assure des formations initiales et continues d’une manière satisfaisante, développe et 

diffuse le savoir, la connaissance et la culture, prépare les jeunes à l’insertion dans la vie active, 

développe la recherche scientifique et technologique, réalise des expertises, contribue au 

développement global du pays et enfin contribue à la promotion des valeurs universelles.  

Au sens du guide méthodologique de contractualisation
2
, la performance est « la capacité d’atteindre 

des objectifs préalablement fixés, exprimés en termes d’efficacité économique, de qualité de service 

et / ou d’efficience de la gestion ».  Au regard de cette définition, dans le cadre contractuel,  la 

performance en milieu universitaire s’est avérée plus relative. C’est-à-dire qu’elle est évaluée suivant 

le degré de la cohérence avec les exigences indiquées sur les contrats programmes et d’aboutissement 

aux résultats auxquels le recteur de l’université s’est engagé en son nom. Dans les rapports de suivi, 

des indicateurs sont publiés en mesurant une performance telle est définie sur ces contrats. D’ailleurs, 

une structure universitaire peut être performante eu égard aux clauses de contrat, mais elle peut être 

                                                           
2
 En 2012, La Division des Entreprises Publiques et de la Privatisation (DEPP) relevant du Ministère de 

l’Economie et des Finances a élaboré, sur la base des Benchmarkings avec les meilleures pratiques 

internationales, un guide méthodologique de la contractualisation, fixant les objectifs, apports et composantes 

clés du processus de la contractualisation, et ce en vue de sa généralisation progressive à l’ensemble des 

Etablissements et Entreprises Publiques.  
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non performante à l’égard de l’une de ses parties prenantes. A cet effet, la performance universitaire 

ne doit pas être évaluée suivant les seuls contrats programmes, cette œuvre ne peut être envisagée que 

si le processus d’élaboration des contrats est mené sous une approche participative faisant intervenir 

concrètement l’ensemble des acteurs.  

A cet effet, une université performante est celle qui répond d’une manière optimale aux différents 

besoins de ses stakeholders. Elle doit s’orienter vers la recherche d’un équilibre entre les attentes et 

les intérêts, qui sont parfois contradictoires, de ses principaux protagonistes suivant la logique déjà 

soutenue par Clarkson (1995). A cet effet, la quête de la performance est fortement attachée à la 

conciliation des intérêts des stakeholders lors de la prise de décision managériale (Elms, Shawn et 

Wicks, 2002). De même pour le cas de l’université, la tenue en compte des attentes des parties 

prenantes –surtout celles les plus saillantes (suivant la logique de Mitchell et al. 1997)- est une 

obligation pour piloter la performance de cette institution publique. Elle est censée faire preuve 

d’efficience, d’efficacité et d’économie. Efficiente dans son organisation ; en employant de manière 

optimale les ressources mises à sa disposition. Efficace dans ses actions ; en aboutissant aux objectifs 

prétracés. Egalement, elle doit se procurer en ressources humaines et matérielles avec un moindre 

coût. Ainsi, l’université marocaine doit être responsable, devant tous les stakeholders, de son 

management des deniers publics alloués, de ses résultats aboutis et des lignes directrices de son 

développement.  

La performance universitaire peut être révélée différemment par ses stakeholders. Le futur étudiant de 

l’université peut éventuellement la référer essentiellement au seul critère d’employabilité. Quant aux 

étudiants, ils peuvent la mesurer à travers la qualité d’enseignement, la recherche, l’encadrement et 

l’employabilité. Les employeurs peuvent l’évaluer seulement à travers les compétences (savoir, 

savoir-faire et savoir-être) acquises par les lauréats durant leurs cursus universitaires, etc. Dès lors, 

dans ce qui suit nous présentons les résultats des entretiens semi-directifs menés eu égard d’un 

échantillon d’enseignants de la FPK. 

Performance universitaire aux yeux des administratifs 

Après avoir retranscrire les propos des enquêtés, nous catégorisons les différents indices liés au 

concept de la performance universitaire. Ainsi, le tableau ci-après les met en exergue sans tenir en 

compte, bien évidemment, la représentativité de ces indices dans les propos. 

Tableau 1 : Indices et catégories relatifs au concept de la performance universitaire selon les 

administrateurs de la FPK 

Indices 
Catégories de la 

performance 

résultats annuels - université a un produit - ses résultats sont meilleurs - bonnes 

prestations - avoir un taux de réussite grand – ses lauréats s’acceptent dans les 

masters, les doctorats – 

Output 

Nombre de contribution en termes de recherche scientifique - la moitié de sa 

mission est la recherche scientifique - La recherche scientifique et technique - 
Recherche scientifique 

la prestation service de l’administration - une administration qui lui met un 

environnement favorable - un document, l’emploi du temps - le suivi- 

Organisation 

administrative 

l’image globale de l’université chez les gens à l’extérieur - Réputation 

enseignement de qualité – une formation de qualité - d’une formation à la 

hauteur - l’enseignement – 

Formation et 

Enseignement 

Le marché qu’est-ce le marché d’emploi - exigences de marché de travail Employabilité 

on a pas encore de master ! - Diversification 

à l’échelle mondiale - Internationalisation 

c’est plusieurs processus - beaucoup de choses Multidimentionnalité 
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des partenariats Partenariat 

les conditions de travail sont meilleures - le climat convenable de travail - 

faciliter le travail à l’enseignant chercheur - les bonnes conditions – à l’aise - 

celui humain - 

Sociétale 

 

Suivant les résultats obtenus, la performance en contexte universitaire est jugée multidimensionnelle. 

En fait, être performant c’est avoir une meilleur qualité du point de vue : output, recherche 

scientifique, organisation administrative, formation et enseignement, employabilité, Réputation, 

diversification, internationalisation, partenariat et sociétal. 

Organisation administrative : Une université performante est celle qui manifeste une structuration 

organisationnelle bien retracée : présence des manuels de procédures, un organigramme formel et 

approuvé par les autorités compétentes, une responsabilisation explicite des gens, niveau de 

coordination satisfaisant entre les départements dans une même université, entre les établissements 

universitaires et également entre les universités. 

Formations et enseignement : Cette facette est tributaire de la qualité éducative de l’enceinte 

universitaire. Son évaluation est difficile à entreprendre. Crebbin (1997) a signalé que l’enseignement 

est multidimensionnel, indéterminé (les résultats ne peuvent pas être expliqués par les facteurs de la 

situation), incertain, imprévisible, provisoire et impersonnel.  

Employabilité: Une telle performance concerne l’output de l’université. Elle est mesurée au travers 

de la divulgation des taux d’insertion dans le tissu productif des lauréats d’une université (Taux 

d’insertion professionnelle). 

Recherche scientifique et innovation: Elle reflète le degré de contribution à la progression de la 

recherche scientifique aux niveaux national, régional et international. A ce juste titre, les chercheurs 

participent au développement du capital scientifique et favorisent l’accès à l’économie de la 

connaissance et du savoir. 

Réputation: Elle traduit le cachet marque université. Cette performance nous donne des réponses 

lumineuses en ce qui concerne les questionnements suivants : sommes-nous parvenus à fidéliser et 

satisfaire nos usagers ? Est-ce que nous avons pu progresser en termes de notoriété et d’image de 

marque de l’université ? 

Output : la performance universitaire dépend de la qualité de sa production.  

Sociétal : Une université responsable sociétalement est celle qui contribue au respect des attentes de 

son personnel ainsi que de tous les citoyens à l’extérieur. 

Partenariat : c’est la qualité des conventions conclues d’une part avec d’autres universités nationales 

et étrangères, et d’autre part avec les employeurs publics et privés. 

Internationalisation : l’université performante est celle qui est ouverte au-delà des frontières 

nationales. 

Diversification : il s’agit de la pluridisciplinarité. Elle concerne à la fois la nature et le niveau des 

diplômes décernés par l’université. 
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Conclusion 

En guise de conclusion, nous déduisons que l’abord du sujet de la performance en contexte 

universitaire, rend ce concept de plus en plus complexe et difficile à cerner. Cette complexité peut 

être justifiée notamment par:  

• L’ambiguïté du concept de la performance lui-même.   

• La contingence de la performance spécialement en contexte universitaire, c’est-à-dire 

qu’elle se varie d’une université à l’autre, d’un pays à l’autre, etc. A titre d’exemple, la 

comparaison de la performance entre une université jeune et une université très ancienne 

ayant une longue histoire peut être dans certains cas une démarche biaisée.  

• La vocation publique de l’université : Avec une masse de contribuables aux dépenses 

publiques, l’université est obligée à être performante et à la hauteur des attentes de tout le 

public. Par conséquent, elle est confrontée à la notion de l’intérêt général.  

• La multiplicité des domaines d’activités et d’agissement de l’université publique : parce que 

ceci complexifie davantage la performance universitaire et  exacerbe en parallèle le nombre 

de ses dimensions. 
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Abstract  

The goal of this work is to provide a methodological contribution at the debate on the management of 

Smart Tourism Destination through the adoption of a social network approach. Specifically, the study 

aims to identify which are the nodes and dynamics of a virtual community of users built around the 

social network’s account of a tourism event with the intent of deriving useful insights for the 

competitiveness of tourism destinations. The empirical evidences related to “Bacco nelle Gnostre”, 

an agro-food tourism event in Apulia, a southern European region and destination of growing 

popularity, are presented in terms of centrality, modularity class and temporal evolution. Collected 

through the usage of Gephi, an open source tool for social network analysis, the evidences presented 

in the study suggest theoretical and practical implications 

Keywords: Smart Tourism Destination, Social Network, Social Network Analysis, Virtual 

Community   

Literature Background 

Smart Tourism Destination and Virtual Communities on Social Media Platforms 

Information and Communication Technologies (ITCs) have revolutionized the tourism during the last 

decade (Neuhofer et al, 2013), by increasing the interest for academics and practitioners. 

Technologies became an integral part of tourism organizations that have digitalized all of the 

business process in the supply chain (Buhalis & Law, 2008); new business models emerged and 

tourism planning and consume are altered (Stamboulis & Skayannis, 2003). The growing diffusion of 

social and mobile applications can be assumed as the main factor of the changes in the tourism 

demand and the cause at the basis of the generation of Travel 2.0 solutions, such as content 

syndication (RSSfeeds), tagging, wikis, web forums, customer rating, podcasting, blogs, photo and 

video sharing (Akehurst, 2009; O'Connor, 2008; Schmalleger & Carson, 2008). Morevorer, social 

media platforms also emerged and supports tourists to make smart decisions (Buhalis & Law, 2008; 

Sigala et al, 2012) enhancing the tourists’ empowerment by bringing together information search, 

communication, entertainment, social networking and mobility-related functionalities (Tussyadiah 

and Zach, 2012; Wang and Xiang, 2012).  

 

These developments of ICTs lead to the paradigm Smart tourism related to tourism activities that are 

informed and supported by smart technologies (Gretzel et al., 2015a) and to the diffusion of the 

concept of Smart Tourism Destination where ICTs are considered as drivers for destination 

innovation and competitiveness (Buhalis & Law, 2008; Ndou, et al, 2016; Del Vecchio & Passiante, 

2017).   

 

Smart Tourism Destination is characterized by advanced services, high degree of innovation and the 

presence of open, integrated and shared processes for enhancing the quality of life for both residents 
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and tourists (Florida, 2003; Komninos, 2002, Shapiro, 2006; Hollands, 2008; Caragliu et al., 2009, 

Micera et. al 2013, Wang et al. 2013).  

 

Buhalis and Amaranggana (2014; 2015) redefined the concept of Smart Destinations as the result of 

the interconnection of tourism destination with multiple stakeholders’ communities through dynamic 

platforms and knowledge intensive flows of communication and enhanced decision support systems 

with the final objective to enhance tourism experience maximising both destination competitiveness 

and consumer satisfaction over the time.  

 

According to Lopez de Avila (2015), a Smart Tourism Destination is an innovative tourist 

destination, in which ICT-infrastructure, accessible to everyone, guarantees the sustainable 

development of tourist areas facilitates the visitor’s interaction with and integration into his or her 

surroundings, increases the quality of the experience at the destination, and improves residents’ 

quality of life. 

 

Thus, the creation of a Smart Tourism Destinations requires the integration of technologies, systems, 

services, and capabilities into an organic network that is sufficiently multi-sectorial and flexible for 

future developments, and moreover, open-access (Albino, et al., 2015). 

 

Thanks to this integration, in a Smart Tourism Destination, organizations, institutions and tourism 

firms are able to improve their decision-making process taking actions based upon the data generated 

within the destination, gathered, managed and processed by ICT infrastructure (Lamsfus et al., 2015). 

Internet tools and social media enabling Smart Tourism Destinations by developing dynamic 

interconnections, and generating a huge amount of data, since major parts of tourism information 

processes and transactions are managed electronically (Buhalis, 2006; Fuchs, et al., 2014; Miah et al. 

2016, Buhalis and Foerste 2013). In this vein, a Smart Tourism Destination is based on technologies 

for data collection, management and sharing. Tu and Liu’s framework (2014) defines three main 

layers of a Smart Tourism Destination: a smart information layer (for data collecting), a smart 

exchange layer (for interconnectivity), and a smart processing layer (for data analysis). Following the 

above framework, Smart Tourism Destination is highly focused on the usage of advanced 

technologies to transform data collected and aggregated through physical infrastructures and social 

connections into on-site experiences and new business models for creating, managing and delivering 

intelligent touristic services/experiences and is characterized by intensive information sharing and 

value co-creation’’ (Gretzel et al. 2015, p.560). 

 

From the consumer’s perspective, all the above definitions, have the final objectives to enhance 

tourism experiences through an ICT-base infrastructure, so the first task that a destination must 

address to become “smart” is to create a rich environment of broadband networks that support 

intelligent application. 

 

Social media tools in tourism offer enormous opportunities for a more efficient decision making 

process (Miah et al., 2016).  The term refers to social media, user-generated content (UGC), 

consumer generated   media (CGM), online   social   networks (OSN), social networking sites (SNS), 

Web 2.0 and Travel 2.0.   

 

Nowadays, tourists are supported by social media applications in all stage of tourism experience, not 

only to book the services they need, but also to explore virtually pre-tours of their destinations, to 

share in their own networks the experiences they expect to live as well as their satisfaction or 

frustration during and after the trip (Ndou and Del Vecchio, 2012; Del Vecchio, et al., 2011). So, 

tourists are the most valuable source for providing information and knowledge on theirs needs as well 

as feedbacks and suggestions to reduce market uncertainties and increase new service development 

(Sigala, 2012). Knowledge from and about tourists is, above all, important for user-based innovation 

(Del Vecchio, et al., 2015; Hjalager & Nordin, 2011; Sørensen, 2011). 

 
The information generated and shared by tourists on social network can support Destination 

Management Organizations (DMOs) in creating a stable collaboration with customer in order to 
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develop tourists’ offerings more address to the demand needs, though a more personalized services 

and products, influencing also, the potential travelers’ decision-making process. Thus social media 

are challenging for innovating existing customer service, marketing and promotional processes 

throughout the tourism sector (Sigala et al., 2012).  

 

All this makes challengeable the monitoring and management of virtual communities generated 

around the official and unofficial pages of social networks related to tourism destinations and events. 

With the aim to understanding of opportunities and challenges associated to the virtual dynamics of 

communities of tourists and users interested to a certain destination, the paper provides a 

methodological contribution framed in the field of social network analysis.  

Research Methodology 

In this paper we propose a methodology for the analysis of a virtual community of users built around 

the official Facebook’s page of “Bacco nelle Gnostre”, a digital local tourism event related to the 

promotion of an agro-food and cultural event located in Apulia, a southern European region and 

destination of growing popularity. 

Aimed to support the management of a Destination and its process of smart configuration, the Social 

Network results a promising approach for identifying nodes of centrality in the community of users 

interested to a certain tourism experience, for tracking their feedbacks and suggestions as well as for 

monitoring satisfaction, commitment and trust developed by tourists. 

Social Network is based on a rich body of research on how the linking structure of the Web 

influences accessibility of Web pages and their ranking in search engines (Gloor and Zhao, 2006, 

Serrat, 2009). In this paper, the analysis of the virtual community focuses on the classic metrics and 

attributes, such as the betweeness centrality of nodes, modularity class, and temporal evolutionary 

paths (Coulon, 2005; Otte & Rousseau, 2002). 

Social network analysis underlines the importance of dynamic relationships among actors and allows 

to identify behaviors at individual and group level. Social network analysis is a methodology based 

on Graph Theory, so some symbols are explained following. 

A social network consists of: 

 

• Nodes as individual actors, groups or companies. 

• Ties or edges that connect nodes through relationships or interactions. 

 

Nodes and ties (or edges) shape a graph, which may be undirected or directed: 

              
The literature underlines some main descriptive measures used in network analysis: 

 

• Network density indicates the connectedness in a network. It is defined as the ratio of the 

number of edges in the network over the total number of possible edges between all pairs of 

nodes. It is a number that varies between 0 and 1.0. A network is said “dense” when density 

is close to 1.0; otherwise, it is “sparse” (Coulon, 2005; Otte & Rousseau, 2002). 

• Centrality gives a rough indication of the social power of a node based on how well they 

“connect” the network (Gloor, 2015). It includes local or global levels. Local centrality 

measures direct ties between a node and the others. Global centrality considers also indirect 

ties. 

• Betweenness measures the extent to which a particular node lies “between” the various other 

nodes in the network and indicates is a node has a potential control over others. 

• Modularity indicates structural subunits (communities or clusters) characterized by highly 

interconnected node. It is applied in complex networks (Muff et al., 2005). 
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In order to demonstrate the importance of a social network analysis approach for a smart territory, 

findings show a concrete case of social network analysis application in a territorial context. Some 

metrics as “Modularity Class” and “Degree” will be illustrated. Moreover, it will possible to see the 

evolution of a social network in some distinct periods.  

 

Social network analysis allows monitoring territorial dynamic over the time and gives an important 

contribute to decision makers into companies or governments. 

 

Many researcher scientists have developed software programs in support of social network analysis. 

An example is the tool “Gephi”, an open-source software for network visualization and analysis. It 

allows exploring, analyzing, spatializing, filtering, clustering, manipulating and exporting all types of 

networks. 

 

Gephi is chosen in support of the social network analysis because it allows elaborating a large 

amount of data, extracted from a social network as Facebook and its usability in the context of 

research has been already tested. 

Gephi is an open source tool used for many applications, as it is shown in the website 

www.gephi.org:  

 

• Exploratory Data Analysis  

• Link Analysis  

• Social Network Analysis  

• Biological Network Analysis  

• Poster Creation  

 

Starting from the analysis of data of the Facebook page of “Bacco nelle Gnostre”, an agrofood and 

cultural event occurring in Noci (Bari, South of Italy) since 2000, the paper aims to analyze the 

dynamics of dialogue and interaction between users interested in.  

 

Gephi allows to importing file in various format, as .gephi, .csv, .graphml, .gdf, .gexf fetched from 

social network. The tool has a user friendly interface and offers three main tab: “Overview”, “Data 

Laboratory” and “Preview” (Figure 1). Overview allows visualizing and transforming the graph, once 

it is imported from the social network as a file in a format supported by Gephi; Data Laboratory 

shows the graph as a table, which can be modified; Preview allows to see the graph before its 

exporting: 

 

 
Figure 1: Gephi’s graphic interface. 
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For this example, it was possible to fetch data from Facebook, exporting them in a .gdf format. To 

download data from Facebook, it needs to log into a Facebook account.Later, it needs to search the 

app “Netvizz” (Rieder, 2013) in the research box, opening it: 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  Research of Netvizz app. 

Netvizz is a Facebook application that allows downloading a social network. Once Netvizz is opened, 

it is possible to visualize a screen as the following: 

 
 

Figure 3: Screen visible once Netvizz is launched 

The modules available to download Facebook data are: 

 

• Group data 

• Page data 

• Page like network 

• Page timeline images 

• Search 

• Link stats 

 

Group data module creates networks and tabular files for user activity around posts on groups. It 

allows getting posts from a group and gives some files in. tsv format, that Gephi cannot import and a 

file in a .gdf format, which can be imported in Gephi, containing the connections between users.It is 

possible to get posts selecting a time period or the last posts, up to a maximum of 999 (Figure 6). 
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Figure 4: Group Data module 

Page data module, like Group data module, allows getting some files in a .tsv format and a file .gdf, 

containing the connections between posts and users. It creates networks and tabular files for user 

activity around posts on pages. It is possible to get post by page only or posts by page and users. 

To get data required, it needs to insert page id in the box. It is possible to get the page id clicking on 

Settings � Page � Info in a Facebook page (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Page Data module 

Page like network module creates a network of pages connected through the likes between them. It 

allows downloading a file in a .gdf format containing the network of pages. It starts with a selected 

page and retrieves all the pages that page likes, until a specified crawl depth (max 2) is reached 

(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Page Like Network module 

Page timeline images module allows downloading a .tab file containing a list of all images from the 

“Timeline Photos” album of a Facebook page. Even in this case, it is necessary to insert the page id in 

the box (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Timeline images module 

Search module provides an interface to Facebook’s search functions for pages, groups, places and 

events. To send a request it needs to specify a query in the box (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Search module 

Link stats module provides statistics for links shared on Facebook (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Link stats module 

For this case study, the modules “Page data” is used to extract data from Facebook. Firstly because it 

allows downloading files in a .gdf format, which can be imported in Gephi. Secondly, because it 

offers a whole vision about some dynamics that may be trigged in many communities. Some findings 

are illustrated following, to understand the main functions supported by Gephi and their potentialities 

to identify the dynamics in a territorial community. 

Findings  

The analysis of the virtual community of users active on the Facebook official page of Bacco nelle 

Gnostre, a well-known agrofood and cultural event that takes place in Noci, Apulia - Southern Italy, 

has represented a valid empirical context for the development and testing of a methodological 

approach that, in leveraging on social network analysis and tools, can support the effective 

management of a tourism destination and its smart configuration. 

 

Data extracted through “Page data module” and elaborated by Gephi allow to see how a network 

evolves according to some attributes as well as how the network evolves during a certain period.  

 

Findings 1: Posts Collected and Network’s Attributes 
 

Findings 1 consists in the elaboration of a file in a .gdf format. It is downloaded by the Facebook app 

“Netvizz”, that has allowed retrieving 101 posts, between 1st October 2016 and 30th November 

2016, with their contents and attributes (Figure 10). 

 

 
Figure 10: Netvizz Post collection 
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First step consists in the opening of the .gdf file in Gephi. This file contains networks for user activity 

around posts on Facebook pages. It shows posts, users (anonymized) and connections between the 

two. A user is connected to a post if a comment or a reaction on took place.  

 

To open a file it needs to click on File � Open � Select file by name. 

 

Then it is possible to see a screen, where appears the number of Nodes and Edges building a bipartite 

graph, which represents the network of posts and users. 

 

Clicking on “OK” it is possible to see the imported graph as a dense network. 

 

To have a better view about the graph, it is possible to change the layout, selecting it among the 

available layouts in the box “Layout” in the left side. 

 

Recommended layout for dense networks is “Force Atlas”, because it allows a better readability of 

the graph. Once the layout is chosen, a window containing its parameters appears. After the 

parameters’ setting, it is possible to apply the selected layout clicking on “Run”. After the end of the 

run or when a layout that fulfils own expectation is visible, it is possible to see the graph (Figure 11), 

where it is not easy to discern nodes from edges in the network about user activity around posts on 

the Facebook page. 

 

Figure 12 shows the network as a set of nodes grouped according to their connections. To get this 

layout it has taken about four hours. 

 

 

Figure 11: How the network appears just opened in Gephi 

 

Figure 12: Force Atlas layout parameters 
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To increase visibility, it is possible to paint nodes and edges with different colors and to calculate 

some useful metrics about network, nodes, edges and dynamic profile (Figure 13). 

 

 
Figure 13: Nodes and edges in different colors and metrics 

Findings 2 “Modularity Class” attribute 
 

This attribute allows to clustering the community according to their attributes. Choosing “Modularity 

Class” among nodes’ attributes, it is possible to see the nodes clustered by color: 

 

 
 

Figure 14: “Modularity Class” attribute 

The network related to “Bacco nelle Gnostre” allow to identify 11 class or communities (indicated 

with a number from 0 to 10), each composed by nodes with similar characteristics and strongly linked 

among them. Each community has a specific color and a percentage that indicates the number of 

nodes (posts and users’ activities) belonging to a class calculated respect the whole number of nodes 

(Figure 14). 

 

In this case the community “6” (cyclamen color) has the major number of nodes (31,74% of total) 

and the community “5” consists in the minimum number of nodes (3,22%), painted by grey color. 

 

Figure 19. Setting of metric statistics. 
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Each community is linked to the rest of the network by a particular node, which has a great number 

of links, and that has a pivotal role in the network. 

 

The communities identified can be visualized through the tab “Data Laboratory”, which contains a 

table that shows the value about each attribute, related to each post. “Data Table” can be modified, 

according to different criteria. It contains activity information related to a post, as: 

 

• Date and hour when it is published 

• Comment count 

• Post Type (link, user, video, photo, event) 

• Like count 

• Reactions count 

• Engagement (for posts: sum of counters for reactions, shares and comments) 

• Modularity Class 

 

For example, data table related to modularity class shows each post and its modularity class, so if it 

needs to extract all nodes belonging to a specific class, it is necessary to filter the table and selecting 

the query most useful. 

 

Findings 3 “Degree” attribute 
This attribute shows, by size, the degree of connection among the nodes that have triggered most 

reactions in each community. By selecting “Degree” among “size” nodes’ attributes, Gephi visualizes 

the following layout: 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Nodes dimensioned by “Degree” attribute 

In Figure 15, target nodes (posts) are shown in various sizes, according to the community they belong 

to. Therefore, it is possible to identify which are the nodes that have triggered most reactions among 

each community and which are the nodes that have a major number of links, by size. In this case, the 

node indicated by the red arrow is a key node, because it belongs to the biggest community and have 

the biggest number of links (measured in number of users’ activities). 
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Findings 4 Temporal Evolution 

 
About the temporal evolution of the network detected, our analysis on the Facebook page of “Bacco 

nelle Gnostre” has identified five main periods, each one composed of ten days. The periods 

encompass some posts before, during and after the 2016 edition of the event “Bacco nelle Gnostre” 

(17th edition occurred in Noci between 5th and 6th November 2016). Therefore, they allow 

understanding the social dynamics in various phases around the event. 

 

The periods evaluated are the following: 

 

• Period 1. From 5th October 2016 to 14th October 2016 

• Period 2. From 15th October 2016 to 24th October 2016 

• Period 3. From 25th October 2016 to 3rd November 2016 

• Period 4. From 4th November 2016 to 13th November 2016 

• Period 5. From 14th November 2016 to 23rd November 2016 

 

Figure 16 illustrates a visual comparison among the networks referring to each period: 

 

 
Figure 16: Temporal evolution of the network 

Posts are in the blue color, instead the users’ activities are in pink. The dimension of the nodes 

representing the posts are directly proportional to the number of user’ activities around each post. 

Figure 17 shows a summary about the data retrieved for each period: 
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Figure 17: Network attributes for each period 

Periods 1 and 2 count respectively 7 and 6 posts. Despite this low number, users’ activities and 

networks are very dense in terms of nodes and edges. Users’ activities and their engagement are 

concentrated around a limited number of posts (red arrows in Figure 16 – period 1 and 2). The first 

two periods contain posts about the preparations for the event, so they include the reactions of 

common citizens, curious or interested and from the agro-food firms engaged in the initiative. This is 

surely influenced by the recognized image and the fidelized tourists and users. Therefore, the network 

of posts and reactions appears dense and rather clustered according to the top influencers, represented 

by official pages and storytellers.  

 

Period 3 includes a network divided into two main sub groups (Figure 168 - period 3), a first 

clustered around a single post of launching of the initiative (which ascribes to 27th October 2016 - 

red arrow in figure 16 - period 3). The remaining of network is represented by 36 posts and the 

reactions to them, about accessory initiatives occurred into the event “Bacco nelle Gnostre 2016”. 

They retrieved the interest of a different target of users. Period 4 is characterized by a very dense 

network, with various cluster of users’ activities around 48 posts posted in the days when the event 

occurred. Therefore, they retrieved the interest from various communities of users (Figure 16 - period 

4).  

Period 5 contains only 3 posts and the reactions to them. Figure 16- period 5 shows that the network 

is few dense and users’ reactions are fully clustered in three main groups. In the groups with higher 

density it is easy to see that a user can have one or more reactions to various posts. 

 

Conclusions 
 
Aimed to contribute at the advancement of knowledge in the field of smart tourism destination, the 

paper offered evidences for definition of a methodological approach based on social network 

analysis.  

 

Focusing on “Bacco nelle Gnostre”, an agro-food and cultural event related to Apulia (Southern 

Italy), the study has tracked and analyzed attributes and dynamics of a virtual community built 

around the official page of the event on Facebook.  

 

Leveraging on metrics and attributes of social network analysis, such as centrality, modularity class, 

and temporal evolution, the paper used Gephi, an open source tool for social network analysis, for 

collection and visualization of data.  

 

Period Post Count Nodes Count 
Edges 

Count 

Total 

Engagement 

1 

From 05/10/2016 

To 14/10/2016 

7 1558 1879 2489 

2 

From 15/10/2016 

To 24/10/2016 

6 1185 1365 1594 

3 

From 25/10/2016 

To 03/11/2016 

37 3556 4353 5484 

4 

From 04/11/2016 

To 13/11/2016 

48 2369 4696 6009 

5 

From 14/11/2016 

To 23/11/2016 

3 76 78 93 
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Findings highlight as a social network analysis can be useful identified as component of a 

methodological and technological platform for the management of a tourism destination. This is 

because, it allows to identify which nodes can be more useful for decision makers, because they are 

able to link many nodes to the rest of network. For example, if the aim of a destination and tourism 

players is to attract interest from users engaged in a social network community, it can focus on the 

nodes with higher centrality to drive the information within the network. They may act as top 

influencers and sources of inspiration for the community. Their identification, allowed easy through a 

social network analysis, could allow to optimize the strategy of communication and promotion of a 

destination and related events. In the meantime, this could support the work of detecting and solving 

of problems and critics emerging in the community and to make this possible before than the 

reputational disease grows. The analysis of temporal evolution of the network, presented in the paper 

as final result, offers also evidences in terms of targetization of the audience on the basis of their 

interest for the event as well as on their profiles. 

 

The study presents some limitations due to the profile and nature of event analyzed as well as to the 

usage of API of Facebook page. This suggests directions for future research aimed to enlarge the 

number and the nature of cases analyzed, to evaluate the analysis of additional API for Facebook as 

well as for other social networks. 
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Abstract 

Globalization consists in functioning interactive relations and affairs among companies. Globalization is 
characterized by the growth of  companies’ flexibility and effective utilization of IT technologies. 
Globalization could be defined as liberalization of economic and investment relations and removal of  
obstacles for doing business. The research objects are manufacturing companies of the automobile 
industry focusing on the ones in Slovakia. The development of international economic relations due to 
globalization was pointed out based on the analysis of literature resources, the Bloomberg database, 
reports of the state aid on the economic results of individual multinational companies operating in 
Slovakia. Firstly, focusing theoretically, the objective of this scientific paper is to identify basic factors 
influencing the process of globalization and critically compare positive versus negative aspects of the 
process of globalization. At the same time, we have clarified the implementation of the entrepreneurial 
activity of transnational corporations in Slovakia and examined and analyzed the process of globalization 
in the Slovak automobile industry. Results of this research have led to clarifying essential facts having an 
impact on investment decisions of foreign investors in the country. 

Keywords: globalization processes, pillars of globalization, investment decisions, foreign investors, 
global enterprise 

Introduction 

The concept of globalization is being debated by many academics with high frequency they are tracing 
back in time to find out when the concept of globalization actually commenced. Current vivid discussions 
on globalization, numerous voices for, but on the other hand also many voices against globalisation 
highlight the significance of openness of economy, particularly, the free borders for international trade. 
Openness to the trade across the borders is believed to lead to the economic development and growth. 
Under the influence of globalization processes and the internationalization of economic processes, there 
is a real change of businesses in the states, towards the establishment of corporations of transnational 
corporations on the territories of other states to support  international trade. Many foreign investors 
operating in the automobile industry found Slovakia a very attractive destination for their investment as a 
consequence of globalization processes, especially under influence of the European integration in 
Slovakia. Globalization of the automotive industry implies the extension of the operations of a company 
beyond the borders of the country of origin, for the purpose of exporting products on new markets, with 
smaller costs and greater profits. Every foreign investment should be beneficial not only to the local 
economies, so should the investors themselves. According to Lalla and Streeten (1977), based on the 
basic principles of neoclassical economics, foreign direct investment contributes to increasing pensions 
and the welfare of the company in the host country, especially if optimal conditions are not deformed by 
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protectionism, externalities and monopolies. Even 40 years ago or nowadays the questions are raised 
whether the state aid defined as an instrument of economic protectionism, does not destroy the market or 
does not create more favourable position for the recipient of state aid. 

The objective of the submitted paper is to identify fundamental factors influencing globalization process 
and to compare critically their positive and negative aspects. In addition, other objectives of the paper 
were a) the examination and analysis of globalization processes, and b) the analysis of implementating an 
entrepreneurial activity of multinational corporations in Slovakia in the automotive industry. The 
threshold of theoretical and practical research were the data on automobile industry development obtained 
from the literature resources, the OECD database, the Bloomberg database, reports of the state aid, the 
economic results of individual multinational companies operating in Slovakia. This paper is composed of 
the theoretical part of investigating globalisation, its pillars that led to defining essential factors linked 
with the globalization and entrepreneurial subject in globalization environment and of practical research 
comprising in the analysis of companies in the Slovak automotive industry and its suppliers and their 
accomplished economic results. 0The final part evaluates benefits of the foreign investments to the 
Slovak economy.  

Literature Review 

Globalization was comprehended in the past as internationalization or we could add a recent equivalent, 
the term cooperation. Walters says the Webster’s dictionary is the first major dictionary to mention the 
word globalization in 1961. The dictionary defines globalization as “to render global” or “the act of 
globalizing” (Walters, 2001). Unesco defines the process of globalization as the ongoing process that is 
linking people, neighborhoods, cities, regions and countries much more closely together than they have 
ever been before. Globalization is the parallel process in the human world, creating both opportunities 
for, and barriers to, sustainable development (Saxunova, 2015). There is no standardized definition of 
globalization as we deal with a constantly changing phenomenon. Only its goal is very clear: the increase 
of sales and, especially, of profits. (Campean, 2003). Social science theorists concentrate on its precise 
definition, some offer the following ones. Globalization is a combination of technological development 
and economic liberalization. It enables the goods, services, capital, firms and persons to get rapidly and 
easily into any part of the world (European Commission, 2016). The significant actors of the 
globalizations are multinational entities marked also as transnational corporations, which in order to 
achieve cost or strategic advantages strengthen their functional integration with other transnational, 
particularly through mergers and acquisitions. Even Adam Smith was a supporter of globalized markets 
and “by analysing market specialization he stated that openness promoted the efficient allocation of 
resources through comparative advantage, allowed the dissemination of knowledge and technological 
progress, and encouraged competition in domestic and international markets." (Chang, Kaltani, Loayza, 
2009). Globalization of the automobile industry implies the integration of the domestic market into the 
international market with increased circulation of goods and services. (Lin, 2001). In the past, leading 
firms either exported parts to offshore assembly plants or relied on local suppliers in each production 
location. Today, a new class of suppliers has been added, the global supplier (Sturgeon and Lester, 2004). 
We may conclude globalization has created two types of suppliers in the automotive industry, the local 
and global ones.  

Silvianita and Tang (2017) found out that to get an optimal advantage in an automobile industry, 
companies need to improve their concern in performance measurement and they stated that knowledge is 
considered the most significant value in an organization to improve its competencies and its performance, 
as well.  Kher, Kydd and O’Brien (2017), during two periods 1998-2007 and 2008-2015, studied the 
quality of automotive firms and they found out that not only automobile made by Japanese firms have 
higher initial quality, but, as automobiles get older the difference in the product quality between Japanese 
versus European and US firms increases. Japanese firms have taken a different path to broadening their 
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product variety – they have ensured a high level of quality of their initial offerings to be for entering 
newer market segments.  

A specific source of Japan's competitive advantage in the automotive industry is the long-term 
cooperative relationship between automakers and suppliers (Asanuma, 1989; Cusumano & Takeishi, 
1991; Nishiguchi, 1994; Sako & Helper, 1998). Transaction systems between Toyota, with its particularly 
distinctive cooperative relationships, and its suppliers have been variously called Toyota-ism, the Toyota 
way, and lean manufacturing. Each of these models has been recognised as providing manufacturing 
management with a significant competitive advantage (Dohse, Jurgens, & Malsch, 1985; Liker, 2004; 
Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990) through their continuous innovation of processes and the resulting 
improvements in cost, quality, and timeliness. Choi, Kim Ch., and Kim, H.J. (2017) research results 
found out that the annual efficiency of global automakers is sensitive to the internal capacity utilization 
and external macro- or microeconomic environment surrounding individual automakers. European 
automakers tended to show low efficiency caused by over-capacity and low capacity utilization, 
indicating a need for improving efficiency by adjusting production capacity. This idea raises the area of 
the future research in Slovak automotive industry for improving global automaker’s efficiency and 
achieving competitive advantage. 

Globalization in a Scientific Focus 

Globalization is not only the economic term, but it also comprises a wide scale of miscellaneous factors 
and disciplines influencing one another mutually, entirely or partially. In our opinion, globalization is 
based on the acceptance of the following freedoms of enterprising: a) freedom of establishment, b) 
freedom of relocation of the company, c) utilisation of mergers and agglomerates, d) freedom of 
movement of capital, e) private ownership and the rights of owners deciding what to do with their 
possessions including revenues.  

Table 1: Globalization’s Framework 
 

PILLARS OF GLOBALIZATION 

1st Pillar 
ECONOMIC FACTORS 

2nd Pillar 
POLITICAL STABILITY FACTORS  
AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 

3rd Pillar 
SOCIAL FACTORS 

Liberalization Political stability Human recources 
Cooperation Legal framework Non- discrimination 
Transparency Sociably responsible  

enterprising 
Knowledge economy 

Independence National-cultural 
homogeneity and  
multiculturalizm 

Protection investments Protection of the industrial rights  
Competition policy Protection of the environment 
Double taxation Protection of the consumers  

Source: processed by the authors 

Referring to the contemporary development of globalization we suggest definitions of three pillars of 
globalization comprising following factors in three constituted pillars, as presented in table 1. Socially 
responsible enterprising can also be perceived as a factor  of globalization, it is a set of moral and ethical 
principles.Factors of globalization on macro and micro level, mutually affecting one another contribute 
with their characteristics to the form of the globalization’s pillars. Economic factors creating the 1st pillar 
are the result of the nature and orientation of the state’s economy that means no intervention of the state 
into economic relations and strengthening the rules of the economic competition. Economic factors cover 
areas such as cooperation, independence, transparency, protection of the economic competition, taxes, 
introduction of innovative technology, science and research. Moreover, infrastructure and availability and 
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price of the energy are also included here. Globalization processes have an impact on national, legal 
regulations, international contracts and agreements of the international organizations (WTO, EÚ). Factors 
of political stability of the state, protection of industrial rights and intellectual property’s rights belong to 
the 2nd pillar. In addition to the The factors underlying the 3rd pillar may be considered as social factors 
affecting globalization, i.e. human resources, prohibition of discrimination on grounds of citizenship  or 
nationality, education, multiculturalism, etc. All in all, all mentioned factors altogether represent the 
pillars of globalization.  

Academic And Practical Approach Towards Globalization 

In the science we may observe efforts to make a definition of globalization more precise, better reflecting 
the real connotation of the term “globalization“. It can be understood on the basis of two approaches: the 
practical and academic one. From practical point of view, globalization is understood as the better 
utilization of economic potential for enterprising in the territories of other states, thus as the process of 
gradual interconnection and convergence of individual national economies, the transformation of 
economies into the new economic structure of national economies. From the academic perspective the 
application of scientific disciplines is implemented, in particular, in macroeconomics, international 
investment law, European integration and international economic relations. These disciplines address the 
processes and relations related to the process of globalization and form the basic principles of 
globalization. Several major legal institutes supporting globalization processes development have been 
derived from the application practice knowledge, such as non - discrimination, the most - favored - nation 
clause, proper implementation of the economic competition rules and State aid rules. 

Countries‘ willingness and support for across-border trading enabled by proper legislation  result in 
increasing economic activity. Moreover, if a country can produce goods or services at lower relative costs 
than other countries, which is comparative advantage that country should invest its financial resources to 
the production of those particular goods or services. The actual export flows reveal the country’s strong 
sectors, it is also known in the classical economic theory as Revealed Comparative Advantage, Balassa’s 
(1965) well-known index of “revealed comparative advantage” was based on the Ricardian model whose 
predictions had been that “countries should produce and export relatively more in industries in which they 
are relatively more productive.” (Costinot, Donaldson, Komunjer, 2012). It confirms why Slovakia 
produces and exports in automobile and automotive industry. In Slovakia, as a result of globalization, and 
the growth of automobile industry, also the education and training system has changed, for instance 
introduced education in the field of applied mechanics, automation and computerization of machines and 
processes and in industrial design.   

General Characteristics of the Global Enterprise  

The global business entity is considered an economic subject operating in the territories of several states. 
The transnationality and ability to adapt to the conditions of the host state are considered the basic 
features of the global enterprise. The primary factor in achieving business competitiveness is highly 
efficient management, which needs to have a dynamic and flexible management structure enabling to 
realize rapid changes and information sharing. In global businesses, the gap between "domestic" and 
"foreign" managers disappears, as people from all over the world have to communicate and cope with 
cultural diversity. The roles of most managers are of an international nature and require to balance the 
need for a response to local requirements from a global perspective. It must be able to connect 
international diversity with the national environment and create synergies of cultures, promote 
international cooperation and trade. The role of a global enterprise is to achieve world-class production 
processes. The business activity of global corporations is exposed to various financial risks: market risk 
(currency and price risks), credit risk and liquidity risk. Global risk management focuses on unpredictable 
financial market developments and minimizes potential negative impacts on its financial situation. Risks 
are managed at the consolidated level by the parent company of a global enterprise. Individual units under 
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the leadership of the legal department of global enterprise identify the individual risks which are reported  
to the parent’s company applying agreed on criteria. The latest issues of global businesses and efforts to 
solve them are systemized up in the table 2.  

Table 2:  Global Enterprises nowadays 
 

CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL ENTERPRISES PROBLEMS 

Motivations of employees: Global employers‘ efforts: Long-term goals: 
For: environmental reasons: 
water improvement, waste 
management, energy and 
material savings 

To apeal to living environment issues  
To minimalize energy consumption 
To act in compliance with legislation 
linked to the living environment 
protection 

To minimize employee 
turnover 
To stabilize qualified labor 
force 
To increase mutual felowship 

Source: Processed by authors 

Job preservation, employment sustainability, performance-based remuneration, employee system, staff 
qualifications, and further training are the priorities of human resource management. At present, global 
businesses are trying to keep their environmental and energy impacts at the lowest level, complying with 
the valid legal regulations in the field of environment protection. They motivate their employees to be 
active in saving energies. The global enterprise needs the   stabilization of its employees and other 
priorities such as stable working places, qualifications, advantages of skilled employees. They also have a 
significant place in the field of introducing new technologies, science, education and employment. By 
their nature, they are multinational companies that engage in economic activity in various countries and 
are traded on international markets. It is illustrated by the fact that there are many car manufacturers in 
the world, but not all manufacturers achieve the expected profits and profitability e.g. Volkswagen or 
Ford. Bloomberg has now published a car branding list by profit per car. The table 3 highlights a) the 
profit per a car and b) profit margin percentage for a selected car trademarks. 

Table 3: Global player in automotive industry 
 

Ranking Trademark Net profit per a car sold 
in € 

Profit margin 
in % 

1. Ferrari 56,000 18.0 
2. Porsche 15,641 16.7 
3. Jaguar Land Rover 4,068 7.0 
4. Maserati 4,000 4.8 
5. BMW 3,389 9.5 
6. Audi 3,337 8.8 
7. Mercedes-Benz 3,192 7.9 
8. Volvo 2,340 6.7 
9. Nissan 2,088 4.7 
10. Chevrolet 1,912 8.6 
11. Škoda 1,589 9.6 
12. Ford EU 973 6.0 
13. Renault 715 4.7 
14. Volkswagen 375 1.7 
15. Fiat 356 2.2 
16. Seat 337 2.1 

Source: Adapted by authors based on (Bloomberg, 2017) 
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Globalization and Openness of the Slovak Economy in Automototive Industry 

The automotive industry is a major player in the European economy accounting for 6.4% of  GDP and 
contributing to 2.3 million jobs in the European Union (EU). However, it has been facing difficulties as a 
result of the economic crisis. (European Parliament. 2016).  

An entire automotive industry in Slovakia has a strong tradition and became the most important sector 
and driver of the economy. Over the past 20 years it has been an important source of foreign direct 
investment. The successes may be demonstrated by the following accomplishments: a) 80,000 people 
employed directly by the 3 car producers — VW, PSA, Kia & Tier 1suppliers; b) 200,000 employees 
(direct or indirect) in the automotive industry; c) share of the automotive industry is 43% of the total 
industrial production; this production represents 35-percent share on the total industrial export of 
Slovakia that means the automotive industry generates 17 billion € of industrial export and 2.5 billion € in 
added value. The successful Slovak car production by manufacturers and suppliers is illustrated in the 
table 4, 5 and figure 1, 2. 

Table 4: Car production in Slovakia in the period of 2005-2015 and the forecast for the 2020 
 

Period Car 
Production 
in Slovakia  

 
[units] 

Period Car 
Production 
in Slovakia 

 
[in units] 

Car 
Production 
in Slovakia 

 
[in 000s €] 

Car production 
/ Total 

production 
 in Slovakia 

[in %] 

Production 
in Slovakia 

 
 

[in 000s €] 
2005 218,349 2011 639,763    
2006 295,380 2012 926,555 19,984,523 27.81 71,868,183 
2007 571,071 2013 987,718 21,206,034 29.40 72,118,362 
2008 575,776 2014 971,160 20,838,752 29.17 71,445,437 
2009 463,140 2015 1,043,237 23,110,176 30.54 75,660,718 
2010 561,933 2016  26,423,908 33.51 78,854,700 

 FORECAST 2020 1,350,000 [000s €]  [000s €] 
Source: processed by the authors (Sario, 2016), (2017) 

Nowadays Slovakia belongs to the 20 biggest car producers in the world and produces more cars than 
Italy and Poland combined (SARIO, 2016) as shown in the table 5: in 2015, the car production per capita 
and the forecast for the year 2020. In addition, for example, Slovak’s foreign trade in 2016 grew 
considerably a) by €1,443.4 million of passenger cars and other motor vehicles and their parts exported; 
b) by €424.3 million of components and accessories exported (Ministry of Economy SR, 2016). 

Table 5: Car production per 1000 inhabitants 
 

2015 FR UK CA ES BE SI JP DE KR CZ SK SK 
Cars (units) 
per 1000 
inhabitants 

23 23 25 40 42 57 65 69 81 81 178 249 
Forecast 
2020 

Source: processed by the authors (SARIO, 2016). 

Three crucial automotive producers together with a well developed and high–quality supplier network 
contribute to the success of the Slovak automotive industry. There is a high demand for the products 
manufactured by Tier–1–2 suppliers and they are exported to factories located across the Europe and 
overseas locations. 
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Fig. 1: Car production by PSA, Kia and VW. 
Source: (IPDAP, 2016) 

 

 

Fig. 2: Largest suppliers in 2016 based on the sales revenues in EURO 
 

Source: (IPDAP, 2017) 

 

The level of globalization and the openness of the economies of states are measured by selecting suitable 
indicators. We have selected a rating based on the KOF index. Globalization Index KOF 2016 measures 
the three main dimensions of globalization, i.e. economic, social and political ones. Globalization is 
defined for this index as the process of creating networks of connections among actors at multi-
continental distances, mediated through a variety of flows including people, information and ideas, 
capital and goods. (Statistics Authority, 2016). It is obvious that the globalization index is ddifferent for 
individual states. The selected indicators determine the real status of globalization in the rated states in 
2016. Slovakia finished on the 16th position from 192 states evaluated, that can be considered a positive 
fact refering to the length of  being the sovereign state since 1993. Slovakia also achieved 12th place in 
the assessment of the economic globalization index where the actual flows, trade, foreign direct 
investment, stocks, portfolio investment, restrictions, taxes on international trade were taken into account. 
The part of social globalization rating was created by data on personal contact, telephone traffic, transfers 
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(percentage of GDP), international tourism, foreign population, international letters, data on information 
flows, internet users, television, newspapers trade, data on cultural proximity. Slovak Republic‘s ranking 
was the 20th position. Political globalization index included the information on membership in 
international organizations, international treaties, embassies in the country for evaluation. The Slovak 
Republic moved up to 44th place. The best rating was achieved by the Netherlands (91.7), Ireland (91.64), 
Belgium (90.51). 

Table 6: Globalization Index KOF 2016 
 

KOF Index of Globalisation 2016 

is an index of the degree of globalisation of 122 countries. 

Country Globalization 
Index 

Economic 
Globalization 

Social 
Globalization 

Political 
Globalization 

Austria 89.83 83.25 91.30 96.37 
Belgium 90.51 85.95 90.45 96.51 
Germany 78.24 61.08 84.53 91.94 
Hungary 85.78 86.85 80.79 91.19 
Netherlands 91.70 90.80 90.70 94.10 
Portugal 85.08 81.35 85.59 89.21 
Singapore 86.93 96.06 91.15 69.33 
Slovakia 2016 83.62 /16 P 83.63/12 P 82.63/20 P 84.96/44 P 
Slovakia 2017 84.36 /18 P 87.00/12 P 82.76/21 P 83.11/50 P 
United State 75.71 59.40 79.15 91.19 
Source: (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, 2017)   

Results for Slovakia for the years 2016 and 2017 are included in the table 6, which enables comparision 
and shows a slight worsening for Slovakia in the globalization index, caused by the worse result in 
political globalization. The top three 2017 results achieved in KOF globalization index  (out of 122 
countries): Globalization index: 1. Netherland – 92.84, 2. Ireland – 92.15, 3. Belgium – 91.75; composed 
of Economic globalization: 1. Singapore – 97.77, 2. Ireland – 94.65, 3. Luxemburg – 94.06; and   Social 
globalization: 1. Singapore - 91.61, 2. Switzerland - 91.13, 3. Ireland - 90.99; and finally Political 
globalization: 1. France - 97.21, 2. Italy - 97.25, 3. Belgium - 95.79.  

Accomplished Globalisation Effects in the Automotive Industry in Slovakia 

Transnational corporations gain state aid and a benefits that favor their entrepreneurship allowing them to 
reduce their cost at the expense of competitive businesses. The state aid grant is compatible with the 
common European market because the balance is guarranted between the resulting distortion of 
competition and the benefits of the aid. In addition to state aid, which is provided mainly for the purpose 
of regional development, the institute of major investments is also applied in accordance with Slovak 
legislation, the Act no. 175/1999 which considers major investments an establishment to be used for 
production, the development of which shall be organized by a resident legal entity, as long as: a) the 
funds necessary for the development of the establishment achieve not less than 1 billion SKK of capital 
investments (30,126 SKK/1€); b) the expected volumes of production and employment are material in the 
context of the national economy, and c) the Slovak Government decides that the implementation of the 
project would be in the public interest (Act No. 175/1999. Art. 1.2). State aid is defined as an advantage 
in any form whatsoever conferred on a selective basis to undertakings by national public authorities 
(European Commission. 2017). Article 107(1) TFEU defines state aid as any aid granted by a member 
state or through state resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition 
by favoring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods so far as it affects trade among 
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member  states. Regarding the Article 107(1) TFEU,  generally the state aid rules only apply where the 
recipient of an aid is an “undertaking”. (European Commission. 2014). It is necessary to take into 
consideration the institute of the advantage improving the position of the competitor on the market. An 
advantage, within the meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU, is any economic benefit would not be obtained 
by an entity under normal market conditions. i.e. in the absence of state intervention. Neither the cause 
nor the objective of the state intervention is relevant, but the crucial is the effect of the measure on the 
business entity. Investors coming to Slovakia are attracted by the state aid instruments, but this is not the 
only reason for entering the Slovak market. The first major foreign investor in Slovakia was the German 
company that entered the Slovak market as Volkswagen Bratislava, Ltd. since 1991 and later the joint 
stock company VOLKSWAGEN SLOVAKIA Inc. (since 1998). The various forms of the state aid and 
allowances provided to the company are presented in table 7. The main subject of the company's 
economic activity is manufacture and assembly of vehicles and their parts, manufacture of gearboxes, 
components. Sales of products are generally carried out within the Volkswagen Group.  

Table 7: Volkswagen Slovakia, a.s. benefits received 
 

STATE AID  

provided to the company 

for the tax period: 

TAX RELIEF ON ASSETS  

/RECONSTRUCTION OF ASSETS 

 

THE CORPORATE INCOME 

TAX RELIEF  

for the tax period of  

1999 – 1,896,000 SKK 
2004 –1,602,870,000 SKK 

2001 -18,126,820 SKK on the transfer 
of real estate property for realization 
of investment action protecting water. 

2001 - 1,469,782,000 
SKK 
2002 - 1,919,251,000 
SKK 
2003 - 2,461,510,000 
SKK 

 
2009 - €5.6 million 

2009* - €14.3 million for 
transformation of existing plant by 
EC endorsement 

 
2011 - € 431,770,000 

*Legend: capital obtained is for the VW’s investment project aimed at diversifying the output and increased the 
production capacity of the plant in Bratislava.  
Source: processed by authors (Reports SA, 2005), (EC 2012) 

 
Another multinational trading company active in the automobile industry is the PSA Peugeot Citroën 
Groupe. (Peugeot Citroën Automobiles Slovakia, Ltd. in 2003, since 2006 PSA Slovakia, Ltd.) The 
strategic investment of the French investor in 2003 amounted to €700 million. (PSA Annual report, 
2008). The total investment of the PSA Peugeot Citroën groupe in Slovakia has exceeded €1billion. On 
18 March 2004, in Bratislava. Kia Motors Corporation and the Slovak Republic officially approved the 
construction of the first European Kia car factory in Slovakia with signing the contract between Kia 
Motors Corporation and the Slovak Republic. From an economic point of view, the arrival of another 
transnational corporation means the investment of €1.7 billion capital. Their economic activity have 
contributed to economic development, employment growth and export increase. Multinational business 
companies PSA Slovakia, Ltd. and Kia Slovakia, Ltd., state aid or other financial benefits recipients, in 
the form of subsidies for employee training, etc.. In the table 8 the volumes of state aid granted to both 
companies is shown. 
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Table 8:  Granted State Aid 

 
 PSA  

SLOVAKIA 
KIA MOTORS 

SLOVAKIA 
Form of the state aid IN € IN € 
Property transfer 44,351,623  
Income tax relief 13,044,214 15,070,000 
Recqualification allowance 5,933,081 15,226,774 

New job position‘s contribution 8,132,510 6,965,744 
Subsidy for tangible and intangible assets  84,556,960 157,555,932 

Source: (Ministry of Economy SR, 2017) 

 
The following table demonstrates selective 2015 financial results achieved by these car manufacturers. 
 

Table  9: Financial Data of the Three Car Producers in 2015 
 

COMPANY 
RESULTS OF 2015 

SALES 
 

ASSETS 
 

NET 

INCOME 
EQUITY 

 
TOTAL 

DEBT 
OTHER 

SALES 
 [IN €] [IN €] [IN  €] [IN €] [IN%] [IN €] 
VOLKSWAGEN 
SLOVAKIA. a. s 

7,227.454 
billion  

2,348,932,000  127.459 
billion 

1,333,009,000  43.25 
 

5,145,000  

 PSA Slovakia. 
s.r.o. 

 

2,448.562 
billion  

625,693,000 
 

26.962 
million 

209,003,000 66.60 1,459,000  

 Kia Motors 
Slovakia s.r.o. 

 

5,073.403 
billion  

2,190,016,000 210.138 
billion 

851,670,000 
 

61.11 2,831,000 

Source:  (Finstat, 2017) 

 

VOLKSWAGEN SLOVAKIA. Inc. in 2015 increased net earnings to 127.5 billions which is 3% 
increase, sales grew by 17% to $ 7.227 billion €. PCA Slovakia. Ltd. in 2015 it cut its profit by 9% to 
26.96 mil € and sales grew by 17% to €2.449 billion. Kia Motors Slovakia s.r.o. in 2015 it cut its profit by 
26% to €210.1 million and sales increased by 11% to € 5.073 billion (Finstat, 2017). 

Table 10:  Selected Business Data  
 

COMPANY START OF 

BUSINESS 
NUMBER OF 

EMPLOYEES 
MAJOR INVESTMENTS MONTHLY SALARY 

VOLKSWAGEN 
SLOVAKIA, a.s. 

1991 9,480/2016 Decission 137/2015, 
18.3.2015 

€1,700 

PSA Slovakia, 
s.r.o. 

 

2003 3,500 /2016 
 

Decission  18/2003, 
8.1.2003 

2016 - €1,395 

Kia Motors 
Slovakia s.r.o 

2004 3,800 /2016 
 

Decission 213/2004, 
4.3.2004 

€1,300 

Source: processed by the authors (Finstat, 2017) 

The Government of the Slovak Republic has granted the major investments to multinational companies 
operating in the automobile industry, they gained a competitive advantage and a better market position. 
These business companies have a major macroeconomic importance, social importance and importance 
for regional development. The significance of FDI is reflected in the increased economic activity of the 
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population, the eradication of poverty in the region, the increase in consumption, and the increase of 
household incomes thanks to global corporations in the automotive industry operating in Slovakia as a 
consequence of globalization. The remuneration for the company's business results is paid to all rate tariff 
employees. The amount of remuneration depends on the company's management in the given year. 
Employees share the company’s success in this way.  

More than 300 suppliers marked successful operations in Slovakia in years 2014-2016. 

Table 11:  Top  Ten Plants in Sales Revenues and Creating Jobs for the Suppliers  
(Tier-3) in Slovakia 

 
R 
201
4 

TOP 10  
IN SALES REVENUES 

 SALES 

REVENUES 
IN 000S  

R 
/STATE 
2014 

TOP 10  
IN CREATING JOBS 

NUMBER  
OF 

EMPLOYEES 
1. Mobis Slovakia South 

Korea 
1,135,821 1.GE INA Skalica 4,689 

2. Continental Matador 
Rubber 

Germany 792,017 2. JP Yazaki Wiring 
Technologies SK 

4,591 

3. Johnson Controls 
International 

USA 633,341 3.GE INA Kysuce 4,059 

4. Continental Matador 
Truck Tiers 

Germany 572,569 4.SK Zeleziarne 
Podbrezova 

3,229 

5. Faurecia Slovakia France 528,031 5.USA Johnson Controls 
International 

3,150 

6. SAS Automotive Germany 495,637 6. GE Continental 
Matador Rubber 

2,612 

7. INA Skalica Germany 448,815 7.  
South  
Korea 

Yura Corporation 
Slovakia 

2,505 

8. INA Kysuce Germany 447,996 8. GE Leoni Slovakia 2,163 
9. Yura Corporation 

Slovakia 
South 
Korea 

275,147 9. GE ZF Slovakia 2,138 

10. Bekaert Belgium 271,620 10. FR Faurecia Slovakia 1,970 
Source: (SARIO, 2016) 

In the near future it is expected that the investment of Jaguar Land Rover will even expand considerably 
the automotive suppliers network, also to the central and eastern part of the state which are the regions 
below 75% of the GDP average of the average of EU member states. 

Table 12:  Selected Average Financial Indicators for the Suppliers (Tier-3) 
 

 2014 2015 2016 
Gross profit margin percentage 26% 26% 29% 
EBIT margin 3% 3% 4% 
ROS – profit margin percentage 2% 3% 3% 
ROA 2% 4% 4% 
ROE 5% 10% 9% 
Asset turnover 1.3 1.3 1.2 
Total debt/TA 54% 58% 57% 

Source: Processed by the authors (Finstat, 2016) 
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The high and steadily increasing productivity in the automotive industry in Slovakia resulted in changing 
the status of the production in this industry, which is not classified as low cost anymore. In spite of it, it 
remains cost–competitive on the regional and European level. The Slovak labor force is known for its 
flexibility, excellent qualification and high productivity. In October 2017 there was 111,000 people 
employed in the automotive industry. 
 

 

Fig.3:   New jobs in Slovakia created by Automotive Industry in 2016. 
Source: (IPDAP, 2017 ). 

Conclusion 

Globalization is an unstoppable process that will continue to influence the political, economic, social and 
cultural relations of the states. One cannot forget the fact that international organizations are also 
considered to be actors of globalization. There is no doubt that globalization in the automobile industry 
has a positive impact on the Slovak economy and on economic growth. It has a positive effect in the area 
of employment policy, as the automobile industry is the largest employer in Slovakia, with positive 
effects in regional development, new subcontracting relationships and pro-export policy. Slovakia is 
attractive for the foreign investors due to the following characteristics: a) the  highest labor productivity 
in the CEE region, b)  strategic location in Europe with great export potential, c) cost-effective & skilled 
labor force, d) political & economic stability, e) wide supplier network in automotive industry f) growing 
R&D centers & innovation network , g) Euro currency as one of a few in CEE , h) attractive investment 
incentives i) fastest growing Eurozone member within the last 10 years for automotive industry j) well-
developed infrastructure. 

Studying and analyzing the phenomena of globalization the following arguements may be concluded: 
Firstly, globalization has rapidly influenced economic policy in Slovakia, the automobile industry in 
Slovakia began developing. Transnational corporations operating in the automobile industry increasingly 
expand their production, increase an export. Foreign investors are clearly involved in the removal of 
regional disparities, in the creation of subcontracting relations and in the exports increase. The new era of 
globalization is also marked by social responsibility and environmental protection. Automobile 
companies in Slovakia are fully aware of these trends. Foreign subsidiaries have also emerged as sub-
suppliers, which has a positive impact on employment policy. Slovak suppliers are taking a bigger role in 
the globalization process. 

Secondly, globalization in the automobile industry has affected regional development and the Slovak 
labor market. The economic operators receiving state aid and state aid have had to create new jobs. As a 
result of the inflows of investors in the automobile industry, the structure of the labor market and the 
education process in Slovakia also changed. The state aid and investment incentives are provided when 
investment is aimed at a lagging region, below  75% of GDP p.c. of the EU average. In the end, regional 
GDP increases alike the living standard of the population, narrowing regional disparities. 
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At last, the globalization of the automobile industry means an increasing dependence of the Slovak 
economy on foreign investors and transnational capital movements. The disadvantage of the global 
economy is that the profits of wealthy trading companies are concentrated at the headquarters of the 
company. Globalization has also caused companies from advanced economies to use cheaper labor 
markets for their manufacturing activities. Small and medium-sized enterprises have become suppliers to 
multinational companies. The suppliers have been required to form their own strategies. An effect of this 
is that suppliers increasingly have to actively understand and foresee technological changes in order to be 
prepared for disruptions of their existing businesses. Those companies which will master that will be 
prepared to face the changes caused by the technological or other global progress in the production of 
hybrid or elecromobiles or intelligent transport. 
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Abstract 

This article deals with the long-term topic of foreign investing. We will try to analyse situation in two 
very similar countries with similar historical background and development: Slovakia and Czech 
Republic. We will analyse the effect and scope which Euro adoption have on level of foreign direct 
investment in Slovakia, and we will try to provide comparison with very similar country which did 
not adopt Euro currency yet – Czech Republic. We will choose time period between years 2005 and 
2015 so we can determine the impact of crisis on decision making process in connection to investing 
in certain area. 

Keywords: Investing, Euro Adoption, Eurozone, Foreign Direct Investment, Slovakia, Czech 
Republic 

JEL classification: F21 

Introduction 

A foreign direct investment (FDI) is an investment in the form of a controlling ownership in a 
business in one country by an entity based in another country. It is distinguished from portfolio 
foreign investment (the purchase of one country’s securities by nationals of another country) by the 
element of control. Standard definitions of control use the internationally agreed 10 per cent threshold 
of voting shares, but this is a grey area as often a smaller block of shares will give control in widely 
held companies.  Moreover, control of technology, management, even crucial inputs can confer de 
facto control.  

Strategically FDI comes in three types: horizontal, (where the company carries out the same activities 
abroad as at home (for example, Toyota assembling cars in both Japan and the UK), vertical (when 
different stages of activities are added abroad – forward vertical FDI is where the FDI takes the firm 
nearer to the market (for example, Toyota acquiring a car distributorship in America) and Backward 
Vertical FDI is where international integration moves back towards raw materials (for example, 
Toyota acquiring a tyre manufacturer or a rubber plantation) and conglomerate (where an unrelated 
business is added abroad - this is the most unusual form of FDI as it involves attempting to overcome 
two barriers simultaneously - entering a foreign country and a new industry and this leads to the 
analytical solution that internationalisation and diversification are often alternative strategies, not 
complements). 

FDI can take the form of greenfield entry or takeover. Greenfield entry implies assembling all the 
elements from scratch as Honda did in the UK, whereas foreign takeover means the acquisition of an 
existing foreign company - as Tata’s acquisition of Jaguar Land Rover illustrates.  

Foreign takeover is often covered by the term 'mergers and acquisitions’ (M&As) but internationally, 
mergers are vanishingly small, accounting for less than 1 per cent of all foreign acquisitions. This 
choice of entry mode interacts with ownership strategy – the choice of wholly owned subsidiaries 
versus joint ventures to give a 2x2 matrix of choices – greenfield wholly owned ventures, greenfield 
joint ventures, wholly owned takeovers and joint foreign acquisitions - giving foreign investors 
choices that they can match to their own capabilities and foreign conditions. 
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According to Grazia Ietto-Gillies prior to Stephen Hymer’s theory regarding direct investment in the 
1960s, the reasons behind Foreign Direct Investment and Multinational Corporations were explained 
by neoclassical economics based on macro economic principles. These theories were based on the 
classical theory of trade in which the motive behind trade was a result of the difference in the costs of 
production of goods between two countries, focusing on the low cost of production as a motive for a 
firm’s foreign activity. For example, Joe S. Bain only explained the internationalization challenge 
through three main principles: absolute cost advantages, product differentiation advantages and 
economies of scale. Furthermore, the neoclassical theories were created under the assumption of the 
existence of perfect competition. Intrigued by the motivations behind large foreign investments made 
by corporations from the United States of America, Hymer developed a framework that went beyond 
the existing theories, explaining why this phenomenon occurred, since he considered that the 
previously mentioned theories could not explain foreign investment and its motivations. Facing the 
challenges of his predecessors, Hymer focused his theory on filling the gaps regarding international 
investment. The theory proposed by the author approaches international investment from a different 
and more firm-specific point of view. As opposed to traditional macroeconomics-based theories of 
investment, Hymer states that there is a difference between mere capital investment, otherwise known 
as portfolio investment, and direct investment. The difference between the two, which will become 
the cornerstone of his whole theoretical framework, is the issue of control, meaning that with direct 
investment firms are able to obtain a greater level of control than with portfolio investment.  

Furthermore, Hymer proceeds to criticize the neoclassical theories, stating that the theory of capital 
movements cannot explain international production. Moreover, he clarifies that FDI is not necessarily 
a movement of funds from a home country to a host country, and that it is concentrated on particular 
industries within many countries. In contrast, if interest rates were the main motive for international 
investment, FDI would include many industries within fewer countries. Another observation made by 
Hymer went against what was maintained by the neoclassical theories: foreign direct investment is 
not limited to investment of excess profits abroad. In fact, foreign direct investment can be financed 
through loans obtained in the host country, payments in exchange for equity (patents, technology, 
machinery etc.), and other methods. The previous criticisms, along with assuming market 
imperfections, led Hymer to propose the three main determinants of foreign direct investment: 

1. Firm-specific advantages: Once domestic investment was exhausted, a firm could exploit its 
advantages linked to market imperfections, which could provide the firm with market power 
and competitive advantage. Further studies attempted to explain how firms could monetize 
these advantages in the form of licenses. 

2. Removal of conflicts: conflict arises if a firm is already operating in foreign market or 
looking to expand its operations within the same market. He proposes that the solution for 
this hurdle arose in the form of collusion, sharing the market with rivals or attempting to 
acquire a direct control of production. However, it must be taken into account that a 
reduction in conflict through acquisition of control of operations will increase the market 
imperfections. 

3. Propensity to formulate an internationalization strategy to mitigate risk: According to his 
position, firms are characterized with 3 levels of decision making: the day to day 
supervision, management decision coordination and long term strategy planning and 
decision making. The extent to which a company can mitigate risk depends on how well a 
firm can formulate an internationalization strategy taking these levels of decision into 
account. 

Euro adoption process and its Euro implementation in 2009 in Slovakia was supposed to bring many 
changes to Slovak economy. Movement and changes in foreign trade, economic growth, monetary 
policy, foreign direct investment and in other areas were expected. The aim of this paper is to analyze 
the effect and scope which did Euro adoption have on level of foreign direct investment in Slovakia, 
and to provide comparison with very similar country which did not adopt Euro currency yet – Czech 
Republic. One of the expected effect of Euro adoption was also an increased inflow of foreign direct 
investments (FDI) in Slovakia after 2009. FDI represents an important factor for economic growth 
and it plays an important role in the development of economy, in patricular in transition economies 
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including Slovakia. Past studies suggest that the Euro’s positive FDI effect was much larger in 
manufacturing sector versus services.  

Furthermore the Euro adoption promoted FDI from outside the Euro area, but this effect was only 
about half as strong as the impact within the area. The bottom line number – the overall positive FDI 
effect – is not cleatr though. Most authors find it is positive, but the estimates range from +15% for 
in-to-in flows and +7.5% for out-to-in flows. Table 1 summarizes the level of FDI as a percentage of 
GDP in Slovakia and Czech Republic during the period from 2005 to 2015. This period was chosen 
to depict levels of FDI inflows well before Euro adopation in Slovakia in 2009 and also to show what 
impacts has this move had on FDI in Slovakia afterwards. FDI inflows as a percentage of GDP on 
Euro area and the European Union level is also included for better comparison.  

 
Table 1: FDI, net inflows (% of GDP) 

 

Source: World Bank Data 
 
Data from Table 1 are graphically depicted in the Chart 1. Before Euro adoptation, level of FDI 
inflows in Slovakia was 6.26% (2005), 8.07% (2006), 5.86% (2007) and 4.63% (2008). On the other 
hand, level of FDI inflows in Czech Republic was 8.53% (2005), 3.56% (2006), 5.62% (2007) and 
3.75% (2008). We can conclude that two years prior to Euro adoptation FDI inflows were very 
similar in both countries, but lower than in Euro zone or in the European Union as a whole. After 
Euro adoption in 2009 in Slovakia we can mostly notice decreased trend in FDI inflows shown as 
percentage of GDP, expect for 2011. FDI inflows were 1.71% (2009), 2.37% (2010), 5.53% (2011), 
1.90% (2012), 1.02% (2013), - 0.36% (2014) and 1.32% (2015) which are significantly lower values 
than we noticed in pre-Euro adoption periods. Same decreasing trend applies also to Czech Republic, 
though. Country’s FDI inflows were 2.56% (2009), 4.91% (2010), 1.84% (2011), 4.55% (2012), 
3.51% (2013), 3.89% (2014) and 1.34% (2015) of GDP. Trends in both countries correspond with 
trend in entire Euro zone and the European Union. From the point of FDI as a percentage of GDP we 
could conclude that Euro adoption had very small effect of FDI levels in Slovakia after 2009.  
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Fig. 1: FDI, net inflows (% of GDP) 
 

Source: Graphically outlined by authors based on World Bank Data  
 
Table 2 provides overview on foreign direct investment net inflows in millions USD in Slovakia and 
Czech Republic from 2005 to 2015. Prior to 2009 levels of FDI in Slovakia could be seen as high: 
3,925 million USD (2005), 5,696 million USD (2006), 5,060 million USD (2007) and 4,642 million 
USD (2008). Since the country adopted Euro levels of FDI inflows decreased significantly except for 
2011: 1,519 million USD (2009), 2,117 million USD (2010), 5,427 million USD (2011), 1,777 
million USD (2012), 1,004 million USD (2013), -362 million USD (2014) and 1,151 million USD 
(2015). Comparison with Czech Republic suggests that level of FDI inflows in Slovakia was 
approximately (except for 2006) one half of level of FDI inflows in Czech Republic before 2009: FDI 
inflows in Czech Republic being as follows: 11,602 million USD (2005), 5,522 million USD (2006), 
10,606 million USD (2007) and 8,815 million USD (2008). Since Slovakia Euro adoption in 2009 we 
can, however, see major shift in this trend if FDI inflows. We can determine that after 2009 (except 
for 2011 and 2015) the level if FDI inflows in Slovakia decreased to approximately one quarter 
compared to level of FDI inflows in Czech Republic. FDI inflows in Czech Republic were measued 
as follows: 5,272 million USD (2009), 10,168 million USD (2019), 4,189 million USD (2011), 9,433 
million USD (2012), 7,358 million USD (2013), 8,089 million USD (2014) and 2,479 million USD 
(2015). 

Table 2: FDI, net inflows (% of GDP) 
 

 
 
Source: World Bank Data 

 

Data from Table 2 is graphically presented in Chart 2 which also provides trend lines for both 
countries. We can determine that since Slovakia adopted Euro the difference in foreign direct 
investment inflows has decreased between Slovakia and Czech Republic.  
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Chart 2: FDI, net inflows BoP, current USD, in millions)

Source: Graphically outlined by authors based on World Bank Data
 

As part of our analysis concerning level of Foreign Direct Investment in Slovakia in relation to Euro 
adaptation and comparison to Czech Republic we have also outlined FDI inward position
countries at Charts 3 and 4.  

Chart 3: FDI in
Source: Graphically outlined by authors based on NBS Data 
 

Chart 3 shows FDI inward positions in
Slovakia 10 are part of Eurozone: Netherlands, Austria, Luxembourg, Italy, Belgium, Germany, 
Cyprus, France, Ireland and Spain. These 10 countries formed more than 67% of all FDI inflows in 
Slovakia in 2015. 
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Chart 2: FDI, net inflows BoP, current USD, in millions) 

 
uthors based on World Bank Data 

As part of our analysis concerning level of Foreign Direct Investment in Slovakia in relation to Euro 
comparison to Czech Republic we have also outlined FDI inward position

Chart 3: FDI inward positions (Slovakia, 2015) 
Source: Graphically outlined by authors based on NBS Data  

Chart 3 shows FDI inward positions in Slovakia in 2015. Out of 15 main contributors to FDI in 
Slovakia 10 are part of Eurozone: Netherlands, Austria, Luxembourg, Italy, Belgium, Germany, 
Cyprus, France, Ireland and Spain. These 10 countries formed more than 67% of all FDI inflows in 
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As part of our analysis concerning level of Foreign Direct Investment in Slovakia in relation to Euro 
comparison to Czech Republic we have also outlined FDI inward positions in both 

 

Slovakia in 2015. Out of 15 main contributors to FDI in 
Slovakia 10 are part of Eurozone: Netherlands, Austria, Luxembourg, Italy, Belgium, Germany, 
Cyprus, France, Ireland and Spain. These 10 countries formed more than 67% of all FDI inflows in 

2015
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Chart 4: FDI inward positions (Czech Republic, 2015) 
 

Source: Graphically outlined by authors based on CNB Data  
 
Out of 15 main contributors to FDI in Czech Republic 9 are part of Eurozone: Netherlands, Austria, 
Germany, Luxembourg, France, Slovakia, Cyprus, Belgium and Italy, totalling to more than 80% of 
all FDI inflows in Czech Republic in 2015. 

The topic of FDI placement is far more complex and difficult than just assessing country’s currency – 
as in this case Euro and Czech Crown. For better comparison and analysis of other important factors 
we have prepared tabular overview in Table 3. This table summarizes important factors which are 
considered during the process of placement of foreign direct investment. Issues from the area of real 
estate, taxation, labour, state support and infrastructure are considered and prepared for current period 
– year 2017. 
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Table 3: FDI placement factors, Slovakia and Czech Republic, 2017 
 

Real estate 
costs 

Czech Republic Slovakia 

Cost of land 
(This will very much depend on the region in which the investment is planned and the size of 

the site.  

Taxes 

Real estate tax is payable annually by the 
owner of land or buildings. The amount of 
the tax is dependent on area, location, and 
usage of the land or buildings. Paved areas 
used for business purposes (such as concrete 
areas in logistics centres) are taxable, with 
taxpayers obligated to self-assess the tax. 
However, some areas (e.g. publicly 
accessible parking lands in shopping malls) 
are not taxable. 
 
 
The real estate transfer tax rate is 4% and 
applies to the greater of the transaction price 
or the officially appraised value of the real 
estate transferred. The taxpayer is the 
transferor unless it is contractually agreed 
that it is the transferee. 

Immovable property tax, which is divided into 
land tax, building tax, and tax on apartments, is 
governed by the Act on Local Taxes. Immovable 
property tax is calculated based on the area of 
the real estate, its location, and its type, as well 
as the tax rate of each self-governing region. The 
immovable property tax rate may vary 
significantly.  
 
 
 
 
There are no transfer taxes in the Slovak 
Republic. 

Construction 
costs 

(These will very much depend on the nature of the project.) 

Taxation Czech Republic Slovakia 

Corporate 
taxation 

19% 21% 

VAT (general 
rate) 

21% 20% 

Personal 
income tax rate 

15% - 35% 19% 

Export tax 
VAT payable on import from a nin-EU country, import from EU countries subject to common 

EU VAT rules. 

Labour issues Czech Republic Slovakia 

Minimum 
monthly  
wage (EUR, 
2017) 

407 (equals 11,000 CZK) 435 

Average gross 
monthly  
wage (EUR, 
2017) 

1,084 (equals 29,320 CZK) 950 

Social security 
costs 

11% for employees (depending on the type 
of employment)  
and 34% for employers 

13.4% for employees (depending on the type of 
employment)  
and 35% for employers 

Recorded  
unemployment 

5.1% 8.4% 
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Support from 
the state 

Czech Republic Slovakia 

Amount 
allocated from 
EU Structural 
and Cohesion 
Funds (2014 - 
2020, EUR 
million) 

22,000 13,500 

Infrastructure Czech Republic Slovakia 

Road (km) 1,225 464 

Rail (km) 9,468 3,662 

Economic 
stability 

Czech Republic Slovakia 

GDP per capita  
(USD, 2016) 

32,076 29,758 

Inflation (2015) 3.40% -0.32% 

Currency Czech Crown Euro 

Source: PWC analysis (2014) updated for 2017 

Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to analyse the effect and scope which did Euro adoption have on level of 
foreign direct investment in Slovakia, and to provide comparison with very similar country which did 
not adopt Euro currency yet – Czech Republic. Our analysis for the period 2005 to 2015 suggests that 
proving strong connection between the Euro adoption and level of FDI inflows is rather difficult 
process. We have measured levels of FDI inflows before 2009 and after 2009 as well and compared 
trend if FDI inflows in Slovakia with inflows into Czech Republic. Whilst before Euro adoption 
Slovak FDI inflows were at approx. one-half level compared to Czech FDI inflows – Slovakia even 
exceeded Czech FDIs in 2006, after the Euro adoption overall level of FDI decreased. This 
decreasing trend has been only slightly present in Czech Republic, which has managed to more or 
less keep its FDI inflow levels. We cannot conclude this for Slovak FDI inflows since these have 
been steadily decreasing since 2009 and currently for only one quarter of FDI inflows compared to 
Czech Republic. There are many reasons as to why this trend occurs and they definitely require 
further analysis. Our paper concludes that the Euro adoption has had very small (if any) impact on 
level of FDI inflows into Slovakia.  
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Abstract 

This article focuses mainly on the research and evolution of GDP of the Slovak Republic and on the 
possibilities of influencing it by the arrival of new investors. In recent years and especially under the 
influence of the adoption of the euro, the conditions have gradually changed. This is precisely why 
we have tried to look at this issue in a complex way from multiple angles, whether from the legal 
point of view or even with studying of different reactions and perception of markets. Based on these 
findings, we have also formulated specific recommendations regarding the admission of a new 
automotive investor to the market. 

Keywords: foreign investor, international investment, automotive industry, Slovakia, 

JEL classification: F21 

Introduction 

On January 1, 2009, Slovakia became the sixteenth state of the European Union that started using the 
common currency. The Slovak Republic undertook, by signing the Accession Treaty to the European 
Union, to fulfill the Maastricht criteria, which have become a key task for the introduction of the 
euro. All of this had a positive and negative impact on economic growth in Slovakia. In this period, 
the growth of the economy in Slovakia was not just the fact that we adopted the euro and fulfilled all 
the Maastricht criteria, but for the most part our economic growth was influenced by the economic 
crisis that gradually broke into Europe.  

 
 

Fig. 1:  GDP growth in Slovak Republic in 2009-2011 

 
Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic 

 

In 2009, there was a huge decline in GDP, even when we were even in negative numbers. This 
decline occurred mainly due to a significant decline in foreign and domestic demand. However, in 
2010 and 2011 we can see an increase in the economy, which was caused by the recovery of foreign 
demand, but domestic demand grew very slightly. As the economic crisis penetrated Europe in 2009, 
the ECB decided to adopt the criteria that the national banks belonging to the Eurosystem had to 
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meet. Problems in the financial market have gone so far as to be that the only possible solution for the 
ECB was to fully assume the role of intermediary in this market. The ECB withdrew from the 
standard performance of monetary policy operations to allocate resources to euro area commercial 
banks for a fixed interest rate. What, in fact, meant for the banks of the eurozone full confidence in 
obtaining resources. From the point of view of the Slovak Republic, this meant using the instruments 
adopted by the ECB during this period. The interest rate on the main refinancing operations declined 
to 2%, the rate of one-day operations remained unchanged at 3% and the rate of one-day sterilization 
operations stabilized to 1%. Developments in bank lending and tighter financing conditions as a 
result of increased financial tensions contribute to a slowdown in the flow of loans from financial 
institutions to the non-financial private sector. The decrease in the interest rate on the main 
refinancing operations of the Eurosystem stemmed from continuing inflationary flows, mainly as a 
result of further deterioration in the economic outlook. 

In the years 2012-2015 there was an increase in the economy, we see the economic crisis as 
stabilized. Thus, we can say that the instruments adopted by the ECB were relevant and the euro area 
is in moderate GDP growth over this period. In 2012, foreign demand increased in the positive part, 
while domestic consumption was still stagnating, as households still did not trust the consumer 
market, despite the increase in disposable income - preferring savings before consumption. In 2013, 
economic growth was positively influenced by foreign demand and public consumption, but on the 
other hand, the negative impact on economic growth had household consumption that remained 
stagnant. 

 
 

Fig. 2 : GDP growth in Slovak Republic in 2012-2015 

 
Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic 

 

In 2014 and 2015 household consumption grew, which had a positive impact on economic growth. 
The disposable income of households has also increased thanks to the declining oil price and a better 
labor market situation. In this period, the ECB decided to reduce the interest rate on marginal 
sterilization operations to -0.3%, the main refinancing operations to 0.05% and the rate for marginal 
lending operations to 0.3%. As regards non-standard monetary policy measures, the ECB has decided 
to extend the duration of the asset purchase program. This purchase of € 60 billion per month is due 
to take place by the end of March 2017, but if it is needed for a longer period until a change in 
inflation is achieved that will meet the target of reaching a rate of inflation below or close to 2% in 
the medium term. Low oil prices supported real household disposable income and corporate 
profitability, household consumption and investment. Monetary policy is geared to maintaining price 
stability over the medium term and encourages economic activity. 
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The ECB, through its national central banks, implements monetary policy through its instruments, 
such as open market operations, automatic operations and minimum reserve requirements. In order to 
reduce the risk of a too long period of low inflation, the ECB continued to implement a non-standard 
Asset Acquisition Program, which included a further covered bond purchase program, a securities 
purchase program in 2015, and expanded it to a public sector bond purchase program in 2015. 

Current GDP development in Slovakia 

In 2016, there was a slight decline in domestic consumption, but household consumption continued to 
rise as compared to the crisis period, the growth rate significantly affected the positive balance of 
payments. The forecasts for the growth of the economy in 2017 are very favorable, the Slovak market 
will be affected mainly by the JLR investment. 

 
Fig. 3:  GDP growth in Slovak Republic – present days 

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic 

 

Before the financial crisis, the ECB used standard monetary policy instruments, such as open market 
operations, automatic operations and minimum reserve requirements. Following the financial crisis in 
2007 and the later economic crisis, the ECB's Governing Council adopted monetary policy 
instruments. Their acquisition significantly changed the Eurosystem's monetary policy operational 
framework. The ECB's decision on targeted longer-term liquidity operations (TLTRO) and the 
introduction of the APP have also helped support the economy in an environment of unprecedentedly 
low interest rates. It has increased the amount of the monthly asset purchase program to € 80 billion 
starting in April 2016, raising the emission limit for purchases of selected securities, introducing a 
new CSPP program, and announcing a new series of targeted longer-term refinancing operations 
(TLTRO-II) and confirmed the validity of the specified but lower rates for a period exceeding the 
duration of the purchasing programs, and the program of purchase of assets was in force until the end 
of 2017 (if necessary and for longer). 

In 2015, the Slovak Republic signed a major investment agreement with British automaker Jaguar 
Land Rover, a.s., to build a new industrial park that will grow in the Nitra region. In September 2016, 
the construction of the plant began, and the production of the first car was scheduled for 2019. 
According to preliminary estimates, the foreign investment should, according to preliminary 
estimates, increase employment, consumption, net exports and economic growth. The recruitment of 
new employees will start at the end of 2017 and early 2018. The company itself plans to create 
around 3,000 jobs, but it could be more radical to increase to a figure of 15,000 by the inflow of other 
foreign investors who will be in a relationship with automotive supply and subcontracting 
relationships. Human resources have so far reported about 40,000 applications for jobs in the 
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aforementioned plant. Jaguar Land Rover, a.s. did not receive the possibility of tax concessions from 
the Slovak Republic, but direct aid, thus contributing to the state budget by taxes over the next two 
years, amounting to approximately 160 million. After starting production, it should achieve annual 
sales of up to € 5 billion. 

A foreign investor has set up a program to prepare the future workforce - future employees at 
secondary vocational schools, will contribute to the departments of selected secondary schools. In the 
future, he is interested in investing in schools with a leading engineering and electrotechnical field. In 
the higher positions, future employees are trained in England. This program contributes to the 
matching of supply and demand in the labor market. The Center for Vocational Education and 
Training in the field of CNC technologies has been recalculated and approved in about 1 660 307 
euros. Dual education is currently being carried out, and several schools have received applications 
for entitlement from the company in order to allow a practical part of the teaching at their premises. 
The average wage in the plant is estimated at roughly 1,250 euros. By 2019, the forecasts of the 
National Bank of Slovakia promise to increase the gross domestic product to 4, 6%. The planned 
annual production of a car company is at the start of the production process of 150,000 cars a year, 
with forecasts for the future declaring even double that figure. Industrial production and the overall 
industry sector will retain 80 percent of GDP. As far as employment is concerned, it will achieve a 
90% share. 

Table 1:  Forecast of GDP development from 2015-2019 

 

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

GDP %  3,8 3,3 3,1 4,2 4,6 

 

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic, European Central Bank 

 

Conclusion 

However, the problem may be the market squeeze by the automotive industry. We have four car 
companies in Slovakia. The impact on economic growth will culminate in 2019 and, in a favorable 
situation, the investment will create the conditions for crossing the 4% growth threshold. Given that 
there will be a positive supply shock from the new production capacities, high economic growth will 
not be accompanied by a significant overheating of the economy. 

The economy, in general, is continuously growing and rising, more investment will be in circulation, 
and households will increase consumption and that will result in an increase in employment. 
Significant foreign investment also assumes a positive impact on the business environment as well. 

It is important to recognize the importance of the influx of foreign investors for the further 
development of the business sector in order to profit the economy of the Slovak Republic. A 
proactive measure is also to reduce administrative burdens, improve the quality of infrastructure, 
particularly in regions with high levels of unemployment.  
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Abstract 

The main aim of the paper is highlight the possibility of identification of the main actors of innovation 
performance evaluation process and the definition of their responsibilities. Within the organization of 
innovation performance can operate multiple actors involved fulfilling their specific tasks. For further 
identification of the responsibility have been created matrixes of responsibilities for the different phases 
of the evaluation process. The identification of the main actors and the definition of their responsibilities 
can significantly contribute to improving the realization of innovation performance evaluation process in 
Slovak businesses. 
 
Keywords: innovation performance, matrix of the responsibility, actor, management, innovation 
management 
 

Introduction 

In these days the effective management of innovation activities helps the company to fix its position on 
the market and also increase its competitiveness of the company. The most important is to create the 
appropriate conditions to managing innovation activities. This requires the identification of the current 
status of innovative resources usage. Therefore it is important to assess the innovation performance of the 
company. Innovation performance of the company is becoming an increasingly important factor in the 
competitiveness of companies. In the process of innovation performance evaluation is necessary to 
identify the main actors in this process and define their responsibilities. 
 
The main purpose of this paper is to gain new knowledge in the field of innovation management with a 
focus on the identification of main actors in the process of innovation performance evaluation and 
definition of their responsibilities. There were used different methods by solving the defined problem, for 
example: content analysis - the study of documents, synthesis, comparative analysis, process analysis, 
statistical analysis, modelling, programming, empirical research methods and others.  
 

The Current State of Dealing with the Issue 

At present, in domestic and foreign literature may be encountered with the use of multiple definitions of 
innovation performance, which dominated the following characteristics propensity of a firm to actively 
support new ideas, annual growth rates of innovation input and output and important aspect of worker 
performance. From the wide spectrum of opinion marketing theorists and practitioners can be chosen the 
most accurate definition of innovation performance. Table 1 summarizes the definitions of the term 
innovation performance. 
 
Based on the study of domestic and foreign literature can be said that the base of innovation performance 
most accurate rendered Birchall et al. (2004). Because according them the innovation performance 
includes provisions for assessing the effectiveness of the innovation activity in terms of business success. 
They point out that innovation performance measurement must go beyond mere after-the-fact measures 
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based on macro-level input/output indicators. It must address the right balance of soft and hard innovation 
parameters for effective short-term and long-term innovation decision making (Birchall et al. 2004). 

Table 1:  Definitions of innovation performance 

Author(s) Definition 

Hung-Wen and             

Ching-Fang (2010) 

Innovation performance is a measurement of the performance of an adopted 
new approach or a new measuring criterion to measure organizational 
performance. 

Wang and Ahmed 

(2004) 

Innovation performance is defined as the propensity of a firm to actively 
support new ideas, novelty, experimentation, and creative solution. 

Gantumur and 

Stephan (2007) 

Innovation performance is defined by the annual growth rates of innovation 
input and output, knowledge stock, and research productivity. 

Birchall et al. (2004) 

Innovation performance is tied to business success. Successful invention 
alone, then, is not innovation, innovation entails successful commercialisation 
of the invention. 

Terstriep and Lüthje 

(2012) 

Innovation performance is measured by the number of radical and incremental 
product/service innovations, improvements of existing products/services as 
well as process innovations introduced during the past three years. 

Alshekaili and 

Boerhannoeddin 

(2011) 

Innovation performance is often an important aspect of worker performance. 

 
Ryan (2010) points out that the relationship between the definition of innovation and innovation 
performance is how fast, how well ideas are implemented and how much value is created. Anders Vang 
Helgesen (2009) defined central factors that influence the innovation performance of an organisation. 
These factors are strategy, structure, culture and the external environment.  
 
Booz Allen Hamilton argues that all organisations have an intrinsic innovation performance curve which 
can be plotted easily by comparing the net present value of each project in their development pipelines 
and the required investments of those projects. Hence, this curve becomes very important as it predicts 
the future revenue, profit and growth of the innovation or in other words the innovation performance of 
the organisation (Hamilton 2004). 
 
According to Neely and Hii (1998), the importance of measuring innovation performance is twofold. 
First, the information derived from measurement serves as feedback on a firm’s current standing in 
innovativeness. Second, the gaps in performance trigger a systematic process of continuous improvement. 
Without performance measurement, the process of innovation will not be managed effectively and 
improvement will be sporadic (Neely, Hii 1998). 
 
The whole process of self-assessment of innovation performance can be divided into three phases (Figure 
1.): (Lendel 2014) 
 
1. the preparatory phase, 
2. the implementation phase, 
3. the evaluation phase. 
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Fig. 1: Process of self-assessment of innovation performance (Lendel, 2014) 
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Identification of the Main Actors of the Innovation Process 

Within the organizational structure of the company and the area of the innovation performance evaluation 
may be the responsibility allocated in the following ways: management, innovation department, finance 
department and a combination of several departments. Within the organizing of the evaluation process of 
innovation performance are involved several actors who are fulfilling their specific tasks, for example: 
the innovation team, the evaluation team and the innovation hub. These organizational units are involved 
in varying degrees to ensure the particular phases of the evaluation process of innovation performance. 
 
Within the organization of the evaluation process of innovation performance, it can operate many actors 
who are fulfilling their specific tasks. For example, the following organizational units: 
 
a) The evaluation team - a group of evaluators, whose task is to evaluate the level of the innovation 

performance achieved, according to established rules. The evaluation team is responsible for 
analysing and processing the results of the evaluation. 

 
b) The innovative team - cooperates directly with the person responsible for the management of 

innovation process, trying to encourage the productive activity of individual organizational units. Its 
task is to fulfill the innovative tasks and activities in order to achieve innovation aims. The 
innovative team plays an important role in creating the innovative environment and conditions for 
the application of dynamic organizational structures in the company.  

 
c) The innovation hub - consists of a group of experts who with their knowledge and experience 

guarantee the quality of the management of innovation processes. They help to solve difficult 
situations while searching for the optimal solution. 

 

Definition of Responsibilities of the Main Actors 

During the preparatory phase the innovation manager is responsible for the creation of self-assessment of 
innovation performance (Table 2.). Within this activity innovation manager cooperates with the 
innovation hub.  
 

Table 2: The matrix of responsibilities - the first phase of the process of self-assessment of the 

innovation performance 

 

Activity 
Innovation 

manager  

Innovation 

team 

Evaluation   

team 

Innovation 

hub 
Employees 

Creation of the self-assessment 
of the innovation performance 

R A  C  

Integration into the innovation 
strategy 

R   A  

Identification of evaluators and 
creation of the evaluation team 

R C   A 

Preparation of evaluators A R A  A 
Setting of targets of evaluation R  C   
The draft of the evaluation 
program 

R A S C  

Consideration of the draft of the 
evaluation program by 
management 

R A    

Preparation of the evaluation 
team 

 R C  A 

Legend: R – responsibility, C – cooperation, A - attendance 
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Created system of self-assessment is necessary to integrate to the innovation strategy. Emphasis should be 
placed on the compilation of the evaluation team and the selection of evaluators. The innovation manager 
is responsible for all these activities. On the basis of predetermined characteristics are identified suitable 
employees for the position of evaluator. The next step is to proceed to their preparation, where their roles 
are established and their competencies are defined. Again, the responsible person is an innovative 
manager who has been cooperating with the evaluation team. After these preparatory activities it is 
possible to proceed to the creation of the draft of evaluation program under the responsibility of the 
innovation manager.  
 
The innovation manager cooperates with the innovation hub. The draft of the evaluation program will be 
consulted with the management of the company, respectively with the responsible manager. After the 
approval of the program, the evaluation team starts preparing the evaluation through the detailed 
familiarizing with the evaluation program. For this activity is responsible the innovation team which is 
cooperates with the evaluation team. 
 
The implementation phase is characteristic by the collection and analysis of background materials 
obtained from various information sources (Table 3.). Next step is the evaluation by individual evaluators 
within it is appropriate to conduct interviews with employees and partners of the company who know the 
innovation process and know how to show up weaknesses and also improvements. The evaluation team 
and the innovation team are responsible for these operations. 
 

Table 3:  The matrix of responsibilities - the second phase of the process of self-assessment of the 

innovation performance 

 

Activity 
Innovation 

manager  

Innovation 

team 

Evaluation   

team 

Innovation 

hub 
Employees 

Collection and analysis of 
background materials for the 
evaluation 

 C R  A 

Implementation of the self-
assessment 

A C R   

Interview with employees and 
partners 

 C R  A 

Legend: R – responsibility, C – cooperation, A – attendance 
 
The third phase focuses on the elaboration and finalization of the evaluation, which includes evaluating 
the effects of innovation and the draft of recommendations (Table 4.).  
 

Table 4: The matrix of responsibilities - the third phase of the process of self-assessment of the 

innovation performance 

 

Activity 
Innovation 

manager 

Innovation 

team 

Evaluation  

team 

Innovation 

hub 
Employees 

The processing and finalization 
of the evaluation results 

A C R   

Reporting to the management of 
the company and the discussion 

R S C   

Implementation of the 
improvement proposals 

A R C  A 

Improvement of the evaluation 
program 

R A C   
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Familiarization of employees 
with the conclusions 

R C   A 

Legend: R – responsibility, C – cooperation, A – attendance 
 
For this activity is responsible the evaluation team with the cooperation with the innovation team. An 
evaluation report is provided to the management of the company and starts the discussion about the 
potential differences. This activity runs within the competence of the innovation manager. After approval 
of the evaluation report it is possible to implement the improvements suggestions within the 
responsibility of innovation team. Based on discussions with the management of the company it is 
possible to set out arrangements to improve of the evaluation program and also the self-assessment. These 
activities are managed by the innovation manager, the evaluation team and the innovation team. 
 

Conclusion 

An important activity in the process of evaluation of innovation performance is the choice of evaluation 
indicators. In the selection of the evaluation indicators it is very important to consider the conditions of 
the company, status, respectively the phase of the innovation process and innovation competence. The 
choice of evaluation methodologies and indicators depends on the case and the purposes of the 
evaluation. However, as the main indicator of the success of company can be considered the level of 
achievement of the innovation objectives. 
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Abstract  
 
This study aims to investigate the knowledge of and preference for Islamic banks among Muslim 
consumers, specifically the Islamic banking window and the full-fledged Islamic bank. Data were 
obtained from 1171 Muslim consumers. Data analysis was performed by descriptive analysis. The results 
indicate most Muslim consumers do not know the difference between the full-fledged Islamic bank and 
Islamic banking window however, the majority of Muslims consumers prefer the full-fledged Islamic 
bank to the Islamic windows as it is perceived to be more sharia-compliant. 

Keywords: Knowledge, Preference, Full-fledged Islamic Bank, Islamic Bank Window, Islamic bank 

Introduction 

There is no standard definition of an Islamic bank in the world, but in general, an Islamic bank refers to 
the institution that mobilizes financial resources and invests those resources based on the Sharia 
principles and its practical application through the development of Islamic economics (Anon n.d.; Al 
Baraka 2017). The objectives of Islamic bank itself should be directed to the objectives of Islamic 
economics which is also guided by the objectives of Sharia which consists of five foundational goals to 
preserve a) religion/faith (din), b) life (nafs), c) lineage/progeny (nasl) d) intellect (‘aql) and e) 
property/wealth (Mohammad & Shahwan 2013).  Islamic banks shift the focus from lending into 
investment, shift the emphasis on the ability to repay to the soundness of the project, shift the dependence 
on borrowing for the mobilization of resources into the partners coordination in resource mobilization, 
and shift the application only of financial criteria into the moral criteria in investment (Al Baraka 2017).  

Islamic banks now have a presence in more than 60 countries under 14 jurisdictions (International 
Monetary Fund 2017). Islamic Banking may present itself either in the form of a full-fledged Islamic 
bank or as Islamic Banking windows in the conventional banks (Lone & Rehman 2017).  Thus, the 
Islamic banks face not only competition from other Islamic banks but also from the conventional bank 
which also offers Islamic financial products and services (Naser et al. 1999).  

Since its inception in around the 1970s, Islamic banks have experienced a double-digit growth rate 
(Garbois et al. 2012). However, the Islamic bank is currently facing some challenges in term of slowing 
growth and eroding profitability (Garbois et al. 2012).  The slowing growth in Islamic bank is evident in 
Indonesia. Since the inception of the first Islamic bank in 1992, the market share has never exceeded 5% 
until 2016. The Islamic bank Indonesia has experienced what so called a 5-percent- trap phenomenon 
(Karim Consulting 2016).  
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The slowing market growth in Islamic bank development which to some extent has reached stagnation 
raises a question whether Muslim consumers know their options to open an account. The current study 
aims to investigate the knowledge of Muslim consumers regarding the Islamic bank windows and a full-
fledged Islamic bank. The study also examines the preferences of Muslim consumers towards these two 
options.  The study may theoretically contribute to Muslim banking behaviour literature by providing 
empirical evidence on the consumer knowledge and preference in choosing an Islamic bank. In addition, 
the study provides knowledge to both the Islamic bank windows and full-fledged Islamic bank on the 
Muslim consumers’ understanding of the availability of both channels.  

Literature Review   

Since the early development of Islamic bank in 1975, no bank offered an Islamic window.  Later on, the 
conventional banks became interested in developing Islamic banking using the Islamic window due to the 
potential growth of the Islamic bank and finance (Al-awsat 2010).  Although some countries like 
Malaysia categorize the Islamic bank into three types: a) windows b) subsidiary c) full-fledged, some 
others categorize into only two categories a) windows and b) full-fledged (Lone & Rehman 2017). The 
current study will use the later classification.  

Islamic Bank Window 

The Islamic bank window is the department of a conventional bank offering Islamic or Sharia compatible 
financial products and services. The Islamic bank window is valid only if it complies with the 
requirements set by the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions 
(AAOIFI) (Yaquby 2005) a)  Complete segregation of funds b)  Existence of a Sharia supervisory board 
(Sharia board) c) Management based fully on Islamic concepts d) Safeguarding of Muslim investors’ 
funds against negligence, trespass and fraud e) Compliance with the Standards of the Accounting and 
Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institution. 

The majority of jurisdictions of the Islamic bank does not allow the Islamic bank window or requires the 
conventional bank to separate different Islamic Bank units into their corporate structures (International 
Monetary Fund 2017).  There are two main reasons why the Islamic bank should be separated from the 
conventional bank (International Monetary Fund 2017): a) to avoid mixing of funds that are raised 
separately from conventional bank and Islamic bank activities b) the risk of regulatory arbitrage due to 
the difference in regulatory issues between banks.  

Despite the resistance towards the existence of Islamic bank windows, there are some advantages : the 
Islamic bank can take advantage of the well-established operations of the conventional bank so that it can 
deliver high quality services at a much lower cost b) Islamic bank windows drive healthy competition in 
the Islamic banking market, which may reduce the cost of Islamic bank products c) provides the option to 
develop Islamic banking in a country with low demand for Islamic bank services and enhance financial 
inclusion (International Monetary Fund 2017). An empirical study found that Islamic windows were more 
efficient compared to their full-fledged counterparts (Salami & Adeyemi 2015). 

Full-Fledged Islamic Bank 

The growing activities of the Islamic bank window may drive the conventional bank to establish an 
Islamic subsidiary or even fully convert into a full-fledged Islamic bank (Solé 2007). The advantage of 
the full-fledged Islamic bank over the Islamic bank window is that the full-fledged Islamic bank will be 
able to offer a wider range of Shariah-compliant products (Solé 2007). The full conversion of the Islamic 
bank window into full-fledged Islamic banks signals the conventional bank’s firm commitment to the 
Shariah principles which also enhances its credibility (Solé 2007). Full-fledged Islamic Banks have more 
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opportunity to introduce new-to-market products, based on the approvals obtained from Shariah 
Committees. The full-fledged Islamic banks have been found to be more efficient than Islamic windows 
(Mokhtar et al. 2006; Mokhtar et al. 2008). These results are supported by another study which found that 
Islamic banks perform better in terms of cost (or profit), technical, allocative and scale of efficiency 
(Kamaruddin et al. 2008). Another study which examined the conversion of the Islamic bank windows 
into the full-fledged Islamic bank also found that the conversion is very effective in optimizing some 
source of funding such as capital injection and an increase temporary investment deposits (Siswantoro 
2014). 

Previous Study on Full-Fledged Vs Islamic Bank Window 

Several studies had examined and compared both the full-fledged Islamic bank to Islamic bank window, 

but the majority of studies have compared those two entities based on the level of efficiency or 

productivity  (Salami & Adeyemi 2015; Siswantoro 2014; Mokhtar et al. 2006; Mokhtar et al. 2008; 

Kamaruddin et al. 2008). 

There is a dearth of research which examines and compares the Islamic banking window and full-fledged 

Islamic bank from the consumer’s perspective. Although some studies use the consumers of both the 

Islamic banking window and full-fledged Islamic bank, the study does not specifically asses the 

knowledge and perception of the consumer regarding those two types of Islamic bank (Amin & Isa 2008). 

Some studies only examine one type of customer, either the Islamic bank window only (Shafii & Khafafa 

2013) or the full-fledged customer only (Rehman & Masood 2012; Rustam et al. 2011). 

 

Research Method  

 

The descriptive research design was applied in this study. An online survey of 1171 Muslim conventional 

banking customers was conducted.  The knowledge of the consumers regarding the Islamic bank 

windows and full-fledge was measured using closed-ended questioning with dichotomous answer (yes or 

no). The preference of the consumers was measured using open-ended questions. The open-ended 

question was coded by researchers. The descriptive analysis was conducted using SPSS software.  

Analysis and Discussion 

The profile of the respondents can be seen from the table 1.  Based on the descriptive statistics, the 

majority of the respondent were young adults aged between 21 to 30 years and 31 to 40 years (n=1100; 

93.93%). The majority of respondents were female (n=623; 53.30%), single (n=608; 51.78%), university 

bachelor graduates (n=658; 56.19%), work as a private employee (n=397; 33.90%) and have an income 

of around US$ 0-1499 per month (n=1129; 96.4%).  
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Table 1: Muslim Consumer Respondent Profile & Knowledge 

 

To assess the knowledge of Muslim consumers, the researcher asked the consumer whether they know 
the difference between Islamic bank windows and a full-fledge Islamic bank. The result shows that only 
24.50 percent of the respondents knew the difference. The study indicates that only a few Muslim 
conventional bank consumers know about what exactly the Islamic bank windows and full-fledge Islamic 
bank is.  

To assess the perception of the Muslim consumers of the Islamic bank windows and full-fledge Islamic 

banks, the researcher questioned 287 respondents who had knowledge about both types of bank. The 

researchers asked their preference and the rational for their choice of a certain type of Islamic bank using 

an open-ended question. The respondents’ perceptions can be seen from Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

Description  Frequency Percentage 

a. Age 21-30  801 68.40 

31-40 299 25.53 

41-50  57 4.87 

50-59 11 0.93 

≥60  2 0.17 

Total 1171              100,00  

b. Gender Male 548 46.79 

Female 623 53.20 

Total 1171 100 

c. Marital Status Single 608 51.78 

Married 563 48.07 

Total 1171 100 

d. Education  ≤ Senior high school 163 13.91 

Diploma  87 7.4 

Bachelor degree 658 56.19 

Master degree 247 21.09 

Doctoral degree 16  

Total 1171 100 

e. Occupation Private Employee  397 33.90 
Professional 238 20.32 
Government Employee 148 12.63 
Other  113 9.6 
Homemaker  135 11.52 
Entrepreneur 78 6.6 
Students 62 5.2 
Total 1171 100 

f. Income US$ 0-1499 1129 96.4 

≥US$ 1500  42 3.57 

Total 1171 100 

g Awareness about the difference between Islamic 
bank windows and Full-Fledge Islamic Bank 

Yes 287 24.50 

No 884 75.49 

Total 1171 100 
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Table 2:  Muslim Consumers Respondent Profile & Knowledge 

Full-Fledge Islamic Frequency Percentage 

More Sharia compliant, independent, pure, clear capital sources, more credible, 

reliable and secure 

126  43,85  

More variety of Sharia products 21  7,31  

Larger scope 19  6,61  

Better services and satisfaction  16  5,57  

More facilities 10  3,48  

Direct supervision from regulator 8  2,78  

More complicated interbank process 4  1,39  

Clearer regulations 4  1,39  

Better technology  4  1,39  

Total respondents who prefer Full Fledge Islamic Bank  212   73,79  

Islamic bank window Frequency Percentage 

More entrepreneurial friendly  35   12,32  

More network (branches, ATM, etc)  24   8,35  

Backed-up by a well-established bank  12   4,18  

More transparent system  4   1,37  

Total respondents who prefer Islamic Bank Window 75                26.10            

Total                            

 

Based on table 2, the majority of respondents who have knowledge about the difference between the full-

fledged Islamic bank and Islamic bank windows prefer a full-fledged Islamic bank over the Islamic bank 

window (n=212; 73.97%). The three main reasons for this are the bank is more sharia-compliant due to its 

independence from the influence of the non-Islamic bank (n=126; 43.85), offers more variety of products 

(n=21; 7.31%) and is larger in scope (n=19; 6.61%). 

The survey result also shows that only around 26.03 percent of respondents prefer to go to Islamic bank 

windows.  The main three reasons for their choice are: more entrepreneur friendly (n=35; 12.32%), and 

has a wider network (branch and ATM) (n=24; 8.35%). The first reason on why the respondents prefer 

the Islamic bank window over the full-fledged Islamic bank is because they perceive that it is much more 

complicated to get a loan from the full-fledged Islamic bank compared to the Islamic bank window. Many 

respondents felt that the process to get a loan from the Islamic bank window is much friendlier to 

entrepreneurs.  
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Discussion and Implications 

This study support a previous study conducted in Malaysia which showed that Islamic banks have not 

done enough to educate their customers (Ahmad & Haron 2002). The low number of consumers who 

have knowledge about the difference between the Islamic bank windows and the full-fledge Islamic 

banks indicates that it is very important for the Islamic banks to educate the Muslim consumers about the 

available format of Islamic banks that can serve their needs.   

Previous studies had shown that full-fledged Islamic banks have several advantages in term of efficiency 

or product and services offerings (Mokhtar et al. 2006; Mokhtar et al. 2008). The current study gives 

more empirical evidence that the full-fledged Islamic bank offer a competitive advantage when it was 

assessed based on the bank performance indicator. The positive perception of the Muslim consumers on 

the full-fledged Islamic bank also implies that there may be an opportunity for the Islamic bank windows 

to be transformed into the full-fledged Islamic bank as the banks is perceived to be much more Sharia 

compliant, independent, gives better service and gives more satisfaction to the consumers. In addition to 

that, full-fledged banks may also learn from windows in terms of friendliness and accessibility of loans.  
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Abstract The attempts to strengthen the economic development of rural areas are quite extensive, 

given the great tourist value, viewed from an economic, cultural, social and ecological point of view. 

It goes without saying that initiating such a potential and, moreover, preserving it requires specific 

action to support and monitor on a permanent basis. Even if the future general interest lies mainly in 

the managers' implications, actions and effort. The objectives of this paper relate to the actors 

involved and their contributions to rural development. 
 

Keywords: Rural tourism, local economic development, tourists, local community, LAG, NRDP, 

LEADER program 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Rural tourism, as an alternative to the development of rural areas, aims at rural economic 

development through investment in infrastructure and education, thus helping to increase 

employment and raise living standards in Romanian villages (Nistoreanu, 1999). The situation in 

which most of the Romanian rural area is now in need requires the involvement of local communities 

in preserving the small rural household, the traditional way of life in order to achieve a complex and 

sustainable development. (Burghelea et al., 2016; Rusu, 2013) The implementation of current rural 

development programs may lead to diversification of rural activities, to the creation of new jobs in 

rural areas through non-agricultural activities, but also to investments in infrastructure and related 

services (Mac, et al., 1999; Iova, et al., 2016).  

The LEADER Program is an approach that provides new opportunities for rural 

development, setting the basis for identifying local needs, enhancing development capacity and 

implementing local development strategies for preserving rural and cultural heritage, developing the 

economic environment, and improving the organizational skills of local communities (Pocol et al., 

2017; Turek Rahoveanu 2013; Turek Rahoveanu 2012). 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The Main Implications of Promoting Tourism in Rural Areas are: 

- Stabilizing the population by setting up the labor force; 

- Creating new jobs; 

- Diversifying how to use the workforce; 

- Pluriactivitate (a farmer can rent rooms, or can provide some tourist services - guide, 

animator, ski monitor); 

- Promoting and developing services; 

- Farmers' economic support (by selling household-specific products); 

- Promoting and supporting the folk art and local craft industry; 

- Rehabilitation of urban heritage (green spaces, beach arrangements, fishing, promenades, 

cyclotourism and equitation circuits); 

- Improving the use of female labor; 

- Attracting new investments. 
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Tourists  

The tourist is considered as a true guest, a friend, and human contact (dialogue and the 

exchange of impressions) is paramount. The tourist must respond to this hospitality with respect and 

consideration for the rural community (Botezatu A., 2014). 

Tourists must spend at least one night at a collective or private accommodation unit in the 

destination country and their stay may not exceed 12 months. 

After the stay, two categories of visitors can be identified: excursionists (one-day visitors 

who do not spend the night in the place visited); tourists (that is, those visitors staying at least one 

night in the place visited). 

 

Local Community 

Local community are organized members of the local collectivity, their associations, local 

public administration institutions, and other public or private institutions in the field of education or 

health. It can be structured in at least six dimensions: technological (tools, capital), economic (gifts, 

troc), political, institutional (social - marriage,), aesthetic-value, concept of faith. 

The interest of the local community through which to develop a strategy for the 

organization, development and promotion of rural tourism, agritourism, at local level, with the 

support of all the economic agents involved in this activity. 

In the European Union countries (Germany, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy) the 

creation of associations and bodies for the promotion of rural tourism and related services was 

encouraged. Thus, at the level of the European Union, the EUROTER network, which has as main 

objective the promotion of agro-tourism products in Europe, was created. Under the aegis of 

EUROTER, the EUROGITES Association (European Federation for Rural Tourism Accommodation 

in Citizens, Farm and the Village) was set up in September 1990, bringing together 22 national 

organizations from 14 European countries (including Romania), totalizing over 95,000 reception 

structures ) in rural areas. Among the objectives of EUROGITES we enumerate the following: 

defining tourism offers in rural areas and setting uniform quality criteria in rural tourism in Europe; 

creating a data bank with information about each member organization; product coding rural tourism 

so that it is intelligible to the customer (by brand or logo) and in such a way that the customer can 

recognize the product at first glance; attracting new customers for rural tourism and discovering rural 

space through rural tourism. 

In Romania, casual accommodation of occasional visitors to a rural settlement has been 

practiced for a long time, sporadically and unofficially. 

ANTREC (National Rural, Ecological and Cultural Tourism Association of Romania) is a 

non-governmental, non-profit, non-profit organization, member of the EUROGITES Rural Tourism 

Federation (EUROGITES). The aim of ANTREC is: to identify and promote the rural tourism 

potential, to organize professional training courses for hosts, rural tourism agencies, seminars, short 

and long courses, between ANTREC and similar organizations in the country and abroad, to organize 

advertising campaigns for the classified and homologated units, which were included in the network, 

by mass media; to participate in important events, both internally (regional and national) and 

externally (fairs and tourism scholarships), with a diverse offer. 

Together with Mirabilis Media, ANTREC has set up a national booking system for rural 

tourism, through which amateurs will be able to choose their desired board. 

 

Local Action Groups 

Local Action Groups is a public-private partnership in which the public shareholding has a 

49% stake in decision-making and composition, and 51% is owned by the private party. The LAG 

played a key role in rural areas through the NRDP 2007-2013, contributing to the development of the 

area along the territory where these bodies were set up. In the new NRDP (National Rural 

Development Program), the importance of LAGs is much higher, in proportion to the almost double 

budget, which will reach almost 700 million euros by the end of the program. 

LAGs are regulated by European regulations as local development structures, basically 

having as main objective the development of the areas where they are implemented. These entities are 

non-governmental organizations that specifically target the development of the area in which they are 

established. The operation of Local Action Groups is based on the active involvement of local actors 
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to identify the major development direction of the territorial area within the LAG, involving all the 

inhabitants of that area. 

In the period 2007-2013, each Local Action Group had a project launching budget of 

2,850,000 euros from which they launched funding lines. The public financial support that was 

previously available was about 370 million euros. In the current programming, 2014-2020, the figure 

has grown to about 650 million, which will be distributed through Local Action Groups on various 

types of projects. 

Through the LAG, all measures in the 2014-2020 NRDP can be accessed. 

The main objective of the LAG is the development of the respective area, in consultation 

with important local actors, the financing priorities of the territory are established. Each LAG adapts 

its own strategy to specific local conditions. Local Action Groups can create atypical measures. If a 

special need is identified at the local level that needs to be covered by funding but for which there is 

no measure included in the NRDP, the LAG may lay the foundations for an innovative, atypical 

measure that can be included in the Local Development Strategy and can finance, through this 

measure, a certain type of investment that cannot be financed directly through the NRDP. 

 

European Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development 

The eligible actions are listed in the national and regional programs "Rural development 

programs" developed by the Member States. Depending on their options, these RDPs can fund: 

training and skills acquisition (courses, workshops), demonstration activities and consultancy 

services to help farmers improve their performance; aid for business start-ups; elaboration and 

updating of development plans for municipalities and villages in rural areas; investments for public 

use in leisure infrastructure, tourist information and small tourist infrastructure; studies and 

investments related to the maintenance, restoration and modernization of the cultural and natural 

heritage of the villages . 

 

LEADER Program 

The LEADER program is based on: 

Territorial approach (efficient use of local resources within a specific territorial area, 

deployment of integrated activities and creation of a common vision); 

Partnership approach (building a public-private partnership interested in the development of 

the area, called the Local Action Group); 

Bottom-up approach (active participation of the local population in planning, decision-

making and implementation of strategies needed to develop the area); 

An integrated and multisectoral approach to strategies based on partner interaction across all 

sectors of the local economy to plan and share rural issues with a special focus on innovation and 

experimentation (looking for new responses to existing rural development issues); 

Implementing cooperation projects; 

Interconnecting local partnerships. 

Beneficiaries of the LEADER Program are Local Action Groups (LAGs) operating in a rural 

area with a population of between 10,000 and 100,000 inhabitants and a density of no more than 150 

inhabitants per km2. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The tourists has a great influence on the development of the rural tourism sector. 

The local community must develop a strategy for the organization, development and 

promotion of rural tourism, agritourism, at local level, with the support of all economic agents 

involved in this activity. 

Local Action Groups are partnerships made up of different representatives of the socio-

economic sector in that territory. They represent the interests of the inhabitants and the rural 

community - the engine of the LEADER Program. They develop an integrated local rural 

development strategy and are responsible for its implementation. 

LEADER program responds to specific local needs; capitalize on local resources; mobilizes 

local actors, representatives of the rural population, to worry about and take control of the 
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development of rural areas by formulating strategies focused on the problems identified in their 

communities; offers rural areas the opportunity to collaborate with other territories for exchange and 

transfer of experience through networking; through its decentralized, integrated and bottom-up 

character is essential for balanced territorial development. 
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Abstract 
 

This study investigates the determinants of customers’ brand choice and continuance intentions with 

mobile service providers in the context of Mobile Data Service (MDS). This study also captures the 

impact of past experience on behavioral outcomes. Data was collected from 304 customers of mobile data 

service firms and analyzed using regression analyses. Results indicate that mobile service quality, pricing 

structure and promotion, but not brand image affects brand choice whereas continuance intentions is 

affected by the mobile service quality, brand image and price. Customers’ past experience relates 

significantly and negatively with brand choice but not continuance intention. The contribution and 

implication of the study is discussed. 

 

Keywords: mobile data, continuance intention, service quality, technology adoption, brand choice 

 

1.  Introduction 

 
Globally, the telecommunications industry has been undergoing major transformation in the last decade. 

This transformation is precipitated amongst others on mobile data explosion and the emergence of smart 

devices such as smart phones, tablets and pads (Ericsson Mobility Report, 2015; Latouhe, Oszabo, 

Creusat & Belmas, 2013). The growth in mobile data is faster in Africa than in any other region of the 

world (TVBEurope, 2014). Estimated to grow by 9.8 percent as against global rate of 6.3 percent, 

Africa’s data traffic has risen from 808 million in 2013 to 851 million by the end of 2014 and projected to 

reach 1.23 billion by the end of 2019 (Ovum, 2014). Mobile data services refer to wireless access to 

digitalized contents via the internet on mobile devices (Kim & Han, 2009). Mobile data services are 

digital services ranging from communication (e.g., e-mail, instant messaging and social networking), 

information (web browsing, researching, location-based services), commerce (e.g., banking, mobile 

payments and shopping) to entertainment (videos, pictures, music, games) (Al-Debei & Al-Lozi, 2014; 

Lee, Shim & Lee, 2009). The pervasiveness of mobile data services is brought about by the shift of 

mobile phone use from voice to data services (Ahmed, 2009). Mobile data service is predicted to be the 

major source of revenue for mobile operators (Latouche et al., 2013) and has therefore attracted the 

attention of researchers and practitioners in recent times. 

 
These developments have restructured and intensified the competitive landscape of mobile 

telecommunications industry. Mobile operators now compete with direct competitors and other content 

providers in the value chain (Latouche et al., 2013). Accordingly, mobile operators are realigning their 

strategies and investing massively in building technical infrastructure to achieve sustainable growth (Kim 

2012; Boakye, 2014). Traditionally, mobile service portfolio consists of voice services, SMS, internet and 

personalized contents (Ahmed, 2009). However, the voice and text service market has reached its 

saturation in the face of endless price wars amongst mobile operators and high churn rate amongst 

subscribers (Al-Debei & Al-Lozi, 2014; Kim & Han, 2009). Moreover, revenue from mobile voice 

service has continued to decline despite high growth of mobile data subscription (EMR, 2015). Hence, 
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mobile operators are seeking ways to shore-up revenue by driving the uptake of smartphones and mobile 

data service subscription thereby mitigate falling voice revenue (EMR, 2015). The foregoing suggest the 

need for mobile service providers to understand consumer decision criteria in a dynamic mobile data 

environment for acquiring and retaining mobile data service users (Hau et al., 2012).  

 
Previous studies in the context of mobile data service have examined the adoption and post adoption 

behaviour of consumers (Hong, Thong, Moon, & Tam, 2008; Kim & Han, 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Kim et 

al, 2007; Choi et al., 2005), customer satisfaction with mobile data service (Hau et al., 2012) and mobile 

data contribution to quality of life (Choi et al, 2007). Whereas, extant studies on customers’ choice and 

behavioural outcomes in mobile telephony have been construed to be evaluated based on service quality, 

network size, price, brand image, customer services, value added services, promotion, perceive risk and 

satisfaction (Correa & Parente-Laverde, 2017; Alamro & Rowley, 2011; Srinuan et al., 2012; Khan & 

Rohn, 2013; Tripathi & Siddiqui, 2010).  

 

Despite the plethora of studies in mobile telephony in general and mobile data services in particularly, a 

gap still exist in the mobile telephony literature on how mobile operators can sustains its long-term 

viability and profitability in the face of increasing market competition. The focus of this study is on the 

effect of mobile service quality, price (i.e., cost of data plan), promotions, and brand image on customers’ 

choice and continuance intention with mobile data service provider. In addition, building on cognitive-

dissonance reduction theory (Festinger, 1957), this study seeks to empirically investigate the effect of 

past experience on choice of service provider and continuance intention. Since mobile data service users 

are service consumers, it is natural they choose a service provider (Kim et al, 2007) with the intent to 

continue usage or switch. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first scholarly paper to empirically 

investigate the determinants of mobile data service provider selection and continuance intention.  

 

Mobile data services are considered in most part as a value added service to voice and text services 

offering by mobile service provider, however, we conceptualize it as a unique offering worthy of 

investigating based on the following arguments. First, mobile services are characterized by high churn 

rate and since mobile numbers which are unique identifiers in voice and text services are less important in 

mobile data service, it is more susceptible to churn. Second, mobile data services require a unique set of 

technology such as 3G, 4G and WiFi networks, smart device and mobile contents which hitherto where 

not available on traditional mobile services requiring additional investment and the need to recoup such 

investment. Finally, though mobile service provider are generally examined on the same factors (e.g., 

service quality, price, value) irrespective of the service offered, they both satisfy distinct consumer needs 

(Gerpott, 2010). Therefore, it is plausible that the weight of each of these factors on mobile service 

provider selection we differ for voice and data services. 

 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: After literature review, the research model and hypotheses 

are presented. Thereafter are the research method and the results are presented. The findings and their 

implications for practice are discussed. Finally, the last section concludes the paper, identifies its 

limitations and suggests areas for further studies. 

 

2.  Literature Review 

 
Following the decision to adopt a new service, customers are usually inundated with the choice of a 

service provider and the consequent intent to continue with the provider or switch. Determining these 

choice factors is a puzzle service providers are yet to decipher (Vallette-Florence, Guizani & Meruka, 

2011). Customers’ choice indicates the extent a designated service brand is favored and selected based on 

a bundle of attributes over competing brands. Continuance intention on the other hand, is the propensity 

to continue primary service subscription from the same organization rather than competing firms (Abbas 

& Hamdy, 2015).  Prior studies show that brand choice criteria and behavioral influences in mobile 
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telephony focused on such attributes as service quality, price, value added services, customer services, 

complaint handling, brand image, promotion, satisfaction (Thiachon et al., 2016; Srinuan et al., 2012; 

Khan & Rohi, 2013, Alamro & Rowley, 2011; Olatokun and Nwonne, 2012; Tripathi & Siddiqui, 2010; 

Rahman et al., 2010). This study examines the attributes of mobile service quality, price, promotion, 

brand image and past experience on customer choice and continuance intention in the context of mobile 

data services. 

 

2.1 Mobile service quality 
 
The concept of service quality has been extensively studied in the literature. Typically, service quality is 

defined in relation to discrepancies between customers’ expectation and performance of services 

(Dabholkar, Shepherd & Thorpe, 2000). However, in the context of mobile data service, the concept is 

yet to be empirically examined (Vlachos & Vrechopoulous, 2008).  Following Groonros (1984), we 

conceptualize mobile service quality to be closely related to functional quality and technical quality. 

Technical quality refers to the quality of service output while functional quality refers to the interactions 

between customers and service provider (Bell, Auh & Smalley, 2005). In other words, mobile service 

quality is defined as consisting of network quality and functional quality.  

 

Network quality refers to the download and uploads speed, system response time, coverage, reliability of 

network and network availability (Vlachos &Vrechopoulos, 2008). In mobile telephony for voice 

services, network quality refers to call quality, excellent coverage, voice clarity and absence of drop calls 

(Gerpott, Rams, Schindler, 2001; Thiachon et al., 2016). Network quality is one of the major parameters 

of evaluating service quality in mobile telephony (Thiachon et al., 2016) and been found to influence 

choice of service provider (Gralla, 2016), customer switching (Nokia, 2016) and overall service quality 

(Lai, Griffin & Babin, 2009; Kim & Yoon, 2004). In addition, network quality has been found to 

influence satisfaction in mobile voice services (Lin & Ding, 2004) and internet services (Gerpott et al., 

2001). On the other hand, we define functional quality as the helpfulness and responsiveness of customer 

service representatives.  Functional quality is achieved when customers’ perceive interaction with contact 

staff as easy and efficient (Chae, Kim, Kim & Ryu, 2002). Accordingly, quality perception of a stable 

network and helpful and responsive interaction with contact staff should create a favorable assessment for 

mobile data service provider and therefore influence selection and continuance intention. Thus, we 

hypothesize the following: 

 

Hypothesis 1: Network quality will positively influence customers’ choice and continuance intention with 

mobile data service provider. 

 

Hypothesis 2: Functional quality will positively influence customers’ choice and continuance intention 

with mobile data service provider.  

 

2.2 Price 

 
Price refers to the amount of economic outlay buyers must give up to acquire a product or use a service 

(Lichtenstein, Ridway & Netemeyer, 1993). Price is critical in the telecommunication industry. In fact, it 

has been the basis of ‘war’ among players in acquiring and retaining customers. In the context of mobile 

data service, Price is an indicator of what consumers must pay to access data services, and this includes 

the initial cost of acquisition of smart device and mobile subscription and the ongoing cost such as data 

plans and/or bundles (Erevelles et al., 2003). In addition, payment methods, flexibility and variability in 

pricing options offered by mobile data service providers are all pricing options for consumers. Price is 

negatively associated with the probability of purchase (Lichtenstein et al., 1993) and has been empirically 

demonstrated to relate negatively with the intention to adopt mobile data service (Kim et al., 2007) and 

strongest predictor of mobile data service user behavior (Kim et al., 2009). However, price has been 
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found to be an important choice determinant for internet service provider (Erevelles et al., 2003) and the 

most important consideration for mobile service provider for voice and text services (Nokia, 2016) and a 

strong driver of customer satisfaction (Nielsen, 2014). Thus, we expect that the price consumer pays for 

mobile data services would affect service provider choice and continuance intention. Therefore we 

hypothesize the following: 

 

H3: Price is negatively related to customers’ brand selection and continuance intention with mobile data 

service provider. 

 

2.3 Promotion 

 
Promotions are marketing stimuli and tools designed to stimulate quicker and greater purchases for a 

limited period of time (Valette-Florence et al., 2011). Typically, sales promotions are temporal incentives 

targeted at encouraging product or service trial (Kotler & Amstrong, 2003; DelVecchio et al., 2005). With 

the avalanche of products and services available and the commoditization of services, marketers are 

constantly attempting to get consumers to notice and select their brands (Nagar, 2009; Dadzie & Boachie-

Mensah, 2011). Promotion is used as a means of communicating with the consumers with respect to 

product offerings, thereby generating strong impact on consumption behavior (Rahman et al., 2010). In 

other words, promotion communicates a brand and provides a reason to buy (Nagar, 2009). The use of 

promotion as a competitive weapon in the context of mobile telephony is widespread and intense.  Mobile 

operators attract customers to their data service offerings using incentives such as free megabytes, 

bonuses, free calls, and special bundles among others. 

 

In the literature, promotion has been demonstrated to affect consumers’ brand choice (Delvecchio et al, 

2006). Particularly, consumers rely on promotion as decision heuristics when choosing between brands 

that are equally attractive (Valette-Florence et al., 2011). However, promotion adversely affects brand 

equity, brand image and encourage brand switching (Nagar, 2009; Buil, de Chernatony & Martinez, 

2013). Moreover, Delvecchio et al (2006) demonstrate that promotion either increases or decreases brand 

preference. With regards to continued usage, scholarly discussions on the effect of promotion on 

continued usage is scarce. There is evidence to suggest that mobile service firms employ promotional 

incentives such as discounted mobile phones to lock-in customers into continued usage (Malhotra and 

Molhatra, 2013). However, it is yet to be empirically verified whether this incentives affect consumers 

brand choice and continuance intention in the context of mobile data services. Therefore, we hypothesize 

the following:  

 

H4: Promotion will positively influence consumers’ brand choice and continuance intention with mobile 

service provider.  

 

2.4 Brand Image 
 
Brand image pertains to consumers’ perception of a product or service, regardless of how accurate the 

perception is and regardless of what the company wants them to be (Keller 2003; Alamro & Rowley, 

2011). It refers to consumers’ subjective perception of brand attributes and associations from which 

consumers derive symbolic value (Patterson 1999). According to Foxall and Goldsmith (1995) brand 

image is the mental picture a brand evokes in the mind of consumers’ as a result of the brands previous 

performance, marketing stimuli and social stimuli (cited in Ballantyne et al., 2006). Consumers form 

brand image through exposure to advertising, promotions, observation of use situations and the kind of 

people who use the brand (Patterson, 1999).   

 
Consumers ascribe meaning to brands across a range of criteria through accumulated purchase and 

consumption experience over time (Cretu & Brodie, 2007; Andreassen & Lindestad, 1998). Thus, brand 
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image is considered important in the overall evaluation of service and companies. With the proliferation 

service brands, consumers rely to a great extent on the brand image to differentiate between competing 

brands and make a purchase especially when service attributes are difficult to evaluate (Zhang 2015; 

Andreassen & Lindestad, 1998; Ballantyne et al, 2006). Generally, brand image generates value by 

simplifying information processing, differentiates a brand, provides a reason to buy and gives positive 

feelings (Aaker, 1991; Sondoh, Omar, Wahid, Ismail & Harm, 2007).  Previous research demonstrates the 

impact of brand image on brand choice (Alamro & Rowley, 2011), customer retention (Andreassen & 

Lindestad, 1998). Perceive quality (Andreassen & Lindestad, 1998; Cretu & Brodie, 2007), and customer 

loyalty (Andreassen & Lindestad, 1998).  In the context of mobile data services, mobile operators deploy 

marketing communications tools (e.g., advertising, PR, publicity) to create a favorable image as the 

mobile data network of choice in other to attract new and keep existing customers. Based on the 

foregoing arguments, we hypothesize the following: 

 

H5: Brand image will relate positively with brand choice and continuance intention with mobile data 

service provider. 

 

2.5 Past experience 
 
Experience relates to the subjective mentality consumers form after consuming a product. According to 

Wang et al., 2012), experience takes two forms, experience with the focal service, and product-norm 

experience. Focal service experience refers to customer past experience using the service under 

investigation (i.e., mobile data services) and product-norm experiences: defined as customer experience 

using a range of mobile services (e.g., voice services, SMS) (Wang et al., 2012). Because consumers’ 

brand experience is more diagnostic than external information source, consumers are more likely to rely 

heavily on their past experience when making a purchase (Bridges et al., 2006; Kopalle & Lehman, 

2006).  

 

Past experience adjust the amount and type of information consumers needs when making choices and 

influence the product-related cognitive development of an individual (Kwuh & Oh, 2006). Accordingly, 

past experience shapes intentions, affects preference and influence attitudes and behavior in a variety of 

ways (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Wang et al, 2012). Furthermore, the cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 

1957), suggests that past experience with a brand influences the change that occurs in consumers 

perception of the brand such that the predictors of brand choice may not be the same as continued usage 

(Kim, Choi & Han, 2009). However, following dissonance reduction theory (Festinger, 1957), consumers 

tend to place a higher value on a previously chosen alternative and re-choose the same alternatives even 

when there are better alternatives due to inertia or brand familiarity (Kwuh & Oh, 2006). 

 

In the literature, past experience is operationalize using the experienced/inexperienced or expert/novice 

dichotomy (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Kim et al., 2009) or proxy with satisfaction (Huang, 2006). In the 

context of mobile data services, Qi et al. (2009) argued that voice experience is a precondition for using 

mobile data service. However, we argue that mobile data use can be independent of voice services. Thus, 

we define past experience as consumers experience using voice and SMS services of mobile service 

provider. Due to the proliferation of multi-SIM, we expect mobile data service customers to have 

experienced and therefore sufficiently familiar with mobile service providers in the context of the study. 

Accordingly, we hypothesize that: 

 

H6: Past experience will significantly influence brand choice and continuance intention with mobile data 

service provider. 
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3.  Methodology 

 

3.1 Sample  
 

This study generally employed a survey design of a descriptive nature to collect data and empirically test 

the hypothesized relationship. Sample for this study was drawn from a population of students in a 

southeastern University in Nigeria. The use of students as respondents was informed for a number of 

reasons. First, students are young and active users of innovative technologies. Following Rogers (2003), 

early adopters of technology are young and educated, it is expected that uptake of mobile data services 

will be more prevalent among students. In addition, mobile data service consumption is larger among 

young adults (Kim & Han, 2009; Boakye, 2015). Students are more involved with mobile commuting, 

and they spend more time on internet communications than other consumers. Data was collected from a 

sample size of 320 respondents using self-administered questionnaire. The respondents were randomly 

selected from students in the University’s main campus. For the pre-test, data was collected from a 

convenience sample of 60 respondents. The items were face-validated by senior academics in the Faculty 

of Management sciences. 

 

3.2 Measures 
 
Measures used in this study were mostly adapted from existing scales or constructed from themes in the 

literature. The wordings were modified to conform to the context of mobile data services. The 

questionnaire consists of five- items measuring mobile service quality adapted from (Bell, Auh & 

Smalley, 2005), six-items measuring price (i.e., cost of data plan) adapted from (Kugyte & Sliburyte, 

2007) and developed items developed for this study. Promotion was measured using six items scale 

adapted from (Kugyte & Sliburyte, 2007) and themes from the literature while brand image was 

measured using three items adapted from (Kugyte & Sliburyte, 2007). In this study, past experience is 

operationalize as customers’ knowledge and assessment of the service provider following experience with 

voice services. It was gauged using a three-item scale developed for this study and continuance intention 

measured using three items adapted from (Kim, 2010). All items were measured on a five-point Likert-

type scale anchored between 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).  The questionnaire also sought 

data on mobile data service use and demographic information. The questions consist of closed-ended and 

open ended questions. 

 

Results 

 
Statistical analysis was computed based on 304 usable responses out of the 320 copies of questionnaire 

distributed generating a response rate of 95 per cent. Following Kwuh and Oh (2009), the proposed 

models were tested using multiple regressions. SPSS 15 statistical software was used to conduct the 

empirical analyses. Of the 304 questionnaires, 57.9 per cent of the responses were from male respondents, 

while 42.1 per cent were from females. The majority were between 20 to 35 years (84.5 percent).  Most 

of the respondents use MTN (68.4 per cent) as their primary mobile data service provider and about 30 

per cent of the respondents use different service providers for voice and data services. Table 1 shows the 

demographic profile of the respondents in the final sample. 
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Table 1: Respondents Profile 

 

 Frequency Percent 

Gender Female 176 57.9 

  Male 128 42.1 

  

Age <20 years 37 13.3 

  20 - 35 years 235 84.5 

  >35 years 6 2.2 

    

Primary mobile data service provider 

 

MTN 
208 68.4 

  Globacom 13 4.3 

  Airtel 55 18.1 

  Etisalat 28 9.2 

  

Same data provider as voice service 

 

No 
89 29.8 

  Yes 210 70.2 

Total 304  100 
 

Factor analysis with varimax rotation was performed for the purpose of data reduction and subsequent use 

 

in regression analyses. In addition, reliability analysis was performed using Cronbach alpha at a 

benchmark of >.070 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1993). The items converge into 6 factors. The first factor, 

promotion consist of 5 items, the third factor price consist of 5 items after dropping one item. The three 

brand image items converge into the second factor label brand image. The fourth (functional quality) and 

fifth factors (network quality) were related to mobile service quality items consisting of 2 and 3 items 

respectively. The Cronbach’s alpha values for each measure range from 0.66 to 0.83, indicating that the 

measures were internally reliable in most cases (see Table 2).   

 

Table 2: Factor Analysis and Reliability Result 

Measurement Items 
 

Promotion 

Brand 

image Price 

Functional 

Quality 

Technical 

Quality 
Past 

experience 

Cronbach 

alpha (α) 

Competitive promotions 0.84             

Sufficient data bonus for subscription 0.83             

Effectively communicating 

promotions 0.80             

Flexible subscription platform 0.79             

Price discounts on data rates 0.68           0.79 

Favorable brand image   0.89           

Good brand image   0.81           

Familiar brand   0.70         0.79 

Flexibility of data plans     0.92         

Variability of data plans     0.84         
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Best data plans to meet my needs     0.82         

Transparent data plans     0.71         

Reasonable data plans     0.50       0.67 

Easy means of contacting customer 

care       0.74       

Helpful customer service       0.65     0.83 

Network speed (upload/download 

speed)         0.85     

Availability of network connection         0.82     

Reliability of connection         0.79   0.79 

With my experience in voice services, 

I prefer my same provider           0.80   

With my voice service experience, I 

prefer another provider           0.75   

My voice service experience is 

satisfactory           0.68 0.713 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 16 iterations. 

 
The hypotheses were tested using regression analysis.  The regression analysis was conducted to examine 

the effect of the predictor variables promotion, brand image, price, mobile service quality and past 

experience on the outcome variable brand selection and continuance usage in series. 

 
In the first model, we tested the effect of the predictor variables on brand choice. Table 2 shows the 

results of the regression model on brand choice and continuance. The model had a moderately good fit (F 

= 7.12) and explained 12% change in brand choice. The coefficients for network quality, functional 

quality, price, promotion and past experience were all significant. Functional quality made strongest (β 

=0.27 p < 0.001) and brand image (β = 0.06, p = 0.924) made the weakest prediction on brand choice. 

However, the effect of brand image was positive but not significant. The results suggest that Hypotheses 

1a, 2a, 3a, 4a and 6a are supported. But hypothesis 5a is not supported. 

 

In model 2, we tested the effect of the predictor variables on continuance intention with mobile service 

provider. The coefficients for functional quality and network quality (i.e, mobile service quality), brand 

image and price were significant.  As expected, network quality (β = 0.33, p < 0.001) made strongest 

impact on continuance intention and past experience (β = -0.19, p= .714) made the weakest impact on 

continuance intention. The results support hypotheses 1b, 2b, 3b and 5b respectively. But did not find 

support for hypotheses 4b and 6b. Overall, the model is a good fit and explained about 42% of the 

variance. Table 3 shows the regression model. 

 
Table 3: Regression Model for Brand Choice and continuance Intention 

 

    B Std. Error β t VIF
a
 

Model 1 Brand Choice
b
 

2.079 .432   4.814   

  Brand Image .006 .059 .006 .095 1.219 

  Functional quality .253 .066 .273
***

 3.813 1.737 

  Network quality -.189 .068 -.159
*
 -2.779 1.107 
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  Past Experience -.143 .058 -.158
*
 -2.473 1.379 

  Pricing -.231 .070 -.221
**

 -3.282 1.536 

  Promotion .204 .066 .180
**

 3.101 1.144 

 

 

 
N = 304 R

2
 = .126  F = 7.12   

Model 2 Continuance Intention
b
 -.117 .342   -.343   

  Brand Image .257 .051 .256
***

 4.992 1.344 

  Functional quality .208 .048 .220
***

 4.313 1.338 

  Network quality .400 .058 .329
***

 6.941 1.150 

  Past Experience -.017 .048 -.019 -.366 1.369 

  Price .201 .054 .189
***

 3.718 1.324 

  Promotion -.040 .055 -.034 -.725 1.143 

 

 

 
N = 304 R

2
 = .420 F = 35.87   

*** P < 0.001, **p < 0.005, *p < 0.05 
a Variance inflation factor  
b Dependent variables 

4.  Discussions and Implications 

Based on mobile service provider selection model (Alamro & Rowley, 2011; Kugyte & Sliburyte, 2007) 

and cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), this study investigates the determinants of customers’ 

choice and continuance intention with mobile data service provider by incorporating the impact of past 

experience with voice and SMS services on the choice and continuance intentions with mobile data 

service provider. 

An important finding of this study is that the factors that attract a customer to a mobile service provider 

are significantly difference from what keeps customers with that provider. For instance, while customers 

past experience significantly influenced choice of a mobile service provider; its impact was not 

significant on continuance intention. The insignificant effect of past experience was not unexpected. It 

suggests that customers rely on past experience in selecting a brand but their continued usage of the brand 

may not be influence by such past experience. This result is in line with the cognitive dissonance theory. 

This finding supports Qi et al (2009) study, where voice experience was found to influence behavioral 

intentions. In addition, we found that about thirty per cent of the respondents use different providers for 

data and voice service, confirming that data service usage could be independent of voice services. While 

the greater majority of customers that uses the same provider for mobile data services and voice services 

is in line with the cognitive dissonance reduction theory. The implication of these findings for managers 

suggest that mobile service providers may cross sell mobile data service to customers following their past 

voice experience. In addition, they can emphasize on the (dis)satisfactory voice experiences in their 

strategy to attract or retain customers. 

The findings also show that brand image significantly impact on continuance intentions. This finding 

confirms previous studies by Alamro and Rowley (2011) but contradicts Andreassen & Lindested (1998). 

Conversely, its effect on brand choice was not significant confirming previous studies in mobile voice 

services (Gerpott, 2010). A possible explanation is that notwithstanding the distinct need mobile data 

service and voice service satisfy mobile data services are mostly value-added services. In other words, 

consumers have formed mental pictures of the service brands based on voice service experiences. This 

result implies that managers need to manage brand image in order to retain existing customers.  However, 

emphasizing brand image as a strategy for customer acquisition in the context of mobile data services 
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may not be effective. Howbeit, an unfavourable brand image may prevent customers from choosing a 

brand. 

Promotion significantly affects brand choice. Promotions, such as free megabytes, price discounts, and 

data bonus affect customers’ choice of a mobile data service provider. This confirms previous studies by 

Alvarez & Casielles (2005) but contradict findings of Olatokun and Nwonne (2012). However, the effect 

of promotion on continuance intention was insignificant. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

study that investigates the relationship between promotions on continuance intention. In a related study, 

Omotayo (2011) found a significant relationship between promotion and customer loyalty. It is plausible 

that the use of promotional incentives to retain customers is a hygiene factor since competitors match 

promotional spending; Thus, “leaving promotion across firms to be largely the same thereby leading to 

stationary or zero order behavior” (Bass et al., 1984 p. 284 cited in Nagar, 2009). There is evidence to 

suggest that the use promotion to lock-in customers into continued usage has been met with customer 

“grudge-holding” behaviour (Malhotra & Malhotra, 2013). On the other hand, customers are likely to 

churn if competitors brand are perceived as more attractive. This finding has implications for managerial 

actions. It suggests that mobile service operators may aggressive offer promotional incentives to attract 

customers. However, managers should apply caution in attempting to use promotion in retaining 

customers; at best, managers should match competitive actions to avoid customer switching.  

The significant effect of mobile service quality on brand choice and continuance intention confirms 

earlier studies by Malhotra & Malhotra (2013), Andreassen & Lindested (1998). Mobile service quality 

was also found to be the strongest predictor for mobile data service provider brand choice and 

continuance intention. Specifically, functional quality was found to be the strongest predictor for brand 

choice. This finding suggests that as consumers adopt mobile data services, it is important they access 

help in resizing SIM cards, installing mobile applications and accessing information on data bundles and 

pricing plan. On the other hand, the continued usage of mobile data services with a service provider is 

most importantly predicted by network quality. In other words, once customers chooses a provider for 

mobile data services, the network speed – including upload and download speed, reliability of connection 

and network availability becomes key considerations for continued usage. If customers’ expectations with 

respect to network quality are not met, they are likely to become dissatisfied quickly and switch 

immediately (Nokia, 2016). For managers, this finding suggests that they understand the importance of 

customer service including self-help services in customer acquisition.  For example, managers can 

provide mobile data pricing information as soon customers activates a new SIM and suggest mobile 

applications following customers’ subscription data. In addition, investing and deploying infrastructure to 

improve network quality is an important strategic consideration for customer acquisition and retention. 

Finally, price shows significant impact on brand choice and continuance intention. The relationship 

between price and brand choice was negative, suggesting that as price increases, consumers are less likely 

to choose a brand. This corroborates earlier findings by Ahmed & Alamro, (2011) and Al-Debei & Al-

Lozi (2014). In addition, the relationship between price and continuance intention was found to be 

positive and significant suggesting that customers’ intend to continue usage of mobile data service 

irrespective of price changes. It is quite possible that customers associate price increase to quality of 

services. The implication of this finding for managers is that they understand that customers are price 

sensitive when adopting mobile data services as such offering monetary incentives may be a potent 

competitive tool in attracting customers and preventing them from switching to more attractive 

alternatives. 

5.  Conclusions 

This study contributes to scholarly discussion on mobile data service adoption and post adoption 

behavior. A brand choice-continuance intention model was developed considering past voice experience. 

The study demonstrates that all the factors (i.e., mobile service quality, price, promotion and past 

experience) except brand image affects brand choice. In addition, continuance intention decision criteria 
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include mobile service quality, brand image and price respectively. Functional quality and network 

quality predicts brand choice and continuance intention decisions respectively the most. Consumers’ 

voice service experience impacts on the adoption decision of mobile data services. Therefore, as mobile 

data service evolves, an understanding of the determinants of customers’ brand choice and continued 

usage has strategic implication for customer acquisition and retention in mobile telecommunication 

industry. Despite the significance of this research, there are a number of limitations to the study. First, as 

with most studies with student samples, care should be taken in generalizing the findings since students 

may not be adequate representatives of mobile data service users. Also, students may control limited 

resources to make brand choice. Future studies should include non student samples. Second, the factors 

examined may not be exhaustive of all the decision criteria use in mobile service provider selection. 

Future studies may examine the effect of satisfaction; value added services and inertia on behavior 

outcomes. Finally, the direct effect of past experience was investigated; future studies may examine its 

indirect or moderating effect with behavioral outcomes using more robust statistical techniques such as 

structural equation modeling. 
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Abstract 

 

It is often stated that teacher training program for students largely consider the scientific needs, but to 

a lesser extent the pedagogical and managerial skills, Iucu R., Codorean G. (2010). On the other 

hand, Shenton and Fitzgibbons (2010) consider that "learning abilities can be more effective if we 

take into account the behaviors, motivations and preferences of those in training". 

The present study aims to assess students' perceptions of the skills and support needed to conduct the 

teaching practice classes during their instructional program in their domain of study (here, the 

technical one). 

A sample of 63 students from the University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest (Romania), enrolled in the 

Teacher Certification Program, answered to a questionnaire regarding their perceived abilities to 

perform as a teacher.  

The results show that 50.8% of respondents expect a number of difficulties during the practice, either 

emotional, relational, related to knowledge or organizational issues (time management, etc). Students 

would seek advice or support primarly at their College Methodist Professor/Practice coordinator 

(74.6%), followed by the High School Methodist Professor (54%), while only 25.4% of them would 

consider the advice of colleagues who completed the teaching practice.  

As conditions for a successful teaching, the students evaluate as equally important the specialized 

knowledge, the training abilities, the relationship with the students or their own motivation. 

We believe that taking into account the previous knowledge and experience from practice (a feed-

forward model), students will have the opportunity to better focus and coordinate their educational 

efforts.  

 

Keywords: teaching skills, undergraduate students, technical domain, teacher certification program 

 

Introduction 

 

Education and especially the modality to ensure it has been a subject of controversy from the early 

forms of establishment of a mass education system. One of the issues always prevailing concerns the 

training of future teachers, as well as how to ensure the coherence and effectiveness of an appropriate 

training.  

 

Teacher education is in a difficult position, because the teacher preparation is considered irrelevant 

for the reality of everyday practice, there have been studies showing phenomena named “reality 

shock” - graduated of teacher education program encountering difficulties during their first period in 

profession, and finally, new concepts about teaching and learning are developing, F. Korthagen F et 

al. (2006). 

 

There also has been stated and discussed a poor transfer from theory to practice and a feed-forward 

problem (in order to learn new theoretical info the student has to have personal concerns about 

teaching or to encounter concrete problems in his everyday experience, which is not possible until the 

real practice occurs), Korthagen F. and Kessels J., (1998). 
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Within the University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest students have the opportunity to attend, during 

their undergraduate studies, courses embedded in a psycho-pedagogical training module in order to 

certify competences for the teaching profession. This module is offered by the Department of 

Training for Teaching Profession and Social Sciences (in short, the Department for Teaching 

Training). The initial training for the teaching profession includes a number of disciplines aimed at 

acquiring the necessary skills for an eventual student option in the educational field. These disciplines 

include the pedagogical practice/tutorship, conducted in the third year of study, both semesters. The 

pedagogical practice allows real-time testing of accumulated knowledge and skills. 
 

An important aspect of training are transversal (or transferable) skills, defined as "a combination of 

knowledge, skills and attitudes appropriate to each context”, being “especially necessary for personal 

fulfillment and development, for social inclusion, active citizenship and employment workforce 

"(Europa.EU 2011), being promoted by many universities and training programs in the world (Tilea 

M.et al, 2015). Of interest for us are the competences required by the reality of pedagogical practice 

and what are the real experiences of the students who are following the initial training. 
 

The difficulties frequently encountered by students in pedagogical practice in high schools with 

technological and scientific profile are related to the fact that the initial didactic training corresponds 

to a great extent to their needs in terms of scientific content and, to a lesser extent, to their didactic 

and managerial skills (Iucu R., Codorean G., 2010). Thus, the emphasis in the first two years of the 

psycho-pedagogical module is placed rather on the development of professional competencies and 

less on the transversal ones (didactic communication, relationship with the student group and with the 

teaching staff, debates, exercises of ‘role-play’ type and functions of leadership of professional 

groups or institutions, etc.). 

 

The strategy based on the development of transversal competences has emerged as a reaction to a 

purely theoretical training (Iucu R., Codorean G., 2010). Studies already completed and also the 

opinions expressed in the academic environment support the idea that among the causes that affect 

the quality of initial didactic training are the inefficient practice, followed by low students' motivation 

and interest, excessive theorization and lack of didactic competencies (Iucu R., Codorean G., 2010). 

 

The importance of conducting pedagogical practice for students - future teachers, as a first step for 

the development of transversal competences, is emphasized in the current Romanian context by 

numerous specialized studies, practice booklets and “how-to” guides edited by most of the 

departments for teaching training of the country's universities, research and grants carried out on the 

subject of mentoring; programs for the continuous training and professional conversion of teachers in 

undergraduate education, and so on. 
If we start from the premise that the initial didactic training can be improved by adapting the 

pedagogical practice, the potential impact of this project is given by increasing the efficiency in 

forming the abilities to obtain, process and use the information. This triad of abilities can also be 

useful in the student’s profile, who knows what to look for (a place for carry on the pedagogical or 

specialty practice easier to choose and find), how to present it, and how to manage difficult situations 

and time. Last but not least, awareness of personal interests and competences has the potential to 

clarify and direct their interests and motivation to a particular professional field. 

 
The present research is aiming to assess students' perceptions on the skills required before and after 

the pedagogic practice, as well as to identify effective ways of addressing support (from mentors or 

peers).  
 

Methods 
 

A sample of 63 students from the University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest (Romania), enrolled in the 

Teachers Certification Program was randomly chosen to participate. The study class where they were 

assigned served as primary selection unit, and students in 5 of 60+ classes (a 1/12 step) were asked to 
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participate on a volunteer basis. They answered to a short questionnaire before their instructional 

practice (82.3% acceptance rate).  

 

The inventory included both open questions and rating scales regarding the needed abilities to 

perform as a teacher, their relevance, expected difficulties and availability of support.  

 

 In order to select a number of relevant items for the freshmen entering the practice, we conducted a 

prospective study. We collected information from students who graduated the practical module of the 

Teachers Certification Program.  A convenience sample of 56 o graduated students from the practical 

module answered to open-ended questions on the following topics: competences required in 

pedagogical practice, the nature of the problems encountered, issues that could be improved and 

recommendations for future students in practice. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

a) Perceived abilities: undergraduate vs. graduated 
 

The frequency analysis of the open-ended questions counted in the first place the references on their 

competences, perceived as needed into instructional practice.  As needed competences for the 

instructional practice, the students identified a number of themes, later assigned to the general 

categories assumed in the literature – subject knowledge, the training abilities (pedagogical skills), 

the relationship with the students. In addition, there were mentioned a series of abilities non-

associated to the three before-mentioned categories, labeled as additional resources (own motivation 

etc.). 

 

For informative purposes, we contrasted the specifications emitted in our study sample of students 

preparing for the instructional practice with the answers on the same topic mentioned by the 

graduated students during the developmental phase of the inventory.  

 

In table 1, we present the average number of specifications per respondent relative to the total amount 

of specifications issued in that group. 

 

Table 1: The average number of specifications per respondent on each topic, relative to the 

total number issued in that group 

 

Abilities perceived as needed in teaching Average number of 

specifications per respondent 

  Undergraduate 

(N=63) 

Graduated 

 (N = 56) 

Subject knowledge & additional   

 Subject knowledge 1.1 1.4 

 Use of text/presentation editors - .2 

 Use of a foreign language - .1 

 

Pedagogical skills 

  

 

 

Pedagogical knowledge: designing, 

conducting and evaluating didactic 

activity 

.6 .4 

 Being efficient and organized 1.1 1.8 

 Flexibility / ability to cope with new 

situations 

.5 1.8 

 Patience, calm 3.2 .4 

 Explanations at their level of 

Understanding 

2.5 2.3 
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Interpersonal skills 

  

 Sociability/ to know how to establish a 

Dialogue with students 

1.2 0,8 

 Team work - 0.2 

 Positive attitude .6 .5 

 

Other resources 

  

 Motivation and enthusiasm 4.2 .8 

 Seriousness - .4 

 Honesty - .3 

 

Total number of specifications 

15 11.2 

 

A few commentaries are needed: 

 

- students entering practice tend to mention, on average, a higher number of abilities as needed in the 

direct-teaching classes, while students who completed the practice seem more focused (15 vs 11.2); 

 

- graduated students have more referrals to subject knowledge, indicating other related data (use of 

editors, a foreign language etc.); 

- the number of pedagogical abilities mentioned as necessary is almost identical (7.8 vs. 8), but their 

structure differs substantially: students after practice are considering more often the time organization 

and flexibility, while those before practice are thinking about patience and lowering the emotional 

level. 

 

b. Anticipation of difficulties during practice  
 

On a dichotomous question (Yes/No), 50.8% (N=32) of students responded they expect a number of 

difficulties during their teaching hours in the practical instruction module.  

 

Furthermore, the students were invited to explain/ to give arguments for their choice. Students 

expecting problems mentioned emotional concerns, the novelty of the experiences, and the 

accommodation with their regular schedule at the faculty or personal ones. On the other hand,  a 

considerable number of answers from those not anticipating difficulties showed a problem-solving 

orientation relative to these issues mentioned earlier and additionally identified sources of support 

(for details, see Table 3).   

 

Table 2: Comparing most common reasons among students expressing vs not expressing 

concerns 

 

Themes 

 Specifications 

 
Students not expecting difficulties 

(N=31) 
 

Students anticipating difficulties 

(N=32) 

Lesson preparation & 

planning 

 “I prepare well before the lesson” 

“I know what to do” 

“ I structure my ideas and draw up a 

lesson plan” 

  

 

 

Organizing daily schedule  “I have my way of organizing myself”  “The teaching classes and the 

faculty schedule may overlap” 

Ability to   “I trust my ability to organize,  “yes, [I may encounter 
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deal with the task explain things” 

  “I am extremely determined and 

confident in my own powers” 

“difficulties can be overcomes” 

 

difficulties] because there are 

new experiences” 

 “I think it will be ‘messing up’ 

in the class because there are 

chances that the students will not 

listen to me” 

 

Communication 

 “because I know to communicate” 

“because I’m communicative” 

 “because it's hard to make a 

public speech ” 

 “[may be] barriers to 

communication ” 

Motivation and personal 

characteristics 

 “I'm getting involved” 

“I have an interest in the result” 

“It favors me the small age 

difference” 

  

Emotional implications  “emotions are always constructive” 

 

  “the emotions of this experience 

for the first time can be 

problematic” 

 “it will not work well because of 

emotions” 

Support available from 

teachers/mentor 

 “I hope that the teacher will explain 

and help us if we need them, so that 

we will not be in trouble” 

“the teachers have taught us well, but 

the tips are helpful” 

“coordinating teachers have explained 

to us what we need to do” 

  

 
As seen in the Table 2, students assigned into the two groups have qualitatively a different 

argumentation for their choice. We will discuss the most common sources of contrast in their 

discourse.  

 

For the respondents not expecting difficulties, lessons are planned ahead, and he/she is prepared:  

knowledgeable and in control of the lesson. They are more inclined to trust their abilities to organize 

the time, both in teaching or the daily schedule. They evaluate the emotional implicationss as being 

constructive and identify own characteristics as advantages (age, personal motivation). Support from 

teacher/ or practice coordinator is identified and mentioned in a continuous perspective, being present 

in past and in the future. 

 

For the respondents who expect difficulties, we can find mentions about the difficulties to reconcile 

the daily tasks, as the faculty schedule is expected to overlap. Contrary to the previous group, own 

competencies are seen merely as source of difficulties and the potential support from teacher is not 

identified. 

 

c) Relevance of the main abilities and resources for teaching 
 
Next, we wanted to assess the importance of the general competencies involved in teaching. We 

asked respondents to evaluate each of these skills on a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 – less important, 5 - 

very important) and the role of own motivation. The results obtained show close average scores (see 

Table 3). 
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Table 3:  Types of abilities and resources rated as relevant for a successful teaching 

 

Types of abilities  M ± SE 

Subject knowledge  4.51± .078 

Pedagogical skills  4.70 ± .078 

Social skills  4.68 ± .066 

Own interest or motivation  4.62 ± .094 

*significant at p<0.05   

 

Furthermore, using T-test for independent samples, we compared the ratings of the subjects expecting 

versus those not anticipating difficulties. Calculations shows there are not significant differences in 

ratings for the two groups regarding the importance accorded to the 3 types of competencies 

(knowledge, pedagogical and social). Still, their own motivation and interest as resource is rated as 

more relevant in the group who does not expect difficulties. 

 

Also, comparing the specifications issued through the open question indicates a high similarity of the 

abilities mentioned as needed (over 80%). Although it seems surprising, we can assume the answers 

are influenced by the theoretical knowledge previously learned during the module. 

 

d) Availability of support 
 

Students would seek for advice or support primarily to their College Methodist Professor/Practice 

coordinator (74.6 %,) followed by the High School Methodist Professor (54%), while only 25.4% to 

the colleagues who completed the teaching practice, Table 4.  

 

Table 4:  Support availability 

 

Providers of support N % 

College Methodist Professor /Practice 

coordinator 

47 74.6 

High School Methodist Professor 34 54 

Graduated peers 16 25.4 

Others 4 6.3 

 
Considering this data, we may notice that support from peer is largely neglected, while it may 

provide an accessible and up-to-date source of providing support for the beginners. 

 

Conclusions  
 

We have found an interesting indication of the differences on perceptions between students at the 

debut of their practice and those who completed the instructional practice, but also among those who 

anticipated difficulties in pedagogical practice, and those who do not. 

 

In the first case, students who have completed the practice seem to be more focused on certain 

abilities or problems (e.g., time management during teaching), making them a viable source of 

information or advice for those who are at the very start. On the other hand, they are not yet identified 

as a resource by their undergraduate colleagues, which leave room for designing effective ways to 

connect them. 

 

In the second case, students who anticipate difficulties during their practice seem to have a specific 

kind of reasoning, more focused on potential problems and less on handy solutions. As a 

consequence, knowing these differences on reasoning can give us insights into their particular needs. 
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This direction of analysis and subsequent implementation of desired and requested changes is thought 

to be a first part of a multi-step approach based on a feedback and feed-forward model. We may hope 

that this will have the potential to streamline and improve the quality of pedagogical practice, starting 

from the students’ point of view. 
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Abstract 

This study explains the role of Public policy of the social science and humanities education as an 

endogenous institution of the knowledge economy aimed at creating National HC in the Model of 

Sustainable Development1. 

 

The most important drivers of economic growth are those make that growth sustainable: moderate 

inflation, a stable financial system and a countercyclical policy. The aim of a countercyclical policy is 

not to avoid cyclicality, but smoothing, i.e. a decrease in the magnitude of fluctuations through 

macroeconomic regulation in order to increase sustainability and overcome the economic crises via 

instruments of fiscal and monetary policy. All these factors are carried out by the elite or 

representatives of the creative part of HC.  

 

The knowledge economy is an integral element of the sustainable development model not only of the 

national economy, but of the global innovative society. The main elements of the knowledge 

economy are fundamental science, the production of knowledge and high technologies, information 

society and knowledge society, high-quality education, innovative business, technology transfer 

infrastructure, state institutions that implement a high quality of life, high-quality HC. 

 

The accumulation of knowledge is the source of human capital formation and covers the whole 

process of human development, including the social sciences and the humanities education. 

The main methodological principles of the development of state policy in the field of social and 

humanitarian education are analysis and synthesis, forecasting and modeling.  

 

Keywords: sustainable growth, knowledge economy, public policy of the social science and 

humanities education, national human capital 

 
Introduction 
 

The development of a model of sustainable development in a postindustrial society becomes most 

important in connection with the growing instability of social systems, the turbulent state of world 

markets, including financial markets, resource markets and labor markets. Scientists note that, 

focusing on the role of knowledge in modern social production, economics has not yet paid sufficient 

attention to the sources of knowledge generation, namely, to people creating knowledge and being 

their carriers.  

 

The adopted economic designs and models are not suitable for the development of an adequate public 

policy in the field of education without considering the innovative model of the knowledge economy. 

It is necessary to develop a public policy of the social and humanities education as the main institute 

of the knowledge economy for increasing sustainability and overcoming the economic crises and 

building a model of national human capital as the main driver and goal of sustainable development. 

 

Modern requirements for the social sciences and the humanities education are growing due to the 

increasing complexity of social and communicative processes, the aggravation of international 

competition, the active development of advanced technologies, the diversity and complexity of 

problems that are significant for society in the long run. 
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Literature Review 
  

Previous studies of the transformation of the processes of scientific cognition belong to such authors 

as Kuhn (1977, 2012), Davies (2015) and others. We rely on a detailed analysis of the theory of 

scientific revolutions, which is contained in the work of Christodoulakis (2015). The research of 

Hutchison (1978) Stehr (1992) and Hugging (1977,2007) on changing the nature of knowledge and 

competition for them in the process of formation of new social relations, about which Kiely (1995) 

and Jackson (2009) and others have been continued in our study. Also in this work, we develop 

Karpenko's ideas (2009) of cognomics and research of Oaksford, Chater, Stenning (2010) and 

Peoples (2012) on the formation of a knowledge economy. We develop the idea of the knowledge 

economy as the highest stage of the innovation economy, which was described by Agabekov (2011) 

and Antonets (2010), and the need to develop a new innovation policy, Grinberg (2008). We also 

substantiate the idea of the role of human capital, based on the work of Christian (2010) in 

sustainable development, showing the importance of education in this process, which was described 

by Shamakhov (2016), based on an analysis of the works of  Voznesenskaya, Dymarskaya and 

Cherednichenko (2006). In our opinion, the ideas of synergetics in cognitive management of Rzaeva, 

Guseinova and Safarova (2012) can be useful for further creating of Public policy of the Social 

Science and Humanities Education in the Model of Sustainable Development.  

 

Human capital in the Model of sustainable economic growth 
 

By sustainable economic growth, we mean the positive dynamics of macroeconomic indicators 

without significant fluctuations over a long-term period while preserving the environment.  

 

The main drivers of economic growth are: growth of labor productivity, STP, a renewal of the capital 

as a basis for expanded reproduction and resource-saving technologies as a basis for preserving the 

environment. The most important are those make this growth sustainable: moderate inflation, a stable 

financial system and countercyclical policy. All these factors are carried out by the elite or 

representatives of the creative part of the HC. 

 

Obviously, the first group of factors we can combine under a common name - investments in human 

capital. The second group as a whole can be combined under the name of macroeconomic regulation 

or governance. However, in the second group we cannot do without the development of human 

capital.  

The most important investments will be those aimed at the development of human capital, since the 

management of any economic system, and the development of new technologies, and the production 

of new products are carried out by people. Thus, human capital becomes an endogenous factor of 

economic growth. 

 

The knowledge economy as the core of sustainable development 
 
We can define an innovative economy as a modern economy in which national innovative system is 

effectively built, an innovative infrastructure is developed that ensures the commercialization of ideas 

and the effective transfer of technology from science to manufacturing. In this case, we can consider 

the knowledge economy as the highest stage of development of the postindustrial (innovative) 

economy, in which knowledge and human capital become the main factors of development and 

economic growth. 

 

Knowledge is the result of human cognitive activity, and the accumulation of knowledge is 

transformed into human capital. Scientists note that, focusing on the role of knowledge in modern 

social production, economics has not yet paid sufficient attention to the sources of knowledge 

generation, namely to people creating knowledge and being their carriers. Obviously, the 

accumulation of knowledge covers the whole process of human development, including its social 

sciences and the humanities education. 
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Public policy of the social sciences and the humanities education as an 

institution of the knowledge economy
 
The main directions of the formation of the m

this sphere are the formation of innovative

organizations and the creation of a favorable environment for science and

direction is implemented via the improvement of institutions, as well as the creation and 

improvement of innovation infrastructure.

 

Modern requirements for the social sciences and the humanities education are growing due to the 

increasing complexity of social and communicative processes, the aggravation of international 

competition, the active development of advanced technologies, the diversity and complexity of 

problems that are significant for society in the long run.

 

Obviously, it is possible to achieve these qualitative characteristics, first of all, by improving the 

quality and responsibility of social science and the humanities education. The analysis of 

international processes in the sphere of education revealed that a new

responsible for the modern requirements of the development of society, which is based on the 

application of the conceptual approach to education and the methods of teaching, ensuring their 

interaction with the social sphere and the 

Fig. 1: The social sciences and humanities education in the knowledge economy 

 

Public policy of the social sciences and the humanities education 

creative (innovative) class which includes:

 

1. The creative part of the labor force is the core of the accumulated national HC

2. The high-skilled part of the labor force.

 

The main feature is creativity as a set of constructive abilities and qualities of a talented 

professionally trained specialist and experts. It includes the following qualities, abilities and skills: 

culture and related to work and entrepreneurship ethics, 

ideas, innovations, the ability to find optimal solutions in diff

problems of accelerating the development of a subject or object

 

policy of the social sciences and the humanities education as an 

institution of the knowledge economy 

f the formation of the model of the knowledge economy and public

this sphere are the formation of innovative-oriented personnel capable of working in innovative 

organizations and the creation of a favorable environment for science and research. The second 

direction is implemented via the improvement of institutions, as well as the creation and 

improvement of innovation infrastructure. 

social sciences and the humanities education are growing due to the 

increasing complexity of social and communicative processes, the aggravation of international 

competition, the active development of advanced technologies, the diversity and complexity of 

problems that are significant for society in the long run. 

y, it is possible to achieve these qualitative characteristics, first of all, by improving the 

quality and responsibility of social science and the humanities education. The analysis of 

international processes in the sphere of education revealed that a new culture of learning is 

responsible for the modern requirements of the development of society, which is based on the 

application of the conceptual approach to education and the methods of teaching, ensuring their 

interaction with the social sphere and the needs of the labor market. 

The social sciences and humanities education in the knowledge economy 

(created by author) 

ocial sciences and the humanities education direct to creation of n

which includes: 

The creative part of the labor force is the core of the accumulated national HC 

skilled part of the labor force. 

The main feature is creativity as a set of constructive abilities and qualities of a talented 

trained specialist and experts. It includes the following qualities, abilities and skills: 

rk and entrepreneurship ethics, readiness to adopt, create and develop new 

the ability to find optimal solutions in difficult situations, the ability to solve 

problems of accelerating the development of a subject or object, having systemic strategic thinking.

policy of the social sciences and the humanities education as an 

the knowledge economy and public policy in 

oriented personnel capable of working in innovative 

research. The second 

direction is implemented via the improvement of institutions, as well as the creation and 

social sciences and the humanities education are growing due to the 

increasing complexity of social and communicative processes, the aggravation of international 

competition, the active development of advanced technologies, the diversity and complexity of 

y, it is possible to achieve these qualitative characteristics, first of all, by improving the 

quality and responsibility of social science and the humanities education. The analysis of 

culture of learning is 

responsible for the modern requirements of the development of society, which is based on the 

application of the conceptual approach to education and the methods of teaching, ensuring their 

 
The social sciences and humanities education in the knowledge economy  

to creation of national 

The main feature is creativity as a set of constructive abilities and qualities of a talented 

trained specialist and experts. It includes the following qualities, abilities and skills: 

readiness to adopt, create and develop new 

ability to solve 

having systemic strategic thinking. 
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National Human Capital in the Model of Sustainable Economic Development  
 

Practically all specialists distinguish the following source of HC: science, education, culture and art, 

information support, healthcare. Today, the expanded interpretation implies new sources: knowledge, 

education, training of the elite, the influx of HC from abroad, institutional services, entrepreneurship, 

civil society, security. These sources form a new interpretation of the quality of HC. Values play a 

special role today. 

 

So, public policy in the sphere of the social sciences and humanity education aimed at the formation 

of modern national HC, which can be represented as follows: elite and leading specialists, 

accumulated knowledge, quality of life, social capital, intellectual capital, investment in education 

and healthcare as a share in NDP, innovation capital. 

 

Undoubtedly, the NDP share of these components in different countries is different. But it is 

important to note that the presence of all these elements is a necessary condition for improving the 

quality of HC as the main driver and the goal of sustainable economic development. 

 
Conclusion 

 
Modern requirements for social and humanitarian education are increasing due to the complication of 

social and communicative processes, the aggravation of international competition, the active 

development of advanced technologies, the diversity and complexity of problems that are significant 

for society in the long run. 

 

State policy in the field of education should be based on: the priority of universal human values, life 

and health of a person, free development of the individual; education of citizenship, diligence, respect 

for human rights and freedoms, love for the environment, homeland, family; democratic, state-public 

nature of education management. Only in this case it will contribute to improving the quality of 

national human capital and building an economy for sustainable development. 

 

Endnotes 

 
1
 The study was developed within the scientific research carried out with the financial support of the 

RFBR grant No. 17-02-00059 "The Russian model of the knowledge economy and the system of 

professional training of personnel: the organizational and economic foundations of innovative 

transformations". 
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Abstract  
 
Fuzzy logic reflect how people think, to obtain a conclusion close to the human reasoning, we consider 

the particular case where the difference between premise and observation can be expressed by means of a 

linguistic modifier. We study a linguistic modifier of translation, which is an important tool for 

approximate reasoning . We besides that, address the problem of the representation of a linguistic 

modifier in the generalized modus Ponens.In that, we demonstrate a method of calculation while using a 

different modifier and concentrate our work in the paper of transitive linguistic modifier using different 

implication and composition operator.Using a linguistic modifier allows the reduce of complexity of the 

compositional rule of inference. 

Keywords: Fuzzy Logic; linguistic modifier; Approximate Reasoning ;Compositional Rule of 

Inference(CRI). 

Introduction 

The artificial intelligence is a set of realizations and a set of searches that tries to imitate artificially the 

performances of human. There are several fields of application of the artificial intelligence such as natural 

language processing, gratitude of the forms, the faces and the vision generally, the machine learning, the 

domain of system with knowledge, etc. We are interested in the treatment of imperfect knowledge in the 

intelligent systems, particularly in the fuzzy logic specifically dedicated to the data processing imprecise 

and \ or uncertain.The approximate reasoning such as it is modeled today is capable of realizing 

inferences in the presence of knowledge and of observations which can be the more or less true. The term 

approximate reasoning has however a particular meaning of a word introduced by Zadeh[6] in the field of 

the fuzzy logic.Human uses a linguistic adverb like very, more or less, etc; in this case Zadeh [6] 

introduces linguistic hedges.The representation of facts was studied by linguistic variables.That are 

defined by a given universe U and characterized by a set of attributes N. Their deduction rules are 

represented ina fuzzy logic using a generalized modus ponens process. 

 

Typically, some problems may be occurring when the premise of a rule does not match with an 

observation of the same variable. In that case, it is possible to use another rule. Further, the particular case 

can be determined when the difference between a premise and an observation is defined by a linguistic 

modifier. 

 

Therefore, we have been studied particular modifiers. We can conclude then, that the generalized modus 

ponensis generally interpreted directly without any computation maybe in case of necessity. 

 

Zadeh[6] introduced and discussed various linguistic hedges as operators aiming at modifying the shape 

of the membershipfunctions.Linguistic modifier have been pointed out as important issues in the 

treatment of data by means of a fuzzy logic by several authors. 
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This paper is organized as follows:we apply a different linguistic hedges in the modus ponens generalized 

(MPG).In Section 1 we represent the approximate reasoning.In section 2 we represent the compositional 

rule of inference using linguistic modifier.In section 3 we represent a different result of the compositional 

rule of inference using the implication and composition of Mamdani and Lukasiewcz with using a 

different linguistic translation modifier.Finally, Section 4. Is our conclusion. 

Approximate Reasoning 

Approximate reasoning methodology was developed by Zadeh to formulate complex problems of human 

reasoning [6].One of the best known application areas of fuzzy logic in approximate reasoning, where in 

from imprecise inputs and fuzzy premises rules, we obtain often imprecise conclusions.Approximate 

reasoning with fuzzy sets encompasses a wide variety of inference schemes and have been readily applied 

in many fields, especially among others, decision making, expert systems and control.The basic issue of 

approximate reasoning can be expressed as follows: giving a rule of the form: If X is A Then Y is B, 

where A and B are fuzzy sets representing values of linguistic variables X and Y respectively and given a 

fact X is A', how can we derive a conclusion in the form Y is B'? 

 

Fig. 1: Approximate Reasoning 

With X and Y linguistic variables and A , B and 'B  fuzzy subsets. 

The approximate reasoning allows to take into account not only a fact which is equivalent to the premise 

of the rule A ,but also a fact 'A which is approximately equivalent to him. And so, the conclusion of the 

inference 'B  will be approximately equivalent to the conclusion of the rule B .For a given observation, all 

the rules of the premises defined in the same universe of this observation are triggered.The compositional 

rule of inference allows to determinate the result 'B .The fuzzy rule represented like as "If X is A then Y 

is B" represent the fuzzy relation between A and B : ( , )R A B , this relation is a causal link between the two 

universe of discourse U and V. The fuzzy set 'B is defined by the following formula: ' ' ( , )B A R A B= o . 

The fuzzy relation between A and B is the fuzzy implication. In the literature there are several types of 

fuzzy implication. 

 

The conclusion 'B is defined by this formula: 

' ', ( ) sup ( ( ), ( , ))B u U A Rv V v T u u vµ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =
 

with T is a T-norm (triangular norm) and I is a fuzzy implication. 

Definition(T-norm) : let A and B be two fuzzy sets on U. A T-norm that denoted by ( , )T a b with a 

and b being the membership grades of A  and B  respectively, is a class of binary functions of the form 

: 0,1 0,1T →        and should at least satisfy the following axiomatic proprieties: 

• 1 : ( ,1)T T a a=
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• 2 : ( , ) ( , )T T a b T b a=
 

• 3 : ( , ( , )) ( ( , ), )T T a T b c T T a b c=
 

• 4 : ( , ) ( , )T a c and b d T a b T c d≤ ≤ ⇒ ≤
 

Definition(T-conorm) : « let A and B be two fuzzy sets on U. A T-conorm that denoted by ( , )T a b
∗ , 

with a and b being the membership grades of A and B respectively,is a class of binary functions of the 

form : 0,1 0,1 0,1T
∗ →          and should at least satisfy the following axiomatic proprieties”: 

• 1 : ( ,0)T T a a∗ =
 

• 2 : ( , ) ( , )T T a b T b a∗ ∗=
 

• 3 : ( , ( , )) ( ( , ), )T T a T b c T T a b c∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗=
 

• 4 : ( , ) ( , )T a c and b d T a b T c d∗ ∗ ∗≤ ≤ ⇒ ≤
 

Linguistic Modifier 

Several modes of rough reasoning have emerged. The determination of the conclusion of the inference is 

calculated according to the degree of resemblance between the observation and the Premise of the rule. 

These types of reasoning focus on the similarity between A and 'A and not on how A has been modified. 

The application of the compositional rule of inference(CRI) is more precise and complex.Indeed, the 

determination of 'B requires a matrix calculation on the distributions of A , 'A  and B  .We are interested 

in a very precise mode of reasoning based on the generalized Modus Ponens implemented by the CRI and 

coupled with the linguistic modifiers. Recall that linguistic modifiers perform mathematical 

transformations on fuzzy subsets. 

 

The linguistic modifier was introduced by Zadeh en 1972 [6], it is an operator that transforms a term into 

a new term[7][10]. 

 
In the Fuzzy logic, there are two types of linguistic modifier:Precision Modifier(restrictive modifier, 

expansive modifier) and translation modifier [1].We present, in the following presentation another aspect 

of the approximate reasoning with the use of the linguistic modifier in the generalized Modus Ponens: 

 

Fig. 2: Approximate Reasoning with linguistic Modifier 

 

The conclusion of inference is ' '( )B m B= , it is enough to determine the modifier 'm . The modifier 'm  is 

obtained according to the modifier m [7].We intersected more in the mathematical aspect of the modifier

' ( )A m A=   the observation where m is the linguistic modifier. 
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In general, the representation of linguistic hedges in the fuzzy set theoretical framework can be 

considered according to two main interpretations: the inclusive and the non-inclusive interpretations. 

A Family of Modifiers 

 

Is a class of functions that satisfies the previous conditions: ( )m A Aα
α =  

• if ( 1)α p  then is a weak modifier 

• if ( 1)α f  then is a strong modifier 

• 1m  is the identity modifier 

 We can choose a suitable value depending on the context 

Precision Modifier 

 

The precision modifiers translate the inclusive interpretation, for example "If an object is very A then it is 

also A" so "If an object is A then itis also more or less A" it results that ( ) ( )very A A more or less A⊆ ⊆ . 

This type of modifier is divided into two types: reinforcing modifiers (reinforcing effect allows an 

increase in the degree of membership and ( )m A A⊆  attenuating modifiers (the attenuation effect reduces 

Degree of belonging and ( )A m A⊆ . 

Restrictive modifier 

Strengthen the characterization to which they are applied and are often associated to intensifying adverbs 

as very,completely, they protect the core and the support of the fuzzy subset ( )A F U∈ , ( )A m A⊇ , 

(( ) )( )A m Ax xµ µ≤ . 

A linguistic modifier like very is represented in the next picture The formula is ' ( )A m A= where m very= ,

2
'( ) ( )A Ax xµ µ= . 

A restrictive modifier leads to decrease the degrees of membership, it pushes the original membership 

function down. 

Expansive modifier 

This type of modifier weaken the characterization to which they are applied and are often associated to 

adverbs as "more or less" or "little"they also protect the core and the support of the subset ( )A F U∈ , 

( )A m A⊆ , (( ) )( )A m Ax xµ µ≤ .The formula is ' ( )A m A= where m more or less= , 

1

2
'( ) ( )A Ax xµ µ= . 

An expansive modifier leads to increase the degrees of membership, it pushes the original membership 

function down.It is called weakening by Bouchon and Jia[3]. 

 

Translation Modifier 

The modifier of translation translates the non-including interpretation according to which a term modified 

by more or less or very is neither a subset nor a great whole original term.This type of modifier supplies a 

new fuzzy subset which is the translation of the primary fuzzy set in the same universe. 
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                          Fig. 3 : Translation Modifier A'=A-α 

Definition:  

for α ∈ , ( )A F U∈ , ( ) : 0,1S A uα →    , ( ),Au u uµ α α→ − ∀ ∈ , It exist modifiers which are defined by 

means of a translation of the original membership function [11]. 

Axioms of the Generalized Modus Ponens 

The generalized modus Ponens have been studied from a normative perspective to select combinations of 

composition and implicationoperators satisfying intuitive proprieties. 

 

To this aim, different and sometimes conflicting sets of axioms have been proposed and exploited to 

analyze the various implicationoperators with respect to CRI. 

 

Several criteria have been suggested in particular by Fukami [1] and Baldwin [13] concerning the 

relations which bind A and A' on one side and B and B' on the other hand. Subsequently we will present 

the different criteria proposed by Fukami[1]. 

 
• Criterion I, ' 'A A B B= ⇒ = (relative to Zadeh's 1P modifier) 

• Criterion II-1 ' 'A very A B very B= ⇒ = (relative to Zadeh's 2P modifier) 

• Criterion II-1, ' 'A very A B B= ⇒ = (relative to Zadeh's 2P modifier) 

• Criterion III - 1 , ' 'A more or less A B more or less B= ⇒ = (relative to Zadeh's 1/ 2P modifier). 

• Criterion IV-1, ' 'A A B B= ⇒ = (relative to Zadeh's cP  modifier) 

 

We find that some of these criteria are very close to human intuition. Based on the criteria defined in 

Fukami [1] we have classified the fuzzy conditional inferences into four types:  

 

• Type 1 satisfaction criterion I,II-1,III-1,IV-1 
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• Type 2 satisfaction criterion I,II-2,III-1,IV-1 

• Type 3 satisfaction criterion I, II-1,III-1,IV-2 

• Type 4 satisfaction criterion I, II-2,III-1,IV-2. 

 

This axiomatic is adapted to simple approximate reasoning with using the linguistic modifier like 

2m very= or 1/ 2m more or less= or cm m= is a complement but the linguistic translation modifier mα haven't 

been addressed. 

 

Contribution 

The use of linguistic modifiers during the compositional rule of inference is in order to reduce the 

complexityof the calculations performed by the latter, and to find a formalization of the rough reasoning 

while obtaining the results that would have given this rule. 

 

Constructing the linguistic approximate Reasoning 

For the scheme of a linguistic translation modifier, we propose a new scheme using an approximate 

reasoning.The following basic steps such as displayed in fig.4 : 

 

Fig. 4: scheme of the LTM model applying approximate reasoning 

The linguistic values of each variable are (low, medium, high) . We have exploited the trapezoidal 

membership function.  
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The direction of translation depends on the center of gravity of fuzzy subset. 

We can translate a fuzzy set either in the positive direction(right) or in the negative direction (left). 

 

0 0

0 0

0 0

ïf then ST

else if then ST

else then ST

α

α α

α

> >


= < <
 = =  

 

ST is the sign of translation.Giving an observation in the form " iX is m Aα ", the solution chosen consists 

in determining, in a simple and systematic way, the membership function of the property im Aα as a 

function of that of iA by a simple operation of translation. To detect the direction of the translation, it is 

sufficient to calculate the center of gravity of the two fuzzy sub-sets.Calculating the center of gravity 

formulae for fuzzy numbers we exploited [12].Let us take for example the fuzzy set A such that 

1 2 3 4( , , , )A x x x x=  the center of gravity of A is obtained by: ( , )A A AG XG YG=  with 

 

3 4 1 2
1 2 3 4

3 4 1 2

1
( )

3 ( ) ( )
A

x x x x
XG x x x x

x x x x

−
= + + + −

+ − +
 

3 2

3 4 1 2

1
(1 )

3 ( ) ( )
A

x x
YG

x x x x

−
= −

+ − +
 

Considering the left spread in the trapezoidal fuzzy set 2 1AL x x= −  and the right spread is 4 3AR x x= −

.The center of gravity in a triangular fuzzy set is defined: 

1 2 3 4

( , )

3

1

3

B B B

B

B

G XG YG

x x x x
XG

YG

=

+ + +
=

=
 

 

For example, in previous figure fig.3, the center of gravity on the fuzzy subset A  is equal to 

( , )A A AG XG YG= ,the center of gravity on the fuzzy subset 'A  is equal to ' '( , ')A A AG XG YG= .Considering 

the two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers A and A' represented in the fig.3 for the numerical example: 

A(5,10,20,25) and A'=(15,18,22,27) which membership functions are defined as: 

1
1 2

2 1

2 3

4
3 4

3 4

( )

( )

1
( )

(¨ )

( )

0

A

x x
if x x x

x x

if x x x
x

x x
if x x x

x x

otherwise

µ

−
≤ ≤ −

 ≤ ≤
= 

− ≤ ≤
 −

  

1
1 2

2 1

2 3

4
3 4

3 4

( )

( )

1
'( )

( )

( )

0

A

x x
if x x x

x x

if x x x
x

x x
if x x x

x x

otherwise

α
α α

α α
µ

α
α α

− −
+ ≤ ≤ + −

 + ≤ ≤ +
= 

− − + ≤ ≤ +
 −
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The translation factor α is defined by 'A AG Gα = − in previous example represent the sign of translation 

and the value of translation, when we have 0α > the translation is positive and when we have 0α < the 

translation is negative otherwise 0α = there is no translation and we can conclude that the premise of the 

rule is equivalent at the observation. 

 

3 4 1 2
1 2 3 4

3 4 1 2

3 2

3 4 1 2

( , )

1
( ) 15

3 ( ) ( )

1
(1 ) 0.44

3 ( ) ( )

A A A

A

A

G XG YG

x x x x
XG x x x x

x x x x

x x
YG

x x x x

=

−
= + + + − =

+ − +

−
= − =

+ − +
 

' '( , ')A A AG XG YG=
 

3 4 1 2
1 2 3 4

3 4 1 2

3 2

3 4 1 2

1
' ( ) 20.58

3 ( ) ( )

1
' (1 ) 0.44

3 ( ) ( )

A

A

x x x x
XG x x x x

x x x x

x x
YG

x x x x

−
= + + + − =

+ − +

−
= − =

+ − +
 

Compositional rule of inference CRI with linguistic modifier 

Several authors have been interested in the study of the CRI with different pairs ( , )T I which do not 

necessarily satisfy the principle of compatibility [12][9][4].They used the linguistic modifiers 

1
1, , 2,

2
cm m m m= = =  during their studies. However, some compatible couples were not treated in the 

literature and in the works brought to our knowledge. 

 

Mizumoto assumes that and satisfies the following conditions: 

• 
{ } { }( ), ( ),A Bu u U v v Vµ µ∈ ⊇ ∈

 

• 
, ( ) 0 ' , '( ') 1A Au U u u U uµ µ∃ ∈ = ∃ ∈ =

 

• 
, ( ) 0 ' , ( ') 1B Bv V v v v vµ µ∃ ∈ = ∃ ∈ =

 
 

For each u of U and v  of V we obtain two sets 1U and 2U where: 

• 
{ }1 | ( ) ( )A BU U u vµ µ= ≤

 

• 
{ }2 | ( ) ( )A BU U u vµ µ= >

 
With 1 2 1 2U U U and U U∪ = ∩ = ∅  

• 
{ }3 | ( ) 0AU U uµ= =

 

• 
{ }4 | ( ) 0AU U uµ= >

 
 

We are interested in calculating the CRI with different pairs ( , )T I where, let us recall, T is a T-norm and I 

a fuzzy implication. 

 

We rely on the Mizumoto approach[4] .However, we use only the pairs verifying the compatibility 

principle of the classical Modus Ponens, that is, those that satisfy the condition:if A '= A, then B' = B.The 

table is extracted from[4] which we recall here, lists the implications and the compatible T-norms. 
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Table 1: T-norm and Implication Compatible 

 

T-norm Implication 

LT  , , , , , , , ,M R W L RG KD BG P GI I I I I I I I I  
GT  , , , , ,P M BG RG R WI I I I I I  
PT  , , , ,P G M BG RGI I I I I  

 

 

Table 2: Implication 

 

Name Implication 

MI
  

min( , )u v  

RI
 

1 u u v− + ×  

WI  
max(1 ,min( , ))u u v−  

LI
 

min(1 ,1)u v− +  

KDI
 

max(1 , )u v−  

RGI
 1 if u v

else v

≤

  

GI  1 0

min( ,1)

if u

u
else

v

=



  

PI
 

u v×  

 

 

Demonstration 

Calculating the compositional rule of inference with using a linguistic modifier is represented in this 

section. ' ', ( ) sup ( ( ), ( , ))B u U A Rv V v T u u vµ µ µ∈∀ ∈ = With using the fuzzy implication and the composition of 

Mamdani you obtain a conclusion like this formula: 

min( , )

min( , )

, 0,1
M u v

M u v

I
u v

T

=

=


∀ ∈ =   

  
the conclusion B' is presented: 

' ', ( ) sup ( ( ), ( ( ), ( )))B u U M A M A Bv V v T u I u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =
 

' ', ( ) sup (min( ( ), ( ( ), ( )))B u U A M A Bv V v u I u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =
 

' ', ( ) sup (min( ( ),min( ( ), ( )))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =
 

when we have a linguistic modifier like 2m very= , 2
'( ) ( )A Ax xµ µ= ,B' is calculated like 

2
', ( ) sup ( ( ) ,min( ( ), ( )))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =

 

', ( ) ( )B Bv V v vµ µ∀ ∈ =
 

when we have a linguistic modifier like a translation modifier 

'( ) ( )A Au uµ µ α= −
 

B' is calculated like: 

', ( ) sup min( ( ),min( ( ), ( )))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ α µ µ∈∀ ∈ = −  

', ( ) ( )B Bv V v vµ µ∀ ∈ =
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With a premise of rule represented in the fig.3 we obtain a conclusion B' in this figure 

' ', ( ) sup ( ( ), ( ( ), ( )))B u U A A Bv V v T u I u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =  with an uncertainty γ . 

with using the fuzzy implication and the composition of Lukasiwecz you obtain a conclusion like this 

formula: 

min(1 ,1)

max( 1,0)

, 0,1
L u v

L u v

I
u v

T

= − +

= + −


∀ ∈ =   

  
the conclusion B' is presented 

' ', ( ) sup ( ( ), ( ( ), ( )))B u U L A L A Bv V v T u I u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ =
 

' ', ( ) sup max( ( ) 1 min(1 ( ) ( ),0))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ = − + − +
 

when we have a linguistic modifier like 2m very= , 2
'( ) ( )A Ax xµ µ= ,B' is calculated like 

2
', ( ) sup max( ( ) 1 min(1 ( ) ( ),0))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ = − + − +

 
Giving the following property demonstrated by Zadeh: 

, , [0,1 , min( , ) min(( ),( ))x y z x y z x y y z∀ ∈ + = + +    
2 2

', ( ) sup min(max( ( ) ),max(0, ( ) ( ) ( )))B u U A A A Bv V v u u u vµ µ µ µ µ∈∀ ∈ = − +
 

', ( ) ( )B Bv V v vµ µ∀ ∈ =
 

when we have a linguistic modifier like a translation modifier '( ) ( )A Au uµ µ α= −  

B' is calculated like 

', ( ) sup (max( ( ) 1 min(1 ( ) ( ),1),0))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ α µ µ∈∀ ∈ = − − + − +
 

min(1 ( ) ( ),1)A BR u vµ µ= − +
 

In the first case, we suppose 

', ( ) sup (max( ( ) ( ) ( ))B u U A A Bv V v u u vµ µ α µ µ∈∀ ∈ = − − +
 

with a constraint  

( ) ( )B Av uµ µ≤
 

( ) ( ) ( )A A Bu u vµ α µ µ− ≥ −
 

So ', ( ) ( ) sup (( ( ) ( ) ( ))B B u U A A Bv V v v u u vµ µ µ α µ µ∈∀ ∈ = + − − +  

with ' sup (( ( ) ( ) ( ))u U A A Bu u vα µ α µ µ∈= − − +  

So ', ( ) ( ) 'B Bv V v vµ µ α∀ ∈ = +  

In the second case, we suppose that: 

1 ( ) ( ) 1A Bu vµ µ− + ≥
 

with a constraint  

( ) ( )B Av uµ µ≥
 

1R⇒ =  

'( ) sup (max( ( ) 1,0)B u U Av u Rµ µ α∈⇒ = − + −
 

'( ) sup (max( ( ),0)B u U Av uµ µ α∈⇒ = −
 

'( ) sup (max( ( ))B u U Av uµ µ α∈⇒ = −
 

'( ) 1B vµ⇒ =
 

In the third case, if 1 ( ) ( ) 1A Bu vµ µ− + ≤  

1 ( ) ( )A BR u vµ µ= − +
 

'( ) sup (max( ( ) ( ) ( ),0)B u U A A Bv u u vµ µ α µ µ∈⇒ = − − +
 

with a constraint  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )B A A Av u u uµ µ µ α µ≤ − − ≤
 

'( ) 0B vµ⇒ =
 

For example we have a conclusion B represented in: 
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                                 Fig. 5 :Conclusion B 

With a premise of rule represented in fig.3 we obtain a conclusion B'  in this figure , '( ) ( )B Bv V v vµ µ∀ ∈ =

with an uncertainty γ .  

 
                                       Fig. 6: New output B' 

 

Complexity Rule of Inference CRI 

A particularly unfortunate aspect of the use of the compositional rule of inference (CRI) is its great 

complexity [11]. 
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In general, for the finite universes U and V, with U m= AndV n= An inference requires ( )O mn   

operations. It is mainly for this reason that the researchers have explored other ways to achieve a fuzzy 

inference while preserving its useful characteristics. 

 

The use of the generalized modus ponens with modifiers is an alternative to rough reasoning.This 

approach allows a reduction in the complexity of CRI calculations since we consider specific 

observations of 'A with m being a linguistic modifier.The CRI triggers all rules which premises are close 

to the given observation.The complexity of the algorithm is a linear complexity with respect to the 

number of rules selected: ( )O pq  

 

• p :selected premise number m≤  

• q :selected conclusion number n≤  

This solution reduce the complexity of algorithm ( ) ( )O pq O mn<  
 

Conclusion 

Many fuzzy systems are based on Zadeh's compositional rule of inference[6].Despite their success in 

various systems, researchers have indicated certain drawbacks in the mechanism such as the large scale of 

fuzzy rule and high complexity. By the means of using the linguistic modifier, the complexity of CRI is 

reduced. To find a formalization of the rough reasoning, in order to obtain the good results, is not 

easy.The linguistic modifier is an important tool for approximate reasoning for two reasons: these are 

equivalent to a simple given rule ina symbolic way avoiding computations and compatible with the fuzzy 

logic, they enable gradual rules to be used in the context of rules deduction and corresponds to the idea of 

gradual changing of category. 

 

Satisfactory results are obtained by applying the approximate reasoning based on linguistic modifiers. 

Moreover, it provides a comfortable linguistic interpretation to the human mind. 
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Résumé 

Le présent article se propose d’étudier les déterminants de la création de valeur du Commerce 

électronique (CE) tant sur le plan théorique que sur le plan pratique.  

L’analyse se focalise sur le lien pouvant exister entre la stratégie du CE et la création de valeur modéré 

par l’alignement stratégique.  

Un entretien semi-structuré est mené auprès de la Société Tunisienne de Banque (STB) et les données 

sont analysées selon la méthode de l’analyse de contenu.  

Une première analyse des résultats livre le poids non négligeable de l’intégration entre la stratégie du CE 

et la stratégie générale de l’entreprise, générant ainsi une influence de l’alignement stratégique sur les 

inducteurs de la création de valeur du CE.  

Vu sous l’angle de l’approche socio-économique, les résultats témoignent l’existence de trois catégories 

de facteurs concourant à la création de valeur du CE à savoir les stabilisateurs, les réalisateurs et les 

spécificateurs. Les implications managériales et organisationnelles sont ressorties. 

 

Mots clés : Commerce électronique, stratégie du commerce électronique, alignement stratégique, 

création de valeur, étude de cas. 

 

Introduction 
 
Conçu comme une solution d’affaire, le commerce électronique (CE) représente une opportunité réelle 

pour assurer la viabilité des entreprises. Bien que le CE consiste, au début, un simple échange des 

données informatisées, il a évolué vers internet avec une infrastructure de communication et de 

transaction plus ouverte (Raymond, 2001 ; Bégin, Tchokogué et Boisvert, 2001;  Hong et Zhu, 2006).  

 

Convaincues des opportunités qu’offre le CE, plusieurs firmes l’adoptent non seulement comme un 

remarquable levier de compétitivité mais aussi un outil d’affaire incontournable pour atteindre un 

meilleur niveau de performance (Benchohra, 2008). En outre, Delone et McLean, (1992) arguent que 

l’amélioration de la performance organisationnelle est à considérer comme le but ultime de la stratégie 

d’entreprise et des systèmes d’information (SI). Il s’avère nécessaire d’aligner la stratégie de l’entreprise 

avec les choix technologiques afin d’atteindre les objectifs organisationnels. 

 

L’intérêt porté à l’alignement stratégique, associé à la  notion de « cohérence » (Henderson et 

Venkatraman, 1993) et l’expression de « forme » (Bergeron, Raymond et Rivard, 2001), s’explique par le 

fait que le CE pourrait constituer une source de création de valeur lorsque la stratégie des SI coïncide 

avec les orientations futures de l’entreprise. 

 

Le présent article se propose d’explorer les facteurs qui sont en mesure de contribuer à la création de 

valeur du CE dans un contexte émergent. Sur le plan pratique, depuis les années 2000, plusieurs 

entreprises tunisiennes adoptent le CE quoique sous l’impulsion de l’Etat dans la majorité des cas. 

Cependant, elles ne cessent de confronter des difficultés surtout depuis la révolution dans le pays. Ce qui 

remet en cause la logique qui sous-tend les choix stratégiques et requiert une étude du processus de 
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l’implantation des solutions technologiques pouvant assurer une viabilité de ces entreprises. Ainsi, la 

question que suscite notre réflexion est la suivante: Dans quelle mesure la création de valeur du CE 

dépend-t-elle de l’alignement entre la stratégie générale de l’entreprise et celle du CE ? 

 

La recherche se veut être à la fois exploratoire, descriptive et explicative. Elle est exploratoire dans la 

mesure où le phénomène étudié est encore récent dans le contexte tunisien. Elle est descriptive dans le 

sens où elle tente d’élucider les principaux déterminants contribuant à l’émergence du CE. Elle est 

explicative puisqu’elle vise à donner du sens à la dynamique de création de valeur du CE. C’est ainsi que 

la démarche abductive est engagée permettant de procéder à une triangulation entre le soubassement 

théorique relative à la question de la recherche et les résultats empiriques. 

 

La revue de la littérature s’oriente vers l’analyse du business model articulé autour des déterminants de la 

stratégie du CE, de l’effet de l’alignement stratégique et des sources de création de valeur du CE.  

Une étude qualitative à partir d’un cas d’entreprise dans le secteur bancaire est réalisée afin d’analyser le 

processus d’adoption du CE, élucider le degré d’alignement stratégique et évaluer les effets des 

inducteurs de création de valeur. 

 

1. Modélisation du processus de création de valeur du commerce électronique 
 

 La modélisation du processus de création de valeur du CE est réalisée en deux phases : Une première se 

focalise sur la détermination des résultats générés par le commerce en ligne (Amit et Zott, 2001) et une 

deuxième est centrée sur les antécédents de l’adoption du CE (Alawneh et Hattab, 2009). 

 

1.1. Le Business model de création de valeur du commerce électronique  
 

Les premiers travaux de recherche sur le CE s’orientaient vers l’analyse des résultats générés par 

l’implantation de la nouvelle forme de faire les affaires. Amit et Zott (2001) sont les pionniers à dégager 

les fondements de la création de valeur du e-business servant de base pour le développement d’un modèle 

d’affaires qui, "suggère que le potentiel de création de valeur des affaires électroniques dépend de quatre 

dimensions interdépendantes à savoir l’efficience, les complémentarités, le lock-in et la nouveauté.   

 

D’abord et conformément à la théorie des coûts de transaction, l’efficience provient de la réduction des 

coûts de recherche d’information ou de produit, la suppression des obstacles à la circulation de 

l’information, la réduction des asymétries d’information et la réduction de la vitesse et des coûts de 

transaction (Williamson, 1979). 

 

Ensuite, la complémentarité, quant à elle, se réalise lorsque la valeur de l’offre dans son ensemble est 

supérieure à la somme des valeurs des produits ou services pris individuellement et résulte aux 

niveaux des produits et des services en ligne, des offres en et hors ligne et des ressources et compétences 

(Krach, 2000). 

 

De plus, le look-in est centré sur l’engagement des clients motivés à effectuer des transactions répétées 

avec la même entreprise. Il se réalise à travers les programmes de fidélisation, la personnalisation de 

l’offre, la sécurité des transactions et la fiabilité des services après-vente (Amit et Zott, 2001). 

 

Enfin, la nouveauté se réfère à l’introduction de façons innovatrices pour structurer les transactions telles 

que les innovations des produits et des services, des procédés, de distribution et de commercialisation 

(Amit et Zott, 2001).  

 

Certes, un tel modèle d’affaires constitue une assise théorique et un guide pratique pour les entreprises 

désireuses de se lancer dans le CE. Bien que la création de valeur du CE se démarque du commerce 

traditionnel, il est également à intégrer dans la stratégie globale des entreprises. Ainsi se pose la question 

relative aux facteurs concourant à la création de valeur du CE. 
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1.2.  Etude des facteurs de création de valeur du commerce électronique 
 

Les travaux d’Alawneh et Hattab, (2009) procurent un cadre de création de valeur du CE s’articulant 

autour de trois catégories de facteurs: technologique, organisationnel et environnemental.  

 

S’agissant des facteurs technologiques, qui représentent une assise pour toutes les applications web y 

compris le CE, ils s’articulent autour de trois facteurs à savoir l’infrastructure, les connaissances et 

compétences technologiques et la sécurité des transactions. L’infrastructure technique se réfère au degré 

de sophistication de la diffusion des technologies d’information (TI) pour soutenir les applications 

(Armstrong et Sambamurthy, 1999). Par conséquence, le CE se développe fortement si l’on déploie une 

infrastructure d’information sophistiquée et fiable. Les connaissances techniques sont nécessaires pour 

créer une efficacité en ligne, du fait que, les applications du CE sont des technologies innovantes qui sont 

fortement influencées par les capacités technologiques d’une entreprise ainsi que par la maturité de ses 

utilisateurs (Zhu, Kraemer, Xu et Dedrick, 2004). La sécurité des transactions constitue, non seulement, 

parmi les plus grands défis technologiques mais aussi parmi les facteurs d’adoption et de succès 

technologique du CE. Ainsi, les facteurs technologiques ont une influence sur la stratégie de mise en 

œuvre du CE et ce compte tenu des facteurs organisationnels. 

 

En effet, les facteurs organisationnels sont à considérer comme une source de capacités favorisant la mise 

en place de nouvelles solutions électroniques. Plus particulièrement, une analyse du mode de 

fonctionnement organisationnel est jugée nécessaire afin d’assurer la réussite de la mise en œuvre des 

applications électroniques (Bellaj, 2015 ; Trouong et Rao, 2002). Un tel fonctionnement se réalise par des 

mécanismes liés à la culture, la structure, le degré d’appropriation de connaissances et les expériences 

spécifiques. En outre, la culture organisationnelle joue un rôle déterminant pouvant agir sur l’efficacité 

d’une stratégie du CE lorsqu’elle est de type ouverte favorisant la communication, permettant de mieux 

transmettre des compétences et des interactions sociales et misant sur le développement d'une e-culture 

d'entreprise. De plus, certains paramètres structurels influencent l’adoption des TI telles que le degré de 

centralisation, de formalisation, et de différenciation verticale (Damanpour, 1991). Il en découle que les 

caractéristiques de la structure organisationnelle explique le degré d’acceptation des TI. Par ailleurs, il est 

postulé que l’adoption du CE est influencée par le niveau des connaissances et des expériences 

antérieures des acteurs ainsi que par le niveau d’apprentissage organisationnel (Attewell, 1992). Plus les 

dirigeants possèdent des acquis organisationnels importants, plus les degrés d’adoption et d’appropriation 

des TI seraient élevés.  

 

En plus des facteurs technologiques et organisationnels, des facteurs environnementaux constituent parmi 

les facteurs clés de succès des applications électroniques. Par suite et en se référant au modèle des cinq 

forces de Porter (1985), la concurrence, la pression des fournisseurs et des clients et la pression des 

pouvoirs publics sont supposés agir comme générateurs de succès pour maintenir le positionnement de 

l’entreprise suite à l’adoption du CE. En effet, il a été démontré que les firmes utilisent les TI pour réagir 

aux influences des compétiteurs ou pour renforcer leurs positions concurrentielles (Dos Santos et 

Pfeffers, 1998) que l’adoption du CE peut émerger comme un état de dépendance envers les fournisseurs 

ou les clients et que l’intervention de l’Etat représente un moteur essentiel de diffusion et d’implantation 

des progrès technologiques (Javalgi, Martin et Todd, 2004). 

 

Sur le plan pratique, les travaux de Rapp. A, Schillewaert, et Rapp. T, (2007) montrent que l’adoption du 

EC est influencée positivement par respectivement l’infrastructure technique et les pressions externes 

alors que la création de valeur du CE se réalise à travers les quatre inducteurs selon l’ordre suivant : 

efficience, nouveauté, lock-in et complémentarité. Il en découle que chaque entreprise serait en mesure 

de prendre la décision « appropriée » du CE en prenant en compte les données contextuelles internes et 

externes. Il importe alors d’évaluer si ce choix stratégique est aligné avec les orientations stratégiques 

générales de l’entreprise afin de générer les résultats escomptés par le CE. 

 

1.3.  Le modèle d’affaires du CE centré sur l’alignement stratégique 
 

L’intérêt porté au processus d’alignement stratégique s’explique par, au moins, les quatre arguments 

suivants. D’abord, les investissements dans le CE ne sont pas suffisants et garants de la création de valeur 
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(Bergeron et Raymond, 2008) ; il importe alors de déterminer les conditions dans lesquelles une telle 

valeur est susceptible d’être générée. Ensuite, l’alignement stratégique aide à séquencer les initiatives de 

transformation pour cultiver de la valeur de manière durable tout en assurant un certain degré de 

cohérence avec la stratégie de l'entreprise dans le choix des projets clés (Bellaj, 2014). De plus, le défaut 

d'alignement stratégique constitue la première source de difficulté des entreprises à extraire de la valeur 

de leurs SI (Venkatraman, Henderson et Oldach, 1993 ; Gay, Charlesworth et Esen, 2007). Enfin, il est 

démontré empiriquement que l’alignement stratégique a un effet positif sur la création de valeur du CE 

(Alawneh et Hattab, 2009). 

 

L’originalité de la présente étude réside dans la tentative d’intégrer les facteurs susceptibles de générer de 

la valeur au CE tant en amont qu’en aval du processus de création de valeur appliquée à un contexte 

relativement nouveau en matière de l’adoption du CE.  

 

2. Analyse du processus de création de valeur du commerce électronique dans une 
banque tunisienne 

 

La recherche porte sur une étude de cas dans un contexte émergent où le CE est dans une phase 

embryonnaire, les initiatives sont relativement timides et les pratiques sont encore primitives (Bellaj, 

2015). L’étude est réalisée auprès de la Société Tunisienne de Banque (STB) est une banque commerciale 

d’investissement et d’affaire fondée en 1957 répartie sur 119 agences avec 12 bureaux de change et 

181 guichets automatiques de banque. L’effectif s’élève à 2405 personnes. Dans une recherche constante 

du développement des services, la STB a mis en œuvre en 2000 le CE par la Société Monétique de la 

Tunisie (SMT) sous différentes formes (B to B et B to C). Elle est chargée à partir du service clic to pay, 

de l’adhésion des entreprises au système de paiement électronique. 

 

2.1. Méthodologie de l’étude de cas 
 

L’étude s’inscrit dans le cadre d’une recherche qualitative en adoptant une démarche abductive dans la 

mesure des allées retours entre les connaissances théoriques et les observations empiriques. Le recours à 

l’étude de cas se justifie par le fait qu’elle permet de tirer des leçons reflétant une opportunité à observer 

ou une expérience à considérer dans l’élucidation du phénomène d’une manière holistique (Yin, 2003). 

Selon l’auteur, le design basé sur une étude de cas unique est considéré comme critique pour gagner aussi 

bien de la fiabilité que de la validité. 

 

Un entretien semi-directif avec un chef d’agence de la Société Tunisienne de Banque (STB), pionnière 

dans l’adoption du CE est alors mené. Le guide d’interview porte sur les conditions, le processus, les 

acteurs et les résultats de la mise en place du CE. La technique d’analyse de contenu est employée. 

Les données collectées apportent des éclaircissements sur les processus d’adoption et de création de 

valeur du CE dans l’entreprise en question. 

 

a. Les déterminants de la stratégie du CE dans un contexte émergent 
 

La stratégie du CE à la STB repose sur les trois déterminants de base relevant du technologique, de 

l’organisationnel et de l’environnemental. 

 

 2.1.1. La technologie comme déclencheur de la stratégie du CE 
 

Toutes les agences de la STB sont équipées d’une infrastructure développée au niveau des technologies 

de l’information et de la communication (TIC) jugée nécessaire pour gérer les transactions en ligne. Il est 

affirmé que «  Dans le cadre du développement des activités en ligne, la STB a, la première, procédé à 

l'exploitation de terminaux de paiement électronique tout en se dotant d'un serveur de monétique 

considéré comme un joyau technologique sur la place financière en Tunisie ». La décision de l’adoption 

du CE semble être fondée sur l’existence d’un park informatique propice pour l’exécution des 

transactions sécurisées renforcé par le développement des compétences ainsi que la généralisation des 
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connaissances spécifiques. Une telle décision, favorisée par l’engagement de la direction, dénote 

l’existence d’une réflexion stratégique misant sur l’innovation.  

 

2.1.2.   L’organisation face au modèle bureaucratique 
 

Parallèlement aux investissements en infrastructure, la STB s’est efforcée de rendre le contexte 

organisationnel favorable à la culture numérique. Selon l’interviewé, l’adhésion des employés au 

fonctionnement du CE est rendue possible par les connaissances et les capacités organisationnelles 

« C’est dans ce cadre que s’inscrivent les nombreuses actions de formation planifiées par le centre de 

formation intégré, en accord avec la stratégie de la Banque ». Le bilan de cette stratégie de formation 

montre qu’environ 100 actions sont organisées annuellement en inter-entreprises en faveur de plus de 340 

participants.  

 

Les propos sur la structure organisationnelle dénotent que la STB se dote d’une structure centralisée avec 

une communication verticale et d’un fort degré de formalisation. Ceci s’explique par le caractère semi-

public orienté vers le fonctionnement bureaucratique pouvant ne pas coïncider avec celui du numérique.  

 

Ces résultats concordent les travaux de Damanpour, (1991) qui argue l’existence d’une relation positive 

entre la mise en œuvre du CE et le niveau des connaissances et expériences organisationnelles mais 

divergent quant à la nature de l’influence prédite de la structure de l’entreprise sur la stratégie du CE 

considérée dans la présente étude comme étant une variable inerte due à la prédominance d’une structure 

bureaucratique fortement formalisée et d’un interventionnisme des pouvoirs publics. 

 

2.1.3. L’environnement comme facteur de premier ordre 
 

Conjointement à une structure bureaucratique et au formalisme qui caractérise le fonctionnement de la 

STB, l’interlocuteur reconnait que l’Etat adopte une attitude positive à travers des réglementations 

favorables et un cadre juridique pour renforcer les décisions d’instauration du CE dans les entreprises 

Tunisiennes. Il annonce que « La solution électronique clic to pay est en total respect avec les dernières 

réglementations nationales en matière de CE». De plus, la décision quant à l’adoption du CE est 

influencée par, non seulement les exigences de ses clients qui dépendent de plus en plus des nouvelles TI, 

mais aussi, du réseau interne qui relie la STB avec la Banque Centrale Tunisienne (BCT) ayant instauré 

un système de transactions électroniques avec tous les partenaires.  

 

Ces résultats appuient la supposition que le contexte environnemental détermine les choix stratégiques 

dont celle du CE et s’alignent avec ceux de Dos Santos et Pfeffers, (1998), relatifs à l’influence de la 

concurrence, la pression des fournisseurs et des clients ainsi que les réglementations. Ainsi, l’analyse 

s’est focalisée sur les des déterminants de la stratégie du CE qui sont en mesure de favoriser la création 

de valeur.  

 

b.  Inducteurs de la valeur ajoutée du commerce électronique 
Les résultats de l’analyse de contenu permettant d’évaluer le potentiel du CE en termes d’efficience, de 

complémentarité, de lock-in et de nouveauté sont synthétisés dans le tableau 1: 
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Tableau 1 :  Résultats de l’analyse de contenu 

 

Inducteurs de valeur 

ajoutée 

Résultats saillants Argumentation et Inférence 

Efficience - Diminution des charges électroniques 

(coûts de transaction, d’échanges 

d’information…). 

- Rapidité de la circulation de 

l’information. 

- Existence d’un système 

d’information performant. 

- Compétences des utilisateurs. 

- D’où l’existence de chances 

élevées d’efficience. 

Complémentarité - Degré jugé fort de complémentarité 

entre les services en et hors ligne. 

- Degré moyen de complémentarité entre 

les ressources de la banque 

(technologie, équipements…) et les 

compétences dans le domaine des TIC.  

- Engagement et déploiement des 

ressources.  

- Qualité du système de formation.  

- Signes de complémentarité 

associés à l’efficience pouvant 

contribuer à la création de valeur. 

Lock-in 

 

- Programmes de fidélisation des clients 

(économie des coûts, du temps et 

services après-vente). 

- Harmonisation stratégique. 

- Engagement actif des clients. 

 

Nouveauté - Innovation de divers services sur 

internet (STB net » et « click to pay ») 

et de nouvelles structures de 

transaction.  

- Alignement avec la politique 

générale.  

 

 

Ces résultats apportent une justification empirique quant aux quatre sources de création de valeur selon le 

modèle d’Amit et Zott, (2001) dans des contextes différents, sans pour autant prétendre à la validité 

externe vu qu’il s’agit d’une étude de cas unique. Le CE constitue un investissement, quoique 

irréversible, dont le retour serait garanti. Il importe à ce niveau de s’interroger sur l’effet modérateur ainsi 

que le degré de concordance entre la politique générale et la stratégie du CE. 

 

 Analyse de l’effet modérateur de l’alignement stratégique 
 

L’analyse repose sur le postulat que l’adoption du CE, compte tenu de certains antécédents, engendre une 

transformation au sein de l’organisation en influant sur les processus et les coûts (Cline et Guynes, 2001). 

Cette transformation qui touche la structure, les SI, les systèmes de production, la logistique, le 

management des ressources humaines, les systèmes de mesure de performance (etc.,) est en mesure de 

favoriser l’alignement stratégique. 

 

En interrogeant l’interviewé sur ce processus de transformation, deux résultats sont relevés : d’une part, il 

existe une certaine intention stratégique quant à la pertinence de l’adoption du CE à la STB. D’autre part, 

le strategic fit  est mitigé quant à l’ampleur des transformations réalisées. Le changement semble être 

subi plutôt que voulu ; ce qui remet en cause l’orientation déterministe beaucoup plus volontariste de la 

direction générale de la STB. 

 

Il en découle que si le CE procure à la STB des avantages, cela s’explique, en partie par l’émergence 

d’un certain degré de cohérence entre la stratégie générale de la banque et celle du CE. Ce résultat 

corrobore les travaux de Venkatraman, Henderson et Oldach, (1993), qui montrent que la cohérence entre 

la stratégie générale de l’entreprise et celle du SI maximise la valeur créée. 

 

3. Discussion 
  

Le résultat saillant de l’étude réside dans l’influence des facteurs environnementaux dans le processus de 

création de valeur du CE. Une telle influence est en mesure de dicter les actions des dirigeants plaçant 

l’objet de gestion au niveau macro-organisationnel compte tenu des interactions entre les éléments 
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endogènes et ceux exogènes du business model. Dès lors, l’analyse du phénomène prend une autre 

dimension fondée sur l’approche sociotechnique selon la conception d’Emery et Trist (1965). 

 

Le recours à l’approche sociotechnique se justifie par le besoin de comprendre les interactions entre les 

divers facteurs puisque la décision d’adoption du CE s’insère dans le cadre d’un environnement 

turbulent. Comme l’affirme Scott (1987, p. 149):  

 

"Organizations are viewed as interdependent with environments in a number of senses. 

Participant's perceptions of their environments together with the attention structures of 

organizations result in enacted environments that are products of both environmental features 

and organizational information systems. Environments directly affect organizational outcomes, 

which in turn affect subsequent perceptions and decisions. Environments influence 

organizations, but organizations also modify and select their environments. And environments 

supply the materials and ingredients of which organizations are composed".  

 

Il apparaît alors que l’efficacité du CE est appréhendée en fonction des interactions entre trois facteurs à 

savoir hommes, machines et contexte. Lorsque l’interactionnisme est entretenu par les facteurs de 

l’environnement, il importe d’analyser, selon les termes d’Emery et Trist (1965) "the causal texture of 

organizational environments" dans le but d’une optimisation conjointe des divers facteurs. Une telle 

texture est bridée en fonction de "the extent of interconnecting relationships" entre ces facteurs. 

 

Un tel processus aboutit à une classification et positionnement interactif des variables explicatives de la 

création de valeur du CE en distinguant entre les régulateurs, les réalisateurs et les spécificateurs du 

système comme le montre la figure 1:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Approche sociotechnique et interactionniste de la création de valeur du CE 
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Les régulateurs permettent au système de se maintenir tout en garantissant sa stabilité et donnant sens à 

l’action. Ils revoient au contexte qui détermine le degré d’efficacité d’une stratégie de CE en agissant 

positivement sur les autres éléments du système. Par le même principe, lorsque l’effet est négatif, les 

résultats ne seraient pas optimisés et les dysfonctionnements suscitent des adaptations. Plus 

particulièrement, l’intervention des pouvoirs publics à travers l’institutionnalisation des actions, les 

variations des concurrents dans un cadre légal et éthique ainsi que les comportements « rationnels » des 

fournisseurs et des clients selon une logique de partenariat sont en mesure d’assurer la sustainability du 

système en termes de valeur ajoutée. Ces facteurs agissent également sur les réalisateurs faisant trait au 

contexte interne dans lequel s’engage un processus d’"incorporation of organizational structure by 

incorporating environmrntal structure" (Scott, 1987, p. 168). 

 

En outre, il importe d’adapter la structure organisationnelle afin de "infuze with value beyond the 

technical requirements of the task at hand" selon les termes de Selznick (1957, p. 17). Ce sont les 

réalisateurs qui accomplissent le processus d’adaptation structurelle en créant une culture favorable au 

numérique et développant des connaissances et des expériences dans le domaine. L’efficacité de la 

stratégie du CE est mesurée par les deux inducteurs de valeur ajoutée à savoir la nouveauté et la 

complémentarité. 

 

La catégorie de spécificateurs regroupe les déterminants déclenchant la décision de l’adoption d’une 

stratégie e-business puisque l’infrastructure et les compétences technologiques ainsi que les mécanismes 

de sécurité des transactions justifient une telle décision. S’ajoute également l’effet modérateur de 

l’alignement stratégique. Il en résulte une focalisation sur les ressources internes, une tendance au partage 

des compétences et des coûts et une cohérence interne entre les choix stratégiques. 

 

Ainsi et au au-delà d’une démarche linéaire de compréhension des phénomènes, la présente recherche 

suggère une approche d’ingénierie et de gestion concomitante, réduisant ainsi le degré de leur complexité 

tout en mobilisant les préceptes de l’approche sociotechnique. 

 

Conclusion 

La présente étude s’inscrit dans le cadre d’une grande volonté de déterminer les facteurs concourant à la 

création de valeur du CE dans un contexte émergent. Une revue de la littérature permet de dégager un 

business model relatif à la création de valeur du commerce électronique. Les résultats témoignent que la 

détermination de la création de valeur du CE se caractérise par la complexité et la multi dimensionnalité.  

 

En se basant sur le fait que le CE reste encore un terrain récent et le manque des travaux relatifs au 

domaine du CE en Tunisie, la méthode de cas est adoptée afin de positionner ce phénomène dans son 

contexte réel et de lui ajouter des sources de preuves. 

 

La triangulation des résultats avec l’approche sociotechnique aboutit à une classification des déterminants 

de l’adoption du CE en régulateurs, réalisateurs et spécificateurs. Il en ressort que la stratégie devient 

cruciale pour assurer la viabilité à travers des négociations avec les acteurs externes, des variations 

garante d’une sélection de l’organisation et des technologies appropriées et intégrées. 

 

Certes, les implications sont multiples tant sur le plan théorique, méthodologique que pratique. Sur le 

plan théorique, l’étude de l’apport du CE est à appréhender comme un système complexe et dynamique. 

Sur le plan méthodologique, l’analyse systémique est à engager permettant, non seulement, d’agencer ses 

composants mais aussi de tenir compte des interactions pouvant influencer les résultats. Sur le plan 

pratique, trois implications peuvent être livrées. D’abord, la mise en œuvre d’une stratégie de CE s’inscrit 

dans le cadre d’une approche futuriste dont les retombées seraient perceptibles à long terme. Ensuite, le 

facteur humain émerge directement dans la spécification et la stabilisation et indirectement dans la 

régulation du système. Enfin, le rôle des dirigeants constitue un déterminant crucial pour l’efficacité du 

CE. 

 

Pour le cas de la Tunisie, le CE constitue une piste prometteuse pour assurer la viabilité des entreprises. 

En outre, compte tenu des gaps technologique, managérial et structurel pouvant exister, un nouveau 
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regard au mode de fonctionnement, de gouvernance et de pilotage, est fortement recommandé afin de 

tirer profit des avantages procurés par la solution du e-business. 

 

La poursuite des recherches futures peut être fondée aussi bien sur les apports de cette étude que sur ses 

limites. Il serait intéressant de mener une étude longitudinale afin de revisiter l’impact les facteurs 

environnementaux de premier ordre en s’interrogeant sur la nature des pressions gouvernementales avec 

le changement de l’orientation de l’Etat, la quête vers la transparence, l’éthique et la concurrence loyale 

qu’impose le processus démocratique dans le pays.  

 

De plus, le comportement des dirigeants, tantôt conformiste tantôt mimétique soulève un questionnement 

sur le comportement stratégique et les systèmes de valeurs des dirigeants dans la « nouvelle » forme 

d’organisation digitale. 
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Abstract 

Present paper aims to analyze the possibility to attain the patrimonial liability against the managers 

who caused the bankruptcy of a football club.  As a rule, any type of company, even a football club, 

goes into liquidation precisely because by selling the assets it could pay all the debts 

accumulated.There are situations when, throughout the liquidation procedure of a company the 

liquidator finds out that the funds obtained are not enough to cover all the debts, context in which, it 

must exist  a system of legal and patrimonial protection of the creditors.Romanian legislation allows 

the courts that in such circumstances to rule that the debts of a bankrupt legal entity are to be paid from 

the personal patrimony of the persons who caused the bankruptcy.The economic context of Romania 

has made the courts in the last decade to be confronted with an avalanche of claims for the patrimonial 

responsibility filled by the Romanian tax authorities. The Romanian lawmaker has expressly regulated 

the patrimonial liability against persons who caused the bankruptcy in Law no. 85/2006 (on 

bankruptcy proceedings), and yet there are situations in the jurisprudence when tax authorities filled 

unlawful claims for patrimonial liability without any kind of evidence in support of their request.Given 

the financial implications of admitting such a complaint, we consider that present paper is of interest 

both to the academic and business environment. 

Keywords: bankruptcy, liquidation, patrimonial liability, insolvency. 

I. Factual situation 
 

In fact, because of the numerous state budget debts accumulated, the Romanian Public Finances 

Administration and the Romanian Authority for Capitalization of State Activities requested the 

initiation of bankruptcy proceedings against the Football Club X. 

The request was admitted in principle and it commenced the insolvency proceedings against the club. 

The judge also appointed a judicial administrator in charge of checking balance sheets, identification 

of all debts and creditors in order to subsequently, by liquidating the assets owned by the club, to pay 

all debts to the state budget and to any other identified creditor. 

During the procedure, the liquidator discovered that the value of the debts exceeds by far the value of 

the assets, context in which the bankruptcy judge has ordered the liquidator to draw up a report of the 

procedure by which to identify the persons responsible for the state of insolvency and finally for the 

bankruptcy of the Club X. 

After the investigation, the liquidator did not identify any person directly responsible for the 

bankruptcy of the Club, stating that the bankruptcy was not caused by fraudulent actions of the 

managers but only by the accumulation of debts. 
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Even though, Romanian Public Finances Administration filed a complaint to the bankruptcy judge 

requesting that the managers be forced to bear the unpaid debts of the Club from their own patrimony, 

based on Law no. 85/2006
i
. 

II. Legal framework 
 

Romanian legislation, namely Law no. 85/2006, took into consideration the situation in which the 

bankruptcy isn`t a matter that intervened just as a cause of the economic context but also as a result of 

the guilty actions of certain persons in the management of the company. 

According to art. 138 par. 1 of the Law no. 85/2006: "if in the report drawn up in accordance with the 

provisions of Art. 59 par. 1
ii
 persons who are liable for the debtor's bankruptcy are identified, at the 

request of the judicial administrator or the liquidator, the bankruptcy judge may order that part of the 

bankrupt company's debts to be paid by the management of the company and any other person who 

caused the debtor's insolvency status”. 

Thus, a number of conditions have been laid down, which, once fulfilled, may lead to attracting the 

patrimonial responsibility of the managers, namely if: 

- “they have, for personal benefit, ordered the continuation of an activity clearly leading to the 

bankruptcy of the company; 

- they kept a fictitious accountancy, made some accounting records disappear, or did not keep the 

accounting in accordance with the law”. 

Under such circumstances, we note that not every kind of activity that led to the insolvency is likely to 

lead to patrimonial liability, but only those situations expressly provided by the legislator. 

Considering that in the majority of the cases the main creditor is the state, the legislator also took into 

consideration the situation where the judicial administrator or the liquidator did not fulfill the 

obligation to indicate the persons responsible for the bankruptcy of the company or did not introduce 

the request for attracting the patrimonial liability.  

Therefore, according to art. 138 par. 3 of the Law no. 85/2006 "if the judicial administrator or, as the 

case may be, the liquidator did not indicate the guilty persons of the debtor's bankruptcy and  or 

decided that it is not appropriate to introduce the action provided in par. (1), it may be introduced by 

the creditor who holds more than 50% of the value of the claims registered on the creditor's table". 

We notice that the law limits the right of the main creditor to submit the application exclusively for 

two situations: 

- the liquidator did not indicate the persons guilty of bankruptcy, although these existed (in this 

situation, the context in which the liquidator failed to identify any person directly liable for bankruptcy 

is not took into consideration); 

- The liquidator, although identifying the persons responsible for bankruptcy, has decided not to 

introduce the claim for patrimonial liability. 

In the following, we analyze the particular situation of a football club gone bankrupt for which the 

Romanian state, through his administrations, filed a claim for patrimonial liability of the managers. 
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Iii. The Request of the Creditor 
 

Romanian Public Finances Administration as main creditor, in support of the claim for patrimonial 

liability of the managers alleged that: 

“- they have, for personal benefit, ordered the continuation of an activity clearly leading to the 

bankruptcy of the company; 

- they kept a fictitious accountancy, made some accounting records disappear, or did not keep the 

accounting in accordance with the law”, 

actions penalized by art. 138 par. 1 let. c) and d) of Law no. 85/2006. 

The complainant argued that the insolvency of the debtor, found by the bankruptcy judge in the 

sentence by which he ruled the insolvency proceedings, is only the result of inadequate overall 

management of the football club.  

The main argument of the complainant was that although the managers knew about the precarious 

situation of the company, they haven`t applied themselves for insolvency procedure. The creditor 

claims that the guilt of the managers consists in the fact that, in the very moment in which the company 

was in impossibility of paying its debts, they haven`t suspended the activity and also haven`t notified 

the creditors, thus contributing to the accumulation of new debts. Not realizing profit, but on the 

contrary, at a loss, they jeopardized the financial situation of the company.  

Therefore, by failing to comply with the aforementioned request, the administrator tacitly accepted the 

increase of debtor's obligations towards the consolidated state budget and, indirectly, ordered, for 

personal benefit, the continuation of the debtor's activity, impeding its precarious situation by adding 

accessories to the existing debts. 

The insolvency corroborated with the managers inaction not to formulate the action provided by art. 27 

of the aforementioned law was considered by the creditor to lead to the conclusion that the managers 

have ordered the continuation of an activity that led to the cessation of payments, for personal interest 

and not in the company's interest, deed stipulated by art. 138 letter c of the Law no. 85 /2006.  

Romanian Public Finances Administration also pointed out that during the tax inspections and during 

the liquidation period, the managers did not provide the control bodies with the club's accounting 

records, in spite of several requests. What they failed to mention in their claim is the fact that the 

records have not been requested from the accountant but from the managers, being obvious that the 

managers couldn`t provide accounting records.  

Even so, the creditor claimed that the company administrators and management bodies are responsible 

for organizing and managing accounting records. 

In conclusion, the creditor stated that the fact the managers did not provide the liquidator with any of 

the accounting documents, only confirms that: “fictitious accounting was kept, the management made 

some accounting documents disappear or the accounting was not kept in accordance with the law”, all 

of which had the purpose of concealing data unfavorable for the club. 
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Iv. Argument Invoked By the Defense 

IV.1. Procedural inadmissibility of the creditor's claim 
 

As stated above, art. 138 par. 3 of the Law no. 85/2006, allows the main creditor who holds more than 

50% of the value of debts to file a claim for patrimonial liability of the managers. 

In this particular case, given the factual situation, it is obvious that the Romanian Public Finances 

Administration or in that matter any other creditor, have no legal possibility to file the request for 

patrimonial liability. 

The argument is simple and deducted as per a contrario interpretation of the legal text. Romanian 

legislation allows the main creditor to file the request only if: 

- on the one hand, the liquidator, in his report, failed to mention the persons responsible for 

bankruptcy. The intention of the Romanian legislator for this matter is that if the liquidator has already 

identified such persons but haven`t nominated them in the report. Thus, in the situation in which even 

if the liquidator investigated the causes of bankruptcy, he concluded that the bankruptcy is not the 

result of the actions of managers but the result of an economic crisis, the main creditor has no right to 

file the complaint. 

- On the other hand, the liquidator himself hadn`t filed the complaint for patrimonial liability. In our 

case, the liquidator not only filed the complaint, but also the bankruptcy judge ruled that there is no 

person responsible for the bankruptcy of the football club. 

Given that the provisions of art. 138 par. 3 of Law no. 85/2006 are inapplicable in this case, it is 

obvious that the complaint filed by the state administration is inadmissible. 

Even so, in the following, we analyze the merits of the complaint in order to prove that the request is 

not only inadmissible but also groundless. 

IV.2. The merits of the request filed by the main creditor 
Managers whose liability was requested demanded the rejection of the claim, on the one hand because 

it was unmotivated and, on the other hand, the creditor did not submit sufficient evidence to support 

the causal link between the alleged actions and the damage. 

Including the specialized doctrine pointed out that the mere indication in the request of the actions as 

provided by art. 138 is not enough, having to show and prove what the facts in concrete are and 

especially how these facts led to the creation or worsening of the state of bankruptcy (Avram, 2007). 

In the following, we are going to analyze the arguments of the defense structured for each alleged 

action separately: 

Regarding the action consisting in „the continuation of the club's activity in the personal interest”, in 

order to attract the patrimonial responsibility of the managers, the creditor had to prove concretely: 

- the alleged personal interest of managers to continue the activity; 

- the fact that the club, through the continuation of its activity, was obviously ending up in cessation of 

payments. 
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The mere failure to not file the petition for bankruptcy procedure under article. 27 is not an activity 

sanctioned by the legislator in the art. 138 that regulates the patrimonial liability. 

In this respect, the recent jurisprudence of the Iasi Court of Appeal, is eloquent revealing that: "The 

Court considers that art. 138 lit. c of Law no. 85/2006 does not sanction the decision to continue an 

activity, as the insolvency is imminent, but the bad faith of the persons in charge of the company, who 

decided to continue an inefficient business activity, exclusively for personal interest, with the 

consequence of prejudicing the creditors of the company. 

The fact that the company continued to operate, as it accumulated more debts to the state budget, is 

not enough to attract responsibility, as long as the personal interest of the managers in the 

continuation of its activity has not been proven"  (Iasi, 125/2016). 

Moreover, the specialized literature revealed that undergoing a non-performing management activity 

and obtaining negative results, does not attract by itself the incidence of the provisions of art. 138, 

which sanctions only the limitative actions that have as consequence the bankruptcy of the company 

(Maria, et al., 2009). 

Regarding the allegation that club managers „kept fictitious accounts, they made some accounting 

documents disappear or they did not keep the accounting in accordance with the law” a conclusion 

based only on a simple presumption, deducted from the fact that the accounting documents were not 

provided, it is obvious unfounded. 

In this respect, including the creditor in his application acknowledges that „the lack of accounting 

evidence or not keeping a lawful accounting is not in itself a damaging action”. 

Furthermore, reading the text of the law cited above, the activity sanctioned by art. 138 lit. d) is not in 

itself capable of provoking a state of insolvency, and it is impossible to establish a relationship of 

necessity between this deed and the bankruptcy. 

In support of the defense arguments, we observe that the jurisprudence of the Bucharest Court of 

Appeal is edifying: "With regard to the illicit omission consisting in not keeping an accountancy in 

accordance with the law (art.138 paragraph 1 letter d), thesis III Law no.85 / 2006), hypothesis 

invoked by the State, the Court notes that it does not state and does not prove the causal mechanism by 

which the imputed illicit omission would have led to the bankruptcy of the debtor.  

The complainant confines himself to claims without substantiated assumptions and unjustified 

presumptions, but which do not fulfill his procedural obligation to prove the causal relationship 

between the accounting of the company and its state of insolvency”  (Bucharest, 911/2015). The same 

ruling argument can be found also in the unanimous jurisprudence of Iasi Court of Appeal which stated 

that: “the facts enumerated in this text are characterized by their intentional demeanor, which must be 

proved for each person of those considered responsible”  (Iasi, 51/2016).  

Regarding the case provided by art. 138 lit. d) the final thesis, in the sense that the managers did not 

keep the accounting in accordance with the law, the doctrine pointed out that the creditor must prove 

this aspect, only the failure to submit some accounting reports to the Financial Administration and to 

the Office of Commerce Registry is not equivalent with keeping an unlawful accounting. Failure to 

report, may consist a missdemeanor, but by its very nature, this act can not constitute a legal basis that 

would lead to the patrimonial liability of the managers, in order for them to pay the debts of the 

bankrupt company (Maria, et al., 2009). 
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We therefore observe that the creditor's claims, as argued by the defense, are mostly of a general and 

theoretical nature, without the objectively necessary character and are not based on any evidence, 

context in which the only solution that could be pronounced by the court is the rejection of the claim as 

groundless. 

V. Final Decision of the Court 
 

The Court analyzed both the arguments and by its sentence ruled the dismissal of the State claim for 

patrimonial liability of the football clubs managers.  

It argued that, in order to attract the personal liability of the manager of a company based on the 

provisions of art. 138 of the Law no.85 / 2006, the interested party must prove that the conditions of 

the Civil Code have been met, namely the existence of an injury, an illegal action, the existence of a 

causal relationship between the illicit deed and the damage, and the most important, the guilt of the 

persons who caused said damage.  

In addition, we note the special character of the liability in question. To this extent, although the Court 

argued that the guilt of the managers should be appreciate in concreto, requiring a specific causality 

between the deed and the damage, we consider that the alleged facts, to the extent that they were 

culpably committed and caused injury, must be able to contribute to the bankruptcy of the debtor 

company. 

The mentioned law on the liability of the managers does not establish an objective liability for the 

damage representing the total claims of the creditors, but a liability in which the imputed facts must be 

proved both in fact and in law. As well as under the special conditions stipulated in the Law no. 

85/2006, for each of the listed actions, the general conditions of the civil liability should acquire 

specific peculiarities depending on the case. 

As we can observe, there is no statutory presumption of guilt and liability in the charge of the debtor 

company manager. 

As follows, analyzing the conditions of the special liability, the court stated that: 

In regard of the activity sanctioned by art. 138 let. c the creditor limited itself to making simple 

assessments as to the culpability of the managers, which, of course, cannot convince the court that, this 

was the reason the company became insolvent and finally bankrupt. 

Therefore, there is no presumption that, even if the managers continued the debtor's activity in the 

prejudice of the creditors, this was premeditated. 

Regarding the deed provided by art. 138 letter d of the Insolvency Law, namely: “kept a fictitious 

accounting, made some accounting documents disappear or did not keep a lawful accounting”, the 

creditors' presumptions could not be corroborated with other evidences. Thus, the court concluded that 

the applicant's arguments cannot be upheld. 

On the other hand, lawless accounting does not in itself constitute a singular condition for attracting 

patrimonial responsibility; since it cannot be deduced from the causal link between the unlawful 

accounting and the premeditated aspect of the debtor's bankruptcy. 
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Consequently, the court considered that it was not only based on the assessments that it was possible to 

obtain the personal patrimonial liability of the managers, and dismissed the calim as unreasonable. 

Conclusions 
Patrimonial liability of persons who caused the bankruptcy of a company and forcing them to pay the 

company's debts from their own funds may seem a viable solution for the Romanian state. However, 

filing unjustified or unsubstantiated claims only hinders the judiciary system and creates additional 

costs for the state budget. 

Furthermore, although the purpose of such claims is to recover money for the state budget, we note 

that there are practical situations where some applications are manifestly unfounded, yet they are 

judged over a period between two and five years period in which the Romanian state spends more with 

the trial of the case than the eventually recovered funds. 

There are even situations where the state administration introduces such claims by inertia without 

verifying whether, in the event that the application is admitted, the persons liable to pay the debts of 

the bankrupt companies have such resources in their personal budget. Otherwise, we come to the 

situation where, although the state has obtained a favorable court decision, it will have no way of 

actually obtaining the respective amounts. 

As shown, in this case, not only the claim filed by the tax authorities it was unfounded and unproven, 

but it was tried for seven years, during which all human and financial resources involved in the 

process, could have been used more effective. 

In conclusion, although in principle we agree that the state should have available legal means to 

recover debts of bankrupt companies, we believe that these methods should not be used abusively and 

arbitrarily by the state. 

                                                           
i
 Published in the Official Gazette, Part I no. 359 of 21/04/2006, Entry into force: 20/07/2006. 

ii
 Detailed report on the causes and circumstances leading to insolvency, mentioning the persons to 

whom it would be imputable, and the existence of the prerequisites for the engagement of their liability 

under Art. 138. 
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Abstract  

The aim of this paper is to describe the possibilities of microfinancing on the global market as well as on 
the Slovak market, too. Microfinancing is one of those small ideas from which the financing tool with the 
great influence has come out. This idea was brought by Muhammad Yunus who provided small loans to 
local people as a solution for poverty. The different banks already tried to provide loans to poor 
households, however this provision was not effective, at all, and it ended with wasted subsidies and 
corruption. Moreover, economic theories also issued warnings against providing loans to low- income 
households.  Nowadays these microloans without guarantee, are provided by microfinance institutions to 
the clients who were refused as not profitable by banks. Regarding the fact that there are not any 
institutions that deal with microfinancing we are going to find out the possibilities of their existence on 
the Slovak market. For this aim we will use the comparative analysis and on the basis of description we 
will bring the SWOT analysis. On the basis of available resources, we choose the specific areas that 
provide information and data about microfinancing and its usage in the practice of the Slovak financial 
market.The practical implications of this paper could be the background for establishing such institution 
on the Slovak financial market. Regarding the fact that there has not been done any research in this field, 
the results of the SWOT analysis will be the added value of this paper. 
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Introduction 

 
Defining exactly what is and what is not an impact investment has become increasingly important, as the 
term has taken off. Unfortunately, many people approaching this task are still locked in old language and 
mind-sets. (Bugg-Levine & Emerson, 2011) Impact investing is a type of investing that aims to generate 
specific beneficial social or environmental effect in addition to financial gain. Impact investing is a subset 
of socially responsible investing (SRI) but while the definition of socially responsible investing 
encompasses avoidance of harm, impact investing actively seeks to make a positive impact by investing 
(Majerčáková & Mittelman, 2017).  

For now, the industry is coalescing around a definition that focuses on intention and the attention an 
investor pays to blended value returns: impact investors intend to create positive impact alongside various 
levels of financial return, both managing and measuring the blended value they create. In practice it 
means that all investments are capable of generating positive social impact, but some are closer to the 
action than others. (Bugg-Levinne & Emerson, 2011) Impact investing evoked the optimism and action 
orientation of the investors group. The term provided a broad, rhetorical umbrella under which a wide 
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range of investors could huddle. Socially responsible investors, microfinance investors, ethical investors, 
green-tech venture capitalists, and community development financers: all could see their affinity in a 
broader movement and begin to collaborate to address the similar challenges they faced.  

 
Growth in the impact investment market has been impressive, but significant challenges remain for the 
future. Today, impact investment has been associated with illiquid, higher risk private investment (often 
equity-based) into ventures that have a very direct outcome. The challenge for institutional investors is to 
develop a credible, mainstream (daily priced) investment product, which can appeal to a broad investor 
base. Therefore, the lack of viable products and options remains a top concern. Institutional investors are 
seeking products exhibiting (Majerčáková, 2015): 

• scale and scalability to match institutional minimum investment sizes, e.g. EUR 5 million, 
• track record (notably in terms of financial performance), 

• investment characteristics matching their asset allocation constraints (liquidity, volatility, 
investment style, etc.). 

Impact investing challenges and the long-held views on social and environmental issues should be 
addressed only to philanthropic donations, and those market investments should focus exclusively on 
achieving financial returns. The growing impact investment market provides capital to the world’s most 
pressing challenges in sectors such as sustainable agriculture, clean technology, green real estate, supply 
chain services, technical assistance services, energy, microfinance, and affordable and accessible basic 
services including housing, healthcare, and education. From the perspective of these markets, investors 
like individuals, private financial and for-profit institutions, philanthropic institutions and last but not 
least governments are seeking for outcomes like jobs, educations, environmental sustainability, improved 
social program outcomes, economic opportunity, new social enterprise business models or new 
investment opportunities. Impact investment has attracted a wide variety of investors; specifically: (1) 
diversified financial institutions; (2) pension funds; (3) insurance companies; (4) large-scale family 
offices; (5) fund managers; (6) private foundations making program and mission-related investments; (7) 
development or specialized financial institutions; (8) private financial institutions; (9) individual 
investors. Private financial institutions have the increasing interest in investing into social businesses and 
bring the expectations of social and economic return. On the other hand, public authorities are becoming 
reluctant to invest in the projects of innovation; they do not perform their own duties in supporting the 
social business if the existing projects are financed by the philanthropic organizations or private investors. 
Some organizations therefore fight with the possibilities of finding the investor or gaining the necessary 
capital for their innovation projects and ideas. Private investors expect demonstrable social and economic 
return on investment, and this is the factor that forces public authorities to expect the same effect from 
their own investment. (Majerčáková, Mittelman, 2016) 

Microfinance Possibilities in the Slovak Republic 

Microfinance institutions need for reaching their goals and solving poverty capital, as well as internal 
operational capacities. Since 1970, it has been proved that microfinancing is one of the most effective and 
sustainable tool in the fight against poverty. In spite of this fact, there is still 80% of workforce poor, 
more than 400 million families are on the line of poverty and without the possibility of gaining financial 
sources (Majerčáková & Kočišová. 2016). 
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Advantages and indisputable usefulness of microfinance as the tool in the fight against poverty have been 
known many decades in the world however this expression is in the Slovak republic unknown for the big 
part ordinary people. 

 The Central body in the area of supporting small and medium-sized enterprises on the side of state is the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Slovak republic that works as the coordinator and guarantor for 
many activities that deal with the above mentioned matters. Development of small and medium-sized 
entrepreneurship, cooperation with international institutions and regional support of companies in the 
Slovak republic belong among activities that the Ministry deals with.  

The Current Situation  

In the territory of the Slovak republic, The Foundation Integra, Rural organization for community 
activities and other organizations that are framed by the Association of microloan institutions of the 
Slovak republic deal with microloans. As far as microgrants are concerned there are some successful 
programs in the Slovak republic that are mostly financed from the foreign sources. For example the 
program „citizens in municipality “, that is under the auspices of the foundations Ekopolis and ETP-
Slovensko, focus on the development of tourism, infrastructure and it serves for the reintroduction of 
social and cultural life in the towns up to 1500 citizens. OTP Bank Slovakia has been the provider of 
microloans since 2014, it has become the first institution in the Slovak republic and according to the 
etimates it should provide loans in the amount of 10 million EUR. (OTP Bank, 2014). Their main goal are 
either young entrepreneurs or those people who do not have the access to the traditional bank services. 

The Reasons for Microfinancing in the Slovak Republic 

The provision of microloans and microgrants helps to decreasing of poverty and by this, the myths about 
providing loans to poor people are not worth and profitable are being overcome. As an example, we can 
mention the microloans program run by the organization Zakoura in Marocco, that helped up to 20 
percent of clients to overcome the poverty line after second, third or fourth loan /maturity was half year/. 
(IFC, 2014)  Studies in Bangladesh showed that less than 5 percent of people from the lowest class 
without the access to loans got out from the poverty during 8 years., while as many as 48 percent from 
those who had access to microloans from Grameen Bank, were successful in overcoming the official 
poverty line in the same time. (GDRC, 2015)  

 

The situation in the Slovak entrepreneurship is different only a little, because commercial banks are not 
willing to provide small loans and the support from the side of the government is very little or even non-
reachable. One from the institutions providing microloans is Slovak Bussiness Agency (till march 2014 
its name was The National Agency for the development of small and medium-sized entrepreneurship). It 
lends 2 500 EUR - 50 000 EUR and maturity is 6 – 48 months, while the interest rate is 1,19% - 9,03%.26  

 „ SBA wants to be the first choice of Slovak companies when beginning and developing its business“ 

(SBA, 2015)  

 
Increasing employment rate, competitiveness of companies in the private sector and increasing survival 
rate of these types of companies on the Slovak market belongs into the aims of Slovak Bussiness Agency. 
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Generally, the higher concentration of poverty is not centralized in cities but in the country. The fact that 
country areas are discriminated, was caught by the irish professor from the Research Institute of economy 
and social affairs, Patrick Honohan: „Financial institutions lend money to those where we can predict that 
their strategy will bring the sufficient financial flows for paying debts. According their definition, there is 
less number of these clients in heavy laden regions.” (Kalafut, 2001) This implies that advancing regions 
get more subsidies, for example in the form of loans, and poor regions are even derogated from, and they 
are declining more and more, despite developing themselves. Specially, microloans could help with the 
stimulation of financial activities in less developed regions.  

Microloans can be considered, regarding relatively fast return on profits of microcompanies, as fast paid 
back. „Grameen Bank in Bangladesh provides to 1,8 mil. to people reliant upon loans small credit in the 
amount as much as 30 milion USD. Although this is already a large program, debtors are able to pay back 
this bank 98 % of loans.” (GDRC, 2015)  

 The Slovak republic, in 1999, was able to reach the similar result– return on microloan program of the 
organization VOKA (Vidiecka organizácia pre komunitné activity / Rural organization for community 
activities) rose up to 98%. However, 30% of the provided loans in Slovak commercial banks were put 
into the category where it was assumed that those types of loans would never be paid back. 

 Regarding the fact that microfinancing provides financial resources, it also enables to create savings. 
Poor people have often the big respect to bank accounts and they rather hide their money in cash – fees 
connected to maintaing account, going to bank branch, etc. many other microloan organizations have 
started to realize this issue and they bring the solution in removal the above mentioned barriers. Enabling 
savings is not advantageous only for clients but also for bank itself which can then enlarge its product 
portfolio and clients’scale. (Mukherjee & Wisniwski, 1998).  

Microloan credits are able to create working position for lower costs, than for example with the subsidies 
of foreign investents. This enourmous difference is clearly visible in comparison with the price of one 
working position in building an industrial park and maintaining one position of microfinance program 
VOKA. Regarding the total height of state subsidy, that went up to 563 000 000 SK (cca. 18,7 million 
EUR), and the ideal assesment of the number of newly created working posts (3200), the average price of 
one working position reached 175 000 SK (cca. 5 800 EUR). If we take into account the fact that it was 
non-refundable subsidy, it is incomparably more disadvantageous than VOKA, that enabled keeping one 
working position by means of small loan for the price of approximately 24 000 SK (cca. 8 000 EUR), 
under the normal commercial conditions. Moreover, the mentioned microloan programs are realized in 
the economically more underdeveloped regions and by this they contribute to decrease the difference 
between cities and country under the current commercial conditions.  

In the institutions, that provide microloans, clients are involved in the processes of a particular 
organization. Bank officers do not help with the solving of microloans, but the representatives of the 
particular aim group who have the personal experience with microloans while the representatives of 
institution participates on their meetings, for obvious reasons. At the turn of the millennium VOKA 
supported together 239 projects in 24 towns in the form of microgrants that went up to the total amount of 
3,3 million SK (cca. 110 000 EUR). (Kalafut, 2001)  

The projects financed by microloans or microgrants take into account either local conditions or 
environment as members of community do not like project from the point of view of ecological impact, 
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they simply do not approve it.  (Majer
local issues are approved in contrast with the programs
prevented to the creations and realizations of socially meaningless projects.

Slovak Business Agency represents the oldest organization determined for the support and development 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in the Slovak republic. It was founded in 1993 and it is the specific 
connection of public and private sector, specifically the Ministry of Economic Affairs together with the 
Association of Slovak businessmen and Slovak artisanal association. The
Agency are to raise employment rate in private sector and the survival rate of Slovak companies. The 
importance of small and medium-
enterprises that exist on the territory of the Slovak republic and they participate more than the half in 
gross domestic production. 

Graph 1: Percentage share of Slovak enterprises in the Slovak republic and European Union in 

Source: Own processing of the document Ana
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The conditions for getting the loan involve attributes for the particular applicant for a loan, for example it 
has to be a natural person or legal entity as entrepreneur that has to be registered in the particular register. 
Moreover, it has to be micro company, a company where there are employed less than 10 people and total 
turnover in one year is not more than 2 000 000 EUR, or it is a small company with less than 50 
employees with the annual turnover till 10 000 000 EUR. Applicant has to
they must not have debts towards the state and they must not be in winding up process or bankrupt.
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needed for business. The purpose can also be other investment, but it has to be approved by the provider 
of loan. The realized purpose has to correspond with the approved purpose.  

For the obtaining loan, applicant has to make some steps. The fist step is to get through an introducing 
interview, where he will get familiar with the possibilities of obtaining the loan. Subsequently, he will fill 
in the application for the loan, either by himself or with the help of the officer in personal consultation. 
The application is submitted in the particular institution, eventually in the institution cooperating with the 
company Slovak Business Agency (together 8 branches all around the Slovak republic, except Slovak 
Business Agency also RPIC Komárno, RPIC Prešov, RPIC Trebišov, RPIC Dunajská Streda, BIC 
Prievidza and the National holding Fund in Bratislava). The applicant is obliged to submit together with 
the application also some officially verified documents, as entrepreneurship license, abstract of the 
Companies Register (if it is the person that is registered there), extract from the criminal records, if it is 
existing entrepreneur, as well as income and expense statement and declaration of taxes for the last two 
tax periods, business plan, confirmation of the Court that the applicant is not in the winding up process or 
bankrupt, etc. 

It often happens that bank loan applicants, which were not approved there because they did not submit 
financial statements got the chance in Slovak Business Agency. The average interest rate is around 4% p. 
a. to 5% p. a. Another advantage provided is back refinancing for example of made reconstructions. The 
most often applicants for microloans provisions are entrepreneurs from the areas of services, retail, 
tourism or producing sector. Applications are becoming not approved mainly because of the high risk that 
the project bears, but also for the fact that the project is not secured by any means.  

The whole process, from the application for microloan submission, till the providing loan takes usually 
till 30 days. Since 1997 Slovak Business Agency has provided microloans in the amount more than 33 
500 000 EUR, that helped to create approximately 3 000 new working posts. In April 2013, when the 
microloan program was activated again, it was successfully provided up to 3 200 000 EUR in 18 months 
by means of 100 microloans.  

 
Graph 2: Percentage share of employed in the Slovak republic and European Union in 

2015 

Source: Own processing of the document Analysis of the approach of SME 
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Financial intermediaries for the resources from EU are in the Slovak republic bank institutions Sberbank 
a OTP Bank Slovakia. Both institutions provide microloans to the beginning entrepreneurs up to the 
amonut 25 000 EUR.  

Table 1: The comparison of the services provided by Sberbank a OTP Bank Slovakia 

 

 Financial 

providers  
Financing 

amount  
Additional information Resources  

Sberbank  < 25 000 EUR  Microloans, loans for 
disadvantaged people, loans 
for the development or 
establishment of micro 
companies 

Progress  

OTP Bank Slovakia  < 25 000 EUR  otp MICROloans for new or 
existing clients  

Progress / 
EaSI  

Source: Own processing of the document Access to the resources from EU 

State help 

The first type of state help for the beginning entrepreneurs is in the form of (contribution for 
entrepreneurship). The conditions that have o be fulfilled to have the title for the subsidy are following: 
they have to be registered in the Labour office at least for 3 months, they are ranked as the applicant for 
employment, this business performance will be done at least 3 years, they will submit the application in 
the particular Labour Office. The applicant has to be natural person (as a sole proprietor or independently 
operating farmer), it must not be a legal person by any means. The amount of subsidies is not unified in 
the Slovak republic the key factor is the unemployment rate in the region, where will be the particular 
business performed. The maximum height of subsidy in Bratislava region is in this year 2 994,62 EUR, in 
the regions with the unemployment rate the most 9,60 % it is maximum 3 593,55 EUR and in the regions 
with the higher rate it is up to 4 791,40 EUR.  

The particular subsidy is not paid at once, it is paid during the following years of entrepreneurship. The 
conditions depend on the agreement between the applicant and the particular Labour Office. However, the 
law declares that the most of 60% can be paid out till 30 days from the day when the agreement about 
subsidy provision will be concluded. The rest of subsidy will be paid out after the submission of the 
report about drawdown of subsidy and performance of sole proprietorship. The particular report has to be 
submitted after each from the first 3 years of entrepreneurship and it is necessary to report how the 
subsidy was used. If the entrepreneur is not able to carry out performance at least for 3 years it is not 
necessary to return all subsidy provided only the part related to the period during which the entrepreneur 
did not carry out the performance.  

Another way to support the entrepreneurship in the Slovak republic from the side of state is the creation 
of the programs concentrated on small and medium-sized enterprises. 

 It is possible to send the application for the subsidy for the support of the development of SMEs by 
means of web page of the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Slovak republic. The budget approved for 
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years 2017, 2018 and 2019 is divided as follows: for the administration of support programs and schemes 
it is 1 800 000 EUR and for each of these 3 years and for the support of startups it is in the amount of 2 
500 000 EUR, in the same amount all 3 years, as well.  

Startups 

Startups are defined as business initiatives with the big innovative and growth potential that can be 
lucrative also for the foreign investors. However, they bring a big risk with themselves. The most startups 
indeed end with failure, but this small percentage that is successful on the market can change the whole 
industry and it can even create some new. However, from the point of view of new job positions creation, 
the support of startups from the state is not on the first place. Despite the fact that startups are the big 
contribution to economy, the big companies are able to employ much more people. Even if the failure of 
European startups is much lower than those that are based in USA, we can find some projects in Europe, 
which are successful worldwide. Skype from Estonia or the Slovak companies Sygic or Eset belong 
among these. It is seen that the problem is mainly structural barriers in the states of EU that inadequate 
creativity in comparison with USA.  

The Club of business angels of the Slovak republic represents the collection of successful entrepreneurs 
that want by means of advice, experience or money to help startups. It is the first chain of business angels 
on the territory of the Slovak republic, and it was established in 2011.  

The projects that are somehow interesting for these investors have to fulfil some conditions. It must not be 
only an idea, when for example the production of some product has not even started, but entrepreneur 
should have invested some time and own money into the project, they have their own team with which 
they want to realize particular business plan, the project is innovative and has a potential of the rapid 
growth (it is not a cafeteria, sports venue, etc.). 

In the case that the project fulfils the above mentioned criteria, the first task of the Club is to intermediate 
the contact between the entrepreneur and the convenient potential investor.  

The names of investors are not publicized, however investors are not wholly anonymous, because there is 
a meeting of investor and the club before registering into the club and there have to be the positive 
assessments as there is required seriousness and reliability of investors. The amount of investment to one 
project is in the most cases from 10 000 EUR to 80 000 EUR.  

SWOT analysis  

The aim of our SWOT analysis is to determine whether the particular way of getting the loan for 
entrepreneurship or other from the mentioned ways of getting the finances is convenient for the beginning 
company, regarding the conditions of getting financial resources, amount of the loan provided, interest 
rate etc.  
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Table 2: SWOT analysis –loan from nonbanks institution 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 

The maturity can be up to 5 years There is small number of business loans 
that are provided to beginning 
entrepreneurs, as well 

The wide scale of the loans offered, lower 
in the amount from 1000 EUR, higher to 
33000 EUR 

High interest rate 

These types of loans are generally easily 
accessible 

  

Opportunities Threats 

Lower annual turnover requested for the 
loan provision as in other providers 

Less reliable provider than for example 
bank.  

  
Table 3: SWOT analysis – loan from bank 

 

Strengths  Weaknesses 

There is an overdraft offered to current 
account in the bank 

The necessity to fulfil more complicated 
conditions for getting loan 

Intermediation of resources offered by EU In more loans, there is necessary to 
present the turnover of company, as well, 
so only in some loans the particular 
product is convenient for the beginning 
entrepreneurs.  

It is not necessary to submit the purpose of 
loan when having more credit products 

  

Opportunities Threats 

Lower interest rate requested Higher company turnover requested as for 
example in nonbanks institutions 
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Table 4: SWOT analysis – microloan 

 

Strengths  Weaknesses  

Relatively low average interest rate, 
around 4-5% p.a.  

The provision of loan is not automatic, if 
for example is the purpose of 
entrepreneurship too risky 

Relatively fast process from the loan 
request till financial resources provision 

  

Microloans providers are also two bank 
institutions in the Slovak republic 

  

The loan provision for small and also big 
entrepreneur steps 

  

Opportunities  Threats 

Better conditions for getting loan than in 
banks  

Little awareness of the public about 
microloans and where they can get it 

The possibility to start to pay back the loan 
after 6 months after its signature 

  

 
Table 5: SWOT analysis – crowdfunding 

 

Strengths  Weaknesses  

The registration of project is simple and 
fast 

If a business plan is not creative enough, it 
will not get enough support 

Innovative and unique ideas have the big 
chance for the success 

In the case of the portal Hithit, if there is 
not enough resources collected, all of 
them will be returned to the original 
owners and applicant will not get any of 
them.  

Opportunities  Threats  

A lot faster access to money than in the 
case of any other loan 

The support cannot be expected for the 
typical shops, restaurants, etc.  

Simple promotion of project by means of 
internet 
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Table 6: SWOT analysis – state subsidy 

 

Strengths  Weaknesses  

It is non-refundable provision of money, 
entrepreneur need not to pay back anything 

There are some conditions that are 
necessary to fulfil, one of them is also the 
necessity of performing the business for 
the period at least 3 years.  

Opportunities Threats 

The amount of loan provided is higher if 
there is the higher unemployment rate in 
the particular region 

Financial resources are not provided at 
once but gradually 

 

Table7: SWOT analysis – startup 

 

Strengths Weaknesses  

The support of angel investors The big percentage fails 

The approved budget by the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs of the Slovak republic, 
determined for the support of startups 

  

Opportunities Threats  

The amount of investments from angel 
investors exceeds common maximum 
amount of loans provided 

Low support from the state, as startups do 
not create many new working posts 

 

Recommendations 

It can be concluded from the results of SWOT analysis, that according to our opinion, it is the best to 
choose microfinancing for the beginning company that belongs into the category of small enterprises. We 
would not choose a loan from nonbanks institutions. Despite the fact that a loan is easily accessible, these 
less strict criteria are compensated by the interest rate, what is absolutely disadvantageous for beginning 
company. Bank institutions are better regarding interest rate and also because of the fact that in contrast 
with nonbanks institutions they offer for example loan insurance. However, if lending the money was 
profitable for banks, applicants would have to fulfil more strictly stated conditions. The support of 
startups and crowdfunding is unstable enough and maximally individual, generally it is valid that if an 
idea for business is not unique enough, it does not make sense to apply for this type of support. State 
support is advantageous to a certain degree, as it is a subsidy not a loan, however its amount is not 
sufficient and in the case that there is more money needed for entrepreneurship, it will be necessary for 
the company to borrow money from somewhere.  
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Microloans are for micro entrepreneurs advantageous from the point of view of required conditions, 
interest rate or the percentage of success of application for microloan. For this reason we would choose 
microfinancing as the right ideal way.  
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Abstract  

Islamic bank has experienced a significant growth globally in the last five decades. Unfortunately, the 
market share in Indonesia, as the Muslim majority country never rise above 5 or 6 percent since the 
establishment of the first Islamic bank in Indonesia. An understanding of why the Muslim banking 
customers have not used Islamic bank and prefer to use conventional bank even though the involvement 
of the Muslim in the riba activity is forbidden in Islam. In-depth interviews were conducted with 15 
respondents who have conventional bank account only. This exploratory study found that religiosity 
becomes one theme that most differentiates the Muslim customers who patron or not patron the Islamic 
bank.  

 

Keywords: Qualitative; Conventional bank; Islamic bank; Barrier, Switching Behavior 

Introduction 

In a free market system, Islamic banks should compete with conventional banks, which can explicitly and 
implicitly charge interest on loans and deposits (Erol & El Bdour, 1989). In contrast. The Islamic bank, 
which refers to the institution that operates in accordance with Islamic economic doctrines, is not allowed 
to gain interest on loans or deposits given to its customers other than profit and loss sharing (Erol & El 
Bdour, 1989). Since the conception of the modern Islamic bank in Egypt in 1970, the industry assets have 
grown to over US $1.6 trillion in 2012 and is predicted to reach the US $6.1 trillion by the end of 2020 
(Gewal, 2013).  

Despite the rapid growth of Islamic banking globally, the anomaly seems to happen mostly in Indonesia. 
Indonesia is currently ranked first in terms of the number of Muslim populations in the world. Based on 
data from www.muslimpopulation.com (2016), the number of Indonesian Muslims in 2014 is 88% or 
218.68 million people out of a total of 248.5 million population. With the largest proportion of Muslim 
population in the world, it is only natural that the number of sharia banks as well their market share in this 
country also is great. Unfortunately, when viewed from the aspect of its market share, the market share of 
Islamic banks in Indonesia is very low. Compared with those of a conventional bank, until the end of 
2015, the market share of an Islamic bank only amounted to 4.81% (“Outlook 2016 Banking: Optimistic 
Grew Better,” 2016). Since the establishment of the first Islamic bank Indonesia, the market share of 
Islamic banks never rose to the level of 5%; thus, the industry is considered having 5% trap. In addition to 
low market share, the Islamic bank in Indonesia also is experiencing declining growth.  

Therefore, there is a need to examine why Muslims in Indonesia choose or not choose to patron Islamic 
banks despite the prohibition of riba (usury of interest) in financial transactions. The study aims to 
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examine the factors that influence Muslims to patronize or not patronize Islamic banks, especially in 
regard to demographic characteristics, religiosity, and spirituality 

Literature Review   

Numerous studies have examined the antecedents of Islamic bank patronage or the attitude of Muslims 
toward Islamic banks based on demographic characteristic, religiosity, and spirituality (e.g., Erol & El 
Bdour, 1989; Khan, Hassan, & Shahid, 2008; Muhamad & Alwi, 2015; Usman, Tjiptoherijanto, Balqiah 
& Agung, 2017). According to the study by Khan et al. (2008), demographic variables such as age, level 
of education, and income are related to the customer usage of Islamic bank products.  

Religious-related variables such as religiosity and spirituality also have been examined in Islamic banking 
behavioural studies. Spirituality refers to the broader conceptualization of personal beliefs in God or a 
higher power, while religiosity itself refers to the much narrower conceptualization in regards to the 
organized behaviours intended to put spirituality into practice (Berry, 2005). A study by Erol and El 
Bdour (1989) showed that religious motives do not become a significant influence for Muslims to 
patronize Islamic banks. According to Muhamad and Alwi (2015), religiosity plays a role in influencing 
customers who fall under the religious conviction group. But there are also Muslims who fall under the 
economic rational group, which considers the objective economic criteria such as rate of return, as an 
important factor in choosing an Islamic bank. Another study, conducted by Usman et al. (2017), showed 
that customers should be differentiated into traditional and contemporary groups in order to examine the 
role of religiosity on Islamic banking patronage. Their study revealed that religiosity influences the 
decision of customers in the traditional group, but it does not have a significant impact on the 
contemporary group. 

Research Method  

 

The qualitative research method is applied using in-depth interview methods to prospective potential 

customers of sharia banks or those who have become sharia bank customers. The sampling technique for 

this qualitative research uses stratified purposeful sampling aimed at selecting respondents based on 

certain characteristics (key dimension) on a stratified basis based on stratification, which is considered 

important (Patton, 2001). The number of respondents will follow the saturation of theory, where, if the 

addition of one or two respondents is not again adding significant information, then the amount is 

considered sufficient to dig into and confirm the research topic. Thirty complete interview transcripts are 

then analysed by the three researchers. 

Analysis and Discussion 

Qualitative research results through constant comparison among different age groups, gender, marital 

status, level of education, and occupation showed that there is no different pattern in the intention to 

patron the sharia banks. Muslims, who show no interest in patronizing Islamic banks, may believe that the 

economic return is still the priority. In addition to that, the customers also may think that Internet banking 

provided by the Islamic bank tends to be lower in technology, especially the technology offered by full-

fledged Islamic banking. The issue makes them inclined to switch to Islamic banking. Respondents who 

have a business enterprise also believe that Islamic banks cannot provide the business service that is on 

par with that of conventional banks. The Muslim respondents also felt that the number of branches and 

ATMs of the Islamic bank are limited. Therefore, they are inclined to migrate to Islamic banking.  
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Related to religion and religiosity, the results of this study are interesting. The study shows that religion 

per se is not significant in influencing customer intentions to patronise Islamic bank, as there are Muslims 

who have intentions to patronise Islamic banks, and there are Muslims who do not have intentions to 

patronise Islamic banks. There also are Muslims who have already become customers of Islamic banks, 

and there also are Muslims who have not.  

“Yes, I know that the Islamic bank is recommended by Islamic law. But the administrative cost and the 

margin of loan are higher. So, I, finally run to the conventional bank” (Respondent 28, male, 59 years 

old) 

Religious affiliation also seems to be unrelated to Muslim customers who patronise Islamic banks, as 

there are members of Islamic bank organisations who have and have not become customers of Islamic 

banks. The pattern of the respondents’ answers shows that Muslims who have higher religiosity and 

spirituality tend to show their intention and actual behaviour to patronise Islamic banks (see the quotes 

below) 

“I try to use only Islamic bank service because it is a religious command. My wife uses conventional 

banks during an emergency only” (Respondent 19, Muslim, male, 50 years, income US $1850–$3700 per 

month) 

 “Using Islamic banks give me much higher psychological benefits. I feel more secure and relieved in 

using the service compared with using conventional bank services, which applies interest to its 

customers” (Respondent 24, Muslim, male, 39 years, income US $3701–$7400 per month). 

Discussion and Implications 

Based on the study, the Islamic bank should prioritize segmentation based on the customers’ religious 

value rather than demographic variables, as the qualitative study shows no similar pattern of intention and 

behaviour based on demographic variables such as age groups, gender, marital status, level of education, 

and occupation.  

The inability of the Islamic bank in Indonesia to increase its market share might reflect the condition that 

those who are religious or have high spirituality have already become Islamic bank customers. Therefore, 

the Islamic bank should offer financial services on par with those of conventional bank services while 

they differentiate themselves by offering pure Islamic banking services.  

To increase its market share, the Islamic bank should promote more Islamic bank products to raise 

Muslims’ awareness of their duty to avoid riba. Islamic banks also should place emphasis on religious 

benefits but also on economic benefits in patronising Islamic banks. In other words, Islamic banks should 

be able to offer something more than just religious fanaticism.  
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Abstract 
 

The objective of this study was to refute the self-constructed hypothesis that the legal obligation to 

implement energy audits according to Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) produces the desired effect 

in increasing the motivation of the entrepreneurs towards investing in energy efficiency measures. 

 

In order to carry out the study, only the affected companies were questioned. A total of 92 companies 

were consulted and 73 questionnaires were analysed. The surveyed companies include those 

companies which are not small or medium-sized enterprises within the meaning of the EU's SME 

recommendation. According to this recommendation, only the so-called non-SMEs were questioned 

independently of the sector or area of activity concerned. 

 

Based on our findings, we have identified that the hypothesis could be at least partially rebuttal 

against the backdrop of the purely economic approach of the decision-makers. 

 

Keywords: energy efficiency, energy audit, DIN EN 16247, optimization measures 

Introduction 
 

In recent years, a number of legislative acts have been adopted at the European level, with measures 

and arrangements for increasing energy efficiency. The new Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) was 

adopted in 2012 as an essential part of the European Union energy policy (European 

Parliament, 2012). 

 

The German act on Energy Services and Further Energy Efficiency Measures (EDL-G) was adapted 

in 2015 as part of the implementation of EED (Bundestag, 2015). 

 

Since the EDL-G has now obligated all organizations that are not a small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) to carry out energy audits according to DIN EN 16247-1, this form of energy 

investigation has undergone a marked change of character (Gensing, et al. 2016). 

 

The issue raised by this implementation is whether this regulatory intervention reduces the motivation 

of companies to save energy? 

 

In fact, the EED, or the national legislations resulting from it, can demand the implementation of 

regular energy audits, but the implementation of efficiency measures, which are elaborated in the 

energy audits, remain in the voluntary nature of the companies. 

 

With this study, the authors would like to disprove the self-constructed hypothesis that states that the 

statutory obligation to perform energy audits produces the desired effect, namely, that organizations 

are motivated for energy efficiency. 

 

In the case of targeted support programs, as in the case of investment grants for the use of highly 

efficient cross-sectional technologies (BMWI, 2014), the companies are able to examine 

independently meaningful and promising sub-divisions within their organizations with regard to 
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energy efficiency. In contrast to this, companies, within the framework of the aforementioned legal 

obligation, have to examine their organization holistically and thus become cost-intensive with them. 

 

We assume that the obligation as well as the demand for a holistic investigation of the companies 

leads to unintentional monetary costs and thus to a general lack of interest of the company in the 

results of energy audits. This effect can be observed by the auditor already in the introductory contact 

of the first process step of a specific method according to DIN EN 16247. 

 

The presumed effect is empirically demonstrated by this study and thereby the above formulated 

hypothesis is rebutted. In this way the authors want to provide important insights for the entire energy 

policy research field such that the better legal decisions can be made in the future. 

Theoretical Considerations of the Introductory Contact 
 

Energy efficiency is an important component of a company’s environmental strategy. End-of- pipe 

solutions can be extensive and inefficient while energy efficiency can often be an inexpensive 

opportunity to reduce emissions of criteria and other pollutants. In short, energy-efficiency 

investment is a sound business strategy in today’s manufacturing environment (Worrel and 

Galitsky 2004). The fundamental goal of energy management is to produce goods and provide 

services with the least cost and least environmental effect. 

 

The energy audit can be defined as a set of coordinated activities carried out within the framework of 

the management and the control of an organization with regard to energy sources, energy inputs and 

energy consumption. While it is not an independent activity within the organization, the energy audit 

is a part of the responsibilities of the top management or their representatives (Reimann, 2015). 

Energy Audit is a vital link in the entire management chain. 

 

The introductory contact includes participatory management through special procedures. Affected 

employees and other groups are invited to submit their experiences and views for energy audit during 

the limited period of the energy audit. Through the participation of the employees and other groups in 

the energy audit process, the greatest possible transparency and communication is possible (Haas, 

Fechner, and Kuchar, 2016). 

 

The introductory contact is a part of a decision-making process and has a key role in the achievement 

of the organizational goals of the energy audit. The role of the introductory contact is to establish a 

systematic, structured, and appropriate approach to the implementation of the remaining process steps 

in order to contribute to the improved transparency in energy inputs, energy consumption, and, 

ultimately, to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the organizations (Bruder, 2017). 

 

Methodology of Research 
 

Within the scope of the energy audits to be carried out, the authors planned the individual aspects of 

the energy auditing processes, which are to be researched and carried out for our surveys. A total of 

92 companies were consulted and 73 questionnaires analysed. 

 

To determine the minimum sample size, the following Formula (1) (Kauermann and 

Küchenhoff 2011) was used: 

n=

z2
∙p�1-p�

e2

1+ �z2∙p�1-p�
e2∙N

�  
(1) 

, where 

 

n = minimum sample size, 
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N = population size 

e = margin of error; is the percentage in decimal notation 

z = confidence level (as z value) 

p = proportion of sample components that have explored feature (when "p" is unknown, it is 

considered equal to 0.5—corresponding maximum dispersion) 

 

To determine the minimum sample, the coefficients of the above formula have the following values: 

 

  

 N = 50,000 

 e = 0.1 

 z = 1.65 (corresponding to a confidence level of 90%) 

 p = 0.5 (corresponding to maximum value of dispersion) 

 

By entering the value quantities N, e, z, and p in the Formula (2), a value of 68 companies for the 

minimum sample size resulted as follows: 

n=

1.652
∙0.5�1-0.5�

e2

1+ �1.652
∙0.5�1-0.5�

0.12
∙50,000

�
= 68 companies (2) 

In order to conduct the study, only the affected companies were questioned. The companies 

concerned included organizations that are not small or medium-sized enterprises within the meaning 

of the EU's SME recommendation. According to this, only so-called non-SMEs were interviewed, 

regardless of the sector or area of activity. 

 

Organizations performing sovereign tasks were excluded from this survey. For example, 

responsibilities in the fields of security, police, and justice as well as the responsibilities of publicly 

financed educational institutions and the administration of social security systems under state control 

were excluded (BAFA, 2015). 

 

To complete the research, 92 companies were consulted and a total of 73 questionnaires were 

analysed. The surveyed organizations were all from the commercial economy (manufacturing, crafts, 

and trade) and other services. 

 

The planned interviews, conducted during the introductory contact, dealt with, among other things, 

the following main questions: 

 

a) The evaluation criteria for the implementation of optimization measures to improve 

energy efficiency. The participants could choose between multiple answers: 

 

• Technical Feasibility; 

• Profitability & Payback; 

• Investment Volume; 

• Technology Sector; 

• CO2 Savings; 

• Life-Cycle Cost Analysis. 

 

b) To all existing opinions, ideas, and limitations of possible measures to improve energy 

efficiency. 

 

This question could only be answered qualitatively in a free-text field by the companies. 
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Research Results 
 

The research results show that the main criteria for the implementation of energy efficiency measures 

are profitability and payback. The necessary optimization points for the energy audit are seen by 

companies almost exclusively in the cross-sectional technologies. The following sections show the 

details of our research. 

Research results on the evaluation criteria 

 

The results of the evaluation criteria are shown in Fig. 1. While the profitability and technical 

feasibility are crucial for investment decisions, the remaining criteria are negligible. 

 

The most important criterion for the remaining questions in the interview was profitability. More than 

73% of the companies surveyed would only carry out an energy efficiency measure if they 

guaranteed high profitability with quick repayment. The second most important criterion was 

technical feasibility, which is the main criterion for more than 42% of organizations. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Criteria for the Implementation of Energy Efficiency Measures (Source: authors) 

All other criteria are not considered important. Even the investment volume is not an essential 

criterion for more than 75% of the participants. This means that a high investment volume is possible 

and acceptable as long as repayment and profitability are expected.  

 

If, however, only profitability and technical feasibility are the criteria of the decision-makers, the 

energy audit is a service, and like any other service, it sells in the market and must lead to 

profitability. 

 

Anyway, the implementation of these measures would already be enforced by the markets without 

any intervention of regulatory authorities. This probably also leads to the conclusion that only 12% of 

all the companies studied consider CO2 savings as a criterion for energy efficiency measures. Finally, 

of these 12%, only one participant considers CO2 savings as the main criterion. The other participants 

would concentrate only on profitability.  

 

This part of the survey shows the energy efficiency considerations as a part of the energy audit 

focused exclusively on profitability and return on capital. 
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Research results on optimization measures (corporate ideas) 
 

The research highlight that more than a third (37%) of the organizations interviewed already had their 

own ideas for energy efficiency measures. While most of them exclusively concentrated on cross-

sectional technologies (heating, lighting, air-conditioning, pump, and compressed-air technology as 

well as the production of hot drinking water), only one participant in the survey saw potential in the 

area of process technology. 

 

These results are within the expected range. Within their core processes, the companies possess 

extraordinary know-how; furthermore, the energy efficiency within these processes is generally 

known to them. 

 

The potential for optimization is, therefore, seen in cross-sectional technologies. The fact that more 

than a third of the respondents already have optimization ideas suggests that the optimization 

requirement and the measures are often already known. However, the profitability and the payback 

are not yet sufficient due to the existing price level in order to implement the measure. 

Conclusion 
 

The hypothesis that states that the statutory obligation to carry out energy audits produces the desired 

effect, namely, the company is motivated for energy efficiency can be at least partially disproved in 

the light of the purely economic approach of the decision-makers. 

 

An interest in energy efficiency is clearly occulted when measures do not lead to improved 

profitability and a return on capital. This view is, however, essential, especially in the face of 

international competition. A different view would lead to international competitors gaining a 

competitive advantage if they did not pay attention to energy efficiency. Measures, which would lead 

to improved profitability, would, in any case, be enforced by markets without the involvement of the 

regulatory authorities and without a compulsory audit. 

 

Most companies apparently lack the incentive to invest in energy efficiency measures from an angle 

other than profitability. It is obviously not a competitive advantage or an advantage for the majority 

of companies to improve the carbon footprint and adopt sustainable production techniques. 

 

However, if profitability and payback are only crucial to decision-makers for the implementation of 

energy efficiency measures, the hypothesis that companies are motivated by the regulatory measure 

to increase energy efficiency is rejected. 

 

However, the above hypothesis cannot be completely rebutted. There are a few cases in which 

companies are nevertheless motivated to improve energy efficiency; these are as follows: 

 

1) If energy efficiency is indeed a competitive advantage for the company and a key feature; 

2) The energy audit covers inefficiencies, which can lead to a real increase in profitability; 

3) If the energy audit provides cheaper measures for known optimization problems, companies 

are motivated to achieve energy efficiency. 

 

In these cases, energy audit leads to the desired reaction; with the exception of Case (1), however, 

profitability remains the main focus and energy efficiency is a by-product. 

 

From a regulatory perspective, to build an entrepreneurial awareness of energy efficiency, the 

mandatory energy audits can nevertheless be useful. In particular, if they are flanked by funding 

programs for measures whose profitability is not guaranteed by the market, but whose 

implementation is desired. 

 

The set-up for a meaningful interplay of the energy audits, support measures, and the strengthening of 

the awareness of energy efficiency in companies must be a part of the next study. 
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Abstract  

The study examines the impact of service quality on passenger satisfaction. Service quality is measured 

by using RAILQUAL, which is a special measurement of service quality in the railway industry. The data 

were collected from 240 customers of the Indonesian Railway Company, the one and only railway 

provider in the country. Convenience sampling was used, and four types of train passengers were taken as 

the samples of this research. The hypotheses are tested by utilizing multiple regressions. The results show 

that all RAILQUAL elements, which comprise platform services, in-train services, punctuality, employee 

services, and security, significantly influence passenger customer satisfaction. However, based on the 

regression analysis, ticketing, in-train services, and platform service are considered as the most important 

factors to the customers. The study provides empirical evidence on the RAILQUAL scale in a different 

context, along with service quality factors, which are important to train customers. 

Keywords: RAILQUAL, Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction  

Introduction 

Public transportation is regarded as one of the essential elements in a country (Miller et al. 2016) and is 

one of the basic foundations in building sustainable cities with easy accessibility (Miller et al. 2016). 

Public transportation, excluding school buses and charter and sight-seeing service (Tran & Kleiner 2005), 

refers to transportation by a conveyance that provides continuing general or special transportation to the 

general public. Countries around the world are competing to create a modern, sophisticated public 

transportation with an environmentally friendly system and minimum energy consumption. Now, in the 

so-called “matured society,” public transportation has become a fundamental part of life. It is still the 

only instrument that provides the efficient means in moving people and logistics (Eboli & Mazzulla 

2012). Therefore, demands for public transportation are highly increased in terms of punctuality, 

reliability, and frequency (Ieda et al. 2001). One type of public transportation, which is highly used to 

overcome transportation problems, is the train. Trains are considered one of the most effective and 

efficient public transportation, as they enable passengers to save money and get to their destination faster 

than any other mode of transport (Schmalbruch 2015).  

One of the useful concepts in marketing to assess the quality of train services as a public transportation is 

RAILQUAL (Vanniarajan & Stephen 2008; Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2017; Maruvada & Bellamkonda 

2010; Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; Agarwal 2008). The RAILQUAL is proven to significantly 

influence customer satisfaction on train services. In the Indonesian context, the satisfaction of customers 

toward train services has been low for several decades. Only recently, the government recognized the 

importance of mass transportation in order to satisfy the increasing demand in a growing economy. New 

leadership was appointed; thus, the company has been going through a radical transformation to improve 
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operations. The management team is being reinstated, human resource development is being focused, and 

passenger services have become priority, along with the improvement of the infrastructure to support the 

operation, and a service-oriented culture is being introduced (Djuraid 2013). 

With the increase of services, the Indonesian Railway Company has become a new choice, even 

preferable, for the intercity by wider market segments. Now, an intercity passenger train is regarded as 

one of the most important transportation facilities in Indonesia due to its capability to transport a lot of 

passengers and a high potential to reduce energy consumption and pollution in the country (Djuraid 

2013). 

To date, there is limited research on railway customer satisfaction, especially in the Indonesian context. 

Thus, researchers aim to examine the influence of train service quality (RAILQUAL) delivered by the 

Indonesian Railways Company on customer satisfaction of an intercity passenger train. The study is 

beneficial to policymakers and railway companies, as it provides an evaluation on the quality of intercity 

train services in Indonesia. The study also lends support to the validity of RAILQUAL instruments.  
 

Literature Review  

Railqual 

RAILQUAL is a concept of service quality in the railway industry (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2017; 

Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2010; Vanniarajan & Stephen 2008). The RAILQUAL concept itself was 

derived based on the service quality or SERVQUAL concept (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2017). 

SERVQUAL consist of 10 dimensions,: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, communication, credibility, 

security, competence, courtesy, understanding/knowing the customer, and access (Parasuraman et al. 

1985). After further research and examination, SERVQUAL is presented only in five dimensions: 

tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. Similar to the concept of SERVQUAL, 

RAILQUAL also consists of those five dimension, but the attributes have been adapted to the railway 

context (Vanniarajan & Stephen 2008; Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2010; Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2017; 

Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; Agarwal 2008).  

Customer Satisfaction  

Customer satisfaction is defined as the customer’s sense that consumption provides an outcome against a 

standard of pleasure and displeasure (Oliver 2006). Customer satisfaction can also refer to the collective 

outcome of the customer’s perception, evaluation, and psychological reaction to the consumption 

experience with a product or service. In line with this thinking, previous scholars also suggest that 

satisfaction is inclusive (Yi 1990). That is, satisfaction is determined by customer’s perception of the 

quality, price, situation factors, and personal factors (Baker 2013).  

RAILQUAL and Customer Satisfaction  

Previous research, especially in the Indian context, examined the relationship between the RAILQUAL 

and its influence on customer satisfaction (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2017; Maruvada & Bellamkonda 

2010; Agarwal 2008). Maruvada and Bellamkonda (2012) suggested that service quality can be divided 

into six dimensions: reservation and ticketing, platform services, in train services; punctuality, employee 

services, security, and safety. A survey of up to 25 countries in Europe for passenger satisfaction in rail 

services shows that railway passengers are most likely to be satisfied with three aspects, one of which is 

the reservation. Reservation dimension includes the procedure, accuracy, and promptness of the 
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reservation. Another researcher also supported the positive influence of reservations on passenger 

satisfaction (Agarwal 2008). Hence, the following hypothesis can be proposed: 

H1: Reservation has a significant positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction. 

Maruvada and Bellamkonda (2012) integrated the reservation into the reservation and ticketing 

dimension. Agarwal (2008) stated that ticketing has a significant influence on customer satisfaction. The 

researcher separates the ticketing dimension from the reservation, i.e., ticketing access, ticket price, train 

price variations, price regulations, and the flexibility of cancellation and scheduling. Moreover, Markplus 

(2013) also indicated that ticketing is one of the biggest factors that affect customer satisfaction. Hence, 

the following hypothesis can be proposed: 

H2: Ticketing has a significant positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction. 

The platform services in rail station positively influence overall customer (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 

2012; Agarwal 2008). Platform services include the facilities, provision of information, maintenance, 

access flexibility, condition, cleanliness, security, and convenience of the station and waiting room. In the 

Thailand railway industry, service and information of a platform are also among the six important factors 

that affect overall customer satisfaction (Choocharukul & Sriroongvikrai 2017). Hence, the following 

hypothesis can be proposed: 

H3: Platform services have a significant positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction. 

Maruvada and Bellamkonda (2012) suggested that in-train services have a significant positive influence 

toward overall customer satisfaction. Agarwal (2008) also suggested that in-train services are considered 

as one of the most important factors that affect overall customer satisfaction. The previous study from 

MarkPlus (2013) focused on questions regarding in-train services mainly about the convenience of travel 

from the beginning place to the arriving point, including facilities, maintenance, and cleanliness. Those 

questions were created as to reflect the situations and basic facilities from the Indonesian Railway’s 

Company standards. In addition, in-train services consist of cleanliness, toilet facilities, catering quality 

and price, and comforts inside the train. Moreover, the Indonesian Railway Company has confirmed these 

indicators. Therefore, in this research context, in-train services are expected to have a significant positive 

influence toward overall customer satisfaction. Hence, the following hypothesis can be proposed: 

H4: In-train services have a significant positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction.  

Time is among the most influential variables toward overall customer satisfaction for train services 

(Maruvada & Belamkonda, 2012; Thomson & Schofield, 2007; Ollson, 2004). Time or punctuality is 

used as a distinct measurement, related to a predefined degree of accepted deviance (Olsson, 2004). In the 

transportation context, passengers measured the reliability of services based on punctuality (Cavana et al. 

2007). Moreover, passengers tend to pose strict judgment on departing and arrival times (Markplus, 

2013). In fact, the annual report of the Indonesian Railway Company (2013) claimed that punctuality is 

one of the four main pillars of performance. Thus, 

H5: Punctuality has a significant positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction  

When it comes to the railway, employee services is one of the key factors affecting overall customer 

satisfaction (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012). Employee services consist of staff handling, attitudes, and 

clarity of information by the staff in the station and inside the train (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012). 

H6: Employee services have a significance positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction  

Security is one of the key categories of public transport quality indicators. One of the studies on the 

Hellenic Railway in Europe shows that security is the most important factor for customers (Nathanail 
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2008). Maruvada and Bellamkonda (2012) stated that security and safety are among the six factors that 

have an influence toward overall customer satisfaction. Therefore, 

H7: Security has a significant positive influence toward overall customer satisfaction  

Based on the above hypothesis, the following research framework is developed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Figure 1: Research Framework 
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The data were collected by using structured questionnaire distributed to 240 passengers of four intercity 

trains, which connect the city in Jakarta Province to the cities in East Java provinces. Intercity train refers 

to high-quality trains, which are usually faster than the average train that links large cities (Maruvada & 

Bellamkonda 2017). It is worth noting that intercity trains in Indonesia can be classified into economy 

and commercial passenger classes (Hata, 2003). Commercial passenger classes are also divided into 

business and executive class (Hata, 2003). The research took place inside the train of Bima, Sembrani, 

Gumarang, Gajayana, Bima, and Sembrani, which operates back to back from Gambir Station (Jakarta) to 

Surabaya City Station (Surabaya). Sixty questionnaires were distributed in each type of executive-only 

trains, except for Gumarang, which also has an economy class. 

The variable was measured using the instruments developed by Maruvada and Bellakonda (2012), which 

consist of reservation and ticketing, platform services, in-train services, punctuality, employee services, 

security, and safety. As previously mentioned, the researchers separated the ticketing dimension from the 

reservation, as the reservation measured procedure, accuracy, and promptness of the reservation while 
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ticketing assessed the ticket price, train price variations, price regulations, and the flexibility of 

cancellation and scheduling. 

Table 1:  Measurement of Item 

 

Variable Items Sources 

Reservation  1. Convenience of reservation and ticketing  (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; 

MarkPlus Insight 2013) 
2. Promptness of reservation and ticketing  

 3. Accuracy in ticketing and reservation  

 

(MarkPlus Insight 2013) 

Ticketing 4. Ticket price (MarkPlus Insight 2013) 

5. Train types variations 

6. Train price variations 

7. The regulation of ticket reschedules 

8. Easiness of ticket reschedule 

Platform services 9. Provision of information about train 

times/platforms 

(Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; 

MarkPlus Insight 2013) 

10. The upkeep/maintenance of station buildings 

and platforms 

11. Convenience inside station (MarkPlus Insight 2013) 

12. Access with other transportation (bus) 

13. Station facilities (restaurant, coffee shop, etc.) 

Minimarket) 14. Availability of porter in station 

15. Condition of the toilet in station 

16. Cleanliness in train waiting room 

17. Convenience in train waiting room 

18. Security in train waiting room 

19. Provision of information about train 

times/platforms 

In train services  20. Cleanliness of the train (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; 

MarkPlus Insight 2013) 
21. Toilet facilities 

22. Quality of catering 

23. Price of catering 

24. Journey comfort 

25. Cabin language facility (MarkPlus Insight 2013) 

26. Facilities in train (power plug, CCTV, etc.) 

Punctuality 28. Train departure on time (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; 

MarkPlus Insight 2013) 
29. The length of time of journey 

30. Train travel on time 

Employee 

services 

31. How request of railway staff handled (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; 

MarkPlus Insight 2013) 
32. Attitudes of railway staff 

33. Attitudes of station staff (MarkPlus Insight 2013) 

34. Accuracy of information delivered by staff 
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35. Attitudes of ticket locket staff 

36. Clarity of information given by staff 

Security and 

safety 

37. Personal security on train (Maruvada & Bellamkonda 2012; 

MarkPlus Insight 2013) 
38. Safety of train journey 

39. Security of luggage on train 

Customer 

Satisfaction  

Overall satisfaction  

Service of the company fulfilled my expectations  

Comparing the price and benefit that I 

obtained, Indonesian Railway Company offers 

satisfying services 

 

 

This research used a 5-point Likert scale, a score of 1 signaling respondents strongly disagree with the 

statement and 5 signaling respondents strongly agree. The total item number to measure SERVQUAL is 

39. The researcher adapted and modified the measurement of SERVQUAL developed by Maruvada and 

Bellakomda (2012) and integrate it with the SERVQUAL items from MarkPlus Insight (2013). The step 

was taken in order to comprehensively assess service quality. The measurement items for each variable 

can be seen in Table 1.  

Analysis and Discussion 

A total of 300 questionnaires were successfully collected for this research. The data were then analyzed 

by factor analysis and reliability tests to assess validity and reliability. The results of the factor analysis 

show that all measurements are valid and reliable, as the component matrix for each variable is grouped 

into one grouped only, and the coefficient level of Cronbach’s alpha exceeds the minimum threshold of 

0.6 (Malhotra 2010). 

Based on the multiple regressions analysis, all seven variables, namely, reservation, ticketing, platform 

services, in-train services, punctuality, employee services, and security all had a significant influence 

toward customer satisfaction, as each of the independent variables has a t-value of 2.127 (reservation), 

4.779 (ticketing), 2.520 (platform services), 2.938 (in-train services), 2.074 (punctuality), 2.044 

(employee services), 2.288 (security). As the t-value of all the independent variables was higher than 

1.65, all the hypotheses of the study are thus accepted.  

The result of the multiple regression analysis can be seen in Table 2. 
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Table 2:  Multiple Regression Result 

Independent Variable β 
t-value Significance Result 

R-square=0.533 

Constant=0.00 

Reservation 0.092 2.127 0.034 Significant 

Ticketing 0.270 4.779 0.000 Significant 

  Platform services 
0.141 2.520 0.012 

Significant 

In-train services 0.177 2.938 0.008 Significant 

Punctuality 0.105 2.074 0.039 Significant 

  Employee services 
0.078 2.044 0.042 

Significant 

Security and safety 0.127 2.288 0.023 Significant 

   Dependent=customer satisfaction  

Source: SPSS output conducted by researcher 

In addition, the R-square value was 0.533, which means that all the dependent variables were able to 

explain as much as 53.3% of the dependent variable 

Based on beta (β) value, ticketing became one of the biggest roles in order to gain customer satisfaction. 

The study supported that of Maruvada and Bellamkonda (2012) and Agarwal (2008). Therefore, ticket 

price movement should be alerted early and transparently. Rescheduling and ticket cancellation should 

also be taken into a consideration. Charging cost should be implemented in a minimum and reasonable 

percentage as well as a high flexibility of rescheduling.  

The second most important factor to the satisfaction of train passenger is the in-train services. Findings 

from this research supported the statement by Marumvada and Bellamkonda (2012) that in-train services 

have an influence on customer satisfaction. In fact, when people choose a train as their public 

transportation, the longest time they will spend is inside the train. There are hours spent to experience and 

reflect their satisfaction toward the services. Moreover, Choocharukul and Sriroongyikrai (2013) also 

suggest that in-train services are considered among the most important factors that affect overall customer 

satisfaction. Markplus (2013) also confirmed that in-train services play a vital role in determining 

customer satisfaction. The result is logical, as passengers spent most of the journey time inside the train. 

Therefore, the in-train services must at least match with customer expectations to fulfill satisfaction. All 

the facilities promised to the customers must be fulfilled in a good way with good quality. 

The third most influential factor on passenger customer satisfaction is platform services. The result of the 

research supported the finding from Marumvada and Bellamkonda (2012), who stated that platform 

services did have an effect on customer satisfaction. Moreover, Markplus (2013) also confirmed that 

platform service is one of the most important variables to be maximized and maintained. In addition, 

Choocharukul and Sriroongvikrai (2013) also stated that service and information of a platform are among 

the six important factors that affect overall customer satisfaction. Platform services consist of several 

different factors: amenities, shops, restaurants, and restrooms, which help to facilitate passenger waiting 

time. Thus, those factors should be maintained in terms of clarity and cleanliness. 
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Figure 2: Hypothesis Testing 

Security and safety become the fourth variable that influence customer satisfaction of a train passenger. 

Previous studies also confirmed that security has become one of the key categories of public transport 

quality indicators (European Commission. 1998). The findings of this research supported the statement 

from Marumvada and Bellamkonda (2012), which confirmed that security does have an effect on 

customer satisfaction. 

The fifth factor that influences customer satisfaction of the train passenger is reservation, followed by the 

punctuality in the sixth position. Marumvada and Belamkonda (2012) claimed that time or punctuality is 

one of the most influential variables on overall customer satisfaction. The findings of this research 

supported the statement from Marumvada and Bellamkonda. The result of the hypothesis testing also 

confirmed the statement from Markplus (2013), i.e., passengers tend to have concerns about time 

schedules. Moreover, passengers tend to pose strict judgment on departing and arrival time (Markplus, 

2013). In fact, the Indonesian Railway Company (2013) reported that punctuality is one of the four main 

pillars of performance. 

The last factor is the employee services. Employee service is typically remembered by customers 

(Seybold 2001). The result of this research supported the suggestion from Marumvada and Bellamkonda 

(2012) that employee services influence customer satisfaction.  

Discussion and Implications 

The study provides empirical evidence on the RAILQUAL scale in different contexts and the service 

quality factors, which are important to train customers. As the findings showed a significant result, the 

research framework model used in this research may be viable for future research on railway service 

quality through RAILQUAL concept toward passenger satisfaction. The framework shows that the 
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research framework model proposed can be used in the context of railway service in the perception of any 

classes available, as this research conducted in two different classes. 

The results show that all the seven dimensions of RAILQUAL, i.e., reservation and ticketing, platform 

services, in-train services, punctuality, employee services, security, and safety are significantly influence 

passenger customer satisfaction. In implication, it now can be suggested that the railway company should 

focus on creating a maximum service toward those seven variables. 
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Abstract 

The paper considers the approach of organizing the data storage, processing and presentation in the 

forecast problem of the need for labor resources. The main disadvantages of the tools used by the state 

authorities at present in solving this problem are identified. The paper describes the methods of 

transferring from a classical way of the information processing, analysis and the methods of development 

the forecast models by means of the spreadsheets realized in various office packages, for example, Excel, 

to the high-grade client-server application for data storage and processing. The results of the project of 

such a transition concerning the problem of forecasting the need for labor resources in Krasnoyarsk 

Territory are presented. 

Keywords - database, web-service, need for labor resources, modeling, forecast. 

Introduction 

The problem of forecasting the need for labor resources is one of the priorities within the policy of each 

state constituent entity. The problem of choosing the right tool that will help specialists solve this 

problem as efficiently as possible and get visual and interpreted results is also of a great importance. 

Today, a wide range of software is used by Ministries of Economic Affairs of different regions in Russia, 

statistical centers and analysts to develop such types of economic models (from Excel spreadsheets to 

multifunctional data analysis packages) as SPSS or Gretl. For example, the application of spreadsheets 

has a low entry threshold and the visibility of the results:  all the information, calculations and visual 

representation are located within the same document. However, it can also be one of the main 

disadvantages. So, for example, with the volume growth of the processed data, one may have the 

necessity to make changes in formulas calculation. And with the numerous dependencies of the values of 

some formulas from other ones; the probability of confusion and errors in calculations is high. Thus, the 

support and updating of such a document becomes more complicated. Moreover, the introduction of new 

information, calculations, graphs, etc. increases the size and complexity of the file that imposes its 

difficulties on the processes of reading and transferring the file. Also, if the company does not use the 

version control system applied to office documents, then cases of information duplication or the presence 
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of files with the same name but with the different content are quite frequent. In this case the integrity and 

relevance of the information is violated. 

On the other hand, the application of the more universal software products for statistical data processing 

and modeling, for example, Gretl, requires a specialist with a great number of specialized skills. But the 

correctness and relevance of the prepared initial data plays an important role here. The visualization 

offered by such software products also needs substantial post-processing in the case for example, when it 

is necessary to transfer information to the population or to the higher authorities. 

Thus, having analyzed the positive and negative aspects of the currently used software, it is necessary to 

make a choice in favor of such software that will allow: 

1. To store the existing data and make new ones centrally. 

2. To process data regardless of the introduced changes: algorithms should be adaptive to new 

types of data and time intervals of forecasts. 

3. To present the simulation results in an accessible format for interpretation. 

Formulation of the Problem  

The investigation is aimed at the development of the effective method of data aggregating about the social 

and economic development, demographic statistics, education data and others as well as at the 

organization their storage in the database locally or on a server processing and visualizing the results of 

analysis and forecasting with the help of the web-interface. 

Theory 

It is proposed to investigate a client-server application as a tool for solving the problem of forecasting the 

need for labor in the constituent entity within the framework of the investigation. Also it is proposed to 

use a relational database to organize data storage (MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, etc.). So, a correct 

choice of the database architecture and the setting up of procedures for making changes, data deletions 

will ensure the integrity of the information entered, avoid accidental duplication or omissions in the data 

and it will help to see the history of the information changes in the database. It is necessary to analyze the 

full list of documents where various kinds of information are collected before developing the database 

architecture. Then this information will be used in calculations. Further, a set of directories is formed, i.e., 

names of entities that, as a rule, will remain unchanged throughout the life cycle. In this case some 

reference tables will certainly refer to others. After the structure of the reference tables has been worked 

out, a structure of tables with data is developed. Then the information about various indicators will be 

accumulated. This information is taken from the source documents or obtained as a result of calculations. 

After the structure of the database has been developed and implemented, it is necessary to provide the 

possibility of interaction with the database, i.e. to develop a user-friendly interface. It is proposed to 

implement a web application as an interface. A separate section with settings for entering information into 

the directories and the main data control section of the database will be implemented in the application. 

The integrity of the information will be provided by the interface algorithms and a specialist will work 

with ready-made forms that aggregate information from several tables and presenting it in an accessible 

form for the control. 

A section for calculations will also be implemented where a specialist will be able to include or exclude 

certain parameters from the calculation, change the calculation ranges, filter, and sort. Also a specialist 
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can perform other manipulations with the information before and after calculations. All graphs and other 

visualized representations of analysis results are generated at the call of the application user. 

It is assumed that the implementation of the forecasting tool for the need for labor in the form of a client-

server application will allow not only to organize a reliable method of storing and processing data but 

also to provide access to a single instrument and unified data from various workstations and to be sure 

that the receiving information has not lost its relevance or it is has been lost at all. 

Experimental Results  

The problem of forecast of the need for labor resources in Krasnoyarsk Territory, a database and 

documents concerning the economy of Krasnoyarsk Territory were chosen as an object for research. At 

the beginning, the documents used by specialists in modeling were analyzed according to the stages of the 

tool development described in Section III. As an example of the analysis results (documents, indicators, 

i.e., the information about them is extracted from these documents) are shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1: Example of the documents structure used in filling a database with the initial information 
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Here the sources with the category of the document and the extracted information are listed in the end 

blocks, and the social and economic indicators with the entered information about them in the database 

are reflected in the central blocks. 

Further, the structure of the database was developed on the basis of the documents analysis.  

After the database was realized and the data for its filling were prepared, a web-interface was 

implemented to access the information. Within the framework of this paper, several images are shown as 

a sample (a model) of the interface. The application includes several sections of the menu: separately for 

settings, data entry, calculations, etc., as well as a number of subsections (tabs) inside each section. 

According to the given problem, the database and the application kernel are placed on the server and the 

application is accessible through the web interface to the user. 

The application helps to enter new information in the database, perform calculations with them, and also 

build various summary diagrams and graphs necessary to visualize the results. 

Discussion of the Results  

The approach to the data storage organization and processing is being discussed for the purpose of the 

effective tool development for forecasting the need for labor. 

Conclusions and conclusion  

As a result of the work, a prototype of the client-server application was developed to analyze social and 

economic information in Krasnoyarsk Territory in order to develop a forecast model for the need for labor 

resources of the constituent entity in the context of various economic groups, professions and specialties. 

At present, the application is in test operation mode performed by the specialists of the Ministry of 

Economic Development and Investment Policy of Krasnoyarsk Territory and scientists of the Siberian 

Federal University. 
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